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ENGLISH CHINESE DICTIONARY. 

A. 

A The first letter of the English Alphabet, 35% 
* = BEF; its broad and open sound is ex- | 
pressed by Fi or if. A, the indefinite article | 
is expressed by the numeral —, and is followed 
by the Classifier defining the noun; as: 
a band of robbers, —}¥'hK; a bean, — Fey: a 
blow of hand, —P =F; a boat, —fE fyb; a hook, | 
— BE ; a bottle. — ff #f sa bouquet of flowers, | 
— AE 5a broom, — Fe FPFE +a bundle of pencils, | 
—FL4E : a bundle of straw, —Je eeu" ; a burden 
(of &e., &e.), fH ; a cannon, —PYs ; a cap, — 

JANR ; a carriage, —4e (iff or FE) FEAL; a cash, 
— $8 ; a chair, sk fj; a clod of earth, —[ 
Ye ; a cluster (or bundle) of incense sticks, —¢ 
@ : acriminal, —% Je: a decree, [| #R—- 3H: a 

dog, — £9 ; a dollar, —|§] #R : a decor, — FE PY; 
a double-edged sword, #£ [] gy; a dress, —-4: BD; 
a fan, —JG ky ;a feast, — ye 7H ya fish, —FE(#¥) | 
& ; a flock of sheep, —#¥2£; a flock of birds, 
— FEE; a game of chess, —)Jayft; a gentle- 
man, — fi, 4; a gong, —]fj#; a government 

officer, — Ej’ ; 2 horse, —pcrs ;a a house:= [al 
ke; a knife, —§R JJ: a lamp, —BEE: a leaf | 

(of a book), EF; a letter, He aman, — | 
{4 J; a lump of beef, —[]2F py; a mosquito 
curtain, —aPby he ; a needle, —ALEF: a noble | 
affair, —32 3637 : a number of people, —He J, 
— FEA; a packet of paper, —@34: a pagoda. | 
— RIX: a pair of shoes, —YHKE: a pair of blank- 
ets, ~A@PFRE; a pair of trousers, — (Effi; a | 
pane of glass, —HBHE IG; a pearl, —PAPAPK: a 
pencil, —F¥ (2) 4% >a piece of calico, —7E Af: 

a piece of cloth, —7F 7% ; a piece of ground, — 
Be hh: a plant of bamboo, —4¢ FF; a plaster, — 
Wiis BB a play (one act of,), —-EE EK : a proces- 
sion, &e., &e., — FRE , ; a puff of smoke, — fit 
Ys a quire of paper, — JJ #&: a river, — (jay; 
a room, —[H] Je : a row of boats, — 454i a row | 
of trees, — $f HAC ; a sedan chair, —3ES : a set 

of hooks, Wiad a set of instruments, —fl 
4%-A. ; asection of regulations, "BEE. > asen- 
tence, —fiJaf ; a sheet of paper, —yRYE :a shirt, 
— FIFE a shoal of fish, — [RA ; a shower of 
rain, Ti Hi ;aslab of stone, —Hf 4 ; a spot of 
rust, —4$#; a small piece of wood, —}e7x; 
a star, — Sf; a story (of house), —Jg ; a sue- 
cession of doors, FB a ff: > a suit of clothes, —& 

(Bt) Beh: a swarm of bees, — FE BRIE; a sword, 
— Az: at table, —afee ; a teacher, ee 
a tree, — $< (#K or PE) Hit; a volume, —7KBE; a 

(large) volume, —#} Z£; a wall, — i Pe; a year, 
—Zf. ; (twice a year, —4F ii R).* 

A, after a verb, to go a hunting, Fp RM. 

| A. D., anno domini (in the year of our Lord), Ah 
fg Efe: A. M., anti meridian (before noon), 

4: A.M. artium magister (master ofarts), 
Aback, adv. #Bx%. [PA N. 

_ Abaetion, n. (i746 (GEG GT RBM eae 
Abactor, 2. (yA 

Abacus, n. EN, EAE ; to work the abacus, 473% 
Abaft, prep. Towards the stern, #RFE, Ia ARR- 

Abaisanee. n. Jf. See Obeisance. 
Abalienate, v. t. To sell. #4. See Alienate. 
Abandon, v. ¢. $2.7 FE. He. SEH. J4 FH ; to abandon 

a wife, 4€3£ ; to abandon one’s property, 323% ; 
to part with, #$; I cannot part with you, Iz#% 
4 (#j; to abandon one’s right or privilege, to 
eive precedence, sf; to waive one’s right toa 
throne or post of honour, 7# fic. FfE fit ; to reject, 

pet. = = es ; to leave, aE: Re ED aE 

* In the court dialect ( Baa) the character is added to 

the noun or we may say that in that with or without the 
classifier most nouns end in }: as }EY, a law, a pattern ; 
EY, a room ; tay , a cap, a hat, &e. Writers on this dia- 

lect should study this subject more carefully and point it 
out to the students, or commence making a collection of the 
words which absolutely require the ending in =. 
7 HE is more frequently used with reference to property 

and other objects ; $$ with reference to affection. 

A 



(2) 

#8: to alhandon one’s self or to give one’s self up | 
to vice, AZ, AES. 

Abandoned, * pp. or a. Doom {fi the ; dissolute, 
ba dissipated. HA: an Terai) fellow, 
Sit i 7 FE. HEE : COE d, #'28; lost, 4, 
T: Tam forsaken, 4m J\ #8 Ri qg. 

Abandoner, n. 4 #4. 
Abandonment, } 2. 42 #4. 
Abase, v.t. To degrade, SER FEP KER: to abase 

the flag, fj fig; to abase one’s self, A. AT: 
to meee JAR ; to bid abase, 5, Ui. 

Abash, v.¢. To make ashamed, 221%, @ FL 2EME. 

ae AY AST. TE L- 
Ahashed, pp. Ashamed, 512% 1%, SLM; mortified, | 

ee. His we. 
Abate, v.t. or 7. UX. ERE; to abate the price, Tiel. 
Fi fi; to abate (lessen) a little, WA. Wold, 

a ; would not abate a mite. 2S AIM ; ie 

one’s pride. JAk ABE fii; to cast fdewi dy Al: t 
shorten (as a task), u¥4@: to abate in rigour, 
fife: his pain abates, RyRy Ze : 
abates, fg A, ; to deduct, FR, fn. 

Abatement, n. a8, tA, GREE. Ab fry: the abate- 

ment of taxes, UAE. 
Abater, n 
Abator, n. 354% (1nd). 
Abatude, n. RZ. Web H.- 
Abb, n 
aia y, n. {#24 an abbot’s residence, +. 
Abbess, n. fifi ee oi, a mother-abbess, $f 2. 
Cees n. A Budhist monastery, , Ag Hf; a 

Tauist abbey, #§:a Roman Catholie abbey, {%& 

Abbot, n. The superior of a Budhist monastery, 

* Asan attribute abandoned isin colloquial expressed hy 
fy being added to all the compounds given under this head, 
as: Betty: when A is added to fy or 3% substituted for 
AYA, it signifies an abandoned, dissolute or depraved fellow. 
+ We must here once for all remark, that substantives can 

only be recognized by their position and by the predicate. 
Thus #£3% may mean the abandoner, abandonment or aban- 

doning. In speaking of abandonment in a bad sense, we 
would say MERA em Zhe. The abandonment (we speak 
of) is the vice of abandoning one’s relatives; in speaking 
of the abandoner, we would say TE WK ALARAS AM (the 
abandoner of his relatives is not worthy to be called man). 

In a third form of construction the substantive is expressed 
in the possessive case, as :— AR EWS 
of your relatives, or the fact of your abandoning your rela- 
tives, &c.). Hence, if we wish to comment on the substan- 

tive, $f always follows the word it so qualifies; but if we wish 
to comment on the actor or on the action, the object, often 

preceded by the possessive (fy, ‘3%, comes between the 

adjective, &c., and the relative pronoun 3 forming the sub- 
stantive. 

(the abandonment 

verb, | 

the storm | 

. KH : the abater of the price, PRR A. | 

Fy ak. HE FH. eH. Fu HA: the superior of a 
Roman Catholie monastery, (ia Be (3) B 

_ Abbreviate, v.¢. In writing, TRU 4 WA E. AE, 
Wi Ee Ae RFE ES 4 BE; to condense, as in an 

essiy, BAR. TURE. SILK ME. 
Abbreviated, pp. or a. #k 4; an abbreviated ex- 

| Abbreviator, 7 
| Abbreviature, 2. URE. ee 

pression, fiz; an abbreviated character, 477. 
Abbreviation, n. wi 3®, J #£; abbreviation, ab- 

stract, compendium, A#, KE, BR. wes, 

WERE ZF. 
BMS. BRE. 

A, B, C. The Alphabet, 34% ; elementary learn- 
ing. # ; to learn the Alphabet, #4; in geo- 

metry the letters a, b, c. &e. are represented by 
the FEF, the celestial stems. 

Alidicant, n. (Be. 
Abdicate, v.t. To give up (as a right), ie. ay, ZB, 

#@: to abdicate a throne, to abdicate in favour 
of another, si fic. #f€ fiz, ig fit; to resign an 

office. (Kk, Bet. AML. ENR. BL. BME: to 
announce one's resignation, 4 (fe: other terms 
for to intimate one’s resignation are: (old age), 
2. Gai HA: (attending on one’s aged parents), 
Ae (to declare one’s self sick), 4&3)g. 

Abdication, n. HEAL, KER. 
Alditory. 1. 30 £4) 2 iE. 
Abdomen, n. JE]; abdomen small, sJ\HH. J} FA; 

viscera of the abdomen, Jig iff. 
Abdominal, a. i, SUG. * 
Abduee, v.t. To draw away, 5]. HK ; to seduce, 

to decoy, JRA, Hye; to mislead (by words), 
iff ; to decoy and sell, $5. 

Aliducent, a. Contracting, #%, #738 ; an abducent 
muscle, FEL. 

Abduet, v.t. Hp. HIE. 
Abduction, n. The act of drawing away or apart, 

SIA. HH. HME; abduction of a person's wife, 

WAAL, Pik AZ. 
Alduetor, n. $4 #% ; abductor (muscle), ##FEYL- 
Abecedarian, . One who teaches the A, B, C, $F 
1: #4 ; one who learns the A, B,C, S452 Tf 44 ; one 

* The adjective terminatives cannot be expressed other- 
wise than hy the simple noun. When, therefore, a quality of 
a noun is to be expressed, another noun with or without the 
possessive 2%, fy or (in Punti) [ff precedes the same and 
assumes the quality of an adjective, as :— }I-f#, the abdomen; 
JENE RRM, the abdominal viscera. [§j, belonging to, is often 
used to change the noun into an adjective. The predicative 
adjective leave ss the noun unchanged, as:— 3, goodness ; 
#23E, to be good. LEuphony and perspicuity, however, de- 
mand sometimes the addition of #4, or in Punti colloquial 

IPE, as:— FRAY, TEE 



(3) ABL 

who acquires elementary knowledge, #44 J. 
Abed, adv. JRL, ZEK 1: ZEM:; to be abed, A 

ZK 
Aberrance, n. BIETE, #Fh ; an error, Ff Zh. 
Aberrant, a. Straying from the right way, & JE 

BR. WEI R@. 4328. 
Aberration, n. Deviation from the right way, 4 | 

YE RR, F758 : la of the rays of light, 7 | 

M2 FH [ Be: 
Aberruncate, v. t. e pull up by the root, HEH, PR 
Abet, v.t. To give encouragement by aid, #hsf. 
FH. HTH. FENN ; to incite, WA, Nhe: to give | 
encouragement by counsel, RET, DERE. 

Abetment, ». The act of giving encouragement 
by aid, Ph; incitement, Wi 4, Whig; the ren- 
dering of assistance, Fi Hf. 

Abettor, n. One who incites, [pep a zt 4: one 
who gives counsel, pak 3% ; one who aids ina 

plot, JES. [ri] ak #8 JES H. 

Abeyance. n. Expectation, &2 75 fii) 22 ; in abeyance, 

Se ; to be in abeyance, HARB. 
Abgregate, v.t. BREE. 
Abgregation, n. BENS. 
Abhor, v.¢. [ft 38, BRSE, $6 i ASE 

‘i, 1 BB, i. &, WH. 

Abhorrence, n. #2; his hatred of me, Ik [Re | 
4k 4 ; I have an abhorrence of him, FARA) RE 

. See Abhor. | 
Alhorrent, a. FY 3%, Ait, 3; abhorrent to the | 

feelings, i 2 By l BE; abhorrent to your func- | 

tions, 24 MY HR}. | 
Abhorrently, adv. jv, BY dna. B 
Abhorrer, n. [BE 3% ; an enemy, tii. 
Abib, n. WA AIL JI. | 
Abide; v.27. or t. ; pret. and pp. ahd ube dwell, 
Je 6,788 nig A pe [i FZ ; 10 hear, Bf ; 10 abide 
with me, fri) F¥ JZ FE; to abide by ine ‘s opinion, 
tt CS i); to be self-willed, ab HK ; to abide 
in sin, #3 5E AH; to abide by a person, FH 

NK. $F A; afflictions abide me, @P E15 Ba JK ; 
to abide in virtue, ete to abide (to bear) 
the consequences, ‘#44 (it) i. 

Abiding, n. Dwelling, Fe {£ ; 
whilst staying, Ji 2 Ne. 

Abiding-place, n. JE RB. JE (EZ Bir. 
Ability, ». AE. (CHE, HERR. RE; talent Ya WA. 

fia, ABE; skilfulness, $¥2% ; a person of great 
capacity, Ag. AF ; a person of small capaci- 
ty, J\3%; a person of no capacity, MR, — Ak | 
#4; ability to eat and drink, 4%; great ability | 

4B, Wie FE ae TaRE, 

re We | TE bie 

residence, Je pz : 

to drink, 3p. | 

| Ahle-bodied, a. f@tstk.4 

| Abluent, a. 

Abintestate, a. To die abintestate, AE Ime} 2. 
Abject, a. Low, mean, Jig. fi, TP de. BDA, SER, 

BBE. “FIR A, SEIT. “FEA: 
Abject, n. JX J\. Pit A; the nine classes of ab- 

jects or the dregs of the nation, P Jz we. * 
Abject, vit: Fae isese. 
Abjectedness, n. 5¢ fj. Spi 4%. 
Abjection, n. ii, hq. Pi 34; humiliation 

(before God), fy 9; depravity, BH}; without 

principles, 4m 34 4m pp. 
Aljjectly, adv. &BJlE ; to think and act basely, #B 

IIS 2 RAF. 
Abjuration, n. 2p 46, FEVESEHA; the oath of ab- 

juration, 344 7 45. 

Abjure, vt. 2598. P20R, YE RAS. PER GE. UR 
4 hE; to abjure a religion, PEEVE A LTE 
7x; to recant a doctrine, 75H. KF; to abjure 
all connetion with one, MHS. 

Abjurer, n. 5x4. 

Ablactate, v. t. beat - BTGL- (ROUR - 

Allaqueation, n. Be ph ii. 
Ablation, n. WA. Ist. 
Ablative, a. Fy. 

Ablative, n. Cie fi Mul 5B NT fit). TE. 
Ablaze, adv. Fae STIR. | fr - 

Able, a. #&, “I, i. #4. JE; strong, AW; 
able, talented, A a able to do, 47 (I) ft, BE 
fix; able to walk, 4% 77. T7743 able to practise 
economy and aiieante 0, Ve fz ve By; abie to sus- 
tain (as the weight of duty), ¥g 3. HEH ; able to 
illustrate eminent virtue, #2 AY WeFS; able to 
manage business, FE hye yt, HEAP EE; an able 
man, #E ME A; able a drink, jf) f X% ; not able, 

Att. Ae. dh be. 
mf (ae; an able-bodied person, 

ALE. He 2- 
Ablegate, v.t. (ili, Fy #8 

Ableness, n. Ability of the mind, gE 4%, 7 AER; 

ability of the body, 5% Jy q%. if ++. 

Ablepsy, n. }7- 

ee n. 7fe He Axe. 
Ablocate. v HI Gs, 

fen gee : HYG #i. 

SiH ity, MVEA A. BER. 
. BOR th 7 We sa detergent, Beyh yee. 

* Among the meanest condition in life are counted the 

nine classes of men carrying on dishonourable professions, 

as are the &, |», 32, #H, GS, ig, % 2) ak, 3, the physicians, the 
diviners, ie astrologers, the physiognomists, the come- 
dians, the prostitutes, the torturers in the Government 

Abluent, 2 

| offices, the undertrappers of the same establishment and 
the beggars. 



A BO {2 ABR 

Ablution, ma. The washing of the body, hie. 
& ; to take an a ution, BE. Pha. Rela 

Abnegate, v.t. Arad, paket AK a - 
Abnegation, n. Ape 
Abnegator, n. Rae. 
Abnormal, a. AvIE. 78; crooked, fh ; distorted, Ft, 

Abnormity, n. Irregularity, FTE, GAD Wi. A. 

Wat. 8th, SE 
Aboard, adv. Within a ship, 4 fy. fit_e ; 

aboard, PS fp, PF Ah Hh. Yaa. 

Abode, n. Ji a2. 5 Ft, RBZ. J 58, TE SIR. Jee 
Abolish, v. t. iS. eK. FER. AYR. IL; to destroy, 

Jee yi; to cast aside, Pst, Sak; lo abolish and 
destroy, #4 9% ; to abolish the old and establish 

the new (as laws), FE ACU af; to abolish this 
and establish that, 8 JE 3% ca to put away, ff. 

Aholishable, a. ‘BY J, By) 27. Hy TRY. 

Abolisher, n. JR 5h #7. ae 
Abolishing, ppr. Jee, He, TER. 

Abolition, n. fea. 32 RR, RAB. BH 

Abolitionist, n. 8: #. HAA EYES ; one who 
defends the principles of an abolitionist. {gia 

WELTER WME ZZ. 
Abominable, a. BJ 38, BUM, Bab, HENS. BYR, By 

Tesh, HEA. I; very abominable, Fx ; ex- 
tremely abominable, JAk#%; an abominable af- 
fair, SE. 

Ahbominableness, n. ORS, Web 2 i, $5 fib SE. 
sonata aly adv. ‘lo act abominably, {Se By pt 

Ay. * 
Abominate, v. t. (238, BE, &. th. WERE. 

Abomination, n. Hb, So (ih, WEG aT. BERG. By HB 
wai; the abomination of ils eae the 

abomination of idolatry, FFE 7% BBL. 
Aborigines, n. pl. Ath A. oF: A, HOSP TAR, 

+-ay; the aborigines of China, 7X fu J\. 

Abortion, n. yee, Pan, ela. oun, iat EE; Pe ii 

iE. | 
Ahortive, a. #2 EA ES Ay ey iH AG; abortive de- 

signs, AR ZEl. Beet We; to prove abortive, 

Hy ; abortive me dicine, BCP UG BE. 

Abound, v.z. To be in pleat Wd nk TE Bk, Zp, 
fuith, MR, TEA HR; to abound in (lustre), YX 
Ii} ; to abound with errors, 4 ; to abound in 

quantity, $B, Pas, Ine B- FS. wh B. BER 
that book abounds with errors, (ff *pzeA A ZS 

* 'The adverb and adverbial sentences must be expressed 

by the object with the possessive case following the verb, 
as: 

abominably, 2 Ah7 it WE. 

to go 

Wh 

he acts abominably, 447R4#[/4 & HF; he conducts himself 

7 : iis country abounds with tigers, JEWS 

Ve 
Abounding, ppr.or a. Flourishing, 3&2. Bia 

fs; abounding in, [Yl pre, WUE FREE. 
About, prep. or adv. Round about, 38) FA. PU ; 

nearly, AiG. ERS. SR, MEA, LF 
Ff, JEM about noon, JE-FAF ; about evening, 

FAG : about to depart, about to go, HFEF ; about, 
concerning, 7%, iE; to speak about, HR; to 
speak about people, pit J. ; about, respecting, 3% 
We. BIS; about this affair, BVELER ; about 
to die, $% AE. R& AE ; about to fall, HERE; about to 

tumble down (as a wall, &e.), BRe¥ ; about one 
hundred, #jJ— fy: to walk about, j#ij%; to be 
about, #¥; what are you about ? (RB 42 FF ; 
about three feet high, Pe=)e; scattered 

about, Pt: about one’s person, AES, BIH. 
WEF +: what about the market ? 4z ##¥ ; 

what about him ? fi, Xn fig; he spoke about you 
yesterday. {Ef A att ip. 

Ahove, prep. or adv. Upon, on, |, Ef. EE. 4 
Lf; above (over) the head, 4¢ 9H -, 9A [- ; 

upstairs, 7£ HE E ; over and above, 54h, Fp4h; 
above ten, +A, +4 Z ; not above, Fish, A 
js above my strength, 9#& Jy 7 Ah; above ground, 

qi (2, ABH. AR IA ® ; he is above hoard, HK 
Roja above hoard, KG A. ZEEE ; to deal 
above hoard, 7 TH YFYE ; as above cited, 4n_E BR 
Bl. 1a past. WR; above and below, EP; 
above, on the surface, ij; above, over the 
head or on an elevation, #E #3 above his 

capacity, (yt AR I. TE He By; above twenty 
years of age, ++ eR LA_E ; not above a foot high, 
Aith— JL s ; not above twenty men, AE =-+ 
A; not to let down from above, §& AVP ZK. 

Abracadabra, n. A magical word or charm said 
in curing diseases, #EUKL, FEFE. 

Abrade, v.t. ‘lo scrape off, Gi fi). KH, WK. FE. 
Abraid, v.t. PRI. 

Abrasion, n. GF, is. WAZ P- 
Abreast, adv. iif fj ; to walk abreast, a6 56. JbR 

ii #7; to stand abreast of each other, dé 3¢. 
Abrenunciation, n. See Renunciation. 

Abridge, v.t. Ji; to abridge in writing, JR 5,4 
5, IMJ; to make an extract, (fj 32, HEBE, fi 
5) 44 fifi; to shorten, #i7H# ; to take off, PRE, 

E ‘ 

Abr dere or, ne ae Be, 7A ES # : one who makes ex- 
tracts, 5K Be. 

AO, HE, BEBE s a com- Almidgment, n. fi¢3E 
pendium, #7#£; tle quintessence, BEE!; ab- 



ABS 

ridgment of things, SEG abridgment of 
coinforta, FESR. 

Abroach, adv. To set abroach, ¥ fz pASE FE (75 Hf). 
Abroad, adv. In another country, 4p, Ze Xp fy. ZE 

Ab¥E; to go abroad, Hie Ab Pd, Hiab, HIPY s ab- 
road, out of the house, Hi@y, HiSE ; goods from 
abroad, #E EF. Ze TEE EL : from abroad, “ERT 
THK ; proclaimed abroad, pu pe HR ; dispersed 
abroad, PU; abroad, not at home, A. Ze 4e : 
outside, ZEXpifiZ, ZEA IA. Bhi ; to walk abroad, 

TG. 
Abrogate, v. t. SER, AK. JRE. Wee ME; to abrogate 

an old custom, 38 RREEHE; to repeal a law, Jgé 

i, HHA; to annul, ee zh. 
Abrogation, n. ERR A, EYEE. Wea 2 t. 
Abrood, adv. To sit abrood, 35]/5]#§: to hatch 

ducks, JA. 
Abrupt, a. Craggy, Ila. Keblop. Welle Ie sc 
Abrupt, n. Wij, We. Sk. 
Abr umpely adv. Suddenly, ina sudden manner, 32 

HR, * JOUR. EAR. HMR, BR. STE MEI BA: 
Hie, AEE OM sahlendlen: $y ie) ie; unexpectedly, 
ABs: accidentally. (ih HX: wade ys fat HR; to speak 
abruptly, 34, fg G- 

Abruptuness, n. Cragginess. (lig. igayp ; roughness 
of erystalized bodies, fate, MAE, IRE: precipita- 
tion, #F fi. 

Abrupts, x. pl. Witty expressions, Stl Z gel. Je7 

iostoh, RO. AL. 
Abrus preecatorius, n. oe Leu, APY. 
Abscess, n. #€, #245, IE ye, fil i ; a virulent 

sore, BEYF ; recent or ac “ee ess, Of IF; old or 
chronic abscess. #2 ¥# ; large or small abscess, 

FH IEF ; abscess of the hone, ey ede 3 abscess 
of the brain, Agee; abscess of the joints, 7% 
ij JELZF ; abscess of the loins, PEIR RF. 

Abscess-lancet, n. kz J). 

Abscind, v.t. Yi, Bids. FBT: 
scissors, BF, BIBA- 

Absciss, Abscissa, 2. 4a%h- 
Abscission, n. JF; —}hx, BRA. 
Abscond, v. 7. ‘lo hide one’s self, Syejht, Byte, 4% 

FE, SR. IRIE, (nae. Joie, bib. FSR, AE, 
HAUTE ; to run away, Jp ze, GFE. GIG. GHi fe; to 
abscond and roam about, felt, gitpe; to dis- 
appear entirely, 30% BEB. (BATE GS. see ciht 

iZ [ #. 
idk AE 

to cut off with 

Absconder, n. §:[& #4; one who runs away, 

ee ene eet or a. Hype. se aht. 

OV, hover er 7X is added to another character to form an 
adyerb of manner, it is almost always followed by jfj‘‘and.’ 

( 5 ) ABS 

Absenees 9 n. valence fon hone, KER: not ‘at 

a place, AEA VERE EMRE ; separation, as 
friends, [RE j#. PEN: being at a distance from 
each other, fy 3, BlEjaz; absence of mind, 

> A HE, Ze, F EO, SEA HE. KE 
qi; absence on duty, ASHE; leave of absence, 

a AE. 
Absent, a. AE: absent from sight, AE MRT ; 

separated, as friends, » Rite: E3s; to be distant 
from each other, Ais ad. AN BiERE; absent for a 

long time, BiEJbAsA; long absent, soon for- 

gotten, JABS HN 3 50. . 
Absent, v.t. To absent one’s self, P§E3:; to slip 

away from, JS & ; to betake one’s self to a dis- 
tance, 4] A xe H. 

Absentee, n. Hikh#i. AEA. Ui apiece > one 
who is from his pest, De #4. 

Absinthinm, n. See Wormwood. 
Absist, v. 7. FER. JE, EL. 
Absolute, a. 5248, #48, Zs; unlimited in power, 

free, A=E, A3t A =E; absolute, as applied to 

God, when referring to his existence, Ge., 4 4; 
complete, 4%, #¥AS; absolute authority, 489 F He: 

HE. A CLYBSE. GEREN SRR ESE, RZ 
ie an absolute estate, Vie 48; absolute 
monarchy, <4 HEPES th]; absolute power, As #e ; 
aout promise, Se ake ¥ey, Sesh Si <2 OSB i 
Zak we SRE ef; an absolute refusal, BRA A 

wh 1# Fy ; how absolute the knave is, fil, BEDE 
$k j certain, pere eek TES Ht : Bee (Ei. 

Absolutely, adv. Ze 9%, ta ¥s, Sith, JA, ae, 

Thin, SEAS; it ray be so, Wh SR (2 iy not 
absolutely, Ag; it can not possibly be other- 

wise, Hip AM. 
Absoluteness, n. A&E. WAZ HES. 

Absolution, n. Acquittal, Wt SP HE SE SE. AN 
ae fit #z ; forgiveness of sins, §4 56, FEE. SE 

Abst, n. Kat ZH, RK ZI; despotism, 
Hee 

eects re a. PE SEA, A SE Ay- 

Absolve, c.f. cS. ESE. SSE. PRL. ACH. OR 
aN: to pardon, as the emperor, #4; to absolve 
from an engagement, ff% i; magnanimonsly to 
pardon an offence, ‘# #4 5RH; to absolve from 
all consequences, [Bf Hi (. 

Absolver, n. ASE HK - 

Absolving, ppr. Acquitting ofa crime, #OE, KH, 
Ei. 4 FP 

Absonant, a. Dissonant, #¥ 2 A ER A Au; un- 

reasonable, 1 ae absurd, Aik 
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Absonate, v.t. To avoid, 1; to abhor, 3s. 

Absorb, v.t. #ii%, BiB, HA, WY, WE; to suck 
up dry, Beet, WBZ; to suck in, MEA. BR; to 

swallow, HA, HTH, FE; (“to absorb, 

ik.) [?] 
Absorbable, a. 1) ##i%, FW wei AY. 

Absorbent, a. Fy G4 7 fs. 

Hie L BB (BGs ZH. 
Absorption, n. #, WA. WH ; swallowing, | 

AB. 
‘Abstain, v.27. JR. @j7K; to abstain from (certain) 

food, JRO, #8. PF IK; to refrain one’s self | 

from, FSF, HAG At Ast. AK. Abe; to 
abstain from wine, j¥74; to abstain from sex- 
ual indulgences or yenery, jf; to abstain 

tion, JRE, WAN; to abstain from (on account 
of haying been warned), S&7K. 

Abstaining, ppr. 7 
Abstemious, a. He. en JH. Bi Me. JERR PETA. 

A fy. WER. WK: temperate. AYE; to he | = 
12 

temperate in eating and drinking, RAPE, 
££ Fi HE ; abstemious in every thing, JURE 
JA. 

Abstemiousness, n. WAS, MEH, 208. 
Alstension, n. #& (fF Fa]. 
Abstentus, n. i 3¢ ifé ASE BH (AE FE). 
Absterge, v.t. $F; to wipe clean, #ee¢. Tez, 

ai. 
Abstergent, a. Cleansing. #74 fj. 

Abstergent, n. fin ZH). Boies 28, eM 
Ba Be (tet id: 2 a). 

Abstersion, n. #7. 
Abstersive, a. See Abstergent. 
Abstinence, n. JG; fasting, #e7k. spy ; 

nence from food, #K ER. 
absti- 

| 

stractedly, H€i@IEBR. 45 IRIE. J@ Je 2; 
abstractedly, to consider a subject by itself, #£ 

URILAE TH ot BE, om St Ze 
Abstracter, n. $5 923 #. 
Abstracting, ppr. JX, We; abstracting from &c., 

Meds Se ip ond LLB. 
| Abstraction, n. Religious abstraction, or disregard 

Absorbent, n. Wye; a medicine, Mey ZF. | of worldly affairs, ji; complete abstraction, 

at. SEARS Sh; complete abstraction, as in 
Niryana, —@ A ih. 

Abstractive, a. BJ) gE RR fy. 
Abstractly, adv. Fz JERR OK Th ag IEEE. 
A)bstractness, n. A separate state, $j 4 ; a state of 

contemplation, BAH. 
Abstricted, a. fit, EY. 

| Abstrude, v.t. ff£ ; to push out, RH}. 
from gambling, JKR; to abstain from fornica- | Abstruse, a. Deep, difficult to comprehend, Bx} ; 

very abstruse, 2@ §1; profound and mysterious, 

zew); hidden, EEK. Gab. Wh. BE. TED. WE 
[# ; abstruse doctrine, Bl wh 7 54, GBB; difficult 
to comprehend, #f 3m, Seif). 

Abstrusely, adv. Obscurely, 520k, 7A BA- 

Abstruseness, n. [ff RE; imperspicuity, AVA, SE 4- 
Absume, v.t. jij if. 

| 

Abstinent, a. Temperate, €j JT) fry. dir fy, tam EA 
Abstinently, adv. (JN MWZE. fk B AVE. LA. 
Abstract, n. An epitome, 2244, #2BE ; essence, Ff, 

ae 

Ks: 
Abstract, a. APR, URE. FEL. 
Abstract, v.t. Lo take from, BR, PRE, APH. BBs 

to distil, a; to deduct, PE; to take out, 4h, 

Hili; to take from amongst, FH}; to steal 
other people's ideas, Fi 3E.f4> #5 10 take clandes- | 

tinely, (fy #8. FBI. 

Abstracted, pp. or a. Absent (in mind), jf 7; 
abstracted ideas, #f ZK; abstracted scholar, {Ps 

WL. SEE. 
Abstractedly, adv. To consider a subject ab- 

Absurd, a. Not according with reason, AA Bp, ME 
> BB, FFBE; absurd language, 5st, BR. we 
at. Mgt, 12 sk; vague, absurd words, JP Z 
B ; how absurd, Bak. 6 IEE. 

Absurdity, n. Nonsense, Bit, Sew. DRME- 
Absurdly, adv. How absurdly he talks, BARS 

44; do not talk so absurdly, HE 4g I gLag > to 
think and hope absurdly to attain to immortali- 

ty, SEAL 7 VASA. 
Abundance, n. i gx, fiz BS. WR; abundance (said 

of the harvest), 3, BJet; wealth, Pre, Be, 
Ja) Hy ; exuberance of foliage, if RAL Bk ; abund- 
ance (ina general sense), fees, Bees, FER, & 
we, Fe Be EVE, Yall: prosperity, flourishing, 

ob ak, #8 fe, 23k; (immensity), HE, HBB IE 
YP, BER. BF ; Luxuriance (said of grain in the 
field), #E, 7; plenty, #; abundance of ani- 
mal spirits, (iL safe kt. 

Abundant, a. WUE, 2k, EL Re. BY Bk, A BR. TE 
pe SEZ, te ZB; luxuriant, TE pe, peas. (Most 
of the preceding compounds can be used as at- 
tributive adjectives; the compounds, s¥p¥, «., 
occur chiefly in poetry. When they are used, 
another synonym may be substituted.) 

Abundantly, adv. 7d. 

“Abuse, n. SEH, RUD. BU. SW. BA Za. 2 
Week ; a corrupt custom, BE, Ace, we; 
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railing, Wi, Wi Hk to put a1 an abuse upon a per-) a “treaty, hGH SPE. 
son, #¢ 5% J; ridicule and abuse, 4£%B \ Ayah. Accedence, n. SHE. 

Abuse, v. t. To make ill use of. SE/H,@LJH; to rail Accelerate, v.t. To haste, isk. FEE. HES, HE 

at, & i I, Ae EG. hil, iin. 5 to abuse a 3fl. HES. (ES. EEA, HEC: to quicken one’s 
woman (rape). 5m # A, WE; to abuse one’s steps, 435, CIB; “ell him (make him) to be 
confidence, Ht Ujj ; to ill-treat, HSE, BRA HEH quick, 4B DE :make him to be a little quick- 

; | er, AeA. 
Abuser, n. One who abuses other people, "i fe 3%; | Accelerating, ppr. {ip ; accelerating force, je 

a cheat, Hig Ni. TK. «WH. 
Abusive, a. Insulting, 32 5 fg; cheating. yg Ay; Acceleration, n. Pisa, IE A. HEME. AE, I 

abusive language, 5B \ ik. Wn 3k. 
Abusively, adv. To treat one insultingly, Aye FH | Accelerative, a. HLM AY. FFAs. 

Ni, WER IE. | Accend, v.t. To kindle, BE. JB IK, Bh; to set 
Abusiveness, n. Disposition to abuse others, =)#f, | on fire, fi UR. 
ie” VE. Accension, n. FRY FF, BOR ZH. 

Abut, v. 7. BYE. AB UE. PAR. ARE ; to abut (bord- | Accent, n. ##};a mark upon syllables, Fae Re 
er) upon China, [ff jifre A. He ; a mark denoting the raising and de- 

Abutment, mn. A dam or solid support for the ex- pressing of the voice, = az 7 (Ge ZE ; a mark 

tremity for a bridge to restrain the force of the denoting the power of a syllable, BaRHZ 
water, JZ{H, FH. He ; the accents of the Chinese language are 

Abuttal, n. FRA. tone-marks and constitute an essential part of 
Abysm, n. {@ ; no bottom, 2EiE. the spoken vernacular. These ione-marks are 

Abysmal, a. 4i€ Fé fg. (from their form) called circles, ff] (J. (E). ( ; 
Abyss, n. $4, 2EY ; a deep abyss, $274; a bound- | and the four tones themselves from their num- 

less abyss, ¥¥aj; a bottomless abyss, ue ye 7 PE bers, Pgs. The latter are subdivided into 2B, 
iH. Mt ke 7 fF]; hades, WK. JLR. even, and JX, oblique tones. The ZB, even, is in 

Abyssinia, n. #5 @y PUNE mh fq. Peking divided into the higher and lower tones. 
Abyssinian, n. a8 i PUNE a py J. The |, higher is called the #28, the clear 
Acacia, n. $Y 3E7E, Bf fl, RAE. SE. wf. (sonorous), even tone, and the F, lower is called 
FF fj ; seeds of acacia, PEAR. the ¥j2P, the muddy (dull), even tone. The JK, 

Academic, n. #£2£. oblique tones are the [| and the 4, the upper 
Academic, Academical. a. SLGE AY. and the departing tones of the Peking dialeet. 
Academician, n. A member of the Imperial Col- The variation of the number of these tones and 

lege at Peking, BypfA+. FETE. the modulation of the voice in pronouncing them 
Academy, n. A private school for children, 2, differ, however, greatly throughout the Chinese 
By, Bex sa public school, FEB; a college, Empire. ‘The four tones of the Peking dialect 
GE. #ABE ; a college in ancient times, FE, Fe, are marked thus :—7 for the higher and @ 
Fuge; a private academy, FRE PE ; a district or for the one additional lower tone ; the five tones 
prefectural academy, 4 = ; a public academy, | of the Nanking dialect are marked GO; the 
Lhe ; an ancient academy, ree the imperial | six tones of the Hakka dialect thus -— —2 6 Hae 

academy, SRpKGE- and the eight tones of the Punti dialect thus : 
Acanaceous, a. #7 jf; as rough, thorny as a — (QW. (For further information on this sub- 

bramble, 4nZyUtbire. ject, see Grammar of the Chinese Language by 
Acanthabolus, a. 32. the author.) The local accent, -E3%. os aS 
Acanthus ilicifolius, n. BAA + (the designation of the local brogue in 
Acatalepsy, n. 7s i ith #8 Shang-hai); the village brogue, $5 2% ; the pre- 
Acatery, n. #38 3 pI. | valent, local dialect, (ga. 
Acatharsia, n. ff, ZA 4 (i4 Hea). Accent, v.t. 38 Hl Ga 7 ie Be. 
Accede, v. 7. To consent, SCE. SCH. HEH; toac-  Accentor, n. Arie 7 Agleh 

quiesce in, fF; to join, BRZE; to join a party Accentual, (. BSB BAN. 
(for good or bad), BH Fy, HR Bi. HE GE; to accede to | Accentuate, v. t. Dee al Fa Hr; to accent- 
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uate Chinese words or characters, [fq. 
Accentuation. n. Dees wih ie te ZANE 

Accept, v.t. fA, St. Wc. WC GH. Wet, SEH. FER; to 
respectfully aecant ACh. wine : to accept with 
a bow, FEA ; to accept smilingly, SEM, MyM; 
to accept (to retain), Ie BF; to retain respect- 
fully, @¢27; to retain with courtesy, FFE; t 
retain informally, FL #%; to accept with thanks, 
fil Hf; to accept an office, FEF; to accept an 

order, bill or cheque, BF 7# [TE HE; to accept an 
offering, #2%% ; to decline to accept, if, BE As 

BL, WE. 
Acceptability, n. aha Wee se 
Acceptable, a. BY SAA. ATEN, SHE Zi: pleasing, 

Arik Weal. WL. MPEG. A ERE. 
Acceptableness. n. TY 442.3%. HEM ZB. 
Acceptably, adv. BW) fh fiy, SBE: TE: acceptably 

to every one, 4 JV BEER. 
Acceptance, n. 4% 475; acceptance of a bill of ex- 

change. [WE 27 $4 7F; to request one’s accept- 
ance of, jpr#y4e #4. 

reception, ¥2 BE 7% 7 

SH : words worthy (6 acceptation, By 47. 
Accepted, pp. or a. Customary, Sd46, FF Pll: 

received, Wk J; not refused or returned, Wiech ; 
accepted, as a bill, By ZF. 

Accepter, n. F£ 5 4% ; God is no accepter of persons, 

Ee A fin A. 
Acceptilation, m. Wily 
Accepting, ppr. FEK, fH. 

Access, n. tH. PYRE. HERR. AGI 
a place, HY ff} A; admittance to a person, WY LJ 
Ait. 1E FL; easy of access, 725) Alta. A LYE 
Wh. Fall eee; difficult of access, MELT A Ti: 

Lz). 
(72 3S Fi RSE 

: admittance to | 

free access to, # Fi MEFfy ; to refuse access to, to | 
decline a visit, A ify ; 

FEI ; access of property 
access of wealth, 7R Hf, 

. NIE RAE a8 first 

access (paroxism) of a fever, 42% FE Yh Se; an 
access of fever, SE Xt fi FE. 

Accessarily, adv. 78 fj, YR IM fy. Tfaysak. | 
Accessariness, n. fal it 
Accessary, a. i, #B iE: second j in a crime, #46 ; 

ace a to a plot, fajst; that is but accessary, 

ERY. 
Accessary, n. Participator ina plot. ata, 7 SE 

#4 ; principal and accessary, ff 7; the accessary 

must go after the principal, [ijsit 4h Hi WH. 
Accessible, a. Accessible, as a place, WJ 3; ap- 

proachable, BW LIGEUE, SAGUE; affable 
EL ; benign, 7H Fy. 

; participation in a plot, | 

> SOA, 
| 

| Acclivity, n. 249%, HR 

Accession, n. Increase, JN #3. WZ, FE, WEE; ac- 
cession to a treaty. 4 Fnx#yFe Fe; accession to 

the crown, fic, FE RL, FE fic. WEEK; accession 

to a title, SEP; accession of a son to a family, 
WT; summer's accession, Ff 3; accession of 

bodily distempers, #3 4g. 
Accessorily, adv. FRR. 
Accessory, a. Hf St, YH. See Accessary. 
Accidence, n. The first rudiments of grammar, 3 

wy , MAMEK ZH. 
Accident, n. Casualty, 79% 77 SE, IR Zs. FAh 

Za the property (natural state) of a thing, 

El, fi. 
Accidental, a. Casual, fi 9%, iHAR, FRSh. AWA 
WE. HEART : unforeseen, Ay Ay. HA 

4. Cabs. ASIA. 
Accidentally, adv. 48%. sR ; to meet accident- 

ally, Sf aCe THES. LEBR/EF ; to see accident- 

ally, #05, (A 
Accidentalness, n. f§3% #.- 

Accipient, n. 53%. fh 5S 3. 
Acceptation, n. The meaning ofa word, 735.82: | 

; worthy of acceptation, FY | 
Accismus, n. FER A #. HEB AE. 
Acclaim, v.t. Wh #%; to Take general applause, 

POR MG EZ. 
Acclamation, n. General applause, i eu 4, 3 

ARAL; creat rejoicing cries, RBM kKBAB.- 

Acclamatory, a. W§RZAy, BREE Fy. 
Acclimated, pp. or a. WR -E- 
Acelimatize, v.¢. RE. 
Acclive, v.7. To mount, E Wy, ei, pF. 

BE. Se. WSS. AI ZH 
Lab, RU FR SRR. 

Acclivous, a. Rising with a slope, Ef. 

Accloy, v.t. To fill up, J¢ 2 ER 
Aceoil, v.t. See Coil. 
Accolade, n. Fe 84. 
Accolent, n. a5 FH. 
AcéommnGdable: a. Agi fry; suitable. Wy FA; ac- 

commodable to all this variety, #2 A) FAA. 
Aecommodableness, n. Fitness, AY FA #- 

Accommodate, v.t. AGEL, HE#}, fA. HR, TB. fe 
4. KA ETE (. KEKE > : to suit other's conven- 
ience, (F-GE tk, BVGE HEB (fit; to accommodate 
one’s self to other’s wishes Ba re ; 5 accom- 
modate one’s self to circumstances, Fi se TRE Tie ; 
to accommodate one’s self to unayoidable cir- 
cumstances, (AE HEINE BE: to accommodate differ- 

ences, #) Fir, ¥),&., Hh 42. HBA ; to accommodate 
with necessaweH, SETH to accommodate 
with money, {## #8 JRE FA; to accommodate in 
walking, BL eh ; to accommodate by col- 
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lusion, FAFSA. 

Accommodate, a. & FA, 4% ; suitable, 4 RR. 
Accominodateness, n. Fitness, 43. fe 7E Z3E- 
Accommodating, a. Adapting, [jie RE ae, 51 AE 

ffi; pliable, Warse, WERE. Msc, AUN, HE CHE 
complying with established usages, #A{{}3 pro- 
viding with necessaries, §@ i; yielding to, JF 
RE; obliging others, HEF A; not accom- 
modating, AV Ag Ay . 

Accommodation, n. Suiting other’s conyenience, 

fE VE; adjustment of differences, #%%; provi- 
sion of necessaries, Fe JA 7% {lx ; comfortable 
quarters, fA AXKFESEZXK > by way of accom- 
modation, {HAs ; good accommodation, j¥% Fhe 

Accommodator, n. Adjuster. $pHEZ J. ; mediator, 

TA, BTR. 
Accompanable, a. Sociable, 4-41 Bil. 
Accompanied, pp. Attended, [rj }®. 
Accompanier, n. {F, #A{F; an associate, IZ. 
Accompaniment, n. FfF- 
Accompanist, n. A fellow musician, ft J\. 
Accompany, v.¢. or 7. To join in walking, |ity, 

jn] 7 ; to accompany as an attendant, PRR, [ee 
4; to accompany a friend (on leaving), 58. 5& 
BAC; to accompany a visitor, 5% 4s, WEA ; 
to see out, as a stranger, 3® H}; to run or walk 
with (Court and Hakka), fAjzé; to be a com- 
panion, 4a fF; to accompany (in music), ETF, 
Wet: to associate with, |#E#8; to attend a fu- 
neral, 5% 38 ; to accompany (inclose), as a docu- 
ment, fff. 

Accompanyin 

43 fab. 
Accomplice, n. Principal in a plot, (8 #4 : 

chief in a crime, SEER ; 
BE # ; the leader of a plot of rebels, i 7, YEE; 
accomplice and accessories, Fy GE #4 3 an associate 
in a plot, [ri] xt 4%. [ial Ae Hy EE AE ; an associate 
in a crime, [Alje, fA SEV; the executor of a 

plot, Ast #8. ye ; accomplice in murder, 

fal #5 HP. 
Accomplish, v. ¢. To finish, f&5é, Sé a8. ffi ; to 

complete, Aa RE; to accomplish a design, 7R%, 
he Fe ; to accomplish a prophecy, FERIA. we 
BS, FAH ; to accomplish an undertaking, Ae T, 

Away, ; to accomplish a plan, Re FT: 
complish, ya F, ELF" ; to accomplish a work, 3€ 
T, HT; to accomplish satisfactorily, HEAR Ay. 

Accomplishable, a. FP RR AY ; 
fulfilled, By FER Ay. 

g, ppr. ora. Joining in walking, BY 

the 
the leader of a plot, | 

able to ac- | 

that which can be | 
| Accordingly, adv. 

Accordance, n. 

Accomplished, pp. | Jompleted, #e fh st: HE, 
{Ene fA Sc. (ROWE: ki FE: elegant, SEH, Ae 
3% ; skilled, AIFHE; an accomplished scholar, fi 
A+, WAL. Ee, Hz 7G - : accomplished 

virtue, Bk féa, Ax fa > an accomplished (virtuous) 
female, #x% ; an accomplished person, A AEA, 
— AF HE ; av clever hand, F-FBM; A; a thing 
cannot be accomplished, ja ¢F3e SA S- 

ie decay Lannea n. 56 Dy. GHB. EK Be > accom- 
plishments, ih A¢3eGe. #8 ; accomplishment 
and failure, X Hr. 

Accompt, n. [EB IA- 
Accomptant, n. =F, Wf fill, GEUE A. 8 4 FE RE 15, 

SE ea 
Accord, n. Harmony in music, 57%. 3 Al. 8 An; 

harmony in sentiments, Fie. Ads. Fl. at 
Ay. MEF. Ag; with one accord, —)% ; of one’s 
own accord, AUPE, A ify tli: agreement, 

> li. 
Accord, v. t. or 7. To agree, Al fr. FA. F. FAK; 

to accord with our feelings, 2 KE. 8. wat. 4 
Ba; to accord with reason, @ Hp. ABE. 5a ; 
to accord with others’ feelings, fi J 3. ie. 
Ha. PS AN i. (is fo accord with the 
ancients, 774, VE 4 ; to accord, as in music, 

Fl; to accord willingly, (GE. eR. BETK. UF 
Mii, GE ; to accord praise, ARZF. 

Agreement witha person, 4 0 ; 

in accordance with reason, 4-H; conformity, 
A}; in conformity with, H4, HAR, 7 

Accordant, a. Corresponding, 444 fy ; agreeable, 

HE, 
Nevoniee n. SH, FEA HK 
According, ppr. or a. Agreeing, 4. 4H ff 3 agree- 

able to, #24 ; according to, HAE, HA, 1. PR, 
An; according to what you say, HAR Prak- 1K 
B ; according to evidence, FR#epE ; according 

to established laws, #&(# YE, FRYE; according 
to custom, FEB. BHF ; according to for- 

mer usage, {J PEF#4H ; according to regulations, 
NE fol, HAE: according to reason, 3H ; ac- 
cording to one’s wishes, An fH. An ; according 
to order, #n4¢; according to the emperor’s 

commands, (& & 4p; according to your com- 
mands, ‘Nf 47 24% ; according to regular order, 

Ne fj ; according to what has been said, $8 
et; according to the hght of reason, 2P£ ; ac- 
cording as, 41% ; to go according to the times, 
HAF Fr ; according to circumstances of place 
and time, FR ft Fase. 

BER BEE. Bi TRAE agreea- 

B 



bly, 3%. BN); the visitor accordingly returns, 4% 

FET ABE, BA ; to accost one in a familiar 

Accoucheur, n. * ##4E8E4E. 

Mls. t 
Accost, v. t. AYE; to address one first, $52} ah, 

style, 4H ESB ee AHL C1 aM | 
Accostable, a. -(% ; sociable, 4638 IN ACA. iit Fl. 

Accouchement, n. AEF, Jp 4K, FEMA fi FE. Ae. 

iE F- 
Account, n. HEA, HEA. &A. &, BIA. Hi; a | 

narrative (journal), Aad. H#% Bt ira; to 
close an account, #2 ')f{; to collect an account, FF 
#{; to enter an account, Afi, Ak, ah. at 

{EMC ; to put to my account, A ARYL; charged 
toanaccount, FY; charge to my account. F q& 

“YN; to open an account, Bf. bd ie: to pay 
an account, jf #k; an account book, WE ste. UX 

iat 5 
ih Ok. Seis AE. 8 HE; confused account, EA: 
an account made up incorrectly, $i A. fy: to pay 
off the remaining debt of an account, $x Be FE : 
to make out an account (for payment), 4% Be. FF 
i. BAL; to square an account, shin Se A. 
HEYA. HAE; a record, FE, fH. HL. FR: to turn 
io good account, “ESSE, ap FASE, Ap WKF : to 
give a written account, #37; to give a verbal 
account. St Fl hz Se. SBt—jm: [ have no ac- 

count of him, 3eha}§.G. RAMMEIS S. Aa 
{ij BE RF9F > a man of good account, Fy FF MZ | 

A. Bi FEA : a man of no account. J. | 
ZE-ns lee: I make no account of it. ASE gp 

if, HE a; I did it upon that account, Rey 
VERE HAZ. FRAGVE MISES AB; on account 
of, [. #. # s upon your account, A(R : upon 
all account, FJEF: on no account. KA. wy A | 
KE. Wi A BY. BHATT; balance account, RUE. 
FF YH; an account receipt, We Wi; account of 
charges, 2% JA i; account of insurance, (7% figr BK 
account of sales, #€ EFF: account of settlement, | 
ij Hi; Accounts agreed upon, Ai EL fH Hi; to cast 
up an account, 40E. aA. 

Account-hook, n. Ea. Sid. ORIG. PF. WEN 
Account, v.t.or 7. To reckon, F}. A, Be, FP BK. 47 

Gi. slSE; to deem, fF, Fl. Fie AE; to consider, | 
LIAR : I account (consider) him a good man, F¥ | 

* This office is in China only performed hy women, who 
are called #¥'E UE, FEU. 
¥, i.e. a woman who attends on pregnant women during the 
last mouth of their pregnancy ; a {2A ¥&, i.e. a woman who 
attends on the baby during the first month; or a f¥A 46’, 
i.e. a physician, who superintends the nursing of the baby 

to settle an account, RYN. SBE. SHE. FE 

The Chinese have besides a 2 Ff | 

of, in the days of Solomon, Jy 2 PY FEZ I J\ Se 
| LIS H: to hold in esteem, He ( PE) Ar; to 

account for, = dé #% py; he can account for 

every thing. fy 7773 4% 3E- 
Accountability, ». fi}; his accountability, fez 

IRE. 
Accountable, a. To be subject to inquiry, 7% fe] .3e 

BE. Ws @ ; accountable for, J% fe}: you are ac- 
countable for every thing, 4% FE (ir Ae [al : ac- 
countable, to hear the consequences, BY Fes (i; 
to be accountable, 325% fi] Ay; to be under con- 
trol, 4 ie TY. 

| Accountableness, n. Se fb) 4. 
| Accountant, n. = fit, SEHR. FEE. ise. Wee, 

AAG, 2 BEAR Je ; accountant’s assistant, SPAR. 
Accountantship, n. =F sR 2}. TH ii ZZ FE- 
Accouple, v. t. To unite in pairs (as birds, &e.), $f 

| 4}; to pair (as in aviaries), BUY. 

Accouter, Accoutre, v. ¢. To put on accoutrement, 

FTP. PVH. HAE. HAN Va. 
Accouterments, Accoutrements. n. pl. Furniture 

for the body. #} fifi; armour, Z¢ FA. FRE, AE Ze 
ornaments, $f fiji; trappings. FE Pk. 

Aceredit, v. t. {% x€. (aa. SLs. 
Accredited, pp. or a. Fu{aat. FLAS. Wath ; 

invested with power, 47 HEfY ; to have influence, 

442TH Ay. See Letters patent. 
Acerescent. a. AEA AS. 
Accretion, n. #3: accumulation, Heve. 

Aceretive, a. WHE, AES. EAA. BK. 

Accrimination, n. Accusation, 4% ; reproach, # (£. 

Aeccroach, v. 7. FeHe. 
Acerue, v.t. To increase, JINR. $8%R: to arise, 
HEY! what good will accrue from it ? A fy 

| #2; to arise from this, HIF E. Vem. rh 
BEFEH!; no advantage will accrue from it to 

me, $8 HAG. 
Accrument, n. JN FE. WN. 

Aceubation, n. 4 78. JLB: 
Accumb, v. i. JLB. (Eve BE. HUE: to recline 

and sleep, EE JLii Bl. 

Accumbent, a. Reclining. {#%, }elne. 
Accumulate, v.t.or 7. To heap up, Wy. At. ATH. 

HEIR, REE. HER. BOK. SR. GAT. A TE 
Ri. UBT. HEA. RAT. TEE. SAAT > to heap up 
in layers, Jef 8; to accumulate, as sand and 
forming a sand-hbank, Fwy Ys we. 7 AG IRE : to 

| accumulate daily, H ft H 4B; to accumulate 
riches, Ai Wh, Ae BY. ee 4 BFE; to accumulate 

during that period. | merits, Ay 4% FA Ty. AGB 48 ; to accumulate 
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deeds of charity, J&#%/E Th; impossible to accu- 

mulate, Hi Atle. HEAT. HEAT. HEAT: 
Accumulating, ppr. a fit- 
Accumulation, n. Ai, AtHL; accumulation of 

seeret acts of charity, FSP PE Ty. 
Accumulative, a. #ePE Ay. FAT. 
Aceumulatively, adv. To do things accumulative- 

ly, BEA (i. BIE 
Accumulator, n. ARTE R. 6A #.- 

Aceuracy, n. Care, @ETH. Jot, SM. TE; 

ness, 4H. 

Aceurate, a. Careful, @E HR, ot. ALG. Wot: 
mon fault, ME Gh. IME SE, WL TE, MERE, BEATA. 

; toagree with the Lae Ay sh. IEF : 
neal, SJ) $M. ae nice, iff. 

Accurately, adv. Carefully, NR nicely, 4M. 
$m fu (’y ; without fault, 25 REF, MFG ; to speak 
accurately, afta ESM ; to write eC, By 
44 EA: unable to point out accurately, FFA 
JA; unable to ascertain accurately, ryan iH 

Accurateness, n. Carefulness, jit: neatness, 44 $M. 
Accurse, v.t. To imprecate, “aff: to execrate, St 

¥& ; to doom to misery, We St7yHE: to accurse 
people, "i J. 

Aceursed, pp. or a. IRL, SL ; an accursed man, 
ba ye ¥2; may you be accursed, Ff FG fp; abomin- 
able, Ay WEA‘. 

Accusable, a. Censurable, B # ye fy. F453. A 

Accusant, n. Jit 424i. PE. 
Accusation, ». Indictment, 43h, JE Et, Ze; a 

written indictment, JRF, S-; the indict- 
ment (referring to the wording of it), Age, Hk 
aa}. an] ZS. BAK; a true accusation, FAK; a false 
accusation, FE. wePe. 

Accusative. n.ora. The fourth or objective case. 

oak ag a iE OE. Ries 2 
iil} . 

Accusatively, adv. 423i 2% #6; having reference 
io the accusative case, JF PBIEZ A POE. 

ee eT 
Accusatory, a. 45h AS, 2 aft. 
Accuse, v.t. To indict, 5. 4E pet TET Ze RE, 

4E 0K, 4275 5E, FS BET: to accuse f falsely, ja 
YE. AR, 4G, AES. te toinvolve others } by 
false charges, #1 \% ; to charge a crime on one, 

ARIE. wl. wie}. 

neat- 

Accused, pp. or a. #¥ 4%; to be in the position of a | 
person accused, 4B. 

Aceuser, n. Plaintiff, 44. 4a. dp A: 
plaintiff and defendant, Jit 4 py, Ag sik. 

Accustom, v. ¢.or7. To habituate, 27th, 272K; to 
practise, 3274, #2], ARK. TAG. THe: to ac- 
custom others to, #¢ 4 #4 ¥. 

Accustomable, a. Wh] S28 
Accustomably, adv. APR ZR. 
Accustomance, n. [f, [i 2- 
Accustomarily. adv. 7%}. 
Aceustomary, a. See Customary. 
Accustomed, pp. Used to. tH, TH, 273; accus- 

tomed to do, fH {ik : accuste med to practise, [i 
A}, Ai 24]; accustomed to frequent, J-{ff: in the 
habit of, ##%; well versed in, ZH; thoroughly 
accustomed to, Sha Hi. SE ALB ; to get ac- 
customed to, pears RBH not accus- 
tomed (unused) to, HE fE. TEASE: to do as people 
are accustomed to, Ue: Fath. Ap TA: he is 

accustomed to smoke opium, {2 & hE: 
Accustoming, ppr. B&R. 2e4} STA 
Ace, n. UAL, Bi—, Sif sa small quantity, 

me. fe, fly; a very little, —Agnff2; within an 
ace, Ft—frj ; not an ace, — Se fp MG, ede. 

Acephalous, a. AOE (i ER). 
Acerb, a. #%, 74. Hl; harsh. FER; severe. fy. 
Acerbate, v. t. To make sour, wg AB Ye. 
Acerbity, n. Sourness with bitterness and as- 

tringency, a rough taste, 377k, He; harshness, 
TE fi. BW; a harsh disposition, PET xT: 
capriciousness, BEIRE 7 tA. 

Aceryate, v.t. To heap up, Hae. 
Aceryose, a. Hem y, HEM fg. Hey 7 Bt. 

Acescency, n. RBA . BE H- 
Acescent, a. Turning sour, JR. ARE: things 

that fare a tendency to turn sour, A yWawe Z- 
Acesta, n. WEG 985 G- 
Acetabulum, n. Ss, PPE EY 
Acetic acid, n. (2 RERE. 

Acetification. n. The making of vinegar, FJ (?) AF. 

Acetous, Acetose, a. Pe. REE. AREA. 
Acetum, n. ile. 
Achat, n. Deed of sale, 2 9§. [Si 
Ache, n. 3a. ¥ ; head-ache, pfisqj ; tooth-ache, JF 
Ache, v.t. To feel pain, 83, S044; the whole 

hody aches, —£y PFA; the heart aches, WHA 
Sii- [ar. 

Achia, n. Sugared bamboo sprouts, $B&774r, 2 
Achievable, a. That may be performed, BJ 7X. I) 

HE. Tne. AER. 
Achieve, v. t. To carry on toa final close, 7 5c. fff 

ne. fase. We). ww. Fr; to achieve one’s 
object. (ise HE. eT ; to achieve a victory, 
Fy fig HE MG ; to achieve and to lose, FAR. 
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Achieved, pp. Completed, fff 5é. fi ny ; gained, 
HE; achieved a great victory, FEAMR ; he has 
achieved great things, {tir A 3e. 

Achievement, n. Merit, Fy, Wy . Fy Hh, HF; 
completion. Ay f, ak. fit ne ; achievement of 
great meritorious acts, RAT, hae HAs, Wes 

KY}. FEW Hi 
Achiever, n. One who accomplishes a purpose, AR 

eat, WEA. 
Aching, ppr. To feel pain, 4% ; pain, HH. 
Achlys, 1. WES. 
Achor, n. Ewin % . 

Achromatic, a. SNE €, (aif Se-F- FESS). fait ARETE. 

—}r EW. 
Acid, a. Sour, #8. 

Acid, n. WE: acetic acid, ¢ GE, Re HE ; citric 
acid, Fe #eYf; erystalized acid, FERELE UK: 
muriatic acid, BBE, BaHitye; nitric acid, HF | 
it. ff Hk: diluted nitric acid, YE sy WRI: 
sulphuric acid, WER Je. Bie WER Ie; diluted 
sulphuric acid, PRARRIK ; tartaric acid, 7545 

TEE, Fi TT BR. 
Acidity, n. f&, WRU. [He H. 

Acidulate, v.¢. To tinge with an acid, Wm. SEAS 

Acidulated, pp.ora. Tinged with an acid. #§ fry 
Acidulous. a. RE AY. | Bea. 
Acknowledge, v.¢. To own or confess, #2, 7H. R. | 

ae, Tat. Pew; to acknowledge a crime, 
pLSE, ASE (RSE: to acknowledge a favour, aif | 
RA eh: to acknowledge a benefit, if Pt; to 
acknowledge an error, 72 #§; to acknowledge a 

letter, $3 [al #. AHF (F ; to acknowledge of one’s 
own accord, Fy a. 

Acknowledger, n. 722%. 

Acknowledging, ppr- Fie af. Ht. AS iff. 

Acknowledgment, n. Confession, #2, 7, #22 ; 
acknowledgment of a favour, Hf 24; acknowledg- | 
nent of a letter, [a] =. 

Acme, n. The top, the highest point, JA; the 
extreme point, #%. i HZ; acme of excellence, 
HBA: the height of danger (disease), Jj Hf. 

Acolothist, n. 25 ig 3%. 

Aconite, n. # (?). 
Acop, adv. #£ JA. 

Acorn, n. $& Bf, HE. #aA= : the edible acorn, 
the quereus cornea, #7 Be, # ANF; of another | 
kind, fm es. TS He {f-. 

Acorned, a. {i #8 Ff 38. 

Acorus, n. Calamus, or sweet flag, EQ if. $f], ae | 

SAE, SESE. 
Acosmia, n. Ja, \igy, Ame fy. 

Acoustic, a. Pertaining to the ears, EL; pertain- 

ing to the sense of hearing, (3 3# fj; 
pertaining to the doctrine of sounds, a #8 > 

Acoustics, n. #8 % HR, 3 AB. | BB. 
Acquaint, v.¢. To inform, * 3, 4&, Gi. Wi, 3 ; to 

acquaint him with it, 7{B4al; to announce to 
one, $f ft 41 ; to state, to inform against, 4 Jf ; 
to explain, #€ ; to apprise of, 3441 ; to announce 
clearly, 4; ; to communicate, 37 fig. 

Acquaintance, n. Intimacy between friends, 49:44 

Ke. MEANS, APA BL. A. ZRibE, ARR, AHA 
Zit. Mo 2 A. HA: knowledge, Jf a; 
very extensive knowledge, 48 4. [Ré; limited 
knowledge, $4 i #7 JL; slight acquaintance 
with, a2 fd .oJs gj; an acquaintance, a friend. 
JAC; one with whom we keep intercourse, 3 
ZAC; mercenary acquaintance, FAIA. GH 
Zo ; an old acquaintance. #2; old ac- 
quaintances, £9 A. FE +H iif H ; a very old ac- 
quaintance, &f £8 J§ A; a very intimate ac- 
quaintance, AB AF WY AC. Bes IW AC.40 G ; a short 
acquaintance, 3} (ij #0 sk.7F Tl 4H sik ; a slight ac- 
quaintance, 4E fi fy J; a thorough aequain- 
tance, 3%; a friend in need, AGIA; an 
outward friend (formal acquaintance), A HAG 

WL. FLD 3. 1 sean fe. 
Acquainted, pp. Intimate with, Aix, #28. AA 

il, AJL. AW RK; familiarly known, {ff ¥k; 
known to each other, #A i. 4 #2: slightly 
known, Ri g2 ck. i 32.1 ¥k; thoroughly versed 
in, af ik: thoroughly acquainted with this 
doctrine, 22 EJ 34 ; to make acquainted with, 
to introduce one to another, 5]. 

Acqnainting, ppr. Informing, $B. 

Acquest, n. Gain, Fi] 4: conquest, 3% 45 2 HU; 
goods acquired by purchase or donation, Fy BT 

ft. ASK MAY. HF AB IK. 
| Acquiesce, v.72. To rest satisfied , ot, Bury; to 

submit to, AR; to comply with, eG, FE¢E; to 
yield, sg€. ScME : to assent to, ft. SLHE. HRI, 
if SC; to agree to an arrangement, ff &; to 
acquiesce cheerfully, BEG; to acquiesce easily , 
43, 4 Ic ; | acquiesce in your proposal, Fee 

GEAR ES. TCR Oh TS. he a ity TF; to give 
quiet assent, AR RPA {E. 

Acquiescence, n. A quiet assent, #8 Ay, BS ge; a 

* This and all the following verbs are in general followed 
by #1, to know, when used in the sense of to inform, to com- 
municate, &e. The terminative or the personal object is al- 
ways placed between the verb #{, to communicate, and I, 
to know. 
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silent submission, J&/E, AGE; apparent con- 
tent, IZ Ht; to assume the appearance of 
content, By (- [ ts MEE. 

Acquiescent, a. Disposed to submit, PE fe HE te, HE 
Acquict, v. t. # Noth, 4h Bots. 
Acquirable, a. That can be obtained, BW] fy, BW 
RE fry; that which can be learnt, ny Atfy. 

Acquire, v.t. To obtain, 7, #2, 7444 ; to acquire 
great fame, 7} % ; to acquire (or earn) mon- 
ey, URES; to acquire wealth, #E Wh, MRF; to 
acquire a science, A #F¥ ; to acquire additional 
knowledge, Jjpias Ft ik. 

Acquired, pp. or a. A. ET. HET. WAS; he 
has acquired large gains, AA PPE; to have 
acquired people’s confidence, # Vat. 

Acquirement, n. Attainment, 74; acquirements 

(in art), Fae; gain, Hae, WEL A. 
Acquirer, n. f 44%, JE #. BLK, HER, SUR. 
Acquisition, n. 7, HE, PRE AY; great acquisitions, 
Awe ; great attainments, FLAK, Bie, Wi 
74 dE AC; gain, Fi) fe ; the student’s assistant for 

the acquisition of a language, aG At Ze. 
Acquisitious, a. #43) fy. FET fy, S48 (5. 

Acquisitive, a. FS), Hi ZAM. ith 
Acquisitiveness, n. Desire of possession, fk UE. a8 
Acquit, v.t. To clear from a charge of crime, ZS 

FIMESE, WER SE. HEME SE; to set free, FEW. Mt 
Tk. HEE, GABA, Ti lal ; to absolve, #5. FEIE; 
to acquit of a debt, gfX; to acquit of a pro- 

mise, PEF; to acquit one’s self from blame, 

idp Y) MERE ; to acquit one’s self towards a person, 

SESP, ah ANSP. 
Acquittal, n. A person’s judicial discharge from a 

crime, 25 th ASS. wt HE SE. FBI. HE BAS 

ASE; setting a person free, Fei, FER. 
Acquittance, n. Acquittance froma crime, Rit 

YE; acquittance from a debt, a receipt in full, 

in iH, 5c He Wi - . . 

Acquitting, ppr. Setting free, £ Uk ; pardoning, 

x HE. 
Acrasy, n. Intemperance, 45(% Jct. 

Acre, * n. A Chinese land measure, igh. 
* The English acre is 160 square rods or 4,840 square yards. 

The Chinese is variously stated: Medhurst, following the 
E 3 a8 

Board of Revenue, gives the fat 7,260 square feet, orqofan 
English acre ; W allie ams (Vocabulary of ae Canton Dialect) | 

gives the px at 7385 square yards or a to an English acre. | 
In the ‘‘Commerci al Guide,”’ p. 287, he gives the average of 
6 to 6.1 #K to an English aere, which gives 13.216 inches | 
English measure to the Chinese foot (J%). As almost each 

province has its standard measure, a foreigner, in purchas- 
ing land, must either specify the measure to be used or he 

Acrid, a. Pungent, #; bitter, piquant, 3€ : sharp, 

o 
TZ 

pungent taste, 4H ; bitter and acrid, 7 Hk. 
Acridness, n. 7 #fi Z (&. 
Acridophagus, n. @ pagh #- 
Acrimonious, a. Sour and pungent, REAR BFA ; 

hitter and pungent, 74 #if%y; corrosive, AEFEFYY ; 
possessing the quality of dissolving bodies, 4 

NZIS. Aina LD : She bie ALAS. TEE 
fvj; as pungent, as ginger. Aneel P He. 

Acrimoniously, adv. With sharpness and bitter- 

ness, AU; BRUCE. 
Acrimoniousness, n. 74¢9474HE- 
Ac ee n. Pungency, FRY UTR, BERETS 

i, SES PE; harshness, Gif: severity, fix 
ve petulancy, WEVA, JHHA, spe fhe. 

Acritude, n. RE HZ MK. 
Acromatic, Acromatical, a. Abstruse, Blyp. 
Acrolith, n. Ax fA Sil Ally. 
Acronie, Acronical, a. AY SH AR. 
Acrospire, n. 3F, #E2P. 
Acrospired, a. #8 26, 4726. Hi 3F. 
Across, prep. ij. ff. BaF, He FT; to place across, 

Weta. FP HE; to go across a road, fig #4 FH ; to go 

across, FJ #_ fy ; to go across (as Over a river), fk 
i; to go across the ocean, #igsth ye ; a line 
across another, fee; to come across one, to 
annoy one, fic Dany. 

Acrostic, n. INA fy ZA. — HH. 
Acrosticon, n. * —f. 
Acroter, n. Small pedestal, ij; pedestal of pil- 

lars, AX, BY. 

Act, v.t.ort. To exert power, ff, {£. Ty, #3, ii: 
to moye, i; to behave, F4; to act up to, FF; 
to represent, 4543 (fi He, HEH}; to labour. ff T. 
Kk. HSE e, (FIL; to manage, HEYF; to begin 
to act, #07. BY A. HUA. BAIL. PF. BA. Yh 
F-; to act well, #7 AF. ik AS. TE ; to act 
for, R47. TKHE TRB. FETT ; to act up to one’s 
duty, SPALSp. BEALZP; to act up to one’s pro- 
mise, $F; to act vauntingly, PY; to act 
disorderly, HEE. @LTy ; toact the part of a man, 
iN, FA; to act on the stage, jay 8%. 7a] ; to 
act the part of a puppet-player, fi FU{F EX. 1k 
(thi; to act the butloon, fF; to act the spy, fix 

PEF. FEMLB; to act according to cireum- 
stances, FEepe a. WAH. RE; to act 
when a good chance offers, He a: to act accord- 

* Chinese names or signboards consisting aS of two ah ir- 

acters, they often present a pair of scrolls, the uppermost 
@intecters of which (being the first of the Rhyme) form 

must be satisfied with the one adopted by the treaty powers. | the name of the person to whom the poem alludes. 
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ing to orders, GTy. JA te. ET. TE ae; to act 
the hypocrite, {if{§3¢. TETF ; to act cautiously, 
YoHi7H ; to act one act ina play. — HARK ; to 
act against one’s conscience, #53 Roy. 

Act. n. 178. (EB. WS. TB. WT. WB. Wi 
4; in the act of leaving. iff 3: a wicked act, 
BEG; > a good act. 38 #7: a daring act, feETy, Hk 

47. HCE ; an act of a play, — HP Ek, —FERK. — 

ALEK: act of oblivion, Ax: judicial acts, ARE; 
acts, doings of a person, fy 3 an act of legis- 

lature, — (7), 7%); a decree. —34_[ Fi. — 
3422 ; an act upon appeal, F%. [ EK. 

Acted, pp. Done, ffiit; concluded, as a play, 456 
Acting, ppr. fi; to do duty for another person, 
{KH ; playing (on the stage), (2%: an acting 
party, F773: acting appointment, 3% ”E; an 

acting surveyor general, 3¢ 3) St Hi Es. 
Action, n. Motion, i) fF; agency, motive power, 

¥ BZ Jy; to put into action, fiFF ; the action 
of one body upon another. Ij 2% Py AA Be; a deed, 

Fr. FE; conduct. jh Fy. TFB; his conduct, 
ABUL TS 4. fh Z PEAS: to he in action, By FF ; 

an action in war, FJ— HE, —pilisy ck. RE 
a bloody action, fff FR; to bring an action 
against one, Sy FoF. PEAR, PEA Ls an action 

in business, ff ; an action in a fable, #8 AA; a 
good action, 3847; a wicked action, HEF. 

Actionable, a. By fy. BY) AAR AG. 45H Z Be. 

Actionary, n. One who has shares in a stock or 
company, #4 fe #- 

Active, a. Agile, (R>- Pe gH. =F Wy. FS WE HR, 
ae ih). 74; alert, AF: industrious. HT, By; 
quick, BRR, Oy. Pesae. He. we. HERE: 
active (said of an old man), ¥8!#; fleet (as sol- 

diers), FER): smart. (Aff, (PF (i; an active verb, 
43 YH Ff; active property, Ax 3£; blood not 
active, fi IRA YR- 

Actively, adv. In an active manner, ¥, #) 12 
Hi. BZ IR. P=: to be actively engaged, 
Wy fit. HI; in an active signification, 7A 

LiF. 
Activeness, n. #)T. ; quickness of motion, Fz ; 

activeness, as soldiers, fk mi). 

Activity, n. The habit of diligent pursuit, #7, 

BE tik. BI RT, YE TIT. UMBC, 
Bh OVER. Pde: quickness, fap. HE: I 
admire his activity, 7y yz thy; feats of 

activity, DYA; in full activity, in motion, # 

By. #7. 
Actor, n. One who performs a duty, 4 4, T7# #:; 

an actor on the stage, fA, YEBE, BF, BER, 

RLF os. Se. BELT. (HORA. BAS 
one who represents another on the stage, & J; 
one who represents the ancient, fig #5 A; 
a company of actors, —HERKF. HAZE & ie; 
the actors are in general called 4E ; the 
principals, civil and military, 3 4E, oy ze; 
the principal singer. JF AE, #44— ; secondary 
singer, )J\4E; the interpreter, #4 {y ; one who 
represents an old man. ZY JH]; the represen- 
tative of a rogue, 4 ¥E Tit. AC JH; the repre- 
sentative of a virtuous person, —¥§ fii; fencers, 
NOP. Andi; the rascal, FFE; the female 
characters, who are represented by boys, are 
called Hl; representatives of doubtful charae- 
ters. #6 H; representatives of chaste characters, 
YE A; female warriors, #7 7 H ; representatives 
of old women, 3 JH]; tumblers, # H ; a rascally 
character, ACFE. 

Actress. n. H. & H. 

Actual, a. Real. EE 7603. “ERR. ak’Eh. WEE. FEMS. 
4, SAK. WA. HEISE AV]; in actual military 
service, Hee ; in actual civil service, 3 3C’p ; 
the actual state of affairs, Jf {Ze Z ARIE ; actual 
cautery, HERE. 

Actuality, m. Reality, Ia #f. 
Actually, adv. Really, SL&&, AYR. HEY. 

GRE. BEAR. WAR. TIRE: it really is so, FEE 
(RDI (YE. HEBER: at present, IZE. 

Actuary, n. A register or clerk, #3. 
Actuate, v. t. To impel. (ity, 4) 47. fii, 4; to 

put into motion, (iz Hh. 
Actuated, pp. 3%; actuated by avarice, SER By 

3% ; actuated by fear, actuated by pride and aya- 

rice, 55% my tli; actuated by love for riches, 
Ey Au Ges actuated by benevolence, [A HB Hh 
AL % ; actuated by mercenary views, $1 Fi) Sse ; 

actuated by virtuous sentiments, #3 [pp FE. 
Aenate, v. t. To sharpen, BEA. 

Acuition, n. Sharpening, BA. 
Aculeate, a. Pointed, 4efy, APA. 
Acumen, n. A sharp point, 3&, $t, 3osR. FEE ; 

sagacity, HAA, #8, (P(A); sharpness (said of 
objects), PAY. YAY: sharp at repartee, HO. 

A 1. FY iF e- 
Acuminate, a. $8; haying a long tapering point, 

Seve iy. 
Acuminated, a. SFY. 

Acumination, n. $t. 48. 
Acupuncture, n. $¢R ZF. KH Z HE: the applica- 

{ion of the needle only, ¢f jz; cautery, HERE. 

Acute, a. Sharp pointed, §#, Yost, &F. LEFI; op- 
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posed to blunt, A, BEF ‘shrewd, FEI pene- 

trating, $028. HRW). AL: ingenious. (9 ff 
discerning, Yap, HEY; an acute angle, RA, 

i 25 HE 3 an acute disease, Zt} y+ acute pain, 
5 HAY SE, i an acute au- | 

thor, fi S$-b. eno 
Acutely, adv. Jif], 4]; to reason acutely, 

Acuteness, n. Sharpness of objects. #t, Jost. H 
AM; paenness of reasoning or disputing, 1 fg 

We ; acuteness of discovery, Gh 3r ab ical dill, #e 
PRAGA ; acuteness of understanding, Wan] ; | 

fy FR ; acute angular, PHEIH AY: an acute accent, 

AR. I PES Hs 

ni 
Bi) 

EA. GRAAF: acuteness of sight, fyb, HE 

shrewdness, 744: penetration, 31%. 
Adage, n. A common saying, {@ali, fh. Hae. 

Mae; a vulgar adage, Et sb v=; an old saying, 
a4 3a proverb, pean; an adage, —f] S oh. 

Adagio, n. A slow movement (in music), #, RE, 

KRALMMK- 
Wi (A, Wi ee; Adam-tiler, 2 3%. 

Adam’s-apple, n. WEEE. IMR. URE Sai, SAR YL 
Adamant, n. Ar ME. Ae hill 4, #8 A. 
Adamantean, a. WE ANTE 41. ANSE FMF HE. 
Adamantine, a. $772. ba 8 Fi rit. FIT 
{9 s mutual affection as strong that they can- 
not be broken, NZ RBA TZ ; adaman- 
tine ties, film) 4e 41- 

Adamites, n. a. Dp Y ZF 

Adam, n.* 1 

Adapt, v.t. lo fit, @, (E& ADEE iff Al). SERA, 

(ts 
Adaptability, n. A] AJA 4 
Adaptable, a. bas TW AJA. A i. 

Adaptation, n. (£@, (E@IA#. OD & (i, rer, 

(ABN IB. 
Adapted, pp. JA. 4 i; suited, Axe; fitted, 
@G that which should be taken, HES ; suita- 

ble, et. Heir. Bl; adapted for each other, 
An fp. FEC. Fe; adapted for its use. AALIH.- 

Adapter, n. {E@ #, Ft K. 
Adays, adv. Now adays, 4}. 35hSFF- 
Add, v.t. To increase in quantity, JM. YZ. 7B. 

Bat. WMA: to add a little, W— Ay. M— My 
WS. VRAIN : to add a son to a family. 7 
‘J; toadd up (to sum up), JER}. Hap. Erie 
AE ; to add to (raise) the price, je PU (ER. 7_E: 

* #275 the monstrous personage, is according to Chinese 
fiction, not himself the ancestor of the human race ; hence 
cannot be called ‘‘ the Chinese Adam ;’’ for when he died, 

the vermin, that were upon his body, were converted into | 
the human race. 

(15) 

| Addendum, 

ADD 

to aaa mopne WE: to Ada many or muc h, 

#9 Z: to add not much, Ha Ze ; unable to add, 
VEE. GRAB): to add and make up, {aS#hi ; 
{o add one’s name, @h% oF: to be added to, PK 

Wl; to be added by you, EPs MM nothing can 

he added to it, MEL fj Z% : to add earth, to heap 
around, J, HEHE, MMC Hej; to add to (for pro- 
tection as to plants), $f4¢; to put ina little 
more, PEA; to add and subtract, WWI; to 
add grief to people, 72 Ie; to add sin to 

sin, SEAN SE_E.- 
Addecimate, v. t. --Fydk—. 
Added, pp. @i&. @ #278. Ri: have you added 

any ? WN & : have you added any earth ? 

JEG SIENE 
n.; pl. 

WUE, HU. HEE. 
Adder, n. #8, BE RE. FieRE. TCP RE. 
Adder’s-tonene; n. REAS (2). 

Addenda. An appendix, fff, 

| Addible, a. ny ZR fry. 
Addice, n. An adz, f& JJ. wa) JJ. 

Addict, v. ¢. To apply one’s self habitually. Bfatp, 

EB. MoS. te hy. OR ie. BE MB 0 
he addicted to wine or drinking, "Sj4. AF-75, 

STIS. BOA. Ve s addicted to sen- 

suality, "8G. HR & BRE, He PE: 
io be addicted to gain and pleasure. Hy FSF & ; 
addicted to lewdness, 49-4, In & to be addict- 

ed to cruelty and sensuality, 1) IX] 14 i@; to be 
addicted to the four prevalent vices, i.e. lewd- 

ness, gambling, drinking and opium, 4™IK fife 
le ; to be addicted to any pursuit. 43%. 

Addiction, n. &, 4f. 05 Br i. oly 2 AE. 
Adding, ppr. WM sR. 

Addition, n. Increase, Jj} #H: the thing added, if 

WW; addition to length. Jf: addition 
(arithmetic), $£8% Z i. 7mm Ww is : addition in 

the margin ofany writing, 3 77%. (cf; iIncapa- 
ble of further addition, 2 )') #7 jp; addition, ap- 
pendix, fff €%: addition of a son toa family. 7 
J; addition, subtraction, multiplication and 
division, Jf WHE hs. 

Additional, a. Ni RE. INE HB. B.A: 

additional tax, 4: Bt. ff E> additional hap- 
piness, Hr ji. 

Additionally, adv. Py 785. P38. FF &b. ULE. 
Additory, a: IN#A#- 

Addle, a. Empty. Jf; not fruitful, 206 £F aft fj; 
addle eges, Has Ae. SE FETE. fig: addle headed 

(addle pated), FSISL AMG —y. ERAS. HME. (8h 
i ; putrid, Wisse. 
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Addlings, n. Tg. 

Addorsed, a. 9935. 18 2948 2 
NCES v. t. To Jee ak or speak to, At, a, El. ap, | 
ae. aH. Matt, SLIM; to speak to a person, FA 

aa: a i BUNS. BA, JE NR. Fa] Ad 5 
to address him saying (used in books only), #9 
YA; to reply, ¥}fiuit; to address in one’s 
presence, 74 filatg; to address a letter, S39 S}{% 
2, fei 2G. fs JK; to address a superior, 
¥; to address as a Consul to high Chinese au- 

thorities, J ; to address as Chinese officials of 
equal rank, #3 ; to address the emperor, #€ ; to 

consign, #£#f; to address God, 49% Ef; to 
address one’s self to business, ffi ff HRY ; to ad- 
dress one politely, #RMF. 

Address, n. A verbal application, fi 4s. fit, Ti 
Af. fi Pi, FAY; address to the emperor, jf Z ; 
the emperor’s address to the people, jij fit; a 
message of congratulation, §%2¥ ; a man of pleas- 
ing address, Aft A, FEA ZH : a person of 
an awkward address, RAZ He; courtship, # | 
HE; mutual address, Fes; dexterity, PEI4, AF 

Shalt ; direction of a letter, fi 2H, fa ab Z% 
4%, {EiE; to send a letter to one’s address. gif 
et tt; my address is as follows, FR fy LEHEBH 

Bi Wh Ze. 
Addresser, n. 34% 3 preacher, aia #s, HLH. 
Addressing, ppr. Directing, Fy {3 XG - 
Adduce, v.t. To cite, FR]. Skt, STL. Ss) th. 3] 

Ae; to adduce proofs, GI PE. 
Addueible, a. By 5) fit. 

Adduetion, n. 3 (said of muscles); citing, BI gg. 
Adductive, a. 5] A5. 5] HE AS. 
Adductor, n. #32 Z fff. 

Ademption, n. Revocation, E¢#f, Uc Hd ; 
cation of a privilege, #f Pe. 

Adept, n. JH. (AKB. WE. 
Adept, a. Well skilled in, Rk=F, 6 =F. AE, EF, 

Af 3% ; well skilled in mechanical arts, fH 
ee, THE: very well ies Re WT. 

Adequate, a. 3, i. FF mors AM, {FJ5, 
‘JRL; adequate to the ae AE hee Ve it 
ff-; strength adequate to, Jy 48 7PRzx ; not ade- 
quate to, Jy 7A. fb ay; adequate to an under- 
taking, REMP RE ; adequate to (deserving of), 
Hite, FAG ; an adequate supply, FA, FE fi. 

Adequately, adv. 4 sl. 4. & Pred ; adequately 
executed, {iti #4. 

Adequateness, n. Justness of proportion or repre- 
sentation, AH. A Fk. 

the reyo- 

| Adherent, n. Follower, 7£#%, FAS ; 

Adhere, v. 7. To stick to, Ai, #4, Ba. #0). RAGE. Ful 

fE. RCE. HL. HB; to stick fost, Hp, AEE Wi 
HGS, HATA TEL. BHAEE TL: to adhere to ob- 
stinately (as toan opinion, &e.), #4, Fiqh, FYE, 

digihr, Jaye, HOVE A i. TAB ah, Bh AAR, 
HE, HC. ; to adhere to (be attached to), fe Hf, 
Hy &, Heysi£ ; to adhere to one another, 4413 ; 
to adhere to, to follow, #87. ELFE; to adhere 
toa doctrine, }§5f3H HE; to adhere to custom, 
“fdks ; to adhere to petty formalities, Fig7~yy 
7 ; to adhere to justice, Fe ZS, Fe5€ ; to adhere 
to correct principles, $£iE. F274. FEA. PG, 
$2 FE. BEG; to adhere to with steadfastness. # 
(fi; to adhere to one’s declaration, 2 7. Hi, 
OAH. RAAB; to adhere to ancient 
notions, KIEL H- 

Adherence, n. Sticking to firmly, #4). 3374, 
#¥; adherence to order, ext) Fl #4 ; adherence 
toa person, {fe fff ; affectionate adherence, #4 ; 
steadiness of mind, 30%. [Ht%; fixedness of 
purpose, 4. 

Adherent, a. Sticking, $F. Ft & - 
a follower 

of a government officer, #2; adherents of a 
faction, RX, AAA, [el HY. fe) fae. [ee [rad Hf. 

Adherently, adv. In an adherent manner, ##{EMK 

Adherer, n. Follower, #&#%, SEA #.- 

Adhesion, n. Sticking, J4 i). Fg. 7H. A @ ; ad- 
hesion of two things, FRI PRHHE. pi #420 M4; the 
adhesion of iron to the magnet, $3 Hi 4i& 4 FAT. 

Adhesive, a. Sticky, #43. J8 fy, 5 CE. AB it 65, 
Ke PS5E, HAA] ; tenacious, Ay. 

Adhesiveness, n. W353, JR. 
Adhibit, v. t.'To use, fj ; to apply (as paultice), #8, 

HL. 
Adhibition, n. FA. 
Adhortation, n. Advice, ¥. 

Adiantum, n. Maiden-hair, #7 t®, ABA. Hh 
KK. 4 Sz, SH ZH; adiantum nubulum, fe KE He, 

KEE - 
Adiaphory, n. 4869336 38, JES¢ JERS. 
Adieu, adv. Farewell (said by the remaining 

party), —BR2E, si. MBL AGE ; thank you! 
(is the reply of the one who departs), 5 im FE 
We). #5 HM ; adieu for ever! Hc ja 4A Hi) ; may God 
bless you! Isf_E #7 REWER ; to bid adieu, 45%. & 

Adipose, a. MAR. LE 

Adit, n. HA. 
Adjacent, a. Near, 2, At HE; not far, BRE A de ; 

bordering upon, 3i Fh, BFR. BE FR. BE FR ; to live 
adjacent to, HE, #aif ; to live close to, i €£ ; 
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adjacent country. Pat ZILA. aif Bl. 
Adject, v.t. To add, Jn. 
Adjection, n. Whi; the thing added, PRINZE. 

Wins Z Ft. 
Adjective, n. 35 (in grammar). 
Adjectively, adv. To useasan adjective, (ROE ify 

M1, HR SEF tl. 
Adjoin, v.t. or i. To be contiguous, 3408, BYE. an 

sf ; to unite, 3 Gp, WAGE ae Gy. PA >, 3S ae, ICSE. 
Adjoining, ppr.ora. Bordering upon, 3 Ft; the 

adjoining room. Babe, Key HE; adjoiming province, 
AN : joining, SIE FP : ee J. 

Adjourn, v.t.or i. To put off, fF, EI). EAE. HEEFT. 

WHE, AG to dels. HEH FUSS EE to 
adjourn to another day, #E—A. JER WA- 

Adjourning. ppr. iE, YEqe. 
Adjournment, n. HE A -F; tospecify the day of meet- 

ing again, fe FWA A a prorogation, EXE. 
Adjudge, v. t. 9B, FUR. AEFI. Heke; to award, 
Fe; foaward toa certain person, Pepe, 
FLAY ; 10 adjudicate, Hk bE, FP UE. 

Adjudged, pp. (iit, 77 i. [ sine SE. 
Adjudicate, v.t.or i. Fp Bi, FI. HEE. FRET. FI 
Adjudication, n. A judicial trial, ARs, FUR, AF 

2. 
Adjugate, v.t. To yoke to, _f iii. 

Adjunct, n. Wigs 24a, ABH 2p. YM. ABE : an 
adjunct (in graminar), ff} fie at ZS; an,appendage, 
BSR s an assistant, 4A Af. 

Adjunction, n. M7824. Pe idt ZH. 
Adjunctive, a. PAf3#if4y; having the quality of 

joining, Fj MZ 68 
Adjuration, n. A solemn charging on oath, Wy A 

PELE. TRAY PELE 5 a charging one under the 
penalty of a curse, 2: Wijk TAN. 

Adjure, v.t. lo charge on oath, Wye, AP2, IV 
#ES4 ; to charge on pain of God’s wrath, LIWL 

lL AA, Eh BEE. 
Adjurer, n. One that exacts an oath, B22 Bi, i 

paljust, v.t.'lo make exact, HES, HELE, (es aee, He 
3e, Pelfi: to put in order, WexK, Fp aes, aes 

fi. Gi. FF Gi. hihi], MERE ; to arrange, BA. 
HE, HEA; to arrange nicely, HEPFIAIG; to ad- 
just an account, FETE A. He PETRA; to ad- 
just a difficulty, 4EAMC ; it is not easy to adjust 
(that affair), A APE. FEED FY: to aquest 
the various tastes in medicine or eatables, WAM, 
WA AIL, Fy Be; to correct errors (of conduct), 
FGifh, HATE. AUR. STE; to adjust errors (in 
mechanics, &e.), #4 TE ; to adjust the hair, #¢52, 

YES2 10 adjust a balance, HIZB; to adjust 
the principles of nature, SPL PEA. Fy BEE ; 
ue fit, REA ; to adjust so as to suit one, He BY] | 

; to adjust the price. Ffifil. ak. 
ee pp: {EAE HH. AEDS, ZP Hie, Jy Be 

RY. asl. 
Adjuster, n. aes 
Adjusting, ppv. He hy, (EE, {i Ae sk. 
Adjustment, n. (4%. JSLIE ; suiting, a 

Adjutage, n. REI. BBE. 
Adjutancy, 2. fil] Eras 

Adjutant, n. fi) FF ; adjutant-general, i. Feb 

i. EE. 
Adjutator, n. FRU a. lil Aa#. AR. 

Adjutrix, n. Ac ti Ae HF. 
Adjuvant, a. $ID (5. 
Adjuyant, n. $e Mfg (in medicine). 

Adjuvate, v.t. $h3]f. 
Ad libitum, At liberty, at pleasure, (f: 3. ANE, 

(ERE TAS aarle 
Admeasure, v.t. 
Admensurerienté a n. ae FEE. exp. SUBIR ¥ 

ship’s admeasnrement, Het Z aill EE 
Adineasurer, n. re FE 
Admensuration, x. See Admeasurement. 
Administer, v.t.orz. To dispense, fi ; to ue £h, 
I; to manage, PHP. APBP. BE. BE. ae, 
HOSE. HERA; to administer Fiennes ee 
io direct, #74if ; to administer medicine, Hea, 

ee, 

iat 

tee £8 FE; to administer to the poor, #ex 
BEET: to manage a school, Bye; to manage 
(as a job), AefE4EHE; allow me to direct that, 
HEIRIFIH; to administer an oath, Wy; fl EAE; 
{o administer an oath in a Chinese court, 37 
Ay FL£# ; to administer the Lord’s supper, #32 
#%; to administer the laws ofa state, JARRE 
eon, NAIA. (RETA; to administer to 
his pleasure, 7 #272. 

Administration, n. The government, F@§ ; the 
court, #)JZE; the administration of justice, 4B 

Administrative, a. # iat Lia. 
Administrator, 2. Aaaanistnalouota government, 

fide ; the administrator of an estate, 3% Re, 

me AE RE J; a tutor. fila. 
Admninistratorship, n. #§ EZ ik. 
Administratrix, n. Administratrix of a goyern- 

ment, & # ; admimistratrix of an estate, AH 
x: administratrix of an institution, ZcFip. 

Admirable, a. Hi ZF "QE, 46-2505, Zab. FFB. HER, 

67). HWS; excellent, JL36. Hides. Fb. AA, 
WZ: very wonderful, $6 13577 #4 ; vstonish- 

il 
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ing, A ZAP ; “how wonderful ! ATK. WR 
sublime, #4. 

Admirableness, n. 2f 45. 2 Fh #i. 4b 3 ZF. 
Admirably, adv. #677 ZH: admirably dow pal 

HB FED ; admirably beautiful, 3e36 py ZF , 
Tx 

Admir al; n. 7K Hilt Pe ES. ak Fifi $k 
WK <4 Fx ; rear-admiral, Ich pe Git ; 
admiral, TW AE AB 6 a. 

Admiralty. 2. esif te #}; the court ofadmiralty, gfe 
Fit) Af ; lords of the admiralty, 7} fi FAl 3 (eM. 

Admiration, n. HiZy. 7F28, 8%aF ; intense ad- 
miration, $E Ay, Hay OR. FEDR 7 BB; the note 
of admiration is in Chinese expressed by #&.3F, 
Sik. 

Admire, v.t.or7. To regard with wonder, #§2¥, 3 
ay: L277: MES; to admire with approbation, 
WE SE. RSE. FE ZR. GSE. HERE; to be surprised 
Alita ER, EYES, PERL, oe to admire one, ff 
“tL; to admire and magnify, #4 ; to de- met 

light in, SB. Swe. 
Admirer, n. E75. Be. VER HK. 
Admiring. ppr. ZF. Fi BE. : 
Admiringly, adv. Admiringly beautiful, 298% 

Admissibility, n. BY at#%. Bag H. By ae. | 36. 

Admissible, a. WEES. BY ch AS. GE. SRR TY. HY 

He. WA. 
Admission, n. Permission to enter, EA. (LA. 

A. Witt, ele. a. 5 4522.38 ; power to enter 
Afs. HE ; sannieaii of an argument not fully 
proved, ARGFILSE. HRA Scat. FAB, Rate 

; viee-admiral, 

lord high 

ue: the act of admission, BLA we HE; adimis- 
sion of light and fresh air, 5% BHA: admis- 
sion money for the porter, PY ii; admission 
money for the teacher, ((% 7% g ; ceremony of 
admission , (FL 2 jt. 

Admit, v. ¢. To suffer to enter, [y{BA, FAIR A ; 
to grant entrance, #E A. wFHE; to admit by 

ticket, 7 DRA, HERA; to allow to 
enter, kA ; toadmit a guest, 74651; to admit 
and detain a guest, 274; to admit (as a child 
into an institution), 4; admit him, #E{EA. 

Admittable, a. Bl $e, BPS, BTA, myc ay. 
Admittance, n. Allowance, }{f ; permission to en- 

ter, HEA TRA TRA Z fir; the power of entrance, 
Ag ; the solemn admittance of a priest, $F. 
iit 

Admitted, pp. Permitted to enter, 
ed, JU UES ; conceded, AREER. 

Admix, v.t. To add and mix, #84). BEY, HAY 
FJ; to mingle with, jf% HE, 4B Ae. Bs AE; to 

Hy if : erant- 

throw into disorder, #4E, ¥ 
Admixtion, n. #i4g. 
Admixture, n. See Mixture. 
Admonish, v.t. #h, iif. FRA. HAR: to admonish 

& superior, 7; to warn, re es to reprove, 
Ty. MF: to instruct. Hak. 4 ah s to admonish 
and rae 4) 5, ; to admonish the age, 9 [lk, 4x 
fit: to admonish people, EPR J. ; to admonish 
each other, ACHSan ey. 

Admonished, pp. }h if ; reproved, 38, lpli&h 
warned, WHR ave 

Admonisher, n. #)7% 4% ; admonisher of superiors, 

Wye 
Adinonitive, a. Yy 7% (14. 

Admonition, n. PhyX. Wyk es 
proof, 88 7F ; instruction, Phe. 

Admonitive, a. Jy FRY. 
Admonitor, n. See Admonisher. 
Admonitory, a. fy if fy, 8 e¢ (5. 
Admoye, v.t. To move to, +H. Bi 3 

nearer, YE Ai. 
Adnascent, a. Growing on something else, 846, 

Adnoun, n. 35. 
a n. BB, SBE; to make much ado about tri- 

fles, 3: Type. =U). 2,3; to do with mueh ado, 

BYP LAS. Hyity MEHR ; without much ado, Hpk 

4 AL. 

to bring 

fi. fig eo - 
Adolescence, n. WiffF7E. SE. Sh2p. Ly, 
aT. Puna Syl. UI. TERE. SERRA 
A: 

Adolescent, a. A {f, 3, 7RAL 4%. FEAE, HEA. ay 
, HEF. 

Adopt, v.t. To take into one’s family as son, IAF 
HF. S445 3S. WEF; to purchase and adopt 
(as is the custom in China), Ase. a5, 
weHEIA ; to take for an heir (to succeed to the 

title and property of a family), én), seme). 3 
fe. WHE. FRE. PENG ; to select, fF; to adopt 
an opinion, 34 ek. HAZE; to adopt (as 
customs), 88 )\, # J; to adopt (as a fashion), 
Hf; to adopt Chinese dress, $f Hep. 

Adoptedly, ay: fife 9. 
Adopter, n. s0:4%, Hein) Bh. SEN. 
Adoption, n. The act of adopting a son, s£a¢-F #, 
IRF 247 ; the state of being adopted, #xeF 
Hi, SEF 5p SE; children hy adoption, 5¢F, 
wAHEF ; children of a different surname, HR HS 
F-; nominal adoption of a child, 325; broth- 
ers by adoption, #2 50. (5d Hf. 

Adoptive, a. An adoptive father, 3239§ ; an adop- 
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tive child, 42 ; * an adoptive child (in reality), | 

Adorable, a. Worthy of divine honours, By 2+F¥, | 

HESIE. JEFF (BT ACY. AMELIE. ERUTE. 
Adorablencss, n. BY 2:F# 44. SEE FE 
Adoration, n. Ff, 2: Ff, HiFz, 2: 

tion of God. F4:_E 7 ; the adoration of the spirits, 
FA ; the ceremony of adoration, AS Ae 7Z Ae. 

Adore, v.t. Ft. 2254, aG#. SFE. ARSE ; to adore 
hy prostration. (RFF; to adore hy kneeling, PE 
Jf ; to adore by touching the ground with the 
forehead, MPFE, FeAFT. THF. FEHIFE ; to 
adore by bowing the head, PHF. (LAFF ; to 
regard with the uimost esteem, 2%, 
AS. HA. HAL. ASML: {0 adore (one), BEB ; to 
adore mutually. 4 AA 78 : to adore heaven, FF R. 

Adorer, n. Worshipper, Ff #4. 2:F£ 4% ; an admir- 
ing lover, 983%, j5 32%. 

Adorn, v.t. To make beautiful. fesfiff, Gif + to 

adorn one’s person, #Efii, AC fff; to adorn with | 
paint, Bp, TAB). SER}. PYG; to ornament, 
MURE. Hes: to embellish. fifi ; to deco- 
rate, Effi : to adorn one’s person with virtue. 
f% & ; to adorn one’s countenance, (¥Z. 

Adorned, pp. {8 fifijf ; an adorned head, jie MPE 
$A; adorned with many trinkets, WES: | 
one adorned with virtue, fifi 2 4-. JEL (de 2% +. 

Adorner, n. fET.. (5 4 fi fe. 
Adorning, ppr. Ornamenting, f ; embellishing, | 

4 fifi ; covering one’s sclf with ornaments and | 
gay dresses, 47 75 HR. 

Adown, prep. T. ae. 4E 7. 
Adrift, a. or adv. Floating, %R, ZAYE. BAYR 

ie, BalR Ze : to rock on the waves, BRPE 
set adrift, #yZr. 

Adroit. a. Skilful, 3%, [Pk ATE Aye fife ; expert, 

yim » ie 
5 0) 

TRA. FEI. TUFF. HIG : ingenious. HEYA: smart | Ba 
(with the sense of crafty. wily), J€I% ; an adroit 
person, AGEL AG A. BEREAN. 

Adroitly, adv. Skilfully. $e 5 ; 

FZ ; adora- | 
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. | 
to do a thing | 

skilfully, fi 0 ex5 : to do a thing dexterously, | 

HEE TF IP. 
Adroitness, n. Dexterity, 1544. AF; ingenuity, 

BRIG. POA. SEW. Ate. 
Adry, a. Thirsty, 4 7, "Ri8. 
Adulation, n. Plattery, 48 7 (Canton Colloquial, 

MPR), Gage. Gall. Ea : to servilely flatter one, 

* These terms are only then used, when the adoption is 
merely nominal. A gentleman taking only for a short time 
care ofa friend’s child is generally called 322% by the latter 
and yice yersa. 
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Pay 4s AS AK: words of adulation, ASH fry as. 

Adulator, n. Hh #H HALA, PRREZA, 
WS ZA; to detest adulators, fe A MG HE 
IR. 

Adulatory, a. iQ48 (yak. ASR. Tas ie. 

Adulatress, 2. (4 1 4qf AV. 
Adult, a. Grown up, mA. ZEA. 2R3pb. 26 BS. 4p. 

Se. A. HAT; an adult man, BK RA, 
KEM AN. 

Adult, nT: AA. BARA. ATW A, BB 
Adulter, n. See Adulterer. lA iw. 
Adulterate, v.t. To debase, FRAME. Ze HEB UIA. 
AW. HERBIE. Ae. ZL. BOK. WEIR. 
eA. EAE. JERE. HEM. PEE: to adul- 
terate with copper, i$] ; to adulterate wine, 

Adulterate, v.7. To commit fornication, #F# YR, 
ie AE 

Adulteration, . {iti 18 Z 3. JR (RG 224. FE 

HED. SEAN. 
Adulterer, x. 285. HEF. VEDA, RAE, HEF, 

UE. BR. WME. 
Adulteress, n. 2&4. RBA. AFAR. APZE. 325 BE, 

ee aE S 
Adulterine, a. RR. 
Adulterize, v.t. #7 #¥@. 

Adulterous, a. Zeyveny, FA. HEN. PERL; idol- 
atrous, 333 HL mi. FEEEREMT ; an adulterous gener- 
ation, x 4 ZTE ; adulterous and covetous gen- 
eration. EH 3. 

Adultery, n. Zi&, AL, A. HE. HE. GA: 
adultery from mutual attraction, Fy Ze. iF FE. FY, 
ji; to commit adultery, 4AZE: rape, WRF; 

adultery, 4 Eas ACAD. FERTEE. 
Adumbrant, a. Giving a slight resemblance, JB% 

25 W]. AEA. 
Adumbrate, v.¢. To give a faint likeness, 223% ; to 

make a hurried sketch, ‘Eg#e. FE Hf. 

Adumbration, n. Giving a faint resemblance, 3 
ES PL RE : a representation of an object (in horti- 
culture), Ji fh}; adumbration of birds and 
beasts, Jin GER. J eI. 

Aduncity. n. Hookedness, #8£% 3%. 
| Aduncous, a. #8 £4 fry + an aduncous bill. FERYB. 
| Ad yalorem. According to the value, 1% §%; ad 

valorem duty. 38 (i _E #€.- 
Advance, v.#. or 7. To move forward, fj #7. Aff E, 

HE ny. ai. mnt. AyD; : to make progress (in 

learning). A AME. fpiitAe By: to advance in 
price, Hea. Ef (FE A jlt ; to advance in office, py, 
by. WARE: to be raised in office, jg (it ; to con- 
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ene e rane Gh office), SALE: a nile 

money, JEH}§R; to advance the price, j1U fF; to | 
advance one’s own opinion, FW) QE. HAC 
OE Sea HBG. aie LE CLERK; to advance money, _E | 

IH) HL FE: to ‘dnatite a step, E— 4%: to advance 
money on a contract, Hi p/PER; to adyance for 

assault, #6. HEME: to advance for extermina- 
tion, 3& fi]; to advance capital, {AAS 

Advance, n. Progression. Wf FE. [ny ay; advance of 
troops, Fe 7% #é. #E4e ; advance upon an enemy, 
TG HB. HEWL: advance in virtue, $2538 :ad- | 
yance in knowledge, Jae), ae #. FB SE, aT 
a; daily advance in knowledge, #288 34; the | 
first bid (in auction), SEL fH: advance upon a 
contract, 78; advance of wages, IW) He; ad- 
vance upon wages, Fc of" Fe; to be upon ad- 

yance, RGA : to make advances in diseoy- 
eries, Wey y Ht. hit ZS i ENE OF promotion, 

whe. Ie 
Adyanee-guard, n. 5E€%. 
Advance-money. n. _— #9 gf (on wages); advance- 

money on other works, Fixe He. 
Advanced, pp. Advanced in years. Sf yey. 2238, 

Se, Sp LE ih. ne Say, SB, Ae; an | 
adyaneed work, KH: 

Advancement, n. Progress, 7yij fx; advancement of | 
work, sf ft : promotion, ALB, EAE; settlement 
on a wile, Pld a ATS SE. 

Adyancer, n. Wij (Eas | promot er eae 
Maniac: n. Gain, 4. Fi. FG. FH - FREE: to. 

seok alter gain, [)#, SEHD. BA. HOM. 2A 
#3 FA); interest, Fil) EL; superiority, APee hk 
ASEAN. FA: to have the advantage over 
others, JV. fing JV: to know to turn everything | 
to advantage, @} Ae AE. TE All AE [al it is of 
advanti ee to Ine, A 4eHPJ¥ ; of no advantage 

to me, Akar IeqR ; to show a thing to the hest 

advantage, #} Fs WV); advantage of birth, #4 
4f ji B= ; he who bears an insult gains adyant- 

age, WE AG ae it (EL. 
Advyant tage-ground, 2. 5 Si Al. La | 
‘Advi untage, v.t. To benefit, 48. Fl]; it will benefit 

him, # fly. | 

Advantaged, pp. Benefited, 43jf ; distinguished | 
by talent, 45 FF UK fy. | 

Adyantageous, a. Profitable, #7 #@; useful. 4 JA. 
Ug. ae #i Fill Ge : oppor tune, 32, SE3% ; conveni- | 

ent, fy fi. MEME. Ber. MARE; beneficial, Fy (a. | 
Advanti seni adv. Fi; advantageously placed 

(as things), 4 4A Vay ; advantageously sit- | 
uated (as a house), 4 Ziff (ie : advantageously | | 
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situated (of a person), Af F504. Ff HY fit. 
Advantageousness, n. Fi] ZR. 
Advent, n. A coming down, (RS, VF fs. Fe RB. 

if 7: the first advent of our Lord, THe ete ; 
the second advent, JI} tp W§ PEPE: a descent of 
Shaneti (4é #%). _b a @ BE: a supernatural 
birth, WEAR. peice. 

Adventitious, a. 4% (vg. 7% fry ; not essential to, 

fe x 
| Adventure, n. Incident, jt 823%, FEAR ZA. E 

YRY AE a¥ey re 
YF; contingency, AIM MP; risk, her Z 

=jt- 
Adyenture, v.¢. To hazard, WK 3. #7 fe, Te43. 

TS fT B.S Pe 
Adventurer, n. #7 fi. Sel. FF ig RAZA. 
Adventurous, a. Bold, 7@ JH. HAWK: very daring, 

Ap, TAT. FH. Ae. JE Sp: rash, FF RY. 
Bh Ui fy. 

Adventurousness, v. 3k il, $5 grey. 
Adyerb. n. 35, sli iad- 

Adverbial, a. 3 fy. 

Adversary, n. 2%. 2y981. Hit. WE. He. 

UK, TAS. FE HR- 
Adyersative, a. KO 

AQ i) 88 2 He. | 
Adverse, a. Contrary, Wie, Jit, Si, E3M 5 calami- 

tous, [&. SE. $B. wh AB ae. SEE A OD), SE BR 5 
adverse wind, mia(jit )iil; adverse current, MéF7KX, 

Sit JX, Hite ; adverse fortune, # 3. 
Advyersely, adv. Unfortunately, #2, AMA A 

WAAAY. Ades 

“fj; adversative conjunction, 

Adversity, 2. Galamity, ith. Se, AB: affliction, 

LYE. UE. EAE. SOME. SOIR, HEME, JEAME dis 
DB, [A 3a - 

v.t.or i. ‘lo refer to, G], Wi; to notice, AE, 
i, SRI, IEE, Fj LU: to regard, jai; to attend 

to, He. 3B 
Advertency, n. Heedfulness, #7 .t). Sb; regard, 
Adyertent. a. Heedful, 7 ji. | Ril 

Adyerting, ppv. Regarding, pig 2. 

Advertise, v. ¢t. To give notice, 4 Gy, 3 4iz, jh (i. 
310 4 ; to inform, el R40 > to communicate 

intelligence, 7/9 ,G,; to insert ina paper, TEA 
iJ HE; to adve os SMe eee, es. 

Advertisement, n. Notice ina paper, 4i2f : notice 
issued by the gentry. Fas, PUAL. HAL: a notice 

(issued by merchants, Ge.). 4%; an offer for 
reward, HEAL. FNS. FL thy. (HY. to issue, is the 
verb, used for all the preceding kinds of notices 
and adyertisements). 

Advertiser, n. 4 ft. HBR : 

tress, gen ine 

asa name of a 
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newspaper, i ia. 
Advertising, ppr. Publishing 

A. 
Advice, n. Counsel or instruction given, #%. FeAl. | 

Hcihe s admonition, ¥h 7H. WIR. WS. WHE. 
¥#); direction, ZEN. Hse: a letter of advice, | 
aR fs. BM fs : to ask advice, is * {o take ad- | 
vice, ft Ze: intelligence, j¥,G.. yal. FR; de- 
liberation, #z. 

Advyice-boat, n. Pept. Behe (fob). FEE. | 
Advisable. a. Open to advice, fff #: proper, We i. 

rit. HCP MGS 
Advyisableness, n. Joy’. Py ie. WEP. 
Advise, v. ¢: or 7. To counsel, Yh 7. B9E. ai; to 

give an opinion, pRARMER, WAS#K: to ad- 
monish. #j: to inform. 4. $F. JRA. BEAM: (0 
advise with earnestness, 747}; to adyise and 
decide, iE : to let mutually advise. (pPAIE Re. 

Advised, pp. or a. Informed. 403i). FEF 4h. FEF] 
NY GL. Wey Fz : ill-advised, FEZ. se Fe. BAH: 

» well-adyised. Jug. [ita : be advised by me, Fs 
MZ; 10 be advised on, BEF Hz: as advised, 3% 

ae KG. TA UDIIty- 
Advyisedly, adv. x ath. F Hl. HEIL: to act cau- 

tiously, = 3 ij 77. Wa Thy fF; purposely. [ALEK 

Adyiscdness, 2. 

HES. Het. vs 

Adviser, n. W748, DAL. ARV NG : 
of the council, #8s{£; adviser in the national 

councils, 2% a magistrate’s adyiser, Be Fel WL A 
Viige, HEE. APSE: a military adviser, EF: 
advisers, #H Ae AH. 

information, * ¥% 4 

"cdence, =iKe - Prudence, FV : 

from a motive of charity. $& 9. 
Advocate, n. One who pleads the cause of another, 

ECR: FER. (RAG. TRAN. PRE. (KN. Sif 
am #4 3 2 Mediator, Fy HF. HEA; attorney, 4K fi : 

an old hand (an attorney who is well up in all 
the tricks of his profession), ft #%; an advocate 

for peace, WE ud. HAuMe. 
Advocate, v.t.'To plead in favour of. # AYA. 1% 

A Fit aig. TRE. fXid : to act the part of a peace- 
maker, # Ati @ 

Advocating. ppr. Defending one in court. f§ A 
as. G15) Ew). Bil DM : advocating peace, Ky 
iu. 

Adyvowee, n. Fy $2 Wie 1 HE. DTT a adyowee 
paramount, HA: (AEA GAA PIE HE- 

~ * When this term is used for exposing | one through the 
columns of a paper, the personal object follows then after §&. 

deliberateness. | 
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Advowson, n. Ft ie DHE. 
Adz, n. $f- 

Holian, a. ByMilmt; an eolian harp. fil #F; an 
wolian cymbal. gl FE. 

Bolus. n. jalaift; Chinese god of the wind, J&R. 

He (1; godess Molia, BE; the 18 goddesses 
of the wind, ++ gi. 

Aerial, a. Belonging to the air or atmosphere, 133 
a. RETR LZ Wy : consisting of air, 9%; pro- 
duced by air. 4x HFA : inhaliitide tives {Ex 
Hi: high, lofty, 7 +: aerial spires, yy Hee ze, 

ea: le. 
Aerie. n. The nest of a lird of prey, bel Fas 
Acrifieation, n. The act of becoming air, jf 94.2% 

§q; the state of being acriform, 3. 
Acriforin, a. BY 7,5. RE +: acriform bodies at- 

{tract air. TL AE TAL, 

Acrify, v.¢. To infuse air into, BFR. 
Aerodynamics. n. 52 i) Bp BK ad 

Acrognosy, n. FEL Rc im, TRL TRE BL. 
Acrography, n. $3 if. 

Acrolite, n. ba. HG. FOR. 
Acrometer, n. BLUE. 
Aerometry. n. fe 5 78 ZEB. 
Aecrology, n. Hehe SHB. 
Aeronaut, 2. An aerial navigator, BR ztef, Ble 

IRAs Fi. ep ce 

a= 
Tey > 

Aeronautics, x. The science of sailing in the air by 

a member | 

| Aecrostaties. 

ineans of a ballon, LI) 4a GE GH eee 2 BE. Be ph zx 
ZU. 

n. BER 2Z EE; the science of aerial 
navigation, Buea Be. 

Mruginous, a. Fo) A ZAG. CLI ERM. 
Advocacy, n. {fH : vindication, Ze5§ ; advocacy Esthetics, n. Philosophy of taste, (E3208. 9% 

LY. 
Afar, adv. At a distant place, jag, paige. Ws jak. 38% 

ye: from afar, piste: afar off, BEE ASE: to 
behold from afar, gx peElite FL 

Affability. 2. Courteousness, FUL. HE. EE 

Hl GER. CY I. 
Afiable, a. Court teous, 4f44 Sil: accessible, Be Me FE 

Hee. AER. Beem. SL: mild, HA HEL, 
wo SEL HAM i a Wa 
eae scending. alti. wt ie. ak Au. 

Afiableness, n. See Affability. 
Ailably. adv. Courteously. 440 Bil ; to treat people 

courteously. 3% J\, a8 We, 

Affairs n. HeOp SR. YEG. BEE. Bee. BRIE, 
iti: Seay. JEG. Bi. Wi. We ZY: insigni- 
ficant affairs. J\3z; important affairs, or serious 
alfairs, AFP; state atfairs. WH] FF; a pressing 
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affair, EWE, WASP: affairs of the y ie rid, ie: 
family affairs, 3 Yi; a lucky affair, FYE: on 
unlucky affair, [AJ 3z ; affairs of women, [44 FY J+ 
#4; it is not my affair, JE Z 
affair, HES. 

Affect, v.t. To influence, Je. eYAt : 
heart, Je Hh. tek FE. PFE : to affect one’s feeling, 

* Joh Hy; to affect (asa diseased poe affects other 
parts). BH; to affect (as vices). 

olfactories, PEs; to affect (: ges to) the crown, 
aM (E,W RE i; ; to pretend, Ff: ff:. ae. PELE 3 

to affect ignorance of, ffi (fi 7% 4a), (a5 50. if: 
HEF, IDE. FH. GAS TH OF af]; 10 aflect to sleep, 

~ EIB. FAK : to affect to he clever, FTI, SEY 
cdi}; it does not affect this, ME GIO AYSE; to 

affect to be virtuous, (§4*9 BF ; to affect mo- 
desty. FR EFQIVE ; to affect inte a Fe AR. 

Affectation, n. False pretense, ateD Sf, Hf: arti- 
ficial appearance, {Fp ac. BEY nz JE 3; 
to practise affectation, PERE (its : fondness, 4f§ 
a. 

Affected. pp. Affected with gratitude, jy. Wy] 
FR. W) SE; moved (in either way, gocd or bad), 
Je Gy. PA ah: affected with painful recollections, 
J tHE; affected with commiseration, By ak i | 
Je. 2: affected with disease, 7 ypy. vy KI 

be affected by, » EL : false show. (ff : ai (Oc fe 

with fear, Heb: pretended. Fie (£. (EAS: well 
aflected to the state, 4&7) 2% ft] ; affected by 

external things, Ab4y jG: an affected styie, 

SUB ILE. RAST IN, 
Affectedly, adv. Studiously, [A] Y&, [a] f%. 
Affectedncss, n. See Affectation. 
Affecting. ppr. rk EB Bs ae an affecting | 

scene, ARE ZH. ob“. WAR A. 
Affectingly, adv. In a manner to excite emotion, 

BAL od, HE SG. 
Afjection, n. Love, Beth. eae, Bele : tenderness, 

28 Je ; tender aflections(as between husband and 
Wile ), #ESe. HEB ; affection of the mind, fF ; 

attachment, fafa 5 

to have affection. #y iv; mutual affection, 4A 
Oe UR. FAA Ee: to regard with affection. 

#P Ra father’s affection for his child, 42% 
2&; disease, Jy; an affection of the heart. jf) 
jj; to place the affections on, AWA. ZE 
#§ : lasting affection for one, SON 3h fei. TK 
ie 7 Fe. life; (0 have an unceasing affection 
for one, ZF fat ArH. 

% The seven affections are: YEAR PME RGR, joy, anger, 
grie fs plesure, love, hatred and 26 2s11e. 

ZF that sort of | 

to affect the 

: to afiect the | 

the seven affections, 4¢ ff :* | 

A FB Fr 

| Affectionate, a a. Loving, 3S. BL UR. RRM; 
an affectionate mother, 244} ; fondness, 448.5 _ 
an affectionate couple, Ae KEM, 
% de ee, ae v8 7; affectionate remem- 
hrance, Arf} ab, RYT is. Ahhh PR, aE 
fak : mails attached, #3 Z if ; very affec- 

aflectionate tionate, VE Buick, REBE, FLAG 

Beli, WEE regard, FN tii, RB. PUB. ie ty. 
i; affectionate heart, 24 yf. 

Affectionately, adv. Tenderly, 2&; fervently, #2; 
to love him (her) fervently, #-4E Ag. 

Affectionateness, n. See Affection. 

Affectioned, a. sf) ; mutually attached or dis- 
| posed towards each other, . IPB AB NE. 

| Affective. a. Ap 7B /f. 

Affector, n. (fH fiji was PE Za: 
aE Affeer, v. ¢. To assess, HEE HT. 

Affeerer, n. $f) 3. sifu. 

Affiance. n. Betrethal, marriage contract, #, 3 
HS. Mae. nel. 4 Jef ; confidence, {% ; reli- 
ance, fipal. FE. (FFE FE; affiance in God, 

nL aie. 
oo v.t. To hetroth, ZF. 288. RB. EBL, 

BH) EH ; lo @ive singin RE. UI. 

Affianced, pp. or a. Betrothed when young, #33. 
Affiancing, Pr r. Pledging in marriage, 7a. 
Affidavit. declaration made on oath, Fl fk, 

fli. phat “et AHL, “Patt F098 
Affiliate, v.t. To receive into the family asa son, It 

95 36 F. HAAS SEF ;: to receive into a society as 
aimenher, #475 LG. WAS SETL EH. 

Affiliation, n. 4%. 

Affinity, n. Relationship (not of the same surname), 

HG. APPL; affinity (of the same surname), #f 
i353. BLK: to contract affinity. We. oT BL; at- 

traction of lodies, ih Ln 
| Affirm, v.t.or 7. To arrest. 77%. BFE. elf TL. 

me. ERE: to declare, HER. A), BV). ¥ 

?- 
ts ae zt 

BEY) 
{o assure, aff ’Ef : to respond in the affirmative, 
(ANG, ati. Eat. BAL: to adhere to a declara- 
tion. ey ; fo ratify by signature, BF ; 
firm by affixing the seal to, #4. 

Affirmable, a. That may he asserted, Hp Af EE. 
Affirmant, n. One who affirms, 9 #.- 
Affirmation, The act of affirming, GILG. it 

‘A sassent. Sci: ratification by signature, ae 
%, : vatification by affixing the seal, JREN. # 

to af- 

le 

Bl gy. #0151. 
Affirmative, a. 4279 (¥; to assent in the affirma- 

live, JUne. what. MEME. AK. 
ee adv. "PEP, WER. 
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Affirmer, n. One who affirms, #{ #74; one who. AG SWIPE ETE LEO 7E ; to afford coneolnaiane Ke 
maintains, $e 4. | Rt; to afford security, {5 (7. 

Affix, v.¢. To unite at the end. Pf, i} ; to affix | Afforded, pp. Yielded as fruit, #€i ; afforded as 
a syllable, Pt FE. ZR oARE : to attach, Fy FE. 
SE Hi. HEE. HUE. FEE; to tic at the end, Ap 
CEE TR. PEPE: to connect, AMF. ANH. ah if ; 
to affix one’s seal, JRF. FTA. SERN. ¥OF a | 
[a] #2 ; to affix one’s name. 4% : iy affix ee s | 
private mark, 4 fE4p. MP ZE HE. JAA. 

Affix, n. HUE ZF. 

Affixture, n. That which is affixed, 2. 
Afflation. n. RFRA RY. ESA A. 
Afflatus, n. Inspiration, 43 qh By isk. | 
Afflict, v.t. To trouble, #43, HA: to trouble | 

others, Jf #8, PET ; to grieve, {Hy~p: to harass, 

WEWE; to distress, JN eFAE, WNW, HH AE; to tor- | 

ment, JNJ}; to afflict for the purpose of extor- 

tion, fa AW RG. 
Aftlicted, pp. or a. Afflicted in body, 44 9%; 

afflicted with pain, Fl dq, Eksp; afilicted in 
mind, 4% JB Mt. 52 $e HE. SE ME; to suffer distress, 

Ye? 

BF¥: the afflicted, EME A; to be greatly | 
afflicted, WE=FIE HY. 

Afilicter, n. WHEN. RIEZ A. WSN. 
Afflicting, ppr. Trothling 12, “WEEE distressing, JM | 

74, WEN. 
Afflicting, a. Grievous, est it Gea. 
Affliction, n. JE 340. RHE. FFE: distress. Bent Tey | 

pice Wei Ae = iB: calamity. SHE. HK. Seah s >| 

grief, Sefey. the}. MAY. {ee NC). AA Pef. [ey iy Awe 
Afflictive, a. Causing pain, WN Hi Hi WI causing | 

distress, JE, PF 48: causing grief, IEE; ad- | 
verse, [XJ: tormenting, ¥. | 

Afflictively, adv. WN Hii: (x. | 

Affluence, n. Wealth, ia rE, SG, TE we, fi | 
Affluent, a. Wealthy, J. Ate. WR. BE. 

$f, Bis, WE ws Sakeandint in wealth, HY pk | fim 

We, HEVT, PEER A ER. 
Affluently, adv. In abundance, WY nk. 

Afflux, n. REG. Grint. Fite. dH ae 
Affodille, 2. 4 ypaft. BS peat, Fe} 

Aford, ct, 4B 4 I BRS, OME, SUR TE. HE: 
to afford relief, HH #¥; to afford universal relief, 
3S HF; to oe assistance in urgent oun 
stances, #¥S., Jk] ; to afford to sell. ve fA ; he 

can afford to 4 cheap, {2 7428, (2 REAP 

Je i ch he can afford the expense, Bf 2) ra 
fe VE Re. S i KD HS 74 HL; to afford profit, He | 
Fj ; to afford pleasure, FS, 4G-FRKE : the trees 
afford fruits, HJ4EHL; the garden affords yege- | 
tables, FA ZEAE: our garden affords us flowers, | 

| Affronter, 2 
| Affronting, ppr. 

profit, #38 Au. 
Affording, ppr. Yielding as fruit. g&, 4; bearing 

expenses, fii JF. 

Affranchise, v.t. PE hk 
Affray, n. Quarrel, Fy (eZ 3. 748 FR] ; brawl, 

i Ae aH] Ee. 
Affreight, v. ¢. FEL Abs & 
Affright, v.¢. To frighten, 21k. ZS UR. 5 

i), FEAR, FoR, ARE. 
Affrighted, pp. Terrified, Wy Wy SE. HE, ZU 

TS. ZMH, TB. Artis. Uta. 
Affront, v.t. To mect face to face, BE ti, ALIA; 

to insult, 40, fe. FAG, aE. tee. EAE: to 
insult openly, ve be. Hy k. 

weit, BE 

| Affront, n. a open “defianc 0, difie ; abuse, Efe, 
ve he. Se RE. RE slight rese ntment, ¥R¥B, Wy 
X24 : words of TORE OE ie 2 G- 

Affronted, pp. Opposed face to face, iy ¥h it. i 
Ti ; to have offended. — 4G 3& ; to be offended at 
i!l-treatments, {FEV 325s. AEP NEBR, API 

Oh ft 
Affrontee, a. $e 2 WA Bhitg 2 HR. 

FE ZA, BRR ZA, of fae ay. 
Abusing, Ey 4@. iif. 

Affuse, v.¢. To pour upon, fA; to sprinkle, jf, 

TRL. 
eae pp- Sprinkled with a liquid, {yj, Pap 

i. HEIPE SA. 
Affusion, n. Sprinkling with a liquid substance, 

i. HEI. 
Afloat, adv. Swimming without a guide, LAY, ZF, 

YP #E Wt ; to be tossed to and fro by wind or 

ao Bas. CAR. TR i Mee. VERS. 
Afoot, adv. On foot. WF. JE. GET; HEY 7 ils TY - 

Afore, adv. or prep. In front, 7if fit ; prior in time, 

JeMe. fE2C. JE. HEH. See Before. 
\forehand, adv. ILS¢, FE fh. 

| Aforementioned, a. Aye, ASI. 
Aforesaid, a. Wi, 1 ARB. Ay HE eH: the 

aforesaid person, 7% 
Aforethought, a. Premeditated; Be Aik 

Aforetime, adv. In time pest, ae Hy. EA, 

$e hil. es BS. MSE. Dak “EH TER. 
Afraid, exif Wet. TST. GTR. SSE. 2SHE, 
Pie Par 2. ff; not afr hide N24. Ath ; to be 
afraid of de Sit AAG; to be afraid of a hurri- 
cane, tf Ke); to be afraid of thieves, ff IK: 
not be afraid of anything (to be reckless), #3 
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Se EH; to be afraid-of labour, $2 4%; to be 
afraid to reform, Pe: each party were mu- | 

tually afraid, 19 5 SUE TA. 
Afresh. adv. Anew, JQ 3%, He ¥f. G3; again, | 

HH. Wal. We. 
Africa, n. mie AY IU. 

African, n. A native of Africa. ARAYA. 

African, a. African marigold, 7% 224)- 
Afront, adc. ¥fifi. Tt. Wal. 

Aft. a. or adv. (Ff 2B. TEMPE. AVE 5 the wind 
is right aft, AS¢)m: fore and aft, DARE. 

After, a., prp. or adv. More aft, #% HL; behind in | 
OU gs 

place. 7 (i). BIE BS. RU RG. B 
(fi, #4 7%; later in time. #% 3f; to follow one 

after the other. p4 $j thi fr. LIB. HK f%; after 
this (hereafter), JE. fi) Hi alter that, Fw: | 
after breakfast, RLY 2% fF; in pursuit of, as: 
what are you after? (p48 BF. (REE. PRAg | 
a, (AE BE. BAG fig: after what man- 
ner? Zen JF. WA; to look after one, Se IV: | 
to look after something, JA 9%; to be after (se- | 
cond to) one, ARE J, ; after the ancient customs, 

IKE EG A SB. WE Pills to call one after his own 

name, 47} JAR ALAR, ; the day after to-morrow, 
4% A; after he had arrived, {[1 3] 2 #%; after 
you have said that, #f iM 2% 7; after a long 
drought to get a sweet shower, A x€ 1 iy: | 
after three days of rest, Bf = A; after two 

days, 3 dj 7K, #1 AH: after deducting what 
I owe to others, PR Tie AZ 4b. 

After-acceptation, n. % WS Z fa B. 
After-account, n. ZB VAE DR. FEY. 
After-act, n. PBN AS. WE G- 
After-ages, n. pl. Felt. Patt. FB. 
After-all, adv. #44%, #442. #42. Zee, Mb tz, FE 

Sa: HBS. TE. WCE. GAR, TEM. 
After-birth, n. #A, Wage. GaN. Wee, wn BE, BR 

ie. SETI. 
After-conduct, n. Ni (ij. WOE 4. 
After-cost, n. Fis. KAZ RH. 
After-crop, n. Second crop, Wieser, FEB. 
After-days. n. pl. #BAS. HF AE; future days, #BTIE. 
After-enquiry, n. Jy 7. { ilij. 
After-game, n. A subsequent expedient, BE .t) 7 

After-gathering, n. g#4ij (of fruit); after-gather- 
ing of potatoes, ground nuts, &e., FAK. 

After-life, n. FE%. 
After-love, n. Second love, Hi BE, Mi RE. WEBE, BE 

i. 
After-noon, n. PF, 4%, JF, PPE. PENH. A 
IRIBAER ; from 11 to 1 P.M, 42); from 1 to | 

| 8PM, sei; from 3105 P.M, Fe, Pi; 4 
P.M., 4eIlfj ; after-noon meal, fiff. 

| After-pains. n. pl. ERI MRI- 
After-piece, n. TE. 
After-swarm, n. fll ZN, Ase. 

| After-thought, n. Reflections after an act, [a B, 
#2 5B.; remorse, Tk. PME. 16 T- 

After-time, n. Bf, fau¥. RA. ; 

Afterwards, adv. (36, Yi. FER. FEB. WH ; he 
sold it afterwards, 7% 3é 4b #4 VES; a little 
while afterwards, #4 f — fF §4. 

After-wit. n. 5 SH. 
Again, adv. JR. 3€, . WH. FU. 05 #2. DL 

J; to come again or return, Jpg, GHA, BEAK, 
QA. WEL; to read again, Hh RH; again and 
again, ROPE. A iE; once again, J—-z. H— 

a], B— HY : over and again, Pp=. PER. 

ge a ar, Fs PAS =; do it again, RK 
i; further, 45 4h. 

Against, prep. In opposition, enmity, Bhi: con- 
trary, iW, Pa. ANC. AEF. PRI. BE GE; against 
the current or tide, MB) He, UH); against the 
wind, Ré}il. FICM; against reason, {HPP ; to 
strike against, Ji@#¥ ; opposite in place, Bypify, 
AB [nj ; AGainst one (as in a game), BJA, ITA; 
io speak against, ag. FSI AE ; against (as 
law), #&: to lean against, PeHE. PGE: to lean 
against a railing, SEAY; to place against the 
wall, PEFE mp As; to hang against the wall (as a 
picture), #yesMeE ; to bring an action against 

him, 464/54. 
Agalmatolite. ». $} 44. [él #f 4. 
Agamist, n. Wi gy ff. 
Agapanthus, n. Fr-¥ ji. 
Agar agar, n. Edible seaweed, jf 3; of the red 

kind, 42 48; prepared agar agar, 7{9E; of the 
large kind, #7E3E; of the broad kind, jp. 

Agaric, n. A sort of mushroom, JEJE ; agaricus, 

Wii, ACT. Bf. 
Agast, a. or adv. See Aghast. 
Agate, n. Cornelian, S439 %1. HET. GPR. 
Age, n. tk, #%. 33, 4640; a generation, — lt, — 

{%, — UE {% ; a generation of rulers ora dynasty, 
HE, BHI > successive ages, PEEFE AL; former 

ages, AE{K, SEE: the duration of a man’s life, 

480, 2. OD. WS. WN. We. aT; great 
age, ie. between 80 and 100, #4. Bm: bk, 

Be BA, IML; bet ween 70 and 80, Aa; between 
60 and 70, PF #2; of tender age, Spay, SEAR, ER 
Khel: of age. Ra. SERLAE, 445E; in that age, 
Medic ; successive ages, AEfK, TE Me ; former ages, 
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IE ; - after ages, fle, 7 -acentury, a per iod | i ¢ 
of one hundred years, — Ty 4B: of what age 

are you? $tHE. fr FRX. HAM; of the 
same age, faj4e, alg. In the 7@pe one is 
called $4, a child, at the age of ten; Are, a 
youth, at the age of 20; 4k, a man, at the age 
of 30; a, in the full vigour of manhood, at the 
age of 40; 4%, erey, at the age of 50; &, 

director or adviser, at the age of 60; 34, vener- 

able, at the age of 70; , hoary or infirm. at_ 
the age of 80 and 90; and HAR. an object of | 
tender care, at the age of 100. 

Aged, a. Old, #38. &. 3% ; aged and infirm, =| 
e: ; very aged, Bs. ES. ai. £X, BE: 

We. BWR KE. ES. BE RE. B. 
Kh. BA. HB; on aged lady, RA: aged 
ladies, Kf. 

Ageney, n. Exerting power, HT7ZI. HAH 
47 ; the office of an agent, (CHP. TBE Z HK, TK 

Ri Zi, YRS HR. BBR WR. EE. 
Agenda, n. The service of a church, #&f§Z %.22 

KK. 
Agent, n. A substitute or factor, f& ABH, fh 

BA. RH. BUS. SH. WE. Ba. 
gee Sees ACBL BE A : a general agent or bro- | 
ker, # AV; a manager or director, = 3+ 4. FER 
BEF; a government agent, PZ. 

Ageglomerate, v.t. or 7. To gather or collect into a 

mass, WEZUE. AE BSE. 
Agelutinant, ». A substance causing adhesion, 

+49} 7h; tending to cause adhesion, #2 }#. 
Agglutinate, v.t. To unite as with glue, #38, #4 | 

££, #54. HES. A—; to heal, IE 1. 
Agelutination, n. #830, Bet], Be G4) fi. 

Agerandization, ». The act of aggrandizing, 3 

ie tas X- 
Agerandize, v.t. To make great or greater, BEAR 

EK. MEK. Bk; to exalt, HBB, BX, 
Be. Hr: 
KK. ABAK. ABAXK. BA ie. 
HF}. Arr K- 

Agerandizement, n. BRK: 
ment, ABH xX. 

fia 

self-agerandize- 

Agegrayate, v.t. To make more difficult, (3, eg 
AME, dee 75 WE ae, he PEP: to make worse, ER, 

FIR. EAS. BATE. BS ETE. TBE Naki se 

Aggravated, pp. or a. FE HE, FE BIB 
Aggravation, n. The act of making worse. a 

the aggravation of a crime, 38 EY, HE He 

# ; exaggerated description of any thing, & i 

25, Hi} 

to Mie orindics one’s self, 5 Ef & | 

JOT. Ge Kh. 
Ageregate, v.t. To heap up, S3#; to pile up, # 

tt. Ail Hi dU. HE#R: to unite into one ines 

(as stores. de.). 9 3R. AE. WIE. AR er. 3K 
Aggregate, n. The sum total, #4. A Be, Tbe. 

SES, HAGE; a united mass, 43% BH: the re- 
sume, #4. 

Ageregation, n. The act of aggregating. ETE, Wy 
2 #E3 ; a collection of particulars, #4-%&. 

Ageress, v.t. ‘lo commit a first offence, #278, fi 

70. HER. PEI. He. EAB. aye; to as- 
sault, Hedy, WHE, HEME, HE ve : to invade, FELK : 
to invade secretly, ¥§K. 

Aggressing. ppv. Commencing hostility first. 

fk. Ie. Here. 
_ Aggression, n. The first act of hostility, #¢£K: the 

first act of offence, 4$ 38; assault, 47: en- 
croachment, #4 ® ; injury. eZ. 

_ Aggressive, a. (%€J@: making the first attack, 

1k: 
Aggressor, n. One who attacks first, KITA. FE 

| PAR. SEX; one who offends first, #484, 

| - $kja HH. HEB: an invader, FEfK AF: an en- 

croacher, F245. 95 {ih- 
| Aggrieve, v.t. To afflict, A> MH fey. {i A A fey : to 
| vex or trouble, FARE, YEAS. 7#eY: to injure, BF 
| #4, BATE, 4. EAS, WEWE: heaven does not 

aggrieve me (by bereavement), Fe A hes 4 Wk. 

| Agarieved, pp. S245. 08. SRN. BEE M. 
| Agerieving. ppr. Aftlicting, FEF. fai A RARE. AP 

| AGGRY: oppressing, WyFi, Taw, Hjye: the 
| agerieving party, eye. woh \. Rae. 
| 

| 

Aggroup, v.t. HEIN —[R, HECK. HER BK. 
Aghast, a. or adv. Struck with terror, #, #3, 

ma AME WES BPE MH, FE AN FE; struck with amaze- 

ment, #7. 
| Agile, a. Nimble, t=. BEE; alert. ffi]. EPs, 

asd. fk. Utd. Be. Vee. ETE. 
Agio, n. SRL BOG; premium, 2 US. 
Apist, v.t. To take the cattle of others to graze, 

ih AZ ARE. FAL. 
Agistment, n. The taking and feeding of other 

men’s cattle. Hk A ZF EM : the price paid 
for such feeding, ixth N24 Bi 1A. 

| Agitate. v.t. To move, #4): to move to and fro. 4% 
8). HERE: to shake, §E Hy; to move up and down, 
Hk Hj ; to agitate by pushing against, AH). fx 
wh, SrA. aes EG]; to stir up, to unsettle 
people’s minds, #86L. HEH). HEB). HLS. Hew) 
4H) ; to agitate the water, fh, 4% By; to agi- 

D 
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tate the mind. Hh %. ek Hj; to agitate by tempt- 
ation. #% i). G] Bh; to discnss, 4FH¥; to deliber- 
ate, #474, PEE: to examine, APR. Ti; FE. 

Agitated, pp. or a. Tossed from side to side, #3 ah. 
iW HE, Wy RAL: agitated as the ocean, pig 
J ih. HE WE; agitated as waters in general, YF 
1G, WH. JA : shaken. 2 ii) ; agitated by the 

wind, 3 Hh. Me Hy. BAD). LST By. AL Bh agi- 
tated as the mind, PERE. PEI. Wea, pape, Fe 
KE Pee, tei. NENA. NEA: disturbed, 28%; to 

look agitated. #2. #272, HARING; discussed, 
EL): canvassed, BS jth, BS ith — (FE az. 

Agitation, n. #% Hh, (40M, ; commotion, #8 gl ; dis- 
turbance of tranquility of mind, 1% ; excitement, 
1h: deliberation, Py Gr: discussion, $f R% > the 
project is now in agitation, Rp Ri be. elie ze 
=F As: 

Agitator. ». One who excites sedition, #& BY 4; 
one who stirs up the people. Hatz A. 

Aglaia odorata, n. == fj : aglaia odorata variety, 

Pea 
Agnate, n. RZ, BK. 

Agnatic, a. 3 GST 52 Z 18 Fy: 

Agnation, n. 2 Zhi) .- 
Agnomen. n. FE. HE %- 

Agnominate, v.t. WWLIFEG. fete G - 

Agnus Dei, n. ie 38. 

Ago, adv. Past, Tif; BAT ; a.week ago, Fif—7* 

fOFF. —TPASFLLI AT: a yerr ago, Tj—4R, — 
4E% Ais long ago, RA, abit. BRA. ELA 3 not 
long ago, iA, MEA, ime $8 iif ; no longer ago 
than, Aji *** 2 Aff; Lsaw him a long while 

ago, RRM ASL YS. 
Agog, adv. Ardently to desire, 48 ; to he agog 

on food, #3. 38 4 ; do not he agog on delica- 

cies, EAGT 
Agoing, ppr. of go with prefix a. In motion, 

going, FF. FH; to set agoing, Hk FF. HE f7- 
‘Agonism, n. [&j. 
Agonistic, a. BAA], PERE. 
Agonize, v.i. To writhe with extreme pain, 4% 

(AR EE. WHE, SUE AE I. SS TE HE fifi to 
struggle with death. $i Sl Rk AE 7 75. BeAEME 

FSAI BERS. ACHE. 
Agony, n. The agonies of death, E45. BEHE, ACHE: 

great pain, 74; agony of mind, »OsE. fete, 
fE RK, EPR, VeHR > to suffer great agonies of 
mind, WSF ai. PAHs. 

Agrammatist, n. Fed, AE. Hae. SLE. 
Agrarian, a. Relating to lands, fis SH ; pertain- 

ing to a division of land, #7} fa -b. 

Agrarian, n. =f R34 FA 23a. 
Agree, v.71. To be of one mind. [Al ,%. Fuke. Fr. 

Al at. WA. MW. AA. ATE IRA. &: to 
agree in opinion. [n)@e. JERE. FRSA. THI 
Fi; to assent to. HK. RE: WAT. RH. A 
ii: to settle by stipulation, F{H#4y). AAA. FPR: 
Re, PAR. GR. WL): to agree with the 
pattern, @ zk; it docs not agree, AY; to agree 
to give a cash a day. #j#}—H —#: climate 
does not agree, # A. 3G ye -E; accounts do not 
agree, BA A #t: the measurement does not 
agree, Jax AH : to agree ahgut a price, 3 (8, 
ne. (RES ER ; to agree with one (as 
medicine). Sy. pba LE F ; cold does not agree 
with me, IE R74 77} : toagree like dogs and cats, 

$j GLFD HL ; to agree to all conditions, | iA; they 
do not exactly agree, {A Mt Zt}; to agree with 
one’s neighbour, Fr Pa. 

Agreeable, a. Suitable, 8%, 42k. HE. HER : cor- 

respondent. 43k; in conformity with, 4: in 
perstance of, H&. PE: pleasing to the mind, # 

Be. Bee, Wie. MES. ES. A. ABE HA, 
We; agreeable manners, S2Zsjl Ae). WEIS Maes ; 
disposition, PER FWA. ih YM: Bl Ar. Fr es an 

agreeable taste, AF REE, {WS ; agreeable con- 
versation, if 74 UF 228 US, StH LE AUK + very 
agreeable, FF He; an agreeable breeze, Hf hil ; 

agreeable friends, 3 ZN. Fie ZzHMB. a 

mle 2 MEZA. a AZ A; an agreeable person, 

AA SWE AN. TB AZ A. 
Agreeableness, n, Suitableness. ig}; the quality of 

pleasing, ARK. KAN HLH ; resemblance, 4 zk. 

Agreeably, adv. Pleasingly, 2k 4%. Jie 4&8: con- 
formably, f, (fe ¥& ; alike, in the same manner, ae 

7RS> Gave" 

Agreed, pp. Settled by consent. Fy ay, Hal. # 
@738. HAY: agreed upon the price, 7 i 1. wie 

ane 
Agreement, n. A contract, fal, $2; a compact, 

HOE. 2, BUG. AH. BS ME, OL. a 
Wi; a contract for a purchase, #)4t ; an agree- 
ment consisting of two slips of bamboo, #F A; 

concord, Fs, FUIEE. AAU. THE AE A, Vers to 
make an agreement, vp, Si Aux); to make a 
contract, 47 4 [A] ; to make an agreement fixing 
the amount of earnest money, wie Ht. FP EW ; 
to make an agreement fixing the time of pay- 
ment, V7. $8; to make out a transfer of goods 
or property, 2% #32. 

Agrestic, a. BB (BIG. KITE NM. (34k 1. 
Agricultural, a. BRAM SE. PRAPESE: agricul- 



Agriculture, n. 237, Be. HERZ. PR. FRE 
Re. Heal. HAR: great director of agriculture, 
* BH; board of agriculture, py) Fw); superin- | 
tendent of agriculture, a) FSP; implements of 
agriculture, BGR, ke ae AL. st ET K. 

Agriculturist, n. Je, BEAR, FA. Hse. HRA. 
Be St. PRAFE. Fame. 

Agrimony, n. RE4AS. 
Agrion, n. Species of agrion, #p2e. ApH. 
Aground, adv. On the ground, as a ship. ¢ W. 
Wes. WER]. WE HY; the ship runs aground, fit 

Distal. 
Agne. n. #¥3. HEE. HERE. JI. FTE. HIE 
F : intermittent fever, PEEEACZ In. HY 

ies LE: 
Ague-fit, n. #8 74>. 
Aguish, a. {UL BbBe yy. 
Ah, inter). of Ib. HG BY. WEE. WP WBE, Peele sah me! 
Aha, intery. Pee, WERE. [eyelid 

Ahead, adv. In front, #ij.JE.ZE Wi. AGUA. ESCA - 
FERIA; ahead of another, {RFERE; to sail 

ahead, BE UE. Bis 9. 
Ahoy. interj. A sea term used in hailing, Rf 3K, 

AC. TAM aK. 
Aid, n. Help. $53)). SHU). AAD. ORL. VE. BA, 
Fhe : to aid mutually, FA. AFH ; to give aid, 

Su. fer Hp 
Aid, v.t. To aid, as assistants, BEHY. FBR. Fil 

BN. CBN, AT. Hi ffi; 10 give additional aid, 5% 
Ail Wail. USF; to succour, PRI. MABE. AER. 

Wo) iit. Hib 42 - 
Aid-de-camp, n. 364i. 

Aided, pp. Assisted, S23 {jth ; was aided by him, 7! 
HEAP : received succour, S234 2M, ZI 

(a 0H 3. 
Aider, n. One who assists, Fpae ay. Hye. 
Aiding, ppr. Fuh. FR. 

Aigue-marine, n. See Aquamarina. 
Ail, n. Tndisposition, ¥£. 

Ail. v.t. 459. 9. HEI. WE YE. WEBS I. OE 1 
4. VEZ AYR: what ails you? (pst ip SL 

Bh, te SUN & El FRI. 
Ailing. pp. Tndisposed, Ay TR. [Ie BA OR. [ se. 

Ailment. n. Indisposition, ey. Ay. ARV. 

Aim, n. ‘The mark or target. 4. $74e. Ay. flag. IE 

We; TE UE, SUSE, FRE, AE, AHH; scheme, 3. 
phage: (0 take aim, Fae. HR TE. Fel 

to take aim. Sky oH, ABHEDF: to have taken a 

good aim. dF VA; 1o be clever at aiming, #y- A 

i, HFEF ; to miss one’s aim, FP HErh ; to fail 

ain (27) AIR 
{ural work, JE 3e7G- | 

| Air, v.t. ‘lo expose to the air, as clothes, Hg ; 

to learn | 

in one’s object, As #4 Ce, We AE GH A; to talk 
without aim, PR=Z pa. 

Aim, v.z. To point at, #¥ fay; to aim at a mark, 
Fig it. $7 4G. FHME ; to attempt to obtain, 3k ; to 
aim at gain, [aj FJ; to aim at one’s destruction, 
WAG Gi. SRE. PegeaE IL; to aim at in 

conversation, [Fg ; to aim at much, #eZ; to 

aim at excelling, FRR, Ay ey RIV. HE Zp ty ; to 

aim high, #, Fe7EeE NL; to aim at by impro- 
per means, 7&4 FE. eine 

Aimed, pp. Directed against, #7 TE : pointed at, Wy. 
Aimer, n. One who aims at a target, FP TEIG FH 5 

one whoaimsat gain, fal AZ, sR EA. 
Aimless, a. Without aim, ye Fl. fuse FL. Se fry 
Aim-sight, 1. 6 gf. | 5h. 
Air, n. The fluid which we breathe, 4%. KK 9. ZEB; 

atomosphere, $i 9%, KR2E 2 IC K ; vital air, oxy- 
gen gas, #54; wind, Jil; a light breeze, Jal ff, 
AM Mal. fot lil. HEL; a gentle breeze, A Rl; a tune, 
TRIG. Ht aF sa national air, fH; good manners 
(of a person), Jal ys. Hp aC. Bc Hie. mE. SERE, JB 

AK : the air of literary polish, a $x ; the learned 
air, AC}gl; a dignified air, Ay/ml: airs, hanght- 

ines. 85 Fh WE WSR HEACIS HEAR, da He 
Jn; our design has taken air, PRE RE ME: in 
the open air, Be. TI, WZIie; to sleep in the 
open air, Ez Xp flf—; above in the air, wef: a 

sorrowful air, 35 ,. 75 Iij RAE; to take fresh 
air, PE. HELL, Aye; castles in the air, BER ; 
compressibilty of air, FR pq ibe JAK be 477: density 
of air, Kea ZA AR; clasticity of air, KS WeHi 
7) ; orce of varified air, RFR Z hfe JJ; Motion 

of air, KG ZTE ME eth FF IL SE; pressure of air, 
KK A, WK Jy; vavification of air, Fe oq BE He AG 
HE; undulation of air, RACGP; vibration of 

air, REG 
to 

spread out to air. [kB ; to hang up to dry, [ig 

it ; to air it. Nye fE(; to dry, PG. RYE; to open 

out in the air. 4p hy. POG. 

Air-balloon, ». See Balloon. | fa. 

Air-bladder, x. JJG: the air-bladder of fish, £8, 

Air-built, a. Chimerical, 778% Yi, 20%) 748. 

Air-gun, n. jg ee. 

Air-hole, n. Saige. SE. WSR Z IL. 

Air-plant, n. fh (1. Hea. 

Air-puinp, n. Fil 2% #3. Sa BE 27. Sth Sa $=; air- 
pump (of steam engine), {iF He. 

Air-stone, n. JR JJ 4. 

Air-light, a. 322, AiG RK: 

Airing, n. To take an airing, deh. 



ALB aes) ALI 

Airy, _ Consisting of air, WR: cool, ar a: 

light and airy (as a dress), ERIE ; pleasantly | 
ool Ay > vain, without solidity, ji7P; an 

airy talk, [la%, Mee. —FEMGe ; gay, HES: 
sprightly, #@{&; as light as air, Dei 52 DTT gE 

HK FRUITS, WEIR RIE, ; accessible to air, # 
aed 

Aisle, Aile, ». The side portions of a church, 7% 

FE Z ha le - 
Ajuga, n. Species of ajuga, Bie. 

Akimbo, a. See Kimbo. 

Akin, a. Related by blood, 9} 85, #LUc. BL {ir- 

Alabaster, n. KIA. Gaz. 

Alack, inter). Wglitt, FEAR. DEM. 

Alacrious, a. Cheerful, Ht fy. FREE. PRIF- 

Alacriously, adv. PRY&. PEER. 
Alacrity, n. Cheerfulness, (ea. $k #2; sprightli- 

ness, Hee. We Ht 7 HL. HEHE: to doa thing with | 

alaerity, 2k AEDT Ds fk. TE AG Pe. SESE TH AS. 
Alarm, n. Cry of approac pine danger, UR fa Per ; 

alarm of fire, Ie228¥ ; alarm of robbers, Mg 
Thy 7 ee : alarm of danger of life, Wks fr 28 ; 
a tumult, Meg), ne. aime; fright, Hel. 
HE; alarm of war, ley Z # ; the call to arms, 
TG HL AAR Rik: OED E.G HER; to frighten silly 
people, 72S yp Es Fe. 

Alarm- si n. fil SAE. 
Alarm-rattle, 2. Hing gh. 
Alarm, v.t. UFR, Bp. POG, BRIE; to frighten, FEI, 
PRK ; to terrify, HEHE: to disturb, HEAL ; to 
alarm people, Ip J Uf # JV; to alarm by threats, 
FFE: do not frighten me, HE KEM IK. 

Alarmed. pp. To be alarmed, 3, 28. PREE. | 

Evel, PERETTI. Belt, Be. Teele, 
45 SLI. Oi TR, DEAT, PEN ; to feel uneasy yf 
PERE VK. OBI: to be trembling with fear, 

TAC. SACHEM SL, OS 
Alarming, ppr. eMthe solicitude by a prospect 

of evil, as a disease, jaye. (PRE: an alarming 
Alarmingly. adv. [BaK. a aBee 

Alarmist, n. 3% BE, 2p) VIBE, STE HZ 

Alarum, n. A Chinese bell, ASE. 

Alas, interj. SEK, WG EF, OF, WEAF, MEME. [BR 
py, WWE, Psee. ee alas ! what words are 

those ? BEB fay es ab. AMG Mad nk 2 BRA. 
Alauda, n. Woodlark, yy fiip#8. See Lark. 

Albatross, n. jppstét. 
Albeit, conj. or adv. HES 

Albino, n. RA. 

Albion, n. Sei) %. 
Mes n. A white ees in ihe eye, ite dies mi 

| ern boundary of the 

HE ikt Gy BY ; a disease of the eye, ARE. 
Album, x. § #3 a book in which friends or 

strangers insert autographs, &e., #4 Ag He FR, 
HE F7 FR; a book for inserting photographs, 

ARE, KAM. 
Albumen, n. 7E &, FE7y- 
Albuminous, a. 7 GR. EA ZH. 
Aleanna, n. 3&3. 
Alcea, n. Wild mallows, BF Pa INH. 
Alchemist, x. One who seeks a universal remedy, 
IK $B AES ; alchemist in China, Rj}ja A, 

RIF A, BETTI ZN 
Alchemy, n. The science of finding a universal 

remedy, HEE I} 238, MELA TL ZI : 
the science aiming at the transmutation of the 
baser metals into gold, RRA HEM. TRE ZE, 

Se RAD 2 
Alcohol, n. fi jig 18, G3 iS. % fy ALi, BE: the 

strongest liquor in China is called =#; double 
refined alcohol, $h3&« Jj i. 

Alcove. n. A recess, 36°. )J|We RF: a recess in a 
garden, 7€ M8. 

Alder, n. fp 3, ta}. BERAS : dwarf alder, iF. 

Allerman, » RERISCE, WAe E 
Ale, n. AA, BE. IE. [KE 
Ale-brewer, n. ARIES - 
‘Ale-conner, n. The ale-conner is in China the 

district magistrate, (¥-E. 

Ale-house, n. iJh, Hh, (HR. AUS WB. 
Alembic, n. #i8 2 23,7818 238. WSR. 
Aleochara, n. Tumble dung beetle, WIRE, HREM; 

another species of the same, Nquyp, iH, Sat. 
Alert, a. Watchful, ff g2 ; very vigilant, df BE, 

FDRE > nimble, GPL, EPR. PEF : assiduous, BF 

iMG: quick, SURE AY, ABHEAS. MEI (4. ERE 
Alertness, n. Vigilance, Ra. Ve. 

Aleurites, n. #3. 
Alga, n. A species of edible sea-weed, jfpae. 
Algebra, n. {89% Key. ISIC. BHBL BIE. 
Algiers, n. A country in North Africa, a7 0 

GNI, gal EP. 
Algor, n. ZK, AEM: KE. Kip. 
Alias, adv. Otherwise, as in this example, Simson 

alias Smith, 474, HE. TY, PRA. UR. 
| Alice, n. ANF 
Alien, n. een! AFA, Sb A. SEI, a8 

Fi Ns RABIN. BER. IEA 
aes HA was originally applie od to semi-sayages on the west- 

Middle Kingdom, hence E Suropean 
and North American nations should indignantly refuse to 
accept any document in which that character is substituted 
for th proper designations of a foreigner. 
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Alien, a. Foreign, HA Ba, Anal fy foreign to 

this, SUE MEN ES. Sve MEF ES, OOM AG SE ; 
belonging to one who is not a citizen, Bi Ab, 

(65h NUE. 
Alienable, a. BT %, WAH. Wyyes. We. a 

ide. 
Alienate, v.¢. To sell, #% Jz; to transfer, as pro- 
perty, ff, Be (0p. ff BL. fof BB, IR DEF fis : pons: 
fer one’s property, ff 3e pez ; to give away, Be fz. 
FAL A, HLTA ; to withdraw one’s attel 
lions, F$ SB. FRR, BR. BR; 
one’s hands, #2 (=F, Hi J£=F; to make inditfer- 

ont, Beta ima: [#. 
Alienator, n. One who transfers property, fh Fe BE 
Alienee, n. One to whom the title to property is 

transferred, 7 ff 9 3 H- 
Alight, v.z. 'To descend, P ae. Je PF K, ART Sib 

Ae; to alight from a horse, P 55, yk FG; to 
alight from a carriage, T 5H, TH; ioalight, 
as a bird, j& PF, ¥ YX; to jump off, as froma 
carriage, PET, ky. 

Alike, a. or adv. ie mbling, (wl, as. AW. 
Tk #A (i. I. f#%; alike in rank, [pj 4, [re 
in, ECE, WEAF, 28 Hse, —GEI; to share alike, 

HUSA, Y5b. AGP: as, HE. MB: alike 
happy and troubled, fiaj-{f tb yy. 

Alike-minded, a. [fil ,}. 
Aliment. n. £49. (kB, fat, IY. FA fa. EE. 
Alimental, a. Nourishing, #842249. 494 Zh. 

Fe BE AY. 
Alimentary, a. Having the quality of nourishing, 

WSL, BALI. WANE. TA NLMEDF ; 
the alimentary canal, fe Wiki. fk RRB LZ 

Alimony, n. PFE AHH, HSE REL. LER. 
Alison, n. ANG. 

Alive, a. Having life, 4, #4E, AER. AER. 
AMMA, FAENS; to be still alive, fpY, AZE, 

Pew. A, AH fa ACHE E ; active. 7 Bh. 
AE i} ; lively, # Ht; cheerful, eis: alive to the 
fact, Bal BF to go let alive, fy 4E. 

Alkalescent, a. ‘lending to the property of an al- 

kali, $F Beuibed. 
Alkali, n. Potash, g 475. gfe ; soda, MEI. 
Alkaline, a. gig % Gf. 
Alkalization, n. 48h. 
Alkoran, n. [a] [a] 22 Be RK. 
All, n.,a.0r adv. The whole number, #, JL, 2%, 

#2, AR. 8, 9. Wik, (H, GE. GE. XR. a JE, 8, 
Gi. 2. 1S. thi, AL. 2. la). HERA. I. aL. 
BHA. EYE: all men, AB. HEA, LAL A 
A, $€@ AL; all nations, S§ By, Bebe, BRE, BSD; 

(29) 

{o pass out of 

ALL 

all regions, 8, BH: all people, Hxk. Beg , 
jee, HE all the world, #£4ik; all over “the 

world, RY. wR ; all places, peyB; all 
round, nel PY bel, 303 5 all the day long, # 
e = the night, £6 7%, WTR, A, BY H = 

3th PY, $k By all one’s life long, — 4£, Pe 

ae eS, SEE; all wrong, itt, BA 
an pee 5 Ul the town, BEE, ; all sold, FEwE, 
HUGE, Wi5c; all gone, MykemOs:, freA; all 
spent, (fi ME; all roads unite in the end, all 
systems agree in one, HI [A] gH; All mechanical 
professions, Fy #@; all the officers, Fy Fx; to 

comprehend all, $f We, Se; words cannot ex- 
press all, Fel f, ay lewe ; I cannot write all 
I have to say, 2 PRES ; all things, Wy; all 
matters whatever, Juaf; all are the same, (Ef: 
A (R— FR; all at once, ZAK; all over, 4h; he 
got nothing at all, —fry apie %, — ss G4, 4G 
ily MBE: with all one’s heart, #%,~); we all, or 
all of us, AA, FAM A ZR 3 all the family, [2 ¥e, 
He HE 5 all trees and herbs, GAL FAAS; all tinish- 
od, EL RE file, ELBE; by all means, -F Hi; all 
the better, Hi 4; it is all one, Hi (A—-#¥ ; that is 
the end of all, ij EL; all men trust him, 4% A 

HY, #4 

AD fa Hi fth ; Lremember them all, Ze Abae AY; I 

All-fours, n. To go on all-fours, 3% iE TF; to 

cK EA. 

All-knowing, a. 45%, TERR AA, SESERD AD, tf 

All-powerful, a. PEAPAHE, 2: HE. 

All-saints-day, n. g8 74 32 

All-souls-day, n. #--— J] = 

All-wise, a. 452}, BERRA FU. 

allay one’s anger, JAR A 2 Ax, ee fae 

do not remember all, Avail als ft}. 
All-fools-day, n. #24 #—- 

creep, IHS PAN Se Hea. 
oa hail, inter). KUwR Bits, HR Bi fh, KR oi 

AIL eal n. RBiG- 
All-judging, a. AF Fy 88 it. GRP SL. 

Fea A 
All-loving, a. S957 62, HWE 2 Be, SelM AGG. 
All-perfect, a. Ag. 

All-pervading, a. See Pervading. 

All-righteous, a. Me AAS. 

= {2} , 

All-seeing. a. St pyr A. 

lay, ne HF: H. ILA RLK 
JVI 9E 5 SESS 

All-sufficient, a. 45 q&, SG RHE. CELE BE. 

Allah, n. if eee 
Allay, v.¢. To repress, JBL, JAR. 38. JE, Hay; 

allay your wrath, WK 4s; to allay thirst, jf 
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#8, RE. 1k; to allay pain, a ee GG: ie 
allay sorrow, ff? 3 ; to allay sufferings, Jy} JE 

VE. 
Allegation, n. Affirmation, § 

which is advanced as the truth, {fj 32% de; a 
plea of justification, f€{iqj, ee the passage 

quoted, 5] 2 st. rol Z 
Allege, v.t. To affirm, sERE, as ae EY. i ni 

€t, SAL, ME PPA; to assert, Jy FFAL ; to ad- 
vance as truth, {mjZ€: to advance as an excuse, 

ASE OA AER: to woe, BI-AREL AL 
mE 

Alleged, pp. or a. Affirmed, jh REE. @ Wye TE 
Zt B- advanced as the truth, HE {i5 Ha: quoted, 

a8 | 7 
Alleging, ppr. Asserting, 3 WE: advancing as 

the truth, {738 ; advancing as an excuse, FE{fy ; 
quoting, 5], fy]. 

Allegiance, n. Fidelity toa sovereign, 48 fz. 4%, 

War. 3 aE. AB 13H 

of allegiance, # regi Ae Ga 4 Fe a {3 
Allesorize, v.i. To nse allegory, JH JEM. 
Allegory, n. Mr, HbR, deat. Lb Mrig ; to speak 

hy way of alewor), ABE, est AAR 
M2. 

Bis LA. 
Bl se. fa Mies» I 

Allelujah, n. % eel ba 
Alleviate, v. t. "Lo mitigate, 

FE NIE, URAL TY. PRB, Zp se: to soothe, 
fied, Held, We; to render lighter or bearable, | 

AME a tt, Hi Se fy ale. Ap s fa tL, {ue 
{PAE - 

Alleviated, pp. Mitigated, ji ; relieved, PR 223% 
eased, as pain, PR we IM ; soothed, fick i. we iah 
#4; rendered lighter or bearable, EB i 

fr 
Alleviation, n. Mitigation, kg; diminution, ak ; 

partial relief, Pee; the rendering (of suffer- 

ings, &c.) lighter or bearable. 4>{ i FHL, (e 
(IE ARIE; soothing, fires, Bhd; alleviation 
of pain, ffeyR. 

Alley, n. A walk in a garden, $e@e, Heal, FEN, 
qER a covered walk, as on the sides of the en- 
trance to the ancestral halls, 355i, i056. JEG Big, 
fi if ; @ Marrow passage in a city, 

Git. ER. Ne. | 
Alliance, n. Family connection by marriage, 3} 

5. HH; affinity, as nephews, Ze#p: affinity, 
as the other or more distant branches of one’s | 

marriage connections, Ss BE 5 a union between 

to swear allegi- | 

ance to a sovereign, A 4e ab. 275 BB : cath | 

| Allocation, n. Addition to, 7M, WZ; admission 

#K; 10 alleviate pain, | 

JL; to alleviate one’s sufferings, [RAE EYE, | 

Gur 4B; Lj, | 

HE Nt. ESM. ABE: that 

Bt | 

nations, a Hy, fo #9) #4; to form an 
alliance, #7. Wa Wi; “the compact to Ts’in 
and Tsin,” 4e 4% Z Wd; an alliance in perpe- 
tuity, 42 4[nj i; an alliance formed by the 
drinking of blood, ik fi, 2 #2; to contract a fam- 
ily allan "e, FEB, HERA. 

Allied, pp. Connected by marriage, (eH, Ea 
IP] Hi; allied as nations, Jef HA FL x ; allied as 
friends, [if HB &y-. 

Alligate, v.¢. To tie together, #¥si, EIR, Beit, 

YEBLE. 
Alligation, n. $539, GT 2 iE, JR (BSS). 

The repetition of the same letter 
Alligator, m. RAG. OE, EAE, def. 
Alliteention, n. 

at the head of each line, #5 4y [al PASH -BE HF ; the 
repetition of the same letter at the beginning 
of two or more words succeeding each other, #¥ 

Opti tet eerie: 
Allium, n. bee ye3 garlic bulbs, FPA; fresh 

garlic, Ff xR: the shoots inside the bulbs, FE4F 3 
the dry bulbs, #¢5 70H. 

of an article, JNW—-fE IMEC ; verification of 

the same, B&% EF; order for allowance made 
upon the same, $f Ff. 

Allocution, n. Address, [ij Jt: address of the pope 
to his assembled cardinals, Fk = He FE Tay aR LE 
ES. 

Allodials, a. Held independent of a lord para- 
mount, JES. =e a ese. 

Allodium, n. Freehold estate, Aj 4 2% 9@3e. 
Allonge, xn. A pass with a sword, #§2, 5E28F, 

eT. 
Alloquy, n. See Allocution. 

| Allopathy, n. $pRebe ye, HRs ZIe- 

| Allot, v.t. lo distribute by lot, apie, Zp RE. FMB. 
ie. AH4P: to distribute as soldiers. jeBA; to 

give, AA. Ff HP; to give to each his share, {ii 

4 PALS}. 
Allotment, n. 4PjJK; share, Zp; that which is as- 

signed to one, Fey 2 Jp. 
Allotted, pp. Distributed by lot, Fppmis. 
Allotting, ppr. APY. 
Allow, v. t. ale permit, #6. Jt, ZP. Jc RF. WEHE; to 

accord, ¥: to grant, Wy Hd; to allow to be done, 

WaT. ME Gs toallow graciously, PAT{E i fF ; to 
allow one to do as he pleases. (E¢. fe ry. HS 
tt. (t#8 ; allow you to do as you please, fF RAE 
Ce. (ETF AS; to allow to indulge in unreasona- 
ble conduct, ffPE, hats. ASE; allow it to be, Hf 
4%; would your Majesty allow it? wl 27. 
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Allowable, a. That may be allowed, AI Wy “a | 

fy: peated as true, A(t. By ake 2% : not 
forbidden, 4%#£ ; not improper, )’E.- 

Allowableness, n. i: #- 

Allowance, n. Permission. $ifé; admission, ARE: 

salary of an officer, (iW. FE AE: salary of a 

schoolmaster, (44>, 58 >. Hi és. 44> : a month- 

ly allowance, J 4: allowance to literary can- 

didates, 45! $8; allowance in grain, J fa, 1 
fe, AiR. Jar Wk. 38 AE; daily allowance, SA fa, 
49.3 Fi; deduction of price, WX{E ; reputation, 
HEY, ; to put upon allowance, PRA BR. 

Allowed, pp. Permitted, #€ 3%, SUE. 
Allowing, ppr. Scifé vadmitting. AAPE: « 

it to be so, MEAT Z.- 
Alloy, v.t. To reduce or abate by mixture, jf) (ft: 
to alloy with copper in the centre of a dollar 

(as practised hy Chinese). 2%); to alloy with 
copper (general term), ¥€ 4p) ; to alloy with lead, 
HEF ; to coat copper dollars with silver, EE je 
46]; to insert base metal, AE PR: to coat with 
silyer folio, Rimoun 

ie n. @ $8; quicksilver alloy. ye $8; arsenic 
alloy, {# 38 Macao alloy (money den by 
admixture of copper, &e, &e.), {2 PY HAE: * alloy 
of the fine and hase metals. 7B (GF £4. 

Alloying, ppr. Mixing a baser metal with a finer, 

BI. 
Allude, v.7. To hint at, HERB. NIG. WEE, Ba att: 

to advert to sarcastically, ei), oa, we wlll. 

WISE. 
Alluding, ppr. Having reference to, fi; hinting 

at, Wid 
Alluminor, 7. 
Allure, v.t. To attract, 

lowing 

See Limner. 

Bi. 518). AEG]: to en- 
tice, JH]; to tempt. HEY: to decoy, fA: to 
draw to, 8], 385]; to allure by riches, LJ iy 

Fit JD, 0258 5% J: to allure by fair promises, 
{GH | ws. to allure by flattery, L544] 

Z. Liss Z ; to cozen, as EX. | 
Allured, pp. Tempted, BL FRY: enticed, P2)5I, 

MER. 
Allurement, n. That which allures, 3] 5% 2%, ft | 

DA, GH, fn; enticement, Zs]; temptation, | 

| Alluring, 

* The preceding terms may be considered so far local, as | 
the people of this province were the first who learnt the art | 
of debasing metal from foreigners ; and the Macao alloy may | 
be taken as a proof, that the Portuguese are up to this mo- 
ment the principal manufacturers of false coin, for the Chi- 
nese declare themselves helpless in the art of producing that 
nicety of foreign letters and designs as will ensure decep- 
tion. 
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Allurer, n. 8 3##%: a female allurer, gt AM; 
a male allurer, #t AZ. 

ppr. Tempting, WHEY; enticing, 5]% 

fy; having the quality of tempting, # OE 

Wy. li 2H. 
Allurinely, adv. FR. 

ee n. A hint, WEI}, BIR. Bw ZS, 

5: allusion to, B]7t: allusion toa passage in 

i classics. BR, Wit, G)/REPEML; sarcastic 
allusion. fF l§j}; allusion of an cde, #7 0K. 

Allusive, n. 1 3 fy ; an allusive expression, JE Bt- 

Allusory. a. See Allusive. 
Alluvial, a. 3th. 95 riety. Wei He Ay. 
Alluvion, n. i. 
Alluvium, n. if ¥%Z 3. Uae 
Ally, v.t. To unite with, A. Hie. is feet: to 

ally by treaty, #8 #4. are, to ally one’s self 
with a family, 4. 27 #1- : 

Ally, n. One Gnited oy treaty, 8352: an allied 
power, Hes 3 > (ed, ge OE Ff ; allied by mar- 

riage, $118. BE. 
Allying, ppr. Uniting by marriage, #5, Best; 

uniting by ag EW, Ba. 
Almanac, n. 51 ae Jar: a calendar, FER. A GPA. 

JER H . ERR: the imperial almanae. 4 RE. 

Almighty, a. ASE. SER AAE. HEAL RAE. EEE 
at Fe READ AE. FUSE BE : ‘the almighty God, 

fe” Lair. BEE ATE Z mh. 
Ree: n. AP {= ; sweet almonds, ty, Ti AF. A 
BEA; bitter almonds, 7% 4. It. BAW; 
white or silver almonds, gf 7¥ ; anmnlsion of al 
monds (sold in the street), AF{E3k: the kernel 
of peach stones (*peach-meats”), EIR, HEBE- 

Almond-oil, n. AF {= Yih. 
Almond-tree. n. Ay fH. 
Almoner, n. 9 fh 227. U5 tt 2 JV. 46 =E- 
Almonry, n. 382% & Of. 
Almost, adv. EAS. HUIS. EK. BA 

Ke EF. Eee, HF. EP. EE. SUE. Sa; 
almost dead, PRE, #E3z RE: almost a year, 3# 

zi. 
Alms. n. pl. 384, HEIN. WEIR. HZ; to give 

alms consisting of money, oeNy: alms of grain, 

BPH alms of clothes, fe Ze; alms of food, eR 

to give alms, ff #¥: to give alms to relieve the 

hungry, ee, Fa. 4 fH : to relieve the poor, 

BIE YY. HEHE: to bee alms, as priests, 340. 12 

EK. 
falling: basket, Alms-box, Alms-chest, n. 3% lif Hi 

iis @% Hj ; alms-box in Chinese temples, Sata. 
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SEU. 
Alms-deed, n. Wi hh. 
Alms-giver, n. BR, BEA. ThE. 
Alms-honse, n. # J\ fit, 3 A J\ fF; alms-house 

for old men, #% J Be. #2 3% % ; alms-house for 
women, #% # ; alms-house for blind people, ¥¥ 
B Be; alms-house for lepers, #€ fg ee ; alms-house 
for foundlings, FF BE. 

Alins-men, n. pl. BE he Bi. PLBRH.- 
Almug-iree, n. Sandal-tree, 42 A Hit. 

Aloe. n. $i ERE. RUG, * RE. DLE. Bit A. 
ny er. NE. He. ES. Wh BEE ; hemp aloes, 
Oe AE hic 

Aloft, adv. On high, 7¢ _-, 7¢_ SA. Z£_E fi: on 
the mast, 7¢ thi _F. 

Alogy. n. Unreasonableness, 7A BE. FFHP: ab- 
surdity, KB. AEB. 

Alone, a. or adv. Single, ft, 8), #j—: alone, op- 
posed to a pair, #2; alone, as an orphan, ft. AK 
48). N & .8E ff-: alone. as a widow, tk alone, 
as a widower, fe, FEZS; to live alone, Rye, 
LON ee 29 BORA: alone, without any con- 
nection, as yagabonds (ironic cee for single 
men), Wt 4 4F-. Wie: alone. only one, HiT, Ht 
i. ae - 24. WT J; let me alone, We ag 
HE 4X. WKS ULP EMRE: Tam left alone, cae 

FE, BRIAR. NEAL RT. ATHAMA: let it a- 
lone, 3{4E{E, Fy BP; alone, by himself, 794 

C 
Along, adv. #é. faJ#2; to walk along the road, 
i F5 Mh FF: all along, Fy HAF FE ; to lie all along, 
AS EAH. WE Hh; to go along with one, [ie 

43. ffs. DFG. {FSF (As. et. — 
bRFF ; to walk along hand in hand, #f€ = fi #7. 
iz =F fia] 4; will you come along with me? fp 
BE fi] FEE: along-side, 74 IP. Ze fF: to lay 
along-side, PUSH. figs, FER. EYEGA; take this 
along with you, ie De ABS Zs 

Aloof, adv. At a distance, 332, [apie ; 

from, Fe. FEA ALA : (metonymy) TE 

T (Bi. BEM. 
Aloud, adv. With a loud voice, 4 #, ta Be. 

to cry aloud, A REIEDY, FREE, Fe RES a 
SPB, FE PR, FENG: to read aloud, 7 = EM 

aii; to speak aloud, 7 ee ak. 
Alpaca, n. The Peruvian sheep, 92 8% P2EA4 : a 

thin kind of cloth made of its wool, 47%. 
Alpha, n. 5) Ed ah Se BE of BH; alpha and 

omega, Fixe. 

to keep aloof 

At. 

* The following terms may be taken as expressing the 
name of the drug in the market. 

ALT 

Alphabet, n. if 2.7 Hh. 3F58. SHE. 
Alphabetic, Alphahetical, a. 2) He Ba. Le 

BE RHE BH: the Chinese use the characters of 
the =F = 4c, as each of the 1000 characters 

differs from the other. 
Alpine, a. Fa alpine scenery, Je &* 

ee eal ce 
Alpinia, n. A species of alpinia, Wises 

calcarata, Bi ALAE: alpinia galanga, BOSE 
pinia nutans, #8 ITE. JCFE- 

Alps, n. #+\Jj: the mountains in the southern 
Enrope, 7A iE RUZ. 

Already, adv. At this time, WA, HEA. EA; to 
have already, FL #%, 32 2%, fue RE. 4 #E : hefore 
this time, 4E4. 44. @. 464 J- 

Alsine, n. $452, Sky. SRE. 
Also, adv. Likewise, oh, He. Z. a. A. BH. ae, 

alpinia 
5 al- 

H. BRR. Ase. i A. oh PE. SE. OG Ze. TF AR 
that is also reasonable, Jf 4 34 BH. IPG ; that 
will also do, DR {i74. FRA. 

Alt, Alto, a. 1323835 7B. 
Altar, n. General terms for it are Sef, 3 fet, 3 SS; 

an altar for worshipping idols and spirits, jupdgf, 
whee; an altar for sacrificing to heaven, #85K 

ej; an altar to Cores, a: #8 % Fe: to set up an 
altar to the ged of the land, vr mt fe; an altar 

for burning incense, # #4, # 3; an altar for 
performing mass for the benefit of those in pnr- 
gatory, Aes; a stone altar, Fp fet; an altar of 
earth, 3 --; an altar, as the ancients erected 
at a distance of five Chinese miles, Fl, Hk. JR. 

Altar-cloth, n. jifipf (in Chinese temples). 
Altarage, n. Profits arising to Budhist priests from 

performing oblations, or on account of the altar, 

Fide. EEE, hag. 
Alter, v.t. or 7. To change partly or entirely, Ef, 

Wik. tees. WE. UE. UCHR. HEIR. BI. HR 
ih, ask, HAR: to alter it a little, Be—Ay: to 
alter as much as that, Be Ane fghff S ; to alter 
according to pattern, F4#8eejH ; to alter one’s 
mind, BAe Fs. BE he FE; to alter one’s mind 
suddenly, 24 4% ## Fh; to alter one’s condition, 
to marry, fi Ji; to alter (change) from ote 

to good, Ui REx 38. Cth A. CAB RBIE ; 
alter one’s conduc t, Jal (ih. 

Alierahle, a. BY && i}. 1 % FF fy; changeable (as 
the weather), Fea, “ERE RS. qe HIG. 

Alterableness, n. Utes $f. 
| Alteration, n. ie é, TH ok, ei, FAM, BE; 

change, #4. 
| Alterative, a. & 3, Hi Be; producing a salutary 
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effect (in medicine), BAKA. FIs A. 
Alterative, n. tj 2.2%. BY UI) B35 2.88. 
Altereate, v.i. To quarrel, Af. A, Bz. 

Rags, BEY, GSS. BANG. YRS. WS Th], BRR. Hie 
fig. SPyixg; to dispute, HP BR. AE, Ii ott. 

Altereation, n. Wrangle, [1 fq, [HI] 2. We Ti. St at. 

Nee, RANE. ANE, FOSS, bs. NG, Oe; 
disprte, $358, HELL JE, BLUSE. 

Alternate, a. FrAAFE TL, ASK RE. BA ; altern- 

ate changes, EXSANHE, WEG TIE. 
be, #AFE ; alternate ratio, 3 HZ JE fi; altern- 
ate subtraction, Sill 7R AX. { #4. 

Alternate, v.t. To change, Pi, Hai. Ha weit. 
Alternately, adv. By turns, #4 if ; in regular sue- 

cession, i (UR. ae Se — lig tz ; to watch 
alternately, Hie 4 BL, Ha PY A <P; to serve 

- alternately (or in rotation, as the several classes 
of officcrs), HRHE{H A ; to play by turns (as boys), 
ig HW ; alternately exhausted, 2&4 34; to use 
alternately, #& JA; alternately rising and then 

declining, Bee AN ME, PSUS /E. SU RETEE. 
Alternateness, n. ii iff. 
Alternation, n. Hp 7#é. 
Alternative, a. HW }%. 
Alternative, n. A choice between two, i RK, 

=1#8— ; to choose between two evils, py HELE 

—; no alternative, 45}, ME. MEF. A 
fi, EET Ait. EG. DOMMENE. SHH. AEF 
EL dial; death the only alternative, AZEim E.- 

Alternatively, adv. Wig i#é. 
Alternativeness, n. Hig #é. 
Althea alutea, n. Tf jit. 
Althea rosea, n. 3E4E; althea rosea, red, 3238. 

Although, conj. BERS. HE. HERE. ETL. ARR. HE 
(Hi; although it be thus, MER FRI, HE GE FAI, 
HES? An JE ; although you need not imitate them, 

«EPR A ih Sf. 
Altiloquence, n. Pompous language, #E8. HS, 

BT I 
Altimeter, n. A quadrant, or armillary sphere, FE 
Altisonant, a. FE YR; altisonant phrases, ;2 YZ 

ah. 
Altitude, n. Elevation, RE, Be. BBA 
2 3t, By. JE; to take the sun’s altitude, JF 
dL A By ; the altitude of virtue, Hie & ; 
altitude of a right-angled triangle, }}%, rae 
#8; altitude instrument, 7 JE fH. 

Altogether, adv. 9%, —#4, —\'t, —RE, —¥i, 

Jb, SEA HOR. He, HOSE, SEA, Meee, A 
[], MOREA, <&. #8, AFR; altogether well, pig 
HAGE, — de je, 4 Fp AF; altogether un- 

E 

certain, ME. BAVE ; altogether true, HEA 
ja, HZ; altogether incredible, 3 A Ay 
5. 

Alum, n. 2877, G28, WA#E; alum ash, or dried 
alum, F228; crystals of alum, $3228 ; an inferior 
sort of alum, —-2%8; impure alum, as found in 
ifs natural state, #4#hke; solution of alum, fy 

Alum, v.t. 324 3\. 
Aluminons, a. Pertaining to alum, Js 2#£fry ; con- 

{taining alum, A#E7EA- 
Alumnus, n. A pupil at a seminary, #¢B¢ Shf€. 
Aluteres, n. File fish, #3. 
Always. adv. JE. HE, A. FES. FRE, Bh 
Ah. GRUIG. BIR; incessantly, As. Ak. A 
A; regularly on every occasion, [a] [a], ge Js, 

AE Gk. 4B-fp. PATRUY. SY. TIE. TIE. 
Am. The first person of the verb to be, ZE, 77; 
4. (it; I am, Jb, 4e 4; Lam a good man, 
Fe (Kg A; Tam a librarian, Je i= Bee ; Tam 
a merchant, $¢ 4 FF A; [am here, F Zé JE; 
I am in possession of, # #; I am 20 years of 

age, RHO RS KLE RHRIF 
wm; soam I, FRAPHK. MMR. 

Ama or Amah, n. Foreign designation for nurses 
in China, 4794. 

Amability, n. Loveliness, B)3e #4. A AB WEN 

Amnain, adv. With force, FUJy. 4973. HI. AD, 

4h. 729%; strike amain ! Pf AcweB. 
Amalgam, ». A compound of quicksilver with 

other metal, ege ve 4s sade. ak AEF: a 
compound of different things, #Ey- 

Amalgamate, v.t. Ha 48 HA, WK RAIL, 
JUTE; to mix different things, Hay HE. FE 
HE; to unite, 4A, AAA; to unite, as a fra- 
ternity, Bi. 

Amalgamation, n. The act of compounding quick- 
silver with another metal, 7¢RBHIAIRE ; 
the mixing of different things, y2Z2R AE: the 
union of {wo societies, F 7 #H HE. 

Amanuensis, ». One who writes what another 

dictates, fear. TRIE. (CE. RE, RIPE. 
Amara-duleis, n. #264. 
Amaranth, Amaranthus, Amarantus, n. AEE, 

Fo EAE. 
Amaranthus spinosus, n. ({ 5138. 
Amaryllis aurea, n. )iS #efa Fi. 
Amaryllis sinensis, n. $i #e4t. 
Amass, v.t. To heap up, #i 4, #2. WM. HS, 

filt, HIE, HERE. FRG; to amass riches, Af 
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HUI. SIRS. 
Amassed, pp. fq JE ia. | 
Amassing, ppr. fi. 
Amateur, n. 19427 NK, RZ AX. RR -EF ; 

an amateur of poetry, #fF RF Z 
aoe Amatorious, rato a. Relating to 

love, BJS. #9 fy; amatory expression, or 
expre ae aden love, MBA, GRE Zab, 

& an}. Tait aft - 

Amatorian, a. Pertaining to love, fq 3 ; amatori- 

an odes, BB Zi ie, He BIE EY. 

Amauvosis, n. fl EF. Je AY. 3B BA. WRB, Bee, HEFT IE- 
Amaze, v.t. To astonish, Ay iiizy, FE; to per- 

plex, FiSUph. FEAT DD BL. 
Amazed, pp. Astonished, Hiay 3 ee with 

fear, FRE, GLEE. FENG. BYTE. A RE 
uf. SEE. st le 

to look at amazedly, 55k Amazedly, adv. [BE ; 

HAA 
Amazement, n. Astonishment, #€—§. #7. Fat; 

surprise, 7¢#2, 5% ML, Bye. 

Amazing. ppr. Very wonderful, [HAS AS, A F885. 
4lpf ; amazing, Ty HiAy. IL Hey. 

Amazingly, adv. Amazingly beautiful, Rikb, BE 

Ee amazingly wonderful, 2 Ab. 
Amazon, n. A female warrior, dy¥ ; a virago, A 

LAKH, MALIN. 
Amazon, n. The river Maranon in South America, 

MS vay (GOT 4). 
Ambagious, a. Cireumlocutory, AUK. 
Ambassador, n. An imperial envoy, $x. Ba ti, 
Ja. (FL. Af. DASE RRS; an ambassador 
from a dependent state, 4€4f fa ; a plenipoten- 
tiary, AREAKE. 3 

Ambassadress, n. The wife of an ambassador, +e 

Amber, n. 3231; yellow (false) amber, BARAT. AF 
fa. (HEFT; ved amber, pI; bright amber, 
HAs; light yellow amber, 737; stone amber, 
AiFfl ; flowered amber, ZEFf] ; amber beads, FE 
Hs: amber flower, $k, ee. 

Ambergris, n. REVE- 
Ambidexter, n. One who uses both hands with 

equal facility, jj [1] FA ; a double dealer, Jil, 
i& (7 ~~ JN; one who takes money from both 

parties for giving his verdict, @ jew, 

PCIE He. 
Ambidexterity, n. i= Z In] FA; the taking of 

bribes from both parties, S& pgs 7 WA, Hi ¥e 

WAC. FS Aa ZT. A ER SH. 
Ambiguity, n. Double meaning, 8ah, QJ 

sa, Pay; Oe expression, but two meanings, 

— —‘i] fi #%; one word and two meanings, 
ii, —8 is %K; doubtfulness of signification, 

Wibae ses888, (Ea, BBE. 
Ambiguous, a. Indistinct expression, A>) Z#, 

GUE BS aR. WAS TER. FG BREE, BN EF WH EMG AMS s a 
ambiguous expression, 42 AR2E 1% 68 ; ambi- 
guous affairs, A] SEZ 3. 

Ambilogy, n. Language of doubtful meaning, @> 

WZ ae. 
Ambiloquy, n. The use of ambiguous expressions, 

Wee coh, SERA of. 
ght n. A desire of preferment, i 3& ta &, 

BABE, WR tt. 
esnsane, a. Desirous of power, honour, office, 

superiority, or excellence, #2. 38. &. 4H. A 

$3, F{ 3; ambitious of excelling, FR); am- 
bitious of fame, & 4%, & BW. A.B. 
1h 4 KE; ambitious of power, #3; an am- 
bitious statesman, | A Fi Zot: an ambitious 

man, HEE AGA, SSCA. 
Amble, v.i. To pace, #3, BEBE. py By; to pace 

along, as small-footed women, 77 ?#}#R8R0P, 47 

(TF MEE WEA. 
Amboyna wood, n. #27X. 
Ambrosia, n. A plant, #76#5; imaginary food 

of the gods (and genii in China), #€ FFIEIB, BE 

Tht 
Ambry, x. An almonry, 36 9% 44 BF; a cold meat 

safe, Ji HE. 
Ambulanee, n. ES Jj oS he. 
Ambulant, a. defy. 328) jig. 
Ambulate, v.t. Hd. H, BBA. 
Ambulation, n. 388%, gE. BEG, ME. 
Ambulatory, a. j33¢fj. 
Ambulatory, n. An arcade, Jif. 
Ambuseade, n. #EGR; a body of troops lying in 
ambush, F(R te, Re. 

Ambush, n. The place of concealment, #2(R, 32 

{RZ be- 
Ameliorate, v.t.or 7. To make better, to grow 

better, cde, HEHE. (Ek. see. (EL. FE ak. 
Amelioration, n. Improvement, cds, #8 HE. 

Amen. Be it firm, be it established, TE.t) BR RA. 
ty AAO, GH GF Ande; the characters adopted 
by missionaries to express the sound are I 

OPS. 
Amenable, a. Accountable, ARR). # f£. 42 FA: to 

hold one responsible for every thing, SABA 

BE. 
Amend, v. t. To correct, UTE. SPIE, ABI. Afi: to 

amend one’s ways, ii; to reform, IEG: to 
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supply a defect, fit. 
Amendable, a. BJ 2 iE ij. 
Amended, pp. Bere ith. 
Amendment, n. 

AEG; amendment of conduct, &e FH. UF 
fi IE ; a paragraph added to a bill, &., PE RR, 

Amends, n. pl. Compensation for an injury, iz, | 
aie, Ate, NAA. APE ; restitution, lal. 

Amenity, xn. Pleasantness of situation, fj 7% 
amenity of mind. (FG, ji. 

Ameénorrhea, n. BARE. 
A mensa et thoro. A divorce from board and bed, 

Je hah DUE, SSE R PE. 
Amerce, v.t. 43], AR, Bl4r, we Sy. 
Amercement, n. A pecuniary penalty, 43], §R all; 

a punishment, 2] 5B. 
Amercer, n. 3] SE #- 

America, n. 46 i BY. TSE FAI IN ; the United States, 

fr We, ASEM, FE, BEAL, Se BL, HA) A — 
American, «. 78 ie Bits, 46 HEINE. | iit. 
American, n. ZE Wey JV. 
Amethyst, n. #2 ¥¥ 47, 34 7E BE, 3B; amethyst | 

colour, 3% f,. 
Amethystine spar, n. 4274 3¢, 3S SEBE. 
Amiable, a. Lovely, BJ 3%, BW HQ, fa 3. Fr he. fa 
a. HK DW BH; charming, as children, # Ef; 

pleasing, BJ Be Ay, iit A 
Amianthus, n. Earth flax, ¥ jf. 

Amiéable, a. Harmonious, # i, fa fA. Fu #4. 0 Se 

Fuss; friendly, fu 3. Fu AK. HB: 
arrangement, FZ. 

Amicableness, n. Friendliness, #1 3, #2. 
Amicably, adv. #1 : to arrange an affair amica- 

bly, DMRAY, 8 fu. Bi to 
Amida Budha, n. [il PE HH. 
Amid, Amidst, prep. He, ef fal. Zech, Ze dkep ; 

amidst the crowd, #2 ; amid the garden, # 

f+. 
Amiss, a. Wrong, 47 $8.74 j&. 498-38 4 ; to take 

amiss, SLYE. FAVE; if anything should hap- 
pen amiss, 4544 Pe. 4 FHA ZS. 

Amity, n. Friendship, Ai, SURE, She, PF. Fa 

LR, FUE ZS. BAZ 
Amimium, n. BR FF. 
Ammonia, n. pap aeie frf (48% ). 
Ammunition, n. JQueiR AE hy KBR EEF ; arms 

and ammunition, #9, ee, Tt, BAR. 

ety: n. A general pardon, AA KE. Baik. 

A change for the better, BIE, | 

amicable | 

(teas ardaonines n. KEE. 3 ia =i « cardamo- 

mum rotundum, Fw; amomum villosum, 
fz hi (= ; amomum medium (alpinia alba, Ros- 
coe), Hi¥G; amomum granum paradisi, Abc, 
$n iby 3 amomum anthoidle WY {28% ; the white 
amomum. of trade, Gy ey i = 

_ Among, Amongst, prep. Ff. + fH]. Ze Py. Zee. fs 
Se. AB, AOA, Ay #E. 4%: there are some 
good ones among them, GAP ECE A. PAE 
4%; among you, Ze {Keb fi]; the chief among 

| ten thousands, Ar yf—: mingled among, HE 

ged. 
Amor, n. 3. 

Amorado, n. A lover, @f& %N\, Bit BIG Nee 

Wil He Fs. UN, fk OR NE. GBP 
4%; amorado, a youth, ZEf7- ; Gari a man of 

advanced years, Zefé, Kf 2] MF Bh. AG HS Hy A. 
See Inamorato. 

HE, FEA, Amorette, n. 8 (& ZA. KAR. ? 
a love affair, fee 

| Amorous, a. In love, #4 BR, &&3% ; loving tenderly, 
DR, Kt BH, RHE. GH HH; amorous behaviour, 

TSS, FUS. FOR BSE. VESEM TS. FAL IG. MR 
FS th. LAK ts, Ht FEO HF. PLR 
AE. GUE LATA 

Amorously, adv. #48 #8. 
Amorousness, n. 83. 

| Amort, adv. Dejected, #85. 
Amortization, n. E32. 
Amount, n. The sum total. JER]. #4. #4. fig 
4, UK OPS It, — Jk. #4 4E. StH; what is the 
whole amount ? JEETHES. JES; AF. SESE 
Zie ; what is the amount Ge your accounts, fj 

HRI RA RE. 
Amount, v.i. To reach, Jka}, Seay, Her, ST, 
>i; {o amount to (the result, end, or sub- 
stance of an affair or narrative), #4(%. $y We, ME 
Fe. #856. FFE; what does it amount to? SEs} 
88S. BL FEFES ; it amounts to, FP, — Ht. 

Amounting, ppr. Jest. FSH, FL48 8 : amount- 
ing to less than three dollars, 427% =3¢ 

Amour, n. Illicit connection in love, £/, 3m. FL lf. 

at Re LH ALS. LE. WR. BAM 

| WaHlene or Amur, n. The largest river in Manchuria, 

SB eI. 
| Amoy, n. JPY. 
| Amp hloprarum, n. Ug. 
| _Amphacantus, ». Dory or doree (fish), #29§. 

ZA 

&; the proclamation containing the | Amphibious, a. Avena 7 eae J: an amphib- : | I 
mt 17H, 2 SEG BI ak. ious fish, LZ 
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Amphibiolog ogy, n. spoke aE HE, A9e 
Amphibium, x.; pl. Amphibia, mah Z ES IK 

Peak Ke 2. 
Amphibological, a. EGR. 
Amphisheena, . fj DA HE. 

Amphitheatre, n. JE) (A) 2438. [a] ERuS. 
Amphitheatrical, a. Exhibited in an amphithea- 

tre, 7£ Ja) lB J YA #7 3 pertaining to an am- 
phitheatre, 3 J5) [A] Skis. 

Ample. a. Large in extent, Ge., Beis]. BEA. SE Me, 
ECFA. FAA 3 abundant, Wet, WOES. SE A, 
ie Hi #7 (® ; liberal, HAC; ample means, 4 

Rael. 
Ampliate, v.t. Enlarge, f£ fj XK, EDR fal. 
Ampliation, n. See Amplification. 
Ampliflicate, v.t. See Amplify. 
Ampliflication, n. Extension, fig; diffuse com- 

ments, ZENE MF; diffuse narrative, FFA Z we, 
PEF M ; exaggerated representation, 3 4 Z 

BR 268. hae ZB, EER Ziel. 
Amplified, pp. Enlarged, Bf faith; diffusely ex- 

plained. ZPSM Rit ; exaggerated, FETE Aci. 
Amplifier, n. One who enlarges, Bu A A: TEE 
A” ; one who explains diffusely, PFS EME A 
one who exaggerates, BAZAN. 

Amplify, v.t. or ¢. PEFE. FAM. HAM, FEA 
frj; to treat copiously, ic Sep FRH ; to exaggerate, 

aes oh. PtH Zl, oA BX. ot 

Amplitude, n. Extent. J; extent of intellectual 
powers, #877 JRA ; extent of learning, fH, 
fA WE AL; amplitude ortive and oeciduous, He 
WANG 28: amplitude of range. fa Fl eve Ue 

LE: 
Amply, adv. Abundantly, #4. fae. my 
A, EZ; amply provided, 7s ra ae Wig 
fi & ; amply explained, pARe PERM; amply 
sufficient, 3¢ JE: 

Amputate, vt. SIS. SID:, BUG. WE. BIBT 
T. Hi, 4; to amputate an arm, Fi§k—- fe: 
to amputate one of the limbs, #J PUI Z~—- 
IAW IR Z~— ; to amputate the feet, Jip x. JU 

Mi. 
Amputation, n. 

re 

SEV iE ; (flap operation), 

WB STH ao ib (circular operation), Ja [&] FE gi] 
WZi#é; an amputation knife, FREAK] 

Amulet, n. Charm, #4, "LZ. Maes a ring with 

a locket worn round the neck is called {AE FF, 
2S FF, Cl. FRE; an amulet for expelling 
devils, SIS #F: an amulet for controlling the 

__ devils, iti SUH the pure wi ater ‘charm, RARE | 

Amuse, v.t. To entertain the mind agreeably, 

EASE RNY, BESS. hes OK. Bit. Bis F ; to spend 
the day agreeably, #ivejh A, PRED A, 
34; HF ; to spend the time agreeably, yf 3 
to amuse with playing, JAS. $C. Ai, 
he. AB, EXE, EXBE. WBE; to dissipate grief, 
BDIC, ft RY. HERE; to amuse with idle pro- 
mises, ER BME. 

| Amusement, n. Sport, 732, &% Go; theatrical a- 
musements, 9: : recreation, fa] #{; amusement 

by walking, Jie, YexE—l[e]. XE. WG, sf 
ii: to seck for amusement, fala, pK; 
entertainment ofa friend, fi He, jh Be, Fe eR; 
a mere amusement, Bek heZ ee. 

Amuser, n. One who aftords agreeable amusements 

to others, F# pk 7% A. 
Amusing, ppr. ora. Pleasing, #5-{Mk, 4g: 4-4. 
He FM. MBA. AE AMTAF ; not amusing, 7 

Amygdalate, n. Emulsion made. of almonds and 
sold in the streets, AF{EX. 

Amygdalate, a. Made of almonds, A¥ {= {iE (#4)- 
Amyedaline, n. AP {= ¥q 
Amyegdaline, a. BAS EIR, BASE. 
Amygdalus persica, n. Jk. 
An. The indefinite article signifying one or any, 

—, fH]; an affair, —fb YF; an officer, —B 
> an old man, — fa] A ; an orange, —4> 
AR; an ox, — f4F ZY: an umbrella, —Feys ; 
before a consonant the letter is dropped, as: 
—a man, —f{f J. See A. 

Ana. In medical prescriptions, it denotes ecual 

parts of the several ingredients, and is then writ- 
ten aa, SYIAH. RIZE. 

Anabaptist, 2. Ge HE IRAN ZEEE. FRE 

WAN ZEA. TNH Z N. 
Anacanthus, n. Ray, «ye. 
Anachoret, n. Recluse, Keyl 2% A; a Tauist her- 

mit, FSW sab. BS ft +. a Ae A 
Anachronism, n. Za, Hy 
Anachronistic, a. Erroneous i 2 ae A+ah. 

BR EBA LS Zin. Se 2 Fi 
Anemia, n. Bloodlessness, fe 2 yk 8 Ea. 
Anesthesis, n. RS eh hii HE. 

| Anagallis, n. SG FR4E. #¥, SERRE. 
Anagyris feetida, n. #UFE- 
Analects, n. ama, i: 

Analeptic, n. Invigorating medicine, $f fi 3%. 4 

Hi 2K. 
Analogical, a. (RAL, 361, BU, HL. Hi 

pH having little analogy, MA, 4 BA. FALL, 
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HW. AGU WL. BH. 
Analogically, adv. FASEMR- HE ait- 
Analogism, n. $f€ iit. 
Analogize, v.t. bam. GLB. GOEL ae. 
Analogous, a. (% (SJ, 4g: (LJ. 
Analogy, n. 48 4, 7 HH. Wl. AIK. HAM; there 

is some analogy between the two, jj 3e4H fi. 
ep 1. LIFE; there is some analogy 
between the two languages, iF 4AM (L] ; there 
are men who resemble each other, and things 
which bear some analogy to each other, N\A 
AA (LA G tal] ; 2 comparison, JER. JEA- 

Analysis, n. #7. GB SV% ; synopsis, BETE, fA FE. 
Analytic, a. 5% Sef, 35 rf fe. 
Analyze, v.t. To reduce a body into its elements, 
Fp i ii WEAK FF ; to separate a compound subject 

into its parts and explain each separately, fi, 
$i fk ; to trace to its proper source, FE), FEF, 

HERE. BICIAME, WIL AL. HE ILA IE: to 
-explain minutely, j-F 3H fi AW. 

Analyzed, ppr. Resolved into its constituent parts, 
Fp ith As FF ; traced to its proper source, ff 

BIO. BIS IIE 
Analyzer, n. One who analyzes, 3p ZAS fF 4- 
Analyzing, ppr. Resolving into elements, Ap Sit 
JAANF ; tracing a matter to its proper source, 

FEA ZK. 
Ananas, n. Pine-apple, 3% AE, GL (?). [Zt. 
Anarch, n. One who excites revolt, #4: (EK 

- Anarchical, a. Without a government, lL, (ERX 

ZMib. 
Anarchist, n. An anarch, #54, Fat Nv. 

Anarchy, n. Want of government, 4p 28 8. 3 
4g fst F , MEE ; political confusion, gl, Ltt. 
BL: WEAL- EAL: rebellion, fe gl. HRAL. RE, 
iF ; great confusion, xf jl, Fe pal. 

Anarrhicas, n. Wolf-fish, 7 Aq. 

Anas galericulata, n. The mandarin duck, 4%, 

HEE. 
Anasarea, n. A dropsy of the cellular membrane, 

PEMA, JAE WE; a general dropsy, 4848 
BEML IE. 

Anathema, n. A curse, “EJEL; excommunication, 
with a curse, 424% 2 af] ; a denunciation by ec- 
clesiastical authority, 3&1 A. 

Anatomical, a. 7) bE GE. fa bE. WEE Zs th. 
Bi EZ IE ; am anatomical plate, \\ J lq. 

Anatomist, n. One who dissects bodies, fil y§ 2 : 
one who is skilled in the art of dissection, fi} hE 
RGF, FIFE; one versed in the principles 

of anatomy, 29m 1) 5b 2B. 

( 
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Anatomize, v.t. ‘To dissect, #i he. fi eR F8 ; to 
lay open and examine minutely, i] By ¥#¥; to 

dissect a body and examine its minute parts, #4 

pare 
Anatomy, n. The art of dissecting, #456 77. 

C5 Wik Mie, Bb BY I 2% Dy; the doctrine of the 
structure of the body, Fy qa4b 2&3 ; a discourse 
on anatomy, Fy gfe if. 

Anatron, n. Soda, =f (KART); spume, LAI. 

Ancestor, n. il. 443. qilg2; the first ancestor, 44 
ji, ZS, #jiH ; ancestors in general, FE. 
ji. WE, FEA. Hy A. iy HE; the ancestors of 
three generations aboye one’s own father are 

culled 7 Pal; male ancestor, fil %, KA; 
female ancestor, wi WL, YE ; ancestor and kin- 
dred, 52 H& ; ancestor and posterity, 323, EKA. 
she, HH G% ; to bring honour to one’s ancestors, 

erat 
Ancestral, a. 5%, ita). ill 5299 ; an ancestral temple, 

Srl]. Sesto). Be iio) , FE, WEE, iia es ; an ances- 
tral tablet. iii NM. ILE Gi. HLL. SOE, EPRI, 
AR. 1H; an ancestral shrine (or niche), jupiiel, if 

B, HhGE. 
Ancestress, n. Alt. 

Ancestry, n. Lineage, #@i# ; 

Anchor, * n. $i}, B&Hh 3 a stone weight, Ge. used, 
instead of an anchor, $e, FT ; to drop (or cast) 

anchor, $hiii, FSi. 7&1. BET s to weigh an- 
chor, US, feHi; to ride at anchor, jy; an 
anchor buoy, $i. 7kyé. 

Anchor, v.¢. or 7. ji8yA. 
Anchorage, n. Anchor-ground, if ZH). #RE ; 

a duty imposed on ships for anchoring in a 

harbour, SAH. AAU, AADEBE. FRE ZR. 
Anchored, pp. Riding at anchor, #3, AP he. 
Anchoress, n. FS (UE A. PEAR. JE HE. 

Anchoret, Anchorite, n. FEU) #, Be Wsa, 

HE Zi B- 
Anchoring, ppr. Fibs. 
Anchovy, x. A small fish of the herring kind, 55 

He, RG i. fu, IEE; anchovy sauce, fae} a fp. 
Anchovy paste, n. fy gaté. 
Anchylosis, x. Immovability or stiffness of a joint, 

PCE, Be ii AE AB 
Ancient, a. Old, of distant times, &, $f, GRR LE 

H. (EA, HEE. FEMS. APA; ancient sages, & 
22 J. ; the doctrine of the ancients, HAZ #3 

an ancient city, AYR: the ancient continent, 
opposed to the mew, HM He MeL Wig wtp mm wigs |My 

© PEMA] DSi faye 2 ZR 

a hook of ancestry, 
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WEIN = ar an | aatient family, {lk a, kg ; an- 
cient and modern, #74 ; ancient characters or 
writings, Wf, 7 3C; of an ancient shape, 4 
> #4: the people of the present age are (in 
morality and integrity) unequal to the an- 
cient people, FARE. 

Ancient, n. Generally used in the plural, ancients, 

Ancientry, ». The honour of ancient lineage, 4 

ie. 
Ancillary, a. Subservient or subordinate, IR AZ 

HE. HENET A. HE or QA, HG AT al 
And, conj. J, dé. #f. Fe. A. Th, 3. WP. HL. ab. 

ji, fi), JL, AS. WE; and still more, #{H.; and 
besides, A. TH: and further, #274. LH. de 
FL; and again, HR; youand I, (PARR; he 
{ook leave and returned home, 428 jfy $i. (24% 
(iT fal: one hundred and two, —ase=; * 
and so forth, 22. ANJE APE; and yet. gf; two 
and two are four, ~~ 4npy ; nine and nine are 

eighteen, =JL—TA. 

Androgynal, a. See Hermaphroditical. 
Andromeda, n. A northern constellation, 4s 5, (% 

HE; andromeda japonica, 7 (FH. 

Anecdote, n. 2p. HAE. MERE. ATED, 5 
42; to relate an anecdote, sa a Bl, meet 

fee ES, BRE AS (RHE ; to relate an anecdote 

about the ancients, mEC a (pH. 
Anemometer, n. JalFR. 
Anemone, n. ee GLE: 
Aneurism, n. D&A; aneurism of the end of 

the aoa HFM Bet a ; popliteal aneurism, Jj# 
[UJ Wk fi BE spontaneous cure of aneurism, ff 

ge Ik 
Anew, adv. Over again, fy, 7%; in a new form, 

Hi. BLT. HEX. 
Anfractuous, a. Full of windings and turnings, 

2H. 
Angariation, n. Compulsion, Wise, BI. 
Angel, n. A celestial messenger, KK fii. KE. K | 

mt, quh{il] ; a spiritual messenger, jf (i. 
Angel-fish, n. 444 7 44. 
Angelic, Angelical, a. Belonging to angels, FR (i 

WE. BUF i. AUK GANAS. 
Angelica, n. A tE. SE%R. LEE. 
Anger, - er Faw AB, BSR. HES. FAR. 

HAS GE Jo Ha My - appearance of rage, Mle 
A, ie ; to be ina rage, jek ; to be ina ereat 

rage, FPR. KK. WII T A Hip: to quiet one’s 
* See author’s Grammar of the Chinese Language, P. I. p. 

92, &e. 

anger, EN 2H tk, RAS IE Ea 
ee v.t. To ae anger, 4x BAK, FH 

Fas ? 4, A, E toy) te , Hee. 18 x 

Angle, n. 49, iE. fa, FES, ame "ail angle or cor- 
ner in a room, fy J< HA, HEF ; four corners of a 
table, POPE, py #44 08; a right angle, FH, i& 
$4. 4B ; an acute angle, $8 fa : ; an obtuse angle, 
$i f§ ; a spherical angle, hh #44; opposite an- 
cles, #}f§ ; an angle of incidence, 3ef4, Jet HH; 
an angie of position, FF fi; #4; angle of reflec- 
tion, fal J, £44; an angle (for fishing), $y, $9 
ffi Fy. 

Anlge- rod, n. $y4#. $9FAZE, FIFA T7- 
Angle, v.t. or 7. To fish with an angle, $9f@; to 

fish for praise, $y; to steal (angle for soles), 

SE Ke- 
Angled, a. 4 £4. 
Angler, n. One that fishes with an angle, $9 

Mai. SIGN. 
Anglican, a. or n. 3 BE; an Anglican, Ew 

BLN. FRAP AA, BEALS SE. 
Anglicism , ve An English idiom, }f 24 235.5 

Wee, uit 
Anglicize, v.t. To make English, $4p Bae A — 

ied ; ws ? 

i . 

Anglo-American, a. Pertaining to descendants of 
Englishmen in America, 3 i 

Anglo- American, n. 3¢4E WE 
Anelo-Danish, a. eee te English Danes, 

FAVE AME, BEBE 2 ADEN 
Anglo-Norman, a. Pertaining to the Anglo-Nor- 

man, BIA - 
Anglo-Norman, n. 3eHS fe). 

| Anglo- Saxon, a. Pertaining to the Saxons who 
settled in England, He HE AO. Bw EEA 
4. 

| Anglo-Saxon, n. 3¢3£{zZ J\. 
| Angregam falcatum, n. $C Ly A A. 
| Angry, a. Provoked, $€4&, -E*X, E19, FE GR, FEM, 
AR SA, ALBEE; to become angry, #&4£, 
Wy SR. AEAE SRSA. (HEE, Mid ; to make one angry, 

ean HMA, MEHR A, BR, i A 
Bk Pre J. ; irritated, 7, OE Se a 4 ; displeased, 

OE AK SS. ies EY IR, —GEARIR. — JERS ; to feel 
angry (but suppress it), Ww, my fg; angry 
words, 42S, Wien; an angry look, RE 

a28, 3 TH YS. HEAL GRA; to speak in an 
angry tone, MAMANENE, Ake ; Lam angry with 
|. you, FRASER: do not be so angry, PRE. 
| Anguilla, n. Conger eel, fGgpe. 

“Anguish n. EIB HeiR. deae, (A. SER AIS. 
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AGERE ; extreme pain, ARTE GET, Bon. 

Angular, a. #44, 49405. (404; angular mo- 
tion, #7 HE 322. 

Angulous, a. See Angular. 
Angustate, a. Narrow, 22 

in breadth, 7k 7. 

Angustation, n. The act of making narrow, {iK7#, 

42; diminishing rapidly 

fF BEA. 
Anhydrous, a. S$ 7K AS. 
Anight, adv. 7@[B). 7 2, WEVA ; anights, every 

night, 47% ; frequent and customary acts dur- 

ing night, JA 7 fel. Ass 7 fe) 
Animadversion, n. Censure, RE ify ; 

Animadyert, v.i. To remark upon by way of 
criticism, HER, BRR vi nied. FLEE ; to cen- 
sure, #f, WEEE, BFE; to inflict punishment, i 
§] ; to remark on people’s shortcomings, ul, 

HERA 2 SE4T. What A ZAG. AEE EN 
E53, Hk AMELIE. 

Animadverter, n. (M75 (RB (slang). 
Animal, n. A living being, 2Ey. 4A@f, BBR. SE 
FR. HET]; a domestic animal, Lee HET] ; the 
six kinds of domestic animals, * FR 4 26 48 Je 

A Ea: 
Animal, a. eis AE ivy; animal spirits, #§ 

wh; animal food, py &. HER, BEB, We PH; to 
have exhausted one’s animal spirits, {z K¥ mit, 
#58, Sh ; deficiency of animal spirits, 1 4 
F255. fn 34,79 BF; abundance of animal spirits, 
fi. TRAE ; animal soul, fe. ff. 4A; animal cour- 

age, BH, MZ 
Animalcule, n. ; pl. often Animaleule, Ge Bh 1 eh, 

HA GES Sh 
Animal-magnetism, n. See Mesmerism. 
Animate, v.t. To inspire, 2 #€.79 4. € ; to urge, 

SM GEG ; to enliven, SHE. (ish. HETA 
to animate soldiers, fi ; to animate (cheer) 

labourers, workmen, &c., $ HE, 4, HD. 
Animate, a. Alive, A 74H; animate and organic 

nature, AEH, We Bh 
Animated, pp. or a. Endowed with life, ARYA. 

HE Wy GEE AAG ULULI ; lively, PUBAG: vigor- 
ous, tz. Pei. 

Animation, n. Life, 4: 7%, #8 5a, 4 SR. ERE, 
wit ; the state of being animated, (7h; spright- 
liness, Bt; in good spirits, AF iy Hip. 

Animative, a. (75 AZ- 

* Horse, cattle, sheep, fowl, dog and pig. 
+ The Chinese unicorn as the representative of the hairy 

tribe is so called par excellence. 

stricture, #, 

~| Annomination, n. A pun, JR Me By z 

Animator, n. One that gives life, WIE ; that 
which infuses life, (i 9 Bh He. L7G By Wy. 

Animo furandi. With intent to steal, #7 7248 fir, 

TSE 7 H- 
Animosity, n. Violent hatred, J (22 tL. WRI 

4, WBE, EYE. WE; a slight, {Ef : to give a 

slight, race ot, #4 ; a feeling of animosi- 

ty, WHER. 
Anise, n. Tey #- 
Anise seed, n. A\f§; the large kind, 7 Py; the 

smaller kind, sJ\ qf, J Te] @# ; general name for 
the seed, Ty. regi, EH. Zee: anise 
seed oil, A, #4 4h; broken anise seed, A f4 7. 

Anisette, n. A cordial flavoured with anise seed, 

Hie. 
Ankle, n. JH AR, JHA; an ankle bone, JMS, JH 

FPR WWNRAR. RFP; ankle joints, PHB Gi. 
Anklet, n. BH. 
Annalist, n. 38 5h a4. 
Annals, n. pl. A relation of events in chronologic- 

al order, RG Hat 4640. HUME, AE, BLA. 
she ch. Gate; to write annals, PR Ht, AU we. 

Anneal, v.t. JB JS, Sesh. 
Annex, v.t. To join, ft, 5, PAE. PA A. HERE, FR 

ae Wy; to connect with the preceding, F¥#¥, 
Pt 3% Fat. FE BBE ; to annex a kingdom, a 

fi ai eM - 
Annexation, n. MY, Bitk. 
Annexed, pp. Bf @ if ; annexed to, EAs. 
Annexion, n. The act of annexing. fff @. See An- 

nexation. (PEE. 
Annihilable, a. By cea, (RSME, (RTE iE 
Annihilate, v.¢. To reduce a thing to nothing, (i 

7 ba E, By Si ME. SPA: to destroy the form 
of a thing, (k8% & A. PO; to annihilate an 
army, abi NE to annihilate friendship, #% 
3g; to annihilate one’s hopes, ji ; to annihilate 
the whole family, JIU tE- 

Annihilated, pp. Reduced to nothing, pe 2, $i 
T2420. R# BTS RT: annihilated, 
as an army, 4S RK. 

Annihilation, n. §9486, 9.3% ; annihilation of the 
body, & Aw 

Anniversary, n. 7 ay 2p, Bp Be. BG. FE A. 
WAH. ied 2 Fry YY 3a birth day, 4A. a ine 

git ; the anniversary of a parent's death, AH. 
Anno Domini (A. D.). In the year of our Lord, J] 

fis etl. 
=; the use 

of words nearly alike in sound, but of different 

meanings, #7 le Ziad, (ol BIEF Zak 
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Anno Mundi (A. M.). Tn the year of the world, 

FRI Bal feed LI Ae. 
Annona, n. A year’s production, provisions, &/Y. 
Anno Regni(A.R.). In the year of the king’s 

reign. =F 45 fu]; the yearof the king’s reign, =F 4p. 
Annotate, v. 7. ‘lo make remarks on a writing, 3 

BL. Beak. 
Annotation, n. A commentary, # SRR, 2 Hb: re- 

marks or interlinear explanations, 35)l], 7 Hk. 
Annotator, n. jf ge%. __ Ui. 
Announce, v.t. To give notice, 32 #0, 4, Et, 42 ap, 

READ, SHAN, (EIR, WAR; to announce a victory, 
tha ¥k4z ; to announce a visitor, $24, 316% ; 
to announce everywhere, POE f% ; to announce 

one’s intention to leave, 4% jj~; to announce to 

the gods, Ti qih, Bt 4 gap A, 3E Fd me. Fem; to 
announce to a superior, BE4z, i Ay, * ELA; to 
announce a death, 3/3; to state, 25H, wt. ae 
5: to declare ey jugieiae sentence, "3S. 

Announcement, ei act 3p 4: the an- 

nouncement of a death, ae @ ; to make an an- 
nouncement, 4% jr; the announcement, 4% gud, 

Announeer, n. One that gives notice, 324-47, 2 

Annoy. v.t. 378 U2 Jt HRM. BI. HE. BLUE. 
FAR, Mest. (SHE. ENE. ASME, PAR. PARI. TE 
Hil. WA 48S, We 88. HR 18. PIA. BE Bh; to annoy 
by petitions, ft{ HUWf ; 10 annoy superiors, _E je. 

el i, SRE, PAS FR K: fo annoy with 
words, to bother, whijati, seul, Bere. 

Annoyance, n. 33 HE, 33 GR, JE HE, Se, MER. eX 

By Le 
Annoyer, n. WERE eee BEES. 
Annoying, ppr. JH PR, PLN, WER AS, REL AE, 425 

i, Fy HE: an cree person, je FREE. EGE 

A, WI BET. 
Annual, a. Yearly, 49465, 4p 269, RRA. Ze 

oe St AW. 4% 4; annual festivals, $y 4 Fj AP ; 
birth-days and days of decease, hej, Gi 9a 7% A; 

annual occurrence, 4 SERE , WAR AGE; the 
annual course of the sun, i A 226; the annual 
equation of {he moon, Jf 774638. 

Annually, adv. an $p46, fy-4f ; to return an- 
nually, 4g 46 36 — Ye ; annually rejoice on this 

day, 4f faye H Be. BOK OH 
Annuitant, n. One who receives or is entitled to 

an Kant ity WE (Ashi FA. 
Annuity, n. An annual allowance, 7p 4p RRO 

$f ; to grant an annuity, fp SR ¥P4>. Fp EGR ; 
to receive an annuity for life, #E3%9R, AE Ze 

* An expression not used in the south of China. 

45. WET RR. 
Annul, v.t. To make void or of no effect, Jag ip. Jag 

3, HBR, PRA. IEIRE. SBE ; to repeal a law, 3 
PRES GL. We ETE SE. 

pine a. Having the form of a ring, {EZ 

(8 (Ey, a UE. TEL A, APIA; annular 
air- pump bucket, FRE #8 eH ; annular delivery 
valve. VB HIG PY; annular eclipse, 4 $8 B ; 
annular nebula, FAI Et A- 

Annulet, n. A ringlet, J\f4. [Jd 76; a narrow 
flat (square ?) moulding annulet, >-7;4E. 

Annulled, pp. JR ahj&. RIE. RAB. 
Annulling. Pp Th RR. 
Annulment, n. Jagat, EPR AR. RAE B- 
Rniiéietite! v.t. ‘lo add {o a former number, Jj 

As WSR. TS ad A, NE A - 
Annumeration, n. 8 AZIM. 

Annunciate, v.t. To announce, 3247: #k fa. FG. 
nei. ¥%; to bring tidings. $279,6., $b ; to 
acquaint with, 3241. 

Annunciation, n. An aoe ap 4t; the an- 
nunciation of glad tidings, # 

Annuneiator, n. “Hee. 

Anode, n. Equivalent to the positive pole, #B3AZ 

i Tit 

1 i. : 
Anodyne, n. Any medicine which allays pain, 9% 

Anoint, v.t. To pour oil upon, fH Yh; to rub over 
with oil, Evy. FAaH. Bab ; to lay on ointment 
or oil, SS es, MW ; to anoint with fragrant 
ee RO ALE, PAF Uh; to anoint a king, (RYH 

4 fi B- 
did pp. or a. 8S AG MB ; iG have anointed, 

(7. 1858 Tb- 
Anointer, n. {4 4h. 
Anointing, ppr. nt, Bey, fyb. 
Anointment, n. The act of anointing, {4} jh. 1 

Anomalous, a. Deviating from the rule, AJE, A 

rai. 1S Shi (OR) SHB, APE. 
Anomalistic, Anomalistical, a. Irregular, S62 5 

fj; anomalistic year, GLEAap. 
Anomalously, adv. AWARE, A ABE: 
Anomaly, n. Deviation from the common rule, A 

Ay PEF. BBE. ZF zt; anomaly of a planet, SRB 

Jie OEE: 
Anomy, n. JQiE, PRE, HEE, Bai, THE. 
Anon, adv. Jt fy, BN Ai; now and then, 47 HR; 

ever and anon, SHIR, HF, TNE, AN RE. 

Anona squamosa, n. #8 2% FR. 
Anonium, n. Dead nettle, Si. 
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Anonymity. n. FE. ay #. 
Anonymous, a. FE % fy. Gy. Gr (AY), 86 5. 
72% fj; an anonymous placard, 4 Ant 4, thi. [EX 
he, GBD. Ay; to stick on an anonymous | 

placard, Fa Eaih. HEEB. TEES AB. 
Anonymously, adv. HE HT. AW SF. 
Anorexy. n. ABH. mie AA fe. 
Another, a. 5. ft. #2. 55 

son, HA, Hy A : thos one, RA fy. 7+ 
IGE, Bi vg"BE; another day, FA A. tt A. ve A. 
FA.RA. AOA. BA: another affair, Fi 

Fe: another (different) affair, A [BZ FE: 
to be of another mind, #1 Aaj; another yet ? 
— 4S REC BR); one with another, fajH#; three 
days one after another, $f = A}: one another, 
AAR, PIE. AR: another look, FRAY; another 
place, 5] H: to remove (or move) to another 

place, $i Hi) mz. 
Anotta, n. E40 FA. 
Ansated. a. Having a handle, #49; taking hold 

of the handle, F&(E 7s EAR. 
Anser, n. $f. 
Anserine, a. Ang ye NK : pertaining to the an- 

sers, 8 REWE ; uneven, AZ. 
Anson’s Bay, n. JI[ 8 $4. 
Answer, v. t. or i. To reply, 2, Y4¥. A. ARE. 

ARE BY. Dal ak. AS GE. IGT BH. UB BE. ME: to reply 
quickly, ME 3H. SSE : to respond, BA, Re, HE: 
to answer in the affirmative, RE a: to answer 
the purpose, = ys, & viet A fii. * Ak. ii HH. 
we; to fall in with ier s views, 94 RE. NEB : to 
answer for another, i@2 5H. (USAR. TAR RR. 
4; to answer a bill of exchange (to honour 
a draft), FH 72 ; to succeed, Ae HE: to answer one’s 
expectation, 3". ZRTE. PRGA; to answer a let- 
ter, #5{2; |]; to answer a fault, HA. 

Answer, n. A reply, [ol a&. [al @; to give an 
answer in writing, ‘6% [ol . 4 (z. [el{zZ- [lAL. 
jal 2, 76 # ; to eae an answer (used in very 
polite language), 7 [alaz; to expect an answer, 
RIE st. te (Gl FF: 6 wait for an answer, & f& 
Jal 3%; to wait for a verbal answer, F(R [al ax : 
an answer from the emperor, #€ 7f: to receive 

His Majesty’s pleasure, 7 FF. 
Answerable, a. To be accountable for, AR RUE. Sz 
FE. SS AS. AR A. 3 AL: he is accountable 
for everything, #% Bf #8 4 HE Fl: he must bear 
the consequences, Bf #5 Jyt fly. BATA BIE. Tf FF: 
4. ft. RR. {KA : suitable, & FA: correspond- 
ing, @ 3h. fr ’et: suited, 3F. Ai JA. Yer: one 

* ROMA, 

5 3. HAS: Brnether per- | 

CAL) 

| Answerableness, n. 

| Antelope, n. 

“ANT 

who | is answerable, Da ad 

LA ZAG. BRR Z BEE, 
TR FRB {FR : pairerandent, Ar sk. & JA. te 

Answerer, n. 4% #%, [lsh #; one who gives an 
answer in writing, '€% [a] = Hy. 

Ant. n. BE; the white ant, GRE; the black ant, 
ee: the large red spotted ant, Wg, Ayo 
winged ants, F€aE. BRE. BY: a large species of 
ants, BENE. HERE; the small red ant, Bae ; 
as humerous as ants (said of banditti), Ee BE 

an ant-hill, BES. BEF: ant’s egos, Be. HE FE. 

HEI: the ant queen, KER. 
Ant-eater, n. Sealy manis or pangolin, 32 yy FB. 
Antagonist. n. AY. Gite. Shi. WE. BOA. TL Ae. 

Antagonistic, a. Contending against men, AYA 
We. HY fry ; antagonistic (applied to the nature 

of things). 3 ; mutually antagonistic, ARK. 
Antalgic, a. See Anodyne. 

| Antaphrodisiae, a. JARGR A. TK AS- 
Antaphrodisiac, n. Medicine that lessens the 

venerial appetite, JARSK 77 BH. AK 7 BK. 
Antaretic, a. 7 Ri; the antaretie circle. 7 FEB, 

TAAL. 1 Bea E- 
Ante, prep. Before in place, Rf; in front, Tig Hf; 

opposite, 341i ; before in time. 3, Hf. 

Antecede, v.t. To precede, 4¢ #7. WHFT, WIFE, 26 

Ses8. HTB. 
Antecedence, n. The act of going before in time, 

KTH, HALE. WH. HE. 
Antecedent, a. or n. Prior, 4247 4. HATH. FZ 

WK. BE. HR. BPA; his antecedents, ft” 
BA. (2c. tte 2% UIE FA; riches and 
honour have their antecedents, "a #7 Al A- 

Antecessor, n. A leader, 465]; a princ ipal, (4H 
SCR. FF. APSE: a predecessor in office, Aj fF 
#@; the antecessor of a property, 3222 aE. 

Ante-chamber, n. BAj#; the waiting chamber in 
Chinese offices, where the visitor presents his 
card, 92% a front chamber, Wij FE. FEMS: a side 
chamber, as in Chinese establishments, (# &, {fi 
Re. (ESS, AEE: ante-chambers in Chinese es- 
tablishments, Fae. ig his. FAURE. 

Ante-chapel, n. PI %- 
Antedate, n. A date prior to another, fi ¥- 

Antedate, v.#. To date before the true time, BAe 

hw ; to anticipate, JER. 
Antediluvian, a. #k\¢2% 36 : antediluvian age, ZlE 

ofc SEA. UE ak A. 
Antediluvian, n. WpHeykZ% A. 

Pigmy deer, BE. fF; antelope gut- 

F 
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turosa, #¥2: general names for antelope, #} 
2, #82e : horns of antelope, BE FF, #}26 16. | 

Ante-meridian (A. M.), a. 4. ES, EF. 

Antemetie, n. ji Mpa. jE HEF. 

Antemundane, a. Ki 756. FERC HH. 
Antenne, n. pl. Feelers of insects, $4, Ia. 
Antepast, ». Something taken before the proper 

time, FEE. FR: foretaste, FASE BH. 
Antepenult, n. The Jast syllable of a word except 

two, SRB ZBE. 
Antedone, v.t. &7E46 fil. ELZE A JA; to place one 

thing before another, 4& fH Af. | 
Anterior, a. Before in time, fi3¢, 364. FER: an- | 

terior to, SEAR. FASE ; anterior view. JEM. 
Anterior Tibet, n. Big. 
Anteriority, n. 364. fH3€, JEM. 

Anteroom, ». The waiting room in an official 
residence, 2 Fe. 

Antes, n. pl. Pilasters, sqnare projections attached 
toa wall, [a] 272)i§ ; a column of pillars, —##€ ; 
the first line of vines, #j4j EJ Z wil #7 B- 

Ante-stomach,* n. Wij fg - 
Anthelmintic, n. 5 ya, Reha. | 
Anthem, n. A sacred tune, 32 5}. #8 i _E Hi 7 BF: | 

a hymn sung in alternate parts, 38 #4 4 3% HE 

cies | 
Anthemis, n. The Roman camomile, 2 4j4E 

Anthology. n. A collection of flowers, $&}E7E 2%; 

a collection of beautiful passages from authors, 
%y Be 4G FH: 1 the Greek church, a collection of 
devotions, ji a0] FE Fh. 

Anthora, n. BA. 
Anthracite. n. A hard mineral coal, 4 ye. 
Anthrax, n. Carbunele (sore), 3g€Jf ; a precious 

stone, 7¥ AAYK. 

Anthropological, a. According to human manner | 
of speaking, { Ast: pertaining to anthropolo- | 

SY. Wi nea Sy SEL at Sy it SET. 
Anthropology, n. A discourse upon human nature, 

& f2 Eaw@ ; the doctrine of the structure of the | 
human body, & Fy i#aw ; the natural history of | 
the human species, #§ JV ai. 

Anthropomaney. n. Divination by inspecting the | 
entrails of a human being, I, Ay. | 

Anthropopathy, ». The affections of man, JA. }§ ; | 

the application of human passions to the Su- | 

acl Being, Lairty Ai Zee. DN is Si SE 
“it 

* TGR pA EN AZ. 

Anthropophagi, n. pl. RA#. 
Anthropophagous, a. & A py Bi, ABE. 
Anti, prep. Against, fi. ie. 2. #£: im place of, 

ft. 
Antibilious, a. Curing or counteracting bilious 

complaints. 2 JR AE 7 Fy. 
Antie, a. O1d fashioned, A. All. HEA. GE 

#2; odd. APE. WEAF: so odd or strange! Phy 

PE, ILA ZS. bere. BEWE: fantastic, (ESE, 
He (ME. 

Antic, n. A buffoon, ge lS. we PE. GRE A. AE 

#F : odd appearance. fantastic figures, GEE Ze. 

He A EASE. WES 2. We, WE. 
_ Antic, v.t. To make antic, i PEAY. 
Antichamber, n. See Ante-chamber. 
Antichrist. n. iy Fees #. 
Antichristian, n. Syste &. WOE ZA. 
Antichristian. a. SEES. SS 2 SE. 
Antichristianity, n. #304338. Ik SZ 3B. 

HO 238. 
Anticipate, v.t. To take before another, 36 Kf, 
FAR. Fig HE ; to act before another, 36 fix. FEAR; 
to have a previous impression of something 
future, Mf i: to have a presentiment, 7§ 5E 5¢ 
BL. FHSENE RS; to conceive previously, FA5E#F 
FE: what Lanticipated, AH} pF RE: who would 
have anticipated that? #£#}:; I did not antici- 

pate that, BME), She fh, KARR. RAB, 
48 AF ; to make previous arrangements, #4 
fii. FABs: to anticipate with certainty, WB; 
why should we anticipate our sorrows ? fij 3g 4 

Fey. 
| Anticipated, pp. Taken before, JEYRi& : foreseen, 

Fa, FA-BiS. FASE RA : conceived by present- 
iment, FASENS Bs. 

Anticipation, n. The taking beforehand, JERK ; 
slight previous impression, fa&3¢ 5248, NA Bk. FH 
SNES ZS: foresight, FAL. FE: by antici- 
pation, #56. 

Antiely, adv. In an antic manner, f73eRE: with 
fanciful appearance, APEZ RH: oddly, FHS 
#. 

| Anticontagious, a. Destroying or opposing conta- | : a : t=) 

cron, SW aRas H. PRIRIE MS. BRA 2 90. 
Antidotal, a. Beveyy. SRI. WRENS. BS DRE 

2H. 
Antidote, n. RRS 2 BH. TE 2 Hl. Ue HE WZ BR 

antidote of sorrow, }}3E77, fe SEAT - 
| Antifanatic, n. An opposer of fanaticism, RYZE RK 

#5; a tolerant person, TLAGEA #- 
Antifebrile, a. B&SQnE fg. RHE; antifebrile me- 
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dicine, BERRI. HACHEM. 
Antilithic, n. A remedy against stone in the blad- 

dor, BR EDIK 2 2 | 
Antilithic, a. Tending to prevent the formation of | 

stone in the bladder, jk WERE AZ . 

Antilogy, n. BAH. KML i. 
Antimacassar, n. BR YER Mh - 
Aatimason, n. One opposed to masonry, ene 
Antimasonie, a. Opposing freemasonry, cB 

A}. BAB A. 
Antimeter, n. SJE RE f§ 2 #. 
Antiministerial, a. Opposed to the ministry, 3r fa 
A. HCE: opposed to the government, HRs 

(5. ARE. ERE 
Antimenarchical, a. Opposed to monarchy, 754% 
=E CAS; that opposes a kingly government, 

RERALE. 
Antimonarchist, n. An enemy to monarchy, YE 

BEL. 
Antimony, n. 2 $i BEJE @2 %). 
Antimoralist, x. An opposer of morality, 

ZN, MATER. 
Antinomian, n. #7EZ A, WMIEK. 
Antinomy, ». A contradiction between two laws, 

PAN. akan a. 
Anti-papal, a. Opposing popery, FLERE BA, 

KEG. 
Anti-papistic, a. Opposed to papacy, JERE AA. 

REGIME. ani 
Antipatietic, Antipathetical, a. Constitutional 

aversion toa thing, {yak AS. JERBE AS: very averse 
to, AF ARIE. | 

Antipathy, x. Aversion, JiR HE, #35. ARSE. GRE. 
ie, HE38. ANG; to get an aversion to, ZEAE; to | 
avoid people's dislike, jhe; petty dislikes, a. | 
ie; repugnance, fi BE. 

Anti-phlogistic, a. Counteracting preternatural 
heat, $2#E(1y; anti-phlogistic medicine, px 
fig2 ; anti-phlogistic treatment, 7A Z i. 

Antiphonal, a. Pertaining to alternate singing, 

VENA AH. MAVENS. 
Antiphonal, x. A book of antiphones or anthems, 

HOES Ze. VE eZ. : 
Antiphrasis, n. The use of words in a sense opposite 

to their proper meaning, \QIE iol. iol et | 

Ke: [4a h a8. 
Antipodal, a. Pertaining to the antipodes, [i JHB 
Antipode, n.: pl. Antipodes, Ji Ke 40 Sta. 2p RE 

SHEE. HERA. Emmsé. He: 
they are antipodes, HK PeAHHE : at antipodes, HE 

Antipoison, n. KU. [3e. | 

ets 

Anti- pope, n. One W ho usurps the papal power, {5 

RAE. 
Antiquarian, a. 44, fi ; an antiquarian shop, 

Gyoah. GAR: an antiquarian shop where 
old and rare books can be got, #4 we BAR. 

Antiquarian, n. See Antiquary. 
Antiquary, 2. One who studies into the history of 

ancient things, 44 ZA. faa ZA; a lover of 
antiquity, #7 FE. 

Antiquate, v. t. To make old, Jk gh. 
Antiquated, pp. or a. Zr: obsolete, es Hh. 

| Antique, a. Old, Are. Hey, ARE, EAS ; 
old-fashioned, +f JaUPE, lal Ay; odd, aE, 

#2; rare (as curious), Ge. 4 a- 

Antique, n. Fg. 

LE 

Antiquity, n. GFE ; high antiquity, EGE 
{iE ; the time of Wan Wang, about 1100 B.C., FB 
ty ; the time of Confucius, P & : remains of an- 

tiquity, Gif, Aga. 
| Antirevolutionary, a. Opposed to a revolution, Fg 

{E BLAJ ; Opposed to a change in the form of a 

government, J 4 BLAZ- 
Antireyolutionist, n. (E@LH: VEGEC#.- 

| Antiscorbutic, Antiscorbutical, a. #4 JEL Ay; coun- 

teracting scurvy, JEJRAY- 
Anti-scriptural, a. Not accordant with the Sacred 

Scriptures, Ar FEB, AA BE. 

Antiseptic, a. Counteracting a putrescent tenden- 

cys ALI HIAG. 
Antiseptic, ». A medicine which resists putrefac- 

tion, JE (E BIR Be. 
Sane Slageny n. Opposition to slavery, Hef Sw 

25, Hise UR ZO. [ fig. 
Nea a. Resisting convulsion, JEIH ffi 
Antispasmodig, n. IEA Ze. 
Antitheism, n. A fe Fi Loe 2 

Antithe ‘SIS, 1. dha, I Hii‘al. Ka. ak. 

Antithetical, a. 3} Bk. #4 34 fry; abounding with 
antithesis, as IVa. 

_ Anti-trinitarian, n. Afs LBR=EM—HA #H. 3 

LAREN HE. 
Antiyenerial, a. Resisting venerial poison, JE JffFF 

Zale. BRIT. 
Antler, n. A branch of a horn of the cervine an- 

imals, #4 3% ‘f 2. EIG. WES. 
Antonomasia, n. (LiF F. as:—he is a Wa to, 

fit HL aePE. i. ce. a celebrated physician; the use 
of the name of an office for the true name of the 

person, (EE GTI. 
Antre, n. A cavern, ji). jd. FR. 

“Anus, n. CPS, PE HPT, ASO. BEAR, 
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FY. Ja; anus of a shor se, ie ere P4. 

Anvil, n. $886. ADE GF. Gk. $y SRE 
Anxiety, n. Solicitude, HME. Photh. BES. BIR. BE 

WD. Both ; disquietude, 7 fF ; uneasiness, ie BS, 

Ress, (Ew, (ESE, ER; great anxiety, hfe, 

HE. pet. HB. WE SE SAH 
44 Zé [#J; constant anxiety, # WE th Bp Hh: to 

manifest great anxiety about a person, HAZ 

Bi, } 
Anxious, a. Solicitous, 3 J. Bhat. Bp xs. fF BB. 

Se a ee ae Oe 
1D. KG. ROD, BGAAL Bao He. BE 
MOI: very anxious, #e¥h; do not be too anx- 
ious, AB ToS. 

Anxiously, adv. #8; anxiously longing for, Oe 'B, 
#82; anxiously thinking about, #§ 4. iB, 
y | i AB. | 

Anxiousness, n. Great solicitude, BPpE. 
Any, a. One, indefinitely, — ff, (A AL, A pnt fn A ; 

any one (person), Ay aR x (A. As ae fo] NV. Ay diy 

sie. RASHID IL DE JN EE She I SAE 
We 5m 3% (1. As Sig BE JV; is there any hope? 
5 Be BE). HR VAE ; have you any ? fp 
ae (4g a; not any, —7S#pHE; any body, 
A itt fe] J; any place, Ay ang (nf KZ; in any place, 
4§)H ; above any thing, f4—; not any one, 4% 
—7>; anywhere, Me aR 7 Be. As Hy {oy BE; will 
you go any further? (pag fyi ASIE ; have you 
any more to say? (a A Be ah EWE ; without | 
any more ado, Ql J, Ay wr B Es is any body | 
here? 47 J\ fe UE, Af APR HEE; I do not | 
want any thing, -Y BF Api Be. Be RMe BE. HE 
PEW Pa Ah BET s any time, Ady fay. HR. 

Any-how, adv. Gi Ay. AG AS. 
Aorta, n. The great artery, #4 RAS. | 
Apace, adv. With a quick pace, & fy, Tr 4 tk: 

45 fi ok gi AE fs 1: speedy, lastly. He. ph, 

rete ae eee OBE. sek IH. Tal BA 

FS] AB. PR PAL FG s. Be B : to lay apart, fe HE; 
to set apart (as a person for an office), #EzE ; to 
dwell apart, Pp. 5. HWE. BIB: aside, F 
35, (Ui, FEM; every one apart, YeYe; not far 
apart, BE A. jag; place these apart, #38 7E i Ae: 
unable to pull apart, Pray. Pp Aw. Hr ABA. 

Apartment, n. A room ina building. 5 FE], HF; 
— EH] : a dwelling, ‘3, 4; official residences | 
(apartments for distinguished and high ofli- 

cials), $2 #7; large apartment, Fg HM; apart- | 

ments of a Tsin sz, #6 —-¢ #; a private apart- 
ments, #,'#; a sleeping apartment, Jal RR. | 

| Ape, n. A tailless monkey, 

_Apertion, x. The act of opening, By ; 

2, AR, lies; a female apartment, BAR. EY 

[3], SES. BREN. PAU. GA. 2c ARES. Py ae 
side apartments (apartments in the two wings 
of the official residences or of those of the rich), 
hié. HE. WG; apartments for a guest, Ae Hs ; 
apartments for officials and their families, when 

out of office or waiting for their departure, Z 

ft 
Apathetic, Apathetical, a. Void of feeling, 4p: 

Tis, MG tis 9. EET. A BE AY. 0 ABR HR. 
= 

Apathy, n. Want of ppt Ane PE Ne, a fi FF. 

tis. WT. “OR. BOG. A Bo. Ae i. BE eh 
B. REA. RRA, BOG A. KB 5h 
F tw 

fe. %: general term 
for monkeys, 3%. FR#3. Ae. TH =; the orang- 
outang or chimpanzee, 7 3H; a tricky small 
species of an ape, JRF: a she monkey, Fe HE; 
a mimicker of others, WAN 4. REE Hi. Ms 
FEM, AL ESE AE: one ape imitates the other 
(said of children ), A MBS Sm Hy ER. 

Apepsy, n. Indigestion, RB Ai. BHAA, Jig 

BerSSiM. 220 HAE. 
Aperient, a. ae ied fy. 

Aperient, n. A laxative medicine, Peay 7 Bk, 

BUSH, INA. (ETEK. 
Apert, a. Open, undisguised, ZV. 

the state of 
being opened, Bf f ;a gap, or pass in a mount- 
ain, [Ly]ly. 

Aperture, n. An opening or hole, 38, Jl, OH. $, 

SEO; a cleft, BR. WEAR. He. BE LMR. BRE: am 
aperture in clothes, 2298. me tL ZZ fIR; a little 
vent inadress, QHE, Bex. BIS; not one aper- 
ture open (a dull stupid fellow), — @% Ar 3h ; 
unable to open one of his apertures (one who 
cannot be made to understand), #40 BA ae: a 
sage has seyen apertures (in his heart ), A 

ERE. 
Apeum graveolens, n. ‘3 $i. ESAK. 
Apex, n. The summit of anything, JA, JA SH, #4 

JA. iia JA; the summit ofa mountain, [YJA. qy 
ig; the summit (or apex) of a range of mount- 

ains, 22 He Mk: the summit (metonymy). fi Fp: 
2 Bi, PRE ; the apex of a tree, PPP. Asp. Hy 

Ti. #. 
Aphanesite, n. A copper ore, i fifi. 
Aphelandra aristata, n. 43€ J. 
Aphelion, ». That point of a planet's orbit, which 

is most distant from the sun, Ty SABE A iste, 

he 
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Aphony, n. A loss of voice, Ye =. WES. iy UE ; 
dumbness, Ji. 

Aphorism, n. Eevee DI TZ. BE; saying, 
maxim, (8%, pent. KER. HS. plat. 

Aphoristic, Aphoristical, a. #a#. 36%, BS. 

Aphrodisiac, n. A provocative to venery, E054, 

dik Hi SE il FS BE. al HH BK. OG BE. EG HE: 
aphrodisiac pills, H£63 AL 

Aphrodite, n. A name of Venus, ti & EE ih Y : 
Aphrodite in China, 4 4E #5 pz. 

Aphthous, a. Pertaining to thrush, [ ARN RE. 
Apiary, n. 38S Re. 
Apiastrum, n. A kind of mint, ive. 
Apiece, adv. 4g:—. $9. {f| ; to each one apiece, 
AH; a cash apiece, —%—{f. 

Apis, n. An ox worshipped in ancient Egypt. — 

Sk 

Ly 

AY: 

AR ol 
Apish, a. Affected, $% 47: 

GATT. Keieie fe. mene fa A 28: servile. nega ; 
imitating others, BAA. FESR A. (ECE. 

uo> | 

with apish GOMINESy 

Apishly, adv. Foppishly. if FR ES. me SRE: ser- 

vilely, a4 | 
Apishness, 2. ag DU AE TE Mg ; * affected- 

ness, $6 FF, ihty. 
Apitpat, adv. jie. 
Apocalypse, n. Revelation, Fee, Bk, KE He. 

=} Hj; name of the last book in the Sacred Scrip- 

ture, HEROK a %. 
Apocalyptic, Apocalyptical, «. Pertaining to re- 

velation, i RE. 
Apoerypha, n. Books that are not canonical, Ax 
ZS, Zh 4X ; books excluded from the chris- | 
tian canon, Ar A 32 x % B; books opposed to 
the Sacred Scripture, AGA YH. BIER 
A 

Apoeryphal, a. Not canonical, A#E AY. WARES: 
false, a. (Ex fe. (FE ; fictitious, 3g AE; doubt- | 

ful, 9 5 (0. 
Apodictic, Apodictical, a. eee beyond con- 

tradiction, fry RE Ay, HEE Ag sc 

Wd it. 
Ae otistically. adv. WERE. HER. WERE BS ES. FETE. 

Tie. 

learly proving, FF | 

Apogee, n. That point in the orbit of a planet, | 
which isat the greatest distance from the earth, 

Hic tes BA 
Apollo. n. pan %. 

Apologer, n. See Apologist. 
Apologetic, Apologetical, a. Defending hy words | 

* An expression wee in women aren quarreling 
each other. 

Ww ih | 
| 

or arguments, HES. HEEd. FLW G : excusing, 

oft Liss ISTH. TERM - 
Apologist, n. One who makes an apology, 72h 

AG. ne ti PE. AG tif HK : one who speaks in defense 
of another, (& ABET. BV ak te. Fuse A. 

Apologize, rv. 7. To make an apology, sei. BF. 

AR i. ART. mo Ta: Bt BE, WR BE RE WRAGSE ; 

to make exeuse for (to decline), HEME, HEFE. FE 

Git. HEE. HED. GPL. ALBA HED. BRE. 
Apologue, vn. A moral fable, Weep, We. 
Apology, n. An excuse, ai ti. tl. Re. RUB ; 

excuse, Henk, HE GE: a written defense, HERS. HE 
A. dian, A ZH ; a defense of a case in court 
or of other differences, Jp %. KA. YMG Fe. 

WC. BR. 
Apophithe, om, Apothegm, n. A remarkable say- 

ing, FA: ZAZE: a short, instructive re- 
mark, 3858, Bes aie 

Apoplectic, pple on a. FEHB AS. Ha 67 

Apoplexy, n. -lgl. Mla. Ja; paralysis (as a 
consequence of a stroke of apoplexy), Fi FE. Ix, 
FE; partial paralysis, 4A APR; a stroke of 
apoplexy, Hs: apoplexy from effusion of blood, 
ASS i Es Hl serous apoplexy, Agta\¢rahil; a fit of 
apoplexy, + 6 Bx Se 

Apostasy, n. 75%. ${3, RH FRE. 
Apostate, n. A ereraG) BHA. BEB. RK 

WEN. 
Apostate, a. Traitorous, &F, &F it, BIC. 
Apostatize, v.72. To abandon one’s religion, #§% 
fa. BRZE Ze. BeBe ; to abandon one’s pro- 
fession, if£1L ASE. 

Apostemate, v. 7. 7B FR, ZENE. 
Apostle, n. A disciple of Christ, #32, (Zé, = 
fE ; one commissioned to preach the Gospel. & 
ii 4, 34 ; a2 person deputed to execute 
some important business, j§#, 2 #. 

Apostleship, n. 92337 Hk. 

Apostlic, Apostolical, a. Relating to the apostles, 

BES A. ESA. SSM: agreeing with the 
doctrine of the apostles, @ B24 Z Hk, # TE Fk. 

Apostrophe, * n. The addressing one who is dead 
or absent, # sea ag ; the contraction or ommis- 
sion mark, 2 Z HEU SEZ HE ; the apostrophe 
is the inverted character (‘) and written (’), #f 

TLE EMAL) FBI) FMB. 
Apostrophize, v.i. To address by apostrophe, }§ 

@RBA aw; to mark the omission of a letter, Lf 

FS SF 

3 SHURA TCHS, PEE A TURP, HARE RTE Ha 
BIS Spostrophe, 

ie 
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Apotheeary, n. Bp #eM ae. b¥ ae a ‘Weg. He Bh 
> one who practices pharmacy, Hae py a ; one 
who sells drugs, i 4s #4. BeAHIEZAE ; an apo- | 
theeary’s shop, * 4% Af Fi. 4% Af Rs a place 
where drugs are prepared, 32 shh af Fe. 

Apothegm, n. See Apophthegm. 
Apotome, Apotomy, n. The difference hetween two 

incommensurable quantities, or which are com- 

mensurable only in power, Ff. 
Appall, xv. ¢. To terrify, 220i, 3 UR. FEE. BE, 

MEL PiU AE LY ABTS. FES SER AK. | 
Pe Bi) 5d £4, eB Fe MAK, BNE te SES, 7D - 

Appalling, ppr. Depressing with fear, AURA, 2 
ZUM (Vj ; IMmpressing with fear, BY Wh. By HE. By BR. 

Appallment, ». Depression occasioned by fear, 22% 

Appanage, n. (asi. 
Apparatus, n.; pl. Apparatuses, #2 AL, #3 Ill. a 

JH. HEB; a set of instruments, — fi] # A 
tools, instruments, furniture, &e. are generally 
called 3¢ ft (also written 43 {t), HEE, HAA. Fe 
A, ; instruments of war, ZAK. Be [. GLA ; me- 
chanical apparatus, fe gs. 

Apparel, n. Dress, Jet. £e¥e. 29h, SWZ. 
Apparel, v.t. ‘To dress, 35 Zee, SEAENR ; to adorn | 

oh dress, 5 HESS, He, Ak fH, AER, AEST 
i: 

Apparent, a. Visible, FRA, ABBA, #387, BAY, IB 

i, BOR EL, BEL WL, BP 
SLGH, WSL. BAYA; heir apparent to the crown 
of an empire, 7e-F ; 

LEE EB. 
Apparently, adv. Evidently, BAYS, RAG, AAA, 
alg the statements are evidently se 

tht, BGR bl AE ; seemingly, KEW. 1 
WL, WA. te 8, 101185, DASE, ER 5 baci 
ly true, but realiy wrong, {LJ 4 jij JE; apparent- 
ly very clever, (Ay (L245. 

Apparition, n. A ghost, 5, Hk. wt ib. BREE. We 

MB PE BK FR, T | )68, BRU: weit SLSR, Ste. PAL 
BREA T Wa ft Ba, t BES. BBL; a visible 

object, Syy. HESL ZAM, Base ; a vision, BS]. 
Apparitor, n. He, fixe. 
Appeal, v. 7. or ¢. To refer toa superior or supreme | 

wT. Foreigners who wish to dispose of foreign or to pur- 
chase native ‘drugs on a large scale, should alwe ays use this 
term. 
+ These forebode evil. t These two forebode luck. 
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heir apparent to the crown | 
of a kingdom, {ik -¥- ; the ways of Providence are | 
apparent, F#y BAGH; in times of national ca- | 
lamity, the faithful statesman is apparent, [a 

ae | 

PE, 

* Those who deal in drugs on a large scale are called 3% 

) APP 

court, EPs, £45. eae, Bor. tb ES. EE 

otk, tk wl if “BLE. EE wy ffir PAE 
#1, MiP: to refer to another for the decision of 

a question, Zip. Mar. Pare appeal in writ- 

ing, $£ Ga) -Thae]. 4.12 ; 1 appeal to your feelings, -tY os ? 

YEH; 10 appeal again and again, Fp= FEAR HE 
Ae 

Appeal v.t. To charge with a crime, 4&4. 
Appeal. n. The removal of a cause of suit from an 

inferior to a higher tribunal, LH: ; to Bae a 
summons to answer a charge, #2, 2, Hiss, 
HI@s sa very urgent summons Gaer written, but 

being a longitudinal board with the following 
characters on), WEIAZS; an appeal to arms or 

force, fe He tk, HI Fe PK HERS. BSS ; an appeal to 
the throne, MR. 23 atk. 

| Appealable, a. ‘That may be removed to a higher 
tribunal for decision, BJ _[#. 

Appealed, pp. Removed to a higher court, E# 

i, 138 _E wl ek. 
Appealer, n. EF84§. EPS. 

| Appealing, ppr.or a. Removing a cause toa higher 
tribunal, [ #; referring to another for a de- 

cision, fap ag E- 
Appear, v. i. Lo be visible, #4, #2; to become vi- 

sible, HIB, U3, ESL. Belt. Be BA, 3 BL, BAT, 
if Be. WA 2%. BASS. BAO. BH HI; to appear in 
court (to be tried), 4% A¥, 3) BR, fe 2. BIS; 
required to appear upon 2 trial, $j 3s; to ap- 
pear in court as a lawyer, HP ; to seem, AFL, 

(RW) WIE. REL i. HAKDE ; it appears tome, 
J% fie ; (hey appear bad (as provisions), 4 (38; 
to appear to comply, jAj#F ; to appear in public, 
Hl FETE AL; to appear in print (to become an 
author), Hf; to appear to be printed, Ff) jf; it 

will app ar by what follows, @#%, HARI, 
SUP #8. 1 AEE ; to appear betore God, $i 3) E 
ae 2M fill; an angel pie to him in a 
dream. JK {ii 2% res Fl JS iy 5 to appear in one’s 
original form, * eae LLL AGAR; ; appears 
ood, (LF ME AF ; Le appears to be ill, BILL PEI 5 
it appears to me that the price will go up soon, 

DaM As Aah 1 
Appearance, n. Coming to light, Hi 35k, #é ; personal 

appearance, 2808, TEE. TEAK ARI #8 Be A, 
“si JERS ; exhibition of the Pe TAK ; 
appearance of a persou’s habits, #2HE. WEE. = 
Z ; a commanding appearance, tee the 

* An expression used on the stage, when a fox, aha: 
| haying been transformed into a beautiful female, assumes 

its original form. ‘The term is also applied to men. 
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appearance of one’s countenance (colour of the 
face), if, a. aH. HK ; outward appear- 
ance, Shei, AhAet, HERE: the appearance (state) 
of an affair, Ht, JES. FE HIE. TED ; the ap- 
pearance of things, 3634; 2 good appearance, 

BEE 561 kf ; appearance of a landscape. JER, 
Ht. He; to make one’s first appearance on 
the stage, # H}#E; to enter into a bond for ap- 
pearance, (RGA, WRIA ; a fair appearance, 
UF if H; to all outward appearances, he is 

wrong, MAD Zesi. SL SUA 
$4% >a frightened appearance, UE Y f, in Tt 
HEF ; a dignified and fine appearance, AYRE. 

Appeared, pp. HE #A3% ; his original shape appear- 

ed, JIE HE. 
Appearing, ppr. Coming to light, #ewl, Hie ; 

seeming, as if, An2. HEU (ROL TEL 0b. 
RE. oy ; appearing like a dream, 4 (L] HAS, 

Gite 
Appeasable, a. =e may be quieted. Ze By fry, Hy et. 

BY fy 22 Rk 
Appeasableness, n. FY $y Fi #- 
Appease, v. t. To reduce toa state of peace. 2B, ZR 

Al. EY, FRE Z, le AEM. BIE A: to 
conciliate, Bey, WRAY. WAL. aE. wi UZ, BR. 
A, PME ALA 
ie FE; to appease one’s wrath, BR. EAS, P 4K, 
Pk YH, TP 3%; to appease one’s hunger, JA ft, 

Hi 

Appeased, pp. Allowed one’s self to be, #y/eh, #4 

eee ; reduced toa state of peace, #2, ZT, 

ee n. The state of being in peace, ZB | 
Fy ; the act of appeasing, YF. WA. Hen. 

Appeaser, n. Consoler, 2 2t48 ; pacifier, ¥) Fn 4%. 

ADH. 
Appeasing, ppr. Quieting, as medicine, Jk. 
Appellant, x. One who appeals to a higher court, 
_E#8# ; one who prosecutes another fora crime, 

MAS, [isl BVP, AT ES PME 
PEA. 

Appellate, a. Pertaining to appeals, f]_ Fs. 
Appellation. n. Name, #% ; style, =; title, gB ; the 

ruling title, p92; designation, FPF; ten thou- | 
sand years is an appellation of the emperor, ¥% 

TRF: Ft ip 
Appellative, * n. £§%. 
Appellatively, adv. 44%, EIR ZT. 

* AA PRL ABR appellative noun HPA 

BFA ZA, MG FRA. 

to soothe, #2 et, yet. BH fe. | 

a challenger, | 

| Applause, n. A shout of approbation, 1h 

nation n. The defendant of an appeal, aya. 
Appellor, n. [| #84. 
Append, v.t. To hang or attach to, as by a string 

so that the thing is suspended, #RH. Hh F ; to 

attach to, asa seal, BF: to attach at the end, 

SURE. UE 4E)E. ARIE SHEE ; to attach. as by 
a string: BREE ; to append, as to an account, Hp 
PE SE. HATE. fi _E ; to append to the girdle or 
dress, ft AIK. 

Appendage, ». Something added to a principal 

thing, MWA. SeFe. rei Zz Hf : an appendage 
to a girdle or dress, IK; an appendage to a 
cap, hat, &e.. Biff : useless appendages. Pfft. 

Appendant, a. Annexed, ff sat, J ff. BY ee PTE 
belonging to, IR. 

Appending. ue Annexing. PASH. FR. BAIR. 
Appendix, . : pl. Append xesi0r eee 

supplement, HAG. @iit. Ai. BAL HE 

SAIS. GE wun ae 
Appertain, v.t. To belong to, AB, Ft BR. BAB. FF 

YE. $42: it appertains to him, #44. FEM. 
BEE: Hi dnes not appertain to me, ARE BA YE Hil FR - 

Appertaining. ppr. Belonging to, fg, BY: belong- 
ing to him. f4(B GE, BH ft. 

Appertenanice, n. See Appurtenance. 
Appetence, Appetency. ». Carnal desire, 29.42, 

fE. BRR. RAE. 08, WERE, RE. THRE, THE. 
fafJA ; the natural inclination of the brute crea- 

tion to perform certain actions, ARR. AZ 

Appetible, a. HEA, JE er. BY AB. BY AK. 
Appetite, n. The natural desire of pleasure or 

oood., 4. H+: a desire of food, 4-5 1. JAA. 3 

FI; hunger, LQ. EMR. ALLE. Bee. BAA. It 
FPG ; a craving fora ee dish or sensual 
eratification, JRA, JME. JERE. (ii Jee TERK. FE 
HE > a craving for brandy, ae. sensual appe- 

tite, FL8K, BERK. FSR. va. Ck. A. AR. 
YREK sa desire for (is chiefly expressed by). ae 
the thing desired, Hy #k ; no appetite, EAR 

We Fe ge AE FS TD. Fae kf, SE to excite 
an appetite, Bil. Hake te xz. 5 H aE: an ap- 
petite of praise, Fee ee (Fe. FEZ. TE ES HE ; to he 

impelled by appetite. si Sa Br (Hi. 
Appland, v.t. Wh #2. $4sF. Bee. HR. SSE. oH 

Se, GAA. BRE. FEE; to praise one’s self, a 

Ad. ARR. ESKER. A, — 
e. Ze 

“ 

ARE Aas; great applause, PR AIA. aney, 

Applausive, a. Applauding, WA FZ fry; an app auaive 
song, SEZ. 
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Apple. n. Fresh apple, FRY, HAT: dried apple, 
# 2A Hi; the apple of the eye, the pupil, ##F. | 

ARER. 
Apple-pie. n. 2B ii $f. 
Apple-tart, n. 2B jon. 
Apple-tree, 2. 2B 30 fy. 

Apple-woman, n. One who sells apples and other 
kinds of fruit, ¥% 76 3 tig. FRE YU4HE. 

Appliable, a. 4 FA. if FH. 4 FAAS. 
Appliance. n. The act of applying. FA. (FA. 
Applicability, ». & JA. AH. 
Applieable, a. That may he applied, By JA. 75H, 
3 FA: applicable to him, ty Fk fle. BHA Ab. FF 

{E. BME, Fi GAIME. 
Applicableness, n. BY FE 4. BY BAB. 
Applicant. n. PUIG. BRA. sR ZA. 
Application. n. The act of applying as means, FA, | 

(8 FA. RIG HF. ARs fz : application of the | 

mind, 3%. BR. HER. BE. BER; the appli- | 
cation of a sermon, YS. WAR. FFZS : 
to make an application in writing. ‘3 3#3}e ft : 
a novel application, 3 fF : to require appliea- | 

| Appintment n. Decree, 47, 474e. fh, FRAP. FRE tion. BE FA: to require application of strength, 

ARN. BAR. Awd I; the applica- 
tion of a story. fpr 7 BM : 
paultice, 7A mH: he sent an application to his 
master for an increase of his salary, 4B’ {23% 
TR RZ AT; he sent in an application to the 
Union Insurance Company for one share, {5 F 

ESR TELA WAAR Be ZS ad SRA IL. 
Applicative, a. BJ FA. @ JA. FA. Wa. iA. AA 

RE. 
Applied. pp. Applied, as paultice, 7 36 : 

as a doctrine, {4 3 ; applied, as the moral of a 
story, #23 ; applied, as one’s strength. {I} if 
Jj: applied, as one’s mind, FAH. 

Applhier, x. One who puts on, as paultice, AA, YH 
WK. : one who applies a plaster, $y ye He 4H, Fy 
% HH: one who applies a doctrine to the 
circumstances of men, {4 ez. 

Apply, v.t. To lay on, jf. ff, $7. HA: to use for 
a particnlar purpose, #7 JA; to apply colours, 
it. FH: to apply paultice, ya; to apply 

the application of 

applied, | 

ointment, Bis ae. F775 4K ; to refer to him, HF | 
fit, FE) fp: to apply for. 5J&; to apply the mind, 

FA. Bots WB. Bos. He. ARM. I 19 
apply the mind in study, 4, Fj pr. 847 ; to ap- 
ply one’s strength, Hi ie fe¥h: to apply un- 
dividedly, Bf —; to apply the ear, {A EE Ty Fe. 
{ii EF $n 3%; to apply water (as to plants), HEE ; 
to apply the hand, “P=, ff. fff. He. 

Apply, v7. To snit, {E A; to agree, AA RE: 
make request, Bf; to solicit. 38, 397%. ak. = 

7h. 
Applying, ppv. Laying on, ¥, (4, 47. Ha. BA. R- 
Appoggiatura. n. A small note in music. indica- 

ting transition or expression, YE. FBR. 
Appoint, v.t.or 7. To fit, 4; to appoint (as the 
pealeae toan office. $f: to appoint as the people, 
Yl. #2. HF: to appoint a teacher to a Lat oe 
se schoolh GHEZE Fc: to establish, Awe, HIE : 
appoint by agreement, #77. ee. to ae a 
time. %e IH], GE A A]; to appoint each to his re- 
spective duties, HE, Fp4z8. Me. Fhe. We. 
FP RE. HED. YRSEBE: to appoint officers to the 
several corps of troops. PR EFAE. PESEA : to ap- 
point a deputy, 3228: to ordain, BERR. BER 
to order, Hi4}. Hi ap: to appoint a meeting, 7% 

it Re. Wan Bik. 

Appointed, pp. or a. Fixed, 9 3%. 338. jeih. 
je IB : appointed by heaven.  APHK: to be 
ae OLE. FA HR: appointed by sovereign, 

4 fr. BK: the appointed time, Hy. fai. 

32, ar. Hor: to make an appoitnay 7 
to receive an appointment, 7 Wk 4p. Sere RR, 
$f fp; to receive the appointment of chief jus- 
tice, BPR B] gy: by imperial appointment, 
$k Gy : to purchase an appointment, * #4 Wk. 46 
Su RFP: appointment of improper persons, Fy 

HEIETE NK. 
Apportion, v.¢. To divide and assign in just pro- 

portion. 34 9. 343. WRI. FRET. BPA. 
Ai tdi 4 Fa FE Th. 1 4 NY i ; to apportion 
one’s time, SPIRE TL. 

Apportioned, pp. Divided, 43: apportioned in 

equal shares, 28 3p38. J43-38. Iya. 
Apportioning, ppr. 3445p. 
Apportionment. ». Distributing in just propor- 

tions. By Fp %. 
| Appose. v.#. To put questions, ij; to examine, 3 

fy). %. 28 Bl. 
Apposer, n. ane examiner, BASE. BB. 

Apposite. a. Fit, Qe. Pee. A a¥%: well adapted, 
Fe sk, Wes very applicable. 39 i BA, ie, Ke, 
+3} ee ABSA. Wer a NS 

Appositeness, n. Fitness, Ae #, wr ai 

* Officers are classed nd ar two hieadae — How Ww a ner 
purchased their rank or title belong to the $4 #f£, the pur- 
chased class ; those who have obtained their appointments 
by public examination, belong to the £}FAHE, or the merit- 
ed class 
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Apposition, n. Addition, N77 ;* two nouns denot- 

ing the same thing and put in the same case, 

Pipl (oleae ee 
Appraise, v.t. To estimate the worth of. (@{@. 7 

HL. AE. Al. eG. RAR Fee OE. 
- Appraiser, n. One who values. fff 4. (EH. 
Appreciable, a. That may he appreciated, Ty 9 73 

fig; valuable, Hy a, By #. 
Appreciate, v.t. To set a value on, fear . tar, Hx 

H, OH, BoP: to estimate, rif. fal: to ap- 
preciate one’s motives, FI fl, % FE; to appreciate 
kindness, JaG PA. 

Appreciated, pp. Prized, #¢ @. #4 #; he appre- 
ciated his advice, AL Aha ft, 2 Ha]. 

Appreciating, ppr. Setting a value on, @ a. 
Appreciation, n. A setting a value on, apa %. FH 

#¢; a just valuation of, 40-7. 
Apprehend, v.t. To seize, #8. 42, Hf. dij. JL. Ht 

ME, HVE. HOLE. AL CE. IES). PCE. ULE, HE: 
to search and apprehend, #34; to pursue and 
apprehend, £4; to surround and apprehend, | 
le] &; to intercept and apprehend, $4; to 
apprehend thieves, #248; + to conceive in the 
mind, to think, RX#H, fF; to understand, BY gy, 

TH. 
SE ; to seize him, SEB. 

Apprehended, pp. Seized, 48 38. JE 3B. 38. df 

ih, UL. SHG. THEE. HATE. FTE ; to have 
apprehended, Sf]. 235. ERE. 

Apprehender, n. #34 #. 
Apprehending, ppr. Seizing, #f£, 4 4£ ; imagin- 

ing, ff; fearing, tf. 
Apprehensible, a. That may be conceived, Bf AR. 
BE. BYE. 

Apprehension, n. The act of seizing, #4, Fe 
4i, $d 4 ; conception. je BB. BAL: fear, 20 | 
HE, 3 5, [2 2. FL E, 2 1A; uneasiness of 
mind, elf; to be under great apprehensions, 
TOMA. TAG UE. TAS OA Tei, TASB. tA 
BREF. EA SLHE ; according to my apprehen- 

sion, JA Fee bh 

EME. 

SE. HUF, Wet}: to fear, 2H, ZA 

| 

Apprehensive, a. Quick to understand, #27. W@ 
AN. ea: in expectation of evil, HES. HEA, 
GE, PL, oa, AMPS. PRAIA; inclined to 

helieve. fifi H4&- 
Apprehensively, adv. In an apprehensive manner, 

HE, WER. 
Apprehensivencss, n. Readiness to understand, Wf 

AW, HAAR. Hie. AERA. 46 ZAEY > fearfulness. 

Ett. 
Apprentice, n. One who is bound by covenant to 

serve a mechanic with a view to learn his art, 
&e., FE, SE. BEN BH. SA TRE : to fol- 

low a master in a certain profession, 7% fil, & 

il, FE PY. FF fi. 
Apprentice. v. t. #5 fil. FE EI. 

Apprenticeship, x. The time for which an ap- 
prentice is hound to serve his master, Stbip[yse 

di ; the state in which a person is gaining in- 
struction under a master, Sb56 2% hi. 

Apprise, v.t. To inform, 424i. 4:4. a A. 
Apprised, pp. Informed, $2308, 4538. iit. 
Apprising, ppr. Informing, 4% Fil, iG Jal. BE FA. 

itl 40. 
Apprize, v.t. To value. f4f. 71%. 
Apprized. pp. fas (8. jaf. 

to he of quick apprehension, 

* SEZ ad, {HHH Peter the Great, |i] the Great 44 Peter 
Z apposition. 

¢ This term is used by Government officials when they 
are deputed to apprehend thieves or investigate a criminal 
case. 
t $2, 44H, ec. should never be used in the present tense. 

Though there are some teachers who assert that SRI, &e. 
mean, “to seize, ’’ they have hardly any authority to appeal 
to but the common people. It is very desirable that this dis- | 
tinction he made by European scholars. 

Apprizement, a. fff; the rate at which a thing 
is valued. 4 {R. 

Apprizer, n. A person appointed to rate, (Afi #. 

FE BUES. | 
Apprizing, n. The act of valuing under authority, 

Fane 
Approach, v. 7. or t. To come or go near, EYE. JIE: 

FRUE. RSE. EDM. UW. PAE. PLE. Wk. 
ie; to approximate, Pr]. Hi. EDP. IE: 

| to approach Confucius, #8424 ; to approach 
asage, JERI A; to draw near to God. WEE 
Lf; to approach near to the original, [¥ iF 

| 430; do not approach bad people, HE AF yr Jy 
A, By A 58 ; time approaches, Jie A YS dE. IE 
H3gr: to approach (in character and senti- 
ment) the wicked, JE 7% BE J; toapproach death, 
WEE. VE: to cause to approach, tir ; to 

have access carnally, 7A. 
Approach, n. The act of drawing near, WEE. th 

WE; access, as the approach of kings, irKRF 
ZI. We S47; the approach of the enemy, jy 

Be F 3e ; approaches, 7% jE hss; a path leading 
to a house, # ; a covered approach, PEAK. 

Approachable, a. HY EVE. BYE YE : accessible, & 

fH). BY -. FS. 
Approacher, n. REPER. AVE H- 

G 
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Approaching, ppv. or a. Drawing nearer, #3; | Approved. pp. Having the approbation of, ZF, 
to be near or approaching. i@. | Ere. FIC. be. G, x (tt. 

Approachless, a. Ar By HERE. WE EERE. HERE, | Agronomentem : Approbation, lt; to confess a 
fiz 3-71} Fi. | crime and appeal for pardon, @25E Heike. Fai 

Approbate, x. ¢. To express approbation of, #38.) sk; improvement of common lands, fi] xe. 
A U.. Approver, n. One who approves, 4 # # ; one who 

Approbation, x. The act of approving, #§2&. 4 | confesses a crime and accuses another, 7234 39E 
Ig, ae. 7g a Ay EE. WERE; consent. HE. CifE. | LF. 
eae $c oii, MEF: to meet with entire appro- Approving, ppr. or a. Giving approbation, 4% 3, 
bation, ERE. HEB. Tb. EAE | uf HE ; expressing approbation, ##R ; liking, 
to meet with MPDIORNE GEE ae dS: , Fe SE. lish Sees 

Approbator, n. $e se 3. Approximate, a. Near, ff, i. See Proxiimate. 
Appropriahle, a. That may be appropriated, BJ #§ | Approximate, v.t. To cause to approach, ig 3p -Fe 

CJA. Wa Fe (i. BAG. | SIE gi Ue; to advance near. REVEL. WIRE: 
Appropriate, v.t. To set apart for, balan REG.) ier. 

SHE. H¥JE: to appropriate to one’s self, ¥4y | Approximate, v.7. To come near, HE. HEVE- ARE. 
ae io set apart for a certain object, 3¢ FA. beve. Pe. Wear. PYRE. ie. Te R- 
HEBER IB: to appropriate without license, #§ Approximating, ppr. Advancing near, #§- WEE: 

I. 43: to appropriate forcibly, Ee; to ap-| causing to approach, Fe UE. 
propriate a name, fyi. | Approximation, m. Approach, #&. Whe. Mbite. tb 

PERSE ite, a. Most suitable. #F. 4 xt. idids. TA Ue. BI. BLK. WAVE ; communication of disease, 
Hy. fr 4S. Pree. 5 FB, 33 il oy net, cE ay ty ; in arithmetic and algebra, a continued 

Ae. Fy. G 5 an appropriate expression, 38 approach or coming nearer and nearer to a root 

wil or other quantity, without being able, perhaps, 
ge ued, pp. ov a. Fis jf. FERS, FERDIB, HK ever to arrive at it, Bas. iF. 

Hails, Se Wa. | Approximative, a. That approaches, JE. YE. 
Appropriately, adv. 4%, MEH, HER, SB. Appulse, n. The act of striking against, mt dard gy. 

Appropriateness. a. Peculiar fitness, QA. 43k. | Appurtenance, * n. That which belongs to some- 

Appropriation, n. Application toa special purpose, | thing else, A Hy, BRA. VEUK. 

ts alae Se IH: appropriation for one’s | Appurtenant, a. Belonging to, )84, Ei. 
own use, SE 6% GIB. LIS LFA; the appropria- | Apricot, n. Fee. APHE. EEVE. SBE. BABE. fF BE. 

tion of a for the building of ships, 48gR45 | April. n. 4/68 U4 Dee A 47h A 
AG fe JA: the appropriation of funds for the | April-fool, n. 4~U Ag) — AS 2E sp H- [ Bik. 
construction a a fortification, #47858 ApS hy | Apriori, adv. {EE : reasoning apriovi, Rew Z FR 
#2: the money es HS BAER. SHE | Apron, n. EFF: an embroidered silk apron worn 

LGR, SV8EL TR. HHL; to decide on the | — by officers, SPF; a ship's apron, PAPE; the en- 
appropr iation for a spec cp aes t, SHY. | trance platform of adock, AMM} Api ; other 

Appropriator, n. One who appropriates, 4p. | names for apron are [R)¢%. “FEI. HARK. 

£2 28 Hi; one who is possessed of an appropria- | Si. BE. bes Per. 
ted benefice, 35 FE, BET ATE. | Apron-man, n. A mechanic, 7 J\; in China wait- 

Approvable, a. fi hat merits Touran Wf, ing maids are called apron-legged maids, <1) 

Fy aft a | aes n. Fp | KK. 

Approval, n. EGF. HE. FcHe. ME He i | Apropos, ad. wif. 747. 
Approve, v.t. To be Jig ased with, #, 4B, QR. | Apt, a. Fitted to some use, 7 FA. Wt a FA. 

Wes Hat: TREN, FRE FEE. WE: to approve ‘Ft, ER: sau remark, SA. oh Aw ; ae 
of goodness, Be Se : to sanction. as the emperor, eney, He. A Bs apt to get angry, AR Se Rl: FA RK, 

SUE PA. ie. He BACHE ; (0 sanction, asa manda- | AFP. — MEM: apt to get mouldy, Fy AE 
rin, ff 13 LYE. SHE. HESC. fit It do you ap- | BG s-fit or qualified for, ae 74, bs itil &: apt to 

prove my Ce VITAE RAE 545 te: ach, Se LI) Hid, eee te. ‘i Wise oF 3 quick, ie 
Fi Me Pig ; to approve one’s self, 33 77, Axes | FF, ii fe ; apt to get drunk, meia: ; apt to forgive, 

tt ‘ ars mmz aR \ fa ee ses Soparey ances 
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ee, fn fy ; - apt to be merry, y. Hep HE ME: apt to 
be anxious, 5% IME, 32 E- 

Aptera, n. pl. Insects without wings, Sut Bt 2 oth. 

Apteral, a. SA BUCRABE- 
Apterous, a. SG fig. 

Aptitude, n. R&A. Hats. rif]. Beit. PR. WF. 

Th F., Hf Ht. HF ; inclination, PY, Hf. 

Aptly, adv. Properly, 98, HERR. a ky, ®t, | 

FPR, ARR. Ria. Weer, AG. 
Aptness, n. Fitness. 4, 4. (afi, HBEE; tendency, 

8. pe; inclination, kf-, ne. 
Aptote, n. An indeclinable noun, Ane TE Bf 

Aqua, n. 7X. 

Aqua fortis, n. PHF. 

Aqua marina, ». $F. 
Aqua vite, n. Ei. 

Aquarium, n. FAR. 

Aquarius, n. ArH. 
Aquatic, a. Pertaining to water, AK AY. Hee. We 
gk ; applied to animals which live in water, i 

BK. AWM. Birk ais aquatic 
(rush), #E; aquatic plants, 74s; aquatic fruit, 
KBE: aquatic animals, 9H. HE; aquatic birds, 

Aquatic, n. IK AE- Lak Bs. 
Aqueduct, n. #§. #EYE, EAH. hake 24. sak 

4%: a coyered aqueduct, Nee. eR. Pay: an 

uncoyered or open aqueduct, BA. Bay. HCE: 

a conduit for letting off the water from a pond, 
inch, &e., ¥ : aqueducts made of bamboo, FF JC | 
my Hes 5 8 large open ditch. Aye HE; a gutter, 

TH 
Aqueous, a. Watery. 185 2 PE. BB aE, aes aque- 

ous humour in the eye, MWe iF ak. 

Aquiform, a. JZ B.- 
Aquila, n. The eagle, qifR. 
Aquilaria sinense, n. 3%. 
Aquiline, a. ah (iy. iE: hooked, Anis 2% 

HEA, dg RE WE NY SS ; an aquiline nose, ‘GBP sy. £4 
Aquilon, n. qb hil. | &. 
A. R. See Auno Regni. 
Arab, n. amili(a J. 

Arabesque, * a. In the manner pa Arabians (or | 
Mahomedans), HWE (A ANY SH. SH. 

Arabia, n. iin fi. 

Wee cep 

GTasses | 

ue ye nN. 

| Arborescent, a. Resembling a tree, 
| Arboret. 2. 

as nora. Bale fA J: Arabian Nights, aia 

Arabic, a. TAMAS. Gh. L2Zea. 
Arable, a. ait for ploughing or tillage, By py ae 2 | 
_ St me: Jand under coleenu, IH. 

OUT ERE ARAL Wiki k aie pb To | 
18 iD Se tt Sse th. Pd fd 2 eee tes oe 
PG eaar ta 

inaee n. Teak ah AEAE. WS. AUB. FR 

AE NYE. 
Arachnida, n. pl. A term applied to spiders, scor- 

pions, Ge., dP as, Hs Fe sh Se Hei FRR. 
Araignee. Arrain, n. The branch of a mine, Ff Ji 

a hi. 
Arbiter. n. Umpire, Fe AN. 22 a NO 

OIE HS. WHER A. PaaS : valor, F344. 
Arbitrable, a. Bes. 
Arbitrage. n. See Arbitration. 
Arbitrament, n. Decision, [af 3F y. Gee #. 
Arbitrarily, adv. By will only, #4, 9 Gift 47, (4 

PE Th » ASE i FF ; capriciously, Aze Thy f7- We 

8 iti 73. HRSLU ANE despotically, #9538. HE 
WY. FHF WL. 

Tyranny, JEW. 

Arbitrary, 1. Depending on will or discretion, 
=E AS. (3 eth: ; absolute in power, 489-2 Z HERG 

byt 2 HE; unlimited, MEP: tyrannical, $2 jE AY. 
tf Hl) fig ; imperious, ee capricious, 4 Pf, 

PE CPE. Gk © J SCS EME: arbitrary 
rule. 4738 3 caane aes tions. ¥l) A), 474 HE. WR 

Je Bhi ea eel RVR. 
ee v.t. To hear and decide as arbitrators, 

RG. wie. SUT FY BT. ESE EE. a. ol] Hs 
decide between conten parties, pt Aisi a 

Hf Fl. 
| Arbitration, n. (eye. Fey a. EG. 

Arbitrator, n. Pek e ria i. FIRB. ET 
ZN BL: governor, #7e ; one who has unlimit- 

ed power, EAHE ST. PRIRIR 2% HER. Tee. 34 fu 
#7. Ae. [ 44. 

Arbitress, n. A female arbiter, 7c Bi #-AHh Fu 
Arbor. Arbour, x. A bower, fas. pes, PRE 5 

a (long) wayside, jij Jif; the principal spindle 
or axis, Which communicates motion to tle other 

parts of a machine, i; a tree as distinguished 

from a shrub, #}; arbor Diane, * #4}; arbor 

Saturni, + £$ Hi}; arbor vite, R44 (cupressus 
thyoides ?), ij #f. 

Arborescence, n. The figure of a tree, Je An tit 

IAS. [ 431 ies 
FM BIIE. kr 

Dwarf trees, as reared in Chinese gar- 
dens, AERA bY. HIG: a small tree. $3 ti}. Ze tot. 

| Arboriculture, x. The art of cultivating trees, % 

BE YZ di. 
Arborist, 1. 203i hi} PE #4. 

The appearance of a plant in Arborization, n. 

ih SR Ea SE ae HE SATA AG arbor Diana 

+ date st SERIA AST AS arbor Saturni 
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ininerals, 4 AY ZEN, BYE. 
Arbuscular, a. Resembling a shrub, ¥ {2)Jy fi. 
Arbute, arbutus, ». #3. to Me- 
Are, n. A segment of a circle, I... BIB. BIE. | 

Arca nodulosa, n. #RE-F. Hii te. 
Arcade, n. A walk arched above, HERR ; a lone 

arched building, lined on the side with shops, 
Aveadia, n. 4 7 FR BAY. | HE KG AH. 
Arcanum, n.; pl. Arcana. A secret, Aue. 
Arch, n. A segment of a circle. it. #E; segment 

of a bridge, #% HE. #5 : segment of heaven, 7 
tp) 

Archeress, n. A female archer, & #7 =. 
Archery, n. The art of shooting with a bow and 

arrow, Asie. HpBe. HF BF; to practise archery 
on horseback, Bf; to practise archery on foot, 
IEG}: the practice of archery, Of BF BE, FER 
2S. ABE: good archery, 4g-3$58.- 

ring, HG. Rs. Be. Ba HE. 

t, 

By 
Archetype, n. The original model. Jit AEF. JAS 

LABOR ACHES. 
_Archfelon, n. Spt. HEH. 3c RE. 
Archfiend. n. (Lk. Wee. 

fe; a triumphal arch, (9 RE. HRI. FEI. PRS 
arch of the eyebrows, Jj 7#, WR ; arched like 
the new moon, Ame AME RE. FALL A. 

Si)1. PEA. DUE. MUD; to make an 
arch, #8HE. See Are. 

Arch, a. The first syllable of many words and | 
signifying the first or chief of the class to which 
it is joined, Sk. FF. TRE. WIC. HEE: cunning, 

iieag. Hers : wageish, aly. BE. (4. 
Arch, v.i. To make an arch, 3 #E. 
Arched, pp. or a. Arched door, PEP. 
Archeologist, n. One yersed in antiquity, fa #- 
Archeology, n. Learning pertaining to antiquity, | 
4 42; a discourse on antiquity, pig a. 

Archangel, n. An angel of the highest order, | 

Kiki RE ZH RAM KRUZ KES, | 
#0 Om. 

Archbishop, ». A chief bishop, #4 fill. #4 t8 4% | 
Archhbishopric, n. #8 i8 chili 2 Wak. 
Archchancellor, ». A chief chancellor, 7 
Archdeacon, n. In England, an ecclesiastical 

dignitary next in rank below a bishop, * jl) BE | 

Be fil 
Archdeaconry, n. The office of an archdeacon, jl 
By fil 7 Wk; the residence of an archdeacon, 

fal) in 19 fil 2. Jee BI 
Arehduchess, ». A title given to the females of | 

the house of Austria, 764 Ji: Fl) ER St ZN -E 7 FR. 
Archduke, n. A title given to the princes of the 

house of Austria, JAS AIF ZH. BERS 

ZA, WBE ZS. 
Archdukedom, n. ZS [il]. 
Arched, pp.or a. Made with an arch, 4 #E; made 

with a curve, Aj, 5 RS, 423 ARE 
arched door, HE BY. 

Archer, n. A bowman. YPN. BBE, BE. 

AN, MEGS. Be AIS Z ; mounted archers, 
Hohy 3 foot archers, #677; an archer’s thumb- 

ACR ZA Ta me WS A Bi A 

LE 

Ss a} Archflatterer, n. G4 4a 22 tne #4 - 

Archfoe, n. 7gQRE. Shae. 
Archheretic, n. A chief heretic, Fi ja” @. IBia 

sj 

He 2 

Archhypocrite, n. A great or chief hypocrite, 4§ 

BF. WEF. f 
Archidiaconal, a. Qj %2 yal) Be (il Pe. Fal) Be (i E- 
Archimagus, * n. #8 pjfé. 
Archimandrite, + n. The chief of a monastery, {¢& 

i bets fe. Boke. 
Archipelago, n. ER. 

| Architect, n. A builder, CVE. UE, SEH. 

sl. ER GUE. EE FO. WSEAS 
{di ; (at Hongkong they are called Ze ac fig : 
literally. master masons), 20 FEB. ICD BA; 

a head workman, AL. AE fH. A LB; a 
contriver, 4A] i. 44 H.- 

Architectonic, a. Pertaining to architecture, [33 #2 
le Zar. de iy: that has power or skill to 
build, 4 te A. TR. 

| Architecture, x. The art of building, PEF, 72 

| SIE RAD A AS 2 

joe i. 5S ZS: WEG ZK. FTA. 
Archives, n.pl. Records, #8. #2; the place 

where the records are kept, 3844242 [& ; archives 
of the state, 4riKRHR. 

Archivist, ». The keeper of records, =f fi, #4 ef. 
Archlike, a. Built like an arch, 4m HE WS. 
Archprimate, x. The chief primate. #4 f8 Hh z% 

Archtyrant, ». A principal or great tyrant, @j 
Archyillain, n. A great villain, #4 BE. [fe. 
Archway, n. #EP 3% $8, HERB. 
Arctic pole. n. 4g; the arctic circles, py db esa. 

| Arcuation, n. ‘lhe act of bending, fx S, )ij #8; 
crookedness, Jit, jf dy. 

| Arcubalist, rn. A crossbow, ##, 5 #. 
Arcubalister, n. pe 4h, #8 28H. 

| . . . . . . 

Ardassines, n. A yery fine quality of Persian silk, 

TO HE Ur a WSS eS ZA 
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We eM RG 
Ardeney, n. Warmth of affection, 3@&. 0%. ALG. 

ABD. 
Ardent, a. Fervent, %, &, #i%, Ath. HE. AA. 

HEE, FEL ED. AVE CAE. FEUD; ardent 
eflort, #89), #25. JEJA: ardent courage, 7H, 
3&4 ; ardent mind, Sty. A ty; ardent love or 
affection, Sj) 3%. WH. fk: ardent spirits, 

HB. 
Ardently, adv. Fervently. #: to love him (her) 

ardently, Se $5 (15 Xe ME. tidak AS. BAS 
A fh. VER: ardently desire, SEAS, EE Jan. 

Ardisia crenulata, n. B fff. 
Ardisia lentiginosa, n. Xe REPK. 
Ardisia littoralis. n. $8 Ar38.- 
Ardour, n. Warmth, #: zeal, Ful, FETE. A 

bravery (longing to fight), Bt 4a. 5 Fk. rn a 
ZR: great ardour, FEO. Bob. F. 

Arduous, a. High, lofty, ey: difficult, $f, Se Ue 

+ 4 a: 

ae a ag vi. ep: HE rk. HHE i; very arduous, 
Tike ae jester: 22 W2 > arduous duties, HEA 

TL: Wen 2 ae. HELI Arik. HAG. SE 
Tei, Henke 0. ALK - 

Arduously, adv. i}. tb. 
Arduousness, n. Difficulty, 3274. 
Are. The plural of the substantive verb to be, 4, 

Al. 42, J5. fh, fi. FH; we are here, * 3 
JE. De wwe KE: we are also come, A&P MBA. HK 
HWA ; these things are excellent, We wl BF + | 

327 HTS HSE: what are you? (Riz | 

LEE BR 
are tere any ? | 

DP AG 3a 
Ts; aN are you? (fk TP A. (ide 

Ae te ACHE UE, RAE aT AN: 
oy are you able ? 7 (yp ttf He Fs you area 
clerk, (p{ites =f; you are a good man, {Ry 
4g§-J\.; there are two books on the table, 4 Gj 

mT L. ; 
Area, n. Any plain or surface, JB, Tit. 38. BEE, 
Wa. MAT: its superficial area is 100 square 
miles. $i fied fol— BW Es the area is. ja 
#j; a level space, 2 Jit & Sih. AEF. ZB hi: the | 
area about a building, J 3%; the area of land, | 

J i Se TA - 
Areal, a. Pertaining to an area, [fij. BRA. 
Areca, n. Palm and nut, #3 4#is, PEAS. CR. PE 

REEF; prepared betel-nut. pee: the dry areca, | 

REA: the wild areca, 2% -f-. 

Aren palm, n. The coir palm, EE, BET. 

Arefaction. n. The act of drying, [gz ; the state 

of growing dry. HAR Rc. 

oe ‘For farther int infor mation on the See ke. see deme a au- 
thor’s Grammar of the Chinese Language, P. I & II. 

17. SHE | 

Se | 

| Arefy, vt. To dry, Hie. 
| Arena, n. An open space of ground, #6, #£ 12; 
| literary arena, BUS, 248, aE, IIS; the 
| military arena, pU#£: the arena for military 

eXercises, ss Ee, Pea oy We > the arena of war, 

weHE, HEHE. Ye HE: the arena of contest, [gy HE. 
| Arenaceous, a. Sandy, Ww. AU, WHE > sandy 

(sand mixed with flower and getting between 
| the teeth), ifn. 
| Arenation, * n. A sand bath, Wi. 
| Arenulous, a. Ff $M. 

| Areometer, n. FEI EF- 

| Areometry, n. The art of measuring the specific 
| gravity of fluids, 8 Ca af 7 7£; the measuring 
| of the specifie gravity of fluids, 9 7]¢ 77 He . 
Areopagus, n. A sovereign tribunal at Athens, 

HE 2 TA. 
| Areotic, n. A medicine which attenuates the hu- 

mours. HEE. HEHE. 
Aretology, n. {= (4% % ait. 

| Argemone mexicana, n. #@H77- 
Argent, a.orn. Silvery, 4nZRMf@: the white 

colour in coats of arms. 4 F4Z A- 

Argental, a. Pertaining to silver, BASS. SUE, 
| BEY : consisting of silver, a SR OPE. 
Argentiferous, a. Containing silver, #5. 
Argentine, a. Like silver, an RU} &,, {L] §R ; sound- 

ing like silver, Thee 25 sR. 
Euegombiuie gael n. The states of Buenos Ayres, 

in South America, 7 ULE AIM A ohh - 
Argil, n. Potter's clay, ij-E, fate, AVE; ad- 

Nekige clay, ze. 
Argillaceous, a. Partaking of the nature of clay, 
WAVE. ore. Be. VEAL; consisting of argil, 
or argillaceous clay, $#. 

Argillite, n. ht. 
Argue, v. i. or t. ‘Io reason or dispute, £58. ib am, 

SR, HGAQ. SER. WEA. BUR. BLO, Bh. TA, 
90. EA), BSE: to argue angvily, Bia. I 
ibs Fj; to argue by interrogation, Bah. RR 
ja BE5%; to argue clearly, 58 Wj, GX By] VY) ze. 
ti A. JAW). Wt toargue coneeenee Flé nn 

to prove, af YR, xe wim. HE ait, FT om; let us 
argue together, 5% jth — 3a. 

Argued, pp. Debated, 49338, JEGBSA, BUA, 
ft int 3B. 48) MASA: proved, 35h Ay. 
ee ,n. A disputer, AFR. HERB. RA, 

{S/H 
Prats oe Discussing, Fit ABR elo dis- 

y BARRE mA 
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puting, TSA. Ef. 
Anis hen, n. A reason offered in proof, 8pE, TE 

PE. FEPEs heads of a subject, AA. AA. HB, 

ARE controversy, fre. $y) A; peels 

ment, Sif. REF 

ment, HBF; unable to conquer in argument, | 

ETI. 
Argumental, a. Consisting in argument. #7 s£d& ; 

belonging to argument, #734 BE 
Argumentation, n. Reasoning, a.3&yE, Bhim, 5S 

HR. GD. eT. 
Argumentative, a. Consisting of argument, #7 % 

#E; showing reasons for, sp 289"; addicted to 

argument, SfSES. HEIGIGE, $2 HME. 
Argumentatively, adv. Inanar eumentative man- 

| 

ner, IPE. : 
Argus pheasant, n. #¢¥8 ; feathers of argus, 2%§ 
x. 

Areute, a. Sharp, ff]. WEA), ese. PET. 
Arid, a. Dry, #@; parched, i, an a. WSL Wr, 

Aridas, n. A kind of tafflety, KE MG. 

Aridity, n. Dryness, #71. Wei Hi. 

Aries, n. The ram, a constellation of fixed stars, 

ERG 
Arietation, n. The act of butting, as with a bat- 

fering ram, Jie, JAE; avietation, as with a | 
ram, 4a OF; assau It, UFf. 

Arietta, x. A short song, if, SEEK. 

Aright, adv. Rightly. ZS7E. JE(a. Whi. AEE: 
without mistake, Aue Gtk « io set aright, He Ag, fix | ay 

Hf; set him aright, HEAL. 1 i TEAL; to judge | 
aright, ffprfs. 

Ariman, n. The evil genius or demon of the Per- 

siams. SAS Ys (ix 20; ed Hh EG ZA). 
Arise, v.7. To get up, Sl. #U, ft &. tu aie. Bye, He 

HU, HU_E. [Ci#eBWe; to arise from death, ¢{@Zk, | 

ERE, GAA. AME, IG. UAL 1. 7 AG its LIS 
it arises {rom this, HUE it 2K, MISE gh, dy Wea 
{o stand up, gb dl. 37 va ; to comics a 

journey, it FE, ut, &) & ; to begin to act, qu | 

B BS. de we: the day see Hi ttf; to arise 
against one, jt 7%: to assault, Je; to invade, 
de; to rebel, (£ fx. 

Arising, ppr. Ascending, jt, [. Ff_E.- 
Aristocracy, n. The nobility, E(k, #8 GE. WER, 

- AY Fit ced Zaft of ios, Ao | 

#5, — J Wh Ys; reason, j4 BR; subtle at argu- | 

JE EF (LH ; a form of government, in which the | 
supreme power is vested in a privileged order, 

Bae, a tt ZL, 1 fit ft pe Fe de HE, 

Aristocrat, n. One and Anne an aristocracy, £4 | 

48 Kk ees ipl one who belongs to the aris- 
tocracy. JEEP fr. 

| Aristocratic, Aristocratical, @. Pertaining to ar- 

oe BAUS A Aik, OO, Ta ROPE, 
Aristocraty, n. See Aristocracy. 
Avietelogin® n. Name of an herb which promotes 

parturition, ARE. 
Arithmetic, x. The art of computation, #1 7% ; the 

science of arithmetic, #8. Jy Si. IL IL. IL ERIE 
Ivy: ; the four rules of avithmetie are called Ft 
OK He ir -— addition, subtraction, multiplication 
and division ;* to learn arithmetic, A84¥ ye, He 

SEE, AR, RNB. BER 
Arithmetic, Arithmetical, a. Pertaining to ar- 

ithmetic, (i Jt 7; according to the rules of 
arithmetic, 9&4 je, NAST Ys. 

Arithmetically, adv. According to the rules of 
arithmetic, (48 7#. 

Avithmetician, 2. One skilled in arithmetic, 
-} 

SULA, SINGLE. RIAL. GUBR EIT. RA 
47 SEE 

| Ark, n. A small, close vessel, chest or coffer, Jf, 
#i; the great ark, LR, BEE. t HS the ark 
of coyenant, SHG, [iz ; the constellnian of 
the ark, #hSERE, HARE. 

Arm, x. The limb of the human body which ex- 
tends from the shoulder to the hand, 3 R¥, FEZ, 
REV ACH Hae; the fore-arm, ##; humerus 
or arm bone, _£ #7; ulna or fore-arm hone, 
ILI ; radius or turning hand bone, #if}KpP Rr 
the upper part of the arm, JkG. J£; to bend the 

arm, fh JJZ ; to pillow one’s head on one’s arm, 
HZ he ; to lend an arm or hand, j—FFZ 
J}; the right arm, Hele the left arm, AF; 
an arm of a sea, % Ui, Ye Z se je; the arm 
(branch) of a tree, #hke; the arm of power, #E 
fj; to carry in the arms, J, fasta; to take 

up in the arms, 4@)ft, #4; arms and iegs, PY 
ix, P4 qa ; to throw one's arms around one, or 
to embrace, #2 gHFeSA 5 to carry in the arm, 4g. 

Arm, v.t. ‘To lurmisi with weapons of ollense or 

deiense, yeigee; to prepare tor, PPK. HFA, 

HE RE, Hast He BERK, ME GEE aie 5 Lo pro- 

vide agaist, Py ff, EO. FAT, bi BF. HERR; to 
arm the people, Lie Ziq A. 

Armada, n. A fleet of armed ships, ih Mints 3% c 

%* Subtr action is frequently called ff, and railaplicanam 

7 This term, ‘‘ the great raft,’’ is by some supposed to 
refer to the ark of Noah. 
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BEAR, ICE 
Armadillo, n. fie. 

Armament, n. A body of forces equipped for war, 
@--, Fe-b, -E2%; the armament of a ship, fy 

DEB. 
Armature, n. Armour, FA; armature of magnet, 

iE Si 
Arm-chair, n. PA 5-Ry. (ERS. TURE RS. Sb HF. 
Armed, pp. or a. Furnished with weapons of of- 

fense and defense, FE 28 we ffh. AEG Pe (hi. FART. 
ee FAT ae. AE (EE Es am armed man, FA, HR 
+; armed, as trees and shrubs, #7}. 

Armenian, a. Pertaining to Armenia, ii A-ZEJE 

Bly. LSE Je BE. 
Armenian, n. A native of Armenia, or the lan- 

guage of Armenia, TH E-SEIE A AV. EES Je 
of. 

Armful, a. As much as the arm ean hold, —f@, 
— 

Arm-hole, n. Axilla or arm pit, Wine ne. WEP. He 
Wk; a hole for the arm ina garment, #83. 

ae 
Armiger, n. A title of dignity next in degree to 

knight, #4 ZS. 
Armigerous, a. Bearing arms, 494. #8. 
Armillary, a. Resembling a bracelet, $ {LJ EBE. 
Ane fal 2B ; the armillary sphere, * DRI, jae 
Kis. WER. AH: a tube in armillary, ey. 

Arming, ppr. Equipping with arms, 98 fff at 28 ; 
to prepare for defense or attack, fife. Mie, Mm 

Fil. HAH E ES. 
Armings, n. pl. In China old nets are used for 

that purpose, which are called j@ #. 
Armistice, n. A cessation of hostilities for a short 

ge Wik TR, MRE. FAS. BZ 

Armless, a. Without arms, $i 3; destitute of 
weapons, S22 fk. WEEE. 72 47 ELAR. 

Armlet, n. A small arm, $9). f£ FF oF ; 
a bracelet, FOE. FSI, FH. HAM. 

Armour, n. Armour for the protection of the body, 

SAS HAI}, RAB, SCA, Sie. SECA. oe. FB 
$e. SP, vj; armour made of‘ieather, Se 3 ; arm- 

our for the Heal Ze, Bee. GAGS, VICES; arm- 
our for the neck aie Gers eam oue for the arms, 

EGG ; armour for the back, #43, # JIM. 
Son aie he my Se Armour-bearer, n. #8 /at 32 3B, Bg ‘mate 

np Armourer, n. A maker of arms, #3 0F ; 
of armour, [Rj \. 

a maker 

‘ See Ee 2 ERE, vol. 19 and Medhurst’s Translation of the 
x a 

Armoury, v. An arsenal, i 4 Jay. WN LR. is 
abt Jay, Se fli. FLEE; a place where armour is de- 
posited, FB fii. 

Armpit, ». ‘The hollow place under the shoulder, 

Hea es. Wings we. WARES. ISR » TA, WIR 
the place under the arin, ¥, J Wr. 

Arms, n.pl. Weapons of war, 9i #2, 48. eg, 

Sepy. PR. FX. aX to take up arms, #)-F 
He, BYES. BEF He. Bh AK TRAN he under 
arms, He (BARE ; cessation of arms, Fg. FE 

JE, HEME TEARIEME. UESEUK. HERBAL : a cont of >AeE HE 

arms, KH Ze. cE age: to bear arms, ff 
fe, Je; to lay down one’s arms, 7% ; in- 
spector of arms, ‘at ge BF. 

Arms-length, n. To oer one at arms-leneth, je 

2, HEB 
Aimy, n. A collection of men ae ioe war, * 

Bil, 1 =, ft + KB fp BZ des a body of 

troops drawn up in battle array, ai 308. BR 
{h.. HFT. EEE: TE ; the encampment of an 

army, #88; to raise an army, #UJe ; an army 

of volunteers, 342; to enter the army, 4%, 
Pes. At, His: general orders in an army, 
@e th; general directors of the army and state, 

4a FE fe Ye: the army department, Je ff; 
master controller of the army, fy Re BF: army 
orders, WEA}. 

Aroma, n. #, GA, BE, KE. 
Aromatic, Aromatical, a. Fragrant, &, A, 3F 

A. Gil. BAW. AH BIR. HIE: exccoding. 
ly aromatic, Ak REE: aromatic flavour, HR, 
IGUS, AISA 5 aromatic beads, APR: aromatic 
vegetables, 4238; aromatic peppers, Fy Hx 1. 

Aromatic, n. A plant, drug or medicine, charac- 
terized by a fragrant smell, ex, ARP. 

Avose. The past or preterite tense of the verb to 
arise, {Ut ja. aT 

Around, adv. Round about, JE FA. PU. PE ; at 
random, #7 fa f7$4 ; around his brows, [&] 4: Ak 
Ii. 

Arouse. v.¢. To awaken. [S-ARME (3). FBR. ea, 

sy: to arouse the mind, ME q, $3 H#, ERP. HE 
Pi. HERE ; to aronse theage, PETE SATE, SSE T : 
to arouse one’s anger, 7 AAS, HU, PRES A 
to arouse one’s feelings, jy Ai; to arouse to 

action, BH #§. Oo | ®, [ck #E ; to arouse one’s self to 

action, #§ 4%, #6 (7f ; to arouse one’s self or others, 

* An army of 12,500 men. + A division of 2,500. The 
former is now used for an indefinite number of men 

{ This expression is taken from the Classics and is used 
for a large army. 
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nee, 

to arouse one’s fear, wjs He: to arouse to self- 
consideration, PRE. ¥£f%; to arouse to self- 
renovation, (ff Et. 

Aroused, pp. Excited to action, #E#Sjth. F874 58 
if BiH ; awakened, BLES. HEMI : awakened, 
alive to one’s real condition, jg ; not to haye 
become arousd, ft A jth Ae. 

Arousing, ppr. Awakening from sleep, BL RE, #7 
AE; arousing one’s feelings, jy; enlightening 
one, #kME; arousing one’s fear, hh WE. 

Arquebuse, n. 3-5, 4 i 5G . FAK. 
Arquifoux, n. fi] A Shak. 

Arrack, n. Si, Ga. Hb Fis. AiG. Be 
iA, BES. 

Arraign, v.t. To charge with a crime, 4% 3B, 45 
tk, SSE. RUSE. WEAR. 4; to set a prisoner at 
the bar of a court, §24G 3) 4s. HB) FE wy. ABM 

HP. AS HEME. IT TI Ze. HSE BES 
Arraigned, pp. Called before a tribunal to answer, | 

A it i FY - 
Arraignment, n. The act of arraigning, Spel 3s 4: 

accusation, 43 5%. 
Arrange, v.t. To put in order, TRAE MEAG, BAS, 

PED BE A HE HY. Si) E. Siby pe ne ade Fi PH, Pa 
Bs). 7 Bhs a. ig Bh. Se Eh. ap PE, Ae. 
HE PE, TEL Da) Sp Ba), Se) By MN) Ms PE De ae 
onbe. aig, oA. WAGE, oF, SOY. IIE. oe 
KE. PEE, Ae RE. FERS, GC; to arrange the offer- 
ings, AE; to arrange eathié table, ERE, EEE. 
HEE; to arrange hastily, a}; to arrange one’s 
dress, HE4¢ ZEB ; to arrange into pages, HER 

24K; to arrange a difficulty, BA fe A BEE ; 
to arrange nicely, PEPEHFA; to arrange in a 

series, HEA ; to arrange materials in order, fy ; 
to arrange marks or letters in order, $F Ki = 
He; to arrange or settle about earnest money, 

a) 3 toarrange an aflair in order, a4 LI Ail] ; to 
arrange (initiate) that affair, #3 UR ; to ar- 
range and speak of points in order, (FAP REAP. 

Arranged, pp. Put in order. Fest &y-. sth ag. HE 

Fal SU, RAYS. Pe sth. PEASE, VE bath. its Bl 
ith. F] Bist. ALS As FASS. ADEA KB 
Fete. FLW AG HME TIE AG HRI AY. IESE PAR. HK 
JEXS If nie Guns WFR: well arré inged, (if 

fm 3 evenly arranged, (24), xed LT ever rything 

arranged in its order, RRA REE AGERE, SF 

IPAS IE. AeA SESK. TR FE IP WY] s arranged (in a 
serrated manner), FA FE SX, xis yiedeedte : arranged 

(equalized) their st moraine Ike 7 ILA. Ibm 
ie; the three are equally arranged, 38% AHA; 

that affair is settled, HAT. 
Arrangement, n. The act of putting in order, Hf 

Ii i. KY. FT ELH: the state of being put in 
order, Pf}. AIS. RA. PAA; the arrange- 
ment (disposition) of an army, #fff ; settlement, 
cy. tay ; classification of facts relating toa 
subject, G28 i 1. iy i) K.- 

Arranger, n. One who arranges or puts in order, 

ee a ee 
Arrant, a. Infamous, sfeffé; wicked, 3B; an ar- 

rant knave, J¢#E, (bk; an arrant hypocrite, HF 
XK BF : an arrant liar, HAYA. G 

Aoi Aa. 
Arrantly, adv. Impudently, #4, pax. 
Array, n. Order, RS ; disposition of an army 

(battle array), JE a to set in array, PERI; 

HEE. Ba BAL; dress, Mei to put in battle array, 

47 4$ ; to impannel, aig bi Ee. 
| Array, v.t. To draw up. as troops for battle, $f 

bili, Jy fifi: to dress. Wedge. Fy Hp. HET. Wei s to 
deck. HE fiji. 

Arrayed, pp. Drawn up in order for attack or 
defense, $f jf fii; dressed or decked, 4h Gifs, $7 
HPI; arrayed in gloom, fq HH wee FF 

Arrayer, n. One who arrays, $f 3) # ; one who has 
to put the soldiers of a county ina condition for 
military service, fp) PER Zt. 

Arraying, ppr. Setting in order, #E%i]; putting 
on splendid raiment, #fiji ; impanneling, jel 

‘iF - 
Arrear, n. The unpaid amount after it was due, 

HERZR, WHR. Hh ZR. 3s Hi BE 
to be in arrears, HR. Fl) BR, UNE. 

Arrearage, n. Hi RE 
Arrect, a. Attentive, BiH, Sm Fe: erect, Aw. 

Wa fF Arrentation, n. Hie get 27 ge Se HE AR, SRE 

Arreptitious, a. Snatched away, “4; erept in 

privily. 732, PA AS-i fit aa if 
Arrest, v.t. Danie Ji. 4. "@, site. Rte 

VES, YEME: to stop, Jb. ILE, HE. Le 
obstruct, HEE. FHF. BHR; to imprison, 
to arrest universal attention, i) AT. BH 
4: ak. FLL fe aH; to arrest attention, A 

Arrest, n. The apprehending of a person by vir- 
tue of a warrant from authority, Je, Jedd; 
to send under arrest, 43; to escape from 
arrest, jib; a delay, #442); imprisonment, F 

Fh, FB; a stop, MIL. 
Arrested, pp. Apprehended, 23%, 4234 ; stopped, 

1E3H, MEIESH; it arrested my attention, WAR 
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SES URS. ppr. Seizing, gifPE; staying, jk 4:, 

Arret, n. The decision of a court, a decree de: 
published, 4&7 ; the edict of a sovereign prince, | 

Lin. 
Arriere, n. The last body of an army, Jé pili, 7% fii, 
WE, PFE pili; arviere-ban, * "P jae HU fi. 

Arriere-guard, n. Fé fiji, JRE. 
Arrival, n. The reaching a place. #. Fi], #H, FJ 

44; the attainment of any object by effort, #4, | 
J: the arrival of the mail at Hongkong, 4 fy 

25 Bie: 
desires, ME An ek, S874 CLE; the arrival of the 
guests, 4278: the news by the last arrival, If 

Fe BIZ Ui ial. 
ee v.i. To reach, %. Fil, FET, FS, He, HA, BR, 

a eee ee 
Buk: to arrive at Tea ekong, Fi) AA; to arrive 
at the provincial city, PEAR: the kite reaches 
heaven, BEje FEF; why does he arrive here? 
BEF {A ; cattle and sheep arrive (are coming 
or arriving here), 4-2 Pf fj; it pierces (cuts) to 
(or until it arrives at) the bones, 22 Yi) AeR ; it 
(the virtue of the emperor Yau) reaches heaven 
and earth, #$-_E PF ; Han reaches T’s’in, 2a jih 
FZ; there is no place which the command 
does not reach, A gp Me Fat; having a sense 
of shame, they will reach (or arrive at) virtue, 

AUCH HF; to arrive at puberty, FET; has the | 
steamer arived ? 4X RZ] ay; to arrive at perfee- 
tion (as fruit), 32 %4; to arrive at by practice, 
ELF Re; to arrive at the meaning of a passage, 
FAH aj; to arrive at the door, #)PY, xe PY; 
to be about to arrive, J§3J; to arrive at the 
same end by different means or roads, [ia] $5 FE 

ue. 
Arrived, pp. Reached, i i. 3] JS; our ancestors | 

have arrived, Sq H#. 
Arriving, ppr. Coming to, #J, 22, 3K, mk. 
Arrode, v. ¢. To gnaw, WM, Ae. 

Arrogance. n. Haughtiness, 8% ik. REF, AF. fk 
Wd, HES TB; Insolence, (Ele. HEE, ICH; pride, 

Ta fk, YO EAR, FTAA. 
Arrogancy, n. See Arrogance. 
Arrogant, a. Haughty, 5% fit, BRF4, WEP, FLUE 

WR. Wy AH EWE, iid ; boasting, fy 54; inso- 
lent, (HE. HE fi, HPT  S. 

Arrogantly, adv. With undue pride or self-import- 

the arrival at the summit of one’s | 

TE SAVANE iin ats GD EAS HH AK. 

ance, 0, LA, Pim. (OR ; “arrogantly offend, Jz 

5. 

| Arrogate, v.t. To lay claim to more than is prop- 
Arrestment, n. An arrest, Pe AR, HF BE eR. MbFE. | cr, fF. PEF BE. (TF IR. PE A. bi A. at HR. SLA 

to arrogate a name or title, fF ge, PERE; to 
arrogate to one’s self honour or respectability, 

PSE, ARIE. Be TLIE Zp. 
Arrogated. pp. (i jf. 

Arrogation, n. The act of arrogating, fe, fe #, 

i P- 
Arrogative, a. Making undue pretensions, Ay Sf 

GAS. AR FPYOE. AIPA. 
Arrondissement, n. A district, Mf. 

Arrosion, 7. ae 

Arrow, n. Looe Az, Hy Sf, fe fe; an iron pointed 
arrow, #U RT, FAG; to set ‘ott an arrow, #&— 
4g; to shoot an arrow, $$ ; every arrow hits, 

Hi BT HE RR Fe HE HE. Bus see a show- 
er of arrows (arrows fell like rain), oy ANT 

Az ANT ; time flies like an arrow, EEUU: 
when the mind is bent on returning home, it 

is like a flying arrow, $i 0% (Ul 4; a whirring 
arrow, Il #7; a fire arrow, JRF; to injure one 

with a secret arrow, to slander, Wy #7{H A, HF 
43 HF; an arrow flying, 4¢4%; as straight as an 
arrow (upright), 4¢ ia. HAM; the point 
or head of an arrow, #748; an arrow of iron, #f 
$e; an. arrow of stone, $4; an arrow-bag, or quiv- 

er, HS. AP¥E; an arrow-maker,A AN, HA. 

Arrow-head, n. A plant. 3px. 

Arrow-root, n. #4 $}, HESHB}, FE Bt. 

Arrow-shaped, a. {)) Fh #8. 
Arse, n. The buttocks of an animal, B¥, HF; a 

short arse, 7% jill (i. 
Arsenal, n. A repository of arms and military 

stores, i 22 Jay. He lie. BU i. 
| Arsenic, n. f= 4 ; ore of arsenic, ALP. HLA, BAG 5 

sulphuret of arsenic, JG, * #£ (2%; yellow 
arsenic, #1 34- 

Arsenie acid, n. fa 4 HE- 
Arsenieal, a. Belonging to arsenic, 48 {Z #1; con- 

sisting of arsenic, fa 77 Aj. (8 Ai". 
Arsenicate, v.t. To combine with arsenic, #& fZ 4- 

Arsenious, a. (24 (13, {3 Fi GE. 
Arsis, n. In prosody, that part of the foot on which 

the stress of the voice falls, jB) #54. 
Arson, n. The malicious burning of a house of 

another man, WK, HEX. HK BARE. 

“Art, n. PRE BeEE MSE, SESE, Ga BO AE, 
* This is a slang, meaning ‘‘ man’s word,’’ the two char- 

acters when combined forming the first syllable of arsenic. 

H 
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“LB, S6 ; the six liberal or polite arts, 7X SE :— 
they are jt, st, Sy, Ga. ar. BE ; etiquette. music, 
archery. charioteering, writing and arithmetic; 
the art of war, gt *#. gt; literary exercises, 
wee; A. B.. Bachelor of Arts, HA; A. M., 
Master of Arts, #2 J\; skill, #75, FFF: by art, 
VEER ; farouns ss, DyF#; trade, BeBe; pro- 
fession, 7.3£; the art of juggiery, BL RE. Wie, 
FeIF: HELE : artifice, we a 3X mysterious art, 

Artabotrys, n. FER. 
Artemisia, n. Mugwort, ou, $k. 
Arterial, a. DEM. DEY: pertaining to an 

artery or arteries, 2 FADE IIE; arterial blood, Yk 
Wet : the arterial system, ff IRAQI. 

Arteriology, n. A treatise on the arteries, Bk cape 

a. GIRL. 
Arteriotomy, ». 8 Ue Bafi. 
Artery. n. A vessel or tube which conveys the 

blood from the heart to a'l parts of the body, 

Pic. SUGARS, PTI. A WAR AS. WUE ci reat EE 
G93 doubtful terms are ffi DR, SUR. HE IMIR. 

Artesian, a. Artesian wells, ‘ae Al itt JE- 

Artful, a. Skillful, $e75 fy, BEYS (77. 1 eb cun- 

ning, we ph s crafty, Heap. Re}. AFA i. ee 1 

Mi. EBS. TGF. AF aE, PP PR. BGR. (PF 2. =]. WE 
pe: then I seeanartfal lad, 74 ejule an art- 
ful woman, 45 {3% hie. £2 75 AR AN. F845 VE s so- 
ducing, IE H. PhHg :artfal talk, E38 : artfal 

words, 9. Alii. MS. Rea: fascinating 
smile, Hi Me oe 

Artfully, adv. With art, 7h; skillfully, #75, 

fal 
Artfulness, n. Art, $£35: cunning. je. 
Arthritis, n. Gout, {EE 7G. 
Article, n. A section (in a treaty, ordinance, &e.), 

3k. 34: an item (in an account), #€; the definite 
ae ‘le (4 4"). which is expressed by Ak. fk, 
n% ; the indefinite article, * Ae Ay He, —. HE: 
articles of war, Y=. '#4>, Hl4p ; articles of 
trade, {£44 ; one article of trade, —fk FF ; an 
article (of trade), (f, JA, f, #8, $k; articles of 
faith, fase He, HS BAKE; an article of 
faith, {a #2—(€ ; articles of food, $e Hy #i ; ar- 
ticles of furniture, #2; in the oa le of death, 
BEBE ZY, HESS. FEW; each article, fxff ; all 
the articles are spoiled, FRESE. 

Article, .t. or 7. To draw up in distinet particu- 
lars, BH Al Ek. FP Bi) & HE ; to stipulate, or bind 
by articles of covenant, a6 Wt. Th ie) : to 

~ * See under A’ pele 

avree by articles, Aya 4 dx. 
Articular, a. Belonging to the joints, 97265, B 

Ci. CPE. 
Articulata, n. pl. Animals haying a jointed strue- 
ae but no internal skeleton, $#itf Blak Seay, 

Fy Gi BEF wz HE. 

eve ulate, a. Jointed, 77 Gif, te; Clear, AB. OA 
Spr alee aa : an articulate pronunciation, 4] 

‘alii. FARZY OL. BE ea. RIAL Ss am. artic- 
ulate voice. RE = TRE. 

Articulate, v.t. To speak, HJ: {0 form into dis- 
tinct elementary sounds, Zp] He 3. Se BF 
7442; to form into syllables or words. yR inl 4; 
to stipulate, a7 JA ¢¥ ; 0 enunciate clearly, Bt 

ae 
Articulated. pp. ora. Uttered distinetly in syl- 

lables or words, wt 4 ye. ala yey Fk- HEAT 

AY. SAG OG A. 
Articulating. ppr. Uttering in distinct syllables 

or words, aR AA. ie ERR RE. 4 ay ATE. 
Artienlation, n. The juncture of the hones, Ex. 

si # : articulation of the jaws, PAR TB 
@ij; articulation of the spine, Fp ¥ Si Be Gi : 
the forming of sy!lables or words by the organs 
of speech, 4 inj 4]. 

Artifice, n. Trick, aes}. 473), 6 eh US. Re, 

“iat : cunning, ae ft : cheat, Ili ; craft, 7 
FEAL: to cheat the ignorant by(cleyer) arti- 
fices, DI @y ig Ha; full of tricks, jezik S47. 

ole wt a Ht 
Artificer, n. An artist, #20. #§74 ZL ; a work- 

man, (CVE. eA, A. 2; artificers, % fF ; 

one who contrives, #é zt 47. 77S} # : an invent- 

AMER. ARAL FH HER SE sa cun- 
se fellow, 35 fi A. AZ A. TIGA: 
a cleyer fellow, a person full of contrivances and 
resources, Ay gt% A. (iA. REZ A. 

Artificial, a. Made or contrived by art, € fry, (€ 

ME, LLB fe 0. SP fy. a A FS AG, FR 
THA, ARE HIE, fe ARETE. SE ORE 
feigned, FE 43 fry. FE ABR. iE IS, BB; not genu- 
ine or natural (as a person’s conduct), Se Fy: 
cultivated, not indigenons, as flowers. Ge., HY x 
fy, See BENE. LH fy : artificial flowers, ACS3i7E. 
ACE; artificial! flower maker, #0 35 7E fil (# 
artificial rockwork. 3e WW. Ari. Ful. Sa 
Uy ; artificial horizon, (4 fk 2B. 

Artificially, adv. By art, (2. (£ fy, (EM ; to hatch 
ducks artificially, bey (F; ducks hatched artifi- 
cially, Jee ee. 

Artillerist, n. f@5F. Ai ; a corps of artillerists, 
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— PRs. 
Artillery, n. Ordnance or great guns, 7th. AKE 3 

a park of artiliery, Awa —PR. * —PRAM: a 
train of artillery, 74 #8 ; to practice artillery, a 
Wi, (Wiha, HATH. Hei; artillery men, faz. 

Artisan, n. A hand-crafis-man, TEE #20 
fifi; a mechanic, J7 7 ; an excellent mechanic, 
Af $3: a master mechanic, fifi (E-ATL Ay. 

Artist, n. A person who professes and practices 
one of the liberal aris. #1527, GWEN. 

BY TE LN tt EE AN BNE 
— eat ste > HE > ¢ ‘ a4: a > = is: | Hi ; an engraver, iff ; a painter, PE, FE 
fili; an architect. TF. 

Artiste, n. One who is particularly dexterous and | 
tasteful in almost any art, as an opera dancer, | 

Ge., if i. MSE ZH. | 
Artless, a. Unskillful, $4), 2§4ih, 24. SH; with- 

out skill, 4mbe 30, ABE Dr jE fry; unatiected. fili 

a ES IE. AS EL. A. BBs simple, | 
JA 2; open, frank. [ Fhoty, HEME Py 5 an art- 
less tale, s8 A itt. | 

Artlessly, adv. s8 1A. @s4ili. | 
Artlessness, n. Unatiectedness, fi ff #7 : sincerity, | 
JJ; simplicity, JaA4; without guile, eB. 

Artocarpus, n. Jack fruit, Je ae. 
Arum aquaticum, n. The taro, 3298; the leaves 

of arum aquaticum, 32% ; the early sort of arum | 
aquaticum, RL: the stalks ofarum aquaticum, | 
HK. RE, AERP; other but doubtful names for 
the arum aquaticum are WH, Hf He. 

Arundinaceous, a. Resembiing the reed or-cane, 

SSCL. MLS 1 AG. 
Arundineous, a. Abounding with reed, eR. 7 

BTR. 
Aruspex, n. A sooth-sayer. £h yp, frp. 
Aruspicy, x. The act of progrosticating by imspec- 

tion of the entrails of beasts slain in sacrifice, 

BERG DAL BRU ZS | 
As, adr. aE (L), Par RM, qs, co, {L]. WF. ti 

PR. AGI. TH. WR. Bo AB. aK aM, WER. FB 
tk. #8; as long as broad, i AI—, mR 
fa. EMI Fa. HEA — sl: as much as you 

please. Bab (ERA BK. BLK. Bob APA. 
I it BY; as clear as crystal, Ange uhh FE: as 
black as a devil, 3 Saif S2; 7 as black as Un 
Vin. Yseny HB; as black as the devil, JA HL 
MiP 82: mad as I was, EYE (8: were Tas you, 

aoe 

* This form is used in enumeration, the next in general 
conversatian. 
+ This means not the deyil, but a moor. | 
{ Name of an ido], who protects people from the attacks | 

of tigers. | 

fF FE LCR: doas bid you, FEAuh. WIAD ET 
IK ik. CE or itt Ty : as follows, An fe. AAG; as you 

please, Rath. HEEB. (& (8. RaUtS. RAGE. RARE: as 
it appears to me. JAAR WEES. PRIMA As, ZE TR 
€;as you like it, 4n#; as large asa cart-wheel, 

AU Fe Fe; as large as a bomboo tray, 4uE5 
REMY fal; * as if it were said, FRR. AVA, 
(ltt: as if dumb or speechless, (AKER, 
{0% Fk #§ ; as soon as he heard he answered, — 
HERE > as soon as, —¥€; as you say, FAR 
Prat. 25 ft BE sas usual, Wes; as formerly (or 

of old), WE. (st. HEE. (HAR. MPRA A. HE 
A: even as, TEA; as for, 7 RR. RR. ER; 
as well as, iif. Hf, Fe: as it were, AL. Bevel ; 
as. While, during, Ji. [EJ], BR: as I went along, 
ROG ME. Ty ith ZU] s as you love me, (BEAR ; 
as without, unless. FR JE; as without them the 
thing could not have been done, PR JE fil, 2% Hp 
Hh OW A HE ne: all such as, RAF L took such 

as I pleased, jy HEA Fe IR. TET ih SLOPE; 
I love him as well as you, 4&¥ 3 {BL (ip vif HE, 

48 2 ety I Ha MERE : as rich as you, fal (eas, 
On ARES 8. BURT MAE : as yet, 47 ; he is 
notat homeas yet, {@y fay ASI: as for example, 4 
{LL as if, Gt. WISE. TK An. fie %% : as if speech- 

less, QIAVHES ; le is as cunning as a fox, {& 
An HN PET fe aj: as he was at home, I visisted 

him. {2 Zp 3g NF IK HE (2: Ido it as wellas I can, 

FEI 
| Asafeetida, n. fap iit. 
Asarum, n. Wild spikenard, £9] 48. 26. 
Asbestos, Asbestus, a. PB i 44. AAS. ai} RE. 

Ashbolin, ». A yellow oil-like matter obtained 

from soot, Bah. 

Ascaris, n.; pl. Ascarides. (3 JJ. 

| Ascend, vt. or 7. To move upward, EF, E2, %, 

SL. WE, FPL. J. PG. 4. ES. EE. RE, 
pages. HL. és. oie. |e. Baar: to ascend a mountain, 
EIU. 41; to ascend a throne, ft. FA. 

SEH. BEL. EME. ZEAL. Ob aie fi. EAE fin. ED 
fi; to ascend the nine hills, gé-F Jy KE ; to as- 

cond a carriage. Fe BE. FEW. RETF: to ascend a 
horse. He B5. _ Fh: to ascend a hall, (fF a; to 
ascend as yapour, 2: to ascend daily (rise in 
honour and rank), 7Ra& A_E ; to ascend and des- 
cend (as the sun and moon), JE. bE. YS: 
the spirits (souls) ascend to heaven, 2BFFIER ; 
to ascend steep places, 43%": to ascend one de- 
eree in rank,Wt—%y; to ascend high trees, 78 

* When people cannot part. with a single cash, they are 
said to look at one cash as if it were as large as a bamboo 

tray, fib — SSS i ia 
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FAs; we daily ascend to loftier ideas, AH 
Efi: to proceed from modern to ancient times, 

HG 2 &; to tower, Fy #- 
Ascendant, n. Superiority, pt, #2 31, RF; com- 

manding influence, #7 HE #8 flb, Ay HERE BE A 
an ancestor, or cne who precedes in genealogy, 

We. FA; to be in the ascendant, A #. 
Ascended. pp. or a. Risen, Ff 3% ; mounted, jf ; 

gone to heaven, FPR. bith K. 
Ascendency, n. Authority, #2, HEB, Gee ; to get 

the ascendency, Se 4#E, FFE; to have influence, 

Gi F. HADI. 15 ESF. 
Ascending, ppr. or a. Rising, Ff, %#, WE, Bag, 

3, #; ascending to the sky, HI; ascending 
vessels, @ E27 RF; ascending latitude, FPF 
RE ; ascending node, JE 3g ff. 

Ascension, n. The act of ascending, 5 _E #4. Ft | 
_E; the ascension of Christ, JL 4% 2% 5K: the 
feast of ascension, JF KY thi, FKK ZB 

if. 
Ascension-day. n. Wha FR A- 
Ascent, n. The act of rising, F}_E. 47, @_E. E 
HE 27 PR; acclivity, FP} HY; an eminence, {lj Ft, 
75 td ; steps, PEP; the ascent to a hall, HE; an 
ascent of three steps, = $& % Ry; the nine as- 
cents, JLBE. 

Ascertain, v.¢. To make certain by examination, 

He. oe. BULL BUD. BE BW. BH, 
EAH, ZEFIE; to ascertain by measurement,  ; 
toascertain by calculation. 7 4; to ascertain by 
interrogation, FJ}; to ascertain the meaning of 
a word, #'7¢-3§; to ascertain clearly, BAW, PE 
WA, HEF) *F ; to ascertain the truth, 7 WERE, 
ae UME EE. 47 PEME FE; to ascertain the circum- 

stances, 47 PR tH IG. FER MG. TRB A 
to ascertain how many, 5 4 #£; to ascer- 
tain by reckoning, §/ SE Tidk#% 3 to ascertain 

the price of a commodity, |) £4 (A. fl WW if 

Ascertainable, a. That may be reduced to cer- 

tainty, BY % 5. PYAAR, HY a0 ALI IE 
ts JA: 

Ascertained, pp. Reduced to a certainty, 3 ja It 
fx. FU WE ER. F3R SS ie FFs I have ascertained 
the signification of the word, 3 jh "¥ 74s. 
= Y $% FUT JL: not to be ascertained, 4 ay 

SB RAMs, MAE. KS. 
Ascertainer, n. The person who ascertains, We 

1 TEU. 
Ascertaining, ppr. Reducing to a certainty, 3 

fi. BRE TE FTTR. TE. 

ASH 

Ascertainment, n. The act of ascertaining, 3H 

€. AME. 
| Ascetic, a. Retired from the world, 3h {le rj, SFE 

fi. SRE (G (1g. FER : rigid in devotions and morti- 
fications, #y AP. UR ; ascetic (devotional) books, 

Z20H- 
Ascetic, n. A recluse, ji JE 2% A. SRE, He SE, 
Fa, FE{Ik % J; one who practices undue rig- 
our and self-denial in religious things, #f mF 
#5; to become an ascetic, APH Aik R- 

Ascians, Ascii, n. pl. Persons, who, at certain 

times of the year, have no shadow at noon, BK 

WIE “F aa. IRS 
Ascites, n. Dropsy of the belly, BAK. ai igk. 7H, 

IE. SEI. BIR. 
Ascitie, a. Dropsical. Jk JR (fy): belonging to 

an ascites, JE jgIE. 
Asclepias curassavica. n. Fy Ai fif- 
Ascribe, v.t. ‘lo attribute, $i, $721; to ascribe 

the crime to him, §m#¢-F (tt; {he people ascribe 
it to you, ALIA (R. Anh FAR OR. ANGIE 

ACHR. 
Ascribed, pp. Imputed, $458. $7; #438 ; it is aserib- 

ed to you, Aah th (a8 
Asollus, n. JY, 3%. <6 BA. 
Ash, n. #9, Bit, SEEN (?). 
Ash, v.t. To strew or sprinkle with ashes, Jf 

IR. 
Ashamed, a. Affected by shame, #3, Ala, AL 

AG. SLA. Me. SE. A. , AT, 
AHR, Feoe. AE. SLI. eH, SES. GR. 2b 
POU, SUPE. LOM, ETL. OU) AS. SA. HVE. Te, OK 
Js, ABODE. MEIER. OFC. Ga}. SEE, RE We. FS. 
iF, W&. HR; are you not ashamed ? 7PUsF Ai; do 

you not feel ashamed, (0% Fi 3% Jpg; [feel asham- 
ed of my stupidity, (@4IEaEA. 1] PARE AE: to 
feel ashained of receiving so many favours, I] Zs ; 
not feel ashamed for telling a lie, A AW; to 
feel quite ashamed, $8144 % 3B. f] Ge WE asham- 
ed to be seen, St #8 fii, Al Zien. ial HS, 
ih i 1% ; to make ashamed, ME fipifij, He, FE 

NB. DNL EM OER IAT. AP Ha EA, Bi ft 
At; I am ashamed of him, 4 MPFR, 1A 
AGPETMAR (fl); bashful, as Chinese women, tf 
(HH. (HAE. AE. Apze; to be ashamed of bad 
clothes, W&BEA; not be ashamed to learn from 
an inferior, Ae FI): to be ashamed on ac- 
count of any one, {tk 4gFu th. FE {BE SLi. 

Ashery, ». A place for ashes, YQ WR FE. XX BR BE: 

a place where potash is made, a@hY Z KE- 
Ashes, n. pl. IRR, WE, URE. fS, IRDR; the ashes 
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of opium, 4 HN * HK ; the ashes of fine 
coal, EWE. He BE We ; to sit in dust and ashes,f | 

AB Site. 
Ash-hole, n. 7izf3- 
Ash-Wednesday, n. 32) A- 

Ashore, adv. On shore, 7£ 5t_E. FR_E. MEE ; to 
go ashore, _[ it. 2%, FARE: to go ashore first, 
Je Ee: to pull ashore, PisP oN: aground, as a. 
ship, Wow. jw; to run ashore, FAW, LEW. 

Ashy, a. Je fig. DROP: ash coloured, YE &. 
Asia, n. The continent, i 4 75 JI ; 

the continent, i Be it comes from Asia, 

RAM TH IKMGE: it erows in Asia, (RANSM TIE 
Wb A AE 

Asiatic, a. Pertaining to Asia, [Xj ti 49] ah ite Ai a 
fy. HSM TPE. 

Asiatic, n. A native of Asia, Mi Smith fg J, mu Sy a 

MEN. a a it \ 
Aside, adv. On one side, % — {3% : to lay aside, | 

WIE, BI. HIT. WHE i. EN A. FBI AG: 
{o lay aside (out of sight). rete go aside, Fx 3p 

fis. THN. FEE. 
aside (for private conversation), 

Sm teh EY. OF aH. ae ay aside your cap and 
your ne athe BAe; lay one aside (to neglect 
one), 4 ALPE ; to lift aside, pet BA. 

Ask, v.¢.or7. To inquire, fi}; to inquire about, 
PY. i BE. AERA: to inquire into, FRY. sy PY; 
interrogate, MM) fi}, anf]; to humbly inquire, Ff 
fi). SUP; {o inquire by sending an envoy toa 
ora ¥8 PY; to interrogate with authority, | 

fa. Bean. BER; to scek, to request, He, wrk: 
to solicit, ZRF, Zk; to demand of, 

to take one FEN. BEB: 

id 

at, Téa; to ask fea or permission, EX 4p, af 
lk to ask the price, [BJ ; to ask one’s pardon, 
ean, Tike. 7G: to aska quest fion, fB]—/p, 
i. to ask co back, [U)JREaH, fa] Hy [al ; to 
ask advice, #52. ai fe). HEF: 
ation, fa] fy; to ask of the spirits, seqif; 

of inferiors, P ft); to ask a favour, Fy 

WIE. HIE; to ask respectfully, 
for water, 3]é7|k. 

to ask 

AZ Ie; to ask 

Askance, Askant, adv. Toward one corner of the | 
eye, #4; to look askance, Pal, ZEW, GY il. dik 

spent Abas. Meas. WEY. [ if. 
Asked, pp. fa ith RL WF) st. PSE BE 

* This is the most vulgar term, lut “frequently heard 
among the people and even made use of in letters, &c. 

+ This sentence is found in Mencius and means that to 

speak with a had man would haye been to Pehi the same as 
sitting with his court robes and court cap in mire and ashes. 
t In books 4 should be substituted for Jf, WY. 

nations of 

AMR BALE 

to | 

lle), We 

io ask by divin- | 

ioe adv. With: a Wry look, Ghia, eae 
Asking, ppr. PB. oh TE, oA). Bey. 

| Aslant, a.or adv. On one side, obliquely, 73, f#, 

ehh. ER. NEE. HUNK. 
| Asleep, a. or adv. Sleeping, IEF, HER. BA. PA, 

Ke \ME. MEF. BSE ME. BA WE: sound asleep, BA 

PR. MEA AL— FE: to fall asleep, pa] AWE; you 
are halfasleep, (B3] @& paz PP; to make asleep, 
as babies. #eB3i|; to fall asleep agiin, FAs. Fie 
JE: at rest, to repose, $%, B¥s; 1 cannot get 
asleep, SE YE: to rest, P;. BLE, BLIP AR MP; to 

have fallen asleep (to be dead), ga ff. * FET; 
both hands and feet are asleep, = XZ Jat JH 

| Jar. 

| Asp, n. A small poisonous serpent of Egypt, # 

| ORE. SRE. FeTH. 
| Asparagus, vn. A kind of sparrow grass, RE 3% 38, KR 

| POR, KE. 
| Aspartic acid, n. A crystalline acid from aspara- 

gus. KEYS ARIK. 
Aspect, n. Countenance, 4go, Tyg, Af, AE, 

PAAR. AIR. TBA. wT Gs. THI; appear 
once. 18). A TEA TEAR. 28k TEAR. 
(@ ; aspect of (the situation) of a house, fig 3, 
AK In}; a beautiful aspect, SEM, AEH. FP. 
we, FE; a man of good appearance, EIR Z, 
AV; a maid of sweet aspect, 76 AEA, BAN; 
ee of affairs, 3F ZE3k. FEZ. BAB 

| Aspect, u.t. Wa. 
Aspen-tree, n. AAAS Ah. EVER. 

Asperate, v.t. ‘To make rough or uneven, BRIE. 
Asperated, pp. Made rough, ARIE. 
Asperation, n. A making rough, Pe 

Asperity, n. Roughness of surface. {i SHE, 2G i22; 

| roughness to the taste, 722 ; eae of a 
per, FIL fe, REG, FILE ; harshness, fp, ER he, 

WERE. TEA. 
a, FM. Wh Aspernation, n. Disregard, fifi jij 

A AROLE WOE J. 
Asperous, a. Rough, uneven, as a road, }A Mtg, 

TELM: 2. ob a BB. 
Asperse, v.t. 'T'o slander, jt i, ial #. 

WERE, JEM; to elumninte, ; i. TB 

NA, jer J 3 JE. TAN 5 ae 

Asperser, n. One who asperses, } 

site 

ety Se Spe 
a BUA 

Bor nik 8 

aA. : PIX BA 
Aspersion, n. Calumny, #Es#. Re; to cast an 

aspersion upon one, st Pe, a 

Asphalt, Asphaltum, n. Bitumen, his Ji 

* This is a vulgar expression and should not be used. 
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, We. 
Asphaltic, a. Pertaining to asphaltum, /83 Jase i. 

WHS aH 0. LT ESE. 
Asphodel, n. The day-lily, A tif. 
Asphyxia, Asphyxy, n. Cessation of motion in the 

heart and arteries, Jay. PREZ jk. PYG Bh ., 

Wi IESE, JRE AR 
verdes n. One who aspires, or seeks with eager- | 

ness, if Mi 44 
frit. 

Aspirate, v.t. To pronounce with a breathing, Hj 
ae ee 
A ao: 

Aspirate, v.i. To impart a strong breathing, Hf 
L492: o < 

Aspirate, x. A note of aspiration, 9q 7% oR. Asa 
J A 

Zi: 

Aspirated, pp. Uttered with a strong emission of | 

breath, ALR Ts 2: marked with an aspirate, 

TR: Gh AZ - 
Aspirating, ppr. 

HiSa i e 44- 
Aspiration, 2. 

a full emission of breath, #€ 
Tis #4; the act of aspiring, #. BW. @: anar- 
dent wish or desire, )f) FE, ABBA K. Corre its 

: A Kis: Tiny Wak, IDNEK, Wis ITE 71> russe 
he) 
sys: 

Aspire, v.t. To desire with eagerness, , i, FEE | 
Kh. wa fH; to aim at something elevated, jE. 

ff. Te AE Ta Piss A A DO. RAK; 
{o aspire alter fame, #9244. & jai. Sa eew. 
KURT. A & #3 f& ; 0 aspire to the throne, f# fiz, | 

BEE. | me Sl to aspire after immortality, 
IH ASE ZAG. SEAL i aspire after something 
unattainable, 4.7 sez. es AT AA Fy 

pa earee Ka JA; to aspire after ex- 

celling, sil, 

Aspirer, n. One w sie aspires, Bi A ats Hs an 
aspirer to the throne, f(r 4 : one who aims 
at something elevated, 9H 4. BABAZ 
K. 

Aspiring, a, Ainhbitious, 
IHGA 3; aspiring after greatness, 4K. TE 

Ty & : an aspiring mind, YARKER. 
Asplenium, n. EE wi 
Asportion, n. A carrying away, #tzé ; a felonious 

remoyal of goods, iii Wy, HEB 3. FBR. 
Ik. 

With. SBE. ft Asguint, adv. To look obliquely, 

>; vw ild Ass, iy “a a Mey ass, Bie 

1A ii Fe. 
Ass, n. Sm, BB 

Pronouncing witha full breath, | 

The pronunciation of a letter with 

ARE. WA 

JIA | 

ATE. sti: AA, | 

a canditate for office, FE. | 

BE, Se. HE; ass’s clue, pif; a stupid ass, AE 

tf. KEE, AER. S Ie RE HEUER. Hit ZH, Siti Hh, 

AA. 24K. WA WAP. We. Agi; to ride an 
ass, BMH. VSB. TES. 

Assafeetida, n. See Asafcetida. 

_ Assail, v.t. To assault, 4%, Body, HEFT. WU; to 
attack, Ue fk, We Bk; to assault a city, BHR; to 
(tack an enemy. Je fi. AGH. wh BK; to fall 

upon, (res SSK. Wiest RE. FET. HERES 
Je, HABe; to assail with words, Fe, ye A. 

| Assailable, a. That may be assailed, Be, WF, 

BATT, By ihe 
Assailant, n. One who assails, De Fy #4, Ue EH, 

te HF, BE; ; the first ina is FET FH. 
Assailed, pp. Assaulted, 3¢dy7i, B38, Desh. we 

BASE. 
Assapanic, n. The flying squirel, #4 fg. 
Assart, v.¢. To grub up trees, F&F; 

an assart, ALAA AR. 
Assassin, n. One who kills by surprise or secret 

assault, sh), PERN. RRA; one who 
attempts to kill by surprise or secret assault, 
at RA 4G : cue who commits regicide, FA #- 

Assassinate, v.t. to kill by surprise or secret as- 

sault, Fy Hi). WHY. WT A. AT RAN, RA 
io attempt to kill by surprise or secret assault, 
=tt Wt . 

to commit 

at ¢ ; 1o attempt to commit regicide, HARB. 
Assassinated, pp. Murdered by surprise, Ig ¥i}34, 

I est. FARE - 
Assassinating, ppr. Wek] A. ISLA, BR. BBA 

HEN oes AL A 
Assassination, mn. The act of killing or murdering 

by pa or secret assault. FF ya] Rf, HE A 
Fi. WERE 48 5 the act of compan int ealaids, 

AA H- 
Assault, n. An attack, eS eH ie fb Eg 4y- 

Me WE, LAT. KAHL HM; invasion, GE fk; to 
make an assault upon a city, ea : to make an 
assault upen an enemy, Jey; to make an as- 
sault upon a person. Fe A, JR AE HK. 

Assault, +.¢. To attack, 3, BT: Ke UE, Keay. 47 
WB; to attack by words, Fe, #p AA; 
to attack’ | ry unfriendly measures, 7S; to as- 
sault as highway-robbers. $y HR. FTES, 47a 
to assault at night, as large bands of robbers do 
in China, #7 HJAK: to invade, fF4K; to invade 

secretly, it. (ft Ha (EA. a #E PRs $0 en 
counter, SPB, SPL SPE. Beek. BER. BH: 
to assault unsuccessfully, ae ae KRF. 

| Assaulted, pp. Ue ih, $73, whieh. FRG. 

Assay, n. The determination of the quantity of 
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metal in an ore, (fH, $4 3 #/# ; the determin- 
ation of the quantity of gold or silver in coin 
or bullion, A S3%- Ar. BAER. RAP. (LG. | 

BABI. Giese STR. WEE RT AK 
Assay, v.t. To determine the amount of a par- 
ala: metal in an ore, alloy, &e., (RF. th. 
fa, FABRA; to assay silver, (ER. (AFR 1 (EK; 
to apply to, to try on the touchstone, AIP. i 
Ai- 

Assayed, pp. Examined. (fs. wtih. aA. 
Assayer, n. fi 23 2%. (8 24 fii (%. 2878 (2); an 

officer of the mint whose business it is to de- 

termine the amount of gold and silver in coin 
or bullion, $858 Fay sy Zs. CSA Fe. 

Assaying, n. or ppr. The aL ien anton of the 
amount of any metal in a metallic compound, 
(Aiz# ; an assaying shop, (AsPAR. 

Assay-master, n. See Assayer. 
Assemblage, n. A collection of individuals, #€. #7, 

AEA, WB, EI — PR. PEEP. PR 
Se, —He NL; a collection of things, —Sé #F: 
the act of assembling, #4 4f. oe 

Assemble, v.t. or 7. RAE, BO, AA. &. AR, 

“is FR. AI. Bie]. MK. MK ae? 2% 

ee ee 
FAH. hea sR x4, BE, IN), A. AB: ‘10 con- 
vene, #74 38, 48 48, $488 ; to assemble all nations, 
He AE WS Bl : to aeemble all the people of the 
world, ge 42 {ik J. ; to assemble on a plain. Jar ph 
Fizz: to assemble at court, HY; to assemble 
and discipline as of soldiers, |] #. 

Assembled, pp. Congregated, RHE, Pr HR, TK HE: 
assembled together from all quarters, eRe 
4f ; all sorrow is collected within ny heart, F&¥ 
nO e4 eE A; it is but proper, that you should 
have so many children assembled here, "7 fF 
Fe BB  ; crowded, FE, AE REM BZ: crowded 
like a forest, -H: @ 4n #K; assembled like ants, 

wee. 
Assembling, ppr. Coming together, #%4€. 
Assembly, ». A collection of individuals in the 

same place, @ ; a public assembly, ZV@ : a large 
assembly, 7 ; a religious assembly, $e, Fe 
# ; primary assembly, FAERIE Y ; primary as- 
sembly in China, Ft #2747. 

Assembly-room, n. @ BR, # 6%; assembly-hall, @ 
ae, ZS BF; * an assembly-room for amusement, 

@i. 

Hy HEME. BK 

* Consoo is a corruption of fF kung sho, i.e. the name 
of the place that has been substituted for the assembly. To 
hold a Consoo is to meet at the kungso for deliberation. 

A. Be | 

| 

FE. AIC. Seiki. JO. HF 
i oie. Moat: Ment. MEIC. WIC. BASE. URED 
WE. Résk: concurrence, rf c Hz; to express 

one’s concurrence. #7, fF. HR We. BYE. Ws; royal 
assent. JEW: he will give his assent, FL ipAHeé ; 

vould not give his assent, MEE. AI. Aw: 

the assent of one thousand men is not equal to 
that of one scholar, +- J Libiti BML Z pe 
ay: he gave full assent, WHERE: 

Assent. v.t. To admit as true, #7: J; to concede, 
1B di i ; to approve. re: to concur, Fh A, 
Art FL. Fit (A. HERE: to assent to a petition, FE 
WE: would not assent, WEE. We Rese, WE. A 
. JE ge: to assent to every proposal, AiR A 

Assent, n. St. 4E. F- 

ra. 
Assenter, n. One who assents, 3) aff #4. REA #, 

Kee. | 
Assenting, ppr. Agresing to, HE, $CHE ; admit- 

ting as true, 2H; yielding to her entreaties, 

EZR. : 
Assert, v.t. To declare positively, fag. Jak. ‘EF 

| it. MEY. Peak. LS. AS. at. BAL. ah 
Ji; to assert one’s right. EX FG SF, WE BE. FE 

AZ. A: to assert one’s claim, FR, 

(Eat. WOR. HEREIN : to declare, FB. 
Asserted, pp. Affirmed positively, Ef St j&. ‘af 

Hh. TE SEI. 
Asserting, ppr. Declaring with confidence, Ht. 

HE itt. - : 
Assertion. n. Positive declaration, ‘St. JAB. if 

SE (RG. Jy ALE. HEM. HES: assertion of 

right, WEBE. EASE C.. 
Assortor, n. One who affirms positivly. @At# : 

one who sticks to his owe oat Ave thi 

Fa A DEAE: ! T net 

Assess, v. t. To fix a tax, eR. SRB ALER: to val- 
ue, fafa. 

Assessable, a. That may be assessed, BJ E(H, By 

fii. A. ROHL. 
Assessed, pp. Charged with a certain sum, 7238 
#; valued, Fi fF. 

Assessment, n. A valuation of property for the pur- 
pose of taxation, (PE LAE ; the act of assess- 
ing, HEH: the act determining the amount 
of damage, FE ARF : the Stages @ of the a- 
mount ef damage by a jury, [ARR ee Ha Mh. 

Assessor, n. One appointed to ASSESS the person or 
property. fARIR#. LALA; an assistant to a 
magistrate, 4], Zs, NHR, FARES. APES; 8 
deputy assessor in a prefe ct's office, ZEKE. 

Assets, n. pl. The stock in trade and entire proper- 
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ty of a merchant, &c., FE3E. Wyse. Ze2e, REE: | Assigner, n. One who assigns, #4, mic #, 
productions, +74; goods, Hay. Atk. RAE | EH. 
4; the goods of an insolvent debtor, subject to Assigning, ppr. Allotting. jxZ; appointing, x, 
the payment of his debt, Jf Av9@ 2 PERE; estate | ESA. Sib. AR. ZEAE. ASHE. 
of a deceased person, subject to the payment of Assignment, n. An allotting to a particular per- 

his debts, $F 2 sE3%. WHE. HEE. son or use. 3243-49. SS C4. WANE ; the writ- Th opi ws = | 5 5 > = 
Asseyer, v. t. lo declare positively. Re Zt. FF ing hy which an interest is transferred, 32, 3 

it Ze PRs. WL. FRADE; to declare with so- | £437 ae, eae Jy oy, ha, 3h ar - assignment in 
lemnity, #842. hbankruptey, Ze (4 fel 75 7 ZEHRE. 

Asseverate, v.t. Sce Assever. Assimilate, v. ¢. To cause to resamble, (fi{2—3f, 
Asseveration, n. Positive affirmation, IS. (ff id, (hi ZEAL. (i 22 2B FE ; to make to resemble, fff 
‘iM : solemn declaration, #842. Fil (Le. BERK — st. OR A. et 48 (01. {iB 

Ass-head, n. 2% {5095 J\. pis. FAL. Gok. L498, BIR: to convert into 
Assiduity. x. Constancy, fit, Wot, SUG3 dili- | a like substance, 4&4E, 4 na fa 48 ; to assimilate 

gence, Be#h, Bh Iy. Hh. BT. Hi - to another form, fpf fii. 
Assiduous, a. Constant, gibt. THA. HEADS. BE SS et pp- (G70 0] REAL. (eB 

rift); diligent, 223%. 84). I). Hob. I. 48, EB 
ity. Ta : per cpligue nl ay. J) tr. fi. | Assimilation, mn. The act of bringing to a resem- 

| 

| 
| 

Oh. ABR. 7 ADL ECL; «lance, gis, MAHA LLA + a state of re- 
sedulous, $i, er. io: assiduous in study, semblance, 4H UJ. Git. #4 (U]. (# {L] ; the process 
TB, MOOR. FS, TRGB. Bets assid- by which bodies convert other bodies into their 
uous in eee, a aa own nature and substance, 4Q Rx la) EG: 4b. 78 

Assiduously, adv. Diligently, Be#1, Bak, Hy: ; 
to study assiduously, 74 ih, FA Peds. FA Assimilative, a. Having the power of converting 
42k, HRM : to labour assiduously, SA {k | toa likeness, Hy (ipa Ll, HY] fi—sh, FY BER, 
LK: AAMT A, BAGH Li, ENS Bh. AAG el EZ 

Assign, v. t. yy ZS, ve x, eS Ay. USMS, HAGE, we | ee v.t. or 7. To lend aid, 3H Hh, Hh. STHh. He 
to limit. Bj G2, Ve BRE: 10 determine, See OU). SU. HAA. RE, BC. OCT. ea. ih 
to specify. BJ): to assign a cause or reason, x | WEAN. (ll SUNN. BLP. AE, BAN. A, A 
Hs ELC i RSL SRA, Me, | Fd ATED a. BIR BE, aS ik. e . i 
antl fxd: to make over to another. 3, FE. (H. Fz. FRAN. HA. fK- fh, He. 1k, Hi, HE. Bk 

Bei ey CAE AE ANEMONE: MOC: to ftvour AR REN i IER: to assist 
to assign a false cause, Fé fe. FEiE; to assion the poor, $F. (rH AE assist him, AH 
false judgment, FFARR ASEZS ; to assign a 4|a; to assist (cheer one) in Ra Utes; 
post, {MfE ; to assign a prize, EA, AI to assist the loyal family, J) EE te: why do 

$i HE ; to assign (make over)a lease. ZeHt gil fly; | you not assist him? gAAARF; if you know 
to set forth with particularity, F¥ A. | that your friend is dead, assist him, 436 3 He ; 

Assign, n. A person to whom property is trans- assistance is to assist, fj? #4; to assist one 
ferred, SEE ZN, FLEE ZN, APES. another, #A¥} AB. 47 BEAM HF : to assist in the 

Assignable, a. That may be assigned, F Wie B By 2, administration of a government, 44 fy; to assist 
BY re Ht, BY FE, WE. SETH. BS APT. IEEE. in doing evil, Jy cs to assist freely, fxé, fF 

Assignat, n. A public note or bill issued by the He; to benefit, 7 fe. Mf} Ze; to assist the emperor, 

revolutionary government of France, RB ¥f. $1 _E; to assist bringing about, (AX ; to assist 
Assignation, n. An appointment of time aud place one’s parents, 3¢42-Bf; to assist in doing or 

for meeting, #7. MEME, TWA. | settling something, 43); to assist others, 4 
Assigned, pp. or a. VE SNE. (238i, 2338. I K. 

Fei. | Assistance, n. 4%. HI). $8 ; to render assist- 
Assignee, n. A person to whom an assignment is ance, # If. FB=Fe ; assistance to the poor, PRB; 

made, ReFE 4A, (KHPA: assignees in bank- assistance to the state, 49 [RI ; covert assistance, 
ruptey, $F HE A) fy SEH; a person invested | — PE @fj; to give a douceur for underhand aid, #7 

with certain power, 47 {¥ #22 HE. ii] Gi ; to procure assistance, (Fe, (iF. HF, 
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aft FEIN : to seek ssistind e, “sup. 

Assistant, a. Helping. Hyg. 
Assistant, n. One who aids, 383. =F, HF HK, 

WI MIN FRU BS oh BS PB AC. 
Fe, dis, fall, 4c; Zc. Mil BX. IN 3 an excelent as- 
sistant, #25]], BL iAy : an pesislaut district mag- 

istrate, * Wa, APU, Ze: secondary district 

magistrate, Fp. ine. = Bp (HY > an assist- 
ant magistrate of a department, SH hij IH Fy. IH 
42, YZ: principal assistant, or prime minis- 
ter, BFA, FEA, BeH1: assistant minister of 

state, AEA ; assistant of the inner court, FAR 
assistant censor. fil) Af if $2 : assistant examiner 
of literary candidates. ji] = 4§ ; assistant com- 
missioner, jal fi; assistant commissary, Je ffj 
$4; assistant minister of the sacrificial court. 
Kos sf PH; assistants in public offices, Py ye: 
assistants of officers in general, 7¢ 4. + UH: 
assistant {0 a snperintendent of education. jl] 
38; assistants of a prefect, [Fl 4. WAS. Whe. 
FP Fs assistants of a sub-prefect, |r] 415i Fy : 
assistants of salt commissioner, 332 [i], 34 fal) (i : 
assistants of the provincial judge, Fz¥z wy fil (ili, 
Sef] ; assistants of the provincial freasurer, ti 

Uk a) BL. AEH : assistant or lientenant general, 
fi) @P HE; assistants {o a general, admiral or a 
commander-in-chief next to the Tartar General, 

wae, Sie, AL PG 
Assisting, ppr. If. 39. $e. fil). af. 

Assize, n.: pl. Assizes. A court in England, held 
in every county hy at least one of the judges of 
ihe superior courts for trying criminal cases, Gl 

ee PG, A: the time of ho!ding the court of 
assize, Fi) key 27. 

Assize, v.t. To fix the rate of, to assess, fA {ER : to 
fix the weight and measure, price of commodi- 

ties, CHERRIES 3c. eae HE ALOU. 
Assizer, m. An officat alo has the pcepecsion of 

weights and measures, JE 42 St 21’. 
Associable, a. 'That may he joined to, BY # ; socia- 

ble, FY 8 Ae, PY 4038. 
Associate, v.t.or i. To join in company, as a 

a This a aD eallowine are the designations for the 
superintendent of police of a district. 
+ Ina more extended sense the term 747 comprises the 

whole suite of a mandarin. 
t The respective ranks of the officers are :— District Magis- 

trate, 7th rank ; Inspector of Education in his district, 7th 
rank; that of a Sub-prefect, 6thrank; that ofa Prefect, 4th 
rank ; the Salt Commissioner, 3d; the Provincial Judge, 

.8d; the Provincial Treasurer, 2d; a Lieutenant General, Ist ; 
Commander-in-chief, next to the Tartar General, Ist; Fa 
Tséung, Ist, &e. 

friend, Bee, BENE, ANE. ahah, Wid, ADSL, BE 
ie mUTE. WEE » AMES. BER. BEE, FPA. AEE 
Ae. tn) Fy, fA aL A. BUN ALE: ; to unite, #F 
€r > constantly to associate with, 77—#E j— 
#}; to associate with the ancients (to spend 
one’s time in studying their works). ¢y A BFS ; 
fo associate with the low bred, 7%: to associate 

indiscriminately, Uf AH GU. AHEZ ; to asso- 
ciate with the wicked, ‘Af 38,28 $* DE #48 Bly. 
A. SEZEEA: unab'e to associate with, ALA 

te. AOE. LNG A. 
Associate, m. One frequently in company with 

another, jij Ag. DYE (i. BS fe. DE ae. {Ps I s a part- 
ner or associate in business, Wet. BE, Sth, 

lel (7. (Zi. AR : an associate ona journey, FF 
{fg ; an associate in offic ‘e. [a f. (i AZ ; an as- 

sociate im crime. ; to have an associate, FF 
412, #5 BE: father’s associates, 4 2 1. 

Associated, pp. United in company, #7; as- 
sociated in business. 4 {fF : associated in friend- 

ship, #AaL. 4 ZZ: to be associated with in goy- 
ernment, 4; associated most intimately, [A] 

eis 

aa 

Associating, ppr. Uniting in friendship, Zz. 
Ze ihe: uniting in interest, AFF; uniting in 
company, <p 4. 

Association, n. The act of associating,  &. 4B 

Re. Fz A. FR. FR, WGK: a society or club, 
14 fr 4 ae) to form an association, [fj @, ee; 

to join an association. A. Wie. fi4@. FEB: * 

a private association (similar toa savings bank), 

$i @ : the * Longevity Association, ” $4 @ ; 

a literary association, 3 @ ; the poets’ associa- 
tion, 747: the association for mutual protee- 
tion, #2 ; the Masonic Association, #248 
@r : rules of an eee ei: intercourse, 

SEL BEE. GRRE. HEHE. HL. ER. 
Assoilment, ae bof assoiling, 417 ; absolution, 

FE OE. 
Assonance, n. Resemblance of sounds (term used 

in poetry), 40 #q 
ae v.t. To sce and distribute into class- 

> BEUEBH, EPR. BPE, Wie. He ACHE 
7. Dy DBE Bil: IE BIDE Bl. TP SIG TP 
PE PER; toassort colours, At; to assort ill, 

ARE. 
Ss FUE BY 4 n. assortment of Assortment, 

* This term is only applied to joining an association 
formed for revolutionary or other unlawful purposes. «= Its 
very sound frightens Chinese officers, hence should be used 
with great discretion even in conversation. 

It 
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colours. jj@ @ ; assortment of numbers, ie Be. 

Assuage. v.t. To reduce. as pain. (gg Bowe. flay. 

HEME: to soothe, FE. fF. WRG: to assuage grief, 
ae to ASSage W wrath, (HAL SCP . (EPRINTS 

nad GZ. cn caked! Ee 

ecco pp. Mitigated, BcyEilh; eascd, fish 

Assuasive. a. Mitigating, Seat g: tranquilizing, 

HEX (J. [HTH 
Assuetude. 2. Custom. TSS. TAY); habitnal use. 
Assume, v.t. To take upon one’s sei, ff. 4a. 

Be, AUR Fe Lay. rh. 17. : to assume to 
one’s self. 3p; to assume precedence, (24, 
Jess. Sea. PSE. PSE BA: to assume more 
for one’s self, py ffi7ft: to assume a false name, 

az. GHAR: 
BERLE E.. (Sh FFAG: to assume credit to one’s 
self, 4% : to assume merit, 4 Wy3F, 
assume power, SHE. 4a HE. SHE. Ti 
sume command (as the emperor), [4 ff + to sup- 

pose, fg. xT: to assume too much to one’s self, | 
to assume to effect public | ESOT. (Ya tet: 

works, fa@3i& (fF: to assume appearance, Fy Ft; to 
assuine the form of man (said of spirits and ap- 
paritions), WRAVJE, %& AJ: toassumeastrange 
spectral appearance, FEAR {GPE : to assume to be 
learned and dispise the stupid, fifi tS E. 

Assumed, pp. pS ith, Sait. (63h. EM. ag. Ty 

i. 
Assuming, ppv. pf, Fa. ef. FE: assuming the ap- 

pearance of virtue, (WZ: arrogating, BaF ; 
taking for granted, 727%; pretending, eee 
55}. 

Assuming, a BE fi. BSE (a, DORE. 
Fim, dE, Hae ae and insolent, [3% 

I Gis. ESE A. BELEN. 
Assumption. n. The act of taking upon one’s self, 

Age 4: the act of taking for granted, 4AFF-{Z 
ee AGP AL‘ ; Christ’s assumption of our 

flesh, Jk4% SAE: the taking up a person into 
heaven, FT RE: a consequence drawn from a pro- 

position of which an argument is composed, Fi 

MZ. nee. 
Assumptive. a. That may be assumed, BJ Wg, Ay #9, 

A 
Assurance, n. The act of assuring, Fah, WER. 

48 FES. HE {a ; firm persuasion, #ffz, REZ, 
Efe, WEE. O'R. 7 Kl. #4; freedom from 
doubt, MSE. AYE: certain expectation, BF Aki 
8. BY AR. A ABS: fall SMR 
Btwn : fie: ntmost. cortainty, > RS ef 

Arrogant, 

to assume a feigned manner, | 

(€6 ) AST 

firnmess of mind, Ege Zids certain knowledge, 

(VE sik ZZ HELE wal. AL 48 Fee (EFS insurance, { 

bor. FSM BE: * impudence, 3 RENE. AWE. JETT 

full confidence in Christ and of final 

JCEM TH dk. #6 fi JE. 
Assure, v.t Ay WE G8 FEV OR, 

(RAB AR 8 (Gr. BUPEHE: to give 
donntdtn e hy a promise, (ER. (ate, are 
3; to make confident, FA Sse. Gi EEE 5 
foaver, Pak. HEME: to assure one’s self, WE 

Fl, PETG. 1) BEATE 
Assured, pp. Made certain, (life # : certain. fi 

ME, EFF; msured, F(R iG, |B jane He; Indu- 
hitable, SHE RE. Sit SEV. Sac pa SE, — oe ait ee: Tam 
assured, 4 int AnH]. FETE 4; bold to excess, He 
We impudent, He HET ; assured ef final salya- 
tion, H&{S iB; he assured us of it, PARK 

Fill. 
Assuredly, adv. Certainly. 324%. [ELPS. eGR. 

Ras Wri. AEs. TEs. VR. TE ZE, BLE, 
EA, ER; indubitably. Ae E, St A yy AE 
Bie, BA. a you must listen to wd 
assuredly, TAPRUEHE. 

Aster chinensis, . 77. (#3. 

Asterias, n. Stella marina, #8 RQ, jfiparé. 
Aster marinus condrilla, n. BZ aE. 
Asterisk, n. The figure of a star (*), used in print- 

ing and writing. —#5#; a mark of reference, 

ae Nye. 3 ff! BE WE; to mark with an asterisk, 

4) EAAL, oi at aie. 
Astern, adv. Behind a ship. Ze fq: towards the 

stern, [ig Mi FE ; to fasten on astern. 4 fpyye. 
Asteroid, n. dJyf7 SE. Js Si; a name given to the 

small planets, discovered about the commence- 
ment of the present century, and a number of 
other small planets which have been discovered 
more recently between the orbits of Mars and 

Jupiter, $M) ZAR. 
Asthenie, a. Weak, tka, Fea}. Fe ye. 
Asthma, n. Diffic ee of breathing, Sai. #8 5%, 

WEARS. el, 3 Brau ig, TE. eae WK. FLIFE, BR 
lit; humoral asthma, HEM; great difficulty of 
breathing, #9qWe |-jiE: to suffer of asthma, 
#E IE (an expression chiefly heard among the 
Hakka); to get asthma, ql 3a. 

Asthmatic, a. 3ams fry. Fe HC RE: 
asthma, Af 3a Mg. Sel Hy- 

Astonish, v. t. 3827. HE: to astonish people, 4 

* Sth (Mai i in ate) 3 is a corruption of érsurance and to 

insure. 

ON: 
salvation, 2k 4 

Vo mate certain. 

to Insire. 

troubled with 
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JIBETR. ITEM. BR. (NIE. 
TELE. (AR. WR ROO ML: Ar 

HES, AAR. PERE, BP TIERE, ABA 25 
££; toastonish the world, HEH Hy hh. HEB) ACH. 

Astonished, pp. or a. Confounded with purpeiee or 
admiration, {-2y. 5L@e88. HG PE. FL ay. Sb 

SE, BYSE, IB. TERR. RIL. 
Astonishing, DPR Confounding people with won- 

der, {i J Ut ay. 4d GR BE confounding peop!e 

with fear, 4> A FE]. 
estonS Ng. a. Wonderful ! Zak. Wigs. PE aw. LE 

5S, BR, IU AE; how see wonderful! fig 

ina ae 
Astonishingly, adv. 

ment, Jp. BAAS. RR. WE ey. 

Astonishment, 2. ke cick BY SL, Oe RAG, HE 
4%, WERE. FEE: filled w wonder and 
astonishment, 4 nef ee F. Se A ze FB; could not 
help expressing his astonishment, ie 

Astound, v.t. ‘l'o astonish people, fai ARE aT. HEA 

BER, WRN. VLE. BEA. HES. HELE: to strike 
dumb with amazement. de /\ Hig, WEA A. 

Astounding, ppr. Adapted to astonish, py (i Hen. 

AYA Ay, HAP EER. 
Astraddle, adv. With the legs across a thing. 

SE FEW. WBS Ss, See My beta. Mia 28 thy AE. 
Astrea, Astrea, v. A oral planet or asteroid, Aly 
$m) #7 JE ZY ; the goddess of justice, * IEA 

Ai ist 
Astragal, n. A little round moulding which sur- 

rounds the top or bottom of a column, in the 
form of a ring, [E)¥%. FES WK. 

Astragalus, n. The heel bone. JH RRA 
Astral, a. Starry, #§ 3% J; belonging to the 

stars, BSE, (SE. SEDO. SLAY. j 
Astral lamp, x. An Argand lamp, [&). ait FE Jp 

Astray, adv. Out of the right way, #4 f%. Bb 
TI, AFH, GEFA; to go ania asa dog, i 4e 

to go astray as a child, 429%; to lead astray, 
$e; you run astray, (RikSh, TRE ; to go 

astray from a company, #74. 
Astrict, v.t. To bind fast, £47 ; to contract, iH. 
Astricted, pp. Bound fast. #08. #4 Ti ; con- 

stricted, £7 FE js. 
Astriction, n. The act of binding close, #¥’ : 

traction, #34! ; constipation, Fe LAR RE. 
Astride, adv. With the legs open and across a 

con- 

* The Hk ME2E HY of the provincial or other cities exercises, 
aceording to Chinese notions, the functions ascribed to 
Astrea. 

( 67 ) 

Tn a degree to excite amaze- | 

ASY 

thine, BGK, PAB, BaF MEER. 
Astringency, x. That quality in medicine which 

causes contraction of the soft solids, (i Sy 4, 

rare 
Astringent, a. [B&{¥:. 
Astringent, n. A medicine, which causes vital 

contraction of the soft solid, Ie gi 2 4% 

2B REIL HE. HL i HE. 
Astrography, n. Description of stars, 5 44 aft ; the 

science of describing the stars, 34 fj HD. 
Astrolatry, n. The worship of the stars, Ff 4 % 
3. EE : the worship of the north star, 74>}, 

Fee. 
Astrologer, Astrologian, n. One who professes to 

foretell future events by the aspeets and situa- 

tion of the stars, 3&--, 4¢ 3. bl E+. Stage, 

$F At, BALICAL. FER. 
AEA, Astrological, a. Pertaining to astrology, 

Ae ER BE, DEG 

> ia Yes 

Bu. 
Astrology, n. 3644 

ZY 5 2m 
Astrometer, 2. LE. 

Astronomer, a. ats who is versed in astronomy, 

KE ER. RIE. KAA, KA; imperial 
astronomer, KF # : a student of the heayens, 

FA. Ki. HIG. WOK. RACK. 
Astronomical, a. YI, KA. KAA, FE ACI, 
R& ; astronomical calculations, 75, FEE : as- 
{ronomical number or calculations, JERR, FE 
i. HY: astronomical observation, 7A); as- 
tronomical instruments, FQaC ft AL, Byes, * BR 

Be, * FEB. * ERK, Ls 
Astronomically, adv. By the principles of astron- 

omy, HRS. MARA. 
Astronomy, n. The science which teaches the 

knowledge of the celestial bodies, &¢., FRA, HK 
AL. RIE: one acquainted with astronomy. 3h 

REN. 
Astute, a. Shrewd, FAW]; cunning, Weg; crafty, 
Astutely, adv. Subtly, 359%. | 5p 
Astuteness, n. Shrewdness, W@Ayj. 
Asunder, adv. Apart, iE). BREBR;. I HE: to take 

asunder. Pt. Up by. Prey. oH is: to break 
asunder, 4%) ff. $4it : to tear asunder, BEF. 

Bey n. AS Sine tuary, or place of refuge, AeEy 
FALE BE Mest anorphan asylum, fi We. 

* “These areak ae of armill: ary sphe res, si aid to have been 
invented by Yan. Sce Aft, vol. 14 

+ In China where murderers are exempted from capital 
punishment upon their becoming a priest of Budha or 
Tauist, the expressions, M¢¥p, HEYP IU, or A HEY IU, 
equivalent to refuge, asylum, and to flee to a refuge. 

, FE 

px 

cb 
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ee an eh fae ate men, #2 AG. me 

Be, 3 2be. HE, WRK, BEE DN a; a foundling | 
asylum, #7 Hse ; * an asylum for lepers, Jie ye | 
Bé;an asylum for the blind, $B BZ; an asylum | 
for old destitute men or women, ¥ or #38 je 

Asymptote, n. A line which approaches nearer 
Be. 

and nearer to some curve, but, though infinitely | 
extended, would never meet it, jap Ur 4. 

Asyndeton, n. A figure which omits the econnect- 

ive, } BH I. 
At, prep. #6, W&. ¥F. 2. BI. FB, UE; at home, Ze 
>is he at home ? tf be AyAH WZ: yes, he is at 
home, WKRZ; at table, or at dinner, Wp; at 
noon, JE, Fi. #7 AAR; at the gate, ZEPY 
BY; at sea, ZEPE; at hand, EAC, ite; the 
kingdom of heaven is at hand, FG fy iF ; the 
end of the year is at hand, BREE TE; at large, 
nes; to be at large, Hee, 7% 

ent, HiZE, ES, HG, aa at this day, gE 
BH; at that anes Ta JF sat any time, A Fy fay WF; 
at no time, SEF; at last, We RE, FE Ts. Be. 

BR. Ta Pk. BIE. BE. Hh Se. 36 3H. Si AL. Ae: 
at first, JER. 72 4—; at the very first, fR5E. ft 

AZM F. AG oy. HE PEL UIG s at night, Eni : 
at midnight, 7%. BR. Arie ; 
2 PE; at least, Boy: ata stand, AYE: at a loss 
what to do, An fnp Hy. WE em ete Op dey. Fe Fen BK 
Fe ff; to be at liberty, A =F, FEAL AB; at leisure, 
FEM: to be at leisure, FTE]: to be at it. Ty ¥e 
fit. TE ZE (fk. TEBE: at your service, P(r aim, 
HE (sg (i (E> mot als all. Api; do not at all 
understand, pl BE fH ; at once, — yg, WE: do it 
at once, fi) RI) (Ff, Come Fie: at pleasure, fEIRFE: 
at the time, P&§; he swooned at the time, 
2 All Feche. Wh SL te RB 7 ; the whole property is 
at stake, “Sf Sp 3 ike HE. & 3e we; at the 

same time, —ffg, Ml; Fit peace, AK, BE, 
Ad. 42 Fu; they are at peace now. HAT; at 
war, FJ fk; at HN IE TEYE. FEAR: to he ai 

law, TE. AG. Ea. AEE TA E 9 
be laughed at, HAE, lL JG: toplay at ae 
Fy MH: at one blow of the hand, KF: at 

Ae PETE sat pres- | 

at full speed, | 

God, (fei Ee. FLITE We. Ob E ap; at odds, 
Nase, "IBS. 2AM Aa; at parting, Rem: 
to take one at his word, MEE Re 1, WE (ip Fig =, 
7e HSS; at Peking, ZEALHE; at work, HK 
TH, ETL; he arrived at this, (3 pe; 
aut the bottom, #£ BE; at a cash a piece, Ey 
Fi— A; at ease, ji. HERE; at the price of 
redemption from sin. IRF % fat thirty 1 was 
established, = ++ far. 

| Ataxia, Ataxy, n. Want of order, §[ ; irregulari- 
ty in the functions of the body, lk 3 Fy HR 

Ate. The preterit of eat, #238. See Hat. 
vee 

Ate, n. The goddess of mischief, fl mip. 
A tempo, A tempo primo. A direction in musie, 

that after a change of movement, the original 
movement be resumed, H&5EJHF. 

A tempo ginsto. A direction in musie, which signi- 
fies to sing or play in an equal, true or just ime, 

(Re MI AES ole. AA 

Atheism, n. The disbelief of the existence of God, 

Ala Fi Lie 27k 
Atheist, n. One who disbelieves the existence of 

God, Blatt Lit. Aa Lies. Haw RES, 
AAR. 0 BEE ie. FEE ATA, AE 
airy 77 47s an irreligious person, Hj: FeH, 

SHE 4 Ke He 5 an impious person, Rix _b Hees, 

mii Far MN. 
Atheneum, n. A public reading room for peri- 

otlicals, if aC ZN BF. 

Athenian, a. Pertaining to Athens, Jf€ ih (vy, Jeet 
WE. 

Athenian, n. A native of Athens, Jf€ HL IPE A. 3 

IZ NK. 
| Atherina, n. Smelt (fish), gH}. 
| Athirst, . Thirsty, 0 #3. 3473. GX: athirst 

after “itt Pa is: 
| Athlete, n. Ac ontender for victory, [Fj iz A, Fy 

one blow of the sword, —JJ: at my command, | 

ACHE 4D. HE AG fr HEAR E (li. HE ICH; barris- 
ter-at-law, 5ff fifi; doctor-at-law, #@-—-; much 
sickness at this time, WEHERES : 1 live at the 
provincial city, AK Ei UM AE: at the will of 

* As in China only eivls are exposed, thrown or given 

away, the above term cannot properly be applied to establish- 
ments of infants of mixed sexes. 
+ The sentence, vent, vidi, vici, As, SL, WR, (1) came, 

saw, (1) conquered, is an asyndeton. 
(1) 

| 

Fw ZN. 
Ath! ae a. Belonging to wrestling, 53 1 ft be 

2) ME: ito, A AL, RINE, ERE 
Fil ee, TE. a HR, Hp . 

Athletically, adv. Powerfully (made), Ab RpaR 

Ak, AETEREA GE. ARTE A, He FE RRR. 
Athwart, prep. Across, #¥. (8. 4E. $4 . A AL Ay; to 

place across, Fyfe. WHR. 

Atilt, adv. In the pis of a man making a 
thrust, fy EB AG. oe AG 

Atlantic, a. Pertaining to the Atlantic Ocean, 

Dae Ay. A aE. 
Atlantic, n. ApTP_E: Atlantic Ocean, MRM Api. 
Atlas, n. A cole) {ion of mé NDS sina volun a) 
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#, $3 ay, 1 Fal: a general chart, KF lil 
KY @ lal; an atlas of China, FP Hal; * an | 
atlas of a country or the globe, Jy Hilfe]: a his- | 
torical atlas, 3 #4 [a]; a general historical 
atlas, 3% fy Se lal; a satin, We, PRCT: | 
atlas fine (a term applied to paper), 2 & ff. 

Soe) 

Atlas buttertly, n. 76 EA fi. 
Atmosphere, x. The aeriform fluid surrounding | 

the carth, W582. EL. RR. Sh 
FR 3 Vapour, FH wi : air, 4X: weight of the atmos- 
phere, F585} At; height of the atmosphere, | 
KR Zi (Ke; composition of the atmosphere, | 
KA (AF kw; pervading influence or moral 
atmosphere, Jl $x. Jal fe. TER. 

Atmospheric, Atmospherical, a. Pertaining to the | 

atmosphere, KK 4a. KE ; atmospheric air, 
JB) fl he BR 2 4; atmospheric stones, meteoric 
stones, [R47 ; atmospheric engine, Jape KE. 

meee n. Enormous wic pee es 72, Vil BS 

ATT 

| Atrip, adv. Atrip as an anchor, 38 ; atrip as 
the topsails, {Ej Sipe. 

Atrocious, a. Horrible, 87%, {£32 ; outrageous, 38 

or. DUE, Gi Es SE. BEE. SA NE fis, OL AR BS, 
mRYe ; very atrocious, AFI ENE, RRS 2. Ay. 

Atrociously, adv. In an atrocious manner, Lag 
m 
TA 

7) 

ee ZU. ME LT. PLE, BR 
ii 

Ania, n. A consumption or wasting of the flesh, 

VLA. PARC AE. PY ARE. 
Bey v.t. To arrest, HUE, Fi. YES; to lay 

Atom, n. A particle of matter so minute as to ad- | 
mit of no division, i th 24. Fy iy. Bee. 

fol EL. SSH OZ). ATA PY 3}; a particle 
of dust, —25 88, —#i fh BE; fine dust, such as 
is observed floating in the air, BEHE; a very | 
small particle, #25, a, YY. 

Atone, v.7. ‘l'o expiate, Ij; to atone for a crime, 

NESE. UA. HELE; to make amends, fi. WA. | 
HS A AE: to reduce to concord, AOE: to. 
atone for a crime by meritorious actions, H¥ I 

MSE; fines are imposed to atone for offences, 4r 
{EEA ; you have nothing wherewith to atone | 
for, $85 ny Ny. | 

Atonement, n. Expiation for sin, WYSE. NSE #. 
SSE 23: {CURSE ZF; satisfaction made by 

giving an equivalent for an injury, JASE fg | 
(in China), #E#£; to make satisfaction in the | 
Chinese manner, #§ EL. HE RL; to receive 
satisfaction, fA 7E#L: concord, Az 

Atoner, n. One who makes atonement for others. | 

{XH # : one who atones for the sin of others, | 

{EIS HATERS. 
Atonic, a. Debilitated, #3}. Hea? Gin a. ra 
Atoning, ppr. or a. Atoning for sin, A§3P; mak- 

ing amends, WS(A. Fi (EX. 
Atop, adr. On orat the top, 4 JE. Z¢ mi BA, Ze Ei. 
Atrabilarious, a. Affected with melancholy, $£,%) | 

fy. ASP). AOR. PA Ow. 
Atraphaxis, n. 3%. 

* This se ae should only ib: rea by ag igners as a 
title to a map of the whole world; for the Chinese must be 
practically disahused al.out their notion of the vastness of 
their empire. 

hold of property by writ. $3 #E; to attach, as 
{o a document, fff; to attach at the end, PR, 
3H EJF. HUE: to gain over, FEE: to attach 
a supplement to a document, APP; to attach 
people's affections to one, BE SE Fi. WeFh Beaty ; 
to attach to one’s person, 4p ASR. Ay J ath Sit 

ny Ch, PE ASMA. We. TARE AS. TA Be 
to win people’s affections. EQAR Bit. PEA Be ; 
to attach a seal, PRED. PE); to attach to a 
girdle, A; to attach importance to,  #, FEA, 

fi We 
Attache, n. One attached to the suit of a high 

officer, REL. KAGE. ERNE. 
Attached, pp. Taken by writ, $3: connected 

With, 27S, ABE, AUK. HELE. BULE ; appended, 
Bits. Ace Fe 38; to be ardently attached to one’s 
kindred, f§ #91; mutually attached, 49 B&, #g 

ALAS. ABLE, BENS. EDK JEL DK. Fee aaa 
when brothers live together in harmony, they 
feel mutually attached, 4 4% FF ; fond of, ne ; 
attached as a parasite, #fZE: attached to an 
office, : attached to an embassy, {7 9% 
firmly attached as things, M7}y; firmly at- 
tached as one is to another, BB, 3x ; he at- 
tached importance to what was said, i (34) 
Wrst ZF ; attached to the ninth rank, 4 Judd 

Attaching, ppr. Taking by writ, $$; winning the 
affections, 74, #£; fastening, ji, $k ( : append- 
ing, Pf; attaching importance to, [-%. 

Attachment, ». A taking by writ, $43@: a writ 
of attachment, #LaR, LHE: affection, Seif aR 
Be. HAGE. HSE: to feel affection for, Bay Bh 

BEAL RES, BES. WHR. HEI. AEG eet 
or invincible attachment. HARA. HRAB. 
HAE A. HE HA EE. BER AA. HES: at- 
tachment to each other in friendship. S84; at- 
Wea to one as a butterfly is to the flower, 
NZIS SE AUNT ZEAE some medjunee attach- 
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ed to an aistrument, Ger HE, FA WA, 
HY 244; difficult to avoid the feeling of attach- 

ment, He 6 (K€ fk; mutual attachment, ff fe. 
Attack, v.t. To assault, I, #2, Wed], Vows. We 

1K. UF BE. De mk. WRK ; to invade, fe fk, i 1K. 
iif £K. Thi A Be Mi. nisi De fk. (218, fe Ae. JRA: 
io attack one’s reputation, PERE A, ieee AN, TK 
Nis 7 BN Gh: toattack on both sides, a 

es WH BE Ve; loattack with unfriendly words, 
eK: 10 cine k with the fist, $s, LI Sue 

e 48 YA; to attack a city, Bohs to attack as 
ene ae de, 33) 436; to invade or to make a raid, 

fe tie; to rush to the attack, fee: 
shouid protect and not attack each other, Jy 

AA fis fh As 434 - 
Attack, n. The assault, 144; 10 ee to the | 

attack, AEs, MEME. HAT. Hath, HERS. 1 Pat 
HEWK; they made one attack, Fy— 1, yY—|al, 
dik ; he made an attack upon his character, 
ae ay fb; they rushed to the attack, — x6 Ai Be: 
a st attack, Kw IE ; a feigne d attac k, fE 

4547 eee 

ae 

friends | 

| Attainture, n. 
Attached, Pp: JH, FFIB ; to be attacked, PKI, | 

Bey. PEE ; he attacked me, (i Bes JK; 1 was 

aitack a AK AK Ui. 

Attacking, ppr. Assaulting, 3¢47, dk pe; whilst 
attacking the city, Bd % Ja]; he be.ongs to | 
the attacking party, {BB SEdT ZA 

Attain, vt. or 7. To reach or achieve, 4%, 743i, 

42. ie, ES) AG. hk. KF. IER, 4 10 attaim 

one’s end, 7 Cee. 4 Ani. FH Pe ds to attain 
io perfection, as a profession, #3) %4; to attain | 
to superiority. J{%; he attains io ereater perfec- | 
tion than myself, {Efi q& ; we can scarcely expect | 
{o attain to the perfection of a native in any | 

foreign language, 44% aaah 7A NZ I: 

able to attain one’s object, FE7tf AK; to attain 

literary rank, #3}: 
bachelor of arts, AS, H6R¢, HEF F.- HE’ gt tae 
PEEK : toattain to the ERE Rees of arts, 

He, SER. ITH. PAE, Ore. 

to ee to the degree of 

fi; to attain to the first degree of master of 
arts, rf AFF; io attain to the degree of doctor 
of laws, rH: : toattain to the first degree of 
doctor of laws, 4475; to attain to the degree 
of member of the Luperial Institute, $5332 ff. 
wir bk; to attain the highest degree, 449 4 
DA. rR GC; unable to attain your de sired end, 
rh fF; toattain to by study, Mj H Z 

(3 

| Attemper, v.t. 

Hy at 

Mitainable, a. ACh WB Ay. AS. EC, A 

Ath, sh, Wy De, By UE i Sl, WY HE Hy Ae; 
attainable by human pete ees 

A(taimed, pp. 4 fh, Ajith. 4G, 2238; having 
attained to hee WE Stik Bhs satisfied, 
joyful from having attained one’s wishes, FEsx< 

31: 
Attaining, ppr. ff, We. A. re; on attaining to 

the degree of master of arts, FA BL JiR. 
Attainment, n. 74%, 284% ; attainment by study, 
ALT FIZ: attainment of knowledge by perse- 
vering exertion, FA {yj 412%: great attainments, 

TEAS. JorSh ET. wy au AE. 
Attaint, v.t. To taint, Ye j5, 75 Be. 7 ih, FB; 

{o find guilty, #3; to attaint with crime, ¥ 

WS SE E- 
Attaint, n. A stain, jag, Wag, YeyF; anything 

injurious, #24: a wound on the legs or feet of 
a horse, Fae % 42; a writ which lies after 

judgment against a jury for giving a false ver- 
dict in any court of record, 4:5 Bi. (fai BR- 

Attaimted. pp. Stained, #RYGi. FRAG. 
A staining, }5 5%; imputation, #4 

a 
Attar of roses, n. BoHRAE DY. 5 

To modify by the mixture of cold 
water, Hy; to attemper by the admission of 
cold, 3m itl; to mingle in just proportion, wi Ar, 

m=). AUS), WAY. APE. OF. TAS, Be Ge, 
BEANE SEE. 

Attempt, v.t. To try, jat, UTP. mA; to attempt 

to do, BK. HF: to attempt all means, RF 
Fy i. AK RETF Ww: to attempt upon his life, 
an AE{E: to endeavour, Hi Jy. RR. BI. En. 

4% Jy; to attempt to rob one, WARE 

venture, HL. We Ay. 
| Attempt, ». An effort to gaina pa iAP, Fat 

=n. —-it: no attempt at disply, M-+4y Ae: a rash 
attempt, fer 4z; they made no attempt. {HE Af, 
ABIE Af Gy ; they failed in their attempt at steal- 

ing, (Hh BY (A), {nan (AR). 47 Biase ; they 
failed in their attempt upon his life, $e zy, 

FM WB. WAR. 
Attempted, pp. Tried, SUA. BIIB. BURGE. 
Attempter, n. One who attempts, GIP ay. 
Attempting, pp. Trying, at, RAMP. 
Attend, v.t.or 7, To accompany, Pty, BREE. 4% 

Be. Wd 65 A Ge AMEE, Hs to mind, ES 
EE th. BI it. & me, Hand: il : to be present on 

the spot, 76. We BE. Me. FJ; to attend the 
sick, JR3fag JL: to attend to business, HR, ff, 

i aE, A hy. PLO. HEY i WES if 
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Bi, i73i. (EYE. BHAi: to stir up one to attend 
to business, phx iik FE Se : not toattend to business, 

AB, OE YEYE : to attend one asa servant, 

ARSE A. 48 3. AS HK. fi} Hs to attend to one *s 

own affairs. Sp Ake. SPARZP. RIMEAR. TE ASSE, 

37K: wy wishes shall attend you. Fs {TTR 
may success attend your efforts! 275 An Mii: envy 
attends prosperity. | J\ fa Fe : to attend to more 

than one affair, Se Hp. a to attend to the 
word of God, ee i 7 ty ae He KE : 10 at- 
tend at church. Sq8F i x= to attend dili- 
gently to one’s office. re (| CUE Hi : 10 attend 
upon a guest, ie FE. BEA: to attend a fineral, 
Sale. SE BE, GHIB. HKIZ: to be within call, He 
#7; to attend upon one another, ARARYE: 60 
attend upon God, Jf_[ iF; to attend at school, 

BiH; to listen, (A ELHe: to regard with atten- 

tion, BF ah Fe: to attend to the duties of the 

people, FEB 236. 
Attendance, n. A waiting on, RAE. #37. (AS, 
eG : the persons attending, (¥ REA. HM H, 
$M J; a large attendance, J PEER HE TES 
Far se #2: to have a servant in attendance, 

Ay F FAG. Ti RLF : a regular attendance at 
school, AE Als EGE he died for want of 
attendance, AE it jr Sis. WEE ME J: attention, 

57 ; audience at court. ji gs. 

Attentively, 

< ArT. 

ed attention, 4p fff af wt); to pay attention to 

what is said, F798. SG TEGR. BEG ack 3 

pay attention to a person, (yt (# A, aye a 
Fe. it BFE NE GR : 10 study with great atten- 

tion, we NE SAAS. I a. BF 
#3 &: Nhe pays no attention to what is said, {& 

Me FE. (ag ati ye. We oak: he pays no atten- 
tion to his work, He J¥j ity fj Oe Je. SME 0 fe 

CHET). (i UF ee _| wb: divided attention, ){yHE 

46. GO ATE: BED Pati aL. ot TB Ai. oD 
He FNM S55 WE: to attract attention, W A Ye. By 
AG (4 : to turn one’s attention to other duties, 

Uc3e. HEY > to pay attention to the poor, Ref fe 

i Ra NA, IR ASH: pay attention to him, 
ii (1B. Al *45; to direct attention to, ¥€ 

1. 
Attentive, a. Heedful, awry Smt. SF $0. ae. ne 

ID. LEG ab IME. HE. SE. ER ae ee a lit, 

aye lin. aici pean, han Ay. tit Hr, at on He = Eh, ‘lds 

HS, RCM GEG. SEDER. SS BIE 
an attentive ear, 37 yt FH: to ae attentive to 1 ILD she + 

business, SEIUHIE. GUT. REEMICIEs to be 
attentiye < one’s conduct. FEAz - Si A HES 

be attentive at school, Be#h sya; be attentive BAY > 

to your duty, SEY. 
adv. Carefully, 9, ith. FAY; 

with fixed attention, 4E#, Sf. 

Attendant, a. Accompanying, BFE. FRRG. REE. 
SERS, BEF ; connected with, $a, [ri]. 

Attendant, n. One who belongs to a train, IE HE, 

Attentiveness, n. Attention, Jr, 2. 

Attenuant, a. Making thin, as fluids, @i #2, (i 

Ril. MERGE. 
DRX. Se. HE 4%. Fela OT RM: a wait- 
ing boy, #{f-: one who waits upon another, AR 
A, IBN. 3 iy 2 AV: master attendant, 4 

a WEG daitonlont Be Ey. 7 ; chief attend- 

ants, #2}; attendants to His Imperial Majes- | 
ty on horseback, #5 tg fe : attendants on id 
Imperial Majesty, Atl Z: fi: "3S. Be: at- 
tendants (general term). 4 i. k ti. (if Sow 
Ai fe A, A; the four classes of attendants 
on His Imperial Majesty are :— qj ¥e. those in 
his immediate presence ; fis. those who follow 
him; 7 fi, his left or principal attendants; 7 
Aj. his right or secondary attendants. 

Attended, pp. Accompanied, [iif ; having at- 

tendanis, WIEN. WEB: WEB. AH. 
FFSLVE; served, ANION. #4 EE (F- 

Attending. ppr. Going with, i fF. [ATT ; 
present, ZF. WR. | 

Attention, n. Care, Jui. HUD. ZED. BG. Bo. 
Ald. A Fi attention to | ED. fin HE. ER. 

one’s HESS BAR ; a meduine the tous 

Attenuation, 2. 

Atteration, n. 

| Attest, 
heing | 

Attestation, n. 

Attenuate, v.t. To make less consistent, (#5 A ; 
I wish it more diluted. BAG Aj. BBA. Ba 

(5. Hi ZAG. HET: to pulverize, WEAC, WE 
AAR. 

Attenuated, pp. or a. Made thin, as fluids, (ij AF 
fiy: attenuated with grief, Se Zi Jar, FE GR ; com- 

minuted, #4. ham. #5 (oh. PBA: growing 
slender toward the extremity, 46 jf 4b. 

The aet of making thin, as fluids, 
Ai Fis 45 fii ee making fine, as solid sub- 
stances, #FAC Ai; the act of making lean, {iJy ; 

the process of rowing slender, 2B 2 4% ; the act 
of nunkihi slender, (38 #. 

The forming of Jand by the wear- 

ing of the sea, AEM HE Fine SE hh. 
v.t. To testify, bear witness, 5, @x. (58, 

(ea. AO). (EER. (SLE, (EEE METAL, 
=A 

Testimony, #898. Ht. HA. 0 

Hk. oR SL. Pi. 
thet jE ONE » Eroved by: testimeny, AiR, 
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TEESE, TAT if. 

Attesting, ppr. Witnessing to, (Eat. {EEE aa 

1%; affirming in support of, TAB. 

Attestor, n. One Oe Mery (Ea Hi. ee 

PEM. SLE. (HC Be 
Attic, a. Pertaining to on 

es J INN Gg, EE MASH AVS - 
Aitical, a. Pertaining to Athens, 
bg ; classical, RE fry, 3 SEA. 

Altire, v.t. To dress, 3848, BK: F sc ae 

WZ: to adorn, We titi. Mesh Bewe, Ee “efi 
Attire, n. Dress, Zeyh. AEE. Mbit s habit, Fe. 

Attired. pp. Dressed, 35 jt ZS NR Fi i K 
with ornaments, Wr fifi jth. 

Attitude, 2. is posture or position of a persen, 

AF BL TER WAR, IBS. WBE. TEAR 
| necling attitude. PE Az Nh; in an erect atti- 

tudo, WEI: ALE — 

FB Ay. TE 

ZI, TLS AE. 
Attollent, n. Elevator muscle, #7 it 

Attorn, v.t. EGE A. 
ZYL- 

Attorney, n. An agent or factor, (C#23i. BER: | 

PEAS, EE, NUE, BRS EAS. TREE 
#55 one W a is legally qualified to act for an- 
other in courts of law, HeRASE BR. AK; at- 
torney in Chinese courts, filisn, 3 3h A. TK 

AR IEA BAK (ITA: attorney for proseeu- 
tion, $4 4; : attorney-general, an officer appoint- 
ed to manage business for the state or public, & 
BAK fil, SK Gok fill. ACH fill ; power of attorney, 

TUBE Z HE. SE BRAL GR. 
Attorneyship, n. The office of an attorney, f{## 

Zi. 
Attorning, ppr. Acknowledging a new lord, ff 

HET SE. MENA AE 2 FE 
Rie ict, v.t. To draw to, or to cause to tend to- 

ward, as magnet, FE; 

FER AEG). SVE, SI. Ga, Sloe. FEM. AEE 
JH, GRIP; to attract one’s eyes, HA ; to attract | 
universal attention, {fj 8) Aut; to attract all 
hearts, THR Nt, TC Et. ia to Fi [In] ; he at- 

tracts the eyes of all the world, HRP AHA: 
to allure, 5] ai, (HL NF al. {GGA STA; to attract 
by words, ff 45] A; to entice by beauty, ARE ; 

to attract by breath, WZ], BRR. 
Atiractable, a. That may be attracted, BY) 4%. ny 

Gi. eo. SV. 
URE ted, pp. Drawn toward, as by magnet, #§ 

* ma dm A MALAY Z SHV. 

it HS PE. * 

wes decked | 

xk: a firm attitude, JA | 

qu: 16) preserve a firin attitude, AE A. AH 

toattract, as other matter, | 

ATT 

38 ; attracted as by other matter, #2 Ags, Z]FB 
38. Sa: SEGA: drawn toward, as men’s ae 
F438 At; it attracted my eyes, #34 4¥ A ; 1 
attracted universal attention, hj Jub : i 
tracted by beauty. Sap iE. 32 ED. HG 

SER AB: allured, 3] AB. Bap. 
Attracting, ppr. pees as Pepe: Hy; at- 

tracting, as other matter, 324, a] 3H ; attract- 
ing, as something unusual, #2], a) ; allur- 

ing, BUR. 
| Attraction, n. The force or law which draws bod- 

ies towards each other, MU. AAS. AAS]. ZEST, 

a, BOZH, BAZ, BAZ, Baz 
| - Js; attraction of gravitation, 43 3a, RIN, GEN; 

capillary attraction, $%5]|; cohesive attraction, 
XK A]; attraction of the earth, JZ F]; elect- 
: attraction, 323 7 Bp, Wai LIB Wy ATE 

, FATE ZBE: allurement. o[ 4, 5] HH: a 
eens of great attraction, eZ A IG 
KN, REZ HA ae of great attraction, 32 

fh AH. EH AZ J; mutual attraction, as 

men, #APE. ANF, AEE 
Attractive, a. Attractive, as matter, A fy. 5] 

# fly; attractive, asa woman, Hake ; attractive, 

as a child, Ha attractive cyes, 326A. (AHR. 
JEL ME, 4f-¥ (PAPE: attractive to the eyes, 4 BME, 

i A fry, seh AS PE. 
Attractiveness, n. Attractiveness cf matter, 4 

“Hb. OH. S51 2244: having the power of 
engaging, as a woman, 4 ee PRIEH. IE 

224i; attractiveness of persons in general, 3Ef#§ 
ye#: allurement, 5] 237.5] Sy PEST ; engag- 
ing to the mind, HA OH &. 5] Ai #- 

| Attributable, a. That may be ascribed, Ty SiR fs, 

TS SL. BLL AG, BP EAS. 
Attribute, v.¢. To point to, asa cause, PIAS. 4. 

Gai BL. GO. APE. EER, SEAR. BAH. EZ 
attribute to laziness, Si GPS, LIAS Zak 
FA At ik ; to attribute to bad management, 

| TMD IT BR, AL RD SE ; to attrib- 
ute to the conflagration, 3 fey 7 d& ; to at- 

tribute to instability of character, SFA Ae ES 
to attribute to one’s self, BARK, ae fE CK. 

Attribute, n: That which is considered as belong- 
ing to, or inherent in, #¢##4. BRR. BP, 

| an E, An, PEE: reputation, #7 4% ; the attri- 
butes of God, #72 ah PE: a distinguishing 

| 
| 

mark, #2; an adjective, 34; the attribute 
good may be applied to him, #4 A) LI, $6 
Par ieae 

| Attributed, pp. Aseribed, LI Ay: pe: every body 
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naaibated it to the elon m, NASIR 2B 

Attributing. ppr. LIF. Gis. EIA. TER. 
Attribution, n. The quality ascribed, $i IS2Z 38, 
BEF PEA; commendation, iE Z FF. 

Attributive, a. Pertaining to an attribute, fF 

fn PE; a word significant of an attribute, 3h. 

Attrite, a. Worn by rubbing or friction. Jp. 
Attrition, * n. Adrasion, #& Je, EE $i, JE ye]; the 

lowest degree of repentance, [fj 5E A 9). i SEZ 

Bi. FOP IT, FLOP EE. 
Attune, v.t. To tune, Wyte 4S Se, a Fu ee T- 
Attuned, pp. weit jhe 3i. ah Fu ih EF 

Auburn, a. Reddish brown, #¥ JF. AY fe, 7 ft, 

HERE. 
Auction, n. Auction hy notes, Pas Ef, WE RES, 

Hi pe pe FFM: a public sale of property to the | 
highest bidder, f% 4%, #7 4d. RTE A. FAH. HE 

HE, AYP, AMS OMT EL, BL] TS, EE, 
sell by auction, hi ze; 

SRE paction Dill, nip ee Gi. 
Auctioneer, n. 7873, HEE A. BIEE BR. HEL 

MURA. HFM PE. 
Audacious, a. Very daring, FLik, JH, FAK. bd | 

Ky ANE, FIN. FRE, FRAG. Hie: impudent, 3 

Hk ZA. OF siti. 
Audaciously, adv. In an impudent manner, METIS | 

, SBE. HHA, PRBEWKAR ; to act | 
Z. FF a= 

very aie iouly, HH REY. 
Audacionsness, n. See Audacity. 
Audacity, n. Boldness, 

4k. OF RA oo} HS. FF NE Gis im pudence, Hj J. 
EME. 

Audible, a. Perceivable by the ear, Fe fy Ft, Fajq 

Bi, Ui) fo SL. Gi SY. 
Audience, n. Reception to an interview with a 

sovereign, JL, 2852. FEL. ESL. Bee. ABR, 
ay FL, WH; to have an audience of the emperor, 

It, WMP. SHAE. WULF. SLA A to have 

Jaa ; to | 

ordered to be sold hy | 
auction, 48 Fo HS EY, fA as WH} FZ; auction room, | 

WE HIE AB. AE | 

(3) 

| Auditory, a. 

AUG 

Aaditz ins 2e, 1. ty terior WA AGP. 

Auditor, n. A hearer, #44, Faia ; a person ap- 
pointed and authorized {o examine an account 
or accounts, BRYA, MAKES. Pee 

2M EBBOZN. 
Auditor-General, n. && FARM83, RRA. 
Auditorship, . The office of an auditor, 5 ¥% Z% 

Pertaining to the sense of hearing, 
JR AEDES (vg. HEME, FA; auditory nerves, 

ELS, JEffj; auditory foramen, FEF, He’, H 

Fy. i 
Auditory, n. An audience, #4 Ht 4, @ 98 # ; a place 

where discourses are delivered, ji #24, a BEB, 

Auditress, n. A female hearer, A $83. 
Aut, n. See Fool. 

Auger, n. $28, wep GE. 

Auget, n. A tube filled with powder, used in ex- 
pleding mines, IRBK 7, RAEI. 

Aught, n. Any thing, indefinitely, A amg fay Hy, Me 
an 2 EF, A am 7 BE WADA; any part, —fyy; a jot, 

— HE — ey: for aught I know, hq, jap Fl ; never 

does aught, JE RRR. 
Augment, v.¢. or 7. To enlarge, 2%, HE, AZ, 

sk MW, WEE; to add to, INR, IRE. TATE, 
i ; to increase, WNIF, INGE; to multiply, 7M 

(he 8. 
Augmentable, a. PYIMEF, FYFE. PS. 
Augmentation, n. The act of making larger, HH 

LE, BALE, BK, HAB, MAA; the 
act of increasing, WIE, WNW; the thing added, 

HiR ZL . PN Zz H- 
Augmentative, a. Having the power or quality of 

augmenting, JINZ& AS. $44 va 7h BME. 

Augmenter, n. He who augments, RAB, HE 

He Le NIG AS. MA, SAA. 
Augmenting, ppr. Increasing, J}; enlarging, 

an audience of a king, HE, FE. iB; 
request an audience with a superior, BSL: aH 

iy, R40; to have a private audience, we fly, 

"E, FH; an assembly of hearers, Hg Hide J J 

WE 4. 
Audience-hall, n. (eae, 4ht, BM, WYRE, @ TY 

Fa Zp. WE. 
Audit, v.t. To examine an account or accounts, #¥ 

Tee. nex PBK A. MEK A. ae 
we. eee ae 

2 KER MMTL A 

SA, BR: 
Augur, n. One who pretends to foretell future 

events by omens. See Augurer. 
Augur, v.z. ort. To foretell future events by the 

flight of birds, Fy Bi PAG ; to conjecture by 
signs and omens, 4K SAT SAL, BEIK Ss SE 
to prognosticate, py tp, 6% fe, P Fp. Fy BF; it 

angurs well, 44k BH, FEIK; it portends evil, 

TE ICDA. DIG. RES DEL A). 
Augured, pp. Conjectured by omens, - Pj, fri. 

Augurer, n. An augur, pep, SPE. BLE 

A bib 4. 
| August, a. Grand, 2% $M, JE Ue, ee fic; inspiring 

J 
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ZA aware 

gust emperor, Ek; WD ape august empress, a 

Ja. WLWL: august empress mother, St Je) 

august heaven, 23¢; august honourable ladies, 

Bie; august sovereign, Bins, 

August, n. The eighth month of the year, #§ A, 

BENS. 
Augustana, n. Augustan confession, A] E'S TE 

fea HERE. 
Augustness, n. Grandeur, iQ iil. 
Aunt, n. Paternal aunt, Adu, AG. HAMS. AEH, 
4; the elder or eldest sister of the father, 7% 
KEE, AB; the one next to the latter, =f 
BE; the eldest of the father’s younger sisters, 
AiG; the one next to the latter, [Aah ; ma- 
ternal aunt. elder, HERE. Ai; younger aunt, 
JAH, WE; general term for aunt, WEG; WUE, 
i Wi; mother’s foster sisters, ‘ER; father’s 
elder brother's wife, (adj; a father’s younger 

brother's wife, 4ij}. Wik; mother’s brother's 

wife, WBE. Bite, RAM. 
Aura, n. A aa current of air, Ail, 7 3 zal. 

Aurated, a. Resembling gold, 4 4. 
Aurelia, n. Chrysalis, jj; the chrysalis of a man- 

tis, paibyy. 
Aureum malum, 2. Ff. 
Auric, a. Pertaining to gold, 4 fry, 42%fE; auric 

acid, Ame, 4H. 
Auwricle, n. The external ear, Ff 2% 
Auricled, a. Having appendages, like ears, 4 Ef. 

Auricula, n. BE4E8. 
Auricular, a. Pertaining to the ear, FEA, ELF, 

FL Sie $8 24; auricular confession, Pfft Ef 4& fH; 
secret, Ff. 

Auriferons, a. That yields gold, 4, 4°, AA. 
AEA fy. AEM 4. HEAR Ay; auriferous ore, 4 
Hi. BH; looking like gold, HAA K- 

Aurora, n. The rising light of the morning, Ky¥ 

OE. RHE SE. FRAGA. FLMVE, FR AIEE. COLE Fa. 
FEE C1. EL AGO Ea. IGE. FL). a 

Aurora borealis, n. JE Mea. IEBE; aurora australis, 

iff PRL. 
Auspice, n.; pl. Auspices. The omens of an under- 

taking, JL DEL Jé}k. SH ZL0H, HOE; patron- 
age, FY. G8 ii, WE jE: under one’s auspices, 

frp AL ale BL 
Auspicious, a. Having omens of success, &EIK DA, 

BI. WEI. HI. ASE. APART We. SEE WY 
WEA; an auspicious day, FFA, FFA. BAF. 

Auspiciously, adv. Happily, 3¢. 
Austere, a. Rough and astringent to the taste, 772 

UG) 

reverence and awe, AXE be eta, pray Al Hy: au- 

ae it 

ORE. URS 4E: vigorous, HE. Baw. TERE 3B 
Ine. Iikicl’, GvOR!. GEE. LG: rough, ize. 

Austerity, a. Severity of manners, ## fi. fica. 
Austral, a. Southern, 7 ABE, fay (V5. 185 1 BAS; 

the austral region, 7% GE Ih Fy. 
Austral-Asia, * n. a0 pq aa WR rT. 
Australia, n. 22 2 HB 2% AR; another name for 

New Holland, # uy ff 22 SR. 
Australian, a. Pertaining to Australia, 3p toy BAPBE, 

ty EA. BS EF BA. 
Australian, ». $f tit Hf JV. 
Austria, 7. Bel Ji ML ate et], GE AS fe. FTE 
Austro-Egyptian, a. Southern Egyptian, 7 BER 

HUME. HAIR TRA. 
Authentic, Authentieal, a. True, J&. SBF, ‘GEE 

iy, PEAS. RHE A. SPT. AGTHE MS 5 of ap- 
proved authority. #7 PEWS. A 29k. ATER. 
4a PEE. 7 RIVE : authentic history, Hae 
$%; authentie records (a term used by the 
Tauists), JA9@, G94": authentic documents 
(deed of sale), #632, FD. 

Authentically, adv. In an authentic manner, Fé 
¥R: with the requisite authority, fei, Hie 

ih. HOHE BH 
Authenticate, v.¢. To render authentic, sp 2898, 

{di He’ ; to determine as gennine, FEA TEE, 

BE UME TE- 
Authenticated, pp. Rendered authentic asa deed, 
RAE). ea a JM Fp: determined as genuine, 

Bei STE. Si AR. BATT EER. 
Authenticating, ppr. Giving authority by the 

necessary signature, as the emperor, HEIL, 4 
% 4%; authenticating by affixing seal, fff Fp, 

BED), FD. 
Authentication. n. The act of authenticating by 

signature, BL. ZY. APA) ; authentication 
es affixing of the seal. 2 Ff) ; confirmation. 

Ti nya iE. 

wae ticity, n. The quality of being authentic, 

APE, ATMEME. $1 MEME | genuineness. IEE 
resid n. Originator, OE A ik #. AEH, 

RE. OE A, isa A BA, se HEAT 
4. BH ; inventor, a te A i Ai. BU ses #8. 
UE 4%; the author of a hook, (FRE. (EHF 
Ie, (ERAN. HHH. BH: the principal 

author, {E32 ; assistant author, fil] #E; to become 
an author, 3f Hi @ ; to be an author in order to 

support one’s self, PAAR Aa ATE, AE BAL 

aia aus ait sue 
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the first cause, Ip. HESY. AF; the author of 
happiness and misery, Wii} ZA; the author 
of life and death, AE%E“% +E ; he is the author 
of my fortune, 4% 4 Wate ll rE; the author 

of all. 2. 
Authoritative, a. Haying due authority, $e. A 

HE. Aq HESE : peremptory, WE BE. FE Gr- 
Authoritatively, adv. In an authoritative manner, 

AG HE, (RHE. GRRE. (A HE; with due authority, 

tit. 
Authority, x. Legal power, #E 3, #E Ag. a HE: | 

control or ep une: nt, 4 fee, $1 Ze ; influence, 
HE, RERE. a. HF. Te if. AA: the authorities, 
if, Tee ; evidence, #258 ; warrant, H ; tohaye | 
authority or power, #7 HE. Fy HED". FEE. FARE, 
SAE, SE AE, BE RE ; to grasp authority or power, | 
SeHE, ERE; authority and office, #E fF; the 
national authority is in his hand, Ay ZEB : 
he has authority for what he says, AxaHE ; he | 
is my authority, 4554 4¢ 4. tte Bt FRA; quoted | 
from the best authorities, ]#, yEih ; by im-— 
perial authority, SE. Wx, EK Fy 5 of suspected | 
authority, As. APE. K- 

Authorization, n. The act of giving authority, fit 

HER. GUE, SOHE. FeHE. AIHE. | 
Authorize, v. ¢. To give authority, ULE, SURE. fz 

HE SHEEN. HERA. OP HEIMIDAE. 4b: t0 
issue a warrant for apprehending a thief, HH 
AE; to give legal power, #82"; to authorize 
or disapprove officially, 45%; to authorize a 
person to do something, # (£3. | 

Authorized, pp. or a. HES. 
Authorship, x. The quality of being an author. 

if 23. | 
Autobiography, n. Memoirs of one’s life written 

by one’s self, #7 AR AS fi. | 
Autochthon, ». One who springs from the soil he | 

inhabits, -E4EY A. 2:46. ACH, ABA: 
Ele; an aboriginal or native, Ass A. AK 

Ke $M. 
Autochthonie, Autochthonous, a Indigenous, Ax 

EIDE, ASHORE: AAs Eg. | 
Autocracy, n. Supreme uncontrolled authority, 43 

PEZHE A ZHE. Bie ZEEE HE. | 
Autocrat, Autocrator.n. An absolute sovereign, | 

AcE 2 Se” BAEZ St HE &. IRENE 2, 
HEM. PRAT ZH. 

Autocratic, Autocratical, a. Absolute, fy = “HE. 

UE AM, BREN. 

emperor; 32, king Sey wince ; ts, queen or fe- * Bt. 
3E) 

, Autonomous, 

| Autumn, n 

‘Aatoetatrixy, n. A female absolute sovereign, at 

LEE, BHZBE. 
Autograph, Autography, n. A person’s own hand- 

writing, Bla, Fa, RP, BEA, Ay 
50. Ke. AH. AE AME: an 
original manuscript, Jif #¢; the king’s au- 

tograph, ENE. ies. bu ey. Wg Hy. 

| Autographic, a. Pertaining to an autograph, #4 3 

fy. BLESS. BLE ESE. 
Automatic, Automatical, a. Having the power of 

moving itself, fy YF 3 Shi. A CM Ae, = a 

Ne AL E.R A A 8 ith Hh. A Bh Z 
automatic arts, Aj BAEZ Be 

Automaton, n. A sel{-moving elias El ty ZB, 

fy th) Es a machine which moves by invisible 

machinery, fey 2 de, 47 By LNA EE FB 5 self 
moving images, GLAS EK, (fii, ASZE, A FF 
ZAMB- 

Automatous, a. Having in ifself the power of mo- 

tion, FUN BNIVE. ANGAIMEE. 6 PR Ay. 
Automasy, n. A word of common signification 

used for the name of a particular thing, * JAF 

1 FRAG SF. 
a. Independent in government, py 

Aen. BOM. A oor. 
Autonomy, n. The power of self-government, 

Be He. 
Autopsy, n. Ocular view. 32 #8. 

. PK, KEIR; autumn season, PKR, FK 

4. #KAP ; the harvest time, PK R.PKY.AEAK : F 
Spring and Autumn, #§fK, is one of the Five 

Classies and may be called Mirror of Goyern- 
ment ; commencement of autumn, Te APK. ZAK ; 

autumn Is not so warm as summer, Fk SE 
aye. 

Autumnal, Be, PKK, PKIRE. PKK fy au- 
tumnal Sites FK FP; autumnal sky, BI; 
autumnal sacrifice, #KSs, . ME, He 2B: the 
autumnal assizes, PA. 

Auxiliar, Auxiliary, a. Helping, Uyfry. iit. 
Sy yleE: subsidiary, AYN. fil) fy; auxiliary 
troops, Jfjte, $RAE, Hifjfe: auxiliary verb, #7 
=: auxiliary words, expressions or euphonic 
particles used for interpunction and other gram- 
matical forms. { s4Hhil. Hy aiial ; an auxiliary 

force, $2. 

| Auxis, n. Mackerel, 7¢ Ak. 
Aya, n. The capital of Birmah, Pal. 0 sii fa) BE 

| 

| 

male sovereign. | 

RED LSE ERACE BOM ; 
+ The latter expression refers to the harvest of wheat. 

{ See author’s Grammar, P. I. pp. 100—108. 
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ZG: 
Avadavat, n. An East Indian bird, much kept by 

the natives in cages on account of its pretty 
plumage, Mg 4EE. 
ek v.t. To turn to advantage, 3€, #. JN, A 

; to avail one’s self of an eppentunuliy, He he 

f. FR. FIP. TY. HRY HE, HEIN. VRS. 
PENG HR, TENE BAS BE, FT EE PL FEL. 
fi. A fe, it Fe 25. FRA, He fk; it avails 
poe i 4 i Fi HES. BES. Heeb, 5? dv Sot 

ane qj. Mee; to avail of an experienc ed hand, 
LIARS, Fis TA 5 to avail one’s self of a rea- 
son for excuse, #5 #2, £8 he. WZ. HEAL GE HE. 

fi) a), FY ee, YS RE; to avail of strange words 

to make it known, J¥ 44 (& 1; 

violence, [3 am. 
Avail, v.i. To be of use, #7 4; 10 answer the pur- 

pose, Mt, 4; what does it avail? F fp ze 
Avail, n. Profit, #4. 48. Pie- 
Available, a. Advantageous, 4%, 47 A. 47 RZ: 

profitable, 4E #9; having sufficient strength, Js 

2, 1. AHENIIG; attainable, TEA ¥. 
Availableness, x. Efficacy in promoting an end in 

view, 4H &, 47 4; legal force, Ff HE; validity, 
“2a 
hee fa: 

Ayailing, ppr. Turning to profit, 3, #2; availing 
ourselves of this opportunity, FERR@, EKER, 

RY, EH, Ti [ ZA. 
Avails, n. pl. Profits or proceeds, #Y, Fil 4a. Pr ts 
Avalanche, n. A snow-slip, 23 jyj, 2 y&; a large 

body of earth sliding down a mountain, 22 jy : 
asudden impulse of human masses, JASE 2. 

Ayant-courier, n. A fore-runner, f Ji, IR AR- 

Avant-guard, n. 4E8%, ml Se. 
Ayariee, n. Covetousness, Hath, HZ, BAK, [HE Z, 

& pb. 
Avaricious, a. Covetous, Bo, 4 ¥. 4%. KS. 

Bl. a. Hike. H—-H—, MRK A 
SE # Gin. 3M. Ra, ANE, As oe, 
Bg. AREA. Pots ; am avaricious see Fi) Se a 
Hla H, ; @reedy officers, BY ZEB. Bis Hse 

WE ARE, ihc GE. iE 
wealth, oct an avaricious magistrate, Wf 

fy MA ES 
Avatar, n. The incarnation of the Deity, pp ey. 

Ave, n. Anabbreviation of Ave Maria (hail Mary), 

Tie A a. aE EH. 
Avenge, v.t. fil, 32 0L, 48. 3A, SIR. ah BL, 

HEL. {i 
Avenged, pp. HUB AL. 1H 92. ESI. 
Avengement, n. Vengeance, 4h, i. Sel ei. 

to avail of 

greedy of 

Avenger, n. One who avenges, 4, #, (ive #, 

SIR ZN. RR: 
Avenging, ppr. Executing vengeance, ¥§ fj. 
Ayens, n. The herb bennet, ft #yes. 
Ayenturine, Avanturine, n. 42 5! #. 
Avenue, n. A passage, #4, si, FARR %; 

an avenue between trees, fife ZR. REZ, 

FEED 1 iS 75 BZ BF 
nee , v.t. To affirm with confidence, Bah, ER, 

8. TES EBL Le. 
Average, n. A mean proportion, Heike}, AME 

ASOT. BAAD. KB. AW; on an average, 
KA AREA BW; to take theaverage, fi; LAP, 

HEAD. ALE, Beh ZB: average price, 
tf fig : petty average, a small duty or bonus paid 
to the master of a ship for his care of the goeds, 

it R. 
Averment, n. Affirmation, fé  Zaf- 
Averruneate, v.t. To root up, #Hk; to prune, Fk 

+, hig. 
Averrhoa carambola, n. $4EE, =44. 
Ayerse, a. Having a repugnance of mind, Mt, ft 

BE, Mie 3, RSE, GEIR, Aa FE: to dislike, Hi 
is La Me UN Ap he, WE ae ae 
averse to writing, JE 248 ey ose aie: | 
not averse (disinc lined), 4 (re, ANA; averse fa 
iit Fe 5 averse to poetry, bi FsiU> ay; to be averse 

to food, IR, EAR 
Aversely, adv. With repugnanee, EPR. 
Aversion, n. )RK3E; aversion to a person, AR3E, 4 

tk. 18 HE, PERE; aversion to food, jak &, Alt; 
1 have an aversion to her, Te SRB. 4% {8 BE(B.- 

Avert, v.t. To turn from or away, 3, &B, 1, ae 

fit. 5, VAL, AS. Sh, HP. ke, i. ED, WD; 
avert calamity, QCqh, #5 ah, Sei, 75. wri, 
RG. shih, shee, sbE SE ; to avert calamities of 
fire, RIKI, FEIKGK; to keep away from, Aaj, 
iJbihE 5 to avert a blow, Pik. 

Averted, pp. ‘Turned away or from, 32.8, #eikh, 

SiN. $58. i958. WEIB. HE avericd, asa 
blow, fAyith. 

Averter, n. One who averts, as calamities, 5% H& 
#, fii $44 5 im China this is done by a jf AA 

(44). 
Aviary, n. A building for keeping birds confined, 

210 GR. RGA AGI: an inclosure 
for aviary, Bt; a bird cage, BZz. 

Avidious, a. Hager, #3, 7, #8. 
Avidity, n. Greediness, #. & @f. Buh. 4 BAR, 

af 
Avignon berry, n. The fruit of the Rhamnus in- 
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fectorius, used as a yellow dye, Bee_-F (?). 
Avocado, n. The name of a West India fruit, Py Ff 

Avocat, n. See Advocate. 
Avocation, n. The business which calls aside, AF 
a: his daily avocation, 3738. 
a v.t. To keep at a distance ‘from, KR. 

Hit; to flee, 3BE, PiShE, MyM, At, 58ESME, Es 
to evade, PARP PU, EDR S.A 
&; to avoid calamity, hb 56. Maik. ss FE lh 
to evade a blow of a sword, Ps}, BJ) to avoid 
a blow of the fist, Bh] ; to avoid danger, fA fe 
shir ; to avoid the hot weather, hf 38 ; to avoid 

one’s creditors, jh {ff ; to avoid luckily, 32%, 
23h; confide in the virtuous, but avoid the 
mean, #2 Pri} J BAPE: to shun lewdness, 
We, Wk HFK ; to avoid trouble, 4FAF; to avoid 
heavy expenses, 44 ?¢ Jf]; to avoid mentioning 
the name of one departed, Ess ; a spear openly 
dischargd at you is easy to avoid; but it is 
difficult to guard against such as are dis- 
charged in secret, HY St At FB We MS HAL HED ; to 
make void, HRP, HF; to guard against, PHP, 

TADS. TE BF. 
Avoidable, a. That may be avoided, FR. hy KH 

fe, fs. PE, WR. we. WAL Leb Ay 
i, Ft 

Avoidance, n. The act of shunning, , HbiM, 
By. 

Avoided, pp. Shunned, jf, shih, 438. 32 AGB. 
Avoider, n. #7 #% ; avoider of calamity, 9 yj 
4 ; avoider of difficulties, sHEME F¥. 

Avoidless, a. Inevitable, 02 (ft. Ar Ae ia. We ie 

3. OE PN fF 
Avoirdupois, * n. or a. A weight, of which the 

pound contains 16 ounces, —f#4f-+-7\ i (2 

+) 27%. 
Avouch, v.¢. Toaffrm, Bah. Ht. TER, 

Bl aaegE. eR. SLATE. 
Ayvouched, pp. Affirmed, af 5‘. WE BR; called 

in to support, 335 wepE. Uist MELE. 

Ayow, v.#. ‘To declare openly, Zs 4, AA 4e, AA Rt, 

Je HE Ac, ASEH Ae. RE.) of (BR), 
eee A Fil; to confess frankly, a2; to own, 

aes Lem 

in one’s own right, Lon 

we tT AE HH EZ 
Avowable, a. That BS be avowed, Fi az. 

ae Wh a AZ 

ete 
it: to affirm in favour of, (£ Ht PE. SPEDE, HR 

ae Ase, WRB; to admit and justify | 

E HELLS 
—_ 

#4, anf - ; that may ‘be ac knowledged with 
confidence, Wat, att. 

Avowal, n. An open declaration, A 3t 4. ZS, 
Wea. A. 

Y) Gis, BY) wt a, Avowed, pp- Openly declared, 

AY) aft 5th. ats it. 

Avowedly, adv. In an open manner, ZS, AA, WA 
BR BARR, Aa with frank acknowledgment, 

1A Ys. iA Ri Zs iA. 9A 5. | itt: 

Ayowing, ppr. Openly deciaring, AJA, Wag. Wy 
Await, n. Ambush, Jf, Is FR. 
Await, v.t. To wait for, a (Pe iS 6 Bite, TE, 

HUE. BAH, 
EN oy 

{¥. 7s He, fe; to be in store for, 

| wie (e > to look for, #5", BEF, ; to attend, 

fEor. (EM. eG; 1 will await you, FRE KR; I 
will await your return, 4 SE ((p HY Ac. FE HS KR 

Jain. 
Awaiting, ppr. Waiting for, 

lection, (ji. 

Awake. v.t. To rouse from natural sleep, EAR, m& 
PEE, PoP PBE, G8 ARE, ES PE. 4 BRE; (0 rouse froin spirit- 

ual sleep, FE, 4s; to rise from the dead, 

rhe BE Wi We. ohh EW AH. AE. EIR. HAR; to 
arouse to action, FEA. ECB. Ht. BEBE; awake 

your sister, SEE (GOED Ak. DA ER. 
Awake, v.i. To cease to sleep, Pa, 2, WERE AS, THE 

Me, BES ; to awake from spiritual sleep, 2, 

BESS. ae Vath. 
Awake, a. Not sleeping, PRR, ff, WE Iie, Ae fe), ARE 

PRE YA ech awake, {He ke AN, AN Vy (ile. 
| Awaken, v.t. or z. The same with awake; toawak- 

en the age, ®&{IL, AMIE, PAYIE; to awaken from 

sin, and repent, ‘fg, CANE Tt Ti SE; to awaken 
gratitude, jek ise; to arouse, EL, BL BK. 

Awakened, pp. Roused from natur al sleep, [isp FE 

“fe Pe; awaiting se- 

jf ; roused from spiritual sleep, # oN i : roused 
mentally, Pe i. A TT, 

Awakening, ppv. Rousing from natural s'eep, sp 
He ; rousing from spiritual sleep, #4 ; awaken- 
ing words, Ree. 

| Awakening, n. A revival of religion, jt ZR, 

ASHE. SUI. 
| Award, v.t. To give by sentence, AFR. PIB. Bf 

2¢, AP; to assign by sentence, EH; ; to give 
retribution, #24. 

Award, n. A judgment, Ff, eR. 2p ; the de- 
| cision of arbitrators in a given case, jz BR. 
| Awarded, pp. Adjudged, fait, 7 if. Je. 
Awarder, x. One who awards, Peay 4. 2 a BH FI 

wie. 
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Awarding, ppr: Adjudging, wie. TE ii 
Aware, a. Informed, 403), #17; having previ- 

ous knowledge of, FAA, J¢ RI; to be anal tan, 
Yo, MG. TEL; 1 was not aware of it, ¥5E 
pe FN, AK SEA AU; [am aware of it, FAIZ; 
I was aware of it, ("BE 43; ave you a- 

ware? (Ze (ip JANE 5a. 
Away, adv. Absent, [2 4¢, Ate, IR WA RE; gone 

away, Jl, BT, was. Dh, TUS, EH 
SJ, WED. BE; go away, FU, AML; send See 
ads, ffs. EA; to make away with, Whe; 
take away, Fh Je, HES; carry away, oy a. 
move away, #5, BE: to sail away, 
move it a little away, BAT 

5 Fe, WEB A, HEE. 
Awe, n. Fear pineled with admiration, ail, BR 

Fa. eB, fie $3; fear, FH, SSE, FE; awe- 

suruck, Wie, Gets TALE Sei 
Awe, v.t. ‘Lo strike with fear and reverence, ip. 
Awed, ppv. Struck with fear, S22, Axi jf. 

Awe-nspiring, @. Sidi, (iL, Bhs. WC Mea. 
Awlul, a. That strikes with awe, BAG Bagh. WE 

Boks Sits bck SLAY. Va AY SS 5 august, ALF ; 
sublime, fee; terrible, py f2. 

Awlully, adv. Joa manner to fil with awe, Ja 1) 
Fo HD TE. Ssh NH BE, oH IE BE 5 im a reverential 

manner, Fy Ye; awtully grand, AB. Pry. 

Awhile, adv. A space ot ae PUN. ely, Sele, 
—lIp, — Hit, — [Sf], —f4,— 8 ‘A B], —, Ks 

rest awhlie, fe Elp, Bk— Bh 8K AL 

Awkward, a. Unhandy, Hi 4p at, He hf REX. & 
AFF, di frj; wunready, As {fj ; umlortunate, Ay 3 

stupid, AEA AEtF: ERA FAB: TAS BA mE, 
AD, ARR 5 wn awh w ard gait, ides, Pi tel, 
75 84 45 JH GH); coarse, Pia, Bhp; an awk- 

ward situation, Api 4 she, 4p (YY. 
Awkwardly, adv. Ina rude manner, 3p, HLS 5 

to sit awkwardly, @L4E; imelegantly, Ame Z 

tis: 
Awkwardness, n. Clumsiness, g§4%, ZE4E, LiL ; 

ungracelulness in manners, WE, LS. 

Awl, n. An iron instrument for piercing small 
holes in leather, ff, He, $4. Gi Fi-F ; a crook- 

ed awl, ph He. 
Awn, n. ‘The beard of corn, #4${r, gLEP- 
Awning, n. A coyer of canvas, to shelter from the 

sun's rays, KE, ME, AME, WME. AEH EW 
awning of bamboo, {7 ie; a stiff cover over 
Chinese bouts, 26. APE. Up] ; awning-maker, 

Ve» es DA - 
Awoke. The preterit of awake, 

to throw away, 

. Se 2€ AEB. ay RE 

ERD: 

Awake. 
Aworking, adv. At work, TEfXT ; 

of action, JE fz Hh. IEA Hh. 
Awry, a. or adv. Not straight, E, #2, #f, 

AIL, RL AB, Hi, HH; to look awry, Fim. Mt 
HL; to go awry, FONG SH, $47; to talk 
awry, @LER. BNL. Joe Atiy. 

Ax, Axe; n. 3, UA, FEIN. BH, Jp, BL Bs a 
butcher's ax, MI JJ, KEI), fie; ancient axes, 

FFG. aE BF 
Ax-head, n. f#yf. 

Mena n. The handle of an ax, VAR, BAR. 

Axilla, x. Armpit, Hig Wes. Je, WT - 
Axillar, Axillary, a. Pertaining to the armpit, If} 

weeds. WBE. We 
Axiom, n. A self-evident truth, AR BH, A a 

Li AS Lilt AY LM, ELIMI). 5 
Asis DS ait fod, {lk ae. 

Axiomatic, Axiomatical, a. Having the nature of 
self-evident truths, Aes ZIV, BAZ EBA, 

Gil APS ZEB. oe ad fry. 
Axiomaticaily, adv. G4 PATH RE. 
Axis, n.; pl. Axes. #ii; the axis of the world (the 

pole star), FAR; axle, Hh, yy 4; the axis of the 
earth, (gh; major axis, $27, $& sh; minor 
axis, 5H RE, SEH ; axis of abscissas, fig mi ; axis 

of co-ordinates, #itfae dil; axis of ordinates, $i wih; 

axis, of suspension, 4 iit. 

Axis, n. The white spotted deer, 4 $8 KE. 
Axle, n. di ay. lit. HE, JL; an iron axle, dij; poles 

of the axie, WEE, dei ; axle-cheeks, #%; axle-tree, 

Hy; axle-pin, ge. 
AY, Aye, gdp: A word expressing assent, {%. 9 

fe: ME. att nf i) Aa 

Hee adv. Always, #8, {#H; for aye, for ever, 7¢ Hi. 
Azalea Indica, n. $E REE: (alba), G FER; (pur- 

purea plena), WEFERC FLAG; (double purple), 

ALG: (variegata), PEELE; (Nanking), {Lif 
#L)iE (asterlike), sei) WT REAL. 
a n. An arch of the horizon intercepted 

between the meridian of the place and the azi- 
muth, or vertical, passing through the centre 

of any object, “FU RZ Be. Hh BROKE ; 
azinuth instrument, Jy ae gg. 

Azolla, n. Duck-weed, $f. YP, jz. 
Azote, n. Nitrogen, (38. aja. * 
Azotic, a. Pertaining to azote, 28 Fc Ay. HE RE- 
Azure, n. The fine blue colour of the sky, PF, 3p3 a 

in a state 

anew? 

© FLSA BED HAD ZN Zt Rad) SP 
BV TER 
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light bluc, Perf. WS Ff. HE: a deep azure or blue, | Azymite, n. A term applied to Christians who 
4. He. HA; a mixture of azure and yellow, ##m ; 
the azure heaven, $F, FR, FFIK : azure sea (Ko- 

| Azymous, a. Unleavened, SEA BE Ag, ZR. ko-nor), Fy}; azure blue, Fy. 

administer the eucharist with unleavened bread, 

DEI SRW ZS ASAE RE 7. BF 

B. 
The second letter of the English alphabet, 

* Seok FUE By 
3 F ; Bt., Bart., Baronet. Hep; B. C., Before 
Christ, IPGRREUE% Fj: Bp., Bishop. BEAK: 
B. V., Blessed Virgin, 32 44%. 

Baa, n. The bleating of sheep, 26 2 |ce FF. 2 EIEE 

Baal, n. Name of an idol, * #3 p¢%. 
Babble, v.z. To talk idly or irrationally. WE fe. WZ 

SOE PY. =O, HEEL. HER. BEE 
at. Wit. BS. ALUM. BlLaH; to utter words 
indistinctly, as children, [Kft |i. HF WF: noisy 

tall, BERS, pestle, ALPE OGY, Sun OG, gk me a gt 
pj; to talk much, Sif; to tell secrets. HE 

HTD WR. TEI ETE 
if a 

Babble, x. Idle talk, Ban: at. 

Babbler, n. An idle talker, SFA, AMS AYA, 
LEH AM. WV NA. GK: babhler, a wo- 
nan, AE IK, FF A; babbler, a man, 3h AK 
-. 

Babbling. ppr. or a. Talking idle, We fe. WZ = 

Babbling, n. Loquacity, pI, AAS. ao 
7. Yet; babbling of a man dreaming, Wy 
Wy i. 

Babe, n. An infant, agg. + mee (F), Abe (fF. Be: 
a male babe, s{F-;a female babe, Ml, WH 4k, Wh 

UF. Ge AF. THE ; young children of both sexes, 

DUG, BeGL. #62. BE. LGL. BUF. 
Babel, n. Name of an ancient city, @ IE HOIRY . 
Babel, n. Confusion, gL. Lak. GLE. 
Babish, a. Childish, 4u4gc( Fee. W164 64 2 [RE 

KOE I. SABLA EMRE. 
Babishness, n. fR#% GLE FTAS. WLS ZB. 
Baboon, n. A name applied to several large species 

B. A., Bachelor of Arts, | 

* 1. Book of the Kings, chapt. 16, 31. 
do. do. do. 18, 26. & 27. 
do. do. do. 22, 54. 

2) do. do. do. tie 

ft Designation for babies of the age of one month. 

of monkeys with short tails, K#e Hi, iy Gh 

tk. PATTER AGME. WIE (2). 
Baby, n. An infant or youne child of either sex, 

We tp. te. MMC (F ; babies male and female, 

FEZ: to feed a baby, ML {F. {ih FLUE FFL AF 

fe : a doll, AV{¥-, KEKE. [R- 

Bahyhood, 1. $ui)§. FA 2G. AOA. PRIL A 
Baby-house, n. A house for children’s dolls and 

babies, jiiji je. 

Babyish, a. Like a baby, SAGE LD Ney. WE 

GRE, IE GUE. 
Babylonian, ». An inhabitant of Babylon, € JE 

fis A. (2 SE fi JV. 
Babylonian, a. Pertaining to Babylon, © Jb fr, 

(2 Jb fir fg; Babylonian captivity, FR NE 

HG fit ED 4 7H. 
Babyroussa, xn. ‘I'he Indian hog, BF % . BE (?). 
Bac, Back, n. A ferry-boat, fi 7}¢pE ; a large tub 

or vessel used for ho!ding liquors. Ahh. Ai Hh. 
Baceated, a. Set or adorned with pear's, $84 PE 

BS. FA PAT RGR. 
Bacchanal, Bacchanatian, n. One who indulges in 

drunken revels, 775 fil). 7 fE 18 15 te. BE RES. 
Bacchanal, Bacchanalian, a. Reveling in intem- 

perate drinking, #974. 
Baecchanals, Bacchanalia, n. pl. Drunken feasts, 

Wey ff: feasts in honour of Bacchus. * $ERE Gf. 
Bacchic, a. Jovial, APY. Ff Eh: drunken, We, 

kee 

Bacchus, n. The God of wine, 74m 44 ; the name 
of the Chinese Bacchus is #£ AE. 

Bachelor, n. An unmarried man, 523 #%. BE (4, 

AEB. WG AE. WG EEIE. WE. OR. BEML. 
ELZN, WAZN, FEGAZA ; a Bachelor of Arts, FF, 

AEA. 4C2E. BEAE: a competitor for the degree 
of bachelor, % #, #26 ; bachelors, widows, or- 
phans and heiress persons, fee PL Ba fry A. 

Bachelor’s button, n. Gomphrena g@lobosa, Fy AL, 

* The Chinese worship f£fff, their Bacchus, but have sel- 

dom such reveling feasts and processions in his honour as 
: : ae 

the ancients had in honour of Bacchus. 
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KER, BER Wy. 
Back, n. The upper part ofan animal, #§; the back 
of a man, 29. #$7%F; the back bone, 4p RH, 7% | 
Ff a. FF APeP ; the muscles of the back, JK 

75. $K; the vertebral hones, 75° Gj, ZRF : 
back to back, WTS, 7527S. 40 3§ ; a pig-back, 
75, (EFF 5 a saddle back, fg 7¥; to turn one’s 
back on one, fe ti AFF. AEA HR. Hl Ea BL. 

HA SATS, we DADS. OEE, NBER 4 Ze ; to 
beat one back and belly, $734 4S EY. $7 EI BE 
Bie; to break one’s back, #&% JE Ar, BEA 
REG. NEG ; the back part, #§% ; the back 
of the neck, JA. 84: the lack door, #BPY; the 
back of the hand, =-7§ ; the back of the knife, 

#§ :a back apartment, #2 %. JER, #23 ; to | 
turn the back to one, FWRI G. PB iH Fe. 
ABI FK >; behind the back, FRESH, HES 
BIRABS ALT iH: a back wall, fae ; 
{o turn the back on, 7¥, 4279; to carry on the 
back, &, 4 &. JH; to carry a child on the hack | 
or pickapack, JF{¥ ; to cast behind ihe back, to 
forget and forgive, APERE; to treat with 
contempt. Sig. FLA; to plow the hack, ys ; 
to how the back, Jr, 4 @ ; back balance, 7% 
HE; back lash, $282; back stay, HEB SM ; 
top-mast hack stay, Hf = #8 SME: top-gallant 
back stay, HE = PES AVM. 

Back, adv. #%. §%; to go back, ij. EF. HAS. 

HEMT. AM. Ds. (LG. J REED; two years 
back, WME; a pull back, PAY, Fuge; to 
come hack, GHA. fa Fé, LE s to give back, (Hp 

HY. Z83z ; to look bach, [BL WH. [ERA ; put it back, 
Fe HWE; to go back and forth, HEE. FER. 

Fe; to place 

upon the hack, #{B JH fe ; to back one to sup- 
port, FRAN. Hite. =f: to back one’s wishes, ff | 
Ak nk BBR AZ ; to pnt backward, 
iE DA, Wet fo]; to put backward, asa ship, Bk iy 

BEG; to back a warrant, ZEAE ; to 
back the oars, fig. 

Backbite, v.t. To slander, JERE, MERE. WER, Fl 

Be ot NN. TE PENN ARB LEG 1S ADEE lt 
ASE AE, MESUS. nN EN bts SN AS A SEN 
Bi W- | 

Backbiter, n. One who s!anders. #& J\. i= J. | 
Backhiting, n. The act of standering the absent, | 
SER ; not given to backhbiting, Fe By FE. | 

Backbone, n. The spine, $45, fia ¢F. 7 ; dorsal 
vertebrae, #54 pe + — (i; lumbay vertebra. EE | 
Gj ; strong in the backbone, 47 J. 

Backboxes, n. pl. The boxes on the top of the up- 

per case of types, containing small capitals, Fg 
Backdoor, n. 7% PY. | =7_ESe- 
Backed, pp. Mounted, #€ jf : having on the back, 

f4; supported by aid, #ifJffpi& ; moved back- 
ward, 838. 

3acker, n. One who backs or supports another in 
a contest, f=, 2RYE. 

Backgammon, n. A game played by two persons, 
upon a table, with box and dice, # f,, yey. 

Background, n. A ground in the rear, #7. 
Backhouse, n. A necessary. Jj. 

Backing, ppr. Mounting. 9#é; moving back, 9% 

i. WB. ABR; seconding, Hh. By. EE. Hp 
Yo. 

Backing-up, n. Stopping a ball or driving it back, 

FT RIBS. IT PIR KS. 
| Backpiece, ». The armour which covers the back. 

aon, Hemp. 
Backroom, n. #8 5%-. Py - 

Backs, n. pl. Soie-leather, JE j¥- 
Backside, n. The back part of any thing, Hie. 

(i. 957%. PTT. AC fy; the hind part of an an- 
imal, ##%; the place behind a house, Fe f% = 

3 Sih 
Backslide, v. 7. To apostatize. #§ Bc, eB. H {8- 
Backslider, n. #§ 24. RE. 
Packsliding, n. A falling insensibly from religion 

into sin, * fy GS SE. WS HEB. RK. 
Backstaff, n. A quadrant, = (fy. 
Backstairs, n.pl. Stairs in the back part of a 

house, 7 BEA ; an indirect way, {fa PY ; to enter 
by a private door. to obtain one’s end by unfair 
means, {fa PY 2 ly. 

Backstays, n. pl. HER. 
Backstitch, n. 4h¢h. IEIGIM EF: ER- 
Backsword, n. A sword with one sharp edge, #iJ 

ga). HA, 
Back-tools, x. pl. Book-binder’s stamps, &e., 

EDGE ENE FD. 
Backward, Backwards, adv. Towards the back. 

fig 7%, BS4H ; to move backwards, $8 77, fA #7, Bh 
€E fF ; to throw the arm hakward, x ¥¥; towards 
past times, fa) AGE. MPEENF: to go backwards, 
(localiter), 927%; to go backward (deeline) in 

one’s circumstances, 38 SY. (0% ail, 68 GA IA, 

“eth HSE; to decline, 3: backwards and for- 
wards, HE. 78. SANE. ZEW; to be driven 
backwards, #7 Q&, GRA; to count backwards, 

* Jer. 5, 6. 
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Packie ard, a. Averse te, hes Wie, EY We ae C Badger, u.t Aullone pursue Piles eagerness, EE, i 

AB, TR. Rai Artik. ies TAR. i TRE. | SLi. 
hesitating, ASE: s'ow, BH. Mh ae. TENS : 

_ behind in time, 3}; dull, 325. ith Bec 
Backwardly, adv. Eales, JR AS. OTE vfs ER: 

perversely, wft#: ZR. 
Backwardness, xn. Reluctance, RBZ; dilatoriness, 

PBRG sa state of being behind in progress,  : 
bashfulness, iftH€. 

Bacon, ». Hoe’s flesh salted or pickled and dried, 

usualy in smoke, jg 4 JRE. ey Pile 7 WS. sak 

HK. EUS Ii. IK, MY. EAL: a fliteh 
of bacon, — Fy Jig Ae IE : a Baa of bacon. fifé 
jk; a stice of bacon, —}y: MK IE; to save one’s 
bacon. {0 saye one’s self from harm. 4¢ 455 &. 

SE MEE SE. EERE 
Bad, a. 3. Rae, Hy [x] AE. Y 

Be, Jom. TEDL. TEE. We, We. RE ie. 
HE. FHA: to keep Wad hours, Af FF (% HB; tad 
fortune, Ape. Aye. JEW. HS. Fi, [Xl (ir 

vs at. AE fp. jh ap; reading is bad for the eycs, 

‘ mr. SHE SANE: it is very bad with him, 

BE, al 
mt 

LL ir toy. Yop: bad men, HE J. BN. BER, HE 

a 

"hi Bg. 

FF. HO. DEAE. PEL. SH. HL. HILT 
Ot At 
Tey 

Si ins a bad name. Sb %. 75 YA. HG. 
a bad omen. [XJ JE. Aa He ML Hef OF 

speculation, #tal. $Hoa. Rata]. Seat 4eal- 
DEMEAT SE Nod clothes, TE, WEA. A. 
#2, HLA; a bad heart, 0. Beaty. FLD: AB. 

425: bad behaviour, Mf 43 4B. He FF. IP Fy, BE 
fT, SET. SE. ae a ieee harvest, $Me. Fh 

Fe. FP. Si SNE OR. UE ASE SE. OY 
we: eK: ea Ho SL3q : a bad busi- 

ness Beit. je. LEE: bad times. Me Ay-4lt 

St. NESE. Tirade. GAPE ZG. PE AE. IFT. 

a bad | 

WIE; Wad or evil influenccs. FAR : bad disease, | 
REP. Typ He; a bad appearance, as weather, Fh 

WE sa bad appearance, as a person suflering, Fy 
Ds. BB: a Vad appearance, as something 
mean, PREGA; bad government, JER. JER. iF 

WY. BEBE: bad food. MAF RYH. WE Ay FE. BER: 
a bad imitation (said of imitating each other), 

AT, ELE Bh Se: it is so bad that it must 
soon be better, 77h HE: to injure by had ex- 
amples, #f f=. 

Badge, n. A mark, 9B. 4298. RAW. ja 
mark, Urge: a badge of office, pe. Fh. 7 
a badge of merit, Fy}. 

Badge, v.t. To mark, 92, 4p HE. 
Badger, n. +. SEF. HL: FH; pirates, WK. 7k 

>a secret | 

Badger-'egged, a. #3 BNE, tk A. 

Badigeon, n. A cement used to fill up holes, Jew, 

Wh; a mixture of putty and chalk, fi) qh 

tlie, FL - 

Badly, adv. Ina bad manner, Ade. Ards (yy, We 
Ky, We BF; badly done, fi WE ME {hk Ar df. fq We 
4: badly wounded, if [f. 

Badness, x. The state of being bad, $4, 1 Hf; evil. 
al, F. 

Revel aa {ruciescens, n. He fide. 

Baffetas, Baftas, n. Indian cotton cloth, or plain 
muslin, FO BHA) Hi 

Baftle, a. ¢. or 7. To einde, HRA. ae; to elude by 

shifts and turns, Phe: to confound, pfribk. 3 
Is. BERL. HE BL. WEL; to practice deceit, WER, 

ds og De SRR - 
Baftle, n. i; to come off witha baffle, $7. 4744 

By. 
Batted, pp. Eluded, 2 seal Fy MEI; eluded by 

shifts and turns, Be: ti 4; confounded, (fait , 
HE Bish: deceived, UCR 

Baftler, n. One that eludes, WTAE. PRESEN; 
one who eludes by shifts and turns, Pt iht 4 ; one 
ihat confounds, #2 gl 4%; one that deceives, 

EGER. iG A. fe GA A. Hel ZA. 
Baftling. ppr. ora. Baftling wind, J Fe) 9 (i% ial. 

BE, 

JE jie ie BE fin. See Bafile. 

Bag, n. A sack, SS, 3, Hi28. Hi. FH, TK; a bag 
without a bottom, me; a leather bag. jet. HK 
ES, eBE> a hand bag. F eh. FH; a small 
bag, IES. Ved. we. FF FE: a double bag. et 

tS, PSES, io; a hair-cloth bag (a net). A, 
iit; a silken bag. GL; a coarse bag, JA ebs a 
straw bag. 2%), Hil ; a traveling hag, Foe 
a bag to tie on a horse's head, #g, FR AB: 
hawking hag, HES ; a small money ie MS. 
gp ES sanempty bag (poor), BE¥e: you wine sack 
and rice bag (you lazy lubb ay iE RS ihe 
Green Bag (a work on geomancy), Py #e; a bag 

of money containing 100 tales is called —-far ES 
half a bag of the same, 427A PS ; a bag of money 
(amount not defined), —283, —P RF; 
sulchel, #228. 22 pk. AEE : an embro:dered ee 
ih BE BLS a bag to field perfumes, PE, #4 @; 

a bag of rice, —-fi] &] 46: a bag of sugar, — ELF ; 

the air bladder or sonnd of a fish, fee, 44 Gl ; 
bag around the heart, pericardium, [Jb : to 

give the bag to any one, 4 J\, HA; to truss 
bag and baggage, °, ite FE iE. 
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Bag, v.t. To put intoa hag, AYA ES, Wes contract, either expressed or implied, that they 
ES, MEADS. ASS: to bag the hair, #452, Hh 
2; to bag clothes, —&. 

Bagasse, x. The refuse stalks of the sugar-cane 
after they have been ground, HEY, iE fy. 

Bagatelle, n. A game played on a hoard having 
at the end nine holes, y¥7; a Chinese game, 
but different from the former, #ae ; a trifle, a 

thing of no importance, sJ\ FF, HUA. 
Baggage, vn. The tents, utensils, &e. of an army, 

4748. HY ; traveling baggage, Fras; baggage 
trunk, ##i:a baggage wagegon, FH Hi; having 
baggage, JE: a low, worthless woman, a 
strumpet, Ji) 222. 0 SK. 7p A sa playful female, 

FEM, WEN 
Bagging, n. The cloth or materials for bags. {iJ 

Afi - ; 
Bagnio, n. A bathing-house, ja. BEB RR: a 

brothel, 48 7. #9 ¥¢ ; in Turkey, an inclosure 
for slaves, Ay AH. 

Bagpipe, n. A musical instrument, used chiefly in 
Scotland and Ireland, #)al 4, #48 4. 

Bagre, n. Silure, #4; dusky green silure, 
4§ ; dark green silure, 4-44: small silvery green 
silure, P{F: purplish black silure. 7E ax. 

Bahar, n. The native country of Budha, 4. 

Bail, v.¢. To liberate from arrest on security fora 
person’s appearance in court, (RGA. FUR. JH 
i, WEAK. Thaw: to bail out a prisoner, 7 fil PE 
We. (RIB AHL Ag; to bail ont a woman, (4 FE & 

A, tg.; to baila boat, Bf. 

Bail, n. The person or persons who procure the 
release of a person from custody, by becoming 
security for his appearance in court, 7 ¥e ; to 
give bail, Es nAs[t. Hina ak. 

Bailable, a. That may be admitted to bail, BY ER 

HL. BRAG. 
Bailbond, n. (Ef. 
jailed, pp. Released from custody on bonds for 
appearance in court, FALRIB, OR HA RE We seh : freed 
from water, as a boat, /tjH Ik. 

Bailer, Bailor, n. One who delivers goods to anoth- 

er in trust, (SFE 4. SE 4 VETE A TT ae 
FE MWA. 

Bailiff, n. An officer appointed by the sheriff for 
arresting persons, Fj H&. Ase. JU fit; an agent 
of a manor, to direct its husbandry, collect dues, 

Ge., sR. 

Bailiwick, n. The precincts in which a bailiff has 
jurisdiction, W%. 

Bailment, ». A delivery of goods in trust wpona 

shall be kept and delivered safe: FE 2H HEA 

Bairam, n. The name of two Mahommedan festi- 

vals, [al al 1M 4 
Bait, n. Any substance for food, used to eateh fish, 

or other animals, “Jf; a portion of food and 
drink. or a refreshment taken on a journey, #@ 
Ha. ARE. GE AG. Eh th. ft HE; an allurement, if, 

HILDE oN 2. of AIDES. 
Bait, v.t. or 7. To angle, LIPS AG. I; to give a 

portion of food and drink toa beast upon the 
road. Jr fia FH; to bait on a journey, vers 

FEF, FTHPK: to stop and bait, BJA. BMH. GE 
Jz: to bait one’s horses, §E 55; to harass by dogs, 

DEF BEN. OFAN IB AVE 
Baited. pp. Furnished with bait, App; alvured, 
TH. HE. CA | IH : fed. fie: refreshed, 
#28. FTIR: harassed by dogs. AF HEB. 

EAA. DETTE. 
Baiting, ppr. Angling, $9f(; feeding, fim; refresh- 

ing, fae. & fF; stopping on a journey, Bk 
JA. Fy POR: baiting place. BkmF. GEBE. 

Baize, n. A coarse woolen stuff, FLW. HIACHE- 

Bake, v.t. To bake, asa pig, Jay: to bake, as bread, 
Iie. Wk, es to bake in the ashes, 4e4g8; to bake 
before the fire. $+: to bake, as tiles, Ge. , Be. 

Bake-house, n. Jaye. Bei. yay; a bake-pan, 

Ja Ua. 
Baked, pp. or a. Jays. ici. BEB. 
Baken, pp. Sce Baked. 
Baker, n. One whose oecupation is to hake bread, 

biseuits, Ge. , fe OE fia, jl CL. Noes i BL 

15. Wi HG DEK. Jaye LA. IL ON, BBE PR OL: 
small tin oven, in which baking is performed, 

Ja Ue; the baker of spice-bread, Jay i tip: a 

baker’s shop, #4 (4 ¥}.- 
Baker-legeed, a. Having legs that bend inwards 

at the knees, Be gu. At AA. 
Bakery, n. A place oceupied with the business of 

baking bread, cakes, &., #0 (LAH, 4 FH. 
Baking, n. or ppr. Jag. Wt. BE. K- 
Balance, n. A pair of scales for weighing eom- 

modities, Fe2]°, fy, 74 7. BR; standard balances, 
BJ 422; foreign balances, FF 2; weights of 

balances, aj AiG. ff; the balance of an ac- 
count, He, fe F¥; to make up the balance, #4 
gk. Wak: the surplus balance, #7; the hal- 
ance due to, EES fj: he paid the balance, #¥ 
ie. 2k FI’: equal weight, Lyf; balance of 
power, 2}; balance of trade, [TAH £F 2G; 
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balance wheel in a clock, 4i]if2 ; balance of ac- 
count due, PR Ab ij Re; balance of account on 
hand, Bf PR Ab TE. See Scale. 

Balance, v.t. To adjust {he weights in the scales 
of a balance, so as to bring them to an equi- 
poise, HE. FEEL. LIFE oR AEF; to balance rea- 
sons, ZPL. FP AMG FE: to balance an account, 
BY, HEE. BRA AIG: to balance merits and 

short-comings, #A2E Iya. Wy if AWB. 
Balance, v.i. To have on each side equal weight, 

OEM. AI. RAGE: to pre- 
serve the equipoise of the body, JEIA ii fr: to 
move towards a person and then back, j#éik : to 
fluctuate between motives which appear of equal 
force, i Ave. 1 (ES GE. 

Balanced, pp. Charged with equal weights, J42B, 
des 3 }4y fr ; regulated, so as to be equal, I 

ZB (AIA, $527 EIB 
Balance-fish, rn. Hammer-headed shark, zygena, 

AF, WR. 
Balance-knife, n. 445 ZIV {F. 
Balancer, n. The person who weighs, FR, FEY 

4h. FPN 
Balancing, ppv. Charging with equal weights, 4 
#34 BH: settling, as an account, 7p BK: hes- 

itating. ‘(32 XE. 
Balaustine, x. The wild pomegranate-tree, Bf 77 

ee 
Balbucinate, Balbutinate, v.i. To stammer in 

speaking, WM. Fist, 7 9AM. PE, eS. AM 
Ox, Alle. 

Baleony, n. FS. HE FF. 
Bald, a. Destitute of hair, F. - me 7 

fig, 464: bald head, 3 94, $f. FevA, 21. AC. Fu 
48 91. {MJ s a bald forehead, #4; partially bald, 
fB. HSER: a bald pate, FEF, FEA: a bad 
pated priest, FEALF za bald headed crane, Aff, 

4G85 naked, GE, HA. BAR. IRN. TR A: 
audacious, Fk, JAH: without beard or awn, PE 

Baldachin, ». A structure in the form of a cano- 
py. Supported by columns,  ; canopy (in Chi- 

na), $s. 
Balderdash, n. Mean, senseless prate, LMI. WZ 

=O. BEVEL. 
Balderdash, v.¢. To mix or adulterate liquors with 

water, LGR IS. 

Baldhead, n. A man baid on the head, 3¢98. 4 

ii. 
Baldmony, n. Gentian, Fit JHA. 
Baldness, n. Loss of hair through disease, Jf SEE. | 
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JE, Mr. FZ, FG ; loss of hair, 3G 9HS2 ; meanness 
or inelegance of writing, FHF, HA. 

Lauldpated, a. See Bald. 
Baldrick, n. A richly ornamented belt, 3eqe Ae. 
Bale, n. A package, @1/¥-. 63,49 ; a bale of goods, 

— 63% ; a bale of cotton, — ehh AE; a bundle 
tied together with ropes, —£f]. 

Bale, v.t. To make up ina bale, #7 @] ; to free from 
water by dipping, pk. 4k. 

Baleful, a. Producing mischief or misery, 2b ¥f, 

BSE. (AL, Be. BBE WG : pernicious, 4238 i, 3 
fij; baleful influence, [AJ 2e, HEAEHEE. mle 
WE. cli fey sa baleful star, 4% 5, [xp He. 

Balefully, adv. Sorrowfully, 324%; perniciously, 

48 FE fry ; in a calamitous inanner, [x] 9. 
Balefulness, n. Destructiveness, (42 #4. See, HE 

if 
Baling, n. Fe. FT LH. 

Balister, n. A eross-bow, #4; to shoot a balister, 

eS. 
Balistes, n. File-fish, jk 76. 
Balistie platform, n. #¥2e. 
Balize, n. A sea-mark, GRE. Wye. APERE. 
Balk. n. A great beam, PAVE, ARE: a frustration, 

PA We: disappointment, jeO2, He, Fylde rps, Fe 
Ie Re (AR); any thing left untouched, like a 
ridge in ploughing, #F kA WF 44. 

Balk, v.t. To disappoint, (E9822, AIR M. HE 
A, Wee; to frustrate, FHF; to miss or omit, 
WY: to pile up, as in a heap, Jef, By; to 
turn aside, #7F#; death balks no creature, 7G 

AU. FEAW, FRB IL. 
Balked, pp. Disappointed, th 22: frustrated, FH 

JALJB ; omitted, HE, SS aL. 
Ball, n. A round body, >, #y. £40. FIL. Be, 
JE, PF; a silk or cotton ball, £4 #5 5 an 
India rubber ball, pp y- €k; a ball made of 

thread, #4 ;a foot ball, 4 Ek: to play at ball, 
47 €E; to kick a ball, Bo Gk. Ba Hay, HA; to 

throw the embroidered ball (to choose a hus- 
hand), jh G ; the globe or earth, I ; the 
eye ball, WIR. AME; a cannon ball, #afi§; a 
mnusket ball, RJ. SPH. HHH: an iron ball or 
bullet, $4HHi: the ball of the hand, 4 )Ji ge ; to 
roll into a ball, 3#{; do not roll your rice into 
a Wall, Smefay ify. 

Ball, n. An entertainment of dancing, {yk[WTE2. Bk 
BE. {flys a gay ball, 4g Bese. 

Ballad, n. A song, di. ok. 2. Wray. WR. BK dh. 

TK 25. MAE wey. FH AK: juvenile ditties, # A; sa- 
tirical ballads, asi]; strange ballad, PER: a 
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little ballad, 33 
i}; to sing ditties and ballads, "AAs Aq. 

Ballad-maker, n. A composer of ballads, (£5 4%, 

fi Z Nv. 
Ballad-singer, n. A female whose employment it 

is to sing ballads, Bh Ar. Ee Air: 
songstress, fA: a male ballad-singer, KF ; 
a juvenile male ballad-singer, Bea; a ‘hand of 

female ballad-singers, —HER Zc. 

Ballast, n. WEQG-7i. ARBE. Sei. MEN AB. 
He. HM. WT Be. AGE. HB 

Ballast, v.t. To place heavy substances in the hotd 
of a ship to keep it from oversetting, es. 15 
fk; to steady or keep a thing steady, 7 fE ; 
to keep a ship steady, 7g CE sf. 

Bailasted, pp. Furnished with ballast, Z¢j& fy. 

(8 A: 
Ballasting, ppr. Furnishing with ballast. @e ft. 
Ballatoon, n. A heavy luggage boat employed on 

the rivers about the 

Ag WEA. 45 EE. 
Ball-cartridge, n. 

ball, PG GL. 
Ball-cock, n. £& #7. [A] EA. 

A cartridge furnished with a 

VP HE OA. FEK AE. 7 
Ballet, n. A dance, ky Ea. 
Ballistic, } a. Pertaining to the balister, or the art 

of shooting darts ees 
Balloon, n. Any splieiicall hollow body, 

glass receiver, of a spherical form. [A] #3 a 
game, 37 pk EG: an if balloon, 4c Ek. HS IE. 
Kit. ial GE. REE ZK: a balloon filled with 

hydrogen gas, #&4¢ He; a fire balloon, FL WP 
Balloon, Balloen, n. A state barge of Siam, made 

of a single piece of timber, 34 2 [Al GHZ. 
Balloonist. Aecronaut. 
Ballot, n. A ball used in yoting, gf ; a ticket, 

Ballot, v. 7. To vote by baliot, = 
by tickets, $a. 

Bailot- box, n. A box for receiving ballots, ¢&-F 
Ee FS Hs 7 

i ig sl a5 |b) 

Balloting, ppr. or n. Voting by ballot. FEF ; 
voting by ticket, #4. 

Balm, n. The juice of ean or trees remarkably 

cdorife rous, APE, PRES (?); balm of Gilead, a 
plant of the genus amyris, || 44%. ili; any 

we pk 5 a 

. Se @ 

ae BEF to yote 

* The latter four expressions are in the south seldom 
used for ballast. 
+ Some write this word with only one J. 

1 AMUN Cet Fseme a 
|| Exodus, 80, 34; Wzek. at Ps. 183,8. 

( 84 ) 

2 hu >a cheerful ballad, $2 | 

a prostitute | 

Caspian Sea, Wife jay ZH 

ioe 

BAM 
thing which soothes pain, inte: anything 
which mitigates sorrow, fie et 7 Ae. 

Balm, v.¢. To anoint with balm, Lub HA ; to 
soothe, fitmk, Belek, He hig. HEez. 

xulmy, a. Aromatic, a. APE. By. HF ; sooth- 
ing, PER fry, HER (vy. He eANGE: a balmy breeze, 

ln. WEF. 
Balneary, x. A bathing room, if, BE 

BE. BIR. 
Balneation, n. The act of bathing, Ay 
Balsam, n. An oily, aromatic, resinous substance, 

flowing spontaneously from certain plants, # 
Qh: balsam, a shrub, $8JHbRE. 35 AYE. Hate 

Balsamine, n. eUfqe. RESECE. JE AGE. * 

Balsamic. »n. A warm, stimulating. demuleent 

medicine, of a smooth and oily consistence, ¥j 

KK. EW LHR. 
Balsamina, n. FPR. 

Balsam of Peru (Balsamum Peruvianum), n. Wee 

ba 2 Beh. 7 
Balsam of Tolu (Balsimum Tolutanum vel de Tolu), 

n ADEG 2 Bal. & 
Baltic, || n. RHE. BEA it. 

| Balustrade, a. Ai FF. ABE. PEF. 
Bamboo, n. A a of the reed kind, or genus 

arunde, 47, ih By Hemel ss bamboo, 4% Ant. fi i, 

He He 17, HEA VF. VE Lh 77+ empress (spotted ) 
alii BE TT. HALT: black bamboo, 3% Ff ; 
yellow bainhoo, ae Whanghi bamboo, is fk 

WANA 

ift 

(7; penciltube bamboo, 3 74; bamboo ware, 

4 #& 3 bamboo shoots, wpe By HE. EE; 

bamboo sereens, 4’ if: seeds of the bamboo, 47 
FY. 77 46H: bamboo splints, 77 8; bamboo 
poles, 77 4£3 a bamboo chair, 77 #3, 77 Hil; a 

| bamboo mountain chair, 75 9, EF, 304 (4 
| bamboo (ancient) books, 477 i, 7723 bamboo 

slips for writing, 74a, fig/A¥ ; fine bamboo mats, 
| 47738, 47 8§ ; outer rind of the bamboo, 77 5 ; 

internal coat of bam 00, 4; a bamboo planta- 
tion, 7 fl; a bamboo garden, 77 [J ; a bamboo 

| forest, iM: bamboo arrows, 47. (7Fe; tab- 
asheer, 7 %E; bamboo shoots preserved in sugar, 

| “FT ee slips of bamboo sprouts ready 
for cooking, WY 4; split bamboo sprouts dried 
for keeping, IS 4, Fea; ferimented (acidulated) 
sprouts, ARF; 

Septet 

the sheath of the bamboo which 

* Flowers used by the Chinese to stain the nails of their 
fingers with, bear all this name, though belonging to differ- 

} ent specie Ss. 

+ ReR NM 
tks Re LE. 

ITU abana ae 
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covers the joints of the plant. 7: the ercen | 
tough skin of the bamboo, which contains silex, 

$i. 
Bamboo, v.t. To punish with the bamboo, #7 KF, | 

Ti, HEAP. 
Bamboo-rat, n. 77 it- 
Jamboozle, x. #. To deceive. [ij Sk. | ase ttt. 

Bamboozler, n. A cheat, Bae AM. Sh - 
Bambusa Sanamarest x n. AE. | 
Ban, ». A public proclamation ov edict, 4%7%. | 

aR; an edict of interdiction or proscription, 
am, PER: curse, “WU afl; excommunication, 3% Hy 

Z8@ :a fine muslin, imported from the Kast 
Indies, ff #. | 

Banana, n. fe, Yee, ARE. | 
Banco, n. ne court sitting in banco, J§ pw) xe ; 

a bank, ffE FES TF. | 
Banco, n. A term denoting the bank money of | 

Hambure, Oe ADS RG SR TE RLY 22 SAR AS AE 
Rt. 

Band, n. #E, SY. AL: a rope used by the ancients | | 
seeure criminals, #44; a chain, RHE: a band 

of musicians, — Fi Hea. — fil RF, HEN 
— fill] Ae. (A. ie. PEs a band of actors, — pi 
PR, eG sa band of a wheel, 44%; a band 
of robbers, — BS ial. — 4d 1bk. PERE; a company | 
of men, —}}, #4. —fR; a band of soldiers, 
—- PR fe HE; a fagot band, ai: a gold head band, 
Ar fifi; an iron band, fsa hat-band, ia ; 
a little hand, yx ae. — RAE fF: a wrist band, 

$s. 
Band, v.¢. To bind together, #7#fi; to unite ina 

troop, ft. Zt, HIE tee FeO AAG. ARE 

—Ii 
} 

to unite ina confeder: Cy, we te : to bind over | 
with a band, LAS Z. 

Band, v. 7. To associate, we. ee, ai. | 

Bandage, n. A roiler, 4 43, a bandages for 
small feet, JHA, Je Ze. JH i: bandages for 
wounds. #87} ; bandages for the head, Wy oh, We 
bandages for the protection of the arm, #44, 

iy; bandages (wrappings against cold *), #gf | 

HE; Handages for the legs, W%, i, THR. Ai, | 

Bandage, v.t. To bandage the feet, fA, GLH, 

BehH, BE. 
Bandana, Bandanna, n. A species of silk or cotton | 

handkerchief, having a uniform red or blue | 

ground, with small white figures, made hy | 
— = ee 

* Many of these are not Galena hy the people of south- 
ern latitudes, and those who have seen men from the north, 
generally call the handages for the legs, Mh. 
oe 
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dise harging ‘the colours, agit. 
Banda-soap, n. TF 27H. 

| Bandhox, n. if slight paper box, 4§#@; a hat or 

bonnet box, Ji 
Banded, pp. or n. Bound with a band, 2638, #238 

4a GS. HAGE. FY SRL FR; united in a band, IH 

—B. nil i—#, Sy) EA GES. 

Banding, ppr. Tending with a band, LYASE EE ; 
uniting ina band or company, #AIP— PB, 
qe. 

Bandit, ».; pl. Bandits, Banditti. A robber, BES, 

DkPE, DERE. isthe, velbk. Dat. PRE. bk. #2 
HE. SUES. SLRS. iy fit. Tinie. Eadie. AeBE. TK; 
a highway-man, gg H¥. A FTE, 47 
WM. Ae PRE. -EBE. ASH RESE; a burglar, $7 
WYN sa pirate, felDk. aoe. YET 3 a maraud- 
er, i Be. A Bs, WER, SBE, HE BE; an old rob- 

her, 2'bk, IEZ$; one who enters a house by 

getting over a wall, 485Kihk; house-breakers, 
BA EDK; a rascal, HEF; to turn bandit, fiihK. 

Bandlet, Bandelet, n. Any little band or flat mould- 
ing, BMG. 

Bandog, n. A large, fierce kind of dog, 4 4€ Fy, 

JiR. Kee Hi. 
Bandoleer, n. fF ie - 

Bandrol, n. A little flag or streamer, SQA, fea, 

sie LB Me i. 
Bandy. n. A club bent at the lower part for striking 

a ball, 7 pRRE. FT PARKES a bandy-leg, HAIG. Je, 

je» WAVER. Bi BE. 
| Bandy, v.t. To beat to and fro, asa ball, qj pAdy, 

IASG J - 
Bandy, v.z. To contend, as at a game, in which 

each strives to drive the ball his own way, [9 
#]; to agitate, FFI. 

Bandying, ppr. Beating from one to another, $f 
ACFy Jz: agitating in controversy without cere- 
mony, Ff aa. 

Bane, x. Poison of a dead'y quality, 3g, Fey: a 
fatal cause or mischief, 4%; the bane of one 

generation became a b.essing to ten thousand, 
— lt Zs lt Al; ® gaming is the bane of 
all youth, %ZE 2% Se Hi lik Pay ; extravagance is 
the bane of evil society, 451% & We le % iB ay. 

| Baneful, a. Poisonous, 3%, 3p", Ai Beis: destruct- 
ive, #2; a pernicious fellow, Re; bane- 
ful eee 3p GG. fate: a baneful star, [xX] 

Em ik Se 

* Said of the Great Wall, whose construction nearly ruined 
a generation, but became a blessing to many future genera: 
tions. 

—— 
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se oe Banefulness, n. Poisonousness, Fig, 4, (pk. | 
Bang, v.t. To beat, as with a club or cudgel, Pk, 

WK. AT. HE. HL; to thump, BE. ERE 
to beat or handle roughly, 4 &, Hey; to treat 
with violence, 4f: SA HSS to bang up, Syj Mm 

We: BIT 
Bang, n. A blow with a club, $7 — 8, Fy — 4b ; 

sound of Bs discharge of a cannon, $f, ae 
Banging, a. X, tle. 
Bangle, v.t. To waste by little and little, to squan- 

der carelessly, Fike. FE ®. 7 He. TIA. 
Bangle, n. An ornament worn upon the arms and 

ankles, @f, BE: jade bangles, PE; glass | 
bangies, #} =P gg. 

Bangue, Bang, ». The leaf of a kind of hemp, | 
used for its narcotic qualities, ff Fe. [#. 

Banian, n. A ec uiss of Hindoo traders, Fe apy 
Banian tree, n. #EH}; a banian tree with long 

rootlets, pe ; banian days on which seamen 
are allowed no meat, #F1y). 

Banish, 7.¢. To condemn to exile, JE 58 5E. HEE | 
SP. ac He SE. IK. VE FESE ; to danish to the | 

military colonies or colonial garrisons, [S)j#-(4) 

HE, Fee, FERS, Ab Fe"; to banish to an- | 
other province, fi} ie ; to banish to a neighhbour- | 

ing district. fJ#E; to banish to the wilds of 
Tartary, fi) 3¢%f ; to banish the devil, 3% 5k. #4 | 
f, ; to banish malign spirits, 3 JyFe qh. BEPY 
1 AIG. AP ; to expel one from one’s own country, | 

Mei ANE; to banish (as bad men from one’s 
society), Wife ; to banish virtue, 724% ; to banish | 

one’s self, iE ASE, SBIR 8. 
Banished, pp. or a. Compelled to leave one’s coun- 

try, [38 Be, [Bl a. PIE; driven away, 5% 

iM EL ASS. 
Banishment, n. The act of nee a citizen | 

to leave his country, fa) jee. (1) je 27, Fe) t, [el qi | 
4. 0. Mik: BAe. #:, Hi; the banishment 
of danger from fire, 7H; the banishment | 
of devils; 3% SL ; expulsion from one’s own coun- | 
try, j@ {1} ANd; banishment of 500 li or for 1 | 

to 3 years, #2; of 2000 to 3000 li or for life, fe; 

banishment for life beyond the frontiers, ‘fi. 
Bank, n. A bank of a river, Fe. ji) Re. ve. i-F. 

WOLF, i 3, IH; a high bank, HE; a steep 
2 FE 1 BA: general designation for bank, 

a. WEY. SA AY SKAR ti; elevated banks 

vr astream, jt, Jr, PRE. YR: Wh: low bank, #3, 
YT. i, VE. BB VA; to accompany one to the 
bank of a river, RRIF. MRI A GEZEIR 
iB: HiME + bank of the ocean, ce ; a sand- 

BAN 

bank, PoE, WAR. FR sa dam for water. 4 JE, 

Diy. Wa. Sek. PR. WS. PWR. IL, I ee. SEB Jka, 
taf. bit, SP He He. AB. PAL. IBY: {#; the place 
where the ey of money is dey vosited, $R 

47. DU. IROL. SAA. BRIE. BUR. Bai 
(governmental), “SBF hank (private), $8 ji 5 
the Bank of England, 4 3f¢ (J $8 77; a com- 
pany of persons concerned in a bank, [fEHPRR 
47; bank for loans, ff 9k Fy. HHH. VERA, 
3H Hk FAj : a stand on which paper is laid in the 
process of being printed, #L4aa. 

Bank, v.t. To raise a dike, Se Jk, . 

Bank-bill, n. Bank-note. gel 3 a bill of exchange, 
iy yt, Hf yt. fife Wt; notes issued by native bank- 
ers, #8, GS" > notes issued by imperial au- 
thority. EB, Soak ; those used during former 

dynasties, ue He 

Bank-book, ». A book in which the officers of a 

bank ater the debit and credit of a customer, 

4h aU SRT, RE. 
Bhaler, n. One who keeps a bank, §R Fz wy, * 

Sf Fy BE GARR FF WC FR - BY HR FF H 5 native banker, 

MANIC. SAGO. SAWICE. WDK. 
Bank-note, ». A promissory note, payable on de- 

maud, issued by a banking company, ge AI. 
Sce Bank-bill. 

Bankrupt, 2. An insolvent debtor, §] #4. 4 7, 

MASEL AT. (URN. TCA, DR, BAS, 
i YH 

Bankrupt, a. Having committed acts of bank- 
ruptey, FF ff). ZE-G- a) HE; to be bankrupt, fF] fF 

WE. Ye ACH. BALA. 
Bankruptcy, n. The act of becoming a bankrupt, 

G8) #5. (BU. Wee. HAT FF: he has failed, 4B ff 
ih. 

Bankrupt-law, n. PAs fe fil. 
Bankrupt-system, x. A system of laws and legal 

proceedings in regard to bankrupts, {pA 3B 

. EDT ANE ARI. 
Bank-stock, ». A share or shares in the capital 

stock of a bank, SPP, WE PER FF ZEG}- 
Banner, n. et, WE fig ; a superstitious banner with 

dragons and tortoises on it, jg ; banners carried 

by a son at his father’s funeral, MEH, We Se. 4B 
ai ig. SRE. UAE. WEE s a banner used w fe 

calling statesmen, Jap. KE. Hp; a Ta {0 is ordered 
bya plain banner, WAAR § >a banner used 

The io chan acters, Sill are at present ap ane »d to hoth 

a company, a houg, or the proprietor of such an establish- 
ment. 

f In books 4F should Le substituted for [Pf. 

bank. 
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in hunting, #F ; when hunting in the fields is 
{o commence the tai fai is raised, 74 7 ME LY AA: 
the great banner of an army, {&, 4%, K He. K 
if HE; a banner used by the literati upon their 
appointment to an office, ff: * a banner with 
hells attached to it, and used by officers of high 
rank, ff@: a banner having plumes and used | 
when raising an army or for encouraging the 
troops, WE. RE; banners and streamers floating 

in the wind, ji i. WeeHE TP : 
furied, fj. EBA Z WE: a banner signalizine a 
victory, #4 : bannermen, HEF ; io belong toa 

certain banner, fF ;a streamer borne at the end 
of a lance or elsewhere, f¥, fifi ; a pennon at the 

top of the mast of a Chinese boat. 9€ fi fe; prize 
banners, $42, FP ; variegated banners, used | 
at weddings. $f ff. 

Bannered, a. Furnished with lanners, 4f fife. 
Bannian, n. Dress worn for absorbing perspira- 

a banner un- 

tion, iV 42. PRE. BPE AZ. PtH. et. UBB 
GD. PY, BEA. HEHE. HE 

Banquet. n. ae $8. 2 he. HE. Wa. FE. TE. FE 
JR; an imperial banquet, ys; to confer a 
banquet (as His Imperial Majesty), Wye: a 
banquet given by the emperor to the tsin sz 
(HEL) graduates, FRpK's 5 a feast given to the | 
military kii jin (2A) graduates, BE Hg ; a | 
feast given to the literary kit jin graduates, JF 
NG's: to give a banquet. Ws; to go toa ban- | 
quet, ¢h'a°. fi[‘se ; to sit at a banquet, AP i, a 
Ji ; 10 invite toa banquet, ahi. 3B fk. 

Banquet, v.72. To feast, fini, Wy Rk. FR. Ree, 

Banqueter, n. A feaster, 4 PRAM AN. IPR. 
Banqueting, n. or ppr. A feast, #EiF. HERR. TH 

48; principal director of the Banqueting House, | 
HU S-IM ; vice director of the Banqueting 
House, 3K ik 592); principal overseer of the 
Banqueting House, 3 i $f 4 TE : assistant over- 
seer of the Banqueting House, 3 if 3-376. 

Banqueting-house, Banqueting-hall, n. jy #8. 74 

PR iAH. se. 
Banquette, n. A little raised way running along | 

the inside of a parapet, on which musketeers 
stand to fire upon the enemy, JX FE. 

Bans, n. pl. Notice of an intention of marriage, 
given in a church, Ge., 46-4523 4. 

Bantam, n. A (short-legeed) cock, 4% 4. 
Banter, v.t. To sport or play, Nem Aa, er, 

FEY. Bae, aR. 
Banterer, n. One who lauglis at with pleasantry, 

BASE, CNG AMEE. We SE. 
| Bantering, ppr. Laughing at with a good humour, 
| aK =} 

Bantling, n. An infant, mifiR, RF. GI, PH, 
Ny Fk F. 

Banyan, n. See Banian. 
| Baptism, n. The sacrament of immersion, 7 yi, 

fiutiet, AE toe Z ye: sprinkling, Be we. FeBe. 7H 
Ak ZB. BONE Z i 

| Baptist, x. One who denies the doctrine of intant 

haptism, UREA NAB, WHORE ANE. 
Baptistical. a. Zegttag. Bena. BEM. 

Baptize, v.t. To administer the sacrament of bap- 

tism, fi 7S. FETE WM FA A: to baptize by sprink- 

ling. SeVEnE. WE UENE. (VE. TEBE- 
| Baptized, pp. or a. To be baptized, fA BE. Se BEN. 
Baptizer, n. One who baptizes, hive #.- 
Baptizing, ppr. Christening, #eyF#. Wve k.- 
Bar, n. A cross-piece of wood, AAC, HL; the bar 

of a door, Bi. PUPS. PY HE. PY UH. Be 7. PD Ht. 
PYRE. PYAR. Jet. Het. FAY. BA: the cross-bar of a 
cart, id. ity. #d. HP; cross-bar of a carriage, PRR; 
a Crosspiece of wood on the horns of cattle to pre- 
vent them goring, 4 fj ; typhoon bars, ‘Bi JAR, 
RUBLE; bars for closing the entrance to a door 
or window, #E-F-. @ Hi: to confine behind bars, 
(y#Ri s bars of a prison, fi], @ He; to put in 
the bars, _-[yi}; to lock the bars, fi fif; to shut 

| the bars, PYfi}; a row of bars below a window, 
| FS, a4; bar of a erate, #EFE; a bar, sand bank, 
| PPE: a rock in the sea, js WR; bar-boats, #7 
| We; bars in music, #; a bar of gold, 4 Ke, 4& 
| i: a bar of silver, gly; a bar of iron, $& (, 

$k Be; to practice at the har, (fk 4h fifi; the in- 
closed place of an inn, 79 Hi. {745 ; the bar-maid, 
WAAC. IG Ac. WH RZEML: the court of justice. 

@sPY. KB (court): the body of lawyers licensed 
in a court, AWK fifi; an obstacle, SAY; a hind- 
rance, FHA Zi, PA BEST. PHBE: a limit, op 

| wz, BH. 
Bar, v.t. To fasten with a bar, PEE, Bye; to bar 

| the door, PJI#PY; to bar the way, BERR. FER. 
| RR. IALER : to hinder or prevent. PALE. fH 
GAR, BUR, 4AM: to prohibit, esi. (AE, DAES. 
Barb. n. £4. 3) MESS. fA) Py. SH. Hy FE; the barb 

ona plough, $8, #€ 84 7 $4; hook without a barb, 

JBN WZ Fy. 

* Birds, &e. are painted on it. 

Barb, v.t. To shave, ii). fl], Sif]; to furnish with 

barbs, ese FJ 55. 
Ze 
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Benundiaa n. ia one stave ne Busbe does mes 

Cab Tos A. 
Barbadoes-millet, n. Holeus, 2, #2 

Barbadoes-aloes, n. AEM NZE. 

Barbadoes-nut, n. 3x BE. 

Barbadoes-tar, n. A mineral fluid, --%h. 

Barbarian, n. A man in his rude, savage state, 

BEDE, BEAN, BGK, UN. AE ah”, 
fy 
surrounded the “ Middle Kingdom,” #%, #8, 
$k. ($f); the barbarians (man and mak) do ie 

know their country, 4 $40 i A I : the barbari- 

ans (aborigines) of C hin, TH J ; * a raw say- 
age, AE AF; a foreigner, EN. we He \. 

Barbaric, a. Foreign, 3%, 4$; imported from 
foreign countries, 3 RRM, FE; rude, Fp. 

Barbarism. n. A form of speech contrary to the 
pure idioms of any langnage, FeHE. BBE: vul- 
ear expressions, (lat, (HES. Hpak. LB. AR: Oris 

rudeness of manners, Jf fg : ignorance of civil- | 

Ay iiik te 3 Ar leet ide, Ae ike 2, ized life, 
JAAE RR. — BB ES ; ignorance of letters, 4 

BPEL. aie BAF. 

dresse d in like manner, Ark, te a large 
social entertainment in the open air, 3's. 

Barbed, pp. or a. Furnished with armour, jf FB ; 

bearded, 4 #8. 
—Barbel, n. A fish of the genus cyprinus, #244. 
| Barber, n. i8\) BETFAIR . i) BF 

ZN, RABE 
the four barbarian tribes who ee | 

, A) SAFE : a barber's 
call, #25], #9]; a barber’s basin, fij # ; a bar- 
her’s shop, ii] 94}: a barber's apparatus, in- 

if BFF ; one who shayes clusive of seat, &e.. 

the beard only. si) fe. iprelie 
Bard, n. A poet, i 3y. FE KN. aye Be (0, SR, 

Fa) 5a bard of high renown, SE Was 3%. 
Bardana, a. Bardana major, 4F RF. 
Bardash, ». A boy kept for unnatural purposes, 

Sf, LAM. a 
| Barded, a. Caparisoned, $38 U5 Vz. RUG Bs. 

Bare, a. Naked, @.af. fii (Ge HC Ma PRE- TA. 

Barbarity, n. Savageness, WSF 7 3t. HIE. SUE. 

eee | 
Barbarous. a. Uncivilized, Sys. tt. FE. Wyte | 

cruel, Di Rs, A, AEP, BDA. I FE: Vel 

Fk. PSR. HREM. Jit. BH, re ane 
PRE; savage, BF Ay. HE RRNPE : brutal. “yay, 

i PEM. iF J; ignorant, gs. A Hh. Be wk 
a barbarous disposition, $PE, Jf yf) : a barbar- 

ous wife, a xanthippe, HE#. BESE, HJR. BE SE, 
BE UK CAAT Soe Sc. HPA EE. 0 SHRI. AE 

ABT. Ei 
2B, Ee. 

"FE 6 5) 47 ai Bk. fi77. | Barebone, n. 

Ey HL. KS. "ff IS: : bare-backed, Jap Hy, 
$7 ap; with the head a He HA. Fh 
DA. 5& : simple, Ht. UE. ff G ; without 
the polish of refined manners aeme laid open 

ney Bye, AYR ; detected or divulged, #@ tL 

jth. WE : bake of money, poor, SE Fy. BLN} EJS 

Bp MIC, Pave. SAESE TL. FUMES IE § hare 
arms, #1 #), e PE; a naked breast, py il; upon 

your hare word, MECR EE. ERI. WE A 
=: tostrip bare, Jet. FT IRA. Rs. 

=. 56 Feb. — EBT AME + are feet, HRI; 
thread-bare, much worn. 3¢ 35] Fl ke. #38 We. 

¥ BWR ; bare of leaves. WLM). HRBEIEIE- 
Bare, v.t. To strip off the covering, IKiap#. Tar 

#iJ; to make bare, #1. #}. HL: 1o expose the 
bosom, #115. 

A yery lean person, J4-% fil). JE4E. 

IE Ae 
Barbarously, adv. In the manner of a barbarian, » Barefaced, a. Shameless ea ane BENS. EAT 

fe. An 8 HE NE, WG F 
BE. TERE, TS 72 
YEE 2 97 
Aue FY BAG aE SH (Hb) ; 
ously, fi (EA: JER (2): 
65 wb fe, Be ih BC PL. 

WE 5 to act barbarously, 

to treat one barbar- 

Barbarousness, n. Rudeness or incivility of man- 

ners, AWB. Ie HD TS: Bi tape Aig i 2; im- 
purity of language, {{laG. HL (SEEK ; cruelty, | 

Bei, EB. pices 
Barbe, n. Armour of leather, for a horse, Fy 7 1& 
Barbee ue, n. A hog roasted whole, Ap ie: ‘an Ox 

* The ab origines of China are said to belong to the canine 
tribe, some having tails and some not; about 80 tribes ane 
them have been described by the Drs. Neumann and Bridg- | 

| Barely, adv. Nakedly, Ff, H: HH, Hp | ; without 
mau. 

Gt Ha UE ; cruelly, | 

S, ARE Z Ty Ae to beat one barbar- | 

barbarously written, | 

Be, EEA. Aya ae HR MET kk 
Barefacedly, adv. eet PeTL. ALA 
Barefacedness, n. Efirontery, tft fie. S86 REI. 
Barefoot, a. Without shoes and stockings, ap iE, 

fH. DL, WEA We aE. Ae. BS Be. EP EE; 
barefoot and barcheaded, Eg FLSA. 

Barefoot, a. or adv. With the feet bare; 

barefoot, Fp JA AE. 1S HH AS. We 25 AEE ANE . 
| Barefooted. a. Having the fect bare, ap HH. 

Baregnawn, a. Eaten hare, $77. BAe. 
Bareground, n. 2 hh. 

«  Bareheaded, a. Haying the head uncovered, % 7&, 

36 0A, BLA, HAG fi. 
Barelegged, a. Having ihe legs bare, 3% Ai. 

to come 



decoration, 7Bz, 3H, BF: scantily, (E, . 

{# (%. (2 FJ: scantily supplied with the neces- 
saries of life (barely enough), fi WY (i. (# (EH 

WN. EG. ETT. EY. CET PY. oP me. 
merely, only, Hy. 49. (WR. IE. FEY. EE. 

Bareness, n. Nakedness, op Sy. 34 : poverty, Fi 
a. 

Barepicked. a. Picked to the bone, pA AYA oA, nA 

PD o.- 
Baret, n. A cardinal’s cap, BMH 2 5E (RAZ. | 
Barewalls, n. 3¢f#E BEd. HEIR gh Ye. 
Bargain, n. An agreement between parties con- 

cerning the sale of property, 7 ‘(AR FS. a) FE | 

TCR MPC SS. oe PSS. AY TEI, PL VE ee 
#4). HF ZH: an excellent bargain, FE. rh 
F-; to make the best of a bad bargain, 64 EFA 
§ : to sell one a bargain, Pe J. Pes : to strike 
a bargain. Fy ae ECR. age PS. a EL sa bad 
bargain, [: Hf ; bargain money, yf. (FE 3 * 
to sell one a good bargain, WZE; a dead bar- 
gain. HARE. TEP RIAA; by bargain, An | 
i). HEH). WAI: 10 make bargain, FF ye zy. 

Bargain, v.t. or i. To sell, ¥¥, YF: ; to trade, Ff, 
AF. MAE TE: to make a contract, ape) Hi; to 
negotiate about the price, PA FERG ; to fix a 
bargain, #27. PE. WCE. FEXE: to bargain 
for, #845. Py Et. WEE: will vou bargain with 

me? Ht Ae SS AF. fo CL FFE. 
Bargained, pp. %& 34 : goods contracted for, SIf¥, 

A MIE EL ae EZ FF ; fixed the purchase money, 

“A RIGS, TK BE is. ELE tg HR TTS. 
Bargainee, n.'The purchaser, 84%, HE. BAY 

Ive 
Bargainer, n. The seller, HA, HAMA, HF. 
Bargainmaker, n. ¢¥@. 
Barge, n. A pleasure-boat, 7E Sat. HEAT. TEM. 

fil, FF HE: fa cargo-boat, BEAU. REEHE. FEAT, | 
fife ; a barge for conveying grain to the capi- 
tal, jaf Z fe. 

Barge-couples, n. pl. Two beams mortised the one 

into ihe other to strengthen the building, Jf | 

UetE. 
Bargeman, n. The man who manages the barge, 

Bargemaster, x. The proprietor of a barge, conyey- 

ing goods for hire, A4b-3e, Hub. fe te. 
Barilla, n. £ Ages, BR. Wd. Gee ; fine barilla soap, 

* The latter expression is then used when only one copper 
cash is given as earnest money. 
+ Those latter three names are chiefly used in connection 

with boats of bad reputation. 
T PSS BE Pee EE 2 PRR (ERG Z LY. 

| Barley-sugar, n. 7 BE PE. 

il. Ege ; sweet barilla, aH Ay RE rh Fy. 
| Bark, ». The exterior covering of a tree, 4s} je, 
| BR. 28, Fe. FR: the bark of the mulberry tree, 

we. BE: the rough outer bark of a tree, JRF, 

cf, hie; (he middle bark, jee; the inner bark, 
jit. Af ; Peruvian bark (quinine), 4 ot). aa ; 
tanner’s bark, Pe Hip ee. AE Fi ye - 

Bark, v.¢. To peel, HM. Fe. HIE. HK. HZ, 
| Bark. Barque, n. fife EHCP. DEAE ME. 
Bark, n. The peculiar noise of dogs, We. 45. Fey 

HR. WE 98, AIEEE. JE CE TEE ABE in 
cessant barking. 22x. 

Barked, pp. Stripped of the bark, Joi yk. Fs 

We. ' 
Barker, n. One who strips trees of their bark, & 

tah a PA bh Be 
Barking, ppr. Stripping off bark, ep pe. HS 

J&: making the noise of dogs, We, Ft FE. 
Barking-irons, n. pl. Instruments used in taking 

off the bark of trees, 4 ti} ye GE. 
darloy, n. AE. HPAES: pearl-barley. PEK. PEL 

(2. RE. BOR, HOR GL. BULK. SK, TEASE 
$k; barley bread, A ASG EL; barley broth. my 

if. 
[ ok. 

Barley-water, n. A decoction of barley, 7 3k#¢ 
Barm, n. Yeast, B%, A@7E. WAI; barm cakes, 779 

Ca ae 
Barmy, a. Containing barm or yeast, PRP ((7). 

ie. 

fAsE. PE; a stable, FEF. WE; a cowhouse, 

APA: ; 
Barnacle, n. A shell-fish, which is often found on 

the bottoms of ships, #%; a species of goose, 

| Barn. n. Storehouse for grain, #4, AK )gt. PALER. 

Barometer, n. An instrument for measuring the 

weight or pressure of the atmosphere, Jl Wy. 

HLTH He. oH IR SRN I SP. TRIE RA HE SE: 
wheel barometer, he gpa Py # : aneroid harome- 
ter, 2 #2 Jil Wy He. 

Barometrical, a. Pertaining to the barometer, }ml 

TSSTOE. MLIRSE IY. 
Baron, n. A title of nobility, 3, BAZAR: a 

husband, a. 
Baronage, n. The whole body of barons, 33 ¢} 
34 ; he whole body of peers, 24%. 

Baroness, n. A baron’s wife or lady, + J. 
| Baronet, n. A degree of honour next below a baron, 

GEFs. VET AL THA FS - 
Baronetey, n. The rank of a baronet, 733 #f- 

: ae 
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Baronial, a. Pertaining toa baron, Bepy, BEF 
IPR. 

Barony, n. The lordship, honour or fee of a baron, 

Hae. BTL RI. 
Baroscope, n. An instrument to show the weight 

of the atmosphere, BER 4 we HR. [ Hi. 
Barouche, x. A four-wheeled carriage, HERE, BE FE 
Barque, n. =F HEAR. See Bark. 
Barra, x. In Portugal and Spain, a long measure 

for cloths, APaYE DHE F BE ZAR. 
Barracada. n. 44%. 
Barracan, n. A thick, strong stuff, something like 

camlet, A4ez. HAAR. 
Barrack, n. A hut for soldiers, 4; a house for 

soldiers, Fe jy, Seat, BR, IG. YER ; barrack 
for officers, "ff Hg. 

Barrack-master, n. The officer who superintends 
the barracks of soldiers, 47 Fe j¢ % "eg, PRE 

Barracoon, n. In Africa, a fort, W444; a place 
where slaves are kept, Uff ; in China, the place 
where the deluded or kidnapped men are kept 
until they are shipped for Cuba, Peru, &e., 7% 

4F-f. 
Barras, n. The resin which exudes from wounds 

made in the bark of fir-trees, JAA, APE. 

Barrator, n. One who frequently excites suite at 
law, WERE. 

Barred, pp. Fastened with a bar, PY ff ; hindered. 
FS, PHY; forbidden, Asap, a: Af. 

3arrel, n. A cask, SEGA, Af; the quantity 
which a barrel contains, — #ANl ZB, — Ah; a 
barrel of flour, #m4E—#fj; the barrel of a quill, 

“E48; the barrel of a gun, Wy. A, Atk: 
a wine barrel, 77§ ffj; a water barrel, ykeHR; a 

cavity behind the tympanum of the ear, HE py 
% >a tube, 2j : an iron cylinder, $f. 

Barrel, v.t. To put in a barrel, as powder, AZ. 
Barrel-hellied, a. SMe. ISL (si (ai. 
Barreled, a. or pp. Having « barrel or tube; a six- 

barreled pistol, 55 4. NIK : a two-barreled 

pistol, 4. WR; a two-barreled gun, 
es. PEVREE : being put ina barrel, ASEH, 

WOE. WENN. 
Barren, a. Not producing offsprings (applied to 

beasts), 2. A AEF (pve AEF AENPE sa barren 
mare, AP ify; a barren cow, Sma Ae: a 
barren womb, #}¥ 3 a barren woman, AH4FIZ, 

TERR DS. Zi Ae. EAU AEE Nah ACHE EA. 
AVAL ZAG ; not fertile, as land, wef. BH, Je 

barren mountain, 4 Jj, J; a barren year, ¥ 
Sf, |X) te. BEE. J SE : barren, uncultivated land, 
AE ZS. HEY ZH: barren of interest, 4-45 
MW, OR iy MEU ; barren matter, MARZ Be ; bar- 
ren of news, #4 $f RA. EA. 

Barrenness, n. The quality of not producing its 
kind ; applied to women, 4}; infertility, jx 
ji; want of the power of producing anything 
new, ii ; barrenness of spiritual feelings, 4it 

Ti aA 
Barricade, n. A fortification made in haste, \Fe, 

FRC, BK. TEA. ESE. FGI; to set up a 
harricade, S38 Je, 2 pRlR, HWE. TELE. 

Barricade, v.t. To stop up a passage, jf ff, #E[EE, 
SE, SH; to barricade a street, BRIE, FEEF.- 

Barrier, n. A kind of fence made ina passage, Bq 
lif. {Js a wall for defense, 8, 44), [UPBE, BEBE ; 
a fortress on the frontier of a country, $@3% M4, 

Lt. PIG TIEs, SPNRLE | a fort on a pass, [i 
lat FG ; natural barriers of a country, FRB; 
an obstruction in a road, g& (9. FRA]; an ob- 
struction made of wood, #%; any obstruction, J 

bee, BB. 
Barring, ppr. Making fast with a bar, P34, BY 

{£; obstructing, Efi}, PAPE; preventing, FH 

i. 
Barring-out, n. Exclusion of a person from a place, 

PIPE A. 
Barrister, n. A counselor, learned in the laws, 

qualified and admitted to plead at the bar, JR 

Fill. WYRE. 423 4H ZS : native barrister, Fi ZR 
pettifogger, ARH, GME, Las. ah Gl. CLR BGR. 

Barrow, n. A light small carriage, 4ji 9A, Sf, i 
Jf; a hod, fH; a wheel-barrow, ig. 

Barrow, n. A male hog, castrated, FH, AK, 
1%, FER: barrow erease, #K Hh. 

Barrow, n. A hillock or mound of earth, intended 

as a repository of the dead, $7. [Je AG. 
Barshot, n. Double-headed shot, @ERa;4A. ji 2H 
Barter, v.t. To traffic by exchanging one com- 

modity for another, €{. 38 54. 7% 5. fH. (4A 

We. DEE HAL. LIT IR AY. SEAR. RS. HE Hip ; to 
take cloth and barter it for silk, 47 EUR. 

Bartered, pp. Given in exchange, 534, Fb#4i&. 
Barterer, n. One who traftics by exchange of com- 

modities, $f 4. 2A #. 
Bartering, ppr. #34, 2B. 

Bartholomew-day, n. Je 7 +P A. BSE. 
Baryta, n. The heaviest of the earths, 32 a 7% -. 

Barytone, n. A grave, deep sound, 2. 

Barytum, m. A metal, the basis of haryta, 42%, 
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“BELL AL (Gi 
Basalt, n. A rock of igneous origin, DUR Az 

Basanite, n. Lydian stone, or black jasper, Be 

Basbleue, n. A literary lady, blue stocking, A #. | 

Base, a. Mean, SIE, BBE. Tule, BDA. HEHe. (6 | 

We. Fit. THE. (alee. Ga, ihe, TSCA) 5 
hase actions, BbPii 2. 474. SLE TT Ag. TIE | 

Wk Tha ZR: FEMA Z Ty Fe very base ac- | I 

tions, JES jb Fy, GLYG HAE; a base fellow, We 

te F, — Vo Ff HK. HS APE Fe; base in the ex-— 

treme, AF TIE, FEZ B, Fe BbHe, SRS) i, 
FREI; base metal, AeA, ME ; infamous, FE | 

WM JSC. TRIAS. OE AS REG, RI EE 
BEE ALAN: very common, ARREIT I. IN GEIEE. 
Ju, AHF; born out of wedlock, B -F, Hii 
{¥-(F): born of a concubine, ma/pfF. BeIRF. | 
Jf Hi 0pE; born of a prostitute, 238 fF, taf | 
oll ++ fifi ; the base sound (in music), 7 

Rees n. The bottom of anything, F< ; foundation, | 

SHE. HHH, Hue. dhe : the hase of a pillar, 

FEI, HERG. EIN. OL. 0B. DE EETG. WE. FE. FES 
the base ofa plough, # ye; the base ofa triangle, | 

=FaIEZ (G. . | 
Base, v.t. ‘To reduce the value by the admixture 

of meaner metals, fiXfS4. TRIAS. 
Base-born, n. Born out of wedlock ; you base-horn 

runt, Kea yA, HE BE AE (V3. Sce Base. 
Based, pp. Reduced in value, ffi 4B, jt 

founded, a¢38 FRUE. 
Base-hearted, a. Vile in heart, TERE. (haa HHe- 
Baseless, a. Without a base, 486 StSiE, me fay JH. Jie 

HLA. | 
Basely, adv. In a base manner, A EDD, BOREAS. 
EMME : dishonourably, BRAK, TER. 

Basement, ». The ground floor of a building, 3 | 
Sik. sid: ‘basement room, He PPR. | 

Base-minded, a. Mean, §h{fE. 

Baseness, n. Meanness, 58 JIE. 54 75; 
metal, (GR, Hil FR. 

Basenet, n. A helmet, 2. 
Base-siring, n. The string of an instrument, which 

produces the lowest note, PEER. TPE. 1K 
. 

Bashaw. n. The title of the prime vizier of Turkey, 
F¥-4H ; the title of viceroys, or governors of pro- 
vinces, #4 $%, fixe : a proud, ye oyer- 

bearing man, WERE A, HIE 
Bashful, a. As Chinese women, ae MEE By 

wis DE. TELA. FO. Sa te KOE GE. PET 

we 1K I 

baseness of 

FETC AS. wa, EE, TRE. OK, GOUR. iB Beit, 
DG, AB AL, EMAL RM. WL, SE. We. BY. 

Bashless, a. S86 REIS. 
Basil, n. A highly aromatic plant, allied to thyme, 

used in salads a soups; fragrant basil, 3% iR, 
BSHE. AE. Bes basil royal, HF Hh (?). 

Basil, n. The slope or angle of a tool or instrument, 
as of a chisel, #} 1H, # (?). . 

sasilar, Basilary, a. Basilar process of the temporal 
bone, 56" 

Basilic, Basilica, 2. 

FAG ofS ALA. 
Basilicon, n. An ointment, ae eae SARE 

ena tH SE RAE), 75 

Basilisk, n. 4 BRAG 

Basin, n. A deep basin, i a flat basin, #3 a wash 
hand basin, fe, Bene ZA. BENE WE: a basin to 
hold water, FBR: a rice basin, fikwg; a large 

basin, fRGE. we. Aes a magne basin, Ft 5 
asmall basin, Jie. Sie. Ge. HL: a (Chinese) 

soup basin, 7 Bee ; basins or diel s for Chinese 
vegetables, AE7; a wooden basin, A. Pe: a 
vessel used in sacrificing, gH 3°. gH, Ee wes 
a brass basin, $j ; a circular yalley, FWA; 
the tract of a valley, drained by some river, 7£ 
Ye us scale of a balance, KA He. 

Basined, a. Inclosed in a basin, His ey. 

er. 
Basin-shaped, a. Having the shape or form of a 

basin, (AE % st, AM AED. 
Basis, n. The foundation of anything, JeHE. fh JA, 

Fk AA. DR. TP HH. JA; the foundation stone, ff 
JHA. We a, * WRAL; the basis of table, # 

De 
Bask, v.7. To be exposed to genial heat, Wig HE BA, 
i AL. UE AD. WER, ri |: to be at 

The middle vein of the arm, 

pigs 

ease and 

thriving under benign influences, 74 fj #2 BB, 

if B BZ 
Basket, n. A basket with eas sides, BE. (AGE. 
# ;a round basket, @f,24 ; a basket for § sending 
presents in, fe GE; cael term for a basket. 
Se, BE, BF; a basket with a wide mouth 
and narrow bottom, 4% 4; a basket used for 
putting the sacrificial rice into. AEE : 
for rearing silk worms, {&; 

HE. ge 
et, 44 4 ; 

a basket 
a covered basket, 

; an eared basket, 22% : a fish hbask- 
a globular basket, fifi 4; a market 

* The Ones — a ose of small figures mie cattle 

underneath the found: ition, from which the Test stone de- 

rives ifs name. 
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basket, Pare a parti- 
tion inter Bee; a peddling basket, JH ; a 
rattan basket, #8; a refuse paper basket, #X 
Ae. a round osier basket, #€, #4, ff; a sprout 
basket, #3 a tall basket, $f; a sunning basket, 
E8z ; a tarry basket, su ‘wheat basket, #£43 : 
a basket scuttle, fihZé, Gea a dirt basket, 4 
EGE Bye ME. DYE pas RE a basket for 

ane. ‘ish. 45, FEM, ce a basket for con- 

taining sacrificial fruits, $14 5 a basket used 

in sacrifice, 4£; a basket for rice, =} 75, Fp He, 

ii, #3; a basket for washing rice, 3, VERE; 
a scholar’s basket. #@" 3 a wicker basket, 
>a grain basket, eae a basket for chop- 
sticks, 4¢ fj, GH: a fruit basket, 77 4K fF 5 a 
basket for poultry, 46 0@ 4 ; basket made of flow- 
ers, ZE% : a basket to carry pigs in, 4%. He 
(f-3, $R BE > cach basket of coal, pee 

Jasket-hilt, 2. A hilt of a sword which covers ‘the 

hand ais a ope of basket work, gh yvi# 

Basket-maker, ». {4 #8 (iN (, SR SRE FING - 
Basking, ppr. pepe or lying exposed to the 

continued action of the sun or heat, {RE. 

Bas-relicf, n. See Bass-relief. 

Bass, n. In music the base, (G3, (REE. WEAR. We 

basket,  ® ; a money 

e 
Basefhon ‘n,n. A musical instrument resembling a 

clarinet, but of much greater compass, Jef. 

Bassetto, n. PURE. 
Bassinet, n. A wicker basket, with a hood over 

one end, in which infants are placed, Wee, Ili 

Fe mat 

tre es; Ast lease 

Bassoon, n. A musical wind instrument, Atte Tf 
Basso-relievo, n. See Bass-relief. 
Basso-repieno, n. The hase of a grand chorus. #% 

LIE, BZKE- 
Bass-relief, n. Sculpture whose figures do not oe 

out far from the ground, FZ i 4¢. & 1é: @ 

METE. DS YPAGAE, BRAM AGAE, HS IM AE. ABC 
My tE: 

Bass-viol, n. A musical instrument, used for play- 

ing the bass or gravest part, #3 DUE. 
Bast, n. The inner bark of the lime tree, 4} Ree; 

a hassoek, which see. 
Bastard, ». A natural child, born of a econeubine, 

HUE, TWF, ME. RH. WE 
FOE. My His an illegitimate child, ie ca ue 

{§-. ALF. BERR : the child of a prostitute, SEH 

ff Ia Fie Hae F. A hilt T BERLE AGT. i, 

= 

une ,. Matting made of the inner bark of 

GH. BF. EAB BAR, EAT, 
AE. fF; bastard animals. 4efPHBR; false, not 
genuine, §, (15. 

Bastardism, n. The state of a bastard, FEF % af, 

BEF 2 Wi. 
| Bastardize, v.¢. To prove to be a bastard, 3% ffi] Hf 

ZYE, FWA HE HUME; to beget a bastard, ARF, F, 

HEME (F 
Bastardly, adv. Spuriously, {i ZENE. 
Bastard-parsley, n. WF: 
Baste, v.t. To beat with a stick, Reds, Lie, 

Liptay A. the; to moisten with fat or other 

liquid, BEDI PE ah. 3 AHERN 
Bt REE, Baste, v.t. To sew with long stitches, 

1 AE AE. FEIT RR. Gi ae BR to baste clothes, 

#5 Kk. 
Basted, pp. Beat witha stick, #£47i#% ; moistened 

with fat or other matter in roasting, #F 3 4h, 
FEU; sewed together with long stitches, 7 

2G Mist. 
Bastinade, Bastinado, n. A sound beating with a 
Se k or cudgel, FLA, FF. PEE. Heate, 

i. CAINE. AT RI. ee BG. PZ ; a beat- 
ne an offender on the soles of his feet, #7 JH) HK, 
ee IH, 4 JH PK; punishment of bastinado, FFA, 

Hit. FIL. 
Bastinade, Bastinado, v.t. To beat with a stick or 

cudgel, Peyy, #47. 
Basting, ppr. Beating witha stick, #£47 ; moist- 

ening with dripping, #; sewing together with 
long stitches, AYE Hi. 

Bastion, n. [Ukt. I G8, GRR GR. BERRI. FR. 
Baston, Batoon, n. A round moulding in the base 

of a column, [A] 

Basyle, n. Any electro-positive ingredient of a 
compound, performing the functions of an ele- 
ment, 5a bs fF. See Radical. 

Bat, n. A heavy stick, broad at the lower end, and 
used to strike the ball in game of cricket. $7 ¢& 

MB, KL 
Bat, n. A mammiferous animal, having a body 

resembling that of a mouse, FRE. WE. Mie, 

RGR. RNG. TRAE. SWI. BAS. RIA St. 
ES. REM). SB RS. 

Batardeau, n. A cofler-dam, which see. [ i. 
aE n. The capital of Java, wine, WE aye 

* This is also used for a child of'a senda 
7 This and the following ave also applied to children born 

out of wedlock. 
{The (4 and SUR are said to be the ‘ flying squirrel, ”’ 

though Kunghi makes no such distinction. 
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Batavian, a. Pertaining to Holland, or the isle of 
Betaw in Holland, 7iy (ff ER PE. tix iN ad ery. 

Batavian, n. A native of Betaw, or Holland, tuff 

Bd A. 
Batch, n. The quantity of bread baked at one time, 

— Jay iE. — Jay 4; the same batch, [a)e, — 

HEIDE ((1). 
Bate, n. Strife, 12s, FRB. fh]; to make bate, 

Bate, v.¢. or 7. To lessen. See Abate. 
Bateau, x. A light boat, #& fe Ait. 
Bateful, a. Contentious, Fy gett, 44a, He llee- 

Batenites, Batenists, Batenians, n. pl. A sect of 

apostates from Mohammedism, 7 [a] [a] Zk #4. 
Bat-fowling, n. A mode of catching birds at night, 

by holding a torch and beating ‘the perch where 
they roost, 7 fa) B. 

Bath, n. A place for bathing, GEAR. fn. . 
if Fe. 1 WE; a vessel for bathing, BE | BE, 
RE sa vessel for cold bathing, BELA; a little 
bathing pond, DURST HE iis ; to take a bath, 
Hie. HE Lp #}uy¢ (FX is used instead of $3} 
Ha the Hakka), Sef. Bee 

Bath, Order of the, n. A high order of British 
knighthood, * 53 @}:—the first class of the order | 
is Knight Grand Cross, #§— 3) #F; the se- 
cond class of the order is Knight Commander, 

of — SE BE; the third class of the order is 
Knight Companion, # = 4% JB gp. 

Bath- br ick, n. A preparation of calcareous carth 
in the form of a brick, used for cleansing knives, 

IR AvP, HK AB}; bath-brick cakes, YE Ay EHR. 

Bathe, v.t. To wash the body, ut Awe Beit 

AIK, Be. Bei. Bei. ME. BEE Pua ; to 
bathe a corpse, fF, jf; to eine aw ound, in 

IK, (78 
Bathed, pp. Washed, as in a bath, Ei, Pia; 

moistened, Ase 7k, WEI: her w Gee body was 
bathed in tears, g i#¢ 7 H ; tears bathed his 
cheeks, AI. 

Bathing, ppr. or n. Washing by immersion, wk 
#@, HE | ; bathing-room, it BYE. AP A lin 
men and women should not bathe in the same 

bathing-room, BA ALR ; bathing-tub, Be 

SiN. 18 Th UR AR. BLUR DSH, HE Es it was 
engraved on his bathing-tub, TSK the festival 
of bathing Budha, + 7 fis Gi, 4 Hype; bat hing- 

x: Knight Grand Cross of the Bath (IK. G. C. B.): Knight 
Commander of the Bath (IX. C. B.): Companion of the 
Bath (C. B. or K. B.). 
¢ This festival is celebrated on the 8th day of the fourth | 

Chinese moon. 
. 

| Batter, nN. 

dress or gown, i Sy RE HEE water for bathing, 

He & "PE ae; water for bathing the head, #e 9A 

ik iit aK. 
Bath-room, m. An apartment for bathing, 6 & 

FF. 

Bating, ppr. Excepting, RS, PRIEZSb, VR. FR 

#, fn mR. 

Batist, n. A fine linen cloth, #5 Aj. 
| . 7 . . . 

| Batlet, n. A square piece of wood for heating linen, 

HAZE TK ZH. WE ZG. IG ASHE. ASHE 
a batlet for beating silk, Biseke. AR. 

‘atman, n. One who has charge of the cooking 
utensils, Sf aa if 4 3. BFA ae ae HK tr 

| Baton, Batoon, n. A staff, ft; a marshal’s staff, * 

Sch ZH. TIE 2B OE Edit FR Zt 
“a batoon held in the hands of ancient states- 
men, %; the batoon of a king, git=; the ba- 
toon of a duke, fH3E; the batoon of a marquis, 
fg: ; the batoon of an earl, §R=; to hold the 
batoon, #2; a mark denoting illegitimate 
birth, #2 ti 7% ge. 

Batrachia, n. pl. Animals of the frog kind, i 

ig EL. [fi 
Batrachian, a. Pertaining to frogs, spi se 
Batrachite, n. Wb} 4. 
Banas hoid, a. Having the form of a frog, fff 

Zt F BADE. 
Batsman, n. In the cricket game, the one who 

wields the bat, at G&A. 
Battalia, n. The order of battle, pk fii. 

Battalion, nm. A bedy of infantry, consisting of 
from 500 to 800 men, Ije. — PREG HE [ Wie. 

Battalioned, a. Formed into battalions, #E Ie, He 
Battel, v.i. To grow fat. See Batten. 

Batten, v.¢. To fatten, #0, SAIL, BIE. 
Batten, n. Piece of board of a few inches in 

breadth, 72 4X, — (PE TPR. 
Batten, v.t. To fasten or nail down with battens, 

STH OK. 
Battened, pp. Fastened with battens, FAj& (e7# 
RST Hi ; ee fat, EJB ENA & EA. 

Battening, n. The act of attaching battens to 
walls for filine up laths, £742 (# fz; the bat- 
tens thus attac hed, fe} Us. 
oe v.t. To beat with successive blows, #47, 

TERR JBL. SFT. A Bk ; to attack with en- 
gines of war, IFT, WHE. PEME ; to batter down, 

KT: qj if: 

A mixture of several ingredients, as 

* A marshal’s staff is a badge of the highest military 

| honour ; 1 Tell ZA Ee 
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flour, eggs, Ge., Hip. 
Battered, pp. Beaten, 497i. Bayi: bruised, 

FJ JRE; impaired by wearing, HEB, (EF) 
i. 

Batterer, n. One who batters, #47 4, wedy #K. Hk 
37 # ; to batter to pieces, Fy MEH. 

Battering, ppr. 47, FP ; demolishing, Le Wk; 
smashing to fragments, FJ ®; battering pieces, 
Ve lel. ARF H. ABZ ; battering train, HI 

HI. 
Battering-ram, n. A military engine used to heat 

down the walls of besieged places, fifi, * WE 

HRA. HCE. 
Battery, ». The act of battering, gy, HFT. Ee 

#7 2 3F ; a place of defence or assault for large 
ordnance, #5; a small place of defence or as- 

sault for large ordnance, 4%; a defence raised 

on eee ground, 447; an electrical battery, 
GAG. 1 ERGs a galvanic battery, MARE 
JEZERA : Et sand battery, WHE Mes 

Batting, n. Cotton, in sheets, prepared for quilts, 

SEEM. 
Battle, n. An encounter between enemies, ik¥—HE, 
we — rt, Sp — PE, FT — I]: contest, wei, Fy fot ; 
to join in battle, Aege, yaa, Bp ill, BHR, Bh, 
AWK; to offer battle, TP BRE. $e Wee. WE HE 
to provoke to battle, pA RK. BERK; to gain a hat- 
tle, Fy Rt. 47 fig; to lose a battle, Fy RFT He, 
FT Be fek. chili. Wed. SRA. BGR ; uncertain is- 
sue of the battle, FRA, AAPM ; rush- 
ing into battle, #E; to go into battle, Jip fifi; to 
set in battle array, HE pai, A pli; battle array, 
pie, WR HAL, HE Ge PALS". HE ffi; to decide the is- 

sue of the battle, oe fej WE 4. Be AP OR AR, OPE 
a bloody battle, AE w#k— J. — fii gy HR; an un- 
successful battle, {ff Bet: a pitched battle. 
Fy — 3; to avoid battle, Hi HK; a drawn battle, 
Rin Ze. ; battle field, RHE, tk Re. 

Battle, v.7. To contend in fight, i, eH, FA BE, 

Bite, IT He 
Battle-array, n. Seg fii. 
Battle ax, Battle axe, n. A weapon of war, K#, 

BKB. Ge. RIE. [47 BEM. 
Battle-door, n. An instrument of play, 47 f&#K | 

Battle-gronnd, n. Seat of war, RIE. 

* This is still use a by ieees aude of robbers foe smash- 
ing the iron gates of walled ple ces. 

t aH 49 LAR FIA HUTADF aE WY 
Jy ASA An ee SHE. 

{ _ AAT Fa: 3k STAR ( IALSWLAK EISEN SUA 
Eig Hs Z Hk AT PB, bai AERA HE SE 
Hat NTE. 

Battlement, m. A wall raised on a building with 
embrasures, J. [A], HR DRA. Hh. HHE- 

Battle royal, n. A fight with fists, #47, YB 

DBAs. 
Battology, n. A needless repetition of words in 

speaking, Wf 7§ 7% ah. 
Battulate, ie Pull apy commerce, 24 jE 3m P- 
Batus, n. 2&, 767 
Baubee, n. A half- an 2E AS JE 
Bauble, n. A trifling piece of ery, Su. HoH, 

Bauhinia, n. Mountain ebony, g% FB. 
Bauhinia candida, n. Fa BRY. 
Bauhinia scandens, n. SEIZE, FraeF- 
Bawble, n. A gewgaw, JAAP IE, TAA BF. 
Bawd, n. A person who keeps a house of prostitu- 

tion, Sa DAL. B&, EVAN Bi B, BGA. AB SA; 

a woman bawd, Sf Jz, Fea. (Wee. 
Bawd, v.i. To provide women for lewd purposes, 
Bawdry, n. The practice of procuring women for 

the gratification of lust, ER2583, (i Sa Jz; ob- 
scenity, }7#k; unchaste language, PUA aA 5 
illicit intercourse, #48, #/, ju ; fornication, # 

i®. 

Baw o a. Obscene, Fh¥#; unchaste, A FA. 
Bawdy-house, n. A house of prostitution, 232 ¥¥, 

SORE. HE, ERO, RRS, ABS, ERK. TE 
Ti EE eT], AA, ARO. MABE, ARE. AB HE, 

Bawl, v. i. To cry out with a loud, full sound, PF 

Dis TSP. PS. SKE. ISpah MAST, ps KG ee 
JE He We, WE, ye; to bawl in anger, je, 

Le me lt Be 

Bawling, ppr. Crying aloud, FR HEP. 
Bawm. Bawn, v. t. To adorn, #E fifi. 

Bawsin, n. A badger, $f #%. 
Bay, a. Reddish, inclined toa chestnut colour, of 

f4, ; a bay horse, BE, of 55 ; a bay coloured cow, 

BEF. 
Bay, -n. An arm of the sea, extending into the 

jam, $M ihp. 18. ARI TR, HA, BI, Be, SHES, 
3x 0A. 7.0 ; the bay of a wall, PRA, Begg. 

Bay, n. At bay; to keep at bay denotes to ward 
off an attack, #8, 9B. CGE. Fae, Sea. SHE 
f1; to keep an enemy at bay, fj. FEAR. 

Bay, v.i. To bark. WE; to encompass. See Embay. 
Bay-tree. n. A species of laurel, )4 #&. 
Bay-window, n. Uy Hike 2. 

| Bayard, n. A bay horse, B%; an unmannerly be- 
holder, wate. 

Bayonet, n. A short, pointed, broad dagger, fixed 
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at the end of a musket, $@¥S JJ, SIAYE IT]. 4 
Sh FE 2 J). F£$8 ; to fix the bayonet, 3" IA TJ, 

STIR. 
Bazar, Bazaar, n. In the east, a market place, #2,* 

ih ; in Hongkong, Keg, AF i. TH SF. 
Bdellinm, x. A gum-resin, produced by a tree 

from the East Indies, +i} 98. 

| Be, ¢ v. 7. substantive ; ppr. being : pp. been. 
FE. F. . fF. ME. HE. WB. TE. FF; not to he, 

7%; to be well, flFk, AE. RHE: to be un- 
well, Me 3 fj RK, HEARS HA: to he well done 
or suiting one’s wishes, 9%, Wet. 4M. AME : 
to he at home, (% 7E 9. MERE. ZENE. MERI 
to be within, 7€ Py, KEL ; to be without, ZF 

Bh, MEAL: to be on the table, KEE E. ZERE 
-E; to he rich, #88, (AWE. FEI EFE : to 
let be, HhRF. AHL; it must be, Bark, eo: 
to be (to exist, or to have absolute existence), 

ALRITE. FPR + to be tired, HF. HE: to he 
very tired, FASE; to be present, Ze; to he 
good for nothing, 4atrfs JA: to be of use, #4; 
to be in office, {it ; to be angry, AES. AE #R, 
FEAL > to he pleased at, #KS¥: to be pleased 
with, Be}: be careful, SM: be off, ews, ii. 

FFE: to be with child, AA. Af 2h. WIA, 
Ft; be silent, yey, WEAN EE, Tp BEE; be. the 
passive form of the verb, is expressed hy i (to 

see), AY, 8%, F£}, HH}: to he happy, =n; to be 
poor, S&/[¥ ; to be ill-treated, aX; to he taught, 
asa pupil, S32; to be loved, Pee, S25. HB: 
to he seen, 754 ; to be laughed at, FI4E; to 
he made, 83%; to be hated of men, Ay AN RE 
to be found, ff, 48%: to be esteemed, HA 
Wr ti. SLAG; be off with you, Spee ; 
he it known, Jf; to be or become a man, FR 
A; to be company for one, BE 3. 

Beach, n. The shore of the soa, ji. HEHE. HEL. 

HER. METE. 16657. HBS. 
Beached, a. Exposed to the waves, PE} RIT. 2 
WIT Fy i ME ; driven on a beach, $7 _ HE. 

Beacon, n. A signal of fire, KERR, RHI. IRIN, 
HUH; a lighthouse, FF¥gH#; a beacon at-sea, 

Bi. BL. BES, BSE LS, kL ZR 

* A hE isa place, where on certain fixed days goods are 
exchanged or exposed for sale; a 7fj is a regular market- 
place, where goods can be got at all times. 
{ In writing or literary exercises the yerb fo be must he 

sparingly used. 4W1, is in the Classics frequently substituted 
for to be in its various forms, as :—Benevolence is humanity, 
:8Ath ; the Due Medium is the fundamental law, which 
all should obey, HUSK PZAA (see author’s Gram- 
mar, P. II. p. 59.). 

beacons in a harbour, g¢7 ; a beacon on a sand 
bank, ~oEZ GR. YBa ge; that which gives 
notice of danger, ¥f frye. 3 Bs. 

Beaconage, n. Money paid for the maintenance of 
a beacon, pir ye BA, sy S% gf. 

Bead, n. A little perforated ball, #K; a string of 
heads, —"BYK. — AEK, — fil PK; one bead, — 4 
TK, — HFK ; court beads, HK; aromatie beads, 
@IK; the heads or rosary of the priests, HER, 
“EP ; the rosary or beads of the Roman Catho- 
lics, FEE WM ARIK. Be EPR; the rosary 
of Mary, 38 BE fg PR; the 18 heads (or rosary) of 

the Budhist priests, 45 fJ4-A\-F : a rosary of 

33 beads (used by Roman Catholics), =--=fg 
73K ; a rosary of 63 beads, Fy-+- = Ay BPE; to 
say one’s heads, FR. py ; a string of aromatic 
beads, — FH @PRR. 

Bead-tree, n. Sapindus, 
tree, ACF. 

Beadle, n. A messenger or crier of a court, 3 
1, LZ, Hpk. HSE: an officer, whose business 
it is to punish petty offenders, WHE. 

Beadleship, n. The office of a beadle, 3 7 27 HR. 
Beadmaker, n. One who makes beads, eK FI{#.- 
Bead-proof, a. Spirit is bead-proof when, after 

shaking, a crown of babbles will stand on the 
surface, Fria. WTR. 

Bead-roll, n. Among Roman Catholics, a list of 
persons, for the rest of whose souls they are to 
repeat a certain number of prayers, which they 
count by their beads, f¥@IKZG Ht. 

Beads-man, n. One praying for another, dropping 
a bead at each prayer. ft ft SIKH. 

Beads-woman, n. A praying woman, BEX N. 
Beagle, n. A hunting dog, #§%y. 
Beak, n. The bill or nip of a bird, WS, Ze 48, #448, 

E45. Goad, we. eK. WE. Me. git, BE; to pick up 
grain with the bill, WK; I would rather be a 
fowl’s beak than a cow’s tail, #¥40 We 
4F %;* the beak of a galley, funy. 

Beaked, a. Having a beak, 4B. 
Beal, v.i. To swell and come to a head, jf JA, tt 

Ie. 
Beam, n. A principal piece of timber in a build- 

ing, that lies across the walls and serves to 

support the principal rafters, FYE. TERR, He 

YE HUE. WWDMR. FHL YEAS, BR. Hp BR HRA. 
BE, FEHE : the carrying beam, #24; beam of 
the nose, s8 YE; beam of a ship, HES, HF bil, fH 

4nt #3 Mit ; the seed of head- aye cy 

* S638 in BORK. 
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$i ZMEHT ; the beam of a plough, Hii ; a beam 
under the eaves, #2}; a beam of light, 34}; 
the beam of an anchor, $479 ; beam of a bridge, 

4% Z; to commit suicide by hanging one’s self 
toa beam, #2 A Sk. 

Beam, v.t.or 7. To send forth or emit, as light, o 
toemit beams. #€5t, a to beam with de- 

light, Fy iil Hk. i -Ee G. Fe fe aie 
Beam-feather, m. One of he We feathers in the 

wing of a hawk, Hae Ze. 

Beaming, ppr.ora. Emitting rays of hight, #83. 
Beaming, n. Radiation, BU. 4) 3t. JEP; the 

beaming of genius, Ben HEA, HERERE LE. 
Beamless, a. Emitting no rays of hight, A #EH. 
Bean, n. A kind of pulse, <, #aqy ve lone beans, 

dolichos, 3 f4 ; broad hee, iin 4" ; ensiform 
beans, JJ3¥ ; black beans, S44 : soy beans, A 

4¥ ; small red beans, Zaye ; ved beans, $y 
large beans, Foxy ; small bens; JN iw; Frene h 
beans, <¥ $4 ; white beans, y ¥F : aves beans, 
EE ; bean pods, + we ; bean sprout greens, 7K 
es bean curd, 8 J. FS FL; bean curd 
jelly. GF ZE s bean curd cakes, WI HE; bean 
Stiles i ae c:% 

Bean-cake, n. UF i. YF A- 
Bean-cod, n. A small fishing vessel, 7 fyh. 7S. 
Bean-goose, n. #6 Bi. 
Bear, v.t. or i. ; pret. bore ; pp. born, borne. To 

carry (on the bae k), 4, Be, 4. fe, FB. 
to carry on the shoulder, #, APE. fy, Ti. 
qs, HE. DA. . dif. #§h; to carry on the head, 
wy, fa ay; to bear fruit, #53, #E--: to bear 
children, Af, AEF. AEF, EF: ; fo bear in the 
womb, (E4; to bear a son, Ffser: to bear a 
daughter, #23 ; to bear witness, {£ He : # a 
{he responsibility, HE U-F EF Ag fhe Fe 
BEAD flee Pe 5 to bear punishment, Ff, a 
I bear the expenses, Be. AFR. § fa AR HE, FG 
Hi Sz ; to bear one company, [e4K, [HELE ; to bear 
a sword, PRR; to bear a name, #744; to bear 
a date (as a letter), A AF; to bear a price, 
AW EE; to hear resemblance, pHi, (AV. Fi 
{LI ; to bear a good face, Ff HZ f& ; to bear one 
good will. $f 3; to bear a orudge, PEL, Fae ; 
to bear a burden, FH ¥E YF ; to bear a mind, i 

1b, AE OM, HUE. aU ES. BS. OS. 
THD. HIE. BOS. BETA: you did be 
bear it in mind, (ple Fag; to bear the es 

WMG WE; to bear patiently, Zit, ARK A 
Byes, TM. EL Ay, YEU WRN; hard to ae ur oy 
patie ntly, tii fe 7. Ik FFELE ; to bear fatigue, 

(EF; to ear cold, Mr, UI. HEA. VE: 
cannot bear his tyranny, AHE HIE: it is diffi- 
eult to bear these hardships, 174 HEHE; to bear 
difficulties, Ss 4f, Me, HE; this word does not 
bear se sense, We fyi FAIA: to bear 
away, es #4: to bear down, Jk ; to bear 
(offer r) up, F AE > to bear a blow or misfortune, 
TA HE ae HE to bear hardships, #32 #% ; to het 
on a subject, F4 ft; to bear with, TEE. BE 
I can no longer bear it, MEdfE 73 {£, We HREM ; 
to bear as well as I can, PRE; to bear the 
blame, PEI; to bear up under ealamities, He 
§€: to bear interest, AE @, : to bear misery, 3S 
a to hear pain, HRI. EAR ; to bear an injury, 
REA. HLF : to bear in a certain direction. FF 
In) ; to hear down, #2F : to bear heavy respons- 
ibility, (fa. 44 ; when you bear heavy re- 
sponsibility, punishment will be equally severe, 
{EAT H ; worthy to bear office, HEE fE: to 
bear away, to sail before the wind, Bae 7\ep:iBE ; 
to bear up, as a ship, $l yr. BI ; to bear a- 
gainst, BL yi4y ; to bear hard upon an antago- 

nist, qf: to bear with. or be indulgent, 4 
4B, 24 flu. ‘#7: I cannot hear to see it, RH 
ISG; emuaat hear to do so, F¥ 772. An JE th #.- 

Bear, n. Ursus, f€.#8 A : the red bear, Fp 78 ; the 

white bear, ae - ashe bear, FE #8 ; a bear’s palm 
(a delicacy), ig =, fie HE : gall of bears (a med- 

icine), fig JH; the constellation of the Ursa Ma- 
jor, JE=-; to worship the Ursa Major, F: =p, jit 

Bear, Bere, n. A kind of barley, 7 BEAR. 
Bearable; a. That can be borne, WHR, BY HE, 

HR BS. EG AE. 
Bearably, adv. Ina bearable manner, {fq7, 5) LY 

ft 
Bear's-breech, n. FE4ED- 
Bear’s-ear, n. PERE. 
Bear's-garlic, n. Uf Fz: 
Bear’s-grease, n. Bear’s fat used for promoting 

the growth of hair, fe yh. 
Beard, n. The hair that grows on the chin, 3% ; 

the beard around the face, 444% ; a flowing 
heard, 4%; the mustaches, 4%, 753g. Fa dik 
3, WES. THT : the whiskers sz 3 curly 
whiskers, thy, ##44-F, a to shave the 
beard, 52 ; a wear the heard, 734%, 23% ; to 
moisten the beard (a festival einen hy friends 

to the person who begins to let his heard grow), 

3) ; he has a beard under the chin, HAP A 
to twirl the whiskers, #p3% ; I will pull HA 

Zt? 



Bearded. 

Beardless. a. 

Beast-lile. a. 

(97) 

when he acts 

FR: MHA. 1A 
out your ieatds (said ae an n elder, 

contrary to justice and equity), Fae 
#2; 10 dye the beard (which is often done by 

officers whou bei ing presented to His Majesty), 
er. 8; the hair and beard have both 
turned evay. $¢523%(: do not play with a 
tiger’s heard (be carofui !), Fy $$ HEH ; the beard 
of grain, gist, Uo Ut! ; the leard of wheat, Be ; the 
Heard of rice, ae eB. fe. HN, ACHR: a flowing 
heard. MAE (9 HF sa ved beard, iL 3 SBS: 

ry none enrly beard, we ag sa goat's beard, 26% 

$3: lo pluc +k ont or extract the beard, Tis slo 
fondle the heard. fx 8. 

a. Having a 
bearded as mon. 47 #4. 

Sue We ef A RE (y : 
an aged man without a beard, 

-H- Weard, as grain, {% 

young. i. 

AG Be: ine 
Ifii- 

Bearer, ». As a chair-leaver, iW Fe. RG HE. $245 ¢ 

Mee NS : 
Fe. ae a hearer of letters, 4S (= 3%. HE (3 WE. 

EEF sa bearer of despatches, ku 3. FETE : 
hearers of despatches to or from His Imperial 
Majesty. juRtsé;a high imperial officer, who 

is the |earer of despatches. GR : one who bears 
1 corpse to the graye, +--7; 8 bearers and 8 
outriders, Ade Ai. 

Bearing, ppr. Carrying. WE. Gil. $4: producing, 
£& pe: Wearing in a certain direction. J§ fy. 

Bearing. n. Leportment, fty: wnat: ue fa 'Z!, 
ZI. Eo: Vehavionr. tr Ag. Ss hy. BA Ik: direc- 

tion, dif tis He ti). Sy tnd : 
compass. EF ZY my. EE ER: to steer a ship: Sk 
ing to the bearings of the land, Ai US HY EG - 

7 (E pbb = sa downward bearing, as in ¢ a (l- 
birth, [4 (£44: the regutar bearing pains (last 
stage), TE re. 

Bear-skin. n. fi8 jk. 
Beast, n. Bt: wild beast. Wy BR (Ly FAR: 

heasts, FER, HEB: domestic heasis, AE. VE 
1: any four-footed animal. Ze". pt gH ZB 
Wy; a Weast of burden. (ERR. HAF: a brutal 

man, FE. WA. BA, BREA: he who 
acknowledges no father nor prince is like birds 
and leasts. 4m 42 4m BFE BFP ys nen who will 
not practice virtue, differ but little from birds 

and Leasts. A. Wr 2) FS BK HE A sa mian’s 
face, but the beart of a Heist, ATE. 

Lilea least, JE — fre. An likiiy 

HE, AVE HEMI: Mental, PERVE. WLRR, LTS 
fry. 

sa coolic, fH Je. GH TIE. FH. HE A. a 

the bear eu of the | 

ferocious | 

eat. 3.2100) a. 6 

BEA 

Beastly, adv. Like a beast, & AR AR. See Beast- 
like. 

pret. beat : pp. beat, beaten. Fy, 

WE HE BE, BIT. HBL fk. Gia. GE RE. We 
oe. Sic. HR. tee. THK. FT FH. $4: to beat with the 
whip, RE. WIEBE: to beat. as clothes, 4932, F& ; 
to heat clothes, 42 Ze. fii Ze: to beat fine. 433 Mth : 

to beat or tp, ¥; {0 beat or rap the block when 
chanting, §¥ | iy {0 beat to pieces, fie. 47 

wa. Sy. — ih iy. PE RE: to beat the yee 

AOE ATO. RG MEAG Ay TH ML. AT TE ai: to 
beat or clap be wings. fh 42: to heat clean (as 

clothes). #444? ; to beat with the land, if; 
to beat witha pestle, ¢§, fy; to beat mud walls, 

Zeb. AEE: to beat chunam, Zeya. 4p WE 
iW: to beat rice, eK: to beat tine, FTA. Ci 

ar ae dh. #5 Gi. GI. HAY. IP HK + to beat 
flat. Jp Jqy : to beat go'd into leaves, $642 HE. 47 
Art: ; to beat asa drum. fe; to beat the drum, 

AT Ge. FP GE. BEE. HEE. (Re. AE. He. 
HH Gz: 10 beat the enemy. Fy MW fel. di: to beat 

avainst., er smash . FT. Ai PE: to heat the 

breast, fAp7es. 4 WK. Ae Shy. $36 Mg: to beat the 
breast and neck, $f Jig Gi 3H: to eat on the 

month, #7 FL: to beat back, Fy sb. WEG; to 
heat (knock) at the door, B&P¥. Faly. JT P9; to 
eat one’s head abont a thing, At 3a fy. AMT LY 
{o beat into ({o teach), ji: to beat before a 
magistrate, #¥47: 10 beat with a bamboo, 44 pk, 
fF: to heat SO strokes, jh FE: to beat with 
the fist, LYS aay. tie Bay. MEAT 1o heat 
with the hand, FRAT. ia. 2. JAM-A 
=F Hs beat and revite him, Jf} i Ais ¢ sant 
heat it out of his head, A. GE Ve fH: to beat to 

death, Jy E. Rg AE. We Be. HE; to heat to- 
gethor (as mortar), ZF + to me as the heart, 

Dk. BE > to beat silk or other things in the 
water, i; to heat gently, HFT, WE FR: to beat 
with a canoe, fit FFP: 10 beat severely. eS 

O35) YF PR BS. IT AG FT FH a ae. 
fii; to beat in a game, fit. 47 FF BE. FT his to 
beat against the wind. Barge. Be TA gm: to 
beat the price. Wf: to oe or dash. as the 

waves, #24. WEES HR. ; to flneinate, #% 
Wy: to beat about. Jr ae. fe BFE. PU ee Se 

to beat up for soldiers, ;{U fe. 

Beat. n. A blow, —4y. 4p— tp, FT ba — Es a 

pulsation, UE. ew; a watchman’s beat, BA 

HEP Z jh. 
Beat, Beaten. pp. Struck, 473. W423: pounded, 

{io be beaten in an engagement iJ Re. ey iB: 
M 
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#R. FF Ke; beaten ina game, #R, FPA HE; I’ve 
beaten him, fig fA) {3 beaten till the flesh was 
laid bare, +7 74 RBA Py HE: 
shank with his staff,” DUsC0) gS ; 

less if he is beat or beaten down. 

ine 
Beater, x. One who beats, Ff 3%, #7 V4 ; an iron 

instrument for pounding, $&%5. $b BE > a wooden 
heater, ACK, JERE; a stone heater, AE. AY, HAs 
a beater for silk, #%. 

he'll take 

Beatifie, 

or make happy, Fy may, FL mwOE. WRAY. GED 
ink (V3 

Beatification, n. An act of the pope, by which he 

declares a person beatified or blessed after death, | 
the de- Fit AE Bi EIR -Z ih; in China they say: 

parted hi is ascended to the Genii, #§2E 45 (ll. 

FH ALPE AS (she (7g); the departed has gone to the 
western heaven, yeh. SF TPEIK. 

Beatify, v.t.Tomake happy. tnd. Wai: 10 declare 
one to have ascended to heaven, #7ERFTK 

in China PF fly or fy HE- 
Beating, ppr. Laying on blows, #7. WH; dashing 

against, fir: conquering, WE. FP fag: sailing a- 
gainst the direction of the wind, Bata 7é. 

Beating, n. #7: gave him a beating, 4p wy {E.- 
Beatitude, n. Felicity of the highest kind, ii, 

Tit JOE Hi. HR AE + 
5 iii - 

Bean, v.; pl. Beanx. A man of dress (in Canton), 
PH {F-; general term, KK que 

AT. WF. 
Beau- in n. Wy ; 

beauty, Ea VEZ 2B. 
Beau- mond n. The fashionable world, Saif A. 

ABUEUE. PEVERMEA, Soe. ETE ATE. 
Beauteous, a. Very fair, af 36. BRE. Apa. CE KG 

HK. 
Beauteously, adv. Tn a beauteous manner, SE PR; 

in a manner pleasing to the sight, 44K, M59 
Bl BR 

Beautified, pp: Adorned, We fifi JBL. (5 Afi 3B} ai 3 

oA. UGB. 
Beautifier, n. He that makes beautiful, 

sti. Bh hihi i 
Beautiful, a. Having the qualities that delight the | 

eye, se SEE, ASHE, AES BE veces 4; if. Tf. RS 

Ai eee FF WEN Mi AER. BEBE. WE. WE, 

it We, SE, H, PEAR, BHGE, EA. Hh. 1G, WD. 
ah, He af, HES, biti wi BE Trash ia U heatifil 

, Eat. 

voy? 

ig 

he beat him on the | 

ies 

Jeatifieal, a. That has the power to bless | 

a declaration of blessedness, | 

AFR: AE 

a conception of consuniate | 

We Bilt 2% | 

> MEAT, BEES, Wl Ai. Nee, IEE | 

(hing, ig F's PE SBF. i aa a beautiful 

female, Ee. #N. BH MN. BA EA, 
FEA. RAE. BBN. HG. HOLM. Tye. a. APO 
Ac, ABR AS i. ZEAE a: enchantingly beauti- 
ful, Wise ; extremely beautiful, PRA. HoH. KK 

| ZS, PG, +ope Rs a ee countenance, 
Af MM fe. FM. FE 26. EA A, EM. KAU, 
i. MAB. HER AE. fone. a beauti- 
ful child, spe ff-, AF Be OPE MF. ae A 

(fig), APG AW; beautiful eyes, (AE ar fA, % 

C1. 3 WE. BRM. ISLE, PT. ae. BR Rs 
beautiful wife, $@ Ze. ESE: a mes son, % 
F PEE B FE GL, FPF 3.0 beautiful daughter, 
AF. JEWIE H. AE GF sa beautiful edifice, 
Ae 3 Fa] es, HEHE. SE BE. 4 EE: a beautiful palace, 

| OS, FEHR: a beautiful poem, 44], EE. AF 
Be). AE UE GF. HEE; a beautiful composition, 

| 4E 40, Hawa aE; beautiful colour, 4 Sti — ; 
very beautiful fingers, -+- Fi7 4% 48. $46 88 Fe =F; 
very beautiful. #3: beautiful as a foyes a 

AE YA. 
| Beautifully, adv. 39%, 2648; beautifully made, 

AGE BE UE. {i #4 RCE; she looks beantifully, It 
TE Ag Hy, Mays WE JARs beautifully formed. 2 74 dF 
43; beautifully embroidered, #35 14 #y Bt. $F 4 

AE beautifully said, 35 Bt. 3 inl 
Beautifulness, n. Elegance of form, #36. 32718 ; 

beauty, 364%. 
| Beantify, v.¢. To make beautiful, if&. Ye fifi, fest, 

PH. MER. eM, (HAIESE. REESE, ETS) ep, 
Ae Bi ai Fe. MEF NE HE. AEG) SS. AEB IL fh Me 
55 a Bt. 

Beautify, v7. To advance in beauty, jij A FER. 
| Beautifying, m. The act of rendering beautiful, 

We fifi. See Beautify. 
Beauty, n. @, 36. SURE SEH sa beauty, BA. K 

(6. HKG. TRG. SHE. HEA. EAL TEA, Sede. 
E4; the city was lest from her great beauty, 
564 TE HK; a beauty, who can overthrow a state, 
KEW a. ff ; the smile of beauty, —SEK5 
#R: the heauty of a landscape, Ufa f& , AP BEBTS 
beauty excites men, sb & Hy. Ki false beauty, 
=f: jig; the Leautics of seasons, #71 4 . jig 3e; loveli- 
ness, BJ 3%; the beauties of history, W738, 
Ht gt 2 WR, Yt ls leauty is lest (said of hadly 
formed characters), 4869; beauty of style, SCHR. 

| Beaver. n. Anamphibious quadruped, of the genus 
castor, Valuable for its fur, p38, 745%. AIAN 

HR; a beaver’s skin, jp SR jk. 
Beblubbered, a. Foul or swelled with weeping, IR 

— #EOTUMEITO RR. 
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Becalm, v.¢. To make quiet, i} {2 ; {hi 2 Hh. 
PET Bh. Ay {AS ; to appease, Hi 4% 2 An. 
Hi % a5, A 2 a 

Becalined, pp. or a. Quieted, ffi 2% Ze af, i A 

HB). EE EMEA s appeased, ist 7, Fe Ae. 3h: 
leealmed as a ship, S06 Jil Sk. AMER. Fy 

Zia. 
Beealming, ppr- Appeasing. Herd ; 

progress, (i Ay. fk WE fp. 
Lecame, pret. of become, AGRE see. 

— fist 

keeping from 

Because, conj. Fy. FAAS. #e- (%- AR FR. BE HL 
45, Mihi. Aye. FHV. HEL. LA. AR AVAL ; on this 

account, FAYE. Sak. Sle. de. AE ae. ah 
JERE ie. FH VE Me. TE AG PEA ; one sneezes he- 

cause he has taken cold, 47 & Re HY 
T shall go there because of you, A tRiepe : he 
entered the government service, because he was 
poor, Pq # ty {Ic : he served the government not 

heeanse he is poor. {[: JE Bab. 
Bechanee, v.72. To happen to, Fats. 
Becharm, v.t. To captivate, pk zB. 
Becharmed, pp. Captivated, j4& 2g Pat. 
Beche-de-mer, n. See Biche-de-mer. 
Bechie, n. A medicine for relieving coughs, 7AW% 

af. 
Beek, v.c.oré. To nod, gif Si 440 P2.UbE SELAD (Eh. EA VEL 
@ > to make a sign with the hand, #p>-9. 
GdR. dias. IEE. FIR; to beck and call, pF 

mh. of FAROE. 
Becking, ppr. Directing by a ned. pep oF. Bh 9A. 

oy LI 
Beckon, v.7.or¢#. To make a sign to another by a 

motion of the hand. pk?, oh! Ff. d=. JRO. RH. 

43. Je mE. J. Hs Pechon him to come, oR AE 
He: to Leckon with the eyes. 58 A. sR ME. GA. 

DEPARR. TUS $4. SU ys ES. of MR SO AG. LS 
OH ROR &. SEIESE fs : to beckon with the head, 
phy gf. # f& ; to beckon with the foot. Aufl, Laas 

{okr JeUe. (EEA DEG iz: he beckons me, 
AE; 1o beckon and call, FAPP. 

Beckon, n. A sign made without words, FT Hi 

Bechoned, pp. of 38. ORB 0A. BiB 90, D1 ELRI8 
8, ATH BE. 

PA. Gi. ER UK, Becloud, +. t. To ol seure, 

fli HGH, li A 
Beclouded. pp. Glonded® GEzKK. BE Ei: 

darkened as the mind. [iy Wk. Wy fe. FRR. 3X, 
AB. SEU ASE FRU. RIM, WEIR TRA. 
iE He TER. Se. HAL 

Become. x. 7. or t.': pret. became 

pass from one state to another, 

AY ING 

: pp. become. To 

it. tik, H.7E. iH. 

BE D 

3s, it. Ak. (EB. eB BA ai peconon a guest, 
#5; to become king, tit XE, 73 XE. E fii; to be- 
come good, 3 36, HE SE, 7 36; to become fa- 
mous, {[}%4 ; to become wealthy, 38, 4E 1.8) 
$8, % ya; to become solid, 74 FF; to become 

angry, GEAR. ALT, LETS. BAR, BEW, ASR, 
it YE; to hecome mad, FER, FETE, SEs PETE ; 

to become leprous, #§fq > what will Lecome of 
him ? 58% Ae An fig. Ae BR AE; what becomes of it 

in the end ? Wx FE EA Bis. HE AM (pS. FANG EY, 
Fe MH AR. BY wen fig, AEP MVE. Sah AL BH 
that dress becomes you very well, 45462424 

sk. IERZRR A EE: it becomes a man of honour 
to speak the truth, pti BUF A. B 
F WFP nil IL GR; to become old, BK. RBH: 
to hecome ripe, pe #e, ZE Be; to become white, 
ff: he has hecome a nice lad, 4E fae F ; 
what will become of trade ? A. Jay ZE Be HS AE Au ys 
what has hecome of our companion ? 4p 4g fi {2 
{iy EASA ; to become a man, FRIL: to become 
uscloss, 3 494m JRA; to become hushand and wife, 

Bey Fe - 
Becoming, ppr. er a. Pefitting or appeapy a 

LPR. TE HR. has WERE. EDP. HES%. Ares, 
We AS TE. ASME. (ok. 463%. FLT. 

Becomingly, adv. NIP: a becoming manner, ‘ff 

PR EHR, RCA. 
Beeripple, v.t. To make lame, #7 fy HA. 
Bed, n. Anarticiec of furniture to steep on, Jk. JR. 

WAY. 44. yke K hh: a kind of divan, or court ot 
honour in a hall, @ jy. TEN: a double hed, 
WK: a single hed, gmk; a bed of a river, jaf 
Y, We. 1. ZS; a level piece of ground in a 
garden, HRP Jk: to go to led, [- Hk. 1H, 

Nh. Blk. PHA; to get ont of hed, yea. 1 

Hk. it: to be abed, Ed. BLZE DK. BA ZEA. 

felyeik: to make up a led on the flcor, 
$j: to he sick abled, ApypyfeHk; to he 

to bed, BR Ze. Mya: to make the hed, Hist: 
fire warmed Led, YX Pe; a stratum, —ha, ie 
Ji: to make partaker of the hed, JE #) ; to lay 
the bed for a pavement, $j #4 AA; bed in a mill, 
HENS Hy. BEZR 7: I will go to bed. Bega. AF}. 
Jz. FE: go to bed, ZAM; carly to bed 

and early to rise, makes a man healthy, wealthy 

and wise, LE FR GL Sk Mae Bs PCPS. 
Bedabble, x. t. To sprinkle (with water), PR, 7K, 

ik, fFRIIK. 
Bedabbled, pp. Sprinkled (with water), jfj&. 74 

HS OK. HSE. TSE IK. 
Bedabbline, ppr- Sprinkling (with water), ie. HK. 

ay H 
hroug 
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Bedagele, v.t. To soil, AE. Yer: to pespatter, 
HE, HET. 

Bedarken, v.t. Deli. HEB. fh A}. 
Bedarkened, pp. Ol scured, WK, 52. eat. 
Bedash, ».¢. To wet, by throwing water “upon, (RE 

IK. 
Bedashed, pp. Bespattered with water, 72% jf 7K. 
Bedanb, v.t. To daub over, fp. EPR. BepR. BZ. 

Pi BBE. 
Bedaubed, pp. Besmearced, #75 jf. 
Bedazz!e, v.t. To confound the sight by too strong 

vlight, JpMy, MEME. $e El. PUR, He tL FE he 

Bedazzling, ppr. Confounding by a too brilliant 
luster, PEE, mele. 

Bedazzlingly. adv. AES. 
Bed-bug, 2. Avail. GLa. 
Bedchamber, n. $8'38. SRF. GF: 

press’ bedchamber, $e. 
Bed-clothes, n. pl. Coveriets, $j 22. RAY ; 

clothes, |EZe. 

Bedded, pp. ov a. Laid ina hed, Faye jk: stratified, 

SBOE, 5a. 
Bedding, n. A bed and its furniture, JR Fj. PLHP 
% ; tie up the bedding, F7 $j 2; bedding taken 
in traveling, [hfe #l. 

Bedeck, v.t. To deck or adorn, We fiji. {25 fifi. 

{he em- Ie 

sleeping 

Bedel, n. A messenger or crier in a court, 4 PE. 
Bedeyil, v.¢. To throw into utter disorder or con- 

fusion, Sf mgL. Jil aL. 
Bedew, v.t. To moisten, as with dew, jf. géjP9. 

Te. DER Wa), EGR. BPD. Beil). 
Bedewed, pp. 78 ji. TJ EEJE. 

Ledfellow, nv. FFF PE. (al. [e)EB. AH. 

Uno) Sh aS. SS Sa A. PIMA, (0) AC VE 
Bedhangings, n. Curtains, pf. 
Bedight, v. ¢. To adorn, Hefiji. 
Bedim, v.t. To obscure, Wee. TEIK:. 
Bedizen, v.t. ‘Lo deck, He fi. 

Bedlam, n. A madman, #85 (7). ii fe. 
Bedlamite, n. Site, FEF. HATE ZA. 
Bedmate, n. See Bedteliow. 

Bedouin, n. The name given to wandering Arals, 

He Tui (A A. 
Bedpest, n. JRE. 
Bedpresser, n. A lazy fellow, pa A. ASS FE, ay 

Bedyuilt, n. fa x le 

Bedragg'e, vt. To soil, Fi 7}. 
Bedraggied, pp. Hey 

Bedrench, v.t. To drench, or soak, Ape. yak. we 

ink, if: 

( 100 ) BEE. 

Redtoneheas pp- aDeene shed, ne aie hedrenched 
with rain. Fp RAiH. HK - 

sedridden, a. Confined to the bed by age or infir- 

mit ys ABA LEEDR. 3 BNR HAL. A LY 
Bedroom, n. SEM i. (We be. ESE 

Bedrop, v.¢. ‘lo sprinkle, as with drops, Pak ; to 
sprinkle evenly, 744. 

Bedropped, pp. Sprinkled, as with drops. Pitta; 
ee evenly. YES j&- 

Bedstead. ». A frame for supporting a bed, RPK, 

fe Mk. Pai Hi. AN. UR IR. RE: 
Bedstraw, n. Straw laid under the bed to make it 

solt. JRuM. 

Bedswerver, ». One who is unfaithful to the mar- 
riage vow, JER. 

Bedtime. x. The time to go to rest, [hE 5 BAF 

HAN ZN. GEO SN PEN. MEN 2. 
Bedust, v. ¢. To cover with dust, Fj JES. S. 
Bedwarf, v.t. To make little, as trees, Ji By, a 

il. 
Bedye, vt. To dye, Ye. 
Bee, n. Generic term for it, 4%, 3a tame bees, ¥e 

ei ; wild bees. Digi ; the honey bee, As: 
hee’s honey, (4. AR Bs queen bee, ISTE, Be 
TE: drone bee, 844%; a bee-hive, IRL, AR, 
4 BE. WE Pe. WAAL. BBE s tho sting ef a hee, fs 
ah, WES ; a species of bee, fees abit. BE Bey, 

ME sa swarin of bees, HERE URE ne SR sa swarm 
(crowd of men) like becs, 14 > cells of a hive, 
‘HE: the © Bee,” a periodical, 3 fi] PEs a 
meeting of ladics. A&W &. 

Bee-master, 7. FE ME HG 

Bee-moth, a. gee ms. 

Beech-tree, 2. Fé HF (?). 

Beef, n. An animal of the Jerine genns. 46 ; the 
flesh of an ox, or a cow, 4 Py. A: boiled beef, 
Ke 2b ys roast beef, BEAR YY: rolled beef, #8 Ry 
AB: salt beef, ikAE AY Leef-steak, SiR EE Ty 

beef suct, 26 fis dried beef, 4F py ¥g; beef 
sincews, ZF fff; 5 catties of beef. Up APF Wy. 

Beef-cater, n. A stout, fleshy person, 4 Wy Fé, Ie 
te, Ac fe fé sa neve Leef-eater, : 

Beef-witted, a. Stupid, fat, Ski 3 
Beelzebub, n. A prince of devils, 

OFT, Gk TE. Sk EY. JERSE. AE GL ft. JAE RT; the prin- 
cipil Badhist devil, [8] aE. 

Been, part. porf. of be. T hive been there, FR 
3 pH: T have been struck. FQ@e {AT (fd). 

Boer, a. WRT. Ac BEG. BS; a fermented, bitter 

beverage, mide in somes parts of China, 74 7, 

AT PP 
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Beer-barrel, n. ZEEE KE, BLL Af 
Beer-house, n. A house where malt liquors are so:d, 

Wii )85. WAP. 
Beestings, n. pl. See Liestings. 
ieesyyax, n. Yellow beeswax, agi: white beeswax, 

Gif; general term for beeswax, Ae le. TRIE. 

Beet; n. A sweet esculent root, ff #2 YEE Lil: THE BE. 

, STE, AS, PAS. MIRTLE. (“UK 

Beet-radish, n. A039 cy. Fe GA ff. 
Beetle, n. The insvet beetle, He (faa. Pak. Wot 

wa; gold green beetle, 4 ia-F ; the tumble-dung 

(alvochara), iE, WEL. AIRS. AE eG. kM 
ANS, fp Rs a farmer's beetle, PE. 

Beetle-head, n. A stupid fellow, 442 i ah. 2 FE. 
Beeves, n. pl. of beef. Quadrupeds of the bovine 

genus, 4F ff. 
Befall, vit. or ¢7.; pret. befell ; part. befallen. To 

happen to, [iS [is HS. Us as. RAF. HAE : to come 

to pass, 528. i858. BLA. il BL 
Befalling, ppr. Happening to, i& JS. 384. 384 2 : 

coming to pass, 3i% jo. 
Befit, a. Snitable, 4s. #/et. 4M A. AHHE. & 
Befitting, ppr. ora. Becoming, fet. Ay. HL. 

— . aa  P- 
Befool, x. t. To fool or make a fool of, MEA. ie A, 

Shap, Fe Fe. VE FE: (he FE. ELAN. BRN. Hse. A 
By) A; is that the way to hefool others? seep 
APE ; to befool a person by stratagems, JAK 

Til al. 
Befooled, pp. Fooled. pk A HE fA). AK AE fA. AE AA 

=o leila Wy NORE ARM. PR. GTS. Ghd 
B 

Befooling, ppr. MEA, Pe A. ER SEA: he is hefool- 

ing you, TBA ff 
Before, prep. In front, if. 7E fil. SEE: in sight 

of, before one’s face, or in cne’s presence. fii fif- 

(Ein AN. EAN. ZEA ff; before one’s eyes, MERI, 
EMEA. O Bip; before our door. ZE FY at. i FY pil: 

they pass before our door, {BE jM4RPY. 1B 77ih 

APY ; to preach before the hing, Ze MAT EE : 
hefore and behind, Aff; 10 stand Lefore one, 
SS i Ai ; to walk before another, Aff #7: before 
the har, 3g Aif : before His Majrsty, # nif, Se ii 
BW. BET ; to sail before the wind. ASRS. 

Before, adv. In time preceeding. JE- ij : before noon, 
bF. 1, 4A: the day before yesterday, 
Bi A :an hour before your arrival, — %k $y 3 

(RF : before heaven and earth. Fe he Ze. FE hs 

Di sas lefore, MEE. 9a. Aum. REE ME: 
before the time appointed, Fy J); before and 

(101) BEG 

after, KE. BY fe: hefore this (time). ¢ i zs Hl. 

SEIS. PIF. TEI + 10 20 before, 36 #7. eA. St 
Bi : to lead on before. Je: hefore done. Bi Xe he 

you are horn Lefore me, (tlt le 4 5 Jk. (pAb 

Fe. WIAA: 
Beforecited, a. Cited in a preceding part, An 36 

a1 - 
Beforehand, adv. Ff. fi 46. 7E4E: I will let you 

know beforehand. ffi}. #49631: to prepare 
beforehand, ffi fff; to give money beforehand, 

He; BE FR. A IW) HE BE: to know beforehand, i 
fn: 1 knew that Leforchand, qQJEeIZ. FRE 
Fn aj 4S fi; at first. fx 5e- 

Before-time. adv. FEWR, SEMF. 
Befoul. v. t. To soil, We TF fox. aie eye, iG ‘Ml, 

4138. TERT 
Befriend, v. ¢. To favour or aid, 4448). $246 (2), Bt 

U.S. AQIMG- HQ. ABM iy 
Befriended, pp. Favoured, fg Hiit, +258. 

Befringe, v. ¢. To furnish with a fringe, aR. 
Befringed. pp. Adorned as with a fringe, [fi 

ea. 1H te 
Beg. Bey, x. From the Chinese, fff; in the Turk- 

ish dominions, a governor of a town or district, 
4242 > in Tunis it means the prince or principal 
ruler of the state, #, FE. ze. 

oor. tort. Tosupplicate in charity, 4, ej. 49.3%, 

Boj, Z7R. aij: to beg as priests, BEML. & 
tt: uN. AQ#K : to bee for food. BR. GR, R 

. WHE. fae; to hee rice as Se sor nuns, 
AL; 10 Leg money, 4Q8E. JAF. ast. 1h Fe ; 

to heg aid. Fp 41; to bee a loan, & fF; to go 

about and beg rice, |: PY BFK ; to ee for skill 
(of Arae hna). #74: to solicit. Zi, aibsfe, 3, it 

HR. HR. ER MWS. PUK: to implore. (KZ; 
to heg a favour, Ze. Ze: I beg pardon, 

3%. TOE. DRE. UCEE. AUPE. AU 5B. sil ask 
nae I heg leave to ask 2 a. a (ed. fT 

beg leave to retire, 43 @E. a#™"E; to beg for in- 
struc tion or infor Pigs on a sulject. FRAIH 

Th: CAG Vat ETH. ATA. WAS i 
to ask for orders, I ip. Gif fir- 

Began, pret. of begin, which see. 

Beget. v. t. : pret. begat, begat: pp. begot. begotten. 
To procreate, ZB; to produce, ZB, ae. Ht. 7. FQ, 

AeA. HEI, HEZE. HEUL. 4 AB: to beget one's 
first-Lorn. Z4E 4% F-. AE RE f:. ZEAF: to beget 
a son, AEF. Spf. we J. ZE(F: to beget a 
daughter, ZE v.38. AEG PA. ZEA As EL : 

to beget and bring up. ZE%8; to beget strife, 

ASE, WH. 

] SY 
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Begun rm. One who lives by asking alms, AGL. 

aF.4 EF. SF. GR, CREA TERA, 
U5 ft #F : an importunate hegegar, HRA 

i, ah a beggar Woman, & hi 

aheggar hoy, AGLF :a beggars clapdish, Ef ; 
to back a longeared basket (to be a beggar), Ji 

as 

( 102 ) 

NLR; | 

Beggar. v.t. To reduce to leggary, BRALGY | 
ABRAM. MENTE IER to beggar all de- 
scription, = As HES - 

ooared, pp. Reduced to extreme poverty, # HE 

we Se ZS. YN ts. 
Begearly, a. Mean, @bG; 

Bb 

a begeariy fellow, Jf 

BEG 

divisions of ine Odes of ihe Chaise thie’ be- 

ginning of the year, 3746, SCA. Ber: Wr, 
AH UE. 2708; the first cause, Jit ky. Acie; begin- 
ning anew, fp A, AE P=; it has a begin- 
ning or foundation, #7 ALAS; the beginning of 
a sentence. AJP. AJ FF; the beginning of an 
aflair, 44% #1; at the beginning, Ex; the 
very beginning, PEAK. 

| Beginningless, a. Se Bt py, HE 
| Begird, v.t. 

{j- 3a heggarly seamp, who tries to involve one, | 

1 REPENS - 
Begging, ppr. or n. Ashing alms, BG, ER; 

to go a begging, APR; to go a Legging as 
priests, SEE BEG: bre lege ing priests, BAX 

ed Et. cit. Hiwe. Sem ; a begging 
nun, TK IE Ki: Fare a favour, 4 PA. 

Begin, v.i.ort. ; pret. began; pp. begun. ji, i, 

te. Ue F, WA, WE. TE. B.A. BD 
FL. Gi. i Mi. RSE He BR AE B36, 
Jet. AC. lL, SO). Be 
Ii) -agl. AWE: to begin a journey, LEZ, HL 43. 
By, USF; to begin a voyage, hi Me. by. ht 

iy. PE BL; to begin to learn, fe Fy Ss, HUA. bi 

ACH. WEG Be. HMI. HAL: 10 Lesin 
work, SUT. BTL. Le tBu ik: bP (A ae EU fi 
ait. HAVE: BAG. TA; to begin a journey, 
as the Hmperor, 244; 10 Legin or start a pro- 
cession, JU FE ; to begin to write, di 

ae, ay Se. we 9p ar, Jit =, tt = ey: to begin to 
speak, By iis 10 Mi ein again, 4 tu = ; to begin 

to he, #47 ; ler tears began to flow, afew. it 

if; to lay the foundation, sp Jk; to onginate, 

ISLE. URE IM. AGFA; the vernal sun begins 
to shine, #EH Hk Yy;- 

aed + he 
YS, 1% SE, 

; pret. begirt, began pp.begirt. To 
bind with a girdle, Shove, Sas, ke: to sur- 

round, Se. BCE. RSE. VEL. pia BLL: to 
Pe Ek. Bec. BAT. VAI. FAS. AE bk 

Begirded, Begirt, pp. of Legird. Bound with a 
girdle, Hi je > surrounded, fi 3%. HRB, 

2B. JAB. DOT LEB ; besieged, [AASB TAY 
i#8 Sk Beat I 

Begirding, ppv. Binding with a girdle, Fiat, 

; to Legin a discourse, jag 

Leginner, x. A person who Legins, ft 4%, bi 

HO, AS, a, ee BP. PAR, AE 
F, WF WEF. HEH, AK. f 

Beginning, n. or ppv. ‘he commencement, Ff, 

Te BKB): intr BI HEI AA OA A FE IGE AAA 
a ea 
ay Teton WA: ihe beginning, midd e 
and end, vf fi! Ze; the beginning and end, 

AA. His A. HE IE BOR. BOR. 
AC ; in the heginning, 7OkR. ARH). AH HB, 

mye; the beginning of heayen and earth, il] 

GERI, BUD) CHUL. i MAS He ZO 8 a ee 
the PGi ‘four Leginnings,” refer to the four 

ae . ae Be : : surrounding, fel #. [BE : besieging, 

tals. IAL 
Begone, interj. Go away. depart, EMA), EMR, Be 

He, 2, mg. Ty. Ds 1Hi. fs Wl Js. oH. HE 

MES dik Li 35. 
Begonia discolor, n. AR pp. 

Begot, Begotten, pp. of beget. Procreated, ASB. 

Pegrease, v.t. To soil with grease, fi Whey. UE 
Wh dy 77; to daub with grease, qh. PRL 1H 

all. AN. 
Begrime, v.t. To soil with dirt deep impressed, #% 

1 AST BR- 
Begrudge, v.t. To grudge, ARSE. ARR. AS, HE 

ii, WS. (ES. Say; to envy the pessession of, 

arin. ee 
Begrudged, pp. Having excited envy, #38 
Beguile, v.t. ‘lo impese on by artifice or craft, HK 

Av, Werte. GR. Welt. Dei. WORE. ie Si Rs Se 
ot Nib. aid oe idk Ba Bf, 
eh; to amuse, SRA, BSE, HG; to beguile 

ne finsJE A, Sct A - 
Reguiled, pp. Deceived, yas. WEES; to be 

beguiled, Sé4R. SESR. Peikk, Pilg J ; who be- 
guiled you? 5th (Ts. SE Hk Mee . tz SE KR ; mis- 

led by craft. ite Sms. OX ale She. 
Beguiler, n. He that beguiles, Pe AM. A, 
i AB 3s he that misteads by craft, je Sy ANA 

AH. a 
Feguiling, ppr. or a. Deceiving, Ji hg; deceiving 

Ly craft, jf ; misleading, AZ; amusing, BR 
Fi SUB: BAS: making game of other r people, 
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RNR. | behind one’s time, Ae se 3B YF. 3 YY. SALLE AY) Siz 

Beguilingly, adv. Ina manner to deceive, Mj Y%. (SE. SHRI. SHR: left hehind, $i Yk. YE: to 
Begum, Begaum, n. In the East Indies, a princess, stay behind. £7 (EG. iE. Ji #: before and he- 
B+, N=. | hind, Ai. 4%: to be behind others (in ac- 

Begun, pp. of begin. Commenced, jfU 38. BIH. HL complishments, &e.), Ae Je ft. HE 4B. THIS. AG 
JB, HGH. PAB. 46 (IB: originated, AF AL) 4. HARE Es no traces of him are left behind, 

(iG. PHI. Wr Meserith. See Begin. {ER Ble FY fy (Ar): to look he hind, #4 Hd. iW Ri, 

Behalf, n. In behalf of, f¥. @. BH. FEAF: in Dehalf Jal id. Fr LSE. WEAF ; behind the hack. FFB: 
of you, #§f%; to risk one’s life in behalf of one’s | gave it behind his hack, WE=F-{HE ; to alate 
country, 43 BYE tr, AHICTB IE. 4S PM he HE. LI one behind the back, GEE: you are so much he- 

Sy 7A bl, 75 BHA Sy hind, BMRA. WUE UES. 47 ORBEA HE 
Behave, v.i. To conduct, 7745. fA (E; to lebave F. fi HE: he sits behind you, fy! ZEAL BEE : 

well or with civility, AF fF #§. Tra ae. EATHH: I sleft a fan behind, MeV — 4A: behind 

to behave well towards others, 3% 7 NV, 46-4 f. the house, i j% 
EEA. SEMIN, USERRA, VEG; to behave Behindhand, a. Ina ‘state of poverty, #4 a. Tf £8: 
towards, pH fF; to behave civilly towards each in arrear, PA fc. 77 : Vehindhand with a 
other, Lint tats, WHIRL; to behave rudely thine, (Hf CES ete (GETS). its BU Ae fk 
towards others, ff 18 fa \ {fe HE EN FEE EAA. | VEE; to be behindhand in the world, jij. WF 
$5 Ji Ae Se 8 Ht; do not behaye rudely towards SIE; unequal to, Age. A - 
him, #2618 (2 DRE. 17 EAB: to behave Behold, x. ¢. ; pret. and pp. beheld. To see with 

disorderly, @L47 45. SLUK(K. SEERA. WET attention, wa. BE. Hy. HL Wh. WE. Wm. Fi I. TE, 

Ait, GAVE. ENTS. GUE: he behaves BEF. AL. WE Val. 8. WK DLL BLES e- 
manfully, HM ite 2 t3 #y> PRSM ETT AH: to behave — hold the lamb of God, #0 #7 Z%é.- 
ill, WE AEF Ay (As) (i. Behold, v. 7. To direct the eyes to an object. mak. 

Behayed, pp. Conducted, 73, FRI. WU. ER WhrgR. HJ: behold he arrived, ZAYRIE Fi]. ZAK 
Behavionr, n. Conduct, #749. #7 Hh. AH), Sk. A 3 JF; behold he is here, PACA ae IN Ze JE 

Bh. HEE. Ty. HEB. (EB. WE: manners, —-#; to heho!d one another, #8. 407 Tl If A. 
FARE, HEB. HEINE. FEHE. UE. (RA. AE: a Beholden, pp. ora. Bound in gratitude, Je BL, 33 

dignified behaviour, jai fie 2 T7499. Geo 2 FTAS. RL, A. A. SESE, TEDL, TSE. AC. 

Wa be 2.73 Fy VER ZR. th mits taky ; 2 po- | Beholder, x. Spectator or coker on, PA. AH, 

lite (gentle) behaviour, ie 48. | PE. WE. BAG. NE. LY. LTE. BL 

Behead, v.t. 'I'o cut off the head with a sword or wx. 

knife, rofl. We FLSA. WOH. Bl. BGA. KY Beholding, ppr. Looking on, #f. %. Wi. FL: be- 
BH ASA. HOM. UE oe 2, BE. AAGMs to holding his face, HALT, Fit; obliged, wy 
behead with an axe, KPA. ea, BET. 

Beheaded, pp. Having the head cut off, $3 pA, | | Banenees v.t. To sweeten with honey, JFL Rehr ae 

WES DEL, a] i OA, HERB. ih, Dusit, 
Beheading, Ee: Severing the head from the hody, | Behoof, n. Advantage, mz 4S Gs. Pi GE: that 

DEL, Ax | which is advantageous, #74 
=e n. Decollation, Wir pH 4%. | F738 FB- i pegs 1 as 
Beheld, pret. and pp. of behold, which sce. | Behooyable, a. Needful, 24, Fe. BE. FEI]; profit- 

Behemoth, * n. jf Fh, TAB. able, 47%. 

Behest, n. Command, 7%, ar. 4b. sry. BST. Behoove, z.¢. To be meet for, REZ%, AR%, TER, 
Behind, prep. oradv. At the. back of, $i. 744. | - AR. i. HEAR. Avi. Mert. RETR. ise. ESP. 

_ FR. Pei. BH. Kar. HHA; he left me behind ABIME, A; it behooves him to act thus, ALRERK 

him, #4 Me EBS. BERR TE RBVA: I have left Wi {#; let him behave as it behooveth, LI RE 

him bebinel, 30 15 Ae 8 (Hi). TRA ae AWE Ah GG. MM Fo HE OP 2. 
#% ; to leave behind, # Ze 6%, 3h. HAT : to fol- Behooveful, a. Needful, 44 Jf|; profitable, 77 43. 

low Lehind, IRAE IRE R: His sie SRE: | Behove, and its derivatives. See Behoove. 

Being, n. Existence, 7, 77 #6 : absolute being, 4 
' * Job, 40, 15. ° | #426, BZA; an immaterial, intelligent 
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being, fl % Ff. OES bay oy, +E @f: ihe 
Supreme Being, 7 ae, YF. FEZGH: the 

being of any created thing. Wtf. 4aZ aE : 
all living beings, WF ayy. BAZ. 
IE Bh 2h: an inteligent being, Rage. Wy 
5 jf @e : before anything hada heing, BWA 
AE sl eing a ee existence, 7 ME; I have 
a setiled Leing. 4mbye Zé, Sm ye ae. See EE le. 
Ane FE Jif: there is no eS for me here, “Tie 

fF VE. WE MEU (EF. 
Being. ppr. ZE.47-45-4%: Leing here, TE CE JE WE TE 

bE. WE; being a man. FH J: being a son. Fy 

AF it being then co!d. JE # steely >it being 
thus, JF Ai. SAIE. JrAnE: he was near 
being killed, #g--4me Gp, HEV ale ie. Ge Vy ANE cir. 
{4 TEES By. Por HE le Gp: to keep a thing from 
being done, PAPE T HK. FUP Ts; the time 
being, J ZE : being that I premised it. Pq Zk RE 
— 
FZ. See Be. 

Be it so. Suppose it to be so. KAP IN ( je 43 (a 
lik. a ZANTE; let it be so, Mi Z. TY LZ 
HY HE 4B. (ft). 

Belahour, x. t. To beat soundly, gy. Bay. MI) 

AT. FTTH. ATES GH. ET CA. SED a) 
fi. SIP AR (EBB. 

Belace, v. t. To fasten as with a cord, Ab NG Lo 

=Jb 4b 

beat, #7; to fasten as with lace, Wage sue ; to 

whip, ERE. (58 em. 
Belaced, a. Adorned with lace, L)%ua' fii 2. fifi 
Belated, a. Too late for the hour appointed, 7% jf 

DA. HR). AMPH TK. Act. HR. ER. 
Belay, v.t. To block up, Et, HEIE. HE SE. HLBE ; 

{o place in ambush, nis iis ff : 10 surround, 
fl (E10 cut off one’s retreat, #0 EF Bik % + 10 fas- 
ten as the ropes on a ship, Jf B%, JERE ; 

all passages, HEFEIA FR. 

Belayed, pp. Ol structed, 
fk 3&4 ; made fast, SH a eR. 

Belaying, ppr. Blocking up, JE: 
ambush, #P(R ; making fast, 4h. 

Relaying-pin, n. ACRE. 
Belch, v.t. or 7. To eject wind from the stomach 

with violence, $y Als, EF. FTE Se. FT ME. Fy 

WRI K. HIM, Hk, BS WK 
MEE. A REE I 

Belch. n. Eractation, Ye 4. Fy Ae. 
ae hed, pp. Hjected from the st tomach, Fy 5h \3t 

Belching, n. Eructation, Ii 3x. |e. 

Pe'dam, n. An old woman, i. BLUE AU 
a hag, aA. 

[I JK, Beleaguer, v.¢. To surround with an army, 

32 (EG > ambushed, $f 

laying an 

to belay 

{0 belch forth eurses, | 

FAR. 323%. IN (E; to elcaguer a city, fERR. 
Beleaguered, pp. Surrounded withanarmy, F%K 

38. (AA. 
Belemnite, n. Arrow-head, finger stone, thunder- 

holt, a genus of extinet fossils, FFU. Tt Ty, 

AME. * 
Bel esprit, n.; pl. Beaux esprits. ap aha Z A. 

Belfry, n. That part of a building, in which a bell 

is hung, aE. SHAE, GLE, Wyse He. 
Belgian, a. Belonging es Belgium, SCPE EE. 

HE AIS Bay. 
Belgic. a. Pertaining to the Be'ge, FE AEA 

NYE (fv). 
Belgium, n. JEAN AZ. 
Belial. n. Unprofitablencss, 4m¢ J) 4. 4t JA 2 HF ; 

wickedness, 223%: name of an evil spirit, BEG, 
#%,: worthless fellow. BE #. ihe PY A x3: Z FE; 
name for the devil, J& 9%. B£#%; wicked men, 
sons of Belial, BE #f. 

Belie, v.¢. To tell lies concerning, Pf. WERE : 10 
fill with lics. RMF Acam : to Lelie one’s self, 5% 
#aNK : his a helie his words, 39 A FF. 

Belicd, pp. Falsely represented, Bt St, api A 

ii: 
| Belief, n. Faith, (3, (% #4 ; religious tenets. %k. He 

ly. $8. $49: a firm belief, PE fs. Giz. BA 
We (= fli, BE (E. SR (F sa sincere belief, P{z. ZR 
{2, HE {2 ; shallow belief, #¥ (Z; light of belief, 
A (SZ. WES, A(X: ard of belief, ME fA; past 

ull Meliog. WEA fii HSER 2 Ah, SBD Gg. 7% 
TW (=, 4AM: Christian belief, IPM Z 7 
worthy of belief, BJ {#; it appears worthy of 
belief, {L) 85 BJ {S- 

Believe, v.¢. or 7. ‘To credit upon the authority of 
another, (3. (AR. #8 fa. 2. HE. ak: Ji aks being 

| committed to prison, the people will believe in 
their guilt, Ef 7% Wy 4: cannot altogether he- 

lieve it, fs fet FIM. OF (a 4 BF. AR fet Fo RE: do 
you believe it? {fp (al (a. tk fs 2 #3 Edo not 
lelieve in heresy, HE {= 9). WE (3 3e BE; to believe 

in the Scriptures, Ye We to believe firmly, 
ES (5 Th ASE. (579 A : to believe and doubt, 
{= SE; unwilling to believe, AF Al fa; all should 
lclieve, 4 Bf 4e{=, AEs + 1 believe in Ged, 
AR ANAL He: I iets in Jesus, F&{= AR TMGR 
T cannot believe in Budha, We ia fk Hib (A) 
wowd Your Majesty believe it? JE Vf ZF: I 
lelieve so, JG fdr, TEAK a AL ; I do not  Delieve 
him, MH (2 45 4B. 

* Tossil bones are called #iF, dra agon, bones. ‘They are 
reduced to powder and sold as highly nourishing food. 
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Believed, pp. Credited, {3% 34. fj (% ; impossible | OR iG Ca). ZERECE TI. 
to be believed, A. wy fa AY : alr to be be- | Belligerent, n. A nation or state carrying on war, 
lieved, BY {Z fy; not worthy to be believed, f% | RE, RAE, REGAMPE, WRG AS. HRT . HE 
Afi}; all worthy to be reverently believed, #4 IK. TAB. 

EL AILS - Belling, a. Growing like a bell, AE Ry 3 DER ; 
Believer, n. One who believes, f4-b. {2#E. {445 ; | erowing full and ripe, 4273 [EI 3%. 

a professor of a religion, (£34. (3 if Hs 2) Bellon, n. The lead colic, HEAL. KALI: 
professor of Christianity, fa Uf. UBGKEY | Bellow, v.7. To make a hollow, loud noise, as a 

FE. GEMS A BRE. bull, Wl. 246 8. ME. Fay. AE BE; to vociferate or 
Believing. ppr. fa, fr AR: clamour, BRAG, EMG, Dea FA). PS, me EL og, mei alt 

Belike, adv. Probably, ae #. 3). @BE: to roar, as the sea in a tempest, JF 
Belis jaculifolia, n. #2. AS Any. Hey yea BE. 

Bell, n. $4, $f : a large bell, HF. AS, H45a small | Bollower, n. One who bellows, PRU R. LA. uk 
hell, $f, $4. HE; tinkling hells on the neck of | mpLpiingg. 
a horse, Fj @}; belis hung from pagodas and | Bellowing, n. A loud, hollow sound, as of a bull, 
pavilions, #22); a hand bell, S$, $a{J-; sis- | LAE: as 7 roaring of billows, yay, 7 
trum bell, 432: a wind bell, MU}; a long bell, ani. 
§%; ring the bell, Aga, FES; to ring or pull Bellows, n. sing. and pl. A machine for blowing 
the hell, 45%: to strike the bell, Ji gai, Fg, fire, JEL $i. Ja HR. HH; water bellows, 3K #4, 

WD Sai, WS Sa'. FY Sai. FRSA. ING": 10 bear the hell, She HE: to work the bellows, dE ja #i, BUH Hi, 
ICH. FEHB; to shake the hells, MG seHeE J, BOHE 
FT BLSE. ‘Belly. n. HENS. HEF. HEISE: a or pot belly, 

Bell-clapper, n. SEG. Sie. SiN. | HEISE. Bm IKAE, BREEN IE. WEI sa full belly, 
Bell-fashioned, a. Having the form of a bell, # ff] ALG; belly cloth, 1H, ite: a hungry belly 

Si, SEI. GK. has no ears, (§& y-HE EGA. FT EL GA; to be given 
i Bell-flower, n. (HS 4E- | toone’s belly, &-E NN. Hy BME A ((¥) : he robs 
_ Bell-founder, n. $59. his belly to cover his back, Ra 330% RA. HAIL 
 Bell-foundry, n. $3$i Fa. (SRE FR ay SE LBS PF BA GAL LE ES HE: huis 

Bell-man, n. A man who rings the bell, HGF, eyes are bigger than his belly, WER IL#; 2 
WS. ITS NA. GA. FER dropsical belly, BRIE. WIE. DARE- 

Bell-metal, 2. $g4s Mh MAE) Belly-ache, n. WEIR WEBE. LEAF. 
RSH AD. | Bel ley- band, n. A band that encompasses the belly 

Bell-pepper, x. A name of the Guinea-pepper, J of a horse, FE iba 
JE wR Z. : Belly-bound, a. Gestiva! Pe. AK WGA. 

Bell- ~pull, n. A bell-cord, $ar#ifi. Belly-fretting, n. A violent a in a horse’s belly, 
Bell-ringer, n. FEF HF | caused by worms, F& 7% ft 
Bell-shaped, a. Bains the form of a hell. 134 Pollyful, a. As much as a the belly, Ef. BE 

DURE. SER HEGEL. PINE. SRNL. ES. 
Belladonna, n. mY phentrug (4% 44). Belley-ged, mn. A glutton, —DRRIGRR. FEARS 
Belle, n. A gay young lady, mip Ac: a beauty, 4¢; one who makes a god of his belly, LING 

BEN. EA EA. REA EBLE TE Gipe. 
Wie HH. | Belley-pinched, a. Pinched with hunger, HTT ae, 

Belles-iettres, n. pl. Polite literature, Jo. 3c#,* | Oe MEDD. 

i. Belly-worm, n. Jk. 
Bellied, pp. or a. Swelled out in the midde, $E%¥ | Belock, xv. t. To fasten with a lock, BM@A, HIE, 

HANI E- idee va | SHEE, BERS. 
Belligerent, a. Waging war, WR. BOS}, HIBEtK ; Belone, n. Gar-pike, 48%. fond of war, ¥F HK; belligerent rights, Wes 43 | Belo ng, v.i. To be the property of, MARE #. a 
7 ¥So: me put under this head the AS the Chinese six liberal 135; to be the concern of, BY, +, 43 
arts, which are :— jie, $5}. 79,2, 9; etiquette, music, arch- r 7 
ery, charioteeriug, writing and arithmetic. Tn an erenicd HOES TEE Ie Ons 7%, ae wie 1% sense of the word they may be included. Ai, Arte FLAG AY : it does not concern me, Fy 

N 
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PYARTE (Ah). MEENA. SUA MCE, OAR. tf 
EAR, HL Fe APY. AEP SMEAR ; to be appended 
to, Pfft 83. 3H 133 ; to belong to the same genus, [A] 
#; to relate to, #7; it does not belong to this 
order, Me A JE“; to be suitable for, 7%. KER. 

"7; this house belongs to me, We fa]  % FRR, 
JET] 2 93 F% : to belong to a certain clan, (BSE | 
Te. (SE ROE. HAIL WEE : to belong to a certain | 

officer's jurisdiction, )g 2 pe 77 PFE ; he belongs 
to Hongkong, (Fits A ; he belongs to Kwang- 
{ong province, (Ji We J; it belongs to you to 
do. ALEX (Khe; belongs to his rule, s%#F; this 
pen belongs to me, JEAEG ARE: this house 
belongs to me, JERE FRAY. JERR ARS. 

Belonging, ppr. Pertaining, ¥ ; being the con- 
cern of, BY, FF. fH. a. 

Beloved, pp.ora. Loved, vy. Behe, WE. We Be : 
beloved friends, PRR 7% AC, BEE DA AL. Be Ke. 
Ae Oo AOEDB AC: AN 15 2% AL: beloved son, FF F-, 

iF. 
Below, prep. oradv. Under in piace, P,P, T 

We, Pi. POM. ZEKE. WT 3 down below, Fé 
[ : inferior in rank, aif, HH. RAPS; I lodge 

below him, FRE (EZ P (ft); below the moon, Ff 
P : above and below, [- Pf; below the sky, KF : 

below on the earth, {4 ; unworthy, % jf: unhe- 
fitting. A ie, Ak. Ave; but one degree below 
him, "P tinh. (i f2-— #2; below the 5th cen- 
tury, WBA4EZT. WAZELIF ; he is below, | 
{E {KT Wis; to die below fifty is called iv (short- 
lived), Fe+LYP af ZH: below (beneath) the | 
table, 7ERE AP, ZERE PT. HEE: bencath the 
table (on the ground), 4. FEY WET. RAF EF : | 
content to be below others, Siggy AP. 1A 
T Bi ZE IVF ; in heaven aboveand earth below, 

HER TW EI EWT s im hell, 2e Jegeh in 
a court of inferior jurisdiction, P J #yf9. 

Belt, n. A girdle, HE, HEF, APSFDHE ; one made of 
an untanned skin, i, fib RHE, BOWE, AB ANE ; 
a belt of leather, #8, HOWE, die yeoMe, BA ye Me | ye 
i 3 large belt or sash, $f, FAS, ME; a 
sword-helt, @I-#¥, WR RAE ; the shoulder-helt, 3% 

pas. AWE; belt ornament, Hl; a champion’s 
belt, Se“ene ; to gird on a belt, yaae, 4K ; T'sz 
chéung wrote (Confucius’ words) on his helt, +: 
ike Gf fll; a belt thong, WRF; a narrow pas- 
sage at the entrance of the Baltic, FIRMED; | 
a bandage, fP##, #84"; rings around certain | 
planets, 3772 KBE; a heltmaker, (4oRs fips. | 

Belted, a. Wearing a belt, (V4! fig, YOAEIEE. 
Belvedere, Belvidere, n. A pavilion on the top of an 

edifice, “235, H2 HE; an artificial eminence in a 
garden, FR#$; a pavilion on an eminence in a 

garden, =. 
Bemask, v.t. To conceal, PEE. 
Bemire. v.t. To drag in the mire, Fa Hele. He fe 

de HRTEM. HORE. i 
Bemoan. ». ¢. To bewail, 525%, 4RSE. SE GL, FEN, 

JEME, we SE, ie. RG; to bewail a husband, ak, 

MW Fe. 
Bemoaned, pp. Bewailed. Je 523M. AR5Ei4 ; he 

bemoaned his misfortune, 2& @piat. SE fp jt ZA 

HE, WK Gir al 
Bemoaning. ppr. Lamenting, 5e5€. Mk. 
Bemock. v.7. To laugh at, 4, we. 
Bemoisten, v.t. To moisten, jf, 7k. 2EiFI- 
Bemol. n. In music, B flat, a semitone below B 

natural, 4235 (fe FS B. 
Ben. Ben-nut, n. A purgative fruit or nut, Peiey 

WEA. 
Bench, n. A long seat, usually of board or plank, 

BE. C3. HUE. RE. BF. EF. GE IL 
4@: the seat of justice, 38, A538, Fg aS, Ese. S 
ne Eu, Zyvae ; the persons who sit as judges, 
gore pit eere > a carpenter's bench, @l]#, 1 

Bench, v. ¢. or 7. To furnish with benches, #22 ; 

to sit on a seat of justice, ARs. Wa AR- 
Bench-warrant, n. 4228. 
Bencher, n. The alderman of a corporation, #F 8; 

a judge, Ag pl. 
Bend, v.t. ; pret. bended, bent : pp. bended, bent. 

To. crook, Jt $9 Ji at. 8 ih. $B. EEF, 
aut, fp, Pf. Pe: to direct to a certain point, as 
one’s course, fii F., RYE, ig: to hend a bow, 
#5, ; to bend the knee, Se, PEWS. ME. FAIR: 
to bend one knec, #aI#. $7428; to bend the 
legs. % : to bend the body, ARE. wt A. Fa A- 
th 9%. #945. RSG. PEE. HE: to bend forward. 
ie Ey. OST. WPF: to bend the brow, FRA, BE 
TH AR. Gk. SLIVIA GA: to bend the fist, 7 
28, PRIN As OF, HE. BE; to bend the elbow, JF 
RS. HZ; to bend the back, Ji 7§, 8 FRB 
#¥, MEF: to bend the head, (RUF, Ht, HERA, 
UE; to bend or twist with the hand, gh : to 
end to cireumstances, Jit Sy, dh &. Mea. TRAE, 
HEGE; to bend or subdue (others), JARAR, ARR: 
IL: bending to the ground (an obeisance), FRR 

#&; you must bend yourself and come (an hum- 
ble or polite invitation), #£ #8. J #E; to bend 
one’s principles to one’s interest, Jl Ai] 7 RB 
WR3H fihA ; to bend (as a proboscis), feHE, Fe; 
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bamboo, Jit 74 4 ; 
fii; to fasten, Oh, #4 Ef. 

Bend, v. 7. To be crooked, ph, 4h, HUE, 4ef (lh, 

ii ; to be submissive, JR GE ; 10 jut over, AR", 

ibid 
Bend, n. A curve, qh ei, 244. Why 
Bendable, a. That may be bent, 

hit 
Bended, Bent, pp. ora. See Bend. 
Bender, n. One who Lends, Jit 4 Ji dh #.- 
Bending, ppr. Incurvating, Jiidh, 8 dh. Se he : 

forming a curve, A; turning as a road or 

river, Wpjtet, Beh, we. Hy; bending down- 
wards, Hie (Enz, ni I; leaning, #43E. wR BA 
ie; fastening, Hh; bending inwards, 
bending Saimards, Peat 

Bendy, n. In heraldry, the fie!d divided into four, 
six or more paris. diagonally, FR) Ht#. 

Bene, n. The sesamum orientale, 2 Jif. 

Beneath, prep. or adv. Under, #6 PF ; lower in 
place, Fe. Pie, POR. Pié. FG; lower in 
rank, #€. mi WS, eH; unworthy of, A jy; 
unequal to, Ar 7% ; beneath the screen, EP ; on 
earth beneath, 44 ; beneath the feet, oo 

beneath an oppressive government, JEKQZT- 

Benedict, Benedick, n. A ‘newly married man, af 

ba. 
Benediction, n. 

We #5. yas Wink 2 
LA ip R. ; prayer in fayour of any person, 

jie; the form of instituting an abbot, #=>. 
penataetion, n. The act of conferring a benefit 

, BHR; a benefit conferred, PA iL, AN. 
aaa factor, n. Ho who confers a benefit, PLE, RA 

NK. PAZ, Wi. Ba FE, Be BN one who 
confers benefits by instruction, | V3. fill; one who 

gives to the poor, #% Br 4%. WA Vu #4 : 
called 3%; (BE, universul benefactors, from the 
belief, that they are conferring universal bene- 
fits on mankind. [RBE, ES BE 

Benefactress, n. A female who confers a benefit, 
Benefice, n. An ceeclesiastical living inferior to 

that of a bishop. 4x (if FRYE. 

2 BHT RA 

Re a 
“WH: Wy SSI. 

The act of blessing, 

wh | 

Beneficed, a. Possessed of a benefice, 

possessed of church preferment, # He fil <2 WRAP 
Beneficeless, a. 4mG 2,8. PT eae 

Beneficience, n. The practice of doing 

ety, 
Wh, ak, es pe IM, Mes. ; charity, 
Be. WBS A. BE Osa 

good, se FF, 

vr 
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to bend sails, Bh. AL We, BH. BEG to bend | 
to bend and straighten, 3p 

fot AS 

WL Wes Wr Wiha 
> expression of gratitude, 

ido!s are | 

fE TT. RMS. Wik. AE, BE, Bh 

BEN 

Benefic sient, a. Doing ‘good, Pace Ws, BK, ee 

KE, SEHE, MS, 773 ; charitable, Zh, Boy, 
Had, Bid. Bot Phd, BBG. 
Beneficial, a. Conferring benefits, ARS: WN hii 

3 HA HME THIN, Fi. , ae. TA 
| 4a ;very beneficial, KA pass, HA, A 

4, AAG Ge : Heneficial to man, HB te A. HA 

jit APU N, Waele A; Weneticial to the 
whole ts ASEH, Be. 

| Beneficially, adv. A %& 
_ Beneficiary, a. Holding some office in subordina- 

tion to another, Pi, i &. 
Peneficiary, n. One who holds a benefice, 524% fi 

LIAS, FBC Was, BEAK fi 
Beneficiency, n. Kindness or favour bestowed, Ps 

, OR, CH. 
Beneficient, a. Doing good, #738, Hh RL, Wa. 
Benefit, n. That w hic h is useful or henefic lal, A 

SH. Bad. GE. TBE. RAV. FED. 
NO. As, ER Zw. cop sate Ail; of 

| no benefit, S848, aug ne. Biz ipiiy ; of what 

benefit will it he 2 2 (iy Rak of mie benefit, 
KA ZB; a performance at a theatre, for the 
benefit of one of the actors, #5 * a perform- 
ance at a theatre for the benefit of some indi- 
gent, #E EK; benefit clubs, 3¢47, He 4F ; benetit 
to all ages, Fi) Ae Wi {lE. 

Benefit, v. ¢. or 7. ‘lo do good, 48, Al, FZ, NE 

R23. iB. ER, A. ea if. Esl. ll, 
| PGS; 10 benefit the people, PEPE LE, ZI 

| AE; it does not bene fit me, AM ae Ws AK ; i 

| benefit the world, ZsqE. #EUE, A ZSIMIE ; 

benefit one’s self and injure others, AJ @7a 
to benefit by, #443, R48, & FI, JE AI ; to henefit 
the trade, 446% ; to benefit one’s health, J7§ 

| Benefited, pp- Profited, 
threefold, = (% Fi FE ; 

Fea. BALA 
Benefiting, ppr. Doing good to, fr, Wl te 3 

ing advantage. 7§ 4. JE 
Benevolence, n. The disposition to do good, is i. 

BR, #, (£8, or » eh AA, HS fi, fut. & 5c 
man himself is benevolence, {— # JA 44; the 
heart of heaven is benevolence, FQ (=H; an 
act of kindness, {<fy, 3 7. B47. BLGH ; to rest 

in benevolence, J%{=, #2, EE, Be: 
yolence, righteousness, propriety, wisdom and 
truth, E, 36, yi, #9, (g ; affection, ZA,t, BRAK. 

* fii im ES 8 FS benefit. 

Sax i, Fl a ; profited 

I have lenefited by it, 

gain- 

bene- 
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§ tf ; men should preserve the sense of pene- 
volence and justice, {£3620 J\ BR FF ; Lau 
tsz conyersed little on benevolence and justice, 

FEIN. 
Benevolent, a. Kind, humane, {<, 2&, #4, #8. 18. 

papa, FP, fois, {2 3K. Ha; a benevolent man, | 

CB EN, BEAN, Coe. AN, A 
RG: a benevolent mind, uh, BA Z 
i ; benevolent conduct, {= 47 ; the words of the 
benevolent man are well considered, EBULS 
4429; a benevolent government, {=IRL, TBE sa 
benevolent society, {<¢F ; the benevolent delight 
in the mountains, the wise delight in the water, 

#6 SE LF Blok: 
not vex himself, the brave does not fear, 

ASE AG AE 
ing) art, (24g. 

Benevolently, adv. In a kind manner, 369%. 
Bengal, n. That portion of Hindoostan, w hic h lies 

on the lower part of the river Ganges, 37 #iJ 
(KY 4%); a thin stuff, made of silk and hair, 
for women’s apparel, 74#b%. 

Bengal stripes, n. FEIN FI PIE A - 
Bengalee, n. The language spoken in Bengal, 3% 

MAY GE. 
Bengalese, n. A native of Bengal, 77 Fi \. 
Benight, v.t. To involve in darkness, (ii NA; to 

overtake with darkness, 7%, 73). 7 HE, 7% 

{248 
the benevolent (i. e. the heal- 

Be; to involve in moral darkness, (i, (iF 
Bk, BOSE, ARIK; to overtake with night, As 

ae 
Benighted, pp. or a. Involved in physical dark- 
ness, HA fE]. Hy rH. te, 7% [is] : involved in moral 
darkness, 5! Wk, Sie, Wa HR. EF HK; overtaken 
by the ee 7 Be, — IP 7 LN, ZA FRG 
was overtaken by the night, 7& fi& Ae 4B (fits). 

Benign, a. 2am¥, iA, m2. AK, AB, Lod, 

| 

the beneyolent man does | 

37% 3 he 
| Bepale, v. t. lo make pale, 7 

(#8, BEAR, PASE. AL, PAE; a benign coun- | 

tenance, #8 AUPE i. 3 2 04 Wa. ‘BL ASE TH: 
benign influence, 7 Fu 2.40, ii Fu Pr Be. ik Fu Pr 
Je; a benign disease, MAE, HOHE, HE FR. HE ; 
the Benign Emperor, 44 & 

Benignant, a. Kind, 2&mf. 

Benignity, n. Goodness of disposition or heart, 2& 

HS, HG. A Zo. RA. RBZ. 
BE Fu Zt, RAL salubrity, sb ihk fi, AFI +: ser slay? 

wholesome quality, BY & fy. (74 BK. FEE 

1 
Benignly, adv. Kindly, 329%. #8 9%; to act he- 

nignly towards those from afar, Zee J\. 

Benjamin, n. Benzoin, 42 A, HAA. 

Bennet, n. The herb bennet, St RUE. JIC BERG. 
Bent, pp. or a. from bend. Jif hh 38. Jai Sih, HB 

bent, crooked, 84h, ji dh. dh. FE. BE. Fe. 

EEEN. RR 2]: bent, distorted, Fp, ff, 
Ai ; bent over, RFE; bent or cuddled up, ef, 
hep ; rather bent, 73,8 f4y; a bent how, ##5, 
ae. Oe, apy, WE; can be bent, Bit. AP Ah. Hits; 
bent with age, fe FE, tae, #25; bent down, 
as the head, (Gj 9A. STE i 9A, DRG SA. fe. PR, 
(i HE; bent, not straight, asa person inclined 
to one side. He #2, FT HY FY. Hh |. 1H; bent 
forwards, #9 §y; bent double, (AJA; forced or 
bent, as the mind, jill, et. AEG. 

Bent, n. The having ae a fixed inclination, Bex, 
fe T ; bent on death, TW AE. WE BEE ; bent on 

war, RAW, WE BEAT (k. mE Be foe HK s bent 
against reason, Ip fy t7 Git). 0 MABE. A EBB, 
TR PRUE EBB GEER Oy GE BE; bent on one thing, 

(a BE. (i. GIR —3e, FH, BM, BE; bent on 
food, ##&; bent of the mind, PE, PEAR, wba, 
jisln) ; fixed purpose, 9 Ek. PERE; the bent of a 
river, ye; the bent of a mountain, [fu]. 

Ben’t. Be not, Axkp, Hedy, WK. 
Benumb, v.t. To make torpid, @is HT, PRIA. HB 

Benumbed, pp. Rendered torpid, Jit ji HIE, 
Hic Hie Jes. WERE; my foot is benumbed, Mppe ; my 
hands and feet are benumbed, FF yacyat ; be- 
numbed with cold, Bp, Arik, Fg. FE. 

Benumbedness, n. Destitution of feeling, Wieetey, 

Wie ABE SS 
Benumbing, ppr. De spriving of sensation, (i iy. 
Benzoic, a. Pertaining i henzoin, 4 A, Ales, # 
BAZ; benzoic acid, KBAR. 

Benzoin, n. Gum benjamin, @ &#- 

RE. 
Bepinch, v.¢. To mark with pinches, &. HE, FREY 

aL [A 
Bepowder, v.t. To sprinkle with pena fA. A 
Bequeath, v.¢. To give by will, #. G7. BiB 

to leave by will, B3, Seid. wave. Bye. He: 
to bequeath to posterity, Bye, BBE, 

LF BAL, (OYE BB AR. GEIR-E FR: do not be- 
queath to him a single hair, Aj Ti BE 

-E, WEAR 1 WE. EOE ESB 
fi. [F 23k. 

Bequest, n. A legacy, j& 38. 3am. RET 3. i 
Berate, v.¢. To chide vehemently, BE ft ae Bi, HE 

i. (Ye 
Berattle, v. t. To fill with rattling sounds, #7 / f, 

WE ACER. OO IB. 
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Bereaye, v. ¢.; pret. Geveaneds Were. pp. evened 
bereft. To deprive of, 4, #E3:. #23". HEH. FE 

I, FE. HE, DE. 
Bereayed, pp. or a. Deprived of, $§ 3. 7 jh. 75h 

, BAI jas, Bh HK. ES: to be bereaved of 

property, Wey, RAITT. FT RB. WHR 
2, — fy THB. CR. % T : bereaved of one’s 

parents, M.-F. RACED, HLM AHP. LAH 
fF : bereaved of friends and kindred, — 4R—H. 

FRG UME, SEDI ME AC. BENE Mes 
Bereavement, n. Loss of a friend by death, 318 4%, 

4A-dG ; bereavement of parents, 3B ACRE. ae 
OF #9) 445; in your present bereavement, (Fh JF 

oi 
Rereaving, ppr. Depriving of, #3; 

HME, ITH A. 
Bereft. pp. of bereave. Deprived of, #j8#, Fe HF 

‘made destitute, 3877 —ze, ZS 46; without par- 
ents, J. 

Bergamot, n. A variety of pear, 94%: a species 
of citron, 4 FFF; a perfume from the citron, 

PS ER FH IK; a species of snuff perfumed with 

bergamot, # #3 #7]; a coarse tapestry, #HJVH 
Bergander, n. A burrow duck, MARE. 

stripping, 

, Beseecher, 

BES 

Beryl, n. A stone of eme sald colour, EE. 
Besayle, A great-grand-father, ill. BNE 

Ta, kD. 
Bescrawl, v.t. To scribble over, Ret, Aj HBF. 

Bescreen, v.t. To cover with a screen, 18, LE#K, 
JE (E; to conceal, FREE 

Bescribble, v.t. To scribble over, 92%. 
Beseech, v.t. ; pret. and pp. besought. To ask or 

pray with urgeney, J&48. week. MR. Wk. 
He. * HR. Sr. Ae. HB: [beseech you, Fk 4a WR 

n. One who requests, 4&3fe 3%. Lf. 
Beseeching, ppr. Entreating. 4&sfe, wrk 

Beseechingly, adv. In a heseeching manner, J 

re. 
Beseem, v. ¢. To become, *e¢ 9%. sR et, Ar’et, FER, 

Bergmote, m. A court held on a hill in Derbyshire 

in England, for deciding controversies between 
the miners, AHe [Ys TARE Y.- 

Beriline, a. 227% fy, RAE. 

Berlin blue, n. Prussian blue, FEE. 
Berme, n. A space of ground of a few feet in 

width, left between the rampart of a fortifica- 
tion and the moat, HAE ahILF! ; the slanting 
bank of a canal, KIER HB. 

Bermudas, n. Fe $247 £ Tt, (PEED); a refuge 
ra, of pirates, FAK if. 

Berried, a. Furnished with berries, APE. 4k 
Berry, n. A succulent fruit containing naked 

seeds, F, FRY. NHL. BE; red herrics. ALEK 
F ; mulberries, &F- ; strawberry. FAH; rasp- 

berty, BAF. 
Berry,-v.7. To bear or produce berries, AEF '&. 
Berry-formed, a. Formed like a berry, AR &&-F it 

7S * 

Berth, n. A station in which a ship rides at an- 

chor, #398 2 Br. 16 fin ZN. ES AR TE 
47 i; ina ship, the box or place for sleeping, 
at the sides of a cabin, #7 F 2 HK +a place or 
employment, BI. TL. Sap. WRAP. BEE. 

Berth. v.¢. To allot to each man a place for his 
hammock, pK fit 

Bertram, n. A plant, jBy 7. fz. 

Wik: fill. 
Beseeming, ppr. ora. Pree YR. Pret 
Beseeming, n. Comeliness, jjtt ne 
ee nites adv. Ina_beseeming manner, ‘¢ ¥% 

eae a. Fit, 9%. & tr. 
Beset, v. ¢.; pret. and pp. beset. To encircle, FA £E, 

fel 2. Fela. ELBE, Fe (E. [SFB]: to beset on all 
sides, JA) EAI €. PUNE] GE; to press on all 
sides, so as to perplex, PUR SF. 90 sf fz. 
FA, SE. PE. IBA; to embarrass, FE; to 
waylay, #eR. Je av. SER. ALE; to fall upon, 
eR HE 8 2% S47 ; she is beset with flat- 

terors, 324K) & NMA CE ME, BE GAB OM BEE : 
grief besets her hard, $8 fYi8 (Bcd, ese is 

We [ih e- 
Besetting, ppr. Surrounding, [gE ; waylaying, 
Besetting, a. Habitually attending, fi; a beset- 

ting sin, SEiaRGe. 
Beshrouded, a. Shrouded, which see. 
Beside, prep. At the side of, ¢¢ (Ri. EE. HE, 
Fe 57 (i 3 near, Ye. UES, pes £3; beside 
one’s self, out of wits, #€#R. HEFL. tL. Hk 

Wik AL SERA, FE. OTT. AAR. Ba Fane 
sit down beside him, 48 7% (Fi5s. 4B 2 Hyi% ; be- 
side the mark, Aveh. 

Beside, Besides, adv, Exclusive of, BR, ET, B 
Ah. Sah. PR. PRSE. BL: over and above, # 

4; moreover, HA, BRA. Hes, LLG, HAT B 
A.W. WH. wa. AA. R. H.W ws how 
many pounds beside the tare, PR je AEA FF + no- 
body can do it beside you, PAE (Rane A ict: 
there was no body besides himself, 27 Sb A 
5 A; besides the miseries of war, 47 (LB WAZ 

“* The last three | expressions a are chie fly 1 used in business 

aewd 

and in the common occupations of life. 
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Bh ; beside the purpose, f 
this, BeJEZAb; except yourself, 
moreoyer he said, 5} 4h4 ah ; besides that, 55 
Hh ; there is one tribe hesides, Ji) 4 — ij ; there 
is nothing else, besides what is comprised in 
them, Ps Jk Wh, Te fre fy. 

Besidery, n. A species of pear, FL. 
Besiege, v.t. To lay siege to, fl pR. fi] %c. FE] bc. 

Fe a SR, TE obs besides | 

BR Zab 5 

| Bespatter, v.t. Vo soil by spatterin 

Bese, Val]. FACE, PURE SF. PSP EE. Ja 
FEE) PAS eB « PULSE Ee HSE, PUG HE BK. “A A Jig] CE 5 to lay 
siege to a city, [abe BcHy. Fal LN Sues, RAED 
7, ; to throng round, and press upon, Pl iy 7% 

$5. (MU ES. JA) LSE. (ECB. 
Besieged, pp. or a. Surrounded with hostile troops, 
Besieger, n. One who lays siege, [fg] Be #.- 
Besieging, ppr. Laying siege, [ff] Ux, [Rl ix. 
Pesicging, a. Employed in a siege, FAIRE ; a 

besieging army, [Alc '. [ Fal Z&- 
Besiegingly, adv. Ina besieging manner, Je¥% ave? 

Beslaver, v.t. To defile with slaver, jg j@; to be- | 
slaver one’s dress, jc MELE £2. 

Beslayered, pp. Defiled eth slaver, jt Fit 

Beslubler, v.t. To soil with spittle. #eqZ- 
Besmear, v. t. To bedaub, fi yh. FR {WL ; to soil, # 

ij, Bp. WRAR. (9 HEIN. Be 
Besmeared, pp. Pedaubed, jG ph. Aaah, MIF 

8. iB. HG. 
Besmearer, n. Une who bedauls, (hs : 

who soi.s, 4& 75 ff. 
Besmearing, ppr. Bedaubhing, {yh : soiling, 4 
Besmoke, v.¢. To foul with smoke, (y 38, pute: 

dried in the smoke, Jj fi. 
Besmut, v.¢. To blacken with sinut, peop 

H. DIG IHB U6. 
Besmutted, pp. Blackened with smut, PRE DE 

Besnowed, pp. ora. Covered with snow, $j {we ; 

one 

Besought, pp- of en Entreated, 727838. 
Bespangle, v.t. To adorn with spangles, Sy} & 

fe. iin 4 LZ. 
Bespangled. pp. Adorned with spangles or some- 

thing else, jj & 3. FZ. . 
os iii. if ve: ee 

#82: 0 bespatter one’s De ae iG RBA. 
Bespattered, pp. Spattered over, jijj&. 74 ia, 

uae. 
Bespattering, ppr. Spattering with water, }ijqZ, 
VF il, HEEL 7c ; soiling, BEF; calumnating, HE 

o> vill WH. 
Bespawl, v.¢. To soil with spittle, mej, 1B YZ. 
Bespeak, v.t.; pret. bespoke; pp. bespoke, be- 
anak To order or engage, aRYB, she, WBA, 
UOTE, EMT YE ; to bespeak a chair, 557% BAe 
iG ; to forehode, fy, rb. 368. FHF ; to forebode 

danger, Js[AJ; to address, #d Jai; to betoken, 
diz. divas; lis language hespeaks him a scholar, 

(8% of ES. 
| Bespeaker, nr. yea, MUS HK. 

ig. | 
| Bespit, 

| Bespread, v. ¢. 

sprinkled with white blossoms,  4E (Use iid. 
A broom, fi Ft. dit. dian’. Besom, 2. Ary. | 

wie Ba 

Hy), — JfH sa round, straight hesom, fim 3 | 
a flat besom, 4%. See Broom. 

Besomer, n. In China, a wife or concubine, $3 
Besort, v.t. To suit, es fT AT AE Naty tik 

ate {ik Bi 4 xl: 

Besot, v. 

Nik. Hh Ha HE | 
Besotted, pp. or a. Made sottish, 2K jf : besotted 

on, infatuated with foolish aflection, Je, HE | 

ak. HIS | 
Besottingly, adv. Ina besotting manner, Fev MK 

th 

To make sottish, 4p J\, (4 Ate, Ap 

Bespeaking, ppr. Ordering beforehand, sR%E, # 
Y& ; indicating, fy, fy. dH. 

Bespeckle, v.¢. To mark with speckles or spots, ¥, 

ie — BARh. 
Bespeckled, pp. Marked with speckles or spots, 2 

i, BUY 
Bespew, v.t. To soil with spittle, We 32}, Mie FE GE ; 

to bespew the face, HK Ie bE. 

Bespice, v.t. To season with spices, Ale, TMU. 

v.t.; pret. bespit; pp. pespit, pespitten. 
To soil with spittle, Mey, ge TB. 

Bespot, v.¢. To mark with spots, #4; to cover with 

spots, Baik. 
Bespotted, pp. Marked with spots, 243, S2#G& 

; pret. and pp. bespread. To spread 

over, $i}, SHIN: Zein- 
Bespr inkle, vit. to sprinkle over, {Jy ; to besprinkle 

with water, {2 7]<, 7 7k, Yi zk. BJ ake; to be- 
sprinkle with dust, 3 Lj BR, 4 LI BUG; to 
spurt water, as a tailor over clothes, Mz, Hy 

ink: 
Besprinkling, ppr. Sprinkling over, 7. 
Besputter, v.t. ‘lo sputter over, Me 75. 
Best. a. superlative, nor adv. RAS, RAT, Fhe, 

WAS, 38 — ke. HEE, ae. TS, FS. APR, 

Rh, WARD. #G AG, AG, SEAM; the best quality 
of rice, |-3€; the best old wine, | 437%; the 
best wine, iG, Hi 5c Zi: the best way or 
plan, a Hi ; to do one’s best, #877 ; to make the 
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best of a thing, se hE lA Fl; to make the hest ee anen n. A giver, i, ih %. (RH. He H, 
of one’s way, f7 ft, 4 fF: to the best of my = FG FAME. 
remembrance, fe F¥ Ay at, 4 FR BE ERI EE s sperk | Bestowing, pp. Giving gratuitously, & fh, 3%. 
to the best of your knowledge, HA (ip Fy DLS ail. 

er Fp AAU aie MEAT! alg ; which do you like best? 4p 

Hess EE. (SE SIE ; to love one best. TR | 
FH fe: most correctly, 445; what do you 
think had hest be done? WA (j. 8h Re (ig Ue. 

fh VE Re Fe def; best of all, Big: best arranged, 

WE HF FE ay, FT EAA; best governed, WkpAy 
Wee best natured, SIG VE - hest tempered, PE 

Pi i Ae; best trained, Phe > BOR. HAC 
4%; best written, 7B ay. Hz, Fy 7 RRA, Py 
SEY: it will be best to proceed according to 
circumstances, fq KE Th HE 45 Wb. 

Bestain, v.¢. To mark with stain, Yeys 

Bestead, v t.; pret. and pp. bestead. To profit, Fi. 

Bestial, a. pene TER MOE. ANB UEGE : vile, ADP; 
depraved, Self, {fi (ht ; sensual, 9X. 

Bestiality, n. @y FBR ft FA; unnatural connection 
with a beast, JERS 7. 

Bestially, adv. Butelly. | DU TE. BS ZAR. Hl 

ER LR. 
Bestick, v.t. ; pret. and pp. bestuck. To stick over, 

as with sharp points, Ff. 
Bestir, v. t. To move with life and vigour, #848, #€ 

_ WE; {o bestir one’s self, #878, 7855, #5. A 

Bestirring, ppr. Putting into vigorous action, #% 

1, FETE. 
Bestow, v. t. To give, ih, WR. We PS. AY ein, Hh ML, 

WF, HR, 1s Hi. By. BF 10, ST. aR WUE. Sih. 
#E, FLA; to bestow favours. Fh Pt, HYP, Hi. 
He BE ; to bestow rewards, 7 HH ; to bestow one’s 
money upon idle things, We ae fe. AL GRE hs 
Fil. 46 WSVIY ; to bestow a charity, HEP. PRB | 
BG, VBR, We Be, WEFT ; to bestow largely, fu} fa; 

to bestow or give in marriage. #4; to lay up 

in store, We 3K, We; to bestow or give asa 
present, 5%, i ¥0, FSNB; to bestow a reward, 

FA ; to bestow the reward, FWAPAEKT ; to he- 

stow one’s self, Ee. ff Te; to bestow ap- 
plause, WAFS, GF ; God bestows gifts on man, 
hey FRE A: io bestow much labour on a 

thing, Ji) AF SSH AME SF 
Bestowal, n. Act of bestowing, 3, ize. 32% 
Bestowed, pp. Given gratuitously, Seep 5 iE ; 

given, $4, fi; bestowed, as charity, ff Ui 388 
FG, A dl 3; bestowed a ieee WES ae 
posited for safe keeping, IeFH, Weak. 

hi F& : laying out, ¥ Jf ; depositing in store, If 
34: applying as the mind, FA, FOE. 

Bestowment. n. The act of giving gratuitously, 

Ah. HeFSH > that which is conferred or 

aiven, ENR 2. SKE 2. Be SOE. Bi 
SRT: donation (in Canton- English cum- 

cee ok if. 
Bestraddle, v. t. To bestride, which sec. 

Oot. 3) Pret: bestrewed ; pp: bestrewed, be- 

strown. 'l'o scatter over, as sugar, fe, FP, 

1k; to scatter over as flowers on the road, 4k 

FEU A, Sei TE 
Bestride, v.t. ; pret. bestrid, bestrode ; pp. 

strid, bestridden. BR, VS, BG EH, BBE; t 

bestride a horse, BFR; to step over, RRs, 

ib. 
Bestriding, ppr. By. 
Bestrown, pp. of bestrew. Sprinkled over, #38, 

Bie TINGE. 
Bestuck, pp. of bestick. Pierced in various places 

with sharp pointed bamboo, 43 77 $f. 
Bestud, v.t. To set with studs, WF, $f; to set with 

pearls. #ePK, ELK. 

Bestrew, 

He 

Y5 

| Bestudding, ppr. Setting with studs, %gF, $i; set- 
ting with pearls, JFPK, FePK. 

Besure, adv. Certainly, FL RR. 
Bet, n. A wager, IK #4; that which is laid, 7E4r 

Bet, v. t. To lay a het, JAple. #Ale. FTI ; 

8 wager, ARIS AUER, TF IS 
Betake, ; pret. betook ; pp. betaken. To have 

recourse iis 14%; to betake one’s self to study, 
CEREEML, AGE AGL: to betake one’s self to 
flight, Zig5E. HEA: to betake one’s self to 
weapons of war, PE PEE HK. HER UK. Be RE RE LK. 

JU Me AS ae. 

to lay 

| Betaking, ppr. Having recourse to, Ji], #¥, $b. 

Betel, n. A species of pepper, the leaves of which 
are chewed with the areca, or betel-nut, and 

lime, #2; the leaf of the piper betel, #yHe. 
Betel-nut, n. The nut of the areca palm, #ypih, ft 

#5; the leaf and nut prepared for chewing, #¥ 

#4; the husks of the betel-nut, #4#HZE ; betel- 
nut shear, ##4#hee ; the betel-nut is for gentle- 
men, tabacco for beggars, BF RRA GUA. 

Bethink, v.¢; pret- and pp. lethought. To call to 
mind, 4A ft, SUE. 58 (8. 7. Gp, te ae. te 
iG. BUS. SEK. JB, FAAS; to bethink one’s 
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self, Aye. 

Bethlehem, n. A town in Judea, (fi Fi ff ; a hos- 
pital for lunatics, $af{# fy. See Bed!am. 

Bethlemite, n. A lunatic, #{F; an inhabitant of 
Bethlehem, {Fi [Hi J\. 

Bethought, pret. and pp. of bethink. 

Bethrall, v.t. To reduce to bondage, ffi AHL, (hi 

NASAL FE FAG AL. emg. 
Bethump, v.t. To heat soundly, 544g Ze. 47 
Betide, v. ¢. : pret. betid, letided ; pp: betid. To 

befall, FS, WR, ME: woe hbetide thee. 1 Bf Wa HF 

Rite: if he were dead, what wou'd betide 

me ? 4B #5 FE FG EN An fi, EE IGE TR EH Ag. 
Betide, v. 7. To come to pass, Wty. Phivs. 

Betime, Betimes, adv. In good season or time. pu 

N¥ fe; before it is late, Bl, Hl, LA, RRL 

AE, FASE, BERL, FUE. 
Betoken, v. t. To portend, fr. py, 4%. da: WR. 
ZA]: to mark, FPHE; it betokens luck, AIK 
DE, dp BR OA, 

Betokened, pp. Foreshown. yj. 34 ; indicated, 
Betony, n. fit Fe tt. LFA. 
Betook, pret. of betake. 

Betorn, a. Torn in pieces, BEIRIE. 
Betoss, v. t. To agitate, #¥ Mh; to disturb. HEL; 

to put in violent motion, 4 #h. 
Betossed, a. Tossed, F% hi ; violently agitated, 

as one’s mind, OFF GL; my betossed soul, HIF 

$5 An MEWE. 
Betray, v.t. To deliver into the hands of an ene- 

my by treachery or fraud, ¥, ¥8 ff, Ik'%, ff 
Mh. TFA Bt. BH: to violate by fraud, IUk5R, 
Pe Se; to violate confidence by disclosing a sceret, 

VRORT?. TVR, WS. WaT. TEBE; to 
permit to appear, what prudence would conceal, 
HEWN: 10 mislead, FEY: to show, to disclose, F¥ 
HY, PUR. 102 SBE HY ; to fail in an engagement, 4b 

fa; 2 HY; to fail in one’s engagement and in- 
jure others, 4 (afAse A; to betray a prince, 
ih # : to betray one’s country, to forsake one’s 
flag, ¥¥[Y; to betray one’s country into the 
hands of foreigners, 5M 7 EY ; to betray one’s 
master for the sake of glory, #¥=E 328; to be- 
tray a friend, #44 IRA: to betray one’s self, 
Elite; to betray a trust, 42. 

Betrayed, pp. FFs; disclosed. WHR ; per- 

mitted to appear, EPRI ; failed in an engage- 
ment, 434 (2. 

Betrayer, n. One who hetrays bis master, ¥¥ =]: %, 
¥i (i. UWh-EZ = one who discloses secrets, yu 

He HEI 4h ; one who fails in an engagement, 2b 

fii H- 
Betraying, ppr. Delivering up treacherously, ¥% 

4}; violating confidence, 1% 7h #3; exposing, 
#EM; failing in an engagement, 4 fa. 

Betrim, v.¢. To deck, PERH, 3¢ APES. PERK PE 

KE, IT HR [SE BME. 
Betrimmed, pp. Adorned, HERI, Fp Hh. 28 UF 
Betrimming, ppr. Decking, HEB. #7 F}- 
Betroth, v. t. To espouse, 4H. pe Bl. BL. HEE. 

TIS. SPRL. RORL S.CT. RE. FA A, 
ned]; to promise a daughter in marriage, #F 

PBA Ac AOI Ac SE ME IRA Ac hiRAB to betvoth 
an unborn child, F&)(Si 05 Ae. 

Betrothal, n. See Betrothment. 

Betrothed, pp. or a. Espoused, 7F98i8. #358 BL, 
ayiH HR: betrothed wife, Fit‘, JM JBL. 43 
§23£ ; second betrothed, #4. ta. 

Betrothing, ppr. Espousing, gf ye, $8 HL. 
Betrothment, n. A contract between two persons, 

for a future marriage between the parties be- 
trothed, $F Wis, 8} 2%3%; betrothment and 
marriage, Flag. 

Betrust, v.¢. To intrust, i (F€), FE- 
Betrusted, pp. Intrusted, 338, HE FEIA.- 
Betrustment, n. he act of intrusting, #6#. 
Betted, pp. Laid as a wager, Tj. Rl i $8. 
Better, a. comparative or adv. Having good 

qualities in a greater degree than another, 

AE, HACE. BEA. BESS, TELE. FERS, EAE, ih Rh, 
KG, ER. AMG. WEF; rather, Fd, HH, BK 
#5, HVE (LG. WE 7; what am I the better 
for it? Ff-tz eH FQME. Hi PAWEL: this is 
better than that, We fy kesh 7S Ay. VE AES OR; 
that is better than this, @se7epb; far better, 
bh BE AG, AGM, FALE ; much better, AF Bw 
WEE Z ; the sooner the better, pe feipe ag ; the 
more the better, & 3 ese, bi Bbw AS ; a little 
better, Bay, 4¢— fry, 4F 26; getting better, to 
be convalescent, JR iA AS, TEAR. TUPLE TPE RR; 
hetter for both parties, ij 3e wi Af, HVE BE AF; a 

little better in health, 49 4g— fry, Jy eG 28, os 

a. HIE. FLEAE YS; better die, 7H 
AE, BE. AE AF : it is better for me to die, A 
ANBERE, WAFS FR AEBEMG (TT); better die than 
depart, FE Az; better commence the attack, 
than to wait and be killed, i HAE Ap Se Be ee 
TW 37 —; a word from Wei ching is better 
than a hundred thousand teachers, ALA — FF 

WE-F R22 fii ; Tin was better than Yu, JERI 
rt; get the better of him, iif JAB: he got the 
better of him, jg fA)4h ; cannot get the better of 



him, mae ies fis mix “Hi: you are pet {er Pain 
T, (FRAG IBAG s 1 thought better of it, Py AIS 
Me deft, WB Ay Ay; I love him lc 

day, ease TE A RA Th BE RR better be 

a dog in peaceable times than a man in troub- 
lous ones, $275 Ke 7 REA BLE A: 10 get the 
better of one, R= JV; cannot get the better of 

it is better for me to do others, AAAEWE A ; 

80, UA AUNT A ATE: 
Better, v. ¢. To make hetter, (mi dy. # ih FEMS, | 

Be ip. pe JAF. MEG. BALE + to better one's 
conduct, TF @. UciE. Uci. Uc ; to better one’s | 
condition, [FE 4AT. SAN, GRRE, SLE. 

Setter, n. A Superior, | % ; 

precedence on account of rank, [4% N. A #ifE. 
23 4. $244; one who has claim to precedence 
on account of his age, 784: Fi. BAC: one who 
has claim {o precedence on account of his office, 

ASEH. AR: our betters, KIB FUME. AIBA 
#, BRH. DARE. LBUH. 

Bettered, pp. IO ee ee AFT SER. 

HAG TASES. (it Fe ah EMS. 
Bettering, ppr. Making better, {fae 4y-, RTE ag ; 
_ improving one’s circumstances, 4A. EAH. 

Betterment, a. Improvement, #4 4). Bie ZF. 
Oe hy 45. 

Retting, ppr. Laying a wager, IK. RNG Fe. 

Betting, n. The laying of a wager, fRRINK $84. 
Pettor, n.One who bets or lays a wager, 1% 4%, Ik 

SUH. NTE He. WK LF. [ HE. 
Betty, n. A small instrament to break open doors, 
Betumbled, a. Rolicd about, disordered. Fifi ge 

oral. a7 AUBE. 
Betwattled, a. Confounded, 5%. ik Gt. 
Between, prep. In the intermediate spice, rf, rf 

fal: fal, AY, Beets. ZAP; between you and me, 
1 4 Zt; what is that bet 
(between friends)? (RAG An Asef Fy 4h SE. 
Zp Al RPE ; divide it between the three, 7} 
=p tin FA (3. 13) Wd = J; between morn- 

ing and cyening, ry) 37 Z [nH] ; to press between, 
Be FE. HELE: the space letween, [Hp J. fe] % 
Jie. [PE ; ‘o interpose between, fers tN. 
A, (eR. tite. (Erte: a go-between, af J, 

HUE, AUS, ON. Spb fig = it 
three, FEFRETA. TERE AN, HERE A; 
between a may-be and a may-not-be, By 7q% 
fa] : between the sexcs, there should be a pru- 
dent reserve, PAA Hi. 

Between-decls, a effi. 
Betwixt, prep. Between, rp, [i]; 

FAAS 

betwixt two 

{ter every | 

one who has claim to | 

, | Bewailed, pp. Lamented, 3¢ 5838. Dai 

ween you and me | 

lics between you | 

BE W 

» BH: betwixt life and death, 2E 
FR ; betwixt {wo evils, Wits 

ro) 

; betwixt you and me, (Rey 

things, metho 

AG ~ {i} a 
Ee, AS ota He 
ri. 

Bevel, n. A kind of square, one leg of which is 
frequently crooked, =} f§ fh JX. 46. 2 #4 ; a slant 

inclination of a surface from the right line, 4°} 
th. AHI. 

| Bevel, a. Slant, #}; a bevel angle, =} fq. 
Eeyel, v. t. To cut to a bevel angle, FLAY. 

Beveled, pp. or a. Formed to a bevel angle, #3& 

Silt $5 - 
| Beveling, n. A hewing of timber with a proper 

and regular slant toward a bevel angle, fp} 

ACSA, SERASSAL S54. 
| Bever, v. 7. To take a small repast between meals, 

Et 
Beverage, n. An agrecable drink, 4¢-fR ZI, 4g: 

REM. WE AY CT. aL A Be A 
coffee is a fine beverage, Pri: fidg- fk; water, 
IK: cider, ZEHeYf; a mixture of cider and wa- 

ter, 28 40) fila WS afc; a drink or treat given for 
labour, Bi] 4F. 

Peyy.n. A flock of birds. —}¥ 65, TRE ; a com- 
pany. HE; a hevy of ladies, —PHEFe A. 

Bevy-grease, n. FE WH. 
Bewail, v.t. oe abe moan, ik, SE, 3e iit Ine 3E, AE 

Wie. 52. ZRRE, Veli; to bewail one’s parents, 

WS RUE eee “SEZ BB. 
HY eZ, 

SE 

29 
| Bewailab'’e, a. That may ba lamented, 

Drain 

| Bewailer, n. One who laments, ¥¢5E #7. SERE #. 
Bewailing, Ppr Lamenting, ¥E 3%, WFSE ; bewail- 

no ae 
B= j4- 

. Lamentation, RRA, iy SER, BR 

We. se WRU eE 5 expressing grief for, #F 

ic ieee sous ie grief for, UK age 

ing fone, 
Jewailine, 

eI es 

Wee BS 

SF 
3 
W2 a 

wm on Tn a mournful manner, 

FAR peau Nps a) Qu ae 
| Bew: il line 

po 2m 
ZI, SE 

Beware, v. 7. 'lo regard with caution, im, 7 

PEP. Be i TZ. (OR, TR. Hi. Gi 
to take care, Jr. My; beware ‘of 

ZIKZ. ti; beware of wine, WRF. 
| Geer v.t. To corrupt with regard to chastity, 

ES 

| xt. HB 

it ! 5} 

Bewilder, v. Zs HOU Ss HS iL 
| 

| 
| BL: ZEBL: B55, BLA ; to lead astray, 

| ws BY, hy BY, ee By, EF ids. al td. “. 
Rewildered, PP. Perplexed, FE. @U%. aL. ath itt 

[. REA SOTIEAL. HE 

O 
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DUEL, oth HE BL. BET ; completely bewildered, 

HRI UR. 
Bewildering, ppr. ora. Losing ina pathless place, 

45508. AGRI. ARH, 75696 : perplexing 
with confusion, a7 80. al. HE Bl. 

Bewilderment, n. State of being bewildered, fil} 

4. WALL. 
Bewitch, v. ¢. To deecive by tricks or imposture, 

ADA, ARLE A. VaR, BAI 
HiFEA. LIAR ate A: to fascinate, LI MAN, 
TDL. GAG. SAT, Tw, 28 We BBL. 

Bewitched, pp. Fascinated, pyre ek. 45 & wrik, 
RRA ; deceived hy tricks or imposture, AX IP Aey 

SELB. DIGG SUE. 
Bewitcher, mn. One who deceives by tricks or im- 

posture, Wepig7, AL. FB is Bi. AR lg ZZ As one who 
fascinates, 7& A wh. HAE NE, Fy he He. 

Bewitchery, n. Fascination, pap 7% Hi ; deception 
by tricks or imposture, JK ig, WeaAlg. 

Rewitchful, a. Allwing, wR EK AY, WB. 
Bewitching, ppr. Fascinating, 4] i fy. FREER, 

WAG. [BUSE. 
sewitchingly, adv. In a fascinating manner, 7% 

ALINE 
Bewrap, v.t. To wrap up, @i HE. 
Bewray, v.t. To betray, which see. 
Bewrayed, pp.. Betrayed, IRs ; disclosed, PW 

a. 
Jewrayer, n. A divulger of secrets, Fe MEE A. 

Bey, n. In the Turkish dominions, a governor, 
te. See Beg. 

Beyond, prep. or adv. Yonder, 7 4%, HHH. WE. 
Ay , ANS. ZERb. Abit, 4b; at a place not 

yet reached, 3a jf , Hi gxz ; In a degree exceeding, 

38, Ap: beyond the sea, PEAb. FEE Zab; be- 
yond the frontiers of China, 4h; beyond meas- 

ure, AE, LAE. IB. Bb. Heb. BU: be- 
yond what is proper or right, j8 2. A. jb pF 
7a YR; beyond the reach, ALK, WER, We Te FR 
FJ ; it is beyond your reach, (RA RZ. (Ripa 

ky, {IE Te 5 Zi, MY ALB 2%, SEAL pe ; beyond 

my reach, WAM 2. FGA Be, th AZ I ith 
4K Sh aii: beyond one’s means, Zp4h 3; beyond 
the amount fixed, #4; beyond the fixed time, 

3th IY), SE. far DI. fag YY. EY Bh; beyond 
belief, ABS. ALAR. WEA EA ; not beyond 
this, ASF VE. EAT AY: to spond beyond 

one’s income, 2 IRS WVT. (HT Si A a. 
beyond the half, ji 4F, #4 —42 ; to stay deyond | 
one’s time, FEZ {4 1) ; to go beyond any one (to 

deceive one), WESi A. Ii A. of JV; to go beyond 

(to penetrate further or deeper), #73. PZB 
35, We flb. jf 1%; 10 exceed the truth, #§ #f ; not 
beyond this, A.kh— fe. 

Bezan. n. A cotton cloth from Bengal, F¢* fig si 

iN 
Bezoar, n. An antidote, iP3¢2% ; bezoar from oxen, 
4 Fe; bezoar from dogs, Fae Fy. * 

Bias, n. A weight on one side of anything, {fq # ; 
a leaning of the mind toward an object, Je, {fj 

SEE ARG Std RSD. ABS. AB A. EIB; proj 
dice, (fi. tt 2. Tbk. _—; the bias of a dis- 

course, ALE. a ZR. 
Bias, a. Slant, 7, PR}: a bias check, Hiif; to go 

bias, to run bias, #728, Hig fF ; to cut cloth bias, 
WY AE; to fall bias, PERL. PRE AG. 

Bias, v.t. To incline to one side, {fj 4] ; {0 pervert, 
His A; to prejudice against, #ejF. 

Bias-drawing, n. {fi Be. 4h Ht. 

Biased, pp. ora. Prejudiced, ¢2jR i. ath 4. (fi 
HE : warped, 7, 2 fry. 

Biasing, ppr. Prejudicing, it ffm. (A EL 
warping, {fii 72 Ay. 

Bib, mn. A small piece of cloth, worn by children 
over the breast, \f¥-F JA Bak, Dok A, 

FUCA. Fl ic el. CHE. HE TH. HEL. AAG. A alk 
Aa; name of a fish, (4%. 

Bib, v.i. To sip, ip, ta. Pgh 3 sip the wine, 

rai. 
Bibacious, a. Addicted to drinking, 4 fk, RE fiK, 

Je fe Ay. ERIE. HAT He 2 
Bibber, n. A man given to drinking, & PKA, #& 

fay; a wine-hibber, Af PRUs HH. AE PRIME. 8S 

He. WE. BIH. WI. AME. 
Bibble-babble, n. Ide talk, Wife. WE = 19% py. 

Bibio, n. A name of the wine fly, eat 3% - 

Bible, n. The Book, by way of eminence, 4# ar, He 

8, Mar INGE 2 a EEE 
HAS # ; the Sacred Word of God, _- #727 Hess ; 
the Sacred Writings, Je ¢% ; the sacred yolume, 
containing the revelations of God, Lae Raz 
reid 

Bible Society, n. A society for the distribution of 
the Bible, geese Gr, ype FE He ae Gr . 

Bibler, n. A great drinker, } 754%. Wal, WHE, 

Nid Pa fE- 
Biblical, a. Pertaining to the Bible, 3#g fy. Be 

* Dr. Medhurst gives the names of several other kinds of 

intestinal concretions of a caleulous nature, which we 
merely add for curiosity’s sake, as we were not successful 

“ Bezoar from pigs, JK ME ; bezoar from 
monkeys, #43; bezoar from camels and she>p, KER AERE. 

in discovering any : 



Gey) 
Biblically, adv. In accordance with the Bible, 4 

ey. WES. Ee | 
Bibliographer, n. One wlio composes or compiles 

the history of hooks, 2 4.3 Ya 49300 ees H. 

Bibliographic, Bibliographical, a. Pertaining to 
{he =e of books, 3¢ HulpE, AC MA. Se YU, 

a n. A history or description of hooks, 

FL MEL, APE, i ORES. BBE. 
Bibliolatry, 2. eno or homage paid to hooks, 

F JS, us 2 fe HEL. EH, HE 
Bibliomancy, n. A kind of divination, performed 

by means of selecting passiges of the Sacred 

Seripture at hazard, and drawing from them 
indications concerning things future, £¥ fj We 

Bibliomania, x. Book-madness, BFL, 5 Ay 2 Thi A 
$k; avage for possessing rare and curious books, 

Bibliomaniac, n. One who has a rage for books, 

tie. 5 
Bibliomaniacal, eS {o a passion for 

hooks, ariel. ¢ BYE f1y- 

Libliopole, Bibliopolist, n. A hook-seller, ¥8 #4. 
Bey ha sp: Ye 
Fa re 4. j 

Bib!othecal, a. Belonging to a library, 9 ENR, 

EG. ETE 
Bibliothecary, n. A librarian, 3 29%, “at #, =E 

Sig “We 

Bibliotheke, n. A library, 225%, shes Hf 
Biblist, n. One who makes the Scriptures the sole 

rule of faith, #39 7 HE XE #4 ; one who is conver- 
sant with the bible, 7k #€ 4. EAE. 

Bibwous, a. Spongy, sR. LEM. Bol 
¥; that has the gait of imbibing fluids, [4% 

AE, PRAY. Petey. 
Bicalcarate, a. Armed with two spurs, as the limb 

of an animal, RE fy. Pee IRE. 
Bicaysular, a. In botany, having two capsules con- 
taining seed to each flower, SECM, WE DE (J. 

Bicarbonate, n. A carbonate, containing two parts 
of carbonic acid to ene of Lase, WE peAe 

Bice, ise. n. A pure blue colour, 3 Be, 1 BE ff. 
Bicentenary, n. GG4%, = of GRE. [ fry. 
Bicephalous, a. Having {wo heads, ‘F SfimpE. gE gt 
Biche-de-mer, xn. Trepang or sea ginseng, ffpZ ; 

white biche-de-mer, ,Gjfp#8; Diack biche-de- 
mer, EAifpZe. 

Bicipital, Bicipitous, a. Having two heads. GE grypE ; 
muselcs having two origins (biceps), SF HL AL. 
Pe THs ie quarrel, Bie Bait. AAE. ABB. 

| Bickering, 
| Bickern, mn. An iron ending in a beak er point, 

BID 

Bi, PIE, BUR, ie JE 5, 79. 198 
A at to scold, Wie, (gi ie; to quiver, as a 

flame, Ps fst; to quiver, as water, 7. 
tae n. One who engages in a petty quarrel, 

irs a, & NEN. 
Bickering, ppr. Quarreling, JA $§. Stam. HAS, 

Wi 
Contention, 4t24 n. Contention, FF jay. 

We il 
Bicolor, a. Having two distinct colours, GE & 3%, 

iH CNN. 
Biconjugate, a. In pairs, ff fy; 

side, ab vr, aE TEP. 
Bicorn, Bicornous, a. Having {wo horns, #£ f§ fry, 

1H 8 (0. ee 
Bicorporal, a. Having two bodies, #& & fy, tio 
3icrural, a. Having two legs, E JHNpE. 

Bid, wv.t. 3 pret. lid, agony: bid, bidden. Ta 

order, OMY. WHS, js Ae. AP. BE, TIS TL. BEAR 
TY We, WT WBS; to bid. as at te tion, Hifi; to hid 
up, {Ufa wA fas bid him come in, BEBA 

Ie, PERL AAS. FHA AAS. TAS, HAE: to 
bid farewell, 4508 aii, BLGE. AH. 45). uff 

placed side by 

Hi: to bid goed bye, FF Bs; to bid welcome, 
He SEE, Seal. Th WW. RE LILAM: to bid 
beads, Aye : {o bid prayers, Bp SHE iw 
io bid the bans of matrimony, #4RE; to bid to 
a feast, a 4eethse ; to bid to doa thing, MMyy, 

Wil; to bid defiance, HEA, si gp; to bid fair, 

AGIA, AG SR OH. 
Bid, Bidden, Pp. of bid. Commanded, WS yf ikh, We 

My seh 3 invited, ZRH: offered, ee it bid fair 

ic our prespec t, Ay HITE I all the sons did as 
they were hide n, Ae-F An fiz. 

Bidale, xn. In England, an inyitation to drink ale 

at some poor man’s house, and there to contrib- 
ule in charity. #§7E#H 18 PRUE TH LET Z Sp 

Bidder, x. One who offers a price, 1) FF 3%. He (Ns 

bidder by tickets, #e #2, fy aes to sell to the 

highest bidder, 4g, py, Ife. 

Bidding, ppr. Commanding, fhe, Sy 3 Invit- 

ing, gy; Offering, Hi, 4x; qineercine He 

Bide, v.7. To dwell, J Es BREE, 73- 

Bide, v.¢. To endure, #, fit, JE; to suffer, & ; to 
wait for, 48, 4%; to endure hardships, 2 ie - 

to endure cold, iit ; to suffer reproach, 5&5 ; 
able to endure, 74, Way. B&H: able to suf- 

fer, Bef. 

3idental, a. Having two teeth, fy FE. FF. 
Bidet, n. A small horse, .J\ 83. B5{F; a bath for 



BIG 

Snfnis, Be QUE. BOLI. 
Biding, ppr. Dwelling, Jy f€£. 
Biding, n. Residence, J x. 

Biennial, a. 

TH 499 ; taking place once in two years, TH | 
—2#; blossoming once in two years, fy4E LL 
— A. 

Biennially, adv. Once in two years, fj 4E— Rk. 
Bier, n. A frame of wood for conyeying dead hu- | 

man bodies to the grave, ff4FH2, FRNRAR, AF 
2; a carriage for conveying {hem to the graye, 

HOME, ait aE. 

Biestings, n. pl. The first milk given by a oS 
after calving, 4F RZ FL ZEAE FR PAS 

Bifarious, a. @E, Ge, NPE. Wa Ge; ie eee, 
BHMRE; pointing in two ways, 4B z. 

Biferous, a. Bearing fruit twice a year, — 

WK. WH Ae YL. 
Biffin, n. A ba Led apple crushed down into 

round cake, ZS 44 ip. 
bifid, a. In botany. two-cleft, we Dale 

with a cleft, 7g BME. LLNEBA. BIEL 

abit 

0 ie ing 

Biflorous, a. Bearing two flowers, Ba Tay 

fy. 
Bifold, a. Double, ‘a, HE ar. ae Ho, a Be, ae Ge, 

fie 
Bifoliate, n. In botany, 

fg, A SSH. 
Biforate, a. Having two perforations, Wi 2. Wf 

BENGE. 

Biform, a. Having two forms, HEE Ay, WIZE. 
Biformed, a. Compounded of two forms, #EJB 

fry. 
Biformity, n. A double form, £32 #4. THEE. 

Bifronted, a. Having two fronts, HERE. mith fy- 
Bifureate, Bifureated, a. Forked, 2, ‘¢ 3052E. Fy 

BL. 
Bifurcation, n. A forking. 22 4%. 
Big, a. Large, $e; growing up, f= 7¢; a woman 

big with child, 2, P84; to look big. A gk. HS 
Hi. MEFIL ; how big he grows, ZETHI FA : the 

hig or front gate, APY; a big-headed prawn 
(a fool), AC BAM; you think yourself rather big, 

wr LGA: to talk big, F051. 
Ail, FW; to go big with a project, 8 oval 
AKAN to be big with pride, GBA, HEF AG; 
big words, FH ; 
We tA HF. it ig KoFi: he looks big upon 
others, FL Jt [- Wk: a big face, #F- ijA; full 

of grief, 7% ik BE RE: brave, Fc J; lofty, Fy; 

great in ae BA 

wie having two leaves, 

Continuing for two years, ij 26 (Vy, | 

a flat, | 

aecrisis hig with great events, | 

BIL 

| Bigamist, n. One a has { {wo wives at once, Ee 

BA, ae i PELE. 
Bigamy. n. The crime of having two wives ata 

time, HES ZSE. BE SE SE. * 
Big- bellied, a. \K% amit, AMR. Ke Ae 

| Jk, DRA TWULE, Wb. 
Big-boned, a. ee large bones, if Fe. 

Big-named, . Having a famous name, AY fy. 
KAI 

Bie- =v a. Greatly extended, Jif. 
| Big-uddered, a. Having large udders, FJg,SGR. 
Biggin, n. A child's cap. f4F Zi. WF. AF 

NT. MESA ji. 
. Bight, n. A small bay between two points of land, 

fff: the double part of a rope when folded, 

Fe ESS. 
Bigly, adv. In a swelling, 

WOR. NG He 9. 
Bigness, n. read AFG ; bulk, Eee. 
Bigno mia grandiflora, n. BaRAE. 

Bigot, n. A person who is obstinately and unrea- 
ra SF sonably wedded toa particular creed, &e., ULE 

vi IG aK Has 4 USED. BE. HR 
LE. hit 2h 

po Bigoted, a. Obstinately, and blindly at- 
tached to some creed, Je #t. VERN. ULB. Fi 

TUM. BIYLAG. HIG: very bigoted, Fge7 
A tt—; bigoted to one’s own opinion, 4G, 
Ji; begoted and impenetrable to reason, JfyQe 

| - i. 
| Bigotedly, ade. In the manner of a bigot, Ue. diy 

VE. He: bigotedly attached to geomancy, JPA 
Ji\7K; bigotedly attached to the ancients, je 

fi ; bigotedly adhering to ancient usages, fig Be 
TE fo, VEN: bigotedly adhering {o one’s 
own cata H—, Hoh. #—-e82 Hh. He 

fia 2 5. 
Bigotry, n. Blind attachment to a partien’ar ereed, 

Uege4 Fi. VEE; excessive prejudice, Heys 
i. UUAWET. H—z YE. [3k. 

cE 

Era) Le SE tas 

blustering manner, 

Bijou, n.3 pl. Bijoux. A irinkét. Effi; a jewel, PE 
Bijoutry, n. Jewelry, 4ee Hc #8. 
Bilabiate, a. Having two lips. WS Ag. 17 ISO. 
Bilander, x. A small merchant vessel, Jif. Js A. 

Bilateral, Having two sides, iP. 77 i 

iil, 17 BE. 
Bilberry, n. [as (?). 
Bilbo, n. A rapier, $l), Jp sa]. 

Bilhoes, n.pl. Long bars of iron, with shackles, 

* Ms HEE Me me SSM tat ERASE mee 2 DPR WL AE 



used to confine the feet of prisoners, HE, BRE, 

JED 
Bilboquet, x. A toy called a cup and ball, Ri g&. 
Bile, n. A yellow liquor, separated from the blood | 

in the liver, JE, JW. si. WE YF. IEA. Be IK. 

NFIZ V+; 10 vomit hile, Use EL AIC s 

WEY Ae Z ; vitiated bile, ey} se &. 

Bile, n. An inflamed tumour. See Boil. 
Bileduct, n. A vessel to convey bi.e, he. 
Bilestone, n. A concretion of viscid bile, JH 47, Ju 

WP. 
Bilge, n. The protuberant part of a cask at the 

middle, #f gf; the breadth of a ship's bottom on 
- which she resis when aground, feye. fe Z 

Vis] We - 
Bilge, v. 7. To suffer a fracture in the bilge, Ai Ze 

Wiehe, Te. 
Bilge-pump, n. Hise] ye Ae- 
Bilge-water, n. BI AZ AK, He ak Yelk. 

Dilged, pp. ora. Having a fracture in the bilge, 

A eB ru, 
Biliary, a. Belonging to the bile, 3) jt, os fis. 
i; the biliary duets, JH, IF 2 WE yp: 

biliary calculus, JH Zy : Sie ae ae ee 

Hi - ; 
Bilingual, Bilinguar, a. In two languages, jj #% 

DOE (AG). Wie (V9 
Bilinguous, a. Having two tongues, AA. 

AAPEE ; speaking two languages, aif id ak. ak 

£5 Hal 
Bilious, a. MIGE, IM fy ; excess of bile, 

JU AKACS sa complaint, jh 7335 
JH Aq ; Wilious fever, #877 HOE. 

Bilk, v. ¢. To deceive, kg, book UK ER. 
Bill. x. The beak ofa fowl, YF, BY, BO. 2, 

BK ; an instrument in hon form of a crescent, 
and fitted with a handle, used in cutting,prun- 
ing, Ge., a bill-hook, $F. HR. FFs. AT], 43k 7J, 

ih JJ. Sal. Zl A: 
Wr, #9A; a hedge Will, $B. 

Bill, n. A written paper, ‘i; a Dill of exchange, 

Bhi, WE. Ee anit, RAE, BRST. PHL; a 
Bey note, “ge: a bill sale, 1 Et Wi. 
Witt at, Hig: a bill for goods, REB i. af 
eit : > a doctor's bill, 48 Ff. et ; a bill of di- 
vorce, ff Pe, Z) Be, HERE, Zpge 2 BH; a bill of 

lading, SCHL, WITH. IRLE AL. LEE ML: bill 
of fare (in China), AE, Asi, (HAS HL; a 
druggists bill, HAS fi ; a bill of indictment, 4} 

aif to make out a bill, BRL; make out a bill 
for the paying off of all debt, BAA AL; to 

GP ARE, 
: bilious calculi, 

{P33 

(IIT) ir 

excessive bile, | 

| Bill-sticker, 

bring a bill in parliament, BR WTS ; pill 
of mortality, jth fy % at, Ep hike Ga at. EWE Ht ; 
is the bill past? jh oe AF. HE Fe AF; Dill of entry, 

AES EL Wt PE A SBE gt sa bill of sicht, 
Agi; a bill of rights, PAR. HEEB; Dill of 

health. 424 Wi: {o send a bill, ARIAL; to pro- 
test a bill, AE, [RAE 
a bill of credit. 35 At. 

n. One employed to stick up bills or 
placards in public oe Fit oys Hy fe HH. 

Bill, v. z. To join bills, As, Bp. 

Bill, v.t. To advertise by a public notice, HifZ#r. 
Bill-book, n. AES oh HEM FR Ht AG 

Billet, x. In China, a separate note accompanying 
official documents, He 3a small note in writ- 

ing, Hh. UF. WF e. BE. ARBRE 
Billet, xn. A small stick (of wood), 

a L 

Billet. v.t. To direct a so'dier by 
to lodge, Bk fey hi. 

a ticket where 

let-doux, n. A love lette 

to accept a bill, AB RR; 

Bi "ty a. 
| Billeting, ppr. aetna as soldiers in private 

a kind of hat tle- “xe, 32, F | 

houses, 7JN fk (ei A Bl ES. fk (0 Be Tt WR RS ES 
biliard, a. Pertaining to the game of billiards, 

Fy DR, ay UKE Bh : a billiard room, ge HE; 
billiard table, pk se; billiard ball, p&, $y Uk 3 
billiard stick, IT DERE 

Billiards, n. pl. A game played on a rectangular 
table, covered witha green cloth, with small 
ivory balls which the players aim to drive into 
hazard-nets, or pockets, at the sides and corners 
of the tables, by impelling one ball against an- 
other, with maces or cues, JR EK, AT Oe iBK Ay i 
Ik. pe; “* the Chinese game,” #3}; to play 
at billiards, #7 yk. 

jlling, ppr. or n. Caressing. 3} 15. 
illion, mn. A million of millions, —fp, —FJ. 

Billot, x. Gold or silver in the bar, 4> gp (€. 
Billow, n. A great wave or surge of the sea, jf, 

i. DOS. AME LGR. Wei. DED. BEE, 
ies: WS. TRIE. 

illow, v.t. To rise and roll along in large waves, 

Vi DADS, DELFT HE. 
Billow-beaten, a. ‘Tossed by billows, pei Mer. 
Billowing, ppr. Swelled into large waves, jfU jf 

tks HE AM. BEAK UE- 
Billowy, a. Swelled into large waves, eK 

full of billows, jai iff UK fae. RUG. FE ii. Hie ik 

UES. 

Bilobed, Bilobate, a. Divided into two lobes, jj # 

fF, ODS ADS fF 
Bilocular, a. Divided into two cells » WS. SP 
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45 TE. TIMI. 
Biluchi, n. GAGe ia (fi %). 
Bimaculaie, a. Having two spots, fg EVE, Ty 7 

fh. #5 aa. 
Bimana, m. A term applied to tlie highest order 

of mammatlia, of which man is the type and 

sole genus, SBE45, i PE. [ PAE. 
Timanous, a. Having two hands, 
Bimarginate, a. Having two margins, pqS28 64, 

1 458 
Bimedia!, a. Dimedial line, 4 4 #R. 
Bimensal, a. an curring once in two months, jij 

eae 

Bimuse ae al. Tee in 1 ee muscles and 

two mascutar impressions, EL fry, GELB. 

Bin, x. A wocden Jiox or chest, used as a repesi- 
tory of corn, 33Hi3 separate rooms, used as a 
Sneak Fe (Mave ZL A Sa repesitory of corn, sift, @EL, BR. jae 

Binacle, n. A wooden case or box in which the 

compass is kept on board a ship, ALR RETF, BE 

HERE. BE ie. 
Binary, a. Pee d of two, EB: 

binary compound, ij FEMA. 18 F fi Lin eh 
Wi fa 98 5 bimary star, ff 5, ESE, a See, pe Be. 

Binary, x. The constitution of two, t ie, FT #8: 

ii a, =a. ‘ 
Binate, a. Being double, GE (ij, $f; growing in 

pairs, #$42, 4¢4E AY, FAME 
Bind, v.t.; pret. Lound ; lp bound. Sf, it fi. 

AR Hs AE AL A 2, SS A 
fie : £8, PIE itd. ye. pee it Hh, He lt. tif Fae ee. 

Bs. iA. iE. aa Be i ME. hg iol. FJ: to bind 
with cords, 3 (£: #hl Eide. SABE. LEI; to 
bind up, HAGE. HH AE. fay; to bind fast, 3%; : 
bind together, A#EJ¥, bee hind it, BE CEB ; 
bind the feet, fe gH. SS AM. Bsa. BEL. GLH ; 

bind the head, eo: to a the fae W “ihe a 
ee We; to bind the hands behind the 

Lack, WP h. KCd* ; to tie up into a sheaf, Hi, 

sf (E, Wh HME. Aesth to bind close, 49 
Wx, AEBS, PIE SE, MHHE RK ; to bind locscly, 47 
AE SE, th AE a ; to bind the neck of a dress, #f 
#208. HNGA ; to form a border, #5; to bind 
with rattans, #8. FT HE. Be EME; to bind on 
ihe girdle, Hi Ba, MAAN, Howe : to bind clese and 
straight, #HjA; to bind up the hair, Hes, a 
DE. HESZ. #852; to enwrap, LE, LIE; to 
enwrap a corpse, B87 ; to bind hooks, €pge.47 
4; to bind by covenant, #8}; to bind by an 
agreement, dy hd. is. ar#); to bind with 

an oath, #2, 45h 

RF. AW 

; fo bind a bargain with 

i. earnest, 38%E Ft; to bind one an apprentice, 3 
ALF [a] ; 0 bind over, +e Fi) 4 4 ; to bind two 
together, $F #4; to bind in friendship, ## 2g, 4 
Sy, Hie Be io bind tegether, as glassware, Jy; 

to bind as prisoners, #3 3%, #2#8 ; to bind into a 
small compass, BE NRUR, Hs to seize and bind up, 

as a sheaf, AK io bind the howe!s. PASE, AI 
Pi ie 3 aoe: he was bound hand and foot. Ph 
JE: # Ew ; to be bound in gratitude, Jak Pa, 
I) ick WY BE : will be bound, ARGH wy ARGH IK, 
ff: Fs a wind-bound ship, Arie A Z Mi, BG 

Hk ee 7a ik ES bil 5 4 i 
Bind, v. 7. To contract, sk, 47 Fa]; to grow 

sill, 5, SSSNG BLIGE. BB HIDE: to grow ar, 
TW 

Bind-weed, n. A troublesome weed, of the genus 
convolvulus, TIN ie 1é fil. 

Binder, n. A person who binds, #h4%, RH; a 
hook-binder, £78 #4, SJSElE. STB fis 5 any- 
thing that binds, #§, (4. | Zi. 

Bindery, n. A place where books are bound, $f a 
Binding, ppr. Fastening a band, #h CE, BEER, Bh 

confining, Pht fe, Figblt ; covering asa book, Ait 
wv; 

$f ; contracting, #444; making stith, Ae RM, A 
a fuk. 

Binding, a. That binds, $64, Jib 2% BF. WHRIMIE 
Cet n. The act of fastening with a band, $f 

; book-binding, £p#z4F ; something that 

secures the edye of cloth, #H (Fé. 

Bing. n. A heap of alum thrown together, —}{f 

eaii 
Binnacle, n. The compass box of a slip, Sy _ Ak 

HI. BNE. ALE Me, AAR. ME W- 
Binocie, rn. A dioptric lateral EARS, ff-ER. 

Binocular, a. Having two eyes, BEMRIRE. BEM fy ; 

having two appertures, y#8Ag. GE 880. se 
Ie; having two tubes (as an opera glass), we 
fej MOE HE 2) Ay 5 a binocular telescope. BEFE ge, FF 

$i. 
Binoculate, a. Having two eyes, BENE ry, Fy BEWE. 
Binomial, a. A root colisisting of two members, 

connected by the sign plus or mints, as: a+ b 
or 5—3, JAS: binomial line, 4 4% ¥ ; bino- 
mial theorem, 4% 7: 

Binoxyd, n. See Deutoxyd. 
Biocellate, a. Marked with two eye-like spots, #& 

TSE fag RE MENGE ; a biocellate peacock’s feather, GE 

WEE iH. ree 
7 Biographer, n. A writer of lives, (EF 

Biographic, Biographical, a. Pertaining to bio- 

Hig 

fhe 

vr 



‘BIR 

FFM. a ETT IEE. 
Biography, n. History of the life and character 

of a diction person, 2° \ 4 ft NS fr fe. 

ft th, STE. 4th: biography of a clan 
or individual of the sume, 3g flr ff ; biography 

of distinguished ladies, Ae | fff; biography of 
eminent statesmen, #8 Fr (ag. 20 af ; biography 
of clans, WESK 2, feast. te 

—t. 2- graphy Ye 

( 119 ) 

Biology, n. The science of life, 2} 27 BE. ALTE | 
Bioyae, Bihoyae, n. See Bivonae. 

Biparous, a. Bringing forth two at a birth, ZE FF 

We. MEI), TEU 2. HAE. SBA. FEES Vi- 
parous, as applied to plants, #2 FA fg. 

Bipartible, Bipartite, a. That may be divided into 
two parts, BY 4p AGP, BY 4} 4G —. 

Bipartinent, a. Dividing into two parts, BEB. 4p 

Ba GMT. 1 HOE, FA. 
Bipartite, a. Having {wo correspondent parts, GE 
Fp fy, Y}5p ; divided into two parts to the hase, 
as a leaf, 345} 2 38. 

Bipartition, n. The act of dividing into two parts, 
J4FP GIP, BBA HH; the act of making two 
correspondent parts, {I] i 4%. 

Bipectinate, a. Having two margins toothed like 
acomb, pyr Ry (vy, 1S Ps ME. 

Biped, * n. An animal having two feet, as man, 

SES. CE. DE, WES. 
Ea, iy Melk iy. 

Bipedal, a. Having two feet, WEA. WL. 

THO a Ws EVE 
Bipennate, a. Having two wings, 

6. AZ. 
Bipetalous, a. Having two flower leaves, 4 (Vy ; 

having two petals, “if fvy, Fr We EAS. 
Bipinnate, Bipinnated, a. Having pinnate leayes 

on each side of the petiole, Mi 7 #74748". 7 
HENGE. 

Bipolar, a. Doubly polar, = BRAS. Wy RR. 
Bipunctual, a. Having two points, 4 jh, Ww Ek 

Gh. HG EAMEE. 

| Birch, n. 

TAS, WS | 

Bipupillate, a. A term applied to an eye-like spot | 
on the wing of a butterfly, RypWiese | 7 WEE, 

WEA. 
Biquadrate, n. The fourth power arising from the 
Be of a square number or quantity 
by itself. = Jez. 

Biquadratic, a. Biqnadratie parabola, = Fe FF Hh 

Wis 

Biradiate, Biradiated, a. Having two rays, =H} 

es ABUL. t sme 

| Bird- hol i n. 

BIR 

fis. 1 A IEG. 
The betula, RAVE, HEAC (?). 

3irch wine, mn. Wine made of the vernal juice of 

the birch, BEASTS. 

Bird, mn. A term for small fowls, 7€ : - large birds, 
t@ : birds, or the feathered trike, &. @#. BA, 

HIS 4. AA H; birds and beasts, 3 Bra: a flying 
bird, J&E. TREF: migratory birds, WR By. hese 

45; wild birds, [ly KE. nF ES; nocturnal 
birds, 7% 6; a lucky bird, #6): an unlucky 
birds, KIB, HAE: lirds and heasts could 
all talk, Ejtik 4 fe = ; the harmonions singing 
of birds, HE, Ms; (metonymy): the earoling of 

birds, the dissensions of friends, BE; to hit 
the bird in the eye, Ffrfs: fine fe Albers make 

fine birds, JE4CAEK BAAN ; to kill two birds 
with one stone, —2 pj 7}. — Yt ay ff. 

Bird of Paradise. n. A genus of birds found in the 

Orie ant al isles, some of them remarkably beauti- 

ful, 768, ALB, #2 &- 
An. arrow for shooting birds, Bf, 

TER: 
Bird-cage, n. et. BH. 
Bird-eatcher, n. A fowler, gif 6 i 

catches birds with bird-lime, #44 7€ {€. 
Bird-cherry, n. A species of prunus, whose fruit 

is peculiarly grateful to birds, ERI. 
Bird-eyed, a. Quick-sighted, FE DERE HE. 
Bird-fancier, n. One who takes pleasure in rearing 

birds, #EI¢ #. 
sird-like, a. Resembling a bird. Ie. Anz. 
Bird-lime, ». A viscous substance, used to catch 

birds, #57602. GE V8. 

Bird-man, n. A fowler, which see. 

Bird-organ, n. A small barrel organ, used in 

teaching birds to sing, BSE, Jnl ff. 
Bird-pepper, n. A species of capsicum, affording 

the best Cayenne pepper, 7E AICI. EZEML. 
Birds-eye, n. In archery, the target. Jt, ff. fy. 

EL. 
Birds-eye, a. Seen from above, 7€ il. 2erhe PF 8, 
ee Mya. EZ Msi; birds-eye view, 7 PH, 

GUE. CSE 
Birdsnest, m. A nest in ae a bird lays eggs, 

and hatches her young, ft, EAL, #E RE: edible 

birdsnests, af 2}; superior, 2 an or mandarin 
nests, Beare. Fe; common or middling nests, 
TR | inferior, unclean or feathery nests, 3% 
qc ; they are often simply called [rf , su- 
perior, middling and inferior (qualities). 

Bird-witted, a. Flighty, WPIAPE. HER. 

one who 
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Birgander, n. A wild gocse, ff. 
Birhomboid: “ a. Having a surface compesed oe 

twelve rhombic faces, 4-— pi fy. 4° ae 
Birmah, n. $f fa). 

Birostrate, Birostrated, a. Having a double beak, 
or process resembling a beak, HE 1. $e Ag. 

Birth, ». The act of being Jorn, ZB. #&. ZB. AE | 
4, WEA. AEF, UTE, HWE Pe, PR Sis the act of 

bringing forth, parturition, yh. FPA. EEF: 
premature birth, J& Wy. BR Of, 8 A oN FE. AE FE. 

AHH IA WZE; natural birth, TERE. WA tye. 
32 Ze. 8 4 ZENE: sapernatural birth, [%& 
PEE, PE IL; the birth of Christ, JS M@eME4E. TB | 

(as ay Sad FORME IL, TS MORES IE: to he reborn ( 

gration), #236. FEE. FE2E. FE MIE. ; three 
ata birth, —fL =ZE: a person of ee birth, 

oe GS 3 Ae es Ae 
#'§ ; a person of mean birth, SePY-, se. IE | 

RW. RF. FAWN. BEBE A, ASE RR 
IIE, FAERIE s now birth, W/E WE. MAE. 
#H4E, WZE: whatever be your birth, Az tl 
til He, Ar Fig BE Be, OE mE SEPY ; from birth to 
death, fy AEX AE : pirth and death are decreed 
by faith, AE AEF fp; to celebrate a birth, fieHe 
74; from birth till the age of ten, J Z4E -f ZB; 
men at their birth, #2E ZF. 

Birth, Berth, n. A station in which a ship rides. 

Sce Berth. 

Birth-day, n. 4EA. HA. BR, SB A. AES. @ 
I, F-#k; an idol’s birth-day, ee, & we 

38 Se, (ois the birth-day of an emperor, WW 33 
i. Ey KR Gy. BY SE; the birth-day of a 
prince, =f re the birth-day of the Pearty 
Emperor, JE @# JL: 10 congratulate one on 

his birth-day, #4 Al. 2st. PLES. ZS BH 

birth-day presents, jila. Pea. DEER. Fi fz 
§¥; to celebrate one’s birth-day, ff{42 A- 

Birth-place, n. ‘The place where a person is horn, 

PEI, BEBE, BCH. Wes. BRL. HEL SIE, ELLIE ME 
J. HEME ASE. ASAE 2. 

sirth-right, n. Any right or privilege, to which | 
a person is entitled by birth, AE Tip ff. a | 

{tf- kes = LIS 238: SEAL, 3 2 ila 
Birthwort, n. wee. 
Bis. Bi or bis, as a prefe 

WW. iM. 
Biscotin, n. A confection, 

aa 

x, signifies repetition, 

made of flour, sugar, 

Rison, n. A quadru 

| Bit, 

A. Gh HE. 8 0. Os 68. CTT. GEHL 
oa scda biscuits, a 47 fif #; ginger biscnits, 
+ (HE: sweet biscuits, #FGENZ: water crackers, 
YRwEe; fancy biscuits. AESKAE BE; porceiain, 
after the first baking, B&—2e Z Ha. (2). 

| Bisect. v.¢. To divide into two parts. £45 mE. 

Th eH HK Ral MS, SPR AL. EASY. ik 
Ho 

Bisected, pp. aa into two equal parts, Fi j&, 

Fh ith HI AK. 
3isecting, ppr. Dividing into two equal parts, fi], 

SP TH ith 
Bisection, n. The act of cutting into two equal 

parts, $f 8 Ab i a 
Biseriate, a. Existing in two series, jij #7"@§. iH fF 

fig. = Tr. . 
Bisexual. a. In botany, hermaphrodite, P2B5 FE [a] 

A — iz. 
| Bishop, n. A spir:tual superintendent, * 5175, Si 

the term used hy 

in the primitive 
(i. Bc fi. GO. Ved 
Catholics is 23%, # Hck: 
church, an elder or overseer, BF nl. $A, it 

Bishop, n. A cant word for mixture of wine, or- 

anges and sugar, $i 2% JB 1 ME De ERE 
#5 \vishop. 

Bishop, v. ¢. To confirm, RE {z. 
Bishopric, n. A diocese, Be Ye Fill Ores He Z Be 
Bishops-weed, n. Fy Ff. 
Bisk. n. Soup or broth, made by boiling several 

sorts of flesh together, 4€ py Bs. 
| Bisket, n. See Bisenit. 

Bismuth, n. A metal of a yellowish, or reddish- 
white colour, 4s #f. 

ved of the bovine genus, BF AF. 

Bissextile, mn. Leap-year, [)47. 
Bister, n. A dark-brown pigment, prepared from 

the soot of wood, #¥% if, (pig’s liver colour). 

Bistort. n. Snake-weed, #28. 

Bistoury, n. A surgical instrument for making 
incisions, #[1227J); sharp pointed bistoury, 
St JJ; blunt pointed bistoury, fit JJ; 
straight bistoury. & i JJ. 

Sisulcous. a. Cloven-footed, as swine or oxen, Jif 

os ul NE. fa 

ea 

iS Af. 

Hen marmalade and eges, Bik. JES) 

Basle oe, Wi {lik Z- | 
Biscuit, n. ‘Twice baked bread, Arie 7 Hip ai: a 

kind of bread, formed into cakes, 30 f5f%¢. 2a | 

HERA | 

‘The iron part of a bridle, 

*’ so often heard * oveat shepherd, * The term Jeti 
| and so frequently used by such as should know better, is 

very objectionable, le: ading to erroneous notions as to the 

position and duty of a b ishop. 
xt SUES and V. 17; Tit. 1,5 and V. 
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$h, Fe i, FE 7, FE 5M. 2. HE), i. Bir, i. Bitter, . Acrid, ¥, 34, HE: bitter or briny like 
iA, BK, PCF; the reins attached to the bit, ##, Sara r, (oR. Wie; as bitter as gall, JH MRR: 
Hi, more bitter than wax of the ear, 7eFsth EL Re ; 

Bit, v.t. To put a bridle upon a horse, We Fi RE: | distressing, BLM. VFA‘. SER. BEE, Bev. deme: 
to put the bit into the mouth, 3 tf. very bitter, 4f 74; bitter and pungent, Ff 4if; a 

Bit, n. Asmall piece, — y2.—-S38.—- Hf ; a jot and bitter or hard lot, 74 @p; bitter words, Wy, 
whit, —%), —fiy, 26; he is not a bit wiser, SEW ; bitter weeping, PESE, FASE, HWE; bitter 

4B I — (yy HE GE : a small coin of the value of four enemies, Fi tL, TY Gk; bitter repentance, i The ; 
pence, je; a hit of bread, —fry Hi : sweet and hitter, {743 bitter and sweet taken 
not a bit, MEANT Z ; a little bit, —AgNfS; to} together, {FrFh]se: hitter to the taste, but 

keep for the last hit, MCE 2: a few bits wholesome bee is Fea ; bitter peach, 4 

of fat, $8 fF J lk: broken bits, $m Be, Fa RE > (WE: bitter almonds, JEAF; bitter dates, Hi 

broken to hits, $i. F4 ME; wait a hit, e—-e& JW; the bitter eats or ege@-plant, 77 3 

FA. hitter yegetable, a species of Eruca, tego 

Bitch, n. The female of the canine kind, Jit, Hy bitter vegetables, jee. 
H:, WEFE; the hitch goos, Fg fee : a prosti- Bitter, n. A substance that, is bitter. See Bitters. 

tute, Jf tit. j3 4; son of a bitch, FMA, HeWHE  Bitter-salt. n. mt som salt, Fe, Be tes te. 
[ee Bitter-sweet, n. A slender ciihatbit « plant, # 26 

Bite, v.t.; pret. bit; pp. bit, bitten. Ws, He, 3%, He rae We 
Wie, WS. 33k, WAR. EL, IBF; bite off a mouthful, we Bitter-wort, n. Gentian, gi. 

—Ii; to bite in two, WEBy, MSH. wenk. msde, | Bilterish, a. Somewhat bitter, A. Yr (rg, 7, 

- TH; 10 bite or tear a hole, pee to bite the Via hy. 
lips, Mg ke, me to bite small, PHI, WERE; to Bitterly, adv. Ina severe manner, PY. ij, HE, TH 

bite and chew letters (pedantry). WE Jens: | ot; to weep bitterly. PFS, Hip FE, WN Ge ER, nk 
this dog will bite you, DEAE FPBWE le, PERE | AGE. BO ONBPSE ; Ditterly afllicted, JESE, Ay 
Ie ffx ; to bite one’s nails, WsAJF"P; it bites, it | BERS. 
is very pungent, as ppey FGF, Wi. ITA : Bittern, n. A wader, Re eis 

{o pinch with cold, YO74#eR, WEBER; to Bittern, n. The brine remaining after the salt 

reproach with sarcasm, itil, HEA; to cheat, | concreted, iif. 

Be A, Uke; to bite the thumb at one, HE 7% | Ditterness, n. A bitter taste, 34, V4F4H, Tee ; 
I€ a biting satire, #Eqil ; painful affliction, 2EY, 

Bite, n. The seizure of anything by the teeth of | V4 iE. V4 va 2 ; deep distress of mind, 4-25 ¥€. 
an animal, mg 4%, I] 4; to take a bite ora Bitters, n. pl. A liquor in whieb bitter herbs are 
mouthful, 1g iy. AVE ; to steal a bite, (fy | steeped, YF 74. 
IE ; the bite of a dog, Favs, Fez eH 3a | Bitting, ppr. Putting the hits in the mouth, jf 

cheat, Pe AME, HEHE; to take a bite, MN srp. — Bitume, n. See Bitumen. LES Sit 
Biter, n. One who bites, m 7%; one who cheats, | Bitumed, a. Smmeared with bitumen, PAY. 

HHL. | Bitumen, ». Name for various inflammable sub- 

Biting, ppr. or a. Seizing with the teeth, mB; | stances, of different consistencies, and found in 

pungent, $f, aij, 264K; biting cold, Wyss, ~ the earth, HEAP, WS; liquid bitumen, fg 
FH FAW MB. Mg AVE. | 0h. anh, Aids, TU IR IR, EM NE. 

Biting, n. Act of biting, Mgez#; pungency, #7. | Bituminous, a. Having the qualities of bitumen, 

sitingly, adv. In a sarcastic manner, WEE. FE UE Gi (05. TE ves PEL, JTS GE 9. 
wi] — FE. Bivalve, n. A shell consisting of two parts, which 

Bitmouth, ». The bit, or that part of a bridle open and shut, iJ Fé; “ bivalve shells, thick 

which is put in a horse’s mouth, §5 1 gif. and furrowed, as Arca, if, ena ; bivalves thin 
Bittacle, n. See Binnacle. and coloured, as Tellina, Cardium, I ; bivalves 

Bitted, pp. Having the bit put in the mouth, #f | thick and smooth, as Mya, Mytilus, tS, Fei; 
35 FS 0 af. | fresh water biyalyes, broad and thin, as Unio, 

Bitten, pp. of bite. Wounded by the teeth, pkg, RE.” (2%. 1 SRE. 
Rik, FP MZ. | Bivaulted, a. Having two vaults or arches, 74e 

= zl iA gi He avis 
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Biventral, a. Haying two bellies, Sat Ay. 7H 

IL. 
Bivious, a. Having two ways, 4 apeR. WERE. 
Biyouae, vn. The guard or watch of a whote army, 

Asi by sp #% : the encamping of soldiers for the 
night, without covering or tents, in readiness 
for immediate action, fe J\ Fe FC sth fz - 

Bivouae, v.t. To watch, 46 o8 ; to be on guard, 
a whole army, Bi fij. By aR: ATED fi. 

Bizarre, a. Odd, 7A PE. 
Blab, v.¢. To tell in a thoughtless manner, Hi. 

as 

WERE. TH. WIG 5 don’t bal yee 
Blab, v. 7. ei me = Sines = cay, WM. 
ee 

hb, Nn. A hadh er, Ae, ati #- 

Fea n, A tler, UGE. BtwWE sy. 

Blabber-lippe ri a. See Blobher-lipped. 
Blabbing, ppr. Telling indiscrectly what ought 

t be concealed. Bes. SSB JE. WH 
Black, a. Dark, Bn JE, Zs its 

ee, Eat TE a Eze 
Ty ive 

Bees hair black, ¥ 52 ff ; ink 
black, #88; soot black, Yip; blue black. 3% 

# ; ercen black, #4; black and white, Ay; 
black carers the face, #5 Til Wt, SF; destitute 

coe ne. Sane, Me; the black art, AeA. 2 

BZ. Allg 3 blac k day, IX} A; eyes that look black 
i blue, $7 74 tit 4, $72 : black-coat, * Pe 
Kili 24%: black clothes, j($e, 342. WEAR, 
Be, BERK, mee a black face, Sin S SET 

black eyes, BAAR; black clay, BYE; a black 
man, 52 40, ve J. Beh) oth black ¥ woman, 5% 
Ac, GLUE, EWE BE > a black (wicked) heart, 
eo ie k ve ots, ARE: bana 2 Dec eis goo 

£ t ? 

arc oh ee: to Tok black ‘at one, “ew at fe 
AE Fs WA, AX A Ls a black mourning dress, 
GIR. (white in China, 323€, Sz}2); calamitous, 
IX]; affairs look very black, 3% AWE; black- 
haired people of China, #2 5%, 325g, #2 HE. 

Blackamoor, Blackamour, n. Pe J, Bh, BA. 

Black-act, n. Bf); a law against hunting deer, 

&e., He PEE GT RABE SFR ZL, BEAT 46 
Black- “art, n. Conjuration. AR Aly. lif Zi. 
Blackball, n. A composition of tallow, &e., for 

blacking shoes, 32.4hj 8, #48; a ball of a black 
colour, used as a negative in voting, BaF, A 

FEN Z EE. 
Blackball, v.¢. To reject in choosing by ae 

blackballs into a ballot hox, #UBMEF, HRA 

EN 
* WAR AI. 

Tee 

| Black-berry, n. The berry of the brambie, &-F, 

ee vene a. 
Blackbird, n. U6, i os, Be. we. A. 
Blac riias . A hoard used in schoo!s for writ- 

ing and nbaide lines, &e., 3288 BRIA AG AK, 

HE. 
Black-book, n. Any book that treats of neeroman- 

ey. AB 2B 
Black-browed, a. Having black eye-brews, Bi 

fy, BIS; gloomy. }4 ti 52 
Blackeap, n. 76% 3 an apple roasted till black, 

oso 
Black-cattle, n. pl. Cattle of the bovine genus, as 

bulls, 4A 4gf. 
Blackeock, n. A fowl, 4%, 44646 (2). 

Black-death, n. The black plague, Sef 
Black-eyed, a. 2 ALA. 
Black-faced, a. inj. Bit. Bm iy. 
Blackfish, n. #44; a small kind of the whale, 
far fq. 

Black-forest, n. Schwarzwald. a forest in Ger- 

many, AK, AEE KEG. 
Blackfriar, xn. A name given to the Dominican 

onder, FMR. Ey AN. REAL MK 
THEE. 

Blackeuard, n. Fest, MF. HO. 
Blackguard, v. t. To revile in scurrilous language, 

ie. MONA. 
Blackguardism, ». The conduct or language of a 

blackguard, HE 7 FF FF 
Black-hearted, a. Having a black or malignant 

heart, Bars fry. 
Black-lead, x. Plumbago, 54 gf. 
Black-leg, n. Wk AE. 

Black-letter printer, n. FY SAE. PENG TE. 
Black-mail, n. Money paid to robbers, to be by 

them protected from pillage, #7 yi gR; to levy 
black-mail, $7 it 

Black-monks, n. pl. A name given to the Bene- 

dictines, OLE (y Fe YP ith 20%. 
Black-moor, n. A negro, BERR JL; a black man, 

SN. SOL. 
Black-mouthed, a. Using fonl language, Hi AME. 
Black-pigment. n. A yery fine lamp-black, used 

in making printer's ink, BU]. 
Black-Rod, n. The usher of parliament, (ASE fi) 

DRM. GEM Hs, BE Bef. 
Black-Sea, n. he Huxine Sca, 4 $fg. 
Black-silver, ». A mineral, called brittle silver 

ore, SAG. 

Blacksmith, n. Fy SHR f. Fy BE, Be. IT RK 
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fi. ee 
Black-snake, n. B he. 
Biackstrap, n. A coarse liquor 

vulgar, 3779. 
Blacktail, n. A fish, (1%, BEM (?)- 
Blackthorn, n. A species of prunus, called sloe, | 

FR Af, WES ME 
Blacktin, n. Fy ZBI. 

Black-visaged, a. Having a dark visage, Bit #. | 

Bigg. : | 

Black-vomit, n. A copious vomiting of dark- | 
coloured matter, resembling cof"ee grounds, [If | 

SIE. 

Black-wash, n. A lotion composed of calomel and 

lime-water, Ey i@t, GU AEAE Bh ile ML Za 1K aA AG 
Bik. 

Blacked, pp. Made black, # Bis, HE Bis. | 

drank by the | 

Blacken, v.t. To make black, Yuh. #4, JM; to 

blacken the shoes, JA 2k ye LHS RHE, (2B ac PE 
HY ORORE, $28 56 PH: ; to blacken one’s character, | 
Bink, we ax; to sully one’s reputation, FFA, Hi 

Ee NG. 
Blacken, v.z. To grow black, #54, yy 34, BEA. 
Blackened, pp. Made black, JFG&, #6 3 ; black- 

ened one’s characier, J Rei, 
Blachener, n. One who hlackens by rubbing on | 

black substances, #644 #F, #24; one who 

blackens by soiling, #4; one who blackens 
by slander, DERE 

Blachening, ppr. Making lack by soiling, #38, 
Yee; making black by rubbing on black sub- 
stances, #4 & %#&& ; making black by slander- 

ing, Wa 
Blacking, n. A substance used for blacking slices, 

Bok, HEB, HEB ok. 
ee a. Somewhat black, 32H, BAe, APS, 

mH, AGE. 
Blackly, adv. Atrociously, #8 72.49, ee 
Blachuess, n. Dark colour, #4, &, f4 ; the quali- 

ty of being black, 447, BH. HH; darkuess, 
SBI; atrociousness, FB7AB, VUZE H. 

Blad-apple, x. Prickly pear, yup fil) 3. 
Bladder, n. A thin sae or bag in animals, which 

serves as the receptacle of some secreted fluid ; 
as urinary bladder, )fPK, ac AF. Wel; gall blad- 
der, JHE ; air bladder of birds and fishes, AG. 
Jo\N@ ; a water bladder or blister, eva, Ic HfL; 
paralysis of bladder, J} WE Mee; calculus of 
bladder, JERE A HK. 

Bladdered, a. Put up in bladders, HGF Mf. 
Blade, n. is blade of grass, HOR the blade of a 

BLA 

knife, IH. WE. TH. TS: a v knife of three 

blades, =WfeJJ, = 11 JJ, = Bi IJ; the shoulder- 
blade, RAP a. fe ROR. SP. BP. We 

fff ey; a fine blade, (p4fJZ A, me LIke 
cunning blade, #eR. WeAG "EN, we HG Tepes amold 
blade, #25 ; a stout blade, ly fé ; blade of grain, 
are 
Id - 

Blade, v.t. To furnish with a blade, $8 JJ py. 
Bladebone, n. The scapula, iA WH. 
Bladed, pp. Having a blade, asa knife, #7aR II W ; 

in mineralogy, composed of long and narrow 

plates, like the blade of a knife, ji #j hj. 7h 
IR. 

Bladesmith, 

vant. 
| Blading, ppr. Furnishing with a blade, $&9f JJ 

1. 
Blain, n. A pustule, 73. OY. HE. YE 
Blamabie, a. Deserving censure, REPT, Tite; cul- 

pable, A SE, £7 38 ; wrong, # Fi ; reprehensible, 

nh. A sword cutler, Fy Sif fii {. $77] 

WE, A. 
Blamableness, 2. Tea onesy Wire, mr a. 
Blamably, adv. Culpabiy, By # Cf. 
Blame, n. Censure, 5A. ie ee, NS ah, a) Te. 

WiD#E, HEME. SESE. SHE fault. $B, SB. FEB. 
BI. a. AL. HW; wrong-doing, # 4H, F 
JE; worth of blame, #4 5p. 773. #7 Hi; the 
blame is ¢ ai 1arged upon him, SFE. SESS 

AL. SE (lb. 7 fll. Ef : be lays the blame on you 
wrongly, i Lat ; to bring b!ame on one’s self, 
48; the blame charged to the proper one, & 
#i We hig; praise and blaine, #ENF ; to clear one’s 
self from blame, E44. 

Bh me, v.t. To censure, 

Wipi. wen. Ve. 

ss it: 
Lis 

5 sto dis 

parage, VRS Fa ; to ee ‘all. - — 1 re 

i; to blame one’s self, § i, Ae, Az. 8 

Me. ABN da SE A A & a. ii A] HJ) ee; 1 must 
blame you for it, te (e—-SH. FB (ir, Hi 

{K— fF; my conduct was blamed, #iij AR, 
Te TG PE (Ze) 77 HH 3 cannot (or ought not to) 
biame him, 8 ff£; to blame one another, 
AM 2S FF, AH iit) ; to blame another without reason, 

Fi dm Be ON, HE We BE A; to praise and blame, 
#212 ; to blame superiors. jae. 8) who is to 
blame ? St ZA SE- 

Blamed, pp. Censured, 7, Ei. BEGE5H ; to be 
blamed, eit. 

Blameful, a. Faulty, #7 5E. FF. AIBA. 
| Blame less, a. + Without fault, ARSE, ASIP: ith Sie 

= Ns, owes > ail 

ids wi a I 
> Ili 

= 
ats 

JE. td. Hi. IE. IEA: AN. Sa 

=. 
EL; 
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HE. MAT AAG, RAM HIG. ME a target, (if3.0 blank verse, WAZA AH 
— fry Fi HZ, — fy A RS SH. Tp oD BE; 
ane Ht, sib EITAE. 

TH, FEU A. NEN Blamer, n. One who blames, 

v eserving blame, WEH#., iE, Blameworthy, @ a. 

matt; culpable, ASE. 7 Haiith, 

SED ; 

spot less, 

fi ith K. 
Blaming, ppr. Censuring, #f, fifi). 

paraging, FH, ai APE. | 
Blametessly, adv. Without fault, MEPFR, IESE, | 

Sn th . 
Blancard, n. A kind of linen cloth, manufactured 

in Normandy, Jf 7. 
Blanch, v.¢. To whiten, #8 &. fi Z 

ihe sun, #imjyj; to make white by peeling, as to 
blanch almonds, #Aj7S(=#. GAR; to blanch 
linen cloth, 2 jit 4 ; 
Canton on your way, APY A EN tH Sik 

Blanch, v.7. To evade, Pt], ht 

when counselors blanch, pe & MR AE 
Blanched, pp. Whitened, #2 jf) A, Hy 74. 
Blancher, n. One who whitens, # 4 Hifi{#. 

Blanching, n. The act of whitening, ({{§G #4, 

ae. 
Blanching liquor, n. 7 Gx 
Blanc-mange, Blanc-manger, n. In cookery, a pre- 

paration of dissolved isinglass, milk, sugar, ¢in- 
namon, &e., £4 Rr. 

Bland, a. Mild, soft, 7 42, 7H fu, JHB. 2e ik; 
bland words, 423. fi|S. 7h 2 &. jR9ARin- 

Blandiloquence, n. Fair, flattering speech, $a ae, 

ofida Ll 
Blandish, v. 

3A, Bs, DSi A. 
Biandisher, n. One who flatters with soft words, 

nf a 44- 
Blandishing, ppr. Soothing with fair words, 

Wa, Wes ; blandishing looks, ee 

Blandishment, n. Soft words, pAQWA, ASF; actions 

expressive of affections and coat ing to win the | 

heart, #4. fit ZB, wits 2 BF. weKg. 
ae n. State of being bia 7a Ail ae- 

=n 

BH 

Blank, v. Empty, we; white, g, aa aa blank | 
paper, “ei. ZA Hh; a blank book, zit, Bp ; 

a blank account book, ¥x #& éifr, tei EF aL Ss, 
Wet; the blank moon, fy 4; pale from fear or 
terror, HEC, 14. BEDI it | : confused, iM gl: 
a blank (white) card, Ak. 2 Ahh; a ved 
(Chinese) card, ze Ary, Zeer ae; a blank lease, 
Hist; a blank deed, 25t; 

dis- | 

fq; to blanch in | 

to avoid, as: do not blanch | 

: books will speak | 

‘To soften, to caress, pH. BAS, FB | 

the white part of 
} 

HZ Hoe blank falsehood, —#§4 ah, —Ptave 

| GB, RMAs a dlank cartridge, Me YK 
| Wes; point blank shot, —2ZPB%, #252, AB 
ie blank lottery, Zx{i). 

(Blnnile . Any void space, 2 fit, Wisi, Gh. 2; 
a raid ance on paper, ZS hh. ZH); a blank in 

| a book, wxiib, ze fe; leave a blank Letween, 2s 

HIS. RE—-lb, BR—-#C WT, Beebe: a blank 
(a paper containing the substance of a legal 
instrument, with spaces left to be filled), 3X, 

Hit sl 
Blank, v.¢. To annul, 326%, JRE R; to dispirit or 

confuse, fit NA, 4 VF, fi Noth Al 
Blank-yerse, n. be kind of yerse in which there is 

not rhyme, 46h iq 7 BF. 

| Blanket, n. A pi for a bed, made of wool, Fg 
FF NEE. EBL. BK ; imported blanket, G BE, 
HERE; a cow blanket, 4+ #. 

Blanket, v.¢. To cover with a blanket, 33 DUBE. Fj 

SIRE. BELG, WRELHE. CREME EE: 10 toss ima 
blanket, by way of punishment, $i 2]. 

| Blanketing, ». Cloth for blankets, Gy RES® ; im- 
| ported blanketing, #2 REM 
Blare, v. 7. To roar, MK; to melt away, asa candle, 

iH a8: 
| Blaspheme, v. t. To speak of the Supreme Being 
| in terms of impious irreverence, Ski - wi. Ef 

Wb Wt, RAL, BOF EK, ULI RE ; to 
ee irrevyerently of the idols, if i Beige ; to 
peak irreverently of the spirits, fap pm, ae 
si FA AM ; to Llaspheme Bodha, wt we fb 

| to speak evil of, DERE, al we, MERE. 
Blaspheme, v.i. To utter blasphemy, $819, 32 i, 

| fe; to arrogate the prerogatives of God, ff 

AR Lis, PEEL i 2 H. 
Blasphemer, n. One who blasphemes, Exif #, Fk 

i Lieh, Bea es. 

Blaspheming, ppr. Uttering reproachfal words 
| concerning God, 3808 [ #. LO 2 &.- 

Blasphemous, a. PRAY. HU, BAPE. ee 
| rae. 
| An indignity offered to God by Blasphemy, n. 

words, 989-29. SAH 2 0h. TERE Lae. NE 

Fae 

ie Za; that which derogates from the pre- 
rogatives of God, (34% ; impious language, Mf 
Be, SIRE MG ON 

Blast, n. A sudden gust of wind, #elnl, — pith, 

— PRR IN, — Pela, SAUL —e, Jal; last 
made by pit a wind instrument, 92 jj 

HG, ik fel Z 35 any pernicious influence upon 
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ANS animals or plants, 3 SEAR. IIR ILS. WZ. | 
Rea, A BELL AE; a sudden compression of air, 
attended w wih a shock caused by the discharge 
of cannon, #fil; a violent explosion of gun- 
powder, WRI RE, ee, BE Gy ee 

Blast, v.t. Vo blight, as trees and plants, Ril Ay 

Be Be Hi 
plague, ZA%K jW 3s, FARE to blast hopes, 

HA, Kee, Mes to blast, as a 
name, 5244 5 to blast a eae. jig 5 BE RE 
WELK, We REI] ; to confound, REM. EBL: 
#8 GL, BCBL; to blast rocks, BEA Le. 

blast-furnace, n. $3 HF ME. 
Blast-pipe, n. 

convey waste steam up the chimney, 4¢#ezc 
pir. FA fai 3 U pipe to urge the fire, MAC; ne 

Blasted, pp. Affected by some cause ce checks | 

538 ; split by an explo- | growth, $3 ii) 2. i AE 
sion of gunpowder, yt ait i. 

Blaster, n. He that blasts, 
blasis, Bc BH ; 

Blasting, ppr. Affecting by a blast, Be ipj Bz; ex- 
ploding by gunpowder, 4%; blasting one’s 

hopes, #@ J\ 2. 
Blate, a. Bashtul, iit. 
Blatter, v.7. To make a senseless noise, wa ait, [HL 

PLU ey Og sy. 
Blatterer, n. A noisy, blustering beaster, EL) A. 
Blattering, n. Senseless blustering, PREM ME. 
Blaze; n. A flame, 38, FE, MBE, He Hs. HOA, A 

FE» RUC, ie. HC, YR, IS ME IR AFR ie ik 
a wide ditiusion of report, #3 4p. 455 UY 

ie, Bee. 2 ve BH | a white spot on the 
forehead or face of a horse, 1534 A #43 .a white | 
spot made on trees by removing the bark 
with a hatchet, 24} G@ #4; the blaze of noon, 
WE, 4&2 ; noise, M4); agitation, #3 BL; tumult, 

Kal: ia BS. 

Pane v. x ‘Lo flame, Ys, fk. AE; to blaze up, 4 

FRE, RMR, KIL TT: Kes TG LY AS; OBE 
ee: send forth a bught hght, #98, ara, 
HEKIL IE, WE; to be conspicuous, Bui), . 

Blaze, v. t. “to make pubiic far and wide, F455 Py 

Fi, BRA I. 
Blazed, pp. ora. Published far and wide, #4} j& 

PuFy ; marked with a white spot. HELI GSK. 
Blazer, n. One who publishes and spreads reports, 

en Se eee 
Blazing, ppr. Flaming, Ys, fy, Mets. eS, KS. RR, 
WE i, KEK; a blazing tire, BK, WK 

( 15) BLE 

to strike with some sudden | 

A pipe in locomotive engines to | 

tate ae > that which | 
he that destroys, 4844. Me | 

ue publishing LIK TEI LIK, tis KA, BEB, 
far and wide, fj 43; PU Fy. 

Blazon, n. The act of drawing coats of arms, #@ 
fea SE), He hal ED gE > the act of explaining coats 

of arms, iff IR FD ie 2 aR. AR LF A HR EB 
publication, Hts, seit pompous display of 
one’s merits, HEISE iy. Fiji Wor, ABs Ba s 
pompous display by recording oue’s merits on 

whanner, P24, SY SA WS i. ROME 
lishment, (i (ili 4 ; BS iy. 

Blazon, v.t. ‘lo explain in proper terms the figures 

on ensigns armorial, We Ease «2 WARE Z 
fe; to deck, (spi, HE, Bhi; to display, fs 

PFfe; to blaze about, FEBS. Aid ; i display 
meritorious deeds, 4 435 Dy, FE, t has yas, 

Co ne 
Blazoned, pp. Described in the nianner of heralds, 

SEED aie. ERA ZR s published, 4 485 jt 5 
displayed, 287 its. 

Blazoner, n. Une who blazons, fe fsc FI 4%. MRED ge 

embel- 

LEG, BALZER 5 a herad, fea 5 a 
| propagator of scandal, al A, ABE E. UREA 

ASEH. 
| Blazoning, ppr. Explaining, as heraids 

Zee; publishing, 1435, BAGS ; 
Leni 
Le pif. 

Blazonry, x. The art of describing or explaining 
coats of arms, # FI) .4 BE, SRE BE TS, HE) 
the science of coats of arms, 421) Z84, Age 

Zi 
| Blea, n. The part ef a tree, which Hes immediately 

under the bark, #2. 
| Blealerry, n. A British plant and its fruit, (£%) 

es 
Bleach, v.t. To whiten, #, #2 &. HFA; to bleach 

in the sun, (8 jij, J. ae 5 io bieach cotton, 

EE i, ESE; to bleach as white as snow, #4 gy 

ey 
Bleach, ¢ 

fa 
Bleach-field, n. A field where cloth or yarn is 

| bleached, om = fi A, 2 A 3s. 
| Bleacher, n. One whcse occupation it is to whiten 

cloth, 2 Ai Sli. 
sleachery, n. A place for bleaching, # 77 18. 

| Bleaching, ppr. Making while, j, # G ; bleach- 
ing- eround, it Ai H. 

| Beacl hing, n . The act of whitening, ##§G #. 

Lleaching powder, n. A powder for leaching, 

consisting of chloride of lime, 2G ¥}, Aci 

3, ARLEN 
einbél lishing, 

i. To grow white in any manner, # fy, 
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Bleak, a. Pate, & f@ ; open, Awe. 18 6. 
HE SH BEE Pate; cold, 4} Bit; a beak 

hill, FEW; fae row vb! eak, #  ; rough, stormy, | 

es 
Bleak, x. A small river fish, Pao} Zs. 
Bleakly, adv. Coldly, 4p#K. 

Bleakness, vn. PER 3 exposure to the wind, 
8g; coldness, P2y%. 

Bleaky, a. Bleak, GRAY: cold, 4. Fey 
Biear, a. Sore, with a watery rheum, as eyes, Jfif 

We, dita ZA ME; dim, RIF, Ie. 

za 

Bieared, pp. Dimmed by a watery humour, ARK .. | 

Bleareyed, a. Having sore eyes, JRJME. BAM. file. 
WMS ; having the eyes dim with rheum, [J 

I, H Bit. 
Blearing, ppr. Dimming with a humour, LIME R 
A. 

Bleat, v.i. To ery as 
{he noise of a sheep, 

SPIE, SBI. AEN. 

a sheep, [%, J; to make 
(ie ey je: # > the sheep b'eat, 

Bleat, x. The ery of a sheep, EEE. ZEW, SESE BL, 

sleating, ppr. or a. Crying as a sheep, {if26 ¥, 

oar 
Bleb, n. A little tumour. vesicle or blister, 

ANOLE 
Bled, pret. and pp. of bleed, which see. 

Bieed, v. 7.3 pret. and pp. bled. ‘To lose btood, we 
fu, Hi fi, ; to bleed blocd, Fx sip ; to issue forth, as 
Jlood, from an incision, HY. iil}; my heart 
bleeds, #4 AEE; to bleed for another 

(pay anothers defaleation), {I Fifi 

Bleeding, pp’: Lesing blood, ##¢ fy ; letting blood, 
Tk fi; losing sap or juice, {LY}, Wah: bleed- 
ing lancet, Wy fil JJ- 

Bleeding, ». A running of blocd, jf fil. MZ ite 

4, SLi. 
Bleit, late, a. 

Blemish, * 

person 

sashful, pAiie. 

n. Any scar or defect that diminishes 
beauty, } ae Seb PFEL a flaw, He. He; deform- 

ily, B, EE. WH. BM; detect, hy we, Mi 
4H, Reiger a a! oa Hh. HYG ; dishonour or de- 
filement, 79 3, wiZ, Wiss an injury, 1B; 
$#; to throw a blemish on one’s reputation, ~F 
Be (BES Zs Ta blemish in a fair gem, may 
still be ground down, but a b'emish on one’s 

reputation cannot be remedied,” =e HY ty 
fee oy 1% ZINA PB) 4H 44; without blemish, 

* See Exodus, 12,5; Deuteronomy, 5,29; Leviticus, 21, 17, | 

18, 21 & 28; chapt., 22, 20, 21. 
+ Medhurst. 

AK TK, 

fn SAE le, wt: 4 Be. PED] 
| pee, BE THE ; 

ish, in fp PEM 
| Blemish, v. ¢. Lo mark with any deformity, 4 ; 

| to impair any thing which is well formed, #8, 
| Bh, fae; to delame, FRENZY, Ws 

PEARY. HOR AE, WE IBZ. 
Blemished, pp. Injured by any mark of deformity, 

i. EBT 
his conduct is without blem- 

| We FEHR: impaired, $a, e138, JB aa; 
soiled, Hy}Fih, 75 BIH ; stained, HpaI, AIR 

|__ B- 
slemishing, 

Ze, (We. 
Blemishless, a. Without blemish, 4m 54 Ime 5, SEHy 

2G wh, MEY GAY. 
| Blench, v. 7. To start back, #2Bf%, iB. SM. iF 

Ha: 
Blench, v.¢. To hinder, or obstruct, PILE, BABE, 

fi ‘H); to render inedectual, (fi fa ihe Ame. 

Blenched, pp. Shrunk, @2i8 %. I. UB 
rendered ate Pectual, (i 8 Sai hte MG. 

ppv. Marking with deformity, #7 

Biencher, x. That which frustrates, PA?it, PRE 

Blenching, ppr. Shrinking, #E#R, i Hi. 
Blend, v.¢. or 7. To mix or mingle together, Hf Ag, 

ZS HE. din =J, ERE. UEAE. AOI, AeA. A: - 
=). ali, GMAW, ae, Beit. HL Aa. i J, B 
wi] Fu ; to confound, #4 L, Ik, HXE ere 
pollute by mixture, Hi (GE ; to corrupt, sof 
join in friendship, 382, #a AC, SE. RFE ; to join 
in harmony, 3. WePZ; to blend the influences 
of nature, Beye, HE th ABTS, 3 5R 4B ; to blend 
gentleness with severity, J& rat i. 

Blende, n. An ore, the native sulp huret of zine, 

Blended, pp. Mixed, $f Ase 3. BS NEI. DEBE. IE 
| AE. PEAE; confounded by mixture, #8 8L34 ; wait 

till they are blended together, 7}: H: #3; se- 
verity and likerality blended together, #€ ray 

, TGR TH e, Ul AAOF. 
Blender, n. One who mingles, HA ME. HWS, 

Fuh ei. 
Blending, ppr. Ha Ae. 2 ME, Fuld; confounding by 

mixture, #) gL. 
Blenny, n. fa %. 
Bless, v.t.; pret. and pp. Uessed, blest. To confer 

happiness as God, jbl, Ui. (Ei. By rik, Wohi, 
Wo TW. Wg. Es WL. We aid MEL; to pronounce a 
wish of happiness to one, jOQii. LA, WAR wT 
ii, WZ. Whi; to make happyy Wii, LUT ; 
to make happy ina future life, WAAC, HAC 
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it ZT. BAK GR : to bless the bread, WL fi ; 
to praise, jit Mt, AAA. 34 SE; to count happy. 
fii: they shall bless “homies in Him, # 
Ay LI ft 3 iii; to bless the good, wm ; to bless 
the good and curse the wicked, jig 4 WR; to. 
bless and thank the spirits, HyHfmh; bless me! 
[Get ; God blesses you, |. ##NE Wiz. 

Blessed, pp. Made happy, iW iai&. 7 wig. 77 Tay. 

ALTE. WANE. HER. ER. TY. FE aR; may 
you be blessed ! (ip 44 a. IR SET s may you 
be blessed with a prosperous journey! —§R iii 
J 3; may you be blessed and long-lived! PR 

YB; blessed are the meck, JHA HR: to 
declare blessed, 47% ; extol feat net 33 ith DER 
38, ite SEE ; God be blessed! 2ifit FH; they 
are blessed for ever, TSE ie 2 ZB fhe. bless- 

ed by heaven, SRZie, KW iti. BR 

ih, FR ES He i ; * to eo to the abodes of the bless- 

ed, DE FE THR. 
Blessedly, adv. In a fortunate manner, 3£. 
Blessedness, n. Exalted enjoyment, jig, ji; eter- 

nal blesscdness, 3¢ 3 2% HR. AK ead TW 4%; the | 

joy. a. 
the blesser of man- 

favour of God, 4 2% Pua ; 

Blesser, n. LIS. WIRE ; 
kind, jit A #. 

Blessing, ppr. Making happy, Wi, (3) iB: 

wishing happiness to one, Jpfi (i, #28 ; praising, 
ni SE; Consecrating by prayer, Wie. 

Blessing, n. Benediction. #L#¥, wa. Wl H.W 
fit, Mf, ye: a prayer imploring happiness upon | 
another, ee 

PZ Pld; the blessings of heaven, 
the blessings that come from harven, fy KF 
Ae Z iia: blessings come from heaven. 7h AK 

AE Ti HEIR ; the five blessings: Trim. (which 
are :— longevity, riches, healthrand content- 

the blessings of God, _— 

Re iis : 

ment, love of virtue, and a natural death, = 
OE Se Ut (EK) segret blessings 

aeines ed (secret meritorious actigns performed), 

EPS. ts. 
Blest, a. Made happy, 378, 

Bletia hyacinthina, n. Se fff. 
Bletia tankervillix, n. #8 JAZE. 
Blew, pret. of blow, which see. 
Blicea, n. A small fish, \f4%. 
Blight, } nm. A disease incident to plants, 

= 
Sarg 

Fate : 
a disease incident to vegetables, fk, Free hry | 
A, BELA; want of grain and vegetables 

* Blessings are conferred by the ruler of heaven. 
+ The insects that are said to occasion blight are the ii, 

Vide» Bei 

| ical 

occasioned by blight, 4 fi : blight and famine, 

fe Sit 
Blight, v. t. To affect with blight, (i Gye: to 

blast, (9 3 (lift :41o frustrate, JEG, PALE. 
Blighted, pp. ora. Blasted, ff jh. #38 A. 
ee a. Destitnte of the sense of seeing, #¥. T7. 

A. WE. 323. (PE. BW]. $e E> blind from loss 
of eyes, 4 FA; having no eyes, Ant Fy [Pj] Are MEN 

SE [IGE blind of one eve, ERA Us. RE— TA 
AL—[]. (file>. BFR. wine ae stitute of intelleet- 
ual light. or spiritually blind, FBP ae. oe aR, 
19 Fi: A. PIA; a blind girl (songstress), Fy 
‘ ae a blind man, 72. Hite, 4% RA 

fe: blind man’s cakes. Fy Aig ; a blind 
man’s stick, FAT. FFFEPS; one blind man 
Jeading another, SEAT HE. C1 Se4n Zt : thongh 
physically blind. he has a clear mind, FAA 
WH AFH; blind to, SEF: born blind, fy 

SE AB SHE. HIE MERA : blind attachment, Ze 
HBAS. Ae. HP AY: a blind statesman, 
fi2Ft : people in love are blind. f@ rafiztz, A 

f PRE: a blind wall, Hes Z Pe: an asylum 
for blind people, Fy fé BE. 

Blind, v.¢. To make blind, # FF GENK. Eh ME. FA] 

a AE; to darken, 325: to darken the under- 

standing, $F Not, PREM ATS. iti A, SRN 

1. ETE 
Blind, n. PYRE. BREA: bamboo blind, 47 Fe ; 

venetian blind, 4+ GA 23, APA PY, ASHAE : 
a screen, fe hil; open the venetian blinds, By 4b 

WHE; let down the blinds. P €. fF FE: a 
blind for a sedan chair, WN. WR; a cover for 
the eye. Ig. 

Blinded, pp. or a. Deprived of sight, Fy, 4e Ay. 8 
HJ: blinded by gain, FA> eT AR, AAA BSE, 
Hu AES FS Je Fi EME ; blinded by dust, FPR : de- 
prived of intelleztual discernment, $k. SER. 

Blindfold, a. Having the eyes covered, 3S ARIgE He 

Alay. HEME Ag: having the mental eyes dark- 
ened, 34 fig, S20& ; to go on blindfold, Ff, 2s, 

FN 2S Ee Tay. HB og BT 
Blindfold, v.#. To cover the eyes, 7A. BFR. JE 
EEN, fee FE BENE; to lead one blindfold, (ify 
J. iti GJM. 

Blindfolded, pp. FH. Bik: 
blindfolded, #/) # _E wi; 

blindfolded, JEEG Naty. 

Blinding, ppr. or a. Depriving of sight, (i AR, 
bey AV; obscuring, (i J. me te. (li ET fe. 

adv. Without understanding, ik, #8 

i, PEOAPRIS, EPBUS. EERE, RIYR: rashly, 7 

to go to work as if 

the understanding 
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HL. SEAR. LT 45. HTT. 
Blindman’s buff, n. A play, in which one person 

is blindfolded and hunts ont the rest of the 

TELA. Th aR Ee ABM E, 3 company, 

Sil. HEE SS. 
Blindness, n. Want of bodily sieht, 7, FYI. $¥ 

Fl: closed eyes, Afi: blindness of heart, % 
HE. WS AE. SHE: Mow vour mind is benighted. 

ER BEF- YZ UGKE > night blindness, 
in blindness. my He. 

Blinds, n. pl. A defense made of osiers or branch- 

es interwoven, fo shelter and conceal the work- 

FUE MR : 

men. 28; venetian blinds, 47 HEZ. See 
Blind. 

Blindside, n. The side which is most easily as- 
sailed, ff We rE. 

lind-vessel, ». With chemists. a vessel with an 

opening on one side only, Wi 7 #. 

ae v.t. To avoid, ffi, itt. 

Blink. +.7. To wink at. 20 A. PEAS A AL. Bas, 
Ty 7 Be BY MEA Fl: to see with eyes half 

Shoat, SE JSEMEGNR. BARRE. WEA. ip to 
A inkle with the eye, mkt? jt, whe. sejake BE yy. 

NPE) (We. AS PE ED Hs A 
Blink, mn. A glimpse or g'ance. it. —ili. 

Blink, ». Blink of ice, the dazzling whiteness 

about the horizon, occasioned hy the reflection 

of light from fields of ice at sea, PY PYM. 

= TAAL. 
Blinkard, n. A Bee who blinks, mth 4%, nein 

WepE: that which twinkles, PU 24y. PIS 

i. 
Blinkers. n. pl. Blinds on a horse's brid!e to cover 

his eyes on the side, MASE. 

Blinking. ppr. and a. Winking, 2A, Ae ; 

twinkling, DHA; avoiding, ih. A. 
Bliss,* n. The highest degree of happiness, jij 

We. Tage 3 Heavenly bliss. FE.” WR: eternal bliss, 
Wie. Fest ZH: every kind of bliss, Fi. Fy 

Tis; joy, 4%; to be in a state of bliss, Sem; to 
enjoy efernal bliss, 32 7QjH Zi 3 exuberance of 
bliss, PIES. 

Blissful, a. Full of felicity, 47 a. SE i. 345 WH. He. 

Way. WO, 2 i; fulness of joy, Fj 44. 
Blissfully, adv. In a blissful manner, 7g YR. 

Blissfulness. n. Exalted happiness, ji. wa #y. 2, 

WM. 
Bliss'ess, a. Destitute of bliss, St ii%. 77 iki. 

* Pere, iifig{ and similar expressions are merely Ineky 

omens or indications of a prospering destiny. 

A thin bladder on the skin, contain- 

ing sornm, JHB, ofc, 90. FE. RL AE ie IB 
Ni. HS, AE AP ME AY; blisters underneath the 
foet, Je, Heke: blisters on the feet, fH 
J, ily, PF: tumour made by the separation 
of the skin, #64 ; blisters or pustules, #395) 
Y1, Yaff: a vesicatory, a blister of Spanish 
flies or other matter applied to raise a vesicle, 
tia Be: blister plaster of Spanish flies, 3 
FAI) F5 Me : to raise a dlister, JU : to apply a 

blister plaster, 376 FM. SET PERRY SOF. 
Blister, x. 7. To rise in blisters, {2 7, TE Wy. 

Blister, v. ¢. To raise a blister, AE, AE RE, jt RB 

te 1. 
Blister-fly, m. The Spanish fly, HEA. 

Blister-plaster, n. fbi ¥5 4e, PEAR. [yea BE. 
Blistered, pp. Having blisters, 44, #235 Ma. 
Blistering, ppr. Raising a blister, ft ; applying 

a blistering plaster, WYSE eae. 
Blistery, a. Full of biisters, Ji FAI, JF fey 

8 SIU. 
Blite, n. Bras (?). 
Blithe, a. Gay, merry, PeyF, Pees, We Pe. Hee, 5 

HUE. WME. 
Blitheful, a. Full of gayety, 4 eyF. 
Blitheness, n. Gayety, Peye#. 
Blithesome, a. Merry, PRyR. Pee. 
Biithesomeness, n. Gayety, He se 4, 3E Be. 
Bloat, v. ¢. To swell, Jif, JE, sit ya: to pulf up, 

#4, WA : 10 puff one’s self up, Bis, BK, GB 
mA. BM BH; to swell with water, PRA, Ik 

yk; to dry by smoke, se, {UL ARE. 
Bloat, a. Swelled, Jif. 

Bloated, pp. or a. Swelled, ja, ite, IEEE. AR 

HU. WEAN. VEE: inflated, BRIER EIS ; inflat- 
ed or bloated with pride, 7, RH, Bw— 
Ty. Wee ppg, Al fee J, Ey ; a bloated face, 

ii HE. 
Bloatedness, n. A turgid state, Je A%. IEF. 

Bloater, n. A dried herring, FE4Q #8. 
Bloating, ppr. Swelling, Jif. AE; inflating, PRAk. 

Blobber, n. A bubble, acy, AetE. acy. TR. BEAE. 
Blobber-lip, n. A thick lip, EE, KOE. 
Blobher-lipped, a. Having thick lips, JEL/S fg, J 

Felipe. 
Block, n. A heavy block of timler, 7 AX es a 

h lock of wood irrespective of size, ASI 38 UA, 
JEP, fii. Ags. Ach, 2 Ri, AZ HR: the bloc ok on 

Ane! criminals are beheaded, iit ASI. Wy 
BAH: a block for printing, AH, FMR: a 
block (continuous row) of buildings, —f#7/R, — 

Blister, n. 
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WN; a block of stone, AHP AGA, KAVA; a 
block for chopping meat on, py fia. TEAK; a hat- 
ter’s block, RAR, WERE; any block for beating | 
on, ACH: Hy. FE. FH. #33. HB ; the stump of a tree, 
ADA MEAN; a ee fA; a stumbling- 
block, $4 47. #é, BAR 

Block, v. t. To stop — WEEE. PA BE. TIP. HEZE. 

FARY, #2, 38 ; to block up the road, 3E(E RR, HE 

i, HOSEA BR. 
Block-house, n. AH, AVAe HR. 
Block-like, a. Stupid, BI§. Std. (2A. ee. = 
Block-printing, n. A mode of printing from en- 

grayed wooden blocks, #EM, JU ASHEN HE. 
Block-tin, n. Pure and unwrought tin, as it comes 

from the foundry, =}%), 7é 4%. 
Blockade, n. The shutting up of a place, by sur- | 

rounding it with hostile troops or ships, fy, | 

THE, SEA w. 
Blockade, v. ¢. To shut up a place by troops or | 

ships, #748 ; to blockade a town, fA WK. FAIRH | 
to blockade a | si; to blockade a river, $fYr ; 

seaport, Bf}; 1. 
Blockaded, pp. Shut up, 2h 

(eit. See (He. 
Blockading, ppr. Besieging by a blockade, $F. 

f£, FREE 
Blockhead, n. A stupid fellow, AXHA, ATR. Fe | 

A, ABSA, ERIE, (RE. AA ASL BES. 
Blockheaded, a. Stupid, #E 4%, By 48. 
Blockheadly, a. Like a blockhead, #&4¥K, ZEFK. 
Blockish, a. Stupid, iF}, BAR. wag. RAL. FAY 
Blockishness, n. Stupidity, £4. HaZk. PA. AK | 

| Blood-coloured, a. Having the colour of blood, fi, 
Blonde, n. A person of a very fair complexion with | 

light hair and light blue eyes. 32,\, 6) G 4 

S27 WZ A. 
Blond-lace, n. SAH. 

man’s blood is his glory, and his breath his 
protection ; if their circulation is impeded, the 
viscera do not act, 

fit A ty Tek A 3 ; blocd is divided into red 

and white, warmand cold, (1 7f#l 4 3k Bl; | 

kindred, [5] fk, Ui ZB. fl AL ZN, APB Ss 
kinsmen of the whole blood, [A] = jm fg. fr] # 
WE; kinsmen of half blood, dP SUB AS. IPI | 
#4; blood vessels, fi REE, LENE; capi llary blood 

vessels, $k ff MAS ; arterial blood, PIG, Bk 
We ffi. $C ff. ; venous blood, 245 fq, BE fr: 
circulation of the blood, fy % 338, (2 JE; 
blood settled in a bruise, AE il, 34 fil; coagn- 

; surrounded, fa] Ff, | 

NVA GS EI SRS TTR 

lated blood, Ji ff. ; to let blood, Fe fr. i fi. ; to 
stop the blood, jk ff. ; of imperial blood, * § $f, 

PAS. FR, He. SSS, StH, HOHE. BE 
YK: of royal blood, 4 3), ER, HS. ER: 
those of imperial blood in the direet line from 
Hientsu Siuen hwing ti belong to the 423 and 
wear yellow girdles; those de ascended from his 

uncles and brothers belong to the Ghioro (SEE) 
branch and wear a red girdle, BAqia S 7A 

5 as ERE. TAAL IL ZG SS EL 
#E ; princes of imperial blood, 4. Beak F 3 
princesses of imperial blood, At: ; of honourable 
birth, #¢ 3%. AFR, HEF, Ege; to breed ill 
blood, ZEAL Sq. ARYL; my blood was up, FR 

FEAL, FEAL EM ; cold blood, Ap Na, BI ; 
hot blood or temper, JCPE, ALPE. SPE; man’s 
life is in his blood, J\\2%ZE 4 Zé fil : to shed 
blood, ¥§ AZ fin. #EI\ ; to shed one’s own blood 

for some good cause, 4848. 7 GZ fii; the juice 
of any thing, ¥-; the blood of the grape, 7jaj 
es ZY; to weep blood, fk ff. ; a letter written 
in blood (at the last extremity), fy. #; blood 
and matter, 17" fi. 

| Blood, v. ¢. To bleed, Fi ff. 

Blood-haptism, n. ff. 7 22% ; a name given to the 
martyrdom of those who had not been baptized, 

AGA DEI Wi Ay USO Hs BG A AG ZS 

ae bespotted, a. Spotted with blood, LY fn Zh "et, 

LI MEAS. 
Blood-brother, x. Brother by blood from the same 

parents, $50. NELse: 

f. 
Blood-consuming, a. Wasting the blood, 3% fil- 
Bleod-drunk, a. Drunk with blood, i f. 

| Blocd-dyed, a. Dyed with blood, fr ¥, Fe EI fir- 
Blood, n. ffl, Fa; blood and breath, faa. AEG: | Blood-flower, n. Hamanthus, $LRRK- 

Blood-gniltiness, x. The guilt or crime of shedding 
blood, RENZ SE: HAZ M.- 

Blood-guilty, a. Guilty of murder, BLE. 

Blood-hot, a. Warm as blood in its natural tem- 

perature, (LHe Zits. KOM Zick. MLCT. 
Blood-hound, n. & ff. 734]; a person who thirsts 

for bleod, Vil =. 
Blood-let, v.¢. To bleed, FX ffl. 
Blood-letter, n. A phile ebotomist, Hk G7, Hk i - 

Biocd-marked, a. Mar ked with blood, Eye. Fr 

| Blood-letting, ». Je fit 

* See Se kya. 
5 = 
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mh. Witz. 
Blood-red, a. Red as blood, 4x, An 122 ¥0- 

Bloodshed, n. The shedding of blood, 3 JN fi. He | 

fi; slaughter, KR. 
Bloodshedder, ». One who sheds blood, 

Bloodshedding, 

HAZ. fi HHL 
Bloodshot, a. Red and inflamed by a turgid state | 

of the blood-vessels, 7 ff. i fil ; blood-shot eyes, 

WRAL, SAE. 
Blood-sized, a. Smeared with blood, # ff Ag. 

Blood-spilling, a. Shedding blood, #¢ fir. 

Blood-spitter, n. One who spits blood, MH fi #- 

Blood-stained, a. Stained with blood, fi 4 fj ; 
guilty of murder, Fil =. 

Blood-stone, n. fF. 
Blood-sucker, ». Any animal that sucks blood, 

hem 
n. The crime of shedding blood, | 

WE  #% ; a leech, AEH, cue, Deb. WMH ; the | 
horse blood-sucker, B RHI; a cruel man, Bed 
WEN. SEEN. Bl RE, BUF: a murderer, yt 

Blood-swelled, a. Swelled with blood, fi a fg. 
Blood-thirstiness, n. Thirst for shedding blood, 

Wee, IS BE. 
Blood-thirsty, a. Desirous to shed blood, 4%, & 

Be N. AER N. 
Blood-vessel, n. ee, ALi. EI. $i UK, Feo AE. | 

Blood-warm, a. Warmas blood, fPE 20% ; luke- 
warm, 78, 7270. 

Blood-wite, n. In ancient law, a fine paid asa 
composition for the shedding of blood, ZE¥rgR, 

ACRE. 
Blood-wood, n. Log Tee RAC. 
Bloodily, adv. Cruelly, #8 72.f4y, GEIB. 
Bloodiness, n. ‘The eae of being bloody, 3 fi; 

disposition to shed }lood, neg. Vil =. 
Bloodless, a. Without blood, 406 fq, An (14 : dead, PI) 

ES; without shedding of blood, se ie fi, Fe 

¥% (fi. ; without spirit or activity, 3293, Se gn $x, 

i. 
Bloodlessly, adv. Without bisished, Se fee. 
Bloody, a. Stained with blood, 2 ft. figs. ff 

Yule ; cruel, BER, WIR. bE. GUBS 5 a blog 
battle, HK, Ae FE; a bloody fellow, i FF; 
bloody affair, DaPRIPEER, bi 4G MERE; body all 
bloody, 744! mi. 

Bloody-eyed, a. Having cruel eyes, BU MEAG, DETR 
IPE. 

Bloody-faced, a. Having a bloody face or appear- | 

ance, STi, HEA. Pe 
Bloody-flux, n. The dysentery, JapJaj. JPHE, fies. | 

Bloody-minded, a. Having a ferocious disposition, 
DPE Ag. DURE, AVE; inclined to shed blood, 

HE. 
Bloody-red, a. Having the colour of blood, fq¥r. 
Bloody-sweat, n. A sweat, accompanied by the 

discharge of blood, 7 fiL# ; the sweating sick- 
ness, ¥PHE. 

Bloodying, ppr. Staining with blood, 3 fq. 
| Bloom, n. A blossom, 4%; the opening of flowers 

in general, EZBIH. ELWH, ELBE: 
the bloom of youth, > 4p 2% Beale : the bloom of 
life, $246, AE Say BE. HEAER NF; the blue 
colour upon plums and grapes when newly gath- 
ered, Wi-f FP. 

Bloom, v. 7. To yield blossoms, BRZE. BFE, FEZE ; 
to be in the opening of the bud, AE4s58. WHEE, 
THE ae, PEAS, AE iE SE HA; to be in full blossom, 

76 BA I 5%. EB 3) BEH. 4E BE BA; to be in a 
state of healthful, growing youth and vigour, 

JE, JOR NG. 
Blooming, ppr. or a. Opening in blossoms, BA Zé, 

HOE. HEHE, SEH. Me: flowering, 48, FeaR 
blooming in health, 3£f&. -P4: : showing the 
freshness of youth, 3¢Z£ ; ornamented with flow- 
ers, HEN AE blooming and gay, #L#L eR, 

Blcomiiele Hae In a blooming manner, 33K, 

Wa. 
Bloomy, a. Flowery, 4 fg, 3€f ; flourishing with 

the vigour of youth, 3&AE, 34 4, hae sae 

heanties, DHE 2 Ae. HEIL) A. bs 
Blossom, n. The flower of a plant, 4E, = i 2B; 

the blossom of trees, ACE ; the biossom of grass- 

es, #7, AF; alas! some blades spring, but do 
not blossom; some blossom, but do not bear 

fruit, WHA BARR HBR : 
stamina of a blossom, 46%; blossoms falling 
off, ZEW. 46 Gt. 7E fill, EYE ; blossoms every 
where, BE Ap (HE. Hh ALTE : wine blossoms, 
WHE; the blossom opening, #4, By 4. 

| Blossom, v.i. To bloom, BATE, WHE. FE7E. WEZE, 
ities ; to flourish and prosper, PEAR, TERS, Hl 
#€; flowers blossom and fall off, and nobody 
sees it; 1. @., & man prospers and perishes un- 
observed by the world, Z€ BAZE 1S BE NAL. 

| Blossoming, ppr. Putting forth flowers, Bf 4E. 
Blot, v.¢. To spot with ink, BE, FT. BS. HES, 

FJ ERE IK, i PS Bok, MEP; to blot out, 

to obliterate, BE, BVH, PRA, 3; toerase, Fil] 

ZF, | Dz. IM Hy ; to obliterate and correet, |e, 
TR, UHH) to obliterate and add a new charac- 
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ter, “Re, RZ: to Bates He: ie disgrace, 
75 5 ; blot out all mine iniqnities. EET A ; 

to blot a man’s reputation, JR aE REY. 
Biot, n. A spot or stain on paper, #)38, BER; a 

spot in reputation, 7F 44, 24. AHF; a dis- 
grace, jRkE; a blemish, Fee. 

Bloch, n. A pustule upon the skin, Je, 2 3 Fr 

{F-, IG. IIE + wine blotches, Ce. aes. BERD 

SB, ies. 
Blotch, v.t. To blacken, YB, YepZ, Yue. 
Blote, v.¢. To dry and smoke, H¢¥%, Hf. 
Bloted, pp. Smoked and dried, Wi #, HE. 
Blotted, pp. Stained, 843% iH ; erased, FREIB. 
Blotier, ». A waste book, 

if} ; a book consisting of blotting paper, #7 

Ze BD. HAGE?) AD, Healy a. 
Blotting, ppr. Spotting with ink, #7 y@, BhyF; 

blotting out, REE. HA: staining, Py; blot- 
ting paper, 38 7k Hf. 

Blottingly, adv. By blotting, EAMG. 
Blouse, Blowse, n. A light, loose garment, 

sembling a frock-coat, #4. 
Blow, n. The act of striking, #7 #3 a blow with 

the fist, 48, AH Js, IV. BFE; 
a blow with the flat hand, —Ja, —[4, — 3; 
a blow of the bamboo, —}K, —#1, —#t; three 

Wl AD, tal SBP. Ae 

sumpitan, Ie jzj ; to blow the trumpet, Me HE 4 ; 
to blow the horn, Mk #4 ; to blow the alarm, 
Wh JL. We Ge F4, UR FK; to deposit eges, as flies, 
TT Hi. Jaf fh ; to form bubbles by blowing, Me zy, ; 
to blow the nose, 4495, at id ELH. #K ; to 
blow out the candle, Me GN 8. eG ws ay, We 
EGR ; to blow out the lamp, AF; to blow 
glass, IORI ; io blow away, UZ, MH: to 
low down, PR ; to blow off, Mex; to blow 
off a ship, Fy 42 AF ; to blow a bladder, IRAE 
ERK ; to blow the fire, BK. HE. NA; to blow 
up or into the air, Mee, 2; to blow up flesh, 
IRAE AY. Wi; to puff and vie [iti PERE NR (Ble) ; to 
burst Bik ; to blow one’s fingers, tif ZF. 

Blow, n. A blossom, #E; a gale of wind, ji. 
| Blower , n. One who blows, Oe # : a fender or plate 

of iron used to increase the draft of a chimney, 
Mihi ; an organ blower, PHeE2§. 

| Blowing, ppr. Making a current of air, Me ; breath- 

re- | 

blows of the bamboo will break the skin, =f | 
FJ Bi BK; give him thirty blows, #L=--, #7 = 
+; give him one blow, #7—IIpP ; 
blows, 84s. BAS PY, 248 MT ; from words 

to exchange | 

it came to blows, 3E FE #FT; to come to blows, | 
WF B47. HA AGT ; the fatal blow, jf; the 
head was cut off at a single blow, — JJ iif oA, 

— JJ iWEX; a fatal blow, —F7 ef, SIP ST ER, 
—FE FAIL; to break a blow, PRR; a severe 
blow. 46 Gee Fe. ZS 2B, hee Zt 3 he 
gaye him a severe blow, FJ Be 4: at a blow, 

Sih. JEXR ; a sudden ealamity, oe lie 

ing quick, WU 3x ; inflating, PRAE ; impelling by 

wind, PR: ; sounding a wind instrument, I 
Be tr 

| Blowing, n. The act of blowing, I #. 
Blown, pp. Blown hy the wind, Mei&; inflated, 
I fest ; inflated as a blossom, By iH7E; to be 
blown about by the wind, #§; blown over the 

seas, RYE, Bile; what wind has blown you 

here to-day ? & Fl ta BRIM (RIGO. 4 ZEN 
MK PSY BE: 

Blowpipe, n. WR i, Be iey, TEM. 
Blowse, n. A light ek sees WR. 
Blowvalye, n. I PY. 
Blowze, n. A ruddy, fat-faced woman, #1 fe 2, #11 

aba N 
| Blowzy, a. Ruddy-faced, #0 tii (¥y, ALI PE, PEZE T- 

gained the victory by a single blow, —kitg IR; 
a fly-blow, wil day. Jor fy Eh. 

Blow, v. i. 

rent of air, Me, A. We Se. UR IIE. PATA. PEK. BK WER. 
fy; to blow gently, 3EM, pay we, Wwe. Sm em Jy 
i ; to breathe, 3444 : to blow as the wind, Jgl 

Ik ; to blow a gale of wind, Fy /R UR, +7 i, 
MAE, $7 hi UR: it blows, JEL{é ; to blow a 
Ith : {0 pass away without effect, Me 3 Ame 33 
a, Ui. HP: to blow up, as gunpowder, 
#; to blossom. RAE. 

Blow, v.t. To drive by a current of air, IK: 

Blubher, n. The fat of whales and other large 
animals, fi Yih; a sea-blubber, the medusa, 7 
BE. if. 46, af tt the dried skin of the blubber 
fish, Hf jk. 

| Blubber, v.i. To cep in such a manner as to 
; pret. blew ; pp. blown. To make a cur- | swell the cheeks, 32 JE [fj], "QJE TT, ASE, He 

Blubbered, pp- Swelled, Jit, Fee, aeikh. 

Bludgeon, n. A short stick with one end loaded, 
or thicker and heavier than the other and used 

as an offensive weapon, 4 i — DE ph FAR a 

PRAM, HOHE. SARL. ADAH. 
Blue, a. B; light azure blue, ERE, ARE ; light 

blue. % BE; azure blue, FFF; sky bine; 
— 

— 

* The latter character, though often used even a teach- 
ers, does not convey the meaning intended; hence should 

blow the flute, Di, le Fk TRIES to Dies its | not be used. 
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#5 pure blue, — = 75 3 deep blue, Fe : Prussian 
Bie ER. LE sili marine, fipif; smalty 
Gua or a blue, fh BAFF; dark blue, ZR 

; blue black, lis 5 cerulean blue, FPRZ: a 
Niue indigo colour, #24; foreign blue, ERE; 

a plant used to dye blue, Isatis, B&We ; the in- 
digo dye made from the Isatis, 4g RE; a grecn- 
ish blue, FF 3&3 blue jackets, Jk Bip, IKE; a 

blue ribband. 428%, BEXAF; blue bell, [fy Safe ; 
the blues (a contraction for ule devils), low- 

ness of spirits, melancholy, $8; a blue day, 

(22H). BRE A ; to look oe upon one, fli} \ 

ne EW [2 fic 
Blue, v. t. ‘To make blue, JE#?, [ #2; to dye blue, 
Blue-book, n. A book statedly published, giving 

the names of all who hold offices under the Unit- 
ed States, (ZE4E We) BERNA ae, BEAN PR; in 
England, the printed statepapers, bound in blue 

covers, (ZEB) CAGE, WL GAS. 
Bluecap, n. A fish of the salmon kind, Faye A BL. 
Blue-eyed, a. Having blue eyes, FAR Ay, Tf. 

BEALE. 
Blue-haired, a. Having hair of a blue colour, 

Ely, EEE. 
Blue-light, n. A blue signal light, B5%, Bex. 
Bluepeter (blue repeater), n. In the British ma- 

rine, a blue flag with a white centre used as a 
signal for sailing, th. ff, by Ty He. 

Blue-stocking, n. A term applied to literary ladies, 

KK BLK MALEK. 
Bluethroat, n. A bird with a tawny breast. 76% 
Blue-yeined, ». Having blue veins or streaks, B¢ 

Sits. EAE. se EHR. 
Blue vitriol, n. Sulphate of copper, Je, E48 Fy. 
Blueness, n. The quality of being blue, 
ee colour, R24, Fy 4. 

Bluff, n. A high bank, presenting a steep front, 

ie “ME, 4 aS BE. My HZ WSS - 
Bluff, a. Rene hT ml surly, 724i, POSE, FLpS. 4H 

AL. izs, FH3£ 3 a bluff man, py ze A. 
. Bluff-bowed, a. Having broad and flat bows, if 

BEVEL. 
Bluffness, n. Bloatedness, Jif, jfij Ji ; surliness, pA 

8, HEI. 
Bluffy, a. Having bluffs, WPBeE Ag, WA BEE. 
Bluish, a. Blue in a small degree, ¥S RZ, LOH ye, 

BE 

Peds. 
Lina oe) a 

fell 

We — fy BE. 
Bluishness, 2. A small degree of blue colour, #6 

we aye 

Blunder, v. 7. To mistake grossly, ht, $8, APB 
Fit cas AXE po 15 re 

AS, ain » Fie ; aes Mi Hi, gi, AR. 

Blunder, n. Mistake, 2, 4, £42; he has made 

a blunder, (ib. 4%, 21 ZF ; to make a blunder, 

A, HO, HR RL BE. 
Blunderbuss, n. A short gun capable of holding a 

large number of balls, KO FR, FH, BH; 
i stupid, blundering fellow, pee, Re, 

PEM AN. 
Blunderer, x. One who is apt to blunder, FPO 
A OE GL FE; a careless man, pee fe 

FMEA, FEN. 
Blunderhead, n. A stupid fellow, Bx Z§ EN, i 
Blundering, ppr. or a. Mistaking grossly, #7#, 

Fe fry; he is always plundering, {EB 'i8 LTT 

fi BREESE. 
Blunderingly, adv. In a blundering manner, 4% 

es 
Blunt, a. Having a thick edge, $f, $y. AAi ; dull 

in understanding, ZRSih. Cot, HEH, FLSA, St 
Wy, Hoh, tee, pA, pk; wanting the forms 

of civility, $l, ALAR, SH (5, SBE, HEA. HL 
fe, ARE. NE; plain, EAE ; rude but honest, wf 
Je, AER, ELAR, WENT EG; blunt, straight- 
forward advice, a, aaa, Zea: 

Blunt, v. ¢. To dull the edge or point, Beg. 
Blunt-witted, @. Dull, a HRGL; to repress car- 

nal desires, 2 ¢&, ee » BH RR. 
Blunted, pp. or a. Made blunt, HEU Si ; repressed, 

WW. 
Blunting, ppr. Making dull, Pegi ; repressing, Jif. 

Bluntly, adv. In a coarse manner, #{L 4 DE. 
Bluntness, n. Want of edge, $ifi#} ; coarseness of 

address, {{1 4% ; rude sincerity or plainness, #} 

TO, SADE, AAD A. 
Blur, n. A dark spot, PE BEF; a stain, PPE; 

a stain on one’s reputation, ved 

Blur, v. t. To obscure by a dark spot, ie, ae, 
#75 > to blur in printing, = Pz lee. Fl) eR 
4, ; to cover with disgrace, GE, Wyse. HAR. 

Blurred, pp. Darkened, 3 Hes 3h Als Hee Se, RH 5 
stained, Aji 75. 

Blurring, ppr. Darkening, 4 B, #5€ ; staining, 

Blurt, v. 7. To utter hastily, LI; to utter inad- 
saa JUV, IS. ABT; don't blurt, 

Sie Sh Les. 
Blurting, ppr. Uttering hastily, AS, Ms 
Blush, v. 7. To redden in the cheeks or face, aS ET, 

68, FEAL, HEALED. HUET Uc. Wee to 
redden from a sense of shame, Apa, \@ ae, FE 

ae SLA VAR. Shae De, 7 eH SUist, TRE: 
eG, TR, Toe ER, Me HE. ls bi 
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wag], FL, LRT MR, SCH im La. are iii 
HEFT ; to bear a blooming red colour, eae 
Hf. & ; she blushes, ee 4B ih a Bey 
blush at each other, AH Alfa we, Heian EL, ea 
Tg Ey FL TH ae does not blush for a tie, 

AB Aili; to give a thing a soft, bright, red 

colour, #E4L, HEAL. JAE. 
Blush, nm. The red colour suffusing the cheeks, fij 

aL, Sef. Aas. MARL: to be red all over 
the face, GEES. ii M12, ; to put one to 
the blush, (EA ie Ad (ESL 3& ; at first blush, 
— Fl, —A ; to get a blushofa thing, Rj A. 
PUMP AE ; ne has a blush of another, AL9h 281) 

fl, 4 Ae (LI ft. 
Blushfully, ane In a blushful manner, # 9. ik 

HR, WAR. 
Blushing, ppr. or a. Redde ning in the face, &# AL. 

BEST (Et, AL SB. Fee; blushing trom 
shame, F322, Fill, Az; a blushing face, 2 

FRG ini OL. is WL JS. itis, fia. fi. 
Blushingly, adv. In a blushing manner, Jje7. 
ee a. Unblushing, 0% iit 33, He Anam, if Je 

ies i, EAE. ABA, IEE; impudent, 

Fe AB 
Bluster, v. i. To be noisy, FE. 3 al, We ns, veh IY, 
EAE DE, WEEE BY, Wvauh My ; to swagger, PALA 

WS, fs, Awe: Hid. Me; to roar, WE ge, WEIR 
to be boisterous, py $e, FEE; to be windy, PF 

Bluster, n. Roar of a tempest, mee An gy. MEE BE 
AN 5 a violent wind, 32 )in\. SE), 4) SS. Fy 
LJ; noise, MEME ne, peiyHy, S80; swaggering, 
RAG, HEA; boisterousness, Piss#f 5 a 
loud biuster, R# AH. 

Blusterer, n. A swaggerer, AH, fash. Hw 

48 HAIR #5 a noisy fellow, HALME 34, as Gite 
a boisterous fellow, pi SMG (fy) A. JERE HK, 4B 
IER. 

Blustering, n. Noisy pretension, #p aS, pS. Wt 

MIE, Fhe. SESE, AEDS. LA. 
Blusteringly, adv. Ina blustering, noisy manner, 

FE WS WER, PBK ; in a bere teron: manner, fi 

SEI. 
Blusterous, a. Noisy, Wei fil y. BEM (Vy. ALPE we PB 

tumultuous, FE BSE. 45 TE ae Fé 

fj. CRANE, FANG. 
Bo, interj. A sound uttered by children to fright- 

en their fellows, pom, bom ! 

Boa, n. The boa constrictor, $F, FRE. =E WE ; the 
boa of Yanniin, sé, se RE. 

Boa, n. A fur tippet, large and round, [Al 8A yk. 
= 
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Boanerges, n. pl. Sons of thunder r, an appellation 
for St. James and John, @-f—. Sce Mark, 3,17. 

Boar, n. The male of swine not castrated, #% ZS, 

Heik, HOLD, HE, BE TR, UK. BE BEs the wild 
boar, WS 7. UH. F723 a boar’s snout, AUR; 
boar’s bristles, #& ; to ent a boar, al H¥. 

Boar-spear, n. 3 Ef, WH BR. 
Board, n. Plank. PK, MW. HH He HF; a single board, 

— HK; the hoards of a Chinaman’s bed, eA, 
}eR: HAR: BE WE. GS. Es a side board of a tub, Af 
tig; falling board, PET PR; a table, AE; boards 

for building mud walls, pss se pe, HK, Haws a 
flat board, FPL; oid boards, FAC; boards for 

inclosing books for transport or for lettering, 
BEAL ; the boards of a boat, fk, PH; the deck 
of a ship, #fRifj ; to put a child in board, fUp-x- 

PSE; a chess-board, BORE: an official depart- 

ment, BD ; t he six Boards, 74 #3 the presidents 
of the six Bomds, fi #2; the superior officers of 
Het eS 2 FV Bb A_E By] ; the Board of Reve- 
nue, Ja 4h ; the a of Punishment, Jf a the 
Board of Rites, #4 ; the Board af War, 2p; 

the Board of Watl ks, 1.4; the Board of Civil 

Office, #8 #H; the Foreign Board, BP HERE; the 
Board of Exchequer, fii #}, 4 fh; the Board of 

Agriculture, pj #£#}; the Board of Account- 

ants, JE #); the Board of Sac rifices, iim) 4H ; the 

Board for His Imperial Majesty’s Carriages, # 
fh; the Board for the Regulation of His Imn- 
perial Majesty's Gardens, Be th president of 
one of the Supreme Boards, fij #2; the Board of 
Education, 44); a member of one of the Su- 

preme boards, ih hh 3¢ ; officers not members of 
one of the Supreme Boards, 4); to go on 
board a ship, 35ff%, YA AH; to be above boards, 
Fe &, BLAS; above board, pF Ay; to deal above 
board, ZS 9% Thy fit, ASE ZT B- 

See v.t. ‘l'o cover with boards, #j#<, LIARSE 
Z. STHK; to board a ae $F ji AT; to board a 
ship, Lit, HEA; to place at board, vile ps 

SE, FEHE ; to board at a tavern, Fe)5, e789 

Bh. 
Board, v. 7. To receive foed as a sage for a com- 

pensation, #3, 7S. fj B, Psrgy ; to board at 
an inn, #¢)R ; to board with one’s employer, ® 

WEAR 
Board-wages, n. pl. Wages allowed to servants to 

keep themselves in victuals, $259. BKM. HK 
fii #¥ 5 Lo receive hoard-wages, $ Hi FMF (9). 

Boardable, a. That may be boarded, as a ship, BY 

+, OS) iE ace 
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Boarded, pp. ora. Covered with boards, $j AK, | 
$7 if PE; entered by armed men, asa ship, Jt 
3 ff : furnished Hits a for a compensation, | 

TS ES, HG E.G 
Boarder, n. One who ee a and lodging in an- 

other’s family for a reward, PER, Hs HK, ay 

JE. B58 ZA. 5 one who boards a ship in ac- 
tion, | Ae ae. YEE ; one who is selected | 
to hoard a ship, BSR. SHH. 

Boarding, ppr. Covering with boards, $4 #.ET HK: 
entering a ship by force, 
receiving board, JESe, PER, 

Boarding- anon! n. A school, the scholars of 

which board with the teacher, PSS RP, [A] se 
fig 5 a free boarding-school, fy B Oy, Ai }he Bg, HE 

Be BS 
Boarish, a. Swinish, 73 tll, 7} RR; 

BSR, Dy Hl). 

ean v.t. ‘lo speak of with pride or vanity, # 

as. aA, Aas. Ae. At Af Aa, Ak, 

185 Mi 

brutal, A) 7h, 

i fri, Ais: Alt. Aix: BA, coricn allt as: | 

pe, PEM, Wl. A. BS. 4. aR far- WE. a8. He 
J if Aca: ; to boast of one’s attainments, |Y 335 | 

I, A ALGAE ; to boast of one’s riches, ff 
is ; he was not fond to boast of his virtue, | 

IER. ak Ce to boast of one’s self, fj 

Hit AA. Aa Fa 
Boast, n. Ustentation, EH, BAG, RAKE, 

PUK ; pride, BEAL BEF. 
Boaster, n. Une who boasts, Fas HE A HBS 

Sh. 0 A aS a P h 
Boastful, a. Gircail to hoasting, FAY, ® FoR 

hs 6 WDE, AND, ea. 
Boastfully, adv. In a boastful manner, gfe, ZS 

ie AR. ARE. 
Boasting, ppr. ee ostentatiously, #} WS ; 

boasting language, # 

ii 
Boustingly, adv. In an ostentatious manner, 4 

Be Wy BIL i 

Boastless, a. Without ostentation, $AS, $2. FES, | 

it. | 
Boat, n. A small open vessel, Sf, J. ffi; a pull- 

away boat, =H, 4, [PAM WAT ABE, AZT S | 
asmall boat, Smfpt, JG. Mee. Ae IN. HEF, 

YE. AAT AE WE AE, A EAs a two-oared boat, 

SLMS Ha, PAL, HHUA; a ferry-boat, pac acpe, 
AG. He. Hae sa tankd boat, 7 Ae fik; a rice- | 

boat, Xi) Aw, Xifpfl; the long, narrow boats used 
by fishermen along the coast, fe fil, fe FE; a 

dragon-boat, FEAL, HEAL. BE ff ; lodging-boats, 

EAB, AB AR. AEE 

Pe at. DE, ABA. od. | 

3 ilalfpl ; cargo-hoats, SEAL, (6 Het AE, Pa DN in WE, 
ZF Xe At, <7) Ah; a pleasure-boat, # ; (at pres- 
ent called) flower boat, ZEfpE; a passage-hoat, 
YE fk; market-boats, HE PE, HE AME; an officer’s 
iraveling-hoat, a4 fk; a mail-hoat or advice- 
boat, 2 feAMl, FE (3 AME ; a fast-boat, PL ; boats 
let to travelers, {jj ff : a salt-boat, Bia fp; a boat 
smuggling salt, F/B Ape ; a flat-bottomed river- 
hoat, PEIKPE ; a brothel boat, Wyse; a fast 
paddling boat, 47\ RE ffl; a hong-boat, 7 fit; a 
fishing boat, SEAt Fy A fey JAB ME ; a large fish- 
ing-boat, FEA; a fish-boat with water in, 
AGE, if AY AE. ESP ME; a boat for angling, ¥y 
ft, HAS 5 a skin-boat, pe Ae: a guard-boat, 4K 
Wh. SH ALAR. AE. MATH; a crab-boat, swift 

boat, used by smugglers. (L&E, 56 #, fe; a gun- 
oat, MLA, JEL AH; a square boat, §, HE; a boat 
used for the transhipment of produce, as used 
in the North. 3 ff#; double boats, or two boats 

tied together, GE fm. sik fy. Dy Sp; a boat-race, 
JM ; the dragon-boat festival or race, BERR, 
HEME, {IRE SIF ; to pole boats, $f; to fasten 
a boat, Seip, Ws S2AR; to go into a boat, PEAR, 

TES. TEM: call a boat, BE = AIR, psp se eee ; 
the hoat-people, 7F 3, 4E Ja, Mfr, 7c BS, fie 
Re: tow boat, He Sit pilot boat, #\fpt; Man- 
darin boat, fil fq; long boat, A=FAK; salt fish 
boat. fh. 

| Boat, v.t. To transport goods in a boat, fOpfpeZe 
E=) 

Boat-hill, n. A genus of birds, BAZ. 
Boat-hook, n. An iron hook with a point on the 

back, fixed to a long pole, #92 
Boat-rope, n. A rope to fasten a boat usually called 

a painter, BEfsttif. 

| Boat-shaped, a. Having the shape of a boat, Jpbes, 

ie 
| Boating, ppv. Transporting in boats, (UR APeEZe E- 
| Boatman, Boatsman, n. A man who manages a 

boat. [PEA AFI SF. HEA. BEA, fit 
finde. (& 3 a rower of a boat, pias, $F AH, 
k=; one who lives in a boat, #eAe, HEF, Hil 
5. 

Boatswain (pronounced bo’sn), n. An officer on 
board ships, who has charge of the boats, sails, 

&e., [PUA BAF. 
Bob, n. A short, jerking action, pob, bob, Ff 3 ; 

a bob of the head, fiji BF, dig pA; the ball of a 
short, quick-moving pendulum, #€ §&-F; in jew- 
els dressed, and at each end a bob, jf & BEFK. 
49-54 WNL EF 3 a knot of worms, at the end of 
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a line, used in catching eels, [gt ff. 
Bob, v.¢. To move with a short, jerking motion, 

JERE, HEE AH. WHE; to bob one’s head, 

EDEL, JarBA ; to beat or bang, HELE. Tete. $f FE: 
to bob up and down, #, “EEE FE. FEAT ; 
to bob, asa piece of meat falling in boiling 
soup, BE. PER VEIK ; to hob, as fishes, or rocks, 
that are now exposed and then suddenly covered 
with water, 7EHI7E7@, JBI}; to cheat, Pe, I 

- Ej; to mock, # pi; to cut short, WF Ay. 
Bob, v.z. To play backward and forward, jy (4% ; 

to angle for eels, $1 /i€. 
Bob-cherry, ». A play, in which a cherry is hung 

so as to bob against the mouth, and be caught 
with the teeth, #EBRpk EX ; to play at bob-cher- 

TY, FTHERBBE. 
Bob-tail, n. A short tail, as the Chinese short 

tailed cat, Tit 4%. SHE. 
Bob-tailed, a. Having the tail ent short, ajHE FE 

Gh, FE MOE FF. 
Bobwig, Bobtail-wig, n. 85, EFS. 

Bobbed, pp. Moved with a quick act, qi Fijh ; 
shaken, Hee. #238; gained by fraud, Pej, Sa 

Til Fa 38 
Bobbin, n. iN spool, 4it 0H, fet AL, #h. BE, &, 

Bobbin-work, n. 3988. 
Bobbinet, n. A kind of lace wrought by machines, 

ERK ZAR ET. 
Bobbing, ppr. Playing back and forth, jj Rage ; 

striking, #f fF; cheating, 14%; angling for 
eels, Simi. 

Bobbish, a. To be in good spirits, AFR, 41S 

Gia! He Pa, HA ME. 
Bobolink, m. The rice-bird, Fetes. 
Bobstays, n. pl. Ropes to confine the howsprit of a 

ship downward to the stem, DAH i. 
Bockelet, Bockeret, n. A kind of long-winged 

hawk, £32 &. 
Bode, v.t. To portend, fr, He St 9A. Sik Ep. IK OA. 
AIK, FEA; it bodes no good, TEAK A; 
his language bodes no good, Jig (4 4g- A EM A): 
to meet something which bodes evil, Ji #4 0% ky. 

SRA (AL), SERIE. 
oded, pp. ora. Presaged, jf. 

Bodge, v. i. To stop, #2 Jk. 
Bodice, n. Stays, waist-bands, used by native 

women, FU, HH, FL. GL, LAL. I I. 
i$ ; those used by foreign ladies, fz; a waist- 
eoat, quilted with whalebone, worn by women, 

SGT FS 

Bodied, a. Having a body, 4 & ; big-bodied, & 
4€., F<, WMG : able-hodied, AEE. AL HEME. 

Bodile ss, a. Having no material form, 40€JfZ At 37, 
wesy, uma Ze, JE BEE ; having no body, 

Ht By Mae 
Bodily, a. Corporeal. #238. Hl. AA. i 

nee, Py & fy; having a material a m, AIA, 

ARAB. AIAN: veal, AG. HO; 
aslight bodily indisposition, a 8 fi fvy WE 3S 

(Ar). 
Baye adv. Corporeally, 4 Hp; entirely, 4, 

=#: to set bodily upon a thing, JASE ZR Z Jy. 
eis AS ZI] ; to carry away bodily, —Y 

ae 
bh. FFG. Boding, ppr. or a. Foreshowing, 

Boding, n. An omen, BA. 
Bodkin, n. An instrument for making holes by 

piercing, ff, 44%: an instrument with an eye 

for drawing thread, &e. through a loop, 2E¢F, 

5] €t. s[ 45 EF; a printer's bodkin, $K BR; a 
hair-pin, 4, ee 2 

Body, n. &. #8, £78. AW. AR. AE, 45. We, 
ARE. JERS; the ae must die, Py Ey #43 FE ; he 
wounded his own body, ff ff & #8; body and 
spirit, & wif; the body present, but the mind 
absent, & ZEB: the body sawing forward 
and backward, ff {fA ; matter, as opposed 
to spirit, Wy, {IG & IZ: luminous bodies, 
4 2%; non-luminous bodies, HE 7% WH; 

transparent bodies, j#3(244: opaque bodies, 
AER ZA; 0 solid body, ER, EIB; hase of 
a body, ig ;a person, J &. JAB; the collective 
parts of the body, Fy ##; a dead Thee ye. FEE, 
Sy Jet. Iu 3 somebody, A A, FH; nobody, 
me J. ; any body, Aran (if A. KAI; everybody, 
AN. AA; the whole body, AS, —F, IVF, 
id & ii a im, we a collective mass, 
As iy. Ae 98 sa corporation, # ; the main army, 

FH; a hody of troops, — BEF, ERE I 
— (% te EB, — Pe BZ; the whole, — 4; the 
main part, 742; a general collection of stat- 
utes, #7 #4; the main body (substance) of a 
subject, 2; the body of the moon, #8; wine 
of a good body, #874}; that paper has not body 
enough, JE Seitz; the body of the cloth, #i&; 
body and soul, Fy #8 7% Fix ; a lean body, —pyj 
5 a wise body, A SeIE A; a busy body, exe 
YE >a body of Chinese, —PRHEIL; the body of 
a coach, ¥ft #@; the bedy of a tree, Hf} & ; the 

body, in the language of the Budhists, 58 kg, 

Jule. 
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Body-clothes, n. pl. Covering for the body, as for 
a horse, FAK. 

Body-politic, n. The collective body of a people 
under a civil government, J. Jt. Fy HXE. 

Body-guard, n. The guard that defends the per- 
oe fy te. (E14, (ets ; His Imperial Majes- 
y s hody- ouard, $4 ¥¢ fj; His Imperial Majes- 
oe hody-guard with blue cenende 3 feathers, 

Tic 0 (5 ft 
Bog, n. A quagmire covered with grass or other 

plants, #%, Jere Zsu. Wn Sb. WWE 2H: 
a little elevated spot of earth in marshes and 

swamps, filled with roots and grass, 7% Sh 248i 
¥4.; wooden shoes similar to those used hy hog- 
trotters, for traveling over mud, [kPR. +e. HE. 
#* ; soaked through, as a bog, {HPM. 

Bog-bean, n. Menyanthes, a marsh plat, Ze yF. 
Bog-land, a. Pertaining to a marshy country, 7% 

Tih. 
Bog-moss, nN. ze. 

Bog-ore, n. Ski. 
Bog-rush, n. A rush that grows in hogs, #¥. 
Bog-trotter, ne TERE SH. 
Boggle, v. i. To oy as if afraid to proceed, BR ke, 

PSPS RERE, SER: to start aside, MEP]; to dis- 
semble, PE, PERF; to doubt, FEB. 

Roggle, v.t. To embarrass with difficulties, PALA y. 
Bogeled, pp. Embarrassed, fap RR. 322. 
Boggler, n. A timorous man, 46H 44. 
Boggy, a. Full of bogs, @ Hh. 
Bogle, Boggle, n. A bug-bear, 4){%. 
Bohea tea, n. A sort of black tea, PURER. PRR 

28; the Bohea hills in Fukien, $R4# WW. 
Boiar, Boyer, n. In the Russian empire, a noble- 

eae Ue 30h Bd th BE ZA 

pts 

i; a person of quality, 

Boil, v. 7. To be agitated by the action of heat, j£, 

Wh, Wt AKAE, dt ak ya; to be agitated hy any 
other cause than heat, 4%, 7h Bk. GBR 
to be very hot, We PRTG ii: to be in ae 

water, 7; to boil away, ist B. le Tiss 3 to 

pu over, jgete. JAS. Why; to boil bia fine 

GE Feat - 

Boil, v.¢. To seethe, GE.#e.) 

to boil rice ter 

SELB. ARM, ne Ne 
ae tea, GEIR, SER, ia Se: 

a 128, we 28; to boil or make con see, 
to boil ee GEE: WAG GEA EAL ? 
4B} Re 7H; ; to boil soft, TEA : 

ih. 25a Se A ISO: 
YA FPS VT 5 to hoil to piece 

AW ; to boil fish, Ue | fH ; 
yen? 

Geng 

to boil thin. soup, | 

to boil food, YE Fz | 

us boil tiorowelll | 

GES}, GEM. BEDE. | 
a boil water, GE yt, 

a 

#¢ KC; to boil a cake, Hee; to boil a chicken, 

1298, ISS. TES. iAH: to boil again, AR, 
HVE, HA, HG; to boil vegetables, FEE; hoil 
a cup of custard, F¥—7SFP zs IRR; to boil a 
pudding, Ae HpRe, PREZ ; boil water and make 
some tea in covered cups, GE ya 4. 

Boil, n. $8, RIFF; small boils, as seen on the 
forehead of Chinese children, #7 {f7, RETF ; to 
have boils, ZEYE, #4, FEY; to give away a 
boil (by a charm), 2F¥F; to open a boil, 3 #F, 

Hy; the boil opens, # Fz. 
Boiled, pp. or a. Dressed hy boiling, Geith. Fe 

Sih, ZRH. Kise + ; done, We a boiled ege, ae 

Te WUE ZO TE (AUB YEZETE ; both boiled and 
fried eges are good, $8 FE bb 4 Bh Hf ; boiled 
cow's feet, GEE 4TH}: hams thoroughly boiled 
are very good, JX Ij i 3; yams when 
boiled soft are very neal ABLE EB: 
boiled to rags (overdone). GEA. Pais, We jh vA, 

“3p 4, HEE, IRS. BE. Mi eG af, EL RM. 
Boiler, n. A person who boils, FE#%. @#H. BB; 

a flat vessel in which anything is boiled, $€ ; 

deep boiler, $4, fj. 2. B. HA: a boiler for dis- 
tilling, @{: boiler and cat, 2%; a boiler for 
boiling water, Je GF. AGE; a large boiler, 4+ 5A 
4, AGE: a smaller boiler, =F; an earthen 
boiler, #GF; a large flat iron boiler, Fe $i #, 
HE HF: a large deep boiler, JR44-F : a small deep 
boiler, 3 {F-, #k Fg; a boiler with legs, $y, A 
Ws ; a three-legged boiler, WH. 

Boiling, ppr. or a. Swelling with heat, 7 ; boil- 

ing water, 74 7k, 1% at. WR BS; boiling point 

(of water), EI PHEE ACHE. URE. AKASH + boil 
ing with rage, 7A Ak. — IHR. 

Boiling, n. The act or state of ebullition, 7. 

Boisterous, a. Violent, 3%, (2, aR Se, wREE, JGR, 

HES. Th. TE VE, BERR s noisy, Sea. Beak. ae 
Ns - APMC; roaring, mye. mire Wh ie, Fe 
ee ws ; clumsily violent, #4 pk. FE fye 3 boister- 

ous weather, WLI AE. I RE. HAM 
a boisterous wind, #£)i\, Sei. Be, FEM. Il 

A, Hin K.- 
Boisterously, adv. Furiously, #£, F#¥ ; to sing bois- 

terously, FEY. 
[paisineremecs n. PEE, he ee, iit Be 4 

Bolary, a. Pertaining to bole or clay. SEMPRE. 

pre a. tees Hi, yh: Ha, Mil] Bt, Fe, BS FE, 
Se A Se. TRE HF, THER. 4; daring, WAAC, EK, 

iii Abit ALA HUD. RAG, ANB. MBSE. 
BRI TE RDS, LE: als, 
intrepid, ZEN, | he Hf, EM; impudent, Frit, 
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roe, AME TT TR. LR. Ha hold face, #§ ij 
#8. A Ti mit; a bold shore, ge j§ 3 bold, pre- 
cipitous mountains, 7 #2 Wl, HAMEL, tee 
Wiz uf; a bold deportment, high-spirited, i 
Sh. TG ey HE. OWE 5 a bold minister, Pe Fr, 4% 
fee PE HT Pr; a bold undertaking, [efy, 

MR, WK 2a. BBN «bol 
image, Apps 7 FH : a bold picture, Ey AEA ; 
bold writing, ree EL ep fe ET, SHE EF 

I was bold to speak, FQiie ati, FRHCBE; to be so 
bold as to, JAF, Fe. 

Bold-face, n. Impudence, Smt ffi ye 4%. 

Bold-faced, a. Impudent, #F4ar fy, BETTE AG. Se 

TH RE ; Wold-faced woman, Fe HAF. 
Bold-spirited, a. Having bold spirit or courage, 

Si ANY. A NA. 
Bolden, v.t. To make bold, 7H, =E JH, 3EIH- 
Boldly, adv. Ina bold manner, Hi FE, Mj, BA. 
Per PE, FE 5% ; eaadgat)s, Smt Th] RM, HE 

TAH; to act boldly, —ZES MY, HB ik TTB. 
FARE 249. HE ot 2 FF Si AE IH ; to speak hold- 
ly, eS, Wea. 

Boldness, n. Freedom from timidity, A Hf, A 

JS. AL SR. HEE. BESR. AEE, LE 
impudence, 4u€ Thy Jk 4% ; confidence, ATE, AIH; 
prominence, #i}3%. 75 di. IEE; boldness with- 
out contrivances, #E 5 FI. Fy Himes. 

Bole, n. The body of a tree, HA. 
~ Bole, n. A kind of fine clay, ¥4Veé ; a kind of fine 

clay coloured by iron, FRE. 
Bole armeniac, n. ff GH. TLaB§. PET. 

Boletus, x. A genus of branched mushroom, 44% ; 
the common mushroom, ACE, #8, 4%, HE. 

Bolis, n. A fire-ball darting through the air, fol- 
lowed by a train of light or sparks, jf $j Pe. 

Boll, n. The pot of capsule of a plant, 5¢; stalk, 
Bollemong, n. = ff ZE. | #. 
Bollings, n. pl. Pollard-trees, whose tops and 

branches are cut off, 3m JA tit. 

Bologna-sausage, n. PKRLMBG- 
Bolster, n. A long pillow or cushion, {2 £0, K 

HARE 3a part of a saddle raised upon the hows to 
hold the rider's thigh, Fy Re #g. By Bere 5 a cush- 
ion or bag, filled with tarred canvas, used to 
preserve the stays from being worn by the 
masts, Esepe. 

Bolster, v. t. To support with a bolster, JA REEEE, 

DARHEZ. FEE. 
ee v. t. To lie together in a bed, [Al p34, 4 #E 

eae a. Swelled out, ARE, RA. BEAR. 

Ee 
au 

Bolster rer, n. n. BS Be. 

Bolstering, n. A support, MEA ZI, ME 2H. 
Bolt, n. An arrow, #7, 4¢; a strong cylindrical 

pin of iron, $%; a thunder-bolt, 774, #, 
ba]; a stream of lightning, Pye; bolt upright, 
ik 7; the horizontal bolt of a door, PY FY, FY 

id, PY, PY. pT, PyAL. [i]. BE. Dae. Sih. PE 
the bolt of a plough, J #E ; a bolt for the feet, 

WHF; lie has shot his bolt, #Se akin we. 

Bolt, v.¢. To fasten with a bolt, ya Re, TK A 
F LI: to shackle, #4{#; to bolt, blurt out, 
yeah FEM REIE 2 to holt out, PAHE, FE 
fii], DEH; to bolt as a horse, FEYKSE, ve Bef 

fie GF; to bolt away, YE PRIKSE ; to bolt, as an 

apprentice, S&S, Aelhe ; to bolt in, upon, PEPE, 
(Oy Ai to rush precipitately for ward, FEW F- 
BY. ZK fy Af ; to bolt food down one’s throat, 

Fe LBL 
Bolt, v.¢. To sift or separate bran from flour, Big ; 

to discuss, pRB. BP pit: 
Bolt, v. 7. To shoot forth suddenly, fF Ai, FR. 

Bolt-auger, n. A large borer, used in ship-building, 

KK. 
Bolt-boat, n. A strone boat, that will endure a 

rough sea, ffl, 35 ft. 
Bolt-head, n. A long straight-necked glass re- 

ceiver, SAH. RIEL. 
Bolt-rope, n. A rope to which the edges of sails are 

sewed to strengthen them, WSs, Snipe as. 
Bolt-sprit, n. See Bowsprit. 
Bolt-upright, a. Perfectly upright or good, iif. 
Bolted, pp. ora. Made fast with a bolt, Jia RE, 
Ath Re ; shot forth, ijk Aly; sifted, piisth > ex- 
amined, 333i. 

wi, SE. Bolter, n. A kind of sieve, 

2, AE; bolter for grain, RE. 
Bolting, ae Fastening with a bolt, ap; blurt- 
ne out, FeBt, 38ZF; shooting forth suddenly, 
EPR ty ae je fi) HE; seperauine bran 
from flour, fi ; examining, %, % 3; discuss- 

ing, TB. 
Bolting-cloth, m. A linen or cloth, of which bolters 

are made for sifting meal, fii 4H, fie), AL] #b. 
Bolting-house, n. The place where meal is bolted, 

fis BD - (Hk. 
Bolting-hutch, n. A tub for bolted flour, #}Hi, BF 
Bolting-mill, n. A machine for sifting meal, #i 

BE SB} EGE ; an engine for sifting meal, fijAk 

Bolting-tub, n. A tub to sift meal in, fp PBPe. 

fii: 

| Bolus, n. A large pill, 4&2, AREIL, KABA. 

R 
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Bomb, n. a gre at. noise, pom * #¥, bom FR, ite. 
offs (in. Canton); a large shell of cast iron, round 

and hollow, with a vent to receive a fusee, con- 
taining combustible matter, A) 15. A seibt, 
Je (in Canton), A HESS 
upon a bell, pom se, File. 

Bomb-chest, n. A chest filled with shells, Ajzé 
HE AY; a chest filled with gunpowder, $i i774, 

Hi. REGRR. 
Bomb-ketch, n. A small ship or vessel, construct- 

ed for throwing bombs, [Alsé a5 iy, BA seis 

fi. 
Bomb-proof, a. Secure against bombs, A t5Z 

Al, SUA cA. + 
Bonb-shell, n. A bomb, [Age t- 
Bomb-vessel, n. See Bomb-ketch. 
Jombard, v: t. Toattack with bombs thrown from 

mortars, KUT, LA Te, BEA Ze 
FEF. Hk, FO, HER. 

Bombarded, pp. Attacked with bombs, LIA sei 

Bombardier, 
the loading and firing of mortars, WaFF. 

Bombarding, ppr. Attacking with shells or 
bombs, 3 LIA set F- [ HL He. 

Bombardment, n. An attack with bombs, J) [Al sé 
Bombardo, n. A musieal instrument of the wind 

kind, much like the bassoon, Me gf (2j #4. 
Jombasin, Bombazine, n. A twilled fabric, of 

which the warp is silk and weft worsted, 74 

Sill. WASH. WA. WAE- 
Bombast, n. A stuff of soft, loose texture, used to 

swell garments, fi4y; high-sounding words, 

ial, hist, Za. Anh, BAZ SB. Bi; an in- 
flated style, YP 4c. 

Bombastic, a. Swelled, ARP; ; high-sounding, 7 

KY, eA, FRE, MPO 
Bombastry, ». Swelling words without much 

meaning, ¥PR, {Paw Za. 
Bombay, n. aii. [ RG. 
Bombay ducks, n. Dried fish from Bombay, Fpl: 

Bombax, n. Cotton tree, Ax He hy. 
Bombazet, Bombazett, Bombazettes, Bombazetts, 

n. WARY, AARVAE- WAE Mi ; figured bombazet, HE 

HEME. | 
Bombie, a. Pertaining to the silkworm, fash fy, 

Bombie acid. 

iG, E] BEGK F; the stroke | 

n. One whose business is to attend | 

m. An animal acid, obtained from | 

the silkworm and from raw silk, By wh@e. 
Bombite, n. A bluish black mineral found in 

Bombay, 7& RRA. 

Bombycinous, a. Silken, ## fg. ARM. 

Bombyx, ». The silkworm, Fak. 
Bon (bong), n. A good saying, 3a, 42a ; a jest, 

Byae, & LS 

Bona fide, a. W ith good faith, Ja Ef, ¥EA; with- 

out frond, $86 (0S, SRN. A: J Mad 23 
Bonapartist, ». One attached to the person or 

principles of Bonaparte, pF AWK. * 
Bonasus, x. A species of bison, or wild ox. BFR. 
Bon bon, n. A sugar plum, JAR, #iteF ; sugar 

confectionary, 2F fg. 
Bon-chief, n. Good consequence, FF 
Bon chretien, n. A species of pear, 5244. 
Bon n. A cord, fil, #32, #4; a band or ligament, 

me, #F; bonds, fetters, #Apt, sel FE, PERE; 
aia: FREE, SSE imprisonment, 4/6 Be, Be 
fak: captivity, Ag. Pepe i; that which unjtes 
things, se Hy 6 + ; an agreement, fal, AH, BZ, 

IS. FH, RH. GB. AH. HF. aH, THF. 
#572; a union, #1, FAA. AAA; 2 lease and 
a bond, Jif; a voluntary bond given to a 
third party, -[f#¥ 5a bond for borrowed money, 
upon which no interest is paid, (fF AR, fff RHE 
a bond for borrowed money, upon which inter- 
est is paid, 4g i, fF, FHF ; a bond in ancient 
times, P 3-2# ; a signed bond of our days, 7 

4¥ Ha bond of friendship, 8AC Hi, BH H 5 

to enter into a bond, #7 @fAJ; a bond of ap- 
pearance, 3] 3e i. 

A. Bond, a. In a state of servitude or slavery, 3 

A female slave, AU. WF. Y UA, 

ipgue (lt ” Be, HR EF. 

| Bond, v.t. To give bond for, Hy ge Hi, 3g Se Wi. 
| Bondmaid, 

| Bondman, n. A man slave, AUG, ih, BEAR. BE 

4a, Pi ef, y AL: WF. KAT. 

Bondseryant, n. A slave, AUB, ALA. REE. IME ; 

bondservants and bondmaids, (3 4, WUE. 

Bondservice, n. Slavery, AL“. WAZ hh fe, 

iAH. [ 
Bondswoman, Bondwoman, n. A female slaye, Lit 
Bondage, n. Slavery, 3 Aue, KE, + BE AR 

IN ; imprisonment, 42 2, F #4, Tt tae to 

be in bondage, #ye. FH AU, FAL. DOH, 
44k, TER. TEAL ZE GAR: voluntary 
bondage, ¥% S FAL. A BYFH AL; to be in bond- 

% There is no character for this word. i 
+ Canton colloquial. 

t We WT AREREY. 

* HLL Z Sea AAS De SE TSH. : 
+ In Canton, the name given to those kidnapped and 

sold for the Cuban market. 
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age of sin, RSE. 73 5E 7 a. AE 9E PEP : to be 
in bondage of Satan, )ifiJEE 9, FEE We A. 

J5E HL, PTR BSE TBE 92, CF Ezra 1, 11, hee 
8, 35; Psalm 78, 61; Ps. 126, 1 and 4; Isaiah 4 
9 and 25, chapt. 52, 2, chapt. 61, 1; -ThkesA18: ; 
Jer. 15, 2; Isaiah 42, 7.) 

Bonded, pp. or a. Secured by bond, #73 # Te], 30 
JA (RL: bonded gocds, {RAR Z . TRAE EL. 

Bondsman, n. A slave, ABE; a surety, FATR. TK 
Re, eK; one who gives security for another, 

PAG A. TRIE. 
Bone, n. Fs 90, a ; the skeleton, BFS 

4r Hy ' ; the vertebral column, ZFS ; Ree vee 
vical vertebrae, 4F 9A ; the dorsal vertebrae, 7 

4p; the lumbar vertebrae, BER; axis and 

allas, SA ee Gi Gj; bones of the head, pA: 
occipital bone, #¥™ ; parietal bone, 7 AEA 
%3; frontal bone, #4%§; temporal bone, F.-Y 
7 ; Sphenoid bone, piyie~e ; ethmoid bone, 
rs Ea yaegp ; sacrum, Je MPR; os coccyx, FE IH 
%@ ; bones of the face, fipPar; nasal bone, 7 
*} ; Superior jaw bone, [| AF} ; inferior jaw 

bone, P PKS ; Eee or cheek hone, #fR> ; 
lacrymal bone, j4¥"s ; palate hone, EVE ih 
Sig; turbinated hone, sah P yy‘; the 

vomer, #2 9fPEP ; ribs, #A; costal cartilages, 
#eEp ; clavicle or collar bone, $e FE RT ; scap- 
ula or shoulder bone. fig eQR. i FP; Lumerus 
or arm bone, _| #3 ulna or fore-arm bone, 
YEH H ; radius or turning hand bone dip; 

carpus or wrist bones, }{i@§r; metacarpal or 
hand bones, 32° ; ee or finger bones, 
daa ; pelvis, Jo HE ; ischium or sitting bone, 

Ree ; the symphysis pubis, ep Mtoe ZeHE; the 
acetabulum, [Ps*™ 4; femur or thigh bone, FE 
jive; patella or knee-pan, JR2HR; metatar- 
sal or foot bones, §H 2 qj ; phalanges or 
toe hones, JHlFeA ; the shape of bones, Bik} 7 
JZ; the shaft or body of bones, ‘2% fj ; the 
superior extremity, 2% Ew; the inferior ex- 

tremity, aoe there are long and short 
bones, gr fjfe%e; there are round and flat 
hones, *4°4 [Ali ; there are thick and thin 
hones, "34 JE jaf; bones have either a smooth 
or rough surface, *§ ij 7pH:; the form of the 

bones is either straight or crooked, 2 é Ah : 
the external surface of the hone, > 2% Spf ; the 

medullary canal, “iP ; depressions and 
eminences of bones, 472 [Mfjy; foramina or 

holes of bones, B25 ; periosteum or a g 
of bones, ZK ; ribet of uae SS ey . LI 

large frame (of bones), A % ; flesh and bones, 
py; all the bones, A; the bone handle of 
anything, #4; to give one a hone to pick, HEA 
A; to make no hones, Hf] Ah, A HY AT ; to 
pick a bone, MRR, MRR PA; you lazy bones! — 

Sib, ABMS. 
Bone, v. ¢. To take out bones from the flesh, as in 

cookery, Fa, PR wyatt, PRA; to put 
whalebone into stays, 3 fijoR> Fs Bs ge. 

Sone-ache, nr. Pain in the bones, #3. 
Boneblack, n. Animal charcoal, #34. 
Bone-dust, x. Bones ground for the purpose of 

being used as manure, 4AC, "A" HH}. 
Bone-earth, n. The earthy residuum after 

calcination of bones, %47-b. 
Bone-set, -v. ¢. To set a dislocated bone, ZR; to 

unite broken a Bop, HR. der. 
Bone-setting, n. The act 4 setting bones, Bf, 

ra eee Ss. 
Boned, pp. Deprived of bones, BF 
Soneless, a. Without bones, Fp PPE, SOR fry. 
Bones, n. Dice, HEF, fF. 

Bonetta, n. A sea fish, 44%. 
Bonfire, n. A fire made as an expression of public 

joy and exultation, HR, PELE. LEE ZK. 

Bongrace, n. A covering for the forehead, F258. 
Boning, ppr. Depriving of hones, 375. 
Bonito, n. A fish of the tunny kind, i %. 
Bonmot, n. A jest, 4& pf. 
Bonnet, n. A covering for the head, if; bonnets 

for females, AHH ; Cie court bonnets, Ff ; 

an ancient bonnet, 3&4 5. 3F ; bonnet-strings, 

We RE. EAE 3 8 ene -ring, if; bonnet- oytin- 
der, IH ¥2 ; bonnet or bandhoxy, ae a the 
bonnet in the band-hox, 4A yAlg & 

3onnet, ». In fortification, a small w a Ww with two 

faces, having only a parapet with two rows of 
palisades, 7 Tiita4- 

Bonneted, a. Wearing a bonnet, wig. 
Bonnibel, n. A handsome gir], 4§Z. 
Bonnilass, n. A beautiful girl, 32%. 
Bonny, a. Handsome, 3. EH gay, ale BE, SEZE; 

frolic, <P, Hs she, Tee ERPGE > plump, FUSE. 
Bonny-clabber, n. Sour milk, DRRANE PL. 
Bonton, n. The height of the fashion, MFM. Ake 

We SK. ANF 
Bonum magnum, n. Species of plum, Ap HEY. 
Bonus, n. A premium given for a charter or 

other previlege, ¥FZFR ; an extra dividend to 
the aa oe i Ses eels company out 

the 
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of a month’s rent, HUgf. 
Bony, a. Full of bones, 3°, ey. Hd; pertain- 

ing to bones, ‘Sf. ‘aE; having large or 

prominent bones, ApyiFe, MWe, BPR fe: stout, 4{E 
Hit; a bony horse, ile: a bony (lean) person, 
— fe. 

Bonze, n. A Budhist priest, Fi fy, (F A- 

Booby, n. A dunee, 584, SFE. FE. RAE. HAM, 
Ae N\, BAU ; a silly booby, #SkKF ; a water 

fowl, Hl he FA. 
Booby-hutch, x. A clumsy, ill-contrived, covered 

carriage or seat, FG Hi . SEI (fry) HE. 
Boodh, n. Name of Budha, fi§. See Budha. 
Boodhism, n. The system of the religion of Budha, 

hie isan 
Boodhist, n. A believer in Boodhism, fGE, thes 

Fa th 4%, GE th BEEK Bs a Boodhist 
priest, #iifej- PA. FEF. EAN. Kf. 

Book, n. 3, Ji: He, $8. HI. aeFh, aFR, HHI. fa 

Se, RUBE, DEAE. BRE, MGR, 4 RT ORF 
single book (volume), —#h#; a set of Artes 
—-$£Z ; bamboo books, AE, 14 fi]; a bamboo 
book basket, @f#5 ; a book-case, “5, HA, BF 
HE, HOE, BEL; a cover of a hook, Bk, HK; 
a bound book, $y fy, FV # ; a book envelope, 
2K, Bwe; a paper book, RS ZH. REST 
nee #t > a book of accounts, Hes}; a waste book, 
#248; the Red-book, #aH FR. # nal ew to 
mind one’s books, #.; without book, 48 4 Hi. 
fe thi. SF mathe book, AE, KS, HE i 
Se; saidsout hook, AA Hi in books (in kind | 
remenbrance), (8, GSA KB; in favour, FE 
%; to be in one’s ae ARAL, KIER ; to 
get out of one’s hooks, ji BK xz ins aR ; to read a 
hook, #@2) a; to recite a book, QR. GH. 
aR; a sacred book, $2 gs, The £ 0 a book | 
that dare not be altered, A.FlZ #; to revise | 

books, #g, Fea). PIE. Bey, Bay; to cut out 
blocks for a book, AJP. RHC; to print books, 
FP #E ; to distribute books, jee, KF ; to burn 
books, #& @ ; to write books, (£ Hf, 3 WB, HH: 

the Four Books, put, PU-— FF; contained in 

hooks, @ar Ze, MAG 2, Sas, Wb MAL ; it is 
written in the Sacred Book, JEZEF x ; to read | 

hooks, FRR, Whee. AB. WL; to write the 
headings on a Chinese book, 927%; to mark the 
periods in a Chinese hook, #)#¢; to mark off 
the lesson for pupils, ##3% ; a book of rewards | 
and punishments, VRE; a book of dramas, 

rd = | BAH. 
Book, v.¢. To enter in a book, _E #}, 4 #, JS aM, 

Book-account, n. # A. 
Bookbinder, n. One who binds books, £73434, $f 

Se, STE. 
Bookbindery, n. A place for binding books, 4y#¥ 

Bookbinding, n. The art or practice of binding 
hooks, $y #7 2, Ey z. 

Book-case, mn. A case with shelves for holding 

books, #728, @HE.- 
Book-debt, n. AE DB RAL. 

Book-keeper, n. =E ii BiG, Aik WOR, li A, 
EN. 

Book-keeping, n. BEuak, w) PPE GE. 
Book-knowledge, n. aT FIZ, TERK, OZ 

FR, 
Book-learned, a. A ecco with books and liter- 

ature, ASE, WYLE, REE. (hE. 
Book-madness, n. Bibliomany, BEE. 
Bookmaker, n. One who writes and publishes 

books, (63 44, 2 Hf 4: 
Bookmaking, n. The practice of writing and pub- 

lishing hooks, (£#Z3F, (EHH. 

Bookman, . One whose profession is the study of 

hooks, RBA, Sas, ce. eH. 
Jookmate, n. A schoolfellow, A Ae, fa] Sb, EZ. 

Book-mindedness, ». Love of books, wag. Be ype. 
Bookoath, n. An oath made on the book, or Bible, 

DREGE. HEM. 
Bookseller, x. One whose occupation is to sell 

books, 9 #4, ¥f WBE; a bookseller’s shop, 7 

fils HIG. BK. 
Bookselling, n. The employment of selling hooks, 

Ti a, VOR. 
Bookstall, 7. $38 32 4¥k. 

Bookstand, n. A stand or frame for selling books, 

ap. 
Bookstore, n. A shop where books are kept for 

sale, Pah, BI PAH. 
Book-style, n. ACH. 
Book wor m, n. s worm that eats holes in books, 

WEE BMG. BSD HB HE, 0 HME: a stu 
dent closely atineled to books, SIRE, PEHgE. 

Booked, pp. Entered in a book, jf fii ; register- 

ed, SFE 

ooking, ppr. Registering in a hook, 3 fiff. 

Bookish, a. Given to reading, 2p, P95. AF ai 

Beck lece a. Without books, 4€#%; unlearned, 3 

ELIE, AS ote BC AY. 
Boom, n. Boom of a sail, PLEL, WUE. EEE: spank- 

er boom, FEREA BIAS ; a bar across nae mouth 
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of a river, Ge., Ji, HAZ, HAS, HVAS ; 
a hollow roar, as of waves, {pj 2. 

Boom, v.z. To rush with violence, Pj, Si. 
#838, PYRE; to swell, FAs; to roll and roar, | 
Pe SAD, PETE He a). VET Wey {H_ ; to boom forth, 

mss. 
Booming, ppv. or a. Rushing along with violence, 

oy Bl. fy 3, GH; roaring like waves, ja) {J ; 

to come booming, JM Ty Zé. 
Boon, n. A gift from the emperor er any person 

higher in rank than the recipient, Wy, FEW: 
a gift from those of equal rank, 5&4, BRD. 
Hey, AA; a favour granted, PAs; a prayer 
or petition, Bf. 

Boon, a. Gay, SRG, te; 
companions, i) iH AC. 

Boops, n. A genus of fishes, FEE. 

kind, {= 2%; boon 
o>? 

Boor, n. A countryman, a rustic, Fede, Phe, A | 

Boorish, a. Rustic, BAP, HE, LEB, HMM, 
Le. 

Boorishly, adv. In a boorish manner, An Ft AK 
RR. 

Booser, Boozer, n. A guzzler of liquor, #4$L. JTS 
té. 

Boosy, a. A little intoxicated, hme, BE. 
Boot, n. Profit, 4, Fi, FZ; spoil, PAA. 
Boot, v.t. To profit, 3 Fl, Fi, AF. 
Boot, n. #(¢, $EBF; a pair of boots, —¥pHye; leath- 

ern boots, pede; satin boots, sek; court boots, 
HJ He; celebrated boots from the capital, REMe; 

square toed hoots, Ff PAs; sharp toed boots, 

4EPAHE; water boots, <#e; boots reaching up 
to the thigh, iE; to put on boots, 35 4(t, Bye 
to take off boots, Wede, Bese ; the boot of a sedan 
chair, WHR, #5 WE HE; the boot of a carriage, | 
J#; a leathern cover for a gig, J¥#T, JAE; 
boots, a servant at hotels who blacks the boots, 

Bee a. 
Boot, v. t. To put on boots, ZA ¥p. | 
Booterimp, n. A frame used by boot-makers for 

drawing in and shaping the body of a boot, #g | 
dik: 

Bootjack, n. )iideek. 
Boot-tree, Boot-last, n. An instrument to stretch 

and widen the leg of a boot, #E4§. 
Booted, pp. or a. Having boots on, 3 #4 H(t. 
Bootee, n. A short boot, Sa¥k, MEoA. 

Booth, n. A house or shed, built of slight ma- 

terials 43. J, HW), BUR. HL4z 5 a market booth, 
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| Bord-man, 

Et); a booth for vending liquor, 797. 

BOR 

Unavailing, 4m 
D? anv» Bootless, a. JH; unprofitable, 4m 

Si: : 
Booty, m. Spoil taken from an enemy in war, JE, 
We. 444; that which is seized hy violence, 

SA. We, ING. DZ. HDL, 
HT HE 

Bopeep, n. The game of hide and seek, HEY AUER ; 
to play at bopeep, JEPW A. ff HER. 

Borable, a. That may be bored, yp #¥. 
Boracic acid, n. Ahi Pee. 

Borate, n. A salt formed by boracic acid with any 

hase, {i} WHE OK. 

Borax, * n. A compound of horacic acid and soda, 

fil BS. 
Bordel, Bordello, n. A brothel, A ¥¥, He 7%. 

Bordeller, n. The keeper of a brothel, $f pf. 

Border, n. Boundary, $R, 38 Fh. 3 FR, HR, FIR, 

pam, GI. EGE. GM, Jp. AER. SE. 
Yh. HE, 3%; the confine of a state, PY JER; 
border states, Af EY, aibH¥; on the border, fe 
We FE; a border city, 34; the border of a 
lot, Jk 3; a border stone, $%4; to guard the 
horders, SEER}; the border of a burial ground, 
HH JR, (UL ¥t; the border of woven goods, 34H ; 
the margin or edge ofa thing, 7; an embroid- 
ered border, 4Ej% ; the border of a shoe, #ERE, 

Hist, TRE; the border of a dress, Ae#t, ANKE, 
Be fill, BS. Flt. AE. FH; a folded border of the 
sleeve, thy 55, Hl)" 4x% ; the border of the front 

of a Chinese jacket, 220254 ; the lined horder 
on ihe neck of a Chinese jacket, Emi; a 
border round a vase or porcelain, ##; a gilt 
border of a vase or porcelain, 4¢j%; the raised 
border of a coin, 33 4jW). 

Border, v.7. To be contiguous to, JS, 3, s#, F£, 
%e Ye. FE IGS; to approach near to, fff ; to border 
on China, rf fy 4e 3p ; on the East it borders on 
China, 34 +p fl. 

| Border, v.t. To make a border, #53, IHRE, HGS ; 

to border a sleeve, HU} ; to border a shoe, #R 

H, tee o. 
Borderer, n, One who dwells on a border, ££ 3 HP 

WWE AGA, 28 RE EE: 
Bordering, ppr. Laying adjacent to, 7£ 38 RR. 

| Bord-land, n. The demain land which a lord kept 

in his hands for the maintenance of his board 

or table, 38 ZEN. 3 RIE. 
n. A tenant of bord-land, who supplied 
with provisions, {IL 4. 

* Found in Tibet. 

his lord 
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Bord-service, n. The tenure by which bord-land 

was held, (145 Zp 32. 
Bordure, n. In heraldry, a tract or compass of 

metal, within the escutcheon, and around it, 

Et. 
Bore, x.t.ori. lo perforate, 3, sy Ze, F2. HER. 

Ht HE, iB. FB, IB te. IK. 2). 45, di. 3%. 7H; to 

eat through, as a worm, #2%, PES, i. | 
Fy 2, it; to bore a hole, FMR. HE BE. FFM, HH 
a, HEIL, FAR, BEEZ; to bore the ears, BE, 
SEH. StH; to bore a gun, $5 HEH ; to hore 
or break through, #2 #€; to bore a cow’s nose, 

See, SE, AS; to bore through a wall, # 
SPR Hs, BE, WERE; to bore into the ground, 

FT J $B, HE BB; to bore through a hill, Bey 
3% WW. HEF; to bore through a crowd, Fe jf, 
3H) ; to bore through with an awl, Se 2e, yy | 

Bore, n. The cavitiy of a gun, [J ; the cayitiy of a 
large gun, PY; an instrument for making holes, 
by turning, $#%; an instrument for making holes 
by piercing, Hf; a gimlet, PRSese, FEE. 

Boreal, a. IGA. AGG. 
Boreas, n. ‘he north wind, JC /g. wil; a cold, 

northerly wind, $€4}4U/H. 
Bored, pp. Perforated by an auger, #i2fj 5 per- 

forated by an awl, ££ 33 ; made hollow, Fai | 
3, HEH; wearied by iteration, ERE, HE 

be) if. = . wo - 

Borer, n. One who bores with an auger, $444, #4 
WEA. FAILZA 3 one who bores with an awl, 
££ 22% 5 an instrument to make holes with by | 
turning, #; a genus of worms, that pierce 

wood, #g in. 
Boring, pyr. Piercing with an auger, #42; pierc- 5) PE 5 Ah LA SB is 

ing with an awl, #E2F, HEHE; boring te ears, 

22 IL; boring through a hill, 7. 
Born, pp. of bear. To be born, AE, Hitt, AE HIE, 

AER AG, YE NUL. ABBE, AB HAR (1g shorn again, Bi 
AE, HYZE, @e4E; the first-born, feF, af, vA 

{fA ; the first born, * EAE; the after born, + 
#45; born within doors, { PY4E ; born into the 
world, A Ze dik, AE Fee, AEE ; born of heaven, 
KZ prZE; to be reborn, in another bedy, #E4E; 
to be born with knowledge, 4E jy ; to be 
born a prince, AE jf 4% ; born before his time, 

* A-term used for Sir, teacher. 

+ A term used by pupils and friends when writing to one 
older than themselves or to whom they accord precedence. 

ft A term used by pupils, or by teachers, when speaking of 

them or of the adherents of their doctrine. 

REA Zé. WE oi A iy Ze; born blind, 4E pa, 
Hiflk RE EG ; better not born, AA ME ZE, A An He 
4E; he is horn in Japan, #UA4EIR BAS, TEfEA 

ASA HIE, 16 ff AS AEFI. 
Borne, pp. of bear. Carried, fA34, $23 ; suffered, 

HE; 1 have suffered many ills. 7¥ EL SeHEaFS 
74 Hé; he has borne all the expenses, # JAE 3 
Hi, 2 Se Ae HL; I have borne it patiently, 

VETER LAT 2, WEES BD BE i 
Borneo, n. PE AEN. 
Borneo perfume, n. JR RR. 
Borough, n. A fortified city or town, $f, Gy, 3K, 

Huts, ; a body corporate, consisting of the in- 
habitants of a certain district, WARE; a small 
borough, Fp py. 

| Borough-elder, Borough-head, Borough-holder, n. 

Nee, MRED, BOE, BR. 
Borough-master, x. Governor of a borough, ¥%=. 
Borrow, v.t. To take from another by request with 

a view to use the thing and return it, fF, #3, 

ME. fer it. (Bets UNA. Hi, ft. Te, HR OR, Be, 
#A fF 5 to borrow money, fi RR, HRBS, FR RRB, 

Hiafit, AEfir, edit, ABER He ; to borrow money 
on interest, fff f& ; to borrow of, #B fF ; to bor- 

row for another, 9 f£ ; to beg a loan, BE, AR 
fff ; to copy, #F; to unitate, Ae, SB, Bex; to 
assume, |; to borrow aid, fi JJ, FHM, fev 
JJ; fig; to borrow a name, BY, ff F ; to bor- 
row or buy on credit, He A, We ae; borrow or 
credit me for a while, HEMP; to borrow and 
lend, ff Ef ; to borrow or use a metaphor, 
fii x. fF EWR; to borrow troops, #§ Fe, ff Ee; 
to borrow a knife to kill a man (to make a 

third party the instrument of injury), fff JJ RK 
A; to borrow clothes. ff 3G; wishing to borrow 

they became enemies, ffm fi; to borrow 
| without returning, 431) ffj fi JA a ff Bie. 
| Borrowed, pp. or a. Taken by consent of another, 

to be returned, fff if, fff 3 ath, HK Wh; assumed, 

Gk ; copied, p34 ; imitated, wih, Sih. 
| Borrower, n. One who borrows, fi 4%, [4 5 a bor- 

rower’s note, fifi; one who assumes, Ff 4; 
one who copies, #>4% ; one who imitates, HA, 

ALL #. 
Borrowing, ppr. Taking by consent, to be re- 

turned, fff, (i fF. HA; assuming, FH; imitating, 
a 

| | 
| 

| 

| 

Borsholder, n. The head-borough, which see. 

Bos, n. The ox and allied quadrupeds, 2F #4. 
| Bosa, n. An intoxicating drink among the Egyp- 

tians, obtained from the meal of darnel and 
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hemp-seed, ji 7. 
Boseage, n. Thickets of wood, $f. 
Boschas, n. The common wild duck, BF. 
Bosh-bock, n. A species of antelope in Sonth | 

Africa, Sg26 #4. 
Bosket, Bosquet, Busket, ». A compartment 

formed by branches of trees, $f. 
Bosom, n. The breast of a human being, and the 

parts adjacent, fig. 48, at. WATT. Saes. AME. 
40, FG a. AS I.E. WIRE, aE s embrace. 
as with the arms, Jf; the bosom of a dress, #4 
pe, pig sa bosom-friend, PH A. A. 40 

We, REZ Ae. at TF, TS IBLE Ac. IAF NAL 
- he is your nearest bosom-friend, Jb x “Rot HF : 
a bosom-enemy, ¥} BA, (IE Gf, ; bosom-sin, Jee 7, 

FE Aa" ZIE. 1 SE. B33 IE; a bosom- 
thief, He ALK, AYR; the bosom of the earth, 

Hath, Hh ZB. A 2% ef te; the bosom of the 
deep, jf #E ; the bosom of the church, 32% 
qa; in the bosom, | 7H, [S246 DF 

Bosom, v.t. To inclose in the bosom, 4@7E FE 

FAP FL, FEI ep; to hide from view, FR, 

aE: 
Bosomed, pp. Inclosed in the breast, |g I iigrs. 
Bosoming, ppr. Putting into the bosom, 4s JA iy, 
ta HS Hh By. Ik WS WE; embracing, asa fond 
mother her child, (4, 4a, Fa fk. (EE. 

Boson, n. See Boatswain. 
Bosporus, n. A’ strait, Faye pa Pale, RAMEE. 
Boss, n. A stud. knob, or protuberant ornament, 

SRTAGA. VR ADA. 76 Sh TA. My Hi Sie BR 2 ys a 
prominence, #54 9. ti 2 Mh. 

Boss, n. The master workman, fifi. 
Bossed, pp. Ornamented with bosses, $ij8. Jiij8 

4E; ornamented with gems, FR PRK, HERE: 
ornamented with silver ornaments, #7 #2 JA SA 
fi. 

Bossive, a. Crooked, jth. #2. 

Botanic, Botanical, a. BEACfy, FLAME, HAC IB, 
FLA A. 

Botanist, n. One versed in the knowlege of plants | 

or vegetables, FES, ik GLAC A. TE SLAC, 
ASEEAR. ik CE 9. FEF. 

Botanize, v.i. To seek for plants for the purpose 
of botanical investigation, $4495 7ERS. 

Botanizing, n. The seeking of plants for botanical 
purposes, fi Fie re Ze. 

Botany, * n. The science of the structure of plants 
and their classification, #Ac#Ayp, PEAK 2, Bh, 

MAS, EZ eM, TE 
the native work on botany, Ax #%. 

* That Botany has never been studied by the Chinese as 
a science, and that up to this moment they haye the crudest 
notions respecting the classification of plants, may be seen 
from an extract made from the Chinese Materia Medica. 
The same is found in Morvison’s English and Chinese Die- 
tionary, pp. 48 and 49. “Tn 7x#8##9A) (the best Pharmaco- 

| peeia and Botanical book in China), the following are the 
divisions of plants. The word #f is used for class or order ; 
#4, for genus (genera); and if, for species or variety. Of ¥f, 
or larger divisions, there are five, which are :—I #£¥f, that 
includes under-shrubs and herbs; I] 2%4f, gramina, or 
grains that serve for food; III 284, edible herbaceous 
plants; 1V §L4q, fruits; V Ac‘, trees.’? 

These general terms must be understood with a good deal 
of latitude. Of the 4, divisions or genera, there are but 
32 promised, and of these only 30 are given. Of the ¥@, divi- 
sion, or the species, there are 1094. 

Class TI. 
1. jt, hill or mountain plants, such as grow wild or with- 

out cultivation, including liquorice, ginseng, narcissus, 
&e, 

2. #781, odoriferous or fragrant plants ; the same idea seems 
expressed by ###. This divisionincludes mow-tan (44-F}), 
peony, turmeric and other species of amomum daphne 
odorata, mint and some varieties of epidendrum. 

8. B&Sz, plants growingin marshy, wet places. In Du Halde 
called field plants. his division includes chrysanthe- 
mum, cockscomh, plantain, yarieties of hibiscus, plant- 
ago, canna, &c. 

4, 7H, poisonous or noxious plants; plants, the use of 
which is attended with danger. The English edition of 
Du Halde calls them ‘venomous plants.’? This divi- 
sion includes rhubarb, hemerocallis, impatiens (balsam), 
&e. 

5. #4@%, scandent plants that want support. Included are 
some species of conyolyulus and rose, cucumber, China 
root and honeysuckle, &e. 

6. 7k4t, water plants ; acorus calamus, &e. 
. ME, plants growing on stones or rocks; as saxifraga 
sarmentosa, sedum and some ferns. 

8. 4447, the moss genus, including lichens, 
9. 4E*7, miscellaneous, or plants of a mixed kind; to which 

are added 153 plants not used in medicine, 
Class II. 

10. jtRAtH, hemp, wheat, &e. 
11. fe HHA, millet, maize, &c. Absolute certainty respecting 

these grains is not possessed. 
12. $A, leguminous plants. 
3. ZEMU AA, grains capable of fermentation; or plants of 
whose grain is made wine and other drinks. 

Class III (herbaceous or kitchen plants). 
14. #E3EKA, alliaceous pungent and bitter plants. Du Halde 

says such as have a strong smell and taste, such as leeks, 
onions, garlic, mustard, ginger, &e, 

15. 327 44, soft and slippery plants, mucilaginous, This 
genus is omitted in Du Halde; it includes lilium con- 
didum and tigrinum, bamboo roots, ke. 

16. if28, plants producing fruit upon the ground; includes 
solanum, gourds, melons, &e. 

17. 738, water edible plants. Fuci? 
18. 4+ ffj, such as agaric, clavaria, peziza. 

Class IV. 
19. 48, ‘the five fruits,’’ cultivated or garden fruits, 

peach, apricot, rhamnus and different sorts of plums. 
20. p82, hill or mountain fruits. Uncultivated fruits, such 

as pear, quince, diospyrus, pomegranate, oranges, citron, 
salisburia, &c. 
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Botch, n. A large ulcerous affection, Ja, 3, ¥EI8 ; | water, 7 PB ae Ye; both perished, WR #% (AG; 
the part of a garment mended in a clumsy man- | both mother and child perished, ff $ (£5; 
ner, BAZ ez. ian 2 wk; ill-finished work, both are right, ij 442. > ; to take 

HHT, WIT. WT. Kea D sa part added clum- | water with both hands, #gyJ¢, #7; to grasp 
sily or unsuitably, HARP. Sa ee. HAT. with both hands, to seize with both hands, # 

PAHO. EHR EAA TAREE, i MESEAANE; both 
Botch, v. ¢. To mend in a clumsy manner, H¥j, died, 4+ *PAET ; embracing with both arms, 

Hai; to Bo together unsuitably, ¥jle & sk, fE = 478 (E > husband and wife both living toa 
4% [n)RE ; to botch a copy of verses, ASR; —sQood old age, AF HS; both standing togeth- 

to mark with botches, He LU. er, HBr, WSF 48: both’ gentlemen have 
Botched, pp. Patched clumsily, PH@ij&, ASW dined, Wj fr fT ; both are clever, Hi ab 
HH; ; marked with hotches, @H#. FEAL. fff]; we both have one, {ip F¥ —#E ; both 

Botcher, n. A clumsy workman at mending, #{ | pieces are very dirty, 7% PEAFHEGE: both of them 
ai. HAG A; a mender of clothes, AAI are my scholars, {E fit Wi fl % Fe S4E ; both 
#4, AUPE ARGE ; a female botcher, $5 #2 BE. many and great, a aK. 

Botchery, n. That which is done by botching, #§ | Bother, v.t. To tease or perplex, LfEY, PERE. IK 
HEE T. Fe. ITE. WME, WHR. oP. HEB aR, FEES, TL HBS. EWE 

Botching, ppr. Mending clumsily, #h¥. 33 #i- do not bother me so much, RRA EEA ; you 
Bote, n. (old orthography of boot). In law, com- must not bother him, AF) #ERY1B- 

pensation, jt. Ai TERL IE : 2 compensation for  Bothnic, Bothnian, a. Pertaining to Bothnia, % 
wounding a person, fj (5 He; a ee Vem Sy, AVE EE. 
for a man slain, ZE%, #i# Sesh. FERC MR. WY Botryoid, Botryoidal, a. Having the form of a 

fir FE ; an allowance of necessaries, #975, #h- bunch of grapes, — B75) 4-F Wick, Ew A 
Both, a. Two considered as distinct from others) — 2J- 

or by themselves, * jj, =. 4, (Hl, a&, WH (; Bots, n. pl. A species of small worms found in the 
both men, fafA A, fH 4. ABE; both left, = intestines of horses, B53} 7 dk. 

BMH. WEMA: both arrived, Wi fA Ae BJ: Bottle, n. A, ME, 1S. wy. HL, HH. BE SH. HE, HAF: 
both sides, fj fi, iH: both ways, WR. WIP; a glass-hottle, HRA iT, HHA E ; a large bottle, 
both hands, #E =, ij J, —¥fF: both that | Ais: a small glass-hottle, PRA, MB HT 
and this, #pE : they attacked both by landand | #3 @ porcelain hotile, Fe AGF. me de iB 5 a leath- 

; a | ern bottle, RFE, KE; a bottle of ale, —jRnR 
21, HE, forcen fruits, gach as ie hé, longan, China bine, YH; a bottle of wine, —48 75) ai& ; open the 

carambola, betel or areca nut, cocoa, jack, fie, a x 5 A 7 — ' 22 aR ey, seppen ee bottle, By 8 : a bundle (bottle) of hay, —@L8% 
23. BH, plants producing their fruit onthe ground. In this | Th — TAR Th: 

division are included the water melon, grapes and strange | Bottle, v. t. To ‘pit in bottles, 2 JEDME A. Aygih 
enough, the sugar cane. | 

24. 7k HL, water fruits, such as the water lily, root and seeds; | x #t, i: TE ME f ihn air (GP; : 
trapa bicornis, scirpus tuberosus, &c. Bottle-ale, n. Beh (fj) Oi. 

Class V. Bottle-companion, Bottle-friend, n. #R2AC, FHA 3 
95. Ak “ferrous w 3, as 1 pine are 3 sii | - Fi cee : 5: HAA odorif co w Ones: el tee , ey ER to become Ea, £E IG Ze. 

rose, magnolia, myrrh, cloves, sandal wood, cedar, cam- | |, 3 
phor, benjamin, asafoctida, aloes, &e. Boottle-flower, mn. Jae 

26. #§AK, tall-stemmed trees, as varnish trees, sterculia, | Bottle- elass, n. he Nea, Tif 43 OE Bae FE 
ont yperanthera, sapindus, willow, tamarix, &e. _ | Bottle- eourd, n. Cucurbita, Wi. Anis, $i IN. 
27. ##£ AC, luxuriant or free growing trees; mulberry, gardi- eclahel ; 

nia, cercis, calyeanthus, hibiscus, bombax. | Bottle-label, n. ane. 
28. figAX, parasitic plants? Pavetta parasitica, and amber! | Bottle-nosed, a. Having a bottle-shaped nose, Rise 

29. 41,7¢, flexible plants ; bamboo and tabasheer : from this Nie. : a red nose, aT ES, Te] B. : : =05 Se, RL 
and the preceding genus, it would seem that the supposed | 7, ae Jara 
production of the plant is sometimes arranged under the Bottle-rack, n. #if3R.- 

general head. Bottle-screw, n. A serew to draw corks out of 
80. #£AK, seven miscellaneous species, and short notices of bottles. Fags, 40 TF 

oat ae ief roe : Bottle-squash, n. Fie. 
* The Classifier defining the Noun, must always follow > yogis : } 0 bottles, EK Fh qt. 

the Numeral. Vid. p. 1; and Athen? s Grammar of the | Bottled, PhO Sd Put into I Sei TRG 
Chinese Language, pp. 6—16, | Bottling, ppr. Putting into bottles, 4&74i. 
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Bottom, n. The lowest part of anything, Ke we, 
ket. JE. f%; the ground work of “af ene 
FEAL; a dale, [ly4; flat lands adjoining the 
rivers, {& fy; the bottom of a ship, fy WE; to 

reach the bottom, 3i] Ke, @iHE, WEF ; to fall to 
the bottom, PEF] FE; at the bottom, 7 ye P ; the 
hottom of a basket, pq, BE FE; to examine to the 

bottom, AEA PAE. % FE BAR, HE ZS ; 10 go 
to the bottom, Bey. UF Ss. PLR. WM 
4; the bottom of the heart (the principles 

. from which a person acts), 9H, ath Jie, th ; 
how was it in the end? (literally: when it 
reached the bottom), ), Bi) we BERNE : he is good 
at the bottom, i. e. he i is well of and good prin- 
cipled, AE We FE J\ to stand upon a good bot- 
tom, 4 Hb AAWEE; love was at the bottom of it. 
ry BE Hin BE. AE Be Hy (ili, A FB; at the bottom 
of the stairs, Ze RERBAAI, ZESHH; the bottom of 
liquor, #§}f]; the bottom of a lane, #§ JE, FEL 

TE; the candle does not show the bottom, 34} 
A 

Batiom, v. n ‘To build upon, il) fy FE, SE BUT, 223 
## ta; to furnish with a bottom, 4 ff KE ; 

wind round something, as in making a ball of 
thread, 26%, #4. 

Bottom, v.7. To rest upon, is, KE. 
Bottomed, pp. A flat-bottomed boat, 25 ye fyb, 2b Me. 
Bottoming, ppr. Founding, 7#5%, 7#HE; furnish- 

ing with a bottom, # RE, {it HE. 
Bottomless, a. Without bottom, Sey, PAVESI ; 

fathomless, A. By HE. A.B) PR]; the bottomless | 

pit, dig ye Zhi: Se es ZE VT - 

Bottomry, n. The act of borrowing money, and 

pledging the ship itself, 
alle: 
Bouchet, n. A sort of pear, #174. 
Bout, n. A weevil, ¥fah. 

Bough, n. The branch of a tree, $e, HAE, APRE, 
— (ER, AE: trunk and boughs, ep; 

topmost bough, 8, ¥e. BE. 13, Hit. tb, AND. 
Bought, pret. and pp- of buy, which see. 

Bought, n. The part of a sling that contains the 

stone, FREHE. TRAE I. 
Bougie, n. A wax taper, Iii fi; a long slender 

- instrument, that is introduced through the 

urethra into the bladder, WES (EE, Sith to5 eS HE- 
Bouillon, x. Broth, 4b py i. 
Boulder-wall, Beplder wall n. A wall built of 

ti 

SHAT, ER, PARAS 

the | 

flints or pebbles laid in a strong mortar, IA | 

Hats YS ek» eh A 
Boultin, n. A moulding, the convexity of which 

is one fourth of a circle, AY. Brsde. 
Bounce, v. 7. To leap or spring, “Pk, FEW, FEVE, 

457% ; to rush out suddenly, 7 Hi, FEFRWE HE; 
to thump or bounce against, HE Ay, FizZzF ; to leap 

suddenly, 24 #& Wk f& ; to bounce into one’s pres- 
ence, fi] A, dz A; to boast, # qs. 

Bounce, n. A heavy blow, Jae#¥, Wks, fe] ef, of 

#¢; a thump witha large, solid body, —4if, — 
Jif; a boast, FAFA, HAZE; a bold lie, 

Anh #8, RFE 2; that was a bounce, Mf 5E 

HE. Bieta. 
Bouncer, n. A boaster, Fags #- 
Bouncing, ppr. Leaping, 7 Be; 

violence, 4ifZy, FiZi. fyi 
Bouncing, a. Stout, AEE, FEAL. 
Bound, n. A limit, ¥RBE, Wp, EFL; the limit 

of indulgence or desire, 4&2 7RME; a leap, — 
Hk; a rebound, Ti Jie Fw A; the hounds 
of a country, fd 7738 YR; to set bounds, BREE, 
+E; ambition has its bounds, ZA BR; 
it has its bounds, #fM§E#E; within bounds, A 

Bound, v.t. To set limits to a thing, phd, BEE. FR 
iit, v7 Pb; to set limits to one’s desires, IRR, 

@j #&; to mention the boundaries of a country, 
St fl 27. JF; to restrain, PAB. PA TE. 1 4E, 
JRE 4 4: ; to bound upon, 38, #%, j#£; to hem 
in, f@J fE. 

Bound, v. 7. To jump, Pk, HER; to hound upwards, 

Dkste. HikB ; to rebound, Jie GY, Jie AAP OA, fF iis, 
DKHWBK IA; to fly back, as a door, $f HRP IA; 
to fly back, as a stone, 3% Hye oF. 

Bound, pret. and pp. of bind. Made fast by a band, 
hf, Shi, BET. IAT, HATS ; bound with fet- 
ters, BELIFERE, Sh SAHA; bound, as a book, 

$73. S77 ; bound up, #hike. MABE TY. FARE, 
4H Hf ; bound with a rope, PALM ; bound 
with ratans, Px j*ee34 ; bound hand and foot, 
=F JE Mh #8 ; bound and without resources or plan 
{o extricate one’s self, HiS- HEF ; to be hound, 
as security, ORR: (FHT. fie eH : obliged by 

mal ik EBS. SUE ATP LSE HG 
FP IPERE , ABE ZS (ny ; bound for, as a ship, BRA; 
what port are i bound for? (pBks FE BEVE, 
Bh HE; ice-bound, MARE TMH. Aka 
HEF OL; wind-bound, jis jal A REPS WL. aii Me 
bith - 

Boundary, n. 38 FL, FE, eR, FRE. TK, iS F. 

ie, FAD, 4. WS. FP, MBI, HK. We FR. AS 
St, HE. HEIN. EIR. FRE, IG. UZ. BE, DA, BER, 
#2; the southern boundary, 14 St. WH Zee RR; 

bouncing with 

8 
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the boundaries of China, HB Bl 2B : the ad- | 
joining boundary, 3 FR, bh 3 ae. at a 
boundary stone, Fy. Bie to guard the hound- 
ary, [pop se Fh, SCN BY, Sa ; a boundary | 
pass. Bf; a boundary barrier, [9 fii]; the | 

boundary of a field, FASE R%, HEHE; a neigh- 
hbouring boundary, 4 J&, 2h Be; boundary of 
the horizon, FRYE; within the boundary, 3 fy, 

3H 2% Ay; do not pass the boundary of pro- 

priety, 7B BY J, 7138 3. WEE ABE. 
HAP RIE, BEM IG a, Ra oP, JER FF 
JE it HH; to overstep the boundary of pro- 
priety, ibe mg; the boundary line between reason | 
and passion is the Due Medium, Hs Jif FR BERR 
44; the boundary line between reason and 
passion (or equity and selfishness). 2S 4 2% Fe, | 
AD IE ZF}, BERK ZA. 

Bounded, pp. Bounded by, 4%, 72, 34. PHS; in the | 
east, China is bounded by the sea, rh Bi Wis 
ify; in the south by Anam, fwaPE H- 

Bounden, a. It is my bounden duty, 4% FR AK 3p, 

JE AMES. 
Bounding, ppr. Limiting, P(E, ERE; restrain- 

ing, PART, PAGE. BEZ ; leaping, De fk; ad- 
vancing with leaps, 2 Fe BR IR rebounding, Jif 

ce jet. 
Boundless, a. Naot bound or pe a 4nt: 

HE. Ang 5, 4m Joey is, PIs) 40 (ES JME }}$, Sie Sint a3, Are Joey “uth? a Se 

ne iF BIR WE, SW SESE, FE IL 
(ju 4 et, ine aa ine * ; immeasurable, - the 
boundless ocean, (2 fe, PELE, re ee ae 

boundless power, 4u€ Bl % #E; boundless dura- | 
tion, SHE BRL 7. IF. esi; boundless in his desires, 
#L RE it Mi JS vis SE ; to enjoy boundless hap- 

piness, 52 7486 ¥z ; to fohiain boundless happi- 
ness, Jee jig AME. 

Boundlessness, n. The quality of being without 

limit, Sepp 36, Anes 34. 
Bounteous, a. Liberal in charity, Ja hh, PEG, TE 

BE, JRE, He 81 fy; disposed to give freely, #% 

Wt, URS hi GF ; generous, sana SLA, HUE 
kind, 24%, {3 ¥ ZANE, 2 FL 

Bounteously, adv. Liberally, HR, VRER, EA, 

HER, RK. 
Bounteousness, n. Munificence, Jag hi. REA, AB. 

Wz HL ; kindness, 2a. 
Bountiful, a. Free to give, JAG, REY. AE HEE. 

Ah ; generous, We, ALR AS. 
Bountifully, adv. Liberally, Pe9k. WR, FER. 
Bountifulness, n. Liberality in the bestowment 

of gifts and favours, JR ii #, Bil Lt 

SE, EMS. | 
Bounty, n. Liberality in bestowing gifts and fa- 

vours, BEG #. AW BLA, JENGA. FB EB, 
HEPA, BPA, an ce imperial bounty, § 
PA, SEMA. SPY; a premium offered 
to induce men to enlist into public service, 
$f, PW, Whee} ; kindness, Z&qf. 

Bouquet, x. A bunch of flowers, —2@4%€, —FLE ; 
a large bouquet, —££4E ; bouquets, FEAR. 

Bourdon, n. A pilgrim’s staff, ht Fh #- 
| Bourgeois, n. A small kind of printing types, Jy 

DF. 
Bourgeon, v. 7. To sprout, Hi3F, FoF. 
Bourn, n. A bound, 4 #R.- 
Borunonite, n. An ore consisting of lead, anti- 

mony, copper and sulphur, E44 We. 
Bourse, n. The French name for an exchange, 

A 
| Bouse, Boose, v. 7. To drink freely, KEK. HAR. 

| Bousy, a. Drunken, JiR, THR. ABE. 
Bout, n. A turn, ff, if ; attempt, —#; for 

this bout, JB—J; do it all at one bout, —3& 

4 sc; a Single part of an action carried on at 
successive intervals, SkIlp {if. 

Boutade, n. A whim, Br %e, HERP. 
Boutefeu, n. An incendiary, We #- 
Bovey-coal, n. An inflammable fossil, BAR pe. 
Bovid, a. 46 fr, 420, Ae FH RE. 

4s Bovine, a. Pertaining to oxen and cows, “FF, 4F 

fy, APNE. 
Bow, v.t. To bend the body in token of respect, 

Hg, (Eft. Bet. BE, JT GG. FF. BE. BS, AT AG, 
#7 AE; to bow the head to the ground, to knock 

the head, ie. WFR. FE. FAW, MODE, Te 
DA, T 4. (RA. 2H; to bend the body, ph 45, 
rth & . SAE, YF BE. #4995 ; to depress, JAR; to bow 
the knees, fe'#, AAW; to subdue, FEAR, JARAR, 

HHLAR; to bow one’s will, #22, Af ¥ ; to bow the 
nations, Vi ft, YEAR IVER; to bow cotton, HAH 
Ze; to bow the fiddie, #R; to bow the hands 
even with the head, #E=R. 

Bow, v. 7. To bow down, or kneel, as in worship, 

we P . NA. BEG. BE ; to bow and kneel, FEBE ; 
to how in reverence, Ff; to bow to the ground, 

I) Hi, TEVA ; to how to one, to nod or bow slight- 
ly, DEURESA; to bow in return, 3% $f; to sink 

under pressure, ARIE, JR & ; he can bow and 
rise at will, #& RHE fh; to bow to the empress, 
Ai. 

Bow, v. 7. To make a bow, in token of respect, {£ 
Hr, Jy — 95; to bend the body and making g 
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gentle bow with the head, ft 4 4E5H—fK ; to 
make a bow and depart, HEI; three genuflex- 

ions and nine bows with the head, =e ILM ; 5) 

to bow and enquire, Pj fj ; to bow and petition, | 
NJ ; to make six bows, #77\Ai- 

Bow-grace, n. (OAR: ARIE. 
Bow-piece, n. SAT. 
Bow, n. An instrument of war and hunting, 5, 

a 

a pellet bow, HR, Ye, hE; a double or cross- 
bow, #%, 2g; a bow made of horn, 4 ; a small 
bow, nh. #1 ; a strong bow, fh, get, yh. She 
He, HE, WE, BE; a plain bow, gH; a large how, 
FAY ; a wooden how, Hh; a drawn how, FF, 35 
a bow unsirung, ih, fie; to grasp or hold 
a bow, #5, FAG: to bend the bow, BAR. fz | 

Lr 
, eS, FL; bows and arrows, HAF. BK; 
a bent bow, FF, FH, BRA; a howstring, B%, 

BY, HE, RE; the handle of the how, FAe, Aff; 
a bowshot, —#7 9% 3a painted how, RE, HS; 
the ends of a bow, ##, HPA; a slackened how, 

if@ : sinews are used for bow strings, 4Efffj (ERX: | 
to discharge ay bow, Wy: 

Bow, n. The bow of a violin, PUS% 7 ; to draw a 

fiddle bow, WF PUKE ; the bow of a ship, fea; | 
the how of a junk, #4; a support on a ship's 
bow, fj: a rain-bow, #2, FEL, He; the bow of 
aring, #{Rb[e] ; an instrument for taking the 
sun's altitude at sea, )& A ff; a cotton how, HR 

Bow-bearer, n. An under officer of the forest, whose 

duty it is to inform of trespasses, pK #4. 
Bow-bent, a. Crooked, Af}, 8h. $3 th PE. 

Bow-case, n. Fy 8. 1k, GK, Hie. hk, HR, Sea, ta 

#f), Be. 
Bow-compasses, n. Hh. 
Bow-dye, n. 38. 

Bow-glove, n. HE, ZG. $e. 
Bow-hand, ». The hand that draws the bow, 

F, Hie +. 
Bow-leg, n. A leg crooked as a how, $8 AH, SF 

os, ¥aft Bow-legged, a. Having crooked legs, ¥# 

Bow-maker, n. &iilF- 
Bow-man, n. A man who uses a how. J; 

archer, $f}. 5 MF. 

FAA. 

Bow-man, n. The man who rows the foremost oar | 

in a boat, BAKE A. 
‘Bow-net, n. AFA. (5%. 
-Bow-pen, n. A metallic ruling pen, 2, fale 

#f;.a bow used hy mounted archers, Fy F; | 

an 

Bow-shot, n. The space which an arrow may pass 
when shot from a bow, — BR. 

Bowsprit, n. fi Ys, Ae 0H SHE, DA TAZ; bowsprit 
bumpkin, BAAGAL, DA TATE. 

| Bow-string, n. Fay. 
| Bow-string, v.t. To strangle with a bow-string, 

LARAMIE A. 
| Bow-window, ». Bay-window, a window jutting 

out from the wall, as in shops, Uy Hi ZH, BNE, 

RIEL. 
Bowed, pp. Bowed the head, #33, pki ; bowed 

the knees, AiR. BENE; subdued, FRA, 
DENK; bowed (bent) to circumstances, JH ih 

a 
Bowed, pp. or a. Made a bow, F#38, Fi. UG, 

PEIB, BEI; like a bow, U1, MANE; they 
bowed to one another, fly#aty. flusa Ft. 

Bowel, v.t. To take out the bowels, #¢ HIN, 7] 

Hi Wy. 
Bowelless, a. Without tenderness or pity, SE. t) 5. 

Bowels, ». pl. The intestines of an animal, BRIS ; 
the entrails, especially of man, JB, Jit, GR, 
ENS. Tock, UG A. JHEWAR; the five viscera, * Fr 

FY. Ui; the interior part of the earth, hz 
Hse, J Zot; bowels of compassion, ZEN 5, Af 
1D. FAaty: bowels in disorder, PRAGA. JE 
WME AS, LBL AS Se. ALN AB Ay; engraved on the 
inmost parts (in gratitude or affection), £% 2% 

ILA, PREAILAY, PREKMMY- 
Bower, n. An anchor carried at the bow of a ship, 

DAT. AMSAT. 
| Bower, n. A shelter or coyered place in a garden, 

made with bows of trees, &e., =, E52, EAS, 

ms; a bed-chamber, pI fF. (Wess; a shady 
recess, Fyfy] Pt. 

Bowery, a. Shading as a bower, Sf; contain- 
ing bowers, 7 IR, APE, BS ZR. 

Bowes, Bowet, n. A young hawk, 7pE NE {f-. 

| Bowie-knife, n. A long knife or dagger used by 
hunters and others in the western states of 

| America, JRJJ- 
| Bowing, ppr. Bending forwards, pif, #45 ; bow- 

ing the head slightly, He. oH. J@ 9H—(— ; bow- 
ing in reverence, Ff; incessantly bowing, like 
parties who cannot part with each other from 
sheer civility, 425A pK WE DA; bowing @ la chi- 
noise, #E; joining the hands and bowing, HEF, 
FFF ; bowing and parting, FiAl. 

* The five viscera are :—v.), Jif, I, iti, #F; heart, liver, 
| stomach, lungs and kidneys. 
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Bowl, n. A concave vessel to hold liquors, #4, 4, 
fig; * a large bowl, #;a wooden bowl, Ax fei, 
Hii, HE. SE. PD. BE. BR. A; 2 drinking bowl, Hf, | 
#4; vessels that may be rendered both cups or 

bowls, + i. Sit, skit, Ut, Ze, Waee, di. JE. AB. 
#r; a lacker bowl, #8 #F; a soup bowl, 6% te ; 
a paint bowl, #if%Ak; a dessert bowl, WeBE; a 
rice bowl, #R@E; a punch bowl, A ype ; a lamp 
bowl (for a native lamp), 3; a silver lamp, 
having a top-bowl of the same metel, } SR&L : 
a golden lamp, ¢ 4241; a fish bowl or basin for 
gold fishes, 4 44 4£; a bowl for measuring 
grain, #f7% ; the bowl or basin of a fountain, 
lef ZH; the hollow part of any thing, #, Hs. 
wk; a bowl of rice, —RERR, —KER; a ball of | 
wood, used to play on a level plat of ground, j& | 

TK ASE. 
Bowl, v.t. or i. To roll as a bowl, #8EK, 47 HDR. | 

pie; to play at bowls, 47 PK. FTIKF ; to bowl 
out at cricket, PAR; the carriage bowls along, 

Fy FRE. 
Bowlder, n. A moderately sized stone, of a round- 

ed form, [A] 4. KE A: K|Al Fi; a block of stone 
borne by ice, &c. from its original position, #% 
ve 

Bowler, n. One who plays at bowls, 374 pe# ; 
ono who rolls in cricket, EER, FYIRB- 

Bowline, n. 7634, Ves. 
Bowling, ppr. Playing at bowls, $f Ji Pe. HEIR ; 

rolling the ball at cricket, 4B ER. 

Bowling-alley, 2. PRB. HERG. FT Ih DEB. 
Bowling-green, n. A level place of ground kept 

smooth for bowling, FJ Pk HE. Jxe PRIE ; a parterre | 
in a grove, lain with fine turf, BATH. 

Bowling-ground, n. See Bowling-green. 
Bowse, v.z. To haul hard, yi, Jydhee. 
Bowyer, n. An archer, HA, §$J; one who 

makes a bow,  filir- 
Box, n. A coffer or chest, $i, fit, G. fa. HE. & | 

42, #i-F ; a metal box, 4F#i ; a wooden box, Ax 
$f ; a painter’s box, PhYHi; a paint box, gf 
f& #i ; a lacquered box, ZE#i; a lacquered par- 
tition box, #AH; a rattan box, FRR; a 
work-box, THe Ai. KF : a box with drawers, 

4i[i ; a partition box or tray for carrying food 

* These three characters are interchangeably used for | 
bowls made of porcelain, glass or wood. 

+ The application of the word differs in almost each 
district. 

{ These are names poetically used for lamp. 

in processions, {k ®@#i; paper boxes, -contain- | 

ing paper clothes for burning, 5é#i, HE; a 
tinder or match-box, SRHE#T; a trunk, JRF, 
Fai fi: a band-box, #{ #; a pill-box, JLB; 
a partition box for sweetmeats, #@& ; a snuff- 

| box, I AT, BY B®; a hat-box, ig B®; a 

| small box, #9{#, #7; a compass box, ARRe 
# ; the compass box on board a ship, ##@ 
ts ; © money chest, R49; a strong chest, as 
used by the Chinese in the interior, #%; an iron 

sale, SAT, $k A BY, BU; a bamboo box, f= ; 
the box of a couch, Wixi, BE, BE; the box of a 
wheel, i, PR; a seat in a play-house, [§] fi 
[Al §); a2 box on the ear, with the open hand,, 

—4el. UE, — 3, — EB Se 5 a com- 
positor’s letter-box, =:B—; to be in the wrong 
box, 4 le; a box full, —#, —APTA; a 
Christmas box, ]Pif RATS; the top of a box, 
#i 9A; how many boxes ? #8 SAGA, HEPA. 

Box, v.i. To fight with the fist, #7 BSA, 23s, i 

BUA, YR. 
Box, v.t. ‘lo inclose in a box, SE#i, FRAT. HS 
Fi ; to take one’s box, YE #i ; pack your box and 
be off, YE#TdIE; to box off, Alb. BA; to 
box a tree, ZiJff; “ to box one’s way through 
the world, #748 #, ” F72SAAl; to learn to box, 
Shay 48, SASHA; to strike with the hand or 
fist, as to box the ear, —FJHj& 4, dH ; to 
box one’s mouth, #7 4§E.. 

Box-coat, n. An overcoat used first by coachmen, 

KG. WH. 
Box-drain, n. An underground drain, boxed up on 

the sides and on the top, and covered with 
earth, #R@. 

| Box-elder, n. The ash-leaved maple, #2. 
Box-lobby, n. The lobby leading to the boxes, [ij 

fi. bi 
Box-tree, n. The box, Fe #3. 
Boxed, pp. Inclosed in a box, $i YS AT; struck 

on the head with the fist or hand, 44{j&—E. 
Boxen, a. Made of box-wood, SgsBASAg, FABAS 

WE, BEAD. 
Boxer, n. One who fights with the fist, #7 4jA 

HFT, BOE, SS, SPE 5 one 
who teaches boxing, #xFil, FGA. 

Boxing, ppr.or a. Inclosing in a box, #RyS Fi, BE 
Ai; striking with the fist, 448, #748 HA; box- 
ing one’s ears, JA JE, 5838 FAIA fh ; to return 

a blow or box, 7248. 
Boxing, n. The act of fighting with the fist, #7# 

DA, SEAS a, YS A, IT ARIAL FTE, FASS 
to teach boxing, #x4s fal, BAT SHH, BAT ICH, 
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HAT LK; several hands at boxing, #€ f= ; 
boxing- to learn boxing, &4y4s, S47 4S 9A; 

master, #kfih, ty {GH ; the act or rule of 

boxing, #7: ; boxing and kicking, BFP HPP ; 
a combat with the fist, H@#- 

Boy, n. A male child, in general under twelve 

years of age, BF WF, F, MBF. 5h, 

Fi, Gh, KR. PT. BF. SLL. WF, WE 
F, Wee, (eld; a waiting boy, FEF, HEL, Wh 

fF, Bt BT. NIG. Die (i Ks; ARSE K, | 

PRBE, 2 fli ; a slave boy, if, Ze4e wh ; a serving 

boy in a school, #fi; a house-boy, Je fig; a 

term used in contempt for a young man, #4, 

BHELF, AEA ; to be past a hoy, me Ti A: 
boys and girls, #2, HGL; how many boys 
heve you ? (7H Mi4P HH Yes 1 have one poor 

boy, — ffs, — {Eb}. Gb ; a worthless boy, fq 
4§-, Hs a herd-boy, eH; a bright boy, si 
#, HH; to add a boy to a family, FFT; a. 

lad, HF. $2E. 
Boy’s-play, n. Childish amusement, Sm bc(p- PE wi, 

> GE BE ZAK ITS GE Z FB oT SRN TAG 5 any | 
thing trifling, (Uy. 

Boyau, n.; pl. Boyanx. A ditch covered with a | 

parapet, [IF 2.3. [ 
Boyer, n. A nobleman of Russia, (Wg 2 1 BY 5% G2 
Boyhood, n. The state of a boy, PJp, Sy 4F, A; 

“up to boyhood, AMA S.” 
Boyish, a. Childish, 3 WhUES. HEEL. SAF, FF 

Fits, EFL, a FL, SI EL, ON RF AV: 
boyish conduct, $m ctf lik 774g: boyish ideas, 

st 

ey 

SES RATE tS RAB FOE AS DEAR Fa EDS; oy 
ish disposition still preserved, #7 BE. 

Boyishly, adv. Childishly, SEAR. WRF — | 
#. 

Boyishness, n. Childishness, 4 ef 306 Fe Ane F2 Hd 

BF. RF ZT. MUO OR. BABE. 
Boyuna, n. A large serpent of America, REA. | 
Bp. An abbreviation of bishop, 9LYS 6 FZ Uk FE. 
Brabble, n. A wrangle, Mp Fi), pak Fe). 
Braceate, a. Having feathers which descend to, 

and cover the feet, F7#*7E AY. "RAIA, AE 

mA. 
Brace, n. A piece of timber, framed in with 

bevel joints, to keep the building from swerv- 
ing either way, #f§; a brace of a carriage, 
iff 5a brace of iron, $% 55; brace of adrum, HEAL; 
a bandage, #8, Mt. #¥; a pair, —HE, —¥f; a 
brace of birds, —¥}, ff€; a brace of ducks, 
—HE HG, — Yt He ; a brace of partridges, —¥} ts 
## ; a crooked line in printing connecting two- 

49 ) ae 
| 
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or more words or lines, $§f #s, £4 3#£ 7. Fe aS 
| tightness, 8%, 244%; suspenders, {A \AaAE, 36 
| JE; a pair of braces, —3pig, —HEAR; a 

curved instrument for boring holes, or driving 

| screws, by pressure against the breast, BALA Re ; 

a rope reeved through a block at the end of a 
yard to square or traverse the yard, #) #ill. 

Brace, v.t. To draw tight, 4a #7, di BS, FEB; to 

bind close, 4h B%, fR RE. EGS. Fy AERE: to make 
tight or firm, iff; 10 make tight, BY, FE 
BY, 4G; to brace up, #E(E; to strengthen, Fj 
Fy, WIT, FIZ; brace it with your hand, fig 

SAE. 
| Braced, pp. Furnished with braces, J LUA; 

| drawn close and tight, 4ii #7 i, dit Bj. 
Bracelet. n. An ornament for the wrist, $f, $f, * 

REM, FH, FP BE. EM. DEO. Nfs a gold 
bracelet, 4¢$f; clasps of bracelets, $f 9A ; a piece 

of defensive armour for the arm, RESP. 
| Bracer, x. That which binds or makes firm, #4, 

EGS wf RSE; a bracing medicine, $f M3s, 
4, ARF, We BRB; a racer (in archery), 
## ; armour for the arm, FFF. 

Brach, n. A bitch of the hound kind, #43 ie. 

| 

fff. | Brachial, a. Belonging to the arm, #¥ fy, #E; 
brachial artery, _E #E CEE. 

Brachiate, a. Having branches in pairs, FFF, 

SHEA, SP REMPE. 
| Brachiopod, f n. One of a class of molluscous ani- 

mals, haying, instead of feet, two fleshy arms, 

which they can protrude or withdraw, = fe fry, 

a cae 
| Brachman, Bramin, 

+ 
tn. One of the sacerdotal 

order in India, KR Boke Ww, EAH. 
Brachygrapher, n. BiH. BEBE, BRE 

A FEE. 
Brachygraphy, n. The art of writing in short 

hand, 5 4784S. BMA. BoE, Fe. 
| Brachylogy, n. The expression of anything in the 
| most concise manner, fiji). ff] Z iad. 
Brachytypous, a. Of a short form, 9 fy, S4°G. 3h 

TEA. SAAR. 
Brachypterous. a. A term denoting that the wings 

of a bird, when folded, do not reach the base of 

the tail, 4 SMpE. 
Brachynurous, || a. Short-tailed, a term appied to 

* Bracelets made of gems are considered the most effica- 
cious amulets against injury from falling, &e. 

+ BAKE 
{ BASAL. 
|| SoZ FR. 
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a tribe of crustacea, comprehending the crabs, 

A 
Bracing, n. The act of bracing, SpE, ahr H.- 
Bracing, ppr. Making tight or firm, $f &%. ii & ; 

a bracing medicine, #§#% ; bracing air, HR, 

Brack, n. An opening caused by the parting of 
any solid body, fF, 22 Hb. 

Bracket, n. An angular wooden stay, in form of a 
knee bent, to support shelves, Ge., Fig )GFH ; in 
printing, nooks, inclosing one or more words, 

SE ihe Fig; to place with brackets, F5 E(B. 

DASE ES REZ 

Brackish, a. Salt ina moderate degree, pm. AE. 
Mee; brackish water, KBR AS. GRC. 

Brackishness, n. Saltness in a small degree, if 

Bk RK, | 
Bractea, Bract, n. An irregularly doveloped leaf, 

differing from other leaves in colour growing 
out from the peduncle of a flower, &e., HEA iy 

AB, He SE. [i. 
Bracteate, a. Furinshed with bract, i 4E HE 

Bracteole, n. A little bract, Ai ZB HEF. 
Brad, a. It means broad, and occurs in names; as 

in Bradfold, broad, ji. 

Brad, n. A kind of uail, without a broad head, 

a | 
Bradypus, x. The sloth, which see. 
Brag, v.71. To boast, Pi ws: BK, wei, we Ie, ihe 

Ke BH AGE EU HE, AK, Di, 
ali, af. BUA, at 85> He 45, PA; to bluster, as 

officials at their tribunals, pfgliff; to brag of 
one’s attainments, {pelLA. ARE, 

BE: HEARSE, GR TH AE; to brag of one’s wealth 
and respectability, 7 Hg #e; to brag of one’s 

=k 

we WE 
merits, FEAL 4%. 

Brag, n. A boast, A, RAG, 
Braggadocio, n. A puffing, boasting fellow, A, 

#5 U1, SEG SME. 
Braggardism, n. Boastfulness, AR. 
Braggart, n. A boaster, #0 #3 a vain fellow, 

SHE, SCHEME. APEX. 
Braggart, a. Boastful, #9 eS". 
Bragger, n. A boaster, AH. 
Bragget, n. WRB, ALG. 
Bragging, ppr. Boasting, FF. GeK. 
Bragging, n. Boastful language, Ps ok. CHE 

Wak. 
Braggingly, adv. Boastingly, 739. 

(150) _ BRA 

Bragless, a. Without bragging or ostentation, A 

Pa ME SUE. aie. 
Brahma, n. 4 ELS )AR. aih% (RE BA LAGS 
KS Hs). 

Bralmin, * n. A priest among the Hindoos, 42 
S83. a) il, GEG Ea RAH. See Brachmin. 

Braid, v.t. To plait, $e, 326. 37, HAHR; to braid 
the cue or queue, fey, Fy He. HEHE; to braid 
the hair, $##52, 352: to braid starch, #RAz; to 
braid rushes, sev We, A; to braid a tape, band, 
&e., SFL. 

Braid, n. A string, cord or other texture, formed 
by weaving together different strands, JARS, fe 
Mi; braid of hair, yap2. HeSe. 

Braid, a. Deceitful, ie sR; hasty, fickle, #eyR. 
Braided, pp. ora. Formed into a braid, Ri, Ht 
j4 ; mingling by rubbing, #4. 

Brail, n. A piece of leather to bind up a hawk’s 
wing, BM; ropes passing through pulleys, 

if [E) isa 
Brail, v.t. $i, dik. 

Brain, n. That soft whitish mass, inclosed in the 

cranium or skull, fs, ARE, ARS. BEARS; the 
form of the brain, ]i}~j; the summit of the 
brain, RJA; the base of the brain, A&tye; the 
{wo hemispheres of the brain, iS 27: 4 i RC; 
the large brain, 7 A$$; the small brain, »J,fss; 
the lateral lobes of the small brain, \ASiz& 
WX; the three investing membranes of the 
brain, 8 J =; to blow one’s brains out. WE 
A UAE; to have cracked brains, #% $a, Be, 
ale 49; that is beyond my brains. AW ER, 

De We F5 Fil, 0 BE Fh, HE 3h (4; no brain (to be 
Stupid), Sse GFE, 4me pA hey; to have projecting 
jaws, or jaws broader than the brain, Ag i 
J; the brains not yet settled, pARSAR EE; con- 
cussion of the brain, fé #8 #2 Jiz ; inflammation 
of brain and membranes, ASG JeHE. 

Brain, v.t. To dash out the brain, $f MOAR, DF 

Noa 2s Hb. 
Brain-fever, n. faihe, BARR UK. 
Brainpan, n. The skull which incloses the brain, 

BASE. AMZ; brainpan without skin or flesh, 
WE; the upper part of brainpan, WyRE. 

Brain-sick, a. Disordered in the understanding, 

fer gle, PEK. FAM. DEL Be. DARE Ke gL. 
Brain-sickly, adv. With a disordered understand- 

ing, DEURSM aL. BRL. 
Brain-sickness, n. PEHij- 

* LETRAS. * ER SLB) DSA BSE LS. 
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Brain-stone, n. Madvrepore, $iFF. 
Brain-throb, n. The throbbing of the brain, pA | 

AS - 
Brainish, a. Hot-headed, 2a 9R (f falpE. 
Brainless, a. Without understanding, Se pAyys. ane 

Brake, n. Name of various species of fern, JEL | 

rH, ER. FFE: a place overgrown with 
brake, FREEZE % fh; a thicket, #E; a cane 
brake, REx. 

Brake, n. An instrument to break flax or hemp, 

ee ae. Sr HE IE 5a baker’s kneading-trough, | 
KAM MF MH: a smith’s brake, Bae; ay 
heavy harrow, #4; a machine attached to 
wheels, to retard their motion, Hil). 

Braky, a. Full of brakes, AUR NRE. HEME. 
Brama, Bruma, n. See Brahma. 

Bramberry, n. jaa-F, PERE. 
Bramble, n. A general name of the genus rubus, 

#, ERG ; rough as a bramble, Spiff ukf. 
Bramble-bush, n. A collection of brambles grow- 

ing together, #E#@4s ; full of prickly shrubs, 

FAK. ESE), BE. TREK. 
Bramble-berry, n. (asf. Fa7R-F- 
Bramble-net, n. A net to eatch birds, #4. 

Brambled, a. Overgrown with brambles, #2 Hf. 
Brambling, Bramble, n. A species of fringilla, 

the mountain finch, 7%. 
Bramin, n. See Brahmin. 

Braminee, Brahminess, n. The wife of a Brahmin, 

SCY BE. HCE 2 SE. 
Braminical, a. Pertaining to the Bramins, j@ Ff | 

Wafer ; pertaining to their doctrine, Fe EET | 

Hi Heft}. 
Braminism, n. The religion of the Bramins, Jf EE 

OV Bk 
Bran, n. The proper coat of wheat, rye, Ge., HE 

Je. * BERR: bran bread, } PAH OF. 
Branch, n. %&; branch of a tree, Ae, HYRE, FE, Ay, 

AEE, S27. HR a branch of a family, 3, 
WK.FP YN: a branch of the ocean, HY % KYM TEL: 
the branch of a river, JN, {9 ZAIN, VETTE. iT | 

7@ ; Vroad diverging into three branches, = 
Be; a road diverging into two branches, ‘f f%. 

PTE, OB BRIE. WE Ta E.G oR: trunk 
and branches (of a tree), # #f, (AE Be; branches 
and leaves, #eHE; the topmost branch, #%; the | 
main branch of a tree, JE#¥ ; the main branch 

of a river, JE; the branch of a tribe from 

the principal wife, JE {If ; the secondary branch- 

es of a tree, 34%; a side branch, descending 
from a concubine, fixe. FF. MOH. TIL}, BE 
Hi; root and branch, Axx. Jaw; the family 
is divided into many branches, —'%@ 4p 6 BX 

IM, Keyes of the same branch, fA}xxX, fA) =& 
iM; the Canton branch, 4A hk: the twelve 
branches of the cycle, +-=7&; the celestial 
stems and the terrestrial branches, FF fy ; 
branches of the bridle, ##%, #€$%: a pilot's 
branch, Fk A 2 jit; to establish a branch 
business, Bi Ff; a branch business, 3p3e 4h. 

Branch, v. 7. To shoot or spread in branches, 4p 

Be, PSC, BK. BS. THIN, DD BZ, Be, SAE, 
iM; to branch off. Fp, FPR; to branch off or 
speak diffusively, DERM PE, Beak Sew, PEK ; 
to branch off, as a river, FAK; to branch off, 

as a stream, APE, APYfE; to branch off, as a 

road, ‘f BR. ‘f SUR, BROT gE. 
Branch, v. ¢. To adorn with needle-work, #576 #k. 
3ranch-leaf. m. A leaf growing on a branch, #¥ 

E-EAGSE. ROPERS. 
Branch-pedunele, n. A pedunele springing from 

/ a branch, #¥4E 7 he. 
Branch-pilot, n. See under Branch. 

| Branched, pp- Divided into branches, 3¢#& fy, BA 
¢ OPE. Zp ith KIM : adorned with branches, fifj LJ 
X; furnished with branches, Jn LI7& (yg. 

Branched-work, n. $x fifi, #2. 
Branchery, n. The ramifications or ramified 

vessels dispersed through the pulpy part of 
fruit, WES Syke. ARETE ME. 

Branching, ppr. Shooting in branches, BEX. BY 

KEK. 
| Branching, a. Furnished with branches, as trees, 

Fi BAY. ABODE. BRIDE. PSEA. 
Branchless, a. Destitute of branches or shoots, 40 

Re, MAE As naked, 3. fy. HAE; without 
any valuable product, Jgeyy, jeep. 

| Branchilet, n. A little branch, a twig, #e{f, She. 
Branchy, a. Full of branches, #e#§ fy, BRE TE RE. 

tothe SEs, A; wide-spreading branches, JRA 

HIG. EEG. 
| Brand, * ». A burning piece of wood, BRIE DT, 

Fé. Ripe; 2 stick of wood partly burned, 3&5A, 
38 ; a thunder-bolt, @ # ;a branded mark, jij 
“>a mark made by burning. SAF HE. Faye. HK 
ji. FIE; to deface a branded mark, jf Wiki 
5a torch, 38, FBR, FIG; a stigma, FR 

| Be, 752; a mark of disgrace, RU, SRE; a 

* This is more strictly applied to bran, whilst the next is | 
more generally used for chaff. 

* UE ata EA REP 
Sai Bina =a. 
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disease in vegetables, AE pt, FERE; to cast a 
brand upon one, Fea A, PRR A. 

Brand, v.t. To mark with a hot iron, §, 47 ED, 
FJ FN BE ; to tattoo or brand, as crimina!s, ii), 
Se, Wil, #e 2 ; to stigmatize as infamous, 7 
Bz, Hy Be. Ph 5s; to brand the throne, Aly_E. 

Brand-goose, n. A species of wild goose, fi. 
Brand-iron, n. A branding-iron, ‘%. BLE. GR 5 an 

iron frame to set a pot on, #éRlH. 
Brand-new, a. Quite new, 3, {Hf RENE, EH. 
Branded, pp.or a. Marked with a hot iron, #738 
FE. EE. FT SBE HE; tattooed or marked, 
as criminals, yi] 34, si) j4 5; marked with ink, 

SEB: stigmatized, 7505 ih. HARI. 15553; 
branded marks, yi). 

Branding, ppr. Impressing a mark with a hot 
iron, FFF. FTEPHE; tattooing or marking 

as criminals, il, ji) 72, & ; stigmatizing, ARR, 

HAs. 75 R- 
Branding-iron, n. An iron to brand with, $F, 

XE. $. [i 
Brandied, a. Mingled with brandy, #& i840 iM 

Brandish, v. ¢. To flourish, as a sword, df. 2E, 4; 
to raise and move in various directions, as a 
flag, fay ie. Jit He ; to brandish a spear, FHF ; to 
play with, PRFF: to brandish the sword, Fx, 
HE Sl\, $7); to brandish the arms, #EFF; to 
brandish and rub the fists, $4 gf. 

Brandished, pp. Raised and waived in the air 

with a flourish, fii, Ei, yj ; he brand- 
ished his sword, (Fi £41). 

Brandisher, n. One who brandishes, Fk 34, ZE#%. 
Brandling, n. A kind of worm, yy, + FE. Mea], 

le 
Brandishing, ppr. Flourishing, $f.2.4; brand- 

ishing the sword and pursuing with the club, 

STILE. 
Brandy, n. An ardent spirit, distilled from wine, 

PEIN. UP MMI, = HIB, = FRI RIB; peach 
brandy, #{9 ; cider brandy, ZEA PR ; brandy 
from milk, (fF. 

Brandy-wine, n. Brandy, ORE Hh. 

Brangle, v. i. To squabble, MY, Frey, ley. 
Brangler, n. A quarrelsome person, fli. [HZ 

ME, AP NBME NK. 
Brank, n. Buck-wheat, a species of polygonum, 

= fy 38. (ae. 
Brankursine, n. Bear’s-breech, a genus of plants, 
Brantin, ». A species of fish of the salmon kind, 

HH: BL. 
Branny, a. Having the appearance or consisting of 

| bran, 2 pepe, ZR AY. 
Brant, n. See Brand-goose. 
Brant, a. Steep, #4. 
Brant-fox, n. A small species of fox with black 

feet, Jr INFEY. 
Brasen, a. Made of brass, SEH). 
Brash, a. Hasty in temper, 23k, ARE, Zaik. 
Brasier, n. An artificer who works in brass, #7] 

Ves FY Sel Fa f 
Brasier, n. A pan for holding coa!s, $=}. 
Brasil, n. See Brazil. 

Brass, n. An alloy of copper and zine, of a yellow 
colour, ¢ 4); brass-ware, Bx 9) # > a brass 

candlestick, AE 3p Rg kE : a brass kettle, SEF ae, 

IGE ; brass buttons, $] FEF; brass wire, BE 
$i] 2%, BEF 44; to engrave upon brass, AE BEF 5 
the age of brass, gS {lk ; impudence, FF Ja. 

Brass-band, n. A company of musicians who per- 
form on instruments of brass, as the trumpet, 

bugle, Ge., —HEIR FF, HER FT tE- 
Brass-foil, Brass-leaf, n. Dutch leaf, $a Zi. 
Brass-payed, a. Hard as brass, S30} Hf. 
Brass-visaged, a. Impudent, 1% 41a. 
Brasset, n. A casque, 2, HAZE. 

Brassica alba, n. GWE, HABE, 4+ HER, FARE ; bras- 
sica rubra, REE, FEREAE ; colewort, FIFA RE 

Brassy, a. 5 (V3, Fh)" ; having the colour of 
brass, Bg Fil, ; impudent, WH 4 3e0E ; impu- 
dently bold, ##4i. 

Brat, n. A child so called in contempt, AE, & 

AE, ER se 
Bravado, a. A brag, #80. PRE. BE RB 
HR; an arrogant menace, RU, FER. 

Brave, a. Fearless of danger, 34, 7B, HH, iil 

Wy, FUE. ALR. TC. ME, HER. HEHE, A, 
GN, FEE. THE CIE. FERS ; really or very cour- 
ageous, JAF HH AE AE GNF IH LAK ; noble, Fe 
SR. SEK, PRR. He RAB 3 excellent, Ze, RFE, 
28, dy-; dignified, RM/ml. RSE: a brave fellow, 

36H. BE bk Lb. AI, KF IN ME; a brave 
soldier (or patriot), H4-, 3€54%; a brave or 
dignified deportment, ja ii Htvet. 

Brave, n. A Chinese patriot, a soldier of the 
municipality, 3-¢, JE, Kedk, Bw; a vil- 
lage brave, $f 8, #8 Hf, $42: a man daring 
beyond discretion, A JB 45 NK. HHL, TF 

Kea, MLETZe Te PRES. HF GH ; on the front 
and rear were the braves, Rij # MPA. 

Braye, v.¢. To encounter with courage and forti- 

tude, BH, 4. Pe, FETA, ATA hye; to brave death, 
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FRE, HEE. WE HAZE ; to brave danger, i is 
fa ; to brave suspicion, Ff fe¥E ; to brave hois- 
terous weather, FAY. Peta lel fy; to brave 
cold. Heys, JEM. FE. ASE, PYAE; brave it, 

DEAT HRA MM API, EMRE. CRAB MK. 
Braved, pp. Defied or met without dismay, Ff 38, 
Fit) HRIB ; he braved death, FP yHPE ; pretend- 

ed, FE AG 584. af ith. DAG it. 

Bravely, adv. Courageously, #& 9%. RR, LISSA. 
he defended AEA IRAL SAILS AE ARE 

him bravely, Be (% (ib FF or (FAB : toact brave- | 
{o act heroically, Self | ly, ERSTE Is. OG Ia : 

LUE. WALTB. WEE GB. 
Bravery, n. Fearlessness of danger, 

BR: RR: BR: BR KG I ZR BSH 
FR. Hi; gallantry, Sezg. 

Braving, ppr. Setting at defiance, $f, FF eee 
Bravo, n. A daring villain, #R#&, a HUGE: 

murderer, Jil =. 

Hill 32 

HEME, SEL, BME. HF Mh TERE. EH 
7 Ae : | 

Brawl, v. 7. To quarrel sae and indecently, Ju | 

Fils DOTY, WP i), WR! AB, whi, (ple. Wee. 
Brawl, v.t..To drive or beat away, fal. eK, EE 

H. 
Brawl, n. Noisy contention, Fb, | 

Whi Ze, AT2R. 
Brawler, n. A noisy fellow, M>/3%, Me RRPEA, 

SEZ, AES i) Bh alee is Ae TMG | 
Brawling, ppr. or a. Quarreling, St gH, Mpls, pl 

ffl. 

Brawn, n. A boar, #¥ ZS; 
J ; collared flesh of a boar, $¥% py #2f; the fleshy, 
muscular part of the body, fi t# Wy : 
JE: muscular strength, 346, ata. Ml He ; 
the brawn muscles of the arm, =: JI fill (dé. 

Brawn, v.t. To render strong, 3 fill (at, (ii Ti (st. 
Brawned, a. Brawny, strong, 3[f- (a. HELE. 

Brawner, n. A hoar killed for the table. PE HE, 

FG ZR. 
Brawniness, n. The quality of being brawny, #6 | 

Ak. 4H: G& ; hardiness, HE7HAE RE
. 

Brawny, a. Having large, strong muscles, AGE 

TE. KEELE. WEP GE. BH Jy. 
Bray, v.t. To pound or beat small, #5, #§; to bray | 

as an ass, BK BK, 0G; 
greeable, grating sound, li? 

to make a harsh. disa- 
(ig? jase 

Wes EF. 
Bray, x. The harsh sound of an ass, GENE. SEI. 

SK, SEL. 
Brayer, n. One who brays like an ass, HI} SEI | 

fy, PE A. 

183, EAR. | 

the flesh of a boar, #% | 

fat meat, | 

Braying, ppr- Pounding, #y: Ae: making the 
sound of an ass, Hi SSIGj ue ; noise, ee. 

Braze, v.t. To seder with an alloy of brass oe 

vink, LEI Ga SST EL, LISI EL SST TO 
harden to impudence, ESET. 

Brazen, a. Made of brass, SES Ay. HEF E, BEF 

{TOE SESH (M(t) s impudent, ST EMRE, OF SATA 
iE; the brazen age, Fk, SEqIE ; a brazen ves- 

sel, Fil a 
Brazen, x. 7. To be impudent, JER#A; to bully, [ArE. 
3razen-hrowed, a. Shameless, Me F13e. 
Brazen-face, n. An impudent person, SEAS# 
Wk Hi. OE RTH : one remarkable for ts 

ery, BREEIDE(HG) A, FESO A. HAROLD. 
| Brazen-faced, a. ipaprdenis ee Fen fe Fh. SE PRET FV, 

SRT Bee. HARA. ATO Ay. ob. 
3razenness, n. Appearance like brass, BEF TPR ; 

excess of assurance, #¢ Jit, [ye k. 
7 | saeeniee n. FF HEN, Fy Fel Fi (4f | a Warming pan, 

Bravo, interj. Well done! AhRE. dpi, 4G. ae | RG, EGE. 
| Brazil, n. The empire of Brazil, Fwy. 

3razil-nut, n. Juvia, or large walnut, @Pk, AH PE. 
Brazil-wood, n. A heavy wood, used for dyeing 

red, figAS. 
Braziletto, n. An inferior kind of Brazil-wood, 

brought from Jamaica, P 4 aR 7S. 
Brazilian, a. Pertaining to Brazil, ATG BA. 

Pa ede. 
Brazing. n. $f. 

| Breach, v.¢. To make a breach, or opening, as in 
the walls of a fortification, Wk, WEEE, WEA. Te 
wk. Fy HE; to breach a wall, MEME. HEI. Vow 
bh. Fy WESRAE. WE EIR; to breach a wall with 
artillery, #F WEIR. 

Breach, n. The act of breaking, WWE, FT IMS ; 
the broken space, WE. WA. M1. WERE, 
¥e; the state of being broken, Wk, HEB: a 
preach of law, JQ 7é. Tik: Fill. Hei. se 
He =; a breach of peace, FQ. RR. BHM. 
ny 3E88 sa breach of duty, 344}, peap HEPA 
Zp; a breach of promise, KW. 7A. BS 

. HK; a breach of faith, 4e(% 3a on of 
contract, ey. #¥#: a breach of friendship, 
£028. se, HE. ARM: there is a breach 
(of friendship) between them. fy#y7 Sipe; a 

breach of morality, (& )ml4b. We Gi. HH Be. 
Ae. tips a breach upon the kingly power, 
FTF; bereavement, 3A; a rent or cleft, HR, 
HE SHE FH] Si; a misunderstanding, Ff fe; a breach 
on an enemy, “27%. 

Breachful, a. Full of breaches, WkBig BH. 

a Dut 

Tt 
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Breachy, a. . Apt to break fences, HBAS + 
unruly, JE PEPE, Jaen. 

Bread, n. A mass of dough, made by moistening | 
or kneading the flour or meal of some species of | 
grain, and baking it in an ovan or pan; a loaf | 
of foreign bread, #463, #HBfi; a loaf of bread, 
— 7H HA, — FGI; a loaf of native bread, | 
fe0H, BL; leavened bread, @LARIRAM EL, Ae 

BEER GL; unleavened bread, 48 RENE HH FI ; the 
feast of the unleavened bread, PR A¥ eR ; food in 
eeneral, Ha, By, fik, &, 0 te. ta Be; wheaten 
bread, 2&#i HF; rye bread, )J\8e4H DF: econom- 
ical bread, S3-F-#i@S; to raise bread, #€48 ; 
‘tis no bread and butter of mine, [= BRAK YF; 
bread and butter warehouse, 4% ff fH; to get 
one’s bread, WRSSKE A, HI OIBA. BAX; 

to be thrown out of bread, 4 fut. 44h. Sey E 
Se P45 AE ; the people thrown out of bread, py 
Ft * 4432; give us this day our daily bread, | 

$5 AJAHAG Bde; a slice of bread, —3§pki 
‘al CL. 

Bread-basket, n. HG, ip#Z. 
Bread-chipper, n. A baker's servant, #4 L989 3} 5 | 

an under butler, #} jo #E, See tk BH. 
Bread-corn, n. Corn of which bread is made, Ff. | 

G1, BEAK. 
Bread-fruit-tree, n. Artocarpus, Yi, BYOB. | 
Bread-room, n. An apartment in a ship’s hold, | 

where the bread is kept, 40 DF. fEEZR- 
cose a. Without bread or food, ame f FA, fit 

dee St 1 fiz. 

es n. Bread-corn, Fpaet; weal, Ha}. 
Breadth, n. The extent of ay plain surface from | 

side to side, fir. Fla. Raz. Rll. JE. Salad. | 

Wha; the breadth of oned 46 2 Ral. 4 
4 ; four rooms in breadth, 2BYEPyfa]; the 
length and breadth, #& fig, #2 8%, Se fe]; the | 
breadth of the river is 1,000 feet, jy J— Ak; | 
not a hair’s breadth, ie pane PIT) i 

Break, v. ¢. ; pret. broke ; pp. broke, broken. To | 
rend, W¥.Fy ji. FT Awe. ay IE; to break to 

pieces or shatter, $7 PE, ITI, DUBE AT fa ITE. 

FT PS SATAN, WO, AE, SEGA GU; to rend 
sey BABY ; to break sates Be BEGA, TEBE, 

dt ksi JA $4 It. Pda. cn ir, H, A. 
4A, Th. 4H). 3c; to break, spoil or destroy, #7 HE, 
JB 18, ha. ce Wm, WEG. JAE; to make 
breaches, as in a wall, 47 fk, WE: to break one’s | 
power, i Tb HE He, ye AL Ht GQ; to break one’s 

* The four classes of people are the - }4 1. 7, i. e. the 
literati, the farmers, the mechanics and the merchants. 

courage, i BF ; to tame, as a horse or bird, 
DAD), SEH; to make bankrupt, Pf As; to break 
the law, iid, jel, Fisk, ie to ae e 

contract, F559, x2 #4), vag 5 at, BEE 
break an engagement, ; not break an en- 
gagement, Ari oe to prea a promise, 4E{, 
Ks. B- KO: to break an oath, #F#; to 
break the ranks, ETRE, ARE; to ei a 
stick, 44 kay. Jt ka; to break bread, BE fF; to 
break, asa glass (by accident), #¥F4IT IA, AF 
ATM; to break endentionallge $y H00 : to break 

open a door, $7 BAP. SSB EP. BENE. 3 Ba 
JE PY; to break open, BBA ; to break one’s neck, 
RSE. PSA; to break bad habits, UcBe » EE 
eH; to break silence, Wk Bk, BA atk. SBA OH. } 
#3 4; to break one's sleep, Wk {he Fe fil HE ; - 
break a match, iB Ht. 38 $8, Ye ME; to break 
one’s vows, J< Bf. #4 Bi; to break the seal of a 
letter, BA 3, Pr Hf, "ae {2. BH Hh: to break the 
eround, to plough, fA; to break ground or 
escape, 3&5; to break prison, Wy BF Ty JE: to 
break one’s mind to one, fA AR. Ae 
StJp ; to break a business. Hy 3e, HTF ; to break 
one’s brains, 3€ ji Wi, FE) PAK; to break 
wind, Wet. Jaya; to break a jest, wRAEaA, ae 
4e 2%; to break down, Hp, SF. Bey_; to break 
off company, FH. RAPA ; to break up a meet- 
ing, HEE, 1k @ ;s to break up a school, $e fig, 
Hi fy ; to break one’s heart, 3 3] fy -AB HF ; to 
break bulk, BAYA; to break a deer, 4p J) KE. 2 
4 ; to break cover, RHt, JEH!: to break fast, 
£ ALIS; to break ground, to dig, i bil bc. i] 
fe; to break off, to discontinue, #2; to break 

an e@e, Ff. 
Break, v.i. To separate or part, as a rope, [if ; to 

break as a branch of a tree, when bent, jf, Uf 
Kf; to break in the middle, Hy pgp dik. Utes, 
rf fi] af ; (0 break, or open, asa tumour, 34, Wk, 
WH; to burst, by dashing against anything, }q, 

TI. EI. HEHE. AHN. Bea. BUBHs to get a 
hole, 4) 3 €%, Bait : to get a crack, BB. pk W, 

3 HE ; to break, as ice, BW; to break, as one who 
fails in business, Hite. fai) J: (8) FF ; to break, 
as one’s voice, HERE, WEA ; to break, as a bus- 
iness, ME {i, REF; to break, or fade, as one’s 
beauty, Ja) WWt, Ui. Ui] 2S, BSF 5 the day breaks, 
SK wis ; the weather breaks, K(f, Fa; the 
wine breaks, 74a UE ; to break down in a ear- 
riage, #§7i; to break forth, as light, “EI, 7E 

H6./E PE; to break from a company, HP AR. 
FPF HI; to break in, asa thief, PESBA SHC TH 
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A, BREET A. HEED A; to break loose, yy £, 
IEE ; to break off, as a flower or twig, Fj, df. | 

FR; to break out, as a disease, #§, fU ; to break | 
out into joy, ZAK x4 Pk, 7E 4 ; to break out into 
tears, 7 38, 7 YEA SE; to break out 
langhter, Zak 5; to break out into pimples, adie 

{UHL fy-; to break out with the small-pox, Hive; | ae) l 
to break out as fire, 4EAR, IE BE, HEAL, LAR, 

LT 5 to break out, asa river, 7c jehjop Fe, jay 
AVE HE, WELZ HE; to break out, as war, HAR 
tk, MF; to break through all restraint, fag 
Fy BEE ; to shake off restraint, fe fz, ERTF ; to 
break through all difficulties, JE Fy sh fg; to 
break up, as a company, 4%, 7p HK; to break up, 
as an epidemic, J, Jk A; to break with one, 

38, HEI. 
Break, n. A state of being open, $F, HERR, WERE, | 
Bs, Bik; an opening made by force, WEE: | 

a pause, AkR—- AL, AKT, Bhatt. 452 0. al. BK, | 
fa |} BIW; a line in writing or printing, noting 

stop in the sentence, ‘ay g8. — fs, —H#E. — Tr 
8; the break of day, A. Kalbe, Ryle. He 

Fy, WA 44; As a break in architecture, My}. 

Breakable, a. Capable cf being broken, By fi}, By 

We PIR. BY Hy. MY HE. BY IS. OY. TIA 
Witt, Ait Left. 

Breakage, n. A breaking, Hil 4%, Fy # ; an allow- 
ance for things broken, in transportation, [% 

SR. GH. 
Breaker, n. A violator; a violator of the law, ja jk 

4. WIE HK : a rock which breaks the waves, pk 
38 H.7E ALE sO; the wave which breaks a- | 
gainsta rock, $ WRU 4, Ye Gi sa destroyer 
(Micah 1,13.), [e ¢% 4%. 

Breakfast, n. The first meal in the day, RLYS, FE 
WG, HLS, wpe. Wyo, Bl, BZ; breakfast and 
supper, Bex. HY iN ff; is breakfast ready ? 

Breakfast, v.27. To eat the first meal in the day, 

SALAS, BEAL. IAI. TEL Oe. 
Breakfasting, ppr. Taking the first meal of the 

day, RHI. 
Breaking, ppr. ora. Jf, fe. OE. BE; failing in 

business, ff] iE; don’t fear breaking your ribs, 

HER PR 
Breakneck, n. A fall that breaks the neck, gRUF 
BH; a steep place endangering the neck, fg 

Bit ZW. WAT BE 7 Wz. 
Breakwater, n. A mole or other obstruction at the | 

entrance of a harbour, &e., to break the force of | 

the waves, JJcHi. 
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| Bream, n. A fish, eyprinus, ff; cyprinus 
gibelioides, ffl 44; the blunt-headed bream, 
cyprinus abbreviatus, xf Fy fll, Ja 4; the 
red-tailed bream, cyprinus auratus, 42 ffl, #0 

| Bream, v.t. To burn off the filth from a boat or 
ship's hottom, KR, Wf. 

| Breast, n. The breast of a woman, 4}, A, We ; the 

breast of a man, general term, Jf, Jit, HR, 

any. FE EG, Wot, WE. Wa, AZ fy; the heart, 

Hy; the conscience, JEJE WZ; the affections, 

fis, VE ti, Ja'GE ; a fine breast or bosom, SEs¥, 3E 
I, SEFL ; to expose one’s breast, Peli, PRE; to 
open one’s breast, FAS. a tA sa child 

at the breast, he PLUPEMMBEE, B14 21%. WPL 
4k; to take from the breast, @PL; to beat 
one’s breast, * fff; to beat the breast and 
stamp, for sorrow, ##EBij, HE 9. FT F1 ; to rest 

on one’s mother’s breast, 4 7E-REGE rh ; to keep 
carefully in one’s breast, 44s NRK. I 7 Fae, 
" ZEDGE ; diseases of the breast, PL yy; acute 
inflammation of the breast, 3%FFLYE; chronic 
inflammation of the breast, # FLAt; neuralgia 
of the breast, #LJ& i; milk abscess of the 
breast, FL NZI ; enlargement of the breast, FL 
fa@4eA; tumours of the breast, FL “~Pyys ; 
cancer of the breast, PL3e; to lay up in one’s 
breast, 72 HL tg, eee ; in one’s breast, 
te. ZED. FEF; to walk abreast, — 
4077. Wa ity; he keeps his seeret in his 

breast, JE LPI BE, FE LPI, FENG P; it lies 
on his breast, BASE. SEE HER; a base 
and ungenerous breast, gh KZ J\, AEB MEME NV. 

Breast-band, n. A rope or belt of canvass passed 
round the body of the man who heaves the lead 
in sounding, 35 igxay. 

Breast-bone, n. ‘The bone of the breast, Jar, AR, 

Waitt} ; the thorax or chest, Jig ji; ensiform car- 
tilage, Jig P lag. 

| Breast-casket, n. ABEL AR. 

| Breast-cloth, n. 3 jfk, 2 AE. 
Breast-deep, a. Breast-high, 2P Jig, An igi sy. 
Breast-high, a. See Breast-deep. 

Breast-hooks, n. pl. Knees placed across the stem 
of a ship, to strengthen the fore-part and unite 
the hows on each side, fRyAA Fi GEE. 

Breast-knot, n. A knot of ribbons worn on the 

breast, $8. Hew a. 
* Luke 18,13; Luke 23,48. For breast see Exodus 49,25; 

| Job 8,12; Ezekiel 23,3, 8and 21; Ps. 22,10; Lamentations 

4,3; Hosea 9,14; Isaiah 60,16, chapt. 66,11. 
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Breast-pin, ». An ornamental pin, fixed in the 
linen near the breast, Jig£h. Jig A €F- 

Breast-plate, n. Armour for the breast, 74 Jig, 

AE TSF, Myst, AES BE. VETER. tS RE, Ps 
among the Jews, a part of the vestment of the 

high priest, = f& Zi. 
Breast-plow, n. A plow driven by the breast, used 

to pare turf, HAF . 
Breast-work, n. In fortification, a work thrown up 

for defense, feitH, PRE, EIT, HES. HE. 

Breasted, a. Having a br oad breast, fig ig ; having 

a fine voice, 4 #- 
Breasting, ppr. Opposing in front, 3g, hit ; 

breasting up a hedge, 89 Feit By, 19) 2B AE i - 
Breath, n. The air inhaled and expelled i in the 

respiration of animals, Re eG. A S28 Mi 

mst E.Mey AGS, EG, BB, A, TN, Of Wa, to 
be out of breath, Semel, Sam, dean, seven ; 
shortness of breath, 98%, $t(iE. #58. FERAL, 
#81; to let a horse take breath, $}f5; foul 
breath, 544g ; to hold one’s breath, wE5R. NRAK. 
Hi], ; to the last breath, By ij 4a fH bat, We LFA 
#4; whilst there is yet breath, — 2, (aj 7.7 A 
${ ; warm breath, /@; to take a breath of air, 

FLOR SR, BRHF, PLR — Bi Nile, sf. 50.28 oo 
a breeze, Ahh, Halal; 

ait, — fy AD J, A IL SR MESIRTL @, +. breath 
can make them, —4q AY Link % ; to take a long 
breath; fA4X, — A 4 ; to fetch breath, Wes, 

ik, BAO. | 
Breathable, a. That may be breathed, By 43], Hy PY 

We. Me 
Breathe, v. t. P}5q, PI, pape, Heke. Wk, LLG; to 

exhale, Hi 9.3. WEA, WAL Pk; to inhale, WE 
RFK Mi ARG 5 to breathe hard, Fix, FE YEE 
BM it <5 to breathe through the nose, 28/743} 
Sa. Hk, HR; as long as I breathe, Pi Sa SRA. #5} 
Fut iif ; he breathes no more, #4 5x. [Bf 4a 3 he 
suffered them not to breathe, Mut EB E}3a, 4> 

TAI FTP 8 (U7 HE FUG, ; to breathe 
after, &, Fe AE to breathe in, tj A Py 9, 
PRA ASH; to breathe again, fit, GHAR, #245; 

to breathe a little while, Bk bis} IP, Bp fai, 
B— EA], Bk. —llp ;_ to rest from action, 2 

BP, AAD IH. 
Breathe, v. ¢. ‘lo inhale air, #3} ; to breathe pure 

air, $}7R. Bhiwsa; to breathe nothing but 
vengeance, It Ak se, FEALSS ; to breathe on any- 
thine, iy Fx. ar, ae |b ; to bree athe on one . 

hand (to warm them), pif EF, wee, wag FF; t 
breathe a word to one, * ot illo 12 Tei Ba 

there is not a breath of 

a to breathe one’s last, to expire, 3a, #4 
; to breathe a vein, kf, ; to breathe out a 

sigh, BG, BAK, Ac 
Br eathed, pp- Inhaled and exhaled, PF- i .P} i. 
Breather, x. One who breathes or lives, PEWZ 2.3% 
4, Gia. AA tH ; one who animates 
by inspiration, Aah. BEB, SHE; one 
who warms anything by breathing, pj 24. 

Breathing, ppr. Respiring, PRR, F3q 5; whilst 
breathing, HWE 7 [a] ; breathing vengeance, #§ 
Ae Se Wet Se; Dreathing happiness, 3% 34 A PY. 

Breathing, n. Respiration, PFWZ, BEI 4 5a gentle 

motion of the air, #}il. ih)ml; the breathings 
of the Spirit, Je jah 2 jek Hh ; aspiration, BA A, 
42 903% ; uneven breathing, 3% AZf ; one breath- 
ing, — fA. 

Breathing-place, n. A pause, #4. 

Breathing-time, n. Pause, $A %. BOP NF, BAW 
IF, BBP. BELG. Fly. 

Breathless, a. Being out of breath, 40g, MH Gy 

Sh UPPER. Aiba FR: A HEP FIR 3 dead. 3a 
3. AE J; to be breathless with joy, 3] agp 

iG. 
Breccia, n. Red breccia (marble), FE: & ; breccia 

osseous, YF Ap 
Bred, pp. of breed. igenercd: AES, HEI ; well 

bred, 770). SALAUMOE, ene Be. WEAR. SAL 
i; ill bred, We ee, Se RE. AS "BE s bred in 
London, Wg (fp We ZENE. WE WE SSIE, WEE Gy HEE 
ME ; to be bred up under, 7¢fYP ; bred a schol- 
wu, HEHE, B ASHE: their malice was bred 
in them, 45 Ty 722 47- 

Breech, n. The lower part of the body behind, %¥, 
JOE. x; the hinder part of a gun or anything 
else, Ja ; the breech of a gun, SPY ; the breech 
of a cannon, #4 Ja ; a breech-loading gun, MR}a 

ABER. 
Breech, v.t. To put into breeches, 3 pili, ZA Aili; to 

whip one, $7 ay ; to furnish with breeching, 
as a gun, #3 )a; to breech a cannon, He )p) 

3reeched, pp.ora. Put into breeches, 3% i pf; 
whipped on the breech, 47 it #¥. 47 ih RM, 

$738 We NL. 
Breeches, n. pl. $i, fe pli, BEF. tifa, BERS 

short breeches, 4— pA #ii, Af #li, HF RS; small 
trowsers, #lif-, BEFP. fli; a pair of breeches, 
— (FP; breeches with a seat, but with open 
front, [Re fli ; breeches without a seat, as worn 
by childre n of the age from 1—3 or 4 years, 4m& 
He fli, He. FE; 1o put on breeches, 35 pli, BrP; 
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the wife wears the breeches, JE#é-e 4, JET 

HK, HAS, HCE wie. 
Breeching, n. That part of a harness which comes 

round the breech of a horse, also called bireech- 

band, jt\}\a a 3 ropes with which cannons are 

| ; . . ae . ‘ee i = 

Breeze, n. A genus of flies, technically called taba- 

lashed to the sides of a ship to prevent their | 
running back, seyA. 

Breed, v.t. ; pret. and pp. bred. To generate, ZE | 
BE, AE FE ; to breed domestic animals, 787% ZE. 
BEB, BENG, ESE | to breed cattle, #% 
4, HE ; to breed horses for the goyernment, 2% 
4E 55 pt ; to breed horses, #2f5; to breed ani- 

nus, Baise; gad fly, dade, GQUaA. 

Breeze, n. A light wind, @guiml, Jas, ZE Kal, (Un, 
All Jil, MAUR, JA. HN, J; a land-breeze, [ly fil; a 
sea-breeze, jp}; a cool breeze, jit hil. ICR. HR 

Jil #8. WE ; a pleasant breeze, 7#}Ml ; a favourable 
breeze, JIE Jil. SF). MAM; a shifting 
breeze, HL vlH; a gentle gale, Pehl, Ayn; a 
steady breeze, Jal), til; a gentle rustling 
breeze, fig. 

, Breeze, v. i. To blow gently, ABE, Fy flail. 

mals, 7% 3¢ BK, Hee GK. FE VEE ; to breed | 
vermin, 4Eg(, AEE; to breed trouble, gL ; 
to breed mischief, 4E 3¥ ; to breed enmity, £8 ff, 
REFER, HAE, FEI ; to breed children, AEF ; to 
bring up, #€, 3€ 7; to bring up and edueate, 
@43e ; 10 bring up and train, as animals, ZEA; 
the hawk breeds the hawk, WEAR RE +. 

Breed, v. 7. To produce, as a foetus, AE ; to bear and 

nourish, as in pregnancy, 3; to breed in and 
in, Efi) 4, #5 fis) H{ ; to breed on the ground, #E 
WS hh ; to breed in the trees, EIS Hy ; this worm 
breeds in the wood, RAN AEN hk. 

Breed, n. A race or progeny from the same parents 

Breezelss, a. Destitute of breezes, 3% iil, Wig), — 

Fi iil SRE 
Breezy, a. Fanned with gentle breezes, 3 hip ; 

subject to frequent breezes, f5 Fy fel fy, AEMtl 

Jag ite 
Brehon, n. A judge, Af AJ, GL wy). 
Brennage, n. A tribute or composition, which 

tenants paid to their lord, in lieu of bran, which 

they were obliged to furnish for his hounds, 

ta Hh. 
| Brent, n. A brand-goose, which see, 

or stock, if, #1; mixed breed, * MEPR, AEX; a 
dog of good breed, 4 fil, SALAZAR. CEM; 
a number produced at once, — Jf fg, — 4 ZEW ; 
a hatch, —}} ZG ; offspring of man, $&, LX; 
ofispring of birds and beasts, {f-; the offspring 
of cattle, 4¥%5 cross breed, jH Fi; to cross an- 
other breed, jf ft fift. 

Breed-bate, n. One who breeds or originates quar- 

rels, AUDI) A, AGAEAEME A. 
Breeder, n. The female that breeds or produces, AE 

45, HES. HUH. HE BE; the person who educates 
or brings up, 438 #4, ACG FH 3 one who trains 
animals, #8 fi 43, GYYNA ; a brecder of horses, 

ae Hi, BAA; she is a good breeder, Bff- ” 

3, SEAR. 
Breeding, ppr.ora. bearing and nourishing, AE 

fe, 4E Se. 4E A; educating, AW; breeding 
manners, #27. 

Breeding, n. The act of generating, AE WE; the 
raising of a breed, 22344; the raising and 
training of birds and beasts, 3¥ fil @ EK; edu- 
cation, AA. Ai. FO BH. BOW AF a person 
or persons of good breeding, Fuga, ABZ 

A, HALIZ A. 

* Applied to man it means illegitimate. 

Brephotrophy, x. The nurture of orphans, 3€ 9, #, 

MLE. 
Brest, Breast, n. The member of a column. more 

usually called torws, FEE AR. 

Brest-suminer, n. In architecture, a piece in the 
outward part of a wocden building, into which 
ihe girders are framed, AhZ. 

Bret, n. A local name of the turbot, ji {q. 

| Brethren, n. pl. of brother. It is used in solemn 

and Scriptural language, in the place of broth- 
ers, 50 if; ; brethren by covenant, 83 obi, #4 

Su if; ; brethren by religion, |p) Zc 50 #6; brethren 
by patriotic sentiments, 3§ 52 5 ; members of 
one society, 4F 5275 ; gentlemen and brethren! 
A i SLEGF ; brethren! Seige. 

Brettices, n. pl. The name given by miners to the 

wocden supports for the roof of a coal mine, Fe 

TE. 
Breve, Brief, n. A writ directed to the chancellor, 

judges, sherifls, or other officers, whereby a 

person is summoned, or attached to answer in 
the king’s court, SU fm, (tt AFH. See Brief. 

Brevet, x. In French usage, a document without 
seal, by which the king grants a favour, pri- 
vilege, title or dignity, #84, haf ; a commis- 
sion to an officer, which entit!es him to an ho- 

norary rank in the army above his actual rank 
and pay, icf. 

| Breviary, n. A compend, fifj 22, Gj 2, BES, pal; 
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Roman Catholie Church, 32H at, G64 BH) 

Wa eG. 
Breviat, Breviate, n. A short compend, 3222. 
Breviature, n. An abbreviation, which see. 

Brevier, n. A small kind of printing types, H#% 

DF. 
Breviped, a. Having short legs, as certain birds, 

PABA A, $A VAM. 
Brevipennate, a. Denoting grallatory birds, hay- | 

ing short wings, as the ostrich, 47 Up, * 4 | 

BLY. 
Brevity, n. Shortness, ¥F J} ; conciseness, fitj 5 Ag 

fit, fitz; conciseness in speech, fiat. fiw, 

We ais HG LS. HZ SB; brevity 
in writing, 4. 

Brew, v.t. To make beer, ale or other similar li- 

quor from malt, Age, ARE, Weis, AYE. HEARS 
#}; to make heer, aRMP TR. HURT, BERS. A 

NRG; to mingle, HE), FUE], BEE, HAE: to 
plot or brew mischief, g 42, #]E, LSE, wee; 
to brew wines, Fai. 

Brew, v. i. To be in a state of preparation, FéifAj ; 
to be collecting, or forming, as mischief is brew- | 
ing, WH PERE (RK, aif} HUE; a storm is brewing, 
38 ile (E ; to perform the business of brewing 
beer, AEN Pg. 

Brew, n. The mixture formed by brewing, JR2% 

iG. ide 2M. 
Brew-house, n. A brewery, ARLE. BSI. 
Brewage, n. Malt-liquor, 7 AE 74. 
Brewed, pp. Mixed, 42) jf ; fermented, Aye jg 5 | 

ay 

SID G. AOR A, AM He. 
Brewery, n. A brew-house, ZiS iF, ARIE, BE | 

A BENDEL. | | 
Brewing, ppr. Preparing malt liquor, AA ARIA, 

AEA ZH ; in a state of preparing, 74 ffj ; con- | 

triving, st. $Y, B}, 4; a storm is brewing, # 
Ite (6.325 ffi. 6B SEAR; mischief is brew- 
1g, TS SSR SI, fh SRA FS AL SF BE (fe, iB). 

Briarean, a. Many-handed, %>hAy, @s=plpE, Z 

FE 
Bribe, n. A gift or favour bestowed or promised | 

with a view to pervert judgment, Jif. pee 

FB, PEF, FU, MUM, PSIG, HR. SEK, 
$i it. FB. Bs; to take or receive bribes, ® 

Sh), HR, SCHL. SEWE, SEM, SEMA, Fe MSE, 

=F, (Witfi: to promise bribes, #F AEs, RE 
| Wy; toscek aid by bribes, LiMePAs, FAERIE 

iy 5 to covet bribes, WE, jf ; an officer who 

| takes bribes, #24. WEE.F5 aE ; to take bribes 
and pervert the laws, SC #/8 A, SERRATE; 
to seek for by means of bribes, 3Ri§f; bribes 

are everywhere used, Sflieiify; bribes are 
openly employed, fff ig Af ; indifferent to 
bribes, 47-2 GSEs, UE fe Fe]; to gain by a bribe, 
FARA; that which seduces, iy, S44 ft 

Hf1; to refuse bribes in the public service, #22 
AS ZS ; large bribes, W- 

| Bribe, v. ¢. To give a reward with a view to per- 
| vert judgment or corrupt the conduct, Hy, 

I, FT, PAROLES. MMM. FEA 
OTH, FT AR, SSR, FERPA. JER, ADB, Bille, 

(WiECNME; to bribe, as a child, fifo, FASE; 
to bribe a policeman not to be seized, #4. 

| Bribe-devouring, a. #8, BH. 
Bribe-pander, n. One who procures bribes, EAM, 

Bribe-worthy, a. Worth bribing to obtain, 4@ JJ 

Malis Tih fe 2. 
Bribeless, a. That cannot be bribed, Asa fy, 

Tdi 
Briber, n. One who bribes, (iff 4, AFH. 
Bribery, n. The practice of giving or taking 

rewards for corrupt practices, SE mh JH3e, JER 
A fs Milt 238: guilty of bribery, Je WE; brib- 
ery is openly practiced, fff li 2s #7 ; the corrup- 

tion of bribery, Hg tf HE; to get a degree by 

bribery, ELH Gi. 

Brick, n. fk, i, 40; a kiln-burnt brick, 4X fk, FF 
$a, Ye BE fy WH ; sun-dried bricks or adobe, PE 
ga, +7 ; bricks moulded but not burnt or dried, 
fi +; a square brick, Fy wk Fj Jy we AF wR ; brick 
tea, FRIAS; to lay bricks, Tsk ; bricks and tiles, 

| Pe, ALE; to use bribes, FM, #4 BB 

EH. = 
Brick, v. ¢. To lay or pave with bricks, pp, f5p 

#4 WS) J ; to imitate or counterfeit a brick-wall 
on plaster, [R)fk#R; to brick up, or fill with 

bricks, (Hi. U0 SEIS HE. 
| Brickbat, x. A fragment of a brick, BARRE, Tak 

DEL, Tah AE. 
| Brick-built, a. Built with bricks, (#fek (gnee, (3 tak 

| MEME. DU tik 2a 114. : 
| Brick-clay, v. Clay used or suitable for making 
| bricks. faye. 
| Brick-dust, n. Dust of pounded bricks, Ja JG, TBP. 
| Brick-earth, n. Earth or clay used for bricks, PASE. 
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Brick-kiln, n. Gk. 
Brick-layer, n. A mason, Jel. JERE. Je 

file, JET, IGN. A. ) 
Brick-maker, n. One who makes bricks, 357k 4, 

To Fe fi (HE, Se SET Fy. ETE FD 
Brick-nogging, n. Brick-work earried up and fitted | 

in between timber framing, Fk 22 jk. 
Brick-trimmer, n. A brick arch built against a 

wooden trimmer, in front of a fire-place, to 
prevent accidents by fire, Bye AWE. 

Brick-wall, n. Ji Hs. [HE. 
Brick-yard, n. A place where bricks are made, fa 
Bricky, a. Formed of bricks, TRIBE. 
Bridal, a. Belonging to a bride, tJ, LIE. 
HF HEE, +f GE; a bridal sone, {ryepR; the 
bridal dress, JA 7 ; attendants at a bridal 
procession, 3 3 fh ; bridal cup, * AAs, BM ; 
bridal chamber, ja J, HMA RR: bridal orna- 

ments, 7 fifi, HPA; a bridal portion, APE, PE 
EE: SAAR EI. We yD: bridal visit to her 
parents, Ja] PY, girs 

ne ; bridal chair, ber We. 
Baa, n. A woman newly married, ¥At, HFA. 
DG, TATIG. BA. Bras. WA. A, 
ZF; to meet the bride, #13; to escort a 

bride in, 30%}; bride visits her mother, $i". 

Bride-bed, n. The marriage bed, }f¥AVK. HH IK: | 

AK 
Bride-cake, n. The wedding cake, fe IS Whe 

Hi, Baas Bi 
Bride-chamber, n. The nuptial apartment, #fA | 

Be ME, MALE. WR. 
Bridegroom, n. A man newly married, ¥ES. AEG 

a bridegroom's WB, AT. FH. SRL 
letter, 28 ar, GPE, We er. 

Bridemaid, x. e woman who attends on a bride at 

her wedding, 
[E4R AL ; in China, bride’s maids or slave girls, 
given to the bride on her wedding day, #4 

Brideman, Bride’s man, n. A man who attends 

upon a bridegroom and bride at their marriage, 

Kié. [ fi. 
Bridewell, n. A house of correction, 44 J@ J\ fi. = 

Bridge, n. #%§. —HEG. BE. RE. I. HE HE: 
floating bridge, ff, woe. yt 5 a Cr Rion 
bridge, FE}, WAH; a foot-bridge, YE. EFL, iy 
¥E ; a stone-bridge, lick a wooden bridge, AS 

* The bridal cup is dr sl in the ee apes nt in 
the presence of a party who generally retire under a roar of 
langhter leaving the happy couple alone. 

; bridal letter, ak. JZ. | 

HUD EAR TE, TERA. VRE, 

#47 3 a chain-br fice! BRE an ere bridge, 
WPS. HE ; the birt tress of a bridge, HER: a 
draw-bridge, #h%, AEF; a flying bridge, 7k 
&;a small bridge, AER, WHE: the bridge of 

a guitar, FENG; the bridge of the nose. #27 ; 
an asse’s bridge, 4£¥Yt; a bridge for carts, Blt 
YE; to pass over a bridge, 347%: to pass over a 

bridge and raise the plank, j#4P<; to con- 
struct a bridge, ft #4. 7#}%; to construct a 
wooden or temporary bridge, ine Jp Ke: to 
mend bridges and repair roads, ¥ f(s FR. 

| Bridge, v.t. To build a bridge over, TEV, UTR, 

| Bridge-head, n. A fortification covering the ex- 
tremity of a bridge nearest the enemy, 7 0fUKY 
EE. 

| Bridged, pp. Covered with a bridge, 47 #% fg. 

Bridging, ppr. Erecting a bridge, 74}, Pee. 
Bridle, n. The instrument with which a horse is 

governed by a rider, FRASBDH, #E. #1, ea NE, 

Ai. i. BR. 4%); the bit of a bridle, FB. 7. 

FEO. IGOR. FG2IE ; bridle-path, IGS, M4 : 
the reins of a bridle, #, #7 ; a chec k, afi], JR 

| tll, SIAR. 
Bridle, v.t. To put ona bridle, Seg, FS 0H, 
E898: to bridle a horse, Wy R5, Be, WE. Wy, 

Wxte : to bridle or curb one’s passions, JARBK, +i] 

aR, ASP. MERE; to bridle one, JAREE A, ‘fi 

fE(E. JARAR A. 
Bridle, v. 7. To hold up the head and draw in the 

chin, WR fg By 
| Bridle-hand. n. The hand which holds the bridle 

in riding, ##a-F, AF. 
Bridle-way, n. A path for travelers on horseback, 

(Ee, HERE, FRGH. $F. 
| Bridled, pp. Having a bridle on, |-j4 35H, Ape 

IPE ; restrained, JARI, SSAR A. 
Bridler, n. One who bridles, #j fF #; one who 

restrains and governs, # fil] #¥, 2 ARR. 

| Bridling, ppr. Putting on a bridle, _|- iS: re- 
straining, 444i] ; curbing, JAR EE. 

_ Bridoon, n. A light bit of a bridle, FG 77¢f-. Pa FF 

| ee 
Brief. a. Concise, as writings. Ge., fij. FH. fitz. 

sate: a short time, est¥. HF; a brief style, 
a brief note, 

FER: to 
ff2CO: a brief expression, #RHE 
hie ({#. Fees; a brief discourse, 22 iit. 

be brief, 32 i, 2¢ag ; a brief introduction, yy 
pp 

| Brief, n. An epitome, BE 82, fj 22; a short or 
concise writing, ij 3¢ ; an apostolical brief, FE 
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+B 47 AL; an abridgment of a client’s case, 

Bae AM. Ai NAR. GOK, oF a summons, 
>a letter patent, ify Hf. 

Briefly, adv. Concisely, fij¥&, HERE, FUR. HAGA: 
in a few words, 34% ; to state briefly, Fez. 

Briefness, n. Conciseness, fi $f; conciseness in 
discourse or writing, fiy Bt, Bt ay; briefness of Ss UM He Fe alt > 

{ime, Hew, Wy. 
Brier, n. In a general sense, a prickly plant or 

shrub, 3p) #f, 4%: in a limited sense, sweet hrier, 

4, FET. PRA, AE ; the wild brier, ALBER. 
Briered, a. Set with briers, 774. 
Briery, a. Full of briers, B¥. SR. SE 
7: thorny, jp UGE. 

Briery, ». A place, where briers grow, #3), FJ 

RE Zs. HSE we. 
Brig, n. A vessel with two masts, fy Rye MH. 
Brigade, n. A party or division of troops or sol- 

diers, #8, WE, [R: a brigade of troops, — fee 

FE, —ok EE, —R FE: a brigade of artillery, * 
— SRE: a brigade of sappers, —PRY_IL; a 
brigade of cavalry, —}% IG. 

Brigade, v.t. To form into a brigade, HESS, HERG 
as, 

Brigade-major, n. —24-Kf al. 
Brigadier, n. The general officer who commands 

a brigade, BF, By7&; brigadier general, fil] 

IE. tiv: 
Brigand, n. A robber, eg, Ye ibk, wigs ; 

fellow, PERE. Aid: 2.4. Tbk. (DEBE. 
Brigandage, n. The employment of a brigand, 77 

A AGH ; voblery, HAY. IA, ITB. 
Brigantine, n. WEAR See Brig. 
Bright, a. Full of light and sp!endour, 3.30), 

FEE. EINE. WARS. HBL. RED. A a AR. 
hie 1G. HICH, BING. DEAR. ts. HE. HI. JK 
4, FAK. PAW]. fee; bright as a blazing fire, 

wh, FOR US. HR JL. RRR ORE Le I. 
WE. We. Rs bright or shining, as the sun, 

TAR, (We. WA. AR. We. J. ORR, THE, WA, SRS See 
Fab. H2. WE. WR. WA. es bright, asa star. fhe, Ath 

fii, MEME. WERE, mpiy : vefulgent, WREKA}. IA. HE, 
Way; bright, sparkling like gems, Bk, E36 
AB, BEM: bright, asa pearl, WIMP. FA 

PE, (HE > bright and lustrous or glossy, FEI, 
Hi, HEE. HEE: bright, or white silvery 
light, fi, Ba. BE. HEI: bright, as the morn- 
ing, UA; dull bright, REEF, AMI. NIG ; daz- 
zlinely bright, PUG. Wet. SESGPU PY: bright 

a lawless 

* Fos PS — Pe Ge 5 a brigade of artillery. 

and transparent, #8, j# AY; bright, or pos- 

sessive of an active mind, H&A, (ffl. He SS, 
Wisape, Wie. Wee. Bie, SEAR. Hise; a bright 
day, HK. SER, WR. FIG A; 4 bright sky, 

lif; beaming forth light, 4} 3%, #3; as bright 
as the day, #4; AN 3%; to scour bright, #2 yg, 
PE. PA i, ERR: bright, burnished, as metal, 
HE: exceedingly bright, HAH: ; bright yellow, 
Taa2; clear, bright eyes, M, fA. FAIZ. 

ij A GBA. SEE. SAE ELBE 
A: a bright boy, (fy ffl Esme TF-, Be BE Zz 

Ff Be (ie F : bright reasoning. Af iy BE: the 
bright moon, 4 JR; a bright gem, #%; the 
light is very bright, 3% 3§; you are a bright 
fellow ! 2&5. 

Bright-burning, a. Burning with a bright flame, 

IKE, IR. BEL AE IE. 
Bright-eyed. a. Having bright eyes, We BM, WJ 

Fy. WYTLIOE, (9 RP. 
Bright-haired, a. Having bright hair, BeSzf%g. 
Bright-hued, a. Having a bright colour, ARR & 

fy, 1) 3 CE. 
Bright-harnessed, a. Having glittering armour, 

St, Rte. 
Bright-shining, a. Shining with splendour, #€3% 

WRC ARE Ate TT KEI 
Brighten, v.t. To make bright or brighter, HF, 

JE SK, PRG. RES. PHL AF. BEE EAL: to 
make luminous by light from without, 94, 18 

He, TENE. HE. MAE ; to cheer, Sek, HER, bi 
7. BAAR, ERAS, (Be HE ; to make illustri- 
ous, or brighten one’s fame, 3 iff #4, Sik B 

%. 
Brighten, v. 7. To grow bright, #85, BA. HE, 

FET, USK; the weather brightens or clears 
up, ABA. FRBH ES. IRSRBA BA; our prospect 
brightens, 3292/Efi]. = pei. 

Brightening, ppr. Making bright, BRIE. RIG; 
making luminous, J&3%; growing bright, #§ 

4; growing bright, as one’s prospects, 32% 

“Ebi. 
Brightly, adv. With lustre, EUR a, te, HRA, 

IR. 
Brightness, n. The state of being bright, 36, 5th 

Be HK WB. FE. SEPA. WY. th; brightness 
of intellect, 38 Wj, AY ig, W] dt; lustre, HRB; 
radiance, [ee 3 glory, 445€, HAE; the bright- 
ness of gems, #2, BA, Fe MPEIE ; transparency, ir 
Wy. HG. 3%; the brightness of the sun, A 
4. fit; brightness of a large sheet of water, 
AsEtE ; brightness and darkness, JE Mf. 
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Brigue, n. A cabal, BF, AF 
Briguin 

ols Afar, 0H. 
g, ppr. Canvassing, Ff ay ; soliciting, 3fe 

aii Blan 
Brill, n. A fish. fi%. 
Brilliancy, n. Splendour, 36 8H, tte, 2. vex, 

He, HFZ; brilliancy or lustre, $E5R BA. HE HE tet 
{4 ; great brightness, $ERSE; glitter, Pl I.foe 
H. PIRATE; it came off with great brilliancy, 

TAS BEE, FE UB; brilliancy of gems, 

HE. BE. Ty. 
Brilliant, a. Sparkling with lustre, FE 36 att 3¢ 

By. SEA; shining with lustre, $y, Hpte. Be 
HE. TEE. SE BA. PE, we: brilliant, as lac pe 
Wyre : hilliant, as colours, HUF, FE Be, 1 8, 
Eff ; brilliant, as fire, #¥, YS REE sot 
and brilliant, as silk, Set very brilliant, 
chandeliers, ApAh3%, AASbIE ; brilliant sheath, 
mAZS. WAZA: MEBZiah; a brilliant 
achievement, AND), Bik “2, Bese. 

Brilliant, n. A diamond of the finest eut, having 

a flat table in the middle on the top, 4) 4, 

SA. AP MSH 1 - 
Brilliantly. adv. Splendidly, $E5¢. HERG. Wik : 

she was brilliantly attired, ii & KR. 

Brilliantness, n. Brilliancy, J{#4 ; splendour, 4% 

#%; glitter, PP , IERIE. 

Brills, n. The hair on the eyelids of a horse, WEE 

£1 IRE. 
Brim, n. The rim or broad border of any vessel or 

other thing. 3%, [] js. #48 ; the brim ofa hat, 
Rj; the edge or brink of a fountain, JERE, 
JF ; fill to the brim, 7B) Ais, PABA. 

Brim, v.¢. To fill to the brim, #§ 3) _F iB] DiS. 
Brim, v. 7. To be full to the brim, ii} B] 4. 
Brim, a. Pubtic, ZS; well known, 474; cele- 

brated, jt % fry. 

Brimful, a. Full to the top, 353) A #. 

iii. teh BE iH Li. 
Brimless, a. BE3%. 48 Fy j%. 
Brimmer, n. A bowl full tothe brim, we}#§7j 0 

Brimstone, n. Sulphur, Athi. WERE B}, BEMEA ; 
brimstone mine, Afemese 5a lewd woman, 342. 

Brinded, a. Marked with spots, #762. fe 4E RK 

WE. WB LIE. A. 
Brindle, n. The state ef being brindled, B¥ (4 3%, 

HE 0H. TERE. 
Brind!ed, a. Spotted, 3% IPE. He (yy, SAE. de BA, 
E@ fy; a brindled cow, 7é f& 4F. BSF, HEF 
4+, FAB, Pe. BEBE W : a brindled horse, Bf 

Haiti. i 

Brine, n. Water saturated ‘with salt, fakole, RYE: 
brine-pan, Ff FA. cjg; the foaming brine, ~~ 
7H ZH; the brine of salted vegetables, aa 
7+; the brine of salted prunes, PREY. Hehe 
Yf; the brine of salted bamboo shoots, FE ; 
the brine of meat, PY 7k, py, BRERA ; minced 
meat pickled in brine, §&; the brine of fishes, 
BRAG HH. iil. Gf; the brine of salt beans, Bf. 

Brine, v. ¢. To steep in brine, 7eaR, {eernk. Wi. Ae 
fk; to mix salt with, FREG, FIRB. 

Brine-pan, n. lf PA, BG HE. 

Brine-pit, n. A salt spring, (RISE. Ba SE. 
Brine-spring, n. A spring of salt water, pm CJF. 
ies v.t.; pret. and pp. brought. RIS, SAK, 

se HAIR. Hist fe, te E Ale FHE 24<, =e 6,4 EWC, § HE 

i TW: to lead or draw nearer, 536, SUE, 
& a to produce, pe, 44, #¥; to ee back, 

TE MM, Fa GAUSS, ae TEL 3c. EE HOA, te TB GAL; to 
recall, 7 [a] 3, WE AMIR ; to bring ate to 

bring to pass, (i, Be, 4), HR. (HAR. BL. 
BE. net. BA; to bring about a change, fii 
Be (ili tee, PER. MSE; to bring ahout a settle- 
ment, 5 heAS : to bring about a desired end, 
WI; to bring forth children, 4E-; to bring 
forth fruit, ££; to bring to light, Belt, Ww 

HE HEHE BH QOH. BEY, BAH, $e His to bring 
forward. 4, 8] 4B; to bring one’s shortcom- 
ings to light, 433, HIE. fife; to bring 
forward, as evidence, yf; to cause to advance, 

4H Atl. (ERE. FZ) RT; to produce to view, iF HE, 1 
Hig; to bring in, to import, as goods, WEE, 

me AWS. HEAR] ; to introduce, MEARE, 38 
ve LAGE {o bring in, as gain, 4E, F&. # ; to 

bring in, as prisoners of war, #EAE I Ae, 
2; to bring on, as an action, 46, JE, FUE 
Aff; to bring off. HI. sl; to bring on, as 
trouble, BA, W—; to bring on one’s self, 
Wy. G48. A #; to procure to be acquitted, HE 
44, WEE; to clear from condemnation, #23, 3 

4; to aid in advancing, 44} ; to bring over, 

to bear across, Fi We, Hf i Ze ; to convert, eh 
4%; bring over to another opinion, (iit ; to 
bring out, to expose, eH, 42 ili; to bring out, 

as a hook, Hi, ZJH!; to bring to light from 
concea Tinea, ut: {o bring under, to subdue, 

WARN. JHE. SHURE ; to bring beneath any thing, 
BOS NET se. Tie ZT i to bring up, to 
nurse, #27 ; to educate, He#e; to introduce to 
practice, AER: pep ecens: tere me Ze; to 

east anchor, }4j; to bring down, ‘a cause to 

come down, (iP 3é, [%; to humble, Hei, #% 

U 
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JAR, Fi; to bring a BREE: to bring along, #e | 
Aé; to bring a thing to perfection, me, We RE 
%H, 227A; to bring one into a fool’s paradise, | 
mE Je x > bring mea morsel of bread, WEI 
DE 5 4 25, és bring him with you, (eal Ae, 

eee fr fd, 8; bring mea coach, mF Fy HE 

BEF WiAe ; to bring close to, aE rt; SIs; 

to bring word to one, 4% J 4a. 3/19, ; to bring 

witnesses, WES J 36; to bring an ae ai- 

gainst one, $7 fe Hf, FT Fo a. 4 A, isl BS a 
‘ef; to bring up for trial, $e 7. vee. in 

bring before a magistrate, {je Fig}. nie sf BE 
BY. 4238 w); to bring ill luck, AGA. aes 

3f; to bring forth fruit, #4. HF; ie bring 
forth much fruit, #§ Z ¥ ; to bring a woman to 
hed, #£46; brought 10 a Bp, fie; to 
bring ene to reason, ARETE to bring one to 

do, (i Wit. fi Afr 47; to bring one to poverty, 
JRNSR. BAS, fi VER; to bring one 
into debt, HER to bring one into danger, 
BH N\ fife: to bring one to subjection, JAAR A 
fii SEAR; to bring one low, #(K A; to bring 
about great changes, {ii 5+ ee ; to ane to 
life again, 72K, Hi fT : to bring away, FFs, 
FFJ-; to bring down, #EY<I:, FAVA T HS ; to 
bring down the price, 4p U& (RTE, inf Ay ve 

(KH HE: to bring misery on one’s self, Ff jee iit, 

eu SEX, A IF iit, A Sok ini iit Az fon SiO 

AE, PELE BRAK; to bring trouble on 
others, &J\; to bring in arguments, ve #298 ; 
to bring in ariver toa place, 5] jake ®B ; to bring 

in profit, EA, 42... WF ; to bring out, HF EL 
Ae; to bring out a book, HiAps¥; to bring out 
a crime, Jee SPI ; to bring out a story, (EM 

Ft az, GEAEAE; to bring over, as a rebel to the 

ee (i Ga NR, fai te I 5 to bring to mind, 
WHAS, FETE; to bring up in conversation, jiu; 
: bring to notice, JE PE {o bring together, 
ids, He, 42.@, He; to bring within bounds, 
BD ; {o bring one forward, 324%; to bring to a 
speedy understanding, 44> pk HE; to bring to 
an end, 33, aa 5c, 76S. 

Bringer, n. One who brings, f3%, Fk #4. 48, 

AES, WEN. WEAC HE; bringer up, ee one 
who is in me rear of an army, iE 4, IRB 
#4 5 a bringer of good tidings, #R CE FF ¥. Fi 
Seas ii #. 

Bringing, ppr. Bearing to, FE 3g, FE, ME ; convey- 
ing, as news, ¥R ; causing to come, # AE, fifi Ae. 

Bringing forth, n. Production, AE 3%, pe 3%. ee hee 2 
Brinish, a. Like salt, 5%, wUGE, RAS. 

| Brinishness, n. Saltness, es 

Brinjal, n. An egg plant, % 

Hit, J& M- 
Brink, ». The edge or border of a steep place, {iff 
Fe. 3. BE. Pee WE ZB the brink of a river, 

WAVE. TIVE. ce. has HH. VEU, ioe ae. UM, OA 
{he brink of a wel 1, elt: ; to iba upon the mink 
of rnin, JW, ROA 7 ; on the brink of getting 

married, fF Hix ; on the brink of death, 4 ZE, 

iA. 
Briny, a. Pertaining to brine, pk; briny tears, 
ii ; pertaining to the sea, jPRE, yay. 

Brisk. a. Full of life and spirit, active, fz, a 

He. Bak. Tee. MELE. IK. PE, AH; effer- 
yescing, (UK. ft 74. je : to grow brisk upon, 
PA HE, (SE KEM; a brisk wine. JH le Mi; 
a brisk charge, ($2 Ti Ai. @72% i A; a brisk 

gale of wind, 3HA. SER, &71E. BAIA. 
Brisk-looking, a. Having a lively look, #eyR, #% 

TE A i 
a EE. 

fe IK. tN; squash, 

Brisk up, v.¢. To make lively, fk 
Brisket, n. The breast of an animal, SEER NAT 
Briskly, adv. Actively, 74a), FER, Hew; to do 

business briskly, #35 (i it 7. 

Bristle, n. The stiff glossy hair of swine, Be, #eE4 
2. WARE: a species of pubescence on plants, in 
form of stiff roundish hair, #3, pi}z 3 mj ; to 

fix a bristle. PAPPEAB. 

Bristle, v. ¢. To erect in bristles, or in defiance of 

anger, 3. My iL3E A; to bristle up the ears, 

mit A. We G-; to bristle up one’s feathers, 
CAG Di fe =E eS HSS $5 $B ; to bristle up weap- 

ons, i Seite, 

Bristle, v. 7. To rise or stand erect, 23H, = 
HE, #2 ; ae bristle up, fas. Ie PES te 

Bristle-armed, ¢. Armed with bristles, ve Sy RAE. 

Bristle-bearing, a. Having bristles, #47609, 

Efi. 
Bristle-like, a. Stiffas a bristle, B4Uh he. 
Bristled, pp. ora. Raised in bristles, {0&4, 4Ej& 
4; furnished with bristles, AP E23E Qf. 

Bristling, ppr. Rising in bristles, #&E4. ABR; 

bristling, as weapons, #¥ ft. 
Bristly, a. Thick set with bristles, #88276 fry ; 

thick set hairs like bristles, S213. 

Bristol-stone, Bristol-diamond, n. adh, (Sif 
Britain, n. PREAH] ; Great Britain, ABe py. 
Britannia, x. A metallie compound or alloy, con- 

sisting chiefly of block-tin, with some anti- 
mony, and a small proportion of copper and 

brass, 3eBy, HALA. 
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Britannic, a. Pertaining to Britain, A¥ PUM Broad-axe, n. Hk, FHL, HF. 

APE BM. 
Brite, Bright, v.z. To he or become over-ripe, as | 

wheat, &e., F2%K. HA. A. 
British, a. Pertaining to Great Britain or its in- 

habitants, ABE BAY, AT, ASE 
fy. 

British gum, x. A gum made from starch, used 
for stiffening goods, Hey, sye, [2ik. 

Briton, n. A native of Britain, AY BA, SEB. 
Brittle, a. Fragile, Je, #8. %&. fé, 3 BE, Ut he, 

a eA Ue ee Oe 
Brittleness, n. Fragility, Jez, FRE. AE. 
Britzska, Britchka, n. A long carriage so con- 

structed as to enable travelers to recline at their 
length, by night when on journey, $2 ¥6, HE¥p- 

Broach, n. A spit, #3, 2244 yf RAF ; an awl, | 
$ié ; a musical instrument, Hess. 

Broach, v.t. To spit, 1, $22; to pierce, as with 
a spit, #%; to broach, as a cask, BA ARM, Hii, 

SiG, BAW, HERE Le FEA; to broach a matter, 
Wap pA, AGF: let him broach the matter first, 
WA 4 4e; to publish first, 46240. gb; to 
broach a secret, YUPRY!. WAFL; to broach | 

a heresy, 49 ¥bia. 10135 9) Z- 4 
Broached, pp. Spitted, $225, HLA ; tapped, He 

SHAWL. PA BUR, IB HEGEL; uttered first, eh 
3h SEL. BET. nh LEG 5- 

Broacher. n. A spit, #% 40; one who utters, 47 

BE 45. 4 BS 1 HH; one who divulges, WW jg 4, 

Hit AE A. 
Broaching, ppr. Piercing with a spit, $l, AEs | 

tapping, Heo, Hie Hi. 
Broad, a. Extended in breadth, fe], feted, $e lial ; 

extended in all directions, J, JRE, Sl, TL 
a. BK. &- BK, Be. Il, 2 lis]; broad or open, 
as in broad day, WJZ. 2K, WAR. Gee. GA: 
not restrained by delicacy, coarse, tf {4 (J. 4FF | 

IE; oLscene, IPE (9 AF Ab (4; as broadas long, fe | 

—. ILIL AF to make | fal 2 $e B21 9 
broad or wide, Bf ; to make broader, or wider, 

Age BE 4, BE RI (9; at broad day-lihet, #fARA A, 
HA; a broad expanse of water, 7 7£, EEE, 

YAH ; the broad expanse of the universe, ¢f 4H, 
we )88 : broad Iceust, Hf, Wi) ; broad beans, jay 42 , 

BOE. Wi ti. BML. Be, WOE RL, TNE aE ae 
4: a broad conviction, WEI; a broad foot, FL 
{IGE A: broad supporter, PI 3 a broad fore- 

head, JE, FAFA; broad, as soles of ihe shoes, 
#; make the soles a little broader, HE Re {ia FF 

fy. 

AcE | Broad-backed, a. Having a broad back, JB ?S, 
FSM. 

| Broad-billed, a. jas. 
Broad-bottomed, a. Having a wide bottom, [fl K€ 

5, Fey SAY. 
| Broad-breasted, a. Having a broad breast, fy iy 

(y, NE 
| Broad-brimmed, a. Ej 30%; a broad-brimmed 

bamboo hat, 4°, 77g. 
Broadcast, m. A casting or throwing seed from 

the hand for dispersion in sowing, 4%, FR. 
Broadcast, adv. By scattering or throwing at 

large from the hand, 4%. 
Broad-cliested, a. Having a broad chest, [Ee Hy lpg. 
Broadcloth, n. A species of woolen cloth, so called 

from its breadth, 7k, AWE, 1% EWE; fine 
broad-cloth, FAFA VE, AGAR. 

Broad-eyed, a. Having a wide view or survey, fi 

| ELA, WRI, i SE 
Broad-fronted, a. Haying a broad front, FR] ify fy, 

SSE HOPE. 
Broad-headed, a. Having a broad head, fj #8 fry, 

BEL OFE, SSERRIMPE. 
Broad-horned, @. Having 

ae. 
Broad-leafed, Broad-leayed, a. Having broad leaves, 

ISEB. AE A. 
Broad-mouthed, a. Having a wide mouth, fi APR. 
Broad-seal, n. The public seal of a country or 

state, Te, Wt, HE. 
Broad-shouldered, a. Broad across the shoulders, 

BEIT. BEMRIEE. 
Lroadside, n. A discharge of all the guns on one 

side of a ship, above and below, at the same 

time, —SROTGHE, iE RIE, — FR RE— IE 
wi, ; the side of a ship, above the water, from 
the bow to the quarter, f#(#; a sheet of paper 
containing one large page, or printed on one 
side only, 8 FU fj AHA. 

Broad-spread, a. Wide-spread, as an evil, 3276 Z 

BE. GA SANDER. 
Broadsword, n. A sword with a broad blade and 

a cutting edge, worn by Chinese officers, FE JJ, 

EIN, EIN. AUG: 
Broad-tailed, a. Having a broad tail, FARMER. 

Broadwise, adv. In the direction of the breadth, 

RCAUEE, REBG. HEART. DORE. 
| Broaden, v.¢. To grow broad, AE RR, fe fz. 
| Broaden, v.t. To make broad, {fxfig), 3ffaJ ; to ex- 
| tend in breadth, {fi38 Fal- 

tl 

wide spread horns, # 
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Broadish, a. Rather broad, KAR, 20], FRI. 
Broadness, n. Breadth, [A] 3%, JR #3 grossness, 

te. 
Brocade, n. Silk stuff, variegated with gold and 

silyer, or raised and enriched with flowers, foli- 

ave, FEM. Sit, Jeet, Blatt. ITE Ai. 
Brocade-shell, n. The trivial name of the conus 

geographicus, Wa. 

Brocaded, a. Woven or worked, as brocaded with 

gold and silver, Ae 25 ZENE ie. fs ARPPE 5 bro- 
caded lustres, E4484. 

Brocage, n. The premium or commission of a bro- 
ker, FU 8, 4A ; the hire given for any unlaw- 
ful office, FRAP §R, Jee SF He ; the trade of a broker, 
2 $A AE FR; the act of pimping, $f 4 FF. 

Brocatel, Brocatello, n. A kind of coarse brocade, 

used chiefly for tapestry, tH # #3 brocatel 
marble, 46 E344 

Broccoli, n. A sub- variety of the cauliflower, ZEIS 

ZR, STEMI, BEAD. 
Broche, n. The true, but not the common, ortho- 

graphy of broach, K#Z€f. 
Brock, n. A badger, +7. 
Brocket, n. A red deer two years old. #2 FE, Ai w% 

Ne HE. 
Brodekin, n. A buskin or half boot, #42 FI, 5 Ay He. 
Brogue, n. A coarse shoe, #{eE; a wooden shoe, 

ASHE, FE, $B, ASE; a cant word for a corrupt 
dialect or manner of pronunciation, -- ws, WE, 

WAH, -k#, Tih; the village brogue, #pz ; 
the Pekin brogue, JJ; the northern brogue, 4b 
Ws. 

Brogue-maker, n. 4 }¥ Fifi {4}. 
Broider, v.t. To ae with figures of needle work, 

SGA, SEE. WE, AE. 
Broiderer, n. One who embroiders, 2§7¢ 4. #W4E 

A, is. 
ee n. Embroidery, jg sit BF RAG Z 

SZ 
Broil, n. a noisy quarrel, Ys. St ay, Sted. 

Yer, Wake, Stat. iis! $6 1- 
Broil, w. L To dress or cook over coals, #, 2, BT, 

KM. si 1 HK. Me. HE; to broil meat, KA, 
Ke | 

Broil, v. 7. To be subject to the action of heat, i, 

Broiled, pp. ora. Cooked or dressed by heat, & 

ah, f. 
Broiling, ppr. or a. Cooking over coals, F, HY. Kij- 

broke, v.7. To transact business for another in 

trade, (FG ZR, tha aU 

Broke, pret. and pp. of break. 

Broken, pp.ora. from break. Parted by violence, 

PEM, WN We THT. PET. UT, DERE T 5 
smashed, 47 BE, PE IE. Hd WE; parted by vio- 

lence, $y MET. HERES HAL. BARK; broken 
asunder, fir bop 6. he S. BadE S ; broken open, 
4y i S47 He S ; broken down, J7FSz fF ; broken 
down, as the seam of a dress, Fy ff ; cracked, 

Wk 2, BRET; broken down, (i fH, (i GF; 
broken down or failed in business, i] Jf #7, fA 
ALY RAS; broken down, as one’s health, #£ 
Ed; a broken heart or spirit, B HALAL, 
WY ats, FE. Ati PPE at ; to die of a broken heart, 
PR 3 ih WE SE AAR AE, VE IPE RE ; a broken voice, 
na oo, WB, Mees; a broken utterance, 
Hid; broken asa boil, 42 ; broken to atoms, 

SASATN. BENE. BEN. Hp PE. RENEE RE; broken rice, 
EHS: broken silver, PEER, 23 RES ; broken 
crockery ware, jy #t ;a broken ring, Fe; broken 

pottery, #2; broken in, fj A, APRs, AB. 
Broken-backed, a. Broken-backed, as a ship, #% 

FF (VY. SE AT 
Broken-bellied, a. Having a ruptured belly, yh 

Iil- 
Broken-hearted, a. Having the spirits depressed 

by grief or despair, 3 247, sw; to die 
broken-hearted, [kj iy ZE- 

Broken-meat. n. Meat that has been cut up, Jj, 

fe, TRE AS A. 
Broken-winded, a. 

horse, 4. 
Brokenness, n. A state of being broken, Wk#, 3 

3%. Mil #R ; unevenness, as a mountain ridge, #4, 
jzifé ; unevenness of a surface, ME; contrition, 

Ait 
Broker, n. An agent or negotiator, who is em- 

ployed by merchants to transact business, #% 

AE. WAR. PR. FAR. Fe. BANA. ET. JUAN 
45, fv CT. EA, (LAE; to act as 
broker, #79 $l. (E 7 fH. (HiT. (Hk 4H Je 5 one 
who deals in old household goods, I EF}, 

ie PTE. 
Brokerage, n. The employment of a broker, #444 
=F ; the fee or commission given toa broker, 

OF, SR. IASB. HAP, ADA. EET SB. 
Broking, ppr. (ie. 

Bromal, n. A fluid formed from bromine and alco- 

hol, eK SUB BF: 
Bromate, ». A compound of bromie acid with a 

base, fyi fy. 
Brome, n. See Bromine. 

Having short breath, as a 
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Brome-grass, n. Fodder grass, Fai ti. 
Bromeliacee, n. Custard-apple, A¢Hi R- 
Bromid acid, n. #4 Aif- 
Bromid, n. A compound of bromine with a metal- 

lic or combustible base, #y Ef (rg. 
Bromine, n. An elementary acidifying and basi- | , y ying 

fying substance. It is a fluid of a deep-red | 
colour, #y#L, #y YZ. 

Bronchial, a. Belonging to the bronchia, 4a fy, 

RE. 
Bronchie, n. The same as Bronchial, which see. 

Bronchie, bronchia, Bronchi, n. pl. The ramifica- 
tions of the trachea in the lungs, 444%, IRE. | 

Bronchitis, n. An inflammation of some part of 

the bronchial membrane, If 4K, FyeK- 
Bronchocele, n. An enlarged throid gland, #&), 

WIE, MBE. 
Bronchotomy, n. An incision into the wind-pipe 

or larynx, SB) big. HIDE. 
Bronchus, n. ‘he wind-pipe, 348, "REE, MR IRE- 
Brond, x. A sword, si), — 1 i). 
Bronze, * n. A compound of copper and tin, tg 

Sh), SHH), BS AE; a colour prepared for the pur- 
pose of imitating bronze, $f ef, ; any copper 
medal, 5% 3 3p) [H] . 

Bronze, v.t. ‘l'o imitate bronze, gf], 3 Fi) &. 
Bronzed, pp. or a. Made to resemble bronze, gj 

55), SBE. 
Bronzing, ppr. Imitating bronze, 7% Ff] 4. 
Bronzite, x. A variety of lornbiende, having 

nearly the lustre of bronze, #{ 4%] #7. 153i. | 
Brooch, n. A broach, ‘iaales Wo Eb. ty FEF. #8 

BASE, Eb; a jewel, BK, 2E. 
Brood, v.72 To sit on or over, as a fowl 

eggs, ra AE, WY, ai. fK, 
long time in solicitous thought, 

aps #8 [oa 

, on her 

“FP, 7G ; to remain a | 

WS. we Bs By sor? 

Brood, v. ¢. To sit over eggs, FURS, HEAR. FEIN. (R 
Hp); to cherish or brood sorrow, ‘| EF. 

Brood, n. Offspring, fli, AA, FG. ; a brood of 
chicken, —pLaeE he has quite a large brood | 
of them (said of a man who has many children), 
ZE RK PUL Z ; one brood, [ij Hi. 

Brood-mare, n. A mare kept for breeding, eI 

bE, Be 4k By. 
Brooded, pp. Covered with the wings, #(jj. 238 ; | 

cherished, $238. 
Brooding, ppr. Sitting on, @£; dwelling on with 

anxiety, (2, iw. 

* FSS SE ARGS bronze, SASSER brass, 

Ook BRO 

A small medial ca Gf ae ae 

than a river, (3, 9, JE. U4. 73. a, Wa. aay; 
perennial brooks, Jif. 

ioe) 

Brook, v. t. een to chew or digest, pi}. 1444; 
‘3 bear, HE HELE. 22, 24 ffif ; he would not brook 

, OE Aft fH Ay ie i: 

Brock ime, vn. A plant, {ol , Hees 
srook-mint, n. The water mint, ZEAE (2). 
Brooklet, ». A smail brook, 72, #7. 

 Brooky, a. Abounding with brooks, Pp Wie, S 

AM. 
Broom, n. A branched evergreen shrul with yel- 

low flowers, and growing on sandy soil, 44 

Es a broom, 4st. dab EE, AAI, Hb 
a bamboo broom, {9 Fit. TiJit. ae: B > Eb. FE a 
coir broom, Ab Ae dij. RE Fa; a straw broom, Fe 
Fa fie 3 2 Straw broom of a finer kind, FLFR 3 

a feather broom, $676 fig; Clothes’ broom, ZAR 
fiz; Lemp-root broom, jf di Fi}; to use the 

broom, E26, JIE ARR. 
Broom-land, n. Land producing breom, 4 #€ 7 

HL 
Broomstafl, Broomstick, n. i Jt Ay. 

| Broth, n. Liquor in which flesh is boiled, #4, 3%; 
broth of meat, #7. 7A. ~- A: chicken broth, 

Fei; beef broth or Leet tea, 4 ye; mutton 
broth, =F Ay BH. Wil. Hie s vegetab:e broth, 3838, 
Zz ; broth of rice, fig, AE; a kind of broth, 

AA; to make broth, Geis: ; snow-broth, 27]e. 
Brothe!, x. A house appropriated to the purposes 

of prostitution, EAE: ears ss 

ae rast: ae Wir 3 He, A KS WAR: Ky J 

| Braale n. 

ok 
tE 

Be i 
ER> 

, Be)a 

FER. He PK, THE. Nite, os ee nate 
PI HIT; a brothel boat, FEM, fei. tet. 

Sue He HR ANE, 4: FHL HOH AE 
brothels, 74. GLAS. 

| Brotheler, n. One who frequents brothels, = 4%, 
#4= 9A; one who pays by the month or tor a 
stipulated period, 148. 

Brother, n. ; pl. Brothers, Brethren. (Lif, Fie, 

Fi 4; brother of the same mother, [AJA 5u%, 

[a] Bs SR 26. AB BID, [ele SO 36; brothers of 
different surnames, F# RE bt 6; eldest brother, 

fet; elder brother, 52, 3F, Ft. Py Bp, WHEL A 
{E. APF. EFF. BEEP; elder and younger broth- 
ers, 52 5, Ft (tt. fie; younger brother, #%, #9 
t&. Pie ; brother by adoption, jAB LH. 44 
FF 5b if, WAGE of ; brothers in trials and aftlic- 
tions, 2 ¥€ 52 ef; brothers who have passed 
through many trials together, 3 77 50 4; broth- 
ers who are living together on terms of inti- 

to frequent 
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macy, #ib§ 5L if ; brothers by covenant, Wi 5t #7; subscription to the same, 4JH. $6945 77JH; 

3, fbi sbrothers in debauchery and glut- to become a member of one of the secret broth- 
tonness, 7/1 5b of ; atiectionate brothers, Fy 5 erhoods, #£4%; to become a member of the 
“¢ if; ; brothers living together in harmony, 5% Masonic Brotherhocd, AF#sa f. 

of #8 fu. 5b 1a Ta > 5h Fle SL tG AC ; broth- | Brotherless, a. W ithout a brother, Smt 52 3 66 . 

ers disagreeing among themselves, 52 if ie Brothenlincsst n. State of being brotherly, % 
Au, 5b of F200. 5 Ga; the father’s eider i. 

brother, {4 2, {i {A ; father’s second brother, fit, | Brotherly, « enone to brothers, 523 3, 5b 
= 3}; father’s younger brothers, * general BNR, WE THRE =; brotherly love, i. ACAe, A 
term, $2, fij AQ; half brothers, i. e. brothers Ae bf ESL ABE ; brotherly obligations, 
of the sume father but not of the same mother, HDS Ob of 48 ; brotherly admonition, 
ee MERE SL EG, HESLIG ; to have no brothers, 5th Zak ; to speak brotherly, ie 5b 6 an wet 
gre be Seif, ; twin brothers, $f We sbi, FFF. e7 

WEAR YL os, Me4E ZZ bois; elder brother's wile, | Brought, pret. and pp. of bring, which see. 

A, bf 4es younger brother’s wile, pipyR, Hf Broussonetin papyrifera, n. A mulberry, from 

ie. $Hke > father’s e'der brother's wife, (Fd ; whose bark paper and cloth are made, #§ ff. 
father’s younger brother's wile, pij4a; brother's | Brow, n. ‘The prominent ridge over the eye, form- 

wile, hi Dr. AWA ; brothers! 4 #-%; brother ! ing an arch above the orbit, gq, WEJa; the 

Ht, Bb, SG, se, (ESL, bes my elder forehead, $, $i, Kee, HAVA ; the eyebrows, Hk 
brother, 3é 52, ; my younger brother, 4 ; your Wiz ; the brink of a precipice, FRAY, WAREZ 
e.der brother, 4p $i; your younger ee Ay kz ; the brow of a hill, | Aa, (ae. Wey; the 

we Gs 
See 
o- 

#f,; a brother of the ‘Triad Society, #g 52- brows of a field, FASE. FA; to knit the brows, 
Brother-in-law, n. Wile’s e:der brother, 3£54, Gu TS OF, EPS, FRE. FATE MG OA; to clear up the 

5, 5452, AL; wile’s younger brother, #9 54, brow, fij/G;an aching head and wrinkled brow, 
5i 6, Ai; husband's elder brother, 3A, Pe ES A. 
{AHF MS; husband's younger brother, p45, #1 | Brow, v.t. To bound, BEE, FE GE. LE, Bike. 

#X; elder sister's husband, Mak, Mis, ese; | Brow-antler, n. The first shoot that grows on a 
younger sister’s hushand, #4, HeJe; wite’s |  deer’s nas HE IG HX. 
elder sister’s husband, #58 40 5b; wite’s young- | Brow-band, n. Sf. 
er sisters husband, ica, qe, ; brothers-in- | Browbeat, v.¢. To depress with haughty, stern 

law, general term for wife’s elder and young- | — looks, 340i}, BRM. Shiai, Rsk. he WR, igi; to de- 
er brothers, [if 55, 4p 52 56; wile’s sister's press with arrogant assertions, |EIK5, GXBE, Be 

husband, #250 bf. aa Ary, Ja 50 Hf. Ob, BEN, ABE. 
Brother-love, n. Brotherly attection, {, Li | Browheaten, pp. Overcome by impudence, aging, 

Re, KR. SCF iE, BR OS a. 
Brotherhood, n. The state of being a brother, #§ | Browbeating, pp. A bearing down with stern 
Bh Hs Hf (% 52 if; ; to be like uterine broth- looks, Fab. MAREE UV. 
ers, Hf J ot if, ; a fraternity or association, | Browbound, a. Crowned, axa ; 3 Havin’ the head 
ef; the ‘Triad Brotherhoed, + = 4 @ : the Uni- encircled as with a diadem, WOR si, WORE. 
versal Brotherhood, + Kj SF ; the Shing ti | Brow-post, n. The beam that goes eri build- 

Brotherhood, + |. -#% (F ; the Peblien Brother- ing, HeYe 
hocd, { fyi ; the Christian Brotherhocd, Jf} | Browed, beetle-, a. Ra RAUPE. 
fir He 3c ; a class of men of the same kind, | Brown, a. Of a dark colour inclining to redness, 
profession or occupation, fijfy5Us6 3 a guild, #2, 75 (4%. IKE &; Spanish brown, 26-6; 

i : ——| coir brown, #% ff ; in brown, $ BE, 3453; 
* Father’s younger Lrothers are distinguished by Ze, : d g ) ad 1 o va aaa 

great, and by the numerals, =, two, =, three, &c., as:-the light brown, ALAS 7 fis Wilts chestnut brown, > —) _ 

eldest of the younger brothers is calledZokR; the second aE f% ; to fry brown, iis Be iy, By ye, ee FY ME 5 
brothers, Spt, he _| brown sugar, YP, fe HR. 
{ Associatious still in existence. They are the pest of | Brown, vt. To paint brown, hE & ; to dye 

society and the horror of every well-disposed native. | | \ 
} This association was established at the end ofthe Ming brown, Heke ; to give a bright brown colour 

dynasty. to articles of a0" &., Eee. 
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Brown-coal, n. See Wood-coal. 
Brown-madam, n. #5298, (ey. 
Brown-spar, n. A magnesian carbonate of lime, 

tinged with oxyd of iron and manganese, #7 
_ WE. 
Brown-stout. n. A superior kind of perter, [ff | 

iA, FRR UA, GRIT. 
Brown-study, n. Gloomy study, dull thoughtful- | 

ness, Wi Jk. JES. RSERIER, PRM. 
Brown-wort, n. A plant, prunella, Bi %. 
Brownie, n. In Scottish superstitions, a good-na- 

tured spirit, who was supposed often to perform 

important services around the honse by ment, 
such as thrashing. churning, &e., Bf uh % : ou 

China, the F< }m, queen of heaven, the #0 pe 
BE, goddess of grace, and the 4 7£3:—%, Juno 
Lucina, are said now and then to perform cer- 
tain services in the families or other depart- 
ments. 

Brownish, a. Somewhat brown, Af #2 fy, YEH? 

fy, He EME. 
Brownness, n. A brown colour, #3 (@,, #8 &; brown- 

ish red, i f4,. 
Browse, v.t. To eat the ends of branches of trees 

and shrubs, or the young shoots, [I'#, iz HY se 

HEARSE. ML, SBP HE 
Browse, v.7. To feed on the tender branches or 

shoots of shruls and trees, as cattle, M232, We 

SHR. MEE. 
Browse, n. The tender 

shrubs, #2, #GHE. Hi ih. 
Browse-wood, ». Shrabs and 

animals browse, $f Ni, 4& Hit. 

branches of trees and 

bushes on which 

Bruise, v. ¢. To crush by pounding, 7? I. J ] E ae ci 

DERE, BE) eK. BEB] PHL Bhs to hurt hy a 
blunt instrument, 47 {%, Fy 7a; to bruise by a 
fall, PETE, PEE; to bruise one’s arm by a fall, 
BERIIE=; to bruise severely, f4 Fl Me. (FBI 
fe, 2 Zi HAIE ; to bruise one’s hands and feet, 
48 5-78 J] ; to bruise by a blow, 47 H76—#; to 

bruise one severely, $7 Zi 4 ae 
Bruise, mn. A contusion, ag HME. B Be, ja 
HL, HOH. FHE fA, Bip Bh; a blac ead blue 
bruise, #74 fa, HR, si Bi. 

Bruised, pp. or a. Crushed, 2/935, AG RE. AB 
He, WEPEIB ; hurt by a Pate or ee instru- | 

ment, #73838. Fy (Eis, Me js. ; he bruised 
him severely, #7 jh 4 Z [PS 

Bruiser, n. A boxer, ROE ; a concave tool for 
grinding the specula of telescopes, JER $3 [MT AR. 

Bruisewort, n. Comfrey, Rif, fF 2. 

Bruising, ppr. oY a. Crushing, ZF, Pate 
wounding by a blunt instrument, 4744, $7 (§ ; 
boxing, #7 385ni 

| Bruit, n. Rumour, TE Ba, HH. AS. 

| Bruit, v. ¢. To report, Bt, 4&4. 
Bruited, pp. Reported, $i. 3H iH. Ei. AL ES AK: 

| Bremal, a. Belonging to the winiten, WR, 

Kh. 
Brunnette, x. A woman with a brown or dark 

complexion, #321h “AC. Wn HE Ay aN EST AV 

Brunswick green, n. A Zeen RL. 
| Brunt. m. The heat or utmost violence of an onset, 

FEA. SSR. TER. TPE, TEL. PE Hh: 
to bear the brunt of an attack, &% tit” BRR, 
ASA AFFE : the brunt of battle, epee, 

Brush. n. #2. $F. ij F + a hair-brush, Ee 32 
tooth-brush, 3-#%: a shaving brush, 34 #%: a 
brass-wire brush, #9 2% #£; a priming brush, 
$4 HE > a small brush, »Js[MJ: a lacker brush. % 
Ii}; a clothes*brush, Ae ARE. FEAR Ma. FE BN: 
a shoe-brush, We: #2, fe: fil: a printer’s brush, 
Fes a ey s brush, 4£; a brush or pencil 

fa write with, 4 Sato ai trees lopped off, 
J&:a slight encounter, FExRx—RR, YEeR— hilt : 
they had a brush together, fy -4e qa sat. TABS 

$%, WH RAH|FJ; we are going to haye a brush, 
BHR — HE > an assault, J WE; rude treatment. 
fi 7 N ; the brush of a fox, HEE RE, 

Brush, «.¢. or 7. To sweep or rub with a brush, 

Ti, Fiz. 22. FE. RE. WAN, PR. GH. He. PR Hl. TH 
2 brnsh away dust, ti 3. RE, Tih RS. FRE, GA 
BS, Fig}: to brush clean. fez UR. Fig, HF 
whe to brush away, Fit PX. FIER : to brush and 
rub, fe ER. EEK. HEH: to brush off, FF. Hh 
SP) wk Rus. f§Z: to brush the shoes, #2ie, 

Jij#E; to brush one’s clothes, #§*2; to brush 
the hair, #98452 ; to brush the ears, as Chinese 
barbers, PEEL; to brush the teeth, #25F, Ry F ; 

to touch slightly, as a swallow does the water, 
BY, FE; to brush the water with the wings. BW 

| Jt; to brush with the sleeve, #4, #l|; to brush 
| away the spider’s webs, #% Sy We #4: to brush 

| away, #,3; to brush by one, APAPeess. FEB 
A. FF ith HE BL; io brush up one’s spirit, to 

move nimbly in haste, 4 & Sl #7, #e HH; to 
brush aside with the hand, #£ pf. 

Brush-whee!s, n. pl. E he. a 

Brushed, pp. Rubbed with a brush, #238. His, 
PRB, FH; struck lightly, asa swallow with 

her wings, 8334, 2) @8. 
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Brusher, n. One who brushes, #34, Jt 4. 
Brushing, ppr. Sweeping or rubbing witha brush, 

HS, Hii. Ff: moving nimbly, #e HY; skimming 
over lightly, ®f. 

Brushlike, a. Resembling a brush, #2({Ré. 
Brushwood, n. A thicket of small trees and shrubs, 

EE HMR HE. 
Brushy, a. Shagey, having long hair, B2E My R. 
Brusk, a. Rude, py 7. 
Brussels-sprouts, n. pl. E%. 
Brustle, v.7. To make a small crackling noise, 7 

PAR, URRY, BE a. 
Brustling, ppr. Rustling like silk, #4. $e ge. 
Brutal, a. Pertaining to a brute, BR. AyBRAG. 

PROCRE. ORY es unfeoling, PRE. WAH. 
TH TPE : crucl, HEF. WIE: savage. FE, Va HE, 
WIRE, REA: a brutal person, We7ANE N, Bape 
DPE. BFL: brutal and tyranical, $272. 

Brutality, n. Inhumanity, ¥€7%; savageness, FF 
JER. WER. HUM, ILRE: insensibility to 
pity or shame, TARE. TE AFME; to act with great 
brutality, ¥& ZANE fF ¥. 

Brutalize, ». ¢. or 7. l'o make brutal, (i 4 @& BR, 
FRB DEAE: to become brutal, A BTRI RE, iy 

FET. ALTE IL AG. ASE URTIE. BALHE I< to be- 
come coarse, #7 KAR, ABFA HLA: to become 
churlish, AEG BEF, Stak, BEE. 

Brutally, adv. Cruelly, eye, Fav. (RE. FE, 
W#E ; 1o treat one brutally, fe BAP IE. Fe A dy 

Brute, n. A beast, any animal destitute of reason, 
BrR, BE. Eh. BM. EH: drute force, aR 
4%. MSE: you brute! BAF. MB. JBI. 

el. HE. Ty. BE AE. 
Brute, a. Trrational, BARRE ; bestial, BRE, A; 

rough, #{[@. py ¥e. 
Bruteness, n. Sce Brutality. 
Brutify, +. ¢. To make a person a brute, 3498 

FR. HE BBR: to make stupid, fii \ wale ; to 
make unfecling, fii A PRR. 

Brutish, a. Like a brute or beast, RPE, BRE, 

BER. Bh. A. FLUE ; ignorant, Ss fe, Be 
HF. GLAS, WAG; savage, A; carnal, mea; 
a brutish person, 3 J\; brutish mind, 4%}, 

BEG. Bhd. 
Brutishly, adv. In the manner of a brute, BRIN | 

Sy 

fe ia 

LR. 
srutishness, n. Stupidity, Pat, BAF: brutality, 

Kl [2 4% ; the qualities of a brute, By. 

Brutum fulmen, n. A loud but harmless threat- 

Hy ane FL; stupidly, ee ale ; Naw oN eis savagely, [A FR, 

ening, BER. Mf. 
Bryonine, n. An alkaloid obtained from white 

bryony, one of the most virulent vegetable 

poisons, & SUPBF BE fy MPF ML. 
Bryony, n. White jalap, & 5 BSF. FF A 47; 

bryony indica, AF ye yf. 
Bryophyllum caleynum, n. BRRETE- 
Bubble, n. A small bladder or vesicle of water or 

other fluid, 31, ht, VRE VE. VEE. ARTE. WKY, 
Wem. WHR; anything that wants firmness 

or solidity, $01). YPIME, SHE. MLPR. ASE: 
vain project, Matt, ASE}; a frand, WES, Fe Se, 
Ili}; a person deceived, Swe. FLA, ABA, 
Fyne we : to catch a bubble, HE J. Pe A. 

Bubble, v. 7. To rise in bubbles, fe. fA. ATH. 

VOTH. WIA. TEL, Ub. WE TE HOUR. oh 
UTE. He He. 771; to bubble up, as boiling water, 
ig€, HE; to bubble up, asa stream, REL. # 

75. U". 
Bubble, v.¢. To cheat, BoA. HEA. 

Bubbler, ». One who cheats, Be AME. Tk AH. 
Bubbling, ppr. ora. Rising in bubbles, jit, #£ 

It, i) 7H. VU; running with a gurgling 
sound, 7. JR/R EE. PAPE: cheating, Wey. 

Bubbly, a. Abounding in bubbles, Byafy, Bie 
TR 

Bubby, n. A woman’s breast, FL. 
Bubo, n. fi, Fr, Pee. 40 0 BRE. 
Bubukle, n. A red pimple, yyy #. 
Buecaneer, Bueanier, n. A pirate, }fpfbk. 

Buccal, a. Pertaining to the cheek, Jig fry, Jee pe. 
Buecinal, a. Trumpet-shaped, $2 IE. Oe ei WR. 
Buccinite, n. Fossil remains, or petrefactions of 

the shells called buccinum, Fi 7 AURR- 
Buecinum, n. AEF HR. 
Bueentaur, * n. A mythological beast, half ox an 

half man, 42 J\424- BR; the state barge of Ven- 

ico, fff. 
Bucephalus, n. The name of Alexander’s horse, 

mi Fy WAS SH. 
Buek, n. Lye-in which clothes are soaked in the 

operation of bleaching, PRK, lle. 

Buck, v.t. To soak or steep in lye, #7, tedli 

AK, Lilia 
Buck, ». The male of the fallow deer, BG. RE, fe 

ZS, HE; a he-goat, Wj2E 2, Wy 2B; a gay, 
dashing young fellow, Wi fs ¢f, PERN aH ES TF, 

MPA MUTE (E. TEE DF san Indian, EME + 
aK 
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Buck, v.z. To copulate as bucks and does, 3gAiF ; Bud, n. A gem, 3f, 3B, AA, iE, a ti; apf 7 
to rut, 7K. 3F ; a flower bud, Uk, ZENK, oh. PRES. 762258; 

Buck-basket, n. A basket in which clothes are the leaf bud, #@; mulberry buds, ‘RE: a rose 

carried to the wash, #. | bud, HLZEWK ; cassia buds, #EF ; the calyx of a 
Buckbean, ». This is properly bogbean, KAA bud, 48; the opening of a bud, AAS, Ik BH- 

Hk. * Bud, v. i. To put forth or produce buds, Hy2e, Wi 
Bucked, pp. Soaked in lye, feeb fis Gal. | Es, ele ete. RHI, PEIUSEF, TI, BY. Aa 
Bucket, n. A vessel for drawing water frem the Liste, FMS. FTE eee) wes. 

well, fh) Af. SERA; the vessel in which water Bud, x. t. ie inoe ulate a plant, 5% tot. 
is carried, 7X #f, #2 BE; irrigating bucket, Budded, pp. Put forth in buds, {Hj82F. HART, 
Bp =}; the brewer's bucket, p75 RA=h5a buck- ly 3p, HET SEF. BEM PIF F ; inoculated, 
et full, —#f. ith. 

Bucketful, x. As much as a bucket will hold, Kk Buddha, n. Boodh, fis, (bq. bial, * (hE, AR, 
AA{F UTS. PPE (2). BRRE. (4 HF names of Buddha, fa, 

Buckeye, mn. A tree in the Western States of pity, pa) ER]. IR An. Anve. PEs AE. om BE. Ye 
America, #{%; an inhabitant of Ohio, Ji} FF; titles of Buddha, {kes, KB, BH, WEE, 

1A AB A.  ABRZE, jE, HE; the three Buddhas, = ¥¥ fh ; 
Bucking, ppr. Soaking in lye, fey glale. _ the past Buddha, #3 fis, ifgipy fi ; the present 
Bucking-stool, n. A washing block, BEA Ak. | Buddha, 34 7E fi, Ange fh; the future Buddha, 
Buekish, a. Foppish, SLM. AAC Hs ; all the Buddhas, 3# fij}-F ; the religion 
Buckle, n. $n.4n-¥ fn F ; the tongue of a buck- | of Buddha, (hc, FER. YER. RB. GHEY. 

le, fi; a golden buckle, @jn-F ; a curl. BE iF, jiijz; the mother of Buddha, BERS, fs BE ; 
SEM. the image of Buddha, fi} {@; the heaven of 

Buckle, v.¢. To fasten with a buckle, fn, {A f£, | Buddha, ff{#¥; the precepts of Buddha, hg 
Lm, fag, 4 Gr, Disnsn 2 5 ; to buckle one’s 448 ; books of Buddha, ih #%, PHICIAKE. 4 ii 

self for war, fiffj4y. 2 AA, He St. PERE; = -. AA; absorption into Buddha, PqHe; the 
to confine or limit, (Sf, FACE- truth of the religion of Buddha, jF#%; the 18 

Buckle, v. 7. To bend, Jf, Ai th ; to bend to, hit & ; cee Buddha, ~+ /\ 92 ; Buddha’s birth- 
to engage with zeal, #8 #@§; to buckle with, place, Magadha, RBGE I, BEtnte, #; the 

#N9T, F528, [HBR to encounter with embrace, place, where Buddha lived as hermit, #244, 70% 
ame. i fE.- | By; toembrace Buddha’s fect, when in distress, 

Buckled, pp. Fastened with a buckle, $n f£i8, £| | 401, fa JH] ; the anniversary of the bathing of Bud- 
inf. dha, 3b HE ; followers of Buddha, @f fa 4, fis 

Buekler, n. A shield, ff, PW, Gn, HE. HEHE Be, F£ He; to worship Buddha, F¥ ih, Bene ; 
WE, JA; brass buckler, $5] h#- | Sacyamoone Buddha, €% dm 4p JE fi ; Amida Bud- 

Buckler-thorn, n. Christ's thorn, #44. dha ! pip aefE wR ; ch Buddha ! jy Aue fi; ; hear us, 
Buckling, ppr. Fastening with a buckler, Ejn oh Buddha! fi 48 faf ABE Gs a priest of Buddha, 

t PY. FUT. (TA. (tn. LA, AE, WH. BR 
Buckram n. A coarse linen cloth, stiffened with Py, ade, ae ) tay es ASI a9 

? joi: : ee a nee 5 > SE1B> ie fi YER F, BA, ig AR, A fifi, 
Glue, HLM A. HEME i, bE. AAR Z LT AW. AR{#, FEF ; to meditate, as Buddhists do, jE ; 

Buekram, a. Stiff, fi; precise, FP WEP. to recite prayers to Buddha, 2 fai #€ ; principal 
Buckram, n. The same as wild garlic, Bf xg. instructors attached {o the monastery of the 
Buekshorn, n. HRA, FA. | priests of Buddha, (#@% p] 7: se {le ; assistant 
Buckskin, ». The skin of a buck, Ej; buck-skin instructors attached to the monastery of the 

garments, BY 3. | pests af Buddha, (i $f ml #73 {IE ; Buddha and 
Buekstall, mn. A net to tale a deer, fF AH. | Laochun, hs ; eyes of Buddha, fits ; Buddha 

Buckwheat, n. = fq 28, #iHs. | really came down and enquired saying, i) 5 
Bucolie, a. Pastoral, Pep. | WENE BY ET. 

Bucolie, n. A pastoral poem, Fei EK, (BAER. | Buddhism, n. The doctrine of Buddha, EE TR 

| * According to Kanghi’s Dictionary, # |B] signifies the 
* Dr. Medhurst. | doctrine of Buddha. 

Vv 
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EL. rr ; Buddhism has ‘three precious Ques, 

that =¥. [ A. 
Buddhist, n. A follower of Buddha, fif He, fis BeOPE 
Buddhist priest, x. Fr fay 3 principal Buddhist seal 

keeper, (98% AIEF); assistant Buddhist seal 
keeper, ( £% w) AIF); Buddhist deities, second 

class, 2; third class, #@#E. See under Bud- 
dha. 

Buddhistie fish, rn. PF 
Budding, n. Inoculation, §¥ py. 
Buddle, n. A large square frame of hoards nsed in 

washing tin ore, AAME, AB TE 
Buddle, v.2. Among miners, to ae a. RAE, 

Par eme n. An intense white light, Sk}, * 

fi EK. 
Budge, v.t. To move off. FA. HH. 
Budge, n. The dressed skin of lambs, 3632, 24 Jk. 

Budge-hachelors, n. pl. A company of men, who 
accompany the lord mayor of London at his in- 
auguration, fg yt. 

Badge-barrel, n. A small barrel with only one 
head, used for carrying powder, sXxZe BET! Af 

FG TLS 
Budger, n. One who moves from his place, #% #. 

BEG. 
Budget, n. A bag, $Y, WE 2, HjTS; a little sack 

with its contents, aa Neh; a stock or 
store, 3#%; the papers Be Sictins the finances of 

; to open the budget, 38 | a nation, AIH, 2 7 

AWK, BOLE R. 
Budlet, n. A little bud springing from the parent 

bud, 3F{¥-. 
Buff, n. Buff-skin, soft leather, bk Jk, 3e se, By. BE; 

the colour of a buff, light yellow, ySag, Fag, 
FF & ; a military coat, made of buff-skin or si- 
milar leather, # jk FS ; the bufls, Ak BE ; 
in one’s buff, Fp 7s 

Buff, v. t. To strike, hyy. 
Buffalo, n. ye: wild oxen, BF 46 ; 

wr a 
Buffalo-robe, x. The skin of the bison of North 

America, prepared with the hair on, 5438. 
Buff-coat, 2. 

made of buffalo or other thick leather, 4 ye F¥. 
Buffer, n. A cushion, #E RE. 
Buffet, mn. A cupboard, eft ; side-board, Pas ae 

Buffet, n. A blow with the fist, —s-Peith Je ; 
box on the ear or face, —4A]. 

buffalo hides, 

* SRR AL. 

| Buftle-headed, a. Stupid, 469A 

; blindman’s butt, fe Wp gaese. | 

A military bodice without sleeves, | 

Builet, (Fs tes _ To strike with the fist, 3 4p, iT ih 
3; to strike with the hand, 4; to beat in 
contention, 47 PH, 24s, |Z. 

Buffet, vi. To play at boxing, #7 HE. 
Buffeted, pp- Struck, 47 j& ; to be buffeted ance 

traveling, 38,3588, OFS MEL. 
Buffeter, n. A boxer, 248 #, 47 BAH. 
Buffeting, ppr. Striking with the hand, Jf; box- 

ing, Bes, FJ 48 I 
| Buffin, n. A sort of coarse stuff, A]. [ HR. 

Buflle, v. 7. To be at a loss, BeBe. 32x ; to puzzle, 

He-head Ae HERE. 
Buffo, Buffoon, n. A man who makes a practice 
ot amusing others by low tricks, &., (A. 

A, HERE, BOA, BORE, BIAS A, BUR 
ZN, HEB IRIES. FREER A. BEB he who 
uses Indecent raillery, seta. 

duffoonery, x. The arts and practices of a buffoon, 

(iol LE. eG 23. tee BS. GI ASE ZA: 
low josts, i, Fees. HLSEnh. (OSESK, HSER. 

Buffoonish, a. Like a buffoon, (Ay. fy ARE. Fe 

ME. 
Buffoon-like, a. Resembling a buffoon, fF AEE, 

FAERIE, SAYS. 
Buffy, a. Resembling the buff of blood in colour 

and texture, (BEI ORE. 
Bug, n. Wood-bug, Av wl, GE, Wash. 
Bug, Bughear, n. A frightful object, $e BA, * 43 

Wt HEDS. SEAR. UA RGR; a walking 
spectre, (G8, SEM. BREE, HIE F. 

Bughear, v. ¢. To frighten with idle phantoms, INpf 

A. EWA. AiR FR 
Bugger, n. One guilty of the crime against nature, 

Fi 
| Buggery, n. Sodomy, 3 f&. tifa, 
Buegginess, n. A state of being affected with bugs, 

AH. ZACH 
Buggy, n. A small one-horse carriage, FG 3f, Wt 

Buggy, a. 

AR IY: 
Bugis, n. HEF 

Abounding with bugs, ZAv me, S 

| Bugle, Bugle-horn, n. A hunting horn, gf fq, #8 

4. WAN, AEA BE 
music, Ife [ey] 2. 

Bugle, n. A glass bead of various colours, $2 BE . 
TPR ; black bugle, DHT, 

By TEIN R Bugloss, n. Anchusa, 4S Ai 

WI is an object, so dressed for the purpose of 

a military instrument of 

* The 
| expelling evil spirits. 

} One covered with hair. 
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Aha wi 1 HE. * a 
Buhl, ». The name of light and complicated fig- 

ures of brass, unburnished gold, Ge., let into | 

surfaces of ebony or other dark wood, “be {Vj 42 
oe 

16: 
Buhrstone, n. A sub-species of silex or quartz, 7 

He 

ete aS | 
Buid, ante .and pp. budlt. To erect, as a | 

a estes ae ee JUG BEE fae ake ptt 

7 VL. seit: 40 aE pilda as a wall, "a, HY, 47, Fy. 

Hk,  ; to establish, yy ; to boat upon, 25 HT ; 
to build up, as a theory, Hi, §; to build, as 
ships, #6; to build a boat, a Li: to build a 

house, (RYE. HEU, SR. ALIS AIR BEET 
pas Jae. Hz; 10 build a sea HE HFT me; to | 
build a temple, jt Ap ay. Aap. = egy: {0 
build a wall, Seq; to 1a a a wall by piling 
up stones, bricks, Ge., Aig. Hof ; to build | 
mud walls, 2¢f; to build a city, 4eHR; to | 
bnild a ship, #84; to build upon another, (4% | 
Ge fit; to build castles in the air, Be~e, BEA, | 

JEIEAL. 0 | 

Builder, n. One who builds, Uy53%, 453, Ye 

(Sie WBA VOM, Poles, BE Fal 

Building, ppr. Framing and erecting, {Us& 
ing on, (44; building material, Feb. 

Building, n. A dwelling house, J#, [ol as. Bee: 
buidings, 3s, #5 a large building, | 

Ase, EE: JB Ia sa lng (high) building, — | 
[Al fay #E s ship-bui! ding, ht fal ie | 

Built, pp. Construeted, sik i. HUSA. We. SESH. 
Built, n. General aa of a structure, as an En- 

glish built, ABE YE AY : frigate built, PEATE 

Bie Fs BRAM. 
Bul, x. The common flounder, 7 1 $7. | 
Bulb, x. A round bedy, applied to many different | 

ohjects, HE, ABE; the onion bulb, 2% fy: the 
bulb of earlic, aA, Ws the bulb of the | 
harcissus tazetta, g)¢ {ly HF. 

Bulbocadium, ». Narcissus tazetta, ak fy 

Bulbaceous, a. See Bulbous. 

; rest- 

Buibed, a. Round-headed, Ia] SAA. [B) SARE, Aeon 

Wear ae 

Bulbiferous, a. Preducing bulbs, AE Ra, ZEA. 
<E Tel ovr. 

Buibous, a. Containing bulls, pFify, [El SUG. Ra 
fy ; AeA from bulbs. BA AE fry, DE AE Dp ; 
round, [A]. [Al fi fy ; the bulbous part of a plant, 

* All these n: ames are very apocryphieal. They are taken 
ior Kanghi’s Dictionary. 

7¢ vi ; the bulbous part of ‘herbs in general ig. 
Bulbul, n. FE%- 
Bulehin, n. A young male calf, 4E K(f. 
Bulge, n. A different orthography of bilge. The 

bilge of a cask, FREE. A BE. I. 

| Bulge, v. t. To swell out, A, FRA; to be 
protuberant, py HE; 

which see Bilge. 
to bilge, as a ship, as to 

| Bulging. ppr. ova. Swelling out, EK, PEK. 
Bulimy, Bulimia, n. A voracious appetite, 4 PAE. 
Bulk, mn. Magnitude of material, substance, EE, 
Rea, HK, Wa: the gross, ee 

$eLK, —Hl; the majority, 72E the 
thal content of a ship's hold for ae Fee 

of goods, Si ;1n ee MEGAEL ; pork in bulk, 
AAI ZY; sale by the bulk, BEART, aa: 

YE. om Chih ASE ALAR AY s Jaden in balk, #94 
#{; to break bulk, EAAA, Bile & ; the bulk 
of the peop'e, Jt “7b. 

Bulk, nm. A part of a building jutting out, fipilt 

i 
Bulk-head, x. A partition in a ship, BRA. TA. 
Bulkiness, n. Greatness in bulk, JA; greatness 

in size, A: greatness in stature, pK. 
| Bulky, a. Large, JE, J, JB, aK, HEX; of 

ereat dimensions, lala: 

Bul. n. 428, bhi LAE. AEA aE i an 
enemy. #3 “a constellation comprising parts 
of Acquarius and Capricorn, ~ 4F fi (?), ZE4+. 

Bui, n. A letter, or edict of the pope, FR BE 

an: 

| Buil, n. A verbal blunder, 22, 4, haz, Be 

int: 
Bull. A prefix, which signifies large, >. 
mil-baiting, 2. The pratice of exciting bulls 
with dogs, LU Ji fii AR WS. Je WE Zp. 

sees n. The flesh of a bull, 4+ fy; coarse heef, 

pas 
Bull hegea n. Something terrible, pF, ile 

Dil. 
Bull-calf, x. A mate caif, 46h {¢ 5 a stupid fellow, 

sly. 
Buall-dog, n. A species of dog of remarkable cour- 

age, JAF), TK. 
Bull-faced, a. Having a large face, Aifj, HL. 

WI 
Bull-fight, n. |, AE, JV Bib 

The gad-fly, #5 he. 
ii 

| Bull-fly, Bull-hee, n. 
Bull-frog, n. A large species of frog, $ FASE. 

Bull-head, n. A genus of fishes, URE ;astupid 

A combat with a bul 
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fellow, HB: a small, black water vermin, ME 

Bull-weed, n. Task. 
Bull-wort, n. BaF. 

Bull’s-eye, n. The target, fy, #3, TEM, SFA, 3%, 

£0) 5 a circular window, or opening, MWRZS. 4 

ZS ; the bull’s-eye of a ship’s deck, A] K ZA; 

a bull’s-eye lantern, #4 UE. 

Bulla, n. HU AR. 

Bullace, ». A wild sour plum, 2%. 

Bullantie, a. or n. Designating certain ornamental | 
Ae yoo 

capital letters, used in apostolic bulls, R35, | 

AEH, deere cidien act 
Bullate, a. Having elevations like blisters, AF 

fis, AK. 
Bullen-nails, n. pl. Nails with round heads and 

short shanks, turned and lacquered, [Aj 97,48 

- (BI BEST. 
Bullet, n. A ball of iron or lead used to load 

muskets, HRS, HEF. FEF, GEG, GL, SE he, 
Shi J ; an iron bullet, $i ; a lead bullet, £y 

bullets for cannons, J ; a bullet-hole, 
bullet forceps, HRIL Ef ; bullet scoop, 

UR 
JTL GE 5 
HEIL PE. 

Bulletin, n. A report of a state of facts, issued by | 
Skea, BLS, 1 Fk; a public notice | authority, 

or announcement, from one of the Boards, #f 
#A, XX H ; one issued by inferior authorities, Fe | 

$1. Dik. 
Bulletin-hoard, n. A board for posting up recent 

intelligence, $eactk, TIA TK. 
Bullied, pp. Insulted, x (gel, PEE MG. Ae. 
(ig HSB. 

Bullion, n. Uncoined gold or silver in bars, 45 Hf | 
bullion from the treasury, #§ fE. FFE, TUTE 

Wie; large shoe-shaped ingots of sycee, FU 
$e; ingots issued by the hoppo at Canton, [yf 
fi HE; ingots issued by the Salt Commissioner, 
Re fig HE; gold and silver, both coined and un- 

coined, —4. 

Bullirag, v.t. To insult in a bullying manner, 

(62. SOREN. 
WRAUWE Sul n. A writer of papal bulls, 

=n 

Bulloc k, n. A castrated bull, i)4shh 5 a young 
bull, 44, 45a full-grown bull, 9B, 4, Ya4e, 
IE, RE, Ir, HK; a yellow bullock, gq; a bul- 
lock without horns, 4##; a bullock of one colour, EL 

such as are used in sacrifice, 4g, 4epk, fal 
4; the emperor sacrifices a bullock of one col- | 

SLO (Sc 9 a a 

Bully, n. A noisy, blustering, overbearing, quar- 

| relsome fellow, Be PEA, aR, aE DN, if 

| Bully, v.¢. To insult and everbear with noise, pe 
SE, GRU AA, ATRL; to domincer, gif, AF ZI. 

Bully, v.¢. To be noisy and quarrelsome, Up REPRE. 
sullying, ppr. Insulting with threats, qi. 

 Bulrush, n. A large kind of rush, growing in wet 
land or water, #£#8, 7&3 lampwick bulrush, fF 
Wi, PAL; a water rush, jj, Ay. Evi. 

Bully ark, n. In fortification, a bastion, or a ram- 

part, Ge., 48, ERI. DUG, SiMe. SoS. SRT. aR 
Hh, peak: a fortification, 49 4, rt a ae or 
shelter, fis, (5, (RES. MA. S32; a ram- 
part, Hips. ASE, HERE; the bulwarks of a ship, 

ie. 85 
Bulwark, v.t. To fortify with a rampart, 4e4f. 
Bum, n. The buttocks, 2%, FRE. 
Bum, v.z. To make a noise, fii, fg. 

| Bum-bailiff, n. An under-bailitf, mast, HARE, Fy 

He EE. Hii 
Bum-boat, n. A small boat, carrying provisions 

{oa ship at a distance from shore, 4 £¢pE. 
| Bumbast, ». A cloth made by sewing one stuff 

upon another, ZE4i; patchwork, #E1, PRT; 

wadding, #!. See Bombast. 

Bumbie-bee, n. A large bes, -E IKE. 
Bumkin, m. See Bumpkin. 

| Bump, ». A swelling or protuberance, #4, JB BE ; 

bumps of the head, wis¥ > a thump, if, — 

jit ; a heavy blow, Ae@f; gave him a bump, #f 
ff {F. ; to feel one’s bumps, #7 Ay. FPA KK, Mh 

| {ait 
Bump, v.72. T'o make a loud, hollow noise, if. 
Bump, v.t. To thump, #f 3%, Jit 2; to bump 

one’s head, if # 0A; to bump one’s self, Pep. 
| Bumper, rn. A cup or glass filled to the brim, 3% 

Ms, Mis); a crowded house at the theatre, 

Git. SERS. 
Bumpkin, n. An awkward, heavy rustic, #ff¥, 

(RIE. EA. AEA. HEE, BBBR ZA. 
| Bumpkinly, a. Clownish, #f {£0 . 
| Bun, ». See Bunn. 
| Bunch, n. A protuberance or lump, 4%, Ja PR, HB 

fe > a cluster, —@& ; a bundle, —j@, —3t, — 
Hi. — JH, —WS, —th, —#L; a bunch of keys, 
— PAPE ; a bunch of incense sticks. HH %, 

8, — yA: a bunch of hair, —-#AB sa 
bunch of grapes, — §k 7) Mj fF; a bunch of 
feathers, —#E%, —JC3; a bunch of flowers, 
— TE, i, HEE » HLAES a a bunch 
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of plantain, —£§#é. | ti, RMR. 
Bunch, v.z. To swell out in a protuberance, #63, 

#EF¥ ; to be protuberant, JaglBE, AK Ay. 
Bunch, v.t. To tie ina bunch, #pi#t—je, 4QI# 

—FR, 4LEL—4L. 
Bunch-backed, a. Having a bunch on the back, 

fers, SE. EW ; crooked, 79. 
Bunchiness, n. The quality of growing bunchy, 

(EAEME, OL AEME. IE AS. 
Bunchy, * a. Like a bunch, 7k GEIKER, WALI 
#€ ; having tufts, + Af 82, SHE. 

Bundle, n. A number of things tied together, — 

6, — 3, 30. 4. A, — AL, Fs 
small bundle, @4{7-, @L#K{F; a bundle of clothes, 

—eL AAR: i; a bundle of grass, —3Rwi, — 
HS, — JUS, — Ab; a bundle of straw, —jt | 
#2, f€; a bundle of fuel, —jeze, HF; a bundle 
of sedge, #4; a bundle of rattan, — 4A fe; a 
bundle of papers, —4L 9k, —HE AL; a bundle of | 
iron rods, —}H $F ; make it up in a bundle, 

AL—4L, 47h. 
Bundle, v.t. To bundie up or tie in a bundle, J 

HE, GLK, HHI, LIN, PHA, Sew. 
Shr — FW, FJ —L; to bundle off, #EHAA; tie. 
them all up in one bundle, — fu el Seif. 

Bung, n. The stopple of the orifice in the bilge of 
a cask, Ai, AAZEF ; brother of the bung, HF 
Fe; bung upwards, {R Ip. 

Bung, v.t. To stop the orifice in the bilge of a 
cask with a bung, #A(¢, FEE. 

Bung-drawer, n. A wooden mallet, #4 #%. 
Bung-hole, n. #§H. 
Bungalow, n. In Bengal, a country house, erected 

by Europeans, and made of wocd, bamboo, &e., 
$¢, 4; a one-storied house with a verandah 
around it, Wi hg HE. 

Bungle, v. 7. To perform in an awkward, clumsy 

manner, 35 ffx. 
Bungle, v.t. To make or mend clumsily, {i743}, | 

GST, TAS AE, FEE @ Sh. 
Bungle, n. A botch, 33. FH, 0 ky FE; gross 

blunder, AR, KH; clumsy performance, "} 
EX. (OBA, TE AE. 

Bungler, n. A clumsy, awkward workman, 4577, 
FS 7. #1484520; one who performs without | 
skill, $5 Bi -F. HE KF; a bungler in politics, | 

AD SES, ARS. 
Bunglingly, adv. Clumsily, AN 33; awkwardly, if 

* This and following sentences express more than eyen a | 
large bouquet of flowers. 
+ Applied to birds. 

Bunion, n. An excrescence on the great toe, cor- 
| responding to a corn, {ff 
| Bunk, n. A case or frame of boards used for a bed, 

| Ry RR. 
Bunker, x. A large bin for various things, # ; 

a coal bunker, Pipe B. 
Bunn, Bun, n. In China, a small cake, or a kind 

of sweet bread, VAM. FEVABE. PRD B, J. iif 

fit, GEE. HTBF; bun fried in oil, Whee, je BE, 

WU at fi. PASE ET ABS buns with currants, #45 
ff; buns without currants, muffins, EIR. 

Bunt, x. The middle part or cavity of a sail, MERE. 
Bunt, v. 7. To swell out, IEA; to push with the 

| horns, fi§, $4 (?). 
Sumter, n. A woman who picks up rags in the 

streets, $b Ihy EF Zé ; a vulgar woman, mpeWERE. 
Bunting, Buntine, ». A thin woolen stuf, of 

which the flags are made, 74 ti, HE fj. 

Buntlines, n. p!. Ropes fastened to cringles on the 
bottoms of square sails, IP AE{F-. 

Buoy, n. A floating mark, 7#ya, PPR. Pew; a 
buoy made of wood, as used in China, 2B¥P ; the 
buoy for an anchor, $iy/@2, $7 ; life buoy, Fk 

air Fe. iP ICE 
Buoy, v. t. To keep afloat in a fluid, #B. RAEI 

Thi, 4F2Z ; to buoy up one’s hopes, Het A; to 
fix buoys, as a direction to mariners, kia, 

BI Hi 
Buoy-rope, n. ZPEP RE. 

Buoyancy, n. The quality of floating on the sur- 
face of the water, 4 fEPRA. WeyEs, Wea FF ts 
#; specific lightness, mF, ER, yPR; 
lightness of spirits, @EYP; animation, PLezEF ; 
buoyancy of water, Je] #647. 

Buoyant, a. Floating, Riz, VLE, HAS, BRE, ee 

F, HEP, FFs light, wz. [ x. 
Buoyantly, adv. In a buoyant manner, HEAR, He 
Buoyed, pp. Kept afloat on the water, (iPZBiz ; 

supported, 42a ff . 
Bup!leuron, n. PEA (2). 

Buprestidans, n. pl. A tribe of coleopterous in- 
sects, of brilliant metallic colour, 4 ih. 

Bur, Bour, Bor, n. A chamber, fi] ie, BF ; a cot- 

tage, WES, ERAT. 
Bur, n. A rough prickly covering of the secds of 

| certain plants, $); the bur of the covering of 
whee 48. 

a shell, F235 #) : bur-reed. $8 ¥E; a roughness in 
sounding the letter R, 3} R +. 

Burhot, n. A fish of the genus gadus, shaped like 
| an eel, 4%, GEG. 
—— 
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Burden, evn also written inion we, SH, 4, HK. 

Jj ; that which is borne or carried on the shoul- 
der, —}¥2, —Jq ; that which is carried across | 
the shoulder, —#k; that which is carried on 

the back, —{4 ; that which is borne with dif- 
ficulty, #7#€, 3A; that which is grievous, # 
¥e>a birth, AE UA; a heavy burden. Hef, K | 
fH, a A. ft (£, MEE: a beast a burden, BE | 
wit, BARE: the burden of a ship, fpf; a ton | 

(ship’ s se onenn einen, — fii; to carry a burden, | 
jU— #8; to be a burden to me, FEAR AME BA 
fi 4E 5 to bear a heavy burden, or to haye a re- 
sponsible situation, 44 i, af fF. 

Burden, v.¢. To load, as a ship, JS4%, PH; to} 
encumber a person with weight, Jape, 7p 

3£; to oppress with any thing grievous, Jf, ¥4 

Bs. He A. OE ASEH, MME; to surcharge, Be: 
to burden with heavy taxes, yeh, Wy, “Whitt: 
to burden with contributions, WFR. 

Burdened, pp. or a. Loaded with weight, #8, f4 
ee Be ME, Se Fe HE, SS) 3 ; burdened | 
with lazy fellows, sea AR. | 

Burdener, n. One ho" loads, YE UF #3. YS 5 an 

oppressor, i) #4. MAA, ENE. 
Burdensome, a. Grieyous to be borne, He. HAE, 

UEGH, AE; causing uneasiness or raaies Se, 
WESEIBE; vexatious, MARY. HEMY (ry; burden- 
some ceremonies, JAR. 2 8 

Burdensomeness, n. ‘The quality of being burden- | 

some, #E 3%, BLE, JHE 5 oppressivencss, #R 

we 

Bureau, n. A chest of drawers, for keeping papers, 
Ge., $5 5-40. FFG ; bureau for Leeping cloth- | 
ine, ZH ; department for the transaction of 
Dusiness by a public functionary, #f; the office | 
or compteir, (PY, Fae He. 

Bureaucracy, n. A system in which the goyern- | 
ment is administered in departments, each un- 
der the control of a chief, FZ :arbitrary goy- 
ernment of officials, BE 7% Ty FY. 

Burette, n. In chemistry an instrument for divid- | 
ing a fluid into hundredths or thousandths, Zp 

Ak tis DP ARH. 
Burg, n. A city, HR. See Borough. 
Burg-mote, n. A borough court, HGP. 

* Tn the Delegates’ version of the old Testament the | 

word ‘‘ Burden’? has often Leen omitted, or Yk, &e. been 
substituted. We think, XE, PREZ HE, PewAlis 2 HE would more 
agree with the Scriptural text and with the Christian 
idiom. | 

| Burglariously, 

Burgage, n. fe. 

Burgamot, Bergamot, n. 

KG. 
Burgeois, n. seg ee. 

Burger-master, n. An aquatic fowl, 7K E%. 

Burgess, n. An inhabitant ofa borough, or walled . 
town, JE WRF. gs a magistrate of certain 
towns, M&=2, We 

Burgrave, n. In ‘G sinitne a hereditary com- 
mander of a burg or castle, (ff, {ESE (4 Bf. 

Burg-brech, n. A fine imposed on a burg, for a 
breach of the peace, A] #E#L, Ey RR. 

Burgh-master, n. f fe, WE. 
Burgher, n. An inhabitant of a burg or borough, 

GLA, IS. WTJEZ A; one who enjoys the 
privileges of a place, +A, ALA, HF. 

Lurghership, x. The state or privilege of a burgh- 

er, (EN. 
Burglar, n. One guiliy of nocturnal house-break- 

ing, Fai. Sie, HK. GRE. TRIDK. AC IBK, 
ae es 

Biaaieaehes a. Pertaining to burglary, PRR 
fiy. BR fe FY YE; constituting the crime of 
burglary, ak EH 7 SE. 

ody, With an intent to commit 
burglary, A jt #8 Sy, A JR BE Bk FF H; in the 
manner of a burglar, Fae Wis. 

Burglary, . The act or crime of nocturnal house- 

breaking, 47 WP, 7 i, ARATE, WTA, 
PURE, ME Z SE. 

[Ri Surgomaster, n. NEE, EL, AB. 

hick gruel used by seaman, Burgout, n. A kind of t 

A kind of wine, so called from Bur- 

HY, ; a kind of perfume, 

Burgundy, n. 

gundy, in France, 4 4FIUi5. 

Burgundy pitch, n. (iH BPR. 
Burh, ig n. Ff. 

Burial, n. The act of burying a deceased person, 

SEH, fe FEL. ZY. HI, IE, HL, 9 
er “ye BE ; to bury ina shallow grave, #3, Ht 
ye > the Ghurel service for funerals, 2 38 Z 78, 

ge ab i ; the act of placing anything under 
earth or water, JP Z¥ ; to attend a burial, 38, 
35 KX 5 LO prepare for burial, FRR. 

| Burial-place, n. A place appropriated to the bur- 
jal of ihe dead, $F I, Pei. dg GE, ASIN, BRIR, 

CES. MUM, Bee. ER. UI, BE. SHUTS § the 
christians’ burial place, df, RASS: a family 
burial ground, 3648 ; a publie burial ground, * 
ae; a gencral burial-piace, Gl fig 3a burial- 

* The ground purchased and presented to the communi- 
ty for the burial of the poor. 
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place for strangers, ae 
Buried, pp. or a. Deposited in a grave or in the 

earth, 4p HRS. ACHE. Alle. PEE. BEIT 
3 ; buried in obscurity, FEY. 

Burier, n. One who buries a deceased person, =e | 

AH, 4 BE H ; natives, who euard the graves and 

bury the dead, -- 1. Wh. 
Burin, n. An instrument for engraving, #£7J, 

ZH ZI. 
Burke, v. ¢. To murder a person with the intention 

of selling the body for dissection, 2% WLI ¥¢5E- 
Burked, pp. Murdered, # i Fi8- 
Burl, v.¢. To pick bur's, or knots from cloth in 

the process of fulling. 44 #i Bz. f9 7h M2. 
Burlace, n. A sort of grape, #iAi-F %4- 
Burlap, n. A coarse shirting, *I[ (i. 
Burler, n. A dresser of cloth, 

Burlesque, a. Jocular tending to excite laughter 
by ludicrous images, f(y, hae. SEH. RAR | | Burn, Burns, 2. 

Burlesque, n. Satire, Al. Ath. GP: 

ery, Feak, BEEK, HER. 
Burlesque, v.¢ To turn into ridicule, we 4; to 

make ludicrous by representation, FF ISK. 
Burlesquer, n. One who burlesques, We FRA, Heft 

K. 
Burletta, n. A comic opera, HEE. 
Burliness, x. Bulk, EAH. 
Burling-iron, n. fi PEE. 
Burly, a. Great in bulk, RA. REA: timid, Fee : 

falsely great, RE ; boisterous, ME RAR. 

buffoon- 

Burmah, n. The Kingdom of Burmah, #4 fa) BY: | 
the capital of Burmah, prj #. 

Burn, v. ¢. ; pret. and pp. burned, burnt. To con- 

ee aah fire, Be, #. KE Me IK AG, PR BE. 

BR IRR, he Wig. EME i es eR KAN Kip 
(em ie ae. WE i hie Wi. KB. cs Ke; to burn 
charcoal, jae Bek pe; to burn jungle, EW 

Wr, Bees. WE. ey. We; to burn the grass in 
the fie! ‘i Tail or otherwise, #2 faa, HR. WB; to | 
burn lime, Beye, ERGWE: to burn bricks, Be. 
i, BEAL; to burn tiles, BE IE; to burn earthen- 
ware, B23, ; to burn crockery ware, 12 i ai ; 

. to burn books, #8; to burn books and bury 

Sh AS. 1 RE 

_ the literati, $8 Sh fg; to burn the moxa, KK | 
3¢, 3047; to burn a dead hody, Fhe. Fa. the. 
RE; to burn the body of a et FNM. AEM 
to burn paper-cloth, Be 4, 4EAK, BE AYE; to 
burn incense, $#'%, #8 ; to burn paper, when 
worshipping their ancestors, J ¥€; to burn up, 

BUR 

PAL. HEAR. RAL: to burn oan ae. FADE. 
Scat y Heh; to burn in, to brand, %: to burn 
the filth of a ship’s bottom, }4ff¥; to burn one 
alive, EAE, Fe ZE HVE : to burn a few additional 
faggots of grass, FREI ; burn it! BEL 5 YS 

, PR, HEX; to burn wood, PER; to buen 
Sa 2 he > 10 burn the ken, {WE IE. Be #e : 
burn the flower-gun, BETE Ni. 

Burn, v.7. To be on fire. BEAF, HAF ; to burn, 
asa house, 4eI¢, Jy. Tia) a 33 al ae. AK 
FR: to shine, FFX ; to he inflamed with pas- 

sion, REICTE, © yg. tHe ; to burn dim and 

faint, We, PEE: to burn with rage, DAFZETA 
EY, WL I RE thet FEE: to burn with love, 
ii Be to be in a glow, Sy. Rap it : 
to be affected with a sensation of heat, FE, $F 
% to burn out. BEB) A, ; to make the fire burn, 

pM. 342K; to burn incessantly. AB. WE Bak. 
Burn, n. A smal! stream or rivulet, jg. 

A hurt or injury of the flesh, 
caused by the action of the fire, REE, RIF KR 
Vy. IR FR. MER FR IR ee ; the operation of 
burning or baking, J 4. 

Burned, Burnt, pp. ora. Consumed with fire, #8 

fh. BES. 1 fE- 
Burner, n. A person who burns or sets fire to 

anything. He4%, BRB. WR #H. 
Burnet, n. pam qh kx (2). 

Burning, ppr. Consuming with fire, # ; burning 
with rage, #4: a burning mirror, BH BR; 
raging® as a 0, “AIR: elowing, ALAR, R we; 

burning wells, AIF. 
Burning, a. Mue ah heated, 47-3; ardent. Ft: a 

burning or fiery disposition, Je 4. HKPE; the 
burning deserts, 4S fi: burning hot, PAA; a 

smell of burning, JRO Z5R. A Fg, Hip; head 
burning hot, DATE. 

Burning-glass, n. MES. WIRES. 
Burning-mirror, n. BS BE, My ER. 
Burnish, v.¢. To polish by friction. HF. HE #47 

ee RE Hy. AC. OEE He. wa. SH. BE. 2, HY PY; to 
burnish metal, $7 BE, We HI sk. 

Burnish, v.7. To grow bright, AE ap, & ify. 4E 
iH: to grow, AEF: to spread ont, HE TP. 

Burnish, n. Gloss. 2536). Hib. Hits; bright- 
ness, GE, JEW. PY IE: lustre, AB. 

Burnished, pp. Polished. yi 5% 3. Pei. $7 EIS. 
PH 3H ; made glossy, Kitt, FF; burnished 

* The first se ont ence is chiefly used in a vulgar sense. 

+ The latter sentence stands chiefly for the past pariti- 
ciple. 
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~ metal, Sts Bt SE. RAS, 5 58 burnished, a asa gem, 36 

ut fiyjFe, 4 ae, “FIED. : 
Burnisher, ». The person who polishes, #& Jt #4, 
ej JL; an agate burnisher, PhAGWE; an 

iron burnisher, $42 #s. 
jurnishing, ppr. Polishing, Hf, BH; making 
smooth and glossy, {i 2, BHP; burnish- 

ine-stick, #EAP HS. 
Burnoose, Burnos, x. An upper cloak or garment 

among the Arabs, K#2, K#- 
Burnt, pp. ora, Consumed, o&4G Sf, KAGE. BE 

WE, BES; scorched hy fire, # ; scorched by the 
heat of the sun, [G93 REZ T. 

Burnt-ear, n. A disease in grain, by which the 
? to} ry 

seed is rendered abortive, and its coat coyered 

with a black powder, 34. 
Burnt-offering, * n. Something offered, and burnt | 

on an altar, as an atonement for sin, JR, 
BS 

be n. A roughness in sounding the letter R, wig 

R Zhe. Be; the lobe of the ear, ¥e¥K; the 
round knob of a horn next a deer’s head, jf. HE 

HZ. ine 
Burr-pump, Bilge-pump, n. A large kind of pump, 

KA Gi, HK ACHE. 
Burr-stone, Buhr-stone, n. As 

ing mill-stones, JE #4. 
Burras-pipe, n. An instrument or vessel used by 

surgeons to keep corroding powders in, }e4q a, 

BED} fal - 
Burre!, 2. The red butter pear, AC FL MhZe. 
Burrel-fly, n. The gad-hee, # im. 
Burrel-shot, n. Small shot, as nails, stones, &c., 

PERC. THB. 
Burrow, n. Burgh or Borough, which see. 

BE 

{one used for mak- 

| 

| 
| 
| 
| 

| Burst, v. 7 

Bursar, n. A treasurer, SHR, SRR, FEARS a 
student, to whom a stipend is paid out of a 
purse, 36S pe BE. 

Bursarship, n. The office of a bursar, @FH Ga, 

HE. 
Bursary, n. The treasury of a college, or monas- 

tery, ii j%; a stipend for the support of indigent 
students in a university, or college, “44s. 

Burse, Bourse, n. A public edifice in certain cities, 

for {he meeting of merchants, to consult on mat- 
ters of trade and money, P§ AZSPR. BA AE IR- 

.; pret. and pp. burst. To break open 
ee force, LAB. GET. BEER. WEA. EET. BH. 

3. BEN. REP. FEME : to burst like a bag, WM 
cae ff ; to burst like a sausage, #PBH, 4 
i ; to burst to pieces, WERE. ZERE; to break 
away, WF A as burst upon with violence, 29k 
Th 3, Ye An Lae; to rush upon suddenly, ree 

Bis 3. Soe to issue suddenly, 724% Thy Hi, 
ye ¥R ET HE; to burst forth, as a stream, fff; to 
burst forth, as fire, #. #88; to burst, as an 
abscess, # ; to burst, asa shell, Hliie ; to burst, 

as a bud, Alpe, Bf; to burst with laughing, 4€ 

Fi) 5 ABM, STIR fa. SEFC AHIZ > to. burst 
into laughter, BARKS, F4E ; enough to make 
one burst, JE L146 SH). 24> fH) He; to burst into 
tears, ZA¥ EK ZAP ; to burst forth, as 
the sun, ZAPRBA BE. Hel@?: to burst forth. as 
vegetation, a Wy BE AE. ea AS fH AA; the tub’s 
hoops have burst, #AASHEE TS ; to crack, Zi; to 
burst in the dike, jyy Fe fg. 

| Burst, v.t. To break open oF force, WEBH. FT EH. HH 
Hi. Ja bA ; to open suddenly, 36H. 

| Barst, n. An explosion, fi; a violent rending, 
| 

Burrow, n. A hollow place in the earth, 7, , | ] BL | 
rR: a rabbit's burrow, RAC 
residence, such as the poor ancient Chincse 

used to Soe hil Ze. WE. Be ST. Hues 

ae v. 

SWE ae ae ths Bi Ao fe He: op ee. 

ne EWE, BE AGC. HT 5 
like a pig, UMW HE. AL M2 
like insects, #4, iy; to lodge in any deep or con- 
cealed place, 2 2 Fy eR, ZEMUR, FOR. TA 

to burrow 

nro 
AS 

Burrowing, ppr. Lodging in a burrow, $A, 

P28 z; the burrowing spider, - Ay, PE, 
ERM, 2 

* Vide Genesis 22, 2-13; Numbers 28, 15,17; 2 Sam 
6, 17,18; Job 1, 5; Ps. 20, 2 2; Ps. 50, 8; Ps. 51, 18. 

to burrow | 

| 

Wi! ; a rupture, or hernia, sR ; to have a 

burst, to haye a rupture, AJ - 
;asubterranean | Burst, pp. Rent asunder by violence, Wei. Wik, 

a AEG. 
Burstenness, n. The hernia, Py. 

i. To excavate a hole under ground, #7 | Burster, n. One who bursts, HE#%, HB, Web 
ae a 

FR FAINS | 4 WER. IT he. 
Bursting, ppr. Parting by violence, 423%, GRR 

WEA, BW ; bursting into tears, ZAFRA ; burst- 

ing like a shell, #£/; bursting into joy, Bf, 
ye ORK > bursting forth like a torrent, Fey 
JRL; bursting, asa bud, FA, HA. Sh. 

Burt, n. A flat fish of the turbot kind, @% Jb A 
Burthen, n. See Burden. 

| Burton, n. A sma!l tackle formed by two blocks 
or pulleys, #% AE. 

Bury, n. See Burg and Borough. 
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Bury, v.t. To entomb, He 3, ETE, TU, BE. rs 
3H, Bese, Be, Uc, WE. BR; to cover with earth | 
FH, JP FAHY; to bury in oblivion, BEY. BEF HS | 
# ; to bury the hatchet, #8 #1, kA; to bury 
one alive, AE3¥, FM {BE HEZE SE, BEE Be ; to bury 
alive, as the ancient Chinese, Be}, 938 ; to 
bury one’s self alive, 31%, FEREHE% ; to bury | 

| Busily, adv. With constant occupation, His, HE in rich dresses and a costly coffin, J%%; to 
bury in a mat, #&3%; to bury in a shallow | 
grave, ##; to bury in another grave, #3¥, U& 
#8 ; to bury the bones of the dead, FAK ANE: 
to burn the hooks and bury the literati, 483 
pci; to bury by the roadside, FR, FEA IA MH ; 
to conceal resentment, J#¥2; to bury paper 
with writing on it, a superstitious practice, $f 

Bushy, a. Fu ll of branches, owe pe : full of bush- 

cH HE, Tees Sak, aes bash ke 
fox’s tail, fq. iE ; a bushy beard, K4iCR, #2 
He We 
4 i * 

Busied, pp. of busy. 

Busiless, a. Without business, MS E HET 3 Ame SE ae , Sk 

EOS, RIE AE HEM s at leisure, Wi, ROB. 
5c, #5; busily employed, 3f CTY R Se RRS 

yy. ie Bae. NSTC RE. HE MM. SE: 
with an air of hurry or importance, 5a He FE 5C: 

with too much curiosity, #48 Be .4y FR SE 
Hz; importunately. PAR WE, HFS HEY. 

Business, n. Affair, employment, 3, 3432, can 

DEGR, PRE, sk, FH, Wes, SRE. Se, SF 
gt; to carry out to bury, Hi¥R. Wy. Sea. SO, Bc. AG 7. F4 H; trade. HE 

Bury-pear, n. Butter pear, PLWHA. #5, 4B, ALBE; concern, j3e; important busi- 

Burying, ppr. Interring, 3¢ 3%, FRR; burying in ness, BEHF, ae AR; Lee or urgent 

oblivion, F fi]. business, 2, 4. Hf, ff; rules of business, 

Burying, n. The act of interring the dead, #E}#! Bef I will make it my business, 3 .%)9338, 

Hi, HB. 2 Aft BE, PE SEE T; not to attend to business, 

Burying-ground, n. 3 (l}, A530. AHF: to have business to attend to, # HF 
Burying-place, n. JAAS; grave, JRE. See Burial. ae business, ZH, Z i NE a trifling 
Bush, n. A shrub with branches, 7E hij; a cluster business, iJ, 3, uggs, GIR SE the busi- 

of shrubs, #6. HE. 22. HE. BRS PK. Fe PAT, HR, ness of the world, {It ui, {ik #; it is your busi- 
AEE 2; a bramble-bush, 4s, jf] ; a fox tail, ness, BA (RSE. ZE(K ; it is none of your business, 

#8 FEF; a branch of a tree fixed or hung out fe 4 fp AE, Bit fp 486 =, ATS. t-F IAT 5 

as a tavern sign, {JS Re. iS) ge 5 a circle of to clear a business, Alf; to do the business 
metal let into round holes or orifices to prevent for a man, # J\, $8 A, We JH; a bad business, 
their wearing, SE. #2 4: [@] ; a bush of hair, He "§e aus Hee much business, ##A. Be, 

a ; good wine needs no bush, HEE BE aye ae age HES; overrun with care and business, 

A Mik HSB 3K ; to have no business, 43%, SESARR, 
Bush, v.27. To grow thick or bushy, 4 784,26 4ut BF (i; an extensive business, KARR, KR 
TE BS, AEB ES, AEGIS, ARTS TE. 5; a prosperous business, 4:28H4H, 4A 

Bush, v.¢. ‘lo line an orifice with metal to pre- HE; great success in business, Fe #E HF, KRAE, 

yent its wearing, RUS RY, HUE E. AESEMAFY; a low business, (RBeHe; to com- 

Bushman, n. A race of savages at the Cape of | mence business, B 458, BATT. fA 4E HR; to 

Good Hope, iff Hi 5E AI 7 BF He. BF A. commence a new business, fy Ay; to become 
Bushel, * n. —€, 42}; a dry measure, contain- partner in a business, AEG}, @ ff; to man- 

ing eight gallons, or four pecks. In the United age a business, BPEL, Spe. RDU AS BEF 

States, it is equal to 2150 and in England to to be engaged in trading business,  ¥. {#4 

2218 cubic inches; a large quantity, Ry HE; the : I have no business, S&9A—% ; what is you 

box of a wheel, jr, afl. Tee (fie BF. tA SEGt, Gi TEESE. 
Bushelage, n. A duty payable on commodities by GRR, A ise. Hi SEE. He BSH; 

the bushel, #€)#. Si#t. what is your profession? ffi-lz Tk. fitz Fe, 
Bushet, n. A wood, {i} Pf. HE fr} HEE; this is my business, We Ay fRAL AA 
Bushiness, n. The quality of being bushy, 34%. | 444%) Py BE: the business of the yamun being 

JE AE; the bushiness of bamboo and firs, 77 over, Hx 44g FY ; your business, $f P- 
RL PATE. | Business- like, a. Being in the true manner of 

* AEM Bushel ; aeAseiay |_ business. (fe HBL. MISE 
SFI TAA HIG— Bushel. he n. A piece of steel, or whalebone, worn by 

W 
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women on the breast, BEBE AOR, tee Fl ta 

Busk, v.i. or t. ‘lo be busy, AYE; to prepare, FH 

sien a. Wearing a busk, 38 Bx. 
Busket, n. A small bush, )J\HE, 3 Kit. 
Buskin, n. A kind of half boot, #298, 42 5Ht. 4F 
RW. fig Pek. REY, BRE, FH; buskins worn 
by actors, #2 fat. 

Buskined, a. Dressed in buskins, 32 4(( 98. 
Busky, a. Bushy, 3@, 2& ZEPGE. 

Buss, n. A kiss, 4%, WES, Welk. 
Bust, n. In sculpture, the figure of a person in 

relief showing only the head, shoulders and 
stomach, 42. (@, 4B (R.- 

Bustard, n. 4844. 

pene! v. i. To stir quick, 2h, are BORA, 

(CNL. CR, APOE ke Sh, Sie 
ee 8 very active, fF. (ESE: to bustle 
about for a living, 7H FFE, BI PY. 

Bustle, n. Hurry, 44%. (th. in, SE. ER 

ee Ja #8 EGE. Bri. WAR: ies MAE RR 
AE. WEEE: great stir or fuss, 4 iB. 
ARR, * Ap BLA; a great noise and tumult, 

Ae LSE. Wold. Ke llshad EOE KEM; 
bustle and confusion, seas SPL; bustle of 
a market, palipllyAy, per, Wt, Sf, WP Ie RE; every 
thing in a bustle, EMH +; without hurry 
or bustle, eh i ; do not be in such a bustle, 
4 sre 4né 36 “sto make a bustle in the world, 

Ay 826, 4d RSG. 4b VER GQ; no bustle, FF 
#i AY 3 joyful bustle, MOA; bustles, REAL. 

Bustler, n. FE, FAURE, ARR A. Bis 

AL 4. 
Bustling, ppr. or a. Stirring, (KB3F. Fic Wal, 

meu the BS HE. DY BH. MRE BF | ie fe. if, 

A, AEA AEA; making a great fuss, ARM, 

Busto, 7. A bust, which see. 

Busy, a. Employed with constant attention, #4 

St, ATT HB Ry BS At. YE BS ivy HE; very 
busy, hy. BH, ht B TK, FH, WE FR 7. ; 

having no leisure, Alf, As#, HIB, BEI ; 
a busy brain, Zs epE A; busy inquirer, $F F, 
wi Jf; importunate, [fk Jt; a busy season or 

month, FE JJ, 4; busy at work, h(E, yi 
busy at prayers, vexatious, ef A. 

Busy, v.t. To employ with constant attention, A; 
to keep engaged, f#4SHEH], (i MEN, 4) AE. 

Busy-hody, n. A meddling person, VARIG A. Ape 
#, Bx ZN, BSR 5 one whio officiously | 

* This sentence cannot be used in Punti. 

concerns himself with the affairs of others, #f 

ee FTE A. SEIN, HE HR IE 

Busy-minded, a. Having an active mind, #f- (Hg, 

AG at mh. 
But. prep. or conj. Except, BRS, BRIE, BR Ah; 

hesides, 54h, @R4h; unless, PIE, FFE; only, 

i. WGK. (0, (HGR. HE. HE. ME. oe. A. a Th. 
PR, PR. 74. Bl. WY. Se. (AER, MELE. BAK: but 
one, fff—; but that, (£2; but few, Fue: we 
were all there but you, RS (pFeSe +s Ze, Ath 
Ay) Bh i HE, PR 7 HR BZ; the last but 
one, Fe f% =~, wie HH; you cannot but 
know, #4503), HAA. HEA 41; 1 could 
not but, WTF. AK ; not one but is provided, 

$e —- (hj, SEA FAH; what reader but knows, 
ake she does nothing but cry, 4% 

He, SAGE MEG SL, CIRM SE: Hs no 
like but fear, AiG thos, S638 HER ; nothing 
but a scratch, Ass PIA; to = r= little, E 

Se HES OD Rly; be but ruled by me, #4 
Mok, FS Te ak, HEGEL; but for you, BIE, 

(Jets. AOIEMK. (LGEIRRE: but just now, 
Acs. AYR. Pay, fp #E; but a while since, ei 
¥i, SE bili, SCF RA]; but here again, KERAZE JE, 
AME. WEYL; but yet, Fy, 7A; but also, 
IA, BR. MA; but as to, 7435, BR; but 
at present, #4, {A4 ; but if, (1 §; but then, 
FRU; but there are, (44%; but I don’t know, 
{HA AL, {HE 1: he has not only the courage 
to do so, but, AV{HWK. 74; not only this. but, 
A fy JE, 74; not only courageous, but also skill- 
ful in contriving, A {H A th HF ak; they 
have feet, but cannot walk, 47 JHE A BE FF; 
mouths have they, but speak not. # Wii HS; 

I should like to go, but only fear, FRAT At; 

I have nothing to say, but, a Sh 3t(a BB; 
but for this man, I must have perished, #3E 
JE AFG A ee > I wish it, but another person 
is master, F¥ ZR FE BAP A DW OEE; but 

more, $8, H. SEL. BA. HH. EA. 
But, ». An end, SA, A; a limit, 3, PS, RB; 

the end of a plank in a ship’s side or bottom, 
which unites with another, #2 AQ 8A. 

But, v. 7. To be bounded by, 3, #2, fff. 

But-end, n. The largest or blunt end of a thing, 
ADA. ji; the but-end of a musket, $@)G ; the 
but-end of an arrow, #7, FFJP. 

Butcher, ». One e ho slaughters animals for mar- 

ket, JER, EA. RR. BF. ER. RTs a 
pork- shia a iK nn Be fx HF, BE; one who 
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bills men, or cnnienes troops to kill ihe: 

Wi Be. Re HB. PRA. EER: butcher’s shambles, 
& (ke; the butcher’s trough, eee. 

Butcher, v.t. To slaughter, 
food, or for market, jl], Fe, fa} RE, Be; to butcher 

people, FB, BR, ER. PRE ; 
put to death with cruelty, #4 \; 
cattle, #J4F, 3242; to butcher pigs, #4}, Be 
HR 

tised by the villagers, $i. 
Buteher-bird, n. Shrike, BB, (4 WH, (11 8, 4 BB, 

(38, HS 
Butcher-row, n. The row of shambles, fi HG #E. 
Butchered, pp. or a. Killed, fj. FSi, 4s. PE 

BY ih, FE BiH; they butchered him in cold 
blood, $5 i) SA] i5 fds. 

Butchering, ppr. Slaughtering, #4}, fe, ZEB; to 
prohibit butchering 

Budene alas a. 
ous, Gil PE. 

Butchers-broom, n. Knee-holly, #}%. 

animals, #2 

Savage, 5 Z£; cruel, bf; murder- 

Hi, BE Hi, FER; massacre, or great destruction 
of human life, KAKA; the place where 
animals are killed for the market, REAg, BR: | 
murder, Jil #. 

Buthphalmum, vn. fH 4f- 
Butler, n. #4. BR. PEF. ARE AHR; an at- 

tendant at table, @sat, (£@ #3 a cup-bearer, 
HE 4%. 175 HB; in China, a comprador, WHR, 
and a table servant, {§{f-, 
the duties specified under the word butler. 

Butlerage, n. In England, a duty formerly levied 
on wine, {4AR- 

Butlership, . he office of a butler, 

BEER. 
Butment, x. A buttress of an arch, PEP}; the 

mass of stone or solid work at the end of a bridge, 

DA. FARE. 
Butt, n. End, 4, 6; a mark to be shot at, fj, 

AG, JC; 
fixed to he 
which a Ese or effort is directed, if, 
Hess the aim, 3%, ARR; the person at whom 
ridicule, jests, or contempt are directed, Fy 4 
#5 a broad hinge or butt, mAeEPE ; 
given by the head of an animal, —4f&, 

the point where a mark is set or 

or kill animals for | 

to murder or | 

to butcher | 
) Butts w.2. 

to butcher the peop'e, fe AXE, FRAIL 
J€; to capture men and butcher them, as prac- | 

| Butter-burr, n. 
Butchery, rn. The business of slaughtering cattle | 

for the table, or for market, #4) BZ Ht, SE | 

| Butteris, n. 

often perform all | SE. 
| Buttermilk, x. PLA. ARIE. 
| Butternut, n. 

RM A 

shot at, UBS, #@.; the point to | 
| 

— $5: a mee whose eouientaare two hopsheads, 

or a pipe, —ffj; the end of a plank in a ship’s 
bottom, #PEACVE; butts and hounds, (see Butts); 

a butt’s lenghth, —#R&, —f§PR; to run full 
butt at one, fair, yg, HR; a butt of wine, 

TH 
Butt-end, n. See But-end- 

To thrust the head forward, as cattle, 

WS. HR. AABL. (OR Bi. SUG EL. HE dO Oe BE; 
to butt at, [nyfj; to butt against, SE, fiz, 
fF ; buit against it, BEPF(B, Jez IB. 

Butted, pp. Struck with the head, 4Rj5. fp BIE ; 
having abuttals, ARR. ARG. 3, HE. 

| Butter, ». PL Ab. ig ih. HS PL ab. WA. BAGH. FG ee 
yf; butter from cow-milk, 4-9, Qh, 4-4 
yy; salt butter. BEPL WH. B FLYh; fresh butter, 

aE FL i. 
Butter, v.¢. To smear with butter, _} FL h, FAFL 

Yj; a slice of bread and butter, | FL yh Aysexg 
fal; Imtter of lead, £) #8 ; butter of antimony, 

ZMUMER: 
Butter-lump, n. The hittern, #€44. 

A plant, a species of tussilago, 

Ti 
Butter-cup, n. A species of ranunculus, JEG. 
Buiter-flower, n. A yellow flower, Ji 4 44. 

Butterfly, mn. BBE. RHE, BEAR. iE. WNL. 79 
Atlas butterfly (moth), 7% WR, 76 HE Fas a 
large species of butterfly. jpj#; large butterflies 
from the Lofau mountains, 9H fl ie 

Butterfly-valve, a. haRnless PY. 
An instrument of steel set in wood 

for paring the hoofs of a horse, FE FA JJ, 55 a 

The fruit of an American tree, 

juglans cinerea, My F. 
Butier-print, Butter-stamp, m. A piece of carved 

wood, used to mark the cakes of butter, FLYHZE 

the 

| Buiter: tooth, n. PYF. 
by which the extreme arches are sustained, #& Butter-wife, Butter-woman, Ff FL yl. FLL Re. 

| Butter- wort, n. (E%.- Wage. 
Buttery, a. Having the qualities of butter, FL ph 

fj. FLYheE ; having the appearance of butter, 

FLAbieE. FLAKE - 
Buttery. n. Store-room, {KB FF. 
Butting, ppr. Striking ue the head, #€, BE, fig. 

| Buttock. n. The rump, 2%, ja. RW. Ra. Be 
a push | i. Fag. BE. PBR. AYE. UR. YER. HK; the convexity 

of a ship Eo Thos the stern, Mie. 
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Buttock-broker, n. HE J. 
Buttock-mail, n. #¢7#0 FR. 

Button, ». $f, $2, $£-F, JaHk; button or knob 
of a lock, $#Hk, Hist; buttons that can he 
taken off like studs, AEN; an official button, 
— iA, JAF. WAIA. Tae; a bud, 3F; a win- 
dow button, Z2Xgfk; a brass button, 4) EN; a 
plain button, 3¢4 # ; ornamental buttons, 7 
gi; hollow, ornamental buttons, jj 4E sh; gilt 
buttons, #4 #]k; chrysoprase buttons, as worn 
by the rich, Ai ee SES crystal buttons, worn 
when in mourning, Jtdk 4, #4Ik; glass but- 

tons, BRIA SIF : 
officials, a JA; {ik #E 

i, #8 FI 
Button, v. ¢. To fasten with a button, Jane, Jn 

2, SEI, OF, (SN, MLM, MET 
LEE; to unbutton, PEALEN, fb — Mz FE 

Button-bush, n. A North American evergreen 
shrub, f= 4¢5E (?). 

Button-hole, xn. The hole or loop in which a but- 
ton is caught; native button-hole, gH, $i. 

gn}; foreign button-hole, gE M. 
Button-maker, n. One whose occupation is to make 

to make a cloth button, 

buttons, $7 SEPM, JT ti SEG | 43- 
Button-stone, ». A species of figured stone, $f 

Button-tree, n. Conocarpus, $k th. 
Button-wood, n. Plantanus occidentalis, HF iy. 
Buttoned, pp. Fastened with a button, jn JH 3, 

Lin F¥- 
Buttoning, ppr. Fastening with a button, $n f£, 

fnJh. 
Buttress, x. A prop, #, #£; a wall or abutment 

built archwise, serving to support another wall 
on the outside, JERE, BEAR, DR) FE, BEE, Ba, 

HIME EE. Beas #E. 3825 a support, PPM, HEA san 
inclined wall, re fe: the buttress of a bridge, 

PEG, HET. AGAR: the buttress ofa wall JHMM. 
Wes ie of a state, YEFE; a buttress 
of a state, [AY FE. 

Buttress, v. ¢. To prop, FEZ FEZ: 

a buttress, LUE, DIRETALZ 
Buitressed, pp. or a. Supported with a buttress, 

Fit. TPR, HBG. 
Butts, n. pl. A place where archers meet to shoot 

at a mark, #734; short ridges often left at the 
angles of field in plowing land, je 2 BH Sith; 
sides of the thickest and stoutest sole-leather, 
J&; butts and bounds, YR ZR. 

But-wink, n. A bird, 7E%. 
Butyraceous, Bulyae, al. ue ane qualities es 

to support by 

to wear a button, as Chinese | 

butter, FL WhAg; resembling butter, FL Willies. 
Butyric, n. Butyric acid is an acid found in 

butter, FL Whee. 
Butyrine, n. A peculiar oily matter in butter, PL 

abit. 
Buxeous, a. Belonging to ihe hox-tree, fA AZ. 
Buxina, Buxine, n. An alkaloid obtained from the 

buxus sempervirens, or common box, Fes e. 
Buxom, a. Obedient, 4cjiity, WApe, te, MATE 

Wet; lively, PtiG, Pe; wanton, ZEA G, Fat}. 

Buxomly, adv. Wantonly, 29K. 
Buxomness, n. Briskness, HeyG #, Fe}; amorous- 

ness, AAS. EH. 
Buy, v. ¢.; pret. and pp. bought. To purchase, Ef, 

L, BLA. de: Wh. #2. 75, 12, J, Bt, BA, 
IE. 48}; to buy and sell, Fee, Wee to buy 
upon trust, Ie, Iie EE “to buy fear, ” bribe, 

or buy one off, tA; to buy water,” to throw 
some eash in the river when fetching water to 
wash a deceased parent with, 7k; to buy an 

office, FRE. 48H; to buy a ee IBUB: | 
buy fame. oe Ef, iG ; to buy people's 
hearts, to win their hearts by lavishing mon- 
ey or other things on them, EAR Aut; to pur- 
chase goods, FEY, SE. IRE; to take 
money with ihe intention to purchase goods 
cheap, Ye '& ; to buy a stock of goods beforehand, 
NE, SAE 5 to buy rice, Fe; 1o buy rice 
a 2 Fe; to buy goods cheap, 7#2B, 
4¥ HEL ; to engress or buy up goods, Hj, #2 BR; 
to buy and lay up, By}, FEE: to buy a 

horse, 5, WF; to buy wine. 77H; to buy 
for ready money, 3H §R = ; to buy from him, fig 

(EL, SUB ET so buy up goods, IRF, PEF ; 10 
select and buy, #18; to buy out or off, Beat; 

to purchase the share or shares of a person in a 
stock, ERAS, ASE}; to pay dear for, Be, 

HLH TS 
Buy, v. 7. To negotiate about a purchase, af, ie 

ih £8. 
Buyer, n. A purchaser, AE, BR, AS. WH, 

4s. SCA. Ay A. 
Buy! ing, ppr. Purchasing, Ff, jf, HP; buying and 
fae Be. Fee. 

Buzz, v.t. To make a gap humming sound, as 
eins PBS eh » fies re EB to buzz, like a crowd 

of people, aries ee Sia spea k with a low, hum- 
ming voice, pik 7 a RS, {EIS AE; to buzz 
about, bate. GL. 

Buzz, v.t. To whisper, or spread, as a report, FRAP 

_ MS. AD aR AD A. SPE ok {8 Fuk - 
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Buzz, n. A buzz like mosquitoes, gi ffaek ; the buzz | 
of mosquitoes, hy FF ; buzz of a crowd, MAWES. 

Buzzard, n. A species of hawk, JR. fi, ## (2); a 
block-head, $4. 

Buzzard, a. Senseless, stupid, 7RFti, FEE. 
Buzzer, n. A whisperer, (erik #4, (8 fil 4 at | 

Hai (8 H- 
Buzzing, ppr. or a. Making a low, humming 

sound, (f@e2F 8; whispering, agus fi 
an 3a buzzing green fly, SB sit 

Buzzing, n. A noise, as of a crowd fi people, I 
WE, WMA BE; a buzzing in the ears, Hh 16. jf 
tig, JR; the buzzing or hum of insects, YEsE. 

By, prep. Near, close, YF, i, Htge. a; 

ihe agent, means, instrument or cause, 2), pk, 
JA; through, py, 7; to sit by one, HY4k, UE 
AK; by the town, ed; by the river side, 7E 

jai% ; to pass by the church, £€j wAFE HE, jh 
Uewo Fee ; day by day, AA, KK: year by 

year, 446, i026 

near in | 

motion, #23, #43 ; through or with, denoting | 

it has keen so year by year; | 

Wee RDN, IRE Se ho Ak, ME Se an ze; article by 
article, (ii, SkAK, FAL, ECEX; by the space 

of seven years, aR AA, Ce Zia), CARN 
fit; by this time, JEIRR Bee: by or according 
to, NE, He, HE ; this appeds by his own account, | 

these are good rules to | 

live by, #8 IE fil] FY Ab, HR VE Poll HAE a ; to say 
by heart, #¥, 4 ; to go out by the side door, 7 
AEPYHE ; to come by land. 47 RAE, PRRRE In A « A 
th BE th 2. GEL BB 3; to come by ship, $f ft 
Ae. EMA. hr ac ie BAS. oo GE Ay th 8: on 

oned by the acre, Sh BE a] = 

4946 ; to swear by heaven, HPC M44, JIC 

Wifi; he has a cask of wine by him, GAME | 

; to sell by the | 
pound, i Fr 8. Br ¥E ; to wi alk by rule, 42 | 

By- 
By-dependence, n. An appe ndage, PO Wy, Sey. $e 

MUGS, Al ABI Ze fl 7 f% ; to sit by one’s self, | 
#8) 4E ; to stand by one’s self, Afar; set it by 

liself, Wade RIP, By e—kE ; he is by him- 
self, Ey Ze, BYEMRE, NEALE; to be present 
hy attorney, #84L4¥ HE; north by west, IEaF 
{vj fig PH ; the cause by which, PRLIZR; 1 have 
no money by me, St (EB. RAR HALE, 

AT) SRF HE; to stand by one, BPH A, HE 
Fk lg]: take example by him, S(f, weft, J: flys | 
se is with child by you, ALI RIRAKAS. BABA | 
pRB; he had two children by her, JEqR 

AE MF. Bh 4 =F ; he is loved by every 

one, J RE. 4 ETE by birth, AE MMR. Ae: 
he it By. AE BMH ; by trade a hatter, mle eat | By-law, 
immed by the lath, Hi fry, FAME; by ¢ candle- light, | 

By-blow, n. 

By-hbusiness, n. 

By-cofiee-house, 

By-concernment, n. 

| By-lane, n. A lane out of the usual road, J 

BU, RE; to wor rk by candle-light, AE tk 
Ane {KZ I; by the favour of night, He z, 
He; by night, 7A). Hw; by chanee, BFR 
AFL, Ages by the name, LIEK, HIE, I 
WE NGL 5 to subdue people by virtue, LI pan A ; 
seize him by force, (EB, LL HZ, AWE 
ft, ; to keep people down by force, LIF HRA; 

killed by the sword, # J) RHE ; to attack by 
fire, LIKI ; by the way, ere to remark 
hy the way, #7— (3; by the bulk, jp HE ; by 
retail, ji ff, SRE, SBT; by the piece, A—; 
hy stealth, (yar, ntet. PEPE; by virtue of, 28 
by dint of, Li; by what means can it be eflected ? 
SNe SF iif (EFA i 74 Z 3 one by one, ——, 
4fyj-4g- ; by turns, We AE; by degrees, sig a. ce, 

jy AR; I shall be back again by one o'clock, — 

Eh Sp FR ABU ; by that time, 4 ftisk, WERE, 
Ay Ff). JERE ; by twenty years younger, 447 
a. AD fly = 4 HE; it is three by my wateh, 

TA RRR = BASH, WR RGR AL = Bh, Oe Ps Mf; 
by all means, --4%, =F, #448 ; by no means, 

EAS. wh AN, IE. IBIE. sib th ARR. JE 
tb. Be BS AY by means of it, 3 SE, PRL; 

hard by, 3, fh. Hie ; by and by, em. ie 

WONG, RS. HL, OF BY, SFP. Ye, TE 
#N%, KEG; by the by, Fil 7p PEE. 

A side or incidental blow, 
bastard, BP. 

HAT 5 

Business aside of the common 
mode, §R She, Sp3z. 

n. A coffee-house in an obscure 
place, Jo ae yl: py. 

An afiair distinet from the 

main business, 4h3e, Ze. 
-corner, n. A private corner, JAij. 

4; that which depends on something else, [33 

AL HN tle 
By-design, n. An incidental design, “EX, 8 

LE. 
By-end, n. Private end, 4, #%, Ait. 

| By-gone, a. Past, #3519. C58. CaM. CE 
J, PEGE: by-gone times, f£[IE, Delt ; hy-gone 
years, Ef Z 46 ; let by-gones he by-gones, 3 

HT AO ah, PELE As Bt 
By-interest, n. Private self-interest, 44%. Fug, 

EAC. Hot aay. 
Me. RE 

n. The law of a city or private corpora- 
tion, an JH (5); supplementary laws, Ff Fl] $s, 
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0H 5. fe 
By-matter, n. Something ine ee TELE. 
By-name, n. Nickname, 76% 
By-name, v.t. To givea al eee fie 4E%, Im 

x. 
By-passage, n. A passage by the way, @&. {Bi 3%- 
By-path, x. A private path, 7%, #E, 3, BR, Wy BH. 

FL 9%. 9%: do not walk in by-paths, #741 
GE , WE fr) VER. MEAS Fy HER s attending a funer- 

al procession, do not go in a by =pullt, 575 BE AN 
i. 

By-purpose, n. A concealed design, #@%, FEE. 

Al: 
By-respect, n. Private end, #f.th. #,#- 
By-road, n. An obscure road, 6738, (REE. 
By-room, n. A private apartment, fi) 5%, {fi Fe, 

(aie. 
By-stander, n. A spectator, 37 J\, a6 fh, FRB, 

eA. 
_ By-street, n. An obscure strect, (Eh, HE Hy. 
By-stroke, n. An incidental or sly stroke, ph47, 

Bidy- 
By-turning, n. An obscure road, 6 fir #5. 

By-view, n. Self-interested purpose, 4,#&, Bu&y- 
By-walk, n. A secluded walk, #5 @K. 

By-west, adv. Westward, fry Pq. 
By-word, n. A common saying, {35 ; to become 

a by-word, Rett A, faa. 
Byard, n. A strap across the breasts or those who 

drag the sledges in coal mines, jf Jatt, AH 
i. 

Bye, n. A dwelling, JE. R=; good bye, E, 

a4. ailF ; said by the one who departs, —# 

PK, Wi Fe BEB. ii Se We A. — 28 Ti BE. 
Byre, n. A cow house, 4-4. 
Byssin, Byssus, n. A silk or linen hood, 2H, # 

WE. Ha. 
Byssine, a. Made of silk, $%, £A0RR. 
Byssus, n. Exceedingly fine linen, cotton or silken 

cloth, Sh Sn ti. 2) $m Ae- 
Byzant, Byzantine, n. A gold coin of the value of 

about 15 pounds sterling, 4 $%%4. (RJ ILF 

Byzantine, * Byzantian, a. Pertaining to Byzant- 
ium, nip BAGEL. 

 * EPMA. 

C. 
(| The third letter of the English alphabet, 3 | 
eRe TE Be = es Ce Ole = Coe: 
(custos sigilli), HB ws; C.B. (Companion of the 
Bath). See Bath. 

Caaba, n. A square stone in the temple of Mecca, 

wei, He; * the most sacred temple of the 
Mohammedans, |] [a] #% A Fe BE 7 Jay. 

Cab, n. Ky POFt. 
Cab, n. A covered carriage with {wo or four wheels, 

drawn by one horse. ‘yt 55 af. 

Cabal, n. A number is persons united in some 

close design, usually to promote their private 
views in church or state by intrigue, 4a, 

Re, eRe. FER, PERE, Re, DE 2 : to combine 
in cabals, JRE; nated Wa, ARR, AE RI 
conspiracy, EBL. 

Cabal, v.i. To plot, HER. BL, BE. ER. aE 
BA ax Ur at. 

Cabala, n. A mysterious kind of science among 
Jewish rabbins, pretended to have been deliver- 
ed to the ancient Jews by revel ition and trans- 

mT Wee een ca es 

mitted by oral tradition, &., * ALB, FEZ 

5, PELL, Eb se. 
Cabalism, n. The secret science of the eabalists, 

AA RD 25k. Hid 2 5- 
Cabalist, n. A Jewish doctor who professes the 

study of the cabala, or the mysteries of Jewish 
tradition, jf) 3 fe (i 4. il Zsa ZEN. 

Cahalistic, Cabalistical, a. Pertaining to the cab- 

ala, BLS A, SUAS ME. 
Cahaller, n. One who unites with others in close 

designs to eflect an object by intrigue, FEE Z 
A, Feit at. HERB, SHE; caballer at court, 

ck 
Caballing, ppr. Uniting in a cabal, SERR, RR ; 

intriguing in a small party, s£a3, Pa. 
Cabaret, n. A tavern, 7 AR. 
ie ge, n. A genus of plants called brassica, 
AS CMD AS “winter cabbage, 26 BRAS, Wi Fi. 
Was he wey, oy REE: red cabbage, FE 2 ; 
headed cabbage, KE > white- heart cabbage, 
AE IEG, ALTE ER, FE IGA 5 cabbage lettuce, 

ET Oe teas tes 

ee ee 
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cabbage, [I IAE; winter cabbage, WypeeAs; 
cabbage oil, FEW, FEF Ah; cloth filehed by 
tailors in cutting out garments, PEA, (ir PE Hi- 

Cabbage, v. 7. To form a head in growing, 4EF. 
Cabbage, v.t. To purloin or embezzie, as pieces of | 

cloth, after cutting out a garment, (fT, 4H. 

WSR, SG Te PE Ai. 
Cabbage-net, n. A small net to boil cabbage in, 

Cabbage-tree, n. The cabbage palm, a species of 
areca, 3 fh. 

Cabbage-worm, n. AE qk. 
Cabbaged, pp. Purloined, ®YG38. (irs & a. 
Cabin, n. A small room,  \iR, (FE, BF 3 an. 

inclosed place, ABH PER. fi BHA BF; a cottage, 
&, 3 4, Jy RB; an apartment in a ship for 
officers and passengers, fie, Kiet. BRE 
cabins or apartments without doors, as in 
Chinese junks, ZA, eff; the cabin or saloon 
at the stern of a ship, #7 ; the cabin on 
deck, $% | Fé BE, FA JE BR 3 a poor woman’s cabin, 

x4 
rere 

Cabin, v. i. To live in a cabin, {Ea iF- 
Cabin-boy, n. A boy whose duty it is to wait on 

the officers and passengers on board of a ship, 

Cabinet, n. A closet, fj; a small room, FRi-. oy 
ie. Ae. BfF; the select or secret council of 
a prince, PAR]; the Imperial council chamber, 
HEE ; a member of the Imperial council, #3 
#, ABS. ABIX EZ; the president of the cab- 
inet, ABI A+; a piece of furniture, consist- 

ing of a chest or box, with drawers and doors, 
YEG 5 a hut, Hee. 

Cabinet-council, n. py]; the members of a privy 
council, ABJAE. 

Cabinet-maker, n. A man whose occupation is to 
make cabinets, tables, bureaus, &e., Ff A fill (8, 

Cabirian, Cabiric, a. Pertaining to the Cabiri, 

certain deities greatly venerated by the ancient 
pagans in Greece and Pheenicia, 4 #% fig EQ ih 

Cable, n. A large, strong rope to retain a vessel 
at anchor, $63, $i, Red. AF; a chain 
cable, $i; the Atlantic cable, APE; a 
small cable, S32; to cut the cable, iis; a 
cable’s length, * —-@irila 7 Fe. 

Cable-tier, n. The place where the cables are coil- 

* S-ANITS, BEARER. 

Cabled, a. Fastened with a cable, L] a 88(E. LY 

| SEMEL. ' 
Cablet, n. A little cable, HheetF, SnBu tf. 

| Cabman, n. The driver of a cab, Hi RHR. HH. 
| Cabob, v.t. To roast meat in a certain manner, 

BED. BBSR A. IRS FEAT; cabolis, ik, K.- 
| Caboose, n. The cook-room or kitchen of a ship, 

A if ; a stove for cooking in a small vessel, Jil, 

Dit, SFU. 
Cabriolet, n. A one-horse chaise, —#iq, Seep if, 

— IRI. 
Caburns, n. pl. Small lines made of spun-yarn, 

to bind cables, seize tackles, &e., #0-F, oJ\#f. 
Cacao, n. The chocolate tree, fa A ehh. 

| Cachalot, n. A spermaceti whale, S39. 

Cache, ». A hole in the ground for hiding and 
preserving provisions which it is inconvenient 
to carry, ZZ. 

Cachet, n. A seal, FJ, #8; lettre de cachet, San, 

2, HPS. FE fit, * WEDS. 
| Cachexy, n. A deranged state of the constitution, 

Sy 1 Le. 
Cachination, n. Loud laughter, DPqm§], ley vay. 

Cacholong, n. An opaque or milk-white chal- 
cedony, J. 

Cacique, n. See Cazique. 
Cack, v.i. To ease the body by stool, HY AS, FF Z¥. 
Cackerel, n. A species of fish, #4 3%. 

Cackle, v.7. To make a particular noise, as a hen, 
LAME, Wen: to cackle, as a goose, BER. RENE; 
to gigele, plix\le, JenFZ; to talk in a silly man- 

ner, =e py. 
Cackle, n. The broken noise of a gocse or hen, Ff 

eA. WUE AR. WyatyeAR ; idle talk, (PEAR : 
silly prattle. @LI2E ; cackle of a hen after laying 

an egg, SEMEL NE aE 5d. 
Cackler, n. A fowl that cackles, MEPS Ay Ze. BREE 

fig#e; a telltale, Hee, BOE. 

Cackling, ppr. or a. Making the noise of a goose 
or hen PE Et, PAM. 

Cacochymie, Cacochymical, a. Having the fluids 
of the body vitiated, especially the blood, 4 fy 

fis. $88 AE. 
Cacochymy, n. A vitiated state of the blood, #§ fii. 
Cacodemon, n. An evil spirit, 38 9. 

Cacoethes, n. A bad habit, EAE SEB ; a bad dis- 

position, BEE, BEVL (, See Ef ; an incura- 
ble ulcer, 3#- 

* This is the word used for warrant and is an attempt 
at giving the foreign sound. 
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Cacoethes se eres n. ae diseased propensity for 
writing, ‘ea =p ypE, & 

oeaphy n. Bad spe ies Bin, Bas. 
Cacology, n. Bad Aina! Av itt FZ. ak: le. 
Cacophonic, Cacophonical, a. Sounding harshly, 

we. tLe, MLB. 
Cacophonous, a. Harsh sounding, Hf] #5 (vg, Us eEipE. 

Cacophony, n. A disagreeable sound of words, {I 

an TELS. 

Cacotechny, n. A corrupt art, jRee%. 
Cacotrophy, n. Bad food, ## fz, HE fe; bad nutri- 

tion, Me yh 4h. He af fi. 
Cactus, n. The prickly pear, wyfSeSe, jah {ly s, i 

E35 cactus triangularis, 3j =E He ; cactus 
pentagonus, (BE #5 ; another species, 7% 

Cacuminate, v. t. To make pointed, 4 .%, #42, Ps 
48; to make sharp, #9. 

Cad, n. A boy at the door of an omnibus, FEP5 4p ; 
a runner, or messenger, 3E/%. 5 fifi. 

Cadaver, n. A corpse, fe, bt H- 
Cadaverous, a. Having the appearance or colour 

of a dead human body, Ze belie &.. ROPE. BES; 
pale, 3 Si Wiig. St Fa] Beis in, HEIL, TEA AG 
having the qualities of a dead body, SL 5G : 
cadayerous scent, AE GE LIK. 

Cadaverousness, n. The quality of being cadaver- 

ous, FE bE. FEE. 
Caddis, n. A kind of tape or ribbon, #4; caddis- 

Wornt or case-worm, jp ji. 
Caddow, n. A jackdaw, 14%. 
Caddy, n. A small hox for keeping tea, 3S #i ff. 
Cade, a. Tame, i), 2, BREEAM bred by hand: ca 
HLH 5 a cade lamb, PY Ayre. 

Cade, v.t. To bring up or nourish by hand, 3 9, 

ARM, WD. wR. 
Cade, n. A barrel or cask, EH HF. 
Cade-oil, n. $f fh, et (?). 

Cadence, Cadency, n. 4, 8H; to give a aiden, 

perils Ted TAL, BREAN RE, FF 7 A al 
4H; ; sound or tone, ##9; making Hanel a 
dence, #7 §H A wF ; an equal measure by a horse 
in all his motions, fy #) pH ; * the distine- 
tion of families, + Si) ge, Hi) Bf. 

Cadence, v.t. To regulate by musical measure, 

3S, HAL. FTA. [ eral. 
Cadenced, pp. or a. Having a particular cadence, 
Cadene, n. A species of inferior carpet from the 

Levant, #4 Jib BE 
Cadent, a. Falling down, f. 
Cadenza, n. The modulation of the voic e in sing- 

* In horsemanship. + In heraldry. 

| 
| 
| 
| 
| 

—® PBIE IMMA. 

CAG 

ing, aa IRE. 
Cadet, n. ‘The younger of two brothers, i; the 

youngest son, 25, 7 of, fis ; a volunteer, 3 
+b. 54; a young man in a military school, xR 
= 

~ ESS a 

Cadew, n. Case-worm. See Caddis. 

Cadger, n. A market man or huckster, Iy{#, FH 

UAT. 
Cadgy, a. Cheerful, PLye. AFR. 
Cadi, m. In the Turkish dominions, an inferior 

judge, answering to a justice of the peace, —b. 

Cadillac, n. A sort of pear, #L%. 
Cadmia, n. An oxide of zine which colleets on the 

sides of furnaces where zinc is sublimed, fy gt 

IR, cri ts 9h) FH - 

Cadmium, n. A white metal resembling tin, & 

&, fill SIAL. 
Caducity, n. Tendency to fall, #44, 32H. 
Caducous, a. In botany, falling early, or soon 

after development, as flowers, Eli}, sf. 
Crecias, n. A wind from the northeast, 3e4b hal. 
Cxecum, n. The commencement of the large intes- 

tine being a closed tube before the insertion of 
the smaller intestine, Ac WH DA. 

Cerule, a. See Cerule. 
Cxsalpinia, n. A genus of plants belonging to the 

tribe casstew, 4 JE. 
Cesura, n. A pause in verse, so introduced as to 

aid the recital. (208, #8. 
Cafe, n. A coffee-house, RUEIK. 
Cafenet, n. In Turkey, a hotel or house of rest for 

travelers, Bk Ji. 
Caffeic, a. Obtained from coffee, MEYEME, URW): fry. 
Caffein, n. WEYE EY, PRUE ok. REZ 4 
Cafire, n. An unbeliever, A fs_E 77% 3 a name 

given toa tribe in South Africa, * 4@jB EH fe. 
Caftan, n. A Persian or Turkish yest or garment, 

LRUEARHS. 
Cag, Keg, n. A small cask, or barrel, BEAL AGTF, 

SBE FEL. 
Cage, n. An inclosure for confining birds, #E FR, 
GFE: cage for wild beasts, fH. RAE. RE Re, 
KE}; an inclosure made with palisades for 
confining wild heasis, |], [Ej 7&. HY, #t, BE; a 
cage for criminals, as used in China, $f; a 
prison for criminals, 227%, 424% ; a cart with a 
cage on it, 4. 

SE CE. $8, Cage, v.t. To He fine in a cage, ARE, 

Caged, pp. or a. conee ina cage, as birds, fq 
AGE, #2; to shut up, BOGE, 4, ARLE. 
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(£38, NARA, WAT ; eneedl as prisoners, IN 

A ith, WAGE EE, FA GB. 
Caging, ppr. Confining in a cage, PARE, Fé CE, | 

TARE, SARE. FE. th. 
Cagmag, n. Tough old geese sent to market, yy Re, 
# He > tough, dry meat, Py, HR. 

Cahier, ». The successive portions of a work when 
printed in parts or numbers, 4, Ge. 

Caiman, n. &F4@. See Cayman. 
Caincic, * n. The acid of the root of the eainca, 

BE. Hea He. 
Cair, Caique, n. A skiff belonging toa galley. fig. 
Cairn, n. A rounded or conical heap of stones 

erected as a sepulchral monument, [El] Hi 41, JA 

HE Aa, AME Hi Be LE we. 
Cairngorm, n. A yellowish quartz crystal, Wl 4q, 

ARs - 
Caisson, n. A wooden chest, into which several 

bombs are put, and sometimes gunpowder, Al | 

5c i Hi, HK BK ; a wooden chest used in laying 
the foundation of the pier of g bridge, Ft Hi ; 
an ammunition chest, HAR i, EAE Af. 

Caitiff, mn. A mean villain, J{Ht, HEU, HERE. HE 

WA, BF. 
Caitiff, a. Belonging to a caitiff, PE IHMBE; base, 

Cajeput, Cajuput, n. An oil from the East Indies, 

INRIA 
Cajole, v.t. To flatter, 7448, PRPS, SEA. HY, 

Pai oO AS AR HEA HEAR tata FLIES BE 
Ba ATS IRS. HTH AL; to soothe, HR. 

Cajoler, n. A flatterer, 7AHa Y% A, PRIA A, oa A, 

aH Hh. 
Cajolery, n. Flattery, i48 23, BRANES, a 4a 
4% 5 a wheedling to delude, (ps ik kg. 

Cajoling, ppr. Flattering, Ps, s4g ; deceiving, 
PP gH A; skillful at cajoling, $FRg. 

Cake, n. A small mass of dough baked, fi, Be. RE, 

Ae. OHH EAM, OL. EG. BE ARE, HE: whoeaten 
cakes, 44 fii; octo-angelic cakes, /\ {IP ; white 

rice cakes, fa xe fi; hard, yellow. sweet rice 
cakes, Pbk He; sugar cakes, fy fr PH}; steamed 
rice cakes, Wee HE; TF fruit cakes, AL RE; white, | 
square rice cakes, 32 2%, 40 UKE ; hibiscus 

cakes, eRERE $f Ub SE HERE, WPORE ; cassia 
flower cakes, FEE RE; aster flower cakes, AZ | 

SEY: sponge cakes, SOE WY «1 new year’s cakes, 
Sp, 38 SERE, FEEL; cocoa-nut cakes, MF HE 

water-chest-nut cakes, 5 RHE; taro cakes, 3 
DAY ; triangular cakes, SHE: sugar cakes, 
PcheKE; crystal cakes, 7H RE; white sugar 
cakes, GHPRE; Lunkiu cakes, fy BK; blind 
man’s cakes, Fy Zi; autumnal or full moon 

cakes, Fk, e PK A ff; salt-meat cakes, wR 

FA Bik ; sweet cakes containing meat, fit Py A Bt ; 
sweet bean cakes, ¢F Yb JA tif ; ham cakes, YAIR 
WA; crystal eakes with meat, 7K ih A; 
coloured cakes, ff #8 Py JA; oyster cakes, BRBK Py 
A; crisp cakes, Afi; cakes with pork fat, 
PAE; red bean ‘flour cakes, #27; white olive 
seed cakes, AMER; crane cakes, #8 iPAK; goose- 
fat cakes, #0 YG; scsamum cakes, 7 FRAK; 
almond cakes, AF {=AK; flat peach cakes, # PE 
WR; Takhing cakes, (BEAR; currant cakes, 7] 
#ijF tie; round steamed cakes, 7 fie, HEDEBE ; 
Fuhkien cakes, #74 ff. FE ft, FFG BF: victory 
cakes (given to soldiers), fit, RSF: small 
cash cakes, 4>$8 fi ; thin crisp cakes, PR HEHE 
ice cakes, PCF. J; meat cakes, WAY ; minced 

meat cakes, py; chess-men cakes, HLF fH ; 
bowl cakes, Ff; tai pit kin cakes, Fe AFF; 

sit pat kin cakes, JN ACE; phenix cakes, fig 

Jel fi ; fried cakes, ev pif; yau tsin (yu tsien) 
cakes, {hype fi ; longevity peach cakes, 3 PEt ; 
barm cakes, {4H¥; yeast or spirit-cakes, used 

for fermentation, 775 ff, BEF, RUBE; a roll of 
cakes, — 1 ff ; to fry cakes, {yc ff ; to stamp 
cakes, F[/fif ; to steam cakes, ARF, BRE ; to eat 
cakes, € if ; to bake cakes, 4 fif ; plain cakes, 
ane 5 ft), SHEAR; cakes containing meat, or 

fruit, G&e., Fy jf; to make coal cakes, 3 pe 
HE. 

pe v.t. To form into a cake or mass, 4A yk fe NIK 

ee {EAU SEI. 
Cake, v.7. To form into a hard mass, ffi 5pl it Ef. 
Cake, v. ‘ See Cackle. [ f. 
Caked, pp. Formed into a hard mass, 4AXjth fpllf 
Caking, ppr. Forming hard masses, {fy ENTE EY- 
Calabash, n. Bottle calabash, #jyj RF. BMRA, er TE, 

Wied IK, We 49, 2d, IK, PEM. Ha ON; a large calabash, 
Ws ; appearance like a large calabash, JM; a 
dried calabash shell, ¥f. 

RE; rose flower cakes, HeHU KF ; green pease cakes, | Calabash-tree, n. Crescentia, ARCH. 
He URE; curd cakes, {UF SHE; spongy cakes, | Calaboose, n. A corruption of the Spanish word 

* PLS 24 hn. 
+ All cakes called $¢ are more or less spongy or ofa con- | 

sistence as to be eaten on the spot. 

calabozo, prison, BZ, 
Calade, n. The slope or declivity of a rising ma- 

nege-ground, FAK, Fue Roe 7% th. 

x 
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Caladium, n. 224%, HR. 
Calaite, n. See Turkois. 
Calamanco, n. A woolen stuff of a fine @loss, and 

checkered in the warp, JN: BRAVE. 
Calamandrina, n. ve }E8E (2). 
Calambour, n. A species of the agallochum-tree, 

used in cabinet-making, 4iit%. 
Calamiferous, a. A term applied to plants having 

a long, hollow, knotted stem, 4 (vy, HMPE, ii 

DJ. 
Calamine, n. Lapis calaminaris, the native car- 

bonate of zine, used in the manufacture of brass, 
on, D 

Calamint, Calamintha, n. An aromatic plant, $f 

Calamite, n. 
tremolite, of a vitreous lustre, aan Ty ae. 

Calamitous, a. Involved in deep distress, #8 #4, 

Sie, BSE, OR, GRBs adverse, |X], MEIGAZ, | 
SEZ BY, AWE, AGG, Ae. FR; miserable, FE | 
wey, Hew, HG; calamitous times, [AIF HE 
5a calamitous year, [AJ4~; calamitous affair, 

Calamitously, adv. In a manner to bring great 

distress, [XJY%, [A] RE. 
Calamitousness, n. Deep distress, HEHE, Hopi, GE 

}®; the quality of producing misery, [AJ, Fi} 

Calamity, n. ea ereat misfortune or cause of 
misery, WH, FR, Sede, ith B.A See, I, 

EW, FR, BK, WG. BR; distress, WME, BEE. YF 

4k, ADE: infelicity, RAL, ww LA, i 
BE, ICSE, |X| SE ; an unexpected calamity, figmy 
He YS, DMESE HS, HEHE; to induce calamities, 
4h, #2 YE; to bring calamities upon one’s self, 

WRG HAWG SS, EIR IGE. BCE BE: to 
flee calamity, jHE AB, SRA], GR HE, Sie) ; visited 
with many calamities, [2 ¥k; to occasion 
calamity, (£#% ; heaven sends down calamities, 
Rite, AS ee calamity, if. AE 
all calamities have befallen him, Bw he & 5 
calamity and happiness, #5 HR, Fz Xp nei ; the 

people suffer one and outrages, AE R&R 
be; unforeseen calamities sent from heaven, 
HAGA; every place has its time of prosperity, 
and its time of calamity, WA4E se A, KR 
fi, 981; fondness of honours leads to calamity, 

LUFC BK; the calamities of war, 45 48, Fe yg; 2 PN GRIN 

the virtuous are not prosperous, perhaps on the 
contrary meet with calamities, 7 3 42k fA 

BR De SE 

A variety of hornblende allied to | 

| Calangay, n. A species of white parrot, G 
| Calash, n. A light carriage with very low wheels, 

CAL 

Calamus, n. The generic name of the Indian cane, 
called also rotang, w& f¥%; the cromaticus, or 
sweet-flag, Mei, ess. 

Calandra, n. A species of lark, Bae. 

We TG Hi: a hood on the top of a carriage, which 
can be thrown back, Witz, Wigs. 

Caleadis, n. White vitriol, [fs4%, & IER. 
Calear, n. In glass-works, a kind of oven, pi. 

Calcareous, a. Partaking of the nature of lime, ye 

Hee, ef; calcareous spar, ZE7K 41, BRAGA, uF 

IRZ As WE IK AL 
Calemencanees n. Quality of being calcareous, DX 

HE, WK #. 
Caleavalla, n. A sweet wine from Portugal, fh. 

Calceated, a. Shod, 77 #2, Fy EGE. 
Caleedon, n. A foul vein, like chalcedony, found 

in some precious stones, #¥ffj. See Chalcedony. 
Caleedonie, Caleedonian, a. Pertaining to chalce- 

omy, SA FEMA. 
Caleedony, n. See Chalcedony. { f¥5- 

Calciferous, a. ne ealx or lime, RUE, WE 

Calciform, a. In the form of calx, 4K, PUI: 
Calcinable, a. That may he calcined, HY He Ye, PY 

MIR, FU RRIK, TY SIR. 
Caleinate, v.t. See Caleine. 

Calcination, n. WRF. BERRI. 
Calcine, v.7. To be conyerted into a friable sub- 

stance, BIE HDE. BERIK, ARIK. 
Calcined. pp. ora. Reduced toa friable state by 

heat, 35 ec. 
Calcining, ppr. Rendering friable by heat, 2). 
Calcium, n. The metallic basis of lime, K2 4 K- 
Cale-spar, n. Caleareous spar, or crystallized ear- 

bonate of lime, 3&7 #7. 
Cale-tuff, n. Caleareous tufa, eye. 
Calenlable, a. That may be calenlated, pY*f, FY 

SIGUE. TILE. St UE, Wate, TT 
AGS. SIT. BET, BFE. 

Calculary, n. A congeries of little stony knots 
dispersed through the parenchyma of the pear, 
&e., by concretions of the sap, PLES, EVST- 

Caleulary, a. Relating to the disease of the stone 
in the bladder, ARK Yg, HPHAURE. 

cule uy ite, v.t. or7z. To compute, ‘es, 35, St. Bt 

i, FOE, HE. BH, BR. EEE. PPE, 
HE. i) ME, Wal, Te. He ER, HE HE, IN, 
i ti b8 ; to consider, 47 $¥, HAY, DANE, EEE, 
Rij, FS, ee Et | ta ft ; to calculate destinies, Gf gy, 

Hest hes BARS toc au sult Or pale a survey 
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with the eyes, [fe. ay i : 

nomically, HEN. 0H, BRE. SEE. FIR
E ; to 

calculate upon one, as for help, #44 fl; to cal- | 
culate ahead, §]Hijj#z ; I will calculate it, #47 
#0 ; to calculate correctly, Were, GAA, SE 
HA, HG. feeb, Bers; to calculate a na- 

livity, 4 AF. 
Caleulated, pp. Computed, #¥ j%, Fp Fj ; con- 

sidered, #} 3, HE iB. 
Caleulating, ppr. Computing, 4, 474, SEE, Et 

4s ; considering, #5}, HE, FRAY. 
Calculation, n. Hf, BIE, AH. ASH. IE ; the 

calculation of one’s destiny, 4 fy, Hae AVF 
the calculations of the ca oe atime, EY; to | 
be out in one’s calculation, > SEM Ser aE. 

Caleulative, a. BE IAF FH. ee, f Fy a. 
Caleulator, x. One who computes or reckons, 4% 

Fil, @b. BVA HK, AF; a calculator of desti- 
nies, 4% fp J¢4E.- 

Caleulatory, a. Belonging to calculation, 4¢ A, 

ONE, BLE 
Caleuli, n. See Calculus. 

Calculous, a. Stony, 4 fg; affected with the gravel 
or stone, ADK, GK. 

Calenlus, n.; pl. Caleuli. The stone in the bladder, 

AK, WEE Gi, WRK; calculi in the gall-bladder, 
JMG ; calculi in the kidneys, Ff 4. 

Caldron, Chauldron, x. A three-legged kettle or 
boiler, Hh, $4. $%; a caldron without feet. #, 

Caleche, n. See Calash. Be, Ee at 

Caledonia, * n. Fi) & JE mh. 
Caledonian, n. A native of Caledonia, JN FJ BE A. | 
Ca'edonian, a. Pertaining to Caledonia, 

Je". 
Calefacient, a. 

Ways 

Boi 
Dy Warming, EY, BH 

Calefaction, ». The act or operation of w ee 

or heating, (it, $p¥t, Hea, that #8H%; the 
act of getting heated, Ut, EI, AEF; the 
state of being heated, af, He #4. 

Calefactive, Calefactory, 

hot, (Sy. GENE. 
Calefy, v.i. To grow hot or 

to he heated, 3%, #. 
Calefy, v.t. To make warm, Frith, (BR, HEP. 
Calendar, ». A register of the year, &e., ear, 

BH, ii 2, a Chinese and Forei sion Calendar, + 
ADE. fe He Sty BE, eps Ah Si AE eigiiass 

warm, #8 3, 
> fr FE BY - 

JA INN J 

{o caleulate astro- 

a. That makes warm or | 

ee 

aye ye iy 

+ These are in general published by the missionaries for | 
They ars, | the guidance of their respective congregations. 

however, extensively circulated among the heathen, who 
enquire for them with great eagerness. 

| 

| 

| Calf, 

published at the printing offices, JER Ff Fp HR ; 
the Imperial Calendar, $)f§3m##; a kind of 
Court Calendar (‘* Red Book ”), 3 fp -@5, #44 
$R; a calendar, as issued in courts of justice, 
3 jit; ca lendar month, * solar month, as it 
stands i in almanacs, —74+], — 

Calendar, v.¢. To enter or write i ina calendar, } 

ERIE. 
Calender, v. ¢. To press between rollers for the 

purpose of making smooth, glossy, &c., #9. T 
Ti. + LAFF: to calender smooth, Epi, Wy 

5 fi WL: 
Calender, n. A machine or hot press, used in man- 

ufactories to press cloths and make them smooth, 
We ti RE. WLP FE ; calender in China, HFA A, 

hit fr. Fe 7s. 
| Calendered, pp. Made smooth by calendering, $€ 

i iT ESE, SE ie. 5th. 
Calenderer, n. The person who calenders cloth, 

a Fait 
Calendering, ppr. Making smooth or glossy, 

i, Wei, St 7H; a calendering stone, HFA, 
Wi i Zi 3 a calendering roll, 3% Aj. 

Calends, n. pl. The first day of each month, JA. 
Calendrical, a. Belonging to a calendar, 3 (rj, 

i 
Calendula, n. 4 3¢76. a 
Calenture, n. A violent, hurning fever, ae aes 
Calescence, n. Growing heat, Be, ae, 48 

n.; pl. Calves. The young of the cow, ye 
AF, FB, ABB. 46, Hil 4e; an old cow licks its 
calf, 2647 ARF: a dolt, 424 58 J\; the calf of the 

leo, AMIN, EDGE, RABE, G8 IL, BUDE, WEIR. 
Key. Hee la. Wis, SHG Rei; to cry like a sucking 
calf, Fe fi: BA GL. 

Calf’s foot, n. BEAR A, FRE. 
Salf-like, a. Resembling a calf, 46 (Fie. 
Calf-skin, n. The hide or skin of a calf, or leather 

made of the skin, 4 ff. jk. 
Caliber, Calibre, x. The bore of a gun, 40, BE 

1, Jo ZK; calibre compasses, #4) 58, 
NSBR; the capacity of a man’s mind, A Fe, 

a iP Eig 
alice, ea Gnaliee n. th, WAR. 

Calico, n. Cotton cloth, 4%, ## fi; in England, 
white or unprinted cotton cloth, AYE, KY 
€& fry Hi 4 5 calicoes, FEZE Afi ; in America, print- 
ed cotton cloth, ENE A. rE ti, Ye fry i Ai. 

* In China foreigners express the E inglish calendar month 
by month, and the Chinese by moon. 
T phey) apnea to be only locally used for the first, 
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Calid, a. Hot, #t; burning, $F, 49%, AB; ar- 
dent, #)%. 

Caliduct, n. A pipe used to convey heat to the 

apartment of a house by means of hot air or 

steam, ESR fal» FESR Tal - 
Calif, Caliph, Kalif, n. A vicar, HEU 4 ; successor, 
#8 fi; a successor of Mohammed, * #8 [a] [a] 

EMA, Hela. 
Califate, Caliphate, Kalifate, n. The office or a 

nity of a calif, $B WR, fal Val ae Wks ¢ th 
government of a caliph, [a] ja] #x-F wy Fee. 

Caheauon n. Dimness of sight, ff. 
Caliginous, a. Dim, |Ke; obscure, — fl. 
Caliginously, adv. Obscurely, [Re. 
Caligraphie, a. Pertaining to elegant penmanship, 

FEE 5, ESE. 
Caligraphist, n. An elegant penman, 4 #, €£ 

Caligraphy, n. Fair or elegant writing or pen- 

ee Sa, (ER. STAT. WE 
Ue 

@aliawah, n. In cookery, that part of the turtle, 
which belongs to the upper shell, {&%F/y. 

Calipee, n. In cookery, that part of the turtle, 
which belongs to the lower shell, {& JEW. 

Calipers, Caliper-compasses, n. pl. Compasses with 
curved legs for measuring the diameter of 
round bodies, ##)Jijaignh, 485 F8- 

Calisthenic, a. Pertaining to calisthenics, $7 

ALEE(. 
Calisthenics, m. Exercises designed to promote 

erace of movement and strength of body, #7] 
*. 

Caliver, n. A kind of hand-gun, $¥, 34. 
Calix, n. A eup, #3; the calix of a flower, 28, #6 

#£. See Calyx. 
Calk, v.¢. To drive oakum, &e. into the seams of 

a ship or other vessel, to prevent their leaking, 

FAM TG HE. IT HF. 
Calk, Kalkin, n. A sharp-pointed piece of iron on 

a shoe for a horse or ox, py pG 55 AA. 
Calk, Calque, v.t. To copy a drawing, by rubbing 

the back of it with red or black chalk and then 
tracing the lines through on paper, Ge. with a 
blunt style, Be##, Bee. ERE. 

Calked, pp. Having the seams stopped, FJ# iH, 
+ ih WE, Aa de HY, FE IB A ig BR: furnished 
with shoes with iron points, 4247) FA. 

Calker, n. A man who calks, $y $f fin fh. Big fl 

fi. 
SECS HAN. 

Calkin, n. A calk or sharp point of a horse’s shoe, 
to prevent slipping, Fy Alye gy. 

Calking, ppr. Stopping the seams of a ship, #7 #. 
Calking, n. Copying a picture, Re Ag. 
Calking-iron, mn. An instrument like a chisel, 

used in calking ships, 47+ @e. 
Call, v.t. To name, IS}, ID} (ft, Hae, HERB, FA, MA. 

fi. BH. GB, OPH sto convoke, $84, ASR, 
MAE, RAE; to invite, HR, BB, WE; to bid, pp, 

By ; to invoke, 3k, wr, FEHR; to appoint, H, 

fy, Zz; to call back, to revoke, fee Ah; to call 

back, as a peo BE OZ, BE PAA. PF [a], IEP fa] 
BY; to retract, RG: to call down, as judg- 

ment, 48, BRE, RG. HAF. BET ae: tO call 
down, as a person, aa AE, EVA Be, RTP ake ; 
to eall for, Hf, Heat. tH) ; to call in, asa person, 
DEAR. aii HE. 3% A ZK; to call in, as debt, If, 
at, PHL; to call in, as notes from cireulation, 

We lal, #18], HHA: to call forth, to bring to ac- 

tion, #8, Z4E HI, 382%; to call off, to summon 
away, BE, AH, PRA, Mis; to call off. to 
divert, BEAE, MERE, BE; to call up, to bring 
into recollection, AE. AVL. Be, Ree, 
HL, Tite; to call up, to call one up, BE AH_E ak. 
by: fit Ae; to call up, to bring into aetion, mp 
HK, MFT. sep; to call over, to read a list, # 
i8. SQGAMP, Ze— HY; to call over, as names, 
Bi%, W4%; to call ont, [fk; to eall out, to 
summon to fight, Sp HE BR, ey Bukis to call 
out, to Soe into service, ##te, BE, FAA 
Bee. 48 Nite; to call to Be, et, AA fe 
c, AL Ae; to call away, Bhs, BRA, DPR, 

eet to call a council, FAAEANB, PRA 
#f ; to call one to witness, BE (EAE, BEA 
af: (0 call a thing to remembrance, ALU 
a, AA fee fF; to call one to account, 44> 
He Ay. (RAC fell. TA BULFT E ; to call a thing in 
question, EE, EEXt: to call one names, Fs A, 
HL; {o call after, Ip, my, WR, ARIE; to eall 

again, BE aak, BF lal, Hy IPE; call him aside, 48 

FMI, WET HE IB, fh Afi Bs it will call 
forth mnch scandal, AEA 3 AR. MWS Pak : 
they call in all their debt, fics, 3k Ws MeaH ; 
we call upon God, #¥ 4% 4Rse |; I will eall 

upon him for help, Fei Ih. JK ARB) TEST 
F.; to call the officers to court, 7 ff #ESL ; to 

call the world to awake, |B}-Fe lI, 16S PAR [IE J ; 
the emperor calls, J. 8; the parents eall, 2 

4: #3 ; how do they call this? We PFRE-lz %, We 
AK A. HEE fy; how do they call 
you! ? BH fi ef BHR BEE 3 ; they call me so 
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and $0, BLP, HCH 2, 2ABEHE he calls 
down calamity upon himself, (UJ WLS. JH 

Wa he & ; to call toa festival, FHI, pin BR, DOS 5 
to call them together, [}{BIK4E, 423, 4 ft 
#84; to call to one, to call one to come, |B} 

AE, FH He ; call him to arise. Bp fe &, FF fs 

#2 3; they call one another names, {f 4 Be, 
LAH GIR; they call one another so and so, ft4A 
AREAL; they call one another to come, fti#A 
48, EAE, HAMA; he calls you, {EEE(R, {EB 
a ibd; to call one into the presence, 

call v.t. To utter a loud sound, Mpg, WF , rep: Wp. PYM 

KF, Wai zR, RUE, Wie. TEL, EOP, TAM, TER, Es 
to call to one, to utter the name, PE %. WR. Eh: 
to call to one for help, I} BRT, ORAS 
to call people, Je, Hf; to call fowls, Hf, HRS; 
to call ducks, piypth, GF; to call pigs, ASS; to 
call, as a cock does, HB, 18; to call out, fe ; 
to baw], PR. BPI, BE WE; to call on, ZR; to 
eall at a place, #if—; call on me, FEAR. FER 
FX; I just call to see how you are, IPEMP Fp. 

Call, n. A vocal address, BF, Wh. #EPF : a demand, 
Bt; a requisition, APH, WRAY; 2 divine voca- 

tion, * E28 AK, BK; invitation, i, iH; 

a visit, F# fe. aah, HEA, FEA; vocation, H% 
DP, Wat. WRPE. PATE; a whistle, #R¥E; a ped- 
dler’s call, NESE; a blind fortune-teller’s call, 

FAA EJ; a fowler’s pipe, | 44; the call of the 
house, % Ja HG to give a friend a call, TDS 
A. TWA. i ALN. FEE ; to invite one, = 
NK, HB, oe mutual calls, visits, Ade, 4A 
FF ; mutual calls, invitations, AAG; to be ready 
at a call, BS (Aj, FeN$ FA"; to be within one’s 
eall, Uf fi AL; the shares to be paid in calls, % 
ABE; a call will he made to-morrow, BY Fc 
§R ; please give him a call, Z5FEPE (lh, = 
42 ; to answer to the call of nature, H} ¥§. 

Called, + pp. Invited, 

Callisthenies, n. See 

Callosity, x. Hardness of skin, or horny hardness, + 

vale adv. 

by order, JAOTE 5. JARS: ‘to he eal! ed, AS ; 
why is the human body called a microcosm ? 
KS fi LIRA IK te; they are called imme- 
diate progenitors, JB} {5 ; ost an astrologer, 
STE A C4E; called a diviner, HPA py ¥ Jk 
AE; called a woodeutter, BIS HEF HE Fe + « called 
a fisherman, 7§ 2 7 9; how are you called? 

ORIEL ts AUB. CSA 2s. RARE Aig Zr: how is this 
called ? WR AQ 2 Bie. IRR ITZ. 

Callet, Callat, ». 725%, Ak he. Hel OE. 

Caller, n. One who calls, BE 4, IB#, BHR. RE, 

OP, FP H- 
Callicarpa, n. [LAY ARB. 
Callicarpa purpurea, n. Ye Fe HA. . 
Callid, a. Cunning, fei, weet. 

Callidity, n. Skill, 

rae 
144k; discernment, 3 Bj ; 

eraftiness, 

Calligraphy, n. isce ane 
Calling, ppr. or n. Naming, #44 4%; a reciting 

of names, #44 #3 usual employment of life, * 

Wik JP, Vie SE. Vik Be. SESE, Se Be, BEE, DAR; 
divine summons, } #72 #8 A; calling to 

the eastward and shouting to the westward, 

BUR Pay. 
Calliope, n. The muse that presides over eloquence 

and heroic poetry, pF Rhy. 

Calisthenies. 

Hit#% ; the hardness of the cicatrix of ulcers, 
We; callosity of mind, SE t§. fp hib- 

Callous, a. Hard, fit fry, (EGE, Wi, Hit, IR; the cal- 
lous part of the hands, 3-4 fpf; the callous part 
of the feet, UM; the callous parts of the 

hands and feet, =F 2 HMR; callous in mind, fg 

i, ME, BET. HE 
In a hardened or unfeeling man- 

iB 
3 th, GHA, 2 named, 

FRA. BY i. IK ff ; appointed, If jf ; assemb!ed 

* Vide I. Timothy 6, 12; #RREAATAAR-Fr Ah. 
II. Timothy 1, 9; PRA BERNA. 

t+ Vide Mark 6, 7; RSL 
Rom. leap ER it — fifi 

1,65 LAM. 
Ephes. 4, 1, 43 URDU i — ai PU 
Matth. 20, 16;  e—-P 2} ai 
Il. Timothy 1, 9 5 PERE AREER A. 
I. Peter 1, 15; #f Ait — I-A. 

do. 2, 21; RIR=+— Hy. 
do. 5,10; RHE&+-f8. 

Hebrew 3, 1; 7 (Hae =at— fH. 
Revel. 19, 9; arf ILS ALAN. 

ner, A ti DUR: ie BR. 

Callousness, n. Hardness, fil 4%, JAH ; 
bility of heart, St tj 4%, filth #. 

Callow, a. Destitute of feathers, 3G, AEE fry, 
AE LEME; callow swallow, Sparta. 

Callus, n. Any unnatural hardness of the body, 
fi; unnatural hardness of the feet, fff; the new 
growth of osseous matter between the extremi- 
ties of fractured bones, oR. WE we. 

Calm, a. Still, BR. A. BHR. TEAR, aae oe 

*L Corinth 7. 7, 20; rere =a. 
+ I. Corinth 1, 26; ee FAR. 

Eph. 1, 18; SURE ASH. 

Eph. 4, 145 apy %-4+-py ai. 

t FRR ZB. 

insensi- 



as weather, 4 i, Ime -ealm and serene Ww ene 

er, ALE BGIA; calm, as the ocean, PTR iaF, 

BUT IaP 
That, & 2. 1th 2k BP Bil 6) > ZEA; 
posed, 22 4j, BE; ees by passions, 7% 
$& A. Hh; to become calm, fii G; to hecome calm, 
as the mind, 6.4 ¢; the calm state of mind, i} 

APR; undisturbed, as a lake, WHARF; calm 
retirement, fig bj] ; (0 enjoy calm retirement, 7 

ii Mi, 2, =x eis) Ta 5 very ¢ ealm, ahs fA fe- 
Calm, n. Stillness, Af, ah 4. Ftae: tranquillity 

of mind, 4 &R, af 
Jy] ; stillness of ae {Zah, Bf; freedom from 
motion, A.wh, PR, WEAR: 

Calm. v.¢. lo reduce toa state of calmness, as 

the mind, 0%, Bom. B73 to appease, Be, 
fie eh, Hed. fie, He BW; to calm one’s wrath, 

A, HMR; to calm one’s mind and passions, 

Bobak x- 
Calm-browed, a. ae the look of calmness, | 

ak PR. aR 
Calmer, n. The rerson ihat calms, 42d, }ie et 

#4; the thing that calms, % & #. 
Calming, ppr. Stilling, , &, A,; appeasing, 

He eh. 

ifs Fed 
jt) 

ee adv. In a quiet manner, 4¢#%, ALK, AF 

BR GRR, PAE AY- 
ae n. A state of rest, Rap, BPH, BE. 

A. 
Calography, n. Elegant penmanship. Sce Cali- 

graphy. 
Calomel, n. HERE, TERR}, Mm TR OK. 

Caloric, n. The principle or matter of heat, or ihe 
simple element of heat, X4R. HFA. 

Caloric, a. Pertaining to the matter of heat, x44 C 

(1. XSAN 
Calorifere, n. An apparatus for conveying and 

distributing heat, @[7@:¢8 A 
Calorifie, a. That has the quality of producing» 

heat, Bei. HL, 
rific rays, (68. sE- 

Calorification, n. The production of heat, #834. 
Calorimeter, n. An apparatus for measuring the 

relative quantities of heat, or the specific caloric 

of bodies, R&Eb REA a, HCE aie. 
Calorimotor, 7. 

ing caloric, #EXEZ, VE REL. 
Calotte, Calote, n. A cap, JHE. NE (WF. BEE ; 

in architecture, a Ne or depression, fll]. 
Calotropis gigantea, - Ff I. 
Calotype, n. A name given by Mr. Fox Talbot 

calm, as the mind, 4, 4 a, ZR af, | 
com- | 

i OP REAL, Tak. RP 

BOE, BOA 5 calo- 

A galvanic instrument for evoly- | 

CAL 

to his invention for making pictures on paper 
or other surfaces by the agency of light, % 

A. AD. 
Caloyers, Calogeri, n. pl. Monks of the Greek 

Church, #AR3e & Ew F. 
| Caltrop, n. In military affairs, an instrument with 

four iron points dispesed in a triangular form, 
so that three of them being on the ground, the 
other points upward to wourd horses’ feet, #4 2% 
#4], WhE4, = $9 Fy, FEXE ; watercaltrops, trapa 
bicornis, 3 f§ 

Calumba, m. A plant growing in Mozambique, 
UNA, HATH ; the root,a hitter tonic, 72e. 

Calumet, n. Among the aboriginals of America, 
a pipe for smoking tobacco, used in making 
treaties, Fy jy. 

ah a Calumniate, v.t. To slander, 

AGEN, A, SB fli A. 

| Calumniate, v. 7. To charge falsely and knowingly 
with a crime or offence, iE. 

Calumniated, pp. or a. Slandered, #3, DERE. 
Calumniation, n. A false accusation of a erime or 

offense, &¢., Fe i, AEN. 

Calumniator, n. One who slanders, #3, HN 

i, lt NH. ZAM. eA 
Calumniatory, a. Slanderous, aly 5k, ez AY. 

Calumnious, a. Slanderous, ae NEE. aE AAG; in- 
jurious to reputation 5 AA aN 

Calumniously, adv. Slanderously, pEax, REAR, LI 

DE wh 
| Calumniousness. n. Slanderousness, sill #, WR. 

Calumny, n. False accusation of a crime or offense, 
maliciously made or reported, #Rs, its, PERE 

ie, we ahaa poe 

cal y, n. A place of skulls, FH, VASEID, DF 

5G L - HZ. MO ZB, AE ER. 
Calye, v.72. To bring forth young, as a cow, 4E4F 

| arti 4 BIS f. Tit 
Calves-snout, n. A plant, snap-dragon, antirrhi- 

num, BiG. 

| Calville, x. A sort of apple, 2° HE. 
Calvinism, n. The theological tenets of Calvin, JIM 

AIRE ZL. [#. 
Calvinist, n. A follower of Calvin, ZINA] JEEZ 

| Calvish, Catfish, a. Like a calf, 4 (KR, 4FIB 
| OBE. 
Calx, n. ; pl. Calxes, Calces. 

IR RABE. 
Calycanthus, n. bh Me. 

| Calycinal, Calycle, a. Pertaining toa calyx, 

| SPM, FEFENS. 

Lime or chalk, 4 

eS, 
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Calycle, n. A row of small leaflets, at the hase of 
the calyx, on the outside, #$ Ah HY (f-, 22 fi{f. 

Calyeulate, Calyeled, a. Having a ealyele, 4&3 

fF. 
Calyptra, n. The calyx of mosses, #7 H&E, #1 KE 

SI 
Calyptriform, a. Having the form of a calyptra, 

PEA HE LIE. BRST. 
Calyx, n.; pl. Calyxes. he outer covering of a 

flower, &5, 7E4¢E. (Ee. FP. AY. FP; a membra- 
neous sac, Be. 

Cam, n. A mechanical contrivance for changing | 
a circular motion into an alternate one, or vice 

versa, {fy HY Hig. | As. 
Cam-wood, n. A tropical wood used in dying, 2 
Camagon-wood, n. HAs. 
Camaieu, rn. See Monochrome. [ fi 
Camber, n. 7x, Ah 27% >a cambered-deck, #E | FS z LES -y 

Cambering, ppr. ora. Bending, $#, $8 fj, HEE. 
Cambial, a. Pertaining to cambistry, #8 ma fry, * 

Sh AE EL, TE , SR AAG. 
Cambist, n. A banker, §77KPE. RTA A, F 

WICH. 
Cambistry, n. The science of commercial ex- 

change, $i M40, # YS, OHS. 
Camboge, n. See Gamboge. 
Camboose, n. A ship’s cook-room or kitchen, J¥f, 

$b 2. 
Cambrel, n. A crooked piece of iron or wood to 

hang meat on, fj £4. 
Cambric, n. 2222 Hi, $4 Ti- 
Came, pret. of come. 36 ; came on from behind, 

#2 SAET ; who isit that came, 3K Ay A ILE. 
Came, n. A term applied to small, slender rods of 

cast lead, sp. as 

Camel, n. WARE. BEBE. WHE. BEER. 3442, FEE; 
camel's hair, BRREZE ; a large ship’s rope, Res. 

Camel-backed, a. BE 7. 
Cameleon, n. See Chame'’eon. 

Camellia, n. General term for it, 4846; camellia, 
variegated, #yAk ; camellia, Jaichun, HEARS. 

Camelopard, n. The giraffe, 7 fl, BERS. 
Camelot, ». See Camlet. 

Cameo, n. A precious stone, $F # 4%. 
Camera lucida, n. An optical instrument. which, 

by means ofa stile, lenses, &., gives the out- 

lines of external objects on paper or canvas, so 
that an artist can sketch the subject, B2#y, % 

Camera obseura, n. Dark chamber, an apparatus 

representing an artificial eye, in which the 
images of external objects, received through a 
double conyex glass, are exhibited distinetly in 
their native colours, on a white surface placed 
opposite, in the focus of the glass, within a 

darkened chamber, 2 -4Y, WAHT. WEE BE. 
Camerade, n. See Comrade. 

Cameralistie, a. Pertaining to finance and public 

revenue, 7 ahi. J AbIGE. 8 LAY. , 
Cameralistics, n. pl. The science of finance or 

public revenue, J2 apjiiia, Fw, AAA 
Fl. 

Camerated, pp. ora. Arched, PEE, PEAS: in con- 
chology, divided into chambers, fH] 5 GE- 

Camis, v. A thin dress, 7apRZ. 
Camisade, n. An attack by surprise, at night, Wy 

KK, I, HERI. 
Camisated, a. Dressed with a shirt outward, &h3¥ 

SERN. 
Camlet, n. * A stuff originally, made of came!’s 

hair, but now made sometimes of wool, some- 
times of silk, sometimes of hair, especially that 

of goats, with wool or silk; Enelish camlets, 

WAX’, WEE : Dutch camlets, 74¥#x; imitation 

of camlets and bombazets, 74#4; silk camlets, 
WA #8. $428) ; superior, plain, black camlets, 

6h = ig ¢8 - floured camlet, #0 7E WA Ba 5 imi- 

tation camlet, )JV\AAxe. 
Camleted, a. Coloured or veined, SEP, 7E F9- 
Camomile, n. ff 4y. See Chamomile. 
Camous, Camoys, a. Flat, depressed, as the nose, 

fas BM. 
Camously, adv. Awry, #. 
Camp, n. The ground on which an army pitch 

their tents, ASE. S84, AK. J; a fortified 
camp, £6 ; an army or body of troops encamped 
on the field, &e.. 2, 728 ; to spy ont a camp, 

FT PE ERE > a flying camp, 772%, FES ; to sur- 
prise a camp, {fy # ; to remove a camp, #%3E. 

Camp, v.t.orz. To rest or lodge, as an army or 
travelers in a wilderness, $2 %j 2p Jit. Hk Fy BEF 
to pitch a camp, SBS, P se. Bas. 

Camp-bedstead. n. 5k. 
Camp-boy, n. A boy that serves ina camp, 38. 
Camp-fight, n. A trial by duel, or the legal com- 

bat of two champions, JERE. 
| Camp-stool, n. A stool with crosslegs to fold up, 

EB empl glares © 
Camp-vinegar, n. A mixture of vinegar with Cay- 

enne pepper, soy, walnut ketchup, anchovies, 

* Terms used by compradors. * REE ERS. 
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and garlic, #7. 
Campagnol, n. A species of short-tailed rat, 49 5 

#5. 
Campaign, n. An open field, 2 JR, 7E3Y, 48 FA; 

the time that an army keeps in the field, }L1 fi, 
Hifi 3; the first campaign, JE HiFi ; a field 
of battle, Wg HE. [ tee. 

Campaign, v.i. To serve in a campaign, BW, 
Campaigner, n. An old soldier, 29k, #@4e-b. 
Campana, n. The pasque flower, ZE%. 
Campaniform, a. In botany, in the shape of a bell, 

GaN, SHOT. SANDE. 
Campanile, x. A clock or bell-tower, $gH5. 

Campanology, n. The art of ringing bells, M3 3% 

gh. 
Campanula, n. The bell-flower, (f) $876. 

Campeachy-wood, n. See Logwood. 
Campestral, Campestrian, a. Pertaining to an 

open field, FA fy, FARE: growing in a field, FA 

ZEA, FAZEMEE. 
Camphene, n. A name for pure oil of turpentine, 

Camphogen, n. A hydrocarbon, fj je. 
Camphor, Camphire, n. #% AB, fe A$; Baroos or 

Borneo camphire, dhe. RAE A. HF BZ; clean 
Malay camphor, dk he, E ke; refuse cam- 
phor, JEdkHe ; aromatic camphor, # ft; cam- 
phire tree, #7 Hf; camphire wood, #£ 7x; 
camphor tree forest, # $f. 

Camphor-oil, n. ffeil. 
Camphor-tree, n. Laurus camphora, dryobala- | 

nops aromatica, f% tt, HAS; a different species, 

Camphoraceous, a. Of the nature of camphor, f% 

BREE. HEHE. 
Camphorate, v.t. To impregnate with camphor, 
petra Py te (1g RENE; partaking of camphor, 

Rees. Ay Be TE - 
Camphorate, n. A salt formed by the combina- 

tion of comphoric acid with a base, fe ARsyk. 

Camphorate, a. Pertaining to camphor, fefSfag. 
Camphorated, a. Impregnated with camphor, $i 

JAN. A Ra 
Camping, ppr. See Encamping. 
Camping, n. A playing at football, BY E&. 
Campoi tea, n. feb A. 
Camus, Camis, n. A thin dress, 742. 

Can, n. A vessel for liquors, #, 7848. FHM; oil 
can, Yh if. 

Can, v.7.; pret. could. ‘lo be able, Wt, @, gE, 4, 

Si, WY. PYM, PWG. AE. TE, HEB; can do 

it, Wk. BETZ. HERZ. PRE. Fe 
2, BES ; can you get up? trig BHM, tp 
HE Le SM Yes, I can, 02; he can repeat it, 
ia 2, HES E. $75; it can be said, ie 

FH. ASK, ah: IT can do it, AUK, THe 
45 2%, Wen 2%; can be done, (i Ae. HPL 
4. WY LAG PUTT. HET: it can do, TL, ik 
74; he can manage it, (2 #} SRC, (BBE. (EB 
Affe; can it be done? fAL7MEWe, BY RE AH; he 
can fight and recover himself too, fF) HERS; 
he does all he can, SE ASE), HIM Be. Aik 
£ Fy, SEB ys can do it once, fE—AHET; 
can it be! He Hi Aywt, FAK; how can it be? 

SA JEM. AISA, ANGLO, HE AE 
$F; can rest, FEAF: can enjoy tranquil repose, 
fe ; can investigate, ERR; can attain to, ge 
#4; he can (has the power to) do it, #7 #E#RZ ; 
can illustrate brilliant virtue, #ARAA fe; he 
can read and write, fE3i @ bE F, VR BS; 
he can write essays, ft (Et 2 HE ; can compose 
and perform military exercises, gE 3 #E xk. 
See Cannot. 

Can-buoy, n. A buoy in the form of a cone, I% 

DAK Ya. 
Canadian, a. Pertaining to Canada, Jn AypR. 

Canadian, n. An inhabitant or native of Canada, 

INFEAWJ\- 
Canaille, n. The rabble, P yee A, FEN, PRE 

Mi IRAE AN, RN, RRR. ci HERR. 
Canakin, n. A Httle can or cup, #{f. PATF- 
Canal, n. A passage for water, YY, 7KiH. 7K BR. 75, 

i, 7k; the Grand Canal, 3 #8 fo]. PGR, 

jay. yy Gjay ; a channel of the sea, ##iPK ; a canal 
with locks, fiifjay; a canal for boats, fe, zy; 
canals, gutters or aqueducts, #2, 7, ACTH, FH 

8. Lie, TE. 
Canal-boat, n. {at f- 
Canal-coal, n. See Cannel-coal. 
Canabieulate, Canabiculated, a. In botany, fur- 

rowed, JF IBE. RIICFEE. 
Oanary, n. Wine made in the Canary isles, jg 

Al Pi. 
CHEER ee n. # Se of fr wage at the 

AG 

is Hite! voice of the ¢ canary- -pird 2 AK Bites 

Nae ; 
Canary-fruit, n. A species of canary-fruit, 3%. 

Canary-grass, n. The phalaris, WAFS. 

Canary-secd, n. JE REF. 
Cancel, v.¢. To cross the lines of a writing and 

deface them, 3g 7, 47 ES, SRF, FIHF, MYA ; to 
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set aside or pailen paiva by any means, s, JER, 
We, RE. ESE, FARR; to cancel the old and 
establish the new, 2 fc 4}! 37, Jk BE ae HH; to 
cancel a debt, $f} fé. are $f} RIF; to cancel 

a law, Je Hh ETE, Sf) STEN. 
Canceled, pp. Crossed, %¢ 108, $F if4 [EJ ; annulled, 
FB 5b if - 

Canceling, ppr. Crossing, ZH. FT [E), REG. 
Cancellate, a. In botany, having a net-work of 

veins, like some leaves, without the interme- 

diate parenchyma, #f§, AU Ay. - 
Cancellated, a. Cross-barred, fff fg ; cellular, 2 

AEWPE, “Bf. 
Cancellation, n. 4 INF. 

Cancer, n. A genus of crustacea, fi, ESF, (see 

Crab); a scirrhous tumour of the glands, 3£¥, 
$e 7 ; ulcerated cancer, jf HAGE, IIH TT; 
cancer of the breast, PLIgé, FE; cancer of the 
hone, #8; cancer of the eye, APE; cancer of 
the lips, 3¢; cancer of the scrotum, 75 Bex; 
cancer of the tongue, 773g; internal cancer, 

Py *iia ; cancer of the stomach, fi. 
Cancerate, v. 7. To become a cancer, 4E¢. 

Canceration, n. A growing cancerous, 4E1¢ #4. 
Cancerous, a. Like a cancer, g¢ii#FE; having the 

qualities of a cancer, Jsg0 PE, 386 fry. 
Cancerousness, n. The state of being cancerous, 

HES, ALE. 
Canceriform, a. Cancerous, 106, JER; having 

the form of a cancer, (@ ME, {L)RE, RENEE. 
Cancrite, n. A fossil crab, 44 788. 
Candareen, n. The 72d part of a Mexican Dollar, 

— Fh RR. 
Candelabrum, n.; pl. Candelabra. A tall stand 

for a lamp, 7a; a candelabrum with seven 
branches, 4; 3 GyRE. 

Candent, a. Very hot, Bat, Bk, Ft; heated 
to whiteness, #E3i]  ; elowing with heat, 4- 

Candid, a. White, : disposed to think and judge 

according to truth and justice, JEjA, Jia, 
TE; open, @%, FG. YG; frank, artless, 4 

fs. Sm 7E (IK. SHE fh FL, Fh. 

Candidate, n. One who sceks, or aspires for office, 

privilege, Ge., 3% Wik 32 3%; candidate for the 

lowest degree of literary rank. #4E, G@#, ti 
#; candidate for office, $& #§, ith, HEB: a 
candidate of theology, $4 fil # ; a candidate 
for parliament, (% 2S @ it ; to gamble on the 
names of candidates, Fy fA #E. [H. 

Candidly, adv. Openly, Aj, AYR; frankly, jf. stew? 

Candidness, n. Openness of mind, ERS. ha 

4 BAK. 
Candied, pp. or a. Preserved or incrusted with 

sugar, ZC HEME, JA PEL AG; candied fruit, PFA, 
ne ew ; candied orange, #§ ff, Hits. PRES 
474%; candied ginger, ##r ; candied melons, 
be ab AS IN, GAIN; candied citrons, BARES ; 
candied dates, 243% ; candied figs, #fixq- 

Candify, v.i. or t. To become candied, Rif, #8 
it, # G. A; to make candied, Hf. 

Candle, n. fy; a wax candle, Kelfy; oil candles, 
yy; tallow candles, 4-yj; painted candles, 
ZEB]; foreign candles, #é8y; to dip candles, 
PRIN EA aiey candles, 4 By; dragon candles, 
He gy; wedding candles, #£ JA, By; longevity 
candles presented on birthdays, #8y; to light 
a candle, Ei} ty, PABz; to hold a candle, FER, ; 
to hold a candle when going out at night, Fe 
Hye; put out the candle, Me Gey, We BWA 
3; candle moth, HE; candle shade, By ; 
candle illumines man’s heart, fy 34 Jv 3 can- 
dles hard, with fine wicks, Stay; burn 
incense and light candles, #4 Eh ty. 

Candle-berry-tree, n. The wax-bearing myrtle, 

UR F tit. 
Candle-bomb, n. A small glass bubble, BRA HE-F, 

Birch F. | 
Candle-holder, n. 8y# ; one who remotely aids 

another, # =f. 
Candle- light, n. ls to work by cand!e-light, 

Caittilemast n. ce feast i the Roman Catholics, 
celebrated on the second day of February, 3% 

tt. HF A— HEH. 
ee estick, n. Byse, By Rl, Gye. Bye. ge. pA 

HE; a silver candlestick, $s By # ; tin candle- 
stick, $y %2 ; foreign candlestick, FEHR ; a 
three-branched candlestick, = 3 yj 4; to 
scour a candlestick, pp yee; scour that candle- 

stick bright, py RAED ss, Be as. 
| Candle-waster, n. A hard student, #7 BB: a 

spendthrift, ji. 
Candle-wick, n. tp. 
Candour, n. A disposition to treat subjects with 

fairness, $6 7E(K 4, TE A. So TT, Ek, 
ak PLES ; impartiality, Me fig. 

Candy, v.t. To conserve with sugar, jeer, fEhE, 
LIU RTE, Le eS ; to boil in sugar, AF 

Candy, v.z. To form into crystals, #5bK, Rea 

x 
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Candy sugar, n. WHR, HFA; molasses candy, #F 
Candy-lion’s-foot, n. A plant, Hix. | Uk. 
Candy-tufts, n. A plant, the iberis, Gy fy3k. 
Jandying, ppr. Conserving with sugar, {ee iepr. 
Cane, n. A walking-stick, FRA, 329, HER, HE; 

sugar-cane, * jH, ff yté; Indian or bamboo eane, 

47; rattan cane, 7%, gf; the head of a cane, 
#g “= HA; a long measure in several countries 
of Europe, }X. 

Jane, v.t. To beat with a cane, VL FRAES A, UY 

BET A, fe Bdy AV; the punishment with the 

cane, 43h. HEH. 
Cane-brake, n. A thicket of canes, jer. 
Cane-hole, n. A hole for planting the cuttings of 

cane on sugar plantations, jE pK. 
Cane-mill, n. A mill for grinding sugar-cane for 

the manufacturing of sugar; cane-mill in 
China, JERE ; cane-mill in Europe, jf BR. 

Cane-trash, n. jE 7s, JME Ah. 
Canescent, a. Growing white or hoary, &# f. 
Canicula, Canicule, n. A star in the constellation 

of Canis Major, called also Sirius, FRA. 
Cangue, n. The wooden pillory, in which criminals 

are exposed, 28, yy, ACBAGA. Ac A fF; put him 
in the cangue, 42 f£{; the superscription on 
the cangue, 4B 98; to wear the cangue for one 
month, JA —{f] 4 en. gk A. 

Canine, a. Pertaining to dogs, Je, FEM PE, Ha HE, 
4 fig; having the properties or qualities of a dog, 
FAR, HIF, WL PE; a canine appetite, 
Ss , FT, — Uk & BH; canine madness, 
Fy; canine teeth, Fey, LH, BRE PYF. 
Caning, n. A beating with a stick, LINE A, Bt 

\. 
Canister, n. fi#, WE; a tea canister, ZO" HE ; a cof- 

fee canister, JPIE RE; a leaden canister, gh HE; a 
tin-canister, gH (E. 

Canker, n. A virulent, corroding ulcer, 3€; the 

canker worm, Shih, FE gx. E%; rust of iron, 
§43& ; a disease in horse’s feet, FS Pry. 

Canker, v. t. To corrode, 4E#% ; to consume in the 

manner that a canker affects the body, E&P; 
to pollute, Hy. 

Canker, v. i. To grow corrupt, 4E#E; to decay or 
waste away by means of any noxious cause, 3% 
$8; to grow rusty, IUSE, FEE, AEFE. 

Canker-like, a. Hating or corrupting like a eank- 
er, 48. 

Canker-worm, n. 
plants, yA. 

A worm destructive to trees or 

Canker-bit, a. Bitten with a cankered or enyen- 
omed tooth, Fela. JSQ0RE, ISA. 

Cankered, pp. ora. Eaten, & #2jf ; corroded, 3 

ke T 5 uncivil, Sepang. [ fy. 
Cankerous, a. Corroding like a canker, 3¢0pE, 3g¢ 

Canna indica, n. Indian shot, 4&4F-F, 7#EZE- 

Cannabine, a. Pertaining to hemp, Ji. hcg. 
Cannabis, n. Hemp, fit, Fx Sik, FAI; cannabis 

sativa, Mie {E- 

Cannarium, n. Olive, #8; cannarium album, 

GiB; cannarium nigrum pimela, BRR. * 
Cannel-coal, n. Hate. 
Cannequin, n. White cotton cloth from the East 

Indies, & fi. 
Cannibal, n. A human being who eats human 

flesh, @ A, BAW #; 2 nation of cannibals, 

RN 
Cannibalism, n. The practice of eating human 

flesh, by mankind, ABRAZSE RAZR; 
murderous cruelty, BiH. 

Cannon, n. KR, APY 4. ADH. ABA, HE 
J, AHE ; brass cannon, FEI, Fj}; a can- 
non, —f§4@; to fire a cannon, Wey, BE. BE 
#1; the report of a cannon, J, Jappy. See 
Gun. 

Cannon-ball, n. 2A, YOR. JO, FHF. A 
AE, AGG F- ; to cast cannon-balls, $B gee. 

Cannon-metal, + n. $4 4g. 
Cannon-proof, a. Proof against cannon shot, #EIF 

PF, HEA AS Fe. 
Cannon-shot, n. A ball for cannon, 460A, tw ; 

the range a cannon will throw a ball, 44 #. 
Cannonade, v.t. To attack with heavy artillery, 

A, Les. 
Cannonade, v. 7. To discharge cannon, BRAG. FE 

Kit. 
Cannonade, n. The act of discharging cannon and 

throwing balls for the purpose of destroying 
anarmy, &e., EM, LIAS #. 

Cannonaded, pp. Attacked with cannon-shot, fff 

WB. 
Cannoneer, Cannonier, n. A man who manages 

cannon, 4 FF, 44H ; an engineer, #735 FAGA, 

Khe Kot- 
Cannot, (can and not.) These words are usually 

united, but perhaps without good reason. Ave, 

it cannot be said, aRle Ge, pRUE PH. Meaney. We 

abe FH. MLA, AMER; cannot but, AEA; 

* See under Sugar-cane. 
* See Olives. 

T SRE 
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he cannot come, ME ae 74, AeA, oh AER ; it 
cannot be done, HE (fai, fated, (Eat, AB 

43 22; cannot manage (complete) it, (RTE AC, fi 
Merk, {ile SI. (HE; cannot understand it, 

WEBER}, ESOT, OSAP, HOARE: cannot go 
quickly, 0% #5 #3 Pe, 7 0G te, Ty fe TUR. TF 
GH He; cannot go far, DE Ff iaeg, FF A PH 5 can- 

not long, ME REM, THEA, FHTLIA ; cannot 
avoid it, As; cannot for less, le, AAT; 
cannot part with it. 0% #84, 0% BEY, BE; 
cannot part with you, FEF (ip, WEA BAIR, A 
HEB BE, KIA HERE; cannot give him up, Hey | 

2. IL TME. HGS, BELIBLAB ; cannot 
dispose of it, for want of customers, 50% We, ¥Z 
pe A: , FRE yy, FILA, EA ; cannot on any 
account, [iE , By ss ABE. SEA HE; I cannot 
believe you, J# (=< (pik. Ka AHH ; cannot 

subdue him, A Jas# (E(B, JAA A Es cannot do 

without it, Map ih Se, FP0E HH, AAA A 
yy ME cannot reach it, Pe Bey ZS), Pele By, A 
fe BAK; cannot see it, HE FL FF, WME DL. AAR SL, 
Ale (Fi ; it is because you will not, not because 
you cannot, § AAA, SEA EA ; words cannot 
berelied on, [ af 486#%; cannot think it complete- 

ly out, #4 A GH; cannot find it out by think- 
ing, jWRE AHI; cannot get the better of him, 
fan 4 44 ft ; cannot see it plainly enough to make 

out, Aq AR HK. 
Cannula, x. A metalic tube used by surgeons for 

yarious purposes, #7, gj. 
Cannular, a. Tubular, Pe "P§, (yA, IR. 
Canoe, n. A boat formed of the body or trunk of 

a tree excavated, Jy i} BEG Zo AGE, EASA, 42 

Hi. NO, HAE. A. 
Canon, n. A law, Hh, 7 (E, PET, HERE, HER, HE 

f5\, jf: #2; the genuine books of the Sacred | 
Scriptures, #2#E ; a dignitary of the church, 4% 
fifi ; in monasteries, a book containing the rules 
of the order, (34 245] ; the canon of a Bud- | 
dhist monastery, + PY Hi #E; a catalogue of 
saints canonized, 4¢ 3% fi; the canon of the 
mass, 5a dad; a rule for compounding medi- 
cines, 2M ; canon-law, He # fil (£. 

Canon-bit, n. That part of a bit let into a horse’s 
mouth, By fe; i. 

Canoness, n. A woman who enjoys a prebend, 
without being obliged to renounce the world, 

Te Ri 
Canonie, Canonical, a. Pertaining or according to | 

the canon or rule, J Pf Ay, A BL, HE RE ; canon- 
ical books, 34 sth, Ht KE; the canonical books of 

| 

Buddha, #% i, {i i ; canonical hours among 
Buddhists, 8 fi J} ; canonical hours among Ro- 
man Catholics, Q#B¥, FEE WF; canonical 
obedience, ARM, SPL; canonical sins ZE SE, AE 
PE SE ; canonical letters, EA H, EZ RB. 

Ganonically, adv. In a manner agreeable to the 
canon, Pe Hh AE ah 38 iL; to speak or write canon- 

ically, Hy 22 A si. 
| Canonicals, n. pl. The full dress of the clergy, 

worn when they officiate, Hii wit, 74 Fe. 
Canonieate, n. The office of a canon, Me fil 7 Hk. 
Canonicity, n. The state of belonging to the canon, 

Weg a, fs IE A, A. 
Canonist, n. A professor of canon law, jit S8 fil; 

one skilled in the study and practice of ecclesi- 
astical law, ij Sh hy, HPAL ED. 

Canonization, n. The act of declaring a man a 

saint, St, EASA, FEAGIE AK ; the 
act of declaring one a demigod, ij 3f43 pip ; ihe 

state of being sainted, 4% Ai) He ; to place among 

the saints, AZ), ALG), ARG), BOSE E 
Jaj ; the state of being a Buddha, # if. 

Canonize, v.t. To declare a man a saint, Fy, iy 

Ft HE AN, Fit 43 HEA ; to declare one a demigod, 

TE wm. 
Canonized, pp. or a. Declared to be a saint, Wj $F 

JB WEBI. 
Canonizing, ppr. Declaring to bea saint, PIA 

ENA. 
Canonry, Canonship, n. 4x fill 7 He. 

| Canopy, n. A covering over the imperial throne, 
fit #2; canopy of an altar, &e., $i #8, JESE; a 
state canopy, 2s ; the canopy of heaven, 73 4§, 
“FE, KE, A HE; under the canopy of heaven, 3% 
T KY, ERZT ; the covering over a bed, 
Zt hje, FRhe, Kile ; the canopy of a carriage, tip, 
Re > a covering over the head, FE, Ki, Kye, 

FAG, 10HE, Sess. WER. 
Canopy, v.¢. ‘l'o cover a throne with a canopy, 7 
LU fie 2¢ ; to canopy an altar, &e., 7 LES. 

Canopy-couch, n. |feHF. 
Canorous, a. Musical, A¢#RiE, ky AB. 
Cant, v. ¢. To give a sudden thrust or impulse with 

the feet, fF}; to cant with the hand, #£; to 
pitch forward, as a cask, (GAAP; to sell by 
auction, Hide, #4, $4¥F; to bid a price at 
auction, Hif—; to speak with a whining voice, 
or an affected, singing tone, FE see, HEE. 

Cant, n. A thrust, —4ii, $A, —FE. HEH; an 
inclination from a horizontal line, #}; a whin- 
ing manner of speech, ex, A WERE; the pe- 
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culiar words and phrases of professional men, 
475k ; phrases often repeated, or not well au- 
thorized, fi p% ; out-cry at a public sale of goods, 

HOA. 
Cant, n. An external angle or quoin of a building, 

Fy, Fa BBS. 
Cantaloupe, Cantaleup, n. A small, round variety 

of musk-melon, )Jy 44. 

Cantata, n. A poem set to music, Hf. 
Canteen, n. A tin vessel used by soldiers for car- 

rying liquor for drink, 75 f#, F5 Ol Stig 4. 
Cantel, Cantle, ». The hind bow of a saddle, 

BE BRT. 
Canter, v.z. To move, as a horse in a moderate 

gallop, gals. 
Canter, n. A moderate gallop, jf GH, ty SE RF; 

one who cants or whines, #8 5s lp ee He. 
Canterbury, n. A receptacle for music, port folios, 

&e., west am. 
Canterbury-bell, n. A species of campanula, fi 

STE EE 
Canterbury-gallop, n. The moderate gallop of a 

horse, #2 fi. 

Cantering, ppr. Moving with a moderate gallop, 

BE BS S- 
Cantharides, n. pl. ; Cantheris, sing. PERE, PES, 

646 i, IPS, HERE. 
Cantharidin, n. The peculiar substance in canthar- 

ides which causes yesication, HER PY, Ht Nel Ff. 
Canthus, x. An angle of the eye, 25, Afi ff; extern- 

al canthus, WEE, Sh¥¥; internal canthus, fh 

BA, AYE. 
Canticle, n. A song, Ff, fh ; in the plural, Cantz- 

cles, the Song of Songs, Song of Solomon, JffFf. 
Cantillate, v.¢. To chant, 18, Ff. 
Cantillation, n. A chanting, oe, BaF, 03 4. 

Canting, ppr.ora. Giving a sudden thrust or 
impulse with the foot, #§; giving a sudden 
thrust or impulse with the hand, #f€; canting, 
as when pushing a barrel, (fe AJA. 

Cantingly, adv. With a cant, #89. 
Cantle, n. A fragment, he, $f; a corner or edge 

of anything, $8, 205, $408, 
Cantle, v. ¢. To cut into pieces, Hy RE. 
Cantlet, n. A piece, he, p38, BAZ; a little 

corner, )J\f3}, J. ff. 
Canto, n. A part or division of a poem, answering 

to what, in prose, is called a book, #, KZ #k 
4: a song, Hk, — fay; the highest vocal part, 
or the leading melody, 08 3 32 By 2 - 

Canton, n. A small division of territory, MR; a 

state or government, *, Hf. 
Canton, v.t. To divide into small parts or dis- 

tricts, as territory, Fp4%; to allot separate quar- 
ters to different parts or divisions of an army, 

IHBE, TPR. 
Canton, a. Southern province in China proper, Ri 
HA, MA, fab; the prefecture of Canton, 
JEN AF; the city of Canton, Rea AYR, ZEKK, 
WATE EDR, AHR; the Governor General of Can- 
ton (i.e. the provinces Kwangtung and Kwang- 
Si), Ay #444; the Governor of Canton, By 
fig; the Hoppo of Canton, 18.3 fpag- 

Cantoned, pp. Divided into distinct parts or quar- 

ters, Jp TER, TPB VE, Fp ith BR. 
Cantoning, ppr. Dividing into distinct districts, 

TMK, Fh HB, TPLB- 
Cantonment, n. A part of a town or village, as- 

signed to a particular body of troops, #6, 3k, 
TR, a, S87; the cantonment at the Bocca 

Tigris, JEPYBE. 
Cantrap, n. An ineantation or spell, 3. 
Cantred, Cantref, n. A hundred villages, as in 

Wales, A AtRe. 
Canula, n. Canula for ligatures, 3 #2 gp #E. See 

Cannula. 
Canvas, n. A coarse cloth, made for sails of ships, 

painting, &e., Pi #i, WE fi, 2E 7G ; cloth in sails, 
iE. 

Canvas-hack, n. A kind of duck, #8 4%. 
Canvass, v.t. To discuss, im, %tim; to examine, 

as returns of votes, #%, #3; to search or seru- 
tinize, #E#8, #8; to go through im the way 
of solicitation, Fe AQ HB, HERE. 

Canyass, v. 7. To go about to solicit votes or inter- 

est, RUDI. 
Canvass, n. Examination, #§3¥ ; close inspection 

to know the state of, #§ #€; discussion, #& #3 
dehate, $f jm, $85 solicitation or efforts to ob« 

tain, RHE. 
Canyasser, n. One who solicits votes, 3fe(] HA 5 

one who examines the returns of votes for a 
publie officer, * #38 % #. 

Canvassing, ppr. Discussing, sam; examining, 
$538 ; sifting, FR FE; secking, 3R. 

Cany, a. Consisting of cane, (RPE, HeAy. 
Canzonet, n. A short song, #k iF. 
Caoutchoue, n. Indian rubber, #pJ¥. 
Caoutchoucine, n. The highly inflammable, vola- 

tile, oily liquid, obtained by distillation from 
caoutchouc, Hf Peek 

* This application of the word is doubtful. 
—— 
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Cap, n. A cover for the head, #8, (AF, JH, — | 
JA 08, — ff; a cap worn by the ancients, | 
Ff; a square cap, Fifl ;a round cap, fA; acap | 
of manhood, 5; a summer cap, WA, ANH; a | 
winter cap, JENA, SHR, ABFENE, WEN; a red | 

fringed cap, SLAE0N, HEIN; a felt cap, REWLS 
children’s caps with ornaments, /\ {il} IH; a 

‘woman's hempen mourning cap, $f 7 3 a lady's | 
eap, #4; a night-cap, ffi; a fancy cap, fk; 
a eap adorned with feathers, 5; a cap and 
bells, if FENG; a soldier’s cap, 7FFfilx, PEs a 
cap worn by officers, fj; a cap with flaps cover- 
ing the ears, $2 ELIA, 5 ; a cap of ceremony, | 
Re, Wire, . HE; a royal cap in the form of 
a crown, fz, 7 ; a foreign cap, FENR, AFA 
i; the cap of a mast, eR; a percussion 
cap, BSF, HPF ; a waterproof cap, 4 weg, 
$p) ets, ; the knee-cap, ##; the topmost part of 
any thing, JA, JAE; to weara cap, Willa; 

to take off a cap, or remove your cap, Ish, F%§ 

WEF, KW F, HE, Being ; to put on a cap, WM 

5, RIN; to cast one’s cap at any one, AZAR, 

Hae SR; & considering cap, FAB. 
Cap, v.t. To cover the top or end, as with a cap, 

ce, WHA, ENG; to cap a young man, Jie ; to 

cap a bottle, $498. | 
€ap-a-pie. From head to foot, fy JA7 iE; armed 

cap-a-pie, is PH, 4 HF ALHp, Je) BIKAR. 
Cap-paper, n. Coarse paper, #4, HEA. 
Cap-squares, n. pl. Strong plates of iron which 

come over the trunnions of a cannon and hold 
it down, + Edi. 

Capability, n. The quality of being capable, + fe, 

HES, AEE, ALIA. 
Capable, a. Having the requisite capacity or abili- 

ty, HE, Ft, MG, REGS, RE THE. AA, A 
F Hf, ie, ee GR, ie He» BE, EGE, EG, Fy Ly | 

BE, FU, A ARSE, A ABE; capable of hold- 

ing, as a vessel, AHhAy, BEAM, FT AELE HM; 
a capable man, fE A, A REPEAN. AHEM AN, 

F, PJ A: capable of doing, FEZ, HEAR, 
fk, (EG, J EF; capable of managing, ¥} | 
BEA, GE Wt Se, M47 HB; capable of teaching, 
Wx, HEA. HH; capable of comprehending, | 
Bait, ii. F844, (AfAJ; capable of drinking 
much, Aci, Af. MEH ; capable of devis- | 
ing, {KW (ZI ; capable of base actions, AFA 
MUTT ; capable of murdering one, | PEA; ca- | 
pable of generous actions, AEAEH; he is ca- | 
pable of writing English, {2 @ S32. 

Capableness, n. Capacity, ARE, ESP; power of | 

understanding, F&A; knowledge, ##4¥. 
Capacious, a. That will hold or embrace much, 

fA. BA, BL, SP, Ascapacious intellect, xy 
HR], er EA ISL Ac. A AE 14; capacions, or 
bulky, us a cask, $+; equal to great things, 

fe AGE, HEI AE, HEE (E- 
Capaciousness, n. Wideness, fej, RA, BK, 

kel. BORE, FLRscomprehensiveness, or power of 
taking a wide survey, F8AW, Wy A. 

Capacitate, v.t. To make capable, (& 4 FE Betz KE, 
A Be RE. REA ARH; to furnish one with 

logai powers, RHEE IE, 3eHBi8 (hh, #2 HEI Ms. 
Capacity, n. Passive power, or power of contain- 

ing, Zi ay, Arse, WE Bt, fs, PAVAS; extent of room 
or space, fal, Bibs, Tile, BLIB, FEA; ability, 

fie. AE, EG, AL, FB Ja: physi 
al power, Jj, $&7y; legal power or right, 
HE, HES’; the solid contents of a body, kj, 

JAK; profession, $438, 3¢ #,1. K; in the char- 
acter of, $A. HME, dh nk. 18 4; capacity 
to drink wine, jp§-r; capacity to drink or absorb, 
fik fe ; @ person of small capacity, fae 7B 7E, Jay 
46a}; the capacity to know the height and 
depth of heaven and earth, FEAR Fy HE. 

Caparison, n. A cloth or covering laid over the 
saddle or furniture ofa horse, 5K, BA, #5 

fifi; armour, $8 FB, FAG. 
Caparison, v.t. ‘lo coyer with a cloth, as a horse, 

BMG A, BLA, Li Ai H;; to dress pompously, 

Caparisoned, pp. Covered with cloth, Hj BS xe; 
dressed pompously, Wr fifi j&t, 3 iRUER. 

Cape, n. A head-land, |g, (93, WH, 7e45, fh 

Age SH, SIA; the cape ofa garment, BR 
B . 

Capelan, ». A small fish of the northern seas, #4 
%. 

| Capella, n. A bright fixed star in Awriga, Ji if. 

Capellet, n. A kind of swelling, like a wen grow- 
ing on the heel of the hock on a horse, 1 iH) ¥4g. 

Caper, v. i. To leap, YE, BEIGE, FY, DEER, Ha GE, 

H&.; to caper for joy, [REZ HIE; to prance, pe 
i. 

Caper, n. A leap, —Pk, Sk#4; a spring as in the 
frolic of a goat or lamb, FRE, WERE; a priva- 

teer, [hk fy; cross-capers, ‘BE sf. 

Caper-bush, n. J INI HY; caper-sauce, ye ERY. 
Caper-cutting, a. Leaping or dancing in a frolic, 

&e., ORT HIE. 

| Caperer, n. One who leaps and skips about, DER 

4, BRE 44. 
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Capering, ppr.ora. Leapi ing, PERE. 
Capias, n. A writ of two sorts, one before judg- 

ment, the other after judgment, 42 2% fy Ff 

aC. [lary. 
Capillaceous, a. Having long filaments. See Capil- 
Capillaire, n. Syrup from maiden hair,83 ¥ (eH 

jk; any simple syrup, flavoured with orange- 

flower water, E4E A phok. 
Capillament, n. £3; one of the fine fibres of 

which the nerves are composed, *:fjjj; a filament, 
{hat grows in the middle of a flower, 4E 3. 

Capillarity, n. The state of being capillary, 3546 

Capillary, a. Resembling a hair, 38, (£3, #8; 

capillary plants, $RAENEFZE; capillary vessels, $f 

Mi. BAH. Es. ih: capillary veins, = al fp 
#2; capillary attraction, 4s 4G, SILL IK. 

Capillary, ». A fine vessel or canal, #2 fjj, 6 4%, 

> ALi, tae ME. 
Capilliform, a. In the shape of a hair, Sg, (2 

BE, RUE. 
Capital, a. First in importance, # % fry, Ju K 

ij, BA, eB, BEEN: a capital letter, 

THAT, JAS." PA, OAS, be ve 
FF; acapital city, HHL, HOB, HEAP; a capital 
ship, [Fk HM}; the capital stock, AL Fs; a 
capital crime, 6 SE, FE 3s, Wr 8. Wh SE, Be VE 
3; capital punishment, 7h}; a round square 
capital, Ac 77 FE; a capital plan, A> Et, Ra, 
Wh 5a capital thing, REY, FE HP. 

Capital, n. The uppermost part of a pillar, #E =f, 
Sb Hk, tin, HS. HE, HEAR. FEDR; the capital of a 

state, Hf, yk, mp, ei fil, WE, BU Mi, 
4EP ; the capital of a province, IR; to go to 
the capital, |. #t, HEH, #b HT, FEN ; the pres- 
ent capital, AX Ht, He ZE WE HE HR; the stock in 
trade, A$8, HAE FEZ AFB ; capital and inter- | 
est, $ 4 $8, fil AX; interest on the capital in- ¢ 
vested, J] AS Wg G., I AS = FAY; interest just | 

saves the capital, {As /\#; no capital, Ie AX; 

io advance capital, {UAx, Fy AS, FEAL; a large | Capnomor, n. 
letter in printing, 74k Ay. 

Capitalist, », A man who has capital, Wat, 7s 
$%-£; a person who has stock in trade, =, Capoch, n. A monk’s 

ear 
* The Chinese express a capital letter by a blank left 

before the character that ought to commence with a capital | 
letter, or they place the name above the general lines of the | 
page, a distinction reserved for the Emperor and persons of 
rank. 
God occurred. 
on the right hand side of the character. 

Capon, n. 

| Capon, Caponize, v.t. 
Fi » assage fro , 5) 

This has also been adopted whenever the name of | Caponie ees A ISS from one part of a work 

Italics are expressed by a triangle written | 

Capitally, adv. In an excellent manner, Rh, &-, 

BER, TEE, He, Hkh, teas, TPF; im a way 
involving loss of life, #6; capitally punished, 
ih Hf ; capitally convicted, %E FESS, 7 Sf SESE; 
capitally done, ffs $e gb, (Ei ££ ; capitally 
planned, 3} HEPES. 

Capitate, a. In botany, growing in a head, 4ERR 
en 

Capitation, ». Numeration by the head, #% Hf, 
Ve Age, Fk 4% 5 a numbering of persons, & 
§% ; capitation or poll-tax, J #f. 

Capite, n. In English law, a tenant in capite or in 
chief, who holds lands immediately of the king, 

7h ALS JH CAL SS 
Capitol, n. The Temple of Jupiter, 7 5 Ads ; the 

edifice occupied by the Congress of the United 
States in their deliberations, 4E Be Bd AF; a 
state house, {2A PR, Des. 

Capitorian, Capitoline, a. Pertaining to the Capi- 
tol in Rome, #¢ 55) Ay. 

Capitular, Capitulary,n. Anact passed ina chapter, 
either of knights, canons, or religious, $f] ; 
the body of laws or statutes of a chapter, Hh ; 
ihe member of a chapter, €f A; the laws made 
by Charlemagne and other early French kings, 

2: Bd i 
Capitulary, a. Relating to the chapter of a cathe- 

dral, fy, RUE. 
Capitulate, v. i. To draw up a writing in chapters, 

heads or articles, ‘55 fe, Bi [EZ ; to surrender, 

as an army or garrison, ¥x fF, SiMe, Beak, Fz 

Ik. 
Capitulation, n. The act of capitulating, or sur- 

rendering to an enemy upon stipulated terms, 
f& %¢ 4 ; the treaty of capitulation, MER, ME, 

HEE MT 
} Gapatulaters n. One who capitulates, FRE #.- 
Capivi, n. See Copaiba, 
Capnomancy, n. Divination by the ascent or mo- 

tion of smoke, #349 bs. WI b- 
A transparent, colourless oil-like 

fluid obtained from the smoke of organic bodies, 

Ayala. 
hood, #45&, #499; the hood 

éastrated cock, $}] Zé, a8 

To castrate, as a cock, a 

of a cloak, Bei. 
A young, 

to another, 
parapet, Kad 

protec (ed on each side by a wall or 

pH Te 
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Capot, v.t. To win all the tricks of cards at the 

game of piquet, Fy Asia, * hut, AUF. 
Capper, n. One whose business is to make or sell 

caps, EA, (AE file, VENA. 
Capreolate, + a. In hotany, having tendrills, or 

fry. 
Capriccioso, n. A free fantastic style of music, ff 

PEE ME. 
Capric acid, n. An acid obtained from butter, FL 
WE ; capric acid erystallized, PL fhe? 

Caprice, n. A sudden start of the mind, or sudden 

change of opinion or humour, 2 th. 4 PE, & 

PS, ASE, OE. PETIT, FETE Ze. 
UrEE, WEA, SPA, BA. Te a. 

Capricious, a. Whimsical, 4 PE, Bot, PE fy, 

WE SAE, I, MSA, iy unsteady, Jal 4& fF 
ie ee fe: nRALE. ARE A, TES 
(EJ; a capricious fellow, A PEM A, A PEE 

AK, WE BAIDE A, Bes HEME A, EE TEE A, = 
POE A, Wy Ben £7 

Capriciously, adv. In a capricious manner, 4h ¥% 

FEOK, ff PE. 

Capriciousness, n. The quality of being led by 

caprice, SEA, GER, MSH, Ke, th 
Sys, MEE HE. 

Capricorn, n. One of the twelve signs.of the zodiac, 
pal [ee Hise £(?); the sun in Capricornus, 

SF. 
Caprids a. Relating to that tribe of ruminant 

mammals, of which the genus capra is the 

type, EI. 
Caprification, n. A mode of ripening figs by sub- 

jecting them to the puncture of certain insects, 
or by the puncture of a needle dipped in oil, 

Ch RTE. 
Caprifole, n. Honeysuckle, 4 3R7E. 
Caprifolium, n. 2.2%. 
Capriform, a. Having the form of a goat, {A{M2E, 

EH. 
Caprigenous, a. Produced by a goat, 2646 (4. 
Caprine, n. A substance found in butter, FL Ah. 
Capriole, n. Leaps that a horse makes in the same 

place without advancing, Rk, VEEL. 

Capriped, a. Having feet like those of a goat, 24 

BENE, ETM, BIER. 
Caproate, n. A salt formed by the union of capric 

acid with a base, PLYHWEES, PLULAE. 

AS) 

* FT ath 2 Ba. 
+ WEE RLF 
t Medhurst. 

| Caproie acid, n. An acid obtained from butter, PL 

PU 
| Capsheaf, n. The top sheaf of a stack of grain, 7 

He JANE, TARE. 
| Capsicum, n. Cayenne pepper, St, FEAR. AFR; 

filiform spiral claspers, Ff JR (Yj, BFAEME, BPZE | chicken-beaked capsicum, 4s FX. 
Capsize, v.t. To upset or overturn, PERE, 7 RE, 
Fc RE, LYE DE; to capsize a boat, Fe He fe 

ff. 
Capsized, pp. Overset, BE, Fie; the ves- 

sel capsized, 4 fpepye ik. 
Capstan, Capstern, n. $2 8%, Fas PEI, HET AE, HE 

i) HL TE BE, Be OR, HEME, HBG; the 
ereat capstan, K#e RE. 

Capsular, Capsulary, a. Hollow like a chest, 52/79, 

Tot ME, 424. 
Capsule, Capsula, n. A seed-vessel, which opens 

by valves, 3, 2809, 468, WH, Gs: 8, WUPRIA; 
the capsule of eee plants, 5G, a AB; 
the capsule of a watch, me ; the capsule of the 
erystaline lens, IR VRBA, IiPERAK. 

Captain, n. A head or chief officer, # fA, {8 if, 

(8H MA, OEE, CANE, HEAL; the cap 
tain of a ship, AE, ARK AAU AAS, BEE, 
We, $efL; a military captain, SP hy, SEAR; 
the captain of thousands, =--#%, 4-déf; the 

captain of hundreds, 47], 41#8, KE; the 
captain of a department, 41fF; the captain of 
a campong or clan, Fl fff A; the captain in the 

navy, AR Pew, Ac fips. 
Captain-general, n. 3p fib, Ans FE. WE GA HE 

Captain-bashaw, Capudan-bashaw, + ASE Ba 7k 

fi ge. 
Captaincy, n. The post or rank of a captain, SF {fj 
ik, SPR ZR; the jurisdiction of a captain 
or commander, as in South America, Jff. 

Captainry, n. The power or command over a cer- 
tain district, £1 }ff. 

Captainship, n. The post of a captain, SF fff Z we; 
the command of a clan, 7S, HY fj A. 

Caption, n. A certificate appended to a legal in- 
strument showing when, where, and by whose 

anthony it was taken, found or executed, ff 

WC, HE NE hal. 
Cantal a. Caviling, 49%, 44Rad, FPS, 

iA, FR, KEE, URE RE, AFAR AE ; fault- 
finding, #f SF ae NE, ee Af dent, AGE 
WEA ; insidious, ¥~E ZI} f¥y; side remarks, cap- 
tious words, detraction, SIE. 

Captiously, adv. Ina captious manner, 29K. 
Captiousness, n. Disposition to find fault, 4 a A 
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#, 45 JERE ; inclination to object, 4-H, 

ATF. 
Captivate, v.t. To take prisoner, as an enemy in 

war, ZE8, (PIE, HE HK, FE; to overpower and 
gain with excellency and beauty, 2, ewe, HE 
AR. HEAR. £492, Bo; to engage the affections, 
44 Ait; to bind in love, LIBERA, HAZE, 

A ie B- 
Captivating, ppr. Taking prisoner, 424% ; engag- 

ing the affections, #4 A #838 ; having the power 
to engage the affections, PABA, Pe xe btp, 
SHO. PEAR. PREY. GENK: she is very captivat- 

ime, 4p SHOVE, LAR PSM. 
Captivation, n. The act of taking one captive, AE 

4@#4; the act of engaging one’s affections, 3 

Ne, RA, BARA a, ERA 
BRE. 

Captive, n. A prisoner taken in war, ZEISS #, (F 

TY, V8, ES, Be HE IK HY. dH AL; one who is 
charmed or subdued by beauty, #RAR A. HX 
DEER 4, BE PE OE. Ae Hy WE; one who is 

charmed or subdued by exellence, #k dk WR # ; 
one who is ensnarcd by love or flattery, ii 

#%. PLA BVH : one insnared by the possession 
of money, SPF, G4; to take captive, AE 

BK. WHE, ES. 
Captive, a. Made prisoner in war, {PINE A, Ak 
HE 4, PFE HK ; kept in bondage, JAE; kept in 
confinement, [ AX. 

Captivity, n. The state of being a prisoner, #9 [M 

4: bondage, BACH, WMH. BHM TB 
IK {F-, PK; servitude, ARAB, RAZA; to 
he carried into captivity, ERE RM, AMA 
4X; sold into captivity, ¥¥ 4 4AL; to capture 
men and sell them into captivity, # A iH 

Wy. 
Captor, m. One who takes, as a prisoner, ## A, $F 

446. (EDI #8. (PIC #, EAS ; one who 
takes, as a prize at sea, eft H. 

Capture, n. The act of taking, as a captive, $F Fx 
ABE PNK APES ; the act of taking,asa 
prize at sea, HE #; the act of seizing, as 

thieves, &e., JRE, IRM. HMA AER. 
iE % Hi ; the thing taken, jar 2 BF, ZETEC TA. 

Capture, v. t. To take by force, as prisoners in war, 

AES, BR PEAK, UR, (EIN, {PIE ; to take by 
force under the authority of a commission, 4 
ft, HELE, 4B(E, ges Se, Hpi; to capture a 
standard in fight 

Captured, pp.ora. Taken, asa prize, 4% j& FE iB. 
Capturing, ppr. Taking, as a prisoner of war, 4E 

4%, TE GR; seizing, asa prize, %, HEE ; captur- 
ing, as thieyes, 4k, Fhe. 

Capuccis, n. A capuchin, or hood, j4&5&. 
Capuched, a. Covered with a hood, 345. 
Capuchin, n. A garment for females, consisting 

of a cloak and hood, 7 # RE Hy ; a pigeon whose 

head is covered with feathers, 7% 2 G1. 
Capuchin, n. One of the monks of the order of St, 

Francis, who cover their heads with a capuchin 

or cowl, WN ABRE Hee, 10 8b REMIT HE. 
Caput, n. A council of six persons, annually chosen 

in the University of Cambridge, by whom evrey 
grace must be examined and approved before it 
can be acted upon by the senate, AB ba ty 

Be fe- 
Caput mortuum, n. The inert residuum after the 

sublimation or distillation of any substance, j#, 

iA. 
Car, n. A cart, Hi; the great or emperor’s ear, 
Ais ; a sword car, JJ Hf ; a war chariot, EI, 
WRI ; a rail-car, YC RQ HE; a scaling car, Hew; 
to get out of a car, P iff. 

Carabine, Carbine, n. A short gun, By 3, ge, At 
aon NER. 

Carabineer, n. A man who earries a carabine, $§ 

She. 
Carac, Carrack, n. A large ship of burden, & £ & 

fyi; a Portuguese India man, KPEYE MB. 
Caracole, n. A winding staircase, HBAS HF. 
Chmaeales v.t. To moye in a caracole, “Pee, RUA 

Lu 
pes n. A mixture of gold, silver and copper, 

SE SR THT EG 
Caragana camlagu, n. (LBA. 
Caramel, nx. Burned sugar, disolved in water, and 

used for colouring spirits, BEDE , KoRr. 
Carambola, n Averrhoa, = #5, #ABE, HERE, TL 

F. 
Carant, n. SBR. 
Carapace, n. Shell of a crab, 4p. 
Carat, * n. The weight of four grains, 

goldsmiths and jewelers, 7N3$. 

Caravan, n. A company of travelers associated for 
mutual security in traversing various desert 
parts of Asiaand Africa, IRE fT, 7 REPT. eR 

Te 2 5H RSE BF, — 1G. 
Caravansary, Caravansera,n. A kind of inn in the 

Kast, where caravans and other travelers rest at 
night, aon SDE, BENE. 

DDE, DO, AAT, POR, A 
Ee SE HM LEHR. 

used by 

” 
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Caraway, n. A plant of genus carum, § 38, 56 py, 
pilgl. See Carraway. 

Carbon, * n. An elementary, combustible sub- 
stance fr) be #7, PEGA ; in 1000 parts of air, there 
is one part of carbon, 4E 3a-F-F} be SA —FP- 

Carbonaceous, a. Pertaining to carbon, #ifiJ, pe 
$4 )2§ ; carbonaceous powders, Fy Ht Fy. tT Sce 
Carbonic. 

Carbonade, n. Flesh, fowl], &e., cut across, seasoned 

and broiled on coals, QW. 
Carbonade, x. t. To roast on coals, 088 ; to cut or 

hack, FB. 09. HBOS. [s. 
Carbonaded, pp. Cut for broiling or frying, WBA 
Carbonate, n. In chemistry, a compound formed 

by the union of carbonic acid with a base, 
HeGM ; carbonate of lime, peHEK, Bt Hr. 

Carbonated, a. Combined with carbonic acid, @J 

BANS (1). ERIE. 
Carbonic, a. Pertaining to carbon, fy, fr SAE ; 

carbonic acid, ME, DRE, DEBE. 
Carboniferous, a. Producing or containing carbon 

or coal, FE we, HERE ; carboniferous strata, 

Be Sl 
Carbonization, n. The act or process of carboniz- 

ing, RIG AS, SS EAE, we BE. 
Carbonize, v. t. To convert into carbon by combus- 

tion or the action of fire, Be je. 
Carbonized, pp. Converted into carbon or charcoal, 

$8 1B pe, BEIK Ix. 
Carbonizing, ppr. Converting into carbon, Be fe, 

5852, MLE, IRB. 
Carboy, n. A large globular bottle of green glass, 

protected by basket work, ERB, JES HT, LB 

Bay i. Bie [BL Aa. 
Carbuncle, n. An anthrax, 3/2, 7835 0H, 
KIFFK ; a beautiful gem, 7% WARK, 7 HK; 
wine carbunecle, 747 ; carbuncle on the nose, 

iim. 
Carbuneled, a. Set with carbuncles, 7% W]FK AG ; 

spotted, Bitty. SEA. 
Carbuncular, a. Belonging toa carbuncle, AIF 

IgE ; belonging toa painful, gangrenous boil, 7 
Fz ; inflamed, YH. 

Carburet, n. A combination of carbon with some 

other substance, hj 46. 

Carcanet, n. A chain or collar of jewels, — i] ¥¥ 
BR, HK. 

Carcass, n. The dead body of an animal, FR SE, FX, 
GI, BEAK Z ACbeE; a decaying ship, i 

* SMe ZU. Bait 
7 Bridgman. 

Wh, FEMME; you carcass ! FEFE RE, SUAELE. 
Careass, n. An iron ease or hollow vessel about the 

side of a bomb, filled with combustible and 

other substances, Mi5ERS, WOR FEB. 
Carcelage, n. Prison fees, #F A $8, Beng. 
Carcel-lamp, n. A lamp in which the oil is raised 

through tubes by clock-work, &¢., SBE KE, 70 

Fa. 
Careeral, a. Belonging to a prison, Be fy, BENPE. 

Carcinoma, n. A cancer, J§f. 
Carcinomatous, a. Cancerous, yggR. 
Card, n. A piece of pasteboard used for contain- 

ing a person’s name, address, Ge.; a visiting 

card, Sik, Bow, FRO, FERC, Zak. BIE a 
single card, Fih§ ; a five folded card, 4h§, ++ 
flj#z; the ecard which an inferior officer pre- 
sents toa higher, $78, F#h§ ; to send a card, 

f§ ts, THE, shh, Sil, BK, EDK ; a base- 
card, or a notice to let a house, #&ih ; a card 
or note published by some one in the papers, 
containing a brief statement, explanation, re- 

quest, Ge., AEFehG, FANG; playing cards, 5§ 

UM, West, TEU. MEF; a pack of cards, — 
Fill AHH; to play at cards, Fy AUR, leg hes a card 
for wool, 26364; a card-case, HER, FHHGE ; 
a large ease for Chinese visiting cards, hh 2,5 

mK, 
Card, v. 7. To play at cards, $7 SRHH, FT - 
Card, v. t. To comb, or open wool, &e., with a 

card, $e hill, Mill, MABE. tt 27E- 
Card-mateh, n. A match made by dipping pieces 

of card in melted sulphur, yee. 

Card-table, n. A gambling table, SR) RE. 
Cardamom, n. A plant of the genus amomum, & 

AF 32; powder of cardamom, Awan, a, 
4 ; tincture of cardamom, A (3eiH ; oil of 
cardamom, teu, P(e Yh; large, round, 

China cardamom, #232; ovoid China cardamom, 

¥H¥8 ; hairy China cardamom, fh Ahh; bitter 
seeded cardamom, 4 4-F. 

Carded, pp. or a, Combed, Jpl)it, Hei. 

Carder, n. One who ecards wool, ll 2E76 #. 
Cardiac, Cardiacal, a. Pertaining to the heart, yf 

fj, ty"PE; the cardiac orifice, 5 FO, APY. 

PY. 
| Cardiac, n. A medicine which excites action in 

ihe stomach, and animates the spirits, #jsaQ3K. 
Is; js ae a i i 3 2 Cardiaca, m. UM, 2,8 IEEE 

Cardialga, Cardialgy, n. The heart burn, fF, 1% 

Cardianthemum, n. fZe2§. 

Z 
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Cardinal, @. Chief, principal, or fundamental, §, 

JAl, #—, 2528) 3 BE, Ax; the five car- 
dinal virtues, * 7p; cardinal numbers, ACB, 

AV ke ; the four cardinal points, PY fg. A; 
cardinal bird, j& 827. 

Cardinal, n. An ec Heleee istical prince in the Roman | 
Catholic Church, #48, FRAG HAE BM. 

Cardinal-flower, n. The lobelia cardinalis, 76%. 

Cardinalate, Cardinalship, n. The office of a car- 
dinal, #44 fii ZR; the rank of a cardinal, # | 

ie fil ZF 
Carding, ppr. or a. Combing, as flax, wool, &e., 

De il s 
wife, IK Ai. 

Carding-machine, ». A machine for combing, 

breaking, and cleansing wool and cotton, Jpl) RE. 
Cardiospermum corindum, n. FE RERE. 
Carditis, n. Tflamriation’ of the fleshy part of the 

heart, Mar. 
Cardium, n. A. 
jardoon, n. 32% [aj (2). 
Carduus henedictus, n. The herb blessed thistle, 
Care, n. Anxiety, JR, BUR. AME, GIS, Bee, 

Ji; caution, BEBF. Faby; watchful regard and 
attention, MRA, TARA, BORA. BHA; concern, 5} 

id, Hots, HS. HEHE. BNE hig te; man- 
agement, JyHP, HB, BEBP; to take care of a 
thing, FEB PERT, NAERIE PEEP; to take 
eare of a child, HéigaJ\-— ; to take care for a 

thing, SMERAS ALF: to fake care, abuts, hts 
wilt, 2G, He. OLOKE, Boo; take care 
how you do that, fiz (iE (it, JAIMAG; take care 
lest you spill it over, pi Petey; to have a care, 
jel ; I am obliged for your kind care, fp Bayy, 
Be ip. Ay ull ; endless cares, =F-F4p yy J; cast your 
cares to the wind, FES; hy ; full of cares and 
business, 4 AE#¥ fj ; no cares on my mind, ff 

Shir 
Care, v. 7. To be anxious, HP, AR, BUR, BH 

EX, Hifi ; to be cautious, Fh, Jury, at, i; 
to be concerned about, SE), SFRh, Bet; to 
care for, fe Rf, WARE, Bil: to care for, not be 
indifferent to, ME pf ih fle. HE ARE, KT 
{k ; I do care for ae Hh rire I do not 
eare about it, HEAR-F, SEP HH, ERS BE FR A 

AB, [ie As JR fis, oe $4e 4%; do not care for 
him, J23f(5, fet, ri 4£ (,; to care for the 
futuie, JES) AB, wee; he cares for no body, 

ee] fs A Hawa, 1G Gol. 
* (5nd Ba 5 

and fidelity. 
benevolence, justice, p:o ypriety wisdom | 

? ) ? 

the carding frame, Hg }il] 42; a carding | 

Care-crazed, a. Broken or disordered by care or 
solicitude, $235] #2. 

Care-tuned, a. Mournful, ‘33 j& fry. 
Careen, v. 7. To incline to one side, as a ship un- 

der sail, BRAY, HA, FE 3. 
Careen, v. t. To bring a ship to lie on one side for 

the purpose of sey Fiz ly He; to careen a 

ship, Abie. VERE, EAA. 
Careened, pp. Dea PEGA. 
Career, n. A course, 34, %%; a rapid running, 

3, RFE; the career of a person, 3384, ARR, 

NZ FE, Ne SIRE; a splendid career, 4-55 
ie ; aN unfortunate career, ME F-35384. 

Career, v. 7. To move or run rapidly, $5, Et 

He, HE BBMT RL, TEE, tee. 
Careful, a. Anxious, $M, BAIS, Jatt; cautious, 

Wd, Bh. Eh. FA. (Fo, tit. Bb. 
ik, aie Weick, Wohi, jae AE. rere. BCH, 
Wi, PE, YE, (88, TA, HE, ES he is 
very careful, (i (@kF QML (HApE Ma, Abs 
Wh; to be caret of our words, att MBak. TL 
SS, MSH, HES, HBA, BE; to be careful 
and circumspect, agai, fifi ; careful and at- 
tentive, ita, Bhar, Ear ; to he careful of one’s 
time, HE SE, 3}; to be careful of one’s 

respectability, fifi. Pity, a (i Ta iit ; to 
be careful of one’s capital, RAS, HEE ALES ; to 

be quell in doing things, JA tM. Slt fit, {ii 
No HE HL, BETA, BED HE; caveful of one’s self, 
TE & ; ¢ caret of setting fire to a thing, aa 
IK BF; careful examination, $m} ; repeatedly 

bid him to be careful, IT M4 aR. 
Carefully, adv. With care, $A, Jo, ATs. td 
#® ; it is carefully done or executed, {a7 505M, 
(AF $l ; providently, 3¢ 7}, 4 #4; remember 

it carefully, AERC, BEES, FHT CE; to inquire for 

carefully, #7; most carefully guard against, 

@i7K ; to guard carefully, aR. 
Carefulness, n. Anxiety, J§/@, heedfulness, 

wiht, Mt, i ud, Oye. 
Careless, a. Having no care, 486 BA J&, 4 Hy IR ; 

negligent, SHG. BOE. EH WEES. ERE ; heed 
less, opal, ELIS. HERDS, Mouth. DE FE EE, 
FLRS ; incautious, MERE, Alia ae. Alt, A ak; 
forget ful, 2B %: inconsiderate, Fis AB BZA: 
thoughtless, PERE, Ho. HEA; remiss, rude, 

nist, 5 FL, Ht 7 I Ha, PRA, FR he ee 

re, PEE 5 a rleolnee servant, nea ine J; 
a careless manner, FE Fee, FELIS, A PP ae 
Fe Fie ; a careless life, WETHER: « onmalesd of 
things, F##; “careless stowage invites thieves, 

}) Far 
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ee ee tee ; a careless scholar, Axe, WHE 
2. z+; why are you so careless ? fk 

TNE LE, AGA Hat, HHL FFF fal 5 to do 
things in a careless manner, |FEKR. 

Carelessly, adv. In a careless manner or way, 7; 
44j HL. BM; to do a thing carelessly, AHS 
We, BE af AP, WEE WG ; carelessly offend, 748, 
ACFE, TEN, Rai Hese ; to sit carelessly, 

Carelessness, x. Heedlessness, #@ ZR, 4 Re, WON, 
* . Sie pt 

4% 5 inattention, ME, Aabuls, MLN, A 
ict: manner without care, #4; forgetful- 
ness, JRE HK. 

Carentane (quarantaine), rn. A papal indulgence,* 

RAE AED H- 
Caress, v.t. To treat with fondness, as a parent a 

child, 348. $id. AH, HEP. Lan, A 
50, HEA, Beds ; to caressa child, FR Rbk (Ff, 

OF, LAA fF. 
Caress, n. An act of endearment, -4B#, SEA 

45, WOM ZAE; to load with caresses, (RFA 

EL, BL HEL. fis HE. 
Caressed, pp. Embraced with affection, (92 f& 38 ; 

treated with affection, Ja [Ri, 1-45, Hey: 

38, AM. 
Caressing, ppr. Treating with affection, 49, 

Avila, (4a, TBR. 
Caressingly, adv. In a caressing manner, 35 fF 

PR, A AB he 1 FEL. 
Caret, n. A mark (A) which shows that some- 

thing has been omitted in the line, which should 
be read at another place, #§ jit 7 #R. 

Cargo, n. The lading or freight of a ship, #u£&, 

AAG LC BE 2 AE. MBAR AGES 5 lawful cargo, 
TAK, IEW; light cargo, EE; to send 
cargo toa ship, ¥4€¥ ; to go with the cargo, 4m 
#Z; to discharge the cargo, ju f¥ ; discharge 
cargo, HE, Lg; take in cargo, Hizk, PE; 
damaged cargo, j§ffF; to tranship the cargo, 
$i rh AK to return with a full cargo (to 
have been lucky in an undertaking), jG Ti 

Bi. 
Cargo-boat, n. WEE, PH I a. Ac ZEB IN, BS ELE, 

BS AL. 
Cargoose, n. A water-fowl, KB. 
Cariboo, m. A quadruped of the stag kind, 9 

#4; ihe new gold region in British Columbia, 
WN 45 BE 1L. 

Carica, n. Papaw, # 3338, AVM. 
Caricature, n. A figure, in which beauties are con- 

* DPSS. 

cealed and blemishes exaggerated, ii 54, 44 
PE HE, MAH, IEE AA; a description, in 
which beauties are concealed and blemishes are 

exaggerated, MISH, BEIRUT. AGL. AAI. 
Caricature, v.t. To make or draw a caricature, #£ 

we RAH, oe or LEA, at Mesa, HH, (EY) 
KG, Aw EAA pb, Har A. 

Caricaturing, ppr. Making ridiculous by gro- 

tesque resemblance, #£ ig "4H, 2: a EAH, FE 
Ce 

Caricaturist, n. jf¢ FFL. 
Caricous, a. Resembling a fig, Sex Hina Ame AE We 

5, BUDE ERE. 
Caries, n. An ulcer of a bone, #3, JRPE, SLB. 

Carillon, n. A little bell, $$; a simple air in 
music, —Fa, — fig. 

Carinate, Carinated, a. In botany, shaped like the 

keel of a ship, $257: AF, RELL ARP. 
Cariole, n. A small open carriage, )J\ afi, Saba. 
Cariosity, x. Mortification, or ulceration of a bone, 

ane. ZAG. 
Carious, a. Ulcerated, as a bone, #, Hf] ; 2 carious 

tooth, HF, SF, ABI. 
Cark, n. Care, RAJ ; cark and care, #hye. 

Carle, n. A rude, brutal man, fea Ay A. 
Carline, Carling, n. A piece of timber in a ship, 

ranging fore and aft, from one deck beam to 
another, ##Y ; carline knees, FaiHE. 

Carline-thistle, n. 31%. 
Carlish, a. Carlishness, n. See Churlishness. 

Carman, n. A man whose occupation is to drive a 
cart, Fixe, HAZ. 

Carminative, a. Expelling wind from the body, 
Bell (vy, 35 JRE ; warming, KE Fy fy ; antispas- 
modic, £FfijZe. 

Carminative, x. A medicine which tends to expel 
wind, > Jil 2%, 5p jal He. 

Carmine, n. A beautiful lake-red colour, used by 

painters, 2-4@8r, HEEL (2). 
Carnage, n. Slaughter, RX, EER, BEAT AK, AL 

Ae, UAL, AF; the carnage lasted for three 
days, §L4¢= 8 ; the carnage continued through 
the whole night, y& 7% @L $F. 1b $E— 7; the 
carnage lasted until the city was filled with 
corpses, #LA AIK: the carnage was so great 
as to float a pestle, ie¥ ke. 

Carnal, a. Pertaining to flesh, py fry. Pyle ; sens- 
ual, 8g, FRE, "Be. ABE AG > depraved, 
AP, #2, HE, Ha; carnal desires, py e&, F,4%, 1B 
RE, GBR, BR, NN GK. FH BK; a carnal mind, 
APs, ABA ; carnal eyes, py Ah, RAR: carnal 
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cio - Tnoue us; ines 2S 2B; + carnal intercourse, 
BHM , AN >, AEA; carnal mirth, Yee. * 

Carnal-minded, a. W vos) minded, HOt. WATE, | 
| 

fEMEAL ER, PR AGEAL, FE 1” | 

Carnal-mindedness, n. Grossness of mind, Fj, Fp | 

E, Bid, HE, Bid, Haid 
Carnalism, n. The indulgence of carnal appetites, 

HEALER, FLUE. 
Carnalist, n. One given to the indulgence of sens- 

ual appetites, VER, FEB ERE. IED, 

MEN, fai. | 
Carnality, ». Fleshly lust, py #&, #, #&; love of 

sensual pleasures, 4 f& #%, "24 73. 
Carnalize, v.t. To make carnal, (Ze FPG, HtE 

ADE, {iis ATBY i, HN. | 

Carnally, adv. Ina carnal manner, Py ek, FLFR: 
carnally minded, (FL, #8 iy, EECER, BK. Ca | 

ALG, ERAGE, SEED. 
Carnation, n. Flesh colour, fy @, ip fw, 96, He 5 | 

a carnation or cinnabar colour, J}, f$; carna- 
tion pigment, #¥f; a kind of carnation, fi, 
Hy, ik ; carnation flower, PEAS. Kay, BE A) He. | 

Carnationed, a. Made like carnation colour, #FR | 

, Tp, Lape. | 
Carnelion, ». A red or flesh-coloured silicious | 

stone, a variety of chalcedony, FGH¥. 
Carneous, a. Fleshy, Fee. | 
Carney, n. A disease of horses, in which the 

mouth is so furred, that they cannot eat, 55 A | 

Carnify, v.7. To form flesh, Ray, ZEW. URE. | 
Carniyal, n. A festival celebrated with merriment 

and revelry in Roman Catholic countries dur- | 
ing the week hefore Lent, WA Ci. GE GN, FH 

PECK, BON. IA BENS B. | 
Carnivora, n. pl. An order of animals which sub- | 

sist on flesh, # Py BRA. 
Carnivorous, a. Feeding on flesh, RAKE, AW 
fj ; carnivorous animals, # fy Hf. 

Carnosity, n. A little fleshy excrescence, Jy py Fi. 
Carnous, Carnose, a. Fleshy. See Carneous. 
ee n. Hit. | 
Caroche, n. A carriage of pleasure, j¢F5 Hi. | 
Carol, 2. A sone’, 1 RS a song of devotion, Be a. 

Carol, v. 7. To sing, 13, Pe, SPR. 
Carol, v. ¢. To ar or celebrate in song, FAR, 

OBE, "EAE ny 
~ Carnal, that which has been accomplished by human 

skill or ingenuity, II. Cor, 1, 12 and 17: that which is im- 
potent, II. Chr. 82, 8; II. Cor. 10, 4: that which is corrupt 
and subject to the infirmities of nature, Rom. 7, 14: carnal 
minded, Rom. 8, 5, 6, 7 and 13; IL. Cor. 10, 8; James 3, 
15; Jude 19. 

| Carousal, 4 

Carp, n. A species of cyprinus 

Caroling, n. A song of praise or devotion, AAR, 

May, FE ny. 
Caromel, n. A smell exhaled by burned sugar, 

Carotid eae n. pl. SAE. 
. A feast or banquet, 75, Bik, 

Me, Ei 
Carouse, v. 7. To drink hard, Kk, PR. 

Carouse, n. A drinking match, APRAL, APRIE ; 

a full dranght of liquor, 7 ffk—#§; to spend 
the night in a carouse, Pf Zz. 

| Carouser, n. A drinker, #9), 7 AC; a bacchana- 
lian, Ff 7a fe. 

Carousing, ppr. Drinking hard, BR fk, HERR. 
Carp, v.z. To censure or find fault without reason, 

BN, Fk A AE. ode. JE, Thom. TiN. Gita; to 
carp at, AA Baa 

An, APG; a carp 
with dark red and large fins, 3E4$ (aj! ; a green- 

ish brown carp, ¥ fi; a carp with reddish 
fins and whitish brown bedy, JF a! ; a red carp, 
FeAT, TCHY; a white carp, GH; a carp, with 
black tail, broad body and head somewhat 
emarginate, #2 4m ; a ereenish and red tail carp, Fore 

sf; fill, ff FE SM; acarp with red tail, angular 
body, and notched spines, _ jp ff; a reddish 
green carp, with red caudal and pectoral fins, 
AGT ; a carp with dark brown fins, blunt body 
and serrated spine, #7 Ail; a carp of broad 
angular body, light green colour and very small 
mouth, }¥ fj; a carp, yellowish red, ventral be- 
fore dorsal, and ee handed tail, 4 fi; a 
species of carp, &, RH. #4); carp has leaped into 
oe dragon’s gates (literary advancement ), if 

Aue FAVE fit PY. 

Carpal, a. Pertaining to the wrist, ip; carpal 
bones, Ji@®r, BEA. 

| Carpathian, a. Pertaining to the Carpates, jf F- 

EE Hb aE 
Carpel, Carpellum, x. In botany, a small seed 

vessel or pericarp, that is one of a group, pro- 
duced by a single flower, 5é{f-- 

Carpenter, n. An artificer who works in timber, 

AS. ASIC. ASE, ASB La : Beas: s line, 

I} $4. HR SE Se. AASB, EMH: a carpenter's 
square, 4B, py JX; carpenter's compasses, ASE 

38: carpenter’s tools, AxfE BAH; the god of 
carpenters, #RHEZS. 

Carpentry, n. The art of cutting, framing, and 
ae timber, in the construc tion of buildings, 

jee 7: i AST LLB ; the work of a canpenier, 
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Carper, n. One who carps, HEA, 

AR, AES BK. 
WN 4, Eh 

Carpet, n. A covering for floors, tables, stairs, 

&e., fi, BE; a carpet for the floor, Ja RE, Sih Hb 
RE, BEAE; foreign carpets, PERE; a fine hairy | 
carpet, SHPRRE, SAN HeHE; to be on the carpet 
(to Le under consideration), FUZE RY RESE ZF ; to 
spread a carpet on the ground, $j HE /k Hh, Fi B 

WS St 
PRES, BE Carpet, v.t. To cover with a carpet, 

Carpet-strip, n. The piece under a door, iE GE, HE | 

_ FF, PE. 
Carpet-walk, ». A walk on smooth turf, #e4% BY, 

ERR A Z S- 
Carpeted, pp. ora. Covered with a carpet, 3 2) 

RE, SURE Sit. 
Carpeting, n. Cloth for carpets, HE, HE, FP. 
Carping, 

caviling, FEBS, RAE; captious, Kf Arp. 
Carpmeals, n. A kind of coarse cloth made in 

England, #1 2%. 
Carpolite, n. A petrefaction of fruit, #7 ZHE ; 

a petrefaction of seed, #47 7% {2 #. 
Carpologist, n. One who describes fruits, PE HZ | 

ase 
Carpology, n. A deseription of fruits, PVR, Be 

FER SOR Pid, NCEE TE A. 
Carpus, n. The dei Wet, =F Hai. 
Carrat, n. See Carat. 

Carraway, n. eA. FGPG. ATA SE , WEBB; oil | 
of carraway, Tit, AT Aah. 

Carrel, Quarrel, n. A ree kind of an arrow | 
used in the crosshow, 4% 7%. 

Carriage, n. The act of carrying, fH, #%, HAG, 
Hh, He; a coach, chariot or elegant vehicle, | 

—Feat, HR. aN, AR A, 
jan Hi ; the emperor's carriage, Kil, FE ik, 

HEAR, NAR, SEIN 
a basket carriage, jeff, BEG; a carriage for 
sleeping in, |iEHi, fi, #H>a small carriage, yJy 
FU Hi, yj; a carriage drawn by men, 4; took 

his mother in a carriage, ELA HE; how un- 
usual was the Duke’s carriage! FES ARR; a 
carriage-box, FLAT, FEAR: a gun carriage, Jif 
am A; a railway carriage, $R PIE ; the price | 

or expense of the carriage of goods, sik JH, 22 JH. | 
3 BH, $4 EC JH] ; the expense of carriage of goods | 
by water, gH}; the expense of carriage by land, 

4H JH TSS PEM; carriage hy water, fin (0 

ppr.or a. Censorious, Git J PPE, ai 65 ; | 

a field carriage, PF 2B, 4F HE; | 

C A R 

Sn f& (Vy; carriage, pait or deportmant, ome Ik, #2 
J, FAS, Ah RE; dignified EE ier ie 
by the gentry, KA, F7 RFA ik; a proud car- 

riage, Sy fr, BeiE ; graceful carriage, +24". fe 
| FB; FAR, G2 ©; the graceful carriage of women, 

HEE Wee 5 w good carriage, GETE, Sene, WE 
hiwes 

Carriage-horse, m. A horse kept for drawing a 
carriage, Hii lS, Wey WG 

| Carriage-house, n. Uy ipfiyg, He i. 
Carriage-maker, n. MM), 480, AE. 
Carrick-hend, n, A particular kind of knot, Ira 

Carried, pp. Borne on the shoulder, fH 3%, HE if, 
Jqits ; carried on the back, HEA, 4:8, 738, 

| FEAT 5 carried on the head, #¥j&, JAM ; carried 
in the hand, #43, AE3&, HGH ; carried ae 

the arm, Hci, PH ; conveyed, 34 jh, BEI, 

$I IGE. | 
| Carrier, n. One who carries, #E Je, FA TL, $4 TL, 

Le, BE HL, ELS FE, A SR, Ha, ML, 
| $£0; a letter-carrier, HE EA, HE. 
| Carrier-pigeon, . A pigeon that conveys letters 
| from place to place, fi #46. 
Carrion, n. The dead and putrefying body or flesh 

of animals, 5th, S203, Jey, Wey ;a worth- 
less woman, Jf 4ie 3 Carrion-crow, EIR. 

Carrion, a. Relating to dead and putrefying car- 
casses, EME, bE. S&S AY. 

| Carronade, n. A short piece of ordnance, Fe FR se. 
Carroon, n. In Londen, a rent received for the 

privilege of driving a cart, Hi} #8. 
Carrot, ». Anesculent root of a yellow colour, of 

| the genus daucus, te HE Hj; red carrot, #r PE 

td 
| Carroty, a. Like a carrot in colour, #73 EUIKE 5 

carroty hair, #076. 

Carrows, n. pl. Strolling gamesters, jh# ll {f. 
Carry, v.t. To bear or convey, as on the sheulder, 

fi, HB. UK. Hs. HL. i, Mid. 4A, tr, 18. BM AB, 
di, JA, SE; to carry on the back, 4. 7%, HE, 
BK, fe, RE. JH; to carry on the head, #, JA, 
#£ ; to carry under the arm he DH {o ay 
in the hand, FE, $4, fe, PE, Jig, $8: e, fe, HE; 
carry ssdkelly for ihe purpose ‘of See, 
Ae, BA; io carry in the hosom, |e Feb, 44€ Fed ; 
to carry in the arms, as a child, 4a, (3 fa. HE 

| 4; to carry on the back, as a baby, HF; to 
carry on the back, aS animals, Fk, Bk f4; to 
carry between two, $4, 41, 4 44; to carry on 
the end of a stick or pole, Bk ; to carry with a 
beam, JH PE; to convey, as a sound is carried 
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in the air, WE, 3%, 
ke, #8 #; to gain, as an object, FH, mk : to 

carry a point, fii, JR; to face through, 3 fF; 

to urge, impel, &c., %, FEE ; to bear, asa flag, 
me; to imply or import, #eAb, EAR. EO) th, 

Wm; 10 contain, @J jay ; 10 extend or continue 

in time, jf, #8, 3, AE; to extend in space, ®, 
3, Hi; to support or sustain, $k, HP, HIN, He 
My, 4& FF; to bear or produce, as trees, #5 to | 

manage or transact, {f{; to carry one’s self, to | 
behave, F7 #, 44 Hh ; to remove, lead or drive, 

jp 4; to cause to go, Hé J; to transport, to 

affect with extraordinary impressions on the 
mind, #¥ Hh, & LE, HW); to fetch and bring, f# 
Ae, ME ZK; to obtain possession of by force, #Z | 
48, jin, We, HH, HE, (HVE ; carry this box, JHE 

to carry one to jail, 433s BF, 4p Bes ; to carry | 
a horse into a stable, #e ER 

BS Bi ies 0 carry one 
{E, #7 #§; he carries himself well, fl #494 ; 
this wall must be carried thus far, JER kt 

[al fig ; to carry one’s self, 23 Hh, Hh 

bi ZI fi; to carry a jest too far, BK, aK | 
BS ke GB, SE oh Ac dé; lie never carries money 
about him, ‘jp iy AE $2 WK A UR, as ABE HEE TR; to aoe 

carry a price, {f 4), f& 7; to carry the prize, 

AE, Mia ; to carry out an idea, HEM}, PHEFE ; to 
carry out, to bear from within, #H!, HEIL; to 
carry out, to sustain to the end, 433) ke, 42 Zi] 
Jé; to carry a thing through, py 3r, mW; to 
carry a good humour through, SF 3 ¥i Fé; to 
carry {o the utmost, 38, dx, Fi, Be He, HB, 35, 

KF, 4%; to carry a chair, $285, 4085 ; to carry 
a basket, J @, iy G4 ; to carry tales, FR SE, HE 
3E ; lo carry passengers by ship, JE%; to carry 
passengers by coach, 34% ; to carrry an unbrel- 
la, FHWE; to carry a child pick-a-peck, JF(F; 

to carry a child on the arm, Jf {f. 
Carry, v. 7. To propel, 47 Fil, ITAA, HE Bij: to 

bear the head in a particular manner, as a 
horse, pea. 

| Carry-tale, n. A tale-bearer, RH, B AWEA. 

fH) Hi ; to entrap and carry off girls, Pease As | 
{o carry goods to the fair, FH AEHE, FE PURE ; 

Carrying, ppv. fH, $4, $k, A, HE; carrying-pole, 

HEF; apt to break in carrying, NGA; car- 
rying beam, FEE. 

Carse, n. Low, fertile land, adjacent to a river, 

(V8 FEL. Ze. 
Cart, n. A carriage with two wheels, [ig 7 HA, 

— li Hf, PF GEHL, HAG; a cart drawn by oxen, 
4p afi; a cart for carrying fuel, 32 Hi, #2gR; a 
prisoner's cart, or cart for transporting felons, 

4& Wi; a child’s cart, $3; a carriage in gener- 
al, Fe aff. 

46 5 to carry a mind worthy of praise 3¥.%, Cart, v. t. To expose in a cart, by way of punish- 
Sieg PE SSE RJ; to carry a burden, fH #8; to carry | 
one to the grave, f2 ky Se BB, ai AA Ds BE; to | Cart-horse, ». A horse that draws a cart, #155, 
carry to and fro, $i 3ai, $4 As 
the case, FJ fit Ef B), MRR; to carry a town, 

BE Hy, WHVEDR Li, BEIEGK; to carry fruits, 

J +; to carry | 

jH AE ae; to carry ones head high, #4 #, 55 | 
TH, i) OA, HH, BM; to carry it fair with one, Ml 
EA, ei GAN; (o carry it cunningly, We 
=ih 

a 

ment, 4 Hi Jf. 

vais AD APE VB 
Cart-jade, n. A sorry horse, 445 BS, 8 B.- 
Cart-load, n. A load borne on a cart, —Hi Kt, Hi 
HAM ZS ; cart-load of fuel, —Hi3e, —Hi xf. 

Cart-rope, n. Hye. 
| Cart-rut, n. The track of a cart-wheel, Aik, BEAK. 

wt We, Wea ne ge; to carry out a purpose, AK | 
{€ Hk HH; to carry the sails stiffly, Wy BR; to | 
earry aside, th ; to carry away, fe, FEF, 

me J:, HEA: Is, Ws, Hs; to carry forth, 
PEI!, ZeHi; to carry in, JHAA, HAW ; to 

carry one’s thoughts into futurity, AZe3r, Je to) dv oe Y hy" 

wee ae - Hs to carry off, as goods, B% hy] ; to carry | 
off, as water, #e Je; to carry off, as a disease, 

He ap, We ar, Be, 4; 10 carry off, as a prisoner, 
HEH; (0 carry off against one’s will, PEF; ; to 

carry off, as robbers, #7 3s, Hq As; to carry off, 
to take to a distance, mJy, Hid. Dwebe ; to 
carry on trade, {{AE : to carry on an under- 

taking, 7% Ab al. ne de ah ak; to carry on a 
siege, ff] I, [A Jk; to carry on in succession, 

Cart-tire, m. The tire, or iron bands used to bind 
the wheels of a cart, @Lity 3k. 

Sart-way, vn. A cart or a carriage-road, Hi ge. 

Cart-wheel, n. The wheel of a cart, Hii. 
Cart-whip, n. A large whip used in driving ani- 

mals in carts, Pig. 
Cart-wright, n. An artificer who makes carts, Bil 

J, SIE. 
Cartage, n. The act of carrying in a cart, LR 

2h, LTP AME ; the price paid for carting, 3a JH, 

Hil. 
Carte-blanche, ». A blank paper signed at the 

bottom with a person’s name, given to another 
person to superscribe what conditions he pleases, 
hence unlimited power to decide, 2 #€ Z 
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, RUE Ze. 
Cartel, n. An agreement for the exchange of pris- | 

oners, #)#, 42(P IN AE; a cartel ship, 

A, AUG, A EAR, Ex a 
Carter, n. ey J\. 
Carthaginian, n. An inhabitant or native of Car- | 

thage, AFA. 
Carthaginian, a. Pertaining to ancient Carthage, — 

RAM, BEE. 
Carthamine, ». A red colouring matter obtained 

from the flowers of the safflower, {372 7E#L- 
Carthamus, n. A generie name of bastard saffron, 

from whose flowers is produced the rich red dye, 

(Bt AF 5c 
Garthubiari, 4 n. One of an order of monks, so called 

from Chartreuse, i #h {ly 34 4- 
Carthusian, a. Periaining to the order of Carthu- 

sians, WB fl) ZeAy- 
Cartilage, n. A smooth, solid, elastic substance 

softer than bone, [hé@S, BAVA; ensiform car- 

tilage, ig Pes, 16 5 4 ; costal cartilages, 
iE ; cartilage of the nose, Hf; tarsal car- 

tilages, BES how 
Cartilagenous, a. Pertaining to a cartilage, }h@eP 

fis 
Carting, ppr. Conveying in a cart, fA ype. 
Cartographer, ». A person who prepares charts, 

ig lal 4. 
Cartographical, a. Pertaining to cartography, ¥¢ 

Kid 0, Sp Le PE. 
Cartographically, adv. In a cartographical man- | 

ner, HAAS Ia. 
Cartography, ». The art of preparing charts, #¢ 

E228, MHZ. MES. 
Cartoon, n. A design drawn for tapestry, mosaics, 

Ge. HES, BEF. 
Cartouche, n. A case of wood, girt with marlin, 

holding about 400 musket balls and six or eight 
iron balls of a pound weight, to be fired out of 
a howitzer, Jaggi (27, —1 
box for charges, #8 FEN, KABA FB. 

Cartridge, n. A ease of paper, &., holding the 

HH; a portable | 

exact charge for a fire-arm or musket, cannon, | 

&e., KF, MAF. 
Cartr idgé- box, n. A ease usually of wood, covered 

with leather, with cells for cartridges, EL 2, 

KY F f- 
Cartridge-paper, n. Thick stout paper, of which | 

cartridges are made, REM G1 -F- 4 
Cartulary, n. A register book or record, as of a 

monastery, 7%. 
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| Giant sate, n. ke much land, as one team can plow 

in the year, —#2 Al 
BGA | Carum, n. Carraway, Wi. 

| Carunele, n. A small fleshy exerescence, either 
| natural or morbid, py#z; wattles of fowls, PF 

wh ZEKE; caruncula lachrymalis, ALIA WY - 

Caruneular, a. In the form of a caluncle, py Hh, 

Pa ie Ee 
| Carve, v.¢. To eut into small pieces or slices, as 

meat at table, J, HIB, Sib]; to cut wood, 
stone, &e. intoa particular foriay DHE, FIZ, 5, HE 

s Al, WER, Al. FH). Sh. Kl). BE. IRE, Be 
2D), 3, FH Wiz GB; to carve flowers, AZAE, Zl 

of $7E ; to engrave on metal, €%, HE ; to carve 
ingeniously, ###K; to carve blocks for books, 
FAK, FIZ]; to carve flowers in stone, BEZE ; to 

plan, flit 
Carve, v. 7. To cut up meat, HBAW; to exercise 

the trade of a sculptor, fA), AZlE ; to cut 

figures, fZ7E ; to engrave figures, H4E. EAE : 
to carye or cut, as letters, FZ 2 oe Al EF. EK 
a 

Carved, pp. or a. Cut or divided, BAi&, Bi 
BiH; engraved, x38, AZ; carved lotus, 

carved work, AGT, AE Hl) "EEL. HE ZZ HAN 
fH. 

Carver, n. Carver of wood, HET, Wile, AZTEIF, 
em AEAC Ee ; one who cuts meat at table, WA 
4, OB fy #% ; a large table knife for carving, 

KEI). 
Carving, ppr. Cutting, as meat, ) Bi], BBA ; cut- 

ting in wood, stone, &e., ZAI; engraving, $F, 

HERE ; a carving knife, 4p JJ, KB ; carving 
tool, ALTE ae A, FGI), #27); carving figures, 
PETE ; carving and polishing, #8; carving 
from the people and offering to the prince is 
like a man’s cutting off his own flesh to fill his 

belly, SSB L186 @ A DS LIEN. 
Carvist, n. A hawk of proper age and training to 

be carried on the hand, 3 0p ff RE. 
Caryates, Caryatides, n. pl. In architecture, fig- 

ures of women dressed in long robes, after the 
Asiatic manner, serving to support entabla- 
tures, A{R. 

Wee 

| Caryatic, a. Pertaining to the Caryans or Cary- 
atides, Aff. 

“Caryophyllaceous, a. F&A. T AME OR ENE ASL?)- 
ones n. In botany, a pericarp which is one- 

celled, one-seeded, superior, indehiseent, dry, 
with the integuments of the seed cohering in- 
separably with the endocarp, as wheat and 
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bariey, Wf {-3. 
Casa Branca (white house), n. A Mandarin station 

near Macao, Aff i 3k- 
Casarea, n. A species of wild goose, RE. 
Cascabel, n. The knob of a cannen, behind the 

breach, 41/5 #IL- 
Cascade, n. A waterfall, 8. (240. kok, Hila PF | 

ZK. 
Cascalho, n. In Brazil, a deposit of pebbles, gravel, 

and sand, in which the diamond is usually 

found, 4 Sli) Za ww 
Cascarilla, n. A powerful tonic, Fi--mWA h, 

fn 4. 
Case, n. A covering, ££, £8, ye, I, ES, te. 3, 

Hf ; a book-case, #24m, ar EF, PERF 5a hat-case, 
WA; a watch-case $45E ; a card-case, FEE | 

[, F¥ G&S ; a case for a fan, Heth, habs 
for Chinese types, 

3 Case 

a pillow-case, PEBAES ; a case for a bow, HR, 
5 #, FS; a case or cover for hooks, fy. we | 
#; a dressing-case, $8 Fi, EEN, FE sa toilette- 
case, $57 ; a case for chopsticks, Hef wy, AE 
424 3 @ case of surgical instruments, MELEE 

a pocket case, #22 yk GI; a case of eye instru- 
ments, [LET 88 ff; a case for tooth picks, FrA¥ 
423i ;acase for a knife, JJ5e, TIPE, HY; an outer 
case for a coffin, #7§; a case for ink, 28; a 

case of common glass, Sarina 
Case, v. t. To cover with a case, fH ES , AB 
REE ue put in a case or box, Loe pele, 

AVES, PUES. AR. Aika. 
Case, n. A case in law, 38, 3 Ff; the circum- 

stances of a case, 3é fh, 48 py; a case in court, 
— fi 3; an old case, PE 3 ; to try a case, FRA ; 
to decide a case, #4, Fi Be, ey BE; 

case, HY, #VWR, PEFR; to hear a case, FAM; 
a case of murder, ¢@p3é; papers relating to a 
case, 3845; in case of plaint, (PRA AK; put 
the case to be so, S45, (fa (i, An{% ; a strange 

case, Hi ME 2p WEE, Ay SE, HABE; a case of con- 

science, AIF G ZF, va, Be TILE 
the state or condition of aflairs, 3-8, JEB, fh 

ree HIE ; 7a bad case, AAS HE WS i (IE; to 

act according to the circumstances of the case, 

SLEAE tf ; the case being thus, Fean Je, asthe 
re F ; so the case stands, Be fh FWies. SE 
1 ALTE EE fy ; do it in no case, Bi A Ay , a A 
Fy, 4 AH ; to argue the case, HERS FE BR ees 
fi FH; a particular instance of disease, J gE HE 
Pz ; acase of fever, FFE; to be in good case, fe 

Bil "FMB 5 type-case, FRE; 
ease-knife, 4F py JJ; a pistol-case, WIS, Bf BS ; | 

to revise a | 

HK, NEAL; a dangerous case, 99, PIE; a hard 
case, HES; in the case of swearing, 3 FE 
Ve, ets PELE ; in the case of religion, 7% iH 
Pp, Whe: were I in your case, (Aj 74 (A 
4722 ff ; the inflection of nouns, pR, fy ; a box 
in which merchandise is packed, #7; several 
eases of merchandise, # #7 #%; having first 
quoted several cases, {A 5E 5] #E Bt; an urgent 
case, RX 34F; a serious case, AE RYAIREZE. 

Case- harden, v. t. To harden ithe outer part or 
superficies, as of iron, by suddenly immersing 
it, when red hot, into ice or snow, SR#%, SREY, 

we AK, SUK. 
Case-hardened, pp. or a. $RiB 3%, HIB IK. 
Case-knife, n. in large table-knife, 4p J], 4 py J]. 
Case-shot, n. Musket balls, old iron, stones, &e., 

put in cases to be discharged from cannon, #% 
fils. 

Cased, pp. pr With a case, 3¢Gi UI, (PES 

HB. PAW 
Casein, n. The sia or coagulable portion of milk, 

Caseman, n. A compositor, $5 4%. 
Casemate, n. A vault of mason’s work in the flank 

of a bastion, Fes ; a well with its subterra- 

neous branches, dug in the passage of the has- 
tion, ek PeSF. 

Casement, n. A portion of a window-sash made to 
open or ee on hinges, AV#. 

Caseous, n. Pertaining to cheese, 22 ff (rg, ZR BEE 
like cheese, 338 glia ; the caseous principle, Ze 

tif EL. 
Casern, n. Barracks, Fe RR. 
Cash, n. Money, $8, $i, $8 Ht, # ay ; ready money, 

JGR, HIER; a copper cash, —74SF¥, —7P FH] £8, 
— AC $¥ ; the value of one copper cash, —)R,— 
fiz ; to scatter, at funerals, cash or slips of pa- 

per with six holes in each as a compensation 
for the capricious little devil, the guide of the 
soul to hades, HL VES, WEBER; the large 
cash of Kanghi, Kgrge; bad cash, HES, HAA, 

§¥ ; good cash, KF, YF FB; a string of cash, 

— (FR St, — ih, —TR, AR; to 

exchange into cash, TER; destitute of cash, $€ 
$8, Js} & Me Ac ; not a single cash, 7. $8 a 
— 308 ff ; to run out of “cash, (WES, 1 By ti 
i, Mie i SE; to win cash or make money, [& 
$¥ sas thick asa cash board, $¥ fH gE ; a mint 
for coining cash, $8 JA. 

Cash, v. ¢. ‘To cash a bill, Re qt Re ; 
account, Wks, Wee. 

to cash an 
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Cash-account, n. An aceount of money received, 

paid or on hand, REAL. 
Cash-Look, n. Yeah, Wei. HE A. Wook MB ah. 

| Cassava, 

Cash-leeper, n. One entrasted with the keeping | 
of money, FH, 32 Ht. 

Cashed, pp. Cashed, as a bill, Ife i # 

an account, We iB Ae. 

; cashed, as 

Cashew, n. A tree of the West Indies, the anacar- | 

dium, 2 fit. 

Cashew-nut, n. A nut at one extremity of the fruit 

of the eashew-tree, containing a black liquor, 
used in marking eee &e., Se RPPE, Age He. 

Cashgar, n. MEF 
Cashier, n. One ane has charge of money, 3 fff, 

ie a), Wii, AFR A. 
Cashier, v. t. To dismiss from an office or place of 

trust, #, HR, Bk; 
Wk. MIBRE; to cashier a soldier, HFM, HEA: Hi 

Cashiered, pp. SAR, FEE - 
Cashierer, n. One who rejects, discards, &e. 

4B. Ht, PSHE S- 
‘ashiering, ppr. Dismissing from office, HORE, Bi 

Cashing, ppr. Exchanging for money, as cashing 

a bill, We mR. 
Cashmere, ». Name of a country, J AEGH Gt Bl : : 

rich and costly kind of shawl, WE WH ee 

ih, Lage neat 
Cashoo, n. The gum of a tree in the East Indies, 

SERVES. 
Casing, n. A covering, a case, 28, 50, @; 

the outside, HEE WK. 
Casino, n. A elub-house, 's¢ # ZS py. 
Cask, n. A close vessel containing liquor, #f, Ax 

Ah, PERC HA; a wine cask, AHI; a water cask, 
IH; a large cask, Fh. 

Casket, n. A small chest or box for jewels or 
other small articles, #7 #h@, Titi, BE AEA, 

sli, i, LE, 2. SE. 2. 
Casket, v. t. To put in a little chest, S&7eRI{F, 

Be TE Hi {F- 
Caspian, a. An epithet given to a large lake le- 

tween Persia and Astrachan, ealled the Caspian 

Sea, MASI, AME. 
Casque, Cask, n. A helmet, DAZE, FEE, FY, Het. 
Casque-shaped, a. Shaped like a casque, fA {LIA 
TK 2K 

Cassada, Cassado, n. A tropical plant, the jatropha 
or janipha manihot, WiHFT- 

Cassate, v.t. To annul, KERR. 
Cassation, n. The act of annulling, FRERE eR 

Leica aeiar | 
{0 dismiss from office, 7 | 

> at 

the | 
operation of plastering a house with mortar on | 
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#4 ; the Court of Cassation, JAA, ep. 
n. A nutritious substance like starch, 

obtained from the cassada plant, WWE, INV 

ae. 
Cassa-ware, n. See Cassowary. 
Casse-paper, n. Broken paper, 

quires of a ream, SHAK Ah JJ. 

Cassia tree, n. Lawrus cassia, 

bifiZHh; cassia lignea, Wark of the cinna- 
momum cassia, FEE, FE AE JK ; cassia buds, FE 
F- ; finer cassia, PF 7E FE; cassia twigs, FER; 
cassia oil, Ey Ul ; mative cassia, -- AE JK ; a sort 
of cassia, FYFE; to pick the cassia twig, to be- 
come a master of art or kiijin, FIeIP#E- 

Cassia fistula, n. Name for ite long cylindrical 
pods of the senna tree, Bite Fy, SeHt Ft. 

Cassidony, n. Cotton-weed, 41%. 

Cassimere, n. Kerseymere, Jv Vg. 

Cassino, n. A game at cards, — Hii SK Ween 
Cassiopeia, n. A constellation in the northern 

heirs, 9, SE A “ee 
Cassius, purple of, n. A Reaanitl purple colour 

obtained from the chlorid of gold by means of 

tin, 1-935. OPO +e 4). 
Cassock, x. A cloak or gown worn over the other 

garments, 7 Hj, Wiz. 
Cassocked, a. Clothed with a cassock, 344, 28 

a) 

ee 
Cassowary, Cassiowary, n. A large bird much re- 

sembling the ostrich, #4XFE, 12568, BEE. 

ihe two outside 

#E A, EE, ZE, 

Cassumunar, n. An aromatic root of the ginger 

kind, #43 
Cass-weed, n _ Shepher d’s pouch, # (?). 
Cast, v.t. ; pret. and pp. cast. To throw, 48h, dE, 

Hi, PY, IF; to sow, FR; to cast, asa net, 4K, Hh; 
to cast, as a tree dees its fruit, #5 to cast, asa 

dice, #85; to throw on the ground, as in wrestl- 
ing, #g; to be cast, as a horse, 4 fff; to throw 
away, as worthless, ##, SIE, F-z, FE; to 
emit, Hf, #€; to extend, as a trench, iby, £i] 
it}; to put, or set in a particular state, @LA, 
SLE. He RL; to condemn, 4 JE; to overcome in 
any contest of strength or skill, i, fit, Fe(K ; 
io cashier or discard, #2 ff, JRE; to lay aside, 
as unfit for use, Hf; to throw into one scale, 
as a vole, $244, #44; to compute, reckon, or 
calculate, Z}3E, SEFL; to contrive, to plan, #7 
‘i; to throw, as the sight, fbi 52, 34 ME; to 
throw, as the light, Hf, #§; to found, $§ ; to 
cast a net, ya : to cast imputations on an- 

pie 
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to nae one "sg eye on any- 

Tk hed 
other, 4%, HERES J: 
ites rE GL, HEEL; to cast lots, es, 

PE4a TT, AE BE, RAE, aa. FAR; to cast iron, 
$358 ; to cast copper cash, §3Fe; to cast seed, 

to cast anchor, fh $y; to cast a 
medel, $4 ; {0 cast one’s self at one’s feet, fff 
(R. WELK uh; {0 cast one, (R, (ys DEL; to cast 
thy eyes eastward, fay eZ, pry HIB Ms; to cast 
a look behind, [alqfl, Jalgai; to cast the blame 
on him, SEfl, lt; to cast a Llock in one's 
way, PAR A, FHA J; to cast a mist ess 
one’s eyes, 4ff JMR, PE A; a cast design, ZE48, 

Het Pk; to cast off the clothes, KPA. FAK 
4; 10 cast the horns, #4; to cast the skin, 
3256; to cast the feathers, $236, #@2E, RE; 
: cast one’s teeth, R14, AF; to cast lustre, 

FE XE, Hist, Ase; to cast heat, #3, BE se ; 
to east an ill smell, #§ SLSR; to cast au account, 

ae pk ; to cast one’s nativity, 2, EA 
; to cast about, 4% Help, | reine, ALU FE ; 

io cast aside, FM, FMA 8. FSi YS, Hse, 
Ue FP; to cast aside, to dismiss as useless, Re¥E, 

THES ac ite De. FEE LINE ; to cast one aside, [& 
JH fs. EIA; to cast away, to reject, #£, & 
#E, 2; 10 throw away, PER, HH, HUE, 
ee SE, FE, ai, 4B a Rizk to cast away one’s 
money, 4k $8, (i $2 He RE, Ta BH FB HR; to cast 
one’s self away, MAE: to be cast away by 
shipwreck, ME #%; {0 cast back, to throw back, 

Hk te, Hee Le RE OAL, FA Ja] ; to cast hack, as a ship, 

qi, Hit A 

ER GH, OR fal; cast with age, weay, Reus, ays 
to cast by, to discard as useless, SEH; to cast 

down, HEF. WW: SUF, BE ERT. BYE DR 
f#J ; to be cast down in mind, S5[Y, He ty; to 
cast down one’s eyes, 3fE (GENE, EEL, AR, fiz, 

fH, PARR ; 10 cast forth, to eject, Imi: ; to emit 

a flame, Hi4k; to emit light, #&3%; to cast 

ae beams, #8536, $f36; to cast in (into), Ht 
x Hh ye, HE Ye, HEA, #2 A, fifi; to cast into 
fe water, ft Ec, AA IK; to cast into a sleep, 
aii]; to cast in one’s mind, #7 #4; to east off, 

HED. CEB. MEME, HAE, (TE; to cast off cloth- 
ing, F WIN 42, BH HE KE; to cast off a 
ship, WAR, fA; to cast off 1 Testa: Tt, AE 
47 iS, Heine ; to cast off a burden, ReFH, AYA 
JH BF ; to cast off, let loose hunting dogs, 4H 
Hy); tocast the feathers, #3, fH E, FA; to 
cast the skin, as a snake, Wee, HFC ; birds cast 
{heir feathers and beasts their hair, EEE ai ae 

to cast off a servant, fk & He : to cast out, 
i, it eit; to cast out devils, RL. EEG; to cast 

up a bank, Bite it e; to cast up earth, Ha +, 
Iijc. HEHE; to cast up one’s eyes, 228A; to east 
up, to vomit, Ae lilt ; to cist up, to compute, 
nl Bk. Ane Ike, 4H; to cast one’s self upon 
a friend, peaE WS Wi AC; 10 cast the blame on 
others, 5f ft, LSE 824}; to cast young, to mis- 

carry, if€ AE, 4EP: to cast in the teeth, to up- 
braid, 7A, Fa JV; to cast a gun, $40; to cast 
sheep’s eyes, ME QEMS, Hel}, He; cast your 
cares to the wind, #£3F73=hA; cast thy burden 
upon the Lord, at At_E nit; * to cast an image, 
{Hi tf, $31; the die is cast, FEST, HAE 

f- 
Cast, v. 7. To throw forward, as the thoughts, 

with a view to some determination, $74, Ha, 
pl # ; to twist from regular shape, as a board, 

#4 ; to cast about, HE; our ship was cast away, 

Te AGH TY - 
Cast, n. The act of casting, 4, Hh#, HB; a 

stone's cast, #7 FER; a cast at dice, —JRp fH ; a 
Winning cast, #8hiii; the first cast, #48; you 
make the first cast, (RE; to make a east, 
WA]; 10 be at the last cast, SRA) Fe, RAY SE ; 
the cast of periods, % jf; the cast of the eye, 

WE ZIB wh; to have a cast with one’s eye, SiH ; 
a cast of green, WERK, PRK; manner, air, HF, 
TL IG ; a strange cast of countenance, ZF 
HAZ2T 5 a cast of hawks, —PRRE; a number 

of hawks let go at once, fi PRIA; a small 
stature of bronze, $f] (@; a cylindrical piece of 
Irass or copper, slit in two, lengthwise to form 
a canal or conduit, for conveying metal, $j #¥ ; 
in another cast and figure, LURIEAR, LUWA 
#; the assignment of the parts of a play to 
the different actors, ie JH f #.- 

Cast, n. The cast skin of snakes, insects, &e., WP; 
the cast of a cicada, bili}; cast clothes, ### 

WBE, HA. 
Cast, n. See Caste. 

Cast-iron, n. $3sipEgee, Af $e. 
Castalian, a. Pertaining to Castalia, a cool spring 

on Parnassus, W447 fad $2 SE. 
Castanca fagus, n. Jil aE. 
Castanet, n. An instrument for music, used in 

dancing the saraband ; castanet boards, $4$X, 
Imj#K; the quick and low castanct players; 1s 

TRIS RK. 
Castaway, n. A reprobate, (7A, PRE ASA, SEA; 

that vie is thrown away, 44, JRE Dy, WEP. 
Caste, n. In Hindustan, a name of the several 

* Keclesiastics 11, 1. 
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ee into w aie ‘h soe ne. is samuel ee fa pg i fortress: HE, 8K, (87 PI, ee the house or or 
AP 25th. | mansion of a nobleman or prince, oe wae fore- 

Castellan, n. A governor or constable of a castle, castle, PROF ; castles in the air, ZEA. 

SPH AERA RM. | Casile, x. ¢. In the game of chess, to coyer the 
Castellated, a. Inclosed in a building, as a fount-| king with a castle, by a certain move, |--— 

ain or cistern, [i], fi"; adorned with turrets SHEE. 
and battlements, 7 JRE, GILES. Fhe, Fl ie e-builder, n. One who forms visionary schemes, 

=f. | SIREN, SEALE J. 
Castellation, n. The act of fortifying a house, and Castle- -building, ». The act of building castles in 

rendering it a castle, RRS. | ‘ the air, BEAL. 
Caster, n. One who throws or casts, $h4¥, Jb, Castle-ward, ». An imposition laid for maintain- 

4, FH ; one who makes castings in metal, | ing wateh and ward in a castle, Bi fiy, Spy ss 

SST, FIL # ; one who assigns the parts of Fe fi. 
a play to the actors, je dH # ; one who com-— Castled, a. Furnished with castles, A440 pF. 
putes, 3] 84, 415; one who calculates for-  Castlet, n. A small castle, ney, MIG TF. 
tunes, #4 fi 5 Eb ie HE EF. ¥) fi 564 -a | Castling, n. An abortion, Jy \f. 

set of casters, —#S49{F-, —filJ JHF; casters or | Castor, mn. A hearer, ee, (iH ; a reddish brown 

rollers of furniture, 3iage{T-. | substance of a strong, penetrating smell, taken 

cee ci pl. A stand with bottles for oil, vine- | from bags or cods in the groin of the beaver, jfg 
TORR. (FE. ji PE; tincture of castor, fF SiR. 

ne v.t. To chastise, Bsa%, 47H, weeE, FR Castor, Caster, n. FL ae. 
Castigated, pp. Punished, Sees, FUE. _Castor-oil, ». The oil of the ricinus, or palma 

Castigating, pp. Punishing, 8k #%, Fy af, aie FE. Christi, Sil; the castor-oil plant, aj, AP 
Castigation, n. The infliction of stripes with a if; the seed of the plant, aye. 

view to correction or prnishment, 2&7 A, Fy  Castoreum, n. RFP. See Castor. 
Hi #, GET i; severe animadversion, by way | Castorine, n. An animal principle, prepared by 

of chastisement, either in writing or speech, beiling castor in alcohol, jfp HJ if. 
Bate, WH. | Castrametation, x. The art or act of encamping, 

Castigator, n. One who corrects, ae. Fy te. Bhs = 
Castigatory, a. Tending to correction, corrective, Castrate, v. t. To geld, Hal, tl], KAZI, 4), Fe, FEF, 

BeTE (Vy, pil TEM. 3%, St, HH, Fe, 18). Hie. AK; th enstnate) ainan, 
Castile-soap, ». A fine, bard soap, white or mot- fad J\, FAS ; to castrate a pig, qf #K; to cas- 

tiled, made of olive oi] and scda, 4° Ql, pa PEA trate a sheep, #iJ2£; to castrate a cock, $i] -4E Es, 

Wi Ee He HE. SHE. te). BE 2) HE, PAGE; to castrate a dog, 
Castifan, ». An inhabitant of Castile, in Spain, filly ; to castrate a horse, malt, ft) FR; to take 
WAH BN. * away or retrench, as the obscene parts of a writ- 

Casting, ppr. Throwing, ##p.34,j,; computing, ing, #HJF+ to tale out a leaf or sheet from a 
Fy HM ; calculating, FpBe: running into a mould heok, to render it imperfect, #H) Fz F. 
to give shape, 48; assigning partsina play, Castrated, pp. or a. Gelded, Halsth, AE. His ; a 
eA & ; casting a net, 4eAy; casting plates, castrated man, Ha A, AR & ; acastrated sheep, 

fH HFK ; 2 casting vote, BAEZ. JH2E ; a castrated on, #i hh, TEAR, WE. Es a cas- 
Casting net, ». A net which is cast and drawn, trated cock, #J¥2; a castrated cat, BPS: a cas- 
HAA, Hh. 7 AA. trated dog, 33/7; a castrated horse, Hy HG. 

Casting-vote, Casting-voice, ». The vote ofa pre- | Castrating, ppr. Gelding, fa, fill, JB), ft; taking 
siding officer in an assembly or council, which away the obscene parts of a writing, #5. 
decides a question when the votes of the assem- Castration, n. The act of gelding, Ra#, qi) #%. Ht 
bly are equally divided hediye een the affirmative #4; the punishment of castration, “If, HATH, 

and ee! ASEH to give the casting- ; (Rip. 
| 

: vole, Hi Paige. tn f Castrato, n. A male person emasculated for the 
Castle, n. A house fortified against an enemy, a purpose of improving his yoiee asa singer, Fa 

* PREPS. nT A, KA. 
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Castrel, Kestrel, n. A kind of hawk, Be#q. 
Cast steel, n. Sil AE, S325) PF. 
Casual, a. Accidental, R48 ; occasional, Fy J}, 486 

Re, Wie, AE; 8 casual affray,. SERRE, 
the REN, PAPRALA ; a casual word, 7%". 

Casually, adv. By chance, f§ A. 
Casualness, n. Accidentalness, F§ 2% ZF. 
Casualty, n. Accident, #§%& ZF, AELH, AH 

Wy RR, FRA ZE; the casualties of an en- 

cagement, ff RAE 4. (BU YE fa H ; misfortune, 
Fac af; death occasioned by accident (metonymy), 

Casuist, ». One who studies and resolves cases of 

conscience, #t SE Fi 4. veo KER. BOG Zin, 

EL 2 fi, HEA 2 A. 
Casuistic, Casnistical, a. Relating to cases of con- 

science, FINE. IRELWE, DEE. LEELA. 
Casuistry, n. The science or doctrine of cases of 

conscience, Fi 2H, RE ZB, Bei 2H, 
LIE FH; the science of determining the 

lawfulness or unlawfulness of what @ man may 

do, FLIER. DUI ZI, GD ZTE. 
Casus foederis, n. The case stipulated hy treaty, 

HE ZH. 
Cat, n. Si, RIL, Hi5L, BB; a tom cat, HPA, 
Sih ; as smooth-spoken as a cat-seller, RHE 
7 iste, VESTN; the cat and the rat sleep 
together (rulers and thieves at league), $i[&t [A] 
Mt ; the cat’s eye, $j Ga ME; cold asa cat’s nose—a 

hopeless thing, $j Huff vi ; cat-head of a ship, 
fink; to let the cat out of the bag, Fei TSH 

Ae; cat in the pan, #eTPEN, Fb; to turn | 
a cat in the pan, (fe HEA ; a cat of nine tails, | 
JIL PERE, JL FE Si; they agree like cats and dogs, 

SL 4 HL; a double tripod having six feet, HE 

Cat-bird, n. Sis, See. 
Cat-eved, a. Fj, angi We. 

Cat-fall, n. In ships, a rope used in hoisting the 
AAI gist. anchor up to the cat-head, jt #y#e. 

Cat-fish, n. A species of shark, #4, GEL, BH. 
Cat-head, n. $i. 
Cat-hook, n. A strong hook fitted to the cat-block, 

nee). GH. 
Cat-like, a. Resembling a cat, WS. HEM. 

SiRF 
Cat-mint, n. A plant of the genus nepeta, jt. 

Cat-salt, n. ipo. 
Cat-silver, n. A variety of mica, WH] #, =e kk. 
Cat-tail, n. Hef; cat’s-tail grass, jf), 4. AEH. 
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| Cat’s-eye, n. A variety of quartz or chalcedony, 

| STS 47. 
Cat’s-head, n. A kind of apple, FEM. 

Cat’s-paw, n. A light air, perceived by the rippl- 
| ing of the surface of the water, Jil{f-; a duye, 

ASfE, PERE GL. (HE S- 
Catabaptist, n. One who opposes baptism, AYRE 

Catachresis, n. An abuse of a trope or of words, 

hist ; a trope which borrows the name of ore 

thing to express another, fxfft. (RG- 
Catachrestic, Catachrestical, a. Lelonging to a 

catachresis, forced, gut (iy; far-fetched, gir. 

Catacomh, ». A eave, grotto, or subterraneous 

place for the burial of the dead, BE, #, WFR, 

bE ES ; the Imperial catacombs, $B. 

Catadioptrie, Catadioptrical, a. Reflecting light, 

KNRIY. KIBME. 
Catamatic, a. That has the quality of consolidat- 

ing broken parts, Ai Ang. 
Catagraph, n. The first draught of a picture, # 

BT Wh. 
Catalepsis, Catalepsy, n. A sudden sppression of a 

motion and sensation, in which the patient is 
specchless, senseless, and fixed in one pesture, 

1k SRE. 
Cataleptic, a. Pertaining to catalepsy, JE BPEAS. 
Catalogue, n. List, Fett, (EA. BSR. Wt. BB: 

catalogue of books, # A, #% ; a list of names, 

4A. lh: a list of gocds, ECR, Py ee. fF 
Wy fi; a record, or genealogical table, HE a ; 

make out a catalogue of books, pyR)#EA; a 
gencral catalogue, 4 #4 Gy. 

Catalysis, n. Dissolution, 794%. F240; in chem- 
istry, a decomposition of the proximate and ele- 
mentary principles of compounds by the pres- 
enee of substances which do not themselves so 
combine, 4b jk 2% A. 

Catalytic, a. Relating to catalysis, 4Bn¢ fy, B46 

aiee 
Catamaran, n. A kind of raft used in India and 

Brazil for fishing and landing gocds from ships, 

‘iff 
Catamenia, n. The menses or monthly courses, 
4%] ak. Hae. IRS. BE 7kK; the time of the 
catamenia, #8 Iyy, J4 dy; to have the menses, 
5m 8. Fp HE. ke; at the age of 14 the eata- 
Inenia appears, — ERE F. 

Catamenial, a. Pertaining to the catamenia, J] 

HEN, EAC. J ACA. 
Catamite, n. A boy kept for unnatural purposes, 
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Kei, FB EM. MAME, BG. RL BE 
Hi. te, WAM, GAM, ROT 

Catamount, Catamountain, n. The wild cat, BFS. 
Catandromous, Catanadromous, a. In ichthy- | 

ology, moving once a year from salt water 
into fresh, es ACME. RVR AME GH . 

Catapasm, x. A dry powder for sprinkling the 

body, 724. (anes. 
Catapeltic, a. Pertaining to the catapult, pip, 

Catapetalous, a. An epithet applied to petals of a, 
flower, held together by stamens, which grow | 
to their }ases, as in the mallow, #534 4M. | 

Citaphonies, n. The doctrine of reflected sounds, 

WE AE LOB, BCE. | 
Cataplism, x. A poultice, 7QPERF. (I, WHE; 

apply a cataplasm, 7. | 
Catapult, x. A military engine used by the an- | 

cient Grecks and Romans for throwing stones, 

&e., ih. Ai He, It 1 HE, Abe WE HE, ee iak HE. 

Cataract, n. A great fall of water over a precipice, 
F(5 Hi, HEYSs a vapid, PE; a cataract of the 

oye, OE BUI ZN LE. BR AHEM A TRE TA I, 
Hilf; cataract growing over the eye, BAEK | 
®%- to operate on a cataract, FiFPR; cataract | 

knife, Muy eRII.- 
Catarrh, n. A cold, (al, Hee, SAKE, WAM, lek 

4, 17 SEHK, HEAR; an epidemic catarrh or in- 
fluonza, J 4% Jil, NAb ek HE; to suffer of a 
eatarrh, #4 (jal, Jef (fH ; a chronic discharge 
from the mucus membrane of the nose, fe sh 

gk; catarch caused by the weather, jet pf il $e. 

Catarrhal, Catarrhous, a. Pertaining to catarrh, 
(8 VE, BFA; produced by a catarrh, fF jm 

Pe SCL, we A HAN ICP. 
Catastrophe, n. The change which produces the | 

final event of a dramatic piece, £4 a “3f. $8 

HELE, SAREE, EE AM, 96 48 4 
disaster or calamity, §¢e, HOME, JE Fae HEE Sree 

#% §£4E; the conclusion or result, SC#RAISE; a 
violent convulsion of the globe or part of it, | 

WW Aa, ee 2. 
Catch, v.t.; pret. and pp. catched, caught. To 

seize with the hand, $2, FECE, Hk, BLE. Fh. TB, 
im, HCE. FBS, TH, FH. ME; to catch ima 
net, M, 4; to catch, as birds, ##, Fj; to catch 

a thief, PEK, FBI, GEIR; to catch fish, fq, 

HHA. ATM, BIG. S44: to cateh birds, 3248, 
RY By. dh G3. HAG; to catch birds with bird- | 
lime, #4744; to catch fire, Lak, BR, BEAT, FE 

IK, fWK; to cateh cold, A Bw, “A. HAE. 
iit $e 48 FE; to catch a disease, Yeyy, WI, Wi 

13) GAT 

HE; to catch the truth, fy ZF. FAIA IA GH; to 
catch one in a lie, AW ff) RAG; to catch a 
scent, [i] 5, [i] 44,6, ; to catch one’s death, FAL 

AE, ATR ILZE ; to catch one’s fancy, frit, FH, 
4p; to catch at, PIR, Het; to catch up, H 
4), $2 fH, WAR; *® to catch people's words, #4 
EH; to catch one by his word, #e AB, aah 

ENR, LI BG 5 to catch one in his own trap. 

I} & Gf; to catch one in a basket, 44 (FAB, FF 
RE 5 to catch or overtake, as a storm, JJ 2K, 
Jy 30 & ; put it where it will catch your eye, #E 

ET A. 
Catch, v.7. To communicate, ze fff; to spread by 

infecting, Mev, Her, ze th. 
Catch, n. Seizure, Pt #4, 42 Hi. 48 Hs a hook, a 

catch, £4, Be. Hf; a catch as on a carrying pole, 
HJ ;a smooth catch, ppIJ; a carrying pole with- 
out a catch: also a slippery fellow, 47 J|JFH EF; 
a sudden advantage taken, sf FR, FE Zt; the 
thing caught, Pr TY, pak BF; to sing by 
catches, Fea, PE(EMY; a lucky hit, @¢ GE. 

Catch-drain, n. A drain on a hillside, to eatch 

the surface water, |lkbc, iat; a ditch 
on the side of a canal to catch the water which 
escapes, Fe HC, ty 4. 

Catch-meadow, n. A meadow which is irrigated 
by water from a hillside, [Lf acpe we ji - 

Catch-poll,n. A bailiff’ sassistant,4t) 4, Filho HE. 

Catch-word, n. Among actors, the last word of 
the preceding speaker, which reminds one that 
he is to speak next, fj, #EE ; among printers 

the word placed at the bottom of each page, 

under the last line, which is to be inserted as 

the first line on the following page, 43 Keq¥é Ff. 
Catcher, n. One who catches, Ht 4, $8 4. He HK. 

Catching, ppr. Seizing, PE, HEE, FE, Wee ; 
insnaring, jRUE, Kya. we BLE. 

Catching, a. Infectious, Ze, YenpE, yy. TAME. 
Catching-bargain, n. A bargain made withan 

heir-expectant for the purchase of his expectan- 
cy, at an inadequate price, 7% FF FH Jp 7, 

Si $8 i). 
Catchpenny, n. Something worthless particularly 

a book or pamphlet, adapted to the popular taste, 
and intended to gain money in market, fIp4y, 

BS GaN BF. 
Catehup, Catsup, n. 

rooms, tomatoes, 

ERG. GREE 

A liquor extracted from mash- 
&e., used as a sauce, FF Mt. T 

EH ASTER. 
* The latter said of dogs. 
+ The word used by servants and compradors. 
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Catchetically, adv. By question and answer, LI fF] 

AS. 
Catechisation, x. The act of catechising, Bh] &. 
Catechise, x.#. To instruct by asking questions, 

receiving answers, and offering explinations, 
and corrections, fits HA, LMM Ame, FEE | 
fe) & 4E ZS ; to question, examine, or interro- | 
gate, % (8), aj BY, FE. FE); to catechise a 
pupil, & Fe, % PAE; to ask questions 
concerning the doctrines of the Christian reli- 

gion, Fi) RIP RF ; to catechise mutually, #4 | 

Baa. 
Catechised, pp. Insiructed, LI] 8 Zij8.- 
Catechiser, n. #% FR) 4. wh [tl #- 

Catechising, ppr. Instructing by questions and 
answers, LAE Ax A, LB) Aa ae. 

Catechism, n. A form of instruction by means of 
questions and answers, LJ fi) ® AR He; a cate- 
chism for the young, syAbfl] A, @ St BA, sh 
ARS tS HH a catechism for people of ad- 
vanced age, Fo & fi] 4; a catechism of the 
Christian religion, 92 # [i] 44; a book cantaining 
a summary of principles in science, art or reli- 

gion, ft) 4 &. 
Catechist, x. One who instructs by question and 

answer, LI Blan Ae. % MZ bif: one appoint- 
ed by the Church to instruct in the principles | 

of religion, Zizi, (ia #. 
Catechistic, Catechistical, a. Pertaining to a cate- | 

chist, Fak, HIB: pertaining toa cate-_ 

chism, B23 Me, BUS we. 
Catechu, nr. A brownastringent substance brought | 

from India, also called terra japonica, GUIS, 

Pap ri Ae, nf RL AS. HY GLAS. 
Catechuice acid, n. An acid soluble in water ob- 

tained from catechu, Ga 4S iiih. GERRY. 
Catechumen, x. One who is receiving instructions 

and preparing himself for baptism, BAe Fh, | 

FER SE EME AS 5c RK ATE A. 5c HK. 
Catechumenist, n. A catechumen, which see. 

Categorical, a. Pertaining {to category, #4 WE, Hy 
JSG, EG, BUG ; absolute, WE YK, wh ¥E 
positive, We MPE. “Bits. LEA. 

Categorically, adv. Absolutely, 7 YK wh 

ly, Hi. 
Category, n. In logie, a series or order of all the 

a: lirect- 
ayey? 

characteristics or attributes contained under a | 

genus, Ji J#, Ae Js to bring them into their 

( 214) 7 Gate 

| this category, RAJEL, RAVER. 
Catenarian, Catenary, a. Relating to a chain, $# 

Wee, Hk Ay; like a chain, (REE. 
Catenate, v.t. To connect in a series of links or 

ties, S30, SLE, SES. 
Catenated, pp. Connected, as links of a chain, §& 

38, SHANA HB. 
Catenation, n. Connection of links, Hien; regu- 

lar connection , $2 4%, ABE, WKH. 

Cater, v.72. To provide food, #7 (kK £%, HRBBAEFR ; to 
buy or procure provisions, Bik, BPA. 

Cater, n. See Caterer. 

Cater, n. The four of cards or dice, $F py. 
_Cater-cousin, n. A quatre-cousin, a remote relation, 

| Behl. 
| Caterer, n. A provider, HF tk @ A; a buyer or 

purveyor of provisions, Ff 4p. 
| Cateress, n. A woman who caters, WPpk &Z fe, 

KAM, BH, Sime. 
Caterpillar, x. The coloured and often hairy larvee 

of the lepidopterous insects, #1; hairy cat- 

erpillars, sbi Alf, JY3E Wh, He, Ee, EB 
smooth caterpillars, = iS, 71) ; a caterpillars 
found on mulberry trees, EF, ses, Bea, ZK 
Ac, He; lack caterpillars, #4; one that 
feeds on vegetables and plants, Aé sh, BUAE 

wh. 
Caterwaul, v. 7. To ery or waul, as cats in rutting 

time, Sij4k, Si); to make a harsh, offensive 
| noise, fA Si Si 3 - 

tater-wauling, x. The ery of eats, $ijM, Sip Hy BE ; 
a harsh, disagreeable noise, (AX 5ii Sipe 

| Catery, n. The place where provisions are depos- 
ited, {Kk BE. 

Cates, n. pl. Dainties, EY 2, WA ZH. 
Catgut, n. The intestines of sheep and other ani- 

mals dried and twisted used as strings for mu- 
sical instruments, JR NIRR, WERE: a kind of 
linen or canyas with wide interstices, 3 4j. 

Catharine wheel, n. A circular, ornamental win- 
dow, Gz. 

Catharist, n. One who pretends to more purity 
than others possess, A LIBR RIAA. AL 

18 Hui 4. 
Catharisis, n. Purgation, jet, 774%. 
Cathartic, Cathartical, a. Purging, tf fy, BOE AT, 

SIGN. 
Cathartic, rn. A medicine that promotes alvine dis- 

charges, and thus cleanses the stomach and 
bowels, (egape, Jap Ape, De TP She, Hives Z FA. 
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Cathartically, adv. In the 3 manner rofa cathartic, Catling, » n. A dismembering Anife, used by sur- 
BE 5, Hy MLAS. geons, #IJ JJ ; the down or moss growing about 

Catharticalness, n. The quality of promoting dis- walnut-trees, FEPE Ht 2/7. 
charges from the bowels, #¢i# 7 f%. Bie ZPE. Catmint, Catnip, n. AE, HAE. 

Cathartina, Cathartine, n. The active purgative Catonian, a. Grave, severe, fim, Bint, ai Bee. [ER 
principle of senna, Je4 i &, 564 Hi. Cat-o-nine-tails, x. A whip with nine lashes, Jy ff 

Cathedra, n. The chair or seat of a person in au-  Catoptrics, n. That part ef optics which explains 
thority, #4. | the properties of reflected light, jx 44 2% BE. 

Cathedral, n. The see and seat of a bishop, Fee  Catseep, n. EYP. 
(i AER, 4 Y VERE; the principal churchin | Cattle, n. sing. or pl. Beasts or quadrupeds in gen- 
a diocese, Be fii 7 m8 Fea. | eral, used for tillage, Ge., % #, BA, FI, FE 

Cathedrated, a. Relating to the authority of the) 1, FA, 4E; horned cattle, fy BH: black 
chair or office of a teacher, He HPPR PE, Ze fil Z cattle, 4-F# ; small cattle, 2644; fat cnttle: Set 
HE fry. | 3; domestic eutte: RY; the six kind of do- 

Catheter, n. In surgery,a tubular instrument, tobe —_ mestic cattle, 7X ; to raise cattle, WF ; cattle 
introduced into the bladder, to draw off the (in the United States), 2b, ETF. 
urine, 5] 94, SPACE. 5] 39 BUIEGE; a silver Cattle-show, xn. An exhibition of domestie ani- 
catheter, 5] 73 9h. | mals for prizes, &e., ARH. HB. 

Cathode, n. In electro-chemistry, the way or sur- Catty, n. A Chinese weight of 15 pound avoirdu- 
face by which the eleetrie current leaves sub- | pois, Fr, fi; cattics and taels, Fr fj; one catty 
stances through which it passes, i 4¢F2 0%. TE | as 16 taels, —Jr fA - _ 
Sa ER TB ; the negative pole, efi. | Caucasian, Caucasean, a. orn. Pertaining to 

Catholes, n. pl. Iwo little holes astern above the — Mount Caucasus, 7 U3 (LG; a Caucasian, 
gun-room ports of a ship, Si #3(F, HE Eff. ii J. 

Catholic, a. Universal or general, $f, $f, ZS. fi] | Caucus, n. A meeting of citizens to agree upon 
JEMpE, #41 Fy fy, ZS TE fy; liberal, not narrow- | candidates to be proposed for election to offices, 

minded, partial or higotted, “AYA; pertain- | UE RE Fe 
ing to, or affecting the Roman Catholics, 2205 | Cauda iqeina’ n. FEREM. 
GE, FRE He fy; the Catholic (not Roman) | Caudal, a. Pertaining to a tail, FEE ; pertaining 
faith, Heer. MF. IRMA ; Catholic ee | to the thread which terminates the seed of 
RU S ; the catholic epist ies See, REZ SE. | plants, 3F He SK. 

Catholie, n. An adherent of the Ci atholié C hfs < Caudate, Caudated, a. Having a tail, #7, EE. 

” ¥e Be ME J; an adherent of the Roman Catholic FE (13. 
Church, R47 A, HE Byte. Caudex, n.; pl. Caudexes. The stem of a tree, $f 

Catholieal, a. General, ¥efry, see, ZV0GE. ? 
Catholicism, n. Universality, or the orthodox faith | Caudle, n. A Lind of warm drink, 742, Ai fi, 

of the whole church, #3, 3 77Z2He; the re- | PE Fe PAK. 
ligion of the Roman Catholic Church, KRA:Ze, | Candle, v.t. To prepare caudle, GEiPy I, GE. 
$5 2c ; liberality of sentiments, #&%, RH. | Cauf, n. A chest with holes for keeping fish alive 

Catholicity, n. The doctrines and usages of the in water, 4 #ff. 
fathers of the first five centuries, 4% #, IZ Caught, pret. and pp. of catch. #2j8, 458 42 J, 
# ; the religion of the Roman Catholics, 3+ | SY TEA, SIE; caught in a net, PAPE ; 
Hk, ALG H.- caught in a trap, asa rat, $83: caught him, 

Catholicon, n. A remedy for all diseases, SM JAE 4442; to be canght in rain on the road, fR_E 
He OS ME IL. 5 Ae BH; a remedy supposed tobe | 34 AR. 
efficacious in purging away all humours, 7% Caul, ». A kind of net in which females inclose 

i their hair, A¥rf, 4% 82483; any kind of net, 
Catholicos, n. The primate or head of the Ar- #4, Ea woman’s cap, #2]; a membrane of the 

menian Church, Wi EE Se Je 32 @ gfe. abdomen, covering the greatest part of the lower 
Catkin, n. In botany, a species of calyx, 42; the intestines, Pr a8, KS Ra. é 

catkins of a willow, #4. Cauleseent, a. Having a herbaceous stem which 



bears both leaves and fructification, 4 HEIDE, te 
ZEDGE. 

Cauliferons, a. See Caulescent. 
Cauliflower, n. A variety of brassica, TE ADAE, Hk 

Cauliform, a. Having the form of a stalk, or her- 

haccous stem, # (ry, SEIRE, hin Fite. 

Cauline, a. In botany, growing immediatly on the 
herbaceous stem or stalk called caulis, * 

ADIL. Ze AEM. 
Caulk, v.t. To eclk, which see, #7}. 
Caulking, ppr. Fy Hf. 
Caumatie, a. Of {he nature of a simple phlogistic 

fever, BE hg fy. 

Cauponate, rv. 7. To keep a victualling house, Pi 

S805. BEA. (19. 
Causable, a . That may be caused, TY (fi, 1] $x, BY 
Causal, a. Rek ling to a cause or causes, 47 #, F7 

A. File. 44 1H ; expressing a cause, EAL. (LA, 

5 PE < causal conjunction, Bt hk ZH. 5] de 
Lee 

Causality, m. The ageney of a cause, #iH, Wir, 

Wit, PELL. 
Causalty, n. HEM UE. 
Causation, n. The act of causing or producing, {ii 

1, BE, WAG, OTH. PE. 
Causative, a. That expresses a cause or reason, 

vy. SEBO. Fc: that effects a cause, jf 

3. BCE. GLA. 
Causator, x. One who causes, (ith, BM. tT H- 
Cause, n. A suit in court, 4; a cause, or indict- 

ment, 424k; that which produces an effect, Pr 

(i, HBC. Wears that ny virtue of which any- 
thing is done, jyFLIYk; that from which any- 

thing proceeds, Ji rh, #krl. Hes. HEAR, AR BIE ; 
the reason or motive that urges, moyes or im- 
pels the mind to act or decide, x, nook lA, 

FA, LE); the incipient canse, tg Uf; the 
first cause, AX, ASC, oat. Gy We, 46 Hi fie se- 

condary cause, 7, Feil 5 for the cause of trath, 
$5 GH. FIBER; for what cause? fal, fiz 

ME UIE A. ae, 45 fa fr 
this cause, UCAS, DLL. BLE. Bbak. 
ALE tk “HSE SE th, BSE MA MEM without a 
cause, SHE i, I yp Ys every thing must have a 

cause, ALATA. WAG IA; to hate one 
without a cause, A teeth A; not without a cause, 
Hi SE ME kik, fr ANE mE Pq; there must Le a cause, 

Je Wr FA ee, Pio Ff. AT EL, MEA TF bbe 
an original cause, Jatt. scr, Bie Hert, HE 
Ax, Ais 8 a cause of fyayarrel, et Bh ye ae 
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SR 5 a cause of hatred, % 4p Boat a cause e of dis- 
like, 468% ; to seek a cause of quarrel, 3§ 5 ; to 
raise a cause of quarrel, #2 - Bf, (UAE; there 

is a cause of quarrel, ae. ti OLE: a good 
cause, kf Ff, SEF, 3 i, SEHK; to investigate 

into the cause, HEI, FAK, HEAL. HE ALM; the 
cause of a disease or complaint, oj Jf, 39 HE ; he 
did it not without a cause, 4g A] AAS, BEB 

DE Al {%; the cause or circumstances of an 
affair, fh ry, GFR, Siac. Hip; to give cause 
of suspicion, #GkE, 4) AEE; to stand for a gocd 

cause, I 3254, Uh de Je, Wy Wt, Wh SERS; to 
gain one's cause, fag fe p); to plead a cause, 7 
Aye Ef: ; It is for this cause, #JEFFE: the cause 
of all material things, -¢#; what is the cause 
of your grief ? FF (ij 37 &. 

Cause, v. t. To eceasion, (i, 4F, Be. 1. . HE BF, 
ER, (5). JH, fist. HE. 7K. FOB. FHM; 10 bypfln ce, 
4, {f ; to cause, bring or provoke, 4, #, 4B 
*, Hh 4 ; to cance to be, (FF ; 10 cause sorrow, 

ee. Ay $2 RX; 10 cause joy, {i HK RE. AD ERE 

to cause misery, qh. JB a; canse him to de- 
part, (i fle, EH, 4B H: canse him to 
come, 3 fii {fa 3, fae; to cause death, FX 
AL, %J\ fiz ; 10 cause people to feel nncomforta- 
ble, BEA A, tRNA; {o cause a quarrel, 
AE#L, PcHL; to cause dissensicus, 47 QP HR; 10 
cause mischief, Pk WE; commiseration causes 

affection, and affection causes partiality, $i ZE 
wy, HAE BE; to cause sleep, 3% WE BH, Be IME; 

cause him to rise, § 4B jt; {o cause to grow, 

{di AE, BAe ; to cause happiness, (tit, AEWA; to 

cause to desist, 3% (£, $2 (£, ik fE. s&dip; to 
cause calamity toa state, RR A Ag. 

Caused, pp. (dij, Bh, MRI, 4b; preduecd, 

AEG, (Ei, #85; brought about, jX5h. 

Causeless, a. Having no canse, St ji, EPG, AR 

Wk; without just ground, reason or motive, 

PE i. 
Causelessly, adv. Without canse or reason, SiG &. 

Causelessness, n. $k 3 - 
Causer, n. He that causes, 3%, (i #. 4¢ 4; the 

ageney by which an effect is produced, ff 44, 

Ha BEE. 
Causeway, Causey, n. A way raised above the 

level of ithe ground by stones, earth, &e., FAG 
Ge, JEG, RESH. AETR; to male a causeways ae 
ThgR, UTR G, 8, ep; a road laid regularly 
with stones, 74 ff. 

Causewayed, Causeyed, a. Having a causeway or 

a raised way, + ERNE, Jal aL 5. 
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Causidieal, a. Pertaining ie an advocate, AK FINE, ly admonished, (2738, 2) PAGE, BEAR 

AK Fal (13. 
Causing, ppr. Producing, 3, (ii, 4b, (E, HE, FR. 
Caustic, Caustical, a. Burning, IAs, KG, EG 

corroding, it 42 (4y; destroying the texture of 
animal flesh, IVI, FV fy, BEV fy; severe, 
2 HL TE, BOE, TPE, TF NPE ; caustic feeling, 

Ws BE AUCH &, ; caustic language wounds 
oe heart, #0 ff. 

Caustic, n. In medicine, any substance, which, 

applied to animals, acts like fire, 2%, RAK, 
FH; lunar caustic, Be eae, HAE, AP HRA ; 
medicine used as a caustic, 4 #f. 

Causticity, n. The quality of acting like fire on 
animal matter, EA) PE 4 9 PE; cutting remark, 

we, pees. PEAK. 
Cautelous, a. Cautious, fh; wary, ie #%; cun- 

ning, le of AF fe, SEH, HF hy 

Cautelously, adv. Cunningly, Wek, FPR, TER; 
cautiously, it ¥ | ‘tim. 

Cautelousness, Gantilonsness, n. Cautiousness, jt 

Cauter, n. A searing hot iron, }2y3ék, ue aR. 
Cauterism, n. The application of cautery, JRA, 

WORK, AKI 
Cauterization, n. In surgery, the act of burning 

some morbid part by the application of fire, ¥x 

KA, Ke, Vit ie 4. 
Cauterize, v.¢, To burn with a hot pas KY, 

YE IK, NH; to cauterize with moxa, $F, KK; to 
eauterize a morbid place, 2p} ye, ran 3; tO cau 
terize a sore, HEH. 

Cauterized, pp. or a. Burned with a hot iron, J4 

ih, LIS i. 
Cauterizing, ppr. Burning, as with a hot iron, 

W4, JARKH; the cauterizing iron, HEH. 
Cautery, n. A burning, as by a hot iron, JR, 

IE, VOR, NIG. 
Caution, n. Provident care, (Har, Tt Foy 

1}; prudence with regard to danger, FR in, PB 
He, $8 Hh, 8 He; measures taken for security, 
JE ffi, BYR] s exhortation, WAR, UAB ; anxie- 

ty, BMa. BMS. 
Caution, v.t. To warn, je BR, Bk WR, Pk A, HE BR, 

WK, PAK, HK, BEAK, HK, WT WE; to exhort to be 

careful, $d ts, BS a A, Ae Mb dhs to 
caution against lasciviousness, IRE, WE, Yh 
7K f ; to caution against wine, 7 5, Wy AiG : 
caution him, RRB, YE. 

Cautionary, a. Containing caution to avoid dan- 
ger, SAVE, WI ; cautionary words, QA. 

Cautioned, pp. Warned, (7 Ri8, WIKIB; previous- 

BB 

Cautioner, n. In Scotch law, the person who is 
bound for another to the performance of an 
obligation, (RR J\. 

Cautioning, pp. Warning, fq, HK. ee, BE 
Pe. 

Cautious, a. Careful to avoid evils, FE TH, yoy, 

fl 1G, F- fa, ff fl. FAB, Hy Be by, i, KE, FF; 

ME 2; watchful, APE; circumspect, fid-F ; be 

very cautious, Ke EL, dep ii fi RE ITS 
i); a cautious person, fk Fl 

Cautiously, adv. With caution, a th, lin HR, HE 
hit ; act cautiously, J th 47 48, ta ABE SE. 

Cautiousness, n. ‘The quality of being cautious, ji 
Na, ‘hit 4, tit af #4; prudence with regard to 

danger, DEH. HDR. 
Caya le ade, n. A procession of persons on horseback, 

KN 5, — fit VES, my, ee — EA; the 
aa cavaleade, “#8. 

Cavalier, n. A horseman, BR I5 ZA, Fe Hs a 

knight, Bf (%, * @ fal; T a gay, spright- 
ly military man, Sexe, AEH, FE, BA, se 
Fi; a gay fellow, See 4%, AEZE ZS-F ; one who 
understands horsemanship, #1 /\, BX A. 

Cavalier, a. Gay, Se (i fj; haughty fi Ne . bs 

Be, thi fit. 
Cavalierly, adv. Haughtily, fi 9%, HE, ponies 
Cavalierness, n. Haughtiness, (i #%.- 
Cavalry, n. A body of military troops on horse- 

back, HG, ee, iit Se, BG; light cavalry, 
HIS Bs. HEB; heavy-armed cavalry, Bi 4: infant- 
ry and cavalry, 683, 355 ; general controller 
of cavalry, B-Ab BY. 

Cavate, v.t. To excavate, which see. 
Cayatina, n. A short air, )J\ei. 
Cavizion, n. In architecture, the underdigging of 

the earth for the foundation of a building, {yj 
is Tht BEB « 

ae n. A hollow place in the earth, 7, fi, 18, 

Si, Hit i, 4-32; a hollow place in a mountain, 
iid, HA, Ut}; a cave in the field, Wk BB; to live 
in the caves, 5, Ree. 

Cavea, n. The stable or den for wild beasts, 7. 
Caveat, n. In law, a process to stop proceeding’s in 

a court, JERS, JMS; intimation of caution, ey 
IK Hh HR, 8) HR; notice of intention for the 
patenting of a particular invention, 2&-£il) 3#7z, 

BEI. 
* A distinction conferred upon Manchus and is equiva- 

lent to knight. 
+ This character is said to appear in some edicts. 
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Caveat emptor. “ Let the purchaser beware 

ht. 
Cayealing, n. 

sword from one side of an adyersary to the other, 

RS, | 
Cavern, n. A deep, hollow place in the earth, jn] 

Hd, 20, HN, BR, i. O, SLAC, WED ke. BS, 
ye Vo J, 22, 8, fe, fe; the entrance of a 

> BA 

In fencing, the shifting of the | 

cavern, ACE, 4 A; caverns are the habitations | 

of spirits and monsters, WEE HE LEE, WEEE PB 
fae; caverns and fissures, JU {li J 2. 

Cavernous, a. Full of caverns, 270 Z, hi, IX, JRE, 

eG. 
Cayetto, n. In architecture, a hollowed moulding, 

AIK. 
Cayezon, Cayesson, n. A sort of nose-band, which 

is put on the nose of a horse, used in breaking 
the animal, Py Mw. 

Caviare, Caviar, n. The roes of certain large fish, 

prepared and salted, gf fii Py. 
Cavieorn, n. 30 4 LK. 

Cavil, v. 

2 We, 3 ? His “OSG ag \ Lis if 5 

Cavil, n. ‘False or frivolous objections, HR, 
Caviler, n. One who cavils, HESS 4h, ABR Hi. 
Caviling, ppr. or a. Raising frivolous objections, 

TASK, BO. 
Cavilation, n. The aet of caviling, UH Fi 4h, ie ied | 

Boi 
Cavilous, a. Captious, [ig 35 (vy. BS TOE, BE PGE, 

aif ME 
Cavilously, adv. In a cavilous manner, FER. 

Cavilousness, n. Captiousness, 35} 68 4, at #, 

sip bit #. 
Carvin, n. A hollow way, (kf. 
Cayity, n. A hollow place, 3¢, @, 2s, [Il]; an aper- 

ture, @%, JL, #8; the inner cavity of the ear, Tf. 

Cayolinite, n. A variety of nepheline, which see. 
Caw, v.i. To ery like a crow, rook, or raven, (£ pf 

BE IBGE, Be. 
Cawing, n. 7G 0G ee, 2278 HE ER. 

Cawk, Cauk, n. Sulphate of baryta, yg tee SE rg a 
fie shesiun 
Caxou, n. RUE. 

7. To raise captious and frivolous objec- | 

tions, dis Si ae , St iit. leq Ye, BS Es Be He, gis) | 

to cayil at the price, 8 (FR. | 

| Cedar-like, a. Ff i 

among seyeral tribes ai Indians in Ameriea, 

2) 
ae v.t. To stop pcs acting or speaking, 

les BK, 2, JELB, VB, 3 1k, FE, eB, 

aN A a, {8., itt. Kid, té. NC. ‘SY , TE. BE, EB; 
{o cease from work, 421, Bk, FEF, FL, 

42 J. ; to cease from walking, jk 7H; stop, #E 

Me, GH. VE CE. BP, Bk HE; to cease firing, 
We fk, Bkay. Bink; cease to engni Bk PA, fk 

fil}; he would a coase, Me ty Hk, A ey fe; to 

make to cease, 3! fF, 3% IE; ae a while, & 

f{Ellp. 
Ceased, pp. Stopped, ki, (238, AA, fi, EE 

ith, AEM 
Ceaseless, a. ee a stop or pause, 7 Bk, Ate, 

AEE LS, 4m: | - Ave ie A, 3 4m —\| 5 455 Bk, AB. Ath, BE 

ELE. 
, adv. Are, AE. Ceaselessly 

| Ceasing, ppr. Stopping, Bk, JE, &, Hea; with- 
out ceasing, Aw, ALE; without ceasing day 
and night, H7& Ae AH; the four sea- 
sons revolve without ceasing, Jia. PONE 

i Ay Bi 
Ceasing, n. Cessation, (4%, hk#, BH, ILA. 

Cedar, n. Hf tit, Hf Uh. eh, HaEAR. 
TINK fa 

| Ce de, v.t. To yield up to another, wep i, it 

| Ceiling, n 

; to cede terrri- ie SEE, JETR to deliver, ff 8 

tory, HL ED: 
Ceded, pp. or a. Yielded, 5% jf ; transferred, #9-f 

iB. (F388 
Ceding, ppr. ae, FfEs# ; 

Cedrine, a. Belonging to cedar, #f] ; cedrine wood, 

MIA. 
Ceduous, a. Fit to be felled, Hy £¥, By RK. 
Ceil, v.¢. To cover the inner roof of a building 

with boards, 47R{EM, ET UE HK. 
Ceiled, pp. or a. ETRE HK. 
Ceiling, ppr. Covering the top of a room or build- 

ing with boards, €fFc (E K- 
. The upper horizontal or curved surface 

of an apartment, opposite the floor; KAER, KR 
SER, TRE, ME, HE. He, AR; the inside pe of 
a ship, AiR: 

Yielding, transferring, 
* 

(EE. 
| Ceilinged, a, Furnished with iveiliries Fi KEK 

Cayenne pepper, n. Capsicum, $f Hx, FRR, ZEA, | Celandine, 2. A plant, swallow-wort, 4a fik 8, * 

ie 
Cayman, n. ts 
Cazie, ene ‘# 

| Gelature, n. The art of engraving, REgE 

. The title of a king or chief | 

$e yes, * * EMRE (2). * FRE AS 

; the act 

of engraving, BE SA) #8 - 

ms * ESSA MLA. 2h * Medhurst. 
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Celebrant, n. One 1 Ww ho performs a public religious 
act, F732 gt HF ; a priest of the Roman Catholic 

tigi KA Bc Ze. 
Celebrate, v. t. To praise, AR Me, FRESE. TEM. HEAR. 
HE. MH, MAGE. SE. AA, ; to make famous, 
BG, BBY; to celebrate divine service, 
FF he, 2G LH, BFF _L Ff; to celebrate a 

festival, fit Chi (i, i (i ene FF tii. tT (fi Wie ; to cele- 

brate a birthday, {M7EB WLS ME, PRES IG ; to 

celebrate the emperor’s birthday, 3% Js $4 77 Zé 

A, AS mls e- 
Celebrate], pp. ora. Praised, a 3658, tf 0 iS, 
MARHIB ; celebrated, as a festival, iit, FIG ; 

_ famous, YW, 4%, BREE, OR WL. BE, 
Be a celebrated scholar, ij, 9447, BER 
WER BE ; a celebrated statesman, 7% Fi. 

Celebrating, ppr. ‘Praising, 243, AAT; celebrat- 
ing, as divine service, Ff; celebrating, as a fes- 

tival, ff, #8, FF. 
Celebration, n. Solemn performance, fy 32p% H, 

THK, Bs celeb ration of one’s ieehaty, Aik 

AEA #5 praise, ait 52. MA nh a7. fii 58 HW; the 
celebration of ihe arora s supper, [ri] € Mi Z. 

Celebrious, a. Renowned, GAME, AT REG. 
Celebrity, n. Fame, % 2%, #2). AF HE. US EL, 
RBA, Bs tobea celebrity, KELZA; 
a world wide celebrity, % #5 PUY. BIRR - 

Celeria, n. A variety of celery, which sce. 

Celerity, n. Bupidity of motion or movement, Aft 

ti. wathie A PR, GE, HA. TRE. ah 
sk @ Bie, BEBE: to do ae with celerity, {hk 

‘E APG, fit Pete. (ESE tk 
BE, HT; wild Celery, n. FFAS, HER. Bp. = se 

celery, Paya. * 
Celestial, a. Heavenly, 3K ty, KORE, KA. BAK 

ij, BREEZY; celestial Heeaee Kilk. KK 
DEE TR ; celestial messen gers (angels), JK (ili; ce- 

lestial spirits, emp; celestial ruler, Rie: celes- 
tial globe, KER, KG , TRIETR: celestial 

_ stems, or horary characters, KF; the celes- 
tial dynasty, Ff; celestial emperor, KE; 
celestial court, FRE; celestial king, FEE; ce- 
lestial mountains, FE [lf ; celestial steps, FE BE: 
celestial decree (fate), FE fF ; eee sig ns, K 
JK; celestial phenomena, KK {M, HERG. KU: 
celestial doctrine or truth, Eibgiet Bice stial 
endowments, or the principle of truth given to 

man, Kid, RHE; celestial, or from heaven, K 
FEAS, KEE; the celestial principle becomes 
the male, and the te: ‘restrial principle the fe- 

~ * Medhurst. 
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male, Wee Bae wc; celestial horizon; 
Ke aT ZF FR; celestial perspective, Fa &. 

Celestial, n. An inhabitant of heaven, {EK #, 

HERES. 
Celestialize, v.t. To make celestial, fi, 46 

KAY. 
Celestialized, pp. Made celestial, Af FR PLME, 4G i& 

BK. 
Celestially, adv. In a heavenly or transporting 

manner, FIA, PEI, BE AY. 
Celestin, Celestine, n. In mineralogy, native sul- 

phate of strontian, #744. 
Celiac, a. Pertaming to the lower belly or intes- 

tines, FI. 
Celibacy, n. An unmarried state, 4 @j#%, fa 
AT i a AK EY ABE (male), £4 & AaR(female), 

EPG, BASE. 
Celibate, n. A person who is unmarried, 73E#%, 

Celidography, n. A description of spots on the 
disk of the sun, or on planets, A\_-2 ASR, 77 

mom, FLEE AR. 
Cell, n. A small or close apartment, as in a prison, 

&e., BF, ie; a cottage, 42, Jr JR; a cave, 

Fe, ili]; a small cavity in the ground, £§ ; cells 
of the pericarp, in which a8 are lodged, {= 
@, (2%; cells of a hive, 3 A, 4 ISR: ; 
cells of convents, mii ke, (SF ; veel for liter rary 

candidates, #24, 4; the cave of a recluse, 

Feild. [Se- 
Cellar, n. A room under a house or other building 

used as a ONE “ESE, TE, 5 a wine 

cellar, ‘2, 7442; a cellar for curing fish, #33. 
Gellacaze. n. Charge for storage in a cellar, Hy ”" 

Cellaret, n. A case of cabinet-work for holding 
hottles of liquor, 4, 4928 

Cellarist, Cellarer, n. An peace in & Monastery 
who has the care of the cellar, #e2# 2%. 

Celliferous, a. Pearing or producing cells, AE 2 

WE. AERA. 
Cellular, a. Consisting of cells, @& frJ, BF, HVE ; 

{he cellular tissue of plants, wi t¢ ff; cellular 
dropsy, yc he. 

Celluliferous, a. Producing little cells, AE 2s {f-. 
Cellulose, a. Containing cells, @0p—, @ Ay. 

Celosia cristata, x. Fey tE 
Celsitude, n. Height, eye 
Celtic, a. Pertaining to the primitive inhabitants 

of the South and West of Europe, [eR 2t Fhe %- 
| Celtic, n. The language of the Celts, YAY Ayah. 
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Cement, n. Mortar, Jk; a glutinous substance, 
capable of uniting bodies in close cohesion, Jf, 

HIS, NER, AS 4h) ; bond of union. fl fF Fug ; 
English cement, 3 Py JE. 

Cement, v. t. To unite by the application of matter 
that produces cohesion of bodies, #5TE, IH, 

HITE, FR; to cement them, LIFeAAHK; to ce- 

ment with mortar, DIJK ws #8 Hy; to cement 
friendship, #¥ Zz, HE YA; to unite closely, #4 

BE, Ha i 
Cement, v. 7. To unite or become solid, $§ #4, #4 

BE, WEL. 
Cementation, n. The act of cementing, #230 ¥, 

Ps 3E A, SIE, HG, UK ey 4% ; the cem- 
entation of iron into stecl, Hf iy#¥ ; the cem- 
entation of porcelain, 8 i. 

Cementatory, a. FUE Ay, FEMI. 
Cemented, pp. or a. fi FE, HTP GA: united by 

mortar, SURI ; firmly united, 738 FE. 
eH BE; consolidated, #45 EE. 

Cementer, n. The ‘person that cements, #32 ¥ ; 
the thing that cements, #39744. 

Cementing, ppr. or a. Uniting by cement, #438, 

KTR, IE, ANG; uniting closely, 8 3p kp Be. 
Cemetery, n. A place where the dead bodies of 

human beings are buried, Jif}, JAAS, BRE, HR 
Hi, Wp, ERE, ASEM, Pe; a family cemetery, 
3S, TH 8S; a public cemetery, 3§ Be, $e hh; 
the Christian cemetery, 3 [q. 

Cenobite, m. One of a religious order who live in 
a convent, or in community, fia. HE. 

Cenoby, n. A place where persons live in com- 

munity, (58. F, We fe 

Cenotaph, n. A monument erected to one who is 
buried elsewhere, 4 #4, HEH, FeAT IK. HE. 

Cense, v. t. To perfume with odours from burning 
substances, 7 #. 

Censer, n. A vase or pan in which incense is 
burned, @U, HE; a set of censers, stands, 
&e., — Fil] 2K; a set of a censer and a jar, Hy 
$A ; a swinging censer, ff Ut, fe Mt; the copper 
censers, sold as curiosities, $j Mf!, Sj, er Ui. 

Censing, ppr. Perfuming with odours, #84. 
Cension, n. A rate, tax, or assessment, #E, BEF. 
Censor, n. One who is empowered to examine all 

manuscripts and books, before they are com- 
mitted to press, AR, He ; an Imperial 

censor, * 4p tt, (i $2 Ae Fe; censors in attend- 

the doings of the emperor, under whom they hold their 
office, are censors to His Imperial Majesty. 

-— 

Mii 

ance on the emperor, {¥ (i #1, Re rh GUE; 
censor in waiting, 77 #f¥ Hb ; censor to His 
Imperial Majesty, sf, & EB; one given to 
censure, Sit 4, ATE H. 

Censorate, n. #)#2GE; the tribunal of the cen- 
sorate, 4) Hise ; keeper of reecrds in the censor- 
ate, (52 -E ff; in the censorate, yee. 

Censor-like, a. Censorious, $f #¥ (1 ; austere, freqy- 
Censorial, Censorian, a. Belonging toa censor, or 

to the correction of public morals, jf BS fy, BE 

Vial (4 3 - 
Censorious, a. Addicted to censure, #e7# (rg; apt 

to blame or condemn, HE ee 9E, HERP AS, HMR, 

all HE EPA, BENET, oe ake 5, RTE 

Censoriously, adv. In a censorious manner, wHe%R, 

Ne HR. 
Censoriousness, n. Disposition to blame and con- 

demn, HA. WL HEM. AHL H. 
Censorship, ». The office or dignity of a censor, 

(HUE ZUR, RES UR, BE ZY, HST RE 
Censual, a. Relating to a census, |e ZEPBE. 
Censurable, a. Blamable, Hy iH, ny Ey, BY RS 

fy, TE: A, APOE, RETEN. 
Censurableness, n. Blamableness, By #e3¥, By RS 

#4, WHR. 
Censurably, adv. RAR, WER. 

Censure, n. The act of blaming or finding fault, 

Be, NS, oe, Feat, EAB, TLRS SH, 
HHO, 4 

Censure, v.t. ‘lo blame, #%, HH, TRIE, FLA, 

Be ARAL, NE TE, ME. SR. SETS. BA. iE. OE 
2H ; to censure by jndicial sentence, #7 3E. 

Censured, pp. Blamed, SH i, Tih, Wei, SHE 

8, SB. MBAR. 
Censuring, ppr. Blaming, #%, Nea}, SHE, HEA 

Fe. 
Census, n. An enumeration of the inhabitants 

taken by public authority, 3 Ot, RR, Ie H, 
Wg Fie Wg Des, 7 0c Mal $2 ff ; to take a census, 

AE. 
Cent, n. A hundred, # ; per cent, FHP; five per 

cent, —FshIn. # AHL fl: five per cent 

commission, 7L4pFA; a cent (coin), —4-JENF, 

(fifi CTE NE), “56 E- 
Centage, n. Rate by the cent or hundred, 3h D#f. 

Centaur, n. A fabulous being, supposed to be half 
man and half horse, JV 55, PARR, FAE 

Centaurize, v. 7. To be a man and act like a brute, 
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* Centaury, n. A plant, #2 %, 77 fe AH. 
Centenarian, n. A persona hundred years old, Hj 

RA, Fk Hi, E®. 
Centenary, n. The number of a hundred yg, — 
BL. 

Centenary, a. Relating to a hundred, — Ai, A 

WU. 
Centenial, a. Consisting of a hundred years, 

47.9% ; pertaining toa hundred years, or hap- 
pening every hundred years, Fy iW, Fy se GE. 

Center, Centre, * n. rfs, rat, Hoth, fa, BE, He; 
in the centre, #4; the very centre, JErfs, rs 
XE; the centre of a target, #6 om, Hf fry; the 
centre of a house, #4, Ag; the centre of the 
earth, Jdg>, WaT ; the four cardinal points 

and the centre, PUF7H+4t; the centre or axle, 

Ha ; the centre of a circle, Aj,%); the centre of 

the globe, 4k3K; the centre of an army, ft 
rf; centre of gravity, TErB, Bath, ZS Wh ; cen- 

tre of oscillation, 4#8){); center of suspension, 

REE; center of magnitude, rh y%, Jy; to 
unite in a centre, Apr, Bf; to rest 

in the centre, {E7ErG, FE ike; to place in 
the centre, #7 rh oG, BE}; to hit the 
centre Fy rf, 4% ; center bit, HAG, MGR. 

Center, Centre, x. ¢. To place on center, ffE 3 fd 
rf, fe Ih —-j8, 431 —-sB ; to centre one’s affec- 

tions, (RIK RIS, HET. 
Center, Centre, v. 7, To be placed in the middle, 

Bx TE rf. 
Centre-bit, n. An instrument turning on a centre, 

for boring holes, $$. 

Centered, Centred, pp. Collected to a point or cen- 

tre, GES rf, AI sh fe 
Centering, n. In architecture, the temporary form 

on which an arch is supported during its con- 
struction, fpf. 

Centering, Centring, ppr. Placing on the centre, 
Tae, FEE ; collecting to a point, Af 

Zef, WET PB. 
Centesimal, a. The hundredth, —R2%—, Ars 
Zo. 

Centesimation, mn, A military punishment for de- 
sertion, mutiny, or the like, where one person 

in a hundred is selected for execution, Fy rf 4th 

— Th ER. 
Centicipitous, a, Having a hundred heads, A 

Cy. ME. 
* Though Webster's orthography is the most correct one, 

we have followed the mode of spelling this word as is gen- 
erally adopted in England and America. 

Centifidous, a. Divided into a hundred parts, 3-— 

Hah, FFB. 
Centifolious, a. Having a hundred leaves, Fe 

WEE, Fa AE (V9. 
Centigrade, a. Having a hundred degrees, —y KE 
# ; centigrade thermometer, —y)¥ Spf $e 52 $f 

(fry). 
Centigramme, n. The hundredth part ofa gramme, 

ZA AZ. 
Centime, n. The hundredth part of a frane, jf 

WEE + 
Centimeter, Centimeire, n. The hundredth part of 

a metre, PU4p2E. 
Centimorbia, n. tga te. 
Centinodia, n. Centinody or knot grass, #F2é. 

ra 

Centiped, Centipede, n. A scolopendra, fy fe, # 
i, HPL; scolopendra scutigera, WYRE, ie Ez, 

bei, WKAR ; sentipede shrub, Heder. 
Centner, rn. A weight divisible first into a hund- 

red parts and then into smaller ones, ——y#¥, 

— ji. 
Central, a. Relating to the centre, rhe, SORE, rs 

Talay, TEPotS, 4s, feds, Ae; containing the 

centre, HA ty; central forces, He ge Hort S Jy, (i 
he Wee ZI); central mean upper aie ASD 

Hh; Central Asia, PLR, op i Py ane cen- 

tral road, 43%; a central line, ae central 
parts of the body, Ii A. 

Centrality, n. The state of being central, r2€, 

KB, NEI— WH. 
Centralization, n. The act of centralizing, [REFS 

Ht #, AHis 44; the centralization of power, 

Bii— 2 HE, HES — 4 
Centralize, rv. t. To draw to a central point, fey 

rE Tal, 4p TAPE, Ril — em, I TE oh pe. 

Centrally, adv. With regard to the centre, Fath 
fy, "PEE, GAH; in a central manner, ~rs, 

EHF 
Centric, a. Placed in ihe centre or middle, 3/74, 

DA, TEAR, AE Ay. 
Centrifugal, a. Tending to recede from the centre, 

BIE He, PREMES Iryh, WSEHE RAD, AE rg big. 
HERE Ab; centrifugal force, Aly I, hysR 

Bh ZH. RF Ab IY HAZ ID, HEAD Zs in 
botany, expanding first at the summit and later 
at the base, like a flower, J§ Br VES (4, DHE FE 

BAM. 
Centripetal, a. Tending towards the centre, figrf 

fy, BRT, PA abSRAT, Seabee, pe Ab sig rhs 
* Wife ALL. 
+ Watt re 
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WBE, sR fy; centripetal force, POH. fy | | 
Hy, RPI; in botany, expanding | 
first at the base and afterwards at the summit, 
as a flower, JH We SEEN. 

Centumvir, n. ; pl. Centumviri. A name given to 
certain judges celected in ancient Rome, hy the 
praetor, to decide common causes 2mong the 
people, fa), 72S #H- 

Centumyirate, n. The office of a centumvir, 7 BJ 

Lik. 
Centuple, a. A hundred fold, 3€ 7, Ae, B— 

ff. 
Centuplicate, v. t. To make a hundred fold, Wy 

fi, Mahi, —B fk. 
Centurial, a. Relating to a century, [wg heg. 
Centuriate, v. ¢. To divide into hundreds, 4}}jjJ— 

A. PB — 

of a dog, who guarded t 
fernal regions, &e., ZH ee 

Cercis siliquastrum, n. 353i. 
| Cere, v. t. To cover ie wax, EIi@. 
Gareal Pertaining to edible grain, as wheat, 

raAyes oo. FE. ua 

Cerealia, n. pl. Edible grains, 7.¥%, yt. 
| Cerebellum, n. The little brain, sft, sf. 

Centuriator, Centurist, x. An historian who distin- | 

guishes time into centuries, SR A4E ZH, fi, 

Wis BE aS. 
Centurion, n. ARE. AH. Ait. 1s. ak 

Fe, {f- 
| 

Century, n. A hundred years, — 7 4p; a company 

consisting of a hundred men, —[RE, F}—- A 

fi. 
Cephalic, a. Pertaining to the head, ofPE, BEA: 

the cephalic arteries, DAMPE EAE 
Cephalic, n. A medicine for headache, 9fi yi # 
Cephalopod, n. MES, fy Ut Hf 
Cephalopodic, Cepbalopodons, a. Pertaining to the 

cephalopodous mollusca, Hi, Fp. HA. 
Cephus, n. A water fowl of the ok kind, 3 pe | 
Cepola, 7 
oie: ygrt, 

Ceraceous, a. Wax-like, (VINE, LLY 
of the nature of wax, Ii{IPE. 

Cerambyx, n. 4 hit. 
Cerasin, n. Any gummy substance which swells 

in cold water, but does not readily dissolve in 

it, WARE. 
Cerasite, n. The native muriate of lead, fea ft % ff. 

. A fish of a species of the genus acan- 
called red band-fish, aL 

HS ; partaking 

Cerastes, n. A genus of poisonous African serpents | 
- with small horns, #§4§ RE, 77 f§ RE. 
Cerate, n. A thick kind of ointment, composed of 

wax and oil, with other ingredients, i #5 4%, 

Gerated, a. Covered with wax, WORE, _-IopE. 
Gératrin, n: The bitter principle in Ieeland moss, 

He TL Gi AH TE 
Cerbera chinensis, n. Bf #ef¥. 
Cerberus, n. In mythology, a monster in the form 

| Ceremoniously, 

| Ceremoniousness, 1 

Cerebral, Cerebrine, a. Pertaining to the cereb- 
rum, or brain, ASAy, FRE; anteroir and pos- 
terior celebral arteries, Rf wij WEE 

Cerebrum, n. The brain, Rs, Asse; the front and 
larger i of the brain, [2 Apis. 

Cerec Aothsin . A cloth smeared with melted wax or 
with some glutinous matter, Ili (i. 

Cered, pp. Spread over with melted wax, | jie. 
| Cerement, n. Clothes dipped in melted wax, If 4. 
Ceremonial, a. Relating to ceremony, or external 

rite, et Mee, mt Bh fy; formal, Spat; observant 
of old forms, J me Ay, diy Ame AS, HEE ; 

ceremonial dress, j@ i, 7 #h- 
Ceremonial, n. Outward form, 724%, fk, Abn ; 

the book containing the rules prescribed to Le 
observed on solemn occasions, ji 2¥, re fie, WERE 
a ; the Classic Book of Ceremonial, 75. 

Geena adv. In a ceremonial or formal 

- manner, Wat fe, Dini. Bein ze. [ #. 
emer nie n. Ceremonial, 348, SFIS 
Ceremonious, a. Full of ceremony, or solemn forms, 

Spy, Bw, BN Ay, FEE, ERO, TE 
yey; according to the rules and forms pre- 
seriked or customary, Neji, WA aE Be, A iS Ee, HE 

Wise fa; civil, ice BRPPE, Wi BRA. 4p AGED, ii 
Hula; ; too observant of forms, AcFigwE PE, IVE 

wa Y, Fy Mises HE, Ze nie 
monious, Arig ih. 

adv. In a ceremonious manner, 

Wot ; with due form, Fe PBA. $e NEHER. 
. The use cf customary forms, 

Zita; great Fountalite in manners, fety ne 

Hi. FGA, Te AGA 
Ceremony, n. Outward rite, #@ ix, Wa. We AB 
4; forms of civility, IRB: pomp, 3&3, pat lil: 
HAE; court ceremony, HAH: ceremony of pres- 
entation toa prince, 24; do not stand upon 

ceremony, WA, MAGE, BIR A 
Fig y non-observance of ceremony, Adige. Ar 
Fig FE ; intimates need not cling © eeremany ; 
wh ATi ; master of ceremony, EAE 4, 2 a 
+; ; great master of ceremonies, aa an 

fis AI B. ABE 

#1; do not be so cere-’ 

i net, es ee om 
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Cereolite, n. HA. 
Cereous, a. MisPiE, MEI RE. 
Ceres, n. In mythology, the goddess of corn, #% 

wih, WEES, TE, FEE; one of the asteroids, yy 

FTEG. 
Cereus, n. yf {l) 32 

Ceria, n. KFFZE. 
Cerite, n. A #4. 
Cerium, n. A metal discovered in Sweden, in the 

mineral cerite, 4r4ff. 
Cerographical, a. Pertaining to cerography, 
PSIG. 

pl, 

= 
i=) 

Cerographist, n. One who is versed in cerography, | 

SIE fil (oy 
Cerography, n. A writing on wax, E) % we 

art of engraving on wax, Jyfil ries 
; the 

Ceroma, n. That part of the ancient baths and | 
gymnasia in which bathers, &e., used to anoint | 
themselyes with a composition of oil and wax, 

Ceromancy, n. Divination by dropping melted 
> wax in water, $8 Pp. 
Ceroon, n. A bale made of skins, —@JZE IR. 
Ceroplastic, n. The art of forming models in wax, 

ROSE. PAMPER. | 
Cerrial, a. Pertaining tothe cerris, or bitter oak, 

i. 
Certain, a. That sale be denied, Leyla ye | 

3 re. SE AR, BE ay At, TAY, HE | TE (YY. FEA. BE 
‘ASHE. HEME, ZA; to he certain of, or have 

no doubt, a1, 34a. ANH, MERE. EH; 
plain, ARR; unfailing, PHF, Mow{%; really 
existing, #7E ; certain of victory. AWE. ‘int; 
established and settled, 4 #F; particular, 4, 

82 Sy i, Be ave no certain abode, ay Sei 
Pr. AMEE IE; a certain truth, ~ FY, 
RERE 7% H; certain news, HE APE; I am 
certain to go there, 4¥ ‘fi 7F H dk; a certain 

quantity, ERA, ‘BAR: a certain thing, #3; 

~-a certain person, A, BRN, A Aza certain | 
person asked, pf}: a certain person said, pk 

HH. #7 Aa; a certain day, RA, Ha, 
H. 

Certainly, adv. WaFR, 38 00, HEAR, ie YR, fats Ri 

PR, EPR. WIPE. A. Bile. AR. 1K 
8, FPR. ETE, EUR. HER. HE. TEAR ROE. 

it certainly is so, $F (Hl; it is certainly him, 
YEE ft, ; most certainly, 3 DANE. 

Certainness, x. Certainty, which see 
Gertainty, 2. Truth, ne Car MEE, te BS 

BRE BER DRL RAL: Hr; the 

oo | 

matter is a certainty, EZ ‘fi, 4-H—BE; to 
know with certainty, ‘EFA, 74; it is a cer- 

lainty, 2%, WEE. 

Certes, Eee Certainly, JA#K, EHR, Wa. 
Certificate, ». A written testimony not sworn to, 

| ARB A, aa ZH ER 
| Custom House certificate of duties to be paid, 

if RAGR AE ; coastwise tonnage certificate, Hi £5 

Hew; coast trade duty exemption certificate, 
ASE exempien certificate grant- 
| ed at Shanghai, _ fg (#J | HE Oh HE AL I: 
| drawback certificate, 7 2; certificate of a travel- 

ing priest, 34 JME; certificate of health, 46 4 
| #8; certificate of shares, JAQF~ A; barrier 

certificate, Gel AH eH 
| CeEmneete, v.t. ori. To give a certificate, FE} 

a5 Bt, ZE Sh WR Wt, FE 4) 1h BR; to verify by 
certificate, See, wis. 

| Certificated, pp. Verified by certificate, #8 jh 

HH, SEHR ee. 
| Certificating, ppr. Furnishing with a certificate, 

HME. HM. 
Certified, pp. ora. Testified to in writing, iB 

=, Sabet Sf aS ; made certain, 3£ 

A ED, Si ate, Aha i ; informed, #344 
ik, (REE. 

Certifier. n. One who certifies, #8 #4, Hw 

We, WES. Bae : 
Certify, v.t. To testify to in writing, FEA 48 B, 

RE £hu> HE; to make known or establish a fact, 

SLTEDE. SDR. ar PTE, (RAE. aE, Baa daa, 
ZiWy; to give certain information to, #2 #3e, 

4{€9t% HE; to give certain information of, 

TEPER. (ERE. 
Certifying, ppr. Giving a written testimony, # 

FAG a, FEAAPE MH; giving certain notice, (£ 
mi; Making cartainly known, w2A898, wr HE, 

a a 
Certitude, n. Certainty, #72, Bez FF. 
Cerule, a. Blue, 3f &, 44k, KR, KE. Rit B- 

| Cerulean, Ceruleous, a. Sky-coloured, 7F & fj. 
| Cerulific, a. Producing a blue or sky-colour, #8 7F 

Cerulin, n. Indigo dissolved in sulphuric acid, 

used in dying Saxon blue, gh ME HE 
Cerumen, n. The wax or yellow matter secreted 
| by the ear, EPI, Hl Js ; defective cerumen, 
|. JH; excessive cerumen, 7% E.. 

Ceruse, x. White lead, S$}, 2%}, GB, Bist 
Cerused, a. pied with a preparation of white 

| lead bi Eh Bh. 
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Cervical, a. Belonging to the neck, 34 fry, 94 MEE; 
cervical vertebrae, 88>, Fa. SRE Gi. 

Cervine, a. Pertaining to the animals of the 

genus cervus, FEE, HE AY. 

Cesarean, a. The cesarean operation is the taking 
of a child from the womb by cutting, i] (i i 

i. 
Cespititious, a. Made of turf, 271 yk fi PGE- 
Cess, n. A rate or tax, $f. 
Cess, v.t. To rate or lay a tax, #k#fl, 4BE- 

Cess, Cesse, adv. Out of all cesse, or excessively, 

Cess-pool, n. 1, WCU, JR UK. 
Cessant, a. Intermitting action, pe may MR. 

Cessation, n. Jk, ERE, IE GH. MEIER. CERR 
#4, 28K, HEH; cessation of arms, jk-F-¥, 
FRE AB), FE AE; cessation from work, gE 

TET, HD, REE, BE WL. GL 
Bm, EL 

Cessavit, n. In law, a writ given by statute to 
recover land, when the tenant or occupier has 
ceased for two years to perform the service, 
which constitutes the conditien of his tenure, 

GA tL. 
Cesser, n. A neglect {o perform service or pay- 

ment for two years, A. Sp aziey .- 
Cessibility, n. The act of giving way, #4, W #4 
FH, WE ; receding, Bie #. 

Cessible, a. WY ae, B) HE, BY HY, wy sk. 
Cession, n. Transfer, £)-7- 2%, 28 Hil # ; a yielding, 

or surrender, as of property or rights to an- 

other person, #44, With, KH; retreat, BH, 
3 7 H; the cession of Hongkong to, #3} 

Bite. 
Cessionary, a. Having surrendered effects, £} #2 IRE, 

Ze AY. 
Cessment, n. Assessment of tax, which see. 

Cessor, n. In law, he that neglects, for two years, 
to perform the service by which he holds land, 
&e, Asp HH ; an assessor of taxes, Hh#ER.- 

Cest, n. A lady’s girdle, 4 7m. 
Cestracian zebra, n. $i GLE. 
Cestus, n. The marriage girdle, RE Ja. 
Cesura, n. A pause in yerse, so intrcduced as to 

aid the recital, and render the yersification more 

melodious, #2 if. 
Cetacea, n. pl., Cetacean, n. In natural history, 

terms applied to the order of cetaceous animals, 
i 44 fj ; Marine mammalia, jfy HR. 

Cetaceous, a. Belonging to the whale kind, 44 
ME, GAAS. 

Cethareum arabum, n. 4 #44. 
Cetic, a. Pertaining to the whale, Si 8 fry. 

| Cetin, n. Pure Spermaceti, fit #§. 

| Cetological, a. Pertaining to cetology, Sif St Ay. 
| Cetologist, n. One who is versed in the natural 

history of the whale and its kindred animals, 

| Pa. 
Cetology, n. The doctrine or natural history of 

eetaceous animals, Sr4f fh HX. 
Cetonia, n. 42 af. 
Chad, n. A kind of fish, 4%. 
Chetodon, n. A green and yellow banded chato- 

don, 42i¥s if ; cheetodon, greenish, spotted black, 

pas ; cheetodon, yellow, black band across the 
head and tail, fi G1 42 $f; cheetodon, long finned, 
body broader than long, Lrown banded, 7&3; 
cheetodon, silvery ash, $f fe {; cheetodon green- 
ish, with dark stripes, 3& {@ ; chatodon black- 
ish spotted, operculum scaly, back fins square, 
7 fi; cheetodon, body roundish, banded green- 
ish, 9 HE. 

Chafe, v.t. To excite heat by friction, Ky) x, He 

J) kil), #23 ; to excite inflammation by friction, 
HAL ; to make angry, #RAt, Hs, By, HR, 
WAX REAL AE AL, it, eee ; the wind chafes 
the ocean, Rl ¥#e7# ; to perfume, HEF. 

Chafe, v. i. To be excited or heated, rx, AEA ; to 

act violently upon, i #3 &F Ze G3, A ft HE; to 
fret against, as waves against a shore, AX4T. 

Chafe, n. Heat excited by friction, (fi) #2 Bt, # 
#4 ; violent agitation of the mind or passions 

fit, Ba. 
Chafe-wax, n. JAF SiR - 
Chafed, pp. or a. {35 A, BiG. Hija R. 
Chafer, n. One who chafes, fA i, GRE, te 

M3, Hye He. 
Chafer, n. A beetle, FAA gy. 
Chafery, n. In iron works, a forge where the 

metal is subjected to a welding heat, Rf. 
Chaff, n. The husk or dry calyx of corn and grass- 

es, HE BR. REZ BIE, A, AP. BERR, AM: dregs 
and chaff, {§; chaff of rice, 26K, AKHE; chaff 
of wheat, 2&#hi; refuse, 7#F ; a worthless matter, 

Wg2R. 
Chatf-ball, n. #ff- {saj, SER. 

Chaff-cutter, n. A machine for cutting up chaff, 
Chaff-weed, n. A plant, 41%. 
Chaffer, v. 7. To treat about a purchase, i, 

Ee (ik $2, RR. 
Chatierer, n. One who chaffers, FES8#, (EF 

ZA MEZA. 
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Chaffering, ppr. or a. Bargaining, Fal: an inane 

fit K- 
Chaffinch, n. A048, Be HS. 

Chaftless, a. Se-pyNPE, MEE. 
Chaffy, a. Like chatt, #0pE, SH, BRIAR ; full of | 

chal, Ze Alege ; light, ae, Hk A Ay. 
Chafing, ppr. Warming or fretting by friction, 

il) FJ HE ; vexing or fretting the mind, jf. 
Chafing-dish, n. HER, Hyuk, He, Pye, WF, 

BLUE, IRAE. 
Chagrin, n. Vexation, #9, 258, HRMS OD 

Be a. BEA 5k, ERY, PSR, ME, WE, 
WE FE, PRL. 

Chagrin, v. t. Yo excite ill-hnmour in, 2, 

ere 
Chagrined, pp. Vexed, UE SRNR, OE #8. 1 A 

rap in AES, SA, rae IB BK, at ity - 

Chain, n. §&, Si, — (FE PHE; a gold chain, & 
$# an iron chain, #He; a watch chain, PAHE ; 
achain for prisoners, #HE ; chains of a ship, ¥§ 
% ; a chain-pump, ea FE BL, J) HE; chain 
armour, 236A, $i AA; a chain of hills, Wp 
IE, WA, ‘ie, IE af; a chain of mountains, re 

a fastening, Se, PE; carved chainwork, He 
$8 2X; the warp in weaving, #%, #E; a chain 

of thoughts, $##%; to kneel on chains (a mode 
of torture), PEFe; a land measure of 66 feet 
and 100 links, —§. * 

Chain, v.t. To fasten with a chain, (ARETE, FY, 

Stk, Sie, Sie, WISER Z., Lise Ee, 7 
$8, BYSK; chain the prisoner, #£7@ J\; chain 
him, #8 ## 4H; to guard with a chain, ff Heh 

fk, LIDEHE® ; to unite, 3M, HEE. 
Chain-shot, n. Two halls connected by a chain,. 

and used to cut down masts, or cut away shrouds | 

and rigging, SenR, AER AG, Hato AAs — AB. | 
Chained, pp. ora. (@ S3238, Hitih, DSTA. | 

Chaining, ppr. LISER(E. Hine HK. 
Chainless, a. 486338 (77. 
Chair, n. #, RF. mR, BERR; aneasy chair, 
+ #s, Se F Hy; chairs with marble backs, 
43 AAR}; square arm-chairs, as used in public 

halls, 4B #F ; an arm-chair, FI, AR: 
aset of lacquered arm-chairs,—"¥ #8 [By =F Ry ; an 
elbow-chair, —j&%é ®F ; a large state chair, 
Fill; a camp-chair, Byge ; a chair without 
arms, dR; a rattan chair, fie fay; a basket- | 

a sedan- | 
chair, W¥, JAR, GF = an open chair, WAG 
chair, # Hil; a shoulder-chair, JR Hi; 

a mountain chair, '4', 3 [ly $8; a close chair, 

Ii 46, a HG a » bride's s chair, AER5 wan 

chair-bearers, F415 (2, #6, WHE; a chair for 
eight bearers, /\i%, Ai; to ride in a sedan- 
chair, 4B > a chair blind, WeRe, Hehe ; tables 

and Anat FERS - ; bring a oe fist — fe yl ; 
a two-wheeled carriage, ‘yt Fj Hi; a seat of justice 
or of authority, #9 VES: a seat for a professor, 

1-4-7 ME; a speaker's chair, 7 aig Z fit. 
Chair, v.¢. To earry publicly in a chair, in tri- 

umph, as a Kijin, #%#F ; to chair, as a Hanlin, 
h¢4e Hy; to chair as a successful candidate in 
England, #e $i eth. 

Chairman, n. The presiding officer of an assembly, 
fe, @E, DF J\, =" #% ; the porter of a sedan- 

chair, WepE, HEE. 
Chairmanship, n. fe, AF eZ UK. 

Chaise, n. A two-wheeled carriage drawn by one 
horse, Hy Hi, By yf. 

| Chalcedony, n. Jf, A HRI. 

Chaleedonyx, n. A variety of agate, BhEf. 
Chaleite, n. Sulphate of iron, ofa red colour, fg fet 

G8, ALDER. 
| Chalcography, n. FES) Be, HE) H.- 
Chaldaic, a. Pertaining to Chaldea, io ye fd fry. 

Chaldaism, n. An idiom in the Chaldee dialect 

Su WY HS Ew 
Chaldee, n. The language of the Chaldeans, {wij 

ane 
Chaldron, n. A measure of coals consisting of 36 

bushels, or EDD cubie inches, #) BRET 

BEA 
Chalice, n. nN map or bow], #, té 

cup, BAEK. 
Chalk, n. Caleareous earth or carbonate of Le 

KGB. GK. G4: FIM; black chalk, 
je: ved chalk, #0; Erench chalk or tiie 

itt 
Chalk, v.t. To rub with chalk, EAR, FEAR; 

io manure with chalk, ye). 
| Chalk-line, n. =] 3h, 4828, BHA. 
| Chalk-pit, n. A pit in which chalk is dug, JK hq. 
Chalk-stone, n. A small lump of chalk, —3 +41 

#}; a calcareous concretion in the hands and 
feet of men violently affected by the gout, 7% 

TnL SB. 
| Chalked, pp. Marked with chalk, DUR 41 #} aH i4- 
Chalkiness, n. The state of being chalky, Ke #, 

FAD 
Resembling chalk, G/KAj, Hi AIK, 

; a communion 

Chalky, ey 

BOK A OR HE 

* ATARR | * BEBE I 
Cc C 
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Challenge, n. A calling upon one to Sig eht in sin- 

gle combat, PAW A, HE RK 4, HE, HEAT 3 a 
cliallenge toa public debate, Ret. TAFE 

#6: claim or demand made ofa right or sup- 
posed right, af 4%. Gh Fe #4; in law, an excep- 
{ion to jurors, As {fi is He Es EE AN ZS 

letter containing the summons, Kaz, Hk tila. 
Challenge, v.t. To call to a contest, fy mk, Bk BK, 

HER, HEFT, FBR; to challenge to a public de- 
bate, 44a, DEH) EES; to chailenge a man’s 
promise, BE g83y; to challenge, as a sentinel, 

ee. 
Challengeable, a. That may be challenged, 1] f¥ 

Hk, BY HE He, FY 47; that may he called to 

account, Py FR wilay FE. 
Challenged, pp. or a. Called to combat or to con- 

lost, PyjjH We. BEI WE; claimed, Bhi THe 5 

objected to, ME rfs eye ae ES BE AZ 
Challenger, n. One who challenges, #3 8k # ; 

who ¢laims superiority, $A. Ize H- 
Challis, a. A fine woolen fabric, 

dresses, $1 41% - 
Chalyheate, a. Impregnated with particles of iron, 
See FG (Vy, TGR IOE 5 halybeate water, 3g 5h". 

Cham, n. The sovereign prince of Tartary, usually 
written khan, ef 3 ZAR BY YE. 

Chamade, n. PIER te 

Chamber, n. %, RSL. BAA. Py 38. NF 5 a guest- 
’ chamber, 488; a bed-chamber, [le , ll RK, 

Fl be, BSS, ae ; a side-chamher, {ii 5. (fila. 
Hie, Wess: the side-chambers of an office, Zé 

4 Jih ; ante-chamber, PY ; chamber of au- 
dience, As; chamber about the court, 4, Pa; 

one 

the nuptial chamber, jij ; any private apart: |. 
ment, as the judge’s chamber, 76 Ke ; 
ber of death, y's, 7248; 

the cham- 

the chamber of the 

ear, EL; ¢ hamber of the eye, ME A RE; a place | 

where an assembly ye Re, fir, Z 
the assembly itself, #, 2S@; 

peers, #8 f, 

ZN i 
the chamber of 

a FB Dt the chamber of a gun, 

JOO VE, EWE, rene FE; a powder- chamber, or 

bomb-chamber, e242, 525042 ; the chamber 
of the mine, WaT Lae HR - 

Chamber, v.z. To reside in, (2%, (4, JB; to be 
wanton, vei. Wht, WGIE; to indulge in lewd 
and immodest behaviour, Wij, YEPE, ZEVR LE 

#7 58- 
Chamber-council, n. A private or secret council, 

MBE. 

Chamber-counsel, n. A counselor who gives his 
opinion in a private apartment, but does not 

; the | 

used for ladies’ 

advocate causes in court, NASR Ail, Pez BFR. 
Chamber-fellow, ». One who sleeps in the same 

apartment, fii i, fale Ac. [Bl Be ME HK - 
Chamber-lamp, n. WA. 
Chamber-maid, n. A woman who has the eare of 

chambers, making the Leds and cleaning the 
rooms, Ge., (i BE, (LAE, itr, Few, WEE. 

Chamber of Commerce, n. A hoard for the protec- 
tion of commerce, chosen from among the 
merchants and traders of a city, Fj NAB ; the 
assembly room of a Chamber of Commerce, 

ACE, HAZ 
Chamber-pot, n. (lar, os 
Chamber-practice, n. The practice of counselors 

at law, who give their pare in private, but 
do not appear in court, WF ah ¥e 

Chambered, pp. or a. Shut « as in a chamber, 
tk Fe. HK AGB: divided into compartments 
by walls or partitions, FAJaR. faye. 

Chamberer, n. One who intrigues, &F J\; one who 

indulges in wantonness, [# fF #- 
Chambering, n. Wanton, lewd, immodest behay- 

iour, We SMG, ITT. 
Chamberlain, * n. Imperial chamberlain of the 

bed-chamber, J Jay ; an officer charged with 
{he direction and management of the private 
apartment of a monarch or noble, %§ {A ; Lord 
chamberlain, A apfig#; the great chamber- 
lain, $c Be; a sort of female chamberlain in a 
palace called ffeij-; the person who has the 
care of the chambers in an inn or hotel, 4) 

Se 1. 
Chamberlainship, x. The office of a chamberlain, 

$85 EE Jad ZR A (01 Zi 
Chambrel, n. The joint or - bending of the upper 

part of a horse's hind leg, FE 46 Ip. 
Chameleon, n. An animal allied to the lizard, 

with a naked body, a tail and four feet, $3 

WER, 7 HEF. WE. 
Chameleonize, v.¢. lo change into various colours, 

fd TE G. 
Chamfer, v.t. ‘To smooth down an edge, # f§ , 7H] 
4 ; to channel, MEDC. 

Chamfered, pp. or a. Cut into furrows, Fy Hoe, HF 

De 
Chamfering, ppr. Cutting a gutter in, RY ht. 
Chameecessus, n. 3H FS HE. 
Chamadris, n. vf Meat. 
Chamois, n. a nae of the goat kind, BE26, 

* In China the A&E, Jf or Ee, i.e. eunuchs, are in 
charge of the various offices at court. 
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yr ily 2é ; chamois leather, Yr ye isi the 
ane of the chamois, 74345 ; amore horns, #} 

Chamomile, n. A bitter plant much used in medi- 
cine, tf 47 ; wild chamomile, WF 4/4E. 

Champ, v.t. To masticate, [lp}, Ae; to devour, x, 
@. 

Champ de Mars, n. jJ: 41 HEY. 
Champa michilia, ». 7E IY. 
Champagne, n. = fii, = 6h iG. 
Champaign, n. A Level open country, 2P UH, PUK, 

ZBIU, BD, BE fA TID. 
Champed, pp. Chewed, pipif. 
ewe n. A kind of edible mushroom, [4j, 

Ki, BE, BHM. 
nits , pp. Ve. 
Champion, n. A man who undertakes a combat in 

the place of another or in support of a cause, 

WE, AEN PATA, BAGH 5 a hero, See, Be 
fit, Sele ; a brave soldier, HEI§ ; the champion 

of the king, He LSE. 
Champion, v.t. To challenge to a combat, PA. 
Championess, n. A female champion, A He, ABE 

Championing, ppr. Challenging to combat, PA wR. 
Championship, n. State of being a champion, 4% 

Fee 8. BRU. 
nee n. Accident or casualty, Fale FEA, it 

HSI SE BAR 2, MZ ab ah, 18 2S 
es ABELLA, Bis LT A ZAC, HIM IR 
WA, ER 2H, QZ, TR; fate, wm, 
Wes, ESR: by chance, PAIR, AR, AR: by 
a lucky chance, 3% ff, 4A, PARE, Rie 46 ; the 
chance of fortune, Kff2B, Asse FR ; to try the 
chance of war, 22 [M4 ; the chance of arms is 
uncertain, I f4 FE fh; {o take one’s chance by 
acting, jANP, ANP, FEF, FEE; to take one’s 
chance by wailing, 482, “SR. 

Chance, v.72. To happen, (fh, 8 2%, ii 8% ; 10 chance 

{o meet, fA5324, 58s, it, AA, A 
3s, 384 A ASE. bo 4H GBS : the thing may chance 
to happen, FRIMAKE 

Chance-game, n. If ag 
Chance-medley, n. 5 RNA. A Be (ERA 
Chanceable, al. ee, ea The, ACRES. 

EADS. 
Chanceably, adv. (2. 
Chanced, pp. fH. ii ; chanced to meet him, (385 ; 

he chanced upon the enemy, fais RY; the thing 

chanced to npn AEN. 
Chanceful, a. Hazardous, fer Ay, fae. 

CHA 

Chancel el, n. That part of a church W vhere the altar 
or Dees table is placed, pF st Bele Z 

ae, Be DERE ZU. 
‘iinet -ellor, n. President of a Board, #7; Lord 

High Chancellor of Great Britain, 7a [eq 4 
) > in China, Chancellor of the Exchequer, A 

*h fj # ; High Chancellor, A #4: ; the High 
Chancellor of the Inner Council, AEA St ; 
Chancellor of the ee Palace, Jk # +; 
Literary Chancellor, Sta2, &4R¢, S4% ; Chan- 
eellor and Director of the Imperial Academy, 

Uy ph BE Be BESE--; Chancellors, Receivers of His 
Imperial Majesty’s pleasure and Members of the 
Imperial Academy, #3 (KBE 7K &F ; Chancel- 
lors, Readers to His Majesty, and pene of 
the Imperial Academy, #3 #{ Be (& si S +: 
Chancellors, Lecturers to His Imperial Majesty, 
and Members of the Imperial Academy, 434K 
Be fe aike4t-- ; Chancellor of a university, #7} 
Gh ay bk iy HE ; chancellor, or judge of a court 
of chancery, St py, Sess. 

Chancellorship, n. The office of a chancellor, 4+- 

ZF, ry iL, Aik. 

Chancery, n. In Great Britain, the highest court 
of justice, Ff fp. (@. 

Chancing, ppr. Happening, WH, 728 ,7EA: 1 

Chanere, n. A yenereal ulcer, Jf; to have the 

chancre, ZEJF. 
Chandelier, n. Fe HE, SURE. TERETE, FRG ae. 
Chandler, n. #2] FI, Ryle; a general term for 

a dealer, MEEL4I;, APF 5 a Ship-chandler, AFF 

Chandlery, n. The commodities sold by a chand- 
ler, AEE. 

Chandry, n. The place where candles are kept, 

1, aR. 
Chanfrin, x. The fore part ofa horse’s head, 55 fi. 
Change, v.t. To cause to turn or pass from one 

state to another, Bc. TH, BU, BB4b. UAt, 
Ni, HE, 2; {0 make different, * Bi, #, Bx, ick; 

io put one thing in the place of another, 4, ##, 
ik UH, HA, HL, HIE; to use alternately 
Ye, WE, We, HE, FV, FEI; to exchange, 7 
A 2eth, WF, HA; to out as one place for 
another, te 322%, #%, 5%; to change colour, 

(4, Ue 4 ; to change to bl lush, Fa, HAR 
6 SE. ey UAL. EE ZAK Tih BB ; to 
a inge the style, i #4; to change the official 
dress, as is done on the change of seasons, 4% <a 

22 is either in the i imper- * When 3 is added, the sente: 
ative mood or in the past tense. 
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to change one’s apparel, WR nt, HES Gil, BE 
fave; to agree to change, TK, An (iy GL F& ; 

need not change it, MH {ii #2; to change Mexican 
dollars, #&/E HR ; to change money, 463M, + 

+f $2 58 ; to change copper cash, PRR, 1k FB ;to 
ine one’s name, te % ik KE; to change 
de e, Sais 5 ; tochange one’s residence, #7 jl 
Be Wh ge 5 eee ALE, Be, BME to change one’s 

ae sak purpose, [A] (pike ; to change one's 
purpose, Bek, UcHBabWs ; to change for the 

hetter, BoAGR IE, WBCHIIE, UcHB EW. EE; 
to change another's disposition, Je (tut t€ ; 
bring to change, fiJ{0; to change the purposes | 
of heaven, Ja] FC ; hard to change one’s nature, 
#4 HE Be ; my mind is like iron or stone, till | 
death it will not change, JQ AnB Hi BEA. 

Change, v.7. To pass the sun, as the moon on its 
orbit; to change, as the moon, §§; the moon 

Changer, n. Epa # ; 

4, FY LG. 
Changeabiy, adv. Inconstantly, Rf #2 fry, HE GE, A 

Ti, Ae 
Changed, pp. or a. Altered, jf, Bit ; convert- 

4% 38, Uc iE jf; you have much changed, 

Wi HACK, AIA; he changed it, MU Ocsk ; 
changed by him, (# 4B Uc RPE, 1B HAGE ; they 
are changed, EL Re 43h 

Changeful, a. Full of change, 2 (vj, He SS 5, "8 
Bedi fH, JE 3 (1; fickle, inconstant, BEE HAZ, 

ane Eth Ay. ae th EL. 
to | Changeless, a. Constant, fi, ‘Hf fg; not admitting 

alteration, S86 BY Ye, Se Try &, ei OF #3 FH. 
Changeling, n. A child left or taken in the place 

of another, 5-f-. 
a money-changer, ##9R J, 

PASSE, HARES A. 
| Changing, ppr.ora. Altering, By, #, BB; put- 

changes, Fs, 4 4 [A] ik. | 
Change, n. Any variation or alteration in form, | 

state, quality or essence, or a passing from one 

state or form to another, # #, Weuk, We, | 

i, #844; a political change, pi 78, pie Zz 
#$ ; there will he a change, Jf hss ; a change 
of climate, #k-- 2% ; you require a change, 
We 4 ye; a change for the better, {A if 
we dg, Se HE ; when wrong, be not adverse 
to change, 3 Fl] Jy fqids ; have you any change? | 
#5 CGR AS, FF HM HW FT; can you give me change 

for this? Ekf4We Ag 77 ; a change of fortune, i 
27 $8 Fim Th A 5 a change of circumstances, 4+ 
2h 7 $8, IZ 7, $8, WR 3H $8; a change of 

mind, OZ 
rtp li 2B 5 a change in a disease, ae a 
change of countenance, # f #%, @ 7% ; given 

to change, ake hy ; a thorough change, | 
trp, We Ris AS a slight change, jifi#é ; an 
exchange, ZSP, 19 AAI: a change of mas- 
ter, #4-£; the Book of Changes, Bx. 

Changeability, n. See Changeableness. 
Changeable, a. That may change, TY) #, Ti, 
2, MD 4G subjec! {fo alteration, x Te, We 7G 

anes" Zo fh, Sth, BIH; to be able to change, WW 
S074 ; changeable, as the colours of silk, Pq 

f@ ; constantly Ceeuts F- #2 HL; given to 

changes, or unstable, % 0 p§. Ay 8 fy ; chan ge- 

able weather, Bly Et i, “E/E; a change- 

able humour, #444 Avy. 
Changeableness, n. Fickleness, 58 oz 3 incon- | 

stancy, STF ty #4 2G EH Ak ie ay FF; SUSCEP- 
tibilty of of change, 1 ABE, my ID, Wy Lhe 

i; a change of purpose, ; 5 2, | 

ting one thing for another, #@; using alternate- 

ly, 3 JH. 
Changing-piece, n. A term of contempt for one 

who is fickle, i #855 A, HAUT 2 RE A. 

Channel, n. A water course, 7X f%, 738, TRUE, 7K 

UE, 7K UE, YY, HEF ; the place wherea river flows, 
*, TA, Wt; that through which any thing 

passes, §% ; by what channel did you learn that? 
28 (EPH PIEY ; an arm of the sea, a strait or nar- 
row sea between two connate fg WK, FE The, 

8A ; the British Channel, ego, AACE; 

the channel of a column, et Zt 3a water chan- 

nel between two hills, 4. 

Channel, v. ¢. To form a channel, Baia, BAI 

Wi, HEA; to cut channels in, WE H{F. 
Channeled, pp. or a. Having water channels, 4 

WGK, WK, TIRE ; grooved longitudinally, 7 

fEUL LT. le (RL EF 
Channeling, ppr. Cutting water channels, [J 7 

34, Hive; grooving longitudinally, FH (ER Yt 

ff-. 
Chant, v. t. To sing, "Hpk, FAK wl}, Tklb, Ak 

Vy, Upink; to hum, Mf, >i, sik, Wiha, DR; to 
chant prayers or religious books, as the Roman 
Catholics and the eee ARG FRE, RE: 
to chant books, pe; to chant poetry, My ane 

Chant, xv. 7. To make melody with the voice, 1%, 

TK: 
Chant, n. A song, 3K; af; a peculiar kind of sae- 

red music, in which prose is same with less 
variety of intonation than in common airs, 38 

tk 
ai HK oF) Gila- Chanted, pp. Sung, 
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Chanter, n. One Sith chants eH, 1G Bik 4 a 
chanter of prayers, #87); the eer singer, 

or priest of the chantry, RKB. 
Chanticleer, xn. A cock, E98, $A, WH. 
Chanting, ppr. or a. Singing, 47; performing, 

asa chant, &. 

Chantress, n. A female singer, Ai, HA. 
Chaology, n. A treatise on chaos, or chaotic mat- 

ter, JRL ID A. 
Chaos, ». That confusion or confused mass in 

which matter is supposed to have existed be- 
fore it was reduced to order by the creating 

power of God, 3836 FUG PH AE it Pw DERE: 
confusion, 7&7; disorder, or a state in which 

the parts are undistinguished, J @L, ZEAE; an 
immense chaotic expanse, 53E; the original 
chaos, 3pyE. 

Chaotic, a. Resembling chaos, {Li@ fy; confused, 
UE wl Ay, UEHEAG ; chaotic confusion that existed 
before heaven and earth, AMERIKA, 

FU WALK HZ RIL 
Chap, v. t. To cleave or split, as the ground, Jf 
3, FUGA. YER. HEY; ; to chap, as the skin, Jf 

igs 2G Be. TER, Wa 
Chap, n. A cleft, Que, HERR. 
Chap, 7. A man, Ay A, iE; a youth, % 

AE; a buyer, BH; these chaps, We pb); the 
mouth, HH, ye chaps of channel, ke. 

Chaphbook, x. ff}. 
Chape, n. The hook or catch of a buckle, fp#y. 
Chapeau, n.; pl. Chapeaux. A cap or bonnet, JAH. 
Chapel, n. A house for public Christian worship, 

Hig Ht a> a house for the Roman Catholics, J 
see; a house for the Buddhists, yj {#-, Jr>F, 

'#: chapel of ease, Ue @ 7 ype Fy ee ; a print- 
are work shop, FjJ #3. 

Charel, v. ¢. To deposit in a chapel, WyAnBFt a- 
Chapeless, ¢. Without a chape, Se £4 fry, Sm PANE - 
Chapelet, Chaplet, m. A pair of stirrup leathers: 

with stirruys, FE gy. 
Chapeling, n. The act of taking a ship round, when 

taken aback, without bracing the headyards, it 

AO. [ #8. 
Chapelry, n. The jurisdiction of a chapel, $i; 
Chaperon, n. One who attends a lady to public 

places as a guide and protector, 43% Fe NH, |e 

KNB, HEP 
Chaperon, v. t. To attend ona lady to public places 

as a guide and protector, PEIN, GE HK 

Chaperoned, pp. Waited on in a public assembly 

by a male or female fr 7 EZ FR BX ALAR A 
_Chaperoning, ppr. Attending on a female ina 

public assembly, BE FE AIAZ Py. 
| Chap-fallen, a. Having the lower chap depressed, 

MA; dejected, 4S, Ti, Maze. 
Chaplain, ». An ecclesiastic who has a chapel, or 

who performs the service in a chapel, efit, 
i Se AE > a military chaplain, & J 4k ff; a 
naval chaplain, 7k fie fii ; a private chaplain, 
JE RR FAK; colonial chaplain, (&% jy 4% fifi; a 
Buddhist chaplain, 4 £¥ 7 (if. 

Chaplainship, n. The office of a chaplain, 4X ii 

ZI. 
Chaplet, x. A wreath to be worn on the head, 4 

fel. ZE RE. A ak Ag AA4E; the circle of a crown, 
a, fg]; a rosary, ¥K; a little molding, carved 
into round beads, pearls, olives, or the like, 

7é[e] ; a tuft of feathers on a peacock’s head, JL 
#650: ; 2 small Christian chapel, J ypeFPe, H 

AGE; a pagan shrine, #8 \ ze. 
Chapman, n.; pl. Chapmen. A purchaser, & ¥; a 

seller, #§ 4 ; a market-man, Ff. 
Chapped, pp. Opened, as the surface or skin, Sf 

BME, WIE. SERRIG: cleft, ZB. 
Chapping, ppr. Cleaving, as the earth, 3 BA; 

cleaving, as the skin, Jy #&. 

Chappy, a. Full of chaps, 3 5°95 ji. 
Chaps, n. pl. See Chap. 

Chapter, m. A division of a book or treatise, # ay, 
45, * iit, 3 chapters and verses, as used in 
the Bible, #.@§; chapters and periods, # “J; 
a chapter of clergymen, — €f 4x fii; a place 

where delinquents receive discipline and correc- 
tion, #7 BR. 

Chapter-house, n. A house where a chapter meets, 

A Fal BB. 
Chaptrel, x. Imposis, #§, AQGABE- 

Char, n. A work done by the day, ~ T. 
Char, v.t. To reduce to coal, BE pe, Be fE; to char 

wood to bend it, MEAX (2); to expel all volatile 
matter from stone or earth by heat, 4, Hy # 

taR- 
Char, v.i. To work at others’ houses by the day 

without being a hired servant, jm B fit. 

Char-woman, n. A woman hired for odd work, or 

for single days, #7 2. 

* 4% is chiefly applied to such parts of a work as are pub- 

lished separately and corresponding to the German heft or 
lieferung; Jf} is applied to the same but to small secticns ; 
#% joined to ff is chiefly applied to a chapter in a work of 
poetry. 
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Character, 7 n. a fenee re wt ZAG inark made 
by cutting or engraving, “Ff y2, RAGE; a mark 

made by stamping or impression, FJ 92; the 
manner of writing, 4& 8%, FEZ; the peculiar 
form of letters used by a particular person, =} 
BY, SEG; the six classes of the Chincse letters; 

(1) that bearing a resemblance to the object, 
(2) that taking its sense from the component 
parts, (3) that inverted and explained, (4) that 

arbitrary, (5) that borrowed metaphorically, 

(6) that joined to another part to acquire sound, 
eo % iy 7 (PS (Ub aye pate WN RIG BF BEG CEE a fig oe aE 
forms of Chinese characters, or modes of writ- 

ing, 7\ff;. these ‘tue the seal characters or 
fanciful style, 2¢¢7, 2£#; the plain, square 

characters used for writing prefaces, 3) 3; the 
pattern style, #2, IE’ OF a suit form 
of the siting. hand, #7 #, fy 2%; the free 
running hand, Le wiar; {he elegant form 
of characters used in printing, 
geese, iE: ; according to another classification 

they are divided under eight heads, i. e. ihe 
greater seal characters, 4 2£; the lesser seal 
characters, J»2€; the engraved charm charac- 

ters; yi FF; the grotesque form of characters, 
FLAbF, gh#; the stamp signet form, ZF) ; 
the portal writing characters, 2% #; the offi- 
cial writing, $f 2, A Zp #; a the ancient 
characters, 4 42; the vulgar character, {¢§ 

3; the abbreviated character, 34 7, U&e jE; 
the spurious character, +2; doesn’t know a 
single character, A Az J; the peculiar quali- 

ties impressed hy nature or Heit on a person, 
which distinguishes him from others, fAVE, VE 
HE, hn Hf; AM account er representation of any- 
thing, exhibiting its qualities and circum- 
lances attending it, Jét (4; reputation, % #, 

tin ft, F749, Fr 3kR; a Good character, 4 bil, dy. 
BN; a bad ane , A, BEN a 

superior character, -.4 A, JA as A; he has 
no character at all, (2 APM Rae i. ART, 
tt Fil, UAE rin 5 of high character, Jil Jj; 
to injure one's eharneter, AES, FA hi 

Ff, F Nighi; the character of sanctity, JB 

Z#% ; (0 trifle with men’s characters, 34 Ys 
A, wt V4 88 ; 10 give one a bad character, a 

AAAs, A Ads 3 specific character » RTE, 
* For further information on the different characters see 
Kanghi’s Dictionary, yol. 10, under #t. Chinese Repository, 
vol. 19, pp. 181 ff; em 
iL ae X—XY. 

Grammar of the Chinese Language, 

the six 

ris I ae the eight rules of writing the Chinese 
characters are expresscd by the character 3X, 
BF ZANE SE HK ; this character, WEAF; 
character, generally, in a bad sense, fH f& ; not 
a good character, Me kf IH} f ; a bad, vile or vil- 

lainous character, [JH &. 
Character, v.¢. To engrave, AZ, YF. 
Charactered, pp. Engraved, RZ =F, ANIA. 

Characteristic, Characteristical, a. That consti- 
{utes the enimeter of a man, # #p4KAY, ETT 
APOE, Ze IB HE JE ; that constitutes the charac- 

ter of a plant, UM, ERRAG, ASE ADM, # 
Wi, Fe ERE. 

Characteristic, n. That which constitutes a char- 

acter of a plant, &., 7 Wi, FAG, TE TARE ; 
re wich constitutes the character of a man, 

AK. Trak, WE HE; the principal letter 
i a ah which is preserved in most of its 
tenses, in its derivatives and compounds, A 

BF. 
In a manner that dis- Characteristically, adv. 

THK AY, FAAS. tinguishes character, # fF 

Characteristicalness, n. That state or quality of 
being characteristic, CHAE, HAZ MH, RHA 

Characterization, n. The act of characterizing TE 

Characterize, v.t. To give a character of a person, 

aly ANaiis > abt Ai ft Ath f, BA aK to 
give character of blants, &e., FH, EH; to 
distinguish, to mark or express the character, 
sege, alge; to mark with a peculiar stamp 
or figure, $7 He, F7 RUDE, GE Z. 

Characterized, pp. Described hy peculiar qualities, 

as a person, i ANE Sh 4, BLT AN AG Ah 473 
characterized as plants, &e., #jA KA, ER. 

Characterizing, ppr. Describing or distinguishing 
by peculiar qualities, 377k, Hun, HRA, 

rac 
Characterless, a. Pestitute of any peculiar char- 

acter, as aperson, SH, HE AS tn fz 3 character- 

less, as plants, &e., 444% ji), BEBE. 

Charade, n. ak. 
Charcoal, n. Coal made by charring woed, 3# je 

Fc BE OK BE AR BE. BEDE HE BE BE; to burn 
charcoal, BE fe, FRASER; coal and charcoal, Pk 

in. 
To rush on, to attack, f&&%, Uh PF, 

‘sty arHT. nit to load, as a musket or cannon, 
Charge, 

AIR ME, Ase ii, IRR AR to load or bur- 
ay as tte stomach, Ris ; to charge, to im- 
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pose, as a “tax, wae: to charge people with 
heavy burdens, sx; to charge, as a building 
with ornaments, ae to impose, asa task, Z, 

MEMS ; to charge, as witha duty, Mut, Ber, ZB 
FE, UH FE. th He. TE NK: to entrust to, A4t GE, 
ff i; to enjoin, fy it; to charge to, to set to, 

asa debt, A, Bad, BiG, AR; 
in the book , #4: §f (7); tocharge with, asacrime, 
Bir SE, BE; to charge, falsely, #eAE, HEN, we 
#4 ; to impute to, FAW, fi; Bil; to accuse, 4E SP; 

tocensure, iE; to slink ¥y ; to instruct 

authoritatively, a4} ; to communicate electrical 
matter to, JAK 4; to charge, as interest, fy 

Bot, AAG; charge it to my account, A 
ARB, TEFL EL > how much do you charge for 
that? DE ASHES FSNE, (RES; charge this 
gun, AB WE eh; he charges me with the 

crime, ft $j SEIS FE ; he charges me with it, 7 

ZAK, Sit ZIAAR ; charge him with it, charge 
him with business, 46 ({B4f, Zee Ma, seg 
Sifts, {LER Ze PE; charge so much a 

Year, AAR AEP, 492617 BEF ; to charge 
" (enjoin) repeatedly, FE = UP iy, (Wee Bie MR. 

Charge, n. Office or trust, ff, HRA AE, RTH 
ff; to take a great charge upon one’s self, #4 
@ ; a charge of powder, — A 48%; the charge 
of an enemy, fF, ar; an order ea to 
ee or 4y 3 that which is enjoined. Zt Z 3, 
BIE, (HIE; the das of a ae to 

a aa FEES BZ MEMI; a bishop's charge, BF 
De fil 2. Heh FR ; imputation, FE AE AF, FEF FF ; ac- 
cusation, 4& 524; an entry of money, RJA; 
charges, fii #, (i JH44 ; charges and expenses, 
HE FH (i HA; telegraph charges, {z #R ; it must 

be done at your charge, i. FJ BE; imposition 
on land or estate, $h#E; rent, FHI; a signal 
to attack, (i £6 4% 92; a certain quantity of 
clectrical fluid, FR IBA 2% HK 4K; a charge or 

overcharge of colour, Yh we, Ai f % iB BA; a 
charge of lead, #jJL=- hE}; Tam at the charge 
of it, fi FU Sit JEU}; to put one’s self to charges, 

TERA, BAF SR; honourable charges, Kft; 
he gave it in my charge, 
their charge, Ty} fly; to go to the charge, if 
47 ; to ae the charge, Mp H&E. 

Chargeable, 
neicinuted err Wik; censurable, By i, f7 

JE; to be ¢ sharzeable to one, FR J we # ; no body | 
is chargeable but you, IR Ge Us, 4 HF TH he. 

Chargeableness, n. Expensiveness, Pe JFL; cost, (Ef | Charitableness, 
_ $e: costliness, (ERK, HERS R. 
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lagen pp. Attacked, (fj H&E ; 

charge it | 

| Charger, n. A 

| Charging, ppr. L 

284658 JE; give them | 

. That may be laid on, mnie or 
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oT ado ‘great cost, I, ERER, 

54. 
loaded, A jfk 

#% ; instructed, DRM} ji; imputed, FE gai, Se 

Hi jt ; accused, 42 573M ; placed to the debt, # 
13 BH; ordered, WM yp ith ; en fp 4 iG ; 
entrusted, 246 jf. 

Charge Waffaires, n. Sep EK SE 7 Hi. 
Chargeless, « Freo from expense, 48% 2 ; not 

expensive, qin AZ, We (di Be He. 
large dish, AME, AAHE, HE; a 

used in battle, fk TE. 
ouding, AY caé ; attacking, (a 

laying on, as taxes, fipt, Ye}, PM ; com- 
manding, ee: accusing, are imputing, 
az fl, Git entrusting, 44. 

Charily, adv. Carefully, HAY, spor. 
Chariness, n. Caution, #Pit, rath. 
Charing, ppr. Doing chores, fit A T. 
Chariot, n. A half coach, 42 55 Hi; a carriage with 

four wheels and one seat behind, used for con- 
venience and pleasure, Fifi; a war chariot, 

WRT, JE TH, URE. Ye, RTPI; a general war 
chariot, KR the Imperial chariot, 4, #4 Bit, 
ei, aM, = Hes; the noise of many 
Baan sei pie. 

Chariot-man, n. See Charioteer. 

Chariot-race, n. A race with chariots, iif. 

Charioted, pp. Borne in a chariot, 44 F yf. 
Charioteer, n. The person who drives or conducts 

a chariot, By, by 3, BL A, BSS, ByBe, fF A, 

NE AY, GR, PLLA: a field- acre He; 
ereat charioteer (an officer), A¥Y; the martial 
charioteer, 7%; the charioteer of the sun, #¥ 
Fy ; the charioteer of the moon, gun. 

Charioteering, ppr. or a. Driving a chariot, SRa#f, 

4) WE, =I: 22, Be HH; using a chariot, 4B BE Hi; 
the art of charioteering, xe. 

cae ble, a. Benevolent and kind, {© 3 lg, 3& 

Eat, fi, EAT. awe, HE IGE, 

ine {= alee, Reig; liberal in benefac- 

tions to the poor, PR y, 3 Ae Ay. SE He, ZE 
a: pele; formed on charitable principles, ls 
We, oh fis dictated by kindness, py 24. Ti 
‘i, py 24 ot PR #€; charitable construction of 
words, LI AREA Z ; a charitable disposition, 
2& yt; thinking charitably of others, #2 A; 
charitable se hols, 36 28, 3¢-@4; charitable insti- 

tntions, SEOTR, HEGRE, AEB. 
The disposition to be chari- 

the exercise of charity, J 

horse 

£F 5; 

table, ¥& 
ao 1G; Pan ID; 
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BF, WAR, Wie. 
Charitably, adv. Kindly, 3 2% stp ftp; liberally, AE 

AD. YY ; benevolently, {= 3 fry; to be charitably 

disposed, #7 2 >, £5 Fad; deal charitably 

with him, #4 Bip, ANE ZR. 
Charity, n. T hat dispesition of the heart which 

inclines men to think favourably of their fellow- 
men, and to dothem good, {3 #4, (23, (224, 
{- (4, FARE; love, tenderness, 249, 24%, 
EAR, BLIGE; liberality to the poor, to bestow 
charity, Ba, U9 he, OB, Wha, HEF; to bestow 
charity in a liberal manner, {Uj fh, BE AW, Ai i 
%G hb, th sl; canduor, 5, PH ZG, Ht; 
toask charity, & BR, U5 fe: ; to live upon ¢ harity, 
WIE RBH; Sister of Charity, * HePRARM, 

De Hs RMS, WBE 
Charity-school, n, 3%. 
Charivari, n. A mock serenade of discordant mu- 

sic, kettles, Ge, designed to insult and annoy, 

WO SEVOEME, A A 2M, MEF 
Charlatan, n. One who pretends much in his own 

favour, and makes unwarrantable pretentions 

to skill, ZrH99 F194. CLMISEAE, VE FMPE, AB 
FEAR, WLW of 5 a quack, AR RE ; mountebank, 

fF PE J ee BY NA, Bet 
BZN. ft 
Gee a. ne ‘kish, ii OE making un- 

due pretensions to skill, Ge, ¥ Fl fA MEE, aE rae 

Charlatanically,adv. After the manner of a charl- 

aan, AYE Hy $9 PE TA 
Charlatanry, n. undue pretensions to skill, ¥% 

A, Fy 

Charles’s-wain, . JE=}, 4. 
Charm, n. Words, characters or other things, 

imagined to possess some occult or unintelligible 
power, FF, FEW, FERE, HEE ; to write a charm, 
& FF, HE FF; an efficacious charm, @ FF; a 
charm suspended ina bag about the neck of 
children, = #4 #% ; the vermillion charm, FAS 

4; 2 charm that averts evil influence, #4 HS 
FF, 36 F5 HF; a charm that protects the hody 

from harm, AES #F, WARE, ELE. MUST, BE; 
the peachleaf charm, fe #F ; the charm for the 
pacification of the womb ofa woman in confine- 
ment, #@ 4 #F; a charm for the protection of 
the house, $i # ; to recite charms, 4 #f ; that 
which has the power to subdue opposition and 
gain the affections, FRE 4H, AE ZA, Pye ¥ 
that which delights and attracts the heart, 

* KREBS. 

iG A- 
Charm, v.#. To subdue by incantation, JA RE, 
LUIGI ; to charm away, JH FESR, LI RERE ; to 
subdue by sezret power, FA RF iG, ARE, JAKE 

fig ; to allay, to appease, $m Bt, fie 42; to give 
exquisite pleasure to the mind, to captivate, #4 
TL, FRB. WHA . AEM, Mey ; to summon by in- 
cantation, 37 9; to delight, #2. 

Charmed, pp. or a. Subdued by charms, AR, BE 
4% YA; enchanted, ZE%, fk v2; defended by 
charms, #ERE{RME. 

Charmer, n. One who uses or has the power of 
enchantment, FF 944%, FEE #. 1 AK; one who 

delights and attracts the affections, i 2 44, 

oy he ¥. 
Charmeress, n. An enchantress, 2k, AA, WBE. 

Charming, ppr. Using charms, Jy ¥F, JA FF fi; 
pleasing in the highest degree, FRAGA, RR, 

FIM 1S, BROAN, BEA: Leite 
ing, POE AS, Lye Es alluring, pReV AY ; amia- 
ble, Wy Be Ay, By FEN ; ahatertitiene eloquence, 

$e 75 Jil. 
Charmingly, adv. Delightfully, #32, Wek, AR. 
Charmingness, n. The power to please, BERD. PY 

BA, REA. 
Charmless, a. Destitute of charms, 406 By s§ fry, 46 

Wy Ay 
Charneco, n. A kind of sweet wine, fff}. 

Charnel, a. Containing carcasses, #56 7 ti 

Charnel-house, n. A depository for the hones of 

the dead, pa, WE WE Ze. 
Charon, n. The ferryman of hell, Hy fk ZHEF- 

Charpie, n. Lint for dressing a wound, ff i 4, $4 

Mi R- 
Charred, pp. or a. Reduced to coal, Ge 38 He; de- 

prived of volatile matter, Ej; blackened by 
fire, 463%. 

Charring, ppr. Reducing to coal, 3% fe; depriv- 
ing of volatile matter, KE Av; blackening by 

fire, f&. [BE 
Charry, a. Pertaining to charcoal, Ax pelpE, URE 
Chart, n. A hydrographieal or marine map, jf fH, 

iy OU. SAFI, 7K: BAL, PH 
chara a. Resembling paper, ($ (0 $€, ACK 

a HAF A. 

ie n. The constitution of the Frenchm mon- 

arehy, established at the restoration of Louis 

XVI, in 1814, es: MER GN, A Hd: LO 
Charter, n. A written instrument given as evi- 

dence of a grant, contract, &e, HE. a2, HB, 
lal, HEB, HB, ADE, He YB; an instrument 
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of a grant conferring powers, rights, &e., 2, 

Bhar Beate, GUNG. OE, HEE; a ship's charter, 
FA HEHE ; exemption, 4 i Be. 

Charter, v. ¢. To establish by charter, P i Ze ; to 
establish, as by the charter of ships, &., v£HIE, 

‘dy ie]; to charter a ship, fin, HLA, te 
i 

Charter-land, n. Sce Frechold. 
Charter-party, n. An agreement respecting the 

hire of a yessel, and the freight, #1 #¥4dt, Aly, 

HG, BE, PVE. 
Chartered, pp.ora. Invested with privileges by 

charter, ff th 2. G8, 82 3 tke BH; granted by 
charter, £338 2.30, Pi Rag ; hired, as a ship, 

Chartering, ppr. Hiring or letting by charter, v7 
#LHE; giving a charter, P Pg. 

Chartism, n. In England, the principles of a re- 
form party, Fee wp. 

Chartist, n. One infected with chartism, or radi- 
eal principles, 7 FUL ¥%. 

Chartless, a. Without a chart, 4& Fy 4p TA] #4; of 
which no chart has Leen made, 4e4@|&] 7% ht. 

Chartulary, n. An officer in the ancient Latin 
Church, who had the care of charters and other 
papers of a public nature, ALAR. 

Chary, a. Careful, iE; frugal, | fy. 
Chasable, a. That may be chased, Fy ¥§. 
Chase, v.t. To pursue for the purpose of taking, 

HE, 3B, SBE, EES ; to chase and catch, 3B}; to 
chase after, #2 LE, JERE, EEE ; to chase 

away, £EZE; to chase away the birds, £2 4€ ; to 
chase a ship, 3B ff; to chase an enemy, SHY, 
#t AY; to chase and disperse, £2 x, #7 1; to 
chase a deer, £# fF, £EE EE; to chase metals, see 
Emboss. 

Chase, n. A vehement pursuit, 3B#23%, £234, 3B 
#85; a running and driving after, as game in 

hunting, (1, MUR, EHR 47s, weal ae, 
Fy EB) i, 47 A ZF; «that which is taken by 

chase, BIE, WLP] #; an open ground | 
or place of retreat for deer or other wild ani- 
mals, JH; a printer’s chase, FE TRAE ; a wide 

groove, #, Hr; chase of a gun, Ai ; chase- 

guns, SEASUG, ARDELDRIE 2 7. 
Chased, pp. or a. Pursued, 3838 #238 38 ; driv- 

en, 3B 36 ja. 
Chaser, n. A hunter, #{ J; a pursuer, 32 #23 ; a 

gun at the head or stern of a vessel, SFB FE 
+} | 

Chasing, ppr. Pursuing, 3B, #2, 3B #5; hunting, 

Hi; chasing of metals, see Embossing. 
Chasing, n. The art of embossing on metals, $f 
4 # ; embossed work, 46 T.. { Ube. 

Chasm, n. A cleft, ZEKE, ZEbt, yc, ILE. BAA, 
Chasmed, a. PEHENE, ZEDCAG- 
Chasseur, m. One of a body of cavalry trained for 

rapid moyements, £% I5. 
Chaste, a. Pure from all unlawful connection. of 

sexes, Fi Gi, ik A, GA, A Al, SF Gh, ie Gi, IE 
ae $f 3X; free from obscenity, jAPIEAY, iE 
Ie; a chaste female, jz, HA, Hei zz, A 
it, ER AC, Bg. #8, HE; 2 chaste widow, who re- 
fuses to marry again, SP Gi ZAR. Cid, HL GZ 
4 ; chaste and quiet, AUgP ; a chaste style, #4 

WZ HES pure, HBA. 
Chaste-eyed, a. Having modest eyes, 7 AR. 
Chastely, adv. In a chaste manner, 2%; chaste- 

ly dressed, Sp jittz2 24 ; chastely written, yt} 

RAGE, BSF BUS, BST is A. 
Chasten, v.t. To correct by punishment, #7 #%, JB 

Chastened, pp. or a. Corrected or punished, fy # 

i, vi nil), Te 
Chastener, n. One who punishes for the purpose 

of correction, HF 2y 4%, went 2. 
Chasteness, n. Chastity, 4 @i#%, HYO#. 
Chastening, ppr. Afflicting for correction, #31, 

AT FE, wea 
Chastisable, a. Deserving of chastisement, Jf 5% 

FEY, AMESE TE. 
Chastise, v. ¢. l'o correct by punishing, Fray, #47, 

iG El, SEF, A, FR, WOK, BT, Fe. 
Chastised, pp. Punished, #5 3] 34.47 #238 ; correct- 

ed, Hii. 
Chastisement, ». Pain inflicted for punishment 

and correction, #7 2%, Hi ATH. WE, TNS, 
WS $7 44 ; death would not be a sufficient chas- 

tisement for your crime, AE Fy §83*. IEA HR FE. 

Chastiser, n. One who chastises, #2] #9; a cor- 

rector, pia 4- Gj [ ni rif - 
Chastising, ppr. Punishing for correction, #3, 
Chastity, n. Freedom from all unlawful connec- 

tion of sexes, 0H. HELL. SUK, SGN, HES 
4, HEH, HAH; freedom from obscenity, 
Hi G2 Hi 5 a widow’s chastity, SF Gi#- 

Chasuble, nm. An outward yestment worn by a 
Zoman Catholie priest when saying mass, +f 

FPS, ih ot FF 
Chat, v. 7. To talk in a familiar manner, ® pig 5 

to talk idly, HJEx, aeiylas 3 to chat and laugh, 

RIE, LSE, A: 
DD 
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Chat, n. Free, familiar talk, Z§ jg ; idle talk, [yf | 

=k, Hi] 4z; let us have a chat together, JE(R RR 

ee (B- 
Chateau, n. A castle, *; a seat in the country, Big 
Chatelet, n. A little castle, se {f. [an 
Chatted, pp. Talked familiarly, 8 sig, am sty] 
Chattel, n. Movable property, aA fF, tre, 

Bek, FH; the emperor’s chattels, (yy. 
Chatter, v. 7. To utter sounds rapidly and indis- 

tinctly, as a magpie or a monkey, pEPEWEANA, 

cS > DO, Mili» BT, 265. oA aA, DCMT, MeL s to 
chatter like a swallow, #&s%; to chatter like 

children, [iffy my, RBWE ; to chatter like birds, 

TE PO aE, GWE, OL MF, OE] i, EWE; to chatter 
with the teeth, 4 4) #. Aaa; to chatter with 
cold, W4yHRE, M3; to jabber, OAH, We, FF 
##; to chatter about heaven and talk about 

earth’s being without shadow and without 

substance, At Mee: MIE. 
Chatter, n. PEVE WME a. 
Chatter-box, n. One that talks incessantly, AF 

1 RUE. BSH, OAH. 
Chatterer, n. A prater, Ili J\; an idle talker, 3 
Pan EE, wi ltan 2% ; name of a bird, AaB. 

Chattering, ppr.ora. Uttering rapid, indistinct 
sounds, HEUEWEW ; talking idly, jek ; chat- 

tering, as the teeth, FF jg4y = ; chattering with 
cold, jr HA ie 

Chatting, ppr. Talking familiarly, 7 pi, BR, 

Chatwood, n. Little sticks, &e. for fuel, 32 RE. 
Chauffer, n. A small furnace, HR{f-. 
Cheap, a. Bearing a low price in the market, ZB, 

HEME, NEIL, Give, HESZAM ME; common, EME, 
FIIE, ASAE FE HE ; very cheap, MAE, O28, Hi 
IEE, PES, $ERG (FZ; it can be got cheap, Bee ; 
yet cheaper, jpk #28 ; rice is cheap, EZR. 

Cheapen, v.t. To attempt to buy, Hif@ ES, ae ; 
to lessen value, Hie fR Se, HIEGIEL, wag (Ee. 

Cheapened, pp. Bargained for, Hi 3& f $8, a ih 
fet ; beat down in price, HIjH (Rik. 

Cheapener, n. One who bargains or cheapens, jf 

fas, Hi 
Cheapening, ppr. Chaflering, Hifi, i; 

beating down the price of, Hi (ER. 
Cheaply, adv. At small price, 229%, (ef. 
Cheapness, n. Lowness in price, 7F f, (& (, J&R 

ft, JAH. 
Cheat, v.¢. To deceive and defraud in a bargain, 

Wei, WERE lit SR. We, eas, we Sh, Jace, EE Set 
ode Ht HG hi al, wa Uh BE Ghd, Ie ii; to cheat 

one, EA, kA, SB NV; you may cheat men, but 
you cannot cheat the gods, Pei Jie mb ; 
who wishes to cheat you ? #€ Ga (h, tz HE 48 

tif. 
Cheat, n. A fraud committed by deception, WESR 

238, WG 8 DONE. feat FE; a person who 
cheats, eS EN, HSB, DAF EBL, HEE, 
BEM, Pra NK. 

Cheatableness, n. Liability to be cheated, PJ #, 

TG. | 
Cheated, pp. Defrauded by deception, 1 , Pe im, 

WIE i WME ; to be cheated, Be AVE, SEBE, 
avi ; cheated out of every thing, p J phbe me, 

a DEA 
Cheater, n. One who practices a fraud in com- 

merce, #F PY, BERS, TEBE, Oe AB, Ss 48 - 
Cheating, ppr. ora. Defrauding by deception, i 

le, PEA, we; a plan for cheating, Si Ja, Be 
al 

Check, v.¢. or 7. To stop, JAR (EE, 38 (2, MEUAR, SEE, 

JWG 6), WR aL, GRU, AG, HOR, SHH, IE; to 
hinder or repress, ffl 38, JHE AR, 4; to curb, as 
lusts, $8; to rebuke a superior, sf ak Ff; to rebuke 
an equal or inferior, #)7F; to check by compar- 
ing accounts, ¥#%; to make a mark against 
names in going over a list, Bk 7%, Sh We GH; to 
cheek a horse, #55, wf Bj; to check a disease, 

38344; to check perspiration, JE#F ; remove your 
clothes and check perspiration, 3 4 Ti 7F HS 
to interfere, FH}, PHF. 

Cheek, n. A stop, 3% Jk #7, JAR CE 4, 3 HAH sa 
hindrance, PAVE, BAT, BAI 4; a rebulf, 5 
Fi, HIE; control, # He #f, GUAR; a mark put 
against names in going over a list, —%h; a 
token given to rail-road passengers serving to 
identify them in claiming their luggage, &e., 
HO, FF EH ; the correspondent cipher of a bank 
note, Bhe ge; a corresponding indenture, ¥f 
4>{n] ; a corresponding mark in a Chinese deed, 

Hb F4 Ge, Bh FG FD, “FFG FN, FF GL; a check or 
deed divided into two paris, one of which is 
kept by either party, 3245, 4, RFA, lad, 4B 

Hy, PS, 32, COW, FFE, CEG, FET, Beat, 
Fy Sz, Fill, SH, Hl; a money order, #FP Hi, HER, 

gH, SRE; checks, MUAE A. 
Check-book, ». A book containing blank checks 

upon a bank, Sei Ap, se Al ip. 
Checked, Cheekt, pp. Stopped, REI, FRRIB ; 

restrained, #4 Hé 3H ; curbed, 5% j& ; reprimand- 

ed, 7 Jb j&. 
Checker, v.t. To yariegate with crosslines, [A] RF, 
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fay 4 ; to form into little squares, like a chess- 
board, fA] HUBE A; to diversify with alternate | 
colours, [i] @, 4e & ; to diversify 7b HE. 

Checker, x. One who checks or restrains, REX, | 

PH 3% 4; a rebuker, 7Ej- 4%; a chess-board, # 
Bz. 

Checker, Cheeker-work, ». Work 

He. 
Checkered, pp. or a. Diversified, JE] (4, He & 

fj, 8 & fry; a checkered horse, |. 

Checkers, n. pl. A common game on a checkered 
board, #1 Jap. 

Checking, pp. Stopping, 38 ££, JAR HE; restrain- 
ing, fH 3%; controlling, #° 48; rebuking, 7 

Cheekless, a. That cannot be checked, AB RAY, 

Jas AR HE, JARNE CE, AR REMAR AG; that cannot be 
restrained, PME (E, PAGS AG, ARAB A 7H. 

Cheekmate, n. The movement in the game of 
? fo} 

chess that hinders any further moving, so that | 
game is finished, #4 #, FH RBH. 

Checkmate, v.t. To arrest, PH 3 
Checkmated, pp. IR. 
Checkmating, ppr. i Jay Hit. 

Checks, n. A kind of checkered cloth, as gingham, | 

Ge., BURA. 
Cheeky, n. In heraldry, a border, that has more 

than two rows of checkers, WKS Ege, ewe 
55 Fl 

inet ae The side of the face below the We on 
each side, Jj, JERR, MA, Jer, HEL, WEE. Af 

aii, i, IM. GOA, 1, WUFA, YE 
BR 

PEE Me ; the right cheek, #7) ; cheek by jowl, 
#4; the cheeks of a printer’s 
2K; the cheeks of a cart, 
gun-carriage, Jn ye 

in anger, 49 {Ua is. 

Cheek-bone, x. #i, WB, MR, Mle; high cheek- 
bones, WH, Wits €.- 

Cheek-tooth, n. The eae tooth or tusk, AF, 

to swell out the cheeks 

Cheeked, a. Brought near the cheek, 3 I (1. 
Cheep, v.27. To chirp, asa small bird, ub pk Re. 
Cheer, v, ¢. To salute with shouts of joy, IBZ; to | 

salute with clapping of the hands, 4fj 3, GE, 
Hk %; to infuse life, to animate, 4b a Wh EU 5 

toencourage, 5 Ji}, GEAR); to comfort, BRI, te 
Ft By: to ladden, Ay RHE, BEA: 
up! fray Zee, 
OE 

varied alternate- | 

ly as to its colours or materials, fa] & 20, Fal | 

JE: | 

; to defeat, Fy Fig. | 

i, WEE ; the 
hollow of the cheeks, fifj; rosy ical ALA Me, 

press, EJ KE | 
ij; the checks of a | 

cheer | 

fis ETS. PRE, (EZRA | 

Cheer, v. 7. To grow cheerful, jij A seJ%. 
Cheer, n. A shout of joy, WAFZ83, W228 5 clap- 

ping of hands or other expressions of applause, 
Bee A, HAH; a state of gladness or joy, 
i, Bet, AUK ; entertainment, Ue, EG 

i, MAF. Ms Ai A, OAS A 5 mirth, 
. Tes ; courage, SR, JH £4 ; be of good cheer, 

AY £d, AY HI, i TAGS, HBO. 
| Cheered, pp- Shouted, ga animated, #§ ZF 

3 ; comforted, 2 Jah 3h, fied 

Cheerer, n. One who cheers, 1% Sa BeZER, te 
Ey #5. 

Cheerful, a. Lively, joyful, Hty#, HE. APU;, te 

Uy, SVE, AEM, HEME, HAE, Hees, WME, Sem, 
FRR, PEE, Peat, THES, Wak, i HH THES BS, AE 
Wer tee, OF. PES SE, Sh, Pet, Wc; a cheerful temper- 
ament, BEE, PumAg, MH; a cheerful coun- 
tenance, Phe, 3%, BEA, Hf; a cheerful mind, 
DARA, Hot. HES Hes; cheerful with wine, 

iil 
| Soin adv. In a cheerful manner, TREE: hz 

R, BEPK, WIR; with willingness, df No, Heat; 
e cheerfully consented, +f. fi; to loook 

cheerfully, # 4; he cheerfully did it, Fyfe 
fit; 1 would then die cheerfully, #ESEA AT t- 

Cheerfulness, n. Life, fe 7G #, HEHE; good spirit, 

ry 

We PE. 
Cheerily, adv. With cheerfulness, sj, PAIR. 

| Cheeriness, n. See Cheefulness. 

| Cheering, ppr. or a. Giving joy or gladness, 4} 

NA th $2, F208 f4; encouraging, g¥AE; it is 
very cheering to hear it, yes FA 4 He FA aK 
ID. 

Cheerless, a. Without us or comfort, Sm 4 sf, Sit 
#%; cloomy, FAY, he; a cheerless home, A 

ELT, UE Be PENG Fe 
Cheerlessness, n. Destitution of comfort or enjoy- 

ment, Sie 2 uf 3e 
Cheerly, a. Gay, PER. 

| Cheerly, adv. Cheerfully, fr¥&, 324%; heartily, 
Hot; briskly, Pegg. 

Cheerup, Chirrup, v.¢. To make cheerful, (fife 

i, DUKES, oe ah. 
Cheese, n. The curd of milk coagulated usually 

by rennet, separated from serum or whey and 
pressed in a vat, &e., 4E Ay fF, 4E FL BE, FL BE, 

Cheese-cake, n. A cake made of soft curds, sugar 
and butter, 4F PRE. 

Cheese- monger, n. a0 who deals in or sells cheese, 
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Cheese-paring, n. The rind or paring of cheese, | 
“EFL fi J; the acts of a miserly person, ~hz 

WATT. 
Cheese-press, n. A press, or engine for pressing 

curd in the making of cheese, 4F FL fF. 
Cheese-rennet, n. A plant, ladies’-hedstraw, Bf 7%. 

Cheese-vat, n. The yat in which curds are con- | 
fined for pressing, 49 fit Af 

Cheesy, a. Having the quality « or taste of cheese, 
“EF HEA; having the form of cheese, APL Bi | 
WR. 

Chef-d’ceuvre, n. A master-piece or performance 

in arts, &e., eT, £ FT. 
Chegre, Chegoe, Chigger, Chigre, n. 

penctrans, BF Rl,. 
Cheiropter, n. ; pl. Cheiroptera. FRR A. 
Che-kiang, n. $74. 
Chekoa, n. The Chinese porcelain clay, 7). 
Chelidon, n. MLZ. 
Chelidonia, n. fy ite. 
Cheliferous, a. Furnished with claws, as an ani- 

mal, IRBR, INE 
Cheliform, a. Having the form of a claw, JR 

i HP IN fry. 
Chelonia, n. pl., Chelonian, ». Terms applied to 

animals of the tortoise kind, {f 4j. 

Chelonian, a. Pertaining to animals of the tor- 
toise kind, $f #4 fry. 

Chemical, a. Pertaining to chemistry, 48 7: fry, 

PRAY, BUG A, My Lam. 
Chemically, adv. 

tion, HAE, LURE. 
Chemise, xn. A shirt, or under-garment worn by 

females, PYR2, WEE, HAUSE, Fe MIEG A: 2 
wall that lines the face of any work of earth, 

Yen se As - 
Chemist, n. A person versed in chemistry, Jf 3: 

GTR, DRS, PUGGE B, BEWOT H. 
Chemistry, ». The science which relates to the J? 

The pulex 

elements of matter, the proportions in which | 
they unite, the means of their separation and | 
the laws which govern and affect these agencies, | 

DRE, OZ EE, WO 2B, id: 
Chemisette, n. An under-garment worn over the 

chemise, 4) 48 A #4. 
Cheque, n. A money order, $i 
Cheriff, n. The prince of Mecea, #8 Jji-: ; a high 

priest among the Mohammedans, [5] Ja] # % fe. 
Cherish, v. t. To harbour or hold as dear, |, 4, 

11g, a PS HES , EZ » Fl, 1: OR ¥ 

2 FEZ, ER, Was, @ ert S, IDS, FR, tee, 

By chemical process or opera- 

» ERE. See Check, | 

Agi FH ; to give warmth to, RAY, Hy st; to nurse 
or treat in a manner to encourage growth, #, 
Sexe, HEE, GRE, FA; to cherish hatred, { 

TR, FOUR, PIR, PRE, HEIR ER ; to cherish 
dislike, 4§thfé, [924 ; to cherish resentment, A> 

i, Wil %, WE PL; to cherish with affection, {# 
Be, PED, Eee, He ; to cherish tenderly, 3 
(g; to cherish one’s ae Wee, Te tes; 
to cherish virtue, (£f%, %& f# ; to cherish in the 

heart, (Sis, FERRY. 
| Cherished, pp. or a. Treated with tenderness, i 

ith, Es OR ; warmed, Y84 5 ; comforted, fe 

fea if 5 fostered, EB, Hi Be 318, ie 3258 if. 

| Oherisher: n. One who cherishes, as hatred or love, 

| EH, 1B, AH, HEE HM, BER; one who en- 
| courages growth, (38 4, HERS H. 
| Cherishing, ppr. Fostering, as love or hatred, ‘ff, 

BE, 4; comforting, HR; encouraging, Hex ; 
| cherishing with affection, 282, 24a. 
Chermes, mw. See Kermes. 

_Cheroot, n. A Manilla cigar, FfARqq. 
Cherry, n. $3, BEE, & HE, AF; red cherry, 3 
| PB; the yellow and, i! PB; the large, sweet 

kind, #24; the wild cherry, BF BB, (Pe. 
Cherry, a. Red, ruddy, Fea e. 

| Cherry-cheeked, a. ZEN, ALANIS, ALB. 
| Cherry-pit, n. A child’s play, in which cherry- 
| stones are thrown into a hole, PEPE BK. 
Cherry-tree, n. Bt. 
Chert, n. An impure variety of quartz, 2,8). 
Cherub, * n.; pl. Cherubs, Cherubim. ptipy ik Je 

nil, ALPES a beautiful child, 36-— ; cherub ( in 
Japan ), KH. 

Cherubic, Cherubical, a. pif Ag; angelie, 7 

ais 
| Cherubim, x. The Hebrew plural of cherub, phtiyg 

| _ BK. 
_Cherubin, a. See Cherubie. 

_Cherup. A corruption of chirrup or chirp, which 
see. 

| Chervil, n. a 
| Cheslip, n. yk 

| Chess,.n. $£, Hi: a game of chess, —JayHit, — 
BL, AF, RHE; a game of 360 men, fA HE; to play 

at chess, HEC, PEE, HHL, BEBE. 4715. AN 
BlAS, P HE, PHE; a board set out with a game 
for gambling, }t Ay; let us have a game of chess 
together, [i (j,.Jk— BEML ; a book on chess, #t 
we; in all ages every contest has closed like a 
game of chess, =f #$74— Jay Hit. 

Fe. 

®t 
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Chess-board, n. FL, RE, ER. 
Chess-man, n. fit. 
Chess-player, n. PEF, PERN. 

ure chest, #§ He, $5 Hi; a strong box, FE By; 

a chest of tea, #28; a tea-chest, —7S 254i 5 
a chest of drawers, #eH¥ ; a sailor's chest, JCF 
Fj; a powder-chest, x 4% Ri; a clothes’ chest, 

Ake 

Chest, n. Thorax, Jig, Hig, His, #4 AF; central part 
of chest, ss. 

Chest-foundering, n. A disease in horses, such as 

. stiffness, Ge., By BURY. 
Chestnut, n. HE, ABE, ARSE, BET AP, FA; water 

chestnut, 15 fi, Sb, Ferre; stone chestnut (al- 
curites tribola), #132; chestnut colour, #E. 

Chestnut, a. Being of a chestnut (brown) colour, 
#3 (4 ; a chestnut coloured horse, Hip, Ba, Be. 

Chestnut-tree, n. 3E Hf. 
Chetah, n. The hunting leopard of India, #94. 
Cheval de frise, n.; pl. Chevaux de frise, #7 5, 

BLE, BESTIR, HE FASE. 
Chevalier, n. A knight, fal; a gallant young 

man, 3&{%; a horseman, armed at all points, 

Chevaux de frise, n. pl. See Cheval de frise. 
Cheyen, n. A river fish, 4444. 
Cheveril, n. Soft leather made of kid-skin, [ly 2£ 
F jk ; a yielding disposition, ZV. 

Chevisance, n. Achievement, FYAI ; a making 
of contracts, #7 # [mJ ; an unlawful agreement, 

Mik ZH. 
Chevron, n. J\ {#7 ; an ornament in the form of | 

zigzag work, PE % 9% %~; the distinguishing 

mark on the coat-sleeves of non-commissioned 

officers, #52 HE. 

Chevrotain, n. The smallest of the antelope kind, | 

(?). 
Chew, v. t. To masticate, pe, MS, WEL, BH, ME, me ne, | 

ij, WE; to chew fine, ME yf; to chew the cud, 
or ruminate, fi, fal, Bilt, HG. Wad. INE, YS, WE, ER 
to ruminate in the thoughts, PE pgp; to chew 
revenge, #42; to chew or ruminate upon a | D\> wm ) 

subject, 4g 3cne"# ; chew it and you will taste 
its flavour, Mepey at, BAMA Ue. 

Chewed, pp. Ground by the teeth, MEH i , Netti | 
3 ; chewed, as the cud, jig ji. 

Chewing, ppr.ora, Masticating, [z}, ME; ruminat- | 

* Appears to be a species of acorn. 
» + Appears to be a small species of the chestnut, if not 
altogether a different fruit. 

ing, ji; the sound of the chewing, IMMER, 

| Chewet, ». A kind of pie, made with chopped sub- 

Chest, n. i, FAHY, (it, [E, FL, EE; an iron treas- | stances, 7 #ii Si. 
Chibbal, Chibbol, n. 2258 (F-, YZ. 
Chicane, n. Trick, Ait, Weal, West RE Hi, TR 

1G i, UTE. 
Chicane, v. 7. To use shifts or artifices, JM west, 5 

KF at, We of. 
Chicaner, n. One who uses shifts, turns or undue 

artifices in litigation or disputes, Fk} A, ale, 

ale wb A > ant EL 
| Chicanery, n. Trick, fet El. Bel AES He, 

IW bhi Zt 
Chiccory, n. The cichorium intybus, FE xt%. 
Chiches, n. pl. Dwarf pease, [J 32a. 
Chick, v.72. To sprout, i 2F. 
Chick, Chicken, n. The young of the domestic 

hen, ¥5 {f, SESE, 5 fb, pie ii, WZ, HE, 4E F ; 

the young of fowls, ff, B= ;a person of tender 
years, AE HE {f-, fe SEF, BR {F; a word of 

tenderness, Be SiEtf-, #UAL{F ; rolled chicken, #% 

$886; a boned chicken, #4 XG. 
Chicken-hearted, a. 4m), HO}, ta, Zur BH. 
Chicken-pox, n. Varicella, WI, AKA, E- 
Chickaree, n. The American red squirrel, 4E EE 
Chickling, n. ¥6{f-. L Bt. 
Chick-pea, n. ¥EiF. 
Chick-weed, n. eps, RHE, 
Chide, v.t.; pret. chid; pp. chid, chidden. To 

blame, #€ 15, BEET, aC, BENE, DE, GE, M5 to 
chide one’s son, [MAL +, HEIL, eee UF; 

he chid their wanderings but reliev'd their 

pain, SCR iB Hei DRA. 
| Chide, v.i. To find fault with, RFA, RIP A; 

to find fault with one’s children, #- &, [lz 
F.. 

Chider, n. One who chides, #¢ PE, BE AGE, fil 

NR, Hie. 
Chiding, ppr. TEE, RA, Fr A. 
Chidingly, adv. In a scolding or reproving man- 

ner, BEAR, DIE. 
Chief, «. Highest in office or rank, #, . 5t, 

fe, hk. A, +, BE; 5A— fil, vA, DAF. BF 
A, Rath, 84h; mest eminent in any quality 
or action, #4$—-, 4ne pt, ANGE ; chief in influence, 
CG FE VE. PRAT MF fy; most valuable, 
#4, ZEEE; most_important, BBA, B 
fy, $!—BSBL; mest dear and familiar, 
— HE, 2 BE; the chief officers of the Six 
Boards, 7, # fj #%; chief officers of the Five 

oe 
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Boards, Ff. 4)$35; chief minister of state, F# | 
4A, HA, ZEA, Be; chief censor, 7H; | 

chief controller, By; chief guardian, “fee, fe | 
4%; chief examiner, 32% ; chief director of the 
Imperial guards, 4c BEN general-in-chief or | 
feld-marshal, general- -in-chief of an Te fill ; 
army, KE, Ba ue gs ;maval commander- | 

in-chief, J fil Peas ; 
chief keeper of a treasury, Mi Ag ffi ; chief mili- 
tary secretary, = fn ace¢ ; chief director 

chief of an office, JE ; | 

of the commissariat, # fag ; chief of the Han- | 
lin graduates, JK 3G; chief of the tsin sz, 
5U; of the A. M., 2c ; chief of the A. B., 3 | 
JC; a chief priest among the Tanists, 349% a) 
JE—; a chief By iest among the B uddhists, Xfi 
fig; chief mate, (Ke; the: chief town of a state 

wa Si 
chief town of a prefecture, HEI : the chief 
town of adistrict, {HR ; chief palace, JE ; a 
chief merchant, * Zypj; chief part, KA; 
chief rule, #ER- 

Chief, n. A military commander, Ay¥ di, oA; 
the first or principal person, ye BAA, aE, EL; 

BH ; chief of banditti, pap, hk H; the chief of 
aclan, éfé; the principal commander of a 
ship, ##2 ; Iam the chief, or manager, FE 
§A ; chief of a confederacy, i=, Wie. 

Chief, adv. See Chiefly. 
Chief-instice, n. #28 a], SLB], Glas 
Chief-justiceship, n. The office of chief justice, #% 

Be pa) Wik, Gk gs HOP. 
Chiefless, a. Without a chief or leader, Sof J, 

HK oA. 
Chiefly, adv. Most of aa F468, GE; Aci, Kk 

#{, 22; in the first place es jet, WE; 

Tam chiefly indebted to you, #—Z 4 fp. 
Chieftain, n. A captain, a leader, BAA, AE de # ; 

a chief of a savage tribe, BF AE, RB; the 
chief of a clan, #%f~; the chieftain of bandits, 

We 
Chieftainey, Chieftainship, n. Headship, 

Wik, DAF ZH, SAL Z2 the, $8 =E a4. 
Chiffonier, n. A receptacle for rags or shreds, Jfij 

Ai Be 
Tae DA. 

Chigger, Chigo, n. See Chegre. 

SANZ 

the chief town of a province, AI ; the 

a movable and ornamental cupboard, | 

Chilblain, vn. A blain or sore produced by cold, yf | 
He, i. SE HF PER, HONG 

Child, ». ; pl. Children. A son or daughter, --, Ake | 
* Now applied to companies in general. 

| Childlike, a. Resembling 

{F, MUS, AF, GF, BEF ; a male child, 
FF GL, SNF LG, BF, BF, Bee 
wiz, Biz, Alf, WF; a female child, = 

AF, Wz, A, Ki, KF, TA tek, + 

A>, vil; an adopted child, 3g ; an illegiti- 
mate child, BP, EFF ; children, Fk, Bs 
Bl wef, WE, (rt, EAL; a little child, 34%; pretty 
little children, )J\ZEKE ; children of God, _- # 
“LF; adopted children of God, | #9 2xEF ; 
children born of God, Lig 2A 5 children or 
citizens of a state, Bil “5e gL F; to be with 
child, 3, (22, HE; fl give birth to a child, 
AEF, HEF, fik-F ; to nurse a child, my, HAF, 
LF ; to wean a child, (Ah, fx, FL to bring 
up a child, #8; children by the ea el 
wife, hiF, KEE, IER F, WSF ; children 
by a concubine, Jit-, ef, WWF, BF; a 
child of the principal wife, TE Hi, Ag] HiMBE ; a 
child of a concubine, Aj Hye, HE HiPBE; a beloved 
child, 3-f-, #£-F; from a child, AupH sey 
y¥; a child of the devil, hi--; parents and 
children, Wyfs ; wife and children, Jef, ye 2a, 

OLS | LEE AD BE 3] Child-bearing, ppr.ora. 2E-F. 
the chief of devils, SLi} ; chief of savages, # Child-bearing, n. The act of producing or bring- 

ing forth children, AE-¥- 44 ; parturition, fi #&, 

FP Hi. 
_Childbed, n. Parturition, 2p>4, Fp 7 BF. 

Childbirth, n. The act of a woman bringing forth 

a child, AEF, ARH, Oh, Peal, HEF. 
Childhood, n. The state of a child, gah, Pag, 33 

SE, SN, Pag ZS, ABE Es from childhood 
to old age, A -P PE, ALFA; to pass 
childhood, H&J. 

| Childish, a. Belonging to a child, $¢¥- pg, $y tse 
{fPE, {SUE ; childish sports, .Jy Gd fry wi HE ; 
childish fear, Sahx¢¢F-WjJH ; a childish disposi- 
tion, Jr Fie a0, INGE HET 5 childish conduct, 
Smee (s-HE FFB, ELBE childish judgment, 

Ys GU JB Bt, YN Gd din JE. 
Childishly, adv. Tit 1e manner of a child, Jy 5h 

ZAK SEZ Be Lo GL, BEA] GE ; in a weak 
or foolish manner, LS [ 3. 

Childishness, n. (pf Ue, ME Ze, SE 
Childless, a. Destitute of children or offspring, 4¢ TD) anew 

F Ac, GE PE, WE; destitute of an heir, #4 ful, 

a child, (14% 5 ; meek 

without guile, Sub fEUlbsAR, i uF + 1 AOA 
46 APUG, HPO, 

* In conversation 7) § and 7) ¥ means—my son, children, 
or my pupils. 
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Childly, a. Like a child, qnapF. 
Children, n. pl. of child. Offspring, F,4., F#; | 

one’s own children, fF Z2ZF A; a daughter's 
children, &h#% ; they ave my own children, {% 
9) AE UE; they are not my own children, A {2 + 

Chili, n. Province of China, in which the capital 
is situated, 244 ; name of republic in South 
America, #9 Ail. 

Chiliad, n. A thousand, —--, — {Ff ; 
of one thousand years, =f-4. 

Chiliagon, n. A plain figure of a thousand angles 
and sides, =f- ff fr. 

Chiliahedron, n. A solid figure of a thousand equal 
sides or faces, =F-ifij J. 

Chiliarch, n. --#4, $t#4. 
Chiliasm, n. The millenium, or thousand years, | 

when Satan to be bound, —-f-7ii “EF, —F Ze 

Sf. 
Chiliast, n. A believer in the millenium, {%-f-4e 

ZR ape. 
Chiliometer, n. See Kilometer. 
Chill, n. A shivering with cold, JQ mle; a 

shivering with rigours, as in an ague, #E yy; a 

cheek to feelings of joy, af Fe, —fifinfr3¥. 
Chill, a. Cool, moderately cold, $€, 7, 7; shiver- | 

ing with cold, Pity, Wa; distant, formal, 
not warm, Bik ; a chill reception, OyeAsE ; 

depressed, wy. 
Chill, v. . To cause a shivering or shrinking of the 

skin, KASH A, TI RK, ire; the evening air 
chills the earth, Ré& Jame fy ; to blast with cold, 
YpkE; to depress, (Hh HYP. 

Chilled, pp. Made cold, $j FE 74>, (5A BL YF. 
Chilli, n. The pod of the Guinea pepper, HER, 

AEA, “ATR. 
Chilliness, n. A sensation of shivering, Py, 

$€ 54; rigours, #7534 ; a moderate degree of 
coldness, KAZE. 

Chilling, ppr. or a, Causing to shiver, HY, B% 

Chillingly, adv. In a chilling manner, #74, 7 

Chilly, adv. To feel chilly, By, Avg, F MSE SES, 
iy, F238. 19, 18, Dew, 2; wind and rain 
make one feel chilly, aR BEVE. (58. 

Chimb, n. The edge of a cask, Ge., PEAY Ay DAL 
Chime, n. CES OR sae of sound, is, BH, | 
SRT 7 RS Sai” FAB; a kind of periodical music 
or tune of a clock, 5 SE Sagi he, — FS Sas Ay BE 1S 

the period 

Chime, v, 7. To sound in consonance, 478, fF AH, 

CHI 

HA kz. (Ett 28 ; to jingle, Se Sf, $2 
Sf. 

Chime, n. The edge or brim of a cask, PEE HAZ 
| Chimer, n. WS a3, (E Sai ee HY. ln. 

Chimera, n. A vain or idle fancy, #348, 278, Hi 
44; a fabulous monster, vomiting flames, with 
the head of a lion, the body of a goat, and the 
tail of a dragon, #fip 9126 &y FEE APE. 

Chimere, x. The upper robe of a bishop, F 4 Fif 

Zi MR 
Chimerical, a. Wildly or vainly conceived, 4B, 

Dad fim aa; unfounded, 7p, SHG veleE ; wild, 

TER, 
es adv. Wildly, JER; fancifully, ¥J 

BR, Me YR, BASIN 
Chiminage, n. In law, a toll for passage through 

a forest, #4 > ih. 
Chiming, ppr. Sounding in accordance, #, FE. 
Chimney, n.; pl. Chimneys. {3m, HF ; 2 glass 

chimney of a lamp, Hj; a fireplace, AHH. 
Chimney-board, . A fire-hoard, which see. 
Chimney-hook, m. A hook for holding pots and 

kettles over a fire, JQUERY. 
Chimney-money, n. A duty on chimneys, 51 BE. 
Chimney-piece, n. JOE. 
Chimney-pot, n. 43h TA (7. 
Chimney-sweeper, n. FH ii, HGH. | JA. 
Chimney-top, n. The summit of a chimney, 43% 

| Chimonanthus fragrans, n. RNETE. 
Chimpanzee, n. The African orang-outang, 78, mH 

JER WN A PE. 
Chin, n. PB, Val, POC, 3. AK. AB BG. UR, GA, 

Hy, HA; a pointed chin, “F Hp(¥e ; a broad chin, 
JA; he has a beard under the chin, #7 PA 

$2; a beard under the chin, PF HR. 
China, n. The Empire of China, Fi fl, Hae, Je, 

SkUS, 32H, Help; China proper, + 74; the 
present ruling dynasty of China, Fx jy @; the 
celestial dynasty, FR sy. 

China, n. China-ware, porcelain, Rw, AH. 
China-aster, n. 77 aye. 
China-grass, n. KER. 

| China-ink, n. 3, (E28. 
| China-man, n. BE J\, 7 J\\. 
China-orange, n. The sweet orange, brought ori- 

ginally from China, fff ht. 
China-root, n. Smilax China, 7% 4£, AR GA ; Can- 

ton smilax, -- #348; Sz chuen smilax, Fy ZR ; 

China-root jelly, #24 FF. 
China-ware, n. (42; fine china-ware, Ah #; 

coarse china-ware, f(y &. 
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Chinca-pin, n. The dwarf chestnut, #32}. 
Chinch, n. Ari. 
Chin-cough, x. The hooping-cough, We wth, DAME | 
Chine, x. ‘The hack-bone, or spine of an animal, | 

BAP, Dutt, FF. 
Chine, v.t. To cut through the back-bone, #5] (gf 

Wt: 
Chined, a. Pertaining to the hack, #§4 5" fis. 
Chinese, a. Pertaining to China, rf Bape, BE 

the Chinese language, 
Chinese writing, 2 4, 1é a; the Chinese 
Empire, 7} BY; Chinese officers, Bipey, GE AF; 
a Chinese traitor, 2%; Chinese pepper, JI]; 

the Chinese army, #&%f; it is Chinese, (% frah. 
Chinese, n. sing. and pl. A native of China, fg 

NK, WEN, ABA, SE A; the Chinese, ey 
#2 Fe; it belongs to the Chinese, 42 J AMBRE 

ie aie n. Gravel free from dirt, Fi}. 
Chink, n. A cleft, 2 

Vy Re. 
Chink, v. t. To open and form a fissure, 3 fi. 
Chink, v. t. To cause to sound by shaking coins, 
«or small pieces of metal, EJ HX, 4% 28 ge; to 
chink dollars to try their sound, 4g #2 § $8 

i FEI 

» GE; 

Chink, v. 7. To make a small, sharp sound, as by | 
the collision of little pieces of money, J] #4, EJ 

STH. : 
Chinky, a. Full of chinks or fissures, #203, 

Wee, ANG SSO, Se HES. 
Chinned, a. Having a long chin, 7? WIf. 
Chinse, v. t. $7 #f- 
Chintz, n. Cotton cloth, printed with flowers, Ge., 

Ralis 

FE ti, ENE MT; speckled ground chintz, 1 

4E ti; Turkey - chintz, 40 7é Mi; glazed 
chintzes, WEZE ti, WA A- 

Chioppine, n. A oo ‘shoe, Tey EE. 
Chip, Cheap, Chipping, n. A market, HE, Tf; it 

comes from Saxon ceapan, Meaning to buy or 

sell, - 
Chip, n. A piece of woo or other substance, eut 

or broken off from a body, At}?, HA 
Chip, v.t. To cut into small pieces, BAe, Hi/Hr, 
ii BE, Ei]; to hew, FA. 

Chip, v. 
ware, J, jij. 

Chip-axe, n. Anaxe for chipping, [45 7, Br. 
Chip-hat, n. A hat made of wood split into thin 

filaments, 7 }=I4- 

Chipped, pp. Fi, Bish, Bri he, Wii. 

He oE vfs ak, Ze: | 

ZUNE, VEER, IUGR, BR @ rent, | 

Je, PEAS. | 

Chipper, v. 7. See Chirp. 
Chipper, a. Talkative, 0% 3k Fat, 45a. 
Chipping, n. A chip of wood, Aske, Hit, BF; frag- 

ments of porcelain, ihe Ae. 

Chiragra, n. Gout in the hands, 74 i=. 

| Chiragrical, a. SMM. 
Chirocentrus, n. (i JJfG.- 
Chirk, a. Lively, cheerful, fe7G: in a comfortable 

slate, df % #. 
Chirograph, n. A charter-party, fA MHL, 32. 
Chirographer, n. B74, BH, BH, BF. 
Chirographist, m. One who tells fortunes by ex- 

amining the hand, \hPae, BAX pspseZe. 
Chirography, n. The art of writing with one’s 

own hand, FRE a, 
Chirologieal, « Pertaining to chirology, fag 

fe pa a 
Chirologist, ». One who communicates thoughts 

by signs made with the hands and fingers, PJ 

Jone (ke He, LUSH. Ws, GFR 

Chirology, n. The art of communicating thoughts 
by signs made by the hands and fingers, itaf, 

Dida tS EZ BE. 
Ly | Chiromancer, n. #2 pspHh, MOF H- 

Chiromaney, n. Divination by the lines of the 
hand, ++#% Psp; palmistry, AC Psp. 

Chiromantic, a. Pertaining to chiromancy, $-#K 

h3N. 
Chiromanist, Chiromantist, n. One who foretells 

future events in relation to an indiyidual, by 
inspecting his hands, PPK PSH. 

Chironomy, n The art or rule of moving the _ 

hand in oratory, #$R, ALi, MAME, BE 
HEM, MME. 

Chiropodist, n. One who extracts corns, removes 
bunions, Ge., EAHA (, FILSE MR fi ff. 

Chirosophist, n. A fortune-teller, P3pJ5EZE. 
Chirp, v. 7. ‘lo make the noise of certain insects, 

Was, pa, pe; to chirp, as birds, We, We, WWE, we 

DAO, WANHG, EIDE, Bo PAE, mg, 
Chirp, v.t. To make cheerful, (2 PeYA, 4) Pes. 
Chirper, n. One that chirps, or is cheerful, Pe7F 

‘ale 
| Chirping, ppr. or a. {EE RR. 

i. To fly off in small pieces, as in potter’s- | Chirpingly, adv. In a chirping manner, PRAM] 

Ws) bibs. 
Chirre, v. 7. To coe, as a pigeon, {iki Wi eB. 
Chirurgeon, n. A surgeon, AbF}5EZE. 
Chirurgery, x. See Surgery. 
Chisel, n. ‘An instrument of iron or steel, , 4 
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ie, Ff; a stone-cutter’s chisel, #£; a large chisel, 
Aig, AME; a small chisel, ree, HyPewe; a 
flower chisel, 7 #2; tile chisel, }§ Tilt HE; a 

stone chisel, #£JJ; a sharp pointed chisel, 47 
4 

Chisel, v.¢#. To cut, gouge, or engrave with a 

chisel, EME, WEAE, WE. REI, 1. BE. HEE 
to chisel into, # A; to chisel through, #2. 

Chiseled, pp. or a. $j, Bik, AZi8. 

Chiseling, ppr. Cutting with a chisel, %, Wf. 
Chit, n. A child, BUG1; a lively child, PeyyrpE we 

a; a shoot, a sprout, 32, 4; the shoots of grain, 
Birp ; a short note, —dpiJ, (x. 

Chit, v. 7. To sprout, Wa, tH} At. 
Chit-chat, n. Familiar talk, (Jah, Bee, ae. eA. 
Chitterlings, n. pl. The smaller intestines of swine, 

&e., and fried for food, oxi, BEI hat, Boye. 

Chitty, a. Like a babe, Am SUG WEE, MRF 
full of chits or sprouts, 2% 3F fly, & Ft fg; a 
chitty face, Ui. 

Chivalric, a. gE 9c (rg, HEE. 
Chivalrous, a. Warlike, pt 3 fg; bold, Fi Fic, Jl 

Hi; gallant, Seqee. Se. THEM. AR. 
Chivalrously, adv. In a chivalrous manner, Lise 
Chivalry, ». Knighthood, — [al & 4, F lal 

#f; the practice of knight-errantry, 3 HE #%, 
SeHt 2174S. eS, DE, We mK; an adven- 
ture or exploit, [ge ¥.- 

Chives, n. pl. Slender threads or filaments in the 
blossoms of plants, #E#%, 4624 ; a kind of onion, 
HE; wild chives, xj. 

Chlamyphore, Chlamyphorous, n. An 
allied to the armadillo, & \\y PAG. 

Chlamys, n. A tunic or loose coat, 7 #2. 

Chlerodendrum, n. FE FETE. 
Chloracetie acid, n. An acid formed by the action 

of chlorine on acetic acid, ‘jAcwe. 
Chloral, n. $f 7c. 
Chioranthus inconspicuus, n. PREY, ZEN BA; chlo- 

ranthus monostachys, Gy VR. 
Chlorate, n. A compound of chlorie acid with a 

salifiable base, $f 5%. 
Chlorie, a. Pertaining to chlorine, ¢ fry; chloric 

acid, yar. : 

Chlorid, Chloride, n. A term applied to combina- 
tions of chlorine, corresponding to the acids, #§ 
#5 a non-acid combination of chlorine, 7 ; 
chloride of lime, % JJ. 

Chlorine, Chlorin, x. A greenish yellow gas, ob- 

tained from common salt, £, #9, ye Sa; 
liquid chlorine, # 7K. 

animal, 
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Chloriodine, Chloriodie acid, m. A compound of 
chlorine and iodine, Ff fy. 

Chloris, n. The greenfinch, a small bird, 7E%4. 
Chlorite, n. A soft, olive-green mineral, #RHE, Te- 

Chlorite, n. A salt formed of chloric acid and a 

hase, fi} iat Fi. 

Chloro-earbonie, Chloro-carbonous, a. Terms ap- 

plied to a compound of chlorine and carbonic 

oxyd, 48 AY. 
Chloroform, n. fing. 
Chloropal, n. A greenish, earthy mineral, consist- 

ing of silica and oxide of iron, ZEKE. 

Chlorometer, n. An instrument for testing the 
decolouring or bleaching powers of chloride of 

lime, $i 4F. 
Chlorometry, n. The process of testing the bleach- 

ing power of any combination of chlorine, 7 

i tri Zid. 
Chlorophane, x. A variety of fluor spar, from 

Siberia, Ay. 
Chlorophyl, ». The green matter of the leaves of 

vegetables, BERR. 
Chlorosis, n. 6y fe, ACH SLIG- 

Chlorotic, a. AyREfy. 
Chock, Chock-full, Jé}#§. See Choke and Shock. 
Chock, n. A wedge, FAS, EAS; an encounter, 

see Shock. 
Chocolate, n. Jaf te, KONE FE. HE BE a cup of 

chocolate, — i FAG AEX. 
Chocolate-house, n. Fa aE; K- 
Chocolate-nut, n. See Cacao. 
Choice, n. The act of choosing or selecting, 3%, 
He BE, HAE, GE, BEBE, PERE; the choice 
is left to me, #4 Ze FR, BEFEZE TK, feGE AK 
according to one’s choice, ff ffir fe ; to have 
one’s choice, 4 fi] fii Zz; the thing chosen, gE 
ZA, BERG ZG, EEA UE; leave the choice 
tome, (fF 4FRpHPE ; he has a great choice, BA 

Jeg SEG HAAN AL, (AF RES PEE GB A ; the choice 
of his troops, PkERE I, Hy Se ; choice goods, 
Ef: choice society, [- 42; he has made a 

good choice, {ff f= AF; take your choice, fy (/p 

{fi ; to have no choice, SHEZ5 frp. 
Choice, a. Worthy of being preferred, JAK, JA_E, 

44 Ads, Fey; selecting or using with eare, 
Sm fME, Ht FAA ; choice of one’s time, 

NSW. ANE Th HY, TIE GEA: choice as to 
one’s company, 4 IN AC38 A, [A Az i 8 ; choice 
in that one does, Ff Wr AB Aw. ot. 

Choice-drawn, a. Selected with particular care, 

Fetes, ETE. 
EE 

= 
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Choicel ess, a. Not Mane the power of choosing, 

SE DHE; not free, RA AE, HAE. 
Choicely, adv. With care in choosing, it #2, tk 

$e; valuably, #09; excellently, 3E7%k, Par; | 
carefully, rs 

Choiceness, n. Valuableness, JA 4%, # #4. 

Choir, n. A collection of singers, — [gat 4, BE 

Pay 44, — VEE Hh J\; a co Neco of singers in 

a church » ATE oS a4 — EIB Hees ; the choir 
of a ohaee h, tee. 

Choir-service, n. Soe na 

Choke, v.t. To stop the passage of the breath by | 
filling the windpipe, as a person, fie te, J 
Wi, JASE; to strangle, SAE, PALE; 
filling, or as a passa 

FE 
to suppress, JHE JE; to offend, jay Ax. 

Choke, v.7. To have the windpipe stopped, #fU, li, 
WHI; to be choked to io MAE ; to be of- 

fended, AH rAS, Tx, BE GCS. 

Ghoke-cherry, n. A species of an astringent wild 
cherry, 7 REF. 

Choke-damp, n. Noxious vapour (carbonic acid 

Gas), Ja ER. IRL. 
Witt Choke-full, a. Quite full, 

Choke-pear, n. A pear that has an astringent 
taste, WEMRIPE AY. 

Choke-weed, n. 38 Bea, Hi. WH e- | 
Choked, pp. or a. Suffocated, fj SA, PEI AE; | 

strangled, #2 FE ji ; obstructed by filling, #238 
i ; smothered, Fase i&. 

Choking, ppr. or a. Suffocating, fA MA. Fe FE ; 
strangling, #$%6; are you not afraid of the 
devil choking you to death ? Te by Oi FALE Cee - 

Choker, n. One who suffocates, FRSA 4s, FASE H ; 
one who strangles, #¢4E #4 ; one who puts an- | 

other to silence, FEE AY #. 
Choky, a. That tends to suffocate, Jay AEM. 
Choler, n. The bile, Hye, MEY; 

irritation of the passions, AFR. 

Cholera, n. Cholera morbus, * #261, FETAL. wT 

FS, DR NSLS, TED RE, sine TIS , AGRE. 
pape a. Easily irritated, 

wk, GK ; a choleric temperament, IKE, 
Cholericness, n. Irascibility, JOPE, 

T= 
wrath, AF ; 

Peet 

Cholesterine, n. A fatty substance resembling 
spermaceti, found in the bile, JJ Yh. 

wa: Sporadic cases of cholera are called fE§LE ; epidemic 
cholera, #38. 

to stop by | 
se, E(k Zee, We He | 

to eiioles as the growth of plants, #@%E, Jae, | 
to smother, as fire, FRE. Fr. GRRE 5 

INE, LA, A | 

Choltry, n. KR. 
Chondrology, n. The history of cartilages, "Je 
A BR. 

Choose, v.t.; pret. chose ; pp. chosen, chose. To 

select, ie 8. HE, iE RE TE, GHEE, 12K, 
di, 1S, +£, A, dR, 4; to predestinate, FA, 
FRE ; to follow, #£; to choose an associate for 
intercourse, fB FE : to choose a graduate for a 
district officer, fi3240$%; to choose a lucky 

day, F259 A EBS eT, Fe BF 
to choose a wife, #2%f 4; I leave it to you to 

choose, (fps # ; to choose rather, Be ; 1 do 
not choose to follow your advice, Wm EER , We 
AH WE (i. He; to choese the ood, FB kG He: 
which do you choose ? BS OPIPEIE, BESS AE, 

ERAT. 
Choose, v.7. To have the power of choice, 38 #2. 

Chooser, x. He who chooses, 724%, HREE Hi; 0 
chooser of days, # A 5E4E. 

| Choosing, ppr. Selecting, #2, Hee, BEE. 
| ee adv. By choosing, LUk#E, URE, 

= 
Chop, * n. A mark, 92, 3292; the permit or 

“ orand chop’ of former days, #1} ; the pres- 
ent chop or port clearance, gE) ARKH ; a chop 

of tea, 7S =e BEAK. 
Chop, v.t. To cut off or separate, by striking with 

a sharp instrument, Wh, Wri, GH, i, WM. al, 

BW SA 
chop up, to mince as meat, #7 42, Ly Ha, aut 

ti HATS ; to devour eagerly SWS Fes ; to grind 

cant mince with the ieeth, He; to crack, Lp He ; 
to chop into small pieces, as a criminal, # § ; 
to chop with a hatchet, # fjiJ; to chop off the 
head, Wy OE 5f; to chop a picce of timber, #AfAK. 

Chop, v. 2. To catch with the mouth, — FUR {€ ; 
to chop in, to become modish, Sy] FUR. 

| Chop, v. ¢. To buy or barter, 5, 2H. 
Chop, v. i. To turn, or shift suddenly, Za 4Rie ; to 

chop about, as the wind, ZA¥k)}m\#K ; chop chop, 
quickly, #Lfry. 

Chop, n. A piece chopped off, SZ, MZ 
$i > a small piece of meat, —J# fy ; a crack or 
cleft, JHE; the jaws, RA; mutton chops, 2 

Hoe : pork shee HEM. 

Chop-hoat, 2. Fe fit, Pa JN Fag mk, AE eee IN AE. 
| Chop-fallen, a. Dejected, 4e gh, TERA RE Sa. (EDL, 

GRA es 
ies A chop of tea ‘‘can be as few as two or three chests, 
or as many as 1200; a chop of congou is usually 600 chests.” 

| —Williams. 
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Chop-house, x. An eating house, 7442), MU- 
Chopped, pp. or a. Cut, gojjih ; minced, gy) 4) ith ; to 

wish one to be chopped up, S9/fifiR yt A. 
Chopper, n. A butcher’s cleaver, J JJ, til Hi J); 

a cook’s chopper, KJJ, WIJ. 
Chopping, ppr. Cutting, fj; mincing, Phys, gi 

HA, WA PIRE; bartering, eH, Yi#; sound of 

chopping, iil, fi) i} 8. 
Chopping, a. Stout, JEAE. 
Chopping-block, n. Adi fk. 
Chopping-knife, n. A knife for mincing meat, X 

TJ, wis 7). 
Chops, see Chop. 
Chopsticks, n. pl. Among the Chinese and Japa- 

nese, two pieces of wood, ivory or silver, used 
as substitutes for the fork of western nations, | 

Die Arty 
BF, 2, $7, PK; a pair of chopsticks, —¥} Hk, 
— Eft 5 a pair of ivory chopsticks, — 43755. 

Choragus, n. EARNER, 4 BE. 
Choral, a. Belonging toa choir, "4 HE ; singing | 

ina choir, LIME BF, Lives ay ; choral society, 

HEI ig a. 
Chorally, adv. In the manner of a chorus, J" 

BE, AVES. 
Chord, n. The string of a musical instrument, #¥ 

#8, #6 ; the chord of a bow, % HX; harmonious 
sounds or music, Fige se, Aya 4; a chord in 

poetry, ###H; in geometry, a right line drawn 
from one end of an are or circle to another, (& 

Chord, v. ¢. To string, }-2%, | HAR}. 

Chorded, pp. Strung cr furnished with strings, 

iB RR. 
Chore, n. Small work of a domestic kind, AT, 

WL. 
Chorepiscopal, a. Beye tii fy. 
Choreus, Choree, n. The trochee, — O, MER IGA 

fe 
Choriamb, Choriambus, rn. — ov —, a foot con- 

sisting of the choreus and jambus, fEVENAEE- 

Choriambie, a. EVER FL AS. 

which invests the foetus in utero, Jf KK: 
incomplete grain, ”’ #. 

Chorist, n. A singer in a choir, PEK #. 
Chorister, n. One ofa choir, BERRI. BETA 5 one 

who leads a choir in chureh music, PEA. 4A 

ED N. 
Chorographer, n. A person who describes a pariicu- 

lar region, #% hy JZ #4; one who forms a map 
of a particular country, Fy hkl, fr Milolay. = PAV A TIS tka 4. 
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Chorographical, a. HWIB ERAS, #2 th lal (5. 

Chorography, n. The art of making a map of a 
particular region, #23) fal 44, ‘Ey 3 [al 7 8. 

Choroid, n. The second coat of the eye, fxs 2yh 

KK, My BOK. 
Chorus, n. A company of persons singing in con- 

cert, — PERE a, UK lh 2 BE, [re] Bx #4 ; a piece 
performed by a whole company in concert, #3 ; 
verses of a song in which the company join the 
singer, #2 F ph, $2 ok, 4 BE; a musical com- 
position of two or more parts, FE ee, PEAK. 

Chose, ». In law, property, 32; chose in action, 

ASE) FL. 
Chosen, pp. of choose. Selected from a number, 

HUB, $B, $E IB; predestinated, FE 3B, Hi 
322 38; designated to office, fii He, BE JA; the 
chosen of God, #9 |: iz Pree H- 

Choultry, n. 74, Aw. 

Chouse, v. t. To cheat, JG A, We py, lik be ; to de- 

fraud, #5. AUC. 
Chouse, n. One who is easily cheated, a fool, 4 

A, SEE 3 imposition, Hi 2 BF. 
Choused, pp. Cheated, Bg jth, opith. 

Chousing, ppr. Cheating, igi, Pe J. 
Chowder, ». A dish of fish, boiled with buiseuit, 

_ salt, pork, &e., fas. 
Chowder, v. t. To make a chowder, {i444 3%. 
Chowter, v. 7. To grumble like a frog or a froward 

child, MERE. 
Chrematistics, n. The science of wealth, WW } 

Om, UW 23, SUI 2. 
Chrestomathy, ». A book of extracts useful in 

learning a language, @j SE ZB, BASES, de 

BESS. 
Chrism, n. Unction, # #5, Ay; consecrated oil 

used in sacred ceremonies, Hey, $e. 

Chrismal, a. AB Ay, Be Wh Ay. 

Chrismation, n. (Yh, (43 FF H.- 
Chrismatory, n. A vessel to hold the oil for chrism, 

ee, HE MN. 
| Chrisom, n. A child that dies within a month 

Chorion, n. In anatomy, the exterior membrane | 
“ the | 

after its birth, RUZ. 

Christ, vn. JUS, JEFF; the Anointed, fA 7h 
#%, pe ee Gh BW; the Saviour of the world, #% 

(kas. 
Christ-thorn, n. yp G. 
Christen, v.t. To baptize, fe Pei", HEvEIE, ATM 

fik He ; to baptize and name, fe Pe #8 HY ; to 
name, @ %, I %; to initiate into the visibie 
Church of Christ, by the application of water, 
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Christendom, n. The countries or regions inhabit- | 
ed by Christians, IB GfPY PE BY. (a MB RAEN 
2 Bd, HD GR ZH AL; the whole body of Chris- | 

tians, {2S 2 WU, (AGERE. 
Christened, pp. Baptized and named, PEI, He 

72 Zi YZ ; initiated into Christianity, SpeR, 

A ith WB iba 5 - 
Christening, ppr. FeVE, Hieen- 
Christian, n. A professor of his belief in the reli- 

gion of Christ, (SIE, (SUM GKRB, Ber; 
a disciple of Christ, WDa@e PSE, HS ee PY 4E, ZED 
fi 4 ; a believer in Christ who is characterized 

by piety, i fa IDGha. 
Christian, a. Pertaining to Christ, FeperpE, JRE 
fig, HB if" 2E ; belonging to the Christian religion, 

HOS 23H, UDGRB. IVGRAML: pertaining to 
the Church, 32 @ pg, 32 @ fj; Christian conduct, 

ET, SARUM. : 
Christian-like, a. {.ABGRFSGEE, WIS HENS. 

MSR. 
Christian-name, n. 4, HABE PTH ZY. 
Christianism, n. The Christian religion, JL 7% 

Ke MP GG Fr; the nations professing Christianity, 

WAR BH. 
Christianity, x. The religion of Christians, Jj} fig 

He, WAS 2H, MOGUL BE, MGRBLPY; the term 
used by the Roman Catholics is KR #. 

Christianization, n. The act of christianizing, # 

ASEM AA, Be MRE A, BEN Ce BEG 

Christianize, v.¢. To convert to Christianity, #% 

MAME EL HM SUB, i MEMO OR. 
BAL J fa IR A. 

Christianized, pp. or a. Converted to Christianity, 

FMM GR SU. AM GRY He, DEMDOR Ze 
(eis. 

Christianly, adv. In a Christian manner, JI} fi 

PY PEM, SELLE GR PY f- 
Christmas, n. The festival of the Christian Chureh, 

observed annually on the 25th of December, in 
memory of the birth of Christ, Tpfiggae, Wiig 

exit, Mb GRZE H. 
Christmas-box, n. Christmas presents, J] fight 7s! 

Wet, HS Mf EAE; a box in which little presents 
are deposited at Christmas, JI sips 72 i &.- 

Christmas-day, x. The 25th day of December, JIf 

FRESE, TISKZE H 
Christmas-flower, n. 7E%4. 
Christology, n. A discourse or treatise concerning 

Christ, JO i, BOE ee. 

chromic acid with a base, J f& 4558. 
Chromatic, a. Relating to colour, RE, ¢% fig. 
Chromatics, n. The science of colour, A f& 7 FR, 

45 & 2. 
Chromatography, n. A treatise on colours, Fy % 

HS ont 
Chrome, Chromium, x. A grayish white, brittle 

metal, remarkable for the variety and beauty 
of its coloured preparations, )&K (| 4, FG. 

Chromic, a. Pertaining to chrome, )_e #, 4 fj; 

chromic yellow, the artificial chromate of lead, 

IK 6, SBE. 
Chronic, Chronical, a. Continuing a long time, 

A, A Wy, $e, i, 4, id 4 A, BH; a chronic 
disease, Ay, 495, i 4B IN, MS IY, FEI, 
Wg. FX, HG. Te, FAI, HE. HK; chronic dysentery, 
A Fj; chronic ophthalmia, PR AHE, i "EBM, 

JRE; chronic disorders, as of a state, AgL, 

ZA i& 5 a chronic diarrhea, (ft Aj. 
Chronicle, n. A historical account or register of 

facts or eyents disposed in the order of time, 

$2, Wat, HAL, Ace, HL, EAL, BERR a 
history of a state, pa St, Al4e, Bad, Baas, 

ii; the Chronicles, hooks of the Sacred Serip- 
ture, GALT; the Chronicles of the Kings, 
hi] $40; the Chronicles of Corea, Hy) me $2. 

Chronicle, v.¢. To record in history, #8, 22, #8 

Chronicled, pp. Recorded, #03, #2 2% i4.- 
Chronicler, n. A writer of a chronicle, $4; imperial 

chroniclers, 3 'pe, #4) 32. 
Chronicling, ppr. Recording, $4, #2 FR. 
Chronique, n. A chronicle, # #f. 
Chronogram, * Chronograph, n. An inscription in 

which a certain date or epoch is expressed by 
numeral letters, [4a] 77 7- RES 3B He. 

Chronogramist, n. A writer of chronograms, ‘5 

ial aS SE 
Chronographer, n. See Chronologer. 
Chronography, . The description of time past, 

FEAL. 
Chronologer, Chronologist, n. 38, H1#43F, (£ ot 

4%, fd Ht; Imperial Chronologer, (4 ; one who 
studies chronology, #% 1 #¥. 

| Chronologic, Chronological, a. Relating to ehro- 
nology, SEQ PE, WS fy. ESE Ay; according to 

Chromate, n. A salt or compound formed by the 

* A chronogram, or chronodistichon recording the peace 
of Hubertsburg in 1768 is expressed in the following lines: 
— Aspera beLLa sILent; reDIIt bona gratIa paCIs; Os 
parta foret seMper In orbe qVIes; i.e. M=1000, D=500, 
C=100, three L=150, one V=5 and eight I=8, giving 1763. 
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the order of time, E46 Ay, HEE, Bay; a chro- 
nological work, isi, 4EER- 

Chronologically, adv. In a chronological manner, 

Chronology, n. The science of time, Ye; the 
methed of ascertaining the true periods or years 
when past events took place, and arranging 
them in their proper order, according to their 
dates, #0 $%, $b HR, WB, Hae; a chronology, 

aeSR, AL. 
Chronometer, n. Any instrument that measures | 

time, J} Fe $2. WE SH, WE eS; a ship’s chrono- 
meter, fsa, APS, ae RUE BS; to rate a ship's 
chronometer, # 4 AV FS ; to rate a ship’s chrono- 
meter by transit observation, J A aye ge, LV) 

Glnntenatric: Chronometrical, a. Pertaining to 

achronometer, We hese PE, We Kesai fry ; measured 

by a chronometer, LN he $3 Ej. 
Chronometry, n. The art of measuring time, FF 

Wy 2 Se, ERE UY Be 28. (Np. 
Chrysalid, a. Pertaining to a chrysalis, yA, Hy 
Chrysalis, n.; pl. Chrysalides. ig, oy, ak #X; the 

chrysalis of the silkworm, <r aa, Bydjy, We, We ; 
the chrysalis of the mantis, #@ yj. 

Chrysanthemum sinense, n. Marygold, 4 7; 
chrysanthemum, or China aster, 7074 494E, 26 

Th, 2, hit, HE BT. 
Chrysoberyl, n. $Y 
Chrysocolla, n. Borax, jill, 7; the green and blue 

earhonate of copper, fi F- 
Chrysography, n. A writing in letters of gold, # 
4p °F: 4§ ; in China, #% 4627. 

Chrysolite, mn. A mineral of a yellowish or green- 

ish colour,4> G3, ati, BOR GZ, HEE. 
Chrysology, n. 3k'ss 4 3h- 
Chrysophris, n. Garoupa, HU HE, FE FE. 
Chrysoprase, n. A variety of quartz, A43BE, a§ 

Chab, n. A river fish, G44, A WAGE. 
Chub-faced, a. Having a plump, round face, 45 

iii. Bt. 
Chubled, a. Acie, By. 

Chubby, a. Chubby, as a child, 48 49), rey WL ti. 

Chuek, v.¢. To call, as a hen her chickens, $f 

Ih SAS EE, oh 
Chuek, x. i. To make the noise of a hen or partridge, | 

when she calls her chickens, inti. 
Chuek, v.7. To jeer or laugh. See Chuckle. 
Chuek, v.t. To strike or give a gentle blow, 4, 

FAFflp. 

Chuck, n. A sudden, small noise, Hj BF ; a word 

of endearment, corrupted from chicken, 45 ff, 
ms LK, Big Fi; a slight blow under the 
chin, Pe YP Hes. 

Chuck-farthing, n. A play in which a farthing 
is pitched into a hole, # 2B 2k, WH. 

Chuckle, v. ¢. To call, asa hen her chicken, pEve; 

to fondle, fe, 4A ; to cocker, wfyufi. 
Chuckle, x. A short, broken, and suppressed laugh, 

aL PD LUD Ba a 
Chuckle, v. 7. To laugh in a suppressed or broken 

manner, |i. 

Chuckle-head, x. A person with a large head, =} 
WDE; a dunce, ZR. 

Chuckling, n. Suppressed laughter, spiel, Bay pay. 

Chuff, n. A clown, 4${¥ ; a dull, surly fellow, $f 

Chuffy, adv. In a rough, surly manner, pq 7 ; 
clownishly, #f {E IR. 

Chuffy, a. Fat or swelled out, JE ; a chuffy lad, 

ifs be s surly, A ELIE, ALAR BR. 
Chuk, n. A word used in calling swine, HABK. 
Chulan-tea, n. BREE. | #%. 
Chum, n. A chamber-fellow, (Ac, @° ZC, (al FF ME 
Chum, v.z. To occupy a chamber with another, 

Chump, n. A short, thick, heavy piece of wood, 
less than a block, ACRA, #8, MEAN, He, FR- 

Chum-pee, n. A place near the Bogue, Jif. 
Chunam, x. Chunam for calking, #HiZhye ; cement, 

Ji; chunam prepared with oil, PHB ; to 
prepare chunam, 4p KU. ZK. 

Chunk, ». A short, thick bloek, or bit of wood, 
metal, &e., ACoA, 4 he. 

Church, n. A house consecrated to the worship of 
God, * 7 FE et, 1. Hege; among the Roman 
Catholies, FR Ea, FR =E BER; the collective 
body of Christians, 38 4 , Jit #x@ ; the Catho- 

lie Church, Z4@ ; the invisible church, 38 Z\@, 
M4 ZS @& ; the church militant, 32 @ ; the 
Romish Church, Fe 42H , HERG HA; the 
Church of England, 3 pq #7 ; the Protestant 
Church, JE#; the Greek Church, 7A F#S ; 
to go to church, JepBFpae, YEP; to build a 
church, jt FeFRae. 

| Church, v.¢. ‘lo perform with any one the office 
of returning thanks in the church, after deliver- 
ance from the dangers of childbirth, + #4pAt 

oat Lb - 
~ * The term Saji is used by various missionaries. 

T 3#jf is the term used by Chinese in their religion. 
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Chureh-ale, n. A feast commemoratory of the de- 

dication of the church, A ja Ft ae ely. 

Chureh-attire, n. #aNR. 
Chureh-authority, n. 32 @ eee. 
Chureh-burial, n. 3 LI Seng. 
Church-discipline, n. 32 @ 9g 4b. 

Chureh-founder, n. One who builds or endows a 

chorch, SiGe H, WHILE 
Chureh-history, n. 32 @ shad. 

Chureh-member, n. A member in communion 

with a church, 324 A, @rf+ A ; a professor of 

religion, Agc#i, #7 NK. 

Chureh-music, n. The service of singing or chant- 

ing in a church, ie pF - 

Chureh-preferment, n. Benefice or adyancement 

in the chureh, #3 4k fill) 72 Tk. 

Chureh-warden, n. A keeper or guardian of the 

church, 32 ff {#fz. 

Chureh-work, x. Work carried on slowly, #T. 

Church-yard, n. A cemetry, He IU, ABID- 

Churehdom, n. ‘he government of the church, 32 

BAER. 
Churchman, n. An ecclesiastic or clergyman, We 

Fifi ; an Episcopalian, Fe 4k file? A. 

Churehmanship, n. State of belonging to the 

Episcopal Church, 43 4k fil @ A- 

Churl, n. A rude, surly, ill-bred man, #AAS"E A ; 

a rustic, #ffE; a miser, SPF; a niggard, 

IE, SA, BDRM A. 
Churlish, a. Rude, {FEE SGA ; surly, REO 

rough in {emper, #7 %J; unfeeling, 3 fi "A ; 

avaricious, Bay fy, &AL4E ; unpliant, HUE AY, 

HRBANL, HEA. 
Churlishly, adv. Rudely, 2 4%; in a churlish 

manner, $4. 

Churlishness, n. Rudeness of manners, #437 4 ; 

sullenness, ¥% 54 4- 
Churly, a. Rude, 4476, HE 7E ME, HL ; boisterous, 

Churn, n. FLYWGE, FLAMES. LIE HE. 
Churn, v. t. To stir, or agitate cream for making 

butter, 9LMH, 267100. 
Churn-statl, n. 2 #F- 
Churned, pp. or a. Made into butter, fj FL wh, 

F558 FLU. 
Churning, n. 2¢ 90h. 
Chusan, n. Chusan Island, Sy [I- 
Chusite, n. A decomposed yariety of chrysolite, 

Chyazic, a. A term applied to compounds of hy- 

droeyanic acid, * BeAr a. Fa * 

* GEZK. 

Chylaceous, a. Belonging to chyle, FLYPE, FUE 

fit. 
Chyle, n. In animal bedies, a white or milky fluid, 

prepared from the chyme, and passing into the 
blood as the means of nutrition, HR¥, FLH- 

Chylification, . The process by which chyle is 
formed from food in animal bodies, 44% #RuZ 
#§. 

Chylifactive, a. Changing into chyle, (QF Fi; 
haying the power to make chyle, M#HRZA- 

Chyliferous, a. 2A He, AEFLYE AG. 
Chylous, a. Consisting of chyle, #4@fy, FLYFAS- 
Chyme, n. Fé. 
Chymic, Chymist, Chymistry. 

Chemist, Chemistry. 
Chymification, n. The process of heing formed 

into chyle, (U4 UGH. 
Chymify, v.¢. To form into chyme, ARASRE, 0 

BNE. 
Chymous, a. Pertaining to chyme, JReBE. 
Cibarious, a. Pertaining to food, @HylpE; edible, 

HY PEL, TY AG - 
Cibol, n. A sort of small onion, ZZDE{F. 
Ciborium, n. The coffer containing the host in 

Roman Catholic ceremonies, 3 ff TE, GIR BF 
Ef; a large drinking cap, A, AM; the 

Egyptian bean, YAR dr Z.- 
Cicada, n. Broad locust, * i, WE), Hoyle, Bkibe, Be 

WS, HME, WRT, aE aT, URE, who ME, Se) ME 
HS, sh, HEME; a small kind of cicada, HEBB; a 
cicada that has not cast its skin, ss ; the cast 
skin of a cicada, Ii) AA. 

Cicaia, n. SESE. 
Cicatricle, n. The germinating or fetal point in 

the embryo of a seed, fii py, 2F{¥- 
Cicatrix, Cicatrice, n. A scar, Jz, 38, UR. HER, 

EIS, FE. Wl; the cicatrix of an ulcer, Fee. 
Cicatrization, n. The process of forming a cicatrix, 

jX3fz; the process of healing, 7EAF 4, HAS, 

ui OS 
Cieatrize, v.t. To heal, #21, ZEA, WIE, RE. 

Ay yi. 
Cicatrized, pp. or a. Healed, 4635 4F, FERS, $8 

Cicatrizing, ppr. Healing, ZE kf, HET, $878. 
Cicerone, n. A guide, 5] 34%, WER. FE. 
Cicercula, n. [Be e. 
Cichoraceous, a. fay Ei fR. 

* These are names used by the various dynasties during 
the last 2500 years. The first only is now in general use 
among the Chinese. 

See Chemical, 
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Cicisheo, n. The professed gallant of a married | Cinerary, a. Pertaining to ashes, DepE, WE AvS- 

woman, HEAP A #, SHAE. * 
Cicurate, v.t. To tame, #2). 

Gieuta, n The cow-bane, or water hemlock, 3% 4¢ | 

x. 
Cider, n. ZR 2774. 
Ciderist, n. A maker of cider, REZR ALi 4. 

Ciderkin, n. 22 1}¢/4 77. 
Cidevant. Formerly, 46 J¥; used to designate men 

who have been in office and retired from it, 
which in Chinese is expressed by §j HU'PE, Sit 

ra. 
Cieling, n. or ppr. See Ceiling. 
Cierge, n. A wax candle used in religious rites, | 

ES. 
Cigar, n. Paper cigars, FFAG; Manilla cigars, 

+ Aa —i4L- 
Cilia, n. pl. The eyelids, [RHEE , WENEFE; lone 

Ciliary, a. Belonging to the eyelids, WE Hp 2G "Pf, 

WR DESE 4. 
Ciliate, 7 Ciliated, a. jE, PAG. 
Cilious, a. 9, fj. 
Cimbal, n. A kind of cake, fp. 
Cimeter, n. A short sword, gi], ## I), +: AIL si. 
Cimex, Cimiss, n. The hedbug, Ax gl. 
Cinchona, n. Peruvian bark, 445K, 4eZeyy, TE 

IGAWK; red cinchona, 47 4Efi; cinchona powder, | 

EPG WK. 
Cinchonina, Cinchonine, Cinchonia, n. BFW. | 
Cincture, n. A belt, ZH, #E; a girdle worn round 

the body, J#E; a ring at the top aud bottom | 
of a column, €£ 7 [&] #. 

Cinctured, a. Having a cincture or girdle, 4f7F 

oe, A Sy, EER. 
Cinder, n. Chiefly used in the plural, cinders. 

Small coals, or particles of fire mixed with ashes, | 
ii, HIE; small particles of matter remaining | 
after combustion, in which fire is extinct, }¥, 

Zz, RE; iron cinders, FJ ; cinders of saltpetre, 

iH; to be reduced to cinder, FR je. 
Cinder-wench, Cinder-woman, n. A woman whose 

business is to rake into heaps of ashes for 
cinders, JURA; a dirty woman, jFx. 

Cindery, a. Resembling cinders, #EIff. 
Cindefaction, n. Reduction to ashes, BEjKIR. 

| Cineration, n. BEDE #4. 
Cinereous, Cineraceous, a. Like ashes, FA ( IK, 
{e, RW; having the colour of the ashes 

of wood, i fy. 
Cineritious, a. #4 (LIE, Del &. 

Cinerulent, a. )evpR. 

'Cingalese, * n. or a. A native of Ceylon, THe 

A; pertaining to Ceylon, papi fy. 
Cingle, n. A girth, 85 peng. 
Cinnabar, n. Native red sulphuret of mercury, # 

i, S-D, 8 BEE, SEE, EHS; cinnabar colour, 

Fy f4,. See Vermilion. 
Cinnabarine, a. Pertaining to cinnabar, % 

A, FEAST. 
Cinnamon, n. Py #£, Te FE, FE JK; T cinnamon 

ey; Havanna cigars, 3 JES y; one cigar, | 

—FIW, —2j 4; ten cigars make one bundle, | 
powder, Py #E Hy; cinnamon oil, py FE GH; tinc- 
ture of cinnamon, pyfE{H; cinnamon rose, #4 

Cinnamon-stone, n. #E=E.- | te: 

] : Re | Cinque, n. A five, Fr. 
hairs on the margin of a vegetable body, 7E#t Cinque-foil, n. A creeping plant, pentaphyllon, 

Se CoA, ieee; an ornamental foliation, Z 

ee. 
Cinque-ports, n. pl. FL7L. 

Cinter, n. Pan. 
Cion, n. A young shoot, 3, 3; cion for graft- 

ing, ES. 
| Cipher, n. The Arabian character of the form 0, 

which standing by itself, expresses nothing, 
but increases or diminishes the value of other 
ficures, according to its position; and, 3}; he 
is a mere cipher, F& fii FS} 4p. A SE th. HSA 
We A ae, fay Se FE fy; a letter or character, =F, 
477; a secret or disguised manner of writing, 
pes Be, Me WE ; an enigmatical character, GF; 
an arithmetical cipher, #& A %; O stands for 
32 as a multiplication cipher in accounts, as 
4,004 pieces, °° AE=py =F 3 A PY; 4,040 is 
written %°R =PUF- 3 PY + ; to learn ciphers, 

BE 
Cipher, v.7. To practice arithmetic, 77H, F 

Wris:, SER. 
| Cipher, v.t. To write in occult characters, #3 F ; to 

designate, as goods, #2 fT 9A. 
Ciphering, ppr. Practicing arithmetic, Ey, F 

OY US, FT ERE. 
| Cipolin, n. A green marble, #22 #7. 
Circle, n. In geometry, a plain figure comprehend- 

ed by a single curve line, called its cireumfer- 

* The last is the current but vulgar term. 

T Fate. 
* EUS 
+ Bark of the cinnamomum cassia. 
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ence, FR] #, (Al. [Al J; the circumference of a 
circle, [Rl ¥R; the diameter of a circle, (@ , 7 #R, 

[; the centre of a circle, [2]; to describe a 
circle, 47 —[EJ, #7 —[H]; to describe a complete 
circle, as the full moon, [#3 [R], Ey); a ring, fy; 
in Prussia, a territorial division, "; a circle 

of friends, — HE A, —[E] A; he has a large 
circle of friends, fl, JJ AZ; to turn round in a 

circle, fe RH, A ES, Hi FE; an astronomical 
circle or ring, Des; to form in a circle, FAI 
— #2 ; to collect in the centre of a circle, 38 Ha 

Hit; to sit ina circle, #44; an inclosure, fA 
fi]; circle of declination, FeapPHEfE]; circle of 
perpetual apparition, a 54 [&] ; circle of perpetual 
occultation, [ai FER. 

Cirele, v.t. To revolve round, fee, IRF, JA | 
i fy, WER; to encircle, fH, HetE. 

Circle, v. 7. To move circularly, ese, EE) Re. 

Cireled, pp. FAS, EE. EE. 
Circled, a. Having the form of a circle, FE lit #, 

fg. 
Circlet, n. A little circle, He{F-, FAYE. 
Circling, ppr. or a. Encompassing, [2] 4, fi (£, 

fe] #2; a circling eddy, je, rch. 
Circuit, n. The act of moving or passing rounds 
He BE 44; the place inclosed in a circuit or dis- 
trict, WA, 3 hh, ‘e; Intendant of Circuit, 94 

4; the circuit of the heavens, 3 F<; Circuit 
Commissioner of Justice, FEIM FEE (ili; Circuit 
Justices of the Peace, 3 ti BJ, 3M gif Fe; the 
circuit of a journey, Yi; to make a circuit, JA 

Si, (73. aE, JAB, BERR, BES; to make a 
circuit, as a magistrate, 4088, HQ 457; to start 

ona circuit, Hii ; the circuit of, Je) [R]; a circuit, 
a year, 3). 

Circuit, v.7. To move in a circle, Fett, Hee, WF 
#, Ji ve, [Bl BE; to go round, 31) [#]; to go 
round, as an officer, «jhe, 32) jhe. 

Circuit, v. ¢. To move round, #f. 
Circuiteer, n. One who trayels a circuit, Jie Hi, 

MS DEA, GREK. 
Circuitous, a. Going round in a cireuit, V4 iE fry, 

BER, OIE; not direct, Zedh (iy, LEME, 
aE (yy ; a circuitous route, jH RR, SR TR, Mint Z 
BB ; a circuitous expression, Ze ph Peak, Hee, 

a 
Circuitously, adv. In a circuit, He BE fry, Heth 4, 

FeiMh M3. 
Circuity, n. A going round, #RwEH#, Hew; a 

course not direct, [Ay #44. 
Circular, a. In the form of a circle, [A], Fal, EAR, 

AE) 5. Se" ; successive in order, 34 Wy #44, 
ihgy ?4¢ HR; circumforaneous, #478, x 7 ; cireular 
motion, 34 ; a circular mind, Ae Hy, HEA 

fy; a circular letter, 3m (RPE Be, ie fh ASE, Hh 
4. -Y # > circular sailing, ft ; a circular saw, 

Aa. 
Cireular, n. A circular letter, He SA, HAZ, 

WFD 2, RL, RGR, FF TA, SEALs to 
issue a circular, Hii 4 ; a general announce- 
ment, 4&6. 

| Cireularily, adv. In a circular manner, [El if fj. 
Circularity, n. State of being circular, [Rj ; in the 

form of a circle, FE] fry, Al RA Ag, (ESE ; in the 
form of going and returning, #eB fry, Zeia AY. 

Circulate, v. 7. To moye in a circle, Fett, HABE, 7A 
IE], Jal he, wl fF ; to pass from place to place, from 
person to person, @}¥#é ; to circulate, asa wheel, 
itl Hip | Spe ; to circulate, as the blood, 3a 7, 

S, Sie, EE Hy, SHR; to circulate, as a 
report, ¢ (4, dt fF ; to circulate incessantly, 9A 

BEDE, HERG A Bh, HEAT AG. tit HG. ; to cir- 
culate toevery part, 3#. 

Circulate, v. ¢. To cause to pass from place to place, 
from person to person, 3/5 F)5ii (, JA fal f§ A; to 
distribute, Ji) fi yr. 

Circulated, pp. Caused to pass round, 31 fi, JA 

FDS (Ee) Fe Ue 
Cirenlating, ppr. or a. Moving or passing round, 

he 8, ji77, YewE; the circulating medium, 
currency, 51 #¥. 

Cireulation, x. The act of moving in a circle, He 
it ai Fy, YESH, St fF; the cirenlation of 

the blood, fin 23877. fin 23. gE FF ; the 
circulation of one’s capital, Ax $8 2 RE Hh; the 
circulation of money, fa ¥¥ 74 4H ; the cireulation 
of a report, #¥ 4a 7% He $ ; the circulation of a 
letter, #2 30 fH; to put into circulation, as 
money, notes, &e., fH}; to take out of eircu- 
lation, WX [a], Jal ; the circulation of chemists, 

EA. 
Circulatory, a. Cireular, [Bj fry ; circulating, HERR. 
Cireulatory, n. A chemical vessel, #yPRAS BB. 

| Cireumambiency, n. The act of surrounding, Erg 

| Cireumambient, a. Surrounding, 8, Ji] BA. 
Cireumambulate, v. 7. To walk round about, Ji] TF. 

Circumambulation, n. JA Ty #- 
| Cireumeise, v. t. To eut off the prepuce or foreskin, 

Wi She. El, AT Bk, ATE Zap * 
to purify the heart, fa, Boo. 

* GALA ACA De Ia DA RTE Zi 
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Circumcised, pp. or a. ij Be, JA FIA ; to he 

circumcised, 5 Jr Zi]. 
Circumciser, n. Ji) 5) 4%, BAe eH. 
Cireumcising, ppr. Ji) #i. 

Cireumeision, n. JE 6) 4%, 5) i, BPH 
circumeision of the heart, yf 2 Ja) Ei, cee 
PE 1 #4 ; the circumcision, the Jews, 8% Ja] ¥i] 4 

Circumelusion, n. FRRE A. 
Cireumduet, v.¢. To nullify, 32 PR. 
Circumference, n. The line that goes round or en- | 

compasses a figure, J) EA, fal Ft, EL4R. FEA. (6) | 
#6; the circumference of the earth, Sq) 348 JA) fl ; 
the circumference of a circle, fe #, |S; the 
circumference of a wheel, #8, WY, Hk: what is 

its circumference ? JAA T. JAE XK. 
Circumferential, a. Pertaining to the cireumfer- 

ence, Jxj [i]. 
Cireumferentor, n. An instrument used by sur- 

yeyors for taking angles with the magnetic 
needle, 4 #4 $f. 

Cireumflect, v. t. To place the circumflex on a word, 

DO NFIE, RU Se HR. 
Cireumflex, n. fH, ASPIBGE, (~ A). 
Cireumiuence, n. A flowing round on all sides, 

Jal Bic, JE) tHe 7.9m. PU i 4 ; an inclosure of waters, | 

Jal Blak, Beak RAE. 
Cireumfluent, a. Flowing round, Jal wt, Heit. wt 

fA ; Surrounding, as a fluid, BRE, Li ak ESE. 
Circumfluous, a. Flowing round, Eeyf¢. 
Circumforanean, Circumforaneous, a. Going about, 

Ja) SbF, Jal He E- 
Cireumfuse, v.¢. To pour round, asa fluid, fi zit 

isl FE, Ja [A flak ; to surround, fg] fF; to spread 
round, as a report, ?#¢ fi. 

Circumfusion, n. The act of pouring round, 3A : 
#4 ; the act of spreading round, #¢e{%#4, JAE 

{§ 
Circumgyration, n. The act of turning or whirl- 

ing round, jy sh, Fee. 
Cireumjacent, a. Bordering on every side, JR [R48 

lalla HA SASOE + POT ABE, Ded. PA 

Pe ieiict n. The act of binding round, #%, | 

fie; the bond with which anything is en- 
compassed, {2 f7. 

Circumlocution, n. A periphrase, Pe 7 BE, WBE, 

etl » Fig ZTE, SMT, RAGS, St 
i ZB 

Gireumlocutor y, a. Periphrastic, 3i3¥ Wf cf, Be 

Woe, Bei (5. HOR A. PREM, BE PEA. 
Cireummured, a. Walled round, Lj 3% EMR. 

Circumnavigable, a. 1. BBE, FUGA. 
Circumnayigate, v. t. Hebi. 
Cireumnavigation, n. Fe GRA, 3) By. 
Circumnavigator, n. Fe bh 4. 
Circumpolar, a. About the pole, Ji] fifi. 

, | Giremmposition, n. The act of placing in a circle, 
FR; the state of being placed in a circle, HE 

ia. . . 

Cireumrotary, a. Whirling or turning round, #§, 

wei. 
Cireumrotation, n. Wi je. 
Circunscribable, a. AY WEE, FY FRE. 
Cireumseribe, v.¢. To inclose within a certain 

limit, SIEGE, BR, MEDE, MERE, SIE, Ope, 
+i), Fy He, PLB. ENT ; to circumscribe a 
word, 7£27: ; to circumscribe one’s choice, BREE, 

IR (Eade ; to circumscribe one’s power, [ft 2H: 

HE 
Cireumscribed, pp. ora. Limited, §R(Ei%, FEB 

34, SJE -GEi ; his power is much cireumscribed, 

IL HEAR. 
Cireumscribing, ppr. BRE, FEBR. 

| Cireumscriptible, a. TE, BEBE. 
Cireumscription, n. The line that limits, FEB, 
Be 2m, (ft #- bound, Pd, PEPE ; a circular in- 
scription, Ji) #, FRE, (EH. 

Cireumseriptive, a. Defining the external form, 

ANTE A). EEMDELMOE, SITE, bP 
Circumscriptively, adv. In a limited manner, 7 

BR. 
Caer se a. Cautious, WE, TB Jum. HG, 

BUG, BE, F He, Wel. Weck, foe watchful 
on all sides, GUM, FRETSVOE, si BEEP, We ATR, 
Zi ly, Bone he is very Aa eae {BE 

AGEN. 
' Cireumspection, n. Cantion, FETE, Iso, SG, 
MAE, BD; watchfulness, AME; wariness, WH 

DAES. 
Cireumspective, a. Cautions, FE, Yo, TE HE; 

looking round every way, Mj SA, PU TAT RA, 

Je) md - 
| Cireumspectively, adv. Cautiously, ‘HH YR, GE A, 
 o- . 
Cireumspectly, adv. Cautiously, ‘tt ¥&, Ju, 
Circumspectness, n. Shike e Lat. 
Circumstance, n. BER, W35, 2H, IE, FAS, 

Sh, J, He BE, te rh, Tse, Nest, TESt; the 
circumstance of a case in court, 3 ff eae rH, 
4% ; to act according to Scumstanes AR 

fe. Sk Fr, AMS, AS TT, oe, 
fahy 

19 19 

bij HE ME SB, ZEHE; pleasant circumstances, ££ 
——- 
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ee, Wk, A LE SB prospect to pleasant cir- 
cumstances in old age, AFAR, Hf A sei; to ibe 

in good circumstances, WE, see. hn 
to he in straitened circumstances, 2Eyx, RG. 
i Be, SST. BW ; unhappy circumstances, [XJ YF, 

i 
ARR, is} if. viuaEe| > forced by circumstances, #5 
Hk Pf ; under the circumstances, Wi HE ME, | 
HEEL; what could I do under these circum- 
stances ? 45 I An pe FR AE fy 773%; In easy cir- 
cumstances, A? |}; first and last circumstances, 

Pir Bh. 
Cireumstanced, pp. or a. Placed in a particular | 

manner, with regard {o attending facts or in- 
cidenis, Si ANE, JE Zt Hl; circumsianced 
as we were, we could not escape, HIRE JE. A 

Circumstantial, a. Relating to, BY, UY, ra fis He 
fig ; casual, (BR : ; minute, FER. FEE; clveum- 
stantial evidence, [fy fit. 

Circumstantial, n. Circwmstantials are things 

incidental to the main subject, (#823, HF 

EE OR. 
Circumstantiality, n. The appendage of circum- 

5 , . | 

stances, [5/8 4%; the state of anything as 
. | 

minuteness, | modified by circumstances, ff 3 ; 
St ¥ 

. nein . . 

Circumstantially, adv. In every civeutastance or 
particular, 7A; accidentally, RH, “ER. EX 

Circumstantiate, v.¢. To place in a cir- 
cumstances, {8% J JIU, (BE Hy. 

Circumundulate, v. ¢. To flow round, as waves, Ja) | 
a». 

Cireumvallate, v.¢. To surround with a rampart, 

DUS CE. 
Circumyallation, n. A surrounding with a wall, 
LIS HE # ; the wall which surrounds a camp 
or fort, fal BE. 

Cireumyent, v.¢. To gain advantage over another 
or to accomplish a purpose by arts, stratagem 
or deception, PRA, % 2, Llite AVE A. GRA. 

wie Se, AE. 
Cireumyented, pp. Pej, KRG 
Cireumyenting, ppr. ISR, Be. 
Circumvention, x. PEA, mete, Woe #.- 
Circumyentive, a. Deceiving, pgs ; deluding, 

Cireumyvolution, n. The act of rolling round, #¢E 

i, BEN. He. 
Cireumyolve, v.t. To roll round, if, fH; to put | 

into circular motion, (i fe, (fi {a ee. 
Circumyolve, v. 7. To revolve, #8, Hei. 
Cireumyolved, pp. Rolled round, #44 ; moved in 

a circular manner, fee. 
| Cireumyolving, ppr. Revolving, #8, je ie. 

; circumstances from which, Jit dy, #8. | Cireus, n.; pl. Cireuses. A place for sports, BEE ; 
a circular inelosure for the exhibition of feats 

of horsemanship, F5 ERs, HE#z; to go to the 
circus, fh F5 8%. 

| Cirriferous, a. ApAE NR. 

| Cirro-cumulus, n. 

| 
| 

| Citatory, a. 

| Cirrigerous, a. Having curled locks, #8S2Aj, A 
WEB; affected by external circumstances, Ah4y 42. 

A cloud of a fleecy appearance, 

RE, SEA. 
Cirrous, a. In botany, 

tendril, Fe VR. 
Cist, n. A chest or case, #}, &, 3 

t8. See Cyst. 

terminating in a curl or 

mx | a Cyst, BE, 

| Cisted, a. See Cysted. 
Cistern, n. FKIE; reservoir, Jews, ACK, PiakSF, 

S32 7K¢HL; a fountain, RR. 
Cistus, n. The rock-rose, BF #¢ #. 
Citadel, n. A fortress or castle in or near a city, 
IK, 3%; a place of arms, AFR. 

Citation, n. A summons, (3% =, EH ; a quo- 
tation, as from the classics, 5] #, $B-HH, FRE ; 
a citation of a person’s words or writings, 2 

AZB 
Citing, #LaRfy ; calling, 4%, B; a 

citatory letter, #L i. 
Cite, v.t. To summon, f§ ARM, fe EAR. ALE, 

Pr HE, BAR PY, IER; to quote, 
Bl, $e, PE. HES), RPE. Ui; to cite from the 
classics, 5]# ; to name in support of, HIPE; to 
cite spirits, #3 98, = 4B ML. 

Cited, pp. (5 FFE, FL BF iE. 
Citer, n. One who summons into court, (8 #F = ¥ ; 

one who quotes a passage from the classics, 5] 

£@ 4% ; one who cites the words of another, St 

NG. 2 
Cithern, n. A stringed musical instrument among 

the ancients, 4. 
Citied, a. Belonging to a city, $RAY. 
Citing, ppr. Quoting, 5]; summoning, fe AR, 

ALR. 
Citizen, mn. A native of a city, A; an inhabit- 

ant who enjoys the freedom and privileges of 
the city in which he resides, #p-F, AF##%*, B 
2% A; a man of trade, FR A; an inhabitant, 
Jé fe; a native, +A, AU A; 2 fellow citizen, 

es. 
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Citizen-soldier, n. The local militia, Ri, 5854, 
J 

Qitizenship, n. Bp, BLA, BEAN, AE. | 
Citrate, ». In chemistry, a salt formed by a 

- union of the citric acid with a base, PEER RE, 

PEER. 
Citrene, n. A crystalline compound of hydrogen | 

and carbon obtained from the essential oil of 

lemons, #0b HL. PEM dh 
Citric, a. PERRI, FER. 
Citric acid, ». An acid obtained from lemon 

juice and some other substances, fi #3 AF; 
erystallized citric acid, PEER AE. 

Citrination, x. The turning to a yellow-green 
colour, St HK. 

Citrine, a. Like a citron or lemon, PSA fy; of a 
lémon colour, #3 FR. 

Citriné, n. A yellow, pellucid variety of quartz 
erystal, #3 f&dh- 

Citron, n. Citrus, or Buddha’s finger citron, #} =, 

BKK, HAF Ht; dried citron, $FHEH=; preserved 
citron, 2 es AER. 

Citron-tree, n. Buddha's finger citron, # #% Py; 
the lemon tree, FEA HH. 

Citron water, n. SERB. 
City, *n. A large town, 3%, 52 G3; the Imperial | 
city, @3§; a capital city, FEHR. HMB: Ta 

~ provincial city, 4H: a prefectural city, AFI; | 
_ a district city, VRjK; a country city, or town, | 

Bb; Within the city, Hk; without the city, $f 
Ah; city and suburbs, #¥3f; the ditch around 
acity, H&P. WRHE; city wall, HRS, HRiw; an 
unwalled city, #7; to enter the city, A#®; the 
freedom of a city, BaApf. AFF. 

City-court, x. The municipal court of a city, Hk 

LXE: KZA. 
Cives, n. A species of leek, 3EQ§. 

Civet-cat, n. OPS (2), BEG. 
Civic, a. JRE AS, ACB ZS; a civic crown, R#, 

pe eeer es 
Civil, a. Relating to the community, FE, Ag, 

FRI; courteous, A neR, Fine, A wieid:. We | 
BUR. FKL: well-bred, EAB HEY, KEES ; 

civil death, fay 7% PE, BE BS fy; civil law, Hef}, 

BUPA, x Phil, ER G5], HHI; civil list, AwWIA; the 
officer of civil government, XE. AXA. KA. gt 

- Ff; civil and military officers, Xp E A; civil 

* $& properly means a walled or fortified town. We can- 
not say ; Victoria ( Hongkong ) 4; but must, if H. Majesty’s | 
proclamation be properly translated, render city by &. 
7 Vide Capital. 

state, &, HER; civil war, $l. HEE. BBL; a 
country distracted by civil war, Fog pU#, 
Agl; civil year, eF4E; civil hospital, WB ; 
civil service, AC}; a civil appointment, ik ; 

the Board of Civil Office, Hi #. 
| Civil engineer, n. RAKE}, HE. 
Civilian, n. One who is skilled in Roman or civil 

law, Bt E53 (:iKEM; 2 professor or doctor of civil 

law, Hi 7# fil, HEP 32+ ; one who is yersed in 
law and government, 3H #4, jE +, JE 
72; one engaged in civil service, XH; a 
student of the civil law, Sts 7# #; one engaged 
in civil pursuits, BS, Gy Re. 

Civility, n. Gocd breeding, f@#3&, 7272. 72 &; to 
treat one with civility, ALAS, IRSA, 
Lit £e fH. He DS He; that which goes and 
neyer comes (where there is no reciprocity) is 
not civility, 4 iy AAs SERA ; civility is that 
which meets reciprocation, 7 fay HE BE; to ex- 
change civilities, Jl 72% 4¥ ; rules of civility, 

Wate. HS. ABC. Ik. 
Civilization, * n. The act of civilizing, #4 ¥, 

BA 4% #&; the siate of being civilized, 78 2 #, 

| Civilize, v.t. To reclaim from a savage state, # 
AM, BLE. ACLS; civilize him, #4G 

2; HZ. 
Civilized, pp. ora. Reclaimed from savage life 

and manners, #4%3H, #4; * instructed in arts, 

learning, &e., Bete fe iui 5 VE. ain TS 
| fy, GET AG; civilized manners, @PVIEBB, 

AE. ABA 
_Civilizer, n. One who civilizes, HAGE, ALS, 

EE, BAR A. 
| Civilizing, ppr. Ov a. HAG, BDA. 
| Civilly, adv. (f FUR, He BE fy; not naturally, 

but in law, HA;#; politely, LITEAS, HEAR; to 
treat one civilly, fe L) wea, wea te A. 

| Civism, n. State of citizenship, Bap, BA HH 
| ake 
Clabker, Bonny-clabber, n. Milk turned, #& 5" 

FL, BET. 
Clack, n. A sharp, abrupt sound, sueh as is made 

by striking an object, $fi${i#; continual talk, 

WaWEAE. WEE, ning, DENG. 
Clack, v. 7. To make a sudden, sharp noise, as by 

striking or cracking, {4h 4f e. 
Clack-dish, ». See Clapdish. 

* The term #, ripe, is applied by the Chinese to the 
| partially civilized aborigines; and is only by way of irony 
| applied to other nations. 
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Clacker, n. One who clacks, fi $f 44 # #4; that 
which clacks, (tithe . 

Clacking, ppr. or a. FA49h, A Bkigne. 

Clad, pp. Clothed, 3234, 353; covered as with 
a garment, Pepi, AS peH. 

Claim, v.t. To demand as due, ye THE, HE, 
a, HB, HM, HW; toclaim one’s promise, 

(ARES. fl 0 Bee; to claim one’s money, 
By ER SR, BE FB; to claimasa right, #iEH 
fi]; to claim one’s property, #f3é; to claim 
redress, FEZ {th ¥, A at ih F- 

Claim, n. A demand of a right, #7 HAA, BI 

4 ERS NRA THE. BM Bsa 
claim on one’s charity, 4 We Wh 2 34@; a claim 
on one’s favour, # Fe BA Z SE; a title to any 
debt, GER ER ; an old claim, PE. 

Claimable, a. That may be demanded as due, WJ | 

atts, NS, Wl OD. 
Claimant, n. Claimer, #4, HMA. WHEE. H | 
7: in FP 4%, 3B wt 4 ; any person who hasaright | 
to claim or demand, Fmt“, DARA | 
#. 

Claimed, pp. Demanded as due, Hid Ty HIS, 

Sih, FW; asserted, EB, YB, WB, 
3B; he claimed the honour, flLgwAe ec. 

Claimer, n. See Claimant. 
Claiming, ppr. Demanding as due, #7 Th HI, 

#, iW; asserting, EE, ER. 
Claimless, a. Having no claim, ny sf fry. 
Clairvoyance, * n. A power attributed to persons 

jin a mesmerie state of discerning objects not 

present to the senses, HA #4, 32 HLA. 
Clam, n. 4G, mt. 
Clam, v.7. In bell ringing, to unite sounds in the 

peal, A> Sa RE. 
Clam-shell, n. The shell of a clam, #7 Fé. 
Clamant, a. Crying, A3e ; beseeching, JER. 
Clamber, v. i. To climb with difficulty or with 

hands or feet, JC, #, BEL, BR. 
Clambering, ppr. Je. 
Clamminess, n. The state of being viscous, #4, 

As, BVA. 

if 

Clammy, a. Adhesive, viscous, #§ (4, VR", TE". | 

Hs VE (I, Fs ELE, HR BG. FH fry; a clammy 
mouth, J#q. 

Clamour, n. A great ery, AMR; loud and continued 

noise, PENA), >Hi], meaP¥e, DET, WEETh]. HE, ae 
FR], mete, We, ipney ; continued vociferation, 

BREF, MEME MA, AR, ke ERE, MEY, Mb Th, Me 
BBL, Mie, GSA, WAN OG, RIE, RA, 

© A SENS FW LATE 22. 

Wie, PLAN, PSII, ORES, PREG, ORR, She, PAI DAL, 
#8 ; loud and continued complaint, Fe Hee, Wr 
bi ; the clamour of many people, 4 FW, 
WEE; they raised a great clamour, See iii #8 ; 
do not raise such a clamour, KNEE FE NH; to pro- 
hibit noise and clamour, 4 jE) GME. 

Clamour, v.¢. To stun with noise, bY zp Re Hi, 
FWHM, WEL EL ; to clamour bells, 3483. 

Clamour, v.7. To utter loud voices repeatedly, 

Mek, Ti], Da i], Wek fi], Da D>, Gecmell, ein], WE 5 
to make importunate demands, 52 >R, 4k, 

Va 5e7R, BEAR. 
Clamourer, x. One who clamours, AMR, WI 

4, WEA, HRA, SRA. 
| Clamouring, ppr. WR], Wam¥e, WAY, Esk, BRR. 
Clamourous, a. Noisy, SE np, Wb fil, wee BY ayy, mer paE 

POPE, Wes Uh] PAGO, ek SHE Ay, ME BE: OS, PRAM A, ERT 
(Vy, see ste AY), DUE PEM, Gk ; a clamourous crowd, 
FE AWW ; do not be so clamourous, Ff iff HEP, 
DRDO, WRUEFMERILS, A BY wegPHe ; not clamourous, 
fiz pie (He Pe ; neither clamourous nor arrogant, 

AAU 
Clamourously, adv. With loud noise or words, re 

Clamourousness, n. DEW, Wee, BUS, 

BRE. 
Clamp, n. A piece of timber or of iron used to fasten 

work together; clamp, as used by menders of 
pottery, Fjgy; clamp, as used to unite stones, 

$3455 ; the clamps of a cannon, 4) ALi). 
Clamp, v. ¢. To fasten with clamps, 55 f£. 
Clamped, pp. United with a clamp, 55 £3. 
Clamping, ppr. Ih. 
Clan, n. A tribe, * %, #€#{; in China, a family 

of the same surname, #§, JG, RE, XX, je; of the 

same clan, [rij RE, [el We. [a] SK, fad Me. Ta) SE TE, 
= Hk, [nj ; the progenitor of a clan, 44-7 ; the 
senior of a clan, #€4e, HEE; to turn out of a 

clan, {fi}; a clan’s genealogy, FRE; a sect, ae, 
47, 2244, 1}; of the same clan or sect, fii de, 

WK, DNR 
Claneular, a. See Clandestine. 
Clandestine, a. Secret, underhand, 4%, 2, WR Ag, 

FR, FST Wh, TEE, ALE Ain fv 5 private, 

Fl,, #F ; to take in a clandestine manner, AiPFR, 
(iF, FH; clandestine marriage, FA AF, FLIP 
Jk 5: ; clandestine intercourse, #f, 3. (FF ; 

clandestine engagement, #/,#¢) ; clandestine in- 

{ercourse or connections, FAP FE Ae, MS ABLE Z ; 

= Applied to foreigners #& stands for a tribe of different 

surnames. 
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clandestine practices, 1 Ai, 
destine connection with the civil service, 

ik 21K: 
Clandestinely, adv. Secretly, #5, (ay{hr, WA, 

to take away clandestinely, FQ; 
clandestinely, #32, (252E, Wy. 

Clang, v.t. or 7. To make a sharp, shrill sound, 

as by striking metallic substances, #%, fill, 

{ESE aE. 
Clang, ». A sharp, shrill sound, PERE, HRMS, 

gies, Mee, Eve; the clang of the harpsi- 
chord was still heard, &e., es F 75 FR ig ; the 

clang of the bell, Bobi & Sk ; the great clang 
(cymbal), FAM; the small clang, hob. 

Clangour, n. A sharp sound made by striking 

FBR 23 clan- 

* fie 

FER ; 

to injure 

tomethor metallic substances, sree, A SER, | 

EY Sis 
Clangourous, a. Sharp or harsh in sound, 7 #8 fry, 

Jeg BB (ty, WS RAMP. 
Clank, n. ABS, Hise, Et 
Clank, v.¢.or 7. To make a sharp, shrill sound, 

{EE A. ] 
Clannish, a. Closely united, Ib, Pip EE, tin tb. Thi 

‘he (4 ; the superior man is liberal and not clan- 

nish, BF IG iA IE: 
Glannishly, adv. {fi EX. 
Clannishness, n. fol JE7%, tha SE #- 

Clanship, n. BARE. BKK. 
Clap, v.t. ; pret. and pp. clapped, clapt. To sirike 

with a quick motion so as to make a noise by 
the collision, as the hands, &e., $f, H¥, HE; to 
clap the hands, $4, Ge, PRE. HHH. FhF, 
FEF, LIF, FY, 7; to clap the door, #4 PY; to 
clap spurs to a horse, sapling to clap the wings, 

PERL, HHL. WE, WH, WEL, HRY, 45s clap on 
wings to him and he will fly (said of a talented 
man), JBI GB MIE; to clap into prison, 
or to clap a writ on one’s back, FP if ; toapplaud, 
Ff 08, F%; to infect with venereal poison, fH 7E 
PU FE, BIEL IT FE ; to clap a trick, ee leis to clap 
on, to clap all sails, PR WANE ; to clap up, to com- 
plete hastily, 44h K3e; clap it up, BAH. 

Clap, v. 7. To move or drive together suddenly with 
noise, #Afiz, Adi, AAJK; to clap to, #E#E; to 

clap the hands in applause, $f, WA FZ. 
Clap, n. A driving together, #adik, AAAI, HATE ; 10 

pay one’s debt at a clap, —IP3g iy, APR 
a clap of thunder, eRe, AREIRE, A, AP HR. a 
i ; a venereal infection, 76 #5) {HHF, HEHE; the 
clap, Aw. 

* Staunton. 
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Clap- -board, n. A thin, narrow board for covering 
houses, si NE, Ee Bhp a stave for casks, rare 

Clap-dish, n. 2 tik, 1 UG Ak, TK. 
Clap- doctor, n. Fie Be ZE, Jip EZ. 
Clap-net, n. EA. 
Clap-trap, n. A trap for clapping in theatres, Ff 

AK ; a trick or device to gain applause, HeFZF}. 
Clapped, pp. FA fii, AAD ; infected with vene- 

real disease, AEJff. 
Clapper, n. A person who claps, $4 #4, $i #; 

the clapper of a bell, $75, Si¥F% ; the ollsiyers 

of a drum, $F EL; a clapper-drum, EEE 5 a dell 

with a wooden clapper, AS #¥; stop your clapper, 

DRO AUE, DAS wea AR. 
Clapper-claw, v.t. To fight and scratch, By dx ; to 

scold, i 
| Clapping, ppr. Clapping with the hands, #4 #; 

driving on, in, over, or under, 414i. 
| Claret, n. A079. 

Clarification, n. The act of clearing, (fj 7% ; clari- 
fication by straining, ye 7%, PRAY, Wis. 

Clarified, pp. or a. Purified, (fy #7 JH ; clarified by 
straining, ji, Pith, Pisa. 

Clarifier, n. (fy yy #F : a vessel in which liquor is 
clarified, (Fy fyi #- 

Clarify, v.t. To make clear or defecate, fy 7, KER, 
pF; clarify by straining, de fF, PR; to clari- 
fy wine, fy ji ; to clarify sugar, [Fy FRHE. 

Clarify, v.z. To clear up, jaRye. 
Clarifying, ppr. or a. ff jy; Growing clear, jaye ; 

clarifying medicine, ;f; jy Af. 
Clarion, n. A kind of trumpet, #U fg, ie ta fe OE. 
Glarionet, Clarinet, n. Wee Tif, Ae Tif, Hk fii; the 

copper clarionet, 8p. 
Clarisonous, a. Having a clear sound, jp 28 fry. 
Clart, v.t. To daub, $F, #®. 
Clarty, a. Slippery, itp. 

Clary, im A plant of genus selvia, ®8A8, ZE, PRB 
ae 

preine s n. A composition of brandy, sugar, 
claryflower, and cinnamon, witha little amber- 
gris dissolved in if, FB Beak, WN Fi. ET 7K. 

Clash, v. 7. To strike against with force, $k7e, F# 
i, dh ; to meet in oP oe AAT; to clash 
in opinion, 2 A. 4H &, Ce A HA Fe ; to interfere, 

BHA ; to clash, as people’s interest, 4 JA, #54 ; 
their interests clash, {09 44A Jf. 

Clash, v.¢. To strike one thing against another 
with sound, 4# ili, 44 fig. 

Clash, n. A meeting of hodies with violence, *a 

* Medhurst. 
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; the clash oft arms, Sales A ve me is 3 

opposition, Mel #; clash of opinion, ERA. Class, v.t. To arrange ina class or classes, FpH%, 

ean gH, LO LEH ; clash of interests, 37% 

ses, Yt MAK. 
Clashing, ppr.ora. Striking against with vio- | 

lence, Ap fit, AEE 4AH fiz ; meeting in opposition, 

ATE 44: 
Clashingly, adv. With clashing, Ji ¥, fig yk 
Clasp, n. A hook for fastening, 41, a 4), il. $f, | 
AG; the clasp of a girdle, Fein, HELA, Ly ME ; 
a silver clasp, #& 4M ; a round clasp 

of a Lracelet, ##9A; the clasp of a nee girdle, 

EW. ; the tongue of a clasp, {n#k-F ; a close 
embrace, 44%, J84i. IES. 

Clasp, v.t. To shut or fasten together with a 

clasp, ‘dn, Ef, SM, ji— jn, e ££; 4a 1 

Ff, PEK ; to clasp in one’s arms, 4 fE, $i (£ 
40, ELE: 
to one’s breast, 3 8 IES, HE GE He. ARI 

5 

to clasp around the stem like the sheath of a | 
leaf, $£; to clasp hands, #2. 

Clasped, pp. Fastened with a clasp, fn, Ej4 in, 

ES&S; embraced, #8 (EK. fis. 
Clasper, n. The tendril of a vine or other plant, 

FUN, SFE SUES. 
Clasping, 

- ing with a clasp, £g(, fy; embracing, 
fF, $f; im botany, surrounding the stem at 
the base, BE fF. 

Clasp-knife, n. A knife which folds into the 
handle, #477]. 

Class, n. iD, Fi, FR, a DE, in, 7 x Me, fi AA. 

WH, He HE A, ETE, TE class or | 
genus in natural history, * #f, A Fil, Ff Hai, Fa 
#i, #5 a class cr company of men, as actors, 

pleasure parties, &e., —HE J; the four classes | 
of people, PY st, - TPF; a sort or class of 
persons, 48:$% ; the higher classes of people, _f; 

EK, EA, BF, IRA, Wie: the lower 
classes, Pitt, fan, TSA, A, Pte, T 

_ WER A; of the same class or genus, fii) #G; of 
the same class or species, [ji] fifi ; 
college cr school, #f, 
uates, #}; a pupil of the first class, $#§— PES 

ZE; a class of affairs, x, ff; this class of af- 

fairs, WEIR; of that class of men, {5 FEE A; 
of the same class, [nJ4# ; a class or division of 

* The Chinese know very little of scientific classification. 
Hence, the terms genus or family and species are never dis- 

), ef ; clasp | 

*; to inclose and press, 42#¥E ; toc ae | 

ppr.ora. Twining round, #84E ; fasten- | 

e | 

a class in a | 
4% DE; the class af grad- 

tinguished. It would be well, if in future the word #{ were | 
applied for genus, and f@ for species. 

Zp, PVE, AE, TEL, VERY; to arrange, He 
AH Ti IRE HE Fa 5 to rank, Fp h. 

Chea pp- Arranged in a class or in sets, Fp zh 

BL INGE; arranged, (A, HEB ; classed 
with this, #{- Jk, #4 JE, A JE HA; to be 
classed with him, Sil ty 4§ (& ; ashamed to be 
classed with him, 3% fl {f. 

Classic, n. A standard or canonical book, 2, #% 

J, th fi, Hh Hi, #6 A; the ancient classics, 
vi dit; the Hive Classics, 7p #€; the Tauists’ 

Tee 34 (42% > ihe T'rimetrical Classic, = 
; to quote frat the classics, 5] #¢, HE uth; 
a which classic do you quote this? H} fay 
#; to belong to the classics, A#%, Ad; clas- 

sic text and commentary, #€ f&; Buddhistic 
Classic, fib ¥; the expressions. given by the 

sages constitute the classics, HA 2% MH: RE 
Rs it is not necessary to adhere tenaciously to 

a a single word while conversing about the clas- 
Sie, PRES A ve Ws—7F Z. [al 

Classic, Classical, a. #8, #€ fig, A #€; classical 

writing, #23, Ih; a classical writer, (£#€ 
BC; classic expressions, Hi#® A tL, $6 Hh 2 
ij, FEM ZA; to be classical, JAF, Lay, fk 

iB5e 
Classicality, Classicalness, n. The quality of being 

classical, Fe Hi, ARH. 

Classically, adv. {R#§, HASE; according to the 
manner of classical writers, #f #£; classically 

expressed, Ja (#28 a]. 
Classification, + n. LIL(AME. Zp LF, Zp ES ; 

the classification of men into ranks, 4p ans 3 
the classification of characters, 754g 4% ; the 
classification of animate and inanimate nature, 

AP FY Hi Li, HHH FF 3 ; each thing has its elassi- 
fication, 445 Pp eK. 

Classified, pp. or a. Arranged in classes, Jp 

Hii, PBS Fath tis: 

Classify, v.t. + lo class as in the animate and 
inanimate kingdom of natural history, p34, 

SyEE, te Li, ve A, DUE: TSP NB, A) HBL 
Ob bi i) Hi, J) BSP ; to classify things, » HA Ee 

* Ten vessels make a a. This word eee ie in so far 
| a class, as the division of ships to which it refers are in gene- 

ral Baise and the same description. 
+ The classification of animate and inanimate nature 

according to shape, &e., is altogether different from the 
natural classification into families, species, &c., and whilst 
the former is pretty well known to every body, the latter is, 
so far as science is concerned, still a chaos. 
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to classify SPA he, * APA. BEAM I; 
men according to races, (fe HZ AV; to classify | 
men according to rank or station in life, 7p jn, 

HL TPA. REE TPA, HRSE PIV to classify 
pupils, ZpHE, Z}ZE ; to classify things, to put a 
classifier before each numeral preceding noun, 

as in Chinese, 14 #4) Ay, * If ii) Hy #5 to 
classify men according to profession, Ap 4F, T 
HEE TPES to classify graduates, Zp#E, Fp; 
to classify ‘and name, FPA. 

Classifying, ppr. Forming a class or classes, {& 
FH APEA. HE £4 FP HM; arranging in sorts, We ER 
FP; arranging in ranks, A} ih, HK hn JPG, 

Me tits SPH 
Classing, ppr. Arranging ina class or classes, 

DPI, Thbid HG, FPP. 
Classis, n. #4, &, i, rk, FE. 
Clatter, v.27. To make rattling sounds, ffaremige, | 

Pie PREIS PD, {AR Mis Pia OEE OS RE; to talk fast and 
freely, BME SS, Mew 3. 

Clatier, v.¢. To strike and make a rattling noise, 

ee eae 
Clatter, n. A rapid succession of abrupt, sharp 

sounds, made by the collision of metallic or 
other sonorous bodies, aff iff BS, 3p yi ee, wSL oe 
®R; the clatter of blacksmiths, MJ §p; tumultu- 

ie LE. LL. ous and confused noise, 
Clatterer, n. A babbler, 7g EGE AL, ni Aenkg Jeter. 
Clattering, ppr. or a. ‘ye Es talking fast with 

noise, EINE ee, 
Claudicant, a. Halting, fA JA. 
Clause, n. ‘A member of a period, 4]; an article, 

ora distinct part of a contract Hy BER My Ek, — 
EK, — (Pil; the first clause, Wek, HA—Fk; 
the last clause, I F& #k; the words of the latter 
clause, Fé fii Gah, He Gi 2% HZ; clauses and 
sentences, (JP, 42 Be. 

Claustral, a. Relating to a cloister, or religious 
house, {738 BE AJ. 

Clausular, a. Consisting of, or having clauses, #7 

Gf, TK. 
Clausure, n. In anatomy, an imperforated canal, 

Mii 2, FEMA. 
Clavate, Clavated, a. Club-shaped, 44 FIRE, ZE 

FEX. 
Clavellated, a. An epithet applied to potash and 

pearlash, guy. 
* See page 1 under A. 
T 4 is only epplied i re the working classes ; # includes 

every pofession and rank 
t EAE (luk luk) is an impotent effort at imitating the 

rattling of foreign drums or the sound of R. 

Claviary, n. In music, an index of keys, or a scale 
of lines aud spaces, £8 #7 4. 

| Clayichord, n. A musical instrument like the 

spinet, se. 

Clavicle, n. The collar hone, #i#ER, BLE. 
Clavicorn, n. Ht. 
Clavicular, n. $8 #ER fj. 
ee n. One who keeps the keys of any place, 

ey sae 1 nt 

Claw, n. Ik UE: a tiger’s claw, JEJR; the claw 
or shears of a crah, SEAT, BEAK, 2, AE. HS; the 
hand, in contempt, $i; dew-claw, pi, 4A 

paras 
Claw, v. ¢. To tear or pull with the claws, JN, $f, 

ING, PNY; to eripe firmly with the claws, JX 
@; to scratch, dk WH, ETE, NE, 1 WE; to 

tickle, 4) ; to claw “oft, KFA ; to scold or rail at, 

Hy. 
Claw-back, n. A sycophant, sya 2% J. 
Clawed, pp. Seratched, YRih, ING, HE, NEI; 

furnished with-claws, JK, AUR. 
Clawing, ppr. Pulling, tearing, &e., HK, #¥, IE, 

IRA. 
Clay, n. Ue, JE. VE. UB. BE, Hitt, HE; potters’ clay, 

fergie, fj +; a clay for making bricks, aye, 
az; to model in clay, #); a clay image, #4, 
wA PH; the clay statue of a man, WISE AA; a 
carved wood or molded clay (stupidity ), JER 
Av#H; black clay, Hf +-, v4; white clay, G 
Je, Baha +, 32, Ge £ red clay, ap JE; stil 
clay, WE -~E, WEE. BX +, A; adhesive clay, $F 
_ He; to be but ae frail, — px Je, TW B 

C i v. t. To cover or manure with clay, 3 LIE; 

to purify with clay, as sugar, (REM iH. 
Clay-built, a. Built with clay, Te Hee, LL Sen. 
Clay-cold, a. Cold as clay or earth, Yenlf ag ; life- 

less, AEE. 
Clay-ground, n. Heth. 
Clay-land, Clay-soil, n. Land consisting of clay, 

VER, JEL. 
Clay-marl, mn. A whitish, smooth, chalky clay, 

AKT, EURSIE. 
Clay-pit, n. Jen. 
Clay-stone, n. JE. 
Clayed, pp. or a. Covered with clay, DIJEIB ; 

purified with clay, DIEM) jy i8- 

Clayey, a. Consisting of clay, Jee VE AS; abound- 
ing with clay, HeIp. 

Claying, ppr. Covering with clay, 

fying with clay, DWE th i- 
LSE 5 puri- 
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Clayish, a. . Partaking of the nature of clay, Jens; 

containing particles of it, @L SEE. 

Clean, a. BA, BER, BA RCE, HN, BAG EBS | 
clean, as timber, Fx; free from moral poe | 

ty, ALY AL. WRT DTA oS AA DE, SE BE, 
SEF, He HPS, IE FY, ; clean and pure, as water, #K 

HK, 2, WE, #8; free from foul disease, (2 At; | 

spotless, jE ia, StH; dextrous, £4 =, Ry =F ; 

hands clean of bribery, #22, 484 ; clean dress, 
or garment, BERK, we GFZ ; to make clean, se 8 

Gr; a clean leap, in ks th a clean boxer, aH Bx, | 

AF ASH; to wipe clean, BER ye; to wash cea 
He HZ WF; clean in ontward 1 appearance, {i ffi] ; 
clean gone, — AT BBR, it; to make a clean 
breast, #2 Gait, Zt. 

Clean, v. ¢. Purify, i, GRR HEALER, (HUENB, J 
15 fe ; to clean out the ear, as Chinese barbers, 

HE aR H-. Sce Cleanse. 
Clean-handed, a. Having clean hands, jh =, fF 

Sli. 
Clean-hearted, a. Having a pure heart, #u, if 

We DAZ. 
Cleaned, pp. Freed from filth or dirt, jpyjh, Hj 

HY, SUBIR. | 
Cleaner, n. A person or thing that cleans, 7 4%, 

KiGH. 
Cleaning, ppr. Freeing from filth, #f, FE. 

Cleanliness, n. Freedom from aint EG, aR, te | 
37 lie ff; neatness of person or dress, (9 fF, 7 | 
iF ; ae fill #f ; cleanliness is next to godli- 

ness, (DAG Ase HG R- 
Cleanly, a. Free from dirt, filth, &e., #2 8g a | 

neat, fir ffi, Yi, Wee: pure, free from mixture, 

di; innocent, fill jf. 

Cleansable, a. That may be cleansed, By yy, PY yy | 

ML, BY Lin tt 
ae v.t. To make clean, ji}; to purify, Hf. Hy, 

He. We. HIB. HIG; to wash clean, Powe, VE 

a0 LER. EUR, Belk, ie ik, vk bk, BS BE, iff 

He, GEBE, YR, 8, 4; to cleanse the hand, a 

=F; to cleanse the body, } Bt F te, te 

cleanse by scouring, fy a 4; to cleanse i 

Wiping, $EeeeP, Ni, FA yy; to cleanse the blood, 
3:7; to cleanse the body and cultivate (lit. 
cleanse ) virtue, ji Fj fH; to cleanse the heart, 
HD, VED, WHE ; to purify from guilt or crime, 
SASE, IESE; to cleanse away iniquity, JRE; 

{o cleanse a well, j4j jf; to cleanse a kettle 
by washing, {Ff}; to cleanse a kettle by scour- 
ing, PYF; cleanse him in the Yan-tzu, 7rZ#V 

“Cleansed, pp. Made clean, as by washing, #€i8, 
tH ; ‘cleansed by rabbiag or wiping, #ei8, FA 

34 ; freed from dirt, 3H 7F, KIB ATER: purged, 

Sith He- 
Cleanser, n. He or that which cleanses, #t #j #4; 

that which purifies, as medicine, F345, ie 

aS" 

Cleansing, ppr. or a. jf; @ cleansing charm, 4 

WIKRE. 
Clear, a. Free from clouds, If, 77, 3; a clear day, 

lie 3, WK; clear wea (lien, Kah, KRAW 
@ ; {reo from foreign matter, fy, 4 ; free from 
se or uncertainty, WAS, SH, SHA, sh 
VJ MBER, ALA; it is very clear, Fp ap Ay AA GBR 
‘ AJAY]; unobstructed, as the horizon, — jy 
we, ZLI—U), 2, PAF; not clouded with eare 
or eae by pee ais ig; Quick to under- 
stand, FRAY, 424; free from guilt or blame, #€ 
He SNe SE ; irrepfoabhiablat WE AB. 4ne HY Ff; un- 
spotted, 4m Fy AMER; free from bias, Ste (fH, SHE 
(fj; impartial, jG, 4% (fj; free from debt or 
obligation, yf, 2 A, (effi; clear profit, Ay; 
clear profit, where there has been no outlay, 
ACE A, OH GZE4y; transparent, or limpid, 
Wh ds KAN, EK pipe as the sun or light, 

Ne fit, HA, Wi, nib, HE 7G) 7 FP, Ast, A A, #., BE, AE, 

HAS, rea, DY, OA, AGS rE Pee, BOR, FI, BEE ic, BA Pa 
Fits Ak, BE, HE BE, a> AR, Big i, WE, WY. BL. We: 

Ss AE, WY, OG, He, EB, HME limpid, as 
water, fA. BE. HL HHL. BRED We Tab MME, Bs a 
clear tone, 72%, GRE; a clear voice, BARE, F: 
# ; to recite in a clear voice, BA All, 7 SRA am 
clear vision, jj AR, WA. BEE, Bat, fy Me. BE 
VR, Mi; a clear affair, jp ]PaBRE, BAGS; very 
clear gauze, HREHPS ; clear reputation, fA; a 
clear estate, #2 ; a clear fees 7K; Tam 
clear against it, 385) 3}0A, —Aj Ap BA ; to 
come off clear, wt Be : to get clear, ji iiR; to 
keep clear of, fH), ik, HEH; they have come 
to a clear understanding, 4 7% #4 Fx ; as clear 
as erystal, a Hh nf ay; let it settle clear, 4¢ 8 
iii 

Clear, v. ¢. To make clear by explanation, ji 8A, 
sig i) to clarify, ([} 7; to clear a liquor, fh fe 
#4; to clear from obstruction, }) RR GG FE; to 
clear the stomach, jj §. Ke. WER, KH 
HR; to clear a doubt, HEBE, MHP GE; to exonerate, 
#4. Hap, TRAY, HAAW; to clear up a case, fifi 
BY fie, pH ; to clear off an account, Fe, FF 
aC» tH EK. SEHK; to remove any thing that ob- 
BEUEES, Pacey 4m; to clear the highway from We. 
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robbers, 3 PE BR BK. HBA 4A; {o lene the way, 
BUS%, wig; to clear the way for a Mandarin, 

De BH, WE AS et, WN fa 3HE; to clear the md 
for the Emperor, MeN YE ragtt ; to clear land, 
les BY, path #) ed fs 77 ; to clear the table, 46H | 
PEM, IS ; to clear the room, #% Fe ; to clear a 

ship at the custom-house, fix #7 Ht. HONK FF HE, 

£P Er HO, SAE MEI ; to clear the hold, ju £¥; 
1o clear for action, a fi {RK ; to clear away the 
earth, PR PRE; to clear away weeds, fx, 3zHi, 
ap #7; to clear a difficulty, BR 5ff ; to clear from 
danger, PRE, HE; to clear of cr from, Be Hy 

{o clear off, ZF; to clear off, #2; clear out! 

BANE; (o clear up, FEW), 8). 
Clear, v. 7. To become fre2 from clouds, or fog, Be 

AY, BBY, BSE; to clear up suddenly, 7E AJ, 7F 
lis ; to become free or disengaged, A=, Fz 
=. 

Clear-seeing, a. Having a clear sight or uuder- 
standing, SEA, Spe. 

Clear-shining, a. HAA, Wee. 
Clear-sighied, a. Seeing with clearness, A MLPE, 

By, I; discerning, FRE. 
Clear-sightedness, n. Acute discernment, }fSfJ, 

wy). 
Clear-starch, v.t. To stifen with starch, 2, 2 

AM, AB. ERE. DUA AG. 
Clear-starched, pp. or a. 248 ji. 
Clear-starcher, n. One who clear-starches, 4&3 

WA, Be 2h MAH 
Clear-story, x. An upper story or row of windows, 

IS. 
Clear-toned, a. Having a clear sound, #}) #¥ fvJ. 

Clearage, n. The removing of any thing, Wyn. 

Clearance, n. A certificate that a ship or yessel 
has been eleared at the custom-house, ji (5) fp 

FO, LR, OE, HE alc ft, Ps clearance (of 

piston), 2 Si. 
Cleared, pp. or a. Purified, its 38 7438 ; freed from 

foreign matter, BR # Bit yj; made inanifest, 
RIB ; liberated, FA HA; acquitted, K AIS, 

fi 98. 
Clearer, n. That which clears, Bp}, BA: 

that which enlightens, JF, fia) 4%; that | 
which brightens, 14 43%. 

Clearing, 
remoying encumbrances, Bh 4H, PRE, ARF 
ae evident, 7B, whee making ae 

3B; EE; aequitting, » This, i 
ee gain beyond all ia ae charges, fe 

AA. 

ppr. Purifying, eee, Wei, BAG: | 

| Clearing-house, n. A place i in London where bank- 
ers meet daily, to exchange drafts and settle 

| balances, 9275 Oi, ij Bc BBB. 
| Clearly, adv. Evidently, Hf, WH A. WA, AA, 

ny WE, YO a. RS, IR, HES. fle, 
WZ WZ, #3 BY]; plainly, as Wie. Sp Vy ; 
clearly understand ata glance, —ARAIWE, — 

LVS: it is clearly so, WIR, BARR; to 
state clearly, WJ, wh !U), WES, A Gate; clearly 
ascertained, §& WJ; clearly distinguishing, jy 
4), Fp iif ; (o write clearly, BFR RA. 

Clearness, n. jf 3% ; freedom from clouds, |lf; puri- 
ty, Bie; openness, ffi G; luminousness, 3 fifi, 

| HE 4: candour, wk 4 re ; freedom from spots or any- 

thing that disfigures, JE fj, KY ; clearness of 
tone, fH. 

Cleat, n. A small wooden projection in tackle to 
fasten ropes by, #8 F. 

| Cleavable, a. BY ay, PYF BA, Wy ee 
Cleayage, n. The act of cleapine Be splitting, 

B94, DEBE 
Cleave, v.7. ; adda clave, cleaved. To stick, #%, 

ti 4, 3 BW; to unite aptly, Al Ful @, FB }E ; to 
adhere to morally, as to one’s opinion, J, #4 
Je; 1o cleave to a person, VEN, ELVES A ; 
{o cleave toa doctrine, Ze ff Zc; to cleave to one 
another, FRAP ; the tangs cleayes * to the 

mouth, [pj Re FAAe- 
Cleave, v. t.; pret. cleft ; pp. cleft, cleaved. To split, 

WE, ZEB, BA, Zi]; to cleave or split wood, HR 

#& ; to cleave asunder, WE fy Aa AR, EFS AER. 
Cleave, v.27. To part, 3 HE, 3! BA; to crack, WY, 

ii, SUBD, GER. 
Cleaved, pp. Split, Wei, 2K, SHIA. 

| Cleaver, n. One who cleaves, fk #, BE BA 43 a 

butcher’s instrument for cutting animal bodies 
into joints or pieces, i] JJ; a wood cleaver, 32 JJ. 

Cleaving, ppr. Sticking, 479 48) BBE ; adher- 
ing, as to a person or doctrine, jf; splitting, 

ni, BU. 
Cledge, n. Among miners, the upper stratum of 

fuller’s earth, #83 Th fe. 
Cledgy, a. A term applied to stiff, tenacious, 

clayey soils, #h -. 
| Cleft, pp. ora. Divided, 7X jth, 44 BA iH; parted 

asunder, 22 6y ith, pi. 
Cleft, n. A crack, HF, fat, HESS, FLHE, —PE SUE 

a cleft in the ground, fh fi; a flaw ina gem, 

Fe, FB Et. PRE. 
“Cleft. footed, a. Having a cloven foot, Api iy, Zp 
| * Psalm 29,15 ; Ps. 44,26; Ps. 137,6. 

i 

GG 
= 
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Cleft- graft, Det. t. To ingraft by ‘cleaving ‘the stock, 
and inserting a cion, WE BR. 

Clematis, n. Daye, AEST, JB VORE; clematis 
minor, bMS ae {\l). 

Clemency, n. Mildness, #4, Le 
panies: {enderness, ZEAR, 
sion, = |B) ; indulgence, 
show clemency, ‘Pik, FG, MATE, 

Clement, a. Gentle, (5, 722, 7H; lenient, 

SMUG, COMM; merciful, ZI, 28, HER, 
By PE. 

Clemently, adr. With mildness of temper, 3% 

TDA, ae #7; mercifully, Te AM fy ; 
treat clemently, TE fi, G2. 

Clench. See Clinch. 
Clepsammia, mn. An instrument for 

time by sand, yyy ae. 
Clepsydra, ». A time piece used by the Greeks 

and Romans, which measured time by the dis- 

charge of a certain quantity of water, jj ar. 

wie, Sior ey, We 
phe clepsydra, ARKav; the second clepsydra, 
ZR ar, We eae | ; the third clepsydra, SEA 

ie fourth or lowest beet Waka. 
Clergical, a. See Clerical. 
Clergy, n. pl. The bedy of men set apart for the 

service of God, in the Christian Chureh, TA 
fifi; in the Roman Catholie Church, Fy az 
Buddhist clergy, 17:4 ; the clergy and laity, 
among Buddhists, (i te. 

Clergyman, n. A man in holy orders, fifi, Bc, 
We#, HZ; a man regularly authorized 
to preach the Gospel and administer the sac- 

rament, 98 HE (1538 HAE Ms 
clergyman among the Roman Catholics, jihaz, 
#f% > a clergyman of the Chureh of England, 

Ke Ge Be fi - 
Clerical, a. Belonging to the clergy, Bec fiplE Hc Ei 

(vy, wh a4efry ; clerical duties, He fii 2. WARA), 4A fil 
TEAS Ap. 

Clerisy, n. Literati or well educated, (424%, 17 4, 

Be. 
Clerk, n. A clergyman, 4xfifi; a scholar, fF A, 

bE, SR; a clerk in a government office, BPE, 
Be lt, BH, IE; chief clerk in a prefect’s 
office, 2S Fy ZS, ¥E AR, #6 WE; chief clerk who 
drafts or rivises papers, 7% a: clerk to a socre- 

tary of a yamun, Jk fe 7c, ah FE, ae HP; a 
clerk in the office of aaa ESAS SR 
a clerk in a mareantile house, ‘65 3 Ay, ‘EE ; 
the chief clerk in a mercantile honse, 7's; 

ate 

aye? 

to 

measuring 

STN] 

the upper division of 
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sec rand cler ee ina wmereantile house; = ey; read- 
er of responses in church service, Aichi #.- 

Clerk-like, a. Learned, fE0pE, Snap. 
Clerkly, a. Scholarli ike, ESE Ay, 1 AOE. BF Be 4. 

| Clerkship, n. A state of being in holy orders, 
(iii 7% Ui; the office or business of a clerk, # HF 

Lik, BURZI, SF ZB DP. 
Clerodendrum squamatum, n. PERE fE, SESZze, 

ie Ze ; clerodendrum fragrans, EFT. 
| Cleromancy, n. WEF Pp. 

ay ] 

| Cleverly, 

Clever, a. Dextrous, 44 =, > F-, a + Bt, FE =, 

wy, FET, HIG, L747 int eto IS eee oa 
3, fo, FE. PCA. HE. AE TE, APR, AP 
fie, AS ENE, ASA. a WBC ae. HE, De A, TA, 
WRG] ; a clever boy, FAMERS, HEME. 
F; good sec Aye Ve NBE; a clever lad, 3c 
me (lj te, Wee Fe, jullie; clever and fond of 
learning, ST AEE: a clever hand or artist, 

hi =, 35 =; clever at reasoning, wy Et, + HF, 
Ay, we F§; a clever review, Sf A; a 
clever speech, ®>2R, FRFEHE HG 5 a clever device 
or trick, fle mies workmanship, 4); a 
clever eee HE, 2}, THE, He NE; not 
very clever, 4m fuk ty TK. WF : clever, a term 
used in Buddhist hooks, 8% 74 ; he is very clever, 
Fe WS BOE, ep. SF BEL ME a clever wife always 
gets a stupid husband, 34 SEH ({E4H} Je. 

adv. Dextrously, RS, 15, fE; cleverly 
done, (i 7 A, IG. AGH HE 5 cleverly writ- 

ten, {E72 EMS; very cleverly written, jq3E RE 
ta: 

Cleverness, n. Dexterity, $405, HIF, TEXF, ABE, 
SBE; adroitness, ate, He Hej ; mildness and 

agreeableness of disposition, Ap PER 3s, A-4a 

sil 48. 
Clew, n. A ball of thread, $% (%, — [] 4: the 

thread that is used to guide a person in a laby- 
rinth, [#R ; anything that guides or directs 
one in an intricate case, #5]. ATR. 

Clew, v. ¢. To truss up to the sails, _[- WE, We VE ; 

to direct, BI. 
Clew-garnets, n. pl. A sort of tackle, or rope and 

pulley, fastened to the clews of the main and 
foresails to truss them up {to the yard, Ip} 79 Fr. 

Clew-lines, n. pl. These are the same tackle and 
used for the like purposes as clew-garnets, Ife 

FE, CE He 
Clewed, pp. Trussed up, as sails, fF SIP, Iie Se. 
Click, v. 7. To make a small, sharp noise, fim 

wey ee AAA FA HE AE ID 
Click, n. A pall or small piece of iron falling into 
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a notched w heel ok: the sound ofa pall falling 
into a notch, jt. 

Clicker, n. The servant of a salesman, who stands 

at the door to invite customers, i, BEIM. 

Clicking, ppr. or a. Making small, sharp noises, 

firme FF 
Client, n. One who applies to a lawyer or coun- 

selor for advice in a question of law, or commits 
his cause to his 0 management, FE 4K A. FE 

A, PEAK (MK a, SEE. [Ben aa 
Clientship, n. The ee oF a ae te Ae He, 
Cliff, mn. A steep bank, i, WBE Ailik, Zi. 

Clif, a. Hielie site 230. 
Climacter, n. A critical year in human life, JH 4p, 

BS fff, HEA, Sea. 
Climate, n. K:, WAR, FER. HELL. BLS, SR, 

jit 45 a zone, 38, "EF ; the hot zone or climate, 
M4, HM ; the temperate zone or climate, jf 
3H, {Hoya -E; the cold zone or climate, $€34, 

Se Hh, 4s; the climate is cold, Ik A Be 3K a 

hot climate, a&jh, + 5R 523%; the three cli- 
mates of a hemisphere, 42 Wek =k, +EIVIR= 
me; the climate dees not agree with me, ye + 

Me Ay, ae -E le AHR IK A, A A Ik-E 3 go toa 
cold climate, 3 74> hi. 

Climatic, Climatical, a. IK EE, ae EA, KR 
climatic influence, ge +: Hy B, ak A. 

Climatize. See Aceclimatize. 

Climatized. See Acclimatized., 
Climatology, n. The science of climate, 7¢--Z% 

PP; an account of the different climates, jh ja 

REE Kk AG im 
Climax, n. A figure of rhetoric, in which a sen- 

{ence rises, as it were, step by step, FPR is 

APR, oft BE sit iia. a ot hy eB, PT 
rising {o a climax, fe fs RoR, PH BE, TELE 
ra] HE : the climax of se HE 2 fie; rising 
{o the climax of literary fame, 3[54 aE AM. 

~ Climb, ». ¢.; pret. and Pp: apa clomb. 488 |-, 

eI, ete, REFS }; to climb a tree, 4% 

Jn4ut, RE Be, unk, X$ EM}; to climb a hill, 
EU, Ul, fe; to climb, as ivy, HAI, GZE. 

Climbable, a. eu BE I. , TY ICE, By es Wy siiy. 
Climed, pp. 488 |i, (RGA, ii) bi 
Climkher, ». ae who climbs, mount or rises by 

the hands and feet, 48 [- #, ICE, RH TH) 

aRicE 
Climbing, ppr. or a. BEE 1, Se. iE ; elimb- 

ing cords, #842; a climbing plant, se, (ppt 
Se. 

He, 

Aly; 

ae aif , 

4¢. 77 ZEW ; climbing a tree to scek for fish, # 

AN re fi. 
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Clime, n. ix Atel, Hh 5 WH. WH, Waae. aK 
So 

Clinch, Clench, v. ¢. To gripe with the Be it, 
JAW; to clinch the fist, FATA, Peas 

to nen a nail, Sy FE, TW GRET, Sea ; 
to clinch an argument, £7 ###45de, ST. 

Clinch, n. A pun, an ambiguity, eM, BERRY 
st; a witty, ingenious reply, % apes that 
part of a cable which is fastened to the ring of 
an anchor, 44) Hl Sti fa ye. 

Clinched, pp. Made fast by doubling or embrac- 
ing closely, AE Seam, Tajh, A OES BS th. 

Clincher, n. That which clinches, Fe €y, Fe, 
ERS}; that which makes fast, £7 4. 

Clincher-built, Clinker-built, a. Made of clinker- 

work, wee af ict. 
Cline fer -work, n. Wak. 
Clinching, ppr. #7 FE ; 

Ve. TAMAS. 
Cling, v.7.; pret. and pp. clung. Fee FS Aa 5 

to stick to closely, #4 ##; to cling to a person, 
Fe Ade FAN AR EIS A ; to cling together 

in atlection, ree i es, WM SE, AA 
Afe iit, Be to cling to one in afteetion, 
IRR Ae; to cling to firmly, RES AH; to 
cling {o one’s opinion, Whe: to cling to 
obstinately, 4k. 

Cling-stone, n. A variety of peach, PkfiZ. 
Clinging, ppr. Winding round and holding to, 

FSR, FES; sticking to, #8 iH; adhering close- 

ly, HeUEAHE, VOWS, IEEE, BY Se. 
Clinic, Clinical, a. Pertaining to a bed, Fe fy, He 

WE; a clinical lecture, #72230 im, CEI RE aM: 
Clinie, n. One confined to led by sickness, fil iy 

#i; medical praxis, fy BS :. 
Clink, v.#. To ring or jingle, JJ I], +) Fe 

a small, sharp sound, JJEJ, (tJ fe 
Clink, n. A sharp sound, made by the collision of 

small, sonorous bodies, }] ET ee, EPpy ee we. 
Clinker, n. Vitreous matter whieh collects in fur- 

naces where stone coal is used, JR RIE. 
Clinking, ppr. ¥] TE. 

Clinometer, n. An instrument for measuring the 
dip of mineral strata, Je RCE, 7 ZEEE. 

Clinquant, n. Tinsel, #ENA0E si A, BE BEL 
Clip, v.t. To cut off with shears or scissors, BF, 

WH, BU, BEAz, He ke, Fe, Hj, PE; to curtail, 

WY HE ; to separate by a sudden ae ‘iy Je, HR 
3J:; to clip money, #4, HGR; to clip a sheep, 
BF 2E; 10 clip into bits, #/ PF, He4j; to run very 
fast, HOE: to fly straight, like a faleon, LAR 

eriping with the fist, 

: tomake 
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he clips it, (ize. but a clod of earth, Aja Je E Ty E ; to be under 
Clip, n. A blow or stroke with the hand, —F.%, 

—Jfj; the act of sheep-shearing, Bf2f 4%; the 
clip or product of sheep-shearing, 84 ; a clip, 
an embrace, —Jg, —3# 44. 

Clipped, Clipt, pp. ora. Cut off, ith, BF 38, 
BY By iH ; curtailed, By 4838 ; diminished by par- 

ing, BPD iH, wea, KEI. 
Clipper, n. One who clips, BIH, BH, Bw 

#4; one who euts off the edges of coin, $V ar 4, 

§) HS Hi 5 a clipper (ship), PRA, Pe ha Be. 
Clipping, ppr. Cutting off with the shears or 

scissors, BF, WYER, BY; clipping coin, $f 
$#t ; curtailing, BF; the clippings, or that 
which is clipped off, BF 44, HIST, BY 
KE; the clippings of a paper, BSL, fe By 

Ai li). 
Clique, n. A narrow circle of persons, ‘aX, Jj) a ; 

to form a clique, 4% . 

Cloak, Cloke, n. A loose outer garment worn over 
other clothes, both by men and women, ~ #j, 
Ah, AH}, HF; a vain-cloak, #EZé; to put 
on a cloak, FF ABE, EAH) ; to put on a palm- 
leaf cloak and put out a fire—to rush deliber- 
ately into danger, ##PEAC #4; that which 
ee , 44; a disguise or pretext, FER 
4, iE FG HK 5 under the cloak of virtue, FERS fe, 

aE Ae 
Cloak, v.t. To hide, F&, FEL; to cloak over, i 

He, FEE. FREES, VEHE; to cover, dit : to cloak 

over one's sin, HECLIE, HL RM, ISIN, WER: 
to use as a cloak, PERS, GEARY: 

Clock, n. A time-piece, WEES, Si, GHEAS, HEF ; 
a clock that strikes, @ MZ; a clock that does 
not strike, AWEge; an alarm clock, fH $yi; a 

musical clock, /\# Sai, 445%; a ship’s clock, fy 

$% ;* what o'clock is it? HB Else, Be ESE : 
it is just 12 o'clock, (A+ TEhSH, FIEZF ; it is 
three o° clock, 4 = Sh $a; to repair clocks, fis # 
GFR ; to regulate a clock, my HESy Z8; to wind 
upa at ESE PERE. 

Clock, v. i. To make a noise like the hen, py§iy§ #. 
Clock- sveis n. Wee BERT AE, ESTE He Si ir. 
Clock-work, n. The machinery and movements of 

a clock, “$i FE, Sq $8 KE; well-adjusted work, 

with regular movement, $a KED]YTG , 5 Hype. 
Clod, x. A hard lump of earth, of any kind, —4% 

ye, VEGA, —BEVC. — i -L, Hb, 14, BE. J; the 
ground, -:; the clod we tread, Jip RE 2 Jib ; 

baser than a clod of earth, IRB HIE: to be 

* This term is frequently used for chronometer. 

the clods, JUI~ZF ; a dull, gross, stupid fel- 
low, “WW jJegA, — DHE. Bil A. ; stupid, as a clod 
of earth or a carved idol, pe AEASIPBIPE; to level 
the ground hy knocking the clods to pieces, $f 

FELIS, DEI. 
Clod, v. 7. To coagulate. See Clot. 
Clod, v. t. To pelt with clods, (RE RR, Fite, LI 

LBZ. 
Cloddy, a. Consisting of clods, Pera, Hate ; 

earthy, He BEA ; mean, [LE SEMPRE. 
Clod- -hopper. n. A dolt, aE a, — ASHE OA. FEI; a 

clown, FIfG, HAZ. FAH, ABE, FAR. 
Clod-pade, n. A dolt, ff. 
Clod-pole, n. A stupid fellow, $i A. 

Clog, v. t. To impede, $4 i, PADS, JM UH; 
den, EX(=, SF Be. 

Clog, v. i. To coalesce, #334! ; to adhere ina cluster 
or mass, #}1—f¥ ; to be loaded with or en- 
cumbered with extraneous matter, 77 2 Hy. 

Clog, n. Anything put upon an animal to hinder 
motion or leaping, By, BPE ; an encum- 
branee, iL} fg ; a clog or wooden shoe, Ax FF, 

ASHE, JERE, HB, HE; red-top clogs, ERB, 3 
ACR ; that isa fine estate, but there is a clog 

upon it, eRe CE Ti 77 BM. 
Clogged, pp. or a. Wearing a clog, EXfL Mp, BEE 

DRE. Fy TE PPE ys loaded with encumbrance, #f 
mee WES 3235 ; the aqueduct is clogged, 7X F# 

SEAE. 
Clogging, ppr. 
male g with encumbrance, 3} 

5 1 ELE impeding, fH FR. 
dene n. A Roman Catholic monastery, f¥34 

Be ; cloister of the Buddhists, (he, faut, Zi; a 

nunnery, JRE, JE AIRE. MEARE, FTA. TRE 
a Tauist cloister, #4 #8; {o enter a cloister, to 
become a nun, A jf, 78 32. 

Cloister, +. ¢t. To confine in a cloister or monas- 

tery, AS}, WK 
Cloisteral, a. Confined to a cloister, 3 OPE, HE fy, 

Mae yA 
PSSEBRIBE ; recluse, WE (MRE. 

Cloistered, pp. Shut up in a cloister, 

, AS, AME, ARE AY, Af Sa BORE ; 
solitary, FR CE, FRJE, Hae; inclosed, fel FEM, 

Baga 
Cloisterer, n. One belonging toa cloister, S-FE#, 

WEE 8, ae #8. 
Cloistering, ppr. Shutting one’s self up ina mon- 

astery, Ase, Alig, AdBl, A qs 38 BE; seclud- 

ing from the world, $i ie HE. 

to bur- 

Putting on a clog, Ek f£, BEE; 
; obstructing, 
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Cloistress, n. A nun, JE KG, HEAR. Baum - strictly adhering to the original, $F {U]; 

Clonic, a. Convulsive, Hi fj; clonic spasm, if Hi 

Whe. 
Close, v. t. To shut, as the door, 4 JP, FY, 7 iH, 

PIS, WIE ; fo close up a letter, ST, HH fa, 
SHA, SEO, Hess; to close up a cask, $4 {E BE 
Fe a, Sh ERLIL AB; to close a hook, feIT Ah es 

to close the eyes, pq HEME, MASE, @ HME, FY 

WE, PL, ASSEN, Me A, WB. I, BA, WE; to) 
close the mouth, AIL, mg, HEO, en, 

$i, 31; to unite or close asa wound, FA, 

Kijf 1 ; to close an account, fy, THY, TCR, 

Ek; to close a bargain, jp fE ; to close the | 

public offices, as is done before the Chinese new 
year, $F); to conclude, as a speech, Mbit; to 

close an affair or play, We 3, 5é $8; to finish, as 

a work, KBE. HK, SELL, TCH, FA; to close, 
asa hole, JR3E, [IZE,IXZE, SFE; to inclose, aay) 

to encompass, (see Inclose); to close a breach, 3# | 

He 1] SEH BE; to close well or tightly, J 4, 
$1], $e; to move or bring together, HUM ; 
to close battle, 4 i¥ ; to close or unite two sepa- 
rate objects, iA, AI, @—; to close and 
lock, #24@; to close a shop with bars, |: 48#x, 

NEF. 
Close, v. 7. To coalesce, as a wound, 4E FP, EO; | 

{o end, terminate, 3c, J, Hb, jp 4k; to close, as 

the day, I ; the day closes, F Ic, iF RH ; to close 
on or upon, #4, FEE, HF ; to close with or 
accede to, #EF7 ; to consent or agree to, SHE: 
to unite with, #74; to close with one, ft Aj] 

Close, n. An inclosed place, fg; conclusion, #%, 
#& ej at the close of life, PRR, HH. BK, 
&#% 5 at the close of the play, 5c, WF Wie B 
We; at the close of the day, 4¥ Ne, H$ HE, AF 

YE Me, ASC. AF Ga TH; the close of the 

year, SE 0€, SE), SEM, iE, DRED, ERO, BR 
4748, BRA: the close of the moon, Jf fh, FI | 
fe ; the close of a season, #P>, BA, BIE; a 
cessation, Bk E., (2,4, 2 Bk. 2k; a grapple 
in wrestling or fighting, FAIRY. 

Close, a. Shut fast, 7%, tA. Bee, WA, Vl 

He, PE, ET, EE, BLE. BUR; viscous, Fz | 
UE f’y; tenaccous, fpf ; confined, Fay 34 ; retired, 
Fee, FER; private, Ff, If; confined within 
narrow limits, 72, 7&7 ; near, fF, i ; crowded, 

jee 3€- close, as thoughts or words as ray 5) ’ > ? 5 ’ 

#54 ; close, or cautious, PEE, (OA; close or 
wary, FH} ; close as to business, Bf jf ; earnest, 
FERN ; close, as the weather, 3%, 533%, 43 Jar, 

a close mouth eatehes no flies, 42 Ava 5 * 

a close man, ZE PC ME A; a close room, 4 FF ; 

close weather, [iii 35K, 22 ; close air, Fa }ai3a; 
a close prisoner, 4h 3 Be, AK Fe ; a close fight, 
Ht47 ; a close coat, BFF #2; a close style, fj 
4 ; close writing, 3453, Fy fH a¢4e ; close con- 
nection, AFP GE, dF BLO ; to keep a close corres- 
pondence with one, A 32 $1 &, TA 3h ty ; close 
study, Sf; a close jest, Fy DPE BE ; close 
texture, #38, 498, 4; close meshed, 3¢#4, 
#44, He: close conversation, FEVER 5 close 
work, 3 PEPE T., AT; to kecp a thing close, 
fA Yi Exe; to write close, 4%}; to pull the 
bridle close, #8415 #8 ; to follow one clese, ff 
EX fe ; close to, Ur, Ue W ; close by, A-UE, AGE: 

close to the wind, +244: Jin 5, Hy jl Bh ; to live 
close, ti ffir; close to the ground, Hii; elese 

adjoining, $F ; a close carriage, MEHL; a clese 
stool, Jai ; close-grained wood, #£ ; close com- 

inunion, #3 Bl fa] Zc FFE He 4; close surveil- 
lance, +i) ; to keep close watch over, SF fH & ; 
a close chair, Fy hf. 

Close, adv. Closely, 8%, #) : nearly, #1 YE ; densely, 

BLE ; sccretly, HL, Kanth 
Close-bodied, a. &% & fj. 
Close-communion, rn. See under Close. 
Close-fisted, a. JRF, hE fer. 
Close-handed, a. Covetous, Huh. 
Close-pent, a. BE PF. 
Close-quarters, n. pl. ff tj ; 10 come to close-quar- 

tors, EET. EIT. 10 WE. 
Close-tongued, a. ‘tit ZUR. 

Closed, pp. or a. Shut, 9 jf, 7 i. P93 IG ; ended, 

Closely, adv.In a close manner, as closely united, 
HERS, TRS, ERE; closely united, as husband 
and wife, EjA); nearly, AYE, wYr; intently, 

MF th, ABH, BP dh, Head; secretly, #5. silly, 
# HS; with near affection, #1, MU. WB; 
within clese limits, 3%; with strict adherence 
{o the original, #4 TU], #1 FY. 

| Closeness, n. The state of being shut, AYE, 4 
BY 45; the state of being pressed together, #F 

4 ; the state of heing closely united, Wait 4; 
narrowness, 7 #4 ; tightness, 3° #f #% ; firmness 

of texture in cloth, $3 4R, #kse 44 ; closeness 
of dress, RE & #4, & # ; want of ventilation, Jay 
RQ, Sa K ; Veserve in intercourse, FS Je, (5%; 
secrecy, FJ, ; caution, ht; covetousness, ty; 

* NARRATE. 
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penuriousness, TEE fa; sen union, # BL, HL, 

BLE 24 urgency, ¥& ; closeness of a transla- 
tion, #REeUe A. 

Closet, n. A small room, F# {¥-, iS i% Ta], NEF; | 
Ai any room for privacy, ‘SECURE AVE 

apartment for curiosities, 7 43 i. 14 It ae be 5 8 

close apartment or recess, liff ye HLS  ; closet 
under the stairs, #epS Re ; water-closet, sy fii He 

ETE, Closet, v. t. To shut in a closet, 

WS Be, WHI ME. SAE fot BF 5 to conceal, FSIE, 
[Ez JT ; to take into a private apartment for con- 

sultation, ARAL, AE DERM Adie 
HY- 

Closeted, pp. Shut up ina closet, TE it ee, FH 

HGR, Ase RE. 
Cleseting, ppr- He i, At aE. 

Clesing, ppr. Clesing, as a door, JAE}; coales- 
cing, PasH, AE; agreeing, Ie tr; ending, 5€, 

ME, YS, in Fb; 
I 

Clesure, n. The act of shutting, 4} gy; that 
which elcses, as a wound, $f! 1 4%, 4E J! zy ; the 

closure of a gap, HL3# 34. 
Clot, n. A coneretion, 

clot of milk, —(@# 9] ; a clot of blood, —{4 ig 

fl. — 0 Ah Fi i 

aclesing word, ICJeeEat, iE 

Ri v. 7. ‘lo conereie, as fluid matter, if, te 48, 

Be, gi il ATI; to form into clots, £& I —{4, 

Be — fa, sci —E- 
Cloth, n. 4i ; picee goods, * 4j7E, VEGA; foreign 

cloth, if {i ; cotton cloth, fi (i, AA; grass- 
cloth, Ef 4) ; hempen loth: fli (i 3 Coarse cloth, 
ALi (i, DE RR ie ; unbleached or grey long cloth, 

Ri Ai, J Ai; bleached cloth, Aw, AP fi, 
61 4 ; fine cloth, $m (i, 8 (i, Rig ; twilled 
cotton cloth, #4 lis: ; linen cloth, #44) ; Nan- 
in cloth, 8 4E 4j; sail cloth, Wy 4%; a swad- 

dling-cloth, grey, FRE, fies + a Beg of lott 
wound round the head as the Tie chia men, 

DA ; oiled cloth, Yh 4s; asbestos cloth, 
Ai, HE: a table-cloth, Fe qi, Mi i; to lay the 

table-cloth, $j HE Ai; to take away the table- 

cloth, #ZtLAE Ai; a person of your cloth, fal fip 
KRIGE s+ cloth and silk, 7545. 71 #4 (2); to weave 
cloth, #& qi; pilot cloth, THEM; woolen cloth, 
see Broad cloth. 

Cloth-shearer, n. BY 45 2, WKH. 

~* Tho term 4fuZ is chiefly applied to native manufac- 
tures, whilst imported piece goods are called JEfi, YEE 

pit. 
+ BDAC hit. 
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Clothe, v. t. te; pret, and pp. pgiied lage To put 
on garments, a aaa 1 KH, 3 ios 
IIR, ZEA, ZAI; to clothe one, phe 
clothe, as masters offen engage to do ini 
(UZ NL, HEALS ; 10 clothe the naked, Zee, 
wage ; to clothe with honovr and glory, 7p 2 
Ix, BEC MEw ; {0 clothe with authority, 
SUAHE io clothe the fields in yerdure, 4) fA LJ 

wa. Sj Se DP 
Clothed, pp. Covered with garments, 7 jh, 3638. 
Clothes, n. pl. of cloth. Covering for the human 

body, FN, ABE, KH, FE; men’s clothes, F 
ji; women’s clothes, x]; common clothes, ¥% 
NW, ENR, FAAS, ENR; white clothes, GK; 

winter clothes, & SK; J€E4E; summicr clothes, 

AWA BI e-9x ; 10 put off one’s clothes, 

We Xe, ARI. PRACIL, WEA AIA 5 * Co put 
on clothes, #7 AAR, 3 A 4; to change one's 

clothes, fa ge22, HAC, HAE; a suit of clothes, 
—)) 3E JI, — ES AEE, —-E ZK ; (0 cut out clothes, 
dy few, IX FE; to sew clothes, FEZ; to make 
new clothes, #374 ; 10 baste clothes, HEAR ; 

old clothes, PE E34 ; cast clothes, #98, FHLIPE 

AE; torn clothes, fi] Zé; foul clothes, ~% A, 
Pay LAE. REE I; a clothes-chest, <#if, 

fe fa ; a clothes-horse, Ze4e. #4 4B ; bed-clothes, 

— Vis Sill 
| Clothes-basket, n. Ze 8. 

| Clothes-brush, n. Ze. 
| Clothes-line, n. A line for drying clothes, [fy 4 #1. 

Clothes-mender, n. yj Ahh H¥- 
Clothes-pegs, n. pl. IHF. 

Clothier, n. A man who makes clothes, #& 77 #4 ; 

a man who deals in clothes, HUKA ¥.- 
Clothing, ppr. or a. 4 KN, Ai RAE. 

Clothing, n. Garments in general, FIR, FAz. 
Clotpoll, x. A blockhead, Si Wy. 
Clotted, pp. or a. Conereted into a mass, BE}~t— 

fa); adhering in a lump, #§ a He; clotted 
cream, 3£FL; clotted blood, ji Ait, tt i- 

Clotting, ppr. Conereting, ae fi, eh jl: forming 

into clots, BEWKAE. 
| Cloity, a. F ‘ull of clots, MANE. 
Cloud, n. aes the floating clouds, 7832 ; the clouds 

of heave en, FE; a cloud of smoke, me, AY ES; 

red- tinged clouds, jg; clouds and mist, 22¥e; a 

cloud of dust, 3); dust rising in clouds, KRY BE 
i#tige ; pcople assembling like clouds, ieee 46; 
flecey clouds, 327}; clouds and rain, 79; the ? Se 

x Means both to put off one’s clothes and to rob one “of 

his clothes. 
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sky overcast with clouds, jj ZE, te Al ja 
cloud was thrown over our prospect, ( 2E V3 Ft; 
a cloud hung over his character, vp eh; 
vapour ascending and condensing causes clouds, 

Ft hi ey BE; cirrus clonds, fi 22; cumulus | 
clouds, #52; stratus clonds, J#2; nimbus | 

clouds, }> 2. 
Cloud, v. t. To overspread with a cloud or clouds, 

(EWE. 32 ic, FUE; to darken in veins or spots, 
IKE f&; to make of a gloomy aspect, {i345 
22; to tarnish, 4H 

Cloud, v. 7. To growecloudy, BA, EK, FE; 
hecome ohsenre with clouds, 32 8s. 

2 33 1 TAs Cloud-capt, a. Capped with clouds, 
lofty, 

Cloud- aueted, a. Enyeloped with clouds, 220g. 
Cloud-kissing, a. Touching the clouds, JA3) 22, 

as 
si . 

1 eR. 
a 

Cloud- HED t. Having the top coyered with a 
cloud, STA. 

Cloud- _wraipt; a. Involved in clouds, 22} fry, 32 eh 

fig. 
Clouded, pp. or a. Overspread with clouds, 
HEE 

#; rendered gloomy or sullen, 7K FE 

Be 
BE 

ER Fe. HK. BE; arutcante d, 

. f: ae a 

KER 
ip i =5) 

Cloudiness, n. HERS HERE, I KABIA, EK 
; gloom, % f&, & 2222 iy; the cloudiness of 

precious stones, 27 (is 7", 
Clouding, ppr. Overspreading with clouds, 3 fff, 

SE ; obscuring, PRE, GEWK; giving 
the appearance of gloom or sullenness, & 223% 

Cloudless, a. 4632, FENG, HK, WH. 
Cloudy, a. ee HE, ER, AEE, eet: Ete BB 

i, WEB. 3 EE, BA St ’ obser ure, ee ae, =z 

af; a cloudy diamond, 1h (8,1 4 BN a cloudy 
mind, $F 2, RAR, He a fli; a cloudy counte- 

nance, Se} iii, fpytse ; the countenance 

becoming cloudy, fi (f B22 ; cloudy vapour, 

Soe ae cloudy, like marble, 3 (6% ; cloudy and 
windy, fj; to mount the cloudy ladder—to he- 

come a M. A., D. Ph. or L. L. D., [22 ph. 
Clout, n. A patch, Hp Hi, APACHE Ai; a cloth for 

wiping the table, #eift, Hedi; a dish clout, BE 

Clout, v.¢. To patch, HE ; to strike, Fi. ‘ 
Clouting, ppr. Patching, @RAe, Ap HeE. 
Clove, n. A cleft, fi, HEIR. 
Clove, n. Caryophyllus aromaticus, J & fi}; the 

unopened flowers of clove, 4%, #4, $ JT 

| Club-shaped, a. Shaped like a club, 

 ; the fruit of clove, fy: J ; oil of cloves, T 
# jl; tincture of cloves, Ti. 

| Cloven-footed, Cloven-hoofed, a. Having the foot 
or hoof divided into two parts asthe ox, FPYE Re. 

Clover, Clover-grass, n. Jee (2); to live in clover 
(to live luxuriously), eae 8 pk, 4 BETH pe. 

Clown, m. A countryman, HIf#, FA, BAK, HE 
Je, EAE. UE, PV, See: an ill-bred man, 
AT {EZ ; a grert clown, {I} rN a buffoon in 

a play, GS BE, (Ei, wi A. 
Clownery, n. FILE ZFS. 
Clownish, a. FASE Ay. HE FE, UR, ACHE ; clown- 

ish manners, 7%, HLab, Le, ab EP Ag; clown- 
ish talk, (A, shake, HS, AG, we. 

Clownishly, adv. Coarsely, FF {EMG RE. ERR, HL fe. 
Clownishness, n. The manners of a clown, [R #%, 

BCA. MA. AYES. La, Sa. 
Cloy, v.t. ile fill, tit BE, 3h BE fe, FG BE; to cloy a 

harbour, to glut, AKU, ROK, faik, & 
Fil BE to ae a gun, aes ie By JI. 

Cloyed, pp. Glutted, fia @ oe ; spiked, 4p iS. 
Club, n. Hie, HE, HL, HE, BE, PS, HE, FF, Hh, Ack 

to brandish a elub, pe A BE: an assembly 
of men, #7, ZS py ; a number of friends met for 
social purposes, ‘ex 4, 774 4 ; a literary club, #% 

# >a club for the promotion of natural science, 
Tig @ < to pay ona club, FE @ # ; to be- 
come a member of a club, A; to go to the 
club, 4 & pif. 

Club, v. 7. #8 &, Hi @; to pay an equal proportion 
of a common reckoning or charge, FEA. 

Club, v.¢. To unite for the accomplishment of a 
common end, 4£@ ; to club the expense, #1 4. 

Club-fist, n. A FEF. 

Club-footed, a. #7 HEM. 
Club-headed, a. =] G8 
Club-house, n. An establishment for furnishing 

meals and a place of rendezvous to a select num- 
her of individuals, ‘5 4 fy. 

Club-law, n. The government by clubs or violence, 

4ij 8 ; the use of arms in place of law, Fp. 
Clul-room, n. & BF, @ fy. 

{iG OE, BUHE. 
Clubbed, pp. $} i; united to one end or effect, 
4 @& if ; shaped like a a HUN. 

Clubbing, ppr. AE: GF He §fe 

Cluck, v. 7. To make the mois) or utter the yoice 

of the domestic hen, when calling chickens, }¥ 
BP $949 Sey 
JL SRT Sea eae: 

Clucking, ppr. or a. Uttering the yoice of a sit- 
7 . 14 ting hen, 1} 1f\ #8. 

EUS 5 
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Clue, Clew, n. Bub, DAE, $4, HaHa, HR, HE, . HRTHE ; to give a clyster, LAGE A EIA, ff 

RE, FEHR, HOR. (RAR s to get a clue, AIA, | AXA iE. 
HH#E; no clue of him, Si 23i ; lost the ciue, 
4e4y EE; to follow out a anes SE ME. 

Clump, ». A thick, short piece of wood, ACH; a 

cluster of trees, #*, —¥1 ki}: a clump of shrubs, 
#é, HK; a clump of hamloo, bk. 

Clumsily, adv. 33, #, Fit, Ht ra ‘21 YR as 

finished, (e465, (474 46 HE. 
Clumsiness, n. Awkwardness, #§ 4}, 2, FREI, 

HF. 
Clumsy, a. Short and thiek, €ifi; awkward, 4 =, 

HE, ABS, AGE, BLS, $e AR; clumsy fingers, 
$=; clumsy workmanship, #4, $520. 

Clunch, n. Among miners, indurated clay, ‘#f+¢. 
Clung, pret. and pp. of cling, which see. 
Clupea, n. Herring, 77 8%, Bie. Ye, A. 
Cluster, n. A bunch, as of grapes, — §& ; a cluster 

of trees, —# Hi}; a cluster of half burned in- 
cense sticks, —Af # IH}; a cluster of flowers, — 
224% ; a cluster of shrubs, —3% tw}; a cluster of 
{rees, #K; a cluster of islands, #8; a cluster 
of houses, — #3, Pmt; a cluster of men, — 

PRA; clusters of people, —fRfR; a cluster of 
stars, 3 |ag. 

Cluster, v. 2. To grow in clusters, #E4E, $KAE ; to 
unite in a Lunch or bunches, K+, WKAE ; to 
collect together in masses, WK TE. WM BR. 

Cluster, v.¢. To collect into a bunch, #P—pR. 
Clustered, pp. or a. Collected into a crowd, H&}# 

— BR; collected into a cluster, #4 H]!—#. 
ee ppr. ora. BRAE, FEAE, WTF. 

Clutch, v. 
seize, a je GS, FEES, FER, HE. 

Clutch, n. Sane. 40 45 . PE FF; a projecting piece 
of machinery, Hefy. 

Clutched, pp. dit, Jesh. 
Clutches, n. pl. The paws or talons of a rapacious 

animal, J; the hands, in the sense of instru- 
ments ehapaeny or of ervelty, or of power, = ; 
to fall into one’s clutches, py A #8 #&, YEA 

He, PEALE ES, AME. 
Clutter, n. Confused noise, jePae. 

Clutter, v.t. To crowd together in disorder, pég 

Hie ; to fill with things in confusion, gL JE. 
Clutter, v. 7. To make a bustle, pigadi. 
Cluttering, ppr. Encumbering with things in 

confusion, @L HE. 

Clysmic, a. Washing, cleansing, Alpe, (vy. 

Clyster, n. An injection, $m pit, 72a: a 
liquid substance injected into lower intestines, 

; clumsily 

. Toclinch, #4, 33, FARE Zs OF ; to 
| Coagulate, 

Clyster-pipe, n. ij {7- 
Coach, n. IG if, Fe Wi; mail coach, FE Hi; easy 

coach, Hi; siage coach, PEHI, HEH; a coach 
and six, 7\!Q Hf; a gentleman’s coach, (RE 
if; get the coach ready, {ff FH, Mea. 

Coach-hox, n. HiFi. 

Coach-fare, n. Hi}. 
Coach-hire, n. Hi fil. 

Coach-house, n. Ge, HM. Hite, By HR. 
Coach-maker, n. HilA, PUR. 
Coach-man, n. BVA, Hise, MIS. 
Coact, v. 2. To act together, [Al zy. 
Coacted, pp. or a. Forced, compelled, pigs, Firs. 

Coaction, n. Force, FA3%, in, Tes, WF. 
| Coactive, a. Forcing, i; acting in concurrence, 

tis f- 
Coadjutant, a. Helping, 4H. Al. HA, AA, 

PIE. 
Coadjutor, n. Assistant, 3¢=, aA, WOH, MF; 

one who is appointed to perform the duties of 
another, (4 4%. ## DP #; the coadjutor of a 

bishop or prelate, 4 & 4% fii #4; an associate, 

(i, Et, BAP. | 
Coadjutrix, n. A female assistant, AH, AFF. 
Coadjuvant, n. RAE, 142 8K. 
Coagent, n. An assistant or associate in an act, 

aE, (PH, Me. 
Coagulable, a. That may be concreted, BY RE, = 

Rese. TU AENS. TY EM. 
Coagulant, n. That which produces coagulation, 

Bit ae eeK VY, GEES. 
ie, HE $e. SE TEL . To concrete, 

#3: - to eae aye, eee aH 
Coa gulated, pp. or a. Concreted, £3, & $9 34; 

curdled, #3 , BEIPGH ; coagulated blood, #57! 

fry sft. és 
Coagulating, ppr. we, Eee, SETHE. 
Coagulation, n. iF ee fi TH Me, BE LE. 

Coagulative, a. Bese Ay, isk TEAS. 
Co aoula tor, n. That which causes coagulation, 3% 

tee tn a, ike ZH. 
Coagulum, n. A coagulated mass, #&# Wy, RE 
x J hy, BELENPE I; a clot of blood, —AseH# 

fi’ ffl. 
| Coal, n. Sea-coal, pit-coal, fossil coal, AE, EE Be; 

anthracite or stone coal, # #t, HE; cannel-coal, 
AvHi; best coal, EX HE; pit-ccal, ACHE; jet-coal, 
HE; coal cakes, PEF; to make coal cakes, H 
pe 3k; to dig coals, fi HE, PR HE pe; to burn 
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coals, PEE; a harning coal, Pa to carry | 
coals, HIV: He, SF BR ; to carry coals to newcastle, | 

Coal, v. ¢. lo burn to coal, J HE, Be pe; to char, 
ME to coal a steamer, 3% HE, PRE YE IR AR: to 

take in coals, DeeR | 
Coal-basket, n. RR, BS | 
Coal-black, a. pete, a ENTE. | 

Coal-cart, n. de BE AGH. 
Coal-field, n. Het, KEREN, HELL. | 
Coal-fire, n. fer. | 

Coal-formation, n. HELL. | 
Coal-heaver, n. JH pete, FHELE. 
Coal-house, n. te jee. See Coal-shed. | 
Coal-measure, n. ie #e, BER. | 

Coal-measures, n. pl. Strata of coal, with their | 

attendant rocks, EF. | 
Coal-meter, n. fa tte. 
Coal-mine, n. PEE, Hoge. 
Coal-miner, n. Fees, PETA. 
Coal-mouse, n. A small species of tit-mouse, with | 

a black head, peg. | 
Coal-pit, n. BES, BEBE. 

Coal-seuttle, n. A vessel for carrying coals, Wp 

Coal-shed, n. KEE. Lk. 
Coal-ship, n. HEpEAR- 
Coal-stone, n. Ay ti. 
Coal-yard, n. HEE, BRAC. 
Coalesce, v. i. To grow together, ZE}#; {o unite, 

as separate bodies into one body, PeJ#, FAA, 

Me. da. a, @ UE, EH: to unite in) 
society, @IE, FA. 

Coalescence, n. The act of growing together, 4: | 
J; the act of uniting by natural affinity or 

attraction, BI, Hae. WIS. BOR, 
HAH; union, He ¥. MH, HoH 
coalescence of councils, [Aj ty, ii) FS. 

Coalescing, ppr. #€ &. WIE. HHA, HA. ETE, ier» 

Coalition, n. Alliance, ity, HA, HA B—3 a | 
coalition of states, @ BY, Wie Bs conspiracy, He 

# ; league, #y; to form a coalition of individu- 
als for unlawful purposes, $F x. 

Coalitionist, Coalitioner, n. Hi & #, Bi #, dé 

Coamings, n. pl. In ships, the raised borders or 
edges of the hatches, fi Ai. 

Coarse, a. Large or gross in bulk, #4; coarse and 
fine, as cloth, #f| 44; fine and coarse, as objects 

of natural history, #1; coarse food, #4, BH 
$, Wi FE. BE FW; coarse cloth, #1 Aj; coarse 

thread, Kk 3H, HH a coarse rice, BS, HL; 
coarse millet, KS BE, Hk YE; coarse silk, #H#R, 

Hf ; coarse grass, such as is used for thatching, 
EAL; a coarse stone, HEA, HLA ; rude, Hg, 

HLA, HILFE. HL fe, HOFF; vulgar, HEB, ab fe, 
(2, MiPS. BBHB; coarse, without refinement, ff 
[ite ae; a coarse fellow, #&3E; coarse and 
boisterous, #3; a very coarse person, #{] APE 

A, WR GE; coarse, not fine, By BE, #1 fe; coarse 
and ugly, #IL ABH, BE RE - a coarse | anguage, tpa; 

(Hh 24, HL +S; a coarse mouth, A. 
Coarsely, adv. Roughly, #1; coarsely finished, {ix 

“bt to behave rudely, #7#p ACH, ALB HL fe. 

Coarseness, xn. Largeness of size, {1 4%, 7.9%; the 

coarseness of silk, 28% #144; meanness, #] 

#; grossness, Fh ih; to excuse one’s self on 

account of one’s coarseness, AE LIHE.- 
Coassessor, n. A joint assessor, BY (i #4, WE 52 

Coast, n. Sea-shore, pj, p27 WEVA. Up Fe; along 
the coast, }¥ 3, #} FE; a boarder, 7% BH; the 
coast is clear, the danger is over, 486; coast 
trade deposit duty memo, #4 4¢2F BERR TA ; coast 
trade deposit duty receipt, By 7% 777-5 coast 
trade duty receipt, 723 GEN. 

Coast, v. i. To sail near a coast, 7A #5S BR, YO Ue 

Coast, v. t. To sail by or near to, # PeHEK. 
Coast-rock, 0. 2Aps5 Ay, jips5s 1 ye. 
Coastwise, adv. By way of, or along the coast, #} 

}ff ; coastwise tonnage certificate, ff) UA. 
Coaster, n. Yep EE. GEYSER; a vessel that is 

employed in sailing along a coast, fife 47M. 

Coasting, ppr.or a. Ht Hips. 

| Coasting-pilot, n. 7b 2p HE 7K. 
Coasting-trade, n. iff HPCE GE. 
Coat, n. A Chinaman’s upper garment, $242, % 

42,#2,42; a Chinaman’s upper garment with a 
girdle, # ;an upper-garment among foreigners, 
KZ, fa, Hi a great coat, fe 7; a petticoat, 

ns; a Chinese petticoat, 7 f###; a garment 

worn by infants or young children, #2{f-; an 
outer garment, 4hZe; a dress coat, BAG. WEAR 

a frock-coat, 7 JR, 7K #2; a coat of arms, £% 
FJ; a coat of mail, €¢, RAB; a coat of paint, 

tz; I gave it three coats, #B =H; to turn the 
coat, t=, AOE; a sheep's coat, 2638; to cast 
one’s coat, Here, 5 a coat or layer ,asof bulb- 
ous roots, Hf « the coat of fruits and seeds, #; 
the coat or tunic of the eye, Bye; the capsule easy 

or coat of the crystalline lense, |FERA. 

H H 
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Goat, v.t. “To cover witha layer of any substance, 
E—}é, 2€; to coat with metal, $<; to coat | 
with ate “4d ith. £4 Yh; to coat a mast, LID | 

| Cochleary, a. BRIE. Ai BAG. 
Coat-armour, n. A coat of arms, #<F{. 
Coated, pp. Covered with a coat, 35 jf ; covered 

with paint, {4 3 yh ; clothed with a mambrane, 

FREE | 
Coating, ppr. #2; coating with paint, ( jt Yh; | 

coating with metal, $4. 
Coating, n. Cloth for coats, lig; an assortment 

of coatings, % FA WER. 

Coax, v. t. To appease or persuade by flattery and 
Xs 

a fondling, ii Wa, 2 HE, fi 

le. 
BAN, tae 

Coaxer, n. A flatterer, Tye mei AH AN. 

Coaxing, ppr. Flattering, Me, UDABSBA, UY 

ite lA. 
Coaxingly, adv. iB we N. 

Cob, n. The top or head, JA, 9A; 
$8) ; the receptacle of the American corn, ¥ 
KEP, wee; clay mixed with straw, MAMIE. | 

Cob, v. t. To punish by striking the breech with 
a flat piece of wood, #7 RF. 

Cobalt, n. ili F e fa SH He, AKG, iy. 
Cobaltic, a. {8 AA. 

Cobble, n. A small fishing hoat, 44 fy. 
Cobble-stone, ». Eli; cobbles, ARE. 
Cobble, v. 

i. 41%; to mend shoes, #i FE. 

Cobbler, a. i FE FE, Ah HA EE #5 a mean person, 

TA, A- 
Cobbling, ppr. i, THA. 

Cobeal, n. PEE, FEAG-EE. 

Cobcoals, Cobbles, n. pl. AAS BE. 
Cobiron, n. An andiron with a knob at the top, 

AKL. 
Cobitis, n. Loche, } > HEA. 

Johnut, n. FEF. 
Cobra di capello, n. FEFERE. 
Cob-wall, n. Hees, FUG TERY. 
Cobweb, n. Aen We HA, Rayan A, AER ; flimsy, ge 
7; a cobweb morning, PeReK. 

Cobwebbed, a. 3 DUB wtk ay Ay. 
Coca, n. FRNA. 
Cocagne, n. 

luxury and delight, 3% #% 74. 
Coccyx, n. The os sacrum, Je tH). 

Cochin-China, n. #1, Sei. 

Cochin- n-Ohinese, n. Mee, ¢ Ki. 

a rich cob, SF. 

t. ‘lo make or mend coarsely, 3%, FH | 

BA, 

Coaxed, pp. Persuaded by flattery, Ll ais is. 

| Cock-eye, n. A squinting eye, 
| Cock-fight, Cock-fighting, n. A match or contest | Oo ? oD Do? 

| Coe ae . Coccus cacti, Wy, EMAL K, npr 

oh; eae colour, WyNyy &. 
Cochlea, n. A Ay eRe. 

Cock, n. The male of birds, #f, #8 2, 7é ZA; the 

common house cock, B24; the Bantam cock, 
ag. ¥@- the silken cock, £% 3 48, 77% ¥; a 
weather-cock, ## Jnl Se, #8 iil ie, aE Jil fe ; a spout 
for drawing liquor from a cask, EA; the 
projecting corner of a hat, iB A232 44 ; a small 
conical pile of hay, ¥Wr Hf; the cock ofa gun, 
fr HF] SB UR BE a cock’s spur, $8 9H , 26 GB; a cock’s 
comb, $8r&, ¥B%d;; the cockscomb flower, $55 

46. Be F FE, $4 HS, 3H; a chief, BAA; cock a 
hoop, cock on the hoop, 72%; cock and hen, 

AY iS 
Cock, v. ¢. or t. To hold up the head, 229A; to cock 

a gun, fe FA AE. 
Cock-hoat, n. 24K, =4K, Iii. 
Cock-broth, n. $5 75*. 
Cock-chaffer, n. Bg flit. 
Cock-crow, n. Sin, ZENG ; early as the cock-crow, 

5 TET A 
Cock-crowing, n. Early morning, BBB, 22k 

J}; the crowing of the cock, #8 Mf; general 
cock crowing at dawn, 48 gL liv. 

ah. 

of game-cocks, fas. 

Cock-horse, a. On horsehack, WER AVIVA; exult- 
ing, FE Ke. 

Coek-loft, n. The top loft, JERE RF. 
| Cock-match, n. [gg $8 7 BK. 
Cock-paddle, n. The lump-fish, #4744. 
Cock-weed, n. $8 24%. 
Cockade, n. RX Ef). 
Cockaded, a. Wearing a cockade, eae. 
Cockatoo, n. 8885, SAAR, GES BF 
Cockatrice, n. Fe RE. 
Cocked, pp. or a. Turned up at the side, asa cocked 

hat, Heae)8 5 a cocked gun, 4453 Sf" PE RAE. 
Cocker, v.t. To fondle, #5 3x. 

Cocket, mn. [3] Fi a Bt, BA ES HR. 
Cocking, ppr. Drawing back the cock, as ofa gun, 

tat LIBS. 
| Cockle, n. A spiral univalye, #36 (2). 

An imaginary country of idleness, | Cockle, v. 7. ort. To contract into wrinkles, #§, 
Sen | (hh WH; sand cockle, PERK. 

Cockle stairs, n. pl. BRAM. 
Cockled, pp. or a. Contracted into folds or wrinkles, 

Sa; winding, HRI; a cockled field, Wf FA. 
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Cockney, 1 n. A native of London, hy way of con- | Coeliac, Celiac, a. Pertaining to the belly, HE AS, 
tempt, fi WD an effeminate, despicable citi- | 

| Co-equal, a. Ibe, Ue Ri), PES; of the same rank, zen, LIME TE, * Sans, AT AR. | 
Cockpit, n. fe pit or arena, where game-cocks | 

fight, (& $6 4%; the privy council room at 
Westminster, Ae pl FE EFF ; in ships of war, 
an apartment in which the wounded are dressed, 

WY Pa 
Cockroach, n. ey, 772, VME, HERA. sh. 
Cockscomb, n: B50 4. | 
Cockspur, rn. StF - 
Cocksure, ¢. Confidently certain, RETY, HEE. 
Cockswain, n. AZAR A, F2 PC RF. Lit. 

Cocoa, n. nage IE. | 
Cocoa, n. The cocoa-nut tree, h-F- ti. 
Cocoa-nut, n. The nut or fruit of the cocoa-tree, 

#h-F- ; cocoa-nut shell, §f7e ; the cocoa-nut milk, 
Hb7K ; the cocoa-nut meat, Ah Ay ; cocoa-nut oil, 

APA; a cocoa-nut pulp cut into two halves and | 
earyed with a dragon and pheenix, ff Jel 7é BM. 

Cocoon, »n. An oblong hall or case in which the 

silk worm involves itself, fy, HF aw, #1; the | 
pupee of other ule is 

Cod, Codfish, n. #40, 4246; a husk or pod, #5 a | 
bag, S$; the scrotum, Bhi 

Coda, n. In music, the close of a i Sone OO she 

Birk. | 
Code, n. A collection or digest of laws, ¢# fl], Hi, | 

SHWE, WETS, js, HEP; the code of the Tats’- 
ing Dynasty, AjHEE I; the penal code, Fpl ; | 
the ancient code, -y IM. 

Codeia, Codeina, Codein, n. An alkaloid obtained | 
from opium, and one of ifs medicinal active 
principles, FAW, GH KE. | 

Codger, n. A rustic, fA fE. | 
Codicil, ». A writing by way of supplement to a 

will, $8 #2 Ft BE, 275 BY (V9 SEE BE; codicils to reports, | 
petitions and presented to His Imperial Majes- 

ty, ®t 
Codification, n. The act or process of reducing laws 

to a code system, (EK EER, (Ek HL. 
Codifier, n. One who forms a code, (£ PH #. 
Codilla, 2. The coarsest part of hemp, which is 

sorted by itself, +E] hf. 
Codle, v. t. To parboil, #. 
Codling, n. An apple codled, Ze fgZ7B yt, WH a 
Codling, x. A young cod, BTL y.. Exe 
Co-efficient, n. (A) Wy coefficient (alge- | | 
bra), FB- 

* A word ofconte mpt and referring to effeminate ,opule nt 
sons or citizens in the western suburbs of Canton. | 

| Co-equality, n. WPS; 

WSEAS. SABLA. 

TA, WEE, ae IG. [le we. 
equality in rank, dignity, 

or power, Hb BF, ab HE 4. 
| Coerce, v. t. To restrain by force, GRU, BAAR, 44 

NE, BENE, ROHL, AEH, LISA, LLIB to 
compel, Wie, He, pi iit, it, Hen > to con- 

strain, Revs, (E(t. 

| Coerced, pp. SARS , GRA , $n sh, Ese j. 
| Goererpte: a. BY SHIRK, 7 Hy BLN, By tk, 7 Ri 

Coercing, ppr. Restraining by force, BALAK, HRUKK; 

constraining, 3%, hme, | SESE. 

Coercion, n. Restraint, BARA, GRUARSS , RRJAR, 4 

3X; compulsion, 73H, His, FEI ; to use coer- 

clon, 3, Hse , Hse . 
Coercive, a. That has power to restrain, AL JAR fj, 

TIGR AS, EF HE AY; compulsory, ie fy, hy GEL fg ; to 
use coercive measures, 3 J\, Hs J, PIE J, 

470i a. BR. 
| Coercively, adv. HU wR Sah 
| Coessential, a. [rl 78 
| Coetaneous, a. Of ihe same age with another, 

[4E. 
fl 

| Coeternal, a. Equally eternal with another, [a] 

A, (HK, FERERKA, He xe [A] ZE; cocternal in 
duration with the heavens, and the carth, #1 

FU 
| Coeternity, ». fil xX, Te Aca, JERK. HK [ZE. 
| Coeval, a. Of the same age, fi {it, JE, any, dk 

Coexecutor, n. A joint executor, aR: to ap- 
point one coexecutor, ALIS. Ob [ra] FHF FS - 

| Coexist, v. 7. TZ, JE Ze, JEM, [ij AE. 
| Coexistence, n. Existence at the same time with 

another, ee JE Fp HH. 
| Coexistent, a. #e, TEA. 
| Coextend, v. 1 Ta MIA. (ASRS, ALB aR. 

| Coextensive, «. [Fl REA, [rl JR Fal- 
| Coffee, x. WILE; to roast colfee, Yb WWE; coffee, 

prepared for drinking, I¥ 28; to grind coffee, 
FEW], BENE: a cup of coffee, — FE INBE- 

Coffee-cup, n. WER. 
Coffee-house. rn. IIE IE. WBE RR. 

| Coffee-man, n. One who keeps a coffee-house, Ij 

Coffee-pot, n. WS z. WERE. 
Coffee-mill, a. IiSf BR. 
Coffer, x. A chest, #7, 4, #%, [Ti; money chest, 

SRR, HFG; a treasure, fifi; a chest of money, 
— Hi HR; the king’s coffers, $1 )4i; in fortifica- 
tion, a hollow lodgement across a dry moat, #¥ 

Be. 
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Coffer-dam, 
ing as a barrier to exclude water, 

the foundation of piers, bridges, &e., ApJEH. 

n. A water-tight case or curb, serv- 
in laying | 

Coffin, n. General name for a coffin, ke4Af, #2 FF, | 
Hix, tH; the empty coffin, HH; a coffin con-— 
taining the corpse, #K, @t#K; the inner coffin, 
ke ; the outer coffin, 47}; a small coftin, #E; the 
coffin of a prince, #i#%; the coffin of an Em- 
peror, fis; the head of a coffin, HERK, HK; a 
stone coffin, #49; the ornaments ofa coffin, #3 

ez, 10; coffin wood, FRAN, BEAK, BRAN. Fe 4E 
#{; to give coffins, FF; to take the coffin out, 
Hite at, His; to remove the coffin to another 
place, j###%; a grocer’s coffin, AES, 

Coffin, v.t. Ake, ARR. 
Coffined, pp. Inclosed in a coffin, Hi. 

Coffin-maker, n. Fj dC fii (F, BAH, A 
Cognizant, a. Having knowledge of, 41; HACE 

= es 

Cog, v. t. To deceive, Be A, ik; to cog a dice, Rg 
ER PEUK, PEM ie, EGR f ; to wheed 

Cog, n. The tooth of a wheel, @ 1s, tg, HEHE. 
Cog-wheel, n. A wheel furnished with cogs, jay. 
Cog, n. A boat, Jip. 
Cogeney, n. Force, Jy, WE, Bt; power of compel- 

ling or producing conviction, Py RE, Fr ies, 

mine H 
#164, Cogent, a. Forcible, in a physical sense, 

le, #448 - 

| Cognizor, n. 

| Cognovit. [ 

mafiy : cogent reasons, BANE Z a, BEAT RE dK: he 
must have cogent reasons, SE ih Fy FE (BIE ERK, 
AF ABE; the most cogent reasons, 7E RE 

2 &; he will not refuse it without the most | 
cogent reasons, #F3E 37 % tee Hl He Hike ; 
cogent arguments, 7 Ef ZB, BARE AE. HR. 

Fi BZ oh 
Cogently, adv. FESR, HERB Ay. TAR. 
Cogged, pp. Flattered, 5448 (79. ifiia i ; deceived, 

338, Ge 38; falsified, PEA ff; furnished 
with cogs, AAR Ag. 

Cogging, ppr. Wheedling, 5% 

BG. BENE Gs. 
Coggle-stone, n. AIP, #2904. 
Cogitable, a. ee pe be thought on, BB, ny 
Cogitate, v. i. BRAN, BA, AMS. ie J&. 
Cogitation, n. BRA. Whe 

ABOA, SH, HS. A AR. 
pee a. BB, IB AR Ay; given to thought, 

Hg LALA. 
Cognate, a. Allied by blood, #}, Sie. BE, lal 

We, fl $ ; velated in origin, [al Jer, fultmy, fr) Hi, 
fa] Ax ; cognate dialects, (a) HT ah, AA BLIGE ah. 
ASE eee) TF RTE 

' Col: eee nN. 

Cognation, n. Natural relation between males 
and females, hoth descended from the same fa- 
ther, #}, 9 HE : relation, participation of the 
same nature, fr) #4. 

Cogniac, Cognac, rn. The best kind of brandy, so 

named from a town in France, mi ie 78, JA AF 

7H, MATA. 
Cognizable, a. That falls or may fall under judi- 

cial notice, Wh] A 3g, By Si 3s ; that may be heard, 
tried, and determined, B) #74; that may be 
known, Fy £1. 

Cognizance, n. The bearing, trying, and determ- 
ining of a cause or action in court, 9 3s, aH 
ER; a badge worn by a retainer, #B; know- 

ledge, alg. P24.) BB; observation, Fis ; 
to take cognizance of, FZ OU, KABA. 

Woo. 
to be 

cognizant of, Az. 

Cognizee, n. The plaintiff in an action for the as- 
surance of land by fine, Jit 4, FER 3. 

One who acknowledges the right of 
plaintiff or cognizee ina fine, Pk 2, Hal ¥, 

IIB, REELS. 
Cognomen, n. Al) %y, His, WG, AEG, HEL. 

L. he acknowledges. ] In law, used 
when the defendant acknowledges the justice of 
the plaintiff's claim, or a part of it, and suffers 
judgment to be entered accordingly, F¥ pz 

Cohabit, v. 7. To dwell with, fj E; to dwell 
together, as hushand and wife, Jk fy, [A] SE, FF 

a. feitk. 
The act or state of dwelling to- 

her, [a] P, fa] {E; cohabitation, as husband 
and wife, without being legally married, [a] {£ 
ne. 

get 

| Cohabiting, ppr. or n. fal fE, JERE, & H- 
' Coheir, n. 

di; deceiving, i, | 

8, Ht 1 = ; thought, | 

| Coherent, a. 

A joint heir, fijgd, JEFPHe Z, [al #R. 
Coheiress, n. {ii} Ri] SE &. 

Cohere, v. 7. To stick together, R43], HE, HAH, 
MtIE ; to agree, A, ARPA; to be consistent, 

Wt 
Coherence, Coherency, vn. Fill 4, HLA, HEE 

#4. it & ; consistency, APE. A BE, Wit ge ; coher- 
ence of speech, 8% “Hit. 

Sticking together, Bi TE, BM & 
connected, #Aj4E; united by some relation in 
form or order, #4 f ; suitable, az, GIS; con- 
sistent, APE, App. 

Cohesibility, n. AIH % VE. HUB BE. FATE ZE, 

SVE ZVE. 
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KSA, AH Kt the state 
of being united by natural attraction, #BJE#, | 

FEVER, JET IJ. 
Cohesive, a. BRS, RIDE, AVIA. HEE, AUIS 

fis, BSUCI, AMAA. 
Cohesiveness, n. The quality of being cohesive, 

IRL, LS, PUES. 
Cohibit, v. t. To restrain, fie. 
Cohobate, v. t. Zs. 
Cohobation, n. fi. 
Cohort, * n. A body of 500 men, — fe, — Aye 22K 5 

a band or body of warriors, —-2 fe, —pii te. 
Coif, n. A kind of eaul or cap, worn on the head, 

Ha -F ; a brother of the coif, jERPTP. 
Coiffure, x. A head-dress, # fifi; a feather coitfure, 

AAG. 
Coigne, n. A corner or external angle, ff. 
Coil, v. ¢. To wind into a ring, as a rope, ETE, 

Pell PRs, BEBE HRS; to coil up, Hr; to coil 

up the cue, as chair hearers, #824 J”, SH f9. 
Coil, n. —E],—)il; a noise, WEA EAE; confusion, 

TAL: 
Coiled, pp. or a. Gathered into a ring, as a rope 

or a shake, #3, ARR, EIT, BE dh. 
Coiling, ppr. EE, He, BH, REA. 
Coin, x. A corner or external angle, fa, 4h fg; a 

jutting point, as of a wall, "4; a wedge for 
raising or lowering a piece of ordnance, 4 fy ; 
a wedge, fRAS. 

Coin, n. Money stamped, $8, $898, HH ; copper 

coin, $$ ; silver coin, HH ; gold coin, Arse ; 

large coin, ApILF¥ ; current coin, 3 FE ; ten or 
100 cash pieces of coin, ar F¥; to cast coin, as 
in China, $$ #8 ; foreign coin, PEI, AY HE; an- 
cient coin, 7 #8, A §R ; counterfeit coin, 1% gF ; 
to counterfeit coin, A, F#{S$$R ; to pay in the 

same coin, Ae fA—#, IRIE. 
Coin, v. t. To coin in China, $# 9,48; to coin 

in foreign countries, Use, ENF ; to coin, asa 
tale, (E HI. (£ HI ; to coin falsehood, (fA SS. 

Coinage, n. Coinage in China, $8 #¥, $8482 Fr ; 
coimage in western countries, Ff) $8 #R ; the 

charges of coining money, 2X f€gR ; the coinage 
of words, {€ A424 # ; forgery, Freiz. 

Coincide, v. 7. To fall cr meet in the same point, 
AA F ; (0 coincide with, #44], A. TB. 4 Ft. AF 

&>; it coincides with my ne aaa e 
FE HIK ; they do not coincide, WE % ws, pe Ae, 

AHH HE 
* FER DA RAH AG IS— Cohort. 

sinner. or bodies in fie same point Az: : 

coincidence of views, #£4#14.A #4 3 a meet- 
ing of events in time, (V5, 7s oO REAE, Kal) mes PRE 

Hr, ten 2, YEA wR; a happening at the 

same time, (4) 27 YF. 
Coincident, a. Meeting, as lines, bodies, &e., #4 

fy; concurrent, 7 FE, Aid ik fig, ge , ik 

are 
Coinciding, ppr. ora. AFA, foe, PEK, Peay. 

| Coined, pp. or a. Coined in China, #33 $¥ ; coined 

in westcrn countries, Fj ¥8 ; manufactured, 

(fi; forged, (PSE. 
Coiner, n. A minter, $8 F84%, EN F834, RMA 5 a 

forger, [3 4 ; an inventor, {£ #4. 
Coinheritance, x. Joint inheritance, [ri jo] #4. 
Coinheritor, x. A joint heir, [ii}md e- 

| Coining, ppr. $38, FN F8, EB ; fabricating, fE£ ; 

forging, Pgs. 
Coir, n. Bark of chamerops, #; coir broom, Af 

He Fay, PEFR; a coir trunk, BE By, BEA; a small 
coir ma REF 5a large coir mat, PERE, BENE ; 
coir palm, FE}, ae 

Coition, n. Copulation, 4 fp, BAG. 
Coix lachrymalis, 7. — 8 Hone th K- 

Cojuror, x. One who swears to another's eredibili- 

ty, Jeg 2, JENGA. 
Coke, n. Iessil coal charred, 42s % Ht, FE qe, IS 

Coke, v. t. To convert into coke, FE WE. LER. 
Colander, ». A vessel with a bottom perforated 

with little holes for straining liquors, 7 je, 7 

“J, JiNE. UF 
Colares, n. The genuine wine of Portugal, J&74ij 

eT if. 
Colbertine, n. A kind of lace worn by women, # 
Colchicum, x. The meadow saflron, wi. LAB. 

Cold, a. 7, BL Fe, WR, id, vA. we, Tb, iid» BR 
RE, EE, YR sa cold appearance, #¢ 4¥ ; to feel cold, 

BLYy, SLD, SURE; cold as ice, SRIF, HH: 
rather cold, Bia Ay ; to ae with cold, ay it 

il, SEN; very cold, OES, ke. H ne a: 
intensely cold, fe 3€, EE cold water, 47K, 
isk, SHS, WE, FE He ; the cold season, BR, & 

2 ; cold and hungry, (#38, AMA ; a cold 
sweat, FF; a cold wind, 4p)Hl, Bil}; a cold 
air, SE 95, BEB]; to take cold, 4}ZF ; to act in 
cold blood, jt, AERA A. WI) RE A; to be 
cold to one, PE BE to look cold upon one, 

AYER JV; “Sa cold mouth,” a person who spoils 
a bargain by whisperings, 4300; men dread 

cold mouths as iron a cold hammer, ASR 
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$8 SHE ; 10 give one a cold reception, HP PR 
f% NV; a cold state of mind, Apt, WER; cold 
behaviour, jij #7; a cold heart, #}){); cold, sleety | 
rain and wind, jal Wa ewe. 

Cold, n. 7, Hi, FE, APSR; to catch or take cold, 
faa, Abvek, Jat iil SE, Jel i; to havea cold, Pa 
El, 1B SE ; cai agrecs with me, Rw, By. 

Cold-blooded, a. jaf ff fy ; hard-hearted, bile. 
Cold-finch, n. 7E%. 

Cold-hearted, a. 7#RYR 

Cold- heartedness, Os Want of feeling, 7a fF. 
Cold-shoulder, n. To give the cold-shoulder to any 

one, is to treat hit with cool neglect, Apywet} | 

K. 
Coldly, adv. In a cold manner, AYR, YR AE ; 

to receive one coldly, ARIE AN; o te at cally 
or ind ere AUR MAL; to treat one coldly, 

UBER EA TR WHF A. 
Coldness, n. Want of heat, 

ence, #P PR; want of temper, PPE; 
one with coldness, ae WK 

Cole, n. FAEMMAEY 

Colewort, n. ray , MPAA, He 
Coleopteral, Coleopterous, a. FY ak (vy ; 

insects, at, FA th aT. 
Coleopteran, n.; pl. Coleoptera, Mgt, FA at. 
Coleseed, n. HARE, Hbas F 
Colie, n. A severe pain in the bowels, ¥%, Te 

#3, ec ece ILA, iia Ait» bis Wy iy. 

Colaborator, n. An associate in labour, JE(E #4. 
Collapse, n. An extreme depression of the bodily 

energies, Jj ffi], 2 9X; to get a collapse, 

Tae 

Fil . 

Collapse, v. 7. To fall together, Hp fA ; 
as in sickness, Fy J, Jy (jh. 

Collapsed, pp. ora. Fallen together, {tj ff] 3% 

FY 3f8- 
Collar, n. Something round the neck, as the collar | | 

of acoat, fH, VGA, ZeME. FAS. 420K, HE. #. 
HE A 
woolen coliar, 9) fA ; a wooden collar or pillo- 
ry, 2a, A; to yore the wooden collar, #¥4R; a 
horse’s collar, ## 9A, #4; a metal collar, HARE : 
an iron collar for offenders, ¢ff;a collar for adog, | 

Sef], BASH : to slip the collar, FEF Hyg, ZE3E, | 

FS. DER, ARE. FASE; to seize by the collar, | 

qALE ASH. 
Collar, v.¢. To seize by the collar, $4, FEE. i 
4% ; {0 collar beef, fAIM Ay, fee fy. 

Jollar-bone, n. #8 #ER, FPR, APA. 

Collared, ie Seized by the collar, i ; 

wy, Bl, HEH ; indiffer- | 
to receive | 

Hi | 

to collapse, | 

Ht | 

a collar with a thick border, kf ; a | 

haying | 

| a collar on the neck, A H(A. 
Collate, v. t. To lay together and compare, $f #§, 

SYR. anh, ANIL. an PY, AMES to Lestow or 
| confer, =; to collate, as baptism, #§ ; to collate, 

| as a book for binding, fw, HF; to collate a hook 
for binding, fp#¥ ; to collate accounts, $F YH ; to 

collate a manuscript for the press, AR, Behe, 
4} Behe, ; to collate and correct, #IE ; to collate 
and examine, B#, JE #% ; to collate with care, 

By HUN HI. 
Collate, v. i. To place in a benefice, Pec Fil 7 RR. 
Collated, pp. Laid together, asa book for binding, 

Hep shh, fin ih FF 5 examined by comparing, ¥pRE 
jh, BF ith, FA ¥45H ; collated and corrected, Bg 
JEs& : presented, f$ jh ; conferred, fhi5- 

Collateral, a. Being of the side, SIRE, 3 Ib Ay, 
We 77, eH Ay ; collateral, descending from 
the same ancestor, but not one from the other, 

eB, 3 fv, [ad SSH lal SK MR 5 a collateral kins- 
man, 3 4) #27 BL # ; collateral security, ab {K, 

| JE (#4; diffused on either side, QE fry; par- 
| allel, a4); by collateral hand, P33; by 
| collateral strength, ib 9), 33 7. 
Collaterally, adv. 3208§, ie TT Ay. SRLS. 

| Collating, ppr. Comparing, 2} 4%, HAS}, ARR, He, 
| pee; conferring, =, fh. 

Collation, n. AL HBR SHE ABE Ae 
i the act of conferring or bestowing, Si 44, 

> #4. HB 5 a gilt, we). 7a {% ; a comparison 
made by examination, ¥}35 #4, 3 Hy 4 ; a repast 

| between full meals, J» #3 a cold collation, 7} 
#; a collation of seals, ¥$F), 7FEU- 

Collative, a. Adyowson collative, BA Ri gPPEs: 

th Z HE. 
Collator, n. 2 RS 4%, Bt tH. ke HH ; one who 

collates to a benefice, pe4k fil 2 HER. 

“Colleague, m. fff, (EDR. Eb TA AE, Ba 
AE, [Fl #3 a colleague in office, FE FF ; a fellow 
student, falar, fAJa; my colleague, RE, FR 

ff. 
Colleagueship, n. Partnership in office, [5] (44, 

el fF ei. 
| Collect, v.¢. To assemble, as gas, TK 46, 

@ 48, @ RB, KA, IL; to collect, as 
things, &e., OTE, Wet RIE fee, ASK ARK, 
EO MOR OF ERR PUK, 
3h, aL. HE, Se, PR, SH. ER. TR, We BG He 
He, zk, $23, Tig. HF; to collect, as Hates! IB, #22, 

tiE, ZEKE; to collect taxes, qEH. RR. WR 5 
to collect together from premises, 3, SEI; > BaD 

{o infer, AF, AR 2 ; to etic as materials for 
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work, 23%, 12 HE 5 
$B USCS, WM noe Hee PRAE ; to gath- | 

er, as crops, Jc‘, Sk, CHE, th EE ; to draw to- 
gether, 33, S246; to ate from contribu- 
tion, 44% ; to collect one’s self, Ff ff ; to recoy- 

er from surprise, 7@# ; to gain command over 
the passions, when tumultuous, 8,2 ; 
lect wealth, lh. HE 4 Mie ; Co collect or make 
up a sum of money, ¢ ing, 4 Gf ; to collect 

into one hody or ani is WE — $e ; to collect 
into one, @—, 4 Jil; to collect the dispersed, 

to col- 

43) fi ; to collect the ships and be on the guard, | 

a Sit A SF: 
Colleet, 

late, HE IM, ARTE ; to collect, as water, 

RE HH, i. 
Collect, n. A short prayer, #E2C, BLA. 

Zé, tev, 

Collected, pp. or a. Gathered, WHE jH, BF; assem- 
recovered from dismay, | bled, 4638, i 

{8 5K ; cool, firm, Foy. —od; 
gether all blessings, HA kT 

statutes of the present dynasty, Fcyy ai. 
Colleetedly, adv. Ak, ATE, A HE; in one body, [ij 

Hi. 

collected to- 

Baliicteriness, n. A collected state of mind, ™£.%, | 

ih, EE RZD. 
Collecting, ppr. or a. Gathering, HeIf, WH, fe 

J# ; assembling, WA, HH 
Collection, n. The act of gathering or assembling, 

i, ROH, Wee: 
HAE 5 a contribution, Ze # ; 
made in a temple, #4 ge ; a2 deduction from 
premises, EE, HEHE; a book compiled from 
other books, 4&, #7, #2; a collection of phrases, 
Ea) 4€ ; a collection of essays, 34 ; a collection | 
of plants, BkAvaqesF ; a collection of curios, — 
ote. — hea ; a heap, —HE;a group, as 
of trees, —¥t. 

Collective, a. Gathered in a body, #4, Jk, Hiss 5 
the colleetive parts of the body, #8, WH ; a | 
collective noun, # %"¥ 

Collectively, adv. In a mass or body, #4, JE, #8 

4, HAR; in the aggregate, HARK, HOH, a 

$45}, @47HE; unitedly, 4, AIF, at, IE 
Collector, n. One who gathers things which are | 

scattered or separate, WeFs #, I Bh 2 45 FRI HE 
a collector of plants, #R7E#; a collector of 
taxes, FR’, fae, Wei ee; an assistant col- 
lector of taxes, PERE ; a compiler, Pps H 

Collectorate, Collectorship, n. The office of ¢ a col- 
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to ial: re or bills, We | 

v.i. To run together, as milk, @E; to as-— 
cend and collect, as clouds, }f§#¥ ; to accumu- 

the collected | 

an assemblage, @, | 
a collection, | 

COL 

lector an qustoms or taxes; BETS ZG, fi E- 

Collegatary, n. [ii] a). 
College, * n. An assemblage or society of men, #, 

| Bsa society of physicians, bE BE; a body 
| of learned men, fi #, TH} £ be a college for 

literary pursuits, BBE, HE, ke SbHe ; the Tmpe- 

rial college at Peking, (ABE, Bt, AK, 

| REU. AB RK, So ge, Be, TL ae, a PK BR 5 8 
professor of the Hanlin college, me Be ABE ; di- 
rect address of the Hanlin ieee ies 5a 

member of the Hanlin college, ¥3 pf; to be- 
come a member of the Hanlin, #5 #7; college of 
revisors, (%#£%é ; Imperial or state colleses ab 
Peking for graduates under A. B., py 
ah, HEA, MIS. BEE, EYE. ERS the ele of 
princes, 4:3, f's¢ ; the Imperial colleges, or 

examination halls of the provinces, #{ Bz; the 
colleges 2 a i pie fecture, }fF #2, Be ;7 district 
colleges, Shrsr, wh, ig ey ee fee; the 
college eis vA: ; to pass the ie pool (to 
become an A. B.), jee, HeVEIK; college allow- 
ances, I gi ; the first class of A.B. in the college, 

We AE. 
Collegian, n. A member of the Hanlin college, 

fk; a member of an A. B. college, Jer AE; a 
member of an undergraduate’s college, BF ZE. 

Collegiate, a. Pertaining toa college, #41, Bets, 
PE fy, “SPE; a collegiate church, Fre Epps 

| % ; collegiate inspector, frBé. 

Collet, n. The horizontal face or plane at the bot- 

tom of brilliants, 424i] 4 BE ffi]; the part of a 
ring in which the stone is set, #KHE; a band 
or collar, fA fifi, SA Eff. 

| Collide, v. 7. To strike or dash against each other, 

ABA. 
Colliding, ppr. Striking or dashing against, #4 

Sk, AB fav. 
Collier, n. A digger of coal, » aS, PRUEN, FRE 

ped 5 a dealer in coal, FEM, BEL, WR 

a coasting vessel employed in the coal trade, 

| Colliery, n. The place where coal is dug, BEPC, 
EE, BELL, 77 Bey; the coal trade, Ht hese. 

Colligate, v.t. To tie or bind together, ALTE, 2b 
| Colligated, pp. #LI&, FLIES, Si JUHA. pee 
| Colligation, n. A binding together, #L4¥, pi! #.- 
| Jollimation, n. The act of aiming at a mark, 6 

* F or ‘forthe or information on ices see 10 TARE vol. 18. 
+ Two of the Imperial colleges are places of study. The 

Jif-@ and Ser are at present sacred halls and only used for 
| worshiping Confucius and his disciples. 
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DA; the line of collimation, 3%, SER. 
Collimator, n. An instrument for determining the 

horizontal point, % 2° EF. 

Colliquate, v. 7. To melt or dissolve, BME. | HE. 
Colliquefaction, n. A melting together, ¢33!, ¢4 

#8 —Ip. 
Collision, n. The act of striking together, #A far x, 

AA di He. AAA 5 a co The of inte srests, a7, 

WAG, BE OA. lira ZS, al Zi; a col- 

lision of ships, fin ZH} fit, Wo Adil ; tl ley came 

into collision, 4a, FA Ai. Aad Se. 

Collitigant, m. One who litigates with another, 

ih #. 
Collocate, v.t. To set or place, #%, fk. ti. Aig: 

BME, WE, Te BE. 
Collocated, pp. Placed, Pith, fi qaith- 

Collocation, n. A setting, fs, Wh ae 4 ; disposi- 

tion in place, et #4. REM, AGB 2 RV. 
Collocution, n. Mutuel discourse, A a; confer- 

ence, FA iK, TARY. HARI. 
Collocutor, n. One of the speakers in a dialogue, 

[i] it 28, Dee 
Collodion, n. Fp Hg} #- 
Collop, x. A small slice of meat, }=W¥, —H: A. 

DHL. 
Colloquial, a. Pertaining to common conversation, 

{ith (a; local brogue, Hak, -F, -Lek; 
familiar discourse, A JA“Zah. igh. Fam Z 

ie 
Colloquialism, n. {ge. 
Colloqnially, adv. im, IA ER, JA BE- 
Colloquy, x. Conversation, ## fh}, FL an, LER, Ar a. 

Colluctancy, n. Opposition, 2275, Ti. 
Collude, v. i. To play into the hand of each other, 

aE, BE HBG, ANG IIR, HELGE: to act 
in concert, fiji, Fag. 

Colluder, x. One who conspires in a fraud, jt Sg 
Colluding, ppr. Ek, fia. | #4. 
Colluding, n. A trick, ifeF}; collusion, AAR Ay. 
Collusion, n. FRE. Aw TKA. 
Collusive, a. Fraudulently concerted between two 

or more, [rl i Seg he. 

Collusively, adv. JA a Sg. 
Collusiveness, n. filitt #%, a AF 
Colly, v.t. To grime with sinut of coal, DUR ie 

HB. De. 
Collyrite, n. Gye. 
Collyrium, v. Maks, BENE, Age. 
Colocynth, n. ey Fei,” UW Fs, BF AN IN. 

Colocynthin, n. Heya, BANA. 

* 

Cololite, n. A name given to the fossil intestines 
of fishes, #& 4 44 I. 

Colon, n. AW}; in grammar, two points put one 
aboye the other, to mark a pause (:), E34, % 

(E], (EVES, oft. 
Colonel, n. The chief commander of a regiment of 

troops, Bei, * Be AF, 27k; colonel of a regi- 
ment, #3. 

Coloneley, x. The office, rank or commission of a 
colonel, Be ¥ 7 Ht. 

Colonial, a. Ri hs Ay, A BE; Colonial Office at 
Peking, BPH Be. 

Colonist, n. An inhabitant ofa colony, 5% Hue JN, 

PS Bal Arty J. 
Solonization, n. The act of colonizing, AH ss, 

bd A J 
Colonize, v.¢.'To plant or establish a colony in, By 

eri. BAI. BIE. 
Colonize, v. 7. To remoye and settle in a distant 

country, JA 7B JG. HER. ete, A EGE. 
Colonized, pp. Settled or planted with a colony, 

bi 5 A J. 
Colonizing, ppr.or a. Planting with a colony, [ij 

SEIU. 
Colonnade, n. In architecture, a series or range 

of columns, —fy#£, —PEFE ; a peristyle, Ja Ea 

FE, DUTIEE; a polystyle, MTTEE, MEE. 
Colony, n. wie. ‘Ht, 8 (ed, it Se AGN HF; Rie 

se. 
Colophon, n. The last page of a hook, containing 

the place where, and the year when, it was 
printed, 222% Fe x. t 

Colophony, n. PURE, AE. 
Coloquintida, n. Colocynth, BF ay M. 
Color, Colour, n. f&, f& 7%, f 7K; the five colors, 
Wt; ¢ hue, Aifé; flame color, 3X; deep 
color, 28 & ; light color, 7¥ ; rich color, 
igt fa; dull color, Bafa; changeable color, Fd 
f@; brilliant color, # $f ; delicate color, 4% ; 
plain color, 3 f ; variegated color, BE (4 6 ; 

marble color, 444 ; of a beautiful color, said 
of piece goods, dresses, &e., 4F 47K ; of a fine 
color, Hi @ ; of an inferior color, @ 7K (KG ; every 
kind of color, @&& ; of the same color, {ig #&— 
fé,; to take away the color, RM, HER; to 

lose the color KE, iB Bs the color of the face, 

* The see | is of the third rank ; a Bf, {43% of the sec- 
sad hence must be above a colonel. 

TEP gey 23th A ee HE EAR 
t They are black, 3; red, 9; azure or green, #f; white, 

fj; and yellow, 2&. 
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We, AAN, i; to have a fresh color of the | 
face, fy PEE Tf ; under the color of friendship, 
FERS URAC to he in colors, 3¢ 7¢ 
the color of, #24%, aK (9K, TE AR ; Specious 
cclors, Hk (6: rhetorical colors, #3 “3h ax ; the 
colors of the state, [aq ff§ ; under what colors does 
he sail ? F]-ty BF He, MATT fig ESE ; to hoist the 
ship’s color, diffe; to change colors, #HEBE ; 
names of colors, Af, %{ ; the color of objects is 
reflected solar ight, 4y @ (RAK UE M. 

Color, xv. t. To dye, ie ff to paint, [ (4, %; to 
give a specious appearance, PIE, #} (4 ; to set 

in a fair light, or make plausible, #}fifi, AEP 
ia] ; 10 color a stranger's goods, Rte (1 HR. 

Color, v.7. To turn red, & (% , FEAL [fj ; to get 

ery, ff. 
Colorable, Colourable, a. Specious, PE fy, BE 

TE, ae ACME. 
Colorably, Colourably, adv. With a fair external 

appearance, fifi FZ, LIPEG. 
Coloration, n. The art or practice of coloring, ¥% 

i, ie HR Ts, 

colored, f% IK, as 
Colored, pp. or a. Having the external appearance 

changed, }- (6 )pE >Re @ 7\c fy; dyed, 4e3& ; paint- 
ed, ih @, iH @ ; streaked, or of different 

colors, HEC fi 
colored goods, %§ fi ; marked with colors, #%, 
FZ, HEB ; colored people, HE IPE J. 

Colorific, a. That has the quality of tingin 

CNP, Be & A. 
Coloring, ppr. Dying, YH; giving a fair external 

an- 

appearance, Hy ,, | (4 7 & ; palliating, HER, | 

fifi. 

Colorist, Colourist, n. One who colors, | f& #%, ¥iJ 
f& #; a painter who excels in giving the proper 
colors to his designs, JEFFALF, VF Hy Ue, 

fi WT. 
Colorless, Colourless, a. Destitute of color, &€ {4 , 
% 6, fill & ; transparent, 5% 5 (yy, BAe; faded, 

Heth, fe. 
Colossal, Colossean, a. Like a colossus, 4), 4 

Si; very large, fir; gigantic, HeHe. 
Colosseum, n. St 55 JA) A Shae %. 

Colossus, n. A statue of a gigantic size, 

KiK- 

X; ‘Bible colport age, eye Rea. 

Colperteur, n. {RE Hi, MTL Hi ; a Bible colport- 
cur, URE HH. 

streaked, as of horses, B% 4 ; | 

, 
g, i oO? 

si Sh 
Colportage, n. A system of distributing tracts, | 

&e., by colporteurs, Sea, MEM TE SE, IRIE | 

#€ ; to assume | 

#4, 42 ; the state of being 

| Colstaff, n. HAE. 
Colt, n. M3 ; a colt one year old, 8, fj; a colt two 

years old, Ey: a oN {hiree years old, BE; a horse- 
colt, FEIG-F, FRth-fF; a young, foolish fellow, 
AE BGR; a filly, MERE 

Colter, n. HI], It, SE, HDR. 
| Coltish, a. Wanton, HET 4k WRU: aay, Bo 
Coluber, n. REG. 
Columbaris, n. By EEN. 

(tk, ik. 

Columbary, n. A dove-cot, #3, BR 2, mt, 3 

Fa as PR AEAS M5 
Columbiferous, a. Pisducing or containing colum- 

bium, {HBF tee. 
Columbine, a. orn. Of a doye-colour, HE; like 

the neck of a dove, 4nFA6 fg 84 ; the heroine in 
a pantomime, a dancing girl, EH. 

| Columbium, n. PE AE. 
Jolumbrina, n. Rif ZB. 
Column, n. #£, MiFE; a round pillar, JB); a 

column of water, —ff€7ke, —#£7kk; a column of 
smoke, —££4q; a column of troops, —PfE; a 
column of a paper, —$#, — aj; a column of 
letters, — 7727; a column of ships, —3 ff. 

| Columnar, a. Formed in columns, FEW iE, AF 

HE, BF. 
Colure, n. Inastronomy and geography, the colures 

are two great cireles supposed to intersect each 
other at right angles, in the poles of the world, 
one passing through the solstitial and the other 
through the equinoctial points of the ecliptic, 

WHR, MER. 
Coma, n. OR, WEA, lid phe, HS. ERE, & HE. 
Coma, n. in botany, a species of bracts, terminat- 

ing the stem of a plant in a bush, WEP ae RR. 
Comate, a. Hairy, BE, A 
Comotose, Comatous, a. Drowsy, JglIK, FEAR, Kaz. 

s¥ | Comb, n. fig; 2 dust comb, §%, Hi, #2, Bt, IEEE; 

comb, general term for, #8, #48; a tortoise 
shell comb, HUSH; an ivory comb, $F KH; 
one comb, — f£##*, —fE fi; a set of combs, — 

Hil fie &@ 5 2 wooden comb, #f; a Ttileung (KB) 
comb, * $ffj 77 $; a horse comb, 5 jij; the teeth 
of a comb, fi]; a weaver’s comb, %, A; 
shuttle and comb, #4; the shuttle receives 
the ne and ihe comb the woof, 4 5% £¢ Ay 
82h ; the crest, or cock’s-comhb, ¥4%d; ; a honey 

contly ne és, DS Se, WR; the ceil of a comb, 
Bes JS 

* * The best Re m rurecneds in ane province come 
from AE Tailéung of the jig district and are called {4 
SE. 

Wo 
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Comb, v. t. #, #8; to comb, as the hair, EDA, HE Combine, r. 7. To unite, as ens AA, 2A, RR, 
2, HS, Biss ; to comb the hair with a dust | 
comb, Segis2, &, Pe; to comb a horse, fiw FS; | 
to com) silk, 44% ; to comb and dress the hair, | 

Bit He - 
Comb-brush, n. A brush to clean a comb, #7 Sq. | 
Comb-maker, n. One whose occupation is to make 

combs, We fie Fill (if. 

Comb-making, n. The art or business of making 
combs, Ae ff. 

Combat, v. 2. ‘To struggle or contend with an op- 

mesine force, HRD 3 WL BYE. BHAT. 
2eF%, PB], FTE; to contend together, #A4T ; 
to combat an Lah FEDS Fah Am - 

Combat, n. A fighting, WK], Ze wKET, BLE R, 
Fy 0k, AAT, Ved #5 a duel, or a single com- 
bat, JEnE; a sanguinary combat, fg ; a com- 
hat for life and death, FE ‘ey, ial Fy; to decide 
by combat, ZIEHE ; to try by combat, BRAIHE | 
HE. 

Combatable, a. That may be disputed, By ##; that 
may be opposed, By ih, Hy Ef. 

Combatant, n. WY 4, A BE, WEST Ff, Be KH, 
AAT) Hi, DEE; a duelist, JEFCA ; a champion, 
fe H{E ; a person who contends with another in 

argument, S953, Sibia#. 
Combated, pp. Opposed, 3 #7 3, Hf He IH ; com- 

bated in argument, $7# 5% 3h. 
Combative, a. Disposed to combat, AF ik. 
Combativeness, n. Disposition to contend, 3%, 
Combed, pp. or a. HER, EIB. | PA: Se WK. 
Combination, n. Alliance, #%, es intimate 

union of two or more persons, Hi #, ne 

Git, OIE, PIES, Hi a. eae, NER Bi 
cabals, Wise, se ee, YS 34; combinations 
to put down the eoretadents t¥ ab SM Py 5 com- 
binations among the people, IEe%, Bt 2 BESs ; 

a village combination for offensive or defensive 
purposes, [i i, IRi#)#% ; a combinatin of tre ades- | 
men for the protection of their interest, Ii 7 

30 FF; a traitorous combination, ¥ # ; combina- 

tion of circumstances, hy , Se 5 
chemical union, FEY ai, tk oA # > a combina- 
tion of numbers, Wee #; ; combination of wheels 
and axles, qi ee byt. 

Combine, v. ¢. To joinas things, REA, W) A, HEHE, 

Ail, $832, HIE; to link together, #1 jE > 3 | 
JH, sf Fp ; to cause to unite, (iH, HP; to bring | 
1 9 Te A ‘ad araaw 4 a=. into a union or confedera y, Hees, Hie, Hi, 
FilfF ; to combine one’s strength, Yh7y ; to com- 

bine traders, to combine the multitudes, 43] %. ] > 7 IS 

fr sft, fa TPs fe. Esoeay eae, Wes; to com- 

bine in cabal, 4% #8 , We 2, oe ; toagrec, HA, 
Fin, PEA, Oh, RS; to combine, as traders, Fé 
J@; to combine, as villages, Hes ; to combine 
and prepare for offensive or defensive purposes, 
We #& [i] fH ; to combine, as thieves, AaB, EAI ; 
{o combine mutually, F 4p 4 #F ; 10 combine, as 
nations, 4) ; to combine by affinity, Bey, #F 
fy, BF ; 10 combine together to extort money, 

FAG AaB. 
pees pp. ora. United closely, #A&, +H, 

$e ith, Wk HL sat We Hf i; leagued, WEIGE ; 
costitied stren et] 1, RI Eo: combined 
purpose, Pat, "bat; chemically united, 
it. za 

Combiner, n. Iii 4 #4; one who causes combina- 
tion, AFHIPE, HLOFRR. 

Combing, ppr. KR, €é. 
Combining, ppr. or a. Uniting closely, BRT, 
if ; joining pelea Wink, 4. ; combining 
in cabal, Wff ‘ae ; combining, as thieves, HSE: 
combining, as ‘circumstances, iE 

Combless, a. Without a comb or Gea DET > gee 

Combustible, a. Capable of catching fire, WL FRR 
fy, ASR, BOR, Zp; that will take 
fire and burn, BJ Be. 

Combustible, n. A substance that will take fire 
and burn, AD REAS , GRE. 

Combustibleness, n, The quality or capability of 
taking fire and burning, By Be, By BRR. 

Combustion, n. BERR, sR #2, BA; conflagration, JX 
coe combustion, fy ¥ Cig HB, are 
Ws ; tumult, Sb BF, oe ir ee 

Come, v. es came; pp. come. To move 
toward, 3s, V2, 35, AE, FR, WE, Hie; to advance 

nearer, AéVe, SUE, eh, Bi, WZ, EU ; to 
arrive, [3], 28, Fi), AER], FER ; to he pres- 
ent, 26S, Re, BS, By HR; to advance and 
arrive at some state or condition, 3 ; tocome 

to action, 3e B+, EbRL; to happen, WA ; how 
comes that ? WR BEIRY, GE fig 3, fy 19 Ti Bie. HE 
(it JHE FE; toappear, HEA, LTH, FEB; to sprout, 
as plants, ij 3, HEFTY; to become, Hk, WK RE; 

come! 3feMfil, aki}; I will come, acre ; to come 
about, to happen, jfi77, 47; to come about, 
to turn, HE; to change, as the mind, HE, fl 
>, BR; to return, GHANA, BOA, Mpa, dz, 

jal ; to come after, to follow, REAR, GH. ING, Hf; 
to come af, to reach, 38, 38 HJ, ie FE, WR Fy; to 
gain, KR, MR; to come away, ff, H; to leave, 
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BE, A¥2:; to issue from, Hie, Wize; #0 come 
lack, HAs, [alae ; to come by, jUE, KEGBU ; 
to come hy, to obtain, #4, 4 ZJ ; to come down, 

¥& 3, PF BE I, [ME PE; to come down in price, 
UR; to come down from ancestors, — ZV Ae 

3 ; to come down, to ke humbled, 4 ke, 3 fil; 
{o come for, to come to get or obiaia, DG 

FEC, BAS, AeA; to come forth, Hi, HA, FE, 
HEL, FEM; 10 come forth, to doyar from, fi ; 
to come forth, {o come from, TEAS, tHE, BE; 
he comes from Shanghai, WE Fpl, Ej Lie, 

1 if 5 come here, AEpb, AeWE Be; to come 
in, A, AX, HE, AW; to yield, ##; to arrive 
ata place or port, WR AF, ae TJ ; to become fashion- | 
able, #445, 1#04; to enter as an ingredient or 
part of a composition, Ay; to come to ma- 
{urity and yield, #,4E; to come in for, Ati; | 

iz ; to come in con- | {o come in for, asa share, Ajj 

tact with, $423, ANB, ALE, WSO, MEARE, HE; to 
come into, to join with, 3f¢#h, ae} iW: to comply 
with, 7#£, 4€@; to come into the world, as 

Christ, [éilt, MEAE, ERS, Ba{Ik; to come near, 
We. HUE, FE; to approach in excellence, 
RY, WA; to come nigh, ee ; to come of, 
to issue from, fff, 4€; to come off a loser, Rr; 

to come off, to depart from, JE; to escape, Hk, 
Hk Ift ; to get loose, Hy; to take place, 4/%, (£ ; to | 
come on, to advance, 32, fig fj; to happen to, 
(Hhj24 ; to come over, jf JE; to pass from one 
ae fo another, py 4 i PE, 458 ; to come out, 
{U, #ELIE; to Lecome public, PRY; to become 
public, asa hook, Hi; to appear after being 

clouded, FHI, #€ 3%; to come out of, 

forth, {{f3E; to come out with, FRM! WHEL; to 
come out of a house, HiME, BER; to come 

round, #8; {o come short, to fail, Was, WA, 
4-F% ; to come to, to consent, #é ; to amount 10, 
#apa} ; to come toa settlement, FEAT ; to come 
{oany great emergency, Pe fi; to come to | 

Llows, 383347 ; to recover, as from a swoon, 7¥ 

mE, Ao we; it comes to the same thing, Fi] KeE— | 
st; {0 come io the throne, EB fr, ht, AR; 
{o come into life, #84 ; to come to an end, 

UG, BBA 
es i877 ; to come up, to ascend, |- 2K, 4, EF 
‘a {o rise, (4; to come into use, Ji¥ AU; desire 

him to come up, 7j{E_E.; to come up, to rise to, 
H¥ 2%; {o approach near, ¥HYF ; to amount to, #6 
al; to come up with, fF), 7 BJ; to come upon, 

to fall upon, 48k, Fata, FEE; to come, in fu- | Comforter, n. 
come, come ! 3 3K ; to come | Aurity, HE AE, tae 3 

io issue | 

Ee 
{o come together, #44; to come to | 

| 
| 

Comedy, 1 

Comely, a 

Comely, adv. Handsomely, =é%%, 

Jomer, 2 

Comet, n. 

Sometarium, 7. 

Cometary, a. £6 544. 
Cometography, n. SER am 
Comfiture, Comiit, « eG » BEE 
Comfit-maker, n. 

Comfort, v. t. To Hoiken the mind when de- 

Comfortable, a. 

Comfortableness, n. 4 se 

| Comfortably, adv. Fij (ee {gi 3 ie 

/Comforted, pp. Fa. 

and £0, ek, ‘LB, ADs; como along, aA]; 
the guests come, 4 sz, Awe FS; to come 
to one, $i N\: ae come to one’s self, PRE HE; to 
come to nothing, AA HK; come next Monday, 
jeFF—3E ; where did you come from? fp4y 3% 
BEACE 5 when did you come ? {ff FEE BE ; has he 
come yet ? |i €F; to come without luggage, 
KH. HG; come, let me see what you have got, 
As PaEI}; come to dinner, Aye; 1 come to call 

on you, 2ePR(R.; I have come to pay my re- 

spects to you, HeaCF] Pe. 
Comedian, n. An actor or player in comedy, 2 

FEN, UE, BU FH. BG, GN. 
iB), URE, BY FeMR, ESE MRL, EER 

AC, HN, BRA. 
Comeliness, ». That which is becoming, % Hf, FE 

#, FETE, FW, KE, Fe, Eh. 

- Se, FL, BES Frit, SEAS, SCANT, F 
Bt a SEHE, Bese. 

G, AT. fret, 
Hatt, SUSE, SEA. 

; Ghe who cones, eat, FEA, He. 

Ke. ae Hee 
HOR. 

» ROPE. 

pressed, 32, Higidk, Hite, RMA. Int, bo HF. a 
fi? ; he comforts me, ABR AR, flee Tea; 

cheer, 9¥ZF; to encourage, as accessory M a 
crime, ty By. 

Comfort, n. Relief io pain, % #%, WHE, RR, 

zB RE, He oe He 8, Fe Gos Le, instal, La 3 

ease and comfort, fi @ Jz. 
Being in a state of ease, or mod- 

erate enjoyment, 4%, PR, ACE, His, 

SS 3h PR GER HRE ; to make one comfortable, 
fuk {fa Ze he AY fl FE ; a comfortable support of 

life, IM fe fF : ae thine comfortable, eae 
igs; Make yourself comfortable, (oh PreK, 
Hi HS (hii 5 comfortable quarters, Bez pF ; 

comfortable circumstances, fi] BR. 

» HE. 

to live in 

(itz, fer. 
38, Be 2H ; encouraged, HF 

One who administers eae 

RS K, Hes ie oly (Song fis 
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Comma, 

Command, 2 

Command, n. Supreme power, 

Commandant, n. 

long, knit woolen tippet, SECs 
Comforting, ppr. or a. Zieh Fikes ; encouraging, 

ok! 

Comfortless, a. Without comfort, de 4} fe BS, Se TY 

yeh, AU Me he, eAey He Me, IRE; wretched, 7 
Ye ; forlorn, miserable, Weds, JE ge, ING 

Comic, a. Relating to comedy, EKA; raising | 

mirth, BREA, BASE, HEE. | 
Comical, a. Comic, BYERS, a AE 415, BR FFAS; 

droll, i55, tr 8- | 
Comically, adv. PERK | 

ve 

Comicalness, n. pt %, we HR. RAE. 
Coming, ppr. or a. Drawing nearer, 36, 7, IR, 

BSB, ED GE, WE, EYE; to be coming, We HR; 
coming and going, QR WF, Ae tt, WEB TE, | 
fa. 3G & ; future, #¥ AE; coming ages, Fle, 

Coming-in, n. Entrance, #£, AZ. | Aye que 
Comitial, a. Relating to the comitia, Let #. 
Comity, n. Civility, 78, p8s% ; good breeding, 

me AEF 
. In writing and printing, this Ae ) de- 

soe ane shortest pause in reading, Bi By BEET 

Bt, — Hk, —J : 

Command, v. t. ais or AP» BAY YAY ath OH fit wie 3 

to order, PSM}, BRAT, Fx, 4P; the fort commands | 
the harbour, Ft f#j7 ; to overlook, #AGE ; to 
command, as an army, #4}, #4nH ; to com- 

mand silence, BAB, wha; to command 
one’s self, A#, B#g; he cammands my purse, 
$2 §R RR [a i; to command publicly, BEAR; 
to command influence, 47 fi, 77 78 fil- 

i. ‘lo exercise supreme authority, 

HE, SE HE, MESES 
the controlling power, 47 #4397 HE; the man- 
date uttered, 3, jk, HEAP, 4; to have the | 
command of the army, ¥fh§ ='ai; the com- 
mands of the emperor, & af, + at, 22 GF, JE aR 5 
to receive one’s commands, if fp, Be GF 5 to issue | 

commands, Pf ar, (fz; to have command of | 
French, a fi lak ; 1am at your command, | 

fE (RFF ; have you any commands? #f fiy3 | 

Made - 

em, mn. 

A commander ; commandant of 

an army, 4% ; commandant of troops, either 
by land or water, #2#%, #4 $i, EGA; comman- | 
dant of a garrison, [f4ie. 

Commanded, pp. MEO xd, as the emperor, "P Fit, | 

Tadd, [ef ait, ; ordered, ip 4p sh ; controle ‘: 
AF PEI ; he Poitimarided respect, #7 ## it ; h 
commanded in person, $j. 

| Commander, n. 

preme authority, HOHE : ; commander-in-chief 

Commanding, ppr. or a. 

Commatie, a. 
| Commatism, n. Conciseness in writing, fifdz #, 

Commeasurable, a 
Comme il faut. AS bs should be, RE 3. 

| Commelina, n. wf 
| Commemor ible, 

Commemorate, v. t. To call to remembrance bya 

Commemorated, pp. 
| Commemorating, ppr. 
Commemoration, n. 7G 48, ab, #5 a comme- 

A chief, WIN: one who has su- 

of an army, 3G, Eh, GER, PU ASI, PGE 
We, FEAF, PEF ; commander-in-chief of the 
national armies, RP 4s Bsc fi ; commander 
of the mounted he dy guard, {§? SE wa 5 ; com- 
mander of the infantry, fk fis 75 FE ]; com- 
mander-in-chief of the yan, rear, right and left, 

WZ AF HE ; naval commander, 7 (ip FE 5 
a heavy beetle or wooden mallet, used in paving, 

er 4¥- 
Bidding, 4, BN; 

governing, #% Fp, 4: HE ; having in power, % 
HE ; commanding, as one’s appearance, fe FR, 
Wa Bik, Ie 8, FE fie ; a commanding appearance, 
IE EE, Bbw YE ; to give a commanding 

view, #4 #4; commanding influence, #7 #E, 

ii ¥. 
Commandment, x. A command, fp 4>, OR a, TRL, 

nik; the Ten Commandments, +4-7&, ++ E wk; 
divine commandments, _[ #% Zi, FIR: 

Concise, pydz. 

fide 2a). 
. See Commensurable. 

= HE ft. 

Fad, BY tk, 7 By se, Ry By PRIVY. 

solemn act, 68, aha, aU, EEE; to celebrate 

with honour and solemnity, #2}. 

al th, eid if. 
nL S> poAL, Be dye 

i 

the ecmime- moration day, 3ET&4H.BAA; 

moration day of Wat-iin, #7F A. 
Cees age a. Pits Ay, aA, SESE. 

| Commence, v. . To begin, to take rise or origin, 

ii, @, Fi: Wk. hit, He iff, PAE, ike, TESA, 
bier, We, WR, WAR, Jae ale TEA. AGILE 5 to 
commence work, P =: J =, by ARE i =, 

HEP), BAL, AGE, GS, bi) J, GEIR, RET. 
to commence a voyage, fi) &, mh A, fein; to 
commence a journey, it Fe, te & hi fy, YS FF ; to 
commence a journey, applied to the emperor, BE 
ssf; to commence a reign, 4% fH], fir ; {0 com- 
mence a new dynasty, vJ!; to commence a 

march, as pe AL . #) 4S; to commence to 

learn, #) St, #2 Fmt; (0 commence reading, By 
ise [Ua to commence writing, PAE, yeas, 
we to commence learning to write, jj 4£; to 
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commence the literary examinations, By #}; to 

commence an action at law, $f AF. 47'S Bl; 
to commence a quarrel, #US%, #2 78; to com- 
mence life, Hi; charity commences at home | 
and reaches those who are remote, {= 74 ph #t 
Rik ; the Emperor Ting commences at Koh, 
8 Sik; to commence a writer, % (E. 

Commence, v. 7. To originate, 44 fil], Fl fix. 
Commenced, pp. Begun, #8, BAF {ik itt- 
Commencement, n. Beginning, FCA, 4, kB, 

#2 77, HOA, 4; the commencement of work, 

Hj 1. #; the commencement of heaven and 
earth, BARI HH; the day in which degrees are | 
publicly conferred in the English and Ameri- 
can colleges and universities, ¥#} A ; in China, 

the day when the students become A. M., L. L. 
D.,& Ph. D., BARRA 

Commencing, ppr. Beginning, as a work, PF, 
FHF, BAIL; beginning a journey, ft &, We FE; 
beginning a voyage, By eH, BAS; beginning 
laying the foundation, pj ,& ;commencing parti- 
cles, jt a gf. 

Commend, v. t. To represent as worthy of notice, 
regard or kindness, fia}, FHI, sRSE, eB, 
BENE, GESE, HATE, HEP, AEWA; to commit or 

give in charge, 34; I commend him to your 
care, SFE JAK, ZEFE te HLT ; to introduce, He | 

i 
Commendable, a. FY RH, DY SIE, PY AA, HY 

fy, BY) ede Ay; laudable, i ia. 
Commendably, adv. Laudably, 34%, 3E%%, By ak 
Commendam, n. AK Fi 7M. L&R. 
Commendation, n. The aet of commending, #4 if 

#5 praise, HE, MEK. BRS BRE: 
letter of commendation, jf 2; good nature is 
the best commendation, 47H A, BRN 

BE OA: 
Commendator, n. He who holds a benefice in com- 

mendam, 34 Fill 7 Wi # 
Commendatory, a. Which serves to commend, 4 | 
MR (Vj, WESENA; a commendatory letter, jp We; 

commendatory expressions, i 56% a]- 
Commended, pp. Praised, aR its, WE SEH ; com- 

mitted in charge, ZF£ jf. 
Commending, ppr. Praising, #3, RSE; com- 

mitting in charge, Ff; representing favour- | 

ably, RS. 

Commensurability, Commensurableness, n. TY #¥ 

BA, WA, RH, HM, EA, 
FRE. 

Commensurable, a. That havea common measure, | 

| Comment, v. 7. To explain, FE, FEAR, TERE, 

Si, Hy FAR, Wy Sil ft, HD iE SK: that 

may be measured by the same number or qual- 

ity, WY BLES, 455. 
Commensurate, a. Having a common measure, 4A] 

ae A047, HAE, Af]; the matter is commen- 
surate to the words, OYA AE, aA A. 

Commensurate, v. t. ‘l'o reduce to common meas- 

ure, A ASE, BAS [Al A 
jommensuration, n. Proportion, We®, Hy Aq KER, 

De ac 
Commensurateness, n. JES, BY AR A. 

mment, explain, FE, | niivdll, 
ZEW], GE; to criticise, HF, FRE, ZF; to make 
notes on, JEEP; to make observations, FF fy; to 
annotate, 444JE; to enlarge on, EBA. 

Comment, n. Explanation, TEs ik HF ah, nell; 
annotation, 37 ijl], Vk, 27 He; criticism, FEE, 

— BGP. Sn Ad, Sea i 
Commentary, n. Exposition, F£, GERR, MEHR; a 

commentary on the Sacred Scripture, Be #e FE 
fj7.; 2 commentary on the Four Books, py gg jz 

it Parole 
Commentator, n. ik AE ake &, fe aE SEZE; one 

who writes annotations, 3 JI], kms. 
Commenting, ppr. ck, GEAR, PERE, LEP. 

Commentitious, a. Invented, 5 BF, Mi #; feigned, 
4 

(18- ; 
Commerce, n. Barter, TS, 76 G,; trade, 4B, FB 

V2, AEM aT, RISE, WA 5 commerce between 
the sexes, BAW50; commerce of ideas, Ft 
3 Gi BL; a treaty of cominerce, jhPyMW eH. 

Commerce, v. 7. To carry on trade, faxZE FR. 
| Commercial, a. 4 (1g, BK, 5 4. BFE AY; 

commercial treaty, URME, 4 BIW ; com- 
mercial affairs, Sf; commercial articles 
and terms, 3 P9422; a commercial nation, FR 

Bein 

it. 
Commination, n. A threat or threatening, 24 If, 
Kit HL; a recital of God's threatenings, jit 

= hy aye 2 sy. 

Comminatory, a. LF AS, GI eee. 
| Commingle, v.7. To mix together, as different 

substances, #2, HaJE, WERE, Fa), BME, 
AHS HE. 

| Commingled, pp. #5) ith, (EH, Be HE. 
Comminuible, a. Reducible to powder, By BEA, FY 

FES) Ht 
Comminute, v.¢. To pulverize, HEAL, HEEB. FF 

Sa 7 
Comminution, n. BRR, WTB. AT Me, 

FTF) Pa. 
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Commiserable, De Deserving of commiseration, i wy aU Gf commissioner for military operations, 
ABENB), BY We bir. £6 el ffi ; commissioner for soothing the people, 

Commiset care vet. To pity, TY Be, WEI, ZAK, BE “1a ff {fi ; commissioner for transports, Wei HK ; 

fe ASE, RY. WEA. Be, SIAL AE-bE,| commissioner of enstoms, #8, Hh; commis 
HB; to eran if. 

Comm'serating, ppv. Wy iE, EIB. 
Commiseration, n. $s ie, WEIR, F ay Lala nas 

PRIS, ‘i iE. Beat, Lae WEE Za, & Bl, A th oe S 
Commiseratively, adv. From compassion, py at. 
Commiserator, 2. BY [if ZF. 
Commissariat, n. The office of a commissary, f¥ 

SPE Ye; the commissariat department, iy 
#3; the military commissariat, ‘i tt Jal, HG 

Ja: 
Commissary, n. A commissioner, cs BJ, (ifr a 

commissary of an army, 4% fi ES, jai fa Fy ; com- 

missary of grain, $F #aGa, fa Gh 3a, fash; a 
military commissary for the inspection of the 
army, Bem. 

Commissiry-general, n. The head of the commis- 

sary department, 7}. 
Commission, n. The act of committing a sin, J@, 

fy ; the act of intrusting, as a charge or duty, 
ZF, Zee. ZE, EGE. HELP ; to appoint a commis- 
sion for investigating or managing a certain 
affair, Ze fs #e4e; an officer's commission, ff 
Fj; the thing committed, Ze4¢ #4; to give a 
commission to a person, FFE RESE A, FPFE SF 
$C Hh; a commission-merchant, £¢ #4 fj ; the 

allowance made {o a commission-merchant, JA 

§%, FAG; to take a commission, 417}; to have 
a commission, 7ji?p; to turn one out of his 

commission, #2 if; to put the great seal into 
commission, 4% pd Ff) Hae 3H! 5 a mandate, @p4P ; 

the commission of sin, JG 5—, Keje sea. WIE Z 

FE. 
Commission, xv. t. To appoint, Z(t, Za ; to de- 

pute, #2, uk, 1 af: ; to intrust, a€, aC BE, a€ 
WR, FUSE. Chal. Bal, Aa; to empower, Beye 
{XK BE; to charge, "BA; ; commission bim with 

it, at (EBL, FI: al (BL. 

Commission-merchant, n. 4B hh #8 #2 pa, REAL RY. 
Commissioned, pp. or a. Zeilh, Zenith, wath, FP 

Cath, Be Feith, Be HEI. 
Commissioner, n. (fi, BJ, 2, BE; Imperial com- 

missioner, ¢K#£; the three commissioners (of 
Canton), = J ; the salt commissioner, fSjai A) ; 
{he commissioner of finance = ai EQ pl ; the com- 
missioner of justice, fe #2 B), Sip), Bee wl, St 

Be; commissioner for eee the army, 
"i (ji ; commissioner for the defence of the state, 

sioner in the grain department, 7 ERB; 
commissioner of the pelice, 7fi)j& fii ; commis- 
sioner of the privy council, #53 (i ; commis- 
sioner for suppressing rebellion, 447} (i. 

Commissure, rn. A joint, seam or closure, His, 

HL. 
Commit, v. ¢. To give in trust, <6, #¢, BIE, FFE, 

te sl, CHE. ak; to perpetrate, Fy, 74; to give 

over to one, Aff, Ze Hil ; 1 commit this to you, 
aE (i (id, GE (ih BE; to commit an orphan in 
charge, gE 9; to commit one, BAG, BE; 
to commit to memory, #43) Be, FRB’; to com- 
mit to prison, "P ff; to commit for trial, fA 
$5 95, RFF; to commit to paper, P 4, BIA; 
to commit to writing, jfJ 36; to commit a 
crime, J@,5£, f7 JE ; to commit an offence, #4 3F, 
fiz SE ; to commit adultery, 1TH Jet TRE, 
arg; to commit fornication, #7{#; to commit 

a capital crime, J@2E9E ; to commit suicide, § 

8 AG, ASS. 
Commitment, n. The act of committing for trial, 

fit A Ey HF 5 a sending to prison, P Ak ; an order 
for contining in prison, 73 # ; the act of de- 
livering in charge, 246 #4 ; a perpetration, # 
5, 74 Je; the act of exposing one’s self, A # 

Committal, ». The commitment, as of a crime, #F 

3: #4; the committal of a person for trial, fi 

NF Es AB 
Committed, pp. Delivered in trust, uC 20 ibs 

5} FE 4 ; fully committed, (3 ff HF HE; he was 
committed to prison, Fs. 

Committee, n. St, Fe, (ASF, BASS, Sr, (A 
i, 3 3¢ #4, w)gt# ; the committee of a socie- 

ty, @HH, WH. 
Committing, ppr. Giving in trust, £, $£, Fae, 

4¢ at; committing to prison, P Jaf; committing 
for trial, ARES IS a exposing , Zeyh, Af. 

Commix, v. ¢. or 7. To mix or mingle, 484, iL -ME, 
Fiz =], x ee 

ee rhage n. The act of mixing, #4 # ; the 
mass formed by mixing different things, $f Ae 

MEAN, Ale MEAS EF, TG AE 
Commode, n. A conyenient article, {aie fy BF; a 

chest of drawers, (fi 4. 
Commodious, a. Conyenient, fie Ay, ie iy, FI 

(EAS, MGs usctul, 796K, SEIN, AA, @ HA, 

ee 
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fie, HOR. wir. Commonplace-book, n. Bap. 
Commodity, n. Advantage, 43; article of com- 

merce, £¥, ££}; staple commodity, Wf, *K 
iste ££ ; foreign commodities, 7PF¥ ; various 
commodities, 4 #¥ ; every sort of commodity, 

Bee. 
Commodore, n. The officer who commands a squad- 

ron or detachment of ships, fae, Hyg. 
Common, a. Belonging equally to more than one, 

or tomany indefinitely, i Jj ; belonging to the 

public, AI, A&A, ASE fy, A Ae fy; our 
common country, ¢ A fy Ml, FHI BL ; usual, 

ordinary, JUS, 22s, Seb. VAS. AR. APR 
Fate, 98, SEB]; a common thing, 7B NE, 
“Zp fA ; a common soldier, Fe J; a common 

man, ad. BX, We, KE, A, TH, pe 

K, HAE, fF ; common clothes, VA, Ai 
He, HEH, 1; common people, ME FR, ME A, a 

FE NA, FRR, HES, EAE: vulgar, “FIR ; 
common saying, (fH, js, Wea ; Common use, 

3H, EE GE; common dishes, Be HF5K 3 a com- 
Ae Me mon meal, 43 fig; common tal k, Blah, MEMS 

Zim, Ta wR ; a common field, 3% FA ; a common 
affair, 3 Bt, Ae ASE ; megueny) ne FF BE, 
WEN AFPE : ; common custom, #8, 22 HUB ; 

coarse, #f[; a common noun, Gia % =f, iH 
% ¥; common law, Fi fil, ep til ; court of com- 
mon pleas, "73 #§; Common Prayer, the litur- 
gy of the Church of England, pP45-5G 30, ASE 

BE Bie. 
Common, x. Public ground, AM, 3, api. 
Common, v. i. To have a joint right with others 

in common ground, JEFA, ASH, i; to eat at 

a table in common, JER. 
Common-earrier, n. 38 EF 4%, HEE K.- 
Common-council, n. Z$)aj. 
Common-hall, n. Ayr, & pH. 
Common-looking, a. Haying a common appear- 

ance, JAE (S, INAR. (AB. 
Common-sense, n. Fisk, AAPL. ZEPE; a person of 

common-sense, Af PRIPE N. 
Commonality, n. The common people, HE FE, 2f Be, 

Hitt. 
Commoner, n. One of the lower rank, JU 38,28 Hs" 

J\;a member of the house of commons, ft Z’e, 

FW, AEN, ABE HH; one who has a 
joint right in common ground, Ji Py"PE A, de 
Bp A Ni H 5 a prostitute, Bees. 

Commonly, adv. Usually, 420%, 8, FE, fy: fe 

Alle, 31, WGI 5s generally, AVL, MR 
Commonplace, a Common, 2233 (j, S53 (17. 

nye F 

Commons, n. pl. The common people, Fy RE]. EB: 
in England, the lower house of Parliament, Ft 
Ff @, YP sEELBE; common grounds, ILS 

Mh 
Commonty, n. In Seots law, land belonging to 

two or more common proprietors, ZS ¥ fi. 

Commonweal, Commonwealth, n. A state, fg, 

fe 3 ; republic, Bir; the whole body of people 
ina state, BYR, It, AWE, 3E. 

Commorance, n. J# jz. 
Commotion, n. Excitement, gl, Fe aL. KHL; dis- 

turbance, KC GL, AL; agitation, # H; tumult, 

ALE, ites 
Commune, v. 7. To converse, #128, FE; 
sired, in contemplation or meditation, 3 

3; to commune with God, 3 $f Hl _E HH; to 
partake of the sacrament or Lord’ s Supper, # 

Commune, n. py, * TR. * |#R. 
Communicability, n. Capability of being com- 

municated, as information, Hf i 444, Bl ye Ht; 
capability of being imparted, HY (34, BY fi Ye 

BERS. 
Communicable, a. That may Le imparted from one 

to another, Hy fi fry, fe YelpE; that may be com- 
municated, as information, By 4pe(vy, $e tM. 

Communiecant, n. One who communes at the Lord’s 

table, f= U8 # #, JE fe 1H AH; one who is 
entitled to partake of the sacrament, at the 
celebration of the Lord's Supper, W] @ eH. 

Communicate, v. ¢. To impart, fh, 4, Z#A; to 
impart reciprocally, Aww, HHI » ABE, 
FAA; to have a share of, FIT to communi- 
cate, as information, ap, 4 IVAN, 3% 4; to com- 

municate information, 3} HG, Hi aa, TRIN, 3 
FN, HG G., VE, BORE, Be4e; to communicate 
to a higher officer or person, F4R, Bi 4E, WE, 

He; to communicate ideas, FE, (ME, BOE 
to erramsantniteatio instruction, (RZ, (RPE, FEA 
$A; to communicate to others, pI, eS - 
communicate a disease, Ye ay, (a He tg, FE; 
communicate a secret, WE, HR EAE: com- 

municate this to him, #R (ty40. 
Communicate, v. 7.'To partake of the Lord’s Supper, 
fee 2s, WEE; to have a communication or 
passage from one to another, 3%, #45 ; to have 
intercourse, F428, Be4E, TEAK, BR, AHR; to 
communicate with a friend by letter, 4&8 44 

iW, fa FLEE HK. 
~ * The latter is a subdivision of the former. A & is divided 
into WJ; and a FJ into #. 

{o have 

ee 
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Communicated, pp. Communicated, as informa- 
tion, $8 4038. # AH. 38 BH; communicated 
to a higher officer, 4; communicaied, as a 
disease, 72:8, (4 #38: bestowed, #5i8, 2j8- 

Communicating, ppr. Giving or bestowing, 2, 
46 i, 9; communicating, as a disease, #, {¥ 
i: leading or conducting from place to place, 
3. #1 ji; having intercourse with cach other, 

TAR, Rik. (LH. 
Communication, n. The act of imparting or con- 

ferring, 2 4, 2% H #. HHH; intercourse, 
HB. BH. ZZ. FA: to havea verbal com- 
munication. #4 3. 2834, HK: communication 

of ideas, #47 % ; communication to a higher 
officer, BR, & 4; ; information, jf 8: he sent 
me a communication, ff #f {= fa FX; I received 

a communication, #EPlH fs. KFIHS; com- 
munication of an ambassador to the high im- | 
perial officers, 4847; communication of the 
subordinate foreign officers to Chinese high 
officers, (Pi; the communication of the high 
imperial officers in the provinces to the latter, 
4 #7 ; 8 communication of non-officials, natives 
or foreigners, to the respective officers, BAR; 
official communication, * #7 %; gocd under- 
standing between men, $94 7 [2g ; Spiritual 
communication, gh Z ; connecting passage, 34. 

3B. MiB 
* RULES FoR OFFictaL CoMMUNICATION. { 

The Commander-in-Chief of all the forces communicates 
with the Six Supreme Boards under the term @; the 
latter 7 —ihe former—7##. The Six Boards—Provincial 
Treasurer and with the Pr. Judge—§#@; the latter—with 
the former—#¢. The Commander-in-Chief of a Province, 
the Governor General, the Admiral, the Governor, the 
Major General—one another—#¥xX ; with the Major General 
only —84@. The Major General—the Governor General, &c. 
— #5. The Governor General, the Governor, the Collector 
of the Salt Gabel, the Hoppo and the Literary Chancellor 
—the Chief Secretary of the Provincial Treasurer, with the 
Chief Secretary of the Pr. Judge and of the Prefects—{m# 
Eé. The Three Commissioners and the Prefects—their re- 
spective Chief Secretaries— $6. The Provincial Treas- 
urer—the Prefect and the District Magistrates—Sj ff; the 
latter—the former—kix. The Pr. Judge—the Prefect—ix 
FE: the latter—the former—f#%. The Commissioners, the 
Tutendant of Circuit, the Deputy Commissioner, the Col- 
lector of the Salt Gabel—the Major General and with the 
Admiral—##%. The Major General and the Admiral—the 
Cemmissioners and with the Intendant of Circuit—ERe- 
The Assistant Commissioner—the other Commissioners and 
with the Collector of the Salt Gabel—=K ; with the Major 
General—# XX. The Majors of the respective stations —the 
Captains of the Army, with the Assistant Commissioners, 
with the Collector of the Salt Gabel ana with the Prefects 

$+ The first (> = communicate or communicates with; the second (—) 

= under the term. ~ apme Vol. 13. 

Communicative, a. Inclined to communicate in- 
formation, &c., 4%, 2%, 445K; inclined 
io disclose secrets, &¢j}# 2, 4 WHS; disposed 
to impart knowledge, 4% ; disposed to diselese 
one’s opinion, 4¢#4L&, A GH; infectious, 

Nee. SENG. 
Communicator, n. One who imparis knowledge, 

{8 2%; one who communicates information, 
22344 € 4¢; one who discleses secrets, RRB 5 
one who confers, #4, =. 

Communing, ppr. Conversing familiarly, #imm, 
#4 Z&, Z&; having familiar intercourse with, 

Communion, n. Mutual infercorrse between two 

persons or more, 2@3%, #128. 3H. FER. RE, 
2e4¥ ; spiritual communicn, fz : communion 

with Ged, ZiAE, Blk ize. BARE: 
communion with the devil, 2#2#5%; com- 
munion of the Holy Spirit, #akZ 23H ; com- 
munion of Christians, #@ 7 734; communion 
of sainis, 3. 27 2¢38; the holy communion, 
Hee, WBE; communion-service, BAS. ME 
#; to partake of the holy communion, #R% 
2%; to celebrate the holy communion, feReS ; 
carnal communion, #¥2; fellowship, 3e#8, 2 

tf. OB, HAZ. 
Communism, x. Community of property among 

all the citizens of a state, KAZ. WAHAB 

238. AA Ze. 
Community, x. Common possession or enjoyment, 

24 Ja. Jt JAH. 2s AH; 2 society of people, 
having common rights and privileges, RZ, 
KE, HR, HA; a community of Buddhist 

—#=K&. The Assistant Commissioners—the District 

Magistrates—fR47; the latter—the former—¥S. The Pre- 
fect and the =¢—Admiral and with the Major General— 
FE; the Admiral in return uses #)4f. The Prefect and 
the =fj—the Major General—?¢2; the latter in return 
uses H&@. The Prefect—the #{ Chau, and the Chau with 
the 8& Hien—kx, and F$2=24; The 2%—the #4 and the # 
with the Prefect—mze: the Prefect—the Sub-Prefect—§ 
2; with the Dep. Sub-Prefect and his Assistant—gg; with 
the Principal Secrecy—#8@, #224]. The Principal Secre- 
tary—the Prefect—. The Prefect—Secretaries and their 
assistants—#F2, PS2=4); the latter use in return ES. 
The District Magistrates—the Assistant District Magistrates 
—3; with a Township Magistrate—¥ ; with the Inspectors 
of Police—#84. The Inspectors of Police—the District 
Magistrate—!: the Assistant District Magistrate, theTown- 
ship Magistrate and the Inspector of Police—Prefect—3. 
The District Magistrate —Governor of the Jail—i%; the 
latter iu return uses FE"; the Prefect and the District 

| Magistrate—Director of graduates—ix# ; the latter uses 
| in return Bese The Prefect—the Chief Secretary of the 
| Prefecture in which Peking is situated —fQ@, &c. &c. 
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monks, —f¥ #1 fj ; community of property, A 

My 2S IN eH aH 32s MASE ; community 
of interests, BARA %, HARA FE; living ina 
single community, ££ ¥1— 4H. 

Commutable, a. That may be exchanged or mutu- 

ally changed, Wt, Wud, Wwe H, WIRTH, 
Wes 74. TH ; that may be given for another, nf 
ITY #, ; it shall be commutahle, Bt AZ, Wy 
Be. | 

Commutation, n. Change, 4. U cia Tei; ex- | 
change, 3, 24h, A. ee; the change ‘of a 
penalty or punishment from a greater to a less, 

WOH ; the commutation money, Ff": the com- | 
mutation of death into banishment, BAIL | 

fil. 
Commutative, a. fry, UcHAIPE ; commutative jus- | 

tice, If. 
Commute, v.t. To exchange, F, ei f, wets, b& 

IG; 10 commute a sentence, HI. BIH] ; 10 com- 
mute a contract, WA A fal, ES. WAT: to com- 

mute a punishment, We 3E. | 
Commnie, v. 7. To compensate, HA, ¥j FR ; to stand 

in the place of, 5), $f, tH fH. | 
Commuted, pp. Exchanged, Tits, Wi, URI. 
Comose, a. In botany, ending ina tuft or kind of 

bresh, $% Pb Ay. 
Compact, a. Closely and firmly united, 34 hr 

ATS. Hees 5 ; ; composed, consisting, 4; 

brought into a small Ce 4k ; not alee 

Gi; HE > a compact style. f¥, HAW, AA; a com- 
pact discourse, ff ae aM compact coal, 

: HE, | 

IX IX. 
Compact, n. An agreement, Afi), 4), 32, Sak 

#78, MO. | 
Compact, v.¢. To join firmly, S&F, Bese-gF ; to | 

join together, eT, A> FH; to consolidate, AFP 

—IIp, aha ; to league with, West, aaa. | 
Glinibncicaly, nde. Closely, Et ’'EF, wes e | 
Compactedness, x. Density, 4 AEE 
Compactly, adv. Closely, 3% te | 4. 
Compactness, n. ects p eS is Ws 

firmness, [SX [A] 7%, #5 #3 Sine GAS ; | 
the opposite of bulkiness, "peas » Ge nai | 

Companion, x. One who ie company with an- | 

other, (1, 42. (8 GH, HE, (MEL BE. TL, G(T BF 
al, {KE}, HAL; one who accompanies another, 

are a traveling companion, | F744, 77 {8 ; 
an official companion, f€, [a] ; a companion 
in arms BF; the companion way, fe RRM ; 2 a 

the none paddies , AHH ; to agree to he | 

{14 ssfh, { fk ’ IT ik, Fee ah, | | companions, 

Aff: a ae companion, me AE HAE, WH: an 
eaeelledt companion, &f (4, “SR, Fix AL - 

Companionable, a. Fit for good fellowship, HY #4 

ees eee ereeke eek eeu e 
Companionship, x. Fellowship, (P#. ff #4. 4 fF 

HBA K. tial a. 
Company, n. The soldiers under the command of 

a captain, —WRie, — litem, —ffese ; a com- 
pany of men, —PEA, BEA, FBR, @ es a 

company ef friends or equals, WBE, ROREs a 
company of friends, #7, — t XK, 5 a 
company of women, #~ ; a company of actors, JEK 

HE; of the same company, [njJPEWE; the KE. If. 
Company, ZS mJ; * the (KE. 1.) Company's wool- 
poe ApnAlye; a mercantile company, ZS, 

Nal, Bult an insurance company, TR] EZS wy, 
Heb JS \n]; a ship’s company, fff. PRS 5 {0 
lear company, [WE 4E, [Ref]? ; to leave one’s com- 
pany, BAER, BAC; to have company, FHAYZ, 

ja AC; a company of travelers, JMPETT, MBIT, 
WKPEFT ; a company at dinner, — JE [al iB 5 not 

fond of company, Wy3eA. FEBS. OPSEML, 
jai posta zz ; they had a large company, ji kF 
AMAL. We ih A; the company at a funeral, 

IB; to see company, KALA; to keep a wo- 

man company, |Z. 
Company, v. ¢. To go with, |i #7. See Accompany. 
Comparable, a. That may he nae WW Ib. 

SEAS. HES AY: being of equal regard, Hy #I 
JL. PADRE, FY BPAY: not comparable to, A 

Jb. ES, BERL. TEAR YEP. 
| Comparably, adv. BY JE AS. 
Comparative, a. Estimated by comparison, Wy Jb, 

JL # ; the comparative degree (grammar), J& 

47, Ah IE st; comparative studies, FES: 

Coenaeirele adv. JE, BAIL: itis compara- 
tively useless, JEAN AZ 42. 

Compare, 1 .t. Sh, JER. HoH. See, ILI, 4 
38 ILEL FASE, ABER, Be! oo), BY. aK, Fa; 
to compare with each other, #4 Ib, #HRE, SRE ; 
to compare accounts, te, GE] Fe; to compare 
weights, i a ; 10 compare by way of criticism, 

JERB; to compare with former sages, LSE ATE, 

VIJERY A ; compare them, (pifj&, JE—Ip ; no 
man can compare with him, #%@ \ Jb. Mey 

Jt 22: cannot compare them, Sen] I[;; to com- 
pare by measurement, i 4; to compare right 

and wrong, long and short, &., IE% Hite JER 

2n Ti] in C hina has only been applied to the E. 1. Company, 
| potne as a noun and an adjective ; at present it is applied 
both to mercantile firms and public COE anies. 

J od 
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4a; to compara one’s feelings with others, 1D] 
Hot to compare strength, }EwgIYEHE, Jae, 
ABLE ; * to eoualgine opposing evidence, ae ag; to 

compare eqauls, LIA Ey; te compare ancient 
and modern times, #PAania G; to compare the 
nativities of two children prior to hetrothing, 
#r64E; to compare musters, #372. 

Compared, pp. Jb, IERIE, JE IEIS ; 

not be compared, DE iJp FE. 
Comparer, mn. One who compares, Jb#, IGRH:. 

Comparing, ppr. Jb, Hie. 
Comparison, n. The act of ars Ik HIE 

3%; an illustration, #Eijr, BE dn, ei JGM; to 

draw a comparisen, he — Jb, aie 2 Mp, 4 SE: 
without comparison, 2 77, Ju A, MED IL 
i ; good ey bad cannot he distinguished with- 

ont comparison, 486 EE if ssi 
Compart, v.¢. To divide, [A], 2} Bi af ; to 

compart a garden, Fpir. 

Compartment, n. A division of a ground plot, JE; 

a compartment of a figure, #; compartments 
of a ship, #, #4; to divide into compart- 

ments, th TRS. (2. Tab. 
Compass, x. A circle or circuit, Hee, Ele, EE, 
rie :, ‘BE, ji, JH Ty; the compass of a town, JR 

Fal nt. [HR ; my life has run its compass, ror 
EL ; to fetch a great compass, #4, [EB] FF, 38 
47; in the compass of two days, fj A FY; to 
keep within compass, 944846 : to keep one with- 
in compass, JAR fi) JV. #8 HRN; within compass, 

2; to speak within compass, i> Hie 7 
Ab, at AEE; the compass of honesty, J&F¥ 
2A; the compass of the voice, 22 #5 a 
mariners compass, ESS, 7 #2 FF 7 EF; ampli- 
tude compass, ' Tj €F, “IE fH EF; 12 points 
of Chinese compass, TB :—N., F;N.N. 
pape ena iN, #:E., WU; B.S. 
Y + B., Je; SiS. E: LE. a: S., 42; 8. S.-W. 

W., ok: Wes, (Wid Sta Fa; W., A; W-.N. 
Wi i N., 2; N.N. W. 2 W., #3 @ pair of 
compasses, 9, JLHY ; compasses and rule, JHAB ; 
to draw a circle with compasses, /|3#47—4, $7 

fi]; to reduce to a small compass, as one’s 
business, #7 3; to reduce to a small compass, 
as writing, 4}; to reduce to a small compass, 

as bulk, uk es JpZE, 
Compass, v. ¢. To stretch round, Ji} fA, feel 3 ; to 
compass ee aft, lel fe, Sk to seige, $, 

* The latter is used in ther sense of comparing By emula- 
on contest, &e. 

they can- 

HE; to besiege, IR, pu a ADR {o compass 
one’s desire, #7 IL; to compass a business, AX 

HE, MIL, Fak; to plot, a, MUI. 
Compass-box, 2. A box for a compass, #iZZB. 

Compass-needle, n. FF Et, ARREEF. 
Compassable, a. TY JA, Ty EE, By HEE. 
Compassed, pp. Surrounded, [&] (Ed, B2j4 ; 

tained, 743i. 

Compasses, n. pl. An instrument for deseribing 
cireles, measuring figures, &c., consisting of 
two pointed legs, joined at top by a rivet, on 

which they move, $f. See Compass. 
Compassing, ppr. Encircling, J), FAGE, F24E ; 

obtaining, ‘tt - accomplishing, WK HE, 3 WK; 

intending, zt. 
Compansion; n. A suffering with another, phir, 

WEI), PS WR. FMM, FY Wb. 2645, JE i have com- 
passion on me, BY ie 4, Wel FR, FEAR ; 

raise one’s compassion, #& J\ é, DAB 
Compassionate, a. Merciful, PE, 2EARAG, THES 

Zand, FREE, BD EE; indulgent, Mpg. . 
Conipassicat®; Fats, 10) commiserate, Ty BR, AP, 

a a ee ee ee 

ob- 

Elia, tft ; to compassionate the poor and aged, 

Nf Be ; to compassionate the poor, MRE; to 

compassionate ihe as the Goddess of Grace, 

Zit; to compassionate the orphans and wid- 
ows, ee AN ff fz; heaven compassienates the 
people, RKAFE. 

Compassionate, a. ‘To have compassion, #8 18%, 

aa 
Compassionately, adv. Mercifully, }¢%, DUFG, 

HY BAT. 
Compassionatencss, n. The quality of being com- 

passionate, (3p tK) #.- [ ii. 
Compassionating, ppr: tens pity on, im aa 
Compatible, a. Consistent, @, AA; compatible 

with his duty, 4 IL AS 4p. FF BAP. & HP; 
compatible with reason, A HE, jk HP; not com- 
patible with one’s office, 7 A RRSp, HE A A Sp. 

Compatibleress, n. Consistency, 4’ #%. 
Compatriot, n. One of the same country, and hay- 

ing like interests and feelings, [ni] f3%, fi] FY 

I, SSAA BE. 
oe n. An equal, #6 Sh, (ER, (44, ARV, AE 

i, [fi] fH; an associate, FF. 
Gaarelsary pee force, 38, 44, 26, PEAR, HE, By 

34, Was Jeet , iH ff, Ba, &, is a , DEBS ; to 

take by Le or violence, #A%é ; compel him, ja 
AB, Wyse fll, BE ; to compel you to do it, Erp 

fk. 
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Gompellable, a. That may be forced, or constrained, Competent, a. Adequate, Xe, ti, ( ; qualified, 

BY se, PY Pia, PY BE, PY Hh. 
enapelied, pp. Forced, 4 iis if iE, psi 30h, GES th, BE 
Compelling, ppr. 3, He. Le 
Compendious, a. Short, abridged, #38, #EBE, ff | 

te, Ee AAs a compendious way, FEE 5 a | 
os mode of gaining knowledge, #3 | 
dz (K ; comprehensive, MT Li, 44 BE 5a com. | 
Feainis discourse, 44 pit, Z2aif ; to give a com- 
pendious account, fpALA Be. 

poe wculy, adv. In a short or brief manner, 
fii ¥S, Fe; in an epitome, fig Be, 4 ff. | 

Compendicusness, n. Brevity, fj 2, E32, HRB. 
Compendium, n. An abridgment, 32 Bt, #2 we, 

Wa HEE, ita. 1 B28 ; to draw up a 
compendium, Te "ea a compendium of a | 
general work, #432 ; a compendium of general | 
history, 8 Dati Taadae | 

Compensate, e. t.-'To aa 4; 10 give an | 
equivalent, — We ze, WH 5 to recompense, 
{iq ; to vequite, 4, ¥ a ries aR, PRES | ee 

5a 

to compensate for tronh le, F ie sant » Ay, ZSaF 
lo peetpedsite for work, AT; to com- | 

pensate for defects, #EHH, aE, Alte. Maw, (As 
to compensate for offences, FASE, L145 HSE, Hh 

Compensated, pp. or a. 

Mei, MIS, ca. 

BU {EBA UAL, WES 
tig, tiki. 

Jompensation, x. That which is given or received 

le ie, a ; compensation for losses, fl 
4e NVA ik APE; compensation for injury, on 

saughter, #4 eH, Fj We THER compensation | | 
fir bodily injury, @jis+8% FR ; compensation for 

fou Wyse sath) 

amend, Fiji, FERC, PLATE, aeaIti secret 

Compensat cry, a. Serving for compensation, # 

fy, Boil A, AEC AY, 
pensatory se Ug HA, pee HA. 

Compete, v . Fe, [9] JA. a St. #0 SP. Aah, 

able to compete with him, AA HE. 
Competence, Competency, n. Such a quantity as 

JA; competency of talent, ARE, FHS; legal 
capacity or qualification, THE HESI compe- 

ART. 
HUB (ECS Oi 5 SS 

Compensating, ppr. 

ais an equivalent for services, , &, HIG, 4, 

AER RR, Hie? fk ; compensation for man- 

writing, SEE, 4" @ ; satisfaction, {# iw AY JE 

compen ie BESR ; open compensation, Be aR. 

NE, FAVE, WE CEE 5 com- 

ANE] ; to vaimpets for honours, BY ARE, ARE 

is sufficient, I, Lae etonmeat NS fei, SYS 

tency as a witness, PY (£5, BY (LER. 

having legal capacity or power, 4 #f ; qualified 
having the necessary ability, WL, ELI, Hy Re, 
AAR, APE, FE, AH; competent for an 

office, Bf LURE, LIL, WLU te, LIE 
Je; fit, RYH, Aer. AH, ifiet ; a competent 

person, FJ J. ; competent for that duty, BL) fiz 
4, att, ELIZ ; 1 am not competent to 

judge, RA HEE, RARE, RAW. 
Competing, ppr. 4t4¢, #04, FA, Hy Je- 

| Competition, n. Ot Jess, 444%, 4 Ze ; competition 
for distinctions, 4t 74 , qr 4% Ai ; competition 

for excellence, MARAEAE. MIATA, HRN, 
FL 4H $§ HR; competit ron for a prize, KAA, 
Fe FETS ; jealousy, GFR, 4q;. to come in 
competition, [4 ja. 

Competitor, n. YR, BU, Pome, Me, Hae, a 
S68. PV a. 

Competitive, a. #4 fj, FAA ; competitive ex- 
amination, # IR, ey. 

Compilation, n. A collection of certain parts of a 
book or beoks into a separate book or pamphlet, 
PEALE, POE, WE, HE, ip BE, S24; to make a com- 

pilation, $46, PEs, 1 ERIE, * A Dk, * 
it NF Es. * 

Compile, x. ¢. To collect parts or passages of hooks 
u writings into a book or pamphlet, $4, 5a, tit, 

Hs » eel SE, WH, EE, ES TA RE, 
ie, Bite. 

drape Pp. Pi, WEB, SEW, ARSE, dbs 
he compiled but did not compose it, Wi Ti A4E- 

eas, n. Peat, WEA, ea. AHA, BAG 
1, PALE, whens 

Goriiihine ppr- Ps, tit, eS “th, ENS, PH 
| Complacence, Aah is ,n. A state of being 

pleased or gratified, 3% a TEE, AE BR; 

deportment and address , that arora pleasure, 

BC, HIG, BOAE. Ae i. 
Complacent, a. Civil, 4-9, BM, SCTE, FEHR 

very complacent, #G lip fe, 4 Hust; alfable, 7 
jf]; complacent pride, Ari. 

Complain, v. i. To utter BjDR sos of grief, IR, 

ey om A) a3, oh ID, ER, ho Hh BE: to 
anurmur, HSE, whats AB al bE MME | he 
complains of headache, if 47 SH 4; be com- 

plains of a distemper, a@l# 4 ¥, ans eledencle 
jy 3 to find fault, 4 AFL, 5h MEA ; to accuse of 
an offense, 45%; to complain, as to the guilt, 

7% eH; ; to complain of one’s own grievances, ct 

* These are very yulgar terms, and only used to express 
the utmost contempt of the work in preparation, &c., &e. 
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2a, MEL, ai. 
Complain, v. t. To lament, FER, FEGE, FEV; to 

complain one another, #A 4; ‘ complains to 
the expansive heavens,’ He /E-F2tK. 

Complainant, n. A prosecutor, Jit, 4 i. ap 

ZN. 

Complainer, n. One who expresses grief, 4p telpE 

NRA AG, oR OF EMT NN, OE RR HEN 
Complaining, ppr. or a. Expressing grief, 4% | 

#4 MRRB, SRY: murmuring, phewRAR, He | 
yp a Ea: 

Complaint, n. Expression of grief, #58, le 4h 
AR; Murmuring, 4 > AR AR AR, HRS, ik 

| 

#& - expression of grievances, jp HE; a fin ding | 

fault, 4-32; a finding fault with one another, 
rh a) 

ce accusation, 44f ; bodily complaint, ¥ | 
185, REP, & AIG, RE; your complaint, FRE ; 
a y complaint, |IE2&; to have a complaint, 7 

to have a slight complaint, f§74 fobs A Ba 
its ; 

ayy Jag ; 10 state one’s complaint or grievance, | 
Dp Gite ; the complaint is getting worse, 7s A 

$j Ae. GA AS; an old complaint, FEAE, 
fEIH 5 a new complaint, 3hRE; a compli 
breaking out anew, 3pj OE RE, Jae. Wa AL BE. 

Complaisance, n. A plese deportment, aC qt, WE 
Oe, pene, EAL, RKAS ; exterior acis of civility, 
WE, AE eB ; oudestensians ata. 

Complaisant, a. Courteous, 4-79 Ht (ry, KS ik 0, | 

ROT, SCALA, fe ie afiable, sR, mE 
fy, Wait, Was, FUN, AGE tik Fu, PETE. 

Complaisantly, adv. Ina sas manner, Lie, 

LIne BK. 
Complement, n. Full quantity or number, ji Ai, 

Complete, v. ¢. To 0 finish, WX, WBE, Sts WE. WN 

4s, WMYt, A, 4 Scan» imi> ht, SE, BH; to com- 
plete one’s work, ties. iu, IMB, FET, HE 
T; to complete a cycle of 60 years, AEH; to 
complete an aflair, WKF, 363% ; 10 complete a 
meritorious work, #3 : to complete one’s task, 
JET. ; to complete one’s term of office, fiji — 
ff, ivi fF; to complete one term of service, 74 

Jj ; tocomplete a term of engagement as teach- 
er, }h fii; to complete one’s promise, BEB, pk 

we. 
| Completed, pp. Winished, JK 5éit, 56, EIB ; 

he completed his work, )j& ; it is all complet- 
ed, 56564, PEWEAS A ; all completed, (i 5E 
He; completed his 15th year, #¥T ; all af- 
fairs were completed, Fy 3 773%, Ste fit Se ; the 
discourse is completed, <3 fug7KF ; the afiair is 
not yet completed, # f Je; the affair is com- 
pleted, FF fuk 7. 3FEL RH; completed it, (Ate, 
fie S6. (in, (His. (WE ; completed a term of 

office, (iii — fe. 
Completely, adv. We, 4, T. ii, BY, +4, 

att (3 completely done, {iq {ifs ; complete- 
ly eaten up, RE, WHA. BHC ; completely 
gone, WE; understands completely, -+ Fp 3if 
WHE 5 completely cured, 44 f& ; completely filled, 
teh, H}G ; completely prepared, As {ij ; com- 
pletely consumed by fire, See, #E58. 

Completeness, n. Perfection, 2, Az iii, AS ffi. 

| Completing, ppr. Finishing, j, Nob, 52, 88, HE 

WRK, JER. BM, AER, TURE, FRB; comple 
ment of men, A WZ, J\#e; ornaments, Fi ; 

the complement of an arc, fA yh; make up | 
complement, 43, a fe, WS, @lkw@e, A HE. 

Complete, a. Having no Ceficiency, 48, ¥&, Jit, | 

Wi, Fp, UE. SAS, ASH, hoe, sth KE, 
WN. SC {Hi LAS. Palla, FoI. WAL. HEIR. 40, 

ab (8, Se welt), BARA, MAS: 5 a com | 
| Complex, Complexed, a. Composed of two or more plete set, AXfa] ; a complete set of a work, 4¢¢ 

gr; the set is complete, —#4WE, —#25E4) ; 
the house is complete, ju dg [i] fe, atu\ fa] He 5 a 
complete flower, A4E ; complete in fidelity and 

. filial piety, Hye iW ZS ; complete ability, Ax AE ; 

a complete circle, FE], fl, AYP sac omple {e man, 
wee ; all delivered complete, Xft Jz: a com- 
plete sage, A432; complete happiness, 7k iif ; 
complete recovery, Af WEE && ; a complete loss, 

— WF ML. 

ini, Si. 
Completion, n. Act of completing, 5¢ 4%, WRHEX, 

IK5E# 3 state of being complete, 567, ¥e#%, 
As ith; perfect state, Ba: ; after the completion 
of the work, $6 ZF, LZR: upon the 
completion of his term of service, #5 FE ZF, 7 
{E7 J} ; ten is the completion of numbers, ++ 
BLE ; the completion of our desires, 3% ff, 
j222; to hasten the completion, #3; the 
completion of the term of mourning, Ai, AR 
we 

parts or things, HAE, WEAE, HAE, WeweAg, 

ie, WERE. CLEASCENY ; intricate, SEALE; 
difficult, #£; not simple, Malt yt, 7 #i— ; com- 
plex system, AeAE% :, HA; complex num- 
hers, 228; a complex affair, AEE, RENE 
HE, aoe Oe a complex éstibject, We HE FA; 
the complex form of a character, 7 By 577:. 

Complexedness, n. 3 HE #. 

Complexion, n. #fif; the colour of the face, fj 
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f, 48, AH; the colour of the external 
parts of a body or thing, Az; a fair 
complexion, § fil, Ti f  ; 2 pale complexion, 
%EA; a dark complexion, 3 #¥& ; a yellow 
complexion, Sg fi, fil f Hz; a good oe oO 

APE, KEM 
fF; to give a look at one’s complexion, Hy 

Complexity, n. Wea, Ih th 44, HSH. 
Compliance, n. The act of complying, or yielding 

to proposals, demands, &e., A, GH, AGE, MAM. 
SUE; submission, ARMA, Siri; consent, 4EMfi, 
FEMA, HEGE; three compliances of a female, * 

ibd 

=#E; in compliance with your order, WS §y ih 

7.8 wit. 
Compliant, a. Yielding, JH GE), WE, TE CE, 

Bi MEMOE ; civil, HF HENNE; obliging, 457; 
bending, 4 # ; compliant boughs, 7 AEG. 

Compliantly, adv. IRM. 
Complicate, v. t. To entangle, 48, sé RL, WAAL, 

qi AL, HBL; to make conillex, eH to com- 
peste matters, {#237 ; to make intricate, fis 

Complicate, a. Complex, ¥e HE, Meee ly in botany, 
folded together, $7] #80, apes fy 

Complicated, pp. OV a. eran weg EE, S348 
fry; entangled, Ha GLE, MENMENS ; Eraplveated 

affair, MERLIN, MS ALIETE. HU ARNEE ; a com- 
plicated system, #8? 7 1:, HEME IE ; a com- 
plicated mechanism, BARE, ZEKE, 15 FE. 

Complicating, ppr. Complicating, as matters, 7 

He, BEE, BUM ARAL 
Complication, n. The act of interweaving, ##fl8 #%, 
#2GL4 ; complications, HAGL; great political 
complications, ZAWSSL ZS, BME WZ SE. 

Comp ice, n. See Accomplice. 
Complicity, n. (alat #4, Faust 4. 

Complied, pp. E35. NAGEL HE GES ; he complied 
with my wish, (WATE, eae. 
Compliment, m. An expression of civility, # ji 

45, WAR, (F]@E ah ; present my compliments, 

Pe, A, Gh, BOR, NAG RCR, (NAG RH 

the temper peer pate, PE | 

ap man of compliments, #E Pa7y PE, PETE MEE, | 
wie EN, i ACHE | an ae compliment, | 

se do not stand upon compliments, 4 Fig fi, | 
DKA Fig, ABE FQ 5 acquaintances need not 
stand upon eee We Ae fig yi ; unmean- 
ing compliments, [SARE ; 

ment, Jal FF, Tif, IGE, Half, Mis a present 
* At one ane Followa her father ; 

husband ; and after the death of the latter, her son. 

to return a compli- | 

when married, her 

| 

or fayour bestowed, ie, Aig. 
Compliment, v. . Bit, [Pe ap, SS, BLK, 

Pek, FE, ae to congratulate, ASS, ZS, 
ja sz, MS; to compliment by flattery, 77K; 
to compliment on new year, MJ2R, 48s, AVA, 

chi #4; to compliment on a birth-day, Ls, FF 
, WS, LS; to compliment a wife after 
three months’ marrirge, 3%; to compliment 
one with presents, ¥¥ 4 ue to compliment one 
with a ticket, RH, GAA. 

Compliment, v. 2. To pass compliments, F708; | 
use ceremony, Jit; to use ceremonious ene 

guage, ahi af. melee ath - 
Complimentaty, a. Complimental, #4, ZE#7, UE, AS 
SAY, i (0, TE OS fy eoauimeene ary pres- 
ents, 8 #4 5; a complimentary letter, #4 
wz; flees AIK, FE, WAG, Pil MAG. 

Complimented; pp. Praised, FRAG ; gratulated, 

as 6 fh ; sent or presented one’s compliments, 

Garni Complin, ». Among the Roman Catho- 
lies, the last prayer at night, 8 4% PLAC, Wee, 
Fs ee 

Complot, n. A plot, —PE«#, — BS a confeder- 
acy in some eyil design, BRAR, qf ae 

Complot, v.¢. To plot together, #E ae 5 { 

[ay kk i a 

Comply, v.7.; pret. complied. To comply with, 

oe. WAGE. TE He i. He MA. OA. 38 GE. 8 GE, 58 fi, 
iMG, HEE, 48. FEE, HE, GHEE, th; to comply 
obediently, is ee to accord, {Fz ; to assent, 
SC Hi. KC HE, WE fQ; to comply with ancient 

isawes, RTE BLE, ATE ARAB, Ap BE AB to 
comply with the decree of heayen, Aji TK ¢R ; 
to comply with the evil inclinations of men, 
EAN 7 BE, GE VERE ; to comply with impro- 

perly, (RG4B HG EE (fb), Fay At, Taye, Way; to comply 
with people’s propensities, Wj NX, ff NAY, 8, 

Fay tit, WIGEWSA ; to comply with one another's 
wishes, &¢., #H/f, FAA ; to Guply in appear- 

ance, but oppose in heart, pfij MG. FY. ti Zo 
ye; ought to comply Ty Ae Ha Ge . diffi- 
cult to comply with, HEE, HEE. HEA; to com- 

ply with orders, 3 ay, Jf a; to comply with 
the times, F&F #754, JIA ar. 

Component, a. Constituting, Bi, A, #4; a com- 

ponent part, fal}, By, AWWA AS, 14H ; it is 
acomponent part of that, M Ray, A tke AS; 
zine is a component part of brass, A gs AES 5 
tin and copper are component parts of bronze, 

Fil ds SUD, WX AGL SH 

to o conspire, 
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Component, n. fh constituent part, BV). IE, 

my. 
Comport, v. 

ili f 
Comyortable, a. 4. 
Comportment, n. Behaviour, jf #7, f745- 
Compose, v.t. To put or set together, Aik, AHL; 

{o compose, as a writer, (ff, 3%, 4, HE, we 

{i ; 10 compose, as a printer, 

pose in Chinese, 4¢; to compose an essay, {£ 

AH, HEAL; to compose a Look, (PR, fit, 

3# # ; 10 compose a narrative, 3 Ui; lo compose 
a poem, (EEy, fikny, Lief; to compose a tune, 
{Eek ; 19 compose a ditty, (ERK, ih ERG! 5 ; to 

compose a line, el y; to compose one's atiairs, 
JHA Ce We 8 op BH CLT; to com pose one’s 

. Toagree with, 441, 4H ZF ; to suit, 

mind, #@.t), Zot, Wort; (0 compose in the | 

mind, }{i4%,; to compose one’s limbs, Es Aa 
to compose, as the sea after a storm, fp jaf PKA, 
pT YKZE 5 to compose music, (EF #4, — Hit | ; 
to compose a difierence, jij fl, $A Al; to compose 
one’s self to sleep, EYRE, BYSAT Ikke. 

Composed, pp. Set together, 4 #38, @ We 5 5 
calined, 4 jf ; calm, 4%, BR. Ah KE, | 
DANO BH: HF An, Ie hs compesed in mind, 

nO, DWE, ZED. 
Comp sedly y, adv. Calmly, 29%, 

ly; Wa AS) > five rR. 
Composedness, n. ‘Tranquility » Kat ee ; 

posedness of mind, yf), “Eat, SFI. 
Compeser, mn. Compceser of books, {f gf 4; one 

who adjusts a difference, #ulkE, Fuga. 

Composing, ppr. or a, Placing together, @ IP, Mm 

>; writing an original work, {£ 2, # % ; 
quieting, # ; setting types, eA. 

Composing-stick, n. eR, PEFR. 
Comyosite, a. Made ap of parts, QTE Ay, Auk Ay, 
ER NS; composite 1 number, TY sje. 

Composition, x. The act of forming a whole or in- 
tegal, by placing together and uniting different 

parts, ALE, Gk HK HBL: a 
compound, in medicine, ¥fj, 7 i; a composi- 
tion of metals, #€4 ; brass is a composition, con- 
sisting of copper and zine, Fa Fe AyHEA 3 * a 
literary composition, 4% #% ; a musical composi- 
tion, — (4 4 ; a composition in fine arts, 35 4 

Ay Bit) ; sevious- 

com- 

URNS > 

Hi; adjustment, 75%, fee, HEE ZE ; composition | 
money, fee gt ; compensation, HELA ; a com- 

position in money for supplying viands, JF € ; 
the compesition of words, & Wj FAY, (TE 

aS SaaS 

at, apt a ; to com- | 

ra if WF Sar the synthetical method of rea- 
soning, Fe sit. nc PE WG ami, 2Lam > Composition 

in printing, #5: 4 ; composition in chemistry, 
AEA), as AE ; composition of forces, #% Fy, 7M 
fie Jy, $£7) ; finished composition, 229k) R Fs ; 
composition of ratio, APP Hel. 

_Compositor, n: One who sets types, Heo ¥, FER 

4, WA ENCE #. 
Compost, n. A mixture or composition of various 

manuring substances, for fertilizing land, 4s, 
+. ; a mixture for plastering houses, or com- 

po, We tb. 
Composure, n. A settled state of mind, jh, ¥ 

FRAY fH, Ws 5 presence of mind, es a 

ZG, we 

Compotation, n. fil eR 
Compound, x. ¢. To mix or unite two or more in- 

eredients in one mass or body, Ha HE, FRE, WI 
Fu, Fil 5], AE; {0 one medicine, HZ, Ya, 
lage js Lee :, HH, aea% ; to compound by de- 
price “iat ; to compound hy cutting into 
small bits, a ; to compound words, (£ Ff 

reg, wey, WKF ; Lo settle amicably, — 
ak fu, $2) /72; to adjust by agreement, EE ; 
compound a debt, WB GR EE : ; to compound “ih 

ony, JG Fil, 2% ; to compound metals, $84, 

Sj TLAE. 
Compound, v. 7. ‘To agree upon concession, WEE, 
ji) ZE 5; to come {o terms of agreement by abat- 
ing something of the first demand, TRE Th ; 
to compound with a felon, Hiei #y ; to com- 
ponte for, Lae ; to compound for one’s fault, 

WOE, Aes 
Compound, « E Composed of {wo or more ingredi- 

enis, Af, MEAY. 2 4, 48 MEA; a compound 
word, FF, A. WER, HEA ay Fs a com- 
pound Chinese character, QF, A FPURESR 

compound flower, ##7%~ ; a compound stem, f 
Fe He; a compound leat, 4 RE ; compound inter- 
est, 4) 1 Fi, CFF] ; compound motion, Jf Hf, 
yr HY ; compound number, Fp#% ; compound lar- 
ceny, AJ# fa ¥, #237 ; compound metal, Aes ; 
compound medicine, ¥f), HY 2%, jae ; com- 
pound mass, 44%, HUN compound oyal orbit 
(of upper focus), Hq Ay se. 

Compound, n. A mass or body formed by the 
mixture of two or more ingredients, AeA ; a 
yard round a building, FSF, Js: Sply hb. 

pare pp. Mixed, ME, FRE, HR, 
SEA 
ee » Ppr. Pee eee substances 

bf 
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in one body ot or mass, lm Ae, 1E/y, Wh, ti, Compress, 1 n. A bolster of soft linen cloth with 
Ai) a), 28, 

Warapindon: n. ‘EE HF; a comprador’s man, HPN. 
Comprehend, v. ¢. To understand, |R, AY, WY A. 

IE, A, 3H, SHE. at DAE, DAE. SH, WET. 
i fr ; to comprehend or to be able to under- 
stand, BE", tf, S74. 374; to comprehend 
well, 41H]; difficult to comprehend, #4 HA ; 
do you comprehend it ? (i. Aj Giz @ ; to com- 
prehend elearly or thoroughly, jf) HE, fe, 3 
J; I too comprehend it, FQ #PEE ; intelligent 
to Pe , ST to contain, TJ 4%, 

Lin, eh Z:, %, PLA, invA, el 4E A 3 this 

comprehends Lie We (iy ELIE MERA, UE SLL — Oy ; 
it will comprehend (comprise ) all, A #4— 1] ; 
toimply, ZEA, G3, Ze ML a. 

Comprehended, pp. Understood, B38, BET. T. 

BY Ey ith ; contained , iin, WAia, | FB if - 
Comprehensible, a. Capable of being understood, 

WEE, PY AEBE. TPS; intelligible, Wy, Wes, 
sa FE, Sih 8} 1. 

Comprehensibly, adv. With large extent of sig- 
nification, 4-AA, 4H] 9, A AR, TR 

Comprehension, n. The aet of containing, 

4 AIH, LE # 
understand, Fizik ; capacity of knowin 
lq ; an epitome or compend, EBS. 

Comprehensive, a. Having the quality of eom- 

prising much, fi A, FA, Biba. RAS. WR 
BiDii. AS Ais, AMES, Ot S.A 
ZZME ; general comprehensive arithmetic, # j5 
i: ; comprehensive knowledge, fi &, phe, 
TGR; itisa comprehensive concer n, Wee ACE. 

Comprehensively, adv. With ereat extent or em- 
brace, JK, RRA; comprehensively arranged, 
aes FF foe lig] ; comprehensively expressed, SEA Ay 

T> otk A, oe ith ae. 
Comprehensiveness, n. (GS #, HEH, EY 

44; the quality of including ett in a few 
words or narrow compass, @Ujifi%, f=; pow- 
er of intellect, 8 ; comprehensiyeness of style 

L4G Z il. 
Compress, v. t. To press together by external force 

by the Inn, eda BE, I, | PE PRN 
Ga e, (ase, Yo); to compress in binding, 
dik ; to press between two things, to squeeze, 7 

££, 3, Ie ; to press down, Iikéat, HO, HEA, 
Pete, JRF, ARTY, RJR ; to drive into a nar- 
rower compass, 38%. HJ; to compress with 
nippers, $1, St EE, St tt FF; to embrace 
earnally, $a. 

‘Linh 
capacity of the mind to 

g, HOW), 

? 

| Compromised, 

several folds, used by surgeons to cover a plas- 
ter for dressing wounds, Hy 7i, ARR Af. 

Compressed, pp. or a. Pressed together, as by the 
hand, 2 'e0sth. $e JG, $S $M i; compressed 
within the hand, fA}j&; pressed flat, Hehq 

34 ; squeezed, 3 iH ; forced into a narrow com- 
se 433 823m ; pressed down, Ik ’#fjH ; in botany, 

flatted, yj 2p. 
Compressibility, n. $2734, WR. RH. (AERA; 

the quality of being capable of compression into 
a smaller space or compass, WPA ka sas, WIE 

4. RES. WE. 
Compressible, a. Capable of being forced into a 

narrower compass, TW eI Ag, BY Pee. wy WR 

H, FRAP, te iM. 
Gontnessines ppr- eR. Feo, JRSM, ARES. 

Comey n. EH eR, WON, Bob 
#, 1 34 ; compression of the air, RRR 

Petibe + Mea at 
Compressure, n. The act or force of one hody press- 

ing against another, 4H {i #4, FARA. 
Comprint, n. The surreptitious printing of a work 

belonging to another, BE) A #4, EN 5 
Comprise, v. ¢. To comprehend, or include within 

itself, @4, Gin}, CLR. GLA, JF; to include, Zé 
AY, Ze Art ; to encircle, JE) [#]; it may be com- 

prised in a few words, BF Hy "4G, HR 
“lt ; they are comprised in these words, JEF 
4h 2, Wen? ele; they comprise an area of 

fifty fect, MERE a+, BEAR ELL; they 
comprise all, ##4 Ze Ay. 

Comprised, pp. 4, 4&, @144, 7E A ; they are com- 

prised in it, ZEA), ECE RN). 148— UT. 
Compromise, rn. An amicable agreement between 

parties in controversy, to setile differences by 
mutual concessions, HE! Th Fr, Fae; mutual 
agreement, #A Fy. 79 R48 Fy. 

Compromise, v. t. To adjust and settle a difference 
by mutual agreement, AL TE Ty Fu iS ATA AD. 
#e et bl. AA BE GE; to compromise a difference, 

Fi Fu ee, a Fu (8K; to compromise another, 
FEM fl A, HS JRE, BR tlh KA ; to 
compromise the state, ff 2% fi] 4 ; {0 compro- 
mise one’s self, & Af @; to put to hazard, f& 
As {4 Ft, JERE; to compromise one’s honour, %& 
fi Z#% ; to compromise the guiltless, # # 

pp. Settled by agreement with 
mutual concessions, #43 Th fr, $i AIK; he 

compromised me, (ty iS 4k, the Ais RK. 
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Compromiscorial, a. Relating toa compromise, Hf 

Fu fig. 
Compromit, v. t. To pledge or engage, by some act 

or declaration, which may not be a direct pre- 
mise, but which renders necessary some future 

act, af GME; {0 put to hazard by some previous 
act or meaisure, which cannot be recalled, fi Fe 

Compromited, pp. fej, 2jh. 
Comptroll, n. See Control. 
Comptroller, n. #agp 4. See Coatroller 
Compulsatory, a. Compelling, WE, TE fig. 
Compulsion, n. The act of driving or urging by 

force, inh, a 5 a i ay pte WI, HES: 

by compulsion, LU Anis , el Aen sA- 

Compulsive, a. BRAG, (ate, RANG, GARG, WE 
Compulsively, adv. By compulsion, HR. g&. | AY. 
Compulsiveness, n. hin, Wi. Hie HF. 
Compulsory, a. RIPE, TENGE, BRE, pee com- 

pulsory service, weZ, hh ; 

fin fe SIR BN {EF 
Compuncetion, n. The sting of conscience proceeding 

from a conviction of having violated a moral 
duty, ME i WANE, SRC ME : without compune- 
tion, 4m J- th, Me Hhoty. 

Compurgation, n. The act of justifying a man by 

the oath of others, 2A iA, Big. 
Compurgator, n. # Ay a 
Computable, a. WY) 4, BET, He. 
Computation, n. The act of computing, 47 #E HE 

WH, S}AH, HEH, AER; estimate, [FE 

#350 wrong computation, ¥¢FF; rules or sys- 

{em of computation, 4¥ jJ:. 
Compute, v. ¢. To cast up an account, FJ, Ft, Fp 

40, BR, 4¥ — 4 ; (0 cast or estimate in the ee 
PE, BNE. PLE. BE; compute together, AE =I, 
Ayes, HAG, Hee, ALE]; compute how many, 

AIRS, Bit Bb. 
Computed, pp. Counted, Beih, afi ; cstimated, 

8 BEB. 
Computer, ». One who computes, 47 #5, FE} 4 

#4; a calculator, HE #. 
Computing, ppr. Counting, #744, =}, Be; estimat- 

ing, Pp, E. 
Comrade, n. A fellow, Bey}, 

in office, fF, (fF (4. 
Comradeship, n. (V8 Ep, Hi (E- 
Con, as the pros and cons, fF. 
Con, v. t. To know, 41, #3; to commit to memo- 

TY, fil wey 2’ ; to con over and practice, & ify 

We 72. 

compulsory loan, 

{kfF; an associate 

| Concede, v. t. To 

Con amore. . With love or + pleasure, Hee 
Concamerate, v. ¢t. To arch over, #UHE, ELI HE. 
Cha wien v.t. To link together, #Aj#, j#4n, 

SH, SEE. WO 
ane ‘tenated, pp. Linked together, #Ai#, HE fn, 

SDE, ASIN H. 
Concatenating, pp. ARGH. 
Concatenation, ». A serics of links united, #H 3% 

4%: concatenation of circumstances, #A}# Z 3, 

HIGE EE, SEU BY, AZ. 
Coneaye, a. JI, fg, FETE; concave tiles, & 

¥; to make concave, [ll] fy; a concave leaf, 

[WJHE = coneaye and convex, JIM pMy. 

Coneavity, n. [U[A, Bee. 
Concavo-convex, a. — 3% [UN] ier. 

Conceal, x. ¢. To hide, 3%(B, Fete, HEE. FER 

aE He, th. Tre. PEs, WER. BUR. FEI, TEL, 
TERE, IS. See. BEN. HR. BE. Tie, WE, BE TB, 
WHE, GEE ; to conccal from, iS iii, Ext; to 
conceal one’s self, Me Sy, Pel, PE, ABS, BE 
3 ; to conceal or lic inambush, HLF ; you can- 
not conceal it, i JET CE, We de AB EE; to con- 
ceal the face, 38 42; the superior man does not 
conceal Bee faults, BF AB; to conceal 
the bad and proclaim the cood, BREET SE ; to 
conceal one’s faults, A EL ; to conceal one’s 
name, EERE % , 3 2 Wh % , [EE ; to conceal one’s 
name in posting a placard, [& % FH Hk ; to conceal 
one’s vice, fy f& AL38, Hi BE; to conceal a 
malevolent ee EL LT ; 10 conceal a 
secret, [i], FE3t, df te He ARTE to conceal one’s 
real motives, 3J& ij CL #e; to disguise, PE Fy, 

fe. 
Concealable, «. WE, WE, WIS, Wei, Fe 

{K IE fy. Fey, Et 5 - 

Concealed, pp. or a, Withdrawn from sight, F&j4, 
we, HB, VEREIH; cannot ke concealed, 
jee AE. SEMHET4 ; they were concealed in the 
bush, 38 (ft [f]#k; concealed in obscurity, BEA 
hk: he concealed himself, 4% &, fy ei ; half 
revealed and half concealed, 42h) 4 Ff. 

Concealer, n. 4, EE #. 
Concealing, ppr. [&, FETE, FES. MEd, DEM. 
Concealment, n. Forbearance of disclosure, F&#%, 

[, (SPE a PSS He, AW es YF ; concealment 
of one’s face, 32% 4%; the state of heing con- 
cealed, SRE a the place of hiding, FRE, Wt 

Be, Ue 
HE, THE, wnt; to orant, Ff, 

yield, = itil, mile de - 
Concede, v. 7. To admit, 7. 
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Conceded, pp. or a. Yielded, gj; admitted, FF 
ji; granted, 46 jh. 

Conceit, n. panna idea, @, #4; imagina- 
tion, #8, % AA, SAB, hip AGL, 4 48 ; self-conceit or atfect- 

ed conception, (¥s, fa, AEs Ai. EH, 
WA ZG; strange conceit, 4% #8; pleasant 
fancy, jf #; out of conceit with, no longer 
pleased with, IE LIE Bt, AWARE; foolish | 
conceit or imagination, #48. 

r eH 

Conceit, x. ¢. To imagine, BLAH, VI 4S, xy AB, Ze ; 
there are insane people who conceit the mselyes | 
to be kings and queens, #e/0UBERAZ; 
there pee some who conecit themselves very 

learned, 4 LS PRA A 2. LAE 
tid. 

Conceited, pp. Imagined, V4, 4) ARIE, USHA ; 

vain, BEM, HIE, GLP. 
Ke ‘opinionated, fl LB et 
ceited talk, Fula PEan, WAAR 

Ad. 8 fj. A ®; conceited in his own eyes, 
Ef lij ; Conceited from overindulgence, BE SEE. 

ees, AAS con- 

Conceitedly, adv. (RFK, HEA, Bee hi HF, PER. 

Conceitedness, n. Conceit, SH, ETE: vanity, B& 

ih, A, And. Ali, HAT. 
Conceiyable, a. That may be imagined or thought, 

PRA, VE. VHA, AZ. ? AMG HL. 
Conceivably, adv. In a conceivable manner, 

Sel ao, i 

Cneeive, v. t. To receive into the womb, J 32, Be | 
i4, 824; to form a conception in the mind, 

io Nene ous BLA, ELA, fa, (eT; 
WEL, WF; to con- to conceive clearly, AIRE 

ceive heforehand, si Pp, 441; | cannot conceive 
how it can he, fei B43 Ai CASE. PLATS Gr IE 
H ; I cannot conceive it, 4g AB IN Fil; to conceive 
a jealousy, #248 20%, ARIUS: to conceive a 

dislike, jt 4, FEE ; to conceive a wicked idea, 

il BEG; 0 conceive an idea, 44 jt, ae you 
may conceive my surprise, By BYE RZ eR, 

Oh BY AB FG TT ME AF; T conceive, A ine @ ; to 
conceive a design to murder, jt (ir E}t RR. 

Conceive, v. i. To eae ae IMA; to have 
a Fhtieastion or idea, Eile WASTE. 

Conceived, pp. Formed in me womb, pith ae Ik 
38 08 ; imagined, LIA, AAU WA; devised, #8 
38, PHYjR ; [ conceived an idea {o murder, jt 

Feat FE ; no heart ever conceived, AR FF? 35], 
le ALF]; understood, fej 

Conceiving, ppr. Forming a fetus in the womh, 

X28, S€3p.; forming in the mind, ARF, EFI, 
FA EL IE ; comprehending, iy]. 

Ane, ia weld, Tes, | H 

; egotistical, xa | 

my 

ah 

Content, n. Scbite rt of voices, 

Ce Concentre, v. 7. [EIR iS, iE We ak, 

wert abbas, 2 2) 
| Coneentered, Concentred, pp. United in a point, 

Wear. GK 
Concentrate, v.¢. To bring to a common centre, 

Werth, [EFL eo te, Phy, {i fay FD ; to 

concentrate one’s energies, Hy, WIVIA—F, 
yy Pik = 3Y WRF io concentrate an acid, 

KW, ZG ME; to concentrate one’s forces, 

Be e s— ze, REL —Ip. 
Concentrated, pp. or a. Brought to a point or 

ZN TS 

contre, [TE i 18 rf, 8 HL Gh Hf oth, FR i HR 
reduced to a closer body, i) Rese, He Ay ith ; con- 

centrated acid, etal, ARAB AE ; concentrated 

strengh, Wy, AI, PIV I. 
Concentrating, ppr. Bringing to a point, fe Ife 

tp, HE Ff; reducing to a closer body by 

distillation, Age, Ji Be. Asie. 
Concentration, n. The act of concentrating, FA 

WEA AS, a ETE, RR Be, 
| HE Wer ah; the concentration of one’s energies, 

| 1 NES Te — i; concentration by distilla- 

| tion, Kee ize 44, Zi Hi, =e Hs concen- 
{ration of one’s ‘ialloctil faculties, Hh) Wy #, 

SG J. 
Concentrativeness, n. fh 7 #. 

| Concentric, a. Having a common centre, [iE f{— 

iy, SiS A, — HME, wl t. 
Coneentrically, adv. @ijk—rs, STS fy. 
Concept, n. Fe. 

Conceptacle, n. See Receptacle and Pericarp. 
| Conception, n. The act of conceiving, WE ye 

JA#, SLAB, BAH ; notion, Be FE: sub- 
lime conceptions, 7; FL, # a, 41 GL; beyond 
my conception, HEF AL, RET, HE 

EZ ah, TE AE BY, De A I EL, PEAT By 5 
my conceptions, JglpEee, FH. 

| Concern, v.¢. To relate or belong to, J, BA. BY 
| Ub EYE; it does not concern me, MH [3] 4 BF, 

| RIVTR IE, ARIE, TRS MUA, 
4K Se Ht ; what I speak of concerns you, 4% Wpak 
Ci fi: to concern one’s self about, Bh yee, Hh 
ity, Fh, HPT. IE; to concern one’s self 
about any thing, LIVE ASHE. WEBS. BE 
It; A: do not concern yourself about it, PK 
FSP AIF TE, Dy LIVERS FE ; it docs concern me, 

i (5) (4% FAK; to concern ourselves with the 
affairs of others, BA AW) BE, Ge fli \ Se. 

Concern, n. Business, Jf, 37 #f; a matter of great 
| concern, pee, KE AREF; a weighty Ay 

K K 
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or important concern, #3, BX BEA; it is an 

important concern, BF f§ AA; careful regard, | 
HR; solicitude, $A; persons connected in 
business, A 4p #4, [HZhHR; the whole con- 
cern must be consulted, sph WEA H PAE ; it is 
none of my concerns, ME HYARAE; it is no con- 
cern of mine, fit J 46/35 Y45. 

Concerned, pp. or a. Interested, Zp 77%; I was never 
concerned in this business, (£4647 FP IPS VERE ; 
the parties concerned, A RgYGR, WEA; 
I will not be concerned with him, FQ Bil tia 

PY, FQI2 [al 2 BYE; he was a little concerned, 
4 AS HD, Fi U0 SE, AF Ay SER; Tam con- 
cerned for him, 4&4 ft, FBI ED; ex- 
tremely concerned, --7p 5% a, BIpas a; he is | 
concerned in the robbery, 4 FpIA FF Fy; what 
are you concerned at? A- BPR. 

Concerning, ppr. (commonly, but not correctly, 
classed among prepositions.) Regarding, aR Kk, 
BEM, aE, IS, GI; concerning this, 4% R 

WEN Se, awe, ARIE. 
Concernment, n. See Concern. 

Concert, v. ¢. To frame by mutual communication 
of opinions or propositions, P9 Ht, 79 ai, 4H; 

to settle, pe XE, BAe, oh He, HK BT, HEE; to 
arrange, 7 Bf. 

Concert, n. Agreement of two or more in a design 
or plan, pat, @ BH, Hee; in harmony 
or concert, Fy Be, I, HE, SE; a musical enter- 

tainment, #y#%, Fe#%; a concert room, BRIEF, 
she #E, ts a concert of drums, JH ji]; in con- 
cert, 1, f. [iiJ; to act in concert, A fik, Bytik, 

JA Sa (EE; to use in concert, At, 4 FA. 
Concerted, pp.ora. Mutually contrived or planned, 

Di SCR emer Sie 
Concerting, ppr. Contriving together, fij jit. 
Concerto, n. A musical entertainment, #€#%; a 

piece of music composed for a particular in- 
strument, which hears the greatest part in it, 

ite HE dit 5] 
Concession, n. The act of granting, SCHE#%, Ft 

ib #4 3 the act of yielding, 74%; concession by 

courtesy, 38, i dE; concession of land, Si] fh 
EN, Fil, BE hh ; make a small concession, $f 
— 7G, Mob iy, sE— fy; the concession of land, 

Dr Bl % bh, rg 2 he, WBS 2.4; a concession 
in rheteric, # 

apology, #4. 

Concessionary, a. HEA, BAS, REY, TRIPE. 
Concessionist, n. Af ale i, HE GP HY- 
Concessive, a. aff, HEA. 

, eA; Acknowledgment by way of 

Conch, n. PPh, wee, 

Conchoid, n. The name of a curve, PR Fiz. 
Conchologist, m. One versed in the natural history 

| of shells, fj 7p HH. 
| Conchology, n. The doctrine or science of shells 

and the animals that inhabit them, 4> (3a, 

St HS 5h 
Conchylious, a. Of the nature or species of shells, 

ANSEL. 
Conciliate, v. ¢. To reconcile, A, a Fu, $6, BA, 

{di Fu, Be Fur; to win or engage people’s affections, 

Nuts, FUR Ais; * to appease, BE, HA 
i}; {0 conciliate strangers, #rAf. 

Conciliated, pp. Won, gained, 74i& Ji; recon- 

ciled, {iB Hl, HBA, BBB, SB. 
| Conciliating, ppr. Fi, $F, ew, RA, HAI 

a winning, engaging tone, FA. 
Conciliation, n. 3%; reconciliation, #1, HA 

%, Fn, th Fu HK ; a conciliation has been ef- 
fected, FZ. 

Conciliator, n. One who conciliates or reconciles, 

Ale, Full, HUH. AA. 
Conciliatory, a. Tending to reconcile, fy, AUK, 

AU; kind, ja Fulvyy, 298A. 
Concinnous, a. Fit, suitable, @, @’H.- 
Concio ad clerum, x. A sermon to the clergy, # 

Pc il, ott AAU ED. 
Concise, a. Brief, short, §%, fadz, #74. BIR, 

#i; compendious, fj 32; summary, 92; cut off, 

BF. 
Concisely, adv. Briefly, #%3%, fie; concisely 

written, {£ % igi. 
Conciseness, n. Brevity in speaking or writing, 

fd #. 
Concision, n. A cutting off, 4) ey 4, Hl, BIBT. 

Conclave, n. A private apartment, #,32,Ay ER 
’@; the room in which the cardinals of the 
Roman Catholic Chureh are locked up in priva- 
cy, for the election of a pope, FRE FEE AK ASE 

cE ZT P ; a private mecting, i A 
ok &. 

Conclude, v.t. To infer, #&78, 4, HEA, 
43, FRE; to terminate, 5¢, HL, 5c #8, SEH, 

450, 1, 1 J, IR BE, IR Je, AE; to conelnde 
a discourse, “Sf gif, 423%; to conclude a work, 
5c 1, HE; to conclude a bargain, IRR, WARE; 

to conclude a match, 3 PL, #E¥H RE; to conclude 
a hook or page, 56%; to conclude a business, 
Ti. GR; to conclude a composition, HK #5 ; 

* Not used in a good sense. 

*eb9 5 to blow the conch, 
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to conclude an affair, WE ; what do you con- 

elude from this? (p32 HL Ant, (i BS AIA. 
HF 4a fig SLAG. 

Conclude, v. 7. To form a final judgment, #}=E SL, 

RE, IR. : 
Coneluded, pp. Inferred, Fy FHS; determined, 7 
i ; ended, or finished, 56°F, #798, SOL. inc. | 
se Hb, f opt, CLL, 42 38, 42%; he concluded 
by saying, 5¢:3tz-; when he had concluded, 

wi ees Eco eat 
Concluding, ppr. Inferring, Fy#, FFE ; ending, 

52, Hk, S; the concluding sentence, JE “AJ, # “AJ, 
Se%J; concluding particles, Aces, HEF, 
qn K Ws % #8; concluding a bargain, 

ing words, #8. 

Ginelusion; n. End, We ke, 2%, #8. FE, Ae; the 
close, the last part of an essay, soy ar 
WIE ; inference, 7 FL, MAR, KAS ; in con- 
clusion, ee HA {%, #AHK; conclusion of a dis- 

course, ea, WCE ak. 
Conclusive, a. Decisive, 

convincing, ane Hy AG FR, 2s a a tj BE, 4 A, BL
S ok, 

ni fet As FOR Z, ali ? Baa, Fit fa Aa > ee ra 

ah; a conclusive answer, Aft}, BAB. 
Conclusively, adv. Decisively, Je Bb, AE. 
Conclusiveness, n. APPZ ah, LIB, SUK. 
Concoagulation, n. A coagulating together, gETE | 

Hsia, SEH. 
Conecet, x. t. To digest by the stomach, 794%, ail 

At, HEAL; to purify or refine, yy ; to concoct 
a scheme, (fF, at ; to concoct mischief, gt 

Coneoeted, pp. ora. Digested, #3 (03H; le con- 
cocted a scheme, (£34 Rf; concocted mischief, 

oa ey 3 [#. 
Coneoeter, n. A person who concocts, st 4%, (E El 
Concoction, n. 

mach, AGS maturation, Hew, 7H 
coction of mischief, Ate 4. 

Concomitance, Concomitancy, n. ib 7E#, oes 

ACS. GES, AEH. 
Concomitant, a. ARC, #0 RE, aE Ze, FAH, A A 
Concomitant, n. A companion, PE, AU, ut Ze 

4%, AAP HF 5 a person who accompanics another, 

ae 
FEMA, Bi th 

Ganeoinitanily, adv. In company with others, #4 

Coneord, n. 

Se FAN FEE CK FEAR, HE HE FB; An agreement by 
stipnlation, Fuse]; agreement hetween things, 

re AR ; | 
concluding by deliberation, ate ; the conclud- | 

%E 5 JE) is ee a | 

Digestion or solution in the sto- | 

; con- | 

[AGZE. | 

a thing that accompanies another, Jf | 

Agreement, #, WE, Ful, Fusit, 

A 4; agreement between sounds, Fil i iH 
= 

union of purpose, [AL Ale, Ge. AR, 
fA) th) Bs Is ; fraternal concord, 52 if; Fr 'BE; mu- 
tual concord, #8 Fu, #4 ; Form of Concord, {% 

Concord, v. to veree, Gk HH: | (fe. 
Gaumianes . Agreement, Ay ; Concerdance 

of the Bil e Sfp fe he 1. Hp £1 rh oa 
Concordant,-a. Agreeing or eoaesoonaenth ay 

4y ; harmonious, #1 #¥, HE, Fle. [ath- 
Concordantly, adv. In conjunction, LI Ay a, hh 
Concordat, nm. An agreement made by a temporal 

sovereign with the pope relative to ecclesias- 
tical matters, #4, * Wd ge. 

Concoee v.t. ‘To unite in ore mass or body, 

WM, 7 i tH, fr — HH. 
Hae a n. Confluence, feT#, PF we ; a concorrse 

of men, KAR, KE, KRHA, ARR, HK 
RR E, NK, KA FAR; a great con- 
course, J\Z242; the point of junction of two 
bodies, ji #8 @ ez 

| Concremation, x. 

things together, 
The act of burning different 

[BERR 
| Conerete, a. Consistent in a mass, ERE AG, ATHE 

fv, #0 ; a concrete mass, Fab ZB Buz 
WA, 8K; a concrete noun, ELAS Z fs F 

a conercte number, WF #¥% ; concre ste a a es vet 
nouns, ea ah age (Le soo 

Concrete, v.t. To unite or “coalesce, ei JM Y ae 
| eR, BH, BUTE, RE REHE. 
| Concreted, pp. ora. ‘United into a solid mass, 

$5 ih ; clotted, SESE IM. 
Concretely, adv. GL 43 7 AR. 

| Concretencss, n. SEITE Bi, ESE H.- 
| Conereting, pp: tet, No. 
| Goinaleny n. The aet of concreting, %ex* #, FR 
 #eae Behl we: a concretion in the stomach, 

yee 3 a concretion in the stomach of a cow, 

| Sate ah 
| Concretive, a. Causing to concrete, Pie (J. 
Coneubinage, n. Rik 2 TEM, - RIS , Lz 

RUE LA, WZ. 
Concubinal, a. Ary: 7 SEK. 
Concubine, n. A kept mistress, 42 322k, + ZESz; 

a grisette, me ac HR, t HR EL; a lawful, but in- 
ferior wife, 32, 32 5G, JH, HESS, (ay Ss, ile, 
AKA, EE, JE, HR; imperial emcinine, 

WHC, SPEAR, SAC, WO, AmB, WT, iE. ROME. 

* WOR SEBCE TE ELT HZ RTRRAR concordat. 
+ Name of a kept mistress of a person abroad, having a 

family at home. 
t Salt-water sister. 
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iis, PASS ; a concubine’s son, HE, midy-F-, 
#4 e{F ; children of a concubine, fi) HW}; a fa- 
ther’s concubine, Ref}, Pipu, md); to bring 
in a concubine, 373%, 443, 44 He. femal ; my 
concubine, yJ\32; my young concubine, He, 
Ail Se ; your concubine, Bese, Ap FE. 

Conculeate, v.t. To trample on, Ez. 

Concupiscence, n. Lust, #&, #1 #&, 4 BE, WS BR; 
inclination for unlawful enjoyments, ik, & 

a, WB. 
Concupiscent, a. A RES, ALPE AG, WE RRIE. 
Concur, v.i. To meet in the same point, FAG, A, 

"i ers, eH fir. Ae. *A KA FF; to meet 

mind with mind, [al%, fale, TeAATe; to con- 
cur or unite in a plan, fajgf; to concur ina 
request, £7; Many causes concur to produce 

this result, SMI. WS HATE WIG FEI. 
Coneurrence, n. Conjunction of circumstances, 2 

Concurrent, «. Acting in conjunction, [jij #, [a] fF, 
is, @ FF, wef; concurrent circumstances, 

FBZ, MG 2 An a Za. 
Concurrently, adv. With concurrence, [rj, 4. 

Coneurring, pp. ora. Meeting in one point, & 
JE, AA ; uniting in action, [ml fy, [JH 5 unit- 
ing in a design, Inj#t : consenting, [rl HE, ARE. 

Concussed, a. Af] tif. 

Concussion, n. Ait, A OF. He, MSH, OEE: 
coneussion of the brain, #2}%; 
two ships, fy SAH sa, Si 48 dil. 

Condemn, v.t. ‘To pronounce to be utterly wrong, 

FE ST, 76 48; to blame or censure, if; to con- 
demn one’s conduct, 75%, 7 A Aid:, MAA 
#1; {0 condemn to death, EVE SE, WE AEE; to 

sentence {o pay a fine, 2 J\; to condemn goods, 
$f EE; to condemn a ship, Sf REfPe; to con- 
demn a ship (prize), 3g Asi; 10 judge and con- 

demn, 4 FI SE, 7 Wai) SE. [ae MBR. 

Condemnable, a. BE SE 5, A SE. FF SEE. BY 

Condemnation, ». The act of condemning, 7 5 
Hie SE 44, Eh RE ; the state of being condemned, 

Condemnatory, a. Condemning, 5 SE AY, 1 SEA, 

FE NE. 
Condemned, pp. or a. Censured, #3, SEi& ; pro- 

nounced to he wrong or guilty, %E Pi ; con- 
demned as worthless, 3p )#€j& ; forfeited, FEZ 

if. 
Condensable, a. Capable of being condensed, BY fifj, 

RAH, BAA. 4; condensable, as fluid, ny 3, 

a. concussion of 

| 
| 

WY JE, By REZ; that may be compressed into 
a smaller compass and into a more close, com- 

pact state, BY (ake ty, TT ERIE, ABER, 
FY ies 4 (VJ. 

Condensate, v.t. To cause to take a more compact 
State, (like sh, (i Mil, thi ti FF; to condense, 
which see. 

Condensate, v.7. To become more dense, ## BE, HK 

Fh WB IN TE ERY, SETE. 

Condensate, a. Made dense, 4, Fil, BEE. 
Condensating, ppr. ora. Making more ¢lose or 

compact, tee we, WR, Hee HE. 
Condensation, n. The act of making more dense 

or compact, E34, BEAM, MEHL G, 481 24, ae 
MEK, WEEE. 

Condensative, a. (li wehy, Wise HUGE, ie 7H fy. 
Condense, v. t. ‘'o make more close, 4 HIF] SE, Hk 

WH 4 FF; to make more thick, #4 ; to condense, 
as vapour, SEI, (i k-4E > 10 condense, as writ- 
ing, fil, 4. teJ; to condense by contraction, 

{di Hi IH; to condense, as air, iG FH, JAR BE, 

Megs. 
Condense, v. i. To Lecome close, i &¥, jE, AK 

Ai 3 ; to grow thick, KR. 

Condensed, pp. or a. Made dense, ag yi 32 49 ; con- 
densed, as steam, #3 3% , #3 ; condensed, as 

writing, fii, 2734; compressed into a nar- 

rower compass, JARRE , ja FIA. 
Condenser, n. A pneumatic engine or syringe, in 

which air or other elastic fluids may he con- 
densed, 38 84a #E; a vessel, in which aqueous 
or spirituous vapours are reduced toa liquid, 3 
SH, KES E. REACH; a condenser of light, 
38 HL G8 ; condenser gauge, Hix. 

Condensing, ppr. or a. Condensing, as writing, 
fii, 7; condensing, as vapour, #, ig; condens 
ing, as light, 3%, 43; condensing, as other 
hodies, x8 74, RA] 48 ; condensing lens, #36 
$%, Me; condensing engine or syringes, #7K 

Condensity, n. See Density. 

Condescend, v.7. ‘To descend from the privileges 
of superior rank or dignity, 3fE fi, PF RA, dE, He, 
Ahi, Al, ATP; to yield, ¥,aRHE; to conde- 
scend to visit inferiors, Ji, EE, KE 18, BaP ; 

{o condescend to grant, FE; 10 condescend to 

men of low estate, Pf (ii T 2. 
Condescending, ppr. afe, fi, dB, Ji}; condescend- 

ing regard, 3fE Rf, EX; condescending com- 
passion, 3fE We, (pe; yielding, tae. 

WY EE, BY ESE, BY sia 34; condensable, as air, &e,, Condescendingly, adv. By way of yielding to in- 
Se « = ——— = i 
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feriors, PAM aE, Li aisle. 
Condescension, n. Voluntary descent from rank 

or dignity, (PIE, it 4 6TH, sik 
Condign, a. Deserved, RE, H, WE. HM, MEK, 

Ht; condign punishment, #4 5% “IH, WES 2 SE, 

According to merit, %4 

tH Of 

HESS Til 
Condignly, adv. a Bh HAE, 

3%; condignly punished, 3EFAAA H- 
Condiment, n. That which is used to give relish 

to meat or other food, WPAE; sauce, pickle or 
other seasoning, 4%, 7}, A; a shop where con- 
diments are sold, 4& [2], 48-4; mixed condi- 
cule LKR; ground or pounded condiments, | 

Ganaite: v.t. To prepare and preserve with sugar, 

salt, spices, &e., a AINAIA, HEU, BA. 
Condition, n. State, #%, HE hh, PASH, Hee. TES, 

HIE, HRS, GRE, Si tH; rank, state with re- 
spect to the orders or grades of society, Ji fit, 
rk, SF He, H Zp ; terms of a contract or cove- 
nant, #4 FE, KR, PEM: terms given, or pro- 
vided, as the ground of something else, i f§ ; 
he is in a bad condition, {0 hy 3584, ls i PR 
AE ; to be in a good condition (of health), JZ 
Ao Heb, * TEAS ENE ; 7 the house is in a good 

condition, ROPES IE BEA, ERNE HATE BEAK. 
FU 7 IE EE; the army is in a deplorable 
condition, 2% (IE EME Ay, FE WIE BEE ; 
his mind is ina bad condition, Jf jit A Ke ; 
upon condition, #47, {jz 3 a person | of the best 
condition, |. 4% A. ; the conditions of sale, ¥F £% 

Arh, RAG 5 HR, HERA, AED his fi- 

nances are in a flourishing condition, RE 
Hk; to ship goods in a good condition, JA RFE 

Conditional, a. Depending on conditions, IB AY, 
PEAS, HERA; not absolute, Fu; condi- 

tional sale, FEPEHEAD, HRILARTE LE. (HLA. 
Conditionally, adv. With certain limitation, sf 
Conditioned, pp. Stipulated, sf jE Hi ; ill condi- 

tioned, MEAS (IE, #2; well conditioned, afJZ 
f@, (RAS ; fair conditioned, AF PE fF. 

Condolatory, a. Expressing condolence, TAPE, 7h 
fj, Na fy ; a condolatory epistle, IF 4, lie, TF 

rr) = 

Condole, v. 7. 1]', IF; to condole for the loss of a 
friend or relative, 1f,4€, if) 38 ; 10 condole for 
the loss of one’s country, fz ; to sympathize, fi] 
% ; he returned to condole with the Marquis of 

Wei, sie HIRE. [7338 
Condole, v. t. To lament or bewail with another, 

| Conduct, n. The act of leading, 38 3 ; 

Condolence, n. Sympathy, § ™ Se) IEE, EIB, Ly 

Condaler n. TESS, THE A, FEM Z A. 
Condoling, ppr. Grieving at another's distress, 

ih Wis [ra] Be. 
Condor, n. wpRE. * 

Condrilla, n. BE TERE. 
| Conduce, Ws ;. To contribute, 1%, HEH, 12, 1, BH, 

HAL, 2B: this conduces to health, Wg 

inf AMER VET. 
Conducing, ppr. fi}, Hh, Hef. 
Conducive, a. That may conduce or contribute, 

fH, (i, Hy, SIGH. FH; conducive to health, 

Hey 12, (hae i, OD MAL Ge. 
command- 

ing, WEAR, THs, 5 - behaviour 7, OH, 

SAB, Sk, indy, itt, We 25 148) WE, A 
tm; Management, #FHP ; a porson of good con- 
duct, 46 #7 ABBE, 3 FF Hi; bad conduct, PFA, 

FE 47, 7 f£: a person of bad conduet, HH af fy 
SHE, WT BH, 2 % ; look at a person’s con- 
duct, HALF. 

Conduct, v.t. To lead, 5], 3, 4E, BLE, iA], 5] 

47, 5/98, Bae, RE, FLD a. FE Mp VE; to ac- 
company and show the way, ;&f7; to lead or 
point out the way, 4S, 3] #; to usher in or 

introduce, GI{#£, FEA; to manage, HP, FRE, 
LBB, FT HE, “le HE, BEBE; to lead as a command- 
er, 42d ASP, ABE, ABP; to conduct one’s 
self, #743, ae to convoy, #€; to conduct an 
aflair, HP3L, (i; to conduct an army, AE ke, FR 
'E ; to conduct a lawsuit, Ay En), LM, 

fiz ran] as 

Conducted, pp. Led, 53m ; directed, #}5p3, 47 
PE ; managed, Hi ; commanded, 4% HP3H. 

Conductibility, n. FY 5] #. 
Conducting, ppr. or a. Leading, 4] 38 

ing, Hf, Fy HP; behaving, 7H. 

Conduction, ». Transmission by a conductor, 5] 
#4 ; the conduction of heat, 5[FRFR#, ae (Gal. 

Conductor, n. A leader, 5] 39, 384%, 7 3B, AE 

DA, ir Bh A, TOA. AN TY, ti] Hs a chief, § mt 
ABA AH, EAs a manager, $e, MBE 
4, TTF HA sa superintendent, =E YE; a con- 
ductor on a rail-road line, #4 Hig HUGE ; a sur- 
geon’s conductor, JJ ¥]; a conductor of electric- 
ity, HRS]; a lightning conductor, 5 FF, 
dik et ; All metals are good conductors of heat, 
and wood, stone, glass are bad conductors of 

heat, 4 (6 BACT BER GREE 

te 

; Manag- 

® Said of persons in good health. + Said of cattle. * Ppa A Zee. 
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Conduit, n. Je, HOU, Ache, WHR. aE, IC ET, 
516 IK ZS 8 covered conduit, PE, med 5; an 
open conduit, Py te + We ; the conduits of my | 
blood, 4& ff. 2.4. 

Conduplicate, v. t. To fold together, fat#. 
Condyle, n. condyle of the femur, A Ie IA. 

Cone, n. LAS, HH LIE. RMF. RAVE 
4% ; cone shell, #3. HR, Jif. 

Cone-shaped, a. RLIE, WR ZIE. 

Confabulate, v. 7. 
Confabulation, x 

Contect, v. t. To als cee Ly Bk ya He. 
Confect, n. Sweetmeat, 228, Pye 
Confection, n. =e Hr ae Oe 
Confectioner, n. Pe ses fp jaf, BAAR 
Céasetionarys n. A place where SW eet meats are 

made or sold, PHAR, FOYCR- 

Confederacy, n. 

sup, ort of exch other in some act cr enterprise, 
ba #43; 1o enter intoa confederacy, Wea? , HR, | 
#£09- a confederacy of states, i? Bl, @ PR, Hg 

fe; to belong to the confederacy, Agéy ; a com- 
bination of two or more persons to commit an 

unlawful act, Bae, HALE, 25] 20), BER, 

Confederate, a. United in a league, fii) BEA, Age 
OPE, fi)aie WA) #4 5 engaged in a confederacy, [iJ 

on EE eeu fi BO. 
Confederate, 

a league, [lay a, [el nas, Ato, @ le, fa 
BE UE, ESM OPE, ie to Le confederates, 83 5 

f;, oy FT Th fs ie] 

Confederate, v. 7. ‘To ie in a league, #93, Be 
a aad 5 {o confederate fer unlawful purposes, 

HG, HAG, HERE, [#i Be. 
Con‘ederating, ppr. Uniting in a league, #& Wi, 
Confederation, n. A league, fy ; a confederation of 

states, 4 Pd, Bi GY, Hs fd. 
Confer, r. i. To consult together, Ti, Ma. 

Py, HAY ; 10 discourse, pz aft. 
Conter, v. t. To give or bestow, as the emperor or 

a superior, I, Wh-z-, $h, HE, ge, wil, at, AY, 
PE, PEK. HWY. HANES, tlle, UL, Ht, I ; 10 con | 

; to confer | 

to confer saat from the | 

fer a favour, Fe P.. RL, WR, BAZ 

rank, SHH, Hh Be: 

first to the fifth degree is called pati, PEEP; 
to confer rank from the sixth to the ninth de- | 

grce is called HF}; to confer rank or a Lutton, 
WI a; to confer a title on an idol, Ship; to 
confer titles on the departed, ji; to confer 

A contract between two or more | 

persons or hodies of men or states, combined in| 

n. One who is united with others in | 

rewards, #{ 43, € ee: to confer hy command of 
His Masestie Sct ; to confer happiness, $4 7g ; 
celestial spirit confers blessings on us, JK fF 
jim ; to confer universal blessings, 35 fh, 39m ; 
to confer a degree, 3%-+; to confer a banquet, 
A's ; to confer refreshments or rewards on 
troops, 42, 42) 44: ; to compare, JERR. 

Conference, n. A deliberation, #5 a 4, F§ HF, 
BE im 4% ; to hold a conference, [ii] #9, [ald, 
Pi, Bag ; a public conference, 75% ; a personal 
conference, jfijad. 

Conferred, pp. Bestowed, 1) 383 $38, HBS 
jf ; conferred by sovereign, ae SAG. 

Conferring, ppr. Conyersing together, 7% it, BY 
| fa ; bestowing, HY, fh. 
| Contferva, n.; pl. Confervee. An extensive section of 

the alge, consisting of tubular, jointed water- 
weeds, if Me. 

Confess, rv. t. ‘lo acknowledge, 72 id, 18, &. re, G, 

Pat, fit, 2 , ai, dag ; to confess sin, #2 3E, it 
J, Pat i, idl JE, aii JE, ap JF, fit. SE. (KE; 1 

confess one’s faults, #23 ; to confess one’s a 
| fa CL3E; to confess, as the Roman ae 
i I, IKE, 4-5E; will you confess ? (i, aie 
ae, (BEAR. (re a A; he wont confess # 

| all, Wy Ay ME 5 to SHON sy the effect, #. 
Confess, v. 7. To disclose faults, fa 5B, 4 5B. 

Confessed, pp. or a. Owned, Ash, RB. 
| Confessedly, adv. Undeniably, AR ek, WA 

iy, $25 ; with avowed purpose, ARE, A 

Pe 
Confessing, ppr. Owning, 92,48, #3 declaring 

to he true or real, W)4&, 45H, fiz. 

| Confession, n. jh; the acknowledgement of a 
crime or fault, @25E 4%, JBSES, i FE 4, Bk; 
auricular confession, f#5E 28; confession of 
faith, {4 (4%; a book containing the articles of 
creed, (=#€; the acknowledgement of debt by 
a debtor before a magistrate, az, Atk, GK. 

| Confessional, x. The seat where a pees or confes- 
| sor sits to hear confessions, 7 3. 

| Confessor, n. One who confesses, fi # ; one who 
acknowledges his sins, §% 5E #4, SE 3a 
Christian confessor, Ase f& 4, PILE HA; a 
priest who hears the confessions of others and 
has the power to grant them absolution, {72 5E 

Pel gi 
Fic 8 5 Contest, pp. or a. 

One entrusted with se- 

open, A YK. 

| crets, IMA, ALD A, AC e- 

for confessed. Owned, 

Confidant, Gonfidante: n. 
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Confide, xv. t. To trust, io confide in, (esi, “4, 
WH, an, TOK, #2 (8, 4, PR; to give credit to, 

{@; 1 confide in you, cE MIT, AEE AL. 
Confide, v. t. To intrust to, #€, #£, BE, 4, 

Pde. HE, VBE; I confide this to you, FER 
BB, SER MR, GET LK 

Confided, pp. Confided in, #E ig]; confided to, =f 
18, ob Hi 

Confidence, n. Trust, (=, {3 ff, [23£, PAZ; to look | 
to with confidence, 28/3, f§{Z; to place con- 
fidence in a person, fg J\, REA, 

ffm JL; to have confidence in one’s self,  #, tk 
Cc; to have confidence in one’s talent, (RAB 
F ff ; to have confidence in one’s own strength, 
KA GZ; safety, or assurance of safety, 
RAE; boldness, 7H; assurance, FY fe; 
tual confidence, #4 fs, 4 {fe ; to insure confi- 
dence, Fy{z ; to lose confidence, 2&{Z; to in- 
crease confidence, Jj {z= ; to gain confidence, 7} 

Mia C- 
Confident, a. Having full belief, Pf 4n, WEAN, EE 
fq ; trusting, fg; relying, f#{, SEH; bold, 
as to vice or virtue, JHA, AH, APH; dog- 

matical, SRE, yj; confident of victory, sr 

BR M- 
Confident, n. See Confidant. 

Confidential, a. Enjoying the confidence of an- 

other, (EREIPE, I, BTR AE, Way. Ws 
#§ 4 ; private or secret, #3; a confidential 
friend, APE MA. FC. 4 HAC; a confiden- 
tial communication, 34 f=, FRE fy {Z ; a confi- 
dential servant, (5 EYE A. 

Confidentially, adv. In reliance on secrecy, 9%, 

‘fe Flak 
Confidently, adv. With firm trust, ‘$f, HER, wh 

ERR. 
Confiding, ppr. or a. Trusting, 4H, ZEA. 
Configuration, n. External form, Jf; relative po- 

sition or aspects of the planets, Si ji, So%. 
Confine, n. Border, J%. 9h, HE 9, FAL; the con- 

fines of earth, fy 7 38 ¥E ; the confines of a river, 
iff 4% ; on the confines of a state, fy 2 He; to 
guard the confines of a country, $i pf 3% JR; 
the confines of a grave, || §b; to he on the con- 
fines of death, [& 4E 2 #&. 

Confine, a. Bordering on, ¥LUJs ; to touch the limit, 
705, FE; to he adjacent or ecntiguous, as 
one territory to another, #HFE. 

Confine, v. ¢. To bound, [f%, FEE: to confine 

within limits, fR] (£, (EEE; to restrain within 
limits, # jk, PAWS; to confine in prison, TF FR, 

“PF fa , (3 | 

mu- | 

T Bip iit 3 ‘to confine a er iminal, PA 4G; 
confine one’s remarks, i ER aR TS AE a 
#jALE ; to confine one’s self to the house, [ft 
WH), SESH, OE HIPY, Ye; to confine one’s pas- 
sions, JHR#; to tie or bind, REE, AME. 

Confined, pp. or a. Restrained within limits, pt 
4438, FA CESS ; confined, as by law, &e., #* Jt 
383, PABRGH ; imprisoned, 44 BF, 4B IA] ; secluded, 
4 Z ; confined to hed, BLY, Play; confined, 
as a woman, 4A, fie BE; confined air, Fay st, 3F 

SA, ae; confined space, PRA, Pa, We SE. 
Confineless, a. Boundless, $B; without end, ff 

aE. 
Confinement, n. Imprisonment, 4f Fé 3¢, TP fk; 

{o be kept in close confinement, 4% 7 BE; re- 
straint of liberty by force or other obstacles of 

necessity, # i #, PAPE # ; seclusion, #84, 
WE Bs confinement of a woman, IPM: con- 

finement by sickness, Fi 4g; to hear confine- 
ment, Me Hi Py, [ #. 

Confiner, n. He or that which limits, [i$3%, PHA 
Confiner, n. A borderer, ( 3% 9 #¥; he or that 

which is adjacent or contiguous, 0 RH, HEIR 

Confirm, v. ¢. To make firm or more firm, ff% & [Ay, 
{ik +E [A]; to settle or establish, B&ay, Be; to 
confirm by an oath, #277 #3 ; to confirm by 

evidence, (GSR, EE, THERE, MER : 
to confirm a news, ine: to confirm one’s 
words by fulfilment, 2 ; to confirm by quo- 

tations, EDS, als ii XZ, sRGB, ea | 

APE; to confirm, asa prophecy, WER; to ratify, 
as an agreement, BENE; to admit to the full 
privileges of a Christian by the imposition of 
m bishop’s or minister’s hands, RR fz, FES 
i $e ER (= ; toconfirm, as the Roman Catho- 
les EXHE ; to comfirm, as the Senate, #f. 

Confirmation, n. The act of confirming, ex, 
weFS4; confirmation by evidence, v7 #2pE # , 37. 
at PE % ; confirmation by signature, # Hf, 

%= % ; confirmation by giving new strength, 4% 
&% 4 ; the confirmation of one’s words, f8 <5 2; 
the act of laying on the bishop’s or minister’s 
hands, in the admission of baptized persons to 
the enjoyment of Christian privileges, {2% 
we; confirmation according to the Roman 
Catholics, Bz he 2% Heuh. 

Confirmative, a. srHEPEN, A EEA. 
Confirmatory, a. That serves to confirm, 232A, 
ABE M, BER RUE: pertaining to the rite of 
confirmation, F< {2 fy. 
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Confirmed, pp. ora. Made 

confirmed by signature, #: ki, @ejh; con- 
firmed by evidence, vp ith sGPE; confirmed by 
quotation, +] i EYE; admitted to the full 
privilege of the Church, (2 jf ; a confirmed | 
opiumsmoler, 98}: 4]. 

Confiseate, v. ¢. To adjudge to be forfeited to the 
publie treasury, A. ge, 85 '&, Je Ef, 3g ZS; {0 con- 
fiscate one’s property, #5 4% ; to seal up proper- 
ty, in order to confiscate the same, $3 FE, Lf 

BESTE. 
Confiscated, pp. ora. Ad& Fe, Phikh ; the govern- Pi 19 Py 8 

ment confiscated all his property, Ph jh REE; | 
the whole shall be confiscated, 4&7 fF. 

Confiscation, n. ABA. CAH, RE. 
Confiscator, n, One who confiscates, > 9 3% EF HR 
Confit, n. See Confect. | HE #%- 
Confiture, n. Be fig. 
Conflagration, n. A great fire, IRB, KIC, BL 

ful, (alk ; a great conflagration, > j# [a] we ; to 
put out a conflagration, #4; an accidental | 
conflagration, 4e ake. 

Conflict, n. Violent collision of substances, 4A fi 
# ; a contest or fighting between men, k's, 

St, FASE, AAR, AGT ; a contest or fighting 
between armies, APE, 3e mK, 47 (ik ; a deadly 
conflict, AE WR; © sanguinary conflict, sft Hk; a 
perpetual conflict with difficulties, Fy Yi geste, | 
IB MEAAIA ; conflict of the mind, HAA. A, 
3 SE, ot HAN HE; a striving {0 oppose or over- 

come, #A[2] ; distress, $B RE; anxiety, HME. 
Conflict, v.i. To strike or dash against, JiZ% ; to 

fight, Pui, BE; to be in opposition, ¥ gi. 
Conflicting, ppr. Conflicting, as testimony, &e., 

Att, FAK; conflicting testimony, 7 ftkAn ky, 
Hf! A. Bf; conflicting doubts, [24,4 ¥€, 2B. 

Confluence, n. A flowing together, asof two or more 
streams of water, IE ge, A> itt, TA3#e; confluence of ’ By @} iC > ANS ? 

rivers, ji] #7 HCH ; a running together of people, | 

ABI, MEME; 0 crowd, SPB 
Confluent, a. Flowing together, Q ie, HEE, HE | 
Jf ; in botany, growing in tufts, #4E yj; run- 
ning into cach other, 73! ZE; in medical sei- 
ence, running together and spreading over a | 
large surface of the body, [HERE fr. 

Conflux, n. @rHe, Awe, WHE; at the conflux of 
the rivers, jay #7 j#¢H2 ; a multitude collected, He | 

HE, NS HRD 
Conform, r,t. To make like in external appearance, 

FR ETA, WOR IR HUN, (5 OB, BR AT, WEAK 
to conform ourselves to our instructions, (ej 

more firm, 37 F238 ; | tT, i op Thi Ty. 
Conform, v. 7. To comply with, or live according 

10, HE, HS, HR OE, BE, He, WK, fe fe, FE ; to conform 
to reason, 334 Ty fz; to conform toa rule, 94 

HM, HEMT; “characters in which fau, 
| a mound, occurs must conform to these,” ¢6 3. 
Zee UE; to conform to the sentiments of 

others, GE ARE, HEN IE, WAGEATE. Ba A 
772; to conform to instructions, fig RAR YA; to 

conform to (obey) the laws, A ic, JA 7; to 
conform to fate, BAEK sr; to conform to the 
ancient customs or style, #3. REHE; toconform 
to custom, HA4N45 ii 7. 

Conformable, a. Correspondent, #4 {L], 40 &, TH BB, 

fA, Anes; compliant, WAGE Ay, 38 7B AY; con- 
formable as two sets of strata, iPS, AWE. 

| Conformably, adv. In confirmity, Wé, Hf, PR- 
| Conformation, n. The manner in which a body is 

formed, JK#@##%> form, JZ, 278; the act of 

conformity, Aste, (ke SKA, GR, HEAR. 
Conformed, pp. Made to resemble, N&pE (KiB, HE 

Ae {iif ; reduced to a likeness of, 4k 4a; 
conformed to the world, 7 {Ik Ty 7; be not con- 
formed to the world, Me gp GZ (lk, Fy LI Ey Geile, 

Dy GEA. 
Conforming, ppr. Adapting, #&, fF; com- 

plying with, @, 37, WAGE. 
Conformist, ». One who complies with the worship 

of the Chureh of England, 7# AS: BS AHH. 
Conformity, n. Likeness, #8 (L] 4%, #8 4; corre- 

sponding with a model in form and manner, 

HRS, ASCH, RT; in conformity, HA, 
4, (f€; in conformity to the fashion of the 

time, HRSA. HIKE. 
| Confound, %.¢. To mix, fA, BHE; men and 
| women mix indiscriminately, 33 A Ye HE; to 

confiise, Ls FT Ls ITH. TRG. MAL, 2. WERE, 
tii i); to confound their language, ge Aelbah; 
@Litah ; to confound right and wrong, tif fi 3 
JE; do not confound them, PFT BL; to perplex, 
PA BL, WOOL, FES, MASE; to make ashamed, 
(i 1h, EYE; to confound persons, asi A, 
mal AV; to stupify with amazement, 7A 
SB, Wi Aze #2; to confound, overthrow, Wei. 

| Confounded, pp. Mixed or blended, {ft #Eit ; con- 

fused, @L38. ITAL; perplexed, (Lj AM; a 
confounded fool, 7% be Ht Pa, s-SLME, dey TR OGE ; 
they must not be confounded, A¢Pez. 

| Confounder, n. One who confounds, Al fF, WHER, 

47 GLH ; one who terrifies, MEW 4, Mik INUBE- 

Confounding, ppr. Mixing and blending, 7&4 ; 
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putting into disorder, 
the mind, fl ot; 
shame and silence, (ii 2 1%; a TOUS f | 

Confraternity, n. M506, Hs HK. lz 
Confraternize, v. 7. EFF, 51 Ze. 
Confront, v.t. To stand face to face, 3 f}, ¥} sr, 

AAS}, BY aS IE. SY TES ME fi ELL ; to con- 
front one’s accusers, Za BETA, Ba. Bb: 

to confront the necused land witnesses, PF il; 

to confront the witnesses, 3a, hE ane ; to 
set face to face, #A¥f; to confront with, AAR, 

anit. ADEE. 
Confronted, pp. St fl a 7035, 40S i8. 

Confronting, ppr. Him Ase, AB. ZETA. 
Confucianism, n. fE Ft. 
Confueius, rn. JLF, FLRF. WAL AM- 
Confuse, v.t. To derange or disorder, §L, HAL, 

AY AL, FVUE, WE GL. 4S GL, TE mel. We ae, ME, HR, 
2 EB; to confuse the troops, gl ; 

fuse people’s minds, @LAS. HALA, Hal 
Nath, PERUAS, HALA: to confuse right 
and wrong, ti ff] JE. 

Confuse, a. Confounded, gL; the man is confuse, 
Me EE, Ar SL. Avot Jie RL; confuse lan- 

guage, Df MERR. 
Confused, pp. or a. aL ft al, BY MBL: #€ AL, Kit IKE, 

HME RL, He, HTL, WE We, DB tbh TET]. HH Th 
WEB, Whit, NE, TRL, FEL, RS, RET, 

47 AL. (AGL; disturbing 

to con- | 

abashing and putting to | 

ih, “ERY, TRE Be, ae, Jai a confused | 

mind, oS @lAnit, al, RG, ARE, AL, {fs 

4. (CN, RE. HPL. HEIIE, RI, EAL, FEAL, 
RE, TR BL. Wa. WE. MP. ME; confused talk, Wei 

ah, ah, 2B; confused style, “STH, BE 
i Ty HE; put to blush or shame, fi- J ae He; 

cast down, S28 0%; confused dee Tas, iy A 
MAL, HCA MAL; very confused, 47-77 GL; con- 
fused, as goods, H84ik A HE. 

Confusedly, adv. To act confusedly, gh {it Si, 4k 
FH RL; to do things confusedly, AZT PEN ; 
to see things confusedly, fife Scie; to think 

confusedly, 4) FRGLAE. 
Confusion, n. Disorder, @l, EBL A ; 

mind, )t al, FETE, F #8 HP ; confusion of intellect, 
bagel; confusion in the head, pAPK, DAE; t 
cause confusion in a state, EBL, ZERL, 4 at 
Real ; a state in confusion, LEY; great confu- 
sion, AL; all in confusion, CoOBUTRL, aL gL: 
the hair all in confusion, DASE 3 WILL; to act 
with confusion, HIER, FIC Mal, ALOT fAk, 
fallge ; to throw things about in confusion, fy 
LSS, RE GLIWE ; confusion or abashment, Se: 

confusion of | 
| Congestible, a. HBR me, BY HL 

o | Congestion, n. Fi 2 Hh, IR G 

| Congenerie, a. fal ff. 

to put to confusion, fii sey: confusion of face, 
#6 MEG; to run in confusion, #L5E, @lZE AL 

Confutable, a. BRS fil, TY Gi, At. |e. 
Confutant, n. FEES Hi. BRIBE. 

* | Confutation, n. $2 EH, RAH, BRA, HERS 
Fis Th SS To aS, Mead ES 
Contute, v.t. To convict of error, #2 AE, * Rie 

Aa» Bl, RAB, FEA. Hil BB. PL, BRA], BE 
SYACAPIL, ASA N Ba 

Contuted, pp. $f 88, BES, Sea A EE, BU 
ie 3; confuted him, &¥ Al 4B. [ BE fal. 

Confuting, ppr. FAH, BU, HARE, HE, 
Conge, n. Parting ceremony, 4-G¢ 778, 458 Z% 

Te, ayAeZie ; the act of respect performed at 
the parting of friends, (ERE MY, ASAE, HED ; 
to take conge, 42%, Fa a bow of courtesy, 

EH, FT AS, BEE. 
Conge, v.i. To take leave with the customary 

civilities, 4 a%, eI. 
Congeal, v. t. To change from a fluid to a solid 

state, by a loss of heat, as water in freezing, 

&e., Hf » ba Re, BER, FE iit, GAA, WAKE, ye ae 
vi, ‘Pil: to congeal, ¢ as milk, Sexi, BEE; to 
congeal solid, i $f. 

Congealable, a. TY xt, AY BE, BY tee KE. 
Congealing, ppr. tee, BE, wie. 

Congealation, n. tke, Beek, BEE, SEI PTH. 
Congee, n. Rice water, ny, REtK, tiv ik, Fa, HehaKT, 

Falke ; to boil congee, Genk ; to eat congee, BW 

LK}. 
Congenial, a. Partaking of the same genus, kind 

or nature, 3, (® (0), [al PE. fel cn AZ; natural, 

4 VE. Jia. KH; agrecable to the pele 
tion, APE, GE, HOA; warm, 7, 

Gingentali, n. Participation of the same ae 

DU VE, WAGE. BL. A, A, A HH 
Congenite, Congenital, a. [iJ4E, EA, Het 

Jonger, Conger-cel, n. figs, Ygits, Mopk. LA. 
Congeries, n. A collection of several particles or 

bodies in one mass or aggregate, SES 7 Hey, 

Moisi ao, e321. 
Congest, v.t. FUR, pes 2, YER, BR. 

aeeee 

- congestion of the 
brain, gn FAW AES eenieeation. of the liver, fit 

ale? 
Congestive, a. fit Ag, i SSH Ay. 
Conglobate, a. Formed into a ball, #¥ 38 j& —. 
Conglobate, v. t. #EIKAR, HET. 
Conglobation, n. #EKAS#. 

42 is chiefly applied to written confutation. 

Lui 
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Conglomerate, a. Gathered into a ball, or round 

body, #ik—Hl, #5 
ate rocks, HE, SEAM. 

Conglomerate, n. A sort of pudding stone, or rock, 
eomposed of pebbles cemented together, SG, 

He) ee Fr, DE A a, BETAS A. 
Conglitinant, a. Gliing, FS 3E Ay, PKA; heal- | 

ing, #a 3 fg. 
Conglutinant, n 

BEIM TD (vy. 
Conglutinate, v. ¢. To glue together, PI jRRKY,, 

M3, HIT, 4H: to heal, BRIE, HIE. TL. 
Conglutinate, v. 7. To coalesce, FATS HL. FATE, HL 
Conglutination, n. The act of gluing together, #& 

TE HE, HEIN Hs a eu by uniting the parts | 
of a wound, #1 4, #2 #. 

Conglutinative, a. Having the power of uniting 
by glue, Ge., PAPE, WHE AY. 

Congo, Congou, n. A species of black tea from 
China, Tek. 

Consienin late; v.t. To wish joy to another, Z€3%, 
FS, ASA. ES, EA, GH; to congratulate 

. A medicine that heals wounds, 

= Ba) AST 

on a birthday, FPR, WLR AE AE. WR, AE 
A, AE Wl HK; fo congratulate on the new 
year, FFE, GCI We, 7 ik ; to congratulate | 
an officer on his promotion, BUR ME, RARE: 

to congratulate a superior, M4, BEY ; to con- 
gratulate the heir-apparent on his birthday, 

| ‘WA FH 
Congratulating, Pp AS, AS, pert. 
Congratulation, n. 494, RH, QRH, A 

fee Beat Ze : PON ee ons on a birthday, | 

MEH, WEAK, Mew H, ELE ; to offer 
congratulation, AR Re. 

Congratulatory, a. FQxz (fy, # 
UNI ; congratulatory cards, 
gratulatory presents, 2 f%, # 

tory usages, S79 jit, |S Mh; 
See? 

gratulatory present, 7x7. 
Congregate, v. t. To assemble, HAE, HRA, 4B, 

OK, RM, fy. IE. 
Congregate, v. i. To come together, @ $f, He 46. 
Congregation, n. #; an assemblage of persons 

for the worship of God, 32, J[smipze @. 
Congregational, a. ffi, Cri. 
Congregationalism, n. That system of Church 

government which yests all ecclesiastical power 
in the assembled brotherhood of each local 
church as an independent hody, %& @ Pe RER, 

AG LER. 
RE Le a. Congregationalist, 2 

2 bh ; con- 
mr : "congratula- 

to make a con- 

fi, [2 [Al fy ; conglomer- | 

se BENE, i | 

Congress, n. A meeting of individuals, #7, A ; 
national congress, py; the assembly of the 
delegates of the United States, Jt Ze" #, M4 
ZS Jay; an assembly of envoys, KF; a 
meet ng of two or more persons in a contest, 
JE B® ; an encounter, 22%; the meeting of 
the sexes in sexual commerce, BoM, AE Ay 5 a 

congress of delegates shall he held, KEE 

‘ak 
| Congressional, a. Pertaining to the congress of 

the United States, ZE if FZ GR. 
'Congruence, Congruency, n. Agreement, 1A #, 

| HA iF E, “LE Ans = 

Congruent, a. Agreeing, #4 fp, 4 EF. 
| Congruity, n. The relation of agreement between 

| thines, 4A > # ; fitness, Pit &; reason, $f, 

| 4> BE; propriety, Ait; in congruity, as lines, 

| MIRE, AH. 
| Congruous, a. #04, AeA, AM. 

| Congruously, adv. iwoaraeniilig 1, 
ly, & HB. 

Conie, Conical, a. Having the form of a cone, 48 
lA, 26 HE ; a conical cap, #8, 4eyAlg. 

Conically, adv. In the form of a cone, 4e{g]. 
Conifera, n. pl. An order of plants which bear 

cones, #2 EF Zw 
| Coniferous, a. 4842 Al -F fry. 
Coniform, a. 4e/RB. 
Conirosters, n. pl. 32 fA s (5 AA. 

| Conjector, n. One who guesses, fF #%, F7#F ; one 
| who conjectures, 4p; RE 2. 

Conjecturable, a. That may be guessed or conject- 

ured, WY f&, fat BY 49, 15. YE, HY BE BEE. 
| Conjecture, n. Surmise, ff, fea, TAB A, Ts 

JE 5 idea, Hw. 
Comeges v.t. 49, i #%, Fi. HG, TSE. EE, 

PEE. ATE, TE, EPR, Se UE, WME, i 
JE ; to divine, fh; to conjecture rightly, ff, 

flo, (ze, Aes, $Ron, 82. beh. 
| Conjectured, pp. Guessed, {/;38, 7938, 28. 
Conjoin, v. t. To join together, without anything 

intermediate, 4H ii, 3! & ces Wits, et, 
IH ; to associate, Af, BA. 

Conjoin, v. 7. To unite, LE, LEH: to league, ## 

in» i hd - 

Conjoined, pp. or a. Joined to, ji Ff, HE Ha ; unit- 

ed, AME, AUEE. 
Conjoint, a. United, fii, fit, Fal, IE, HA. 

| Conjointly, adv. Jointly, in union, fit, fav, 
Bhoits, Bh. Hh I, ALi, ASH; to act conjointly, 

Hid tik, By tit, Ait tik. 

; consistent- 
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Conjugal, a. Pelonging to marriage, Fem, & 
3F fy ; conjugal union or fdelity J, FENCE : 
birds and beasts do not violate ccnjugal union, 
BER AARC ; may you be blessed with 
perpetual harmony and conjugal union, 7 af 
Arce ; to drink the ccnjugal cup, MEW ; to 
attend {o conjugal duties, $F RIE, HEAL, 
PEASE ; conjugal aflection, Je Hy 7% fi 5 con- 

jugal harmony, 2235 fu, KIA. KEW 
Al, AF FUN ; conjngal intercourse, BAN, Ai 
a>, FF; conjugal relations, Fe 4 Z tir. 

Conjugate, v. ¢. To marry, fy Wy, ABU, Fry Fe A 
to conjugate a verb, sf 7G 5. 

Conjugate, a. Pinnate, as a leaf, # ; a conjugate 
leaf, @#; conjugate axis, AA AHh: conjugate 
diameter, #0; conjugate hyperbola, 7H /% 

HE ih #- 
Conjugated, pp. Conjugated, as a verb, #3 jf. 
Conjugation, n. The act of uniting, #q if # ; union, 
BLAH, AH; the conjugation of a verb, 

iE Zid. 
Conjunction, n. Union, @ &, @lnl, falHF, ILE; 

association by treaty, Wij; conjunction of 
heayenly bodies, #1 ; conjunction of the five 
planets, 71 42 3% #F ; conjunction of the sun and 
moon, HAZRA, HAZHEA; the copula- 
tion of the sexes, Aff ; a connecting word, #g 

=F, HF; to act in conjunction, Hi HF; to act in 
conjunction with one, fi] J. oP Sr, fi) A Sif BE 
the conjunctions of the year, #774 fy. 

Conjunctive, a. Uniting, (ij Ay, HAS, HEA AY, 
He Ay ; conjunctive mode, jE AE ZIE. 

Conjunctively, adv. In conjunction, dE, SEF}, [rl 

TH, FEAT, Th 
Conjuncture, n. A combination or union, as of 

causes, events, &e., si, Rid, STH, Sidi, di SR, 

HE@; a lucky conjuncture, WG, APNE. 
Conjuration, vn. Bis, Way. WAG. AA Ae. HEAR LL 

iE, ABZ, HK, SH, dk JUWe- 

Conjure, v. ¢. To call on or summon by a sacred | 
name, or in a sacred manner, JAAP ily, Bot, Hi 

BR (iG, PR ah oll, Ck AI:, Ae WW, OH, 
Hak ; 10 conjure up spirits, JASOB HL. HLH 
to conjure down spirits, 2% 5, Sf Jf} ; to conjure 
misery upon one, fA EE J; to conjure up diffi- | 
culties, FL#—; 10 behave very strangely, P€ ¥8 

WET, aE. 
Conjurer, n. One who practices conjuration, jj HE, 

FAL, WAS, SME A WN, SN, A AG AS 
a man of shrewd conjecture, ete EN, SAF ; 
bottle conjurer, BY JERE J\. 

Connate, a. Born with another, faJ4é ; in botany, 
united in origin, growing from one base, if 43 

fj, TE, OBA. 
Connatural, a. Connected by nature, fa} PE. 

Connect, v. ¢. or 7. SHEE, FEE, FARCE, BALE, Bei, 

: He, it, fk, Hi, fi, fit, FA ile, HITE, HAR, FARE, 

PS, EL SUL AU, HEAL BEL, BRE 
Hé, BHT FE33H, WA IRE, HE, 2s, Hi, A, HEL RE 
to connect, as a chain, 343]; io connect by a 
knot, #43, Fy fal; to connect, as Leads, AAFP, 
23, AAPL, HA EL FL; to connect the preceding, 
4é fa, 4K 1, HK I- ; to connect, as a passage, BY 

3) ; to connect, as two rooms, #1 ji ; {0 connect, 
as Men in a conspiracy, ZRH, Hat, HAL, & 

pl ; to connect all the states together, 3 ££ py 
Wy WUT FAME, LAHEFD fd ; to connect together, 
as things, $##$£; to connect, as a line in gene- 
alogy, #é; to connect the preceding and the 

following, to connect a passage in compositicn, 
Wk L#eT ; to connect by marriage, ££), 

WK. 
Connected, pp. ora. Linked together, i 3935, #4 

J GE, FASE, AA EG ; connected, by marriage, 

1 BL AR AN BL; connected, as clans, fi] HE ; doub- 
ly connected, as families, $ [- WM #0; connect- 

ed, as by a road or passage, 3, #437 ; connect- 

ed in friendship, FAB, HABE, BBE ; con- 
nected as cause and eflect, 47 $4 [Al ; connect- 

ed, as rings, }# He; connected,as banditti, Ez. 
Connecting, ppr. or a. 3H CE, HEME. ANGE, ABE, Sat 

HH; connecting by marriage, £E%). 

Connection, Connexion, n. The act of joining, #4 
3 4, AHHH; religious connections, HPY, ¥ 
1, 4e J. [) Ze ; extensive connections, as roads, 

&e., BEBERE fy; unbroken connections, #b3E, 
ANGE A HG 5 intercourse with friends, 3g she, 2 
A, AAVH ; connections by passage, i FR. 

| Connective, a. Connecting, as a conjunction, #@ 

“F, MES, Head. 
Connectively, adv. 3H 4%. [| #. 

| Connivance, n. HEATH, IME, TEA SA. BER AL 
Connive, v. 7. To wink at, FEA A 4a, i: (ENE 4a, 

HEME SL, HEDAME SL. WOR ASL, 88, BLA; pur- 
posely connive at, MCE, WAREZ, WAN HE, 
Fa lis {0 28- 

_Connivent, a. Forbearing to see, fF 4 A Hi; in 

botany, converging together, [jet fj. 
Conniving, ppr. Closing the eyes against faulis, 

ak All, PEAS As SL» EAS. 
Connoisseur, n. A person well versed in any sub- 

| jeet, FMR IME. HZ A. 
—. 
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Connubial, a. Pertaining to husband and wife, 3g 
Agi (05, BU FEA; connubial pleasure, ABA] Z He, 

FE ies LE 
Conoidal, a. Nearly, but not exactly, conical, 42 

fy, ROUBF, AGF. 
Conoidical, a. Having the form of a conoid, 42 fA] 

fy, BF. 
Conquer, v.t. fin, Fini, UR, VE. HR, GE; to con- 

quer in battle, pit, Fy, BOR, FR. BRE, 
G4 WR, ENR, TEN. T1EZE ; to conquer an enemy, 
WR. Bat. Wray; to conquer, asa country, # 

Nik, (EK, * ENR; to conquer one’s self, T HF 

C, Ale. 
Conquer, v. 7. To overcome, figi, HR. 
Conquerable, a. Whit, BY WE, hat, REE. 
Conquered, pp. or a. Overcome, fii, Ri, FF We 

#4; conquered, Fy fish, $y Weta; conquered 

him ina game, gil (fi, Kobi. THO 4TH 
M8, Fp fi {B ; conquered himself, 9% AG; con- 
quered a country, ¥¢ Hk Pa; conquered in a 

battle, #3 30M, HEB, WEL. 
Conquering, ppr. or a. fini, We, 47 Me; conquering 

and losing, fig SR, HR We, WR A; a conquering 

hero returning in triumph, WL hE Bex. 

Conqueror, n. One who conquers, fisi34, RA, FH 
NE#, VEARH; a conqueror in battle, HRA, 

“EMAL. 
Conquest, n. The act of conquering, IRB, HARA, 
iahS ; conquest, or that which is conquered, 
VEHR ZH, TEN Wh; to obtain by conquest, 

wey ee, LRH ; to announce a conquest or 

victory, §ig, io. Hae. 
Consanguineons, a. Of the same blood, fy] iy WePPE, 

fis) i 5 FV (ia) > PSE, BLE; descended from the 
same ancestor, 38 /§ 17; descended from the 

same parent, fii) Jie (7g, (is) WE. 
Consanguinity, ». The relation of persons by 

blood, fl ik, [oLEP AY. Wl AI HS BZ 
$1, A. BLAS, 4 BL, (oH, BLA; the nine 
degrees of consanguinity(whoare often involved 
in the disgrace of a family), JUIK, Ju - 

Conscience, t n. Flay, KE, IEZ, Be Zs 
an accusing conscience, >A) A za; to o have e lost 

one’s conscience, KIRILL La, ae Et, 
12 Bo; not to have a conscience, SFL tp; to 

* ‘These sentences are chiefly used in relation to depend- 
encies, the endeavour to subjugate them when in a state 
of rebellion. 
+ To keep one’s passions in subjection. 
{ The terms AU, Hat, &c. should not be used by Chris- 

tians, they giving a wrong impression of what is understood 
by conscience. 

make conscience, A727. ; to have kept one’s 

conscience, 7f Bod, Robie , WT E; 
things which conscience condenins, }ff tye ; to 
wound one’s conscience, ff LAE Zt}; in con- 
science, or upon conscience, ¥ #, 4 fE, 2A 
Tae court of conscience, BS foc ital. 

Conscience-smitien, a. Stung by conscience, fj £& 

CSE, EAMG. 
Conscientious, a. SP ED A, NR BO, PA, 

BDAY, FRAG AD, FF AD, FR BE 1 ; acon- 

soigrtioue man, Aja. 
Conscientiously, adv. Vo act conscientiously, (% 

Fob, PEELS, WAAL SEZ OR AK 
Conscientiousness, n. (EEO 4, IRIE ZOD S 

a sense of justice, AGH, Zi. 
Conscionable, a. Reasonable, #7 74 BBY; just, 2S 

iP: 1E. 
Conscious, a. Aware, EA Jat, WE Be, 7%, AB; con- 

scious of one’s influence! e| AAV Tl conscious 
of one’s power, Ff 4144 HE, Hi 5 ; conscious of 
one’s faults, "Raf 5E ; conscious of being right, 

| SIE fa, AAU IE, AT BE, te he, 2 
& fe ly; to become conscious of, 4b, FB, RE 
}#; to become conscious of one’s a B&ée 
5F:; to be still conscious, as a patient, Hazy 

Is iy hs ES. 

Consciously, adv. With knowledge of one’s own 
mental operations or actions, te, FN Th RZ: 

Consciousness, n. A AN4i, 4044.05 AH, BA 
Zip; Sensibleness, W403i 45, BEStA, Bae 

NE. 
Conscript, a. $i SE, RA, YE RE AY, ARV. 
Conscript, n. Ff a 4s 4%, FB HB, HP te ta 2s 4 

Conscription, x. A compulsory enrollment of in- 
dividuals for military or sal service, 4p = fe 

a, iat A> iA Ut a FS. Bh Hpwet is FS ; to take one 
out of two by eoneda tin gee 

Consecrate, v.t. To make or declare to be sacred, 

by certain ceremonies or rites, 32, BE. #¥4y 
He; to consecrate one for an office, #R=F; to 
consecrate, as the elements in the eucharist, 

iil; to consecrate one’s self to the service of 
God, #8 AIS Liz; to consecrate toa spirit or 
idol, —{it gifs, —TE Ai gh; to canonize, F445 
jl, 44542, Sfiih; to consecrate a new idol, * 
Bi 3, WEAK, Ak, TEAS Ee RE; to consecrate to 
the spirits, ARH cm to consecrate tothe serv- 

= There are anes acts constituting the consecration of 
an idol. The first is f43% the removal of the vail; the second, 
BEA the instalment ; and the third, AK the @nteriup the ae 
i.e. the Commencement of paring 3 incense before the deity. 
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ice of God, sia ai to consecrate a new 
Chureh, #2 AHFf H ; to consecrate with blood, 

Bp, SR 

Consecrated, pp. or a. iL AE, FEIA ; consecrated, 
as Chinese do things to their idols, MEAS 3 ; 
consecrated, as one for an office, Fj = ; con- 
secrated, as the elements in the eucharist, jt 

iH ; consecrated, as an idol, Sfji Fi; conse- 
erated by usage, J} ie z. 

Consecrating, ppr. or a. ji Fe, Ht; consecrating 
one to an office, #k5; canonizing, HA, FH 

emit. 
Consecration, n. WA! #H, HLH ; the consecration 

to an office, #¥>2 7B; canonization, 3) piZ 
ye, Ss, BBA; the consecration of an 
idol, Bf HS 5 the consecration of a Chureh, jit 

Bp id FF He HH; the consecration of a Chinese 
temple, By at: consecration with blood, ff, 

i 4. 
Consecrator, n. One who consecrates, ft Ht 4%, 

A, KE B, O, . 
Consecutive, a. ANAK, FA, oR, #14z; im con- 

secutive order, (Rw, Heh AEE. — IRIE 
{£3 consecutive chords, 4# #4 (rj BE BH, BE 

FR. 
Consecutively, adv. ARSE, ANGE. 
Consent, n. Agreement of the mind to what is 

proposed or stated by another, fi} ,q, [aj@; with 
one’s consent, [ajih, fut, Hid; to get one’s 
consent, {Bit A, 4c; to ener one’s 

consent, #£, ft 46, It 7, E fF. GF fr. 5 he 
would not give his consent, JE}, I 45, I ‘$e; 
will he give his consent? fs OE HT (ay 
“Hs AHE AVHE ; to give one’s consent in writing, 
HLHE. 

Consent, v.7. To assent, ft, #6, af, JCHE, iE, 
TEAK, HRIC, HERA; to consent to a petition, HE 
H#€ ; to consent graciously, as His Imperial Maj- 
esty, & Pa Li ; absolutely rotaced to consent, [Ef if 
Aff 5 it is difficult to consent, Ba HEC GE will 
never consent, #£7Alz +, <& oR ie, EH 
Fe, ; 10 succumb and consent, IG: to eaipel 
one {0 consent, HR. 

Consentancous, a. Agreeable, accordant, JER, & 

HAY, 2M. F 
Consentient, a. Agreeing in mind, [Alih, Az. 
Consequence, n. That which follows from any act, 

cause, principle, or series of opinions, * BAR 

* The term 33 is by some used for consequence, but is 
in most instances better rendered by series and similar 
words. 
—_—— 

=A, BOR. fa ; of great consequence ATA 
4% ; of serious consequences, i ff $b Be, 2 EYE 
Si, TF ARSERS ; of no consequence, i ME. A 

An, HRT, EA AAA; of no great conse- 
quence, fj -1z-F {% ; of consequence to one, -F 3, 
ff ; to be aware of the consequences, #ISAA 
Hj ; to view as of no consequences, JX Ay} 74 AEB 
4%; by consequence, jit LI, HEV, fk; inference, 
48 Hi, Heim ZBL; a person of great conse- 

quence, iti 2A, ARE. AU RMA a 
thing or matter of no consequence, A RO 

3; ; reckless of consequences, —J7fi ; in conse- 
quence of this, [Aj JE. 

Consequent, a. Following, as the natural effect, 

ROA. iA: Wh Fi - 

Consequent, x. That which follows a cause, BAF ; 
a conclusion or inference, $F #4. 

Consequential, a. Following as the effect, pAFz, 
PR LIA ; a consequential personage, A, Aid 

te, AAAI. AC. 
Consequentially, adv. By consequence, BRL ; not 

immediately, # 2%. Zi hE; in a regular series, 
KRIS, (RAG ; with assumed importance, 

Wh SEK, 
Consequently, adv. PRL, Hae. WE, Be. 

JE; there was consequently, JR LIA ; necessa- 

rily, she. [ay eae. 
Conservable, a. BY ACI, HY EH, AY RAR, A KE 
Conservant, a. Having the power or quality of 

preserving from decay or destruction, 7 4%)BE, 

FESS, AEM. 
Conservation, n. ‘The act of preserving, guarding, 

&e., Ha, TRAE, RSF Rie A. 
Conservatism, n. The desire and effort to preserve 

what is established, EZ BP, Sp Pe 2 wp. 
Conservative, a. Preservative, BJ (4 4F fj ; consery- 

ative principle, JE PROPER, SPE ZH. 
Conservative, n. One who wishes to maintain an 

institution, or form of government, in its pres- 
ent state, SFHIE4, VEG ELH. 

Conservator, n. An officer who has the charge of 
preserving the public peace, (%-. 

Conservatory, a. orn. Having the quality of pre- 
serving from loss, decay or injury, 7¢4y (vy, FE 

BS. (RFE AG; green-house for exotics, tf, 

HE. 
Conserve, v.¢. To preserve from decay, WH, Ff, 
(FF ; to preserve from injury, (RAE, (RF, FE 
Sy; 10 conserve in sugar, RASH ; to conserve 
in brandy, ~efs iF. 

Conserve, n. A sweetmeat made of fresh fruits, 
a 
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and beat amor a maton m mass en fine sugar, 

and without bo:ling, #9 ; * conserve of roses, 

FA HL HK ; conserve of almonds, Ay {= HF. 
Conserved, pp. Preserved in a safe and sound state, 

op ati > ate WC SRE, HC FF ith ; 
conserved with sugar, fH yet IGE ; conserved in 
Lrandy, ~eUSiG ; rel conserved, 47 ft} kf; con- 
served in salt, 3eR 44. 

Conserving, ppr. Keeping in safety, Cie, (RFE, 
tile conserving in sugar, jp eH ; conserving 

il pil CEG, ISAT 
Consider, . To fix the mind on, with a view to 

a i al ates FLAY, We, ie, nen | 
ue, Be yo? Ba HE, LF, 1B, i SF, Le o> ‘(se ; 

WA, HE, 2S, MTS, $449; to consider carefully, 

mS fu Ae, CF SAS 
AB ant, PEI, Hew; to ponder, CAEL GAB. oth fa | 

et to revolye in one’s mind, nie mie 3B | 
tm; to consider (attend to) the poor, #8, Wi) Er ; 
to consider er respect, acme, #7; 1 consider 
your brother, Ager ai ob fe ; 1 shall consider 
your services, Fir A (PEW) 5 it is a thing | 

to be considered of, WELESE SM OARNP, JL SE 
FR = WAL; to requite, ¥h, Bf, WSF ; do con- | 
sider it, ue AHP, FZ ; never considers, AV Eh. 

Consider, v. 
maturely, WE. Be tA; Bk PA; to ponder, BEA 

Considerable, a. ff, if ; worthy of consideration, 
Ty A817, BY BL); important, Be, HA, 
considerable or pretty much, WZ, 4%, AZ, 
i ; a considerable time, WA, Aidit. AY at ; 
considerable property, Kits & FH, WAS He SE 5 a 
yerson of considerable learning, JA Ff “A/G A, 
ik FZ ; we had considerable difficulty, Fx py | 
SBS ie % HME; considerable Tun I BF: 
made considerable profit, Wk pi Z a DO AT HEN 
considerable ability, Ae, Ai fie. 

Considerablencss, n. Ji, iy #.- 
Considerably, adv. jit, FY, At figs, 

considerably larger, PAAR. fel, fe f4#Z, 

to cons: ie es | 

‘To think seriously, J& ; to think | 

iy F ; it is | 

guarded, (SRB, 1K ie 303 3 | 

| Consign, v. t 

ate, Me aye JE, A BL; to be considerate in one’s de- 

mands, i FAG, rats EE, Pr Be & BL. 

Cons:derately, adv. With delileration, Jug, #4 

ty ; to act considerately, Juhty #, tk 7, WEA 

iM fA, AS FB HK. 
Consideraten’ss, 7. Prudence, sJxf) 3 clam delib- 

eration, Jit. 
Consideration, n. The act of considering, BRR, 

HKD, WA; io take a thing into consideration, 

tM Je 4S, TS ade UE JE; the aflair is under 
consideration, Ty AU RIP PAY ; a man of 
consideration, 77 F® fi EV. HF i F BE AN; a 
thing of no consideration, NSE, WE fii Bh ee 
Hi, UE (Li if, SG IH cade ; a matter of some con- 

sideration, AUSEIEIPES., YEAH ig ; taking into 
consideration his former conduct, #}4{BGE BU 
47, pl bey fF ; to make one a consideration, 
Wf ; mature thought, 35s 

| Considered, pp: Thought of with care, 2 38 ; 
pondered, J& i, Sk HAG; examined, % i; 

deliberated on, fi A538. 
Considering, ppr. Meditating on, J, Je ; pon- 

dering, # #4 ; viewing with care and attention, 

4m, {ii BL; it is not possible for us to act 
otherwise, considering the weakness of our 
natire, BLAS TE Z HES FRA EDI FF 5 consider- 
ing me, am 27K ; considering that, @f, BF}. 

To give, send or set over, BfF, 3 
An. (49%. Wij; 10 consign, as a charge or 

ust SEE: abs a, (9aG; Bas to eosin 

ya > ye FB re 

a ship toa person, FEM IAL A Hise; to con- 
sion, pity ; to consign goods, 4-4; to con- 
sign to writing, #*, AUFK, By, HEP ; to con- 

sign one to corporal punishment, ZS SH RIES 
{o consign {to one’s management, FE A$} BB, 

FE J Hf FR; to consign to one’s care, Face A, 
ZEW A; to consign to the grave, ARS, Sim 
Se {o consign to silence, ji; ASL, BEI 

Fab. 
| Consignature, x, Joint signing or stamping, [Al 

St, fife ; considerably smaller, or less, jifvJy, | 

Considerate, a. 

reflection, #53, tia, le BY, EL, FMS, HE 

| Consigned, pp. Sith, 
Given {to consideration, or to sober 

ali, ffi ; committed for 
management, -£ 3%; committed for keeping, 
ac /KcHE ; deposited in trust, ZezEIH. 

aT circumspect, re fmt, lit ; moder- | Consignee, n. SéFE 45. HUA. PEA, TR 

* The form ‘%, 

convey the Inglish word conserve, is very objectionable on 
account of every composition included in that category, 
consisting either of flour or Leing prepared by the medium 
olf heat. We have used the term 3¢# instead of PHY, the 
latter being chiefly applied to Chinese articles of com- 
merce and always called sweetmeats. 

which has Leen used by various writers to | 
the consignee of goods or merchandise, 5 

IRB, ARIE NE #- 
Consigner, Consignor, n. The* person who con- 

signs, 26 at H, A, 8 ff Hi {tit #, {EH 

a consigner of goods, FE HR 

| | ConSIB DINE Dope Ze HE, FL, LH, fF3E. 36 Ae 
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Consignment, n. The act of consigning, 24¢ #, | 
ft #4. FE ; the thing consigned, PREZ, | 
PREZ EL. BFE; the writing by which 

anything is consigned, ££ 4K. 
Consist, v.i. To stand together, [aj Zf, df 7 ; to 

be, #£, EF: to consist of, 7 Ay. EM. ZEAL 
Ht, 196, fy) (% ; it consists of three ingredients, | 
=I, =U ZEA; it consists of wood, (AAC 
IpE ; consists of flowers, 7€ fitfvy ; to consist in, | 
#£; the path of superior learning consists in 
illustrating brilliant virtue, in renovating the 

people, ti 70 9 i FEBLE ; repentance 
consists in hating and renouncing sin, [fj 5E #% 
#e 1B Ti WESERE ; does not consist in this, 7.7 

>F-JE; to consist with, @ 7s; health consists 
with temperance alone, & 7% % #2 & ma fifi] ; 
consistent with one’s duty, 4 f&7x Jp ; to consist 
together, [aj fi, JEZE ; the Chinese Empire con- 
sists of China proper, Mongolia, Manchooria 

and Tibet, Jc HEU F @ TE sh BS! & HI aE 
Pa 5k Thy HX. 

Consistence, Consistency, n. A being fixed in 
union, as the parts of a body, AAS, JERS; a 
firm consistence, F<*#¥; a soft consistence, x 

HK, 44; consistency of conduct, Ar FFB, 
AA ty; uniformity, (HAs; it is of the 
consistency of syrup, {% fF 7]cl| fae. 

Consistent, a. Firm, not fluid, #45 tee, PS ; ‘ea 5 Con- 

sistent with good conduct, Bx 474, & EF | 
4s ; consistent with one’s calling, AJSACp, 
43 WSHKFP ; consistent with reason, AFP ; to | 
make consistent with, #; uniform, (LA, 

{1 45K ; consistent from beginning to end, 44 

A. 
Consistently, adv. In a consistent manner, 

to act consistently, 48 AER, minty ep iL 
Consistorial, Consistory, a. Pertaining or relat- 

ing to a consistory, B4k fii F (rj; * pertaining 

RP; 

to an ecclesiastical court in the English Church, | 

KHER BASE. 
Consistory, n. A council-house, @ RF: in the En- 

glish Church, a place of justice in the spiritual 
court, A Be S HLS ay; the college of cardi- 
nals at Rome, #4kFii@ ; in several Protestant | 
Churches, the highest ecclesiastical authority, 
TE HAF HE ; the presbytery, @ £. 

Consociation, n. Fellowship, Zé3if. 
Consolable, a. That admits comfort, Wee, # 

FAG. 
Consolation, n. Comfort, #e Rk, ¥z th, GR, He Bt 

* KER 

; oe 
, HE HE; words of consolation, # hE oft, 
2% fit, Wet 2% Be; to receive consolation, 

4 Bt 

Consolator, n. 
Consolatory, a. Tending to give comforts, # Rt 

OPE, Zee, BEE; consolatory words, Fx 

ME af 
| Console, v.¢. To comfort, 4 ek, Hie at , He 57, He Fie, 

FLY, Hl, Bi; to console one, when in sorrow, 

HOSE, WOTE. BAW, WHR, TLR. 
Consoled, pp. 73.50, Hie jf. 

| Consoler, n. Ei B, Het He, AGH. 

| Consolida, n. 6 55-7E- 
| Consolidant, n. S23 1 4. 
Consolidate, v.t. To make solid, 37%, #7, 38 
, 4G, 4H EF; to harden, or make dense and 

firm, £57%%, Aiy'Ef ; to consolidate a fracture, # 
Bee, EX Gps; to consolidate the lips of a 
wound, ##[] ; to consolidate the forces of an 

army, 4 4£, #¥ te ; to consolidate various funds, 

4; 78, HAR; to consolidate, as bills, #AH—; 
to consolidate two bills, @=HiF—; to con- 

|  solidate, as henefices, #—FF—. 
Consolidate, x. 7. To grow firm and hard, jX ¥f, 

ET, Kia ay. He TT 
Consolidated, pp. or a. Made solid, #57 i ; made 

| compact, Hi#& fF; consolidated funds, QAR; 
consolidated stocks, {%7%; united, A348, ATE 

| Consolidating, ppr. Making solid, #57, #i#:; 
uniting, 4, @—F—: consolidating, as bro- 
ken bones, #, 3%; consolidating, as an army, 

ipae: 
| Consolidation, n. The act of making solid, #&#¥ 

44, WiTE & ; the act of becoming solid, MAH, 

ke fi #4 ; the consolidation of funds, @ALK ; 
the consolidation of an army, & #4; the con- 
solidation of a bill, AWB. 

Consoling, ppr. ora. iat, fez. 
Consols, n. pl. Consolidated stocks, Fx ¥& fal 7 Hi. 
Consonance, n. Agreement of sounds, 3 #7, #88, 

Au 7 ; consonance of views and feelings, st)V#& 

Al @, Bh ES. i. A OTE SAA 5 agree- 
ment of one thing with another, 4a[A], AA. 

Consonant, a. Agreeing, &, oY, FF 3 conso- 
nant with reason, 4###; consonant with pro- 

priety, ig. Qi. 
Consonant, ». In grammar, a letter sounded with 

a vowel, [i] 35°77 BE. 

—— 

“| Consonantly, adv. Consistently, &. 
=x | Consonous, a. Agreeing in sound, 448, [Al #.. 
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Consoo, n. ZS ji; consoo charge, FF JA. 
Consort, n. A companion, {—, {f, (, fa) BE; a part- 

ner, st, HE; a partner of the bed, HEF; 
a wife or husband, pe fg, Pept, wy ffi; queen 
consort, IEA, WAxL; a prince’s consort, 5 Jeg, 
# FE; imperial consort, (p4E ; price consort, 

BALK- 
Consort, v. t. or 7. To associate, 2@ie, ANE, ZAC, 
41% ; to keep company, [RE fF, 

HBL Hee MF 
BR. 

{o consort with the great, HH 
Ay |RE ; 10 marry, | 

Consorting, ppr. Uniting in company with, # 

» EAC, HABE. AH LT 
Consortship, x. Fellowship, (A{PE#, 2830. 
Conspicuity, n. Conspicuousness, BA, BAHL #- 
Conspicuous, a. Open to the view, BAI}, MEH, oy 

Hi; high, as a mountain, 5 2 it » HES : 
it} ; conspicuous, as men, Hie, We, RL 
Ai, FLARE; clearly or puicacele known, ae 
PAA; distinguished, #e#&, AHA; famous, 
Ke ; 10 become conspicuous, t} %, ke. 

i y, adv. In a conspicuous manner, 

» MY, WARE. 

7S? | 

die n. Openness, BAH) 2%, BAW] ai 5 a 
state of are ee at a distance, } want, B 1 

iA. me a fame, By, RH, Mie ae, # 

Conspiracy, n. A combination of men for evil pur- 

peses, [i] RE A, SER, HA AL, WANE, WHR 0 
conspiracy for the overthrow of the government, 

SRK Zak ff 
bl wk: 

Conspirator, n. One who conspires, 4 BE, Fe Be, 
Mh 4, AH, REE BLUR. Ee; one who 
agrees with another falsely, and maliciously to | 

indict an innocent person of felony, 44%, {aj | 

wa te 44 » = 
Conspire, v. oe combine, #EW9, % fee By 

HA, fy, ai ait ZB; to conspire fy the parpose of 
creating revolt, a Be, at R, wk BL, ak iki; to. 
conspire together for eal purposes, gtd, 48 a2, 

ie 

> BA 

pl HE, A530 (E HE, alia] HE HE ; fo conspire to cheat 
people, Jay aR. 

Conspirer, x. One who conspires or plots, i aL 4 

RH, KH 
Conspiring, ppr.or a. Uniting or concurring to 

one end, [ij sit, #4 48; combining for the pur- | 
pose of overthrowing a government, sthy, ait | 

Constable, n. Constable in Chinese towns, 
Uh fz, #; assistant constable, Fig 

KEEL. HEAL Za; a plot, BE 

iu (%. | 
1,0). A; | sponsible municipal authorities. 

| . . 

| one who has the power of arresting and im- 
prisoning, and of entering houses by force or 
otherwise, * Jif R&; the subordinates of the last 
named officer r, dE. FATE; the constables of a 

ward or section of a town, EA #5, BRE 

We; constables formerly, Efe, S32, BZ; at 
Hongkong ae s are called 2K, Tih E- 

" Constableship, WAR Zk, Th EZ Hk, HAZ 
Hk, ihe. ERPS Hi OP 

Constabulary, a. (ROE, Ff 529GE ; in Hongkong, 

constabulary duties, 2% ZeMPE AS Fp. 

Constancy, n. Immutability, #54, Ue He THA 5 
constancy of mind, {Ht}, ae steadfastness, 

RZ jf); resolution, 17%, BER. 

Constant, a. 38, [, AF, WA, HA. AA, Ae, 

A, MU Uk, ES, Wad, Mis, SH Fe, IE, 
fay; the constant law af heaven, #8, KZ HIE; 

aconstant mind, Hod, Hot, HAZ; the 
five constant virtues, Jz AF; constant changes, 

vi ef, 7 EF ; constant employment, fe_L, fe; 

a constant lover, (Hae, jo 3eR; constant 

intercourse, ¥% #8 A M6, GE WE HA, HE TE 
3; constant changes, as in politics, "Hj #2 Hy, 

i[¥ 4H) ; constant fluctuation, if ¢£ ¥€ 5 determ- 

ined, TERY, E BEE, FE tp. 

Constant, ». A quantity whose value always re- 
mains the same in the same expression, '¥j &. 

Constantly, adv. Incessantly, #5, EWE, EEE, 

ANE, HSE, SIS AE, BEE, Fa fig, AC, Jk 5 con- 
stantly is so, ¢¢ GE ANE, CECE RI, WES ADK, 
JE BE (ZMK; he constantly comes, 4B 7 WHA 5 it 

constantly revolves, iig # A Hk, A PeRR; the 
gate is constantly shut, P9%s—Y; they are con- 
stantly fighting, mes Ey constantly quarrel- 
ing, JI; they are constantly in diffi- 
culties, or have some causes of quarrel, fu ASIF 
#74i; they are constantly changing, ARR 
Pa : 

Constellate, v. 7. To join lustre, 36, @ 3- 
Const sNetssop: ora. Starry, EN set or adorned 

with stars or constellations, $% 52 0G, PE SEAS; 
united in one splendor, #7 %. 

Constellation, n. 7, SA7e, SEAR, HH Hs the 28 

,| constellations or mansions, —-++ /\f4, +A 
FR; sea of mie aos EE Hie. 

| Consternation, n. A state of terror that confounds 

* Ina department this officer isa kind of Superintendent 
of Police ; but his duties correspond in most instances with 

| those of the constables of England. 'The Hh {& are frequent- 

ly included in the term gentry, though #{ #7 is the appro- 
priate designation. Both the $h{% and the $F are the re- 
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the faculties, # Uh} % ; to be in ereat eenstetnia- 

tion, 1h 73 A is it EOL GAIL, AE EL aM 
TE HLA, OS BG EL. OC SF MEI Es aston- 
ishment, #& HY, HE 2M, WEIR; wonder, ese H. 

Constipaic, rv. ¢. ‘To stop by filling a passage, and 
preventing motion, $&yif, gevif; to fill the 

intestinal canal, and make costive, #8 3E jk. 
Constipated, pp. Made costive, PA gk, SE VF. 
Constipation, x. Costiveness, gs it ne Ei PERE, 

HH, WK. BG, ULHE SEH; (0 sutler from peonenpe 

tion, GRAB, HK (LEE, A UB 
Constituency, n. The bedy of coneianenits: RE FS 

Ad, ERASE: the act of constituting, x 

1H. 
Constituent, a. orn. Constituting, JX. 76; com- 

pesing or making asan essential part, JAZ 
—; having the power of appointing, Axe 
HEH ; constituent, RAM, UHRA, LA 

At, ZHER- 
Constitute, v. ¢. To establish, vr, #, FIL, FEIT, 

324%; food and raiment constitute the essen- | 

tial supports of the people, #E RK ZAREIAKE ; 
the three combined constitute the whole body | 
of the globe, = iK—}hTR; to constitute a 
government, #e#E#E ; 
the essence of society, 3 jhe ei Li wtité Be. 

Constituted, pp. or a. Fixd, 75% ; established, 
TEI, WIT ; made, KIB; elected, HEIs. 

Constituted authorities, n. pl. HF. 
Constituting, ppr. Establishing, ii aL 

ing, IX, 7, BWZ—; electing, # 
ing, €, #. 

compcs- | 
appoint- | Besar 

Constitution, n. Constitution of the ape Jum: | 
z= Fr 

Ail, RA. mH, HLA. AA, BM, 
ZZ VEA: a der -anged constitution, ens 
AE; © bad constitution, Aw AE. se ae le 

Jé;2 strong constitution, 7p 9% JE, BRIE, TLE RE 
a feeble constitution, 97 #4, 93; the frame or 
temper of mind, affections or passions, HE TE 
the established form of government in a state, 
Bare, did:; the constitution of the Taits’ing 

Dynasty, J fy @ ae; 

tn EL it» KR 

1p 

or company, #f§l|; the constitution or form of 
government, FX j:, KH. 

Constitutional, a. Bred cr inherent in the constitu- 

lion, FRE, 5a EL (V9, SAS A, PE IAA ; author- 
ized by the constitution of a government, % jJ:, 

Ar Bik, & Hi. 
Constitutionalist, n. An adherent to the constitu- 
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( ‘onstitutionality, wT he state of being consistent 
with the const itution or form of government, 

Pik H- 
Constitutionally, adv. In consistency with the 

constitution, @4q F{; in consistency with the 
constitution of government, 4 pa 7. 

Constitutionist, n. Jens: #, FUE. 

Constitutive, a. That constitutes, forms, or com- 

poses, WZ, ZE, Bra; constitutive part, 834%, 
35 (72; constitutive parts, Fa ##; having power 
to enact, establish, or create, 45 I ZHE. 

re vt. PEGE, * eam, * BE, PEGE, EE. * 

* OR (ESL, HE RE, 3; the love of 
C a constrains us, Jp % 3 HEE Tk ; to con- 

strain one’s self, FEFE AG. Aft, AR. 
Constrainable, a. Wy) fi (iz, Fy fiom, Bl eae, Resa 

ih 
Constrained, pp. or a. Urged irresistibly, 2 (£38, 

Hit 30h, 3 3; constrained by love, 3& iy fE 
(ii J¥ ; constrained by circumstances, #3 Bris. 

Constrained adv. By constraint, JA RE (it, LE 

(t, (it % 
Coastininer; v. FEUER, TEE 
C ARIA ppr. or a. ee (sth 14. 
Constraint, n. Urgency, ff2 (2 4%, ft 36 #7; com- 

pulsion, _ navi, IS, (TE, Reid. 
Constrict, v. t. To draw together, 3%, thee, 4th 

J#; {o dite into a narrow compass, Wid, HE 

BS, Shs, ALES, we BS, aE, Be. 
| Ci matrinted, pp. #8 3GR. SRB, Oh Ba. 

the constitution of the | 
church, 3 @ f# fil] ; the constitution of a society | 

Constricting, ppr. Drawing together, #@3#, 3H 
Jf; binding, FRPP, pt, wate, we. 

Constriction, n. A drawing together by means of 

some inherent power, #30 4%, 43 i, SAE Hy. 
Constrictor, n. Muscle, #732 YL, 4e BS WL. 

| Constringe, v. ¢. To constrict, which see. 
Construct, x. ¢. To construct, as a house, 74,78, 72 

si Holt HE. PEW, 98, BUR, BEN; to construct 
a house, jf fia] Ee, sft 3c Fa] a, FM HE BS ; to con- 

struct a par in pire, Suv: to construct a 
wall, 2g4, 24, fHele : to devise and construct, 
He Allg ; to elena and compose, f£, 22343 
{o construct a new system, S¥ oe RE, RAK 
i; to construct an engine, HX FE; to invent, 

Wis, BUR. 
Constructed, pp. Built, #038, #jai8, ih, 

tion of government, Qe 77% bd 75%, iy A EK. | 

iB, MB, AB, RE. 
* 'These characters express the application of less force 

than compel and are, therefore, more appropriately used for 
to constrain than the rest. ‘‘A person who is compelled 
has no choice whatever left to him; but when he is only 
constrained, he may act or not at discretion. ”’ 

M M 
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Gancictonys n. ps i a ft ak %, wes We ae | the residence of a consul, aa EE APY, fA Se 

Construction, n. The act of building, Pek #%, jt Se, 
a 2, ae tk % ; the form of building, es 7#E; Consulship, n. The office of a consul, fA ZF EHR. 
the construction ofa house, #8 5: #7; {heconstruc- Consult, v. 7. To es eu esi Tm. 
tion of things, #035 44; the constrvetion of | #3, FAH, 4% Wat, Pa, Bea, Beak, wh, we 
a fort, S482; the construction of a sentence, We. eam, ANTY, ANTE, PPAR, a sito seek the 
Wa) 4, WB; syntax, JMARAZE; (o put opinion or advice of another, PY ARK, Ml th PF 

a construction upon a sentence, frei, FE | jy; to consult with one’s friends, Sil SY) Ag a 
*.a) # ; to put a charitable construction upon to consult about the affairs of government, P¥ 
matters, FE fi#, SCA AEE WS ER; bomb of = =- HE ACBL, PHREAIA; consult with us, Jk FR IH 
construction, Yih 7 He, US 7 OF. | Fy; to consult with the neighborhood upon a 

Constructive, a. Deduced by construction or mode matter, #¢*RAMp- 
of interpretation, f(A Hi, fe HilpE. | Consult, v.t. To ask advice of, fi]; to seek for 

Constructiveness, n. Among phrenologists, the | information, #%, 7: to consult a lawyer, PAK 
faculty, which leads to the formation of parts fifi; to consult a physician, fi] B84E ; to consult 

into a whole, #35 74, HUM ZF. | a book, # Bf, # #; to consult one’s own in- 

Constructure, n. See Structure. | terest, ff ffi; to consult one’s own safety, FR; 
Construe, v.t. To interpret, fff, FE, HE; to construe — consult me, fi) FR. > 

into, ff?; I do not know how to frees this Consultation, ». The act of consulting, Py a #, 

conduct, We, (vy # FG OE Fu Eh BE A, IE 77 SS AEH; a meeting of persons, to consult togeth- 
fiy HR. er, @ # ¥; consultation of physicians, #4E 

Construed, pp. Interpreted, #238, FE: he con- | @ i ; writ of consultation, [aly =. 
strued it into an offense, {B72I-{E iit, {AA Consulted, pp. Asked, PH, % 38, FE IH ; consult- 
(Ee, Hh UBB. [#8. ed him, PY 3&4; consulted a book, #38; 

Construing, pp. Interpreting, #%; translating, | consulted together, FARA i, JEST AGB ita. 
Constupration, n. The act of ravishing, #i#4. Consumable, a. That may be consumed by fire, WY 

Consubstantial, a. Of the same kind or nature, | Berk, WY BE }F ; possible to be destroyed, wasted, 

He, [al te. | or spent, WY REVGE, BY PE HR. WY 7E Mit. 
Consubstantiate, v. 7. To profess consubstantiation, Consume, * v. ¢. or 7. $¢ J; to consume by fire, BB 

Consubstantialist, ». One who believes in consub- emp, FEEL; 10 absorb, Fie, PSA; to waste, 
stantiation, (HOE ML Ze SFE. 4é &, ¥ tk, 4E i}; to consume by eating, & 

Consubstantiation, n. The doctrine, that after the | rE; to swallow up, ¢§ ME, FF HF; to consume by 

consecration of the elements, the body and using, JAop, {diop; to consume an estate, ZE & 
blood of Christ are substantially (realiter) pres- | 3 3, ZE tie H Hi to waste slowly, jpop; to 
ent with the bread and wine, JL##3 7% fi | consume, as God his enemies, Sk} ; 1o consume 

WES BE | At, BEBE, BEG, HORE: to consume entirely, 

| 

FBR, FOIE ZF. | by friction, grinding or rubbing, eA. 
Consuetude, n. That which is customary, or usage, Consumed, pp. Consumed by fire, Jeejthopt, FEA 

Tee, BLE, HUE. rE; wasted by dissipation, ERB: expended, 
Consul, n. A chief magistrate among the Bisnioh'| JH ia GE, SFU ; he has consumed his fortune, 

during their revolution, AE BAU LK ; | EIR. se 7 ALS, ST & 3 ; consumed hy 
a person commissioned by a prince or state to eating, GE, HER. 
reside in a foreign country as an agent or | Consumer, n. One who consumes by eating, #&@#; - 
representative, to protect the rights, commerce, one who consumes by using, fi 4, FA #F; one 

merchants and seamen of the state, and to aid who consumes by dissipating, 7§ 2 #. 

the government in any commercial transac- | Consuming, ppr. Burning, B¥, $8; wasting, 7E 
tions with such foreign country, ff 4% ff ; act- ¥% ; destroying, #8; swallowing, % ; consuming 

ing consul, 32 fA Yi; vice consul, jal) fe. by absorbing, Peis, ZEA. 
Consul-general, n. FE Be ES - Consummate, x,t. To finish by completing what 
Consular, a. Pertaining to a consul, (RACH M9. - a Rana ninU an eallec nee : j * The Chinese have no general term corresponding to 
Consulate, n. The affies: of a consul, fi 3 By ZK ; | the English word consume. 
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was intended, jk, Wi BE, 3 Fe» IK Fe a {ik ; 
consummate a marriage, MME, FEE, ae al 

Consummate, a. Complete, JX, ae a consum- 

mate scholar, ff fA}; consummate victory, jig 

Consummated, pp. KiB, 5638, 56 S- 
Consummately, adv. AY¥k. 
Consummating, ppr. Completing, JK, 3¢ 
Consummation, r. Completion, #, WKH, AH, 
WME, IMZH#, FEZ; at the consummation 

of all things, TE 4, Hk #5 the consumma- 
tion of marriage, 5¢ MH} 4; the consummation 
of bliss, $898, #4 i; the consummation of life, 

Consumption, ». Destruction by burning, B84, 

#§ # ; the daily consumption, BJA, A &, & | 
JB, GO, {ii 2 : the consumption of coal, Fr FA | 
Sy yta ZL, Pi PEL be daily consumption of fuel, #j- 

A (84E ; consumption or phthisis, Hei}, WERE 
pulmonary <a dere NRE, JRE; con- 
sumption of merchandise, (<i. Rat 
if— ; ready consumption of merchandise, fj 

Suh; the annual consumption of rice, fy 4p (kK | 
A; consumption by sale, jaa ELMGE, WTA 

Consumptive, a. Affected with a consumption, Fj 
MEARE, JE HGH; a consumptive cough, HRM ; 

wasting away, $@ Jj EM; a consumptive per- 

son, HREMEN, BEE. 
Consumptiveness, n. A state of being consump- 

live, #y ii CRE Hi - 

Contabulate, v. t. To floor with beards, Fy Jit #, 

ve BEAK. 
Contabulation, n. Tue act of flooring, J) je. 

‘Contact, n. A touching, #%, FR, HF ; to come in 

close contact with one, py Aeqnhy, wy ARATE 
the ships came in contact, fy AANFY ; to come 
in contact with a person, 335, #304. 

Contagion, n. That subtile matter which proceeds 
from a diseased person or body, and communi- 

cates the disease to another person, jf % 
Wh RENE A, Ye hy, #54, YATE ; pestilence, $5, 
ee Fa; to be afiected by a contagion (morally), 

Aj ie; {o propagate a contagion, f¥ ze, (FSR 
iu oR: 

fellig, fh Ye fry ; a con- Contagious, a. Catching, jez 
tagious disease, J Wy, 74 YE yy ay, de ZEEE; 

poisonous cr contagious exhalations, i 
Contagiously, adv. By contagion, 749K, Ly fiz. 
Contagiousness, n. Tie xe, {hit 4, AER. 

Mit, HaFS,. ZEYE; a consummate rascal, PURE | 

rem 

Contain, v.t. To hold, to have capacity, as a 

vessel, At#n, WS 5 7 eR ilk, ALS, 458, BU. 
BSP, Bs, BEA, AEG; to hold within certain 
limits, to comprise, @J4>, @1iij, GVA, » E 
ZEA, ZE@LIA, ZErA: to restrain, JAS, #S, 4a, 
F245F ; it will contain five catties, F WAH Fp 
he far Fr; the paper cantains the news, 3B 
f£ A ; this water contains iron, WE Ay 7k Bl HR, 
Ay BLE VE2KH ; it contains the letter, (1p ts 
fa, BREW 3 it contains about twelve square 
li, $f fae #4 4- = HL; it contains much that is 
bad, zfE 2 ie kp WH Ze AY; the heavens cannot 
cantain thee, KK A gE GL Mf; 10 contain one’s 
anger, ZA » JEF44#S ; I could not contain 
myself, [Ht 2.48 ; t0 contain one’s self, 4P 3a, SF isi 

C, ASP. Ady. 
Contained, pp. Held, as a vessel, 
3& ; comprehended, (3 Api, hi. 

| Containing, ppr: Holdin as a vessel, Atay, 3% 
a4, 27H; een “1 Ay, FER. 

Contaminate, v. ¢. To corrupt the pany or excel- 

| lence of, Bi, i seis. Wiis: HZ, 7 Hie ’ YE BK; to 
| contarninate the blood, FEM Ai; to contami- 

nate the principles of the shelns » BSED. 

2S Hh 5 if, wee Be 

Contaminate, a. Polluted, Yej7 fry; tarnished, Fy 

| P60, BARE. 
Contaminating, ppr. or a. HepR, HUFF. 
Contemn, v.t. ‘To disdain, mail, Beml, #72, fie 

AR CAR, ZG, ON, EI A, TRIG wR, 
BAO, a — Bp. 
Contemned, pp. Despised, we 24 3, WE wb ih, ie 

Contemning, ppr. Slighting, ml, 7Ml, We. 

Contemplate, v. t. To view or consider wee contin- 
ued even boner fa, Hip BB A is AB, BR AR, BR A, 

ane no? t Be ’ ou aq ’ ee, eid , MA ; to 

consider, BLA, 3B; to contemplate the mys- 
teries of redemption, BAkia Z% Bld. 

Contemplated, pp. or a. Meditated on, Fg, BR 

AGB, iy BGS, ARG Ue its 

Contemplating, ppr. Meditating on, B RAR, BRA 

PER, WAR. 
Contemplation, n. Continued attention of the mind 

to a particular subject, BRIAR, MYAEBE; ab- 
straction, or holy meditation, jij, BREA; a hall 
of contemplation, jie 5 a priest devoted to con- 
{emplation, jig fii; to hare in contemplation, 
faz; religious contemplation, ARF ; to 
retire for contemplation, (RRS, eS. 

Contemplative, a. Given to contemplation, 42 

FREE, AF AR (yj; a contemplative person, jim oo 

ou? 
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J, ite fit, BRA AL; contemplative faculty, WB 

ZF, WA; contemplative habit, AF BN, 

EAU. 
Contemplatively, adv. With contemplation, BSR, 

BRYK; with deep attention, LIB, JA BUG. 
Contemplator, m. One who contemplates, iif fifi, 
KFA 4; an inquirer after knowledge, Key #. | 

Contemporancous, a. fis} NRA, fe] TR MEE. 
Contemporary, a. [id NRE, WTR AG, fia) HE MRE, 

Contemporary, n. One who lives at the same time 
with another, fife, fal tt 4. 

Contempt, n. The act of despising, ffl, (ON, 

ETE, GEA, WE, OE, WR UAB, Bio, Baw, 
KEE, WATE EMR, MRS ie, AT AGA; to 
be treated with contempt, PALME, FARE 
Ng; to come to contempt, P¥k¥; to bring con- 
tempt upon one’s self, #9 RAH. (EME. 

Contemptible, a. Worthy of contempt, Hy Ae, WE 

We, TED, “FUG. TEI, SRIBIPE, SLBA. SL 
4. ty Bi (> a contemptible person, sr J, 
“PE A; to grow contemptible, Ale, ET; 

to make contemptible, f ATG, OPA Sill ; 
contemptible conduct, “P {f; vile, ghpiG. 

Contemptibleness, ». The state of being contempt- 

ible, SIEM, FIER, BBO. 
Contemptibly, adv. To behave contemptibly, PF 

{E, TIRE AT AG, EDIE 13 48. 
Contemptuous, a. Insolent, (fe (8, (api. fiche. 53 | 

Ne, WEE, EH; to behave in a contemptuous 
manner, T¢ Ap HS HE. #7 A GUE. 

Jontemptuously, ade. Despitefully, HEY 
Contemptuousness, n. Insolence, (1S 44, BE 12, | 

HIE. 
Contend, v. 7. To strive or struggle in opposition, 

SF, led, FRAG, Ae, AAG, AAG; to contend for | 
mastery, Ftiud, Jt WR, LER; to contend for preced- | 

ence, 4t |, 4t Fy; to contend in a race, FFE, 
led 2c, HF; to contend for merit, FFF ; 1o dispute 
ea ee ee 
about the price, Gf ft #, 4k f¥, Gt ZB ee; to 
contend for a trifle, Foy 3e at, ak 4; to 
contend with evils or difficulties, AEST, ALE | 
i HE; to debate, HERE ; to contend with enemies, 

Tet aers 
contend no more, Athy. 

Contending, ppr. 4, lg); classing, #AAR, FA la 

urging in argument, 44}, Hf ; contending 
by words, 3tag; whilst contending with one 
another, #Agt ZI. 

Content, a. Quiet, not disturbed, #f, ak, & 

to litigate, #4 zg; I will | 

nib; satisfied, Jan JE, Ju, Za BE, wtb HE, HEE, 
> 7; mever content, Me 41 A, oth Fy BEE; 
content to be below others, {f#yAT. 

Content, v. ¢. To satisfy the mind, fH~#, fab 
%#; to appease, feet; I shall content you 
for your pains, Fi 48 (j,; one cannot content 

every body, HEFENA Git, WEEE HIE. 
Content, n. Rest cr quietness of the mind in the 

present condition, 41/E, 400, 02 #4, obi 

i. Oca, FEA; to the heart’s content, He ; 

table of contents, #4 #i ; the contents of a hook, 

1 #%, #14; general contents, #4]; general 
term used by Buddhists, 5, ; the contents of 
a letter, (8A BOR, (SA a; the contents of 
a bottle, 49 Ay 1944; the contents of the stomach, 
3 AEs : the contents of a box, AURAG ATE ; 
the contents of the chest and abdomen, JEWg 

ZN It 
Contented, pp. or a. KB, HB, Hs, OD, BE. 

iH, fi, #2; contented with one's lot, BAp, K 
S Kip, Boy, MILT ; contented with what 
one possesses, #1 }#; contented with little, iJ. 

Jy 74 WS WH; when the poor is contented, he 
is happy; when the rich is discontented, he will 

have grict, S24 Bab Me A MLB aI GE. 
Conientedly, adv. BK, TEP. 
Contentedness, n. State of resting in mind, #,f%, 

ny &; satisfaction of mind with any condition 
or event, FE, Fg. 

Contention, n. Strife, Jt, fi); emulation, #9 keg 
#i, (B45 strife in words or debate, Ati, GF 

¥ + husband and wife must not live in conten- 

tion, JFsRUEGAA TE, KAR ELA. 
Contentious, a. Given to angry debate, 3Z4%, Af 

St, AL jad, Wess 5 Given to litigation, a4y fF 
Hf, 46 as ; perverse, we, Teg? ; having the power 
{vo decide causes between contending parties, #4 

| FANPE; contentious disputes, #. 
Contentiously, adv. GRYk, PaPK. 
Contentiousness, n. A disposition to contend, gt 

Hs WEE, APD. 
| Contentless, a. Discontented, ME4q fe , 452]: 4 #, 

SE Be 8, A 
| Contentment, n. 4, #, BR, HE, MEZZO; 

health and contentment, JJ€ yi ; contentment is 

es continual feast, 40; ai Ay He, Sn Ee ee, 

RTE HS Tih, FE LE 
| Contents, n. pl. Ag. See under Content. 

Comterminable, a. Capable of the same bounds, 

| By [355 FR. 
| Conterminate, a. Having the same bounds, fii 
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Conterminous, Conter minal, a. Pordering upon, 
FEE TEE, FRE, ocala with France, 

did BM, FE Hd: - 
Contest, v.¢. ‘To contest in argument, F#8, At 

¥£; to contest in action, FP iwk, Be we, PWERE ; 
he contests every inch of ground,+ pag e 

contest with one, “ia isa» AF, Jk AR ial, ay 

Contest, v. 7. To vie, #a4dt, RSE, FPR. 

Contest, n. Struggle for victory, Jt KK, Ft ia; 
struggle inarms, 28%, BFE; a bloody contest, 
MBE, AE WK; altercation, gz, lees! Wp ML. iI 
lif; debate, FS He, Fea, Mes; the ei 
lasted for two hours, 3 wk ify Eh sai 7 

Contestable, a. That may be disputed, Hy F = at fs, 

Contested, pp.or a. PB, GB, RB. — [OES 
Contesting, ppr. Disputing, #MfF; emulating, 

AASE, FA lef ; contending, AA BR. 
Context, n. |. P WX; according to the context, FE}. 

TUB RET HK LY WH ZH; to 
explain according to the context, (R_E ) 3c fie. 

Contexture, n. The interweaving several parts 
into one body, ij HF; composition of parts, 

B, Bits. 
Contextural, a. Pertaining to contexture, Big; 

pertaining to the human frame, fy Re PE. 

Contiguity, n. Actual contact of bodies, 4A 2 #4, 

FAME, WAH, BE. 
Contiguous, a. Adjoining, #7, +4, AjHe, Wt, 

MLSE, BSH, EE; near, Mie, AbUE, PELE. 
Contiguously, adv. Ze HL. 
Contiguousness, n. A state of contact, MUj# #%, 

raint of the 
MEH, BE. 

Continence, * Continency, n. The rest 
passion for _ a ae Ha, afil) #X 

Hi, PEG, SF Gi, Ci FEZ fi, Hii, BE RE 

Continent, a. Refraining from unlawiul, sexual 

commerce, $26, (iil, AY. BR BES Ch 
a, Ae. 
Continent, ». A large division of land, ji, tT A 

Ta, JK; the continent of Asia, a SMa gy; the 
continent of America, i Ti AY INH. [ fv ea. 

Continental, a. JHE; continental states, vaL 
Continently, adv. Ina continent manner, ij ¥. 

Contingence, Contingency, n. FRA Yi, aan 

2H, oe " 

mR AV EL AY. 

eS 

W) PST RS 
Contingent, a. Accidental, 8 ¥E, 7E 

Continual, a. EA, a rene 
~ * Continence FRA; chastity Fete AP IER. re 

+ RHA 
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IK, AG, ug, A Bk, Ree, sl fis very fre- 
quent, JgéJgé; continual interruptions, 7 BPA 

Bi, AEGAGH; continual fever, #EEAIE; a 
continual claim, "H % AL IR, A. Bk AG He; a 

continual current, $3 it, A Bk He. 

pee ade. He, HAS HR, An VE, A BR 
(Ake, lok un very often, atte, Jk 

See CEE, HR; to come continually, IF 
jek Ar ak YE aa Pi AC, Ar uelaz ; the heart beats 
continually, a Be to circulate continually, 

Mi BEA 
Continuance, n. Duration, "8 #i, AZER, HA 
i AB 3 of short continuance, AA; pafsevetamee, 

Difit; abode, residence, fz yB; a prolonging of 
existence, 7eqat, ZEA Dak. 

Continuation, n. Extention of existence in a series 
or line, {EE AH TAS SHE Si HB; the contin- 
uation of a history, #8; the continuation of 
a road, MER, FEL. 

Continuative, n. In grammar, a word that contin- 
ues the connexion of sentences or subjects, 9#£ 

fe’. 
Continue, v. 7. ae me, Iti; fo remain ina state, 

THE, AUK. Ht, VTE. Se TE, ATE REA ; they 
continue re to this day, WA7 > B] RMP, BZ 
KB ; 10 last, 7; thy kingdom shall not 

contin, {RL AR eS, 7 BLS 
to continue in good health, ##Sf2R&; to cou- 
tinue in love, Jz iA 3e, ioe SEHR 3E ; con- 

{tinue in my love, Je JGR: conte in doing 
good, {Hite 4%; continue ye in my word, ff 

JEW FRGH ; continue in me, EFSF; continue 
as hefore, (iH, (RE, HR: ; continue as usual, 
1A';5 ; to continue as a line of succession, #&, 

48, fii, AeA, am), a; 10 continue a family, i 

fii ; to continue from generation to generation, 
{it {lE ; to continue from father {o son, {IkBE; to 

continue in an unbroken chain, Pte, fey, An 
jt AH ; to continue a work of literature, £4 

{fi ; to continue another work, $% {§ (, 4# (€ ; 
to continue for a long time, AZ; ; to ee 
one’s father’s profession, #2 4038, 24% Ze ; 
continue without interruption, wi. a 
Av ik: ; 10 continue, as the sound of music, FRYE, 

Gir bees it continues up to this day, its AE 
EF, AB) RP; to continue in sin, fe HIE, 
"47 5E; to contin: i and perish, ##¢5. 

Continued, pp. or a. He, HA, TH, PH, AR, 
Bk, AF; continued difficultics, HE, ATE, 
HEE they continued so for a long time, tA, 
EMEA iif ; continued as before, fy (5 BE tk; 
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eontinuc d so fer a a series of years, s, JAE AME; it 
has continued until now, 25 76. qi ZE, IGA 
Bk; continued annoyance, A Bie hy ; continued 
prosperity, 32 JF WE 4; continued proportion, 

sl JL. 
Continuvedly, adv. Without interruption, Hy, IF 

NE, Ay BK. 
Continuing, ppr. i, TiI¥, A BK, AE Ai. 
Continuity, n. Connection uninterrupted, FARA 

4h, ANE HE, THA, i A; cohesion, #3; law 
of continuity, 3644, 7 5B. 

Continuous, 2. Joined without intervening space, 

AJM, HET, WE, a, Tks, ANAL TEAL A 
4%, 3 IE, HAI, HUFL; continuous force, $7 

Continuously, adv. 3H, FAME. | J}- 
Contort, v. ¢. To twist together, Fk, PARE, J, #5 

SR, HAS, HE, JAE, JR HB AK ; (0 contort the face, 
454 fy 5 to contort the limbs, HENS. 

Contorted, pp. or a. FR, PEA, BE Ah HFA, Ih 

Ul EH, aA. ORAS, SAB, Bel s a contorted 
neck, FH8A. 

Contortion, n. A twisting, JAY, Hei A, FER 

SRE, Zh, HA, Hkh. Hai ae. 
Contour, n. SJ, IZ, Abt, Abi, TAG, TBA. 
Conira. A Latin preposition signifying against, 

i, KR. WG 
Contraband, a. Contrary to lan or edict, probibit- 

ed, HE, iea ; contraband gocds, #L4%, ANP 

1, & a aw eae E, ju fk. 

Gontraband, n. nae tratlic, Ae, AUP BV. 

Contract, v. t. To draw together or nearer, fi, 
Hi. in. BO, Mi if, Zs; 10 contract the 
eyebrows, 49/4, #€/di; to contract one’s busi- 
ness, 78 #§4E. TZ 5 10 contract a daughter in mar- 

riage, pfH# A; to contract a marriage, HBL 
io contract a disease, #4 yy; to contract ill 
habits, 5 il (7, BY AL ; to contract debts, 

- Aiif{; to contract friendship, #428, BE; to 
contract enmity, $51b, #428, F#2G 5 to contract 
dislike, £4; 10 contract, as letters or com- 

esinion; TK, WY, 4; to contract a bargain, 
VE HL, IER, 4] 4 sleds to contract the body, # 

Sy, Hh ik Sy 
Contract, rn. An agreement between two or more 

persons, @ [A], dy, Kye, PAG, SVB 5 a set- 

_ tled bargain, 92 $¥ ijt; a contract for the deliy- 
ery of goods, {I} £f Ht, YS AHL; a contract for 

ar) purchase, Ssiyt ; to settle a contract for goods, 
MAH, ve, sy fe a marriage contract, 7 
WEB, BCE BY, eA, BL; to violate a 

contract, #¥%#J; to withdraw from a contract, 
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sR ¥#J; 10 act according to the stipulations of a 
contract, #F#J; to make a contract, 3) FJ, WL 

5. 
Contracted, pp. Shrunk, ##}EIB, Hi, HAIL 

fa]; betrothed, 93%}; incurred, as debt, Af 

3%; bargained, IME, WHR; contracted, 
as hatred, dislike, &e., #&j ; contracted, as 
one’s muscles, 4p i ; they contracted together, 

JB Ale. 
Contracted, a. Narrow, 72, #07, WE, POS; a 

contracted mind, 31 7%, L REBCE, IE, & 

PW), Wha, HE RAE, AT UR of a con- 

oe mind, jy #y-4 Lis a contracted space , 

UW. WG BCE, WA Biol, WARE, 
ae {00 eaatrncicl 42 4 BE; contract- 

ed skin, #, Beye 5a contracted body, fete ; con- 
tracted writing, x3 

Contractedness, n. Narrowness, 4% 424%, Heer #8, 

EH, Boh#H; meanness, Abi, BPA; ex- 
cessive selfishness, ED 7 #4, Ziti Z3e- 

Contractible, a. Contractible, as the muscles, BJ 
$id ; contractible, as the skin, By 433 ; capa- 
ie of drawing into smaller dimensions, PJ #@ 

Th, Ha fs, 7 17 a (1. 
Contractile, a. Tending to contract, Axe FE AG ; 

having the power of drawing into smaller 
dimensions, #4732. 

Contracting, ppr. Shortening, #73; drawing 
together, #734!; making a bargain, #7 Afr]; 
betrothing, ™ $f; contracting powers, s£#9Z 
fj; contracting for goods, 7 £¥ ; stipulating, 

HE, TRE. 
Contraction, rn. The act of shrinking, #@IE Hy, We 

&k ; {he act of shortening, #4 #4 ; the contrac- 
tion of the mus¢les, $HWLA¥, FE; the contrac- 

tion of the tendons, [YJ fi MMF; contraction of 
the hands and feet, = %*§H]/#*; abbreviation, 

Contractor, n. One who contracts, st#JH, HIF 

We, CLUS. RAL WIE ; a contractor tor 
supplies, @LHF{(KB#. 

Contradict, v. t. ‘lo gainsay, RES, 4; to contradict 
in a dispute, § ; to contradict one another, 4 

SOBA, Wi FI. DB, WEBB ; to contradict 
impertinently, Hg, PAS; {o contradict one’s 

self, ARR, An AR, Heat, APA, 
it ER. 

Contradicted, pp. 4h ij, BI, TAI. 
Contradicting, ppr. 4x, BR. 
Contradiction, n. An assertion of the contrary to 

what has been said or affirmed, $3 a8, Ht 
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Wipes, Mah ; incongruity of words, FAK 
tah, AEX GEsk ; inconsistency with itself, gy 

HAE BBO, HAA, OIE AS. LK, 
3 PP 4; without contradiction, Peres 

me TS KH. 

iid Contradictory, a. Affirming ithe contrary, 

ak, BANE WE. LM MaK ; inconsistent, AM iit 
Ao. 0 & Bis, FHRAT; contrary, 

WR. ATS, MAEM, MEM Ce, AA PE GP 
dictory evidence, Py Skit, C1 {lk A HF ; 
tradictory statements, “tA. 

con- 

Contradictory, n. A proposition which denies or | 
opposes another in all its terms, #MzSAg, FAK 

Fy, Pelt fy. 
Contradistinct, a. Distinguished by opposite quali- 

ties, AUK, HEBIIR, BIR. 
Contradistinction, n. Distinction by opposite quali- 

ties, MIRE, PERN : 
tradistinction from the other, ILLIJEAEZ 

THER ZH. 
Contradistinguish, v. t. HZ, RH, APR. 
Contraindicant, n. 

treat a disorder in the usual way, iodide, Atk | 

Se NIMEL 
Contraindication, n. An indication, from some pe- | 

culiar symptom or fact, that forbids the method | 
of enre, which the main symptoms or nature of 
the disease requires, @ #47 HE. 

Contramure, n. An outwall, 3h, Sp3z8. 
Contraposition, n. 

KL4S; opposite position, Ze his, Fi ZF. 
Contraries, n. pl. In logic, propositions which de- 

stroy each other, but of which the falsehood of 
one does not establish the truth of the other, 4 | 
KZA. HERA; they are contraries, 44 

RA, MIAN. 
Contrariety, n. Opposition in fact, essence, quali- 

ty or principle, AM, MAPH, HSM. 
Contrariwise, adv. On the contrary, #AK, KY, 

x, Re. &. 
Contrary, a. Adverse, fx, ii, mui, TA BEMbE, Se, 2S, 
AK, AA, AA; contrary to one’s interest, 

ei Ay, Ph AY ; contrary wind, 3h fl, MET; con- 
trary current, Daye ; contrary minded, ) 74H 

; ina contrary sense, #HQIGE FS ; contrary to | 

reason, jp, nee, KSEE contrary to one’s 

inclination, 7§ 3K, WHA, HE ; contrary to law, 
SE fill, HET ; contrary to nature, BLUE, SPE, | 
47 & ; to speak contrary to one’s thought, [Me 

Bhd ; 
PE; to advise to the contrary, $e AA, He A 

ALi, AA 
contra- | 

it is so called in con- | 

A symptom that forbids to | 

A placing over against, {44 | 

to act contrary to other people, Hh A 2 | 

Ig 4); contrary to one’s expectation, PME A], 
Ah; contrary to terms, }&#); to agree to one’s 

face and act the contrary, Ps #8 323K. 
Contrary, n. A thing that is contrary or of an op- 

posite qualities, 4A} 4 ; to the contrary, AA. 
Contrary-minded, a. )7RFAK.- 
Contrast, v. t. To set in opposition different things 

or qualities to show the superior excellence of 
one, AA Yf, ¥} je; to contrast the condition of 
the rich and poor, #4 244 74, Jb AE es ; to con- 

| trast the one with the other, IR 4Aa St, IBA ; 
to contrast with, #4 3}, [Ed ; it contrasts ereat- 
ly with, Stays 

Contrast, n. FARK, PE; great contrast, KAI 

KK WAG. EG. 
Contrasting, ppr. Placing in opposition, 3H, #4 
Contrayallation, n. #25 Re. | 4. 
aes ene, v. t. To oppose in principle or effect, 

PS 3H, FR, eM, FARK, Het ; to obstruct, 
Ble to defeat, Hy. 

| Contravened, pp. Opposed, ji jh EWG ; obstruct- 
ed, BA G£i&% ; defeated, Mim. 

Oantrayenen n. 33 aH ie. 
Contravention, n. Opposition, 3# 3M 3 YF KF ; ob- 

struction, WH WE ; 2 defeating of the operation 
or effect, att #, HAST 4. 

Contretemps, n. An unexpected accident, which 
throws every thing into confusion, Heit 3. 

Contributable, a. That can be contributed, Bf 4 
i; that can be promoted, J fff HY. 

| Contr ibute, v. ¢. To give or grant in common Se 

others, #8, WE, 402, IAW, JB, ES 
contribute to government, $§ fy ; to eae 
one’s share, HEF}, HEAP-F, FLA; to aid, 4H, 

| dE, SEM Zy; [also contribute to it, FeIPHA 
| AB, JEAEH! Jy; to contribute to a charitable 

purpose, 4% 8 UA #% ; contribute as much as you 

please, BAH 44 }f7; they contribute their shares, 
fy Hi — 4p; to aid in making up a loss, Wee, 

hs4j ; to contribute clothing, PEACH, WALI 

Hk. 
Contribute, v. 7. To give a part, f—3} ; to lend 

a portion of power, aid, or inflvence, Hf, ue 
to contribute to one’s comfort, Hf) N2ER; 
contribute to the army, #273. 

Contributed, pp. $838, el iB, Hit ; paid, asa 
share, #835 Zp, FE Ais. 

Contributing, ppr. 4%, 4 #4, Hf); paying a share, 

HU}. BA. 
Contribution, n. The act of giving to a common 

stock, or in common with others, $49 4, ER 

| 
| 

| 
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4 HERB, 1h AH ; the payment of each man’s a2# > to place or keep under restraint, #43R, 
share of some common expense, #} {> #4, 4EFp #5 Hi ; to control one’s self, A fil, A, Al, 
# ; that which is given toa common stock, Jif Att. s¢ 2. 4c. 247; to restrain, Afi], 35 
45 24, We SAH; the contribution to ‘the | ii] ; {0 control one’s passions, fi] #, 35 ak. 
military, raids, TAA: {o aid the military with | ee able, a. That may he controlled, By 4, Hy 
contributions, #3 97 # ; to levy contributions, #3; that may be checked, ny #838. 

Wie. Controlled’ pp- Governed, # BB iS , 74 3H ; checked, 
Contributive, a. Tending to contribute, Jy ; AS Hil) 3. 

{ending to aid or promote, + fff. Controller, n. One who controls, #2 2B 4 ; a gen- 
Contributor, n. FRER Ai, GER HH ENT NT HK, eral controller, xf, #4HH 74 ; a controller of 

Hi JFK. | accounts, BS Be FS, FER Fe ; the controller of the 

Contributory, a. JHB, By Jy Ay. household, B& PR, 4a. Pane 
Contrite, a. Penitent, eit. 4 lap, Tae SE, tat, fe | Controllership, n. The office of a controller, # x8 

Tae SE TG AT, TAS AR 5 a contrite heart, Jf ¥e | Controlling, ppr.ora. Governing, $F FB, 7h BB; 

Ait, Asli pt Dinff.| checking, fyi, Sei. 
Contritely, adv. In a contrite manner, ‘jj ¥%, [af | Controversial, a. Relating to dispute, $#as fy, 
Contrition, x. ‘The act of grinding or rubbing to an EE, hee ty. 

powder, MFA, ARE; contrition of heart, 44 | Controversy, n. A debate between parties, 7, BF 
EAT SE, Tat); self-reproach, fy th, A lie; re- ye fe es We St am Se; they open a con- 
morse, Jf HI SE- {roversy, (UGE HE ; without controversy, 4&€, 

Contrivance, n, The act of oe devising, Ay SH; to hold harsh controversy, 4737484, 

or planning, #} 4, BR, Bat Hj design, plan,| Ress 4y HH; to waste words in controversy, 

iG, iE, HE EGG, EBA a clever contriv- | EF. 
ance, Afat, A, Hal, Wal. Bal. Sel;  Controvert, v.t. To dispute, Hf, Bk, HERR, Ft aw, 
a bad contrivance, Ji 4d-s}, AEs]; a scheme, Stet, Ht an. 

=] at ; shitt, fest ; what contrivance haye you? | Controverted, pp. or a. Disputed, Bfi%, #iK, FF 
te. 2 Fi}. Controvertible, a. ny F#, BY RR. | Bagi. 

Contrive, v.¢. To frame or devise pee as a | Controvertibly, adv. ##9%, GRR. 
_ machine or plan, st, FPR, Fatt, TEAR, fal, | Controvertist, n. A disputant, Ait ay fF, Weta H. 

28 ff, Talit ; to contrive a plan, ints Atak, {— | Contumacious, a. Stubborn, perverse, pit, Penk, 
#} ; to contrive how to get a situation, fal fATL Hos, BEIM, SePE. HOE. How, IaH, ES, We 
§ ; to plan, find out a way or method of ac- Se, ARE, BUSA, sfeste, Be ff. 
complishing, Fis}, SH i {o invent, 4434, Al] | Contumaciously, adv. Obstinately, BRFR, BEAK; 
gr, Re, RAH, Lae MEET; to contrive after) in disobedience to orders, 39%, L3H iit. 
gain, fal #, at FA, if to contrive to get | Contumacy, n. Unyielding resistance to rightful 
away, peal HH ; to contrive well, Fe4E ST, Et | authority, EM, He i, EM He, FEE, 
AER}. $c ie RE fe 5 a willful contempt and disobedience 

Contriver, n. An inventor, !} if al#, 43k IV; to any lawful summons or order of court, 3% ¢, 
one who plans or devises, #)#t#, lata, (E | pet. 
al# ; a clever contriver, (E Ra} FH. | Contumelious, a. Rude and insolent, Bg i, A3, fig 

Contriving, ppr. Planning, §}, wt, Tal, ahh, El Ne, GOS. WET, HILFE. FLAS ; contumelious lan- 

#5 clover at contriving, $75. (iki. ATE, | guage, BERRMEAR, AARMEAR. HORRY AN, ME 
UPR, AFF af. | AOeuk, Meet oR, FL h. 

Control, n. Government, #£R#, By ; authority, #E | Contumeliously, adv. #LAR. 

3k, HERG; general control, yi, AKL, Hh, fH, | Contumeliousness, n. Repreach, oY ke #; con- 
EPL, HERA ; restraint, PEA, Fy Hi ; under tempt, fap, (ERE. 
control, HET, fF ; under his control, 7 ("| Contumely, mn. Rudeness or reproach compounded 
T ; self-control, § #, (5, A Gi, Ea; 1 put | 2 haughtiness and contempt, B Bz 25 5y, BRIE, 
it under eS control, FE {HELP al ieee Be. fe 2 AB contemptuous language, fel RE 

Control, v.¢. AEB. BE, RPE Eee Ei ER, | if, ea 
=Enk, 74, em. TY aE. pe ‘i, fi itl, Fp iy, | Contuse, r.t. To beat, to bruise, #35, AA, 7G 
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if]; to bruise by beating, #73. FJ fF; to bruise | Convent, n. A Buddhist monastery, 3, ¥il; a 

by falling, BRIE. ‘Tauist monastery, #/; a nunnery, }fe, Jie; to 
Contused, pp. ora. Bruised by beating, 

#7 jH34# ; he contused his head by a fall, BEB 
Contusing, pp. Bruising, #7 Ff. [ Ef. 

Contusi ee Ut ie: HAE» Bi. Bit Th, 47 Bl Re 

Gieticsce, * yi. To recover health, GI¥, HEH, 

Fy 38, 

Convaleseence, ». Decovery after sickness, 3py jy 

Convalescent, a. Recovering health after sickness, 

TAT. TAL iL. RPE. ME. WET. 
He, Hie. 

Conyalescing, ppr. Recovering healthand strength 
after sickness, jaf Rf, FREE. 

Convection, n. SG IE. [ 4. 
Conyenable, a. That may be assembled, Hy #4, TY 
Convene, v. i. To assemble, 3646, 38 @, FAA, FB 

&. ha, ie. 
Convened, Dp. Convoked, 43 @i&, 484638, BE 

One who ealls an assembly togeth- 
8, TRAE = 311 : 

Conyener, n. 

or AH. ME, BE. 
Convenience, Conveniency, n. Fy (i, HT, Fy 

fi, MG. ANH. Ave: at your own convenience, 

HB CT GL. PETER IE, Bath, fein fe; of great 
convenience, $£ (8, fi i, TE, KiB; to 

- follow one’s convenience, 7 ffi ; consult your 
own convenience, 94 (/j. (fi. 
ooo a. Suited, fF, Fy i, ite, A Gi, 1B 
“ae: Wifi: fit, @, Ae; convenient for both, 

if (i. aH Ee Ok UE A’; convenient, as an 
opportunity to travel or send anything by, JA | 
{i, Fi] fi ; come when convenient to you, #8 fff | 

(i 3c, (fi vfs 77 HELGE: it was very convenient, 
4g-F; (i, SEF (, FEEL: a very convenient 
situation, 4 fH UR jt Jy ; the most convenient, 
ji: i °F; convenient, no difficulties in the way, 
fi] (i, fi FE; when will it be convenient? ee 
WE (8; how is it you have every thing so con- 
venient ? 2 {4 Dl} (fi; not convenient, J# fi. 

Conveniently, adv. (fi; conveniently situated, # 
(HG hy ; conveniently arranged, #73 (iH, Br 

HR. HA RH. 
Convening, ppr. Calling together, #4@. 

enter the conyent, Ajfe; to enter a monastery, 

A+; « Roman Catholic convent, E34 fe; to 
saunter ahout in a monastery, ji; your con- 
vent, #4. 

Conventicle, n. An assembly or mecting, #, 3% 
AEF HG; a secret assembly, #1, HIB, * 

ZEA AE. 
Convention, n. The act of coming together, #446, 
We, AA, SHE; a coalition, WF, Wis; the 

written instrument, 4 g¢, #y #; to make a 

convention, 4583, £&#); to break a conyention, 

| Conventional, a. Stipulated, #4 ¥e fj, NE Hy EB; 
conventional use of the language, ah, JRF 
an, EA BoA ; a conventional term, fe Ae, NF 

Was 
Conyentionality, n. AAFA, WT &.- 
Conventual, a. Belonging to a convent, $fyy, # 

(vy, Me". See Convent. 
Converge, v,i. To tend to one point, # f&—; to 

conyerge to the centre, fr, REL, HK 

WP, tei fud, abst A 
Convergence, Conyergency, n. @ iA 4, HF mB 

4. Ri A. 
Convergent, a. Tending to one point, 7 fy 4, &] 
TE, Ha Hhrts WS : approaching each other, as 

they proceed or are extending, jagil&—, if 
AF. 

Converging, ppr. or a. Tending to one point, # 

TRB. RTA. IR HE; converging 
rays, AHAR—, LHS, RR 
§} ; in mathematics, converging ie ies, FREE. 

Conversable, a. Disposed to converse, Kw aR, A 

ial; sociable, 47 ANZE. S380. 
Conversance, n. Disposition to associate, FAA HL 

BMRB. URE. 
Conversant, a. Familiar with, 3k, 2 9, PAK, 

Fc Hk, HARK, Hi; conversant with those hooks, 
Hes 4x ae: conversant with one another, 444 

Mk, AREAS, KEAN, WHF. 
| Conversation, n. Behaviour, #7 #§; familiar inter- 

a Se vs om — ¥ a course, A, ZEIGE A, BEM, ANE; fami- 
, DEER, aR X Get: AA ait, FA aa, bit Bs 

a2, Din 33 ck = E>: conversation Br; 

liar discourse 

Blak. afi 
* The Chinese characters hitherto vsed for convalesce, 

convalescence, &c.,do not express the process of recovering, | 
Lut complete recovery. Instead of using #§, #§, #, ke., for 
convalescent, &c., $f or another word should precede the 
same, for when health is re-established, a person is no long- | 
er convalescent. 

on, 77%, ZK ; conversations on heaven, RK; 
exercises in conversations, #3 gi , 27 & ; conversa- 
tions on medicine, 2 #59 5 ; daily conyersa- 

tion, H 2; in general conversation, RH, {H 

28; a private conversation, ## A ag, AL UP ae; 

NN 
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conversation be! ween two friends, jj AAH it. 
Conversational, @. Pertaining to conversation, #4 

iE icles 
Converse, v. 7. ‘lo keep company, ZF, BIE, 2 

PE; to talk familiarly, #A pm, ABs, FAB, 40 we, 

Lila, aR aR AMR, JEG. ATRL, BUR; to converse 
privately, ARP at, 5 to converse about heaven, 
RIK; to converse about the classics, FRE; to 
have sexual commerce, #7; to converse to- 
gether for along time, Az, MRE; to converse 

the whole day together, WK AFA, #4 ABE: do 
not converse with him, We REL AG a, Ay Bil 

He. 
Conyerse, a. Opposite, FAY}; converse ratio, sap 

Z Sef. 
Conyersely, adv. Ina contrary order, FAR, KZ; 

reciprocally, 74H. 
Conversion, n. A change of heart, pk 4%, Tete, b& 

8, UAC, AEH, BALH; reformation, py 
SP ech, UC BASH we ; conversion from heresy, %#¥ 
FHS IE, SES IL; conversion from darkness 

to-light, BME Wy #2 AW, Et WAY BE 9%; conversion 
from Satan to God, BYE 8 HL Thy Sit_ WF; the con- 
version of the heathen, # 7% eh 4%; a change 
of religion, #&#%; transmutation, 4%; a 
change of front, if jig my iii: the conversion to 
private use, Uc #5 #/, FA. 

Convert, v.¢. To change or turn into another 
substance or form, 4%, 4%; to change from 
one state into another, U4, i #$ ; to convert 
the wilderness into a fruitful field, UBF 4 FA; 

to convert, as the heathen, p40, Fe4h, Uetk, 

Ux, WAL; to convert the heathen, Bh4g Se fe; 

toconyert all nations, Matt toconvert from 
a bad life to a good one, Bi BESS, BHAI ; 

to convert from heresy and bring to the truth, 
Be APG IE ; to convert the heart, (fos. BABA 

I, JEAN; to convert sinners, ja 4{E SRA; 

to convert or {urn from one destination to an- 
other, Uc FA, te; to convert the property to 

. one’s own use, be HC, JA, Uk FA, fi; to turn 
into another language, PRGA, HE, HERE; to 
convert into another form, U¢#!, #8, Uc; 
to convert into a weapon of war, Ucky te # 

Convert, v. 7. To undergo a change, ##4{. 

Convert, m. BERLALIFE, BRUCALAS. Lie TREE 4s a 
convert from heresy, 49h %i TE3%; a convert 
to Christianity, § IE #¢# ; a neophite, MAF 

MEDC. 
Converted, pp. or a. Changed from one substance 

into another, 4{ jf, #4 (Gj ; changed from one 

state to another UGB US changed in heart 
or mind, J (kith, Beek 4h, ate: converted, 
as to a particular use, Ub, Uc JA; converied to 

private use, EH, A 

Conyerter, ». One who changes from one sub- 
stance into another, 40 f§.44 4 S840 # ; a con- 

verter of men, RAR ANA, ZAG AMBRE. 
Conyertibility, n. Bl 444, By eH, Wee #K- 
Convertible, a. That may be converted, BY ge, AY 

Ab, Ut, Hots. BY aE. AY Uh ae. AY BE Oh, HE BE 
HA, WA, YAR, WY He. HAC. 

Converting, ppv. ora, Changing in substance, 44, 
4b; changing in state, &&4%; changing from 

sin to holiness, BRAG, Uc ESE. tie FEB a8: 
converting to a particular use, &#ySEA; ap- 

propriating, MSG. BABE K- 
Conyex, a. Rising or swelling on the exterior sur- 

face into a spherical or round form, J ff, [Bj it 
(V5, 1"), P35, BE Ae PF EW; concave and convex, I] 

my, BE. 
Convexity, n. AR ZIG, HE. 
Conyexo-concave, a. JUf Uy fry. 
Conyexo-convex, a. WAS ELM, Bry te. 
Convey, v. ¢. To transport by land, $@f3al, 85a, 

#% ; to transport by water, ME, SHAQ, BE RE ; 
to convey by carrying on the shoulder, fH3Hi ; 

to convey by carrying in the hand, $#, #F ; to 

convey grain, TAL, je Bic, HHH to convey by 
a cart, Hijqi; to convey a letter, f(z, Ar, 
ff ; to convey u right, ZeHE, Hf HE; to convey 
land Py deed, + 4228 Fl ; to convey information, 

Ha AL, Ea; to convey news, Rh, ew; 
to convey ideas, # #& ; to convey a meaning, ## 
FE, BAF; the sentence does not fully con- 
vey the idea, gal 4.3%; to convey comfort, #€ 
Bx, fe Rt; to convey away, HA, wi ; to con- 
vey out, 483411, SF Hf, 3HHf ; to convey one’s self 
out of danger, 496, 36 i ; to convey, as a crim- 
inal, JP 5%, tif HZ; to convey taxes, MPF. 

Conveyance, n, Conveyance by land , SHLAA ; con- 
veyance by water, Hie Si FF, eres HHH ; 

the instrument or means of passing a thing 
from place to place, or from person to person, 
sw A, HALA :a carriage, Hi; a good 
conveyance, f-Hff ; a ship, f##; an assignment, 

Conveyancer, n. ARF, {Kaz HH. 
Conveyed, pp. Transported by land, fe ji 3 ; 

transported by water, #£3qijf ; transported by 
carrying on the shoulder, fH jij ; transported 
by carrying in the hand, 74§ jth, fai j& ; con- 
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veyed, as a letter, fff 3 ; conveyed, as a right 

__ or property, 38ffii- 
Convict, v.¢. To prove or find guilty of a crime 

charged, 3.048. 31 FiOL, 22 SE HEE. EE 
{o convict, as a jury, ASE; to convict of a 
Sin, of EE. APE FA SE ; to convict of an error, 

WAR HH. 
Convict, n. Malefactor, J&A, SEA, Reg SIF. St 

Ff, HEHE NV; one convict, —% je. 
Convicted, pp. or a. Convicted of a crime, 37 3 SE 

; HE; convicted of an error, +E FS Hi. 

Conviction, n. The act of proving to be guilty of 
an offence charged against a person before a 
legal tribunal, 747 5: % ; the act of proving a 
crime, sf SEVER, w4E SE ; conviction of 
one’s own guilt, ff HIG SE ; strong belief, FE 
4; the conviction of an honest mind, )()#€ 4, 
1) {40 ; it is my conviction, F¥AAl, FLEA. 

Convince, v.t. ‘To satisfy the mind by evidence, 

ath Ak, one (2), Fuk CY, BRE, ork RII, BRO, HF 
Aik {ii f= ; convince him of it, ij fA{B; to con- 
vince of the truth, {Riz a3, abe LR, a 
{g GH ; unable to convince, pRl# A, pe ATE 
££, aia. ih TE ai. AN AG i 5 convince of | 
error, 5% 8) a2 Eh. 

Convinced, pp. or a. Persuaded in mind, £0, HE 
41; I was convinced of his innocence, RE XI{E 
xt 5: ; I convinced him, pf fA if (B, BS fal JAE, 
if Anite ; to be convinced of the truth, $f M1 | 

Convincing, ppr. Persuading the ie by evi- 

dence, aie fF RII i n i fA, nit Aik we y) RB, AY A fs | 
Miz; convincing him of his error, = ffi SH 
convincing him of the truth, 5 fi fq 3H. 

Convivial, a. Bective, jovial, te a, ihe ga the (yy, Sik 
‘ex PRIBE, 3 se Me (yy; a convivial party, see ee. 

Conviviality, n. The good humor or mirth indulged 
at an entertainment, AL ihe, torr ihe, fie atk; creat 
conviviality, Ay $e se. 

Convocate, v. t. To convoke, 

Sf, EAR, MRE 
Conyocation, v. The act of calling or assembling 

by summons, fp, u Bal 4, BES, AE 
4: an assembly, #, AG, AF, AA. 

Convoke, v. t. To call together, 73, 7 4, a, | 

BEE, 3 ATR. 
ConvolLed, pp. Summoned by order, % #3. 
CO nvoking, ppr. BB, BAB. 
Convolute, Conyoluted, a. Rolled together, #237, 

VETER, MEG. AL, Bea 
Convolution, x. The act of rolling or ne to- | 

@, HAE, BANK | 

| Cony-catch, POs 

| Coo, v. 

gether, #EI02, OA, MEAS, IA a; a 
winding motion, 4 gif. 

Conyolye, v. ¢. To roll or wind together, #39, #% 

HM, aug, HER. 
Convolyulus, x. Bindweed, FEIN RE, WERE TE. ENE 

AE; convolvulus reptans, HOE. 
Conyoy, v.¢. To accompany on the way for pro- 

tection, either by sea or land, #§ 3%, #7 5K, 24 

fit, pA ul. 

Convoy, n. A protecting force accompanying ships, 
SESE Zit, THe a body of troops, which ac- 
company provisions, ammunition, or other pro- 
perty for protection, HE4:, 85% 7% Fe, fj 4e ; the 
ship or fleet conducted and protected, pyaE 

Convoyel, pp. EB, HIB. LW. 
Convoying, ppr. #EK- 
Convulse, v. ¢. To draw or contract, $f, 3h, 4h 

fifi. dil ##. Hl 3 ; to convulse society, FB gL 
AK, #al ; to shake, 92H) ; to convulse with 
laughter, 4£ fj ; to rend, 4p) 2. 

Goneulsing, ppr- Ath, tee, Ship. 
Conyulsion, n. Convulsion in children, 3§, #é&}al 

RE. GUI, TRAE 1G, PEAR KE, Jef. HEB 
[Wi ; severe convulsions in CORO & HE TE ; 
convulsion with less vehemence, #§ #€ ; convul- 
sions of the face, dit fif, HEAL ff ; convul- 
sions of the tendons or muscles, 4 jf; convul- 
sions of the legs, #2, Ath {ff ; convulsions of a 
state, AL: convulsions of naiure,. ZF KE, FE H, 

KA FE K- 
Convulsive, ¢. That preduces convulsion, (isn fff 

fy; attended with convulsions, 4hfifj fy; con- 
vulsive fits, #€4, F949. #82605, RA, Aa: 
ihe country is ina convulsive state, MARL, 

Cony, n. A rabbit, R, RF, RR. 

Cony-burrow, n. Rigel, BR. 
To cheat, PEA. — [eRe AE NE. 

i. To coo, asa dove, Jf 48, (EAB AB a, A ae 
Cook, v. t. To cook, a as Tice, #0, GE, We, BE ; to boil, 

as beef, &e., JA, Z& ; 10 cook (steam) rice, Fe AR 
GE ih Hh; 10 cook sell 40h; {0 cook thor- 
oughly, ¥4 A®, # 5% ; to ccok to pieces, #4, 

Nai. 
Cook, n. Carl, EF, RH. EF. HE, He gig, 

aT EY. FS, Ray A. BN, SEF ; a female cook 
or cool.-mnaid, Ef HK, FOU, FE RE, ER ae. 

Ccok-house, Cook-rcom, n. A kitchen, aE Be Jag vi, 
Cook-maid, n. Jif. | Jen iF, BSF. 
Cooled, pp.or a. Prepared for the table, #¢j, (4 

iB, FB WR 

Ais 

re ———— 
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Cookery, n. HOE GR DAK, HENS LE. 
Cookia whampi, n. aE, 
Cooking, ppr. ora. He, WS, HBF FR ; a cooking es- | 

tablishment (refreshment room), J ¥¥ fif- 
Cool, a. Moderately cold, 7, HE, F247; 

breeze, Th), RG; a cool day, AIK; a cool pa- 

vilion, 2% = ; cool and airy, #7 ; cool, not ar- 
dent, 4yR, i ; a cool answer, PYRE A ; 
@ ol reception, WYRE A; a poll treatinent, | 
UREN, EEA 0 a behaviour, jf fF ; a cool | 
falsehood. fe HABA; totella cool falsehood, 
ih Aoi Gg EN 5 aptdent AHF 42 ; a cool dress, 
42; that is very cool, He. 

Donen. t. To allay heat, #7, Sem, (irk, HR, 
5B 87t, BeiAp ; to cool by placing into cold water, 
AB UE, 44 7; 10 cool by spreading out, dHENE ; to 
cool by es , Prix ; to cool one’s self by 
seating himself in a cool place, P36 ; to cool 
one’s wrath, Ak, T e358; to render indiffer- 
ent, EHR 

Cool, v. i. To grow cool, fy it, HAL AEM, YE 
Cool- Bhat. a. ree from passion, Ra, He 

Wr, $9 i 38. 
Cooled, pp. Made less hot, 8 i}, HE MPI. 
Cooler, n. That which cools, Bae, KR BH GY 
“HOPE BF 5 a wine cooler, PeiA HU Z; a cooler 

in China, 48 478. 

a cool | 

Coolie, Colie, x. House-coolie, #5 ; a street-coolie, | 

PAM, FHIE, PEF, TL, FHI FE, HEIN HF 
a coolie, |EE{M TK. 

Coolie orange, n. RR; 
citrus margarita, ASP Flt. FF: 

Coolish, a. Somewhat cool, S843, A. 
Ceolly, adv. Without heat or sharp cold, 4p} ; 

he conned him coolly, # APR He tl, TBA 
to doa thing coolly, IEEE T(E, WAVE IE ; de- 
liberately, AF. 

Coolness, n. A moderate degree of cold, 744%, aft 
TK; indifference, AYR. Wb, BIR, Wes; to 
part with coolness, 4y% ii @¥- 

Coom, n. Soot that gathers over an oyen’s mouth, 

KIKI 
Coop, n. Coop for fowls, 484i, ZB 

BM, e (2. 
Coop, «. t. To put in a coop, FA AA, PARE, Bk 

AGEA- 
Cooper, n. One whose occupation is to make bar- 

rels, hogsheads, &c., fy HRS. Hil, FARA. 
Cooper, v. t. a do the work of a cooper, {ik hf. 
Cooperate, v. 7. To act or operate jointly with an- 

$5 HE 

eall | 

coolie-mandarin orange, | 

a pen, Hig, 

other or ches to the same end, HE fk, AW | 

6, Lilt HET, [oD OE, [ALO IEE, WE, 
Why (ix; to cooperate with another, fiji Jy, 
fis] A. 43% ; many causes cooperate to produce 

the result, 3 fc 4p Fl i KALE. 
Cooperation, n. The act of working, or operating 

togethor, {50 tik, JIM Js, Jy eat, Di i 
| Cooptate, v. t. To choose with another, fiij $3, [rj 

HF, AGS. 
| Cooptation, n. Adoption, [A384 AyseH. 
Coordinate, a. Being of e& ual order, if 4%, |i] SE, 

Ils, ada BEI. 
Coordinates, n. pl. Mitta sy. 
Coordination, n. aiPSE 4, fil in #- 
Cop, n. The head or top of a thing, 0A, JA. 5a 

tuft on the head of birds, 5g. 
Copaiba, Copaiva, n. Balsam of copaiba, 2FE EB 

ae, GSE. 
Copal, n. Ys. 
Copartner, n. One who has a share in a common 

stock for transacting business, [iJ WfZ #8, 4 EE ; 
an associate, (2, Be}. 

Copartnership, ». [AKG 3% FF. 
Copatriot, n. fAge-£. In] 2 -4-- 
Cope, n. A cover for the head, DfZe, 2; the 

arch or concave of the sky, 34, KAR; 
the cope of a house, #7¥, laze. 

Cope, v.¢. To cover, as with a cope, 7a#, FE, 
VE ; to cope dogs, 4 {¢ 1. 

Cope, v. 7. To strive or contend on equal terms, fig, 
JA, ey JA, [ii] $4] ; you cannot cope with him, #R 

Pl (1318 FL, FR PDERULE: + you eam cope 
with him, (pny 2) JAH ft ; able to cope with, 

TR PHIGCE, BALKIE, WE TEI. (RIGA ; to op- 
pose with success, [A )R, (a Aim. 

Copied, pp. Transcribed, phit, JA FR ith, JEP ; 
it is all copied, #> ME; imitated, S23, eh ; 

copied exactly, MEAS PPS ; copied clearly, $F A. 
Copier, Copyist, n. A transcriber, #4 EgipE, Phys 

A ESR HA eS AEH SE. MEME s am imitator, 
ORGS NG, BGR BBE Bak &, SUPE. 
Copious, a. In great ee ne KE, RS, 

HES, HZ, 2. tk B. i i! ; copious show- 

ers, FEA, ii RY, 3 ini TORUS TH RET 5 & copi- 

ous style, 3 AC KG, Fe SE IR ME, SE eR EE 
copious materials for a ‘histone SU BS 

full, overflowing, HH ak, FE BK ; copious explana- 

Abundanily, 
lions, {fi jif: 

largely, 
diffusely, HZ 

Copiously, ade. 

Copiousness, n. BR # ; diffuseness of manner of 

treating a subject, MRAP, SRF PERM. 

BK BR 
aeew? 

—_—_» pone — —- 
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Copped, a. Rising toa point or head, eis, TH, Copulation, n. Zl H, BEM, FUCK. 

WTA. | Copulative, a. or n. $4 fry fe fry; copulative conjunc- 

Copper, n. 4]; red copper, #2 34, Tp FH ; white | tion, 35°, HEF, SE aR. 

copper, & Hi ; cs copper, Heh, HE IK He 5 | Copy, n. A transcript from an archetype or origin- 
virgin copper, fy #8 3; pure copper, HUF]; al, FLAS, HEAR; a single book, —7AXS#, — ah 
copper in sheets, $j}; old sheathing copper, #; a single copy, —#§, 7K; a set of books, 

FF aj a2 5 copper in rods, $f] (% ; copper in slabs, — £#; one set, —f£; a copy of a Chinese 
$a ; copper nails, EF)¥F; copper cash or | book, —%; to draft a copy, FJ ti, Rite, #783 
copper coin, ##¥; counterfeit or copper dollars, make a copy, #5 fi; an official copy, PrAy; 
$j $8 ; copper ore, FAM ; Japan copper, FASS; an original, Jef; a clear copy, #3; Low 
rust of copper, verdigris, HJ # ; copper gong, many copies (photographs) do you want ? (Re 
$p) $2 ; sonorous copper, bell metal, |iiy Ff] ; cop- He A inf (TSE TK HE ZS Hke ; a true copy, likeness, 

per vessels or utensils, $j # ; copper and pewter Jt49; a good copy, likeness, 44H; strike off 

ware, 33 =y $i] #8 ; sulphate of copper, [48 ; twenty copies (of books), Ff) -+- AK. 
copper kettle, 44) #% ; to cat copper, to be coyet- | Copy, v.t. To transcrile, Pry, Pr %, JE, WEER, 
ous or take bribes, #2 4], Sk Fi #f- | Fi E5, SEE; to copy a letter, Ph fz ; to copy, as 

Copper, v.t. To copper, asa ship, £73) H:, LIL | ; rhinece pupil, Fp‘, ies, eee; to copy 

Fe RE. | plates, BEYER SS bE ; to copy Hoth lily Hee #. 
Copper-bottomed, a. Having a bottom sheathed Copy, v. 7. To imitate, as fashion, &, 4h, fk, (HC 5 

with copper, Sh] KEE, he G15. I copy you, JAK, FAC; to follow a pat- 
Copper-colored, Copper-coloured, a. 4) @ , 4g &. tern, Soe, WR, ik sk. 
Copper-head, n. A poisonous serpent belonging | Copy-book, m. A copy-book, as used by pupils, 3 

to the genus trigonocephalus, Fil PARE. #f, FD Bp, SRF AK. 
Copper-nose, n. A red nose, 7f4 fe ok, AL A. Copying-press, n. A machine for taking an exact 
Copper-plate, n. 3h) fk. copy of any manuscript recently written, Ff) fz 

Copper-smith, n. $7 44 fii (4H, Sh iE. | OR. 
Copper-wire, n. Fiz. | Copyed, pp. Transcribed, fp’ jth, PP i ; imitated, 
Copperas, x. Green copperas, FRE, #3 black | FSi, wh. 

copperas, Ff, #£; blue copperas or sulphate of | Copyer, n. See Copier. 
iron, WE#; white copperas, sulphate of zine, | ee ppv. Transcribing, #>, fb ; imitating, 

ISTE, HE. es 
Copperish, a. Like copper, {§ {L) $5), FF (v3) ; con- | Gapyictl x A transcriber, > 533%, fb YS# 5 an 

taining copper, 4 4) 7 Ay. imitator, Beas, HB. 
Coppery, a. SPE, 3h) fv4y ; having the taste of cop- | Copyplates, n. pl. Copyplates, as used by Chinese 

per, FHM; the whole body smelling like pupils for tracing characters, jf. 
copper, covetous, #5 & i] 58, ih 4 FRR, in EL | | Copyright, n. The exclusive right of an author er 

Coppice, n. FE, PE, IN hay. |3H)4%- _ his assignee to print, publish and yend a liter- 
Copple-crown, n. h&5&. ary work, ez HE; to violate the copyright, 
Coppled, a. Conical, 42/9, ATA. | HEF; the law of the copyright, Si) fi. 
Copple-stones, n. pl. Fy INH Hr. | Goprsties n. FUR, FR. ENG, et, he 
Coprolite, n. #7 #. | Coquet, v. t. ‘To attempt to attract notice, admira- 
Copse, n. A wood of small growth, £4, HH, % tion, or love from vanity, MEG (i HF, ela 

AR 29K: DUR S Tada. FR B- 
Coptic, a. HR + AF; coptic language, 7% | Coquet, v. 7. To trifle in love, ¥¥ FEM, Bete “4 

Bie + Aik. Coquetry, n. HRA ZS, VE Fe, ee. 
Copula, n. MEF, HEY. Coquette, n. ARAB, fiknkipwkA, (EATER A, ws 
Copulate, v. 7. To unite in sexual embrace, #7 F, i, HiRZEA 

BOK, BS Ay. AN, BEA, FEVE, FEY; to copulate, Coqnetting, ppr. FE Pe Ta RAI ee. 
as animals, #7 #@, jf; to copulate, as cattle, Coral, n. JI}; fine coral, JH, 4H; madrepore 
FEC, +) Fifi, HAL ; to copulate, as horses, eye, coral, HFEF; white coral, Z4E. WHEE AT ; pre- 

We F5 , 22.5 ; to copulate, as fowls, #7 ¥8, $847 fii. cious coral, #4; false a ESM FAN, FAO A 
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coral beads, FWP; coral branches, WHR ; 

forests of coral, FJ JFK ; coral ware, coral uten- 
sils, FA) & ; green coral, FFIRF-. 

Coral-tree, n. Ff Fy) by. 

Coralina, n. EB ABE. 
Coralliform, a. Resembling coral, # {L)IM Hi. 
Coralline, a. FAN AY) fry, FN] Hy PRE. 
Corallite, n. 4A. 

Coram judice. Before the judge, 7R¥z w) 7 fil- 
Corban, n. An offering, 28_F #Z4y; a gilt, Be 

Wh. 
Corbeil, n. $e. 
Corbel, x. The representation of a basket, BE(R. 
Corbel, n. A niche or hollow left in walls for im- 

ages, Statues or figures, 8 ; a flower basket, 7¢ 

Corchorus Japonica, n. Bes: HE, | ge. 
Cord, n. A string, #8, MF, BF, —- HFA, MSs, 

£8, HF, RE, HL 5 a rope, HF%; to twist a cord, 47 
il, HHL, (ES; a three stranded cord, =JiFit; 

a four fold cord, PU FPEH; to tie the red cord, to 
Letroth, & iff #2, a #0 88 fF; a small cord, Jy 
$M, 4 - 5a large cord, A Hl, # ; 10 bind witha 

cord, ARR LE, UAE SE EE, DIMERS LE; a cord 
of wood (125 cubic feet), —f§4e ; a cord of wocd 
in China, —£A&. 

Cord, v.t. To bind with a cord or rope, #A, #ALE, 

Sete, BB EE. 
Cord-maker, n. Rope-maker, #7 #§ FE, 47 G2 FE, 

JT HR H. 
Cordage, n. Hh, AX 7H, BLE; Manilla cordage, 
BARA; sails, cordage, ropes, IRS. 

Cordate, Cordated, a. Having the form of a heart 

OIE, ible F 
Corded, pp. or a. HALE; made of cords, AU, Hh 

{E0f— ; furnished with cords, 47 HWE, 7 AL. 
Cordial, n. A medicine which increases strength, ¥4j 
8, 74 FF]; sweetened spirits, APT, f qH; a 
cordial, anything that comferis, g@laddens and 
exhilarates, fie At 7 fy; hope is a cordial to the 
heart, “2% 77 a. 

Cordial, a. Hearty, Hots fy, 3 HE; sincere, Eft 

fi, wt; alectionate, Fu BeAy, fulke, 16 fu; 
cheering, 34% BE; invigorating, #i Jy Wy, Fi HK 
fj; a cordial welcome, kx. MdGE, PARE A, 
Au Ed A; cordial friendship, sf) 4; cordial 
love, Bit B : a cordial friend, pf PE) A. 

Cordiality, n. Sincerity, je EE, HRT; Sincere affec- 
tion and kindness, 3 ty OPE Se, Fu 3, Fu Ge; 
there is great cordiality between them, jj # 

4g. 8, Aj FE AL AN 7; {0 receive one with great 
cordiality, $k Bede AV. 

? 

Cordially, adv. #k #3, Bo, Hay; he received 
him cordially, @r9RUd¥ fil, ; to love one cordi- 

ally, MIA, Tots. 
Cordiform, a. Heartshaped, JB AY, OIE", wD 

may F 
Cording, ppr. Binding with cords, #AfF. 
Cordon, m. A line or series of military posts, # 

is; to draw a cordon around a city, BACERR; a 
cordon in fortification, JER Zp ; cordon sani- 
taire, jf) #Q Je RR. 

Cordovan, Cordwain, n. BF A jh JE, Pa HEF YR, 

leas 
Cordwainer, n. FR EL{E, (AEE, Hele. * 
Core, n. The heart, jf); the inner part of a thing, 
fg; the central part of fruit, Hoh, BERR. 

Corea, n. RE, THF, Mba. 
Coreapsis, n. JL ALAA. 
Corf, n. IA, GEE. [ Jk. 
Coriaceous, a. Resembling leather, Beane, An 
Coriander, n. £ 38, 3: OE, 7 A 4B ; coriander sced, 

Corinth, n. A city of Greece, BPP SH. 
Cork, n. A species of guercus or oak, $34 BY, FA; 

a bottle cork, 4§48, 7448, AEF ; cork-soles, #2 

AS EE IR. 
Cork, v. t. To stop bottles or casks with corks, #4 

fi, #8, SEES; cork it tightly, #444{B. 
Cork-screw, n. 785i, PRS. 
Corked, PP: #8 Ei8, fl 7. 

Corking-pin, n. KweEREF- 
Corky, a. 4A ACME. 
Corinorant,n. A genus of sea birds, phalacrocorax, 

often called sea-raven, #8, 423, Bees, SBR, 
54; a glutton, e¥-y FE. 

Cermus, v. ‘The name of a stalk of any plant, §. 
Corn, n. A grain ora single seed of certain plants, 

#19, ¥%; the five kinds of corn, Wr; a stalk 
of corm, %, —*¥; an ear of corn, #4; to reap 

corn, Csi, eet; a corn field, kf; a corn 

floor, #tH$; a corn stalk, AcgP; Indian corn, 

SK, BPR; broom corn, ZS, TR, IK, 
= FKK ; Indian corn meal, $i 3K#}; corn in the 
ear and not cut yet, #f; corn department, # 

48; a corn bin, #2; a hard induration of the 
skin, £81, BF, SSM; 10 pare corns, HEASME. 

Corn, xv. t. To preserve and season with salt in 
erains, A, BLE; to corm meat, RAY, MEA. 

Corn-basket, n. 3 RHE, Fee. 

Corn-bread, n. Indian corn cake, 3E 3K fi. 

aH S75 Ae BE) t- 
+ Medhurst. 
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Corn-chandler, n. A dealer in corn, Be ¥f #4 #, | Corn-stalk, n. AA, HR, WE, Fh. 

WA, FAK: 
Corn-cutter, n. One who cuts corns, JL M4 Wk #, 

SL HH. 
Corn-floor, n. gH. 

Corn-land, n. 4tfA, FA. 
Corn-laws, n. pl. FEI, Pll ALA GH A. 
Corn-loft, n. Granary, #. 
Corn-mill, n. #48; corn-mill with water power, 

7K HB. 
Corn-pipe, n. Achy th- 
Cornea, n. HW} 4G, [Aya Hi. 

Corned, pp. ora. Cured by saltin 
corned beef, mF AY. 

Corneitis, n. AY fy HX. 
Cornel, Cornel-tree, Cornelian-tree, n. [UZEY4. 
Cornelian, n. 35 HS, #5 HF F; ved cornelian, #1 

3§HE; white cornelian, Ff; beads of cornelian, 
FERLEK; pieces of cornelian, HH Te. 

Corneous, a. Horny, f§ fy, FG °GE. 
Corner, n. The point where two converging lines 

meet, fq, HE, FESG, Fh. BEDS, He, HENS, FQ UA: 
the corner of a table, #4 f§ ; corner of the eyes, 
A 44, ¥¥; corner of the street, Aff ; 
a house, FEB, eR f4; a secret place, KER, fy 
JE, WWE; it was not done in a corner, PE MRE 
Fd; all the corners of the earth, Jb 2% py 
Fe, fh PU FG; to have three corners, = ff ; the 
end, extremity, Jé, fi; the corner of the mouth, 

A Hl ff, His, Hy, ne, (, Piiq- 

Corner-cap, n. HEF. 
Corner-house, n. ff fis], BFR. 
Corner-stone, n. The foundation stone, #47, FS, 

TL. 
Cornerwise, adv. Diagonally, #4. 
Cornet, n. HEF; a commissioned officer, next 

below a lieutenant, who bears the ensign or 
colors of a troop, #E DA, ME ME +; a head-dress, 

Bhi. 
Cornetsy, n. EDA” Hk. 
Cornice, n. Cornice of a room, 7E PR; cornice of 

the eaves, f# #4; the turned up cornices of a 
hipped roof, #€&#E; cornice ring of a cannon, 

He AR 
Cornicle, n. fA {F, JrF§- 
Corniculate, a. Having horns, 77 f§; producing 

horned pods, AE f4 FE" Pf. 
Cornifie, a. Producing horns, 4 ff (7%. 
Cornifor m, a. Having the shape of a horn, Fa Mt 

tk F- 
Corning, ppr. fii. 

&, GR, ARSE 

corner of 

| Corny, 

ae ee n. Anat. 
. Resembling horn, {| #4; stiff or hard, 

rn 
Corol, Corolla, n. a, FE ME, FEAR, TESS 
Corollaceous, a. me TRE, mA. 
Corollary, n. 3&4, HERZL, K- 
Corollate, Corollated. a. Having corollas, F¥ it fy; 

like a corolla, FF (C) ME, MEME. 

Corona, n. In architecture, a large, flat member 

of a cornice, to carry off the rain that falls on 
it, also called the drip, 3f&§ ##; a halo circle 
around the sun, moon, or stars, A A &r. 

Coronal, a. Belonging to the crown or top of the 

head, DATAMBE, DET A. 
Coronal, n. A crown, #4, jE#E. 
Coronary, a. Relating to a crown, # f¥J, AEM. 
Coronation, n. The act or solemnity of crowning 

a sovereign, JHA itt, RZ, WE ZH, 
HG AK; coronation oath, RF fit ZV, SOE fir 

SN. EYES BU. 
Coroner, n. §& bE Ff; a coroner's inquest, Rabe. 

Coronet, n. An inferior crown worn by noblemen, 
2 (Zz ; an ornamental head-dress, 5 #4 5 20 

ornamental head-dress worn by Chinese chil- 

dren, S98 i. 
Coronule, x. A coronet or a little crown of a seed, 

Witt Ze A. 
| Corporal, x. The lowest officer of a company of 

infantry, &bZe, * SA Ap ab FE. T 

Corporal, a. Belonging or relating to the body, 
Fy 82 (vy, HE; corporal punishment, Fh, &F 

Ff} ; material, not spiritual, ATER. 
Corporal, Corporale, n. A fine linen cloth, used to 

cover the sacred elements in the eucharist, 32 

Af 34 fj; corporal oath, He4e. 
Corporality, n. The state ‘of being a body, 499% 

4, ERE. 
Corporally, adv. Corporally punished, 5&2 ; 

hodily, LIS He, 7E- 
Corporalship, n. Sh Ze 4K. 
Corporate, a. United in a body, 

ed, &; general, #4, JE 
Corporation, n. A society having the capacity of 

transacting business, as an individual, 7, if 
FL ZA a), HEBEL ; a banking corporation, [HE BR 

SRT. 
Corporeal, Corporeous, a. Having a body, AJB, 
A, Ape Sly ; corporeal form, JRE, IE ; 

* Ser, geant. + Sub-ser: ze eant; the first is called ERE, 

and the ‘latter SE Obab BE. 

ArH. fe & ; unit- 
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a a corporeal fae TIT REE, Heh hs HIG 

Fj SL. 
Corposant, n. ARNE TER. 
Corpse, n. The dead body of a human being, fe, 

PB, Few, Py, Berk. 
Corps de garde, n. #25 FE. 
Corps diplomatique, n. The body of ministers or 

diplomatic characters, Hi 4h BI AC, Hie Sh 
EK, Ah feel Ck ERE. 

Corpulence, Corpulency, ». Fleshiness, JEA#, 

NE AF 4. 
Corpulent, a. Stout, fat, J&A, JEW, DEAE, Arik, 

HUEIE, HA, WERE. HELE, HELV. WBE  corpulent 
person, JE AEN, REE. A” 2; a corpulent 

female, IRB, OAc, we, HEL: lusty, kk. Me 
4[E; gross and corpulent, & PZ tlk. 

Corpus Christi, n. J$+ Fe 3S 677. 
Corpuscle, n. A minute particle, 38 fy 2% Hy, BEL, 

fh, WEE, Th. 
Correct, a. Right, 4; upright, TE, 3, a YE, IE 

iA, Ay, WHE, HERE s a person of correct prin- 

ciples, EAB F, TE EE A, EEA, ER 
A, TERA, MAAN, WZ bi A IE 
-E; correct principles, TE BB, YE #8; correct 

among Buddhists, ge correct conduct, 77} 

Ai, ott iin >. ICR WS, MEMO, PAIL IA AB ; to 
give utterance to correct principles, At fA HB; 

correct, not faulty, 27, 77H. wi, AVA; correct 
reasoning, 8 747 HP ; a female of correct con- 
duct, Fi fi" Ac, te; correct writing, Fy HBG; 
to cause the internal faculties to become correet, 

(8 AAV GBIE ; is it correct ? TEM: TEE, 70 BF 
ljé ; to examine and find correct, WAR fp Fh, BB 
# AE ; to practise correct conduct, 7 

Correct, v. t. To make right, Ui iE, HERE to cor- 

rect with a sharp instrument, ff} TE ; to correct 
writing, PIE, a) IE, JIbIE, ‘IE, wei to Gor- 

rect a book for the press, #6), #2IE ; to correct 
or write books, (€2%; to correct a Sein 52 FRI, 
ET, {4% if); to correct and erase, Berks to cor- 
rect, as a child, 77 itp fier Bla ie, Ms A Tr, ii Er, 

FEA, AI, $Y, BITE, BL, TAL, EEE: to cor- 
rect a man, #74 A, fiir AV, HL JV; to correet 

one’s errors, Mik, Ue BH, HEIE ; to correct one’s 

self, ees, Wales ED, Boleics Held, i 

7h ; to correct the bowels, #€ jfk; to correct dis- 
orders, # Fe; to correct that which is ob- 

lique, 4% HIE ; to correct that which is crooked, 
ae 4 if, WAGE; to correct an expression, i 

BME; to correct another person’s expressions, 

TE JLIEM ; to correct had composition, #h ff. 

Corrected, pp-or a. Corrected, as the heart, ie 
freed from errors, (E38, # IE; mieeed 
asa child, #4738, sites. 

Correcting, ppr. Correcting, as an error, WE ,aL 
34 ; correcting, as a child, #47, fice. 

Correction, ». The act of correcting, UIE # ; the 
correction of a child, 4p 7% F # ,F % AF ; pun- 
ishment, 7 St, Jff Si]: chastisement, jt if; 
critical notice, Hg if FF, WY IE 4% ; a house of cor- 
rection, Zr 4g a. 

Correctional, a. Intended for correction, as reproof, 

fH, we TEN. 
Correctioner, n. One who has been in the house of 

correction, HeAk we FE, Hebe % A. 
Corrective, a. Having the power to correct, iE 

fy, 77 UIE HE; a corrective medicine, JH Ay 

SER. 
Correctly, adv. In a correct manner, 37, a, &, 

47 FH ; correctly written, 64} 3s ; correctly said, 

nl fd Aa» nih op aa 
Jorreetness, n. Conformity to truth, LIE, 3, oy, 
4; correctness of principle, @ HB; correctness 
of laneuage, ah 744% ; correctness of a transla- 

tion, SEAT. Hkh B- 
Corrector, n. Ono who corrects, BIE 7% ; one who 

corrects public morals, # cL 25, EL 18 
one who punishes for correction, #¢ Si #7, ie 
#,, fice # ; one who reforms by reproof or in- 

struction, 744% ; that which corrects, WY 
IgE ; a corrector of compositions. HEsFAY, Ft 

ve. 
Corregidor, n. A Spanish magistrate, Py PEFF Re. 
Correlate, n. AE {it i, * Ar fir GE, AABL- 
Correlative, a. Correlative terms, #A (fg 7 aa} ; the 

son is the correlative of his father, $ 47 a 2 oe fey, 
Correspond, v. 7. To agree or he congruous, #a Fy, 
UE, MAME. AAGE, A, AH, ALA ; our actions 

should cores eepand with our words, & #7 REM4A 
YATE A. BREA ; to be equal, #1, 4H 
4}, ARE, AMIE; the means correspond to the 
necessity of the case, Hl] AAS, Hl Awe ie ; to 

correspond, as people’s sentiments, #AJRE; the 

two correspond, jy ANGE, WI AAA. WFC 
#8; their ideas correspond, ¢ 24H, oe BA 
Z#; his words correspond with his actions, 
4 Al. 4 ; his words do not correspond with the 

result, Ptahle 77, BOE TT, T Abe ; to corre- 
spond, as a pair of scrolls, 3}IR§ ; 10 correspond 

hy letter EGA, GGA, Pam LW 
10 correspond, as officials, #, ATX, BBC; 10 

 & FRR SAAR. correlates, 
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correspond with a friend, SY) Aes fz: : their 
feelings and ideas correspond, ii FRAG; it cor- 
responds with the pattern, 4 zk. 

Correspondence, Correspondene ‘y,n. Congruity, #A 

ae Te Oe 
letter, 34% fe, CEA HEL. ANSI. ; cont 
dential correspondence, 310 3 EK ; official cor- 
respondence, * 4% 4X, if 3 30 #, AA fp 2; 

friendly intercourse, Zeit, 4AM ML ; the corre- 
spondence between, % EHEC AH. Beds WEE (3. 

Correspondent, a. Suitable, m!, 75, AAG. AFF 

Correspondent, n. One who corresponds, {a #4, 
AeA, ie, UE IRA; an official cor- 
respondent, Fy 2 #%. 

Corresponding, ppr. or a. Carrying on intercourse 
by letters, At (= 4%, ArH EEA; corresponding, 

2 or. 

as Officials, #% 2, ie, AAafs X ; correspond- | 

ing sentences, 4K ; corresponding one to an- 

other, AISE ; agrecing, #4, ANS}, ak, ANE, 
AW ALE, w: = + corresponding thoughts, #4 

LE FHA; corresponding feelings, AL PEI ta. 
Corresponsive, a. Adapted, &, mi, 2%. 

Corridor, n. A = eye or open communication 
round a building, $m 5 #4; corridor in China, 
Jip Hie ; the thoroughfare of a house, +38, FARE, 

Fe Fe smige ; in fortification, the covered way 
lying round the whole compass of the fortifica- 

tiom, 5) fis BEB. 
Corrigenda, n. pl. @#iwc. 
Corrigible, a. That may be set right, BY YE; 

that may be reformed, Wit, UcfAIE, Hkh 

4}; that may he chastised for correction, FJ jit 

Fe, Bree, Ay ee. 
Corroborant, n. Strengthening medicine, ER 

AL J) HE. 
Corroborant, a. Strengthening, § Jj fg, I fi. | 
Corroborate, v. ¢. To strengthen, fj fi, 4) Mi) 
5; to confirm, MX, Ff, ale Wet, a; 
& Be reoborale that which has been suid, EX 7H: 

ie =f ALS, HE WETE, neta to cor- 

ieraie a report, ‘ff U8 $q, REALTY. a. 
Corroborated, pp. or a. Strengthened, HE Fy, BE 

if ; confirmed, 7p , 7B, stom 
Corroboration, n. The act of strengthening the hu- | 

man frame, @j77 4, WH, (ERIE S 5 con- | 
firmation, 3¢38 pS, MEILTTH, BL ALSE HK. 

Corroborative evidence, n. EYE, EXAM APE, HX BE 
WE PE. 

Corroborative, a. Corroborant, Jj", 3 Jy fv. 
Corrode, v. t. To eat away by degrees, AES&, WBE 

| 
| 

2 | 

corr Esponsenee by | 

fil, sig ian FOI, BE ei fit ; 10 Wear away y by rust, LY 
$F: fil $4 5 to wear eee LE th ; to wear 
gradually, jay $4. 

eaereded pp- ora. Eaten away gradually, gh, 

fi FG ; worn, jf 43%; corroded iron, [gH RMpE 
$s ; a mind corroded by care, SE PANE tS. 

Corrodent, a.or n. Having the power of corroding, 

Ph Pi, HOT, Bik SPE; any substance or me- 
dicine that corrodes, file HOE HM, i a ey 

| Corrodiable, a. TY fil, FY jy $95 (74. 
| Corroding, ppr. or a. Hating away gradually, fk, 

iif Ps I 
| Corrosion, n. ‘The action of eating away by slow 
| degrees, fi 4%, i RISK, 48H; the corro- 

sion of metals by an acid, LJ Mt gk $y 4> ; the cor- 
rosion of metals, 46 2% #844, BSR AL; the 
corrosion of time, Te 

Corrosive, a. Hating, @; wearing away, japsH ; 

corrosive sublimate, fi aes, CHR Ah. 

| Corrosive, n. That which has the power of eating 
away gradually, pl lpe, gk fry. 

| Corrosiveness, n. #457 PE H. 
Corrugant, a. Having the power of contracting 

into wrinkles, jf0 QkOPE, (ai jU Wk (17. [ ®. 
Corrugate, v. t. To wrinkle, gk3], MRE, BE, fu ME 

| Corrugated, pp. or a. Wrinkled, gecrpE. — [HB. 
| Corrugating, ppr. Contracting into wrinkles, f§ 
Corrugation, n. A wrinkling, gk FP 4%, tt PAH. 
Corrugator, n. HAIL. 

Corrupt, v. t. To change from a sound toa putrid 

state, $66, S08, UCM, FIM, BBA, SUM Ren, 
PEL, WEI; to corrupt the morals, seBUe, 
Jal Ue f@ ; to corrupt one’s morals, il SE ; to 

corrupt people’s hearts, $A %, Hee At, BR 

Abii; to corrupt a judge, SUA a], STE AF, 
Ail tad, MAH, WH; to corrupt a girl, jx; to 

corrupt the people, 28 Fy #E, 3 FE ; to defile and 
pollute, 75 fk, #p5% ; to entice from good and 
allure to evil, :E RY, [4H RE; to corrupt langu- 
age, {af ; to corrupt the text of a manuscript, 

Ucie his tk, REGRET ; to corrupt one’s self, A #8; 
a man of corrupt principles, a rascal, #8 wa fH. 

Corrupt, v. 7. To become putrid, $8, Ay BR, FLEE, 
Sit ; to lose purity, jaye, BEAK. 

Corrupt, a. Changed from a sound to a putrid 
state, JER, BAT, IE 5, #PyiH ; vitiated, FH, 

EE, 4, AE Be, BUR; very corrupt, SFR; a 
corrupt mind, 4} ,%; a corrupt disposition, PE 
1 CRE, HE HIRAM ; a corrupt doctrine, Fh Fx ; 
do not believe corrupt doctrines, AHY fa 5h 38, 

| 

* Soe under Communication and Communicate. 

OO 

I Ae GE HSH; corrupt morals, =] HR, FPL, FAS 
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{e, HE fe ec $961 BE 8 a corrupt statesman, 

Af fA; corrupt officers, ~F Wi, KE Ww, BR, 2 
Tak Es, Fe, SES; a corrupt age, 3B By ; 
corrupt scholar, J% f@; infected with errors or 

inistakes, AI, Bi, Ue HINA: corrupt prin- 
c ples, $4, F}BR; superiors corrupt and in- 

foriors foul, | RP Ry. 

Corrupted, pp. ora. Putrefied, ff; rotten, 5244, 
$8 sf ; infected with errors, 5H. UHH ; false, 

5, TATE. FRA. 
S, FBT, ee ; 

one who bribes, Hy lea, WW #4 ; one who in- 

troduces errors, #2938 4, CHE H- 

Cerruptible, a. TY, BABY, te0PE, Ene, Ty HEA ; 
that may become putrid, By i, Py Be; our 
corruptible body, Ver sHopt i, Fy PEE A, ny Be 
Sy, Pe a BS, HEA BS; that which is cor- 
ruptible, By $8PE, PERM ; susceptible of depra- 

vity, PUSS Soe, SG 38 AF - 
Corruptibleness, n. Susceptibility of corruption, 

Wi, FEI, BLES. 
Corruption, n. The act of corrupting, 8, ES, 

We $8% ; putrid matter, Fey, HER ; cor- 
ruption of heart, 1) 228, FPG, BAH; corrup- 

tion of morals, BE{@, iff ; to see corruption, 

StH; not to sec corruption, A Ai ee, A ALIS; 
the bod will turn to corruption, 5 #3 Sis, JE 

ie Gir SL 5 bribery, Mile ZF; the corruption of | 
a witness, fH RIV}; the corruption of a pas- 

sage, USige] RE. 
Corruptive, a. Having the quality of corrupting, | 

SUMP, TBCSIPE, SB SSIEE. 
Corrupt'ess, a. Ar BY BENE, OF 43s AME. 
Corruptly, adv. In a corrupt manner, J ieH:, LV 
He; by bribery, LIANE. 

Corruptness, n. The state of being corrupt, weH:, 

FeME; corruptness of heart, 7% 6H, 122 I. 
Corsair, n. ARK, Sfp APE. 
Corse, n. A corpse, he, AEE. 

Corselet, n. A little cuirass, ye BP, Ay AB. 
Corset, n. A bodice, R&S #%; in China, a broad 

wrapper, $7) fg ; * to put on the wrapper, ##49 
Sey. 

Cortege, n. A Gain of attendants, nee, KI. t 
Cortes, n. pl. In Spain, the assembly: of the no- 

bilily, clergy and the representatives of cities, 

BE, AR RMA. | 

* The #9 Rg isa broad wrapper which Chinese unmar- 
ried women wrap round their breasts to conceal them. 
} The latter comprises only the lower attendants. 

1 PDE EF De RTS FB) 

Cortex, n. Bark, as of a tree, Hk. 

Corticiform, a. Resembling hark, 7# (M bhyk. 

Corundum, n. Adamantine spar, #471, $93E@ ; 
corundum sand, ‘¢¥ fi}. 

Coruscant, a. Glittering by flashes, PY SRI, H (15. 
Coruscate, v. 7. To flash, Bt, 4256. 
Coruscation, n. Intellectual brilliancy, JR A Ye 

He, RN ZEHL ; artificial cor useations, Be PPR. 
Corvette, n. (ete fp. 

Corvus, * n. A constellation of the southern he- 
misphere, 14 fiq- 

Corymb, Corymbus, n. A raceme, SEIB7E ER, 2 

Corypheus, ». Any chief or leader, Si}, FC I¢}- 
Co-seeant, n. The secant of the complement of an 

are or angle,  #i]. 

Cosen, v. t. See Cozen. 

Cosentient, a. Fecling or perceiving together, [fj 

By. 
Cosey, a. Comfortable, & . 
Co-sine, n. The sine of the complement of an are 

or angle, RH. 
Cosmetic, xn. AFR}; white cosmetic, 7B, AH; 

red cosmetic, JJG; to apply cosmetics, PENH 

Bt, PEM. PENG EB. 
Cosmic, Cosmieal, a. Relating to the world, JPR, 

HA4; relating to the whole system of visible 
hodies, including the earth and stars, JBM (yj. 

Cosmogony, n. The science of the origin or for- 
mation of the universe, HEE 5H Wil 2 HE, KID 

Ali 2 PR. 
n. pm MY J. Cosmographer, 

Cosmography, n. A description of the world or 

universe, J PHS iy, FC HUB te. TRI I. 
Cosmology, m. The science of the world or universe, 

SEER a at. 
Cosmopolitan, Cosmopolite, n. a Bap F, HE ID 

NX Lt A, SEE HN, PY iS Ae 

Cosmorama, nm. l[ak#%, [aK NERS. 
Cosmosphere, n. TK Jy Re i. 
Cossack, 2. BABE. 

| Cosset, n. A pet, Bt EER. 
Cost, n. Price, value, (, HFS, Li, PSAP ERS, 

PREHGL, GAGE; expense, IRIN, GUA, Gi. 
Wr E> the sum fixed by law, or allowed by 
the court, for charges of a suit awarded against 
the party losing, in favor of the a prevailing, 

ak PR. TPG GE A, ARSE, ALSERR = loss, ns 
SR, ARH, We ALM; detriment, Pare Ge 

* # is the last of the 28 constell ations and comprises B, 
§. 1 & ¥ in corvus. 
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the original cost, AVHRR, AH; great expense, 

BER HL, WE # ; what is the cost ? HR BR, 

PRE SRM, HLA DMS, Hi & ; to my ccst, 
$2 6%: FEMI, $8 (RIE H! ; mot recover the original 

cost, Tt AR ; ; at great cost, RAK. 

Cost, x. t.; pret. and pp. cost. To require to Le 
given or expended in barter or purchase, aN 
ffi: what does it cost? Fl # % $¥, (MS 

HRB DIR, (HIVE Z, RET, erty 
it costs much money, 7 es PIMA, (ii 
SBA, (ERR; ; to cost nothing, Me ik $8, A 
$8, Ai $8; it does not cost much, EHC S 
$8; it costs nothing, —7S$¥iF fi, — 3C AM aa 

it costs much labor, BEF Boyes, fk Sod ; 
to require to be borne or sufered, *&, jF ; to cost 
much suffering, Spd 2-34 BF. 

Coste, n. pl. Ribs, # Hyer. 

Costal, a. Costal cartilages, # ]@-gp ; costal neryes, 

wwii. 
Costard monger, Coster monger, n. An itinerant 

seller of apples and other fruits, ¥¥4E YEE. 

Costate, Costated, a. Ribbed, Mf. 
Costive, a. Bound in body, Pg, HEE, RAE, 

AIAG, BME THE, A a7 HH 
Costiveness, n. A (PUPAE, HEA. PSE AIK. 
Costliness, n. Great cost or expense, FE &K, (di 

RS, (its SSR, RH SF ; preciousness, VW EF 
a, Bee 

Cestly, a. Of a high price, #, (fF; precious, 

EL, BR, HR, Aw; very costly, HEE; 
_ a costly affair, 4 PEZE ; a costly undertaking, 
AER TK, SE AGSE ; costing much ioney, 

Hi GSR, ASR. 
Costume, n. An established mode of dress, parti- 

eularly that which is appropriate to a given 

age, place, or person, Jefe, HR, RENE, SEHR il 
JE ; the costuine of the ancients, 4 ANst ; to 
dress in a Chinese costume, #} FEHE ; to dress in 

- a foreign costume, Fp7FHE. 
Cot, n. A small house, 4, fii, BA{F, NER; a 

leatherm cover for a sore finger, J& #, FHZE. 
Cot, n. A small bed, AE {F, J. JK ; on board of ships, 

a bed frame suspended from the beams for the | 
officers to sleep in between the decks, fj K. 

Co-tangent, n. UJ. 
Cotemporaneous, a. Contemporaneous, [il JH} f1- 
Cotemporary, a. Contemporary, or living or being 

at the same time, fia) 18, [aj 4E Ag. 
Cotemporary, n. Contemporary, or one who lives | 
at the same time with another, [ijj}§3%, [mJy | — 

Coterie, n. on circle of familiar friends, — ye]. 
( ‘otillion, n. DLT EG - 

Cotquean, n. ANE. 
Cottage, mn. A hut, 3, a, Seay, We wo. 

Ie, BAS. ER, BE, HK; my humble cottage, fi 
4, fig ; to reside in a little cottage, nh 
#5 a small, but neat and tasteful dwelling, ae 

Js@; a student’s cottage, 3EFY. 

Cottager, n. One who lives in a hut or cottage, 4 

Cotton, n. Raw cotton, HAE, PF); Lombay cotton, 

fie 4E; Pengal cotton, fi 7E; Madras cotton, Ff 
‘J; Palembang cotton, Hr ;* fine silky cotton, 

AStH, TEAL, GA, BER; a bale of cotton, —6, 
HIZE ; cotton cloth, #$ 4); cotton field, 7¢ fH: 
cotton piece goods, #i7E; grey, white, plain 
and twilled cotton.) Ji f& 4; cotton jeans and 
white longeloths, fy @ #7; plain cotton, S€7¢ 
1B ; dulsand Geille cauienl SLAY Mi ; dyed and 

figured cotton, 7€ ti ; white broeades, fancy 

white, ff 4i ; white spotted shirtings, G%4 
4é ti; chintzes and prints, FI ZE Ai; cotton 
cambries, i247; cotton muslin, FR; da- 

masks, #¢ 4 ; cotton quiltings or dimities, #5] 
## Ay ; cotton ginghams, ¥ #j ; cotton handker- 
chiefs, = 4; cotton fustians, B§ #K; cotton 

velveteens, 26 BY $%; a quilt of cotton wool, #% 
i ; to bow cotton, sa ZE ; bowed cotton, & Hf. 
546 ; a cotton store or godown, ##7ERS; cotton 
in the capsule, #A4E5E, 7ERR-F; cotton with 
the seed, Fy RAE, WEF FE ; cotton cleared of the 
seed, #H#AAE; like sitting on a bale of cotton, 
stable, secure, 4B Ka Ze GS. 

Cotton, a. Pertaining to cotton, #§ FEM, i 7E fy; 
made of cotton, fa 4E {Ak"HE; consisting of cotton, 
FRE cotton quilted, ###@$; a cotton quilt, 

Hi K. 
tis gin, n. A machine to separate the seed Is 

from ‘the cotton, je HE- 
Cotton-grass, n. FAR. 
Cotton-growing, a. FEAR AS, AERP. 
Cotton- machine, n. A machine for spinning ¢ct- 

ton, sh BE. 
Cotton-mill, + a. ie BB. 
Cotton-plant, Cotton-shrub, x. A plant of the 

genus gossypium, #f tit. 
Cotton-press, n. AaFER. 
Cotton-thread, n. fase. 
Cotton-tree, n. Bombax ceiba, Av fi i}. 

* Williams. 

T BD ERSRAS, RHR HM. 
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Cotton-wood, n. ## AS. 

Cotton-yarn, n. fa #. 
Cottony, Cottonous, a. Soft, like cotton, {AM R, 

fall} 4; cottony silk, #4; covered with hairs 
or pubescence like cotton, AE #3 fg. 

Cotyledon, n. $36). 
Cotyledon spinosa, n. JJ {fi HE. 
Cotyledonous, a. Pertaining to cotyledons or ha- | 

ving seed-lobes, #7 -2F ESI. 
Couch, v. 7. To lie down, as on a bed or place of 

repose, {{~, {2.4 P ; to lie down on the knees, 
i, 74 (&; to stoop and recline on the knees, as | 
a beast, fR Anfk; to lie down in secret or am- 
bush, F(R; to stoop, (fF; to couch a cataract, 

PR LUSTK, TV Heel K. 
Couch, v.t. To lay down, FX; to repose on a 

bed or place of rest, eye HE; to couch malt, 4s 
BJ ABE; to couch in language, fi; to 
couch in writing, {PP ; to couch in obscure 
terms, "5 Lis #4, GL LI gal; to couch under an 
allegory, JA) Ze ; to couch a spear, EF. 

Couch, n. A bed, FR, Py, PVA. MRE, ky a kind 

of divan or couch of honour, Pex; a seat of 

repose, or easy chair, -$ jk, leRy; a couch 
with rolling ends, #¢ AE), TG het; to lie down 
on the couch, J-}{; a lay or impression of 
colour, —y# Hh; a couch of gold, —fg4y. 

Couchant, a. Lying down, fF ; squatting, J}; a 
couchant tiger, {R}E. 

Couched, pp. Laid down, #kj&P; included, @J 
ii; depressed, PRIA T- 

Coucher, n. One who couches cataracts, #eIIi 
4; a factor, BHP; a resident in a country for 
traffic, 4E RR. 

Couch-fellow, n. fi KA, HAZ A. 
Couch-grass, n. 3ewt. 
Couching, ppr. Lying down, FRR, BVM ; | 

couching a cataract, $enyek, PEPER; curved 
couching needle, 48 FIKEEEF ; straight couch- 
ing needle, 45 PKA EF: 

Cougar, n. An American panther, 34. 
Cough, n. Wink, ¥k; a dry cough, HEN; a hack- 

ing cough, #RNK, EK; a slight cough, JR | 

DEW; cough, occasioned hy cold, JHLXk. 
Cough, v. 7. WK, We, Hk, MAW, FPWR. 
Cough, v. t. To expectorate, 1%, FEE. 
Could, the past tense of can. 7%, ffE; could not 

sleep, Bias 2. 
Couleur de rose, n. #75 f&; to see every thing 

couleur de rose, Fl Yr AT tt 4. 
Coulter, n. Colter, R27], F2Ga, HAT) GX. 

Council, n. A body of men specially designated 
to advise a chief magistrate in the administra- 
tion of the government, A@, AE; privy 
council, AYBY. BARE; privy council consisting 

| of eunuchs, {i 58BE; commissionary of privy 
| council, #32 (ii; a member of the privy coun- 

cil, PJ, AJA. AB; council of nobles, 
af Be @ , FF ; council of commons, RAGE, 
AN a, ANA AT ; the legislative council, Hj: 
#7 ; an ecclesiastical council, #4; to hold 
a council, 4% @ pg Et Py a ; to convene a council, 

KT THK, 2 5 a city council, A, 
BER. 

| Council-board, x. Council-table, @4 ; the conncil 
itself, ZV@. 

| Council-chamber, n. € %, JR, HE, A WR: 
chamber of the privy council, Re, RE, 
Ay J; council-chamber of nobles, 3% Ge? PF, 

| #F; council-chamber of commons, RAE & jy, 

ae) R- 
Councilor, n. Privy councilor, Ay[EJAK EL, BRA 

Ba, [2]; a councilor of a sovereign, jt Pf, FE 

Bi; member of a common council, Wey JN, 

ob, ZA, ib. 
Counsel, n. Advice given, Hi -E 7%; advice taken, 

43 #3; instruction, #AJl]; consultation, PAH; 

to take counsel together, fii }} py Ee, lal A, 
FL P§; 10 ask counsel of a lawyer, PARE Ha: 

x ; to tuke counsel of one, PY AM}: #e; take 

counsel of your pillow, JE /WEf% fix ; deliberate 
opinion or judgment, =f: #8, ley AEF ; secret 
consultation, 423%; .machination, Fat, She ; 
secrecy, or the secrets intrusted in consultation, 
MBE; to keep one’s counsel, Sf CG, 4 Fe ; they 

cannat keep counsel, fs ARES CUE Se, HR 
Hi; directions of God’s word, Ae Ws, 
ei Z.Bal| ; the counsel of God, #722 FR; 
a counselor-at-law, Af fi. 

| Counsel, v. t. To give advice, i= X, FE; to ex- 

| hort, 9h, YAK, WA; to deliberate, PF, wR; to 
counsel to the contrary, ¥)A.HH, Yh Ae it. 

Counsel-keeper, n. One who ean keep a secret, 

TEN, POE 
| Counsel-keeping, a. OF Op es BE WT oF BLE. 
Counselor, n. Any person who gives advice, Hf 

RAN, Be, WAH, HN; a counsel- 
or-at-law, JK fifi ; a confidential friend, SJ. 

| 4; privy counselor, * Py|SJAC Er, "if Bee. 

| Counselorship, n. Py |S)S!-b 2 Wik 
Count, v. ¢. To number, to reckon, #, #7, st. 
= 5 : 
| * Better, Privy councilor. 
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=e, HK, SEH alot, 2E4L ; to count on the | 
abacus, fy *e HF; to count on the fingers, df 

al St, FHT HU eAG—E ; to count the cost, 
HEFT HE ; to consider, {14}; 1 count them my 

enemies, FEL) (ARK, DOE, ROLE 
HX; to count for righteousness, 4¥ 7 se x ; to Counter, Fae Contrary, Jz, 2, AAR, Hix ; to 
count as gain, LiggAaiy; to count as merit, 

"SAG HSE, GRD); count them, Pu, BERBITE ; 

count how inany there are, Be ith {(F#HES, (rH 
35 if > how many do you count? (pPPEese | 

» | Ze; you cannot count them all, (pele ys 

Gite BE fT ah AEM. 
Count, v. 7. ‘To reckon upon, (if; I count upon 

you, eA AK FE (sto count upon a 
person’s assistance, “Psi ts 2 SN. 

Count, n. A title of nobility, (A, (A. 
Count-wheel, n. (igi He. 
Countable, a. ae may be numbered, By §, TY 

&, Hb, it 
Counted, pp. Re A, Bh, shia, Aa 

§& ; considered, Ly; imputed, #4 (%; told, Fy 
iH, YUNG ; reckoned upon, (FHM. 

Countenance, n. The human face, ij; the features, 

ni 5h, ma FE, Hi, BE vs 2, AK S64, IER ms } 

the look, Ai fs, fi 5 a temo countenance, 

i #48 5 to put out of countenance, (i Sei, 

fA, i ABET, fli Ai efi; to keep the 
countenance, JZ, Sy 5a, We es &% ; in counte- 
nance, in fayor, 7§ #8 ; to keep in countenance, 

to support, to encourage, Hai, ARG, WaRA, HE 
jaa ; out of Ua, abashed, FLige, SL 1%, 
Met, til ; out of countenance, not bold or 
assured, Sie Hh: a cheerful countenance, %% {&, 

UWA, Pee. Ue, TAR Se @ ; a pleasant coun- 
tenance, 74h (i #8 il; a youthful countenance, 

He; a pallid countenance, fiz; the coun- 
tenance not as last year, jit 02 (l] €5 4p; a 
sweaty countenance, a shameful affair, 7 éf1; 
a healthy countenance, Je #4, #0 £4; a thick- 
skinned countenance, a person without shame 
or feelings, [ij JRE, JAA; a skin-lost count- 
enance, Ant Tht sie - ugly countenance, jWE3il; a 
beantiful countenance, 224, SE’At, SERA, PETE 
Ie, 40 FFB ; to make countenance, Bi AG. 

Countenance, v. t. To favor, fii 7, fii HE; to pa- 

tronize, v2, TGR, HEWN, ABUK, HBR; to give 
countenance, Wj ; to vindicate, Ze fy; to aid, 

HI ; to sanction, iE. 
Countenancer, n. One who favors, 3% i 3%, = AR, 

WS aS, RA AY. 
Counter, n. Anything used to keep an account or 

reckoning, as in games, HEU, ROBE, HUE, Hi 
He; money in contempt, $8; a table or board 
on which money is counted, HEH, HEE, HAG, 
Hits » HU the person who counts, or the ac- 
uniont xe i ; counter of a horse, FS Jy. 

run counter the rules of virtue, ji #4; in the 
wrong way, fy Fa f- 

Counter-current, 2. Wye, iui Tfe. 
younter-distinction, n. Contradistinction, HEI. 

Counter-evidence, n. BhHt, Fx tik, TALL, Te Be. 
Counter-opening, n. An aperture on the opposite 

side, 4411. 
Counter: revolution, n. Fg @l. Se aL th (37 AL. 
Counter-security, n. Security given to one who has 

entered into honds, or become security for an- 
other, {& |{R. 

| Counter-signature, n. 34, H7E Ap. 
Counter-surety, n. See Counter-security. 

Counteract, v. t. To act in opposition to, 2 IGRI, 
ut, Fx, ip; to hinder, Baty, Pik; to sath Gnd: 

HkFF ; to counteract or defeat a plan, Wert, iit 
al, Ket, Met; (o counteract, as an antidote, 
if, #2, 44; 10 counteract poison, 954 §, MRF; to 
counteract baneful influence, By, #4; able 
to counteract, #&3 (HE. 

Counteracting, ppr. ora. Acting against, PRI: 
hindering, [| ip. 

Counterbalance, v. t. To weigh against, 3} #, $f 
WY, AA AE; to act against with equal power or ef- 
fect, ab. RIE; to counterbalance power, 4 
RHE St, AAZE ; (o counterbalance one another, 

APG. BPS, SPINE. 
Counterbalanece, n. Equal weight, 43 af, Jf a ; 

equal power, if HE. 
Counterbalane zed, pp. Opposed by equal weight, 

SE, WSIITF, ENE He; opposed by 
an power, 4 2]: HEA ; evil counterbalanced 

with good, whi Sf, 7 XAG. 
Counterbuff, v. ¢. To strike back or in an opposite 

direction, +7 ROA, Fy ke. 

Coanterchange, v. t. To exchange, F AA 2efH 
reciprocate, Fhe. 

Counterchanging, ppr. Exchanging, A 42 3; 
intermixing, 4 Ae. 

Countercharge, n. An opposite charge, fx 4m. 
Countercharm, n. jf SCRE, BREE KF, WIE. 

Countereheck, v. t. ‘lo oppose or stop by some ob- 
stacle, 3h, JAR IL, PEL. 

Countercheck, n. BK, Kok, Bovas. 

Counterdraw, v.t. To trace, 83%, Bo Ht. 
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G@eunterfoite eat Troleony or imitate without aque | Co unterroll, n. PERM. 
(RE 

thority or right, (ide, (RE, HK, (Bie. SB. | 
44, (84 ; to make or put ona resemblance, 
PEAS, (B48, HA; to counterfeit seals, (Hye 
A(z, FHSEED f= ; to counterfeit a name, (fF 
KE, Et AGS: ; to counterfeit another's mark 

in order to undersell, 4} 4 ; to counterfeit coin, | 

FALGS $2 FR ; to counterfeit sickness, (EAR Jay ; to 

counterfeit devotion, (8 #y 3. 

Counterfeit, a. Fabricated without right, (i, 18, 

(SLAVS. 15 HOHE, Fig H (1g ; assuming the appear- 
ance of something, (4 Ry, (Fy, SLAY. ae. 
counterfeit money, {A £e, (fy Si, FE § ; counter- 
feit goods, {8 &, (2 EL; 
ZA; counterfeit virtie, 77%, (Hse ; counter- 
feit friendship, 4&2, (4H ke. 

Counterfeit, n. A cheat, (A, a JME, Meg JE. 
Counterfeiter, n. A forger, (Sik 4, HEH, 
PES HUAN ; a countertfeiter of coin, #4 

2K. 
Counterfoil, Counterstock, n. That part of a tally 

struck in the exchequer which is kept by an | 
officer in that court, the other being delivered to | 
the person, who has lent the king money on 
the account, and is called the stock, #F, Fil RF. 

Counterfort, n. A buttress, 43. 
Counterguard, n. R[ir*. 
Countermand, v. ¢. ‘lo give an order {to the contra- 

ry foone before given, Ix fy J at. 7a BEE HK. 

Countermarch, n. 38, Ji 77; a returning, FARE, 

aM UT fF 5 a change of measures, UX gp. 
Countermark, n. {h4dy Fae, Ste. 
Countermine, v. t. Jody Ji aie. 
Counterpane, n. AER, PLM, A PE. 
Counterpart, n. The correspondent part, 342%, ¥f 
#3 hy ; the counterpart of a deed, FSz, Fil HF ; 

a duplicate, ¥hafz, Hie, HhszZ. 
Counterplot, v.t. To oppose one plot to another, V} 

ili 
Counterpoint, n. A counterpane, which see; an 

opposite point, Ko 'ft, 4a eee. 
Counterpoise, v. t. To counterbalance, YA, 72 HF ; 

to equal in weight, apa, ya ; to balance, ¥f 

TR, BY. 
Counterpoise, n. Equiponderance, Jy, Vj, 

3% 2 af ; the counterpoise of a steel yard, SE, FE 

HE: 
Counterpoison, n. One poison that destroys the ef- | 

fect of another, REZ, MIELE, MEL. 
Hf 

Counterproof, n. Fc. 

a counterfeit ally, #§# | 

| Countersion, v.t. Spe, 37 a 
| Countersign, n. 

Counterseal, v. t. [a| 4, [al ZE4H. 

os, TEE. 
A private Searae Wat, AL ae. 

_Countertide, n. Contrary tide, Fe) DEG « 
| Counteryail, v. t. To equal, LE 

| 

to compensate, 

Counterview, n. 3{}38, py fA TB. 
Counterwork, v.¢. To work in opposition to, 3 

vel; to hinder any effeet by contrary opera- 
tions, Lia} meal. 

Countess, n. ‘The consort of an earl or count, ff SE 

ZAR, (ABA. 
Counting, ppr. Eeckoning, #9, &, BB, FG} BK. 
Counting-house, Counting-reom, n. BER, Be 
J ; the comptoir, ‘ey, Soo He. 

Countless, a. WE Bt TH ah wl MGGe, BEA) ete, Mee, 
RAIL. phe AA. 

Countrificd, a. Rustic, rural, 407%, AG. 
Country, ». Any tract of land, Su, Woy, - Hb; 

the whole territory of a kingdom or state, as 
opposed to city, #hP, #F4fh ; from the country, 
SKF OE, HHP fy ; to return into the country, SF 
fi ; country people, sh PRE A, te; country 
eentry (elders and literati), $3, pH 5 a 
Lingdom, state, Pd, $f, #hf; native country, 

AM, ABIL ACE; foreign country, Sh. 2, 
AF; of the same country, [is] PYRE, fra] BY Ay ; 
the whole country, jf [J : land, as opposed to 
water, -; to travel acress a country, PERR FF ; 
{o serve one’s country, #§ 7x I HEI, 2S Bl ae HI 

Jy, Mosh 5 a jury, bia Fs ; the aspect of a 
country, Peet, ist ; to what country do 
you belong? (pr A5% fa] J\ ; a country life, #47" 

Country, a. Rural, #F¥8. Li A. 

Country-seat, n. 4, Jp) SE. 
Countryman, n. One born in the same country 

with another, [si] RUPE AL; a rustic, $5 FRE A, 
4o5"P f¥g J; a man of plain, unpolished manners, 

RHE, HT fE- ; 
County, n. A prefecture or shire, FF, #B, AFEB; a 

district, J], #4; the principal city of a country 
or prefecture, FH; the chief magistrate of a 

country, SavF, BBG. kceP, WBS, ER. 
County court, n. Jf Se, APE. 
County town, n. HFK, BIR. 
Coup-de-grace, n. The stroke of merey, by which 

the executioner ends the life and suffering of 
one on the rack, PU 4; the finishing stroke} 

47H. 
Coup-de-main, n. An instantaneous, unexpected 
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and generally desperate attack, YEAR VAR, FE 
PRIG WE; he succeeded by a coup-de-main, —fy 

ith We. 
Coup-de-soleil, n. A stroke of the sun, rf e. 
Coup-d’etat, n. A sudden, decisive blow in polities, 

Ti i. | 
Coupe, n. The front part of a French diligence or 

stage coach, S€ iff fife 5a division in a railway 

carriage, ICA TL 
Couple, n. Two of the human species, TB, hi, — 

iE, — 4+, TA {A; a marricd couple, Pl}, PERL, 

THE, FCA. ACME, HAE, Je SESE; am old couple, 
wee, KAP VEIN 3 a happy couple, 4E (Bs HA, 
wh erg: a couple ploughing, #§, ABBR; a 
couple of rabbits, —%y &-F; a couple of fowls, 
— #98; a well matched couple, ¥ ¥4. 

Couple, v.t. To link, chain or connect one thing 
with another, #4 3H, 41-22. #0 WE, AY; to marry, 

FC, SES. WC, AEA. AL, A, BL A, 
EE, BL, ner, WBE, REIL. 

Couple, v. 7. 'To embrace, as the sexes, Fe MF Bl. 

Coupled, pp. or a. United, linked, as two things, 
Aj ; married, 4EjH H}.; originally coupled 

liushand and wife, Ja AESeFe, #52 FE. 
Couplet, n. Two rhymes, 3}; two couplets make 

one tsit Ty i%—HG ; four couplets make one 

Lut, DUNG a ft 
Coupling, ppr. Uniting in couples, #43, #578; 

fastening or connecting together, #MzE, ANF. 

Coupling-pin, n. 38%. 
Courage, n. Bravery, JR, 34, B85, BS, HE 

EH, HT, MB, WEE, HR, KH; great 
courage, JelH, KH; to have little courage, HE 
Iz JM, XH; moral courage, KZ; animal cour- 
age, fa 2.54, TRIPLE; to brace up one’s cour- 
age, HE, PL, eH; to exhibit courage, FJ 

Ton 
Courageous, a. Bold to encounter difficulties and 

dangers, # IH, Hi ik, AVE, HIE, MIRE; very 
courageous, AcE, Awe fy, A HB fet KG JI; dar- 
ing, JAC, Hi, MR A9; a courageous fellow, 

AMMEN. 
Courageously, adv. With courage, LIAM, FA. 
Courageousness, 7. JH, Ht, Ji Hf. 
Courant, n. The title of a newspaper, HAAG; a 

kind of dance, EI. 

Courbaril, n. A. 

Courier, n. Pel, E74, AOE, GER, A, aE Oe, 
yi, HAH, EWS, FHS; a mounted 
courier from the capital, Hayy sé. 

Course, n. 34, §%, F738 ; the course of a ship, J 
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£2, ME, WERE. HRB ZA ; water course, xf 
BB, WkGH, ict 5 a westerly course, inj Pa fy, [ny 
THe; the sun and mcon move together in the 

same course, fj 4 Jk pe — JE; the course of 
events, Kidi; to steer the right course, Ba iE; 
to walk in the right course, 77 TER; to get out 

of the right course, 77H; to be out of the 

right course, Fy ZR RH ; the course of a man’s life, 
2h 4E Yi; course of action, 2RAE ZT, Anfy, 
4745; in due course, WERIF, RAS; to follow 
the course of nature, (APE i fr; according to 
the course of nature, (f 8/2238; by the due 
course of law, 4 (# j£J% ZN34 ; according to the 
course of the world, @ [Ik eit FE; as a matter 

of course, A ANTE, AME An JL; of course, A 
9K: according to the usual course, Hes, (REF, 

WA "8; it is our common course, %% FR; to 
take the best course, #2 3B 4p ERR, Tr BR ZR; 
to take the shortest course, #4 (KE ; to adopt a 
course of action, JA Jf iz; take your course and 
I shall take mine, (Kf (Rie Ie ARH; by 
course, Gere, HAI#E 5 a course of sin, '%) F7 IE; to 

follow one’s own courss, (ft: ET ty, 42 PET fF, 

Pit 22 BK; a course at meals, —]#, A, — 
Ze; to be in a course of physic, fH, Hw ; 
words of course, (4 ffiah ; course of instruction, 

HY 3H, Beall 2, BH ZIE: what course shall 
I pursie? Sz Fage YE; the race-course, ff) By 
&&, faq PSH; the course or period of a woman, 

ARE, OK. 
Course, v.t. To hunt, 47%; to chase or pursue, 

Course, v. 7. To run, fl, RAGE. 
Courser, n. A swift horse or a runner, =f Af 55, He 

FB; a hunter, 47 fi #.- 

Jourses, n. pl. Catamenia, VE, A#L, AK. 

Court, n. Courtyard of a Chinese house, JF; 

courtyard of a palace, RE, Jf; a palace, or resi- 
dence of a sovereign prince, #f, HAE, wil th, 

4#- the celestial court, Fay; court of justice, 

ZN, as FY, , iss, LS, ati, DS Vit ; the 

highest court of justice, Jf) #}; the provincial 
court of justice, 5 pl fyPY, 4438; persons who 
compose the retinue ortouncil of a-king or-em- 
peror, 4; to go to court, |i, HSL, FB. 

wy; toenter the court, Ag]; in court, WAT ; 
to be introduced at cout, #4m}]; to hold court, 

AEB], WLW ; court-dress, Qf. WHE, KEK} ; the 
emperor's court-dress, fi 7, SFE, FAK, GF 
#0, HAS, WH ; to pay one’s court to the king,. 
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FRE, WE: the six Gounts at Peking, sh a 
the magistrate’s court (of Hongkong), 3\ 3p 34, 
OPE KF ; the court of summary jurisdiction, $8 
4 (8s PY ; the supreme court of Hongkong, % $3, | 

FRE pI HPY; to open a court, PEs, HEME; an | 
early court, Rl (iy; the provincial court circular, 
ie PY 3; court of representation, * 3% a); 
commissioner of court of representation, {iv | 
(ji; deputy commissioners of court of represen- 
tation, 5 JC fil] i; councilors of court of repre- 
sentation, 3 rr) BE; secretaries of court of 
representation, 314 Be pm) #2 ; 

acquitted by a court, AF; to pay the court 
to one, aga; the court eonislen) see Red Book 
and Book; court of admiralty, 37 wl, iE 

me; court of arbitration, ry Fi) pl, re Fi) ae ; 
court of high police, $e =} (iy PY, 26 Ht Send 

i ek 

Court, v.t. To flatter, ABE, HA; to solicit, $e; | 
to court one’s favor, 33%, 2RBE, Roe; to court 
one’s friendship, 3¢ 2; to solicit for marriage, 

TRAC, HEA. 
Court-chaplain, n. REP fi. 
Court-day, m. A day in which a court sits to ad- | 

minister justice, Ff 4% A, 4A S38, Pe BY A 
Court-dress, n. BR, GIA, HAM. 
Court-dresser, n. A flatterer, ASK OPEN. 
Court-fashion, n. The fashion of a court mp. 
Court-favor, n. § PA. 
Court-house, n. 4ijPY; the court-house of Hong- 

kong, AR. t 
Court-lady, n. x. 
Jourt-martial, n.; pl. Courts-martial. $% Fi 7 

Court-yard, n. RE, Jp. | FR A. 
Courteous, a. Exhibiting courtesy, AM fry, 2% 

HK, ne, SCRE, Wy) FE, SO, Fe, Fr AAS, 
WAIL, eA; complaisant, ALA, AEAABL, Es 
courteous ie nee other, 4 Asi. 

Courteously, ad v. ris R, wh YS, Nene. 

Courteousness, n. BSE, ASH. 
Courtesan, n. A prostitute, AEAr, WA, WEAK, FE ME, 

vg SE, BO 
Courtesy, n. Politeness of manner, ji 3, 78 Bx, 

Wee, we aC; a favor, Pa 

out of courtesy, i RANHE, SETS ADE 5 

* The duty of the members of this court is to report on 
all important government affairs. 

+ In Hongkong, where the character $§ (dolichos tube- 
rosus) producing a kind of taro, has been used to express 
Court, the Chinese carefully avoid that name and call the 
dolichos tuberosus 3 $4 which means ‘ solid nelumbium 
root.” 

tenure 

under-secretaries | 

of court of np sala ed anne {o be. 

‘26; by courtesy, LI; | 

by courtesy, “ee CR 7: official courtesy, Ee 
| yt ; courtesy or oLeisance of women towards the 

empress, jf{jy; courtesy of women in polite 

circles, (8, Fag, Hit. 
Courtesy, n. The act of civility, respect cr rever- 

ence performed by a women, #7I##, KAT 

nig Le 
Courtesy, v.z. ‘lo perform an act of civility, re- 

spect or raion as a woman, A A fe dR, Hi 

Mri. 
Courtier, n. GY, (W) ZR ER. MAL AS 

courtier’s sons and grandsons, i] fF #K; one 

who flatters to please, az A, FEZ AN. 
Courting, ppr. WEE, SRY. 

Courtlike, a. Polite, a ff, AS He 15, A ne 1: 

[ SCAIE. elegant, tet. 
Courtliness, 7 . Elegance of manners, ji 3h #4, 
Courtly, adv. sepa tie WHE, Ltt. Ub BER 5 in 

a flattering manner, Lida. 

Courtship, n. The act of soliciting favor, FREER, 
3k 3e #H ; to give courtship, pHs Ws. 

Cousin, n. The son of paternal uncles, Ais LG, 
ny te UE of. BACHE OL of ; female cousins, “MAK ; 
sons of paternal or maternal aunt, 2 5Li; 
daughters of paternal or maternal aunts, #4 
Af ; female cousins of father’s sisters are also 

called 4&2 4h 4k ; mother’s sister’s daughters, 
Ii H Wh HK ; mother’s brother's daughters s, Bt 
Ze WhK; female cousins of different surname, 

se 4g; father’s elder male cousins of different 
surname, #{f; father’s younger male cousins 

of different surname, #¢fxX ; father’s elder female 

cousins of different surname, #2Kf Jif; cousin’s 
sons, 3 HE; cousin’s daughters, 32 EF ; 
sister’s children, Ah##; cousins german of the 

same surname, Py #}; cousins german of a 
different surname, as a wife’s clan, &p¥}. 

| Cove, n. A small inlet, a recess in a sea-shore, 7, 

PEO, PY awe ke. 
Covenant, n. #6, Wi, Ws), H2H); contract, Aly] ; 

to make a covenant, w7#), HEH, KER, we 3zZ; 
to make a covenant or contract, * #7 #f); the 
sacred covenant, Tex) ; + the ancient covenant, 

* Asin China women always marry persons ofa different 
surname, it necessarily follows, that ‘all ZE5LA5 are of a dit> 

ferent surname. 
+ The substitution of #j, covenant, for iif, testament, 

| by the translators of the Sacred Scripture, is very objection- 
able, for a testament is made by one and comes in force 
after the death of the testator; a covenant is made by tico 
and is dissolved by the death of one party. By using cove- 
nant for testament, we convert Hebrew 9, 16, 17, into ab- 
surd nonsense. 

FE 

aS 
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covenant, #§#éJ; to deviate from or forget a coy- | 
enant, 4%; the covenant, book or paper, #4 

#; the covenant God, 32) % | i, % fa Z 

CManie 
Covenant, v.t.or?. px, EH, WH, FT OTA, 

Xt PIP). 
Covenanter, n. He who makes a covenant, £#j 4. | 
Covent, n. See Convent. 
Coventry, n. To send to coventry, denotes among 

military men, toexclude from the society of the 
mess, to shut out from all social intercourse, 

for conduct regarded as mean and ungentle- 
manly, 4422, #8. 

Coventryblue, n. Blue thread of a very superior dye, 

TARE BERR. 
Cover, v. t. To lay or set over, We(=, 4, FEE. dt, 

FEE, FE, UE, WET, BA. ie, MSF, 
=z; to cover with the band, fe, #€J@, Fe CE; 
to cover with shame, 2% J) 3, #4 Tit 2; A; to 

cover both eyes, Ff tH! GE AE; to cloth, 38; to 
cover the body, 84; to cover, as a drum, fj; 
to cover a drum, #}§¥; to cover with gauze, Ff 
#}; to cover the mouth, 4 1; cover it with 
your hand, f# =H (: to cover goods, #1 ; to 
cover, as with butter, Shp; to cover the face, 
FEM; to cover the head, wil}; to conceal, to 
refrain from disclosing, Be3é, Feit}, FEES, 38 
t, WEF, Hr; to cover the failings of a friend, | 

FE AC Zi, FEY ACE My ; to cover a crime, 7 
#2, HSE: to cover sin, to pardon, #, HE; to 
cover a father’s crimes, 27% #}¢e ; to cover his 
palm, Herpes; to defend, ys; to screen or 
defend, JE, We, BELA; to cover with earth, | 
Ss, fied], d%, 32; to cover with a screen, Re, fe 
fi; to cover with a coverlet, Kepk, 22 LAK; to 
coyer with a napkin, f@ rf Wefe, se, BL, Hk; to) 
overspread, #%, #2; “heaven covers and earth 
sustains,” FK 7G th #R; to gloss over, fifi 7§ ; to 
brood, 7559p, #i#}; to cover with a thatch, (Hp 

HLL, POLY, PEE; to cover with glory, LJ 
3B ; to cover, as a canopy, 7H#S; to cover a mare, 

FT Fi, HBS; to cover a cow, 4b, TH; to | 

cover, as with palmleaves, matting, &c., #E2%; 
cover it, as a dish, KE{E{F; to cover a table, 

Cover, n. Anything that is laid, set or spread over 
another thing, #, , #; a table cover, £4 ; ©) m1? 

a cover of a trunk or box, #7 2%; a set of covers, | 

— fil] # ; a wooden coyer used in cooking rice, 
fR #5; 2 lamp shade or cover, FR; a cover for 

I) Je 
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European books, Sey&; a dish cover, 28, Ale 
Ie, MEWS; tin cover, $422; to take off a cover, 
Hit, i tL24 ; to march under cover of night, 
FE hh fy; to be under cover, (ZF NEB. 

Covered, pp. or a. Beith, Heh, VEE, Meh, 7 

33, ifeses ; Inclosed, I j& ; a covered way for the 

emperor, -gia. 
Covering, n. That which covers, 4, W, he; the 

covering of a shed or boat, €; the covering of 
a house, J3 2; to put up bamboo coverings, #£ 
VEN, FSH); the covering of a carriage, iz, 
Hi}; covering, as the bark of a tree, AhZx; 
envelope, {% f2j; dress, Axe; bed-cover, Bx, 

eB. 
Coverlet, n. The cover of a bed, #k, KRA, FEBL TM ; 

a single coverlet, Ht px, Pk HL, #4; a double 
coverlet, #EP¥ ; to pull the coverlet over one, WE 

#X; a (red) woolen coverlet, WE~%; cover him 

with a coverlet, (# pkIE(E(B, Leese Eth. 
Coversedsine, n. In geometry, the versed sine of 

the complement of an are or angle, ¢4%. 
Covert, a. Covered, 335%, JBI; secret, FL, (rthr, 
i; a feme covert, #MPEA ; a covert attack, fF 

BS. 
Covert, n. A place of shelter, FE[E 22, Fe 

KB, FER ZR, BBL ; a covert of thieves, hk, 

Bere, Hal, ee. 
Covert-way, n. Ji i, FER. 
Covertly, adv. Secretly, {ir iy, FR AR, Me, 

Covet, v.t. 8, Bll, AM, Bit, Ba 
riches, HH, BH; to covet gain, RA, AE; 
io covet fame, & %, He a 4%, Hy GZ; to covet 
unlawful gain, & 7% Fl; to covet pleasure, & 
he, APLYG; to covet bribes, AMy, AM; the 
object one covets, & pfi. 

Covetous, a. —IKEIS8, Bob, A, Gin, WA, 
4, BA, AE, BHI; covetous of brikes, ® 
SME, Nex He) SL; covetous and cruel, @ fF; covet- 
ous and mean, # i}; insatiably covetous, & 

ty BERK, lal AE ; a very covetous person, #F 
BoM NA, BEER, SER HR; covetous of 

| small gain, BoA, AAPL. 
Covetously, adv. FR. 

| Covetousness, n. & #4, HH, Ho; repress 
| your covetousness, 7% ZE GH. 
Covey, n. A brood or hateh of birds, —}; hence, 

a small flock of birds together, —#} &; a com- 

pany, —#¥. 
Covid, n. RR. 

#L,, 

Bit, AM); to covet 
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Cow, n. The fe Tne of the on genus, 4b4E, 4 
$e, ZE-BE, JAE; the common Chinese cow, yf; 
cow milk, 46 FL, 4 1h, 42 i; a cow without 
horns, 406 fq MpEAe, HE, ee; a cow three years old, 
= EAE, JB; a cow four years old, py gEAE, Apy; 
a full grown cow, Yay; a red cow, JER, aR fa 46; | 
a black cow, 52.2, 4; a yellow cow, 443; a white 

cow, 4+. HE, 4B, 42, HE; to keep cows, 4y4t, 
#4; to keep cows for breeding, pe. 

Cow, v. t. To et Bees Ip 28. 
Cow-hezoar, n. i, 4 
Cow-dung, n. 4+ RR. 
Cow-herd, n. One whose occupation it is to tend 

cows, FEW, UE. WF 
Cow-house, n. 4+ ¥%, “FFE; a place where cows 

and cattle are kept for the market, 2FAK. 

Cow-keeper, n. @4E#. 
Cow-leech, ». One who professes to heal the dis- 

eases of cows, 4-B2. 
Cow-or ox-tick, n. “Fal, 4eakk, 4E HE. 
Cow-pen, n. 4F HH. 
Cow-pox, 2. 447. 

Cow-tree, n. FL tit. 
Cow-weed, n. $j ABE. 
Coward, n. A person who wants courage to meet 

danger, Fife, ese, TRMMME A. NCSI. HE 
Fe, HE you are a coward, (pFEMlf Z Ia. 

Coward, a. 4HE)H, PEN. 
Cowardice, n. Want of courage, yt, SEH, FALE. 

Cowardly, a. S24, FARR. Fay. VAM, oJp, 6H ; 
chie kenhearted, at I: a cowardly act, (#% 

IEMET. 
Cower, v.72. 

Cowhide, n. 4F J; a coarse riding whip, “FR FE. 
Cowhide, v. ¢. To beat or whip with a cowhide, 
D4 easy, DAB RB ; cowhide him, /i14+ 

eT 
Cowl, n. A monk’s hood or habit, (8, An fay hy ; 

a cowl worn by the military, f¥; a vessel to be 
carried on a pole between two persons for the 
conveyance of water, Keychf. 

Cowry, n. A small shell which passes as money 
in aie and large portions of Africa, A-F, 

@oieeib: n. The top of the head, DHJH; a kind 
of red flower, see Cockscomb; a vain, showy 

To sink by bending the knee, JPAR, 

fellow, S52 2ME, ALTE DSF, ib SME. 
Coy, a. Not easily condesc ending to familiarity, 

tk, EP ity iE; modest, Fi ii, ii AE back- 
ward, #5 

Tan aia With reserve, fii FR. 

Coyness, n. Reserve, PEF. ASHi ; bashfulness, py 

re, at rt EZ iE. i. 

Coz. A contraction of coustn, WEP. 
Cozen, v.¢. To heguile, Pas, sSe, El, HSH 

Ga GR. DE, aKa. 
Cozened, pp. shit - - 
Cozening, ppr. Beguiling, fi} HER. ARS. 

| Cozily, adv. BHR 
Cozy, a. Snug, Carita table, ee, Fe thie. 
Crah, n. An animal of the class erustacea, , 

Wee ARF yee RE sa hairy crab, AEE AE : a hetmiterab, 
pagurus, pe es an edible crab, py fF 73 
AE; a spider crab, Mee SF; a rough shelled swim- 

ming crab, te. 3éHE8F ; a smooth shelled swim- 
ming crab, $f, 7é 428; a small crab, always seen 

on the sea-shore and running sidewards, fry 
E> a crab with long, unequal claws, ERB, 
#91); crab’s claws or pincers, #F iPS; crab-nets, 
fil S476 5 a crab-net made of cloth, Hf@aF ; crab- 
soup, AF; techy asa crab, SND; erab’s 
egas, HZPS ; a peevish, morose person, WE 4 PE 
J, SERGE I; a gilded crab, a rich villain, #§ 

Crab-apple, n. SF Ripe. 
Crab-tree n. A tree that bears crab-apples, BET. 
Crabbed, a. Harsh, fay, SN; peevish, BRIE ; 

rough, applied to things, WHF; crabbed business, 
MEMES BH; crabbed handwriting, #IBy. 

Crabbedness, n. Peevishness, 2236, 2tIEp pe. 
Craber, n. The water-rat, IK. 
Crack, v. t. To rend or burst into chinks, J BH, 

ZU BT, WEBH. DEAE, BOWE, 15, HEDE, UHR; to 
crack, as glass, 32 ; “1 idee as a nut, SfHk, 
Fi fk; to crack one’s fingers, HHI; to crack 
a bottle, B49 Th fr ; to crack a joke, 3s tt ieak 3 
to crack the brain, #4, HAS; to crack a louse, 

Crack, v. 7. To burst, PE, BE; to boast, FHS; to 
erack, as a merchant, ff Me. 

Crack, n. A crevice, HE, HER, FHKE; a large crack, 
SURE, FLUKE, KB: a erack in a dish, TERE 
HE: a crack in a stone, WE, #HE; a crack in a 
wall, $f, eR Bie i eee; a crack in the 

eround, fie HE; the ewe of a crack, RR, 
LYE 22 8 ; he has a crack, (BARBERS, fh FE 

Crack-brained, a. Crazy, #€4if. is 
Cracked, pp. or a. Burst or split, HE. fit, A BRE, 
ZS, I, ALG ; a cracked voice, IEW ADE 5 
cracked from heat, E83 ; cracked pottery, 3 

WE AY Ge ARE ; cracked brain, 8, FER ; cracked 
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wood, ZUIE AC. | 
Cracker, n. A quantity of gunpowder confined so 
~as to explode with noise, }24%, HK, Rg, #2 
44, 77; a string or bunch of crackers, —Hi | 
4@J ; fireworks, 48 etd ; a hard biscuit, jik7$ 
fie HE 5 that ane cracks or crushes, as nuts, | 

AZ BEST; to let off crackers, BER {7, BEBE 

BEER KE. | 
Cracking, Pps a.orn, Breaking or dividing par- | 

tially, 3, HE, Ue. ZLGH. YE BH ; boasting, #4 wz | 
cracking jokes, 7; the noise made by the | 

cracking of the fingers, fffj, hF5 Giz. 
Crackle, v. 7. To crackle, as fire, Ht, "Ee, KE. 
Crackling, ppr.ora. Making slight eracks or 

abrupt noises, as fire, Hewes M, HL; crackling 
fire, HRIK. 

Cracknel, n. A hard, brittle cake or biscuit, })g Sif, 

TE BF 
Cradle, n. A rocking hed, #3iK, HOUR, RE, & 

Hi-F ; to rock the cradle, #% RK ; from the cradle, 

A HE dE, & 229% tii He; a case in which a 
broken leg is laid after being set, PRE, BE 

‘yf; a frame placed under the bottom of a | 
ship for launching, Ai hi, #&7c#¥ ; a standing 
bedstead for wounded men, {fF JR. | 

Cradle, v. t. To rock ina eradle, Pe AME Kk. | 
Cradle-clothes, n. pl. # JK 4ii- | 
Craft, n. Profession, iT art, $2, SEE, ca 

fx" 5 cunning, |, WE pith Bis AF Ta BE TE, FF it | 

HEI] ; skill, fA, TEI, EAE, HUA; craft, all 
sorts of vessels, 45 JE ft ; a small craft, fit. 

Craftily, adv. With craft, HER, Dax, Lie | 

of, FURR. 
Graftiness, n. Artfulness, FET; Ay; cunning, je | 
“FG, BEB. AS}; stratagem, Wiz}. | 
Craftsman, n. A mechanic or artificer, TF, | 

{i 4, VE A. | 
Crafty, a. Cunning, wish, Gah, FE0G, SB, IB, 
AF MR, FR aE, OF if, Te i. Dh; a crafty 
mind, 4fot); crafty arts, 2B)E, 3 Be; very. 

crafty, Kp ADE, AGAT aS, AEE; a craity 
fellow, SREP» HEIGL, SUL, BEBE 

Crag, n. A steep, rugged rock, ## ; a rough, bro- 
ken rock, or point of a rock, Egg. 

Crag, n. The neck, "4; a rack (crack) of mutton, 

28, SEM Ay. 
Cragged, a. Full of crags, WEIKR. 

Craggey, a. WEG, BE AA BET, i HR; a crage 
summit, (KERR. 

Craker, n. A boaster, #4 Z450R§ J. 
Cram, v. t. To stuff, #2, #2, We, JERE, FRE, dik 

uf 

IS me to fill to superfluity, Pi, Laie, i 
{ifs VA; to cram down the throat, 7# 7 iM, 

€ FJ BE; to cram an infant, ME) faith OH, WE By 
E> to eram one’s pocket, 42 HLS, BHRES ; to 
vee a house with people » iB, RE 

; to cram poultry, at. 
Be ech v.d. To eat greedily, ME FE, MIN, AR, HF 

&, RSE. 
Crammed, pp. #238, BEL AN), vests , It i SRR 

a crammed house, 18 ee Vie TRE AS 
crammed with food, REE jaf; crammed, 
as a full dish, wen} Hf. 

| Cramming, ppr. HLA, FA, Bh SEHR. 
| Cramp, n. The spasmodic and involuntary con- 

traction of a limb, or some muscle of the body, 

41k ffj ; a cramp-iron or an iron cramp, #5; 

restraint, #qfil]. 

| Cramp, v. t. To restrain, PALE, My3K, GER, Fay Hi, 
#LEX; to cramp one’s exertions, #38 \ Ag fF 
# ; to fasten with a cramp or cramp-iron, BE 

Cramp-iron, n. $§& F5. Lf. 
Cramped, pp. or a. Restrained, #y Hii, AE HiZ8 ; 

fastened with a cramp, Ra CB 5 cramped in 
means or circumstances, [A 738 ,7 &; cramped 

in space, 772, ME, Pal, Heke ; cramped in 
one’s movements, [A\fj, Jam 2E; cramped and 
mean, #qghiH ; a cramped mind, Fp. 

Cranage, n. The liberty of using a crane at a 
wharf for raising wares from a vessel, 7£ FAP 
if ; the money paid for the use of the crane, 

itis, 2 FH. 
Cranberry, x. Mossberry, SL#E fF. 

| Cranch, v.t. See Craunch. 
Crane, n. A migratory bird of the genus grws; the 

white crane, #3, 6 #§ ; the red crowned crane, 

PEARS, Fe RES ; the gray crane, #e7c#H; the 
black crane, 2398, 4888 ; a machine for raising 
great weights and moving them toa distance, 
if HF ; a siphon or eee pipe for drawing 
liquors out of a cask, 4 fj. 

Crane’s-bill, n. @Zé. 
Crangon, n. A sea-shrimp, 7 aR, #RYRz. 
Craniology, n. HES, DATE AM ; a discourse or 

treatise on the cranium or skull, SAFE #8 i, BB 

HS ait. 
Craniometer, n. JE REZ. 

_Cranioscopy, n. FERS 50, RENE A. 
Cranium, n. BASE, Gt, BARE, FE RE. 

Crank, n. A bend or turn, #% fh, 4%, 4 th dh, 
Zs AVES ; a sportive twisting or turning in 
speech, ji tak , Ze thlotak ; quips and cranks, 
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Zeth ze; crank in mechanics, dh4Fy; crank 

pin, 455 il. 
Crank, a. Liable to be overset, #R fi; a crank 

ship, F, £2 ify ; stout, st fat ; full of spirit, a 

eh Crankle, v. 7. To run in a winding course, 

FIN, Sn, LEMTH. 
Crankness, n. Liability to be overset, as a ship, | 

ABCA 4; crankness of a ship, Fe fy. 
Crannied, a. FEA; a crannied wall, 3 fat. 
Cranny, n. A rent, 3, HE, Ye; a hole, 28 ; a secret, 

retired place, Jeene, Wy. 
Cranny, a. Pleasant, Peyz. 
Crape, n. #5}, #3 2b, 4341; plain crape, S48; 

figured crape, 4643; Nanking crape, ja ##. 
Crape, v.t. To curl, #8, #83, $359, 
Craple, n. A claw, JR. 
Crash, v. t. To break, to bruise, MERE, wh, 471. | 

Crash, v.7. To make the loud, clattering, multi- 
farious sound of many things falling and break- 
ing at once, (E33 8, (EUEIE EE, Wy (Hl fl oe E. 

Crash, n. Se Wins Was eS. 

Crash, n. Crassus, coarse cloth, #{[ 47. 

Crashing, ». The sound of many things falling 
and breaking at once, 32 75%. War IW BE, Oy tl el 

2 i. 
Crasis, n. The temper or healthy constitution of 

the blood in an animal body, & fi. jy. 
Crass, a. Gross, thick, coarse, ti, FE Je; not 

thin, Aq y. 
Crassament, m. The thick, red part of the blood 

as distinct from the serwm, 2 1, i122, 
Reavis WEEE i. 

Crassitude, n. lA, EA #. 
Crastination, n. Delay, BAY, FHT, SHE, EER. 
Cratch, n. A manger or open frame for hay, ##f, 

FE pil pes TEL* 

Crater, n. The aperture or mouth of a volcano, 

KUWA, Hae. 
Craunch, v.t. To crush with the teeth, 3g, pi, fis 

PE, WI, MSI, WAY; to chew with violence and 

noise, Hgtt HU MERE, Ac ARN. 
Craunching, ppr. or a. 3, BST, He RE. 
Cravat, n. SHE, BAIT. 
Crave, v.t. To ask with earnestness or impor- 

. . . I 

tunity, Z&3)§, HAR; to ask with submission or 
humility, asa dependent, {R45; to crave in- 
dulgence, EM., Bik, BA ; to long for, Hi, we 
Hi; to crave covetously, RK; to require or 

demand, as a passion or appetite, etl, BAS ; 
to crave food, # #, #4 fe, B% fF; to crave a 

man’s help, HH, AeA. 
Craved, pp. 7834, Z8:Ria, BiB 
Craven, Cravent, Cravant, n. A coward, t& (Vg, 

ZE0H SpE ; a vanquished cock, fag hz ZE. 
Craving, ppr.ora. Asking with importunity, 3 

3k ; entreating, KF ; requiring, @ ; a craving 
appetite, JL @ese R. 

Craving, n. Z&3f—; the cravings of the human 
heart, (2 PR RK, > ZZ Pe AB; to satisfy one’s 

ravings, JE2EGE, TILA. 
| Craw, n. The crop or first stomach of birds, Jz, 

| a BZA. [M. 
| Crawfish, Crayfish, n. Palinurus, fee, 8, 
Crawl, v. 7. To creep, or move on hands and feet, 

as children, si, SU, Bt, Ke, KC#, (nial, 3 
it, (PPE ; to crawl, as insects, YR, Petr, MEF, 
RFF; to crawl about, fh} EMT. (ia), SA, 
HeyE; to crawl forth, 94} 30, fii} qe; to crawl 

| up, #2 E; to crawl with, fii gk) ; to crawl 

on the earth, fie Ji, ha uug) ; to move or walk 
weakly, slowly, or timorously, #231, 42 AG; 

| to advance slowly and slyly, #2536. 
| Crawl, n. HREye. 
Crawler, n. J, EH. 

| Crawling, ppr.ora. Creeping, fiijf7, #2; crawl 
ing insects, Fly. 

Crayon, n. The name of small cylinders of color- 
ing substances used for drawing on paper, JX 
ae, HES; red crayon, #076. 

Craze, v.t. To break, AER; to crush in pieces, #§ 

a. Fy HH; to crack the brain, (i J fee, (EA 
Crazed, pp. or a. Hf, TH, FE. LTE. 
Crazy, a. Deranged in mind, i, itgle, BRS, FE 

i, FEI, HEME. $BFE; you are crazy, (he; 
are you crazy ? (PEI IEE ; a crazy fellow, ie 
{¥ 5a crazy woman, | YE; weak, feeble, Eas. 

Creak, v.¢. To make a sharp, harsh grating sound, 
of some continuance, as by the friction of hard 
substances, (FPR HR RE, BERUEE, HE Ay AE. 

Creaking, n. meg ee ; creaking of a chariot, $f. 
Cream, n. The oily part of milk, PL 4, AF, HR. FL 

WZ; cream of tartar, 7) AYP, Sh. 
Cream, v.¢t. To skim, Fit PLE, WPL AE, Wi Wa ye. 

| Cream-cheese, n. BEF. 
Cream-faced, a. & Mii, if: 

| Creamed, pp. Skimmed off from milk, as the best 

part, $olL I PLME, WB PLM 
| Oreamy, a. PL ECE, PLEA. PLIMRE. 
| Crease, n. A line or mark made by folding or 

doubling any thing, #4, Sh AyPi. 
Crease, v.t. ''o make a crease or mark in a thing 

| 
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by folding or doubling, #7 #€3K, #349 Fa, T# 

(AGB. HER 
Creasote, Creosote, n. Hib, 1b Fm. 
Create, v.t. To bring into being from nothing, 

eA KA. AMA, AMM LBA; to 
make first, Ai), Iie, 443% ; to create heaven 
and earth, Als FKiiy ; to create a nobleman, Ff 

HE TL FS ZS RAS FS 3K (EK ; to create magistrates, 
30, GFE; to create a new office, RE 
if; to create a disturbance, {£ lL, {Fike ; to 

| Credible, a. That may be believed, (3 #438, ¥J {Z, 

PEM, LUE, FE{gs worthy of beliet, $e 
fa. a 

| Oredibly, adv. In a manner that deserves credit, 
4 #%; credibly informed, aii A Te 

Credit, n. Belief, {$; to give credit to what one 

beget, to produce, AE, ZEI}A€; to form anew, | 
ZEAL, We; to create sorrow, He3e, fy SEE. 

Creating, ppr. ora. Forming from nothing, py S| 6) PI 5 to) v7] 

i 45 FH ; oviginating, Riss, Al) ; creating, as 
a disturbance, (€ ; creating, as a nobleman, #f, 

aL# ; creating something anew, ji 4{. 
Creation, n. Creation from nothing, Ash wA | 

4%, ti BH #, Allyz; the creation of heaven 

and earth, JESU, Wes ML, RIE. IK Ee 
ples 

fh “34; the creation of a nobleman, $5 | 
fH, 4475 (1. #K ; the creation of all things, ¢ 
hy, #2 {K; the whole creation, #40249, KR 

HOS, AP i. 
Creative, a. Having the power to create, wk 4GAY ; 

creative power, 344% HE, 4048 2 HE. 

Creator, n. The being that creates, Jie 4%, Alli 

LE, MZE, HEZE, HD, HG; 
the creator of heaven and earth, 33 hy 4, Jit 

KR A 
Creature, n. That which is created, 523&) ff 7g, 5 

i 2. BGS (A; a living being, “Ey, TH | 
DPE Hy; all creatures, FL Se jet 4, A jet Oa) eran 

dumb creature, MEK; a brute creature, #EH, | 
BRE, Brith, BAL; a strange creature, AFP 

Wy; asilly creature, FE 4g: a dear creature, Hy Be 

WEN, PE A, BY BZ, TE EV ; an odd 
creature, (£4; a person who owes his rise and 

fortune to another, #9 ft, \ 2 ; an officer's creat- 
ure, JRF, (i Hs jen is the heart or feeling ex- 
ercised by heaven and earth in producing creat- 

ures, (GW AEM 2 Db. 
Credence, n. Credit, belief, 8 {% ; to give credence, 

fa; letters of credence, #8 {z. 
Credenda, n. pl. Articles of faith, {3 ff. 
Credentials, n. pl. The warrant on which belief, | 

eredit or authority is claimed among strangers, 
A, EN {z, 2 HE; letters-patent, hy BH; the 

ee? 

emperor’s seal attached to credentials, 9 4#{8 

¥€ ; an emblem of authority held by the princes | 
and nobles in China, #, =. 

Credibility, n. Credibleness, By (24%, fs #.- 

says, (3 743 ; reputation derived from the con- 
fidence of others, 4 we (EX, 4p ee Hh, AG Th H 
upon your credit, fa ((iKih, fa (KPres ; letter 
of credit, #3 2, #3 (z ; influence, #£2; in book- 
keeping, the side of an account in which pay- 
ment is entered, #6%#%; credit and debit , HEX; 
to buy or sell on credit, It; to buy on eredit, 

A, {; to sell on credit, WE; to get credit 
for goods, He £¥ ; pass to my credit, jf {fg ; credits, 
IRA, We 8; better yield than let it on credit, 

‘a2 5 A; six months’credit, Aa A. V4 
Ay. AN 4 SRW) ; public credit, A(z ; to enjoy 
public credit, #¢ fz {tt ; bills of credit, (24, * {Z 
Wi; unworthy of credit, 7% JE fq; to ruin one’s 
eredit, BAR, HAF, !6 PY Me. 

Credit, v.t. To believe, {g#; to trust, f£7#8jH; to 
credit goods, Me f¥%; to set to the credit of, 3& 
{4 ; I cannot credit it, H& {3 f}, (ZF WH ; do you 
credit it? (RS Bie; cannot fully credit 
it, (FHI; to credit for a while, HeAENp. 

Creditable, a. Reputable, py 4%, By F47y, WY $e (4 

Ne, A A, A, ASM. 
Creditably, adv. With credit, B) sR, By LJ; to 

acquit one’s self creditably, PRU RBA, Orie 

WR ty. 
Credited, pp. Believed, {= 3&, (2 7fi&- 
Creditor, n. feg=E. (ER. 
Credulity, n. Easiness of belief, 3 {3 #4. Re fa #- 
Credulous, a. Apt to believe without sufficient 

evidence, FLA, Sih, HEM. MAE 
WE, ENS, LAR S- 

Creed, Credo, n. A brief summary of the articles 
of the Christian faith, fa, (2%, (83%, #@ 
fa, (3 (RHE BE; a Chinese work containing 
the doctrine people ought to believe, % fz £R; 
the Mohammedan creed, [a] [a] Bk {3 (€- 

Creek, v.t. To make a harsh, sharp noise, {AXPRh 

1B FE 
Creek, n. A small inlet, bay or cove, 7ifi, WO, 

ei. HE. IE KE a small river, pial ih. 
Creeky, a. Full of creeks, ik, SS yiPE, Bo) if. 
Creep, v. 7.3 pret. and pp. crept. To crawl, fi ht, 

FE. il. FAI, BK, ME; to creep, as insects, HH, 
#E, Hifi ; to creep, as plants, fi, SITE, SARE; to 

* WES AE. 
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creep, as a » snake; if7; to creep, as a louse, 
ig]; to move timorously, “oe A= WW FF, HE FF; to 
creep on, JAE, HARTGE, Fete ae; to creep out, 
as out of an egg, Hf; to creep out, to move out | 

secretly, (r(x Hi; to steal in, (AyfijAV; to move | 
or behave with servility, 14 5:88, 152 6 BE, 
fj 4 § Be; to creep into a hole, 4§ A $8; to 
creep under (in China into) hedelothes, 4A GX | 

fe, ABH. 
Creeper, n. One who creeps, fii} #§, FE; creep, a 

plant, 

fist HE, BR, ith 
Creephole, n. ($8; an excuse, #AHE. 
Creeping, ppr.or a. fiij, 2B, Val: creeping, as a 

plant, {), A¢4E, 4h; creeping plants, ase. 
Creepingly, adv. JHIYk, SiR, HE. [ayb fis. 
Cremation, n. #£, $4; the cremation of a priest, 
Cremor, n. A substance resembling cream, 24, PL 

RIDE, Gilt, HK. 
Crenate, Crenatcd, a. Indented, {]7y, AL. 
Crenibabrus, 2. See Labrus. 
Crenulated, a. Having the edge, as it were, cut | 

into very small scollops, #349 fj. 
Creole, n. A native of Spanish America or the 

West Indies, descended from European ances- | 

tors, ‘PEFR +7, * ii MSE AE JN. 
Creosote, n. Ayih, 1k FRE. 
Crepitate, v. 7. To erackle, as salt in fire, Ay Hy ee. 
Crepitation, n. The act of bursting with a fre- 

quent repetition of sharp sounds, 845 Hia yi ee. 
Crepuscle, Crepuscule, n. Twilight, £, ag +R. 

Crepuscular, a. Fee ffy, ERA. 
Cresent, a. Increasing, 3%, $9, (EAH. 
Crescent, n. The increasing new moon, iki A, 

$731, 8, *P £4 A, 8 ee A the crescent, | 

the Turkish power, --F-J& Pa, -- HAE fl it. 
Crescent- shaped, a. Ha AJE, 975 EE. 
Cress, n. IKE, WKFESE. 
Cresset, n. | ere, DEKE. 

Crest, n. The comb of a cock, ¥f5ai; a tuft of | 

feathers on the head of other fowls, 52, #8 
52; a helmet, HAA, 2, HE; the plume of 
feathers on the top of a helmet, #36. 

Crest-fallen, a. Dejected, Bt, St, EDA RSA. 

Crestless, a. Without a crest, SMES2, Sty; not 
dignified with coat armor, 4itt Be; of low birth, 

Fit, FIG. 
Crested, pp. or a. Having a comb, #7, H%,| 
Cretaceous, a. Chalky, Gye Ay. | S20pE. 
Cretism, n. Falsehood, Kak, iat ea 

WZ a 

ey 46 Be, AE A, SE, HE AE, | 

Creyasse, n. A deep crevice, FLiF, FL. 
Crevette, n. A broad sea-shrimp, $i ag. 
Crevice, n. Crack, 3), 2 ik, HE BR, PE, FL; 

man’s life in the world is like a white horse 
seen through a crevice, J\ZE Zé WE An iy 5 

Crew, n. A company of people associated, #Z ; 
the crew of a ship, —ffhaK =, —Se GT; 2 
crew of rogues, —‘#2 3H Ji. 

| Crew, pret. of crow. $606, i. 
| Crewel, n. — §& F¢#§. 
Crib, n. The manger of a stable, Fj#j ; a small 

cottage, VF, GLAF, J 5a stall for oxen, 46 
il, AEE; a small building raised on posts, for 
storing Indian corn, #4. 

Cribbage board, n. SE #K. 
Cribbed, pp. Shut up, fj, PY ; cramped, as a room, 

RUPEE. ) 
| Cribble, n. A coarse sieve or screen, fi 
Cribble, v.t. To sift, fi. 
Cribration, n. The act of sifting or riddling, fff. 
Cribriform, a. Resembling a sieve, SEW, (FV) 

| Oricket, n. dei, 2S, EW, HES, ESE, a ae 
| hearth-cricket, jf 55 ; to fight crickets, fagueeipe, 

Fy Kile’ ; to entice crickets, HE [7 Rf. 
Cricket, n. A play or exercise with bats and ball, 

BCE, FT. AT. 
Cricketer, n. BR) Gk. 47 CE H- 
Cricket-match, n. A match at cricket, —35|R] g&, 

FT HEE. 
Crier, n. One who makes proclamation, f& 92, 3% 

| EE, 1S ot 2. 
“Crime, n. 5B, SR, SRE, SPE, SER, SEAR, 8 
| Jt, 3; to commit a crime, Je 5B, FF SE, JB; 

to: punish a crime, =i SE ; to expiate for a crime, 
4 SE; to pardon a crime, #4 5E, @5E; to atone 

| for a crime, JRR3E ; a capital crime, AE 3; to in- 
|  yolve one’s self in a crime, A Wy # Be, Gf HSE 

| BE; there is no crime equal to this, EMEA 
JE, SESEAS ; to exile for a crime, $3 3p. 

| Crimeless, a. 4it 5, AAT SE. 
| Criminal, a. Guilty of a crime, 7 3E, Ai, je SE 

fy, OIE, ER, AJB; a criminal prosecu- 
tion, 73s, HAS; a criminal case, BSE; a 

criminal ease, involving life, 8 a criminal 

judge, 4 8, PES! wD. HEI, Se wl, I aD ad; 
cruel rae Fil ce, LFF). 

Criminal, n. Malefactor, 74 \, SEA, bilje, Hie, 
ad, INJ@, SEB; to cage a caminall IN JB; a 

| cage in which criminals are carried, Daze. 
(Criminality, n. Guiltiness, iF, i Fri 

—w 
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Grithinally) aah in violation of a public — vibh 

7; criminally prosecuted, HARK. 

Criminate, v. ¢. To accuse, 4 3E, SEZ, 4, Si FE 

HSA, WISE, wise; to criminate one’s self, 

eee PP. Charged with a crime, Jp 3%, 45 

fh JHE, wil ne Tf Ti jf. 

GE mination, n. The act of accusing, 4-36 7. 
Crimp, a. Brittle, |hé. 
Crimp, v. t. To cateh, to sieze, HE. 

Orimp, vn. One who decoys men and carries them 

off by force or deception, HF, PF (E, HEA 

fE. {FA 
Crimping-machine, n. 35. 
Crimple, v. t. ‘To contract or draw together, #432, 

4ec%q ; to curl, sk}, BiG. 
Crimpling, ppr. Contracting, #7}% ; shrinking, 

S85 ; enrling, pase 

Crimson, n. A ded red color, AJR, ZEAL; a red 
tinged with blue, 4%, 35} ; a red color in gener- 

al, AL, DAN, RE. 
Crimson, v. ¢. To dye with crimson, #ezeAT, WAL 

i, He. 
Crimson, v. 7. To blush, 8% (4. 
Cringe, v. i. To bend with servility, A 5288, A 
Gui, FYE; to make court by mean compli- 

ances, safe, ail, aR, HRS. 
Cringe, n. A bow, 19%; servile civility, 4a. 

B Shit. 
Cringer, n. One who cringes, ASIANA, TE 

WEN, wa 
Cringle, n. A hole in the holt-rope of a sail, with 

a ring or thimble in it, #a[&J. (#33. 
Crinkle, v. 7. To turn or wind, ##77 ; to wrinkle, 
Crinkle, v. ¢. To form with short turns or wrink- 

les, (ES, HES 
Crinkled, pp. #3, 43H. 
Crinum asicaticum, vn. 3ORTE. 
Crinoidean, n. ; pl. Crinoidea. In geology, terms 

applied to extinct fossil radiated animals, re- 
leted to some of the stars, Aig, 7 HB. 

Cripple, n. A lame person, {ye MAS, DEVE. we 

4, Tp, DEE, BRB. 
Cripple, v. t. To deprive of the use of the limhs, 4 

ik, HWE ; to cripple a ship, F744 ; to cripple 

one’s resources, $E9RASY, TEREASR, TRAC 

Crippling, ppr. Depriving of the use of the limbs, 
FF Sik, Hj 5 crippling, as of one’s resources, #£ 
5 He i, Fet€. 

Crisis, n.; pl. Crises. In medical science, the 
change of a disease which indicates recovery or 
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death, Fea, 45 5), sig the decisive , state 
of things, or the point of time when an affair is 
arrived at its height, must soon terminate or 
suffer a material change, PRR, FRESE. 

Crisp, a. Curled, #&; crisp hair, #&E ; brittle, fi, 

HLBL; crisp, as cakes, HR, I. ING, FRR, FEM 
crisp and sweet, 2 7iff. 

Crisp, v. t. To curl, as the hair, #8, #eHR, ESE ; to 
cause to wave slightly, Hv, Gee. 

Crispate, Crispated, a. Rough with waving lines, 

Dep. [#. 

Crispation, n. The act of ane fe se, BYE 
Crisped, pp. or a. Curled, #, #3 ; made britile, 
He Ke, HRUBE ; crisped brooks, PE. 

Crisping, ppr. Curling, 
Crisping-iron, n. #242 sf. 
Crisping-pin, n. A curling iron, #52$f. 
Crispisuleant, a. Undulating, as lightning is re- 

presented, 8 )fiy fry, tygihc. 

Crispness, n. A state of being curled, # ; brittle- 

ness, Ji, FsFif- 
Crispy, a. Curled, i, #8 ; brittle, Ii, A He. 

Criss-cross-row, n. The alphahet, =. [52A4. 
Cristate, Cristated, a. In botany, crested, sé fry, 
bese n. ee oe. = rule fe ik, 

na a > aye, we. 
Critic, n. A person skilled in judging of literary 

works, Phata, ata. Bente, Bay A, Hak 
WA; a judge, WMH. EBA, AEB ; one 
who censures or finds fault, 55m AB, MALE 

SOE. 
Critical, a. Relating to criticism, HEAS, FET 

fy, Tae, Ai A; capable of judging with 
accuracy, 4i 4 (iy, BY GES, 7 4 (5 ; inclined to 
find fault, #8 Jv (vy, ae J Fe 88 f9 5 a critical mo- 

ment, FA 2M, SEE, rd in a critie- 
al situation, fair jb, féle  ; to arrive 

at the critical moment, 3] Go, $i) 744 By, TE 

fe 25 WB, BG Bae 2 iB - 
Critically, adv. Ina critical manner, Jka, HLF 

critically situated, 7& fe FH), [is Mer. 
Criticalness, n. The state of being critical, fe fer, 

HE SHAME. 
Criticise, v. t. To examine and judge critically, 

ats ol. St, BLGE, TERA, atal, BEB], HE; to 
censure, BS, HH, HH S%, ike ; to criticise a hook, 
=p, GJ HZ; to criticise people’s actions, BEA 

3B), Bee N. 
Criticised, pp. ZP38, GJ38. HHH, PEPE. 
Criticism, n. The art of judging with propriety of 

a 
ney ) 
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the heauties and faults of a literary performance, 
or of any production in the fine arts, Hei 3%, 

ato) #4, oul Ze, GENS, AHH; given to criti- 
cism, 43H AAS, KET NAS, WEB HE. 

Critique, n. dat aP EE, Fok om, ati), kat ZB. 
Crizzel, Crizzeling, n. A kind of roughness on the 

surface of glass, which clouds its transparency, 

HL, BAER 2m. 
Croak, v. i. To make a low, hoarse noise in the 

throat, as a frog or other animal, fag, {fide WE Re, 
{ACNE WO EE, ENG, ; to caw, to ery, as a raven or 

crow, {E18 18 %- 
Croaker, n. One whocroaks, murmurs or grumbles, 

se NK. 
Croceous, a. Like saffron, % (LF 3# TE ; yellow, #. 
Crock, n. Soot, JCP. 

Crock, n. Pot, Ay, FEA. 

Crockery, n. Earthenware, § H, i He. See 
China and Porcelain. 

Crocket, n. In Gothic architecture, a term applied 
to enrved and bent foliage, running up on the 
edge of a gable, pinnacle, Ge., j# THE. 

Crockotoa, n. 6 'e BF. 
Crocodile, n. ee At, Ae fi, Ht FE. 
Crocodile tears, n. pl. False or affected tears, 320K, 

FEL, TEU. 
Crocus, n. Saffron, a genus of plants, 7¥#r Zé; 

yellow powder, Fg #}, BLEA EP. 
Croker, n. A water fowl, Jha %. 

Crone, n. An old woman, ils, 24%; an old ewe, 

Crony, n. A familiar friend, EWA. ALGO7 ZX, 

eA, AMS. 
Crook, n. Any bend, turn or curve, $y & 23, #8 

th 4, £j-F ; a shepherd’s staff, Ye we 7 FL, He 
2 $4 ; a pastoral staff, Eek HERG ; an artifice, 
Heal; to attain an end by hook or by crook, Z 

ith a1 - 
Crook, v.t. To bend, #, 4h, Ph, 4, J *, At 

ih, LAE; to pervert, Zep (GABP); to crook or 
bend the finger, #&}}, feu. 

Crook, v. 7. To bend, 9 ##, Arh, ASF. 

Crook-back, n. fE7yf€, fe, me. 
Jrook-hacked, a. fE TS, SER, FEF. 
Crook-kneed, a. #2 )# fi. 
Crooked, pp. or a. $, th, #8, (HE, tah, Hed, A 

A EE EEEEAN, RR, Ii, Hf ; crooked 
forceps, ff if; a crooked knife. ¥# JJ; crooked 
fingers, #£}F; a crooked needle, ##¢f ; perverse, 

FE, Zed, Ht, PeAN, AD. HE, BE, HBA; wood 
with crooked grain, FRRAx; a high crooked 

nose, (BFS; crooked ways, Hh #7, # fF ; crook- 
ed legs, #2); crooked toes. #8 RKIT, BE ; crook- 
ed paths among the mountains, I; crooked 

and straight, pj; a little crooked, $y 49 fr. 
Crookedly, adv. In a winding manner, ##qh, Z 

“CNR: 
Crookedness, n. fj; perverseness, FEB, figsi ; 

deformity of a gibbous body, #2 #2). 
Crop, n. The craw, or first stomach of a fowl, x, 

HES, BE; the harvest, ju, ACHE ; the early 
crop, Fs; the late crop, A@ jr ; 2 crop of rice, 
— 9; one crop a year, —4.—K ; two crops, 
Ais, WERK; a good crop, —je WR, Few fe, 

ARK, AE ARE KEK 5 a bad crop, Ti PEAK, HK 
Wr; the top or highest part of a thing, JA, FE; 
the crop of a tree #}>; to take in the crop, 
Wei, WHE, XVAG, BI AG; a sacrifice of thanks- 
giving tothe earth in winter for ripening crops, 

Ai 
Crop, v.¢. To cut off the ends of anything, 34 JA; 

to pluck, FR, 4; to crop flowers, #RZE; to crop 
the ears of corn, 4 f{; to crop the field, eI; 
to crop a horse, BY ALR. 

Crop-out, v.i. To ripen to a full crop, KK Xk; to 
crop out, as an inclined strata, FAH, 32 jh Ti. 

Crop-sick, a. BRB. 
Cropped, Cropt, pp. or a. Cut off, 844%; plucked, 

FRIS, 48538; reaped, KGB. 
Cropper, n. A pigeon with a large crop, AMAR. 
Cropping, ppr. Cutting off, 8 ; pulling off, $j, FR. 
Crosier, n. A bishop’s crook or pastoral staff, 4: 

HOHENS, Ue fil 2 HE. 
Croslet, n. Jy 2 RE BF. 
Cross, n. An instrument of torture and execution, 

+-'7:2m; the ensign of the Christian religion, 
WSF HE ; the religion itself, HPA, SOF Z 
#x; difficulties, Ie, fae i 7% YE, Je ME; to bear 
the cross, fH 4-37248, Stia He, BEHE; to make a 
cross,as the Roman Catholics, #7 --442; to make 

a cross instead of a signature, FJ] --%, Jydz 
#8; * the sufferings of Christ by crucifixion, 

Sk pe AR 4-H 4B Ze HME; the doctrine of Christ's 
sufferings and of the atonement, or of salvation 

by Christ, SOS 52 0IEZ i, +2 2R Zw. 
Cross, prep. Athwart, #i. 
Cross, a. Transverse, fi, (&#ig; oblique, #}; ad- 

verse, i, fa WY, Jat Si, UME MBE; vexatious, fr fey 
MoE, Vue; peevish, fretful, Ei, BEME, Aas, 

Alii}; what makes you so cross? {ip -tz TER; 
cross words, Mian, REZ) Peak ; a cross day, XJ] A; 

* In China. 
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a cross presentation, fir4F ; a cross examination, 

PE; a cross child, —PHMPELE, TE 
RE; a cross street, -++ 4: $j; a cross road, ++ 

Cross, v. ¢. ‘To draw or run a line across another, 

ITF; to lay across, IP HCHCE, SEBEL 5 
to cancel, #7 ZI]; to cross one’s self, #7 -+F 

ihe ; to cross the cudgels, F7 #g 7K. FEF; Lo cross 
the Church, #4 i SF 3 
wade through, #7 3 It, jfk, 7; to cross the 

river, 38 iif, 38K, BR Ia, WE. BH iM ; to cross a 
river in the same boat, fii] JE" ; to cross over 
the street, #7 #38 7 ; to cross one’s plan, PAL : 
et. EDA AS +: to counteract, PA BE, 3h \ ; 
hinder by authority, #4 JAR, ef ; to cross 
breed of an animal, 3 Fi, HEF AB IH ; to cross 
the ocean, 37 ; to cross the lees, ZRH, BE HH. 

Cross,.v. ¢. To cross, or go across, it, Vs, &. 
Cross-armed, a, EEE ; melancholy, ff. 
Cross-arrow, n. An arrow of a cross-how, #77. 
Cross-bands, n. pl. Suspenders, ++ 748. 
Cross-har, n. fii, HW, fir 7S; the eross-bar of a gate, 

FARA, AcPJ; the small slide or bar of a gate, 

F3, $i; the cross-bar of a carriage, iy fi7s, 
#q, #3, He; the cross-bar of a bedstead, FR, HR 
“#5 the cross-har on the top of two posts, 

, 38, A, BF: 
satins, #4L4x. 

Cross-bar-shot, n. A bullet with an iron bar pass- 
ing through it, fwahh-F. 

Cross-hearer, n. fH -- 27:28 #. 
Cross-bill, n. Hj 1, & RYE BE; name of a 

- bird, Fags 7E- 
Cross-bite, n. A cheat, Pe Yr. 
Cross-how, n. ##, HH ; to let off the cross-how, Tk 
Cross-hower, n. x 2¥ 4%. | BF. 

~ Cross-breed, n. AEF. 

~ Cross-bun, n. - 5 ff. 
Cross-examination, n. figah #4. 
Cross-examine, v. ¢. To examine a witness by the 

opposite party, fae, BEA, BGR. 
Cross-eyed, a. fix WEEE, Sh, PAR. 
Cross-grained, a. Having the grain or fibres 

across or irregular, AEAXAS, FEZ: perverse, Wi 

TH, ANGE, BE, Sea. 
Cross-jack, n. WY 
Cross-legged, a. Having the legs across, SEH, 
Hz HH] ; to sit erossslene ved, #5 JAR We RIA , He 

cross-barred, as silks or 

AK, FE 

: to eross a river, to | 

DEBE, | 

Cross-barred, a. Secured by transverse bars, fH | 

Cross-like, a. £8 {D) 4-5. 
Cross-piece, n. H7s. 
Cross-pin, n. fF. 
Cross-purpose, n. HET; a riddle, A. 
Cross-question, n. #fy fi]. 
Cross-row, n. The alphabet, sf 7 =4-BE- 
Cross-sea, n. Waves running across others, fig yf. 
Cross-tail, n. Fis Fe - 
Cross-way, Cross-road, n. fief ; an obseure path 

intersecting the main road, fig 7, Jv. 
Cross-wise, adv. Across, #i. 
Cross-wort, n. JEaAE. 
Crossed, pp. Having a line drawn over, #734 

£8 ; canceled, FTG ; thwarted, meee 
Crossly, adv. Athwart, i. 
Crossness, n. Peevishness, ile, 2, HSA. 
Crotch, n. A fork or forking, ‘f, ‘f X, BAY XZ; 

the crotch of a branch, # fx, ‘f #E; a crook, 

£. 
Crotehed, a. Having a crotch, *f MBE, ‘f 0A. 
Crotehet, n. In printing, a term applied to brack- 

ets, ({ |) SEB 92 ; crotchet in building, ‘f 
#£; m music, a note or character, equal in 
time to half a minim and the double of a qua- 
ver, written for, , #5] 792 ; a whim, PER. 

Crotchety, a. Whimsical, PEt) fj. 
Crotolaria juncea, n. 4 #924. 
Croton tiglium, n. {4 4 ; croton oil, Py ty 4h. 
Crouch, v.i. To bend down, JiR, 5L}h, ee 5 

4"; to lie close to the ground, ff, i, HF, KE 
HE, BREE ; to bend servilely, Jk Gi, ie TE, 

Ball, Hox, Ss Ht. 
S, WA Sk. was, $F Crouching, ppr. or a. Cringin 

fi; a crouching tiger, fF BE; a crouching per- 
son, P {EME A, Jai Sn% J\; a crouching manner, 

- Gili ES, RA, (RHE; a serpent crouching in 
the earth, EEDA? [E- 

Croup, n. Cynanche trachealis, WE wey, WE Me, WR 
Croup, n. The rump of a fowl, 42 Ri, 8B; 

buttock of a horse, Fa ja, BZ RvR. 
Crout, n. 2E ; sour-crout, REAE, BABE. 
Crow, n. A large, black bird of the genus corvus, 

6, 1, BS. 28. WG, GE; the white 
crow, fy; to pluck a crow, to contend about 
a trifle,  Jh4F; a bar of iron with a beak, 

crook, or two claws, used in raising and moy- 
ing heavy weights, Ge., #yZil, ft 4 #4; the 
voice of the cock, Zane, Zein, FE}, Ane. 

Crow, v.7.; pret. and pp. crowed. To ery or make 
a noise,asa cock, 0S, my; to boast in triumph, 

weK, weil. 

BR 

QQ 
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Crow-bar, n. A bar of iron sharpened at one end, 
used as a lever for raising weights, gH Zi]. 

Crow-foot, n. Hl a. 
Crow-keeper, n. A boy employed to scare crows 

from new-sown land, WR fet J. 
Crow-net, n. #6 #4. 
Crow-pheasant, n. #22. 
Crowing, ppr. "6, WF; boasting, WRK. 
Crowd, n. A collection, #2; crowd of people, 

Ke, FEN, AM, HEA, CHE A, PRA, 
SEA be PEPE, SESE, HE; a crowd or throng, 
as in the street, #7# 43, (Hide, St 

. things, Fy tee ; what a crowd ! Mur fit IN 
at He HE; a dense crowd, (iif AG HE We, TEAS AR 
Ae UALe crowds pissitie along, FF A fe TE: 
the noise and tramp of a crowd, Wet the hum 

of a crowd, JHE, JE, 4H Sit BY AY; a crowd of 

see —TEB,; the lower order of people, F 
mH, F ee, Fl BE, He Be, IEE JV ; collected in a large 

crowd, Be a large crowd, 7%; a crowd in 
~ front erying out and another pressing from 
behind, Aim fH FH. 

i, Be, HR, HE, ie. SE Crowd, v. t. To press, fH, 

Se, (i BE, HE; to drive wtgaeher, We Gr x Se 

Ae fe 5 to crowd behind, ASP, Heit : to 

crowd those before, ## A, HEL Bi; to crowd, 
as things, HE, HEI; to fill to excess, FEIES 

Zo, HOES IATA, BETH, TAI: to dun, AR 
St, (mag; to crowd sail, BR LS. 

Crowd, v. i. To press in numbers, 9% #3 ji i8 3 ; 
to urge forward, {AAT H, FEVER; to crowd in, 
Awe ; to crowd with, Eq FR MpSp AH; to crowd 
around one, PU fy {ii . 

Crowded, pp. or a. Collected and pressed, &-{5, 

Nin. (VE. FE CECE, VERE, ae TE, HAG, TT 
48; crowded to excess, {Fi Fl] BENE BETH, 1) SUB 
Hh , (El) SA 3} 7 HI ; the way is all crowded, 

- a crowd of | 

AM it; Many crowded together, A 4 ¥K 4e, | 
He 42; very crowded, a great jam, 3 Se SHE HE, | 

Pe Peak dik 
Crowding, ppr. 77% He, 2 46, 8 ; rather 

crowding against, Spe GPeITR ate are re ee and 
crowding, 7 Rak Het. 

Crown, n. An ornament worn on the head by 
kings and sovereign PERS ASE, LH, EK 
258; regal power, 5 #8, E2Hesk; to come 
to the crown, % fit; to renounce the crown, 3 | 
fi; 1o wear the crown, w#A HE; crown-prince, 
tc F a wreath or garland, 7€ #4, {E55 0 bridal 
crown, Jé\5c:; honorary distinction, 3% RX, 484%, 
TRF 5 ‘the crown vot the head; iA, Tae the top 

of a mountain, it iA, Wk fig; a crown, @ coin 
stamped with the figure of a crown, IRR: 
the crown of a rose diamond, 4b Ae Wl Zi TA; the 
crown of an eee, 44 7F TA: the crown of a hat, 

IN JA; shaven crown, 4EJf, % SA, w# TA: the 

crown of arch, #2). 

Crown, v.¢. To invest with a crown or regal 
ornament, WN he, WN, why; to invest with 

reoal dignity and power, 1. HAE; to 
cover the top, _ . {o dignify, WH 4%, Wh RX, 

INEM; to reward, Ff; to terthinkte or finish, 

}K7.; to crown our sae 78 i; 10 crown 

with snecess, We 3E3R HA, CHR. 
Crown-elass, n. The finest sort of English window- 

glass, | AO REFE. 
Crown-line, n. JA#R. 
Crown-post, n. Fer 7 FE. 
Crown-wheel, n. In a wateh, 

FTE 
Crown-work, n. In fortification, an out-work run- 

ning into the field, fly fA LS. 
Crowned, pp. or a. JNA fly, WAGE, WA: 

honored, S248 (fy; recompensed, 2A, RA 
IPE; completed, ,K HEA. 

Crownless, a. Without a crown, 404 fy. 
Crucial. a. In surgery, transverse, #f'; severe, Fz, 

BUH. 
Cruciate, v. t. NYT, REA, INF. See Excruciate. 
Crucible, n. $§, 18, £8 448; a copper erucible, 
Fj Fj; one made of clay, Jew, HEB. 

Cruciferous, a. In botany, a term applied to a 
family of plants having the four petals of the 
flower in the form of a cross, --3fj, + 

TEA. 
Crucified, pp.ora. Put to death on the cross, $f 

HA #48; crucified in China, FU¥. 
Crucifier, n. A person who crucifies, $f 7-22 ¥, 

Pl ie 
Crucifix, n. A cross on which the body of Christ 

is fastened in effigy, + #3R 21h, + FRZ 
ge; a crucifix among the Roman Catholies, 7% 

EMD * RSS Te ZR. 
Crucifixion, n. $f 4-27-40 #; 

crucifixion, $f 4-272" YF. 
Cruciform, a. -- 23°32, +7 T. 

Crucify, * STE AR, ST AE TRAE Ls to 
erucify in China, * fi} #g; to subdue, JAR, JARAR ; 
to crucify the flesh, $7 A A + a J ; “I am 

x in China "the. crimin als are in general tied upon nthe 
cross and then strangled, Very frequently they are tortured 
before being put to death. 

the swing-wheel, 

the punishment of 
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crucified with Christ, ee we IRAE WAST He 

FR: 
Crucifying, ppr. $f -+*-48; erucifying in China, 

fl #5 H . 

Crude, a. Raw, not cooked or prepared by heat 
or fre, AE, }{L; crude drugs, 422%; unripe, 0% 
Wh, AEM; not Fe ode a cee aon 

SAE B annie i EWABE, BEAM, 
sex HEL AK RE, i ay AE Hl; a crude affair, 

AK 
Crudely, adv. Without due preparation, AEE, #1; 

without form or arrangement, % j# Mpg. 
Crudeness, ». Rawness, 4E #; a state of being 

unformed, FKP, AAH, His H. 
Crudity, n. Hi (QE, Aei84E 2 hs rawness, AE | 

#4; something in 1 crude state, Ag KF fy. 

Cruel, a. Wk 38, Bh, BS, jE, bt, vis hk» bi a 

bi iz, ik iE, ie ad, 1 ie, is Al, Tk. 
Al; a cruel death, && jE BE, pk 1B HE; a cruel 
disappointment, ie: acruel remark, bile fry 
an, GE 1B wh; a cruel ruler, JE, HB; a 

cruel officer, jE’, BE Fe, Hes ; cruel treatment, 
x WE AN; a cruel person, 8 ZANE A, bil Pe 
WEN; to be very crucl, kf%s 22 LIE, de BSD 
a cruel disposition, bil pe, FL BES PE. 

Cruelly, adv. In a cruel manner, 
with cruelty, bi fl; to act cruelly, 4M, 
to treat one cruelly, fe GUE, fe AEE. 

Cruelty, n. A savage or barbarous disposition or 
temper, which is gratified in giving unas s- 
sary pain or distress to cthers, 4 
2h, IE, GUI, UAE Bs ee deed, 
#8 ie Hh, Wls£ ZF; to treat one with great 

cruelty, fe PERE RUG, FH AS AES, UMA J. 
Cruentate, a. Smeared with blood, ¥ iq. 
Cruet, n. UA; cruet-stand, Fea 
Cruise, v. t. 85 

ey PETE, SO ASME, SC3ER ; to rove on the ocean 
in search of an enemy’s ships, HAE, <1 AMF 

» WS 2, we : 

| Crush, rv. t. To press or squeeze into a mass, ## 

to sail back and forth, fjoASK, | 

ae BE, GL RS 
EFT: | 

Orumb-cloth, n. TBM, EEF BA. 
Crumble, v.t. To break into small pieces, BER¥, 

Crumble, v. 7. To fall into small pieces, HR, A 
We BE, AHA; to crumble, as stone, &e., BHA; 
to crumble, as wood, #5 fi. 

| Crummy, a. Soft, #. 

Crump, a. Crooked, as crumpfooted, #3 Ml ; erump- 
shouldered, (£79, (E25, Ma 74. 

Crumpet, n. A soft cake, baked upon an iron plate, 

t BEF- 
Crumple, v. 7. To shrink, 9g, Hi48, MB4EIE ; to 

draw or press into wrinkles or folds, Fy SE, 1 

Crumpled, pp. or a. Rip, Bxus oF. 
Crup, Croup, n. The buttocks, Ja, #4. 
Crupper, 2. ‘he buttocks of a horse, fa, BZ 

JEW; a strap of leather, which is buckled to a 
saddle and secured by the animal’s tail, $x, 

FSM i A. 
Crural, a. Pertaining to the leg, AAR; crural 

arteries, fil Wc 
Crusade, n. A military expedition, B¥{& ; crusade 

against the Mohammedans, 4938 # fk [e] JE] Al; a 
military expedition sent by order of the French 
government against the Waldenses and others 
¥ ho dissented from the Church of Rome, 7: & 

Bei IK ZA 
Cruse, n. A small cup, Hf¥, 4 {F. 

_ Cruset, n. A goldsmith’s crucible or melting pot, 

10 cruise about, as revenue cutters, 3% jay, He, 

sO FT St FL - [ihe 
Cruise, n, A voyage made in crossing courses, 3% 
Cruiser, n, An armed ship that sails to and tro | 

for ese an enemy's ships, 40.4%, fil Ai, 42 
Cruising, ppr. 3% ; cruising officers, 4 J. | #4. 
Oruller, n. AC. 
Crumb, Crum, x. A small fragment or piece, BE ; 

a small piece of bread or other food, fi RE, BS PK, 
fi HS, He HEL; the soft part of bread, fi 
Hob, Mehid. 

~* Rom. 6, 6; Gal.:2, 20; 5, 24. 

GRAS Z Ih. 

ie Tih, PEA, BEDE, JAR, Jag $88, TR PE, Tah, 

fyi ; to crush in the hand, Jag; to crush 
sugar, also to crash the cane, #8¥F; to crush 
apples, #242; to crush one’s limbs, #¢ REP 
Ik; to crush to death, FFE, JRGE; to over- 

whelm and beat down by power, SHAR, ALAR; 
to crush a rebellion, Jk @l; to crush by despot- 
ism, BAR, Sifilg; to crush a cup of wine, ER 

is. 
Crush, v. z. To be pressed into a smaller compass 

by external weight or force, #¢#f, bs Hi . 
Crush, n. A violent collision, $i PK, aii 
Crushed, pp. or a. EH, HB, JA, PABE 

JH; subdued, SJR ; grievously oppressed, a4 

Crushing, ppr. or a. Pressing or squeezing into a 
mass, fet, TE, FS; subduing by force, HH 

JAS, ee JAR. 
; | Crust, n. JK, TBE ; the crust of rice, that aaeres 
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to the boiler, fi #%,; a crust of bread, Hy GI J& ; 
a pieee of crust, ff ff; a shell, %%; a scab, BR; 
the crust of the earth, jk. 

Crust, v.t. or. To cover with a hard case or coat, 

ZE ye; to cover with a scab, #¥B%; to concrete, 
or freeze, EVR, HE). 

Crustacea, n. pl. BEF. 
Crustaceous, a. Belonging to the crustacea, REF 

fij, GARE; pertaining to crust, JRAS, BA, 

Be DR - [y. 
Crustated, a. Covered with a crust, #464, & Gi mx 
Crustation, n. An adherent crust, #¢, Giz, HEIL 

as 
Crusty, a. Like crust, £4) Je, TRU, FRE 

surly, snappish, Ji ee, hee Ay, BARE; do not 
be so crusty, J 4p if pip Re. 

Orutch, n. A staff with a curving crosspiece at 

the head, "f UBL, BL, yw; old age, 6H. 
Crutched, pp. ora. Supported with crutches, F 'f 

RS, FE. 
Cry, v. 2.3 pret. and pp. ered. To weep, BF}, MX, 

to ery out, Bp, PML, BLK, AEP, FoR, 1; to 
ery a thing out, WKH iF ; to cry out with a loud 
voice, A BMPMR; to cry out against, RIE Ey. ; 
all cry out against, 3m (HME ay; to cry bitterly, 
Jae, FESR, BESE; to cry murder, WR ap; to 
ery fire, MARX; to cry mercy, FRR, URARR ; 
to ery thieves, MAAR, IBEBK; to cry down, pple 

KE, WABE, (BUEAE ; to cry for help, MEP, Dkk: 
to ery goods, as hawkers, WA, jhe 7p EX; to 

ery unto, 4B, Ark; to cry up, WA#Z, wee; 
to ery against, f& je, fh it, fH He; to ery 
against, by way of reproof, Ifk#F; to cry to, 
I, ZB; to cry to heaven, MIM, MIRA: 
to ery, as an infant, WRU, J GiMk, BGAN ; to 
ery and weep, WWM Tie; to cry out for the 

breast, MRR, TURF ER, WU EMI; to ery 
out from pain, MRR, BR; to cry to clear the 

road, W334, "83 ; the beggars cry in the street, 

46 FB} BS. 
Cry, n.; pl. Cries. A loud sound uttered by the 

mouth of an animal, ke; weeping or lament- 
ation, FESE, Shes, SPR, OEE; exclamation of 
triumph, ##;a proclamation, RMP, jm fit; 
a loud cry, 7A#E; to utter a loud cry, ResMy ; 
acclamation, $4; a loud voice in distress, Pf 
HUH ; a loud voice in prayer, APF, KREME 
3R; public report or complaints, ey fH, ME HK ; 
noise, mae ; fame, 74 RE; the cry of a child, mt 

DRE, AK, HL GAWLAE ; the cry of'a dog, Hy, 

| 

Wet 8B ; the ery of bears and tigers, MRE, FB 
fg; the cry of a bird, WG, wB, Pil, ra; the ery 
of a hen, gi; the ery of a fox, ff; the ery 
of a deer or stag, pgapyy; the cry of a camel, BF 
Bee, fal; the ery ofa bird about to die is la- 
mentable, 62 t¥ aE 5 a 3. 

Cryer, n. A kind of hawk, #6. 
Crying, ppr. Uk, 58, Bp, We, Sexe. 

Crying, n. Clamor, 3292, AU, Fe ERE. 
Cryophorus, n. wea He, BEI KE. 
Crypt, n. RR; ie) We FF ee PZB. 

Cryptic, Cryptical, a, Hidden, (2, EE @y. 
Cryptogamia, Cryptogamy, n. A class of plants 

whose stamens and pistils are not distinctly 
visible, FEE, FETE Z BIAS. 

| Cryptogamian, Cryptogamic, Cryptogamous, a, 

FETE HY. 
Cryptographer, n. One who writes in secret char- 

acters, # Blo #&. 

Cryptography, n. The act of writing in secret 
characters, #f l= #, # Gl4z J Ze ; the secret 
characters or cipher, Ble. 

Crystal, n. fh; rock-crystal, 7tdh, FeBe, ae Ay; 
white crystal, fy 4 BE; rose crystal, 8 ABE, £P 
ux; SMoky erystal, 28) ; crystal cairngorm 
or teastone, 4&4h 5 crystal glass, 7A FE; to 
form crystals, #544; to form salt crystals, # 
py; erystal of salt, JZHAe; crystal palace, 7k 

His > wnt PP ES - 
Crystal, a. Consisting of erystal, 3% fy, di 0BE; 

clear, transparent, §h, E53, WARH. 
Crystal-form, a. $4 Jf. 
Crystalline, a. Consisting of crystal, fg; re- 

sembling crystal, (§ (J dh ; transparent, §, 3 
H ; crystalline lens, fRPK, WRK, ARWFFR; the 
erystalline or vitreous humor, jf 7]t. ; 

Crystallizable, a. DEEL, By eee. 

Crystallization, n. #5 ah, we dh He. [dis 
Crystallize, x. ¢. To cause to form erystals, (fi 4& 
Crystallize, v. 7. To be converted into erystal, ## 

uit» iE > i ik. [des 

Crystallized, pp. or a. Formed into crystal, ££ i 
Crystallographer, n. dn Bi» Ames dh PER. 
Crystallography, n. The doctrine or svience’ of 

crystallization, #4 dh “BB. 

Cub, n. The young of the bear, #8 ff, #8 F ; the cub 
of the fox, PREZ, Fh; a clumsy young boy 

or girl, Aff, HIF 
Cub, v. 7, To bring forth a cub or cubs, 4E-F, 4B 
Cubation, n. Bh, BK #.- ~ UF. 
Cubbed, pp. Brought forth, AE:%. 
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Cube, n. FF 2B FS, ZETIA AH; the cube root, 
WA, EAT, WL 77 HE; cube number, WAR. 

Cubeb, n. The small spicy or aromatie berry of | 
the piper or daphnidium cubeba, YE Iii, HAVE | 

Bip EERE. 
Cubie, Cubical, a. F7R fly; a cubic foot, —RF | 

2B; cubic inch, — yf 2B; the cubic number, | 
Fy EI ; cubical parabola, we FHWA AH. 

Cubiform, a. Having the form of a cube, #72P Z 

TE, HER F. 
Cubit, n. The ulna, JEI}}'S"; in mensuration, the 

length of a man’s arm from the elbow to the 
extremity of the middle finger, II, —'t; 
‘a cubit in China, * — RX ; a folding cubit meas- 
ure, #472; two cubits long. WR, LOR. 

Cueking-stool, n. $2 7]¢ Fy. 
Cuckold, n. A man whose wife is false to a bed, 

ted i fé, Bik, FEIN: AG, iF ry BEL, Nk 

Cuckold-maker, n. One who has criminal con- 
versation with another man’s wife, #3. 

Cuckoldom, n. The act of adultery, BREESE; 

the state of a Be Ay Ty BELA - 

Cuckoo, m. ji, ENG, FIR HE MGIB. BARE, HE 
' &; the ery of the cuckoo, #E ARI. 
Cuckoo-bud, x. The butter-cup, 7¢ 44. 
Cucumber, + n. #E IN, FFM; white cucumber, G 

IX, HK 3 cucumis maderaspatanus, Sh Ye I. 
Cucurbita, n. Bottle-gourd, Fiji ; cwcwrbita ctt- 

rullu, Pa IK ; cucurbita melopepo, Fc I. 

Cucurbite, Cucurbit, n. A chemical yessel in the 

shape of a gourd, #jj 8K 
Cud, n. The food which ruminating animals chew 

at leisure when not grazing or eating, &M/# Hi, 

Fis 7 #8 ; to chew the cud, FAME, ReME, Koda, 
fA[1%, #4; to cud, said of sheep, ff; a portion 
of tobacco held in the mouth and chewed, 

Cudbear, n. A plant much employed in dyeing, 
which gives a purple color, 347g. 

Cuddle, v.7. To retire from sight, § [&; to lie 
close or snug, AA; to squat, HHP, 82 STG 
ag. 

Cuddle, v. t. To fondle, to hug, #A4&, Hal, 448, 
— Br Ft, tai ede. 
Cuddled, pp. 4, Hi, SE. 
_ * One FR is equal to 14 an eee: in Buplish ; and 1825 
Prussian. The cubit of the Sacred Scriptures is 22 inches 
in English. 
+ The #§ clan being afraid of being called a squash or 

cucumber, substitute either }f azure, or ff black in connec- | 
tion with the character J. 

) 

| Cuddy, n. A small ‘cabiit. a the fore-part of a 
lighter or boat, #2 # fi] B {7-3 a very small 
apartment, RE f{f, a fF. 

Caddy, m. A dolt, £42, SH, BUA, RA. 
Cudgel, n. A short, thick stick of wood, as may 

be used by the hand i in beating, APs, BS, BE, 
BE, FL, FE, PH, 3 a flat bamboo cudgel, used 
as an instrument of punishment, #x-; to cross 
the cudgel to forbear the contest, #ig Hs, AZ 
fy; to take up the cudgels, pHs, HeHE~ 

Cudgel, v.t. To beat with a cudgel, Hedy, eUAT, 

Se 4, PEAT, wh, Be, FT BL, He, AP HE AT; to 
heat in general, sy, Ray, FT RGF SPAS HE- 

Cudgeled, pp. iy iB. B Ap, EFT i. 
Cudweed, n. {ly Ze. 

Cue, n. Tail or pig-tail, as worn by the Chinese, 
Hit, HEF, Gz; to braid the cue, PRM, 47H, HE 
##E; a large, loosely plaited cue, as Cuinese girls 
wear, 4s }## ; to wind the cue round the head, 
Hehe oi iee wit fq >a false cue, HEE; the end 
of a thing, #é, #%/& ; the last word of a speech, 

a catch-word, fF 3a hint, (8, We gzE; to give 

the cue of anything, Sh, 4734, VERE, 418, 
dit YASH Fe; to take a cue, Ff; to give a 

person his cue, BME J, #E HJ; the part which 

any man is to play in his turn, #4; the 
straight rod used in playing billiards, 9 $b. 

Cuerpo, n. To be in cuerpo, is to he without cloak 
or upper-garment, As 4K $2, Maas FF #2 5 to 
walk in cuerpo, # |] ; exposed in cuerpo, fh 

Cuif, n. A blow with the fist, ta] #,—-B #, 
jk — ZS AK, FA— 5 to be at fisticutls, eR ; 
a cull on the ear, fa] —-— 4; to go to cutis, #gJ 

i, RF. 
Cuit, v. t. ‘To strike with the fist, asa man, 4 fy, 

FJ 38; to cuit with talons or wings, as a fowl, 

#4 [ai 
Cutt, n. The fold at the end of a sleeve, #NE, fly 

fq; the part of a sleeve of the official robes 

having the form of a horse-shoe, 5 jf Ay; to 
conceal the hands in the culis, #j; FEU. 

Qutfing, ppr. Striking with the fist, #47. 
| Cuffed, pp. 447i. 

| Cuinage, n. The stamping of pigs of tin by the 
proper officer, Ff) $B (i. 

Cuirass, n. $5 FA, $3, Fe Fe. 
ee n. A soldier armed with a cuirass, ip 

Se, MAS eB. 
Cuish, n» Defensive armor for the thighs, fl FB. 

Culdesac, n. A street which is not open at both 
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ends, #05, HHOAT. 
Culinary, a. Relating to the kitchen, gf frj ; relat- 

ing to the art of cookery, #¢# Aj, Aefyy ; used 
in kitchens, JS} 5% JH Ag 4 ; culinary vegetables, 
was: GO, GE, FAR, he ; culinary board, or 
the beard superin‘ending the empcror’s table, 

Cull, v.t. To pick out, HHI aK, HEMI, BEHI, EHH, 

Hie HR, We th. 
Culled, pp. $i, #238 

Cullender, n. A strainer, BRyyay BE. 
Culler, m. One who picks or chooses from many, 

iyi 1 
Culung, ppr. fH}. 
Cullion, n. A mean wretch, jEp aE BRE DN, 

JERE 5 8 dupe, 5 Ax AS » AEE. 
Cullis, n. Broth of beled meat strained, Bays ; 

a kind of jelly, ae. | 4E. 
Cully, nm. A person who is meanly deceived, £§ 
Cully, v.¢. To trick, cheat or impose on, Jeb A, 

H ALUE Shi. 
Cullying, ppr. Deceiving, Peg, kom, HL ok. 
Culm, n. In Mihaeh the stalk or stem of corn and 

grasses, %#, HS; the culin of grain, #4; the dry 
culm, 3; the culm of the bamboo, 4%; an- 
thracite coal, 4 #£; culm of coal, 7 BEF}. 

Culmiferous, a. Bearing culms, 4E fj. 

Culminate, v. 7. ‘lo come in the meridian, 

HK BAK, BGM, HBL: o be 
in the meridian, 7.4K, ZERO, EIA. 

Culminate, a. Growing upwards, (@_b4E. 
Culminating, ppr. or a. $i) Korth, JA ; the culminat- 

ing point of a mountain, fil, [LI fit. 
Culmination, n. The highest point of altitude for 

the day, Kuh, ZEA HK ; the transit of a heay- 

enly body over the meridian, j& FOO #, iF 
“Fé; the top, fil], JA, tig. 

Culpability, n. A SEB, F) we. 
Culpable, a. Deserving censure, 4 $8, 5-2, SEAS, 

ATS, IAM), RING, FINI, ABH, Fl 
Fefry; the culpable party, AIPA, SPsi A, 12 
HSA. 

Culpableness, n. Guilt, @R, @AIEB; blama- 

bleness, CTEM, A Tea. 
Culpably, adv. Blawably, L3G SE 
Culieit. n. A criminal, $E A, Je A, J@ié #, SERIE, 

; @ person arraigned in court tor a crine, 

ok IE. 
Cultirostral, a. A term applied to birds having a 

bill shaped like the colter of a plough, #7) 

fy. 

LX | 

| Cultivatable, a. Capable of being tilled, Ay #t, 

FR, WH. 
Cultivate, v. ¢. To till, #F, WE, PEL, HAL, HRAE, 

3, Bis, 1, fH, B, HE; to cultivate rice, 
FlizAC; to cultivate the ae Bi, HA; 
to cultivate virtuc, Us7#, @ iS, (SE, iS, & 
els, ee, isieay ‘to cultivate excellent 
principles, (34; to cultivate the heart, {é., 

(05H, ®t) fA; to cultivate personal virtue, 
(& H ; to cultivate moral conduet, {é& #7; to eul- 
tivate one’s memory, #41; to cultivate acquaint- 
ance, # 3, 38 A; to cultivate a savage, H 4G 

BPA. 
| Cultivated, pp. or a. Tilled, #43, #38, tei, 

Hifid ; cultivated, as virtue, &c., jf ; cultivat- 

ed, as the memory, #€4&; civilized, #c4Qi6 ; 
cultivated land, fA +, Fadi, FMS; cultivated 
fruits, #rA£; cultivated wild iruits, pj ae. 

Cultivating, ppr. Cultivating, as the field, pF; 
cultivating, as virtue, f%; cultivating, as the 
memory, # ; cultivating, as savages, Hr 4b. 

Cultivation, n. Husbandry, $f, PERS, BSE; the 
cultivation of the soil, # Hid, PARA; the 
cultivation of rice, Fi 7c x4 ; the cultivation» f 
virtue, (% pa 4H; the cultivation of savages, #% 
ALB Jv i 5 the cultivation of letters, f£a¢ ; the 
cultivation of one’s talent, ‘GA; if the 
heart’s love be fixed on virtue it will delight 
in its cultivation, ¢yityZ Ay FE se IP oe DIEZ 

Cultivator, n. Cultivator of the soil, 6 3g; the 
cultivator of virtue, {#3 4; one who studies 

to improve, £42) 4; a civilizer, Be4y#- 
Culture, n. Cultivation, #iti Zt, pHi 2S, BF 

Hi 21; the culture ot rice, RAC; te cul- 
ture of virtue, {p74 5 the culime of right 

principles, (B44 ; the culture of letters, f& 
Culver, mn. A wood-pigeon, BEA. | #- 
Culverin, n. Fy xe 7@. 
Culvert, n. A passage under a road or canal, coy- 

ered with a bridge, icf, PE. 
Cumber, v. t. To cumber, as the memory, Ji Be 

V4; to retard, 4), PHBY; to cumber one’s 
movement, PH Refs Hy; to cumber with heavy 

weights, WHS iH, LIB WET ; to perplex 
or trouble, ¥, J 34, AS 7A LA, WS; tocumb- 
er one, FE ¥ A, $45 AV 3 to be troublesome to, 

Efe) JL; to cumber, as brambles a field, Hg. 

Cumber, x. Hinderance, fA #e# ; burdensomeness, 
FE G44 5 distress, Spsye. 

Cumbered, pp. [A Ei. 

Cumbersome, a, ‘lroublesome, #€# fj, REPE, Ht 
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HEPA CE, BILE; voxations, HERS A, SERIE. 
Cumbrance, n. Burden, @ fF, HF; embarrass- 

ment, #27 RLM. 
Cumbrous, a. Burdensome, #, META, MERRY ; 

vexatious, 7 A9"%: obstructing each other, [A 
HORE: confused, ALPE. 

Cumfrey, Comfrey, Comfry, n. fa #2. 
Cumin, n. 7. 
Cumulate, ».¢. To gather or throw into a heap, 

ALIN, AEA. HEI, MERE. BOR. 
Cumulation, n. A heap, —Yf. See Accumulation. 
Cumulative, a. Composed of parts ina heap, ff 

$M fy, FR OPE, HE RUMP: a cumulative argument, 
HE SBE eS : in law, that augments, as evidence, 

facts, &e., WHI A. 
Cumulose, a. Full of heaps, BHE ZH. 
Cumulus, n. Hf im 7% #. 
Cuneal, a. Having the form of a wedge, 42, Y2JB, 

FENITE 
Cuneate, Cuneated, a. Wedge-shaped, 4eje fry, Ax 

Cuneiform, Cuniform, a. 42fig, Jehgee; cunei- 
form letters, 44277. 

Cunning, a. Knowing, Fety, Pref, BEG. (LG; 

artful, FEN, ae ai AE AT Paes a oh AF ST, ie 

HF, Mey; urs, il at, aa. Wat, E(B 5 a cun- 

ning fellow, 7§}E A; a cunning rascal, G 

77H; he is as cunning asa fox, PRAM 

ME ie a. 
Cunning-man, n. fy EWEN. 
Cunningely, adv. 34, Ty MR, ie HR 

subtlety, CMa, LITG FH. 
Cunningness, n. Cunning, EIR, Fey. 
Cup, n. fh, 7, 12, Ht; a shallow cup, 3%, Ee; 

a deep cup, ER, $f; a wine cup, (UM, SR, 74 
$F; a tea-cup, 7, REL; a buses pals} 
BR; 2 butter-cup, PLAHH ; a custard cup, FA iF 
#2 covered tea-cup, Jay Ht, Fay#ihi a pencil-cnp, 
4eF-; the inlaid cup and sancer used at wed- 
dings, #4, 4% ; a Chinese cup and saucer, ff 

JERE, AEIEMK: «cup and a bowl, SPHWE: a 
set of cups, —EM ; 

g, 2 HR; «with 

give me one cup, {1—% | 

suffering, #R KE 2, WH. 
| Cup, v. t. Tf - 
| Cup-hearer, 

i& #¥; give me a cup of water, (i HH We ih MK; | 
only one cup, f43— 74%, FZ— {EH ; a cup used | 
as a lamp, 
ing cup, #*fk; to be in one’s cups, PRAK; he 
has got a cup too much, fr jh 9A; to turn 

FRESE; a silver cup, sf; the part- | 

down the cups on the stand, cg FF ; eup and can, | 
the 

fe i. | 
FDA; the cup ofa Aower , fe3¢, BF; 
cup of an acorn, fk, HEF BE; a a searifier, 

n. at attendant of a prince, #2}, 
BK EF pe, Jc BE, mR eB; an attendant at a 

feast, "iG, wis. 
Cup-rose, n. The poppy, pif Ft 4. 
Cup-shaped, a. Five. 

Cupboard, n. RENEE. RGN. ME, MAW, 
RI]. Hi 

Cupel, n. A small cup or vessel used in refining 

precious metals, Jf 4H. 
Cupel-dust, n. Powder used in purifying metals, 

TAB 
| Cupellation, n. The refining of gold, silver and 

some other metals in a enpel, Iii A HH. 
Cupid, n. The god of love, * 3 t# 7 mh. 

| Cupidity, n. Hankering, 4%, &. AB, BH, 
#8 ; covetousness, AAR. 

Cupola, n. A dome, AA, aan ite 2 a 

Cupped, pp. Wi fit Le 
Cupping-glass, n. Hk fi. 
Cupreous, a. Coppery, SPE ; consisting of copper, 

(RRS, SRBRONE. [a Ha. 
Cupressus cypress, n. ff Hi}; flat leaved cupressus, 
Cupula, Cupule, ». In botany, the cup of an 

acorn, $f. 
Cupuliferous, a. AE RR. 

rie" 

Cur, n. A degenerate dog, BS Fy, Hf {F-, FF7H; a 
worthless man, 4m¢-F Hf, 3 LR. 

Curable, a. That may be healed, HE, AT, BY 
a 34, B= 7; a curable disease, BF F "PE KE fR, 

TY BS 2 8- 
Curableness, n. W) Be #. 
Curacoa, n. A liqueur or cordial, flavored with 

crange peel, cinnamon and mace, Ht FEY. 

Curaey, Curateship, n. He fill ZK. 
Curate, n. A clergyman in the eburch of England, 

He Fifi; a stipendiary curate, Fl Pchip. 
Curator, n. One who has the care and superintend- 

ence of anything, St 4 3, St 4. (RAF RH 
the curator of an institution, SB, Be fe; cura- 
tor of a university, %Bz4t-+-; the curator of a 

musenm, AIOE. AFSL. HEI A: 
a guardian appointed by law, &a¢#8# B, 3 

ie ME. 
Curb, n. Curb of a bridle, FB #7 FH, FA ay 

restraint, #7 Hi, 4 Hi #; a frame or a wall 
round the mouth of a well, SEAM. 

Curb, vt. To restrain, $8, 4 oi, FE5R, FR, 

* In{China the women w orship the Site, who though 
#; the cup of blessing, nee the cup of a female, nearly corresponds to Cupid in her functions. 
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AeA Hy, SEE, ME I RCE: to. enrb 
one’s passions, ‘fil, JAR, , ANE, @ oe, il A, 
#k: to curb a horse, ays ty Fe = ; to curb 

ad JAR J; to curb one’s self, Fy rae “y; diffi- one, 4 
cenlt to curb one’s lusts, 38 Me He. 

Curb-stone, n. PS Hi 
Curbed, pp. #7 Hii, MEAG, FEAR; iB 
Curd, n. Curd of milk, BFL, FL IE, 9% = AEA TR * 

Ax, Bit. ? ae Ae PL ES Turned curd, J FL; bean 
eurd, 7; dried bean curd, 77; bean curd 
jelly, #5 ECE curd cakes, UF JECW,. 

Curd, v. t. To cause to coagulate, MiB, (FLEE. 

Curdle, v. 1, BE, BEE, SE, it, HERE. 
Curdled, pp. or a. Coagulated, Bei, SEs, tik 

SPL, BSN. 
Curdy, a. Like curd, EFL NRE, EZ Fe, BEE AS. 
Cure, n- The act of healing, fen yee Gig. WA 

WH; remedy, HEA, RAGA id; ; to engage 
to effect a complete cure, @J2; complete res- 

toration, B2ye+%, a8 Ti az 
Cure, v. ¢t. To heal, 2, aoe DDG, RE, REE, Tet, 
a, JE, JIE; to cure a disease, Kejy, ESHER ; 
to engage to cure one for a certain amount of 
money, @J #2, @] E247; to cure one of opium 

smoking, WR IEEE, WK REI: to cnre the evils 
of a bad hahit, Be #epj5; to cure the evils of a 

state, J? fal ¥e; to cure by drying, [ff¥; to cure, 

as meat, olives, &e., Mk, Af, BREA ; to cure fish, 

MEA, WG, HEA, PMs to cure fish by bury- 
ing, swe (i WN, Seg3H (i; to cure by smoking, 
HY; 10 cure, correct other things, #4; to cure 

tea, HIE. 
Cured, pp. or a. Healed, B38 ; cured by pickling, 

Hees ; cured by smoking, With : cured by using 
other ingredients for correction, }# ii. 

Cureless, a. That cannot he cured, 4tta% ny Be. 
Curer, n. A physician, BE4E, 324% ; curer of meat, 

&e., Mis. 
Curfew, n. The ringing of the bell or bells at 

night, as a signal to tbe inhabitants to rake 
up their fires and retire to rest, 3e3qi, RETA] /\ 

BASHAT SAL A HG ME LA 
Curing, ppr. heone BE de, 74; preparing for | 

preservation; Bit, Ve, (ya. 

Curing-house, n. GPF Re, BEA RR. 
Curiosity, n. A strong desire to see something 

novel, AP FEV, WHE Zt, EFM; curio- 
sity to see, fEAIUEi ; great curiosity to learn, $b 
AU, tb AMG: curiosity in dress, df UE fi ; 1) 2 

 * This expression should not be used, though it is the 
current one among the milkmen of Hongkong. 

5 an | 

object of curiosity, He, Hh, WH. WH, Hee, 
Phe, PEE; arare curiosity, 7y Hp; to value, as 
a curiosity, #4#f¢; a valuable curiosity, FH, 

fr fy EPG ; natural or rare curiosities, FE, 

RE; the curiosities of a place, th HEAR ; 
the curiosity of a town, HRA GH, MAB: 
curiosities’ shops, cis, A ag. 

Curious, a. Stronely desirous to see what is novel, 

STR, AFAR IOI, AAT FRAVR solieitons to 
see or to know, HH, A451, B40, #4: pry- 

ine, PRO, PEA, APT UT TAG, He MBPE As 
curious in seeking strange things, JAY ; careful 
not to mistake, FE Wt}, AF 4M th; solicitous in 
selection, or difficult to please, #€ 74 4B WR, 
MERLE; made with care, 4 7 Ae fm, fi 7 

3%: curious workmanship, #0, 77, HL; 
singnlar, Mi wvlhe, Ae HAs, eB Ay; a curious 

avin, HI2MENE. ZPERIEIC, EAM. 
Curiously, adv. In a singular manner, 39, Zé 

BR, BETS: inquisitively, FRYR, PE; curiously 

made, (Fe 7% #8 Sat, (E75 Hh; neatly done, ffx 
44-6 SE; unusually, FA, AP. 

Curiousness, n. See Curiosity. ~ 
Curl, v. #. To form into ringlets, #E FH, # Ht ; to 

coil, as a serpent, Ht, H2IM ; to twist, Bef; to 
curl the hair, ##52; enrl it up, FEHB. 

Curl, v. 7. To hend in contraction, Fee, FETE; to 

rails eter, Hii; to roll over at the summit, as 

wayes, MEP; to shrink, #74 ; to curl down in 
a corner, #eFH#—{p. 

Curl, n. A ringlet of hair, $2, #836, #852, 432; 
eurls on children, §%; undulation, 7p Z Mi ; 

a winding in the grain of wood, AZ see. 

Curled, pp. or a. Turned or formed into ringlets, 

Ys, PHB. 
Curling, ppr. or a. Bending, fe #2, FER. 

Curling, n. A game on the ice, PRR. 

Curling-irons, Curling-tongs, ». pl. An instru- 
ment for curling the hair, #836 Eh, #eSeHf. 

Curlingly, adv. #8. 

Curly, x. Curly hair, #836 , #852, 52, Jaya, FS; a 
curly mane, Bee, Hs ; full of ripples, HEM As. 

Curly -headed, Curly-pat ted, a. #58 0H 52, G8 ENR, 

Ae Se fig. 
Curmudgeon, n. An avaricious, churlish fellow, 

Sp SRE, WEBI, HEB IE. 
Currant, n. A small kind of dried grape, Jr#yaqi 
FW, PEEL ; the fruit of a well known 
shrub helonging to the genus ribes, ZiZ&F, 

i ea ae 

Currency, A flowing, passing or running, 3 
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re, 3 FT. Gwe ; a continued course in public 

opinion, 8 tGMER, IA 2 Ie, D8 LE ; local 
currency, 3 ¥€ ; director of currency, Kw] HR- 

Current, a. 

(EL, HER, TAR, 3 FTL ES, WLS LES; current 
expenses, 2% By “6 JFL: current use, $M JH; price | 
cuir rent, |} ff Hf ; current or popular custom, 3if | 
#7, FM; the current year, Ht4f, 4 4e; cur- 
oat fluent speech, g 44 ine Fl. 

Current, n. Current, as of a river, #¢, JEU; the 

eurrent of a river, jaf #€ ; 2 favorable current, 
Ate ; adverse current, mege, Ui He ; a rapid 
current, 4ci#é ; a cross current, tir 7¥é- 

Currently, adv. In constant motion, ew, ji He 
generally, ACHE, we; it is currently reported, 

NM Kok, 3a, iM fH ; it is currently believed, 2 

fa il 5 te 

Curriele, x. A chaise or carriage, with two wheels, 
drawn by two horses abreast, —iij Hi, —22 Hi. 

Curriculum, n. A race-course, fa HI RR. 
Curried, pp. or a, Curried, as leather, [fyi JR, YE 

if JX. 
Currier, n. A man who dresses and colors leather 

after it is tanned, fk lr, ZK, AJP, 

Pe. Hee, $a. SH, AM, ee 
Currish, a. Brutal, #87; snarling, HF 3H; ma- | 

lignant, Da AF. 
Curry, Curry powder, n. IMB}, Aah, eg FE 
He ; curry stuff, BUR ATA curry sauce, Wy) ME | 
4é; curry fowl, Bg # SE. 

Curry, v. t. To dress leather after it is tanned, fig 

Be MEV. eRe. (EE, TA ok RR, MME: to curry a 
horse, jl) 5 , #55 ; to curry one’s coat, #7 J\; to 
curry one another, #147, #H4N, FALK; to tickle 

by flattery, to curry favor, #448 , HK ; to cur- 
ry favor by present, @tA. 

Curry-comhb, n. fa, Ejay, Botig, Bg ail. 
- Currying, ppr. Currying, as a horse, ii, #. 

Curse, v. t.; pret. and pp. cwrsed, curst. To utter 
a wish of evil against one, 4, Sha 
ik. kik ; to curse and scold, 5 Fe ; to injure, 
= J\, WNSE; to call for viiscllibg: or injury to fall 

upon, 238 Kew, MP EB, IAAL; to curse 
one, Hf. 

Curse, v. 7. ‘lo utter imprecations, HK5}, ZEY2 ; to 
curse and swear, His 5i!42 Jha. 
dee A a ee EH, ale; to bea pure 
I L> Wt ; to utter a curse, Heat 
We a ae rests upon them, #f ¥R PR ZE Ree 
fb JAM. 

Flowing, i; circulating, 3m 77, 34 | 
We, 1 (% ; current coin, jH¥¥ ; current price, 3H | 

AE, Oe | 

Cursed, pp. Execrated, ij ; to be cursed, Jill, 

Peo, ARG, Wal, PILE ; a cursed fellow, #8 vi 
| ALPEN, HRS; a cursed woman, FRA RE; 

aleamnnable; PRUNE, PLA ; to be the chief of the 
cursed, wa TE. 

| Cursedly, aie: We lL AVS. 
Cursedness, n. State of being under a curse, HR 5, 
Curser, n. One ie ho LU ae, a. La 

| Cursing, ppr. Stall, HSE 
| Cursive, a. Running, flowing, #4, FF; cursive 

| hand, or running hand-writing, Bi #, #7 ¥, 

er. 
| Cursorily, adv. Ina running or hasty manner, 

HERR, oy ae, 38 Ae. 

Cursory, a Gi: HE, E.G, PERK, ul, BE, Te ’ 
superficial, 2 aj HL, WEAS, JHAS; a cursory view, 

HEA EAT. UTED, AARWEIS ; cursory 
men, runners, #432. 

Curst, a. Hateful, detestable, 34) af "FE, Fit Bia AY ; 
malignant, fi BE, Be Pil Be. 

Curtail, v. t. To shorten, #49, 4) 48, 4 aq. fi, 
nee, "49 ; to cut off the end or a part, elif, 
ij ey, BYE ; to curtail one’s wages, #4] ALR. 

Curtail-step, n. The lowest step ina flight of stairs, 
ending at its outer extremity in a scroll, eZ 

{KA 
Curtailed, pp. AB, SFG, Ash, EB. 

Curtailing, ppr- AR, BR, A. Um. 

Curtain, m. BR, OE, WB, AEE, BE, WE, AR, WL ME, 
We, WEIDE ; bed-curtain, usually called mosquito- 

curtain, WHE, FRE ; window curtains, Aipgf ; 

cloth curtains, 7p; door curtain, PY he; a 
stage curtain, Bk he ; to raise the curtain, Hk 
He, Ie, BASS ; to drop the curtain, 7% wR, 
Ise; to close a scene, 3¢—H{; to draw the 
curtain, JAPPipfé ; to open the mosquito-curtain, 
Jip BA HE ; behind the curtain, in secret, MEH, 
Weer, #,; curtain fringes, hehe 5; curtain 
hooks, #yne£y ; curtain gauze, HXHERS ; a car- 
riage curtain, #£, Wiz; a tender curtain, a 
mother, 2%; the curtain becoming thin, wo- 

| men losing their modesty, WE 7aj 7 ; the cur- 
fain of a fort, 7 S23 4 ; tents, he, Sie. 

Curtain-lecture, n. Reproof given in hed by a wife 
| to her hushand, PEoAGK, PEI eas 
Curtal, n. A horse or dog with a docket tail, fq 

JER. 
Curtal, a. Brief, curt, 4, #7 Wr pth, WETS 

ak - 
Curvated, a. Bent in a regular form, th, 24k, 

| bate 
RR 
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Curvature, n. qf Bi ; curvature of a spine, hae, 
224 ; curvature in mathematics, py. 

Curve, a. Bending, $y, #8 fh; crooked, ph, Ji 
iy ; inflected in a regular form and forming 
part of a circle, FH, #85. 

Curve, n. A bending without angles, RH, Bt F ; 

* a curved line, ph. 
Curve, x. t. To bend, , 47k, 48, FT SF, FT 
A 47: to crook, sy Sh, A th , Jey BR; curve 
it » seat jf AE. 

Cane, pp. or a. Bent, Sih, 2h, 4 TE, 5 
BAG; 5 crooked, itt, Ji Hy, ‘iB tay? [ik , FAL pe ; 

eee #2 2 ; curved lines, th At, West; a curved 
line, 44 ; curved forceps, arf 5 a curved 

> needle, gf ; a curved ae fait JJ. 
Gurvet, n. 4 /E AR 5 a prank, PEWS. 
Curyet, v To leap, to bound, jeg ; to spring 

and aed a curvet, %* 3k; to lerp and frisk, Jk 

> we. 

Curvilinear, Curvilineal, a. Consisting of curve 
. lines, ph, Aya. Hae Ay- 

Curving, ppr. Bending in a regular form, fj, 
teh th fy, $475 (vj ; crooked, ph, Jah, S8ah 

* Curvity, n. A bending ina regular form, $2 fh 3. 
Cuscuta, n. Dodder, ewe He. 
Cushion, n. A pillow for a seat, Py %L, Fy He, By 

“if; a small sofa cushion, #§#4; a long cush- 
ion, fel; a saddle cushion, Ee, be AB; a 

. cushion to kneel upon, 3, F# 4, Hepa; to 
be beside the cushion, H!3% ; to hit on the eush- 

ion, #prfs, 74k; to miss the cushion, | 
ILA, ARIE ; a leather cushion, ye th. 

Cushion, v.¢. To seat on a cushion, AB HLL. 
Cushioned, pp. or a. Furnished with cushions, 

$i ity, FEM. 
Cusp, ». The horn of the moon, fq ; in mathe- 

matics, the point at which two curves, or two 
branches of the same curve meet, BE. 

Cuspated, a. Pointed, 42. 
Cuspidal, a. Ending in a point, 4g. 
Cuspidate, Cuspidated, a. Having a sharp end, 42 
Cuspidor, n. HERE, BEG. Fé fy. 
Custard, n. A composition of meat, eggs, sweet- 

ened and baked or boiled, FE ¥, * OTE Hh 3 
to boil custard, (G5 Jp. 

Custard-apple, n. Bromelia, AHR, EMR. 
Custody, n. A keeping, SPH, RAF a, At 

imprisonment, Fe Re RE ; to be in custody, 
ApH ; defense from. a foe, PR AEDRRL; in safe 
custody, #2. 

‘ In the South of China. 

Custom, n. _ Established Aeeues IE, EEA, Ae. 
Wl; established practice, HIB, 72H; to give 
one’s custom to a tradesman, #3; let me 

have your custom, 3} #41 4%; it is his custom, 

‘Hee ; it is his custom to go there, "StH fx, 
IH; it is not my custom to act in that way, 
Ie |r HR ; custom is second nature, | AX, 
AAV HN YR; the Chinese custom, Be Jy, jae 
AFAR, HE Ge ; the custom of the world, 

TE fe. 
Custom, v.7. See Accustom. 
Custom, n. Tax, customs, #f, Ft fig, fay FR ; mari- 

time custom-house duties, ¥Efiq; collector of 
‘customs, BY 4h, BAADAA, ie R- 

Custom-house, n. 49 PI. BIT, BRAS, BEI, BARR, 
€bi3] ; custom-house officers, PEE, iE AB, 

HEC ES 22, eB A. erin. BA a Py; to 
slip the custom-house, 4/385 (J, [E] #4; customs’ 
eruizers, 3% fP, St AL HE; the officers of the 
customs’ guard-boats, 47. 

Customable, a. Common, 4 29 fry; habitual, fA, 

THRE, TEE UW 4; subject to the payment of 
the duties, called customs, At PE, Bei AEAG, 

sa, ATA 
Customably, adv. WAIBFB. 
Customary, a. According to custom, {foil WB SB4B, 

Hae till, WA AS] ; customary presents, ‘HF f5ll "BE 
ne, JAP Ay ; customary walk, HAH BE, Nea 
jhe FF ; accustomed, fF. 

Customed, a. See Accustomed. 

Customer, n. One who frequents any place of sale 
for the purpose of purchasing goods, RY, = 
ja, FAV; you are his constant customer, 
re Fee ; an ugly customer, BE%e PE, We 

UE RRNA. 
Custos, n. A keeper, Sp 3%, Mp. 
Cut, v. t.; pret. and pp. cut. To eut with a small 

knife, Zi], #%, J; to cut with a large knife, 
itif ; to cut with scissors, BY; to cut, as timber, 

Wy, £&, BRK ; to cut with a pivot shear, #%; to eut 

or engrave, AZ¥i], Til, FZ); to cut, as gems, 
JK ; to carve, as meat, 4; to cut, kill, asa pig, 
ft] : to cleave, HR, H), Bi, BA; to cut, to form, 

‘fi ; to penetrate, to effect deeply, Wh, AD, 
AL Hl ii ; to cross, to intersect, #§ ; to cross, 
# iE 3 to castrate, qi] ; to cut across, to pass by 
a shorter road, J#@, ASSIA, RAMEE; to 
cut apart, £§ Bf Ei] 7; to cut asunder, Sijfe Ayes, 

BY DBA ; to cut away, Hs. U0 Je AF we, 
# RH; to cut away the painters, [gy AAs; to cut 
down, to fell, K, tif ; to cut down trees, (EAN; to 



cut down, asan enemy, iy BE, FSS: to depress, 
FRA; to humble, 4p V2, G2 A SLI ; to si- | 

lence, JE (1; to cut off, HA, WA, KA, BBA, 
FP fs; to cut off in chips, FJ, wi; to cut off 
the head, Wy DH, ij Fy; to cut the flesh from 
the hones, Yi); to cut off the ears of corn, 4 ; 
to cut off the ears, #i] Lf ; to cut off the ears asa | 
punishment, Hey, Ii], gk ; to cut off the nose, ¥jJ 
#; to cut off the nose as a punishment, fl, $i]; 
to cut off the hair, #5] 52, $2, jt 32; 
the cue, #iJ}## ; to cut off the branches of trees, 
J0L; to cut off a leg, Aaj JH; to cut off the feet, 

BE, JHE, IU, WINE 5 to extirpate, FD DR | 
M4, Hd, Fi), All, Wel; to put to death untime- 
ly, KH RE, HB; to cut off all intercourse, #4 
2, PH, “Fi 7 Wiz; to cut off affections, i] Fe ; 
to cut off posterity, #4 fm), #47 ; to cut off one’s 
retreat, #4 2%, #4 A Gir PR; to cut off one’s 
recources, it f@; heaven does not cut off men’s 
recources, FIG NV $4; heaven has cut me 
ott, KK pl -F; to separate, Zp Hi], Hl) be 3 to remove, 
te Je: to take away, Wd; to end, to finish, 4g 

#4; to cut off an heir, to disinherit, Xf ji} ; to 
cut offacock’s head, F201; to cut one off from 

the church, ila Ei? Be tht ZS ILA, 

#8 He Ze; to cut olf all conientions, ¥% SF fa ; 
to cut off with shears, #& 3 HY ; tocut on, to hast- 
en, , $tE; to urge or drive in siriking, to 
quicken blows, 347; to cut open, Fi) Bi, OBA; to 
cut out garments, #yAe, HACE; to cut out a 
pattern, Akf-F; to remove a part by cutting 

or carving, FZ; to cut out a figure, Z{, Wes 

{f-; to scheme, s#, $44, HR RE; to prepare, to 
cut even, #j, 4] #%; to step in and take the 

place of, 4 #4; to cut out a ship, 2 fl, wh HE 

Wi; to cut short, to hinder from proceeding by 
sudden interruption, #& {£, PH #k; to shorten, 
HAG, El, By AF; to cut up, to cut in pieces, 

HAE, 4h, WAM. BLRE, WARE, IPE, LAB 10 
cut up meat, HJ pfy; to eradicate, fj jx; to cut 
upa dead body, fl) 5G; tocut up fire-wood, PAE; to 

cut one’s acquaintance, ‘Ac, A Ac, HBL ACHE a ; 
to cut a piece of bread, 4] 3 Hi 1; to cut a 

man’s throat, $i J\84; to cut one’s own throat, 
Aa, AS), $ESA; to cut a book, WRF; to cut. 
the heard, il) $4; to cut the hair, §f 4z; to cut 
a vein, Jk fil; to cut the ground, # FA, ke 3) 
tocut the sea, Wi }z 
FT PER; to cut grass, AE, XJHL; to cut rice, 

#17, HE; to cut the grass under one’s feet, ¥] 

to cut off 

| 

; to cut a ball, Wa AT Pa | 

OUT 

timber, fe to eut a fee, Hit Hat fk 5 to one a 
figure, 33h BA je to cut a poor figure, 5 > Wie a Jz AI 3 5 

{iam PL FE ; to cut glass, FPP; to cut hemp, 
HE itt; to cut the bark, WME; to cut a body to 
pieces, ff #ij JL; to cut one’s wages, Fi] TR; 
may your race Le cut off, Ty RSI; to cut and 
plane, i], S£; cut it open, ae to cut in slices, 

4): WE; to cut the teeth, Hi FZ; to cut in 
pieces, as a punishment, veil, KER; to cat 
into, fi] fy; to cut a notch, Fj; to cut witha 

saw, gt; to een with a knife, JA) Fl, (i) Bi ; 
to cut a channel, fy 42; to cut a capon, Faj¥e. 

Cut, v. 7. To pass into and Sage ‘EBA; to cut for 
a stone, “Fil a i Ay, Hl Wl) Ge uk 4G; to cut in, 

ri AU. 
Cut, pp. or a. Divided, as cut and dried, prepared 

for use, #5 fips, UY (A, Bee (ae 
Cut, n. A gash, 20, JJ, JJG; a blow or cut 

with a stick, —##; a blow or cut witha 
sword, — iif; a blow with a whip, —#/; a chan- 

nel made by cutting or digging, #F,#2.Jif;a cut 
through a mountain, #2 [lj FB; a good cut of 
beef, —-3# 4 y ; a cut or slice, —}?, —i], FF; 

a short cut of a road, 4# @, j#i 5%; to take a 
short cut, #85% 3; a cut in books, # (% fal; a 

cut of landscayes, Jf lal, la] ; the cut or stamp 
on which a picture is carved, and by which it 
is impressed, #X [aa]; the cut of one’s dress, 42 

4 AMER, ext; the Peking cut, HIRE, Hi 
5k, Fixl; the Parisian cut, AAAs; cut and 

longtail, men ofall kinds, # f& J\ 2%. 
Cut-purse, n. Hi) tif CPE, IN, BYTE, EAE, NBR. 
Cut-throat, n. A murderer, Wij¥e, Gil FA YO BE, ib 

=F; cut-throat friendship, * Wiz. 

Cut-water, n. The fore-part of a ship’s prow, or 
knee of the head, which cuts the water, #£ fF. 

Cutaneous, a. Belonging to the skin, jkMPE, Ke Ae 
cutaneous diseases, RAG, KG ZR, EIS MF, 

Cuteh, Catechu, n. gE Lyi, Prag. 
Cuticle, n. The ereriae cout of the skin, J3, 

JE, RZ, AZ GR, ARS; the external 
covering of the bark of a plant, iby a thin 
skin formed on the surface of liquor, 7, } 

Jk TOME [fe )- 
Cutlass, n. A broad curving sword, FEJJ, WAIJ, 
| Cutler, n. FETE, Ji lr. 
Cutlery, n. FB, $F 
Cutlet, n. A small Biete of meat for cooking, — 
Je; cutlet fowl, 7 a) 42. 

Cutter, n. One who cuts, #4; an instrument 

HE, Ri A ZA; to cut a gem, HK Az; to cut | * Said to express the tenderest fr iendship. 
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that cuts, JJ; a foretooth, PY+F# py; a small 

boat used by ships of war, KAZ; a fast boat, 
Teh, Pepe; a revenue cutter, iM fh. 

Cutting, ppr. or a. Cutting with a small knife, 
2, HJ; cutting with a large knife, if; cutting 
with scissors, Bf ; cutting with an ax, fk, ii; 
deeply affecting with shame and remorse, jfij 

WS; Keen, fff. 
Cuttings, n. pl. Remnants, eH) PE WF, HK ER. 
Cuttingly, adv. Hil Fk. 
Cutting-bill, n. mH. 
Cutting-board, n. AfitK. 
Cuttle, Cuttle-fish, n. B@, Bik, BA; the 

octopus or eight-armed cuttle-fish, He, AA ; 
cuttle-fish bone, Jf G2}, (4B ; a foul mouthed 
fellow, 4h O fé. 

Cwt. 
hundred weight), AiiiH#. 

Cyanas, n. The water lily, 5a 7€. 
Cyanella capensis, n. BSI) ZE- 
Cyanie acid, n. YP ae ARE. 
Cyanogen, n. An essential ingredient in Prussian 

blue, Awe, FERER- 
Cyathiform, a. In the form of a cup, a 

widened at the top, JHA #REF, JH AgIE. 
Cycas, n. AFFITT FS; cycas revoluta, JAE HE. 
Cyele, n. A cycle of 60 years, #6 AF, V+ AE 

little 

An abbreviation of a centumweight (a | 

F-; to complete a cycle, AEFE AA; a cycle of five | 
years )Jy 342; a cycle of ten years, ~ 3; the 
cycle of one’s life, divided into smaller cycles 
of five and ten years, “pig; the cycle of the 
moon, or golden number, or Metonic cycle, #; | 
the eyele of the sun, or solar cycle, a period 
of 28 years, Ai (EI (*—-+ /\4E) ; an imagin- 
ary orb or circle in the heavens, {#RG; a | 
cycle of knowledge, 41H; to form a cycle, JX 
3H; a cycle of years, Jf¥jgi; cycle of twenty 
eight asterisms, ——-- /\7iq- 

Cycloid, n. FE xR. 

Cyclometry, n. The art of measuring cycles and 
circles, EB, tr, &. 

Cyclopean, n. Hifi J. 
Cyclopedia, Cyclopedia, n. The circle or compass 

of the arts and sciences, AEA HK, AES at, 
=F lal @, (AGG Hi et ZEM. See Encyclopedia. 

Cyclops, n. sing. and a HMR J; the kingdom of 

the cyclops, § 18 \ El, — Bl fl. 
Cyclostomous, a. Having a circular mouth or 

aperture, FF MR. 
Cydonia japonica, n. pipe. 
Cygnet, n. A young swan, i, KRETF- 

| Ozarowitz, n. 

Cylinder, n. A long circular body of uniform 
diameter, and its extremities forming equal 
parallel circles, Aly, SE) #8, EYRE; cylinder 
of steam engines, {4pAj; upright cylinder, + 
lA] fi; horizontal eplintias FALE] aa. 

Cylindric, Cylindrical, «. AM, BAe. RA 
If; cylindrical box, 4e[z]#; cylindrical slide, 

TIE GH. 
| Oylindriform, a. RAE 
Cymatium, n. The top molding of a cornice, #% 

Hr SADT. 
Cymbal, n. A musical instrument of brass in a 

circular form, like a dish, about six or eight 
inches in diameter, Sa3R, § BEG, AIM; stall 
cymbals, WE. 

Cymbidium, n. 2B 0M, FEHR, FEXEHD; cymbi- 
diwm ensifolium, ¥R FE ; cymbidium lanci- 

folium, BAMA ; cynbidium wiphiifolium, FF 

Cyme, Cyma, n. A kind of penicle, that has the 
appearance of an umbel, like those of the com- 
mon lawrustinus, or elder-bush, (ff JEI}Z. 

Cynanchea tonsillaris, ». IPE IREPRE, wes gi, WHA. 
Cynanchum sibilicum, n. | ff. 

| Cynic, Cynical, a. Having the qualities of a surly 

dog, Fy EM, FATES; snarling, wk aR ME: au- 
stere, fig. 

Cynic, n. A surly or snarling man, $e 3a" \ Ja 

WR, 1 AE A. | a. 
Cynicism, n. Austerity, Fay 3, BER ZK 

Cynics, n. pl. A sect of snarling philosophers, 

who valued themselves on their contempt of 

riches, of arts, sciences, and amusements, Jay#y 

ASA, KP A. 
Cynomorium, n. fy ii. 
Cynosure, n. The constellation of the little bear, 

JER. 
Cypher, n. See Cipher. 

Cyphonism, n. PSEA 2 6 BLS TE 2. 
Cyprea, n. A, AF. 

| Cypress, n. Cupressus, fa ti}, iy fa. ta, EGER. 
Cyprinus, n. See Carp. 
Cyst, Cystis, n. A bag which ineludes morbid 

matter in animal bodies, #é(f-,JE¥E Aye Z Aa. 
Cystitis, n. Inflammation of the bladder, jes. 
Cystotomy, n. The act or practice of opening cysts, 

HE. 
| Ozar, n. A king, chief, , =f, S 4; title of the 

Emperor of Russia, [Hk 4k #7 5! 2 AF. 
The title of the eldest son of the 

Czar 0 of t Russia, i LF Zi. 
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D. 
The fourth letter of the English alphabet, | 

* Denk FEE OF; D, 500, HA; VY, 5000, | 
UF; M. D., Doctor of medicine, #2 AE, Fe 
Be4-+ ; D. D., Doctor of Divinity, He 4+ ; | 
del., deleatur, ff; p.M., dextra manu, with the | 
right hand, JA #7; D.O. M., Deo optimo mac- | 
imo, to the highest, best God, #/&BEZE 
WG; D., denarius, penney, 78g. 

Dab, v.t. To sivike gently with the hand, gs #1, 

SIT, HHA, F-4A, HE FFT ; to strike gent- 
ly with some soft or moist substance, #E WE RENP. 

Dab, n. A gentle blow with the hand, 4 $f Mp, 

RAFGA, MM IGA, KFS — IP; a small 
lump or mass of anything soft or moist, — 4 
Ye; something moist or slimy thrown on one, 

PEIEHE, tik, —F¥, —& ; one who is expert, 

WF 
Dabbed, pp. Ae A4tiih, FAS, ETE US AGS. 
Dabble, v.t. To moisten, J ifi, WHR, fee, FES; 

to sprinkle, jf; to spatter, IKKE, Lyk; to 
wet by little dips or strokes, #¥i#, HEA (B. 

Dabble, v.7.'Toplay in water, Jac gi, 4aFh 7k, 

PRK, tak HLF ; to play in mud and water, fs 
AK Ye wa ; to touch here and there, #eHENP ; 
to dabble one’s hands in blood, =F He a, HEF 
Fé fy ; to do any thing in a superficial manner, 

PES EEE, Sak, Hale, HIE. 
Dabbler, n. One who plays in water or mud, fc 
VO, PAAKE 5 a superficial meddler, 4; py 

PEN, 3S REP. 
Dabster, n. One who is skilled, 79 F ; a master of 

his business, 4-2. 
Dace, n. Leuciscus xanthurus, HE gk 3 leucis- 

cus molitorella, + i%, mE AA. 
Dactyl, n. A poetical foot consisting of three syl- 

lables, the first long and the others short, (— 

==). = 8 i. 
Dactylology, n, The act of communicating 

thoughts by the fingers, (ds (RR, LIF 

&; the art of communicating thoughts by the 

fingers, $iiah, HEA. 
Dad, Daddy, n. Father, #2, 2B, AX, WE. 
Dado, n. The die or square part of a pedestal, #£ 

4. 
Dedalian, a. Formed with art, Rik, F5 fit. 

== 

Daff, Daffe, n. A stupid, blockish fellow, Sify, 
Daff, v. t. To toss aside. See Doff. A. 
Daffodil, n. A plant of the genus narcissus, of a 

deep, yellow hue, eA (2), 4 4, BE MM, 
Be (6. [ PE. 

Dag, n. A loose end, as of locks of wool, ff RE, Pili 
Dagger, n. A short sword, i), HJ, #8, LA; 

a dirk, J\JJ, BG; daggers-drawing, FRA 

K, WII, HEAT, 1. PF HER. 
Dagegle, v. t. To trail in mud or wet grass, EZR, 

4a, WAVE BP ; to dirty, as the lower end of a gar- 
ment, #ij%. 

Daggle, v. i. To run through mud and water, #4 

JE. 
Dagele-tail, a. Having the lower ends of gar- 

ments defiled with mud, AAR IEE, #2 AA 

PVE MTS: 
Daggled, pp. Feith AE, Hea ih Zeer. 
Daguerrotype, x. A method of fixing images of 

objects on polished metal plates hy the camera 

obscura, 2278, $e a ee. 

| Dablia, n. Wyn aE ze. 
Daily, adv. ora. Day by day, every day, H A, 49: 

H, KK, 4K; daily expenses, 9 JA; daily 
increasing, A #%, A ag; daily increasing fami- 

ly, 4E 1 H&E ; a daily task, A; to come dai- 

ly, HAL (AS), dif BBE ; a daily paper, A aR; 

daily renovation, A%f; daily getting better, 
H &f— #1 ; daily improvement in health, q 9 

kE-fj, A #&—H; daily improvement in con- 

duct, A3é, HEA YF ; daily bread, #% 8 ZB, 

4), EZ; daily food, 7° B Nhe, B 
Hy; of daily occurrence, FHS, AB A 

2. 
Daint, a. Delicate, elegant, 3E4F, SCF. 
Daintily, adv. With nice regard to what is well 

tasted, AIK, "Blk, Hegede B ; ceremoniously, 

duit Hpi; to move daintily, 454549$h, SB 
Siyit 

| Daintiness, n. Delicacy, Ik, 0K, IRR. 
Dainty, a. Pleasing to the taste, ai, Sen, A 

Usa, AEG ; dainty viants, BRU, AERPIR 
dainty in respect to food, Ak Gr #8 BH ; scrupu- 

lous in manners, fie ; elegant, 6B, 34 ; 
effeminately beautiful, 4 f ; dainty hands, 4% 



x, tiie; dainty-bits, 4 en asa ie 
TE BF. 

Dainty, n. Something nice and delicate to the 
taste, or a delicacy, I, kf BIG, EB, BY, 

Dainty-mouthed, a. ide GREE SUR. Ge 
Dairy, n. The whole establishment nae 

milk, Fg, FLA, We FL ZI ; the place, room, 
or house, where milk is set tor cream, managed 

and converted into a or cheese, BE FL 
pasture-land, 4% fi, 43} 

Dairy-house, Danes -room, n. FU, FLFR: 
Dairy-maid, n. FA FL 4, es 
Daisy, n. 7§%4 3 white daisy, 4 se38. 
Dalai-Lama, n. 36 Hf HK. 
Dale, n. A vale or valley, ¢, Wa 
Dalliance, n. Interchange of caresses, #} 4 , 4 SE, 
~ FARR [iF 3 conjugal embraces, or commerce of 

sexes, [i 4 
Dally, v. i. ‘'o amuse one’s self with idle nye iJ 

aE: BXae» Bk FFs Ne Bio fEcih, yi Wh, WB, ond 4 EkS 

to interchange caresses, #i BE, js; to lose 
time in idleness and trifies, ye ke ge ; to dally 

with words, a@ijJagi. RUE. EOE 
Dally, v. t. Lo delay, $j HF, RHE DA, LL 
HAE, GLUE. 

Dallying, ppr. Delaying, 7H {ij ; trifling, BY FR ; 
fondling, toying, #HEkSe, Ls: 

Dam, n. A female parent (used of some quadru- 
peds), #8, 4&6, #3; a human mother Gn con- 
tempt), ie. 

Dam, n. A mole, a bank, JEY', Ki], UE, BK HA, | 

iF, Bex HY, Ly, We vel. 
Dam, v. ¢. ‘lo make a dam, ef Sk, Se Fe, Fy | 

1 SE 10 dam up, Sed al, HB, Ls 
dam up water, Z€/%jak, Wi #erKe 5 to repair 
a dam, (Ik, (Se [eye ; to coniine from escap- 

ing, fal {. 
Damage, u. Injury, i, 8, Os 0, HS, Wy aes | 

the estimated HOUR Eu in money jor harm or 
damage sustained, FE #L Hs Hh Ah HE ; 10 pay dam- 

ages, Fj Ae aL gh, as (@ i ; to assess damages, 
fe HAL, JE Ws Hy; to sustain damages, 5 3z , Be 

ns loss, SPS Zh, Sei 2. 
Damage, v. t. Lo injure, #, #4. WE, FAS, Ba, 

We he, FRE, MY HE, Hy te, BEDE; to damage goods 

by seawater, WiKi BE, AN WAI A iB I 
* damage one’s reputation, Ba A te é 44 Wee. 

‘Datnage, v. i. Lo receive harm, 5 
“Damageable, a. 1 (B, We, Wy ae 
‘Damaged, pp. or a. {§ jf, $640, da ith ; goods 
» damaged by sea-water, pak igs’; not atraid 

&, Gh, wR. |— 

‘DAM 

of peing damaged by w water, A ii ak is he 
damaged his name, {f #3 { WE, Bik 1th. 

| Damar, n. See Dammar, Dammer. 
| Damascene, n. A particular kind of plum, now 
| pronounced damson, ip. 

Damask, n. Strong silk, Fr,%; thin glossy damask, 
#e, (ee; damask linen, AZE th, A Ai. 

| Damasken, Damaskeen, v. ¢. ‘lo make imeisions in 

iron, steel, &e., aud fill them with gold or sil- 
| ver wire for ornament, $i 24> #e. 
| Damaskin, n. AEE A si). 
| Damassin, n. A damask cloth interwoven with 

flowers of gold and silver, py. 
Dame, * n. A lady, 3g \; a mistress, WW}, Kk, 
| fk; + y an old scnool-dame, fiji 4; a younger 
| school-dame, Fifi. 
| Dammar, Dammer, n. Kea yh. 
| Damn, v.t. ‘'o sentence to eternal torments in a 

| future state, ZE YB AUK, PRIA We dak, ESA 
JEVE Wa gak, GET le jak 3 to decide to be wrong, 
&e. d&e., ihe Avs» ii Avi ie As Pl to cen- 

| SErehk Ti 4.42; to condemn by hissing, &e., we 
| va id ef 

| Danaus a. That aay be damned, W) 7 7% Hh FR, 
| AR ZE; odious, Fy BE, WE AYy, iRIBE; pernicious, 3 

HJ, 7/5 a damnable doctrine, 4pzx, FH) BZ 
Damnably, adv. Odiously, 4 iii. |B. 

| Damnation, n. Sentence or condemnation to ever- 

lasting punishment in the future state, Fy 

WARE ; io bring damnation upon one’s sell, 
BH WSE RR, § “FE; || to suffer eternal damna- 

Lon, SE Ane Zo Be Hak Zo HE. 
Damned, pp. or a. Sentenced to everlasting punish- 

ment, 78 Hh jak HA ACI, SAKE Zi, TA 
Jet Sli fak, ARES 7 5 condemned, BAZ, EA 

3 ; detestable, Hy a, Ve eA, WE, EB. 
Damnify, v. ¢. To hurt, to injure, #, {g. 
ne ppr. Dooming to endless punishment, 

ESE 7S - 
Dam, n. Moist, humid, #), #4, HR, FSG4, Ma, 

i=, ti, WB, isi; damp aur, #4394; damp ground, 

Gk IW, (aa, AF; damp, tidal ground, - j)jfA; to 
become damp, #€%4, PE}; to become damp 
again, §#4 pH); low anddamp, Syys, /PyG ; damp 
and rotten, Sesh. 

Damp, n. Humidity, #4, jy); fog, Be; damps, 3% 
5; choke-damp, peAi sa, ase: 

| 

* =e fiis not used in direct address. + EAE ne frequelitt 
| ly been rendered dame, but means empress, queen. 

t Delegates’ version. || American edition, Presbyterian 
Mission Press, Shanghai, 1 Cor. 15,29. 
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Damp, v. t. To moisten, 7%, (RUE, HUE, FATE: 
. to damp one’s ardor, PRALSR IR, PILAR, BB 
i. 

Damper, n. That which damps or checks, Jif; the 
damper of a violin or pianoforte, == JR. 

ioe phee ppr. Chilling, 3% J\ $3 3a. 
Dampish, a. 27%, RAE. 
ess, n. Moisture, as me air, al oe 

bas) 

ape, (damoiselle and demoiselle) n. A young 
~ woman, Aft, Watt, ARM, Bmw fF, PARE. Shee, 
BA, AAC. NA. 

Rete, Mit. Damson, n. Hie, I\Hie. SHE, 
Danee, v. 7. To leap and spring, Mk RE: to leap or 

move with measured steps, Bk#E, Pk My PBs, V2, 

BERR, FEN: to dance attendance, 70, HRA 
~ BERR, PRP; to dance to every man’s pipe, Pk 

HRN, HR EN Ek; to dance before 
the spirit, kwh; to dance for joy, BREET. 

Dance, n. A tune, by which dancing is regulated, 

De se. 
Dancer, n. BEEZ. 

Dancing-master, n. DEERE, ATR GE. 
Dancing-school, n. HGRA. 
Dandelion, n. Leontodon Chinensis, ij 3, Fi 

Bre. 
Dandle, v. ¢. To shake or jolt on the knee, as an 

infant, AN/PY, 74 0 6 Al) RY HE FE ITE BL GF; to 
fondle, 4A, iq [iF ; to dandle, #9; dandle him, 

4h B. 
Dandled, pp. Fl) Fi} #4; amused by trifles or play, 

HD 8. 
Dandriff, Dandruff, ». A scurf which forms on 

the head, and comes off in small scales or par- 

ticles, Se HUME, DANG, ENE. HISAR. 
Dandy, n. A fop, {EEA F. 
Dandyism, n. The manners and dress of a dandy, 

HUDF LGB. 
Dane, n. A native of Denmark, KJE GY A, THE 

BY A. 
Danger, n. Peril, f&. FER, E54, PRE, Perse; to 

get into danger, Bef oes Ba FAH; to be 
_ in danger, fie Paes ; to run into dan- 

ger, Afar, Ei hir, & Afters; in imminent dan- 
- ger, fe7e A 47; in danger of death, AE AE XP; 

to save one from the danger of water and fire, 

FH KK 4s; we were in grevt danger, + 
Bat 7 Tal 
difficulty and danger, A #8 Hy CLZE ERA ; he who 

- is ina high station without pride, is eminent 

bright wisdom can walk tbrough | 

aout a te LES Hi Ke 
Dangerous, a. fa; Sor, fe Paee, Bey, rempe. “Wet, Fa, 

SEs. PEM, PHF} a dangerous place, fk, KP 
2, hit Wh; a dangerous road, PR, fer; a 
dangerous pass across a mountain, rane « a 

dangerons affair, MP3e;a very dangerous affair, 

HEROINE; very danaerons, 4b, MR, HERE: 
too dangerous, Pare ee, fi 73 THR, Bie TE AH : ES Be 
ina anno erons situation, fix Bor 7 FR], HARE 7 BE ; 
a dangerous elevation, Iii, 7242 H : ae 
ons ledge, ff"; a dangerous rock, fry, TURP; 

or role Wea, erie a dangerous pro- 
t, Sh, FRET; dangerons, as a pile of eggs; RAO 

ft ei &% IN; a dangerous disease, 70 38. FE HK, 
Ia AES FY, GF]; a dangerous animal, 7% BR, 
0 
Tes Fa/\e 

Dangerously, adv. [ir R, f& YR, Br: eeu 
ill, seal dangerously Leahey © 74 ZS By. 

Dangle, v. 7. To hang loose, famines or waving, 

serena PE HE SE SAHA AL, TI, Ty OAL, 
myi4#2: to hold dangling in the hand, WyF§, 
WERE, 2. PHENF; to dangle about a person, 
HS FE FA; to hang on any one, FRE any. 

Dangler, n. One who dangles, 7E FE Hf. 

Dangling, ppr. or a. Hanging loose, 4 ff, HP, 

WTA Be, PER, Mh; a dangling girdle, A", He 
me, 4%; dangling about a person, #§ 55 Fe. 

Danish, a. KK Flag. 
Dank, n. #2, 7235. 
Daourian Mountains, n. St 4 FF. 
Dap, Dape, v. 7. To drop or let fall the bait gently 

into the water, yY<7{. 
Daphne odorata, n. Hip A; daphne Indica, ly & 

tm: daphne canabis, FEF HE. 

Dapper, a. Active, nimble, brisk, #ciz, ae HE, Pe 
$%, #4; a dapper fellow, WEEE N. 

Dapperling, n. A dwarf, &F, #. 

Dapple, a. Marked with spots, 5% f@, HEZE;a dap- 
ple-gray or dapple-bay horse, #£e FR, Ba, EE. 

Dapple, v. t. To spot, EBS 4. 
Dappled horse, n. BABS, Hit. 
Dare, v.7.; pret. durst. To have conrage for any 

purpose, Wt, JAHe, HEHE; to dare to do, JHAKHK 

4, HEAR, HEE, WEIS: how dare T, he or they? 
eRe. I dare not go, JE He; I dare not, EA, 
Ae HK; dare not do it, J He (lk, A Hie (E; dare 
not, am not worthy of such compliments, I 7% 

fa» A He; I dare say it is, (GR, BR; 
dare not go out, Me We HI PY; dare not see any 
person, HEF FL JL; dare not see his face, HEH 

Si fem 
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Dare, v. ¢.; pret. and pp. dared. To challenge, 
HE; to provoke, #%, ###%; dare to touch this, 

{PERBAIP ; you dare not touch this, ape He 

HE, (ROE HEE ve. 
Daring, ppr.or a. Having courage sufficient for a 

- purpose, JAA, Fie, FAG. AEE, HEA, ANA, 
| ABR, BR: a daring act, firey, He fF: a dar- 

ing fellow, RE. i+, PERC HERE daring, as 
Chunchii, g2# iii; very daring, KB Fc ENE, 

HE] HK, WH EE, AMM (vy, HE ay TF NE, HEE 
Daringly, adv. 3k9R, fir #75. 
Daringness, n. Boldness, WN, fi) 32%. 

Dark, a. Destitute of Lo es ns, SA, PRs 

iy WG, BE SS HN, mii, NES BB, Mai. ne, BS, 
Penk, FEE, YR; dark real Oba he een 
fé., Hi a dark day, 5K f& lif ; a ark times, Ii, 
WM; in the dark, wees, WEAR], An 4s; to 
do things in the dark, See PSE a dark house, 
SOWA Me BB, ey 8, PEs a dark night, B7we; 
dark, mottled ground, ares gloomy, FEAR, IE 
ie, BU ; obscure, nf, Wi ik, 5, Sit; igno- 

rant, JM, #8; partially black, as dark green, pe 
#%; dark yellow, jig #¥ ; dark blue, a 2; the 
dark ages, PANE AE; pitch dark, ™F 

‘dismal looking, & 22227]. Hk & Gifj; a dark 
saying, #k; to be in the dark, 7 Werf, WRB; 
a dark person, PCE JL; a dark plot, 2, Hl, 

% ; dark and indistinct, 3a] yp. 
Dark, n. Darkness, %, 2 1§ 

Se ltk, Falak, THAR. 
Dark-browed, a. Stern of aspect, 2 1 Apt. 
Dark-colored, a. PE, fA. 
Dark-eyed, a. SAF 0GE, BA ALEE. 
Dark-haired race, n. #2 ft. 
Dark-house, n. Mad house, i $i. 
Dark-minded, a. Haying a dark, close, or reyenge- 

ful mind, $e TEL, ALIS EN WSL A. 
Dark-working, a. Working in darkness or in 

secrecy, #/, NRF. 

Darken, v.¢. To make dark, (#5, SoBe, 
aE JH WEN; to obscure, to cloud, B22 iff 
#; to make black, #54; to deprive of vision, 
dilie; to deprive of intellectual vision, i} 5 | 

to sully, 7, PRB, | 

Darken, v. 7. To grow dark or darker, jay jij 4, jf 

to perplex, FR, (i RRR ; 

WET EK. 

Darkened, pp. or a. Obscured, 
blaek, 

_ ened mind, Dice Ones, WF ARMED. 

~ * See under Black. } 

ny, ME AR 

ye dark, 

; a state of ignorance, | 

made | 
Hes 3 HE: made ABO Measles dark- 

Darkish, a. Somewhat dark, 2%, Bank®. 

Darkly, adv. Obscurely, nie 4 #e; blindly, fF BR; 
secretly, Nir, ALP. 

Darkness, n. Absence of light, S41; ignorance, 

{t0K, Sek; secrecy, Wf; hell, Bik], BE, & 
JF ; Gain of darkness, 44 9%: calamities, ¥€, 
mt; the empire of Satan, JAE ht % fl; land of 
darkness, the grave, My’, 444; light has no 
communion with darkness, 3 BI MEF}, Sf gil 
nme ft ; to turn from darkness to light, pig IHe 
RE; to live in darkness, Ems Zep 5 a man of 
light does not perform deeds of darkness, AR J, 

A EMER. 
| Darksome, a. Dark, SR, mi. 
Darling, a. Favorite, 7 see, Hye, He Ay, 

BESS fy; a darling child, #4) > fa. 

Darling, n. BABA A, MSH, BEA. 
Darn, v. ¢. To mend a rent by imitating the tex- 

ture of the stuff with yarn or thread and a 

needle, SQ. 28. SB, GH. 
Darn, n. A place mended by darning, §R¥§. 

Darned, pp. tr Fi JE - 

Darnel, n. A plant of the genus loliwm, HF, 

TAF. 
Dart, n. #lj 2, = 

IK. 

Dart, v.¢. To throw a pointed instrument with a 
sudden thrust, =JAij; to shoot or dart forth, 
AE Ay; to dart along, 3H, PY 3, N38 ; to 

| dart forth, as rays or light, #E Hf, §f; to dart 
upon a prey, f= s% ; to dart along, as a dragon 
and tiger, fafa ; todart along, as a bird of 
prey, WEPE, WEE; the dragon and tiger dart 
along, t= 4a Aa ; the eagle darts upon its prey, 
EE 4 EWE; to dart at with the eyes, i, [ik 

OE, WEG, EH; to dart upon, SAS. 
Darted, pp. E\AKi&, 2838, Ss. 

| Darting, ppr. Throwing, asa a dart, Suni; shoot- 
| ing forth, as a dart, 28 ff, EW}; shooting 

forth, as rays of light, #EH!, Of. 
| Dartingly, adv. Like a dart, SPIES. 
Dash, v. ¢. To strike suddenly or violently, whether 

throwing or falling, as waves, JR#e, #eyk; to 

dash about water, IY, #4788; to dash against, 

nit, 46S, ER, AHF, BE; to dash in pieces, 
fie W). J PE, di PE. Fy BE; to dash or throw 
water suddenly, in separate portions, #87], ja 

yk; to strike or break, #p RE; to bespatter, MEE 

gk; to sprinkle, 7f; to dash, as spray, 7; to 
| dash one’s confidence, ## §L JV; to dash one’s 
| hopes, Wk 82, PSWEBE; to adulterate, Fak; 

i) $8, FE. 8, BY > RR; fiery darts, 
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to dash the wine up with water, Hx acHAiS, ( 
IHG ; to dash off, ft PE FF; to dash off a 
paragraph for a newspaper, Ii pk FR bi 5 
{o dash out, to strike out, FJ AQ yn. 

Dash, v.7. To strike against, dit 27, Ja; to 
scatter, #¥; to dash through, Fy 3m, fyi ; to 

dash amongst, #&% ; to dash into the water, 

BEYAIK. 
Dash, n. Collision, #1 Ji@ AH dil JME H ; admixture, 
HR, tJ ; a rushing or onset with violence, | 

| (GFR, BF2E; a sudden stroke, —dif, —fir, — 
# ; a dash in writing, —j; an oblique dash 

- in Chinese writing, \; at first dash, @Z, 
HH— A ; at one dash, —IIf, Jf — FF; a man of 

ereat dash, 28 HE A, FACE ; a dash into 

_ the water, —jfi7k, — thik. 
Dash-board, n. #i)SAPK. 
Dashed, pp. Struck violently, #2 34; driven 

against, f#7F5H ; scattered by collision, di RF, 
Ai ; confounded, eI i&. 

Dashing, ppr. Dashing against, as water, fff%, 
?H YA; dashing, as waves, Jk HE; dashing, as 
spray, #4; the noise of dashing waves, Yj), 

iy Wy ; blotting out, Fp3eH; making a dash, 
JJ —# ; rushing carelessly on, ff38. 

Dastard, n. A coward, (EEN, BZA, IE 
KZA, MSTA. 

Dastardly, a. Cowardly, [E%, ME} f3. 
Dastardness, n. Cowardliness, [Ep #. 
Dataria, n. The Papal chancery at Rome, from 

which all bulls are issued, KK 4: #e=E ne BH. 
Date, n. That addition to a writing, which spe- | 

cifies the year, month, and day, when it was 
executed, 4f #2 ; the date of the year, 4p gP ; the | 
date of the month, Jf 98, 4 A; the date of the 
day, HG2, AF; of what date? 23F A FUE; 
age, 4A42, 467; a stipulated time, Wy, AMY; 
out of date, DE RBF, (FTF, FEWER; ages of 
endless date, Fie. 

Date, v. t. ori. RE, BAF AF, ats A, 
dt AF; to date from, Fj Ae, 3k, REA. 

Date, * n. The fruit of the great palm-tree ; the | 
bel 
mee PN general term for, #$, #¢-F ; black date, 

red date, #728 ; white date, Gy 3 ; dates of the | 
palm, peeur-F, WPA ; dried or candied dates, | 

a8 HE; Arabic date, # Zé; a small sour date, | 
fa, PE; a kind of date, #e7% ; wild date, RAE. Davit, n. RARE. 

Date-tree, n. AE ft. 
Dated, pp. Hi AT. 
Dating, ppr. Dating from, Ff 3, ze. 

~ * OF the zizy phus or jujube. 

8 8s 

Dative, a. orn. In grammar, a term applied to 
the case of nouns which usually follows verbs 
that express giving. or some act, directed to an 

object, 5A =H ik, BP = WB. 
Datura stramoniun, n. The thorn-apple, FIZ. * 
Daub, v. ¢. To smear with soft, adhesive matter, 

ie, PE, MEE, RB. MBE, CE; to daub with 
paint, yl, 42738; to daub one’s self, we &| ; to 

disguise with artificial covering, $p fifi; to daub 
with the white of a duck’s egg, #82) #87E & ; 
to flatter grossly, PRUE, HES B. Ma ate. 

Daub, v. 7. To practice gross flattery, PRP. 
Daubed, pp. ih, BRA 5 loaded with ill-chosen 

finery, *UPE. 
Dauber, n. 43%, *4*# ; 2 low and gross flat- 

terer, RPA A. MUR EEN. 
Daubing, ppr. Painting coarsely, @## ; decking 

ostentatiously, #H#E. 
Dauby, a. Viscous, #8 fry, #330 A. 

Daueas carota, n. AL SER. 
Daughter, n. AF, AF, HAF, KGL; my daugh- 

ter, Irie, FIAATF ; your daughter, 4) #8, 

Az, Jul; wives and daughters, i 4%; a daugh- 
ter-in-law, 44 4, $f #4; eldest son’s wife, 
weTy, RR, fH; second son's wife, = Hija, 
AHL; a cranddaughter, AFF: step-daughter, 
daughter of a widow who marries again, fiw 
HA fe, HESS A] Ac ; step-danghters, daughters of 
ahusband’s former wife, ij IA A; God-daugh- 
ter, ¥e4#z; a daughter born, EX, FH, K— 
+-4 ; to drown daughters, A, Hx; the 
inhabitants of a city or country, male and 
fomale, J; neither son nor daughter, $F 
Ke Ac HE; daughter of the river god became 
pregnant by the sun shining upon her, jaf qf 

ZAG A ITB. 
Daunt, vt. To terrify, $e}, ZR, Ts BES, te 

Daunted, pp. Checked by fear, FE i 

Dauntless, a. Bold, JHHk; intrepid, AHP, Peta, 

WEE, WALK, FSA, Ml 3 HE, Bot Ay, 

Dauphin, n. The title of the eldest son of the king 
of France, which has heen disused since the 
dethronement of the elder branch of the Bour- 
bons in 1830, ggi) &. 

* The medicine prepared from this plant is called #E R34, 
dog poison, and is extensively used for that purpose. The 
preparation is, however, not readily given by the native 
druggists, they being afraid of the government becoming 
aware of it. 
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Daw, n. Jack-daw, 2288, Kia fe | 

Daw, v.7. To thrive, wi: to recover health, #, | 

US fs i. ‘Litt. | 
Dawk,-n. The mail post in Iidia, 38 yf, AE (3 BS 

Dawn, v. i. GUY, AP. AW], MA, HAA, HE 
=, HM, Bey; to begin (o open or expand, jf 

A). HEH], LET a. oe Pe BK ; to glim- 
mer obscurely, /§ Ae; to begin to open or ap- 

pear, #§ 3h. 
Dawn, ». The break of day, H, fH, LH, #09 
Me, BE, ZF; first appearance of intellectual | 
light, 28024, DARA ez. gb: the dawn of 
life, @AE, #4E; a dawn of hope, —34 7 AA, 
AAAI ; to sit and wait for the dawn, AL) AF 
A; | came at dawn, (27 Zi. 
ae ppr.ora. Growing light, R#ETE, ie 

Day, n. H,5¢; one day, —fA; day by day, AA, 

RK, fi: A ; the day after to-morrow, fA, 7% 

7K; after three days, Kf##H : the day hefore 
yesterday, ff A. wy5t ; the next day, AR A, Fé 
A, 244A. way, HN. aé A; the past day, WEA, 

HED, We GA; to-day, & ALARA, F GE; thisday, 
WEA. 2H, BIA, JE. Hf A, ja A; that day, 
ASA, 3% A, RA; from day to day, 3 A ; every 

_ other day, §R— HH; every third day, 49:-= A, | 
Be ij A; all the day, 4A, JIMA, AA; halfa 
ped FA, BH; this day sennight, WAH; 

‘tis many a day, (AGS Hs WOME AEA, We 
. fit, FFA; an appointed day, 7A; a certain | 
day, oA, 3ER ; day and sient, Are, HK; 

another day, (&H, JH. 4A eH, AH, 8 
“HH; the new year’s ee 7G. A: the 

first day of the moon, WHA, #—, A; the 

hord’s day, 2% A, #25"; to gain the day, 

FT im, FFG; to lose the day, #7 HR; the day of 

combat, Hiwk% A, df(t BB; a day i, reckon- 

ine, A, SMTA. HEYA 5 days of 
erace, PM silt 7 JE, RZ NE; days i erace, in 
commerce, a customary number of aags allowed 
for the payment of a note or a hill of exchange, | 
after it becomes due, PEI, eRe Wy, Pa set AY : 
a fine day as WEAR 5 8 a hot day, 3¢ A, 3A, | 

3A; it is hot to-day, 4 8%; the days are | 
lengthening, A fz; the ae are shortening, | 
H 48 ; getting worse every day, Hm@—aA,H 

#—- BH; what is the day? Zi AF, 76 OR A 

F-3a lucky day, 7f A ; 2 fortunate day, BR; 

an kar day, [XJ H ; to choose a lucky day, | 
FEqK A; to choose a day, #RH, diss; to 

wor k by the d day, a AE to turn day into 

night, EE Ee, WES _ 2 EMU ; friends 
here the whole day, #& A JP4E ; a day is worth 
a thousand pieces, HiEES the days and 
months multiplying, 9 fj A. 

Day-beam, n. FRAG IE- 
Day-book, n. A book in which are recorded the 

debts and credits, #6 #f, Ue. Biwi, A 
abi, HL sa blotter, ie AC. 

Day-coal, n. FREE. 
Day-labor, Day-labour, n. A, He T- 
Day-laborer, Day-labourer, n. 4, HL. A 

TWO LE. 
Day-lily, n. Hemerocallis Japonica (white day- 

lily), E88; hemerocallis fulva (yellow day- 

lily), 74% 
Day-star, n. The morning-star, BEAN St, RBZ 
2; the planet Venus, 45 38. 

Day’s-work, n. The work of one day, ~H 1, — 

Day-work, n. A | Bae. 
Daybreak, n. KEK, A A, USA, FA, WAH, 

aA. 

Daylight, n. At, Ks, RAK, HRA A- 
Dayly, adv. or a. Daily, AA, f¢ A. 
Daysman, n. An umpire or arbiter, if 3¢ 44, BEM 
sa mediator, Ha, FSA, Hat. 

Dayspring, n. RY AR, Key A. 
Daytime, n. AAR]. #, Be. 
Daze, n. BY 41- 
Daze, v. t. Fe ABEHE. 
Dazzle, v. ¢. To overpower with light, mk, Pa, Me 

f?, HH, WEEE ; to dazzle the eyes, PRR, FRMR, 
Ae TE, He AL to dazzle people’s eyes, ft A WEA. 

Dazzle, v. 7. To he overpowered by light, PUPA, (ee 
Dazzled, pp. or a. AIH, PRIA. | We. 
Dazzling, ppr. or a. Bi, Ie, SEIE PIP ; dazzling, 

confounding, jFE, WIESE, TE. 

Deacon, n. A person in the lowest degree of holy 

ovders, AUACH, @ 2 HL, 3-@ BLY ; an over- 
seer of the poor, -E fei ae, BE DB MABE A. 

Deaconess, ». A female deacon in the primitive 
church, #ERRIE A, Hh RE ME. 

ae a. Deceased, AE, #¢, (3, FE, #, WT, fe 

5, Fie, lic, Site, As HE, SEA, AR at, PT, 
i x ¥i; dead among Christians, |. Fea; a 
dead body, F, Be, TERS a dead tree, #4 hit, RY, 
HM; a dead branch, WEE; a dead calm, AEM 

BP, FELLER; a dead complexion, AER, AA 
TW, mzsvE A; dead lips, AE AMES. GS: a 
dead person, AEA, €Hk JV; dead in sin, ZEA 

SE; WR SE Ze, OIE Wie ; dead to sin, RIA; 
dead to good works, ff JS 32; dead level, BE 

i 
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2B JR, BBA; 2 fh dead ‘eartainty, WEBER: a 
dead shot, a perfect marksman, Aff AOA, AY MK 
FEE AN, 3E 547%; a dead language, JER. hk 

i, BEA BRAZAR ; a dead color, EG: a 
dead sound, Ji388; a dead fire, JER; dead 
water, ZE7K, IZE Z7Kk ; dead drunk, fj Re, 7h: 

iti, PES. HERE; dead men’s bones, FE JR. ‘alt: 
among the dead, 76 \24, [Efe]; a dead 
prayer, itis 4; to look upon as dead, five 
4; whether dead or alive, pYAE BRIE; a dead 

letter, JESF, Mi, WEF, IG IH ZF. 
Dead, n. The time when there is a remarkable 

stillness or gloom, as the dead of the night, + 
Dead-born, a. Still-born, 2E VE{F. | 7%. 

Dead-drunk, a. fe fix. 
Dead-eye, n. = Ft. 
Dead-hearted, a. #ary. 
Dead-letier, n. 2E{%. [ 
Dead-lift, n. Py ih Sk Fe in Za], Ar BEES. Fi 
Dead-mareh, n. A piece of solemn music played 

at the interment of the dead, 5% 3g #, HH IL) 7h. 
Dead-nettle, n. 2 kif. 
Dead-pledge, n. 4M BF.. 

LAS 

Py ys 

Dead-reckoning, n. The estimation of the place of 
a ship without any observation of the heavenly 

bodies, rf 2h fi, AR LIE FEAR ZN Ait. 
Dead-struck, a. Struck with horror, Wj AE, BEYE- 
Dead-works, ». pl. The parts of a ship which are 

above the surface of the water when she is laden, 

i AIC 
Deaden, v. t. To deprive of a portion of sensation, 

(i A, HA SG. EBTC SA. HE AMP; to retard, 
(ii: 4 ; to deaden colors, 4} 4B AE, RABBE 
to diminish spirit, II. 

Deadened, pp. or a. Deprived of a portion of sen- 
sation, (jh AS : deasiest of velocity, (iif |e 
47; deprived ot gloss, 0} iH 2E 4. 

Deadly, a. That may occasion death, %E, 3%, {Hi 2E 
fy, POAC AT, WEFEAE NV; deadly vapor, malign 
influences, 4%; the deadly star, 4x52; deadly 
poison, AEH, BACH: ; deadly hatred, FE Z 7 
ih, PALM Z HL; to contract a deadly hatred, | 
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#25 Yh; a deadly disease, AERE; a ne 
blow, —47 HAE, —F7 ¥X% fig 3. a deadly sin, A B 
RAE LY SE; a deadly wound, ae HE ZIP 

deadly fate, AE fr. 
Deadly, adv. Very, extremely, 3869. 
Deadness, n. Want of natural life, 36, AE# ; in-- 

difference, 74} iF- 

DEA 

RABE ; very deaf, Kf. ig : “horn de af, HE Fi 
BE ARE, A mH Be. 4; feigning to he deaf, 

HE; feigning to o be deaf and dumb, #/£ #83: 
Site , S08 WE; a deaf person, WBe; silly and 
deaf, FevE ; deaf to, APE, AGt, WERE: deaf to 
reason, [8 (54 Fp. A. j4 BE ; deaf to counsel, 

We HF 2X. 
Deaf-mute, n. Beit. 
Deafen, x. #. To make deaf, (ge, (URE, He we ; to 

deafen a floor, fii ts AS, FERRY PE HL. 
Deafening, ppr. or a. Making deaf, #{i#€ ; a deaf- 

ening noise, iF Mi # ; a deafening clap of thun- 
der, eG. 

Deafly, adv. Obscurely heard, We sea at 
Deafness, x. Inc apaeity of perceiving sounds, 
RE : affected deafness, if: #2; unwillingness to 
hear and regard, PEE He, Ayes Ht. 

Deal, v. t. ; pret. and pp. dealt. To divide, FP; to 
distribute, Ape, Zi; to deal out blessings, 
Fp a, fib Ps ; to deal out curses, J 4Y, me a, Be 
JES fk ; to deal out cards, HE SURE : to deal out 
blows, 4p A, 4847. 

Deal, v. i. To traffic, REE, HB. BB. AER, 
py, #44; to deal in foreign goods, PEE # 
yz; to deal by, 7; to deal with, #44; to deal 
kindly with one, 28), 7-44 f#; to deal 
ill with one, jf AV; to deal honestly with 
one, Z4 54 fe J; to deal in politics, UE 
to deal faithfully, §§ (SRE 47 8, RELA; 
deal impartially, eff 2% 47. FT thE FB. aa 

hd A. 
Deal, n. A division, Zp; a great deal, or a good 

deal, KE, HE, WS, WZ, es a creat 
deal of trouble, GABE. FFB 367; 1 have 
given you a ereat deal of trouble, 3674 (dg 
3. Way (nds Z 3 a good deal of skill, kf -F3 ; 
a pine hoard plank, aA FEM. 

Dealer, n. Dealer in goods, £7 ER , BEEN, 

#9 J; dealers in tea, ee i dea ler in silk, $% 

yz; adealer in cotton, fA76%: a wholesale 
dealer, 77 4, BATTAG. AB BME: a double 
dealer, = $449. WH EF A. 

Dealing, ppr. Dealing in goods, 3847 2f , : iveat- 
ing, 3 beliawine) AT ese 

Pace n. ok in relation to others, # ; 
behavior, #7, SSB ; traffic, HH. ARI. ZL 
#% ; plain aoalitie ZN 38 WE 77. WA TF FR: 
false dealing, BR J\, Je JV; double dealing. fy 

EE Fh. — DA FT AB 
Deaf, a. 2, ALE, Hogs, FEN EL, WS, We, BE; hard Dean, ». In England, an ecclesiastical dignitary 

of hearing, #94, HEY, HHS; somewhat deaf, and the in cathedral and collegiate churches, 
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head of a chapter, #/BcFili, il] REA Bip. 

Dear, a. Bearing a high price in comparison of 

the usual price, #, (RPS, (Rij, (RSS; very 

dear, fk, AS, SHE, AFT; too dear, #35 
BA, TSF, BAEC, FB) HG, KASS, TACHIR 
34 pei; exorbitantly dear, #74 2 GH. (AFR ST; 
to purchase dear, #t; of high value in esti- 
mation, # A, FRI, HAA, HAG; beloved, | 

$15, MBI. TEMG. FE; dear wife, FEIE BE 
A, BE, BU; my dear friend, HI 

WX, wD IF PEE 5) K: ica Zz, BAMA; a 
dear child, 4-{F-, 3 E¥K; a dear little fellow, 
4 iF if ; dear brother, # 7 bf of 5a dear year, 
I4e; scarce, 2261; oh! dear, ¥e 4k, Beth. 

Dear, n. A darling, #¥§ A. 
Dear-bought, a. BH, BAPE. 
Dear-loved, a. eae. 
Dearly-purchased, a. B@#, BEB; dearly 

beloved, 3 3%, $1 HE; he loves her dearly, 

HE BEE, HEE fl 
Dearness, n. Hioh price, Bf; fondness, FAs, | ’ D } > [f 

TE ZF. cata, Mera 
Dearth, n. Scarcity, 564; famine, fF gp; a year 

of dearth, #546, BRA, WR, Fella. BLA; 
if peradventure there be a dearth, Rh fH R ; 

a great dearth of news, 4-2 hi, SES Ai fed. 
Death, n. FE, #%, APL. AB. KA. SHS. Tae. 
4 @; the death of an emperor, jyj; the death of | 
a prince, #8; the death of a high statesman, % ; 
the death among Christians, |- K's; the death 

among the Buddhists, ¢&46, [Bl #e. 48M; the | 
death among the Tauists, 744%, JF i. EE fl); a 
happy death, 84%, 264% Gy; natural death, yy 
AE; unnatural death, FER JRor. APAILE: 
untimely death, KR, #%, FPF; to cause death, 

FAL, BER; at death's door, 7EAE%.FY. 4E tr 
HEH; to arrive at death’s door, $i] 7 7 Hy; the | 
aspect of, or circumstances connected with 
death, FES%, HEX HHIE; on the point of death, | 

BEVE, BES, BS BE ZING; between life and death, 
AEE ZR; sudden death, 22 2E, $96; worthy 
of death, 5% AE, MERE; to regard death as going 
home, # 2E Angi ; not even death would change 
him, #6 VE A; one fearless of death, 1 SNE, 
$f tir HAE; to fold one’s hands and wait for 
death, gr 7# HE; life and death are decreed, 
FEHE A fe ; to grieve one’s self io death, 3 3€, 
PpWEAE ; 1o put one to death, Wy A, PEA; it is 
death, (476.2 SE; to be the derth of one, # IE 
FE PAE SE ; moral death, UAE, % We; spiritual 

death, $& WSs ,wh.Z FE ; political death, py % tf, | 

fad % "; civil death, IAP, FE EA ; eternal 
death, #426; the second death, RZAE, FH 
ZAG; nothing is so much disliked as death, 

NZ EIA AE. 
| Death-bed, n. EJ. 

| Death-boding, a. Portending death, FE2 74k . 
 Death-rattle, n. A rattling in the throat of a dy- 

ing person, $ER . 
Death-strole, a. it J. 

| Death-token, n. H¥7E ZTE. 

| Death-warrant, n. © ¢F. 
| Death-wateh, x. Ea. 
| Deathful, a. RE AAS. 
| Deathless, a. Immortal, 7 AE AS, HE AE PEE, OS I AE 

| de fil. 
| Deathlike, a. FEWKEEF. AMFE— sh, MFEZAM: 
Death’s-door, n. FEV, [& AE. 
Death’s-man, n. An executioner, #¢>f. 

| Deathward, adv. [nj ZG. 
Debar, v. t. To exclude, jk, *#(E, BABE THE, 

HASH, PALE, BAL. RHE, OUR, DHE, ARP. 
Debark, v.¢. ‘lo land from a ship or boat, FR, 

| Debarkation, n. | Fe. | ER 
| Debarked, pp. 1-3 F- 

| Debarred, pp. * 1, PIES. $A CEI. 
| Debarring, ppr. ICE, PIE. BABE. 
| Debase, v.t. ‘Io reduce or lower in quality, #4, 

Hi ME, BENE, BHE: to debase the coin, HR, 
Hig HEF; to make mean or depreciate, PEK, KE 

Be. (ES. ER, SET Hie, SB IIB; to debaso 
one’s self, ff &, Ale; to debase one’s princi- 

ples, AUP (fE; to debase one’s style, Ji 5: Hia. 
Debased, pp. or a. Lowered in value, 3pm (Gif ; de- 

graded, (5e i, JIS iA; rendered mean, fip 

Ie. 
Debasement, ». Reduction in purity, fineness, 

quality or value, $4 (G4; degradation, RR, 
Ike 5$ FH; a state of being debased, (E15 A ; de- 
basement of coin, (ER 3%, fA wR - 

Debaser, n. Hi (GH, aR A; that which debases, 

ea 
Debatable, a. That may be debated, Steet, GF 

tif Ay, BY BRO, St HEE. 
Debate, n. Contention in words or arguments, 4 

#5, Ft ig; deliberation, as in the houses of parlia- 
ment, #§fr; debate on politics, [pA a 
public dehate, AH}4%; a long debate, FF aga 

iit, SPIRE A; the debates, REAR. 
| Debate, v.t. ov i. Sif at, Bam, Pea, FER, SR; to 

deliberate or discuss, Pi ig, Fj ke; to debate on 

Oe 
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politics, Ft im@ASE, FEA AA; to debate with | 
one’s self, MARTE, Ait AB. | 

Debated, pp. or a. $f ami8, ami, TERE, Ty 

Debating, ppr. or a. Disputing, # im, HR, BER. 
Debating society, n. FEES. 
Debatingly, adv. ¥¥%. 
Debauch, ». +. To corrupt or vitiate, ##, FRE; | 

to corrupt by teaching, gx#; to corrupt by 
pollution, 755, jf; to corrupt by lewdness, 
YE, VRE; to debauch the principles of the 
young, #8 > 46 th fig, $2 7% AEG; to debauch 
people’s principles, ## J\ of} ij; to debauch by 
example, 5| £#, FFHE J; to debauch mutually, 
#92 Th fF ; to debauch people’s wives, 7B AE; | 
to dehauch people’s wives and daughters, 7 | 
Adz; to seduce the soldiery, #]i% 15,7. 

Debauch, n. Lewdness, #77; gluttony, fee | 
Dehauehed, pp. or a. Corrupted, tH 5, 7 EGA, 

HS ts PE, HS td 4. GE FFE; he debauched his 

wife, Pim 1b 2 JE. 
Debauchee, n. A man given to intemperance, 79 
 ZGE, 4 i 94; a man given to lewdness, 

GB, BG LAE. 
Debauchery, n. Excess, intemperance and lewd- 

ness, if 2.UE, YE 47. VEAL, HEIN BIR ; corrup- 
tion of fidelity, 1] pif Ax. 

Debenture, n. A writing acknowledging a debt, 
RAB, [RISA FPS; a drawback certificate, | 

Debentured goods, n. pl. Ff #4. | 7p. 
Debile, a. Weak, #k 44, i, Egy, Hq. 
Debilitate, v. t. To impair the strength of, (#7 | 

A, SRS ID, TICS. NRE, SEH 
Debilitated, pp. (5 38 TC A. WIAA I, lis G4, 

BAI, J AVY. 
Debilitating, ppr. or a. E7CR, HERI. (th Hi. 
Debility, n. Weakness, Mi %, 1h. ERE, 

BRE, BM, RI Bib 
Debit, n. Debt, f&, XRF. | 

Debit, rv. t. To charge with debt, SARA, BH J | 

RB, LEAK. 
Debited, pp. S279, 118 op. 
Debiting, ppr. Charging to the debt of a person, | 
FF HD. 

Debonair, a. Civil, si BR, Te Hy, Sits: 
elegant, IRA, BCHE, HEB. | 

Debouch, v. 7. To issue or march out of a confined | 

place, fi Lido, 78 LLWee Hr. 
Debris, n. Ruins or fragments, i RAY, 3K, 18 
4 ; masses of rock and other substances, de- | 

tached from the summit and sides of a mount- 

| Debtee, n, Creditor, 

| Decagon, n. 

ain and piled uj up below, ie Fi PR, ie BC, WK 
Wy ; the debris of a river, jepe. 
bt, n. f&. Riek, AiR, 14K; to collect delts, #% 

fi, Uf; to dun fora debt, Ff; to pay a debt, 

Bi, He RIA, (AL, HELZ; to be in dent, Dw 
(WES, TNR, Hi RN $8; io remain in one’s 

debt, ij RIB, AR N38; asmall debt, Jy 
fig; to be over head and ears in debt, % § # 
fa; when the debis are paid, the body feels 
light, 3% fc¢ ft} & #E; the debt is canceled, sf 
§% ; to he out of debt, HE 7 NASY, ty, AER ig ; 
to cancel a debt, % {i¥; forgive us our debts, 

HMI ; trespass, sin, Fp. 

ies:. 
Debtor, n. figf{f-, RH, FAfEH; one indebted for 

kindness received, 5 jth JPG 24... 

De 

| Debut, n. A first appearance before the public; as 
of an actor, $ {}s; debut, as of a speaker, % 
Hi 

men a. Pertaining to ten, +4-"RE, % frj. 
Decade, n. fi], 8, #¢ A; the first, second and third 

decade of a month, BP fy, Eee i. 

A plane figure having ten sides and 
ten angles, +- 4 “IZ, 4-38 JE. 

Decahedral, a. Haying ten sides, + fig fig. 
| Decahedron, n. A solid figure or body haying ten 

sides, if, -f Mi #e- 
Decaloeue, n. The Ten Commandments or pre- 

o > 

cepts given by God to Moses, --jnk, ++ (¢mik. 
| Decamp, v. i. 3k, WR, DIE, HA, RA; to take 

one’s self off, 8 FE 74:; to remove a camp, 4#i es, 

ie, BE, ABBE. 
| Decampment, n. Departure from a ca mp, Biles 336 

, HR, EM. 
Decandria, n. 4-25 4E. 

| Decant, v.¢.'To pour off gently a liquor from its 

sediment, mdm J }¢i5-5:, ARABIA IL, 445) fh 
+3 4 ; to pour from one vessel into another 

fe if Sil tie 
anak ff tlt 2. 

y 

Decantaticn, n. 

| Decanted, pp. Poured off, P4U fig, Be ae A LL. 
Decanter, n. {5 4, ice 
Decanting, ppr. #Hifh aap i 

| Decapitate, v.t. To behead. Wr, Wr Bfl, PEA, we 

K, i bir, TGA, BIA, By. 
Decapitated, pp. Writ #. 
Decapitating, ppr. Wh, PE5A. 
Decapitation, ». The act of beheading, iH #, 

PES , IEE, Khe. 
Decarbonize, v.¢. To deprive of carkon, PR“, 

HY BEAL 
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Decay, v.i. To decline, waste, 32, SEA, SEM, Ui 
Hf, P]HS ; 10 be gradually impaired, pip HE, HHA; 
to become weaker, 3244. 

Decay, v.t. To cause to fail, (i 32; to impair, HE. 

gi. 
Decay, n. 323%, Sek Fi, iH EL; decay of fcrtune, 

JH (KR; decay of Lewuty, Al, GH. TAME 
HE; to go to decay, FE, 491, AE. |AHHs pros- 
perity and decay, §NS¥, RESe; to perpetuate 

without decay, Fae 144. 
Decayed, pp. ora. Having fallen from a good or 

sound state, 3£j# ; dacayed, asa tree, #4, fi tt. 
#5, 974, EMM: decayed wood, #hAs, ZEA; de- 
eayed fortune, FAeIE My, RBe (Erk, ARABIA; 
a decayed family, bi JX Ja ; decayed leaves, EAE, 
Aik HE ; decayed vegetables, ex, #4; decayed 
with age, 3€ 9; decayed flowers, 3 y& fr 4E, 

SM MAE, UM GIE ; decayed beauty, IZA 
Hi th, SEIS; diminished, Fy 3h. 

Decaying, ppr. or a. Failing, declining, 32, jis, 
$2 9X ; perishing, 32M; decaying wocd, f4 AS, 

EA. 
Decease, n. 96, RECT, He, H tac, HAE; the decease 

of a wife, [Mf #&; the deccase of an emperor, jyj, 

£3 i}. 
Decease, v. 7. To die, E, VES, 3 A. SR, ZEKE, 

With, & te, HE SORTE, LE. 
Deceased, pp. or a. ALi, Ara a deceased grand- 

father, SA %, FEA, Hei, Ws a 
deceased grandmother, 27 Alt, JENLWL. FEAR 
BE, SEM BE ; a deceased father, 24%, FEB, Fe 
#.* HB, HF, RG, WB; a deceased 
mother, SLE, PAWL, SUL, HM. BZ ; deceased 
parents, #4t; a deceased wife, 4%, Rak, JE 
SS, Ss, BRAG ; a deceased person, SEAL, {Il she 

A, Ge BH, FH, HAL ZA, EA; a 
deceased statesman, #a 3. 

Deceit, n. Deception, te 4m, Pen. li Sh, Writs, we 
(8%; cunning, jfe¥R; craft, PH, FeGR; trick, 

igh; stratagem, Mal, Bal. 
Deceitful, a. #ix:, Betz, AFF, HB, TAH. ifs 

2%, 2:28, il; a deceitful person, ere A, De 

OBE, SA A. TEA, HEM AY AAs deceitful 
language, OE AMER. HES, BE IE, BS, 
AHA, MEH; very deceittul, KAF HEMT, 34 BUA, 
WBE AMEE, WEES ANA, iN Ack, ita aie tts ia 
Ws, Waa ye. 

Deceitfully, adv. Lior, SAY. 
Deceitfulness, n. Wit. 

* Term used by strangers in speaking to the children of 
the deceased. 

Secs Ses, SDE 

Deceivable, a. Subject to deceit or imposition, FJ 

Uk. WY Sa, PY Be, Fy eke 
Deceivableness, n. F) Uk, WSR, wage. 

Deceive, v. t. Ba. Shi, 2k, Soi. WG Ui Ska. all Sat 
BEL, AL UCI, Wek, SR. SEI, HK, A, 
pik; to deceive one’s self, Aik, Aig, Woy, 

be Ac. ltjAsat; to deceive superiors and op- 
press inferiors, it LP, kA; to deceive 
superiors, uk @ RA_L, Uke; to deceive one’s 
parents, HS 2e-BE, IeBL; to deceive one an- 
other, Ai dk, ASE, AUPE; to deceive one’s 
brother, ik Se 5t ef; to deceive by a counter- 

stratagem, fobk, Sete), UB Zeb wiles you 
cannot deceive him, Me feAy{E, Ar Be IK fit; you 
cannot deceive the spirits, 02 [jg 74 jp. 

Deceived, pp. or a. Wei, PEI, WSR HS; deceived 

by, SAMK, PIC, AAG, EB Pi; heaven can- 
not be deceived, KK 4. FY ik, KK A BY iy ; deceived 
him, §eis&{E, Pe l{E; deceived himself, § i 

ih. 
Deceiver, n. An imposter, Pg JP, WKN, GaN 

i BLA AE. 
Deceiving, ppr. Ba, DEER A. Wil A, Jag A. 
December, n. #$-+- =, H+ ZA. 
Decemvir, n.; pl. Decemviri or Decemyirs. One 

of ten magistrates, who had absolute authority 
in ancient Rome, 7#@ PM +ARZ—- 

Decemvirate, n. {FIBL, FACET AZ. 
Decency, n. That which is fit, suitable or beeom- 

ing in words or behavior, QB, AH, 

LSS, Ais EL, Ae HS BL Zh 
it is against decency, Hz @ys, AAW, Ane, 
i A RSsk; modesty, IE 5 FF FH; to do a 
thing for decency’s sake, #g78 4 th XZ, Bie 

fi Wi) #7 Z- 
Decennial, a. Continuing for ten years, AJ, #,-F 
SEA, Bie 4+-2E ; happening every ten years, 

+a FR. 
Decennium, n. iJ, ZH; to commence the ninth 

decennium, fi ILZ, “AE ILA. 
Decent, a. Recoming, fit, ‘fr, “Ys, AA, ANG, A 

Tis 

Deceitless, a. Free from deceit, 

rst, iE, MIE, HIF, TE¥R; moderately 
large, rps, HAA; a decent fortune, RAE ae Be; 
decent dress, HR2A4; decent language, 
afk, AIZBs a decent room, HZ 

Decently, adv. "jf 9%, Api; decently dressed, 3¥ 

fa (ri, Ba Fs PN, As Hh AT 
Deceptible, a. BY Ih, BY GR, AY Pe, pe. 
Deception, nr. The act of deceiving or misleading, 

— 



. deception, as jugglers, #& AMEE, (iFM: ; 
deception by cheating, 4 J; deception by 

tricks, JHAFEt, Mah. 
Veceptive, a. Tending to deceive, Me Jape, ny ik 

iti, FY WES: it is very deceptive, Be tA fF, be 
AG; deceitful, 5. 

Deceptiveness, n. The state of deceiving, IY, 
Pek 4%; a tendency to deceive, Peet A 4, te 

Mt ak \ 
Decerpt, a. Cropped, Fi, Fi". 
Decharm, v.¢. To disenchant, pki:, DETER, HF 

YE AiG, ROC, MEAP. 
Dechristianize, v. t. Tague from Christianity, pie | 

Mh Hk ; to banish Christian belief and princi- 

ples from, (iE RZ, WOM MKB. 
Decide, v. t. FEB, Bt, FR, FR. we. HEE. TH 

bet, FP, PU. PE. (HE; to decide a dis- 
pute, J} BASE), DeHTR I ; to decide a erimi- Jia > 

nal case, PAS, FH Se ti, WN Fk, UR aK, Ut Sk ae 
; to decide on a capital crime, jf | 

to decide | 

to decide | 

FE, FUG EE 
We fiz 4; to decide directly, 18 i Fy; 

justly, ASB, TRH, Sear, Se ZAP RN ; 
unjustly, FEB, (mb, HT; to decide by mak- 

ing comment, $tF), FHLB; 
doctrine, 

PE, Ba; 
Wis 4 ; to fix the event of, "HY; to decide hy 

divination, [»¥E; I leave it to you to decide, fR 

RE =, PP (fas ERE: it is for you to decide, F# 

Cre Be, FE (RE ; to decide between the two, 

WME Be WE, AE BT 

tH. 
Decide, v. i. To come to a conclusion, 7 - A, 74 

sit 5, REID. 
Decided, pp. or a. Determined, 73, FRETIB, ve 

fay th, FN By iB; ; Clear, AH; that puts an end to 
doubt, ‘a fk, if Fa EH: ;it is my decided opin- | 

ion, FR FE Sh, FMEA: SL; 
STAG ak, Beta, WE BA 

Decidedly, adv. 5 8, Te, Eg PX, bah Ia He PR. 
Decider, n. FR, PERRH; a decider of one’s | 

life, yy Fe. 
Deciding, ppr. 

ending, 3¢3f, 7. 

Deciduous, a. Falling, having only temporary | 

existence, as in animals certain kinds of hai iB 
horns, teoth, Ge. PeMpe, We Ay. 

Decimal, a. Numbered by ten, #2 ¥%, + #2; 
decimal fractions, FEMI; 

we) 
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KG, a8. ee. “bite i That; ‘to practise | 

to decide upon a, 
iP fh +38 BE ; to decide on the merits, | 

to decide by combat, PRIMEAE, J} 

; to decide | 
for one’s self, FJ; decide that case, eA 

decided language, | 

Determining, 7, RET, FU; | 
| 

one tenth, —f§; | 

DEC 

HEY 2 “decimal ratio, decim: il progression, “FYE 

TF ffit » WN TR EI 23 JE. 
Decimal, n. A tenth, —f§. 

Decimate, v.¢. To tithe, to take the tenth part, 

FE, F- ZB, tl TPR, e+ 
tih—, WesA— fy; to select by lot and punish 

with death every tenth man, -+ AfB— ify #EZ. 
| Decimated, pp. Tithed, perf {Hi—; taken by 

lots, rh FEB — 
| Decimation, n. Fak, + th—-#; the deci- 

mation of a company, PRIE+ A Z2— i HZ. 
| Decimo-sexto, n. A sheet folded into sixteen leaves, 

TAR, FON BE. 
Decipher, v. ¢. To explain, fi "2 2, FE 3 FE; to 

unravel, Af Hi, 4 ll [i Hi. 
| Deciphered, pp. Explained, fj; unraveled, [it 
Decision, n. Final judgment, Pee, FI 4, BE 

#, 2; determination, as of a question or 

doubt, 252, MAL, MERE ER: 
the decision of a contest, Fe gyiye HE ; decision of 
arms, JE ik, FpYEHE; decision of character, #4 

"Ee Te, PEST, GH, ERGHs a decision in writing, 
HEF), HF]; [ leave it to your decision, fy (ip ( 

Decisive, a. Having the power or quality of de- 
termining a question, Ye (if "PE, ey SE Ay, FUR 
fi, SCHE PE ; a dicisive blow, RR, ARR. 

| Decisiyeness, n. allies REF, PUGH. 
Deck, v.t. To cover, 33, 38; to array, adorn, or 

embellish, YA, SER, WER; to clothe with 
nore than ordinary elegance, 2275 HES, AEP 

Hh, BEAL As ER. 
Deck, n. The covering of a ship, which consti- 
| tutes a floor, made of timber and planks, fa#K, 

AMI, ART. ARTA ; on deck, Ze it, ARTE ; 
| between decks, = Jit Hf. 

| Decked, pp. Adorned, $i fifi. 
Declaim, v.7. ort. To Speuk a set oration in publie, 

ig am, Zam, ZS 9% ik ag; to harangue, FRR HE 

WE, A PEiK aig ; to declaim a right, (L5H R. 
Declaimant, Declaimer, n. A speaker in public, 

one who attempts to convince by a harangue, 

TREN, TS amt 44- 
| Declamation, n. A speech made in ee in the 

tone and manner of an oration, ASR, ZS 
ag 2S; the speech was mere deel amation, if 

BE LB AG, ats 2. ait. 
| Declamatory, a. Relating to the practice of de- 

claiming, Aes fy: appealing to the passions, 
Wy tp fvgimt ; to rely on declamatory talent, = 

TAL, HOLA, BR; noisy, nega, SEE, 
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rhetorical, without solid sense or argument, 

Declarable, a. BY 4. | Hee. 
Declaration, n. An affirmation, ‘Ef St, Wet; an 

open expression of facts, or opinions, 4, 4%, 

ii 4; a declaration of love, 454; a written 

declaration of love, ft #2; a 

dependence, #44 Fi; a declaration of war, 
fH HK BH; a declaration of a witness, A fik, fk 
fie) CE REASaG 5a clear declaration, PEFR; a clear 
declaration of the Emperor, Saf, wt ; 
that part of the process cr pleadings in which 
the plaintiff sets forth at large his cause of 
complaint, eth iad. 

Declarative, a, Making declaration, 4% fy, 41-0 pF ; 
explanatory, ? 2 A4, 

Declaratory, a. Making declaraticn, 4 fy, AJ 

fi, REAR AY. 
Declare, 2. ¢. To make known, 4,38, 3p, ii!, 

Hea, aS, Yan, HEA. Best, REO, ABA); (0 
declare, or proclaim, #%, #3, Zed, HB, BE; 
the heavens declare the glory of God, Ki J. 
a 7 2%; to declare to the emperor, Z= |-, #4 
-E, 1:3; to declare one’s opinion, aR Hi AR, 

REHIZE EL; to declare a statement to he false, 
AA SEIAIE WL, Gh ARAL IK (fm; to declare war, 
FER ; to declare one’s mind, HA HM ; to 
declare one’s case in writing, 34h; to de- 
clare one’s intention, [jf] #8, (Ml, PS RETR; to. 
affirm, ak, HES, GR, HL Bt; to declare one’s 

self, ZEAE, GW) ARE ; to array the troops 
and declare to them, Pai fil #gipe ; to explain, ff 
A}, # 3li ; to declare before the spirits, 45-77 yup 
A] ; to declare before an idol, Bt En hig. 

Declare, v. 7. To state, fife, HAY, (if Pi. 
Declared, pp. ora. Made known, 453%, 35038, 

#EB38 ; told explicitly, #UBWIA. 
Declension, n. A falling or declining towards a 

worse state, jiFSE 4%, FE fk, jf 9%; a declining 
slope, #} Ht, PYF Bt; inflection (of nouns, 
adjectives and pronouns ), #& /£. 

Declinable, a. That may he declined, as a noun, 

&e., By a. 
Declination, n. 

worse state, 32, 3h #, MET 23%. my PZ 
deterioration, 324%, jaf; gradual failure or 
diminution of strength, 3245 44, jy yi Fi 3 a de- 
viation from a right line, #3k, FYE 7st ; 
liqnity of conduct, 9 47,0) 47.47 EE 5 
lination, as of the compass, {fj si, (i fg. ZE I, 
4 fy ; the declination of a star, SERED HIP IE 

fk, BZ, Hp HE VE; the declination of a 

declaration of in- | 

in law, | 

A declining, or falling into a | 

7 Al: ob- | 

dec- | 

noun, #3 % F #4. 
Declinator, n. An instrument for taking the dec- 

lination or inclination of reclining planes, 7 #4} 

$f, JS TET. 
Decline, v. 7. To lean downward, Fim, WPT, # 

T. Em, EY, FT, dem T ; to deviate from 
rectitude, 45 #7, #47, fm F7; to decline, as the 

day, A fy PH, AS PY, AYA, SADIE AS, PRA 
HEFL, HR; to refuse, Hf, RE, I, HE, HEH, ifé 
fy, Atk); to decline a present, BEM, BEA, 
 ; to decline receiving mourners, #HfiF ; to 
decline secing visitors, #f4 ; to decline com- 
pliance with requests, wishes, &e., HE GE, HERE ; 
to decline resolutely, fAl@~, Beg; to decline 

| politely, 4#§E; to decline to act, HEME fk; to 
decay, #E3E, SEE, FEM; to fade, Hf, WH, 
WJ¥* : to decline in morals, f#¥Z ; to decline in 
years, 325M, $9 3E; to decline in succession, fi 
#4 Fe GE; to decline in price, fF Sei ; to de- 
cline payment, §f 42; to decline to pay, $f T= 

Zs sa “L 

Decline, v. ¢. To bend downward, Jwiate, Jit (ie, i 
 ; to decline to one side, Jij{fi, Jif 2; to de- 

cline a noun, 4%. 
Decline, n. A leaning from, #} {J ; rise and de- 

cline, #3z ; diminution or decay, Seq, FEHE ; 
a gradual decay of health, & @pys#, & Hess 
a, & BS yi ; 10 be on the decline, pep je. 

Declined, pp. Rent downward or from, #1)'F, 

REUSE, TET. FE Wy, Fh, FEE ; refused, Hf 
8. AGB. HOB. 

| Declining, ppr. or a. Leaning, $f; going down, 
| 32 Yq ; decaying, 3€, Fe fuk; refusing, wt, HERE; 
| 

} 

declining age, 3£ {lt ; avoiding, % ; the declin- 

ing sin, $ROCHESY. 
Declinometer, nm. An instrument for measuring 

the declination of the magnetic needle, 5 {fq 

(ny ET. 
Declivity, n. Declination from a horizental line, 

THAR BE, WEL FOE, SU, EW; a gradual 
| descent or slope, #4H%, MIR Sit. 
Decoct,v.t.'l'o prepare by boiling, Wh, HRT, #, BA, 
ZEd; to decoct medicine, 4, AHR, WBE; 

| to digest in hot or boiling water, Bey te 

WE IK. 
Decoction, n. The act of boiling a substance in 

water, for extracting its virtues, A; the li- 
quor in which a substance has Leen boiled, #¢2% 

IK, 
| eoction of cinchona, Ars ye; decoction of 

logwood, #@Ac#e 7k; decoction of linseed, § hit 

| 

| 
| 

no 
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FH eK; decoction of poppy, 2 
coction of starch, Bf #07]. 

Decollate, v.t. To behead, ii; #, Fi) GA, BK SA. 
Decollation, n. The act of beheading, Wes, aK 
Decolor, Decolour, v. t. Bef, #2 A- | DAH. 
Decolorant, Decolourant, n. A substance which re- 

moves color, PR #}, fA FF}. 
Decolorize, Decolourize, v. t. IR &. JEG 
Decompose, v. t. To decompose, as a rock, 34h; to | 

disunite elementary particles combined by affin- 
ity or chemical attraction, 4} HA AK FF; to 
resolye into original elements, {$i 7S FF. 

Decomposed, pp. or a. BENG, (ip, Sars AR 
fF. 

Decomposite, a. Compounded a second time, FR Flim 

AME, Sh — a HE. 
Decomposition, n. Analysis, Fp FSA tT HB; the 

decomposition of rocks, 324fq #4. | Fie AE. 
Decompound, v.t. To compounda second time, ff 
Decorate, v. ¢. To cover with external ornaments, 

We Bi, ERHHESS, MSE, HR. ESS FTE 
BE ; to render lovely, #a/€3£; to embellish, #} 

Decorated, pp. or a. HEI. | fifi. 

Decoration, n. Hei 4. Pi w, (tf #; embel- 
lishment, HER, BP. | PEE. 

Decorative, a. HERHAS, FAG 4k tii, BY CLA Shi 
Decorator, n. One who embellishes, ffi #, 

fifi 
Decorous, a. Decent, becoming, AW#As, AA, 

Ay, Ene PR, HIE AY, tin 77 A, BE 
fy, ieee, Fr is tl A. [TiS 

Decorously, adv. In a befitting manner, WR, & 
Decorum, n. Propriety, decency, 7, 7B, TET, 

WH, AIS, Aa ZI, Wie, tee, FZ; 
decorum binds husband and wife to their re- 

spective spheres, Je ay LI GN yi : 
music accord with the nature of heaven and 

earth, i 848 EI ZA. 
Decoy, v. t. Toentice, 3} 4} 5R 4448 ; to decoy, as 

birds, RJA ZER., 5] A#y HE; 10 decoy birds, 
46; to seduce, FRY, HEV, S| a: to ae a 
woman, SAE Zz J ; to decoy people, SHE 

decorum and 

| Deerial, n. A erying down, 

to decoy and sell people, i AF; to ies a | 
man’s wife, $}} 4 J\ JE; to decoy into evil, 3 A | 
JABS, HN AJm; to decoy people into evil, 5% 

US re 
Decoy, n. Anything intended to lead into a snare, | 

it, He, ff; a place for catching wild fowls, | 
Decoy-duck, n. #840. [te YE aE. | 
Decoyed, pp. ty ith, Py GR iH ; decoved and sold, 

Decoying, ppr. 4 4h- L¥i 38. 

DEC 

OE a FE of de- | ingeeeee v.t. To ca IKE, HED, od to abate, 
lower, Hp #€, Hr, Pre, HECK. WT - 

Decree, v.t. To feconie less, jy, He. HSE; 
{o decrease by tens, #§-+- THF 

TE Decrease, n. A becoming less, sig 

3€ ; the wane of the moon, Ha iinie, Fieri 
decrease of strength, fy3€, Jy iif ZZ: increase 
and decrease, Mk, $8 Z; overful (pride) causes 
decrease, humility brings increase, }#§ 49 38 wt 

Decreased, pp. jh iG, TRIS [ &. 
Decreasing, ppr. or a. Decreasing function, $8 fA 
Decree, n. 47, fir4y ; the anne decree, #2 5, 

Lit, shir, GUE, S08, & fir; the decree of 
the august sovereign is called Sk ir, Fe; to 
publish a decree from the emperor, P ft, ER 
the decree of heaven, KK fy, KEK; the decree of 
heaven is unchangeable, KEM ; an edict of 
a governor, 4&2, RE AR. AL FR; a judicial de- 
cision, "¢ 4¢; ordinance, 7/5], H- 

Decree, v. t. To determine judicially, 3s, By, 
Kh 3s, Fi) FF; to fix or appoint, we, PIL; to 
determine, PE, WE, WALK. 2H; to deter- 
mine legislatively, arid, aids by me princes 
decree justice, 4) FE UIA i. 

Decreed, pp. Determined judicially, 3 jf 3; de- 
creed by the emperor, “P34 32 G; appointed, Ze 
%e iff ; established in purpose, v7 3 =. 

Decrepit, a. Wasted by infirmities and old age, 

218, BU, BS. EM, RRB. Ks, 
He. 

Decrepitate, v. 7. To crackle, as salts when roast- 

ine, Misia, MEA A. 
Decrepitness, Decrepitude, n. 395%, SEE IEIN 

when decrepitude oyertakes them, Az tk Af. 

Decrescent, a. Decreasing, jRS Ay, id, BY, 

36, DAY. 
Decretal, xn. A letter of a pope, KARE; a 

collection of the pope’s decrees, R= AE Fw 
Deeretory, a. Definitive, WF, Ef, BIL AS- 

ae it ge weak: 

Decried, pp. Weigh. 

Decry, v.t. To ery down, Hci, west, AAI, all 
ww; 10 censure, as faulty, improper or mnnec- 

essary, a {B ME, = th AE: ; to traduce, ji 
A Ae 8G, $2 N47; to decry the measures of 
administration, il ## ES Zé, aie’ AR; to blame, 
se 
B “0 

Decumbent, a. In botany, 

down, 4 (E(, TENE (1. 
Decuple, v.t. To make tenfold, +-#. 

declined or bending 

TT 
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Decurion, rn. An officer commanding ten men, -}- 

AE, HE, EM. [ i. 
Decurt, v.t. ‘I'o shorten by cutting off, eye, BY 
Decussate, v.t. To intersect, to cross, BQ HIME, 2 

Its, BEB. (28 5B. 
Decussate, Decussated, a. Crossed at acute angles, 
Decussation, rn. The act of crossing at acute an- 

gles, BS ie. 
Dedecorate, v.t. To disgrace, Bg, 32 kg. 

Dedecorous, a. Diseraceful, By 3 fry. 
Dedicate, v.t. To set apart and consecrate toa 

divine being or to a sacred purpose, #EIS, fk 
F§ ; to dedicate to Gi od a AS 1-8, ASK LA 

to dedicate to an idol, Ay 78 EGE ; to dedicate to 

the spirits, (HE AS pA ; to dedicate by prayer or 
blessings, #HE; to dedicate by the smearing of 

plood, $f; to dedicate hy the sprinkling of blood, 
2 fff; to dedicate a bell by the smearing of 
lod, BLS TE Si 5 - to dedicate a son to an idol, 
pene Ae #2; to dedicate an idol, BASE ,'%EAR, 

Kiet, R i fk: to dedicate achurch, #3278 
Jfrue ; to insotibe to, as a book, AAs, Arik ; to 
dedicate one’s self to God, —fIEAS ie, HEA AS 

At, By TRE 
Dedicated, pp. or a. Tk AS it. 
Dedicating, ppr. fIL¥8, HLA; consecrating, PL 

‘Ye ; dedicating, as a ¢ shild toa god, 4. 
Dedication, n. BEAR a, ay eee dedication of a 

church, jit 32 78 Fi > 3; dedication by the 
smeiring of blood, ‘#4 ll dedication by the 
sprinkling of blocd, ue (i, #7; dedication by dot- 

‘tine the eyes, BAyIt44 ; dedication by inscrib- 
ing to some body, ALIS Hi, MISS Hs H- 

Dedicatory, a. Composing a dedication, HE AS fry ; 
a dedicatory epistle, AC Zs fry =. 

Dedition, n. eu ndry, 52 (4. de a . 
Deduce, v. t. To infer, $k%, SIZE, Heim, HES; 

{0 solleet, Waa: : to deduct, BR. 
Deduced, pp. Inferred, $24, 41 FRB. 
Deducible, a. TY) 3X45, HEM ANZ, LIB HY HE. 
Deduct, v. ¢. To subtract, FR, fn, HS, FASE, in, 

47H], fj: ; to deduct from one’s wages, fa. 
$f, Hi) 9k, AKA F¥ ; deduct three dollars, 4] = 
{lil 2 £8 4) = & ; deduct somuch, PRIM} A, ANht 

% : not allowed to deduct any thing, Apr A 
$m; to deduet money advanced, $n Je], fn 4, Jn 
Hi, Srl, FHL ; to deduct from the price, $f ; 
deduet two from a number, KR Aj. 

Dedueted, pp. Taken from, PRI, fri ith, Fi) 3 ; 

inferred, 5% 738. 
Deducting, ppr. fr, RR, #4. 

Deduction, n. The act of deducting, i, PR#, 
#144; the deduction of money advanced, $e] 
(FA, I SAAR RH; discount, #9, PPIA; infer- 
ence, $X7e, WIZE; deduction from wages, “JT. 
$i ; consequence, FR. 

Deed, n. That which is done, an act, #8, MFT 
Hh. PRE BR. We tH. BE; to perfor m a good 

dood, e— HELMET. (h—OEIEN, GE, BE: 
virtuous deeds, 323%; {o perform a meritorious 
decd, 77234; to feel regret for the dead and 
retord their deeds, ¥2 FE fy Wdist 4; in ancient 
times they said one good deed vil cover one 
hundred had deeds, 4 # A— SUDA TE: a 
deed of sale, 32 RR, $0 ty FF AW ADHEs a trans- 
fer deed, Hi ra 4. FF EE Gh BL; the deed of the 
transfer of land, Hh, FASK, PISZ;a stamped 
deed, #732, FN 42; an nee deed, G32. — 

Deem, v. z. or t. To think, (Mi, Aa a2 eee 

ie; 1 deem it right, ef RH. FCDA: 1 
deem it strange, Jem] AF MAY, ae LAS AF 
PE ; he deems it sufficient, fd: L145 Jz. ; he deems 
it insufficient, (VIE TE, He ob. ~ [pee 

Deemed, pp. fish: I deemed it but right, FRLI 

Deep, a. 2R, TE, WA, Zi2E. HE. BAK, HA. SA; deep 
water, ZR IK, HH at, 7 He; a deep cave, PER, 

PRikd; a deep recess, hk, wh ME, Ha, PER, 
Wyss, BE; deep, unfathomable water, PE, 

PRU; a deep pit, ZEbC, BELk; a deep bay, ia; 
deep and clear, 28 jf ji. Zi, JB; a deep color, 
PEE, HPCE; a deep red, ZEA; a deep bow, 772 
dig; not very deep, 44822 ; very deep, ve BK, 
MH ACEH; deep and shallow, 2278 5a deep sleep, 
PR MHE, BAe; how deep is it ib three 
feet deep, 72 = JX ; deep designs, ZEFFf, Ural ik, 
Bk; deep thought, Fz, Pew, Ayer, vers, 

(ate, 2 HEL; deep and obstruse, FLAP; deep and 
ol gees doctrine, Fix>2% 34: deep silence, Ze 

; deep darkness, PEM, 2242; deep and dis- 

tint PRAM, TIM, WIE, st Ik ; deep plots, 
ita}; deep investigation, Ze KF, PE FR; deep, 
profound knowledge, #9 i fk FR; deep and nn- 
fathomable, PEA HY il, AYR; deep sounds, Ze 
HH; Ceep gratitude, ZEP; deep hatred, ZEIR; 

deep fe tches, WPS; to make a deep impression, 

RAW, RHO. 
Deep, n. The sea, #9, i, JME, Zee, AFF ; the 

deep of night, ZE7%. 
Deep-drawn, a. Drawn from a depth, 2EzR (rj. 

Deep-laid, a. R>x fry, AE FT ELAS. 

Deep-mouthed, a. Having a hoarse, loud, hollow 
voice, Fe iy. 
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Deep-musing, a. Contemplative, 28 49, Ze Bl, ZR 

15, PERM. 
Deep-read, a. Having fully read, © 3X4. 
Deep- -senied, a. 2B; deep-seated hatred, SBI RR | 
Deep-sounding, a. Having a low sound, i Pa 

fi Ht. 
Deep-thinking, a. Mf ae 2e, FRCP EERE. 
Deep-toned, a. Having a deep or grave tone, (i ¥- 
Deep-worn, a. JHFUZE, (DI RR. 
Deepen, v. t. ‘To make deeper, 4 7} TH ZR, FE FR, 

HEPE; 10 deepen by digging, MZ, Hi TH BR, 
Euze, fEGRAS, (EWE: to deepen the gloom, 
(5. 3 we ED, 152 7b a gsi 5 to deepen the color, 
{iit & FE ZR ; to deepen ihe interest, FRBODA; | 
to deepen the sound, (fi #73 2. 

Deepen, v. 7. To become more deep, iH ZEA, iH 

ih PR. 
Deeply, adv. #. 
Deepness, n. Depth, ji, Zed #- 
Deer, n. sing. and pl. A quadruped of the genus 

cervus, RPE, HE; a spotted deer, 4 SKE, He 4E 
RE a musk deer, BB, # AE; deer sinews, FES; 
a two-year-old deer, #; an elk or plain brown 
deer (of Formosa), # ; a small Chinese species, 

cerrulus reevesii, Fe; the track of a deer, HE 
_ fuk; dried deer’s flesh, HE Wij, FEHR; deer’s "ean 

jelly, i JR; the base of a deer’s horn, ¥¥ 1% 
deer’s horn shavings, ##}}: ; deer’s horns, §€ He 

Deer-skin, n. fe Je. [BE 8. 
Deer-stalking, n. FER AT HE. 
Deer-stealer, n. One who steals deer, (iy FE#- 
Deer-stealing, ». The act or crime of stealing 

deer, (7 HE 2 SE. 
Deface, v.t. To destroy or mar the face or surface 

of anything, REE EAST, BR, te BR, Set 
disfigure, iE f-, Hist, FTE, BE, i: erase 

or obliterate, #4£, Gi) ZE, fi Hz; to deface 
branded marks, qt Bf); to deface writing, 

TK, BF. 
Defaced, pp. or a. HELE, 1UPA38, HB, 8. 
Defacement, n. Injury to the surface or beauty, | 

«FT HH, ke PRA; obliteration, MesK A, Hi) 1H Hy; 

disfiguration, SHER FH. 

| 
| 

Defacing, ppv. UME. HAM; obliterating, 7K, wR. 

De facto. Actually, HH, VEE, BK. EF 
Defaleate, vr. t. Mey, Bi, PRA. 
Defaleation, n. Deficit, rz, Wiz Ef jj ; diminu- 

tion, Hub, Hh, BB. 
Defamation, n. Slander, pex#, ale, whee, 

pei, ica, 1 HEH; detraction, wh A, tRA 
aT: 

Defamatory, a. es EA], allt EME, peak fy. 

Bees v.t. To calumniate, iit J\, 2G, 

Ok ahs mens, ik NAEE, ull K, lll 1, WE neh, 

GEREN, BON, we 
Defamed, pp. wh peith, villi A. 
Defamer, n. REM A, wh PEN, MAK. 
Default, x. An omission of that which ought to 

be done, (R3e, Mat ft, KIA, HS, HA, R 
fit, 4e#y; to suffer a default, ye fe. 

Default, v.72. To fail in performing a contract or 
agreement, MEK Afi}, Me Ne A fii). 

Default, v.t. To call a defendant officially to 

appear and answer in court, RAjH, PB Fe 
#¢; to declare one in default and enter judg- 
ment against one, 2 yyc {ts Bj HR. 

Defaulter, n. One who fails to appear in court 
when called, Fc f& #%; one who fails to pay 
taxes due to government, Sshpty. FRB; 
one who fails to account for public money 
entrusted to him, yagi, Hyak. 

Defeat, n. Loss of battle, He FHt, 4p far, HR AR, Fy Hk: 
to suffera defeat, Keak, FEIL, Bet; victory and 
defeat, Fate, WEMC, WE: the defeat of some 
measure, Mest ; a complete defeat, — We 3) fit, 

WF hs 
Defeat, v. t. To overcome, as an army, WE, fig, ca 

ne THE bk Wet, We. Wi; to defeat one’s 
end, WRT, ae {o rout, jm, Hilj&q; to battle, 
PA; to defeat one’s hopes, #4 4%, PAL. 

Defeated, pp. or a. Vanquished in battle, i, Bk, 
Fy AR, BRB, Web, FEL; defeated in one’s plans, 
4}, A; defeated in one’s hopes, Jets, #8 
ee 

Defeating, ppv. Defeating, as an enemy, 4 fm, 
Fy KE, WRK; defeating one’s plans, ME AR: 
rendering null and void, jy. 

Defecate, v. ¢. To clarify, [#¥, Be my, Siw. HUE: 
Defecated, pp. Clarified, {fh fyj&- 
Defect, n. Imperfection, fk, HM, Rik, Bik, 

itu, Wii, Mi, EAM, BEA SRA, BI: 
a flaw or blemish, RHE, Jy The, Hy, Bea. gs 
deformity, 4 #84 Wey; a mistake HA: 
lias some defects, #y ee EME. 

Defection, n. Want or failure of duty, Sg, EAS 

Zh, AMATS; apostacy, HHL MB, HL, 
%x; defection in the amy, @+hotd, KEE 
Wp; revolt, yh, IK, (4, ae. 

ag BSE a. Impereet, #y it, Fp, Ak As, We 

FAS, MEL ASE, jijle, Wile, MA, ide Z ih 
ue inadequate, Az ye, A fe, WEY; fa wults, 4 

i, AE HH. 
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Defectively, adv. In a defective manner, fe 5¢48;  Deference, n. A yielding in opinion, BEBEA 

defectively done, {fk} Mi 5¢ 4S. | 
Defectiveness, n. HikZ A, ARHHA- | 
Defence, n. See Defense. 

Defend, v. t. To drive from, @UR, HRI TERK FF | 
#¥; to defend, as against slander, 
¥*&; to defend one’s character, MRA, t* 

(RABY, ; to protect, PRaE, HRA. HCE. PEE AR. 
As, TSF. HESF. FB, 1, HE; to airy aeeinal an 
enemy, P&pF, HRI; to defend one another, Fy | 

AAR; to defend a house against attack, #6 
HUsP EH ; to defend a pass, SF-E A, SEO, | 
ee UL. | 

Defendant, ». He who defends against an as- | 
sulant, Pyspe, By ae, PRALH; the re | 
that opposes a complaint, #4 #. 

Defended, pp. Opposed, PRI IH; protected, (RE. 
# ; vindicated, # GH. 

Defender, n. Advocate, 4k fii, Jp G #4 ; the defend- 
er of a city, SPARE, OPAEIRH. 

Defending, ppr. Opposing, PRI; protecting, PF 
“7. ByHE; defending, as one’s character, {2 A 

Defense, n. Anything that opposes attack, violence | 

or danger, (Rf, Ci, WE FRE. DUM TR 
#€; a place of defense, RZ PR 2 
FjZ3; a city of defense, HRA, fepHk; the | 

defense of a boundary, eM , Ec SE, SHAE BE St; | 
the act or science of defending against enemies, | 

Wty % i: ; an obstinate defense, Hp7E HAY, HF 
— FE‘; to join in the defense, WH Pysp, WA | 
PARSE; to put in a siate of defense, fh EE 
Us defendant’s answer or plea, JpEt, Iplk, Tp 

= or A, A; you are my defense, (RRA | 
LAE, LR ILAE; God is my defense, |. | 

‘its Wy TRE 
Defenseless, a. Without defense, SD |HRRY, MEAT 

PRA. IR MY EAE, PRK A - 
Defensible, a. WAKA LE, (LAE, PAE, 1B 
er Ay, WY ME: justifiable, Of Fees, Wa EL a 
#54; it is defensible, TLR, W Lise. 

Defensive, a. That sorves to defend, {% é fry, #8 
HEE; to be or stand on the defensive, fy {%, 

FY. Fi. AL SY BiH HLA 
Defer, v. t. To put off to a future time, 9, UEFA, 

HG, BL BL, IER, BRE, HEE to deter | 
for a little while, Emp; defer a little longer, 
HEAR; defer continually, HeilE ; defer to to- 

morrow, 5H 1. IY), HELLY 
Dorey vit. To yield to another’ S opinion, Ff, #8 

CREAN, MBN 2 HENLE 

4H, ARN ZH; vegard, respect, AR; com- 

plaisance, ita (vy, Hen, HG. 
Deferential, a. 7ftid# (J. 

Deferred, pp. Delayed, 3638, #238. 
#4, HG, | Deferring, ppr. Delaying, JE, BB, BE. 

Defiance, n. Contempt of opposition or danger, 

SER, KEL, BILAL ; to bid difiance, mt, Fa 
fig; 10 set at defiance, M22, A928, Hrdp; a 
challenge to fight, Pj wk, BERR, 4B JAA BE; a 
snort of defiance, [gH Se. 

Deficiency, Deficience, n. Imperfection, gk, HFS, 

WA, HAG, WH. WOR, ABO; deficiency of 
agriculture and the mulberry tree, RAZA 
jk; any deficiency, 4 Ry f€; deficiency of a 
fund, Se l% yg, WEA AS; defect of anything, 
22.5 28; conscious of one’s deficiency, Fai, 
Fu A JE, 11 A047 it ; a deficiency in cash, Hr FE; 
deficiency in letters or characters, a blank, Bg 

Deficient, a. Not sufficient or adequate, HE ag, 1 

Ke, HE. Aik, HG, Rik, thE, MERE, AD, 
it 22; deficient number, WF #; deficient in 
politeness, Jn 47 #F ; deficient in virtue, pf, 
TA fS, FE PE; to be deficient in, JF ; to be de- 
ficient in the fulfillment of one’s duties or obli- 
gations, #749 H2; to supply that which is de- 
ficient, #j it, AY Aj ; incomplete, MH f¥5E4s, HE 

WN tir 
Deficit, n. AFF PPE SR, AL Hk 5 HR; there remains 

a defic it of so much, AwR AF. 
| Defied, pp. Challenged, Pf WK #5; acted in contempt 

of opposition, law or authority, JUAk, Rta. 
Defilading, n. {U5 Wi JHE RE. 
Defile, v.t. To make filthy or unclean, 7# 5, 7 

15, 75, MEG, GRA, FT VE, REMIRE, Hike, Hi 
1%, 7%; to defile one’s self, FRAC, oe. 
Hi%; to defile a woman, Bed, Beh, 7h SR 

&; to defile a person’s wife, BABE, BAF 
3; to defile one’s mind, #8 A, 4h; do not 
defile it, AM jRY, WE dp REWER; defile with 
mud, (5) Ue, We a I, Ee (EVER; to defile the 
heart, Fob. 

Defile, v. i. To march off in a line, §& #7 Hi) BF FF, 

fe BRB i $F 
Defile, n. A narrow pass, as between hills, fi, Bye 

Vict » Deiat, Wisk TO, Pot Rist 2 BE 
Defiled, pp. or a. Made dirty, 73) fei, 3j%5 wR, 

FJ GGA; polluted, 73 FEsH; defiled with the 

world, ‘5 IE fa OE, 75 BEALE RRS. 
| Defilement, n. Corruption of morals, 5 EK, 
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EES, EWS ; dirtiness, Hef. 
Defiler, n. K75B, HEWFMEH ; one who corrupts 

or violates, 77 5$ 7% ; that which pollutes, #yjF 

2, IG. 
Defiling, ppr. or a. Polluting, 75 

filing vessel (the world), 2, 
Definable, a. That may have its limits ascer- 

tained, PEWS, A LEZ ; capable of having 
its signification rendered certain, fey, Wy fF, 

SRI, FRG. HE Cb. 
Define, v. t. To determine or describe the end or 

limit, 76, EWS, PSE, HE, BRZ ; to define a 

, ¥#; the de- 

word, SPF, EFF; to define the meaning | 
of an expression, ff% fal 3%, 7E BES, HF WY; to 
describe, si fi? ; to define one’s position, f7Al 
HEE, HRHGF; to define a boundary, Zep. 

Defined, pp. 7Ei8, fii, FE WRI. 
Definer, n. TE 4, HRB, ERS H.- 
Definite, a. Fixed and settled with precision, 7 

WE, WE A, EG A, TET ; definite boundaries, 
7c ARS, AIS YR; a definite time, EME 
Wy; 8 definite affair, 7 3F ; definite instructions, 
FEMS, TE VBMY ; a difinite arrangement, Aye 

EAE ALEVE ; dofinite language, ve EAR ; 
precise, pf $M; clear, AY T. 

Definitely, adv. 7, LY, ER: 

ranged, Hive TBE TE, OE. 
Definition, n. A brief description of a thing by 

its properties, 7 4%, ‘= fi# ; the definition of a 
word,  §t£k, fi Zn}; the definition of a char- 

acter, EF, ER, RET. 
Definitive, a. Positive, EJS; a ade 

62, HOR, UME, EH, BES, 
Deflagrate, v. t. Beopt, FE Pe. 
Deflect, v. i. To turn from or aside, § 73 ah P}, Re 

4h, HEZE ; to deflect from the right course, ## 
35, SEF, SIEGE ; todeflect, as the magnet- 
ic needle, #8 {fi , 82 7c Hy, HEE. 

Deflected, pp. ®E i 2. (ihe, ADK. 
Deflecting, ppr. BF, BZ, ih. 

Deflection, n. MB #3 He AH, OS, 
i 2 # ; the deflection of the needle, Hi i{j $F Z 
HE fs, $k ZARA ; the departure of-a ship from 
its true course, #7 {a 5x, YE Sh; inflection, 
1, | 

Deflorate, a. In botany, having cast its fecundat- | 
ing dust, 7E#ty, EG UH. 

Defloration, m. The act of taking away a woman’s | 

virginity, AA, HIMBA, TERA; the 
act of depriving of the flower or prime beauties, 

_ BARS. 

definitely ar- | 

Deflour, v.t. To deprive a woman of her virgini- 
ty; a on i fee A, JPAER ; to take away 
the prime beauty and grace of anything, 9% 

7 SE, 46 FW to ravish a woman, 

ai &E. 
Deflux, n. F i. 
Defoliation, n. The time of shedding leaves in 

autumn, 227% 7 If; the defoliation of trees, &c., 

FRR, was ik. 
Deforce, v. t. GRE, i SP. 
Deform, v.t. ‘To mar or injure the for, #45 f% 

FW tk, HE, thie, $8 A, Fe HO; 
render ugly or displeasing, #/Ht, He HOE, 
5 5 PUL ; to disgrace, AR. 

Deformation, n. A disfiguring or defacing, #8 

F #. 
Deformed, ae ova. Ugly, FRE, FARE, FED, HE; 

distorted, 2 75, ETRE. tt f€; a deformed yer- 

son, (3, BUREN, RES, RWBTE A; illefa- 
seal PAGS AZ. 

Deformity, n. Any unnatural state of the shape 
or form, jig, GEE; irregularity, BA; 

blemish, Fy 5%; absurdity, pepe. 
Defraud, v. ¢. To cheat, 1%58, Pe SH, Ja Sa, WES, 

Loe. oS. we Sk, A GR; to defraud of money, 
Ae ih FS HM , VE es F8 UF ; to defraud one’s creditors, 
A,X, Fes; to defraud the revenue, 3 f/,, FL, 

WAL, LTR. 
Defrauded, pp. Bei, Smith, SRI, baie - 

Defrauder, n. Waa 4, PCI, SF, DEG ATA, FF 
ule fj A. 

Defrauding, ppr. Be, Se, Uxdk. 
Defray, v.t. To pay or bear the expenses, Hj 

WR, KE, HR, KA, HEB, KH; 1 will defray 

the expenses, JIL IRI, FORM, MERE, Te 
Defrayed, pp. } [te Se. HH ORT, Sea PR - 
Defrayer, n. Hi fi & #. 
Defraying, ppr. {) @IB, & Be B- 

Defrayment, n. 3. 
Defunct, a. Dead, HES, VEOH. 

Defunct, n. E#, VEN, HO NA, 3 GN. 
Defy, v. t. To provoke to combat, #A BR, HERR, HE 

8), FBR, #5 to defy proudly, fit; to offer to 
hazard a conflict by manifesting a contempt of 
opposition, Hee, Fislii; to defy the power 
of the government, # Bie HU tE FE fz; to 
dare, JH; to despise, yi 2a. Me iedy my 

| “Defyer, n. HRS, BMRA, RRS. 
| Degeneracy, n, A growing worse or inferior, 38 

a, SAY Pi, Keie; departure from virtue, 

A 8 #3 Meanness, php. 
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Degenerate, ¢. i. To become worse, u—B. i tl 
BEB. SM; to decay im good qualities, x 

BE. BZ: LIE. 
Degenerate, a. Havimg declined im nataral or 

meral worth, BBG, BBE: degenerate, 2 

bildrem, IS, WI. BE; wean, base, FB, 
FH. FE. WE; % degenerate generation, 

$2, be ; degenerate children, AA ZFK. B 
wit B: degenerate y node toms, Beta; +x 

low, degemersle course of action, IB tz. Fe; | 
to relorm the degemerate age. ii 

Degenciatel, pp. BOB, BAh, +B. 
Degemeraiciess, n. RAB, BB. GB 
Degeneration, w. A growing worse, BH, B 

Deglatinate, v. t. Sih, Hh BH 
DeZiutition, x. Nhe act & swallowing, H, Fm, 

Fa BE ZH. 
Degradaten, «. A reducing im rank, BAS; 

removal irom oflice, SG Hi. GEL ; the grad- 
wa) degradation of mowntamns, pepe Ee. uss 

WGK; Mi degradation, REA. He. A, 
BE; low Ge gradal wn, Fa, F- Fe: ey | 
wintson ated degradit ion, Pie 

Degrade, ¢.t. To reluce trom a wigher to a lower 

sath or dégiee, Gi. EF, UG, Vth. ZH. 
bit, Bi; to degrade three steps, pe — gi; to de- 
Prive, as of iiiee, BBs to Geprive ome of 

Kiser, Shi Bim. oy Si we. RB: BR: | 
deprive one of dignity or rah, Sv Zes to de- 
grade and iratisler to atother post, Pegi; to 
delase, GfiG; to degiace the ignovamt and 
Promote tite intelligent, Bw gyaj; to delase 
wnt, BIG A; 0 degrade a master the state | 
A a servant, 4 BE. Bik: to degrade 

ones sll, BRAK. Bae BE. 1B. FE- 
Degraded, pp. or a. kedluced in rank, pe Hh gy ;de- | 

prited of an office, BMH, Bw; &prived 
of dignity, % fo, Feng; degraded an officer, B 

Bi; hee degraded mumseli, te Be, BB. 
$e i i; the prince degraded the untilial, % | 

AAVLEDE- om | 
Degrading, pyr. Reducing in rank, fg; depris- | 
ig of other, Bilp, degrading one's wll, 

Lm, BB. FE- : 
Degrading\y, aac. To act degradingly, F {F- 
Degne, uw. A step, Hi, Fir, wine degrees of 

AMicial rank, JL G2; principal and subordinate | 
degres of offical rank, 1: 6. eK BK; | 
saned Be degree, W— Hi, E—-K; rs gg 
iwo degrees, be — 9; degree of relationship, % | 
Be Wise socom." papal mate is * i stands lor layer, steatamn, tory, be fe 

—_— ——__ 

( #6 ) 

Dehors. Uut of, without, 4; vein 9 

| Dehort, ei DR ee 
Deification, w the oe # HZ. 

Deifier, Deiiyer, x. BRM 

Deitorm, a. Like a god, BES, an0. 
Deily, -t. To make a god, HOCH, FH 

Deign, ¢-t. Te vowaale Ed: to deign 

Deist, n. (me who believes im the existence of 

DEI 

the degrex A literary rank, HF. BEB; a 
tain the degree, BB. Ac; @ chtam 
gree ABA, 7K: 0 am the degree of 
4, FBI; w oisain the degre of VD Ph, 
PLL; w obtain the degree of Hanlin, Ze 
5L; 2 degree ox division oe << 
graphy, B; degrees of longitude amd 
$865 & ; 2 degrex cast and west, Z 
degree west, fe —%& < twenty degrecs of beat, 
Si — +E; the circuit of the heavens is divided 
into Zo degrees, S52 E—Be ee 
degree js divided into 60 minates, and cars 
mie ute into GY weonds, BR ABAT 
AACE: pre A height, deh, 
hes? ome degree heavier, Eh; 1 ogee 
deeper, B— Ig ; ome degree wigher, Lp. a 
homerary deguees, Pe: the mt 
GE. MP; im the highest degree, 26 

by degrees, MM. Ze—. MK. ie. . 
i; to ascend by degrees, bade. 
diterent degrees A strength, i 

WA}; they come by degrees, BF; tow 
by degrees, BOBS. 

BiG; the at f 
asviwe, EZ wie. as 

to deify, 2 Buddhists, Sige eae: to treat 

am ober of a regard, BLBM 

tia DEB 

LU GI, Bly: 0 Cesgn to regard, BB; 
deigh to grant, (HE; to deign pa oaploree 
aflair to le dome, WERT: to —, 
favor, ay J 

L@EAEEE. BELG 

God, but desies terealed religion, G4L® 
GHEKAE, KEKE; me who illows 

ee light of reason, Bite? EZ. 
Leiiy, n- Godhead, or Supreme Being, Ese 

witeristing eing, HA, ARBRE: 
infinite, seli-existing Spirit, BARE ZH: 



| 
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the tre deity, RZE@: aterm used by most | 
of the American missionari-s, Swe: the eres- 

* tor, HALF +¥; the term used by the Reman 
Catholies, KF; the term used by Tanists, + 
bE, 4; 2 wooden image or deity, AB. AH. 
ay cian aie 44%. HEA: inferior deities, 

an idol. 2%- good and evil spirits or 
deities, a: loval deities. +a. 

Deject, v. 

& 
Dejected, pp. or a. Cast down, BA. 7%. BS 

Be, EL. ZA# GH. ae : a dejected 
countenance of mind. FH. BLA. BAZ: 

why do yon feel so dejected? + OE % | 
n. Depression of mind, 73,75. ee. ig 

R. EB. KB: the act of voiding the exere- 

ments, Hi%- | 
Dejeune, n. Breakfast, A, i}. fe. T 

ition, n. TL. _1t- 
Delay, rt. To put off, TE, Tht. 4. WE. 3k, 3s 

3; to hinder for a time, 419%, Te. At aE 
. HT. 5H: do vot delay, FH. i aga 
XE. FABE: delay for one day. F—H, #% | 
HF: to delay one. HBA. Hi4E A, FI A- | 

Delay, ci. To linger, 2%. Asp: to move slow, | 
58 £ 

Delay, n. A putting off, Hsp, FER. 3B: pro- | 
erastination, HS: hindrance for a time, J. 
Fiz; delay in transmitting governmental 
despaches, SURE: withont delay, F4tZe 
6%. Bee. A, WH: it dors not admit 
of delay, FE: do it without delay. HHH. 
BAG. 4H: long delay. E7. 

at hia pp. Deferred. TE - hindered for a time, 
PARED. FAVE: detained, 4778: delayed for | 

a long time, Bit. HA. 
Delaying, ppr. Putting off, RE: procrastinating, 
ZEW: to involve an affair by delaying. RZ 

F. LEEE 
Dele, +. (the imperative of ddeo). Erase. &. 
$s; dele ( in China ), WI. 

Delectable, a. Delightful, 755%. Hh. Fh: 
highly pleasing, #7 (4; that gives great 
pleasure, WG, KG: delectable things. 

%- [%. 
Delectableness, n. EAE. MAZE. BE 
Delegate, r.t. ZB. Z&. ER: to Geliver to 

another's care and exercise, 22S. Hp. RE: 
to delegate, appoint to an office, Ze fe: to de 
legate authority, ZW, BH; to delegate an | 

To cast down, to make to look sad or | 

BET. LEE: to dispirit, GL. | 

fiver, EE B- 

Delegate, n. BN. EAN. AF. BEBE: 
an imperial commissioner, HEKF; an off- 
cial delegate, EG: conrt of delegates, AMBW 
%. 

Delegated, pp. ora. Deputed, ZEB. FRA: 

intrusted, EIB: appointed a jndee, KBE 
5: committed, as authority, BE: a delegated 

fiver. BB (BE. 
Delegating. ppr- Depnting, ZZ, 2% - introsting, 

| Delegation, n. A sending away, 7: the per- 
— de eae to act for another or for others, 

FEN. 
Delon oa Carthago. Carthage must be annibi- 

lated. our rival must he destroyed, H.R. 
Delete, rt. To blot ont. B+. HEH. ME 

Deleterions, a. Injarion *, $5. BR - destraet- 

ive, SB fj: poisonous, He FH Hy. MEE Hs; 
deloterions substances, He# > I. BPH. 

| Deletory, n. That which blots out; Sige, 4g 

fi. 
Delf. n. A mine, a quarry, GMa: a mine, HH; 

earthen-ware, Delft-ware, REZ. 
Delihate. r.t. To taste, fo take a sip, #. WE. SE. 
Deliherate, c. tori. To counsel. AG. 5 MH. "Sh. B 

i. 143. Oh. 2. BE. BE. AE. 
4. GE), HKALE. EXKE. HERE. 
R- BE: to ponder, BAM. BM: to deliberate 
together. fA #8 4% 7. fA 38 14%: to deliberate 
on state affairs. SRAR. ROK. 

Deliberate. a. Cantions, cireumspe-t, RB. ag, 

Bp. BG: 0001. Hy FE ME: 
considerate, S547 BW. 5B. 49 98: to take a 
deliberate aim, 37: to deliberate upon the 
proper rewards, £4. 

Deliberately. adr. Cirenmspectly. jy >. HR: 
cooly. BZ. ATE: to deliberately shoot a per- 

wn, MEENA. HEBK, WDEA: to net 
deliberately, FZ. 

Deliberation, ». Thonghtfnlness, $448 46. 36 - 

reflection, BS. GRE - coolness, 7H.2B. 
EE : to do a thing with deliberation. 82 @ 
{4, FB GF. HEH: 1 assisted in their de- 
liberation. Feil 45 4. He ME - united delibe- 
rations, i; to perform after deliberation, & 

St GH. 
Deliberative. a. BIG. RIG. BGs; conn- 

cil chambers are for deliberative assemblies, 
DEER GH: 2 person of a deliberative 

tra of mid 5 BBA, STW A, SR 

Fz 
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Delicacy, n. Fineness of texture, $304, HAS ; 

daintiness, & A PEUF, EUR; a delicacy, AB, KB 

Us, OR. TER, CEM, KER, AGA, AE 
OPENS, FASE; the eight kinds of delicacies, * 
JA AW; to act with delicacy, $y 2m 774. Smit 

fy FT A5- 
Delicate, a. 33, MB, HBL, MAH, ME, KK, 

HS, HH; of delicate flavor, AE REWER, APIA, B, 

FAME, SEM ; delicate, as colors, Wea ; delicate, 
as young plants, th, 3: fk ; of a delicate consti- 
tution, £h ab, HRie, #2; of a delicate complex- 
ion, #44; delicate looking, 43; you are very | 

delicate looking, (EFM, tet, ls 
FHIEZ, KF ; delicate, as young grain. FP~; a 

delicate hand, 5 =, AEe4 |: ZF ; delicate fingers, 
ETF; effeminate, Ae, My, FFE, BLAM; feeble, 

Bae, Ae GH 5 a delicate vouth, Mi{f-, HEF ; of a | 

delicate texture, 2; $m, a My, 44 ; of a delicate 
blue, 14% ; a delicate matter, 7, VANE, 

BEDE OBESE, HERE 23. 
Delicately, adv. $f; delicately made, (iis 

fil, FHEPHGT; delicately said, GPEC; it 
must be delicately handled, $m 47 BE (EFF 5 | 
the pencil delicately rises, 32 @4f); delicately | 

Delineation, n. Outline, &pJ%, Sheet, TE; a woven, fi fH Ais. 
Delicious, a. Highly pleasing to the taste, 4y-728 
Bf, AF BOGE, FAM: AEWK G4 AY; delicious weather, 
AGE, AF REE ; delicious water, AF AF UR PEK, 
AF-BIK ; a delicious air, KAA ty HE. 

Deliciously, adv. Pleasantly, delightfully ; deli- 
ciously cool, #7 RE ; to taste deliciously, Ue AR 

KOE, PAE US. 
Deliciousness, n. 4 WK GH Hi, A REM BH; great 

pleasure, Peet #4. 
Delight, n. A high degree of pleasure or satisfae- 

tion of mind, 38, ##, Wie, Hee, SEW. WEN, Gk 
7 fig ; great delight, KSA ee Hehe 5 to | 

express one’s delight at seeing anything, BS. 
Delight, v. t. To affect with great pleasure, (ip A 

HR, (A HS, A; delight their hearts and 
oppose not their wills, 41h % Aye aka. 

Delight, v. 7. To have or take great pleasure, &f, 

ME, He, Bl, He, PEST, Ps: to delight one’s self 
in, #4, Ho ; to delight in flowers, WE ; to de- 
light in doing good, 4f 4, Hes6, WHS F7 HE ; to 

delight in study, 4, jppt; to delight in 
virtue, kf 34 ; to delight in heaven’s degree, £% 

PAK tr ; a spirit of filial and paternal duty and 

of faithfulness is what all religions delight in, 

A AB 2D #5 Hh EME 
* These are :— 4+, >, BB, He, BN, A, Hil, IE. 

Delighted, pp. Greatly pleased, 2, HE, AFH, 

ih 82, Ik Kk, KK'RE, Rod, Wr, 8 BE, TRE 5 to be 

delighted with or at, 32°BF, #h HE; to cause an- 
other to he delighted, #%3L)% ; delighted coun- 
tenance, [ft (4, #2 f4; highly delighted, #k ##. 

Delightful, a. Highly pleasing, 3%, Be, st, Peas, 

TAS, TSE, FREE AY, PREM; a delightful af- 
fair, SESE, Af Melee ; is it not delightful ? MR 

ME RIKER, AOE, AIP BEF ; lovely, BY 
BR, BY FE. 

Delightfully, adv. AEs SEE, FES AY. 
Delightfulness, n. #68, 3¥ dit, 
Delighting, ppr. Uf, BE. 

Delightsome, a. 4-35 (1, FRE (4), HR THe HB. 
Delightsomely, adv. JiR#%.- 
Delineate, v.¢. To draw the lines which exhibit 

the form of a thing, F744, 4S, fae, VE, A 
J; to make a draught, #7 4%. Fy #E; to paint, 

i, fF ; to describe, if Amal, nF I, ai ira PUR- 
Delineated, pp. 4 if #7 38, 2 3H; described, if i 

rea 
Delineating, ppr. Drawing the form, fH, Ap 

Wt, Fy FE; painting, # ; describing, FEM ae; 
making a rough draught, 474%, BE tR- 

rough sLetch, #7; description, ji SMit- 
Delineator, n. FH #, HIE. HH ; one who 

males a rough draught, #7 #54. 

Delinquency, n. A misdeed, 5p, 4, SEI, BIEF, 

ei Ws a fault, $B Ye. 
Delinquent, n. An ofender, J@\\, 32 \, JG5ES;, 

BEEN. 
Deliquesce, v. 7. To melt gradually and become 

liquid by attracting and alsorbing moisture 
from the air, $34, Ai{t, S84b. 

Deliquescent, a. Liquifying in the air, Ie RRB, 

ital (13. 
Deliquiate, v. ¢. Hf Rill. SPER. 

Deliquium, n. In chemistry, a melting or dissolu- 
tion in the air, or in a moist place, #¥Aik 4 ; a 
liquid state, 74 FN 24, 2k; a sweoning, ERR. 

Delirious, a. Roving in mind, #877, #84, FE, 

HEHE AY, EH, Sots JNFE: acting wildly, $6384 
Je eg ; talking wildly or confusedly, ERS, BLE 

LITE, WR = 1G PY. 
Delirium, n. #8 fe, BEEN, yo Fa HI A. 
Delirium tremens, n. "Pia SAS, WE. 
Deliver, v. t. To give, 2, aff; to free from 

danger, fe. FH, AHR, Sake, RET, Rah; to 
disbureen a woman of a child, 4% 4£ ; to deliver, 
as an address, iff ; to deliver a message, (SHER 
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an, 3H fH, {ES WK, 2 f— ; to deliver in trust, 

ZC4£ ; to deliver one’s thoughts, pARHDOSE; to | 
deliver the oppressed, 4% J. 1} ¥é ; to deliver by 
ransom, ffi 3é ; deliver us from evil, #eFRH 
[XJ #&; to deliver a hroad-side, —3& fyb ie Pe HE 5 

to deliver a blow, #J—IIf ; to deliver to, 3H, 
20 ff, (13H ; to deliver back, 3¢ EJ] ; to deliver 
up, to surrender, $x [# ; to deliver up a fortress, 
RAGA ; to deliver up stolen property, #cbR ; to 
deliver up to a superior, #¢ |, 5! ¥, AK I: ; to 
deliver up the whole, Zrj, 56 %c; to deliver to 
the wind, $3, JHE; to deliver over, fie fe, fit 
T., fa 3, Z(H; to deliver over the manage- 
ment, as an accountant, 7 #F, ZH ; to deliver | 
instruction, {& %x, Bis; to deliver an order, {& 
fix ; to deliver a letter, 48 (%, #F {gs ; to deliver | 
goods, EE, BPE, 3K EX; to deliver personally, 
$1 2g, fl Ze ; to deliver one’s self up, #2 [%, [#Hiz, 
fiifig ; to deliver an address, if34, EHP; to 
deliver the world, {IE ; to deliver and protect, 
AKHE ; to deliver the poor, Pep. 

Deliverable, a. That is to he delivered, 3g HL, 3 
ff; that may he delivered, By 4 Hl, HY Ze fH. 

Deliverance, n. eH, HHP}; release from slay- 

ery, ## 3X; deliverance from oppression, # fs 
HE ; the act of bringing forth children, fie #, 
4E-F-; the act of speaking or pronouncing, jf 

1136 48; God is my deliverance, | HF AAk, 

LRA. 
Delivered, pp. Freed, F238, RHE, ARB, 
Yi & ; delivered of a child, [5 jt 82, ARF; 
committed, 2¢j%. 2@a€i&; delivered over, f& 

iB. BE. 
Deliverer, n. $eH¥, KA, FET; a preserver, (% 
Delivering, ppr. Releasing, FEiX, BH}; giving | 

over, ZHU; surrendering, Bk, PEF. 
Delivery, n. The act of delivery from hondage, ## 
Wk #; delivery from oppression, $c FMHe  ; de- | 
livery from danger, #H2)E far # ; delivery of a 

child, FPA; utterance, Fi; be hasa good de- 

livery, nits 46, WE Fs Ab; delivery pipe, Hi7K4¥s 
delivery valve, 7% LUPY. 

Dell, n. A hollow place, fl]; a small narrow | 
valley between two hills, #24, |W@e¢%, Wot, 

Delph, n. Earthen-ware, 4g #8. | Ly iii 
Delta, n. =~ (LH, WA 4A. 

Deltoid, a. Triangular, = f§ fg ; the deltoid muscle, 
Deludable, a. BY ik. [= 76 WL. 

Delude, rv. t. To impose on, JE, PES, wee, HE, 
“BE, 28 EY, pF RY; to lead astray, #BY; to delude 
people, fig A, IEG \; do not delude me so, %R 

U Ui 

My. 

WRiE FRU ; to delude people of China, # By 
a FE; to delude the world, 7 BY {lk 9B; to de- 
lude one’s self, Gy ik, Worth, Weil. 

Deluded, pp. or a. Deceived, jh, Pei, HCI, 
SHA Ay, PEE; to he deluded, REY, Beith, FN 

| Deluder, n. HEgH, PENH, HEYA KH. | ERE. 
Deluding, ppr. Deceiving, Pe, WER, BX. 

| Deluge, n. #7 ; any overflowing of water, 72 jE, 
| (ZIRE, EW, PER; to come like a deluge, {J 

ik ce 7B; a deluge of calamity, BENE, HEB, TR 
Hise; a deluge of misery covered me, EAB 
HK; the enemy came like a deluge, Ryzeywt 

eee 
Deluge, v. t. YES, BEY. HRY, ARIE. 

| Deluged, pp. Overflowed, 72 ¥z. 
Deluging, ppv. Overflowing, jig. 
Delusion, n. The act of deluding, Je Ad, Bebe, 

| #82, HIVE, bili, 2:34; delusion of the 
| mind, REY, Woh; deception, [HE Sy; il- 

lusion, 4j48, i, 
Delusive, a. Apt to deceive, BO fAg, #2EKAS, By 

| dkfrj; delusive hopes, ie 2, ¥y42; delusive 
_. Notions, Awa, ve fr, BEAR. 
| Delusory, a. #8 BUflj, 4E(K, 2%; deceptive, 
| Delve, v. ¢. To dig, $i; to fathom, jf. | Bu Ay. 
| Demagogue, n. A leader of the people, #E RSH HB, 
| ai, £38; demagogues, [a] 5. 
| Demain, Demesne, n. Estate in lands, #3. 
‘Demand, v.t. PUGS, Be. EE. ah WR: to 
| demand, as a highwayman, ¥ift], Yuk, nil BA 

iat; toask by authority, RE); to demand an 
| answer, fi} 2 ely, 7 2 [lay ; todemand a debt, 

| Bf; to demand the purse, Py GE ty G4, By Geter 
| 43; to demand by right, 4% fy FA; this affair 

demands careful attention, D637 323th 
yp; to demand of one, fs) }¥:; to demand an 
apology, IS} a2 £8. FE 4% SE ; what do you demand ? 

BET PIE, BEM GS AE. 
/Demand, n. PU, a2, BIH; to be in great 

demand, Jil, BaF, Ney, J A pe; am ar- 
ticle of great demand, JF, Tritt, NEW 
f£; there is no demand for this article, HE 
JEEZ ; no demand for, or the demand is over, 
Sige S, HH SF; the book is in great demand, 
We GUE; what are your demands? Apes 

«BR, RIAA; absolute demand, FE, B 
Ws ZZ; immoderate demand, FJkKA, fib B.- 

| Demandable, a. BY PY PEA, Bat fy. 
Demandant, n. if 3%, Fi 94 ; the plaintiff, Jar 43. 
Demanded, pp. Called for, PHS. BiB. 
Demanding, ppr. fH, wf. 
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Demareation, Demarkation, ». The act of ascer- 
taining and setting a limit, vp ¥eBS; a limit 
or bound ascertained and fixed, ¥RPE, Zp HR; 

line of demarkation, 4p 32 72%. 
Demean, v. t. To behave, #77; to demean one’s 

self, 477, A#- 
Demean, v. t. To debase, ff !, AIS. 
Demeanor, Demeanour, ». Manner of conducting 

or behaving, #74. Mb i, HH, WEIS. Avik, IB 
ye, BEE; demeanor of « man should be guided 
by rule and his speech should be yet more dig- 
nified or elegant, JL 22 [Alte 4 JE HS 0 EL A. 

Demented, a. Crazy, #8 Jif. 
Dementia, n. fig FE RE. 
Demerit, n. The opposite of merit, 34, JES, #48 

4, Af, Bip; merit and demerit, By jf. 
Demersed, a. Plunged, #2, di Jz. 

Demi. A prefix from the Latin dimidiwm signi- 
fying half, 42. 

Demi-devil, n. 4 Hi. 
Demi-ged, n. Half a god, 42 |- 4, 42 qh, * SP pAe 

A; the demi-gods of China, #5), jaf. T 
Demi-lune, n. A half moon, 42364; a fort in 

the form of a demi-lune, 4234 Ari. 

Demi-official, a. Partly official, 424% fe HIRE, 4B 

we bs HH AY. 
Demi-relievo, n. In sculpture, half relief, 42)" fry. 

Demi-wolf, n. Half a wolf, 42 4£, 92%. 
Demirep, n. A woman of suspicious chastity, H 

HE Pa A 
Demise, n. The death of the reigning monarch, 

joy; the demise of a prince, 8; the death of 
any distinguished individual, 3M [it, 3 [it , 4.8, 

jaz tit. 
Demise, v. ¢. To bequeath, JP, REMAP, 

FAIR ; to transfer, Be fF. 
Demission, n. Degradation, FEAF, HE WK. 

Demit, v.t. To depress, to submit, JAR P , RGR. 
Democracy, n. Goyernment by the people, BEX, 

Se MASHE, FRESPHE, HER A EZ BBC. 
Democrat, n. EKO, PREAH. ERE ZS, 

HER EH. 
Democratic, Democratical, a. RECA, RAR. 
Demolish, x. ¢. To throw or pull down, &i fp, 

Hi]; to demolish a house, B¥tiRiy] ke ; to demol- 

ish a fort, BREE ; to raze, HRAE RAY He BR. 
Demolished, pp. or a. BkRIA. 

* Spirit, term used for God by most of the American 
missionaries. 
{ Spirit or such as in the opinion of the people ‘are 

raised to the dignity of demi-gods. 
ee ————ooo 

Demolisher, a Mh eae, 
| Demolition, n. GEKA, PAE H. 

Demon, n. Lie Mie 5, * AB ap, SLE. AR AA. i ih, 
1; the chief of demons, ft}; demons and 
spirits, $m; to expel a demon, 3% Hy ; to col- 
leet and subdue all demons, S44 4% $& ; to sub- 
due all the demons, [AR 3 Af ; mountain-de- 
mons, fi Gk Ga ; the plague demon, 3g Hy ; the 
demon or demons ozcasioning calamity to peo- 
pie is or are called F575 ; the murderous demon, 
fe %%; the five devils, 72.91; + the demon of 
drought, tif, £66 ; to be possessed of a demon, 

4 $4; to believe or to have intercourse with 
| demons, #% §% ; allured by a demon, #9 92 #K. fat 

Demoness, n. 4 9h. | FA RK. 
Demoniac, Demoniacal, Demonian, a. 54 fy, Ff; 

demoniacal or black arts, 3) dig. 
Demoniac, n. 47 SAME, FF HK. 
Demonism, n. {3 51238, fa Dit Z A- 
Demonocracy, n. HL. 
Demonolatry, n, The worship of demons, Jf # ; 

the worship of evil spirits, #4 wp. 
Demonology, n. A discourse on demons, §@ f&§, 9 

PEE, DA, HO inh Zia 
Demonship, n. #94 4. 
Demonstrable, a. That may be proved beyond 

doubt or contradiction, Fy of Fae, By aE REDE A, 

Fi EAE, PY EA. 
Demonstrate, v. ¢. To show or prove to be certain, 

da, WEA, TS WIC, oe POE, oe ERR, we ad 
dE, ILE, Fe ei] A; to manifest, BAY], ZH 
AA, 47. 

Demonstration, n. A showing forth or exhibition, 
BAIL, SAA; a demonstration of joy, BAGA PRIA; 
the act of exhibiting certain proof, #7 #, 

DEH, TOMEDE Hi, He EgR ; a clear demon- 
stration, ARE; a military demonstration, Hh 
Fe, Hy EER ; to make a demonstration 
on Canton, #) £e fy ARK. 

Demonstrative, a. Showing or proving by certain 

evidence, 470 (ty, 7 °HE, ENTE, HEIR, 
ve FEVE (YS ; demonstrative eloquence, HE EMRE 

Demonstrator, n. FF, We ADEA. ip PE EE. 
Demoralization, n. The act of corrupting morals, 

FU Pi J 44, 185 ML Se 48 Ian 1 EH; the de- 
moralization of an army, Ayre ds. 

Demoralize, v. t. To corrupt or undermine the 

* This term is at present used for Satan, or the devil spok- 
en of in the Sacred Scriptures. 
+ Their names are :—2£9, E38, Ht, HB, Fe. 
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morals of, £#}Rl ff ; to demoralize a country, $4 

abt BY Mail #@ ; to demoralize an army, SH #7. 
Demoralized, pp. Corrupted in morals, fi feta TS 5 

a demoralized person, #2,t) ("GE \, 7-F ; to be | 
demoralized by external influence, St47ih, % | 

Demoralizing, ppr. or a. Demoralizing influence, 

BY SSE FT We» NE AT, He A. 
Demotic, a. Pertaining to the people, —y WE fry, By 

Ee fj; demotic character, Bie. 
Demuleent, a. Softening, (i 2: te AY, HK AY, IF; 

demulcent medicines, 755 (3 Ay yk fy BE. 
Demur, rv. i.or t. To suspend proceedings, JE, ¢2 | 

TP, AP, LP, kA MRA ; to doubt, eX, 
5 Be, BEL. EEE ERE, EE BE SETH ; to hesitate, 

ZEIE, PEL, FEA F ; to object, HE Me, Mw, WE 
Pra, Heol ; 1 demur to it, FRE. 

Demar, n. Pause, Ep ; hesitation as to the pro- 
priety of proceeding, 3.3 Si Hk, WEE. 

Demure, a. Sober, #*#iE, 1F¥%, IE4{; modest, & | 
Gi; grave, wt he, Bat, TS hei ; downcast, 

Be, Rh. 

Demurely, adv. With a grave, solemn counte- 
nance, Wh Hk. 

Demurrage, m. 581) 38, 605238, #11 ANAM ts 
GR, HiT ZHR; to pay demurrage, (FB M) 
EAN 

Den, n. A cave or hollow place in the earth, 7, 
lid, Wa, 25, FLAC; a lion’s den, FHF ve ; a tiger’s 
den, ZHEF; a den for thieves, Hk ML, A ; to | 
live in a den, 7H, CE) 8E; to burn out their | 
dens, 7b H.5%. 

Denarius, n. A penny, —74>7slig. 
Denationalize, v. t. {44h J\ ; to deprive of national 

rights, PP Fz. 
Denaturalize, v.t. To deprive of naturalization or 

acquired citizenship, #|##; to alienate from 
nature, #/E. 

Dendriform, a. Having the appearance of a tree, 

MRF, MIE, th ZI. 
Dendrobium, n. Aff ;dendrobium monaliforme, | 

Ali. 
Dendrology, ». A discourse on trees, AfAN#A GR, 

HAASE. 
Denial, n, An 

th, att AEE, BLA BR, TG, GE, AR; refusal to 
grant, OE, MEX, Ade, AIC, WEE; a dis- 
owning, MF? ; {0 meet with a flat denial, Bf | 
Mey, By HE ; self-denial, AE TARR, REG Z | 
4348. GRUB Fs; denial of one’s faith, fz. 

Denigrate, v.t. To blacken, 94 54 te B  Yoye ae 

affirmation io the contrary, jRlE | 

Denizen, n. A stranger admitted to residence in 

| aforeign country, f&% A, EA, AHA; to 
make one a denizen, FE +A, ARBALA; 
a dweller, 45% ft 22—; the denizens of air, % 
wer #5 a freeman, pf, REZA. 

Denmark, n. The kingdom of Denmark, JE fH. 
Denmark-satin, n. A Lind of lasting, % Jeqq. 

_Denominable, a. IT %. 
| Denominate, vr. ¢. To name, 148%, 4, BER, FY, 

| ORL, He, WR, FO. 
| Denominated, pp. Named, #98 %, 135 %. 
| Denomination, n. The act of naming, ARK #; a 

name, title, or appellation, %, 4% RP, Ae, F 
we; a religious denomination, ZF HR, HB. 

| Denominational, a. SER (ry, HLA. 
| Denominator, n. EAE N, FE #. te BH; the 
| denominator in arithmetic, Z>H:, HER. 
| Denotate, v.t. See Denote. 

| Denote, v.t. To signify by some mark or indica- 
tion, FY, eee, ER. (ER, Fi; 0 quick pulse 
denotes fever, Iki Ajit BE; it denotes love, 

| RBs to mark, FPR. gE; yan denotes all 
men, Ads ILA. 

Denoting, ppv. Marking, $7 9%; expressing, Ff, 

Eh Bx- 
Denounee, v.t. To deciare against, 4, 4p4ql, #% 
4 ap, SRE, FUE; to denounce a traitor, 
4-KF ge ; to denounce destruction, 42K ERK; to 
denounce the wrath of God, 4% | #773, 4iz 

KY 4k; to denounce by outward sign or expres- 

sion, #2. A], BAA: his look denounces vengeance, 
| ART] de 7k, JE i He FR OL Z Hs to denounce a 

| Sinner, FEB IEN, AGRE. 
| Denounced, pp. A458, Hh. 
| Denouncer, x, One who denounces or declares a 

menace, IRB, GRAB. 
| Denouncing, ppr. Declaring, as a threat, 4, 43 
| Denoyo. Anew, again, FR if. |KAE. 
| Dense, a. Close, 3, FE, HH, AW, Be 

4]: a dense fog, BFE, SEFE; dense clouds, 
Ze, WHR (ERB; a dense population, JMR ; 
dense bedies reflect light most, K%2 ty BAW 

Densely, adv. Ais. [Hay iK- 
| Density, n. AES, BAH, H; rarity and dens- 

ity of the air, RAR. 
Dent, vn. A tooth, FF, iy, PYF; a notch, fil], ZA. 
Dental, a. fy. ify; dental surgery, bea jy: : 

dental sounds, (477, 3F#F; dental letters, py 
yligz:; palato-dental, TE yee 

| Dentate, Dentated, a. HR (JE. 
| Dented, a. fu} fry. 
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Denticulate, Denticulated, a. "37h, BAF ty. 
Dentiform, a. JF iE. 
Dentifrice, n. Fite, FH, Mi2FZ PH. 
Dentil, n. Hebi FTE. 
Dentirostral, a. FMS. 
Dentist, n. BE 5p RE +E 
Dentistry, n. BE ap SHE, fa, BEF AEZE. 
Dentition, n. Hit, AF, HEFL, ie; the time 

of breeding teeth, Hi SF JF. 
Dentize, v.t. or i. #a3F. 
Denudate, Denude, v. ¢. To strip, HEA, Me, FIR ; 

to dismantle, PR yy; to lay bare, {diy HAE. 
Denuded, pp. Stripped, jij H ; divested of cover- 

ing, Meith ay, Mei 2e; laid bare, (SHH. 
Denunciate, v.t. See Denounce. 
Denunciation, n, Te Ae Be ep +e 3; solemn or form- 

al declaration, “accompanied with a menace, 
4 Wea hs & ; proclamation of a threat, ZZ 
Zak ; denunciation of a crime, 4 5p #%. 

Deny, v. ¢. To declare a statement not to be true, 
fig ff. RAH, BRAK wR it, ; to refuse to grant, 

WEE, Ic. if, AH, J HE; to deny a re- 
quest, HEE FF ; to deny aid, fe Ha A Si; to 
disown, et a, ATi ; deny one’s master, fz 
wo: =, 75 fii ; to deny one’s faith, w En aLZh : 
to reject, HEH, FEE; to deny one’s self, $5 jf 
Be. ¥EC,; abstain from, jf), GK. 

Deobstruct, v.¢. To remove obstructions, ibis 

FL, debi) BAW. 
Deobstruent, n. A medicine which opens the nat- 

ural passages of the fluids of the body, 3 
wa ; a sudorific, FAs 7 HK. 

Deodand, m. iL ais 22201, URE) 208, sabi 2 Hh. 
Deontology, n. The science which relates to duty 

or moral obligation, 7.47430, AX Fp IH. 
Deoxydate, wv. ¢. Fh HIG. Fi Hifg. 
Deoxydize, v. t. See Deoxydate. 
Depaint, v. t. #. 

Depart. To eae, Je BEA, fe 
MA, MAH. BA, BEM ; 10 depart from one’s 
country, Ak fi Ik to depart from one’s 
principles, 7 :H:34 ; to depart from the path of 
rectitude, [ME TE 34 ; {0 depart from one’s religion, 
WEILAS Ze, 7%; to depart from God, Hit |, 
#9 (8; to depart from evil, Bit ZB; to depart 
from custom, #3 )il fe, Uclnl#Ate; to depart 
from a resolution, 4-55; to depart with, FEHB, 

HE4TBB, $I; to depart in peace, #4 PS 
KRM MM; to depart this life, Jeqik, BELIE, 3 
lt, ARIE, x; to depart this life (applied to 
yous) iS you must not mepay from this, 

> om 

(KAA AEE; do not depart, AAA, AAA 
{t, ; to depart on a journey, fe, HH. 

Depart, v.t. To divide or separate, 36. 
Departed, pp. or a. Gone from, ij ; dead, lk 

WE, HUES, BSH. 
Departing, ppr. or a. Pit, 3s; desisting, 3, HERE. 
Department, n. A territorial division, FF, Bh, 4; 

Ji, #f ; one inferior than a fu, Ji]; one inferior 
than a chau, §&; the department of Lien shan, 
3 |] #4; the official boards or departments, #); 

the judicial department, Ff} #, JE #b; depart- 
ment for the direction of manufactures, #438 

dik fF; directors of the horse department, 5% 
BJ; department for regulating His Imperial 
Majesty's household, AHS FF; department for 
promulgating governmental despatches, 7’ 
4i WC J; treasury department, fai fh, Hi RR; a 
distinct sphere of duties, ASF}, WRAp, WR AE, & 

fe, BEX, WCRE. 
Departmental, a. Jef AS, HFG. 
Departure, n. The act of going away, WiE#, # 

#4, KE 3E; to announce one’s departure, 4& 

fie; death, 3 [Ik, Bie{IE; a departure from duty, 

“¥ TE As 3p, BE AS Sp; his departure is fixed on 

to-morrow, Oj BER RE, FYE Sy. 
Depasture, v.t. To eat up, PIE, BH. 
Depasture, v. 7. To graze, WS. 
Depauperate, v.t. ‘lo make poor, fi MG, BH 

ee. 
Depend, v. 7. To hang from, Hp, HED to depend 

on, ls OA, AT, 5, Ek, SR, 
aD (Ay #2, fF a, 2 FE; to depend on trade, 
Mh 5c 4 F& ; we depend on food for life, — HA 
iti fk f&, — lk (4 SE fy te ; to depend on one’s 
parents, {Je WF ; what do you depend on ? 
(5 t#4z 3 ; to depend upon him, (Ri{E ; de- 
pend upon you, FF ii fr FEHR ; all generations 
will for ever depend upon him, W¥ TEACH es 5 
to depend on others for a living, #4% Ast 4e, ik 
MEV 5 aah to depend on, $i PARSE, Se 
Pr, Ae ANE HT} ; to depend on others’ strength, 
FEA N77 ; to depend on manual dexterity, [9 
$F iF; to depend on sons and grandsons, (F 
Ii F #%; life and death ‘do not depend on 
man, ZEAE AE JV; can be depended on, A fff 
Sou 

Dependence, Dependency, n. A state of hanging 
down from a supporter, #) #; concatenation, 

SHEESH, AA SEAR SHE; a state of being dependent 
on another, (4491 (ly # ; reliance, $¢ Hh, HH 
+i, KF}; my dependence is upon you, #3 
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Wi (r ; there can be no dependence ot on n it, WE 
$274 {; unreserved dependence, WEfK 22, 1% 

BVH ; a dependency, fj J, HAE, (5 (. 
Dependent, a. Hanging down, 4 Hp; subject to 

the power of, }Ifz fis, al HET relying on for 

support or favor, (FI, AP5e; he is dependent 
upon his own wor k, AK iff AST. ; friends are de- 
pendent on each other as hands and feet, = ft 

48 (K ; dependent states, /¥ [i] ; dependent cities, 
Mt laf ; dependent variable, [x ts Yi. 

Dependent, n. A follower or retainer, #f J\, {32 MB. 
Depending, ppr. Hanging down, #}; relying, 

ein, FE HM. 
Dephlegmate, Dephlegm, v.t. To deprive of su- 

perabundant water, as by evaporation or dis- 

tillation, 7. 
Depict, v.¢. ‘lo form a likeness in colors, 3 

Be, 2 1H, at Hs 

aft 
> BE 

to represent in words, jit f%# 

eae. 
Depicted, pp. HF j& , Zi HR ; represented in words, 

wi i FL 
Depilate, v.¢. To strip of hair, 7, PeS2, (RH 

BH, fk 7. 
Depilous, a. Without hair, %, 3, FAEHUBESZ. 
Depletion, n. Blood-letting, fi ft. 
Deplorable, a. That may be deplored, By ye, By fff 

A, Py BE, ARE; that is greatly to be despise : 
BY #E; deplorable stupidity, TL Bs 5 wy FE ; 
deplorable state, get 7 tHIE, TIE ay 3 ye. 

Deplorably, adv. Lamentably, BES TERR. 
Deplore, v. ¢. To bewail, #RlH, HSE, BESe, ARB, 

AE gE ; to deplore one’s misfortune, WY iE CH: Sas 
Be, FY ELE WH; to ee one’s fate, TH |splz 

AF 6, BYR Gai YE SE AEs (0 deplore 
the loss of a friend, EAH. Bees 

Deplored, pp. Bewailed 5H, BZA 

Deplorer, n. eH, Wis SE Fi - 
Deploy, v. t. or 7. To open, to extend, HER, Bi Ay 

SEP, HE Se RE. 
Deplume, v.t. WE, UAE, RE, MES. 
Depone, v.t. To lay down asa pledge, (FRE ; 

to testify under oath, (£5@, fika#, tl} Af. 

Deponent, n. One who gives a deposition under 

oath, (Ese, TET fee. 
Depopulate, v. t. HER, MMI EME, SEDAEAR. 
Depopulate, v. i. To become dispeopled, jij jain aor 

Depopulated, pp. or a. js GB. LB. 
Depopulating, ppr. jue. 
Depopulator, n. jk EG #- 
Deport, v.t. To behave, #74§, #2 Hh; to carry | 

away, AE He, HFA, @ Hs; to transport, WI; 

to aewree a person, ‘ie, Jee. 
Deportation, n. A carrying away, WF Jz, HZ; 

deportation to the military colonies, bic ii} 
i, HE i; deportation to another province, fi 
Hie Teton to another part of the same 
province, [I] Zé ; 1 for life, [E) is 

Deported, pp. Carried away, FE j& Jz; banished, 

cere vil ayo 
Geporia dor 

fe) 5 FE. 
Deporting, ppr. Banishing to a distant place, fi 

ci Ane (ef. 

Dene n. Carriage, J ih, 77 #3, tn fe 
ye, FRR, @ ; a haughty deportment, Be WE 
fit Wi ; a dignified deportment, aX fi 42 IE 5 a 
graceful or pleasing depen ee Ful HN 45 1B ; 

a bold deportment, 4-55. | FRUR PEE. 
Deposable, a, That may he deprived of office, HY 
Deposal, n. The act of divesting of office, #4 IR. 
Depose, v. t. To lay down, fk P, aT to depose, 

asa king, i; to divest of office, WE \it, Bhi, 

¥& HK ; to depose an emperor, jag 2, yee. 
Depose, v. 7. To give evidence under oath, (£ #, 

4€ fit, (E FI fk; to give evidence in writing, ey 

Fifi, Re A Le. | ih ott. 
Deposed, pp. or a. Dethroned, Ife # ; testified, ff 
Deposit, v. t. To lay down, je P, WP ; the ostrich 

deposits her eggs in the sand, SE Ek 2E Iw 
Ry; to deposit, as grain, 3%, Wc 3h, He saz; to 
deposit grain in a store-house, 3444 HS @ ; to 
lodge in the hands of a person for safe- ie 
or other purpose, (FFE, 2FE, SEM ; 10 deposit, 
as a pledge, #& 3, j& HH; to deposit money in 

a bank, Wea Fe. He 3 fae fF- 
Deposit, n. Deposit of money, WEP % aR, BaF 

§ft ; a deposit or pledge of money, 4!P ARE Hk; a 
pledge, fe i, 4H, FRAN; a dep: sit of goods, 
The 2 oily deposits, Yl 4x, it JH; a depository, 

3 Pe, YE EEE; in deposit, BRA, hat VE 
deposits of sand, pie. 

Depositary, x. A person with whom anything is 
left or lodged in trust, Sé$€ #4, He Zé; a guardi- 

an, fe. 
Deposited, pp. or a. Laid down, fF jf ; put away, 
she ifh ; Intrusted, ffFE is. 

Deposition, ». The act of laying or throwing 
down, fa Pp #43 an affidavit, 0 aks the deposi- 
tion of a king, ffs E #4; the act of degrading 
a person from an office or station, AREA. 

| Depositor, n. (E DAE, (ERE, HBS. 

| Depository, n. KRY H.R, HER 
Depot, n. Jay, Jak, 3G ; store and provisioti depot 

for the military, 9% fasJay, i fala ; a depot of 
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arms, BRA: a . military depot where recruits 

are Pane +e jie; a coal depot, JAR, J De ak. 

Depravation, n. The act of corrupting ae mind, 
FEN ID 5, SE ls H 5 deterioration, esa 3: 

degeneracy, 3€ #4 #f; vitiation, FFB, FS 
#5; the state of being made bad or worse, #45! 

#, AEH. 
Deprave, v. t. To corrupt, #2; to deprave the mind, 

$8 otis; to deprave by bad morals, Sy 
He ; to deprave by teaching, Zs; to contami- 

nate, Fi se, 7 RR. 
Depraved, pp- Made bad or worse, $j ; corrupt- 

ed, WS, We TE, (in hls AST, BE. ef, i ; 
depraved inorals, We (@, 4S #7 ; a depraved mind, 

Wid, Bo, Had, sed, thin tht Zot ; a depraved 
person, sefhi PPE J. ; depraved arts, 9h ig ; 1 have 
watched you becoming depraved, fyi, 4 (pz. 

Depravedness, n. FS 2, FPht H- 
Depravity, n. A yvitiated state, YhZi4s, FMRER ; 

depravity of morals, WE fg, His PEI fe ; depravity 

of heart, Apathy, HELD, BE, Ta hE Zt 5 degener- 

acy, Fesg. 
Deprecate, v.t. To pray against, RH, BH, Hk 

He; 10 implore mercy of, Ze, ARAE A) BR; to 
regret, 3; to deprecate poverty, FRE ; to 
deprecate calamities, 2 PR IE 

Deprecated, pp. Prayed against, RAR, SH. 
Deprecation, n. Petitioning, 7H) iE ; an excus- 

ing, BES, ie 3. 
Deprecatory, Deprecative, a. 3 Ki fry; deprecatory 

letters, SAZ #, ea, wh Le. 
Depreciate, v. t. ‘To ery down the value of a thing, 

POR, RIE, HARE, AGE, WOR, RABE, WE I+ AUR, 
ni LEE HY; to depreciate the merits of others, 

ee ad (lL 22 Ss ; to lower the value, PER, MEM, 
seh 
i (R- 

Depreciate, v. 7. To fall in value, (RPK. 
Depreciation, n. [Wy (RA, Wie Ai, at HEI ; t 

falling of value, {Ef Bk #. 

Depredate, v.t. ‘To plunder, Jy ft, 4239, 47M, is 

4, HAE ; (0 spoil, 4] Mk, F13M; to destroy by 
eating, Ji. 

Depredated, pp. JYFK i. 

Depredation, n. By his %, iE, ITS, ie a, 
Hz Hi] ; to commit great depredation by plunder- 
ing, S475) HK; to commit depredation by eat- 
ing, as insects, fk i#, Af GE; the cholera is 

committing great depredations, #3 K fF 5 the 
locusis commit great depredations, faa KE. 

Depredator, n. mais, Hib, 7 BG. 
Depredatory, a. Bd fry. 

Deprehend, v. t. Fig. 
Depress, v. t. To press down, $2 (£, 427%, FEE, 

TT, RT, RRS, JAR (BE; to let fall, gE (fE; to de- 
press the eyelids, 3e(KTEJ@ ; to depress trade, 

FERAL RE; to depress the mind, +e EE {BMBEN, 
WESC, Sot ; to depress the proud, JiRSe ik # ; 

to depress the price of goods, £2 (6E (R $8 ; to de- 
press the voice, # ([C##@ ; to depress the peo- 

ple, 3 (E 3, MEK A, 5 to depress one’s 
ardor, JAK EE 5a; 

Depressed, pp. or a. $8 (iH, HAT 38; depressed 

in mind, yf (FE. Set, Hot, Jone, FRYE ; a de- 
pressed leaf, (E HHE ; adepressed voice, Pow, 
4 ; depressed sides, (IRE, H: 4 FEA ; why 
do you feel so depressed ? 4a bit 3 yp. 

Depressing, ppr. or a. Pressing down, $e4fe, Ee 

{£; abasing, (i9; dejecting, HUE Aub, BA 
Depression, n. The act of pressing down, Fe (e#, 
JAR (EG # ; a hollow, [UU], 4+, (f& ; the act of hum- 
bling, Jak HRSG a depression of spirit, 5a, aie 
$i, 4G, Bat, HAVA; depression of the voiee, 

VLE, HAR EE ; 
Depressor, 7. eee, IRTP & ; 
Deprivable, a. WBA. | #5 iH. 
Deprivation, n. BH ; loss, 44%; deprivation 

of friends, 4¢Z¢, 3 AC; deprivation of parents, 
aia (ea), AE ; deprivation of office, Shit. 

Deprive, v. t. ‘lo take from, #3:, fg, HH ; to 
deprive, as of oftice, #8, Hh, FA; to divest of 
an ecclesiastical preferment, #24 Fi ZR; to 
debar from, fz (ip, 12 4€ ; to deprive of support, 
4211 ta, 4% # ; to deprive people of food and 

raiment, fe AK E ; to deprive of sight, a 
Hi li; to deprive of territory, #ij fh ; to deprive 
of pleasure, Z \\ Z # ; to deprive of flaver, # 

Deprived, pp. 3i8, Fit ; degraded, 338. | iMe. 

Depriving, ppr. 4+; divesting, #, Bh; hin- 
dering from enjoying, %, # fH. 

Depth, n. #; the depth of the ocean, #eEZzR, 

Ei ; the abyss, ZEAL, AMEE BRIM ; its depth is, 
EGF ; the depth of night, m7, BER; the 
depth of winter, RZ; the depth of a for- 
est, EZEM ZF; abstruseness, Hg}; the depth 
of a battalion, —fR ZZ; the depth ofa house, 
ERR; toenter at great depth, ZA; of great 
depth, 4 2— ; to swim beyond one’s depth, Aggy 
fidZ 7k ; to depth of misery, RHF ZR, ABZ 

fi, Aa ZR. 
To drive away, #23% 

an oppressor, #7 

Depulse, v. t. ER. 
Depulsion, n. A driving away, ET, BH. 
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Depurate, v. t. To purify, Hi, MRT, TT, MEM. | 
Depuration, n. Depuration by straining, Se #3 

depuration by clarifying, Fig. | 
Deputation, n. The person deputed, 2 Fem J; a 

committee, #3. 
Depute, vet. #, =e, 26, cal #, BA ; to depute | 

on officer, FRE, FECL EER 
Deputed, pp. or a. Jesh, Fy FEI. | 

Deputing, ppr. #, #, BFR. 
Deputy, n. An official substitute, ZA, BA, fi 

_ FR, WB; a deputy censor, fil) Ab AE ; a deputy | 
magistrate of a district, "RIK, Ara ; eMVOY, HK | 

=, SK ; a factor, (LPR AN, FOU AS BIA, | 

(UE Z JN. 
Deputy-collector, n. FR HE A, 3 (tiie. 
Deracinate, v. t. Ff. 
Derange, v.t. To put ont of order, gL, AL, IT RL, 

PAL, BOSS AL, ME IL ICAL, BEAL, MHP AL 
to derange an affair, @LAr, #8 ALA. 

Deranged, pp. or a. Put out of order, QU 3% , IT 
GLI. PSL AG, MEARIS ; a deranged brain, #§ 
FE, WATE; confused, sel, Hix; delirious, of 

AEMRIE. 
Derangement, n. Disorder of the intellect or rea- 

son, #894, MAIER ; derangement of affairs, Ye 
Z GL. 

Derelict, a. Left, 3 J ; abandoned, 4Ei8. 
Dereliction, n. An utter forsaking, 444,44, 

BE opt, SEF; a receding from, jR A. 

Deride, v. t. RES, aie, SE, MISE, BRIE, SNE, 
Derided, pp. Hi 458, WISE, RESEGH. = [aE HY. 
Derider, n. i 5 4%, 4 5£ JME ; a droll or buffoon, 

fA, EEE A. , 
Deriding, ppr. Laughing at with contempt, iff 

4, HEE. 
Derision, n. The act of laughing at in contempt, 

hes Ae, fe E, went 4 EXE HE, Bs ae ce 

Derisive, a. wah (iy. 
Derivahle, a. B) 5] HE ; deducible, Wy He AL ee, By 
Derivate, v.t. See Derive. (Wi) RE. 
Derivation, m. er, Stl, AEM, WRI, ACE; 10 

trace the derivation of a word, #62 7. Jit, Wy 

Derivative, a. Derived, 7£3¢ fy ; taken from an- 
other, i Ri) HY fry, Hi aay. 

Derive, v.t. To draw from, S| Hi, U[ AE, ZEAE ; to 
trace or deduce, FfE JF . thi] AS, HE EL 1h BE ; to derive | 
benefit from, #4 %r, Jie HS ; to derive pleasure 

from, $y #7 ry, HE ETE HE; to derive from, Zé 

PTI, PEE, HE AK Th Hi 
Derived, pp. Drawn, as from a source, (EAE, 7 

HE rie Ay, GAT ME ; derived, as benefit, #4 
35), "58h ; I derived much benefit from its use, 
PEAS K fe ; it is derived from one source, #f— 

ASH JE; it is derived from that, WF fi ae MBE. 
Deriving, ppr. Receiving, {} ; deducing, ph 38, TE 

Wt AE IE 
TU» t bso 

| Derm, Dermis, n. s&, 4 e 

Dermal, a. JeNE, AAAS. 
Dermatology, n. J& i- 
Dernier, a. Last, final, Mc, FEB, #3 FE AS, $8; 

the dernier resort, Je =}, FE #0 S]. ACK. 

| Derogate, v.t. To repeal a part, Bam, Ff ie ; to 

detract, 79%; to lessen in value, [# (E. EST; 
to derogate a law, a7 3 ti ERE; to derogate 

from a man’s honor, 74 BRR Y, WEE LH ; to 
derogate from ono’s self, Qe 4, AW. 

Derogated, pp. SST. MEMES. MEGUB. LEE. 
Derogating, ppr. Annulling a part, 24 me, ip SY; 

Iessening by taking from, jf. 
Derogation, n. (FE fal, 7 Th. 

Derogatory, a. QYORE, A fy, 5 ; derogatory to truth, 

Mina, Bid; derogatory to himself, Fy RR 
Derrick, n. inh. L{E. 

Dervis, Dervise, n. A Turkish monk, Je} [e]# (% 

14, le] le] Hehe we FE. 
Descant, n. A discourse, Jag #3; a disputation, ¥# 

ay; comment, afi tel ; a song or tune com- 
posed in parts, (Epp HE FF. 

Descant, v. 7. To sing, (3 >ff, He 25K ; to discourse 
at large, J3q; to comment, HA iE, Ret 
=H]; to animadvert freely, BRith, BS 

at z- Ly 
Descanting, ppr. PFA ; disconrsing freely, RR 
Descend, v.i. T, BE, FS, FET. TE YAK, * 

2k, * ae, $B ; to descend from a mountain, F (If, 

Ye WI}; to descend into the battle, PRR; to de- 
scend on the enemy, eK, Bk, fe; to de- 
scend froma horse, PF Fy, 7% Bj; to descend from 

a sedan, Pi; to descend from heaven, ARK 
hese: to descend into the world, fa HE, REE, 
EAE, TP JL; to descend from the throne, F fiz; 
to descend from the same ancestors, [iq Sey 
ae, [An S2io Hi. I—J hy ae; to proceed, as 
from father to son, f&P, Hi P, jays ; an estate 
descends from father to son, 7 43H P ; to pass 
from general to particular considerations, Fj #4 
=a 38 -F 4m 34 ; to descend into one’s self, Yk 
44%; to descend upon one, fis | ; to ascend 

and descend, |-f. 

* 3 and 3 stand for towards and away from :—F2 to 
descend towards ; —F3: to descend or moye away from one. 
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Descend, v. t. To walk downward on a declivity, 

TH fe tS FH ae, 
; future descendants or generations, 

#61, Se @; distant descendants, HFA, HF, 

32 FZ ; direct descendants, Aj #§- 
Descended, pp. Moved downward from a height, 

T 3 proceeded from a source, Fy 2. 
Descendent, a. Tf. 
Descending, ppr. or a. 

descending, |-%£; descending node, 

Descendant, n. Offspring, 

INE, IES 

TF, ¥8; ascending and 

ia? HAZE. 
Descension, ». Descent, TP, ¥%. 
Descent, n. The act of descending, PF 24%, oT 
, PACE ; the descent of a bird, F&F ; the 
descent from a mountain, "PF [lj 7%; the descent 
of a hill, #}4% ; a descent on the enemy, TP BK, 

fEiBk, BAT s invasion, EAE, A: a passing 
from an ancestor to an heir, #4 7P #7; birth, 7 
Ae, rh Ae; of honorable descent, ee faa 
12 ; direct descent, Aj 7, TEV Th 2%. 

Describe, v.t. To delineate or mark the form or 

fienre, # Ah, # a Fy 'ey Firat ; to describe 
a cirele,. Fy RA, SEE]; to tf corihee circle by a 
mountain, #247 ; to ‘represent in words, mi HA, 
SRW], ZW); to describe minutely, PETER, 
47.7 Zh4m ; to describe with force and beauty, 
nit74 Ee 4g-; to describe categorically, (i Rae 

Tee ne BE ese aa a 
Described, pp. Represented in form, #i7'=%, HEB 

IZ, #5 -F ; represented by words or signs, 

nie 11 AY, abt sth 
Describing, ppr. Representing the form or figure 

of, $e, FET, ZEEE; describing by words, 

nie Gs FD 
Description, n. Account, 7, S%, ft; delineation, 

#8 8%, HIE H, BS; description in words, 
HE, HEM; a new description of Kwang tung, 

WE Wa; a description of Sanon (Sinngan ), 
RNS; a delineation of an object, FFE 
JZ; a description of a person’s appearance, aff 
NIE, i NESE» HATE 28 5 a description of 
a person’s origin, ###f; a general description, 
Ki 7 itt, AMES FR; goods of every descrip- 

tion, RAT. SHE, SHE 
Descriptive a. FF 3 9, EVES AY, TEA. 
Desery, v.t. To explore, 42%, $748; to find out, 

aH HE, ee HE, Fi, SRE, MBH; to havea sight | 
of from a distance, 

a sail, 8 Fl fy fe 
Desecrate, uv. t. To. divest of a sacred character, [J 

178 (8, ERM, IL 

se, 18, iH; to descr y | 

to desecrate a | 

sacred place, LSE RAS VEN, UAB HERR; to de- 
secrate a temple, 7xjej ley He. 

Desecrating, ppr. JIB, BUH. 
Desecration, n. SIH BS eH, FUNG. 
Desert, a. Wild, 3} hi, Sic3H, 2S. 

Desert, n. An uninhabited tract of land, $53, Ay 

af WEF, BPA, WEA, ACh, WEF Zh, Hee, 
Bese, Poet ZB, BEIM ZB; a sandy desert, 
also the desert of Gobi, ~F ye; vast, as a desert, 
fs ELAR. 

Desert, v. t. Hb, FRE, WED:. PEAS, GSE, RE ; 
to desert one’s friends, ##X, #X, FA GIF 
NAC; to desert one’s standard, $F, BS ve 
=; to desert one’s standard and go oyer to the 
enemy, PIERS PEAY; to desert a ship, Bie Ge HE ; 
to desert one’s family, #8 3£3&-F ; to desert the 
service in which one is engaged, EH: Ax} ; to 

desert secretly, #,7#. 
Desert, n. Merit, #2, 3, HyFh, Way, JF; to get 

one’s desert, ZEALSR o cive him his desert, {# {& 
Best, (PB METS an: he has received his 

dnesris, (HG PHIEAE, (Ue SEA ARAD. 
Deserted, pp. or a. PRIB, BIE, iE. 
Deserter, n. FE, VE, HME ZA, WIZ. 
Desertion, n. YkFER, FEE, BE, HERE; the de- 

sertion of one’s standard, KE, HE WE. 
Deserve, v. t. To merit, #¥%, WE, S, $i to deserve 

to receive, #74, MEF, THGH, HESS; to deserve 
pay, WEIL ; to deserve praise, i att, 7 Wy, 

AA 

ene, MEME a ¥: to deserve punishment, WES 
Dies va, 4et BF 8S ib ; to deserve one’s reward, E( 
Lit, ‘ere se7e > to deserve to die, 5% AE, HE 

Deseivealy: adv. FRE, 7. 
Deserving, ppr Meriting, Re, =, HE, HEB; de- 

serving of, "SS, IRE 7% 44 ; deserving of praise, 

WYSE, BY Ayah. 
Deseenoly: adv. FEO, MER. 
Deshabille, n. Wk, FRA, 22K, GEAR. 
Desiceate, v. t. lo dry, IG8z, WER. 
Desiceated, pp. Dried, [fi#Z58& ; desiceated milk, 

REPL, WSHLCETL.- 
Desiccation, n. RE F%. 

Dessiccative, a. Drying, (REA, BORz fry. 

Desiderative, a. JRrNpp. 
| Desideratum, x. ; pl. Desiderata. That which is 

desired, i; Kil #, ERK A, iti A Ret ZF, a 

Wy 2h. 
| Design, x. t. ‘To sketch, +73, ELBE, PERT, HE 

Jia ; to plan, WS), eal aR, Welk, ae aR, ER 
to purpose, 3£7E “ERK; to design evil against 
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any one, #42 J\; to design for a friend, #43 

WAL, 7 19} DAZ. 
Design, n. A plan, fal, AZ, #2F ; a plan of any 

work of art drawn out in the mind, % Bly plat | 
Blan: purpose, Be, (KE, TG ) 8) TEND; ’ through 

design, 4%; to bring about one’s design, JX | 
FE; a beautiful desion, 4 fe, Ay RAPE. 

Designate, v. t. To name, #¥%, 4, DE, WG 
py; to point out, 1 Hi, FGA; 10 indicate by 
visible lines or mark 
for, 728, (9; to iene him, #9 {F, OY fi, 
IBLE; to designate one’s self, a. 

Designated, pp. Marked out, #23 ; named, 7 38 | 

#4; pointed out, 47 11) 48. [, A- 
Designating, ppr. #2 ; indicating, #7 H}; naming, 
Designation, n. The act of marking out by signs | 

AP 
Ge, De; indication, HF! 4h, 47 WY 4; designa- | 

or objects, 47 92 Hi; a mark, “ge, 

tion to office, fey, MN, TE FER, PEE FSM 
impor t, #, FH; name or designation of the | 
reigning monarch, fa ¥% ; temple designation, 
ie a private designation, 4/92. 

Designator, n. pelik nm), FRA. 
Designed, pp. or a. Marked out, #Bs&, Fy sR 5 

planned, afi, FP {UGH ; intended, HER. 
Designedly, 

Al. 
Designer, n. El #, IE. HEF H ; one who 

pets, YARRA, oh AB, 
Designing, ppr. Artful, if 3, Ty SR, HF A; de- 

ceitful, AFH, Hezf2; a designing fellow, BEM, 

FHL, his TOK. 

Designing, n. #435, EVE, RF. HEF. 
Designless, a. #54. 
Desinence, n. End, RB, Wh Fe. 
Desirable, a. Worthy of desire, BJ 4g PF Bk. FHA) Pr 

8, HEAL, i BY fy; it is very desirable that we 
should leave, $& 4% vile EEE Fr Ht 

Desire, n. Wish, if, tik, TD Fay Hal. 1S Fi Bi KE + car- 
nal desires, Wek, j YER, FSR, RK; selfish 
desires, F/, #5 a craving after things, Py gr; a 
longing, #2 ; alter your heart’s desire, WB 

Fr MA, FET A, FRI, ANH; to satisfy of pes 
desire, 7 Jil; the object of desire, gH, 48 
DA; to beget a desire, Ji}, Bob, ZG 3 my 
long desire is eratified, Ja Bi BH; it has gra- 
tified my heart’s desire, 32 S/H; desires of 
the four branches, mouth, nose, ear, and eye, 

Hk EL Pune & @& : from eating to fulness and 
from warm clothing arise lewd desires, #42 | 

ee fe. 

s, HE, 47 S-gR; to assign 

adv. Purposely, LAGE, HEE. AE, | 

Desire, v.t. @, i, B, Bi, AR, AE, A, aK, 

| HE ELA, TRIE ; to solicit, oR, Sw, B 
sf@ ; to desire riches, BM, SRI, ASS, GIB ES 
i} ; he desires to sce you, {B48 A fin, ELK 5 

| to desire life, #4; to desire long life, ALE 
a TES Ot to desire intensely, --4}48, #348, 
$EA8, Bez; when I truly desta to be virtuous, 

then I am go, RIMM CBR: to desire 

| instruction, #Zk, Y) 52 Fall, V) Seth BH ; do not 
refuse to me the thing I desire, HA EM 
to desire to obtain, #74, #8 7th BlGE; what- 

| ever you desire, you may obtain, TE TT ER: 
| Desired, pp. or a. arith. 
Desirous, a. $X, Iii BK. HE In}; desirous of seeing 

one, x FL A; desirous of obtaining, #74}, #4 
7H: desirous to ask, @R PJ, FARA: desirous of 
fame, @%,; desirous of riches, & Ef ; desirous 
of gain, B Al. 

| Desist, v. 7. To stop, FE, IE, i, $2, BALE, BE, REGH, 

Chiff, IEG. BE. BE. KT; to desist 
from a work, ZBL, #221; to desist from an un- 

dertaking, FX=F, HES, Bk=aF; to desist from 
fighting, jk, #@SFR, 6B, a tO 

desist from speaking, #2. kM; how dare 
you always say, Desist ! ! Desist! -& RE Bt EL 
ELS, Bats vue PE je, ; desist ! desist ! for 
peril awaits those who engage in politics, iS 

| WEAF 2 te Be Fe, HERE th 
| HEAR ERE; desist ! FEIK, FET; to desist a 

anger, AX, If: #. 
Desisted, pp. Jk if, FEIB. Bk BG. 
Desk, n. A Chinese writing table or desk, ZJL, 2 

” Ze, Ae; general names for desi, ps ail Leoe a F 
Re, ES Sa, PLES SHS ; the pulpit in a chureh, 
nee ; the clerical profession, He fii HR. 

Desolate, a. Destituie or deprived of inhabitants, 
See, TY Sb, Spent. MEU Ay : deserted of God, 
eure 7 CHF lonely and deprived of com- 

fort, #Z22, A, RET. FEAST JV. Si By; desti- 

tule, BZ, HZ, HE. 
Dethitert vid, Po lay waste, $248), Bik, Bp. 
Desolated, pp. ora. Deprived of inhabitants 

AE INGA WE SE ruined, sni8. 
Desolator, n. Sep A, Hp. 
Desolation, n. The act of desolating, Eph; a 

desolate state, 274i 57 jib, PADMA ; destitution; 
a = ; utter desolation, Ski #4 ; destitution, 44 
%, FZ; gloom, eae kA; desolation of soul, 

ZS, OLE Z- 
ae n. A hopeless state, ME}, ff FRY, 

FB, POP, SALLE, PERE. 

> We 

| A, Hew 
V V 
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imeeunteh Dae Dispatch. 
Desperado, n. A desperate fellow, FUER Z A, BE PF 

AS HR A; one regardless of safety, 

He HE NN FREE. Ait Ge 2 HE. 
Desperate, a. Hopeless, SLIM, Fy HN, Wee 

72S FAH; fearless of danger, HF aE. HeFEM, 

rat ao, MAK A. THE Af HED furions, FE%K, 
PEIAAD My ; ivretrievable, MED] Be, Te Ee FEE; 

a desperate affair, $3 5 WE i: a desperate man, 

a Jip A FS FE SRIE K, 5 Fy Ae El IN; to be 
desperate, i fRDIE i. HP. FEE, FER, RAE 
RAE, WE RE 

Desperately, adv. JE FR: greatly, Hb, ERs ex- 
tremely, Fi; desperately mad, FF 4a, 48 FE; 
furiously, JE#%; desperately wicked, $8 3, B53 

Mi; without regard to danger cr safety, $f sir 

(iy. PRO, ‘a le 
Desperateness, n. $a {£. 
Despicable, a. Contemptible, Ht AMRMBE, OE Ze AR 

ROME, TELA. LZR ; mean, HIE, BRIE, 
File, FHM ; a despicable woman, fig AV: a 
despicable fellow, Jy, O% 4 AVE J. 

Despicably, adv. Conte ptibly, W ae ZZ. 

Despise, v. ¢. To hold in contempt, gan, Gab, we 

ih, is ARE I WE, FL fete A. ME aE AN, AR FT 

ial, 7A Fe, WE er ZA., fi Fe WEE, {hi IEA, WH, ik 

44, BD TE despise him, §B4B, Wy4Bie LAR; I 
utterly despise him, 4f hE ; 

AB eS iP fs ; 
AB, AE AU. 

Despised, pp. or a. iid jf, ae a 

Despising , ppr. Sam, www, BA 1 | FE. 
Despite, n. Extreme malice, 23%, HUG Ik, 

ti : scorn, {48 ; in despite of every difficulty, 

ae ME fy #; I do it in despite of you, Dei Se Ah, WE 

Uh it 47%, $3) (7 KH ; im your despite, HE alt, 

("6 (f.; in despite of fate, QR ert FF ; de- 
spite tothe Most High, MEK th 4. si Lam | 

Despite, rv. t. To vex, 1B, He RY. 
Despiteful, a. BE; Ay. SHEE, FEAR AS. 

Despitefully, adv. LIBBFE, Hy JV, Be. 

Despoil, v. #. To take from by force, #, #335, 5% 
4e, FFE, TRI, Ay ; 0 despoil of Sao perins eee 

Despoiled, pp. #74638, Fits. KA. 

Despoiler, n. SSH, FEBS. 
Despoiling, ppr. Fl, Big, $27F- 
Despoliation, n. SFR, HA HK. 

Despond, v.z. To be cast down, 38, 3858, an | 

mi. KH, Fad. 
Despondency, n. 34, KIRA, Bod. 
Desrond oye at. » Kualbs bales 

he despises a | 

Daondiie , ppr- Fe, Beat, bs ae 
Desponsate, v.t. To hetroth, 7758, 22 $l. 
Despot, n. An PHBeRitay kine or prince invested 

with absolute power, #. A#E2T, AHZE; 
a tyrant, BE, wT. SEE (1. 

Despotic, Despotical, a. Absolute in power, SED 

HBS. SHBG; tyrannical, whe (ty, HEA, 
iA, Bi HHA; a despotic government, Bi KL. 

Despotically, adr. To rule despotically, 77% #4. 
Despotism, n. $4; absolute power, SUS Z HE; 

an arbitrary government, J2IC, 77 EL. 
Despumate, v. i. To foam, ft 7a. 
Despumation, n. {U7 4. 
Dessert, * n. That which is served when the sub- 

stantial part of a meal is removed, B®. 

Destinate, v. t. See Destine. 
Destination, n. Es: RE. TET HK: what is its 

destination ?  #F (4z BF A. 4% fig JA; the 

destination of a ship, kA MWA, MH 
2; what is your destination ? Ae, B 

FE MheT, AACE fy HZ. 
| Destine, r.¢. To set or one {o a use, purpese, 

state or place, %€, JRE, WOE. HE. WE. ie 
4% J JA; to destine a youth to the ministry, 
48 HE SABO (ill; to destine to misery, @5¢ P75 
to fix unalterably, AB, KE- 

Destined, pp. or a. 238, $$E5H ; a ship is des- 
tined for a given purpose, ‘6 fit # E JA; the 

every one despises him, A Age 72, | 

| 
| any bid ae 

| 

| 

ship is destined to carry passengers, "55 ARH 4 5 
ordained, 3X7 18. 

Destiny, n. Fate, fp, Be, Kar, 5¢ & ; destinies, 
| SH; to calculate destinies, $f fp: a good 

destiny, 4 6758. ah tr. EAH; 8 wretched 

destiny, 462-1 6 #62, EB #- 
Destitute, a. #3, HS, AS. FS. AR. RE, 
fit >; destitute of comfort. BE rat md; destitute 
of friends, 4mt yyjMe Ag; destitute of relatives! Smt 
3 mE pA: solitary, Phar, WIE; destitute and 
miserable, PR 3, Wee, MWA. BST Mer: 
destitute of supporters, seit E iE ane Se ; destitute 

of food and raiment, 4m Zé 48€ @; destitute of 
4mt ay fe 2 = = ': destitute of 

Happs iness, 486 ih, #E, 8 FR; snttedy destitute, 

Bie A BE ML, Haat vee 

| Destitute, n. MiG. HSH. 
| Destitution, n. Bz 3.7 | RZ as in the day of 

“* STH, aie Aras, are designations for fi fruit placed on the 
table merely to look at, but not to be eaten; >4e and Bkity 

correspond to our nine) heon, tiffin; hence the term Jgé f= 

(=Nachtisch) will be found a more appropriate term for 

dessert. 
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possession, think of the day of destitution, | Pie de sstiltory3 no fos HES, HBR, Bo. 

HEB. | Detach, v. ¢. To separate, BEE, 46H. ZtDH 5 BA. 
Destroy, v. t. To demolish, i, 3%, Wide, Fy He, 7 | PE bd. Jeb. JevH. PRB. eB: pe detach a 

$8, HA, SIH, eH, SH, RI, PRG; to) body of troops, Ep PRE, Iria BEE, TEN 
destroy a house, Hy $s [H] 2. DRS) Be, SEITE] Bj; to detach a ship for a certain service, 44 

IB; to destroy a city, BUI, IML. BOR | MLSE. 
i, ; to destroy an empire, § ill — fA ; to raze or | Detached, pp. HEAR. JP HAH; parted from, FH, 

destroy utterly, iilayi. IRWE, BEI. BRIN. MG: AMEE, ND BNR. 
to exterminate, e Ath, AX, Mok. Bo; to Detaching, ppr. HbA, 4. FPR. 

_ destroy by burning, eth, Hele, Heph; to de- | Detachment, n. A body of troops, —-3% JIB; a 
stroy a government, jae, pk BI Ze; todestroy | detachment of ships, —#) fy. 

the altar for the great sacrifice, BEA Al SJE: | Detail, v.¢. To cut oif into parts, JX fi; to detail 
to destroy a temple, #21]; destroy it, BEBE; | troops, je pte BB; to relate minntely and dis- 

do not destroy it, MEAPHEEE, AT FAR; tincily, sR GEML. IRB. BC EOD, SE 
to destroy one’s self, fiiiz; to destroy life, #| BZ. 
+E, 38 4E; to destroy a plan, Hs}, DE HE; to | Detail, n. 4}, (F, Hk, fF; the details of a work, 
destroy one’s reputation, 3 )\\#¥ {ij ; to destroy BF}, BRK; the details of a scheme, pl (¥, =} 
the peace of mind, #25.2 #; to resolvea body | Mf; a minute narration, rea Bs in detail, 
into its parts, #4) 4. | aE; details of a narrative, a@ KE: details of 

Destroyed, pp. esi, Priest, 4, he. FAR; de-| history, #42. 
stroyed the building, Jee F/R; destroyed | Detailed, pp. ora. Minutely related, Ste iEsM, 
his reputation, 3: f 4B jij; destroyed a plan, ne en EA. 

BiB at. "Detailing, ppr. EMS, BEART AL. 
Destroyer, n. $227, Sie, EH. JH. | Detain, v. t. To withhold, #587, 4 Pil; to detain 
Destroying, ppr. or a. Weis, #38, HRI, HR; | by force, GREY, Bip, fief ; to detain a man’s 

destroying one’s self, @##; destroying by fire,| wages, Hf #7 1 Hi; to detain, as a person, to 
. fH. restinia from departure, 44 (t, #3 2, B44, if 
estructible, a. Ty SEAS, BY SHARE, By asi, Ne SG, BE eH Pa ; to detain in office, 
fH, NETH. | bl cannot detain him, BI 4G INE {E ; to detain 

Destruction, n. Wh #2 4, Me RH, eB; a and annoy, I Hy #E; to detain one a prisoner, 
pulling down, $e #4; death, RO, wR MR; ae i, i to detain for the night, #7 j& 7%, 
extermination, fil jg #4; massacre, #9 #; to go 15, Ej; to detain a guest, Bn fy "EI Ba 

to destruction, 7H ZF, ARK; external | fg; I will net detain you, #2 BF 4p fp; to innder 
destruction, 3 i Z 74 HE; self-destruction, PA BE, PAIR. 
=%; to bring destruction upon one’s self, AA Wg | Detained, pp. Withheld, J #7j%; detained py 
jx; the destruction of life was very great,| force, Hai sf jth ; prexented from pare and go- 

KNEKE, BARC. | ing, BY fF sth, ik By ath, 36 GB, PH BE (le- 
Destructive, a. Causing destruction, (ite, # tained by nsiness, WE RED. BO OPH LE 
hts, Fy He EF, WAR BF; malignant, |X], 4%, [xy detained in a place by poverty, 833%. 
4x; poisonous, Fe, HE; deadly, $3 GPE, $e | Detainer, x. HRA, HATA. bil HEH 

A: $3 (ty. | Detaining, ppr. Fi, Ba fE, GRY ; detaining one 
Destructiveness, n. $24 4. (isd, WIRE, Ie a prisoner, #5 77. 

SHA EL | Detect, x. ¢. To discover, [ys Hi, MSH HI, Fit, my 

Desudation, n. ZF RE; a profuse sweating, HH, AE. ai i. Wis BE, FS, A HY HE dys to detect an 
— Sy Heit error, ffi Hi Fa iB, Wi tL EF8 ; to detect a thief, 

Desvetude, m. ENG. LAA. ILIA, HE. AR SE AATBREE, SAEMEMEIDE; T can dotcct it, eabeh 
4£ ij; it comes into desuetude, MIE A, HEM) Il, Marte. 

BRA. | Detected, pp. or a. Bi HEI. $11. 
Desultory, Desultorious, a. Rambling, immethed- | pi n. At, MB HR. 

ical, 47}, Te fee sk, TEA. Refit He = | D etcction, m. The act of detecting, fii li 4. # 
Be Rew: unsettled, Age, FE ; | Es Beconeny of Us hefere hi dden, 

_ 
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Bell, Pet EM, PaaS detection of an 
error, Fq Hise Fa #. 

Detention, n. Hi RH, EMA. GAA, MME, 
bai 26 

Deter, v. t. To discourage and stop by fear, Z&MF, 

DEE HBL, (MAR AB. BER, EIR, NFR; do not 
deter him, f¥ 4p ZuIYhh ([z 

Deterge, v. t. 46 ii, STR. 
Detergent, a. or n. BOM, Beis. 

Deteriorate, v. i. To grow worse, AE 38, HfiHIE, 
3 is, 1S, Bi A bh EE, A at BE as) HttE—H; > | 

“if left uneducated, nature deteriorates,” 4% 

HH TSH. 
Deteriorated, pp. Made worse, AE $834. 
Deterioration, n. A growing worse, 4E ## #. 
Determent, n. (ik J 745 4%. Uh BAPE SE. 
Determinable, a. WE, 7 fy; that may end or be 

determined, By LUE 74, By LUPE Z. 
Determinate, a. Limited, A We: ined ae ve Ay, 

EEE AZ jnlp ; conclusive, I, > 7 $a ; resolute, 

RE, RE. 
Detcuanates 0. 
Determination, 2. Decisions of a quesiiin in the 

mind, Et, RE, t ie eG ) at is, HEE, eo | 

the determination of a case, WE 3; the deter- | 
mination of the blocd to the head, fig |- AS; the | 

determination of the will, 72%, WR, we 
i; the determination of a will or testament, 

j8 EWE; the determination of a flower, 7 7G | 
%. 

Determinative, a. “fj; limiting, “eMEAy, veh 

fry; determinative 1: ables, vies ia ma lt 
Determine, v.t. U2, He 3 ; to determine 

a case, eR, fe 3S, ih. {o limit, [§, 

bE 7 vip 

f; to determine the name of a flower, 
% ; to determine the temperature, 

Ww RB. 
t. To limit, tH. 

Ws 2 
ie aa ? 

“© be ; to determine an affair, By SF, He 

ve ft 

7 #4; to determine the time, “FNS, ey; | 
to determine the day, 

one’s fate, UE PAE LBM br, ILE E WL Gs to 
determine direction, 1f [ay ; {o determine a will 
or testament, +738 22, we BE; to determine a 

doubtful question, PERE, PERERF; to settle, ¥ 
ye; 10 determine the meaning of a character, | 

WEF, Fa. 
Determine, v. 7. To resolve, We-E FR, Ease, oF 

“E>; to determine to have, 79%, PEBE; to 
come to an end, Zi fe. 

Determined, pp. Ended, (Mii ith, W034; it is de- 
termined, “fh, vf jf -E #6 ; determined to have, 

eee. HE hE, KE» BE; determined to 
—- SS 

“4 Af ; this determines | 

| have it so, ek anJe, AARBDK; determined 

| in mind, »OE%, Bob, sb, SEE, x; deter- 
mined resolution, lal @, BS, BE, BGR, 
jes» lids ; determined to remain, 7 Bei Fie 

| 3-2; determined to leave, ~REK, PBS; 
the affair is determined, BAY, HARE; 

| the superior man is determined, BF Hee. 
| Determinately, adv. 5£ 9%, Bi. 

| Determining, ppr. Ending, 5€, ‘a ; deciding, fF, 
A; resolving, s¢7 #; limiting, Me, a 
Pid; directing, % fi. 

Deterred, pp. Prevented by fear, #E0# ff, th HE At 
Ti, FL tA ze i, FA SBF 5 not deterred by danger, 
APE, hill) Be deterred by fear of consequences, 

Deterring, ppv. ZMUpk, (i ARAB. LtA GH. 
Detersion, n. 387 4. 
Detersive, a. (iff iy, BEANS. 
Detest, v. ¢. ‘To hate extremely, {, 228, BE, 

REE, Mic, BER, AP TEE. 
Detestable, a. BSE, PIR, AY, BY EOE, BRK 

DE, aye ae: very detestable, By 3H, 

Wk Ij HY ES, AT) SE, BY SH] BB, LONE HB ex- 
| ecrable, Ay mA, WE BE. 
Deiestation, n. [324% 

as ee IRE. 

Detested, pp. or a. 2 Ve RBs, Ty REE. 
Dethrone, v. t. wee, Bf, eB UE. 
Dethroned, pp. or a. Jf #4 # ; a dethroned mon- 

arch, (Zw, Heirs #. 
| Detinue, n. A Ley detained, 3 FY 4 ; a thing 
| eee ZAM, Gi 5 IE WS. a writ of de- 

| tinue, alike dirt EK. 
Herma v.t. HE, BEG. 

 Detonated, pp. eit. 
Detonating powder, n. [a 
Detonation, n. 13288, FEE 

| Detonization, n. #5 pg. 
Detonize, v. t. HE, (GE. 

Detort, v. ¢. To twist, Hk HE, HRS; to turn from 
the original or plain meaning, FEZ +5 B, HE 

ie Ee 
Detortion, n. FEE, GH, FH. 
Detour, n. A circuitous way, 2%, #5 R. 

t. To TOE: Wa, wh wf, oer Age ; to Detract, v. 

asperse, Bf pi, WX WF; to depreciate, GH, iif HB, 
NS, HH; to detract from one’s merit, HA A Dyas ; 

| to detract from a person’s work, iH NE TR, 
| NS ZL; to detract from one’s character, ji 

| Alte ay, SRE; to detract from the fair sex, 
| BERRA. 
Detracted, pp. eH, DERE. 
| Detracting » PP BN, oe, DE DE, Wate. 
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Detraction, n. ace i a way, = 35 #8 #%; does not deviate a hair’s 
Detractious, a. eae, wlll we ft 
Detractor, n. A ielandeter, iis ae BE ER, Weak 

Detriment, n. Injury, #4 42, 94 (&, dA ah I | 
EE, ii ZB, BF; no detriment, ane 4 ug (ff ; to 

do detriment to earihly mines tee F che 
Detrimental, a. Injurious, EWE, $e Wee, Get SE OEE, 

BE, Hia. Aine, Hi HWE AY, EAS 
it is EF emental to this, BV AS, EIS, 

ia SEAS. 
Detritus, n. RA. 
Detrude, v.t. ‘To push down with force, HET, Ff 

YS, BEE. 
Detruneate, v. ¢. To lop, Hic hitty, TERE. WF. 

Detruncation, n. Hx, (KK A, WH. 
Deuce, Deuse, n. Two, jj, =; a dice with two | 

spots, MEG, WEKT. 
Deutero-canonical, a. A$ IKE fig. 
Deuterogamy, n. A second marriage after the 

death of the first husband or wife, #3 3 (of a 
man), #3 4% (of a woman). 

Deuteronomy, n. ‘The fifth book of Moses, FH gy ae. 
Deutoxyd, mn. A compound of two equivalents of 

oxygen with one of some base, — 74 fj. 
Devastate, v.t. To lay waste, 55 We, 2h, oo 

Hy ee, fijjph; to plunder, 34x. 
Devastated, pp. FE sei, Wet sh. 

Devastation, n. SE2 4, MIE, FI Sh; 
to commit great devastation, ines 

Deyelop, vt: FR. FEB, HH ii, Pe | li, Bf A? te, PEPE, 

ZEB; ; to develop a character eyey fT, KH 
47; to develop an idea, FA mT oH, XILE, 

$A FE ILE. 
Developed, pp. #238, BAHIA. 
Development, n. #2 AY 4%, BAH) Hi, FES, FEW, FE 
Bi # ; the development of one's faculties, 4b #§ 
Fh, BAU A BE ; the development of a plot, # | 

=tt 
BAS» Hales, Bilislex, AEA Mel- 

| 
| 

bre adth, SFE RE. 
Deviation, n. A turning aside from the right 

way, $f, Fak, HA, A TILE sin, 9P i 1c) 

the deviation of a ship, #4 2 #4 # not the 
slightest deviation, £4 #2 A 22, a 12: Bh oe 
2 Alt 

fe 58. 
| Device, n. A conirivance, BEs%, 5] 4%, O05, TE, 

| 

| 

Devest, v. t. ‘lo strip, flit, it 3; ; to devest of cloth-_ 
ing, MEA, Fis Ft ; to devest of a title or right, | 
FR 32, WESZ; to devest one’s self of fear, EF Le | 

$& ; to devest one’s self of pride, RAH iia, H 

_ BBE See Divest. 

Devested, pp. Eis, RAB, BBB 

ET. 
Devesting, ppr. RA, BB. A. 
Deviate, v.z. To turn aside from the neht ey, 

; lost, as title, | 

BR, DE, BIEBH IER ; to seis al as. the compass, | Deviser, n. One {o whem real estate is bequeathed; 
d#ZE, [ZE; does not deviate from the right | 

HE; design, #e-F-, 2K st.7F Al) ; a clever device, 

KE ot Reel, REO. 
Devil, n. An evil spirit or being, 94, J&& 94, BE Ga, 
A Hh ; the chiet of the devils, HL§}, 9L 9H; a 
fallen angel, J 3E92E K fii; to expel a devil, 
3 4 ; to drive away devils, £F 94, 56 9}, SEAR; 
a mischievous devil, #e52; to be possessed of a 
devil, #7 §£; a devil incarnate, 4E 9; a devil 
in petticoats, 7E 9, HE, BEY; the devil is in it, 

Ai Sk Ze A; the devil take you! (yi MM 44 th ; 
the devil’s bones, fx; the devil may dance 
in his pocket, §A0|fgs, —ZcPPE; an idol, #3 
pe; a false god, mp; a foreign devil (a for- 
eigner), #94; a devil’s son, applied to natives 
and foreigners, §L-f-; the wife of a foreigner, 
SAU, He 5k BE; to meet a devil Pee 
i i, ; have you seen a devil? fp 5d WLIte ; 
behead a devil, if §4; the devil isthe father 2 

lies, Bale 2.38 $8 SLA. 
gal ish, a. Diabolical, 5A 5%, 5285, LEE AY, FE 

BEIGE, FREE AJ. Fi BE ; a devilish act, BEOL Y FF; 

a deyilish cheat, Hath se, GLUE AL he lies deyil- 

ishly, SAUL See, at att An He ae #2. 
Devilishly, adv. Sulit ; greatly, fk, fe. 
Devilishness, n. ‘lhe qualities of the devil, 4 9x, 

i LK, Fi IE. 
Devilkin, n. 5b ff. 

Devious, a. Out of the common way or track, {f, 

Et, tn, AIA, HA, AE, a7; erring, 
Tin, Sift, Fis. 

Devisable, a. That may be bequeathed or given 
by will, Hy 3&], i PP; that can be contrived 
or invented, A) A74Hi, wy 4874 Hi. 

Devise, v.t. To invent, AM{l, BAH}; to contrive, 

ALEL, SHE, BE, BIE, Bak, BH; to plan, 
lat, PESE; to keque ath by will, jf}; to de- 
vise Measures, EX al, BIE, FTA, BE; wise to 
devise and great to etiect, #2 [a] 7sdR. 

Devised, pp. Given by will, 3 7 i&, #23238 ; con- 
trived, flats ; well devised, xa}, RE, HE 

KZA, VHA. 
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Devising, ppr. Contriving, atal, aioe ; invent- 
ing, #411; bequeathing, ja TT. [ #- 

Devisor, n. One who gives by will, jap #i, i 3€ 
Devoid, a.Void, 2, ide je « destitute, 77,48, AGA; 

devoid of truth, hte {fz ; devoid of selfishness, Aire 
A, BEM; devoid of feeling, Se 1), 40 fy ; devoid 

of shame, SESE IS, BE AEG, UE SRE; devoid of 

foundation, 47x, 4mk fe. 
Devoir, n. Service or duty, AL 3} Ei, JA SE, 
Fis AS (jp; an act of civility or respect, fig, 

Fig, WEL. 
Devolution, n. The act of rolling down, sfiy< #, 

HG JS #4; a falling upon a successor, fHYZ. 
Devolve, v.t. or i. ‘Lo roll down, ikjgye 2s, Bg ys 

3; to pour or flow with windings, as a river, 
42h th itt TP ; 10 deliver over, fH yg, (RM, BELL, 
Ze ff; to devolve upon another, fie yg Ay J\, Si 
Jil ft ; the duty devolves on me, $i; Jk fit, ZEF 

— J\, fE ff F%; it devolves on him, § 4] BP, Si 

ABI, AAAS}. [ i SAL 
Devolving, ppv. Falling to a successor, Wid 2 
Devote, v. t. ‘lo dedicate, Bas, il SU, HL, HK 2; 

apply, Hob, H—, — th; to destine, 7; A 

vow, #£ Ii; to devote to God, LIS 77; to de- 
vote to the a BE ibe; 10 devote a child to 
an idol, (i {F 42; pz; to devote to the spirits, 
SZ jill; to devote one’s self to the spirits by a vow, 
il Mi fi; to devotea son to study, fe FE : 
to devote one’s time to study, Pe me, Bt 
4581; to devote the whole day to learning, 
H AH; to devote the town to destruction, 4E 

Eb, 42M BEMK; to devote one’s self to death, 

WEAR, IB, TR, Hi ov- 
Devoted, pp. Ut undivided application, —)5, 

iD, B—, AE, HA; appropriated by vow, 3& 

JH; dedicated, Aj, 325, HLZSjH ; doomed, 
jest ; one deyoted to the spirits, 32 phy A; 
devoted to study, — thi we me &L> a certain 

time devoted to prayer, 7 ith SE yi wre; his 
mind is entirely devoted to God, —)S#R3F_t 
“iz; devoted to a person, 4 B., {ite F- 5 very 
devoted to him, iO Be fl 5 devoted to a prince, 
HAUSE ; devoted to one’s country, $0, jj [a aR, 

SBS HITE, HA FH BY; devoted to Buddha, st fif; 
i (A), Bi fi 77 HE; devoted to one’s master, #B itp 
Hi; a work to which one is completely devot- 
ed, EL 3; entirely devoted, ofp, HEL. 

Devotedness, n. WE, oO, Bobs. 
Devotee, n. wif REIL, BX ac ani zh ; devotee in the 

Christian sense, Bf As_[- iz. 
Devotion, n. Consecration, {Ik 8 ¥ , HE FH ; devot- 

edness, EAS, WUE; a solemn attention 
to the Supreme Being in worship, #%#s_E #, 

WT Lait, WEE Lis, HEISE Lae; external 
act of worship, Ff_L #208, Fit ZnS; prayer 

to the Supreme Being, Jf [- 47, Wri _b 4; 
piayet to the spirits Fi il; prayer to the idols, 

FPES He; ardor, Ht, OP BE, Wye # sesame 
to a friend, See AC, Mek AC; devotion to 
one’s king, ney #; atlected devotion, (5 

Devotional, «. AEM, HORM, IRIEL BA, I 
fq} fry; devotional hymns, 3E,tha¥, SEMPER; 
devotional feelings, JE.h, EakZod, ae bE 
Wf Za; devotional exercises, 27 F4:_b #. 

Devour, v.t. To eat with greediness, #, FEV, 

KU ALAS WEAR, ER, TU, IBY; to devour, 
as fire, # yk; to devour a hook, ##; to devour 

the ancient classics, @ #7; the poison which 
devours menand property, # J\ Ae HE; to anni- 
hilate, # pA, FER. 

Devoured, pp. #$.ih, JE SAAR, HI 
Devourer, n. FE AH, AH, (BH. 
Deyouring, ppr. or a. <P, Fk BAR. 

Devout, a. ae, Bf Haj ? jak Ed, md, wt 5 

religious, fica ; very devout, stherakay, tye 
cca; a devout person, ALB ; devout wishes 
for the good of others, pI fy Vz 4F ; devout 

prayer ML Thea - 
Dev aiitiecs a. SME NEE at. 
Devyoutly, adv. W ith splat attention and reyer- 

ence to God, JE, BY, Wake Zw. 
Dew, n. #8, 29K, ik Ltik; heavy dew, 

Ikiieitse, HEM, RIG, vit WR; frost is frozen daw, 

Be ht AFH. 
Dew, v.t. lo wet with dew, Pg 7]cyH HE. 
Dew-bespangled, a. jf jis BEFK. 
Dew-claw, n. ff. 
Dew-drop, n. — jij ez, PERK. 
Dew-lap, n. The flesh that hangs from the throat 

of bovine animals, 4 4fjae~y, BA, PBJ, WEES. 
Dew-point, n. The temperature at which dew be- 

gins to form, #eak ¥4. 
Dexter, a. Right, as opposed to left, #7, #7i&. 

Dexterity, n. 35 F, AF Oh, AF, 8 Ol BEA, 
Citi, BEE. 

Dextral, a. #7, A. 
Dextrous, Dexterous, a. Skillful, RF>, IGS, Hy 

FH, {04 WT, BEIT, THRs able, 4 A ABE 
Aig, eR Fy ; active, Fz ; dextrous management, 

INGE RERD, NTN, BHP 3G CE AOE IESE 5 expert, 
RW, THURN, BRAK, MRM 5 advoit, FEI, #25. 
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Dextrously, Dexterously, tae. 
trously executed, {i734 #8. 

Dextrousness, Dexterousness, n. (ffl #4, RIG H, 
Wy, FEIG H. 

Dey, n. #95 (A LER Ht 2). 
Diahetes, n. An excessive discharge of urine, Jy 

URE; diabetes mellitas, 7k At che. 
Diaholic, Diaholical, a. Devilish, 9%, 94, SH FE, 

GLEE ; extremely malicions, Pez, HEPA, ee ; 
a diabolical act, SEI 4 ; Sac arts, #K 

4i5, WAG, BSE. 
Diabolically, adv. Hake, RUE. 
Diachylon, Diachylum, n. HEF EF HE ; a plaster of 

oxyd of lead, #4 i} 728K. 
Diaconate, n. Fie fill ZIRE. 
Diacoustic, a. REE fry. 
Diacoustics, n. (#8 > WA. 
Diacritical, Diacritic, a. Distinctive, BE Rl Ay; 
» diacritical marks, BES (4 92. 7p = 27 FE. 
Diadem, n. A crown, # fi, 7h ; Supreme power, 

sEHP. HP. 
Dieresis, Dieresis, n. The dissolution of a diph- 

thong, APT, Rw; the mark placed 
over two vowels, denoting that they are to he 

pronounced as distinct letters[ -- ], F>4¢ 2. 
Diagnostic, Diagnostics, n, The sign or symptom 

by which a disease is known or distinguished 

from others, 3gIE34541, sUPEIK WA, 3-16 HHL 
Diagonal, a. #4; diagonal he See, Th GR. 
Diagonally, adv. S76 5 
Diagram, n. #£ F-, fB), HERE ; the eight diagrams, 
AS, EE: diagram with mixed lines, thought 
to be like the mutations of nature, 7} 2&; the 
64 diagrams, 744-4 2%; to divine from the 
diagrams, fp; the book of diagrams, FL #® ; 
the study of the eight diagrams, 2. 

Diagraph, n. #31. 483 41. 
Diagraphie, Diagraphical, a. Descriptive, Fit 

Fits, ne FFP Fg. 
Dial, mn. An instrument for measuring time by 

the shadow of the sun, A %@; what is the mark 

on the dial ? - BF REZ] ; 10 construct a dial, ‘fil 
H 4 ; to erect a dial, Fy k. 

Dial-plate, n. Jé Ti, A HMM. 
Dialect, n. Local dialect. +3%, ik, Pk, +B; 

the Mandarin dialect, feak ; the Fukien dia- 
lect, WA7ak ; the Hakka dialect, 43255 
Canton or Punti dialeet, ACHR Gee. the 

northern dialect, Ie, dbak. Hae. LW: the 
colloquial dialect, fa ; the dialect or peculiar 
language of books, 4&7, #58 ; if you are not 

THR: it was dex- 
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Diaphanic, Diaphanous, 
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8! vanenile acquaimted with the Mandarin dia- 
lect, then help yourself with the colloquial, tT? 

nt OFS AS a 
Dialectic, Dialectical, a. Pertaining to a dialect, 

+28, +245 fy: pertaining to logic, Mh fy, 

3M int A. 
Dialectician, n. A logician, Pat, Blin #- 
Dialecties, n. That branch of logie which teaches 

the rules and modes of reasoning, xt vé, 

Mah ie. 
Dialing, n. fil KEIK. 

Dialogue, n. A conversation between two or more 

persons, AA am, FV ZS, PV, AER) ny Ae AER: 8 
dialogne on buying piece goods, i ¥? TER 
e- a dialoeue on huying woolens,  ¥¢7F IA 
PY: the Dialogne of the Two Friends, WX 

Dialooue-writer, n. (¢ AS #. | #A ie - 

Diameter, n. A right line passing through the 
centre of a circle or thronzh the centre timher, 

G&e., Me, MRE, FER, ert eH: the diameter 
of a circle, FE}@ ; a whole diameter, A ; the 
diameter of a body, F484; the diameter is 
one third of the cirenmference, 7 lA] =7p A 

Diametorical, a. #6 fry, OE #5 (17. AARC. |. 
Diametrically, adv. FR ; diametrically opposed, 

#ANL : diametrically opposed to my conscience, 

HOC Tots, HK RE. 
Diamond, n. 423i tr, 42 MSE, 7 5t, FEA; dia- 

mond powder, 4: Fi} i4> ; to cut a diamond, #4 
fil % ; a diamond of the first water, JP yR ES 

ii] Z ; a clazier’s diamond, HERI ; diamond 

letters, 3 SmpEze, Ge iM Ae. 
Diamond-cutter, n. BE 4 ill A #. 
Diamond-mine, n. A> fill] TH. 
Diamonded, Diamond-shaped, a. 43 }il] AJB. 
Diandria, n. 2246. 
Dianthus, n. BY3% At, AT; dianthus caryo- 
rile Tie. 

Diapase, n. Among musical instrument-makers, 
a rule or scale, hy which they adjust the pipes 
of organs, or holes of flutes, #£ 22724 Al), 2 FL AM. 

Diaper, n. A naplin, Ft, Fri ; figured linen 
cloth, 7é %, FE 77 70. 

a. Transparent, Fy) #H, 

BSE, BHM, B.- 
Diaphoresis, n. HIF, EPP. 
Diaphoretic, a. Sudorific, RF AS. FEA ; 

phoretic medicine, #§ 8M, FET 7 Fl. 
Diaphragm, n. Hy, Hah, Warps Sey ret. 
Diarian, a. Daily, 4-H fg; pertaining toa diary, 

Baer. 

dia- 
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Diarrhea, n. wveyte, IL ez 1 mee ED. esi, Aa 
FE; a chronic diarnhiess tk Bef TE . 

Diary, n. A journal, APR, Aad, ‘TRI A 

49 A at PR. 

of the body, 475 Ht. 

Diatonic, a. WAAR, HRA. 
Diatribe, n. A continued discourse or disputation, 

Tit ite. GS we, TE. 
Dib-stone, n. Hr 41 {F. 
Dibble, n. Zi4F-, FF, GE, GREE. 
Dibble, v. ¢. To plant with a dibble, 4% 41] SA# fete 

BF 5 to ald holes for eee cede! E88 

Dice, n. pl. of die. Wk -F, & F. A Tp, BE 

play at dive, 5G, 26, eT BNE 0 
cog the dice, PER, PEM; to set the dice 
upon one, fg J\. 

Diee-box, n. {PAK GR 

Dichotomize, +. t. UB AK ; 

Th ie Bt 

FE, ATK. 
to ‘divide into pairs, 

Dichromatic, a. Having or producing two colors, | 

TH RE, i fry, BE PPE. 
Dicing, n. Fah f6,, 4X ff. 

Dicky,-n. 

vanis, Wi Fe fir. 
Dicoccous, a. Two-grained, F¥ {= (J. 

Dieotyledon, n. FfHE fry, BEREAN. 
Dictamus albus, n. FE JHA. 
Dictate, v. t. To tell with authority, fir, ft4y, FR: | 

to deliver, asan order, Myf, WR} ; to admonish, | 

aE3f, | 

Diathesis, n. Particular disposition or constitution | l 

A seat behind (in) a earriage for ser- | 

Wc. WH; to point out, HEH HiT, HAE; to 
dictate, as a letter, 4%, Trt; to dictate a 

letter, $2Ef {Z ; a course which wisdom dictates, 
Uk Th fF ; to dictate the terms, FEIN(E, FREE 
{#;it rests with me to dic tate, cen {0 

direct by impulse Lid 
Dictate, n. Command, Fr, fir pre ece Sols ait. FGAB ; 

the dictates of one’s conscience, #2 JE it) Wr et; 

to follow the dictates of one’s conscience, #f 1% 
Pr (ii ; (0 follow the dictates of others, #8 fl jy 

Hii. 
Dictated, pp. fri, UFR, aii, sth ; dictated, 

as a letter, A fZih. 
Dictating, ppr. fir, BST; 
Dietation, n. WFe#i, BK. 

Dictator, n. 

THES. FER, HE, 
Dictatorial, a. 

44 HE (vy ; dictatorial power, MEUEZ HE, AT Z 

HE, FETE ZH. 

dictating, as a letter, 

| 9g. 
A magistrate with unlimited power ’ 

#008 , Wy, FEE B- 
satsoRtite, Ame spt (ify ; authoritative, | 

Diction, n. Style or manner of expression, AH, 
Ask, WIE; simple and easy diction, Bey 

Bg: elozant diction, ae Me 2. ah. BAHT ACTEN: 
Dictionary, n. “Hh, Sfam; a tonic 7 ict an 
BAe J; an E nelish and Chinese Dictionary, % 
aje7esi. ; a compendious dictionary, “eGR BE 

Dictum, n.: pl. Dic -ta. An authoritative assertion, 
— EE; dictum biblicum, HER ih, Hh emt 3 

4a]; dictum classicum, aj ; dictum factum, 
Did, pret. of do. | feah FM. 
Didactic, Didactieal, a. Adapted to teach, FFA, 

fit (VY, Hse fry; a didactic poem. fie 3 28. 
Diddle, v. #. To cheat, or overreach, WEE. — [OPF. 
Didymous, a. In botany, growing in pairs, FE 
Didynamia, n. A class of plants, conta‘ning four 

stamens, disposed in two pairs, one heing shor - 

er than the other, #77276. 

Die, v. 7. 26, fi, Hi, 3B A, BE, ENE, BSR 
th, FES, #E, 1, HR, HE, BE, BA fir» Wk, 
ride Bs. Ae poe fig (TE, Tith, me fly, FER, 

LA. A A Sk, BE, Hip; to die, as an em- 
peror, Hi: i ‘die, as a prince, #8; to die, as a 
Christian, me T1 BE, |W He, A fie, 9% WE: to 
die according to Tanists, {l} #: to die according 
to Buddhists, y#€h, pies to. die in the womb, 

Wa; to die young, K, WR RS YC, Ho, 4; 
a die before the age of three months, 7.4 3, 
H fir; to die between the age of eight and 
ae “3 ; to die between the age of twelve 
and fifteen, F¥#; to die between the age of 
sixteen and ninteen, |- 3%; to die a natural 
death, 364%, WEE, HE EE. EH ti; to die an 
unnatural death, ZEF& JE fF ; to die by hanging 
one’s self, #24 ; to die of starvation, (RFE, HR 
45, HE, WHE: to he ahout to die, HRVE, FEE, ps 
#; to die of disease, 4976. 35 Ae; afraid to die, 

MAGE, FAVE; when did he die? $E§7ENE, BE 
HB O-. AENF—HL* BEIGE; * to die of 
laughter, 4£3i)%G; to die out, ZES#, FEHR; if 
in the morning yon hear the truth, in the 
evening you may die contentedly, #i fi] i 47 
FE BY F; to die in peace, REM; to die 
happily, 76% & se, TE HE to die dissatis- 
fied, ZENEAREY, ZENE A, FERIA; to die 
without seeing corruption, i, Vik, PR; to die, 
as a brute, F¥, BRIE; + to die away, as the 
sound, jif74%: the sound dies away, BER FIR ; 

* Local terms. 
+ Whon a man dies, h’s soul flies up to heaven, the ani- 

mal soul descends to the pit, water and fire separate each 

returning fo its native element, AZ 3etHs ARIS OSHS 

Dictatorship, n. The office of a icealors EZ | AIT ATA TE 
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AME: 1 die daily, RAAF, RABE 
%é;* when a man ceases to breathe, then His 
dies, Mf-I9% (= Fl] $x lf ; to die for another, $f ff, 

He. Te MAE. 
Die, n.; pl. Dice. A small cube, marked on its 

faces with numbers, from one to six, used in 
gaming, Hx, f& ; the die is cast, ++ ij — BE. 

Die, n.; pl. Dies. A stamp used in coining money, 

SRD. SH. 
Die. See Dye. 
Dies non, n. A day on which courts are not held, 

wi ZH | 
2 J; a patient’s diet, Diet, n. Food or victuals, 

35 EE; what is his diet? 7B lz PIE: 

a vegetable diet, HO, to keep diet, FKA; a 

HE, HE. 
Diet, n. The diet of Prussia, 4% 4&-- pa St Ey 

the dict of Germany, Hines a AKEA 
Diet, v.t. To feed, {lk # 4K @: to take ‘ooul ie 

rules prescribed, #¥ A] ; to put upon diet, a 

ALR, BK ER. 
Diet-drink, n. 4&7. | 
Dietetic, Dietetical, a. Pertaining to dict, fix fxg. 
Dietetics, n. Principles for regulating the diet, 

REE ZBE, HRB ZG. 
Dieu et mon droit. God and my right, | #7 7% 

LDR. 
Differ, v. 7. To be separate, Fp fi] fy; to be unlike, 

or ies from, Alu, Hell, HE A, SPH. FT HN, 

—, AR Sao) Wii) #8, ne 4A id, iE wis! Bt, ie IX 3} 3 

ne diifers from that, iH (LY mY AIA, We 

AE AAA, AVE Ala ; to differ in opinion, 3 

TENE: A, ELA ee MLE PER, BLY BA 
I must differ from you, FQARIE ME oY, FRA BE 

Re sit differsa little, F— Ay, FAM, 2H | 
45, PRA MEHE; it differs much, Ais, FH | 
##; they differ, {a0 m!, {Al [aj; they differ in 
some particulars, AH, FAP. FH [ne ; to 
differ from people in general, Hl Als], Ay; 
to contend, 4t, 4#EA; on what point do they | 
differ? #7 1z 4¥ j#; men’s minds differ like 
their faces, A % 7 — ant fit 44; men differ | 
greatly on this subject, W(t 3F WGA [a], YE 

FGA A—. | 
Difference, n. Fpl; dissimilitude, A fal, WE fap, | 

Ai Hi, HERE; to split the difference, bf A{G 
it makes a difference of two days, 4 ij A, 32 

WA; what is the difference % ? ti ‘fig at Ay jill. fat | 

eae a literally to silt one’s life means ‘ to encounter 
death. a 

Wwe Wi 

tr ale 

~ 
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the wind dies aw ay at “in 6: - to die to the W orld, | 

| Difficult, a. 3{£, Be 

| Diftieulty, 

‘DIF 

z. I will make up the difference, PHA 
fi; there is a slight difference, Gt — fig; 
great difference, Jt HB, Srp, EK ; to 
have a differenc -e, ABBR, 1 mt, UAtH ; great 
difference of customs, I te@AE ; they are set- 
tling their differences, {ty sf #1; their differences 
are settled, #327. 

Different, a. Distinct, >> Hy. A fwd, HE fal, A, 

PRYE, AFL, SER, BSE, ARN s very differ- 
ent, 26 fy id, FR, A, KAP, KAA 
jn) ; not very different, SA, AA Hie ; of 
a different sort, FER, Alm A, METRE ; of a 
different species, Si fii, Elm) fifi; of a different 
genus, 24, He fa] #{; of a different character, 
as men, PEt# 7A [ml]; different from other people, 
Bore NN, #7 HLF NW; different governments, 
Hiyy; they have different governments, 2H: 
WHE; they traveled to different countries, 
45.4: A] ; to return by a different route, ZHI 
BS Wn Sa, ry Asa fi; ; of a different color, MH 
fri] 4, ; goods of a different description, Hj] & ff, 

#2 6 WE, OI) ML. 
| Differential, a. 4 #L; differential duties, H [al Bt 

fll]; differential calculus, #4 Fp 4; differential 
coefficient, fek ap Fk. 

Differential, n. 7p. 
Differently, adv. Aly, ne Fe, BURR 
Differing, ppr. Ditering from, BEI, TN We. 

5, ber, SE; difficult to per- ) Fe? 

form, HE, ou difficult to comprehend, #6 

Ny}, SIEWS, We $2, HE] Gy, He NH ME ; difficult 
to efect, MEW; difficult to obtain, HEA; dif- 
ficult to sell, BAY; difficult to say, Hepa ; dif- 
ficult to learn, #{(4%; difficult to advance, HEHE, 
Sika ; difficult to bear, He He, HE, MEGS. SHE 
JE; difficult to please, HEE; difficult to avoid, 
MEG ; difficult to deal with, HELI ZEAE ; a diffi- 
cult task, #E (fe, HEMET; difficult to manage, 

MCI, HERE BE. 
n. Obstacle, #4, PAL SHE, HE SF. BEL BE ; 

distress, #8 HE, iE HE, SOME, WME, SIE. AVE, 
He, i | v4; that admits of no difficulty, 

DE HE, ANA ra He: there will be some Bons 
JL, Fy HE; to be in difficulties, HE es, FB 

MEY MES ; to create difficulties, AEE; to remove 

difficulties, PE Ht, f7% HE; difficulty of speech, 

Me HE WS, WE ES, FA We; these gocds sell with 

great difficulty, (p (iy FEF meet, IEE oe ; he 

threw some difficulties in is way, PHF} fi, ; to 

meet difficulties, $434; to get into diffic wale 
ea a not es “ ast binary BRE to 
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comfort people when in difficulty, Fase. | Digest, v.t. To bring into suitable classes, eR 

Diffidence, n. Distrust, USE, FEBY; diffidence in Ebi hi, (IZ FPY; to digest in the mind, 7& 
our own power, [f Seth Ij, A REM HE, nApnhy. | FE, BB, HERE, BEAL : to digest, as food, jh 4b; 

Diffident, a. Distrustful, Fy BSE, WE Sle, AB to digest food, HAG Ses to digest, as medicine, 
4a, ee NEBr #e, iw, KI; to brook, 7%; to digest an insult, 

Diffide ntly ; ade: Cv Wz; to digest that which one has learnt, ji 
Difflation, n. PRT, PUBL. | eae BX- 
Diffluence, Diffluency, n. A flowing or falling | Digest, v. i. To he prepared by heat, #€; to digest 

away on all sides, {gHe, AMzK- ace WME, TW APE. 
Diffluent, a. Flowing away on all sides, Ap}¥z, PY Digested, pp. ora. Reduced to method, HEA sp Hl) 

55748 ; not fixed, 4%. | Byith; arranged in due order, a di- 

Ditform, a. Irregular in form, fF IE TE, gested in the stomach, #45 4% 3& ; digested in 

kes SUB, 4 tin AE, LE, we. | the mind, ft # if. 
Diffraction, n. In opties, a change which light | Digester, n. He who disposes in order, (fe) 2) BH 

undergoes, HO 7% , KAR +; name of a vessel, #KHE. 

Diffuse, v.t. To pour out and spread, as a fluid, | Digestible, a. HY 794k, (40H. A Bit; digest- 

#9] 1%; to diffuse, as knowledge, 4, 704%, 70 BH, ible food, fA M- 
(i ati, FE ES, Aa tee, We, We ffi. WHE; to diffuse Digesting, ppr. Arranging in due order, Fe Ff Fl) 

instruction, Wc, {E34 (#Ze; to diffuse the | Bi; digesting, as food, jf 4K; digesting, as 
Gospel, 4 5 aii #, x (4 ii FF; to diffuse the doctrine, RL. 
principles of reformation, 4%, 7144; todiffuse Digestion, n. The conversion of food into chyme, 
extensively, Jie (Mi, 70 4é, 449 ; to diffuse through- 4G ; chemical digestion, #<74, Ti, #4; the 
out the world, FRR ICT. WHERE . (8 ti Do Ue. digestion of what one has learnt, git #4 ; the 

Diffuse, a. Widely spread, J& fz]; diffuse, as writ- organs of digestion, /P4LRRE ZH. 
ing, AMIE, BBA. He WIR, BAS. BER | Digestive, a. Having the power to cause digestion 

ree MG 

jan in the stomach, jf} 4B °E, i 46 f5; digestive 
Diffused, pp. Spread, jie 14, Asi. (iB, organs, {4h 2% #8; digestive pills, 7) 4474; 

Hii ; extensively diffused, J§#; loose, flowing, dissolving, 4Gf5 ; digestive thoughts, Akg 

VPI. ke BPE, HA Ay | Digged, pret. and pp. of dig. Hii jh. a. 
Diffusedly, ca Widely, J#¥%; with many words, | Digger, n. 4. 

ES. UBS: fully, FEM. | Digging, ppr. Hi, BH- 
Diffusion, n. Extension, JE Wi, 7 ; diffusion of Digit, n. The measure of a finger’s breadth or } 

the Gospel, rarer ; diffusion of instruction, of an inch, —yPUJp =; the twelfth part of 

{i Zc. the diameter of the sun or moon, Aa A 7+ 

Diffusive, a. #8 WE, Sh ip, BEE, tle Ay, ER Es a 4p % —; any integer under 10, i¥%; the 
diffusive style, HAH | numerals from one to nine, —& 38 JL ER. 

Diffusiveness, n. dix tensions ets & ; HEE euLESS Digital, a. Pertaining to the fingers, #7 fg. 

of style, ‘ees, BHR, INS S- | Digitalis, n. 1éG- 

Dig, v.t.; pret. digged, dug; pp. digge i dug. | Digladiation, n. A combat with swords, i) 3g, i] 

ii. Bi, 28, HE; to dig down, Ji, HAT HVE s | HN, JHA aT- 
to dig out, HH! ; to die up, HEBA, ZUBY. LEB; | Dienified, pp. Exalted, uhm, HEbie, win ftc, Beat, 

to dig through, jij, Ed todig in, $A; to HEE, Sik, aM, AUG, FEAR, AE, 1H, BEAR, a 
dig a hole, 4) #8, BH AW #8; to dig gold, Ha 4e; |) Hi; a very dignified appearance, jy Jil Wa ve ; 
io dig a grave, yds; to dig a drain, Hip_; to| dignified appearance, RUAN, DAFGIBHAE ; noble, 
dig a moat, fiw; to dig a well, JESE, BASE; By. 

to dig the ground, Hi hh. Dignity, v. ¢. To invest with honor or dignity, $f 
Dig, v. i. To do servile work, 471, 37 IE XT. | fi; to exalt in rank or office, 3 fp, Wh BE, Hs 
Digamy, n. Second marriage, #3, FRESE. Wee, TES, WR, RE, WB. BR, ae, RA 

Digest, n. Digest of laws, @ ih, 7 fil AAS ; digest rit. 
of the Roman laws, 2 Hj 47k; an abridgment, | Dignitary, n. Dignitary of the church, RUKEB, 

RA, RA. UPB, ice fi. 
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Dignity, n. True honor, elevation of mind, jy Fr; | 

rank, #f, 9%; grandeur of mien, pal, KEI, 
ARE ; an elevated office, wf to speak with 

dignity, ni Ot AF OL , nik f THE Bak BE, ts LI ASE ? 

to do a thing with dignity, {iR3e4g- Qa, AME 
Wi fy ; dignity of a god, Ayre. 

Digress, v. i. In a discourse, to depart from the | 

main subject, PERISH, MEMES, $8 AS TRAC: 
to digress from the sie way, #@ iF ff. 

Digression, n. A departure from the main subject 
under consideration, jE 4F ; deviation from a 
regular course, PIER HH, PEM. 

Digressive, a. FERN, $B ETB (5- 

387 ) 

Dihearal, a. Having two sides, as a figure, ji | 

fi. 
Dijudicate, v. t. A, Beil, FEF. BB, PUL. 
Dike, n. A ditch, fy; a drain, aCe, acy; a bank, 

HY, HA, PR, i 
Dike, v.t. To protect with a dike, Se It-4. 
Dilacerate, v. t. To tear, 3, WER, WE. RA 

Dilapidate, v. 7. To go to ruin, EIR), Wks, AEH, 

He iti 
Dilapidate, v.¢. lo pull down, SEIKI, fF] He; to 

squander, 7 9, jt #. 

FA AL, BASE BG. Oe, Wee, GDR. FY 

Dilapidated, pp. or a. Dilapidated, as a house, jée | 

Wil, Foc$92, BEL, PALIN AT. BAIR, JEM A ; dilapi- 
dated fortune, fi 3g. By HE. We A. (HATH, 
Hiei. | 

Dilapidation, n. {i HeAR ; destruction, Wy #, PR 
$# ; peculation, AE #. 

Dilatable, a. BGG], FT REBH. HBS 5 FE. 
Dilatation, n. He BA Ai, FE BA. nee dilata- 

tion of the pupil, (lit gfe. 

Dilate, v. #. To enlarge or extend in all directions, 

feb) » ide lal, ae Ai In}, jit Z 3% hfe Bis to 

swell, EA; to dilate the pial ike By dae JV; to 

relate at large, aif aeS, Sti NEE. 
Dilate, v. 7. To widen, ff RK. 
Dilated, pp. or a. oR BAG, FE BHI. Bi Ri. 
Dilating, ppr. Expanding, 4feBF- 
Dilatoriness, n. Tardiness, HER, LL H- 
Dilatory, a. Delaying, 36 }&, JES, TEAR, TL, 

PENT, EAE, HAY); sluggish, SVR, tye. we 
# BH; he is very dilatory, 4g FH JAE, WES 
{vy ; why are you so dilatory ? BEAU RATT oem 

Dilemma, n. To he ina dilemma, jj HE 2% fu], HE 
3K AS HE; a difficult or doubtful choice, WEE ; 
to be in a fix, PU ifij Me RR. 

Dilettante, n ; pl. Dilettanti. An admirer of the 
fine arts, WK ‘ald EERE 18 

| Diluvial, 

DIM 

Diligence, n. Steady application in business of 

any kind, (24h, (3G, Bh, Bods. BT. AY: 
constancy, Hi jf); to study with diligence, #f 

a. | 
Diligence, n. Name of a stage-coach, ff, Peal. 
| Diligent, a. Active, assiduous, Jy, HVT. I), 

fe, Sew), BSF, WT. BLS. TIE. ME, 
fH, Mts; a diligent person, #h Jy Me JN, 348 
ZA; diligent in application, HF ; he is very 
diligent, {2 Jp(E TL, (4 JJ ; diligent and 
frugal, #) f@ ; diligent and loyal, iS ; careful, 
Woe. Mth; diligent and active, BES. 

Diligently, adv. Shy, HS; to work diligently, 
aR Mit Le; to study diligently, 71% wa, 

ie 
Dilucid, a. WY, KA, WA. HA. 

Dilucidate, v. ¢. To make clear, FP. 2) ay 
Diluent, n. That which thins or makes more fluid, 

AS AA, ii Te EEF ; that which weakens 
the strength of, sa REN, Beye Ay. 

| Diluent, a. Making liquid, (OL FRG PE. BORG Vg 3 mak- 
ing thin, 8 ye fy. 

Dilute, v.¢. To render more thin or liquid, 4m fj, 
RFs. UEYE; to weaken, as spirit, by an ad- 

mixture of water, qt, HRV, Balk, BIC, - 
to dilute wine, #639, JRA S, Wikis : 
dilute ideas, $i ye 2¢ Bh. 

Us | Dilute, a. Ff, AND, TA. 

Diluted, pp. or a. Made liquid, fp ij (vy. Je AAr its 
We ; weakened, Hayes ; diluted spirits, jy 

Zi AG 
Diluting, ppr. Hak, HA. TLR. 
Dilution, n. RIK 4, Bk H.R Hi. BS ke FH. 

WaiR 4 
Diluvian, @. Pertaining to a flood or 

deluge, HEARNE, BE IK AY. ya AY. 
Diluvium, n. A deposit of superficial loam, sand, 

eravel, Ge., caused by the deluge or ancient 
current of water, HEIR AZIZ. 

Dim, a. Not seeing clearly, f&é, Tet, men, ie 

WE, WES HE, HE. WE. WE. ECE, AR, ER I, Fe 3 
dim eyes, A&fg; a dim prospect, fli 7F [GaKE. Mis 

GH: Wie Whe Dae Mi, WG OE any RE, AS SP WY; a dim 
shade, PEI: dull of igntele nsion, e Tey HE : 
dim colors, (472: |§; a dim lamp, M&F; a dim 

day, Fa lifi; mysterious, ZEN; dently dim 

eyes, GUE, 1B. HANEY. 
Dim, v. t. To cloud, (life, file ; to obscure, fi 

43-14 ; to render dull the powers of conception, 

(OR FBI. (ERAN. 
Dim-eyed, a. Ref. 
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Dim- Aha a, Giving adim light, én 
Dim-sighted, a. Having dim or obscure ee ne | 

BMG, DI ERP 
Dime, n. —38, —#EF, +f C-k- 
Dimension, n. n. The extent of a body, RAJ, EX, | 

JERS. BEA; thickness, J&A; depth, AX; | 
what are its dimensions? 77 #i A, AHR 

K, HRB, ONE T, BAM: of large 
aaa WRK, AR, RL mW, Wie 
$£; capacity, as a barrel, or any vessel, &e., 
Zs ti fy, 

ie n. Extent, Je Re; capacity, HK, TIX. 
Dimication, n, A battle or fight, Zewk, Be zE- 

Dimidiate, v. ¢. 7p4y illp. 
Diminish, v. t. To lessen, i Sy, i T . ie AR aR 

4, A. Beeb, WW; to diminish a little, #§ fy, 

ik ou oe WD ik 5, Sy FE inh, Fe ik fii; to | 
diminish the price, jak (&, oT (FS ; to dimin- 
ish expenditure, ji /4 # JA, “4B. A BOA. CAD 
{ii Jf; to diminish or lessen the details, A 
zg 

Diminish, 

Tih 
Diminishable, a. Fy ifR, WA, He HH. 74. 
Diminished, pp. or a. Lessened, jfk jh, Ppt 

38 ; cannot be diminished, jhk A #4 ; can neither 
be increased nor diminished, Jip 77, Ht iRe 

Ait: 
Diminishing, ppr. eY, A. 

v.t. To become less or smaller, jaf. 

Diminuendo, or Dim, in musie, directs to a decreas- 
ing volume of sound, jp RF. 

Diminution, n. The act of lessening, fleas, HR 
PK. RAB; degradation, BRA, TURK; 
diminution of price, jr (& 3. 

Diminutive, a. Small, £m Js, A SME, Says, fab, 
{%; narrow, 42; contracted, 3H ENE. 

Diminutive, n. A word formed from another word, | 

to express a little thing of the kind, {f, #, 

MI, p. 

Diminutiveness, n. Smallness, SJ #%. 
Dimissory, a. Sending away, HE3, HE AE; letters | 

dimissory, HERE &, TEES 28 
Dimit, v. t. HBA, HEBE. 
Dimity, n. PHA; foreign dimity, APL A. 
Dimly, adv. WH, We, FRNA. 
Dimmed, pp. Clouded, if AR. 
Dimness, n. Dimness of sight, [E%%, WEAE. 

AA; stupidity, Fy ok, PEAR. 
Dimoearpus lichi, n. 344%; dimocarpus lungan, | 

HEAR. 

» tea 

| Dimorphous, a. KK AIB A. 
Dimple, ». [Uj{¥; dimple in the cheeks, #44; 

dimple above the lips, Js, I Js fy. 
Dimple, v.i. To form into dimples, {fg [U] 4¥-, fi 

Di ff. 
| Din, n. BBE Wi fl Zee pekqi ; the din of battle, 

mi 3 the din of carriages, iapligi ee , 4 widideiige ; 
ihe ain of a market place, PLAT ee, GR RS aE 

Din, v. ¢. Fel Bh, STU. | Hee pk 
Dinarehy, n. Hh AERHES. 

| Dine, v. 7. To eat the chief meal of the day, @R% 

#, RUA. 
Dine, v. t. To give a dinner to, #§ NBA. 

| Dined, pp. BiBAKK. 

Dinetical motion, n. FERRY. 
Ding, v.t.; pret. dung, dinged. To thrust or 

dash with violence, qii2¥, di, Fizz. 
| Dingdong, n. The sound of hells, F/¥%, Higee, 

FERRE 
| Dingle-dangle. Hanging loosely, #@4z8. 
| Dingy, a. Soiled, 75}, 47 VE. BET ; brown, 

RG. 
| Dining, ppr. or a. RAB. 
Dining-hall, n. Aste, 74 ws. 
Dining-room, n. K#K, BME: 

| Dinner, n. KA, IEF, “FAL; come to dinner, A 

Mi, HEE; is the dinner ready? Fe fii = 
iy; they are at dinner, RIPRAR, MER 
AX; after dinner sit a while, after supper 
walk a mile, > #é & Bll) AB he HR HS HH BY 

47— HE. 
| Dinner-time, n. BABS Re. 
| Dint, n. A blow, —47; force, Jy, HE; by dint of, 
| LY; by dint of care he saved his life, 2) FE fit 

Ak fp; the mark made by a blow, 3p, $721 
jfi; the mark made by pressure on a substance, 

IM}, Fe]. Sy nas 
Dinting, ppr. Impressing marks or cavities, #RIK, 

FRI, FRM. 
| Diocesan, n. A bishop, BEAK fi. 
Diocese, n. The extent of a bishop’s jurisdiction, 

fi Pc iD 2 BR 
| Diodon, n. The globe-fish, Shy. 
Dioptase, n. A rare ore of copper, Fp) WE. 

Se Pe 

. Dioptric, Dioptrical, a. Assisting the sight in the 

He letit fig; Want of brightness, AHA, WIE, ME | 

view of distant objects, Hjem fry ; pertaining 
to the ae of refracted light, 363 ZR Ag, 

Bj Hei Z 
Dioptries, n. a ne BE, QT py SM. 

| Diorama, n. 3 $%; a building used for the ex- 
hibition of the diorama, 5m $s #E. 

——~ we — 
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Dioscorea, n. Yam, KB. 
Diospyrus, n. Persimmon, }i{j; the small sort, #4 

Ohi; the large diospyrus, 4F jf} Hifi; dried dios- 

pyrus, witht, * Hh,” AM, Ah BE. 
Dip, v.t.; pret. and pp. dipped, dipt. To immerse 

for a moment in water or other liquid sub- 
stance, Hf, Pe, we, dh, thd; to dip meat ina 
sauce, (Fi Pg HE, LU py URE ; to dip the pen into 
ink, f& 2, Are, ESE; to dip candles, PEK Ky, 
PRINGLE, HEME EY; to dip in the soy, Hf Phyl; to 
dip up water, pz, a7; to baptize by im- 

mersion, #4 it, fi He ; to dip a hide, $8 yx ; 
to dip in a hook, #tip ye. 

Dip, v. 7. To immerge in a liquid, Jf, fie, HH, BME. 
Dip, n. A sloping, ¢}9%; the dip of the needle, 

FEZ IK. 
Dipetalous, a. fj ZEA. 

Diphthong, n. F575 Sk, Tha- 
Diphyllous, a. Having two leaves, as a calyx, = 

Diploma, n. $8, fij, 22 3, FUSE, HA, RA ME: 
_ to get a diploma of Ph. D., 4#i--. 
Diplomacy, n. The customs, rules and privileges 

of ambassadors, enyoys, and other representa- 
_ tives of princes and states at foreign courts, $K 

S& #4 fjl|; forms of negotiation, Hy LETHE fil] ; a 
diplomatic body, # WERK HAF ; skill or dexterity 
in managing negotiations, &e., Ay I PVE. 

Diplomate, n. A diplomatist, #§ i Pace, 74 FS 

A. 
Diplomatic, a. Pertaining to a diploma, 4 HG AG ; 

furnished with a diploma, 7 Ff] # fj; to be 
sent on a diplomatic mission, J8 mp Hi (i, BEEK 
32; a diplomatic agent, $x3é ; diplomatic in- 

tercourse, % BAERS, 34% CE HK. 
Diplomatics, n. fa ZHE, Ha 2. 
Diplomatist, n. One skilled in diplomacy, #4 fj 

PCAs, SEAS AH ; a clever diplomatist, 3% it 

er 
Dipped, pp. Hf 38, 4a38, 7G, AGH. 
Dipper, n. One who dips, #§ i, AA. HR, HH 

a ladle, Pagkse ; cocoa nut dipper, MhZE- 
Dipping, ppr. Hf, 48, Hk, AE; inclining, FAYE; 

the dipping of the needle, ¢f 2% 4 (fR. 
Dipping-needle, n. “£3 T FF- 
Diptera, n. pl. PRH, TBH. 
Dipteral, Dipterous, a. fj fy. 

-Diptote, n. A noun which has only 

i: ae ie 
Dire, a. Dreadful, HAY HE, IRAP AME, By FAAS. 

* From Fuhchau. From Chitichauof the Canton Proyince. 

two cases 
— 

“9 —- 
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Direct, a. Straight, A, (€, #E; direct, opposed 
{o collateral, FE, #fj; descendants in a direct 

line, JES, ARF; a direct course, LR, FER, 
JE fj 3 Straight-forward, JE, ZiE, 222, 2B 

i; direct dealing, IE FUER, WEBB; 
direct terms, W] QlPEaf; direct statement, [ff 
ie, Lat; direct statement fo a mandarin, jf 
ra; (rect statement to the Emperor, jf #; 
direct tax, TE®E, IE fig; direct addition (in arith- 
metic), JE Jil. 

Direct, v. ¢. To point ina straight line towards a 
place or object, dR, Ft fy, Fi In); to aim ina 

straight line, (Fit, HIE ; to direct, asa tray- 
cler, 374], Fin; to direct a traveler, F¥5/ KE 
Pa{2F> ; to direct, as aflairs, PEPE, PE, BBP, 

direct the affairs of a state, 74 PY, if], HHA 
al; to direct the affairs of a family, pEge ; to 
manage, PEP, FF HE, HPHP, AE; to order, MMyf, 
Ny a, ORME, Het; to command, Ap4y ; to di- 
rect one’s steps towards a place, fig #7, FF; 
to direct one’s course at sea, 34 pry, fry Bie; to 
direct a letter, ‘67 = )& ; direct me how to do it, 

HA BMC IEE, Ge TRA TMI: ; to direct 
the mind towards, §],f} [Ay. 

Directed, pp. ora. Aimed, 4 [iy #4; pointed to- 

wards, Ff [ny 34 ; guided, JF5]i ; governed, 
4, FBP; instructed, Heih ; ordered, Whip 

34 ; the mind is directed towards one object, 

Dy In] — FETE, HE in}, Dy, HE. 

Directing, ppr. Aiming, tif JaJ 5 pointing towards, 

dit iy; guiding, J 5], dF Ff ; directing presi- 
dent and historiographer, ij 2424}. 

Direction, n. Aim at a certain point, 4 [ny #3 a 
pointing towards, FF [nj #% ; course, §%, FRY ty, 
Fj in} ; What direction did he-take ? Jz jy jee, 
fal fy HEF; a straight line or course, ff #; 
the act of governing, #47 44, 458 # ; the diree- 
tion of aflairs, =F Jey, -E AE ; the direction 
of a letter, 5 (= yk #4, fS EMER; a body or 
hoard of directors, #7 4Yt; instruction, Halil, Fl 
73 Guidance, F7FFHH ; command, fy 4P; clew, 

ig. 
Directly, adv. Ina straight line or course, Tf, TE 

fr]; immediately, Ay ¥], 3H, CUBE, GUE, IB 
~; godirectly, fy {Je ; to go directly, RR. 

Director, n. One who directs, py], 3: 3%, 4: By, 

P), BS, HSE, SE, Es, oe a 
45, PULSE A, Zi ; the three directors in a prov- 
ince, = py); the chief director of the imperial 

guards, fi BPS); directors of the police, Jf H§, 
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2% Fe A, * EA HAGA; great director, Ee ie 
great director of currency, Kp) Hk; director of 
the mint, * wR]; director of the exchequer, 
AB ; director of the granaries, 4 By) fif 3 
director of agriculture, 7% p) KE; director of 

honors, * w) AA ; director of investitures, Je HJ 
+}; director of the board of office, APE ; 
director of measures, Kw" ; director of the 
people, ABI; director of papers and docu- 
ments, pj #%; director of the horse, FS pj; 

director of the military stores, #UMi 4, FH) ALE | 
Ji ; director of graduates, {fj St; director of 
work, we director of a company, 

» 

Bz 
Director al, a. {PRY ELL, FORT, TG BEA. 

1) HE Vy. 
Directorship, n. FFE Zi, =e HE Hk. 
Directory, a. Containing directions, #}-HP Aj, it 
FPG ; instructing, AAMAS. 

Directory, n. A guide, §], §g4]; the Hongkong 
Directory, @ 7d ME FR, A ite HAG] 5 a board of 

directors, —PE (3. 
Directrix, n. A female who directs, WBA, 4 
ZK: directrix (in geometry), £26. 

Direful, a. Terrible, — HER IN Woe, Sey HT, 

Se. | 
Dironhianss n. The act of plundering, Jy Fe. 
Dirge, n. ARK. 
Dirigent, a. Directing, PLAS, #E ERE. 
Dirk, n FE I, Zl], I]. 

Dirt. n. Mud, 4g, QE, Ho. IIE; refuse, 
filth, 3, Mf Wk, HEIR. 15 HL, TERR. SRI, 
3, $RFH; a lump of dirt, —fSHE; to serape off 
the dirt, fi) 3G, fi) HPF ML; to drag through 
dirt and water, +i Je WE kk; wash away this 

dirt, BEDE (rj WE GF ; to throw dirt upon one, 
iF RLAL; excrement, Jp. 

Dirt, v.t. $7, HE, 
bedaub, Hy y7F- 

Dirtily, adv. j%, Tf. 
Dirtiness, n. Filthiness, 7% hk, JF, HEE. 

Dirty, a. Foul, UE, Hx. Weis, A, ve, 
HEME. MERE; dirty clothes, ME FEM, 1 A, 
BR; a dirty face, HOE, 7 il, Hi a dirty 
street, FEMEGT; the dirty world, JH; a dirty 
ea Ge ZA; dirty water, iia BS wy 7K, 

7%, 4B; a dirty fellow, fe Mt fE. tL O i Xe 

dirty work, 7% fi% Se dirty white, 734; 

despicable, “PIMA, PY SE A. 

He 7 AT], He WE ME; to 

* A term used in Hongkong for the Snferiatonden nt of 
Police. 

(390) 
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DIS 

Dirty, v2 t. . To foul, 4] cS Ke, $738, KeTE RE: to 
soil, IHRE; to scandalize, eye; to dirty all 
over, — 9 jilfi. 

Disability, n. Weakness of body, #94, HEIs, BE 
a want of competent intellectual power, 4m 
A fic, 4G ots; want of competent means or 
instruments, S77}; want of legal qualifi- 

cation, AE ASE 
Disable, v. t. To deprive of competent natural 
eer or power, 47, FACE, Hi ; to deprive 
of adequate means or resources, EYEF, KI 
i#:, HAVE; to vender incapable of action, &e., 
3:74) 2, $2; to deprive of legal qualification, 

He HE, SHE 
Disabled, pp. or a. Disabled, as a soldier, $33, 

bags FG gi SI AE; a disabled soldier, )Reie, #8 
Je; a disabled ship, Jae Ay, a0 REHR : disabled by 
sickness, JyyH@9%E; disabled in battle, 4p #2 fry; 
deprived of means, 46 MET, 4m Fy jd. 

Disabling, ppr. 4 Jj, $i fE; depriving of legal 
qualification, 4 ##. 

Disabuse, v. t. To undeceive, PAIR, PAR, 

Bot, HIER. 
_Disabused, pp. Undeceived, fF 3 J Mapa SE. 
Disaccustom, v.t. To neglect familiar practice, 

Jie 27, We; to destroy the force of habit by 

disuse, #477, BRA, IEE, #3 al fe. 
Disacknowledge, v. ¢. To disown, J# RE, ail (R. 
Disacquaint, v. ¢. To dissolve acquaintance, #4 32. 

| Disadvantage, n. That which prevents success, or 

és renders it difficult, Afi, RAZA, Aes, 

EAA 2%, MBE; injury, $e; damage, $438 
#4; to work at a disadvantage, fi Me Fi] fs; to 
sell at a disadvantage, ¥y fash. 

Disadvantageous, a. ME fal, ALA (, Ay Ay, SME 

iy, BEL, FLT A, PEAT. 
Disadyantageousness, n. Inconvenience, A {ii, ME 

(5, As Ai (DE, FL Hes 
Disaflect, v. t. To alienate affection, 5] BES, 5] 

Wo, (UME Re, hi Ae, AEG; to make discon- 

tended, URE RH, Si ARR, HE, As ee ER: 
Disaffected, pp. or a. SHE iA, NE ee he, OEE BR SE AP 

ath, FAS. Kot, Po; the disatiected of 

a state, BZ Kobe. 2 Bea. 
Disaffection, n. Alienation of aflection, Fp ity FH, 
“1G; disloyalty, Ko, AE Zot: unfriend- 

liness, DIE RRL, AT RHE Zats ; emmity, FEAR, 
aitath 5 there is much disatfection, BA AAR 

rt. 
Disaffirm, v. t. To deny, PAK ri 

| Disagree, v. 7. ni A, eB, ie om, Te MAE, AN, 
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Al, AE, HAGE, AA, AE. A aks 
to ke of a different opinion, FEAL, HAE, 
EAE; to be in a state of opposition, AIF ; 
cold (cooling) medicine disagrees with me, [ 

SH TRIE ALR; they disagree, ‘yf me, 
Wi A ANE ; they disagree, as things, JE & 5k, 

Arik: 
Disagreeable, a. Unpleasing, Mirfs, A. A Bk, We 

me Fy Pek, YZ bk ; offensive to the mind, HY Af, 
HY 2, WS, BY MK; a disagreeable fellow, Fy ik 
i) 

Disagreeably, adv. Unpleasantly, ¥ (yi se, {ip 

TK, MOAR. 
Disagreeing, ppr. Differing, Won, 1 A, OF A, | 

’ 5 

Disagreement, n. Difference in form, Ala} sk, WF 

AES, AH. Ala] ; there is a slight disagree- 
ment between the two, #f—fij, 4t—fjle fA ; 
disagreement of opinion, 3 RUIZ PERE, IA 

BPs NEA ath 5 
or difference in mind, # fai, Fy Mest, AP Bt, Mh 

R, ZEBE, BEE. | 
Disallow, v. t. or 7. To refuse permission, MEE, A 

HE, WESC, WE, AE, OE HE to. OE FF HE, Aste 
4%, WS AW ; 10 disallow, as a charge, HEE 

iE, BAIR HE ; to condemn, ye FE; to prohibit, 

#8, Hk. 
Disallowable, a. AM, AICHE, WEE, EWE, 

i 0 3B 
Disallowance, n. Disapprobation, J 4 #4, ® We | 

Fc, VERN. 
Disallowed, pp. Not granted, Mi 7 jh, WE JU 38, 

Disallowing, ppr. HEHE, ME St. AIC. HLA UE. 
Disanimate, v. ¢. To dispirit, 4 JHFR, BEA. 
Disannul, v.¢. To annul, Heyy. See Annul. 
Disappear, v.i. To vanish from sight, ASL, jit 

ye; to disappear suddenly, oki Fl, Ip Ay 

Fi, WMG SL, APA TH, “ERE HL; to disap- 
pear without leaving any traces, Ei Fi i Bh, 

ASL, EME, TRO. 
Disappearance, n. A removal from sight, 7. Fl #4, 

REARS E. 
Disappeared, pp. Removed from sight, l= Fi, 
Wz, 2 Bk ; the thief has disappeared, lhk 
5E le A; the cholera suddenly disappeared, J€ 
Fe ZFC HE; 1t Mow appeared and then disap- 
peared, oh FEpy §1; the enemy has disappeared, 

WE LAL, ZA MG, MRL. 
Disappoint, v.t. RY, HB, Mw, Wee, Ae eB, 
(8 \ hi" ; to frustrate, fH 47); do not disap- 
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discrepancy, 7A.ZF; dissention | 

DIS 

point him, f# & % 424; to disappoint one’s 
designs, Ux { Ef. 

Disappointed, pp. or a. Defeated of expectation, 
desire, hops, or design, 8), Wit2, Slik fy, 

EDs, Fe, Wi, WE, WA, Fee, MERE, HTH, 
PORE, MEHL, ASE MLAG: frustrated, PAF; I 
was very much disappointed, I TE 4K, TAF 
BE A, it Fe Me otk; he will be disappointed, 

fl Fe A hi, A at SE ffi). 
Disappointment, n. Jf, 4, KH, KI. 
A We, ee, ALG}; what a disappointment! 

Hee, ENF] ; disappointment in love, Fe Bes. 
Disapprobation, n. A disapproving, A.4ER; dis- 

like, ABER, Mera, eb HE. 
Disapproval, n. To meet with disapproval, D4, 
Arp; met with his entire disapproval, (hap 

Wet, (RBI SEHR, TA. 
| Disapprove, v. t. To dislike, M@2, JAZ. AVE; to 

condemn in opinion or judgment, Mere, Af 
=: to censure as wrong, sRlEAF, BLAZE; to 
disallow, TEVE, Rif, AIC; to censure, HA 
1; he disapproves of the measure, 4 AQ i{€ 2E 
a}; to reject, 3. 

| Disapproved, pp. Af, Jak. 7'BE, FEI. 
Disapproving, ppr. Disliking, 7 BE, We SR; 

disallowing, ME 4E, Hest, Age; rejecting from 
dislike, Herp, 3. 

| Disarm, v. t. To deprive of arms, #-F &, Bae RR, 
ie, B'S ; to deprive of force, strength 
or means of annoyance, %H:34F ; to quell, 
HR; to strip, 2 rit NV 2% #; to disband 
troops, #4. 

| Disarmed, pp. or a. %j4-F XK. Ib-FX. 

| Disarming, ppr. @ BR, IEF X, WE. 
Disarrange, v. ¢. To put out of order, PERL, HAL. 

‘Disarranged, pp. L@LB. PERL. KAE, AUK 
Je, IMUPE. 

| Disarray, v. ¢. To undress, Mit Ze, fF AE. Fi HE 5 to 
throw into disorder, #7#L-. 

| Disarraying, ppr. Divesting of clothes, JPR. 
Disaster, n. Misfortune, [XJ 2, wif, PA), XY SE, HE 

mi, Sai, HARE; to mect with a great disaster, 

BAKE, AIA KE. 
| Disaster, v. t. NE. 
| Disastrous, a. Unlueky, PJ, RURESE, AGG. AA, 

Ase ; a disastrous affair, A[Be, Hw He. 
| Disastrously, adv. [XJ %. 
Disastrousness, n. Calamitousness, S€ qi}, DX] 4, 

REE: 
| Disavow, v. ¢. To deny, aR ME (KR, ah HR, RAE 

to dissent from, IE@%, M 4#a2, Aa, AAB- 
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Disavowal, n. Denial, FEA SE Hh. IIR, AIRE 

AAR it 
Disavowed, pp. Denied, ph ilE ff, BEE AA, ie 

TK it 
Disavowing, ppr. Denying, ail i, St Ab- 
Disband, v. ¢. To disband, as troops, 1%, 2U, i | 

TE, seh Wie, Ge. 
Disbanded, pp. or a. ih, 20; disbanded troops, 

+i0pE fe ; disbanded officers, UF, 0 3E- 
Disbanding, ppr. Dishanding, as troops, #X, H28. 

Disbelief, n. Distrust, A fs; scepticism, EE p 

Dishelieve, v. t. Not to believe, le {s, {ZU 

fa, Ib fa, ALIA fa ; todoubt, 5, iE. seul. 
Dishelieved, pp. WHE (s iB, A {aith. 

Disheliever, n. Me fs s4UeE, A(x so 3%- 
Dishelieving, ppr. PE{2, A fz- 
Disbowel, v. ¢. To take out intestines, i] Hil}. 

Disbranch,-v. ¢. AR, WAL RY. 
Disburden, vx. t. To remove a burden from, fH ; 

{o throw offa burden, J 4H, PF FH ; to disburden 

one’s heart, MEM, THE! Hise, AGS | 

AMIE, AE OIE, UI, Bb 3B 
Disburdened, pp. Dishurdened the fini ES 

Disburdening, ppr. Unloading, ff; disburden- 
ing the mind, IEH hm, # Goa. 

Cop v. t. To pay ae to spend or lay out, Hi 

Hig, Te. t GFL, Wee, Hse. 
cae on HEB 58, HE St BR, le th ES. 
Disbursement, n. The act of paying out, Hise 4 ; 

ihe money or sum paid out, PIA, BES, FE H. 

Disburser, ». One who disburses money, 

Hi oe J 
Disbursing, ppr.or a. Hise, Hit. 
Dise, n. The face or visible projection of a celes- 

tial body, if; disc engine, [Ay (ir He. 
Discaleeate, v. t. RYE. 
Discard, v. ¢. He JA, WE i, YE AY. GE, FE, Bi. HE, 

We, E; to discard a servant, BeT; ie discard 
ie officer, SW, HERR; to discard fear, JB, 
Meth; to discard erroneous opinions, PRA, Be 
B: to discard the celestial command, 

Reiir 

iit; rejected, Sj ; discarded by heaven, FI 
_ rH. 
Discase, v. ‘i Wee, RAC, FUR. 
Diseern, v. ¢. I'o distinguish, #¢ il, He BY, Zp HM. 
ee a see or distinguish by tl 1@ eye, Wes we, Ht 

HE, ASE, Ait, Fi), Ii] FL, MRR; to judge, | 

am: to yopenetrate, iit, ith ae » MOBS, aii | 
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8 a 

Wig a, | 

JS aa | 

Discarded, pp. or a. Discarded, as an officer, #38 | 

DIS 

_ discern ata “glance, ATA: to discern he- 
‘| tween truth anid falsehood, Hl Ia (i, 2>BH IL 

| ff; to discern the meaning of the writer, fix; 

HEMT EME ES. Gi HE 2 
| Discerned, pp. Seen, Wf Hijt, Gis 
Discerner, n. One who sees, fi MRR, Bie #4, 5 
3 4, Hey WN #4. Ge WEA; one who knows za 
judges, ei the discerner of times, 3% he 

fy ; a discerner of wae Fn GE, 4 $4. 
| Discernible, a. WWII, WALL, A] BER, 

— Hf #5; apparent, aI A} Ey, A HE; manifest, 

BARS. 
Discerning, ppr. Distinguishing, HER, HEA, ii 
| I] PE ; discovering, Wy Hi, A Ll, Wwe ; ee 
| ‘Wis; penetrating, jh. i Ze, HRW, F fa =e SA 

FR, SEER, (ACA, TEL, RET. 
Discernment, n. Judgment, HE, OME, SLs. HS 
| -W), #7; discernment among Buddhists, fez. 
| Discerp, v. t. WERE, BRE, BERE. 
Discharge, v. t. To unload, as a ship, #24, BAA; 

to ere goods from a godown, Hi fe; to 

discharge a pistol, he SF Sh, Th FF Gf; to dis- 
charge a musket, $f; to discharge an arrow, 

ne #8 ~~ to discharge a bow, #E*F; to dis- 
charge a soldier, $€}\ 4 ; to discharge one from 

office, BEJA, ZEW; to discharge from prison, 
1 Petes APR HTH: to discharge, as 

an accused, ££ fy; to dismiss, ff, Wk F; to dis- 
| charge into, as a river its water, HE A, Hew; 
| to emit, as a voleano, H}; to emit, as clouds, 

| PY, (&%; to clear from, RA; to discharge one’s 
Poesene A ae JF 210 Is to discharge a debt, 

Eee, HEE, HAA, WHE, Wefig; to discharge a 
| areatoee PRA; 10 discharge one’s duty, SF 

ASSP, EAS}, BE SP. 
Discharge, n. An unloading, as of a ship, ft f% 
| 2; discharge from the ear, Ef ie it, 4E A AR; 
| dismission from office, ECE 5 dismission from 

duty, as a servant, JS-#7, BE; the writing ae 
is evidence of the discharge, i Wi, FEW, AE 
a; acquittance, #7; liberation, HCE: dis- 
charge from a debt, 8 Mie Ht Wt; discharge of a 
debt, ttf #4; whilst in the aie harge of one’s 

duty, 4 yy fa IF, wa ZB ARPA: dis- 

charge from prison, Ht Hie #4; discharge hal- Bite ? 

| last, UWA Ay; discharge cargo, JUE. 
| Discharged, pp. or a. Discharged, as cargo, jf j& 

{%; discharged a cannon, fiji KG; dismissed 
from service, §¢34, ZEIH ; discharged his debt, 

RIB (if; liberated, GB, PGE, FET- 
_ Disehar ging, ppr. ‘Unloading, iG A 5 letting fly, 
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Fx ; shooting, pe: 
Tk; paying, izzy; performing, FF. 

Discharging-arch, n. PY He. 
eee ads n. Wea aE, WUE 2. 
Discide, v. t. Pb. 
Discind, v. t. PBA IP, DEAS TT, Tl B- 
Disciple, n. A pupil, PYG, PIE, AE, PY oS 

F, RE; ; * a follower, (£4), fE. 
Disciple, v.¢. To make disciples of, BAG RE, BAL, 

Bey. 
Diseiple-like, a. 45-824E, FL LAE. 
Discipled, pp. Taught, 7s, Ageia. 
Discipleship, n. 45 PFE #. 
Disciplinarian, n. One who disciplines, hy 7 ZF #4 

one versed in rules, principles, and practice, 
and who teaches them with precision, 47 7: 
#6; one who instructs in naval and military 
tactics, #4 P: % JV; a rigid disciplinarian, 

fice Fal. 
Disciplinary, a. HcyEAy, Hosa. 
Discipline, n. Instruction, Hi, HFeZ je ; military 

discipline, i j&, Ai #1; church Ce Sey Mat: Ue 
Fis: ; rule of government, j@7¥:, } itt el 13:5 

family discipline, 4e7F:, Asia. RA MARZ; 

rules of practice, #4E, 38 ill, 4 4, fixe HH 
chastisement or bodily punishment inflicted on 
a delinquent in the Roman Catholic Church, 
KERN ZI; excellent meansof discipline, 

Bei, ET. 
Discipline, v.t. To train, #98, FO. Ho. Hes. 
Hl, HrcA; to ecg troops, Iie. HE 

ff TJ ; tocchastise, HS], wid te. 
Disciplined, pp. or a. Instructed, Zi, Fe 

disciplined troops, #&4&. 
Disclaim, x. t. To reject as not belonging to one’s 

self, ail (RE COL, ie 
openly to reject any union or connection with, 

we We BRM ue, #euA; to deny, Hu 

2B. 

We ees 

adh Ac 38 TE A we EE H; to disclaim authority, 
BAR, #2 NRE RE; to disclaim the authority | 

of the Pope, ii AHR IE ata ee 

Disclaimed, pp. AWE, GAL; disclaimed all 
knowledge of, at a, of IE A, PERS As Fi. 

Disclaimer, n. fe G20 mE i AE Hi - 
Disclaiming, ppr. ple Ke. 
Disclose, v. ¢. To ner ABH, HLTA ; to open, Ve 

Bi] ; to disclose, as a secret, #EYU, Wi, Bet, SE utr | 

we, Wat, We to disclose a secret, #€) Fy, Hi, 

_ * This term is chie fly applie d to persons learning a pro- 
fession. 

x X 

atin Hi; releasing, # | 

| Discolor, 

ROE, ARAB, MIE | 
ane 

{%, MAE. AIBA; to disclaim a doctrine, Me | 

DIS 

te fe ; B tell, a HE, St « ay not disclose 

the secret, FEAR HEE, UTE; to dis- 
close one’s mind fully, Be Hi GV; to disclose, 

Wis Jnt ig. 

Disclosed, pp. Made known, #8 )Q38, we th ith, He 
HSE, ai HEGEL. Jy gah ; the matter is disclosed, 

Seas. 
Disclosure, ». The act of disclosing, #€ys 4%, He 

Pee, BUS; vue which is disclosed or 

made known, $2 11% BF, W de SF. Bt Hi We 

fig ye. 
Diseolour, v. ¢. ‘To alter the natural hue 

or color of, $f @, Wf, 3B, Ff; to change 
the appearance, &§ 7%; to alter the complexion, 

Discoloration, Discolouration, n. The act of alter- 

ing the color, # (4 44, sf 4. 

Discolored, Diseoloured, pp. #38 f, 3h &. 
Discoloring, Discolouring, ppr. 8 f&, YG. 
Discomfit, v. t. Wie, $7 ke, FT Bi. ERM, 

Wait. 
Discomfited, pp. or a. Routed, $7 Hi, F7 Ga. 
Discomfiture, n. Melk, Arak, Bele, Fy Beth. 

Discomfort, n. HE 48, MEL. TY, IRI AIE A 
JAPAN. EASE; evict, SEBY, AY. 

Discomfort, v. t. fue Tle Rae, (ith AK. 
Discommend, v.t. To blame, 1%, Wea}, HEE. 
Discommendable, a. ANS. APE. 
Discommendation, n. Blame, WS ij 4, WERE, FE 
Discommode, v. t. JARS, (RY. 
Discommodious, a. HE ffi, A (Bi, JARI AS, ABH, 

AT; fh. 
Discompose, 7. mio derange, #3 QL. FEGL: FT aL; 

io dise ones tip Fe Fe she, ili ANE. BAG A KB 5 
to vex, #ib yy, : eet. “oe 

Discomposed, pp. or a. 7 HERSEY, ob A 
settled, AVE; vexed, WNSr. 

Discomposing, ppr. (i A; putting out of order, 

dF Fal 
Discomposure, n. Disorder, §U #3 

of mind, HZ GLA, OIA. 

> un- 

discomposure 

| Disconcert, v.¢. To discompose, #8 [, HE gL; to 
unsettle the mind, —J}f, HEB, Pi AE; to 

frustrate, pH Ay. 

Disconcerted, pp. Interrupted, fA # JH, PADS, 

PAH V5 disturbed, Fe gL iS, #4 GLiM 5 unsettled, 
Oh As iE 5 confused, yf il. Nabt. TAH. ihe 
ATE, fig fE ; to be disconcerted, st) XH. al; 

to appear disconcerted, #f #&. 

Disconformity, n. IE AEE F, ME AK, HEAT, Hh 

EE. 
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Discongruity, n. ME BE, Ae AH ey. 
Disconnect, v. t. #0 HR, TAT. ZP BA, PBA. 
Disconnecting paddle wheels, fap fF Hw. 
Disconsent, v. i. MEE, HE Jc 
Bene a. Destitute of comfort or consola- 

ton, PIsh) 4mt-fy Be sft , Se PIT) ) 42 FD, rT 4m HY 46 Jp, a aad 

sorrowful, Se, GEE Me, RATES A 

SERCAK ; hopeless, FRAN, MER] EP. ME BBs a: 
cheerless, FR, 27, AVE, AVGE ; disconsolate, | 
like a wandering spirit, Ti. | 

Disconsolately, adv. BEFR, RK 

Disconsolation, m. 4G 2 et 3H, Ime eH. 
Dise es n. Want of content, HAZE. AR, | 

KR 
Disconte eg » MENA EB, Bi 

Nid” ef 
Disecontented, pp. ora. Uneasy in mind, #ptt, 

NOTE ahie WO Ate, ty WE TREE, pep, BEE PRUE ; 

dissatisfied, {IE SUE. XS AE, RE BAH. ARH 
Te, AAi#; discontented with one’s situation, 
IE RHR, tle PEM; ; discontented with one’s | 

lot, 7% fp; with a discontented mind, IE + Bij, 

EME HK, ABE: | 
l)iscontentedly, adv. DE xe Hk. | 
Discontentedness, mn. Uneasiness of mind, pz #8 )%, 

SME AR, He ZA. Coa 
Discontentment, n. ARLZG, OAH, A | 
Discontinuance, n. Cessation, Jk #¥, JE B. 2 Bk 

#, ik & AE #; discontinuation, By, #4 Ef, | 

RUE, FEE. 
Discontinue, v. t. To leave off, Jk, IL. (2 Bk. BE. 

E; to br aul off, $4 a. #K. Bil Be; to discontinue | 
a habit, J 2) (@, £724 4@ ; to discontinue smok- | 
ine, FRY, Ik YA; to discontinue smoking | 
opium, JIE; to discontinue work, 727, | 
VST. , i fi, Hep; to discontinue walking, Rf | 
4H, IH]; to discontinue a paper, fi BAA. | 

Discontinue, v. 7. To lose an established or long- | 

enjoyed right, JE, GE- | 

Discontinued, pp. Jkifh, Ai. Bei; broken off, 

pith ; it discontinued, FEM, FET; he discon- 
tinued smoking, KI UY; discontinued taking, 

t2/; a discontinued line of connection, Iz 4q 

Pe, MEAS, HERE. | 
Discontinuing, ppr. Ceasing, Jk, #2, Bk, We FEM 
Discontinuity, n. Jk Ai, f24e, HA RAH. 
Discord, n. Disagreement among persons, A. Fl, 

Ar tes UF Me IG OME i A ag, WE AAG, As Aa at 

BANAL, 2 (iptt ; disagreement between things, 
na I SAA |v), Aan disputes, Sag, 3 | 
$e BO litigation, Sf ais ; dissonance, #3 FF Me 

| Discordanily, adv. 

| Discountenance, n. 

| Discouraging, ppr. Disheartening, 

fu at. RAZ B>— = HAR; “ae #8, 

¥}RA; to sow discord, PRUE, WERE, WE 

Discord, x. 7. To disagree, 1H AE > poe: A 
WE ; vovelnan #41 JEL; not to suit, TEA, WLW, A 

4 xt. 
Tee ordant, a. Disagreeing, MH i, HE A, RA; 

contradictory, #H JQ, #4 3; discordant views, 

BL A : discordant sound, Art 7 a, AA 
as Sieerdaut sentiments, ){ji2R7\ Al; not 
accordant, J He 

Dissonantly, Ay Faw. 

Discount, n. SF, PROA, SRK. HEL, PPR ZR; 
5 per cent discount, Jy Fri; what is the rate 
of discount ? ees sn, #8 RIK ; to be at a 
discount, IEHE Ee. 

Discount, v.t. qf, Pt, HR; to lend the amount of, 

deducting the interest or rate per cent from 
the principal, at the time of the loan or adyanee, 

Hf SR SWE aK. 
Discount-day, n. eR A. 
Discountable, a. BY AR. 

Discounted, pp. Refunded, j#j8SR, SRR, Wi 
34 #8; deducted from a principal sum, fn, 

iB. 
Discountenance, v.t. To discourage, [Hé 7] WA, 

HA ME ; to discourage by cold treatment, TEA, 
mi; to restrain by frowns, japqe, Req; to 

refuse connection with, ZEFr, #822, JE BEB; 

to abash, 4) 1, 445 4 @- 
Cold treatment, ji fe A, 

YAR FE A. 
Discountenanced, pp. Abashed, 4} ij ; discour- 

aged by cold treatment, RARIA, TL, EHR 

if, AE FR. [Jr- 
Discountenancing, ppr. Fay, Td, EGAN, FE 

| Discounting, n. 41, Jf; the act or practice of 
lending money on discount, fff $8 Tile 7k. 

Discourage, v. t. fit ABE SR, RATA, A> ARE, fH 
Agents, (ASE. EA Et, Bh A, WK 

Discouraged, pp. or a. Disheartened, fj A3E A, 
{di jth J SE, ; dissuaded from, #hih A HE ; deject- 

ed, Be ty, SNH, SER, BEIM, Heat, ath, ERR ; 
they discouraged me, #h4Q A Hy fi. 4P FRA, 4P 

Ted FE. 
Discouragement, n. {Hi 3 #4 3 to meet with great 

discouragement, 5/4 fi Se, 3) fae] MEM. 

(ip Ble ath IL; fii 38 

$& ; dissuading, ¥hl% (it, Yeh) Ae BY BB; a discour- 
aging affair, Se RENE, 4th 2 3F. PRE. 

Discourse, n. A communication of thoughts by 

words, fn, gat, wilh 3S a discourse on religion, 
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IE; a ‘general discourse, # a - short | go ld, Sh ADH, Saye # ; “manifestation, Hil 
discourse, Bez; a goneral Roelain on the | Ws, Je FANE. (a 

Gospel, i #9 #4. am ; discourse on ethics, Fr'ff aig; | Discredit, n. Dishonor, # Bg. 7 ke; distrust, A 

conversation, 4A amt, akan, Pim, amet, ead; | Discredit, v. ¢. To dishelie ve, Me {2, Ay{z, lie (2 74: 
familiar conversation, fgJee, lan. Wat: jf; to distrust, USE, A EE; to bring into some 

Discourse, v. i. To reason, JP sy; {o communicate | degree of disgrace, BBE. 
thoughts or ideas in a formal manner, pi, pi, | Discreditable, a. Disgraceful, Ug, FRAY: it 
SH, Hi; to discourse on religion, #j He; to dis- _—_—is altogether a discreditable affair, #h (iH, 
course on doctrines, mgi4, meIAPE; to discourse | FAH. 
on the heavens, 28 5K, iF; to discourse on the | Discredited, pp. {F eae TE (2 Aik J. 
ancients, ji 4 ; to discourse about, fy JR, a 2%, | Discrediting, ppr. (ql jh, AR. 
Bt & ; to discourse about the world, jf {Ik ; to dis- | Discreet, a. Cautious, WAAR, Ta fry, TRS (4. 
course together, 4H it, #24 ; to discourse with- 45 $9; a discreet person, 44% NA, WAXENpE A, 

aus 

out method, aI Ik to discourse in order, | ‘hig i fy JL; our benevolent ancestor, the emper- 
4x am; to discourse upon, as on the nature and or Discreet, {=5224 3 i. fat. 
principles of a subject, 77; to deliberate on, | Discreetly, adv. Prudently, [HR¥%, jachit, fia, Jy 
i 29; to discourse on reason and virtue, sf #4 | Discrepance, Discrepancy, n. Difference, 4} yi), BB 

es pela tes a : : 3 
#4; to discourse on benevolence and justice, HB! i, BH, AB}; there is a slight discrepancy, 
{=3§; to discourse on the Gospel, if i #7. A#, Afy#; “a discrepancy of a single 

Discourser, n. HEE, i #- | hair, will lead to an error of 1,000 miles,” 3é 

Discoursing, ppr. Conversing, 2%, i, 2%, Bt;) ZLB TAL; a slight discrepancy (of the 
preaching, {i, ‘a fi ; disc ussite wi, sa. | compass) may lead to as great a difference, as 

Discourteous, a. Uneivil, Mate, 7 4t a fie» SM: -,| the bounds of the horizon, — FRO IE. 

Ane Gh 7, ZH i WE; rude, ae ie HE, Hig; | Discrepant, a. Different, Afi], Fp Hi), HE wy ME A. 

discourteous language, 4m¢ 74 ik, SEW? “~B; | Diserete, a. Separate, re distinct, HH dis} ane 
never use discourteous language, JEW AA. Ay BEA. 

Discourteously, adv. To speak discourteously, ji | Discretion, n. Knowledge and prudence; ¥ #7, 
an SEAM; never act discourteously, 4a eSB FE He. | aig; Circumspection, tht, tii; the years te 
4i, SEB fT; never speak discourteously, JE discretion, BE yk se; to act with discretion, 

Discourtesy, n. Sey. WB. Hy Avpurts; to surrender at discretion, 4 fH 
Discous, a. Broad, fi, RR, RA; flat, FR. | AST, BERGE, FEEY PAB; I Icave it to 
Discover, v. t. To disclose, WH Ht, BH}; tomanifest,| your discretion, FERRI, FE fit Hifi). 

BAI, ZH, BAH; to communicate, pH, fH; | Discretionary, Discretional, a. Unrestrained ex- 

to have the first sight of, [lj}Hi, senile Ps BE, ps | cont by discretion or judeeent (A dk il fry, 

HE, FAME, FEMI; to find out, ALHE, HUME; to OA ARRAY. HEA 2 80, BETA IL, BEL: 
discover gold, 3% Hi 4; try todiscovera plan, — dise retional power, Aik 2 HE, eae 
=$ (al. th HE a}; 1 cannot discover any, S04 | Discretive, a. Zp RNAS, ABA AY. [HEI 

Hi, Fh0% fA; to discover a plot, WRF}; to discoy-  Discriminable, a. ee may be discriminated, Ti 
er a fault, 2¢ HIS, PAYHIGH; to discover a se- Discriminate, v. ¢. To distinguish, Hf, HEM, Zp 

cret, FEHIR SE, PHLALZE; to discover a trick, |) Jil, WHE, WE aI, “4K, yi, RE; to discriminate 

a HES JH; to discover a new element, AFH HF between colors, H¥f4 ; to discriminate between 
fF. father and mother, #£ Jj] 2-4; to discriminate 

Discoverable, a. That may be found out, tT BE between the honorable and the commen people, 
, BY AR, By Se BM, Wy EY; easily He) Ee IE; to discriminate bet ween the different 

found out, 54 fk; visible, AY, g2H). classes, ZpHl, FPF. 
Discovered, pp. or a. FRAMING, FHL, ENE, Discriminated, pp. Distinguished, 47 Hi, FRI. 

SS HUB, ALUMI. Discriminately, adv. HER. 

Discoverer, n. fit, H} 4%, FU! #%; inventor, #4} Discriminating, ae Distinguishing, HE, HiT. 
44; explorer, Se Hide, #RHIA. Discrimination, n. The act of distinguishing, He 

Discovering, ppr. # Hi, SH!, FEMI. WE, IPR nice discrimination, ATR I: 
Discovery, n. Disclosure, #Ej%# ; the discovery of mark of distinction, Ot HN "et ah ai IM 2 Ye : 
—_———_____.- = —— a —ee = 
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distinction, ¥# Ri] z%. 
Discriminative, a. That observes distinction, 4- 

HEMG; characteristic, FHL. EZ A. 
Discriminator, n. One who discriminates, ji) 4444, 
Discrown, v. t. BR. | HERI eh. 
Disculpate, v. t. To free from blame, Ay, 4 # 
Disculpation, n. See Excul pation. |#- 
Discumbency, n. The act of leaning at meat, ac- 

cording to the manner of the ancients, (f£ jij #. 
Discumber, v. t. $28, ER. 
Discursion, n. eA, Hp ELE. 
Discursive, a. Moving about, ihe jhe He fry ; reason - 

ing, am Ae (V4, IRE ; discursive faculty, RAZ 

[45 f15. 
Discursory, a. Argumental, BEam Ay, Hea Ag, HR 
Discuss, v.t. To debate; #38, Ze ah, Fam, val of ; 

4; i, GEE; to agitate by arguments, HP jap 5 
to sift, HER, PBt, PP Ek, FB, Des; to discuss 
a doctrine, #34; to discuss religion, jm; to 

discuss politics, 73 WR; to discuss family af- 
fairs, im Jee ; to break in pieces, 4RBA ; to dis- 
cuss, as a bottle of wine, ij HTT R to discuss 

a fowl, WE 2. Wi AE Ti &  ; to discuss 
humor, j/§ jg. 

Disc nssed, pp. imi, Fae aie ; argued, FIA M. 
Discussing, ppr. Debating, Fi i. 
Discussion, n. Debate, #4, Stan, HEAR, FRIAS ite 

discussion of polities, Ff} fhe #, AZ 
the discussion of doctrines, jaja F ; sabe dlis- 
cussion, Zra#. 

Discutient, n. Hae2e, 75 WERE. 
Disdain, v. ¢. iG, iwi, (Ha, GE AML, WOE TR, 
yet Ze WR EL, A A, A Jj; to disdain as 
little, Aff ; to disdain as poor, kit \ 44s ; they 

did not disdain to toil and labor, Apia yF. 
Disdain, n. Contempt, sm, HWE ; arrogance, 

Ee ts, BG (iL; to treat with disdain, simi, Wh A 
pe |; to reject with insolent disdain, Ae¥e, 

Hi BRIE Z 
Disdained, pp. Keil, SHALE. 
Disdainful, a. 8 E.G AS, AR AAR. 
Disdaint fully, adv. ‘Vo treat disdainfully, Bum, 

PE, HELE. ROWER J. 
Disdaining, ppr. ke, Bunk, AB ate. 
Disease, n. $j, KE, Be. HE. HEIN, WHE. HI, HS 
jg; acute disease, Hf Jy, A) eZ yy; chronic 
disease, Jj Hz. TALE, FE sys all kinds of diseases, 
Hi 45 4; the nine ne Ss of diseases, Jig 7% JL 
#}; internal diseases, py FF, iy HE; external 
diseases, Sh #f ; severe gaan such as affect 
the pulse vigent ly, KI) i slight USEC 

is = al 

yy Fe WEL; diseases arising from cold, 4 3e#F ; 
diseases needing the acupuncture and cautery, 
Silt HK ET diseases of females, 4 JET, 4 FF 
ulcers and cutaneous diseases, FE F} ; diseases 
of the eye, IRE}, WE, B IK, Je ; diseases of the 
mouth and teeth, [J &#}, Fis ; diseases of the 

bones, 4 #} ; contagious diseases, Jeyay, {8 Ye 
3, WES, BEE; idiopatic diseases, A Ht ZIK, 
Wik WL ASAE Gag ; symptomatic diseases, HR AP 
Hie Y, ig, J) Bh HE 4g ; hereditary diseases, 

{if UE BA 3g 5 OVganie diseases, Wie IN ACRES 
a: Sea diseases, Jit Mii By JA Z yoy; con- 
genital diseases, ARE Hie 2 Jy ; endemic dis- 

eases, Ji + jaRAE 9H epidemic diseases, fit #e 
I 4 2.39 ; source of diseases, Jpg ii ; to be pre- 
disposed toa disease, #7 4gHLZE &| ; four kinds 
of diseases, (a classification by Buddhists), PU pif 5 
disease of the children, Jf; disease of the 
heart, 34, HE; to get a disease, ty, BEI 5 
a disease breaking out again, 4g fZ 8, St 
#& ; to cause a disease, MeIy, (Hi Fy. 

Diseased, pp. ora. Sick, ae 6 TE, A Te; 8 
diseased arm, 3-7£'}; diseased limbs, ]eapj 5 a 
diseased state of the brain, ASE ; diseased all 

over, SIRE, WAT. 
Disembark, v.¢. To land, - , 4 Re. 
Disembarked, pp. Landed, _}- jf 5s. 
Disembarking, ppr. _- 
Disembarrass, v.t. 'To free from embarrassment 

or perplexity, jit, JME; to clear, as one’s 

self, (IR, EE 
Disembarrassment, n. FEE, Be HER. 
Disembellish, wv. ¢. RMEGE. 
Disembodied, a. JERI S, SEBS BE. 
Disembody, v.t. To free from flesh, Rt &, SE jit 

#0 HE; to discharge from military array, Hig 

fii Hi 
Disembogue, v.¢. To discharge into, as a river its 

water, HA. 

Disembosom, ». ¢. RIM. 
Disembowel, v. t. WG, WEN. FL HDORE, BELG 

We, Fe Wes Hi Aas 
Disembroil, v.t. To disentangle, 7% @L; to free 

from perplexity, JIA ME BoA ME. SEE, HERE. 
Disembroiled, pp. WER SEB TS HE. 

Disembroiling, ppr. EAS ME, ROME, AME. 
Disemployed, a. Thrown out of employment, 

TY, MUR K MA, TEU, AIOE, RH 
{- 

Disenable, wv. t. <i ee of power natural or 
ao A SHE) F 

om 
2 
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Disenchant, v.t. M¢fi5, MALTA. Le fit 
Disenchanting, Bee Wii, Wee. LL SLB. 
Disencumber, v. ¢. FR Hy Gt, RES &, vai, fre ¥E., 

WRB AB, 1 63, WE MAE. 
Digenenmbrance, n. SRE BH, WHER, SPATS H. 
Disengage, v. 

anything, with which it isin union, Wy, Hf, 
(HHL, SPE. BiEbd ; to relieve, as from aie 
ments, difficulties, r_perple xities, fi, HR 73, 

¥, d: ; to disengage one’s mind, FHA 1 4h, 
MEDS, Mot, beats ; to disengage one’s mind | 

from lusts, 9K e& ; to disengage from one, JERE, | 
wee 9 

46 tif, 4428 ; to disengage one’s hand, FA, It 
FPAEE ; cannot disengage myself, (4 FH & ; | 

Disfranchisement, n. ATR AE, BA EZ _ to disengage one’s self from a business, Fé & ; 

to disengage gas, [Ht 4¢.- 
tenance pp. Say Hie skh, OP BAG ; 

detached, }H ih, WE Ay i ; set free, JP jr ; re- 

leased, FE AKI ; being : leisure, fly, TaN, 

eae it Vy] BE ae he mind ae neaged, 
; gas iby]; am disengaged, Pe % EY 

is disengaged, Hitg, 73a tli. | 
Disengagement, n. A setting free, PEFY ; extrica- | 

tion, i245 44, IE FH ; leisure, [iJ, bjs, aly 
Disennoble, v.t. To deprive of title, 6, mE 

Disenroll, v. ¢. JZ. 
Disenslave, v. t. FEW, FEML(E.- 
Disentangle, v. ¢. To unravel, ff, BEB, HEH ; to 

disentangle a difficulty, fi S46, fi 4u, 02 sil ; 
disentangle this, fi 6H +sii; to separate, Z>bH.- 

Disentangled, pp. Unraveled, fj} BY 3; disen- 
tangled, as from a difficulty, PejR Ai, fei HE. 

Disentanglement, n. ff} GU 2%, FAME 45, HR BE HK. 

Fae eK. 
Disentangling, ppr. fel, fEME, Sit. 
Disenthrall, v. ¢. See Disinthrall. 

Disenthrone, v. t. fe fit. 
Disentitle, v. t. JHE. 
Disentrance, v. t. HRA #4. IDE RR. 
Disespouse, v.¢. To divorce, fx JE; to separate 

after plighted faith, iF, Ae fz. 
Disesteem, v. t. HEAL, AAy, WT IN. Feit, Uk Hi, 

WA. HE, BBE, kA A. 
Disesteem, n. Disregard, #2 il, HEAL, TEAL. 
Disestimation, n. Bad repute, A 4g-4 #e.- 

Disfavor, Disfovour, n. Dislike, &; slight dis- 
pleasure, FE Scie, RBEL, HSBN, Me se 
J\; tobe in disfavor, 4a, Fee, EEE. 

Disfavor, Disfavour, v. t. To discountenance, fi 7% 

FA, We Be, We res ER, AE, AN BE; to check or 

oppose by disapprobation, jj HF, 

t. To separate, as a substance, from | 

Disfignred, d, 

Disfiguring, ppr. AI, HIBR 

Disfranchise, v. ¢. 

| Disgracetul, a. ji, (HEH, GREEN, W 

Disfiguration, ». The act of disfiguring external 

sa fe Ze Si i, IBAA SH, BY ef @ 4 ; the 

late of being Renae errs 25, BEATE 

some degree of deformity, #Z#. EP 

Disfigure, v.t. To change to a worse form, ##%f, 

Se Bt FRAT UE, Bae, Bs 
to impair shape or form, HERS, BOBAK, $8 
WEA, WEF. 

pee or a. Changed to a worse form, 

Hk, WIE AK, Beth SEE. 
rhe ey 

SUA Z5 
4, BOEM. 

To deprive of the rights and 
piace ges of a free citizen, Zak ff =, 1 Ae 

Ad, As: 2H AE oe, UE ORE RE. 

HE H- 

| Disfurnish, v. ¢. Hie RU, AK, BH de Ul 
iar v.t. To deprive of ornaments, 4e 4: 

HE Giff 3 to edtive of garrison guns, and military 

apparatus, PR aI, AEDs at Be 
| Disgarrison, v. t. JyRA 2% de. 

| Disgorge, v. ¢. To eject or discharge tom the stom- 
ach, throat, or mouth, MH H!, (fi tt, pis Mag iLnRe, 
HE ti Hi ; to give back what has been seized 
upon as one’s own, |e tis, BM, (2 {| 

| Disgorged, pp. Ejected, HE HIj&, iets ; yielded 

or given up, 38 Qi, iE 5GA. 
| Disgorging, ppv. Wipe Hi, HEHE. 
Disgrace, n. Disfaver, 4:2, F38, 4e FS py ; state 

of ignomy, oe as, ale, iis Rs, Hike, HIS, 

= tii. FR liom ae 2 8 ; shame, EM 

he is a eens. to his country, fie SE IL BY, {Ee 
{% (H ve # ie ; to bring ee on, Na Is, 

v& be ; to fall in disgrace, 422, Je BR; to suffer 

disgrace, Sag; to he in disgrace, Sey, Bt FS 

fij ; fall disgrace, je ZEW. Hm PER; glory 
and disgrace, 2% 

Disgrace, v. t. ‘lo bring i Hagia on, Bg, whe, 

Wa, His, A ae iE, » BB, UY, ae 
to bring to shares Hi: BE, im Gl a6 Ut, phi; to dis- 

grace one’s self, Ag, eae A dL & ; to dis- 
grace one’s country, Beis; fx]; to disgrace one’s 
prince, FIL #; to disgrace one’s parents, Fy 

Fz Qi} ; to disgrace one’s ancestors, Fy FEA Fe, 
URE 5 to disgrace one’s reputation, 5RAL% ; 
to wipe off disgrace by reforming, Jay RYE - 

Disgraced, pp. or a. gj, Fy FE; put out of 
favor, FER, 4ege, SS ae. 

HVE sa dis- 

graceful aflair, jg 4%, 1 BE, WEB, BLRE 2 3, 
Dee 
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PUEDE Hr eS, He RM tT. 
Disgracer, n. 4 53 #4, pe ah. 
Disgracing, ppr. Bebe, PhS, we be, Hyg. 
Disguise, v. t. To hide by a counterfeit person, #E 

iS Ti. Ok 88 8 
guise one’s self, Ute S4H, (BE fh A, PRD TL 
A, SHERI A ; to disguise one’s name, {fg Ef XE 

4%, tAWE' 44; to disguise one’s 

feelings, FER, FER, (RHE, fF. #E fe. 
Disguise, n. A counterfeit habit, (gH; a false | 

appearance, (fz 9M, [x #2 A HE: to travel in 
disguise, 4% Hi &h, (it i Hib 5 intoxication, | 

iE 45 HR. 
Disguised, pp. or a. fat}, FEA, (ATE, 1B (E- 
Disguising, ppr. fit, HE, FER, iE B- 
Disgust, n. Aversion, J§k 8, [& 38, Ait Be ya 

HS JRR, BAR; took a disgust at life, #8 5B 

Disgust, v. ¢. To excite aversion, jf J Aes, | K | 

JRBE, FENG; to offend the taste, f# NRE, 
He JN FL VE; to displease, 4> J A Be, A I WE 

Pee | 
Disgusted, pp. Disgusted at or with anything, 

We FEZ, WR BEB, Bb 
pleased with, Avie. 

Disgustful, a. Wy BRE, BY AR A, BY AR. 

Disgusting, ppr. or a. Provoking aversion, UR 

AERIS s odious, YE, HABE 
Disgustingly, adv. BY] HE; disgustingly filthy, 7 

HLPY HS, 7 BAY 1S. 
Dish, n. A broad, open vessel, used for serving up 

Tae 3 

ment and ne kinds of food at the table, §, | 

Bi, Hej; an earthen dish, {AHE, HAK; plates | 
and dishes, #@AlE; a vegetable dish, jie; a 

dish of meat, yg; a beg gear’s dish, BgK; a 
dish for fish sauce, cee carry away this 
dish, HE Weg e : ae is there in that dish ? 

BEA AE Fe er, BEG FE tz FE 5, common 
family dish, Le to mend dishes, ¥fjfa ; a 
priest’s robes and dish, Z#é$#x; to hand one’s 

robe and dish to another (to communicate one’s 
doctrine to a pupil), f& KG ; a dainty dish, 

BF. 
Dish, v. ¢. To put in a dish, HE, |-2E, ja RE, 

TERRE. 
Dish-cloth, Dish-clout, n. $e RE ti, HE Ai, FADEAL 

to make a napkin of one’s dish-clout, WE ti 

wks ti. * 
Dishabille, n. A Joose, negligent dress 

"4% SBA MBIS IE 

( 398 ) 

Disgracefully, adv. bis to Act Wicgrmectully | 

=H, Ue tt F, , UE; to dis- | 

intentions or | Disha @. te 

| Dishevel, v. t. To spread the hair loosely, #7 HHH 

ey | 

; offended, Fite ; dis- | 

| Dishonesty, n. 

for the | 

morning, [iJ AR, GENK, HEA, ERX ; to be in dis- 

DIS 

habille, PUKE res DA, HR i. 
| | Disharmony, De \W ant of harmony, Ay Fue, Aree 

RE; discord, A fr; incongruity, AFF. 
| Dishearten, v. ¢. lo deprive of courage, 4> 38), 

UA BA ge 

Disha ned, pp. or a. Discouraged, 42%), He, 

id, SENN, YE PEAEIE. EOD, ASRS, Hab. 
See Disinherit. 

TEN But ; to terrify, tik 

22, Se, PE, SZ, WISE; to dishevel 
the hair and pretend to be sick, #eSzz39, BH 

S26 1E- 
Disheveled, pp. 0 a. HG, 47 HA ; disheveled 

hair, $45, @LVZ, W217 BL, USER, AR, Be 
Disheveling, ppr. PkSz, 4s, $y HOTS. | ¥z- 
Dishonest, a. Void of honesty, I 329%, A IE, 

re EBL iy 3B alk Ap is JE Ay 3 fig HEA, SEE 

iy, HES As having a disposition to cheat, I 
Be AMEE, Wee Si NA, UGH UN fry ; a dishonest as- 
sociate, PE RLPEMK TE, A IER % fF: ; a dishonest 
action, Ik 3 FEE ; disgraced, He aglPE ; un- 
chaste, 4 6 AGI. 

Dishonestly, adv. In a dishonest manner, A IE, 
M2 VE ; with fraudulent views, Lip. 

Faithle ssness, A ERE #8, SEAL 

i, AE EZ SE, J 72 EE a); disposition to 
cheat, Negi, Ag #5; fraud, or deceit, i kR, 

Desi, we tii. FC 5t, HERE, BEd. 
Dishonor, Dishonour, n. Disgrace, BEE, Fy RR, - 
Bz ; shame, 24g, 2218 ; opprobrium, ip R; 
bring dishonor upon one’s self throughout os 
thousand generations, UH SLY {IE Ue) SLE IE. 

Dishonor aDighonoae v. t. To disgrace, Eg, Jit 
EE, Cem Fz x ; to treat with indignity, (#18, 
fF iii; to decline to accept or pay, asa draft, 1 
fy Wk, WE Fy F¥, HP ; to dishonor the spirits, ¥& 
feu WJ ; to dishonor a girl, EK ; to dishonor 
a bill, $ [At ; to dishonor one’s self, fy BR. 

Dishonorable, a. Base, gh (j8, 52 015, ALES, GARE 
bringing shame on, 47) 53); destitute of honor, 
4 i (4 staining the character and lessen- 
ing reputation, Hy REY ft. 

Dishonorably, adv. FIER Ag, FF RIK. 

Dishonored, Dishonoured, pp. or a. Ei, RR 
jth, Fy aE iB dishonored the bill, fle icv. 

Dishonoring, Dishonouring, ppr. BR, Bei. 
Mienchicns n. GEAR, TE Be, NE REN 
ED Fy DRE. ID A BK; vrepugnance, oJ» fP3B, 

ar ms ; disinclination to the fair sex, AWS 
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Disincline, v. t. Wi Be, WE BE, MAA, ABR, ALE, We disioinite a 1 fowl, Wit, By BH ME. 
BB, ME ffy ; to excite a slight aversion, JE | Disjointed, pp. or a. Separated at the joints, yA eh 

ZI Z ME. TL GV. ESBS. CHS SE, OFF ASHE A, FE Sa 
Disinclined, ip: ora. PE, PE BE, AN, 

DE fay ats Ar in) ; averse, FP Ue ; disinclined to 

food, Mi A $F Mi Be AR OF disinclined to 
listen, Me ALN. 0 BERR, ACHE. 

Disincorporate, Gabe To deprive of corporate powers, 
4 @& & HE; to detach, Fph ; to disunite a cor- 
porate body, # #f 4%; to separate or detach from 
& corporation or cei SH! AS. 

Disinfect, v. t. we Hi ey iy WS He A. 
Disinfectant, n. Beye 7 we. 
Disinfection, n. PRU, Pe HK. 
Disingenious, a. Not open, frank, and candid, I 

IE, HEAIE, FAI, HAW; evalty, PH, 
aT HT, NFA, we a TF HEE sly, Ty Hit. 

Disingeniousness, n. Unfairness, iE fi #4 ; low 

exalt, YEAS, TUE, AE. 
Disinhabited, a. 486 J\ CE NRR. 
Disinherit, v. t. WE {5p ESE {ULAR AE, HE SE. 
Disinherited, pp. or a. #4585 pan) 2. | na) jet SE. 
Disinter, v. t. To take out of the earth, #@H; te 

disinter a corpse, Sh Jef Hi ke, Gat H} ARK ; to dis- 
inter and remove to another grave, 84, F% 4¥, 

#e3¥ ; to bring from obscurity into view, BA Hf, 

ill. 
Disinterest, m. Indifference to profit, AE] AV ; 

injury, 78 &. 
Disinterested, a. Free from self-interest; SE t7,)%5, 

Mat Ala. IA, AR. BLA, 
PRC Rl. BENE. ICAL, IE, Sea, if REA, 
#E; unbiased, Sgr 7, Sef, tree; a 

disinterested person, 4mt £/, NTRE I: - to act from 
disinterested motives, (32S) 4, (EN Ka} 

FIG; disinterested in an affair, cae (BUEAE, 
REF UPA Hb ; indifferent, HUE, WV. 

Disinterestedness, n. MER OH, HUA, Hal 
LAH ; freedom from hias or prejudice, Af fj 

5A, See tha 
Disinter ment, n. #PHI Ae, TRH! PH. 
Disinterred, pp. PRU} AH. 

Disinthrall, v. t. TEAK, 72 [E. 
Disintricate, v. ¢. REL, HALAL, HEME. 
Disinvolve, v. ¢. To uncover, 4% ; to unfold or nn- 

roll, FEB ; to disentangle, HF, He BL. iE BH 
Disjoin, v. t. To part asunder, JR, APE, ZMEE, 
Disjoined, pp. PRG! ; separated, 4p His. 
Disjoint, v. ¢. To separate a joint, fi? tii, HF MF. 

HREM. WEG 5 to dislocate, MB UTHE BE. Be MPEP Ut, 
WFP PHI Ha; to break in pieces, JRE, HRB; to 

JMGE ; a disjointed chair, Vis Mi ZE BS. i his > 
%e Hy ; a disjointed limb, Hi ey ZW ; disjointed 

words, DE NEBIESRta. RNASE AE. 
Disjointing, ppr. HRA, WBA, BFA Gi ; rendering 

incoherent, (UL 0% FAB, i 7. MABE. 
Disjunction, n. Wei, RH, APB H- 
Disjunctive, a. Separating, 4} BA fy. FARIA; a 

disjunctive conjunction, Fc 7% 7% #é 4; a dis- 
junctive proposition, Cee wt. 

Disk, n. The face or visible surface of a celestial 
body, A A #4, 748 ti; the sun’s disk, BB; 
the moon’s disk, J¥ #y : the disk of a leaf, HE tf ; 
the disk of a flower, EAB. 

Dislike, nm. Aversion, Wis Mw ERE; antipathy, 

WREEH, Z21k. WIA. &; displeasure, Fees, 
As #; “pretty dislike, )J\4@@; husband and 

wife turning their eyes from each other in dis- 
like, Je 3¢)Q A; to bring dislike upon one’s 

self, WAZ kt, ER, AF A Ze. 
Dislike, vt. To regard with ae aversion or 

ce, WR, Ait, We. JAR BR, GRRE, WERE, HP 
WE, OES, OGRE, HR, EH, Ei, Tele 
AIAR, BE. WE. IB, HE; to dislike food, me 74 &, 

Wf. AA f=, #%; I dislike it, Bey B, AC AK 
every hody dislikes the smell of garlic, seo ag 
J& JAR; to dislike to he troubled, RRA, WL ; 

I dislike it very much, FPR, LMP IE HS (B, 
ME HEF: ; to dislike being ruled over, 
to view with displeasure, Axe, FE; to dis- 
approve of, MEHE, Aa. 

Disliked, pp. JARs, kieGth; I disliked it very 
much, 4@#pJ# # {[2; disliked (hated) by every 

body, EF RAG. FESR A. 
Dislocate, v. t. To pnt out of joint, FEHPE eH, 

PHI, UBL FHF ; to displace, BEBHACEL, % 
Bia Ee. % fi. PE AIL 

Dislocated, pp. Displaced, HAA LL, REA AS AL 

a dislocated limb, FE HYPER, HEA Ag ; a dis- 

located bone, Hi #4 fps’, BERT ZR": 
Dislocation, * n. The act of removing from its 

proper place, FRA ARTE, BE BH AS fit 4; dis- 
location of a limb, J& FE Hi My BR, BE HE Gi 
dislocation of the wrist, 3 Hai Hi @j #4 ; dislo- 

eation of the finger joints, #3 2 HEH! i #.- 
Dislodge, v. t. To remove or drive from a lodge or 

place of rest, LES > EEE, FBI, PME AR BS, 5B % 

* Dr. Hobson uses the following terms; — dislocation, 
RAE; dislocation of the jaw, BARR AMT, &e. 
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HEAR AF, (HE BIEAS fit. #, ae ; to dislodge an 
enemy, £EIBIML, 3 GTI Mt to remove anenemy 

to other quarters, 43%, #% e&. [ 3. 
Dislodge, v. 7. To go from a place of rest, #%, 4 

Dislodged, pp. Driven from a lodge or place, #2 

SRE, ELPA, BER. (UTES Ait. 
Dislodging, ppr. £EBK, BIR, {BEAR Ft. 
Disloyal, a. Not true to allegiance, AiB, A; 

false toa sovereign, Asa # ; treacherous, AF ; 
to harbour disloyal sentiments, 0% (4 Hale, (gi 
=, EAE ZG, VEAP; 2 disloyal knave, 

HF Fi: disloyal to the marriage hed, EG, 
TH AP; a disloyal wife, AEH. 

lisloyally, adv. Fe¥. 

Disloyalty, n. A. A, EAP HH. 
Dismal, a. Dreary, 44{Gt, waz, Quit. eo ; dark, 

me eu dismal, as the deep, ¢& 2%; doleful, 

AX, eG; horrid, AfRENE; unhappy, 2 
ii: ; a dismal face or look, #24, B 32327, 34 
Teg 220, ESR: a dismal aspect, HE, RCA. 

Dismally, adv. BERK, FH. 

Dismantle, v. t. To deprive of dress, it 4 ; to de- 

prive of military furniture, [4s fh tase 98 Az; to 
dismantle a fort, pps, 
dismantle a tow M, Up $2 IG He 

ship, We tes ener ie i. 
Dismantled, pp. or a. Divested, ae mE ; stripped 

of furniture, Pei eee WA 3th rgERS ; disman- 
tled, as a fort, BE PEbN. 

Dismantling, ppr. Stripping of dress, [ik A; 
depriving @, as of military furniture, PA yF ; de- 
priving as a ship of rigging, me. 

Dismask, v. t. To strip of a mask, PS 9 ti se. 
Ae Tia ; to uncover, 7, F248 ; to dismask a 
person, 42 J\ itt fF. 

Dismast, v. t. BRAG, Fy BE. 
Dismasted, pp. or a. FT AE, Mi HER. 
Dismay, n. Fright, Abe, Ate, ME, AYA; 

jection, Bi JH, Bie th, BIE SR. 
Dismayed, pp. or a. Deprived of courage, ee a, 

K We, AB, BE, tI te Ey i 

“Mine FEE « to 
YALE ON 

to dismantle a 

de- 

ease (La ole Sen | SLC ae 
Disme, sae mn. A fenth part, — jk. 
Dismember, v. ¢. To divide limb from limh, ‘JJ: 

Payyk, id: 1 fh 5 
of punishment), #5/F, ¢ 

ER. 

to cut in pieces (Chinese mode 

CESIE A, WE RE Gt, 2} 

Dismemberment, ». The act of severing a limb 

or limbs from the body, eRe 3%, JJ: EB; | 
the dismemberment of an empire, #3, JZ} | 

pad. 

Dismiss, v.t. To send away, (fiz; to discharge, 
as a servant, Ge., fe, HE J, AN FA. WE i 5 to 
dismiss from office, BER, AIK, PRA; to dis- 
miss one’s wife, HiZ£; to send or dispatch, #7 
#8, (ii; to dismiss a courier in haste, 3R3a fe 

Hy, SE REPELE ; to dismiss fear, Hob, FRA 5 
to dismiss SUNS ils, eB; to dismiss a subject, m5 

RES, 5c IG i, FB] TE i my 

Dismissal, n. i 3 4, Ge 4, Tk #&, Kb A; to 
request dismissal, 335 By! tik. 

Dismissed, pp. ora. Sent away, #7 #34; per- 
mitted to depart, §@E; removed from office, #& 
3H ; dismissed, as pupils, fy jh. 

Dismissing, ppr. Sending away, (is, BE; re- 
moving from office, a dismissing, as pupils, 

Tk. 
Dismission, n. The act of sending away, H##¥ ; 

leave to ee ~ ; removal from office or em- 
ployment, 7A, + Ae. 

De erenae v. t. WG. FRR]. 
Dismonnt, v. 7 ies vx; to dismount from a horse, 

TP B3, JE BR; to dismount from a chair, Tig, 

orig. 

Dismount, x. ¢. To throw or remove from a horse, 
ITE FS a to dismount a gun, Fy Ay ae, Fp yes 

TH, FT, 
Dismounted, pp. or a. Pi 55, Yesth Bi; thrown 

from a horse or from an elevation, #7 JF 35 
Dismounting, ppr. P, ¥&; dismounting from a 
horse, P 85, YE 15; dismounting from an eleva- 
tion, P faz: 

Disnatured, a. Destitute of natural feelings, 4a6 fF. 
Disohedience, n. Neglect or refusal to ohey, }ii, 

Pei, Peni; disobedience to parents, Pp ae 

DE, TOM Oh, Tee WA, Pe SM EH dis- 
obedience to one’s father-and mother-in-law 
(said of a married woman), emi Fy AG ; disobedi- 
ence {o the government, 3 754k, Jose Re, 

AE, Lg MIE, HER. 
Disobedient, Disohedient, as to parents, AE, 

AMA, 0% See Arie {if : disobedient to superiors 
or Seite pe fi, Pile Ay, Ypoaknfee, sat FS 

We SU, Ae ME, HEMEL, DL. Aes BEE, 
HIV, GUE etractory, HEIDE, Hem, SEA 
disobedient to the i of God, 3 Ete Zi; a 

disohedient son, AAA, ii-F ; a disobedient 
wife, A247 ti, sit AF ; not yielding to exciting 

force or power, SHE, RALSUENOE, EI (4. 
Disobey, v. t. To disobey one’s parents, Iii, PF ii, 
Az, AEM ; (0 disobey superiors, authorities, 

Ge., $e, Shi, WM, MEAS, TAME, HEME, Je, RO, 
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 #, mE, ae ith: to disobey orders, # 3a fir, 
RE4), i iafi gy ; to disobey the government, 
SRE ; to disobey the laws, 
33; I dare not disobey your orders, es 

Disoheyed, pp. Pa Sih 3h, SS, Ait ih 
gressed, 46 ji 

ie, SM, Msi, SE, ME, A Disobeying, nae 
violating, 7g. 

Disobligation, n. The act of disobliging, -- ja #, 

MGS, fA IH; an oflense, 79645. 
D:soblige, v.t. BGG; Fie, {it SE; BMA. 
Disobliged, pp. “FG ih. 
Disobliging, ppr. 

commodating, mii TOE, Yet Ag, ARSE, Aes 
#E; adisobliging person, aT MPEA, si te ASA. 

Disorder, ». Want of order or regular disposition, 
fal, UERL, EAL, FAIS, He; disorder of a 
State, [Al @L; to throw a state into disorder, {£ 
fl, Eel. Kal, Piel; all in disorder, ¥P7FE MI | 

fil, WRUEILL, OD I Te BL, hit UAL, Fwy 
fl; great confusion, AFL, AL, UG BUT BL; 
disorder of mind, GAL: disorder of the body, 

Hike fy Yk; disorder of the bowels, kvpar gl; 
{o throw into disorder, F7 ML, HL. HEBL: do 
not throw them into disorder, WEFT AL, yy! Hel, 

PRT HE AL: 
Disorder, v. t. ‘To break order, 47 Ql, HEML, Ht 

fous 4) OL, £2 wL, {it BL; to produce sickness or 
indisposition, #4j ; to disturb the mindy fits. | 

Disordered, pp. Put out of order, 
Hh BL iB ; confused, a7 BL, 
Boh, WA. HRs disordered mind, Hal, #, 
We JE 0 ; disordered by wine, aki, SiG ; 

indisposed, fi |-] #R. 
Disorderly, a. Irregular, §L; 

or Bibehaw’ lor, BA, SE, KAT, ERAT, The 
disorderly conduct 

S> Eft 
Fim S, BEES. TEI AT 8. ane 6 at | 

disorderly thoughts 
disorderly person, Alt 

» BAL, SEMEL, HS ALAR 5 a 
iE I ae Bit 

EA, 33 (E48; contrary to law, Wik, FATE, 
inclined to break locse from restraint, | 

as brutes, #£#%; things in a disorderly state, | 
AT ; 

Br Bear AL; disorderly language, #lik, @lad, 

Discrderly, adr. Without order, rule or method, 
fal; to act disorderly, §L #7, 4 fF: todo things 
in a disorderly manner, LUE LER, Se 

Fe Mie, (SE a te FFM SAM, BE MH fP- 
Disordinate, a. gl, Aid, WPE, TRE, THAR TE. 
Disordinately, adv. §. 
Disorganization, n. The state of being disorgan- 

IIE, WIE: st | 

; trans- 

Offending, -F4@, A 48 ; unac- 

aL AL: Sal | 

DIS 

| -jaed, FR eat, W fL> PORE Hers =; the act of 
disorganizing, #) @L 4, wl id: FZ Yi; disor- 
ganization of troops, Fe 7% fl. 

Disorganize, v.t. To break or destroy connected 
system, 3% iL, 47 AL. fi FE Be JZ; to break or- 

ganic structure, Jes. 
Disorganized, pp. or a. Reduced to disorder, 3% 

| @LH; being in a confused state, fl, PRL. 
| Disorganizing, ppr. 47 gl, Fe BL, PRE. 
| Disown, v. t. To refuse to acknowledge as belong- 

ing to one’s self, H&G, Arav, wea, WER RAB 

We to deny, 5 ay fm ff, Bt As ze ihe AR ii jit oe 

AdBa, HE; to renounce, #; to disown for 

ason, IRR RAT. 
Disowned, pp. or a. Not ae Be ae eR. Oe 

nee ff {LPR ; denied, 773 wu 30 i i, Wei Ae: 

Disowning, ppr. Not owning, “Sta, ne es Aids 
denying, pZi %, 72 HAL; renouncing, 7. 

Disoxydation, n. The act or precess of freeing from 

oxygen, PRA #. 
Dispair, v. t. To separate a pair cr couple, Fp xf. 

| Disparage, v.t. To depreciate, iii, fb, HZ, 
Wi, SEZ, WE, MBL ; to reproach, PERF. 

Disparagement, n. hie B.D, HM, me 
ii; dishonor, rh FE 5%; without dispar- 

agement to you, 4at jf Jp (ip, Sm de FS (ip; dis- 

paragement in ee RUE, Hii 2 BE. 

| Disparager, . One who disparages, wii TQ"E A, 
TAL A 3 Clie who dishonors, j37 5; 4. 

| Disparaging, ppr. or a. Depreciating in the esti- 
mation of others, aS, saa; vilifying, ape: 
disgracing, j}5~; marrying one to another of 
inferior condition, BE 3S, ALLE. 

| Disparagingly, adv. jl Z% to speak dis- 

paragingly, whi, PER. 
Disparate, a. Unequal, unlike, 4. [nm], 1 4a 3}, IF 

FABL, Ale Ay ; dissimilar, AH ]. 
| Disparity, n. Difference in degree, in age, rank, 

condition or excellence, #4. Afr) Hi, UE TPL, 

AMIE, TAME, WIE H; disparity of 
age, DEInp an, Anse, 4240 AAA ; disparity 

of Y ank, JEREL Ald BS Hi An) Se , Ab A 

4; dissimilitnce, WAAL A. AAA H- 
| Dispark, v. t. HE, Sa Ss. eee 
Dispart, xv. 7. To open, HE, JEBY 3 to Cleave, RHE, 
Disparted, pp. or a. Divided, Fp 4A JH ; rent asunder, 

Be bi i. 
Dispassionate, a, Free from passion, (RE. IRA, 

BEE, TE BPE, A Bh AG, Et My: cool, Mt 
YR 5 serene, ab impartial, A {fj ; 2 dispassion- 

| ate Si aler, i FE oth =a di PSs: speech, 

’ Ry E aR 

yoy 
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DEEPER. URE ZF. 
Dispassionately, Hk YR, AR, WH ; to speak 

dispassionately, WEP TR ZE. a BUR. 
Disp: atch, v. ¢. ‘To send away, as a letter, 
Ay RE, je, Z, MA, ; to send aw: uy, 
senger, fifi, # ; to dispatch on special duty, 
ae He5€ ; to send away hastily, 582, 

BE S10 cepa on duty, AAS, WU {to dis- 
atts h ‘by k illing, #e, A, a to finish, 5é - Tee} 2 

to dispate h business, LER Se, & AER, 
if HS He; to taste ha communic¢ wee fir 

BN, 30, Fa, FT HE BW fz; to dispatch a 
ea {ii PENG. 

Dispatch, x. 7. To conclude an affair with another, 

TNH, BNE. 
Dispatch, n. Speedyapents mance, #45, 4%, Pe, 

FS 3 8 dispateh, XZ 
to. send a dispatch, #4 : 
HE BE AAA. AGH, AS AH] sto deliver a dispateh, 

#2 3C; disprtch department, 7’ MKB] ; to do 
a thine with dispatch, #8 (E. ui {fk ; to perform 
with dispatch, #i #7 ; to manage with dispatch, 
ib, AR~; dispatches of government, ACHE ; 
an imperial dispatch, —j4 32 

Dispatched, pp. 3ith, #EjH +s put to death, Ae, 
SpA ; finished, 56S, 5c88 T- 

Dispatcher, n. One who dispatches, $447, 73 #4. FF 
#4 -one who kills, # 4% ; one who sends on a spe- 
cial errand, ENG #. RES ITER, BEA 

fF. HE, 

tee 

an urgent dispatch, 

Dispatehful, a. Bent on or indicating haste, 2a | 

(iy, BATRA. PBA. 
Dispatehing, ppr. Sending away in haste, $k7é, 

AE 5 exec ating, Hk AE 

Ine Bs 
Dispanyer, t. RAZZ. 

Dispel, v. t. To dissipate, i. TR. RR. PE, Tk 
to banish, 3% ; to dispel the mist of error from 
one’s eyes, PPh 2% Ee; to dispel fears, LSE, 
JL RE, fHE; to dispe pooner ee, fie ee, HEY ; 
{o dispel sorrow, fPRR, HUG, HRS. TAY ; to 
dispel eee He Gi. 

Dispensary, n. A druggist’s shop, #&Ap ze, He 
4615 ; a place where ‘medici ines are dispensed to 
the poor, and medical advice given gratis, Hee 

Fa. Weaety, Webs OS, PAS. BORER, °F 
HE, LBP AIOE. 

Dispense ory, n. A be ok containing the method of 
* Most of thase benevolently sor unding 

10; sides equally applied to shops where pay 
ed, as well as to those where medicine 
are given gratis. 

managing, AF 

y names are by the 
vyment is demand- 

and medical adyice 
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asa mes- | 

a> a public disp ate +h, WK; | 

, RGF, PEIT FE; putting to death, | 
; finish- | 

preparing the various kinds of medicines, 43. 
Dispensation, n. The dealing of God to his ereat- 

| ures, Fi, IRAE, FE; the old (Jewish) dis- 
| pensation, #84; the Christian dispensation, 2 

#J; exemption, % # ; dispensation from school, 
He 4.8; that which is dispensed or bestowed, 

BA, We hie 2 BF. 
Dispense, v. t. To deal or divide out in parts or 

portions, JMi, JpF>. D4. JhIM. INE, TH 
to distribute, Fp, 10 WE; 10 dispense laws, fi 
fill, Wiid:, I ; to dispense medicines, fi2e ; 
to dispense with, # ; to dispense with the oath, 
of; you can dispense with it, He (ii, ALA, We 
#E ; you can do without it, Aik HAGEL to dis- 
pense with an obligation, %, 13 #. LIA; 
to dispense one from coming to school, % | &, 

Rigs. 
Dispensed, pp. Distributed, Fp yeh, FPxwItS, TP 

1} 3, 7 ies 
Dispenser, 2. RH. PLB. GH, HR. 
Dispensing, nite Distibaling: Apt, Bik Hi : 

eranting dispensation, %, iE %. 
Dispeople, v. t. To depopulate, Beh Bt. 

Dispermous, a. In botany, containing~two seeds 

only, WALLA, FRM, TERNS. 
Disperse, v.t. To aad th, di, RBA. FB, ob 

Wk, TBH Pi, & a Ai, if i, ik, Ww, WERK 

Ee, HG; to disperse a crowd, #y 9 ; to disperse, 
as spectators, &e., Hg ; to disperse or ee ia 
‘i it. PE IE ; to disperse the mist, BR 7#¢ fe 

| ae! to ae the enemy, 4X ; to disperse 
troops, HIE, HE ; to motion to disperse, FET ; 
to a eakne W ‘ith the hand, 4, 444; to disperse 
arumour, (ji A ; to disperse a swelling, 7§ 

IE. 
Disperse, v. 7. 'To separate, #{ ; {hey disperse in all 

directions, Pq ii. 
Dispersed, pp. or a. Scattered, #¢j ; diffused, JE 
i 38 ; dispersed, as a swelling, #}j8 ; dispersed 
in all directions, 7: [U df ; the famliy is part- 

| ly dispersed and partly dead, Rez ACG; the 
family is dispersed and the property gone, J\BIE 
W#k ; dispersed, as an audience, # PF; dis- 
persed people, gee, PU Tle Be. 

Disperser, n. PX 3%. 
| Digestion n. The act of scattering, Fe 4, Fy 

#; the state of being scattered, PUA % ; the 
dispersion of the human race, A#{Zik, AZ 

| Fo 7 BH: the dispersion of the Jews, BLES 
| 2. pu ie; the dispersion of light, 3 22%, 
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Dispirit, v. t. To dishearten, fit we sR, (ist, 
Wi HeTE ; to discourage, fifi BEI, Gi A YAIE ; 

to deject, JERR, yh Se ; to depress, EEE; 
to frighten, Ziff. 

Dapinited, pp. or a. Disconraged, Heat, Ji aie 

me, Yo IH, Az $8 5h; dejected, BR, FAR, HR, 
Wes intimidated, #5, 1A, Pe. 

Dispiritedness, n. 38 3%, AWRH, RB H- 
Dispiriting, ppv. or a. Discouraging, (ise ty, 2% 

Jase ; dejecting, (ji BER; intimidating, Zp. 
Displace, v. t. To remove from its place, #%, #BE 

Ais MEU AIE. ALI. ALA. GLH. ALE; to 
derange, 477; to dismiss, FER, Bh; displace 

it, Bz 
Displaced, pp. Removed from the proper place, 

PSG ACL. #5 JB. BE BIB HE fie ; disordered, 
FT SLi. BLIGE, We AS fii; removed from an 

office, ASE, AEE. 
Displacement, n. 4% GJ AS fie #7 BEB AS fi #4. 
Displacing, ppr. Putting out of the proper place, 

5, BUNA, HEAT, HEE ME: derang- 
ing, #L Hk; dismissing, as from office, 4, Hh. 

Displant, v.t. #34, HK, ETS. FG; to displant 
a nation, £% It, 4% QE; to strip of inhabitants, 

ie GE A AE. 
Displantation, n. ASAE, BH, BRE. 
Displanted, pp. 7% fii #4; displanted, as a nation, 

ith. [#B- 
Displanting, ppr. % Af ; displanting, asa nation, 
Display, v. t. 'To unfold. Ebi), 7) ; to spread wide, 
FGA; to display a body ef troops, Eb AS, HE | 

BH fife; to exhibit or spread before the eyes, 

HE hi, te By, tt ne nes AE, $1) at, Fly i> Shy Tie $l) HE, 

Paki Fay}, il} Ife, bil! be. bi iE, 5, 75] ; to make mani- 

fest, BAW), AW), HN], SW). HR. A, BR 
Th, TEEN, ZW, AA, wai RU. AS. all, 
HH, EB. HE, WY Bs, Ai. dit; to display 
wisdom, 247%; (o display great talent, BAA | 
ATE to display Ouee ZFC; to display 
one’s wit, BAAL pK HE ; to display filial piety, # 

40: 

22%; to display benevolence, Hef, oe 
to display merit, # ALD) 43, HD). HAD); to | 
display virtue, Bi fs; to display accomplished | 
virtue, Hyak ace, FeAb Aces; to display union 
and concord, My 4elke ; to display flowers in the 
street, #€%¢ (5 ; to display rare and beautiful | 
things, #3; (0 display beauties, * FE ; * 

~ * Jn the- street processions each ‘rich family rivals with | 
the other in the display of Leautifel girls, who are earried 
and exhibited on a variety of contrivances: In Hongkong 
these girls are all of a disreputable character; in Canton | 
and other places they are the daughters of the rich. {6 
stands here both for bevy and beauty. 

8) DIS 

{o display lante 

NGIE. SE Mi. 
Display, v. 7. To make a great show of words, #j 
gua ANDEAN. 

Display, n. An opening or oF ee 

He. CULE. wee AWB; a display ¢ 
talent, 2 Fe, BAF FE Bis a display of 
diction, eee no display of reverence or 

respect, DEAK TR; it a no display (said of 
dress, &c.), He 4 Se, me Ge th. WR, He i fil ; 

display of oe ee 3a fine display, HF HGene 

Rei, WDE, WER, df RE. 
Displayed, pp. Unfolded, UE BH G8 Fae i] JH ; mani- 

fested, ZAI] ji, 3 38, me # ae 
Displaying, ppr. Unfolding, 4&6, qE| 
qe SN ihe, Sai E manifesting, BAN]. 

ae rns, FEU; to display flags, 

Be 
3H} HERI , 

Displease, v. ¢. ‘To offend, (RIE wks TT Be {= 

Jats, Aeptt, Fae. HE: (0 vex, i OS, OY, 
fies, fie, ite A, BAER, it ED 

Displeased, pp. WER SE, AES, Were, Ale, > 

He, YL, SI, BEAK, HDL: diswnsted, MG, HE 
HAIRS highly displeased at, as at what one 

says, JDO A. 
Displeasing, ppr. or a. fim he, (Ut RRR, HE 

AA, BA Bi, GEN BYE, Oh KAS 
Ay \ BEeS, FB, At: vues {o the 
eyes, [iz GAN, A i, ie L; displeasing to the 

taste, We, JK, RB. ARREAY. 
Displeasure, n. Dissatisfaction, 

BeBi, A sé Hs anger, 
incur one’s displeasure, 

AK, BRIA, REE Ose i) 

Displode, x. 7. HEB. 

Displesion, ». peer a 

Disport, x. Play, HeBe. Pt Wye. 

IE PRLS, A 
HE 5a; to 

ASIEN, Be 
he hj sy ies AR HY 
FIA, 
Bee - 

Disport, x. i. ‘Vo play, HE, SE, ARE. 
Disported, pp. Hobe i. CHE Np. 

Disposable, a. MLO. WD ii, FEAT, EEA ti, 
Disposal, n. The act of Gispesitias Fy OE. PES 

Hay Rs onder, SCE, SEE 5 gulation, 
SoH. RTS divine di Sra 2 ag ale 
ns 2% # BE; power of ordering, arranging, or 

dis ciate 4 + ti Z HE; the disposal of 
affairs, EDIE E. iS Hi, ¥J BRS # ; the dis- 
pesal of offices, we 4%: he has the disposal of 
offiecs, Lae Hie fi: disposal in marriage, 
ice Ke: Lam uae at your dispesal, 4 Ny 8 fp 

r. RP PE Ri: it is ab your dispesal, ZE(h% 

i CR iE, HECK EE. PECK HE. AETRE E, Ants 
FIDE; the disposal of the troops, EA ZRH, 

HZ PK 
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Dispose, Gabe To place i in “order; EH Ti i Fi, 
HEB, fr; to give, {ur, 18, HY, Hit; to dispose 
of by will, SE + to igpeke of a eae by sale, 

¥i [HJ fe ; to dispose of a house by letting it for 
a certain period, ![{@ ; {o dispose of by giving 
in marriage, #3 to di Spose | of at auction, It F%; 
10 dispose of goods, $j), 4 £, ih EL; Ho will 
yor dispose of this money ? Ble (LE (19 FYE, 

5 fy SI SH RE GULL, UE SR dn fig NSF; how will 
you dispose of yourself ? (pity BE (Ae, Ih 

TF AE TEE; to divest, S08, FP, Hea Fy EA 
fo use, Sy, (i. 

Disposed, pp. Set in order, PEA jh, FUE, PEBH 
i; sold, #¥ fh ; disposed at auction, 11} 423 ; he 
disposed of all his property, ‘¢ E 1B "Pt 4e 3B; 
inclined, 4, jij ; disposed to laugh, 7s JiR Soe 

Iny SE, ot fry SE; disposed to ale ma In] . fk; 
disposed for combat, <3 (nj eH), TE 2G a: IL 

disposed, fH 44H, 1 Z fy] YE; well disposed, 4 oy OT 

pha ye FE, He SPE TE (4; a well disposed person, 4: 
it te PPE J; well disposed towards one, gE, 

TERME, TERIA MH. 
Disposing, ppr. Sctting in crder, BHE, HER, HW 

Ta, PEP]; governing, 77HE, PELE, IT EA. 
Disposition, n. The act of disposing, RYE A, Bie 

#5, VE BH, Fp ik H ; order, K Be {emperor 

natural tendency, ‘il ia no mae, ie ni A, ER. PE 

Fy Ws, a Sh STH. thar Nt» HEA RP. AB, 
KA, Zi{;a hasty disposition, ApE;a fery 
dispesition, gE; a violent disposition, HE 

23h; a cruel disposition, JE PE, PEE DERE, 2 
iE, EUW BLE, LEHR GENE: a phlegmatie dispo- 
sition, jaa PHL PE; a sedulous disposition, HEY 
Zp; ine Tinat! on, faz. 0% Z In} ; propensity, If, 
PEI; the heading ana arrangement of a dis- 
course, Ak Ze; the disposition of things, 

HOG ZZ KE. 
Dispossess, v. t. HH, FH, HF. 

Dispraise, x. Week NS ait}, eA. 
Dispraise, v. t. TF, ij, TEA 2% BE, ae age, ie 

i. 
Dispraising, ppr. ih, WE. BAZ AE- 

Dispread, v. t. ER. 
Disproof, n. A ice oF te false or erroneous, 

Mm AAA Hi. iat ma JN HENS t> We 

Wi Asse» dit Wea. 
Dispropertion, n. Want of symmetry, [4m BC, We 

AAC, AAS, ASE, OAT, TAR, AA 
Disproportion, v. t. KE AAMC. Hi ABBE. LAH. 
Disproportionable, a. HEAR AUPE, HABA. 
Disproportionably, adv. HE AW BE, EA A, AAA RR. 
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WK Ane, ban $y, KR, 7 
ANF 

Bisaro nostionallly adv. WEARS, A AASE, AAR. 
Disproportionate, a. AFAR Ay, WE ABE, HE A 

Se, TE AMAR, UE AAAS. 
Disprovahle, a. Hap AE ZI. 
Disprove, v. t. To proye to be false or erroneous, 

BEE ORAS. SEEN a. Sk IG AR AL, TRAE, oe 
EIA. 

Disproved, pp. Ff (6) i (2. or DR Mone Ae. 
Disproving, ppr. BS fl, PEM RE. 
Disputable, a. Of doubtful certainty, Ap Sipe, wy 

BEG, BUI, AEE, AEE AS. 
Disputant, n. One who disputes, 58 3%, FERS BH, Ft 

3¢ js a reasoner in opposition, HEHE. 

Disputation, n. Ff BS 4. AH St 2 A A SPE a. 
Disputatious, a. 4g fg. 
Dispute, v. 7. To debate, Ff, BS, FEES, BREF, HE 

cas AS, FPim, BEB; to altercate, SP3R, FH 

St, AAA Eat om, BASE. 
Dispute, v. t. Toattempt to disprove hy arguments 

or statements, HREP, FF, , HERE; to dispute 
a question, BX (EBL, FEEBE; to dispute about 
doctrines, F#34UR, Bia BH, BSA WP; to dispute 
about money, 4f Fe; to dispute about property, 
Stilt ; to controvert, 2hey. 

Dispute, n. Debate, Fe FH; quarrel, FF, SP in, 

li 3S, I], BRS. AR, Ae we, oO aH; 
beyond all dispute, RX MES, HEF; to seize a 
man and carry the dispute hefore the judge, Ff 
A; to settle a dispute, jk, GG, SAF; the 
dispute is settled, FFARR. 

Disputed, pp. or a. Bik, Fikith, GEIB; they dis- 
puted together, (BARES. usd aR. 

Disputer, n. 3#58 ¥, Ait ti. 
Disputing, ppr. FRE; controverting, Ffpm, FF 

fi, BE. 
Disqualification, n. The act of disqualifying, {up 

WE HE ik, CREE AB. St AREA. BOAR ABs the 
act of depriving of legal power, # #%, 7 AL & 
Ee IE. EB: ys disability, AKER ; there are 
proofs of his disqualification, #p0# FEM. A 

Ate ZUR. 

el ppr.ora. Rendered unfit, (3 ja fe, 

ESTLHESE, EME, BE HE 119- 
D:squalify, v. ¢. To make unfit, (iene RE, (ht ATE 

to deprive of power or right, #42, #ib q =. 
Disqualifying, ppr.or a. Disabling, {9M FE, fi A 

TE 3 eee of power or right, #e4F, Zécib 

iegaiet vt. (RIE Be, HERS. AIS, ee. 

Dispropor tional, 
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Disquiet, n. Ait, PME. He Me, TU. 
* Disquieted, pp. or a. AR, ER, Bh. ENE, 

, w 3 An fe, Hii, VG, MA, EY, MEE 
ALN, bsy- 

eg se) pyr. Disturbing, We 

(405 i ; 

making | 

DIS 

RI: Bil RASH CHAR EN ‘to show disre- 
spect te superiors, #% [-; to show disre- 

_ Spect towards the words of the sages, JARRE. 
Disrespect, v. t.. To show ae (0, fap EA, 

HATS FF A. AL EN. Hat, 18 GRA, il 
imensy, OAH, (ABM. Mee tending 
to disturb the mind, }efe), Ff. 

Tree ef n. Uneasiness, R24, HME, Ai 
she, He Ne pee. 

mae n. Uneasiness, a 4%, AK, TE 

Bee, ES RE, PE AE, OPS], 
DRE, OEP, WRIA, 44 ; anxiety, Bhs. 

Disquisition, n. $f it, # am, advan. Jaf at- 
Disregard, n. Neglect, FA¥E : 

Fis slight, Gei!, FEZ, 2238 
Disregard, v. ¢. To omit to take notice of, We a, AN 

fifi; to neglect to observe, IE SP, AOE, AES, ste 

ME ME, TLL. HULG A ; to slight as 
unworthy of notice, imi, He 2, BR, Bi, Tp 

WE, FS THR, a gE Bik, HE, a le ; to disregard | 
one, AR A, iad J, $ai A; 10 disregard life, | 

TEER Ge. Gr. RAE. A ROTO 
one’s reputation, DF RAR iMi Je. HES Tm pF. 
AAG ; to disregard the reputation of a house or 
shop, Ay je PY ffi] ; to disregard admonition, [ifr ## 
Ra, ATE AS, AE AY; to disregard the laws, 
a: , Fl 0 75:40, Gh fe ; to disregard the conse- 

quences, (HE Ri BE (%, 
capital, Ie fii A. 

Disregarded, pp. Neglected, 4 jh ; unnoticed, 
AT, HERA; slighted, WHEIB, HAT ; he 
disregarded his offering, Frm At ae. 

Disregarder, n. Api, Mila, HH. 
Disregardful, a. Ari, EMU, ZAI; disre- 

gardful of one’s appearance or conduct, Arte ij. 
Disregarding, ae oe hic DE, ABE, he 

Jig ; slighting, 438, will, gmt ; overlooking, 

TE, ARR, Ah i. 
Disrelish, v. t. 'To dislike the taste of, Ait, JBR, % 

ne, Alt, att, Fe, AMM, MEMOK, MEM ; 10 dis- 
relish music, Aves ; to a ee food, ARR. 

Disrepair, n. A state of being not in repair, (EH. | 
Disgraceful, 735g fy, TURE, BE: | Disreputable, a. 

mean, P (FPR, PT 7G ; dishonorable, Jem fj, 

FUGA, RNY, NEG TUNE, OE ROTH. 
fj; a disreputable affair, WS, Ait ZS; a 
disreputable person, FBAGAOPE AN AGI PIE J, = 

ATA, OE RTD EN. 
Disrepute, n. To be in disrepute, RY, iA, BE 

RAR, FAT. Ye F + diserace, $5. 
Disrespect, ». Disesteem, fp}. fi ]B; incivility, 

omission of notice, | 

to disregard | 

i RH #% ; to disregard one’s | 

piece a. Wanting in respect, Artie, SETS, 

ARH ENE: vole, (1B, a, AR, BAB. 
ee Vey Re. TA fe, FREE ; Sares peel treat- 
ment, fijRege A, ae THE RN H% 5 disrespectful 
language, AACZiak- 

| Disrespectfully, adv. Irreverently, 9%, $x, ## ; 
uncivilly, Pepe ; to treat disrespectfully, APs 
Ae, FABRA, ERGEA; to speak disrespeet- 

| fully of one, jE f# A; to speak disrespectfully 
of the objects of worship, Say mp A. 

| Disrohe, v.¢. To divest of a robe, PF, JRA, 

KR, RK. 
Disroot, v.t. FE#E. 
Disrooted, pp. Geis HE. 

Disrupt, a. Rent from, BLE, WE ; disrupt friend- 
ship, #7 af #8. 

Disruption, x. The act of rending asunder, py 3 
#5. BB i; vent, QA. 

Dissatisfaction, 2. Diseentoni ERE Bay AA 
dE, 1D ACHE, Hie, 2 ‘s sith 5 ; displeasure, 7 

He. ARES, WEAR, EZ, AE, TE ae ; 
general dissatisfaction, J\ NAHE NA We fe 

| ie, 4 AVRBIR. 
Dissatisfactory, a. Unable to give content, ME Je, 

i iy ; displeasing, us Hh SURE, Ae AZ. 
Dissatisfy, v. t. Merpes, Ae, He, ik, BR, TEAR 

to render discontented, (FR a WE HE, ORE ee, 

(ts AE. OA TES, RIE SS, GE OG 5 to 
excite uneasiness by frustrating wishes or ex- 

pectations, O28 it, Hib. OEE BRA. 
Dissatisfying, ppr. (GE tHE J, (OE MEE rs BR, {ili He ate 

WS. (AA ABR, COL HEN. 
| Dissect, v. t. Til, TDD. ei, Mad. aie. BA. BY, 
| Deb. Hb, HF; to dissect a body, TS. we, 
| SALA lee; to dissect a word, Hepa. THR; 

to cut in pieces, as an animal or vegetable for 
the purpese of examining the strueture or con- 

| dition of its several parts, $j] ; to dissect one’s 
| thoughts and seek after virtue, Z)ZsR (=, ARLE. 
| Dissected, pp. or a. FA BA38. PRGA IS. HUBAIS.- 
Dissecting, , ppv. Fil. HbA. OO BA. Ye BA. OF; a 

| dissecting knife, fi] & JJ. 
| Dissection, ». #4, OAH. Wie#K. Me#H ; the 
| dissection of a hody, il) & # ; the dissection of 
| a word, Spee; the dissection of a sentence, 

——— — 
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Vea WZ 
Dissector, n. fil 2, Deb KH, F 
Disseize, v. t. inde, mee 
Disseizing, ppv. #24244 , Gh 
Dissemble, v.t. ue PERG, FU 

AE, Mesh. ee MA 
fact, UMBA A a) {j aga. 

Dissembled, pp. Concealed under a false appear- 

ance, PEAS i 15 Ai. (SE. 
Dissembler, n. A hypocrite, (EE, #8 Hh, TE 
4S Hi, (453%. (iz (£24 ; one who pretends to be | 
virtuous, 752 #4 - 

Dissembling, ppr. or a. ££, CEB, iy, TB, 
Dissemblingly, adv. FB, Ws. 
Disseminate, v. t. To scatter, as seed, 4%; to dis- 

seminate, as doctrine, news, &e., FEBS, iP, 
REA, (EA, HE. DLA, WE fH; to disseminate, 
as heat, #€, #EH!; to disseminate false news, 
Ae (8, (8 (Bsr ae ; to disseminate discord, PE ; 
to disseminate good tidings, f4f43; iit ; to dis- 
seminate every where, PUsK, 71 PUTy. 

Disseminated, pp. Scattered, as seed, age pro- 

pagated, Fi iyi, 4H. be 8, (lf ie st A 
Disseminating, ppr. Scattering, as seed, fi: dif- 

fusing cr propagating, Fi, ith, Bet, f§. 
{Hifi ; disseminating, as heat, #§. 

Dissemination, n. The act of scattering, as seed, 

J%; the act of propagating, as doctrine, f&jy 
45, Ei, (EH; the act of propagating, 

as heat, ## 3%. 
Dissension, ». Contention, #H jt gi, SPA. SF ii, 
4k ; dissension among friends, Jj AAFP, We 

we quarrel, Ngee, TESS, basi 
Dissensious, a. Quarrelsome, 4-[54, [] SURE. 

Dissent, v.72. To disagree in opinion, Me An, 

[t-  , We fit, a es eS ABR, Arte 

fi, AAWE; they dissent, @AEIL, HAR 
FL, RIEL, FIRED. thy HoG ; to differ 
suo an established church, Age Mer. TER 

Dissent, n. Difference of opinion, ¥ Fl; disagree- 

ment, Aldea. Aa a, EAT, IER 
i); Separation from an established church, A 

EMEA. THERA A. 
Dissenter, x. One who dissents, BLA BK, A CL 

#4; one who separates from ue service and 

Uy i] 24. 

KE Hi 

Kew 

Any > hire eRe. | 
to conceal the real 

worship of any established church, (BB #, 

ROMA 
meee . Disagreeing, FAL Ay, RAR, 

Ih o BE vie is tr AA fe, he vil
 Fi tte. 

Dissenting, ppr. or a. Disagreeing in opinion, IF 

[e.| 38 

DIS 

fl METAL, BLS ge AHA, B Rowiws WIE Ae 

fe HUE Ade ; dissenting from an entailed . 
| church, Age az. 
| | Dissepiment, n. In botany, a term applied to the 

partitions formed in ovaries by the united sides 
of cohering carpels, and which separate the 
inside into cells, (= %5 WEAe, Zs PRE. 

| Dissertation, n. A discourse, jar, Bt, HEAC, HEX, 

Fit and 5 & Written essay, Wei, Win, BOF. 
linet v.t. To injure, 42, 98, #8, ja. 
Disserviceable, a. Injurious, JA (4, 4 EK, A 

Site 

| Dissever, eats To dispart, 7>BA, WF wp, DBT 

HS, 25, WED, 
Dissevered, pp. ora. Ape, FITS, We RI, WE 

SP i}, Wb. we BH- 
Bers 
Dissevering, ppr. 
Dissidence, n. Discord, 4t J Z3r, AFUE. 
Dissident, ». See Dissenter. 

_Dissilence, n. The act of bursting asunder, PRB, 

Mat bil. 
Dissimilar, a. Unlike, l&[aj, Alm, 2, Hy, a5, 

He , (lle ALLL ; differing from each other, #4 
B Bae AEA 5 very dissimilar AA. A 
Be tr ah, 5 SR 45 HN of a ditferent 
a nus, IEG, Ar [i] AA; of a different class, H& 
ae, MEER, AlnJ]—#E ; not of the same spe- 
cies, [He [u}fii ; dissimilar in appearance, S235, 
WIE. 

Dic malamitys n. BL, Mibu), SEES, WE li, Aen si 

AREF ; dissimilarity of sentiments, as be- 
tween father and son, degenerate, 4.ff. 

Dissimilitude, n. AMR, LG, AAAS BAA 
#4; ; dissimilitude in appearance, A [a Ht, Av 

(iE, AMRF. 
Dissimulation, n. The act of dissembling, Aix 

i BUS a, ok: 25 48, (Bis. 15s hypocrisy, 
155» ine: DLA 25 - 

Bee ee az . To disperse, #x, Jp 1%, 79, HR 

Elie ih Wks to waste, TER, 7c. TERE, Ik 
aR; to ieee e smoke, Pare to dissipate 
grief, 19352, T9, at fit ; to dissipate the 

mind, Kod. wot, iy it ies 3D, je AK, ie 

i Jat; (o dissipate cares, $2 Hh}; to dissipate 
one’s fortune, 7 2e Ae SE WE AE FE ; to dissipate 
calamities, 39 5&, HESS, HER. 

Dissipate, v. 7. To vanish, as mist, })9, 7h. 
Dissipated, pp. or a. Heh, 73h, FE HTS 5 squan- 

dered, 7é Hi ; devoted to pleasure and vice, 

hat Wks. TRE, WEE, WS, GEER, DAR, te 
se HHL BEBE: a dissipated fellow, Hip MRE A, 
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4, Wd 2 AE: a dissipated mind, 4%, 

Wels Zot, TH at, EZ. 
Dissipating, ppr. Scattering, #119, 7E 34 ; waste, | 

. FEB; vanishing, wit pay 

Dissipation, n. The act of scattering, #x4¥, pu tk 

#, WH s squa
nder, 7E 2; a dissolute, ir- 

recular course of life, a Gadeine from objec { 
to object in pee of life, fit, WAVER, ja. 
He, WEB, GE; drowned in dissipation, 
We, seis 15 &, ; to lead a Hie of dissipa- 

tion, EE 4, We Bs H3 Hy TS 2 FF AG ; the 
heart bent on ye FE pias. 

Dissociable, a. A df Be she Be, WE dey GS SiR ME ; not 
well associated, nites or assorted, FEAR A, A 

+H f- ve 
Dissocial, a. Arg Zehey, BEBOP, WF dey SEM, 

We ef WE PPE 
Dissociate, v. t. 422, Ht 
Dissociation, n. 

Dissolubility, n. BY 4b H. 

Dissoluble, a. PY iH (OE, FY TAG A, FY ETE A, 
RAH, REM, PGA 

Dissolute, «. Loose in behavior and dissipation, 

WS, WEE, GRAS, HE, Wak. WE. WE, 
TWF, WE ; devoted to pleasure and dissipation, 

$6 0 Ay. ERAT HER, SEE ME TT, BITS, LEIS, 
SeHS ; wild, te; disorderly, gL. 

Dissolutely, bat Et, WE, VEVR AG, HEE. 
Dissoluteness, x. Looseness of manners and morals, 

HAE, BAAS, BG. 
Dissolution, n. 

4%,; the reduction of a body into its smallest 
parts, or into very minute parts, by a dissolvent, 

» H9Al; death, G, UG ; decomposition, as a body, 
~ Fy; the substance formed by dissolving a 
body in a menstruum, ini Z I, on FE Se 

dissolution, as of a marriage, APRIE, ANANME 
the dissolution of a marriage, Je BE Ape, lik GH 
#ARE; the dissolution of partnership, Hp, HF 

WH, PRB 
Ja, 1 
of the blocd, jin ZAG#. fi He. 

Dissolvable, a. Capable of being melted, HY }f4b, 

WWE, TT AIME. 
Dissolve, v. t. To melt, H54G, Hat, Ble, E44, 

$528, F254h ; to break, {K; to separate, pTyE, 
Fy pi); to loosen, f2, ARE, Wee; to break up, FHA 3 

i; to cause to vanish, j§4G; to annul, Jrexh, 

BENE. TP. PIED 

JER; to dissolve ice, agukk, flkuk; to dissolve | 

The act of disuniting, #23, 44 

DIS 

metals by acids, #§4; to dissolve metals by 

fire, £34>, F308 42, FH 4 ; to separate the com- 
ponent parts by immersion, evi}, FEST. TA. 
to dissolve a spell or charm, WEE, Wey, 12 
¥:; lo dissolve, as a meeting, 7k; to dissolve a 
corporate body, {k @. 7h Jay; to dissolve partner- 

ship, #rHZ; to dissolve friendship, ee no- 
thing can dissolve us, 4% TY Fp JR, Ame WF Zp FH 

i AK. 
Dissolve, v. ¢. Hf, ft, aa 

perish, Weil, Rt: 
Dissolved, pp. or a. Carey We. Gs, Wat 

ih, SP 24IR ; separated, FSH IH; ended, Writs; 
loosened, fiji 

Dissolvent, n.ora. Anything which has the 
power or quality of melting, jF 4p E, Beye 
Th, Boe aM, ihait 7; a dissolvent medi- 

cine, HAG 238, IMB ZR. 
ei n. iia which dissolves, #f4b 4, HS 

Bie, RA 

1o crumble, Sef} ; to 

| Bicol: ppr: Dissolving by a fluid, 754k, HF 

A melting, a thawing, #54, fit | 

fill; dissolving by fire, #48, €824 ; dissolving, 
as friendship, #4; dissolving, as a corporate 

hody, #%&: dissolving, as a spell, $72, f¥; dissol y- 
ine views, AUP #E4b. 

Dissonance, n. Discord, Fiz’ BH, AA F : dis- 

oan e AA, AA: 
Dissonant, a. Discordant, AAs, HAA AA, We 

Au PET; harsh, jarring, wk, AAPHeAS, He 

TRS EL fg « aiadactine Tih, i Ay, ANA ate 
Dissuade, v. ¢. YH, PIR, Pyle. Wk, Ba, 

Wik, WEF. WAH. WR Ml ffi) YE. 
Dissuaded, pp. Yih, WEI, Wh) Bik 

| Dissuader, n. YH 3%. 
Dissuading, a UN. 3 » Whe. 
Dissuasion, 1». WAS, 5 t 4, WA | Dissuasive, a. peat Whe ag | 
Dissunder, 

dissolution of a corporate hody, 

; dissipation, FxHe, Et Fz; dissolution | 

it 4) a} bi, Bh bi 
Dissyllabie, a a. WATE, ae ve eth: dissyl- 

labie wordet Wize se, WAS AE. sy 

Dissyllable, 2. Wg Feat: We, Th GE, iN ¢F 

Distal, n. Hae. PHAR, FESR ZAS ; a woman, 

KN. ' 
Distain, v. ¢. To stain, Ye, 2& (4 ; to sully, pRaE, 

Hi Bg. 
Distained, pp. 38 Hush | dith fs, ; tarnished, FRI. 

Distance, n. 7, aa, IE, ee a great distance, 

, Feed 5 to see at a distance, 

1%, jatiae AL; in the distance, ja ; to 

go to a distance, KAGE, Arie what is the 

ewe kf, 3 a 

jae 
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distance ? #j HEI, BSE, ABLE 
FL wea, wes yD, Ay wehy; they, 
are at a great distance from each other, #pHiie 
KF sz, ASR HE Gag; the distance from another 
place, #1, FATE, FH58); the distance is about, 
sf, 4%); the distance is about five miles, | 
sees: the distance is ten miles, -F If 7 jae ; | 

leneth of the | 

road? BRE AEA NLIE ; at a isionee sig, EES 
what distance in miles is the 

out of distance, AL Fl, iz 

distance, 3F 7x fit, canine 
tance, JG Fl AS Ap, FRM AS fi ; 
distance, jaz 2% ; coldness, 4}{38 ; honor the spir- 
its (gods ?), but keep her at a distance, #% 

SO, wil Ty set 3 
Distance, ».t. i 3%, J it, BZ ees to win 

the race by a great superiority, WE, Aik, AF 
Distant, a. Remote in place, jaf, i& je, ib, # 

FAT i. ASE D> ee rp a lel, HA} wB, i OR 

Pistia Ties (Ei 

Hl; to keep one’s 

Se 
eo 

re 

ie, Bere. sda, Sei. i 
aut, WAC, YR, Whey, ee ‘distant in time, aig, 
Nie, EA, Fe; distant in relationship, ik, 
sae, ae Sf, INES ZZ BL. BL reserved, im- 
plying coldness of affection, 4778. PR PH; re- 
served, implying disrespect, Wel: distant and 
near, jag dp, if ; near and distant, as relation, 

wT; distant or successive generations, fff-{lk, 
JRE TK, BEUE; distant, far-reaching intentions, 
teh, Wee ee Weng ; distant descendants, pe 

#2, HZ; distant countries, 327% hh, MLK. FR 
4 ; distant view. 2, fe [Fie ; rather dis- 
tant, Afija » Fesae 5 not very distant, SR $kie, A 
pee, HBG AGE t ABE Ade ; Very distant, apse, 
Hz, Py dg-sg, Wikies ; distant, vast, as water or 

waves, ji}; more distant, WE jaz, HEP. 
Distantly, adv. Remotely, 3, HS; with reserve, 

WR: 
se n. Aversion of the taste, ke, JAR, FUR, 

i He, AF; displeasure, TAL ; disgust, Ife 
BE 

Distasteful, a. Tp Ae, BY IRR, WBE, Ame is, AR, 
i 3% ; displeasing, M #%, Thoth A. 

Distastefully, adv. JAR YS. 
itis oralness n. Dislike, MERE, FY MEH. 
Distemper, n. Disorder, I, HEWG RE be aes 

sition, Me fy ¥&; ill humor of mind, 
remove distemper, Bin Jit. 

Distemper, v. ¢. Sc 98), #EIN- 
Distemperature, 2. 

disorder, @L- 
Distempered, pp. or a. Diseased in body, 49k, 

I know my dis- | 
keep him at a | 

. 

2 ? 

ERE; to 

Indisposition, Mr fy YR, xe; | 

| WE GR; disturbed, HpBE; biased, (BME. 
Distend, v. t. To expand, iby, HERA, (HBAs to 

| enlarge, DRE. BABE BE, AZ, Bais BEBE ; 
| toswell, WHA. 
| Drolsaie pp. va. Spread, i Ai. BABAK, BA 

i lel, BAEK: 
Dietendia ppr- Wek, Hebd, Whb, BAR, EZ. 
Distensible, a. Bie, W GRE, WR. 

Distension, n. See Distention, 
_Distention, n. The act of distending, gfeb #4, fi 

WI 8. eH, BH. A La. 
Dister, x. ¢. To banish from a country, PIE. 

| Distich, n. A couplet, SiR, —IR i, #4 4A. 
Distichous, Distich, a. Having two rows, $f 47fy, 

1H F719. » iotue ‘ 
Distill, v. 7. To drop, YS, wT. I. TAB: 

| Distill, v. : To let fall in drops, (PE, Chia T: 
to distill, or extract by heat, a8, $e, Je, I, BE, 

Ali; 10 distill brandy, 2& jG, BiG, Beis, BB; 
| to distill twice, @ Aq ; distill it a second time, 
| F§—AKZ ; to distill thrice, =e, =2K; to dis- 

{ill yeppermint oil, BERT. Aw yh; to 
| distill medicines, HK J. 
Distillable, a. hl as, TAK, BEB, AE. 
Distillation, n. ARH, He, HH ; the distillation 

of brandy, #488, AGN #. Nae, ME 
destructive distillation, Qk 3%. 

| Distillatory, a. $eqP Ny, Kai AY. 
Distilled, pp. or a. Fe. 7558. Knits. Gif. 
Distiller, 2. Sir fii {cy HES NH EAE 
Ny NK. 

| Distillery, n. #UE. AGE. 
Distilling, ppr. #; distilling brandy, Ais Aaie- 
Distinet, Separate, Fp BA, BE BA. BS BA BL; 

different, or distinct from, Jj) Jj, ApH, HE, 

Aled, 47 Ale; clear, OW], We. Fe HF 
| $1, FEW]; distinct duties, RAHA, AA 

#1; distinct globules, #i]Al, ioRL-F ; distinct 
articulation, ait 74 FEW]: distinct sight, Fl 7 
WY. Ms HME, WJ; a distinct tune, AAR, 
Hee. Taye; clistinct understanding, fe, at 
SYA, wiki a FSM; lo become distinct, SEH, 

RV. we. 
_ Distinction, n. The act of separating, 4>By F ; the 

act of distinguishing, He, 3-H, S. 7 

a. 

BUg2 #4 ; an officer of distinction, AB, WE 
“ie; an officer of great distinction, Kx 
ee, AD ee ; men of distinctions HA, HER 
2A; withont distinction, 4a 9), dit 22, S65) 
TN, Avnit, SGP; it is diffic ult to make any | awe ; 

| distinction, #7}, HE there is a distinction, 
i ry xo Le = = 
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# HJ ; no distinction made between natives and 
foreigners, AAPHAh; mark of distinction, jl) 

BE, SPB, aU. a 
Distinctive, a. BERN (rg, [ie Gi fy ; distinctive mark, 

PEN ZR, BUR, HN ae. 
Distinctly, adv. WE, cial. wEU. (rota fl. ie 
i FE4E ; distinctly said, an sel Wi; 
placed distinctly, APART. AH BK, TP BA 
Zi; distinctly scen, WY] Fy, pits 4 AF AY; dis- 
tinctly specified, a IV], We, vt. 

Distinciness, n. Clearness, Y)#¥ ; a separation or 
difference that prevents confusion of parts or 

things, HE), WHE, PME. IE. 
Distinguish, v. ¢. To make or indicate difference, 

HER, TPH, SH bE, VER, WER, BEEZ, dh 
ok. HW. FF, HE; to distinguish good from evil, 
Fp Hie BB; to distinguish right from wrong, 
HERNALIE; to distinguish colors, HE f4,; to dis- 

tnguish clearly, DpH, TELEAPHE, WU. Ahh 
WE. AAR, EWI, fi; to distinguish human 
yoices, “ath NE, FPS LL VE; to distinguish 
this from that, AHEPL IE; cannot distinguish 

between them, JS H!, HEIE DH. EAH, BEAR 
- Wy); difficult to distinguish, #@HE; to distinguish 
one’s self by talents, #2) FF, Hig#; {o distin- 
euish by courage, # JH f; to distinguish be- 
tween the dear and cheap, #¢BH 7 (f&; to argue or 
distinguish a point clearly, HfAj] G; to distin- 
guish the four cardinal points, 3p9i psy ; to 
mark, #@; to honor or raise to distinctions, 
S21 WE, HES, HIJA; to distinguish the quality 

_ of a thing, #4; to distinguish from, HEIs; to 
distinguish by, Ji] % LI; to distineuish the 
former from the latter, Ap RI JER. 

Distinguish, v. 7. To make a distinetion, HERI. 
Distinguishable, a. HW LUNE, HER. HIER, 

VW ApH); worthy of note, ny #R. 
Distinguished, pp. or a. Separated, Hii, J8, 

HEM, DHE, HEHLHB ; marked, BiH; dis- 
tinguished hy talent, 7 AE, BLA, eA, BA 

+, BLY, MSY eminent, BA: 
conspicuous, Hit Fe, HiPy, HEE, Mihi, BR, 

Hi AAS; celebrated, 4% 83 fy, (4 0@E ; extraor- 
dinary, JE; ; to be distinguished, Te EAS. 2 

# ; distinguished women, 2) 4, 2 AF ; a dis- 
tinguished guest (also applied to a son-in-law), 

AEE - 
Distinguisher, n. HES) 4, AHH. 
Distinguishing, ppr. Hi, Hea, SPH. 
Distinguishment, n. Sce Distinction. 
Distort, x. ¢. To turn out of natural or regular 

shape, HE. Se MAE, FE, BE. FIBA, BA 
AC, ee AC, ES, PRI ; to distort the mean- 
ing of a ei or sentence, RAE, GREE, $5 Gat, 
Fz UR ik, dhBE; to distort the face, HE i, 
des pl Bf ; to distort the limbs, FkA AM, HE 

aE FM. 
Distorted, pp. OF a. FEES, FLEI, EE >, pe, HR 

Hi. dn. HE. FY. Ba. CE. HL, fe a distorted matin 

4611, fe; distorted teeth, 3F, AHBH. ALAA; a 
distorted face, ft, AFB. Wei; a distorted 
shape, 72#8, IE, HEF ; distorted accounts, ply 

=: a distorted meaning, mma, Zed ak; a 
distorted thing, # 4/4. 

Distortion, n. A twisting out of regular shape, 

FLEM. HEM, HH, HLH; the state of 
being out of regular shape, #2, Zedh, Fah, 
Sl); distortion of truth, PEM IER, FEBEIE 

Distract, v. ¢. To draw in different directions, 

Ji, SIL, WSS, BULA; to cause 
a division, 4p, 2p BH. 4b; to throw into con- 
fusion, #4L, PE@L ; to distract the mind, glat, 

Fp ith, Hot ; to harass, EY; to perplex, 14. 4B 

WG SME, EOE em le UF AE. Te HE HE le 
Ala Sut pea SF ; to render raving or furious, {i} # 

Ril. HE NSATE, (i D8 FE- 
Distracted, pp. ora. Drawn apart, fi 3S4kith pb 

iB perplexed, E38 MH ME. AL. Zuls, MET, HE 
ae: ees 3H FE. Hi FE, GFE; wearied and 

distracted, SF At aie Ty. 
Distractedly, adv. Madly, J¢4%, 45 FEW OR. 
Distractedness, n. $RTEF- 
Distracting, ppr.or a. Drawing apart, 4}, 3H, 
WSL; perplexing, HL. PERL; disordering 
ihe intellect, glut, Zot. 

Distraction, n. The act of distracting, jee 5 
separation, 3} # ; confusion from a multi- 
plicity of objects crowding on the mind and 
calling the attention different ways, oth Mj 3 fix 
Fk. 0) Edu; perturbation of the mind, uae 
AEBL. 2; confusion of affairs, HAL. Kewl 
madness, Wi FE. 

Distrain, v.t. ‘lo seize for debt, 3 ff #8 ¥¥ ; to dis- 
train for debt, Pt haze ef. yes He ee. TEE 
{ef, @5& ; to distrain for rent, BRAY K.- 

Distrained, pp. Seized for debt, cree fe BE. 

Distress, n. The act of distraining, & ie pe Pe 
suffering or menlgmly, BRE, BRE, eRe, she 

abe, a 3 et Ph, SUE Jed mes, 

Tee 110) ines ie “a in distress, & 

BP PEK ; a vessel in distress, a Wh te IE 

4 Z 



OR: sional of distress, HERE, fi | ie: diate 

DIS E8405) 

of mind, Jé%, AR, ABBE, ASD, Rea. As 
. to fall into distress, “O44, EE IME ; to aliens froin | 

- distress, Boye, Acti int, 
distress, HP 4.46, FA AME ; 

ME ZTE, we HL me 
SRE. op ade, ATP. 

Distress, v. t. 

ME, SOE, Dp. BIT Ih see a MEHL, 44 HB, 

JEGSHE ; 10 get out of 
time of distress, 3 ib 

ereat distress, -{-4} 

PLP SEU. UMEYER, USE 28, Bl 5 tooppress | 
with calamity, JS, FAW ; 3 to trouble, E45. 

Distressed, pp. or a. ee, HES 

JE. Zee 3 
ii, KERK, WF; greatly distressed, Hh JESERS, j 

- IEZEGE ; distressed seamen, ie SK. ‘ge 

GA, TWEE. 
Distressing, v— or a. Oppressing with affliction, 

JESSE, ee es va Jer, Jp very afilicting, Zev, 
ee eB, we Shea #R2e. GJ; parents 
old, Hes vaine and family poor, are three 

- things most distressing, W-F 4% A= SEHK 

Distribute, v. ¢. To divide among two or more, 4p, 

Ue, PUR, THR, Thi, DDH, THF, ML, HAM. 
Ht, Fh Hi, FPS, WEE, WAG, WE Ip, ip PEG, 
jt ; to distribute hooks, ye sf ; to distribute ink, 

as printers, iifiA72& ; to distribute money, 3} 3: 
to divide into classes, 4p4p; to distribute into 
kinds, 4}@-F ; to @ive in charity, esi HEAR 
WF ; to distribute type, jhe, Sir RE Ae, fa BRE 
He ; to distribute equally, 3474}, Vay. ZR APY, Ue 

AB fij ; to divide withont partiality, V2 3} 
administer, as justice, Sy Z2R. 

Distributed, pp. Fpath, Mei, AP wei. HB. 

Distribnter. n. Ap4¥. Re. TPYRA 5 a dispenser, 

We i, BR 
Distributing, ppr. Fp, Ye, Ape, FPG. Fe, BOP 

dispensing, Ji, Ih Rig. 
Distribution, n. peer. Ape : 

#, UR ; the distribution of tracts, yea ¥ ; 
distribution of troops, 4p>Hsle J, FpyR ET. 

Distributive, a. APPE, Mea, FSA, ML; dis- 
tributive justice, AVR, ZF. 

To afflict with pain or anguish, ]& | 

DIS 

times, #{$; the district of Sinngan, 3 #4 us; 
a district mandarin, 40%, WA-F ; district in- 

structor, Hes, Har, PH, FES. 
District, v.t. ZpHS. 

District-college, n. W422 %¢ (in China), ( 2BE. 
Distueeaant n. WAS WA ey PY. 

District Ezamination hall, n. SABE. 
District-judge, n. Wi. 

| District-school, n. WAS fi. 

TEM 4 Hes | 
2 Yai, Ea, JRgE, 2 ay ni, Be iB ? 2 | 

Bevel, a. "EE, ZR 

| Bey n. 

Mee re 3 fe 
ti B eee 

se, BERL. OSE, MG, ‘i 

RUGER, SESW; discredit, FEHB 

Distringas, n. 
Distrust, v. t. 

fia {ih5t- 
Distrust, 2 

difhdent: TSE, 2 UE Ay. 
Distrestfully, adv. ZR. 
Distrusting, ppr. ty EE, Te GE. 
Disturb, v.t. ‘To excite from a state. of rests or 

tranquillity, deb FBS, Fa _ 4% BL. 4%. WE, 

f5E, HE HY, FER, HEHE. i ce LEE, HE, iz ; to hinder, 

DE BEE ae s sleep, #AR J\ ; (0 disturb 
the mind, fl, GU. #0. Bt; to disturb 
people’s aide is &L Av at: ; to disturb, as the 
country, f Al, 4. GL. PEL; to disturb the 
peace of a family, #AL A ZR. 

A stirring or excitement, pay, 

DDB, AES, WEDAE, WLM ma; tumult, $l, #8 
aL, 4 {APE ; agitation, #8 Hy; 1o make a-disturb- 
ance, re We Ni, 285, FSi; there is a dis- 
turbance in the country, AW AL. IA Al- 

Disturbed, pp. or a. Stirred, #82534, HE GLI, HE 
ih ; moved, PE BiH, UIE: uneasy, FZER, AR, 
de Fe, fle ahi | HELM , i <2, BEE; im a disturhed 
state, fi, AE (i {tk FESR; disturbed water, 
ee, Pe, WEEE. jeite; the country is in a 

the state disturbed, 

Seine ae 
disturbed state, hy AL; 
fl} {Lb ; the disturbed body, 

_Disturber, n. One who disturbs, #8gL 4, #aL#, 
dispensation, Jf | 

Distributive, n. In grammar, a word that divides | 
or distributes, Zp22 

Distributivel y, LI Fy KR 

singly, a—, HEY. 
District, n. In China, a cirenit, or smallest diyi- 

sion of a province, ug: a 
ince, fay; a subdivision of a fj iscalled HR; a 

adv. By distribution, 

subdivision of prov- | 

AE SEB, Ma) Se #3 a violator of publie peace, (£ 
fl #1; he that causes perturbation, $8 Hh #, 

TET i 
Disturbing, ppr. ora. PERL. EBL. BEBE, HE HH ; 

the disturbing body, #€4¢ di} 78 ; the disturbing 

force, SEY Is. 
Disunion, n. Separation, PY Bi] 4%, #8 BE 3, FP tale 

Hi, AH. A FE 5 contention, AA, 

BC, ANE. 
Disunite, v.t. To separate, Z}B, BEBH. GBA. 3p 

WIE, PED) a, AE AD 
J OP BE- 

io disunite friends, #2, 

tract, zt, ae JH A a district, in | ancient | Dismiite v.t. To part or fall asunder, FM, BE, 

el ZENS, MOSES, TS- 
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bil, ABE Aa 
Disunited, pp. or a. AMS ABH, HABE, A a, AL. 

Disunity, 1. AAAI, FRIES. Rains 
Disury, n GE, SME ERD IM 
Disuse, rv. t. To cease to use, JR )T], HEI. ILIA. 

Hs tH, AIH, A fT. 
Disnse, n. Cessation of use, (2JA#, BJAG, #E 

JB, SOU, WA; it has come into disuse, 3h ZE 

lik fy, Wi AEE 7; Hii BE fF. 

Disused, pp.or a. #E JAE, (2 JA; obsolete, as 
words, J¥6 JH, ILA. 

Disusing, ppr. JRE JH, TENN, 28 
Disyaluation, n. ALU HA, FISH 
Disvalue, v. ¢. [is 7k (ERS, HE aL, AA, nih a) AE. 

TU, A LAG EE 
Disyouch, rv. ¢. To coniradliot, peMe {%, RAE, Sik 

1 ; 1o discredit, Hi#E, Ala, A ae. 

D:teh, n. A trench in the earth made by digging, 

YE, AR, HH, PE, ok Ae, Ge, De. eR, Ge, ies 
© acity ditch, Iii, WE, Wiss, HE; a ditch-gate, 

IKI ae a [hi]. 

Ditch, v. 7. To dig or make a ditch or ditches, 4 

a, bi ae, |b bi. 
Diteher, n, One who digs ditches 

Hae, TS 
Ditheism, n. “fk bie 3H. 
Dittany, n. FAVKAE, WE. 

Ditto. HU |-[ij, [aj ., 4, —#¥. — zh; the mark 

; for ditto (or ,, )is calle Ne 
Ditty, n. A song, Fi, i, Js dh- 
Ditty, +. 7. To sing, Hk, "ATK. 
Diuretic, a. Fp HAY AH jy} (fg 5 diuretic 

medicine, Fj. J» (i (yj #8. 
Diurnal, a. Daily, A, BBE, 47 AME; a diurnal 

paper, Aah; diurnal motion of the heavens, FX 
As 7-33 : diurnal rotation of the earth, JH3K A 
a? diurnal variation, JF 7# A#JE. 

Divan, n. pemong. us Turks, a council of state, 
Hah 2 + HE: an audience chamber, yj 
‘FE, TEST BS a5 a ee for receiving company, 
BNE araised seat against the walls, furnished 

with cushions, Fes ; a sofa, [HK 

Divaricate, rv. 7. ‘To fork, By , BAAR. bY BE. AP 
Divarication, n. BY #- | #5 its tHE - 
Dive, v. 7. To descend or plunge into water, Ff, 

1, T ok, AM, 1 IK, bie, A: A to plunge 
deeper, 218 BE; to penetrate, $0, Wie, Wis ; 
hedives into their purpose, [iij# {2s}; lo dive 
or go deeply into any subject, 28 AILS. 

Diver, ». One who dives, FRK#%, (EH, Pa. 

kB, KZN: 

» BH Ns thi 

(4) 

| Diversification, n. 28 7% ; variety, HRM 

Diversify, 

DIV 

Diverge, v. v To proceed from 0 one point. in . differ- 
ent degen Ay, VE, TP YK, AP UR, Zh SL, Zp 

Y ;* to diverge, as a stream, Api, Zp’ . ZP 

RX, , 1X, WR; to diverge into branches, 4E 
'( FR, PL; to diverge, as branches of the same 

family, ZP3¥ ye. 

Divergence, n. 3b) A, Fb'T H, PRA. 
Diverging, ppr. ov a. Apr, AIX, ZY . Wes di- 

verging, as a river or stream, 4p iff, Zp 7k; 

diverging streams, 78, JI[, ¥X, 72, = we, iE; 
diverging paths, ‘/ $6, Wee, Woe ; diverging 

branches, “/ #%, $5 diverging branches of 
family, 3¢ ye; diverging lines, ji jd #R; li. 
verging series, PE He gy. 

Divers, a. Several, $& + (fl, $6 7, Uk, iff; more 
than one, Bjh—, RAB, BM—, Hik—, 

JER +e 
Diverse, a. _ Different, differing, MH [pn], Afr}, 0 [al 

Be. 7H8, PERN, Ve AL, UNE, BRK, SLRS Aled 5 
diverse colors, Hil, eG, TEL fH, ME 

fa; diverse letters, #€4}{#; diverse affairs, 
HE PERE, Ye si diverse things, #840 fF, #E#E 
We Py ; diverse plans, Mel, HG. 

Diversely, adv. 4 Ale. 

aN 

ie; diyer- 

sification of colors, £4f@; diversification of 

forms, AEB, ALEK. MOE 
Diversified, pp. or a. Variegated, MA, Ale, es 

BR AE TERS diversified, as forms, Bigs, 1 [nj 
Bx. BAe). 44 diversified, as colors, 

PoE, KEG. WEE. : 
v.t. To make different or various in 

form or qualities, (iP RENE Ip), he Aled, (i 

All, Ci 4G A ll, 1h % HE, (i AG HE FES to 
diversify a subject, MiWA tt, BES 
4B. 

Diversion, n. The act of turning aside from any 

course, Hii #, BRIE TG 4. BIESE a ; amuse- 
ment, Se, Bese, ARSE, W424i; to make 
a diversion, as in war, 5] 3h, WZ. 

i, Ty] aay. 

Diversity, nm. Variety, FE fe. FETH, HE Fk, BES, 

WEST, Ah Ay HM. LETH All ; diversity of colors, 
HE (5 diversity of goods, A€ FZ; diversity of 

opinion, <ALL AA, LE, EL 
tH. A FE 70 SABE Jas 3 a diversity of sub- 
jects, HE SKE. 

* signifies a oe When used inthe sense of to diverge, 
the numerals three, five, &e. always proceed the noun. ? ] 

1 eee . 5 ‘¢ 
+ The various numerals applicable to each class of 

an 

four, 

object, must always follow #§ and Hf. Vid. A, page J. 
+ 
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Diversely, adv. In different ways, $3, A 
li, SH 4H; to different points, Ay 4 In. 

Divert, x. ¢. To turn off from any course, direction, 
or intended application, #5] sig (ts, HE ing th, EY ; 
to divert one’s attention to another point, 5] 

I, OEE ha WE. AMA; to divert 
the attention of the enemy to another point, 

wh iy HL, BL HZ; to divert to other 

subjects, St ij REESE, He FH; to divert from, 
ink, HE, RAD; to amuse one, {OL fl Ba Me, Be 
45 RG; to exhilarate, Wi i peiR, Bb gee. 

Diverted, pp. 5] th), w5 fry. PEI ; entertained, 

17 HO fH. 
Diverter, 2. $8 jay #4, 5] ay WUSE HK. 
Diverting, ppr.ora. Bp fay Bi, s) OWE ; enter- 

taining, APM, FBR, MON, A EM. 
Divest, v.¢. ‘l'o strip, as of clothes, JRA, HR; to 

divest of clothes, JRA, RAE, LAC; to divest 
of rank or office, HE kk, PERCE to divest 
of glory, Zé pk ; to divest one’s self of pride, 

Bult, TEMG et. 
Divested, pp. Stripped, RRS jH, FES, Sit. 
Divestiture, Divesture, n. Stripping, JR # #4; 

depriving, #E:, Hea. 

Divide, v. t. 3, JP BH. ZA BW. FAAP. BYE BA. WE BHD, 
IDB. Sh. BSB, BY. SNBIE, HE, BE. AU. 
4i7, APH. FI, #4; to divide asunder, Fpby. ab 
4% iy Hi ; to divide with a knife, rat ; to divide 
with a pair of scissors, BYR; to divide witha 
chopper, Wh; to divide in two, 4} FF) i MP, 
Aye PK, AE, Fl. WE, Zl, #2; to divide into 

several parts, Fp#SHEZh, Jhb ETP ; to divide 
amone’, Api, Zit, Zp ML, Hi; to divide among 
the crowd, 4p {R4, Ap#A4E; divide them )e- 
tween yourselves, Fy 9 FP {B. He FE FP 2%; to 
divide into, 4p4§, ZpiIpP ; to divide minute par- 

ticles, A&P, #7} ; to divide equally or in equal 
parts, 3444p, 2E 3p, BAe; to divide the estate, 
Ty FR, TPE, TP KE; to divide the field by ditches, 
Ay PAE, WAKA; to divide land, Fp hh FL, Bt; to 

multiply and divide, He ff ; to divide the empire 
equally between two, tf 4pRP; to divide 
friendship, #4 4g ; to divide the attention, Fp; 
to divide the profits, 4p#i ; to divide the booty, 
FPR; to divide into compartments, Zp4#¥ ; it 

divides into several streams, J}{fi $E (Ei ; to 
divide (in arithmetic), $y, , gi. 

Divide, v. 7. ‘To part, WE BH » FARE ; to open, a BA, 

PeB ; to cleave, WK, Webi). 
Divided, pp. or a. Parted, 4>5, A> BA 38, TBAB, 

BE Bi, fH; divided opinion, B= H, He 

CSL, Nib, BEA, Zid ; nine divid- 
ed by three is three, JL¥W=B=, ILHE 

=.; water is divided into streams, Je#y Fp HR 3 
the family is divided, 3 J ZPBE; divided in 
mind, %¢ J\Zp.%; the water is divided into 
oceans, seas, harbors and channels, 7eFpA AE 
Hit #75; the surface of the earth is divided 
into land and water, fi fj LI ak +4} 2. 

Dividend, ». The share or interest of profit or 
stock in trade, &e., Jy, F453}, Zp. Gp; devi- 
dend, in arithmetic, #. 

Divider, n. 54%. APRA H ; distributor, Fy H. 
Dividing, ppr. Fp. 4>hy ; dividing among, Fp fH, 
Fy: dividing into, 4p(f, Zp. 

Divination, n. The act of foretelling future events, 

jZp. Hid, SE or, Ep sr , hi. ra Hi, bpRES, 

DAF ARSE, Fe FL ZH]. 
Divinator, n. P3%, oH. 
Divine, a. Pertaining to the true God, - ##Aj; 

divine, according to those using shin for God, 
mil, mA, mp, JL THE; divine, aceording to 
the Roman Catholies, K=E fg, KREWE; divine 
favor, Lair Z Bh, LE ie Zui ; divine glory, }- 
ff 4%; divine glory and majesty, i 24s 
J; the divine law, EZ (LIE, ABE; divine 
power, _ it Z HERE ; divine nature, - 2 PE ; 
divine judgment, |Z FEF), KEZ iG; ex- 
cellent in the highest degree, Fi, FASE; holy, 

3; mysterious, GLb, HEA RL, MEA A A ; 
the divine hushandman, ji} # ; divine caleula- 
tions, wih4y, Wb ee ; divine efficacy, mpAk, BER, 
whe, Af dz, whZA; divine inspiration, wipy Ae 

ea 

Divine, n. A minister of the Gospel, or a clergy- 
man, $i, Lisa #, AIRE; a divine 
among the Roman Catholics, japa. 

Divine, v.t. To foretell, to declare beforehand, fy, 

fi, hb. bob. HAGE JES. Fb, TL fir 5 to 
divine by the eight diagrams, Pep, Fh; to 
divine with stalks of milfoil, [y4g, Pe; to di- 
vine by straws, qk, 3&, $3 to divine by al- 
lowing small land turtle to pass over a cloth, 
on which luck and misfortune are marked, $f 

afi); to divine by drawing lots, 3R4¥, 47 4R, 

PUA, MANE, VGH. Kem] Gu ; to divine by 
the tortoise-shell, 42 {fa 4] imi; to divine, as phys- 
iognomists, AA Az, I} AU, A AA; to divine by 
ee lucky days, iH ; to cuess, ff, Fry 

Wa ARE; to divine one’s ¢. inohningy te ERE 
oy A te, JE AN & 3K; to divine like a 

spirit, J} ar Ai. 
c— 
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Divinely, eae In: a divine or + godlike manner, 40 

EASE, NDE, HUD Anh excellently, 
Wh, HOLE RS ; divinely inspired, 4% imp Py ik, 75 mil 
PRA, FH lek ; divinely efficacious, jp. 

Divine, n viSHSEME, bh. sel, Mae Je 
2B, B+, He J; a female diviner, 44 (yp Zk. 

Diving, ppr. ora. Plunging into the water, aR 

5K, ak, Fak; going deeply into the subject, 
Diving-bell, n. Pasa. PRAY. 
Divinity, n. The state of being divine, #% bir, 4 
KA, Hh; * deity, #7, KA, wf; the nature 
of God, Et z vk, i 5 the essence of God, 

hie REZ, Lie a 7 HE: the tilet 
of heaven and San Fe ji 2% Ee 5 a false god, 

3%; local divinities, jpg; theology, | ii4 

ZL, Ba hs, mz; to study divinity, 

Shi 
face. n. “WH, i W) ESS AE, PD} SBE 

Divisible, a. WY Fp, BI Ab. AFT. Hi WE, BY 
Tel, FY Fs ER 

Divisibleness, n. Divisibility, #) 4p3%, BA} BA H- 
Division, n. The act of dividing or separating 

into parts any entire hody, 4p 4%, J) bH 44. (ALBRy 
%, PBA HK ; compartment, Py, HE, [A]; a part, 
Fp, UE a share, HA, LEG}; a portion, —-p, — 
Fe, —EZ, 3B; a division or class, #f, Af. fH ; 
the division of territory, 342% 4)4% ; a division 
of a town, EZ, #4); a division of an army, — fx, 
— IR, — We, He f§ ; a division of a fleet, Ap4y} ; 
the divisions of a hook :—a section, #§ ; the di- 
visions of a subject, PY; a division of a hook, a 
chapter, #; a division of a book, a verse, (i ; 
a division of an act of play, —]I}; a division of 
a house, — [il Fe, Ba be; discord, AFu, Awe ; 
division of a family, 4 A\Jpot; division of a 

family into branches, je; the rule of divi- 

sion, SRIF. HIS, PR di. 
Divisional, Divisionary, a. AME, Fp. 
Divisor, n. In arithmetic, the number by which 

the dividend is divided, jJ:. 

Divorce, n. Fp #, HIER. DEE, (SE SEK 
a divorce a mensa et toro, FEF} Ne B 5 a hill 

of divoree, Fpaz, BE, HR. BeBe; im China, 
illegal and amicable separation, #F£ fj MZ 

Divorce, v. t. ApZe, tHE, fre. | Sp. 
Divorced, pp. or a. FP SE, HG SE. (cit JE. 
Divoreement, ». 4>Je Hi. HSER. KIER. 
Divoreer, n. HISEME A. (sez. 

te The latter term is still used by some of the Protestant 
missionaries. 

(413) DO 
Divorcine, ppr. Ay SE Wis 

Divulge, v. ¢. To make public, WHI, Pe, BEY, 

WE, Behe, DE Ae, ID be. Pe AE. it 
"tale; to divulge a secret, JQ jij Si Mil, WE Hg 34 

Ay, WY REBY ; to communicate, ah JAH, fh He. 

Divulged, pp. WT, Dict sth, EW, bce. 
Divulger, n. DEORE A, HO, Wiese, Baek. 
Divulging, ppr. HUE, Wa. VEE, BELL. 
Dizzard, n. PRE, HAN, 4E DK. 
Dizzied, pp. Whirled round, Fes ia ; 

ae, BL. WR SB] Ae 
Dizziness, n. Vertigo, AGE A, WAY. 

Dizzy, a. Giddy, 9fehe, UURWIAE, WER, ORE 
$R, WRPE. MES. |, ELI, FLEE; heedless, yp. 

Dizzy, v.t. To whirl round, #4; to make giddy, 

fh) Ae. 
Do, v. t. or auxiliary; pret. did; pp. done. To 

perform, fk, 4E, #7, Fe. set. WK; #3; do this 
business! file (E3E, (EVES. FUE; he will 
do this, {i DE (5 Je, (ls 45 UE Yi; he can do 
this, {BUG ARIE CEE, 1h iE ESE ; to do busi- 

ness, (3, 773F, HEYE, (LEE you will do 
no good im it, HMR BE th, OMT AS, OFF Aik tes 
FE, IRIE A ; to do good, 4396, We. MATT. 
Fis HE; to do good to, Ft, FY, WE; I do 

not know what to do, M4 fh-lz Brg. A An 
fig (2 ; I do not Lnow what to do with them, je 

FEN EN LIE, AFA iy A 7S:; what have you 
{o do with him? {jRdk fg ie AB fil, 

(SLAW fal TF: to do evil, (ERE, #5 HE. (HU API, 
{EVRSE; to do again, ii fh, Sf le] tik, TL, 
Zl fk ; todoaway with, PRA, Ro yp KY; 
to do into, A ys AL SA, A fy ; to do off, it 

FE; to do on, 4; to do open, fi, Wb ; 

do out, dk, 4; to do up, Fas! FRIT ; to z a 

thing by turns, Wp zfe TH fit, We ffi; to do a pic- 

ture, JEgE, 48H; to do to others as we would 
he done by them, #& \ die. EAR; the 
superior man is ashamed of promising (saying) 
more than he does, AE IL ; to 
do homage, Ff A. fi #. #4 IW, #4 #1; no 
great matter to do it, ue TE: will this do ? 
WRATH IE ; it will do very well, 32 fiq7#; hard 
to do, #&fae; I cannot do as you say, EGER 
fy ; I do not wish to see it, SHE fh. 

Do, v. 7. ‘lo act or behave in any manner, 47 Fy, 
(E #5; how do you do ? 3p Ae KEY. Lie MEYER 
Apo, He AB ZL BBR; you would do well to come, 
Uy Ae 5 BEA, (RAG AS (Ej you have done very ill 
with her, (jp fp {E0# 4 ; he had much to de, {2 

WEE, PMB, (AFSL: it will do, 

made dizzy, 
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can do, icf}, #, Fs it will not do, me ff 

WAS 5 
do you act so? 4z (ing; why don’t you do it ? 
49-412 Sr G {ik ; do not, don't, Aw, WEAS, HAE, | 

A, 8, Hh. Ve; do not do it, WEBB. BE, 
QF; do not on any account, -Syve as, WA ; 
do not do that yet! wk4+ ff ; do not play, WK 
JQ; do not do it, PK#i}; why don't you do it? 

442 Bie {ik ; do not touch it, Ay BE, SOB, 
WRA{E; do not be afraid of obstacles, 2 (A Me, 
PKA AE, ZTESE; do not be afraid, WE4y! If 
fz ff ; do not talk ¢ 
34 AME; I dare not, me, Aye; 1 do not know, 
DEAN, ANF, FI Fe do not oppose, 
what you do not wish for yourself, do not do to 
others, 
that, HEA ie A, ARTE; do not consider 

this, WLI IEA; do not get angry, PE jliAe, Fy 
Diets. WK PE ; do not laughs Ey. 

Doat, v. 7. See Dote. 

Docible, a. Docile, J& He, 47h, WA. JAR. 
Docile, a. Hasily anstracied, Wea NE, Ug. Nap it | 

a, 38 ill, Ta X, WY Zk. i ke YS GG; easily 
managed, OA, The, NL fg: § EE. OR, $6 
fait 9. 

Docility, n. BP:, Bye. 
Dock, n. REUSE (?). 
Dock, xv. t. To curtail, fit, HE. WE 3 to clip, tik 

Jé; to shorten, 5G ; to deduct from, jpBK, 
Fl ie, fn, HEY; to dock a reckoning, Im; 
to dock a ship, ff AU. 

Dock, n. The tail of a beast cut short or clipped, 

Dock, n. A place for building or repairing ships, | 

AGU, AAG, Si UL, ACE We, BE HH UE the iE ’ 

place where a criminal stands in court, Fi) FF | 

if& ; a place where ships are moored, pay Yee. 
Dock-master, n. Ali] 961 J, fei fil (2. 
Dock-yard, n. Be Ap yig. 
Docked, pp. ijt. 
Docket, n. A ticket tied to goods, Ee A ye afi, 

Fe dia WL, WA 

the parties who have suits depending in a 
court, Ato ; a small piece of paper con- 

taining the heads of a writing, Baal. eh}. 

Docket, v. t. Fest, (a FAL s- 
Docketad: pp: Kt et 3 i , {sz TALE Beith. 

Docking, ppv. Cutting off the end, {ij fe. 
Doctor, 
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inte | 

can you do this? (ip a Pele (FH E 5 why | 

thus, PRWan a! Menai i ("2 | 

FAs 3 | 

Ae AB WK AL; do not speak of | 

an alphabetical lst of 
cases in a court, or a catalogue of the names of | 

mn. One who has passed all the degrees of | 

a faculty and is empowered to practice and | 

teach it, * S4--, BEAM; a doctor of divinity, 

le Hd Sb; a doctor of law, jf #-bs a 
doctor of medicine, Ache hret-e, yy74k; a phy- 
sician, re i: 2 fis an eminent physician, Jee, 

a] F= ; to hecome a doctor of the Hanlin college, 
stay: a doctor of the Hanlin college, BT pKAL 
+, AA HEF; a female doctor, KL, ald 

Doctor, v. t. He, Bet ypy. 
Doctorate, v. i FREE. 
Doetorship, n. See Doctrate. 
Doctrinal, a. Pertaining to doctrine, 4 FPAY, 34 

BLM, aes, Ako. 
| Doctrine, n. 34, #4 BB, Hk, HH, HriWl]; the Chris- 

tian dccetrine, Wb fik zr, de 43 238, IER, TE38 5 ) 

the Mohammedan Sent Jefe] #: the Bud- 
dhist doctrine, (i #4, EF yx : the doctrine of un 
vation, 3 ea 7 34 ; false doctrines, Bb ji; t 
teach a doctrine, #34 ; to procaeg a qe 

‘ei (4 TE. ' 
Document, n. Precept; # 

proof, et, Aus aire 

ci; written ev idence or 

mes Si, HWA, Fas He 
i, e As, 2, aes 3 $4); imperial docu- 

| ments, AX A, Hea duplicate documents, fl) AS; 

thie manner of intreducing documents to His 
| Imperial Majesty, #£78;% 5; to accompany a 
| document, as supplementary papers, fq As. 
Document, v. ¢. To furnish with documents, fp 2g 

| ghar, Beith ae; lo teach, #k, Hxpll- 
| Dodder, n. A leafless parasitic plant of the genus 

cuscuta, AMG HE He. 

Dodecagon, n. 4-2 ify, -- 8 fg. 
Dodecahedron, n. 4-— Thi He. 

Dodecandria, n. 4-3 4E- 
Dodge, v. i. or t. ‘lo evade by a sudden shift, of 

place, Pushe, Sah. fir Wake JV; to play tricks, 

Jia] ; to be evasive, Pyskiak- 
| Dodging, ppr. FRak ; et ging about, PUP H- 

Boo, m. fle Bh, IEA, HE. SEE. BiB. IEE 
Doer, a. 474%, MH. EX, BE, WE. | 
Does, the third person singular of the verb do, 

indicative mode, present. tense, {B ix, ft fak 5 
dees he speak ? fia at AR. Ls i. 

Doeskin, n. ER. 
Doff, v.t. To put off, as dress, Jip, fh%, JRE; to 

shift off, iE. 
Dog, n. Fj, KK; a male dog, FipHy, Hy; a female 

| ae FA ws, FY AE a little dog, a whelp, F{F, 

| AF sa shagey dog, WK, SEK HEM; a 
hunting dog, YAY; a wild dog, BFF; a fierce 

* The term 4&4: corresponds best to a doctor of philo- 
| sophy. 
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: a 5k MA, Wei a wateh dog, ete Se apace 

o, We, APY Oy; a large, fierce dog, HK; 

% oe hort-tailed doo, fi Fe. Hy, FE FA. 473. HE IS 

a frightened dog, HE"F5 Hi], FETE (15 Hy 5 a castrated 

dog, #7; a snub-nosed dog, 4448 Hy, “AWE Je; a 

_ mad dog, i fj; dog’s flesh, #7 Py; to go to the 

. dogs, WM; to play the dog in the manger, fit 

Ar & Hy; a mere dog in a doublet, 

pudent dog! 4x6 ,G"9§ fay, Ant 

Dog-bane, n. HG. 
Dog- berry, n. Ky sit, A HE. 
Dog: brier, n. Rosa canina, ASWETE 
Dog-cabbage, n. Fae. 
Dog-cheap, a. Cheap as dog’s meat, very cheap, 

HEZRIPE, RAL, UAL EMEL, HE. 
Dog-day, n. BR, ={K; the early dog-day, # 

{R; the middle dog-day, rfeffR; the latter dog- 

day, AR 
Dog-fancier, n. 46-5CH) #%, 2 HK 
Dog-fish, n. Sc ylliwm ornatum, PEGE Re ; a name 

of several he of shark, #¥ i, fr. 

Doe-fly, n. fA) 
Dog-grass, n. Ae 
Dos-hearted, a. Wl pE. 
Dog-hole, n. FX. 
Dog-house, n. Wye 
Dog-keeper, n. 7 CHIE J. 
Dog-kennel, n. Fy 
Dog-leach, n. Hy 
Dog-mad, a. OEE. Fae FA IK 
Dog-rose, n. ARHE FE. 
Dog-sleep, n. F:1II]. 

Dog-star, n. Sirius, AE. 
Dog- tooth, n.; pl. Dog-teeth. A sharp-pointed 

human tooth, growing between the fore-teeth | 
and grinders, and resembling a dog's tooth, 

KF, WCF. 
Dog-trick, n. jez. 
Dog-trot, n. Via. 
Dog-watch, n. A watch of two hours, fyi. * 
Dog-weary, a. Quite tired, AEE (E, 4H. 
Dog’s-meat, n. Refuse, i PERF. 
Doo me, 2. shee lil) 

Doggell, «. Sullen, FAT DAG. WOW, TWEE IR. 
RENE, WJ. 

meeeeali. adv. Sullenly, BEI. 

Doggedness, n. ROKER, WISH. HEM. 
Dogger, n. Li. HAE Z OM, BET AG MH. 
Doggerel, a. An epithet given to a kind of loose, 

* 4B URES ARK a DE 

I-24 ; the dog fox, 
| AE. 

i o 

ae 
7s * 
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ify; an old | 

- dog will learn no tricks, FR S47; the im-— 

DOL 

irregular measure in ela poetry, SF. 
Doggish, a. Churlish, 22 Jay Ri 82, Fy RE; growl- 

ing, Wea : brutal, BI 
Dogma, n. A seitled opinion, #228, 

ne, fae, REIN, HES. 
Dogmatic, Dogmatical, a. Pertaining toa dogma, 

ta te, {5 (RTE, PME A positive, Wh PR, wh ff, 
Aik, EN, AS, aE FEN, TAL fry, BE eA, 
ae, HE FV. 

Ji; a tenet, 

Dogmatic, n. Fr, Heda, BE iy 5 a Christian dog- 

matic, WP MRK CR. 
Deeaehane adv. Positively, ~r9k; arrogantly, 

fi. 
Dogmatics, n. Doctrinal theology, Lay Reve, 3 

HE, EX ‘i 3 im nil « 

ee ism, n. Positive assertion, pA Zan» Wr 

Via Aaa Taek at ; arrogance, Be i, tik 
ee 

Dogmatize, v. i. To assert positively, ji Z BR Zag, 
Pip ily 1 FE - 

Doing, ppr. ffx, {E, FH, FF ; doing of good, 4B 3%. 
Doings, n. pl. Transactions, (3H, (ESE. KE, 

BiB Pry ; kehavior, #45, SAH. 
Dole, n. A part, Jp, GP; a gratuity, KE, He 

ret. 
Dole, n. Grief, 32, SFAY. 

Dole, x, t. To distrib ute, DP itt, PING 

Doleful, a. Expressing grief, #2, BE, ar, ids SAY 5 
doleful lamentation, ye 9%, AR ye 7 BE, ASE 

Dolefully, adv. j3# #%, JE ¥E ; to ery dolefully, Hy 

Ab ae. 
Dolefulness, n. BERY, BERK, ACRY- 
Dolesome, a. Gloomy, #22, REY. 

Dolichos, n. 4 f§; dolichos purpureus, AIGA 3 
dolichos soja, Ait - 

Dolium, ». Shell, $E-4Ei 

| Doll, n. A puppet or aby for a child, Z 

We 

MF 
| Dollar, n. —{ Else, —HE ES, =r, Bi, — |e, 

— i te3 Ss, FLOR, AF TPAKEY; a clean dollar, 
“i; a Mexican dollar, Regt; a Spanish dol- 
lar, AES i $f; a clean Spanish dollar, 36 BG; 
a defaced dollar , AE RR Wil BR 5 a pillar dollar, @& 
Ky 3 a Carolus dollar, 2p ; one whole 
dollar, — fA] ; half a dollar 2E (Bl, BIB]. 2E 

HSE, fF, Pf PRIN, — fA rf FS 5 one quarter 
of a doll ar, — Hl, PUB, quae the eighth 

of a dollar, A\ BH, /\ 2p ; five dollars, ARB. 

TI, RAKE. 
Dolomite, n. G# 224, ZF war 

| Dolor, Dolour, n. Pain, grief, lamentation, 52, 

iii, BEB. 
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Doloriferous, a. Producing pain, (Bi, Boag. | PEPE, EPH AY, EE iY, #y HE, HEZ*AG ; the do- 
Dolorous, a. Sorrowful, 35 ff, AR¥E. FOIA AT- minant party, #% HOLE, THEN. 
Dolorously, adv. Sorrowfully, KY, Vf ZK. Dominate, v. t. To rule, 4235p, (£=E, PERE, FE HE, 
Dolphin, xn. Delphinus, 17K, WN, UGE. TMK. A: 74. BB, ER, na HE aie > to predominate 
Dolt, n. A blockhead, i \\, 4448, W4e, ARAM, over, eH, FAHEY. WRI. 

FA, Bly, LE, FE. Domination, n. The exercise of power in ruling, 

Doltisk, a. Dull in intellect, i ) Haha EZR, HES 5 government, PE 5 authority, HERR, 

ee FR, Fai’, BE, ZS fill, Bs ok AN 4 HEB ; tyranny, JEL, @y jB- 

Doltishly, adv. j PR, TER. Domine, n. A pedagogue, ¥xfif ; a Dutch clergy- 
Doltishness, n. #2 #5 man, iy SE EO Feil 2B. 
Domain, n. Ee a, FRY, Ht hy; imperial Domineer, v.7. To rule over with insolence or ar- 

domain, ie , 26; royal domain, a J; do- —_bitrary sway, #4 HE, BCHE, SRHE; to hector, 3 
minion, # He, 7% EGE Wy Typ, ERASER; an Domineer, v. t. ‘To govern, #238. LE. 
estate, BE, fi 3e. Domineering, ppr. Ruling oyer with insolence, 

Dome, n. A building, ae a cupola, 7a fE JAI, SHE, Fra sa.- 
Fi Ye 7 1 PEGE DIG JZ; dome-halls, 7§9€/4 JH, Dominical, a. That notes the Lord’s day, or 
[Bl JFL. | sabbath, $4 Aig, EZ ae the dominieal 

Dome-shaped, a. 75 HE JF ZJfZ- letter, =F ARS, Wa AZ 
Domestic, a. Ene s to the house or home, 4€ | Dominican, ». The Goninon! eR RAS 

WBE, Fey, Fe PVE. Fe. RAZ; domestic BREA. * 

affairs, 3e PyMPESE, Ri. RAMS, HEL ZYE, | Dominicide, n. FILA #. 

H JAZ 3 ; for domestic use, Je JA, AIA, 4 Dominie, n. We fill. 

JAM; domestic goods, 4A ZL; domestic an- Dominion, n. Supreme authority, #e#es, HEHE, 7 
mals; RH; the six kinds of domestic animals, HE, PIA HE; the state, BY, ML; within one’s 

AG PED ; domestic rules, 3e $2, |ah#E;* care- dominion, apy, FEHEZ hh, GPREAD HLA; the 
fully observe the domestic rites, EAE ES FY 5 * British dominions, 73€4i fp] ; the dominions 
domestic happiness, 4% ji, Ae je ; domestic of the emperor of China, 4c fy ewes. 

produce, -- 4; domestic war, Ay AL. A.A IB; Domino, n. A kind of play, §gp8h: to play domi- 
a domestic female slave, @ 45! ; a domestic male noes, $pA i, BAF He. 

slave, 4e fi. Don, n. A title of a Spanish gentleman, KER 
Domestic, n. One who lives in the family of an- te 7 AR. 

other, as an assistant for hire, 4A, 4, 9 Donation, rn. The act of giving or bestowing, $& 

cats Ril, Rel, RR, t AA, CL, HE, FUR 5 a gift, aL 2 2h, BIR ZA: bene- 
4p-4gf ; native domestics (pl.), {{L%i; foreign do- faction, AS WEA present, #0, my, FAK 

mestics, Jit 7 11. Wy ; the emperor’s donation, PAH8, GHB, KAR. 
Domesticate, v. t.. To tame, to make domestic, to | Donative, n. A gift, EF ZI #. BEEZ; a 

accustom to remain much at home, #8fif, #8 benefice given to a person without either pres- 

Wy, & 2, FETE ; (0 retire from the public, eDOn, institution or introduction by the or- 

Sirk. dinary, 35 Hebi Z Ate 
Domesticated, pp. or a. HE RT, FE UitS , Fa SEL. Done, pp. Performed, fitrc, Wesc. fke56 T. Ga, 

Domestication, n. 324i, 4. «EL AT. fa wR: finished, SET, Se HR, EL Sb; 
Domicile, n. A place of permanent residence, J done, as meat, #4; underdone, 13% ; well done, 

iE. RE. as meat, J; well done, FM, Ay UR. 

Domicile, Domiciliate, v. t. To establish a fixed Ponce, n. SRI, S MH. 
residence, 37 74 Ji. a1 7 Ja We. Donkey, n. An ass or mule for the saddle, S&, 88, 

Domiciliary, a. J BANPE, We; dz (3a domiciliary visit, Donna, Dona, n. 3 A. | ER BS. 
PEE 3 ; a domiciliary visit for the purpose of Donor, n. One who gives or bestows, 3&3, Haz; 

searching it under authority of law, #EEE RE. hse, We it 3. 

Dominant, a. Having the rule or ascendency, ay Donship, n. The quality or rank of a gentleman, 

* Applied to women. Wt ANE. Lb Lat ibe oe. 

* KERA, } These terms are chiefly applied to male domestics. | 
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PFE. abe Doodle, n. A trifler, 
fellow, 5t J. 

a simple WZ: 

Doom, v. ¢. To condemn to any punishment, % Jf, | 
“56 Be, EB SE, HEE Fy SE ; to destine, 7 ; to doom | 

to eternal misery, Jf Be ACH ; to doc mai an misery, | 
JES 4 ; to doom to eternal death, %E 5K AE 
SE ; {0 doom to death, [i] 4E 3E. 

Doom, n. The judicial sentence, 34, IEF; 

the day of final doom, Fi) Z 

EAE FEZ A, TE RAR 
is deomed, lot, j##¢, fp. 

Boa WZ, 
the state to which one 

Doomed, pp. cra. Adjudged, %€ 3h, H€ FE 3K; 

doomed to toil, }¢F fy, 773i. 
Dooming, ppr. dealcnbint: FE SE. 
Doomsday, n. w742 wale 
Door, n. PY, PR; 

ALE a eirenige door, A FY, PY 5 at the door, 
ey Oe, PY aly. PY As: within door, PY Ay ; the 
great door, APY, IE PY, 4 FY, BY the side door, 
HePY, ay Fy. FG PY, (hi FY; the side doors of a 
gateway, (FY, FOE; the left door, fiij; the 
right door, f¥J ; the inner door, FY; the back 
door, # FY; a low door, KEPY, MAPY ; the door 
{o the female apartment of a house, BYPY; a 
folding door, ##PY; shut the door, JJFP f'Y ; bar 
the door, PJPY, BUPY, FAPY; leck thé door, # 
"5, SAIEPY; open the door, HPY, FT BAPY, Ft 
alee kAPY, Ja; next auea Brite, Ba BE, BR, | 

faz ; in doors, #¢ ¥ ; without doors, PYXb, #5; 
enter the door! AF ; the threshold of the decor, 

~ PYRE PYEY. PSE HM; spiritual guardians of the 
door, }Y mi. 

Doei- bar, n. PUGH. PIES, PIB; door-bars, fe 
Door-case, OG Ss 
Door- Keeper, n. APYFE, MPI A, Fer #. are 
BAL, BAN, PY ZA. 
Door-pivot, n. P4 HE, FYE}. 
Door-post, n. fY4;. 

Door-screen, n. PYRE, PY. 
Door-shitter, n. $j 24K. 
Door-sill, n. FRY. 
Door-stone, n. PY %q Wk. 
Door-way, n. PY, PYAR. 
Dor-beetle, Dorr-beetle, n. fe WBE. 

Dormant, a. Sleeping, iF, fai 2, IMA at rest, 
- %@; in a sleeping posture, (PUREE, (EME. | 

HL; concealed, pais, ALE; leaning, not per-— 
pendicular, fe $j; ££ ts: ; dormant win- | 
dows, #2 ; a dormant or sleeping partner, [iE | 

fF. 

(AIT) 

a single door, yf FY : double | 
door . WRPY, yy py, SEY the door ofa room, | 

DOT 

Dor mant, Dorn mer, n. A beam, a sleeper, 2. 
Dormitory, n. A place or room to sleep in, idl; 

Pas, the ’as, WER. (HEE, $88 ; the dormitories 
of the Buddhist priests, ii, J8¥zE; a burial 
place, £ fi. 

Dormouse, n. ; pl. Dormice. ¥% § (?). 
Dorp, n. Ff. 
Dorsal, a. Pertaining to the back, $4 50pE, #$4F 

fvj; the dorsal vertebree, 7§§, 7$4 FA; the 
| dorsal fin of a fish, 42, &£. 
Dorsiferous, Dorsiparous, a. In botany, hearing or 

producing seeds on the back of their leaves, AE 
EAE ly, 

Derg. n. Sey pe fe Uo. 48 A: dory ampyacan- 

thus (?), #e4£. 

Dose, n. The fami of medicine given or pre- 
scribed to be taken at one time, —)]Z#%, —7él 
HM, — pl We > a draught, —fk ; a portion, —Jp}; 
how many doses? #8 ZR; divide into five doses, 

PPG TM, ULE] KE ILA, UHR, Zh 
NPR. 

Dost, the second person of do, used in the solemn 
style,—thou dost, (pr 4ik, (n(E- 

Dot, n. —%, —--. 

| Dot, v.t. Bh, SEA, YESH, Bh—EA, fH; 
book, Bhar. 

Dotnge, n. 24. 2B BE Zh, HLA, 
ime BAZIN to he in one’s dotage, WARES, 5 
Si; excessive fondness, 4 Bp a te ENB, 

AAR, HGR. [TPE IN 
Dotard, n. 32 #, MW); a doting fellow, ‘3 

| Dotation, n. The act of endowing a marriage por- 
tion on a woman, fp aRHER. TREE i 3 en- 
dow ment of funds for support, 3€H), 3e48- 

Dote, rv. 7. To have the intellect impaired hy age, 

aie Hu, PER, ARK, RPP; {0 he silly or 
insane, %#, $i ; to dote on or upon, FFB, Fk 

BE. HH 
Kise v. i To decay, Wf; to impair, Hh Ay, Se BE. 
Doted, pp. or a. Regarded with excessive fondness, 

| IPE; stupid, Se, Zs, ie. 
| Doter, n. A dotard, BME, LIYE ; one who is 

excessively fond, or weakly in love, JéPay 4%, 
x 

coe ite third person irregular of do, used in 
the solemn style, ft fig, (fi. 

| Doting, ppr. or a. FEB, B52, 9B; doting on 

hooks, Gh, GF, HS. 
Dotingly, adv. By excessive fondness, Ji 3%. 

| Dotted, pp. or a. Marked with dots or small spots, 

| Bai, EAL, Rif. 

to dot a 

A AA 



Dotterel, Dottrel, n. 4€7%-. [Eh 

Dotting, ppv. Marking with dots or spots, #4, 47 

Double, a. , 77, fH, BEG, iy 4, 

He; a double door, PY, Fr FY ; 

DOU. 

_ Double-hearted, a. [otpfij; treacherous, HF if2. 

SYS, fh, HE 
a double gar- | 

ment, 4, WEAK, 74, EB, HF, HE; a double en-— 
tendre, #£ GJ, GERY (yy ; a double heart, yt, Fp 

i>, HAE; a double surname, HEME, FfF-HE ; to lie 
double, $8, ae lik, HEA}; to pay double the 
value, {HE “(RFR ; double vision, Ff 51 ,GE A ; 
a double thumb, F7-44Z, GEIH ; a double head, 
FF GEL, BE OF; double flowers, FFE 4E ; a double 
distilled, #2 fy, FAK A; a double wall, such 
as at the city gates, Jk; double refraction, HX 
fii ; double-acting engine, HE #7 Ga HE, BE FGA 
#& ; double-acting excentric, HE ij thi. 

Double, v. t. To fold, as paper, #47541, #245kt , 427 
io increase by adding an equal quantity, Mf 

w—&, He, WA, Az, BE: to double one’s 
money, “a $f, WM GE GR ; to double a see 

SHRUB; to double lie ranks, (fii, 4 FF ; to 

double a piece of linen, 3h4#4 4 ; to double dow n 

a leaf, fF 
double and twist, 47 F(A ; 

army, EHEC. 
Double, v. 7. To increase to twice the sum, num- 

her, value, quantity, or length, (ie us IR, Wh, 

He He. 
Double, n. Twice as much, WENT ZS, WH RUE S, 

MIMS, B—- ff. 
Double-hanked, a. F4-afL(ieAy. 
Double-barreled, a. 44, ¥— OH, Ff #8; a double- 

barreled pistol, jij mj4@ ; a double-barreled gun, 

FF-8£.- 
Double-buttoned, a. 7: #5 BE, SE FF SIE AVS. 

Double-charged, pp. Ath i JP. 

Double-dealer, ». A deceitful, trickish person, 

EN, AA, oleh Wy A. 

os 

— 

Double-dealing, ». Duplicity, = PEF; dis- 
simulation, 9 #y ; cunning, F448, Y4e ; decep- 

tion, HS. 
Double-edged, a. @£ Ty MRR, ae 11. 
Double-entendre, n. SERAMPE, BEBA(Y. 
Double-entry, n. @ 5. 

Double-eyed, a. EFL; 

feather, GE ALAE iy. 
Double-faced, a. Hypocritical, (§, $i Ay. 

Double-fortified, a. EWR fry. 

Double-founted, a. jj ji fy, GEM. 
Double-gild, v.t. jj $i, GES. 

Double-handed, a. Deceitful, We iG. 
Double- Beweds: a. TSE, Oe sh. ma DA 

tet 

Fi; to double a fleet, HEBH ME: to. 
to double up an- 

a double-eyed peacock’s | 

Double-lock, v. ¢. F794. 

Double-meaning, a. WE] ER. 
Double-minded, a. Unsettled, ify 24#BPE, Md fF 
I ; undetermined, Are hy. 

Double-mouthed, a. 7A 4%, Hn fi. 
Double-shaded, pp. 3 RENE, ti FE fig. 
Double- shining, a. CNA, (te Wes fry. 

naw 

Double-star, 2. 7H, tae FE 
Double-tongued, a. = C1 Ai TAME. Fr 4, RV. 
Doubled, pp. eon W— 
Doublet, ». The inner garment of a man, #§it, 

HF. EAE; a pair, —¥h. 
Doubling, ppr. f%, 2%, WM— 

* Doubloon, n. A Spanish anil Portuguese coin, be- 

ing double the value of the pistole, -—-%, * 
Doubly, adv. ¢, FREIMTZ. [4E SRR. 

Denke v.t. if, THE, 1 GE, Fe Ry, tii BE INE, wks 

(4, WH, LIE Ae; I doubt it, RMSE, Bob 
ait. ARES ; I still doubt it, JB SE. He 

(AME, RAE. TAEL ; do not doubt, 
TEE LEE, WEE BLE. JD IKE. JE; do not 
doubt heaven's dec ‘ree, Kap Ali; need not 

doubt, fi 32 Sf. 

Doubt, v. 7. To question, RiRE. 
Doubt, ». $€, Et, HEBK, BL ; to harbor doubts, 
EE, PEGE; to clear up or solve doubts, REE, 
TERE. ERE; without doubt, SeyE, BEBE, — 
%E; full of doubts, 385 It FL E, 75 1B SE; to 
excite doubt, 2%, ah %E, 4EXE; to raise doubts, 

i Stat. 
Doubted, pp. PERE, AE; I still doubted, Fiz 
Doubter, n. (EH. | 3 EE. 
Doubtful, a. Are, MERE. ARE. RAE, GS, BT SE 

fvy; doubtful in mind, ,% %; a doubtful expres- 

sion, aE MY, AV, AST ZB. RE ZRF 
of doubttul authority, Ni Sy (% He (RR, 1 Fen ff ee 
{%, A FTL AF; a doubtful case, SE Be the 
issue T is very doubtful, Ie FARR Mee RB, 

SE4R; ambiguously, 
Wr Gi ANE. 

Doubtfully, ade. GE BAAS ; 
with uncertainty of meaning, A.J. 

Doubtfulness, n. E49, GEREH; ambiguity, @ 
B44; uncertainty of pmmenning} AAW ; un- 
certainty of issue, Aa, Wey 

| Doubting, ppr. or a. WE. B rs 
| Doubtless, « a, or ade. Ti Fi, a EE. BSR, RR, HE 

= 

| 

| Spaubilesaly adv. Ast, SLSR. 

* NWP R PAK. 
+ Of a combat, struggle, &e. 



DOW 

ee abt mR, wl Ws a ‘camshaw * or present, 

Douche, n. (Hi, (ii, BSF (i). {Wek if 
Dough, n. 4E#@, #§ 4, #4 HH; to knead dough 

with the hand, #3U#@ ; {0 knead dough with the 
feet, futt@; to roll out dough, WF#M; rolled 

dough, #0 fj; my cake is of dough, Ff ME NX, 

al it 
Dough-haked, ¢. Unfinished, 37 4K, SE AG BE 

not hardened to perfection, M2 @ Kc ¥k, Kye AR 

Dough-kneaded, a. Soft, -EaN|fiK; like dough, 

Au Ea, 4525 a. 
Doughtily, adv. 34%. 
Doughtiness, + x. Valor, 3, RH, Beh. 
Doughty, + a. Brave, 77), i, KGW Z MB. 4 
Doughy, a. Like dough, An AE Ha NORE 5 soft, re 
Douse, r,t. To thrust or plunge into water, #£K, 
PFA; to slacken suddenly, AP, ZAK Mis ; 

to douse the top-sail, 2448) AME. 

Doused, pp. $i 7. $277 K- 
Rionsing. ppr. BEAK. BE MRI. 

Dout, v. t. To extinguish, 6 & ZB, De 

Douter, n. BG fal» BE fal - 

Dove, tn. Columbide, 48%, 9%; the wild pigeon, 
PEAG,, WPA, WME, Wey SHE, WB AG; the domestic 
pigeon, Ait. #6711; emblem of innocence, J} 

nb (5, HLS o: ; 
endearment), qWa8. Fae (F. 

Dove-cot, n. & 4, 6, i. 

Doye-house, 7. G8 /. 

ai Fe SE. Dove-tail, n. £5, 279, 
Doye-tail, v.t. AA AA DA, 2e f- 

Doye-tailing, ppr. 4745 
Dovelet, n. #& {¥-, ath, FLAG. 

Dovelike, a. R188, HULSE . 66 IER - 
Doyer’s powder, n. An excelient sedative and su- 

es MULAN. BPH. HRM, PLR HTS 
Dowager, n. Gdonainiore. ) he, Hoke; the em- 

press dowager, & -[e}mp ; queen dowager, Ep. 
Dowdy, x. Anawkward, ill-dressed, inelegant wo- 

man, Ai Mie, a, HLA. 
HLS, HLA Dowdy, a. Vulgar-looking, 

Dowel-pin, x. WrsHSy. 
Dower, ». That portion of the land or tenements 

—* A corruption, of RE it, thank you. : 
+ Inthe English language used ironically. 
{ In Formosa :—f@, that is KEf8. It differs from those on 

the Chinese main. To this group helongs the chesnut- 
coloured (7%) species called Kt, fire-dove, turtur humilis. | 
There is another with green body and entirely red (#f) bill 
and legs, which is called the $42, golden-doye, chalchoph, 
Formosanus, &¢. Swinhoe. 

|| Hobson. 

co 

my doye! (expression of 

of a man, W which his widow enjoys during her 
life, BIE x, € WH; the property which 
a woman brings to her husband in marriage, 
REE, BSE PEE ; the gift of a husband for a 

Wile, jihae, HBA, WHR. 
Dowery, Dowry, n. See Dower. 
Dowlas, n. A kind of coarse linen cloth, #4, #fL 

fi. 
Dowly, a. Melancholy, $8 %, 74 ii 

SER LAU. 
Down, n. The fine, soft feathers of fowls, #3, 

Ae, SE. “EE. fh, FE, HERE: down of birds, 
46 1%, &E; the fine hair on the young of ani- 
mals, #36; 0 fine, feathery or hairy substance, 
by which seeds are conyeyed to a distance by 
the wind, {= $8, > f#. 

Down, x. A bank or elevation of sand thrown up 
by the sea, #4; a tract of poor, naked, hilly 

land, used only for pasturing sheep, Ji}. 
Down, prep. Along a descent, P, ZT, AEP. Zh 

JX ; to pass down the stream of life, F AE #2 
i#¢ ; down the sound, gk ; down the country, 

fo 85, (oy TS, V9. 
Down, adv. In a descending direction, "P , JX; 

to go down the hill, Puy, YA py; down the 
stream, P it, Pi], P7o; on the ground, pg 
TY. ZET &&§ ; below the horizon, as the sun, jx 

AZ; lonely, 

38, ith ot to go down the wind, (3 : {o come 

down, “Fae, 208, RETF. FB, ENS. 2 F 3 
to go ha n, PT #, ae to lie down, Bul, BIE ; 
{o flow down, He TP, HAA TP ; to put down, 

KY, WIS. HeK : to sit down, 4B P ; please 
sit down, 744; get down! PRA); to turn up- 

side down, wi] fi) ; to tumble down, PAP, BRIE. 

Re R ; to pay the money down, 28/4 £8 ; to set 

down, 3%, B37 3 up and down! ET, EY; 
the wind is down, ff, P ; into disrepute, 
4,4, PELE ; down in price, #2 (R; to 
pull down, JRA; sail down, yA iH; it is down, 
TM, TJS; to hang down, WA, 37, Hye 
ae; to hang down ‘the head, ae PEGA; to push 
the board down with the foot, JS HK : ti 
press down, 9, &{K. 

Down, a. Downeast, 4eq&, Bes BE SE, 

WII. 
Down-bear, v. ¢. To bear down, FET. 
Down-hed, n. £426 fe. 
Downeast, a. Hey, Henao. See Down. 
Downfall, ». A falling, PEP #; ruin, kG. i 

We, ei. 
Downliearted, 

EE RK 
"se 7 a? 

n. BE, HES, WS, ThA KR 
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Downhill, n. PW, JA WW; sloping, PEHe, fa He. 
Downlying, n. PARK, BE BE. 
Downright, adv. ora. Right down, AT, HY; 

in plain terms, JE, AG, ZB if, AR WW; 

undisguised, aE Ik, Sn ij ; downright falsehood, 
— HERR 

Downrightly, adv. i, IER. 
Downsitting, n. 4%, BkG., @ A, Bl. 
Downtrod, Downtrodden, a. SAsaM AS EG 9. 
Downward, adv. or a, =p. inh, mys PT oA, In ie 
P3%; to look downward, MAGI, ae {GIA ; 
downward course, as a river, Pifé; a dene 
ward course, as a person walking, P&E, #EF 
F taps; a downward teadenoys as to the 

price, {ny ff; depressed, as trade, 333 
Downy, a. Covered with down or nap, HE, 

TIA. hae soft, di; calm, 4a; a downy 
beard, #424 

Dowry, 1. A@HE, HERE CHARAC 2S). See 
Dower. 

Dowse, n. —4p{. 
Doxologize, v. 7. To give glory to God, i 3é_E #.- 
Doxology, ». In Christian worship, a hymn in 

praise of the Almighty, p34, haw. iS Li, 

tf oh Li. 
Doxy, n. A loose wench, jF 4%; a prostitute, ¥ 

a, ae 
Doze, v. i. To slumber, fee A, We IME, ae aR, 

Pel, {PLE ; 10 doze away one’s time, —MW]jal. 
Dozed, pp. Ki, (ERIE. 
Dozen, n. -|- =. A, * —(7S) Wp; Fa set of a 

dozen is called — ji]; a dozen years, —¥#2; 
half a dozen, 7X ff], 42(7S)tyARi 3 a baker’s doz- 

en, P=“ — Pe. 
Dozer, n. TEA, aA 
Doziness, n. Drowsiness, 4-|jil, TM He #%- 

Dozy, a. Drowsy, [AIE, Belli, BE, WEE. 
Drab, n. A strumpet, [LAR, PFA ;.a prostitute, 

Wek. 
Drabble, v. t. To wet and foul, #3, Fy PW. 

Dracena ferrea, n. Hh WIZE. 
Drachm, x. See Drachma and Dram. 

Drachma, n. A silver coin, §&-F%; a weight 
among the Greeks, #j ar — $e. 

Draco, n. A genus of animals of two species, ¢ #E 
4 ; the constellation of Draco, —K— 

Draconin, ». A red resinous substance obtained 

from dragon's blood, iki, fev & ZL. 

* See Classifier. + An imitation of the Engtish sound, 
current in Hongkong. 

t See Dragon. 

| Drag, v. 7. 

Draff, n. Lees, dregs, #7]; refuse, RIE, HEI 
Draffy, a. Waste, #84; worthless, S€7}. L4H. 
Draft, n. A drawing, see Draught ; the first draft 

of a paper, #%; to make a draft, i; a rough 
draft, #i#% ; a selecting or detaching of soldiers 
ino anarmy, —4e ; a bill of exchange, #7 
Wi; a drawing of lines for a plan, #3. 

Draft, v. t. To eich: 4th, Fqi38E ; to detach, FpyR. 

Draft-horse, n. #855, ik Kp. 
Draft-ox, n. HEAP, BkAE. 
Drafted, pp. or a. Drawn, $658, fi ; composed, 

Wr jfk ; delineated, HE jf ; detached, Zp4% ith. 
Drag, v.t. To pull, fi; to draw along the 

ground, &e., Hi, diz, HEE, di, TE, HE, ALE. HE, 
HL, 48, ML, BS, ERE, PAE, SEHT, FEE, AR, 
a Ps, pt, HE, dk, BE, FR; to drag the anchor, 
f6 Sin, 4g) 3 10 drag, as a pond or river for a 
: a body, 47 PE, PR; to drag for a dead body, 
PE fe; to drag a river, fia ; to drag, as a heat, 

ea AE ia» LEPE 5 to drag a ship, fn i, SAR, 
Ha ff; to drag a boat ashore, FiApk_[- FE; to 
drag the water in order to catch the moon, to 
make a fruitless attempt, Wiehe HK; drag it 

along, He GEE, $2 fEAE. ABEEIE ; (0 drag away, 
Hes, WI, HEA; to drag into, HA, BA: 
to drag down, #eyk, Hk, FET ; to drag an 

ox, #24F; to drag a cart, FER; to drag into 

trouble, SEF 23, FEV Hw, SEW Ms to drag 
into an aflair, #38, JER, BR, BS, FO, 
Hi, KEG; may I venture to drag you (to my 

house) ? F¢#E-4 28, I BEG 7H; to drag through 
mud, JHE; to drag forth, #R; to drag together, 

iJ, HesP, HIM; to drag along, as in the 
struggle of life, $e equ dy. 

To hang so low as to trail on the 
cround, #4; the anchor drags, #HFe. 

Drag, n. A particular kind of harrow, #j; the 
square drag, F7#h; a car, i whatever is 
drawn, ay he 2 Hy, Pe TZ 

Drag-net, n. Hi #7), Ba AA. 
Dragged, pp. Drawn on the ground, fii, Heis, 

gif} ; raked with a harrow, #Uit. 

Dragging, ppr. Hi, Hk, Hk, BE. 

Dragale, vt. $e, HEP, a SC Hs, He EE A, 
Se mye yt iliy 

Draggled, pp. Ha i, He i IIE rh; draggled 

through mud and wet, (met.) verbese, turbid, 

as style, Hid eM. 
Dragman, n. 4, HOE HH, FER H- 
Dragoman, n.; pl. Dragomans. An interpreter, 

Se, 1 AEE: 
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Dragon, * n. A kind of winged serpent, fi—; a 
fierce, violent person, FURS A, WARN, bt 
4% (vy A; « dragon with horns, We qe, LAE, WE; 
a dragon without horns, HAE; a dragon of 

small ‘kind, #22; the dragon of the deep, iff 

fie ej adragon that has not ascended to heaven, 

| PEAR; dragon boats, HEM, FES}; the dragon 

feast, HF Oi, di be Gi, Feo Gi; to ascend ‘the | 
the dragon’s | 

pulse, “the subtle geomantic ee and 
Draught, n. 

dragon, to get married, 3€ je ; 

tokens,” fi ; dragon’s w hiskers, 74% ; drag- 
on’s blood, the resinous substance which covers 
the fruit of the calamus draco, fff #4, gs, HE 

tet. 
Dragon, n. HERE Ti. 

Dragon- -fly, n. eva, pice Ws RE, py RS. 

Dragon-like, a. #8 (L] HE ; furious, JU fk. 

Dragon’s- blood, n. See under Diigo. 
Dragon-tree, n. He bt. 
Dragonet, n. A little dragon, )J\ fz 
Dragonnade, n. id: (al AE NO. 
Dragoon, n. Fyfe, Bete. 
Dragoon, v.t. To force, F258, Wie. 
Dragoonade, n. cee GN RR. 
Drain, v. ¢. To filter, §&; to make dry, Wy Jk, Wk 
Wer, PE, ef, HA, itt, yee, PABA; to drain rice, 

BK. yA akc 5 t to draina fen, Wea, Diy, Se 
to drain one’s RaISe; Tk He ANE Ai ti as sen 

Drain, v. 7. To flow off gradually, es sia, " 
i ; to be emptied by dropping, ja ¥¢- 

Drain, x. A channel through which water or 
other liquid flows off, #, #% 4; an under- 
ground drain, Wi, FE®, ii, ALE; an open | 
drain, HJ ; to make a drain, BA #. 

Drainable, a. BY RC, WR K- 
Drainage, n. Rok, BOK ZiEKAK. WARK. | 
Drained, pp. or a. Weis E, Wath ak, We with. 
Drainer, n. HAH. BOK, bea 
Draining, ppr. Wak, Wee, hE [Z. 
Drake, n. The male of the duck ands WE, HEME, pe, 
Dram, n. The eighth part of an English ounce, 

KBARL— — $8 H, A+ i, AE A: a 
- small quantity, as much spirituous liquor as 
ean be drunk at once, —kj§, ij. 

Dram-drinker, 7. fi {jl}. 
Drama, n. A play, Bed, BEE. 
Dramatic, Daneel a. pial fis. 

“2 iDeeae is in Chine always ageil for imperial, as:—the 
dragon throne, #ifit; the dragon face, ##BA; dragon robes, 
aM; dragon’s garment, Auge. 

| Draw, v. 

Dramatist, n. (EER ACH. 
Drank, pret. and pp. of drink. fkifh, PRT- 
Drap, n. Cloth, 47, #{| Hk. 
Draper, n. FR 45H, FEM ; 

i Ahi > Hh 11 HH. 
Drapery, n. Cloth-work, 4% # % 

fie Ni AEE 
ings, Hf. 

Drastie, a. Powerful, 

a drastie purge, 

a dealer in cloths, 

TL, RA ZL, 
stuffs of wool, $k, fi 26 4; hang- 

WE, KV A, AW TM ; 
EINER, Be T 28K. 

The act of drawing, #645, F#, Fix 

#4; an animal good for draught, FEZ 5 
easy of draught, Bye, BAPE; the act of 
drinking, fi #§ ; one draught, as of liquor, — 
fie, Il), — 2k, i, — 1 7f¢ ; in one draught, 

— Si fik ; take a deep draught, ffZE; a sketch, 

Ht, # ; to make a draught, ae EB, HB, EB; 
a a draught, as of a net, mised the draught, or 

that which has been obtained by drawing the 
net, —% % jp GY, — 7 Ze ; the act of 
drawing men from a military band, army or 
post, tf} 4% ; detachment, —-4y4e, Sapgerl a 

ie of ‘eninge fis, ACHE; to make one 
a draft of composition, 48 4%, 47 fg, Iu AR; a 

bill of exchange, @ Hi, Hei, JRA, F8ME ; the 
draught of a ship, JPR ZR, HAZ 
sf 5a draught of wind, {iil 2 UE; a game 
of draughts, [e}#, Jat, —feHE; to have a 
game of ieee TERM, Te FH. 

t.; pret. drew; pp. drawn. To pull 
alone, 4, FE ak 5I, $i, Fidé ; to draw or pull, 
du, Hk, ¥E, agi to draw water from a well, jf 
Wk, 47 WK, VeaK: to draw the sword, FL]; to 
draw the sword to make war, #k4y ; to draw 
the curtains, 4: ff, HIE {fe ; to draw lots, Fz 
Foz lite), 41h SPE, AY SE. FE FY; to draw lots before 
idols, £4 ; to draw a carriage, #-HE, HHL, He; 
to draw attention, 5] A7E A. # AGE 
draw an inference, $€4 ; to draw a bridge, fj 
4G, SEUFH : to draw a how, J¥G, 45, ik, 
iS, HL ; (0 draw breath, $} 4g ; to draw in, 

as breath, MZ; to draw an outline, #77; to draw 

a likeness, #£(#, ‘Sia, S2’65; to draw plans, 

gt ; to draw a picture, 7 # ; to draw a line 
with a string, se #@ ; to draw a tooth, sp 3F, 

GPR, IRF ; to draw a pond, eRe, BAHAR, HE 
yi; to draw a bowel, dipyPWe; to draw a 
woman’s breast, xf, fg); to draw a circle, 

47 (J, HE; to draw a bill, to purchase one 
bill, f2@ 42, BH @y; to draw a pill to give 
one, Bi fF Hi, ft; to draw along, $C, He, HE 
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Draw, v. 7. 

3:, LA; to draw alter, # f ; to draw people | 
after one, G| ASAE. S| ASG 3 to draw baek | 
the arm, #a@=F ; to draw hack the limbs, 4H | 

PUk ; to draw in, #7 FH; to draw in the head, 
He 91; to entice, 7], BJA; to draw in, as. 
the breath, 9%, m3; to draw aside a bed-eurtain, 
Ba We, UA be ; to draw into, as info water, He A ; 

to draw into, to implicate, 425A, ji & ; 10 draw 
olf intoa conspiracy, £44] ; to draw off, to draw | 
from or away, [3 ; to withdraw, jBJe], ARH 
HOM; 10 draw off, to cause to flow from, fk, Hk 
#e; to draw off blood, 4% fff,; to draw off, to 

extract by distillation, Hi}; to draw on, to 
allure, §];% ; to draw on, to occasion, #, (Hi, 

fui ; 10 draw on, to bring on or upon, #8, 4; 
to draw on, to approach, if Jp ; to draw out, as 
a line, 5] ij fe 2%; to draw out, as a copper 
wire, #; to draw out copper wire, FAK FX, dai 
fe FAR; 10 draw out by force, FEfe; to draw 
out by hammering, #7 fz ; to draw out in time, 
Ate fz, SHE, BEA, HA; to draw out, to cause 
to continue, Fr, Be HF 5 to draw ont, to cause 

to issue forth, $x, S]H}, Phas ; to draw out by 
maceration, sult : ; to draw out, as facts, A] HI, 

RE, il, (PEI, WEEH! ; to draw out a 
clue, AA, Spl} 3 to draw out by artifice, HEHE, 

Pe ty; to draw (suck) out poison, Wee. WSs sF 5 

to draw out men’s talent, 3285] NA. VESTA 5 

to draw out a list, 474; to draw out troops, PE 

UA, PEAY, PEPE; to draw out nails, HET. AE 
$7, SRL ET. SHNIE73 to draw out to array in 
battle, Ebi, Ki fii; to draw over, to persuade | 
or induce to reyolt {rom an opposing party, and | 

to join one’s own party, J] Aes AE; to draw | 
over the empire, HIRT 3 to draw over, as a 
cover, E33; to draw towards, ifn, 5] {ny ; to. 
drag the iaconiGuS towards one, 4nik® ; to draw | 

up from the water, HR cuss Fs as, aie BE LE 5 
draw up, as out of the water, #2lU, facie ; te 

draw up, to raise, dif, dIE_E, fbi ; to draw | 
up, to form in order of battle, JE P#i ; to draw up, | 
as a writing, #7,(£; todraw upan agreement, | 
47 Ale) #5; to draw upa lease, #7 jktiy, HALE. 
4E HILAR 5 10 draw up, as a sleeve, 4h ae 424i} : 10 

draw a slanting stroke to the right, ®£; to 

draw a slanting stroke to the left, #£. 
To pull, dai, ik; to act as a weight, 

BRP, BEG; to shrink, £3; to move, to ad- 
vance, FEF, jap pif; to draw, as a ship, jr, Be | 
47; to unsheath a sword, 4&4] ; to practice the | 

act of delineating figures, Ath att ff, as to drew, | 

o | Draw], v. 

as a plaster, jt, /Z; to draw back, i ; to draw 
back from an engagement, Bi), i dit; to 
apostatize, #$(= ; to draw near or nigh, #h3E, 

BEM, BE ; to draw olf, to retreat, BIE), 2M, 
jh Hi, HRle) ; to alvance, AijfF; 10 gain on, jHy 

i, ia; to draw on or upon a person, fy] Rise 

ae Ag; to draw near to an end, HSE, HF 

TSE, Paes; my end draws nigh, TEIgJe. 
AM HFHZ 5 to draw together, HHP; to draw toa 

head, i, 2 
Draw, n. ‘The act of drawing, HER, HoH; that 

part of a bridge which is either raised or drawn 
aside, FEF (vy ERE. 

Draw-bridge, n. (#8. 
Draw-net, n. 4, RR. 
Draw-well, n. Sf. 
Drawback, n. Money paid back or remitted to an 

importer on the re-exportation of goods, (isiz 
ARI ; drawhack certificate, FE. 

Drawee, n. (UR H- 
Drawer, n. One who draws or pulls, FE¢F, HER, 
04 5a gold-drawer, $24 #8 3 5a tooth-draw- 
er, HFA; a chest of drawers, HR AA, BAR 

ich; a drawer in a table, AiR, HEAR, RA; 
drawers, in the plural, under-breeches, inex- 
pressibles, Py pli, HL, PF Ali: a waiter at an 
inn, me ob, anize 

| Drawing, ppv. Pulling, ja, 4a, FE, ik; drawing 
up water, Jz, fk; ue away, dick, 
Ay 298; devine a picture, at (6, Bi, te HE; 
delineating, #7##; drawing on, JR. 

Drawing- ae n. PET, ee GUI, Fy HE Fa, 

HS. 
Drawing-room, n. 4 RE, ee, Feet. 

Drawing-well, 2. $y kSk ok se. 
| Drawl, v. ¢. To utter words in a slow, lengthened 

tone, REM, AE Az RE, ea. 
. ‘lo speak with slow, prolonged utter- 

ance, A A ge io chant or drawl out the 
words, as Chinese students, gc, Wit, FREE HE aR, 
if, §£; to drawl about, 3% $F A Wy), HERE F 

1H TUE. 
Drawlingly, adv. AE Reps, WAH. 

Drawn, pp. or a. Pulled, J, ETS ; delineated, 
Ft ST, HET: deduced, HT; written, 
TJ. 2 TS. ET; a drawn battle, BRA EA, 
BEFEAC) im HR; a drawn game, Yp}yA IP 
44; 1o come with a drawn sword, $s ify AK, 
SKN Th 2. HES AE: a drawn bow, FER, 
fe; Moved aside, as a curtain, Hy; a curtain 

drawn up, Efe; a curtain Arawe together, 
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ITH, TOR: 
Drawn-batile, mn. A battle from which the parties 

withdraw without the victory lying with e1- 

ther, We AAPG, MWAH UL, BEH. 
Drawn-butter, ». BLAS FLAU. 

Drawplate, n. A steel plate having a gradation 

of conical holes, through which wires are drawn 

to be reduced and elongated, 4a #9 Sh) He, 7 

PRIMM. 
Dray, Dray-cart, n. A low cart on wheels, drawn 

by a horse, ME £¢ Hi, BF i#i Ee WE. 
Dray-horse, n. HEE, FENG, HH BG. 
Dray-man, n. A man who attends adray, #£HEK. 

Dray-plow, Dray-plough, n. 4%. 
Drazel, n. A dirty woman, fi 3X. 
Dread, n. Awe, great fear or apprehension, REE, 

HEAL, PETA, FL, RIG, SHE, BRL, HOY, TK 
We, WeGH, FA; dread of death, [A AE, FA5E, 

HEE, Wixi ; dread of Heaven's decree, {42 ar: 
FU Gp; dread of difficulties, fAHE, Jee; to 

be in constant dread, "IE. HT We FETE, A 
He S2HE ; Tam in dread of him, JeHE{E; to be 
in dread of consequences, fi}; the good 
man cherishes a dread of the laws, #-F FE: 
to he all dread, F2 yy FLAC, ASABE HL AE Tslbk. 

Dread, v.t. To fear in a great degree, apt, HE 

165. EAE, HEA, WHE, T dread him, 4h, B 
{it ; to dread cold, tf 7%, tim; to dread conse- 

quences, ff! 4% ; to dread evil, #4 BS; to dread 

misery, tf] Sew, He SEH, HEAL. 
Dreadable, a. BYtti, LHe. AF. WHE, PEE. 
Dreaded, pp. or a. PY Hf Ay, TY REA, FY WEA. 
Dreadful, a. BYE, OPH. FYE, PY FR, US RES, 

MANE, FEA RENE; very dreadful, JR OPH, AR 
TE; awlul, HAH, PY HAZ; venerable, BY Ay 
n WR. 

Dreadfully, adr. Terribly, 28 GY; dreadfully a- 

fraid, tT oobi. FY Faz FB. 
Dreadfulness, n. Terribleness, B54, FE. 
Dreadless, a. Fearless, +4 0pE, SHE HE (ry ; bold, JH 

He, FEACAS. 
Dream, n. —394%, — 7+ 4%; to dream a dream, 
FE—IAY, HE—7P AS, AY — BS; in a dream, 4% 
fi], 225, #648, FRas; saw in a dream, #51; | 
a prophetic dream, #8) ; a vain fancy, Mi, ¥J 

. #%; to interpret a dream, fppts, 7eaw, hae, 
2: R##; this life is one great dream, —3§As. | 

| Drenching, ppr. ora. Soaking, ¥%, fk; wetting Dream, v, i.; pret. dreamed, dreamt. #4, FES ; 
to imagine, ff: he did not dream of such a 

result, om $b Hj WF BA HR, WG fe TUE EH Rs to 

induesd, as by a motive, # think idly, E48, SAH, BAAR 

| 

> BP: 

Dream, v.t. To see in a dream, #%Fi ; to dream 
away one’s time, #F2ki A, #Eaa/E A. 

Dreamer, n. HEA 5 a visionary, YARN, ME 
#, ViAhaG sa mope, HF APE; one lost in wild 
imaginations, 7E4H #. 

Dreaming, ppr. #%, #§2#%; men of the world live 
drunk and die dreaming, {1b J WkZEAB3E ; the 
dreaming the ‘hei and shé is ominous of a 

daughter, and the dreaming of the hstwng and 
‘pi is prognostic of a son, EU ASRE AF Zt 
SH Gb He Jy r|P- BEBE BF LIK. 

Dreamingly, adv. Sluggishly, RY. 

| Dreamt, pp. of dream. 8, #E fae, FEA. 
Drearily, adr. Gloomily, $§ ¥&; dismally, # ¥E, 

Dreary, a. Solitary, Ya#e. 
Dredge, n. Wyse #4. 
Dredge, v.¢. To take, catch, or gather with a 

dredge, #°, JA KC #4. LI #4 HZ; to dredge for 
oysters, #8852; to deepen with a dredging- 
machine, jt; {o dredge for mud, LIZER IE; 
no dredge, nothing to help one’s self with, 7 

Dredge, v. t. EHH}. 
Dredger, n. One who fishes with a dredge, PIE 

ayjwelz; a utensil for scattering flour or meat 

while roasting, (23m #. 
Dredging-box, n. 2x &. 
Dredging-machine, n. fe athe, WICH. 

Dreggish, a. BAS, RM, - 
Dregey, a. Bid, YEE. 15). 
Dregs, n. pl. The sediment of liquors, 74, 725), 

PETE, WH HE UE BER; the dregs of liquor, 
i i, WRI, OMA, ay, 1a. 4B ; dross, ie, A; 

refuse, H&A; the dregs of the community, PF 

WA, Pe, ECT tH. 
Drench, v. t. To soak or wet thoroughly, 729K, 7R 

gic, Yk, Jha, WAH, f+: to drench with rain, 

HHKIER, SH Sy BAUR, BETS ITE £; to purge violently 
or drench with physic, #E#¥AI, REBKIE. 

Drench, n. A draught, —DAKK, HAFAN, — 
is ; a large dose of liquid medicine given to 

an animal by pouring down the throat, A 

We mReR HE 
Drenched; pp.or a. Soaked, ¥ 38, i #4; thor- 

oughly wet, 38] & #784 ; purged with a dose, tef 

i, (RIEGB. 

thoroughly, 77%, fPak7sS; purging, KAW, 
ny * 
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Dress, v. t. ; pert. and pp. Ged) drest. To make 
straight or ina straight line, #ift, HE, iE 
ifs ; dress your ranks, # HE fF ; to adjust, a 

ody, EME, WEG HE ; to dress a wound, (I BE fF 
HO, CLAS BBE, WE; to prepare in a gen- 
oy sense, PE fff, FF HE; 1o make suitable, Ae 
Ay, EAS ; 10 dress leather, He yk, FIR, BK; 
to put on clothes, ARN, AI, BAM BS 

: KBP, Ze; 10 dress the hair, HDF, HEBE, HESS, 
' &; to dress the hair, as girls, #}# ; to dress 

oat and make a show, 3% $k Fe, 2% Ay ml; to 
dress up, to elothe pompously, PERS, Fy Hh, BE 
“fi, Fit, A}; to dress the feet, f2]H] ; to dress as 
a Chinaman, #HEE ; to dress asa eae 
Hp FE; to dress as the ancients, $7 ; 
dress the soup, #¢%7]¢ ; to dress fish, HEA ; e 

dress old clothes, TAH : to dress a horse, 
fii FB, FAKE; to dress silk, BRAK, HPA, HR: to 

. dress a child, @LYESAG1 ; nothing to dress with, 
7-2, AGE; to dress up a ship, FER 
HE, tik Ti ME; 10 dress up processions, $3 ; 

- to dress food, #€ fi, EB, ep. 
Dress, n. Apparel, BNR, FE; a suit of clothes, 

— JRFENR, —FEAR 5 a lady’ s gown, NAF; 
splendid dress, ajé HE Zé AIR, WUE ve Ht Ae 

NR; articles of dress, 7 fii ANA, hide | 
i Wy; common dress, [yJ2s; traveling dress, 

Dress-coat, n. pt#Z. | 7b. 

Dress-maker, n. A maker of gowns, 45g VAZIGE, 

aAGU(. SET. 
Dressed, pp. Adjusted, #jf ; made straight, HH 

i; put in order, ae xF jh ; prepared, WPEHTIA ; 

clothed, #738, 438 5a 

- PRPE; overdressed, HEHE; elegantly dressed, 

SPE; well dressed, ArHPAF Mi, PEHAE Ai IT 
PMA AS, BETTE. 

Dresser, n. One who is employed in putting on | 
clothes and adorning another, $F$}; ; a hair- 
dresser, #4 DFPE, Hi OA Hi, HE S52 #8; a kitchen 
table, HE (Ee HE. 

Dressing, ppr. Clothing, 3) 4, FF AAR; adjust- | 
putting in order, H& 7K ; ing to a line, Ae4fE ; : 

preparing, #{fj ; embellishing, PEF. 
Dressing, n. Raiment, ZEN, FEE; 

of a wound, 4 7] @1 BE; 

* flogging, 47 1%, FJ Hc: 
REZS Nk, AEF AIL 
ese PEA, PYAHESH, PY HER. 

Dressing-case, n. $i, SEHE, HEE, GRU, PER. 
Dressing-gown, 1 n. USE, HE DEHZ- 

correction, 

adorned, # Fifi ; dressed | 

_ out, PERT I, PFIBPEFS ; plainly dressed, Sep, | 

the dressing 

METE 5 8 | 
the dressing of a fowl, | 

the dressing of an edifice, 

Diessine-voom, n. 1 aE, 1G i, GRAZ 
Dressing-table, n. $e 9A EE. 
Dreul, v. 7. To emit saliva, fe 7a, HERE. 
Dribble, v. 7. To fall in drops, #UF, #TH; to 

slayer, as a child or an idiot, #¢ Fak, eZ. 
Dribblet, n. A small piece or part, #7, 
4H ; 2 small sum, \J\¥% ; odd money ina sum, 

FUE, FS HEIR. 
Dribbling, ppr. or a. Falling in drops or small 

drops, ipiUq.- 

Dried, pp. ora. Freed from moisture, ¥7, Scifal, 
HARE; dried by heat, 323% 87, Ps we ; dried in 

the sun, [Fit 8, #8, Veith, Pe AE iB, Mis 58 ez, 

58, WE; dried fish from Bombay, called Bom- 
bay ducks, Jy-e%; dried in the air, Tee BE 

dried in the shade, Fi ; dried duels, AR # ; 
dried meats, fiQVE: dried meat, HRY. WRAL. 

AY, WSR, BAS, WRN, FG, 40S i, ARTA A; 
dried fish, [i4@, #244. IE, BU; dried fish- 
roes, fF. Ti, F- #¢; dricd fruit, #eAL, HAE; 
dried persimmon, #ifj fH; dried grass, Be At, 

HOSS: 
Drift, n. That which is driven by wind or water, 

UE ie ERS, UPS 22H; a ‘force impelling or 

urging forward, 4% Jy, BA 3: Zh; impulse, 
ff HE thi fs #7, UE i'k i (di 5 course of any thing, main 
usd 7x mH; the drift of a speech, PrAtZie, 
yy em i #e; T understand the whole drift of 
the business, 7iti#P 7A, FRI; the drift of 
passion, 274i, fF 2 rai; drifts of sand, FH 
Wy, We: drifts of ice, HEA, YAK; drifts of 
dust, RHE, HABE; a drift of snow, —}e aR; the 
drift of a current, } #84; the drift of a ship, 

Ye Jal 31 Tae ; to set a drift, az Bete AWA. 
Drift, v. 7. YP, 7,7; to acenmulate in heaps. by 

the force of wind, Mf ; to be driven into heaps, 

MERE, HERE; to drift about, YE, FRUL, BEBE, 
Ak; to drift down the stream, 27, He T - 

D rift-way, n. A common way for driving cattle 

in, MGS, HB 
Drift-wind, n. BA Im. 
Drift-wood, n. {PAE ZAS, PEAS. 
| Drifted, pp. or a. Driven along 

J;, BH. 
| Drifting, ppr. YF, 72, UL HH, Mh. 

Drill, v.¢. To pierce with a drill, $8FL, HF3F; to 
drill, as troops, #¥, FRx, TRE, PH, WE, He 

#4, <M Hi: to drill soldiers, PRA, Mite, HRMS 

J, TBE AE; to drill a person, 28 A, wl B 
A; to drill one on, ig 5¢J\; to sow grain in 

lls he fF Frit 

FE. 

VLG. ei ee 
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Drill, v. 7. To flow gently, BB, TE HE- 
Drill, n. $7; the drill of troops, #6 3h, Mie 
46 +n small stream, )\7Z; the gourd-drill, “a fit. 

Drill-low, n. $2675. 
Drill-hox, n. Ra. 
Drill-husbandry, n. SU HEHE. 
Drill-plow, Drill-plough, n. 

. grain in drills, JigeHe. 
Drilled, pp. Bored with a drill, $238, $28 ; exer- 

cisod, F8 gh ih, 227i; sown in rows, 3 FAG - 

Drilling, ppr- Boring with a drill, $f; train- 
: aa to military duty, $4, Hiei; sowing in rows, 

tah 
mae n. RISA. 
Drink, v.7.; pret. and pp. drank. Old pret. and pp. 

< Giee pp. drunken. fit, "58, Bh, HE, VG, 
Ww; to take es liquors or ites , Pei ce | 

38, TLR. F fife, FSi fil); to drink or feast, jin 

he, GAH, $05, BUG, MIM, HRA; to drink 
largely or greedily, Afik, mM, BK; to suck in, 

We, WE; to drink in air BR te drink greedily, 

#8 file, Es to drink tea, PRIX, 48; to drink out 

of a glass, ff BeTm HIG fh, frag rink 
a glass, fk—f; to drink round, ie fk ; 
drink to one, 474% —-ff ; to drink one’s rth, 
4 file, AS FE A foe; to drink one down, fH {BRK. 
(ti AE; 10 drink blood in making a covenant, | 

ps fil; good to drink, Affe; to drink off, —3& 

fie GE, — IE fiR LL 3 to drink up, fe GE, frill, PREC, 

RR, PRE; to give to drink, fip fie, WRK, fie, 
HE; to discuss one’s ability to drink, fMpPAr; to 

drink much, {fifi} 2% fF. 
Drink, n. Liquor to ke swallowed, fikl PE IY, We fk 

24h; give him some drink, f@RRME fk; phys-— 
ieal drink, 4847, Ee; to be in drink, fis, 
PRI : “ a single bamboo dish of rice and a 

single gourd dish of drink,’ —4# &@— SI fk. 
Dik -money, n. i. WES. 
Drink-offering, n. HERE, WES. 
Drinkable, a. TY fRORE. Ty Pe, fie 75 UGE. 
Drinker, ». A drunkard, #4 fil); a tippler, J. 74 {. 
Drinking, ppr. Swallowing liquor, fig, #; suck- 

ing in, WER absorbing, ME, ZG]; drinking 

and singing, €i{FK. 
Drinking-horn, n. fief. 
Drinking-house, n. 7H, HE. 
Drinking-song, n. #5 i. 
Drip, v. i. To fall in drops, #HF, ii18 ve, VE 

1%. 7 iy ABA Ta ia, rat ig, tit He, 7 (yes iB; to drip 

out, pay Hi. 

A plow for sowing | 

DRI 

‘under the drip, HET - 
| Drip-stone, n. fe Hi, HE EG. 

Dripped, pp. $58. iiB Freie, Ha 
Dripping, ppr. iP i, HIRI P we; the noise of 

dripping, wie ni We WH. yey (ey WA WS RE; drizzling 

and dripping, a 
Dripping, n. The fat which falls from meat in 

roasting, SLE, BEAL]; the dripping water 
sprinkled the ground, Jy ye hk. 

Dripping-pan, m. deh YPHA. ie sth. 
Drive, rv. #.: pret. drove, (formerly drave) ; pp. 

driven. To impel or urge forward, as a wheel- 
barrow, ite to impel or urge forward, as a 

carniadoiet ley, ($0, #2, Sin; to drive by other 

means than by physical force, ft, wa ; 10 drive 

a carriage, BY If, ASE to drive an ass, fa 
He: to drive cattle, £4-, WAR, HE; to drive 
a wheel-barrow. Heft: to drive a cart, yA 

yi: to drive a a ea {o drive to despera- 

tion, ELBE. ein ABE 4e . ait JAR EE; to 
hurry on inconsiderately, Lae : mnben ln 

HDs, BD, GD, Hs i, HE I, 5B 
drive away evil spirits, 8 2, Te 5 Hi, m 

AS, AGL, ALSAGAM, GEE we, WB to drive away 
mosquitos, fH he, $E Wee, Hele; to drive ae 
calamities, HBS SoHE. FEHE; to dispel, EER; 
{o drive away Be bee YE; todrive away Sania 

thoughts, #)#*k; to drive into, fA, EA; to 
drive aside, ie. EES ; to drive out, $232, Baz, 

Vell! ; to drive out by scolding, 3% 15; to drive 
off, {£3 ; to drive a trade, BFFAER. 

Drive, v.7. To drive in a carriage, 44 Fy; to 
(drive before the storm, as a vessel, #5: ; to 

drive along, as a vessel, Heyk kite HK; to drive 

against, Jat, dik, J ZF, dike; to drive holiday 
upon a coast, Ba H ype ; to drive at, WAH, Wa 
37, ue fnj; he drives at me, {B4ISAR, fede: 
to drive down a ste or stick, #4; to drive 
out in a carriage, HiFi; to drive into the 
water, fj Agk; drive it into the next line, #% 

T fi. 
Drive, x. An excursion in a carriage for exercise 

cr pleasure, Hi FR af; take a drive with me, Jk 

Tet By WE. 
| Drivel, x. 7. To slaver, je¥C, HEVE, HE Hk; to be 

weak or foolish, a. 
| Drivel, n. Slaver, Wy, HK. 

Driveler, x. A slaverer, [ kt Fé, #€ Fak i; an 

idiot, FN, BARE; a fool, ARF. 
| Driveline, n. (ESERENS, (iE. 

Drip, ». The eaves, or the drip of a house, BRE _Driveling, > Ppr. or a. planing; Hee. 

BBB 
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Driven, pp. Driven, as a horse, fap if, Wi ; ee 
as cattle, $838; driven, as a wheel-barrow, Ffé 
38; driven about hy the wind, BE 6, 34 Sa 7, 
Bg J Big ale, Tg OFIMR ; driven about hy the waves, 
fp FETA; driven into a corner, gf F)MeRS, ios 
Fi 4 94 ; driven away, FE HK, Bh Je: driven 
out, $i, SRUE S, PZ; driven to extremi- 

lies, ME P% AS AC. Wt UT. 
Driver, nx. Driver of a carriage, Hise, WY AN. HH, 

liv se, 4H ; the driver of beasts, Bey FF; a 
driver on a plantation, # 7, #1; a screw- 
driver, MALS fx. 

Driving, ppr. Urging ‘orward, Hf ; impelling, (i 
ty; driving a carriage, §vifi; driving away, 

ne 8; driving out, 3%, ja H!; taking a drive, 
[} Hos; driving into, #f A; running into, Hy 
ay au driving storm, JG jml, Al. 
pe v. i. To rain in small drops, JAGLER AS, 

Ti, 5 EN. MERA, VS fel AH 
Drizzle, ». A small rain, FURY, fee, ST. 7A, 

(RK, WEY, 3 es) 15, SF Sie 

Drizzled, pp. YR LE, TR BURY. 

Drizzling, ppr. or a. aca T (oS BS. EOS; 
continued drizzling, DE Bk yeti pa, 7. 

Droil, v. 7. To work sluggishly, {ESE IEE, (E 

ie ee ig ff: Ura fe. 

Droil, n. A mope, }S=-; a drudge, Ile 1, 1. Be. 
Droit, n. Right, 3g; the law, (LY; privilege, sg; 

fee, fol] I Ft. 
Drol], a. Comic, jf 55 fry, we PE; odd, wh PE ME; 

merry, EK ge BE, ie BE fg; laughable, 4 4 OBE, 

BY SEY. 
Droll, n. A jester, SRI, Seg; buffoon, FE 

Hoe, wis SBE, fit A, RE a HHOPE, WIR We BIE IB; to 
play the droll, fF. 

Drollery, . Sportive tricks, = TEE HE, MoE” 

Bi, hae ZF, AEG aia a puppet
 show, 5 {7 

Drollingly, adv. NE, ie By LEX. 
Drollish, a. Somewhat droll, ti LE Hy, we US Ay. 

Dromedary, n. A species of camel, * 354+, 47. 
Drone, n. The male of the honey-hee, 24 AN, BE ZS; 

an idler, UE, PIAA, Bla) z A. 
Drone, v. 7. To live in idleness, Fe PiRS{, EPH, 

KEG. HEE); to give a low, heavy, dull 
sound, fiXeve Ft. 

Droning, n. Long, driveling utterance, fi; $F aif. 

Droning, ppv. Living in idleness, Ape, 4-F. 
Dronish, a. Sluggish, POry: lazy, [BOR ; slow, pH 

Te. (He, EVE. 
Drool, v. ¢. To drivel or drop saliva, #4 a int 

x SHCA HG A MEE 349, WHA, Apis Met 
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Droop, v. t. To sink or hang down, as flowers, Be, 
ate (fe, '@; the flowers basin {o droop, JE OR UE: 
{o languish from gr-ef or other causes, 32, 3é 

>, HEA, VANE; to faint, x; 10 grow weak, 

4, BM, HR MM, 54 I) 32 G4: the day 
droops, Agi Py; to droop the wings, $M, ae 

Drooped, pis ee Bae ith, EKG, SER, BE 

SICH 
DiEShUE ae ora, Sinking, Be, HEE, BE, FE 

Wy, AF; drooping sho: iIders, He | - 
Drop, n. A small portion of any fluid in a spheri- 

cal form, — pj, a, By. jj; an ear-drop, Ef. 
be; a diamond hanging from the ear, #4 E- 
PX; a drop of water, — jp ¢, GH ; a drop of blood, 
— fj fl; a drop of rain, Wy 24. jay Ry; drink 
out to the last drop, —jpy Ah PR ME, FB HZ; the 

list dvop, Jef, OR. ARH, BRIE, HE: the drop 
of the gallows, [ul {fj 227; to give the drop to 
one, HA, Big J; I can not requite (your kind- 

ness to the extent of) a drop of water, Jae He 

Bhi v. t. To pour or let fall in small portions or 
elobules, as a fluid, sje A, 3% iy A HY 2k; to 
let fall, as any substance, 7, Hh; to dismiss, 
Tk; to lay aside, FIP, HRI, I; to drop or 
utter slightly, IEnh, TEgt: to leave, Hye, 7; 
to set down and leave, as a passenger, Hk; to 
drop, as an acquaintance, #4; to suffer to end 

or come to nothing, IXB{E, EFLIE, ERE; 
to drop anchor, $4{f; to drop a hawser so that 
a hoat can cross it, #is%; to drop the subjeet, 

FPA Hatt, HE ak, He aa; to drop a word, 
, Hi—“ajah ; to drop a remark, Pine 

M—‘AJ; to drop a courtesy, (2 Hy, Mey. FT AE ; 

T drop you here, 42 (ECR 208 1. TRAY EE th 
4. JE; to drop the curtain, Ya pf, aenf. 

Drop, v. 7. To distill, 4; to fall in drops, jay TP, 

ii VE. ei UE. diag HI. Wap YH; to drop with per- 

spiration, BATH. WASTE AN: 
to drop down, ¥2 °F 3, aan Bee HL, BRA, 
ERY; to drop down dead, PREYS AE, BERGE, 2 
Ap; to come unexpectedly, pe rR AB), (Bh A 2B ; to 
drop in, jpj A; to drop in on one, ff HEFT FR ; to 
drop astern, Kye FE, bRYS FBR; to drop down a 
river, BAP ji; to drop from an employ, 4 
We. Sens fit; to drop off, jaf FF ; to drop off, as 
fruit, FAYx, PEYA; ripe as to drop off, PAIR; 
to drop off in a moral sense, ¥¥% ; to drop out, 
if Hi; to drop out of sight, jappay Je FL; the eur- 
tain dvops, PRIS fitoc il. 

ae 
—— 

o 
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Drope-scene, n. BRAS Hf. 
Drop-serene, n. Amaurosis, Fj. 
Drop-stone, n. Spar in the shape of drops, jay 4. 
Droplet, ». A little drop, {py {¥- 

Dropped, pp. Let fall, eysie, FAIR, GS 
distilled, 2¢jf; laid aside, Ff iM : dismissed, 

WGK; dropped him there, #3 (E24 ok. 
Dropping, ppr. or a. Falling in globules, 7A7g, 
iT. wi; drizzling and dropping, as the 
rain, EEG i ; dropping, as an acquaintance, 

#4 ; suffering {o rest or snbside, Mk 4°, HEP; a 

dropping fire, Se@UHE, A BRALEE. 
Drops, ». pl. wate. 
Dropsical, a. Diseased with dropsy, ak Jel PE, Te 

WE, ee Haz, ATE IB, EE pg 9 5 a ropsical swell- 

( 427) 

| Drown, v. 7. 

DRU 

Ac mE ; to drown female infants, 3%, HEX, 

To perish in water, ?hijg. ag. 
Drowned, pp. or a. HET, He7EIA ; overflowed, 

| Drowning, 

| Drowse, v. 7. 

ing, eu Wi 5 a ae swelling of the belly, JX | 

Wk, 0k, 38 UE 
fect, WEA IE. 

Dropsy, mn. I Mii, aK BR, ICR, gE. he 
Ji HE, HE; dropsy of the belly, 4 Ik. ae 

WGA, UWE. WEWE; dropsy of the scrotum, Jp) 

YPIKIR. 
Drosky, n. 58 @HI, Ze afi. 
Drosometer, n. fae T #2 Z#8- 

Dross, ». The reerement or despumation of metals, 

a dropsical swelling of the 

463i), Aik ; rust, $F; refuse matter. 74 HH, FR 

Ff ; impure rene 1G Bx GE. 
Drossiness, n. Foulness, 75 h¥ ; rust, $8 ; impuri- 

ty, fais, YA HH. 
Drossless, a. 46/4; Ame UA), Ame 735 TBE fie. 

i Wi, Ba 

ihe i, 7S HB; to be drowned, PRIS, HK aKise 
KE, i ter, Ye; drowned in love, jy FS Be; 

drowned in excess, 743 77% f ; one’s voice) drow eH 
or overwhelmed, PEN 4, SBN 

ppr. 4, EI, VEE ; Kae ation hy 
drowning, 797i HE. 

‘lo sleep imperfeetly, to doze, Haj Mk 

Al, (RAK; to be heavy with sleeplessness, [Eft] 

We» EWS, Re 
Drowsily, adv. Ina dull, sleepy manner, #4 {tHe 

Inde, “ats RR HSCS - | 44. 
Woojaemees: n. Sleepiness, 4y- ME, Ay WEA), WEL 
Drowsy, a. Inclined to sleep, fidi-F, ij & IWeESR, — 

MS AB, se Haile, FTIME, ORG, HE. 
Drowsy-headed, PROS BE, PRUE AZ; having a 

sluggish teccad ‘DAE Ay. 
Drub, v. t. To beat with a stick, RAAF IT, FEET. 

HERS] , HL4y. BE, HL; to beat with the fist, ¥ 

47, (RAB OFT; to give one a drubbing, #47, 
ey. rsa. 

Drubbed, pp. Beat soundly, 747 sth. WEFT, HE 
| Drubbing, ppr. Beating witha cudgel, #2, #€, HE 

Drossy, a. 74MPE. WNURE, P47 AY. BSR PARE ; worth 
less, 4n€ JA "PE ; foul, 1% PRAY. 

Drought, n. Want of rain, A, KRASL A  ; 5 

a succession of droughts, EK ES ; Gevalit | 
and locusts, 444 ; drought and excessive heat, 
ap, Hig, TORK 3 @ genial shower after a long 
drought, A AL 34H Ry; thirst, 7; want of 

drink, nk WF. fife. 

| Drudgery, n. 

Droughty, a. Dry, #4, St ; avid, jx; thirsty, 7. 

Drouth, n. Dry weather, KK}. 
Drove, n. A collection of cattle driven, 
—TE4 ; a collection of sheep driven, 
a crowd of people in motion, —} J\. 

Droyer, n. One who drives cattle or 

market, IK4#, MARZ: A. 
Drown, v. t. ‘To overwhelm in water, and to ex- 

tinguish life by immersion in water or other 

fluid, $3330, HK. HEHE, POH. PLZ, Vee, WH, 
YH; to deluge, #k7{kpK; 10 overwhelm, to 

overpower, 2; to drown one’s cries, te NE 
3 RE; to drown one’s self, fy 733, Ave AE 

— TE 

sheep to 

— BRE 

Fy, FAY, OP RRAF SY ; beating soundly, 7447, & 

f J. 
Drudge, v.i 

aL, a. FV » 
and fatigue, (tae te T. fie. 

Drudge, n. One who works hard OPEN EEE 
ING ex, WE BE; a slave, Jou. 

Drudger, ». A drudge, IRE. WET, BIG Li; a 
dere von see Dredging-hox. RAte 

EMT A, ET, TRL, of 
dyer T.. ABEL, ee TL, Tye 

To work hard, #3420, (7720. (E 

oF surat to labor with toil 

Drudging, ppr. 
Drudgingly, adv. LYAE HH. 
Drug, n. The general name of substances, used in 

medicine, sold by druggisis, and compounded 
by apothecaries, 2&4, 4 E ; drugs compound- 
ed for use, #4]; any commodity that lies on 
hand, or is not salable, FER, Hjfw Hs a 

deadly drug, 34% ; a worthless thing, 4 fj 2 

Wy. FASE. RMSE ZN. 
Drug, v. 7. To prescribe medicine, BU2K HT. 5) 2% 
Fy ; to administer drugs, Hae, jEAK. 

Drug, x. ¢. ‘lo season with something offensive, 

Ey ; to dose to excess with drugs or medi- 

cines, $A ks. 
| Drugged, pp.or a. Seasoned with drugs, Hae, 

ik HII. 
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Drugget, n. HWE. FLAK. 
Druggist, n. eae, WBE Be; a druggist’s 

shop, 4¢4F fii, HEM NS, BRAK WG ; druggists sell- 
ing the drugs en gros, 44} FF. 

Druid, n. FERAL ZA i - 

Druidess, n. 7a JR BRE EZ Je ag. 
Drum, n. Wk, Hk, HY, PA, BE; one drum, — He: a 

large drum, Kf, 4, WEE, SE, Hee, Hy; the 
batile drum, WH" ; a base drum, FHgF ; a small 
drum, ff #¥; the leading dram, Roe; the 
Suchau drum, #8; the pillar drum, PaHx ; 
{he drum used in exorcism, &c., FR BE; the con- 

cert drum, ##%; the new year’s drum, used by 
boys, called the loaf shaped drum, #& Bag ; the 

flat drum, gE; the waist drum, FBG"; the | 
rattle drum, #e9%. @e2#¢; the twirling drum, 
SEG, HEE; the tambourine drum, 34)H%; the 
equestrian drum, #£8¥ ; the drum-gong, Sige 
a small copper dram, )J\4pG¥ ja side drum, 4 
$e; a standing dram, fE HF; four kinds of an- | 
cient drums, 2%, ¥, BZ, #2 (J) URRY); the 
rolling drum, 29%; the octagon drum, Afi 
Hy ; the sexagon drum, Hy, 7\ i wy; the qnad- 
rangular drum, £4 gk .Po fil Hk ; the double-faced- 
drum, ZEs%, JG, 5 a drum-maker, Heb, fk 
SEY Ba, FF A; the drum of the ear, rf Sgt; 

a drum of figs, — @4ne7p We. 
Drum, v. 7. $7 GE, WHE, WEG"; to drum up, gap. 
Drum, v.¢. To expel with beat of drum, "Gii% Th 

Be, HSI, WSL. 
Drum-fish, n. $f. 
Drum-major, x. § HE. 
Drum-maker, x. ## J\. 

Drum-stick, n. gb#e. 
Drummer, n. HEF, eB. ITE, BEA. 
Drunk, pp. or a. (from drink.) Intoxicated, Wy, tlt 

PE, BY TY, TR BR. EE, ER, ae, Be, Be, 
BE; drunk, as a clod, ReAneE; dead drunk, 7 
He; beastly drunk, JfjAE; to make one drunk, 
5 IK, HEWE; 10 get drunk, fe Ae; ever drunk 

ever dry, Sf fH 7 ; wine does not make men 
drunk, men intoxicate themselves, 74 A RE A 
A (yi; he is half drunk and has had no wine, 
i. e. he is very stupid, he does not know what 

he’s about, 4me{y = 7} Fe. 

Drunkard, m. $04 fll, Bef, WEI, HH 9. HAE. 
Kk Sk, IEE. WSN, MAAS. TORE. 

Drunken, a. Intoxicated, Fy; a drunken sot, WF 
#6; given to drunkenness, PH ih 4 ; intemperate 
in drinking, Jie; a drunken frolic, FREER. 

in a state of drunkenness, #25, 7HAEZ TA]; 
to spend one’s time in drunkenness, ,K UE RR, 

#8 AE HF. 
Dry, a. Destituie of moisture, 8%, jf. BEKB, BE 

Wk, WR, tr, WN, We. Hs dry ground, Me hh, HE 
WW, HSM, 8, 42, AB; dry weather, EH, A, 
A, Ril; the dry season, #7 4A 2 WR; dry 
matter, #44; dry wood, #As, &a; thirsty, 9 
1%. S475 ; barren, as a sandy desert, jg; a dry 

style, aol fik, Hil; dry hills and valleys, ##f ; 
dry fruits ¥¢ it, Were, HT HL; he went over dry, 
47 RG; dry provisions, #7 #4; dry measure, 

Hie; dry grain, #3; a dry blow, #4H#— 

=, Yds —AB; dry goods, as cloths, stutls, &e., 
Het; dry bogs, #§; a dry nurse, #E4E; to 

wipe dry, fl¥¢; to drain dry, je; wipe it 
dry and clean, $739 ; dry work, without get- 
ting food, #71; very dry, $E8C, Hf8e, FRE ; 
dry, airy, #E3K. 

Dry, v.t. To dry in the sun, Wi, (i, WEVA, aR, 
nab Ty, BH, Bai, BME. WE, BRWK; to dry at a fire, 
yew, Keats, HERE, FRE, Mk: to dry in the air, 
Isc, PEIge; to dry over a slow fire, PRA eee ; 

to dry up, $Y, HRME, HERE. 
Dry, v. 7. To grow dry, jf ee. 
Dry-eyed, a. #218, Bde yg. 
Dry-nurse, n. HE4E. 

Dry-rot, n. Koh, HEE. 
Dry-salter, n. FE GRA A, REL BE. 

Dry-shod, a. #44. 
Dryandria cordifolia, 1». 4 Haj Hf. 
Drying, ppr. Drying in the sun, (ff; drying in 

the air, fell; drying at the fire, BF, Ig. 
Dryly, adv. Without moisture, #7, KK; coldly, 

YR. WA; severely, Wf; sarcastically, Lz 
nj; to say a thing dryly, Rac MR ag. 

Dryness, x. Destitution of moisture, #7 3%, BEA 

#5; dryness of the season, L3G; dryness of 
bones, #7; dryness of plants, #4 ; want of 
ardor, #78; dryness of the eyes, #7 AR. 

Dual, a. Expressing the number two, >, Hh #; 
the dual powers, FEB, = 3x, Hf. 

Dualism, n. The doctrine of two gods, a good 
and an eyil one, 2, WZ. * 

Dualist, ». SAS #- 

Dualistic, a. Y= (4g, BY WS 74 BE; the dualistic 
principles of nature, PEP}, = 4. 

Duality, n. Wy, —#; the state of being two, 

G2 #. 
Dub, v.t. To make a knight, FB BMS, HH 

— = 

* UR Ea 
es eee 

Drunkenness, n. Intoxication, #ERe4, AKL; 



DUD 
‘8: fie dub a oe 4) fe dub one’s self, 

Dab, v. i. To make a quiek noise, #47. | | FR. 
Dubbed, pp. $4 E Hh. 

Dubious, a. Wy HE, TY EA, VW KEPT, SEN, de ath; 

my dainty 

Ss hie. 

WE BY, Ae YY, gan fk » Ar Fl AL ER; dubious 

23 ; a dubious battle, RA AE. 

Dubiousness, n. B) SEA, PAGE. EGE HF, MEH. 

Dueat, n. —Hi 4 F- 

Duck, n. Domestic duck, #8, ##; a wild duck, 

duck, 4; #8, HR Me, FEME ; a diving duck, j,i; 

cutlet, P96 Re; to hatch ducks artificially, 2% 

gizzards, PEF. 

Duck, v. ¢. To dip or plunge in water, #8 Jk, WF, 

cringe, FUG, Iii f- 

Duck-weed, n. Lemma, jij #8, ih 3, HE, EEE, 

Ducking, ppr. Shak, He, Pk, FR IK. 

ae 

the nasal aiiet: 

docile, nits (¥j; ductile, as metal, Hy, Hy), BLY, 

not determined, #7, AE. AE ; not clear, 

light, Ky 2.36; dubious questions, BY SEE Zr, 
ESE Zi; a dubious affair, IRVEMESL, Agu ae 

Dubiously, adv. AE, PR AVE, MES, TAG 
A'E ; dubiously expressed, HG We 

Dabitable, a. BY $A, BY GER. 
Dueal, a. Pertaining to a duke, APP AI, AEP. 

Duchess, n. The consort of a duke, 2S#EI JN. 
Duchy, n. 7% pM. 

m8, BFR; duck, the small kind, Wye; a 

wild crested duck, 4%, TES; the Mandarin 

a dried duc HEME ; a roasted duek, yee 

salted ducks eggs, RENEE, mRNE jn; fried duck 

RE {F- ; to play at ducks and drakes with proper- 

ty, 

Duck, n. A word of endearment, as : 
duck, #8 {¥. 

HE ; to how, (EHF. 
Duck, v.i.To dip, FE; to bow, HE, 47 AE; to 

Duek-bill, n. Pe WRB. 
Duck-leeged, a. SF AH, PEAK. 

sr OY a 
4B, SR. | 

Dueked, pp. Plunged, FR, se PE rk. 

Duckling, n. Ee: MB ine “¢ iE. 
Duet, n. “Ha, 4 =, fj; the lachrymal duct, ff 

bladder, )} EGE. 
Ductile, a. That may he led, wy 9] #4, ny HE (17; 

REMMI. TY LR MG. SEY, 
Ductility, n. SL. WH. MSL, BRM: a 

disposition of mind that casily yields to motives | 
or influence, jf aie 3. 

Dudgeon, x. A small dagger, 474i). 

* AA AA ZA. 

(29) 

Je ESE; a Jame duck, * fee; ducks’ | 

if > the duct leading to the | 

DUL 
| Dudgeon, » n. iene anger, 4B ye 

uy? FE Id ’ 

Ke, Roo; sean AA. 
+ ill will, % 

Due, a. Owed, ’R, GAC; proper. Ft, HE eas "PR, 

HMR, Avie, BH. IMG, AGING, AVC; to arrive 
in due time, Adi], BH} Aoi, RGIS Th: 
due time, JM; the steamer is dee, YX fyig, 
AK fp AY) Bl; the money is due, 55 J : filial re- 
spect and obedience are dne to papa, fi] BARRE 

¥ Ji; to mix in due proportion, J&4J, FZ. 
Due, adv. Directly, &; due west, @ Pq; due east, 

aL. 
| Due, n. Debt or that which is owed, fi, 2 fe; 

that which a person ought to receive, MEF, 

PRE, PERE; that which law or justice re- 
quires to be paid or done, Jip ie Fk, PLY, As 

BRE, TAGME, SA He 28, MB BRRE A; the har. 
bor dues, f3HER ; customs dues, HE, BA fin; 

give every one his due, fA % A jar REF; to om 
dues of office, {IR JRE; fees of office, Fe PY 24 

JH. PY EME sa balance still due, AE HE ge; the 
proper due, ea Ye Be, 

| Duel, n. ae cornet JbDE: to fight a duel, xe 

WWEHE. Des A. WOK, NG Fe TP a 
| Dueling, ppr. teak. 

Duelist, n. QR ae #. 
Dueness, n. Fitness, Ae #.- 

| Duenna, n. df, BU, HA. 

| Duet, Duetto, n. ay JERE 4, TE LE 2 He. 
Dug, pe Al he pap or nipple of a cow or pests vies 

| BEL FLUE. 
Dug, pret. and pp. of dig. iis. 

Duke, n. A, Ax, ZK; three (guardian) dukes, 
=4s; officers attached to a royal duke, Ef ff 
J; the duke of Chau, Ji)Z4; duke, marquis, 

earl, AREA. 
Dukedom, n. Af} % BM. ZS Bd. 
Dulbrained, a. 5%, SLE. 

| Duleamara, n. Hy2f Ht. 
Duleet, a. Sweet to bao ancl, Alt. He. Hak, #0 

inelodious, 7, me ty FE. 

Duleification, n. men Ay iit 2 Ft. 
Duleify, v. t. ale silt 
Dulcimer, n. SRE, FP AE. 
Duleorate, v. #. WNGYB, fi ay HT. 

Dall, a. Stupid, Bef, AGH. HF, Bok, AAR, 
ROR, ARSE. AVE, SE, TSU, BLE, BEL, ory 

mM OWS, far; dull, Hh. WA OR. a OR. AB. OE Stes as 

color, Mm, Bsa dull w ve iA ; dull red heat, 
RK a dull day, Feng, FRG, EK, KF 

ne, PST 3 dull of hearing, Ff g&, fiz #8, a FB 
Be Ts: 
FRR? dull of vision, MEE, nes ABE Sst dull of 



apprehension, IEDR, a yk age a = dull and etapa 
fasts ce ade sa dull fire, IQUE WY, HME SG, BL Mies | 
a stupid fellow, AE, Shy, Sit, FE 30 

FET AR AS: KEE 

$i; dull veuihee 
f; melancholy, 

FR Mes, SES FY Bek ; 

Dull, v. ¢. To make dull, (i425 $i, PAG ERE; to | 
blunt, te 258i 03 duli away, REVG Rs to) 

sully, ie » {iit 
Dull, v. 7. To ete Ant iil iby HE BS 
Dull- ee a. Hage. 
Dull-eyed, a. Having a downcast look, (EQ ARME A. | 

Dull-head, n. Gi4y, AE. 

Dull-sighted, a. Mee. 

Dull-witted, a. je HR. 
Dullard, ». A dunce, St 4¢. 
Dullness, ». Stupidity, fe fd. Bate, Wek, HPL, 

WAG, AR Ha AB Mh 

vision, [Wilge. 
Dually, adv. Stupidly, ZH; sluggishly, }B¥. 

aij; dimness, Wim (4 ; dullness of 

Duly, adv. Properly, #4, # 4%, YK s regularly, | 
RAF; duly received, 7-3) ; duly honored, as | 
a bill, BUVRZeRR, BOE HIER: duly arrived, 4 
WEMZ) ; duly proportioned, ALAM, & Uid:, 

sR, PERE; duly prepared, fuffy (sie : duly 

considered, #4. 
Dumb, «a. Mute, J Jas WG WE Jee 5 not accompanied 

with speech, Me Hi #5, Ay Hig, RHR, MR EK IMG GF 5 
unable to speak, J (Gy ati, 0% Gea, ABET 3 8 
dumb person, m@ifZ, diff; 10 strike dumb, fH 
AH, (i Aeedi ; a dumb creature, Wig, it 

Dumb, v. t. ‘To silence, fi RAEB- ‘f 
Dumb-show, n. 325, SHUEY. 
Damb-waiter, x. (BAe. 
Dambly, adv. BRP, ee 
Dumbness, n. Muteness, ‘ine, Wa 35, Win [1 3. 
Dumfonnd, Dumfounder, v. : nD AE PEPE, li 

NAGE, HEB TER, FEAT, Beal. 
Dummy, n. tify. 
Dump, n. A dull, gloomy state of the mind, 3 

Fay SE A; revery, ¥J AH; to be in the dumps, 
Dumpish, a. Bt ti UTE [TN | at BE: 

Dumpishly, adv. Se Reiige. 

Dumpling, ». BH, AA, abet, Be, Lt, aR 
A, EGE, AFE. ABIL. BME, CHAM, 7h, ul 
fit, Beit, FE, PE; salt-meat dumplings, HEA 
ye: false dumplings, {tf ; sweet dumplings, 
UKE PEEL; dumplings made of rice flour, 
BE, fis; a dog eating dumplings—a fool not 
relishing an alls) on, 1, Fail hi 
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ORE, 
+; dull work, 32 ifg yas blunt, | Dun, v. t. ‘lo be for a Spee i fe, at, eR, 

sluggish, | 

BEM; a dull sale for, Wie. | 

' Dungeon, n. 

geHE, VE, HME; heaviness, inclination to sleep, | 

Dumps, n. pl. ERE. 
Dun, a. Of a dark color, # (4, ez, MEE, 

Ws, Anse 68 (19. 

im SA, Gah BS, 3 BK, HES; to dun with false 
pretences, W422, Wee. 

Dun, n. An importunate creditor, 3& fi] 4. 
Dance, x. A dolt, Hi, HW, HA, HHA ZA. 
Dunder, n. 74 fi. 

| Dunderhead, n. 4 ff. 
| Dunderpate, n. £8745. 
| Dung, n. The excrements of animals, 3E, RR, Re; 

the dung fly, AR Bail, Reh; a dung rake, 

WRAL, HALF. 
Dung, v. t. J8%, PS, 4 ; to dung by sprink- 

ling, #24. 
Hee, Se, HA, 

/Dunghill, x. A heap of dung, 3€4§ ; a mean or 
vile abode, 3K Jy Jiu. 

Dung-pit, v. RK, BED. 
Dungy, a. BPE ; filthy, 7 RK. 
Dunned, pp. ae 

Dunning, ppr. s81&, SR, phat. 
Duodecimal, a. Wf ie- 

A c¢lese prison, 

| Duodecimfid, a. Fp45--=23}- 
Daodecimo, a. -IA Ay, -}— AR. 
Duodenum, vn. dri Seip 
Dup, v. t'To open, Fy bi, BA. 
Dupe, x. A person who is deceived, S=Pe", BNA 

SIE, BE ASI. 
| Dupe, v. t. To deceive, Pe, UGG. TRIE, MEA. 

Duped, pp. Best, WSia. 
Duplicate, a. Double, @, fj, =, Whi] ; single and 

duplicate, 4] ; duplicate ratio, 4 JE 4. 
Duplicate, n. Another corresponding to the first, 

#1; to issue in duplicate, A Ht, GF; a copy, 

Sb, HB 
Duplicate, v. ¢. To double, (2, Wih— 

Duplication, n. % 3F. 
Duplicity, x. Doubleness of mind, =a}, Fpotb, FF 

te His ile FG 8, f5 78 4 deceit, 30 Skt, Be ak. 

WS SHR. 
Durable, a. of, of (i, ESTA], A, 4E TAI ; contin- 

ning, JeA, WA, TA, KA, aE A, JU 
fit (vj; more durable, Wo}; a durable peace, 

AA. 
Durableness, x. Durability, #64, SA], ARS, 

EAB, RA. 
Durably, adv. Efe]; durably made, 4ikAt=E A, 

fic fst 8 EE]. 
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Dura mater, n. asi HUGE. 
Durance, n. Imprisonment, 

tinuance, 2%, [i”. 
Durante. During life, —ZE. 
Duration, n. Continuance in time, {e”A, THA, 

BA, AA, HA. 
Dure, v. 7. tA, JA tit. 
Duress, n. Constraint, &, #498. SEI, HERE 
During, ppr. of dure (commonly, though not 

correctly, classed among prepositions), Contin- 

uing, TE, IN; fA 5 whilst, NF, [al - BR, MF fa} ; 

during life, #4, —AE, S24; during the war, 

AT ZF. 
Duse, n. A demon, #1, 28 
Dusk, a. Tending to darkness, EF. IST. FSR. 

ue, Be 2 Iie, BE 2. 
Dusk, n. Twilight, EER} 5p : 

intellectually clouded, teak, My 
Dust, n. ie EIS, Ig BE, WE, He; a cloud of dust, 

REDAK, thee; to wash down the dust, * BEBE; 
es with dust, ASG ; not a particle of dust, 
4ne 85 BE ; wipe off the dust, Hf BE ; dust rising 
all around (everywhere arising), ‘py FE py fe ; to 
raise the dust, #82; dust and ashes, )j¢ JRE ; 
the small dust of the balance, £ fg ; a particle 
of dust, —-4 JB ; earth, SEBS ; the world, 27 pe ; 
the graye, J#{ BE; to return to dust, §ij -F, Si; BE 

Dust, vt. Fah, $k BE, ERE, FREE, BE; to dust 
kooks, Fi} # BE. 

Dust-hasket, n. 778. 

Dust-hoard, n. #=}. 
Dust-brush, n. & fi. 
Dust-pan, n. 42>}. 
Dusted, pp. $i i BE. 

Duster, n. S676 dit, E ti, HEMT. KA, TH ft sa 
sieve, fij- 

Dustiness, n. 33) REE. 
Dusty, a. SRE. AE; like dust, Hi HE; of 

the color of dust, BEI fa. 
Dutch, a. or n. Fr fff SY fy; Dutch camlets, fypf 
AA ; Dutch toys, Z{F; a Dutch woman, Aj 

WIBIAE A: « Doteh, Fanti A. 
Duteous, a. Obedient, 2%), WAGE AS. 
Dutiful, a. Obedient, EN, WA EL, 34 36 FE, IR TE 

fy, WE GRIPE: reverential, 4% WAPE, 3E HE (5 : : 
dutiful son, 24+; dutiful conduct, 47%; 
one in three years docs not change the way 3 
his father he may he called dutiful, = 7 Ste 

WR LE HK. 
*Togiveafeast. 

BE; con- rag is oe 

darkness of color, 

. ( 431 iN 7 DWI 

Dutifulness, n. 34 FFF ; veverence, AMAA. 

Duty, n. AAP, WEA}, Zh ME Sy. GE; to perform 
one’s duty, SpASZP, BAP; obedience, 3A} 7, 
NRIEF ; the duty connected with one’s office, 
WEA}; the duty connected with one’s depart- 

ment, ZPry La Cf, HEE; my duty, FQMPE 
AAP, ACNE EE 5 a soldier on duty, eT SEH 5 

to charge one with his duty, TEX, HE: duty 
on goods, #; export duty, Hi BE; import 

duty, A D#E: duties, Fey; to pay duties, 
Ht. I-fii; domestic duties, Bet, $e FF; con- 
stant duty, #844 ; moral duty, A fit 234 ; pub- 
lic duties, A#$; what duty requires, Fp yr 
#: to do one’s duty, Sf7AS5p; to pay one’s 
duties to one, $f EJ; to apportion each one’s 

duties, #28 ; to neglect the duties but get the 
pay of an office, PF fp se#8; the duty of a ma- 
chine, #&28. 

Dwarf, n. BEF. EN, HERE, FET; dwarf trees, 

fat, BH. 
Dwarf, v. ¢. To dwarf, as trees, Jai; to dwarf trees, 
Dwarfed, pp. Jitith. [Jet a Bit. 
Dwarfish, a. Like a dwarf, ££ $09, HOWE, Fy. 
Dwarfishness, n. 45%. 
Dwell, v. 2. ; sg dwelled, usually contracted into 

dwelt. Jé, tE, JG fE, fae ae, il, EAE ; to dwell 

at ease, we. Wi) FE. BR PRE, st JR ; to dwell 
alone, fyf; to dwell apart, 55 2, HE; to 
dwell retired, 44yJ%, #PZ: to dwell in henevo- 
lence, J; Jf {2 ; to dwell in benevolence and 
righteousness, J# {=py3€; to dwell in love, F% 

F< ; to dwell together, fr] fi, AEs, HAE ; to 

dwell with a woman, sh Al 3 : to dwell at 
home, Jz} 3¢, ££ 3¢ ; where the people dwell, [f€ 

FG EIL ; to dwell on a topic, FEMUR, MBL, HE 
eat; to continue long, A J% ; to dwell on with 
fondness, ApH, {EC fel, PEt. 

Dwelled, pp. J&i&, 4:38. 
Dwelling, ppr. Jé, €€, jae 
Dwelling, 2. Habitation, Ji e, JER; my humble 

dw elling, Wee, Ay, J. 4; your honorable 
dwelling, #& Ff, a if; the dwellings of the 

people, fe Rh. RUBE, FF. 
Dwelling-house, n. 5H, ETE. "ae Pp, eae zs, 

fear, RA. 
Dwelling-place, n. JE, JE Wf. 
Dwelt, pret. and pp. of dwell. {£38, Fits, Ris. 

Dwindle, v.27. To diminish, jipJy, jap ¥M ; to dwin- 

dle away, 3s. 43s, AVE; to sink, eA 
to sink or fall away, see aq Jy He fa; to shrink, 

ia HH. 
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Dwindling, ppr. ih ip) 5 pining 
ering away, alt, a Tel, Re $5 

Dye, v.t. To stain, 3, Ye, jay, oe #8, HH; to dye | 

r: peck meatal 
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cloth, Ze%j ; to ‘igen a mixed color, #4 ; 10 dye | 

black, #; to dye by brushing, ji ye 

red, #eyy. 
Dye, n. Color, 2 eG, BUI ; 

indigo one WERE: 
Dyer, n. sedis He ite. 
eae al UTE 

Dyeing, ppr. 
Dying, ppr. 

; to dye 

dyestuff, Hep; a 

Yu ; dyeing jars, Weil. 

eer iRing, 

; a dyer’s shop, | 

4E, IEE, ap stt, FE ZF 

{0 Le dying, 8 3E, We SE, Wk, WR, SEAS; a 
dying man, P& JE", IF 7E 2% NN; to be ina 
dying state, }¥E ; dying words or commands, 
ii fr, wee, i, BY ; fading away, yi if. 

Dynameter, n. ERIMAZ ER. 
Dynamic, Dynamical, a. Pertaining to strength 

or power, Jy, Jy fy. 
Dynamics, . $975H)2 90. YB) 20, has. 

EAR 

"Dynamomete or, n. yey 28, HE IRR. 
nee n. Governme ont, WJ, 7%; the Han dynas- 

y, Giwwy; the Tang dynasty, Hew ; the Ming 
ee Wy) ty; the Ta ts'ing dynasty, Keay: 
the present dynasty, AL#J ; the reigning dynas- 
ty, [ty ; the five dynasties in the middle of the 
tenth century, 7rfk. 

| Dysentery, n. In 3, APE, HIKE, AI. BP; a 
chronic dysentery, DAA, WH. TR, WIR - 

IRB, n. A want of appetite, EAR, DE dey 

HA. 
Dyspepsy, Dyspepsia, n. Bad digestion, HE }94{, 

Att DLE, Aen WE, SEE Ga - 
Dyspeptic, a. fi Te RE HEAL, LA Ser. 
Dysphony, n. A difficulty of speaking, oceasioned 

by an ill disposition of the organs of speech, #€ 

» REMI , HEM G.- 
Bow a: 

Dyspnoea, n. PEAR, Mas FE MEPL IR 
| Dysury, n. oJ fi Ail, FR. 

Ee 

I The fifth letter of the English alphabet, 3¢ * AP AF ; E., 250, Ait; E., east, 
He; Y. E., Your excellency, KJ. 

Each, a. 4y-, 4, i; each man, fg A, HA; each | 
time, Fi IF, fk, fy-JE] ; it is so each time, fy: 

FE AU NE ; each affair, fip— PEE ; « 
his own opinion, #A—Jl, #34— JE; each 
has his own tale, @#j—H; each man has 
something in which he excels, RF JRA, BA 
AGE ; each end, 7 9A. 49: DF; on each side there | 

is fault, IEG SE give one to each, Fg A(R 
—, 45 NFR; each of them shed tears, #4 
it Je ; cach other, AA; 1o take each other by the 
hand, A ATH, A AM = ; either of the two, 
PK KEKE; each house has its master, FAA 
=f; they love each other, i498, (AB. 

Eager, a. Ardent, #)%, 3 ANSE 4£ 21; vehe- 
ment, 4? th, Hat, (ARE ; eager deena ist, YW 
HH, HL; eager to get on, AH, Ali Aj ; eager 
to advance, 4 #7 tk, AAs; eager upon food, 
BE, AR: Evith an eager tone, PEF; eager wm) 

in chase, {PE t4y #4 forw: ard, &, Heze. 
Eagerly, adv. Ardently, #&)%); impetuously, #§ 

1D, TD ; hastily, ae to perora eagerly, 37 

each man has | 

fit, BET {hk ; to embrace eagerly, as an op- 
portunity, St FEE. 

Eagerness, n. Ardor, S£)t>, (EJ); fervor, 3%, 
fh BS ; Greediness, fit: to study with eager- 
ness, 37 %4!, FG; to devour .with eager- 
ness, Fpl 4, ei A). 

Eagle, n. A rapacious bird of the genus falco, , 
wl, #2; the lammergyr eagle, WBE; a gold 
coin of the United States of the value of ten dol- 
lars, * ME4S{F-; an eagle’s nest, FEM, BR; 
ihe eagle and the kite affirmed the thing was 
true, ES fi JA Fe. 

Eagle-eyed, a. Sharp-sighted as an eagle, FEM, 

IW, EL) Ane ; discerning, WN}. 
Eagle-spved, n. Swifiness like that of an eagle, 

POLES. 
Eagle-winged, a. Having the wings of an eagle, 
SUE, EN ; swift asan eagle, MEN, WE 

Kaglet, ». REF, WES, MERE. BEF. LOK. 
Te n. The organ of hearing, Ff, IM, AH; the 

outward ear, Ff32; the auditory canal, He, 
FLGL, FLGS, FL, ELPY; deafness of the ear, 

FPR ; acute ears, HL YR, kf HE 94; ringing in 

< pas EAP AL 
- 
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the ears, Te ; : the lobe of the ¢ ear, +, FRR: “dull Earl, n. fa. 

ears, FObY, Me dy FE; a quick ear, anit EE; soft | Bpnldora n. The dignity of an earl, {yf}; the 
ears, eredulous, FL2Z@#k; dry ears, WEEE, tA; jurisdiction of an earl, { . 

wet ears, #2 Ef, Yi EL; to pull a person’s ears, | Early, a. or adv. Gl, ALS ; early in the morning, 

ELE, HELE ; black ears, FYE; to bore the | PR KS, HHL WNL, HEE, ISIE, AL AL; very 
ears, FEEL; to incline the ear, PEL, HH, | early, Alay » Mi, ies, JA RL; still early, 32 
fi) EH; to stop both ears, SEI AGEL, FIP ye | AES Pullen early, WAL; come early, Flac, FA 

4£ EE; {0 box one’s ear, Ja Ef; to whisper in Hi); early dawn, #ypeiRl; to start carly, #eHL, 
one’s ear, PEIN ASS ak, PETE Aja; to lend IAL; early and late, RUG, JE, fe, tA: 
anear, ffi E-#e, ae EHS to give a deaf ear, i to ee early, &f Fl it, i 4! ju & ; to rise early 

feign deafness, #{2 He Hit te AGH, Hz HEH 5 to — and sit up late, Te Hie, Jol BLP AE Sey 
stop one’s ears, 63 GE they have ears, “si | crop, RUAt; early rice, HLF ; early ripo, RLS; 
hear not, 77 FLEA He ; to hear with both ears, an early hour, 1¢Jf§; to marry early, He yee. 
Bree, a} Fe : to have the prince's ear, #4 | FAYE H) ; to die carly or untimely, HLAE, KR, KH, 
KBE; to give car, fH YE, TEPER; to have | PKA; youare very early, fap Hl (ede HH eg RL 
one about one’s ears, HF RACH EL, HAASE; «= you go early to ee (RAL TEE RL, Cp BLP p Ee 
in at one ear and out at the other, 7 ELA #7 Ei cary studies, %J) £ 
Hf ; dog’s ear (in ple) Ay EL. JEG: tohold the | Earn, +. ¢. To gain by labor, 74, BF, lik, FE; to 

Woit by the ear, BSE}, APA AME; to fall | enrm one's bread, 4SEC14g, HHA RIM, Mb 
together by the ears, 3¢#A%]; unpleasant to = RAE KE AL, JAG] #5 to carn a livelihcod, pe 
the ear, Meks FE; io have a flea in one’sear,  &, @F4E; to earn money, hse, HE A), FHA. 
Ar 4) Ey, AE A, —G MBE; an ear Harn, v. 7. To long for, Ree. 
for music, if QeIBEEL, AHEM EL, WHE, | Harned, pp. P38, JIB, MGB. 
EB; the ear of a pot, SEE; the car of a tripod, Earnest, a, Ard ent in the pursuit of an object, 
SHEL, $€; the car of a jar, #EE; the ear ofa | BG, iat, BF a —, k—, M2, BEwH, fe, FRB 
tea-cup, # Ef; the ear of corn, FH, ACFE, HR, | BEF, Ml, GETS, HRN, BAZ carnest j in prayer, 
#444; to make one’s ears tingle, @ AAA; WA TT Ties Hike an earnest look, Tals Riot, 
faithful admonitions are unpleasant to the ear, 48 Hi iis fig; Serious, i.e. really intent or en- 

Shei EE; the ears should not listen to im- gaged: hence the plirase, in carnest, ‘8 {%, 

proper sounds, HL 7% Bij JER 2.7. FUR, HR, TH 
Ear-acke, n. FL 4i, IK. | Earnest, n. Scricusness, fiji; the first fruits, 

Bar-bored, . Hf (%4. KB EM. 
Ear-brush, n. jj§ 38. | Earnest-money, n. Money paid as a pledge or 
Kar-eap, n. A cover for the ears against cold, | security, and to clese a bargain, 9, ESS, 
Ear-marked, a. $8 EL (V. Lae. | 4M 4RE RL, RWS; to give earnest-money, 3 
Ear- -pick, n. ELLE, ELE. | FE Ff. 
Ear-piercing, a. 2 Erg. eee adv. Zealorsly, 3% iG, 28 th, SEK; 
Ear-sbell, n. Haliotis, 6%, Five. with fixed attention, Bf), i — , wk—; carnest- 

Ear-shot, n. Reach of the ear, Eye fe} 3, eae ly entreated, J&R, 4&5; to speak earnestly, 

Ear-spoon, n. EH. (Be. RY fo desire corneal, FA EA 
Ear-iweezers, n. pl. Ff gif. | 4H; 10 see i some. Az, “ys, 74 3 ; sol- 
Ear-trumpet, n. FE 25, $i HF (j- cmnly, {54 RK. 
Kar-wax, n. Fe Je (vulgar), FESR, ADS, fe, | lara etesee n. Zeal, 82, i, HEBh, ZEW, SI 
Ear-wig, n. An insect, SME, Hat) RE. | solemnity, frat. 
Ear-witness, n. cea | Harning, ppr. 7, 52, HE, lik, HE. 
Eared, pp. or a. Having ears, 47H, HOR, LAY; | Harning, n.; pl. Earnings. That which is earned, 

having spikes formed, as corn, Wf, IAL; | HUME, PRUE, AEH: wages, TH, TSB, 
eared oyster, pectens, ¥fi 42. | 4; reward, #7 is. 

Earing, n. In sedmnén’s language, a rope attached | Harring, n. HIF, HEE, EL, IE UE, HLBR; a pair 

to the cringle of a sail, by which it is bent or | — of earrings, —3} HS. 
reefed, E-32, jek iPE Al. | Earth, ». 3, dt, us : ue substance of ie Be 

c Cc C 
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+, De, 3, i, @# ; heaven and earth, FRI, 

‘di, BIN. HELM; the globe of the earth, ATR ; 
the shape of the earth, WI, th3:; the whole 
earth, ASW, KRY. SEH ; the inhabitants of 
the earth, th 2“J&5¢; the five earths, or the 
four points of the compass and the centre, Fr 
+; the products of the earth, JJ; water 

and earth (dry land), 7[¢ 4; the face of the earth, | 

Sis fi] ; a clod of earth, —wKHE, —TKIE. 
Karth-bag, n. Jed, Hee. 
Evth-born, a. Born of the earth, jE PE, JAE 

fy, re FEZ AG; terrestrial, Ji (15. 
Earth-bred, a. Low, 5; abject, GLH. 
Earth-flax, n. Asbestus, 4; ffi. 
Earth-nut, n. Ground-nut, iy ef, TE ZE. 
Earth-work, n. Jese3s. 
Earth-worm, n. the hj[, we, BEAR, wR; a mean, 

sordid wretch, fh. 
Earthen, a. Made of earth, JEM, JE fy. 
Earthen-ware, n. ij, ede, Fei. GR. th, WW; 

an earthen vessel or glazed earthen dish, 7% 
RE Tete, HIE, HAK; an earthen boiler or cru- 
cible, HS, We HE ; an earthen cone, $4 ; an earth- 

en stool, 3%; an earthen pillow, APE; an | 
earthen pitcher, #4; an earthen pillar, 45 ; 

an earthen pan, -- fi]; crockery, my #- 

Karthiness, ». The quality of being earthy, He 

+ #, Ve Ay, FG eH, 1 HW; grossness, 
PEN TLL. 

Farthliness, ». The quality of being earthly, 44 

It Fy, BAR; worldliness, Ik Yb 2 3, He llk 

Stk, BRL. 
Earthling, n. An inhabitant of the earth, AVP 

WEN, Se RR, JUS, JL; a frail creature, 

Wy, 43 ; a mortal, IRAE H.- 
Earthly, a. Pertaining to the earth, 3 $i 0G, BB 

Ji fy; belonging to our present state, 4 AENBE ; | 
earthly employment, {Ik3i, 4 (UpPEBE, We FZ 
Hf; earthly-minded, JRE Fi, We +, HAHA MIE 

te, Fuh 2 FE; carnal, (RR, WALA; earthly 
love, fi #; an earthly man, {Ik \.; what earth- | 

ly benefit can he the result ? $i 7 }- HEWE, Jn {ng 

425% ; mean, EBbi, BBG. 
Earthly-minded, a. [x +-, WHALER, BRWMIE fR. 
Earthly-mindedness, n. (2 €, #8, WE Gk H. 
Earthquake, n. Jie, Huy, Whe. 
Earthy, a. Consisting of earth, --OPE, Wh fry, HEME 

inhabiting the earth, fh CEMPE, J JRA; gross, 

Pe MR. 

Ease, n. Sei, YeaR, Zeek, MEM, Ue, Ne A 
a, HEP, RIK; easeof mind, gps, Pens, Hl 

AP, WW, YET WH, Bs ease of utterance, 
AI, AAI, BIE; case in writing, Beh wieAl, 
ES TVA ; to live at ease, Ze Jh, 1%, Gal: 
at ease, his, HM, HEME, ME, BHR, ER, 
fie, We, WE, 1%, HL; take your ease, RA 

fk, BRUM, PALI: give him some 
ease, fP{EBHj]; at heart’s ease, 78, Ani; 
he does it with ease, 4B Af He Fl) De (Hh, file tHe a (8 
2%; do it at your ease, FH (/p (ii, BG Wt (Bi; ease 
of manner, #8 jy] SE, BE Bh ine Fi ; ease leads to 
vice, FR ANZE, 2 i% ft YE; ease brings dis- 
grace, p25 ; set your mind at ease, (rials, 
Fk Ft} 5 ease and comfort, whag Zyl], anh 

Silt. 
Ease, v.t. To free from pain or any disquiet or 

annoyance, as the body, fi Ey 2 st, HERE FF ; 
to free from pain, 4; to ease the bowels, to 
ease nature, HiA&, Affi; to ease the mind, & 
Fa %; to ease from labour, AFG, Fs ; to 
ease off or away, We #K, FE BA AY, The F% BE; to 
ease a ship, ‘428; to ease the helm, fe; the 
bracer is bound on the arms to ease the shoot- 

| __ ing, Sasa PF LIE A. 
Eased, pp. Freed from pain, 4%; alleviated, 

9A ee, ROLES, Met ARR, TER. 
| Haseful, a. Se2B (iy, AY. 
| Easeless, a. Ar. 
| Easement, n. Jj fii. 
Easily, adv. 5%, 2855, (EAS, ACHE, HAE ; it is 

easily done, fix U4 3, fE 7 A FB; to forget 
easily, 4H EE PE; to inspect easily, {mi FR; to 
| aequire easily, i = fj 7; without violent 

shaking or jolting, #Paf, 76 %E- 
| Easiness, n. Freedom from difficulty, 22529, Si 

HE; rest, 72 4, ZY], ZAR; softness, as a seat, 

BRM. 
Easing, ppr. Relieving, 7% ; loosening, ¥%. 
East, n. Wf; the eastern parts of the earth, ¥tFy, 

Wt jp, He; east and west, Hipy; north-east, 
Wi; east-wind, FHrlnl, itl, 7m) ; east and 
west, north and south, Ja} ag ; north and south, 

east and west, (He ; the Hast-Indies, WFP IE. 
Easter, n. A festival in the Christian Church, ob- 

served in commemoration of our Savior’s resur- 

rection, Jf fk (2 $8 (. HEIEWE HM, WER; the 
Jewish easter, Eye (iy, Trike Gi ; easter day, WE 

| Hasterling, n. Wty J. ice 
| Fasterly. a.or adv. 3, Hig; toward the east, 

In} He; an easterly wind, He}. 
Eastern, a. Oriental, We5& fry, WISN ; the eastern 

ocean, Hi¥F ; the eastern palace, Hey ; an east- 

| 
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ern department, Yat, HOI. 
Eastward, adv. Toward the east, [ny Hf. 

Easy, a. 3, 45 WEY, Fa, HLA BS, Rit, 

Hs, Fee ; not difficult, He He, AE; easy to 

do, 4 3 fk, 4 32 =F; easy to rid out of hand, | 
SMR, FH; easy to learn, HA; easy in 
mind, fot, Hei; easy to pour, AFP; easy 
and unembarrassed, #2, HAE, ilfee 3 easy to 
explain, 9, fff; an easy explanation, 7s fF ; an 

easy manner, 2 4%, |i) AE, WAYS ; easy of access, 
HEX"; easy study, YS’; not easy to tell how 
it will turn out, Ae MEAG, BT Fe ME BE; very 
easy, not profound nor difficult, £f %$; very 
easy, as work, AfF2¢5,; plain and easy, #¥A, 
VEUE, fifi] ; easy, indifferent about, ME UMet, 

GF, 4H ; an casy mind, Sal, Ar, BY: 
easy circumstances, #f-FA, AME SR, FST CB 
an easy style, 23 WF: ; free and easy, #7-#. 

. "BF; easy to believe, H(%; easy to forgive, 
4 Fe, Bie; an easy motion, 3, Hy ; easy to 
be borne, 55, 5474; he writes an easy and 

elegant style, :U: 4 F{£§)l|; my mind is easy about 
it, FLW BE; my yoke is easy, FRpeH ; in 
easy circumstances, Z¢]# ; under easy sail en- 

_ joying the moonlight, 4276 4 f ; easy work, 

Hl EME. de. 
Eat, v.t.; pret. ate ; pp. eat, eaten. ®, BNW, &, 

Ws, ME, PHT, Bie, ti, Wee es, TA, UN ES RE 
fz; to eat one’s dinner, RAF, BiIEF; 10 | 
eat rice, Wf, BAAR, ))fe; to eat and drink, 

- (eB; to eat at separate tables, 7pS8; to eat 
clean up, @%E, @5C, Bij; to eat (spend) all, 
£3 tfMi ; to eat rice and grow fat, WPRZE ; to 

-eat immoderately, SBE )AK, FE JAK ; to eat only 
vegetables, # #%, & 3%, 320, HAE; to eat 
flesh, #¢ PJ ; nothing to eat, BEA} RR, MELT ey: 

to eat delicacies, EMR ; not to eat meat, A 
Hime, ARB GEE; (0 eat well flavored food, 41 
mz; 10 cat to satiation, Bf; mot good to 
eat, Me Ay BoE, OF Ap BPE, ALBy F1; cannot eat 

it, TE DL GS WE Fe ff, Welt yx, RAG: Wea T ; 

to eat off, PLA, PLE, PIR] ; to eat up a coun- 
_try, ope ; to eat as insects, rust, &e., gk, 

lis ; to eat, as a hog, HER, FF ANAC, PE; to eat 
voraciously,- # 4g Aly, 
®, BUTE, *B; to eat one’s words, to re- 

iract, #€ 7; not even time to eat, AjEIRE ; 
to invile to eat, ff ®. 

Eat, v. i. To board, PF @; to eat well, 4, P| 
i AFF; it eats well, i fLIBE; to eat into, as 

_ rust, Ge., gL A; to gnaw, ik. 

Afi® ; to eat slowly, fe | 
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| Eecentric, Eccentrical, a. Departing from the 

“ECC 

Eatable, a. Hf Rig, BT BAG, PY AE, eB; proper 
for food, HY # JA; fit to he eaten; is it eatable 

or not? Ty $y, I RMEHE RR, TY AY T. 
Eatable, n. BY, BM. KR, PAS, YT BZ; 

sacrificial eatables, fm; molasses is spread upon 

eatables, FAK HERWEE SR. 
Eaten, pp. @ J; eaten up, Ril, RR, 

iwft, & 7¢; eaten to satiation, fig. 

Kater, n. One who eats, @#%; that which eats, 

fi AS, FRI UPIEE. 
Eating, ppr. @, BE; eating, as rust, &e., ph. 

Eating-house, n. 7468, 2205, fa. REE. 
Hau de Cologne, n. ERR IKK. 
Eaves, n. pl. The edge or lower border of the roof 

of a building, which overhangs the walls, and 
casts olf the water that falls on the roof, #2, 
3&, IRIE, Ha, HE; flying eaves, 9&7 ; under the 
eaves, J2P ; the front part of the eaves, #eAif, 
#8; don’t stand under the eaves, j2°P MB 4g fs, 
WKS FE, SERED; a propitious bird an- 
nounces good tidings before the eaves, 72 Aij a: 

CHUER. 
Eavyes-drop, v. 7. To stand under the eaves or near 

the windows of a house, to listen and learn 

what is said within doors, HP" N Ae, JAP BLE. 

Haves-dropper, x. QUE. PEE. ME, IEF 
BUR TAB AA. 

| Ebb, n. The reflux of the tide, 7%, KyR#, aki 
Hi, Wee # ; ebb-tide, 7H; the flood-tide and 
the ebb-tide, jy ; decline, 3£; the ebb of our 

life, (xk. , ALL. 
Ebb, v. 7. To flow back, aye, WK, 7, HU, 

KIA, Ak PAE, Actin ; to decay, Fe, Faye. 
Ebb-tide, 2. yeaz, 7X, fe. 
Ebbing, ppr. Flowing back, Jawe, PK, AcE, 

sh He : declining, 3£, 3244, FE fk; money is ebb- 

ing and flowing, #RiW HLA, BU Le Werte. 
Ebon, a. Consisting of ebony, BASE; like ebony, 

HLF BAc: black, 12. [. 
Khonize, v. t. To make black or tawny, 4B, 3 
Ebony, ». Bas. 4s, Bie; Chinese ebony, He 

RAS, FPGAS; of ebony color, #. 
Ebriety, n. Drunkenness, fil fk “32, ARP ZS. 
Ebullition, n. The operation of boiling, Gey ; the 

agitation of a fluid by heat, gee , 2 jh, HEV; 
the ebullition of the passions, sey, Xi, oD 
DAK; the ebullition of joy, #832, —Ip He 

54; eflervescence, Yd iL. 
Eburnean, a. Made of ivory, SFE, BH AG. 
iece homo, Behold the man, mlseIk Nab. 
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cent fal Ht 1D; hikes Ti IB. rie oH 1: not 
terminating in the same point, A‘fal 4th; 
anomalous, Ajd:, Awe, Fp. ARF ; odd, pe FE; 
whimsical, or an eccentric dispesition, WEAR. 

AUN. TEU, TEE, (iE, HEE; am eccentric 
eenius, tees. 

Eecentric, 2. 

as another, Alm G 7}; that which is ir- 

reenlar or anomalous, Awefy, PEI 4. 
Eccentricity, ». Deviation from a centre, Bria 
“ier Hi; the distance of the centre of 
planet’s orbit from the centre of the sun, i 
BPO HE TOS rob Zi UE; a person’s eccen- 

tricity, GIy, AZ thnk, NOTE PE. 
Eechymos's, n. 2 fi #. 
Ecclesiastic, Eee 

ipg { fa) the chureh , aft 4 ff, LN & (Vy, ER As: 

the Eeclosiastical States, KALZE BW, KA: Fe 
ES Z Ni. 

Breet inn n. A person in orders, Pe Bill. 

a en A noe ine which purges gently, 

Hohélon s 2. De ie i, i FR B. 
Echinus, ».; pl. Echini. A hedgehog, SF: a 

term ay {o radiate animals having nearly 
the form of a sphere, flattered at the lower side, 
and covered with a firm shell, set with movable 

spines, 4A. 
Echites, n. [2649 (t- 

Echo, ». 2 oe reflected from a solid body, [ej 

, Je) #2. 1G] 4. Bx; there is an echo, 
J Palle d, but there was no echo, FQink 

: ae ; the echo answers, * fi] #¥A ME, 
HIE ; the echo in a valley, Age Aa Me; 
echo of an edifiee, Ja 2 RE RE 

arch, HE. 

ho, v. 7. or ¢. To resound, Jej#es, ows, RoR, IR 
Ie {o return what has heen uttered, iif ASF 

wie Te) Acai, PS EE, TEE My. 
Echoing, ppr. or a. Reverherating, Foe, ore. 
Kehometer, x. et. JE 2 Be 

Eelaircissement, 1. Exp lanation, att EA 77 A]. 
Eclat, n. A bust of app lanse, 159%; splendor, 3g 

HS, SESE, GEE, ER. 
Belectic, a. Selecting, PEE AG, HE (7. 
Kelectic, n. iv 4% -b, fez HH. 
Helipse, fm. fii, JF, pig fh; a solar eclipse, AR, 

* People of the same tastes, birds of the same feathers. 

7 An eclipse of the sun and moon is ascribed to a dog 
swallowing the celestial bodies, which they call #& or fe. 
After having swallowed it, it vomits the same, which they 
call 4p we The latter also means a Pé artial peels es 

G 

£7 HE TRE, 

Ke Ie. 

A circle not having the same centre | 

lesiastical, a. Pertaining or relat- | 

the | 

ie 1 ZZ vault or | 

| 
| 

| Eestatic, Eestatical, a. 

| Eddy, n. 

H fit; an eclipse of the moon, Jf fk, KAI FA ; 
a partial eclipse, jit gh, Sh3#; a total eclipse, 
Fy; a circular eclipse, Ry 2% fk; the hegin- 
ning of an eclipse, 2 RF, #p HF; the eclipse is 
over, 7% [R]; the good man’s errors are like 
Celngses of the sun and moon, BF Zia qn A 
245; darkness, I, Nf. 

Eclipse, uv. t. Fill, #3: HELE 3 iI fat, WERK; to cloud, 
fie nes, KEM, (FHM ; 10 disgrace, RR. 

Keliptic, n. ¥@34%; the poles of the ecliptic, Hef. 
Eclogue, n. A pastoral poem, 4H 25k, AER eK. 
Economic, Keonomieal, a. Pertaining to the regu- 

lation of household concerns, +i eM, HF ; 

frog, HE A OB Wes AAT, PRE ER, 
ARIK, BRE, es careful, MTS, REAL Ol 

Economically, adv. With economy, {fir ; to live 
economically, AEF IR (@, ZE74 Ae Bj ; to spend 
economically, (ij JA. 

Economist, n. One who is conversant with poli- 

tical economy, $US, WR ZB; one 
who manages domestic concerns with frugaliy, 

LHRH. 
Economize, v. 7. or t. To manage pecuniary affairs 

with frugality, JR RG; SS, FARINAS, REGIA 

JF, GH EME, ARTY GA, TE GH, HEA; to econ- 
omize wealth, (RAG AES, RE GH AT TEE. 

| Economizing, ppr. or a. Hee JASE, HE REBE SE. 
| Economy, n. The management, regulation, and 

government of a family, or the concerns of a 

household, 33 3 3%, 34 Ae 3h, We Re 5 3 0 fru- 
gal and judicious use of noney, SFE, Si he, Bi 
JA, GiB 4, TERE FE: a system of rules and 
regulations, 5, jEJE , Hi] HE ; the economy of the 
hody, F422“ JH; political economy, F#FAZ 
38,14 A ZI; in the economy of food and rai- 
ment, AB Z38. 

Ketropium, n. FEE AI. 
Ecstasy, n. A trance, Age; excessive joy, Se[gt 

PRE AM 2 o: ; to be in ecstasy, ® 5g 38 0A, 

HK AMR, Uh oy PEM, B tide 
Rapturous, 3% AAS, 

SEL, HAE MY, HM. 
Ecumenic, Ecumenical, a. Universal, general, 2. 

Kdacious, a. Greedy, voracious, HR, AB, HR, 

A whirlpool, §7[¢, iol, He, # 
KR. 

» Wlise, il 

tee Hee» Wels» Lik. 
i. To move circularly, ese, He. 

ile, vee 
Eddy, v. 

| Eddy, a. Whirling, jj, Feet. 
Eddy-wind, n. Helm, 2f $4 jal. 
Eddying, ppv. ora. Moving cireularly, as an eddy, 
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wes, dic, i. 
Edematous, Edematose, a. Swelling with a serous 

humor, 746, #21. 
Eden, n. Paradise, #% [R]. 
Edentata, n. pl. An order of animals destitute of 

front teeth, 4m PY 4% #7. 
eet; n. An animal having no fore teeth, 4 

PYF ZK. 
ten Edentaicd, a. Destitute of fore teeth, 

SPY A, MEP PL. 
Edge, n. The extreme border or point of a thing, 

3%; the edge of a precipice, PRIS, LAL, BY 
3%; the edge of a knife, JJ; the edge of a 

sword, ZN, SANT) . Sill, Bl FY, OT the edge 

of a well, $f Ja, JF& ; the raised edge of a coin, 
341g); the edge of a table, #234, HiFs ; he stands | 

sharpness of | very near the edge, {sf Ape ; 
appetite, Ik 44 , FIER; keenness, HANG; to 
set the teeth on edge, lit /4; to take off the edge 
of the appetite, bik a 2 Bl: give him a further 
edge, ras (V4 SIL SEL to take off the edge of wit, $ifi 
KATE, $i Heke ; edge of polyhedron, #£. 

Edge, v. t. To sharpen, HER] ; to border, Fy 3%, {ik 
%, (E3%; to urge on, He RE; to provoke, #5; o 
move sideways, #F J, 775i. 

Edge-tool, n. A AI, FEN 9E 7H. 
Edged, pp. Furnished with an edge or border, # 

1, AIT; sharp, (afi. 
Edgeless, a. 4&7) ; blunt, $f. 
Edgewise, adv. fii fii. 
Edging, ppr. Giving an edge, 

ing on, HEHE; moving sideways, fFHH, 77H; 
furnishing with a border, #7 j%, (ij. 

Edging, n. That which forms the edge, 7SipE UF, 
3% (144 ; that which is added on the border, j4 

5. 
Kdible, a. WRAY, FT Ay, BGA, WF; edible 

erab, PY &F; edible birds’ nests, w#eZs ; edible 
ferns, ji. 

Edict, n. Imperial edict, #%, He aR, fe ait ie ct 
SK or, HH Gr, Sa; a proclamation, 4775, IEA, 

THs aiiks BRAD, PAY - 
Edification, n. Improvement and progress of the 

mind, in knowledge, in morals, or in faith and 

holiness, 7 (4 3%, 32.034, FE qi FH ; instruction, 
Hk]; books for cditication, FE,f"PF BH, FOZ 

& 
Hdificatory, a. 32,%5 (4, 38) gue Be WW. 
Edifice, n. A building, 4%; various kinds of 

. edifices, "er 32 Hj. 
Edified, pp. 32. fy, $i T ; instructed, Fi] 
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| Editor, n. A publisher, 

| Editorial, 

EDU 

iff ; to he edified, Sequzk, ET, ak lt, Se 
rp ee al. 

Kdifier, n. eB, HH, WEA, HH, 
iit 4% - 

Kdify, v.t. afm, We fa, 3805, 52, PSU, Aka, 

Hk alit- 
Kdifying, ppr. or a. AS HR (5, FENG; adapted 

to instruct, xe Ay, ZH 7. 

Edit, v. t. To superintend a publication, ialis 
Heal ; to edit a book, ![f@¥; to edit a paper, (EX 
Wt, HULA; to examine and edit a work, 

Hil. 
Editing, ppv. Editing a paper, (£ $i AG; prepar- 

ing for publication, #gay ; editing a newspaper, 

4 An LAL, HG SCAM. 
Edition, ». Edition of a book, jt! 7 2, PH KZ 

gt; the first edition of a book, ae ZEW 
Y# ; the fifth edition, sons LORE, BILK 

tH Ag. 
{f #4, 1%; the editor 

of a book, Hf # #4; the person who revises, 
corrects, and prepares a book for publication, 
Peal HH ; the editor of a paper, Hi bY ALK, 
{EHD AL AS 3 editor aud publisher of a paper, 

Ce FMT 
: a WEE, {Ea td Ay; written 

by an ae 4 EIT Ae 5 (VI. 
Editorship, n. ag STRUT ZF, (EA RZ, HE 

rH. 
| Edueate, vt. To bring UP, 36, BSE, BH. we 

nl, BSF; urg- | to teach, 7k, Fei], AK, BGS, Brot, “Fett, bil 
1t, bi] a, FA. 

Educated, pp. or a. Furnished with knowledge 
or principles, #3 £cIpE, SLAM, MEA iy, Bez 
fy, BAN an Sage ated man, fi7#, #, 
AN MEXE MIAH, MS the educated class, 
fE RK; trained, Ga (9, AFE AY. 

Kdueating, ppr. Instructing, 2498, How, HEH. 
Education, ». The bringing up, as of a child, 3 

Hi, WH 5; struction, Ze Fi, Hr all, Ze BS, FH 
FF; the course of education, 74734, fH ; dis- 
cipline, #g7# ; the education of children, {fF 

LZiakM, FAL iA. 
Educational, a. Ax#8 (1, Zeal PE, He Shy. 
Educator, n. A, HAH, BB. 
Educe, v. t. To extract, $f Hi, dai ILE, Hg] HEE 5 to 

elicit, BJ HI. 
Educed, pp. Extracted, 4p Htj& ; elicited, 5] Hii8, 

EB. 
Eduction, n. ty! #9 ; eduction pipe, Hij4#- 

Eduleorate, v. t. To sweeten, J) HfL, Bit; to 
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cleanse pulyer ulent sub stances byw vashingaway | 
all particles soluble in water, RH}. 

Eduleoration, ». The act of sweetening, J ffms | 

i, PME TE, 
Bek. See Eke. 

{4 ff, Ae lf. 

Eel, n. 8, a, M4; the yellow eel, 32 Gg; the | 
white eel, Fy @£; the red cel, fq #; the large 
eel, *§ @€; the conger cel, anguilla, jp its, fits 
+ the rattan eel, jx @#; the black ear eel, &- | 
Hg; the electric eel, iff @£; to snare eels, #3 
fi; fried eel and pork stew, g@3=; fried 
split eels, P55 ie Ge. 

Kel-pot, x. ge it. 
Eel-skin, n. 6€)&. 
Eel-spear, n. ge fX. 
Kffable, a. nie I, eth (Hale. 

Efface, xv. t. To destroy a figure en the surface of 
anything, whether painted or carved, so as to | 
render it invisible or not distinguishable, #¢ 

HE, WERE, TK, HRA, HIM, SUH, JanTMT ; to lot 
out, G& dk, MHI, MRE. FE TEs to eflace from 

the mind, LO, Mai Ao. Hee. 
Effaced, pp. Rubbed out, #4¢ jh, HAZE ; worn | 

out, JgiBits. IPT. 2 
Effacing, ppr. or a. BH, HK 

from the mind, Fat, GAME. 
Effascinate, v. t. PREY, PERE. 
Effect, n. That which is produced by an agent or 

, He pe ; eflacing 

cause, result, SE, HUE, Gee, BNE, OE. HE 
We, WS, ESL, Wye, WEE; cause and effect, 

FAYE; consequence, Bi 4%; the effect of fire, YE 
se, PRIME; eC ect of the wind, fiw ; no effect, | 

4ne fo |] (fH, See ME wR, SE als bs, FT Be; to take | 

no effect is produced, | effect, IRL, 17 co 
— tb yy Ags; in effect, 4%; purpose, HE ; to 
that effect, @5{%, HAL; to produce an effect, 
BOKER; in the plural, effects, RAL, 

% {k; to do anything for effect, 

aR. 
Effect, v.t. To produce, as a cause or agent, 3, 
{i, BR, 4y; to cause to he, 4 (24K, HER, 
4 HR, hi PE; to accomplish, jk, WK HE, WK BR, 

WK IL, WY). WK; to execute, fk, A. BE; 
fulfill, EHS ; to effect by steam, ASR MIX, 
SEC, EF Hy ili ; to effect by an instrument, 
JA KZ ; to eflect by money, HH; enna 
effect it, 

. 3; to effect nothing, ane BERK ; 
to effect a recone iliation, fi: TE Fu AE, BC FE: ; 
to effect great things, KA St, MA ESE, WK 

BAD, IMIAAY; to etlect 

EEE S| 

to | 

TARAS, {OTE HE TS BL, ABE IK 

a junction of the | 

EPP 

armies, WA WR. 

| Efected, pp. Accomplished, )Xj&, IMB, BB 5 
done, 4G i, #5 iG. 

| Effecting, ppr. Producing, 3%, (tk, Hi ; perform- 
| ing, tik, Fy ; accomplishing, JX, HMA. 

| Effective, a. Efficacious, HINA, FF, BY REIK 

Yy, HAG, AS4t, HI], AIA; causing to he, 
HAAS, WA (; an effective speech, #4 BOR 

bi II a8 ; eflective troops, #4, HAZ 
| fe Ay IZA 5 ; an effective army, #9 Hf ; effect- 
| ive force, 4 Jy ; eflective pressure, BPI. 
| ffectively, ade. With effect, 47 3k ; effectively 
| attacked, 1A ME. 
Hfectiveness, n. The quality of being effective, 

ARB E, AEF A, IRE, Tie. 
me a. IZ Ame EB, SB FAR, ME ZK EF, 

| AWK; without atanioee: Snes ; useless, HE 

| Ji; impotent, AR AE. 
Effects, n. pl. Goods, moyables, #et-4M, RAH 

WW, RABIB, RH. 
Effectual, a. Ap axe, AAI; having adequate 

power to produce the efiect, @&, J2 (i, 2 FA, 
POG, BY LIK 5 an effectual remedy, a 

| Hi). BY, AY ZH. 
| Effectually, adv. With eflect, 4 ER, Aik, A 

| KG, ATE. 
Kffectuate, v. t. To bring to pass, {P(E AR, fie 

to achieve, Jk, WK#K, Hf ; to fulfill, MEER. os4 
Effectuated, pp. Achieved, )QREi8 [e- 

| Effectuating, ppr. Achieving, JK, WX aE. 
| Effeminacy, n. APES, Ff EE, Sif ESE, 

hit A258, AGH ; lasciviousness, PR. 
Effeminate, a. Having the quality of the female 

sox, x \PESRME, Ze MEI, KNEES 
unmanly, ANZ, Rin, SUA, WB, HA; vo- 
luptuous, #P 47% ; cowardly, PahAy, Fab As ; 
womanlike, tender, in a sense not reproachful, 
Bc Me, Fe JN VE te GE; efleminate beneyo- 
lence, tii NV pitas 

| Effeminate, v.t. To make womanish or weak, fi 

BEN, flee, fi Ae hit A, ED A tie. 
| Effeminate, v. 7. To grow womanish or weak, A 

A, BS Ice 
Effeminately, adv. A Wicks 
Effendi, n. In Turkish, master, #, KA: 

Effervesce, v. ¢. 7@ tt, 78 HE 2K, ‘HBEHEAS, WEE. 
Effervescence, n. A kind of natural ebullition, jg 

Le, wee 
Effervescent, a. Gently boiling or bubbling by 

means of the disengagement of gas, (= #25, 

WHE AY, Te A. 
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Effervescing, ppr. or a. BuebEee wee, sta It. 
Effete, a. Barren, having lost power of produc- 

tion, Ihcij# ; effete land, Ja A, FFA. 
Efficacious, a. Productive of effects, a, 77 ai, Hz 

WANE, Me Ay, mek ; having power adeqnate 

to the purpose intended, fF, FE; producing the 
effect intended, JEL, #EL] ; powerful, BON, 
ATF, AHEM ; fiancions pills, #4}; an ef- 

fieacious deity, @emk, 7 ROVER, TEMES wh ; 
not efficacious, Az ; as efficacious, as if divine, 
83h Anji; to make a charm efficacious, Wi FF. 

Efficacy, n. Virtue, @f, (43, Jy, Wy fi, Dy Jy, HERR 
the efficacy of a remedy, 4% % Wy; a prevailing 
efficacy, $f ai 2 4% ; an incomparable efficacy, 
yy ELE ; a bad efficacy, HE. 

Efficience, Efficiency, n. Active competent power, 
BE, Ty, Dy, Vy Ty ; a causing to be or exist, BEAK 
a {EPR FE; the act of producing effects, 

Wee, GANS, Be we. 
Efficient, a. Causing effects, RE. Jy, 8, ei 

IMA, HEWKAE AG; competent, Fic. ARH 
fi5, AZtF Ay; efficient help, IANf, MeN an 
efficient army, #B WK, Af; an efficient 
remedy, 4% ; an efficient hand, fe. 

Efficiently, adv. With effect, @f Jy, Wk Dy; ef- 
ficiently done, {i447 Ty. 

Effigy, n. The likeness of a person, (#, B®. A 
4%, S44 ; the image of a person, f§ s, ASTRA 
AcH ; portrait, HEH, HAW; the effigy of the 
Queen of Great (Bkaint ASEH E AEA; to 
burn in effigy, ## Affi; to hang one in effigy, 

Pd Ts AAA$, SAAS TB. 
Effloresce, v.t. To form a mealy powder on the 

surface, #876, RAYE. BEE, ETE. 
Efflorescence, n. In botany, the time of flowering, 
BIE. Hk 7E Hi, UH 7E 2% ye; redness of the 
skin, #U7E%, year. ACE; the formation 

of a mealy powder on the surface of bodies, BA FE 
4, FEYE K, BEG}; the formation of minute 

_ spicular crystals, EEG, HEAES. 
Efflorescent, a. BATES, BATE. NETE M15. 
Effluence, n. A flowing out, #¢ 413% ; that which 

issues from any body or substance, Hi 4, #EH} 

Effluvium, n.; pl. Effluvia. FAME, Gi; 
bad or unpleasant effluvia, 5 SR SLU, BE GL, Bi 
RR; Poibondus effluvia, 55x. 

Efflux, n. EH, HEHE Ay. tHe i229); influx and 
efflux, eH! ve i Hi SB 

Efforce, v. t. To force, hi, Wig, Hie. 
Effort, x. An exertion Fagus Ht Dy, #87), 

| Effulee, v. 

Egoist, n. 

I, TEI, SAT), 564, Hd HE, BH, He, 
#4), Hh; make an effort, Hi7j, AMP; make 
another effort, [Rh AtipP ; united effort, yy, Hy 

{o make a great effort 3 tf, AI Is; making no 
effort, [He 1[! La [ize Jy] MN; to urge on to effort, $F 
He, HFK) ; strenuous effort, #7, MO, 437, 

Effortless, a. Making no effort, HEH! Fj, AHI, 

me Ts, RAT. 
| Effranchise, v. t. (MAG HE, LUHEI A. 
Effrontery, x. Shameless boldness, 4n¢ jfij ye, Sit Re 

We, elm ye, HIVE, AGH ; to speak with great 

offrontery, aaJl Amie, (Eat AeEsR , MENG a. > mh ra) 

i Tos send forth a flood of light, #§ 3% 

I; HI. Hie WE - 
Effulgence, n. A flood of oe Hk, SET], WR aR 

splendor, 1, EI, i). PUATSE. 1H 
Effulgent, a. PIR, sui, Mh 1, RD, ELE, ie 

iE - 
Effuse, v. ¢. To pour out, as a fluid, ff) Hi, PAHS; 

to spill, ee Tigi if, (RE, (his, pies. 

Liffused, pp. Poured out, fEEHE ih, fA GS 

fe Sj, FT HIER ; cffused blood, ¥¥ ff. 
Effusion, n. The act of ponring out, as a liquid, 
5 SE, TELL 4G; the act of shedding or spill- 
ing, 47 i$ ; an effusion of friendship, fA HP 
Jif ; an effusion of joy, ff] H} SZ %) ; an effusion of 
wrath, MAHER 4q ; effusion of blood, #6 A HR ; 
a literary effusion, st AEPE NF, bE 3% BC. 

E.G. Hxempli gratia. Por the sake of any ex- 
ample, BEI, FElr. 

Egg, n. 2k, ON, HR, a8 
SE #5 a duck’s egg, 

; shed, 

a hen’s ego, $A 7E, SER, 
ME 2 salted duck’s egg, 

BLEGZE ; a bird’s eae, GB, ZERH; 10 lay an 
CE, ati 4e oe, EM, HID ; a rotten egg, 
hie >a poached ego, Grime ; the shell of an sa 
7 2%, ON AA; silk-worms’ eggs, By Aii, Bip ; 

hoilan egg, GEE ; to boil an eee hon, SORT 
UE 7E ; the yellow of an egg, Tray; the white 

of an egg, 7A. 
Egg-cup, n. ArH; ege- eu ostand, 7 4e. 

Eeeg-plant, n. Brinjal, 7K. 
Ege- eee n. ABBY. 

pene 1m. SEAR. 
Eg noe n. AN se sess in the inner canthus of the 

eye, WR Py fq #E. 
Eglantine, n. )j 4%é. 
Egoism, n. A love of self, leading a man to him- 

self, as the centre, 4%, Aa, WAAC, RK. 

AR, SH. 
Egotism, n. An exaggerated love of self, leading 
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to elpes mien. As, a Hl, 6 a, fe St 
i722, 7%; Iam free from egotism, F¥ De FR. 

Hgolist, AEB, Ae, ARE, WAH, 
mt Oa. 

Epotistic, Egotistical, a. Addicted to egotism, 
Aye hy, Ar FRE, HARI: conceited, aI {hi fy 
ite ; self- ponportant Ax, A, a8; opinion- 

ated, Ax 7E? fii UL. 

Eerepious, a. Extraordinary, $E, , jA fi, 38, 
ee +-4p; an egregious blunder, $47! tei, 

ge SE AS 5 an egregious folly, Pei GR 

a HiB ® Hi Re AGB 
Egregiously, oe Greatly, ei, Fete, dB HE. 
Eeress, n. ‘The act of going or issuing out, Hi} 3% ; 

the egress of water, fH! ; departure, HI. 
Eegression, n. Hi: 3%, weil! #.- 
Egret, n. The lesser white heron, a bird of the 
' genus ardea, Gee, ER. 

Egypt, n. RRA, ASA, BE A. 

Egyptian, n. KERB N, ERAN. 
Eh, interj. Denoting a slight surprise, iif, 11} ZF. 

Eight, a. A\, Hi; the eight musical instruments, 

AF i cight times eight, A/\, Af; eight 
times, Ae, Ale], V8; eight twice, aA: 

a chair and eight (bearers), AH, 74S; the 

eight horary characters, jee born under 
very auspicious (eight) horary characters, i 
TAPE; eight pieces, Af; eleht sections 

or articles, as of a treaty, Ak; eight sides, 

Eighteen, a. 4-/\. | iii. 
Highteen-mo, n. Octodecimo, +-/\EAY. 
Eighteenth, a. #-- /\. 
Fightfold, a. AGE, AMP. 

Bighth, a. Hj. 

Kightieth, a. B \-+. 
Eightscore, a. or n. Hight times twenty, Ro 

-+; eightscore or cight times twenty makes 
one hundred and sixty, A\=—WA\-+. 

Highty, a. A-+; eighty years of age, 4h. EL 

Eisel, n. Vinegar, jit. 
Either, a. or pron. One or another of any number, 
MEY, pip; either this or that, Dy JE Ay RR 

iy, DK OLLIE, Fp Hk YE ; either of you, tn 
—; each, 4S4°#H, Te, $y. ; I did not speak 

{o either, JE—7s fp ae sik, HM —7S AeA; cither 
from the East cr from the West, 7 A Wtak A 
Wu: either he is a wise man or a fool, 4 oR {% 

EE DR eas (i, BY #8 BR HA: either @ord or 
fad BY SE BY RE ; either he will go or not, 4ipz: 

dip. 

Ms 

Ejaculate, v. t. To utter, as a short prayer, MH HI; 
to ejaculate a short prayer, IE HL apis ; to shoot 

forth, as a ray, APH}. - 
Hjaculation, n. MERAY, MESERE; the uttering of a 

short prayer, Hii #. 
Hjaculatory, a. mE} Lig; an ejaculatory prayer, 

TM PPE aE mas THE Hi 2 4; 5 sudden, ZA 9% HiPBE 
ejaculatory rte ZAER 

Kject, v. ¢. To throw out, #241; to eject through 
the mouth, MEH, WI; to eject through the 
natural passages, |{! 4 ie ; to eject from an office, 
Sk, Bae, We Wa ; to nee or drive away, 3%, f& 

Hi, £EsB, SMT, LEU, Fill, 5B. FAME, aA ; to 
eject a son-in-law, jay; to eject from a society, 
ye {U4 ; to eject from an estate, ZRHIBE; to 
cast away, F HE, jh FE; to reject, FE; to eject 
a word, fH. 

Kjected, pp. Thrown out, #101 38, JOH ; eject- 
ed from the stomach, ne L384 ; ejected from an 
office, 3 jf ; ejected from a house, 3% Hi i; 
rejected, 32 jf. 

Ejecting, ppr. Ejecting, as from a house, 3@ Hf, 
EIS ; ejecting, as from a place inclosed, #2 Hi ; 
ejecting from the stomach, ME{l}, MHI; eject- 

ng, asa word, }i Hf ; ejecting as from an office, 

a, Bh. 
Hjection, n. The act of casting out, f# Ht#; ex- 

pulsion, 3% {144 ; dismission from office, Shi 

4%, WEIR Bi ; dispossession, 32 Hi 3 3= FH ; evacu- 
ation, HHZS; vomiting, MEH! 44, Izy. 

Hjectment, x. Dispossession, 3% Hi 4e3#. 
Ejector, n. jR HSE K. 
Eke, v. t. To increase, Ws# ; to enlarge, KY; to 

add to, Jig ; 1o supply what is wanted, #fjide ; 

to lengthen, #2 ; to prelong, fit, RE, FE 

fe, WE ti} BF ; all ekes, 4 3EWH ik ; to eke out, 
Eke, adv. Also, Jf, X. Lili, Hise. 
Eked, pp. Increased, 713938 ; augmented, 734 ; 

lengthened, $38. 
one ppr. Tnereasing, WFF ; augmenting, K 

; lengthening, 4 fz. 

crass v. t. To produce with labor, FA (yaa 

4h (E, Aye (E ; to improve or refine by sue- 
cessive operations, 4 HEE, FET FER. 

Elaborate, a. Wrought with labor, #$, 27, #1. 
fy, Ab=F (1 ; elaborate work, AGT, 470, AL, 

ti T: an elaborate (literary) work, A $m (E0BE 

7 fi i ape “a a. 

Elahor ate ly, a ee With great labor or study, JA 

I, WE AU, A elaborately worked, {i #5 § 
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ELD 
WM, TEAS IG RD, 1 TG. 

Elaborateness, n. if: $0 (ki, HM. 
Elacades, n. Pilot fish, HA. 
Elacagnus Malone, n. Wtf. 
Elaidin, n. Whit, Boek yh Ef. 
Elance, v. t. To iis fea. 
Elanced, pp. fh 
Elapse, v. 7. To pass away silently, 

#2, BI: ATM. 
Elapsed, pp. Slid or passed away, as time, #4, 

ELjB, ELE, GK, CH; five years have elapsed, 

Ti 26 C38. 74 CGE, Fe AE BT; years and 
months have elapsed, 4 4 j& J, 462 9 G38; 
the time has elapsed, 1) Giff. 

Elapsing, ppv. j&. 
Elastic, Elastical, a. Springing back, DIZ fy, 
HE Ey, We Saat (Vg, WER HEMT BE, (GT HEIR YE 5 elastic 
band, Wii Sir. 

Elasticity, n. iif 

as time, 34, 

BLN TE 
fluids, j4¢ 7 tik JJ. 

nine a. Flushed, as with success, PE¢E, 5.54}, 
SHR, SH ef: puffed up, 58 fi, HR, Ai: 
exalted, 7M. 

Elate, x. ¢. To raise or swell, ta the mind, f¥ mu 
Fd, (2 Se i, PAK, HE ML; to elate one’s 

self, Asse, Ais AX, Ais EL 2, Ard) Aus, 
ACA Che. 

Elated, pp.or a. Puffed up, as with success, 4 7§ 
&, geet EE; to be elated with, AR AK, 
Ai A dz; elated with wine, fea MWY, fee iE 

eB fik # yy Al as 

Elation, n. An ON or elevation of mind 

proceeding from self-approbation, #EFEA%, Fy 

Shae. AE. AM, FRA vanity, Be AE 
GR. 4 ay 

Elbow, n. ffi, Fi, Fi, GH, FM; 
the elbow, Hf, 3/4 [] JV; to lean on the elbow, 

BENS, FEI AEAG; he is always at her elbow, {B 

WPF BLUE He. 
Elbow, x. ¢. To push with the elbow, (R= Aydin, 

eats 
Elbow-chair, n. PEFR, PAHS. 
Ellow-room, n. FEB) ZR, FEM AG ZI 
Elbowed, pp. Pushed with the elbows, |fidifii ; 

elhowed him off, —ji47 3 FH. 
Elbowing, ppr. {Riyfidif. 

Elder, a. Older, Jcith, Jej8, ATS, WH, 5H 
#38 ; prior in origin, Sei, SETS elder ea, 
bE, wep, 52, Fl; an elder sister, #5, 4H, % 
WE, AM, WML; elder and younger Becthion: ui 
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28 Wea ZI, 
SRV EIT, HEL Jy. UHH. Hei; elasticity of 

to be at. 
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tf, Fbifs; my elder brother, 5042, ACP FF, A 
{€; elder and younger sisters, i. 

| Elder, n. , 2%, #38; the elder in a chureh, 

ff fe, Fe @ {2% an ordained minister, Pe fil; 
the elder in a village, #34, $$; the elder of 
a clan, FE, HE; “treat with the reverence 
due to age the elders in your own family,* ” so 
that the elders in the families of ot oe shall 

| he similarly treated, BE BURAZ 
| Elder, n. A genus of plants, called ne le 

¥,, WB 3 
Elderly, a. Mi, FY, Be; an elderly person, 

REZ AN. 
Eldership, ». Seniority, #923; the office of an 

elder, Bs Zk; presbytery, Fy @ #. 

Eldest, a. Superative of eld, old, Oldest, 2 EMF, 
## fry, AEM. fe HE: the eldest son, KF, 

WUE. BF. RF. CF. WERE. BF: the 
eldest danghter, AA, Yk, Fek. 

Eldorado, n. The golden region, 4 fi. 
| Eldritch, a. Hideous, demoniacal, §yPE, EAL AY. 

Elect, v. ¢. ‘To pick out from among two or more, 

ik, HOLE, ie HERE, PEE, HEFT; to elect for 
an office, Hk" Fe Ey; to appoint, Hf, Fz. 

Elect, a. Chosen, ite “SE, uy HE Vy, 405 are 
Elect, ». One chosen or set apart, ERE A, TEBE 

Hi, Wedd Hs the clect of Gout Lie 8 € Fe, Je 
ig JUpses FF ; the elect (in the scriptural sense ), 

Blected, pp. S88, cil, HBG. [BEBE 
Hlecting, ppr. 3, HEHE, PEE; predestinating or 

designating, Fig, FARE, FASERE UE. 
Election, n. ‘The act of choosing, $& 4%, BEE, 
PERE HW ; the clection of members of the parlia- 

ment, $8 ft Ze Fe; the day of election, #€ ft 
FE YA; free will, fA Az; the election rests 
le you, 3 #2 Ze fp. ; divine choice, [45 7278 

TER, 1a Fie #H; these who are elected, 

HEE, SURE A, FRE HB. 
Buran: er, v. 7. “HUBER BE FASE, TASES 

ge SSR ey 
Blective, a. Devendait on choice, 388 fry, Hi SHER ; 

elective monarchy, #33 7% fa. 

Electively, adv. By choice, LIS, LIGEPE. 

| Elector, x. One who clects, $€3%, SE $e HH, HEE 
#R, BEE; one who has the right of choice, 
ie HE; one who votes for a member of 
parliament, Py 7% = bt 2 yy # ; a prince, who 

with others has the right of electing the em- 

peror, EEL 2. 
Electress, ». ‘he wife or widow of an elector in 

* Dr. Legge in Mencius. 

DD D 
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the German empire, #)}q. 
Electric, Electrical, a. W& 0R§, TERRA; an elec- 

tric shock, "3 MEH; an electrical machine, 
Te 90a; electric fluid not luminous, E34 7k 
me, ; electric spark, Wg7i; electrical battery, 

Eleetric-eel, n. fF gi. | fe ys 
Electrician, n. MiB, 7c ESR FH ; one versed 

in the science of elestricity, EMPL: THER 

Electricity, n. The subtle agent called electric 
fluid, iE 4%; the science which unfolds the 
phenomena and laws of eleetric fluid, Eag 7% 
BE, ES ZK, Et; atmospheric electricity, 2 =e 
PE Fa; fric Hong) eleciv.city, WE 5a iE ; positive 
electricity, Pi 9; negative elec ae FER; 
current of alecuicity, TEI, — WEES intensi- 
ty of electricity, WF ZUR ; the earth is a great 
reservoir of electric ‘ity, Wh TE AZAR; con- 
duetors of electricity, 10 if 7% 44; non-conduetors 
of electricity, Aji ae YY, #4 ie 2 ; aceumn- 
lation of electricity, #£ft iE 4<; electricity ex- 
cited by friction, BRHZe 42 FF; electricity excited 
hy chemical action, 7 ek #8 (4, i 4E iE ; electrici- 
ty excited by heat, #54 /E 7; electricity exeited 
by magnetic ree Se 4E WE. 

Electrifiable, a. ye SE, BY $5 TE 5a 17. 
Electrified, pp. or a. Charged with electricity, (J 

TARE, ESR A. 
Electrify, v. ¢. To communicate electricity to, fi 

esa. (8 EE (th ; to give a sudden impulse, 
1B ASE; to electrify an andience, fii He 4 th 
TE, DE a RTE 

Electrifying, ppr.ora. {&E5R; curing diseases 
by electrifying, JR E#8 hag ik. 

Electrine, a. Belonging to amber, HEFf] fry. 

Hlectrization, n. fi iq #- 
Electro-chemical, a. iE eR PE. 
Electro-chemistry, n. The science which treats of 

the agency of electricity and galvanism in 
effecting chemical changes, WE 2 7, TEI 

Electro-magnetic, a. TERE. TGR ER A. | Bp. 
Electro-magnetism, n. That science which treats 

of the agency of electricity and galvyanism in 
communicating magnetic properties, ERY 

1, EAE ZIM, WEE. 
Electro-metalurgy, n. LUESER A ZIE. WERE AS 
Hlectro-negative, a. Fee fry. |Z. 
Hleciro-plated, a. fe 4x $3 (19. 
Hlectro-polar, a. We FEBS (vy, “HE RR. 
Electro-telegraph, n. EXR. 
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Electrolyze, v. t. LER Ge. 

Electrometer, n. JE Ge 5a Z #8, JE Tes I) SH, TER. 
Electromotor, n. Wik RH, HiERE- 

Electron, n. HEFfI. 

Electrophorus, ». An instrument for exciting 
electricity in small quantities, EWR ZH BE 

EZ, NY *. 

Electroseope, n. Wetke, TELE. 
Electrum, n. EZ, ER ZIA- 

Blectuary, n. #321, sIPREb, ABER. 
Eleemosynary, a. Given in charity, Wi }iiu fy Ui 34 

fy, HFS (4; given or appropriated to the poor, 
Ne A AE, Wh Fe 4S JA; an eleemosynary 

hospital, ie gi BE fg. 
Eleemosynary, n. One who subsists on charity 

Ee 
Elegance, Elegancy, n The beauty of propriety, 

%, FH. THER. LTE; politeness, FB, we 
We, Bat, TE, Week; propriety of diction and 
utterance, #3E, ASHE; due symmetry and dis- 
tribution of parts, #74, FB; elegancies 

of art, #Z3eE. 
Elegant, a, Pleasing to good taste, 3&, f£, AA, 

AGW, SEE, SEHE, ate HE, WHE, BCHE, PSHE, HE 
Bt HL ALE. RA HA, Tk 3S, EK, FEE, 
HeRE, eT, BRAK, aes Be i, WE, HE  ; eleg gant 
saying, \K&#; elegant expressions, ACHE ZH, 
FEE AE, RA AECE ; elegant composition, Jf 

BLK, HE I, AMER, KU, BIR; ele- 
gant writing, 4 Ff 2 3, kee; elegant sen- 
tences, £43] B] Hg; elegant form or figure, 3%, 
4&'22; an elegant person, 3 J\, # J; elegant 

dress, SRE Seve, SEN, RAMR, SEAN, MG 
good and elegant, 4g-4nJi, ; elegant and neat, 
HERE ; elegant blending of colors, 444A fA], 
4h; fine and elegant, as one’s movements, 

FM AK, GULE PULE, BME; 
an elegant woman, RE, FEA, FEM. HZ 
Zc, Rei; elegant gait, Wes wip AA ; elegant and 
accomplished, as a person, Ay 3a, WFR ; elegant 
ornaments, #24#; elegant decorations, 4{4eap 

il; the most elegant, ff 3E, fx HE; very elegant 

UF MI. 
Elegantly, adv. In a manner to please, 3E9& ; 

elegantly made, {ik75 #4 St. fi 4 SEE; elegantly 
said, wih fod SE aie FE TER 5 elegantly written, 

5 Oh AE Pili, ES tb Ew, X inl T. FE; elegantly 
pauey LEFT HP, 25 Hale BE ; elegantly colored, 

SE. 
Hlegiae, a. ARR fry. 
Blegiacal, a. ARR fg; elegiacal poetry, PEAR, Electro-telegraphic, a. WEIR. 
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#; elegiacal aesloe PE 

Elegy, ns SEER, ARM, 3 Fee 

minutest part of anything, #7, Ax, 3UA. wef, 

AE ZA EL AM; the five elements of Chinese 

By, HB; the Samus of the Eucharist, 32 
ZEW AZ; water is the element of fish, 7 

45 10 2 AR, 10 2 TE Ae Bakea ; war is his ele- 
mont, (fi ABET OL, {DIA fs play is his | 
element, 42 BAF UK PR ; element (astronomical ), 

Elemental, a. Pertaining to elements, 3G AS fg, FE 

HLA, ALATA. 
Elementary, a. Primary, AX ft, Yh) Z ASM ; rudi- 

mental, #j; elementary instruction, gy #, jij | 
3 elementary knowledge, 7&4 ; one who pos- 
sesses elementary knowledge, $y FN SE. 

Eleocharis iuberosus, n. Water-chestnut, EE fii, 

Bik. 
Elephant, n. ¥; elephant’s teeth, #37; elephant’s 

skin, # Jk. 
Elephantiasis, ». JJ JE WA, Act MA 

fis; huge, BEX. 
Hlevate, v.t. To raise, #8, B2jit, AR, wh, Heike, 

«TA oR, TA, 1, “ FLAK, Wis a 

tion, Kit, WE JH, WET, SIH, 3B MAP; to raise to 
dignity, Je; to elevate the spirits, 4p A 
OE AP ASB 5 fo animate, fp Heys. 

Elevated, pp. ora, Raised, 274i, $058, ARB, 
aoe HEFT ; clevated in office, (#jH ; ele- 
vated views, 78 Fi; elevated ideas, jE, WBE : 
an elevated mind, 9A, O75 4. aS. SE 

= le ae elevated in spirit, (RUF, BM 
FEM, {27 M; elevated,lofty, as a mountain, 

Bish, BG, 7 4. MGR; an eleyated mountain, 

+, FA, IIA ; an elevated spot, 7 H.wEIY ; ele- 

Si HFSS; elevated with wine, 
WK PRE RG 3 

mind, (Ft /ENE AE. 
Eleyation, nr. The act of raising or conyeying from 

a lower or deeper place toa higher, #24, oles 
| , Fe Hi, PE A; the act of exalting in 

| rank, (aby it, BF: an elevated state, 7 fir, 

THE BRE; exaltation of style, ACF ; lofty 

* The five clements are :—metal, water, wood, fire and 

earth, Sek ATCE. 

ze 

Klement, x. The first or constitvent principle or 

cue * YL ap; the 63 elements | 
of Europeans, 7\ - =f7; the elements of study, | 

Elephantine, a. Pertaining to the elephant, #0pf, | 

He, FT, HL, #4; to raise to a higher state or sta- | 

vated fields, fA ; elevated deportment, #4-575, | 

his fortune has eleyated his 

| expressions, eee elevation of mind, 3 RE, 

| VAT, HS, oe Hh BEX 7 iG; an elevated 
position, 7 fir; height, altitude, 73) ; the ele- 
vation of a star, 3 2 yA; the elevation of a 
place, Jit % 3 # ; the elevation of an edifice, 
Zia ti; the elevation of the house is, es; 
the elevation of the north pole is forty degrees 
above the earth, JE AIL Jy PEPE ; the eleva- 

tion of the host, S23e Gf 4%, Gaye te 7 ie. 
Elevator, n. One who raises, Yl#h, ey PA FH ; eleva- 

tor muscle ) DL. 

| Eleven, a. Hh ee ; eleven o'clock A.M., 44-. 
| 1 leventh, a. $-+-—; the eleventh month, --— 
| Vy, 3204, Wor A, Bg Sa. 
Elf, 2; pl. Elves. An evil spirit, a hobgoblin, sf 

Ws, Mob, SURE. BE, CEE, PEI. BREE 
| a dwarf, se fF. 

BW, wt. UE BEMEAE. 
Elf-lock, n. $2, sh. 

Kifin, a. §BhiU6 A, MELE A. 
Elfish, a. QU PE fig. 

| Elicit, v.t. To draw out, 8] HI; to elicit by ques- 
tioning, We! Gat HE, pate {o eho a truth, 5 
Hike; to strike out, sp Hi, HEMI, HEHE; to 
deduce by reason or argument, we +, IK %E; to 

bring to light, BAW. 
| Kheited, pp. 8] Hii ; this book has elicited what 

no previous writer has elicited, E22 FEY! RAV 

Pi As HR. 
Kliciting, ppr. Eliciting, as truth, si, we i. 
Eligibility, n. $2384, PERE, Fh We a TH - 
Eligible, a, Fit to be chosen, }4FE3EI, HY Wey, 

| WPM, WY BEE, TY PEAR: suitable, wt, Ae, A 
xk; an eligible employment, WSL A, e 

4 ELA, OWA L A, LAR: cligi- 
hle for reward, Dy 3. 

| Eligibleness, n. ne SE 4%, HET HW ESE H ; suit- 
ableness, sk. 

| Eliminate, v.¢. 7@ Ht, $B. 
| Eliminated, pp. 387 H!, ERIE. HATS 
Elimination, n. £38 # ;climination (in wee 
Elite, n. A choice or select body, 9% #, Hel #, 
Ads 4 ; elite of an army, ##48, PHI, de 

ite AS. 
Elixir, n. A tincture with more than one base, 

242i ; a liquor for transmuting metals into 
old, Joh eae iy , DK 4 42 Be HH ; clixiv of immor- 
tality, 9 aR2% iH ; in China, a pill, Pexesy-, Fz 
MEI), DKIF- 5 any cordial, AR), ASSIA. 

Elk, n. 3, BR (?). 
Ell, x. 45 inches in Enelish, #&. 
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Bllipse, ne In conic , section, a figure for med by the 
intersection of a plane and cone, when the plane 
passes obliquely through the opposite side of 

ihe cone, $B] ZIG, PERL, #5 ‘fal, HEP RS, 7E RS. 

Ellipsis, x. ipl. Ellipses. ip 32.27./a), WF Za), A 

KZ), HSE. 
Ellipsoid, n. $2 A) Gd, #6 RIE. 

Elliptic, Elliptical, a. Having the form of an el- | 
lipse, $A] 4; having a part omitted, wRisFMgE, 
Wie Ay, (A BCA ; an elliptical expression, #4 3 
Any, lig? 24a ; elliptic motion, AW EIA. 

Elliptically, adv. LW, AYR; with a part 
omitted, J} liij—4p. 

Elipticity, n. #28. 
Elm, n. Hyp, HEWLAS ; the wild elm, [pAp.- 
Elocution, n. fZ, WF, A, fea, eS. 

Elocutionist. n. A OF FH. 
Eloeutive, a. FAS. 

Hlogy, Elogium, x. Panegyric, p32 

Bt EZR. 
Eloin, v.t. Fee, THK. 
Elongate, v.¢. To lengthen, fR fe, fitz, AR, He 

fe; WES ; to remove further off, BEBH, Ge Z, ize 

Jesu. 
Elongate, v. 7. To depart from, jE ; to recede, 3 ; 

to move to a greater distance, Ej. 
Elongated, pp. or a. #4 4, PAK; removed toa 

distance, 354. 
Elongating, ppv. Lengthening, 3 £, WER 31 

moving toa greater distance, 38, 3% Sie 

Elongation, n. The act of stretching or lengthen- 
ing, (fe HH, WEF ; distance in space, fey, 
PEE ee 3 departure, WED: # ; recession, 4h 
4%; the distance of a-planet from the sun, 4 

SERIE 2338 Ur. BE AE. 
Elope, v. i. To run away, j&5E, 3 ; to escape 

privately, % Fl, JE, FLAE ; to porns with another 
man’s wile, [nj JV SE aE FR, HA A SEZ ; bo elope 
with a virgin, [JL Ac ALFF ; to quit a father’s 
or guardian’s house privately, without permis- 
sion, with a gallant, [ii] LAL JF. 

Eloped, pp: PEE. 

Elopement, n. FL Pee, ALF A. IRAE 5 the 
departure of a wife from her husband, 3 Z Ff, 

Eloping, ppr. #36. AFF, BEA. [F. 
Hloquence, n. fe, Fst, FA ; convincible or per- 

suasive cloquence, pk TN RFE gle. 

Eloquent, 
an eloquent speaker, 7 AUB A, Heat oh EAN 

an eloquent speech, fE Er, fut. 

jy Else, a.or pron, Other, Ji {fi (4, {18I , 
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a. HAF, COA, SHERI Bes 

who 

EMA 

else is coming ? 6 te if Nig, 5 Sh-tz, HE IE 
something hesides, ! JAE, F Abhi ; nobody 
else comes, iH BINA NAR 5 he or any 
one else, AA ST "TE, (2G TD; what else ? 

ALBIS. IAL TIVE, A RIIEF 5 do. you 
wish for Stee: else ? a BE (yy HR IEE ; 
nothing else, I Be Hh tA ; he loves somebody 
else, 1 INH, AL 3% fp A; 10 think of some- 
thing else, 45 47 MASA, Jil) f7 RAB ; nobody else 

can do it, BRT (SIG JUTE SNH fk 
Else, adv. Otherwise, PRS, ERAb, $A ; besides, 
FA ; be quiet, else be gone, BRERBK. 

Klsewhere, adv. jE, EE. 

Elucidate, v.t. "To make clear or manifest, §25A, 
ni WJ, FEA ; to illustrate, Wj, #178; to elucidate 
clearly, sif32, WE). 

Elucidated, pp. Eeplsined, fi WY jf ; made clear or 
intelligible, TAHIR. [ FEAR. 

Hlacduiabeg ane Explaining, jeAY, #eAY, Jz 8A, 
Elucidation, n. wit, HW) 4h. FHA, HHH HK. 
Elucidative, a. Explanatory, Ri] Aj, 4 BAPE. 
Klueidatory, a. FAR AS, wen fy. 

Hlude, v.t. To evade, 36, Jk sbi, PURE, TA BABY ; to 
elude pursuit, 6), 36, ZE FI, SEAR; to elude 

discovery, i Nij, RABE, RIAA, & 
ABE fil. 

Eluded, pp. 3J&38, Bibs. [ 5hE. 

Eluding, ppr. bit, PUM, HOARY; avoiding, %, 
Elusion, n. PURE Zab, IBZES al, SGIRZ ab. 
Hlusive, a. Jal SORE, 26 Jab ah, 35 FUE ab. 
Elusory, a. ‘Tending to elude, 4¢BY, af iR; tend- 

ing to deceive, Wels; deceitful, Weg ag, JE 
Elute, x. . To wash off, #EK. | ABE. 
Eluxate, v. ¢. To dicleanhes See Luxate. 
Elvers, n. pl. Ge (fF, BAF. 
Elves, pl: of elf. RH, ARTE HY. 

Elvish, a. More properly elfish, which see. 

Blysian, a. [S)aGA), (SEG, SES. 
Elysium, n. fed ag, (5, mis, PEAR. 
Elytra, n. fii Sah. 

Elytron, Elytrum, n.; pl. Elytra. The wing- 
sheath of beetles, i) #2 AA. 

Emaciate, v. 7. To lose flesh gradually, Iie, & 

Tal» ATE, PETA GRC IAD» LEMS, S70 HE 
3£ ; to become lean as pining, SiR ABI. 

Emaciated, pp. or a. Lean, Jaf, Jf, 38, JE, BS 

fe FB WAS, fats it ii HBB. 
Emaciating, ppr. Wier, ABI. 
Emaciation, n. IC J HE, IG, RHE. 
Emanate, v. 7. To issue from a source, Hi, HISB, 

Hite, wil, el TCA it emanates from the 
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emperor, Fy & 7 Ti Hf; light emanates from the Embarkation, n. Je MR4§, PS AR a. 

sun, 36 7H Hifi Hi, 3 Hee B. Embarked, pp. YX 5 Ay. 

Emanating, ppr. Hi, {UOR, Hide. Embarking, p i. TE A, 15 Ait, TF Ae, A. 

Emanation, n. Hi 34, # ul! #%; effluviuin, jy tH} Embarrass, v. ¢. To involve in difficulties, &, fe 

LR: | 3, eae, ‘it. Hei FA, TERE, PH; to confuse, Ht 

Emancipate, v.t. To set free from servitude or faL> Hed ; (o abash, fie A (iper. 
slavery, FEAK, WAS G A; toemancipateaslave, Embarrassed, pp. or a. 245th; perplexed, 3§ ILL - 

PETAR, WALLEY, WON EK. WE, SE BN WM, HE SL YE, MO, ek, 
Emancipated, pp. or a. Set free from bondage, Jit}, IDE. Bane. daisy, a B. Pabgay, Je, PRR, 
RUA. WS, Le ee assed from wi Pa of funds, fA 

Emancipating, Pp’: TEM, KE A E. =, Hii4 Fi ay SHE GEL .eTy INE TA , Ae iy mk IE I fh, RX ROR RK ; he 

Emancipation, n. EAH; the emancipation of embarrassed you, {2 Bw ‘sy {J ; an embarrassed 

slaves, FER AEH ; freedom, HA Ho; libera- merchant, A fy, WRF fy, ZRH ; embarrassed, 

tion, AAEM. | not knowing alte to say, SEB, 12 4084 By 

Emancipator, n. TEI #4. | 1; distressed, AZ, 3 poe ; an embarrassed af- 
Emarginate, v. t. iJ F5E, HEF. fair, SEH Z op. 
Emasculate, v. ¢. l'o castrate, il], HA, HAA, Bl Embarr ase )De ppr. or a. BX; an embarrassing 
He ; to render effeminate, PBRAR, KRHKN. allair, BYE, AS OEE, Raae AE, He ae 2 Ye 

Emasculating, ppr. Castrating, di], 3%. Embarrassment, n. Per leit, # #4, TABS, PS, 
Emasculation, n. Castration, i) 4%, RatH; ef | FEI. WA HE, HEME, SE fey, Wy wey GB) fH), 5 A aR, 

feminacy, HEPES. | SERB. 
Embale, v. t. $7 @4. Embassador, ». A minister of the highest rank, 
Embalm, v. t. To open a dead boby, take out the employed by one prince or state at the court of 

intestines, and fill their place with odoriferous another, $K#, KEAR, BH fii. 
and desiccative spices and drugs, to prevent its | Embassadress, n. $K22 Fe J\. 

putrefaction, # F ; to fill with sweet scent, as | Embassy, n. The employment of a public minis- 
the air, #€4; to preserve, with care and affec- | ter, whether embassador or enyoy, #€ZxK ; the 
tion, from loss or decay, as the memory of a persons sent on an embassy, $x fF A. 

friend, ARG, HW, HILAL, Hab AVS. Embatile, v. ¢. To arrange in order of battle, #38 

Embalming, ppr. #ER. | PRE, YEE, 2a) Ba. 
Embank, v.¢. To inclose with a bank, 4304, | Embed, v.t. To lay, as in a hed, Aye rR, Hieysk 

Siple, Wh. WOR. 
Embanked, pp. a Embedded, pp. or a. $ithyS RE, Word Ti EA eB 

Embankment, n. Jt#, pk, Jz, We, We Fe, HAGA, Embedding, ppr. YANK, Sil sh 
HERE, FR, ie: ‘the Sbank ment of a river, jsf Embellish, v. t. 42 fifi, Me fifi, BE Gi, He SE, ee fiji, 
SR, mB, aa ; the embankments are broken Ahi, PHA, AFB; to make eraceful or elegant, 
away, jya Ee Embellished, pp. or a. (s pijijth. lie 3. 

Embar, v. t. To shut, close or fasten with a bar, Embellisher, 2. (& ffi #% 
BALE ; to block up, BEE. Embellishing, ppr. ws ffi We Fifi, $F} fifi. 

Embargo, n. A prohibition of sailing, either out Embellishment, w. The act of adorning, fff; #, 
of port, or into port, or both, 48 fit A a4, off We fifi #4 ; ornament, af, afef Afi, 3 4 %, 

YT]; the prohibition ofa ship to leave a port, Ember, n. 4; emLer-days, 2, 4H; ember- 

A ALE TT At, MEM MYT; to lay embargo on weeks, ZY WFF ; emler-tide, 3s fyi. 
all ships, sg AA HU A. Embers, ». pl. Small coals of fire with ashes, ¢% 

Embargo, v. t. ‘To prevent ships from sailing out IK, IRIE, EEE. 
of port, EMP Hi. Embezzle, v. ¢. To appropriate fraudulently to 

Embark, v. 7. To go on board of a ship, YE ME, HE one’s own use what is intrus{ed to one’s eare 

Wh, TV Ae, 2 He, Rs to embark on board a and management, Pik, FIA, FA. ALIA. A 
steamer, {£4K ME; to embark in an affair, ft (ff ffi (i, FRAS. ALWG; to dissipate, FE 2, 3 JH. 
HE; to embark in trade, fUM AR; to take a Embezzled, pp. if ff 38. 42 (8 38. BHI. 

share in, AWZAp, 4itap. ith, {hy (iy Bi at 
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interne inane n. 18 4 Ait fli #1, bli Hi. 

BOWE TR, A WORETEL, TALE th BE. 
Embezzler, n. UIE, AA. (ir (ESE NN. 
Embezzling, ppr. FH, #L 58, fe. 
Emblaze, v.t. To adorn with elittering embel- 

lishments, fE ppialeiat, (4 fyi KA ; to blazon, fiji 

LI $C Fl we. 
Emblazed, pp. (& fii gH 3 AE. 

Emblazing, ppr. Embellishine with glittering 
ornaments, {Ps fiji ale HE. 

Emblazon, v.t. fii LI ¢ Fl; to deck in glaring 

colors, SEL ICES, iH IEA. 
Emblazoned, pp. Adorned with figures or ensigns 

armorial, [4x Fp fifi; set out pompously, fifi 
2h ae RE. 

Emblazoner, n. (spite 4, HHL HEH. 
Em) lazonment, n. WERE, HR, (5 HH ESE Hi. 
Emblem, 2. Theale! inlaid, as mosaic work, 

$81; symbol, # We, ER, 4% ies al HE # ill. 

Emblematic, Emblematical, a. Pertaining to or 
comprising an emblem, EW], BRAY, WAR 

Emblematically, adv. 

Rt. 
Emblematize, v. ¢. To represent by an emblem, 

Ue sia 
. Bu . 

Embodied, pp. ora. Collected or formed into a_ 
, Ati, Lie, elie. 
The act of embodying, @IK— 

hody, WRT — Fe 

Embodiment, n. 

Bede 3a ju _.43 tr - ihe state of heing embodied, | 

WH - 
Embody, v. ¢. To form into a body, HayK— 

WK— 8, AR, Ail; to embody, as one division 

of troops into another, 

into one division, 4 )K—PR. 

Embodying, ppr. Forming into a body, & 

TP) He- 
Emboguing, n. The mouth of a river, 7° jay A. 

Embolden, v. ¢. To encourage, EH, (Up He A. 
Batholden aes ppr: ALM. 
Embolism, ». Intercalation, [{) 4%. 
Embolismal, a. PE, PEA. 
Embolus, n. A piston, (27 Pf. [ Lis 
Emborder, v. ¢. To adorn with a Lorder, 473%, fifi 
Emboss, v. ¢. To fashion in relieyo or raised work, 

Eup, FR, tdi; to emboss with raised flowers, $e 

My fe, SRA, EAE. 
Emboss, v. t. To cover, Jf, 4, 3} [A]. 
Embossed, pp. or a. Bjthth, $8 ith. 
Embossing, ppr. $8, Wize. 
Embossment, n. A prominence, like a boss, ya 
Embottle, v. t. HRA A. L46- 

(ANG) 

By means of emblems, JJ | 

He, A | 

Pri, Fr 3H; to embody | 

it 

Himouchure, n. The mouth, as ana a river, ei oO. 

Embowel, x. t. To take bat the onitrails of an 
animal _ , FEELS, FE HEE; to take out 
the internal parts, Se AY, SH Ay. 

a oe ppr. Pett WR. 

wmLraee, v. mee take in the arms, 93, ff, S78, 

Ez qe, Wats | me GE, +E fa, ii, PETE, Hi, EB; 

to embrace att both hands, iE =. 41 (£ ; to em- 
brace one’s feet and ery, KL WE: to embrace, 
as an opportunity, A, #2; to embrace an op- 

portunity, Hep, TSE, SE, FEM, FRB; 10 
embrace or include, adh. LAr, Lit}, ZE PY; 10 
embrace the whole circle of the sciences, @4% 

4z i; to embrace a doctrine, #£%, Hy Hx; to 
embrace an opinion, ¥j%&; to encompass, Hetk, 

HEE. 
Embrace, ». Inclosure with the armes, #37, 48 

#1; pressure to the bosom with the arms, (@4@, 
#4: carnal embrace, ff 2; the embrace of one’s 
parents, 40-2E 7218. 

| Embraced, pp. Inclosed in the arms, 3388, 7a 38 ; 
embraced, as an opportunity, #€j ; included, 

| GLB, CGB; encompassed, I, (i, His. 
| Embracing, ppr. Clasping in the arms, 4@,Jafg, 

Hief{_ ; embracing, as an opportunity, ¥€; 

including, comprehending, @4FG, PU jij; eceiy- 
ing, #£, ¥y; tae Bete, HA FE. 

| Brabrdsire! n. WA, AcHs, HRT, BR. Be ARE LEE, HA 
Wt, AOA, FO PY; a parapet with embrasures, Ju. 

| Embrocate, x. t. LL Se a PE BB. 
Kmbrocation, n. J) ae PeiB EH; the liquid 

with which the affected part is washed, Pyg 

WE IK. 
Embroider, v. ¢. 3, $i, BH, REAE, HZE 

BY) aie, 

iy; to embroider with the needle, gps, SE HF; 
to embroider in colors, Ajk, dkik. bak, MyLI 

IL. 
Embroidered, pp. or a. $§i%, #TG, PRB ZE 5 an 

embroidered handkerchief, #1f1 ; embroidered 
silk, #9), Ml#% ; embroidered phenixes, #1; 

sketched dragons and embroidered phenixes, 
fii HLA EL; an embroidered dress, #5 FE, HERE ; 
an embroidered cap, #5IR, PEE, WF; an em- 
breidered PUESes Sin BE 5 an embroidered waist- 

coat, FFF, HFG; embroidered shawls, PAE 
Embroiderer, n. ais fin ty. | ee. 
Embroidery, n. 3§Si, WAREZ; beautiful em- 

hroidery, SE35 "RETF, SER, MRE; flowery 
“yt embroidery, 7; embroidery with figures of 

men, J\ HR. 
| Embroil, 2 
| 

». t. To intermix in confusion, #3. i . 

A 
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§L; to involve in “troubles or porplexities, Ae 
ye A, EE, ESE, ERE PERL; to embroil 
others, BA, SEBRA HERR: to embroil the 
ignorant, HABA, FERL EL. 

Embroiled, pp. Ft i, HEALS. 
Embroiling, ppr. Entangling, ve, S @L 3 in- 

volving in trouble, FE BLA, Ba TAME 
Embroilment, n. A state of confusion, lt AL th t3E 

Al Hi. 
Embryo, Embryon, n. Embryo of one month old 
3 @ womb in which the first rudiments of an 
animal are formed, #4, 7.4 ; embryo among 
Buddhists, 4; 
anything, while yet ina rude and unfinished 
condition, IAA. [ fig. 

Embryonic, a. Pertaining to an embryo, WR, i7. 

Emendable, a. Capable of being amended or 
corrected, BY #j, A) ec fHIE. 

Emendation, n. iE #%, UOEAY. 
Emendator, n. iF #. 

Emendatory, a. BE fy. 
- Emerald, n. A precious stone of a green color, 4F 

a, hE. 25; emerald green, —%f. 
Emerge, v. i. To rise out of, as of the water, jm 

Hive, GRE Me, PAHS, PA AMe ae. FH LK ; 
to emerge from a forest, pA AS} PA FA HI 3s ; to rise 
into view, H! 3, Bett, HLY!, Hise; to emerge 
from obseurity, Hid Ee. 

Emerged, pp. Emerged from the water, 7 1[4 58 ; 
emerged, as from a forest, FH HY 3s. 

Emerging, ppr. Emerging from water, fH, FA 
#4_E 3; emerging, as from a forest, FAH! AE ; 
rising into view, Pelli, Hit. 

Emergence, Emergency, n. The act of rising out 
of a fluid, MEH! a5, FAH! #¥; the act of rising or 
starting into view, JAH!#, 92H! 4H; an unex- 
pected event, f§¢k 23%, Bab 3i; pressing 
necessity, Saif PES? , RES FE; by casual e- 
mergency, ff§ #&; in any case of emergency, BY 
a ES 7 A; in this emergency, #38 Z fi. 

Emergent, a. Rising out of a fluid, #@HIfy; 
rising out of anything that covers or surrounds, 
Pelt (5, FEMI, BLE AY coming suddenly, 74, 
FRAME: urgent, iH PE, Aart 

oceasions, eee Ee 
Emeritus, n.; pl. Emeriti. Sit AD ZB, Sa TH 2 2) 
Emersion, x. The act of rising out of a fluid, 7% 

Hite RAHI Ieee; the act of rising ont of a 
covering or surrounding substance, FAH! 4% ; 
the emersion of a star, JL 2H!3%; the reap- 
pearance of a heavenly body after an eclipse, 

the beginning or first state of 

if; upon emergent | 

SUNG SH. 
Emerods, n. Piles, pee 

Emery, n. $4, Ae ii ay, PE hb. 
Emesis, w. A vomiting, pji#%, Upiltk. 
Bmetie, a. Inducing to vomit, Ib, Hinpafy, F 

lif. 
Kmetic, ». A medicine that provokes yomiting, 

sie, EUSA, (LOAM, WO: HA, LAR. 
Emetieally, adv. LUE, LUST. 
Emeu, Emew, n. A large bird of New Holland, 

ho to the eassowary and ostrich, fw MZ 

Bi, BKE (°). 
oe n. A seditious commotion or mob, 38 ‘ae 

WHE. KK, RALZ 
Emication, n. 1} eS. 

Emigrant, n. 454, Ds 5h EH. FEE Ab BH. 
Emigrate, v. ¢. Hh 7%, Js ah BM EE, HE Ab A, iki BM 
Emigrated, pp. haste ff. 
Emigrating, ppr. ASE: 
Emigration, n. 35%, st: 4. 
Eminence, Emineney, n. Elevation, 7g, ne 

ZOE, BB. BE AG IS a ising 
eround or hill, lf, FL, 4; a summit, WS, iq, 

lJ JA; the five eminences worshipped in China, 
Lk; a part rising or projecting beyond the 

rest, ply Ht2 Wy > a small eminence, ry 7H 5 

an elevated situation among men, 7 fr, ft, 

Ht ABALH ; persons of eminence, Hi #44, #2 RF 
i, Mitt N#; hich rank, FPF; celebrity, K 

HH ; your eminence, * Bey, 4H, TOR, 
Aull, FIP, SEP 5 a lawyer of eminence, kY% 
4K fifi; physicians of eminence, # HF 4H; su- 
preme degree, fii; to enjoy in eminence, PRE 

wz; gradually rose to eminence, 3% Bas Gr. 
Eminent, a. Rising above others, #8, i, #4, 

i KL, ie HE, HESt, FI; exalted in rank, 
#F. #45, |-4° ; hich in office, 7 fir fry; digni- 
fled, jk fe; high, elevated, 7, , fae, Hh Hi, 

=) Fe 2 7 in, WR ex xalied, 4 Its {, 3) 

ik, PAIK, BR, Eh, HERE; eminent sir, SOG. | 
ie. FEE eminent men, '! 4 0G A, dete, 

ie [ = iE He (He, Bay it, fee ait , Wit, ih Fe: AATF, ia 

eos ale arent physician, Ay XE BEE, 
#y SH 5 an eminent statesman, 44 Fi ; eminent 

scholars, MEE, 4. HE, Hf, AE; emi- 
nent women, 7% ; eminent virtue, Af, 38 
ffi, ¥EFE3 a person of eminent virtue, BF; 
most eminent, 3 #; she is eminent for her 

filial piety, fH LIZA THN, AEE AF ae ith \. 

” the title 

da yet o 

r 2 i is the best term for ‘“ your eminence, 
| of honor given to cardinals. 
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pes 1 ba 
aay Ties" eminently virtuous, % fi, 

Emir, Emeer, n. 
Turks, denoting chief or lord, =. 

Emissary, x. A person sent on a mission, #8 #, 

fi 43a spy. FRE, RIS, IVGE G.- 
Emission, n. The act of sending or throwing out, 

HE | [1 4G ; the emission of a star, HE HIE SH 5 

involuntary emissions (emissio eminalis), j& #f- 
Emissitious, a. Prying, aie ALLA. 
Emit, v. t. To send forth, {}, #8! 

Hiyk; to emit rays of light, WK; to let iy, 
AWE 3é ; to emit SPE 1s Be SOB Bie tS Be pe 
to emit sth order, 'f4}; to emit a book, ia le? 
{o emit notes, HL SLA to emit sparks, Hie Bf, 

Emitied, pp. Sent forth, Hf ith. | By. 

Emitting, ppr. ft, #€Ht, WHE. GY. 
Emmenagogue, n. ‘A medicine that promotes the 

menstrual discharge, wi xe RE. 

Emmet, n. An ant, $e, BRIE. 
Emolescence, n. 3 #k #4 ; the first or lowest degree 

of fusibility, #agai, TAH. 
Emmollient, a. Softening, (Li MpE, (SE WRT. 
Emmollient, n. A softening medicine, jfy##, 3 

KOH. 
Emolument, * x. The profit arising from office or 

erplonnents sik WSs ; no emoluments, Se WR 

&, MEER; to revulate the distribution of 
saelanienite ee HE WK; profit, Fl, Fi) ae, 7H Gk 
(ize; may ah rise in emolument and rank, 
WK fc 7 ME; “studied for the sake of emolu- 

ment, ” FAG ULE FR. 
Emolumental, a. Profitable, 47a GE. Fy aA, 

#5 FI it 
Emotion, x. A moving of the mind, }gj, thay, 

ME, MS. IN, Bt. ih ; to speak with emotion, 

ak it YR Bh}; deep emotion, fj; emotion of 
feelings, ff \gh. 

Empale, v. t. To fence or fortify with stales, f# 
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Eminently, adv. In a high degree, Ki, fz. ‘Wi Empannel , Nn. : list of j jurors, | “sere WE 

A title of dignity among the | 

| Empassion, v. ¢. See Impassion. 
Emperor, x. 

; to emit fire, | 

Emphasis, n. 

EMP 

Empannel, v. 

Empark, v. 

To forma list of jurors, ff 2) BY 

t. ‘To inclose as with a fence, fa Let 

Le. 
The sovereign or supreme monarch 

of an empire, 2 %,2-,3#E.BE,EEA 

7,6: the Emperor of China, KF 323.4 
AG Tee, Bee, APES RE 3a deceased emperor, 
Je; the emperor’s father, %¢ £§; the em- 
peror’s mother, §-fJm ; the emperor's eldest 
son, Ff, e-F ; the emperor’s face, fEFA, KK 
i, HAN. KF Z hj ; the emperor’s chattels, #4 
Wy; the plaie oes WIZE, 4M, ILE, 

PUM. ITE, SEE. SEE. TES. BH, TE, K 
WA, 3; the emperor’s robes, AE %! : our em- 
peror, JQ ph tH, F¥4t, EF; the present em- 
peror, BOR, ie Pm a ie the recently de- 
ceased emperor or empress, 7 fF ; the emperor 
revards the heaven as his father and the earth 
as his mother, and therefore he is called the 

Son of Heaven, $ ELIF LI Way at 

B2G, aH, R25, B at; to 
speak with emphasis, JOH we, LIS GE; to dwell 
on a subject with ereat emphasis, JAZ nt P45 
HE, LIA Ty BR ; stress, force, af ; the emphasis, 
stress or force is here on“ suddenly and without 
cause,” ar 7p AS Ye ME Ye PE. 

Emphasize, v.t. FAD ak, LL SG. 
Emphatic, Emphatical, a. 20, 7 fy; an em- 

phatie expression, Jy St, 77 3: Jy BE ah, A 
A, 
25° 

_Emphatieally, adv. Emphatically expressed, JW 

AHH E ; to inclose, (9 RET CE, TES; to shut. 
in, fal ; to empale with circling fire, {Wk fi 

E, (BIE DIK 
stake, dy #. 

Empaled, pp- or a. Fenced or fortified with stakes, 
{LACH JB ; inclosed, [1 a4 64 Ri ; shut in, 

EME. 
Empalement, x. LIAM 4, HIE ; a putting 

to death on a stake, 4 E, FHREH.- 

* The sopalae salary is frequently called JF fs, in contra- 

distinction from the 4p{, accidentals, or emoluments aris- 
ing from the occasional performance of certain duties. 

to put to death by fixing on a | 

Jt, LIN BR. mui in. 
Emphysema, n. Ji ya. J ORE. 
Empire, n. The territory, region, or countries 

under the jurisdiction and dominion of an em- 
peror, BY, 2% fy; the empire of China, 4, 

rE, YP ; supreme control, ¥i#; governing 
influence, #@Hf; the empire of reason, 34 FY, BB 
Ji Ay; the empire of the sea, fF ZPERE, ie 

< ial. 
Empirie, n. One who makes experiments, $i #4, 

77 iii 4K ; a charlatan, Jj e- 
Empiric, Empirical, a. Pertaining to experi- 

ments, Hi 2) AG ; resting on experiments or ex- 
periences, £8 4h fry X77 MBE, Hada FEISS GE ; empir- 
ical philosophy, #4738, ES known 
only hy experience, 4} jfj @1fg ; an empiric rem- 

edy, #8 NZ 3K. 
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Empirically, adv. Lah, B®. 
Emplastic, a. Adhesive, #§ fj; fit to be applied, 

as a plaster, F742 Ay, W) JAB asa. 
Emplead, v.t. To charge with a crime, 45-56, Aik. 

Employ, v.t. To use, JA, fii, FE, (EH, LI. HE, ff, 
Ay, HE, FB 4), HE (Hs to employ means, JF iz, 

Wid: F JH ate; to employ people, JNA, Hi A; 
to employ another, (iF, LA. HD 
JA; 1o employ or entrust, FE A. aE JV; to employ 
aman, fi Te Mit; 1 employ him, FRA A, I 

(iA, FR (EK AB fff; to employ one’s time, }E 
H.34H;] employ my time by writing books, 
FEL E 2)" A; how do you employ yourself? 

fi Mitte Fe Uh Wels EME, Oe AEE fad JERE 5 10 
employ the mind, JAS, 2%; to employ in 

office, #2). JAI. HOH. 
Employ, n. Business, 373%, 1 Je ; public office, ik 

20, RP. 
Employer, n. ieee ep Tot fi; he is my employ- 

er, AERTS IA, Ee RAIA, (WIT. 15 
AK 

Employment, n. The act of employing or using, 
JH #4, (i #%; business, HeZE, HEF}, RSE, Fea, 
Br FF, TK. RSE; public business or trust, Z 
3; what is your employment ? (pq TK, (hr 

file Fe, te Je, VA MSE, Ce 
Wik He ; daily a ea H 3?, BH 3é; constant 
employment, $21, ¥§ 0. Hi, [i 1. Ta ze; 
temporary employment, 81, #4 J§ ET Fe. 

Empoison, v.¢. To poison, Be, Way Ae : io imbitter, 
{HF 4#; to empoison the enjoyments of life, 3 
AE, thik fig | 

Emporium, v. A place of merchandise, Jf 9A, git 

Wi, Trt; a city or town of extensive commerce, 

KH, ACE ZB, BI, Alt; the em- 
porium of the a ees SK Gi. 

Empoverish, v.t. See ee ish. 
Empower, v. t. fh 4 A, ZeHE, WHE, CHE. TP HE sto 

empower a person, CEA A BS f2e yh 
Empowered, pp. fj HE, Zoi HE; 10 he empow- 

cred, AU HE, Fy HEE. 
Empress, n. The consort or spouse of an emperor. 
SR, Ba, 1 &, Wet; the august empress or 
empress dowager, #3 Ba, J Je; the empress’ 
erders, 325 the empress’ room, fj ; empress’ 

bamboo, ij RE77. 
Empl! ed, pp. Poured out, fi fi, fA) Hist, We vi 

wv, hiz; exhausted of its contents, as a a 

Hi tei» MET, REZE £, Hea, He yp He. 
Emptier, n. fia, Th Zee, 2844. 
Emptiness, n. 2 hig, 2 #4; the emptiness of 
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Emulsion, n. 28, 4), Ff, WeFL ; 

EMU 

earthly things, {lt Fei Wve, fit % taba mR: 
want of intellect or knowle dee, A FEN N, ws 

Empty, a. Containing nothing, ‘ nothing but 

air, 4X, Mik, 28h, Mite, FE, FA, VER, WE is, Pe, WE, 
Hy Asan mpty house, pele e'Ze , PE; emp- 
{y-handed, — USA, AE, The; an empty 
ne yeee, Ye4E; an empty or vacant space, 

vs hh, BYE] ; an empty stomach, 4 Hb, Be, FENG; 
ae away empty, 2S Zs 5 ; an empty elass, 

very; anempty waste, Wei; without effect 46 
WK, Ze Fs; empty ship, oS fl: an empty Fees, 
Bods, BE; an empty heart, 4%, Fiat; empty 
words, i, AEF; empty talk, Mews, ze Hope 

an, Heat, REO Bt, Wah; empty brain, or an 

empty wit, Zia), 452; amply praise, zits an 
empty title, Ba, kin ; an empty hope, pgtH 
empty of self, Nie ed and still, 3E aR. 

Empty, v.t. (fj, SEA, Ale P, Wie, HE: to empty 
a drawer Rieesil te ioempty the purse, (fe ; 

{o empty one’s self, Qt, | Ag; to empty out, 

fel {I 
Empty-headed, a. “ere. 
Empty-hearted, a. 20 fy, St tif (5. 
Emptying, ppv. fil iy. FRAS, Fh 4. 
Empyreal, a. Formed of pure fire or beht, 7B, 

RE ; pent {o the highest and purest region 
of heaven, 2 45 ff. 

Empyrean, n. 723%, HELZK, SARK. 
Empyrical, a. Containing the combustible prin- 

ciple of sods, # PORE. 
Emu, . See Emew. 

Emulate, v. ¢. To strive to equal or excel, (FH, te, 

RW, BSE, Be, BU I; fo imitate, 
with a view to excel, [j2, FF; to be equal 
10, An, 2, HOF; os emulate with each other, 

HITE, wi, WANE 
Emulated, pp. 4Pj&5¢, FA 
Emulating, ppr. Rivaling, 4tJ. 2. ia: Bis 

im; 1mitating, 2%; resembling, 877-4 
Emulation, ». #84, 4P4e#, BES. AB eA: 

competition, FA 4, MAES, ANE Hh - 

Emulative, a. Rivaling, 43efy, ASEM ; disposed 
{o competition, Af} E ER. 

| Emulator, n. 9t4e#, ESCH. 
| : 

Emulous 
iF 

INE, dg 

a. Draining out, fH, iy Hi. 
Desirous to equal or excel another, 

PEt contentions, AAR, AAR AT. 
almond emulsion, 

Bile, A Afi AW), ASE FL. Fe BF. 
Emulsive, a. Soft ening, fy ; milk-like, FLORA: 
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producing or yielding a milk- like substance, Hf 

FL. a9 FL {VJ 
Enable ; 

ce deny ie eT fe. (li, lp, 4y ; to enable one 

io ect along, Sf A ; to enable one to carry on 

trade, 4 )i A4AE Ze: wealth enables a man 
io be liheral, 4f$8itt BY GE HL he ; to authorize, 
{it Me, MLE > to enable one to do it, AE: tik, 
SHER ZZ, ti HL A) HEAG ZZ; enable him to rise, 

fF Ae ke FE By, Be tlh HE de Er. 
Enabled, pp. ir HE. 

Enact, v.t. To make, asa law, 7%; to enact a law, 

Fara ie artis ; to give legislative sanction to a 
bill, 1e#ByE, WEBB]; to decree, Hi4), Hi er, 

TT amt, EE - : [Fg fi. 
Enacted, pp. Passed into a law, 2% BE, dish 
Enacting, ppr. 79x; cnacting a law, Weis, TAR 

sh, SLAB. HAV 9 
Enactment, n. The passing of a bill into a law, 

WIE BAGH G- 
Enactor, a. spi, eae Gl 4. 
Enamel, xv. Sy, HEU; the enamel of the 

teeth, rye, FPL IK. 
Enamor, Hnamonr, v.t. To inflame with love, #& 

ABE. | NB. 
Enamorado, n. One deeply in love, 
Enamored, Eni amoured, pp. Ov a. ae 

abe PAY woe 23 

Eneage, v. t. ig EP Bo Vat: Age 
Eneaved, pp. #8 fEI, ERE IB. 

Enis Pe nPry ELE, AGE. YAGE. 
Eneamp, v.7 To ait h tents, as an army, 2, 

wba, AaB, (PAS. TE. ae Te 
Ineamped, pp. “iii BS. EjRa St, TPE We. 
Eneamping, pp. fet. 
Encampment, A camp, iat 
Enease, v. t. a as, LET. 
Eneave, v. €. 32@FiReR. 

Enceinte, n. faye. 

Enchafe, v. t. To provoke, iy. 

Enchain, v. ¢. ‘'o fasten with a chain, PR Se sa EE, 

Wek, RE, BF 

SBR s (o restrain, 4H ; to hold in bondage, 
OL 451: ; to link to@wether, 3 fF, 28: ; to con- 
fine, [| ££, FM f£. 

Enghant, v.¢. To practice sorcery or witchcraft 

on anything, (id, dH, ORI, 2: 10 
charm or fascinate, $k, ey, HEY, wR t 
enchant a person, ii J; to delight in the 

highest degree, ji zi. 
Enchanted, pp. ora. Atfected by sorcery, jg, 

Wey, ARIE ; fascinated, PRLS, MEARE, OLE 
fj; an enchanted place, We fh, WAZ, WU. 

To make able, (ge. OAL Gite, Be 

| Encomium, n. 

Enchanter, ». One who enchants, i EE, B 
Ah, (i J: 4, AYE GG HH ; one who charms or de- 

lights, RAH, HRM. 
Enchanting, ppr.or a. Affecting with charms or 

spells, $k id: Ck RF, URE, GREE. ALG. FARR 
fig; charming, 7 J\, ZEEE. 

Enchantinely, adv. Enchantinely beautiful, 5% 

JTL, SEAD, NE ti - 
Enchantment, n. Incantation, (ize, (iE, 

JAM A ; sorcery, WRG, IB ts. Mee. WE, ZI 
(itt ; Spell, pw Z FF; overpowering influence of 

delight, PaSE, MEK, AIRZB. 
Enchantress, n. WLI, AMA, FF pA. 
Enchase, v. ¢. To infix or inclose in another body 

so as to be held fast, but not concealed, $7; to 

adorn by embossed work, $f, 77g; to de- 
lineate, $i. 

Enchased, pp. $8, 299 ; adorned with em- 

bessed work, $8 7G 5, S876 A3- 
Enchasing, ppv. Inclosing in another body, 3 ; 
ace es embossed work, $7. 

Ene horial, Seiligt a or demotic writing, jfk 

SF TH, a, PES. 

Encirele, v. t. (EME, BEE, HDEE, BCE. RR, 
Be, Teh. Bt, HE; to encircle a city, EAR, 
HK ; to embrace, iE, Heda, Ete. | A. 

Encireled, pp. [Ria iB, HI, HES. po ie 
Encircling, ppr.ora. [EI :, ABE, HEE, EE; 

embracing, $i ff. 
Enclasp, v. t. To embrace, Fi ff. 
Enclitic, Enclitical, a. Leaning, “Ft, Be Rh. 
Enelitic, n. A word which is joined to the end of 

another, 4# Fé 22572, 42 EU. 
Enclose. See Inclose. 
Encoftin, v. t. FEA AT, ABR, Woe lee 
veominsean _ A panegyrist, EF, BRM, 

; pl. Encomiums. A high com- 
mendation, ji te Ll BER Za |, Beat ; eulogy, 

nit ae 
Encompass, v.t. To go around in a circle, Jal fd, 

Kali, LSE, [EVE J 4, PIRI E ; to eneom- 
pass a city, [Jy ; to hem in, PY, EM. 

Encompassed, pp. [RIE , fe)j8, Je) Esa. 
Encompassing, ppv. FE i, [EV CE, HeAE. 
Encore, adv. Once more, FR—7R, FR. 
Encore, v.t. To call for a repetition of a particu- 

lar part of an entertainment, FRIS— Hi, FR PE 
Hyp, 

— Ht; WA RZ. ; : 

Encounter, n. A meeting, $33, 34, 54, 44 8, 40 
to have an encounter with the PR, AA AS ; 

enemy, 2 FE, i the two armies had an 

ar 
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encounter, We 

Bik, WOMELE. 
Encounter, v. ¢. To meet face to face, 4, #4, 14, 

AF. di As, Tie AT, AGH, AGE; to meet unex- 
pectedly, (3 334, 5 YS 3B4 44 ; to meet suddenly, 

eB WP? eM Ait Ul; to encounter the enenry, 

sh i, Hii FG Bb HE ; to resist, HEH; to attack and 
attempt to confute, Ye4Fy, HE; to encounter 

difficulties, 334 £, #4 9€; to encounter dangers, 

iW fe. 
Encounter, v.72. To meet face to face, #A 5B; to 

fight, Ze Hi. 
Encountered, pp. sUsith, Wx As, Es, Fish, 48. 
Encountering, ppr. Meeting, 384, 449 ; opposing, 

Bf, HE: 
Encourage, v. t. To give courage to, HERE, Wy. W 

AB), ie BY, BY, AE fi), 23h BF, HEA, HEL; to 
comfort, fee, fi); to countenance, BRR, He 
AR, Hs Tt to encourage to exertion, ¥) %%, Wy Ht 
Fy, eat, PYG, YZ; to encourage trade, # 

nik HPAL IE to encourage the talented, 
HEI NF, fii"; to encourage the learned, 4% 
JR AC, HEN) SAE AV, fay St. FF BL ; to encourage 
one another, FH Hh, 4H {i ; to encourage by con- 
ferring distinctions and rewards, WEx, WERE 

mA ; to encourage the diligent, ere 
Bae : toencourage the cultivation of the fields, 

Wy se er aie Ee 

Encouraged, pp. or a. Animated, $k URI, yh 

6, GAB, SS. SB. 
eee EDD: n. Hg Jah Hi, ah Si 4, 4 BE 

reward, 4, AYA; encouragement of arts, Hz 
gk, FRE; profit, Ay; favor, BL, BLAZE; counte- 

nance, AQ; support, $y, key. 
Encouraging, ppr. or a. HERE, WEE, WHY. He HB, 

RAGE, oli, BEE. 
Enerinite, n. A fossil of the asteria or star-fish 

family, 3244. 
Encrisped, a. Curled, #0, 78. 
Encroach, v. i. To enter on the rights and posses- 

sions of another, {/;, a, €&, fe{ir ; to take pos- 
session of what Lelones to another, @y ff, IZ 
@j ; to creep and enter on anothers rights, {ff 

BE, REE, TEA bh, fh, EEE. By; to encroach 
on other’s territory, fe{ey AW, EXE A Ub; to 

invade, fF A; to encroach upon liberty, 44 

ZH. 
Bneroacker, ». (52, Wile, BAER. rte. 
Encroaching, ppr. ov a. fi, Biffy; apt or tend- 

ing to encroach, (24 "PE. Bi Ay. 
Eneroae shiment, n. fia, felt 

Hf. 2#*E ; a sinele combat, JERK, 
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-Encrust, 

END | 

v. t. To cover with a crust, #8 yk, GLE, 

Encumber, v. ¢. See Incumber. To impede motion 

with a load, iQ qr, 4E qr, 4 ; toencumber trade, 
25 AEE, PA GEZE TE; to encumber the mind 
with cave, jai Jie; to encumber with debts, 

ii KR fie. 
Eneumbered, pp. or a. Loaded, ifs ae. Wi afr (vy; 

impeded in motion or operation hy difficulties, 
2 Tee, aoe. 1} Sf AH; encumbered with 
debts, jh & 7 

Encumbering, i Loading, if; clogging, 
KE; loadine with difficulties, B33, BALUME. 

Enecumbrance, n. Anything that impe nee a action, 
or renders it difficult and laborious, TA, bil 

ATES RB th EEE. WO 
Encyclical, a. Circular (letter), & @, MA Z 

JE {ih 3 “tle encyclical letter of the poye, ee 

TCE BIR? ie 

Encyclopedia, Ge eles n. he eircle of 

universal encyclopedia, = F fa] 47; an ency- 
clopedia of useful knowledge, Foi Gi JS. 

Kneyelopedical, a. 4H, HARE. 

ene n. {Ete Hi. 
Encysted, a. @L%8(f¢-, 7 ; 

End, n, ie $e, AS, HL, Te, Ze. Pb, RE. Bathe, 
HEE 2S, - Levinning and end, JAE, HE. 
ARE 3 “the f nis or end of longitudinal 
things, SH, ##t; the end of the earth, i RR; 
the end of the world, {lkak, fb 4%, le HE, 

SK jis ASE; without end, TERE, WE fe, ER THE, JRE 
i HK, Au; the end of the year, 4E 76, SEU, 
S46, HERD, Te, 4 Tx; the end of a quarter, 
AE YK, ABR, %&; the lower end, P 9H, PLE; 
the end ofa Beane sh, 4; from one e San to the 

other, A sy Je. A oi EE, A ai B %; the 
end of a ane “aT: ; the end of one’s life or 
days, #& H, SLAB, HLL; unlucky to the end, 
27 Hy; the end of a chapter, ZR; to make 

both ends meet, eee {Rw SEL, AP i gE ty 
FH; the ends mect, jij MELA » HUE, fie WZ; the 
close of life, AE, #, By alm, , ja; to get by 

the end, $e, JAR. fi 3h to make an end 
of any one, TE NK: 3 FE, BEN; to make an 

end of one’s self, \4i¥ - to hak e an cnd of 
eating, (2, Bk; to draw towards one’s end, 

Wee, UME, [LP GE; who knows what will 
le the end of all this? a A 403i) Se PE Wie JE. 
=f At PLE 22% ; to no end, #EZK; the end will 

try the man, Fee A Jndk A, Heb KALE; the 
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end crowns all, 3F jk Hu WW #4; the end of an 
orator is_ to persuade, ; i i ee cs) JE ACE; 

his end is to please you, eat He, (ERE 
ERD ay (tk sz; to compass one’s ends, FHAL 
@; to the end that, Bere J}; an end, for 
on end, upright, EOE {o set on end, ES fs; 

the end or clue, #9 ; hoth ends, [fj 8; ihe end 
of a piece of silk, 7E/~; to make an end of a 

dispute, #37; 10 make an end of an affair, 56 
37, S Ze; the end of a line, to be aye . 

iho > 

the end, FAIL jp AG CL) AL oF KE; he who accepts 
a trust should execute it to the end, &% \\ Z4E | 

Writs XN 2H > Vil not go, and there’s an end, 
eee nonplased at his wit’s end, AR 

End, v. ¢. ‘lo bring to an end or termination, 5€, 

i, ie TS, 5e, FE. Ih, We, BR, WK, FE, SC, 
SC, {HUE : {oend a discourse, fe ate; toc nda Lusi- 

ness, 363%, SF; to toput to death, #%; to finish, 
IM5e; to end strife, Zz; to end a work, te TL. 

End, +. 7. To come io the ultimate point, 3é, hk, 
FFE. TNE; ig cease, Hes , 42; all’s well 

that ends well, #8 /E #395 eae MS. 
Endamage, rv. t. 4. 
Endanger, v. t. ib, BA Li, ee) (Hh BeBe 0 

endanger one’s life, 5A ar, 3 AEE fo fr 

Endangering, ppr. Bie, 1B i, far 

Endear, v. 
(44: Ime; to endear one’s self to one, fH A Fe 

M, PAMREA CC. (HABE 
Endeared, rm. or a. 48) jh BE Be. 
Endearment, x. ‘The cause of love, 

¥ i; tender <cifite {ion, A 

Endeavor, Endeavour, 7. 

Ni, WH 8. 6 

We 

Effort, BS Ise. YE, 
hays attempt, BAP i 

end, object, 7, FER; ie first endeavor, 
ak ;asecond endeavor, Jp a # : good endervors | 
are not to be compared to good success, 33 (f | 

Ar Wi eX. 
Endeavor, Endeavour, x. 7. To exert physical 

strength or intellectual power for ‘nee accom- 
plishment of an Te iy, 4 

iy 

Sy, BI, HER). i), S20. Bhs to . to efeet, 

wh maAllp, ina ak 3 {0 aim, SAS: Tal, a he en- 

deavors to obté a employment, fin i 
ie, +k SE PY PA ; to endeavor to oHect, Hi Zppk, 

fen; to endeavor to obtain, ree aIKAEL; {0 

endeavor to the utmost, oe ase 

Endeayored, Kndeavoured, pe ih Jy 5 tried, at 

3th ; Aone ei, SG, He 

es ving, Endeayouring, sae 
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careful | 
at the beginning in order to provide against | 

t. To make more heloved, {#74 Zs, | 

| Endowing, 

BR, a | 

if, ae PY 

Making an ef- 

END 
| fait, Ht Sy, Wh. 44): aikentatinge an: 
Ended, pp. Brought to an end, 567, WK J, HE 

J. HE: all ended in ruin, (i — fry Kh $8 of, 

| Fase y. 
inideinie jndemical, a. AS + MBE, AK + fy; an 

endemic disease, -- 4g, AS 4: FE I. 
Endict, Endictment. See Indiet, Indictment. 

| Endmost, a. Remotest, 9832), ic FE HE, SHEE AY. 
Ending, ppr. or n. Terminating, 5¢, 4h, #8 &, 
CK: the words ending in hu, #9: 77 5 in 
grammar, the terminating syllable of a word, 

ue LR. 
Endive, n. 7&3, Wee, BP2e- 

| Endless, a. W shout end, Smeg, Aneigs | im Rake i 

Hi, SEI, EOE. EVE, 7 G,; eternal, TK, AGE, 
I (lk An 8 ; endless happiness, <i, 7K ue ZZ Tih, 
TAIZ Y iii, SEH TR ; endless tranquillity, 7 

42: > endless ages, #8, 14 77 FES endless motion, 

Hy A; an endless man, i KE DE NA, fe fo ODE 
JA\; endless contentions, #4r, AL akae. 

Endlessly, adv. Without end, 3j¢ja¢; incessantly, 

"RP: continually, SIF, 3, HIE. SSAA. 
| Endlessness, n. 33H. 

| Endogenous plant, n. pothZE% Wt. ot ZEMBE bt. 
Endopleura, n. Membrane for the seed of a plant, | 

| E Elam Lz 1g res 
ndorse, v. t. WRT REF, Bah B54; to endorse 
a cheque, yt #5 ays . See Indor sc. 

| Endorsement, n. Sec Indorsement. 

Badesna, njEMMA, RAZ 

Sit. 

i3:, WBZ 
i, ty cele Lik. 

Endow, v.t. To settle a dower on, (HERS, TEAR 
#E; to settle on, as a permanent provision, 1}, 
fut, #3, fi, ffi; to endow with faculties, WB, 
>, $hF ; heaven endows with faculties, JE 

HY F FE ; to endow an almshouse, fh #? Phe. 
| Endowed, pp. or a. Ri, Wi, FsB. 
| Endower, n. 4, Ma - 

ppr. Setting a dower on, ff} Ae HI, 

15 GUL fas - 
Endowment, n. The act of setting a dower on a 

woman, (xR HER ; that which is bestowed or 

settled on, Py A G, Py F at t PE SE, Py a i] 

endowments of heaven, FR rH. FRM, 
3eke; endowments of nature, faculties, FF, 

| Endue, v. ¢. See Indue. | Fege- 
Endurance, n. Continuance, a 5 sulee aE 

i HS #4, 2, he 5 ; patience, ie Hit. 28 
By Fe, exetaly power of endurance, 3x. 

Endure, v. 7. To continue in the same state with- 

out chi fH, He, Wt, ARR ; to endure 

Bs 
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for ever, FX 5 to bear or : suffer without resist- | 

ance, JE, HE (£, HR {E, 7% Rh, SE ya ee 4%, By; to | 
ee hardships, 4E 74 iG, HEGEM, | 
HE; to endure cae in a world, {fE {Ik 

a. HE Oe Ae EON, HEE EF a FF Hi Bt; cannot 
endure it, HELE, OF a Le, ENG CE, ao 
Ef, A itt enable to anaes JEAHE, 2 DUE 
me 7 Ue 7; to endure contempt, 7, Be ; 3s 
ae patiently, LL7Agtse Zz ; to endure for 

a long time, HEH iif, JE fthte A. ii fe; to 
endure ith fortitude; fi 7, 7, R22, pA lh. 

Endure, v. ¢. To support without breaking, Hf, 

PRE, Bett. 
Endured, pp. Fith, HERBIE 
Enduring, ppr. Lasting, . Sf, fii; enduring 

possessions, Hi FE ; enduring for ever, » AEE, x 

Aes, AC Arie; bearing, JE, PR, i, B- 
Endwise, adv. On the end, Ie Beat Dich. 

Enema, n. GABP MEK, HAAR ZA, i 
AGE 2 Me. 

Enemy, x. One who is hostile to another, 30, %% 

Be, HM, 
WX HK; a private enemy, FAM, FL, Fe KH 
a professed enemy, Zi"; an enemy to truth, 

WUE Hj; an enemy of God, jf k WH, I: HP 
Zit; the enemy of mankind is the devil, A 
ZA BE Hh ; the opposing army, fle, hy 

EIB, WEE; * antagonist, HP. 
Energetic, Energetical, a. ve rating with force, 

vigor and effect, 54 7:, 65%, 7, 1£ 2, Fi): 
an energetic officer, 4g Aleve es, WZ BS an 
energetic person, 54 (EI A, AS Is EN; ellect- 
ive, 2k 77! ; to take energetic measures, JAZ 

Lik. 
Energetically, adv. 327%, Lat, Wy. 
Energy, n. Inherent power, Jy, 247, 9), #4 
AS resolution, fifi] 3x, fil] PE ; to act with energy, 

FEAL KS, MIALEZE ; no energy, Ae95, Hye, 
$m Jy ; without energy, Ji) je Ff ; a person ae 

out energy, Wig 14 Z ZZ N RAN, I i NZ, 
constitutional energy, J} fH JJ. 

Eneryate, a. Without strength or foree, 4 4y Jy 

WE, Jy HEY ; weakened, 384 3 Hj SEI AM Hi. 
Eneryate, v. ¢. to deprive of strength, (ME Jy, Be 

BE), Ab FEI. HEI] ; to render feeble, (ip tk Hy, 

Ay EB. 
Enervated, pp. or a. i) Me, WEG. EH. IK, H. 
Enervating, ppr. ora. Depriving of strength, (i 
— BI. HEA TIA ; enervating climate, IZ 

* These two latter terms are only applied to rebels and 
large bands of robbers ; seldom to a foreign enen.y. 

Net, 

| Enfilade, x. 
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AE TL TL 8. fh Va public enemy, | 

ENG 

JU, BE Fak +. [Hi #. 
| Enervation, n. Effeminacy, 3€ 4 34, Fey #, ee 
Enfeeble, v. t. To deprive of iain AY Je 93, {8 

HU, (i Nth 77. | PGA. 

Enfeebled, pp. ora. ei, Tiina 4m Sx Jy , JRE I) PE, 

| Enfeebling, ppr.ora. Weakening, (ff AMI, ¥% 

Ble 7], REY. 

Enfetter, v. ¢. To fetter, 8 LIRA 4t. 
Enfettered, pp. Bi. [ sat. 
Enfettering, ppr. Binding with fetters, # [6B 
Enfilade, n. A line or straight passage, iff f%. 

t. To rake with shot, —§% fi4dy, — 

AIK, METRY. 
| Enforce, v.t. To give strength to, WWW, ji; 

force, HRI, ah, SH, oH fF; to enforce obe a 
ence, 36H, WAR, giz ; to enforce compliance, 

3s GE. FF GE, tN if MAGE ; to enforee the laws, fili 
F510 FF Ke enforce compliance with the laws, 

WAY SF iE; 3 VI GE ik. 

Enforceable, a. Fy ai, BY LI git 
Enforeed, pp. Gained by force, Wj FF iH, TR ATIE ; 

compelled, 38 304, Wi, Wik 3 ; carried into ef- 

foot, (iB i #3. (RAH 
Enforcement, n. The act of enforcing, 3% t7 3% 4h 
47 #, WGA; sanction, HE fF 

| Enforcer, x. One who compels, 3 47 4, jie H.- 
Enforcing, ppr. Compelling, 38, RIG, #jjf ; put- 

ting into execution, 3 fy, {ii fF. 
Enfranchise, v.¢. To set free, #4 A 42, (RIG 

{fo lik porate as from slayery, 

ATR, SB Th F- 

Set free, (GL FS +; 

ited to the rights and 

ZHE, 1 Z Bit 
EFK; to naturalize, yx 

Enfranchised, pp. or a. 
liberated, PERK IH ; admitt 

privileges of freemen, jx jh Z#. 
Enfranchisement, n. Release from slavery, FE hk 

#% ; the admission of persons to the freedom of 
a corporation or state, J ## # ; investiture with 
the privilege of free citizens, Ap, Is 

ZH 
Eneage, v.t. To make liable for a debt to a eredit- 

or, FEZ, RE(HL; to bind one’s self, as a surety, 

(iG, ABE ; to stake, as a pledge, RIK ; 
to enlist, Bye, GEM, #5 to embark in an af- 
fair, st (it, BAER; to win, 7}; to promise, RE 
IK, FI 'E ; to engage, as the attention, 7 Au, 
West Aut; to employ assiduously, #97 fix, BE 
HH fik; to engage to pay a debt, MEK ie fk; fo 
engage to heal one, @4; to engage as a sol- 

dier ENE fa Fe PERE, ck MA eae ; toengage 
a servant, mSi{f; to engage a wor -kman, iii 
r, he, HN; : proposals to engage a teacher 

We 
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or clerk (by letter), fg, 42; to engag 
teacher by giving him the earnest money 
BY. ai MH ; 10 join to engage a teacher, ¥¥BH ; to 

engage a boat, ah =A, (HAGE, aE. BBE: 
to engage to accompany, WEAK Al A, REARS 
JK; to engage a passage, Hefe ir, * TEA it 

AK, + 3H; E to engage in public service, {ff 

Sit, Hi {k; to engage in public service by 
a present, iJ! ; to ngage a person to do any- 

o spe : cad 2 Waa Ae 

thing for one, F¥4E HEAL, VRE. HEHE. FEU, 
JERE, GLE; to engage in battle, BLE, Be wk ; 
to engage in trade, jt {i4: 3, BARRA ; to | 
engage or contract, (Lif; to engage to heal 
one, @) = ; to engage one hundred men, FjR— 

Hi fl J. ; to engage one’s affections, 4 Aut, 4x 

FS Nit; to eneage by agreement, AAA, FE ; 
to engage one’s self toa young lady, EKA F 

JE FG JE ; to engage an enemy, Hil jficiak. 
Engaged, pp. ora. Promised, flE7K i ; pledged, 

EIB, EFF, HOM ; enlisted, HHIE. HY ; gained 
and attached, #jH ; embarked, #558 ff# ; em- 
ployed, 77 37; Lam engaged to go, 4¥ MER ; I 
am engaged in trade, JX {iq4EF& ; Lam engaged 
to teach, #7 22 He; just engaged in conyer- 
sation, SET [i] A aie, ALK He Vk ; L engaged 

him, Kafe, ; IL engaged him to come, FR {E 
c, ARK HLAS ; engaged in family affairs, Ay He 

At, HALF ; engaged in public aflairs, A AA, 
i DF ; the whole heart engaged in it, —}? 
Tt; engaged in worldly atfairs, jhe ZEAE. 

Engagement, n. Promise, EGP, MEK, ML H 
avocation. 1 4é, 373 ; business, YF“; contract, 

##), 4244); to fail in an engagement, 4exy. H 
#j; a solemn engagement, %{Z; to fulfill an 
engagement, PE, BEM, Sky; a previous en- 
gagement, #iStie, ALR: an engage- 
ment to marry a woman, WEBER BE; a 
marriage engagement, AR 3s fy; combat, 
Hk, WEE; the engagement will not Le broken, 

—E A H,; do not break your engagement, [ir 

IE, RAI. , 
Engaging, ppr. Making liable for debt, REZ, ME 

ff; enlisting, hie, Wh; promising, EA NE 
e¥; winning, 7}, Fg; attractive, Bote, Bod 
Hi; pleasing, Peet Ay. 

Engender, v. ¢. To breed, 7, HE; to occasion, jL ; 
to cause, fii, ffi #7; to engender strife, AE3E,AE 

~* A term used for native boats. 
+ A term used by Chinese when engaging a passage in a 

foreign ship. 
t The latter sentence includes engagement of a passage 

and embarkation. 

oO 
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Engendered,*pp. Begotten, 2E jf; caused, (3%, 

ii, aL i. 
Engendering, ppr. Begetting, AE, #8; causing to 

be, (i, #7. 
Engine, n. §; a steam engine or locomotive, 7 

SAGE, HE, KET; a five engine, 7H, ACHE, 
ak Hé; a military engine or battering ram, fF, 

Ti, Vik. 
Engineer, n. First engineer, Kgs}; second engi- 

neer, “Et, Kgl; civil engineer, #3, HEE 

fi, * BLUES. 
Engineering, n. WRB A, HK. 
Engird, v. ¢. To encircle, FEE. 
England, vn. ABE A, Fe A A, ALE BI. f 

English, a. SBE, ADEA, SAAB, ALE 
ig; ; English ships, 3 fy. 3: EQ HE; an English 
woman, 3e fA JL; the English language, 3 
pay SLE ak ; do you speak English? (pape we 

on Ff. 
English, n. The people of England, Ae fA] A BE 
Englut, v. ¢. To swallow, #. | . 

Engorge, v. t. To swallow, 4, AR 4, HERA. 

Engorged, pp. AEB, HOH iB. 
Engorging, ppr. AEF, HER. 
Enegratt, v. t. SERS, BE HiT. 
Enerail, v.¢. ‘lo spot, as with hail, ##R{F; to 

_ indent or make ragged at the edges, $i By Fj. 
| Engraulis, n. FFs. 
Engrave, v.t.; pret. engraved ; pp. engraved, 

engraven. JZ, ¥l, TH, Wy, Hi), ERI, FIR, AZ 

«OAK, FAK, £%, HE; to engrave on stone, #4, Hl) 
41; to engrave on metal or stone, $4, $j Ri; to 

engrave or cut characters, ¥) 2, ABS, FU; 
to engrave figures, AZZE, ZilZE; to engrave on 
the mind, $7, $4 sir A ; to engrave gems, 

I =E. 
Engraved, Engrayen, pp. ora. 438, AZ, WH 

jf, FAs ; engraven on the heart, EAS 3 en- 

grayen on the bones and inscribed on the heart, 

A Sid 
Engraver, n. AEX, IL, AEE. BRIBE, IF 

lc, WZ¢e lin 
Engraving, ppr. ME, #1, TH, TRI, 8. 

| Engraving, n. An impression from an engraved 
plate, EJJ4E. 

_Engross, v.¢. To seize in the gross, #¥ Ag, $447, 

CLE, THE, HIE, HE; to engross goods, #852, 3H 
ITE. HERA ay, WRT ay; to copy im a 

* Vulgar. + The civil government engineer of Hong- 
kong. t Vulgar. 

a 

i 
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large hand, fh EK I EF 

versation, Fe IM ii. 

Engrossed, pp. or a. S$F7 58, HEWGS, BEB ih. 
Enerossing, ppr. Taking the igh ees ieNK. 

HE ff; writing correct copies in large fair 
characters, #> KI ES. 

Enerossment, n. The act of engrossing, 

eH. ee 
Engulf, v. ¢. To swallow up ina gulf, Fp, fA, he 

A, HME AEE. 
Engulfed, pp. Swallowed up in a whirlpool, 

A, #38; thet ; swallowed up in an abyss, # 

Kei. 
Engulfing, ppr. 7%, bf 

their guilt, WE ESE, Fe ts SE. 
Enhance, v.72. To be raised, 

grow ear: es ke. 
Enhanced, pp. or a. Raised, jE yy 50 

fl 3} ; increased, Jj), #ajf. 

Enhancement, ». Rise, RE, HE 
WHF; augmentation, fe7 ; 

price, {2 7ff ; enhancement of pleasure, Wiz #, 

BH. 
Enhancing, ppr. Enhancing the price, 

enhancing pleasure, 7j#; enhancing 

MF 
SDE n. A dark saying, BRR, J 

Ws #8, 48 8H; 0 riddle, Sk, Wn jak; 
Buddhistie enigmas or apothegms, ne fih{E 5 an 
enigma, written on lamps at the Chinese new 
year, BAK, MERE; to @uess or solve an enigma, 
hak, $7; to guess an enigma that is written, 

TARE 
Enigmatic, Enigmatical, a. Relating to, or con- 

taining a riddle, "BE, GkAy; an enigmatical 

expression, J a8, Gin, Woh, 94a; am- 
bionous, @ERY aR. 

Enjoin, v. ¢.'To order or direct with urgency, MM, 

at ge TT OR. ies FEI, 1 fi ; 

struct with authority, 3&if 
forbid judicially, #. 

Enjoined, pp. Ordered, WSMpjh, WT Mi, UMYIIB. 

138, O78. 
Enjoining, ppr. Ordering, WEN Wy Us ae ae 
es n Direction, Oi i 5 Bae 
Enjoy, v. t. =, #; to enjoy happiness 88, STN 3 bs 

; heightened, 

; increase, 

He TH 
euilt, 

aie wet, * 

, BK}, BH, Ap: to 

* This character is originally a Buddhist enigma cr apo- 
thegm ; but is now extensively substituted for ab. 

; to engross the con- 

SHI. 

| Enjoyed, pp. 3238, 3 

Enhance, v. t. To raise, as prices, ft; to enhance | 
the price, iti, HE Zi; to enhance our 
pleasure, Hi FE"PERK SE, I TG AF 7 He ; to enhance | 

ae ppr. 32; 

2 28) (# ike. tt; to 

enhancement of 

to explain | 

to admonish or in- | 

enjoy eter mat happine SS, BE Di: to enjoy 
longevity, 3! 2; to enjoy for along time, As 
to enjoy for ave r, #ez2 ; to enjoy peace and tran- 

quillity, 32278 ; to enjoy pleasure, Sf He se ; to 
enjoy pleasure to the utmost, Seek, HE#e; to 

enjoy one’s self, (4, SIH. ji ; to enjoy the 
use of, Sf JJ; to enjoy peacefully, #4 Ht; to enjoy 
flowers and drink, as with friends, #{7; to 

enjoy the comforts of this life, PIE Z Ti ; to 
enjoy the protection of God, 3 |-% Zia; to 

enjoy the protection of heaven, 529¢ Zia, 39) 
4; if you are in the possession of happiness, 
do not enjoy it to excess, Fy ii As BY Hk SE. 

S23 ; occupied with content, 

we, BB. 
in short,he is enjoying him- 

self, 2 mM . 
Meee . A state of pleasurable sensation, 

Be he, He Ta HR TE, SET, BRS 5 satisfac- 
tion, fy 7. 

Enkianthus quinqueflora, n. {fy S#{E- 
Enkindle, v.¢. To set on fire, FER, BhAK, BRR, 

tk; to excite, 8; to rouse into action, 4> A 
IR et, AY J FERS; to enkindle one’s passions, iH 

FE, Both UK. 
Enkindled, pp. Set on fire, BAAR, FEB IK ; roused 

into action, yi, ash. 
Enkindling, ppr. Setting on fire, Bh I€, FR; 

exciting, 0h. 

Enlarge, v. t. HER, fit, FAK. a bal lis]. BH Jae 

IRA, HA, se; to expand in bulk, HER; 
to expand, as with joy or love, RERY. HK, BA 

44, PEGE; to magnify to the eye, BEX to en- 
large or make more comprehensive, Fifi FSM, 
AG; to increase, M7. WHF; to enlarge the 

heart, FERS a. Bsa oy; to enlarge one’s 
power, Jz J\22HE: enlarge the field of vision, 

KAM Fr 
Bale iG i. To grow larger, ZEX, BX, ALR, 

FESR, it to extend, oa Bae. a2, ah, 

WA; 6 be diffuse in speaking, =i fe Bs) it 

74 TLS ; to exaggerate, nih frat oll, WEAK. 
Enlarged, pp.ora. AGH, fk Aj: enlarged 

views, A; an enlarged mind, Path, AH, A, 

on tii ae) mAK, Nis PERE, HEHE, ute ; en- 

larged benevolence, f-. 

Enlargement, n. FRA, HRA. 
Enlarger, n. Ke, RB RAR. 
a arging, ppr. Extending in dimensions, #6, 

iée 8 ; increasing in bulk, #4; making free 
or Deer ADD: oe diffusively, aif (8 
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HK, Dt fs BS bal. | ii; atrocious crime, FURS, TAKZSE, Dh 

Enlighten, v. ¢. JAG, HBB, JG AR Ea to gigulie inten Ait 2. SE- 
ek the heart or mind, Bree; to 

instruct, #. 

Enlightened, pp. or a. Illuminated, 2 3¢ 3 ; en- 
lightened views, WJ EL, #551, iE H. 

Enlightener, n. Wa 3h 
Enlightening, ppr. or a. Wat SB AR. 
Enlightenment, x. Act of enlightening, 14% 3%, 

TR ei 

NB Heath, bye SE, 

Enlist, v.¢. To enter the name ona list, Hpye. Hp | 
; to enlist braves or militia, J# BOE IR ; to | 

enlist soldiers, J# 4c, SC4e, Hy ; to unite firm- 
ly toa cause, He ZEFF ; to enlist persons of all 
classes in the cause of truth, 43 J\ (iw ia. 

Knlist, v.z. To engage in public service, by sub- 
scribing articles, or enrolling one’s names, as 

a soldier, Me HL, Ft, FX Hie. 
Enlisting, ppr. Enrolling for service, Hpyg. 
Enlistment, n. The act of enlisting, Lhe, IA 

#3; the writing by which a soldier is bou nd, 

hE, Bhai AC, Bh. 
se v.t. To give Gee or vivacity to, {P [He 

A, AWE He; to make cheerful, ez He; to glad- 
fen 1H 45, Hoo ; trade enlivens a place, 

ASE IG BS 
Enlivened, pp. eaumaad: PRG Here, (ish BES, 

SU ILE 388. 
Enlivening, pyr. or a. (i ftyE; making cheerful, | &, PL ; £ ) 

(i [hl 
En masse. In the mass or whole body, 7 4¢,—ff€, 

—¥h. 

eas n. Hostility, fi, ih, “€YE ; animosity, 
2B, 4. ee es enmity to God, LiF Z | 
i, YE UE Le, CE es; mutual enmity, 4H | 
If; deadly enmity, FAEWRZ™ SKM. 

Enneagon, n. A plane with nine angles, Jy ff Z 
; a polygon with nine sides, Ju pit (1 BF. 

Ennoble, v.¢. To raise to nobility, Sey, Bhi Be 
to dignity, ffi wy; to elevate. BPE fit, HE 2 | 
to elevate in excellence, jf i ; Virtue ennobles the | 
mind, #44} ){%)€8 5) ; the superior man in culti- 
votin= virtue daily ennobles (elevates) his mind, 

BFE MET. 
Ennobled, pp. Raised to the rank of nobility, Sf | 

38 EF ; dignified, pl exalted in rank, hi 
Ennobling, ppr. or a. ne Es af fe. | fit. 

Ennui, n. Lassitude, JA {@, 2274 ; weariness, PRUE ; 
melancholy, 32%. 

Enormity, n. Any wrong, irregular, vicious, or 
sinful act, either in eovernment or morals, 3% >a 

Enormous, a. Going beyond the a measure or 
rule excessive, Jcih, JcHE, 398, Fi. AK, Kk 

, Ant jE ; excursive, jb, rif Mg, ith RR irreg- 

ular, AE, HE; heinous, fis; of enormous 
size, $E7 ; an enormous crime, $EAZ FE. 

Knormousness, n. HEA i. HK i, PED. 
Enough, a. ‘That satisfies desire, or gives con- 

| tent, fb, we, #2, its it is enough, % WE, FE BR; 
enough of it, ZEW, ZEST, EF; enough! FE 
Mi); enough to eat, 4%, JEG; enough for 
use, {YZ JJ]; is it enough ? {% Me fyZ We ; room 
enough to sit down, f% 44; money enough, $8 
fi%, §2 JE ; enough (money, Ge.) for use, HZ Ft ; 
not enough, ME f%, A FL ; more than enough, 

SZ GGE, KS. LG, SWAB; quite 
enough, ff (li #g IE ; enough and to spare, M% iy 
47 t®; those are cnough, HEE, Wel; that is 
enough, that will do, [Us WS, RBS . WBE BA ; 
he has never enough, i fe : it is well enough, 

Enounce, v.t. lo utter, pie HI Ze. | LAS: 
Enquire, v.z. To ask a question, fi]; to seek for 

information, # fi}, ¥¢ FI, 4% PI, HH ; to enquire 
after one’s health, PGR, HH. See Inquire. 

Enrage, v.¢. To excite rage in, je Ay), BAS, figs, 

[Ate as, AA. 
| Enraged, pp.or a. Made furious, GM #% ; to be 

WEARS, se aniic 
| Enraging, per. Exasperating, jy), x. 

Enrapture, x. t. To delight beyond measure, 

| AGFIKE, ee BMF. fk AAU Ze. 
| Enraptured, pp. Oa. EA is, Up sz SNE GE, RE Ah 

UNE A. 
| Enravish, xv. t. To throw into ecstasy, #0, ti = 

if ta 
re 

| Enrich, 

ral, SONA: 

1. FAG LE. 
515 lo) fan rich, fue, Bee eZ, 

{o fertilize, i, vad, HE, WE 
a, es 2% if] ; to enrich by favors, TER UTA ; 
{o enrich one’s self, FIG, ZG. fa G3 10 en- 

rich one’s self at ihe expense of others, #iJ ¢, 
A JL; to enrich others, Fi A, ff ARE ; to 
enrich understanding, Ji 5 ji¥ ; to reflect lustre 

on the past (or on one’s ancestors), and enrich 

the coming generations (or one’s posterity), 3% 

W#t% ; to ornament, as a literary production 
with imagery, PEG, Wf. 

Enriched, pp. Made rich or wealthy, (G34 JE, 
(ij eg Es fertilized, JAE ih. 

enraged, dk, FEAL, AE FR; greatly enraged, A. 
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Enriching, p ppr. Making opulent, § eZ. HEE, 
if} ; supplying with aint? is onnamental 7 fii 5 

ens with what is useful, 4g, FY. 
Enrobe, v.¢. To clothe with rich sa 2 Pale 

Wt, ALE. PARAM, HK. 
Enroll, v. t. To write in a roll or register, hye, 

E38, AGE, GEFE, HEME, 14M; to enroll one’s 
self as a soldier, #9? Hf Fe ; to record, #@, #0. 

Enrolled, pp. $i 92, FE, BB, #0; enrolled 
in two places, ffi, 

Enroller, n. % f# py. 
Enrolling, ppv. Inserting in a register, 

Zz recording, BE, #0. 
Enrollment, x. The act of enrolling, 4 F# #4, yx 

fa ; v register, $4, Tit. 
En route. Upon the road, JE¢7 4 [M, 7£ER_E- 

Ensanguine, v.t. To stain with blood, LI i, 

HV i, Win. 
Ensconce, v. ¢. 'l'o protect, JE, WERE 
Enseal, v. t. EF). 

Ensemble, n. The whole, jz #4. 
Enshrine, v. t. ‘lo inclose in a shrine, Az FP, | 
KAGEN, TERE 3 to deposit in a cabinet, 

Tk ZEA AY. | 
Enshrined, pp. F/<ZER. 
Enshrining, ppr. FAZER, Fe ESE. 
Enshroud, v. ¢. ere. 
Ensiform, a. Having the form of a sword, #({J) | 

Sal), Sal) RE, IKI ; ensiform cartilage, #4 Je 
y; ensiform bean, JJ i 

Ensign, n. A flag, jit, fig; an embroidered ensign 
carried Lefore an idol or a mandarin, giving 
notice to the people to quit, Rak; a badge, 5B 
ge, EGE, Wage; am ensign in the army, Jp #4, 

EDEL, He. 
Hnsign-hearer, n. eVA, Hef. 
Enslave, v.t. To reduce to slavery or bondage, {ii 

Fy WL, WHS AL ; to enslave a country, AR PAGAL 

f# ; to enslave one’s self to another person, tf 

BAT, SAE. 
Enslaved, pp. or a. Reduced to slavery, 

BL, WB, Hi eg UE 5 
me LHL 

Enslaying, ppr. TEAL, HRS AL. 
Ensnare, v. t. To catch in a snare, fA 4h, GLA BH, 

BLAZER, oF ALE EE ; to ensnare by lusts, §% 
Lek ; to ensnare by gain, 4 LIF); to inveigle, 

be. SAFE, HEME; to seduce by artifice, F] 

why wal de A, HERS AZ. 
Ensnar], v. 7. To gnash the teeth, J {g. 
Enstamp, v. t. JF, #F). 

enslaved by lusts, JR&&, 

5 
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| Enter, v. t. Ay HE, A; Ad: HED:, APPA, 

7) 

Ensue, x. t. To follow, as a consequence of premi- 

ses, BLL, Wii 11.BEAT. AVA ; to come after, 
{#277 ; silence immediately ensues, Hi) Ff 4 Pp. 

QUIET Ze. 
Ensure, v.t. (%, GLK, LAE, 1% fA; to ensure 

success, @J J. See Insure. 

Entablature, Entablement, n. #902. 
Entail, ». An estate or fee entailed, or limited in 

descent to a particular heir or heirs, je je3, 
SHE HE” 3 ; rule of descent for an estate, 34 
mae to cut off an entail, #04238. 

Entail, «.¢. To fix unalienably on a person or 

thing, Sree. TE FS IKE s to entail evil 

on posterity, HABA, Iii FH. 
Entailing, ppm aT BRE. 
Entangle, v. ¢. To twist or interweaye in such a 

manne as on to he-easily separated, "SE, #8 
a> SOM Ye aL; to make confused or disordered, 

FTL, NEAL HEAL. HAL, APRA: to entangle one 
in am aflair, HON, BIA, TERA, EBA 
ji J; to ensnare by captious questions, # 
ALA, [) §L; to entangle in difficulties, LI 
HE; to entangle without the possibility of un- 
ravelment, @f Ql BH, {3S ; to entangle one’s 
horns, ji 4§; to entangle in a net, #4fEle 
43, MEE, “iA; to entangle one's self, GX, 

RAC. 

Fa jive 

| Ente angled, pp. or a. Twisted together, #8 $¥ i 
wee HBL US ; intricate, MPMPBL; perple xed, Frentt BL. 
OAL ; embarrassed, BAA. 

Entanglement, n. State of being entangled, #9 gL 

#, WIPHL, RICH; perplexity, HALA, 
Pu ig Pe AV; entangled in an affair, A Bz. 

Entangling, ppr. Involving, Bi, FR, HER. FE 
&; interlocking in confusion, 

fail. 
TEL: FT iL, KE 

a 
#LU, A Wie, 5%, 7, 3; to flow in, HEA; to 

pierce, or penetrate, AA, JA, €bA ; to enter 
the door, AFY, HEP9 ; to enter abruptly, 3A, 
jaz A; to enter into a book, as an account, A 
WN, RE, EH, 1 YM; to enter on record, 
ail: to enter upon an estate, 432; to enter 

into a league, #543, #e 4); to enter upon a busi- 
ness, 7ABE, Ii; to enter public life, Hig, 

JIA VAIL; to enter into publie service, HIfk, 
it f£, f&7(¥% ; to enter the ee Hae, A 

+; to enter (he lists, A JF; to enter into one’s 
mind, ft 7%, Poth, HUGG; to enter the world, 

Hiflk, Aik; to enter the army, #x'#, Ass ; 

ie 

to entcr an action against one, Al, Ag, A 
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4k; to enter one’s name, 4% eh Fhge ; to enter | 
at the custom-house, 3¢ 4% Wt, 3e fe FB ; to | 

iff ; 10 enter a school, | a (" enter into action, [f& aM. Pe} 

36S ; to enter a society, Af®; they can enter | 
hut not get out again, 7 A Me Lt, (nA Ti A 

fe it. 
Enter, v. 7. To come in, Aye; to pass into, A, 

AW ; to be an ingredient, A, (EF >, AF fF. 

Entered, pp. or a. Aj&h; come in, AjaAe, Ase 

Ay, 46 3: set down in writing, § 38, 38; 

have you just entered upon these duties? (Kop 

HARE. al 
Entering, ppv. ora. H&, A; engaging, ABA, A 

77; beginning, #U; a tsén sz (HE) entering 
upon office, jij PRI EP ; to stop people entering, 

ats 
Enteritis, n. IR, We SE KE. 
Enterprise, 7. Undertaking, Py fe Z 

Enterprise, x. ¢ 

aki. 
Enterprising, ppr. or a. Bold or forward to under- 

To undertake, tt fix, Gu. A 

take, HJM, We (PE, Fie FS (vy; adventurons, | 

itty rue FEO BB i, AFL ME: resolute, HEEE 
FE, Et bor (V4. ‘ 

Entertain, v.¢. To receive into me house eu 

{reat with hospitality, 2e(#, BBE, Free, 
iF, fk if 42, BX, fff, fi; to ente on Seas, 

de ZS, Be to amuse or instruct by discourse, 

[re] J iE 38, HL J. @& GA; to entertain one pleas- 
antly, (# 115 53 WA -F, (i tte eee; to entertain 
an opinion, iis, fa. ii; to entertain an ill 
opinion of one, ibs Ait Og: , ith NAGE to enter- 
tain one with wine, nie (PSs Bk, SLI fit fee ; to 
entertain a contest with one, [fj J\St i. 

Enterti ained, pp. Received with hospitality, #k 
fe; amused, {975 NGA, HIB A Pegs; kept 
in the mind, (jf, ZF ja. 

Entertainer, x. He who receives company with 
hospitality, and for rewards, =f J\; he that 
amuses, 41%. 

Entertaining, ppr. or a. Receiving with hospi- 
tality, Ze, TH; pleasing, MENS, fi A 
#% 7; cherishing with favor, (9, Ff. 

Entertainingly, adr. In an amusing manner, 4 

HRV, LI ee. 
Entertainment, n. The receiving and acecom- 

modating of guests, with or without rewards, 

Hive a, HORA: Toust, BE, se, BREE; to 
spread an entertainment, ax i, 3 to give an 
entertainment, Ea, ae, yi, ES 5 a shop 

tet 

Ze. (EG 0 
hazardous undertaking, beste. SESE, eb Ze. 

which provides entertainments, {J Hf pf; to 
prepare an entertainment, $)#{f§ ; sport, amuse- 

ment, BRIE, WER. WF, AB, ATE, He 
| 2 3f;an entertainment given by the emperor 

toa tsin sz, FAA'S; an entertainment given 
| by the emperor to a military kujin, EPA'S ; 
| entertainments given by His Imperial Majesty, 

ae, Wye 
He SE iL, Te TE HE ZE Hit, Te Enthrone, UG. be 

ce fi. 
BE it. 

Enthroned, pp. or a. $eith 
Enthusiasm, n. Heat of imagination, {Ff}, Hity. 
Enthusiast, ». Visionary, |i ¥PE J, ze XH; a 

fanatic, SEH, AMS 4 Te B. 

| Enthusiastic, Enthusiastical, a. Warm, 3 tN, 
Al fry; visionary, We XE, ze XJ fy; fanatical, 

Ow, FEN. 
Entice, v.t. To incite or instigate by exciting 

hope or desire, 5] a%, Jal, Hig], 48; to en- 

tice by words, {9 it at S| A. L1 alt oe AV, BF 
BG, Sk, ZK, BE; to tempt, PR; to inveigle, 

| «So, Wk; to decoy, Jf hm; to entice one on 

board, Bg AYER, 5 A SEAR. 
Enticed, pp. Seduced, 4] i# 34, A) 5/34 ; allured, 

we ENS, AAEM, BABY. USK ; he enticed me with 
sweet words, {2 LUGS WAR. 

Enticement, n. Allurement, 5]: 45, HEY, BBY 
#;; blandishment, #449 ; decoy, +58 #- 

Enticer, n. BR. HLS, MAE. 
Enticing, ppr. Inciting to evil, 5], 2k, DA 

my. iS RX. 

| Entieingly, adv. 79%, BR, Wels. 

Entire, a. Whole, undivided, A, 38, 5648, Hie #4, 
EE] By, $i, + AS. + 5. ist ify; with my entire 
heart, AS jf); entire strength, Ay. ZS fal] AAA ; 
entire joy, As #; entire sway, $HE ; my entire 
affection, AF; an entire stem, 4s 4; entire 

flavor, AM. 
Entirely, adv. "$e. Pit 341, OeRRIAY, —-4, Hoe, SR. 

ae, Ay, {iS ; entirely consumed, WE; entirely 
sold, FEE, Vii, Fi5e. RE; to exhaust en- 
tirely, S#, #4); entirely gone, semt; entirely 
filled, AX}#§; you are entirely wrong, (RAG, 
ae #44 SH, Se SE; to see entirely, — fr Hh 5h ME, 
4H, SFL; entirely depend upon, Af; en- 
tirely spent, Si (ili, fi ME; entirely well, AR; 
entirely de sot to you, Za GRR ; to leave off 
entirely, as gambling or smoking, iit jjq- 

Entirety, n. AS, cA. 
Entitle, v. t. To give a title to, FR, f¥, FRMF, 

AH, RG ; ? to give t a claim, IE. ASHE, He, JE3 
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button entitles a person to the designation of 

excellency, iL FLA AR AG A A. 
Entitled, pp. Dignified or distinguished by a 

title, 38, AH: 
titled toa designation, JH4j% ; entitled to com- 
pensation, #7, FE(Y ET, FESe'FE ; you are en- 

titled (0 it, (RIE tr, (RAST, MEI. 
Entitling, ppr. HPF; giving a claim, 4, JE. 
Entity, n. Being, existence, tH &, WA, YF; a real 

being, ia. y, Ik 4 44, It ZE & Ym; non-entity, 

Sh 
Entomh, v. ¢. HEY, 3B, ASE, Mec, SUR. 
Entombed, pp. or a. SRYSiG. 
Entombing, pp: BUN yAnE JR YA, BE. 
Entomolite, n. # 4; Za. 
Entomological, a. yk 4 fry; an entomological 

society, {sh #7. 
Entomologist, 7. eaery 
Entomology, n. #488, jig 2m. 
Entozoon, n.; pl. Entozon. An animal living in 

some parts of another animal, #8A) Zak, 4 

Py at. 
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it entitles you to respect, WE fy yee Bh; aed | Entreat, v.t. To ask earnestly, 

having a claim, $$, J#; en- | 

ENV 

to eiticoat well, 

ARK, AE 
oye) 

si, Ins, 3k; to treat, FE ; 

Ae, 3% f¥- 
Entreated, pp. Harnesily supplicated, Z&3}8 iH, WJ 
Entreating, ppr. Zk3}e, HK. | ZA. 

Entreaty, n. Urgent prayer, 4&5 4%, Exch. 
Entree, n. A coming in, #&A ; freedom of access, 

HEA 2 He - {he entree of a liouse, AJB ZA saat 

course of dishes, —-}yi Zs. 
Entremets, n. Small plates or dainty dishes, Ait 

| Entrench, v.¢. 216, BEN Bik | ff. 
| Entrene hme mt, 2, de, (aye. 
| Entrepot, n. A warelieuce or magazine, for the 

deposit of goods, A, (EAE, KER. 

Entropium, n. JERE RAE, HEE BIB. 
Entrust, v.t. fd, A4E, BE; 10 entrust 

one’s care, FE J. 

to 

| Entry, n. 1" he passage by which persons enter a 

house or other building, PYR%, PY pe ee. PYRE ; 
the act of entering, HEA, Ad ; the entry upon 
an estate, [-3£; make an entry of this, 2 fff, 
BZ, Hs book of entry, #€ Gi fii: the entry of 

a ship, 24 0 yt 
Entrail, n. sing. Entrails, n. pl. By, Wisk, Babi, Ti | Entwine, v. ¢. To ie round, #¢, {, Haeges, BBE 

Wik, wat Mi 5 entrails of birds, FRG; entrails of 

fishes, 4] ; the entrails of the earth, 37 iF 
entrails and scallions, sent to a mother by her 
parents on the birth of a child, symbolic of 
their wish for its long life, IB JRaESE. 

Entrance, n. The act of entering into a place, #£ 
#5, A ; the door or gate, PY, Ja ; passage, FR 
1; the entrance from the sea, jf]; the 
entrance of a river, 7.0; commencement, 5 
i, bHYfl; to make one’s entrance, {]}H ; the 

entrance on office, [- (f, itt ff ; the entrance of | 
a ship at the customs, 4f@— Wi; to make a 
solemn entrance, HJLHEA; the entrance of a 
discourse, jf BA af, oe 

Entrance-money, n. (£55, TER. 
Entranee, v.t. or 7. To put 2 a branes, Wi AE ; 

to put in an ecstasy, fE ASS, Hi Se AMR. 

Eniranced, pp. or a. Ai& ile HRS FE, 

ERE. 

Entrancing, ppr. Carrying away the soul, A’ge; 
enrapturing, (iipsr. 

Entrap, rv. t. fA A, BARE, pe AR A, Paya lel 
WA FER ; to decoy, $5], $5 ; to impli- 
cate, A. 

Entrapped, pp. Insnared, 5] 3% AARRE, Fj A HE 
2H]; decoyed, #5 Shi if. 

Entrapping, ppr. 5|A“E RE, 0% AREA. 

HERE, SESE. 
Entwist, v4. To twist around, PE f8, Fee. 

Enucleate, v.¢. To clear from knots or lumps, {J 

+ fij ; to explain, ff; to make manifest, BAAR. 
Enumerate, v. t. ‘To oe number by number, 7% 

— KK, BRL Be ol, ElSt, a] Be; enumerate 

them, @} HUI, FEY, BIH ; difficult to enu- 

merate, HEA. Mak, MELIEERE, HELIS; can- 
not enumerate them, Sn, Bei, eee Se. 

Enumerated, pp. Beith, AE 2. 
Enume! rating, ppv. Fee, = he, 4TH. 
Enumeration, n. 1B, F 

Enunciate, v. ¢. ‘To utter, att [i i Ut, th 
declare, pf Hi; to proclaim, Fr fsh, (eB, 
to relate, AEA. 

Enuneiated, pp. tilts. ate i, yi 

Enunciating, ppr. St, ak Ht. 
Enunciation, ». Expression, #3, FS, Ae; a 

good enunciation, df Feit. Age, SSE RE 

{it FF; Wad enunciation, WE EA Sif, aA 

it} mt AVE, rae 2 declaration, ty} b> Fe HW] 

open Peat {it HE. 
Envelop, v. t. ‘lo inwrap, ane ALE, GLA, f1 

45, GH, st, er BF, FTA, Ee ; to line, ELE: 

to 

il] 

to enyelop in mist, fiz TE. ees Sp ike. 
Envelop, Envelope, x. A cover, 38, #13; an in- 

vesting integument, 4€, #8 the enyelope of a 
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letter, iE) HH, if i, ee, EA, #E, HA, TE | Eparchy, n. ele 

FA, be, EL Epaulet, n. ARIA BE, TS SAE HE. 
Enyeloped, pp. inemappedes 18h 8) Ay ith ad FESS 
Enyeloping, ppr. Be; atk, aE, ee 
Envelopment, x. A wrapping, 

ESTE, ees et a. ite. 
Envenom, v.t. To poison, 3, YOHp, PT He, WHE, 

TEER to make odious, Jeyp, 855, (YL RE ; to 
taint with bitterness, #4, #fjig; to enrage, je 

‘g, BERS. 
Envenomed, pp. or a. e584, YAH FE ; imbittered, 
JH 5 exasperated, Push, #eih. 

Enyenoming, ppr. 35, JASE. Pe, (aay: ; Imbit- 
tering, 77; chraging, jy, #. 

Enviable, a. Ah, Wy &. 

Envied, pp.ora. Subjected to envy, Aa, 5 &, 
Envier, vn. WG A, Hoe A. | pe wi. 
Envious, a. Harhoring envy, MM, Wh A fry, 

FEN, AE TK fis, eae an envious mind, Afi 

ZI» Rat. & Sale 3 

NBR ZA, MHZ. 
Enviously, adv. With envy, Pl pein. 
Environ, v.¢. ‘To surround, [¥J, [&] 4: ; to encirele, 

PE, HEME TEL. [EGE to involve, B, aege, Ht 
He, LEIA. 

Environed, pp: lel i, Fe i, PAY 5 ’ PEI. PY iia ve 

Bs, Je APM CE. 
Environing, ppr. Surrounding, [gf ; encircling, 

J, i, 3S, 

an envious person, Rie 

| Epenetic, a. Laudatory, ati, 2 (ij. 
Epenthesis, n. The insertion of a letter or syllable 

in the middle of a word, Bi F. 
Ephemera, n.A fever of one day’s continuance only, 
—HSERE, Ane; the day-fly, iy 12 ewe 

Ephemeral, Ephemerie, Ephemerons, a. Diurnal, 

— FINE, GY AERETE 1), BEET AY ; short-lived, 
SG AEA; an ephemeral plant, ACHE, Be, BATE. 

Ephemeris, n. ; pl. Ephemerides. A diary, f $f, 
H at tp. 

Epremeele n. An astrologer, 3-4. 
Ephemeron, n. The being of a day, — fy fj. 
Ephesian, a. Lb ESR. 
Ephippus cheetodon, n. $2 HE. 
Ephod, x. Ephod of a Chinese officer, £7} SiH. 
Epic, a. Narrative, #t, #2; an epic pocm, FF, 

FOS 2 az, GE Zig. 
Epicene, a. Common to both sexes, B43 4x fy, FY 

FEBS AT. 
Epicure, n. A man addicted to Sh 

RO 24, WEE AREA. 
Epicurean, a. & fa, Reh, ame 

| Epicurism, n. B 4 738. 
Epicyele, n. NEE, Fi. 

| Epidemic, Epidemical, a. jt #7 fy, 7 45 (i4, FE ; an 

JetE; besieging, PAPA, [8 ; involving, B, | 

eke - 
Environs, ». pl. The parts or places which sur- 

round another place, fRlWs, FA Hb, Ela, Hue, 
Jue YS; the environs of a city, FPRZ tb 

Pap Sik ZS. RS J, A, 3. 
Envoy, n. A person next in rank to an ambas- | 

sador, $K#, (iBT. bY, HE RY, BES, ZN Gi. 
Envy, n. WEY, WO, ABW, BAAR, WE. WG: 

malice, HAIjL, YA 1h, WEI; to pine away with 

envy, Pi FR Sy» C1 A EA  ; to raise one’s en- 

vy, RA Ra, VW cs » 4B AAS; to bring 
envy ae one’s self, (BN an (4 c; NAG 
(=, 
aa 

Dee Aa t. Wie =, WAH, Aa, |, wk; to envy one, 

sila A. JA HAG, 2A AE Sts, sit 
WET, L7G; to grudge, WIE, Half. 

Envying, ppr. WSs. Wi, &, Hl. 
Enwomb, v. ¢. To bury, FURR. 
Enwrap, v.t. @J, (19S, GLEE. 
Holian a n. [ileE. 
Epact, nv. EY ae in - 
Eparch, n. ie 

epidemic disease, J&%E, MtT ZHE, AFT ZA. 
Epidemic, n. A disease generally prevailing, but 

not dependent on any local cause, HEHE, WIE, 

int #7 ZAE- 
Epidemy, n. JHE, He #7 ZAE- 
Epidendrum, n. fi7E, ASH, & ; fragrant epiden- 

drum, WSS fi. 

git mi, n. The cuticle or scarf-skin of the body, 

aor IS, Bie, Pe, Wet a) WK. 

pidiet, a. That explains or lays open, fy, 7% 
Epigastric, a. Ef. | AY Ag. 
Epiglottis, ». "Ene. 
Kpigram, n. Wi st ay, Wl ae, BOHR. 
Kpigraph, n. An inscription on a building, Fe $¥, 
Sle ZF, HP AERI ZF; a motto of a book, 
&e., A, A. 

Hpilepsy, m. EAA. SEAE, JARRE, IR. 
Kpileptic, a. JE th (3, JPREMPE; an epileptic fit, #§ 

Fem 
Hpilepte al, a. JE REAS; an epileptical person, 

PEE M- 
Epilogue, m. A conclusion, #& FE & & ; the closing 

part of a discourse, in which the prineipal 
matters are reeapitulated, WS Bilan Ha, a 
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¥ 3a short speech or poem addressed to the | Epsom- salt, n. The sulphate of magnesia, jeg, 

spectators by one of the actors, after the con- 

clusion of the play, Wu -2, Wes Za. 
Epiphany, n. -E BAZ Gi. 
Epiphora, n. The watery eye, JAK. 
Epiphyllospermous, a. 

back of the leaves: as ferns, SE ae TE ME, HEB TE 

Epiphyte, n. #4E Z¥i. [ fig. 
Epiphytic, a. #7 Ef. 
Bpiscopacy, n. The government of the elite sh by | 

bishops or prelates, PEAK @ 2 AER. 
Episcopal, a. BHI, BAK fib Ay; governed by 

bishops, }iz £44 fifi 2 ; the episcopal church, 

He Filla B- 
Fi fil (1 Episcopalian, a. 

Episcopalian, x. One who belongs to an episcopal | 

church, 4k file & #7, FE tit 
Episcopalianism, n. BEA (iil) 2 % 

ih Fille 4 
i. 

Episcopate, n. A bishopric, eet 4 ede; the | 
office and dignity of a bishop, #4 Fil 2 Wk. 

Episode; n. 498. dat. Wa. i ih WEE. 
Epispastic, a. jf8 762 (13. 

Epistle, n. &, tas a fai: FAL, fei AL, fi 

ADR, HEAL, FEAL; a small epistle, SPHERE; 
the Epistle of St. Paul to the Ephesians, 1% 2 
3E Loh Wt; to write an aan, gy at, fe 
# >; to send an epistle, 4p Bt, KH. 

Epistolary, a. Pertaining to epistles or letters, 2 
42(9, SALA; epistolary correspondence, Ff Ae 
Wee Mt (2, HE 72 7EZK ; epistolary style, H(A 

XM, HAL Z HM. 
Epistolography, n. ffs 22, HZ. 

Epitaph, n. meh, BEF He Gk, yak. PEA. TERE; 

a eulogy of a defunct, 
monument, #. 4k; to wiitée pitaphs, ‘mex, 

Ths wna: 
Epithalamium, Epithalamy, ». Ja 3% pF. 

Epithet, n. Jed. 16%, Fae. 
Epithet, v. t. (4E wi. 
Epitome, n. An abridgment, BY, ffx 

KE, HS ten, fiZ. 
Epitomize, x. t. FB, Hee, WER. 
Epitomized, pp. or a. fi Zee, Hei BE. 
Epizoan, n. ; pl. Epizon. & bah 2 FR 

ai 

na. 

Epoch, Epocha, n. A fixed point of time, from 
which succeeding years are numbered, Fp) Z% 
iy, FC; 2 fixed time or period, JF, fit, 1; 

per jod when anything begins, te 2M: dur- 
ing the epoch of Chi hwang tt, 44S HZ 8; 
to make an epoch, Jpy¥. [ ae. 

Epos, n. An epic poem, Hay, Ma Zag, REZ 

| pulotic, n. SE NR % ak. 

; : | 
Searing: their seeds on the 

HAL, JERR, | 

| 

to be enerayen on a 

Be te De, | 

the | 

| var Bg 
Equal, a. Having the same magnitude or dimen- 

sions, hed: 1428, HIE, aR HR, ZB K, if K, wy, 

5; AB AR; equal in value, [a] (RF, —FER, 

Wigs, (FRADE 5 oF equal bulk or size, fi hE, 
fisJ—#E EAL; not one can equal him, AR 

—-; of the same rank, if A, abe, [nJSe, PEaE, 

RS. Joa, Bia, Hie. 4R, fedsia Be. [ra] eB 

adequate, JE, W%, Hy f&, HE. BY LL, (heF4 ; equal 
lots, 4 4p, ab DP of equal age, fn] 72; to be 
equal to many, HGS A, 7 GBA, ELIE 
% ; indifferent, —#§ ; it is sal to him, J&{— 
— £8, Fl (—st : not equal to, ArJk, We he et 

Sf. ELE, IGT BIL. AAG; just, equi- 
table, aR, Z834 ; in equal proportions, BAA; 
Ry, —#EZ ; they are all equal, ARSE, K 

Re 7S; not equal to the daily consumption, 
mi AA, Ase ie; husband and wife are 

equal, ZSYE fA— Be, HC TE fg KE; a concubine 
is not an to the first wife, quAg)IE [iif Kx, 

SE Ae BE; alike, #1 (EL; he is equal to the task, 
ABBY LATE, ABB Ee ; days and nights of 
equal length, = A224}, Belle, Be 7g ABE 
you are not equal to him, (RE 22 HB. (phe 
EE, (pe ae 75 (2 FE, Wt JE A 75 ft ; make them 

equal, (px¥ei2y2 ; mix them in equal propor- 
tions, jfm2J ; of equal weight, dp af, $47 ; four 
equal sides, PUj$—f% JE. 

Equal, n. One net inferior or superior to another, 

| SEN, BI, ab ae Peni, Kei Pe ff, 
PEfB ; no equal, Ai. 2A. ASSL. IPE: be- 
tween equals, 224% 7% rh. 

Equal, r. a To jaalio equ {i 4G--FE. (EAGISAR, 
(EAL. HE; 10 be equal to, IR, IEA, RAE 

| #, Tate, HUH E ; to answer in full propor- 
tion, iB, Jz, ifr; to be of like excellence or beauty, 

i He ines i) Se, (38. 
Equaled, pp. Made equal, $42R, 722%, —P%, fi, 

a 

| Equality, n. An agrcement of things in dimen- 
sions, quantity and quality, 3472 4%; equality 
of rank, 22 F, dé A. fa) SF, [i] fh; likeness, #y 
{, fe] RE; uniformity, J4[aj, peppy. 

Equalization, a. #8 32)28 25, iq P Se He, li Ee 
Equalize, v. t. HE, We, 34 (£3), 2, BBE, 

GEES, WL, SBR, AE. 
| Equalized, pp. ZR jf, # iI42R. 
Equalizing, ppv. #3426, (ida2p. 
Equally, adv. — #, 34. 2B, 4, AA FH; equally 

good, 34 ; sorrow and joy are equally divided, 
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EM a: equally mixed or blended, WA, A 
4] ; equally beautiful, wif 3e, B32; equally ar- 
ranged, #£%%; equally distributed, SyyR, IB. 

Equangular, a. 22 fq. 
BausnaEni n. Eyenness of mind, % yt, ABZ 

1G; js ad 200. 
Equanimous, a. TE, PARC PE, SESS. 
Equation, n. An equal division, 3477) 34 ; sign of 

equation (=), (4%, 43 [n], fia] Ae, a= + 

Ay FEN); eae of light, #¢34 32; equation 
of the center, 2 Hi tik KE 5 equation of time, J|F 
3; equation in algebra, Fj fix; equation of | 
condition, ffi 7y Fe xk. 

Equator, m. iit, HEGRE, WTAE. 
Equatorial, 934 fy; equatorial instrument, 9p | 

i {K. 
Equery, Equerry, n. Fy a), Gi Fy ej; a large stable 

or lodge for horses, }Fg. 
Equestrian, a. Pertaining to liorses, FEE, By fy; 

pertaining to horsemanship, 4) # fj; skilled 

in horsemanship, JSF ee, WEBS Hs, BUA. 

Equiangular, a. 2° F649, 7 49 Ha A, IG - 
Equibalance, n. 2): af. 
Equibalanced, pp. 2)} ae (vj. 
Equicrural, a. @E¥G35 fii). 
Equidifferent, a. 3434, [ii]. 
Equidistance, n. 22452, BBA I] — 
Equiform, a. [ajJfz. 
Equilateral, a. Having all the sides equal, 235% | 

fi, 2: ff, SiS], of i. 

Hyuilibrate, v. t. ‘To balance equally two scales, 

7B ie, PHL, EFF. 
Equilibrist, n. KR 28H, 6 RAH. 

Equilibrium, n. Equipoise, 23 453%, 2P#E#, Ze 
HESS, Afi ZF 3a just poise or balance in respect 
to an object, so that it remains firm, 242, 47 
f£, 3428; the equilibrium of the mind, y+): 
DES, ZE HE Zat>; to keep one’s equilibrium, SF 
$q ; equilibrium valve, #HE 7 FY. 

> ABALAE SF 

Equimultiple, x. In mathematics, the product of | 
a quantity mae by the same number as 
another quantity, 4 eS 

Equine, Equinal, a. FS'gt, IS fy, HyBiny. 
Equinecessary, a. fe We ane x OE 
Equinoctial, a. 315} HZ, Az aR apy; equi | 

noctial line, $F 7% 2) Zp AR, TP a, AS AE 
equinoctial Heat: Dik ZH; equinoctial gales, eee Th? 

EAP FEK SY ZAIHL; equinoctial time, 

(0). 
equines n. FF 7% ZB J}; the vernal equinox, ¥§ 
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ERD 
ZW, = AZESP ZING 5 equinoctial colure, 4p | 

EQU 

4y; the autumnal.equinox, roe the two equi- 
noxes, “4p. 

Panes v.t. To dress, (#35, #; to furnish, fH, 

2, HU. UAB; (0 equip one, IRZUA, Peeks 
24h gat to equip an army, {fh AEPE MERE, 
Es Zsa FEL; to equip one with a suit 

of clothes, —-[RAIEMLB J, — EAI A ; to 
equip a ship, #6 {fj 4: f® ; to equip a person with 
money,, 22 Fe Hil J\. 

Equipage, n. The furniture of a military man, 
48 Bh, FE Lae bik a traveler's equipage, F725; 
imperial equipage, ne $f) FS, SERB, FR; a 
carriage of state, Feb; a vehicle, sf, #8, By 
ii; attendance, retinue, Ge. » Mi, SRAGA ZS. 

| Equipment, n. Theact of equipping, ish FB 5 
habiliments, Zé 4 ; turniture, (FAW, PARAS 5 

the equipment of anarmy, 7H, ‘Bia 3 
warlike apparatus, #3, £5 pp }B  ; the equip- 
ment of a railroad, 4 aig 3h T6 (PY. 

Equipoise, n. Equality of weight or force, 4845 
4%, HE; equipoise equilibrium, 2pm. = [ 4. 

Equiponderance, Equiponderancy, rn. 4, RAE 
 Equiponderant, a. 34 G0, 2B HAY, ib Bh, MBI 

2B, Whine. 
Equipped, pp. {ii3hiih, Phi sh7THe 5 equipped 

for a military Soen ian is Peli 3 well 
equipped, As Fy Peay ; furnished with what is 

| necessary for a cruise, #7Zs x fff. 

Equipping, ppr. K, PE fii, TAH Hsia IA 
Kquisetum, n.; pl. Equiseta. Scouring rush, A, 

Ik, ett Se 
Equitable, a. Just, Z2P, Zi, ZS ; impartial, 

Am is, BE BL» SRE, Nie 
Equitableness, x. ZSia@, 45 238 #- 
Equitably, adv. Z82B, ZAi@ ; impartially, Se ff. 
Kquity, n. The patie distribution of justice, 

Nia, WIE, a 2p i, Z ages} are ANE (fi FF 3 up- 

rightness, TE ja, 48/2; (Confucius) did not 
oversiep equity, Figs. 

Equivalent, a. Equal in value or worth, [nlf 
(AX, 4°{F{; equal in moral force, Fl—fR, [nJ— 
xt, Habs lis) (%, IAL ; it is equivalent to an 
insult, Si (i. !B—ES, GI fig B—sl; equivalent 
terms, eal te {ii), [ia] Ze. 

| Equivalent, x. That which is equal in value, 2B 
ae give the equivalent in cash, f¥p ial BE 
PY, Beli] (i 27 HS ; return an equivalent, (Pa ih 
iif pats HCH}, Wy; to give or take less than 
the equivalent, #&igj ; he gave me the equiva- 

| lent in clothing, $$Zehe Ft MH (All fl, (2B 

| Ted LE ARMM ARIL, Ae le a 
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Equivocal, a. Being of doubtful signification, ME 
BAS, WAVE WRAZ; equivocal language, U8 CE 
ah, —GE IN Fe Zak ; Cquivocal conduct, We Z 

4748 ; uncertain, AA, REA. 
Nquivoeally, adv. Ambiguously, jy 5% WG, TE BA 

fy; ina ide sense, Fe 7 fg. 
Equiyoeate, v. 7. To use words of a doubtful signi- 

fication, JHMELD 2 GE, MAME Z.a. Mahi 
na Bak KH. 

Equivocation, xn. eas, BE Zak, Wie 

Equivoke, Equivoque, n. An ambiguous term, fff 
Equivorous, a. @ FAs. [PY 2.BE 
Era, n. Time, %, 46, 4240, 11£; an cra of peace, 
22 Fy 73%; from the Christian era, FSR 

Eradiate, v. i. S$, AFH. [lt 2 8. 
Eradiation, n. Sf}! #. 
Eradicate, v. ¢. To pull up the roots, #%, tit, FE 

HE, PE, PORE, BABE, TRE BIR, TL, FZ, HE; to 
eradicate Epes, WEF, dE PERE; to eradicate a 
evil, BR BEAL ; to eradicate bad habits, Fe BE 

a, iat 1 HL. 
Eradicated, pp. PRI, TRE i, AR HR. 
Eradicating, ppr. UB, Wie, Hut. BR. 

Eradication, n. He 7%, BEHLH ; the eradication of 

evil, BREE AL AS. 
ie, Pre Ay. Kradicative, a. PR ALAS, 

eee a. WY Fp, Fy My. 
Erase, v. t. To rub ont, #£, #€=&; to scrape ont, 

1H, iy, Hy, HAT; to destroy, as from memory, 

CG; to destroy to the foundation, Hipp. 
Erased, pp. ora. Rubbed out, $F ih, HRA, — 

4VHF ; effaced, Mi, Fi) HI ; utterly destroyed, 

S08 AB. UE. 
Erasement, n. A rubbing out, #5 ; obliterating, 

We, Hz; expunction, [Bs ¥. WIAA ; de- 
struction, {filipk. 

Erasing, ppr. Rubbing out, $e; o} 

MJ 2:, B= ; destroying, fili. 
Ere, adv. Before, $6, FL, F251, RL5E ; eve he comes, 

(BAEZ FE, WAIL IE, 1H] Ze; ere long, 
Fj iit, MEPL, AA, AK. 

Erect, a. Upright, i, 4. W248, 3, BES, Bar, 
He; upright and firm, or erect in on a 

iA, 14 37; erect in person, fF 5}, Hor, HEX, fie, 

#2; erect countenance, 4 fil, Ag; atnste He 

(hit, Bi ; placed erect, 7 

Erect, v.¢. To set up, RZ, B24, Bev, ES, Hit, oY, 
ff; io raise, as a building, ft, Use, Fey ; to 

erect, as a government, vf, Z¥ 77; to erect one’s 

self, Fla; to erect a pole, EX (epi, il pi; to 

, os 

pliterating, 

ere ee a heres HUE, MUR: to erec t: a yehean cover 

or stage, POR : fo erect a statue, ft Ay h;t 
erect one’s self into a jndge, Bo #8 HF a e 
erect a government, 9% v1 He. 

Hrected, pp. Hrected, as a pole, FE jfs8h , At iFS ; 

built, jj ; established, @¢ vy38. 
Erecting, ppr. Erecting, as a pole, RE qe, tH; 

erceting, asa house, #t, 7# ; erecting, asa shed, 

pe: erecting, as an altar, 4%; establishing, 7 

afi 
Erection, n. A setting upright, % 74% ; erection 

of a house, jf be #4 ; the state of being built, iz 
EBS a pnilae! E J=e; the crection of 

a . church, iis i Fe FF 
Erelong, adv. See Ere. 

Eremite, n. FE #%, FER #, Hae 
Erenow, ade. JEM, JEEZ AW. 
Ereption, n. 2 #. 
Ergo, adv. PRL, te. 
Eriobotrya loquat, n. 74%, Ft AE. 

Eliocaulon, n. Fe ey RE. 
Ermine, Ermin, n. 727844 (?). 
Erode, v.t. fit. See Errode. 
Erotic, Erotical, a. 3 fj, sae. 

Bir, ai. OH, SMR, ek. SE, He IB, a BE, 
SESE ; to err in words, #HE, AB, RE, BEM, 
to miss the right way, #748, PR, PFRAK, 

i, WA. 

PESTS; he errs, 75 RG, fUA FF: he errs 
ereatly, (BEB 4, Se a he does not err 
much, is not far from the trath, (BSE WE Ze, fits 
EAE, bse HE; to mistake, KIA; heaven 
errs not, ROS 

Err, v. ¢. To mislead, fH #740 ff. 
van, A verbal message, ff Ft, $e, 
3, (a4 ;a mandate or order, 4p, fp4P 3 SoMe- 
thing to be told or to be done, ¥f; to go on an 
errand, $ f#$R, Seapge, ae > to go oe a 
sleeveless errand, fy 77, MisE— 34, FER Th 
what a have you? (Ral Lye, tk 

Errand-] 1. (din, (EMG A |. 
Errant, a. er nataere Ns; knights errant, jie. 

Errantry, n. JR) de. 
Errata, n. pl. $72. See Erratum. 
Erratie, Erratical, a. Wandering, 5, ie 9RE, Se 

fig, Sh BE Ay ; Moving, not fixed or stationary, 
eF% ; erratic blocks, jie Ay. WUE FH. 

Erratically, adv. Without rule, $f, ME LIK. 
Erratum, n.; pl. Errata. An error or mistake in 

writing or BEuIne Ser, FALE. 
Erred, pret. of err. Ef fh. 
Erring, ppr. or a. ih. cue Me, Fak. 
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Erroneous » a. $i, £ ie, Bin, a WR, 38, ALE 

=f: 22, w; an erroneous idea, gs (eee; an 

erroneous expression, #4, 42, HA. BS; 
an erroneous character, $457, AF, BAZ 
erroneous doctrine, (fh 3 ji, (3a; to 
erroneous doctrines, {fz 3a. 

Erroneously, adv. By mistake, Pt, PRI 
Erroneousness, n. 25H. =: 33, Hyr- te 

Error, n. Su. SESH. cL ged» £ i, at, 8 4, tk, Fe AF 3 

forsake 

a blunder, a fameerecion iniquity, #4, 
i348, SE; +, #2 9G ; errors in public documents, 

ue ase joar: to propagate errors, LIE fe Eh, 
Liab feb; not the slightest error, —fry ap ik 
$i, — (vy AE, BEMESETH sa very slight error, 
or an error of a hair’s breadth, SEP BERE to 

comms an error, 4e 4%, Ff; to he 3 2 error, 47 
i, 4 te; no error, or mistake, f7Hi, #7, HE 
= to forsake the way of error, aay to S JE 3 

forsake error and return to the truth, Se (PR Si 
JH; to repent and change one’s errors, fg SEU | 
jf; to reprove one for his errors, FH J IGE ER , GRE 
Ai, MLE; to point out one’s errors, F544, 

Erst, adv. At first, DH2¢, @. [SG2K. 
Ernea, n. KGEQE; eruca sylvestris, AEA, EB 
WDE 

Eruct, Eructate, v. t. $y Oph, FPR, Fp Me, wg ME, 

HIER SR, FT NBR 3K. 
Eructation, n. Fy mgr ay; a belch, sex, ese Me 

NEM. 
Erudite, a. fH, PRM, EAU, SAY, Se SA, 

#j AH; an erudite philosopher, f+; an eru- 
dite scholar, [ip St3%, 3 fi. 

PESO, PEEET, POSE, Ernvdition, n. Learning, ff] & 

n eruption of flame, 
Hike, SB 

Eruption, n. Hi, WEEH!, THE HI; a 
Hike; eruption of a volcano, #EGHpRE; a 
sudden or violent rushing forth of men or troops 
for inyasion, Je Hi, Mf H}; eruption of the skin, 
WES, HES; a passionate eruption, PEAK, FEW, 

RAREAE SE 
Eruptive, a. Bursting forth, —3& #§ 1} ; eruptive | 

feyer, Pak. 
Erycibe paniculata, . pL Se#l. 

Brysipelas, a. DUAN, 3H, WIE, FRO HE 
Erysipelatous, a. ii fj. 
Erythrina, n. #y 4p hd. 
Escalade, n. ERS TUK, GR VIR, PAH. 
Escalade, v. t. 1 @RVe IK, ERT ink. 
Eseape, v. t, or 7. ‘To flee from, 3k 3hE, 34k 5h, Sak RR, 

EWE, MEH! 3H; to avoid, SOF, PUBL, Hew, 9% 
* Medhurst. 

Pi; to 3 unhurt, AE, Ate, yy Be see, 
Sk IR 7 S2+E ; to escape, as a fluid from a vessel, 
&e., fill oo escape, as gas, WHHI, feilt; to 

ae notice, J Fl. Ay Fl Aye ; unable to eseape, 

US Bh Fe, me Ae, } igen, FA. SJEOE FA, Ev AH, ia 

Af, GE AMR; to escape from prison, 9k Be; to 
escape punishment, hE Jf], 33k FA] ; to escape lucki- 

Ng =F, ae ME, WAZ 

Escape, ». The act of fleeing from danger, 363k 
4%, Hesbk BH; evasion, Pik, BYWEA; escape of 

gas, WY 5¢4, ACH sescape pipe, WIAs es- 
cape valve, Wk7 PY. 

Kscaped, pp. $6 ihEi, PURE ; escaped from this 
present danger, 3h} i WERE fir. 

Escaping, ppr. 3h, Be Pal she. 
Esearp, v. t. REPL, ARM, BERR. 
Escarp, n. Any ime high and precipitous, 

Br, Fh Be. 
Eschalot, n. A species of small onion, AA, aee, 
YZ 58. 

Eschar, n. RWS, KB, We Bp. 
Escharotic, a. Caustic, FA ie Dake 

Eschatalogy, n. 3644234, FEMI BIG BE. 
Escheat, v.72. To fall to the state, Si pe, HABE SR 

Eschew, v. ¢. 3%, ESE, ABE, wa Bie. LB- 
| Eschewed, pp. sii, ji. 
Eschewing, ppr. 3, Mikes AE. 
Escort, n. A guard, #ESK YE, JPR, FA, 

| Ah ff Ae, (15 sin tee pee 

Escort, v. t. 58, * FER, WE, Fat, ECS IF, BE 
4; to escort with one hundred chariots, Fi 

IF - 
Escorted, pp. Wie, HKG, 

Escorting, ppr. (iis, MSE, wes, fil- 
Eseritoir, n. F82B4j, FAH. 
Esculapian, a. BS0pg, Be fry. 
Esculapius, n. Esculapins of China, 4% 3-3 pg. 
Esculent, a. Eatable, IR, RAH, RAR, B 

45 (vy; esculent herbs, Ae, gfe. 
Escutcheon, ». The picture of ensigns armorial, 

Fuge, JoeB. 
| Esophagus, n. The gullet, #0B, UR dine. 
Esoteric, a. 44, FA, fg. 
Hsotery, n. Mystery, RLAb, Ge. 
Espalier, n. Ai. 
Especial, a. Principal, #, UH, 323%; particular, 

SB—, DA—, Re, NPE. 
Especially, adv. RE, $RBE, HH. Bi, BR OS 

bk, Fe ke: especially sent, sf} i; especially 
wanted. §—-¥E, BE, BE; especially made, 

* ‘This is chiefly applied to escorting criminals. 
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Ree, Biie ; you should especially 2 enard against Essoin, Cote t. HEHE BE: to excuse for absence, iff 

those, OER, 2 mma YIU: Loome | wh, HEUER ZE. HEA B. 
especially to Jenin, Ge., HEA RY, Ieee AE : 

Espied, pp. Discovered, 37 Hi, fit, PEELE. 
Espionage, n. The practice or employment of spies, 

BUR ZY. 
Esplanade, n. 73-455 Ji, ; an esplanade on a wall, 
RH; a erass-plat, WLI. 

Espousal, a. 3 fry, JULMpE. 
Espousal, n. WO4R, EMA, Tot, iB; the es- 

pousal of a person’s cause, ff) 238, IEAZ 

Hy. 
Espouse, v. t. ‘To Brees ie BL, po, a > ATA 

THE, TER. 3 Ls Bie; to marry, as Bey 3E ; 
to embrace, He, Hif, #8; to espouse an opinion, 

RELA, BH IVE; to espouse a cause, PAH, Sf 

3, Heel. 
Espoused, pp. ora. 4 jf MH, TB 

ih, Wes 5 marvicd, WBE jt. 
Espousing, id Betrothing, 7H, HH; embrac- 

ing, “ai if, Ft, gk ’ marrying, aes 

jf ; embraced, Fe 

Espy, rv.t. To discern, &% Fi, nivel , SLY, HEEL, 
ee, if; if YE ; to discoyer fadxpectediyi iy Sd. 

nae . 4, To look narrowly, FJ FF, ad. 
Esquire, ». A title of dignity, next in degree be- 

low a knight, #hi+4-; as a title of respect, the 
Chinese use KA for a governor; AwewR lor a 
colonial secielary and ‘other heads of depart- | 
men's; it. 6 ae ee ipeet etaries cr first 

clerks; and 42, BA, 4, AA for other 
classes of men aLoye Mr. and entitled to re- 

spect; a young gentliman, HFA, WF. 
Essay, v.¢. To try, it, AP, R—#R, IE, HR 

JF, PENP. ce Assay. 
Essay, n. Attempt, 3h 4, ESaa ee treatise, 
40% ; to write an essay, { 

Essayed, pp. BEEP. 

Essaying, ppr. paAlipP. PRMP. 
Essayist, n. {EX J. 
Essence, n. That which constitutes the particular | 

nature of a Leing or sulstance, &c., (, AH, | 
#, HH. FSR. PEEL: the essence of matter, | 
Wy, Uv Fi essence of ginger, 34 fy, Hype 

iG; perfume, #4. Huh, Bk; the essence of 

religion, 2.2 3EM, Heo WEL. 
Essential, a. gerae ae in the highest degree, 

WEN, FREE, Fie BEM; highly reetifed, AR, | 
Ht 3 essential and uon- cssential points, AK 
oll adv. Essentially the same, #4 {%— | 

MAHER, JAPERMI—, HOE | 
Bisset. An excuse, #fE gf. 

OCH. 

| Estcem, n. tation, 

| Establish, the me Te, RIL, WE, AW, WI, 

Nor, yer, ZEN}; to establish laws, BRE, wey; 

to establish new laws, S234 fo] ; 10 establish a 

government, x3; to establish a ly XL 
RK wr ; to establish virtue, TRAE, nya} ila | Ait 

i ; 10 establish one’s Pee oy 2 3 to es- 
tablish a new dectrine, 223 He, ae ze 
establish one’s merit, 7 By; sages Aa 
rules for the instruction of mankind, #8 vp 
3:74 \\ ; to establish firmly, Re yp ; to establish SEL 

a custom HO ath A ; ae establish a mer- 

cantile house, AoE A, HILO. 
Established, pp. cra. iB ax ih, We arith ; the 

established church of a state, [i] #x, Bl 7 Bk 
Establisher, n. or, Hor, Woe #- 
Kstablishing, ppr. 9, 30, WIL, ZEIT. 
Establishment, n. The act of establishing, Ror 

He, 3H; settlement, 7f3£; a mercantile es- 
tablishment, 47, # H, PY 77; trading estab- 

lishments on a boundary, #4 54% 3 ; 2 govern- 
mental estab lishment, #5; the military estab- 
lishment, te #}; an old establishment (said of 
a mercantile house), BE #7. 

Estate, n. Condition or circumstances of any per- 
son, whether high or low, fig, 3 fig ; a person 

of gocd estate, 13) (i, (LH ; a person of 
low estate, P Jey (LE, PIE SBE ; property in gen- 
eral, fe 3; landed estate, fA #E, fk BE; family 

estate, Ze HE, He XE, All. K 4a, Rosie He, Hk 
x; entailed property, jf RE, da Be ; estates or 

pe of an emperor, #2%, Ee, B+,2 
fy ; a political Lody, fy ; to mortgage an sine 
JS ; 10 purchase an "estate, es Be 5 
ruin an estate, {fi geze ; it is hard to retain an 
estate, Bp AEE : ; of good estate, 44. (hI ; man’s 

estate, HK J; to come to man’s estate, WK J, 70 

re 
Esteem, v.t. To set a value on, 4, AW, wf, 
#f ; to regard with reverence, wh hE, BE, 
qq ; to think, LIA, ff; to esteem honor above 
life, HS hi aes a, Lit $F FH ; to estcem a per- 
son, ace JV; every one esteems him, & Nie 
WB, A Aaa tly ; to esteem virtre, pe, ij 

ea, LUPE HE ; to esteem the geod, se; to 
esteem valnable, #, WF; to esteem vir- 
tuous, FAB A fe, LAG AT fe to esteem Leanti- 
ful, eS Bz ; to esteem lightly, fiubyap. Mas 

ine > Wal, i 

a BOR ; to be in 

GG&@ a = 
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ereat esteem, AGO RE, Ao OE, TE Be, 
A ivCE ; it is difficult to break from personal 
esteem, [i fi] ESiH ; to raise a man’s esteem 
of a thing, fit MECH ry, GE AE FEY. 

Esteemable, a. TY ay, Mae. my ey, i Wy. 
Esteemed, pp. ora. #¢ Wr jf, TE ith, FGA 

opinion, Ee, Bop if. 
Ksteeming, ppr. Valuing, $f ; estimating, ff 
i ; thinking, ff, (BES. 

Esthetics, n. See Aistheties. 
Kstimable, a. Valuable, #¢, #246, FE fr ; 

of esteem or respect, BY 4y¢, BY Ar, TY Wy. 
Estimate, n. 74 (8, ii (A 
Estimate, v.t. To judge and form an opinion of the 

valne of, fi, 48, EL, #2, Wh, A, St, Be, HE. DE, 
#§§ }E ; he estimates his loss at, {F TRACI 5 to 
estimate the value, fide, S| LA ; to esti- 
mate one’s strength, FeikJy, #hAk Y ; to esti- 
mate the amount at, fled), aM, HES, AS 
47; I estimate it at so much, AQ & Ault ZS, 
MAS FF. MELB F; 10 estimate the 

difficulties, ee B} ALE ; to estimate the 
excellence, 44 IL-6, Z PALF; to estimate, as to 
quantity or quality, 444%; to estimate in one’s 

mind, ML APP, ys ZA. 
Estimated, pp.ora. ffpith, Best, FE, SG 

estimated value, Jip FREI, Rs} Zt. 
Estimating, ppr. §, 48. (5, Wh, Bb. He. 
Estimation, ». The act of estimating, 4 4%, a} 4, 
{i.e san opinion or judgment of any- 
thing, as to size, quantity, Ge. formed without 

precise date, @, Fl ; in my estimation, 14 4 HF 

ts, WE TRE RR A TR ETL he stands high in my 

estimation, ARH asa, 10% thse. Tew 
LSE ES a6 stands very low in my estimation, 

TEMES. LUNCH BATA, TEM LET. 
Ksto perpetuum, Esto perpetua. May it be per- 

petual, JRi i ae ist. 
Estop, v.t. SAG. 

Estrade, n. An even or level space, 23H ; a level 

and slightly raised place in a room, Fe x87 SN. 

Estrange, v.f. (ORTH, (AIT, RR] Ads, (PIE 
fi]. (isa RIE % ; to estrange a man from his wife, 

(di Fe PB tL ; to estrange from God, iE I 

Estranged, pp. (EE AYIA i BEM. Hp 
Estranging, ppr. A fe Sit. (ei Dae. 
Estreat, n. > $f. 

ZI. TE Estuary, n. An arm of the sea, 3g 

held in 

worthy 

- the 

the mouth of a river, #0, 400, jG, YEO, | 

JER] ; an estuary of the Chi kiting, FRIEZK 
Etat- BS n. - Fag ee, Ho ate. LU. 
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‘Et cetera. “And s0 on, ‘and so forth, = REE, 

ALG. 
Etch, v.t. 8, Li gia He 

Btching-needle n. ae 
Eternal, a. Without beginning or end of exist- 

ey eS JK Sint: EAMES, A: THA, fz, fe 

U8: i. AA, fA, BE EE BEVE, HE De jin» 2G 33, sia, 

‘agen: eternal happiness, ci, Ai ZW 5 t 

enjoy eternal happiness, ZE Fis Zi 5 nile 
fire, 94K; eternal misery, ACHE, ACHE TG ME; 
eternal life, 7#¢4E, #2 ZE; the eternal God, 7gse 

ZA fit, BEAR BERS ZL Ait. 
Kternally, ade. A SEY, HERS | FERS. 

Eternity, n. aud, Seid, AC UE, (MIE, Seas, ISK, 
Sit es I. ie 

Etesian, a. Stated, Ji}, He, WE; etesian wind, Jif 

Kther, n. #4 FFP TI Te fk A ; in chemist- 
ry, a very light, volatile, and inflammable 
fluid, Ai RG tei, BAER ZAG. 

Etherial, a. Ay FURL, 4 AAI S heavenly, KE, KR 
fins ihe etherial regions, FPF, 7 3. 

Etheriform, #5 3 ES, SE HR. 
Ethic, Ethical, a. Relating to manners or morals, 

Li EL, Ti fy. 
Ethies, n. The doctrines of morality, Inj, Int 

ZED Thi 258. ET 2, EE ZH, eZ 
OR, Ae fit <2 sa. 

Ethnographer, Ethnologist, n. Hist 4th AH. 
Ethnography, Ethnology, n. J #34, 8 He 
Ethology, n. THe Z HE. | $i. 

Ktiology, m. git ZBL, Ja AZ i. 
Etiquette, n. Forms of ceremony or decorum, 7% 

i: WR, RTE, EL FAA. 
Etui, Etwee, Etwee-case, n. A case for pocket in- 

strnmentsa& 2. Bf. 

Etymological, a. a; =e ABE, Be EEL Vg. 
Etymology; n. 22S, 4 Ae. 
Eucharist, ». The sacrament of the Lord’s Sup- 

per, 424%, Uenezs; among the Roman Catho- 

lies, HIM. 
Endiometer, n. J, caf. 
Hugenia, n. AR F- [ PSEA. 
Enlogic, Eulogical,a. Containing praise, pt S2"Bf, 
Eulogium, Nn. Jat IEATLZ fsa writtenculogiam, 

t . 

Eulogize, v. t. To praise, MIE, AAG, Fea, HE. 
Enlogized, pp. pF =e. 

Enlogizing, pp. net FE. 

Eulogy, n. Praise, Bt 3e. ie aut, AAG, BAB 
eulogy on the dead, me, #3 a written ne 

which is burnt after it i ee eat kB 
— ——— ~_— 
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Eunuch, n. WA, HAH: ; aeunuch éfihe palaee, | HE, ij 34:44; to evade the payment of dutics, 

Kal ‘Ee BE HE, AE. WE, AA, hi TEBE, Wijk; to evade a question, aA, [HUME, 

ae, ee > eunuchs from their mother’s womb, ahi [u}, $1 [b]; to evade by excuse, Fie a&, "ie ba 

AE TH &. KUSH ; made eunuch by men, PK} FE ied, (Kf. HE fey; to evade by frivolous ex- 
A RSME, HA iid &- cuses, Pk fjaj; to evade the payment of debt, 4% 

Euonymus, x. Spindle tree, [LWA (2), (ANTE | fg, SMEG; to evade the enemy, jhiiiK; to evade 

Eupatorium, vn. AFG", WAAL, Rey se. \(?).| a thrust, paw. 

Hupepsy, n. 45 {i} {t. Evaded, pp. iiisth, 038, PMG, MII ; it can- 
Euphemism, n. 4f- 94a) 7% JB. | not be evaded, Ell; FA. 
Euphonic, Luphonical, a. Agreeable in sound, zn) Evading, ppr. i, %, Ae sbi HE. 
wel, dy. PRE EE AS ; euphonie particles, }fe’#, $& | Baneseonce, n. A yanishing, je jap A OL, day ie 
aA BY, Be, 1, ZH, Ih. See Expletive. | #8; the state of being liable to ele Ty Si 

Wuphonious, a. Af BM, 4A EH (. | Bas, MP. 
Euphoniously, adv. With eupbony, Diu Ree ; | Evanescent, a. Vanishing, jp FLGE, ty AEA BE 

harmoniously, LU Z¢ 3. | ABE, ai} ey aN: subject to vanishing, By $j Ge 

Kuphonism, n. Lee. Wee, it) GE 5 AA, pee yay, G AF Wi] A oe 

Kuphony, ». BH fit, WAL Pe A, AM, 8, SLT ; flocting, Mie “VEE, Mi 
Dp RE, PB EL 2. YF AY. ZEXS A; ev vueetent glories, Watt, “eee, 

Euphorbium, x. A species used for hedges, and hie ie AE 
generally confounded with cactus, AMEE, BH | Evangelic, Evangelical, a. According to the Gos- 

Mb, AAS. | pel, NCR FE. HAWG E.G A, HR SRE; evan- 
Euphoria longan, n. felt. | gelical truths, ji dt 34 ; Evangel: ail Alliance, 

Euripus, n. (ge. | mee; an evangelical preacher, 439 ff iit 75 
Euroclydon, n. F£ ix, HE AL Jail. | Aa nig Tid HPA; orthodox, IE Rx fry. 
Europe, ». BRAREL; the continent of Europe, BK | Evangelist, n. A writer of the history of our 
EH]; the states on the continent of Europe, | — blessed Savior, Jesus Christ, £RM tS 7 # 
Be 2 af EM. | 46 i HH, iu it @ 4%; a preacher of the 

European, a. or n. BR REEVE, ERSE LL fy; a native | Gosp el, feat i. wth i A, ETI TTS - 
of European, —{faf ak 3 FA. | Eyangelize, vt. To preach the Gospel to, i if 

Eustachian tube, n. Herp A dh 7. | Be; ith Ta “EY: ti by jit 77; to instruct in the 

Evacuate, v.t. To make empty, 2, #877—ZE, Gospel, Lah fF Ze AV. LO ie FF Hf He; to evan- 
RLM. AT; to evacuate by poUuine out, FB it | gelize a nation, (i De Si hin, Wi JE ie. 

rit, Bi. ff) #2 eB ABB i AS g; to evacuate the | Eyangelized, pp. or a. Instructed in the Gospel, 
howels, {i 48, 47 ZS, Jay BR; to evacuate the | ea ekcary ; converted toa belief of the Gospel, 

stomach, ines Pe to evacnate a house, ui, | SAIRGT. SRNL, ALIN; they are all 
qfize; to evacuate a place, as a garrison, fff, | _ evange lized, 47 {3 Ti Tr - 
#, 3h. Brangelizing, ppr. Preaching the Gospel, f& if 

Evacuated, pp. or a. Emptied, 4ej&; evacuated #7; Instructing in the doctrines and precepts 
by pouring out, ff] 7M 2c, ff) J We F; evacuated, of the Gospel, LC) iii fF #e A; converting to 
asa place, iy ith ; evacuated, as the bowels, {Ij Sean (i Siti. GLA GER. 

3 ; the soldiers evacuated the town, £2 7J }iHK. Bivapolale, Gat. HO ae s off in vapor, 43%, iia. 
Eyacuating, ppr. Emptying, 4; evacuating by | jf 4K; 10 Shae HHT 

pouring out, J #y, ff) He 4; evacuating, as Evaporate, Gate To. resclye a fluid into vapor, 2 
; 

| a p—- - ie 

troops, jar, 4. IM FR. AEG SL; to evaporate by the rays of 
Evacuation, n. 483%; the evacuation of a house, the sun, lWjRZ; to evaporate by fire, Bray, Ie 

Yui A; evacuations, as troops, of a town, PE) Bz HE; to give vent to, MER, FEY AR : to pour 
Hk, FR; Ee Ja 2. | out in words, IES. 

Evade, v. ¢. or 7. 3RF, i FA. Oba, RNR, WRG, 1% | Evaporated, pp. or a. HH 4R3 evaporated by ex- 
ht, SP, PUske, 2s, LE; to evade search, 3, pesure to the rays of the sun, |[fU si, WE ja BF ; 
HI, IE, H WSL; to evade difficulties, evapcrated by exposure to fire, Jij, 3238. AT 
346, HE; to evade the meshes of the law, 3 HL, ZS ih. 
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Evaporating, ppr. 285, AGA, WR giving 
vent to, PE 4; salt is made by evaporating 
saltwater to dryness, && J) pk 7c i #2 (EZ. 

Evaporation, n. The conversion of a fluid into 

vapor, A IK FA Hi. ZR AG SA A, Fe HY Ab, ix 

HH, AGES TL. UTA; evaporation by exposure 
to the rays of the sun, [f§ #49; evaporation by 
exposure to fire, Kink 4q25 ; vent, TEAC. 

Evasion, x. ‘The act of eluding or avoiding, jh 4, 

PUME, WH; subterfuge, HEA, abe, alah, 
(ij Fa. HEFL FH ; for every law, there springs 
upa base evasion, —jJ:7¢—- HEAE. 

Evasive, a. 0b 996, SBE A, BU SRE A, BE Ah; an 
evasive answer, lj 4, Ze qd 34. at ay th A, 

ae? 
Evasively, adv. lh 

HER, HEME. 
Eye, n. The mother of the human race, 4E; 

the characters used by the Roman Catholics, $f 
4; the characters used hy the Mohammedans, 

HE AM. 
Eve, Even, n. RR, 47, HA; Christmas eve, Jp iif 

YK. to evasively excuse, 
ayey? BRR; 

Evection, x. In astronomy, a change of form in | 
the lunar orbit, by which its eccentricity is 
sometimes increased and sometimes diminished, | 

~~ 

ven, a. Level, 2, #8 A596, ASIN, TE. 488, — 
EF; to make even, | 

| 
HEE, (HIB, 25%; to arrange even, #EH), YE 
ZEB, Wa, 32) Fi Hib, ee 

ge; cut them all even, HAE, Hy PE; an 
even field, 2° fA, Jpg, AH; an even road, 22 9%; | 
an even highway, 2EPsAIZ; to place even, FR 

HE, en HE, & HR, if aR, J; 18 ; smooth, 2p: its 

even with the ground, fil i—7*, #0 sh — ZB, 
ZF sil fils 3E 5 an even fire, =J4X; even and regular 
or exact, JBYE; even weights, 2242, ZEA; an 
eyen temper, ZE ff; even with reason, Q@ Hp; 
an even number, PEP, 2R BE; even or odd, By 
(ER ZY, BR MEDY Ht; to make even at the year’s 

end, 46/6 4028; even on, fpf; even down, 
T. Wyk even as much, —fENjfZ ; trimmed | 

the even days of even, all of a size, JJ GBI zs ; 

a month, 4A; odd days, fill] A. 

Even, v. f. To make level, 28, #62], Hee wis. 

Even, adv. $#; even the king went, $73: ; 
even the dogs knew it, i Amie @, 37407 ; 

even he did it, SHEE (et mas SHE ABA 2: + “he 
would not even wash his hand, Si SPE YE 

even death he does not fear, ZEABIAIA, Ea A 

EVE 

Aris RAG ADI HA 5 even till now, $4835] 4 Se 
# VL, HE RIG ; even now he would not do it, 

5 SO HSE Mo FF HL AE Mo HR HY even 
supposing he were to come himself, I would not 

depart, APSA CATE Fe. 
Eyen-handed, a. Just, ZSZB. 
Even tide, n. Wipf. 

| Evening, n. Wi, WG DE, We bk, 7, BE, ERMA Wes 
towards evening, P2hh, 1FN#, |. PH, LP 2, 

(ei, ; morning and evening, FUNG, AAG, HA, 
Else; the evening of the year, 42=-- Rg, 
AJ; the evening (end) of the year is near, 4 
Nt ZEA) ; this evening, 4A; late in the eyen- 
ing, 7Z AG, JEZE; in the evening, Ni fE], Wie oT 
7; last evening (night), WEN; the evening 
of life, HZ, St HTEW ; the evening meal, Ai 
4, Wile ; the evening time, HE}, Pay; the 
evening of aflairs, By 20%, th] 2SZ I. 

Kyening-hymn, Eyening-song, n. Ringe, WRT. 
Evening-star, n. $c fy; the Venus, 4. 
Evenly, adv. 4, #%, 22; evenly arranged, 2 ff 
Hig, WE AHA TE ; not rubbed on evenly, MEPs fy 

-J; 1o mix evenly, #%4); to divide evenly, 14 
Z>; they must be evenly arranged, 9£4) ¥{B, 
BESS -% ; to spread evenly, $j #; he writes 
evenly and uniformly, 3 5¢ ny RE. 

| Evenness, n. The state of being even, level, or 
smooth, 224%, #8344, ]#; uniformity, 2y2B, 

—z{; impartiality between parties, Z2e, Z 

iE, IE H- 
Event, n. Incident, 4i, ft, WBZ, Bis Zz 

Hf; consequence, fi, BIE ZAE; result, Ye, 
Wi, #EWL; a joyful event, Ae 3f, ee, ACY; 
past events, i JPE BE. CE SE A Se ; future event, 
fe USE. ASAE, ACYE; an unfortunate 
event, |X| 4+; important events, ABE, HAE, Be 
47; mournful event, ARES, GH, GH, 
weSF 5 at allevents, WH saz BFS, Aly ys; 1 
will come at all events, Wz ay -lz BF SE FR AE ae, 

Fe EI. 
Eventful, a. BYE; an eventful time, —[k ZR; 

I have past through an eventful life, FgWg Ze 

Wi AE BYE, Te REEF BE. 
Eyentual, a. Coming as a consequence or result 

of anything, (4% ; final, We Fe, Fe re, ERB. 
Eventually, adv. In the event, #5, (#9, (a7; 

in the final issue, JR, FE RB, Fe be: what did 
eventually come of it ? We Fe ARSE, Fe fe ShOF. 

Hyer, adv. At any time, D4 say fig Jp}, WE sal WE, AR 
am (oy JIE, AN Fey fay HR; ever after that time, ever 
since that time, & 3%, A BLT; have you 

| 
| 

| 

| 

tq; Ido not even dread those consequences, ji 
PY 6 « Si ca aaa as 
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ever been there? 4, @t Jesh 4 ETE, fh . 
+ (ik FH; did you ever go there? (4 jij Ff Fz ih 

PLAT IE A GEIGBLM AT did you ever spoak 
to him? (fp @M py [iad (Beall ih TF OE, HN FH 
at AF: at all times, me Mee, Ta ie hi KN, eR 

: a, IE, {ik flr, I {iE ; always, "j is five rad (1; fy: 

4q.; for ever and ever, {IE VER ME, Fe HAI (le 
fikaegS; ever present, Wi 7E, KE; ever and 
anon, FJ}; ever so much, IE sHFES, Ais 
WG, Ady % ¥z ; 1 come as soon as I ever can, {Ef 
Py BES, FAW 42; whenever, whatever, Ge., 

which see. 

Ever-active, a. A. Bk we 1. WE Sk (MRT. 
Hyer-bubbling, a. Wig, Al Rize. 
Ever-burning, a. me Bele, ne OX RES Al.. 
Ever-changing, a. WIESE, Wee 
Evyer-during, a. KA, 3K Mit. [ #. 

Ever-green, a. BAI. Sek. KRIAP I AAY 
Hver-living, a. $ AE ME. HAE A, aie Ae FE HY. 
KG TH; eternal, 7, Acs (14. 

Ever-memorable, a. QT SAA. 
Ever-pleasing, a. Wi BEE, HT BEY. 
Ever-recurring, a. (EEG. ‘ays ff. 
Ever-restless, a. KAA, HAR BK, ACT ES. 
Ever-smiling, a. lies BE, "ye FAY. 
Kver-yerdant, a. Ai iL Pi, ACP. 
Ever-watehful, a. "¥ if, ies the ever-wat-hful 

eye of God, ie lS 2 A. 

Ever-young, a. ERE [fa 
Evergreen, n. fe Feri, Jet Bei =A We 
Bverlasting, a. Eternal, x, ACME, HE AY, HE, 

TH, #8, WA; everlasting life, #AE, e4E, 
HE: everlasting happiness, <i; ever- 
lasting fire, 44K; the everlasting God, ae 48% 
2 Li; constantly recurring, ‘Aes, ENE, Jz 

JE, JE A Rk. 
Kverlastingly, adv. 4.4%, Wi ®, He, fe. 
Evermore, adv. Always, ‘ig sif; eternally, Ae : 

now and evermore, F338 A EL, HK ee BEE. 
Eversion, n. An overthrowing, (HCA +3, Fa) HR: 

eversion of the eyelids, Fc meq@ne, Wei ic ee. 
Evert, v. ¢. ‘To overturn, (Us. 
Every, a. ‘neh, TE, BR, TB, BE, Mi, 

PEPE Mf; every body, HA, AA, A, 
Ny, BGAN, SEA, FEN every truly Lenevolent 

man, LAMA, LEA; eveds of every 

description,  & EH HE AY, 77 KE EX; every 
article or thing, @¢, EGE ; offe te descrip- 
tion, & Fk, #G: every day, 4 H,H ARR; 
* Fir and cedar, (in China) emb lems of never-! fading 

beauty or life. 

EVI 
every month, fi: ae {o pay every month, fi Jq 

2 FR, HEI] SRI; every year, 77 4E, FAA; every 

other day, §&—H ; on every side, J9[, PU tht, 

POT, PYF, RE, WIE. ILAT ; separate, $y, 
45-15 %F 5 on every occasion, fp, Fy], HA 
H) 5 every cne present, GE, HAZE; every 
way, 4h, HE; every one without exception, 

— lit: every form, FERE; every species, FF, 
fii fii ; every class, @ Ee, & 1g ; every thing, 
Si, Wa, EOFs knows every thing, $iSegp 

An, &—FL 1; to agree to everything, Ble; 
to seek every where, BIS, ji) ES, Bah 

every one heard it, A A $4 [i ie, A AYES ; 

every one has his own opinion, FA ot 
Everywhere, adv. 4, UR, Be, BER, ‘Nt 
ALE ; he is everywhere spoken asninst, #0 
2 it}; 10 oversee everywhere, py kh Fr. 

Eves-dropper, n. See Erves-dropper. Pi PI 
Evict, v.#. To take away by sentence of law, #% 

UR. i 
| Evidene 30, 72. {ik, it, ftir VE, a Hiss BPE, ns mide, we 

W; verbal evidence, (1 (lk, (Ikan, stan] ; written 
pide GAPE. AZ; to give evidence, (f , hk 

=, (E Milk ; to give ae evidence. ffi (iq HE; 

no evidence, SsgpE, BERL HE, AE fi i, Smt 15 Ime 

HE; to establish evi ence, ade, a6 4B HE; to 
take as evidence, #i (7% if es LI 4 HE DLS HE : 
contradictory evidence, [kl a Nea HE: 
the evidence given, — ae a witness, 7 
Ny, (#7; to give evidence of what one has 

son ot bear ES Lei, oe LAT at 2. 
Evident, pee: clear iy], Ae, HES 

Mas, on SL. WY i. 
Evidential, a. Ps vE, HS, AME. 

adv. iil, WW], 4>WY; it is evidently Evidently, 

so, WM), SPR IK. Sek IE TY LSE Zz. 

2k, 

Evil, a A; unfortunate, [A}, (IBS; calamii- 

tous, SOARME WAAR fy, Soa fy, SEI, AREA, 
SEAT ; injurious, GRE, Hey; corrupt, WE, 
$#, $E; an evil thoueglit, HA [xX] 2 ; to think 
evil, JU#A, EEL NO, MB; evil speaking, 

wEM, HEB. ReaW; an evil dispesition, Rep, 

PX, seat, Sagat. VE hn HE: PE STE AE, ot 9, ot 
lg HE ; evil influences, 39, 3c 4, BES, Ee 
to ward of evil a cences, J¥A, SA, Se Ax ; 

an evil spirit, 3892; evil got evil spent, ##E 
(SS ee REDE ; an nil affair, [RISE ; to forsake one’s 

evil ways, BEBE ; an evil eye, FMR, aL 
Evil, ». 38, 4, |A!B2; misfortune, 7s, B, wl By 

BR, SB, § Ae, KRHK, Hs depravity, He, HE: 2 DF i-3  S45 9 

malady, Jy, HE, #3 to eae evil, He 8H, BE 
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EE ; to eschew evil and do good, EEE fie 5 to | 
do evil, 7738 ; to practise evil, Ay a Be ; 3 to none nt 

and change one’s evil, fff 3P le Fe Be, ge ST: Oe 
jf ; the evil of defri rude {he revenue, {9#EZ 

WE WBE. Hes Lo remove evil, PR a, PRE HIE, 
spent} ; the heart of the virtuous is pure and free 

from evil, 38 7. fil — 1 FLEE 5; covetousness 

is the root of all evil, WBE 7s As why WE 
4 ih Bio dt ; to suiler evil, Se Rk, HERR; to 

5 Hata 
JEL oe meet evil, 31% , 282; lo suffer of an 

evil, S£4i§, aK, ‘B gpg; the fruit of evil-doing, 

4 RE ZYL; the consequence of evil, EZ & ; 
ite Kine’ s-evil, #894; what evil have I done 

to you? AFf lz BEM IA VE. | erro 
TT pr Kyil- affected, a. Not well disposed, HUE tap, 

fg; unkind, ji ae 
Evil-boding, a. JE 4 
Eyil-deer, a. is Ele, 7 
Evil-eyed, a. 3% pW. 

iH TR 

1, AME ZIE, AVE. 
#7 H(i, ER KN. 

Eyil-minded, a. [3 E05, ETE, HES AS. 
Eyil-one, ». 2 J i. 

7. =fym 
Evil-speaking, x. ‘Siemae wE Ae, alll He, Wee: 

Eyil-wishing, a. #4 AME RS. 
ae n. fi Be fe (EI 
Eyinee, v. t. To show in ee manner, 3, BW | 

AY, Fe WY, AK Wy}. Ah}, Zt tS MESSE: | o eyince Me | 

sincerity of one’s heart, Pedhweo, BRACE. 

mm INe 
ne ae 

Evineed, pp. sth, BAR. 

Evincible, a. WR, RY, KOA eee. 

Eviscerate, v. ¢. ai] HEN. 
Evitable, a. fF A, By fy. 
Eyitation, ». suk #4. 

Evocation, n. 48H. 
Evoke, v.t. 4, 4. 
Evoked, pp. 4438, 
Eyolation, n. 7&3:. 
Evolute, ». In geometry, a curve, from which 

another curve is described by the end ofa thread | 
gradually wound upon the fermer, or unwound 

from it, jf fifi ¥s. | 
Evolution, n. The act of unfolding, ft BA #4; evolu- 

tion of troops, jt ; in mathematics, evolution, 

ae 
Evolve, v.¢. lo unfold, fEBA, GBA; to emits it. 
Eyolyed, pp. Unfolded, ae iy ifh : emitted, 

if 
a) 
ie 
ao) 

ita : 

Evolving, ppr. Unfolding, fe by GR; Sa 

ee alsinoides, n. -E-J 4k. | Lik. 
Ewe, v. SE tb, EE, We #7, HY; aewe lamb, 2: 

Ewer, n. A kind of pitcher, gfe F, ache, afc fi. 

Ewry, n. (eet {Fa #- 

| Exact, a 

| Exacting, 

Ex- eyancciiaae n. Ty fESE-b. 

| Ex-kine, n. ¢ EE. 
Ex-president, n. Ex- president ofa state, i Ek 

Ex-seeretary, a fa fry #4. Le. 

Exacer] hate, v.t. To irritate, #%; to imbitter, (ip 

Had, sti SAK, HS. 
Exacerbation, n. wi fae ke GG 1 G- 

Accurate, #7, 47, 7# IE, IF 1E, —2508 #8, 
— fle Si, Ree conformed to rule, & 

19-3 A, HR id, BE MUAB, pte: BEE URS Fae il FF 
fig: the exact truth, I A ia, 3 ja, fp ia 

punctual, 4 ("PE #2 (% fg ; caretul, ita ae 

‘tt, Ad ; Nice, new, Ae, Ii ea ‘Le ; 

WE he is exact in keeping appointments, fa 
NAG BEN RE ZA ; the exactest vigilance, 

PERE; take an exact copy, 
in 

Mebe Sf. Tel sp, 
thi 

Exact, v.t. To exact, as duties, lf, ik ; to extort, 

wy HE, 3p, A Fy, Hi) FJ ; to demand authorita- 
tively, 144, HE at, wiz}; to exact obedience, BF 
4%, 38 1% ; to exact duties, 4 Al RR iy, Btw, HF 

#6, WBE; (0 exact a debt, SEBS, Hal, Bt 
{eg ; to exact contrary to law, #41, M.A 
to exact by beating, F#iKf. 

| Bxacted, Aue ee as daties, 4436 

Hy 28 if, Sh Rt ith 1 ie Hs. 
ppr. Excting, as duties, 4, Is de- 

aul ne and compelling, 3 18, wl, oat, By 
TY; extorting, Wy, wy, ZAj; demanding 
contrary to law, 4pyAi. 

Exaction, n. Authoritative demand, 3) [5] 27, aR 
#i ; a levying or drawing from by force, 4 Fj 
Hi, UF; extortion, Wis 4 ; tribute, A; 

toll, PEt; rewards, #4; oppressive harassing 

exactions, 2 fig. 
Exactly, adv. 3, 8, &, F788, TE, KE 

AEE; exactly right, 4-+-=4pAy ; they ee 

exactly, Apa, Wl, Ae, aha, aa 
OFF ; they do not exactly agree, MB uy, A 

4m Mm, AK! ; so exactly suiitalles Tif ms; to 

write exactly, ‘UE E SM, e578 4 op tt 5 exactly 

the same, BERD APEN, — AMD TTS, — ABO 
mi; it is not exactly the thing, Aj AF ; ex- 

actly so much, [ge ; exactly corresponding, 
We By, ata ; it is exactly 12 o'clock, JE 

E-p= El Sai. 
Hxae iness, n. Accuracy, #4, 4 4, Uh ; nicety, 
reas aM ; regularity, or careful conformity 

to law, @ 7:4, AaB, Ape tA Ae : careful obsery- 
ance of methed and conformity to truth, srt, 

rae 

; extorted, 
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Exactor on RK, WBE fe san am extortioner, HA | 

HS, We a. 
ae v.t. To-enlarge beyond the truth, gi 

5 Aci, wR TE, ee i, StH, Bie | 
AL FF ; o heap on, iJ. 

Exaggerated, pp.ora. jt 
aggerated talk, (bik. oe 

Exaggerating, ppr. ide 
Exagegeration, n. Kih#, 5 

language, Joh Enh, ae 

ee ALTE, Hes 
Exalt, v. 

-E, ss ; to raise one’s self with pride, qi, 
Al fe, fy Bf; to exalt one above others, yj Hi) 
Ar, Bl fg A; to exalt one’s self against 

God, WW Laz, Aisi Lie; to reverence and 

exalt, to praise, 45, Eh, 1H, HM; 
raise in opposition, jit, #yNRF; to subtilize, to 

refine, Pf; to try to exalt one’s family, 3) 3% 

— ii efi 3 &X 

ices 
ea il 
tls ie FE, ee 

wk. 
Exaltation, n. The act of raising high, THE, 

TA, WES fir ; state of greatness or dignity, 1; 

(i, —y a 

Exalted, pp.or a. Elevated, (yi, Mi, Shai, 
a Bis; extolled, Ait Weis ; exalted views, Fy 
AA; exalted surname, 5; HE : exalted brother, 5 

4 ; exalted position, 73 fiz ; exalted rank, isi 

most exalted, #2, 3 f- fi; exalted Sir, ; 
Examination, n. 7, #2; district exa mination, 
NY Wa, #viaks departmental examination, 
WF aN, A HS GH, 3H Z ; triennial examination, 
#3 Hs ; the examination for M. A., AFP, AE, 
4iH#} ; to open the examination for M. A., BJ 
#}; the year when the triennial examination 
takes place, JEFF; an extra examination for M,. 

A., granted by H. J. M 
and military examinations, #}I8 (£75] ; xami- 
nation for the civil serviec, AE}, Wee, Pez, 
ELF}; examination-hall, TPE; to Aiioimbences 
at successive Gee, si HE > the examina- 

tion of goods, #48 fy; the examination of a 

witness, ate itt A, FEE) aE A ; the examination 
of books, #2 af ; the examination of one’s heart, 

DB, FEAT HB ; inspection, & gee, He ; 
examination of accounts, AFB, #2 # ; examina- 
tion by collating, $f §% ; a full examination, 3 
fige ; to take without examination, 7 fy Hs. 

Examine, v.t. #%, ZR, BR ER, ate. HEZ, 
TKS , hepa Hep 8, FEE , fa 22, 7 ¥ nh, ah, be Rg, 

fii 4% apse WRI 2) 5 AST, gate airs EWE Ti aS 

i FAA vit 5 to examiue a pupil, BES to ex- 

. To eley Hin m, Tye, OE, SESS, HE | 

, RAF; the rules of eivil | 

| ee miner, n. 

_EXA 

amine into ihe nature BF things, Kel to eX- 

amine one’s own heart, #¥e Au. 48 Ot, 
Wat>, iin ; 10 examine one’s self, yf By, A 

G: AACE, (ht; to inquire, MER, EA, 
ae BE IES : io exaline een ie ar, TRZE ; 

io examine strictly, fa #e, #=}#), FM]; to ex- 

amine goods, WS ¥ ; to examine into fully, 

BN, OES, VE ESO. MAG], FP IE 5 to. ex- 
¢ “ive . uy = - amine to the ulmost, 347, 3B9E, Ga9e, Fa, 

FEHR ee itr ie née ; 1o examine the trne state 

YF {0 examine intoofficially, 
“ examine “and decide, ig %, ZB #4; to 

examine accounts, BER; to examine by collat- 
ing, {8% ; to examine minutely, $m#e ; to ex- 
amine privately, #24, 4; to examine and 
search into, Wy #2, x5 fj; to examine equitably, 
HEM]; to examine a witness, FA MRL: to ex- 

amine an accused, jf fi] Ay 4 fF; to examine 

literary essays, fi) ae wi, FI! a; [it] %s ; to examine 
chemically, {#(i; to examine diseases, aE. 

Examined, pp. % if, & FE i, ih FEI, BE Be iB, 

wes, Fee. 
$535 & ; examiner of the Master 

f Arts, {0 7p; examiner of the Bachelor of 

Ts ALS LY, fice ; examiner of merits, an 

office at the capital, #§ Dy fi} fs; imperial ex- 
* ~ a ey 

aminer, Beye jp) ty. 
Examining, ppr. or a. %, #3¢, 

eeeiace 
Example, n. A patiern, #8, AEF, HERE, HAS, HK 

UE, Ue MW, PRIS, RSE, AOU: a model, HERE, 
FAH, TE, WE, ask; a precedent, 7; to 

set an example, wp 288, 1722 UE, Weta, 
if€; to set a good example, WASHES, Teas BAR 

KA as 

Wh 

, wy Ht. E a5 LES 

ue; 
to he Pua example to future generations, 33x 

Nh. RIMBIE the great example, #E 
Fite a fells an example, #%, (8%; I a ow your 
example, JG ake th, TEAK, Ae IW ER Mm: T take 

you for an example, RM HE, LIRA 
#; to teach men by example, A GC fe N 
WWE, DI & ZN, B84}; to set any one forth as 
an example, 17 AV # EE; to expose the head 
(of a criminal) as an example, as 4e ; to 

give an example, px 8 dn, EEN, ReLEAM, 
wi; to use an example, JAJKYR ; to teach by 
examples, JRSM, JAZEM?; for example, dn, 
Sb dn, s248, (ian, 4 fii Fal; give an example, py We | 
}b—Jb; to heed previous examples, SE AIH; 

fy ; disheartened, 

: Bs 
7 

{0 injure by bad examples, fA S# ih. 

Exanimate, a. Lifeless, 76, (5 fir 

5200. 
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Bx animo. Thee from the mind; 

ae. 
Exanthema, n.; p!. Exanthemata. ZE gy 3. 
Exarch, n. #44. 
Exasperate, rv. ¢. To excite anger, Ba), jBt/ 

Ee HK *L: to exasperate onc, PRAM NA, wx 

EF RN AE SR, AP Auto ‘Sy He NFR 
‘ not a ae e him, HE ge, Any eyes 
fii; 10 exasperate by language, fit tlh HB Aa. 

Exasperated, pp. or a. Highly angered or irritated, 

sincerely, 

AE SR, FE A, Heyy 5 greatly exasperated, KIRK 
_ Ft KAR. 
Exasperater, n. ji 4s #. [ BERK. 
Exasperating, ppr. or a. jf YD, ihe 2k, fy RS, 

Bk 
> dot 

Exaspiration, n. Irritation, #4, Wan, AES, (E 

fs rage, AB, KA 
Excandescence, n. A growing hot, AE 3%; 

anger, KR, Fea 

Bseavate, vt. $2, We, 22, GENE, BME, Sek, 
Be zs, $50 5 to excavate the ground, #6 hh, Tit 
+; to excavate with the hand, JE; to ex- 
eavate with a chisel, ¢/#2, oe ; to excavate 
caverns, foc, 225C. HF; to excavate a snbter- 

ranean ground, 47 Ji #z; 10 excavate, as a piece 
of wood, 4%], 323; 

a RC. By SE, Ha ALE excavate it, PEER , qi 

Zw {E. 
Excavation, n. Su, Had, WEA, Gye ae. 
Exeavator, ». One who exeavates, five 4, ip2e 

Fh; a as for excavating, Fg RE. 
Exceed, x. t. To pass or go beyond, i, Bi, 3& 

Bit, He spk, ane 38), 38 Ws: to execed the appoint- 
ed time, $f a He Uy, EIN; to exceed 

limit, HBL, f ie hE; to excced one’s stay by four 

violent 

days, #81) pu Al; ae exceed the rules of economy | 

Y, 30h RE. 38 GH, HO}. TR OH, LEAD, | 
{o exceed knowledge, | 

or propriety 

i HS HN tit Te He, UR AB 
HERG AL Hh; to exceed belief, #&{Z; to exceed | 

others; HE ABE. BN, WHY, He, HB, | 
#8 bE A, FEAe ; they do not exceed three persons, 
Ath = NN; do not exceed the houndaries of pro- | 

priety, Arik ieMae, AR ith ye til. 
Exceeded, pp. Surpassed, {tit 

celled, d# fk jf ; exceeded your wishes, |[-Pe. 
Exceeding, ppr., a. or adv. Surpassing, 384 Ae, $8 

jk, SIS; ina very great degree, Jeikh, HA )E. 

Exceedingly, adv. SA, THY, eH, AM A 
Ay, BH, ie, HA, MEE, SE, HS; exceedingly beau- 

tiful, Bawb, FRAG, WEE, HE SE, WG; execed- | 
SENS ingly glad or pleased, 

WE ca ane 

HEAD VOR, 
tis exeodinely wicked, > EE TS 

AR ’ 
15 

Jk i | 

to excavate a mountain, By Uy | 

the | 

ey 5 2g jh, i jf ; ex- | 

or a exceedingly ridiculous, xF4£ fy, AB; 
exceedingly kind, nae Lis prince erred ex- 
ceedingly, & 7 jk df}; exceedingly happy, #m 
3h, df S2mR; execedingly laug hable, ten sé, 

PRU) 4e ; exceedingly, in the Hakka dialect, # 
(frightfully); exceedingly much, #% ; exceed- 

| ingly high, #7 ; exceedingly wicked, #eze. 

Excel, v. 1. 1, a8, 8, Bk, ROH, HUBRIS, 
IR, HIRE, WIZE; to ere others, #4 )\, d#F, - 

We A, th WN, be AN, TLR, AY I; no one 
| could excel him, ie to love to excel, 
| dj; to excel in penmanship, LI ac4i A; 
| to speak about that in which men excel, pA 

ee aid A. HAS; you will not excel him, fp 

Tm . 
7 9 

| EWR A846; you greatly excel him, (.-+-4p yy 

ff. Aare } ft Aesth. 
| ree ibare. Exzellency, te aG BH, RR EB; 

| moral percallenees fa, it; ina degree of excel- 

lence, Jukes, LAE H. AALS; by way of ex- 
cellence, J’) #8 jk, LJ; your or his excelleney, 

| Kk NK, ie. 

| Excellent, Jeing of great virtue or worth, ¥, 

%, (£78, Bh, eB, Hh, HS, EA 
fii; excellent men, #F; excellent! BRR, 
LTE HS, Hua al how excellent! Jaap, 
Ah i, SERGE, WORE, HR. SEAR; mest excellent! 
SE, FS, HWS, TEE, $ESG; excellent wine, 

iif, Ei; an excellent plan, Ret, kal, 
=}, Rbid:; an excellent remedy, A528, WH; 
valuable, 39%, JA #F ; excellent penmanship, tE 
SE Ae ay 7d: 5 an excellent idea, 2, Ha 
excellent sayings, 328%, 323. Hf; to regard 

as excellent, #7 ; se qollen and noble, Bait: 
an excellent husland, 3 @3¢; excellent and 
beautiful, 328; His Majesty’s mest excellent 
pleasure, ## 4; Her Majesty’s most excellent 
pleasure, @*F; I hope your excellent family is 
all well, fs) EY J 74. 

| Exeellently, adv. 4g 4S, TATE WS, HERD, HEE, VEE. 
| ened Surpassing, #2, ke, WR, Hf. 
Except, . To take or leave out of any number 

| Bpatitied, ere BP. BEL. BRAS, A, RS, Gn 

BR; except him, f La (i, Bh 4 LR, {Ban 

BR of tlt. | Ae. 
Except, v. 7. To object, Merfsze, Ave, IE HE, AVI. 
Except, mined tee pp: BRT, Bah, BEI; unless, 

SMe, (UNE, BRIE, AN, (A. SEO, HAT A 
JE, FFE; except this, PR T(E, BIE Zab, BR 
BE, EZ Bb. 

Excepting, ppr. RY, Sb. 

Eee HOt n. Without exception, 7.— A, BEA 



EXC (43 ) EXC 

BERG Si KE FAH BE AG to make 

an exception, {ij Mihi ah, 7525 2M, (Sho 33 
exception to the rule, jd: “4h, HeAh Hi ; to take 
exception to, % seh, SUPE, i 4%; a bill of ex- 
ception, Te ate e THRE; exception to a judge, 
SE a), VERE BZ (fly; they were all slain 
Without exception, S%&— Axe, — fie PLop, SAT 

Exceptionable, a. PY, WY JAK Ag. LA H- 

Exceptional, a. He App, WAS, WE CHE PIE, Be 
WY, TEMA, BH. 

Exceptious, a. Disposed to cavil, 4%) SAG, HE A fry. 
Excess, n. Superfluity, @¥}, ke, Bith; that 

which is beyond the common measure, jf BH, 

iA JE, Se PITy) & Oi JE SMG fj fil] iil) 2 aeev! Sune ft Jes Ae {%, ie; any 

indulgence of appetite, passion, &c., beyond the 
rules of God’s werd, or beyond the rule of pro- 

priety, WE, ERA, WEE, Wk Fs 7 a, I 

excess in lewdness, fF, Jidih f, HE SF 5 excess 
in wine, Peis, BWA; drinking to excess, 
WARK; excess in pleasure, j77 JA Pewe, Ipesse, HL 
#; excess in food, HB, BANK, BBE; ex- 

cess in drinking, or to drink to exess, fiejfh FE, 
fik jfk GE; excess of bile, HZ jh ofl, is JHB; no 

CXCCSS, ‘at ith JE, Aue ii, Amt It f fT, 2 At ik Efi; to 
eee pp all manner of excesses, Et fy S06, 
Et ¢7 2K )E ; excess of goodness, BZ SME A, — 

Ets, ts on. 

Excessive, a. 345i, HGF, eZ, TI, A, ak 
Hh, HHI, ABE, EL, vk,.as, UPL; extravagant, 
AR, AG, ASHE; excessive heat, 23 OF, 4a: 
excessive head-ache, Df14ij Fi fie ; excessive sever- 
ity, fee, hee, HTH BH; excessive drink- 

ing, fH Te, HR). 
Excessively, adr. In an extreme degree,+-F}, HE, 

Fa. te, SAG, GAM, SHU; exessively stupid, 

TOPE HK, TEBE, FRB TK; excessively angry, 
PAY SS, REAL SR, OP RS, Hs excessively 
hot, SEH PY, “Fp 3e, KEE, 4 Uf 7h SBE. 

Exe shange, v.t. To barter, 35, A; 10 give 
a receive the like thing, 4, Z4#, TER, 3} 
&, FEHR, THIB, AWE; to exchange money, +% 
1 $i; 1o exchange silver for cash, HBR aR 

; lo exchange ratifications, 7 2 Auxyaz, 2 
ae to exchange words, ee FLA BE ; 
to exchange kisses, Jf ANHM§; to exchange 
shots, Be): toexchar 1g@e overtures of friendship 

by drinking out of another’s cap, "44%, ZL, 
PNAE(A 3h; to exchange pledges or hostages, 38 
“4 ; to exchange civilities, Eq frie, HAVE 

Exchange, n. #7 4, 2H, 3 JAR, Tk4R# ; a bill 

of exchange, ir it, fi ME ESM, Het KES, 
Wt; a mercantile exchange, @ (ir fi a ; and price ex- 
change, JI} {®. 

Exchange-broker, n. $84 3% $0. 

Exchangeable, a. WH, Wy 2 A, W Zea, WTKR. 
Exchanger, n. 229, #; exchanger of money, + 

GUfe, HIRITCK 
Exchanging, ppr. Ze, efi, LEER. 
Exchequer, n. Board of exchequer, A #f; cana 

cellor or president of exchequer, Ja #f jij 2 
great director of the exc cere KW; = 
chequer bills, Ja 4p 3h yt, Js PR. 

Excise, n. $f, Sige, + HEBEL; excise stations, 
Excise, v. t. $A. | Beas. 

BSseerssind Te E AF E> B BE age Te Bae 1, 

STZ BE. 
Exci ‘ision, n. A cutting out or off, Sey i, BF 

#5, BILE 5 a cutting off from the church, ¥% 
LA 

Excitability, n. BBE, HiVs, WY Bh 2s. 
Excitable, a. W By. it, YAH, BOR, AIT 
5). [ fry. 

Excitant, n. A stimulant, $i Spe, FES As, Hei 
Excite, v. t. Po call into action, j%, fi, 47 Hh, HE 

Gh. XB), EB), LOY, LHD, BEE, ELGG iM, 
4% By, GE UA, HE DY. ill DY, TATE, 2. PA) Ue 
excite to anger jH 2X, i Yu, Fay PS whee, AER, 
#2 * ; to excite the passions, jth, Hh fy ; to ex- 

cite to gratitude, jel jf ; to excite to exertion, $F 

HE, ws By, Tie By, BEI) ; to excite to disturbances, 
EBL. HBL. WEEE; 10 excite by fair speeches, 
(f= tah Dy J, BE; (o excite to discord, WARE, HE 
WE, PES; to excite to sedition, MARK A, YI 

a& ; to excite dissension, 2298, 73%, #5 it Se ; 

fo excife {he attention, HAA, IAA EA; 
to set in motion, 47 Hi), YF Hy), Wi fu Ae ; to excite 
iB revolt, jf#% ; 10 excite discussion, jn #4 eo, 
nie BE, FAs JE ; to excite by cries, II 

to. excite doults, ee af HY; {o excite suspicions, 

BSE. 
Excited, pp. or a. Roused, #4 38, Wy 3h, we TE IA, 

WAN 5 infl: med, 44203 : put in motion, Fy Hys&, 

HEMHI ; excited by, WL. BL, HL. 
Excitement, n. Hues et of exciting, iB), wea 

#, WA; asitation, 4 Bh EB, Wl 1 
fl great excitement, a Al, IN > FE FES a 
motive, @. [ He sa HE. 

Exciter, n. a i, i ee, 47H) 2 ; a stimulant, 

Exciting, ppr. cr a. i, eh, BEE, LEH, Pe Ay. 

PERE; the exciting cause, rans Hi, BR, 

H H H ae 

HeLa. 



EXC CA) EXC 

Exelaim, v. 7. To call out, TR, iy. OE, BSP, BE 
Mes to exelaim aloud, fa fl, Tie By, Weay. 

Exclaimer, n. BEUK #. 

Exclamation, n. Outery, DERE, WA ee, BRE; an 
interjection, Hi PY Fa, IBN or ; note of excla- 
mation (!), #, ¥, Yi, ei ; an exclamation of 
surprise, It, We, wf; exclamation of grief, HE 

Be MGM, wAPH, PapeE. 
Exclamatory, a. Uf, BEM AT. 
Exclude, v.t. To eject, Hi, ZeH!, BARE, BRU 7 

Ht, PRA, HES, SZ, le Hi, di BR, WUE BR 5 
hinder from entering, JE (BA, WEHEA, Te 
A, AEME YS, 5 2h 2. 3 to exelude from pai 

pating, 1% Bide, BaP. Re & (Es 
exclude from office, ME{IME RS, Ale {k, 
{I:; exclude him, HE Seif, 02 46 4B, tke ; to 

except, not to include, Hil, Eile, PREAH, 
Bacar 

Excluded, pp. ora. Thrust out, RUB, PRUE; 
hindered from entrance or admission, Ait 
A; he is excluded from office, Ate fis {1 

Excluding, ppr. Hjecting, Hi, Jz, 3% i, i 2; 
hindering from entering, AEA; not com- 

prehending, ME Ze py, : tah, Ppt 1 Ig. 
Exclusion, ». Kjection, H! 3%, 3% 

HE 4 ; rejection, eae exception, 7£ Mh 3%. 
Exelusionist, n. Hi fis#, yt a ie 
Exclusive, a. Rah, ET, wake Kit A Ee, 

“ald ; exclusive of his brethren, 4S UGE OL BG 7 

Ah, fot fs & Ah an exclusive right, 43545 HE, 

83 Fi MEE, Aa, 3 fig ; exclusive of this, BRT 

vb. PRUE ZA. 

Exelusively, oye At, Bt, PAT. 
Excogitate TO aay Ae, TELHE Ze, G2: 

tr; to canes ae Ht, dK He He ai #8. I[t ale 
> WRI Ly} 3s, 

Exe communicable, a. race . be excommunicated, 

WSU ZN ; deserving to be excommunicated, 

RES HE AE i. 
Excommunicate, v. t. BWA, KUDWAG: 

to cut off from all communion, ff Be. 

Excommunicate, n. One who is excommunic ated, 

PLT Hi BF. 
Excommunicated, pp. or a. $538 HEZS@r: to be 

ae caniiayale oe 44 oS excommunicated, OB TNE | fh L. &. 
Excommunication, n. 3% as tT DE ; excommuni- 

cation from the © hristi an chureh, a Be i i; 
cutting off from intercourse, oe BG. 

Excoriate, w. t. Fee, se, Wake, WE, 1S We, MBE. 
Excoriated, pp. Fae, U8 ye, Aid, sR. 
Excoriati ing, ppr. HB. HB » THE, AYE. 

. the act of 
denying admission, fae A; Rik At, Pile 

Excoriation, n. JH, Hay! a #, Te #. 
Excreation, n. A spitting out, IZ H}3%, ME HE 3%. 
naive n. Jf, BE; grounds, dregs, or residu- 
um, jaz, /4e ji]; the excrements of brids, B 

oF, té JR. 
Excremental, a. JR fry, SEAS. 
Excrescence, n. Jj, #%; fleshy exerescence, fA Jaz, 

PIAY, JEG, BSy ; to remove an excrescence, 
Ziljai ; to remove a fleshy excrescence, HJ 
Jag. 

Excrescent, a. Growing out of something else, 

rh aa EE, $8 A Ag. 
Excrete, v.¢. {{f. 
Excretion, n. '{'7% ; that which is excreted, Hi0§ 

BS, EME. 
Excruciable, a. AY Re PRR. 

Excruciate, v.¢. To torture, #47, WEI. RE 

WHY, Wer. Hi Ee IA. 
Excruciating, ppr. ora. Torturing, AREA ; ex- 

cruciating pain, Pea, i er ETB. 
Excruciation, n. REFfi). 

Exculpate, v. t. Fea, Fee, A MEIE, HED IE 5 t0 
excuse or exculpate one’s self, ffé § CG. FEB 
FI] G; to exculpate one’s self and Jay the charge 
at the door of others, #23¢ Fj GI SEM, JES 

WA, GOW, ae M1. 
Exculpated, pp. 336i, # AHS, BH Ws SE. 
Exculpation, rn. #364, KG #, BA SEA 3 ex- 

va ri. 
Exculpatory, a. $56 # 3 excusing, HERE, HEE 
Excursion, n. A rambli ing, ie 7, Mi) SBE 5 ; excursion 

for pleasure, ifé5G, be jhe ; a missionary excur- 

sion, $F fz tijA DH ; an excursien on the water, 
ils mk; to make an excursion to Canton, 44, 

‘4K; to make an excursion into the interior, 

iis Al Mi 
BOOS a. Rambling, il§ ; deviating, JAEYE 

aed , TIE 8 TH Ob ik. 
Beane adv. Hig 9k 

Excursus, n. [ft Sp. 
Exeusable, a. By 4, AU 78, AL ae. 
Excuse, v.t. To Mie AO, BAD CR, BG 

i, Bian, an, AA, Fla; to excuse a fault, 
ANSE; excuse nel ; 

cuse me, 35 49k, Wh SiRF 
me for leaving your comp 
MPS tr WD Te Zs| pe 

3) jie! 3 

WE AB He, AEA 5 pray, ex- 
, wy Fy Ji aH 5 excuse 

ny, PROT, RAE, 
- excuse me for the ee 

have given you, 42 #8 ; excnse him or her, #235 

TPE, 2B fis ; to excnse one’s self, to etn ne or 

make a pretext, Hk, HERE, HEM, MLM, Fal 
FEFE, ASHE; to excuse one’s self, to rebel si, 

ie 



EXE 

Bey a, see excuse me “for not accompany- 
ing you farther, Hs AE 5 T trust you will 
excuse him, FY (pA ja; 1 know you will ex- 
euse him, 440 ABB. 

Bxeuse n. Heat, acit, (few; no excuse, MRE 
-- come to make uy excuse, JE ACaG AE; to detain | 
> by excnses, #e4%* (4: ; to make frivolous excuses, 

Bll 
Excused, pp. 70, EAM. GB, Wee 5 it 

cannot be excused, #4! (4, a 4. 79; I beg to be 

- excused, 3528, kan, S#. 

Excuseless, a. pi if DEE, Ame ay fr. 
Excusing, ppr. 4, #04", We, RCH - 
Exeerable, a. Betastnle Ty Be, an Way, “Eb a By 

Be; accursed, BY yt, Wiley, GLP. 
WH eH jis HL; toabhor, ee v.t. To curse, Fi, 

RE , (RHE, JARRE, Hb 3; HEH, ZEAL, lx aE. 

= pp. ora. Cursed, Sith, tall if- 

Execute, vit. To perform, 351k, Ne WX, Hf Witt, 

BZ ih, (an; to inflict, as judgment, #}; to ex- 
ecute the law or a sentence, IE}, HED, Jc BF, 
x = 
A> tt 

#; to execute an order, HDG) (it, WN tir 3 he | 
executes my orders, {BP 3f4IREYE ; to execute a 
criminal in his own house, i. 

Exeeuted, pp. Done, jk, {iii Fi, Hii 5 put 
to death, #3; beautifully executed, {fj HE 

| Executer, n. XH, WA, f7 Hi |b. 
Executing, ppr. Doing, fix, #7, K; performing, 
ie carrying into eflect, asa sentence, TE}, kz 

Mccention: n. Performance, $i #, (1G, fikik the 
Geecution of a criminal, #248.) seeds NK RE, 
SETH ; the execution day, MA. BEA ; 

. place of execution, #% ALU, “aie 1S ; = do execu- 
lion, #7 8E, AMA, WK) ; beautiful execution, 
AGT, Fy; slaughter, 7 Z¥, MR. 

Executioner, n. Be oP, el, gl, JB; 
execulioner’s sword, % i Be IN J), ber JJ. 

Executive, a. # (ij, 

power, FPHE, BEAM. Waid 2HE, sci 2HE 
Executive, n. The person who or the council which 

administers the government, J\ 734, iE H- 
Executor, n. PETE HME A; the executor of a 

Will, Mit BF A, WK ah AS. 
Executorial, a. kj 2A ; executive, WAS, FAS, 

We or AS. 
Executress, Executrix, n. 

oir ZAK, Wah G ZK. 
Exegesis, n. GE, 8%, GER, HEE ZB; the inter- 

pretation of the Sacred Benip tures, BEAe Ft Hi. 

A female executor, })% 

EK: to execute a will, (ej eNP, Wa | 

the | 

the | 

we, Hi fig ; to have executive | 

EXE 

3 fap EE, aE i Ay, me 
A model, 3f8, 42M), HERE, AEF 

ae ue Mi} ; an exemplar of virtue, fl 7 fe 

| Bier HZ AR. 
Exemplarily, adv. In a manner to deserve imita- 

lion, Hy #y 5 ies, iy #y KBE 5 in w manner that may 
warn others, {ix CRE to punish one exemplarily, 

ieee, mis, Sivas Ale 

Exemplary, a. Serving for a pattern or medel for 

imitation, fee OY Ae th BY ths BEB 
Hiei; such as may serve for a warning to 

others, fxg, We ; exemplary conduct, fA) BX, 

ee an exemplary punishment, fig dr, 

| Hixemphite ation, AW, HH, HA; a tran- 
seript, dp. 

| Exemplified, pp. 42 WJ ja. 
Exe! mene n. RYH, RE H. 

| Exemplify, v.t. To illustrate by example, % Wj, 

#4, ky ee aes ER, WEE, nee HE, 

Exegetieal, a. 
Exemplar, 1. 

nl. 

Lib ; to transcribe, fy; to take an ai- 
tested oe y ee [ie 

Exemp! ifying, ,ppr. ZY), WHR, RE, HIE 
| Exempli gratia (e.g.). Por the sake of an example, 

for instance, Ib au. REN | Ag {L]. 
| Exempt, v.¢. To { free, i, PRA; io exempt one’s 
| self, AB: BSA, eli: to exempt from duty, 

Hifi, WF. YE ; to exempt from the payment 
of duty, Sa#if ; to exempt from attending, MF, 

RK. 
| Exempt, a. Free from any service, &e., 
| ti, AAA, HAT, ER, avy: exen} i from at- 

tending, ne (7K , ht # ; free, emesis 
not included, WM: 7F Ay, REP ; not any one ex- 
empt, 4—-A. 

pee ted, pp. Rik. 
Exempting, ppr. 1, FRR. 
Exemption, x. The act of exempting, #4, RA 

#% ; the state of being exempt, ft Wife: freedom 
from any service, ABE ; ; immunity, # A =E: 

exeinpticn from HE ale: IEG 5 exemp- 
tion certificate, Hie UL 

Exenterate, v. t. $¢ HE. 
Exequatur, ». HE, G0, HAS BS Ze. 

| Exequies, n. pl. Funeral rites, $8 pg, [x] qi; funer- 
al procession, 3&3. 

| Exercisable, a. By #, Wy wh. 

Exercise, n. Practice, 2), #8, ME; bodily 
oe i Sit, BE; take daily ex- 
reise, 49H BE; {0 use exercise, tee mental 

exercise, CE an exercise or task, ml; daily 

HE (, 

he 

LH. 



exercise, lesson or task, Ag, ra: military 

exercise, U2, Pes, uC, oa, DU 
#; devotional exercise, #277 Beg 

i 

( 476 ) 

1 FPL 
linguistic ae SLE exerciss makes | 

HK - 
ithe) it natural, # 7 

peta 

fei as 

Exercise, 

ed 

HA 
Aye exer¢ ise in conversation, 2s. 

v.t. To train, 2, #i, 7 a, Das, ii, 
Cee {o use, fii, JA; to exert, %, ff; | 

to exercise soldiers, fle, HS, ite ; 10 ex- | | | Exhausted, fue or a. 

ercise one’s memory, 74/2, 2} ; to use efforts, 

Hi Jy, #87 ; to exercise speaking, 2 ak; to 
exercise writing, (hon ies > {o exercise an 

office, fe Sf ; Bap; to exercise power haughtily, Ff 

way Bh. . 
Exercised, pp. Practiced, #7 j&, ‘HOE. Py, Bh 
ab alan until yersed in it, nei AA | 

sek, SABIAN, SAT ALAM, #15 
Exerciser, n. 44, A #. 
Exercising, ppr. 4, 4, #i#; exercising, as 

soldiers, fi, #. 
Exert, v. ¢. To exert, as one’s powers, I Jy, 

JAN, HH, I, EN. I, BN, I, 
ih, I fF, Wj {i, INS; HI, ‘hig, AF, HER; to ex- 

ert one’s self, HEY, #54, JAW. Ia tik, HIV, 
fi; ig ; to exert one’s self to the utmost, kJ, 
HEI], G47, FEAT]; to exert one’s self for 
the state, #5 fy ![} Jy; to nobly exert one’s self, 

TEN BS. 
Exerted, pp. His Jy, #53; spiritual energy ex- 

erted, a3 Bf. 

Exertion, n. {If Wi 58) et, BEI. HH, Ws great 

A boiling, (gt #4; ebullition, 79 

exertion, Ath Jj, Gk an JJ #4 

Exestuation, 2. 

Exfolinte, v. 7. FREE ERIE, IRS. LIL. 
Exfoliation, n. ¥ef he 4. ’ 

Exhalable, a. BD ISR, BRAM, BAS HM: 
Exhalation, ». The act of exhaling, [Ij RH, a 
$4, UB; evaporation, face, Pr Hz. 
effluvia, 44; exhalations from the oround, aU 

§&; damp exhalations, #:4¢; noxious exhala- 
tions, eh, SEA exhalations from the water, 
IKK, {HL ; odorous panied ee. 

Exhale, v. t. To send out, 1, ESR, nye, BR : 

evaporate, i}. 
Exhaled, pp: His A. or oe 

Exhaling, ppr. or a. {lh qe. Te, ML. 

Exhaust, vt. air, 99, 3%, Wh, 28, 28, thy, Te, Tat, | 
Jie, HY; 10 exhaust one’s strength, % iat = Iie Fi 
MOT, HBL; to exhaust one’s mi 
to exhaust one’s abilities, JER tf, st 

to exhaust a country, 4 py, fs el, fii 

exercise in reading, | 

FET], | 

EXH 

to perenne one’s ‘filial duty, 3:24 ; to exhaust 

one’s duty or fidelity to a state, S848, 3B)sB ; to 
exhaust one’s arguments, #f 3) M645, SEA PE, 
dala ; to exhaust a doctrine, RHE, £4 Sse BR ; 
to exhaust one’s patience, 3874 jjf; to exhaust 
one’s resources, HER BE Se Be See ; (o exhaust 

by eating, pales = @; to exhaust by spending 

or usin ol, SEE, (eit, eee 
308. GB, WP, mL He, 

9s WN, A , BEVS, BSE, WZ; exhausted by 
spending, JAE, HH. (hii 3t, she &, 7e ME; 
exhausted strength, Fy RJ, Bhaik. 

Exhaustible, a. Ws%, # FI 3, m5 fs i 

g, SEA 

Exhausting, ppr. or a. 38, 4a, Se Me, fi 7. TAME. 
Exhaustion, n. 34%, 984, 48Z, We 

| Exhaustless, a. 2 1) de, “Ane Ty 593 ; exhaustless 
riches, Ass Y, Begs 

ff SOL, Fe 7E y Sacd EA. 

Exhibit, v. ¢. To offer or present to view, BA, #, 

BRO, Hist, 82, FEL, dite, HEB HE, THE LM, 
4, JA, #2; to take out and oxitnit $5 HY 
Fis, at Wk; to exhibit goods, ace PE; 
to exhibit in emulation, 4& ; to exhibit beauties, 
#ef; to exhibit lanterns, FEE; to exhibit 
virtue, 4 fa, BR (He; to exhibit an example, # 
i, ole joie ; to exhibit (put in true light) 
virtue and expose vice, # Hee TES 5 to exhibit 
plays, 7H); to exhibit anor cleverness, ji 3p 
FH, FE FFFEG; to exhibit to God a religious 

worship, L4ot> Btsis Liv ; to exhibit a gener- 
ous mind, BARE A 2 i, BEA Zap; to exhibit 
charges, i: toxbibit the majesty (of China), 

Exhibit, n. a0, 9a, HH. RE. 

es Nt ‘is exhaustless, 

| Exhibited, pp. 22if, BAW) 3, drei, Pais, Tei. 
Exhibiter, Exhibitor, 2. ek BASS, EB, TE SK. 
Exhibiting, ppr. #8, BA, He, FE. 
Exhibition, n. #3, 4, BH FG 3 a public show, 

4¢4@; exhibition of feats or actions in public, 
ve); the exhibition of beautiful girls, 7E ; 
exhibition of goods, #24 #4; exhibition of tal- 

ent, BA i, A HAG; allowance of meat and 
drink, FJH, fi ?#; pension, as to indigent 
students, SJ, #4 A; exhibition of arts, FE 

Exhibitioner, n. 74 2304, ih BRE. | Be. 
Exhibitory, a. Serj, BRAS, FH. AR fi. 
Exhilarant, a. Me SE pR, Bee, HK SE (VY. 

Exhilarate, v.t. PSE, HERS, BU , Heads 
‘aaah “AUGER. (PEWS, Be Ay SICH: 
to animate, TR +248, GER MP; to exhila- 
rate the body, We Ep. 

become pheerr) or =n 
ae 

_Exhilarate, a), ‘i to 
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Bat, Py, bag fiir, =e. 

Exhilarated, pp. Made joyous or joyful, (#38 ii 

=, Es 4 xy of, HK i, fee He, Wy PY TK HE enliv- 

ened, RYH; cheered, HE HE i, He ABih, Pei ; 
exhilarated with wine, fRfbiiWeny, fe 

ML, HRA IAW,, Bt, Fe, MAT, PAE AS, TEM. 
Exhilarating, ppr. or a. {UL SE, BS ; 

de, ik, WW. clas 
Exhilaratingly, adv. PrP8, HRPE, UA. 
Exhilaration, n. Animation, (eh 49, Heyq, [il se | 
WE, 7 MF; gladness, F4 He. 

Exhort, v. t. ), Wy, WH. oR, Ww), Wan, 
>; to exhort to virtue, #3 ; to caution, PI; 
to exhort a superior, 74; to exhort an inferior, 

Beh; to exhort the age, Yy{Ik; to exhort to 
agriculture or husbandry, ¥) #, 7M ; to incile 
or stimulate to exertion, WE XE, FEM), BEM; to 

exhort to great efforts, y4-Jp Hi Jy, yi ; to 
exhort to abstain from opium, ¥#7KIEHe; to 
exhort io reform, #){%; to exhort to repent- 
ance, Php 5EUcIH ; to exhort and teach, {\zZx. 

Exhortation, n. ¥h)3%, 3) $54 ; exhortation of the 
age, Yh (It; counsel, yh 7. 

Exhortative, a. ey, Wig. Whey. 
Exhortatory, a. #) fy, ¥) Hc fry ; exhortatory words, 

WHEE, We. | 
Exhorted, pp. #8, W258, Wes. 
Exhorter, n. Yh 35, WW FcHH. 
Exhorting, ppr. #%, #) ij; cautioning, YI; 

counseling, Yh #c. 
Exhumation, n. JRHe 4, PERE AK HK. 
Exhume, v.¢. 44K; to exhume and bury at an- 

other place, 3% 38. 
Exigence, Exigency, n. Pressing necessity, , 

AH, WY, BH a; necessity, HS, 48 
%; in the exigency, fie 2 Ps, MME 2 [i ; to 
meet an exigency, #e, WES; should an exi- 

geney arise, {i455 4". 
Exigent, a. Pressing, & 40pE, 430 75. 
Exiguous, a. Small, 4mjs, Goh, Mh, up. 
Exile, n. fi] 52 #; military exile, Am #4, 3 E 

#4; exile to the colonies, fi) 3% #4; * extra- 
provincial exile, jg; * intra-provincial exile, 
#; counter exile, jE ff%; one banished to the 
garrisons, ‘JG; one banished to another proy- 
ince, 7#¢7&; one banished to another part of 

the same province, #f@; a voluntary exile, 
Hot Hid 4 ; returned from exile, $F ]e]. 

Exile, v. t. FUSE, #25E; to banish to the colonies, 

feliz; to banish to the garrisons, fh), Fee ; 

* Dr. Mac-gowan. is ea em iw: 

cheering, | 
| Exist, v.72. To he, to live, (%, 4, 4E; Fy, AE; to 

to banish to another province, [FJ #~; to banish 
to another place of the same province, fj #é; 
to exile one’s self, PAE EM] A. ik, [fat HE Ab. 

Exile, a. Slender, fine, Shm, {ik4. 
Exiled, pp. or a. i) i& 5p. 
Exiling, ppr. BES, je 0%. 

Eximious, a. Excellent, (45, 34, Shh, 36. 

Le self-existent, as God, Ah, BAMA; 

to exist from eternity, A Ku wZE, Ba; 
to exist at present, 4 il¥7¢e, FLZE Ff ; to exist 
still, #277, {ij Ff ; to exist of necessity, WEA 
4, Fiuth ff ; to exist always, MENE RA, HEA, 
"8 HE; never ceases to exist, A, Ae th FE. 

Existence, n. 7£ 7%, 47 # : existence and non-exist- 
ence, 4 i, AF ff; self-existence, A Ze F, 

AY Z% Ff; absolute existence, A ¥* Th &#; 
life, AE; animation, ZE7@; eternal existence, 

WARE, Acie 211, MMR? 1. 
Existent, a. Being, 76, , &. 
Existing, ppr. or a. #£, Ff, (%; still existing, J 

4E, fig Ff ; existing troubles, Wi ZENPEsE, AT & 

#; the existing government, 3) ¢¢ 2% & He; 
the existing dynasty, Ax#J; all existing things 
are produced from nothing, # 4 it hy, Bw 

Wa ca Bits Ae. 
Exit, n. Any departure, Hi, HE, tit 4%, BEB; 

the departure of a player from the stage, A 

We; death, %€, 4%, SE Jan, #8 Fay; he made his 

exit, (BIL, frie, {EAE Ss ; the passage out ofa 
place, Hig, 280, FY; where is the place of 

exit? SEMEN BIE, CEB ALU, Ze eH. 
Ex mero motu. Of mere good pleasure, ##, i Bil. 
Exocetus, n. Flying fish, #& fq. 
Exodus, Exody, n. Departure from a place, {1 3%, 

Hi #7; the Second Book of Moses, |! HE py 

Ex officio. By virtue of office, #2 4%. | pa] 2 ff. 
Exonerate, v. ¢. To d'sburden, fH, iq. BRIE 

if f£ ; to exculpate, Fe IE: JE :, WF SE, ti JE: 

to clear or justify, # fy, #2 5§; to exonerate 
one's self, FAA G. 

Exonerated, pp. Fei SE, AGI, 4 5EIH. 
Hxonerating, ppr. #A, ESE, PSE. 

Kxoneration, n. AA 4%, R5EH, ESE. AR SER.- 
Exopbyllous, a. Naked, Hy. 

Exoptation, n. $b JR, tb48. 

Exorable, a. BY 3R74-(14, BY fi Hi. 

Exorbitant, a. Excessive, jf Sf, 7 4, ih, 
$6, ZSGH, EEL; exorbitant demand, fB] 742884, 
174 Jets ; exorbitant price, (#8 het, (AF 

Ws, WADE. 
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Exorbitantly, adv. Exhorbitantly dear, #% BLT, | | 

Zp fat 
a, Fy jl SA, HB ee, FF a) Ee. 

Exorcise, v. 7. ‘lo expel evil spirits by conjurations, | 

SE ie, BEAR + SE AD, SS ADB, EE 
3 CE, fi fH} BAS HL HA, fiV2 BAS [AY A, li Wh ik BAR, | 

1B. fi a Wi, We. 
Exorcised, pp. ih 1158 WD, 52 J I. 
Exorciser, n. 7H, ot Hin Ih F- 

i, in ID Zi, 

favs 0S TL) 

Exorcism, n. BBS 2 Zit, KZ 
HZ, ih Lids: the sound of exorcism, |i}/f 

Exorcist, n : fi Pst) a alts 5 Hit a, EE 4 41° LIK 2 

Exordium, n.; p!. Exordiums. The beginning, pj | 

Hak, LABS; preface, Ee, ra]. 
Exornation, n. fifi. 
Exosmose, n. py Zt 4b, jE JX Th HE. 
Exoterie, Exoterical, a. External, 4). fy, ZS, Bf. 

Exotic, a. Foreign, #6, 7, Avy, Mb Bd ac 1 ; 
exotic plants, 4) fg AG Ay BAK. - 

Expand, v.¢. To open, fy, 47 B§; to enlarge a 

surface, ie, MiBi, SEB nes bi, BEBH, okebil, A 
BH» fb. (NB, Mb, AF GE, TT, Hs. tes 
expand the leaves, #fe[}t RE to expand the 

wings, iJ #, 944, ff; 10 expand the soul, 

Beaty, bili ath A, Bel Beaty Bh, Mut A; to diffuse, 
as a stream its waters, yfe fp); to distend, EA 

Expand, v.7. To open, by, 5 to spread, IR ti; 
to dilate, i BH to enlarge, gfe; his mind ex- 

pands, {LIPE TSI), (0 2: CHR. 
Bx panded pp.or a. Opencd, GAs, Wei, RE BAIA, 

af i ; extended, ffx]; expanded, as water, 

wei ; expanded, as light, #E pH. 
Expanding, pp7. or a. Opening, ff 

fe; ene a. 
Expanse, 2S of wal ers, ££ 

> WR: HBA, fy 

fESE, iy 

3, abate iit Te 84 Gj, Wie, eve ; (he ex- 

panse of heaven, 73 4, BR, WR, AA SEB; 
a yast expanse, ay bs 

Expansibility, n. 
Expansible, a. aR, ea 
Expansion, n. The ae of expanding, GJeby #4, fi 

li] #7; extent, } 

expansion valye in mechanics), jie FY. 

Expansion-curb, n. 74 (i fife. 
Expansive, a. Having the power to expand, 2(5f 

Hf VIB DE EFF exransivejewe 
Keb 29), GBIF: widely extended, fii 
fy, FACS, Ji 4,3 ue the expansive ocean, jib 

ES iF. 

Exparte. On one part, 
Expatiate, v. 

SNE, —j% fig. 

i. To move at large, jhe fz, JRE, 3h 

ibe, (EFRUEYS ; 10 enlarge in discourse, (ppyR | 

ee) 

| Expectant, n. One who expects, fe ¥, 

| Ex; ectorated, pp. or a. M3 

48. | 

Wal, Wee, Fe, PAA, ee; 

EXP 

bis HEUER, HEU at, GS =*) oP AM tk. 

| Expatriate, v. t. ‘lo banish from one’s country, 3% 
DEAS BY, 3 SE; to expatriate one’s self, pasta 

Abii, SEAS BY 
Expatriation, n. ZRREAS El H.- 
Expect, v. t. To wait for, to look for, 2, 72, BF 

A, PO, WPA, Uj, ee, a, He, Be. 

Ae, muy, =F ERR, See HMR, 3A, HB; 
to expect one, APaIRe, i 4 ye; to expect daily, 
H AY; to expect a holiday impatiently, 2 
“> Af; to expect pardon, HififZi] > to expect 
anxiously, Hj, Mw; to ome the steamer, 
AYE HAZ) ; to expect succour, "Ay Fy ; to ex- 
pect in vain, #EM%!, vee, SEY i 2! 4; I did not 
expect you, Fk ME FEZ (RAs, FR AiMPA: ; to ex- 
pect one with certainty, F¥ 7 FI{BAs ; I do not 
expect it, LIER, (BAR; I shall expect him 
here, Fata Te be | (B, 4% ZE JE (ft ; to expect a 
cuest, SH Zeke, (eg ; I expect death, FRE, 

Tr EH AE. 
Expectance, Expectancy, n. The act of expecting, 
4 ; something expense Jip ZENE, HG £3 A Bt 
i ys hope 

hfe 4 
the expectant for an office, # fie 4%. 

Expectation, n. #'!, #44; the object of expect- 
ation, ZH, Wr 24, wr SNE; to entertain 
high expectations, FAW, EAA; dare 
not entertain high eaueciationsy ARBAB, AH 
Wares beyond expectation, @ 4); to fall short 
of one’s expectation, 7% Pree, Aap ee. 

’ 4 WB. 

Expected, pp. or a. C20, “AAG, ye Ag; his ex- 

pected, {E MIE WE, tit H8 Z z- 
Expecting, ppr. Y, SE, FE, fe, 0B. 
Expectori int, n. 4k peek 
Hxpectorate, v. t. Wes 

Boe 
Ex;ectoration, x. The phlegm or mucus from the 

lungs, He. 

Expedience, Expediency, ». Fitness or suitable- 
ness to effect some good end, fii 4, (Her, Al BE 
Bie 

| Expedient, a. Tending to promote the object pro- 
posed, (ai, HA (i, Fi] Gi ; proper undeh ihe cireum- 
stances, PRE, HERE, Qi, Aa; it is very ex- 
pedient, 4 Ai (fi, AJM {Mi ; it is expedient to do 

this, ATE AS, Be ee IE: 
Expedient, ». That which serves to promote or 

advance, F77#, 3:3 shift, Ff, Peal, IVE; to 
take recourse to an expedient, Just, bi, JH 

tal}; to find out an expedient $3 )ital, ARH 
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to consider [Rats a hundred expedients, 4 Bit: 
- a hundred expedients, alts; to be fertile 

in expedients, BALI, eae 4, SIM, Bal. | 
Expedite, v. ¢. To fasten (ii PE, SpE ; to dispatch, 

i, 2, 32, FT R.- 
Expedite, a. Quick, 

. $2, BE. 
Expeditely, adv, Hastily, 4, Pe. 
Expedition, n. Haste, 438. pele #, ae mili- 

tary expedition, jin we4y, 2 lis Es an ex- 
ploring expedition, 338 (E75 3% ; a eciealittie eX- 

wa? 
jE; easy, §); nimble, & 

pedition, ##7E jy; to send an expedition, jf | 

Niet: 
Expeditious, a. Quick, $f, peas ot 

te, a, BAR, ae, He 
Expeditiously, adv. ff, wee 

Expel, v. t. 3B, Bl, BA, MBB, RG, EE, 
Bie tlt, Wes, SH, ws, ab, 4S, (ME, G5 to expel 
devils, 3% #4; to expel evil influences, SRF}; to 
expel windy humors, ji&)f; to expel a plague, 
yeu; expel him, #E{EH!, ZAM H. 

Expelled, Pp. or a. Veith, 50h th tH, 5b 504, WB ; 

expelled from the country, 3% {14 bY, Si fi [el My. 

Expelling, Pr: 5, Rt, He EL. 

Bxpend, v. 1. fle, JH, #t, (#8, (Ji $e JB to 
expend all, (ig, (i5C, JAE, (WEES; to ex- 

pend little, (Mee 3, Hb, Fy; t 0 expend 
much labor and care, ip SoOhe, WF Boo 

Ws WG I - 
Expended, pp. (Hi 38, JA 

wrath, YWYIbE Fr. 
Expending, ppr. (ii, JA, 2. 
Expenditure, n. #9, (JN, HA4, (4; limited 

expenditure, (i )f| AE, (li 2 ae FE. 
Expense, n. #%, (i JH, ZW; daily expense, A 7, 

AJA, +t 2 JH; traveling expenses, g& 2, # 
Pe, REFS; ereat expenses, Ke Py, Hi fii; heavy 

expenses, 2% Jak ; needless expense, said by 
a guest to a host, wg 2, 70 #, Wi ob, EE PE; 
what are your daily expenses? fy. A i #E Z, 
45. AJB 2; why regret one hair’s expense ? 

tif RE Be what are his expenses ? {ft ffi 
WEAVE, (ZEA; price, {{; one’s usual ex- 
penses, 7% JA. 

Expensive, a. Dear, #, (#8, PLES; given to ex- 
pense, 7 fii, af (i, AF 2; requiring much ex- 

pense, (8 Jk, (MK, HEM s extravagant, 45 
J6. 728; very expensive, KE, BAERS 

Ge, K 
aie iE 

ih, We ith; expended his 

Expensively, adv. JN} a 3. 
Expensiveness, n. Cosili ae? i, Bet ms ; addicted- 

ness toexpense, 4 2) 4%, £f (li qd ; extravagance, 

FHS H, TER. 
Experience, n. Makes, MEM, malo, GR, FL 

ait, afi Wh, SE J; a man of le Hh =e, 

ANETTA. CORE, HE 2 th I to know 
by experience, 8 ty 4, Sih Fk 5 taught 
by experience, £2 faa ik? £2 hy SA. 

Experience, v.¢. To try by use, ja; to try by 
suffering, 2, S, jf; to know by practice, 

2 ith AZ 5 to know by trial, a 5 Z 
Experienced, pp. or a. Suffered, ®%, #, iH; tried, 

pice AG, EEN, eae: tanght by prac- 
ch 0, WM, AES, CENA, EPA, ERM, ot 
WG, Bs experienced in, [efi ; an experienced 
hand, =F, ae an experienced man, 3% 
FEN, BK N, aHBEZ A; to avail one’s self 
of an experienced hand, LIF, LIA RA ; 
he has experienced both felicity and misfortune, 

{iiERIE; in transacting business an experi- 
enced hand is the best, Yp3rR AME! TEA 

We 4y ; * they experienced bad treatment, {[z 

SENT, ULI A ay I. 
Experient, a. Having experience, #4, 4X0, 

TNS, EAN A. 
Experiment, n. A trial, AH, MH, DUA, a 

47; to make an experiment, AIP, Gl— ph. 

Experiment, v. 7. or t. at, ANP, pH. 
Experimental, a. Stig, 27 gifs; experimental 

philosophy, #8 $k, #& #i Z% 7; experimental 

religion, #2#% Z 7X, Ligh 2 2. 
Experimentally, adv. it, #i, REG. 
Expert, a. Experienced, 4%; dextrous, 79, #8 

WW, HB; ready, HEF, WHE, HAE, te 
AN, ALAM, JWGAY, clover, smart (fal, HUE BE 
expert at, 2%; expert in disputes, (17, Ty iif, 
He, AAAS, AAG; expert in climbing 
trees, as a bird, 3% | Hit, st OF fy; an oo 

thief, 7% # 3E 8% ; an export scholar, 33 4 #% ; 
very exper +t, Pe Se He UN, Be RMP; not very ex- 

pert, STRESS ae in, FF tis 1 
Expertly, adv. 25, 34, 38, Hf. 

BENS 2. Dextrity, FFAG; readiness, FRA 

(lhl tact, BEM. 
Expiable, a. FFM, Ty ¥- 
Expiate, v. ¢. I'o atone for, Mf; to make satisfac- 

tion for, ¥§, WAR. 2B (ERT, SHERI; to expiate 
a crime, rile to expiate faults by merits, iF 
Ty VASE, LD) WLH; it will fully expiate his 
¢ rime, BLE % es 

E xp iated, pp. IR 

* Lit. aa stealiu 
ging an affair Mothinid is slike e an old ie xpe sishoett han mn 

— 
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Expiating, ppr. 
Expiation, 7 

4 JE ates 
Expiatory, a. Wei SE (vy, Wa SE MBE; 

sacrifice, WI Zs. 

Expiration, n. 

$e s death, BEAR Ai, HE Ae aN, OE, HK, AR; 
the emission of yolatile matter from any sub- 
stance, WHAt#, HIG; vapor, Fa; end, #%, FE; 

termination of a limited time, #14), GRIN, J 
Wy), ey, WSS ; at the expiration ofa month, 
Ae, Aik; at the expiration of the time fixed, 

TE Pale EOUE 
Expiratory, a. BRIE, MY: f%y. 
Expire, v. t. To breathe out, Pf, pif ; to exhale, If 

ee Rea 
2 TORE adh aba tere wen Aye Expire, v. i. To die, ff 5a, #8 58, SR, BS. TER, 
%€ ; to perish, (7; to expire, as a fixed time, 

#8. 3, 5c; the time will expire, G., IW}, 1y 
%i| ; when does the time expire? FEHR GI, fi 

nese. 
Expired, pret. and pp. of expire. Died, 267, kif 
TJ &; the time is expired, AWRY, PRN F) 

THe ER. 
Expiring, ppr.or a. Breathing out air from the 
we np. exhaling, #€3q, Hida ; terminating, 

WE, MUTE RE. 

Mi, £%, Sie 5 dying, BF, WE; perishing, 5 

Ie jat apn, (UCP (UL SALTE DEKE. 
Explain, vt. it, ik, ES, O00, GEO, RAE, HB, 

BIER, GEE. th, ih, j ifs pee weal, nee, CEB, 
VERE, TE, Ut, APNE, 77; to explain the mean- 
ing, WS, Trak ESE, FER, TE; to explain 
the Classics, #88, SES", FEKSE ; how do you 
explain this ? We Ag 24 SPRUE UL fy fF; cam you ex- 

plain this? 82 AGC FEE. MERE RA as Lean 
explain it, FQ MRM, IGE HZ ; how do you 

explain this character ? WEA 38h AP JE, DEAF fi 
si72f-; I cannot explain it, Pa EVE , ie 

Explainable, a. Wy fi, Fre, & iy ft. | HZ 
Explained, pp. SiRik , SES, WRN] ; the mean- 

ing a, 0 ELT P56 (1g ; the Liki ex- 
plained, itt aE 3 All. 

Explainer, n. ff? #%, FE, we HH. | 26H - 
Explaining, ppr. or a, Expounding, eM i 

Explanation, n. TEM tt APE re aE fi it i at RE; 

a verbal explanation, j# ff; glossary explana- 
tion, Feel; an explanation of the Sacred Serip- 
fee He ee =F fi? ; explanation of the meaning 

of characters, “78k (3&) GE TE; the explanation 
is wrong, anak a correct explanation, {Pe 25 Je 3 43) 

i a 1, $245  ; explanation of pictures, [5] Zt; 

n. Ki 5E 4; satisfaction, yj fE #L 7, | 

an expiatory | 

The act of breathing out, PE 3%, | 

| explanation of poems or songs, pf zt; to give an 
explanation for the purpose of effecting a re- 
conciliation, # Aol, PALE. 

Explanatory, a. 7-E p0Ph, fff ; explanatory notes, 
AlN 2, 2 SF ; explanatory paper, fpi3e. 

Expletive, * n. In China, a word or syllable not 
necessary to the sense, BE}T 7% =F, ai ere ; 
expletive at the end of a sentence, 4k b=, 

aes 
Ex] letive, a. Filling, 4, iif ; expletive particles, 

| sor auxiliary words of speech, Hae [ fg. 
| Explicable, a. Explainable, 272408, $i 73.) BY $2 
Explicate, v. t. To unfold, EB ; to expand, aE BA, 

PFT; to explain, EE, 2, HRN. (8. 
| Explicated, pp. Unfolded, Sf] j& ; explained, % 
Explicating, ppr. Unfolding, 467 ; explaining, 
7% ; interpreting, TE. 

Explication, mn. The act of unfolding, 554 # ; 
explanation, ff WJ74; exposition, FEM, FEE; 

to give an explanation, ff, 72H]; the sense 
given by expositon, 7£x. 

Bazplicative, Explicatory, a. Serving to unfold, 

INNOPE. HERE AD. 
Explicit, a. Plain in language, AJ, A, BAA, ap 8A, 
Ted, FEM). FERS; with explicit words, wePABR, 
i Git, WY ; open, unreserved, jf § ; express, 
4%; explicit function (in mathematies), BE egy 

Explicitly, adv. }, WIA ; expressly, #4; without 
disguise or reservation of neaning, 7. 

Explic itness, n. The plainness of language, Ay 
Zu ; direct expression, £ i Ese, i Gagan. 

Explode, v. 7. To burst witha violent report, 48, 
| ETB, fh 8 MEP]; to detonate, as gunpowder, 

FEIKAY, EIRBE; to explode, as a scheme, Ht 

al ; Weal. 

Explode, x. ¢. To deery and reject with noise, wt 
#E; to reject, F24m ; to cry down, pA. 

Exploded, pp. or a. Burst violently, Bij, HET ; 
cried down, jij Pf ; the boiler exploded, 7eek 

EM. 
Exploding, ppr. Bursting with a violent report, 
We; rejecting, #2, wes ; condemning, ie 

ase 
n. A deed or act, TE, Fy, RIE, MH Exploit, 

* Pxpletives, as jj in the sentence, Ate 7 HE i AK are 

| called itty 2 52. They ave merely employed for rounding 
| a sentence or for the sake of rhythm ; those at the end ofa 
| sentence are chiefly substitutes for our interpunction or 
| moods, om are the Jay. Vid. Grammar of the Chinese 
| language , P. I. pp.101-110. 
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a; a 1 deed of renown, n, KBE, #3t, AF | Exposed, pp. or a. on open, Panha 
Hy, Diy, Si; to perform an ‘exploit, GREAT, | 

WAT, EAE; military exploits, PED; a 

daring exploit, [i@ Te 

Exploration, n. 3 45 4%, aja, Haze, JU. 
Exploratory, a. jj FE (Vj. 

Explore, v.t. $798. FRM. FED. ATH. oh 
Ae 

ay pL 

PE, FE ; 10 explore a region, AEH, FE. 

EWA, ih FELT. 
Explored, pp, or a. Searched, 
jf ; an explored country, ee DE Lh See ZIM. 

Explorer, n. gh#e#. 458, A PEF (Ui. 
Exploring, ppr. or a. $7 f8, FE, FFE, AS ; an | 

exploring party, —HEvE Dy AV, —PEPRF ; ex- | 

ploring ships, 7 wh "Qt fit, Ti8 Zi | 
Explosion, n. Uti, UibH, dit % 4 ; an explosion | 

of gunpowder, 4c se WE HE ; the noise of an ex- 
plosion, #22; the explosion of a boiler, yc@K | 

Explosive, a. WHOL, MAT. Lieto. | 
Exponent, n. §ij 2, J7¥#% ; one who stands as an 

Ej , #2 ith, FS FR 

ais | 

index or representative, #¢ \ HE we NZ ee. 

Export, v.t. HED #8 Hy A. 
Export, n. Export goods, Hild £, 

duties, i 1 #€. 

Export-trade, n. Hf A 4ER. 

Exportable, a. By My fl} BASB OE, BEDE) Be Ag. 
Exportation, n. The act of exporting, Ht} 4%, 48 
Exported, pp. ora, {Uj 1. neers 
Exporter, n. Wy Hi WEA, HR #. 
Exporting, ppr. Hit, "is Ry 
Expose, v.¢. To lay open, #2, #54, #EBI. AA, 

HEIL, sR; to disclose, BVI, yet, ERBE, “ef 
® ; to expose, as an executed bedy, HE; to ex- | 
pose a child, Hep: fmbx fy, 3eHUGT ; to expose 
the arm, HIRE, geht, J) HISE RE; to expose the 

av 

EE ; export | 

bosom, ei, 47 Hi Ny wij ; to expose the arm and 
hosom, il ae Haye vee WY oa 3 {o expose one’s person, 
FP UG 2, eq" ; expose that breast-pin, Fy HH} 

- BENE HH ; to expose a criminal’s head, Hy Ff ; | 
to take one ’s corpse and expose the same, IF | 
ay HE, St 2G 1, EE JP, EP RL; to expose to | 
danger, Ff far, Ise par, fe Ree ; 10 expose one’s life, | 
Sher, Di ir, BH, FEM kg ; fo expose one to | 

shame, fi) J Sé5e, (ii SEE ; to expose one’s | 
self to ridicule, 42 A 48, FRASE, IZA BEAM ; to 
expose one’s self, ft, A bir 5 to Ee a per- 

son, we He A, ate A, Fy et ran: HEE; 10 expose 
goods (for sale), #2 , ie aa 0 Te open to | 
attack, $@hGr ; to expose { o the sun, BK, Bea 
BA; lo expose one’s head to the sun, #2], pe | 

vA. 

| Expounder, n. S%#, 

EXP 

nate liable 
to attack, iB ir ; offered for sale, fe Br sed 3 
made public, WEE ; exposed body, aH 5 eXx- 
posed teeth, #2 i#; exposed form, PBJ; he ex- 
posed the whole affair, tik SBS, tee We 

Exposing, ppr. Laying open, dehy ; disclosing, 
WW Pe, BA HI; putting a danger, hr, HE; 
offering to inspection, RE, 428 Zi] . 

Exposition, n. A setting to a view, 4 Al] %, 

TE, HA; explanation, 2£ SE fi, it; a book 
which expounds and exnleiae! wit 12 &. 

| Expositor, n. nee a ne fi #4 AES, iit EHS 
_Ex post facto. In law, done after another thing, 

PAE, Bait 
Expostulate, v.t. To remonstrate, Jy Hy, 4, W 

ak, Vi ZHi 5 to reason, EE ait adi ag ; to expostulate 

with providence, 72 
Expostulation, n. Remonstrance, ie, ike. 
Exposure, ». Exposure of the body, ¥¢ & #4 ; ex- 

posure of secrets, Bey! IRIN, Beh BWA, we HI 
F,4i ; exposure to the sun, ¥eIK; exposure to 
cold, 3€; exposure to heat, —f3é ; exposure to 
danger, =} [> ; exposure of one’s life, ff fp 5 eX- 
posure of one’s self to ridicule, fA A. 

Expound, v.¢. To explain, fff, £ 60%, ETRE, oi AF, 

ut YY. 
Expounded, pp. fifith, iE S# i 

GEAR, HERES, PES. 
Expounding, ppr. fi%, HES. 
Express, v.t. To press or squeeze out, #8, ZEHI, 

AMI, DEH, EME; to express by weight, FH; 
to express in words, oh, FHI, aH, BEI, Ls 
WA, HE; to express de wring, Teg HII ; 
express by engraving, ¥) ![}, AZ HI Ae ; to ae 
by representation, ee ; to express by like- 
nS Me Pie: : {0 indicate, as one’s wishes, &c., 
Bit 1, BAR]; to ea by name, ff; to extort, 
3H HI, HUH! ; to clicit, F[H}; to express oil, #8 

Al; to express juice, APE, HHL TAR: to ex- 
press in beautiful language, pat, $$ BZ; to 

express without reserve, Pash Ax, 8S; 
to express one’s mind, MEH tl, 2E%8 ; to ex- 

press one’s wishes, af Hit) Si, StH RA; to 

express in strong terms, Aah, His os 

to express one’s “love, If Higkelt | By UL we; to 
express one’s gratitude, BASU A Ab PEG, BA HE 

bats. 
Express, a. Plain, eG, WJ, WG, BAA: 

direct, 7; intended for a particular purpose, 
i ; express purpose, 4%; I come for 

A 

He, 

1 eeyat 
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ENS, FEE, BEE 
4 aR ; all | 

BANK 

the express purpose, 7k p% 
Ae; copied, fh; the express office, 
express or urgent despatch, ye 2, JeHH, 

an express train, Ye ap/HEsTe. 
Express, n. A messenger sent on a particular oc- 

casion, M28, HEH, HSEe, TLS, ILI 
a povennment express I fii ; delay of the ex- 
press in carrying despate hes, We li #4 fe. | 

Expressed, pp. or a, Squeezed out, HEB Hi; uttered 
in words, pj, Bhi 5 expressed in writing, 

eu im Ht; shown, Ze jth. | 
Expressible, a. That may be expressed, BY 28, #8 | 

44; that may be uttered, Hy ae, EE, BE, | 
tH: 

Exy pression, n. The act of forcing out by pr essure, 
HEM : the act of uttering, mus, & 
a phrase or mode of speech, 4J, fi%, in, #4, ¥, 
rel; diction, 4¢HP; a forced expression, Saad. 
‘expression of joy, “Ee. $E it ; an expression of 

sorrow, s @, ¥oIR Za! ; expression of the face, 
ysl, B ye 3 an expression of indignation a, 

>? due 

ME Ziel 5 a beautiful doe Tei 
fie; aN expression of doubt, MUEES 

node NPE ah, Ais “an expression of admiration, 
iil an expression of alarm, ties % Zi [535 AR 
zig; polish or medily his expression, fet4e (# 
Jé ; 0 natural expression, @ pl Sh, (JE i: 5 

a theatrical expression, ese ng AS a vulgar 
expression, (#34, (ila; a vile expression, ji} 

_i&, HLa# ; a vile expression of the face, (48; 

“a connecting expression, WEITZ AE; the | | 
expression is the same, but the meaning is dif- | 
ferent, fila) Pek. | 

Expressive, a. Emphatieal, #4 DME, £5 Bey 5 ex- | 
pressive words, 2hi¢, 7B, Bits ; expressive, 

as writing, Af22 7, FIRTH, ARE ; 
expressive picture, 73 URE, 3, HiME, ZE ay fi; 
very ue HE SET; expressive of grief, 
is fa — Sa , eS 5 expressive singing, ne 78 ay | 

I, ALR 

Tixpressively, adv. BRAK, IBF. [ Hide. 

Expressiveness, n. 7 Ska, FN AMS, BH 
Expressly, adv. Plainly, if, WS; purposely, 

RE, SE, BPE, RES. 
Exprobrate, v.¢. To upbraid, 4 
Expropriate, ee Se, JiR. | 
Expropriation, n. 3€4%, Ay Be 7. 
Expugn, v.t. To conquer, YevE ; 

sault, YeFy. 
Expugnahle, a. BIH, WT Vesy. 
Expulsion, n. ». BS, £ HH, Oe tL 

| 
take by as- | 

| 

; Expunging, ppr. or a. Erasing, fi} dz; 

Expulsive, a. 3% Hip, BR HI A4. 
aan ; v.t. To erase, 

obliterate, #A, FE A=; t 
annihilate, gg mf. 

Expanged, pp. #Hi&, MAB, AHS. 

Wy Zs, HER fl i; 
a Graig out, Ze i; t 

blotting 
Out, BFK. 

Expurgate, w. 
Expurgatory, a 
Exquisite. a. 

Soke Os 
t. To purge, ei, fz. 

. Cleansing, HAAG. 

Clue, J PME, SRSSE (Vy 5 extreme, 

i, JE; very excellent, Bid, BRIE, BREE, BE 
Be, HSE; peace pleasure, Jie 4 ; exquisite 
sensibility, ffi ae 7%, wet, ij BE; very sensi- 
bly felt, as exquisite impressions, #e# ; exqui- 
site workmanship, 45. 

Exquisite, n. A fop, HEED F. 
| Exquisitely, adv. Nicely, #aXb, HOR>, HEE; ac- 

curately, i ££, 4h¥m; exquisitely felt, Hew. 
Exquisiteness, n. Nicety, #32, ###, A 

exactness, ¥f) #74; keenness, #9 HE. 
Exscind, v. ¢. St, HH. 
Exsert, Exserted, a. Sce Projecting. 

| Exsice ane a. Drying, SBE, (HR Be fry. 
| Exsuccous, a. Sney}. 
Exsudation, n. See Exudation. 

| Extancy, n. The state of rising above others, # 

"3 parts rising above the rest, q-4¢ fij_b. 
Extant, a. 4, 76, E35 1 Ff oe: the hook. is 

still extant, EAVES, AILS 
Extasy, Extatic, (see Bestasy, Restatic. ) REA MR. 

| Hxtemporal, a. Speaking without premeditation, 

FE, HE MN. 
renee Meat a. Unpremeditated, WH: fei (fy eg, 

Ati fy, AVR tW G ; extemporaneous address, 
HA Deak, 2; extemporaneous compo- 
sition, JASE NK ee 

Extemporarily, adv. 
Extempore, ade. 

TAfhi, fa 
ace et 
itt 

Extemporize, v. 7 

Wa 1 St. 
| Extend, v. ¢. To stretch in any direction, PU jij #¥ 

He Hes Fry fa Hee EK, ihe, eK fib, WBN. i 

fii, J ti, HR; to extend in length, by pulling 
or drawing out, fife, ZE4S, fire; to extend, 
as a line, Gf; to extend in breadth, [lie 

Ey, BAC; to stretch forth, {e, HH, fh AF; to ex- 
tend one’s arm, {ifi=; to extend by spreading 
out, fEBH, SBN. IBA; to extend trade, A 

bag FAV. 
Without preparation, Ay ffj, Wz 

aM (i, BEEEAG; to spedk extem- 

wih SIN tia it, SW na, AR AA Tih 

To speak extempore, fA A af, 
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ee hh = | - parE eer. : 
. HEE; to extend, as the time of payment, 125, || 1, WH, Ja, 3S, ee, a, ws extensive know- 

ig, ely, BENS ; to extend favors, We 5 ? to ex- | ee i ie Ti oh, Tit wits JL A iin 5 extensive 

tend a benefit, (L435 Hy; to extend and diffuse, 
as doctrine, &e., FRHL, TPL, Bea, Betty; to 
extend everywhere, FEULIK TY ; to extend one’s 
knowledge, JRe Ji ait ; to extend the empire, |i) 
FER; to extend information, fifi]; to ex- 
tend the wings, hi) #, 53, fit; to extend 

one’s fame, $$; 74; to extend one’s years, REJF, 

AE FE ILA. 
Extend, xv. 7. To reach or extend to, #, KF ,3, 

if, F, #8, JR. HW, FL; to extend everywhere, 

SEG AH, HA, SI. ML. WR, BHI, 
BF PL, tr 47 PU 77 ; to extend to the utmost, 

Hkh, HEI, FEF; it extends to Anam, 4H 
Tf; it extends to the poor, ##H ; it extends to 
heaven and earth, #778 |. fF ; to extend to the 
region of devils, 3% 5A 77, Bi BIG: it extends 
to the most distant quarters, 3 PY#%; in the 
south it extends to the ocean, 7fj BYE; from the 
near it extends to the distant, pA HE Wess; to 
extend to others, #€L] AA; to extend one’s 

own feelings to others, ff, JV; extends to 

heaven, %5E; to extend interminably, 32 fi, 
Bij ; there isnothing to which the knowledge 

of heaven does not extend, ogee 
Extended, pp. or a. iA, West fe] A, Ups ex- 

panded, ie ith, {fh BA 34; extended it, as time, 
KEY; extended by drawing out, gi jt fe, 
B63 Fe, FRIB AR ; bestowed on, fits 384 5 ; his merits 
extended to the five rulers, Wes SIVMIL WG; Cx- 

- tended everywhere, jia 78 PUFF. 

Extender, n. He that extends or stretches, #4 

#, HRB, iH; that which extends, (hfe 

Le. 
Extending, ppr. Stretching, ff, #i; enlarging, 

ek, Bix, BE, |i]; spreading, as doctrine, jig 

Ai, FEE; ; spreading, as paper, cloth, &., 

RK, B, Hy. 
Extensible, a. Bae FAR A, (ih . 
Extension, n. The act of extending, HRA G, We 
A# ; extension of length, #4e# ; a streteh- 
ing, fi} 4%; extension of time, WL ey, HEI aN; 
extension of a body, WZ jee Fe : extension of 
the boundaries, 4) PejJe FR, WE ALGE FR, Wap db yet 
+; extension of the Gospel, Wa Ey 2. Jas As Je AG 
Was #% ; extension of one’s life, WE4E A, HE sip 

Extensive, a. Wide, JR, fe; 

Sih | 
Bt ; spreading, as kindness, ff ; reaching, | 

large, FRR, EX, | 

VOWS: JDL, J]; extensive acquaintance, Jee 
2, ese NJAC; an extensive region, Je EU, 

1 : ee ate extensive, as the ocean, pa eee wee 

Haeasaelle adv. Sig, Pi; extensively diffused, ji 
433 extensively read, i 5; extensively in- 
formed, fa ltt, & li] B FL"; extensively to per- 
form vir(uous actions, f ja HT Th J 7 ENE ; to 

| deli¢ht in the principles of goodness and diffuse 

{hem extensively, #54 if fie {i 2 
Extensiveness, n. JR, HA- 
nN 1 . : ° Extent, ». Space or degree to which a thing is 

ee ieng ed, Fax, Xk, JRE fz; bulk, Bx, jae =e 

length, E: communication, fii #4) ; what is the 

extent of the kinedom? ety eK E, ELA 

OEE 

Zi; it is of creat extent, 4 FAT, EEE 
fry; of too great an extent, Kf Ip » Ai a 

BK, Ick; the extent of power, ee Wy Te 

ZK. 
| Extenuate, v.t¢. To make thin, as glue, &., #& 

fs; to make thin, as a plate, 3 fi; to make 
uid set Oe, (ity; lo palliate, Jet, MEE, TE 

fe) ee a, WU 4, OC Bf ; to diminish, ja, 

i: ; to extenuate a crime, FFILSE, WEILSE, 

| Extenuated, pp. Made thin, jb #5, HS HTH; 
palliated, pi qe ie, ae ae. 

Extenuating, ppr.or a. Thin, #47: palliating, 
D) Jet AL te, HE aE, UZ, i 28 Ae ea 
circumstances, ‘if 77 By JR ; an extenuating diet, 

1 

| He, HIE eM. 
| Exteauation, n. The act of ae thin, Wei 

| we MEAR; the losing of ead Ae, we 
| iI palliation, Jit Sey pe SH Lata 4 

45 ese i; he said that in extenuation, fl, L) 
TLE |; extenuation of one’s crime, ALSE Fs Ay 
Jgi ; by extenuation, LI Jet fir. 

Exterior, External, outward, Ah, She, Ab fry, 
#; the exterior surface, Ah ff ; foreign, 7, Ab. 

| Exterior, ». The outward surface, 4&h fi, &b oft, 
Ah wi, Abi, Ze; his exterior, EMEA, HZ 

; the exterior and interior of things, Jj 
ic; the exterior of the house, 5% 2A i 

Exterminate, vt. inf, ue fal gk, Bh. he, tI 

wae BR ii ii $B, | Ba £ ink Nh ih. ER UR, Xi, Fak, 

fit; to cradicate, PEAR, FHL; to exterminate a 

elan, ji#&; to exterminate a whole family, 
i.e. nine generations, pRILHE, FILE; to ex- 
{erminate a family or clan, 44 gl, 24 7%; to ex- 
terminate a nation, i& 8b, Hiljpy Al RE; to exter- 

a. 
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minate utterly, ak ay ate Se SE hM, BT snk; 
exterminate by aline, Rie. BEG, Beak i 

exterminate bandits, ost EINE to exterminate 
rebels, jRIHK; to exterminate vice, jk 5E, pe 

JE AR 
Exterminated, pp. or a. ji, fi) HRI; eradica- | 

ted, PR pith, PET HE; utterly exterminated, jf 

ii, LO, RIK, URIS TE. 
Exterminating, ppr. or a. spk, Hi), PER, PAH. 
Extermination, n. jm #, i ok HH, HAH, 
Exterminator, n. pu#%, Hk. | iH. 
Extern, a. External, 4h, 2pipf. 
External, a. Outward, 4h, Abiti fig, Ab SEE, Ahi 

Wee; external demeanor, Ania, HAE; external 
appearance, Ah 3, AWS, TEA. ES: external | 
circumstances, 4p3¢: external ornaments, Ah | 
fii, Sf ; a dignified external appearance, 4h | 
rua ee, 16 BC, HL WEEVEE ; cansed by external | 
circumstances, pe Xb Py iif (i, Fy Mb yp EL. 

Externally, adv. Ah, Ah iit 
Externals, n. pl. The outward parts, Ah ff ; ex- 

terior form, &) Jf. 
Exterritoriality, n. ERE ZA, Agi ee BE. 
Extinct, a. Having ceased, Fr, PREG, HEAL, A 

quenched, iy; an extinct spe- #6, WH, ME; 
cies, Rf, Afi; an extinct volcano, PAMPER | 
Wh, Ua 2% M4 8; that law is extinct, @k je Gt 

We. 
Extinction, n. The act of putting out or destroy- | 

A, I, HB, WAT; destruction, § | ing, 
i; the extinction of a species, #4 fii 4%; the 
extinction of a race, JE ZI ; the extine- 
tion of hope, #4 "244. 

Extinguish, v.¢. To put out, asa lamp, jk, 28, 

HES, RIG, BRIE, BRS, Hein, ERE, MIE, 9 
to put out, as a fire, #Ak; to put out by beat- 
ing it, 37 PR. Fhipk; to extinguish hopes, Macs ; 
to extinguish in the water, 1%, #£; to extin- 

cuish by suffocation, AB: to extinguish the 
flame of war, JAIEMY; to extinguish love, #4 | 
ae, anh 206 TB A to extinguish a lamp, IR BUG, | 
Pa HE ; water extinguishes fire, 7[eyAer. 

Extinguishable, a. BY jak, RHE, HEE. 
Extinguished, pp. or a. ji, DRT. HG, Bo | 

Extinguisher, nr. TERE FS eiGh 
Extinguishing, ppr. 84,38, RE FRB 

ing, Pei. 
Extinguishment, n. The act of putting out, 

UC, pRB, UE, RE Hs; abolition, jremp; the 
extinguishment of a house or family, je He #4, | 

RLV ThA Hea A WATE). 

to | Extirpate, v.t. To pull up by the roots, He, FH, 

fiat, GABL, AMHR, PAR, BRIN, SIR, GARR; to 
| extirpate all the adherents of a plot or cabal, 
CHGS, DEES 7] x to extirpate a clan, jp 
| i; to extirpate a race, ¥a Fi. 

Extirpated, pp. or a. 38, iB , MUIR, PIA. 
Extirpating, ppr. lig, BOUL, Pei, aie. 

| Extirpation, n. ijk 3% ; excision, i] H! 4%; total 
destruction, 3% ii 4%; complete removal, fe 

| Extirpator, n. ilpe 4, HLH. lH. 
Extol, v. t. To praise, AR i, a Se, TE ae, FR, 

SES, FER; to glorify, gpg. 
Extolled, pp. Praised, 3238. 

| Extoller, n. @34%, HiB#H. 
| Extolling, ppr. Praising, ARG, RIE, BRR. 

| Extort, vet. By, By se ih, im 1a ft, GK, 

tet f. THA, % Kil Fl, AV, J, oe, EAS Oph af Ar i(4 

fe, MUTE, DF Hl, BER, Hy ; to extort double 
payment, fi #% ; to extort by threats, [pz fe 

$2, ZWEI; to extort money, Wye sRiih, ae 
reset; to extort a confession, 7% Naz, BA 
IAA; 1o extort a bribe, PpeeF, SALMA Me. 

| Extorted, pp. or a. 3838, Wie I, eB. 

Extorter, n. Wy SPE A, a HH. 

Extorting, ppr. aie, Wy, way. 
Extortion, n. Exaction, #34, yy Ft ; op- 

pression, ¥J{#f; extortion of loans by officer’s 
domestics, 4 J\3@ 3%. 

| Extortionary, a. Wy ics fy. 
Extortioner, n. ¥) AVE A, Hy HH. 
Extra. A Latin preposition denoting beyond or 

excess, Sometimes used as adjective or noun, Sh, 

BM, Abtiy, SHEL, Mesh; extra pay, BASh ITER ; 
extra work, $4 4p 1.4 ; extras, $A Ah BJA; to 
dispatch an extra, #3. 

Extra-official, a. Ap Ah fry, RAD fg. 
Extra-provineial, a. Ah. 

3 Suppress- 4 

Extra-regular, a. 7: Sbfig. 
| Extra-territorial, a. Ih Fy ANE. 

Extra-tropieal, a. #34 2% 4b. 
Extract, v. ¢. To draw out, #@H, SH HE, SRE, HE 
Hi, SHY, SHH!, We, HE; to extract a tooth, #J 

FF. SOR, BEE : to extract weed, Hu, ARIE 
to extract the hairs of the eyelashes, ¢fPiZE, 

Sie : to extract a bullet, fH} EPeAlh ; to ex- 
tract salt from sea water, |fik®& ; to extract by 

| distillation, J Hf, PRI to extract, as metal, 

- -FRH!; to extract, as from a book, FEB, HH ; 
a wrench to extract nails, =f- Jp. 

Extract, »n. A passage from a book, ti ER RESR, 
BE extract of js 3 &e:, ih hh, HR Ap SR 5 an 
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essence, yh, : expressed or fey juice, | 

YF; extract, as of aloe, opium, &e., ¥F; extract 
of gentian, i stt F. 

Extraction, ». The act of drawing out, 4H! #; 
the extraction of teeth, ¢ 44% ; descent, Jit Ax, 

ALAS, AAG; birth, [, AE. 
Extractive, a. HY FH. 
Extractor, n. 4% E Sf. 
Extradition, ». Delivery of those who have fled 

from justice, Bal Fe 44 S2le} 36 $e 2%. PIED IR FEE 
extradition treaty, f#]e] ja% [oe 
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Extravasate, v. ¢. Wk Ht. 
Extravasated blood. Ff. 
Extravasation, n. Effusion, Jit! ; 

of blood, HA fii. 

extravasation 

| Extreme, a. Utmost, fi, 3, 3, HE, TA, Fk, TRE, 

Extramundane, a. Wish 273i, [Ah 3, ALE Ah 
Extraneous, a. Foreign, A.J (ry, BE ; 

without, Apfg, Ab" ; extraneous matter, Zh, 

| Sih He. 
Extraordinaries, n. pl. Bue Li 
Extraordinarily, adv. BRS, SEAS. TRAD AG. PTH 

extraordinarily quick, Hea ae Zitz. 

Extraordinary, a. S033, EE, JER, BL, HH 
Me Hed, fit; emincnt, sb, LEAT, PR 

ay FE, HL Ay ; special, 
; extraordinary 

fig sé #E ; wonderful, ie 

RE, RPE AY; rare, 7 ay, ote 
talent, 27. APAE. PaHe fe. JEM 
eminent, sai, Ba gR, HE Ge. HE BEURAR, Sep 
BA, fie; extraordinary favor, Hie Sb .2 Las a 
an extraordinary affair, 
traordinary language, JE HF 4 
sador extraordinary, /Fe2EK A, HRA Fa ; an 
extraordinary person, 3ef¥i; to treat with ex- 
traordinary politeness, (94H (}- 

Extravagance, Extravagancy, n. 

me; extravagance in dress, Et riz sae eX- 
travagance in expenditure, 7 2%, 47 &, HL (lik 
JB; wildness, fe fF, Ef; bombast, Bik, 

St, HEE; great extravagance, AFyé Kis ; 
live in extravagance, ZEAF{%. 

Extravagant, a. Excessive, cifh, SF, 75 m%, ey 

B, ENE, WEE, BER; wild, FE. FER. TEMS 
extravagant, showy, oie, XE AS RE, (YS : 

prodigal, 727%, RIA. A502, HFN, BEER. tk. 

AS BE 5 pre- | 

ay, 3 it Hy Ze; ex- | 

@e, Bee; UMpas- | 

AUG, kik, {tt | 

| Extremity, x. The utmost point, fi, Seu2, Skee, 

to | 

existing | 

Wik, FEB, HRA, (PEL, TE RA 
an extravagant person, JEAN, WEP; 
an extravagant price, f¥ $2154) 3 iota 

living, GM, FEET, WOES 
extravagant language, Hat, HES, Tel) 7 

B42 ; extravagant thoughts, 7:48, BA. 

| Extricable, a. BY §%. BY RE 
| Extricate, v. ¢. $97, J, Hc. HE FB. Boh ; to extricate 

i, G2; extreme measure, PRE, Has; most 

pressing, fii, PAG 2 & ; extreme unction, #% 
{ii ; extreme heat, Fst, fie ; to an extreme 
degree, Zi] fie ; the extianie limit, Jj ; to fix the 

extreme limit, 7E BR, vebit, ZR ; extreme and 
mean ratio, "PAL IEP] ; extreme erief, AEB. 

Extreme, n. The utmost point of a thing, Fé, fit, 
We, FRIA, Husk; at the extreme, sei « the ex- 
treme or end of a branch, APF; to go to ex- 
tremes, jf HE, Heath, He GE; ihe extremes of a 
proportion, ae LB, 

Extremely, adv. 7m, #h, SR, HE, Hk, Jo, ER PR, 

ANE, TAH, HE, Hh FS 5 “greatly, “kif; ext 
tremely wicked, 3%; extremely difficult, Ay 

ME, VEWE; extremely beautiful, teh, Bese, He 
E, M45, PE; extremely virtuous, fase, FB fe 
WE; extremely good, JA ky, HERS, Hicks, ALF ; 
the skin is extremely rough, J& ks hE Zi Rie ; ex- 
tremely fortunate, PE3¢, feAg F2E, SE fiz, HE 
#7 i ; extremely unfortunate, Me Ap FZY, 1 dy: 
WF i, APD; extremely glad, SER, FRESE, BH 
35 FBR, AF APR ; extremely grateful, jit 
Avats ; extremely sad, ESE ; extremely grieved, 

HEAS SE, WARK, RD. ARTE; extremely 
cold, FR YS, PASE, AL, FETE, BRIE ; extremely 

dear. Fe 49 mH, Ake, HEL. 

Hoge ; ond, FE, He, #% ; border, 3% ; the four ex- 
tremities of the human body, Pyyy, pyg2; the 
lower extremities, 4}; to go to ree 

Et GF, FET; at extremity, $8 2, ¥ %- tole in 

extremities, Ei, IAA, 650 215), PUTER : 
the utmost rigor or Halshe e, , Be was, sth ee. 

I; Tf yg, BY 8. FS PPE. 

from difficulties, $c HY, HME, fH [A ; to extri- 
cate one’s self, ij, IRA; to evolve, (iH; to 
set free, fk; to extricate an affair, hee. 

Extricated, pp. 6st, JR, FAs, fie T. 
| Extricating, ppv. Fit, FA. JR FB.- 

Extrication, ». fe, RB, BBR. 
Extravagantly, adv. Jci&h, 45/% ; to live extrava- | 

gantly, ZE7H{$aE ; to spend money extrava- 
gantly, jie 22, 474 ; to dress extravagantly, 34 

FHT SESE EL, J BC STH AF 
Extravaganza, n. $£ #8. 

| Extrinsically, adv. &h, tA 4b, 

Extrinsieal, a. Outward, Ah, DEAE RY 

extrinsical causes, She, Ab iF 

$i Xb. Lt. 

Jxtrinsic, 

WE. AR GAS; 

| Extrude, v. t. To 0 expel, Bul, jaa Hi, py Ht. 

BiB Mi, 3 GiB tt. a au uded, Pp i 5 
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Extruding, ppr. 38 Ht, MH. 

Extrusion, 2. Expulsion, af} #4. 
Extubkerance, Extuberancy, n. Jif. 
Extuberant, a. Swelled, Jip (vj, Jel PE. 
Exuberance, Exuberancy, n. Superfluence, abund- 

ance, WH ab, MUR, kA, HOR, BEA; over- 
growth, 3 We, #7"; richness of imagination, 

PERS, FETE WS; exuberance of zeal, jf, #8 
Au ; exuberance of flowers and grass, 7244 
Yj, He ee; exuberance of leaves, TERE Me pk AL 

S53. | 
Exukerant, a. Abundant, # pe eZ ; overabund- 

ant, Peet, LAER; overabundant, as vegeta- 

IB, HIE, BAK, AR KE. 
Exuberantly, adv. BRYR, TEYR, ZR. 
Exuberate, v.i. BAER. 
Exudation, n. #¢H}# ; the exuded substance, js; 

the exudation of juice, fie ei; the exu- 
dation from a tree, MK; exudation from bam- 

hoo, 74 i. 
Exude, v. ¢. or 7. YAR, HU, ie tlt, BEE, PANTY 

juice exudes, 7fip¢ {L. 

Exuded, pp. HRi0h, (Lik, tit LU je. 
Exuding, ppv. tL, te Ht. 
Exuleerate, v. t. AE 98. 
Exuleeration, n. 4E 34 #, le #.- 
Exult, v.72. To rejoice in triumph, As, 3% AR, | 

Wk sz 2G (Es to exult at any one, A A; to | 
ct 

triumph, gs, Breese. 

Exultation, ». 3%, PREEIE, Pas. 
Exulting, ppr. or a. 3% AR. 

Exultingly, adv. Jryk. 

Exuperate, v. t. JiR. 

Exuvie, n. pl. Ie > Fxs wan Pp WE ZX: 

Bye, n. The organ of sight, fii, A, sie; large | 

eyes, ATE; small eyes, #pllfk; flashing eyes, iF 
HE, EVE ANE; prominent eyes, ZAR; deep 
eyes, ZEMi; a fine eye, F2[4; a kind eye, |; 
good eyes, kf AR; a good eye, AFME Ty, AF MRE ; 
bright eyes, ff, ZEN, IRE, Ie; piercing eyes, 
Fiji, Wy; sparkling eyes, FGA, fh}; dim eyes, 

FETUS, TUE EE. WEE; a rolling eye, fé; distorted eyes, 

2E EMR, CF, WE; weeping eyes, PEA; both eyes, 
tHE If; vacant eyes, Jie Mk; the eyes blinded, |B, 

ff; dull eyes, It}; the pupil of the eyes, f+, 
ti JX; the socket of the eyes, FJkifE; corners of 
the eyes, ffi fg; the crystalline lens of the eyes, 

AEPK, WFEK; the white of the eye, AIF: the 
iris of the eye, WENA, WEA; * the eyes of the 

~ * Hobson. 
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heart, »{Mk; to open the eyes of the heart, By 
HUE; before one’s eyes, [LAI], A Aj; before one’s 
very eyes, WE Ey A; now, before the eyes, AP; 
open the eyes, BF} Ws, Bi [i ; open the eyes wide, 
FFB AE; to cover up the eyes, FPF; close 
the eyes, FANR, 41k; the eyes raised up, fa; 

blinking eyes, [RE A, fw; the eyes half closed, 
ik; the eyes blurred, (LAE; the eyes riveted, 
Al Aas ; in the twinkling of an eye, ByAR— 
it, — Ihe ZA} ; Vanished in the twinkling of an 
eye, HE ALnk2s; to follow with the eyes, {iA 

Hz, DIAZ; they have an eye to their 
own advantage, {EAR FC, tu srze Ge; he kept 
a strict eye upon him, {BAy i (pag BS, Alea ti 
$B ; under the eyes of a tutor, 3E4E/EA 

TF, AHA ; in people's eyes, FADE, BE 
WZ, NA Zr; to have one’s eyes bigger 
than one’s belly, UR WL—IE, ARAB UE; to 
have one’s eyes about him, #4 Ais, Se A Al; 
a man may see that with half an eye, Efe Mp 
IW ERE; the eye of a plant, AK IF; the eyes 
of woods, ij fk; the eye of a needle, ZF; the 

| eye of a millstone, #8 #llié; the eye of an an- 
| chor, $M; an eye for a hook, £4 ii, £4 [ER] ; the 

eyes clogged up with matter, [i R /8ik, WAZ 

| #$8E, Ie; beautiful eyes and brow, Jj BAG 
Be, Ji tH LZ; what eyes haye not seen, [fi HR 

ASL. DAH; eyes of rage, A&E; to raise 
up one’s eyes, #4Fq ; to cast down one’s eyes, 

ae J, aeHE; diseases of the eyes, [ERE; pain 
in the eyes, Fiji}; to operate on the eyes, Zi} 
Wg; to find favor in one’s eyes, 52 P.; words 

| may deceive, but the eye can never deceive, = 

(A) LST MAT ARASH; the eye is 
the best index of a man’s character, #f9= A 

| IIRL TS. 
| Eye, n. A brood, —F. 
| Eye, v. ¢. To fix the eye on, 7E TRG, WEE, HE 

H, Bz, wd; to watch narrowly, QA, BRK, 

| Eye-drop, n. — jay ip. | Fits BE. 
_ Eye-glance, x. A rapid look, [LBY. 
Hye-glass, n. WEGR. 

| Eye-offending, a. ENR AG, myemkag. 
| Eye-pleasing, a. BE MUe, BEB AG. 

Hye-salve, n. [hep ai. 
Hye-servant, n. A servant who attends to his 

duty only when watched, 443 47. 

| Eye-service, n. $83, MEL, FT. 
| Nye-tooth, n. WF, yea. 

Hye-water, n. [IR afc, FRE. 

Eye-wink, x. tif fife. 
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Bye-witness, n. fyi 
Eyeball, n. WEEK, Bi, WK. aK, hit 
Eyebrow, n. foe ey I 3 are hed eyebrows, We 

Ja; to knit the eyebrows, #474, RUA AE. 

Eyed, pp. EWR, PEM. 
Kyelash, n. MS, HE, WK. #, BE: the upper 

eyelash, |-JHé; long eyelashes, E }F36, £442; | 
the turning in of the eyelashes, F% fAaj4b, ie 
3 faldift; to extract the eyelashes, $73, Hf | 

Eyeless, a. $F, III. 
Eyelet, Eyelet-hole, n. $2, Fl, JUS, SMR. 

LITE. 

Eyelid, n. WEG, Wi¥e ; the upper eyelid, ME ENS, | 

| Eyry, n. The place where birds of prey construct ae FA yk, WEZE ; inability to raise the eyelid 

PEA LOMEIG. 1G Be ORT 
? 

entropium of the 
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16, EL A UE 
Tk, 
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eyelides, WEE (ny Py Eni extropium of the eye- 
lids, ff 33 Inj 2) HAE ; granular eyelids, WESE Py 

WAT. 
Eveshot, n. —- Fl, — iil. ; 

Kyesight, n. The sense of seeing, ARES ; the sight 
of the eye, RIG. A %; a good eyesight, WA, 

WYSE. 
Hyesore, n. Something offensive to the eye or sight, 

ial] URE EF, Fe) FAY. 
Hyot, n. BF. 
Eyre, n. A journey of circuit, <0i%, JA) BE ; a jus- 

Mh ree phy 
tice In eyre, 3h Fe EE. 

their nests ie hatch, MES}, PEL, AGRE. 

if 
- The sixth letter of the English alphabet, 3 

* an BE EP NS; F., fellow, 4%; F.S., fellow 
of a society, # X. 

BP, Pa. BLS. 
Fabian, a. Dilatory, @e8'§, TEAS, SeKR. 
Fable, n. An idle stor Y, Bist, see, HE, MEME 

falsehood, S229, 3¢, BABE; a fictitious narra- 
tion, ia ia. i a, Wes 

Fable, v. 7%. To tell falsehoods, AbH¢. FEWE HE, at 

HE 2, ne AC ah; to tell old fables, iia; t 
. write fables, (£ 3 HE. 
Fabric, n. Workmanship, 1; texture, as of cloth, 
em; a building, =; woolen race XK, 

We. 
Fabric, v.t. (£, 3. 
Fabricate, v.t. To form a whole by connecting 

its parts, 7tsch, fi, ZEEE; to form by art and 
labor, as cloth, #§3%; to coin, (RTE, (FE ; to 
fabricate a pill, AH HE. 

Fabricated, pp. Framed, (23%, 7238 ; 

S538 ; forged, (LB. (LIE. 
Fabricating, ppr. Framing, {£; building, #3 ; 

coining, BLE, (iE. 
Fabrication, n. The act of constructing, jftiti, 7 

je; vention, (fF #4, fe # ; fiction, Pee; 
falsehood, ¥¥ HE. 

Fabulist, n. Sat, SEVER, hue 2A. 
Fabulous, a. 3 5ft , HeORE, VEE, JER fabulons 

- nonsense, jy gt, At @2, BE; the fabulous age, 

ZI, wait ZI, as eae 

built, 74 

Fabulously, adv, Ina fabulous manner, HiZy, fk 
JE 78; fabulously quick, Here ARLE, BLA 

SIN HE. He HE gEA). 
Fabulousness, n. (Fi (E44. Mii ht. 

Facade, n. Front, Je iii, = Bf. 
Face, n. The iia of a thing, jf, Rit ; counte- 

nance, fii; visuge, HHL. AH. TMA, LT; a 
pleasing face, Ff Zt; a very lank face, jij Ace: 
a beantiful face, 4-7 HL; a smiling face, 4 i, 

jae 4 5 a round face, [Al fir; a square face, FF 
Tw; a broad face, PA fi; a red face, #0 Ti; a 
lean face, Jaf fit ; face to face, Tit Sf Tit, 44 fa, 
Atl #}; opposite one’s face, ¥} iit; before one’s 
face, Ti i], Be ifij; to lose one’s face or charac- 
ter, Zoi; to turn away the face, Jy ify; to 
look in the face, £1 a dare not show his face, 

ne He FL ti, Se tay GE; to have a brazen face, 

Ta JIE; to have ae face to doa thing, FFF 
Tw, eH 18 fA in the face of the world, pale 

to seek one’s faee, 382, AB; to accept one’s 
face, fA, HE TE Tit ; to set the face against one, 

K = TE (Ria, WEA HH i; 10 have a bad face, 
47 FR; visible state, Ah9f. 

Face, v.t. To meet in front, i, Sti, m4 i; 
to oppose with firmness, EH}, 4; to face danger, 
Fifr; to face the east, jy Ht, Ti i He; to face 
the north, fiy4&; my house faces the north, 4 
Fé fr 1b; to face down or out, $2) BK Ty; face 
about ! BENS, HDA. 

Face, v.z. To carry a false appearance, fF, (88; 
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_ to turn the face, jy, HhIfi- 

Face-guard, n. Tig i, SE ify 

Face-painter, n. ‘70, HAH. 
Faced, pp. or a. Ugly faced, jYittag fy; two-faced, 

GE Ty (19; bold-faced, JEL jy JEM. 
Faceless, a. S€jfy, BETH IE (VS. 
Facet, n. A little face, sJyffy- 
Facetious, a, Abounding with wit and good humor, 

wa, Fu) EER SE, IGE A 5 lively, eyes 
playful, 4€ 3096: jocose, FER 1). 

Facetiously, adv, Merrily, esse pg, ER FEY. 
Facetiousness, . Sportive humor, pf ake, FRM. 
Facial, a. Pertaining to the face, fig, Tyg; the 

facial artery, fig fil; the facial angle, jy f§. 
Facile, a. AA, HEME, AME, WES; 

Ay, Sy wh Ay. 
Facilitate, v. t. To make easy, H #5 A F,, ii 5 

Bi, (Fs Bx, Bf; is there any other way 
to facilitate the study ? 47-424 (% Hie. 

Facilitated, pp. (Rib BA S. 
Facilitating, ppr. #@BAS. GAB BZ- 
Facilities, n. pl. MF. FER. (i ZF ; there are 

many facilities, @#f4s SHEA, Ze REA. 
Facility, , Easiness to he performed, 4:34 4 ; 

freedom from difficulty, Jf gi ; dexterity, Af 
at, GF; complaisance, Fy BH, AF AW BL; he does 

_ it with great facility, 4B (ih dy 3k. 05 FE 
wz; to learn with great facility, RS, Bit | 

BRE BEF. 
Facing, ppr. Fronting, as facing south, fii; 

opposite, ¥tffj; facing, as danger, H; cover- 
ing the fore-part, 25 [fj ; facing outwards, fig Ap ; 
facing towards, fay. 

Fac-simile, n. An exact likeness, Ja {§, S&(%, #1 
¥} ZE; an exact copy, as of hand-writing 
'; to make a fac-simile, #7 ey, S25; 
ancient fac-simile, #74. 

Fact, n. Performance, } 472.38, PRE ZH, 

#5 4 ; circumstance, 37, Sri, Bae, BERS; in 

incl, BEAR. BER, TEE, DAB, ALTE 
facts, We Ay A SE. IE AL em the inchs of a 

case, RH, Belg; veal lacts, HAE, BOW, Be: 
the facts are thus, Zr th FEE. Set Fae. 

SEE An JE. 
Faction, n. ‘a ; a political faction, ji ’at , ‘RE ; of 

he same fac on ADE he; ache of a faction, 
ze; 10 forma pe 

tion, nee WE: eae. aed dissension, 4i 3 
Faetious, a. Given to faction, Af 4k ae eienlent: 

AE AERA, KEE BUR, ig; a fachons spirit, 

td. 

Es 
> AF 

an 
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; pliant, 35] 

these are | 
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| Factiously, PRE DIES; in a turbulent or dis- 
| orderly manner, JBL, Ly {£ IX. 
| Factiousness, n. df #8 Re 44, FR. [ (ERE. 
Factitious, a. Made by art, 2 (ENpE, BEE AS, Be 

| Factor, n. A mercantile agent, f&H##R9, TRFETS 3 
an agent in general, (¥PE4, KH, KS 
#4; a combination of factors and traders, 4 #¥ 

4yift ; on the valuation of goods by factors, Tf 
Bap; in arithmetic, the worked factor, 
#f; the worked factor is the given number, 
A Ai ly: the working factor, ##; the work- 
ing factor is .the supposed number, 7 #5 ## 

Factorage, n. p4e, SEA. [ee ah. 
Factory, n. #7, 77 A, LE, Ff; foreign factory, 

“E47; AFFF; the Foreign Factories of Canton, 
+ =F; factories and trading places, #-#73h 

HA; to establish a factory, FFF, BAT. 
| Factotum, n. A person employed to do all kinds 
| of work, $87, Fy se"GR. 
Faculty, n. Talent, 4, RE, FRE, FRE, ABE, A 
fl; dexterity, #75, KEIZ; privilege, a right 

or power granted to a person, #~, HENS; the 

peultiee of the soul, Sx ZAHe, ewes a 
hn Sesh jefe ; internal faculties, Ayys; the 
vital f faculty, @3q; the animal faculties, & Z 
fe, #2 2% #E; the mechanical faculty, few; the 
faculty of a college, SRCPE, HPA GEAPY ; the 
medical faculty, #3 $k fe BE PY; the faculty of 
speech, FJ; knack, §, (ffl. 

Fade, v. 7. To lose color, 38 ff, SEM, Fm. RA, 
&§ (6 ; to wither, asa flower, jill, UTR. Ves, 
Ui) 32, BAPE ; to lose strength gradually, 38, 3 

(Oh, HEH, FEI, HEA1 ; to lose lustre, eI, Be 
Hj; the moon and stars shall fade away, 4 3 

Wg 2 ALI; this flower begins to fade, HE AyqE 

BUST, ETE BYE; her beauty fades away, {BIR 
fi 32, (th & f3£; the glory of this world will 
fade away, We fry {it ee & HE Wh eT » JEUNE Z 

| UR Rie ideas fade, 7 eras 3, 38 Ei FA ESE ; to 
fade carly, Fi]; about to fade, jf 2&, i wt, 

ROH 
Faded, pp. or a. Faded, as a flower, 38, Sti, 

il ih, WERE; faded, as color, Fj &; grown 
weaker, 32}, 3255 if. 

Fading, ppr. Fading, as color, 3 f&, 4 ; decay- 
ing, withering, J #8, UMf; fading, as light, 
ax 2 4 WJ; fading, as glory, Jpe, fe De, Bt; 
not durable, Avg, Ake Ze. 

FE ady, Che IRI ies SEA. 

| Fieces, n. pl. Exerement, Jp, #€; sediment, 7 

| i; ies HH. 
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Fag, v. t. To beat, fy. } ; 
Pag, v. i. To drudge, fi#¥ 7, METS IL, BERR; to 

become weary, #4, HR{E, [A (E, BEE; to labor | 
to weariness, (Arf, (iH) (&. 

Fag-end, n. The end of a web of cloth, 475%, 4 
Jé; the refuse or meaner part of anything, RE 

Wh, 7 BES. 
Fagara, n. Iron wood, lj 4p Hi. 
Fagged, pp. I f&, 7; the spirits fagged, FH 

mil EAL (6. 
Fagging, n. 
Fagot, n. A bundle of wood, used for fuel, —Je 

3e, 24, HE, — HON. AS. AR WAAL to carry 
fagots, FHSE, f4 7; a person hired to appear 
at musters in a company not full, and hide 
the deficiency, Ji4; to burn some fagots of 
grass, WARE IR; to smell of the fagot Fh AME. 

Fagot, v.t. To tie together, 38, +i. 4p IE, 1 — 

48, ALI —Ie, iA. 
Fail, v. 7. or t. To he insufficient, jk, Ak, 4, WK, 

iit, & PELE ; to decline, 3£ ; to hecome weaker, 
3£ 94; one’s strength fails, Jy; to fail, as 
one’s sight, SEA], ZEA]; to dic, sl ™p; to perish, | 
Wet; to miss, 4; to fail in one’s design, 4 

ES, UE MK, We, PEE; to fail in an under- 
taking, 44; to fail in one’s duty, 4EAxFp, 

AiG, TRAE; to fail of one’s word, fs, RB, 
WE RES, He ; to fail in one’s study, 4&8; to | 
fail in business, fA:, 4) #7, i) RE, WBE; his 
heart fails him, 46 42.%); fortune fails them, 

{ERT TRIER ; to fail entirely, Ril, MDT ; 
weall fail, NN, MATT, AA i 
did not fail in filial duty, 34 2! Apé. 

a a 5 fs Mie | 
Fail, n. Miscarriage, as without fail, Ti Fi, A 

2, Hi. 
Failed, pret. and pp. of fail. jféith, 43 ; I have 

failed in calling on you, aJp Jet pa. 
Failing, ppr. or a. 4e, ie, Ak, A i; failing 

in business, fick, Pfs, Ha AS. 

Failing, 

EI, Yew; fault, jh Ae, aie. 
Failure, n. A failing, 438, 44% ; 

errors in military atlairs, 4454 723 ; errors and 

failures in public proceedings, ZAP AEH ; fail- 
ure in duty, A.Reez; failure in guessing or 
estimation, fff/Hirs; failure in divination, py | 
A 5 failure of crops, Fee, Fk, FE; upon | 
failure of which, §§ 41%, E41 ; a total fail- | 

ure, WAR EK, ERDAS, Hii. 
Fain, a. Glad, #, #8. 
Fain, adv. Gladly, Prk, te Bi. 

Laborious drudgery, [8 ., A420. | 

n. Imperfection, <4 2, fj AE; weakness, | 

failures and | 

| Faining, ppr. or a. Wishing, ffi, #8. 
Faint, a. Enfeebled, th 9%, 4¢3€ ; faint with ex- 

ertion, J, Hg ffE; faint with thirst, #AJ—H| 

HW BIEN PE, 38,58] PE MB ; to grow faint, 
FeFK, HES 5 0 faint voice, Yip, SmVEE ; to speak 
with a faint voice, 4 eit ; to burn faint and 
dim, Je? i, MA YE ; a faint color, 7 f&, PEF : 

cowardly, [E, LE xQ"eE; a faint exertion, [HF 7Jy, 
| YVR ASE ; faint of heart, Seth, AUR, HERR. 
| Faint, v. 7. To sink into dejection, to swoon, 4 

HE, PEE. Fe. 
| Faint-hearted, a. (Ege, BE thy, FoR AS- 
| Faint-heartedness, n. Cowardice, S€)H, [Et 4. 
| Fainting, ppr. ora. Falling into a swoon, 4ezff. 

| Faintly, adv. In a feeble, languid manner, 3€ fj, 
SF ; to burn faintly, WEY ; with little force, 
48 J] ; in a low tone, ¥f#¥ ; timorously, fet. 

| Faintness, n. Loss of strength, 3254 ; faintness 
| of color, 7% f@ ; languor, $258, Hilf ; dejection, 

WS, BEBE 
Fair, a. Clear, free from spots, jy; free from a 

dark hue, 4, #i, 3:, A, PF; beautiful, 52, Fe 
EE, GORE, WG, We; pure, ¥4; favorable, JIA, A fH; 
open, lj; direct, ff ; unobstructed, 3if74¢, SME BE; 
just, 2B, Aga; frank, 7A; mild, WH, FF 
# ; plain, legible, WJ, W] gy ; a fair complexion, 

KS, AEA, HE ELAS, TG ; fair water, jy 
yk; to Le in fair water,as a ship, 4 jak; fair 

weather, 4K, lif KK, FR SARE, 5H, Bis 5 fair wind, 
Wl, BYE; the fair sex, MFA, Awe; a fair 
opportunity, 4 KE, aye; to give one a 

| fair chance, (it J\ 4 KE ; there is a fair chance 
of succeeding, Fy LIA, BY LK; take 

thy fair hour, #23; to be in a fair way, 4 
MAA) ; a fair prospect, Af 763% ; fair and square, 

Ei; fair dealing, 236M FH, EL ; 
fair play, 2834 ; to give one fair play, ZNja fF 
JA\; to be fair with one, JBJS GR NN, HAGA; 
a fair proposal, Byes EE ZSZE ; a fair price, 2854 
{RE¥ ; a fair tonoue, pA wile H ; fair hair, 
pee; (ranscribed in a fair hand, Pri 4 Wj GFP 
fHigae; a fair support, fh, Eg; a fair 
demand, rar, Ah KE SAB ; a fair quality, rs 

PS. 
| Fair, adv. Openly, Ga, AY; frankly, AA: 

civilly, 4; honestly, #474; equitably, JEL; 
happily, 32 ; to bid fair, 236.5, 4f HERBS; fair 

and softly, #4 ; to speak fair to one, EH A 
BH. GML AGH; it promised fair at first, 9H 
AY tie A, BEM AY ; to keep fair with 

one, FEAT A, SEN GE AK, Bt NAG A. 
JJd 
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Fair, n. A fair woman, 2A, #4, 4x; the 
female sex, Awe ; 

SNE ZG Ac. 
Fair, n. A stated market in a particular town or 

city, 3B, HEM]; to go to the fair, FEHR; con- 

stantly going to the fair, H&E 
fair held ? $& PHEW) 5a fair day, HE) ; 
fair, fF jig HR ; to come a day after the fair, 

IF i FE), HY) AK. 
Fair-haired, a. Bg. 
Fair-spoken, a. A Gy ah!f§ ; courteous, pe Bere. 

a faney 

vs 

Fairly, adv. Beautifully, RF; conveniently, jA( ; 
openly, AAs) honestly, ASA 5 justly, 2822; 

without perversion or violence, JEj; without 
blots, #}A; completely, He: softly, 3, AeA ; 
to deal fairly with one, Zee 
7 G fH A; deal fairly with him, 3 3 fy ; fair- 

ly copied, $45 #4 G ; fairly worn out, 35 Fi) Ae. 
Fairness, n. Clearness, jf A; purity, rae. beauty, | 
=; frankness, JEW; candor, ji; honesty, 

MM; equity, AG; distinctness, Wj, PPAR; to 
treat one with great fairness, LI Aa fH A. 

Fairy, n. {i c, fE A, WAG, BRA, ARE 5 a fairy | 
hoat, figifip; to ascend and he a fairy, SEI; 
fairy ramblings, {ijjh¢ ; an enchantress, mip. 

Fairy-isle, n. 2838 {ll Bs. 
Fairy-land, n. (5%, 72), fe FALE. 
Fairy-like, a. 4 (0) fl) &. 
Fairy-rings, n. pl. {lI [EI- 

Fairy-stone, n. {ll 41. 
Faith, n. Belief, {2 , {5 (8, Fla» {=f ; the arti- 
oes of faith, (a4 (¥; faith in God, {3_f- # ; faith 
in Christ, {Zt ; the faith of God, * 452% 

alk, Ee Z 
ne to have faith, Fifi + to kee p faith, SF 
{2, “pet; to break f fith. 3 iE (Sit f=; to lose 

faith, 4e{@ ; strong faith, [AY PEIZ He, H(z, 
tye {2 ; shallow faith, we fs; little faith, 
Ih fe. to embrace a faith, Ae, HE%%; the 
Christian faith, FM@r7Zce; to do a thing in 

eood faith HAE We, HIE: ; 1 put no faith 
in it, JQMe (= ah, HAE tt; worthy of belief, 

WY (s. HENE. 
Faithful, a. 1B fa MS fa he, A= ND; trusty, 

ii EL A 

“ie er ake 
Ki, AE BE 

ant, eM A\; faithful and honest, '& fit, fiji} 

Te, MR SUATK, SUNS, Hitt Ana ; 
forgiving, M4; faithful and patriotic, HLS ; 
a faithful wife, slip Ye, Ak ZB; ‘faith- 

* Rom, 3, 4 3 and 7. 

the modern fair, BiEx, 

hE ; when is the | 

{2 ; fidelity, 14 (3, 8§ f=; sincerity, | 

PEE, MEL; a faithful minis- | 

ter, 4) Fe 3 Fr, i FS, fA By Fa; a faithful serv- | 

kind or | 

| ful to death, 442; faithful and sincere, B74, 
i jetzii—.; faithful to one’s word, »%O4n—, 

| Wan KC; a faithful Saying, RE he a 

BW Wh 2G; constant, Ht fy, HG AY; 
| faithful words grate the ear, }8 Sit EL; faith- 

a to an engagement, Sf fa; faithful advice, 
#21]; the faithful in Christ, #5 (2 JI mf ; the 

| faithful, {2 #%, fH. 
| Faithfully, adv. To act faithfully, 1 4, ah 77H 

| ifs; to promise faithfully to perform, jE We 
S18. #7 ; to represent faithfully by words, ff 
AR a, PIE TS 2; it is faithfully repre- 

sented by a model, Ge., JA, JAF: to adhere 
{o faithfully, BEG, EEG. 

Faithfulness, n. Fidelity, # fF, at, 54 -Ip fz tt: 
loyality, iS truth, JF; constaa Ted. 

Faithless, Unbelieving. S€ fz Aj, 4§ (2. MEE; 
disloyal, ib, Aah, MESE; treacherous, Fay 
Wee; unfaithful, 02, AaB f Jet; not observant 

of promises, iF fra, ASE(S fj; a faithless 

wile, SIE, SL ZF 
“Faithlessly, adv. FRR, 1 au STE RE. 
| | Faithilessness, n. Untbelieh AME #4; treachery, # 

47; disloyality, 7.444 ; violation of promises, 

Bee 
Fakir, Faquir, ». A Mohammedan monk or 
| hermit in India, * JE Fe. Fe Te) <2 A fi 
| Faleate, Faleated, a. Bent, like a sickle, $#, Signtf 

TF, RTI - 
Falchion, n. (4 il, Sf dh a. 
Faleon, n. 86,4 #4, )@; the hunting falcon, 
Falconer, n. SRE, BEE EZ A. | ESR. 
Faleonet, n. A small cannon, Je. 

Falconry, n. Hf 462.30. SS RIOTARZ Be 
Faldstool, n. A kind of camp-stool, j& IKE fy. 5 #R- 
Fall, v. i. ; pret. fell; pp. fallen. To drop from a 

higher place, YX, BRT. BRIE, BA. HH. Ee, BR, 
be, BAS, [, PF; to descend by the power of 
gravity alone, #4 F; to disembogue, jeT. ve 
AK, Hey; to fall oe of, 4A fiz; to fall astern, 
ba TA PB, bE FE, PRG: to recede, jf; to fall 
away, to lose flesh, $< WIE, ia, i; to re- 
nounce or desert allegiance, ait, BEAR; to re- 
volt, #4; to pea aon 2, fs, Ie fev + to 
be ruined, » Woe, Bi Wik; io decline gradually, 3€ 

Hy, SE HH, SER]; to fade, MRE, MM}; 10 become 
faint, #£; to fall back, as troops, Hi, HER, 
Rei; 10 give way, WE; to fail of performing a 
promise, 4e{s; to fall behind, BRIS 7% ; to fall 

| calm, Jal,@.; to fall down, JA, BYR, (h. 47 
| * This term is chiefly applied to Buddhists in China. 
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BE, BET PET, BRE. Wi, BEL GELS, BEBE, BBR, 
ine VS, WARE ; 10 fall down, as a stone, BR, fA ; to 

fall down at a person’s feet, (F(R, HIRET, 
Ah, WE; to fall down dead, PRIS AE, PET HE; to 
stumble and fall, js 14) 8 TE fH]; to fall down 
or slip, Jefe; to sink, #eyA; to fall down 
drunk, FRR ; to pass toward the mouth of a 
river, #eyF; to fall foul, #Adii; to attack, wp; 
to fall down from a house, Wy ki |: BEYE, AE | 
RT ; to fall from, if, B& ; to fall from one’s 

estate, EAS fiz ; to fall from a horse, Pky- EGP, 

Bg I; to recede from, 3; to fall from an en- 
gagement, 3844), {4 ; to fall from heaven, \% 
FRAN, PAPA KK; to fall from Blory, 
to fall from allegiance, to Tevolts 
to fall in with one’s views, are ath, ne & 
7; to fall in love with, AMt, Aots, Jee, i 
3%; {0 fall in, as eoleliersy HEPE; to join, ft WE i 
to fall in with, to meet, Baas Jee te; 
discover or come near, as land, Bier ; to fall 
with one, j4 75 J\: to fall into, PEA, KyA; to 
fall into ruins, P14, (PE, (iG, PARR, PREYS ; 
to fall into a pit or into a trap, MAIC, bys 
dit, PIA be, M45"; to fall into an abyss, Aye 
PVH. PIA ZEU; to fall into sin, KA JIE; to 
fall into a snare, I A2E ai, oe, Je a4, YR 
“ERE ; to fall into distress, Bg JRAifL, BR TR He; 
to fall into mischief, }f GME; to fall into a 

trance, A 7; (o fall into confusion, FAKE; to 
fall into discontent, 2 WmRHfe, [i Se; 1o fall into 
a passion, AE SR, Hee: the brook falls into the 
river, (Zit Aji ; 
HE}ml; to fall into disuse, AZ RBI F, SEE ; 10 fall 
into decay, YF ##; to fall into poverty, se ; to 

fall into a habit, #e HABE FF, HES ULE ; to fall | 
off, to withdraw, iff, $f; to perish, #, (5; to 

fall off, as words through disuse, jai ji FEVX ; to 
fall off from a horse, BFR; to fall off from re- 
ligion, #§{S, Kis. MA; to forsake, BE; to 
abandon, 3; to desert, as patrons, FER, pay} 

iB, 4 J fifi; the apples fall off from the tree, | 
ZR Ly fy; to fall from former excellence, 3; 

fall off or from one’s course, as a ship, 8 jx; 

to fall on, to begin suddenly and eagerly, 
PIPE EIA Se; to fall on, to assault, ApH, 
‘oy 47; 10 quarrel, juts, NR, ahi; to fall 
ont with one another, #AgF; to happen, 84; if 

things fall out {o our satisfaction, Sf 4nFQ i, 
375K LE ; to fall over, to revolt, 

— 

FE PtH; to fall beyond, to fall short, Gt, # 

FAR HK; | 
ie, WIK 

to fall into an apoplectie fit, | 

(Eh, HRS 
to desert from one side to the other, Fe BUA, | 

¥ A I ; Z 

it; to fall short of one’s promise, Wi nan Ta 
{o fall to, to begin hastily and eagerly, —JIP 
JES, le, WGA; to fall to pieces, JR, ZUM; 
to fall ae tocome under, A, }#; to fall un- 

der our observation, A #2 EL fq; it falls under 
this head, AJEA.AJEB £%; it falls under this 
class, A JE#i{; to fall upon, to attack, HFT ; to 
rush against, #42; to fall to the ground,as a 
plan, $i, Giphtiz; to fall short of provisions, 

IES (KE AE AE ; to fall asleep, pi }[4}; to fall 
sick, [py TERRE ff; to fall a sacrifice, (VE, AGRE 

| WHE; to fall a victim of the climate, Agr 
| -EiSE; the price falls, (PRK, fAYA; his re- 

putation falls, EERE ©, A, fh 2 7% iti; the 
tide falls, Jey, ac (ie, aesk. 

| Fall, x. ¢. To depress, as the voice, (3. 
| Fall, x. The fall of a state, BYCG; since the fall 

of the empire, PURE HK, A Lae; theTtall 
of leaves, #2 ye #; the fall of a house, #77 
i) i, UH; the fall of rain, JAP. Kf 
TH ; the fall of snow, Fae 44 5 a fall of water, 

ak 22 $B a 10 get a fall, BR A, BEAD; to wet 
hart by a fall, PRIT Fa fE; he died of his fall, 

RIFE T. RIPESIE; to give a fall, (pk, 
$x Pe; the fall of angels, KMi AA ie HH; the 
fall of price, fA Z ys ; the fall from a house, 

Wels: 1 PEVEIS, tH EPR; degradation, ye 
(i, FEAF; the fall of the tide, yepe; the fall 
of the river, jaf “iit; the fall of Adam, a 
we 7 4G SE; the fall of interest, Al] FE (Kk, AIG, 
{&; the fall of mouniains, |Lipj, Wigs ; the 
fall of stars (meteors), IB: a cascade, 7384]. 

Fallacious, a. W5R, Py ik, BY EERE, BAS RH, 
Pes Ay; illusive, WEBviPE, HEL AZ; deceiving, 

lids OR (9, Sf; fallacious reasoning, #2 i; a 
| fallacious discourse, 2 St, dit ih 3 fall lacious 

hopes, fi ; fal eis promises, {Eq KE, Mii is. 
| Fallaciously, adv. BB, Jif. 
Fallaciousness, n. iB, eB. 

| Fallacy, n. Dee ‘eptive or false appearance, ffx, 
i BR; ae , 2B, FA; deception, ik ¥R, 

Hit Sh 
Fallibility, x. WY 32504, OY PUR, OY i She 
Fallible, a. We gineg, TEA AS, Wy Eig, BY Aye SH, 

HY KA, HY peli A. 
a PR or a. Descending, P, $s, Bs, BR, 

BA, Sir; falling ae TEE, Be aE, PRE ; falling 
ened YAN PERS AGH, BK HE; fal ling 
tiles, ee falling tears, T jk, HER, 
(Ai; falling to pieces, 32 Hi] WE; come very 

near falling, At fy PE YZ, Te BE Bk we ; falling 
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from a high place, § _E yé 7 ; falling away, 
We; falling off, #eyA; falling down at one’s 
feet, (F(R; sinking and falling. fey $45 vain 
and snow falling abundantly, Wi eR. 

Faliopia nervosa, n. {2 PES, $2 WUE. 
Fallopian, a. Tbe fallopian tubes, F's 7c #7#F- 
Fallow, a. 

yellow, 

Fallow, n. A fallow field. See under Fallow. 
Fallow, v. 7. To fade, i] if. 
Fallow, v. t. To plow, #2. 

Fallow-deer, n. WHE, BE- 
Fallow-finch, n. 6%. 

Fallowed, pp. #2 jt. 

Fallowness, n. 5 3#é. 
False, a. (%, 18, FE, TE, (BUB, cE, cE, all 

ac: AE Me, te, wR, eat, MS, #5; & 3 eT 

counterfeit, A, fx 'A—; treacherous, AES, ale 
2; unfaithful, Aid, Ait ee coin, (fx HE, 

48 5; false hair, (ft 52, 4%, 0A BZ, (iy, 52; 
false teeth, $i MPG 3; to patie a aia charge 

against a person, pik 4, ERE, we et, HR, Hee 

Ik Ke, wk dd, As 
false report, alt fS, Ane 4} false 

? hy MPG Zar : 

tales, Ab Bt, Wt BS; ne err antateeel CE 45, 18, 
(S75, HAS, FECE; a false witness, Bik w, Fe | 
587% ; false testimony, Be ol a false oath, #E 
#£; a false religion, J82k, (Bzk, Aja, Fe tm 3 
a false step, AFH, AE; = fall se wanes, {fix 1 

-f-; false imprisonment, ae, nape yM 

False, adv. Not truly, fi, {&- 
False-faced, a. 43, (18, 18 3%- 

False-hearted, a. 4Fif:, Bo. cS. Te. 
Falsehood, n. Untruth, 4, Wf, HH, HES. 
ae (8, Aah; a palpable falsehood, —fffk 
=F {A Bae; to speak falsehoods, Stat, ap 
ak; fiction, 3 Af, it #E; treachery, 4 if; 

deceitfulness, JHE. 

Falsely, adv. #:, {R, 18, tk, % ; to accuse falsely, 
a 48, HE #E; treacherously, LI we sf; errone- 

ously, Dhstzat. 
Falseness, n. {fq{: deceit, Ih ; 

we, Fehr: 
Falsi crimen. The crime of forgery, {fq G2 5E- 
Falsification, n. (RR. MSZ SE, LI, HE 

(Et (FE. 
Falsificator, n. #fE, fa i. BER. 
Falsifier, n. (at # 5 a liar, Mea. 
Falsify, v.t. (a (RE. 45. fat, DU ay Ie, 
Ae fB 

Pale red, #8 #0, PAL, YSAL; pale | 

PRET; a fallow field, EAA, EFA. Se 

ae me tears, (BR HR; 2 | 

treachery, 4 | 

Falsity, n. 

LDR. 
Falter, v.z. To hesitate, 

Side, AI¥E; to break in the utterance of 
words, 4/7; to fail, tremble, or yield in ex- 

ertion, Fe), #23; to falter in one’s answer, 

WE Weak. 
Faltering, ppr. or a. Hesitating, 3 3%, Fe BE; 

| speaking with a feeble, broken, trembling ut- 

trance, MEME, 33 88a, SO, BERGE WEI. 
Falteringly, adv. He speaks falteringly, fig?4 

ee Sah. 
| Fame, n. Renown, %, 4 #%, # fi]; ambitious of 

fame, 8%, & Gin, SURI ; to seek for fame, 
eG ; not desirous of fame, 1 4, AR, 
AF ; to seek neither for fame nor gain, di 
ely; fame without reality, 77% Me #; ot 
good fame, SER, 4> 0H, 46%; of bad fame, 74 
4%; a person of great fame, KYB A, KE 
fA S, Ae fH Hh; fame reaching ten thousand 
ages, % it By {Ik. 

Famed, a. Ff % eG; renowned, 4 Sj, AF 
(FE A: far-famed, £5 Ba OU if 

Fameless, a. 4% RE, 4% AAR AMIE. 
Familiar, a. Well duqaninted With, 4, [Eh Wee, 

if. iH, Wir. We. HEB: familiar intercourse, 
BS JP BS AZ; familiar with each other, jij x 
34, FAH; to erow familiar with, pigliall sy 
iy hg SK; familiar with Chinese, #& i Ht ah ; 
familiar with speaking Chinese, fait Beak; very 
familiar with it, 4-[E Sf, Wf foal, ep eS 
Sr, IMA; fainiliar by practice, tH, S18, 
74 %& ; too familiar with his wife, Hi fy 7 SE 7 
Wee BEF, TE EME We ag) Be He OA; familiar with 
for sinister purposes, JPIRE, [be ; famitiar with 
that book, 47s 4ha ; a familiar book, is 
Aye ; unconstrained, free, KRKAA, RA 
An Hil ; common, "i ; nothing bthed saline 
than this, 73TH PE; he is familiar with the 
work, 4 3K sik 4S SF, fb 1 AK UES ; familiar with 

had people, PRR A, WEST A. SD A FE 
Familiar, n. A close companion, 1 HSE Ze eB 

Ke EA, SW WZ. 
| Familiarity, n. Fellowship, 483 ; intimacy, JAR, 

WUE, A AE, ALI s allaility, APA BL; to 
use familiarities, (SE, BY FE. 

Familiarize, v. ¢. To make familiar or intimate, 
(EZ ; to Seaiehint reais Alt FcR ; to fa- 
miliarize one’s self with it, Spee, Beh, pA. 

Familiarized, pp. Accustomed, #&, fit, #Git. 
| Family, n. A household, 5, RS, ROL, 

at, ($44; to show the falsity of, 

Bee, SATU, MSE 
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PUR; a tribe, 7%, * Seike, ex ; a Subdivision | 
of a tribe or family, JG;* a family of plants | 
or of other objects of natural history, 4, fii ; one 
family, —3e, —-3@ H} 5 a family sacrifice, ApS; 
the whole family, 43g, [iJ ¥@; a respectable | 
family, APIA, AAR, APPZ, HP; member 
of a family, 3 39-F if; ; a noble family, HE H€e 5 
a rich family, 3, HEPY ; a poor family, BS | 
Re, FEY, NPY a ; an obscure family, #,PY, 3 | 
PY ; of the same fainily, fi]— 4 ; to be in the 
family way, 4; the reputation of a family, PY | 
Jl, Heil, ; family pedigree, est, ge HE ; family 
register, Ja H ff; omitting to register families 
and individuals, JSG Jaf; the imperial fa- 
mily, 4238, S47; all under heaven are one | 
family, KK PR an ancient family, {lt 3 ; 

family name, #E; to rule or regulate a family, 
FEZ; 10 ruin a family, Nese gels, WEB, We FR; 

a ruined family, ({3€; a diserace to one’s 
family, F 2 52 ty, $7 4H PY i; my humble 
family, jie ; your noble family, #4 ; family 
affairs, ZeHi, AFF ; a father’s family, BPE; a 

wife’s family, JE We ; family estate, 9e3e, 9 FE; 
family property, 3¢ I, #4 ; family residence, 
RE fe have you a family? 47 34 tr, 77 
R's HF; has she a family ? HAE(-E AAV, us 
FRG; ; is your family well ? serfs 23-205, ef 
EAA; to what family do you belong? (fp | 

jG FR AHE, WE fig Fe F ; 1 belong to this 
family, Fe FAVE HK A, Toe Sea 
grace your family, Wig #55 (RR, RMR. 

Famine, n. #85, PLA, AU, TR GR. AD; a great 
famine, 7 fig ; died of famine, 7p. 

Famish, v. 

Gk, HP, lal to be distressed with want, 33ft. 
Famish, v.t. To starve, H (UE GR (RR, fh As 10 | 

distress sith hunger aE tik K, i NIMKA, GN 
Hi ff; to famish a town, PAAR 8 Fi. 

Famished, pp. or a. Starved, Ba aye 
by want of sustenance, 47 > 
full of famished, OFF EE x 

Famishing, ppr. or a. ff; perishing by want of 
food, fH 7G. 

Famous, a. NE, RET, AG, iE, EE | 

Ws, Ath, SABE, HB, GO, THRE AY 5 ills 
trious, BA fy; remarkable, #-H (7g ; eminent, | 

HRA, eT; a famous S20, BZN; 

exhausted | 
; the wilds were | 

_ * 3K refers to the atiole family; J& is alas always neal 
in connection with the family name, e.g. EG, the family 
Lo. The JK are branches of families, Ww ho have removed to 
another place, where they form a distinct clan of their own. 

| Fan, v. ¢. $3, #8. 

=: do not dis- | 

i. To die of hunger, AE. (EAE, GI, | 

a famous physici ian, 28 ; famous medicine, 1 
% 4% ; a famons minister, % 4 ; famous for 
benevolence and virtue, 47 flO, Af (nf Z 

4% ; to become famous, 74} 4% RE; very famous, 
£4 (0, BME G5 a famous city, WHR; fa- 
mous cutlery, %4 4) 2 ; a famous beauty, fy, 

Famously, adv. » AKG. Bel Ay) 

Famousness, n. KY, AY BE. 

Fan, ne ki, IQA, AF, Se, HE, II I BS a paper 

fan, AIA 5 an ivory fan, RIF hy; a palm-leaf 

fin, 3 3S fy 5 a feather fan, 3 )4 3a white feather 

fan, AGH hA; a folding tan, #153, Aaa; 
the round painted fan, [4 §4, #1 )43 a gauze 
fan, ue 5a large fan, fii, Aba, AE 30 fan 
case, iy tif, eae the rib s of a fan, Rye; a 
winnowing fan, #€, si} ®* ; a fan-maker, 41. 

a iateR JB]; to fan a flame, 
Nii. YOR, WL; to fan or incite people, Rj: # 
Nit. 

Fan-like, a. alike. 
| Fanatic, Fanatical, a. 

Opinions, 7£, FEE. 
Fanatic, 2. SED, » FE AF 

| visionary, x48 ze Hae 

Fanatically, aes it e 

Fanaticisin, nr. Excessive enthusiasin, J£ 4%, EE FE ; 

Wild and extrayagant in 

Hy FEB, TEER A 

religious phrensy, ZcfT #. 
Fancier, n. $j Be4i: a bird-fancier, 76 HER; a 

dog-fancier, fii} 4%. 

| Fanciful, a. Iniaginary, Sy AR, Ved (yy; whim- 
sical, bE ze me; chimerical, fe, fEVE(S, REA 

Fee fantastical full of wild images, P58, & 

be, Zr PE. 
| Fancifully, adv. PER, ate, AM, 288. 

Fancilulness, are OAH PEM AG, 7c MEH. 
iyo: ination, 

TR 

Fancy, n. %) AM, vc AH, BE AR: an 
fy FU opinion or notion, - Tee, en ee liking, he, ae; 

whim, 47 $F, Wy, WF Be; fancy stocks, He; 
fancy articles, $4; fancy buttons, Z4E gE; 
faney Tete panel 524; to have a fancy for any 
one, JE A; to take a fancy toa thing, eye 
ty; 10 suit one’s fancy, r+; a fancy sale, 

1114 febc4y ; a strong fancy for, Jy &. 
Fancy, v. t t. To imagine, fit, A, #5 to like, oF, 

Ee 86 Se: I fancy, 4% fH, He #E; he fancies 
himself a great man, PAPA AMA, HUGS 

AK: 
Fancy-ball, n. Aye RM, ZPPe KE. 
Faney-sick, a. Pf ans 

| | Fancying, ppr. 448, fii, 2, Bf; liking, He. 
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Fane, n. A temple, Jij, WIPE. 
Fanfaron, n. A swaggerer, Btt, AK, his 

Fanfaronade, n. Vain boasting, #34, jit@ 
Fang, v. t. To catch, seize, HE, &. 
Fang, ». A tusk, Kf, BY, fe iH; the fang of | 

a tooth, JF AH. 
Fangless, a. Sef f. 
Fanion, n. A small flag carried with 

gage, 4). 

Fanned, pp. 485, Pei, UPS - 
Fanner, n. #8544, Wg #- 

Fanning, ppr. 8A, Mi- 
Fanning-machine, Fanning-mill, n. jig. | 
Fantasia, n. SJ #&. 

Fantasm, Phantasm, n. ZE48, YAH, e748 
Fantastic, Fantastical, a. Odd, Ape ; imaginary, 

Zac HE, SVAN, ZENG 5 chimerical, Iie CLO, 
FE PEAS; unsteady, Jal HOt Wy, De Ba AES a 
fantastical fellow, AVE A. 

Fantastically, adv. Whimsically, Af, PEE, fe 

HAY, ea, SIAN. | 
Fantasticalness, n. AE, EBB, EYER. 
Fantasy, n. and v. Now written fancy, which see. | 

Fantom, Phantom, n. Something that appears to | 
the imagination, ¥J#1; a spectre, WR, WEAR. 

Far, a. ov adv. 4, i, it, 3M, BK, 3, 3 HE, TK | 
32 ; remote from purpose, BR FR ; remote in affec- 
tion, BR); far countries, 3p, Gey 5 a far | 
journey Y, we FE, 3 5a tT 5 far away, fay off, far sep- | 

arated, Bieig, ely, Pied, 32 ial, biti, RPE, 
a 3858, at; far away from each other, 
AAG Agsag ; the far side of a horse, Fy + tii: 
ie traveled far, ft #7 jf jx ; the nations far and | 

i#z ; how | near, 392 VEZ [ad GE 8d 7 fe] ; so far, M[f; 

far? # iE, we TP, et S +H ; far and near, | 
Ue, jee ; from far, Aik, pqs ; far olf, ay 

iat, (Mig, EBS ; not very far olf, Ff Miss; to | 
come from far, iin ae, Awe 77 AS 5 not think 
a thousand miles as far, Arje-F HE; too far, 3x8 

q* mek, sei DA; very far, pbise; extremely far, 

ik ied ; far and wide, PYF, oe far he il 
from me, F¥Mple AH, FLAS ABE; Lam far from 
being in love with her, that i even hate her, 

Te As BBE BEE 4 RE ® AM A BZ, ie 
tae 4; as far as I can see, Ha AK ye SL, tk TO 

SL; thus far we agree, Fi ei Aeon We, Zi) JE 
ARta4H & ; far -better, PAS, Bt; by far the | 

best, @4as; far in the day, 49-4 ; far gone in 

years, F245; this is far superior to that, HE Ay 
WEE BZ, Vee EOL; far apart as heaven and | 

the bag- 
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cant, AUT, Fn ZG 
Far, The young of swine, eEtT. Ik. 
Far- pecan a. 52 GN YY. 
Far-famed, a. 4F3 PGI, & (8 Die. 
Far-fetched, a. Brought from a remote place, jg 

Jah SURE SL A seine, 
Far-seeing, a. 39854, Fi ii. 
Far-sighted, a. 324 fy, We. 

Far-sig htedness, n. 2 WE GE, till. 

Bare, n. fel BR. te PER, BE BE, 
iti is all farce, 7 2k se peg, A 

an. 
Farcical, a. ie Fh A. 
Farcing, 2. Aji fy. 

— Fa ot Sh; 
Bhi Co, Ask 

Fare, rv. 7. To fare well, 2AEA, 22a, # 
se HE A; to fare ill, ia WA, Sri 5 to 
fare very ill, %& BAEZ EG 5 how does < nb 

BAERS, HL PY ar; to feed, OR, R 5 
{o entertain, Jal #~ ; to happen well or ill, 3475, 

Fare, n. Passage money, Ji], A $8; fare, by 
land, HAE, 2 ; food, LIA, 4k ; good fare, 
kf & JH, SEE JH; common fare, Zo BR, (BR ; 
the bill of fare, gh, 74AE Ht. Fo 

| Farewell. A compound of fare in the Pe ae 
and as mequing go well, RR, ayy, AAW 
Wit, Af 4; to bid farewell, 45i), 45%, DEH, 

SUH, SABES «farewell Guner, SBE A 
i; a respectful farewell on going to Peking, 
asaedtt.; to take a farewell when leaving, 
fifa ; an eternal farewell, jeMi), act, a. 

Farewell, n. 4-5) 7 ay. 
Farina, n. The fine dust contained in the anthers 

of plants, 234%}; the flour of any species of corn, 
th 5 stareh, WE, AEG. 

Farinaceous, a. BP ME, $b (4, 22 Bb A, HE BR A ; 
farinaceous grain, Hi #} 2 4; farinaceous smell, 

HP ss. 
Farm, n. FUE, (HIE, ESE, FR, BIBL; to let 

out a farm, HiGy PAE; laborers on a farm, FE 

J; the opium cure PULTE 
Farm, v.¢. To lease, as land, #{, 4; to let, Hi 

4, Hib, HALL ; to farm out an estate, Hite HE 
=; to cultivate land, $A, jaf, 28H, We; 
{o farm out, or let to farm, nee | - 

Farm-house, n. FASE, P43, $F PAA DE, HE, J, 
Barm-yard, n. GE fR]. [a J- 
Farmed, pp. Leased on rent, Hija, Hi#a, HE 

Farmer, n. A tenant, FALE; the cultivator of 
the soil, PERE, Be, KEIR, PAS, SF ; the 

————— 
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opium farmer ‘(of Hongkong), vist JER; a 
farmer’s wife, PEA, $Y; in mining, the 
lord of the field, Jj, 7¢-F. 

Farming, ppr.ora. Letting land, it FA, HtSIL 
fl; taking on lease, FH, FEL: cultivating 
land, kn. 

Farrago, n. A medley, 4, 4E fy. 
Farrier, n. A shoer of horses,Zy 5 FE fi (7, $8 55 AA 
fE ; one who professes to cure the diseases of 

horses, he, ye Fe Ft/E. 

Farriery, n. REE 2 Hr. 
Farrow, n. A litter of pigs, —FE EF. 
Farrow, v. ¢. or i. AE (H#) {f-. 

Farther, Further, a. More remote, jag, ph FE jie. 
Farther, adv. Moreover, %, JR; beyond, Ah. 

Farthermore, adv. See Furthermore. 

Farthest, a. 32 jad, ficiaz ; farthest above me, fk J-. 
Farthing, n. 42 fl}, (RIL BS, (Te 3c ; farthings, 
SFB; not worth a farthing, I ff§—W, MEPS 

758. 
Farthingsworth, n. ff 42 {Ml} B, H&— Bcilt Z. 
Fascia, n.; pl. Fasciee. A band, sash, A ; any 

flat member with a small projecture, 1, ¥4; the 
belt.of a planet, tt ER [Ope 

Fascicular, a. United ina spn o, AEFLAS, JZE 

Fasciculus, n. A little bundle, —fL, 4. 
Fascinate, v.t. To charm, aki ; to bewitch, 7 

$i, POS, PERT, GWE, WE, MO, RUE 
Fascinated, pp. or a. AR ARIEL, TAC IH BL, fi. 
Fascinating, ppr. or a. Bewitching, MEER, PEE. 

Fascination, n. Enchantment, ARORA, Set ae 

PY Le, AGA 
Fascine, n. A bundle of rods, JP (E78. 
Fascinous, a. aR PRAY, AEE A. 
Fashion, n. Shape, form, fF , ZAK, IES, AI, 
#eE ; the fashion of a man, AZ, ers : 
the fashion of the season, HEM, WR, BG. HE 
Sk. WF he, PRE ; old fashion, FE 4k ; new fashion, 
WR, WEG; Peking fashion, Fi, Tea, 
Hi xt; to imitate a fashion, BRE, WER | Man- 
ner, custom, Jal , HiXH; people of fashion, 
Hp SCE AN, HC AN; a lady of fashion, Hy 

RAN. 
en, v.t. To form, to shape, $e, Hill (E 7filie , 
i #e; to mold, ie to accommodate, #8 iF 
2h ; to make according to the rule preseriked by 
fashion, 35 )R-AR, sre see 

Fashion-monger, n. FINS PENA, WER. 
Fashion-piece, m. In ships, the hindermost tim- 

bers which form the shape of the stern, Fé #. 
Fashionable, a. Made according to the prevailing 
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a form or mode, J}¥ Beith, ENE RE “=; fashionable 
dress, J[RXE ; fashionable usages, J) MUFBAB ; 
fashionable gold buttons, [e4k4eTH ; fashion- 

able distempers, J[§J; it is fashionable, AR 
ak, Fy MB 3 a fashionable man, IACMR, ACHE 

MEN, EH. 
Fashionably, adv. HENGaK, ENF IR- 
Fashioned, pp. il i irik. 
Fashioning, ppr. 3%, Hal 

Fashionless, a. J \pR aR. 

Fast, a. Tight, 8,7; fast, Fe Tay, =: a], 2E A, 
FRG, FTA ; fast, as sleep, VE,PK; a fast knot, 
FEM; fast places, [ALR ; a fast sleep, HIS], 7k 

Vial, Veta, FRU, SEUE, A to tie fast, Spee, 
ae EE, Fy 47 FT HGH; fast and loose, 

variable, Avie ; ‘tight and loose, RR4A ; to play 
fast and loose, jij #7. 

Fast, adv. Firmly, 8%, [A]; swiftly, Ye, HE, HE; to 
hold fast, #4 % att, JAA, WEF; to run fast, 
Mee, SESE, 24 oh FRE, PML, FHL; to ride 

fast, kam ; very fast, spe, Pepe, eee, HE, 
"EX; he writes very fast, {ASH e; he 
walks very fast, 45 #774 4-e, gk FF; fast by 
or fast beside, Jf, AFUE; fast asleep, ZE]fil] ; tie 

him fast, £632 (4:{2; do not tie it very fast, Mk 

WHEE. Wy BRD: come fast, ME AGI, iF, 

8 FE. 3 2. . 
Fast, * v. i. To abstain from food, RH, FRE, SP 

me, FPS, HEME ; to abstain from meat and live 
on vegetables only, @¥%, RH, HO, 1 RHE, 

Adie, Ae, FER; to fast at all-souls, wi 
We; to fast for a day, Mk R@—A, KO—A,# 

Ha. 
Fast, n. A total abstinence, JR, fF; absti- 

nence from meat only, #7, WH; to keep a 
fast, Spf; the oreat fast, Awe. 

Fast-boat, n. JE Ah, Pee. 
Fast-day, n. $F, PFI. 
Fast-hande vl, a. See Close-fisted. 

Fast-receding, a. Heit. 
Fast-sinking, a. Rapidly sinking, as a person’s 

streneth, Hee IE. 
Fasten, v.t. To fasten with a nail, 2p, £7 ; to 

fasten with a card, string, robe, Ge., hE, B 

CE, 4 EE. Bb SS, ih EE, a. HE BE, Bh, WR; to 
fasten with a hook, #4 (£, £84 ; to fasten with 

a button, #7. ; to fasten with a clasp, 4p ( ; 

* The Chinese seldom abstain from all food. In order to 
| establish a distineticn between a Jewish fast and the present 
Chinese custom, the above distinctions will be found useful 
to such as intend to write on the subject. 
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to fasten with a bolt, REL 
with a bar, EYEE; to fasten w ith a lock, 
to fasten with a pin, #5'E; 

SH CE 5 

stick firmly, Hy 8%, HUGE; to link, $42: ; to an- 
nex, fit FE; fasten the leon PY; to fasten with 
a bar, fi PY; to fasten with a bolt, FYT]; fas- 

{en it well, as with a bolt, hook or latch, fe 
4B ; to fasten in any way, 4%‘; to fasten up, 
Jatt ; fasten up the glass- seach. TDI 
to fasten a blow, 5&—{P]; to fasten in one’s 
minds, #8 76% ; to fasten on astern, py Ait 

Fasten, v.z. To fix one’s self, as a leach, yg 8 ; 
to fix one’s self by hooking, #4 8% ; to fix one’s 

self as a bird of prey, JX %. 
Fastened, pp. HERE, FERS. 
Fastening, ppr. or n. 4 IEW; fastening a hook, 

#4; fastening a bolt, 7%, [J ; fastening a bar, 

BY; fastening a patter: $i, ME; fastening a 

clasp, ¢f1, fn ; fastening a wedge, fH ; fastening 
a ribbon, ##; remove the fastening, #§ 34 Jk. 

Faster, a. or adv. More rapid, cr more rapidly, 

We Pe, Bee, Are, he HEL; he runs faster than 

you, fF 3E Pes (ih. 1 Sb WE BE HK. 
Fastest, a. or adv. BAe, BH, Hepe, Me Pe. 

Fastidious, a. Disdainful, Aue Jee fy, AE AE DE, 

Me Hs Be, AME, BLwL; difficult to please, ELE, 
HEAR HE; too fastidions, $y 3 591 

Fastidiously, adv. Ke XX, HBR, A. 
Fastidiousness, n. is TO, Ae HR. 

Fastigiate, Fastigiated, a. In botany, a fastigiate | 

stem is one whose branches are of equal height, | 
Ue RE fr ; roofed, 4¢ 57 f#. 

Fastigium, n. The summit, 
house, J# #5. 

Fasting, ppr. Abstaining from food, #R#, [KA. 
Fasting-day, n. JRO A, FF i. | We 

Fastness, n. The state of being frm, 

#4; security, #2; 2 > a fortress, 48, Ways. 
Fat, a. Fleshy, jE, ' plump, ff a eA 

Se, HO, AG A. 
ee, Hee Wie. JE Wi ask ik. 2B: eorp il: nt, 

sleek, Hie iH, ey, i? 

41 WE, Se WS; a fat man, ie! fe, 

woman, Jt 2 HE, i we, a fat boy, Hef; 
ground, AP J, I , = IZ TH; fat ents, ae 

JA; the ridge ofa 

Zr ee 

Vie ei. 

Vie) Nr, 

AC IL 

ill (, Am, te Me Hes crow fat, AE AB; fat fed, | 

REIL: afat face, Wig, WE. fg. i; a fat 
a few iat bits, #8 
ce > a fat mind, 

pig, WM iyi; fat ment, ie A 

HE WE fit 5 a fat silary, fi pi i 

Jest; fat and lean, fyi, 

PAGE; to fasten | 

to fasten with a | 
wedge, ##; to fasten with a dove-tail, P} HE ; to | 

hearty, EHF. 

Fat, n. The fat of animals, #, J§, th, IRB, 
silt, fix. fe; fat of the intestines, SF, WIR, 
43-, WE, KEM; pork fat, lard, #Hh; cows’ fat, 
suet, 4 jh, wk JF, JRE IN: to live on the fat of 
the land, feJt 7 NE; the fat of the people, & 
Sesto take the fat of the people, FURIR RB. — 

Fat, v.¢. To make fat, #2]. 

Fat, Vat, n. A large tub, KA. 
Fat-brained, a. Jt Gili, TE Se. 
Fat-kidneyed, * a. Jp SEIN, BEG E. 
Fat-witted, a. 8 it. 
Fatal, a. Proc ‘ceeding from fate, JE BAZ; causing 

death, $4 FE fy, FGA ay; a fatal blow, —4F7 HX 

fy; the fatal stroke, —J] Wj; it proved fatal 
to him, $¢ALHE; disease may prove fatal in six 

Ways, Hi FEN K- 
| Fatality, n. ¢r, FB, (AS. 
Fatally, adv. By a decree of fate, $ fir Bre ; by 

inevitable necessity, FEM ; fatally situated, 3 

i 2 Mal, POT SEPY; fatally wounded, #3 gp ?PE 
FEZ i. 

Fata Mor gana, n. SJ aK aR, We lake ae. 
Fate, n. Destiny, ¢, &&, 3B. Kear. KEK, KRG, 

fri, iB. HEIN, EE, RB, , FRE; it 
is decreed hy fate, (% gpa. fra; life and 
death are decreed by tate, AEZEA te, ERA 

>a wretched fate, fq fx, HE te. Wor, Wher, 
i fy;a happy fate, “far, He ay; fate may be 

good or bad, @pBkX| eRF¥; life and death are 
decreed by fate, riches and honors depend on 
heaven, AE 4E 47 frig FL ZEK; feathered fates, 

hi, OR. 
Fated, a. #7 EE, BREN, fr ab. 

Fates, n. pl. In mythology, the destinies or 

.| Father, n. 

“ER, HE | 

ne, A 

JEM, NMR. Wes rich, Tif | 
Tas a 

Hy, NUH; fat and [ 

| parece, sip mil’, fl B- 
RLM. 2G, EF. We, ZS, iz, 

mz, £2, EE, ii iit , fy Ze, he Bs, fig 2B, AGRE co? 

Bild, pote: my lather, Pea, REF, BIC 
Be, RA, HBINR+s my imperial father, a 
Ft; your father, (RF ; your aged father, 
KE. 44-98; your henored father, 4>H, & 
Wi» FE, BAA; his father, FEF, PBA 

#2; a deceased father, 3%; the temple desig- 
nation, w#§; my devensed father, JE, 4E#, 
jie FH, BR; one’s own father, AE 42; an adopt- 

ed father, 4% 4@, 42 #3 father who has adopt- 
ed one as heir, #é 0, HE GE; a natural father, 
PS 2; putative father, 7%, ALIBI F Z 
42; ancestor, #érill ills father of a family, 

* Vulgar. 
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RF; father and mother, 2 fe, & Ms, HEE; 
father and son, @ -$, # Re; father and de- | 
scendents, Ax =; father’s elder brother, (ff 
2; father’s elder brother’s wife, fq Hf; father’s 

elder sister, 4 Bf; father’s maternal uncle, 
GAZ; father’s paternal elder uncle, {ff ZS; fa- 
ther’s paternal younger uncle, f% 24; father’s 
sister’s husband, 4 ak ; father’s younger broth- 
er, #24; father’s younger brother’s wife, Wi 
k# ; father’s younger sister, 4A 4, ARAL; a | 
father to the poor, & J. 22 ; reverend or yener- 
able father, 47%; district futher or magis- 
trate, HE, Mee 5 father or prefect, KK, 

WEA BAER; the ancient fathers, HA, He az; an 
inventor, iL fifi; spiritual father, (a Roman 

Catholic priest), ji4Q; heavenly father, FEA. 
Father, v. t. To adopt, RAF, HET. 
Father-in-law, n. A wife’s father, 4p2@, 4:32, 

eal, KA, Ha, Abs}; a husband’s father, 
RTS, KR, HE, fiz; Nushand’s parents, by Hf; 

my father-in-law, #§ |lJ. 
Father-land, n. Ac, fe, VBE. 
Fatherhood, n. #34 #4. 
Fatherless, a. SS 220pf, FIL; a fatherless child, JX 
F ;{o bea father to the futherless, #3 I$ 72. 

Fatherliness, n. 2 2&. 
Fatherly, a. A’, (vy; fatherly affection, 22 

2&; fatherly love, ME, Ln. 
Fathership, n. #2 #. 
Fathom, x. A measure of length, containing 6 

fiet, HAR, —it, 1G, 5. Ba (about 6 or 
8 fect each); a measure of eight feet, 3; the 

term in Chinese, &J}¥; in China, a measure 
of Jength (about 8 feet Chinese measure), (AL, YJ. 

Fathom, v.¢. To encompass with the arms, fii 
4, #4 (E; (0 reach with the arms extended, 

PAB; (0 sound, Fee, Ws, WW, HE. BUR: 
can fathom it, 7. IWiE AB, WER, it; to 

| Fatty, a. Greasy, ‘he, WEIR, NEA. 

try the depth, PEK 2% ZEW; cannot fathom it, | 

OE PE, ANE UY 2 - 
Fathomable, a. Fy jf), jy}. 
Fathomed, pp. jf, i038. 

Fathomless, a. Ss, dnt 

comprehended, HEH) HIME, 7A il 
Fatiferous, a. #RRE A. 
Fatigue, n. 7%, f&, fe, PEE, IZ; toil, 3F, 74 | 

Jottomless, ME rE fry; mot to he | 

TL, 22 i. fj; to endure fatigues, HE YF, SRF; 
spent with fatigue, [A (é&, yz (8; 10 labor with- 
out fatigue, {igi ye, 
out fatigue, Me nye, SEHR. 

Fatigue, v.t. To tire, J, (liye, 38, (EDN, PETE, | 

Peat is PETS with 

AZ. 4M; to fatigue one, 4¥ qf; to harass, 
HES}, MEAG; to fatigue one’s self, U4F, ATK, 

AEE. 
Fatigued, pp. or a. 1, (8, PG, P(E, NZ. AE, 

Pe IEG, ENG, UE He, 8, PRL, BE, CER: 
very fatigued, AEF, TEI, MBE, WRK, 
we hK, PPR; harassed, JREaF; fatigued from 
walking, JA ; so fatioued, pfye. 

Fatiguing, ppr. Fatiguing, as work, 747, 38, 3 

BRE, He, PEST ; fatiguing work, 3 MET, 
FF a, Wa; harassing, BF aR pA. 

| Fatling, n. Je; a fat animal, Jeep, Jey. 
Fatness, n. JE, WOHEH, WEAC# ; corpulency, Jet 

£3; greasy matter, JU YhPEW; richness of 
earth, JEU ZI, # AA, WBE, JE 7; abundant 
blessings, BS wifi. 

Fatted, pp. or a. 383M NE. ZR T. 
Fatten, v.t. To make fat, #82, E74, FH, Fe, 
JEW; to fatten animals, FEI BLE, FEVE HAE 
7; to fatten a goose, me RE; to fatten a goose 
by applying heat to the feet, yh) ga ; to fatten 
a fowl, #20 E98; io fatten land, JAE AA; to 
comfort and fatten the heart, i) 3e8A; to 
enrich, JE}, (i Mc. 

Fattener, n. FEA, SILK. 
Fattening, ppr. 32)G. [PEE 

Ga, Yala Hid 
Fatuity, n. Weakness of intellect, 5%, Sift, S4é, 

AN ash 
Fatuous, a. Feeble in mind, 5%, 3232 585%; fatu- 

ous fires, 5A eK. 
Fauces, n. pl. Of fie. 

Faucet, n. Hits - 

| Fault, n. Error, $f, 3, $B, #8, Jt, SE, Fa, 
EG, ZAR, E34, Tbe, Wy A te be, , 8 We 

$i, E98, Wis, Bi, Bs blemish, Wwe, fest, 
fit, Fit, Wee; to accuse one of a fault, IBA; 
to find fault with, fe AIG 37, TEA Z IB. SEA, 

4 J: {o find fault with the sages, JEHE J\; to 

be at fault, AS, 77ih, Alb Ae, Fi Ale; no 
fanlt, 43% , 4HESE ; no fault at all, —fyFh M7, 

—fVSIE Sy, BD RES, TAs, NG a TERS 1 
a slight fault, .JyjM; this is not my fault, m 

(RAGIN, TAL ALIS. JEALZGB; to overlook a 
fault, #42; pray, pardon my fault, #5 ARs, Wt 
45 \§'% ; when you know your fault, reform, ¥ 
34 Ha; do not on account of a slight fault 
conceal great virtues, ALON HHAPE; to 

screen one’s faults, JE G38, Bee; he 
has one fault, B7j7— few, LAT —7E; to 
acknowledge a fault, #238, #25. f£ SE; in order 

Key KK 
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of a better, I use this, #EJA; a fault of the 

printers, Yep 98, EVEL. 
Fault-finder, n. 4 jt NOPE, AF SEN Hi. 
Faulter, n. An offender, 47 #89, KFA, Tih 

KH. | We (13. 
Faultiness, x. The state of being faulty, AeA 
Faultless, a. Without fault, Hie yx, IMG imh , NESE , 
ne 5B, Men) a 8; free from blemish, 4 SRR, 4m 

Faulty, a. Containing defects, 77 ME 99 Wt, 7 
2, AWAIE; guilty of a fault or of faults, FF 

#4, Fin; wrong, We AF, WEAF, A Ab. 
Faun, n. Among the Romans, a kind of demigod, 

or rural deity, 4jjj. 
Fauna, n. BR; the fauna of China, rf fy AyBR ; 

fauna and flora, #f& 72% Bh fifi - 
Fauteuil, n. fe] =f. 
Favor, Favour, n. Pi, Pilih, PAE, Ble, Pe, 

PUI. ER, VE, HERE. HED. BE. AHH; to 
= my 4 v n= WE Dye Wal obtain favor, #:PL, (EBL, SER, Oe; to get 

into favor, 74-38 ; to be in favor, 3%, SF Pl; to 
be in favor with a king, 7 Re; to show 
favor, BEL, gett; to bestow favor, fi Rl, He 

2, TUR. Hii; give me your favor, BHA 
AK; out of favor, 44, PL; do me the favor, 
=e; may I ask the favor, Ge.? FT, Fes, He 

=k; to beg or ask a favor, 3&2, APL, 4RP ; 
to receive favors, SEPM, WARP; your favor, ae 

#9, (EAL. BLP, deh; a marriage favor, iF iy 
ae, —22 Ady; under favor of the night, ¥e 
7% ; favors 1o those who belong to the army, f& 
"hf FJ; favor of God, | FZ Pull ; celestial 

favor, KR; favor of the spirits, ji; im- 
perial favor, SAP, Fem, Ply ; royal favor, = 
Pl, BERL; to be in favor of, rs 7%; great favor, 
EM, HSPs abundant favor, B& PH; to receive 

distinguished favors, ZEA ME KF. 
Fayor, Favour, v.¢. To regard with kindness, #8 7 , 

4%; to countenance, Fi FF Ml. Araki HEM, FE 
jai 18 HE; to support, Ff; to favor one withacall, 
as on business matter, gH [UJMp; to favor one 
with a callin a social manner, Ff RE J\; to favor 
one with custom, 7; ffi JX; {o favor one with 
an answer, {@e]#, 7277, le] a. 

Favorable, Favourable, a. Auspicious, 4g: 2 0A, 

46 HG WL AIK, AME, WERE, LAE; favorable 
wind, film; a favorable current, Rift, MAK ; 
a favorable season, 74%; a favorable answer, 
WA Eo, MA % &; he is faycrable to the 

undertaking, {rf e7e TEBE, HE PE Ye ; every- 
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thing favorable, 3737 ani, FEJEIRM. TEE 

i ; all things are favorable, W% 3% AHP ; things 
were not very favorable, 37 7.3% ; not favorable 
to one’s wishes, A jRAL PR GK, Ae AM ALES ; a favor- 
able aspect, 43458 ; a favorable opportunity, FR 

Ie AF HE @ ; to embrace a favorable opportunity, 
He Bt, fb Ht; favorable to health, @j®. 

Favorableness, Favourableness, x. Conduciveness, 

i #4 ; Suitableness, 47%, 4] 3; convenience, 

MAE. 
Favorably, Favourably, adv. Kindly, 4; favora- 

bly examined, B&7§ 47; they were favorably 
received, fyi % Fl AL ME fly ; favorably situated, 
as a house, zJiJ, Ai; favorably situated in 
pleasant circumstances, #23 MAiB, LSE wt BE. 

Favored, Favoured, pp. Countenanced, 3, hifi, 18 

fifi; supplied with advantages, fj PA, he ZH; 
supported, #40, FB ; ill favored, PEE, BR BA; 
well favored, 2 5f, 47 72; the most favored 

nation, #722 Bl, WER? Ba. 
Fayorer, Favourer, n. #484, WARAB, D2. 
Favoring, Favouring, ppr. or a. ApH. Ha, H 

i, #62. 
Favorite, Favourite, n. 38 J\, PEJV; a general 

favorite, 2 32 Be #4 , TE 2 GEH ; a special favor- 
ite, * BE, BE J. ; a thing regarded with peculiar 
favor, FA, TA, FE ZY; he is my favor- 

ite, $e HEEB. 
Favorite, Favourite, a. Regarded with particular 

affection, kindness, &e., as a favorite concubine, 

BE SE, Be Se, FEA, + HE RE; a favorite child, 
ae f-, fe -F ; a favorite occupation, Zr 

BALK. MELZLK, He ZH; a favorite 
passion, )%JkEfZ; poetry is his favorite study, 
fit, 3 GRE ; study is his favorite occupation, {2 
Ze ae. LE BEE; his favorite drink is 

collec, 4. 38 RUE, (tS MAUR. 
Favoritism, Fayouritism, n. fj 323% 5 exercise 

of power by favorites, 8% A SHEA Se, Fy, bil. 
Fawn, n. A young deer, JE, J\ HE, BE, BS, BE- 
Fawn, v. 7. To court favor or show attachment to 

by frisking about one, as a dog, FER, HE; 
to flatter meanly, HBS, 8158, iia; to 
fawn on the rich, 324i). 

Fawn, n. Mean flattery, 4199 7 Ht. 
Fawner, n. #852 40), FEES, Je HR. 
Fawning, ppr. or a. O54, FEE. 
Fawningly, adv. BLS. 
Fazzolet, n. =F rf. 

* Used in a bad sense. 
+ Applied to the Imperial family. 



FEA 

Fealty, n. Fidelity toa lord, 18, st, Hajek 
i, MAES Za.” 

Fear, ». 3, 5%, WE. 18, te, FETE, PETE, Sete, 2 
doy SoHE, LEER, MP, Tt TM, IS, A; anxiety, ihe, 
iy bes No fear, HE fy, AYE ; no fear of any body, 
$n in, Ame Se, ASL; fear and reverence of | 

God, fg 52 1H; fear of drowning, Me IRF ; to 
expel fear or fright, Hii; to stand in fear, 

52; a panic fear, FEW, HEE, KY ; for fear 
of, 1H, HS, Me; there is no ground for fear, [% 

(iA, A AIA; not the least fear, —fygletq, 
ae EE Ti; trembling with fear, WRITE. 

Fear, v. t. NA, 38, BE, HE, 22s, 3, TH, SCE, 218, 

| RETA, Ay, PR. TH, $8, HV; to reverence, 4%; 
to fear and reverence God, #% $2 | ; to fear 
and love, 23%, HxFe; to fear death, tyFE; to. 
fear consequences, tA] (*; I fear great evil | 
will arise from it, {ff af}; do not fear, MetA, | 
ANA; need not fear, WE Hilf] , WH ji RE, HE AE RE, 

I FA be, Ar ZB ; to fear ihe laws, FAYEREE:. 
Fear, v.z. To be in apprehension of evil, }4, 2, 

Feared, pp. To he feared, By $2, WA, Fy TE. 
Fearful, a. Affected by fear, tA, #*, HE, Eom, 

FE, Welt, Wiebe, MET, Peete, TS, IG, BR 
Se EDT TS, HE, Ie, 
THE; a fearful death, ERMELE, BY HE AE ; 

impressing awe, Ai, GAVE, BY JS, BY AE, BY He; 
terrible, 2¢H, HU (AMPE; it is a fearful thing, | 

ORV. FPS, Ww $8 ZF; fearful 
to look at, — Si gita, —hlen we. 

Fearfully, adv. Ina manner to impress terror, 

TEE, SOG, ALE, PY SR, PE, PRA 5 in a man- 
ner to impress admiration, Fe, Zr PE, WieZy- 

Fearfulness, n. FE HE, FLUE; terror, FEI, Peat. 
Fearless, a. Free from fear, JE IA, A, Ai, Hh 

Tit; fearless of evil, Het nh, Ata; fearless 
of consequences, Met BA (% ; fearless of death, 
TEASE, AVAVE ; bold, Ak, HOH; dauntless, fi 
$x; brave, #7 Hi; the benevolent man is fear- 
less, {24% 47 3. 

Fearlessly, adv. Without fear, HEA, Ap; in-- 
trepidly, $¥k; to rush fearlessly into death, 

FEE AG ; to rush fearlessly into danger, | 

Ker As tA - 
Feasibility, n. BY § 4, ty LH, WY AE # ; the feas- 

ibility of execution, WLI AA, WLIKE, 

EDK. 
Feasible, a. B73, BY LI, By RE, HAZ; in this way | 

it looks feasible, BIFSEF AAS, An YE DT LI fh 
#4 ; that may he tilled, as land, HB] #2 AA. 

fearful of death, | 

“WHA 
| Feasibleness, n. See Feasibility. 

Wags hy “ay 7 De * 2 + oan Feast, n. Entertainment, 3%, s, JE, 36 5, ie, 
| AY, i, fH, #¥; something delicious to the pal- 
| ate, &F WS; something delicious and entertain- 

ing to the mind or soul, # Of, Ye #4; festival, 
Gi, (i YJ: immovable feasts, ¥ Hf; movable 

» BEBE, 

graduates, $4 ff’ ; a feast eiven to the literary 
kujin graduates, JENS 'e ; a feast given to mi- 
litary kajin graduates, PEs ; a great feast 
given by the emperor to the officers at the 
capital, KAZE; to give a feast, HEM, HERE, 3H 
WN, WERE, WEG, YE, BENE ; to prepare a feast, 
IG. Hk; the lantern feast, TPS Gi. FE RE 
(ij ; an entertainment at the lantern feast, hes 
14; the dragon-beat feast, Fert fi : the feast at 
the tombs, 75] Gi, Bie. 47 BE; to go to a 

| feast, zeh‘er. 
| Feast, v.¢. To entertain with sumptuous provi- 

SIONS, DHFR, HEU, PRE, FE, GHA, HG, wales to 
delight, 4; to pamper, =; to feast and sit 
down, JRF Jk ti 4B. 

Feasted, pp. ora. wtih, GPR; not feasted to- 
gether, AAkfix ; delighted, sz. 

| Feasting, ppr. Eating luxuriously, fy ®, # ps 
delighting, ##; gratifying, 2. 

| Feat, n. An act, #7, #74; an exploit, Win, 
4; J ; any extraordinary act of strength, skill 
or cunning, Ay, 247, BiH, Wt. 

| Feather, n. The large feathers of the wings and 
the tail of a bird, 44, (J; the smaller feathers, 
# ; neck feathers, #; the feathers of the tail, 

Je, #4; the feathers of a peacock, JL K FE 
1. i; to wear a peacock’s feather, #¥7E iff; to 

| wear a plain feather, #§ BE ff; to wear a two- 
| eyed peacock’s feather, WU @EMEZE iY; to take 

away an officer's feather, $F Zé fff ; to present 
a feather to an officer, #% W¥AE RY ; a feather fan, 
EJ; a feather screen, 743 hA: the feather 
screen of a carriage, AAP EI, 72545 ; variegated 
feathers, (£3 ; dresses ornamented with feath- 

ers, #475 #K, 4444 fifi ZH; the feather of an 
arrow, #74: in their right bands they held 
this feather, #pFae4@ ; a feather bed, % Pe HE, 
FS EPL ; light, as a feather, EMRE, Hess SE 
% ; a feather in the cap, WY, HA; to be in 

—s. 
1 
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high feather, 76M, Sifé]; to show the white 

feather, AZ, * BAG ; fine feathers make 
fine hirds, JE ae HEA HE aA ; birds of a feather 
flock together, #—E fk— ¥}. 

Feather, v. ¢. To dress in feathers, 4776, 35 77 ; 
to enrich, jf), 2E%e; 10 adorn, fifi; to feather 

one’s nest, JEG, [42s 4G. 
Feather-hed, n. RS, E Bei - 
Feather-driver, n. SHE 4. 
Feather-duster, n. $836 fi. 
Feather-grass, n. 74%. 
Feather-seller, n. 4% H- 
Feathered, pp. or a. Coyered with feathers, 47 & ; 

the feathered tribes, @#{; a feathered arrow, 
ENE MF ; adorned, 45 fifi ; feathered hours, eI §- 

Feathery, a. WAG, Fi AE, 44. 
Feature, ». 'The make or cast of the face, 4Ag3, 

PAZS, TH; the whole turn or east of the hody, 
JA, WEAK ; features or lineaments, jy 4 ; the 
features, as of a country, JZ3%, We, Ps. et 

@, {®; bad features, HE ASTE Ze, UH. 
Feaze, v. t. RBA. 

Vebrifuge, x. BRS, RAE, SM, HOE; 
a favorite febrifuge, #exe- T 

Febrile, a. 2, SHEE, Me ; a febrile sensa- 

tion, FRR, BE. 
February, n. AAox A, HOA. 
Fecal, a. Consisting of dregs, 74 fy, JHPE, WEA ; 

consisting of excrement, JME, 3 fj. 
Feees, n. pl. Dregs, fa, 742; sediment, JH), 74 Al, 
Ys V# ; excrements, Jp, BE. 

Fecit, n. {2 (iE, $4 fit 2 ¥ 
Fecula, n. Chlorophyl, F%k, GiAS ZR; starch 

of farina, 2%. 
Feculence, Feculency, n. yay; sediment, 74f , IH) ,782. 
Feculent, a. Muddy, (i; foul, 7 Bk, Ara#. 

Feeund, a. Prolific, Wi Alpe, 2E AE Ay, AoE FE. 
Fecundate, v. t. To impregnate, 72 fi, P Fil, 8 

Fecundation, n. P Fii#. 
Fecundify, v.t. YEA. 
Fecundity, n. Fruitfulness, lg Zé 2 9f, 72646 4, 

AE, HAE a SEE 7). 
Fed, pret. and pp. of feed, which see. 

Federal, a. 4, WR, Wf . Wik. BE, A473 a federal 

government, MBI, BH BUSH, WE BUIBC, Hse AB IB. 
Federal, Federalist, n. A friend of a federal goy- 

ernment, WiRY #4, ie BF Ee ; a supporter of a 
federal government, iff PIC. 

* 228 EM ABD. ; 
+ Quinine or Peruvian Bark are now extensively used. 

+ BDSR MIRE, SERCH Z- 

3a Ei 
“ 

is 

Federalism, n. FAIZ BE, AP ia. 
Federalize, v.¢. or 7. #E89, Wee #. 

Federate, a. X6)f£, Sy (vy, BE; federate states, WF 

Federation, n. The act of uniting in a league, #¥ 

BL ; a league, 443, #426, $0), HB, 3 Bl. 
Federative, a. Sf, #y(y, YiAG. 
Fedity, n. Vileness, §bpj- 

Fee, n. $4, HA gt ; a fee fixed by law, #iJH, IER; 
an extorted fee, [4 48, Wy il; a monthly fee, JF 
Fl ; periodical fees, regulated by festivals, (of 

which there are three in China), @j#%; the 
time for paying the fee is up, 48 IU Hh; a law- 

yer's fees, IRFPREIK ; a doctor's feo, 354, Hb, 
Be 4 > a writer's fee, 4n4, FEA; to pay one’s 
fees, {IL MRE, 224%; a teacher’s fees, &4>, fe 4, 
Hes, Bi ; the fee of a lease, HEYA; an estate 
in fee, Axe, {lk3é; I do not set my life at a 

pin's fee, 7s $— A SBEE, A ELAS ir ABE. 
Fee, v. t. To pay a fee to, (ILE, $YFAER, BAER, 
tS FG ER ; to brike, Fee. 

Feeble, a. Weak, #3], (29%, HR, $92, Aw, 
Tiedt, Fhe, HE, Fi, Wh. HK, fe, BE; ina 
feeble state, 4-44 ; a feeble constitution, 44 Ef, 

& Fi, HF HAM; a feeble voice, FeAuhE 
RE, SRE, AME, Bh RE; a feeble motion, BARS 

£41, si). FB); very feeble, +-F}¥,. ME 
jij ; 100 feeble to carry a coat, 45 AAWRAE; really 
very feeble, J@IEF% 44 ; old and feeble, 244. 

Feeble-minded, a. wig; , Ae iii. 
Feebleness, n. ih 94 44%, 3244 ; imbecility, pigy. 
Feebly, adv. LiaJy JJ ; feebly supported, sJx Jv HF 

fis Jy. Mz aM. 
Feed, v. t.: pret. and pp. fed. To give feod to, ME, 

#, fic, i, Mi, 4k. fied; to feed a baby, IRF, 
NFL. FL F ; to feeda pie, MEK, fH; to feed 
birds, fia 7é; to feed cattle, fia 4e, HiAe, PEE, 
% 4F ; a crow feeds by disgorging, J& Fx ij; to 
nourish, 3, FF, FFE, BS; to feed the sheep, 
ML >; to feed a horse, fig Fy, FEES, Jib}; fecd my 
sheep, He F¥2f; to feed the fire, few; to feed 
the desires, FE Gk; to delight, [fr ; to feed the 

eye, BEA. 
Feed, rv. i. To eat, #; to feed on vegetables, & 

AE; to feed on rice, AK, Li fh HH OH; to 
graze, W2, fe; to feed high, SERB. 

Feed, n. Fodder, PER ZH. 
Feed-pipe, n. @iizj, iz f7- 
Feeder, n. One who gives food to animals, fig #%; 

a dainty feeder, fi ik#ER #; a high feeder, 
ABE NA, Se ZHE; one who gives food to 



FEI 

that supplies a main 

ip, i] aK ihe 

men, 7%; a channel, 

canal with water, B) JK 
Feeding, ppr. Poodini as animals, fig, ME; feed- | 

ing, as a baby, WZ, mj; feeding, as the hungry, 
&., B; ence 5. 

Feel, v.t.; pret. and pp. felt. To feel with the 

hand, HE, 4, i, 33, INE, HER, a AUR, 
HW), FS, SE, HK, BK. I; to feel, as the pulse, 

$7, Ff, Fi, Wh. A, WI, UD, @, As to feel the 
pulse, 47 fk, 7 Sk, WD Wie; to feel one’s way 
with a enc Hi, BHI. FEI; to have the 
sense of, §%, FL; to know, #1; to feel out, #7 
ZF; to feel 2 after, 48, fi Se, S%; to feel the heat 
of the water, 72%}; to feel the heat (of the 
weather), #88; to feel for in the dark, Ijrp 
#42; to feel for gently with the hands, 34=f. 

Feel, v. i. #4, Fl, 4; to feel happy, SiR ; to feel 
unhappy, ot He 4%. SL A; to feel pain, Fe - 

Hi, Flim; to feel ashamed, suit. sealt, & 

32, Fa Wh, Ff ee; to feel cold, 
feel angry, #€¥; to feel oe Sasi; 
Q feel tired, RRIF, FL{H; to feel grateful, jek 

, TEP; to feel compassion, PE ZE, He ZEAR, 
Ais, aT) 

ee Et; to feel one’s 

ency, #U Zik, fC 
to feel remorse, 3E fp. 

Feeler, n. Keeler of insects, sh 3¥; 
[ $54. 

iron feeler, 

Feeling, ppr. Feeling with the hand, 4; feel- | 
ing, as the pulse, #7, #, J; having perception, | 
2, Fl; a feeling heart, A72Zod. 

Feeling, n. The sense ef touch, #4’: the human 
feelings, fi, JA tii, Ja te; Sacianid feeling, | 

FR Ci, HEAP, Gite: emotion, ih, t> Hh) #5 2 | 
fe veling of | 

TM 
tender feeling, 24.h, Be Zio 
commisera tion, iti, We Tn Zt, J, 12 BE 
F2.%$; to hurt one’s feelings, {§ uth + over- 
Bots by one’s feelings, jf ls Wee EE, aAA 
ae WE VR; let not your feelings overcome 
the sense of rectitude, JZ (i Ti ESE. ALLE 
36; prompted by one’s feelings, £§ ty Wf (ili; a 
person of slight feelings, 7af fee, TER Ai 5 bad 
feelings left in the mind, 3£ ff; to touch one’s 
Ses By Ati; extend this feeling, FER JE 
1, FETE PEt; to excite one’s feelings, #{A 

}; how can this accord with human feelings ? 

VE SE A RH; bumbly petition with the 
sincerest feelings, 7A ij E20]. 

Feelingly, adv. Tenderly, LJ 2%.%; with emotion, | 
Feet, n. pl. of foot, which see, aye. 
Feign, v.t. ori. To pretend, {#, #2, 18, tke, (Kk, 

( BOL ) 

Be 4, tit eis to 

siselicHitasatonteel | 

for the living, fates ee feel one’s own defici- | 

Z, OM, AC UE; | 

FEL 
= ees — 

HEFL. HERE: to feign to do, PEAR, Ste, HEB. 
| fix FE ; {o fein sickness, te 4H, HI; to feign 

ignorance, {£45 A Fl, Ff Zl; to feign drunk- 
enness, #29)%, (EWE; to feign madness, Z:88, 

| FE; to feign compliance, fe , fe IE; 10 
pe n sleep, 7: la], (JF; to feign to be defeat- 

HEF, Ff fet; to invent or imagine, ff HEF. 

Fee pp. ora. Feigned sickness, fq jg; a 
feigned laugh, (fg. 

| Feignedly, adv. 1B, PER- 
Feigning, ppr. fF, #2, ft; feigning to do, ff 

A> (AE - 
Feigningly, adv. (& 43, 48 (E. 
Feint, n. A false appearance, He f(E, Henk, CER 

#¢;a feigned attack, #23, PEM. 
Feldspar, Felspar, Feldspath, Felspath, n. A 
ite or flesh red constituent of granite, &., 

HZ, AE ZA- 
| Felicitate, v. ¢. To make very Have Whi; to 

congratulate, KE, AS, AY se. 
| Felicitating, ppr. Congratulating, Ba. 
| Felicitation, n. Congratulation, RAB, AEs 
Felicitous, a. Very happy, Af mR", vil, ue 

AA: a felicitous omen, 4$3K 98, FY Jk, Fe Hip; 
it is very felicitous, 57 Ai FA FZ BK ; a {elici- 
{ous star, FEE, Ti Es felicitous clouds, FF, 
7 Ze; delightful, jpg. 

| Felicitously, adv. 3%, 3% Hf. 
Felicitousness, n. i, fill. 

Felicity, n. Happiness, Wes, will, ye, Ta Wee, TW ak, 

Tait, WRI, WAV; celestial felicity, Fem, FE 
Tilt; et eal felicity, F< at, ARR, 7K RE; may 

you enjoy renewed felicity (on the New Year), 

ASEL I TE. 
| Ke line, * a. Like a cat, “it EE. 
Fell, pret. of fall. $k B. eT iB 

on the ground, Pe (i) je. 
; fell all along 

| 

[ie n. A skin of a beast, je, #0. ; 
“Bell, a. Cruel, 3824, (Bib; suvage, LAE, BLE. 
Fell, v. ¢. To cause to ole BRE, fi FB). (li (A; 

to fell timber, (A) i}, £& ta}, WK My, 

TYAS, SSE 
Fell-monger, n. JR, WORE. 

Felled, pp. @38, fk i. 
Felling, ppr. Bc fe, fi. 

Felloe, n. See Felly. 

Wy Bi, TK AS, 

Fellow, n. An associate, A, (/, ME, f{R. (F 

ff ACFE, fer, VE ab, By. EAC, [re] Sf. We OE, 
jij fF; a fellow of the Imperial College of 
Peking, #3 fk S38 --, ial Hf SE; a fellow of a 

—* RT SALA. 
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society, BK: a - fellow country man, A | 
A, fe AH; a fellow villager, 4H), [raj HPprgR ; 

Felonious, a. Villainous, & ¥E, TESS, RE tt, AFF, 

Aetedlksh, dceibal. 
a class fellow, fila, [aJHE; a noble fellow, Feloniously, adv. 44% fe, Be. 

KK, Sele; a mean fellow, A, PEF; a | Felony, n. THIR, ESE, FEB, AMC, HESE. 
pestilent fellow, fa] 48, fjJ4k; a wily fellow, | 
AGE, WePE, HLFE; a cunning fellow, jfii§z% Felt, n. 
AY; a scheming nolo Sa}; a slippery 
fellow, 4 {$- 4 tit Z Lie. Aut HH AF ; a worthless 
fellow, AE, HAT, BAF; a stupid fellow, ZF 

AE, KE 5 A Tf EM 

fellow, ee eT S, ett, Rat 
vile fellow, Ii ef | {Hl 3a beeearly cae | Poo. 

A ZE, HL] 4; 0 turbulent fellow, bela | 
HH, dil); a faithless fellow, fit (3% fE; a reck- | 

an abandoned Pos ie | less fellow, AE+; 

Ff, EE (TE; a saucy fellow, IER FE; a 

torous fellow, + j@; you are a clever ae 1 ff. 
Ja (F469; what sort of a fellow is he? (kK fy 

Fellow-citizen, n. [rj {* 4%. [| AH. 
Fellow-countryman, n. [ij 3%. 
Fellow-creature, n. One of the same 

le) RE. 
Fellow-feeling, n. at, ii) (if. 
Fellow-heir, x. {ii} qi). 

Fellow-helper, n. A coadjutor, (2, $e}. 
Fellow-laborer, Fellow-labourer, n. [i] 3F 44.43 5. 
Fellow-maiden, n. fal ff. 
Fellow-membker, n. fii] X. 
Fellow-officer, n. Fy (i. (A), [ii] i. 
Fellow- ~partner, n. #3 pl, 1, Beth, EE. 
Fellow-prisoner, n. {ii} 8, [is] 4s Be FF. 

Fellow-ruler, n. [ij i@. 
Wellowesenvamt n. [rl . 
Fellow-student, n. 2 2, [iJ 28, WL Ag, ia til, BE 
Fellow-suflerer, n. fi SE, [nS is Hi. 

Fellow-traveler, a. [ij #798, [ik 47 #. 
Fellow-worLer, n. [iJ Fike 
Fellowship, n. ee oy ith, PE UT 

intercourse, 7 32 

ship, BAH: "Onan ee mmx PAE 
Z 85; the fellowship of the Holy Ghost, 32 
wil 72850 ; in arithmetic, the rule by which 
profit or loss is divided among those who are 

to bear it, in proportion to their investments 
or interests in the transaction, 324}. 

Felly, adv. Cruelly, get, 2g]; barbarously, by 
Felly, n. $j. LE. 
Felo de se. In law, one who commits felony by 

suicide, fj Hx. 

race or kind, 

Felon, n. In law, one who has committed felony, | 

ABA EAS a whitlow, > RED. MEO. 

rai- | 

ze. | 

a CYOss- oe | 

| Female, 

Felt, pret. and pp. or a. from feel. 

, HE ERE Ee, Gh, NEDA, Meme; tet 
for shoes, #EBE; felt caps or hats, BEg; felt 
cuttings, BE Re, Tak: a felt mattress, AEWE; a felt 

Felt, v. t. PRE, piEHE. ltent, Zee. 
| Felt-bat, n. EIR. 
| Felt-maker, n. PRE 4, BEE. 
Female, n. A woman, A), kif A, RAC, HA, A, 

$f:a female among quadrupeds, pe, 4, BE, PF, 
tere; females of birds, WG, ff; the female 

principle of nature, ; females among plants, 
#; virtuous females, #J#; male and female, 

BR, BG. 
a. te, A, A fy; the female sex, A#e, 

LEPY; female cousins, # Mie; a female an- 
cestor, jit; female inmates, %#%¢; female 

apartment, 20], |ALAL, ESR BS SS, 2 
[4]; a female musician, Rk, Hex; a female sery- 

amt, ‘f BEL  J, E ARL, WR AE, MF He 
female propriety, Af j4Z Je; female virtue, jx 
f%, Gk fe; patterns of female virtue, |g] #i; a 
female instructor, & fifi, A, 4g, 42; a female 

officer, A FF, HEE, WK; female jailors, A{RAR, 
#e4R; a band of female soldiers, 42-F RH; a 
female general, A jf; female organ, FEA; 
female actors, # H.; female occupations, A; 

female skill, #; female reign, 3fE fg FERC. 
Female-flower, n. 24é. 
Female-screw, n. HAS AE. 

Feme-coyert, Femme-covert, n. f- 
Feminine, a. 4c, Ai, ACHE, Ac fry; feminine man- 

ners, APE, KE; feminine gender, AB; femi- 
nine duties, P2/i#; a feminine countenance, 4 
#i; feminine matters, Ar MPEP OS, Mi A 
soft, 4, hk; masculine and feminine, fi] A, 2 

By 
Femoral, a. it fry; the femoral artery, 7 IRIE. 
Fen, x. A moor or marsh, ##, 7X7. 
Fen-duck, m. Iii. 

Fen-land, n. #% ji. 
Fence, n. An inclosure, J: a hedge, ay &, i 
é > a hedge of thorns, hae; a wall, fg we; 

railing, #MAF, BRE, Dell. BEE. IEE, a, 
BH, He, PEAT; a ditch, fh; a parapet, HE; a 
guard, #Effy; a fence of pales, AZAW; coat of 
fence, WA; no fence against slander, S0e 7: ny ME 

a Bh 
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Fence, v. t. To inclose witha a . hedge, Brace 

4£, HIREGS; to guard, Gey, iBall. 
Fence, v. i. To practice the art of fencing, 2E JJ 

AE, ST TIE, ZESI, Taal, ZETJ; to fence or box, 
He 4 JA. 

Fenced, pp. or a. Inclosed a a fence, ff] FE I% 
Fenceless, a. 467 [8] GE. S06 fe] 
ae month, n. Me fig & JY 
Feneer, n. ME TN AE DET) HK. [5F. 
Fencible, a. Capable of defence, SPE, BY fi, Ay | 
Fencing, n. The art of using skillfully a sword or 

foil in attack or defense, HEB. 

Fencing-master, n. 2 fii {4}, a (ill. 
Fencing-school, n. ZEEE. 
Fend, v. ¢. To keep off, $F, $F RE. fey, #2, if, by 

0, Sy 8. i 
Fend, v.i. To resist, ff; to ward off or parry, 
Fender, n. That sia defends, fA, #y"E05-, By 

24, HEH; the fender of a fireplace, Yue 

Fending, ppr. Keeping or warding off, Ff, #f, 

if, HEM. 
Fennel, n. joj #, AF, BEAK (?). 
Fenugreek, n. Se G. 
Feod, n. See Feud. 
Feoff, n. See Fief. 
Feracious, a. Hi 5k. 
Fere nature. Wild, Bf, 3&. 
Ferment, n. fii, #9#% ; that which rouses fermen- 

tation, BERE, WHA, HR; dried ferment, {7 fir, 

iB, Kl, FF. 
Ferment, v.t. fj, Ail; to ferment spirits, AVES, 

aye; to ferment, as dough, #2; to ferment, 
as dung, jf; to ferment disturbances, AME ify, ie 
Bi, WRF, AES; to ferment in the mind, An #y. 

Ferment, v. 7. #8, 7. 
Fermentation, n. ME 4% Aa RvEe # ; the fermen- 

tation of spirits, AW; the panary fermen- 

tation, 25 Agi %, 4% #8 ; the fermentation in 
a state, 226/38 AE TH 2 ; fermentation in the mind, 

Ain 45 4. 
Fermentative, a. #§ fj, REA, MLAS. 
Fermented, pp.ora. Fermented spirits, AE i7%, Ai. 

Fermenting, ppr. ora. Rig, #8, it ; eflervescing, 

ie, LY. 
Fern, n. Asplenium, JAE ¥ ; edible fern, $k, pt 

#€; farina of the root of edible fern, jp}; 
asplenium acrostichum, #1 %£; unexpanded 
asplenium, Hi) #. 

Ferocious, a. Savage, 7£, WUE, WUFE, Ath, FLEE, 

MEAL, SGD, Feds, DIVA, SAR, BEAK 5 feroci- 

Goss) 

| Ferret, n. 778, 

FER 

BER: a ferocious person, }#& EM. ous Hanneles 

i LIE K, Mi ce ae 

Ferociously, adv. Ya ae LIVE 
Ferociousness, n. 14 , We pe an 
Ferocity, n. Bust, a ae ARE. 
Ferreous, a. $k (Vj, GARI. 

itil; a kind of narrow tape 
made of woolen, sometimes of cotton or silk, #2 

an {F- 
Ferret, v.¢. To drive out of a lurking place, ff 

Hi; to ferret out, $4 H!, Se HE ae. 
Verreter, n. 34, ££ ft H.- 

Ferriage, n. JESS, ACM, UE, BALE, PEDTSR, 
tir CPE FS ; to divide the ferriage, Appz Fe. 

Ferric, a. Pertaining to or extracted from iron, 

BAY. 
| Ferried, pp. Carried over in a boat, j& JE. 

Ferriferous, a. Ser, HE RRAY, CLEGG. 

Ferruginated, a. HEME. BFE IKE. 

Ferruginous, a. $$ fVg. 
Ferrule, n. He, @EE. 
Ferry, n. JE0A, Ve, 7h 08. 
Ferry, v.¢. or 7. PEs, HF tay, Hii, RE. 
Ferry-boat, n. Aga BE, MEIKE, VE EME, BERR, 

UE A, HB DS. 
Ferry-man, n. JER, PEE. 
Ferrying, ppr. EK, Ei. 
Fertile, a. Rich, JM, Jef, A, ERAN, PUR ; fruitful, 

It BB; fertile land, JRE, PEI J, NEE, BR 
498, 34; fertile and barren, Jey, WM IF, HERE ; 
prolific, 7b, FEAR: a fertile genius, A, Be 
+; a fertile writer, 2° AH! ; fertile in in- 
vention, st Gt, Ae ee Ay UL. 

Fertility, n. Abundant rosources, HY, nk WY BR se 

BR, HE Bk, Ware; productiveness, as soil, JE 438, 

ee: Hine, HK. He; fertility of 
mind, 3 #%, BERR. 

Fertilize, v. t. i, #9 &. 1%, MILE 
Fertilized, pp. jf i8. 
Fertilizing, ppr. #JZ, BNE. 
Ferulaceous, a. fF Hef. 
Ferule, n. 74K. | i. 
Ferule, v.¢. To punish with a ferule, #7 tk, TE 

Ferveney, n. Ardor, #.%, 22.0, Wot, wk D ; 
animated zeal, fff tp. 

Fervent, a. Hot, #, 7£21, 3£ 21: hot in temper, 

Sots, ois. EHH, FEUD. EB) HELE ; fervent in 
love, 33% ; fervent in prayer, Si Gmis, Woo 
Zit sfe, HEF"; fervent spirits, Beppe, RG. 

Fervently, adv. 78, #t, YJ; to pray fervently, 
3K, JAR, WAR; to love fervently, Hee, H) * ; 
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to desire fervently, HJA, #&4E, ZF fet. 

Fervid, a. Very hot, 42%, WP + eager, Rib, tt y? 

Jz; obtaining, F, %é. 
Dae pe Fete, n. 9, ; to give a fete, RUFE, HEB. 

Fervor, Fervour, n. yf). Lat. Fetich, Fetish, n. Prt, OFZ. [FR 
Fescennine, n. A naptial song, ek 3K; a licen- 

tious song, 7AAK. 

Fescue-grass, n. . 
Fesse, n. A band or girdle, 4%, Fae. 

| Feticism, Fetisism. n. LG Wize, MHZ 
Fetid, a. Sip, SLA, JE, WA; having an offens- 

pte 

fetid, as putrid fat, Je, JERE. 
Festal, a. Pertaining to a feast, 9 fig, "PE; joy- | Fetidness, n. 5L, SEA, SLR, SEM, WR. 

ous, BENE, ue fy]. | Fetlock, n. PRIH AE RB. 
Fester, v.i. To grow virulent, #€47, ft 2, 4EBE | Fetor, n. SL, SLA, Jie. 

HF, ANE. | Fetter, n. A chain for the feet, #2, MRE, Hy, SB 
Festival, a. Pertaining to a feast, @ jig, @} A 

fy, sx "PE, she fy; festival days, ij A; a festival | 

cong, EHH. 
Festival, n. The time of feasting, @j, Gly, Gi 

Ay ; the equinoctial festivals, ¥EFKEH, FEFPAK | 
4p tii ; the new year’s festival, FCW) Ei 3c A BH. 
4 Gj; the quarterly festivals, PY 267 ; the | 

festival of spring, e340}; the dragon-boat | 
festival, #27 (ij ; religious festivals, #269. 28H, | 
Wen ; family festivals, 4 @j ; the Jewish festi- 
vals, #9 Ae A Bij ; a great festival, Kaj, A's; 
to celebrate a festival, {i @j ; to keep a festival, | 
“FG ; to entertain on a festival, 328 7424 677. 

Festive, a. €6 4) : joyous, SUN), HEME, HU. SER: 
festive occasions, @jJU) 7 IP, Sl fi] 2, ey 

WF. 
Festivity, n. A festival, @ij, @j ‘ee ; the mirth ofa 

feast, 7A HU, Wh fe}, fa 8; during the festivities, 

Tes 2 Tel Te G5 ZR; great festivities, 4 FE, | 

BE, TEAC, TEAS, Ac PRE HK. 
Festoon, n. (EF%, (E#f, tPF ; to hang festoons | 

of silk, Hh¥f4; to hang festoons of flowers, 

Festoon, v.¢. To form in festoons, #¥#f, #E FZ. 
Festueine, a. Being of straw color, Ff, Ary fa, 
Fetal, a. Weft. | 7. 
Fetch, v.t. To bring, #536, HEE, SeFe, ME AC, HE 

e, we. FE we; to fetch hack, to recall, Wp HH, | 

481K. Ble] ; to fetch a sigh, ME; to fetch one’s 
breath, $}4; to reach, 7}, 2%, FJ; to fetch 

water, 7R7¢; to fetch the prize, FEM" ; it will 

fetch a high price, BoB ; torevive, fH AE WE 

WE; to fetch out, (HII; to fetch up, H_k_EE, | 

Fk _ ES: ; to fetch to, Bele], 4g hE ; to fetch away, | 
FE, AEF; to fetch a leap, Pk—Pk ; to feteh | 

a blow, 47—47, 38—-E, 38 HA. 
Fetch, v. 7. To move or turn, iff; to reach or at- 

tain, %, HH. 
Fetch, n. A trick, az}. 

Fetching, ppr. Bringing, Fk 3é, AEAE ; reaching, | 

$e, ww) FE, JH Ge, HA) SH; fetters for hands and 

feet, EHH, BRR, BK, HEHE. 
Fetier, v.t. To put on fetters, | #4, RH, B 

it, 1-48, PSHE, FAI; to bind one’s hands and 
feet, $b, 4h FE; to confine, 3 BF, PR Be; to 
impose restraints on, #98 ; to fetter one in one’s 
movements, Fp He, ail} IH. 

Fettered, pp. or a. Confined by fetters, | #4 Pg, 

45 SHEL, Bh TM, HEA A, BH RR 
fettered in one’s movements, Jig fiy He HR, afl] Fe 

atl) SH. 
Kettering, ppr. |. #8; fettering in one’s moye- 

ments, He, will. 
Fetterless, a. 4nt fg ime fi, Ame fy Sm TR. 
Fetus, n.; pl. Fetuses. Fetus of the age of one 

month, If.; in a more advanced state, FaWKIB. 

| Feud, n. ot SE, li] Sf, Ste, FP og, SP kaj; a clan 
feud, Fea, tele. 

Feud, n. A fief, @22, UE. 
| Feudal, a. @2E fy; feudal state, &, RE, BA; 

feudal lords, 27% f; feudal princes, AE, FEE. 
Feudalism, n. REZH, REZ, RAZH. 
Feudalization, n. 45 BAER. 

| Fendatory, n. RR SER, Fae R- 
Feu de joie. A French phrase for a bonfire, (qZE, 
Feuille-mort, ». i] #" 2% fa. La. 
Fever, n. Beyg, SHE, JOKE, KA, BFE; inter- 

mittent, FEI, FT HEF ; a hot paroxism of inter- 

mittent fever, FEJE; a cold fever, HEFE; fever 
preceded by ague, 3€5E; fever followed by 
ague, ##IE; to get intermittent fever, HEY, 
FyEF ; to get a fever, FEE; the quotidian 
fever, fy. A #8 “IE, JE— A —(€ ; the tertian 
fever, Si — Fl — FE 0PE IE, JE TE] A — ff; the 
quartan fever, Ba ij A FE, JER] Am 

ff; remittent fever, IAEA ZTE, BR Z 
FE; continued fever, WIE, Hy REFE; typhus 
fever, SAE; putrid fever, MFPEZIE; fever 
with petechie, jee; yellow fever, BeSERE; 
endemic fever, + te; fever occasioned by 
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malaria, Je¢ ws EY 
TN 

; to Bel the petechia 

tion, ji LIK I. 
Feverfew, n. 27% (?). 
Feverish, a. &, 3, Yes; a feverish feeling, 

HE, FES BEF, KE, KE, TZ, TEVA, 

TE, 1H DEEL, IO EE 
Feverishly, adv. 3. 
Feyerishness, n. Pe Ff SEE. 

Few, a. #8, Be. HERE. SE. Hi. RE. UR, HE, 
BE ay, Jee HE Sth, Bb, ie afew days, #20, 2H, 
AH; after a few days, #HEA, HHA, HHA, 

4uk 4 $5 A; few inhabitants, Jy, ey, RE ; 
T have a few, 47 Bb, Hy Z& FE; not a few, 
many, He vp; a few words, $8 fa) ah, VES a 

few cash, #8888, #2 AC ; few wishes, FLAK; a 
few will do, 4& a> #h 4y-; very few indeed, Ja | 

te Sb: ex: | {KG , HL IE; very few, -- Zp oF, 
tremely Yew, BOD; {here are a few, Ay, Ze; 
few of that fruit, 
ifz ; few cannot resist many, SUpEIE A SI, 

FER AA. 
Fewness, n. GH, LB, FH. 
Fey, v. t. To cleanse a ditch from mud, jp Wy, 149 
Fiat (let it Le done), A decree or command to do | 

something, BY LI, 46, a. 
Fib, n. A lie, Kah, Ht, BH. Mit. 
Fibber, n. REACH A> wea A 
Fiber, Fibre, n. £%, ¥%; cotton fibres, #%; the 

bide of roots. LBS. PRS; fibres of flesh, Wy 

€%; muscular fibres, JS. 
Fibered, Fibred, a. #7#%, AK. 

Fibril, n. A small fibre, @4a%, She. 
Fibrin, n. tf. 
Fibrous, a. £40, ie 4. 
Fibula, a. We RO, PR 

beekle, $f. 

Fiekle, a. GET H. VERE, MEP. Ve BEM, SE 
PED PE, PH oo. SLL TD (YY : irresolute, 4m€ =: 

i. belay, Be A 
Fickleness, 1. anf iB oH. PE. Mes: AL; change- 

ahleness, as of fortune, ya fy, AE GE fry. 
Fico, n. SMe AE HE ; to give one the freo, wt 2 J. 

Fictile, a. en Fi Aidt. 

Fiction, ». $5 FE, Bt, MTs Za» MOM oh 
Fictionist, ». cares (hob, (Eon He. 
Fictitious, a. #exE, FETE; not genuine, Aes, 

{Bef hit p- 
Fietitiously, adv. Wwe BE, BA. 
Fictitiousness, vn. LIBRE, $2 HER. 
Fictor, n. 1) (SF. 

, Hie es a clasp or 

Ze Ay AVE 5 a few sheets, #& | 

| Fiddle-wood, n. Citharexylon, 

| Fiddling, ppr. or a. WFR. 

| Ficus cariea, n. Sue IE WE ficus —i ee rane ree 

fever, Hise; eat paroxisms, GAIE; agita- | sinensis Ge us), Aili; ficus clastica, 8 hsf. 

Fid, n. A square bar of wood or iron, witha 
shoulder at one end, used to support the top- 
mast #48 ; a pin of hard wood cr iron, taper- 
ing to a point, used to open the strands of a 
rope in splicing, fa¢h, He SST. 

Fiddle, * n. A four- stringed fiddle, 
stringed, 

~y 

puss ; a three- 
fiddle, =%; a two- stringed fiddle, 

H%; a fiddle how, #8 5, PU 4% &; the bass- 
fiddle, K puss: the hox-or eunling fiddle, 

li¥FE; to play on the fiddle, WPF; to play on 
ihe two-stringed fiddle, #F=¥: to tune the 
fiddle, PAR. 

Fiddle, rv. 7. To play on a fiddle, HEM AE, BFE ; 

to trifle, 7g. 
Fiddle-faddle, n. A trifle, JW, F712 F 

Fiddle-faddle, a. Making a bustle about nothing, 

Loge EAE. 
Fiddle-stick, n. #25, PURER. 
Fiddle-string, n. ab fe ; silken fiddle-string, ¥%. 

BRAS. 
Fiddler, n. ee ; RF. 

Fide-jussor, n. {ikFH (- [ 
Fidelity, n. 3, AE, 38 (2, ah, fS 8, 

Fidge, Fidget, n. SERIE, PRA (ry. FARE. 

Fie, inter). Wy. Ae, Wee, ME, SpE. 

Tief, n. @2. 
Field, n. HA, Paik, PAE, MA, we, Ptih; a field of 

hemp, Jie FAL ; the field ploughed by the emperor, 

Ha, ak. 

i Slit ’ er 

| Kidgety, a. pip, 4 AR. 

$1]; fields, the taxes of which are given to 
officials, iiss FA ; fields held in feud by the nobles, 

=E FA; fields whose rental is given to scholars, 
2 FA ; fields whose rental is given by a clan to 
a graduate, 8% ff]; fields cultivated by the 
military, i[f fl; a field joining the city wall, 
ST A, mii a fruitful field, JPA, AZ A; 
a neglected field, 4e AA; field land, jay, 22 4p : 

drains of the £ aun fie; the banks of a field, 
ILE ; alluvial fields without embankments, 

JK fi; fields bearing two rice-crops, ALAC HA; 
fields about a house or village, PY fq AA; to pre- 
pare the field, $i fH] ; to plough or cultivate the 
field, #F AI; a rice field, 70 fA, FAA; a wheat 
ficld, BE PA; a vegetable field, 42 fA; to rent a 
field, #{[ FA; the taxes of a field, PAAR, FAR; a 

fie ld of 50 ae res, IE 5 a field that has been cul- 

ps ‘The Chines? only use a bow to ‘the two- stringed fiddle ; 
| the rest are played like the guitar of western nations. 

i Gh 
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tivated for one year, f%, ¥g; a field cultivated 
for two years, 77; a field enltivated for three 
years, 3A; the field of vision, WE3E; a field 
of view, Wahi ; the feld of a picture, Ht 2 hh 
a field of ice, AKFA; a field of battle, BREE; to 
fale the field, f Fe EW, fA Fe NNGE ; to keep the 
field, ae F147, (1) BERK ; to he master of the field, 
FF ia, PRE; 10 lose the field, 47 RR. 

¥ veld basil, n. HX. 
Field-bed, n. Sie. 

Field-book, n. 4rJy#. 

Field-colors, Field-colours, 2. pl. 3 ie. 
Field-day, n. fifi A, Fy. | 

Kield- marshal, n. Jf. | 
Field-mouse, n. FAS, St, wy. | 

Field-officer, n. 4B By, Pele E.- 
Field-piece, n. Sky, Wye. 

Field-preacher, x. Pe fil, AI mH. 
Field-spider, 2. thy, de. 
Field-sports, n. pl. $7 fl, BRM. 

Field-staff, n. JeeJi4. | 

Vield-walk or path, ». PASE Rs. 
Field-works, 1. pl. #3 B8. | 
Wiend, n. The devil, $2, BEML, SL - th RE, Me. 
Fiend-like, a. AME, er eruel, GEAR, bie. 
Kiendish, a. Dak, Kage, tu fry. 
Fierce, a. F&, YUFE, SUA, FEA, TURE. HG, TB 

Fins» DL BR BS ZA Be BR ABR ES TE SR IRL 2K AP 
& HF; a fierce wind, Z£)ml; a fierce blast, Fe. 

ial ; a nonce fire, Ff, WYK; a fierce disposi- | 

tion, ZEPE: a fierce man, JU ZENE A; fierce 

anger, ANk£; a fierce look, bem, iE Wl; so 
fierce ! [f2)PEIE ; a fierce animal, Z£TBK. 

Fieree-minded, a. F£ PE. 
Fiercely, adv. J&, BIYE; {0 burn fiercely, RK, | 

BE AS SR. | 
Biereeness, n. W4&, $8 AL. re 
Fieriness, n. 4X, 2; fieriness of temper, APE vk 

Iery, a. Consisting of fire, J; hot like fire, 34, 

HE Mi J fie, HR BES IRs ardent, ZL, Be 
Wh. IK AL IKE, ALPE, WRAL; fieveo, $& 5 a fiery 
spirit. 2%, &4e; fiery eves, Je ME; fiery | 

darts, ARF. 

Vite, n. BENE, HEAR, BENE, SIR, 4. 
Fife-major, n. it tf Fill. 
Fifer, n. We tie Thy PPE. 
Fifteen, a. +r. 

Fifteenth, a. or n. $$-+-Jr; a fifteenth part, 4-Fr 
Zy z—-; the fifteenth day of a month, 2A. 

Fifth, a.or n. $8 7g 3a fifth part, 7L4p—, FLAP | 
—; the fifth heaven, fi FE; the fifth day of a | 
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the fifth month, #In A. 4A, 

& A; the ee time, S47 lal, BIA, AIL es. 

Fifthly, adv. Wel, I. 

Fiftieth, a. or n. ee -}-; a fiftieth part, 7--+Z 
—, i+F7p2—; the fiftieth year (of age), Fr 

%é. 41.6]. 
Filty, a. 2+. I). eZ, WF ; a hand of fifty 

men, —1E- 
Fig, n. SFE WE; dried fic, SEZEHLH: ; the dio- 

Spyras or i hinese fig, * Aff; fig, the large sort, 
AE GA; fig, the small sort, Me gsAii; fig, the 
yellow sort, [CPE ; fig, dr ied and reset flat, 

WOM BE the fruit of the wild species of Hone- 
kong, ACoAHS; the Indian fig tree, Fh}; a 
small sort of, & 52K. 

Fig, vit. Feil, HRI 

Fig-apple, n. AR HERR. 
‘Fig- onat, n. EAE NOE 

| Fig-leaf, n. SH 4b ye a. 
| Fig-tree, n. MEE ti}; to dwell under one’s yine 

and fig-tree, + @ye, i, Hie ThE. See un- 

der Ficus. 
Figary, n. {i ee. 

pret. and pp. fought. To strive or 
contend for victory, in battle or single combat, 

HR, FT. AT (ok, SEHR, BEE, SEP, Bk SPN, 

month, ¢y Tt ; 

teal, CGH, PT, ESE, CH. fF. BE), SA, FM, 
472; (o turn out and fight, Hie fk; to con- 
tend, 4728, $7, St; to fight with one an- 

other, #47, 448]. AAR, HAR; to fight with 
the fists, #7 489A; to fieht till death, RZ AE ; 
to fight it out, ZERY, 46 ey; I must fight with 
him, sla) {a 47. Ze Ht ft, FR: they fieht for lib- 
erty, {ERA WF7; fight with him, fpP4k 
{a4y; they fight only once, {B47 —Hs, flank 
— 8; to ¢ ‘hallenge {o fight, Pw, FEE. 

Fieht, v. t. By. Body, Bow, Re; fight him, #7 4B, 
Te fl, We (i, ; to fioht cocks, FT HER, wal Hte SE to 
fioht quails, #pAeHG; to fieht crickets, (ge Mepie, 

uel: to fieht one’s ship, Be {HPPe AP, shit fly 

PART. 
Fight, n. Wk; to have a fight, BR—-H, $y — Hf, 

FJ fill; a bloody fieht, sf We; a desperate fight, 
AEWK; fray, Ariel, GPA; they had a fight 

together, EAN FT, tte fady. 
Fighter, n. Wk3%, Bedy #43 .a warrior, JET. 
Fighting, ppr. Contending in battle, BR, I, 47; 

fighting between individuals, FJ 2g ,4H47; fight- 

ing men, AEWRE, WE, WEE, HY REA. 
* See under Dried. 

+ MS ANG DRE Usd REND Be) SRE AE RE. 
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Figment, n. A falsehood, #¢ ft, (RE. fies, 2S 

Be Zak, MAG Zor, AMIE. 
Figurability, ». WIE, WEEE. 
-Figurable, a. WW jkJZ, Wek. 

Figurate, a. 48 (0), BALI; figurate stones, SORE 

28, AT, AK. 
Figuration, n. IME. IMIG H- 
Figurative, a. Representing something else, {% 

4); JE #5, KEWL; representing by speech, JE, 
SE MSIE: a figurative expression, JEYR Ea, 
Wir Zak, “AEs; to use a figurative expression, 

JASE. 
Figuratively, adv. By a figure, FRIEMR, wee, 
Le qn; 10 express one’s self figuratively, Jy 

SER. 
Figure, n. JB, %, 1%, Hl, HEM, IA, TR, IB 

50, eka, ALT, PARE, Ab Jai, fi]; an odd figure, 

PFT, PEAK, VERE; a leantiful figure, I, # 
#3; to make a figure, }) ABE, IL, dE; 

the figure of a man, J\{%; external form, #% 
FE, AbF; an image, fH{F; a bust or half figure, 
ERE, A2HA, 42S (Bsa portrait, With, ao, HE; 
appearance of any kind, te, FE, FRE; a 
geometrical figure, faj; an astrological figure, 
S240, KH; au astrological figure, the horo- 
scope, $pidi, /ZF: a type, HAE: a character 
denoting a number, {A ZF, RAY aE a 
deviation from the rules of analogy or syntax, 
JER; the figure cr a representation of the 
heavens, F#4#; to cast a figure, FR; to 
carve a figure, WZ{%; to cut a figure, Hi fj J\. 

Figure, v. ¢. To form or mold into any determin- 
ate shape, #82, 3, HE, 25, JY, fi]; to figure a 
plant, #¢4E, #7E; to figure by engraving, FZ 
4, HITE, AZAR; to weave figures into silk and 
other stufls, SRE, #REZ TE 
FZ; to represent by a typieal or figurative re- 
semblance, JAILMR. ah# HE; to imagine, AA; 
to figure to one’s seif, Hl 4g. 

Fieure, v. 7. To make a figure, Hf} ASAI. 
Figure-head, n. fkjmh; ligure-head on native | 

vessels, SGN hi, Mt Pr JE BEN. 
Figured, pp.ora. Adorned with figures, £7, | 
Rf, WF, HEA; figured shirtines, 7E Hi; | 

figured satin, 4b: figured calicces, AEZE Mi. 

Figuring, ppr. &; figuring by molding, WW); 

figuring by painting, #F ; figuring hy carving, | (1) Filial piety influences and moves heaven, 348E BY. (2) 
WER; vepresenting by types, fiz, 17H FE: 
making a figure, Ht J\ gg fh. 

Filaceous, a. RUE, #8. 
Filament, ». A thread, ##; filament from a 

to diversify, #77 | 
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coccon, Mit; a fibre, 2% ; the filament of a muscle, 

WLR - 
Filanders, n. pl. PERE: small worms, yJvzhh. 
Filatory, n. #hE. 

Filature, ». The reeling of silk from cocoons, # 
mr #i ; a reeling establishment, #h$% Jay. 

| Filbert, n. PEF. 
Filch, v.t. To pilfer, aR (i, Fe. My 
Filehed, pp. (iyits, #57. 

Fileher, n. = f€=F, IDK, GR. 
Filching, ppv. HPAP fir- 
Filchingly, adv. {iy {qq- 

Filo, ». A thread, #8, FH#; a (copper) wire, $4 
#R; a file of papers, —EA, — FA, —FM, 
—FL#L; a list or catalogue, 44; a file of 

soldiers, —#74£; a file of five men, ff, fh, 
44-3 rank and file, #e-++, ET. 

File, v.t. To string, #, 3, #4; to file papers, 2 
Ae, MLA, ARTE WL; to file a bill, ‘EpYf. 

File, x. 7. To march in a file or line, §& 4 fk TH ft, 

Ph fF. 
File, vn. SE, Hie, HEF ; one file, —-Jege: a thyree- 

cornered file, = fq $f, $IZE" ; a square file, FF 
$¢; the rat-tail file, 2; a coarse file, HI 

$#; a fine file, £h$#'; a small file, INS, eAF; 
a file for dressing precious stones, #2 Ff ; an egg 
file, a cheese-parer, $£ 7 #4. 

File, v.¢. To rub and smooth with a file, $, 345; 

to polish, £4 i}, HEY:, HEP: to file off corners, 

2. 
File-fish, n. Balistes, FREE; aluteres, WHE ; 

balistes monocanthus, BJKYE. 
File-leader, ». 5] 47 HE, 47 (i EMT. 

Filed, pp. Trith, 7$_if&; smoothed with a file, 

Biler, n. FA, eH. | $4 3h. 
Wilial, a. 2%, AME. 2A WE, AWA, SEs a 

filial son, 24, 244F-, 0A: a filial dis- 
position, 24 )f) ; filial conduct, 4 fF; filial piety, 
jE# ; the work on filial duty, 3¢£¢ ; filial love, 

#98; filial reverence, 244%; to be filial, 34) 
4g py}; filial piety is the chief of all the virtues, 
FAL iy 36 (GA; filial piety and fraternal love, 
these are the sources of benevolence, 2% 44% 
ALA = ARM : Mlustrated Pamphlet praising 
the 24 examples of filial piety, = -- py 4 By &.* 

cine 

* 24 Cases of Filial Piety (= 4 pyz#). 

He himself tasted every medicine, $477}. (3) Biting her 
finger it pained his heart, #2#83#pt». (4) Clad in a single 
garment, he oheyed his mother, Hi¥eiRE. (5) For his 
parent he carried rice on his shoulder, APL. (6) Plays 
and embroidered garments were employed to amuse h’s 
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Filially, wees Se, 
Filiation, n. Adoption, #2 Ag. 
Filicoid, a. #$Je Ese 
Filiform, a. #8 URE. 

Filigree, n. BART, RL. 
Filing, ppr. Placing on a string or wire, F¥, 1 ; 

placing in a bundle of paper, Asie, GEL 5 | 

marching in a file, pR(h fF. 
Filings, n. pl. Lron filings, 94g 256 BR EE. 

Will, vt. 38, Fes ES. WG He. GK. WE, OB, 
Jee: to fill by pouring into, JE, Bai. Pay ih; 
to fill with wine, #§iS, is; La alg 

HEM; to fill a bottle, fh 34 . ‘al in ie 
Hts fill it, fERGR. i; to store, Bein, waite 
to cause to oe Fe H; to fill up with earth, 
tik, Ht HR, Ha BE, BE, A, WA: to fill up a 
ditch, SEE: io fill with stuffing, Aji, FO; 
to fill up a hollow place, Atk, AF}; to fill 
the road, #4: to fill with air, jay LL 5R. FEL! 

@ ; to fill an office, 2 ff, ZE(E. IEEE, TORS. 
JEM. PAW; to fill two offices, 
HB, HEE; to fill up the place of a son, 7 fF, 
re; to fill up the time, pif: to fill every- 
where, “fig; to fill the air with fragrance, 

iA fF AR: 

te 

FEE. SR. FE | 
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| silken fillet formerly worn by soldiers, HA; a 
fillet of veal, 4P¢¢-HEAE, 4+ FR YS; a fillet of 

pork, ae the fillet of a Grecian column, 

| fEHCZF; in heraldry, a bordure, 74; the fillet 
of a horse, Fait. 

illet, v. ¢. (PME, MOLLE, lh LR. 
illeting, ppr. MLE, tii LE 

| Fillibeg, n. #6. 
| Filling, ppr. ji; filling by pouring, 83a, fA iis; 

filling by storing, 353%. 
| Fillip, v. ¢. ga. 
Filly, ». ty, Fo{%-; a wanton eirl, Aff. 
Film, n. Ji; a film on the eye, ARI; the film of 

seeds, {2-f- #K. 

Filter, n. A strainer, Bye We, BES, BE Ai, ite. 
Filter, v. t. Bij, Pa, 38, IIR. 
Filter, v. 7. To percolate, Bey py. 

Filtered, pp. or a. Beyith. 
Filtering, ppr. , if. 
Filth, n. Dirt, $QH6, EGE. A, He Wa 

to fill the heart, 3} fp; to fill the | 

heart with grief, 38 RR, SE] At: to fill 
all the soul, HE I, FHT; to accomplish, Be 

INNES eee aL to glut, Big; to fill up, 
become full, jp apy. 

Fille de chambre, n. Ait. 
Filled, pp. jajith, Hh S- 
Viller, n. 3% tH A, HGH ; that which fills 

any space, #575 Bp. 

> Mi BE WN. tS Bee: 
» BE 

Fillet, ». A little band, :#E, 3 
ae . a fillet for the hair, $#, #452 4), #L Se 

ee EUERGL. (7) With deer’s milk he supplied his 
RD HEFL4#L. (8) He sold himself to bury his father, | 
FEA BER. (9) He hired himself out to work that he might 
support his mother, f7 (i fe RE. (10) = fanned the pillow 
and warmed the coverlet, ae ) The gushing fount- 
ain and the leaping carp, aa ie He carved the 
wood and served his parents, #1) Ac4e#. (18) For his mother’s 
sake he buried his child, 73 MG. (14) He grasped a tiger 
and rescued his father, 4 
ries to feed his mother, F#HEERL. ( 
his breast to keep it for his mother, (AeA. (17) On 
hearing thunder he wept at the forts! ile neee. (18) He 
wept to the bamboo and shoots sprung up, 5847 4e.34%. (19) He 
lay on the ice, wishing to get a fish, FA eofendl. (20) Wu meng 
fed the mosquitoes, 546 fiiliuy. 
his heart was grieved, ‘#-#'2.p). (22) She suckled her hus- 
band’s grand mother without weariness, FLYRAR. (28) 
renounced his place in the government and went in search 
of his mother, Rr =sHE. (24) He washed his mother’s 
chamber vessel, 1, HRB. 

(16) He put the orange in 

nf > a 

| Fin, n. 

He | 

(21) He tasted ordure and | 

| Fimbriate, v. 

a. UH, BR. 
Filthily, adv. 35H, j nha 
Filthiness, n. 7% fk, HE GE, HA PF BH; corruption, 

US He; impurity, 7) 4. 

Filthy, « . Nasty, iG ie ily MAE, wR ih, #: rik» wy, 

we, a: muddy, yy, {Hy ; foul, 5% fe, Wi Be; 
polluted, 7%, 7 5e0pE; filthy lucre, FFM, HEME 
ES, ay RW; filthy language, Peak, Slaw, 

BES ; filthy ye ix he, ; a filthy state, (ff 

fei; vulgar, 4g, HL. 
Filtrate, v. ¢. To filter, Bey, ide. 

Filtration, n. BR 2, yey. 
Fimbriate, a. #8 3. 

t. To hem, Fy 3%; to fringe, Biss, 

4G Hi, Ae 4 ; shark’s fins, @b a; 
white fins, nee black fins, 3&4 44; a sort 
of fin, ra 

| Hin-fish, n. oes 

| Fin-footed, a. [BE. 
Fin-toed, a. See Fin-footed. 

| Finable, a. FJ Sf. 
BEAL. (15) He gathered mulber- | Final, a. Fé, WUE. SUK, FE WE, JER REE, 

FEA; final judgment, WCE RFI, AAS, HK 

fe; final cause, #4; the final a EE, 

FER; a final fight, Jel 4 Z We; the final 
letter, pes efi; a final particle, jer 

Finale, The end of a piece of music, #% #4, FE 
she ; fominaton, £5 i, We RE, Sk aa; finale 

stroke 8 
| Finally, das Woe, UKE, FER, FETE, Phase, HK 



2, BL, HR EH EH: he was 
finally lost sight of, ere We SL; they will finally 
succeed, a LUE; finally gave it, Were 
(5B, Hw; they will finally perish, #% 

Wh. 
Finance, n. $8 ta 23%, SEP; Board of Finance, 

i*f; a minister of finance, J+ fp ppg; the 

FIN: (509 ) FIN. 

income of a state, [J oj; his ear are ina | 

bad state, {12GB FL IE FER IE, 2. BOTA i 
Finances, »- p!. Revenue, BIS, a ; funds in 

the publie treasury, Hi ge: superintendent of 

finances in a province, * EX ni), ies=- 
Financial, a. $8 #9 (1, $8 GRE, He de fy: the fi- 

nancial department, Ji §p, Ja fp. 

Financier, n. A treasurer, ii Hi, FESS AEs a 
treasurer of a province, fas, Hal, ph; 
a good financier, #f Ae 4, Ue HK. 

Finch, n. He, B; yellow finch, or mango bird, 

Me; a green finch, fees. 
Find, v. t.; pret.and pp. found. To obtain by 

secking, LAH. LCE, SIL. EAL, OH AE 
fe], BFL; to net ; sf Bs: to find out, 

Bat, ARMS, ARM, PHL. WEIL. WERE. Fi we. Ih 
ge; to ae out a new invention, {RHE, 44 (f, 
Jig 48 Hi ae; to attain to, tf fii], 2%; to find | 

out a ri “day: 18 uf A, Sig A; to find out 
the meaning, fy ith AL, Gi: HL5; to find ont 

a plot, Wy aI; Wk ¥ HE Ao iB, BB iB Ty; to select, 

##; to find fault with, 5f, FF, wij, wealth, Seats, 
Sip ASE; to find in money, }[j #8; to find out 
an expedient, #ist, Se Avi, thie F ; to i 

one’s self, RA CH, ARAB. AAKAR, E 
fi, Wem we Fe ; the master finds me, see 
Ibe, EE He fy; he finds himself, (ARG 
{ts HAE BH; how do you find yourself? (phd 
ERS IE, WSL Au fy; to find one’s self in a con- 
dition, TL), WY, BY LIFE: to find guilty, 
4G SE, vee SE: to find a biil, Fe 1K; to find 
leisure, 74)j], HX; to find ace ene AY Pa, 
mae; it finds no acceptance, J\UE x , EEE. 
to find Sua oye for one, #% A He of PR; I 

cannot find it, SRI 25, $8 TE Fi, Ec a one 

Finder, n. EK. st Hi, ioe 
Finding, ppr. Discovering, Fi, 45d, AEE, RSL. 
Finding, n. A verdict, deff SE. eG Bigs 

Findings, n. pl. () ZRH. AZ BA. 
Fine, a. Small, minute, 2h, 4m, 2 $m, Siok, Hy Se: 

clear, 4, jj; nice, ¥ ; subtle, artful, AFT; ele- 

gant, 3, EM, HB; beautiful, We, SE, HE, Hy, 
SARE; very handsome, $f 3; excellent, #, iM 1E 
KF ; the fine arts, AVS, PU ig, Ee Se 5 amiable, Ay 

Ee ; fine cloth, 2) 45 3M ti Wy SME Mi AK; fine sil- 
ver, 2 FM ak, PAR ; 2 fine conntenance, FE¥%, 

See, S252; a fine figure, =z, Fa HR a ee 
woman, FE 5 a fine gentle igen 25 HOE NN ; 

fine scholar, 32--, #42478; fine a, soft 

KK, Ne SE JE HE, Ki SAR, GEE ER, 
72,22 ; fine silk thread, #j ; fine ae BLA 
$m 1.e ;-a fine idea, p48, 75M; fine wine, F 
{4:2 fine plan, Map; fine hair, $952, sy 
4m; fine hair-cloth, 43 fi, Tt, ££; fine 
weather, 43K, lif IK, 2, ike GQ; a fine land- 
scape, df, GE ; fine crockery-ware, 2) 4m ik 

42; it is really very fine, ILIEXS ; you area 

fine fellow! (itt FRE) A, ft Hira NL; these 
are fine doings ! Ve Ng i int. 33 4f- TK; a fine way 
of jesting! dfn Re. 

a n. A mulet, SVE, Sp PER; to pay a fine, 

all, SSW IR; im fine, PLE, WHE, 72 He, HK 
2, 

Bi ine, r. t. Lo clarify, i} 3 {0 refine, Hf, BR. 
Fine, v.¢. To punish by fine, Sj, Sf gf; to fine one 

five dollars, Bj A\dr*K a. 

Kine-fingered, a. R=f, 15 =. 

Hine-grained, a. “ai. ean 

Fine-spoken, a. wht} aM. 35 wT 2S. ied 
Fined, pp. eee J GH; purified, hate. 

Finedraw, v. t. Jy A, iii 3h a. 
| as heave: n. ee 
Finespun, a. 23H. 
Vinestill, v. t. py pk casi. 
Finely, adv. In minute parts, 4441; beantifully, 

45; finely ground, vee FE 0) SM finely spotted, 

Tey EWR, Ah #4 (vy; finely done, ja 4 4h 4; 

wretchedly, Hh, 3}. 
Fineness, n. Thinness, 4 44 ; smallness, 2y (gh 
# ; clearne = i elegance, JERE; beauty, 

AGE ; show, HEHE ; subtility, 75 3% ; the fineness 
of metal, 45 ZG, TE Hi. 

| Finer, n. dik A> 3%. 

Finer, a. comparative of fine. The finer the het- 

ter, ee AR RE. 
Finery, n. Splendor, #832, aje + Hae, ae SE; in AS 

iron wi Ae a furnace, sf sae 

Finesse, n. Artifice, trick, 45 8}, ial, af; cralt, 

Sayin, WF it a. 
Finger, ». 44,4°4%; the fore-finger, @9%,— Jf, 
WSF ; the middle finger, rfs4% ; the ring-finger, 
int % fiz; the small finger, .4i7, 2477 ; the nail 
of the finger, JF AA; the finger’s end, $394, Ft 
TA, 44 aif + very beautiful fingers. +> dir Hag ; 
beautiful fingers, asa lady, Aad E 3, EF ; 
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counting by the fingers, Jii44#¥ =f ; more than 
can be counted by the fingers, re arate nl OE 
Ht ; to feel with the fingers, H&; to point with 
the fingers, 477; to count along by the fingers, 
i784 5a finger’s breadth, —Jiiffg; to bave a 
thing at one’s fingers’ ends, 0 SP FTP A; they 
are finger and thumb, {ja ee ; to have 
a finger in the pye, fF MP fhe: ; with a wet 
finger, [Rife ; 10 divine by the fingers, #4 J}¥- 

Finger, v.¢. To touch with the fingers, Aé; to 
handle with the fingers, 4% ; to feet the lute, 
THEE, BEEE ; (0 finger money, FFE 

tea, $$ 28; to finger any one, Pe 

Finger-board, n. 2E 84. 
Finger-bowl, n. FR, Be=R Ht. 
Finger-cot, n. HE, tk. 
Finger-glass, m. SEF. 
Vinger-post, n. Zeit, RIK Wh, F 
Vinger-ring, n. Far. 

Finger-shell, n. 47h. 
Vinger-stone, n. 7 #4. | fdr. 
Fingered, pp. ov a. $84 ; having fingers, Jy, 
Fingle-fangle, mn. SE, HSS, NF) BUH. 
Finical, a. Foppish, Hl, ae Hh, os ae Bb. 
Finikin, a. 364. 

Fining, ppr. Clarifying, iffy ; refining, jk. 
Finis, n. £%, 3c. 
Finish, Ga ve To end, 9 Sc, WM, We, feu, ise. 

Fees ’ qk, EL ? BL» PR. IE, 3 ofS to polish, HE TG ; ? 

to finish a business, 563%, S Si. #5 )m. HE, 
Wa, Sm. 232, SESE, $e FF ; to finish a work, 
IM, FELL, HAT; finish him! 47 4E%s ; what 
do you ever finish ? ,k-42 Brag. 

iE, 
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Finish, n. The last hard, smooth coat of plaster on | 
beaut {iful finish a wall, $b 5e $4 5 » fT LE LS, 

IMIG BER. 
Bie pp. ora. Compleied, 567. US, SE, SE 

Be, BEY. Ri. TIS VE, SET FE, OF 
a sariehe work, 56.1. ; be taal finished, A 

T, V1; finished speaking, 5c, BH, aS; 
finished working, {if3¢; finished writing, 
Sa J ; finished eating, @5E7F ; all is finished 

(spent), JB (Ava, (16H HE. 
Finisher, 2. fit 564%: 
Finishing, ppr.or a. 56, WHE, He. 
Hashing. n. Completion, JMREB, SH 3 the last 

polish, BE 5é #4. 
Finite, a. ih aving a limit, fy bE, Fens, APE AY. 

Fi MO, FATAL, AVG5 AS; bounded, FM 
Yt; finite period, [EI 5a finite being, APE Z 
A ; finite concerns, FAP Z 3, AE Zee 

FIR 

Finitely, adv. RA, APE. 
Finiteness, n. Appt 4. 

Finless, a. S644 rj. 

Finlike, a. ZH RE, FE (LAG. 

Finny, a. #8, WE, SES. 
Wiord, n. An inlet from the sea, je. 
Tir, n. AZ 4S, AAS, He, RE; the silver fir, FUR. 
Fire, n. YO; a great fire, AK, BEAK, UK, oe 

blazing fire, ys g fii, ME; a fierce fire, FEC, Ai 
Me, Fe, hj; an accidental fire, ak, = 
a conflagration, Ay; spreading fire, WEES 7% 
KKK, Ht, BE, HE; elermal fire, 7K; lasting 
fire, Arm “4k, TH 2K; perpetual fire, Ae 
IK, ME ; make or light a fire, FER, je IK, # 

IK, BAK ; to set on fire, fk ; to be on fire, Be ; 
a house on fire, BE; it will not catch fire, 
nt Pe YSE > to extinguish a fire (a conflagra- 
tion), #4 ; to extinguish a lamp or small fire, 
BUX, PAK; the fire is out, 4A; give fie! 

WEE, Wet, FET ; 10 set on fire (to incite), 4 

KS, OK FA; 1o take fire, Apk, FAC; to take 
fire, to get angry, FICS. LAK FH; the fire of 
love, 323%; the fire of passion, fj 2k, BK; 
the fire of the mind, 2K; the fire of genius, 

2K; the calamity of fire, ACHE, KR; signal 
fire, KEY, KL, #%; a fire bursting forth, wR 
HE, KK |. Ft, ME, A{; to save from fire and 

water, Piha ZH ; to strike fire, 4p 4K; to 
watch the fire, fifjak f&; to dry at the fire, @ 
Kee, Hew, Ii; fire-dried things, dee BPR Re Ay ; 
to fire tea, K¥38; fire-hatehed ducks, J BEHE ; 
to torture by fire, Fp BA; to ut in the fire, 
(Rok; St. Anthony's fire, a ee WHE 5 
wild fire, Greek fire, 7&4, IAS. XK ; spon- 
eens fire, ARK ZAC: a crackling fire, Bux. 

Fire, r,t. To set on fire, 88, 2k ; to fire or dis- 
ae asa gun, fk, #: to cauterize, ZeaK; 

{o fire a cannon, fxl; to fire a signal gun, 
Hh oeye; to fire a salute, Hae, Ieee, I 

Hel, EAL; 10 give a volley of cannon, Hk—HR 
Fire, v. 2. To take fire, 274k. 

Fire-arms, n. pl. $e), IOGR. Bera. 

Fire-arrow, n. AFF, KAR. 

Li. 

Fire-ball, ». 4k ; in China, a stink-pot, Jca% 
GE >a meteor, WH. 

Fire-barrel, Ne Ky. 

Vire-]eacon, n. MUX. UT bk 
Fire- pete e n. KUEHL. 
Fire-brand, LIKE, IKE. 

Fire-brick, n. OBE 

Fire-br anDeII> n. Ke FR 
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Fire-bucket, n. \¢ Hf ff. Wine, “ETE, MEE]. FST, FSR. FEwM, PES, Gi 
Fire-clay, n. JSC. Tl. SETA. ane. MEME, WE HT. SEE. REE, nePi 
Fire-coek, n. FER, akg, KM. Dem) baa oe Xe $5, 8, TR, tH, BH), Bes a 
Fire-company, n. BOX @. Ke, HKD wl. firm consistence, ff, 3 pie: ; 0 firm fnadation, 

Fire-eracker, n. Ti Bf. WeFk, WMA: TD; a a firm building, = [A Pt He, 
Fire-damp, n. Ue Ry G SR. | 227A); firm so as not to be shaken, 4f€l 
Vire-drake, n. GE LE FD HR. | AR, HEA HS: firm wood, #fAx; a firm resoln- 
Fire-eater, n. IRM, HK. | tion, of Et, FARR ALB; a firm and inflexible 
Fire-engine, n. gcHi, CHE, 7K 9k, BOR ACHE. disposition, $i Ty TIE, a PEMBE: firm and un- 
Fire-escape, n. PRES. bending, fi], Ce a firm persuasion, # {z, 

Fire-eyed, a. KANE, RMR. f<(= ; firm in one’s SHES Hh ee, OL, FS 

Fire-fly, n. 38, ARK, RAR, WOW, WHE. SOR, AP HR: a firm intention, WG, se: con- 
Hay, HE, WE, WER. stant, fH); a firm friend, £5 (SOE DY) WH. He 

Fire-guard, n. Ye fey. & Fe: firm, fixed in one’s way, RE #; firm, as 
Fire-hook, n. 4 $4. a mountain, (ior, (LH #@; firm endurance, 
Fire-irons, n. pl. ye ¥e. : | F272: firm in a bad cause, —pC Wize, (fe, HE Th 

Fire-leht, n. JHA. | Hie. firm and secure, #2 Hf, A2bitt, F424 ; firm 
Fire-master, n. XX fii, Ra. land, ‘#f J; a firm minister, Whit 2 FR, hel gE 

Fire-new, a. #4 ; bright, 3. Fa; stand firm on your feet, PAFSI2E 

Fire-office, n. ates Bi, (5% far es oF BBE, RIK ag ih firm attitude when shooting, 4-493 9A. 
ike -pan, n. IKHE. [##. Firm, 2. A partnership or honse, #7, SEA; the 
Fire-place, n. i:, fii, HEE, BR fer aS name of a firm, 47%, #792; a foreign firm, 
Vire-plug, n. seen, ak ey aa | -¥6 FF; native firm, Ax hh #7 ; what is the name 

Fire-pot, n. RYE. | of your firm? ({pfFthtz Bie, we se iy Ax. 
Fire-proof, a. sx ae iiR. (rc EE FETE. * 
Fire-quenching, a. JIRA. | Firm, v. t. See Confirm. 
Fire-ship, n. XX fy, Kip. | Firm-footed, a. F210, FE RAY. 
Fire-shovel, n. $€. Firmament, n. 724%, 49K, KA, ERK, HZ 

Fire-stone, n. Flint, x4. | 3; in the midst of the firmament, 2. 

Fire-ward, Fire-warden, n. OR pl. | Firmamental, a. 234 fj. 
Fire-winged, a. KRG. | Firman, n. -- AStS 38; 0 firman, given to a 
Fire-wood, n. 38, 337, HESF, HZ. | traveler, JE, #8. 
Fire-work, n. (Gauly in the ae fire-works. | Firmly, adv. Fit ; to place firmly, #2, FFB: 

WAY, WAFE, AEs, WERE. _— toseize firmly, JABS, d4%, TLES, HEEL. META 
Fire-worship, n. FPR Be, FEAR ZF. | to believe firmly, # fifa; to stand firmly, v£f2 

Fire-worshipper, n. FLY #. | FH. 
Fired, pp. Set on fire, fk; inflamed, #KFR; Firmness, nx. Denseness of ste se ER, WK 

fired, asa gun, Ik Sf, Wi. | ‘PP; steadfastness, THyth, BE. BK, MRR, 
Firelock, n. A musket, Sf. ee, fall) 20: 

Fireman, n. A man whose business is to extin- | First, a. Advanced before any other, #4—; fore- 
euish fires, #4 JL: a man who tends the fires most in place, ¥i—-(—], #74; the first month, 
of a steam-engine, BEI {E. TER. HRA. oC. He, EMC: the first day of 

Firer, n. An incendiar, fix. the month, #—, WH: the first day of the 
Fireside, a. FUE. year, JU A, 4R#—: the first decade, ay, # 
Fireside, n. The domestic circle, OE, [JR I. 4aj, 1-j8}; the first year of a reign, 3p4e; the 

Firing, ppr. Firing, asa gun, F%; setting fire first month after confinement, 75 J4. ji J ; the 

to, HK, FEI: animating, FRE; exciting, first watch, @) Hi, BAB; the first drum, #yge, 

i, J&- — hk, — fm: the first rank or class, — (i), #2 3; 
Firkin, n. The fourth part of a barrel, PEC HRY first rank, second order, #{— Th; the first an- 
ee cestor, Am, Sc, Sell : the first man, # A 

Firm, a. Dense, strong, solid, A, , EE lA], fie Ff, | * Applied to native firms. 



Kill ; tho first son, HS, BF. RT. EF 
RAF; the first, second, and third, yf fife ; the 
first crop, Bis, Rleg, Flat, wee; the first 
sprouting, @pwi, wy AE, Mah; the first erowth, 

By, HeaZk ; the first fruit, AE. Bae, we 

(3) FIS 

Fish, a. fi, TUNOE. BEARS. 
Fish-bait, a. Qi, (Gif. 

Fish-hasket, n. A Lasket for carrying fish, £(g. 
Fish-bone, n. i. 
Fish-elue, n. (58. 

the first of the literati, PAY; ihe first of the | Fish-hawk, n. #4 WE, AB ie. 

Hanlin, #{3; the first of the tsin sz, 3p; | Fish-hook, n. (#584, £ Zs. 
ihe first of the kajin, fi5G; the first of ex- 
change, $file; the first process, jt 77; the a 
first makers, Ai] (4%, 440) Hi ; at first, pA git 

| 
We, A ZI; the first and last, #AE, FES, | 
ASAK, AXE: from first to last, AAs Af¥; to 
strive to be the first, q#4¢; first come first 
served, 565462 ; to put first, 462; the first | Fish-roe, n. (#8. @t. | 

cause, Jef; the first time, wA—]eJ, Be; in | 
the first place, —fll]; in the second place, = 
fll]; of first importance, #3E, H—, BBB; 
to go first, ASEA:; the first name, 44; the | 
first on the list of the eradvates, 4 ; presi- 
dent and first and second ministers of state, fij 

27 Hae ; the first Bar (at the entrance of the 

Canton river), 7 dge oft. 
First-begot, First-begotten, a. # ZED, 4428 fry. 
Virst-born, m. The eldest child, 3¢-¥ fe 4/48. 
First-floor, n. REP, wey. 
First-fruit, n. GF He, gy ZEBL; the first profit 

of anything, DAA, 4a. 
First-moyer, n. Jat i 4. 
First-rate, a. Of the highest excellence, # —, fi 

if, Hw; being of largest size, |-48, TAK, % | 
Fishing, ». FRAG. $EAG 2. KANG, A 

Firstling, n. @F¥, @Zb. 
Firstly, adv. —2, a. [jage. 

Fiscal, a. $8 HHA, J (ry, GIs AP AY; fiscal laws, 

Fiseal, x. Revenue, fa fijz; a treasurer of a proy- 
ince, JES, HTL); the treasurer of a state, | 

7 Bb fg Y- 
Fish, n. ff ; one fish, —Fe 4, —(¢ 0) ; fresh fish, 
EG, YipAE; salt fish, GE, Bef; dried fish, 
Ait; to dry fish, (Qe; gold fish, 4 fA ; 

| Vishing-line, n. Sys sill, SB, SAAT. 
| Fishing-net, n. #71, 73 ix. HE- 

sweetwater fish, YRC iG, fpf; wooden fish, | 
ACA ; to strike the divining fish, #¥ PFA. 

Fish, v. 7. #740, H2E40, FRAG, 7; to fish witha 
- hook, £9f@; to fish with a net, Jif, Af ; to 

fish with the hands, #4@, JE; to fish for 

praise, $y 3k Best Vb %, ; to fish for compliments, 
Jee, TRA: to fish for gain under tho 
cloak of virtue, [J 3 ja Fa. 

Fish, v. ¢. To strenethen, as a mast or yard, with 

a piece of timber, #t; to fish a mast, Hip. 

* Applied to the largest ship. 

Fishy, a. ££, f(g; a fishy smell, FG IL, LE SE ; 

Vish-like, a. 43e-4G. 
Fish-market, n. (iff. 
Fish-monger, n. {%, HME. 
Fish-oil, n. 46, iff. 

Fish-pond, n. Large fish-pond, {@ yf; small fish- 
pond, 4 jf. 

Fish-room, n. Fish-room of a ship, £4 5%- 
Pish-skin, n, {Q)&.- 
Fish-spear, n. fe, (188, FEF. 
Vish-trap, n. 445, F- 
Vish-trowel, n. 4@ JJ. 
Fish-wife, n. {QU, FEAQUE. 
Fisher, n. 7@N, FRAGA. 
Fisher-hoat, n. fp, 46h, FAG AE, 47 LE, FR 

AGUAtt. 
Fishorman, i I. He, 17. 120, RA, Ba, 
PEMA. 47 AQEN ; a ship or vessel engaged 
in the business of taking fish, fj ff. 

Fishery, n. dhf22 Si AG HE +0 place for catch- 
ing fish, jf fr. 

Visheig, Fizgig n. 4X. 
Fishhook, ». See Fish-hook. 

Fishmaws, n. 44 fk. 
Fishpole, n. $92, £140 77. 
Fishing, ppr. 4740, dG, HAH; fishing, as for 

praise, $8, 7h. 
Vishing-cormorant, x. See Cormorant. 
Fishing-froe, n. Lophius, 2st, BEM. 

Fishing-place, n. }@ IU. 

Fishing-rod, n. {@2F:. 
Vishing-stal es, . 4048, #8, Hb iE. 

a fishy taste, fe. JEG, a. 
Vissile, a. BY il, Fy Fi. 
Ivissiped, a. SQHE AG. 
Fissure, n. te, SH, HES, BUR. 
Kissured, pp. 7 20k, Af BUR. 
Vist, n. AH; a blow with the fist, —3 AHF; 

eive one a hlow with the fist, 5R—4s jh. 

Wistic, a. 48 id: (15. 
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Fisticuffs, n. pl. #y BIA. 
Fistula, n. Pipe, #27; in surgery, a deep, narrow, 

sinuous ulcer, 424, Hu yti, BRE. 
Fistula, a. EAS, Si AJ. 
Fistularia, n. FE Fe, F84G. 
Fistuliform, a. (2; 42, IT foi 
Fistulous, a. 9 fj; hollow, like a pipe or reed, 

fo AS, SPE. 
Fit, ». The paroxism of a disease, —{£, —#€ ; to 

have a fit of ague, ¥EYf, 47H" F ; a cold fit of 
ague, Wp— fii; a hot fit of ague, #t—fifi; a fit 
of love, —[ilijde; to get a fit of devotion, —fpP 

HES; a fil of anger, UPAR, ZAPRAL SR ; 
a paralitie fit, 1{+)il; a convulsive fit, #874 Mh ; 
in a drunken fit, RRA Ye]; a drunken fit, — 
We; to ke in a drinking fit, Affi; in a drink- 
ing fit, Efe“; by fits and starts, BERR 
iz; to have a scolding fit, fF BB; when does 
the fit come on ? FESENE(EWE ; fit of the face, 

HL Ti. 
Fit, a. Suitable, &, As, AA; proper, ‘H, HB, 

frit, AEC, ASHE, Eta, MEW; fit to rule, HY 
34; fit to Le used, AJA, BIH, AH. (i fit 
to be adopted, Fy Hy, wy) FA, JWR, HEA; fit to 
be done, 3 fi, *e 4; it is fit, Ave; more than 
is fit, #758 BA, FF Zw ZH; fit to eat, IE HF}; not 
fit, Fk &, A F, SEH; it is fit to praise him, 
WE Fs HE ft; fil to Le chosen, Ase, Fre; fit to 
go out, HA) HF; fit for the work, (ii¢#. 

Fit, vt. To adapt, # ®, {fq wy, He HEHE; to fit 

out, {iH}; to fit out a ship, HA BEA ye, wh PE 
BZ=r; to fit up, PEA}, Fe fij; to fit to advant- 

Fit, v.z. To ke proper or kecoming, @, A, @’H, 

4y xh; 10 suit, mm; to suit, as a dress, [RY ; to 

fit well, mime, 4 rf A Zp. 
Fitch, n. yay. 
Fitly, adv. 9%, Hh RK, MES, 

ly, (i. 
Fitness, m. Suitallencss, 4 "f #4, 2 YR Hi; pro- 

priety, 4 844% ; fitness for the post, HER H ; 
fitness for the purpose, @ JA. 4 Hi #.- 

Fitted, pp. Made suitable, # j& 4; prepared, 

EET. 
Fitter, n. KB, RABE, BH. 
Fitting, ppr. or a. af, Any; providing with, 

fii Os fit, ir, AK, Ave. 
Fittingly, adv. "EPR, TEM. 
Five, a. Yi, fii; the five planets, 74; the five 

eluments, Jf, 4; the five colors, Fr, f4, Fr Fe; 
the five tastes, 72k; the five viscera, Tr A, 

ps Tj; convenient- 

Fak, TAs; the five musical notes, 7.7; the 

five points on the compass, 7,77; the spirits 
of the five points on the compass, Jn Fy dt + 
iit it; the five seasons, Zr je, Te #7; the five 
sorts of grain, #74; the five relations of life, 
Ar ff; the five precepts, 7.3%; the five virtues, 
Uc; the five highest mountains in China, 

UL fiz; the five blessings, 7r7iij; the five orders 
of nobility, Jr ff; the five fermenting causes, 

#4 ; the five kinds of weather, 7744; the five 
lakes, Tih; the five dependencies round the 

imperial domain, Jr JfZ; five times, Tre], 17%, 
Kivefold, a. In, ZE. | Te. 
Vix, v.t. To make stable, , BZ, WB, KE; to 

fix, as the price, i), #)# ; to fix the price, Hy 
{fi, We; to institute, af, Fae; to establish, + 

je; to make fast, efS, de YF; to fix the eyes 

on, fie, GEG; to fix in the mind, ER, 
YE%e; to fix the mind on, Bf jf, 7: Inj; to fix 
the thoughts on, 7£&; to fix the thoughts on 
Buddha, 8 yy fi}; to fix the eyes on God, A 
v_L iz; to fix the eyes on heaven, Be im; 

io fix the eyes on the things above, Ez, 
7; to fix or arrange, #%K; to fix on a resolu- 

tion, SRE EE, Ie; to fixa day, Re AF; 
to fix on a }lace of residence, % {¥ JE ; to fix 
mereury, ek HR, HF 7k #; to be in a fix, 
Ja, Adi Ags ; to fix in the ground, 4h FE ys hh. 

Fix, v. i. To rest, jE, Bk; to settle or remain 
permanently, % ; {o hecome firm, ¥§, HEE; to 

fix on, SpE, EE EE. 
Fixable, a. BJ op, FB) 7%; that may be rendered 

firm, Py ie #k. 

Fixation, n. The act of fixing, 473%; firmness, 
fe Tigi; the act or process of ceasing to be 
fluid, #¢#* 4; the fixation of salt, Ba ZiH. 

Fixed, pp. or a. Settled, 4, ER, BE, E 
{8 Ze, hE; firm, stable, #2 7, FE ii, F 
Hs fixed air, pee; fixed bedies, HE, HELA Z 
Hy; fixcd oils, Fgh, He 4L Zab; fixed stars, 
re SL, SS WAL; fixed purpose, JERR, BER, 
"975, HSE, WRG; the eyes fixed on, or fixed 

eyes, B zt, ZEN, A Alb, We; fixed upon a 
day, E247 HF; 2 fixed time, 7s; come at 
the time fixed, JIN) Ae, 2G AY HAG ; fixed price, 
GHA, AOA, BIAS ; fixed upon that, 
ok, de> MBE ; not fixed yet, 4e7%€ ; not fixed, 

ME TE. ANTE 
Fixedly, adv. Firmly, €, £2 li; firmly estab- 

lished, £37, EX az, Else; steadfastly, fH; to 

leok fixedly, [ifs 7E, Wh 4, a WR BH CE; to stare 
MM M 
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Rieeediys ie. 
Fixedness, n. 72.7%, £2343; fixedness of mind, % | 

ND; fxn of purpose, Huey #4 ; solidity, IE | 

‘ie ZS 
Fixture, n. 32’ de 3 Wy ; fixtures, S005, S78 
2, Ath ZA; the fixtures of a room, HR 

Fizgig, n. $422, SU. Lt Z- 
Fizz, Kiazle, v. 7. m%, (ERE. 

Flabbiness, n. of #7, Tk Un, ee 
Flabby, a. eX, TEA, Heung fig; hanging loose by 

its own weight, 3%, #eun. 
Flaccid, a. Soft and weak, if ; 

yielding to pressure, Hy. 

Flace Spa Flaccidity, n. Up, 4h HH. 

drooping, ¥% ; 

Flag, x. i. To hang loose without stiffness, ¥% % 
Fite, Wc ; to bend down, Sie, HEIR; 
grow weak, jf 3e, jo 7y. HEIs; to lose ee 

We cane 
Flag, a. A flat stone, e417. 
Flag, v. t. To lay with flat pene’ TA, Bil 4. 
Flag, n. An aquatic plant, Bea. 
Flag, n. An ensign, He, oy Wee. WE HE, Be, hh, 
7S, ZE ie ; the flag of a state, BY fie; a flag used 
when summoning an officer of state, #F; the 

flag of a commanding officer, #4 ; flags adorned 

with feathers, Ili; flags stuck round a chariot, 
HE +a flag adorned with scarlet, 7g ; flags wav- 
ing in the wind, fig; a flag of truce, Fy ie, Ar 
(HE; to hoist a flag, HEME. FRE, EX HE, TL HE ; 

to haul down the flag, T if, YX HE; to strike 
the flag, PF H€, fi] #E; to hang out the white 
flac, Fx eit. PEE 

red flag, HRaT AYE. 
Fae -officer, n. Heps, Fe#4, — Fy) Aa. 

Elag-ship, n. fe We, efi HE. 
Flagstaff, n. HERP, A iF: a flag-staff ina temple, 

Flae-stone, n. Ti, Fey, SIU f- | i. 
Flagellant, n. is 
Flagellate, v. t. fiir. PE, A, FTIR. 
Winsollation, mn. WEE. 
Flageolet, n. (ii i), S88, 57. 
Flagged, pp. Ajith. 

Flageiness, n. Laxity, a 44%, tk US 
Flagging, dee ora. Growing weak, 3€ 94 ; droop- 

ing, Wjaif; laying with flat stones, tb), #)j7e. 
Elagey, a: Weak, #44, $294; flexible, di; not 

stiff, #%; insipid, 7. 
beige s, a. Atrocious or grossly wicked, Buy# 

(4, SURES, BEBE, PAIR; ecrrspt, Bs pro- 
HGS, WEE, Wes; abandoned, KA, HAT 

ve; to hang the flag half | 

mast, SPE He, FEE ie, TEA iteHE ; to hoist the | 

| | 
| i Fy Me ; a flasitions deed, Gist E Fy pee im 

47 5 0 flagilious man, BAER, FRE Z 
Flagon, n. 4%, 7448, 48+. 
Flagrance, n. (Ai, PREs, SL. 
Flagrancy, n. 2%, ARTF. wae. 
Flagrant, a. elaine: BAZ; enormous, PR He; a 

flagrant decd, BRIE 23, 3247, BAB. 
| Flagrante delicto, Daring the perpetration of the 

crime, JE #7 5E Z[u- 
Flagrantly, adv. WypMt, BARR. 

Plail, m. 4p, Sat, ACHN. BE RR, IT ARR. 
Flake, n. Flake, as of snow, }, 165 2 flake of 

snow, S2h:, He7%; a flake of ice, —He}e; a 
flake of fire, —#f Je 42; a platform of hurdles, 
or small sticks, on which codfish is dried, (gE 

4q 4m; a layer or stratum, —Je. 
| Flake, v. ¢. iR}E, pie. 
Flake, v. 7. To scale of, 3 @. 
Flake-white, n. #54 8}- 
Flaked, pp. i}? fj. 3 

Flaky, a. ee, FE AG, pkHE; consisting of layers, 
Flam, n. 3¢ RE; a lie, 4S, Aah. | Fe 9. 
Flam. v. ¢t. To deceive with falschood, Se, Ik Sg, 

Be Skt. 
Flambeau, n. YQ4@, JOC, WB, May, HR. 
Flame, n. —22)% 3 a blaze, YG, JE, Hae, TORR, 

RAT, WS, WE. HA, HJ; to be all in flame, 4% 
IK; the flames filled the expanse of heaven, 2 
WHeze ; to fan a flame, 484K, Jj; flame of pas- 
sion, #4; flame of love, 3%; one heloved, 

SEA; his flame, (PRI ZH ; rage, IK, AA: 
violence, Bil4¢; the lamhbent flame curled up- 

wards, UVTI EFF. 
Flame, v. #. To inflame or excite, UK. 
Flame-color, Flame-colonr, n. Wf, FEET. 

| Flame-colored, Flame-coloured, a. 3% fig, RE 

ME, DALY. 
Flame-eyed, a. JE, IONE. 
Flameless, a. 44K; without incense, 4&4. 

Flamen, n. aj it, 8 Bl. [2 Ie 

Flaming, ppr. Burning in flame, 3g ; violent, mK 

Flamingly, adv. Most brightly, Je 9%, JR. 
Flamingo, n. 4. 

Flammiferous, a. HR AG, WIRE Ay. 
Flammivomous, a. Hi. 
Flumy, a. Blazing, Yés(ig: having the.color of 

flame, YX Jf ; having the nature of flame, JX 

ME, IN PEAS. 
Flange, n. Wes, Hey is : 
Flank, n. The flank of an animal, fee, FE, 
i; the flank of an army, HB, FE; the side 

welt 

- —t 
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of a building, ER; to attack the enemy in 
the flank, 94%: to turn the flank, PRY 

Flank, v. t. KA, KH. |zB. 
Flanked, pp. Attacked on the side, He #. 
Flanker, v. ¢. (8s, FEM. 
Flanking, ppr. Turning the flank, PEAY & ; 

attacking on the side, 1%, PEI. 
Flannel, n. $%, Hk, cE; flannel shirt, nH 

2642, PRAHA 2; flannel jacket, kA 

FN REEZ, REE Hi, SK AB Hil. 
Flap, n. The lower flap of a garment, #2, #, We ; 

the upper flap, 7; the back flap, #£; the flap 
of a table, 4: 424%; the flap of the ear, HY; 
the flaps of the shoe, #EgIFHE; the flaps of a 
saddle, ###; the fiaps of a pair of breeches; the 
flap of the throat, \E RJ ; a flap in the face, 

dai, Hi— EL, S—E. 
Flap, v. t. To beat with a flap, #£, # ; to let fall, 

as a brim of a hat, 3 (fe, SE (K- 
Flap, v. 7. To move, as wings, #€, #1; to flap in 

the wind, Ff, Mesa, Wis E> aH, ie 

Flap-dragon,* n. $f fe RX. 
Flap-dragon, v. t. ¥. 

Flap-eared, a. RANE, TELA, HELE BA. 
Flap-mouthed, a. 3 sig. [ile 
Flapped, pp. or a. #3, $238 ; a flapped hat, H. 
Flapping, ppr. or a. $£€, #, $4; flapping the 

wings, ##% ; flapping in the wind, fit}. 

Flare, v. 7. To flutter, BERENP: to burn with an | 
unsteady light, X#F, Y#E; to flutter with | 
splendid show, 4% |- ; to glitter with transient 

lustre, PUPYSE, Mek. 
Flare, n. #34. 

Flaring, ppr. or a. ## 96; glittering, PURPLE ; 
widening outward, A247. 

Flash, n. A flash of light, BY, BABYS, 2S, HE; 
a flash of fire, If]; a flash of lightning, PY ; 
a flash of the eyes, ARIEEBY, APU. IAs; 
a flash of wit, Pa; to be but a flash, Ais— 

PUaS, — PU ti EL, HMR ; for a flash, —pp, — A, 

Fe, — Fi fea}, EEG 1) a]. 
Flash, ». The slang language of thieves, robbers, | 

&e., ESR, Rink. 
Flash, v. 7. #85¢, PUM, Pues, TE, PB 

Bit; to fash with rage, fit A iii, UHH BH. 
Flash, v. t. To strike up a body of water from the | 

_ surface, 7%, Werk. Fh 7k. 
Flash-house, n. ki. 
Flasher, n. Ask ®. 

(515) 
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| Flashily, adv. EYP. 
Flashing, ppr. or a. Bursting forth as a flood of 

light, FY, PUH!, #86]; flashing waves, gees; 
flashing wit, BZ. 

Flashy, a. Showy, but einpty, BRZP, 2SHe 3 daz- 
zling for a moment, BJ—Ip, pi] — pitt; insipid, 7. 

Flask, n. A kind of bottle, #%, ®§; a powder-flask, 

BE iit 
Flasket, n. 7 HE; a long, shallow hasket, REE. 
Blat, a. Having an even surface, 2°, 34, —22, 7 

JE; flat, not globular, &c., fa, Tm, Ja PE; pros- 

trate, fR, 72 (2 ZE Ss ; tasteless, Ys, (3 HE; dull, 
unanimated, WPYR, AEALIR ; dejected, BET Ay ; 
peremptory, Ef, RE#t; low, as the market, 
M& ; dull, as sales, #8 ; a flat country, 24 ; flat 
on the ground, 22(27E30, fF(RIS HL: a flat 
hoat, Jai, jas WE. MORE, Aid 5 a flat roof, FR FEAR; 
a flat plate, ZEAE; a flat dish, JH #2 ; a flat nose, 
Jay 5.3 0 flat discourse, #R; a flat denial, BF 

Bi HE PEE AIC ULAR AF ; a flat sound, PEF ; 
a flat note, F27P ; the six flat notes, 3a 
flat he, —F: Aah, —#¢ SESE; to press flat, He 
Mia - 

Flat, mn. A flat or-extended plain, 23H. 22 Hh ; 
shallow, #2; a sand bank under water, G 

fié; market with a flat, FEL] C ¢. 
Flat, v. t. To level, #2]: , #5 ; to make tasteless, 
#78 ; to make smooth, #2}, 

Flat, v. 7. To grow flat, 2E FS ; to become insipid, 
Flat-bottomed, a. fr Fe fry. > | dR - 
Flat-fish, n. FE 4K. 
Flat-iron, n. BXSL. 

Flat-nosed, a. #8 fj. 
Blatly, adv. Horizontally, 22 4%, fg ¥E ; peremp- 

torily, B28, Heys; to deny flatly, 7 Bahr 
fe, Wht FAL; to assert flatly, HE; without 
spirit, “ye. 

Flatness, n. Evenness, 224%, 2°3H, ET #, ES 
dejection of mind, 3 ft); dullness, Ysys, PRT; 
insipidity, SEM: YR 4g ; gravity of sound, #3. 

Flatted, pp. #28 , 4) ; rendered insipid, 
is 

| Flatten, v.t. #¢)% ; to flatten hy beating, #7 B; 
to flatten by pressure, $2), JAkliq ; to level, a 
ZF, ZF; to render stale, as ; to depress, fi sit 

Flatten, v. 7. To grow even on the surface, 4E 2B, 
Eas; to become tasteless, AE}. 

| Fiattened, pp. or a. #R TY. HEZEIB. 
Flattener, n. 322 4%, RK, HRW. 

Flatter, v. ¢. 34H IBS, aA, AR, WAM. PA, 
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HOE WAR, A, SL, TE, PEE, ESS, WATS, 
BASS, WC. * HEBGAE; to cajole and flatter, 

ij AK AR7K ; to servilely flatter one, HH J\; to flat- | 
ier a rich man, hf 4: 4é; to flatter those in 

power, siti HE®, MABE ; to flatter those | 
whom we like, fifi py #¥ ; to flatter the spirits, 
Hu HL; to flatter one into the face, 7k A, 

fas A. 
Flattered, pp. UK PGB, 4638, AB, RAB. 
Flatterer, n. PPR NK, ee CR, nid A fi, 

a4; the rich have many flatterers, = HS 
—a 

nA: 

Flattering, ppr. or a. FRYE aA Ns, Hint, Wh, BE; flat- 

fering words, ae, si 4MEsh WE; a flatter- 
ing tongue, FERNS, HWE, He, ANOB ; fond 
of flattering people, 4 fj “{ J\; it is flattering 

to himself, fp) L145 4e- 

Flatteringly, adv. 744%, L4E- 
Flattery, n. 448%. 4a ok ; great flattery, — 

KAM YR, DR AIK 
Flattish, a. Behm. 

Flatulence, Flatulency, n. Lal, & B/G; airiness, 

Jl; vanity, Wei. 

Flatulent, a. Windy, Ja; affected with air in 
the stomach and intestines, Jy ml, IEAEML ; 
vain, Have; bie, #4; flatulent writers, 7A fF. 

Flatus, n. A puff of wind, — [ifm ; a breath, — 

x. See Flatulence. 
Flatwise, a. or adv. 22, 2 iy. 

Flaunt, v.i. To throw or spread out, PEBA, HE 

Bi ; to flutter, #2 4R8. 
Flaunt, n. Jefe. 
Flauntingly, adv. W¥E, HEA. 
Flavicomous, a. TE. 
Flavor, Flavour, n. Taste, We. WRIA, BER, FRR 

fragrance, @, A; smell, 5L; fragrant flavor, 
iif ; pleasant flavor, 4Plk, APURGA, SEM, Ay 
EME; of the best flavor, [0K ; a strong flavor, 

ENE, HLA, FLUE ; lost its flavor, Fe0k, FEM, 
JEU, WK; no flavor, EM ; slight flavor, 7 
We; give it a flavor, EI, PAM ; its flavor is as 

fragrant as the lin flower, Jb SL dn[f{ ; a baked 

pig retains the entire flavor, Faye WANK. 
Flayor, Flavour, v. t. JEIR, HAR. 
Flavored, Flavoured, pp. or a. Well flavored, #9 

fij; bad flavored, SLI fry, OF ev SaIBE. 

Flavoring, Flavouring, ppr. 720K. 
Flayorless, Flavourless, a. SEM, HEU GA. 
Flaw, n. A crack, $x, HE, Hk, HE, BR, Fay, FREE 

spot, #¥; a sudden burst of wind, —fififfl, 3% 

* Very common; but vulgar. 

JH; a gem without a flaw, ESE, MEHR Z 
JE; witlout a flaw, 4m¢3pz, SEGE, SEHR; a flaw 
in a precious stone, 2 7 HH, Ga: ZH ; there 
is a flaw in the deed, 3é4s Ae. 

Flawless, a. 4n€}fy, SUE Fh. ge 

| Flawy, a. Full of flaws or cracks, #3, HALAS, 

WAL, bh EH - 
Flax, n. fit, * 7; black flax, AAgK 5a sort of flax, 
Flax-comb, n. fifi. L€r- 
Flax-dresser, 2. $f bit #%- 
Flax-seed, n. Sit-F, Ait - 
Flaxen, a. if (PE; resembling flax, jiRliichR. 

Flaxen-haired, Flaxen-headed, a. fRiCE, Ik 

£, SHE. 
Flay, vt. To skin, pk, Bk, Bk, Hoke: 1 

will skin you, Se (p fs J¥; to flay the face, BR 
Flayed, pp. Fj JK, Bes ye. | ay JZ - 

| Klayer, n. BRA. AUR B.- 
Flaying, ppr. BR, FUR. 
Flea, n. Jil, Dk, %; a sand-flea, Rl; the 

pulex penetrans, A; to eatch a flea, ¥ 

Ff) il. 
Fleabite, Fleabiting, n. fy Be, let; a trifling 

wound and pain, yJv YF. 
Flea-bitten, a. jij & Ffy ml Se. 
Fleam, n. WS i JJ. 

Fleck, Flecker, v. ¢. To spot, %. 

Flecked, pp. ora. S406, Sh fy. 
Fled, pret. and pp. of flee. ET, PERT. 

Fledge, a. Feathered, ![136, {i #83, ALE, JA, 

Fledged, pp. Hii, AE. Liz. 
Flee, v. 7. Toattempt to escape, PEE, FEE, WE, 

#2, 3#7; to flee from dangers, 36 HE, EE; to 
flee the question, jh} fi. 

Fleece, n. The coat of wool, 2€36. 
Fleece, v. t. WY ; to strip of money or property, #, 

HA), HH 4E ; to fleece the people, FE. 

Fleeced, pp. B¥ ith, FSB. 
Fleecy, a. Covered with wool, #3, Els ; a flee- 

cy flock, —PE2f ; soft, HR ; fleecy clouds, ## 22, 

Fleer, v. i. To deride, in, TEAE. 
Eleer, n. Derision or mockery, expressed by words 

or looks, EX 3¢, Ha #- 
Fleerer, n. ee 3§. 
Fleet, n. Fleet of ships, —3js 4), PFE; a fleet 

of men-of-war, —-3#}e # ; to join a fleet, eH. 
Fleet, a. Swift of pace, Me, 3, WHE, FEE, SK, 

* Both these and the following characters are chiefly ap- 
plied to hemp, as cultivated in the South of China ; SymF, 

flax-seed, appears to be the seed ofa genuine species of flax. 
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AM, PE, HUE, Boz ; light, MPF; thin, WH, 
a fleet dog, PEAY, IWAE; a fleet horse, HERG, F- 

BLE, US, Rf, fa; fleet motion, 3, 58. if 
Fleet, v. 7. To fly swiftly, i, Ri, PEE; to be 

in a transient state, pie ys ; to float, ZA. 
Fleet, v.¢. To skim the surface, 4; to pass in 

mirth and joy, ft gj A. 
Fleeting, ppr. Passing rapidly, Pej, Pers, 3K, 

jE ; fleeting time, An A Suits BR, A A de Fe ie 
AK fil ; not durable, AMF, AGE ME HH. 

Fleetingly, adv. $8, HEHE PE. 
Fleetness, n. 3K #4, (ERK, Hei ; nimbleness, wT. 
Flensing, n. #69 SH. 
Flesh, ». Py, JE, AR; raw flesh, AEP ; solid flesh, 

WLES4E ; muscular flesh, j)LJgj ; to eat flesh, - 
fy; the body, py Sy, 4 HS, AYR; all flesh, 4 | 
A, 9 ; undressed flesh used in sacrifice, |, 

jie ; dressed flesh used in sacrifice, Jj, f% ; dried 
flesh, fia, Jil, HEY ; flesh of sacrificial animals, 

fl; the flesh of the back, Jf ; the pleasures of 
the flesh, py #& ; carnality, fy #k, #4 4% ; human 
feelings, J\ {fj ; human nature, 4; the cor- 
ruptible body of man, TW #78 ; of the same | 
flesh, [a}§ fy ; relations, BY 7% #8); stock, fi) 

4; the flesh of fruit, #77 ¢y ; to be one flesh, | 
— 3, H—FE ; sloughing flesh, fy ; to 
gather flesh, AEPy, Je; 10 lose flesh, ja JZ ; 
the arm of flesh, J\ % #E; to pick the flesh of 
a hone, [’g; flesh and fell, J”. 

Flesh, v.t. ‘To accustom, 4]; to harden, Af fig ; 
to satiate, # fi. 

Flesh-broth, ». py#. 
FBlesh-brush, n. Ay ipl. 
Flesh-color, Flesh-colour, n. Qf, A. 
Flesh-colored, Flesh-coloured, a. py f&fvJ. 
Flesh-diet, n. $2 4. 
Flesh-hook, n. py. 
Flesh-meat, n. AB. 
Flesh-monger, n. AA. 
Flesh-pot, n. (GE. 
Fleshiness, ». BSE, 3H: fe. 
Fleshly, a. Pertaining to the flesh, pyle, WAZ; 

worldly, EME ; fleshly eyes, Py Ik. See Carnal. 
Fleshy, a. Full of flesh, Pye, WAS, SAH, 

Wy fis; corpulent, HL, HERE, EK, HL. 
Fletch, v. t. BYE, KEIR. 
Fletcher, n. Fe A, #35 fil (H. | 
Fleurdelis, n. Rite 4E, BGR, BEE. | 
Flew, pret. of fly. | 
Flewed, a. Chapped, Sf", #1 ; deep-mouthed, | 
Flex, v.t. To bend, jh, .- LADAS. | 
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_ Flimsiness, n. 
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Flexibility, n. Wk 4, RKB, JAM AI, RM, 
AE ; ductility of mind, Ae tik Zh. 

Flexible, a. That may be bent, By Ji, BY, Jui HF 
ME, SBME; pliant, Az, Beith, MRE, ANAL, HF 
We; flexible mats, #4% ; a flexible mind, Zz) ; 
a flexible nature, A: yt, Bis ; a flexible 

principle, 4z#p. 
Flexibleness, n. Wi #4, 1 S84, Seth, A; 

manageableness, Bie 4, AYER. 
_Fiexile;, a. 3 i. 
Flexion, n. Ji 4, S&3¥; a turn, HA. 
Flexor, n. SH i)L, JUL. 
Flexuous, Flexnose, a. ¥4st fy py ; flexuous riyu- 

lls, hie, dh 288. 
Flexure, n. A bending, Jit ph $i, 2 hh, Sed # 

the bending of the body, jij & ; servile cringe, 

Wik ae, Whats, J Gi - 
Vlicker, v. 7. To flicker, as a light, #28, #%, PEE 5 

to flap the wings without flying, #€; to flut- 
ter, PEFENp. 

Flickering, ppr. #%, J, MEK; fluttering, BEFE 
IP ; a flickering light, #¥5¢, #ESE ; a flickering 

eye, PUM. 
Klier, n. A runaway, J&A, SESE H, Hb A. 

Vlight, n. $b5E#4, FFE ; the flight of an em- 
peror, 32 ; the act of flying, 9&4 ; a flight 
of birds, —7¥-6; a flight of pigeons, ——} G 
ff ; a flight of arrows, #7 4nfgT ; a flight of 
stairs or steps, —JE ih, —)}E eA; the space 
passed by flying, Fe 7% # ; the flight of imagin- 
ation, ¥J48, #8 A JEJE. 

| Flight-shot, n. S788, FER. 
Flightiness, n. HEPES, WUC, MEER. 
Flighty, a. °8 4, MP, RUE; wild, FE, iE, 
Flimflam, n. West. [ Be. 
Flimsily, adv. 7. 

mide, Maie ay 3 weakness, Brig. 
Flimsy, a. Without strength or solid substance, 
id ; without strength or force, we yPuGE, UETE 

fry, 486 Jy ; shallow, 7 ; vain, hie ;a flimsy writ- 

er, FZ. 
Flineh, v. 7. To shrink, 24%, Hi, Pst, HERE; 

to flinch from the fight, $247, #47 ; to flinch 
from duty, FHF. 

Flincher, n. 4%, th##H ; flinchers from the 
faith, #§ fs #. 

Flinching, ppr. 52H, Ha, 3bE- 
Flinders, n. pl. }e. 
Fling, v. t. ; pret. and pp. fung. To hurl, J2, jf, 

Hh, Fe, H; to fling away, RA, HH, HE 
F, 2H; to discard, ¥ Py, VERA; to fling 
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down, 37F, FSI. HET VSM, OT, Be 
FHT; to fling off, g]S, He Ht, HEHE; to 
fling out, Hie, HEHE; to fling in, Hye ; to 
make an allowance or deduction, FAP; to) 
fling open, 4]; to fling up, to relinquish, 3; | 
to fling stones, #' 47, iff 77; to fling a javelin, 

Fling, v. i. To flounce, #83 Fef; to cast in the | 
teeth, YF; to upbraid, YH, FEL; to fling at | 
any one, II] J), ; {0 fling out, #EWM, Fea. 

Flint, n. 4X #7. 
Flint-glass, n. WAPI, TA A HE 
Flint-heart, Flint-hearted, a. Having a hard, | 

unfeeling heart, IZ TEE BAS, Ans 
Fi. 1B. 

Flinty, a. ICA, KAAS; very hard, i ANF 

Wi; crucl, WUE. 
Flip, n. Ae. 
Flip-dog, n. RENE. 
Flipflap, adv. ora. Noting the repeated stroke 

and noise of something broad and-loose, H+ 

we. 
Flippancy, n. AIO, RhOARG, 2OSG, 
FA ik ual 

Flippant, a. FA, Pere, WHS, Pe Pee ay, 
APES RASA, YEBR; pert, AF, ABFE. | 

Flippantly, adv. Fluently, Ht, $e (i. 
Flippantness, n. See Flippaney. 
Flipper, n. KAA. 
Flirt, v. t. To throw with a jerk, $4, Ph. 
Flirt, v. 7. To jeer, ti]; to flirt about, fH DAFF, Ae 

He ZETE ; to play at courtship, BSEMUT ; to be 

unsteady and fluttering, $¢=-55 Ail. 
Flirt, n. A coquette, $I. 
Flirtation, n. A quick, sprightly motion, J€ 77, 

FED}, AANE; coquetry, HEAR ZH. 
Flirted, pp. fii. 
Flirtigig, n. A wanton, pert girl, 2%. 
Flirting, ppr.or a. Throwing, Fi, $i; darting 

about, FEFEACAG, VE SEIU 
Flit, v. i. To fly away with a rapid motion, Fe ; 

to move with rapidity through the air, #e7e ; | 
to flit in the air, §19#47; to he unstable, 7, Ht 
N/a Te 

Fliteh, n. Flitch of bacon, ## HLF, RR A. 
Flitted, pp. 7&3. 
Flitter, n. A rag, WEAR, WA, WIZE; a tatter, | 
GE. See Flutter. 

Flitter-mouse, n. iif. See Bat. 

Flittiness, n. Weyp. 
Flitting, ppr. ov a. PEA€. 

Flittingly, adv. we Pk, YER. 

Flitty, a. PR, BeVP AS. 
Float, v. 7. To be borne or sustained on the surface 

of a fluid, 77, FUL, HUF, IZ ik, EW, HK, 
TELE TY, jHE; to float in the wind, Si, Saqze, 

BALI, MENG, BL; to float, as dress, WAR, SE; 
to float in the air, ZPjhzerfs ; to float about, wf 

IS, BEVP, whist, (EVE; to float along, pepe ; to 
float on the water, #87 fir; to float on the 
sea, 7PIS iE ; to float before the eyes, YPZEME 

| Filf; to float before the mind, Hh7_ (9A. 
Float, v. t. To cause to pass by swimming, #27, 

WZ; 10 inundate, 7 jE; to floata wall, aja 

1S, ay ARE. 
Float, n. A raft, #E, BE, BE, RE; a raft is the name 

of the modern bainboo float, 7446 & 2 77H 5 
to set a float, (UL Uie HIE. 

Floating, ppr. or a. fF, FIZ, GUL, ih, BE, 
ULE ; a floating rumor, fe (8, eRe ; floating 

capital, (PS, eA AES, ACHR Mh ; floating 
wealth, FH ; floating clouds, {Pz ; floating 
sands, He 7, Wise ; a floating battery, {yeas ; 
floating visions, {#4) Fz ; floating banners, ##% 

fe EE WE, AG HEE. 
Floating-bridge, n. ¢PA, HE, Ff. 
Floating-island, n. FB. * 
Floating-light, n. 2PuE, YE. 

| Floatingly, adv. 7 9. 

Float-stone, n. wf fv dh Zy- 

Floccillation, 7 2. 3b pies, HERZ. 

Flock, n. A company or collection, #; a flock of 
sheep, —}26 : a flock of wild geese, —#E FR KE, 
— PRG HE; a flock of birds, —#EB, —PRE, 
WH, #2; a flock of people, —#¥J\; a flock of 
wool or hair, #4. 

| Flock, v. 7. AEE, WEE, BEAE 

| Flock-bed, n. $a fe pe. 

| Flock-paper, n. AHEM, ZENA R. 
Flocky, a. fa V&lpE. 
Floe, n. ¥PK. 

| Flog, v. t. 47 98, FEST, FOG, FEE, FAS, FEZ, 
Hi, 85, PES, dle, 47 ; to flog one for correction, 

47 HEA; to flog a hoy, 47 ff, HUF, BES. 
| Flogged, pp. FEST i, PGE, FTE. 
Flogging, ppr. $7, FRAT, 4718, B, wh. 
Flogging, n. To give one a flogging, (Bis A, 

FST A, tt NK. 
| Flogging-post, Flogging-stake, n. 

post, eRe. 
* fie, AOAGL, WHE ME, BE, ARE ta. 
t Ri ZIE- 

to flock together, 

ae. 

Whipping- 
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Flood, n. Deluge, HEIK, Bak, JeIK, BE PR YER 
the great flood, HE dK, PE ARTE KR TY ; the 
young flood, 9¢#%; high flood, 7ije, IkAC; a 
flood of tears, 7h AFT T- 

Flood, v.t. To deluge, lei, BEATE 

flood the street, ac pel. 
Flood-gate, n. 9K PY. BEPY, ah, HR. [ BR. 
Flood-mark, n. High-water mark, #Ie9e, ak | 
Flooded, pp. ftkakiTW&, UE AK iS 7R; flooded, as 

the region abont Canton, pu lciHk. 

Flooding, n. Any preternatural discharge of blood | 
from the uterus, fiji, GLa, Hi. 

Flook, n. The arm of an anchor, 44. 
Floor, n. The floor of a room, PEM, IUAK. UA 

~. A; the ground-floor, PERE; the first floor or 
second story of a Giese house, JAt#, $!—Je# 
#E; the second floor, ## BE; a threshing- 
oe FE, Hae 5 a paved floor, $j 44 Sy, Fr He 
4; a brick-floor, EIA 5a roncrdeannined floor, 
ID by 5 an inlaid floor, $f HEP ; his flA0F | 
filled with children and grand-children, jf ff | 

- §a%% ; to wash the floor, He EHR. 
Floor, v. ¢. To lay a floor, $j HEA, Sy REAZ, Fill Sat 
Ge; to floor an antagonist, #p AVA Mh, HEA 
K\; to silence a person by some decisive argu- 

ment, $f J. 
role, n. Whey; 

~floor-cloth, FEW I Ai. 
Floor- timbers, n. pl. PERE, 
Floored, pp. Fiji fa Pe ; struck down, $753k 

#2 (638. 
Flooring, n. Materials for floors, PEALAC EL. 
Flora, n. #iAc; the flora of Hongkong, yee 

AS, Sie qe i. 
Flora, n. The goddess of flowers, 7¢ mf. 
Floral, a. Pertaining to flowers, as floral leaf, 7£ 
Florescence, n. FEN, BE CMR. [ HE. 

Ploret, n. 4EfF, 78, #7E. 
Floriage, n. 76. 
Florid, a. Flowery, #4, 72% ; bright in color, 3 

£4 fi, HAS, JEHE, SEE; of a lively red color, 
KEL, MA IFKL; a florid tongue, ACA}; a florid 
style, 3€%; enriched with lively figures, #% | 

4, Wl ; a florid complexion, £ Aff. 
Floridly, adv. 325%. 

Floridness, n. Freshness of color, 3% f, £2. 

EE, AK¥;, to 

oil cloth, Whi; painted 

Mh. 

ZR 

40, 3-32 % ; brilliant ornaments, #4; em- | 
bellishment, PEST; floridness of style, 4 #i3e | 

Floriferous, a. AEE fry. a. 
Florification, n. The act of flowering, Hi fe #4, By | 

mite the time of flowering, 7EJ¥. | 

n. SF %. 
A enltivator of flowers, (EE, 376 #, 

Tf PR AEN - one skilled 1 in flowers, Tye -E. 

Flos angelicus, n. fa e4yer 
Floscnlar, Flosenlous, a. Tn hotany, a compound 

flower, F7£. 
Floss, n. A downy or silky substance in the 

husks of certain plants, #, 7244: untwisted 
filaments of the finest silk, #%, BAK, MHA; a 
floss thread shop, #k#R 7H}; a floss hawker, $K 
#A4H : a floss or produce of a single silkworm, 
#.: ten fioss make a sz, 4-74 FH ; soft, likea 

floss, AN tf - 
Floss-silk, n. #4, GR. 
Flossy, n. #f. 

Florin, * 
Florist, n. 

| Flota, n. —#} pe we OF He. 
Flotilla, n. INF Jq, $058 He. 

Flotsam, beer n. UPI ti EX. 
Flounce, xv. i. To throw the limbs and body one 

way and the other, 28-2, SEA FEA; to 
spring, turn or twist with sudden effort or 

violence, Jkt He. 

| Flounce, n. Flounze of a dress, petticoat or frock, 

AZERBE, PERLE, ARH ZB 
Flounder, n. Platessa, 7: G#EW, ZAM, JE 

AQ, PEREM, 7: MN. 
Flounder, vi. #¢3-3E}H; to roll, toss and tum- 

ble, Kg}. 

Flour, n. $3}, i, M4}, HERG, KE, BK; rice flour, 
4e#}; wheaten flour, B44; the hest flour, # 
461; to knead flour, fay #}- 

Flour, v. ¢. To sprinkle with flour, 4%: to con- 

yert into flour, jee}. 
Flourish, v.27. To thrive, WEAR, SA, DRE, fh 

rR, GL¥E, Fh; to crow luxuriantly, TEAE, REE; 
to flourish, as foliage, T¥4¥%; to grow in grace 

and good works, Bw f’@; to he copious and 

flowery, 3%, BE; to flourish, as literati 
during the reign of a monarh, S41 8&; to make 
Jarge and ree lines, 72 @% ; to flourish and 
decay, BESE, ME, GIN, fl Re; to boast, #, 

zh =. to flourish a trumpet, Ife i 
| Flourish, v. ¢. To adorn with flowers, 7 FEAT; 

to brandish, 4, fi; to embellish with the 
flowers of diction, J He, JAE“. 

Flonrish, ». Showy splendor, je, JERS ; 
flourish of words, 32% ; the flourish of a sword, 

4 Ql) FH; rhetorical flourishes, {EH ; the flourish 
of trumpets, ER ge t2i 4. 

Flourished, pp. SHE; embellished, He if 4; 

* ARE, SPP ENE 2, STA MERE EZ. 
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brandished, Jif jf. 
Flourisher, n. SpE, We Hi th Hf. 

Hot ee Re ora. Thriving, supae, Bl ek, TE 

BE TAI, He, ZEB, BY, to ie in a flourish- | 

ing condition, f-4H; a flourishing state, MB, 
TFB 5 a flourishing age or generation, B{IE: 
a flourishing time, B&J/f; a flourishing and 

peaceful age, BEZB Y fit, PG Fy Zk ; a flourish- 
Ing estate, BEAe, MBE, we3e; a flourishing | 
Style, 3j€ 3X ; flourishing, as vegetation, 7& Bi; | 

making a show, #{ajE. 

Flourishingly, adv. Lyaje#, LIE ae. [ fig TS. 
Flout, v.t. To mock, aff; to insult, #E74, Hams, 
Flow, v.71. iff, %, ce, #4; to melt, i> Ful; to 

proceed, }[}; to abound, BE; to he full, 75 iE fa 

as the tide, |-; to circulate, as the Llood, $# 

By, J BE, HERE; to flow down, dF, 12. WF, ids 
to flow together, @ He, hiGie, HIE. WA: to 
flow gently, #4, ttt Ze, fit, Wrist ; to flow down 
like a torrent, PE }H, yikes ; to flow rapidly, #¥ 
iit, Aide, ild, 7); to flow along, yf, Ywe: to 
flow through or straight along, 4m ie, 4, %B, | 
JZ; 10 flow over, as the banks of a river, 727, 

{Uyit, Helge; to flow round in an eddy, pyc, He 

iH, HALE, [WE 10 flow abroad, ye FF, 347, Jal 
i; 10 flow everywhere, HAT, WRITS: 
to flow back, jive, JE), ite; the tears flow 
down in streams, [Ez)\cippisi je. 

Flow, wv. t. To overflow, {Lj 
Flow, n. A current, j@; abundance, BHR; the 

flow of words, a8 Amik, HAI 2. SF. NAL iy Ss 
the flow of that verse, a°F:74¢ Fi]; the flow of 
soul, ‘PE tii # ; the flow of the animal spirits, 

Ai Wil de Be ; a flow of spirits, Poise HE; a flow 
of diction, BE YKH. 

Flowed, pp. iti. 
Flower, n. 7, a/¢; flowers and herbs, fe IF AER, | 
AEM; an unopened flower, Ay; artificial 

flowers, Mae. se4E; ornamental flowers, % | 
463 0 flower, —22 7%; a bouquet of flowers, — 
FLAE ; flowers, bouquets, 222%; the bud of a 
flower, 7é lI; the opening of a flower, 46 76H 
a 4b $k #& ; to pluck a flower, FRE; As nea | 

r flowers, #F7E; the flower of grass, 41 tial | 
a seitele flower, wige;a double flower, SHE 
flower of sulphur, gM Ae ; flower of zinc, Gy x} 

AE; noe of lead, f}ajé; the flower of anar my, 

eee he; the best flower of his crown, {B? 1 | 
pe Hy; to be in the flower of one’s life, 
ea the Boe of one’s uh fe, “AL 2 

needs no flowers of speech; IEG AANS; 
menstrual discharges,  #€ ; the finest part of 
grain pulverized, #a7£. 

Rowena. i. To blossom, BATE, WE, EAE, FETE; 
to stent (EAR, SALE ; to be youthful, fresh and 
vigerous, 2[E ; to ferment gently, #2. 

Flower, v. t. ‘lo embellish with figures of flowers, 

HEE, MELE, thi LIGE. 
Flower-basket, n. 7E#. 
Flower-bearing, a. Hi ZEEE. 
Flower-boat, n. ZEAE, AEA. 

| Flower-bud, n. Zé yh. 
Flower-crowned, a. fe #4 {ETE A: 
Flower-fence, n. | 7¢ JE At. 

| Flower-garden, n. #£ [2], (E fi]; the Flower Gar- 
Mit; to be smooth, as utterance, #eFJ; to rise, | dens (near Canton), 4¢ Hh. 

Flower-inwoven, a. AEE, 4E f15. 
Flower-kirtled, a. abuse GAERK. 

| Flower-pot, n. WER. 
Flower-stalk, n. AB AF. 

Flower-de-luce, n. Ry}tlt Zé. 
Flowered, pp. Oo a. Expanded into flowers, BA j& 

4é> Wikith 7E ; embellished with figures of flow- 
ers, HE, 4; flowered cloth, 7¢ jj ; flowered pon- 
gee, AE; the Luk flowered pongee, Pi: 3e4& 
#] ; flowered satin, 7¢ Janez. 

Floweret, n. ZE{F-, FE. 
Flowering, ppr. or a. Blossoming, BAZE, WEF, 

Wye, FEAE; adorning with artificial flowers, 
BETE, Hi LIZE; the flowering almond, #HBE; 
white, double flowering peach, 24 pk¥E; flow- 
ering pyrus, 47 sh a ; white, double flow- 
ering prunus, Erti4t. 

Tlomenless! a. Ande pe, See RE 
| Flowery, a. 4, 78, AEM, Pee. %, FZ (6, Hee, 

JER, JESS, SUED, SEA, 8 a flowery 
child (a term used in prayer when a child is 
sick), Ze ff; a flowery boy (a beggar), AEF ; 
the “flowery cenire’’ (China), Hrajé ; the flow- 
cry aes! » AEE ; the flowery (Chinese) lan- 

go, 48% ; flowery talk, 3e= 3 flowery let- 
ter, sea, aes a flowery style, Fat eh Os Hi 

Flowing, ppr. or a. Moving, as the fluid, ¥¢, 

bets, Sve, WR, ES, ise, TATE, VEEL, i 
jij; issuing, {[}; abounding, 2% ji; imunda- 

ting, {Li ; flowing water, jak, sie, ww, 
WH 5 gently flowing waters, }¢ ak j4gifg ; flow- 
ing slowly, }4}; flowing in a bubbling man- 
ner, {#; flowing together, }#£; flowing tears, 

HIRI, iim; flowing speech, HeA al, B 
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HEAn}H ; flowing garments, RTM, BHR: 
flowing wit, jf} Hae ina flowing style, £2 4 ; 
flowing penmanship, Se Nei G8 ; a flowing 

tingly, A white ; flowing rapidly, Aig. 
Flowingly, adv. To speak flowingly, i (tt FI. 
Flown, pp. of fly. I€ J. 
Fluetuant, a. Moving, as a wave, 

ine SoG; ; wavering, 75M. 

Fluctuate, v. 1. ABDI, HEACHE Ds, Rte DR BE; to 
waver, 323, PE, te, GE, ESE, Fe 
Hee; 10 fluctuate between hope and fear, B& 

EF ahi HE, = oa FF IE 2 AE. 

Fluctuating, ppr. or a. EH, MACE ; 
steady, 3M; wavering, Mi ESE SE. 

ieiH, KZ 
5) vee 

HEIR # ; fluctuation of the mind, eK ( #. 
Fluctuation, n. Fluctuation of water, 

Flue, x. A passage for smoke in a chimney, HY3% | 

BR, MM fos ZL, Mii. A, Ta, Be. 
Flue, n. Light down, £76, 8636, %; flue of a 

rabbit, 2. 
Fluency, n. Fluency, as of a speech, 7 FJ; flu- | 

ency of speech, j4¢ Fn, 1 0 #4. 

Fluent, a. Flowing, liquid, #€, Hee, We AS, HEA 

WP, MATA, DITA ; flowing speech, He Ful EE 
ny 3 0 fluent answer, RE Anite. 

Fluently, adv. je FJ; to speak fluently, 

Ail; to veply fluently, 2578) HA. 
Fluid, x. A liquid, as water, spirit, &e., 

Wh, te Aslvy ; the fluids of the human bedy, & | 

2 Z fia; the black fluid, #2 7{ ; 

fluid, Hg; ihe thin fluid, # 7c. 
Fluidity, n. BAK#. Mik H- 
Fluke, n. That part of an anchor which fastens 

in the ground, $)}#4y ; rice fluke, Fe#y. 

Flake, Flowk, n. Platessa, 7 1E th. 

the yellow 

that drives a mill-wheel, J¢fti. ” 
Flummery,n. Flattery, j48. 

Flunky, n. SBE A. 

| Flushed, pp. or a. Flushed, as the face, #£; a 

un- | 

AAC tne BE 

} 

| 
| 
| 

Bee tHe 

| Flutter, 2 

Fluor, 2. j#¢; fluor albus, Gwe, GRE, WE; fluor | 
Fluorine, 2. fay, far 5A. 
Flurried, pp. ‘Bett, @7@. 

Flurry, n. A sudden blast or gust, 3&}il, $8; vi- 
olent agitation, hurry, Peli, PER. Haw 

Flurry, v.t. 24h. 
Flush, v.72. a appear suddenly, 249% #€ ; to come 

in haste, ZA 9K 3; to become suddenly red, 

PR SEAL, PAINE, ELH AC, Te PAL; to be 
gay, tis. 

[spar, 4%. | 

| Fluviatie, Fluvial, a. 

| Flux, n. 

Flume, n. The passage or channel for the water | 

| Flush, vt. To redden suddenly, (leer: to elate, 

Gite Me. HMebT NE 
| Flush, a. Fresh, glowing, full of vigor, #0 2A, #2 

gait, like a fairy, S345 {lj ; flowing uuremit- | Th, PERL; even, Ze; a flush deck, 2 jfy, 2E 

At ii - 
| Flush, n. A sudden flow of blood to the face, #1 

Eli, ALi. #2 ; a flush of joy, —Ipse He; a 
flush of money, $I ; a flush of ducks, —#PI}y. 

oe face, #0, Wé; flushed with anger, 
HESr ih, (Ef, AES, He; flushed with money, 
I 4 Uf ; flushed with wine or liquor, WE, 14 
, iar, HEA, PRE) MAL; flushed with sue- 

coss, Be MH. 
Flute, n. i, ti ¥; sé; flutes in pairs, SE {fj 

German flute, Be fi; ; beaked flute, fi ify; “en = 
bamboo flute, 7 {fj ;a jade flute, Fe Th, FETA; to 
play on the flute, I tf. Fé th ; a furrow or chan- 
nel cut along the shaft of a column, FES, IHF. 

Flute, v. 7. To play on a flute, IR Tf. 
Flute, v. ¢. To form flutes or channels ina column, 

He bc, FE YB. 
Fluted, pp. or a. ACA, A DAH. 
Flutist, n. Rij #- 

i. To move or flap the wings rapidly 
without flying, #8, FR, Bas to move about 
briskly, Wy BEE ; to vibrate, E ; to he in agita- 
tion, PE; to be in flutter, $EIFF FF IH. 

Flutter, v. t. To agitate, Bhi. 4; to throw 
into confusion, $l, #54 Ait iii i RL 

Flutter, n. $AyRRERE ; hurry, Pepe. 
Be pp. Agitated, PEE, POR, A 

Be. 
Re ppr. or a. FER, MY, HARES, wi. 

int (15 - 
The aet of flowing, #é; dysentery, Jy ; 

blocdy flux, #09j ; white flux, G yj; fusion, $F 
#6, $5784; the flux of money, $897 jh fF. 

2h. 745 
1? ere 

ith. | Flux, a. Flowing, #¢. 

Flung, pret. and pp. of fling. Pha iA. BR, Hi Flux, v. ¢. To melt, $3. 
Fly, v. 7.3 pret. flew; pp. flwon. #€; to fly about, 

HB DATE, TEAS, A, A, A, A, A; 
to fly against, as a door, $4 fy, #fiJ#!; to fly as- 
under, F€#k ; to fly away, F€K, FAME; to fly 
at, eM, HATA ; to fly at,asa dog, Peas ; 
to rush on, fZe ; to fly in the face, PE FH ihr ; 
{o fly in the face, to insult, {fp}, 2 Be ; to as- 
sail, J; to set at defiance, JFifii ; to resist, HE 

3%; to fly into passion, #€ *, AE SR; to fly 
back, as a horse, $k JX ; to fly back, as a spring, 
BBE ; io fly back, as a bow, 94 ; to fly off, 7& 

NNN 
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+ ; (o separate or depart suddenly, 3 J: “ist 
{o revolt, FxfE ; to fly open, ia oe BB 

fly open, as loose garments, Jf, {A fGQARE RE ; 7 
fly out, FHF: to rush out, FEL, FEF HLE ; 
break out into license, FE ; to fly into, ae 
to fly in or to pieces, Ht, IKK ; to let fly, Th; 

to fly a kite, Ay MAB, Hh LAF ; to fly slowly. f 
HAE, WA HEME ; to fly swiftly, to run fast, Jey ; 
to fly swiftly, as a bird, #e7e, EAE; to fly 

straight up, #f ; to fly up and down, J& EFRSK, 

MZ WY ; (0 fly high, WAR. WW, 34, SITE, 
#2; to fly up to heayen, aH, Hf, JEGAK; to 
fly and look down, as a swallow, arilfy. 

Fly, v. ¢. To shun, $36, 3h; to fly froin the world, 

Ik. 
Yl i nm. Witt; the house-fly, ah, $a; the fire- 

fly, AE, FGA, AER; the llne-bettle fly, FF ait ; 
the dragon fly, libellula, Wis, inpige ; dung fly, 
* RE Shi ; ephemera fly, hig ; gies iN IEEE - 
horse-fly, Fou; lantern ily, Te Spanish 

fly, MERE; a light carriage, aff, Hifi, i iff, 
Fly-bane, n. ia RAt. 
Fly-bitten, a. thi gy. 
Fly-blow, n. wie, HH, dye. 
Fly-blow, v. t. Bats. 
Fly-blown, pp. or a. Fly-blown meat, fy. 
Fly-boat, n. eft, a€ iat 
Fly-catcher, m. $e dih # 5 - -catcher, a bird, Krare. 
Fly-fish, v. ¢. SAM AREY (. LUBA. 
Fly-flap, n. iA. 

Fly-leaf, n. S&S, 290 AA. 
Fly-powder, n. wytie, NWA, 74 (% Titik 
Fly-speck, mn. iit By. 
Fly-trap, n. a es plant, fj. 
Fly-wheel, n. et, UAE AS a gp 
Flyer, n. ‘lier ee 

Flying, ppr. or a. F€; flying to and fro, HE#el ; 

springing, bursting, Jt, #4; avoiding, jh; 
floating, waving, i432; the sound of flying, 

nidl 4]. 
Flying-ant, n. Fit, Fea. 
Flying-artillery, n. F& sy. 
Flying-bridge, n. 7ei%, FRE. 
Flying-camp, n. je. 
Flying-cloud, n. 7P22. 
Flying-coach, n. jf Hf. 
Flying-color, Flying-colour, n. Ez ie ; to return 

with flying-colors, Zé Fi 4™ Si. 
Flying-fish, n.Baocetus, FEA, 6%, ETE, i, uy 
Flying-fox, n. FIR, We 
Flying- Sauirrel, * n. BL TRE St. 

Flying-party, ne FER, TRE. 
Flying-pinion, n. SH. 
Foal, vn. The foal of a horse, thy, FR ; the foal of 

an ass, Ba. 5. 

Foal, v. i. AEF, SEF. 
Foal-foot, n. aa 

Foam, n. Froth, #1, 4, 7s; floating foam, # 
Ya ; foam pan the mouth, Fk, “KE. 

Foam, v. 7. To froth, ti, qGR, HL ; 10 foam 
to the mouth, MED ak va Uwe ; to foam with 

rage, IWEL Ag ? WR, Ie 3. 

Foaming, ppr. or a. #874; foaming billows, 7 

Si, eS, AA, tet. 
Foamy, a. Ya", ARF. 
Fob, n. Bat 
Fob, v. t. To cheat, Pg, PeSm. Hi5m, Uke, Het; 

to feb off, Be yH.- [23 
Foeal, a. PE PE, MEME fry ; focal distance, PRI 
Focus, n.; pl. Focuses or Foci. Pity, PERE, FEOF 

a Zs a contral point, aby oH, Sea, 
3H! % i ; focus of a lens, 4% 3 84. i 

Haan n. Food or dry food for cattle, horses, &e., 

Hee, Papi, MAR er ; fodder for the horse, rE 

ee fodder for cattle, dry fodder, $e, HEH; a 
weight for lead and other metals, about 2,400 
pounds, =F Ae. 

Fodder, x. ¢. To feed with dry food or cut grass, 

OP ee RTL, CLME RRR AR, eee Be. 
Foe, n. i, Hume, Sek. B08. He A; a powerful 

foe, RAR; an open foe, Ap; a secret foe, HF 

Feeticide, n. BEN, WRU. | Fa. 
Fwees, n. pl. Dregs, Fil, ASH. 
Feetus, n. Foetus of one month old, 4; foetus above 

one month, qf. 
Fog, n. #8, ee, Pe7e, KER, UNZE; a cloud of 

dust or smoke, —fitt}fq #8. 
Fog, Fogge, n. A second growth of grass, FRE 

DoE Rett: dead grass, #44, FER. 
Fog-bank, n. #841]. 

Fog-horn, n. FE (HES ; 

Ie PED BE IS 
Fogginess, n. Peeeyy- 

Fogey, a. iy, 2, Be, TRS, MEARE: dull, 
8 BE -: fooey vapors, Ar 3q 3 2 foggy mind, 

ih, Hae ae ; an old foggy, Heir 
Fogong, yu. as 
Foh, interj. Mk, lif. 
Baible, m. A eee point in character, 3 3g, Fh 

aE. Wie: TELE. 
Foil, x. ¢. To frustrate, FHLB to defeat, Hk, WE; 

to filo one’s plan, | Heat, peat. 

to blow the fog-horn, 
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Foil, n. Defeat, Wc3 ; frustration, JH 4$), PH. 
Foil, n. A blunt sword, $i gi], AC. | 
Foil, n. A leaf or thin plate of metal, ff, 3, Fe. | 
Foilable, a. Wy fe, ny pk. 
Foiling, n. The slight mark of a passing deer on 

the grass, Bisa. 
Foin, v.t.or i. }. 
Foist, n. ‘ir, Age {iit | 
Foist, v. 2. Hit. 
Foisting, ppr. ({ivi&.- 

act of beating a leaf intoa thin plate, TMS ; 
the spreading of foil ever the back of a mirror, 

Sie. 
| Foliferous, a. 4E X20pf, AE SE (74. 

| Folio, n. $2 A, —fGRS A; right and left pages 
of a book, 7: Fra. 

Foliole, n. A leaflet, #2{f.. 
Foliomort, a. Of a dark yellow color, PEs f&. 

| Foliot, n. Wh. 
| Folions, a. Leafy, HE Ag; thin, ji. 

Fokien, Fukien Province, ». W874, fi, 4. | Folk, n. , ABE; old folks, BA; young folks, 
Fold, n. A pen for sheep, 26H, 2E%8, 222; a | 

flock of sheep, —- ¥2£; the church, 38 ff. | 
Fold, ». The doubling of any flexible substance, 

as cloth, garments. #, #4; the folds of a 
Chinese petticoat, #1} #k, MP; the fold of a 
door, F444, BF ; the fold or division of a screen, | 
2m, ig ; the fold of a string, cord, &c., JRE; folds, 

as of a fan, —-#2447; the marks left of a fold, 

#AFfk ; the same quantity added,  ; two-fold, 
Wf, BEM: ; four-fold, py; ten-fold, ++ 4% ; 
profited ten-fold, -}- f Fe, & #+ fe. 

Fold, v.t. To double, as cloth, #4, ##, #h, 44 fE, 

Acie, * MIE, © HE; fold it, He CEE 
fold them together, #4#J§{f ; to fold paper, ## 
¥€; to fold gold-paper, to be burnt for the use | 
of the departed, #4742 § ; to fold a letter, ##3f | 
(= ; to fold and close, #473 ; to fold the arms, | 
SKF, FHF; to fold the hands, VF, PEF, aye. | 
to fold the hands, as a priest, Fuji, BE; to 
fold up a shop (to close a shop or fail in agen 
ness), HH fAJFH; to fold or plait, HF; to fold | 
up, as in mats, 43. 

Folded, pp. Fi ; folded garments, 78%. 

Folder, n. #32, ## ; a folding-stick, #47), #4 
HK. 

Folding, ppr. #8, F438, tilt. 
Folding, n. A fold, —4. | 
Folding-bed, n. #4. | 
Folding-doors, n. pl. $4 PY. 
Folding-knife, n. #4 JJ. 
Folding-screen, n. [1 ie. 
Folding-stick, n. F4¥#K J. 
Foliaceous, a. SEE, RE Ay. 
Foliage, n. Leaves in general, 3, $e; luxuriant 

folinge, PER, HER IRE. 
Foliate, v. t. $77, SPIKE. 
Foliate, a. Leafy, 42 fj, ASE. 
Foliated, pp.or a. #7H ; lamellar, FE¢F- fg. 
Foliation, ». The leafing of plants, H!H€3% ; the 

* The two terms chiefly denote to pile up, ora piling up. | 

Hae ; gentle folks, IW ACRE, aA; folks 
say, AR. 

| Folkmote, n. KR. 

| Follicle, n. JBLES ; a little hag, HefF.. 
| Follow, v.t. $f, PRB. FEGE. HERA. BGR. Naty, 38 

tH De, HR, , #2, Gf. SJ ; to accompany, [he ; to 
pursue, 3B, 3B#% ; to be consequential, JiR LHe 

Fj ;\oimitate, %, 4; to embrace, 4# ; to obey, 

WAGE; to observe, Sf; to use, fj; to practice, 
#}; to honor, Art, #2 7%; 10 follow about, 7 
if ; to follow after, PREEJE, hae, FRE AM, i 
f% ; to follow one, FRI FE, HE A; follow me, # 

4. SEAR IE, BEF 5 who will follow him ? -y 
att FH TEBE, Se a CE fl ; to follow at one’s heel, 
4% Si ; to follow a track, 3B¢S, SEB; to follow 

in succession, 42 #4 $4 FEJE; to follow seriatim, 
{ick SH ; I follow you (your manners, customs), 
AK ALH, FLAK ; I follow your doctrine, FR Z# 
{.%; to follow one’s own inclination, (ER, 
ff i fF ; dare not follow one’s own will, ff 
AIC AB, AABEPE; 10 follow with the 
eyes, Ai&; to follow a calling, #§373e; to 
follow the current of a river, {jy fy FF; to 
follow to hades, FZ, FSR; to follow to the 

graye, 5% 4¥; to follow right principles, 7 28 34; 
to follow false doctrines, #§ #} # ; to follow the 
law, (Aix ti FF ; to follow law, to study law, 4% 
3: ; hence it follows, PRLIA, WG: it natural- 
ly follows, 9 fy G; to follow the wind, Baim; 
to follow a pattern, 47, TBH, ticst ; to follow 
one’s ancestors, (7 52.7 3; they are as fol- 

lows, 40 ; to follow the ancients, #4 UWt#h- 
Follow, v.7. To come after another, #f, FEF ; to 

accompany, |i, 5& ; to he posterior in time, #% ; 
to ensue, &# ; to follow on, Ask, HIk, HE. 

Followed, pp. Pursued, 363 ; succeeded, #£€, #¥ 

FE, RUE, #o/2 5 imitated, 7 i, 3838, (038 ; 
followed, as one’s own inclinations, ff-j %. 

Follower, n. 43% BE 4 REE # ; a camp-follower, 
i, Wife, AEAE 5 followers of a doctrine, He FE, 
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POE ; attendants, J, 84 ; 2 follower of an | 
official, fj ; dependent, JB J. 

Following, ppr. or a. 7%, fa, J2 A FE; imitating, | 
4, 4, fi; resulting from, x, JA; practicing, 
4; succeeding, FEE, FER. 

Folly, n. Ak, Sk, RSE, BEE Z SE, WR ZF 
weakness of intellect, #, Bale, RPK 2% ; to. 

such a folly ! DEF commit a folly, #7 Ss 75 “HE ; 
BAPE ; the greatest folly, A St ZE jE Z YF. 

Foment, v. t. JEU, IRI ; to bathe with 
warm, medicated oan AB 4% IKK ; to cherish 
with heat, #2, 782 ; Oe foment, as sedition, 
KE; to foment discords, DAFE, NA kt tig ; to 
foment a sedition, tE¥ Nut. 

Fomentation, n. fi 2 4, (ARH IK F ; the lotion 
applied, #R8% 7k ; encouragement, ¥h j/fp; in- 
stigation, Heyy. (Eke. 

Fomented, pp. HIRT, Ws Weak; instigated, tj 
Fomenter, ». One who instigates, 248 #, WEY 

34% ; one who bathes with warm lotions, 

BE IK #4. 
Fomenting, ppr. 

2, RAE IK; encouraging, Hk AEP ; inciting, 

Wi. 
Fond, a. Foolish, 5%, 3, Jif; loving ardently, 2& 

we, The HH, Ves IA; weakly indulgent, 

35 (fi Be; relishing highly, Y; much pleased, 
rh Ek, 4g; delighted with, 3%, i: doting, fa 
3, AB; fond of reading, AE RARE; fond of 
learning, kf; very fond of books, 

i; to Le fond of dogs, FyI~; fond of joking, 
AE RAK; fond of a jest, dak af; fond of speak- 

ing about other people, ai A fe 4H; fond of 
flattery Ag AS He AEA PA ; fond of making chang- 

es, fond of changes, 4 TH bc, Ay 4844 ; fond of 
fighting, 47%; a fond mother, 
women, "§ @, #4; fond of power, Fh, Hy 

He EH Se ; 
Fondle, v. ¢. 4a, EF, BER, Ta dte. 
Fondling, n. Aye, B LVK, Hye AT. 
Fondly, adv. Foolishly, #9%. 5L4%; weakly, HE 

#R; with great affection, LR. 
Fondness, n. Foolishness, #3; attachment, Jy | 

SP, Af 44; fondness for a child, HeyEF, Hw 
+ ; fondness for dress, #eIF ; fondness of gaity, 
EFT PP, ASE! ; fondness of wine, rE ji #. 

Fondus, n. FE 4 Zi. 
Font, n. ME, 4p HE, BE; the baptismal font, 

Bt ZME, Bene FE, HE IK GE. 
Font, n. The font of types, — jj] 7. 

hi 

Applying warm lotions, 7% | 

Beye; fond | 

of the table, AFR; fond of wine, PHF, He. 

2&4y; fond of | 

so fond are men! JA (ANS, JEAN 

LE: | 

Fontanel, n. JPY; the fontanel is closed (cannot 
be cheated), AEF#AR J; an artificial fontanel, 

Hi Sy ef). 
Food, x. 2), FH, HSL, (KR, ABE, SEE, R, 

fil, fi, OR A WSR. THA, FEW, HR, We 
eH: to give one food to eat, (PEF (EE, ii 
By i fh, 2; to purchase food, B{kB, B 
€ fj; {ood and raiment, #E®; articles of food, 
gH; dry food, food for a journey, $$ ; no 
food, ff- BF &, Mefe; daily food, 9 A ZH: 
excellent food, 52, BH; delicate food, 360k; 
rich food, #2; poor or plain food, #2878 AR; 
abundance of food, $y nk weEt ; nourishing 
food, ij 4 By; difficult to obtain food, #E+8 
#; to prepare food, #& ffi BAW; the food is pre- 

pared, Swett T - 
Bool, ». $2, 4-7. HER, ohh, SUE, 

oF, TES, BRIE Na batonn, Ns BEN a 
Ff; 0 jester, ig IGE A; to a ee a fool, #58 ; 
he takes me for a fool, ff 5 IRAE, At LI IRS EE ; 

a great fool, AA; they be now esteemed 
fools, 4 2 WA; to play the fool, (EAS fF A; 

to make a fool of, PGA, Sa JV; to make a fool 
of one, 2K A; a fool with a witness, JR 5LAE; a 
fool’s bolt is soon shot, F& Hiab 5%; a young 
little fool, 4¢{f-, #-; a depraved person, 3% 
JAA; the fool hath said in his heart, there is no 

«God, [RZ tet aL Re EA. 
| Fool, w. 2. To ane EXE. 
Fool, v. ¢. To treat with contempt, #24; to dis- 

appoint, Jg J\; to frustrate, PAH; to deceive, 
Atk! ; to fool away, iH; to fool any one with 
promises, ff RE, PE IV; to fool any one of his 
money, Je A £e. 

Tai. Fool-begged, a. fm, 
Fool-born, a. 25 Ty St. 

ee ee a. es Hf, HS Ty es AR. 
Fool-hardy, a. Daring without judgment, Bas 

WBE, 5 ei; madly rash and adventurous, 
Fool’s-crrand, n. £§ 77 | Fy Pere. 
Fooled, pp. Bej&.- 
Foolery, n. 234%, Baye, SLE. 
Foolish, a. Void of nnd eeaae By, FR, BR, FE, 

sh, jE, The, a Ae BE; Vai RR; aS, fi fe; be HE; 

unskilled, HajiH, ARSE, Sy; wicked, 3B, IB; 
a foolish question, 4,8]; so foolish! PE Se, DE 
Age, EE; very foolish, #55, Ahi: very fool- 
AS, Tey 

ish indeed, JLIES?, FLY FR; a foolish pedant, 

JB; 1am not foolish and deaf, Fe File BS ; 
to pretend to be foolish, (£45, GESt; ap- 
pearing foolish, 35%. 
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Foolishly, adv. $§ #54 ; to act foolishly, Z§ #7. 
Foolishness, n. #8. 
Foolscap, n. A kind of paper about 17 inches by 

14, KiB. 
Foot, n.; pl. Feet. The foot of men, JL, AH, 3E,RE, 

$%; the foot of ruminantia, pachydermata, 

&e., Hi; the foot of birds, & JR ;a duck’s foot, He | 

% ; a flat foot, like a duck, #8 pe HE; a crab has | 
six feet and two claws, &\ 3 ii —#&; a foot 
with toes, &, SER; the toe of the foot, Yk, | 

AE; a large foot, AM; a small foot, #8 Ri, 

4B 3H; the sole of the foot, PKR; to walk on 
foot, 3-47; the lower part of anything, Ai; in- | 
fantry, }6 fe; a Chinese measure of ten inches, | 
or an English of twelve, 8, —}@; a Chinese | 
measure of eight inches, R8; a square foot, Ff | 
RR; one foot high, F}—JR: a tailor’s foot 
measure, HAIR; a carpenter’s foot, AER, 
ABHERR ; step, pace, 3, ff; the foot of a moun- 

tain, (1) AH, WA, (PL; the foot of a table, #4 RH; 

the foot or lower bar of a railing, Hy, A) FFA; 
the foot of an altar, Jail; a horse’s foot, BE RF; 
from head to foot, 4 7 224; hand and foot, =F 
JE; foot by foot, 4636; to lose the foot, to slip, 
ARI; to set on foot, fU; to he on foot, #7; to 

set a plan on foot, #¥ FG}; one foot in two boats, 
two irons in the fire, —AWP aj GE: to tread 
with the foot, fi; to tread under the foot, 
MAT ; tread or crush to under foot, f44R); push | 
the board down with the foot, FARMS HK; the 

foot, pedestal of a pillar, #£1%; under foot or at | 
one’s feet, LP. 

Foot, v. t. ‘lo kick or strike with the foot, BBS, Ses 
to settle, af, #38. 

Foot-ball, n. 2%, #4; to play at foot-ball, #3 
8, WE. 

Foot-band, n. —[PRIBE. 
Foot-board, n. RAS RHI HR. 

Foot-boy, n. BRBE, sNIIR. 
Foot-breadth, n. AUER. 
Foot-bridge, n. 354%. 
Foot-cushion, n. AAR. 
Foot-guards, n. pl. 36 &. 
Foot-mantle, n. iit. 
Foot-muff, n. ‘te RES. 
Foot-pace, n. (&% 47. 
Foot-pad, n. sJ\ihK, BRIBK. 
Foot-passenger, n. 1577 #. 
Foot-path, n. 4@, 3%, BB, BR, FRR; a foot-path 

between fields, FAIL PR, RRB. 

Foot-rope, n. RA). 

| Foot-rule, n. RR. 
Foot-shakles, n. pl. RAK, RAR. 

| Foot-soldier, n. #7. 

| Foot-stalk, n. 3 AA). 
Foot-stall, n. NA EGR. 

| Foot-stool, n. ASE HE, (EE: at the foot-stool of a 
throne, BET. 

Foot-waling, n. Beye. 
Foot-warmer, n. 3, be. 
Footfall, n. A stumble, 4e je), Pag hH- 

Foothold, n. FAH Hi, AtV#8Z Jip; to have a good 
foothold, {#2 Ji. 

Foothot, adv. +7 HJ, fp Hi. 
Footing, n. Ground for the foot, +E MZ hh; sup- 

port, 33s; basis, Jk, Wal, HE; place, th Fy; to 
get a footing, 4 ve AW ; to have a footing, FF 
FS AWE ; to lose one’s footing, Fev. ME ; to be 
on a good footing with one, jf x HH. 

Footlicker, n. MIA, FEA WES, FRR EE. 
Footman, n. 2, (il A, TEE, IGE. 

Footmark, n. fit, FE uk. 
Footprint, x. Ji jd ; footprint of Providence, Fw. 
Footstep, n. A track, 3, JER, BRB. iw; the 

footsteps of wild beasts, ER RiK, Bi, PK; the foot- 

steps of a horse, FA RH, ft; the footsteps of 
sages, eek; to tread in one’s footsteps, fF 

Bsa, fete ; divine footsteps (miracles), jihjs ; 

to tread in the footsteps of one’s forefathers, #3 

wi s2, HALL BL; I tread in your footsteps, ZR 

TER ME, DORR. 
Fop, n. A vain man, of weak understanding and 

much ostentation, 46 sie N\, FECES -F, PEGE 

a F. 
Foppery, n. Showy folly, #& 3erpg¢ Yt ; foolery, #5 3. 

Foppish, a. Vain of dress, dressing in the ex- 
treme of fashion, @ fp FEA, ZRWFRRARHR 3 0 
foppish person, PERI, PEPER EE, PU A. 

| Foppishly, adv. FE¥EVFIP- 
Foppishness, n. HEB, BENET. 
For, prep. In the place of, (€, #, [i], JE, HY, i, 

i, x, FA; in exchange of, JJ; in the char- 

acter of, #PMM(E, (E#S ; toward, fn; for the sake 
of, on account of, #, Pq, #%; for this reason, 

FAL, SIE, BYE; conducive to, kf, 3 ; to act 

for, FLEE, (KHF, H ; for me, HLA, PEK, BAK, 
fal 4%, JEJE; for one’s self, HE; for others, 
TEA, HA; as for me, BAAR; to atone for 

| our sin, {¥4ZRASE ; he shed his blood for me, 
TEAC HEAL ft ; he gave his life for me, f& 4B 

| HB; to die for a state, 4 Bl BK fp ; I will go for 

you, A¥##(rF ; surely there is no oceasion for, 
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AAMAS ; what for? AHL, Fe fy, A iy, try He; 
for what ? #%- ce to pray for one, #3 A writs» 
E Nit 4; he is ready for anything, SKE i 

45 ; once for all, adieu! — Hil] A4R HL; how much 

did you sell it for? HERE RUC. HEA 
7£-F ; for so much, ¥ FFF Z ; for ten dollars, 
BWHA+F+ASE; for my life, AE ge ; for sure, — 
%£, {%: for his years he is tall, SAL4¢ Aye, 
Sh Bop se Sep FE EA; I left him for dead, 7% 
LI ae7E; I took you for dead, FLIES ZE : 

what is it for? By (ME, Af fig A, An toy FARE 5 
what are you here for? (p2e#g4z 0F3e, tt fay 
#& EE; good for nothing, #74243 JA; for ex- 
ample, 2M, JEAnfe}; whom are you for? f/R 
Fife HEE ; for what remains, J) 4h, gp ; for 
shame! fit, P&; to be at a loss for words, Sie 

ati, MES BA; you may for me, ARF) 
YJ: as for the bride, 47 #pHF; but for the 
horse, I should have been lost, # (4s {€ Fy AR 
WE, JEIENS POAC; for all my love for ber, 
RES Be (B, BE Fl) Be fly; for all the world, #KR 
FP; for all you, (pr RR, ARE ; for want 
of food, ALE, FIENL; birds die for the sake 
of food, and men for love of gain, BA #E 

AFB WG; he leaps for jov, {EUR ih Ss Pore ; 
to pray for grace, JER, AP; for want of time, 
Fee Hy], AWK: for your benefit, ee 
FIN GIT ; for the nonce, Me; for love, FF 

if ; where are you bound for? Bh Fej% ENE, 

fi IEF for three hours, = 2S iit, = 24 
GEL; for ever, Ape; for ever and ever, HK 
5 HERS, (EL IEYE; for the present, WP, Hl 
“Ps Bas to leave for good »~KRE, — tH 
Je] ; one is good for ten (in Satna) —#-+ 5 one 

is good for (able to resist) ten, ABET, 
— FJ +; for it is on this account, 49 LE ¥ ; 
for the time being, under these cirenmstances, 
HEFL, HAEL; it is good for you, WNZEyMR; 
good for toothache, 425-44; good for a fe- 
ver, 36 14 3H ; exchange this for that, LIyb A 
#& ; ink-eup is for holding ink, 2&Ff JA L238 ; 
an ink-roller is for rolling out ink upon a ta- 
ble, 2RiE BIE IEE ; buy this for me, (prAkze 
Bie fry BF ; has for sale, #84e, #EFF ; nativeand 

foreign goods for sale, rs kh t¥ 24 

For, conj. The word by which a reason is intro- 
duced, 22, A, HK, EER. 

Forage, n. $ie8, WLR. 
Forage, v. 7. To collect food for horses and cattle, 

HEWLAL; to ravage, FPR, BAK. 
Ronee n. ma Hee 

Foraging, ppr or a. FEW EY HH ; ravaging, HF. 
Foramen, n.; pl. Foramina. Wl, Jl. 
Foraminated, a. AY 4L. 
Foraminous, a. J¥L6E, FLA. 
For as much. In consideration of, [; because 

that, [A pe. 
Foray, n.'Tomakea foray, fig] A Qse, ARR REE. 

Forhear, v. i.; pret. forbore; pp. forborne. To 

cease, jk, (2; to pause, Bk, kA; to abstain, 

Hi, MEH. ELAN, GIR, AAG; to be patient, ZW, 
Ay, ; forbear, za, FEM ; forbear a while, 2%, 

fHtlp, oF — bili, e— 8 no Sip TENP, ERIUB ; I can- 

not forbear observing, DEH Gah, AAR; 
I cannot forbear to admire that, Mr i 74ui sy 
{B, AHF : I cannot forbear to see that, i 

PFs Fe 4B, ASL ae 

Forbearance, n. The act of avoiding, shunning or 
ceasing from, HH, MH, IEH, A A##K ; long- 
suffering, 2.fif ; lenity or indulgence, #7At, 4 
7%; forbearance of sin, S56, jhESE; to treat 
one with forbearance, # fj J. ; a table of one 
hundred forbearances, can forbear everything, 

A 

For bearings ppr. ora. Ceasing, Ik, Bk; exercis- 
ing patience and indulgence, 2 ; patient, 2%, 

Forh earingly, adv. JL) 22 iif. | staf. 
Forbid, v. ¢.; pret. ionbadt pp. forbid, fala 

den. Vo prohibit, #&, H4fi], A 7R, Mik, HEIR, 
$f ; not to allow, MEH, REF, Arifé ; to for- 
hid to eat, #8; to forbid to enter, #8 A; to 

forbid to speak, Penk, 8S, Hl OAS; to for- 

bid heforehand, f#i# ; to obstruct, PARE; God 
fordid! JEM. 

Forbid, ees pp. ora. AE, SkIGE; the for- 
bidden fruit, %; forbidden palace, 8s ; 
forbidden tae ey ; forbidden ground, # ff ; 
forbidden goods, # a4 £7; do not tread on forbid- 

den ground, ieee, AR EAE Ht. 
Forbidding, ppr. or a. Prohibiting, # ; hinder- 

ing, PAY ; offensive, REEAS, eee 
Forborne, pp. of forbear. 2A; Zi 
Foree, n. Strength, Jy, Heyy; vigoty AEA 5 

might, #£; violence, WRIJ, ESL, My 3 compul- 
sion, ia ja] ; coercion, 3m 3%, Hz ; effica- 

cy, f#, Mz ; the force of truth, Aja Fy ; there 
is force in what he says, 2 Ppa Se 77 } an 
argument of great force, 4 Jy ftik, BANS 
=; by main force, ##; to carry off by main 

foree, by open force, FRAE, HRI; the force of 
nature, PE7J ; to repel force by force, LI FRE 
Jy; the force of a state, BY, Byte ; land- 
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forces, PgR He: : ai raise forces, we, Pie, HL 

fili ; to rule by force, #7@j 434; the force of water, 
IKZI1, WIN, BE; ejected by force, 3841; 
force of character, fill i force of language, = 

mL J. 
Force, v. t. R38, 36, PIR, GRE, hy, ABE, 

Beis, 7&; to force to do, Hi FF, ae fh, Hr ; to 
force to sell, GREZ, i ¥~; to force a female, HR 
¥%; to force upon, HR Hy ; to force nature, HRPE ; 
to force a passage, Mii, waif ; to force away, 
JIIs Fj ; to force one’s self, Fy iE, (HE; to force 
the enemy, i ft ; {0 force in, 4% A; to foree by 

beating, Jy A; to force forward, FRAN, i AT, 
ja HE ; to force down, Wa [iB 7 ; to force back, 
jm OH, 3 Jz; 10 force from, HF; to foree ont, 
ja I} ; to force money, #4F¥ ; to force plants, 3H | 

4E ; to force to eat, FRE ; to force to drink, FR | 
| Fore-possessed, a. JE4 (13, @ Fi (4- 
| Fore-rank, 

tik ; to force water, i 7K, iF ; to force the sense, 

iE 
Forced, pp. or a, Wi, WH ; a forced loan, 38 

ft, af forced hy ohennee nig FS DRE 
ravished, (m/@3% ; a forced meaning, hi Fe; un- 

natural, A & PE fy ; foreed vibr: atten, Jel, iy. 
Forceless, a, Impotent, 4% Jy, Sut 3% J ; feeble, 
HY. 

Forceps, n. $f, $f; iron forceps, #4; curved 
forceps, ##Sif, HHGtt; straight forceps, 7 $f; 

Lone forceps, #4 ; bullet forceps, Hi gf 
dissecting forceps, {| ¢f; dressing forceps, 
{A Gt ; forceps for extracting teeth, JRF sf; 

stone forceps, ZH}; polypus forceps, Fie | 

Sit; spring forceps, PLES. 
Forcer, n. qi, 1. 
Forcible, a. 5% ; impetuous, F ; forcible measures, 

ney: ; forcible entry, HRYE; forcible entry and | 
detainder, pRfF ; to take foreible possession, ii 
$i ; a forcible argument, #EHE, JPUPEWEHE ; for- 
cible marriage of freemen’s wiyes and danght- | 
ers, Gift BS He JE z& ; a forcible purchase, HF. 

Forcibly, adv. By foree, #& ; forcibly taken away 
Forcing, ppr. or a. (hia, Hye. [ BRE. 
Bereing-pit, n. a 4E Kk. 
Forcing-pump, n. i 7k 8S, hak. 
Forcipated, a. ¢ SB 

Ford, n. #4, 5 oe is 1, Sk Ze, Yea; a 
stream, *k, 18 

Ford, x. ¢. To ford i ina hoat, J; to ford by wad- 

’ 

| 

| Forefend, v. t. PAU. 

Fore, a. or aie. Tea at. 5, vf; the fore- 
part, Wyss ; for and aft, ait, A BEE. 

Fore- admonish, Gs t. ar Hey, 
Fore-advise, v. t. SE Yh. 

Fore-brace, n. Fore-brace of a plough, #2. 
Fore-design, v. t. To plan beforehand, #3. 
Fore-end, n. Af Bf. 
Fore-feeling, n. iit. 

Fore-foot, vn. WTR, Ai E.- 
Fore-horse, n. Tif fj. 
Fore-imagine, v. t. fi, Faas 
Fore-meant, a. fT. 

ow 

Fore-mentioned,, a. Scam, Eom, Bll ie. 
Fore-name, n. Ai %, Ti SURE - 
Fore-named, a. 4e aR fy. 
Fore-part, n. The part first in time, pipe ; the 

part most advanced in place, if S$ (19. 

n. The first rank, the front, Rif—#7, 
Fore-stay, n. Apex. | OFF. 
Fore-tooth, n.; pl. Fore-teeth. PYF, Ay. 
Fore-woman, n. Ufa. 
Forearm, n. Ib GE RF; In anatomy, the ulna 

or forearm bone, JE gy 3 the radius, aH B- 
Forearm, v. t. fi fhj i #. 
Forehode, v. t. ZED; to forebode ae ie kp 3k HA, 
Xk ; to farebade good, AF 2k 0A, aol, EWE ; 
to Le h: je j , prescient of, HR : to uy 
to know beforehand, FAP, TASER. 

Foreboding, n. IK 9A, Fiz. 
Pee v.t. To foresce, FA #}, SE, SEB, 

ta scheme before ger K lal. 
erent n. Fe nT E, AP 

| Forechosen, a. Ff, eae 
| Forecited, a. Bal aval, SCR . 
Foreclose, v. t. FHP; to foreclose a mortgager, 

wa, HE 
Fanedoom,: v.t. FEC, FASE EE. 

4A, Seq ; forefathers, jill 

Bl 

| Foredoor, x. Bi PY. 
| Forefather, n. a Bl 

LA. 
Forefinger, n. @45, HF. 
Foreflow, v. t. Biji#.- 
Forefront, n. Wifi. 

| Forego, v. t. JER, A.A HL ; to forego willing- 

ly, MLAS, Tabs AEE; 
DEM. 

to forego a pleasure, 

ing, 7%, WH, 5, BRok ; to ford on stepping Foreground, n. Ai jh, Wi. 
stones, ff. 

Fordable, a. BPE fy, F ih, BY BEY, sf APH EE. 
Forded, pp. Waded, jifif. 

Forehanded, a. Karly, Gl, Beye. 
Forehead, n. #4, S498, #4; a broad or high fore- 

head, J ¥i, ‘#3 ; the corners of the forehead, 
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471 ff] ; impudence, py FF. 
Foreign, a. Ah FY Ag, FE, AS, Be BRE, FE IBA ; 

foreign, equivalent to barbarian, 3%; foreign 
commodities cr goods, EER, AE FREE ; a for- 
eign country, Abe, &b3p, AFA, AFD; foreign 

parts, AF} ; foreion news, 4 Ke ORE, 

IH fi] ; foreign language, AFah ; a foreign (bar- 
barian) chief, #2 I ; foreign coin, EFF; to go 
{o a foreign country, j&Ay, Hi dbf; foreign 
to us, TE 4% ARE, A MS AK fy: foreign to our 
design, TE A DUEL, AARZE ; foreign to | 

foreign | this matter, MEBIIE (Si, AEIIERE ; 
matter, ah Hh. 4 foreign attachment, nee hae; f 
HE ; foreign plea, 4; 9 a] mH MEL 
native and foreign, 4h; foreign things set | 

best, Ax fy 3 IE Hk ; the Foreign Office (the pres- 
ent term for), #45 4%; FY. 

Foreigner, n. AA, PEA, Ab BA, FES, TS 
A, AS 9; * a foreion barbarian, #3 J; a black 
foreigner, 2.94; a foreign lady, 4¢¥e, Sh He 
A; the foreigners (foreign barbarians) from 
the east, #i#g; those from the west, Pax, Ty 
3e; those from the north, JE%k ; those from 
the south, 7 t ; foreigners from a great dis- 
tance, iit BY ae 2% A, $A; crafty foreigners, 

UR. 
Forejudge, v. t. FA, FA, Fisk, FE hes, FEE. 
Foreknow, v.t. JERE, Fal, Se 4a, Misa, Hea 
4 HERE. 

Foreknowledge, n. 3¢ 513%, FA50%, SEAL ZF. 
Foreland, n. (eDA, Ups, WDA, Js ye. 
Forelock, n. Wij 282, SOA >7 52 

the forelock, FERE. 
Forelook, v. ¢. #4 i. 
Foreman, n. 1A, AK, (kB. WIA, © of; 

second foreman, —{k. 

Foremast, n. vfihé. 
Foremost, a. First in place, #% 46 ; most advanced, 

ACMENBE ; first in dignity, [-4% ; to strive to he 
foremost, 4¥ 5 ; in the course of education fore- 
most is applie: ition, ih ith ye). 

Forenoon, x. |-7F, 1-38, FA, _E lif}; from 9 
tolla.m, BSF- 

Forensic, a. A fal (y, Sir fi)"GE, JA) A. 
Foreordain, v. t. jE, FUZCHE. 
Foreordination, n. fie #. 
Forepromised, a. Ffi5¢ MEI. 
Forequoted, a. 5E5], J. yf. 

oth dis- 

South 
* 351 foreign devil, and sL-f- devils son are 1 

paraging appellations; the first is common in the 
and the latter in the North. 

a 

; to take time by | 

Forerunner, n. 3¢36, 368); a harbinger, 43% 

#, MF; a prognostic, FAK, FEE. 
Foresaid, pp. or a. SEM SY, S605 J, WS ST 
Foresay, v. t. Hs 2h Fi HL ink: 

| Foresee, v. t. 7fi FL, 7% 40, 5E WY; 
ence of, Hi ft. Hn. 

Foreshadow, v. t. #a#, 5631. 
Foreshorten, v. ¢. iG AIDE, Phi Z. 
Foreshow, v. t.; pret. foreshowed ; pp. foreshown. 

fit, TScdT WY. 
Foresight, n. Foreknowledge, FH 4, 36 FZ WA; 
es ee of ue 7H FL; forethought, Fa3E 

HE, ei HL A AW; provident care of futurity, 

Ben 
Foreskin, n. Sik, BHA se, STF RB. 

“Borest, n. fy #8} BK, UL BK, ABE, 2e, BERR: pri- 
| mitive forest, {cf ; a single filament of silk 

will not make a thread nor a lone tree a forest, 

Hh NER MASA WH. 
| Forest-horn, a. #KAEME, SFE AG. 
| Forestaff, n. FE AE. 
Forestall, v. ¢. To take beforehand, 3K; to 

hinder by preoccupation, JI 7f {tj PA REZ; to 
presce nny 56 (i. SCRE; to engross, PL F%, ag 

Bt JG ay- 

sds A, iy, fa) A. 87 WE; an inhabit- 

to have presci- © 

Forester, n. 

ant of pie fk J; a forest tree, iat. 
Foretaste, v. t. To taste before possession, AS, 

ENT: SEN RRE ; to anticipate, $e, SER. 
Foretaught, pp. cz. 

| Foretell, v. ¢ es: dips and pp. foretold. fA#B, bf, 

bah. 3 
| Forethink, rv. an or i. FAR, FE, FAR. 

“Forthougbt, ». Ha, SEM, HUE, AR. 
| Foretoken, n. Fisk, SegA: 
Foretold, PP. sist = yt. 

| Foretop, n. fi 4. 
| Foretop-mast, n. gAJA fe. 
Forever, adv. To eternity, #%, Fue; constantly, 

"eo, Taiy; continually, BEE; incessantly, A 
42, A Bk; forever and ever, {iE{IE. 

Foreward, n. The front, Aff, AUP; the van, FEgR. 
Forewarn, v. t. Fi), FAIR, AIK, FASESE MK. 

| Foreworn, pp. Worn out, 364), 3%. 
Forfeit, v. t. To lose or render confiscable by 

some fault, offense, crime, &e., 4e, dit, HE; to 

forfeit one’s life, dH @, HEM, fA sir; to forfeit 
one’s word, 4& fg ; to forfeit one’s honor, 2& ffij ; 
to forfeit. one’s estate, Hi3é; to forfeit money, 

=] AR, El {4s; to forfeit one’s favor, ARE. 
| Forfeit, n. Forfeit of money, $i] $f; forfeit of 
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Wine, Zi; forfeit of salary, Bj{s; to pay 
one’s forfeit, dim AIH, Hi SJE. 

Forfeit, pp. or a. used for forfeited. Lost or alien- 
ated for an offense or crime, 4¢7f ; liable to 
penal seizure, Wj tat, Wed, MES, MER, WEA. 

Forfeiture, n. tah, PRA. AH: 
forfeited, a fine, Zy §t; an estate forfeited, PF 

MLR, ARLE. 
Forgave, pret. of forgive. §kT. 
Ferge, n. Blacksmith’s forge, $7 #% iB, 47 8h MK, 

SHS. 

that which is | 

Forge, v.t. To forge metals, $7 #%, 14 4, FESS, 

SER, FRFR; to make f falsely, (i. {He 5 to 

forge a name, ff % RAH, SEs, Le 
Ek; to forge a will, ff Ef i &; to forge | 
coin, $3 (fz §R; to forge news, ff Et Aft By; to 
forge imperial documents, #2 fil 22, (Fat gH 
#; to make by any means, ff {£, {ik. 

Forged, pp. or a. Hammered, #7 jf ; made, fii ; 
counterfeited, (fq 34 ; forged writing, SE RK. 

Forger, n. A falsifier, (#4; 

coin, $3 {fs IR #.- 
Forgery, n. The act of falsifying, RE, BE. 
Forget, v.t.; pret. forgot; pp. forgot, forgotten. To | 

lose the remembrance a CA, aL, avy bee; 

4-G, TAS, Me, ZH, ZZ; to forget one’s parents 
or benefactors, KAAS; to forget favors, APA; to 

forget one’s self, 4a sigs AH ; to forget a 
thing, BiRF, Wg a Oy to forget easily, 5 
i 3 to forget entirely, — fi MDI BFS ME, oe 
ima, — WINS ; to forget to take away, HX; 
to forget or omit, ji. 

Forgetful, a. Apt to for get, Be, eis, JE bad, 
Sue FE VE ; negligent, rae inattentive, SH B7 i ; 
heedless, #Ei7. 

Forgetfulness, n. StG2 PE; neglect, & 
tention, 4 BY. 

Forgetter, n. SH. 
Forgetting, ppr. ER, KARE. 
Forgive, v. t.; pret. forgave; forgiven. To 

pardon, ie. Hi. AK, HOH. 1H, Bee, Bag, 
BG. SLY, a ; to forgive ‘sins, ff 5E, ASE, 
'G SF; 10 forgive a fault, 4234, #3 if 5 the day 
when heaven . or the idols forgive sins, Ft ; 
forgive our debt, 3% 4R 4 ; forgive our ene- 
mies, HRS Z, 3E ; 

forger of false 

; inat- 

| Forlornness, n. Destitution, $V # ; 

cannot be forgiven, [EA | 
fe, TE An fe, KA GS BEAD Gs pray, forgive me, | 

Weg A. Ar FG i 
eH, BHA: age me this one time, #8 
8 TW — Se BYtise— 

Forgiveness, n. ik if, wc: forgiveness of st) 

; to forgive entirely, ett | 

Fork, n. R, ‘f R, RF 5a 

| Fork, v. t. 

[#. | Forkedness, n. (f ‘f NigE. 

5 ve, RH, 40 5B 48 : forgiveness among 
Buddhists, #4 5E #.- 

Forgiver, n. 1 #, ike H. 
Forgiving, ppr. Pardoning, , HH; disposed 

to forgive, KARE, ZOE, —h: 2h. 
Forgot, Forgotten, ppr. or a. from forget. BT, 
iene J - 

Forisfamiliate, v. t. $€32. 
silver fork, #8 42; an 

iron fork, $% 3Z ; one fork, —#¥ 2; eating fork, 

fig 32; sweet-meat fork, PFE; to roast on a 
fork, 30#; a fork for striking fish, (3; a 
fork ina road, ‘f 9%, WER, Wee; knives and 
forks, JJ Z; a pitch-fork, FeAl; a fork of a 

tree, ti} XZ. 
Fork, v. i. To shoot into blades, AE PK. 

To raise or pitch witha fork, #Z%, Fl 
{£; to make sharp, to point, #e4k. 

Forked, pp. or a. Raised with a fork, pj, 
CPi; a forked branch, ‘f Re, JURE, “YHA; 
a forked road, ‘f #%, UEP, WES; a forked bone, 

Lee. 
Forky, a. ‘¢ OE, ‘f (9, BEA. 
Forlay, v. t. FER. 
Forlorn, a. Deserted, FC Ay, FAH, EME, & HAM 

left without resource, 4m Ze 4meR , ease 

lost, Fea forlorn condition, #R 7%, ea, Be 
Ww, UE 1B, ARIE; small, despicable, ay. 

Forlorn, n. A lost, for saken, despicable person, 

2, Par. Forlorn-hope, n. A desperate case, #% 
misery, YE 

vk, DHE. 
Form, n. External appearance of a body, JB, 

Ae WEAR. WK, Ait, Ma. TE, Es ; 
manner of arranging, #e-f ; model, Jest, HE 
fe; pattern, HE-F-, ZEA); prescribed mode, FF 
H8, af, WE; first form, 52F); set form, x 
JH, Ey9:; form of prayer, PLAC, we AK; 

form of an oath, #£5{: form of laws, {iS ; 
form of a vow, #€)fi a st; form of government, 

PIs, HE; forms and ceremonies, jiM@ 4, FEAR, 
#25; in due form, Aj, Az; essential form, 

ATE, AAC Th A ; accidental form, {RIE +a form 
of writing, ‘3 y¥:; form of writing, #248; hu- 
man form, J\J[@, 4; in the form of a man, 

N22, FEAL AN REALL RE ; to assume the form 
of man, JQ 42; the form of a table, FEN, 
Pest; elegant form, 9, 3ef ; to put in form 
(among printers), Kf; a long bench, feRe; 
a stuffed bench, #g#¥ ; a pair of bed forms, fy 

OFOrO 
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iB (ERE; all forms, HeEF, BHA; 2 class of 
students, FEZ, Se; it isa mere form, Fi 

Avie, Genie ity C - 
Form, v. ¢. To make or create, Al], Al] 42 » ARSE, 
ME, HE44%; to form a scheme, s¥ st, Ie whe ie ue 
ee Bu #9; to form a plan, Msl, Re 
to form in line, )X #7; to form a character, JX 

J; to form seed, sk’ #E-; to form a con- 

nection, #¥4% ; to form acquaintance, 48%, #¥ 
AC; to form a conspiracy, 4's ; to form a ma- 
trimonial connection, #44}; to form jelly, # 

J, WHR; to form a part, A, fi; it forms a 

part of the composition, A. 7+ ; it forms a part 
of the house, 9§ {fl [i], #ER 22}; to form 
an opinion, +7; to form a company, JK PR, HK 

#t; to form a word, JK; to form a verb, JK 

Form, v. 7. To take a form, JKJf. 
Formal, a. According to form, Hay, (Rr, Mane, 

WORE, PEELE, BiB, JA REHES aD s express, 4, 
He ; having the form or appearance, without 

_ substance or essence, 77 B28, Abye; formal 
religion, Fg; formal act, Ene Th; formal 
betrothal, #47 Vij; a formal burial, 4B DJ 
ji; to be very formal, fiji fry; a formal man, 

- ab; formal in apparel, ALIA; by 
formal consent, JF/{£ ; a formal duty, Aj, RE 
43 “ZF ; formal treatment, {Pyj 7% FF. 

Formalism, n. fifi 23, eat. 

Rormalist, n. 4i@-&, HAIN ZN. 
Formality, n. Ceremony, ji, tt {, q@tzE; mere 

comformity to customary modes, Ahje, hin; 
it is mere formality, 4 his 4¢ ; mode, method, $#; 
customary mode of behavior, 44K; external 
appearance, Shh, #e-F ; essence, PET, $a Xf. 

Formation, n. The act of forming or making, #2 
ite 7% ; the act of creating, Allie ¥¥ ; production, 
Ee HH; generation, AE)K; the formation of a 
society, 6 #F ; the formation of a word, j\27. 

Formative, a. Giving form, {@Jféfy ; formative 
arts, M2 : derivative, as words, ji fry, 1 
Aefryy; a formative termination, 4% JE (iy, AEE 
iy 

Formed, pp. Made, 30, Hi) fry ; shaped, XIE 
fj, FLEA; planned, stlpE; arranged, WK Ary ; 

enacted, -x/PE, wry. 

Former, n. One who makes, se 4%, fii 3% 5 crea- 

tor, fii 2. 
Former, a. comparative. Before in time, JE UME ; 

former times, 2%, P05, WW. JEM, CEE, GE 
iJ; former ages, ik, Edi, GE Uk, J He; 

former we _E% ; former days, #£ A, 76H, 

fH, 2H; former years, E4f, my4p, #E4E , 
Pi te, ‘EAE: former life, before transmigration, 
BZE, fi (lk; it is the former person, JE BEURE A ; 
on a former occasion, 3&7 fai}E. 

Formerly, adv. (€ Af, SE H A, EE #, BD, HE 

We, AK, Lai, £6: [ Heit 
Formic, a. Pertaining to ants, #€ fy ; formic acid, 
Fomridable, a. Impressing dread, Wy &, wy Ae, 
4 JH; terrible, Fz ; horrijslel GHB; tre- 
mendous, 28 iJ, BH fy ; a formidable affair, Fi] 
“ENE NS, WY $22); a formidable cut, ij fpay- 

Bei. 
Formidably, adv. 2889, BB, Wty, ASE, wy. 
Formless, a. HE JXIEBE, MIE R. 
Formula, n. Prescribed form, #¥j#,sC3C, 401 5 a 

prescription, #@77 ; a confession of faith, fgxt; 
a formula in chemistry, #72 #2 ; formula or 
form of charms, 4 Sit 77 ; formulas of prayer, 

Wes ch ee SK. 

Formulary, n. we ik, Fst. 
Formulary, a. Prescribed, 7 740, HEM. 
Fornicate, Fornicated, a. Arched, $£xt fry, BER, 

Ist. 
Fornieate, v. 7. F@, #2, BE, THA. 
Fornication, ». ‘Che incontinence of unmarried 

persons, YB4z, AVE, ETT, HH, HBA ; for- 
nication by force, #A}4; open fornication, Z 
LE, AYE; secret fornication, FL 3, AIB ; iaol- 
atry, FPP BE He. 

Fornicator, n. A lewd male, ##, BK; a lewd 
person, #22, 3% J\, fa stk; an idolator, FFE 

Fornicatress, n. Ra, Gai Fi, KERR: |#. 
Forray, v. t. dy FR. 
Forsake, v. ¢. ; pret. forsook ; pp. forsaken. To 

leave entirely, PE, RES, #, FAH, SE, HE, 
#€ ; to forsake one’s wife, 3€3£ ; to forsake one’s 
colors, 3, #${¥ ; to forsake a vice, 3€9f ; cour- 

age forsakes him, 4E,%, 42823 ; God forsakes 
his people, _f. ##£IL § ; do not forsake me, A 
WY EFK ; I will not forsake you, F¥ AEH. 

Forsaken, pp. ora. Deserted, FER, 4e38 ; left, #¥ 
=e; forlorn, $y; destitute, {\zF- 

Forsaking, ppr. Ihe, PS, SE, HER. [ FEE 
Forsooth, adv. In truth, fy, FL4K, ER, rea, 
Forswear, v.t. ; pret. foswore ; pp. forsworn. To 

reject or renounce upon oath, 2 Awe, Be Hs 
4% ; to forswear one’s religion, 2 A.Gexgx ; to 
forswear one’s self, FEA [fi]. 

Forswearer, n. BEEK. [ AE 
Forswearing, ppr. Denying on oath, 2 4. 3R, a 
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Fort, n. #1, 4, 4 32; a place surrounded with 
means of defence, ffir f&, HR, L# ; to attack a fort, 

WORILSS ; to take a fort, #ERLAE ; to hold a fort, 
AF figs ; to seize a fort, 4 i i We. 

Forte, adv. (8 IK. 
Forth, adv. tal ay HY, WHS, HER ; to come 

forth, Hie ; to go forth, HH; to issne forth, 
HEF MIE ‘to set forth, P7265 BEBS.EH Ay ; and 
so forth, 73+; to step forth, fy Aya; to set 
forth on a journey, #t #¢; to bring forth, AE, FE. 

Forth, prep. Out of, tf, 1% 36. 
Forth-coming, a. Hi 3é, Hit. 
Forth-issuing, a. Hi. 
Forthgoing, n. or a. Hi, HIF. 

Forthwith, adv. +7, O31, RAED, SEN, COI, 
7%, MH; he came forthwith, 4B EU IFAC T. 

Fortieth, a. # py-+. 
Fortification, n. The act of fortifying, #Esaes Fe 
Wels 5 0 fort, WS, EIR; the art of fortifica- 

tion, Senge 2. 
Fortified, pp. or a. #7 RSE ; a fortified city, HR. 
Fortify, v.t. Shs, Sk4%; to fortify the mind, 

Rt, wee = -& ; to fortify an argument, +7 i 
$E ; to fortify one’s self, A(R, Af, AA. 

Fortitude, n. Resolution, jij) 8, Fil, Ha) BS, MN HH, 
Hie 2, EL, ALTE, 9%; to endure with forti- 
tude, 3Y4R% -% ; a philosopher should possess 
fortitude, ERD LI Ae. 

Fortnight, n. -—- 0G 8 1 fH ntti. ARS ASR GH; 8 
fortnight ago, Ai i MHEFE ; a fortnight hence, 

fem “vit 
Fortress, n. Faye, ERPS, HK, FER; God is our 

fortress, FaplRAR, KARIM; hard to 
reduce the fortress of your grief, HEP RR. 

Fortuitous, a. Accidental, #8, #8 9%, SEF fh, SAME 

#i, A, Ahi, Mie. 
Fortuitously, adv. f§9%, FAb, BEB), ABE. 
Fortuity, n. Chance, fi BR ae. 
Fortunate, a. Coming by good luck, 4%, 4 3 
AME, URE ; happy, ji; it was very fortu- 
nate they did not got, 4-FA{K IEG, SEAL 
4}; a fortunate incident, “FAG BF, 3237, 75 
Mi; a fortunate star, 7f Hf; a fortunate day, 
H; to be fortunate, 4 i, #3; fortunate 
amidst disasters, Aaerp 3. 

Fortunately, adv. 3274, WF, 324 ; fortunately | 2 

| Fossilist, n. fs G ZI. met, [A3e4, 32384; fortunately escaped, FE HA. 
Fortune, n. Chance, FRYR, tke 23 ; fate, Ar, A 

i, te: the fortune of a country, BYE, FUR; | 
good fortune, 4: fir, 4TH; bad fortune, Wj fy, 

3; the changes of fortune, ji 2 #8, ini MER 

a man of fortune, H}= ; to make one’s fortune, 
HEM ; chance fortune, FHF; a small fortune, 
JHE HE BFS, IJVHE; to seek one’s fortune, Felt ; 
to marry a great fortune, %#; by mere 
fortune, f§¥%; to spend a fortune, #32; to 
lose a fortune, Je3€; to tell fortunes, 48 @, rf 
ee rsh, hsp, cb FEI; god of fortune, ff jif, 

TY fi 2B B 5 luc 2 ohare 
Fortune-book, n. SMe. 
Fortune-hunter, n. ee FV, RAZ IN, RES 
ZN. 

Fortune-teller, i. BY a FE, ro dp5e4E, fA. 
Fortuneless, a. F7#2, 47%; destitute of fortune, 

Forty, a. PY-+; to be forty years of age, 4477 pq 
+. SEE AEK; at forty [ had overcome all (or 
was without) doubts, PY- ty AR. 

Forum, n. APF; a court, APY. 
Forward, adv. In front, pijfii; onward, [ay Aff, 4 

Bj; to set forward, fiE, Js; to go forward, Ai fF, 
SE. HE%8; to bend forward, fA. 

Forward, a. Near or at the fore-part, Affi, Bi 
7%; advanced, fp“ (ry ; ready, ii, Fil {Mi ; eager, 
4, Hi f:; bold, \J#e; advanced for the season, 
Gi; a forward movement, (ed WN FT; a forward 
man in the world, 4 4p, iti fr; forward 
fruit, Baye ; presumptuous, ACME, EMG, 335 A. 

Forward, v.t. To advance, Wij77, AIF, WIE, HE, 
j&; to help onward, SiH: to forward one’s 
views, Jia; to forward, as a letter, A, 2, 
AB, Bee to trouble one to forward, tA 

Forwarded, pp. {i38, TRE T. 
Forwarding, ppr.ora, Transmitting, {§22, TE 

aE adidas @, HY. 
Forwardly, adv. Hastily, &, #R. 

Forwardness, . Promptness, #iJ fai # ; ardor, 
je He at; assurance, 34:78 ; boldness, JH Ar She 

Forwards, adv. [mypij; to move backwards and 
forwards, pfy Aieyl sé. 

Fossa, n. 3. 

Fosse, n. A ditch or moat, 8%, Jjy 8, A. 
Fossil, n. ora. 44, 8 4196§ ; fossil hones, #4 7% 

#3’; fossil salt, #78; fossil shells, 7pHR. 
Fossil-copal, n. 47 pA 

K 

Fossilize, v. ¢. or 7. SEAT. 
Fossilogy, n. #4 ZH. 
Fossorial, a. CPE, ICSE AT. 
Foster, v. ¢. To feed, 3€, M2, faq; to nourish, ey, 
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FN. Hef]; to support, HW: to cherish, |% ; 
foster pride, #25 fff, IS ; no longer rele 
no longer friend, SG ge4me Ze. 

Foster “bre other, n. JEFL SEH. 
Foster-child, n. 3-F-, Fees SErREF-. 
Foster-dam, n. FE HE, FLAK. 

Foster-father, n. #84. 
Foster-mother, n. PL BE, Ze4:, 224i 
Foster-sister, n. EPL Wha. 
Foster-son, n. 38-f. 
Fostering, ppr. or a. Nourishing, 3€, 7% 

ing, (#; bringing up, #. 
Fosterling, n. Foster-child, 32. 
Fother, n. A weight for lead, &e., usually 2,400 

Ibs., =F (REA. 
Fother, v. t. 3E%e, FEHR. 

Foul, a. Filthy, SPF, 776k, 7a, TA. AVE, 
1, HF, HEM, ABA; foul weather, RUFVEE: 
foul wind, myilil, 3% lil, Fy BEIl,; a foul stomach, 
a6 - foul air, 5.344, BE 4g; foul breath, 0 
RK, ii a ae mouth, #9, tL, SO, eA; 
foul paper, BE ff; a foul copy, fe FREE ; foul 

clothes, BRUHN, RCE AN, 12, HE; a foul 
page, #4K; a foul impression, F{J##; foul feed- 

ing, {{|®; the foul disease, Jp HE, AE PI Fe ; foul 
play, Buz, ATs a foul business, j#3fF; foul 
words, jWak, 5Lz8; full of weeds, Ak pK; to fall 
foul, iid ; a foul coast, F& }5%- 

Foul, v.t. To make filthy, Fy 2, HEM, IG. HE 

#5, 3522, WBE: to daub, HHH. 
Foul-faced, a. (tye. 
Foul-mouthed, a. Hi APE, SEA AS, WE. 
Foul-spoken, a. dE REAR. 
Foully, adv. Filthily, jf4%; unfairly, 12 TEX; 1 

foully wronged him, 4 @R5R (E- 

Foulness, ». Filthiness jf; dishonesty, |lij Se. 
He Sm; want of candor, A iExe; the foulness of 
intentions, fy Ex. 

Foumart, n. The pole-cat, BRA. [ He Ay. 
Found, pret. and pp. of find. To be found, @ HE 
Found, v. t. To lay the basis of any thing, OL, 

aweFk, WEIL, FEF; to found an institution, 7x 
#if; to found an orphan asylum, 7RI\-F fy: to 
found a family, 37%; to found upon, as an 

opinighs 45 E, Hib; to begin, BASE, tsk, ze 

jar, FEAL, SERIE. | $i. 
Moun v.t. To cast, $$, 24898; to found a bell, $3 
Foundation, n. The hase of an edifice, Jk, SHE, 

WIE, WOM, WA Za. WS Za. al MA. WE Hi, fils, aE ; 
to lay the foundation, st, veh 4 Fr, ae 
A ; beginning, ey: origin, By fe fs; from the 

; cherish- 

foundation of the world, § FK jit BH led ZW ; en- 
dowment, 3@H/ 8; foundation stone of a stair- 
case, tJ; the foundation of a state, Al] BFE. 

Founded, pp. Established, 7238, WB: begun 
and built, 3838, fe ie Fk. 

Founder, n. Founder of a state, +; B4, ba BIE 
#i ; founder of a sect or profession, J¢fif, FE22, 

944% ; a founder of metals, HF5F, (AVE. 

XK 
Founder, v. 7. To fill with water and sink, 2, PE 

YEUE, GRAM; the ship founders, Ms ak ih 

PE; to fall, BeYSW, Fem, FRE. 
Founder, v. ¢. To cause the internal inflammation 

and the great soreness in the feet of a horse, 

Fa Ji AE 
Foundered, pp. or a. # Tf. 
Foundery, n. §39% 2h, SAGE ZRH- 
Foundling, n. A deserted infant, #FJ=0PE{F- &, SE 

ZSAGL; in China, a deserted female, #peFlp§ 
Aff; a foundling-house, Ff Bw. 

Foundress, n. BA SE 4, SEHD ZAR 
Fount, Fountain, n. A spring, #, Jase; a basin 

of springing water, Il 7j¢Jt ; a sparkling fount- 
ain, #42; a single fountain, —Je RR, — kek; 
the head of a fountain, ¢jfigfi; when you drink 
water think of the fountain, fie Biya; the 
source of any thing, JH, Ji, JM Ax; fount of 
types; see Font. 

Fountain-head, n. Primary source, 7X apf; first 
principle, Jat As. 

Fountain-tree, n. Hitt. 
Four, a. PY, EE; the four points on the compass, 

PY jn ; the four quarters of the earth, py Aj ; the 
four seas, the world, pq jf; the four seasons, PY 
J, P42; the four limbs or extremities of the 
hody, PU’, pyg#; the four precious things,* 
Pu¥E; the four barbarians, P4ss; a carriage 
and four, PUFR HR, fl; four classes of peo- 
ple,+ PYEE; a man with four eyes (wearing 
spectacles), PYAR{R; a woman with four eyes 
(pregnant), POSRZE; the Four Books, py #; the 
Four Odes, PUa¥; the four seasons for settling 
accounts, PyZeife; to go upon all fours, pu AHI, 
‘f)fa); the four points of the skirt are even; 
(met.) to indulge in four kinds of excess, PU ¢[- 

Four-cornered, a. PU fq, PURE, PYRE. | He. 
Four-edged, a. PY FUE, 4 Ff. 
Four -Looted, a. PORN; four-footed beasts, ERR. 

* These are :—4e-R Ath, Ae ink, paper and inkstand. 
+ -~EE AR, the literati, the farmers, the mechanics, and 

the merchants. 
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Four-square, a. PYyiy, M77. 
Four-wheeled, a. PU imyE, Pu Hi f- | 
Fourfold, a. py ft. | 
Fourfold, v. ¢. Wn py ee. 

Fourscore, n. \-++, A‘ay, /\ZE:- | 

Fourteen, a. +- pq. 
Fourteenth, a. ++ 1. 
Fourth, a. or n. #4; one fourth, pyZ> 7~—. Fi 
Fourthly, adv. PYfe]. PYAR, Pu es. F 
Foveolated, a. 4 |!) fG, (MAS. | 
Fowl, n. A flying or winged animal, avis, B; 

fowls or gallinaceous birds, “4; a bird, &, 
#- a domestic fowl, $f, #4, MH, WERE: | 
a rabbit-fowl, #44; Bantam fowl, SE fi; 
roast fowl, peste: a fricaseed fowl, (isi Ta SE ; Fi 

fowls and ducks, #@.; wild-fowl, PSE, WHE; Fi 
water-fowl, 7J¢,, 7]¢@; to live on fish and fowl, | 

RSM. Hehe 
Fowl, v. 7. 47%, JHE, TENA; to fowl witha, 

net, {52 AE. | 
Fowler, n. 47 E{€. HBS | Fr 

Fowling, ppr. 3 €; ii. | 

Fowling-net, n. #4, Fk, 42. | 

Fowling-piece, n. ESE. 

Fox, n. MOTH, M058, MFG; a she-fox, FMM pS, Ti, 
HO, #8; a kind of fox, WEI!, JaF% ; a white fox, 

G58; a yellow fox, FEE; a young fox, 1K, FR; | 

the flying fox, BES, eAE, Fe; fox-skin fur, | 

- PKZE; articles made of fox-skin, ¥PI; a sly, 

cunning fellow, ¥ #; to confess to the fox, Hu 

PMG; to set the fox 
POE, ES AAR; the fox borrows the tiger’s 
terror, follows close behind the tiger, MM Pay 
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| Fracture, v. 
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To ne k, 8 BIE. aI 

{o burst Rial oe BEE, ae £16 
,as a limb, Jf, re. 

to crack, a. 

burst as: idee 

Fracturing, ppr. 48 ff ; breaking a piece out, Jpy; 
cracking, 2 ; breaking asunder, MEH, 7 Wk. 

Fragile, a. Easily broken, Jyé, l@, A&, (HE, File, 

Aik, 3 wa, SIA - 

ragility, n. ea, Hee 
ragment, n. A part broken off, —}?, —3€, J 
i agments of meat, Py ip, jh; fragments, FE, 
ashe, 2 ask, fe] ¥ ; fragments of miscellaneous 
things, {FER Be RE {Py ; to collect the frag- 
ments from the table, # JA; historical frag- 
ments, AEFe; a fragment of a hook, #fF- 
‘aomentary, a. PE, AE vB. 
ragrance, Fragrancy, n. Grateful odor, F, & 

a, 8G, BSL, BUR. Thos, Ae, BL, Ba, 
irs: to diffuse fi ‘ng vaniee ony IiaR ; fra- 
erance (good reputation) flowing down for a 
hundred gener ae eA EIU 

giant, a. &, 95, 98. AE ISH, See, ISIE, 
ws, ZEAK; fragrant plants, 35h, HAL; fra- 

grant flowers, @7ZE; fragrant beads, “Bek: 
imei bags, as worn by Chinese fomales, rig 

; fragrant regions, Buddhists’ elysium, # 
iW, @i}.; fragrant wood: @7x; the sonthern 
breeze is fragrant, 7 filets # ; a fragrant name, 
44%; fragrant memory of ancient worthies, 
42; fragrance striking the nose, AEE # ; 

spicy, # Ue. 
to keep one’s geese, fH | Frail, a. Weak, 92, teay; fragile, WOR, Mi, 

Fi We; rather fragile, Kips; a frail constitution, 
wee 

Fox, v. 7. To turn sour, # A, (AN. | Frailty, n. Weakness of resolution, i393, Ras, 

Fox-chase, nN. AEA MM. | HAY , Ve A. 

Fox-fairy, n. JMl. | Fraise, n. Pointed stakes, 4eANAN. 

Fox-hair, n. KE ; fox-hair pencils, MP4, WE Frame, rv. t. To make, j&, (EF, Hye, wes ; to fit 

Fox-hound, n. Jif. |G 4. one ime into another, #A, @ #47; to plan, 

Fox-hunter, n. 4h #. | 
Fox-glove, xn. Digitalis, Fz TAXE. 
Fox- fail n. WEN. | 
Foxy, a. Fe4f- | 
Fracas, n. A brawl, WF], NEES. 
Fraction, n. Fi ‘action in arithmetic, 33, FEBe, FF | 

32; fraction of faith, #¥{z. 
Fractional, a. 220, 2S REA. 

Fractious, a. Snappish, yeyy"fE, 4 PEAY, Besa. 
Fracture, ». Jyh #4 ; fracture of a hone, pA, a 

df; simple fracture ofa bone, PpRP As fH KA. We 
iH; double fracture, eff ; compound frac 
ture, JPR LEB RA, AAT H- | 

Frame, n. 2B, #3 

zt. fal; to fabricate, (iG; to frame laws, ffi 
Jz, ii jE ; to frame a design, FET; to frame 
one’s mind, Wf); to frame peace, (iki; to 
frame a ey (Eee, (EAS. 

the frame or skeleton of man, 

Py4e; ihe frame wW;it ; the frame for a door, 
for a roof, FRAGA, 42 5e4k: the frame for a 
building, #28; a frame of timber, ASHE: an 
embroiderer’s frame, jgifii 8 ; a lace-frame, #% 
wean: picture frame, E42; frame for specta- 

cles, NESE 4", WEEE; frame of ordnance, Jef 
4m; a frame for silkworms, Say, Zargh; 
frame for drying fish, [U4Q4g, #7; frame of 
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zoverument, Bue: at of fame “pe, TE RLS 

4 ip frame, i 4%; to Le out of frame, fi G 

% i WE El 46; 
B; io construct a frame, (42h, eA. 

Frame-work, n. 22; to put up f a frame-work, 

peop. [ati 
Framed, pp. or a. 38, itt) 8, a, devised, [ral 
Hemline ppr. Making, 32, ja 

at ; fabricating, Tiff, aa. 
Tene, n. Fee Ak, — Hg IRF LY EAE. | 

France, n. fab I 0H Be. 
Franchise, n. ZOZH, A+, AH. 
Franchise, v. t. To make free, (1 aE ZHE, Wit 

ee 

Francolin, n. fe fei G- 
Frangible, a. ive fv. 
Frank, ». A coin of France. See Franc. 

Frank, a. Free, ; undisguised, 1EX fg. 

Frank-tenement, n. Ar3é. 
Frankincense, n. 7] #. 

Frantic, a. Mad, #§ i. MATE, FE, BARS 8 
frantie horse, #f5; frantic with joy, #3] | 

Mi TES. 
Franticly, Frantically, adv. JEYR, RAM. 
Franticness, n. $i TE. 

Brap, et. ih, LL, 
Fraternal, a. #5, i, 50 6 (vg, AC BB fy; to teach 

filial ea set duties, 

nal affection, Hf .t); fraternal love, 56 22, 

PH. 
Fraternity, n. Brotherhood, 

He, WH; a society, HF, Be; the Triad frater- 
nity, = 4 @; a Christian fraternity, Jp 

bras 
Fraternize, v. 

AF, AFF. d 

Fratricidal, a. $F 56 56 (5, 1 F JE Z Bt; fratri- 
cidal strife, 5U ef 7% St ey. 

Fratricide, n. $5045 ZIE- 
Fraud, n. Deceit, 1k, WES. Pe Sa. Ueki, ea, 

the frame of the mind, ser, 7 | 

; contriving, fal, | 

i. BEAL, BE UE, AA HAR, HEE, 
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| 
| 
| 

HA ZZ ASSP ; frater- | 

BUR; cratt, waft, Aa; imposition, P47: ; to | 
commit. a fraud, [ify $6; “on frauds by workmen 
in the houses,” [di FP Ket te dK. 

Fraudful, a. Se Seek, tia he A - 
Fraudulence, Fraudulency, n. 

Ga AP of: 
Fraudulent, a. Deceitful, PeSR RE, Fert. Hat, AF 

ht; fraudulent conquest, jij; a fraudulent 
disposition, 44 P, J YE, we s§; to obtain by 

fraudulent means, Sy (N92, we Sei tu i. 

Deceitfulness, Pg 

FRE 

obtain publie or private property, aETK'S AIK 
If ; to obtain fraudulently, Be Sm e4k8 ; obtained 
fraudulently, ie Sa th #4. 

Fraught, a. Filled, }§; fraught with danger, Psa 

Ke, i LI. 
Fraxinus chinensis, x. SLR {E.- 
Fray, n. A quarrel or violent riot, 2 fijZ3t, FF 

lj; a fight, 4748, 47 2s, FIR]; a battle, Fy fk; 
a single combat, JE ge; a place injured by rub- 
bing, #38 2 j&; to begin a fray, BABE. 

Fray, v. t. To rub, fret, BEE, BE, #8; to terrify, 

Fe - 
Freak, n. A whim, 4%, Jevf, FEA; a frolic, 

HEY; sport, Fk. 
Freaked, pp. Checkered, §¥ f% fy, FESRAS- 
Freakish, a. APE, Fegk, Fe, BBL. 
Freckle, x. A spot of yellowish color in the skin, 

BEE, WOE, BEMIMG; freckle faced, FH. 
Freckled, a. Sg ¥4, FE BHAT, BERR AT. 
Free, a. Being at liberty, A +, Aw: ABE, 

A EL, Hit GZ HE unrestrained, #44, 
a BG GE f, AH fee A Hs open, candid, IE A; 
liberal, Fo, BK; Gracmiioas 7; not having 
any suffering, fj4%%; free from care, SE Pp IR, 

ASE; , ae 
annoyance, 4u¢3f; free from business, 4M Bz Pf; 
to set one free, FEhx; free and easy, A, A 

#1 | All, RAE, WBE MR Se, WAZ, 47, IB 

Al, Ais, sap; a tree style, MAGE, SRR, 
ata; to have a free delivery, wij foie FY ; free 
schools, #¢44, a€ ff; a free gift, GKe#, As 
fij4; a free town, #7 ZHK; free persons, § 
gee IK BAG free from obstacle ameps ; free 
from rocks, 4me%;, Suen}; free, as a river or 
passage, ji]; free ingress ond egress, jmi, Hi 
A SE; free communication, Hi you are 

free to do whatever you please, B] Ll #7, 

WY LURE; are you free? (ear Beaery, We 
ALY; to oe free from, JRF, FAG, IEA; 

free ail AeA, 45 1 FEE; to be free 

with one, 48) Stik, 48 C1 BEHE. 
Free, v. t. To clear, PR, Hy, RRB, BRR; to set 

free, FE Fk; to free by rescuing, BHR, Be Hi 
ye; to free hy ransom, JIHIZK; to free from 
obstacles, BRPYHE; to free a ship from water, 

TP jp fi 7K. 
Free-agency, vn. BA, REC. 
Free-born, a. AERjipF- 

Free-city, Free-town, n. AAZI. HOZIM. 
| Free-cost, n. Amb (di 2, of 2 JA. 

Fraudulently, adv. je, 728; to fraudulently | Free-denizen, n. Ip-F. 

free. of infir mities 4nt FF} ; free from. 
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Free-hearted, a. Open, frank, 7G, IE; gen- 
erous, ‘FE Hf. 

Free-living, n. 4. 
Free-port, n. SAR EY 7 Jil. 

Free-school, n. 3. 

Heeospoken, o. esa ts ARES. 
Free-thinker, n. Als HZ 
Free-will, n. AfFeR, ae iY HE. sponta- 

heousness, fy ¥$; a free-will offering, fbi 

Free-woman, n. ({-E 2 Af, AB ALULAY. (238. 
Freebooter, n. jp lbk, te bk. 
Freebooting, n. Hd, 47 3- 
Freed, pp. Set at liberty, Hk, FEAT ; loosed, 

BR Fi, BROT. 
Freedman, ». aTE#, BMH, BA. 
Freedom, n. Liberty, A ESHA AZ HE: 

exemption from constraint, (0% 77 7 ## ; frank- 
ness, fi alg boldness, )JH#¢ #4 ; freedom from 

passsions, 486 fj ; freedom of speech, fE een 7% 
HE; freedom of a city, HIRZ dF; license, 

dil ft. 
Freehold, n. 7x3. 
Freeing, ppr. Delivering from restraint, fgg A 

“E, WIA 2 ZH; releasing from confinement 

FR; clearing, ELA. 
Freely, adv. Without restraint, (£3%. 283%, RR, 
cae CZ fi; gratuitously, &; willingly, ff 

>, ti BA; pountifully, BBAR st o give freely, fy 
hi, GER; take it frecly, (pA; take 
freely, BA fRHE; to drink freely, Kfk, HePE; 
drink freely, fg fii fk ; to eat freely, AR, WR; 

to speak freely, FEF a, KOE, Hist. 
Freeman, n. AE ZA, BA. 
Freemason, n. #146 @& ZX. 
Freemasonry, n. #245. 
HReCHESS, n. Openness, IE iff, (LG ; generosity, 

>, VEE ; eratuitousness, yy #% ; unobstruct- 
edness, 406 ff] BEE, S854 3. 

Freestone, n Wy. 
Freeze, v. i. ; pret. froze ; pp. frozen, froze. To he 

Haticenled by poe ERE, GHEE, tie ak, VANE We, 

GE; to congeal, Kee, BEAL; to freeze or feel 

cold, Flat, BLY: to freeze to death, ¥7E, HE 
$e; I freeze to death, APB KEK. 

Freeze, v.t. LK, i ti 
Freezing-point, a. Of iit 7 JE , ek JE, RE DK E. 
Freight, n. The cargo of a ship, #ef¥ ; load, 4 

#£; to take a ship to freight, #f##; the money 
paid for the transportation of goods, ft hil, #8 

BA, AVS, HR. 
Freight, v.t. SAE, PSE, SEI, CLARE. 

? 
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Freighter, n. 419% %.- 
Freightless, a. 40 ¢% ry. 
French, a. eof PH PE, 7: BI fy; French-chalk, 7& 
A Ae ; French-grey, ef ; a French crown, 

AM, WEIL. 
Frenchman, n. 7% EY JA. 
Frenzy, n. BATE. IRAE. 
Frequency, n. A return or recurrence of a thing 

often pelts sd at short intervals, Jak ME, HW - 
Frequent, a. Often seen or done, Jgk, ik. Hi ity 

fg. TEE, BR, Fle, HSL; of frequent oc- 
currence, JAR AF; frequent visits, JeFE PE ; 

frequent intercourse, Jg£32, EBL UE IE ; frequent 
engagements, Ja 4y, Jgt ik. 

Frequent, v.t. To visit often, alee Tinie 
ae; to frequent a school, fh, Ty SE; 
frequent a brothel, JUKE rear 

Frequentative, a. BGM. 
Frequenter, n. I=] 4. 
Frequently, adv. Jak, tte, WHF. IE's he fre- 

quently says, (tik Arah ; frequently comes, fF 
Zi], EZ; the debtor must frequently pay re- 
spects to the creditor, Wt {'¢ 7 SES FL I. 

Fresco, n. Coolness, yt 9%, Wye #% ; fresco-paint- 

ing, Hf Ll Ken f. 
Fresh, a. Moving with celerity, #2, 3; not salt, 

7 ; uncooked, ZE; fresh, as fish, meat, Ge., ff, 

wae; new, 3h, KEV], Mews, HEE; fresh goods, 
aE ; a fresh supply, HFA)"; a fresh breeze, 
HEIGL, DAML; fresh air, 3i3R; fresh and cool, 
nie ; fresh and pleasant, #¢ PE; fresh fruit, Hf 
fee WE, AWE; fresh fish, fq; fresh, uncooked 
meat, f# py ; fresh (sweet) water, {Kt ; fresh 

(cool) water, ai 7K; fresh news, 3 fi; fresh 
color, &¥ fF, ji : a fresh complexion, PETE he, #0 

#fi; a fresh hand, 4E=F, $f ; to awake fresh, BR 
we: the fresh color of a gem, pf; a fresh 
horse, 37 55. 

Fresh-looking, a. Hf €, fe f&; a fresh tooling 
complexion, PETE Tfi- 

Freshen, rv. ¢. To make fresh, {di 3p. 
Freshen, v. i. To grow brisk or strong, as the wind, 
WS; to grow fresh, AE Sif, jaf UX; to lose salt, 

THUR, FE BRM. 
Freshes, n. pl. The mingling of salt-water with 

fresh-water in rivers and bays, BRR IR II. 

Freshet, n. An overflowing of a river, HEI, 4 

AK, imp KY Lil. 
Freshly, adv. $f ME ; cooly, THF. (AF. 
Freshman, n. ; pl. Freshmen. A novice, #3] #, 

Freshness, n. Newness, }f 4 ; vigor, 3[£ f# ; cool- 
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ness, 7e3e; rawness, ZENE; briskness, as of | 
wind, J) #4 ; the freshness of odor, jh ®. 

Fret, v.t. To rub and wear away a substance by 

friction, #8; to corrode, fit; to agitate, to 
disturb, j#f, #b—@L; to tease or irritate, APY NE 
WE. 

Fret, vz. To he worn away, 4 He ; 
roded, fi f ; to Le irritated, ZA #X. 

Fret, n. A rippling on the surface of water, jk 
4%; agitation of the mind, *# 4, 
c-  (e— : o = = 5 = We 4e 3 1M architecture, an ornament consisting 
of small fillets intersecting each other at right 

angles, fal SFE, [a] IER. 

to ke cor- 

Fretful, a. Ina state of vexation, HE, —Yfr | 
Fretfulness, n. HE 5q, WH. | 5x, Po). 
Frett, n. The worn side of the bank of a river, #4 

ins. 
Fretted, pp. ora. Eaten, corroded, fh 7, ghMPE ; 

vexed, #. 
Fretten, a. Marked, as pock-fretten, Je J& (YJ. 
Fretting, ppr. or a. Corrcding, fit ; vexing, jd. 
Fret-work, n. {fy 7% 0. 
Friability, Friableness, n. yi 7%. 
Friable, a. )j@. FRU, SR. 
Friar, n. A Roman Catholic friar, {234 #4, Vss% 
Z+;a Buddhist friar, Fy fj." 3a Tauist friar, 

Friar’s-lantern, n. Wie. ak, aR. 
Fribble, v. i. EXE, 36. 

Fribble, n. A frivolous, contemptible fellow, 3% 

Fribbler, n. RSt#%. [AH 
Fricassee, n. 1 fy He. 
Friction, m. A fee 3% , 2%. bi FH EES FES RS ; slid- 

ing friction, BEAL ; rolling friction, jew. 
Friction-wheels, n. pl. jig pei. | 
Friday, n. j@3#ir. A, Wet A. 
Fried, pp. or a. Wf; fried meat, Ti Py. 
Friend, n. I, A, BAA, 2 3 a good friend, Ay %, 

FEA; an intimate friend, Mp EW AC, ALI | 

Ac, JAH AC; an old friend, BAC, HEA, He 
Fil; 1 mercenary friend, 7A IIA, He BWA | 
a friend in lewdness, #% 2; a gambling 
friend, MK A; a friend of one’s father, {IE (4; J, | 
your friend, M7, ; friends and acquaintances, | 

AE, — ANAC; rules for intercourse with | 
friends, ACi# ; many friends, IE AC ANE ; a dis- 
interested friend, 3&5 J A; a virtuous friend, 
FEZ: the society of friends, A; friend to, 
Hf; many kindred, few friends, B¥P FE AC; to | 

make friends, (§ 45 Ac, Ws Fl & AL; a condescend- 

ing friend, Site A¢; friends here the whole 

day, # A SPAR. 

Friendless, . 46 jf] ime Ag , Ame (fe Ame (7 , TI #8 ; forlorn, 

Friendliness, n. ACHE, 284%, HAH HL; to show 
friendliness, SEI} if. 

Friendly, a. Kind, ty, ARE, TEBE; be- 

nevolent, f=t), #20, Hi; social, A 4Am A AG, 
Kf 28 A fry ; very friendly, #AJE.AW FA; a friendly 
state, ACJ; a friendly turn, FAR; to be 

friendly to each other, 4-4 f¥. 
Friendly, adv. To treat friendly, $€ fe, 34%, 

#¥, JEL{H; {0 live friendly together, [i] FAH. 
Friendship, n. 3, 2A, AGA. Bait, BAZ; 

intimate friendship, ISA 2, SEAL; mu- 
{ual attachment, #4, 40 ft, FOE, AE. 

| Frieze, Frize, n. #{192; the frieze of the entabla- 
ture, aia. 

Frigate, n. ik ff. 

Fright, n. $i, FETA, WE, MEE, Feit, HE, BR 
wk HG 98 ; to tremble with fright, BRR; to take 
fright, #&, JE; to put in a fright, SF; sudden 
fright, 4%, Zé; sickness from sudden fright, 
44 #ejx5 > sickness from slow fright, (e#®%E; 
the expulsion of fright, H4##; dead from fright, 

FOR IE. 
Fright, Frighten, v. ¢. ph, SEU. FEtA, RE; you 

frighten me, {jl} J¥ ; to frighten one to death, 
Whi AEN; do not frighten me, i 4F-lipf FE ; do not 
frighten him, PUREE ; to frighten birds, £6 ; 
to frighten simple people, Ziff & Be , HET Be. 

Frightened, pp. or a. 3, the, FER, ZA, TTS ; 

to be frightened to death, #&%E; a frightened 
appearance, 2 fi, 45h; much frightened, 
ti, HE AFP HE 77 A; frightened at little 
things, Jomo ji. 

Frightful, a. BA, BME, AF); shocking, 2H, 
deR;a frightful cut, H]742e[h] ;a frightful ap- 
pearance, Bp AIRE, iar AME; a frightful 
noise, MPF Ze; to a frightful degree, 7e$e; 
a frightful state, JAZ. 

Frighifully, adv. 2) 46-18, KE, 738 ; fright- 
fully wounded, (#4 /#; frightfully hurt, 2 

Ze, EEG; to beat one frightfully, #774 

ATLAS SR iL 
Frigid, a. Cold, 3, SEY, Fi; the frigid zones, 

Mew; unfeeling, Weve, Mu, We; a frigid 
friend, WYRM AC; a frigid style, WAAR. 

Frigidity, n. Coldness, 74% ; coldness of affection, 
YVR; impotency, 47yy- 

Frigidly, adv. BYR, WR. 
Frigidness, n. 3€, 4}; want of affection, AYR. 

| Frigorific, a. Bai, BSE. 
ue — 
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Fringe, n. $$, #8; the fringe of a cap, IMP, WA | Frolic, Frolick, n. A flight of levity, 48) 238, 
#E, #5 a knotted fringe, PKSF ; a fringe of hair | 

around the crown, 4; a long fringe on the 
crown, -f% 3¢ 43; an open, broken fringe, as on 
Chinese mourning gowns, ¥#; the fringes of a 
cloud, 22535, 227%. 

Fringe, v. t. HF. 
Fringe-tree, n. $8 fit. 
Fringed, pp. or a. #89€, SEA; a fringed hat, #2 
Fringy, a. A 8%, Fy i. 

Fripper, n. WE; a broker, REA. 
Lhd. 

Frippery, n. Old clothes, Ze; useless things, | 
Friseur, n. 4 Uf 4¥. | JRE Jy. 

Frisk, v. i. DL, DML, Wi, SEAR, Wee, PEP 
DEA. 

Frisk, n. Fy i. 

Frisker, n. QkiG#4, UEEER. 

Frisket, n. BR SUER. 
Friskful, a. Lively, ae, Py. 

Friskiness, n. Hey. PREG. 
Frisking, ppr. Leaping, Dif. 
Frisky, a. PezR. 
Frit, n. FRB HI. 
Frith, n. IE, iF ’ ie FY. ir. H, i A. 

Frith, n. ftp. 
Fritter, n. FLAG; fragment, y=, RE. 

Fritter, v.¢. To cut meat into small pieces to be 
fried, 4 fy}: ; to break into small pieces, BE SH | 

SM, 47 WE; to fritter away, 3 JB, MEE, PE Ze, 
Frittering, ppr. ues. ie. 
Frivolity, n. MPR, MPR, CORR. 
Frivolous, a. PRE, EYE ;a frivolous affair, VHF; 

a frivolous person, 7PM A, PEE ZN, PERE 

#; to make frivolous excuses, Pk (fj. 
Frivolously, adv. #7. 
Frivolousness, n. Wey ay, We Tay Hy. 
Friz, v. t. To curl, %*, 82, #8, Enh. 
Frizzing, ppv. #2, Fé. 
Frizzle, v. t. To curl, #2, #8. 
Frizzled, pp. or a. $2, #52, 48 

Frizzler, n. fe52%. [#. 
Fro, adv. From, away, 3; to and fro, FEE, 3ie 

Frock, n. 7#2, EHR, #5hR; a child’s frock, & 
Frock-coat, n. K#Z. [#6. 

Frog, n. iii, FASS, Wee, 4; 

Frog-fish, n. Wa 4q. 
Frolic, Frolick, a. Merry, #ey§; playing, HER, 

Frolic, Frolick, v. ¢. RSE, HEH, HoH, wes, 

a striped frog, Hz 
ii; the tree frog, [fN9 ; frogs and toads, REM. | 

| 

eee, SUED. 
Frolicsome, a. Ag JX, He ihe, I i, Bz, UE aK aes» 

4g TE. 
From, prep. th, 61, WB ik. DI. Be HR HE. 

Hid, pe; from China, Arf fy, pease; it 
comes from China, Wirt Bgigere, Gy rt PZ AY ; 

from afar, WEE ATM, Aiea, At 77 
Ty 3é; from abroad, Be gAneE, A} fell ae fry ; comes 

from above, wm EMA, A LMéAs, HERE 
A¢; from below, HRre TSE, pT re AS; 
from beneath the table, MRE PRE, Aa T fy; 
from behind, REBBkv, ARB. ARM 
AE ; from before, HR Ai EGE, vb Al ih 2; from 
(on) high, we [-j#, A_k, pa yv#; from thence 
or that place, (4744, G #; from hence, Rag 
Hz, tH JE; from whence? whence? Kei VE, 
HiFR ig 2, ZEQHLEAG ; from within, Me Py RRR 
WE, ZEA THe, ro A; from amongst them, 
He (5 Hs [pS hE; from of old, hea, A LIZ: 
{o fall from off his head, W&eHyeI?, GA mHT ; 
from the near to the remote, AYE Rie, ALE 
iz; he came from heaven, MEK YA ACH, fils 
ARM; from one to another, —A2eaA— 
4, ABA; from the right to the left, Az 
3 47; is it from heaven or from man? WEF BR 
We NES PBE, PK eK A ASE; is it from one’s 
self or from others ? Fy GF ey VF, eh 
AF ; to take from, ERIS, JB; ; I took it from 
him, FREE IGE, AH WS lt ; from top to toe, 
Aw 242; from beginning to end, A vase, 
44 BE ; from the creation of the world, § 

FEIWBD A Lae ; from that time, 7s puppy ge 
T, BURLIAE; from childhood, G4; from 

time to time, Aiba AIFTT. DUTT DUE AE: 
from day today, A H,3&H ; from year to year, 
4636; it comes from a cold, (48 MERE, Hy HE 
aL EX, Ab tek HPA ; to prevent one from doing, 
BA 4k; to prevent one from coming, fH JR, 
APA FA; a quotation from, Wi, |]; to issue 
from, Hijj$, Hi3% ; to distinguish this from that, 
APBAWE WED AG, HN IEHS OK; to love one from 
the bottom of one’s heart, 3 J\; from the 
son of heaven to the people, A S47 BINA RE. 

AKF BIEN. 
Fromward, adv. RE, HH. 
Frondescence, n. BRE 27, HEE Ze. 
Front, ». fii, AUS, MA; the forehead, #4, #4; 

front to front, fii ¥}fi7 ; the front of the house, 
FR“ WE; front of a hall, Sj; in front, # 
BW, 46; towards the front, jay Aj; the front 

1p de) as) 
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of an army, Wii; men of front, WEE A, | vie, aE me BEE, MET Pee Ys, HE: oid of 

Smt ET LZ. FE- natural heat or vigor, #YR. 
Front, v. ¢. lo oppose face to face, Tif, I, Bf; to Fructescence, n. HoH ee the fruiting season, 

front the north, fitfMjb, Tiyb; to front the SEWED MR. 
east, fay Ht; to front each other, 472}, Aa fy. Fructiferous, a. £8 Ht Ay, ABBE AY. 

Front- ae n. Fill fi. Fructification, n. #¥40 4. 

Front-door, n. BAPY, KY. Fructify, v. ¢. YE; to fertilize, jPAER. 
Front-room, n. Wij #%, DAR. Frucetify, v. 7. To bear fruit, #538, #2. 
Frontage, n. WUH, Ii. | Fructuous, a. #3 36/5. 
Frontal, a. #ify; the frontal bone, see under | Frugal, a. Re EH, Tee. Gifs, GIA. AJA. i, 

Bone; frontal eminence, Hf fq. tH ; Toner erenle Tele, VE tr, PE he, fea 9A; 
Frontier, n. 33, FR, Ga Ft, TAFR, FSU, EF, 3 a frugal man, @ JHA. 

iH, Al, 2¢; frontier town, 34%; beyond the | Frugality, n. ReGiH, GAR, RIZE, be A. 
frontier, 3&4, 3¢4h, 4#4Xp; on the frontier, 3 | Frugally, adv. With economy, LREEN, BiH. 

LL, £4 9%; to guard the frontier, PysF *PiaZE, | Frugivorous, a. @HLAG. 

Sit SEE VE, NEE, <PEA; frontier territories, 3 Fruit, n. Fruit of trees, #4, #, F, HEF. HH; 
Ji; a frontier post, pi]; application for | fruit ripening on the ground, ij; the seed of 
military supplies on the frontiers, 333 rps 3p, fruit, as pears, apples, {<, {£-F; the stony seed 

Fronting, ppr. fq, thy ¥t- iifg- Of fruit, as plums, #%; the young of animals, 
Frontispiece, n. Ap. | &; fresh fruit, AE3, SAE; dried fruit, HeHE, 
Frontless, a. BE yy J¥. | ¥AHL; all kinds of fruit, A ax, AMAL; sorts 
Frontlet, n. 9c#H, FRA, Sci, REEL, GLA. of fruit, 276); fruit of the season, J}fHe; to 

Frost, n. Frozen dew, #4, Wk, Wee, Sed; frost bear or bring forth fruit, E38, £27, #eF; 
and snow, #q2e, jy; to treat on frost, to be the fruit of my labor, #¥T% Hi; the fruit of 

on dangerous ground, J #q; black frost, S294; | evil habits, Hi#7 ZH; profit, FZ. > acy 

white frost, #4. Fruit-basket, n. ERE. 
Frost, v. t. 7235. Fruit-bearing, a. #32 frj. 
Frost-bitten, a. ESE EY), @E, VEE. Fruit-grove, n. Hipp. 
Frost-bound, a. Jal dk AV Be HE. Fruit- stall, n. HOARE, The AE GRE. 
Frost-numbed, a. ¥p fil. Fruit-time, n. Ica zy%- 
Frostily, adv. 4yR. Fruit-tree, n. Sik}; fruit-trees, HLA. 

Frosty, a. Producing frost, YA#H, Faw, BE, WA. | Fruiterer, n. FR, BARE. 
Wi; without warmth, Yai frosty weather, Fruitful, a. Very productive, Mp8, 1 Bk, 3 Bf, 
Ket, AFAK; a frosty reception, WYRE K. | RHE, Were, wi BIN bearing children, 7B; 

Froth, . 7, A, FRY, FRU. very fruitful, AE, 4, Ay. TRI; a fruit- 
Froth, v. ¢. or 7. fy, Hiyg. | ful season, ME, Ki SE oes and exuberant, 

Frothy, a. 7a "P§, 7 fry ; soft, not firm or solid, 7, iy OE WE, FAZH; a fruitful genius, FEA A; 

Yeip; vain, Mier. fruitful in expedients, 4s], ae be fruitful, 
Frounce, v. t. fi, MAIL, Bk; to curl or frizzle the and multiply, 4E A 4% & Bye Hh. * 

hair about the face, ##3, #eH2Z. Fruitfulness, n. EF 4%, SE, BES, eee 

Frounce, n. #ff- Frnitless, a. Not bearing fruit, H%, 0 pi 
Frouzy, a. Fetid, 58, JR, Je, $e, JRF; cloudy, Wi (yy; fruitless, as an attempt, fk. FEAR, SE Se 

©, it, BER. fruitless labor, 487, SFE ZI, FESRBED; a 
Froward, a. Perverse, BISA. wht , WANK, WL | «© fruitless attempt, A wt, AHR AAIP; fruitless 

hi, Jaf, Ait, , Ae, Ei. | pope Me RE, ye RE. 

Frowardness, n. Vitis. BASE A, HY) We a | Fruitlessness, n. Me #, 224%, SERRATE, Beat 
Frown, v.t. or 7. S75 0H, SOMA DE, BEG, MER, |e. 

HARA, WOR, RT ASE, BE. | Frumentarious, a. AE fg, stfrJ- 
Frown, n. {ta 4, MH. | Frump, ». gi Zé, =] xf. 
Frowning, ppr. or a. $88 Frush, n. A sort of tender horn in the middle of 
Frozen, pp. or a. Congealed by cold, Hit, Heo, Be | Delegates! earciort oes 
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sole of a horse’s foot, if FP. 
Frustrate, v. ¢. To defeat, Faiz, BATE, Wy, WE; le 

frustrates me, ff PAPE Fe, TR AK, (EL, 
{tL HE]; to frustrate one’s creditors, FE fy {if 
=; fo ae one’s plans, ME ef; to frus- 
trate one’s hopes, (i A Ma 2. 

Frustrate, a. Vain, fEYR, ZH, FER. 
Frustrated, pp. Rendered null and void, FE 2%, 

we fhe, AEFRH! Jy; all our efforts were frustra- 

ted, HEB TK. 
Frustrating, ppr. PAIK, Sef, FATE. 
Frutescent, a. 42 \shfvy, SEE. 
Fruticant, a. B#x fry. 
Fruticose, Fruticous, a. Shrub-like, (38 fy. 

Bry, vt. 2s, BU; to fry in fat, INA, HZ 
Yih; to fry brown, AVM, wePb; to fry in its 
own fat, fi ¢[-; to fry thoroughly, At #K; to 
fry cakes, Jjcfip; to fry plantains, #B#E; to fry 
liver, i IF; to fry fish, HAM. 

Fry, v. 7. To be heated, %, 2&, #2, LZR PME. 
Ty, 7- ‘A swarm of little fish, —pR4f fF; a dish 

of anything fried, wr; a fry of little chil- 

dren, —BRMWEE, — BR Fs goodly try, H 
A; to get into a fry, [eRe FE HA. 

Frying, ppr. i, ¥; a shovel to turn frying 
meat, &e., HERE. 

Frying-pan, n. $4, HE, Wk gn 
Fueus, n. A paint, #}; false show, #} fifi; pl. 

Fuci, in botany, a genus of alge, Fi ai, che. 
Fuddle, v. ¢. or 7. Ii ik, fez] HE. 
Fuddled, pp. ALAY, ARE, FEAR. 
Fudge, n. Nonsense, ¥% HE. 

Huel, n. 22, 947, SEK, HE, PK; to split fuel, MESE ; 
to cut ed nie , RAE; to fetch fuel, Fre; 
to collect fuel, jhe , fir SE, AR HR; to carry 
firewood, FHI, oe or ass cut for fuel, 3 

#7; to add fuel to the flames, XX EN. 
Fugh, Foh, interj. '&. 
Fugitive, n. Jb A, A, bE & ; an escaped crim- 

inal, Aba; a vagabond, Hew, Wilh, I 
FN, TEAS A. 

Fugitive, a. Hb yy, ZEfry; fugitive law, YeIePil ; 
a fugitive idea, {PzR. 

Fukien, n. Fukien province, jaz, [4- 
Fulcrum, n.; pl. Fulcra or Fulerums. A prop or 

support, AF FE, BUM, HUE, ALT. SUN, SIT, 
%; m mechanics, that by which a lever is 
sustained, or the point about which it moves, 

TE Ei. 
Fulfill, v.¢. To perform, as one’s promise, #8 zy, 
SEF ; to fulfill a dream, FA#S; to fulfill 

prophecies, ite We Hie o fal fill one’s 5 duty, 
Sp Asap; to fulfill the duties of an office, SFR 

Fp, BENE, TER, HE WRE; difficult ta fulfill the 
duties of a responsible office, efi ar fF; to 

fulfill the duties of father and son, R&-FF; 
to fulfill the duties of prince and minister, # 

4 Bt Ea. 
Fulfilled, pp. Fulfilled, as one’s promise, $f JL 
a ; fulfilled, as one’s duty, S34 (BIPEAS FP ; ful- 
filled, as prophecy, 4XR&. 

Fulfilling, ppr. Fulfilling, as one’s promise, 9S; 
Hee as prophecy, #48; fulfilling, as a 
duty, <f, Re. 

Fulfillment, x. Fulfilling of a promise, JS = #%; 
fulfillment, as prophecy, HE HR, ORR, BER; 
the fulfillment of prophecy, JRE §& fa B; the 
fulfillment of one’s duty, SF AS Ap #; 
ment of the duties of one’s office, SE} % FF. 

Fulgency, n. 42, tilt. 

Fulgent, a. EA, eI, TERE, Hi, WA St; daz- 

rling, IEPA. 
Fulgora, n. Lantern fly, FEMERE. 

Fulguration, n. Py ?i, Wes. 
Fulgurite, n. PY ae ee. 

Pull, a. Replete, ii}, Fein, 2, Za ith. Nein, ii £E, 
FU, 2 BE, MERE, DRE; full of flesh, JU}8, Je 
Wi; full face, ye Tay; full of cargo, abundance 
of riches, = i AAitk; full of treasure, 77s 
WW; packed full, 4E 35, Wie; pour it full, fa, 
PY ig; full of anger, PAAR, He ig wD Ss full 
moon, i Ft, i. yee EA, |] [A]; time of full 
moon, "By; full time eae full dress, #4], 
ate Ke, 44%; full dress of the emperor, & 
4; full dress of an officer, $k Hh; full and 
dignified, ‘86 ; full and flourishing, | B& ; full 
allowance, $f Je, 7h; the measure of iniqui- 

tics is full, JEZ%, SPBREC ZH; full sails, jap; 
full of wants, 7S Hit; full of infirmities, 

is GE, We AIaHE; full of joy, Pee: 
full of sorrow, 7fj SERS; full of cares, ABS 
Hh; full of idisiness: ii & 0 -. iti & Bi; 

full of wine, 74 HF; full hal eees full | har- 

vest, gi EY pk ; two full years, fj 4p if; full 
accutane HE Ze full powers, A HE ; full know- 
ledee, Fn, AS 4; full HES cies Bees 
full assembly, PEAE, HEU, AL; full explana- 
tion, A fie. Ft; full Me words, FES; full of 
ideas, TEX, 7x; full bloom, 7ERME, EY 

Wy, HER HE; full fragrance, $EFF; a full cup, 

ii #h, Ae EF; full of blessings, #5 ma; full of 
water, 7%, yy; full of “feathers, TEWA, Ba 
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45; fulland empty, Awe, Zi; fulland warm, 
figt#; eaten to the full, ff]; the coat is too 

full, BRIANA, ¥IRLBUA, #21; you know 
full well, (put, Ab4n, B40; to give a full 
account, Seep. 

Full, n. Complete measure, 4s, #§, /E ; the whole, 

Pie HA, a, EL. 
Full, v.¢. To thicken cloth ina mill, $8 (i, BHA 5 

to cleanse, 74raé. 
Full-bloomed, a. 3 ili A. 
Full-blown, a. Fully expanded, as a flower, By 

J%, Beh; fully distended with wind, fA sq", 

SM. 
Full-dressed, a. 35 ZK. 
Full-eyed, a. pyffe. 
Full-faced, a. [EJ fi. 
Full-fed, a. #7. 
Full-gorged, a. fia Ait vii. 
Full-hearted, a. FH. 
Full-laden, a. fj it. 
Full-orbed, a. yA]. 
Full-stuffed, a. 3g #f- 
Fuller, n. 496 (i Hi, 22 1 #- 
Fuller’s earth, n. $e (i He, Gt MH C- 
Fullery, n. # (i x. 
Fulling, ppr. de (i- 
Fulling-mill, n. 368 i 2, 2 th JB. 
Fullness, n. #)#%, JOH, ZH; wealth, affluence, 
Mi pe Hes | pkey; fullness of time, ji), jy 
iy}, FJ4y} ; the fullness of Christ, HUE Z Bees ; 
the fullness of God, |- 477% Be (ls ; repletion, ff 
26, #5 ik; fullness of heart, jt ; the fullness 

of sound, 72%, 7288. 
Fully, adv. %E, As, Hi, 3%, A, EB; fully supplied, 

WG, JB. FEE, KLATER ; fully prepared, fA rat, $F 
36, ett, ATH, JAMIA s fully known, Janie, 4a 
3% Seq: fully understands it, 3H IPE ; fully paid, 
Bengt, Bei, HAR, TceHe; fully explained, fi% 
ral: SEE ; to fully investigate, eRe, BEF. 

Fulminant, a. Thundering, 7 fy, Heit. 
Fulminate, v. 7. To thunder, $77, #77 ; to deto- 

nate, #EKE, FRHE; to issue forth ecclesiastical 
censures, as if with the force of a thunderbolt, 

Fulminate, n. 84%; fulminate of gold, AK ; 
fulminate of mercury, 7K $R EE BE. 

Fulminating, ppr. ora. Thundering, #727 BE, # 
a: cracking, Uf, MHS; fulminating powder, 

Fulmination, n. Thundering, 77iq #4. (Ei ¥ ; 

the explosion of fulminating powder, #eg2 34. 

Fulminatory, a. 77 7G fy, GE Ary, He EME ; striking 
terror, i Uy. 

Fulminic, a. Fulminic acid, Beat, ey ig. 

Bulsome, a. REA, FAR, We, HEME. 
Fulyous, a. Tawny, J&B. 
Fumado, n. If. 
Fumatory, n. $$ B- 

124%; to play child 
ishly, dad dEFit ; to attempt awkwardiy, Hse 
##i; to fumble a letter, #33#$}(z ; to fumble a 
woman, 7A. 

Fume, ». Smoke, {f¥; vapor from combustion, 
HF ; vapor, x, #; the fumes of wine, AER, 
i 4, ; fumes from cooked yegetables, 2%, A, A 
7 ; fumes from food, #z/JE; to be in a fume, 

IKKGE, Kile. 
Fume, v. 7. ort. To smoke, #; to perfume, Be %, 

#E A TE ; to fume away, #8 $y, WW 3q ; to fume, 
WLS. 

Fumiferous, a. #8 #£ (ij. 
Fumigate, v.t. To smoke, #, 7% ; to perfume, 

eae, HEA EAA ; to fumigate a room, RF. 
Fumigation, n. #4, aa, RES. 
Fuming, ppr. or a. #. 
Fumitory, ». See Fumatory. 
Fun, n. Sport, peat, ke 8k, wie, Baw ; to have 

a little fun, Hp ; it was mere fun, Ft Rite ae, 

wk at I C- 
Funambulate, v.¢. To walk on a rope, #7#%.UE#R. 
Eunction, n. The executing of anything, 4, ff, 

wy: office or employment, JER, JRRZ>; power, 
faculty, Ae, FRE; the functions or organs, 
3h FA; to exercise one’s functions, SPUR, Slee 
4p; follow your functions, SF 7K AL Zp; the 
functions of the body, & #234 JA; the functions 
of the eyes, W&2I4 JA; incompetency in man, 

or inability to exercise the conjugal functions 
from weakness of body, &c., ALFEWKSE; fune- 
tions of the five senses, Jr, Ff BJF] ; respiratory 
functions, PEI Dy JA; function in mathematics, 
EA. 

Functional, a. Pertaining to functions, Dy JAAy ; 
functional disorders, Dy FA @l- 

Functionary, n. SPB, BRA. 
Fund, n. A stock or capital, AC$¥, AR, RAK; 

public funds, BY AS, ZAK: sinking fund, 3g fi 
AL; ample funds, K BASE, ABW. 

Fund, v. t. FAS. 

Fund-holder, n. ASAP #. 
Fundament, n. BE, BE), HN; the intestinum 

rectum, FAW. 
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Fundamental, a. #2 7X, Ja 7x; essential, BE; | Furious, a. Rushing with impetuosity, 7 #&; 
necessary, HEBZ (yy ; important, Bear Ay ; funda- fierce, VilFE, ML Se, 7B v4E, AAs Wis mad, 7£; 

mental laws, 7x f{t{o] ; fundamental EEO) es, a furious engene tie ARI, FRU; furious driv- 

ABE, ARE; fundamental learning, #4; the ing or riding, Japa, Sh NUTTER. 

superior man attends to the eee | # uriously, adv. IR RR - furiously angry, (hin, &K 

E FE. | #3 furiously rushed against him, 3h bl SEN. 
Fundamental, n. AH, BH. | Furiousness, n. 45 9£, Vil Fk. 
Fundamentally, adv. Ax; they are fundamentally | Furl, v.t. $8, FEU, He; to furl a sail, asin 

the same, A{R—. (Za: Chinese boats, P 2, ¥ iE, JA WE; to furl a 
Funded, pp. ora. Funded debt, 77S “(4 FG | sail in foreign ships, #4, jx 3 pp. 
Funeral, n. Burial, 28, see, BEST, AS, HSE; | Furled, pp. or a. #87, WB. 

funeral rites, ZE RM, Bei, jp; to attend a Furling, ppr. fei. 
funeral, {2 58, SRIF, HEZE; to prepare for a | Furlong, n. The eighth part of a mile, $e HB * 
funeral, BY (fj) ; a staff by which at funerals the KI R-- 
chief mourner supports himself, 42318 # ; funer- | Furlough, n. {f%; to apply for a furlough, 46% ; 
al waistbands, #%:; funeral sermon, em | io extend furlough, ‘#¥ ffz. | fr (E2- 
funeral expenses, 3 #% ; funeral pile, #8 A AE | Furlough, v.t. To grant leave of absence, iE ffx, 
HE ; funeral songs, 3% BEA, HZ; funeral songs | Furnace, n. “ie, UL, JOUE, Fe, BS; a brickmaker’s 
sung by the hearse-man, wifi, #REK ; funeral furnace, Z; a portable furnace, Jal HR, + Ae 
scrolls hung in the hall, wii), fail. J; a tinman’s furnace, #7 MHpyE; the spirit of 

Funeral, a. 38 fry, 3E fy, BENGE. the furnace, J: ji}, kE #3 to upset the furnace, 
Fungous, a. Ajfj ; spongy, &%. to he bankrupt, f#J:; to try one in the fur- 
Fungus, n.; p!. Fungior Funguses. Edible fungus, nace of affliction, L) EME Z DE alee NV. 

AS EL, fi, 18, 2 tt, HA, & ti, & #4; fungus | Furnish, v. t. fie UR, (Ik Ze, (ERE, fk ie ; to furnish 
growing on bamboo, 47. | with arms, #728, ein to furnish with 

Funicle, n. £%. | wine, fikj; to furnish a house, GR At 
Funk, n. BR. | Jy; to furnish with powers, f@ HE, 1s HE; 
Funnel, n. je, Wie, teh; the funnel of a furnish with traveling Spares: SOR; 

steamer, MH f2j, UA3, Hk. furnish with necessaries, HiZA JA, HE} 2 
Funnel- form, Funnel-shaped, a. $F FR, TANS IK to furnish gratuitously, 3%, fH; to furnish 
Funny, a. fe FG, ie PEA. | te. with knowledge, #%; to furnish with orna- 
Fur, n. The. short, fine, soft hair of animals, #% | mental appendages, WHS bi, INPERT- 

Se turs, Jes fur duesses: 3E, JER, Je A; fine | Furnished, pp. ora. Supplied, (ik, Ait; fur- 
fur-dresses, #@3E; to dress in fur, 27K; to nished with means, {fj Sf 24 JM; furnished 
turn a fur-garment inside out, #32; tosew | room, Jy $46 {f Ay WE (h]; completely furnished, 

furs together, #F Jf ye ee; fur seal, % ji 9;  Furnisher, n. (PRA, CLUE. Ltr 4A ih. 
ermine fur, §R § J ; fur of the hare and rabbit, | Furniture, x. Goats: vessels, Hee ae &e., {F4A, 
Re; fur of the beaver, jf HEB; fur of the i (kK, HEM, # EL, #8 JA; the furniture of a 
sable, $7 je; fur, the finest sort, 434 39 J&; | house, Fe Ff, VER, FTAA the furniture of a 
fur of the land otter, HK; fur of Fe raccoon, | horse, f§#¢; a printer’s furniture, PHBH; 
Howe we: fur of the squirrel, MEHR; fur tails, | ornaments, PE fifi; appendages, Bi hy, BS A; 
3% FE; coating on the interior of tea-kettles, | furniture or moyables, an article of trade, HEAL 

&e., deposited by hard water, 3&G2 yk. | 4S 
Fur, v.¢. To line with fur, $yjk; to cover with | Furred, pp. or a. Lined with fur, 7, £4 yk A. 

morbid matter, as the tongue, JR Jk, |Nfjzx. | Furrier, n. JR. 
Fur-wrought, a. jk fii fry. | Furrow, ». A trench in the earth made bya 
Furbelow, ». Furbelow of a petticoat, #E3%. | plow, 3k, $F; a groove, fy, Hi; a furrow in 
Furbish, v.¢. To rub or scour to brightness, pR ithe face, Hx. 

He, #2 5k, BE. FE BEG; to polish, #7 B; to | Furrow, v. t. fE Sic, Heb, RE ERE BAK; to wrink- 

furbish one’s armor, #74: Hf. | le, #83544. 
Fureate, Fureated, a. Ry, Tf fy. A ite | * Coloquial 1B, an English mile. 
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Furrowed, pp. or a. 1. FE, oa +i: a furrowed ace. 

SPE Ti, TM SSC 54, TH EFT tah iid 
euvey! a. Covered with fur, @£36 fy; dressed in 

fur, 3% yk Ary. 
Further, a. More distant, TH ag, #% jut, Be jaz, ih 

Ha; additional, RW, #, HBA. WH, 
wi ff; on the further side, 4-3, Whe, JHB; 
till further order, Pear, ay, SEVP; take 
no further notice of it, H&E fpIP IB. 

Further, v.¢. To help, Hj, $7; to promote, Hz 
WS, FEHR; (0 help forward, }fff. 

Vurtherance, n. Wy, LH, Wai, Wt. 
Vurthermore, adv. Moreover, 3%, HL, Ot HL, Se 

FL. th A, On, 35 4h; he furthermore said, 

Rik, LB, HZ. 
Wurthermost, a. 33a, Mag fy. 
Furthest, a. 33H (J, TR. 
Furtive, a. iy "E, (gy fv. 
Furtively, adv. {iy, #§. 
Furuncle, n. KPH. 
Fury, n. A storm of anger, BE Ak, 7h e, FEA; 

fierceness, Ji} $R, Gil Fi; phrensy, fit JE, 35 FE; 
enthusiasm, 7£ #7; a goddess of veneeance, 4 
PE; 2 violent woman, $£ AF 5 a violent rush- 

ing, 
Fury-like, a. WIR, TEA. 
Furze, n. Gorse, #174. 
Fuscous, a. Brown, #32 % fry. 
Fuse, v.t. To melt, $3, S440, He 58, WER, FAB; | 

to fuse metals, $84. 

Fused, pp. or a. $35, HY. 

Fusee, Fusil, n. 
lock, #£; fusee or fuse of a shell or of a rock 

to be blasted, AJ Bl PY, ee we. 

Fuser, n. lr. 
Fusibility, n. WPGs, Hy gy. 
Fusible, a. Fusible metal, or an alloy of bismuth 

lead and tin, which melis at the heat of boil- 
ing water, BSA Aj. 

Ae 

IsJ > 

A small neat musket or fire- | 

Fusil, a. Bp $585 rmning o fun g,asa liquid, 
elite Ge Ni 
Vt's0) 

Fusileer, n. ie Meee, WIG Ae 
Fusing, ppr. or a. Melting, §, 
Fusion, n. The fusion of ate oe GR, TY 

#4, Wi; metals in fusion, $B ; watery fton, 

ral 1G. 
Fuss, n. A bustle, i] i, FAME SF. 

Fust, n. #Eg. 
Fust, v. 7. ‘lo become mouldy, #8Ag, BE}. 
Fustian, x. Jej%; a kind of fustian, or velveteen, 

Fustian, a. Made of fustian, JE) fry; bombastic, 

weK, Mii 
Fustic, ». The wood of the morus tinctoria, te 

MER. 
Fustiness, n. ARR. 
Fusty, a. Moldy, Aéfrg; rank, WULF. 

Futile, a. Unimportant, oJ. 3f, fie #5; a futile 

attempt, it gl, ZE at; worthless, 396 FA Mp, fe 

4 (VJ. 
Futility, ». BERRA, ZENE, HERB. 
Future, a. 2, 6 ACME, HEA Ay; future life, FEAR; 

future happiness, 7$ 36727 ; a future day, 

H ; future generations or future age, #B{lt, B 
4%; future state, #¥Ae#F ; future event, Fae 
UPENE, ARAC Bi; future misery, HF We ARE; 
to prevent future misery, Th in future, 
i Be ; to provide for the future, PR ; to think 
about the future, Jaf%, MB: not to care for 
the future, Ait ff; the future tense of a verb, 
WG dH AC NY ZF ; the future tense, Ze IF. 

Future, n. Bese, $36 ZI. 
aes n. AY, FAS, PRUE, PAH. 
Fuze, BRE. SIFY. See Fusee. 
Fuzz- ball, n. BERS A 

,| Fuazle, v.t. HERE 
Fuzzy, a. ORR WK AS. 
Vy, interj. WER. 

G. 
fe The seventh letter of the English alphabet, 

* Seon FPN eR; G. (400), PU; 
(=40,000), py a. 

Gab, v. 7. To talk idly, 70 
it ; {0 impose on, FER. 

CG. | Gabble, n. 

Gabble, v. ¢. Mn, ak NE, UEPOMHE, WR = RY, 

WR AS KR. 
AE, Wai 

| Gabbler, n. aifpneilpE J. 
aia 

; to lic, se ae, we | | Gabel, n. A tax, ff], BEF: the @abel department, 

Bs we 3 
x 

Collector of the Salt Gabel, Ig SH Tay, je 
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Gable, n. 45:44 ; gable ears, #E A, IRE. 
Gaby, n. HF. 
Gad, n. A sharp pointed instrument, 324, 348; 

the point of a spear, #743, FeHk ; a gad of steel, | 

SST 
Gad, v. 7. To walk about, 6, (UIE, Hy DEBE, WEDS, 

EPS, ZEAE; to gad about and out of employ- 

ment, HeRERUS. 
Gad-fly, n. Abi, Be we. 
Gad-about, n. [HER YEA. 
Gaddingly, adv. ¢¥K. 
Gaffle, n. An artificial spur, #ujh. 
Gag, v.t. To stop the mouth by thrusting some- 

thing into the throat, so as to hinder speak- 

ing, #70, 0, SiC. 
Gag, n. BRC, FEN ZI. 
Gage, Guage, n. A pledge or pawn, F&4y, Hh, 1k 
& S ty: a measure, H#€ ; he has the right gage, 
#7 #EHA; a joiner’s gage, JX; the weather-gage, 
EJB ; lee-gage, P Ji fi ; a sliding gage, PE 
i#r ye FL; rain-gage, Aj} ; sea-gage, FE #pPRTS 

FL; tide gage, #408 ; wind-gage, i )a JA. 
Gage, Guage, v. t. To pledge, HY, Fei, TEIN, F | 
™. to measure, fF; to gage a ship, Fr fe: to 

gage a cask, BrAtit Mf. 
Gagger, n. HOH, HO #- 
Gagele, v. i. To make a noise like a goose, fife. 
Gaily, adv. Splendidly, 3e RE ; joyfully, fey, Pe 

WS. WE. 
Gain, v.t. To obtain, 4, ##; to get, as profit or 

advantage, @& #I, HE AI. @ 4, WEB: to win, 
Ha. WE; to reach, HAJ, B, KW; to gain the top 
of a mountain, 43 JA; to gain a victory, 
Fy im, STK, WRK; to gain the day, Ff Am; to | 
gain ground, fq}, SHE; to gain one’s end, | 

L5H, HALA; to gain one’s heart, HAW; | 

to gain over, # J; to gain the wind, {i Rim, | 
#5 HUA GL; to gain time, UEMP, FEF: to gain | 
or lose, JE, jm RR. 

Gain, v.i. To have advantage, 4, 4A; to | 
grow rich, M&$8, Ef ; to advance in interest | 
or happiness, SUPE, FEA; to gain on, to ad- | 

vanee nearer, jifjaye ; to gain ground, ji Hh ; 
to obtain influence with, jig ##. 

Gain, n. Profit, 4, 4, fim, MK; interest, FA; | 
advantage, Fll%z, M4; to hanker after gain, | 

324] ; to scheme after gain, fal Fl, TE, OA, 

SAY, SAI: great gain, EKA, KA ae 
just gain, ZF; unjust gain, #7, FJ ; clear eain, 

RAY, HAY; no gain, Me Fy, MEZE; given to 
the pursuit of gain, RBA, HOAAY; light 

gain was it to you? Ay EE, #4 fy EE; Now 
a loss and then a gain, —ffp— Fh. 

Gainable, a. Wy 7}, FEE MBE. 
Gained, pp. #4 JS, HET, tS, BS. 
Gainful, a. A) ge, Wi Ge. 

Gaining, ppr. Obtaining, 7, RE; reaching, 7} 
Fi]; winning, fm, IR. 

Gainings, n. pl. Ai. 
Gainsay, v.t. AL, Es, Fas, EM, FER. 

“Gainsayer, n. SC UUBE, ROWE, MEM 
Gainsaying, ppr. ora. Qa. 
Gairish, a. Setsale, HE fe 505 GA. 
Gait, ». Air, motions, ZV, HEE, 24%; the 

mincing gait of a Chinese lady, gH, Qh ; 
a fine, portly gait, 4-5); the proud gait of a 

horse, fff. 
Gaiter, n. lia; ; gaiters used by women, FH) #jy. 

Gaiter, v. t. 32 SRI. 
Gala, n. HERE, PEE; gala day, Rae A, KA. 

Galactin, n. RPE, FL. 

Galactophagous, a. BFL fg. 
Galangal, n. Alpinia galanga, JL#*, FEIE; seeds 

of alpinia galanga, #0 Ee. 
Galantine, ». A dish of veal, chickens, or other 

white meat, freed from hones, tied up, boiled 
and served cold, tik. 

Galaxy, n. The milky way, KR, Kid. Rid, iT 

Be, FE. 
Galbanum, Galban, n. BURR, AME. 
Gale, n. A strong wind, 47 Ja, Alm, FEM 

a puff, $2)m, BAIR, Felml; a fresh gale, $e fm. 
Gale, v. 7. To sail fast, Peer. 
Galena, n. €}W&. 

Galiot, n. fk fp. 
Gall, n. ff, JH, BE; bear’s gall, a medicine 

employed in the cure of the ringworm, &e., fi@ 
IH: fish-@all, 4H; bitter as gall, JHA EF, 7 
ANIA; rancor, FPA, WEE > anger, Ya, Ag. 

Gall, n. The gall of an oak, Fife F. 
Gall, v.¢. To vex, BEANE, MESS, jf HE: to harass, 

| Gall, v. 7. To fret, H5q. 
| Gall-bladder, n. JHA. 

Gall-fly, n. FLARE hilt. 

Gall-nut, n. WEF, AF, MAF. 
Gall-sickness, n. FR SHE, THE. 
Gall-stone, n. JHA. 

Gallant, a. Gay, #%#/€; manifesting intrepedity 
or bravery, as a soldier, S83, ¥¢9af5; noble, 
NEN, Bee; showing politeness and attention 
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{o ladies, Be (it. 

Gallant, a. Polite and attentive to ladies, 4-74 

PLAY. 
Gallant, n. Sef; a gay, sprightly man, 7EZED | 

F-, JEG; a suitor, fF J; one who caresses 
a woman for lewd purposes, J 48 fj. 

Gallantly, adv. Bravely, 3K; gayly, VAERE; | 
generously, LSA. 

Gallantry, x. Splendor of appearance, 3 FF , 3eIe 

#5; bravery, Se5a, Al ZF; nobleness, [EE 
ZF ; civilities paid to females for the purpose | 
of winning favors, aaa Zi. 

Galled, pp. Galled, as the skin, JgyjjiJ 7; vexed, 

Galleon, n. = Jit fy. [vr ath. 
Gallery, n. A verandah, Fi 22, #222; a callery of | J ; Se) Rese | J | 

a house, ff]; a gallery of a church, #2, fE]#J; a 
eallery of a fort, PE TR; a picture-gallery, Fe EE 
a gallery over a city gate, AEE, REAE. 

Gallay, n.; pl. Galleys. 4-28; the cook-room of a 
ship of war, Wik fy lit Be. 

Galley-foist, n. A barge of state, (Jit, 4A2E KR, 
Galley-slave, n. SJR, fi MPeIC- 

Gallie, a. Gallie acid, TL4% F jt. 
Gallimatia, n. Wife ak. 
Gallinacious, a. Designating that order of birds 

called gallinew, ¥E#j. 
Gallinipper, n. 74 bx. 
Gallinule, n. 7H. 
Gallipoli-oil, n. P Se hh Wh. 
Gallipot, n. [jHE. 
Galless, a. SmE)\H (yy, DEVS hy. 
Gallon, n. A measure of capacity containing four 

quarts, Whig. + 
Galloon, n. 4>¥y. 
Gallop, v. <. ff], Yar, Bis; to gallop a horse, to 

Lit Ait. 

race, PB, nis; to gallop to and fro, Piracy | 

Gallop, n. #49 ; full gallop, 7eRU, FEE. 

Galloper, n. tj F5; a man that eallops or makes 
haste, JRE #. 

Galloway, n. Jy F5. 
Gallows, n.; pl. Gallowses. fi) {j} 28, 7B3A48, #3 | 

2m, +s J\4e ; to die on the gallows, 7A AE, Ws ¥f 
Gallow-tree, n. JB] 7 tit. | FE. 
Galls, n. pl. Ji {f. 
Gally, a. HME. 
Gally, n. 47 FK. 
Gally-worm, n. Julus, FR [H. 
Galoche, n. A clog, J, Ake; 

* Generally a room open on the sides. 

T HOR. 

an apen-heeled 

clog, ££ Jz, WEG hz; an over-shoe, FE ; India 
rubber galoche, ApFBEErE. 

| Galvanic, a. {ERM ; galvanic battery, TER. 
Galvanism, n. #eWeE se, GARE. 
Galvanist, n. (83 ' #H - 

Galvanize, v. t. {8 iE 5a. 
Galvanized, pp. or a. {J WER. ° 

| Galvanized iron, n. We 49 ; sheets of iron dipped 
into melted zine and then into melted tin, 

Galvanology, n. #t We 5 ZBL. | ERK. 
Galyanometer, Galvanoscope, n. it EEF. 

| Gamashes, ». pl. jplllar vA. 
| Gambadoes, n. pl. Fil x E- 
| Gambier, n. 3%: gambier dress, 2 # ; gam- 

bier of trade, ARH FE. 
| Gamble, v. ¢. 1%, IK}, MRR; to gamble away, 

tk 98, WKY; to wamble by quadrating cash,* 
FR HIE; to go and gamble, + ASHE. 

Gambled, pret. of gamble. Thy if. 
'Gambler, n. IK #E; a confirmed gambler is good 

for nothing, #fig lk 48643. 
/Gambling, ppr. lief, Wks ; gambling-table, 3 

#4, WK F844 5 a cambling-shop, 3S, WARE, TS 
Hf, Mk Jay; to close a gambling shop by authori- 
ty, Spee ; gambling implements, Mj A. ; gam- 

| pling-cash, #E yk. 
| Gamboge, n. ag. 
| Gambol, v. 7. 64 22 Dk, DEFE, BEF, WERE, BE, 

Ye, ik, IMG, - 
Gainbol, n. PRE. 
| Gamboling, ppr. Rew. } 

Gambrel, n. The hind leg of a horse, FE # Ral; a 
stick crooked like a horse’s leg, FijHIt #¥- 

Game, n. Sport of any kind, Bk5¢, HEB, wie, 
Fr ek;a game at cards, #7 ACH; the game of 
chess, #L; a game at chess, — Jay Hit, BE; to 
have a game at chess, JHE ; the game of guess- 
ing at the fingers, #9FZ; a drawn game, |S 
ve ; animals pursued or taken in the chase, 

JEP IGRK; mockery, Wah, all : sport, {EF ; 
to make game of one, fe 5e)\, ERA. PRA; 

do not make game of me, PRIA, HE APHEM, 

| AAD i. 
Game, v. i. To play at any sport or diversion, fi 

%B ; to practice gaming, MKT, WSS, WPBE. 

Game-cock, n. fa He 2. 
(rame-keeper, n. [A] A, SH. 
Gamesome, a. 4-H 52, Af /EGSF- 

* Said of the master of a gambling shop, who seizes a 
handful of cash fora gamble. + Said of a frequenter of a 
gambling house, and means to bet at quadrating. 
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Gamester, n. WHE, TR TE. NA TLS ZE. 
Gaming, ppr. Playing, yf ; playing for money, 

Ie $8: gaming debt, MK fig. 
Gaming-house, n. IK fy. 
Gamarus, n. Sea-urchin, 3g. [aot #. 
Gammon, n. A smoked ham, YXYR ja hoax, 4G, 

Gammon, v. t. MEN, FEA, pe A. 
Gamut, n. 4, AH, TEAL GI. 
Ganeh, v. t. eye AcF#. 
Gander, n. #228, HERE. 
Gan hwui, Nein hwui, n. Province of China, 

GE hea. 
Gang, n. A company, —%% J\, —BRA, 

a gang of criminals, — SR Je NL; a 
thieves, —¥ZIhk; a gane of villains, 
He ; one of the gang, Bz}, ee. 

Gang, v. i. To go, to walk, ¢#, #F. 

Gang-board, n. KAR. 
Ganges, n. The name of a river, JW ji. 
Ganglion, n. FfffjFii, RE. 

Ganglionic, a. Ganglionic nerves, HiAffj. 
Gangrene, n. ¥7, SEF, IR. FEAT, BW. 
(angrenous, a. 27 fy, FEW A. 
Gangue, n. TWEE. 
Gangway, n. Jil PY, AePEPY; to bring to the 

gangway, aK. 
Ganeway-ladder, n. fps. 
Gantlet, Gantlope, n. This word is chiefly used in 

the phrase to run the gantlet or gantlope; to 
run the gantlet in China, S3jfj; to run the 
gantlet in Europe, fl. 

Gaol, n. Jail, BR, BE, HX, A. 
Gaol-delivery, n. #) . 

Gaoler, n. Bal, alk. WOK, HEE. 
Gap, n. O, 3; gap in a mountain, yy]; a 

defect, jyj 1; a flaw. He; a chasm, #%, tk; 
to stop a gap, SERE, F§wkhgy ; to stand in the 

gap, tt fy. 
Gape, v. i. FMI, 5, We, HK, Bk, Bh, TEYB + to 

gape and stare, BET EME, Ges RSA: to gape 
for or after, JE WUE, 432 ; to stare at, BE 
1 EM. 

Gape, n. A gaping, WRK. 
Gaper, n. $7 UME Ay. 
Gaping, ppr. or a. FT URPE, RR. 
Gar-pike, m. Belone, green hack, #7F4@ ; gar- 

pike, small, silvery, @8jE{¥-. | Ahh. 
Garb, n. Dress, ZR. Afi; exterior appearance, 

Garbage, n. The bowels of an animal, BRI; ; re- 
fuse parts of flesh, #84 PERF, py PE. 

Garble, v. t. fai, fiFRAE; to garble goods, Hf. 

—-BN; 
gane of 

— PEK 
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| Garrison, v. t. 

Gan 

Garbler, n. $i #, fal fi5 4 

Garbles, n. pl. TRUE. 

Garbling, ppr. Sifting, dk, fii fy Fé. 
Garden, n. [¥. [fi]; flower-garden, 7 fa; a pleas- 

ure-garden, #% [2]; a kitehen-garden, 3: fq; 
the pear-garden, a theatre, #42 ; the old garden, 
one’s native village, #cj#[; to take care of a 
garden, Ai lal, = le]. 

Garden-stuff, n. BE. HEAE, WNL. [w. 

Gardener, n. [AY J. AK, 76, FET, EM, FE 
Gardenia florida, n. Gwe Ze, igh, HITE TE; garde- 

nia spinosa, Bf iAq sy. 
Gardening, ppr. Iz. 
Gargle, v. t. 1 1, a, WR; to gargle the 

throat, Zz lM NR. 
Gargle, n. A liquid preparation for washing the 

mouth, i 1 i). 
Gargling, ppr. i. 
Garland, n. A wreath, £2E4, 4EFZ, BF. TENE, FZ 

iit, POM, 14%, PAE]; the top, TUL 
Garland, v. t. JPMETE RE. BYEZ. 
Garlic, n. Fresh garlic, FF x, Ag; garlic bulbs, 

5a EL; small bulls of @arlie, FEF, ze, HE. 
Garment, n. AHR, AAt, 42H, AEE; a single 

garment, i 42, %, He, HEA, Hi] A; double 
garments, E28, 2eAe, HAE; under garment, 

WPS #2, TFEZ. 4, AA; wedding garment, 
KAL$Z, HANK; ordinary garments, (PZ ; long 

garments, §& #2, 7c #2, 77; a Tauist priest’s 
garment, 347, 3428; a Buddhist priest’s gar- 

ment, 2232, a, Aut (HK. RZ HK: 
old garments, #£Z¢; torn garments, FRA, BE 

fez; dirty garments, JER, pRYPAIK. 
Garner, n. A granary, @)g, #eB. 
Garnet, n. ALA, TZ WTR. 
Garnish, v.t. To adorn, pei, Usfifi; 10 garnish 

with flowers, fifi L]7E; to warn, $f, 4. 
Garnish, n. Ornament, SEG, BPR. 
Garnished, pp. fiji f, fii ; notified, 3x7. 
Garnishee, n. 2¢ RSE 4, SpE A ZAHER. 

Garnishing, ppr. fil. 
Garniture, n. PETZ IA. 
Garoupa, n. A, PEAR. 
Garous, a. 44 74-f15. 

Garret, n. RAFT BAG, EAB. TB. 
Garrison, n. A hody of troops stationed in a fort 

or fortified town, Spe, Ste KB; a fort, Hass, 
fjhk; a stockade, 34; an encampment, =; 
the garrison of a town, #%4¢; the garrison of 

a fort, Sp naa. 

a 35 AFR 

Q QQ 
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Garrisoned, pp. 47 257 fF. 
Garrote, n. Lisi iy ZEN. 

Garrulity, rn. BRB, BY FH. 

Garrulous, a. 450K, BB, Mix, mie, Be, 
Se LK. 

Garter, n. @3ERE. 

Garter-snake, n. REG. 
Garum, n. fA ¢b. 
Gas, n. 9, FR TX: coal gas, HY Fa, HE oe FR 3 Dy- 

drogen gas, P84; nitrogen gas, HipFR; oxygen 
gas, FER. 

Gas-works, n. pl. HESS. 

Gasconade, n. fas, WK. 
Gasconade, v. 7. 7. 

Gaseous, a. $A (1J; gaseous substances, 3 Fl, HAR- 
Gash, n. A deep and long eut, A/F. 
Gash, v. t. 22R(E. 

Gasholder, n. 2844 77 #8. 
Gasify, v. t. HOURS. 
Gasket, n. A flat platted cord fastened to the 

sail-yard of a ship, and used to furl or tie the 
suil to the yard, J fe A; the platted hemp 
used for packing the piston of the s{eam-engine 

and its pumps, jit}. 
(aslight, n. 3%. 

(rasometer, n. fr EF, CFR. 
(iasometry, n. Fran Zik- 

Gasp, v1. NEPH, BIE, ATM EM} 5 to gasp for 
breath, 4x, 4 5e, Mi Se, FER GR. 

Gasp, v. t. To emit breath by opening wide the 
mouth, MRR. 

Gasping, ppr. or a. FJ AB, BES. 
Gastric, a. SEIVg, JO rg; gastric fever, JER, JGR. | 
Gastriloquist, n. |EH #- 

Gastritis, n. EAR, JX. 
(rastromancy, n. Ik hz. 
(astronomer, Gastronomist, Gastronome, n. 4-F4 

OR, "BMH. 
Gastropod, n. i Hy H. 
Gastrotomy, n. fia. | 
Gate, n. PY; the gate of a city, HRP, RABY; the | 

gate of a village, [4]; the principal gate, TEFY, | 
APS, VAPY; the gate-of a street, typ PY, APH: | 
the gate of a canal, fiA}PY; the guard-house at 

a gate, f#E; the gate of a public office, ify | 
FY; the gate of a market-place, TH FY, [¥, EA 
Bj; the gate of a lane, P]; the gate of a palace, | 
m PY; the gate of a treasury, Jf PY, BIL; the | 
gate of heaven. FGPY; the gate of the highest | 
heaven, [R/4J, JLPY; a narrow gate, FEPY; a 

high gate, 7 PY; a sidegate, fl) PY. tii FS, HF 

)  GAU 

PY, HEPY; shut the gate, PAff; to guard a 

gute, WEP. FPS. SPP. JPY. 
Gateway, n. PYM. 

Gather, v. t. Wah, Bean, HR HR, He, HE, WM, 
OM, 4s, GT, AM, HG, HE, FE. HE. HK, FS; to 
gather flowers, #R4E; to gather medicinal 
herbs, £4; to gather in the harvest, Wes, 
Wee), HE, RE, BRAK; to gather in wheat, PEAS; 
io gather together, as people, #442, #4 ; to 
gather the scattered, ¥1\ #4; to gather riches, #y 
i}; to gather the hair into a tuft, HiseAe sé; 
to gather wood, #48, #4; 10 gather fruit, 

HAUL; to eather grapes, FA AIF ; to gather 
dust, ##E; to gather rust, 2E9%; to gather 
flesh, f2 py, ZENE; to eather breath, 33a ; to 

gather strength,  # J, # fi J; to gather 

up, AIH, He 5 to plait, 
Gather, v. 7. To collect, #43#; toassemble, 3846; 

io generate pus or mutter, #UJB; to infer, HR 
4é; to gather, as clouds, 3248. 

Gathered, pp. or a. Assembled, #4E 7 - 

Gatherer, n. epa #, Wear #- 
Gathering, ppr. or a. Collecting, WFR, andy, FR; 

assembling, #4 42,3831 ; drawing together, 3 

f. 
Gathering, n. The act of collecting or assembling, 

We jit 36, BE @ ae a eathering of people for evil 
purposes, #4 #2, 41) #8 ; a collection of pus, FAM. be 5 

Gattaria, n. Ypf Ee. 
| Gandily, adv. HER, HER, BEE; caudily dressed, 
Gaudiness, n. SE RE, HERE. | #74 Hee. 

Gandy, a. HESS, FA, HZ. BM. 
Gauge, v.t. To measure, 7H. JE, He, E- 
Gauge, n. A standard of measure, $2, #E (fj ; the 

number of feet a ship sinks in Lhe water, 27K 
Z PSR; a joiner’s gauge, #E Hf; railway-gauge, 
$i, 2 BEE; rain-gauge, Fg HE ; wind-gauge, 
lilZt. See Gage. 

Gauger, n. 47 ES. 
Gauging, ppr. Fe. 
Gauging-rod, n. (ij -HeFF- 
Gaunt, a. Lean, Jai, Jar 7u{, — PB; empty, wz. 
Gauntlet, n. ARI. GFA; to throw the 

gauntlet, PARR. 

Gauze, n. #b, A ; white gauze, G¥#b; black gauze, 
B#); glazed gauze, #3) ; watered gauze, S852 

44; spring ganze, %¢#b; mosquito curtain 
gauze, HPExD; coarse gauze, FER ; gauze lan- 
terns; <>; a kind of gauze, #>¥E ; gauze, 
inferior kind, ZE 8% 2 ; gauze, superior kind, ¥& 
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Gauzy, a. #) ie PF; thin as gauze, +o TE. 
Gawk, n. 5+. 

Gawn-tree, n. ZPE HAZE. 
Gay, a. In high spirits, $tyG, Werk, GER; gay | 

society, Ij #8; intoxicated, HE, AN; fine, showy, | 

PEAS, TAF, HAZ, HEHE, BEE, HE SE, FAME ; gay 
dress, JERE ACHR, BEAK. MK. Ff; gay colors, 
fix: (4 ; way processions, $} f4,, # f& ; gay colored 

silk, #44 ; splendid, gay, 34. 

Gayety, n. PeyG ei, Me ; show, WHE. | 

Gayly, adv. Gayly dressed, 48 (5 PEAS, Bef ale B ; 

gayly decorated, #74 ILFZ; gayly gilded, $e 

gece 
Gaze, vt. EA i, EE, LAT. TKIKS, Weelbe, We 

EX WH. le : to gaze at an object, FT ARMS EE, a: | 

Hwy) ; to gaze at with admiration, AA, ZF 

mt 
Gaze, n. (EA WH, IRF ; the gare, KAI: 
Gazel, Gazelle, n. BB2E. A. 
Gazette, n. FPR, 4; the Government Gazette, 

me9k; the Peking Gazette, HigR, MHxR; the 
republications of the Pekin Gazette in the | 
provincial cities, Hipp ; imperial gazette, Fy hilt, 

Biiik ; the Hongkong Gazette, Ak Asp. 
Gazette, v. t. To insert in a gazette, BF [HA ; to 

announce officially a case of bankruptey, f#i)/tk. 
Gazetteer, n. Name of a newspaper, XFHIAG ; 

Hast India Gazetteer, HiFi] HEALER. 
Gazing, ppr.ora. EARL, EMM, 2. 

Gazing-stock, n. Fy Fe WEGE. 
Gear, n. Apparatus, # AL; dress, Ze HR; orna- | 

ments, fiji; tackle, RHE; head-gear, fii ; 

horse’s gear, f A; stinking gears, fF ; to 
have gear enough, 7 &. 

Gear, v. t. To dress, 3. 
Gearing, n. Gearing, in machinery, 43 jSiq. 
Geat, mn. The hole through which metal runs into 

a-mold in castings, #iAR, HE. 
Gecko, n. Fy ZVKE, Ep ly. 

Gee, Jee, n. A word used hy teamsters, #7 #738. 
Gehenna, n. $4 Jik. 
Gelatin, n. J. 

Gelatinate, Gelatinize, v. t. WFR. 
Gelatinous, a. JRF, Py. 
Geld, x. Money, ¢& 4p. 

Geld, v.t. ; pret. and pp. gelded, gelt. To cas- 

trate, #i], Hl; to geld a horse, }§j; to geld cat- 
tle or horses, &e., i], RR BE. See under 
Castrate. 

Gelded, pp. ai, Hits; a gelded cat, yPHy. 
Gelder, n. #l] I. 
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Gelding, ppr. tl], fel, Ui. 

Gelid, a. Af. 

Gelly, n. Wiz. See Jelly. 
Gem, n. A hud, 3}; a precious stone, 33, 43 4, 

#71, ZI; an unwrought gem, REF: to 
work in gems, J ; to cut gems, FER; to cut 
and polish gems, EX x. 

Gem, v. t. $e. 

Gem, v7, To bud, Wap. 
Gem-bossed, a. 4&7 fry. 
Gemara, n. Je}/e] ee PE. 
Gemination, n. WN Hi. 

Gemini, n. pl. The sun in Gemini, V7, MAR. 
Geminous, a. Ff, 4%. 

Geminy, ». ‘Twins, $$. 
Gemmate, a. #3. 
Gemmed, pp. 4 LIE. 
Gemmeous, a. FRI, 3 (1, #: gommeous steps, 

sEHE; gemmeous avenue, EAE ; the gemmeous 
carriage, Fe%e; the gemmeous signet, 3: Hf: 
the genealogical hooks of the Imperial family, 
or the gemmeous pages, =f Hilt. 

Gemmiferous, a. FEE fy. 
Gemmy, a. SE5§f, FE fy ; bright, glittering, Pt. 
Genshock, n. 1] BE2¢. 
Gender, n. Sex, Hi, BRL IP ; of the male gender, 
5, 4: of the female gender, %& ff ; in grammar, 
the masculine gender, ff #4; the female gen- 
der, 24. 

| Gender, v.¢. ZE. 

Genealogical, a. NRE, fy; genealogical records 
of clans, 9% Gf, Wk 4%; genealogical records of 
a family, 3g aff ; the genealogical record of the 
emperor, FF) Zak; the genealogical tree, JA 
{Kt 

oR 

Genealogy, n. iH, HLH; genealogy of a clan, 
We ait, WEIN GH; genealogy of a family, Be GM. 

General, a. Relating to a whole class or order, #5, 
i» i, FE: public, Z; common, Jk, ih; a 
gencral term, ji Fi, #44 ; a general history, 29 
5h ; gencral index, #4 fF} ; a general account, $f 
=e H+ AL = 15 ~ Ay. peers 4 Sa = ines Has, A¥; general laws, % FL fill, SFP ; 
a general rule, Aufl, 3 fil] ; general consump- 
tion of merehandize, EZ 5 a general 
military inspector, 3 WH BF ; a eencral super- 
intendent, #4 Fl; a general overscer, #4 Ff, 
SRL, HILA 5 general phraseology, 3H IME ; 

of general application, 581 JA, 2 Adit #; general 
> 2 ° > 7 

custom, 3 FARE; general practice, FHF 
{fit 32 An JE #7; a general officer, #478; gener- 
al leader of the cavalry, 77’. JIS; a general 
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overseer of herds, at A fe 5 tO plead the gener- alg 
al issue, pe alte Fh, Hl aL ; ceneral assem- 
bly, 4a@ ; “general peace, #(4e)2E; general | 
charity, [4] he, $$ #¥; @eneral benevolence, ij Bs ; | 
a general eetistingal Sal, USL; a general 
principle, 3% ja; a general rumor, 34 ff; the 

most general way, “Fete {FI BE 5 a general | 
review, Af]. 

General, n. In general, in the main, KHE, A, | 
ava M2. 3 {#; a general of an army, FB ; 
general-in-chief, £6 Fees 3c fil, =: fill; a gen- 
eral of the hody-guard, (Ff '#= ; general of the 
light horse, Wg | ai, ; general and chief presi- | 
dent, =# il (ij @E ; general and chief vice-presi- | In) 
dent, lieutenant-general, Fi I$; | eB 
major-general, 24s ; brigadier-general, BENG ; 
goyernor general, #44%, ff} me. 

Generalissimo, n. Efi), 8B, AF FE; 
generalissimo, 7A fil Fl. 

Generality, n. #i(%, MA, AE. | 
Generalize, xv. t. 'l'o reduce particulars to generals | 

or to their onus, 2fRILK{; to advance from 
particulars or species to genera, pA AR AB. 

Generally, adv. In general, K#§, Ki), KK. 

HR Aa HB SoD Je ie wel. 
Generalship, n. #§!¢ 34, BRE ZF. 
Generant, n. The power that generates, 2B 4%, 7A 

ae 
Generate, v.t. To beget, AE, re, AEH, Fi ; to 

canse to be, HF ; to generate heat, AEH. 
Generated, pp. Begotten, 42 f ; to be generated, 

BENS, RENE. 
Generating, ppr.ora. 4; generating circle (of 

cycloid), BEY ; generating point, 4i By. 

Generation, n. The act of begetting, 4A 4 ; asingle 

succession in natural descent. an age, fit, f¥, 

iL; one generation, —{ ; former generations, | 
Bi iE ; future generations, Ze fk, Blk ; success- | 
ive generations, {Jk JM, JA f¥; from generation 

to generation, IE(IE(KfE ; how many genera- 

tions in the family ? #€ {ity ; the present gen- 
eration, 4 ik ; cousins within the fifth genera- 

tion, TAR AIL ; cousins belong to the same | 
generation, [i] PEG bf Ff. ‘ | 

Generative, a. AE fy; generative power, (iAE 
3k; gencrative organ, male, Py. 

Generator, x. He that begets, 4 #9) ; a vessel in 

which steam is generated, 9 BK. 
Generic, Generical, a. £4 If ; generic term, 4%, 

WR, Hf. 
KA, KS, WE, eT Generosity, 2 

to ‘act ‘as 

Jat - 
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enerous, a. Hyena! K* ‘ , Be, eH, Hee * 

K; HE, tL A, AE, Ja RA Mes Fa] 5 > & generous 
inind or dhaee TSR, SEH, BEULAH; a 
generous dict, #4, Jf; generous wine, Jee 
i, AE, HE; generous treatment, Je 7, JEL AS, 
pene; generous and mean, JEP; a generous 
action, B&AP. 

Generously, adv. BR, JE, WE, HE, “AL. 
Generousness, n. See Generosity. 
Genesis, n. Jit; the first book of the Sacred 

Scriptures, RIMES. 
Genethliac, n. S3jtiy. 

Genetic, a. EME, HE AIG FS. 
Geneva, n. Gin, fis BE Bl fe ee 74. 
Genial, a. 7, Am, Ii; a genial breeze, #pjat, HE 

jl, BRL: genial warmth of the sun, IZ; genial 

warmth, Ay, Ha ie; the genial life-giving 
influences of nature, a. fa mt, MOK; genial 
vapors, 7H54, #54; genial showers, JiR, 1 
ak, HS. Holt: genial dews, 9 9, Hh ¥; 
enlivening, #€, 4. 

Genially, adv. By genius or nature, PIF; 
cheerfully, BRR, HER. 

Geniality, n. Peis #4. 
Geniculate, Geniculated, a. Ait Gi (5, NAS GH AG. 

Genii, n. pl. {il}, fil F, me fill, ill A, J A; the 
region of the genii or fairy land, {)#%: to 
ramble among the genil, {\l}3% ; to become one 
of the genii, 4 {i}; the eight genii, Aff} ; the 
temple of the five genii, Jr fily#i. 

Genista, n. 4°46 (E. 
Genital, a. AB AY, EPA ADH. 
Genitals, n. pl. Male genitals, [if Hy; 

genitals, yy. 
Genitive, . or a. The possessive case, “=, 85 

fg; Signs of the genitive case, IPE, fy, %5 as: 
my father’s house, ¥¢ ae e, AGH, VS 

female 

J#%; sometimes it is omitted, as: the spirits of 

heaven, A 
Genitor, n. A sire, ji; a father, 
Genius, n.; pl. Geniuses. EF 32 nant 

powers of intellect, 2 A, BA 7 HR; a great 
genius, KF ; the genius of a poet, GRATER; 
ihe genius of the time, {it 7% a, Ik 7% sa pe 
+H; to educate men of genius and talent, #% 
zz ey. 

Gani loci, n. -E qi; the prevailing spirit of a 
place, &e., Jal 3x, --/ml; literary genius, 47. 

a 

| Genteel, a. Well-bred, 4 HE, KAS, EA, HH, 
A te, #5 polite, iH Be Ay, WER; genteel 

carriage, Fa gonterl eS AR. 
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Genteelly, adv. A{ERR. | Genuineness, n. We, PH, TA. 
Genteelness, n. WHER. | Genus, n.; pl. Genera. #{; of the same genus, but 

Gentian, n. Bf j#; extract of gentian, WE HE FF; | not ofthe same species, [ra] £41 2 [ia] Ali, $59 [ia Fil BZ - 

essence of, or bitter essence, “ag iH Hy FR: 14 Ani. | Geocentric, Geocentrical, a. LI iy Af; geocentric 

| Gentile, n. A pagan, BA fk i A, A $B BING 
worshiper of idols, FER {QGB, FL pe ZA. 

Gentility, n. AHEM, NEB. SOM WOE. AO 
good extraction, ZS-— 3. 

Gentle, a. Well-horn, 4%; mild, ji, iit EE 
BA, $B, WAH; placid, Fy2e; tame, Hl, wi, 
26; gentle reader, 5 aH, BK; « gentle 
horse, HI, 3655, BG, BE a gentle disposi- 

tion, pt, ofc, REE 2: 
Fula, 7H)Gl, HVA, WE; a gentle fall, Age; a 
gentle reproof, svi, jWj#z; gentle music, FA 

#2; to make gentle, #2 fill. 
Gentlefolk, n. Teo 
Gentleman. n. A man of education and good hreed- 

ing, 4648, 220i, WD, 2m. M+. WR. GB 
F, Hp A, $2 Hh JEAE;a gentleman by birth, 

{lt RF Ha gentleman’s family, PH mm 

FR, BHA; a young gentleman, Ee 

gentlemen! 32%, Jil ZS, af 3. fi ee, Ae 
fi Fz (J; gentleman usher of the palace, + % 

fi}42; inner gentleman and general, HE AD a 5 
centleman annalist, 3% 2 (Ffi5 5 2 entleman presi- 
dent, 43 2 BD sGndlemih and keeper of the 
seals, a fl ¥ BE fil}; gentlemen recommenders 
of persons for office, 38% 22 fi}; gentleman of 
distinction, a kijin, 34 BR; a gentleman of the 
emperor's bedchamber, Py Be, KB. tal’ ; gen- 
tlemen of the livery, (fej; gentlemen of the 
Jong robe, AKFif; gentlemen of the jacket, 7 
Ff; a gentleman's master, §% Ihe; a valiant 

gentleman, Je; a gentleman’s companion, 

ae. * 
Gentlemanlile, Genilemanly, a. #2 55 9E, 27 20 115. 
Gentleness, n. Softness of manners, 7241, #0 MA, 

mae, ee se 5 gentleness of heart, 3% Ft at. 
Gentlewoman, 2. HAs {IE Fe. 

Gently, adv. 3, 4: 9%; gently! MAMAS, Beles 
gently reprovine, eae, 

THE 1S He, skit, Bs 3 

with a superior, #& 5H. 

Gentry, n. Gentry in et fh 4. 4a [-, Hr Hl, 
44-2 ; depraved gentry, Jf}. 

Genuflection, ». In China, ‘the Lending of one 

knee, 4y-P0 48, 4H 
Genuine, a. 1E, #, J&; genuine breed, AFR, Fy 

wh7; gently flowing, 

#@ ; genuine goods and fixed price, {ik (RE. | 

re Vulgar. 

a ‘gentle breeze, | 

to gently remonstrate | 

latitude, fi tet JE ; geocentric longitude, f#th 
£@)E ; pcocentric parallax, J PRe#. 

| Geodesy, n. Fr fit. 
Geodetic, Geodetical, a. tr fils (4. 

Geognost, n. Ji, SAP -, [ap Sb H- 

Geogony, n. Ji ZBL. 

| Geographer, n. Ji 3B fii -b. 
| Geographic, Geographical, a. 3h BEM, J AG; 
| geographical descriptions, Jy BBRR ; geograph- 

ical maps, Jy Hp fal. 
Geography, n. Sf BP, Ih HEGR; a geography of 

cht cnt: Soma, Om 
| Geological, a. 4h Bb fry. 
| Geologist, eGhnainns n. Sy She. 
| Geology, n. Wen 2 BE, ja ee Se ET ite 
Geomancer, n. JK 5E AE, HEB SEE, IU BBSEAE. 

| Geomancy, n. Jala, ila 24, Hae BB St. 
| Geomantic, a. Jal 7c Ag. 
Geometer, n. Be Sit. 

Geometric, Geometrical, a. Et Jt fy, Fy FE ; 
geometrical worms, #RME. 

Geometrically, adv. Le Sib Ag. 
Geometrician, n. Fe jh ei. 

| Geometry, n. Bri, eli: ZI, ME, BOT 
£1; the principles of geometry, FE 7 HB, HE fi 
Jai AX ; geometry and trigonometry, Fy PAA fg. 

Geoscopy, x. Knowledge of the earth, obtained by 
| inspection, (2) jis #9. 
Geotic, a. fy. 
Geranium, n. fil, 42; holly-leaved geranium, #% 

¥8 ; holly-leaved cranc’s geranium, # HE. 

Gerardia, n. Hf (?). 

| Germ, n. 3, SF. 

| German, a..or n. AACS Uy; high German, jf 

HEA 
German, a. Cousins german, 250 i, Wi. 

| German silver, 2. Al Flt FR. 

| Germander, n. Res, 

Germanic confederation, n. He & Yi fd. 

Germanicum, n. Fa 4ee. 

Germinate, v. 7. WSF, FEF, Wisp, WARE, HAF. 

| Gerocomy, n. BARE. 

| Gestation, n. 2, KBR EE, GREG. 

Gesticulate, v. i. AE, RFE. 
Gesticulation, n. HEF. 

Gesticulatory, a. =F fj. 

* $h3 should in future only be se od to Ceueeny 
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Gesture. n. AbD, 45H), HES. eZ HM. Tee FEL IEE i to get dean *, Je, KE; to 
Get, v.t.; pret. got; pp. got, gotten. To gain pos- cet fone Fi) HR; to eet in, A, “HE: to get in 

session of, 7, ##, Fy: to fetch, #% ; tu purchase, 
'g ; to have, 43 to get of, to put off, fit; to 
get off or sell, Tes. ; to get on, to put on, # ; 
to get out, to Seu iW) H ; to get out to, to draw | 
out, dN fF; to get the day, 47 fm, JR; to get 
together, 3 WR. ET, 22; to get above, Le ; to get 
up, fj; to get a ee HA, 4 44 ie o get an 

advancement, fit; to geta es Ef fe {f, 

FH GE; to get a wife, fA, HSE 
to get any one’s pardon, #4056, 7 AdcSe 3 
1o get a cold, 7} (S Jal, Se He; will get sick, 
WA 5 ; to get a livelihood, #4] 1, Ii @ ; to get 

one’s bread, 4 1 He; to get riches, enn Fie 
If ; to a money oi, Hi F8; to get friends, 

ARDIAC; to wet praise, AP AM, HER: to get a 
fall, $5 RA, hfe to cet clear, 79 3, HAR, 7 

ba ; to get together, WAL ; ; get you gone! 3: 7s 
FW]; to get any thing abroad, (KH 5 10 get | 
children, 4E--%; to get above one, RA, ih 

A; to get rid of, ff£; to get awi ay, tee, HER 

to get dow nea} inva THR; fix PE 7% ; 10 get oan 

74, WT oH eet in, Ici) ; to get into, 7474, 
“aSfH; can get. it inno, HELIER s {o get the 
boots on, 2% My; to get over, FIM; to get 

through, ZEf iM ; to eet up a ladder, }-Ay, %& | 

Wy; to get up a hill, {- , Bu: to get one | 
up, oe 4 fit ; to get up and down, |: ¥4, 
FEM; to get credit, F(R, Wy (FH 5 desire to get 
gain, BAY, FACES, AK; to try to get a 
livelihood, git 24E JE HE | Ht. fa] LJ ; to get by improper 

means, #j{#; to get one’s wish, {ib -z%; I 
> shall get nothing by if, qk AE ; he has got 

a new hat, {BB S JA i iH; she has got her 
things, {f 74} AF OE ft PA; they will get him to 

by the door, WEY LAR. hPY mA; to get 
into, ASH, Awyi&; to get into passion, # 
Ae, FLAX; to get into the harbor, Aye; to get 
into favor, #7 #2; to get into trouble, VRE, Key 

iif; to get into a snare, $4. JARRE, HEI 
£; to get free, HEE; to get off, PkzE; to get 

out, FIT; to get out of a danger, jh fe% ; to get 
out of sight, she fl; to get along in one’s affairs, 
AE; to get along in learning, MELE; 1o get 
rid off, 4 FH, Fie; to get together, to meet, 
1K 4E; to get up, #UB; to eet up, to ascend, f, 
%$F; to get Te an aflair, FR 5E, WKAE; to 

get through a hole, 223; to get forward, #£ 
WW, iid; to get forward, to prosper, SUPE; to 
get near, FAYE. PEE; to get ahead, to prosper, 
HEH; to advance, s£ Af; to get abead in busi- 

ness, MAA ; 10 get ahead a mile, 7y—HH; to get 
at, 4:3]; to get asleep, HEART; to get drunk, 
THE, PRK; to cet ready, Pei, we; to get 
hold of, FEZ, BB); to get aground, IyeRe; 
cannot get it, PEPE E(B, Rae tl: it begins 

to get dark, jiffy; how shall I get across 
that river ? Sith fe 4s (Eine. 

Getter, n. 74. 

Getting, ppr.ovn. {4}, HE, IR; without getting, 

lz fy, APH; getting and losing, A. 
Gewgaw, n. A toy, kf PIE BF, 2M F-, SEHSZ I. 

Geyser, 7. WISE ICSE, GLFE, Wisk. 
Ghastliness, n. HIN Bi, ALK. 
Ghastly, a. Gui, @ 0G, BE @ fy, HOI G ; horrible, 
Ghaut, n. 4. | ESL. 
Ghee, n. 7 FL 7H.- 

Ghost, 2. Spirit, jf; the Holy Ghost , He jap, He 

do it, {A(R (EK, tk (ti ft fiz; he cannot ect his | 
honk Laie ‘haz: ect that for me, fp 
AE ARSE, BNE ; I cannot get everything, 
We HEF i ; they will get much by that, 4a 
4819 KF, is.) sil A HS Fa: we got bread and 

wine, JQ} ea 6 JE ig. 
Get, v. ¢. To arrive at, 74:3; to get abroad, 74 {if 

JAA; to get between, 7 +B fA] ; to eet away, fife, 
+; to getaway from, FEF, FEHR; to get among, 
4+Arh la); to get among, to Lecome one of a 
number of men, {ky K w—; to get before, 7 

4; to get behind, ha Fe, bay I 18 - {o get hack, 

to return, 74, HDI Yee; 10 get back, to 

he released, 7 FH &, HE; to get clear, 7H; 

to get clear of debt, HAF; to get clear of 

a; * the communion of the Holy Ghost, 32 jah 
32,2850 ; the soul of a deceased person, AE A ai 
zit; 7 the soul of a deceased person, among the 

Chinese, 6 Awe, + 5, we; the ghost ofa 
growned eS JK HL; to look like a ghost, #3 
Tf ALUN: ; to give up the ghost, #5, Sa; 

ENE: PEIN: host or apparition, Husk, stk. 
Ghostlike, a. Ghastly, HAD. 
Ghostly, a. Spiritual, “TRE, wy, SLAG; pertain- 

ing to apparitions, #PPE AY, PEA. [té. 

Giant, n. BA, HEA, (EK, ABE BAA, 
Giantlike, Giantly, a. ft, Fy. 

Giaour, vn. A.Gele] le] HH ZA. 

* This term is still used by several of the American mis- 
| slonaries. 

+ Terms used by Christian. 

a es 
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Gib, n. 4B HE. 

Gibber, v. 7. HBL, We alas, wt. 
Gibberish, n. Afid, MERC. Wa, Pai oll, DEAE Ze 
_ to speak gibberish, if3o7 al- 
Gibbet, n. A gallows, PJ 28, 75 48; the pro- 

jecting beam of a crane, on which the pulley | 
is fixed, fijAX. 

Gibbet, v. ¢. 7528. 
Gibble-gabble, n. LIZ i. 

Gibbon, n. B fe. 
Gibbose, a. $i!) 7 FB. 
Gibbous, a. Convex, # fj, tlh fg; hunched, fé 

ene. 
Gibe, w. ¢. or 7. aaQafi, WGA, EAM, RSE, FESS. 
Gibe, n. Sarcastic scorn, pl. 
Gibing, ppr. aii. 

head giblet pie, 2408 %&. 
Giddily, adv. yk. 
(iiddiness, n. Vertigo, 4, SA 5g ‘qe; a sensation 

of reeling or whirling, vF-9: AR AE; volatility, (7% 
FE, ERE, 2; he delights in giddiness, {ll ye 4% 

PLE. 
Giddy, a. Giddy in the head, pfy:; giddy, from | 

PE whirling, GAA ARE; fickle, Zr Rye, WER. 
a giddy height, #uigk:% 2; wild, ff. 

Giddy, v. 7. BRIS) A. 
Giddy-brained, a. YPPEME, Re A. TL. 
Giddy-headed, a. 4h fry. 
Gier-eagle, n. FRE. 
Gift, n. Present, Jar ORE MF, 35 AS HET. ey, SR 

“> @; the gift by will, MIKI; deed of a gift, | 
3£22; the gift of eloquence, A 4; natural gift, 

AXA; the gift of heaven, FEW}; a bribe, WANs. | 
Gifted, pp.ora, Endowed by nature with any 

power or faculty, AA RE, AASGA, HAN]. 
Gig, n. A light ship’s boat, =#x, Pepe; an 
eight oared gig, Aa HE; a light carriage with 

one pair of wheels, —'jjfj Hi, Ft Hff, WE HE; a fiddle, | 

Gigantic, a. Of extraordinary size, Sj, AAA ; 

excessive, fej; of gigantic strength, Hi y; | 
of gigantic dimens-cis, Fy. 

Giggle, n. S74 lle lls , ie IB FA Waa, he SE. 
Giggle, v. 7. [leer , Re BK. 
Giglet, Giglot, n. A lascivious girl, 2247, WRK. | 
Giglot, a. Giddy, light, #YF, FE. 
Gild, x. ¢.; pret. and pp. gilded, gilt, To gild 

metal, #e4, $42; to gild wood, as frames, | 

&e., 4; to gild with flowers, as lackered | 

Gilt, pp.ora. SEA Ig, 

GIR 7 

render bright, #£3£3/E; to brighten, #E5K. 

Gilded, pp. or a. SS Ar, HHA AT. 

Gilder, n. BE&4> fil (#. 

Gilding, ppr. Gilding, as metal, #4; gilding, 

as wooden frames, &c., #4: gilding, as lack- 
ered ware, #74 ; gilding, washing with gold 
sand, 7py4>. 

Gill, ». Gall of a fish, 

Gill, n. AOM- 
fil, (0B an? dak oe 9 eill of birds, 

| Rau: 
| Gill-flirt, n. ZX. 
Gill-house, n. 74). 
Gilly-flower, n. ae peg. 

fii LIAS ; gilt paper used 
in sacrifice, p#f, BEF. i 

Gilt-edged, a. 43% fij. 

| Gilt-head, n. f BFA. 
Giblet, a. Prk; giblet pie, Fak Ma; goose- | Gim, a. Neat, #E (4. 

| Gimlet, n. SE. 

Gin, ». BBE, THEE. 
Gin, ». A machine for driving piles, $y AGRE ; 

snare, fis} &. 
Gin, v7. t. Se $f. 

Ginger, n. #¥; fresh ginger, AES, Ee; young, 
tender ginger, JE#% : old, strong ginger, #3; 

preserved ginger, ##% ; ginger powder, #E HP; 
wild-ginger, |l|#%. 

Ginger-beer, n. #£\<. 

Ginger-bread, n. 

| Ginger-wine, n. #274. 

ware, #74; to wash with gold dust, jy4; to | 

| Gingham, n. See under Cotton. 
Gingle, Jingle, v. 7. Fp ee. EJF. 
Gingle, Jingle, m. A shrill, clattering sound, a5 

oe, ST ET EAI. 
Gingling, ppr. or a. FT FJ HE. 

Ginning, ppr. RHF. 
Ginseng, n. The root of the panax quinquefolium, 
AZ, wes, JAR; crude ginseng, ei 48, A 

HER; clarified ginseng, AL PY PES, peas 
52 (yy ; Corean ginseng, fy ER; native ginseng, 
[We Ze; a species of ginseng, 7B, Wy Be, 

We, 3428 . 

Gioro, n. Family name of the raling dynasty of 

China, #2. 

| Gipsy, ». Gipsy of Europe, Ek EEL & WBA A; 
Chinese gipsy, =487\ 3 fj; cunning gipsy, 

THE. 
Giraffe, n. a2 FeHEBR. [ RE. 

Girandole, rn. A chandelier, HRM RyRy HE. Hc HR 

Gird, x. t.: pret. and pp. girded, girt. Hitt, iE 
JEM, WR; to dress, 44; to gird with strength, 
3 Jj; to gird one’s self and not forget, TAIZ 
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ASK; to gird the loins, Heke. 
Gird, v. i. To gibe, wep. 

Girding, ppr. Weay. 

Girdle, n. M8, % F-, Al, As, ae, fA ame, iM, 
Hil, Mh, WE WE; to put on the girdle, sé Fee aS ; 

girdle ornaments, Hil; the zodiac, BUH. 

Girdle, v. ¢. To gird, which see; to inviron, FR. 
Girdling, ppr. Supuaaings Wee. 

Girl, n. Infant, cod general term for girl, %, & 
Fk, Ie fi fa; a little girl or miss, 42 ¢F, fay 

HCE, Hal, Hea; a servant girl, We¢p, DR, 
(#2, (4H 5 am unmarried girl, FPHAX. 

Girlhood, n. AG Is dx Hi. 
Girlish, a. Jy Bech we ea 
Girt, Girth, 7m. FE HOAs, fst, fee euh, ee. 
Gist, n. In Taw. the main point of the question, 

Ai 
Give, v. ee gave; pp. given. fil, TR, FA, 2, 

fk, Hes, BL. Po HB. GEG HE, WE tii 
i}, BEHK; to give to an inferior, #%, ff, WY: 
give to a superior, 4s, RK; to give to anot ine 
one, 5%, xe fH, BK, 2; to give to the poor, Be 

fi; to give alms, AG we, UBF, HFS: to give 
the hand, 4 =; to give the hand, to yield 
pre-eminence, 2, WEF mj; 10 give a portion, 
fit —F}, HE—3F)} ; to give the marriage portion, 

4422, (ARNE; to give in charge, fal, What. 
4e4£, frat; 10 give one’s self to pleasure, Jp 
m, newt; to give one’s self to study, BHF 
a, BBN; to give one’s life, 44 4h, 45 tr, 
4@ & ; to give a push or thrust, de, 43; to ene 
every one his due, fh J KE ELIE, SLD Bi PS Ef 
to give an answer, fi} Je) 7, Je] a; to give 
evidence, ee {o give notice, nh FE, 3 0, 
3M Fl, 4& ; 10 give notice by a placard, ASSL ; 
10 give a description, jfk ff, ‘5 #; to givea 
person his own, 7rf\; 10 give a coffin, fA fy 
As; to give a fall, fARK, Arh to Ene light 
to a thing, AES : {o give offence, ( Jit, 

fH HE A; to give fire, $y 4, We $8; 10 give 
trouble, #4, 7 AY, FEAL; to give a slip to 
any one, Ayr Jz, Aah ; to give one to Lnow, 
ah AA, FAA; to give place, Bf; to give 
precedence, si, ai fir, HEE {o give fair play, 

LIRA, PME; to vive way, HEB, 
ff]; to give Ly io melane role BE ty, ot 
Hie , 88 t); to give way, to row, Fri; to 

@ive one adit iB (S, (FJ; to give car, EL 

Hei | {fi EH; to give consent, HE FF, SC ty 7 to 

give assent by ncedding, profi, BUM; to give 

leave, if, #&; lo give in command, (B)\ SeHE, 

Ze {EL BE; to give suck, PPLE, PLUG; give a 
song, IH—-fEaf, t4— fe Hh; to give sentence, 
i BE, Ue Si. ESE; to give thanks, #RBP; to 
give a challenge, #%, Hk; to give up for lost, 
f57E, SIEGE; 10 give joy, fizz; to give heed, 
Nvtd, lit % ; to give again, Sele : ‘to give away, 

(PBI. 4, WHE. HAs: to ative Inck, OM 
iz; to Bive IDB JES 25 EE, ae ; fo give 

in one’s name, 42%; to give over, iE, #8, 3, 

HE, 3; to give one’s self over to vice, BEFy; 
{o give over work, 227; to give one’s self 
over to sensuality, Et 4, #93; to give ten 
times over and over, fJ-+4-G: 7; to give out, 
{8 ZB: to give out, to report, #t; to 2ive ont, 
{o issue, Hf; to give out, to exhibit in false 
appearance, f£45; to give out, to emit, as fra- 
erance, IE, #€; to give up, to resign, ge, HS, 
4H, Dp, RE; to give up to, gE; to give up, to 
quit, fE; to give up, as hopeless, #2 Reve, 
4€ ISE; to @ive up riches, #®If: to give up the 
whost, 44, AE; to @ive one’s self up, 8 Bde 
Fi], FJ PE: to wive up one’s life, $5 fir, F44E ; to 
give up an offender, 2H}fe J\; to give one’s 
self up to study, D2] #249 3#, VW) 3 at 4 BE; to 
give in marriage, ae, FEY: to give grace, 

4, [A E.; to give one’s mind to anything, 
*; to give vent to one’s feeling, IH:5a, Hf 

i; to give a certificate, ZA04, BAUR: to give 
all that one possesses, fit FU Aa. SB sheet 1: py Fy 
{0 give audience, HE SE to give audience, as 
the emperor, jj fi; to give and take, #BRt, 3 
4%, Ble; to give orders, HI4p, fj; to give a 
pledge, #E32, HY; to ceive, as a reward, "A, 
HA ; give mo, (HIF, WY 4s; give mea hook, 

PAS AGB AR, BoA MAR. 
Give, v7. To begin to melt, #f, §4b; to give 

in to, 42, PY 4. 
Given, hy or a. Pestowed, fuith, 2 ; granted, 

2h, Gy; the given year, #f4e; the given 
number, Ax #&; the things given, yy fi IRE HH, 
Jr # 24H; the @iven rewtio; ip BB. 

Giver, n. (#, ye, hie fi 

Giving, ppr. Pestowing, (6). Wy. hh. 22, Ff ; grant- 

ing, HE, JC- 
iG Bp ? B AB 

Gizzard, n 

We, fae [e!. 
Glabrous, a. it, Hit. 

Glacier, n. BRAN, ILL tdc PA, Ly pak. 

Glacis, n. FISH, ae SHG Ub. 

Glad, a. Pleased, 3%, #k3, fe, :, Haye; 1am 
elad to see you, JERKS Ah, FEA; Dam 

{o fret the gizzard, RR 
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glad of it, ae, DED: exceedingly glad, | | 
+H, & Bi AME; glad tidings, wa HF; a | 
glad voice, we: to be ‘gk id at, ws. 

Gladden, v.¢. To cheer, fH 3%, (i 32, (ii TE; to 

gladden our hearts, (i FR} 
Gladden, x. 7. To rejoice, ¥. 
Glade, n. #KK. 

Gladen, Glader, n. Sword-grass, #144, y%k. 
Gladiator, n. aes 
Gladly, adv. BREE, fk vee? 

Wik wes. 
Gladness, n. Joy, 3% fe, Ae aie. 
Gladsome, a. 3%. | 
Glair, n. 4 &y, 7 FF; any viscous, transparent 

substance, resembling the white of an egg, Wh | 
Gilair, v. t. {ELE G Lis. 
Glance, n. A shoot or darting of light, PIs; a 

glance of the eye, —fifi, —#. —Ml, —iBL. — 
IE, BX; to cast a glance at, fij—MpP, B—Y, 
ii — i; at the first glance, —5l, —H; a 
slight glance, #4 qi, GRY ; scen at a glance, 
— AREA, —H 9k; to steal a glance at, {fj 
Ail, Fi; to take a hasty glance at, jfip 

A, SPH; to know at a glance, —SL ENR; 
to see ata single glance, AME 7. 

Glanee, v. 7. 'To shoot or dart a ray of light or 

i, DOD 

he gladly did so, 47 # 
SR 3 

| Glass-furnace, n. PEI, 

splendor, fi] ; to eiumce at, — fli, —4i, — ih. | 

— BE, NFL, yi; to glance at for a moment, 

WH hd, TE ; to slance about, AaB, Ze A 
to glance over a book, ARIK PEE; to glance at 
a person, to hint, ne. 

Glance-coal, n. See Anthracite. 
Glanced, pp. 33 j&—Ip. 
Gland, n. #%, WAR; lachrymal glands, Ae 

the Meibomian glands of the eye, ARR A¥ ; 
salivary glands, TRE: sublingual glands, 7 
YT %; submaxillary glands, 468 4%; parotid | 
ets FET H ; gland (in mechanics), fip¥He 

Gl rs. n. Glanders in horses, Fj & #4 #E HE. 
Glandiferous, a, AERE SS HEA. 
Glandiform, a. FEMS}, TELLS. 
Glandular, a. $50, BEA ; glandular swellings, 

fl, Wig. 
Glandaliferous, a. AE #% fig. 
Glare, n. A bright dazzling light, 

KE ESE ; 
PSE, TRS, 

glare of a fire, Ze, ki, KEWLIE; the 

glare of the sun, Pik, SEPA Ie, we; the | 
glare of snow, dzfie; great @lare,  %. | 

Gliitreot os. VE], We, WAH, BANE, TAME; to por | 
with fierce, Jeeta eyes, ME, PAWL: | 

shine with excessive Gastro! PIPE. 
Glaring, ppr. or a. BYE, Wee, PAR; olaring 

eyes, “Hal, AJA; a glaring light, PIS; a 
glaring crime, Jfitg 3B, BASE; 0 glaring col- 

or, PUG. 
| Glaringly, adv. BR. 
| Glass, n. HEIR, HT, WERK. aka; window glass, 

KE, ELE; broken glass, BER, ERE: a 
looking-glass, HRHRFE; pocket looking-glass, 
EHF; superfine elass-ornaments, Hiff; a 
water-glass, J[¢#% ; a wine-class, {HPF ; a glass 
of wine, —f% 779 ; claret glass, ALM ; a glass 
for measuring time, jj; a bedstead with glass 
in the sides, He; spy-glass, -fF- HLH; 

weather-elass, Jal AY €f- 
Glass-heads, n. fH PK 

| Glass-blower, n. De BETH (AT, fe Ne He A. BHA UE - 
(ilass-hottle, n. HEF iH. 

Glass-grinder, n. PEW I AG. 

Glass-house, 2. He FH Je. 
Glass-mender, n. # ii 23 E- 

Glass-stuff, n. BEPp. 
Glass-ware, n. HRHRGE, EERE, WEF ae ah BE 

eign glass-ware, PEPE. 
Glass-works, n. pl. Glass-works in Canton, egg 
Glassful, n. —#f. | Fi. 

for- 

| Glassiness, n. #7 BEHE. 
| Glasslike, a. (VRB. 

Glassman, n. FEHR H. 
Glassy, a. HEI, HEI AS. 
Glastrum, n. (PAA. 
Glauker's-salt, n. Sulphate of magnesia, WW] FF}, 
Glaucoma, n. #7] WOKE. eae 

| Glaucous, a. ifp#K fy. 
Glaze, v.t. To furnish with windows of glass, #4 

HEI; o glaze, as pottery, bh, EW, Ay; 
io make glossy, as muslin, &e., | A Ty; to give 

a glossy surface, # H5s. 
Glaze, n. BRIBE. 
(ilazed, pp. or a. Glazed gauze, 52 #); glazed 

chintzes, IT PETE Mi ; glazed gloves, ce ee 

| Glazier, n. $e 35s ip. 
Glazing, ppr. Furnishing with window-glass, 

FRI I 
Gleam, n. A shoot of light, —Bi 33; a gleam of 

light, HAS, KW]; splendor, “Pe; a gleam of 

hope, —fit Z 2. 
Gleam, v. 7. To shoot, as rays of light, Pl, 4f- 
Gleaming, ppr. PAP, Sf. 
Glean, v. t. #74, #eAc; to glean ears of corn, 

RRR 
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Fh ARR; to glean news, PkSE Wi. 

Gleaner, n. One who gathers after reapers, 47e 
Fi 44 ; one who collects detached parts or num- 
bers, YY REY ; the Missionary Gleaner, {& 

Gleaning, ppr. ¥ FR. | HHH ak. 
Glebe, n. Soil, #8, HE. 

Glee, n. Merriment, Peay, Hee, MMU, Ses, BR. 
Gleeful, a. 384i. 
Gleet, n. Ayyg. 

Glen, n. A valley, {lj4@, BR¢; a depression or 
space hetween hills, ply[M, jt. 

Glene, n. The cavity of the eye, IREREE. 
Glenoid, a. A term applied to some articulate cavi- 

ties of bones, as cayity of the scapula, JR }iVz 
Gliadine, n. 2 2 | BEIT. 

Glib, a. 78, Bay: a glib epg 065 iS, WHS. 
Glide, 7. To flow gently, ZR Re, ewe, HIB, 
THF JM, ite iy ERE; to clide down gently, 
wis, AT ; to glide down swiftly, #eyxe 

Glim, n. A light, ; @lim-stick, Hjae. LT. 

Glimmer, v. i. DU, ut, FRME, 296, BABY. 
Ghttereds roi FET TAL. 
Glimpse, n. A flash of light, BY 3%; a glimpse of 

the eye, Pus, Pi; transient lustre, 2PHe; 
to give one a glimpse of, fi2 QMS, Lt A — Bi. 

Glimpse, v. 7. PRA, Paid. 
Glisten, v. 7. PUPUSG, FEPUSG, PU. 
Glistened, pp. BEAL I. 

Glistening, ppr. or a. 8, KAS, THEA. 

Glister, v. 7 FRAG, AE, bak: to olister, as 

water, ii. tai, Lee. 
Glitter, v. 7. Pls, PUP, KEKE. TEE; to glitter, 

as metal, ££. 
Glitter, n. Brightness, BY 3, Hts, HERE. 
Glittering, ppr. or a. BYR, PA, He, YEH 

elittering metal, PY; glittering metal of 
spears, ales 

Gloat, v. i, To look steadfastly, RAR, BZ, FE 

ae, BIS. 
Globe, n. A sphere, 3, ££, 4%; globe of the earth, 

WHR; celestial globe, AER, RHEE; a lamp- 
globe, er. 

Globous, a. Round, fA, [@. 

Globular, a. [], [2]; to become globular, }X AI, 
yj; globular cluster of stars, Fk SA. 

Globule, n. WEF, [AIGIE, AL ; to become little glob- 
ules, KBR ; to make into globules, $ [J 

Globulin, n. (VEAL. | HER -F-. 

Globulous, a. [Rl, {SF iH. 
Glomerate, v. ¢. IXIA) SH. 
Gloom, n. Obscurity, i, Mae Die » Ee Ni, ae, et ; 

GLO 

melancholy, HES, Ef. 
Gloominess, n. VER, 20s #H- 

eee: a, Imperfectly ‘linmifaeea: SAS, MRE, 
lf ls? ; gloomy prospects dae bei 5a Aad 

face, HR, thi & = fe x; 

gloomy affairs, 341i SH: nae went ae 

Nf, KE, Kiet - 

Glorify, v.t. To praise, Sa%, ESE, ARR, BBS: 
at ; to glorify God, #3 by, SAAT WF; 
to glorify one’s self, A 4%, Ai@, At, AS: 
to glorify one’s good conduct, 36252. 

Glorifying, ppr. Sipe, i 3E. 

Glorious, a. 2A, 3, EE, eM BRA AS, BNE, AB 
Ht, SBA, MAY, Me. HE, RB, 6@; a glorious 
affair, 3& ft, Sak 73 ; how. glorious ! if 4 
a glor ious manifestation, 222A, Bas. 

Giloriously, adv. BRR, LAE ; gloriously drunk, 

seve 

Drie ary AFAR 
Glory, 1». 38, 3, 48 AE, $8 IE, SARL BS, BR; 

the glory of God, | #228; to ascribe glory 
to God, BRASIL ae; the glory of heaven, 
ZBI; praise, #52; fame, 4% H; generous 
pride, 5&7; vain glory, iz; a circle of rays 
surrounding the heads of saints, jh. 

Glory, v. 7, To exult with joy, #k ¥z ; to hoast, 78; 
to vaunt, #} 5%. 

Glorying, ppr. wi. 
Gloss, n. Brightness or lustre of a body proceed- 

ing from a smooth surface, 36, MAR, Fh: ; 
a specious appearance or representation, #}fifi, 
A hit, PEAK ESE; interpretation, FE, HR, FF 

oll, Fee, BF HF. 
Gloss, v. t. To make smooth and shining, 4 3%, 

ae iW AE; to explain, ff, FE; to gloss over, or 
give a specious appcarance, HER, PEAR TY, HE 

fk, Bilt, Mbfili, Ahi, GFE; to gloss a skin, 
HEHE NE; to gloss over an allair, #}ff Wwe; to 
gloss over faults, fd EAI, FE SEU. HEAL | 
5% ; 2 mean person glosses over his faults, sy 

K 2B S. aaa 
Glossary, a. #£fry; glossary explanations, 3 Jl], 

Glossary, n. 27). 
Glossiness, n. Hi #, Hei. 
Glossing, ppr. Giving lustre to, HE SF, RENT; 

a specious appearance, #}fifi, HEffi ; explaining, 
Glossography, n. #327) 4 iif. 
Glossy, a. Sib, HER, HES, JERE, TE; fat and 

glossy, FEW, JER; glossy hair, 362, Wee; 
glossy silk, #9, $UH%; to make glossy, as 

cloth, Hy if. 
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Glottis, n. IR it. 

(ilove, n. Fe, gt, af, di XK, FE; a pair of 

gloves, — 3} F 4; put on. gloves, 4 fE #; 
silk-gloves, £44" ; white glace gloves, A 3 
JRF ; fur-gloves, e4; to throw down 
the glove, #E we; to be hand and glove, FM HN 

WAC, $2 AE. 
Glover, n. SP 2% fi (ff. 
Glow, v.7. To shine with intense heat, HAF, 

Hf i% ; his face glows, {P[k ; to be red, #; 
to glow with love, Stiff; to glow with rage, 
wT APEL, BERL EIT; to glow with ardor, 

RUG. 
Glow, n. Shining heat, 2K, AHA ; redness, 

£1, ALR. 
Glowing, ppr.ora. Shining with intense heat, 

HAR, HH; red, 40; glowing eyes, KE, I 
H;a glowing bard, ZUSE J; glowing envy, 
#yi; ardent, Fob, Tho- 

Glowingly, adv. HEH. 
Glow-worm, n. Ak, Mok, SM, PP, AT, Be, 

NE, MUTE, JEEL, SRIK, yh; to read by the 
light of glow-worms, 9&5 A i. 

Gloze, v. i. To flatter, Hg. See Gloss, 
Glucinium, Glucinum, n. 444. 
Glucose, n. EPR. 
Glue, n. J; cow’s glue, literally ox-hide glue, 4F 

JK; fish-glue, isinglass, (A J#; wheaten glue 
mixed with lime for joinery, iJ#; glue of 
superior quality, }J®, JUARFAB. 

Glue, v. ¢. 8, FECE, HITE; to unite, PEIH. 

Gluey, a. JIE, AEH. 
Glume, n. Glume of grasses, 4 JE. 
Glumous, a. Glumous flowers, #47. 
Glut, v. t. Toswallow, #2 8 ; to glut one’s appetite, 

RF, BEE, Hi; to feast to satiety, HF] 
JAR; to glut the market, |- AKA, LRA; 

to glut one’s eyes, fli, 3] RK ; to glut one’s revenge, 

Ae 1 
Gluten, n. #478. 
Glutinous, a. #30, Why, PERE ; white glutin- 

ous rice, #RK, FAK, FLAG; red glutinous rice, | 
Glutinousness, n. 44%, W824. JhAK. | 
Glutton, n. One who indulges to excess in eating, 

KR, BELZN, ARK. 
Gluttonous, Gluttonish, a. 2 BAY, BRM, RIK 

WR; gluttonous delight, Poy Hs He. 
Gluttony, n. 7 Ht. 
Glycerin, n. Wh, WAZ. 
Glycirrhiza echinata, n. EP #i. 
Gnarled, a. 46 fj. 

Gnash, v. 7. To grind the teeth, Mg AP, j4, tes 1H- 
Gnashing, ppr. Hy. 

Gnat, n. i, Wy, pe. 

Gnat-snapper, n. 4644. 
Gnaw, v. ¢. HQ, fh, We, BR. ae, aie, aL, We, AS, Wes 

to gnaw a bone, papa Ui, WPA. fey; to gnaw 
things, gy. 

Gnawed, pp. or a. TASES, fh Rh, bie jf. 
Gnawing, ppr. or a. Al, fk, HR, Me. 
Gneiss, n. } fit 4- 

Gnome, n. Jx{i qf. 
Gnomon, n. Gnomon of a dial, kb, dé 4, +=. 
Gnostic, n. Ag. 
Gnu, n. fq Bj. 
Gio, v. 7.3 pret. went; pp. gone. ‘To proceed from 

one place, state or station to another, #7, 3, 

4, oE, i i, Hh, 2B, AB HE, GE; to go ashore, 
LFS SEF; to go on board, 2 fh, PEAR. Li, 
T fe ; to @o about, to betake one’s self to busi- 

ness, PF, MT AF, Hh F-. bi] FF; to go about, 
to attempt, HIP; o goabout, to tack, Aye, Py 
pHi; to go about, to travel about, Ji ll ty, Jal whe 5 
go about your business, 3: fit (RIO Fe, A ESR; 

io go abroad, to walk out of a house, HIPY ; to go 

abroad, to go toa foreign country, jA fF. Mi eb, F 
Ah fay ; to go abroad, to be disclosed, WY jy, Ht 

WW ; to goabroad, to be published, #5 % A  ; to 
go against, to invade, (E(k, Alj 3; to go against, 
to be in opposition, 34981, fi; to go against, 
io be disagreeable, my, ji; to go against the 
current, ii Je _E, 3 Ht ThE, jel; to go along 

the seashore, 7g J Wh 5 7h Mik 3 UE 47. 58 HE 
74 Wi #7; to go along well, JAF, HEA; to 

eo along, as a ship, BR PAA A]; to go aside, to 
withdraw, 32, Hit, BEB ; to go aside, to go out 
of the way, #BH, 47H; to go aside, to err, #7 
$4; {0 go astray, to lose the right way, 4e ff, 
#4; to go astray, to wander from the right 
way, 7FH 8% ; (0 go astray, to break from an 
enclosure, #74 ; to go astray, to sin, J@ JE; to 
go astray, to transgress, jf JG; to go asunder, 

Fy bi FF 5 to go to pieces, HBA; to go away, to 
depart, 3: IE BEG; to go away, to go to a dis- 
tance, ja, je F7, IVE; to go back, to return, 

We, HHA, Hhik, Fe ; to go back from one’s word, 

@S ; to go backwards and forwards, je#5, 

FEE ZEAE, HEE; 10 Go between, Frpfh] ; to go 
between, to interpose, $44 #r, {ike (i, (ik fa] A\; 
to go Letween, to mediate, {gr J. ; to go before, 

S45. 7F.AESE ; to go behind, #647, FAP, BE 
FZ; to go by, to pass near and heyond, jth, #€ 
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3 ; to go by, to pass away moniticed) GBI 

#4; to go by, to omit, Hf, 7; to go down, to 
descends TY, —s: to go down, to fail, 
{Kk ; to go down, to come to nothing, Fz ; 
to go down, to be swallowed, 7 YF; to go 
down, to go to the bottom, ~peYys ; to go down, 
as the price, ZF; the price will go down and 
not rise, fA PETE jE ; to go down stairs, Py, P 
BY; to go for, to fetch, FH; to go for nothing, 
to have: no meaning, 40 #1: to go for nothing, 

ode 

to have no efficacy, 48 FR; to 20 for help, 3 8} > dey 

HA. ERPS (A; to go fora walk, HIGE, HishE: to go | 
forth, to issue or depart out of a place, HY, tH ; 
to go formost, EF, 3455 Mh ZE ; to 0 forward, to | 
advance, ij fr, #E RT, tn AIL FF to go hard with, 
to ke in danger of a fatal issue, as an offender, 
HE Hee; to go hard with, to have difficulty 
to escape, 78 ig, HEIR Ss; to go in, A, #£; to 
20 into, to have sexual commerce with, AAA 

Be, WS; to go out and in, [UA, FEA; to go 
out and in, to be at liberty, Ff dy; to go off, to 

depart, fe, , BA A, ke 77; to go off, to die, HF, 
FE, FETE ; to go off, as fire-arms, #8, hy ; to go off, 
to explode, #E GE; to go on, to proceed, HE 5% 
Ik, FAB, HEF ; to go on, can he put on, 
as a garment, 2A to go on a military ex- 
pedition, HIZE, Hi#k, 7H7iE ; to go on an embas- 
sy, eASSKE; go on with that work, —f% 
Wc ff ; to go on one’s hands and feet, fii}. {G9} ia 5 10 
go out, to issue forth, Hf; to go out, to depart, #f 

Sh WE, ; to go out, to hecome extinct, #4; to go 

out of the way, to goaside, 47 fi ; to go out of the 
way, to go astray, #78, FPR; the fire goes 
out, KA; ; to go out tae the ences as on a visit, 

&e:, HFA, ut 4s to go over, to read, #5; 10 go 

over hastily, as we the eyes, 33 A, HEME; to 

go over, to study, &; to go over for the purpose 
of is ata #45 ; to go over to think over, 
ALHIP; to go over, as to anothor party or 

doctrine, 3&, ##; to leave the one and go over 

to the other, WEIEF 6k, SEE He; to go over, 
to revolt, $f ; to go over to the other side, as 
of a river, 3% 0%, 3% 73%, ji JHA; to go through, 
to pass in a substance, jf f#7; to go through, 
to execute, fk, JX, H%; to go through, to bear, 

suffer, Ge., 4%, #€, 22, HE; 10 go through, to 

finish, {K5E. aR io go through a town, #4 

SR ; to go through the streets, #4; 
2, 74; to go to the fair, HOHE ; 
EX; to go to hell, ¥& Ji, Gf; to go to a feast, 
ths ; to go under, to be talked of or known by, 

to go to, | 

to go to heaven, | 

Go-between, n. An interposer, 

Go-by, n. Evasion, Prt ihe 

DE, ARAB, GAB; to go up, Ff, ME HE; to 
go up stairs, - PER; to go upon, FF J-; to go 

upon sure grounds, 473), 41; to go upon, 
{o take as a principle supposed or settled,  ; 
to go with, to accompany, [fE4F, SEA; to go 
with, to side with, $3 ,Hf; to go ill with, mm Rp RZ, 
Ine £7 Be ; to go well with, K¢RZE, Af im, Se ; 
to go with the tide, WAieiti 4 ; to go without, 
ae, #24. RA; to go wrong, FF, AEE; to 
go near, #73E, BEVE ; to go on horseback, Mf; 
to go to law, 47’ fF; to go to visit a person, 
FEN, KFER NA; to go to see a daughter 
after marriage, 4 5%; to go from the service, 

TORE. BEfE ; to go as near as one ean, to sell as 
cheap as possible, 3 EP, 7 2% ABE BEE ; I 
shall not go to that price, FRI= fi; M BRB, 
Fre atte at ear A; go that way, KDR, 
47 OK IR; to goa great way, fykfie; to goa 

great way, to reece far, as provisions, JH fxs 

A, KE fit MBAZ ; to go on foot, JEFF, FT ERAT ; go 
to the devil, 30); to let go one’s hold, fi ; let 
go the anchor, #X4y, Hest; to go unpunished, 
AGB to go halves with any one, JpiRyg ; to 
go shares, Ff JEFp~; to go backward in a busi- 

ness, {Jf Ax; to go forward in learning, #4] A 
36 ; to go with child, {#22 ; so the report goes, 

AW ik» bal Ee this coin won’t go here, Hg 

AP IRAE NG HEME 5 #3, UESR TE UE RS: every- 
thing goes ag Ree me, 3 Br Hd Jk AA KK ; to go 

by the worst, iit ; that goes to me, 4A dg 
HE, GEIR AR; to go ‘around, 3), 4a: HE 

i; to go round a hill, “eal, Je IL; to go round 
on a tour of inspection, 445F; to go in haste, 
Ht, & FF, HeFF ; to go to the capital, ER, 

tbs, HE! 5 to go to sleep, J;H3], FT THE; to go 
to bed, |- Fk, 1-4; to go to an office, _[- fF, 7{F 
ff;; to go to extremes, Sex| 7H; to go to sea, 

Hivfz; to go to one’s lodgings, FEA AZ HE; 
to go out to meet one, Hf ; the sun goes down, 
iB OE to go to court, mj Ai; cannot 20, Me > 

f, MHEZ; go! Hi, FHE; will not go, We 
Hs:, HATE; let him go, PA, ies 
about to go, FFF, I. PH; go in peace! KF FF 

iW], Beka sas; whither are you going ? (ppez& 

VE, HED: fy HZ ; do not go, WE KE: AED. 
WA, WAS, SER, 

vk AV; a female go-between, WE ; a male go- 
hetween, #24; a go-hetween in business, Ff J, 

RAL. 
; to give a thing the go- 

by, Bett SF. 
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Go-eart, n. 7 eae with ine in which | 
children learn to walk without danger of fall- 

ing, gsi ter, Aka. 
Goa, n. PELE. 
Goad, n. 3m BR 7 Fil. 
Goad, v. t. To pee Hl); to drive witha goad, 

47, (Riise fy ; to excite, jf; to instigate, HF 

Goading, ppr. Pricking, wi); urging on, 3& fF; | 
inciting, EAE. 

Goal, n. The point sat to bound a race, and to | 
which racers run, 4t#J}@; the end aimed at, 

KE 
Goat, n. Wee, 2 Wire, WIG2E; a he-goat, 2EZA, 
Sek: a a she-goat, 26, 4626. 

Goat-milker, n. 76%. 
Goat-skin, n. [p2e ye, Bi2e Ie. 
Goat’s-beard, n. $f (FERS. 

Goatherd, n. 7264, Fee UH UES UF 
Goatish, a. Resembling a goat in any quality, #7 | 
¥ ly2f: of the rank odor of a he-goat, Jit, ¥4; 

lustful, PEYEAG, MEA, ASEH. | 
Gobbet, n. A mouthful, —W; a lump, — Ii. 
Gobble, v. t. To swallow in large pieces, Als #, 

HES AE, PE. ee, ME, i 
Gobble, v. 7. To make a noise in the throat, asa 

turkey, ogi a, SLE ni (EAE. | 
Gobbler, n. Awe FEE, CEB. | 

wih Gobi, n. The desert of Gobi, 
Gobius, n. See Gudgeon. 

Goblet, n. 4%, $f, HR, SE, fit; a large goblet, % | 

##, Hise; a small goblet, pegA. 
God, n. The supreme Ruler or Peing; the term 

used by most Protestants, #9, Et Li7, KA, 
He; the term still used by many Americans, 
ip * (Spirit), up FC, quips: , Jah; the term used | 
by Roman Catholies, F342; Jehovah, Mase; 
the self-existing Being, A 4k #83; to wor- 
ship God, ##_[- 4; to fear and worship God, 

WiFtL ae; to pray to God, mASIAL AR; to 
entreat or supplicate God, 4&3) _[- 4; to earn-| 
estly entreat God, HJ 48 [- %7; the grace of God, 
7% Zui; the love of God, _- #238; the 
-omniscient God, any Lie, BERR AE | 

#%; God is omniscient, Lis 8 i A, Lae FE 
3M 1; God is omnipresent, _f- a Mk pA ZE, 
LL BMF; the protection ne aa hz 
Ri; the merciful God, HAZ EA the Tri- 

* The jobject, a Chinese Sas 'p ae eanoni zed. be- 
ings or spirits of departed men, the term jf cannot well be 
applied to the Supreme God. 
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| God's- 

GOD 

une CLS = = 4 yeas may Wea bless 

you! Bak 7 ir Bi ; God helping me, _f: rHff 

4K, ie HFK; God erant it, _|- ede 3 

would io God! IL ae : God forbid, JE; a 
ruler, #¢; a false god, ffi _b-#; an idol, Sep; 
the spirits of deified men in China, wif, RAR; 

the good and evil spirits or gods, §mip; the 
spirit of heaven or the upper region, wih; the 
spirit of the earth, jit, J wh, In Wy Tr. + HE 
fit; the gods (spirits) demons, genii and Bud- 

dhas (the four beings above men), ju 9% fil) 
fi ; local gods, +4: iif; the lares, or the gods of 
land and grain, jtPE; the god of thunder, F 
jit’; the god of the furnace, fmf; the god of 
wind, Jalal, 4- 7k; the god of water, a<mh, 
BJ 3€; to srerifice to the gods or spirits, SH 

iba; the god of learning, feet, Bc St; the 
god of rain, ffjqi; respect the gods (good and 
evil spirits), but keep them at a distance, 4% 9% 

mal i sak Z 
God-speed, n. Good-speed, that is, success, PE 3¥ > 

{o wish one God-speed, ij A #% 

penny, n. An earnest-penny, JE RR. 
Godchild, n. #efF-. 

| Goddaughter, n. Zk. 

| Goddess, n. A female deity, Aci; the goddess of 
mercy, #2 Pepe; the goddess called queen of 
heaven, KAR, KMesce. KA ea the 
Chinese Juno Lucina, 472i RE, HARK AG 
the goddess worshiped by the sailors, je BE M8 
As ; the goddess of the small-pox, F¢7E32-#f, 
wy At, Jef BMA; the goddess of the moon, JA mp, 

Godfather, n. #xH. | Riga. 

Godhead, n. #_ #7; the eternal Godhead, Hig 

ZL. 
Godless, a. Impious, Mah TEE, MEAL ZG, ame 

‘tah ; atheistical, WE (S74 EWE ART 
Fag A. TEAS SU TIPE ; wicked, FE. 

| Godlike, a. Divine, 4-7-_ i, Anmp; of superior 

excellence, JFIs&, Fae. 
Godliness, n. Piety, WOE, EG 

wl, fab a. 
» Wg iE #, irs 

Godly, a. Pions, Fie WHE, Ae bee; right- 

cous, N35 ; holy, #. 
Giodly, adv. Piously, as to live godly, fie ty 4b. 
Godmother, n. Hr. | + i. 
Godown, n. ERE, WERE ; foreign godown, &E 

Godsend, n. An unexpected acquisition or pe 
fortune, FAB. 

Godship, n. #_ ¥#. 
Godson, n. #efF-. 

—— 
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AK, SHES. 

Goggle, a. Having full eyes, "yA, Alt, le, Hid. 

Goggle-eyed, a. AREA, HREM. AGL. URIS 
Lig. Goggled, a. Prominent, {YAR fry. 

Gogeles, n. pl. FER # ; horse-gogeles, Ms. 
Going, ppr. Walking, #7, ££, 3 ; going and com- 

ing, $£3¢ ; the sun is going down, Hy ; about 
going, 4¥; going uninterruptedly, ¢: Ae Axe, | 

#2, EME. 
Goiter, Goitre, n. BY, RANK, MIE. 
Gold, n. 45, E42; pure gold, HLA, #4; fine 

gold, 3, 343; to beat gold, ABI, SEE: 
to inlay with gold, # 4 ; to overlay with gold, 

Gold, a. Made of gold, 4> (iXipE, 4 (Ef. | HEA. 
Gold-beater, n. Zi 4 3 fi (4. 
Gold-beating, n. ie 4 #4). 
Gold-coin, n. 4° $8. 
Gold-dust, n. 4H, Bp. 

Gold-fish, n. 4244. 
Gold-lace, n. 4°. 
Gold-leaf, n. Flattened pieces of gold used as 

coin, 47%; common gold-leaf, used in gilding, 
4, 2H; bits of gold-leaf stuck on cakes, 

&e., Fe 4. 

Gold-pen, n. 427%. 
Gold-proof, a. Proof against bribery, jy Ae, 4B 0% | 
Gold-ring, n. SHWE: Lo ts. 
Gold-thread, n. 424%; real gold-thread, JA 4E # ; 

imitated gold-thread, (44. 
Golden, a. Made of gold, 4>fiX fry; consisting of | 

gold, 2°, 4: (vj; yellow, #g; golden color, 
fag; golden age, 4 fit; golden days, 4 A; 

~ golden lilies, 434; golden palace, 42); gold- 
en steps, 46; golden pheasant, #346, EAE, 
apME: Golden Mirror, 4>§£; golden opportuni- | 
ly, 7, HF; golden opinion, HR; golden | 

number, #4; golden rule, 4¢ 7; ; golden locks, 

[as Golden-looking, a. 4 (NR. 
Golden-saxifrage, n. HEA. 
Golden-tressed, a. 42 #8 fry. 

Goldsmith, n. Jy 2BHIM, BI, 7 BT. 
Goloe-shoe, n. #44:. 
Gomphiasis, n. Fj PRE. 
Gomphrena globosa, n. Bachelor's buitons, A A 
Gondola, n. ZE ffi. | #0. 

Gondolier, n. $i ESF. 
Gone, pp. of go. Departed, FUR, FET, ME; all 

gone, Ft, yy; gone by, sh. JT ; depart- 
ed this life, 6, 3: J. 

[| 
Goggle, v. i. To strain or roll the eyes, fi, fe BR | 

( 558 ) 

Goer, n. A walker, #7 #%, 3E# ; a good goer, 4 Gong, n. #5; a great gong, A#; a small gong, 
Hi4y ; a drum gong, $g¥; a Suchau gong, fix 
#2; a watch-gong, Pi #h, ¥5-F; to strike the 

gong, FJ Hz, 0G #2, WG 4; to strike the gong 
before an officer, 47 $H2%; to beat the gong 
to collect the people, WE f2 38 #. 

Gonorrhea, n. Yj. 

(rood, a. df, $, Fe, f£, iB, Wine, Se, fk, 
HL, Wk, 4b, BE, HE; wood, valid, ZF; not false, 
Jf; sound, 7}: virtuous, 38, BL; good advice, 
Se Ht, HEI), 3658, SF; a good occasion, 
HE @&, AF BR 84; what good can I do for you? 

FAN A Uz Sep RIB Ci. FRAT fd 36 EAE: 
what is it good for ? #% 7 46 SF; I can do no 

good for you, PeMAGEEIN EH; a good effect, 
AER; good fortune, or good luck, AFF, 
fr, 32; I had the good fortune to meet you, 

SALAM, WERESAB te; I have a good mind, 
aK $f #1; eood for nothing, 4 a FA, Me (Kw, 
WEN, AMZ; he is very good at it, paFF 
Hh, Ase (Ez; in good time, jf; good for 
use, 2 JH, @ Mi; good health, Sy #3 BE, if 
Ti; in good spirits, X€ He Hf wh; good fame, 
hy % RE; good name, 4%, 37%; good deeds, 
Se f7; good acts, #37, SE3¢; good faith, fz, 

#B; good news, (£7, MF; a good heart, 

2610, Rob, dpa; on good terms, FAK, AIG, 
HATH, "WR; a good omen, FAVA, FIk, He 

i. (RL: a good neighbor, AF BEB, #20; 
gocd will, #e Be, 44; good people, A A KE, 
FEJe; all good people, pyy; ZF; a good man, 
36, tt A; “nature is originally good,” pf 
Ase ; a good friend, A-N ZC, Fe A; good breed- 
ing, jie 7, ih YE; a person of good breeding, 

MBIA, SCHEZ, A; good morning! FA fe; 
gocd night! of &, 272 &, BEML; good by! zF 
by, 224%; much good to it! 4yi; good speed ! 
KF BENS; in good earnest, i; to begin in good 
earnest, J&}#£ 7; in good sooth, #ZE; a good 
deal, WiZ, 322; a gocd while, KAA; it isa 
good way thither, Aj f%; as good as, tf RF, 
fin) OF Se ; good now, ¥F, AME; to make good 
one’s word, #§; to make good a loss, #i HF, 
Ait; good government, 3)B¢; good laws, 3 
i; good foreigners, 37); good living, FF 

S41, FEE SEM; good looking, AEM, SERB, 
AGA; a good looking person, KFAMAA, SeBe 
2A; a good looking woman, 3 \\, A, HA, 
SGA; good and bad, Af- ME, 38 BB, [84 ; a good 
disposition, 32%, dy-PE lif ; a good constitution, 
AG ALGE ; a good plan, AEST, AF ET, BA; good 
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. wares, my: ‘good medicine, Fi#%; put it in 
good order, Pek, 44g; a good archer, 38 Hf ; 
is it good or not? AF IE KREWE, BY Ap; a good | 
Harvest, dg WR, MZ; to die in a good cause, 
ae ¢%; my good wife, FEZE; exceedingly good, 
dy HR, PAE, FRAG; very good, $E AF; good 

heed, 4 Jrots, $E F 41; to make good one’s 
escape, Pb5E; to stand good, 
think good, to see good, ft, 
good enough ? NW) Se, BA. 

Good, n. Virtue, 38, Ftsé; 

to do good, #3; the good of this world, {lb % 

; will you ke 

364%: the good he did, fit wy A Z% se; much | 

good will come from it, AE Hi AFA tp, AEM! 
RAE; for your good, sep; what good 

are you? jX-tz 3 fa. 
Good, inter). 4-05, Bie. 
Good-conditioned, a. Being in a good state, as 

goods, +H, BS. 

Good-friday, n. WbeRS IF ZA, SRE A. 

Good-humor, Good- pane n. PEA. 
Good-man, n. BN. 
Good-nature, n. 4f-PE TR. 
Good-natured, a. #f (FE, wef. 
Good-will, n. Kind feeling, #4,%; {o get one’s 

good-will, 7 288 ; good-will towards men, 

NIREGE. * ABER. + 
Goodliness, n. 3E 7%. 
Goodly, adv. Excellently, 38, 36. 
Goodly, a. Beantiful, 32, RF; a goodly number, 

TES. 
Goodness, n. State of being good, 38, fie, FE 38, fis 
7 oe 36 # ; Lenevolence, {=, {=f#; 
sion, #&; the oodness of God, |. He % @8, 

"it 2 5& ; have the goodness, #f ; have the good- 
ness to fetch that for me, sRft FE AY, sat 

Goods, n. pl. Merchandise, $4; household fur- 

niture, # # th, RA WW ; to seize one’s 
goods, #2 Al He py ; to sell goods, ¥ f¥ ; one’s 
goods or effects, Biv F724, FE ; put the woods 
on board the ship, ye 4%. 

Googings, n. pl. pip... 
Goose, n. ; pl. Geese. #f, $718; the common goose, 
Wig 5a wild-goose, FER, HBA, PERE, 5 a Poose- 
quill pen, #£76 4 ; a roasted goose, BEE, RHE; 
to present a goose and wine to a bridegroom, 

JHHE YR; the down of a goose, FEPFGE; a 
green goose, #E{f-, BE; you goose, $y ; 
eackling of a goose, ERIBR. 

ODES: 

the | 
| Gouge, v. t. 3. 

_ * Delegates’ version. Gutzlaff. 
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ae ge I: 0 | 

| Gore, 

righteousness, ZV 3§ ; 

| Gouge, n. 

| Goose-neck, n. Re GA ($8.84). 
| Goose-quill, n. HEE E. 
| Gooseberry, n. ie : 

| Gor-erow, n. RIS 
| Gordian knot, n. i fi? 7 A, HE SAE FE ; 10 ent the 

Gordian knot, fe HE. 
Gordonia, n. 1d. { fit. 
Gore, n. Blood, ff ; clotted blood, #830 Ay i, we 

v.t. To stab, ii]; to pierce with the point 
of a horn, f%, #€, Hk, HE; to cut ina triangular 

form, Y= fA EF 

Gorge, n. The throat, WE , ME Dit, NAR ; to cast the 
gorge, [pi ; a gorge in a mountain, Jal, ee; the 
george near Shiuhine fu, 4p. 

Gorge, v. t. To swallow, #; to swallow with 

oreediness, HERA % ; to gorge one’s self with 

meat, #75 AL; to gorge one’s appetite, Fy fi. 
Gorgeous, a. Showy, H6F2, sae. 

Gorgeously, adv. ae, PEF. 
Gorgeousness, n. KZ, BEE H. 
Gorget, n. SARA. See Armor. 
Gorging, ppr. x. 

Gorgon, n. PE RAFE BK. 
Gorgon, a. KE ARIGE, Wi A EY. 
Gorgonia, n. pl. $C FM Hy. 
Goring, ppr. Stabbing, ii]; piercing, fff. 
Gorkas, n. ERREM. 
Gormand, Gormander, n. FExeF oh, BB ZTE, 

iA HE. 
:. To eat greedily, RE, AB, FB 

EAR, nf pie. 

Gormandize, v. 

| Gory, a. Covered with clotted blood, 744— fi; 
murderous, FEF, E72. 

Goshawk, n. RR, Be 55. 
Gosling, n. efT 
Gsopel, n. ii 

{8 EE Geen “trath, Wa a 

for Gospel, Ef {% Z.- 
Gossamer, n. H¢2%, 28 Sa. 
Gossip, n. Idle talk, fy #8, De LUE BE; am idle 

tattler, [Jz ¥; a female idle tattler, #5 HH, 

72 JE ME. 
Gossip, v. 7. To prate, Ge ]an, af Veet, BA 

12 JF. 
Gossiping, ppr., a. or n. Hyak. 
Gossipium arboreum, n. #4 tit, #7 AF. 
Got, Gotten, pp. of get. #47, HIRE, HB 

A semicircular chisel, 4 Sé, 8a %, 

oe th 2. 

pe tO preach the Gospel, 
if ; he takes it 

le 
A, 

Goulard’s extract, Goulard’s water, n. £7Ic. 



Gourd. n. Gourd bottle, Hie SH. he, # ; snake- 
gourd, £4 JK; gourd-squash, #); to carry the 
gourd, as children at Canton, JAE. 

Gourd-tree, n. 4jj tit. 

Gourmand, n. #8 R#. See Gormand. 

Gout, m. {SRE BDI. 
Gouty, a. IRI, BE. 
Govern, v. t, 4E38, 74, TE, iy. a, YE, if 

it, E it, 48, AL, dy it to govern an 
empire or mae 74 fl, FE; to govern China, 

4 BE A, FA HBA E: to govern the universe, 

VE 4M; 10 govern a family, } 9, HR; 
to govern the reople, TASS, Tt, Pe ee. ea 
Axe: to govern the four quarters, 494! PUT; ; 

to govern one’s self, #7 GC, Hii. BMAC: 
to govern one’s passions, #3 ALL ; to govern 
well, 26 EX. 

Governable, a. HW] 4, BY 74. 
Governed, pp. 78 {, FE HLIH ; to be governed, 3 
TR, BAERS ; the governed, AT #. 
Governess, n. An instructress, Z fii, 48. 
Governing, ppr. ora. 4 JP, 7:34 ; restraining, 

# Hi ; the governing dynasty, Ze. 
Government, n. BY, ###; the government of a 

state, BY ie, S ge; civil government, AK; 
military government, tr ; the collective hody 
of the ruling powers of a state, pg ; a tyran- 
nical government, HyFL; a cruel government, 
BEL, JER, eye; a democratic government, 

> FERC; an aristocratic government, FRG; a 
monarchical government, SH PY; a good gov- 
ernment, se; a benevolent government, {= 
Be; to hold the reins of government, Fey, FH 
HE; to throw a government in confusion, fl fq 
WC, SSL; a man of government, fie iti Cs 
#i; petticoat government, A, 4 HE WB; 

the orders of government, 4>i{ ; a government 
despatch, 2, FLFR; government despatches, 
#4 XC ; government offices, (#jf9, fe 3 ; govern- 
ment aijairs, PYHF; to deliberate on aifairs of 

the government, P¥ 4 Si, (9 ii EYE ; officers 
of the government, ‘ff, frie, (1:7 ; regulations 
of the government, = #i ; confiscated (o govern- 
ment, A f¥ ; in government pay, eH; the gov- 
ernment of the passions, Hi PE ty 2% ; he has 
no government of his passions, fi A. Fuse 5 
the government of a family, 7494. 

Governmental, a. =E, Fo AE, ICA 5 governmental 
affairs, FE afi), BY ge YF ; covernae boats, 
Fe fk ; governmental cesputcheay 2 NE, HEB ; 
governmental horses, ’f 5 ; delay in the trans- 
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mission of governmental eflects, ASHE ME FRR 
fr. 

Governor, n. The governor of a province, #€BE, 

i Hie, Hess, HEE, He, HH GE; in ancient times 
they were ealled He; governor of a city, HE, 
t&34; governor of the Jmpcrial Canal, #475 ; 
governor of the great rivers, #4 jij ; the govern- 
or’s staff, #82; the governor, as applied to 
God, Sa 3¢; the governor of a department, 

FUE, Ach#; the governor of a district, RR3z ; 
a tutor, fii; governor of the jail, FRHE, ABE; 

governor (in ee itil. 
Governor-General, * n. #2044, #ilae, Hil, file, 

$e dfi], Apa hee general of rivers, jaja 
#28, Alt: governor-general of the Imperial 
Canal, jis fs. 

Gover aS n. ‘The office of a governor, fea HR. 
Gown, n. A woman’s upper garment, 7%, FE, 

fA, tks 5a long, loose upper garment or roke, 
worn by professional men, as divines, students, 
&e., 7, $e #2; a Buddhist priest’s gown, Sei ; 
night-gown, |i #2; morning-gown, Hl #2, x. 

Grab, v. t. FR. 
Grabble, v. 7. to grope, f#, BE, FR. 

Grace, n. Favor, 2, Rigi, PVE, PAE, PAB, Pa 
fH, FE, (3B; beauty, 32; the grace of God, 
LaizZ Milt; the grace of God according to 
the Roman Catholics, KE wae, HSE; the 
erace of Ged according to several American 
missionaries, ma ; to give grace, fi B, BAB; 
io sue for grace, oi ; we implore g orace, F¥ fit 
i; EARL, TRSETRY, ; to obtain grace, 4 Rh, Be 
Ps, FEV; days of grace, Ail]; day of grace, 
Pad, BAU s 10 say grace, Hf ; grace, Be 
Aes: AC HE, HE 8, BATE 5 your grace, {2s 

aes: v. t. To adorn, f&; to decorate, PEfifi ; to 
embellish, HEP, 32 HE ; to honor, A&"z ; to raise 
by an act of favor, FEFR. 

Graced, PP. or a. Adorned, (538 , fifii&. 
Graceful, « ee with dignity, 3B, 478, 

ACHE, F ? ie 7 T = ? ik i LAS, Ki AM, Kin AA ; graceful carri- 

age, ey ; ES, ES ; eraceful lady-like ear- 
riage, ie ; graceful manners, HGRA, Wh 

SHY, ie. 
Gracefully, adv. Fk. 

Gracefulness, 2. slots SE IK, WN, BER. LAYS. 
Graceless, a. ASE AZ; corrupt, FMR, AAG 

| Graces, n. pl. EX, RA. 

* For further information gee author’s Grammar r of the 
Chinese Language P. II pp. 100—106. 
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Gracious, a. Expressive of grace, Pi, BH, (224, 78 
Al ; gracious sovereign, 4, & ; gracious reward, 
PVE, PALE; gracious reception, Fl ; be gra- 

cious unto us, HH. 

Graciously, adv. graciously granted, PAY 5 2 ? rest 

graciously ¢ gave, PABA; grac iously forgave, J, 
Graciousness, n. Fy 3, = 3, Pee. Lak. 
Grackle, n. Wattle,  3F, /\ SF; spotted grackle, Ge. 

Gradation, n. Order or rank, jh¥k, Be, BEML, 
PER, Ro, GHG; eradation of instruments, 
}& ; there are proper gradations, A AK. 

Gradational, a. 229%, JE JE. 
Giradatory, a. $%2%, HE JE. 
oak, n, A upto or rank in order or dignity, 

in, hn, SE MZ, BEY; to ascend one grade, [Ft 
— ie ; of the first grade, pf ih, oa 0 
divide into grades, SHE 4% ; @rade of the lower 
classes of men, #€; grade in the genealogical 
order, #2, f§ ; my own generation is one grade, 

KA CALE ; nine grades of relations, Ju #¥ ; 
not of the same erade, Alp in $% 5 strength is 
not of equal grade, Jj A [rJ#}; the degree of 
ascent or descent in a road, % ZF pHs. 

Graded, pp. $#h, Aint, AVE: graded rank, 

Gradient, a. Sei. HEH. rae 
Gradual, a. Proceeding by steps or degrees, #33, 

Heh, A, Ak, ERR, BIE, HRA; regular 
_ and slow, jf jéf; a gradual ascent, 4B 3)50he, Jap 
| ie RR; 2 gradual descent, jar HEE; gradual 
moying and rubbing of the hands, #x7PALEE 
cia eradual changes, jaf ; gradual improve- 
ment, (iJ jarté, A a We; gradual accumu- 
lation, AT. 

Gradually, adv. jai, jak, JEG, teh, RR 
sp, — Se ae ; eradually a as one’s 
prospects, jaf A RFE, ita A ta: Bas 
strength is gradually decreasing, BES Wy it E ; 
to rise gradually, jarjiit, $$, HER: 
gradually departing, jipjp 3: ; gradually recoy- 
ering, jij AG; to lead one gradually into 
good ee UA SE i. 

Graduate, v.t. ort. To become a member of the 
Hanlin mallee eh; to hecome a tsinsz, HA 
HE+; to become a kujin, Fa BE NA, IFA, 
d#E; to hecome a sivitsai, AS, HERE, HES 
=, Ai; to mark degrees, Zp EF. 

Gednate n. H+, WY. [ e. 
Graduated, pp. or a. Marked with degrees, Fpi5 
Graduating, ppr. Graduating, as a Hanlin, 8; 

attaining a lower degree, 4; marking with 
degrees, Ape . 

my mother’s | 

Graduation, n. The act of receiving academical 
degrees, 74:34 % ; the graduation of a barome- 

ter, IESE Z IE. 
Graduator, n. Fp jE Fe A. 
Gradus, n. A dictionary of prosody, i pH. 
Graft, n. Bee, PEAK. 
Graft, v.¢#. To insert a eion or shoot, or a small 

cutting of it, into another tree, 5% ts}. & tit, BE 

iit. 
Grafted, pp. or a. Bi, FE5H ; grafted on, Fx Fp. 
Grafting, ppr. BS, Fé ; erafting knife, SSH. 
Grain, rn. Any small hard mass, as of sand, &e., = 

#r; grain of beads, pearls, &e., — fA; grain in 
the chaff, or corn in general, #7 ; the six kinds of 
grain, 7\¥%; the five kinds of grain, Lyk; 

young grain, fy; grain-bin, ¥k er, Fei; the 
family of grain, 4%#); grain of wood, ArKx, 

ACTH, Hi); against the grain, fee, RE, Sisk: 
to droop the head like. grain, ACZAWKIA; fish- 
erains, #430; dyed in grain, EY; Pe for 
foo d, #4; sacrificial grain, 3H], #4; to buy 
grain or rice, #2; to forbid the ee up of 
grain, 38 92; to sell grain, #, Hi Fe; to He 
port grain, to take it to the army, yF3H; 
hull grain, #E9%; a grain, a little, —fy, sheet 

Grain, v. t. HAs; to form into grains, as pow- 
der, #eKF, 2K. 

Grained, pp. or a. Rough, i; fine-grained wood, 
#E ; cross-grained, FREE. 

Grainer, n. 4@ JR) ; one who points in imitation 
of the grain of w 00d, FEAL. 

Grains, n, pl. The husks or remains of malt after 

brewing, #4, 7H, 44, #4, Hq; fish laid in 
grains of glutinous rice, #¥4; crabs laid in 
grains of glutinous rice, uae grains of Para- 

dise, At, SlBbiy. 
Grainy, a. ZA. 

Grallatorial, Grallatory, a. 367K fi. 
Grallic, a. 7 AGH. 
Gram, Gramme, n. 153 grains troy, BH#j— FPF. 

Gramineal, eee a. #5 (4; gramineous 
plants, #3 

Graminivorous, a. Feeding or subsisting on grass, 
QRH ; eraminivorous animals, @Ba ZR. 

Grammar, n. jE, IAS a. 
Grammar-s¢ hoolea . BE. 

Grammarian, n. One yersed in grammar, XjEfeE 

-—E; 2 philologist, fia #. 
Grammatie, a. APE. 
Grammatical, a. BOYZ; 

1E, WMA ZK. 

grammatical rules, 3 

ss 58 
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Grammatically, adv. {R AF ; to speak gramma- 
tically, ai 7 & SCHp. 

Granary, n. Fi, Ble, BR, PERE; a round 
eranary, Kh], Ad, [ii], 5a square granary, HF, 

JAX, fé; bins or partitions in a granary, BAI; | 
to open the granary, to dispense rice from the | 
granary, Bj; granary rat, ARR. 

Grand, ea. Greate, ae, jays eo ees sts 

grand lord, # =, $e=E 5 a grand design, HFT, | 

WE; a grand idea, WAL, HL; exalted, 7; 
eminent, #@a% ; how lofty and grand! aaa; 

how grand! yeEyYE ; the grand canal, ja je 
fii] ; grand chop, #0}. 

Grand-jury, n. REAR Ee. 

Grand-seignior, n. - AILS. 
Grand-vizier, n. - BIL RFE AA. 
Grandchild, n. #4, fF. 
Granddaughter, n. A#, #4; granddaughter’s | 

husband, #44; a granddaughter’s child, AhF. | 
Grandee, n. A nobleman, Jf, AIM, KA, AK, 

KE 
Grandeur, n. Splendor, JAH", sfA8; majesty, Ae 

FX, BRIG; loftiness, Hah. BH. 
Grandfather, n. jiLAe, sR, PY, ARE, AA; 

your grandfather, 4}jif; my deceased grand- 
father, Sei, E40; maternal erandfather and 
mother, 34g. 

Grandiloquence, n. Fak, HERE. 
Grandiloquent, a. Fy ws fry. 

Grandly, adv. $4 9R. 
Grandmother, n. jil-Rk, PyZE; deceased erand- 

mother, SEH At, Lf ; maternal grandmother, 

i YE, Sill HE. 
Grandniece, n. KERR. 
Grandsire, n. [if 7. 
(irandson, n. 339%; a grandson’s wife, FAA, | 

Fit ia. 
Grange, n. FE, FAyAg, fi A. 
Graniferous, Graniform, a. AERRAY, Babe, Be. 

Granite, n. ms aH, AEN Zi, vA rae Ab be A 

Granitical, Granitic, a. FF Ay (J. | ek A. 
Granitification, n. aE p47. 
Grant, v.t. To admit as true, #fF; to grant, asa 

request, Jt, #2, Jcnf; to grant in writing, HE 

#€; to grant graciously, BYE, ERE; to crant 
a request, applied to His Imperial Majesty, #€ 
#s; to grant a petition, or complaint against 
another party, #£4}R; to give or bestow with- 
out compensation, fR, #2, 4, WI, AW, a; 1) 

evant it, RHEE, Mie Zw: will not grant it, 
Aue, AH. Ai; will grant it, BowH—ez; 

God grant! fi LA RAYE; to grant a general 
amnesty, 7h; to grant to be done, HE FF; to 

grant a stipend, HE pier wk, By. 
Grant, n. The act of granting, #E#%, SeHé; a 

present, 2p, WH. i, ALM. NG Ze 
Jj; annual grant, 7x46; a government 

| _ grant, RF. 
Granted, pp. #638, @F ; I take it for granted, 

PUT Be. 
| Grantee, n. 5224 #4. 
Granting, ppr.ora. Admitting, 7; conceding, 

HE, JC; granting it to be so, REGAIREE, FFE 
A, FF AE; on granting an excess of 
rations, 23 Jes #4. 

Grantor, n. #63, AK, FH. 
Granular, Granulary, a. Jy $f RRL AS LI aR - 
Granulate, v.t. To form into grains or small 

masses, KEE, WhE-F ; to granulate, in the 
healing art, AEP 3p. 

Granulating, ppr. WKEEF. 
Granulation, n. MIA RE IAL ZS; granulation, 

in the healing art, 4EAy2F#- 
Granule, n. Fir ff. 
Grape, n. Hay, MELF. 7 RHE; wine from the 

| grape, 847i; the grape vine, 4)ajt}; the 
juice of the grape, Ay ay 7p. 

Graphie, Graphical, a. Pertaining to the art of 
writing, slp, 2 fy ; described with accuracy, 

AH ESE, Wy; well delineated, Fie} sh fm : 
the graphic art, if] {7 ze. 

| Graphically, adv. 3h $m, HA. 
Graphite, n. Carburet of iron, p7Re, BH. 

| Graphometer, n. #4 ff ff. 
| Grapnel, Grapline, x. $€, PULA, FEF. 
| Grapple, v. ¢. To seize, FR, Ut, , 48, dy, $RUE. 
Grapple, v. 7. To seize, to contend in close fights, 

Angie; to crapple with, #a/R], SESRR. 
Grapple, n. #39; close fight, GtgJ; a hook hy 

which one ship fastens on another, £42. 
| Grappled, pp. Seized, fai, TEs. 
Grappling, ppr. FARE, JEfE; grappling with the 
| grappling iron, $g; a grappling iron, Rye; a 
| sort of grappling-hook, fai. 
| Grasp, v.t. Fa, HE. FE, Be, BE, Re, HE. it, S, 

fe, HE, WE, PR, Fe. HK, Te, J, He, Th, 
Hi, 3. HB. HE Hp. UAL, WW. FE; to erasp by the 
neck, FAA; to grasp by the throat, faye; to 

erasp firmly, JA%%, 42, YRS, HEE, CHR, 
| FEF; to grasp the power of government, f¥% 
| oE, PAERE, SE; to grasp a handle, $y, FE; 

to grasp one by the wrist, as intimate friends, 

| 
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aii; to grasp one’s hand, as foreigners when | 
meeting, JF, fiz, HEF; to grasp one by | 
the hand, #3; to grasp with the arms, ##f£, 
HWE; to grasp, as a bird of prey, HCE, HE; to 
grasp the whole, #E(f, #2; to grasp with 
forceps or nippers, Sf, LEH 2e; to grasp a 

sword, #@§i]; to grasp one’s dress and raise it, 

FARA, HEAL: to erasp carnestly, HOM 
to grasp with the mind, 5m, 51 (e. 

Grasp, v. i: To catch at, HE, JARGE, HELE. | 
Grasp, n. The gripe or seizure of the hand, #4, 

JA#%, HLH; to be within one’s grasp, MRE 

i, 7A 2; within grasp, 4c 73H), FACE 
#£; reach of the arms, Sif#-F ; the grasp of | 
a man’s hand, \%J@fg; the grasp of the 

mind, ii BR AE, os EHH, EER. 
Grasped, pp. Ei, J8iH. Bik, Faia. 
Grasping, ppr. or a. Seizing, FEE. TEGE, PEE 5 

embracing, ##{£, Ja(E; a grasping spirit, 4f- 
44, AA; the wealth obtained by a grasping 
spirit, 2&0; guard carefully against a grasp- 
ing spirit, W764 W IRB; grasping till 

death, HAF AH EF 
Graspingly, adv. LIGtk, AR. | 
Girass, n. PE, FE, WEE ; fodder, 43, 3 ; fuel or dry 

erass, BENT, ZH; to cut grass, FijRl; to mow 
grass, XH, AEN, AEN; to carry grass, FHL; 
to burn grass, #47; to cut and fetch grass, }¥% 

Wi; to eat or feed on grass, # Hi, MERE; to feed 
with grass, M2tx; orass or pasture, Ai, Be; 
seeds of grass, 37, Jy fij; thick grass, 3 ; 

grass growing luxuriantly, Jéwr, Wine4e, ZS 
#%; grass used for making slippers or shoes, 

Hi, eet. | 
Grass, v. t. To cover with grass, $ip4i Jk. | 
Grass-cloth, n. Cloth made of the fibres of doli- 

chos bulbosus, sida tiliefolia, and behmerta 
nivea, Ai, fit, 2) 47 ; the grass-cloth net- 

tle, 4 iii. | 
irasser = Grassgreen, a. ff. 

. Grassgrown, a. 32 VRE. 
Grasshopper, m. sipath, Wide, Medak; @reen-headed | grasshopper, REWF. 
Grassless, a. 4m #2. 
Grassplot, n. —#.4i, ta Aes. 
Grassy, a. TH Be RK ZEZR, iia ita > Feit pes uteh 

place, Py Hi. 
Grate, n. A kind of iron lattice work, $332, FetAiy; 

erate for doors, TEE PY; grates of a fire-place, | 
— WE RERLRE ; an open fire-place placed in the | 

wall, Ago nE, SCH: the grate of a win- 

dow, Ak, ASHE; the grate of a pond, HF 

BLA, SESE. 
Grate, v. t. To furnish with grates, Wega, Ae 
Tees ; to make fast with cross-bars, LJ SRFE 

BAZ: 
Grate, v. t. To rub, #8, Gi, 2%, HEMP; to rub 

one thing against another, #A#E; to grate the 
teeth, Hi; to great the ear, AE; to erate 

the feelings, Jat, FH, AP HAM, ay; to 

irritate, jf4% ; to make a harsh sound by rub- 
bing or the friction of rough bodies, #875 Hk 

Grate, v. 7. REC ER Gk ; to offend, BEE. | Ake. 

Grateful, a. Thankful, 7, eM, RAS, TE Bt 
fry; a grateful mind, 4A, YP Eo; 
grateful for a favor, 38%; grateful for your 

patronage, MISEIGRt, WP SeHS Hh, UW) Sede; 
are you grateful for these favors? fag2e ja 2 AR ; 

a grateful son, jek PL -F ; a grateful reception, 

Pigz; grateful odor, 49-4; grateful to one’s 

feelings, Ie, ("PE ; ever crateful, [a AM ; to 

feel deeply grateful for, WJS2; very grateful, 

Sis, Mel, lw, ete, BEL, MPS isp; not 
erateful, ji; to feel grateful in the language 
of Buddhists, #3 fe pe HE. 

Gratefully, adv. Ahi, or. 
Gratefulness, n. Jey PA ae, He th FH. 
Grater, n. BR, FE, HEF, Hl]; a grater for rasp- 

ing ginger, $i BR, BEE, 

Gratification, n. Delight, "8, 35, SMe, Ae, BE 

LE, JE; reward, &; the gratification of one’s 

appetite, @we ft, Bi; the gratification of 

lusts, BERR, fa IRR, (UIE. 
Gratified, pp. or a. Pleased, indulged, 3%, 5, #4, 

eS. Free, AG, at, AR, EAE, OT 
fe; the mind gratified, fy si, rth Se 15E ; all 

his wishes gratified, FERRE, JF GR GD; I 

was much gratified, Jg$bS%; he was much 

eratified, “Hiv Ae YE; gratified to hear, 3 

ye, Heli]. 
Gratify, v. ¢. To please, 3%, 4, ; to eratity 

the mind, fit, #4:%); to gratify the eye, fh 
TW; to gratify the ear, EH; to gratify one’s 
curiosity, fF Ve Fe, FE-HAT PE ; to eratify one’s 
desire, fig (78, FEAL BEER; to eratifya person's 
importunity,  \fEREFF ; to eratify one’s ap- 
petite, (4B, Kafe; to gratify one’s lusts, 
(TRIER ; to cratify my revenge, P)Se4Rih ; 
{o gratify people's wishes, R247 %%; to re- 
quite, #2, Ef. 

Gratifying, ppr. or a. Pleasing, 3, 4%, [f;; it is 
eratifyine to learn, ¥¢¥#; eratifying one’s can 
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wishes, {fef7; gratifying to one’s mind, yf} 

; if, ny EE: 
Grating, ppr. or a. Rubbing, #4, # ; irritating, 

BSE; harsh, wap. 
Grating, x. A harsh sound or rubbing, $key, 
il) # ; the grating of a door, P4; iron grating, 
Seid, $45; the iron grating for the hatches 

_ of a ship, A FU BCSBRR 
Gratingly, adv. Olfensively, (li frj ; 

ner to irritate, RX. 
Gratis, adv. For nothing, AA, ARRAY; to 

give gratis, GM, G5. GAR. 
Gratitude, n. je PAG, EAE, iRtiiy.* 
Gratuitous, a. Free, A, HS voluntary, Hoth 

fy, Hify; gratuitous aid or practice, Gf}, 

Gi. VIR’; a gratuitous assertion, yt, ME 
#8 ah; a gratuitous attack, AI, MRM. 

Gratuitously, adv. QA. 
Gratuity, n. A free eift, BE, A BUG, LLP, 

Ahi ZH; to give a gratuity, RM, AMR, MF 
Gratulate, v. ¢. See Congratulate. |&. 
Grave, v. t. See Engrave. 
Grave, n. A tomb, Sg, 3H, HE EE, 4Edh, TA, 

wee, Tess, SBR, IKE; a single chair-shaped 
graye, Zt |l[; to worship at the graves, FFL, 
Fal, “GE; a deserted grave, HEM, dR; 

to open a grave, fj gf; to quarrel about the 

graves, St Wty, St set; a vaulted grave, Ny 
$@; the same grave, [mJ7¢; to rifle a grave, 4 
Hg; to dig a grave, Hits: the boundary of a 

grave, BR. 
Grave, a. In music, low, depressed, 7, HH, (f ; 

the grave accent, @f#¥; solemn, serious, fH, 

HER, URE, Sai lik, HEH, HEME, Beas a grave 
countenance or aspect, wh At, WA, IE f; a 

grave matter, @3r, AYE; grave reasons, wf 
#; grave deportment, is #7, HN 47, F548 RON 

grave air or gait, frei 2 WE. 
Graye-ciothes, n. pl. A, HELA. 

Graye-digger, n. 1, PRR. 
Grave-looking, a. fig3ht- 
Graye-stone, a. Psi A. 
Graye-yard, n. Fh, HEIR. 
Gravel, n. Gravel in the bladder, 27k, ADK; 

small stones or pebbles, #4, BX, Ml, B.A, 

Hab, FEAL. 
* Expressions for Gratitude. 

It is engraved on my heart and embossed on my bones, 
$f tet; I om impressed with kindness which it is impos- 
sible to forget, ugikbt: ; I will bind together straws for 
you aud bring you precious rings in my mouth, # Ringe ; 

one who is sensible of kindness as am, must recompense 

it, SEL 
—_—--— 

in a man- 
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Graveled, pp. ora. Covered with gravel, $j LURE 

Hi, EL. 
Gravelly-ground, n. BR 4 hh, J FrHL, AH. 
Gravely, adv. jW9R, BRR. 
Grayeness, n. Seriousness, frit. 

Graver, n. See Engraver. 
Gravimeter, n. [EEC Ef. 
Graving, n. WZ%)Z 1. 
Gravitate, v. 7. Bef, Bes. (iy; to gravitate 

towards the centre, # aya, BesiprB. 
Gravitating, ppr.ora. Tending towards, #2 fh) ; 

being attracted, §] {ny. 
Gravitation, ». The act of tending to the centre, 

ey, (iH; gravitation and attraction, 

Beta, VRSLE. 
Gravity,n. Weight, a # ; the tendency of all mat- 

{er in the universe towards all other matter, 

WADA HA aH, FLVAEA] ; the centre of 
oravity, PE fi) ZE. (nd -Z Hp: the greatest spe- 
cifie gravity, RAH; specific gravity, Ibe ; 
seriousness, fre #4, wa fie, HE fag; the gravity of 
the affair, $e @. 

Gravy, n. 4, (yak, H4E, AYE; to dip in gravy, 
BEYE, HEH 5a mouthful of gravy, —WRH ; had 
not a mouthful of gravy to taste (have not had 
any benefit of it), Y-04 WTR. 

Gravy-dish, n. {fF HE. 
Gray, a. Gray color, JK, 74%, Jf; light 

gray, 7K %, YEIK &; white, G; to become 
gray, as hair, 4, #8; gray shirtings, Jet 

Gray-beard, n. % J. | 4h. 
Gray-eyed, a. Ik GAR. 
Gray-headed, a. G52, GOAA, BIR, Aw, 3 

HH, EH, 552. BEG ; to become gray-headed, 

Gray-hound, n. $2 54 Fy. 
Grayish, a. Baye &. 
Graywacke, n. 77%. 
Graze, v.t. WALES, Qwi, Wye. 
Grazer, n. WEAERT Ee. 
Grazier, n. Fe2e dh, FEAF ZA. [Se hh. 
Grazing, ppr. ora. WHE; grazing ground, Hess, 

Grease, n. jt, #, JH, al; hog’s grease, 7 7h; 
erease for cart-wheels, Hid@yh; grease cock, 

WHSEFY. 
Grease, v.¢: ®R Yh, JF, LUE HK. BENG ; grease 

his carriage, J} Ab Hf; to grease a wheel, J HLRR. 
Greasily, adv. Yhfj. 

Greasiness, n. Wy, WOE, BA. 
Greasy, a. Yat, WHE, IE, FHF; indecent, 7 

EGE ; a greasy fellow, PARA J, Eade A. 
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al a. ky Ky Hs Be Ls WD, WH BEL BB 
AB, Kh, es JB, Ve. a Ter We, fie ALR, OP ape, 

if. ht, 3g, if, RK, eae RR, WE, fig K, af IS 
extended in length and breadth, JA, fERE, 
Wee ; extended in hulk, JE; long continued, 

BA, $2 jx ; momentous, a, BE; the ereat seal, 

fa FE, AN HE, HE ; great expenditure or waste, 
Pe AcE; a great way, j# 7% ; a great multi- 
tude, Af, PEE; a great many, AEA, FZ, 

Aww 
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4B; a great deal, AZ; a great while, AEA, 

ereat fear, iit, PA; a great wind, Sil; 
AR, Ale ; great things, 7 
ter, FEAE RE, AEA 5 a great event, H}7y 
Zi; great favor, pee, BERL, ACR, 

SOT) 

HF; no great mat- | 

BERS. 3 | 

great happiness, Ki, I E SH, BATE. } HE TR, Ee TA 5 | 
great and AM, Ke, Aig 3 great wealth, 

small, Avy; great gain, Kit, KAP; a | 
great idea, Fl, HEFL; a great liking for, If 
a;a oreat man, KA, ARK, PAN; 2 great 
plan, SAMIR ; the great is unlike the small, % | 
HL Ala] ; a “great variely, 4f- BRE; a oreat 
coat, RAH : a great ship or ark, ff}; 
the great bear, JG=]-; great politeness, pei ; a 
great crime, KE, HIE; the Great Pure Dy- | 
nasty (the present ruling dynasty), Zeiss 9; 
the great wall, “ae ALIS Jy st the Great Pass, ja | 
#9; the great assistant cr prime minister, SAH: ; 
ithe great ruler or prime minister, % 3e3¢ ; the | 
great medical college, SRE; great tranquil- | 
izer, -eE¥; great ({utor to the heir-apparent, 
KFKG ereat guardian to the prince, mS 

FAK; great-grand son’s wife, 4 Te iL gk | 
great-grand-father, @ jill, KZ; gre Ao 
mother, 2, @ jill HE; great-great-grand- | 
ie. Sail, HAZ; great-great-grand-moth- 
r, lL BE, KK ; great-great- -orand-son, Y 
- ; great-great-grand-son’s wife, % 7% #4 fit: ; | 

a great victory, AE WEE ;a great defeat, ARE, 

FRR; a great loss, ABR AK ; of creat advantage 
to me, KA FEHPHM ; greater, Hi ; the greater 
part, A4A ; the greatest, BK; very ereat, aE 

Ke AEA ; too great, KAP IGE tok sin 
a great degree, Jefe the Great Learning, 5 | 

Great- hearted, a. Bot, Wat. es 
Greatly, adv. th, fe, &; greatly surprised, 4 t[} | 

Wy, HZEH ; creatly to blame, ee ae 
greatly mistaken, KE, KE. 

Greatness, 7 2, Largeness of bulk, Jt ; large- 
Beso tdiiensions BAR high. degree, Sci, 
#EA; extent, BRK: e levation, Tak; great- | 
ness of mind, yf) % yj -K; the greatness of the | 

reward, 2K, WWE. 

Greave, n. Greave of a bow, $§. 
Greaves, n. pl. Bhi, SK RB. 

Grebe, n. Je RL. 

Grecian, vn. A native of Greece, i fy A. 
Grecian, a. ¥s Hg Gl Ay. 

Grecian fire, n. A ATER Z IK, FARR. 
Greedily, adv. &. A — is WR— ME; to devour 

grecdily, 4k we, Ki Fe. 
Circediness, mn. keenness of appetite for food or 

drink, BRHA. LAE, BRK. " Ah Be & 

Greedy, a . Having a keen appetite for food and 
drink, DR, 8 peg YR 6 es Ha; greedy of 
gain, RAY, Ae, FUE, FILL, WRU s a greedy 
mind, >; greedy to fe FFP AH IRS, 4; 

ao greedy to obtain, WA; greedy of money, & 
§R ; greedy of honors, 4%, WB i(R. 

Greedy-gut, n. BA fé. 
Greek, mn. A mire of Greece, FHS FI J. 

Green, a. Green color, tk, Ty, 3, #2; the green 

color of young leaves, 72%; green vitriol, #¥ 
ME; dark green, gk, BEEK; olive green, Bays 
green moss, ae 3; yellowish green, 2 SSR 

green, unripe, AE; green wood, As, UeAS 3 a 
green hand, 4E=; sickly, 74; your boots 

are green, MHCMATs a green goose, FEF; a 
green goose, a stupid fellow, 4-4; ereen plant- 
ain, FF #6, GAR green palace, 7 5 green 
vegetables, FfAz; greens, Zs; condiments of 

leayes and greens, ee water greens, #235 ; 
coarse winter greens, $RAE, FRALAE; smooth- 

leaved greens, #92; narrow-leaved greens, 4 

SAE; winter ereens, BULET, gH; pickled 
greens, BRAS = ibaa -sprout greens, Aig He BEE 

pea-sprout greens, fy SRA; green and flour- 
ishing, 42H. 

Green, n. The color of growing plants, FF; a 
evassy plain, Fp Hb. 

Green-colored, Green- eollortiad a. Ty &. 
Green-gage, n. Fy fig, Tf e 

(ireen-@rocer, 7. Bye ST, FLAS fh. 

Green-house, 2. Ff, Hiei, HEAL 

Green-room, 7. ae? Ty Be. 
Green-stall, n. Ae. 

Greenish, a. AFF. 
| Greenly, adv. 3, ARSE, FRR. 
Greenness, n. $34.75 #4 3 UNripeness, AE; fresh- 

ness, fff. 
Greens, n. pl. 4¥. See under Green. 

Greet, v. t. To address with expressions of kind 
es BE fa ; to aS at meeting, Fel ies to 
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omc ASE, ASea, eee. 
Greet, v. 7. To meet and salute, [i] &, 
eines Per Rieke 2, BOE, Sue 

tulating, # ANE. 

Gregarious, a. _ RBRTH WTEC IEE. 
Grenade, n. Pax ih 
Grenadier, n. #4. 
Grey, a. See Gray. 
Greyhound, n. Fe 4h), HAMM. 
Gridiron, n. 4&2, JP, BER, DB; 

valve, BiHE PY. 

Grief, n. She, BOS, flee BE ER 
its ale, A — le, izIB; va A 38, HE, 2S Zr wy 

eridiron 

» Bein, HE 
pereyenich 

(SUSE, Ups; to conceal one's grief, fe 
treme ee JEN; regardless of grief occa- 

D > JW to) 

Sioned to others, RSE; rear, Taj I; no erief, Se | or) 

; their erief is my erief fe SEEU R TBE, 
22 EFL IVE ; to share ee evict, BL J\ Ap se; 

to sigh in grief, aR Bk. | 

Grievance, n. %, 9%, 9 Ih, BME, BRIE, TSE; | 
national grievances, ai] 7 Hi; to redress a griev- 
ance, #1 $2, fh ii, PARSE; to state one’s griey- 

ances, ap Gi, ap Ii 2 op ae, ng ee, ip 5 when | 

you havea grievance, state it, AV2]} Alla 
there is a grievance, redress it, when redressed, 
dismiss it, AZ Hy FAW az 

Grieve, v. t. To give pain of mind to, 4) SE, eB, 
(i , HERA; his death grieves me, (AEM AK 

BEAN, fb AE (i ARSE ; to grieve subjects, #@)i 
Ta WE; to afflict or offend others, fA, fA, 

4Y A Zalel ; 10 oe PAVE lid ; to grieve at 
the sorrow of the people, 8 ft 7s. Day 

~~ 

Grieve, v. 7. To feel pain of mind or heart, 52, 5 
Fal, wi AXA, 25, iB; iy Mee ie x HI 

grieve to hear it, 4¢ 52 [iF ; do you not grieve 

nt this? (fH (INDE RG PSE. WI IESEULE: 
I grieve to see it, IQSe MYL {B, Je ae blz ; the 
superior man neither grieves nor mourns to ex- 

cess, BF AEE AIL. 
Grieved, pp. 0F a. Pained, ee ; 

He RAR 
> Bes, Ws be 

NS, 8 5 grieved to death, $246, TE ASE: 
much grieved, $63, #5 JP); extremely 

grieved, (3, RR ZH; grieved to hear, ¥ 

He GE]; grieved at heart, Hi, SEs 
grieved at one’s Suet igor, 

erieved at not obtaining it, SEE I, BE BE ATH 
oe . 

b] 

HABE, BEA fe 
Grievous, a. fea * <flictive 

distressing, [Jz7, 

=r 

? ere 7) Ti» Wi vr if 

7 BSH aa atrocious, ‘BRD te 
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2; when | 

Be fd, Katt, aE, | 

fe, AX fey, ASE, ESE. DI. ZS 

to be | 

ew: | 

grieved at not ue able to obtain it, 3 | 

Wp: a grievous 18 offense, ER: 3 a grievous fault 
or mistake, wis, we, $f} 20 0; grievous 
compl: aints, A; a grievous affair, HAA, 

eh, We 
| Grievously, fay Painfully, #4; with great pain 

or distress, 74; atrociously, BH, BEB; griev- 
ously wounded, # 7} 2 #3, aif; grievously 

oppressed, 4f5% hi, Baez axl, (AWARE ; to 
oppress erievously, +f Yl) cbe- 

Grievousness, 2. Weight ‘thes eives pain or dis- 

tress, HPF; affliction, PF#E; calamity, HEHE, 
JE ME; enormity, 3g, at Be. 

| Griffin, n. AP Ril iE. AWE: Hh, Itai. 
Grig, n. GEfF, 1} ge. 
Grill) a. t. Fe, HE 

Grim, a. Fierce, f£, YUFk, LSE, BG. WS, FE 
Zi bigecre MaetC Ce looking, 5 9 ; to make 

erim faces, HE 7 yq ; sullen, WEB: stern, fig. 
Grim-faced, a. ka 5i, TEA: 

Grim-grinning, a. AVE, aK. 
Grimace, n. A distortion of countenance from 

habit, affectation or insolence, #2 {fj; to make 

a grimace, FEE ify. 
Grimaced, a. #2. 

| Grimalkin, n. 5] 
Grime, n. Foul matter, 73h, BEE. 
Grime, v. t. REF RE, KEWEME. 
Grimly, a. jean. 

Kl Se 

| Grimly, adv. Viercely, 3&, SUSE; sourly, ki; 
sullenly, 42 yy. 

Grimy, a. 75 fR. 

Grin, ie Ue lift FI SE, Paes ‘ame, BS, Ei 

Grin, v. t. Bey. 
Grind, v. t. ; pret. and pp. ground. To grind, as 

corn, J, #43, WF; to grind to powder, ER}, HF 

10, WEA. BHM; to grind paint, #RBRK; 
erind Chinese ink, B32; 10 grind grain, Eg, 

eat, ket; to grind flour, ee}; to grind flour 

for starching, faz; erind it fine, PERLE, 75 
4, FL49; to grind with the teeth, ME; to grind 
the teeth, Uy (4, 3 if, WER, cae to grind a 
knife, a sit and it sharp, HERI: 
erind or polish, #7 #8; to grind and Rae 

it FEE, PK. 
Grind, v. 7. FES. 
Grinder; n. EA}; a grinder of rice, PEAK A" ; an 

ox that turns the mill, B34 ; the grinder’s 
stone, JER ¢ ; the teeth, FF, py. 

G rinding, ppr. or a. Reducing to powder, FEE, HF ; 
grinding, as a knife, &e., Jes, J& ; grinding, as 
sein, ti ; grinding, as ink, f&. 
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Grindstone, n. EJ) Ar, WIE, WAL, FA, HL. 
Gripe, v. t. or i. To seize, FE, JE, FE, FE; to gripe 

with nippers, ¢f ; to gripe with talons, 9X. 
Gripe, n. Grasp, FE, JE, HA; squeeze, Wy 

jia ; cruel exactions, WKS the gripe of pov- 
erty, Avi, ZI ; gripes, HR. 

Griping, ppr. or a. Grasping, F#, BR, Tete; 
distressing the howels, Ht ft; griping pain, 

Griskin, ». Wei, #FA. | hai. 
Grisliness, x. Quality of being horrible, UREA, 

PUGH. 
Grisly, a. Horrible, WYRE, wy, BIA. 
Grist, n. Corn for grinding, 4%, Jy; provi- 

sion, {kK®, AA; profit, FJ; it brings grist 

to the mill, Jn 
Grist-mill, n. ER. 
Gristle, n. ye. 
Gristly, a. ¥afg. 
Grit, n. The coarse part of meal, 2 BE, BE}ip. FP 

DA, $4, Bi, RE, WL; sand or gravel, fb, W, $F 

Grit, v.t. To grit the teeth, WEP. |W. 

Grittiness, n. @L Ebr, Ti. 
Gritty, a. GL APE, Hb Ag; eritty land, WH hh. 
Grizzle, n. ATER. FIG. lk. 
Grizzly, a. JiG, RK; the grizzly bear, His, 

fe, IK GHE 
Groan, v. 7. |ufi, Wfinf], MEAS, ERR, be; to sigh, 

IE, iN BERR: 
Groan, n. |ufi, wiz, Bae, (KE; to fetch a deep 

groan, AWE. 

aK, Ti HE. Groaning, ppr., a. or n. |i, 
Groat, n. $84% (45 Mill); a small sum, v¥. 
Grocer, n. HEE, RE - a grocer’s shop, 

HEE. 
Grocery, n. Aé HAR. 
Grog-blossom, n. pi, (aH. 
Grog-shop, n. 74), Whee, Hie. 
Groin, n. i, FM yaF, Aa. 

Gromet, Grommet, n. #738. 
Groom, n. A servant, {#; a man or boy who has 

the charge of horses, F5=E, Bie, BY; groom 
to the heir- pore Te F 86 FB; groom in 
waiting, py BE, ARR. 

Groom, v. t. fig. 
Groom, n. See Bridegroom. 

Groove, n. A furrow, Heft, Hox, [UR, HEIR. 
Groove, v. t. Wehety-, AZSuiti, AEM Se. 
Grooved, pp. (Wp. 
Grope, v. 7. To feel along, Fre, HUNT, FE LENL ; 

to grope in the dark, } iF ned 
pos, a, Thick, bulky, ti, 

» {eth Ss 
eS fat, KEK, he 
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JB, | coarse, #{|; @ross food (a gross eater, 

HE -), ie st ; vulgar, TL te, eo e@ross air, 
{39 FC; 0 2ross error, KH, J# ; coarse condiict, 

L473 gross iniquity, ASP, KER; eross lan- 
guage, tL ; coat features, /g4#H; the gross 
sum, IkF], #45; the gross price, AFA}, Wels; 

the Aes receipt, 4a} VegR. JES} HEM, #4 

We Hi; the gross amount, #440, AHN, HBT; 
@ross hea SHENAE, si yk a. 

Gross, n. The main body, F¢42, K#E; a gross or 
2 dozen, -- = 4 -[- = (fp — A YY + py); in 

oross, by the gross, in the bulk, #3, 3m 

dE, HAE. =m He > a dealer in @ross, #4147 ; the 
gross of an army, A. 

Gross-headed, a. KES, Sfp. 

Grossly, adv. Coarsely, 449% ; grossly mistaken, 
Kit ee erossly insulted, 4 48, ASR 
eee FL Ze Ex ; fatness AE aA ; ae 

earit wpe 4%; the erossness of a fault, -ei8 ; 
enor aie Soho 

Grot, Grotto, n. Ft, WH, t#- 
Grotesque, a. Wildly formed, 2¥ PE, PES, Zr, 

ELS, PER ; orotesque appearance af hills, We; 
erostesque painting, P% Ze. 

Ground, ». Region, territory, th, JW, Wh WF; 

land, FAI ; floor or pavement, PERE, HET, Ht 
P ; foundation, Jt, J€HE; argument, 2 $F ; 
fundamental cause, Jet ph, Wax, Heke, Ah; 

he must have some ground, Buh EX, 2A 
Alc ; what ground have you to believe it? {/p 

#2 RAAB, sieges ae without 
eround, Mk f% ete, JE RG he went 
upon this “ground, AB Re it ni a “he SOLE 
the principal color, 4, 5 f ; foul ground, 
Heh, tH; the ground of the sea, #¥ KE; to 
tonch the ground, 3 Fé ; to lie upon the ground, 
fF Nis, FEE fy; on the round, Ze fh; to till the 
ground, #f AA ; to fallon the ground, PARISH: 
io drive into the ground, #7 A Yih; to loosen the 
ground, fie FAYE; under ground, VP ; an 
underground place, cellar or store, JJ2E; to 
paint the ground, #7}; on Chinese ground, 
Zee YI ; on our own ground, Z§ ARI ; a gilt 

eround, 4¢ HY; the whole has fallen to the 
eround, it eS to gain ground, pif, 4, fy 
Aig. @44E ; to hold one’s ground, etl: ; able to 
stand one’s eround, #RBte. JAR; to lose 
ground, FM, 1 ER Mi to lose ground, to get 
be hind, BETS, EE 1. bE J~; to bound back 
on the eround, HREM; to give ground, to 
recede, 3b%, HR ; battle ground, BREE; to quit 
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, sloping praca LH - 
Sie: a plot of aoe -- 

42 J); a piece of ground, — BR J ih, 38 ik 
grounds or dregs, fi, vs, 3 VE, ja a collee 

erounds, WIE; to cover the ground, S31, 
SEM. 

Ground, v. ¢. To found, v7, se. a FE. 
i. To run aground, }_~F ; to touch the Ground, v. 

iy, TSS. 

one’s ground, +, fi 
rising ground, jis 

ground, as a ship 
Ground, pret. and pp. or a. from grind, which 

see. 
Ground-bait, n. JeAlf. 
Ground-hee, n. --h¥. 

Ground-floor, n. {WA $F, J HE, BET, “F BE, 
Ground-ivy, vn. jHERAT (2) | HEWES. 
Ground-nut, n. Arachis, $i i, ZEAE, FA LY ; 

ground-nut cake, 7 AE fF ; 
ah, FEA i. ivi il; the best sort of ground-nut 

oil, * 4642 ih. * 
Ground- -rent, n. Ji fil. 
Ground-room, n. ## Fe Fe. 
Ground-work, n. Wy RH, He It, BEIy. 
Groundless, a. Wanting foundation 4m Ft , aE 2 aeew 

wanting cause or reason for support, 48€4f%, 4m 

tie, SFR, METAS, MMEARL GH ; false, (B ; a ground- 
less charge, #i$%; groundless fear, pA ‘4 TAG 

IME ii ZS. 
Groundlessly, adv. SHE fe, Sit HE AY. 
Groundsel, n. Je AHAS. 
Group, n. PR, #¥, , HE, WE; to form a group or 

into groups, KBR, WHE, HKPE; to forma group, 
HEI —pR; detached groups, —fR—pPR; each 
group, 47-fR; a group of men, —fR J; a group 
of trees, —pi qi}; a group of curiosities, — fal] 
St; 2 group of curiosities on a table, —#4 74 
HE; a group of stars, 7 Ht; a group of islands, 
—FPiB a group in motion, FF A fe fe. 

Group, v.t. Ji PR, ik BE: 

#8, Ip. 
Grouped, pp. or a. IK BRAPE, WR BR YG 
Grouping, ppr. WR, WHE. 

Grouse, n. AfENE, (? ). 
Grout, x. Coarse meal, }{! #il. 
Grove, n. a: a small grove. Jy fk. — wet Hit. 
Grovel, . To creep ou the ground, fit. He: 

to te fies or mean, 144, way ME, LE. 

Groveling, ppr. er a. Creeping, a 7a ule 
Grow, v7 . pret. grew; pp. grown. 4, AER ; to 

gTOW over, Sij4E; to grow and spread, #446 ; 
to grow, as a parasite, # 4E; to grow together, 

~* This comes from FEA. 
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eround-nut oil, AE | 

to group together, tf | 

Grub, v. i. ort. To dig, FH; 

Grudge, v 
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as a pean AIM to grow big, Ak to grow 
in pairs, #746, BE+E, BLE to grow hetter, jay 

HE. I ACE BE; to grow cold, sRiiRR; to 
grow cold tow ie one, “PPR Inj JL; to grow 

hot, jap, AES; to grow childish, AE RFR ; 
to grow easy, sir i 75 Ee to grow less, jf¥ ; to 
grow lieht, ji; AH, dif %; to grow old, 4A; 
to grow poor, jays, wf; to erow short, jay 
A to grow weary, ji, ALfé; to grow well, 
iit Jit, ity #; to grow worse, j#f er; to grow 

worse, as affairs, }#f$£; to grow worse every 

day, H Ad, B #— A; to grow young, 
A: to grow into fashion, #3}; to grow into 
favor, ANE ie ; to grow into a habit, jaRLy 

We te, ee bias to grow out of fashion, ja fF 
 &, ew WH PL to grow out of use, jf HE 3 
47; to grow out of esteem, 4B 4%; to grow out 
of, to grow from, 4E 7%, Hia- ; to grow towards 

an end, int rd 5 TR SES 5 to grow up, 4B 
E, eh t O grow ap with one, [iJ AZEB; 

{o grow among stones, 4 Jk 4 ea; to grow 

spontaneously, A ex iyZ4E; to grow and multi- 
ply, 546, #46, ##£; to grow luxuriantly, 
TEA; to grow rich, #€Hf; to grow to man- 

hood, JKT, KA. 
Grow, v. t. To raise, Af, fff, $k. 
Grower, n. Grower of plants, vegetables, &e., ff 
Growing, ppr. or a. AE; becoming, jX; inereasing, 

WM 38. 
Growl, v. 7. To murmur or snarl, Ht psy Re. 
Growl, n. pleas, if ee. 

Growler, n. HA, HRA. 
Growling, ppr. or a. ff pe by ee. 
Grown, pp. ora. from grow. Having arrived at 

full size cr stature, K, 4A F ; grown up, fe. 
Growth, n. AEfe#%; preduce, production, oF, 2B 

Fil ; eee 7 $4; luxuriant growth, 3 AB 

fy; the growth of rice, Fez AE; the cultivation 
of rice, PRK ; the growth of the soil, Eg; 
ihe growth of a disease, #94 2R; the erowth 
of an estate, 3e SEWN sy. 

{o grub out, $i Hf. 
Grub, n. The larve found in the earth, seas, ips 

we, FL, MUA; grub of the silkworm, By; a 
short, thick man, BEM, Pa (used in con- 
tempt); a dwarf, ££ 4F. 

Grubber, 2. 4. 
Grudge, v. t. ality iS, WE AB; to give unwill- 

inely, HE Zee not to grudge, MewE, AUR, 

BIE; to Le unwilling 
val: 

i. To murmur, #8 
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or reluctant, [2 de fz. 
Grudge, n. Secret enmity, Ff, 48, 1 th, FTE; 

aversion, Af BE; spite, 4H 5 without grudge, 

AM Ait 
Grudging, ppr. or a. AEA ES, (eH. 

Gruel, oe Congee, Th), BR ih), Fai. fe hy, OR PA, | 
#8. 65; ; thick gruel, or gruel stiffened by cold, 
#h; ie from millet, As; @ruel made of 
pulse, 4 *k}; to boil eruel, Geri, Henk ; to eat | 
eruel, Riki. water- gruel, tf 7K. 

Gruff, a. Of a rough or stern manner or voice, 

#1 8; a erull look, Ein, Hii, REG, BEA: 
with a gruff voice, haa harsh, Hi. 

Gruffly, adv. Roughly, #148, Lia¢iy; harshly, 

HE, LAH. 
Grum, a. Morose, & iq, 2&1, 40 iy; a grum 

voice, sa Le. 
Grumble, v.7. To murmur with discontent, I, | 

ae tp pores do not grumble, ce A HERE 
he always erumbles, 4B )| ¥9 22 te ; to grumble 
incessantly, li aii Fe. 

Grumbler, n. Sea. PAva te 
Grumbling, ppr. or a. 2218, (Ema Ae 

ing, a§jat #2. 
Grumly, adv. BR. 
Grumous, a. ##, BENE. 
Grunt, v. 7. (E dL OLE, Wh, FROM. 
Grunt, n. pp wee WE. HEE. 
Grunting, ppr. or a. pLwE; the grunting ox or 

yak, #6. | 
Gry, n. A measure containing one tenth of a 

line, 3p--3}-2—, — Ik. 
Guana, n. BE RE HI. 
Guano, n. BYE, TER 
Guarantee, n. we eg FR, FAR. 

Guarantee, vt. (GIR, METRE A, GARR, TRAE, 

; rumb- | 
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| Guard-station, 

Guaranteed , Goorantied, pp- te J- |e. | 
Guaranteeing, ppr. or a. (i, Gh TK. 
Guarantor, n. {Ro , FER 
Guaranty, n. See Guarantee. 

Guard, v. t. eet Ts TR, Fe fi. RoE, BE, HE 
fj, WY 105,48 Hl, Tie SPs a SF, BSP, dS 
to Recut to ke careful, JR, Wak; to | 
guard a city, SF Hk; to guard a pass, Sp", TF | 

ha FI; to guard a frontier, 5) BA. SPS, ess, | 
APSE, Se SP 5S BA, bi ae SS 3£; to guard a 
gale, SEPY, SF3E; to guard the lares, yap. 

Guard, v. 7. To watch by way of caution or 

defense, DSF, [fy et » PR, Be YET » BE TK, Wiz, 
Pye, Phi. WARE; 10 guard against robbers, | 
PRs, HK; to guard against evil, Baa t to | 
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guard against mistakes, [fy Fi, by 4&; to 
guard against disturbances, bRRL; to guard 
ces us lewdness, 7%; euard against it! ft 
4%, 7K2; to know how to guard against the 

pee of others, 41 jht &; especially euard 
against, jt RK, Uy: to guard against irre- 

gularities in the course of nature, £5 PAIK HZ 
AGT AG; ought especially to guard against, 

ia TRIM Z- 
| Guard, n. Military guard, 4p de, Fete; a night- 

watch or guard, Ti #i, TH 3, WOT. AR, SR; 
guards, J}; imperial’ body-onard, fE fz; to 
mount or relieve the guard, |- JE, (AVL, JHE; 
to be on the guard, PRfff, FABZ. Jo, HE 
the guard on the hilt of a sword, £%, aiff; 
advanced guard, JE#£; the rear-ouard, fii}te. 

Guard-hoat, n. 3) A, HEA. 
Guard-chamber, n. SP R- 

Guard-house, n. -E, -E f%- 
Guard-room, n. SPR, SPAS R- 
Guard-ship, n. AEM, IW Ay. 

n. YE-K, UE. 
Guarded, pp.ora. Spi, He5F TT, HEAPS; well 

guarded, 3 [A]. 

Guardful, a. Jyh, ihn. 

Guardian, n, A warden, (4 J\; chief guardian, ze 
SP chief guardian of the heir-apparent,* +e 

FIM, Sef Achill; secondary guardian of the 
heir-apparent, * Je-F H{% ; the three secondary 
guardians of the prince or heir-apparent, =, 

=’4; the guardian of an orphan, SFE #. 
Guardian, a. Protecting, (% fj: a guardian angel, 
eh (i; a guardian spirit, MEjmh, SPH; the 
guardian spirits of the door, 4 jip. 

Guardianship, ». Je MR; watch, Pysp es. 
Guarding, ppr. Sf, (ESF AA aE, BAA, [yy a. 

Guava, n. Psidium guava, A$ Ay AH, AF HS, HE 

F, SERRE. 
Guava-leaf, n. $hHe fF. 
Gudgeon, n. Gobius, HEAR. Fem; 

riopthalmus, FETA, THREE. 

Gueber, Guebre, n. Ag, wei eA. 

Guerilla, nora. BLAy, BL BR, i, Lo) RHE. 

Guess, v. t. ffi, 48, 4, BB ab oer iA, ANE, 
fiz 3 {0 guess a riddle, fF ak, Fipak; L give you 

a riddle to guess, Fefy ak OU ni, He Bak WH: 
to guess right, flirts, fees, Sy Ht; I will guess, 

Pi; just guess, FWP, BA, Mew 
jifP; to guess at the fingers 8, Fy FZ, fs TE to 

gobius pe- 

*KEAIMT, KEK &e. are officers to Whom the edu- 

cation of the heir-apparent is intrusted. 

TTT : 
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guess on dominoes, 45 "Bj; to guess at the 
meaning, fax, Fy RR. 

Guess, n. Conjecture, JH )JE, (43%; make a guess, 

fh, HB. 
Guessed, pp. G38, fk J. ti T- 
Guesser, n. (4, Fy .- 
Guessing, ppr. ft, Six, ait, He, LB. 

Guest, n. A stranger, 4%, je; a visitor, NZ, A 
%;; a noble or honorable guest, #7; a rich 
guest, fy 4%; to receive a guest, FE, fr; to 
go ont and receive a guest, M4; toaccompany — 

a guest, 3% 4%; to flatter a guest, 4; to treat 

a guest well, 47-42 (jf; to entertain a guest, BF 

4%; rules for entertaining guests, Fiji, Zep; 
a lady guest or visitor, #%¢. 

Guest-chamber, n. 4 Wa, ARR, FERS. 
Guidable, a. BES], APs, WIZ HI. 
Guidance, n. The act of guiding, 5], F514; 

direction, Fidk& 4%, FFAG; government, FBR 

Guide, v. t. To lead, GI, 3, S1RR, AE RR, 1B 4s, 1G 

Hi; to direct, Jed, Je], Has, AFB; to super- 
intend, #2 PP, HF, ‘EPP; to euide one’s hand 
in writing, J@=-xk4e; to guide or influence, 

#3]. 
Guide, n. A person who leads another in his way 

or course, 5], ae, MRM. Blea, BLE 
AAS a director, 22 Op 2%, PE 3h 4 ; a spirit- 
ual guide, ¥X fii ; a spiritual guide among the 
Roman Catholics, jip 42; a guide or signal, Wy He. 

Guide-post, n. RRR]. 
Guided, pp. 53, #858. 

Guiding, pp. Leading, 5], 38, 4; directing, J¥ 

di ; superintending, 4H ; guiding in a spirit- 
ual way, #5], 9[38. 

Guild, n. A fraternity, #, #7 Ja, #7; of the same 

guild, [nj#7, #74; the head of a guild, #4, | 
$7 91; subseription toa guild, #7 FA; tea ecuild, 
ORFF ; silk euild, £% FF. 

Guild-hall, n. @ i, @ py. 
Guilder, n. See Gilder. 

Guile, n. Deceit, 32, 74:4; craft, HEH. Ho H:; 
cunning, 424i}, HAA ; without guile, Sk =-4ne fg, 

BA, JFat. 

Guileless, a. }4iA, Sef; frank, JEj; sincere, 
ay, EL Hef ; honest, ZV7E. 

Guilelessly, adv. 74, TE iL. 
Guilelessness, n. Sue {pS #4, SRS (8. 
Guillotine, n. ii; Re. 
Guillotine, v. ¢. iit. 
Guilt, n. SB, 3, 8%, SBI, SER, SER; the con- 
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sequence of guilt, 3E8%; to cloak over one’s 
guilt, HOSE, ie ; to forgive one his guilt, jf 

| Guilt-sick, a. SRA. | 1 SE. 
Guiltiness, n. #7 5E4%; wickedness, 538, FR. 
Guiltless, a. 4MESP, Smee, Ink, Same BE; shall not 

be held guiltless, JEIESE; to compromise the 
cuiltless, este; to involve the guiltless 
in punishments, Fé Bs. 

- Guiltlessness, n. 43! 3%, SUE SE 4. 
Guilty, a. A5E, Ae, HR, 42 SE, BE; guilty of 

death, ZE5E, ARZE“5E; to find guilty. BA 
5E; the guilty party, 584%; guilty of high 
treason, Apa KE Ait SE. 

| Guinea, n. 4 F(R = + — PIF. 
| Guinea-carn, n. FER. 

Guinea-fowl, Guinea-hen, n. $RAE. 
Guinea-pepper, n. #h. 

| Guinea-pig, n. Tupi. 
Guise, n. External appearance, 9h, Si{f, 2b &e, 

FE oe Am WE, Kh a dress, garb, AK Te mM; 

manner, $47; cast of behavior, HE; custom, 

JH4H ; in our guise, AIRIBIE; old guise, HEAR; 
under the guise of religion, 345 Zk. 

Guitar, n. Three stringed guitar, =#%; the four- 
stringed guitar, fopjat; the moon-guitar, 4 2s ; 
the balloon-shaped guitar, FEE; the bamboo- 
guitar, (7 4g% ; to play on the guitar, FREE. 

Gulf, n. A recess in the ocean, }%, Ay Yi, iit BE, iit 

Jr; the eulf of Pechili, WiiiF;amabyss, Pl, TH; 
a whirlpool, jfej#i ; anything insatiable, # yn. 

Gull, v.t. To deceive, Ba, Se, 15k. 
| Gull, n. A trick, #3}, ek. 

| Gull, n. EB. 
| Gull-eatcher, n. 364, HERA. 
Guiled, pp. Cheated, fii, Dz ith. 

| Gullet, 1. pat, WEDGE, WAIYEE, WOR, AESEORE. 
Gully, n. Hou. 

| Gully-hole, rn. 2, Be. 
| Gulp, v. t. To swallow eagerly or in large draughts, 

HT, TIX, HEIAZ. He; to gulpa pagoda eross- 
wise, fr FAP ; to gulp up, Mfr. 

Gulp, ». A swallow, #— I. 
Gum, n. The hard fleshy substance of the jaws 

which invests the teeth, Fpy, HA. BINS, 
ME, HE; gum lancet, FAI. 

Gum, n. BPS, WIE, ACH; gum resin, PS, H 
J%; gum benzoin or benjamin, & GF ; oil of 
eum benzoin, 4 Ajh; gum olibanum, JPR, 
PEF; gum of the balsamodendron myrrha, 
#2 4% ; cum of the fruit, of the calamus draco, 
M38, HERES ; cum elastic, Heh we. HE 
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GUS 

Gum, v. t. #§, J#; to gum together, qease. 
Gum-Arabic, n. aid) (GF. 
Gum-tree, n. J Hf. 

Gumnlac, n. #Ri8, BEEF (2). 
Gummiferous, a. HH V8A4. 
(Yumminess, n. FFE WT. 

Gummous, a. Hp) A5. 
Gummy, a. ASE, BEA. 
Gun, n. A cannon, KI, APP, ADI, Alf 
-, KB, BEF 4, ; a fowling-piece, BF; a 

musket, #8 $f; {o discharge a gun, fJe, WEEE 5 

toscale guns, B+ ; report of guns, 4388; to 
be in the gun, fi. 

Gun-barrel, n. ff. 

Giun-boat, n. AUK. JELARLE, JRISBE 
Gun-carriage, 2. yeh HE , oe eu 

Gun-eotton, n. IRB A 

Gun-fire, n. BEN, WZ I¥- 
Gun-room, n. Jee. 
Gunner, n. Jo, BIB, LOR. 
Gunnery, n. The science of artillery, Ryxo2 HR, 

Gunny, n. tH Hi. | ed 28. 
Gunpowder, n. 4x2, 44%}; to manufacture gun- 

powder, 7 XH; eunpowder manufactory, X 

Hf Jay; gunpowder tea, FRAN, wIKAS, A JAR 

Gunshot, n. ora. 

FE. 
Gunsmith, n. KBE, SESH Sf ed A {, ELE. 
Gunstick, ». A rammer, which see. 

Gunter’s chain, * n. The chain used for measur- 

ing land, LUSH. 
Gunwale, n. SL 
Gurgeon, n. #fé. 
Gurele, v.21. BOR, Py] pil. 
Gurgling, ppr. or a. Bp) Pi, PH] OPT. 

Gurnard, n. Trigla, #2324]; gurnard witha 
reddish body, #1 74. 

Gurrah, n. #282 Ai. 

Gush, v. 2. jf Ht, EH, eH, ES, UTS. 15, I 
ig, igt; to gush out in tears, WR jRYRHE, WIR 
Wit, SuImieve. 

Gush, n. PHI, iif Mia 
Gushing, ppr. or a. Hy 

. ATAXER. 

JER; gunshot wound, #5 

EEL, Heit. 
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Gusset, n. #F42 AWG 
Gust, n. Taste, WK, 2k ; sensual enjoyment, my 
# ; amusement, {He He. 

Gust, n. A sudden squall, 32)p, Sahil, Bele, — 

BIL, #8, EI. IU gost of anger, 
| AR, Behe, 

| Gusto, » n. Osean. AF 226, AMRF; to suck or 
| swallow with a gusto, Me, Fp pH ap weUK. 
Gusty, a. & FAB: a gusty wind, Sa jR. 
Gut, n. The intestinal canal of an animal, BRI, 
i HE; the stomach, fi; gluttony, 2 #; a 
greedy gut, Sy Hie a fat gut, JEFE. 

Gut, v. t. To take ai the howels, Fae. 
Gutta, n. Drops, #3. 
Gutta serena, n. #8752, 7. 

Gutter, 2. ACHR, TEU, ache, ji; a gutter of lead, 

SiH 
Guttifer, n. Hiy2 ryt. 

Guitiferous, a. HIV Ay. 

Guttural, a. Pertaining to the throat, as sound, 

We aa» WR RE. 
Gutty, a. FROPE, RAPES. : 

| Guzzle, v. t. Fi, INEK, Bh A, AEM, SKI. 
Gybe, n. ity). 
Gyhbe, v. t. BEVE, FEE. 
Gymnasium, rn. A place, where athletic exercises 

are performed, $x #EHE ; a school for higher 
branches of literature and science, 2. 

Gymnastic, a. Gymnastic exercises, ttt 7 3. 
Gymnastics, n. pl. tHe Z Be. 

Gymnosophist, n. Fp Ale, BEE. 
Gymnote, n. pA, Bie, Hse HK. 
Gymnotus, n. The electric eel, ree 
Gynandria, n. FEBRAE, WAFER. 
Gynandrian, Gynandrous, a. AAEM, PRES AE 
HAE fy; gynandrous flowers, (f{7é. 

Gynarchy, n. APL. 
Gypseous, a. as fy, 472M. 
Gypsum, n. “€, A143 2Ypsum in entieular 

erystals, Soe 

Gyral, a. He, Wek fy. 

Gyrate, v. t. Fe. 

| Gyration, n. Seiki, HER, Zar 
| Gyromancy, n. Ee p. 
| Gyve, n. Gyves, JA Fi:, RARE, HE. 



AAR HAG 

H The eighth letter of the English alphabet, 
: He ale EE SB pe zae sl. (holy), ge; H. M. 

(His Majesty), & .; H. M. (Her Majesty), # 

cE, Bye, Wea. 
Ha, interj. An expression of grief, yah; an ex- 

pression of surprise, Te, Mise, ubeoty, |ozaty ; ha 
ha, the sound of laughter, “Te Hox, AEWA, 

Haak, n. 4%. Pe PS] vey vi. 
Habeas corpus (have the body). * A writ for a 

livering a person from false imprisonment, 0 
for removing a a from one court to an- 

other, Ge., Ae EM fil] %. 
Haberdasher, n. 8 Gk HARE Hi. 
ena n. tA AE. 
Habergeon, n. SAS. 
Habiliment, n. Clothing, Bei, Bee. 

Habilitate, a. Qualified, HY, ff. 
Habit, n. Dress, Aege, ZENR, #2 fis a coat worn 

by ladies over other garments, 4h #2, K #2; 
practice, 7, Ble, BiH; in the habit of, ty 
#6, HS , 27 He; manner, Mil, jal fF; custom, 

WE. by habit, ‘7; habit makes things 
natural, % {HWS A ¥; habit becomes second 
nature, A #7 PK PE; im the habit of drinking, 
Mek, ‘if; in the habit of walking, ta fy; 

to change one’s habit, &#; to cut off old 
habits, HE ; done from habit, #24 FRE; 
a slave to one’s habit, #7). 4, 4572} Pri; 
old people’s habits ave formed, £ 4 Fj; old 
habits, (ji), 427]; dirty habits, 7%; mean 

habits, 41729. 

Habitable, a. Hy HEME, BY EAS, HET ME; the place 
is habitable, Ay Jé 4¢ 6k #4; a habitable region, 

ZN, EM 
Habitableness, a. BY Je #. 

Habitant, ». See Inhabitant. 

Habitation, n. Place of abode, fi 2, JE Wr. 4: Br. 

{EFF ; a settled dwelling, Je, fF, FH HR, BSP. 

J, 3%; the habitations of the rich, fy AIG II ; 

the habitations of the people, Fy RELE PF, RX 

JR; the habitations of man, J Re, A 

Wii ZW 
eee Oo e ere sya ie 

DUARFY- 
a 

Sa UU ai Lt eet 

Habited, pp. or a. Clothed, ji zelpER. 

Habitual, a. th %, ah yt, fh 3 yy; a habitual 
drunkard, {8 Ae, ‘Ay REAY. 

Habitually, adv. By hae me, fa; habitually 

frugal, [ECAR Gi, ie iri He. 
Habituate, v. ¢. To accustom, to make familiar 

by frequent use or practice, AYA, LRM, Gel 
#L¥M; to settle, Fi. 

Habituate, a. Inveterate by custom, TAME, 

Habituated, pp. HE, HLL. BL, Hes. (Metis 
Habitude, n, Custom, habit, fg, #4H ; famili- 

arity, [a 2. 
Hacienda, n. FA EE. 
Hack, v.t. To cut irregularly and into small 

pieces, Of, 2F, WiNKHE, Gi 4, FW; to notch, 
Bh, Fé; to speak with stops and catehes, jf. 

Hack, n. A cut or notch, 3. 

Hack, ». A horse kept for hire, Hi 4% 55 ; a writer 
employed in the drudgery and details of book- 

making, (aie, Sate. 
Haek, v. 7. To turn prostitute, HEB, Bis. 
Hacking, ppv. ay. 
Hackle, v. t. Aili. 

Beckie, Hatchel, n. jifhpi)- 
Hackney, n. 55, th CE. 
Hackney, v. t. Hi@ 

Hackney-coach, n. Hg AE 

Hackney-coachman, n. {}4@ Hi. 
Hackneyman, x. Hi Hy 

Hades, n. PE ful, FE AF, HF =F, RT hi AF 
JLAZT ; the king of hades, [4] FE; the ten 
kings of h ae a ft 8] E ; to appease the spir- 
its in hades, #$44; gates of hades, 44PY; to 

release the spirits from hades, #44, RE ashe. 
Hematite, n. fA. 
Hematitic stone, n. fii Ar- 

Haft, ». 4§, Ay; the haft of a sword, @iAK. 
Hag, n. An ugly old woman, fi] UE, 4; a 

witch, 2%; a she-monster, jy, SE 4E, 7. 
Hag, v. t. REE. 
Hag-born, a. #ZEAE fy, GL Be ZENER. 
Hag-ridden, a. Shi. 
Haggard, a. Lean, Jai, — PSU, Be Ane, 

HEV, MGB, YSIB; haggard look, MRIR, HHI. 



HAI 

Hagged, a. Lean, Jif; ugly, 7%. 

Haggish, a. 4-7 $2 3E, SLE RE. 
Hagegle, v. t. SHH, Bs; to mangle, BE, By 
Hagegling, ppr. or a. ay if. 
Hagiographa, n. pl. BERR. 
Hah, interj. An exclamation expressing surprise, | 
Haha, n. fy. | RF. 
Hail, n. @, WIARY, APH; sleet and hail, WB: 

rain freezing in warm weather makes hail, #% 

KAGE. 
Hail, v.t. 2E, TE. 
Hail, a. Waa, WES; hail to you! iTS Rf. 
Hail, xv. ¢. To call, 3}, HR, BF. 

Hailed, pp. "Ri, BEDE T- 
Hail-stone, n. EA. 
Hainan, n. The island of Hainan, 

eapital of Hainan, #844] fF. 
Hair, n. 3; the hair of the head, pA 3, 5A 52, 

32; short hair, 3%, #7; long hair, 52, R3, 
252; hair on the body, 3; hair on the tem- 
ples, #¢; hair on the upper lip, §€; hair on 
the cheeks or whiskers, 4%, 45%; hair on the 

iif iff fy + the 

chin, #; a single hair, —€3; a fringe of 
hair around the crown, §%; curly hair, S%, 
He, Sy Se, $2; lank hair, FE $i SZ; soft, 
fine hair or down, #%3; the hair of animals, 

Wee, #E; goat’s hair, [lj2f3; camel's hair, 
BASES ; vound-haired (=quadrupeds), [A] %; 
flat-haired (=birds), 36; disheveled hair, | 
PLGA SZ; hair in disorder, §|52, PAE2S2 %, 
5%, &% %; the hair falling off, Fy, 7 #2, 
HERE: black hair, #54, #254; red hair, #036; 

to shave off the hair, #)}/S2, #)$2; to cut the 
hair, #§52; to clip the hair with a razor, 7S 
2; to bind up the hair, $852; a hair’s breadth, 
— (FE Iii} BA; it suits to a hair, me #8 yy; a 
hair’s difference, Jt ; toa hair, Arpt; hair 

standing on end, JASE 2, EUS, S98, EF 
BBR; the hair of plants, #83 ; tostick flowers | 
in the hair, #¥7¢. 

Hair-breadth, n. — E20} EA, S28E ; not a hair- 

breadth, 6 St}—-(EE. HEE — fess, BTA 
Hair-brush, n. % fii, SZhy- | 52. 
Hair-dresser, n. iii SBI. 

Hair-garment, n. Hair-garments of priests, 2X, 

Bie, Siz; hair-garments of nuns, #E. 
Hair-pencil, n. @%, =A. 
Hair-mattress, n. 3 #8. 
Hair-needle, n. pHSZ¢. 

Hair-pin, n. 9, 92, 5, $8. SSR, HERR, SEM. 
Hair-powder, n. = #}, Sz#}. 
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| Hair-sieve, n. 3% fi- 
| Hair-splitting, a. WEE, WESEz. 
| Hair-worm, n. HR. 
Hairless, a. Bald, 4. 

| Haircloth, n. 4, 5£, . BENE, HE. 
| Hairiness, n. 4 VIE, Hy LIE. 

| Hairy, a. 29K, AEM, He. 7S. WER. 
Halberd, n. Halberd with a crescent knife, 8%, 

B45; halbred with three points, =A, =3 
wy, = Hy; three-cornered halberd, #, = 
Re F-, =F; a forked halberd, SE4%; to be 

brought to the halberd, pk Fi. 
Halberdier, n. 2% fe, #9%-4¢: imperial halberd+ 

iers of former days, $f 33 fi. 
Halcyon, a. Calm, peaceful, §#, & af. # 

cyon days, KE i ZA, Hie ZMy- 
Haleyon, x. King-fisher, $774 fh. 
Hale, a. Healthy, Fe St, A3[k: strong, JERE, oR 

He, i 4& ; hale and strong, ALI GE, KEK. 
Hale, v.t. To pull. Sce Haul. 
Half, adv. 42; half and half, $4, @R—-4E; 

half the time, 42Jpf; balf a day, 429 ; half a 
month, 42 A ; halfa year, 4246, 42dl, AER 
half @ quarter (of the year), 4248; half a 
decade, 424] ; half an hour, 42 243% ; half past 

one o'clock, —%44234 ; balf a Chinese division 
of time (I hour), 424S§ ke ; halfa dollar, 424» 
SR ES, FA, A; one dollar and a half, 4 
ge; the greater half, K42; half dead with 
fear, 42 \ 42%; half way, 42°4,429%; returned 
half way, 4°34 ti, 42° th 3. ERK; to send 
away a wife after having spent half one’s life 
with her, 4°964p3#; balf work, 427°; half 
one’s life, 424E ; half full, 427% ; balfa century 

old, 426.4277; half a dozen, 42 phy —; half 
awake, 42; half consenting, 423c. 

Half, n. ; pl. Halves. —42 ; to do things by halves, 
fFE4E ; give me one half, A—4z ji FR, HAE 

Sid FX. 
Half-blood, n. 42 7#¥i8) ; half-blood foreigner, son of 

a Chinese girl or concubine and of a foreigner, 
Half-bred, a. 42-305. | 4 Hes. 
Half-breed, a. FFT. 

Half-brother, ». The same father but not of the 
same mother, #4} 5 #; balf-brother, the 
same mother but not the same father, HA@5e 

Half-casie, n. ABA. |. 
Half-cock, n. 42H. 

Half-dead, a. 427%. 
Half-dried, a. 428%. 

| Half-heard, a. #8 9—=-. 

2 had- 
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Half- sholiday, 1 n. Hi aA I. 
Half-learned, a. 42£80§, 42 (4. 
Half-moon, n. 42j% 4, Ba A. 
Half-part, n. —42, $f4F. 

Half-pay, n EAs, —AR PAR. PKR: 
ing half-pay, ih AF US. 

Half-penny, n. EP ISVE. 
Half-read, a. ys S05, 78 BHA. 
Half-round, n. 42 [8]. 
Half-scholar, n. &i#}—42% A, AERA. 
Half-sighted, a. 7EIE, 2B R- 
Half-starved, a. fi 42 AE", HE3F HAE. 
Baliewey, adv. 7 RK, yay& ; to faint or stop half- | 

way, 4218 ti i PRE. 
Half-witted, a. ae, ia Sq. 

Half-yearly, adv. 4 4F5E, —4F BR, FIR KS 
pays half-yearly, 7g 4246 Hi RR. 

Haliotis, n. Ear shell, Ae), (Gi. 

Hall, n. ie WS, He, E, tr, Be 

of justice, Sint, AEH, is: the emperor’s hall 

of audience, ERY, Hm; a public ball, Avy, 
Bas, ARE, WH a great hall, AHS; hall of | 
reception, Me, Bere 5 a magistrate’s hall, 4y 
PY, irae, Ze ; the second hall, Tene ; side 
hall, #48 ; hall of exposure, HIWJ Ss; the ex- 
amination hall, rfc, [#)H§; the assembly hall 

in the examination hall, Wy fst; to divide 
openly or in an open hall, age ie Zp Be] 3 hall of 
aug, Ane BLE i Bi: ancestoral hall, 
Tin), AelBj; family hall, Ze¥e; a town hall, 

Wi. 
Halleluiah, Hallelujah, n. itt KI ie eet SEND Fu aie. 

Halliard, Hallyard, n. ip RE; signal halliyards, 

fa atid. 
Halloo, v.¢. To call or shout to, AMR, Aly, oF 

MY, HF ; to halloo after one, Wis f% My ; to 
encourage with shouts, If. 

Halloo, interj. PF ge, Aca MK. [ We. 
Hallow, v. t. X2E, WH, HZ; to consecrate, 

Hallowed, pp. or a. Hallowed be Thy name, ff iy 

Fi FE, HA WHE. 
See Seem es Hallusination, n. 

error, $f. 
Halo, n. A name given to the cireular or ellipti- 

cal appearances, surrounding the sun, moon, or 
other celestial body, 4, FE #4. 

Halt, v. 7. 1b, IE3E; 

42 CERN, (202, BEES, AML, HY, Ie; to halt an 
army, FAS, 3 ; to limp, Jive, FAW; to 
hesitate, 2) BE. 

Halt, v.t. To o'RtOp; JELAG, BAA. 

Delusion, 
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| Halt, a. Lame, 

recely- | 

fi, —[u}tst ; the hall | 

To halt or stop in walking, | 

vk, pH Hifi, A HA, #, IH. 
Halt, ». Pes, #85, We Mai. 

| “Halter, n. Halter for a horse, Pax fH, SZ 08, BB 

Hi 3, #8 ; halter for a cow, J, #4]; a rope for 

hanging malefactors, [5] 7 #l ; a noose, 4 Bf #&. 
| Hallering, ppr- Putting on a halter, 2#s, Fe. 
Halting, ppr. or a. Stopping, Behl, fee: a halt- 

ing plice, RERME, ERIS. BOR, #3. 
Halve, v.t. To divide into equal parts, 3p aH2E, 42 

LZ FVZ, HA WE, ZB. 
| Halves, n. pl. of half. Two equal parts of a thing, 

W425 to ery phibves, nh—4f, BE; 
halves, #4— 

Ham, n. ‘The igh of a beast, ik; the thigh of 
a iene) salted and dried in smoke, IK Mik 5 IM- 
ported ham, 44K ik; Fuchau ham, wa TH MGR 
Kinhwa hams, 42 Hej; a slice of ham, —Fe 
JKR; to smoke a ham, HFK; the inner or 
hind part of a knee, sil], jf. 

Hamamelis chinensis, n. [lj FEZE- 

Hami peach, n. Pak. 
Hamlet, n. A small village, Af, ih, APS, BREE, 

Ab, Hick, $b, Ise 
Hammer, n. $6, Zi, #6, HE, Hk; the eye of an ax 

or hammer, 42; an iron hammer, Ff ; a stone 

hammer, 476 ; 2 wocden hammer, Ay Fs ; a pile 
hammer, #7 #¥HG ; a tinman’s hammer, TB 
aS fy shoe- hammer, #48; an auctioneer’s 
hammer, MK7K PA, FZ A Z88 ; to go to the 
hammer, {l}4¥, 47% 47; the hammer of a gun, 
$e fifi; the head of a hammer, #R; the handle 
of a hammer, gi f§; a clawed hammer, ge fe 

gif; hammer-bone of the ae HAs R. 
Hammer-headed shark, x. A--IR RK, BE(?). 
Hammer, v. t. fi, #6, HG, He. 43, #3 to ham- 

mer iron, #J#%; to hammer and forge, gp FR, 

sis; to hammer out one’s fortune, $f 7N TE ; 
to hammer treachery, 5% Wiel. 

Hammer, v. 7. To work, #§3F, (FIC; to labor in 
contrivance, st. 

Hammer-cloth, n. Hi#i3§. 
Hammer-man, n. 4%, $7 £64. 

Hammered, pp. or a. #638, 4p J. $6j8. 
Hammock, n. 7B SK. 
Hamper, n. 778, 77a, BE, BE, FE; tetters, Mik. 
Hamper, cf t. To impede in motion or progress, [i 

WE, E04. HE. JAW; to insnare, 29, MVE; 
etnies de L; toembarrass, Se Noe ae 

Taner pp- 42 ve awe, * je Fi, = 
FE WA. PAGE. fat ; hampered by laws, 7425] BAL 
= 45 (5) Fe BL the mind hampered, ats, A 

to go 



Be (sf: hampered in a net, A #4. 
Hamster, n. J&R. 
Hamstring, n. it fff, Hts ; to cut the hamstrings, 

“ES. UNIT. 
Hamstring, v. t.; pret. and pp. hamstrung, ham- 

. strtinged. Flic fy. 
Hand, n. Hand of man, =; one hand, —f& 3; 

both hands, —3}=F, =F ; three hands (thiey- 
ish), = 1#%=; in falconry, the foot of a hawk, 
JK; hand, the measure of four inches, Py} ; 
the right hand, #75; the left hand, 7; 
the palm of the hand, 2, =f; the hollow 

of the hand, Kt, 0); the back of the | 

hand, 3-7§; to stretch out the hand, (p=; 
to stretch out the hand to one, to ask assistance, 

(HbA; to draw hack the hand, #7}; to 
beat the palm of the hand, #7 3-#; to shake 
hands, je F-, }¥=; to raise high with the | 
hand, —=-# fz ; walking hand in hand, ff = 
47, ## =F fF; to carry in hoth hands, jz 
#4 (4; to hold in both hands, }; to look on 
with folded hands, #))=-3 71; to hold one’s 
hands and wait for death, = 7BE; as easy | 
as turning over the hand, 3 4nk¢ Sf: the hands 
and feet are depending on each other, 332.44 
4; dear to cach other as the hands and feet, 

| $2 BH; to lend a helping hand, Apj—¥E & 
FJ ; brothers are like hands and feet, 52H 4n 

FF J#; a good or skillful hand, 4 4, 15 =; 
a bad hand, 3, #45; an old or experienced 
hand, 3426, ¥4=F; a new or inexperienced | 
hand, #f=; a raw hand, 4E>, #(Z; both 
hands full, fj 7h; to let go the hands, to 
desist from work, fk. ZEAE, Ake, (ESF; to 

raise one’s hands, #4=-; to pray to Buddha 

with united hands, 4% F¥ (if ; to lay on hands, 
RF: to lay hands on one, F \, HEA; at 

- hand, near, fr, 4 3F, eH; money in hand, 

ie HAN 

ty’s hand, #17 HE, FEUL SKE; to get the up- 
perhand, fi, JR; the upperhand, - fit, A fx; 
to bring up by the hand, #8; lend me your 
hand, 43} J¥; to be hand and glove, to he heart 

and hand, [at {rl Ze; to be heart and hand for 

a thing, +, HP FF ; 10 take in hand, toattempt, 
ax {ft; to take in hand, to undertake, Yeap; he has 

taken it into his hands, 4B HE, fA % ; hand 
over head, negligently, Mf)iHil, 77 ALF 4s ; hand 

in hand, ¥f.% ; to join hand in hand, #477 ; to 
eet the hetter hand, jm; even hands, if =; to 

part even hands, jf $-BieB} ; to have a hand in, 
£57, FU}; to put the last hand on or finish- 
ing hand to, f&52,W 20,562; to change hands, 
to change owners, {@>-, 5; no, or no hand, 

HOMER, WEAR; underhand, £2, FAM, Wesefs, 
{ar {ft; a heavy hand, #3, 7e he; a light hand, 
WF, JH AE; a strict hand, fRIJ:; on the one 

hand, —fll}; on the other hand, fi; on all 
hands, ##%; I wash my hands, 0% (RAG RE =, 
4ue FE gil FZ; to put into a person’s hands, FE A 

=F; before hand, fa5¢, 76 4¢; the hands on a 
watch, S47 £f ; it is your hand, (# (ip FEM ; to 
write a good hand, 4y 4" js, Af SF HE; short- 
hand writing, jR7; to strike hands, to make 
a contract, 47 Ala], ###4); to strike hands, to 
become surety for, fitfH{%; to kiss the hand, 

WF, AEH; to give the hand, to make a 
covenant with one, #£ 93; a slack hand, {0R§; 
the right hand, ##; to join the hands, as the 

Chinese, HES, 3[; to receive with both hands, 
as from a superior, #; to wash the hands, jR 

F, MF 
Hand, xv. t. To transmit with the hand, 3, 4f, fF 

F PEER, Ay FR, FARE; in one’s hands, | 

under one’s management, ZE (EA, Ze fl 
HA ; on hand, in possession, #7 ; to hayeon hand, 
HA; of hand, without delay, (PZ), NES 
off hand, dexterovsly, 7%; out of hand, Ay 3g, 
JR ; out of hand, at once, 7 HJ; from hand to | 
hand, 7: 3-28 fF; to clap the hands, #4z#; 
to fight hand to hand, #47, 4B; call for 
more hands, B}-% A 7; to come to hand, FF, 
YEE; to live from hand to month, FIRB, 
f@ 4. 1 #8); now in hand, jy ¥# fff; to one’s hand, 

| H 
Bi 
i 
H 

2, Zi ; to hand down to an inferior, ##, #; 

to hand up to a superior, #4; to hand down, 
fT, fEYS, HE. GG fH: to hand down to pos- 

terity, (EF, SF HK. IRR, BOMB A 
to hand over to him, f@iH(, Ze Hd (th, FF ft s 
to hand down saying, {&, WERE; to hand 

down from one’s ancestors, fH, #EnLS:, # 
WHA ; to hand down an example, #74. TEE ; 
to hand down one’s name to posterity, % wt## 
ft, ZaER lt; to hand about, 4, BRHERS, Be 
WE ; to hand in, §] A; to hand out, HI Hf. 

and-harrow, n. =-ifi, AEH. 
and-basin, n. iy 2, fy #- 
and-basket, ». 4.8. 
and-bell, n. $$. 

¥RMA; to lay violent hands on one’s self, 3; Hand-bill, n. Fewy. 
under his hand, 46%, (1%; under His Majes- | Hand-book, n. {ai i sp. 
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Hand-bound, a. Hi =. 
Hand-bew, n. 5, #25. 

Hand-br eadth, n. SEER, 
Hand-cloth, n. 11. 

Hand-fetter, n. #&, #0, Sk. 
Hand-glass, n. PRISE, We. 
Hand-erenade, n. SPLAT. 
Hand-gun, n. FH, FF. 
Hand-mill, n. 5 #e. 
Hand-rail, n. Ag FF. 

Hand-saw, n. Fit. 
Hand-screw, n. Fp lR AR. 
Hand-spike, n. JR HHA PR Ay Wy. 
Hand-winged, a. (yj. 
Handeraft, n. FT, we 
Handcuff, n. #8, #8. 
Handcuff, v. t. #A(E, BEF. 
Handed, a. Right-handed, 

handed, 7¢ =F {/4 1 fy. 
Handed, pp. Given, ijt 

down, {if J. 

Handful, 1». EH, HEU S. HE des 

— lal, FH Ziel. 

fi F ik TA; 

» Rib, Ts 

Mis A handiolot earth, — ff, -£; asmall quantity 
or number, 4% 4% % ; a handful of men, ME#8 % rT) dnt # 

A, HAUT BA. 
Handicraft, n. PL, fee, FEZ, FHL, LE. 
Handieraftsman, n. TA, 1, LE. 
Handily, adv. 7%, WF, LIAS. 
Handiness, n. $i i, HAG, PL H.- 
Handing, ppr. Handing over, 38, fi} ; 

down, fi}. 
Handiwork, n. F-, #2, (fF, LAF OHER. 
Handkerchief, n. S11, aif, iit, OF hand- 

kerehiefs, Sif; silk handkerchiefs, #&=-if1 ; 
grass-cloth handkerchiefs, 32 4i=F1[t ; colored 

handing 

colton handkerchiefs, as worn by Chinese girls, | 

vices ee a 
Handle, v.t. To touch, # ; to feel with the hand, | 

io use or hold with the hand , $F, HM; to manage, | 

FJ FE, FEB; io use, JA; to wield, asa sword, 
{ii ; to discourse on, jit, a; to deal with, 3H; 

to treat, 7H. 

Handle, ». 9,4, 4085, BAG. OR BE HEF, WE: 
the handle of a fork, 4¢#§ ; the handle of a 
knife, JU, JJ fH; the handle of an axe, $2 Aq ; 
the handle of a sword, @ijJ4%i; the handle of a 
basket, #@ Ff ; the handle of a trunk or box, i 

dh, AA EL, #7FH ; the handle of a cup, #7, H; the 
handle of a hoe or mattoc, SHOR, KE; the 
handle of a sickle or pteaRing hook, ky Shas, fils 

Handled, pp. 

left- | 

handed | 

TH. 
AF, —if—, Je; a handful of corn, HIEA | 

HAN 

the handle of a plough, #44; the handle of a a 
bow, 9@,#f; the handle of an awl, #€#§ ; the 
handle of the rudder of a Chinese boat, $m ; 
the handle of a spear, Hi¥f§, Ab; the handle of 
a peck or measure, =}4j, #9; the handle of a 
discourse, nf #§ ; take hold of the handle, 34%, 
JECER GEG, TENG. PLAW; to havea handle, F 
fj ; to have no handle, 7#7#¥; the handle of a 
door, PYSS,P4 EH PY ; ‘the handle ofa hammer, 

SLA. 
Touched, BES, $f ; treated, FFi8, 

4 J; managed, #7 BAIA. 
Handling, ppr. Touching, pe ; feeling, 4 ; treat- 

ing, 7, BEM. [%. 
|Handmaid, Handmaiden, n. 461, fai, fe Se, WE 
Handsome, a. Beautiful, 36, (J. ah, AM. (AE, 

oe BE, EE, Hii, Fi), SES, He 5a hand- 
some woman, 3eAc, aA, ELE, Mops, AH, Ht 
Ke, (PE. RRA. WE; a handsome face, 3H; a 
handsome appearance, 32%%, 32%, HH, BE, 

| EFS FEF; a handsome present, JF ; a hand- 
some dress, 32Z€ ; a handsome offer, 73%, Biz. 

Handsomely, adv. 36%, V4 A, ERG ; handsomely 
made, fk AIG ARG, (EFASERG; to do a thing 

| handsomely, Je sit, JEL #. 
Handwriting, n. 4&5, SE 3#, FE y:, ub, 2B. 

| Handy, a. Dextrous, R=, 15>, ALF ; ingenious, 
FRAG; ready to hand, ne AM (i, (fide ; con- 

| venient, ff, df JH ; near, 
| Handy- -dandy, n. fe BK. 
| Hang, v.t. us: and BP: ae hung. To sus- 

pend, 3p, ip, #84, 75. fi. #8; to hang up, Hpk, 
ih ke, Hp 1, dis 3 to hang by the neck, #pA3q , 

ip SA; to hang one’s self, Fy #8 18-22, F7 S58 tr 3 
to hang a screen, #hffe; to hang out colored 
silks, <7. 4] ; to bang out a sien-bourd; #MB 
jj; to hang up reversed or by the heels, {| #p 
fp) 4B, fyi gets ; to hang and swing, $i fa fa; 
: hang abroad, 8p IK; to hang up to dry, fiz 
¥e; to hang up a basket, Jiu 47; to hang 
about one, WR. 4 WR ; to hang on the girdle, 
BAYSRE GE; to hang on the lappel, Bk 7Eq SBA; 
you may hang up the rice boiler (io have no 
business or nothing to cat), pt fe HE ; to hang 
down the head, sk (SF, (itt, Ha. HaSA- 

Hang, v. 7. JHE. SPE, 1) GE; to hang down, # 
VAI Ate, gE (RE, ALT, b& ; to hend forward, 
{if ; to hang about a person, 324532, HAE 

wie MOS A; to hang about one’s neck, fF 
{K AF ; to hang on, to hold fast, FR ; to 
hang upon one’s word, #) Hi; to hang 
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over, as over a rim, 

Hie ip} ; to hang in doubt, Hp, Hoth; to 
hang together, 40 #4, #1#4 ; to hang, to adhere 

closely, F817; to hang back, b& FE ; to hang 
loose, #242. 

Hanger, n. That by which a thing is suspended, 

HEIL, HMR; a sword, HIT, WEI. 
Hanger-on, n. #8}. 
Hanging, ppr. or a. FE, APE, ME; dangling, | 
HEF ; swinging, HH; hanging lock, TE 5H. 

Hanging-sleeves, n. a. aE fill. 
Hangman, n. IG, HF, IEF. 

C5 ) 

fs 1) : to hang over, to | 
project, yH!; to hang over the bank of a river, | 
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Stila; to ioral a oe py life, ps LS 
ji; a happy age, 7k; a happy dream, Fae: 
a happy state of mind, 422, #fat); happy feel- 

| ing, Sti; a happy couple, 3e4PrAA PH, Ae at 
| ACHR, ole utt, “2; a happy countenance, 

| BRAS; a happy look, 3% 4, ARH ; a happy man, 

AGEN, FF ai ZN, HE A BE J; a happy 
| omen, FJ. 
| Harangue, v.t. jf; to harangue a crowd, pif 

3, Bee AE, [nj HE agg. 

| Harass, v. ¢. SE HERE) EZ, TRBE, FA, iW dE 
| XK; niga, KEny K, GA, iE FA, AN, WATE, 322 

| DH, SGP A; to harass the people, #y fe. 

Hank, n. A name given to two or more skeins of | Harassed, pp. #ERYI. (Ut. 
silk or thread tied together, —4J@xit. 
#4 F-; in ships, rings of wood, figjH Ee. 

Hanker, v.i. To long for, Hk, fae, Wk, 

Pe REA, AEE to hanker after liber- 
ty, HAE; to hanker after women, #4, 

a (6, 
Hankering, ppr., a. or n. H#, ites ae HA. 
Hap, n. Chance, fortune, F298, 5 25- 
Hap-hazard, n. f&#%, Aes, FH; a hap-hazard 

living, Jp )S6 iM. 
Hapless, a. A3¢, MAZE. 

—KL | 

Happen, v.z. To come by chance, 38, 38, 7B; 

when did it happen? 4s ff 3 $8 M$ 7 HE, VE 

St fi 5 AF vane eel 
Brupened, pp. Happened to meet, fAi8s, hit, 

ee 34 Jel SES, FF, 8 OH, ih st 334, 38 is, Le 

e (8 ¥% dis FG; Nappened to see, fo Ze, 

al, fi 28 dik JL; there hap pened to be, or it 
happened, (& 77, siif7; happened to catch, fh 
J; he happened to be there, EARMRIE, (5 

RR TE OK. 
Happily, adv. By good fortune, 32, 32%, 323%, | 

IG FZ; happily got, 3274; bapplly met, 32504; 
happily arrived, £5, ae ae 
3& if ; happily situated, 2g. 

Happiness, n. ji, we, wk, WE, WRT, WE, WSR, Te 
Wa SC, WRF ; eternal happiness, FCI, Riz Z 

jig; the happiness of the world, Fe 2 ii, HE 
IH] Zim; celestial happiness, Ai Fee Zan 

great happiness, 3k ji, HE ii, 78 TR; to enjoy | 
happiness, 2p Wit, BE Sik. Mi; 10 enjoy eternal 
happiness, 2% 7¢j3¢ 2 ji; Misery and haypiness 

have no door, men bring them upon themeelyes, 
wit ais MEPYME N 48; to bring down happiness 
upon one, KE 7R; to bestow happiness, tna. 

Happy, a. Lucky, "7 REDS, FAT, KE oes enjoy- | 
ing pleasure, 3%, 4%, BK, Jinez; to be happy, | 

; happily avoided, | 

Harassing, ppr. or a. $4, HEY, KV; a harass- 
ing fellow, SE 5%; harassing thoughts, {)hf 

DEF GL, AE BE, oth SE AE AR. 
| Harbinger, n. A forerunner, fa3k, 56 Se, 36 By, 

} 

Harbor, Harbour, n. A port, 2,74 01, He 0 7M, 
JA; a lodging, Ski ZF; to enter the harbor, 

A, Av O- 
peas Harbour, v. t. SE, He, BE HE, @, SE, FH, 
44 Hh, NE; to harbor ill-feelings or resent- 
ment, SPE, TEE, Aye, By Ge, fait, ree a A 

tL, PEE; to harbor evil intentions, Paest, 

aU, 22% ALL; to harbor thieves, 23 

| IDK BE, “LE IGEDE ; to harbor feelings of dislike, 

Hele; to shelter, 3838. 
Harbor-master, n. J#eUE FS. 

| Harboring, Harbouring, DPT IE, SE, BE, “AC SR. 
Hard, a. Firm, solid, @f, 0%, fit, fi, RE, BEBE 

4; difficult, 3#f, a But; distressing, an WA 

unfeeling, ae cruel, FS; arduous, SF 
42. hard, Hsu; oppressive, FE; severe, Hf, 

i a hard skin, fii jy; a hard knot, Fi, 7G 
#¥- hard of heart, fii thf, WE ot} fy; a har " 

heart, Tit, RE; a bard master, BEATE, FE 

HER, fe He: hard times, PEN}, BOHEZ I, i 
SEF IE; a hard winter, 4p}, Pai, We. HK 
ge; hard of hearing, Epes, #&, Wye; hard to 
say, $46 58, HEGH; hard to understand, ¥¢ IBS, 

$430 ; hard of belief, #{%; hard to suit, (HI 
ead hard to deal with, #@ Hl HE 3fé. 346 [fay] Hi 

PEE, WIEFIE ; hard to please, #055 ; 
a mn do you like, the hard or soft (egg)? FB 

eine BA; Tad to advance or retreat, 
ALE A TE ES WEE, WES, MAY; hard 

| and solid, Ge¢F ; hard and soft, | eve fit, BD 
| ee hard or avaricious, ath; “hard water, 

UU Ul 

| Wik; hard, as iron, Bt Hf fil; hard, as a 
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stone, ZillFHE, AUT Tha aval et, 
BX +, Fe, fe; hard labor, #4720; a hard lot, Jig 
fr, 74 4; a hard knot to split, #9 5 0A. 

Hard, adv. Close, jf, i; hard by, #g-E; to 
labor hard, #771, #§1.; things go hard, 3 
Fi SHE; to press hard, 3%; to press hard or 
firm, #2 FR%; it blows hard, Adel, FEM; 
tostudy hard, )&, Beate, 

Hard-fought, a. Jy, Wit. 
Hard- headed a. PHS AR Hi. 

Hard- hearted, a. FARE, BIE, TG, WEG, WZ 
Hard-heartedly, adv. SURE. fig. 
Hard-heartedness, n. RE, THE TF. 
Hard-labored, Hard-laboured, a. #F 3% (7. 
Hard-visaged, a. Wit, Fi. 
Hard-won, a. #706, FETE. 
Hard-working, a. Rhy, Bh pK. 
Harden, v. ¢. fii, (if, (RPE, PEL, (EME, HERE, 

eH (5 10 make insensible or unfeeling, (i ME fF, 
3ii¢ Sie me i ; to harden, as steel, Flaf¢; to harden 

one’s heart, fii Hi, ; to harden one’s self, Hm fit 

JES, Fy. 
Harden, v.i. To become hard, \KHE, WK’; to 

harden of itself, fj fii, Fy! ; to hecome We 
ing, 4ef#; to harden, as a ‘soft substance, 4 

1. We. 
Hardened, pp. or a. Hardened, as one’s heart, {ii 
Wg; callous, S84, PRE; they hardened their 
hearts, {BRE{BIRE Th, fl AE tat : hardened in 
sin, £0 Hill Hh SE, 1 FN SE, AVGtSE; hardened by 
itself, Fy ik hil. 

Hardening, ppr. ora. (if, (iti WE; hardening 
one’s “ote A ie. 

Hardihood, n. RF. 

Hardiness, n. Boldness, JJMj%; effrontary, Sty 

We, PEEL. 
Hardly, adv. Scarcely, (#, moe, PADS, wk, ZE, 
JE; hardly enough, f# i, “Hm I had 
hardly arrived, #& (# 3) 2% #%; I can hardly 
believe it, HEEB; hardly escaped, (# #4, ny! mt 

WR; hardly reckoned by tens, ARBE-+, (k= 
B+, ¥#§; hardly enough for use, f& H§ (ii. 

Hardness, n. Hardness, as of heart, fi ath, Ri 
#4; firmness, #{#, ROH, WH, WE, eB; 
difficulty to be executed, #2; 

look, JE Tit Jk 45. 
Horiship, nH BOUL, PA ae MEE, 

to suffer hardships, Ea , Se He, TERE 
Hardware, n. $38. 

Hardy, a. Bold, Hi; brave, #, HIE; strong, 
4, TAL, GRE, EGE; inured to fatigue, PEPE | 

hardness of 

ENE, IO, Bae, 
Hare, n. R, BPR, Wy He; a young hare, RF. 
Hare-hearted, a. Et. 
Harelip, n. }jj A, jg 5 a man with a harelip, pa 
Harelipped, a. Having a harelip, jj. - Ug. 
Harem, n. Imperial harem, ##B2, KA, Ae, 
; the female apartment of a mandarin of the 
first rank, [J ; the female apartment of the 
common people, ZRF. 

Hark, v. 7. ##; to listen, (iH, (tH He. 
Harlequin, n. FWA, HE A, we EA, 76 Ts a 

harlequin dress, ji Ze. 
Harlot, n. AR Ak, #98, AAR; one who forsakes 

the true God and worships idols, HE - #7 inF# 

ERE S 5 8 rogue, LHL. 
Harm, n. Injury, ff, or 4; to do harm, f&, 

“Ee; no harm, 4g, Jn /f ; what harm has he 

done to you ? 4B 2 Ei (VE, fds 7 fol SE A aS 
$f; with the intention of doing grievous bodi- 

ly harm, ABBE A, @AE A. 
Harm, v.t. (ff, 3, Ime, $A, WH. 
Harmless, a. S632, Ste(&, Argh; a harmless ani- 

mal, [Se BERR, Hf J BR; it is harmless 
to man, Alb NE fig. 

4 | Harmlessly, adv. f£ (ft. 
Harmonic, Harmonical, a. Ay fg. 
Harmonica, n. FE, HEE. 
Harmonicon, n. Copper wire harmonicon, #3 ; 

the seven-stringed * harmonicon, #. 
Harmonious, a. Living in peace and friendship, 

AAA, AAS, 14 Au; agreeing, Fi, Aue, FMA, 
Al ats Alfs, Al (> WA, ME fy he Sil Fi, insta, RG 

Bt, ACE, BIS, Habit, SEE, FU 5 symphoni- 
ous, #0 #, we; harmonious verses, @ PAE; 

consonant, #Alnj. 
Harmoniously, adv. Fy, Fux, PE9R; harmoni- 

ously blended, fil Ai. 
Harmoniousness, n. Fi >, Fl at. 
Harmonize, v.t.or7. @5, HA, 2, He, DAMA, 
Af, Ib. TE. B, Fu SR AA 2; to harmonize 
sounds, 7}? ; they harmonize, {249 fi, fli+8 

> ft 2 AA he. 
Harmonized, pp. or a. Wi, WH F0 S- 
Harmonizer, n. wf 4, 8 & HK ; a practical har- 

monist, tr #4. 

aa, WA) Au, ME A; har- Harmonizing, ppr. or a. 
monizing sounds, FJ be 

Harmony, n. Fl, Fe, ARE, FUE, Fuse, 16H, 
Tala , B€; the harmony of birds, &£ ; harmony 
in music, pH Eh > whee nH, abt Be ; harmony of 

* This is an imitation of a foreign piano. 
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eolors, Af: harmony among friends, WAKA 
fu; harmony among brothers, SL GIG |G; broth- 
ers not living in harmony and concord, 5f if 
BEAM ; harmony of the Gospels, 2 #ue ; 
peace and harmony, ZF: 

Harness, n. Armor, 2 i A; the furniture of a 

draught horse, i, #6, HS 3K; the harness of 
a loom, #2. 

Harness, rv. t. To dress in armor, ## 744; to put 
on the furniture of a horse for draught, (& 55, 
Feu), Ek, SEACR EG ; to harness an ox, #fj 4b. 

Harnessed, pp. or a. Equipped with armor, 3638 
2s FA; harnessed a horse, (Aj& Fy. 

ed n. 23s, Fe, HE; the play on the harp, i 
2E, 1A, HLA¥; a wind harp, }alAfy. 

Harp, v.t. To play on the harp, ee HAPS, HEE 
BE, WARE, She. 

Harpoon, n. £4, Hi, {4X 5 a gun-harpoon, JAX. 

Harpoon, v. t , BU, Ha, DRM. 
Harpooned, pp. Fj, 8 
Harpsichord, n. 3£, 4. 
Harpy, n. &k#¥, HKPE; an extortioner, } 4 fp HL, 

#AK; an eagle, whEZ. 
Harquebuse, n. FEE. See Arquebuse. 
Harrow, n. #@, $@, {#, #2; a triangular harrow, 
AFH; a long-toothed harrow, #b; a aati 

harrow, #£ Hi; a square harrow, Hit. 
Harrow, v. ¢. ¢2, #2, Py. 
Harrowing, ppr. or a. Breaking or leveling with 

a harrow, 2; tormenting, [JE], WERE. 
Harsh, a. Rough to the touch, #, #4 ; rough to 

the taste, 77%, 36; austere, Kit, KM, oF HI, 

BRIE, IE (=e) we > a harsh taste, GEOR, cai WK, 

FFE; a harsh voice, Wt RE, WEF; a harsh 
pronunciation, [] sffi{Lufk; harsh words, BBS, 

fit. 3a harsh style, HPA WE, 4-4ay HL 
ME, WS [ape i; a harsh government, JED, tf 
H(; a harsh precept, fie fir, fe. 

Harshly, adv. Xf, Hehe; sourly, 722. 
Harshness, n. Roughness, shi 3¢, ¥ uit; harshness 

of sound, BEG 44 ; harshness of treatment, 7 
LIKE ; harshness of words, #%. 

Harslet, Haslet, n. The heart, liver, lights, &e., 

of a hog, 7% at IF Ws SH. 
Hart, n. LSE, HE, i, EB. 

Hartall, n. Orpiment, #e#%. 

Hartshorn, n. The horn of the hart or male deer, | 
ME $4 ; hartshorn jelly, f&#¥; hartshorn shay- 
ings, JE f§ Fe ; salt of hartshorn, jE 448M ; spirit 
of hartshorn, fff f4 Bi 7K. 

Hartstongue, n. #7 #. 

Hartwort, n. _Smye. 
Harum-searum, a. Wild, ja 3. 
Harvest, n. The season of reaping in corn and 

other erops, Bk, MCA ZI, PU, AAT, SCE 
PRLS the ripe corn or grain, 3%; the early 
harvest, Wiljet , LAE, BER ; the late crop, Aji%, 
Agi ZE, MEK; the rice harvest, Fez; a good 
harvest, Use, 4638, Af SCE] ; a bad aevestt HK 

WK, 1 AG Wen; the harvest of the five sorts of 
erain, Hf: to gather in the harvest, Wy gk, Wi 
‘FJ, RE; consequences, FLA. 

Harvest, v. ¢. ci), Weak, BFR. 
Harvest-home, n. The song sung by reapers at 

the feast made at the gathering of corn, #]7e 

i> PARK. 
Harvest-man, n. ‘E)Ft J. 
Harvest-moon, n. & A. 
Harvester, n. Fi Fe ZH. 
Hash, * 2. SRAW, RH. 
Hash, v. t. To chop into small pieces, ah RE, Zr]. 
Hasp, n. $y. 
Hassock, n. 3fj Ha), Hees. 
Haste, n. Celerity of motion, ft, 4i#, 4, Pe 

HE, 4, G2, MOR BR; make haste! 44%, 
HEP; make a little haste, Pe fry, Pe2e, ERE AG, 
WXwe > need not be in such haste, PRASIETS, Me 

GUO He, IE i Ace, RID, OE HEMI AE SHES i 
great haste, &&, ik, Us $b 4%; in haste, 
HER, PRI ; an edict that is to be dispatched 
in great haste, 3 Ff; nimbleness, FE ; be in 
no haste, #2]&; make haste, and open the gate 
or door, $e -PEbH PY. 

Haste, Hasten, v. t. To press, f¥, RE(E, REI, TE 

DR, SSR, ass, IR, CE, Rs 
Haste, Hasten, v. i. To move with celerity, 3, 

ie, Se, HH, TK, si. z, Yay; Nasten a little, 
“chop chop,” Pe fy, ZS cE i A5 ; oe need a 
hasten, We (fi Mf Pe, DE (Mit Se, ABE Bk TE ; 
hasten along, ph, Ks, fk (; to hasten oe 
Me: MEL, HE, HEF; to hasten with good 
tidings, ##9R, HRP. 

Hastily, adr. In haste, Jt, HR, 3H, ro TEA, 5 

precipitately, ERE, 2, ea RMR, B 
&, BE, TEA, vEX; hastily came, $f Fy, tk 
# ; hastily changed, mg - 

Hastiness, n. Haste, [tF#, 4.4); heedless eager- 
ness, HTP, fe Ee ; irritability, 4p. 

Hasty, a. 2, HERE, Seu MEHR. BRR. 3 2c, 
We, WZ, PAE, MER, YBBR, FUG tha, PB 5 do 
not be so hasty, fe Ay TEE a hasty disposition, 

~ * Tn the south of China. i 
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rather hasty; KAS hasty PEAR Wet: 
words, 4 

Hasty Sondre n. FORGE. 
Hat, n. WA, MEF 3 ; one hat, — JAI 5 a summer 

hat, 208, Shas hais worn in autumn, #XKi§ ; 

a straw hat, Bi8, #645; a winter hat, WEN, 
Sif 5 a ved hat, #5 a felt hat, ¥ ne a sol- 
dier’s hat, (Jif; a rain hat, FPG; an offi- 
cial hat, 'fei§; executioners’ or lictors’ hats, 
TH; a silk hat, 6}; a chair-coolie’s hat, 
VW, TANG; to wear a hat, Uz; to put on 
a hat, ABE ; to take off the hat, RIA, Hré. 

Hat- pani ne gas. 

Hat-box, Hat-case, n. Ih &, TERI, PE- 
Hat-brush, n. IWR, Hepes. 

Hat-shop, n. WAYS, met 
Hatable, a. WY (ji, ny BB, BYR. 

Hatch, v. t. fi, 2, FUEL, A, BW, WE; to hatch 
hen’s eggs, JUHf4R; to hatch artificially, 4, 
fig; to hatch ducklings, 5% 98 (7; to hatch 

duck’s eggs artificially, PEIPYE2E ; to hatch 
by the heat of the sun, Hf; a hatched egg, gx; 
an ege spoiled in hatching, ff; to hatch mis- 

chief, #008. REM, AEB. 
Hatch, v. t. $8 BHR, HFK. 
Hatch, n. A brood, —'.. 
Hatch, n. The opening in a ship's deck, {7 ; 

the coverings placed over the hatchways, #efg; 

a half door or door with an opening over it, 
AA PY; to close the hatches, Spf; to open the 

hatches, Biff; to be under the hatches, to be 
confined below, WRfane, Zefa ; to be under 
hatches, to be in distress, 373¢1 7 [i]. 

Hatchel, n. Fig hi, iz. 

Hatchet, n. #298, he 4k; to take up the hatchet, 
to make war, Hive tk, Hide AR; to bury the 
hatchet, Merve pk, WebR; hatchet helve, #gify, 

Hatchet-faced, a. FEA. | Fig. 
Hatching, ppr. #%. 
Hatchway, n. fff; fore hatchway, DH #e 0 

main hatchway, * fafa HW ; mizzen hatehway, 

Aa figs 1 - 
Hate, v. t. Th 3 He, 8, nes hee {h BE, Ih AS, ey 

DRL, Ii5 i, He th, ‘eh 38S 1, 1, He to loathe, 

JARBE, WEEE; to hate one, [RA, TA; to hate 
those who are hated by ee WL rie # ; 
to hate wickedness, E38; to hate sin, BASE; 

to hate in the heart, ){) 38 yy DHE ; to hate 
to be troubled, JAKE. 

Hated, pp. or a. (Ai, IL T; 

aw? FAs. 5 

to be hated, #k EE 7) 

Suk, fo NIE iM, I Wisk - to pe,hated | 

by all, ARR, Fy Ae ; one hated by all, Fy RR. 

Hateful, a. BW, HY BE, Tt. ME, MOE, WERE 
fj, HEE a hateful person, JARRE J, pps 

Hatefulness, n. BE. [A 
Hater, n. [kb #, TEs. 
Hating, ppr "A, BE, %2; disliking, RRR. 

Hatred, n. }#88, JR BE, Z21b; to contract hatred 
against, #F%2; to harbor hatred, ##¥e PUL iy > 

Hatter, n. $25 fil {. 
Hatti-sheriff, n. tHAES Mi, Ein. 
Haughtily, age HE, BER, DIGG, SER. 
Haughtiness, n. Gis Cats BED. 5 fil. 

Hanghty, a. 55 (Qk, WEI #5, HIE. BOR, 2, tl, 
is fal, RIE a haughty spirit, HSA, fk Di, Wh 
Je ET ene manners, RS #E; a haughty 
mind, Bea, Fob, ie ; haughty airs, 
IK, Bells, LG fi (f #2; haughty and insolent, 

a haughty person, 8 MOEN, 5B tik 2, 
HR 

Haul, v. t. “To pull with force, iE, #, HH; to haul 

up, FE, FEE; todrag, fz, Z; to haul near, 

Hie, SE, IE, ASE. 
Hauled, pp. HE, FET 
Hauling, ppr. Hk, 2, A. 
Haunch, n. The hip, "3; the haunch of a horse, 

AS ii; a haunch of mutton, 2£)is. 
Haunt, v. ¢. To frequent, #, We TEAC, FS HY 

to trouble with frequent visits, as spectres es 

apparitions, £5), SUS, ORS, SHB, wi, We 
By. 

Haunt, n. A frequented place, FS) PIV, we 
wz; a haunt for thieves, Ik St, BE. 

Haunted, pp. or a. Haunted, as a house, i HL) 
JIB, ARIK, AE ; a haunted place, Ae fh. 

Hauteur, n. §& fit. 

Have, v. t.; pret. and pp. had. To possess, 4 ; I 
have, #47 ; to have hit, #7 fA); to have got, F, 

Ata. HT, QE MAF ; have you or not? ff 
¥ Fp Je, WIA FG ; I have been there, Fk A fk, 
WAM, IESE] HK; let me have, (pis 
4%; can you let me have? (pr fP IR TUE ; 
let him have his desert, ff (BUB{B RE F748, 
AL 749 Hd ft ; do well and have well, #3¢ Bj 
(569%; 1 have it from him, f# {BBM FR, ft 

{; to havea ne by heart, #$%§ ; (§ ZH 
have a mind for, &e., 48, gk; I have Abe 

to do with it, We BY FRE, Gil FE AMF, Hit FRI Si 
what have I to do with you? JQHU ft (y+ ; 
have you any? (4 ff, W GH; have you 
fever? (pet TTWE ; I have very little, FRA 
4} fF ; 10 have to deal with any one, Sil \\ #7 38, 
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AEA; {o have nothing, ‘ut 47, BE: 2 have | 

not yet, 4¢ 4; have me excused, FEAL IK; have 
him away, R# {fp ; to have on, to wear, S 
WW; to have pleasure, to enjoy, 3 ; to have pain, 

i hij ; to have sorrow, BEY; should have, je 
43, WEG; le desires to have, ff BE; 1 had | 
rather, FQ 2, JQ Mii; he had better go home, 
iH dp J Gi: to have a daughter, #f %, SFT; 
io have a son, 47-F, FFF; have youdined ? fp | 

SRI I TTI. is RIG AT CJ J (78 Es ave. 
you been to Canton ? (3 jh AIR TPC AT BF) | 

| Jaw; [have very much to do, RF kF BA; | 

IT have nothing at all, —fygqg MFT. LW IG ; | 
have heard, fi], a @ $f]; to have nothing | 

to do with, nee. | 
Haven, ». A harbor, ft; a port, #8 [ ; a shelter, 

iE OT, WE be 
Having, ppr. PEF ; possessing, FA. 
Havoc, n. Devastation, 7, KE; to commit 

great hayoec among the enemy, Weve, K | 
AeA ; waste, 431% ; to commit havoc, AFM, | 

Kile, KA. 
Havoe, v. t. ‘lo waste, to destroy, #7, 2. 

Haw, n. Spb} ; a small field, —4% |H. 
Hawaii, n. The Sandwich Islands, ff & |. 
Hawfinch, n. pays Aris. 
Hawk, n. #£; imperial or horned hawk, (HE, #§ 

TE; a goshawk, HE, ESIml, 9688; a fish-hawk, 
Hawk, v.i. FRE. LBS. 
Hawk, v. 7. To make an effort to force up phlegm 

with noise, ¥k, I% ; to hawk up phlegm, MxK. 
Hawk, v. ¢. To offer for sale, by out-ery in the 

street, DiI, ibis PERF. 
Hawk-eyed, a. fA fj. 
Hawk-headed, a. RE SANE. 
Hawk-nosed, a. Hook-nosed, @ 2F 5 fry, £4) SAME. 
Hawker, n. WK {F, JW, WW- | 
Hawking, ppr- VE WK, Was BE - | 
Hawkweed, n. i IME. 
Hawse, n. HUT SHB. 
Hawse-hole, n. 47H MR. 
Hawser, n. A an cable or large rope, 

Hawthorn, n. $5 i744, #4, Wy AE 
Hay, nN. HORE, HL, aoa, , ¥, aE. 
Hay-knife, n. i ¥e 7). | 
Hay-making, n. (ie. | 
Hay-market, n. #280 iff. | 
Haystack, n. HiRes, Wie. | 
Hazard, n. Chance, 9% 23, Fb fy, FA ; 

danger, fe le ; risk, ME; to run the hazard, 
Bh; at all hazards, $fpihk, J ehie#A 5 a game | 

Ris 
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at dice, 48h 4. 

Hazard, v. t. To-expose to chance, Ff, Bl, fe, fer; 

to hazard one’s life, pap, HERE; to hazard an 

opinion, Hak, We it. 

Hazard, v. 7. To try the chance, #; to run the 
risk or danger, Ff bgt. 

| Hazardable, a. fir, SEGRE. 
Ro ainnrd a. my eras bor, Par Ay, RPG Ay, SEH, 

Z Sey AD AE; bold, eH; as hazardous as 
a nile ak cae fe, ANI; a hazardous road 

across Mountains, [PF 5 as hazardous as to take 

food from a tiger's moa JE FIRB as hazard- 

ous as to crack lice on the head ofa tiger, HR 

PevAST mw. 
Hazardously, adv. [7 

| Hazardousness, n- fe fer, be Se, Ee OR. 
Haze, n. PSHE, FER- 
Hazel, n. A shrub of the genus corilus, #& hy}; 

hazel nut, EF, FE; the long hazel nut, #E 
Haziness, n. pe #e- \F. 
Hazy, a. UPS #e- 

He, pron. ff, ft, JE, GF, HE, $B, Ok, HAR; he 
said, (Hk, lt; he who, 4, PF; it is he, 
AB, #2 ft); here he comes, jfy 92K, (tb ZE UE AI; 
he who protects me, 1% 4G 4, Pr (K J& fy; he 
that has no money, Sfp, 4: 77 $8 H ; a he- 

goat, 24K, 22. 
Head, nm. Head of the body, 84,4 ,5¢C, #.Ufse,A1, 
Agi if ; an animal, f ; a chief, 94 J\, an pe, Fe 

Of, WEL, BAA, OH, RE, E,W, BA Al); the 
head of the military, 4294; the head of ban- 

ditti, TH FPVE, GE; the head of a village, #f 
$e, 03%, BEIE; the head place, dA fiz ; the head 

of a family, 9 fz, 9 =E ; the head of a river, jaf 
Ri, ize; ; head and tail, HE, RUB, 4o¥% 50 

large head, 7 BAL; a flat head, FF Hf; to turn 
hack the head, #&97f; to turn round the head, 
je] $f; to droop the head, af pf; hang down 

the he: a (ROE, fier; lift up the head, Spr, 
ft Ty OE, FE By VA; nod the head, pk pfi, Fy OF; 
shake the head or give refusal, ean, fi OA, FE 
vA; to move the stead AISI; to knock the 

head, to perform the k’au tau, Nf) gf, f27 9A; 
to ai off the head, iit ey, PEE; to shave the 

head, if $f; to shave the ea clean, iiliap ue, 

Bl) He BEL; pain in the head, Bf4%; giddiness in 
the head, fq; a ship’s head, AOE the head 
of an arrow, 774), #£; out of one’s own head, 
spontaneously, 4k; to have taken a thing 
into one’s head, 4} ; lo be over bead and ears 
in debt, Ji] & fe; it is quite out of my head, 
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— figs 52; a hot head of one’s own, 4: ; the 

crowned heads, whsa tit ; head to head, A J; 

so much a head, #y-4E0[f Z, hi; the 
head of a pin, €f 9A; at the bed’s head, 7 )K 

DA; both heads, pR¥f; to be at the head of, 
ADEN, (KHRIA; the heads of a discourse, jeff 
El, ERK; the head of an onion, AXP; head 
and shoulders, gm; to make head against any 
one, dia A. 

Head, v. t. To lead, iq 0A J, 18 fA. 18 38, 28 fi, 
yi, BH. we: to direct, #¥4iK; to head an 

army, fff #2; to head, as .a procession, | Ufi, 
mA; to head a subscription, # Fy; to head a 
barrel, Z9f1; to oppose, Ui, ii. 

Head, v. iz. To be directed, as a ship, SA ; to 

form a head, get. 
Head-band, n. pEay, #2, ELVA, 7A. 
Head-borough, n. & fe, Hj. 
Head-dress, n. 74 fifi, #2]; the crest or tuft of feath- 

ers cna fowl’s head, 5a); that lady’s head-dress 

is handsome, Af As He HEE Ae 
Head-gear, n. ¥¥ fifi. 
Head-kerchief, n. Head-kerchief, as worn by the 

Hoklo, &e., Sift, WAH, TEI, EA. 
Head-money, n. A capitation tax, 5 4zgp 
ent, HR. 
Head-piece, n. A helmet, 2. 
Head-rope, n. DF;iR. 
Head-sail, n. DEG IEE. 
Head-sea, 2. iif Zz. 
Head-spring, n. jf. 
Head-stone, n. vA, 41, WZE FA. 
Head-wind, x. Ui}, 34 Jil, TA UCR. 
Head-workman, n. JE 9A, Tel, (Ke, FEL, DAN. 
Headache, n. BE, BAIR, DAG. 
Headed, pp. {& i, $4 iH; having a top, #7 SH; 

thick-headed, ffi y, AA. 
Heading, n. Heading of a paper or discourse, jeff 

H, Ask. 
Headland, n. Lp oii, (Ly, moet, Tuy. 

Headless, a. 4mkf1, 4G 7. 

Headlong, adv. Rashly, FOR, 2a PE, 4B, S, 

Beta, Pec. 
Headman, n. DAA, DA J. 

Headmost, a. #56", IRSE(, HSE- 
Headquarters, n. pl. Headquarters of an army, #4 

Ae Je ye, HALLE ag Wr, ie fY; the residence of the 
chief of an army, #@.ff PR. 

Headship, n. Authority, #E fy. 
Headsman, n. An executioner, #£=F. 
Headstall, n. Fo ABD, HDA. 

; & pres- 

Headstrong, a. Violent, 7£ PE; obstinate, 3A, 

Hi GA, WESA, CSA, Bey), TA Be, Be Be, Ha WE; 
untractable, BE, se TE. 

Headway, n. fij, Bi pif. [ Bek. 
Heady, a. Rash, Fak; hasty, &&, (o3# ; violent, FF, 
Heal, v.t. To cure, A Lis iG, WIA, B, Hz; 10 

heal diseases, Bayes Bare, IIe, a8 ‘to heal 
by charms, ‘iis RE, lee; to forgive, fx ; to purify, 
iif. 

Heal, v. i. To grow sound, #%, #, B#; to heal 
up, as a wound, B2gysit, Gj; to heal of 
itself, fy ®t, A. 

Healer, n. BE4E. 
Healing, ppr. ov a. BE, ## ; the healing art, Beye, 
PREY i; healing remedies, Fes ; healing- 
plaster, Fe #3 Hk ; mild, I, Be We. 

Health, n. SR, PE, Be AL, HEME, YR, 
isi A Jy 4%; to drink one’s health, Wis 

WA, iteeen NK 
Healthful, a. Free from disease, 272 4% ; wholesome, 

ali. Ali MFA. 
Healthiness, n. 4€2& PI Ou 

Healthy, a. If, THERE, HE A HG a BE, HE, 

mE AY, FRE, TER, Ly ee Ze, “GAH. iS 
S&F; very healthy, Afi fz; a healthy aspect, 
2} f- 

Heam, n. RIA Be. 
Heap, n. A pile or mass, py!, HE, HE ff, i; make 

it up into one heap, YEPP—HE, 4p HE; gather 
it into one heap, 4§3#—H£; to pile up in one 
heap, #Jil—}£; put them up in one heap, 7% 
JH! — HE; a heap of earth, — H¢ 7£; by heaps, 
—I(f; in heaps, #Rt#; a heap of stones, Ff, 
ALE ; a heap of refuse, —HE PRE; a heap of 
corn, AYE, Hi, RE, BE; a heap of money, — 
YE FF; a heap of sand, ~r HE, He. 

Heap, v. t. To lay ina heap, HE gt, Fy HE, HEHE, 
YEA, Hee, Abt; to heap up im one corner, 

HFM; to amass, WFR; to heap up riches, ARIF 
$2, = AE Wy FE; to heap up gold and gems, 

Mi 4B At FE. 
Heaped, pp. HEH TS, YEATIB; amassed, FAA ; 

heaped up in great masses, Ai, Fede, Feo. 
Heaping, ppr. Ye de; amassing, ARIE, BAR. 
Hear, v. t.; pret. and pp. heard, but more cor- 

reetly heanede To perceive by the ear, J, fy, 
Het, FEST, bISL, Ws, J; distressing to hear, 
We He AB; hard to hear, #{fiJ; incline 
the ear to hear, (iE, fl LI, Mt AH ; no 
ear to hear, ff E88, f7H-if ; 1 cannot or am 
unable to hear or understand what is said, Ji 
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WB, WE ARB. HELE HE, HE AH Es can hear or 
understand, F# tlt; to hear again, ffi; to 

hear of a person’s fame, fi] 74; to hear about, 
PA 2%, F2 7%; to hear with attention, FF .th #8, 

F#m f#; low did he come to hear that? hfe 
Ba We 7; to hear say, Fe Gt, fi] BR; to hear 
causes, Fa, HEE: to hear mass, J Hala; to 

hear, obey what one says, F# Jak, bi] ABe; to 

hear a bird sing, F#&EN6; to receive private 
communication, #/, 1p #8, 7G ly]; to affect not 
to hear, 7:0 R#, (EA; whom do you hear? 

OMEGA AGRO, BASESP: I shall be glad 
to hear your instruction, 74375 #j aif. AHS TER 

Heard, pret. and pp. of Redin. He fa), FET ; I have 
heard, fij/; have heard it, F&A ; what no 
ear has heard, Hiy, He FACE ; I have heard 

him say, $QHE (5 ak- 
Hearer, n. F# 4%, fi] #.- 
Hearing, ppr. orn. F%, FE, fi; hard of hear- 

ing, Hb, Be ¥8 ; loss of hearing, #%; sense of 
hearing, FE; within hearing, Y#F; out of 
hearing, Teles Bi fi A Be. 

Hearken, v. i. To listen, {A ¥, Mt RE, PERE; 
hearken to me, F&F¥ ; hearken to reason, FH GE 

Hearsay, n. Rumor, Jae, EU, (8 

hearsay, Ari& MKGk, Abii E. 
Hearse, n. #7 AF Hi, HAH, BY, My], HAI; to drag a 

hearse, #i ; funeral songs sung by the hearse- 
men, * iipF. 

Hearse-cloth, n. #KHiZ. 
Heart, n. GS, Has, Hr, hE, 

age, JJH; affection, Be iF; a good heart, ey, 

Bs, 260%, Sid; a sincere heart, J: his 
heart is altogether good, —}: kf; a bad 
ene a, Edgots, 7%; a black heart, 5% 
5 2 corrupt heart, F.% ; the heart hardened, 
Wt ; to take a thine to heart, SAY, Ip#t; to 
have a thing at heart, 47 AML, AIL; 
the heart broken with grief, Jeg; to break 
the heart with grief, []32{8,%; this breaks 
my heart, We 4:3 (f Ft ; a contrite heart, ty 
Wy, Hei Za 5 set your heart at rest, (Ray; 
the palpitation of the heart, .fijk; the heart 
and reins, )tyFSIB; ; to wourid the heart, = 
1; to buy people’s hearts, to bribe them by 
pretending to do good to iieat BRADY, BS 

FM; with an oe heart, AG; against 

; it is mere 

Beis, Yh ; cour- 

ain fomnee fines the mourners and those ae attended 
a funeral dragged the hearse by turns and then sang the 
customary songs, 

my heme BB, [He #2 )% ; to open the heart, 
BH at; to pour out one’s heart, #3; the 
heart set upon a thing, $é.th, BES, HI ; to 
gain one’s heart, Arig re to take heart, FEE ; 
to be out of heart, 45 ; with the w hole heart, 
ad; one heart and mind, —)w%%—¥ ; to re- 
joice with the whole heart, #§.%#PhE; to get 
or learn by ea a, a: to find in the 

heart, fyi, #1; to have in ine heart, fr; a 
hard etre cruelty, BS Bey TERE; the heart of 
wood, Ax f; to search one’s own heart, #748 

Wh, Bre A. 
Heart-appalling, a. ft NE. 
Heart-breaking, n. 3 32 2 3. 
Heart-burn, n. feo 
Heart-felt, a. $b), HERE. 
Heart- piercing, a. HOA, A ty PE. 
Heart-rending, a. Roysiy, AZ, ERAS. 
Heart-sick, a. BEE, U9, HH- 
Heart-sickening, a. $€ {fst fry. 
Heart- stealing, a. BR Tp ry. 
Heart-string, n. #%.- 

Heart- thrilling, a. BLOM. 
Heartache, n. NOH, SE, SEY. 
Hearted, a. As — mie 2& oe; hard- 

hearted, WETS (14, SZ. fi : atout- hearted, #7, 
HHL Ay ; faint-hearted aa ; light-hearted, 

Hearth, n. YUE KE, HESS; the house, HR; to ecol- 
lect around the hearth, 34 fj ue ; hearth- brush, 
IR Hii ; hearth-cricket, 755. 

Hearth-money, Hearth-penny, n. RB. 
Heartily, adv. From the heart, ut, rhots, GEN ; 

heartily engaged, 3 jt {fk, #) Jy ff; to eat 
heartily, 28, KE. 

Heartiness, n. Sincerity, wk’, Bi: 
Heartless, a. Without courage, SH€,%, 3f2)JH ; spirit- 

less, R AyD VJ. 

Heanileseias adv. YY. 
Heartlessness, n. 486) 4% ; dejection of mind, ¥ 
1; want of spirit, MYR; destitution of feeling 
or affection, SE (F, 7 (iy 3%. 

Hearty, a. Sincere, aot, HEME; real, HEF ; earn- 

est, 3%); hearty and strong, He ft, 4b ft, DE 
Ke; a hearty meal, Jet @&, MF ; to eat a hearty 
meal, $2J/2# ; nourishing, 47 ORME, A AY. 

Heat, n. St, FESR, IK SR, HE - the heat of the body, 
FeO, Fy Fh ; caraeall heat of the body, Hx 
Ay 8; great heat of the body, & # ; artifi- 
cial heat, St, Hq Ft ; heat from chemical 
changes, 4) 8; solar heat, A ZF, A 
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St, Mi, Ihe, Mi; great heat of the sun, SEH 
Sk, HAA; radiation of heat, Hi Sk, #E 3; 
chemical heat, sf fy 7 ; the heat of the sum- 
mer, BRZ BE, 5; the heat of the mind, Hk, 
Bt; the heat of the day, Ky HE; external 
heat, p35 internal heat, py Ht; the heat of | 
animals, jft7]t, lil; a dog in heat, Appi; 
a sow in heat, #£; a cow in heat, Fic, 4 
lt; white heat, G34; red heat, #1 3h. 

Heat, v.t. To make hot, FE, KH, HERE, KH, 

Frit, RM, 2F, H; to heat a room, WRF, H. 

Heated, pp. or a. (2 T, KET, FRE S- 
Heater, n. 434 ; a heater of a room, Ig; a 

copper heater for warming food, 12/4; a coffee 

heater, FEUPUE FA. 
Heath, n. RYEY. 
Heath-cock, Heath-game, n. ${£%. 
Heathen, n. A pagan, FFPepeH, PAR AH ; 

one of another nation or country, #8 feta WF 

BE, Abed AV, SAIPAN; a rude, illiterate, barbar- 
ous person, #% J. 

Heathendom, n. S58 4%, S2Fh ZH. 
Heathenish, a. Idolatrous, FF Pi pEAY, FE WDM Z | 
i; barbarous, #2 fvy; savage, HLF"; cruel, WH 

Heathenishness, n. F245 7 WK, FF AP mh 7 He. 
Heathenism, n. SE HE Z Ht ; idolatry, FF BE ZF; 

ignorance of the true God, Aigik E923 ; 

barbarisin, #93 J\. 

Heating, ppr. 2, KHL, HH. 
Heave, v. t.; pret. heaved, hove ; pp. heaved, hove. 

To lift, Heike, 22k, FH ke ; to cause to swell, fi 
fie ft ; to heave up the anchor, #4}, (UG; to 
heave or hoist, 4:38 ; to heave ahead, 7) Aff, fy 

Wi ; to heave astern, (83 (% ; to heave down, 

TP, FT ; to heave out, FEBHME, iE; to 
heave to, Pri Be; to heave a sigh, PAAR 
He, WEA Th Bk; to heave over board, #pey/s Yff. 

Heave, v. 7. 'To swell, HF ft, IEF ; to distend, fF | 
A; to rise in billows, jr fe ; to pant, My 4x ; to 
make an effort to vomit, mj, WE; to heave in 
sight, to appear, Hi FH. 

Heave-offering, n. BAB 788. 
Heaven, n. K, ¥%, jfk, #, FR; the empyreal heay- 

en, 2K, Tk, Wt, WA, RH. BY, Ty As 
the summer heaven, 52, HK; the autumnal 
heaven, EK, PKI; the winter heaven, WR, 
EK; the expanse of the heavens, 734%, 73 ; 
the heaven or place of bliss, Feu, YUH, VRP ; 
the Supreme ruler of heaven, KY ae, BR 

Li, Jh5C, JL34 ; heaven above and earth he- 

neath, K EHF ; to go to heaven, | K, EK 
we; to ascend to heaven, 5 3€; in heaven, 7 
KK, EK; to come from heaven, ARETP, 
AAEM, KT ; heaven and earth, Kj, 

WAN, we fe, Wa, TSE, HES, Se, A; 
heaven is father and the earth mother, RAL 
fH; the beginning of heaven and earth, 

FUGA, ANSE ZF; the nine heavens, 
ILR, JL KR; heaven has no permanent form, 

i HIE; influence extending to heaven, |- 
We 7S 4%; heaven, earth and man, hb A; 
heaven's eye is near, FM YE, FIR IAW ; heay- 
en has taken notice of it (of a person’s distress, _ 
&e.), FERAL; under heaven, KP ; under the 
whole heaven, 3 KT, KZ PF ; man pro- 
poses, but heaven disposes, st 3E Ze JSF FER 
to enjoy the happiness of heaven, =3R7 iia; 
you cannot deceive heaven, {ity A HR; Oh 
heaven ! Fxluf ; heaven help me! BRR A ; 
the spirits of heaven, FZ mift; may heaven send 
down happiness, IKE ; he looked towards 
heaven and sighed, #PFCME. 

Heaven-banished, a. JQ3E fig. 
Heaven-born, a. RAE PE, IRAE AY. 
Heaven-commissioned, a. FRAY. 
Heaven-daring, a. JUKGR, WEAR. 
Heayen-directed, a. JFIKAT- 

Heaven-gifted, a. KAAS. 
Heavenly, a. Ky, KE ; heavenly bodies, RAF; 

heavenly rest, FR; heavenly bliss, Fim ; 
heavenly enjoyment, KRM, RRS IB. 

Heavenly-minded, a. JERK Z 3F- 
Heavenward, adv. fy RK; to point heavenward, 

tit K. 
Heavily, adv. ff; to weigh heavily upon one’s 

mind, 46-58 Hot, BIS HG ; to tax heavily, 

i PL; heavily taxed, aR, Ar 4y ; to press heavi- 
ly, Miz, WIE ; heavily laden, wk, HA. 

Heaviness, n. Weight, a 4%: heaviness of mind, 

BA; slucgishness, 4H A; heaviness of the 

head, pfiafr. 
Heavy, a. Weighty, i, ff, i, ZEA; dejected, 

BER, BOF, BEM; a heavy burden, #jH, 
Wify, WA; to carry a heavy weight, Hm, 
44 ff ; to have a heavy responsibility, “a fe ; it 
is very heavy, JER, (AF HE; too heavy, Wri 

Bl, “Ki, GBA; how heavy is it? A AAEDE, 
ae HF ; heavy eyes, HAL, [EA ; a heavy hand, - 
Wh F. ; heavy taxes, AE; heavy interest, Fl, 

A, ; indolent, peg : a heavy shower, —filt 
KW ; heavy rain, ~EVYEA RP; it will fall heavy 



HEE 

upon him, 524i Aj cae a heavy fine, 40; 
{o rest heavy upon one, 7 af & |. ; to feel very 

heavy, Bite fp, Higa: a heavy writer, a fi; 
a heavy style, a heavy mind, fifi; a heavy 
storm, je Hy ; heavy roads, EAS 47 2.1% ; heavy 
metal, large guns, Ky; ane ane J Fa 
light and heavy, 9 qr. 

Heavy-handed, a. $F. 
Heavy-headed, a. wet 
Hebrew, n. or a. (A 2 

4 (A weah : the Hebr ewe ¥ (ABA, BEA. 
Hectare, n. A French measure containing a hund- 

red ares, or nearly 2} English acres, jj 74+42 

Heetic, Hectical, a. J ORE AY. em. 
Hectogram, Hectogramme, n. A hundred gram- 

mes, or about 3 4 oz. avoirdupois, Se FP = iy 4. 
Heciometer, Hectometre, n. A hundred metres, or 

about 328 Enelish feet, WAT ARR 
Heetor, v.t. To threaten, Zi ; to tease or vex, 

tie fe. 
Hedge, n. BE, HE 03, HEHE, HAVE, BE; a bamboo 

hedge, 74 HF ; a thorn-hedee, ys4. 
Hedge, x. ¢. To inclose with a hedge, [El Ug 64. 
Hedge-hog, n. See, See, NY, WRT. 
Hedging-bill, mn. gi 625 Hg. 
Hediasmus, n. PZ. 
Hedysarum palchellum, n. pif Fe. 
Heed, v.¢. ‘l'o take notice of, sro, Ot, FTA. 
Ban : ; not heed, As}, AEE, AE ; do not heed 

him, Eee ASAE ft. 
Heed, n. Care, ¥Myt); attention, #7 .%; 
tha ; take heed, rots, Tek. 

Heedful, a. uots, PEL > wary, Hot. 
Heedfulness, n. 7h. 
Heedless, a. PE BIG, HE forth, Wes , YEARS, Re 28, 
ETP, TER, ay So Headless, ieee AE ; heedless 

in one’s words, Oe seedless and tardy, } 

Heedlessty, adr. # eR, eee, wire ; to do things 
heedlessly, Fiws H; iy a. 

Heel, n. The hind part of the foot, JAAN, REIT, 
Hi, TE, HR, BE; the heel of a shoe, REIN, Hy, 

ic; the shoes down at the heel, slip-shod, #£ 
HsHtE; to follow one at the haae EtG Ih FF 

to tread down the heel of the Sn oes, Sag Hse 3 
{o kick up one’s heels, fl! ## Jj PF4; from head 
to heel, ff Gfi3e AHI; {0 be always at one’s heels, 

BIRR NIE: 
{o take to the heels, 

; the Hebrew language, 

caution, 

ie ae 

{o show 

_ the heels of, to outrun, $156, dE 5G; heel-bone, 

ier. 

to be at the heels, FRANKIE, PéRR; | 
the | 

heels, $k5E ; to lay by the heels, 88$2 ; to have | 

(585) HEL 

Hegemonic, Hegemonical, a. sem, 

Hegira, n. Tel lel cE Hb 2. 
Heifer, n. 2, “REEF, “FAB. 
Height, Hight, n. 7, HH, ie 

height, LEE aS 
se, WE; 3 of great 

> 1 a4: 227; the height of a 
mountain, [If 3 the height is about, #4; the 

deerces of latitude, ##} ; of a greater height, 
Tosa, Wy. mys; the height of glory, 47 
#e; the height of EP EaSee, Boi, Wace He. 

Heighten, Highten, v. t. BE, BA, AZ, Bit 
As ; to heighten the spirits, FIL; to height- 
en the beauty, Jib 32; to heighten their 

courage, If {5 Wit, WNL, BEBE. 

Heightened, Hightened, pp. or a. Tes iE. 
Heig! htening, Hight ped ppr. or a. Bs. 
Heinous, a. Hateful, Tf 8%; odious, # jt; enor- 

mous, E38, HEE, ZG, KiB, SHE, AUR: 
atrocious, 4-]B ; 

2 OE, HSE. 
Heinously, adv. BY BE, APH. 
Heir, 2. iil, fa). GE iti), ACE ; an adopted heir, 

Ae tin), Hee Me 3 joint-heir, JE) ; heir to an im- 

perial throne, -&-f- ; heir to a royal throne, {E 

; heirs of God and joint-heirs with Christ, 

; a heinous crime, BSE, Te 

“is fil SUES Tel ; no heir, Heil] ; heir to one’s 
father’s property, #24¢ 3 #. 

Heir, v. t. ARACHE. 
Heir-apparent, n. Imperial heir-apparent, KF, 
HE, BGK; voyal heir-apparent, {Ik-¥- ; chief 
euardian to the heir-apparent, Jef -K(®; the 
heir-apparent of a feudatory, $f. 

Heir-loom, n. 3 #,¢--44, 3. 
Heir-presumptive, n. EAS aa) F.- 
Heirdom, n. HEY St, i) SE ZS. 
Heiress, a. Ay fii). 
Heirless, a. A il £08 ite] - 

Helianthus, n. 324b, Wz AH SE, iy ABE. 

Heliocentric, a. A rts ; hielic centric longitude, 
Ho#8)€ ; heliocentric parallax, SHE Oe. 

Heliography, n. Ae aR- 
Heliolatry, n. FEA #, FFA Za. 
Heliometer, n. at SS 
Ticlioscope, n. HE Al x. (WS AR. 
Helispherie, Hel ispherical, a Helispherical line, 
liclix, n.; pl. Helices. Land car i 2, DEAR, $F 

he: helix of the ear, Eig, ELS). 

Hell, n. 335k, EW, FET. KG to go to hell, 3x 
ib fk; in hell, Ze iW hks fi : (2 fH] ; the fire of hell, 
Jie Fak ZAR; the suffering in hell, S04 2 FeH ; 
when in hell, Ze #RZNE deserves to go to 
hell, MEYS Wy Fan ; LOSERS: ihe deepest hell, #7 7 

War AVS 2Vi 



HEL 

Ju a Sis Fak ; (he gates of hell, the power of Satan, 

SUS Fk ZI, BE SA HE 
hell of serpents, HE I ff; a hell of sawing 
asunder, $i ff Hy 4ék ; a capital of hell, * 88 #p i, 

Hell-black, «a. Sis ROLF SA. 

Hell-lound, n. 4yy fh Hf. 
Hellebore, n. #2) (2), MES. 

Hellish, a. Jip ek f4j ; malignant, fe RK; detestable, 
Ty SE. 

Helin, ». fej, HAR. RELF; to hold the helm, to | 
steer, fe, FRG, JY; to ease the helm, #£ 
fit ; 10 port the helin, Fee ; 

pili, (2: HENS. 
Helm, Helmet, n. #8, ne as, Hea. Hes, By. 
Helminthic, a. HAMpe, Wt (iy. 

Helmsman, ». #41 hae “GET. HED. AE KF K. 
Help, v. t. To aid, ith, 4), F030, A I. Aa 
i nN, dk, HIM. dk, Fil, att, i, $8, FE, a, Ww 

ii; to relieve, #%&; to succor and assist, TK BE 

to help one another, AMAHY, AHF}; to help with 
money, #7, Jj#k; to help the poor, PRE ; to 

help the people, de Et ; 

to a slice of ham? F& HRI YE i ip BR ; to 

help one into the carriage, $e |-¥R, PTF HH. 
to help any one down, #e AF; help yourself, 

POET. BH HERE Es help him, HUI sfA; to help 
on, HN; to help out, #2; to help over, #& 
38% ; to help oe, Hi¥ ; to help one off, F/R; to 
help to, ff, 4; brothers help and assist one 
another, hie MLADAIII), SL AFR ER; divine 
help, 7 2% fi; spiritual help, jufqw; to help 
kindly, Fy ffi; help me, JfpAe, 447 ; 

Help, n. Aid, Ff}; relief, Bc, #¥; to find help, 

{AP ; to ery out for help, PRR; to bring 
lielp, JI, Pelff7; there is no help for it, Sj Ani fy: 
divine help, Bk iif. 

Vlelped, pp. Wyith, HET. 
Helper, n. FSF, DR; you are my helper, 

AM, SFR 5 ON HAA ; 
24, Mgt 

Helping, ppr. or a. SN, He, Hi}, HH; a helping 
hand, HH=; a helping word, Hy; lend a 
helping hand, S{fj—¥E 77 ; 
willingly, fj 48s]. 

Helpless, a. SES, MET; i, MT HE, MHS, Ji 

* Representations of the Buddhist’s hell can be seen in 
the so called chambers of horrors in the igf/\!4j. It is coun- 
terivited in U ees s History of Buddhism. 

tH 
a helper in difficulties, i 

the Buddhists have a | 

Lik 

the helm ofa state, | 

to help people in diffi- | 
culty, RAL, WA 2%; shall T help you) 

help to | 
finish that business, Jfpji&%7\ Yt ; to help will- 

each one helping | 

HEM 

#75, EI a helpless FAME, EMCO, 4 
cripple, qi pe. 

| Helplessness, n. MEPE F. 
| Helpmate, Helpmeet, n. A companion, ff, #§;a 

wife, Py. 

Helter-skelter. Cant words denoting hurry and 

| confusion, sal, bal, HP hz TAL: ACOLT RL 
Helve, n. 25H f§- 

| Hem, n. The border of a garment, FH, BEES, 4H 

8, Fall, gs 
Hem, v. t. HE %, BES, Wi, WE; to hem 

sleeves, HK A f1; to hem the lower end of a 
| dress, $k #JH] ; to hem a handkerchief, PRE: 
| to hem in, [A f&, Hf, EE, BB. 
| Hem, v. 7. To congh, i. 
Hematite, ». (¢#% Z- 

Hemerocallis japonica, n. Fe 244E ; the hemerocal- 
lis fulva, Ui, SoReEe. 

Hemi, signifies half, like demi and semt. 2B. 
| Hemierany, n. —7 DER. 
Hemicycle, n. 42ffJ, “AFR. 

| Hemipter, n. ; pl. Hemiptera. #) FAR fy. 
Hemisphere, n. 42%; the eastern hemisphere, 
HEE TK; the yee n hemisphere, PyaEER. 

| Hemlock, n. 3 2, EP AW HE A. 
|Hemmed, pp. ee a. heres PEI; hemmed 

in, [EV f. 
Hemming, ppr. PE, PHE- 

Hemorrhage, n. ffirié; external hemorrhage, 4h 

Lit 5 internal hemorrhage, Fy fiLdt- 
| Hemorrhoids, n. The piles, 74, FE. 
Hemp, » ils female of the plant cannabis, fit, 

nt, ae: ae TT ME St, Jit; the male plant, 

Se hit, WikZS, FEN; the general term for hemp 
is Se Sik, HL: coarse cloth of hemp, #4 fit 4H; 
fine hemp, 4 ji 71i; hemp aloes, jk 2B Mit; 
soaked hemp, & ff. ; hemp-seed oil, fii Zh ; hemp- 

seed, fit, hit{<, BE it, Hag; to twist hemp, 
Aihit; undressed hemp, 4E fit, #; the mind 
confused or troubled, like tangled hemp, hel 
Ase; a coarse kind of hemp, ¢¢; to hatchel 
hemp, #%: a staif of hemp is useless, fifeRPAy 
#t. (* The same as next.) 

Hemp-aloe, n. i PE hit. 
| Hemp-nettle, n. Grass-cloth-nettle, 

tenacissima, urtica tenacissima, 

Grass-cloth. 
lene a. Se OE. Ji (E fr; hempen thread, fig 

, RE; hempen fibres, #; hempen rope, fig 
HR, Thi $i hempen fabrics, fi; 47 ; hempen shoes, 

WBE, HLJBLs a hempen dress, Iie ¥2. 

| 

baehmeria 

aE fit. See 



Hen, n. 688, SUR, HOME, IGE. 
Hen-coop, n. $£ 78. 
Hen-hearted, a. $6. E, Sey. 
Hen-house, n. SE), HEA, HERI. 

Hen-pecked, a. ae He SIE By be, BEE H- 
Hen-roost, n. SEF}, Hy, SiEBE. 
Henbane, n. 4A 2%. See Hyoscyamus. 
Hence, adv. From this place, R&WE KE, rh lig EB, 

HIE, A JE, GEE; from this time, JE#, But 
LB, AG LB; ten years hence, 7% + 4E; 

not many days hence, BAe A, FHHEK; hence, 
from this cause or reason, PRL, HELI, Age, 
SER, Be IEZ fk; hence there is or there are, 
Pr LA; far hence, Pes Aa. 

Henceforth, adv. AFLG, IL, i B- 
Henceforward, adv. A ELIE. 
Henchman, Henciiboy, n. RHE, WiWa N. 
Hendecagon, n. -+-— 49 (ty lml, 4-34 JE. 
Henna, n. Fiz HZE 

Hepatic, Hepatical, a. HF AY. 
Hepatitis, n. FR. 
Heptade, n. &, Ea. 
Heptagon, n. (S63, KSI. 
Heptahedron, n. AC ii fis- 
Heptandria, n. BeEsAs, CELE. 
Heptaphyllous, a. Ea fi. 

el ; Heptarchy, n. PEAY 

England, 3: pg. 
Her, * an adjective, or pronominal adjective, 

of the third person belonging to a female. {B 

WE, ABA, AAS, EK, 1, AAS. DOA 
A fig; he vexes her, (EB (HN) PPE (AWN); 

her son, (HIE EE hi 2 F- 
Herald, ug {8 43 Z'E) ak ee i, ih A, TRF ; the 

herald who directs the imperial ceremonies, %¥ P et 
=e the herald of a governor-general, 18 2 

ae a. 3X EN (9. 

peplry, n. CF 5 SO, HR CD Se, HE ee FD 
z 

Herb, n. Wf, ill; edible herbs, AE, sf 4E; medi- 
einal eo eM > oreen herbs, FPL, FFAS: a 
place where no herb grows, REZ Ih. 

Herb-woman, n. Yet. 
Herbaceous, a. 2 fvy, HOE, AVE Ay. 
Herbage, n. #9. 
Herbal, a. or n. PERE, AE ME fy, BLAS A; a book 

that contains the names and descriptions of | 
plants, ArBe. 

Herbalist, ». A person skilled in plants, fi} 2% -£ ; 

-* AEA. 

the heptarchy of 

=: ; oe 

HER 

one who makes collections of plants, #Pee7E 
laa 

Herbarium, n.; pl. Herbariums. A collection of 
specimens of plants carefully dried and pre- 
served, 38% 724 7X. 

Herbescent, a. HY f5, AE A ee. 

| Herbivora, 2. Pe SE FEE BR. 
Herbivorous, a. 4 ij. 
Herculean, «a. von 

strength, He4ff 4 Jy. 
ee a n. A hero of antiquity, Hex. 

Herd, * n. Pf, f¥; a herd of cattle, —PE4b;a 
herd of Ace — TF RE. Be HEME. 

Herd, n. A keeper A cattle, HeAb. 
Herd, v. 7. To unite or associate, as beasts, XE, 

WEE, Jag 48. 

Herdsman, n. 4k, HN, GAH, AEBS A. 

Here, adv. Wok, UE. ZESE, UEWE, 463%, Wk, 
SE aL, SEP WF; he is hero, (BRAIN, (UZEIE; 
not here, (i MR » BEDE: Tam here, 4 E JE; 
come here, WS pk , A€JE; here and there, fx 
JE; morning liere and evening too, Hi jsiyv 
TAF; bring it here, HEHE IEE ny AG UE. 

Hereahout, Herealouts, adv. #J UE JE, UE EE, 

ISfE As 58 - 
Hereafter, adv. JE, tal HB, ATR, 3% BR, 43 2K, 

A UE LR. 
Hereby, adv. Live Wy, LIVE, rok, FE ve. 
Herein, adv. Zev, JE, LUE, Tevez 
Hecon adv. tH pk. 

Hereon, adv. Al gk. 
Hereto, adv. Jk, WEE. 

Heretofore, adv. jig AE, LI Ie, 

— fy, Hy. 
Hereunto, adv. Je UE. PIE. 

Hereupon, adv. JL. 
Herewith, adv. WE. 

Hereditary, a. JERE, BERS, HER, Me; hereditary 
titles, HEF, {ks}; hereditary monarchy, RR 
YF; hereditary nobility, # ¢f, {kG}; a hered- 
itary baron, {it ot BPP; a hereditary office, 
{It WR, BE PE FE; hereditary prince, ERs B 

hereditary property, {Ii 3€; “the descendants of 

Confucius bear the hereditary title of Yen- 

shing-kung,” fF fig toy WERE FFE ZS. 
Heresy, n. Fede, WEL, Aid, Wie, FA. Ahi; 

do not believe heresy, Mi &¢-(29, AA) (2 FH; to 

propagate heresy, i Fp. 
| Heretie, n. Fh He A, Bens A nite Bk i, 

#4BE ; 0 believer in heresies, fa he 

large, herculean Ee s 

— |i), tte > ape 

* See ph ie 



HER 

Heretical, a. 1. IF, HE ty HEA. 
Herisson, n. HIETAS.- 

Heritage, 1. it) Fe, WHE, Ae BE- [PGA 
Hermaphredite, n. PR AME NA, PE phik A As, i 

Hermaphreditic, 

WE, MEAL Fs ee Pe 
Hermeneutic, Hermeneutical, o. ffi, MRS fry. 
Hermeneutics, n. The science of interpretation, 

iE AE Z BE, BE ERE HR 
Hermetic, Hermetical, a. Perfectly close, #32, 3 

‘Gi ; the hermetic science, i i: [igs 
Hermetically, adv. Hermetically sealed, BF Ai] 
Hermit, n. Fey 8, Aa, Ge, Tee, y J; the 

hermit crab, pagurus, Ayah, By Rak 
Hermitage, n. F&4:, 4p PY. 
meek n. Wee, Ws hernia scrotalis, | Be 

Jin; the pop: le ar name is RRR 

Hero, 7. DUE, 5 Be, Heit, Sebe, Hee ES Bets, Se 
eee al young hero, see the hero 
of the age, Fy kwe HE, = 
a hero, 3e zie Sac ihe ; the son of a hero will ke a 

hero, JeAede-F. 
Heroie, a. Pertaining to a hero or horoes, 3e4{F 

fig, SEG; a heroic nation, 3e ee BY; a heroic 
age, Howey ik ; valiant, esq, Beg. 

Heroically, adv. 524%. 

Heroine, n. tel $e TAGE, Hf. 

Heroism, n. Se 5, wea. HEHE ZR; 
% Re 

heroism, LGe5R. 

Heron, 2. ae ae wa, #228; the white egret 
heron, & #, Fe, FERS 

Herpes, n. Se ; bless a herpes zoster, JELHE IG, 
[| eat ; to have the herpes, 2E##; ringworm, 
AS FS iii, HLS ML, ‘£6 : herpes at the upper 

end of the thighs, $hPY iy. 
Herpetic, a. Haefvy, HeORR. 
Herring, n. Clupea, {ili ; dark green herring, 

Tye ; herring, oreenish, mouth small, belly 
smooth, yentrals opposite dorsal, Hee herring, 
small, silvery, Win ; herring, gobio, Jz kz iF 
hercing: belly serrate, ventral small, rays 7, 

partly free, =%2; herring, megalops, fq; 

herring. bluish silvery, De (it herring, lone, 
silvery, aft}; herring, Lroad, silvery, Sg4@ if ; 

herring, chivocentras Mi JJ; herring, chat- 
oessus, 7H4H; red herrings, er fill G, Hy th a ; 
ve Bled Pern gl fl ELT 

{2 ( Ag AME, tb Ay ; 
a friend of Heidt It I) He, fi, % AC; this house 
is hers, lg RRS (OPE, IEE (lt 2% Be ; it is hers, 

ra 7 fll Sa A - 

aie Heide; the spirit of 

(588) 

Hermaphroditical, a. 4249 Bz | 

| Hesperian, a. Pay fg. 

Herself, * pron. Ria a ‘(Ue = WH AT: 
is she herself, #5 GG, 42 AL A G; she is a 
herself, LB 

Hesitate, v. 7. To stop or ae respecting decision 
or action, hs doubt, 5& Fl, ON SE, FRR, Fe BE, 

RL, ae to wa fs ES, =WMMe. Pitkass 

Ae, CoE. WE, ALUeky ; to hesitate in de- 
ciding, 4 af;. 

Hesitaied, pp. Bee eg 
Hesitating, ppr. or a. BASE, te Re, TE BE, BEE, 

Peete, He Fe AE AH, a. 
Hesitation, n. Bg Hi, IN SE A, GE (il He, EM 8; 

hesitation is the robber of business, 733% 77 [pk 

| 4b - 
Hesperian, n. (HF A 

Heteroclite, n. AIE. 
Helerodox, a. Tech, FU MM, FF IE FAY, 
Heterodoxy, n. hz, FIER. 
Hetcrogencal, Heterogeneous, a. 

similar in kind, BORSA, SiR. 
Heterogenity, n. Page. 

734 
uh 

Unlike or alist 

| Heterophyllous, a. FRESE fig. 
Hetman, n. A Cossack commander-in-chief, 5: pA, 

| Hew, v.t 

with great 

f. 
; pret. hewed ; pp. hewed, hewn. To cut 

with an ax, ili, £&, WEE, AK ; to hew in pieces, 
mH. Wr, HN, Wil, HE; to hew timber, (ERAS, 
HE WAS, ARAS ; to hew off, BRE, Ay, WK. 

Hewed, pp. or a. BiB, BS - 

Hewing, ppr. By. 

Hexagon, a. AN FGA, BIE A> A fy, WiSIE- 

Hexahedron, n. A cube, F722 fy, Wi He: 
| Hexameter, n. FX ARB.- 
| Hexandria, n. p\PRxEAg. 
| Hexaneular, a. A\ f§ fig. 

| Hexapod, » 

Hexapetalous, a. YEH fry. 

Hexaphyllous, a. pX He fg. 
Hexapla, vn. yah Bek. 

. An insect having six feet, py 2 gh. 
Hey, enn {ifrayyy . RIE 

| Hiatas, n. Bab, YO, Wy; hiatus, in gram- 
mar, Nie Ip Hie Fe. 

Hibernal; at. eens to winter, AKAj. 
Hibernate, v. 7. To winter, J&A, Re, WY. 
Hibernating, pees a. Hibernating insects, % 

at 
Ty 

i tice us, n. Double red hibiscus. AHL fits AX; double 

pale red hibiscus, "Pp jit 3; white hibiscus, 
A fh 385 Libivcus, double bull, AFF FRG ; pay 

ple hibiscus, 4 fit 3X <habeleind m vutabelen ia 

* SCA 



HIE 

25, BE; hibiscus rosa sinensis, $LUg 3 hibis- 

cus okro, “ig ty 3. 

Hiccough, n. Wei. 
Hiccough, v. 7. $y Me, Fy le. FTI. 
Hid, Hidden, pp. of hide, or a. Concealed, FEE, 

wale ; sceret, Fz, wh, AE, Peis, Hy; hidden 
doctrine, Fla 34 ; hidden from the eyes, FE 
J&A; hid away, 9et— jE ; hid very close, 

ABI eee. 
Hide, v.#.; pret. hid; pp. hid, hidden. To with- 

hold or withdraw from sight, 3301, FETE, 3, 

Se: IE, FSS, HIE HF THik, {K, [i iM, MK, 

a. to hide one’s self, AHL, #i!, A [EE ; hide 
quickly, Pe fife; to hide away in obscurity, 
Fag sk ; to hide or keep secret, F&%; to 
hide, as one’s evil acts, Rf; to hide in the 

bosom, #2; to hide by covering, WH, MEE, 3, 
VEE, He{E; to hide one’s face, Wifi ; clouds 
wee the moon, 327%) ; to hide from view, 
ER, SEE ; to hide stolen property, |lii IR; to 
ide from others, to keep secret, P23. 

Hide, v. 7. To lic concealed, FUR ; to hide and 
seek, JH J. 

Hide, n. The skin of an animal, j& ; raw hides, 
AE ye, WE, ZERE, JER, WY; cow-hide, 4F yk. 

Hide, n. In the ancient laws of E ngland, a cer- 
tain portion of land, tf. 

Hide-bound, a. Hide-hound, as a tree, BE yk fry. 
Hideous, a. Shocking to the eye, RHEER TR, Me 

PE, PHL TE F) He, UI, PR ER, Sh; detestable, 
Ty) BZ ; a hideous face, I, MUAY Thr. 

Hideously, adv. Ina manner to frighten, je} Ay 

fa, HY SS, RCE RY Hs. 
Hideousness, n. (PEN) HERE, PEA, TY BE. 
Hiding, ppr. Concealing, FEE, IF, gust, ele. 
Hiding-place, n. 95 ZK, FREE Zh. 
Hie, v. 7. To hasten, #tfry, iH, Sisk. 

Hierarch, ». es BL, Lae, HH Rak. 
Hierarchical, EAI 5 a hierarchical govern- 

ment, wea, iii? Ex se FBC. 
Hierarchy, n. = Si) ZI, EB ERE. 
Hieratic, a. 28 Bl fy; deneogea tod to sacred uses, 

Fe He fry ; ieratie writing, Be 4e. 
Hierocracy, n. 7% ZL. 
Hieroglyph, Hieroglyphic, . Outlines of natural 

objects, #JfZ; ideographs or PCIE 
@& FF; phonetic hicroglyphics, #Ie 3: 
pical hieroelyphics, (he fi @ 

Hierographic, Hierographical, a. Pertaining to 
sacred writing, 245 fj. 

Hierology, n. 3244 im. 

; lro- 
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Hierophant, ». 28 5), HH. 
Higele, v. 7. To carry provisions about and offer 

them for sale, MF; to chafler, tH (GLE FE. 

Iieh, “ Big se, tea ah JN), Tayop> a, zi, HL 

| SB, > Th, te, PE, WK, Se, Ip [a » Wa, aE, We A, 

K, [, 3258, PRG; a high siete TE, RE; 

a high FSIS 3 3); a high mountain, FIL, 

“er, Ep; high and precipitous, 4: A WEWMe ; 

high, as trees, , HH 5 a high tree, 7 tt, H, 
Hie, Ha a forest of high trees, —fKARAS; a 
high forehead, js; high antiquity, Ew, 
{it ; the high sea, KE, BE: ; a high sea, x 
3A; from on high, A _{, pyt.; on high, 

EE; higher, $7, 73H; highest, > & Ek, 

ae |-, ix i> Piss JA; ten feet hich, woe 

ai 

ye; the sun is high, #2tigy, Ay; at high 
noon, #7; a high wind, A}, MlZE; it is 
high time, J¥4; high tone or sound, fi. 

RE; a high, precipitous shore, fii }Rt, BeBe; to 
play high, Alf; a high price, Fifa, Aji, ( 

RB, (: £2 5: very high in price, sis R to 
carry the head high, P55, 1 it, ee; high 
rate of interest, (RT: ty 4,8; the rate of 

interest is very high, #4; to sell to the 

highest bidder, Hi ; high treason, st eA iM; 
high charch, A He & REF ; high and low, 
(&, GH, (EH); the Most High, 38 |- 4%; high 

reasoning, Fy, Bam, AA BR; a high spirit, 
Tw > high words, pH ; a high horder, Bye 

a high station, #3; high and honorable, (~ 
#.; high cheek-bones, }3 iii, WEHE, VERA; a 
wife with hieh cheek-bones will kill a husband, 
(49 } HOSE RI: the hi¢h road, AG, Ki; a 

high house, wat} Fe; a high office, 3 By ft; high 
officer, KX, BE 3 high officers sent to visit 
‘the court from princes, #€j; high and sublime, 
HHH; high, as heaven, Kis, BER A; the 
higher regions, #33§; high chancellor, KM 

High-aiming, a. 0A, ERB- [eas 
High-aspiring, a. Bye, Hal, BH. 
High-born, a. ERA, BS PYZAEAS. 
High-flavored, a. jefe, BiB; 

venison, }fi 7. 

High-flown, a. High-flown Line UE BK, SG 
High-flying, a. High-flying talk, PSS, #9. lf. 
High-handed, a. Sj 94 (15, JE. $8 E ; high-handed 

measures, $y fF. 
High-hearted, a. J YUM. 
High-minded, a. Be fk, SR. Ae. 

| High-place, n. i 

high-flavored 

High-priest, n. BBS. 
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Hich-road, n. ApR, Kk. 
High-seasoned,-a. jf GJ. 

High-seated, a. 44 EE, ht, BA. 
High-sounding, a. FAAS. 

High-spirited, a. 53%, Wa ids (1, bul, WEN, i 
FL, Jet; Lold, Fe. 

High-swelling, a. RAN. 
High-toned, a. i fj. 
High-wroucht, a. Ap. 
High-water, n. 7K, plik. 
Highland, n. WI, Whe. 

Highlander, n. (4:55 (U4. 
Highly, adv. #h, fix, #, Hy; highly priced, fF 

ft; highly interesting, BE Mg, 46 Ga. | 
Highness, n. Hlevation above the surface, 73 jz ; | 

royal highness, =f: |-, -f-&; your highness, +- 
Hight, n. See Height. 

High-way, n. ASG, ASR. HES. RRB, LR. 
Highwayman, ». HRIbk, This, seelbe, FT MAPK. 
Hilarity, ». Glee, Pee, 3% He, PEW, Bese. 

Hill, n. qj, (Sf; a hill of earth, 1, Je Wy, BE; 
up hill, FE 1, # Up; down hill, v4 wy, PF Ws 
at the hill-side, 4 (37%; the side of a bill, #, 

FE, js; hills and rivers, LJ], [ja ; a con- 
ical hill, 4 [Rl 27 Wy, HF; a circular hill, Hq, 
Ws; a solitary hill, SUL, wR, IF: craggy hills | 
or hills rising over hills, (ih, ik, WY; a high, 

isolated hill or peak, WE, WEE, WEN; a bill with 
{wo peaks, I; a double bill, $f iy, GE, ls 
a sharp-pointed hill, Eq, Wile; am undula- 
ting range of hills, PE 47% IU He AR XZ IL sa pass 
ina hill, pf]; hills and mountain ranges, | 
#i; hills and mounds, [J43.; a high hill, 7 W, 

yo, wat, NPEWME, HESS, Wh es a hill covered with 
trees and vegetation, PIL, Ili; a serpentine 
path along a hill, 477 2% Wy PG; a steep hill br 
Wf, iff; am abrupt hill, JM; a cave in a hill, ty 

RX; a hollow hill, ee; an ant-hill, MERp, 14; 

the hills of the immortals, = fj ;a steep, abrupt 
hill, Wh; vapor or mist on a hill, qpist, We; 

windings among hills, i; a bare bill, jie, 
Felly; the foot of a hill, ply. 

Hillock, n. fr, Jk, bf, Wtf. st, Wie, BA, WE 

My, Psa. 
Hillpath, n. (UW, Wy. 
Hillside, n. |lj5%. 

Hilltop, ». |LJA, tid. [HR AU 

Hilly, co. WJ, HUG WMS, WWE, OSE Ee, BL 
Hilt, n. The hilt of a sword, @9A, GJ, Bl) Ef, al 
gas; the guard on hilt, $#; the handle of 
anything, JC, 4. 

Lie. Be 

| Hilted, a. #740, 4 Hi. 
| Him, pron. 4B, fli, 2, te, fF. 

Himself, pron. {2 4 &, fi G; he did it himself, 

| {24 Ck, th A (—%; he himself went, {ay 
CA, fit A £E; he points to himself, dF A GZ, 
dit AS ; by himself, Wig# 1p Ze, 4 fy ZE ; it 

| is like himself, [5] i — #8, #2 fth— 3h. 
| Hind, n. The female of the stag, #E, AC HERE. 
| Hind, x. A domestic, 3 J\; a servant, # ; a peas- 
ant, PEALE; a rustic, PAZ. 

Hind, a. In opposition to the fore-part; as, the 
hind legs of a quadruped, #% ji. 

| Hinder, «. ¢. FHT), PEL BE, HB PHL, PH Dim 1 We, 

PHdii, 42, 452, FEE; do not hinder him, pk 

BEL AE. 
_Hinderance, Hindrance, n. $449) 44, PAB 4p, BL 

iv; Without let or hindrance, 4né BA 4 eg. 
| Hindered, pp. Pi, FHI. 

Hinderer, n. Pi BE Ay, Dy HE. 

Hindering, ppr. or n. fH1), BABE, WERE. 
Hindermost, a. See Hindmost. 

Hindmost, a. IRENE, KB, BBA. 
| Hindoo, Hindu, ». A native of Hindustan, Fp) A, 

KA. 
Hinge, n. $%, Hi, HME; the hinge of a door, PY 

$x; the hinge of a state, F$fi ; the controlling 
power, ike, His; the pin of a hinge, esp; 
{o he off the hinges, sgl. 

Hinge, r. t. To furnish with hinges, #ge, Sp PE. 
Hint, ». To give one a hint, BEAR, BARR, A; to 

fake the hint, 44H. 

Hint, v.¢. To hint at, (Asi, ME-BR, Fy mes Be, HOPE. 
Hinted, pp. Hinted at, Wiydi Tf. 
Hip, n. The projecting part of an animal, Je}R, 

Aci, BLU, 4B 8F; the hip joint, KAZE GH, Ai, 
ff; to smite hip and thigh, $47 Hf. 

| Hip-roof, Hipped-roof, n. 4877. 7. 
| Hippocamp, x. }figA5. 
| Hippocentaur, x. 42 FRAP A w (&. 
| Hippodrome, n. jy 5H. 
| Hippopalathum, rn. --} 7H. 
| Hippophagous, n. @ EGA fy. 
| Hippophagy, n. EIEAH. 

| Hippopotamus, n. jaf 55. 
Hippuric acid, n. By hei. 

| Hippuris, n. Horse-tail, 4 B28. 
Hirein, ». 2ey &. 

| Hire, v. t. To hire a servant, boat, &e., fi, FE, af, 
fii; to hire a house, %, iL, HL4%, HE; to hire 
lahorers, {1 ; to hire one’s self to labor, ff 

1471, HL, 1H; to hire a boat, emme, FH APE 
——— 
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to hire a house, 4 [aj ; to hire a room, 
Fe, fle -F ; to hire out, Hite, HI; to Hite a 

field, #1. FA, FEF. See Let and Rent. 
Hire, n. The price, reward or compensation paid 

or contracted to be given for the temporary use | 
of a thing, ff, fH #8; the compensation paid for 
personal services, T.(%, Ti, 1. $8, 1. ; boat- 

hire, fmf, MEM; coach-hire, WiffL;a month’s | 

hire, 4. [3S fg. 
Hired, pp. or a. ff, 2S, 43H; to be hired, 
Hireling, n. i L447 LS, ee eee 

Hirer, n. FES, He, WH, WH. [ee 
Hiring, ppr. (it, thf, A. 
Hirsute, a. Shagey, 447 fj. 

His, pron. possessive of he. (EG, (2(15, Ay, UL 
JK; his book, {BI sf ae, W405 Ab BE; a friend 
of his, {E0PE AH Ac, (th 727; H. E., his excellency, 
KN, AK; H. 1. M., His Imperial Majesty, 

Hispid, «. SE (4, MRE. [2b 
Hiss, v. 7. To give a strong aspiration resembling 

the noise made by a serpent, {£ I 3 my, ill tp. 
Hiss, v. t. To condemn by hissing, (Feet, (frit 

Mij#e; to hiss on the stage, WEES, 
Hissing, ppr. or a. Hissing, as a serpent, (fh; 

hissing on the stage, WEEE ; a hissing 
sound, jx BA. 

Historian, n. 343% ; official historians, safe ; im- 
perial historians, 7H, Zc, FH; a public 
historian, fy. 

Historic, Historical, a. HPF, tA, TE: historical 
records, Ha, #1, HG@; historical writings, 
i 48; historical excerpta, 14) 
Classic of China, ###%; historical accounts, 78, 
zak » 1. 

Higiorioovaplier, n. HB, FL HK, eH, (EGG 
#% ; official historiographer, thf; court histo- 
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‘an | 

; the Historical | 

riographers, 7 !, #7 #1; president of court his- | 
toriographers, Jc. 

History, n. pH, Wee, ha, By eyes JU» ines $i SEE ; 

universal or general history, }5&. iW ie, ae. 

history aernyelet, #e Yt; History of the Three 
States (after the fall of the Han dynasty), = 
i; ancient history or records, 7 ¥!; history of 
China, rfs fa] Ht ; history of a state, f Ht; history | 
of a person, f#f, KZA : to write a history, | 
{Eh ae $0 3P, GENE, GRE; to compile a history, 

TSE, ses. 

HOA 

W297, 47 HL; to hit the mark or centre, Ff rp, 
| Stee, GE, Bites, eh; to hit or guess right, 

Sires, fae; to re or suit one’s idea, i AR, 
Fx RE, TH: ye A; to hit off, PAH!; not hit it, 

Pee 
Hit, To strike against, fii25, fiizF ; to hit 

with ine hand, 4A; to hit with the back of the 
hand, #5347, HW 47. #8; to hit on or upon or 
meet by good Inck, i $84, 32504, FGAL HE; to hit 
upon any one, Fiji J. 

Hit, n. A striking against, Ji ZF 3%; a chance, f§ 

4 2.34¢ 5 a lucky hit, 464%; by a lucky hit, 3 
74: a lucky hit or striking expression, which 
seems to hit the point, &¢ #8 SE, df EL. 

Hitch, v. 7. To move by jerks or with stops, 3347 
47; to be caught or hooked, phage FE, BRAK ; 
to hitch together, #£. 

Hitch, n. The act of catching, £449; a catch, Fy, 

4]; there isa hitch somewhere, 7y WS #ifl ; a knot, 
tf; a noose, IIE. OF: 

| Hitched, pp. Caught, ET, $4 J ; fastened, £4. 
Hitching, ppr. Hooking, £4. 

| Hither, adv. To this place, 3é, M8, WE IE, JER: 
come hither, WRMEB, 36 JE, FE. Fi 3S FE; 
hither and thither, JE 2, Ae 3; to run hither 

| and thither, Jp3e7R, WM OMAR GE, APR. 
| Hither, a. Toward the person speaking, fn, pees 

Hitherto, adv. fy ae, WEA, FEBS, FLAK, SSF. ZB 

HBF, BNF. 
ae adv. Jay JE. 

“Hive, n, Bee hive, WET, WEIR. SE9E, WERE WER, 
WEEE ; a swarm of bees, —PFi¥ ; a hive or com- 
pany, —3E. 

| Hive, v. t. To collect into a hive, BE I — Fh. 

“Ho, inten). DOG 2 AE. 
| Hoar, a. White, &, ‘ii, fa. 

Hoarfrost, n. 9%, we. 
Hoard, n. A store, 3%; a hidden stock, #3 R244, 

FESR; a heap, —HE. 
Hoard, x. ¢. HERE. AE, PI, SEAR, TR SR HE, 

Histrionic, Histrionieal, a. Pertaining to a stage- , ? 5 Saal 

player, JE, fE ft 
Hit, v. t. 

2, Bhs 2 a. 

it] AE, We A ; to hoard up wealth, #414 ; to hoard 
up money, wit $2 9; to hoard up for future 

use, AES 2H. 
Hoarder, n. TE #. 
Hoarding, ppr. Pd, HER. 
Hoariness, n. Ay yf #- 

| Hoarse, a. Having a harsh, rough, grating voice, 
as when affected with a icsiae Wi, Be. EW; a 
hoarse voice, # AK; to grow hoarse, jt FEM. 

; pret. and pp. hit. To strike or touch | Hoarseness, 7. ip i, mR, WEE, MRE, MOT EE. 
either with or without force, 37, $7), 77%, | Hoary, a. White, A, fi - a hoary head, fi, & 
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Wii, Aas, eit ane or weave whites IK 
Hoax, n. ERSEZ SE, ikke. \A- 
Hoax, rv. t. To deceive, MA, Ft Ff, ee to play a 

trick upon for sport, or without malice, 2k FR. 
Hobble, v. 7. To walk lamely, #774 4e4e RH, HERS, 

REF, EEL, Wh FF. 
Hobble-de-hoy, Hobble-te-hoy, n. 3 #. 
Hobby, n. die HE. 

Hobby, n. A strong active horse, Jf I; a figure 
of a horse on which beys ride, As Hy ; any favorite 
object, that which a person pursues with zeal 
and delight, A ip kg Be, Ji JE Be aR ; every one 
has his hobby, 4 P49 Gz. 

Hobby-horse, n. Av 1G; every one has his hobby- 

horse, Fah Baar 4A Vas. 
Hobgoblin, x. A fairy, WR, SURE, PE IT, PE, 

Hobnail, n. #¢5e¢y, £7 BG MB Ay Sy. 
Hock, n. Gia. 

Hockday, Hokeday, n. (tHe AF. 
Hocked, pp. Ff Asi. 
Hocuspocus, n. fee ; a jugeler’s trick, FEM. 
Hod, ». A kind of tray for carrying mortar and 

brick on the shoulder, )yg=}. 
Hod-basket, n. We Ze. 
Hodge-podge, Hotch-potch, n. FR HENS, AeA. 

Hoe, n. SSF, FLSA, SH, ike Sit. BASIE, BY, HE, HEE, 

Hoe, v. t. $f, #8, Wh; to hoe the fleld, 4} FA, Si] fA. 

ges n. HE, AK, BAK; a wild hog, lise, BPH; a 
hoar, 3% ZS, Be; a brutal fellow, WEY A; to 
feed a hog, AeiK. 

Hog, v.t. To cut the hair short, By E. 

Hog, v. i. iitth, AIK WE, MABIE. 
Hog-herd, n. WOK Fh. 
Hog-pen, n. 3 Ai. 
Hoe-skin, n. 7 J&R. 

Hog-sty, n. Hoan, 78 B- 
Hog’s lard, n. 7h. | i - 
Hoegish, a. He NRE; filthy, 7 fi; meanly selfish, 
Hogshead, n. A measure of capacity, containing 

63 wine gallons, or about 524 imperial gallons, 

Hogwash, n. #¥7c. LAH. 
Hoist, v. t. HE tt, fk 1, Jf le; to hoist a flag, FE 

He, F rat ie, Th iie, ay He, WE hit ; to hoist a sail, 4p 
1, Fp VE; to hoist up the yards, ££ jk WAL. 

Hoisted, pp. FE itis, Eley. 
Hoity toity. An exclamation, denoting surprise or 

disapprobation with some degree of contempt, 
Holeus, n. See Millet. ip 
Hold, v. t. ; pret. and pp. held. To keep fast, FA, ia 

{£, qt, Fy, =, TIO, tH, Fe, tx, HR, 42 ; to 

think, 4B, #, A, fh: ‘to contain, or to have 

capacity for, 7h, AS, BSA tH seal, ite ; to 

hold or defend, 4; to have, # ; to hold in the 

hand, $4 (E. 9b, Fe HEE FG HI 
hold by the wrist, 4334, Jigi@; to hold fast, 

Fa, Hee, 42 (+, ij; hold it securely, [j#t, 
FALE, JF, 7E; to hold power, # HE, FE HE, 
PHF ; to thao with both hands, 4, fy dAfE, 
F#, FE, 8 ; to hold between the fingers, 4k, #4, 
HR; to hold under the arm, 3, iiet6l, }&; to 
hold one to his promise, 4 3; to hold one 
in discourse, {i Hah BY, OS ABH A; to hold 
one’s eyes open, MEBANE, AAA; to hold the 
pencil, ¥ 4£; to hold in the lap, IceyaPee, 
#£; to hold the reins, #:%#; to hold a candle, 

Sey; to hold with pincers or nippers, $f, Sif 
{£ ; to hold. a shield, Jari, 32 )@ ; to hold in the 
arms, 48, 4a fk, Hf; to hold in the bosom, sé 
#4; {0 hold the knees, Ff} ; to hold the knees 
and sing away, Jays" ; to hold straight, 7& 
#, #E; hold him fast, #48242; to hold in the 
mouth, Zy, Wy, vey, Mil, 4 y& 1, ee; to hold 

gently, Jae ee, #2 $F; to hold the head high, 
SHS; OF, BFF; to hold one’s opinion, # Gee; 
to hold in bondage, Sf 4 4¢; 10 hold one’s 
breath, Sf 4; to hold a scepter, HETEBE, HEEE 
tar, FE; to hold a city, YP IK; to hold in suspense, 
{i AVS, FEES; to hold a discouEs itp; to 
hold and read, #4 #4 ; to hold a feast, 74s ; hold 
your peace, MEA}, H wh, A. Hy; to hold one’s 
tongue, MER, “Sh: I hold him to be a fool, FR 
Wit ESE, Fe LL 2 PEAKE ; to hold till, enough 
till, f#% FJ; to hold, to last, Pu IH, ALT ; to hold 
a meeting, J¥@ ; to hold in estimation, # 7, 
#i¢; to hold forth, to offer, Hy; to hold ferth 
the hand of friendship, ft 3 #9 ZZ; to hold 
forth, to put forward to view, de A Bh, 

¢; to put forth an opinion, }}3a ie, Meee 
to hold Ut ieee) alo Sa. we GE +5 

check, fp}; to hold in the horse, WKS, hy 
CE £255, 8655 ; to hold off, to keep at a distance, 
si, aD ; hold off your hands! AW REZ ; 
io hold on, to continue, fH, 38, W875 to hold 
out, to eaenas {if ; to hold out, as a reward, {ff ; 

{o hold out a prize, {[i}#%; to hold out, to con- 

tinue to do or suffer, {4 ; to hold up, to raise, 
Ht, HU; to hold up the dress, Ha FE FHA AR, 
$E ¥e ; to hold up to ridicule, #E#e ASE; to hold 
up the hands in the posture of prayer, (3% ; 

to hold up, as a pattern, RAGPMIE; to hold 

one’s own, SFA. 
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Hold, v. 7. To be true, J&, Ff ; to stand, £%, FSfii, Holland, n. fiy fff fd. 20) 

#257; to last, oH, =f [A]; not to give way, or Hollow, a. Not solid, 2, #2, JL, 73%. WK, FF ; con- 
part, #23; it holds very fast, DE yA, Be, HY; 
to hold forth, AV, Zakk, ‘ex fe; to hold in, to 
restrain one’s self, Ay 4#, A He; to hold off, 3hF, 

se hE; to hold of, ¥§, %; to hold on, to con- 

tinue, iH, #8; to hold on, to cling to, FERE ; to 
hold out, as food, &e., ffi; to hold out, to 

last, of, DEW, A, Af ; to hold out, to con- 
tinue, }H; able to hold out, as a fort, #74 CE, 
FY #EF% ; to hold to, toadhere to, $f, #&, HEH; 
to hold under or from, 4 J, PkFF ; to hold of- 
fice under a king, #¥E Af; io hold with, 7, 
Hf ; to hold a plough, fA #4 ; to hold together, | 
to be joined, #, HF yy, AIM; to hold up, THR; 
to hold up, to cease, jf; to hold up, to continue, 

Iii, "fj; to hold water, PEYE, Aj; to hold the 
hent, }H, M&F; to hold good, ¥ ; to hold 
or contain, 424; hold! j-, Bk, ZMK. 

Hold, n. A grasp with the hand, 4%; an em- 
brace with the arms, 43%; the hold of a vessel, | 

WG. fi; the main hold, KHkAh, Hee, A 
fia; the fore hold, #0ffF; the after hold, fy 
FER; a clear hold, #4; to get hold of, #{f, 
JE; to let go one’s hold, fy, IF, Mees a 
strong-hold, Jae ; the hold ofa wild beast, WF 

BN. 
Holder, n. ¥F#; the holder of a share, FfJ/EF} #; 

something by which a thing is held, yj, £4. 
Hold-fast, n. A long, flat-headed nail, % J SAT; 

a hook, £4. 
Holding, ppr. Stopping, jt, 8k; restraining, #¢ 

HE; adhering, #HE, JEM. 
Hole, n. A cavity, [Ul], 50, &, ai, Se, Be, HE, 
¥E jE; an aperture, #, {L, $y, 42, FE; an open- 
ing, J; a round opening, ffi; to dig a hold, Hg 

- #55 to bore a hole, 422%, 4498 ; the hole of an 
axe, BFL, #22e; full of holes, Beefy; a rat- | 

hole, Rl 4i, BE i; a rabbit-hole, BRR; a | 
snake’s hole, Pee, WEC; the cunning rabbit 
has three holes, 7% =; 10 make a hole in 

BEI H; to have a hole, 4 #2; a little 

hole, #{F; to go into a hole, A#%; gone to 
the yellow hole (dead and buried), AVEYEE. 

Holiday, n. A festival, @j A; a day of exemption 
from labor, A fx, PEO, HA. 

purity of heart and disposition, 2%, #0); the 
holiness of God, |- #2432; his holiness, the 

Pope, Bi =. 

cave, |], 270, Bs, #8; a hollow place in the 

eround, fim, Wy, Ri; hollow, asa reed, fe; a 

hollow tree, 4 fi}; a hollow iron blow-glass, 
Ie He HF; a hollow noise, AA; a hollow 
voice, ZRF; not sincere or faithful, (i, (8, hit: 
hollow professions, if ME ; hollow eyes, MEF% Zz, 
4; the hollow of the hand, $x '#& . #y, 4 ; the 

hollow of the foot, A[Mj; the hollow culm of 
the grain, #}; a hollow or empty vessel, 2X0gE 
$<; the hollow end for receiving the handle, 
AE, RENE; a piece of hollow wood struck in 
offices for the purpose of calling people, #5; to 
strike a piece of hollow wood for the same 

purpose, $78. 
Hollow, n. A cavity, t, 4, i; any depression of 

surface in a body, [ll]; a pit, Hp; a groove, HE 

{f-; a canal, FEM. 

Hollow, v. ¢. He,  ZE, oe ¥, Al. 

Hollow-hearted, a. (R(8.- 

Hollow-square, n. 277. 

Hollowed, pp. or a. FEAT. 

Hollowness, ». 223%; depression of surface, |Il] ; 

ceceitfulness, (Ff, Hie. 
Holly, n. Sw. 

| Holly-leaved acanthus, n. Acanthus ilicifolius, 
TEGEW ; holly-leaved geranium, -F 3. 

Tolly-heek, n. 3s. 
Holocaust, n. 98, 4E ASHES, Jt By. 
Holocentrum, n. Red headed holocentrum, jt 

i; dark and light-striped holocentrum, 47% 
ry, 

| Holometer, n. Pantometer, JE Hy A, eA FL. 
| Holster, n. FE gry. 

Holy, a. 38, 38; the Holy Ghest, * 2 mp; the 
Holy Writ, 422; a holy person, 38 A; a holy 
place, HepR; the holy of holies, 3 e jy; the 

Holy Land, 323, f§ A. 
| Holy-cross-day, n. Se op 2, Gj AY. 
| Holy-day, n. or a. 49°, Git), WEA A; holy-day 

a wall, Sede pr hae 4 J; a hole in a cask, | clothes, f#HR ; set holy-days, 7 Gf Mj; movable 
holy-days, $h 14) ; the holy-days, 7K A- 

| Holy-one, n. 3245, BH. 
| Holy-rocd-day, 1. 92-28 Z GW). 
Holy-stone, n. 32, Hh H- 

| Holy-water, n. 327k; to sprinkle with holy water, 
Holiness, n. The state of Leing holy, # 32%; | 

| Holy-week, n. Hens FF. 
BARE IK. 

* WH is very objectionable, for a Chinaman does not 
think @% to express the personality of a deceased parent. 

WOW. Wi 
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Home, n. Or a. Fe, ee, JER, FEvE i» Gi I : ; one’s 

own country, Ax PY ; the grave, HE; death, 78; 
one’s own home, AL xR ; at home WAR Ee ER, 

eps, Ze zh; not at home, TE WE AER ; 
to return home, $i %, le] 3%. leysh, HEIs, eH, 

Fi TD 5 

je; to hit any one home, Jems J; it will 
come home to him, [31] psf} {25 it comes home | 
to you, fii ff; the crime was brought home to 
him, ane ji; home commodities, Ax hh £, 
+; home department, ¥ 45; to go to one’s 
long home, ATR, Be to find one’s self 
at home every where, Bas # , Kaw ZB ; 

home and abroad, aa as 

Homehorn, a. AS EAE fry, AR HREM. 
Tomebound, a. Sf. 
Homebred, a. 72 RE 7F- 

Homebuilt, a. 7x pst fry. 
Homeless, a. 4m& 3¢ HY §i. 

Homeliness, n. Jif Rg. 
Homely, a. Domestic, Ax¥e (7; of plain features, 

ZBI 23; homely persons, PATE A, 25 PGE 

KY, SEG ZA; a homely face will insure a good 
fortune, [HERE A AE 4p 5 a nas Se WES 

Homemade, a. 3efinpe, Heit, eA y. Lt—. 
Homeopathic, a. Boye PEAY: a a homeopathic 

treatment, SISHEEE HE. LIS CH IES BER 2 
Homeopathist, n. LI Pene Re Hew. 
Homeopathy, n. LI HE RHE jE. 
Homesick, a. BU ge apy. 

Homespun, a. 4ehelpe, 3 KEW]; homespun cloth, 

BEA . 
Homestall, Homestead, n. 3¢ [F. 
Homeward, Je] Ae HH Fs, Je] eV, Gap RA, 

ly RZ. 
Homicidal, a. 4776 Ay, PEN AS. 
Homicide, n. FEA, 47 HEA; accidental homicide, 
eae 3 a case of homicide, “ip 4. 

Homileties, n. spe 5 a 2% 5, 34 RRB RE, SE fia 4. 
Homily, n. ple ae. 
Hominy, n. WPORDER, HK. 
Homocentric, a. [i tpg. 
Homogeneal, Homogeneous, a. fa) FEY, In) PEM. 
Homogenealness, Homogeneiyy, n. [a Ae, fa) YE, 
Homologous, a. id, — eee [este 
Homonym, n. [nl Ala ge7 27H. 
Homonymois, a. | BAG, Te er. 
Homonymy, n. bush. 
Homophone, n. fii) 7 a. 

Homophonous, a. [il fy, —#8. 
Hone, n. FEA, WEA, Ut. 

adv. 

Bra 

(594) 

to draw home, f§%E; eternal home, 3 | 

HON 

| Hone, wit. A. 

Honest, a. 2% i, Rls, eye ¥ iB, WE i, 

PEE, ASE, HBL, A BE, RR, ADA, fil 
a, TE #£, IEA, JE i, IE fit it, 36 BL, oy ny» 
we, (iit; honest and faithful, $kJH aR; an 
honest person, en WOE ., a TE "PE JL; honest 
words, fi (PEs, {439 ; an honest servant, 38 
AZ, Bi El; honest dealings, 8 (ZZ FF 
#5; faithful and honest, 2S TIM 5 “ honest 
reproofs are disagreeable, ” #4 eit A. 

Honestly, adv. Faithfully, %#, Ei; frankly, 

ia. 
Honesty, n. 27%, Be 365, TEE; honesty 

is the best policy, 38 iff i 7 F#—-4E ARIA ARE. 
Honey, n. 24, 24 HF; bees’ honey, i 2F; wild 

honey, }} 4; rock honey, #724; sweet as honey, 

PTT itt. 
Honey-bee, n. BEAR. 

Honey-comh, n. Wt Fe. 
Honey-combed, a. HEEHPE, ERE AS. 
Honey-dew, n. jilf#e- 
Honey-flower, n. YATE. 
Honey-moon, Honey-month, n. 3 H' A, 34. 
Honey-mouthed, a. jf HR. 
Honey-suckle, n. Lonicera, $8 7E, tifakete, BF 
Honey-sweet, a. AVF aI AS. [KE 
Honey-tongued, a. firs Ay. 

Hong, n. In China, a mercantile establishment, 

#7; 0 foreign hong, #247; a hong-merchant, 
4779 ; the southern and northern hongs,* 7 

I 
Honor, Honour, n. BH BY eS ARR 
Ta ; your honor, Ki; dignity, A&B; reputa- 
tion, Fai, 44 #F; magnanimity, Se 9x; it will 
reflect honor on you, A WNAe ISK ; it will reflect 
honor on your country, We Fi 2 FS fr fl ; to 
reflect honor upon one’s ancestors, IMEI. 

He MEI; to lose one’s honor, as a female, 4 
jj; to lose one’s honor, as a gentleman, 2 
Ta, 2A mK; raised to great honor, PER; fir ; to 
do honor, as a soldier, }4#E; to do honor, 
general term used in social intercourse, #778, 
Heit, AON, ASHE; to take care of one’s 
honor, (% a jfy ; to regard one’s honor, Ria; 
to confer honor upon an officer’s parents for 
his own merits, ff, EHR, Bak; to confer 
honor on an caper ft ATi, ‘iv Jet; to be 
an honor to one’s country, § FY 2% 3%; the point 
of honor, jij, %; upon my honor, depend 
upon my honor, Rafe FR ity ; 1 have the honor 

* These are the principal importers of foreign goods. 
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to be, SEE GE ey EEE MN 94 ; honor and disgrace, 
Me; a sense of honor, 47 4c ei, Utots, Fae 
great director of honors, * pjfit ; great director 
of imperial honors, * py) #}. 

Honor, Honour, v. t. Ai, @AG SAG De, HE, 
ii HC, 73, HC, Sz, L-, ff; to honor father and 
mother, 4Z4ar-He, Ave BE ; to honor superiors, 
BE, HLH, HH; to honor the noble, #e¥t: 
{o honor heaven, 4K, “25K; to honor the 
virtuous or talented, #F; to honor one with 
his patronage, 36 fii JV; to honor a draft, Ij qt 

SRL, BABEL I. 
Honorable, Honourable, a. #, B:, 4, mf, BK, 
#5 _f.; honorable by birth, XK; honorable, as 

a councillor, #¢ ; respected, #, #4 fry ; honor- 
able feeling, 3€48, 4.04) ; the most honorable, 

(595 ) 

%&; honorable sir, ##§; honorable traffic, | 
JER! HF ; is not this honorable! +3 4 a Til; | 
your honorable surname ? ¢ WE WF, WEF 
your honorable country, Fy [BY. 

being honorable, #7344, #244; conformity to 

_tude, IER, 38, ZF. 
Honorably, Honourably, adv. Justly, Z2S2, IER; | 

with tokens of honor, Aae, Les. 
Honorarium, Honorary, n. pa. 
Honorary, a. #0, (tj; honorary title, 4%; | 

honorary office, 4); honorary nobles, %ij fi, | 

Honored, Honoured, pp. or a. Respected, 4 ae 

honored, as a draft, [jh #, 3 fH. 
Honoring, Honouring, ppr. &, 4a; conferring 

honors, 7/2; honoring, as the emperor, Hf. 
Hood, n. A covering for the head of men and | 

women, Kili, ba, Sirf; a riding hood, ily | 
ii}; a monk’s hood, (34 4% ZI}: a snow-hood, | 
2 fi; a carriage hood, Hie, If it, WE, RE | 

Hoodwink, v. #. Sm ME. WM. 
Hoodman blind, n. 77 AGE Ati hk Gs. 
Hoof, n. $43, ta. Be. 
Hoof-bound, a. fi ij. 
Hoofed, a. PME. MS. 
Hoofless, a. 4m Hi}. 

we. | 

» A, 

your honored father, 4>@, @A A; honored | 
friend, a friend of my father’s, {E(§; my | 
honored friend, # 5%; honored king, BH; | 

Hook, n. £4, #4, H3, HP; an iron hook, HeFY ; cop- | 
per hook, #9 #4; a curtain hook, Wp Fy; a 
hook to hang meat on, fJfy; a reaping hook, | 

S84), BE; a fishing hook, $4424, $484 ; he 
will not take your hook, will not be cheated 
by you, (fp i Pg 7 4; caught on the hook’s 
barb, cheated, ff) £484; easily put off the hooks, 
FREAK; by hook and by crook, by any means, 

Ach il We, Hh hs olf the hooks, AL, £8, 
FEAL; hook bolt, yp. 

Hook, v. t. £4, #3, 2), fl; to hook up, £4) qt; 
hook it up, £4 jit 1%, £4 fu 2%; to hook or en- 
snare, £45]; hook the window, 7 %% 25 PY. 

Hook, v. 7. To bend, #8 Ry, Yak F/. 
Hook-nosed, a. 4% se, % FP ua. 
Hooked, a. #4, 2], $8 pt; a hooked nose, #4 #8; 

hooked claws, #4 JX; hooked weapons, 2) 

Hooking, ppr. £4. [2a ge. 

Hoop, x. 4fi, fe]; an iron hoop, $4; the hoop of 
a cask, BEAL AAS; hoops of a drum, §¥4 4h; top- 
hoops, E4ij; mast-hoop, #@4ih; hoops of tubs, 

fiat. 
| Hoop, v.t. 479i, Si Z, Fi; to hoop a basket, 

Honorableness, Honourablencss, n. The state of | FF HiFi; to hoop in, PAE, Fite. 
| Hoop, v. 7. To shout, BF, WR, Ip. 

ihe principles of honor, probity, or moral recti- | Hooped, pp. 47s Fii, 47 S Fi. 
Hooping, ppr. 47 4th. 
Hooping-cough, x. Wes. 

Hoot, v. @. Ws5 —F85 5, BK, THE Py, mE, PAB, we, 
IE, Uk; to hoot after one, 7% FE Nh ; to hoot away, 
HW SE, BE 4; to hoot one out, hh Ht, BE HE; to 
hoot at a dog, BE Fi. 

Hop, v. z. To leap, Wk, JHE DK, WE, HE, BR; to hop 

on one le, SHAME, BURODE, FRAME, BOUL AE 
to hop about, Ma gEBk, HIE; to hop to and fro, 
DKA BEA, HY VAWE; to advance with a hop and 
askip, BAW; to walk lame, EA TA AA, Ws, #8. 

Hop, n. SEA, Pe- 
Hop, * n. HEY. 

“Hope, v. &. 2, a, Be, WA, P.M, OULD, 
3H, WV, Fla ; earnestly hope, HZ, a, 
ye 2; I hope for good success, & Bf Fe An Ee, 
tH 2¥ ER of ; 1 hope for pardon, "ih, Lite 
Fi]; to hope for the best, & ffx Fl ay, JGt ages 1 
hope you are well, “2(pZB@; has something 
io hope for, #7 PHL; nothing to hope for, M% 
JR; humbly hope, {RZ ; to hope in vain, hie 
ty, ¥tH: to hope for much, "2742; I hope 
you will excuse me, #4 JR ay; we hope for 

eternal life, (274 zC4E. 
Hope, n. @, 7%; to cherish a hope, EY; all 

hope eut off, #42; no hope, 4mG pe ; there is 
no hope, 48 Fz, AeA EYL; lost all hope. 

© 2 ch wh TER Sicha jes 
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; beyond all hope, “BAP, Hit2ap; joy he- 
et ‘all hope, 3% SF HICAp : vain hope, hi t2 ; to 
live in hopes, He ; there is some hope, 2 jf 
fH; past hope, oy: to look up or forward 

with hope, Pp; to excite hope, fy. 
Hopeful, a. KA PRY, We. 
Hopefully, adv. (i Fy PrY, BOY Ag. 
Hopefulness, n. Promise of good, JK"; round 

to expect what is cero 2B, ABR. 
Hopeless, a. 406 oY, die pyr 62, 44 42; a hopeless 

state, Te Ui ole 2, ru i ane FY; hopeless or de- 

sponding, #& Fk. 
Hopelessly, adv. Mt, 7 pee. 
Hopelessness, n. AEH, #4 HAE. 
Hoping, ppr. "2, #e8. 
Hopped, pp. DGB. ET. 

Hopper, n. DEA. 
Hopping, ppr. BE, Digit. 
Hoppo, ». Commisioner of customs, BH Ah, 7heGH, 

BH ide; the hoppo’s boats, 4p fe; H.E. the 
superintendent of customs at Canton, #39 1. 
ihe BA AHA A; the head clerk in the office of 
the customs, #9; writers of the customs, ¥# 

Ot, ie. 
Horary, a. Pertaining to an hour, Jif kefy; the 

twelve horary characters, -- 3k, hia; these 

are: -f-, Fk, i, Jil, EFA, HG, ke, KR; 

| Horn-work, n. 74 

Hh 4, Mi; to blow the horn, Mk f§; a trumpet, 
ge fai ; 2 drinking horn, pkfq ; horn or symbol 
of strength, #2; the horn of plenty, #& fq ; to 
seize an animal and drag it along by the 
horns, #4; my horn is exalted, 9% fGUgtWE ; he 
exalteth the horn of his people, jit #& 1k & Z 
f§ ; to have horns, wh fq. 

Horn-hook, n. #j St Za, 4A. 

Horn-cup, nn. pi, Fe, (fH. 

Horn-lantern, * n. $4 YE, WW FRE. 
Horn-owl, n. Fé Jeet, WE (RE. 

Horn-shavings, n. pl. fg #8. 
Horn-spoon, x. In China, a horn-spoon used by 

mourners, ff i, Ah. 

2 JG. 
Hornbill, n. 76%. 

Hornplende. nN. he. 

Horned, a. 4 4 fy, wi fG fj; a horned hawk or 
falcon, f§ ME; a horned beast, wi I BR; a 
horned horse, the gnu, $§ 55; a horned snake, 

tad 
E- 

Hornet, n. ATI. ACE ; a hornets’ nest, SET. 
Hornless, a. Ame FG Noe, Smt FR fry. 
Horny, «. $§ fj, #8, WE; horny skin, HEME, Bi. 
Horography, n. RRR. 
Horology, n. RRR. 
Horometry, n. BRE. 
Horoscope, n. A 2f:, 4p Hl; 

horoscope, 234i. 
the times of one’s 

| Horoscopy, n. SE fp, HE ASR. 

Horrible, a. Dreadful, 2888, AE, Ff , wth, 

fromilto 1a. m. J); from 11 to 1 p.m. “EF JfR; 

” 1to 3 ” FLY ” lto 3 ” ABNF | 

» 3105 ,, FRI; ., Stoo ,, He; 
» dto7 ,, JU; » Sto 7 ,, Fae: 
” 7 to 9 ” Fue; ” 7 to 9 ” PIE 

oll [BVIESR ra GiQIULT a Saliba 
the horary cirele, JRE. 

Horde, n, A company of wandering people dwel- 
ling in tents or wagons, and migrating from 
place to place, — PY hE HK. 

Hordein, n. 248 FX. 
Horizon, n. The sensible horizon, FYE, WEAR, KK 

FE, RE, AVR, KOM, 4h A, SR Hh Be RRs an 
artificial horizon, 229C PE; the rational horizon, 

Horizontal, a. Pertaining to the horizon, FYE 
fj; parallel to the horizon, 2; a horizontal 
opening, #_ A; horizontal parallax, Hy AB ASe, | 
W4E i SE ; horizontal engine, 2 ayo RE. 

Horizontally, adv. 2%, 224%; to divide horizon- | 
tally, 42 fi. 

Horn, n. $4; the horns of an ox, 4¢ 4; the horns | 
of a deer, 44%; a sharp-pointed horn, eA 
Hes a large M02 KM, se a crooked horn, | 

KEE, PRA; a horrible look, Fig, MUR, 

it 
Horribly, adv. Hg SEU; he looks horribly, PRR; 

horribly wounded, ff #5 18. 
Horrid, a. # fi, By 3, Ty BY, BSB, URE Ag sa 

horrid monster, 3% $2, 1 fa au horas man, 
Mi Ae (Vy A; a horrid crime, Ze GH "PESE ; a horrid 
afi, Ww Zi. 

Horrified, pp. or a. pigledee SIS, we Hh. 

Horror, n. EZ, ZRHE, RY, HEYE; the horrors 
of death, 45% fifi. 

Horror-stricken, a. pk [¥t. 

Hors de cquee Out of the cor nb He, 
Horse, n. Fy; a wild horse, 3} Fh; a tame, docile 

horse, | ie HFS; a gentle horse, Ji Bj; a dap- 
pled horse, BAER ; a bay horse, #35; a white 
horse, (Fy; a particolored horse, §% ; a horse 
four years alti k; a little horse, V5, fe i 

a swift horse, =f- HEE, - HE Bis, Ae TG, "eee 
* Used by officials. 
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a , horse, — pers ; a stately homes Hs 5 pe: 
a war arses WG ; a light and swift horse, j& 

Wja farmer’s Hees HEE ; a black horse, 
FR; to race horses, fay, 4EHG; to gallop a 
horse, #7 15, Girbs ; to mount a horse, NG, Fe 
I; to dismount from a horse, PPG; a great | 
horse, KG; 

horse, I _- BG ; 
to ride a horse, Bj; to sound to 

a horse broken in, 36/5 ; caval- 
Ty IE, Ibe io drive a horse, §y, #4]; to take 
horse, }{} 3 ly ER; horses and cattle, fi FG ; 
directors of the horse, I§ pa); clothes horse, K 

Horse-hean, n. By ty. | 28. 
Horse-block, n. > Hy HE. 
Horse-hoy, n. Fp, FRE. 
Horse-breaker, n. 7 Mb, ZH fii (G. 
Horse-chestnut, n. 3. 
Horse-cloth, n. Fy py, Ey 2e, #8, ae. 
Horse-dealer, n. FRI. 
Horse-dung, n. 5 jp. 
Horse-faced, a. Fait, fei Ag. 
Horse-flesh, n. B5 py. 
Horse-fly, . FRI. 
Horse-guards, n. pl. (fii Fh. 
Horse-hair, n. Fie 2. 
Horse-jockey, n. FGI. 
Horse-laugh, n. wnpmip4, Ws MAE. 
Horse-leech, n. Fe pitt. 
Horse-meat, n. By fi. 
Horse-mill, n. B5 Bg. 
Horse-path, n. FR, Fae. 
Horse-power, * n. Ry 
Horse-race, n. 455. 
Horse-racing, n. fy Hy, 28 55. 

Horse-tail, } n. FE; a plant of the genus equise- 
tun, allied to the ferns, 42 pfs, SER: 

Horse-way, Horse-road, n. B5 9%. 
Horseback, n. “EE, i; to sit on horseback, 
Horsehoof, x. A king-crab, #. 
Horsekeeper, n. FB, FRE, by, BAA. 
Horseman, n. S283. 
Horsemanship, n. p38. 
Horseradish, n. 7739 G- 
Horseshoe, n. $8% 55 AA. 
Horseshoeing, n. $7 BG FA. 
Horsewhip, n. FB ##, 5A, BR. 
Horsewhip, wv. ¢. #f. 
Hortatory, a. YP, Yh Avy. 
Horticultural, a. FE" (5, HL Ag 5 a horticultural 
_ society, Ef. 

* DAS IG A136 HUAN AIST a — Fi 
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| Hostile, a. aap, He fy, A. 42 

Ba BS. | 

- HOT 
Horticulture, n. [2], ARLE s% te. 
Horticulturist, n. #66, ET, Pe. 
Hosanna, n. 3% isk. 
Hose, n.; pl. Hose. Breeches or trowsers, #i; stockings, #8; the hose of an engine, 7H. Hosiery, n. SESE, $e a. 
Hospice, n. [lyme et, Ua W- 
Hospitable, a. 4643, S27, 4fFE AI, SET IN 

(i, AFA; a hospitable house, 4f-7 4 27 Re. 
Hospitably, adv. Hospitably entertained, 2 f¥, 

SKE» EKYR- 
Hospital, n. FEA, BEBE, ea; military hospital, 

Ar BE ig 5a Ke) s hospital, Jee ; a foundling 
hospital, FF Boas ; a hospital for the reception 
of the aged, HABE. 

Hospitality, n. F<, BAB; given to hospi- 
tality, 4p4E 4, 3 fH AV; to keep hospitality, 
FRE 4% ; the right of hospitality, 47. 

Hospodar, n. +-- AIRY Ge. 

| Host, n. =E. EA, =E 3; an inn-keeper, RAE, 5 
ge; a landlord, 3¢=E ; 

E%, He ; 

BE 

host and gnest, 42%, 
“ great director of the host,” 4 

Host, rn. An army, —4§, fii; a multitude, #, 4g. 
Host, n. Host in the Eucharist, Jf: fj ; host among 

the Roman Catholies, Jg¥; elevation of the 

host, He js it 
| Hostage, n. 7%, (9 MET, LL AAG ; to exchange 

hostages, 2 ff. 
Hostess, n. A female host, =-#f; a woman who 

keeps an inn, jij > HE. 
&, 1; the hostile 

army, Adi; a hostile fleet, MUR ; hostile to 
one, ¥f ie ta A. FEA Gia: hostile to sudden 
change, An i eh. 

_ Hostility, x. The actions of an open enemy, 4p 
4,47 (k ; to commence hostilities, BA fk ; mutu- 
al basil Ai. HHS. 

| Hostler ,n. . 

| Hot, a. St, BE, HES, a Mh, 2 KI; very hot, 4-Fp 
®t, wt, RPE, ve oe hot water, #t 

yk; a hot spring, HER, MIF; a hot day, at 
KK, IK; hot weather, At, AIFS; a hot 

Sun, SOE. AL KBAR: hot, dry air, 323%, 
WE; hot wind, tip; hot vapor, ak, FRR ; 
hot, as fire, Jez, Hf; a very hot fire, ALK ; 
a hot temper, 44x, — kak sq; the head burn- 
ing hot, DASE 5 ; a hot engagement, #&4F7, # 
WE; oppressively hot, Sak ; hot, feverish, Ly F- 
Bean; hot, as sitting in a still, ers 

hot, pungent, 44, 3@; hot and cold, $e 8, Wy 
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Ao make hot by boiling, 183 a to make: hot by 

any means, 5H, Wee He 

Hot-bed, n. A bed of ear th and horsedung, covered 
with @lass, U5 #£ ji ; hot-bed of sedition, #8 gl | 

LHL, HEHE ZN, PKL. 
Hot-blooded, a. YX $, — BUR FR. 
Hot-brained, a. AUPE (Ig; rash, & PEAS. 

Hot-flue, n. 3 7 Re. 
Hot-headed, a. 4 PE fry, 2° PE (7g, YX [A MBE. 

Hot-house, n. aq le, We Fa zs; brothel, APE. 
Hot-mouthed, a. Headstrong, 4% SF". 
Hot-pressing, 7. RA. 
Hot-spirited, a. PES. 
saat a os n. ae Gi Dyk. * 
Hotel, x. te, 1 eR, Re: a public hotel, 

aac of officials out of employ, ZS fy; a 
hotel for the emperor, § | 772, 77 ER a 
hotel for the princes in the capital, Je 43, Hf 
J}; arriving at the hotel he (the emperor ) 
consulted ithe Ge., AE Js Why iat. 

Hotel dieu. A hospital, ddd ZA . 

Hotly, adv. e cy A, HE, HET; hotly pursued, 43E. 
Hotness, n. 8; fury, 7E #. 

Hotspur, n. ese JETER NK. 
Hough, v. t. lo hamstring, Ff, BS Th MAST 
Hound, n. The generi¢ of the dog, Fe; a hunting 

dog, jg. 
Hour, n. An hour, —%§ $4; in China, an hour is 

equal to two Bev eae and is called —{[a I] he ; 
half an hour, 4224%7i ; one quarter of an hour, 

— 3, —iill, ae an hour and a half, 
— Bie Gi; time, ji, PR, We HE; the hour of 
death, B&FE DE, pss; in a gocd hour, FRIIF; 
about the ninth hour, 3 p.m. ett 1j/§ ; an hour 
ago, an hour since, ii — Ege: ; within an hour, 
— 8h Siti 7 [a], a7 RL Ay; an hour hente! 

fe — Eisai ; to fix an hour, Ze NF he, LE FH BE; to 

keep good hours, Fllfi, HAI; hour angle, J}¥ 

JE ; hour circle, J}¥[. 
Hour-cirele, n. JiF EE. 

Hour-glass, n. 7 fg. 
Hour-hand, n. FF)PEF. 
Hour-horn, n. 3:74. 
Hourly, adv. I iI SGT Sl fe BS 
House, n. BE Rk, bee, et. (ER, 

RE BB RP BF, Sh, Hs 
anil Say the ‘house of God, |i 2238, WA FE 
ae; one house, —Jil #, B—, — [i] BEF ; to | 

* PPCEMR MOAT i Eth A. | 
+ This is a common phrase and in Hongkong applied to | 

the largest hotels. | 

| House-maid, 2. 

build a house, jt /# ; houses built close together, 
JER, Mba 5 a house lot, ke #§ ; my house, 4¥)z, 

We & # als Di ry; your het BF, IF 
af, a ASF; a high house, 7 #E. HE, FE, 

jié 5 a deep house, PRE, Ke; aint mien Be) 5 
a pigeon-house, Fy a8 ; an ice-house, Pkg, Be 
if ; a coflee-house, WIJ} fs 5 2 brew-house, Aw 7A 
Je 3% wash-house, }'38 ; a convenient house, 
Ij; a religious house, (34BE; a nobleman’s 
house, * 1B {o keep house, 0 HiPY, 7A HIPY ; to 

kcepa good house, 3 &, %®, ik BE; a family 
of ancestors, JG; the ruling house of China 
(Ghioro), EK ; the house of parliament, ZS 
47 Sif ; the house of commons, RZ fe jR, Hh 
he; the house of lords, HRM, BR; a 

mereantile house, fj #7; a household, gg; a 

house of correction, IE J\\ 8 ; every house, fami- 
ly, Be AR, Ja A, HAE; a house or square on a 
chess-hoard, HLM 7 ; to let a house, Hit HE; a 
house to let, Fi ze (14% ; 10 rent a house, FA ; 
lease of a house, HEHh, FeGib; the side walls of 
a house, Hf. 

House, v. t. fH A Be, #2 A FR, 2, Fi); to house corn, 

FH ae A 3 ; to house cattle, RAR. 
House, v. 7. To reside, (42. 
House-boat, n. A covered boat, {jt ; the private 

boat of a (mercantile) house, #7424. 
House-breaker, n. ft %¢; a house-breaker who 

enters in a ae ithe. IJ ADK. 

House-breaking, n. [i #e St A, HE eB 
breaking in rads Fy PK. 

House-dog, n. FY 4h), SFP Fe. 
House-lizard, n, JIE, Spree, BERE. 

TEA, FMD, HF, “TBE, HEM 
House-pigeon, n. Fag. 

house- 

| House-raiser, n. [U2 iE. 
House-warming, n. 3 
Housefly, n. Bi. 
Household, n. fi) 9, fH, He 3s 3 household affairs, 

RIE, AFF ; household goods, 3 (Kk, (FAW, Few 
a, #R{t Hy; household gods, yep, Ae se AIK ; 

the imperial household, 423 ; every household 
does so, 4e %e Au Ab. 

Household-stuif, n. 4¢ ye TH. 
| Householder, n. RE. 
| Housekeeper, x. One who occupies a house with 

his family, gé=[:, #9 ; a female servant who 

has the chief care of the family, Ae 898, FEHR 
Housekeeping, a. or n. STM. SEM. | Sh. 

Houseleek, n. fi PAE. 

BES ESS a. a. TSH fb ME» BARRY Bi 

Kif- 



HOW ( 

Houseline, Housing, n. ih, =NLL. 
Houserent, n. /# iL. 
Housetop, n. #74, RJA. 
Housewife, n. 3e BE. 
Housing, n. Housing of a saddle, #8, SE. 
Hove, pret. of heave, which see. 
Hovel, n, A mean house, 6145, 3643, Hib), Wi, 
yz, We; an open shed for sheltering cattle, | 

&e., HH. 
Hovenia, n. #4; hoventa dulcis, Wy =e. 
Hover, v.7. Vo flap the wings, as a fowl, AIMFPIIP ; 

to hang over or about, fluttering or flapping 

the wings, Jif}, 4K, SUM, 34; to hover about, 

asa thief, ZEA, AEA PU itt. 
Hovering, ppr. Flapping the wines, RY, Aya; 

hovering about, #: 4p]. 
How, adv. In what manner, #48, an (oy, fay An, 

WY, %, BW, B.S GRR BR; 
how many ? He B, By, Zvi, Rik, ae {uJ ; how 

many men are there? 7 #8 S WRG BES A 
TERME, BSD NERF ; how much? # Z, 
#5 F ; how shall we proceed ? BEES FFE, An fy FF 
SF, 75 BR (i 7 ; how, in your opinion, ought we to 

act 2 fe fi EER Be DIE OR MD SE EEE BRR 
how can that be rendered visible, which exists 

only in the mind ? jt py PPE BF BA HIE, JL 
FL fry a Pa BR FG HHL; how then shall I pro- 
ceed ? Bh RE ENE, IZ Zs fy; how attested ? 

ite BE MGAEOE, LI Gay AHIK ; how can? Bi fhh 
WE, MOLI. BAA, RAE, TEE. HES ; how 
can I know? FBVAMBIE, ty HUF, BE 
gz, ; how employed ? fitz VUE, (EZRA, 
VL fi FHAE ; how far apart ? Aa AEvEVE, MEGA 
wet : how is it? SHREW, An fig ; how long ? 
Mie, HAF; how is he not able? #47 Fe; 
how far ? #8u%; how old? 48K, 48S Gee, Ee 

Sy, HAE, FEE: how is it? BEE, 
An fig; how dare? BAH, EH, FSi, Rik, BE 
Hk, $e; how could he look him in the face ? 

BA SL EMES MUD, BADGE AFL Ta, on fg HF 2 
Wa %é ; how can this Le? fig LIAP IE, HA EME: 
how can that be accounted filial piety ? icp 
IY FE Ae, F578 2497 ; how ean he enter? | 
ERATE, i HEA ; bow firm and undaunt- 

ed! ia KE; how great! He; how lamenta- 
ble! Fk; how strange! PEak, Ask, AR, yA 
pl ; how glorious! if, WH}; how rapid ! BF | 
FANE GE, fy SESH ; how could I dare to pursue 

HUK 

how much more? fpWi, OEEL, SUE, 41; how 
are you? (AUB IE, 4 Fl An fy ; how long have 
you been here ? (rae #qit:JE ; he knows how to 

buy, AMT Eg, fll ait EL. 
However, adv. aE 9%, MER, 7 EL, {H; however 

that be, HEY. 
Howitz, Howitzer, n. PY, elite. 
Howl, v. 7. To ery, as a dog, wolf, &e., ML, WE; to 

howl, as a dragon, ; to howl, as a tempest, 

NE WG ee, WA; to wail, MG, Ho aE BER. 
Howling, ppr. ME; erying aloud, 7 ee P PMR. 

Howsoever, adv. MEF, Me sit EN Re: 
Hoy, n. Pet. 
Hoya carnosa, n. EAGER, FATE. 
Hubbub, n. PAE Re, MIME, ALIGE; tumult, Neha. 
Huckster, n. A retailer of small articles, of pro- 

visions, JX, JH; a mean, trickish fellow, 

Huekstress, n. Jr 2E. (Be Hl. 
Huddle, vr. 7. To crowd, @L ie IE, Bliss, ; to press or 

hurry in disorder, @L 9. 
Hnddle, x. ¢. To put on in haste or disorder, -§L 

#2, #LZ; to cover carelessly, GLFi, BL; to 

perform in haste and disorder, vf @LK. 71 HLS 
¥f; to throw together in confusion, or ALGRE LT; 

to crowd together without regard to order, 37 

ALTE Me. 
Huddle, n. All in a huddle, 3¢3f¢sae AL. 
Huddled, pp. Crowded together, as men, wr ALK 

4; crowded together, as sheep, i; thrown 

together in confusion, 3¢ gL Hf }#%; huddled 
tooether in a corner, 72} —"p, Sa ER. 

Huddler, ». 27 ELIOEA. BABE A, MIE FEMEE 
a bunegler, ## 1, 35. 

Hue, n. f&, fj%; flowers of all hues, % 74g; 
the five hues, 7p, FrF4- 

Huff, n. A fit or swell of sudden anger, —pilifip 

FX, — bi Sq; a boaster, IRA, BAK, ee 
A4e; to be in a huff, AEM My Ie. 

Hult, v. t. lo swell, EA, MEA; to huff and puff, 
Wee, PA; to huff up, HEA. 

Huff, v. 7. To bluster, fe 5. 
Hug, v. t. Fa fl, ide, FRE; to hug one’s self, A 

ba 
Hug, n. A close embrace, iff #¥. [ Ahk. 

Huge, a. SUK, Wk, IK, tik, Ks BEA, HE 

Huge-bellied, a. Fy WwW fE Tk, He EL, * NE BE. 

Hugely, adv. Sik, HK, K eR ii- 
Hugeness, n. SKA, Be ZK. 

“E> 

my own course? Bhat Qs, oh BiG we; | Hukwang, n. The provinces of Hinin and Hupeh, 
how do you get a living? (#2 UF IE A, et 
PETG; how could I sustain it? BEAR ; 

— 

WR, S38. 
* Vulgar. 
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Halk, n. Mise, Wye rek. 
Hull, n. #%, 52; the hody of a ship, fey. 
Hull, v. ¢. To strip off or separate the hull or hulls, 

5c, #7e 3 to pierce the hull of a ship with 
a cannon hall, $y 2 fy. 

Hulled, pp. & Sse. 
Hulling, ppr. 358. 
Hum, nv. The hum, as of insects, My, (keh, oe; 

the hum of insects, sh S/(my; the hum of bees 
or flies, 228% the hum of a crowd, Ite gs. 

Hum, v. 7. ‘lo hum, as Chinese in reading by 
themselves, jf, Wk, dic, Yk, HE, 4H, Me, ZH; to 
hum, as hees, &e., 2824, 

Human, a. Jape, A fry; human relations, Jy ( ; 
human life, \ZE, J 47, #46; human body, 

& #2; human affairs, Zi; human ideas, J 
ag see human strength, AF]; human feelings, 
Ate; the human family, ASK, HR; human 

beings, A; traffic in human beings, WE 
A; human frame, Jf ff ; “human life is like 
a fleet horse passing by a crevice,” J\4E Any 

UE) i Bik 
Humane, a. {=, (<2, #% f; a humane person, 

EA, fab2 A; kind, 98, WRAY. 
Humanely, adr. 2&4, SLE, LL, BLK. 
Humanity, n. {<, (23%, (ft, (2k, ER, BR; 

philanthropy is Sees {- #4 Aa, ; humani- 
ty or philology, a; humanities, Tio CBE 
ze. 

Humanize, v. t. AVA, DRONA, Hi aT 
zx, AMAT 

Humanizing, ppr. or a. HV NAF. 

Humankind, n. See Mankind. 
HEN. Humanly, adv. BA, TRA, 

LA wl EE lft ae 3 Esk, Kitat ult Humble, a. iff, iH 
Mi, SIRE, V8, aR, wR, 6 DR, WAAAY 5 in my 

- humble opinion, J84¥ 6151, (RARER UL. Fea; 
your humble brother, Se 

humble servant, He tf; an humble mind, 

wed, Wit; humble and lowly, its, ato; 
humble and wees: ilsuainese : humble and re- 
tiring, itBtsR dé; he is very nua Et 

Uh, ee fumiple origin, HE fy (Ie. 

Humble, x. ¢. To bring down, =f GL, aR 

~ subdue, Orit ; to mortify, 4) 3% 1B ; to a 

-one’s self, @ , A at, A Mak 2 A CG; to! 
humble one’s self, to repent, fj 5; to reduce or | 
bring down, f. 

Humble hee, x. -E he. 
Humbled, pp. ora. Humbled himself, ff 52; hum- 

bled ne san A, wT; to be humbled, 

a wt, ef; your most | 

ke, We 5= ; the mountains shall be humbled, 

ST Ul 

To gratify by yielding to 
wish, or desire, 

’ 5 XK oe e, 

&, (RIK, (Riot ; humbly desire, (fli ; humbly 

cule, HE, Mg. 

Humbugeed, pp. Dese. fete 

Humiliate, v. t. To humble, 3%, 3], Fe, We GE. 

Humiliation, n. aft Bt i, 5 

’ ik BE, ih 8, i wed, uh {4 Ties} a; deep 

humility, Zaft. 

bees, &e., P/E humming, as inscets, If. 

Hummine-bird, n. 3 4M 4 fF- 

humors of the body, & 7¢; temper, PE fF. a 

be in good humor, jy PE 4g; ill-humor, EFF, 

fxkFJ St (vy; to be in a drinking humor, firFF, 

particular inclination, humor, 

to humor and flatter people, 3 

AS IR. 

Humbleness, n. aft 5. 

Humbly, adv. {R, {RK ; humbly pray, (RK, RR 

hope, {K#; humbly ask, ff fi]. 
Humbug, v.t. To deceive for the purpose of ridi- 

Humbug, n. Imposition, Pe Sp, igi ; a person 
who imposes, [pf 3. 

SI n. EA AN 

fate: n. ot as 

Humiliating, ppr. or a. 38H, Be; humiliating 

conditions, 13 f¥. 

35 He #9, 3 AH; sel f- 
arailenion Alsik, a 

Humility, n. ith 

Humming, ppr. or a. Humming, as Chinese in 

reading by themselves, jij, zc; humming, as 

we? 

Humming- Poardl n. aie BE, OR. 

Humor, Humour, n. Moisture, zi; the humor of 
the eye, [Rj 2K; vitreous humor, AFF; the 

PE, WE, PERF; good humor, df tf, 4aPE te; 
to put any one in good humor, #4 Af at ee to 

ite VE DE 4g, PE HE TEIE; in an ill-humor, #§38 
HF, PEBESZ; the humor of a thing, FB dey SEI, 

ULAR. 
Humor, Humour, «. ¢. 

as to humor a person, JA Pe ty 

ERAS, SBE 

Humored, Humoured, pp. WAS A ot fs gocd 

humored, 4% 4 f- 
| Hnmorist, Humourist, n. Were ay A. FER. 

Humorous, Humourous, a. Full of wild or fantastic. 

images, HE, a FBIE, ASE AY; subject to be 
governed by humor or caprice, PEF, ERE 

fiy; witty, Whar. 
| Humorously, Humourousty, adv. ie ¥. 
Humorsome, Humoursome, a. iy, sfe sf fry; odd, 

werk ; adapted to excite laughter, 4F4¥ fj. 

a at a a i lh tt ep 



Hunter, n. A. 

HUN 

Hump, n. The Nera of a camel, py Re; Ts hump 
of a cow, 4k, MEA, Z) Pp. [ Sif, 347. 

Humpback, a. BEY, (6%, (BH, 1 BR, fe HE, He 
“ae ed, a. EFS"; a humphacked person, 

tes 
cies a. Nis 
Humus, n. + 4; humus of putrified animals and 

plants, $j. fue 
Hunan, n. One of the middle provinces of China, 
Hunch, n. A hump, which see; a push or jerk 

with the elbow, fit p47. 
Hundred, a. 7, —; 2 hundred thousand, one 

lak, -- 8, f&; a hundred millions, 1%, 4--f- 
WH ; no reckon of less than a hundred, Fy y %:; 
a hundred shots a hundred hits, 4 # @ i; 
the hundred families’ names, Fy 3 tHE; the 
hundred surnames (the people), yf; to speak 
of hundreds, &f; the commander of one 

hundred men, Ke. 
Hundredth, a. orn. $#$— A; hundredths, =. 
Hung, pret. and pp. of hang. 
Hung-beef, n. RAF A. 

Hunger, n. f, AIL, BE, HEE, ALG, BENZ; dropped 
down from hunger, {fA}; to die of hunger, 
HEE, HE; died of hunger, FPF; pinched with 

hunger, Zi] fii}; hunger and thirst, JL #3 ; 
hunger and cold, fJ[3€; to bear hunger, HE, 
HE HL SS fH; to pretend to be suffering of 
hunger, Fy #5. 

Hunger, v. 7. iE; to hunger and thirst after 
righteousness, fil 7) 2 3E; to long for, ¢p fk, 

ARIE, Demet. 
Hungering, ppr. Jit @; desiring eagerly, 4p. 
Hungkam tea, n. See Tea. 
Hungry, a. fa. HL, BE, JE wi, 2, 3%; a hungry 

look, LAR, MLM 2G, FEE, ae: a hungry 
devil, (5%; hungry and thirsty, AL @; lean, 
i; not rich or fertile, Ju. 

Hunks, n. oF ERNE 
Hunt, v. t. or ¢. 379, 37 FA, A, HE, SE 

hunt out a thing, #4 ff}; to hunt up, Sk, 98; 
{o hunt down, 3% ; to hunt after riches, #AIy ; 
to hunt out robbers, i Jifbk; to hunt through 

hooks, {MUM 4#yaplal ; to hunt from, 3B, 
eH. 

Hunt, n. 4y%{; the vernal hunt is called #; the 
summer hunt, fy; the autumnal hunt, fig, 78; 
the winter hunt, #f, 3, get a hunisman, 47 

Hunted, pp. or a. #Ai, 3B » dai. 

By RM; to | 

awe alli tho stalls, #7 £2 FA, oe  e. ; to | 

he. 

( 601 ) HUR 

Bes ppr. 47 Hf, FA; a hunting dog, iia; 
a hunting falcon, tEAM a hunting carriage, 
fi; a hunting tour, 3% Sie hunting an ae 

Hunting-horn, n. fsa, 3 ihe fq. | HELE. 
Hunting-horse, Honteia nae n. Wi 5. 
Huntsman, n. iif \. 
Hupeh, n. ya. 
Hurdle, n. A texture of twigs, osiers or sticks, 

Bit Wl, Ae, Bt 4, As fe 1 Fs hurdle work, 
Abi L. 

Hurdle, v. ¢. BRIE, LIL BALE 
Hurdy-gurdy, n. eRe 3s. HET - 
Hurl, v. ¢. 4p, Hd, 4), Hi; to hurl down, AT, 
Hurl, n. The act of throwing with violence, $f 

#3; commotion, fl, 2AgL- 
Hurler, n. One who hurls, $3; one who plays 

at alle FT KE 
Hurly, Hurly-burly, n. . Tumult, fal, PE. 
Hurra, ean interj. An exclamation of joy or 

surprise, Ip Ay, Wi gt. 
Hurricane, n. A violent wind, J}gl; a whirlwind, 
Rm, ant signs of the approach of a hurri- 

cane, RUE (190). 
Hurried, Be. or a. no ISH, PEM, thie, 

yee, ons SEL, BG Te? ee Aeil5 2536 eT BE, FF 

A HH, GSES, LAG, Gl #8, DEAE, BH 4 
hurried manner, 4:34 2 @,; hurried steps, #3 

HB Ti He. 
Horriedly, adv. 4, 43h, ie, aa HER, ie = 

c ; 5p wa Ik ee 

riedly, & AT: to write i See 4.64 ; to speak 
hurriedly, 4 24>, 24 as; hurriedly finished, 

aj HS 3F- 
Hurry, v.t. To hasten, (38, TE, REPL, eR, A 

fe ; 10 hurry or drive away, (E+ i ZH ; to hurry 
a business, ff 8% /F3z; to hurry on or along, x 
fi, 18 46; hurry him on, f%{BHefy; do not 

hurry me, #4 EAR, VRE A, Oy (EAL. 
Hurry, v. 7. To move with haste, #, 34, AH, 
4 J. te, fe PE; to act with haste, Pek, fit 

Ue, et, AEH; to hurry along, $e4z, 9EF: 
to hurry away, #t:, JF; do not hurry, PRA 
ie, WE ZEN, ABE, Ayo; to hurry about, fy 
DAZE, WEAK ARF ; to hurry over a business, & 
TS, KT; hurry off with it, Hit 

Hurry, 2. Pressure, urgency io haste, 2. ast 

es ie #, AE 388; ; bustle, r%, 

S aeey 

se, RE, BL 
Fa] ; need not be ina hurry, fF (opps, We edit HE, 
ARTE 3 in a great hurry, WE, Jae : {o come 
ina hurry, & neh AS, RB? in the hath of his 

BNGmeNG Xe 
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ays Sy 7h, rage, FER Z ik 
Hurry-skurry, adv. s¢6L- 
Hurt, v.¢; pret. and pp. hurt. To wound, {#, &, | 

48, Ja, (24 ; to hurt by a blow, #7 (%, BB; 
to hurt one’s feelings, (& it, (fF; it will 
not hurt you, ME (/p, 7 (fi; to feel hurt, Fh 
PE ; do not feel hurt, Me xy APE, SEPE ; you hurt | 

him, (fp 8546, 18 sf. 
Hurt, n. Wound, {f, £. 
Hurtful, a. SEM, 4 fy, #SE Ag; hurtful to man, 
Ze fy, ( Af; hurtful to me, 4e 4G Ay ; nox- 
lous, e76F. 

Hurtfulness, n. f# 22. 
Husband, n. “=, KIJE; my husband, BA, AR 

BN KGF BNE. RE, AB, (A, BF 
husband and wife, RF, KIL, AYR, Pew. fic | 

| Hussy, 7. Ay, BEG. i, WEE; a husband’s elder brother, K{A, fA 
He SLE ; husband’s younger brother, $F, AX 
#€ ; hushand’s elder brother’s wife, * (Atk, 7 

+; husband’s vounger brother’s wife, MIVK ; 
husband’s sister, 44! ; husband’s sister’s hus- 

band, 4#; a husband’s father, 42S, RA; 
a hushand’s mother, Jk, 344%; a hushand’s 

father and mother, 5} kf, #8; elder sister’s hus- 

band, Whac, Wik, WEE, Ab bt; younger sister’s 
husband, $k ac. HRI ; father’s sister’s husband, 
Hj ; mother’s sister’s husband, kjjal ; mater- 
nal grand-father’s sister’s husband, ZS ; pa- 
ternal grand-father’s sister’s husband, 2 2, Hf 
Zs ; wife’s elder sister’s husband, #5, ; wife’s 

. . 1 CIE} nf ~ | 

younger sister’s hashand, #8: ; wife’s niece’s | 
ke 5 2 | 

husband, fy EJ~ ; husband of an elder female | 

cousin of a different surname, #2 4) 4é ; husband 

of a younger female cousin of a different sur- 
name, #4F Je; husband of a father’s elder fe- 
male cousin of a different surname, FART ; 

husband of a father’s younger female cousin of 
a different surname, #2 4§ 4; husband of a 
grandfather's female cousin of a different sur- 
name, #44; cousin’s daughter’s husband, 
eo WEE ; cousin’s grand-dauchter’s husband, 
She Hy; sister’s daughter’s husband, 4p8 
#5; the husband of a princess, A= "APRS, ZS 
=E HE; an old woman’s husband, 44 4. 

Husband, v.¢. To direct and manage with fru- 

cality, G58, HERE, BE; to husband time, 

PE SERS; to till, $F. 
Husbandman, n. A farmer, BEse, PEALE, BERR, 

BEN, BT, ET ET, HK, HS, IN, PAA, 
{HS , FE, PEK; the master of a family, He =F. 

Husbandry, n. Pec, BH, PEP Se, fae PE; fru- 

| 

| Hush, v. t. ORRE, SEHRE; to hush up an affair, 
Fl, fl ; to keep concealed, F&$t, [E3e. 

Hush, a. Silent, §P RR. 
Hush-money, n. JR, BE, ALMA. 
Husk, n. #¥, 5¢, Je5E, J; husk of grain, PE, FP, 

4%; husk of wheat, 24, 2, Mhz; husk of 
rice, PR, GE, AY. 40; husk of millet, Zs yk, Mf. 

Husk, v.¢. $s, HSE, ESE; to husk grain, HERZ, 

Husked, pp. fi7c, Ji K- | ZR. 
Huskiness, n. Roughness of sound, 77 #. 
Husking, ppr. orn. Fe; the husking of grain, 

| Husky, a. Abounding with husks, se) pG, Hye, 

HE Ag; harsh, 
wae. 

Hussar, n. FB Fe. 

Hustings, n. pl. (fp WH Ik x2 ZS B- : 
Hustle, v. t. To shake together in confusion, # Hh, 

#£ Sf; to push or crowd, 3% fy, Pb fT- 

Hut, n. i, Bia, og, OR, Wei, JAE, BL, PHM, 
3¢4; to put up a hut, #—|E]¥e; huts or hoy- 
els, occupied by the Tanka people, a 3 Fe; a 
thatched hut, #3. 

Hutch, n. A corn-bin, eee. 
Hutch, v. t. To hoard, 3g3l, (aki. 
Huzza, n. pine. 
Hyacinth, n. Red hyacinth, pHi, 34 HE ; a flow- 

er hyacinth, 42 7§. 
Hyades, Hyads, n. pl. 22 Hf. 
Hyaline, a. Feet fy. 
Hybrid, Hybridous, a. efi Ay. 
Hydatis, n. & AWRY. 
Hydra, n. A water-serpent, \¢#E; a serpent or 

monster with many heads, 7 SEiRE, JURE. 
Hydracid, n. cH. 
Hydragogue, n. BpiyeHs. 
Hydrangea hortensis, n. FESGER, HERE. 
Hydrant, n. fre q2j, He ak KE. 
Hydrargyrum, n. Quicksilver, Jeg. 
Hydrate, n. In chemistry, a compound in defi- 

nite proportions, of a metallic oxyd with water, 
Ik#HA ; hydrate of potassium, PE Fy. 

| Hydraulic, Hydraulical, a. Pertaining to hydraul- 

ics; hydraulic ram, fA At, Llak Vesa; hy- 
draulic press, eH. 

Hydraulies, n. KI ZK, am dA, SI aK Zz BE. 
Hydriodic, a. 4p ay. 
Hydrocarbon, n. $f frg- 

Hydrocele, n. FF 38, A. - 
Hydrocephalus, n. Sfi7KHE, 7K BA. 
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Hydroch lori On Or "Hydrochloric rae d, ok @ aay at, 

ba W. 
Hydroeyanie, a. Hydrocyanie acid, Ee yEBT. 
Hydrodynamie, a. y¢ Jj fry. 
Hydrodynamics, n. yey ZB. 
Hydrogen, n. $j, WS Fe. 
Hydrographer, n. $9 jap iit fal #- 
Hydrographic, Hydrographical, @. sie IEA; 

hydrographical maps, 7 [aq- 

Hydrography, n. ACE sit, HF ATE bel id:- 
Hydrology, n. z)<inr- 
Hydrometer, n. AS W5St, Wk. 

Hydrometry, n. ZEAE 
Hydropathie, a. oe =i fy, WBA. 
Hydropathy, n. SBE, IK bs ik. 
Hydrophobia, n. CHE, FRE, FOMARE. 
Hydrostatic, Hydrostatical, a. 4&2 fry; hydro- 

statie balance, $$7k 322; hydrostatic press, 
Hydrostaties, n. th 7iK 7H. | aAKKE. 
Hydrothorax, n. Jigjik. 
Hydrus, n. IK Se. 

Hyena, n. ese, TPA: 
Hygeia, n. The goddess of health, (R.A mmpf- 
Hygeian, a. Hygoian art, (RS ZL RS ZiE.- 
Hyienic, a. #§ & fy. 

Hygrometer, n. UASt, A IURST, HRD. 
Hygroscope, n. See Hygrometer. 
Hymen, n. WEAR 2% wih, AR BE % wh; the virginal 

membrane, = Ja J&; the fine pellicle which 
incloses a flower in the bud, 3 jk, 22. 

Hymeneal, Hymenean, n. A marriage song, #F 

fam. 
Hymenopter, n. ; ; pl. Hy menoptera. Oe i. 
Hymn, n. i, HGF, whheF; to sing a hymn, 0% 

aes "Ell ny- 
Hyoscyamus, n. 44%, BY Zee. 
Hyperbola, m. te ph $x. 

Hyperbole, n. ey WE yet I eT ye, 

Hyperholic, Hyperbolical, a. GE Ah Ht Ay; 
bolic spiral, + pffy WAAR. 

Hyperborean, a. 1b355 fj. 
Hyperborean, n. Jj% J. 
Hypercritic, n. iis Asks BH. 
Hypercritic, Hypercritical, a. PI Aesth (19. 
Hypericum monogynum, n. 4% pipe 
Hypermeter, n. 3 (#. 
Hyphen, n. In writing or printing, a character, 

thus (—), implying that two words or syl- 

lables are to Le connected, j# 3292, HARE. 
Hypnotic, a. #¢|flf%y; lrypnotic medicine, ¥x [HE 

Be, WEA aE 
Hypochondria, n. S253, ROW, SBME, Hit BE. 

Hypocrisy, m. 4936.2" 836-4, a. BASH O. 
Hypocrite, n. Hii A, 13 8 4. Dans #, ie 
Hypoeritic, Hypocritical, a. (836, FEB, SB, 
Hypocritically, adv. (&Y%, ifs we | fi 
Hypogastric, a. Pf jfk. 
Hypopium, n. Whe ZIE- 
Hypostasis, ». —] 4 #i- 
Hypostatic, Hypestatical, a. AA fg. 
Hypotenuse, Hypothenuse, n. 5%. 
Hypothecate, v.¢. J, 3. 
Hypothesis, n. GRABER, RANA, Web Zid, 

hyper- 

SH Aol. 
Hypothetic, Hypothetical, a. Ge#7 fy, px (ili V3. 
Hypotyposis, x. In rhetoric, indent ¥Y fig; 0 

descuipugn of things in strong or lively colors, 

HEH aie HC eli Ziad . 

Hyson, n. P&E. Sce under Tea. 

Hyssop, n. ara 
Hysteric, Hysterical, a. A AGES IAS. 
Hysterics, n. % ti She: 
Hysterotomy, x. Insurgery, the Gasarean section, 

WF 

I. 
if The ninth letter of the English alphabet, 3€ | 

* nn FUE SB ILE ; i.e. (id est), EN fi, 0 AL- 
I, pron. The pronoun of the first person, 4%, WR, 

Fe, FF, HR, at. HY. Gs I, the one man, 

R—NA; 1 myself, MAG, BH, AH, KH; 
I (We), used by His Imperial Majesty, J, Jy 
F, %% KA; I, the king or prince, HN, HE, 

jK; I, the Wee sie Ayes, a 
governor, eats I, ihe general, Aes 

the hoppo, ALY 4h: I, the prefect, AF; II, m 
magistrate, ae BULK 5 J, the assistant magis- 
trate, AI ; T, the citizen under your jurisdic- 
tion, 4 P ; I, the foreign merchant, 4p 7% ; I, 
the foreigner, i J, fe JV; I, the foreign bar- 
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barian, HE; i your humble younger brother, 
Ae, xo; 1, your pupil, 244b, PY4E; I, the 
humble writer, NE ; I, the youth, #4E, .J4E; 
I, a term used by the wife of a nobleman, )Jy 

az, AH; I, your unworthy handmaid, IF; 

I, your handmaid, 4 3 ; I, the prisoner, 78 J\; 
I, your slave (a term used by a gut when 

addressing His Imperial Mi up sty), ALA ; 1, the 
sinner, eta SEN; I, the ant, HK : I 
the little child or son, Fl sl, the degenerate 
one, A. Ff ; I, your little daughter, Jy% ; I, the 
Tauist priest, xi, Biz, yA; I, the poor 
Buddhist priest, #($, Jy fit; I, the little nun, 
JE 3:1, the poor nnn, #7 Jeg; I, the man-sery- 
ant, #£; I, the maid-servant, 4, oe; 1, the 

relative, 7g #4; I, used by an old person, #4, 
24h, BEE; I, the old woman, 2H, #4, & 

Hg; Twill go with you, Feline, RIL ; 
I take care of myself, 4¥ #iF¥; I perform my 
duty, F¥Se4GGH ; it is T, AR, FLFR; I'd have 

you know, Peatbik/al, Fras ik. 
Jambic, Iambus, n. In poetry, a foot consisting 

of two syllables, the first short and the last 
long as in amans, 7A YZ. 

Thex, n. 262%. 
Ibid., Ibidem. In the same place, ££ ék, oh ZE fk. 
Ibis, n. 1844. 
Tee, n. Yk, #4, Men; as cold as ice, PM fyR, we 
nya, Gian Uk, WBE ; ice and snow, Haz ; float- 

ing ice, Hey; thin ice, PEAK; small pieces of 
ice, dic ; to break the ice, jf] gf. 

Tee-blink, n. Wes. 

Tce-boat, n. Asif. 

Ice-bound, a. YK A AE Bh. 
Tee-built, a. BRAS, WkPRE. 

Tee-cream, n. HK, WeFRL. 

Tee-house, n. Hae, Wehe, 2 
Teeberg, n. WIL. 

Tceland-moss, n. KR iz. 
Ichneumon, n. @iti (4 IVER. 
Tchor, n. BE, Beye % Bile. 
Ichthyocal, Tc hthyocolla, n. Isinglass, £@j%. 
Ic hthyography, n. 40 Gi, GED SB. A APM. 
Ichthyolite, n. Bhi cae 

Ichthyology, n. 40 inp, 
Ichthyophagist, N. vie FA 
Ichthyophagous, a. PLN. 
Ichthyesaurus, rn. 4 RE. 
Tchthyosis, n. ZE WEE. 
Teicle, n. tk MF Wai ati: 

Iciness, n. 4 tO 

ae ast 
Be "3st 

IDI 

Iconoclast, n. #8 FEF, BE RH. 

Iconography, n. PRS, BIR IA. 
Icosahedral, a. + Ty fg. 
Icosahedron, n. = -- Tay #8. 
Icosandria, n. pl. + #y BREEZE. 
Icteric, Ieterical, a. FETHEN- 
Icterus, n. HOHE, et 
Tey, a. Hk, WRB, RAS, iT 4 ; frigid, destitute of 

affection or passion ¥PYR. 

Idea, n. %, BE BH, SoA, ia ae noe ALR, Ir 
4H; a good idea, #f-#; a fine idea, eR, AFH, 
Af St; a lofty or grand idea, 6H. Hija 
foolish idea, #244 , 5; CHE, BL, 4H, SFE ; Le 
ideas, #2 #4 ; “a éorrect idea, GH, BA EA 
an original idea, Jit 4%; a remarkable or strange 
idea, FEL, AF #E; I have an idea, RAM. 

Ideal, a. or n. “Uxisting in idea or conception, #4 

PE ly, rb US; visionary, 28%) fy, 4) HB 
f¥j; ideal good, Hist, #R3e ; ideal excellence, 
Jf f8, HiSE, PRSE; an ideal or pattern worthy 
to he imitated, HY 4% i, FY FeLi; ideal world, #i 
SEAL, BCE Z lk ; a hean ideal, fy fH. 

Idealism, n. $eA8 7% Fk, HH. 

Idealize, v. 7. “To form ideas, (£ #5 7:, 44 FF. 
Ideally, adv. Loh, LV. 

Idem. The same, —#®, [nj 5¢#%- 
Identic, Identical, a. — fk, palit? RAS 

44, — 3h; identical with, fa]—st, JE—#, In] 

—-ff; they are entice bee — fe, ft 2A 

fi] ; their labor is identical with the culture of 
the Sniees tree, Uf Ht Hak — a. 

Identically, adv. Hi. 
Identification, n. The act of making to be the 

same, (245 — Sh ; the act of proving to be the 

sune, WHE R—#, FH HE —SK, dea an bal 
Identified, pp. To be identified, 5d Hi, fis Hi; 

thought to he the same, fF f*R—#, Li — sk. 

Identify, v.¢. LE, Bi E— ca 
to consider as the same, ff fA— tk f EB xX, 

WA. 
Identifying, ppr. fEA—R, WA— st. 

Identity, ». #2, A, —3H, fH 
Ideographie, Ideographical, a. @ Bef. 
Ideology, n. fear, & AM. 
Ides; nigl. 2. Ais: 

Id est (i.e.). That is, 6) ff. 
Idiocrasy, n. PE ZAR. 

Idiocy, n. Argh se Be, Hisy, mA. 
Idiom, n. ize, BW: ; the local idiom, -- Fk, -+ 

ak, +; the common idiom, f@ph. 
Idiomatic, Idiomatical, a. Btyéfy, seIEAG; an 
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idiomatic expression, 4) ni£72a], te 
Idiomatically, adv. AiG. 
Idiopathy, n. A PRet HE. 
Idiosynerasy, n. Fy, We. 

Idiot, n. #tE, RA, RF, KF, Hit, TF, 
Idiotey, n. Fai Gl, i. LA. 
Idiotic, Idiotical, a. ai, He, HL, BB 

idiotic porson, Jaf, 242th. 

Idioticon, mn. A dictionary of a particular dialect, 

we MM, haf SM. 
Idiotism, n. An idiom, -Fak, Ei, ai#; idiotcy, Ignis a n ev HE. 

Re, AGN. 
Idle, a. [i], tH, * { ASUS, * A, Bl), A, HY 
REDD, TAT, FEE ; idle talk, Dee Taya, Ty] 
#8, Hivah, 2; an idle head, hG9H, ALIA; idle | 

stories, Gi, weHE, lB ; idle mic iat 5 

| 

ARE, A. As an 
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delay, you will not catch him, dE FA A fy; if 

I should become an officer, #5 KEKE, ae 

45 (ice if he can only gain a livelihood, 3 
will be enough, {H} Bp na ena 

RE; if so, iat » Go ; if there is, Hh, AGH, 

(i fh, Wi» Fra; if thus, ifs; if you please, 

Fu SEs if a be so, Aig FATT -if it had not been 

for you, #IEG, BIEN; as if, AFL, 
\eienteotis a. “TEE. pee 

GLIK, Ia. HE, 
Lex. 

Ignis fatuus, n. ; pl. Ignes fatui. 

Tenite, v. t. To kindle, Ba, ia pt, FEIK, 

UK, WW, iF Ki IK, Bh; to ignite spon- 

taneously, fF 2% EK, A ARB. 
Tenited, rh or a. Eh 3G, FE SR, FEB XK; 

thoroughly ionited, JB i%. 

idle rage, J¥H!; idle time, Py, EAL fea sto | Igniting, ppr. Bk, FR. 
lead an idle life, 7, RRL, PEGE AL, {it 
fi) #E A; an idle rumor, ff; an idle person, 
MEA, THF, PRUE ; idle people, [3] AE J; a low, 
idle fellow, Mz {4 4eq J. ; to circulate idle ee 
sats, WHS ; idle thoughts, fgJHh; a 
idle crowd, [yy] 4. 

Idle, v. 7. (iB, Bly]; to idle away, See IE ; 
to idle about, fy] jhe, [3 Hk. 

Idle-headed, a. Foolish, #3 #¥. 

Idleness, n. 2203}, Zik. AG. WHE, MLD. 
Tdler, n. $f, WE, WOE, HEP. HER ASI, BI 

UH, PGRN ; to look out for idlers, PREY]. 
Idly, adv. fii ¥%; lazily, MYR; foolishly, FL 9 ; to 

talk idly, Mea, BEE Vf. 
Idol, n. #p%; an image, fR(H; a clay idol, wg, 
HR: a wooden idol, Ax, AZ% FALE a metal 

idol, BAR; to worship idols, ee =; an idol’s 

"procession, REIN, EOE M6 Ap, 2 BR APA 
the idol is desirous of food, Lip BB; to. 
raise to the dignity of an idol, HS PBE sa a 
person’s idol, Fe22 pi, AE p ; the birthday of 

an idol, p52 H. 
Idolater, n. FEEBES, FEBIRE. TIAN, FE 

{x mH; an adorer, FE J #%. 

Idolatrous, a. FEA wpAy, FE 
idolatrous edifices, 32; )%5 Mj. 

Idolatry, n 

Idolize, v. t. ERE, LL Bh, HOR. 
Tdyl, n. Hu. 
If, con}. 7 ay Neh 45» Hi, Anz, Re 

[SF 

JF, 7a FE, ij AYE; if he come, #* (5 Fe; 

more appropriately rendered lazy, 

| | Ienominiously, adv. W] Bg, Lea 

Ignition, n. FEAR, GRA. BAKA. 

Ignoble, a. Of low birth, IIE, BLE, TUR, aBIE, 
FEE. HUE, Sh; noble and ignoble, #¢)¥ ; 
an-ignoble action, OLE 2 fF 4g. 

| Ignobly, adv. BLTE. 

“Tgnominions, a. 2554, HRN, TEM, WH 
Je, JMG se i fy- 

e, LAAs BR. 
| Ignominy, n. aE, WE, AE, ut, ZW 

BR Zz. 
Tenoramus, n. An ignorant aoa He WKN, FE 

SHE AN, SN FE, PR 2, RE, BR Sih 
Wy, 4E{E ; the Hemet nt which a grand jury 
makes on a bill presented to them for inquiry, 
when there is not evidence to support the 
charges, on which the accused is discharged, 

Wie a Pe ic EE. 

BE, ER SR? 

| Ignorance, n. 45, Bek, eae 

SEG, FRAG 

ate Fs ram jas, Aa] lig | n 

An, fhe fi, {i , {ie we 7 3 If not, fe {% , Ns a | Iguana, n. Ke ME RE, WS ap 

if you | li, n. ft #. 

* These characters, though generally used for idle, are | | Tac, a. JHB; iliac arteries, SSA 
| Ilium, n. ERR. 

Ignorant, a. Je 4, WEA, mie, Mesh, Ase, Se 

Au, iB Ba ge, RE, Aah ath PR 
HOPE TRL, SEARING AD, Herterte at. CE fll. ate, BBE 
te, TGs: he is not ignorant of, DE Ail 4, Ay 
JE A; ignorant of guilt, IE ASE, AAs; 
ignorant of the world, Me sik FTE YR, AAU IE FR; 
ignorant of it, HEME. AAI; I am alto- 
gether ignorant of it, F¥#BIE 40, FQUe Aan; 
ignorant look, 5 2 7 5, BB ignorant 
of letters, Ie oak 52, 7A aii 2, Ep te Fk — 7; 
ignorant people, Sk ft, Heb. 

Ignorantly, adv. He Be, AK; unskillfully, HHP, 

[BRR 
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Ill, a. Not well, sick, [i Fak, TE eH, We ahem, 
We SW, Ars s Very ill, iP iy. HERG ; to Lecome 

suddenly ill, Za28 45 Mi, 23 AR HE 95+ iL 
ease, ME ¥e ie, HE Heat, Huth 4 T ; to think 
ill of any one, we Av We ag, at di 26> ill 

spoken of, (Mt x it ¥, ie A WE Af. 
a thing ull as mM; it fell out i 

F, HAE ETH UK; to 
VIBE RRE @ “suffer ill, 3% 

ill, Cy (Qlts WAGE; 
US fh. 

Tl], n. Wickedness, S3EB2; pain, 43 
lll-arranged, a. Sei hy, We hp. 
Ill-assorted, a. FUE VEIN. 
Ill-balanced, a. 4.23. 
Tll-blood, n. [ #. 

Tl-boding, a. HEPA, 1 db SIA, 
Til-bred, a. aT 

return ill for ill, 

SE Tes 5 you have done 

ill fitted for use, fz 

disease, Jy, 

LHR: | 

ZI. 
Ill-breeding, n. 40g yi 3%. 
Ill-concerted, Hl-contrived, a. #5 Ni #-, PAE AT WY. 

Ill-conditione od, a. EF. ewes 

Ill-considered, a. #E AFs, GEFEN de. 

Ill-defined, a. Are. 

Ill-devised, a. DE AFIT A, VEAP RAR, Aes al R- 

Ill-directed, a. JH 4g-Fiy DEL. 
Ill-disposed, a. Il-disposed towards, Ji MR kf. 

Il-equipped, a. {Ai WRG AF, {hi Bi Ae. 
Ill-faced, a. jWQjiy- 

LAA. 

Ill-fated, a. DEKE Gr, UCASE, Hh or. iD om, 1 A 
A ot , Hi) or - 

Il-favored, Il-favoured, a. WHE, PERG, GREE, TEBE. | 
Tll-fitted, a. He Q, Ar A, WE we. 

WH AS RR. Ill-formed, a. {iil kf, ME eo 
Tll-framed, a. 4fiJl Af, ih] Ase. 
Ill-furnished, a. {fj Ht A EL, (Api A. 

Ill-gotten, a. 774 fry. 
Ill-imagined, a. #4 kf, IE Ake. 
Ill-informed, a. HE 4nf& fi, Ae KU AY HE. 

Ill-judged, a. PPE AS, PLAS. 

Tl-looking, a. HE Aff, FALBL, THEE, TUR 
Til-managed, a. “BLE ¥e, Ae As a, Fay ERB. 
ll-manned, a. JEW N, WAVE 
Tll-natured, a. REF, 
Ill-naturedly, adv. Jip9K. 

Ill- Sy a, [ite AER 
—s = ihe 

Ill- iar a. Paes 
Tll-tempered, a. HE def-PE ti, BEI. 
Ilt-trained, a. Hell ky. 
Ill-treat, v. t. FUER, fle up. 

is malt n. AGAR, TUR, SE OL, WR, HR, TR. 

LUA KE. 
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to take | 

Se Sh 

ILL 

legal, a. HE Ai, Ais, TLIRMWE, ERE, 18 
fi, KA + SHAR “ileus ee nothing illegal may 
be ec therein, Ay fi Fl, ex it AE 

| illegal trade, jeyid:AEG&, SEARAE TE, ALD ELIE ; 
| an illegal decision, S€9f17$4é; illegal books, 

Pike ae: illegal associations, OE: illegal 
proceedings, Ar je Z Fr FR- 

| Illegally, adv. Aye, SHE. 

Illogalily, n. Aika, HELI He OMB § 
Ilegible, a. Al]. DRI MY, RAR HE. 

3% (5. 

Illegibly, adv. Megibly written, 5540 HA, 3 

AnH). 
ites imate, a. F/,, #2; illegitimate child, BR, 
BE Ae AM ; not eae: deduced, illog- 

SEN, ie, PRE, FETE, 1 | 

cae ke A>, Ae Be. 

| Illegitimately, adv. Ff. 
Illiberal, a. Not liberal, 72y{S fry, ayy, Fe hee, vs 

| 3, BE; sparing of gifts, as JERSE He. 
| Iliberality, n. yah, Post 

| Illicit, a. 4h, Hid, IE, JUAS, HEAM, AaB 
hs illicit intercourse, A, 3, AL li, JB 

| illicit connection, 4% 4, 77 &; illicit intercourse 

| with people’s wives and daughters, 2 Af} RZE 
#z ; illicit intercourse between free persons and 
slaves, Bike ze. 

Illicitly, adv. Ff; illicitly coining, #143. 
| Illimitable, a. Unlimited, Seif, “RETE, 4ur at, Se 

GE, Anti} Ame Joe, rr An iB IE Jy: V ; vast, ge, igi, Wee, 

| WWE TE. 
| Illimitably, adv. 4mepRE. 

| Illimited, a. Not limited, tpg. 
Tllimitedness, 1. SME(E By, SEC YE iF. 
Illiterate, a. Unlettered, 0 ci S085, AA sik SF AY, 

ARB WS, RAT, Bg. 
Illness, n. 35, JE, RE, FEIW 3 Severe illness, Hi yy, 
47; my illness, FR py, AyAypBe ; recovered 
from illness, EAR, Jy MR, FRI. 

logical, a. me As, pee Ae > 36 EE AY. 
| Ilogicalness, n. AAT HL, HE ieee ee 

Wea, | Illude, v. ¢. ‘T'o deceive, to mock, 

Illuded, pp. mE. 

Illuding, ppr. MS, IK A. 
Illuminate, v. ¢. To Ba cate TAK, TRAY, eye 
WG), FEAR, WB Bk; to adorn with festal 
| lamps, Ge., 3638, ae to adorn with orna- 
| mented letters, &e., st; to iiluminate the 

| hearts of the people, H&5G Ay; to illuminate 
| everywhere, 34 8, 1272 pu Ff ; to illuminate the 
| world, J 5¢ {lk §# ; to illuminate the streets, 34 

4h 5 to illustrate, 113 Ay. 
| “laminate, Be: or a. BHT, NGI, WBAYIa, 
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HP 5 an illuminated street, viise 
Illumination, n. JA363%; brightness, tl, Le KE, 

HHL, WE; the illumination of a book, #7 
MEH, ZEAE; the sparkling brilliancy of 

‘an ilumination, KE BE. 
Illuminative, a. IAG, WIG (ry. 
Illuminator, n. EH, eine, Hie 
Illumine, v. t. JA5%, Je, y48; to illumine the 

mind, Fa Aig ; to brighten, to adorn, PEP. 

Illumined, pp. Wit, WAT, HRT. 
Illusion, n. ¥J 5h, SIs. 
Illusive, a. %jee fy, ASL, BY A. 

Illusory, oc. Wey Ree OE, WET Si, Ay WK A: 
arguments, Fitkz ye. 

Illustrate, v. 

illusory 
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t. To make clear, bright or luminous, | 

TRA, #5 Ea: = I], FEN, #50: to explain, {f%, | 

HAY, 3x2 HY], HUAN, cEAY, GAN, FE; to illustrate, 
as a book with pictures, drawings, &e., J [al 

#3 3 
illustrate a doctrine, ARIA ER, Wyse; 
trate the meaning, #RS§, i23e ; 
by examples, 4% fbr. 

Illustrated, pp. or a. freA ih, BUT. 
Illustrating, ppr. 35H], BEA, AFA. 
Illustration, n. 

to illus- 

trate, fal, fa]#; illustration of the Four Books, 
[U # [al 2 ; for illustration, JE", (Re An. 

Illustrative, a. Wyfy, RAG, BAAS, HRA Ay. 

Illustrator, n. ARB, SA. A, PER. 
Illustratory, a. 8A] fry. 
Illustrious, a. Distinguished by the reputation of | 

ereatness, BRIE, BAAS, BA, ACAN, BEAR, BARE, 
mA, AE; illustrious deeds, BR #7, 3 fF 

illustrious virtue, AY (4%, BAH; able to illus- 
trate sublime virtue, 9g HY i 7 ; sublime virtue, a? 

ie 74; illustrious prince, £4 7, WAH, my il- | 

lustrious father (deceased), 243 ; an illustrious | 

name, BR 4%; an illustrious person, BA J\, 3E 
J\; illustrious conduct, \ ihFRys. - 

Illustriously, adv. BAY. 
Tllustriousness, n. BAAE, ALK. 
Image, n. A statue, fA, JE{%; an idol, fh{R, jp 

(G, 2 BER; a clay image, WIG, + 1B; a 
wooden image, AS, ACB, As fA, ACE HR, 
ASG; a stone image, 4 (#;a graven image, 
AZ %) 2 {#; to cast an image, $# (@; to make 

to illustrate brilliant virtue, NAAR fH ; to | 

to illustrate | 

#2138; explanation, fpeAA A, ge | 

fff ; an engraving or picture designed to illus- | 

| Imbody (better: 

| Imborder, 

images, f£{§(#; the image of a man, \ ff; | 
'Imbricate, Imbrieated, a. Bent and hollowed, &- images of men buried with the dead, jj, FR 

#; to worship images, Ff {*%; the shadow 

IMB 

a photographer, Pa 
fancy, AH5f; an idea, buy 
(A) 23 ; upright image, Ee 

Image,v. t. 33 (fA, 2 il, 2 Be Ht Be t. 
Tmage- vance n. F¥-455 {Be ie 

Imagery, n. Sensible peace pictures, 

statues, #£ 1%; false ideas, %) #4; form, JE; 
fizures in discourse, JG %r. 

a picture ‘drawn by 

BTR: inverted image, 

Tinaginable, a. Wy #8, #8 (4 Si ME, AB ERLE, 
FEB AB As 

Imaginary, a. Existing only in fancy, 4, fig, 

BE Ay, Sy HL, MCLG, AEE RESBENYG; chime 
vical, PE AB AG, BRAGS. 

Imagination, n. 4 48, fit #8, BE HL; conception, 

image in the mind, AH /®, ALD, FRM. 
Imaginative, a. Full iene ¥y AM AY; 

fantastic, 4Je fy, FF: the imaginative fac culty, 
JS ms YF. ay utes 

Imagine, v.t. To form a notion or idea in the 
mind, ff, 4, HL48; to contrive in purpose, 
FAH, FHT: to deem, J14%; to scheme, ji. 

Imagining, ppr. tq, 78, WO. 

Imam, Imaun, Iman, n. Jef fe) efi. 
Imbank, v. ¢. SEFC FACE. 
Imbecile, a. Weak, 35 45 PE, pi aG, TEAK, Hh aS, 

5, es, MEN, BEM. 
Imbecility, n. 4a 94 3%, Fi #4 Hs imbe- 

cility from age, ji, fEST, (i 1H, Big Mi ; im- 
potence of males, 4067), 4 Jy 3€ 94. PHI. 

Imbed, v. t. 3G, GIS; to place in a mass of earth, 
sand, or other substances, RIS UE- 

Imbedded, pp. or a. 3 SI. 
Imbibe, v. t. Wk, fir, Boos {o receive into the 

mind and retain, , 847; to imbibe with 
the mother’s milk, 2) BE FL We %; to saturate, 

Imbibed, pp. With, WRT, RES. | weik. 

Imbibing, ppr. Wk, fk. 
Imbitter (better: embitter), v.t. (EET, Wiig. Be 

#2; to imbitter one’s life, i J V4 fr; to make 

more severe, poignant or painful, Nee, WE 

Me. INE 
embody), v. t. 82%, (#E, IK 

Imbolden. See Embolden. | — HE. 
v. t. To furnish with a border, #7 j$; 

to bound, it %. 
Tmbosom, v. ¢. 2, SEF, EA EA, Fa. 
Imbosomed, pp. or a. (2 J, SES ZED. 
Imbow, v. t. To arch, RE HE, HES. 

WEE, Bak HEF; in botany, lying 
over each other in regular order, like tiles on or image of a thing, 2%; to take an image, as | 
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a roof, WANE, HII. | ARNE. 
Imbroglio, n. #2, v7 gl. | Immeasurable, a. That cannot be measured, ke 

Imbrue, v. t. To wet or moisten, je, Yew, Ue; $e PL, # 4H HY HE, dnc ny JE, EE ae, GHA; im 
imbrue in blood, 7£} fl; to imbrne the ioral mense, S0E[J2 fF , SHEL Hil), Fak, HEA E . 
in blood, JF fl, LiF. Immediate, a. Not acting by second causes, ff, 

Imbruing, ppr. %, Ye. | ivi, @ A ; instant, 6, 6) ¥] ; immediate duty, 
Imbrute e t. KAGE BK, (i TK. | BER ap, BE EOE. 
Imbue, v. t. To tinge deeply, Yu; io cause to Immediately, adv. Tustantly, BUF, sc Ki, TEED, 

imbibe, 28 the mind, $f, HE ER. i Hk ib Has | NH, FE PNY, PON, SEN, a 
fo imbue people with benevolence, {8 {= 18 dA EN, BE, HY BR SEER, WEAR « I come immediately, 
eA KE, HIG LI{c; to imbue with virtue, #R FEN WEB. FKEN KIB). FLHLFJ; return imme- 
8 SB BE AB, GEL pH; to imbue with favor, diately, an %] MH AE, 3c Hl le] AE; immediately 
WAM, Ae. | seen, 77 ¥J FL, api; he immediately ordered, 

Imbued, pp. #2, th S, (HIB; imbued with, Pe) KAN HyF; “immediately packed in boxes,” 
Ye ah Ye; imbued with heresy, IPF wr | EN HEBERT; to sell off immediately, L-RBS 5 
Ye; imbued with vulgar habits, 2 fe pry; | will be here immediately, rE AIF. 
imbued with a notion, #2, HALE. Immediateness, n. GI) Zi). (a. 

Imburse, v. t. BHR, YE. Immemorable, a. J 4¢ se "9¢, SERARLAS, Ae ae 

Imitable, a. Wy 4%, Ay BE. Immemorial, a. JE 5045 GE, AVP) al fry ; from time 
ae os : To follow in manners, 2, {%, | immemorial, Ff A LIE. 

&, id, OE dik, fil, ot, SE, te HY, HE, BEE, | Immense, a. Absolutely without bounds or limits, 

Bs, (A, &, ee *; to counterfeit, ffx 'at, White; | SHER, fk, Smt yE 4 Rt, Bik ; immense quanti- 

I imitate you, Feats, AK, RUBE, | ty, BS, HEX, BB; immense in extent, 
AE RE; to imitate nature, 3 PE; to imi- | TE, JWI ESE; immense distance, $e Ses, az 
tate the good, 7s J\; to imitate the worthy, | Anti > enormous, HE, BK. 

R'E, EE; to imitate a bad ares xR, | Immensity, n / Unlimited extension, SEI 7K, 

BE; to imitate a ae Nive, SURE, We be iA 3 yasiness in bulk, KZ. 
{i ; to imitate a fashion, Sypeae, Beye, 44 | Immensurability, n. APY Sa 2, HER #H. 

#3))}§ ; to imitate one’s ancestors, jJ-jil. | Immensurable, a. AV) Ee fry, AB. 
Imitated, pp. or a. 26°, BT, HILT ; imitated | Immensurate, a. K2, KK. 

Wan wing ECE Immerge, v.t.or7. A, #A, PF, 3k; to im- 
Imitating, ppr. 3, St, 7, Wi Be fe HY. | merge into the light of the sun, A 9 36; to im- 
Imitation, n. The act of following in manner, 3 merge into water, es 

#3, #5 counterfeit, MEA. | Immerse, v. t. Ye, FH, 7 fF Be, Uh, Fh, FE YZ; 
Imitative, a. a ERA, ne Wh. immerse in water, Woke Bok, § ENE We; to im- 
Imitator, n. eR, BE merse, as in vice, 3, 49; to immerse one’s self 
Immaculate, a. ff, $2, ee sae HH  AUCTEL, R, y in all sorts of vice, 793 1) 3 He. 
Immaculately, adv. Li OR Ane |. | Immersed, pp. ey, yevh, 447 ; immersed in 
Immanation, n. A flowing or entering in, #¢ A, A. wine, 377i, Baw’ ig. 
Immanuel, x. Ged with us, ee Immersing, ppr. 3, Hh, 35. 
Immaterial, a. Inc A eeneace efi IME HF, Sue Sm F2, | Immersion, n. PEAR, HH, KEYS HH; baptism by 

Sie FF Ane GL; immaterial, Hl) {fy ; unimportant, J. | immersion, feyq*, Fhe. 

Bt, Jy, MEA; that is immaterial, #${4— | Immethodical, a. Having no method, HEGRE, A 
#E, FRY — sk, Wy; spiritual, whee Ay. YF, ARE, AMA; disorderly, GL, ERIE. 

Immateriality, n. AME jpe ft B25, SEE Gc, wh AE. Immethodieally, adv. fl, AE, A WBE. 
Immature, Immatured, a. Not mature or ripe, #& | Immethodicalness, n. Unmethodicalness, ARE, 

RN, AK, ARH, UE Tally. ABS WAS, ARs) ARIES, fal. 
hasty, && ; too early, JeGb; immature counsel, | Immigrant, n TA TEs, Ye: immigrants, 3 
Evan me yh an PCr ERO leath, 2H, BW. Immigrate, v. 7. ABO fe, A fu BR. | &. 

Immaturely, adv. Je Rl, HER yh, HBA. Imminent, a. hapending x, as evil, BEV RE, TF 

Immatureness, Immaturity, n. AWA, WEANY, | BY, LUE, 1 P 2B. EA ae; near, Ye; imminent 
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ae HE lt, WF 5 fe, BY $8, fis 

Tage >? ESC fe te A Ay. 

hae adv. Imminently dangerous, fg 7 

ef, Pari BA, ec hyr, PES. 
Immingle (better: comm ingle, which see), v. ¢. 

Wa J, FJ, HRI. 
Immiscible, a. 04-45 I EE, AB RZ fry. 

Immit, v. t. SA. 
Immobility, n. Raye, HEH. 
Immoderate, a. 4068, jis, aE, EE, Gh; im- | 

moderate desires, #7, #k4me }E ; immoderate ex- 2 aeee 

WR 

penses, fi $23 FE, 4E 7% ith, 4E 4G; im- 
moderate laughter, 4 74 fA J, #4 (F). 

Immoderately, adv. 4HEHE, 3B), Jcith; to eat 
immoderately, #3; eae i fii; to eat and drink 
im mmoderately , fie $5 JE ; to live immoderately, | 

nfotestiGien, n. HAVE Bh, SE Je ah, TE. 
Immodest, a. Immoderate, AS, Ba 

DE Saki, As aE ; shameless, [#2 sin, impure, 

MEIER, AiEKE; lewd, Yee, HERR; an im-— 
modest picture, 47%, #e'f; immodest lan- 

guage, MIF RE Aa, He. 
Immodestly, adv. Without due reserve, 4#€ jf, 4mk 

HE NG, Ie. 
Immodest y; n. Ame TS 4 AHL i, BE ate iF: Hi. 

Immolate, v. t. To sacrifice, 28; to kill, 
victim offered in sacrifice, #% ee Des. 

Immolation, ». The act fs sacrificing, PS Ay 
a sacrifice offered, 23 Hy. 

Immoral, a. JE TEX’, FLIEZ; immoral conduct, 

WE RSE TAS, Bett, Be. ERG ETT, BF, 
$k #3 immoral dissipation, YR. 

Immorality, ». 847%, RBH, WH, PERL 
=F, EM > RG. 

Immorally, adv. Yo live immorally, 5247, 915 fF, 

EFT, 17 PIER. 
Immortal, a. Ave fig; eternal, je, Hee, SAE AY, 

FEAL, ATENS. AVE AR. BEAR AE ; immor- | 
tal life, 344; immortal, as fame, x AS, WF 
BEN, KAI ene es protection 
to all posterity, IR ARAENE 

Immortality, n. oe ee, 
the pill of immortality, {jJ¥-, G8 J4-. 

Immortalize, v. ¢. or 7. 

one’s name, ioe fe. BEI ETHIE, SEL Me: 
to make perpetual, fi 3 7, fii He HAE; to 
become one of the genii, jX {lj ; to immortalize 
a Luddha, jiX (ih. 

Inmortalized, pp. AME Acs. 

ory 

indeco- | 

rous, MEP RB, AB Gi, A BA, JHE. SEB 

as a | 

To render immortal, as 

Immortally, Ae Fc, “ie fk. 
/Immortal, n. fil. 
Immovable, a. That cannot be moved from its 

place, Me 45 FH UE, 0 wh 7 MBE, A fie wy fy, — 
HEME AR. lee WER : immovable in purpose, 

Exe As A, [el FY ; an immovable estate, FF 
3£; not to be shaken or agitated, FEMA. 

Immovahles, n. isles Uh. 
| Immovably, adv. EAB, BAS. 

Immunity, x. pedarn or exemption from obli- 
gation, Ff i. & An; a particular privilege or 
prerogative, HEM, ai 4h7% Bl; immunity from 

| paying taxes, 7 JA ifn, RAAB. 
Immure, v. t. lel LAS, PA LS, TT Fak, HERE; to 

immure one’s self, JH FER. 

Immutability, n. Ae 4H, ABB HE ie #8; 
the immutability of f God, Li Zi K. 

Immutable, a. HE ie OE, WE RE IPE, HEL, He AY, 

KYB. KYB. KAU, RY BH Ms the 
immutable God, A 5s 2 Li, Aes ZH. 

|Immutably, adv. —t RH, —7E AUK. 

Imp, n. $2, 7, FBI, GLEE. AEE. 
Impact, n. ‘ouch, impression, 3 jf, ia 345 in 

mechanics, the single instantaneous blow or 
stroke communicated from one body in motion 

to another either in motion or at rest, #77. 
_Impair, v.t. To make worse, #8, 44, JE /%, (id, 
JE ; to diminish, jpGJ>, jak ME; to impair one’s 
health, 42 &, fii A; to impair one’s estate, 

Impaired, pp. or a. 2S, JAJA 

SH, BIRT 
Impairing, ppr. 

bling, (ii iif yy. 

_Impale, v. t. AFI E. DIRE LE. See Empale. 
‘Impalpable, a. Me $i 5 RE, Ay AE ti fy, AA BS AY; 

impalpable powder ae 

ee Waits Bee 

; impaired health, 

##, FE; lessening, jG; enfee- 

Se Empannel. 

Y, ZT APH, AE 
oF es ace 

Impark, v. t. Al %, Sea], FA. 
Impart, v. ¢. To communicate, fit, fh, FB, fH, 2 

I, #3, Bl; to divulee, fA; to impart know- 

ledge, Hi Fk, $3 Zc, $$ 4; to impart instruction, 

BM, Baal, (HE AGK. 
Imparted, pp.or a, Communicated, (238, HT, 

fa 7, SAT ; conferred, Wy, 7. 

Imparter, n. fe 4, #2 #.- 
| Impartial, a. Not partial, Aff, Ay; just, Z 

2B, 322, ZS iE; 4 IE; an peer decision, 
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Be AZE, LA Eee Z. 
Impartiality, n. Affi #, Ze, ZTE. 

Impartially, adv. ZB, IQZE, Alf. 

Imparting, ppr. Hie, Fz, fH. 
Impassable, a. That cannot be pieed De 3 FERIEE 

We Fy TER ath, AR HE SEL Ay. ike AR AE. SRE i ii; im- 
passable deserts, He 3% 75 jg; (PF Ji, ; impassable 

rw 
roads, fe 4: 74 Die ie A Hie fF ZR; an impass- 
able river, Ay ge ih Z%inf; impassable mount- 

ains, MSPS IW, AEs ZU; pathless, a 
ee IK. 

Impassible, a. ME RE SHIRE, A PEE AY. 
Impassion, v. ¢. fe t#, Haq, RHR. 
Impassionable, a. Excitable, Fis fg, RAR F- 
Impassionate, v. t. ji, PSA 
Impassionate, a. Strongly affected, Ht w fy; 

without passion or feeling, 4m (# (4g, BYR 
Impassioned, a. BET, SET, FED. 
Impassive, a. ASH, THEE AY. 
Impatible, a. Me 7745-05, Mee FE PE, A IPE Hh 
Impatience, n. RAH, ABatd. on 
Impatiens chinensis (halsamina ), Je fill 4E; 

impatiens cristata (?). WES TE, RTE. 
Impatient, a. ff Zit, VE GIA, MRA AE, WAR; 

hasty, &, AF &; eager. [HH (y, FEF. 
Impatiently, adv. I iif KA, 489%; to wait impa- 

tiently, Az apt aie. 
Impawn, v. t. To pawn, JB fy. 
Impeach, v. t. 44k, A4E, Heer fF, we; fo impeach 

falsely, sist, f ak 4, S45; to impeach betore 
His Imperial Majesty, BI): to impeach of 
high treason, rk IL-2 IE 4M Ft Ait 2 SE. 

Impeachable, a. BY tk (yy. 
Impeached, pp. eh OP A. 
Impeacher, n. tok a. 

Impeaching, ppr. 4i-4f. 
Impeachment, n. sep 7 RAK BEA. 

Impeccable, a. RAE FF SIENT, AHR SEAS. 
Impede, v. ¢. PA FE, ThE FE. PAE, Bo, BAR, PAL 

te, JA, BAAR, ERE, FELT. IPL. WR aR, 
JH taf, J BAL; to feeds one’s progress, ffl 7k; 
to impede an affair, By Se, BE Zr, Me Se, GAB 
ei. 

Impeded, pp. PHBET, PARTIB, 2ET; he im- 
peded me, {BDH REFR, (BEA ; impeded in 
walking, Stil, ATLL. 

Impediment, n. [A He, PAL i, Ij Wek, “FE HE, PME BR, 
PA di, WHE, BABE, WE, VIE CE; to meet an im- 

pediment, 38429 EYE ; an impediment in speech, 

vA, Wik, Ba. 
Impedimental, a. B30 PE, BABES. 

aR; 

Impeding, ppr. Hindering, PARE, PALE. 
Impel, v.t. To drive, 4, HH); to urge forward, 

i fie , HE, BL, ay: Hae, ff is. | sé. 

Impelled, pp. Impelled by circumstances, #3 Be Hf 
Impellent, a. Ff€ ih, iE, 361 fy; impellent power, 

HEV. I1, 3B Dh 2H. 
Impelling, ppr. or a. Driving forward, H€, FER, 

ff, 3é- { Fa. 
Impendent, a. Impendent, as danger, 4}, SEG 

Impending, ppr. or a. JE, EE. IE FE. HE Bl, HE 
Bg; impending danger, 4B FRE. HF BG 22 
i 3 2 fb. 

Impenetrability, n. RHEBA, = AAA. 
Impenetrable, a. That cannot be penetrated, [He 

BUA, AREA, NESE HOME; that cannot 
be pierced, $0 3H NPE, HE a iB, HE ANGE, Hi) 
A A fig ; not to be affected or moved, ME Hh FAIRE, 

AW Hil fg; impenetrable mystery, APE ZH, 

AY if) 2 BLD. 
Impenetrably, adv. jh, His, IBAA ; impene- 

trably hard, fiiM£5m, EX AH] A; impenetrably 
obstinate, Heit AU, [ve A iil ; impenetrably 
dull, —8% Ari if. 

Impenitence, Impenitency, n. Abe SEA. Ae lie 
Ih 2%; hardness of heart, Wha 

Impenitent, a. H& 40 tig SEE, AERA; of a 
hard heart, fit, ft fy; an impenitent 

heart, 1 [ig SEG th, Alar te Zaid. 
Impenitently, adv. To die impenitently, JE Alig 

Se, Fe A i th. 
Imperative, a. Huh, EE, EE, — EBA; im- 

perative language, fip4>Zah; the imperative 
mood, #4 xk. 

Imperatively, adv. A, ME, PE, CB, HE. 
Imperatoria, n. Fy 5ee. 
Imperceivable, a. See Imperceptible. 
Imperceptible, a. ijl RUE, BAHIA, ABS 

i, OTA: very nl, SB, 
Imperceptibly, adv. AVG, 1 FL; gray hairs 

come imperceptibly, FGM Gy OA: age comes on 
imperceptibly, Fat #RK. 

Imperfect, a. He 74-2, WE AS, Meh, AE, 

sce: ATA, ARB defective, # itt, AZ, A 

TEBE, A Hoi, A Tw, WH, OE AE; the imper- 
fect tense, AAS ih ZF; we all are imperfect, 

AMA ii, NA i. 
Imperfection, n. fk, Hh, WU, HIE, EI, A 

JL, AWM ae, WE ASH ; the imperfections of men, 
A2zKEE; blemish, Jfjté; my imperfections, 

RZ ik Z. 
Imperfectly, adv. FE KBE, ACA, AE. 

SS 
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Imperfectness, n. AKAs, tht ZZ, HH .- 

Imperforable, a. $0 5m, FH AAG AY. 
Imperforate, a. 4m 2: OE, 4mé FL fy; imperforate 

meatus auditorius, Ae ey FL. 
Imperforated, a. A BeNpR, 4m 3% Ay, FE. 
Imperforation, n. 4% Hi, MEM, FA a- 

Imperial, a. &, & 1-1, (i, HK, HK, HE; imperial 
majesty, #4 ieHE ; imperial family, 4 3, 4H, 
fl #; the imperial family of China, 423%, @& 
Zt (Ghioro), Fj; of the same imperial, gen- 

eration, Fi— je ; imperial kindred, # JK, A 
2 , eMG, StL; imperial palace, Sey, SiH, 
mee PATE, JL ar; imperial apartments, 
woe ads wpe las 4: imperial city, S4Jg; the imperial, | 

or forbidden city, #® hk ; imperial residences, § 

ase fit ; the gates of the imperial palace, * Jum 
fy; the golden gate of the imperial palace, 4 

. fA; imperial face, jE #A; imperial throne, FE 
» fic, Re; imperial robes, FE, 4, FER, St 7a, 
4H, FE Be; imperial pencil, 7EF#; imperial 
treasury, rf By; imperial equipage 

Majesty arriving at a place, J; His Imperial 
~ Majesty stopping, as on a tour, BEBE; imperial 

body guards, (§ AFIS, 46 fe fi, 552 fai 5 1m- 
perial guard in waiting, @)Alj(} fy; imperial | 
train, guard, &e., &e., 4% (uk ; imperial tombs, bE 

ve, be; imperial carriage, eke, HL; im- 

perial luggage, je fl ; imperial land, E+ ; im- 
perial dominions, 4 fl 22; imperial domain, 

7, 4, S *%; imperial envoy, KK, tk B; 
imperial mandate, $k fp, at or, HY 4), HY TS | 

- imperial will, 32 Fy, Lm, 8 Gf ; Imperial as- | 

{ronomer, or astronomer by imperial command, 

RKRE imperial annalis(s, $8 ff; imperial 
historiographers, 4 $2; imperial physicians, | 

. VEZ, TRE; imperial seal, (1 FF ; imperial favor, | 

=K Pl.; imperial Lenevolence, & f=; imperial 
road, Shia ; in His Imperial Majesty’s presence, 
‘AA, MRAZ T ; Officers in waiting to His Im- 
perial Majesty, faj Fa ; imperial musicians, 4p) ; 
imperial chattels, ¢p fj; imperial consort, # Jr, 
gz ; imperial concubine, 48; imperial de- 

cision, $X% ; imperial councillors, or censors to 
His Imperial Majesty, a, oi 2% FF; im- 

perial titles, § =E 42 RR; imperial trust, the 

~ empire, #4 3€ ; imperial glance, (fp % ; to receive | 
the imperial will, 48; to send down the im- | 

A Ties eed of fie divisions of the aed palace 
are called :—1. BAP; 2 RRs 8. UERbPT; 4. RPT; 5. st 

Pa; 6. MEPS; 7. HPS: 8. SPY; 9. SEPA, and BEPA. 

me, 
42, pf; imperial herald, ##; His Imperial | 

of temper, PE, FE 27 PE. 
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| perial will, KER, P wy; the imperial reply, # 
| FL, 4k ; imperial troops, Je, ybe ; the im- 
| perial army, 4% ; imperial prince, Ie-F. 
Imperialist, 2. Imperial soldier, @ Fe, le. 
Imperious, a. Despotic, dictatorial, #7 ; imperious 

| spirit, $733; imperious words, $j Aah, Wi B- 
Imperiously, adv. L4hj 4a. 
Imperiousness, n. $j 4k, (SR: 

| Imperishable, a. Arye. 
| Imperishableness, n. Aye, AHH. 
| Imperium in imperio. Government within a goy- 

ernment, Furf 7 BY. 
Impermeable, a. iE \cOPE, Bea fry ; 

leather, Bis JK, Blk Je- 
Impersonal, a. Impersonal, as nouns and pronouns, 
ABAA, AER, A; an impersonal pro- 
noun, (ye 44 oF. 

Impersonate, v.t. (EA; AV, lag. 
Imperspicuity, n. A Wj. 
Imperspicuous, a. ArH). 
Impersuable, a. ¥y A 74- 
Impertinence, Imyertinency, x. That which is not 

pertinent, MgyyG, APUG; rudeness, AAze. 

Impertinent, a. Not pertaining to the matter in 

hand, $0028, S-F UH; rude, Q3E, Fea, (Be 
Fe, fo fi ; am impertinent fellow, SM FplPE A BR 

Hz N. 
Impertinently, adv. Hi7e, BIAS, RA. 

| Imperturbable, a. #R, HEAR, BIE, by. 
Impervious, a. Not to he penetrated or passed 

through, AF fy, [A]; not to be penetrated 
by a pointed instrument, iM AMBRE, iil AA fy, 
Hill AFA ; not penetrable by fluids, BiEz|< fry; 
impervious to light, PE&jE IU, AIBA, Fé 
As iii fyg; impervious to air, $cVe sm, Sa Asi 
fj ; impervious to the view, PATE JANE, A ABE 
fij; impervious vapours, MEjA4IPESR, ALi FA 

impervious to water, 7 7.3m PE, 7k [A]. 
| Impetrate, v. ¢. To obtain by request or entreaty, 

TRE, TR GSE, Wt ARE AK. 
Impetration, n. Fe 4. 

| Impetuosity, ». Aft. Bw, Ba, AR, Blk: 
to run with impetuosity, APP eH. 

Impetuous, a. Vehement of mind, Hs, Hf, 

787), HAL, EE, TPE, ATP, aR, PERE. TA 
me edie, (7 SURE. dec Ag ; an impetuous mind, 

FE, BG. 278, HA EEG; an impetuous 

person, #E5 GE J\; fierce, HEN, 4200, Pl 

4a: velemence 

| 
| 

impermeable 

AL Ay. 
| Impetuousness, n. 785, FB HY = 
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impetus, n. Foree of motion, HET ZI. HEFT this meaning is implied, BURUE (TE, Hit 

Wy, HH Z i. te, WW) GLEE; implied meaning, BAbY 

Impicty, n. HAVE ZA, ASMA, AIL, alee, v.t. ZR, O28, ZR, A: WR, Mn 
Artes Gk wi AS 5 filial impiety, FA. sf; to implore God, Ze _ #7. 

Impinge, v. 7. (ffir, BE. Imploring, Bs or a. ZR, HAs. 
Impious, ARN, AVE AG ARE, Imply, write a $e, PL, AG Le, BER, 
THESE, RE; an impious person, Aa hie | ies Wee, Kes Peas bs 
LN, AMAVER, BACHE, AZ N. _Impolite, a. SAB, HAE, Hie. 

Impiously, adv. BE. | Impolitic, a. - wise, SeVSE, Aju, Ali, A 
Impiousness, n. FAP, HBL HK. | BJ; an ae act, EL TT ay, AZ 
Impish, a. 94 fg. i, BZA 
Implacability, Implacableness, n. AREA 2 4F, | Imponderable, a. ME Ff EAT YL, Ay BE FF fy; im- 
Exon, AIEWI OL, SEZ OL, AZ, | ponderable agents, =H. 
¥e. FE (I. Imporous, a. 468% (yy. 

Implacable, a. Not to he appeased, FEMPSELE, WE Import, v. t. AH, #20, AD ; to be of weight 

Hy HUME, SH ME, BLAU, AAT AL AU; (0, IE: to be of consequence to, Fy BRIA 
implacable enmity, ACI FEL, ARAL; an =F jj*; to denote, ii, @ is SR 
implacable person, WE + AUPE, A AH, AE Import, n. Meaning, GE, AES, EE, 35 imports, 
HEN ; implacable enemies, Ef. | EO EH, ADE; import duties, AA, #60 

Implant, v.t. fijs, MEI. BHR, HR; to im- HE, AT fi. 
plant in one’s heart, #iJj/Sith, fF ¥E.%; to im- | Importance, n. BAR, fA, Ai; of no great 
plant love into the heart, #if BH .%; to implant importance, 48 4q7-, ESB: of the greatest 
virtue into the heart, ASIN. importance, 3B EXBE, fxm; to give importance 

Implanted, pp. or a. FiJZ58, AT, WAT. to, Wr; give importance to agriculture, ee, 
Implanting, ppr. fifi, Hi. the importance of agriculture, E78; it is of 
Implausible, a. FIER, BRA» 18 AL. aA the greatest importance to me, $f: Bz qdJR. 

Implausibleness, n. WAI SH. (48. | Important, a. BE, BRE, PB, EEE, BK, £9, ie 
Implement, n. #8, # HL, 4 Il; impiement of i##E; important business or affair, Beye, ae 

husbandry, #&¥, Ht, FA#E; implements of | AYE; an important letter, Bile; important 
war, £48; household implements, RA A, doctrine, #234; important words, Jz BEA, BE 
BAK. B.A; important situation, Wf ; important 

Implicate, v. t. A, Hi, $e, FER, BE By pe office, #(~; an important order, £3 HR; most 

si, HOSE, FI, MR. EWR, oA, TR. EGY. | important, JIE, NIE, VBE, SE A; im- 
Fis, BSL, HL; to implicate a person, #3 J\,| portant TU NEES, Se, Hy AY. 
BEE J, IRN; to implicate superiors, ;F |; | Importation, n. WAT 4, até A 4; the impor- 
to implicate one another, #4 24, #AjE IR, AAP tation of pote mAALH, iy EHEO. 
3#; do not implicate him, wk {qj 3 (B, HEB 7g | Imported, pp. or a. Ae ERM, FE; imported goods, 
4; do not implicate your country, WR7AS jE RB AC HR EEL, Bh A. FER, A EE, HE 

fi Bal, SES 1 3B. Importer, n. ASA Ha, ASHE LZ 4. 
Implication, n. An implying, Hyd, GL#R#, 3 | Importing, ppr. or a. WAL. 

#5 by way of implication, Hl IR, WAH. | Importunate, a. HASH, WW, WAH, HARE, BE, AB, 
Implicit, a. Trusting to the word or authority of | 4) 4), $7; an importunate suitor, HARA. 

another, 22; implicit faith or belief, 22{%, %& | Importunately, adv. B, 4B. 
{Z, WEE: implicit obedience, 7X, 3, Bt | Importune, v.t. To request with urgency, 4AsR, 
38), 380.44 ; implied or fairly to be understood, Aj. Hee, AR, TAR, JGR, A wksk; to press with 

Implicitly, adv. By inference deducible but not | solicitations, 3 7]8, Ais, HEi- 

expressed in words, ‘4 {%, @fb, Ja(%, 24%; Importune. a. Pressing in request, U3, ABR; 
with unreserved confidence, $f, ZF; to believe vexatious, MEW, WASH, tH RE. 

implicitly, RE (a. 118. (3 HEE. Importunity, . WR, WE, BRA, BORE, + 
Implied, pp. oF a. 4a), I, #h, GL Ar ZE AY; this AIRE: 

meaning is pee LIE it is eunons oa Wee ais t. Todmpose,s as taxes, 7iE, [pt ; to impose, 
eee een = 
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as a penalty, =] ; {0 impose, 5 258 1) 
impose, as laws, vf, pei to enjoin, PT Ws, MMS ; 
to impose a hardship, Z4k, AK + to ee 
duties, {Eft ; to impose a task, vy DSU fie, MAN 

{Ze ; to impose silence, # [J ; to impose laws, 
ani#é; to impose or lay on, as the hands, F# ; 
to impose on or deceive, wis Bi, Ie, To Wy Sh 
Abe; 10 impose a name, {44,4 %; to impose 
on one’s self, f iij, (2k; to impose or prepare 
the form for the press, kK. 

Imposed, pp. Imposed, as taxes, fiE f ; imposed, 
as a fine, ZS] f; imposed, as a duty, URS; 

cheated, HET, IY. 
Imposing, ppr. Imposing, as taxes, fit, 71E; im- 

* posing, as a fine, 3]; imposing, as a task, fF} 
hk, HAY (E : ne as printers, Px; cheat- 

ing, Be, Shi. 
Imposition, n. a act of laying on, as of hands, 
F&F ; imposition of taxes, 7EPt#, ABE ; the 
imposition of a fine, A] #W; a tax, He, fay, Bb; 

_ deception, Wij 5k, De ok. 
Impossibility, n. MAGA, AEE, ALTE fy. 

Impossible, a. DE He, ORE, ARE, Arte (0% Ft AK 

as Sience 2S 
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NEN? Aik ARB, ArH] ; absolutely impossible, Kf 
We 4, lif AVE ; Impossible for man, Ale Fe, 
ARE 5 it is impossible to say, Meaty, tA 
tS, AP LIS ah IG 4 Z; impossible function 

_ (in mathematics), AE sk. 
Impost, n. #), #8, fil, A Bt, HE 1 RE; impost on 

goods, EEL. 
Imposthume, n. An abscess, ¥#. 

Impostor, n. EAB. AY YN, ABM Bt 
Imposture, n. 5. titi bh, Pe Si- EAU: 
Impotence, Impotency, n.Want of strength, 4it Jy, 

Sf, We, JAH; man’s impoteney, Bale WA 
BE, ABE thik JV; moral impotence, Ame RE 4. 

Impotent, a. # ay, HE PEGE, Thy, NRE, ” aN HE 

J | 

4.3%; wanting the power of propagation, as | 

males, A EI, Baie 
fe tkT+ A, BAER. 
Impound, v. t. see » Fel. 
Impoverish, v. t. #23, Aas, TE. 
Impoverished, pp. hs a. JAA, 98, HS 

_ B; descendants few and impoverished, FB 

Impracticability, Impracticableness, x. 

fit Aft Bi, AH IK 
Impracticable, a. Impossible, We AE, We Fg , Fie. 

AY, REE, (ANE, fk ABE, WE ARTE ke. BH 
IEF, ME TE BY Gk, ALOE ; untractable, ACI, bi] \) 

impotent of tongue, 

AE 

3B 484) 5 the road is impracticable, AS AEE BG HE FF | 

i alezay IW 

| 

IMP 

th, JERS A HE fF 
Impreeate, x. t. 38, ill, BEML ils th a. 
Imprecated, PP. my, BR 

Imprecating, pr. Ry Mall, BEI. 
Improcation, nm. al ahah, BERL, A RRA. 
Imprecatory, a. js LAS. 
Impregn, v. t. YS FR. 
Impregnable, a. TE Fy FIVE, Ae MHA, Ae 
taxi, HLH SF: invincible, as affection, mex 

RHEL, AES HI. OE BD GHEE, Ai Bb A 
Impregnate, v. ¢. To make pregnant, JA fh, P Fi, 
{iA WZ, HAG; to communicate the virtues 
of one thing to another, qm he, HATZ. 

Impregnated, Kecundated, yx jth fii, 7 
Impregnating, ppr. YR Fil. | Fi y - 
Impregnation, n. yA Fi i, T fii #5; saturation, FR 

TUE 
Impress, v. ¢. To imprint, to stamp, FY, PEP; 

to mark, fF, Ege; to impress men into 

service, 38 J. B45, Wy Ie; to impress on 

the mind, FH, EW. BRP ; to im- 

press favorably, (fi Arf 3t, BON BER; to im- 

press unfuvorably, (iN Arter, BON AK ihe 
%; to impress a character, FS. 

Impressed, pp. or a. Imprinted, Fj, Els, Ep 
wef; compelled, 385%, Whim f; fixed in the 
mind, Ff) fF; impressed him with the ne- 

cessity, (RAB AUILBE, Be ts FU Be. 
Impressible, a. BJ EN, FUGA, BY Be, HTH Ay. 
Impressing, ppr. Imprinting, Ff, (ye; com- 

pelling, 38, jie; fixing in the mind, Fj. 
Impression, n. The act of impressing, FZ; the 

first impression, ry (vj ; {he second impression, 
$8 — REV A; idea, 2; a good impression of a 

hook, Ef) f}4; a good impression on the mind, 
Lee i 7 ; a single edition of a book, —H! 7% 

; the books printed at once, —I PF) Za, — 
bes ee slight, indistinct remembrance, jf) 
Pra fg; a slight impression, )J,[ll]; to have a 
slight impression of, {# at. 

Impressive, a. Tending to make an impression, 

asa specch, BLIvH, Mobis, HAM, AAS 
fij ; solemn, fie; susceptible, 3 yl, H wy fry. 

Impressment, n. if ASE. 

PP: or «a. 

Imprimatur, n. AEF) SHB. lH E- 
Imprimis, adv. In the first place, # —, 9A 3, 
Imprint, n. Hi442% 3; the imprint of a foot, 

Jew. 
Imprint, vt. FD, EDVES:, FOE. SEED. AED. 47 

Ff}; to imprint on the mind, A)j/ob, HID; 
{o stamp letters and words on paper by meaus 
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of types, FI24, 4. 
Imprinted, pp. FS, Fi. 
Msc vt. DE, Ta EE TH, he, w 

aes ae i HEE. 

Imprisoned, pp. or a. ABR. 
Imprisoning, ppr. T , HR, waR. 
Imprisonment, n. P #3 4%, BR #; 

prisonment, Sr. Sik - 

Improbability, x. KWH. AYA H- 

Improbable, a. YELP fa HOME AR, WA ER, 

RoE, AT fF. Hea, PEA, Ms B- 
Impromptu, adv. Oft- hand, Bs 32 (€ (Wy. AR hi Th 

care 
Improper, a. Not proper, 

AME, AR a Spi it. 
improper conduct, I 25 fF, B 

false im- 

path es As, A 5s 5 

words, ile 4, Bt AVAL; improper language, 

I AME oh» Ax EL AZ wit 5 
in it? fay HME AF, AL fay 4. BY ; improper connec- 

- tion, 4; improper dress, Ay fr PBZ IK. 

Improperly, adv. WEAF. Arai, AaL, UR, A 

Ay iis 
Impropriety, n. AW, AY ZB, AGH; im- 

propriety of language, JE @iig Zal, A ie Z | 
Improsperous, a. ME EAN, EL A. =k 

Tmprovable, a. BY ETL Hy, de FEL TH Af fi. 

Improve, v. #. To make better, fe, wth Af, (8 we 

A, Fee, GEHL: to turn to profitable account, 
HE, Ze; to use, to employ, JH, (i; to cultivate, 

{%E ; 10 improye arts, fe ak; to improve sciences, | 
fs 4%; to improve one’s mind, {)f>; to im- 

- prove time, ff HE; {0 improve an opportunity, | 

{o improve a victonys eM {0 FHA, LH; 
improve the appearance, Hé& 4, (E 4 

- 4% 5q;to improve by instruction, Heft. 
i. To grow better, fh , ee ; Improye, v. 7 to im- 

prove gradually, jif3fé ; to improve in trade, ZE | 

GE HUE, A RRIEEAN 5 (0 increase, 758. 
Improved, pp.ora. Made better, 4 jh WEAF, ET, 

fi ; used, JA; used to profit, Feith, FET. 

Toeagmeny n. Advancement in moral worth, 
HE2E, HET, (5G H ; a valuable addition, oF | 
def, pk BEA; improvement of arts, (Ee ; 

provement of the mind, {%&){) 44 ; improvement 

of one’s 

room, We yp A, (U5 ie BE EE 5 
ment, AREF. 

Improvidence, n. HEIR EB, ARR ZF. 
Improvident, a. Wanting forecast, J Ja #2, Ar Ie 

gradual improye- | 

HO, AB), ANE, 

Ek, A 8 i | 
Ar fp ii Z. FF Fe, A ME FF 5, "ss 4; Improper | 

what is there improper | 

; {0 im- 

~ prove the flavor, #4 JM—l§ ; improve a breath, | 

im- | 

person, {% & #7; improvement in the | 

 PRUESE ER, Aobuls, Mn, ADAH improvi- 
| dent of harm, AFay, 7 Oy AB. 
| Improvidenily, ad ue HER. 
| Improving, ppr. or a. Making better, #,f% ; using 

to advantage, |#, JE, #2; growing better, M, 

HE 4H. 
Improvisation, n. AF, de. Hh 4 A - 
Improvisatore, n. dep 5 MEF H- 

Improvise, eae he Si i ats » [ie AF Win ak 

_ Imprncence, n. Ailne, HATH, Boy. 
| Imprudent, a. Indisercet, TE od, Ui HEFT SUE, 

Ap hs 47 SEAS, Ai Fal idh; heedless, FP ; 
| rash, 2, fe; he is very imprudent, 4f #hl% 

Nut, fh Te Aa. 

Impudence, n. Shamelessness, Sey Jk 3%, AIH; 
audacity, py ZF fi ; insolence, 7#Jig ; rudeness, 

(38 2. 
| Impudent, a. Wanting mcdesty, STK, ii Bee, 

Feet, INC, pur i AFilits ; bold-laced, Fai, 
tee %e ; rude, insclent, a7-, RIZE ; an impudent 

iellow, B35 E A, $e JIE, RBA Z HE, BR 
_Impudently, adv. ¥F 4K. Wt Z4é- 
_Impugn, v.t. Je, Ue WH ; to contradict, pA HE FR, 

BAL; to impugn a principle, 238. 
Impugned, pp. KS. 
_Impugning, ppr. Ye, Tle. 
| Impulse, ». To give an impulse, —3fé, Fea, 

WOE, we By, 34S; the impulse of the mind, fh 
PEC, RIB; a2 mighty impulse, FE, Ae 
i#{ i); the impulse of the moment, RAP, 
(F 54 7 Bl; impulse of fluids, je A we W- 

| Impulsion, n. —Jff, F£ Hj. See Impulse. 
Impulsive, a. Actuated by impulse, fe PEIRE, Bs 

PEAY, Piet Be fy ; impulsive cause, Pre 7 HK, 

Wh fi Zo. 
Impunity, n. MEH Bt. 22 I) Si, AEH, Had; to 

commit a crime with impunity, #73- fh A SLi. 
Impure, a. Not pure, ME Ay, MAR, ABA, AP, mH 

fil; foul, 783, 256%, (Hwy; unchaste, Fh, 9p; 
impure of heart, PBZ, HAZ, BIPZ 
tS, Ha; impure love, #53; impure doctrine, 
Fe; impure language, 7S ; an impure spirit, 
HiT; unholy, A “SEG, AE. 

| Impureness, Impurity, n. Ape, RE, Mh B 
3%; unchastity, 9, <9; impurity on the sur- 
face of the water, 7 #4; impurity of the water, 
WK Zi; impurity of the heart, 2A, IP 

Imputable, a, Wy Sj FL, HY Age wil Lt. 
Imputation, n. fi Hl 2% 3F; charge or attribution 

| of evil, RAZ YF; false imputation, MIB, MM 

i ¥. 
— 

Aa 
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Impute, v. ¢. Sy HL, Aye Bil, ER, we, es Ce 

jj&; to impute falsely, wea, wR. 

Imputed, pp. or a. ST 5 imputed to him, fi 

fia, Ria, BA fh; imputed falsely, whiS 
= 

Imputer, n. $i Hl. 
Imputing, ppr. Si Hil 

Tee he es ges dudecaers, 3 am 
and out, ‘deh is not in here, JEWS ys 

ME CE, AEE 5 
Hef]; to be in or within, PASE, 

in the house, KK Fy ; 

tradistinetion from town), 7240, HEA Wh, 4 | 
AY jig; in order to, LJ, #, Les, LB; in order, 

rho | 

AVIA, FEA 

“i 6 | 

he isin England, veh, 76 | 

in the country (in con- | 

| Inadequate, a. TE Nf, 
or in regular order, (f& FIs. EAR; in aa | 
to do, LJ fff; in order to accomplish, LICE ; 
the time of, 4S iij#; in the time of Yau, wee 
Wf ; in or a that time, ‘3 je, oe I; in this | 

to come in | manner, JRE, ia FE. BEUE. TEE ; 
time, 4 FUR, 4F RB. IY % ; in tronble, 

4 RM, BNEZIN, ARE Z Ay 5 in front, Ma 
TW, ZE i Hf, MEAT; im the act, TE FF ZH, IE fF 
2S; in his sleep, TEBE ; in arms, HUA 

tk, WAT es in pup, 4 Fit, 
in cub, BREGIE; in that year, fe4p, POA 5 
in the first Taonth TE Af ; in place, f{: ; it is 

not in man, ME ZE NN, HEN, JEZE ; to gaze 
in wonder, +: ifvZy; in the mind, 7£.%, 7 
1 CLA, TP the; in haste, 4; in short, # 
HL, 8 » AER in praise, jf 36; in appear- 
ance, 5%, At, jf; in obedience, WAKE, Tr tt ; 
in all likelihood, WU tA SE; in my hand, eS 

RH, HMB of im writing, CLM, a 
4 ‘fi, BA yt ; commander-in-chief, #4 ‘fF ; nat 
mander-in- chief of all the forces of a state, 3G 
fit; father-in-law, 4p4@, # 2; in the dark, 

> fisefs, 1 Ap; in prison, ets, ee; in the even- 

ing, fi E, HG fi]; in former days, ##H, FEA; 
in former years, $4; in former times, J}, 
4£ Sf; in the day-time, Fi], SE WF; 
afternoon, 4-f— ; in the reign of Tau kwane, 
347626 /R); ina dream, #%rfs; in life, AE Ai; 
- proper time or season, JJ; in as much, fR 

SR, (MEK; in truth, RK, PAE; in consequence 
of, Fr LI, FA; im consequence of this, #e JE, 
Ik; in comparison of, JE{4; to go in, A, Hé; 
come in, Ae; in hand, HAP. 

Inability, n. Impotence, #€fE ; incompetence, 4né 
#E; want of knowledge or skill, SEA, pRpR. 

Inaccessible, a. Not to be reached, as a mountain, 

AM BY, AY FE, VRB, AUER, FE het ; imac- 

AM Aa), BNA 5 

| Inaffectedly, adv. 

| 
Inamorata, n.f. ; Inamorato, n. m. 

| Inane, a. 4a, HEP. 

cessible, as a person, Ie FFANE, ARES, SL 
| Inaccuraey, n. Mistake, $f, $838. | Ai. 
Inaccurate, a. Not exact or correct, How, (JF, 

a, BA, AE, AA 
| Inaccurately, adv, He AF. Fi; inaccurately done, 

ABE TE, AE (iE AS ff TE, i a 
Inaction, n. A ty, Ay ; rest, FR, Ze. 
Inactive, a. Not active, ME my, Ne 4h, ff TEAR, 

BS Th, SEE Me Hs idle, i]; lazy, PREHE 
an inaetive person, NEAR BE J, BHAA, {iz 

DE A. 
Inactivity, n. Faye, (rh Zz i. 

1. AA, Bob: 
Av Je, I bE. A tie. z6 

jndeqaaes 
ra me 

WE, ABR GE 3 inadaguide ideas, eR A, Ae 
¥&; inadequate compensation, HENS, AA 
ra 
s= 

Inadequately, adv. WE i$, Arwg, A325 inade- 
quately supplied, {AR ize yg, Cee AAR AE. 

Inadequateness, n. ME tS $F, i 
Inadmissible, a. 1 dy, HET, AL DY , Ae PA, EARS, 

eR, Ah MEI, Foie 
jieadvertened! Inadvertency, n. WAH, HEE, AL; 

inattention, My, A Bat, AWG A, Ae 

oH ; mistake, jth, Hy. 

Inadvertent, a. Not turning the mind to, H& FALg, 

MAB, ABT. ABE FAL, HE neslignnt 
aw 
ies [Be x" 

Inadvertently, adv. AES, IL, ALG, AK 

AG. | 4B. 
Inalienable, a. He #3 EMPL, Ay VE (9. A HERS WR M15. 
Inalterable, a. Ie 8 FHL, Avy HE, AY OA. 

A lover, 3 #%. 

soulless, ‘0G 3: 4 zhi ; 
ZENA; inert, We 

[alse 

Inanimate, a. ZENE, AEA; 

inanimate objects of nature, 

Inanity, n. 2, MizR. 
Inapplicable, a. De® ORAS, AY. 

_Inapplication, n. ED. A At. 
in the | Inapposite, a. A. [ 9. 

Inapprebensible, a. We CW, AHEM ZA, HAE S 

Inapproachable, a. We 3p 5, Ay REN. HT 

REDE M3. 
Inappropriate, a. 18 &, TER. AA, Hew: an 

inappropriate expression, H# 90pEah, A. f Zsa, 

Are 2. sl - 
Inaptitude, n. eee eee Ane 
Inarticulate, a. HER. A if. AAA; inarticulate 

sounds, i339, Aji 77 3 imarticulate pronun- 
ciation, jal AY, Bt Ai. 

Inartieulation, n. Miia ei BAG A. 
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Inartificial, a. TERRE, ANTE AS, FR, TEA. 
Inasmuch, adv. Seeing, sceing that this being 

the fact, fig #R. 

Inattention, n. ERG, RRO, A #- 
Inattentive, a. FEB? %, FE RE, HIG, AE, 
AB; very inattentive, #MEBZ a, 

1D; ADE Lod > negligent ? [a spe ii HEE 
less, #E YP. 

Inandible, a. IR FBS, TENG SL. BEM AM, ABE 
TE ZTE A lt. 

Inaugural, a. _|- FER, HE AE Ay; an inaugural ad- 
dress, (Al (£4 ah. 

Inaugurate, v. ¢. FER, WK, AR ; to inangurate 
an idol, Bf 3%; to inaugurate an era, FJ}. 

Inaugurated, pp. FE J ; maugurated an era, JfF 

ivy. 
Inauguration, n. JKR Zi, WEE Ze MEE, BD 
2 if. 

Inauspicious, a. Mexpaeon, Me AGIK OE. A, * 

AE, (Al, OE SER. 
Inauspiciously, adv. Az: 
Inauspiciousness, n. Ar Fy #4. 
Inhorn, a. AEM. KE, AWA, AEM, ZEN; 

inkorn with us, FEM Z; an inborn yice, 

AE PE 2 tis AE TE Zk. 
Inbreak, ». Inbreak of the sea, je if. 
Inbred, a. Innate, 4 #R4E, PE ARE, PEAY; inbred 

affection, ALak YB, KAZ Bs; inbred com- 
modities, +} 7. 

Theage, v. t. HARE. EEE. DIEE- 
Incalenulable, a. S02 He, Wee RH, PREY, EV He 

Ie, SEAS, ANY WERE, Be AE. 
Incalescence, Incalescency, n. AEA, AEB. 
Ineandescence, n. fy 2k. 
Incantation, n. The act of enchanting, AW, & 

FFL; enchantment, jf, 9h (la. Wid. 
Tncapability, Incapableness, n. AFe BF, WERE #. 

Incapable, a. SE AE, MEAE. MAE ES, MEA YR, BEI 
Ae fs. ARG As HE, AG EEG 8. APRs incom pe- 
tent, 4it#¥ ; wanting moral power or disposi- 
tion, HEY, ALA, Ais; incapable of falsehood, 

heed- 

Incarcerate, v.t. FR, PR, TH, WN, BRE, 
Incarcerated, pp. ABR, ABA. | AE RE, 

Incarcerating, ppr. FB, YP Be. 
Incarceration, n. To suffer incarceration, 4B BE 3. 

QA 
Incarnate, a. To become incarnate, #4E, REZE, 

REE, Se Sita4E ; God incarnate, EAE bE, 
_k 3 tH KFA; a devil incarnate, py AZ HB, 

FEAE % 94 ; flesh-colored, fa. ~* 
Incarnation, m, Eq A, EAE 2S ; the incar- 

nation of Christ, St EAE #, FES IK A 

Incase, v.t. ER, ALAS, LIPSEY. |B. 
Incasing, ppr. ¥AB. 
Incatenation, n. S64: Be. 
Incautious, a. HE Ea}, PERG, Zoloth, ARETE, 

STE, tH ff. Nay FF 

| Incautiously, adv. Avi. 
| Incendiarism, n. OR. 

| Incensing, ppr. j# 4%, AYR. 

Incendiary, n. One who is guilty of arson, #{ IR 

Hi, WRB ZA; a person who excites to 
factions, Hie, ELH. 

Incense, n. #, 32%, {| 4; incense sticks with 
bamboo at the lower end for sticking into the 
ground, &c., fil #; incense sticks, without 
bamboo ends, Fz 7; to burn incense, $A, Be 
 ; a burner of incense, AMF, fy ; a set of in- 
cense sticks ({hree), —J4:4 ; one incense stick, 
— 4% @ ; incense sticks which indicate Chinese 
time, Jif he ; an incense altar, AAs, Fas; 
the rising vapor or fragrance proceeding from 
the burning of incense, APF, LF. 

Incense, v. ¢. ‘lo perfume with incense, #84}. 

Incense, v. t. To inflame, #24, fajek, Hak, HR. 
WG? sat? 

| Incensive, a. jek (ry. 

De A TREE, A BE (ETS SE; incapable of gen- | 

erosity, HE Re PE Me SUE, Ae HE ESE OLLIE 
incapable of holding so much, MF syfAMlfZ. 

Incapacious, a. Narrow, 7, JE BA, Pip), FV. 
Incapacitate, v. t. To disable, fle RE, (i A HE, Be 

4t RE, 3445; to weaken, (AKG, BH HH; to 
disqualify, JHE. 

Incapacitating, ppr. RIE RE, (i HE, BCH. 
Incapacity, n. Inability, 4 GE. mea, Jp AP, Sat AS 
4 ; incompetency, 4m AE, Ane HE. 

Incentive, a. MS, (1, HOBIAS- 
Inceptive, a. Biffy, Ut AS. 

Incessant, a. A Bk, ALB, MIE, AME, Ah A 

We, A, BARA, Het. Tae, A, 7 Te] 5 in- 
cessant gabble or chatter, i aj, We Mj ; imces- 
sant talk, aA Bk, GUE S. FRESRS, WA, we 
ike; incessant prayer, as Buddhists, 7. eek. 

Incessantly, adv. Ar Bk, Aly. JE IE. CH, ARB, 

Alii - 
Incest, n. §L{t, BUBME, HRA, AE. 
Inch, n. The general designation for it is yb, — 
J; to sella thing by inch of candle, Hi#e; 
every inch, sy}, fit#4; not an inch, —y>gp 
4ne, —- fy HH Ae; inch by inch, —yt~—y; by 
inches, jij; an inch of time, Heke, YE; 
inches, * 4 j7#.- 

lig Imitation of the sound of the English word. 
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Incidence, n. (5385.2 3B. 
Incident, a. {85% (ry, “EF fry ; appertaining to, &. 
Incident, n. (RAR, ERY AF; an incident | 

occurred, i (ff Ff St, Gi (hy G% Z BF; an incident, 
474i; incident in a play, FRE ZA. 

Incidental, a. (#8, BAh; incidental expenses, 

HUM. BAST 
Incidentally, ate vies PR, ih. 
Incinerate, v. t. 8, oie 
Incipient, a. 

amaurosis, #U fy WE Ey 3 saipiont: stage of fever, 

PERE MAE, Heo) HE. 
Incise, v. ¢. 4, Sil, HZ. 
Incision, n. A cut, JO, J, 8, A 

an incision, J), WH. 

Incisor, n. A fore tooth, PYF, He [¥. 
Incitant, n. Hf $48, Fh Fa ae. 
Incite, v.t. To incite, as to rebellion, #8, Bet, UE 

£3, 45}; to provoke, #; 
action, &., ik, BEATE, eh, B 

Incited, pp. SE FE, ih Ly. 

; make 

3c) SA, TA. 

Inciter, n. Inciter to rebellion, 2e434i, SELL ; | 
inciter {o action, WEBER, hit #. 

Incivil, a. #2 Rh, tL aD. 
Incivility, n. Sega, BERR; rudeness, HIF. 
Incivilly, adv. HA38, LRH, LI Ae, Ang. 
Inclasp, x. t. To inclasp with arms, 9j; to inclasp 

with the hand, $f. 
Inclemency, n. Want of clemency, S€28)%), 2 {= 

ity; harshness, PRE; boisterousness, Pye ¥ 5 1n- 
clemency of the weather, as severe cold, FR 3m 

fgg % ; the inclemency of a tyrant, gy 4 ZASIE. 

Inclement, a. Destitute of a mild and kind temyer, 

ya a ale ANE Ze SAE, Ws severe, be, 
; boisterous, as stormy weather, JARI ALE ; 

aan cold, fie 3€, He 4}; the inclement 

season, BE FEY IF. 
Inclination, x. A leaning, {fj fn) #7, 784, EAA 

O48, HH; inclination of the mind, ae Zi od 

NZI * BB, a RE 5 aaclination of the 

will, HYP wy, Kit, Fly; inclination | 
to vomit, #8 Is, (Elpi, Bri: ; inclination to learn- | 

Ine, > [I fay 3H Bt ee; ihe inclination cr dip 
of the magnetic necdle, JF 7 Et 7 Im (ie # ; to 
overcome one’s inclinations, mw hk, bE LEI ; 
a slight inclination, as of ground, ree FLHy ; 
inclination of orbit, #4 3}. 

Incline, v.z.ort. To lean, fi, {ij im, SIA, EI, | 
(BiB, IK. if , J ; to incline outwards, tab, 

ae “5 expresses a fondness, o} ora s passion for. 

alin Ait, ts, WIG WH: | 
incipient affairs or principles, ty {}i; incipient | 

; to rouse or excite, as to | 

(ADA Aas 

| Inclosed, pp. or a. Axg if, ti 

{i Sikh; to incline inwards, {fi Ay, {ia $i Ay; to 
incline to one side, {fj Sij—3%, Tinlad, 4, A, $4. 
lig; to incline the hody, fp 4, Fas. ae to 
incline the ear to hear, ff EUS, (EL HE, WF, IRF; 
Lord, incline Thine ear to hear our prayer, =E 
sth sie HE Te WT : to incline the heart, (Wit) Gi fay, 
(iit) Si Jy ; to incline to study, ig Bet 2S IEE ; 
to incline to virtue, 49-3¢, kf; to incline to 
evil, yt fn) BE, t4g-BE; to incline to laziness, #y- 

PRUH§; the weather inclines to rain, KR(E RH; 
this color inclines to red, Ne f& Bar, JEG AVAL ; 
the sun inclines to the west, H fay Py, j; to 

slope, #67. ; to bend, jf. 
Inclined, pp. or a, Having a leaning or tendency, 

(fi, 2y. Fb; inclined, as a sloping plane, FR 5 
an inclined plane, #4 fi, ft ; disposed to, #4, 
ae I 1 faJ, {fi 3 Inclined to sleep, ARAZI, Gk 

|i; inclined to listen, AB ¥4; inclined to good, 
4§-3€ , (a) 4 ; inclined to evil, sae ty fig BE, 
IETS B% ; not much inclined, b& 44H, Ayes, 

AA. | ik, HE He. 
Inclining, ppr. or a. Inclining, as the heart, #4, 
Inclose, v. t. To surround, as with a fence, ff 44, 

H(t, f¥F ; to inclose,asina letter, Ayx, Bt, bf 
ByszH, MLA, SE ; to inclose, as in paper, &e., 
“J; to inclose in an envelope, A¥g {Zz {zj ; in- 
close it ina little paper, @LYA ALA), HAL ELE ; 
to inclose an account, fff ‘yt. 

Ai, AT, ET, 
a] {+ ZE AY ; inclosed in a Lox, WEA AY. ZEA eB, 
WH Fi! ; inclosed on all sides, fash, HES. 

Inclosing, ppr. fal; an inclosing wall, Be. 
Inclesure, n. Inclosure for cattle, #, 24E; an in- 

closed ground, fl EPPE Hh, FRE: ZI; a fence, 
#4 f& ; the inclosure, Pi} Az 4y, HM Ay ZB; the 
bill inclosed, [ff i. 

Include, v. t. 'To sonar within, 1, aA, el Tq ; 
io comprise, @), GUILE, Fh, GLdh, G14, 3H; it in- 
cludes aan Olja pir x, El sean it in- 

cludes life and death, @UJ4F4E VE ; to include in 
a contract, 36 4 [pj ; that which includes, By Gd. 

Included, pp. ora. GIF, 194, ZEA, ZEB, Gini, 

3; included in it, #2EULA, lily, eZ, 
ltt 7% ; the money memmaea, el TO, GR ZEY . HHE 

$f ; not included, WE ZE Py, AEH, Al. 
Including, ppr. @3, UE, 7A, ELZER. 

Inclusive, a. Inclusive of, KKAy, GLE A, GLUE, ef 
464, 7E #ROA ; inclusive of everything, Lda E 

Incogitative, a. RE Ay, Hae BMY. | #8. 
| Incognito, a. oradv. EX, EL, FREER, WY 

=| Ba to travel incognito, ae it ah. 
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Incoherence, bere n. FE, Ate BL. 
Incoherent, Incoherent, as language, #E, jE, 

AE, We EE mE Ay th BE VY, BEE; incoherent talk 
or language, 

MK, EWM, APR ZS 5 
RU ARE, SOL A, AB. 

Incoherently, adr. lo speak incoherently, WE fenk- 
oe a. Bele IE, AY BE, AA BE Be Ag. 
Income, n. Age, AN, AB, BRA ; annual in- 

come, F746 AH, Ty EA ties or salary, {4 
we 5a large income, JE (A, EERE a small income, 

THK: rent, fl, # rae aie : the income of a 
state, Blfiq, FQ#E; income tax in China, 4h fs 
SA; income tax in Hneland, 4 {5H ; an in- 

come of 1,000 chung, WRIE--E8. 
Incoming, a.orn. A, iE. 

Incommensurate, a. AE. 

Incommodate, v. t. ipa, WAEWE, WEL, TEE, 
J; 10 vex, FER. 

Incommede, v.t. ‘To give inconvenience to, 

annoy, #3, UE. 
Incommodious, a. Inconvenient, J Fi fii, Ne (RF, 

An Fi (Bi. AR (Bh. 
Incommodiously, adv. Ar fi, AA, AF. 

Incommodiousness, n. Ar fii #.- 
Incommutable, a. MSE APY BAG. 

Tneompurable, a. AIGA, 3 RAH. STI 
fie), ANCE Ane YC 4 (=. 

Incomparably, MS SESE, SEA, We 
incomparably heantiful, ZEA TY PL; incom- 
parably joyful, iy 4% pe ee. 

Incompatibility, x. Inconsisteney, A A HP. 
Incompatible, a. Inconsistent, A.4>, AEE, ARE 

BY, AAD. 
Incompetence, Incompetency, n. Inability, HERE. 

Incompetent, «@. Ineapable, $f Sm GE, 4m: oe , SES ip, 
4m Ax 3, RAK fe wanting strength, 4 4y, Fy > seee 

to 

ayy 

adv. 

AL; insuffieie nt Az, AWG; legally una- 
vailable, SG Af, Sa He a ab an incompetent 

person, SHE 3 A, JPR LAE. 
Incomplete, a. ME}, ee Ak, 

A, AGATE, Tit, 7K, Aik 
Incompletely, adv. MEK, Auk. 
Incomphance, n. Av, AFF; untractableness, FX 

Incompliant, a. AT, AIG, Aue. | 8A. 
Incomposed, a. AZ, fil. 
Incomposure, n. A.7]*F%.- 
Incomprehensible, a. That cannot be understood, 

mes, OER, WEN. ROR. RA, AR 
EIB i. 

i, BIE HK, BART. 
Incomputable, a. jy] He 

AS, AE 

{ES m> ee, fe, RB, ALOE | 

incoherent style, | 

ARAM 
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| Inconsistently, adv. 

Inconcealable, a. ws 7 OE, Avy PE AG. 

Teoniconv# ble! a, DE ARPES), OATH, FRA AY 

Be, Avy AR 
$i A FE fry ; inconceivably 

Ay. 
Inconceivably, adv. 

beautiful, 3 7 Z an VT 7 =. 

Inconclusive, a. SH Yk, SEAS, HAE A, HK 
Incondensahle, a. ii Be (HI, AB REAS- 5c. 
Inconformable, a. A, AH, AE: 

Incongenial, a. ME APE, AL fe VE 
Incongruence, n. ARE #B- “ 
Incongruity, n. Impropriety, RAHA, A ANB 

#4; unsuitableness of one thing 1o another, A 
Ost, AA FE#H; incongruity of speech, AF 

Incongruous, a. Unsuitable, 

Ae xk, HAH, Bs incongruous freee 

Inconscionable, a. He ja SEDER, ARISE, AAG. 

Inconsequent, a. Wij AR. RAM g- 
Ineonsequential, a. Not regularly following from 

KEE Zaki. 
Wie > W> Ap ay, ie 

1; GR, AAS. 

Inconsequence, n. Wifi EE. FER AAA AH- 

the premises, 5% 3 A. PF ; not of importance, Me 
AA, SHEL G% ; of little moment, SX 3. 

Inconsiderable, a. $f), fu), HF (hE Lt AER, 
Ant. AE =F - 

Inconsiderably, adv. sy, FE, HE. 
Inconsiderate, a. Thoughtless, ME uth, TER ath, 

BE ES, Aout, Ait; Needless, We EF, Ht 

Inconsiderately, adv. AR, AH. BR. [BS &. 
Inconsideration, n. Ai, ABD. 
Inconsistence, Inconsistency, n. Absurdity in 

argument or narration, ae Th #2 A 
self-contradiction, A GRY, AAR. A 

FA; incongruity, RIB, MH. 
Inconsistent, a. Incompatible, Aj# A FP; incon- 

eruous, APF, At; contradictory, AAkE; im- 
consistent reasoning, Star Fa, Wien AH 
inconsistent conduct, 47 4 4H KR, 47 FS A SH 

inconsistent with truth, 4 4 ia BP; incon- 
sistent with his calling, M& @ (BIBER, ARIE 

it. 
Hy, KH, AAPL; to speak 

inconsiste pik FAL, 5 I. ei. lik, ee: 
Inconsolable, a. Me 77 Mykt, Aster, SEM UGA. 

AKA HY eh, eh 
Inconsonance, n. AFH, Aa F- 
Inconsonancy, n. Disagreement, AA, A.Alats 

discordance of sound, Ar ##- 
Inconsonant, a. Not potees AA, A PR- 

Inconspicuous, a. HEE, He eM, AL By FL AD. 
Inconstancy, n. Unsteadines, te, Aneee BET, 
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4m TE 3% ; ‘siglo fiat imey of hoa AN HF. FEE 

AE ZG, 10-2 AE 5 fickleness, HEF A, He 
fil 4 

Inconstant, a. Mutable, 4% vib ine, GEE, are, 
#P jis, CFE; volatile, eye, 
constant moon, > 2 a, Awe eB; 
constant and covetous, 9% Ey wel. 

in- 

we FH; that cannot be consumed, {ill scl, 

HET vy, AGERE, JZ Ao. 
Incontestable, a. Incontrovertible, HEHE ME, A 
TRE AS, AE KEAG; undeniable, 7 By Re. 

Incontestably, adv. AVY FTE, ARE. 
Incontinence, Incontinency, n. Want of restraint 

of the passions or appetites, A ii], Ady, 
AEF ; want of restraint of the sexual appetite, 
Ap iks HELE GK ; incontinence in women, A SF ij, 
trey incontinence of urine, i ZHE, Wik. 

Incontinent, a. Not restraining the passions or 

appetites, ei, 3 RC, BRRSE, 
BE fj, * Avi; lewd, 3 GX, He, HEE: unable 
to restrain discharges, ii. 

Incontinently, adv. Unchastely, uit, EE fF; im- 

mediately, Ix. 
Incontrollable, a. See Uncontrollable. 
Incontrovertible, a. Incontestable, MEA E ANE, Mz 

ES LIB, St AE; indubitable, A. Hy SEE, A BY 

ace 
Inconvenience, Inconveniency, n. Are Hh, AA (FE 

i, RHE. 
Inconyenience, v. ¢. To trouble, 7ABfy, "ERE. 

Inconvenient, a. J (i, HET; (i, A (Bi, Ay (ai, A 
faite; unfit, Ae 

Tnconveniently, adv. Incommodiousl y, Ht fii, 4 fi. 

Inconversable, a. FEAF SSAC, MAW, UG AS. 
Inconyertible, a. Ma (Ht, EACH, A. wy ae, 

AYE, ARE: Ait. 
Inconvincible, a. DEBS APE, AIM IVS ; he is 

inconvincible, ARIES, a ARI a - 
Incorporate, a. IEE. 
Incorporate, v. t. To mix different ingredients in 

one mass or hody, Hg RE RS, HEI, ASR, Se 
#8; 10 unite, Ail; 
body, Aji @. ASEYS Hi) #5 incorporate this 

with that, PDE AWEYS S74, LL Use A 
@#%; to form into a legal hody, QIK AE; to 
embody, IRE. 

Incorporated, pp. or a. Incorporated, as trades, #¥ 
le, HEB 1j ; incorporated trades, £5 @ ARE. 

Tneorporating, 
* Said of a woman. 

{o incorporate in another | 

ppr. Fmt, ATE AIK HE ; form- 

ju; the in- | 

ing a legal body, #& @, mee ie. 
Inponpons ul, a. STE We, BENZ Is, JM Re ae 

aoe Sue je A SL, Bhs ean ; ; bodil ess, Sit: Fy Aik £y hie 

Incorrect, a. 1k 4F, Rae not exact, [em ie 2p, 
Af, ATE; erroneous, $f, Hit. ‘e x, HEHE 
incorrect notions, It #4 Wp BER WORE. 

| Incorrectly, adv. JE AF, Ar¥F ; incorrectly written, 
e ta * r) rye | Inconsumable, a. Inconsumable by fire, Pell fig, | 

| Incorrectness, n. Axi, Arte, HH. 

| Incorrigible, a. That cannot be corrected, as a 
person, [4 Gf #4 Upp, A fie OA, wf )¥ ; an ineor- 
rigible person, HE ey PEN, AiEU LAA, a 
pape ; incorrigible by one’s own determina- 

tion, BAB TE Fe 2 BB 8 TE 
Incorrodible, a. TE AEF SR, Mee py se, Ape ty Bk 

SSE. a AR 1. 
Incorrupt, Incorrupted, a. Not impaired or spoiled, 

AR sat, MEFS ; not defiled or obpuayeds AihS, ADS; 
above the power of bribes, jj 8¢, #FiE, RIE. 

Incorruptible, a. That cannot corrupt or decay, ME 
$52 FEE OE HN GE, AA Ay BEY : the incorruptible 
body, Any $8 H ; an incorruptible officer, FF 

Incorruption, n. A.A) #2 #. | eee. 
Incrassate, v.t.'To make thick or thicker, Wegk, (gi 

fi, $8 Z- 
Increase, v.t. or 7. Wl), $8, tie NSS, FE ae, TNA, 

MZ, EZ; WME, I. Hi, 2 1) WY AE; to increase 

in numbers, 77 8X, 7/i$; to increase in virtue, 

Fé fs 10 swell, as the waters, jk, fe; to in- 
crease an evil, $9 8%, ABE, {2 Hk; to increase 

one’s pride, Je ALN to increase one’s know- 
ledge, Wi $3 52 oak, REL FL [i] ; 10 increase learn- 
ing, fe AA; to increase gradually, jee PR 

Increase, n. Augmentation, RAG, MIa, ZB, 
Mi, WW ; produce, as of land, #; otfspring, 
FF; growth, AS, AE f=; increase of happi- 
ness, ig 3B ; Merease of happiness and 

longevity, i#sia As ez ; Increase in the family, 

i J ; imerease and decrease, ji jG, #4je; the 
increase of ihe moon, j 4A; increase of trade, 
AE FES 7 SALAH ; Increase of honor, Jf#* ¥§ ; an in- 
crease of taxes, bei scherk I fj # 5 increase 

of one syllable, 7#A—*; the increase of this 

year, 4 46 235 ; ee daily increase, A AIR, 
Hi; by daily increase and monthly augment- 
ation, HAGA HR. 

| Increase d, pp. ora. INS. 

| Increasing, ppr. or a. WB, i, 1843. Fe. A. He, 
J ; Increasing function (in mathematics), #3 
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incredible, a. Wi fz ABB, Fil (S, AH 8, fe AEt- 
Incredulity, n. Fae fz #.- 
Incredulous, a. Not believing, P&{Z, A{z; dif- 

ficult of believing, I fz 74 ja) Bee, HE (Z fy; in- 
disposed to give credit to what is said, A {z, 
Ake (Zz ; it is an incredulous affair, He (SIE, 

Rs fk 2H. 
Increment, 2. WN FF, WN Fe, MZ ZA; produce, Fe. 

Increscent, a. WNIBAS, $9 7E A. 

Incriminate, v.t. 24h, 3E. 
Incrust, vt. PsP, Wise UME, Wyk ewe. 
Incrustation, n. 7é, J&- 
Incubate, v. 7. Him, SUP), GEE. 
Incubation, n. #47 23. : 
Tncubns, vn. The nightmare, Giz, WL PK; a demon, 
Inculeate, v. ¢. To teach, #x; 1o impress by fre- 

quent admonitions, f#, peat, wae oc, WY 

Sat ec ML ie Pe 
BM 

Inculeated, pp. WT (ij. 

Inculeation, n. iL iene. [ 
Inculpable, a. Without fault, SE 56, 4658 , Seay af 
Incumbency, x. #£ A, REAP 4 ; the state of being 

in possession of a benefice or of an office, oe 

BRE ZR, De eP ZR. 
eee a. Lying on, as duty or obligation, 
Ay Ay, ASAP, ARE, MEG, ALP ; incumbent on 
me, $B Ie 4k, MEY FR(M; indispensable, AK. 

Incumbent, n. SPAERK A. 
Ineumbher, v.t. JA=e. Sce Encumber. 
Incumbrance, n. JAE BF, TA ZH ; free from 

all ineumbrances, Ji 4me JAS; impediment, BE 

ee 3 
Incur, v. ¢. To incur, as displeasure, 48, 4, (44 5 

to incur a penalty, #75], #3] ; to incur one’s 
censure, 477 AVES] ; to incur one’s displeasure, 

Nk 5K. FB IKE ; (o incur mischief, id 
wii, #209; to incur heavy expenses, @iky BRM, 

SSE. 
Incurable, a. HERS YE, ABI ER Gy, REP, AT 

Peng. AiG Ay; an pee disease, [#2244 Ie 

REDE, Ant) HZ, EBRD IEE. 
Incurableness, n. AV Hy pe oe 
Incurably, adv. BE Me AE, BS AFR Ay. 
Incurious, a. Inattentive, ER NE, ARON, 
ABE; not curious or inquisitive, MER PE 

1, AKG ATTEN. 
Ineurrence, n. 334, #, AaB. 
Incurring, ppr. 48, #, Be, iH. 

Incursion, n. ‘lo make an incursion, ARYZ Hk, 

AB, ATA HZ Si 

Incurvate, + v. t, "To bend, $k Hy, 1, ih, jaye > 
Incurvated, pp. Bent, ih. 
Incurvyation, n. HF (FH. 

Slt. Incurve, v. t. 

Incuryity, n. Wik 2 Be. 
Indagate, v. t. JUN}, SH. 
Indart, v. t. ffiA, ee 

Indebted, a. Being in debt, 4, $4,301, j#i & ; great- 

ly obliged by something received, 1) 52, $bRx, 

PEG, Bi; to owe one money, KAR, RA 

$8; 1am indebted to you to the amount of, q 

RATE. 
Indecency, n. Stitt 23, AALS, Ay fs 2. 

at, JEN Hi “obscenity, 15 BT, I SE. 
Indecent, a. Unbecoming, % 2 pB PG, 1 ig PEE, 

ARES. AES, A Ha fy, JERS AG ; im- 
modest, S8¢ ji 92, SE AENG ; obscene, 75 RK; inde- 

cent language, 7% XE ah. 75 BE Zak; indecent 

gambols, 324% ; indecent dress, SNe RB 77 Zee, He 

na ZAR: 
Indecently, adv. 4mey@, SEAL; to speak inde- 

cently, iki ee if ; to dress inde- 
cently, we Ane ; to hehave indecently, ME] 

Zt: 
Indecision, n. Want of settled purpose, 40t ye =f: ¥, 

Sut Je fa, Smee FL, WEL ; irresolution, RRR Gee, 

PSIG RUE, NEG 0G OY 
Indecisive, a. AE, i ane 2, BE, AR, ASP; an 

indecisive hattle, WE 4 4e He; indecisive in one’s 
mind, JMgE Ae. 

Indecisiveness, n. WEB, Hk. 
Indeclinable, a. A. Hy fy, OE sb FBR. 
Indecomposable, a. Indecomposable, as a stone, J 
SE MEE, A. Py EMM A; imdecomposable, as other 

matter, ArH) RH. Ay By Jee Be. 

Indecorous, a. Unbecoming, ee A, ae 

Sne 8 ify AV, AAG, ant 8 Z, a 

HE (tl LM. 
Indec OEOUBILESS) n. Ait tt BG 

Indecorum, n. 44, JERS. 

Indeed, adv. In hele Te BOR BE HY Ae, BE 

18, PR, AG RE, HE AEs 2E TIE ; indeed ! 4ixpi; 
indeed! is it possible? yAnih LIER, RAK 

HH, Ff tet PE. 

Indefatigable, a. se Je, SE fE, Af, AMEE FE, 

ARE, ANE SE RS. AVRUAR AE, WE RSS Te, AS FA 
BRS, (KIM. (EK [HGS 5 indet fatigable in doing 
good, #738 AME. fe He FH E ; indefatigable in 
teaching men, HA ACE. eA AE, bie. 

Indefatigably, adv. Arf. 
Indefeasible, a. JAW ££, Hs JAI LE, SF ae A CE. 

ee ff, 
4>; rude, coarse, 

oneal 
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Indefectiye, a. Sit fe, Suk Su fake apy ? S, ey, Ae ieee 

Indefensible, a. ae as a post, me eae | 

46, OE FTE, TOG £, OR AEE, PAE | 
indefensible, as a doctrine, FRE CE, SP EMR, 

Ar by SF YS. | 
Indeficient, a. HE (AMHR, SEAL, AFT tie. 
Indefinable, a. fi E7499, AVP) £15. 
Indefinite, a. Not limited or defined, 4i'Jt, SEYE, 

FE; not determinate, JEFF, Awe, Bede; an in- 
definite period, 4% = IW), BE PE; indefinite lan- 

guage, Die TEMPE a , ie > Grew tS <oyttie 

Indefinitely, adv. SW, Aa, SEUe; to put off 

indefinitely, as payment, (8522 A) HE 
H4f—£— A; to express one’s self indefinitely, jf | 

Wee, ike ASE 
Indehbiscent, a. AA BAAS, GAS ABH S- 

Indeliberate, a. J [2] ,&, ALE. 

Indelible, a. ME $F (HD, FETE ERA, RREK ATE, H 

fEURTE, Ay tie a, HE SL, AES, A 
BE AH] 4 f5 ; an indelible impression on the mind, 

NE FF BA, oD A HEAR, BR AR. 
Indelibly, adv. H# F574, FA0E BA, BEY Oe ile, 

KA FE- 
Indelicate, a. Offensive to good manners, Sify, 
St FET GAY ; indecorous, 2 An ih, JER ; un becom- 

ing, core AES rude, 7F#H; indelicate 

behavior, Att A Mh LAT a ca SH JS. FF» FBZ FT. 

ee n. FTERL RR, Wai SR SE {EE RR 

Indemnified, pp. @ji TEAL, ABR, Wid, 

5zT. 
ae vet. AACE AL, BAAR, HE, AS, Bilis, 

Indemnity, n. Bill of indemnity, Wo#hat, @h 7éE 

AL. 
Indent, v. t. To notch, #1; to mark with teeth, 

as paper, BY #2 ; to mark with a knife or other 

instruments, as wood, i] Fi) 4, BEIM TR BE, HE NK 
0) F WK; to bind out by indentures or contract, 

47 Gel, 26H), LHe. 
Indent, n. Incisure, ZI) 11, [, Heo. 
Indentation, n. A notch, 4], BRA; a recess or 

depression in any border, [il], #4, 5 (4. 
Indented, pp. or a. FF iz, A AH) A, THE, (UI, BR: 
bound out by wines: or covenants in writ- 

ings, a6 lel, 3 ay as) Arie). 
Indenting, ppr. HSI 1S MEAT IF binding ont by 

covenants in writing, 47 @fa, ac All. 

Indenture, n. fil, QA), KAY, FER, BM, EG: 
to make an indenture, 47 4 Ja. 

Independence, n. § £4, #08, ABZ. 

Independent, a. GE, AB, AE. TRAC, 7 

; (621) ee 

| Indeterminate, a. MERE, Ave 

IND 

(BEM: 8 an . independent state, etd Bl: to be 
independent, {% =, a Ac:.74cG; independ- 
ent or exclusive of, &h, 554; bold, Fy, JU Ie; in- 
dependent variable (in HGuie smaties), fy #3 . 

Independently, adv. Met NA, AFA, AG; to act 
independently, Fafk, AGH. Ae. 

Indescribable, a. MH 5 (HOPE, Any EZ; of inde- 
seribable beauty, 4h A es, SERN 

Indestructibility, n. £§ Ar Hy pk. 
Indestructible, a. J $3 73 0RE, oh ny Ay, ARE Be 

(vy ; indestructible by fire, JX AV@e HE AK AA GE Be. 
Indeterminable, a. NES eT a AG EH AY. 

Stig, @)) =p DY ; ; an 

indeterminate number, Age LK; indeterm- 
inate in mind, fiert> Hh See 435, ERAE ; 

indeterminate analysis (in mathematics ), 2 ff. 
Indeterminately, adv. AE. 
Index, n.; pl. Indexes, sometimes Indeces. Index 

of a hook, &., A, AF, ZA, FEA, HEE, dE; 
the index of a hook, #¢[4, #¢2% A #f ; the index 
of a watch, PAZF; the forefinger, “HF, BFF; 
{he barometer is an index of the wind and rain, 
IAS Stds LAS ; the index of a globe, BRHF; 

the index prohibitory, #* g@ %. 
Index, v.t. 3B &. 
Indexterity, n. FHF. 
India, n. EDFE ; East India, HENE, KY, KRY 

; West India, Par }E. 

India rubber, Indian rubber, n. #E ATE, tAB. 
Indian, a. Ff) HEME, ENE fry; Hast Indian, 3 FD 

ai) 
Indian corn, n. 3i3€; an ear of Indian corn, $1 

He ; Indian meal, Fk RP. 
Indian eress, n. {ny HE sa. 

| India ink, Indian ink, n. 3B. 
Indian shot, n. Canna indica, SRE , 7k FEZE. 
Indicate, v.t. To point out, #7, 87%, FTL, HE; 

{o tell cr disclose, FF AJ, ae E} ; to indicate, as 

the aspect of weather, Ik, Ik DE, G4RR. 
Indication, n. 7H, 4k Bf, 3458 ; an indication 

of fair weather, AGH Gt; the indication of a 

disease, JH; an indication of danger, fe fr 

ah. 
| Indicative, a. Showing, i475, S98, FEU, 

at fy ; indicative mood, 5 EF 2 #8 
Indicator, n. $$, Faq K.- 

| Indicatory, a. Ff. 

Indict, v.t. ek, i, #E AE. 
Indictable, a. BY 44h, Wy 43 Er. 
Indicted, pp. 44K i. 
Indicting, ppr. 44k. 
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Tndiction, n. Declaration, 4 A 

Indictment, n. 4&-K, 4a AR =a, Dia. 

Indifference, n. Aik, no Wy ; impartiality, 

SME ff SE FL, ’ apathy, 4 » mE jt BE. 

Indifferent, a. Unconcerned, 4 7%, Py) VR. HR TE, 

BEE, JH: neutral, A, Wal HEAR, Ral | 
impartial, Alig. HA 3 HEFL, ; passable, {# FJ, 

eer (i, ALY, AST SAT AY, Ab (ik ais ; an indif- 
ferent Leauty, Se A, HR rN. 

Indifferently, adv. Kqually, 
el 3 without concern, Argh 3 

ail with letters, AKA pik S- 

et Indigency, n. Poverty, 37%, Ary, 2 

aiganoie, a. AEM, LEAS, As ERE, AB EAS 
indigenous plants, Ase - 

Indigent, a. 94,4, Aig, AY 
indigent of moisture, ‘nes 

Indigested, a. Not digested, 1% 715 (WE, AA 4GA5 5 

Zz sisben G 
Hg Z 4 Pas 

indigested, as thoughts, isha : indigested | 

schemes, IE AE Zab AER Zl AE Z 
al: 
ee a. Not digestible, 0 §& #540, AE 

AL Ay, UE AGE, AS AIBLAVS 5 wot easily con- 

vertible into chyme, Ej 4QE, HENS AS ; indi- 

gestible matter, 1 § 15 ROREE, AE i 46 24. 
Indigestion, n. Want of due coction in the stom- 

ach, A HPAL; as a disease, dyspepsia, fir}, 

TEBE HAN» Be *- 
Indignant, a. ron By le, Th, eS, THEE, AEE 

He, tptot, HAS; indignant at it, {AIR AB, Ae yy 
45 ; indignant feelings, tin 

Indignation, n. 751K ARI TL AS APE Sa 1H; he who 

does not manifest his indignation at other 
people’s slights, is he not a superior man? 5% 

Bei Ait AIP BFF 
tion, 45 FH), 0 ETE AK, PSG ER RTI 
to cherish indignation, #4, fate ; to look at 
with indignation, [Ji md ,Z abl, 2 A md Z. 

Indignity, n. Unmerited, ge conduct 

toward another, #5, joa, Hy aE; any action | 

toward another which manifests contempt for | 

him, #% ? 70" 

7 BT. 
Indigo, n. 
AF; indigo dye, made from the zsatis, Eee 

indigo cakes, #EBF; liquid indigo, HE; 
spume floating on liquid indigo, jjEe7E; the 

plant which yields the blue dye, B2 $i, {if ; in 

digo color, #F RE. 

; to treat with indignity, A¢i5 fp, | 

—f 5 impartially, | 

not well, 7.7% | 

4 - tolerably, JA, REAL ; indifferently acquaint- 

not the least indigna- | 

Wr ; native indigo, satis CLES | 

ile 

| | Indirect, a. Not straight, Aix, AE, 

| Indiscernible, a. fly, fHe } 

| Indiscriminately, adv. 

lh, ER, 
{if ; not fair, Aye iA, #4, FS; an indirect accusa- 

tion, ME REO, ALLA. HEE; indirect 
dealings, OE IE 43 45, 08 D438, AE 
HZ FAB. 

Indirectly, adv. Not in a straight line or course, 

Wa, Aji; unfairly, AIEA, AAIE, HER, 
#S ; not in direct terms, 0% jf ve. 

1 ABH 
Indiscerptible, a. HE Api, AVP) AP BI, As Be AP HE. 
Indiscreet, a. Imprudent, 4ue-F 4, AF $m, 5 Mes 

FADE, FHM ; incautious, HE yputy, Avjuts, 
Bi, tHLaty; rash, fae Re. 

Indiscreetly, adv. 4 $m, Apu. 
Indiseretion, n. A$ sm, Alas HEH. 
Indiscriminate, a. JED HN, AAPG. BL, AFP 
JE ; indiscriminate slaughter, gL Az; all things 

indiscriminate, THE REA HE. 

i; SBE, BL, AAP, 
— AIH. 

Indispensable, a. TINTED SST AGE, Avy HE, 
Ants GA, Abts, Bids, is, ANE. 

Indispensably, ae Arty] BE, FP EGY, HH. 
Indispose, wv. t. To disincline, (Bp ite 38, {ii AVA ; to 

render unfit, } int JA, (fiat 3 4, {iL A, & FA; to 
disorder, as the functions of the body, fiji MHS 

JH, Bi Ase JA, Be pL. 
Indisposed, pp.ora. Disinclined, Ea, AA, A 

we, Lag ; averse, Jk; not in pertect health, 

DE SEI, OE ARR, ASEIN, AR, AA ZE, OE 
Ze ft ua indisposed to sleep, M48 }Fi), 7 BLAR ; 

indisposed to speak, DE ANTE, AGKB, AGKBE 5 

you are rather indisposed, (nH (RE. 

? RE; Indisposition, n. Disinclination, RoBS 

illness, fa I WM» 4 $US 3, VIN» AAA aN 

Indisputable, a. Incontestable, ME3sF AS ORE, DEBS 
‘EE, ARB KA IY, AAT SEAY ; certain, +E, PE. 

Indisputably, adv. 5,) HE), HEAE, FER 5 indis- 
putably correct, 5: hi. 

Indissolubility, n. The quality of being indis- 
soluble, or not capable of being dissolved, 
maeitee or liquified, AREmIMEH. HEWES, 
SRG AEH ; perpetuity of union, i ABA Hs. 

| | ndissoluble, a. Not capable of being dissolved, 
HAD liquified, iy teh, EE, aie ae, 

GR £5 AFH; that cannot be broken or rightfully 

Violated, SURE Bil AER, BEAR, ARAESRB 
firm, #{; indissoluble friendship, #\¥A 7%, 
WSHR ASE, TEES YH ; indissoluble union, A HR 

et; an indissoluble knot, #4. 
Indissalubly, ade. ANY HE ;andissol uly attgenien; 
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TENE A, i we SPATE. 
Indissolyable, a. See. Andissoluble. 
Indistinct, a. DEM], AAW, WYSE, APM, Ween. AK 
it BaP indistinct vision, MEN, Ailz wy], 

We SE Os ies FE, A ANY], a A YY, AU, dik ; 
indistinct cnn Wy ee, gee ; indistinct writ- 
ing, AW 2; to kecome indistinct, fy jy AV 

nie inidistiiet enunc iation, 0 ait iti, EK 
ti, ait 4 As] ; indistinct ideas, jE AW. 

Indistinction, n. A.W] #. 
Indistinctly, adv. To hear indistinctly, F&I if, 

Fane aA, Fe Aya ; to see indistinctly, [ia 

Aj, A), ARIE; indistinctly written, #% 
AW; it can only be indistinctly seen, |i ¢3 lke 

Be hie, SE SESE 
Indistinctness, n. Fray #. 
Indistinguishable, a. Hey Ar Py APRA, fz Hy 

if, MVMIENE, Mee, HEHE. 
Indistinguishableness, n. AA #%, ATE. 
Indite, «. t. To compose, {£ ; to dictate what is to 

be written or uttered, #4, 7 ff. 
Individable, a. A. Fp fry. 
Individual, a. Single, —, Wi, 4; an individual 

man, —{f] J\; an individual article, —ff¥F ; 
individual effort, — A 2% WJ, #97 ; my indi- 

vidual self, jC, PyAS. 
Individual, n. A single person, or human being, 
fi— 7 A, 1 — i; a single animal, — fet. 

Individuality, n. #7 #, BM—-#B, NZ 
Individualize, wv. ¢. APHt, fe HE. 

4F 4, Individually, adv. Separately, by itself, 

indivisibility of 
fee, HR, FAC. 

Indivisibility, n. AH AP BH H ; 
matter, Hy -% A.W 4} #4. 

Indivisible, a. HH 4p F4 BRE. Any JPA. Zh AGE I- 
Indocible, a. Intractable, #2 fa, FETE BL, TTT | 

Gi AE, SK, dull in intellect, PEN, PEA 
si ; not teachable, HEF BM, BAH, Mle 

Indoctrinate, v. t. , Hh Fc. | fig. 
Indolence, n. (iA), FRG ; to love indolence, fy- px 

Ge UF-i8, BX, tit te 

Indolent, a. }if, (RONG, TE. FS. MUS, 
fi; an indolent person, ae mE A, ia He 
indolent habits, 5 7 fF. 

Indolently, adv. pRUPE, (4. 

Indomitable, a. HART, MEREE, Ba EE, 
Ay Hf. 

Indorse, v. t. #$4¥; to indorse in blank, 454 Hi 
See Endorse. 

Indorsee, n. eae Sere #. 
Indorsed, pp. or a. #§ 438. 

( 623 ) 

Tndonsdy) n. A ae ae 
Indorsing, ppr. FETS SEAL. 
Indow, v. t. WY, FF. 

| Indubious, a. ASE. 

Indnbitable, a. Not to he doubted, m% 7p BRE, A 
1E iE, AE; evident, W)¥k; incontestable, — 

fey VTE: Ww BR. 
Indubitulend ss, n. Ardy SE a 5. 

Indubitably, ide: ASE, TR, ATT. 

Induce, v. t. To move or eause, fH, Be, li, 4p 5 to 
bring on, 4%. #, #; to load, Hl, 51%, We; to 
induce to follow, 4[ Gt, 5% @%; to induce one to 

come, PRE AC, BI, Pere, WA. IA, SFE; 
{o induce felicity, nf, F474 ; to induce cala- 

mities, # 4,4 a} ; to induce the favor of heaven, 

42K Pl. ;.to indnee heavenly favor to return, Ji 
Je] K.& ; hoarded treasures induce robbery, and 
a bewitching countenance incites to lust, Te Img 
aes 4723 VE ; to induce to believe, (Hp A(z, 
fii A {, 4) J{Z%; to induce people to laugh, 4p 
AE, WUE, SSE ; to induce one to quit a place, 

AY NH, BWA:. 
Induced, pp. {ii J, oy, Sli, wy. wey he 

could not be induced, M (RFHIB, Ay eit th. 
Inducement, n. Bl) “Si, MPAA; cause, HK, 
4 lr ; T had no inducement to come, Fi Se HK, 

ATES] TRAE, IGE BE TAK. 
Inducing, ppr. Leading, 5], s% ; 

48, #, 4; causing, ¥%, (i, fP; transmitting, 
Induct, v. ¢. To introduce, 5[Hé, 4 EFF. | fi. 
Induction, n. Literally, bringing in, G]#E#, 45] 
A#; the induction of a person into an office, 

HIB (£48 ; inference, FA, HAR. 
Inductive, a. Leading to inferences, 5] Fj#. 

Indalge, vst, it, Mist, 28, MVE, FER, 
Ys, (£28, HET; to eratify, "8; to indulge in 

leisure, Wy 2. HE 1, Aa eR. 188 WE to 
indulge in sensuality, 7&@k, "ER; to indulge 

bringing on, 

one’s self, {£ HEA, rt oe, AA to in- 

dulge one’s passions, (ft, (EMER EE, Wet B, 
*k; do not indulge your ease and idleness, Dk 

At hedit, Sk AGE; to indulge with, #47, fe 
At fr AY. 

Indulged, pp. Permitted to ke and to operate 

without check and control, RHETT, FEME TS. A 

HET, ALRE TS. 
Indulgence, Indulgency, n. Free permission to 

ihe appetites, humor, desires, &e., to operate 

without restraint or control, # ME, fEAE, BA. 
HEAL, Ue, HES, A; favor granted, PY % ; in 
the Romish Church, remission of the punish- 
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ment due to sins, #Z5E, HIE; self indulgence, 
f£ AC, EAE GC; indulgence in vice, (F-#EF} 

OF 
indulgence in wine and sensuality, #EA G3 a 

> plenary indulgence, #%; indulgency fosters | 
- Viciousness, Af A 3 YF ; 

parents, STH. 
Indulgent, a. 46,6., 2A, Bat, AA, Fk, 

SE, AWE, (EGS, MEL, 47TH; the superior man 
venerates the virtnous and js indulgent to all, 
BHFBRWA KB; indulgent mothers, 2&2; 
indulgent {o others’ faults, {4 3B, BAAN 

3E; indulgent considerations, KE; indulgent 
to children, 4 B4¢-&, AHF A; indulgent 
to one’s self and severe with others, jes ch 

TH PHA, SELLE Ct a A. 
Indulgenily, adv. 9%, T2278, Ki. 
Indulging, ppr. Wht, 4AE, FE HE. 

Indurate, v. 7. To grow hard, jh, She, FE UH. 
Indurate, v. t. To make hard, (ijk, (i AR. 
Indurated, pp. or a. JX SUH, Wife; the in- 

durated skin on the hands and feet, Hf Jk. 
Induration, n. ))\ fit #4 ; hardness of heart, {ii 3%. 
Industrial, a. Pertaining to industry, A #£ fy, A 

. fry; consisting in industry, #47 fy; in- 
. dustrial exhibition, 4 fy 1%. 
Industrious, a. Diligent, hy, Bh, fEwh, ee; 

industrious and frugal, fr. 
Industriously, adv. Assiduously, #h fd, #48; with 

care, EL. 
Industry, n. Industry of a place, WI, Ae 

habitual diligence, Ure. 
Indweller, n. JF iS. 
Indwelling, a. (2A, (:7E AW, (BEDE. 
Indwelling, n. The indwelling, as:—the indwell- 

ing of the Holy Ghost, 32 wip ft. 
Inebriate, v. 7. To be or become intoxicated, (R75 

oyer-indulgence, as by 

Inebriate, v. t. To make drunk, fe AK. | fik HE. 
Inebriated, pp. WE. [atk. 

Tneffable, a. FOE? , BRA, PEAZE A, BH A HE 
Ineffective, a. Inefficient, 4 Ew ; 2 gen useless, HES, 

HIB. 
Tneffectual, a. Inefficient, 4m rege, ne py We , AME A 

Ws; fruitless, it, HER, wok, We Fe; ineffectual 

attempt, kfijst; to prove ‘ineffectual, 4a 
Ineffectually, adv. #E4K, Hk, 2K. 

? ao tat 

Inefficacious, a. Not having power to ee the | 
effect desired, gilt, Ane ge Wey, IHE Ty PE ; an | 

| Inexplicable, inefficacious pill, 4 @24}. 
Inefficaciously, adv. #E4% 
RSH OTE n. AME WS, cs Uy failure of effect, 

indulgence to the multitude, fF HE JA; | 

GERR, BE at. 
Inefficiency, »n. Want of power to produce the 

desired effect, 486 Jy, 36 FA, 02 yay. 
Inefficient, a. DE @aH;, fers JAR; an inefficient 

workman, 35.L, HF, HABZA. 
Inefficiently, adv. #E9K 
Inelastic, a. Se); 77. 
Inelegance, Inelegancy, n. Az, AAE, TEER. 
Inelegant, a. AE, AE, WERE; rough, #1, fe. 
Inelegantly, adv. Azz; dressed inelegantly, x 

AE sd AE; roughly, $i. 
Ineligible, a. JE PERE ANGE, DE PEBS AVE, A wy fi 

Gis, ARDY SEA, HERE RG MY. 
Ineloquent, a. 4% 1 F. 
Inequal, a. See Unequal. 
Inequality, n. ALy, AZR, APS, Ak, BB; in- 

equality in taxes and personal service, Bie AR 

34; inadequacy, SFE, 35. 
Inerrable, a. Afesh, AHeE EHH. 
gee a. Destitute of the power of moving itself, 

fi Eh; slugzish, $I, ZRH, ESRB, WR. 
Inet mR MBP Bd 
Inertness, n. AGE G4; sluggishness, HOR, 
In esse. In being, 4 #. 
Inessential, a. ie RX BE, ABS BE. 
Inestimable, a. That cannot be estimated or com- 

puted, MERA, FMW, BR ZR. 
Inevitable, a. HIE, AAG, MAH, RAG, 

PEAR fy 
Inevitably, adv. FIEG, HAE, Ao K- 
Inexcusable, a. ae HE, ae WY EAS, BER) LIFE 

pe, AUER, BEV GHE Z. 
Inexhalable, a. PFA, WE GEARS, AWTS RR. 
Inexhaustible, a. 4B] Se, Eqs, SED) AS, SERS 

WE, SEAT fg, 2 Ait (kB Ai : ; inexhaustible riches, 
4ut 4% -7 Fz; inexhaustible happiness, 4 %s 7 Wi. 

Inexorable, a. WEA HY, EAE, BeAHE, BRAS 
implacable, Ary AB A. 

Inexpedience, Inexpediency, n. Ari ay, As (HH. 

Inexpedient, a. Aik, ROB, AOL, AAG 
improper, Ar fp Er. 

Inexpediently, adv. Ay (i. 
Inexperience, n. ZE, AEH. 
Inexperienced, a. ZE, EK, ARES ZA, ARE 
SN, HRN, ARCA YE 5 an imexperi- 

enced hand, AE =, =F. 
Inexpert, a. fi, Oe WG (ENOL, ASE AS, AIG. 
Inexpiable, a TE RENE, Wea AG 

a. ARIE PL, BAG, ATT AR, AAC 
Inexplorable, a. $7 ZR AH, ABT L- | H- 

ae 

os) 

Inexpressible, a. PERE@H, sRUE ST, BARE, BS 
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Inexpugnable, a. EA, He Ae, Ae BIE. 
Jn extenso. Fully, (44, if. 
Tnextinguishable, a. yRA, Aw wk (7. 
Inextricabie, a. fp mi 74, WA, Arie $4 5 an 

extricable knot, Any {27 4% 
Infallibility, Infalliblencss, x. “lt Hil he. 

Infallible, a. Oi Wer pi npe, pia #3 Dye, be iH: 
fallible proofs, 4YE, Age Ti as 

Infamous, a. Of ill report, 524%, ji %. MBE, 
4 (3. BW BE 5 an infamors fellow. § SEA, 5 a 

a, REZ, WZ \. 

Tnfamy, Infamonsness, n. 5%, 522%, A. 

in- 

mn 
OH 

Infaney, n. The first part of life, beginning at the | 
the | birth, $y, oy 2p Se ny, be 

first stage of any thing, wyJ)R, 4h. 
Infant, n. SAG), GUY, FEF, ART, TBAT WRK : 

an infant at ‘the breast, FL G2, Wii PI we ctl. & 
ft, MAUS; infant children, HUG1 ; to ae n in- 
fants, 774; to drown female cenit 5A. 

Infanta, x. In Spain and Portugal, any princess of 
the royal llood, except the eldest daughter 
when heiress apparent, Zz. 

Infante, n. In Spain and Portugal, any son of the 
king, except the eldest or heir apparent, S-f | 

L248. | Infanticide, n. FEEAGI 
Infantile, a. De, SSE. 

Infantry, n. $528, 3G l6, Ibi. 
Infatuate, v. t. ‘lo make foolish, (li FRE, (i FE a 

to infatuate a person, ffi EERE, fl PEE, IH 

AA, EVR IL; 10 infatnate the intellect, a ae 

A, REA. 
Infatuated, pp. ora. He, HE, AEG; infatuated 

With women, $& ffs €, S422, MME; to become 

infatuated, PE je. 
Infatuation, n. EGR, FE ST, FEE. 

Infeasil le, «. (ili Th (EAC. 
Infect, v. ¢. To taint with disease, Yeyiy, ii 3 (if 

ik, Heye; to infect with poiscn, Hews, (ee ; 

1o infect the air, 7 4t; to infect the mind, 35 
i; to pollute, Heyy, ahi. 

Infected, pp. ora. 7 ih, Yei8, Ms esp infested 
witha dise ise, Jef Jay. cy fh aay, Y 
ed with the eorruptio n of the eit dy Ue g [it te. 

Infecting, ppr. iy, Ue, {ii 

Infcetion, n. ‘The act or | rocess of infecting, yy Ye 

4; the thing which infects, Yogp, yy Ye 755, 
Se, (HE YEH ; contamination, tear ae 

Tnfections, a. fe HEME, (a Ye fry, oh YeopE ; infectious 
disease, F203 , 38 A ae 

Infecund: op n. gies 

4 A. 

| 
| 
| 

in- | 

| 

| Infer, * 

fe 3H Jpg: Intect- | 

| 
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Infelicitous, a. AFR, Awe, J; an infelicitous 

omen, [AIIE, APE ZK, We ep BESTT Cale 

star, (A 2, aE, BREE ; ’ ubhi ippy, 4 rr I ht Me 

aE Liptie Ope re, Qe 
Infelicity, ». Unhappiness, A Be WE KH ; 

misery, jf) ZB 5 calamity, §€ Geb GE IE, HE Me, HE HE. 
v.t. To deduce, ad Wy : ; the rest you 

may infer, ALGER TY IY) 4 

Inference. n. AY #5, tHe. 

Inferential, a. 3X ¥ (Vy. 
Inferior, a. P, ti, Ae, 0, Gt. WE, PS ; inferior 

sort of rice, PAK, WH; inferior goods, “Pf Ff, 
FZ, WEEE y inferior to him, THiS ql, AGM (EB, 
(438 ff; an inferior officer TE, Ta: an in- 
fericr situation, PP {i ; an inferior ances Oy 

Hit: he is inferior to none, ff Arai js—{]f ; in- 
ferior quality, 4 BE, PF (ry; inferior talent, 
>, AF, UA; the inferior principle of 
niture, f&; an inferior sage, mie; inferior 

|nowledge or education, #4! 9 1S iit. 

Inferior, x. A person who is of a lower station or 
rank in society, PA, PSH, PURE A, HET 
& Ky; inferiors, PH, OLR 

Inferiority, n. A lower state of dignity, VUE, TF 
fit; a lower state of age, ay; a lower state of 

value or quality, ait, <4, TY. 
Infernal, a. Pertaining to hell, Jit fee, EIA, 

mA : devilish, diabolical, PE, MINKE, 5b 
Nf ak; the infernal regions, 4) 4k, [A]; inter- 
nal spirils, Hy ; fiendish, SURE. 

Infernal, n. An inhabitant of dhe Il, or of the lower 
regions, ih fii HL- 

Infernal stone, n. See Lunar eaustie. 
Paes pp: HIG T- 
| Infist, r.¢. To trouble, $£43, Bese, 38 BE, URE, 2E 

CES ane and Dues invest the rivers and 

seas, [BREE ihe, ihe ; tigers infest the 

mountains, [lj 7 BEEBE. 
| Infeste d, pp: My a fe 

“Infidel, «. HE (NRE, ASB. AS LH. 
| Infidelite, n. Want of faith, 46 (2 4, A fa 4 

unfaithfulness, particularly in inarried persons, 

AE ; breach of trust, 7§ (z. 
| Infinite, a. Without limits, 4m ppl, 4a jHE, 486 555, Iné 
yor Ane ies, Aa Fe, Se AR es that wil hvve no end, 
ant 5 EVE, BEE ; immeasurable, 464,46 BY Fr: 
without Leginning and end, ME he; AHS 5 infinite 

knowledge, 4 4.3 Ane A. 4a ; infin:te happiness, 
cs 7 deer 

* He. HOM, HEME, HERE, and other words, which are con- 

stantly rendered to infer, mean to investigate, &c.; hence 
that which Pe inference. 
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HK WE, NEIL 2 wd, SMES 2: Hd, SE WR AH HB 5 infinite | 
misery, #¢af}; infinite in number, F.4%; in- 

infinite | finite goodness, SNEGS % ae, Meas 7 fle ; 
mercy, PEE 2kAR, 2AAK EL. 

Infinitely, adZv. Without bounds or limits, BEBE ; 

greatly, oe, $5 infinitely smaller, JeoJjih ; in- 
finitely obliged, JaG Pa 4k pie, Fell Ba, 4m (up . | 

Infinitesimal, a. Infinitely small, fay. 
Infinitive, a. JRF ZAR. | 
Infinito. In music, perpetual, as a canon whose | 

end leads back to the biginning, "iF. 
Infinitude, 2. » Infinity of extent, Ge., MEDRe, Sm FE, 

4a fr, MEAG ; infinity of goodness, Smet 7 se. 

Infinity, ». Unlimited extent of time, joist, HERE. 
Infirm, a. Debilitated, #9, E54, HY, 3 ay 

4 . infirm of purpose, Aue yE =f: ER, Me EGY 
Infirmary, n. #245 Be. 
Infirmity, n. Weakness, #94, 94, HK; weak- 

ness of mind. # yy. 

Jnfirmness, x. Weaknes, J 43. 
Infix, v.t. HA. 
Infixed, pp. SHAT. 
Inflame, v.t. To set on fire, BX {ili FH OR; to | 

inflame with rage, j¢4%, AS. HOR FR, HAZE 
${; to inflame the passions of the people, Hgzk 
Natt. 

Inflamed, PP. or a. Set on fire, ZF jE; provol ae 

MCs ks hindled, as the passions, ij ii ; 
fiamed passions, #84€ 4x, sea aa keaetin £ 

flamed eyes, S12, JCWE, Fp WE; an inflamed 

hand, 3. 
Inflaming, ppr. Infliming, as the passions, ij 2; 

provoking, j&, #%; kindling, ZFye, FE. | 

Inflammable, a. That can be set on fire, BY AFAR; | 

easily enkindled, Sg, BK fy; inflam. | 

_mable substance, Bu ZY. | 
Inflammation, ». In medicine and surgery, a red- 

ness and swelling of any part of ananimal body | 
attended, with heat, pain and febrile symp- | 

toms, 4, 4X, 8; to have an inflammation, #7 | 

AIRE. NE: inflammation of the eyes, We, (We 

A, WES; inflammation of the liver, Pate, IF | | 
JK: inflammation of the heart, 2k, Ka Re 

inflammation of the passions, PIX, ICE; an- | 

imosity, AX aa. 
Inflammatory, a. OX, AEA Ay, B, BEM; tending | 

to excite the passions, tj BWPE, Ng BRIN ; inflam- | 
matory language, Wipe, MBAS, wee 
es 

Inflate, v.¢. WIE, Beat, HER. BEL ; 
with pride, Fj 7. Arr, AX. 

| Inflect, 

to inflate ; 

6) INF 

Inflated, pp. or a. De AEB: p vaffed up, mE FA. 
Inflation, n. The act of infliting, BeIES. RE, 
EAH ; conceit, & igi. 

rv. t. To bend, #3, #¢ dh, 2d ; to inflect, 

as & noun or verb, se. 
Inflected, pp. or a. Bent, ##5f ; 

nation, # jf. 
Inflection, n. The act of bending, ##%, ahs 

the inflection of nouns and verbs, #7; the 
inflection of the voice, #7 2 #. 

Inflexibility, lafiesibleness mn. Vk Ze, SS Ba, Pa 
ili 4% ; obstinacy of will or temper, BE, TAL #h; 
inflexibility of faith, HZ(z, Al fz. 

Inflexible, a. That cannot he bent, %& AGH, kA 
ible Ful Af) Ju AX FE; that will not yield to prayers 

or arguments, Aj, Zt; inflexible mind, lz 

varied in Eo 

It, Bory; a man of ae temper, WEE fr, 

Fens adv. WHER, BERR. | a fe fry. 
| Inflict, «. t. To lay on, Ji), JE, Bl; to apply, FA; 

to vatlic f a wound, #7 (f, { ; to inflict a fine, 

=a; to inflict punishment, INF ; to inflict 
capital SR, TEE. 

Inflorescence, n. FE, HIE. 
Influence, n. A power whose operation is invisible 

and known only by its effects, 4, Hil, (4%, #8, 
4; the influence of example or customs, fis, 

UL. i the influence of law, £4; the life 

giving influence of nature, USK; “the influence 
of the stars, eK noxious or deadly influence, 

SRA, ISR. SR, TDR. WE: to ward off baleful 
influences, ##4%; the influence of heaven and 
earth, or felicitous influences, 4m ; the influ- 
ence of the sun, A, II; influence of the dual 

powers, 2@ le; influence or power in society, #f, 
Bey, ee, RG, FA; to have influence, tf 

HE, AAAI; no influence, Mew, MiS, A 
Hi; to depend on another's influence, #7 AZ 
BE, AE NZS AC aun one’s self of another’s 

influence, ff A 2k, (ff @ ; by the inflnenee of 

weather, ASIA WEB “aw, ah fek (in spring), 
the predominating influence is in the wood, Rf 

( #eAs; favorable, genial influences, #f3ig; the 

influence of law, 424. 
Influence, v. t. To affect, ak, BRAG. 4G, eR ie, a, 
Hi ; to influence one, kk A, keh A, Bk HEA ; to 

influence one by instruction, #4G * JV: to in- 
fluence by example, SUL at J. ; by the influence 
of bad ex: umiple; LU FD IE BeBe; to influence the 
passions, #} {if- 

* 4b is chiefly used in a good sense, meaning to o reform, 
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Influenced, pp. Moved, Rt, EY, Eka T- 
Influencing, ppr. kek, ah, Ie BX. 
Influential, a. A HE, A Be iy. Fr I, Fy ES"; an 

influential person, j #2 GVEA, 7 HE 5 an in- | 
fluential statesman, #EPI, 7 HE Z Fa. 

Infinenza, m. Sy Fy (Ja, 4] tak fin SE. 
Influx, n. The act of flowing in, #~ A; a coming 

in, Awe 4%; influx of merchandise, #% Ak ; 
the influx of wealth into a country, WW 46M, 
[ol 7 BE ; influx and efflux, Hy A. 

Infold, v. 7. @ Os: to embrace, se, fal dee 

eae, a t. or (ig nh i, 4 Ano aya, 4 rots sau, dit 

. SE, BEM, ARM, ana, A, WA 
ee WS. KAY), Bea; to inform against, 4 
4p 44 A 92 > inform him ie it, nh (Een, FR eH, 
3E Aly AU, AZ: to inform superiors, Bt 4i-, EA; 

to inform His Imperial Majesty, 2s fi], 28441; 
to inform old men, WyrHg#; 10 inform se- 
cretly, @§4k, geaeja A; to inform generally, 
4 4, ja 4; to inform yerbally, fy 
fei, FQ; to inform by writing, Pr} ; to teach, 

Fie, he 7%; to tell, wh; to inform indirectly, 
(H4n, B50; to inform the mind, Hy ZS. pA 

' 3% {0 inform one’s ancestors, sea Sée Com- 

“municate and oa 
Informal, a. Atk ye, Nes 
Informality, n. Artie it 
Informant, n. 325, en 

Information, n. Intelligenee, news, 7§&, #53; 
knowledge, 41, #8, Sak; to give information, 

af 5, 4 Su, 5th Al, iki & ; to give inform- 
ation ri see 15 A; 10 D give full inform- 
vee Ai : fo prefer an information against 

one, 4: J\, “tte: direct information, (38, ff 

A> 13 
aes, & 7, RT; to Informed, pp. Told, fit, 

be informed of, [ij] 4. 

Informer, n. 4'-37, 4h FY, Wi GE. FR 

a bad sense, Styy, St APE fy. 
Informing, ppr. or a. 4, ah Bl, {RAM ; informing 

a superior, HLA. 
Infract, v. ¢. To infract, as the laws, fg, 2. 

Infraction, ». Infraction of the laws, J@ 7: ; in- 
fraction of a treaty, 7F##)- 

Infrequence, ue y, 2. Ae, ASK, YP 
aad a. SEE (iy, Ar, VE, The. |4. 
Infringe, v. t. To salty as contracts, #§, jf, F 

Lie. Infringed, pp. oa 
eaguitan of laws, &e., 7¢ Infringement, 7». 

Dreaking, as contracts, &e., 7§; 

iD AGE, 

ZX ; informer, in 

ES, HIE. 
Parana De 

om) | 

ING 

trespassing, as ‘laws wate: 
Infuriate, v. t. To enrage, EAA, PAE wy. 
Infuriate, a. Enraged, Fh Iek « mad, J£ ; raging, 

AW. KE. 

Infuriated, pp. or a. infuriated with K 
wine, Pee, AN, Hay. 

Fh Wk: 
7s 3 

Infuse, v. ¢. To pour in, as a liquid, JAA, fey, 
HEA, FAVA. GA; 10 instill, as doctrine, fit 
Be, Be ; to steep in liquor without boiling, 
LEHI, (ek. 

Infusing, ppr. TEE, Wey. 

| Infusion, n. itz Jif 7K ; infusion of anise seed, 7\ 

Tee 

Rik. 

fg ii}tzk ; infusion of chamomile, BRAZEN ZK ; 

infusion of gentian, Tg HEA Ze; infusion of 
ginsene, J #éiiftzk ; infusion of tea, 3SFz afrge ; 
suggestion, pea. 

Infusoria, n. pl. BAA ga, ARR. 
Ingathering, n. ie Sk. WSF, #5 the feast of in- 

gathering, We wk 7 Gy. 

Ingenerate, v. t. To generate or produce within, 
Ingenerate, a. Inborn, FRE, WHE Tt. LAE. 

Ingenious, a. 35, 135, (435, BOG, 5, CE, 
2235, 28, Wesy, TMD an ingenious deyice, Fy 
tf 35K zk; an ingenious plan, Jy sf, Rs, 
Wy GE} FZ; an ingenious contrivance, A HE, TF 
fic: ingenious at contriving, #yIE, +k. =, 
Wy He, TE IZ; an ingenious person, 4k IZA A, 

Wik ZA. 
Ingeniously, adv. TUK, HR, TGARL, AW. 
Ingeniousness, n. Yh, 1K filj. [2 PE. 

Ingenuity, ». 35, (525, 4695, KAN. TS. TFB, 
Ingennous, a. Open, fi A, fais, HWJIE A, 

wk, HEALD fy; generous, HRY, UE inh, Ae Be, 
TE, WBE; feeborn, HEF, FRM. | a4. 

Ingenuousness, n. Openness of heart, (fff, F7z& 
Inglorious, a. MAK, SAK pe; shameful, Ree, 

ERAN. 
Ingloriously, adv. RY, Die. 
Ingot, n. $€, 3G 4%, 7G HE GE, HEF; an ingot of 

sycee, —HE4FR; an ingot of silver, FHE; an 

ingot of gold, 4%é€; ten taels make an ingot, 

“a ae 
Ingraft, v.t. To ingraft a tree, BS iit, FE, i 

tif; to ion into our natnre, BS FS FU pE. 
Ingrafted, pp. or a. B&H, BRT; ingrafted love, 

FER ZB. 
Ingrafting, ppr. BS, Bie, Fk. 
Ingrain, r.¢. To dye in the grain, #if. 
Ingrained, pp. or a. #) Je ; an ingrained habit, 

KEE ‘ 
tm dt, aR al. WM: Ingratiate, v. {0 in- 
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oratiate one’s self, af AZ. 
Ingratiated, pp. Bt Ta, at SA. 

Ineratitude, n. aR, 3 & Bh a, EARL ASE, Fk 

edt Zod, row SS A, Ka A: AE ti SE- 

Ingredient, n. Uys, WragHey, —tk, —y, —; 

add another ingredient, 7[}—e. 

Ingress, n. #6, A, AA #5; power of entrance, 

HEA % HE; the ingress of air, Rl ZARA 
eeress and ingress, {If] A. 

Ingression, . #8, A. 

Ingulf, v. t. Ui. 
Ingulfed, pp. Fe Spi. 

Inhabit, x. t. J. CE, J2 GE, ag so inhabit a region, 
4:46) Jy ; to inhabit the mountains, (Zé il, 

MEAS, CED ef. 
Inhabitable, a. See Habitable. 
Inhabitant, ». Je, (E# ; inhabitants, Je Bt ; 

the natives or original inhabitants, “ei oe 

eae too te ee the inhabitants of China, 

HB BA, fai. 
Inhabited, pp. ora. fE 7, Ja ST; 

regions, MHIZ0, AIG 2 J. 
Inhabiting, ppr. J, FE, BEE. 
Inhale, v. t. 1, FESR, We aR, 1G; to imhale and 

exhale, MEG ; to inhale the efuy-a by the nose, 
(ES tiga, VI TR A; to inhale air, WAR. 

Inhaled, pp. WRT. 

Inhaling, ppr. Wk, Fh FR. 

Inharmonious, a. AA, Arak, A Ay i. 

Inhere, +. i. [ZEA FEZE AD, HSA, HN 23H R- 
Inherence, Inherency, n. FIA A (EWA, Bt 

WEE, By 2A. 
Inherent, a. JE GSA 5, AF fy; innate, 4A ZEA 

IPE, AE WS AY; inherent principle, HE; inherent | 
qualities, APE"; inherent right, -ERAZ 

at 
Inherit, v. ¢. mail, 7, mn) dz, man) FY, WSS ; to inherit 

a property, fi) 3é, GRE; to inherit the king- | 
doin of heaven, qi4% IK EY; to inherit a title or 
honors, 3p. 

Inheritable, a. TY gi. 

Inheritance, n. 3%, ao) SE, AE, HE, FEE, 

Inherited, pp. or a. iil f, mize f- 

Inheriting, pps. ind, aide. 
Inheritor, n. fe Se PE, sin) EF. 
Inheritress, Inheritrix, n. #282 4 
Inhibit, r.¢. To prohibit, ® jk, MS 7k, HE; to 

hinder, PAA}, Blk. 
Inhibited, pp. Mj, ILS. 

Inhibiting, ppr. “83h, PHI. 

the inhabited 

| Inimitably, 
| Iniquitous, a. Wicked, 38, BENE, BE (iy, —J3H, BE 

) INJ 

Inhibition, n. #8 3%, & jk. 

Inhibitory, a. S60, 4. 
Inhold, v. ¢.; prep. and pp. inheld. @4ZE Ay. 
Inhoop, v. t. $i Z- 
Inhospitable, a. FAPfé Ze. (Hf. 
Inhospitableness, Inhospitality, n. Fm AL 
Inhuman, a, Cruel, #7, GUS, ARE, WERE, 

RE, Uke, WE; unfeeling, jht§; pitiless, A 
{, AE Ati; inhuman punishments, jEFp ; 
an inhuman heart, %§ 72.2% ., WEE Za. 

gene ate n. Rte: cruelty in disposition, 

IS, PRE, FRIE. BLA SWS, GAR - 
Inhumanly, adv. ve 1B, KE aEyB. 
Inhume, v. t. To bury, 3S. 
Inimicul, a. Unfriendly, ji. 49 GL. 22 1h A; adverse 

or hurtful, (7g. 
Inimitable, a. (3 iE, Ay A, MEAT IE, A 

HE LZ» TERK. 

AIP. adr. 

a? aes 

HEI; unjust, WE GE, RAGK, RAE, AROMA. 
Tniquity, ». IEE. SE, Ae, SER, SE. 

Tnitial, a. Beginning, 4 Ae Hf 5 initial ee vas, 
Ts, FFB; initial sound, 7 7F; initial and 

final sounds, # jd. [we 
Initial, n. FSF, Fro; initials and finals joined, 
Initiate, v. ¢. To instruct in rudiments or princi- 

ples, "es aX ol, BIE, BI wil, HABA, STI, 
GA, mak, lil F. 

Initiate, v. 7, To do the first act, BAR, BASE, St 

ales T+, yy =e. 

Initiated, pp. or a. TET Se 

Initiating, ppr. RSE, S|. 
Initiation, n. E5244; initiation into an office, i] 

Hise we, HEI Sp, BHR ZAP ; the initiation 
of a Buddhist priest, KI Pei. 

| Initiative, n. An introductory step or movement, 

a, OF, bz, WO. [H. 
Initiatory, a. An initiatory step, q@¢7, BA, By 

Inject, v. ¢. To inject with a syringe, fj A. 
nee n. The act of throwing in, fA #; 

a clyster, (ij A 2, 8&2 ; injection cock, Wise 
f'J}; injection pipe, SEE. 

Injudicial, a. AV & pajiry- 
Injudicious, a. Indisereet, AGE, 2 Sd ak; im- 

prudent, Arg, WE REZ, Aes if ; incautious, Me 

id, Roles Ait, 75 EL: 
Injudiciously, adv. Arwe, WE PS He, BEB. 
Injunction, n. A command ft. nis als Ay; an 

injunction oN - court, FEAR; to issue an in- 
junction, }{fes7Z sires 
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Injure, v. t. 2, 5, 48, 3, HA, FU to in- | 
jure, as insects or rust, fi ##; to injure by 

speaking disparaginely about, S48, aikiH; t 
impair, $8; 10 injure insensibly, fee; to in- 
jure others, 42 \\, JASE A, HJ IL; to injure 

one’s self, nee 5 BS(Bl[(ep seen Wo injure the 
constitution, (ER iY, (i 4R; to injure one’s re- 
pulation, 4:83 % , HH %, (NY HE; to injure 

US, ff FR, Wr FEFE; to injure seriously, bse 

Te AS. 
Injured) ppior a) a, 2p, (ey, da 3 1 

jured parts, jB 

Injuring, ppr. 4, (8, BE, ik. 
Injurious, a. i, %, 48, HE, FE, Dee, iF 5 

injurious to things, 

ly SE 
ar) mind, 48 (WE, SE. fy ; not injurious, 77- 

4n&4: ; yery injurious, 
JER 5 very injurious to you, 2 fpKArs. 

Injuriousness, n. ae 
Injury, n. 4, JAG, dE, GARG, WIE, HE; to do 

injury to a cause, #4 Yi, 4ESr, (EYE; no injury, 
Sat; oreat injury, Aca; severe injury, $6; 
serious injury, SE fA Asay, GEAR AE; slight 
injury, 742, Jy de. 

Injustice, n. Wrong, JEAjA, HAI, HAA, 

AH. JER: 
Ink, n. Chinese ink, 28; liquid ink, 2 7)¢; red 

ink, #eas; to rub ink, se 5 marking ink, ge 
Ink-cup, n. 2&FFf. [Be ak. 
Ink-shovel, n. 22k. 
Ink-stone, n. 2H, Bae. 
Ink-table, n. BRE. 
Inkstand, n. ef. 

SiS 5 an inlaid floor, #38 HE Ye ; inlaid chopsticks, 

SAtk-f; the inlaid cup and saucer used at 
weddings, $& 3 ; inlaid cups, #84 ; inlaid with 
gold and silver, $4 §R ; inlaid work, #&T.. 

Inland, a, OY n. Py Js: to travel inland, A py Sih ; 
an inland province, Py 4; inland seas, j4f ; in- 
land town, AWWHR; imland trade, Py AWARE RE; 
an inland bill of exchange, BUTE i. 

Tnlander, vn. AYA. 
Inlay, v.t.; pret and pp. inlaid. $i, RA, Hh 

to inlay with gold, $845; to inlay with silver, 
$8 Hi; to inlay with flowers, #{E, INTE. 

Tnlaying, ppv. $i. 
Inlet, n. PY, AC, UEPY, YE, UA, iit. 
Inmate, n. A ISDS who lodges or dwells in the 

one’s own property, ERE; it will injure | 

= Wye, Sz Wy (Vy 5 INjurious | 

to the body, 42.6 fj, 4 & 47; injurious to the | 

Eis, je 8 4B, Nae | 

Tnlaid, pp. of inlay. $8 S, $A; an inlaid table, | 
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jae UTR with another, 3 A, 3, [iJ JE, A 

lahat a. Deepest within, 3 APE, AEA Ag; in- 
most thoughts, 22%, hifi WF: the inmost thoughts 
of the heart, BAY; as if they had seen 

his inmost thoughts, af IE SNF. 

Inn, n. AE, "> eH, eR, Ie &, ig BH, iy 

“iy, fea; to keep an inn, {f(jH ; inns of chan- 
cory, MbiJ:BE. Sve Hotel. 

nnholder, x. See Innkeeper. 
unkeeper, n. jij 4. 
nnate, a. Inborn, AE Ac APNE, Ac als FL MME, Jat As ty 

fs, AE EAL; innate ideas, RAZ ES, aj ZE 
f&; innate virtue, Axfle, gp fle, WHE; innate 

love, JA 2a. 
Innitely, adv. APR, ZEB A (. 

Inner, a. WY; inner council, pPy[#J; inner apart- 

ments, Al’, A.A Ge; the great inner apart- 
ments, the place where His Imperial Majesty 

qe 

ali 

| dwells, App; inner assistant, rye; inner 

| director, 44]E ; inner secretary and director, 
ge); inner secretary and overseer, +f ge Be 5 a 
minister of state, or inner supporter, rf ef ; the 

imner parts, 7. Ap; imner usher, rf ; inner 

garments, Fy #2, #il. 

Innermost, . 7 PQYE, He ALOU, HANA, Sica 
Inning, n. We RR. | i fy. 
Innocence, Innocency, n. ANG Sf #4, MES HK, iis ES 3 

harmlessness, 4642 ; simplicity of heart, JJugy; 
2 aeee na? 

state of innocence, AIG IE, A AE 

| Innocent, a. Free from eu MESE, PES, HG: 
immaculate, MEH EPG ; harmless, dz, dae ffs 

> ary + Ed? fee 

| IPE; guileless, J¥- ane 1 am pane of it, x 

| 
| 
| 

SHe-F Sil fly ; an innocent person, # A J. fi 4 

SEA, 242; prisoners falsely accusing in- 
nocent persons, Fak IN we FH 2 A. 

| Innocently, adv. Se3¢, WEAR, SE SB, ABE fe. 
Innocuous, a. 4G EOE, AM SEIPE, IRE DY] te, #2 HE 

an innocuous creature, J% AIF hy. aie se Ey. 
Innovate, v. . 8, TH, A, OHH, WR, We. 
Innovated, pp. 7, Uc yf, Mae J. 
Innovating, ppr. #, Bh, Aah, PR. 
Innovation, n. sia tes, UH, BOE; 

innovation of the law, 735, sf il] #.- 

Innoxious, a. SESE, sn fut [fe 

hit, ni nf Tnnue ndo, nN. ang Hi te i a eae, ty 

intinmenn ble! a. BPE HE, YSU HE, A EY, 

AVY WE BK. 
Innutritious, a. TE @q GB. AAS (5. 
Inobedient, a. 1% WANE, AHA. Sec Disohedient. 
Inoculate, v. t. iis to ‘inoculate the cow=pary fil 

Sut, 
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cag, * * IRE, fii K fF ; to iocuinapial tree, i 

Hit, BR tit. 
Inoculating, ppr. 

fii ; inoculating, as a tree, 4%. 
Tnoculator, n. 

Tnoculating, as the small-pox, 

[ci 44 - 
The neous of the cow-pox, ili 

Incdorous, a. Me AE Me GL, Fm AME HL, IG SCI, Ae Se 

AL, Ane A Me - 

Inoffensive, a. Unofending, 3, 4k 42, ame +E fy, 
Aye {f= OBE Kits fj; giving no uneasiness, A fifi 
Hho; an inoffensive dog, 8 ff] ; an inoffensive 

joke, Susie 2 jie alk. 
Tnofficial, a. #,, Apa Ee BCA. 
Tnofficious, a. Unkind, 

Inopportune, a. ME (ii, m4 =, AR, AHEM, H 
Inopportunely, adv. Ar fii. | HERE. 

ay a. Not limited to rules preseri| a ae 

Sue (fi il, SUEIE. AB, ei; disorderly, gL, 4 
ej; nordinate proportion, fz a ai #4, 3 Ties 

’ pli A 

Tit je ; inordinate desires, jE GK, HER, AF 
#, WV) Be; inordinate appetite, ER, A RAE. 

Inordinately, adv. 4m j% , i. 

ter, BEYA- 
In ovo. In the ege, EIN A, Maly. ° 
In propria persona. In one’s own person, $F, 
Inquest, 2 hes hold an inquest, Wee, te 4s be. 
Inquiet, vt. SAE. AK, AL a. Sce Disquiet. 

nei n. AB OAK, SAAR, Ae aR. 

Inquire, vet. fal, ela), ‘le lt i), ll [5] , Wy) i, 53 [a], 
Be fy, fe Fy ; to inquire after the right way, [iJ 

#§; to inquire about, fF]; to inquire of any 

one, fi} A; to inquire into, 43%; to humbly 

inquire, MJ fi. 
Inquired, pp. fi], In) j&. 

Inquirer, x. One who asks questions, fi] 3% ; 
who seeks for knowledge, # 3% #¥. 

Inquiring, ppr. Questioning, fH], BER ; 
ing, 43%. 

Inquiry, n. FER), BAT, PRY; an honest affair 
does not dread inquiry, J&4> A TALK. 

Inquisition, n. Inquiry, #88, #E#8, BAe, WwezE, 
ny 4% 5 Inquisition of the Romish Church, Jj 

one 

examin- 

Zab. 

Inquisitive, a. KEFEAS, AG PETY, AeA, MLE, Ty 
=}; an inquisitive person, AFPERY PEA; too 

inquisitive, PE AY 3s. 

Inquisitor, », One who inquires, Ff 4%, FER] & ; 
term used by the Romanisis, #d Jil as (2% de, 

Inquisitorial, a. Pertaining to inquisition, #% ¥@ 
ae Mayan mean both the cow- gust and the real small-pox. 

hehe... | 

| Insane, a. 

| Inscribed, pp. Engraved, $477 ; 
Inorganic, Inorganical, a. AE fry; inorganic mat- | 
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fs, iW rs fi per taining to the eo of inquisi- 
tion, FA ie ap fig. 

Taiynisitenion a. AA Ag, WR AS. 

Inrail, x. ¢. (52 RUF GE, DUAR EF BB CE. 
| Inregister, v. t. To register, 3g, Eff; to record, 
Tnroad, ». To make an intond, (EK. Lt. 

| Insalubrious, a. An insalubrious climate, HE#F IK 

a KAA KE. [ Ai. 
sea iia a. Productive of evil, (RAB, AG, 

fat, HAGE. JHA, HASZVH; to be or be- 
come fea care iti 

| Insanity, Insaneness, n. Tat, HAE, RIK. 

Tb ES A A, TE TU. Insatiable, a. AYRE, ABE, Se AR, RR, AA ; 

very greedy, 41%); insatiable of your kind- 
ness, [I] j# 

Tuscribe, v. ¢. To ene £%, WM, Gl BB; to write 

on, BR _E, BE. Gk, 30%, 2B; to inseribe 

one’s name, #4, UH, Wy%; to inscribe on 
the me maby or mind, $f FS; to inscribe a 
hook to, je ge ffs. 

written on, #% [- 
3h; re 38h; marked, #2 jth ; addressed, ‘4 f= 

Se. Fi lee B- 
Inscribing, ppr. Writing on, #*_E, ke: engray- 

ing, 8%, $8 i. 
| Inscription, x. Something written to ecommuni- 

cate knowledge to after ages, $%, £4°F, $2, HM, 
4H, WEF 5 Inscription on a tablet, PASH, FRAC, 

mis » AR ; a tablet with an inscription on it, 

Aiea, Tae, WP Dh 
lnscrutability, Inse SHEL SnOsS n. Avvy jE) 

| Inscrutable, a. We = EEA HET, AN Ty GH iy RA IE, Se a 

vy jas, Sut By iS 48, BLURS, Lis 

Insect, n. 41, wh, He; insects, oaheal terms, HR’ 
He, Fhcth, ELSA, Fp aik. Whey ; to breed insects, 
Az dh; insects in books, see Book-worm, 

Insccure; a. FEES, OES, UE BL, AES, AL. 
Insecurely, adv. DEES, AFF; insecurely placed, 

HEMGAR, Be AAR. 
Insecurity, n. Avhe#, Ar [A]; danger, f& fey. 

Insensibility, n. Numbness, $f, siesit « want of 
tenderness, A.{=; apathy, YR. 

Insensibic, a. That cannot be felt or perceived, 

All, WEL, WELLE, AHEGLAY: in a state 
of dullness or (GE por, Jae, Hew, AR (= ; insensible 

to grief, 4. Kl SE ; insensible to shame, m1 dRj@k, 

A Fil 4 ; insensible of beauty, AAI; she is 

insensible of her loss, 7.4 4; insensible to, 

* These are the tablets generally seen in temples and 
houses, and are presented to persons or idols for real or 
supposed benefits received from them. 
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indifferent, PH; insensible to feat, , AO PLE, | 

Je) SEM, TE Ey a UE 
4 SL, Jf; insensible decay, Ae 2a 

Insensibly, adv. Imperceptibly, A Bt, A RD; | 
gradually, jb jig. 

Insentient, a. A. Mi. 

Inseparable, a. AH) ph. 
Inseparableness, Inseparability, n. Aral Apay, A 

fe AO. 
Inseparably, adv. DEAD ERBA, AGE SP ull, ALB OP, 
A FP ; inseparably attached, WPS GREE 

Insert, v. ¢. To insert, a 

dA, His, Fa, 12; 
pane of elass, &ec., #8; to insert in a newspaper, 

VEAL, VE CI IRRT SL, PARTON OL, A AR 
hi At; to aa in a book, M#h, Wile; to in- 
sert a word, 7RYk—7h7F ; not to add or insert, 
as a name, 41% 7H; to set amone, WRArh 

Inserted, pp. ora. 4G J, 4H /838- | fa}. 
Inserting, ppr. Faye. 
Insertion, n. 4Ay/% #%, faeak insertion in a paper, 
FESTA; insertion hy tonguing, je 
AR 3H 5 insertion by dov etailing, frye 25 5 inser- 
tion by mortising, fg iL A. 

Inseverable, n. We al BBE. ANE PBA Z- 
Inshore, adv. Near the shore, ir FE: 
Inside, n. cr a. ee Ay, Zep; inside of, MR FP DA, 

ATA, PG, UO, I, PUI, ZETIA; inside 
the house, ue ay, 7£ 3 W ; inside the cup, 7 
AW, TER; inside and outside, Py kh, 78h, 

as a stick or flugstafl, Ff, 

#7; the inside of a house, fH fy; the in- 
side of a triangle, = f§ 2 i 

Insidious, a. Crafty, 3248+, EE EN, AE Si BE, 
Nez, #5 wily, weg; treach ieroust “EH, HE 
FZ; designing, Jes}; insidious attempts, Fifi 
fat; his words are insidious and persuasive, tb 

Motes 
ieiaiodsly, adv. i, Lae. BH, 
Insidiousness, n. Feit, a 6, tL. 
Insight, n. Sth, Sik, OE ck. 
Insignia, n. pl. Insignia of office, Hy); marks, 

HP ; the insignia of a prince or noble, 3:, FE, 

Insignificance, Insignificancy, n. Baronet nce, 

SEE, V3 ; want of weight, Hy, UE. 
en: a. Destitute of meaning, #ErM, 
4ne fy 7: HL; answering no purpose, Aterf: Jy ; 
unimportant, 4 ane age. AR BE BE ; trifli ne, bis: ae, 

* @, MUZE; an insignificant person, VJ, We; 
insignificant words, 77s, Wan: 

(081) 

| 

to insert, or put in, as a | 
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Sa. 47 Ji. anew ‘Ew, iit. | Insignificantly, adv. 
insensible to smell, i# 4 | Insincere, a. Not sincere, Hig, Arak, Rak H, A 

fit, Poe, APE; insincere of heart, Fp aod, 
pe) Ds ‘dissenting? Say hypoeritieal, (§ 

PE, Fem ; false, fx. 

inde erity, 2. Rae, a {. 

Insinuate, v.t. ‘I'o introduce gently, (irfitA, #F 
iFA; to snegest by remote allusion, (7 {(r fE, 

Wes fF, ME, Ndi (ieee va XE ith ioe ; fom 
sinuate ideas, PRE Et, WATT; to insinuate 

one’s self into any one’s favor, {qr{(i fe VBE, 

SUGAR EE AGE, Sth MUNCH, SLM TBE 5 to 
insinuate against, pager. 

Insinuate, v. 27. To creep in, fis it X. nharA. 
Insinuated, pp. WETS, MA ffi ; he insinuated 

that he was a had man, (ax (ig de Al HE Ae. 
Insinuating, ppr. or a. Creeping or Sane in, 

Aw (fzA; gaining on gently, (iy (art ; hinting, 
We f&, i 4H; insensibly winning favor and 

confidence, jah. th4a. Zelh, Se » ke: insinua- 
ting language, Veda Penk, dha Z Es, # = esa) 

St 
te i 

Insinuation, n. A creeping in, (riTA% ; a hint, 

Nis te Fe5 WEE; the act or power of pleasing 
and sfealing on the affections, LIM 15 #- 

Insipid, a. 7%, jf, He Bk, ye “tf: insi id drink, i LR is | 

Yfke ; insipid food, 78 ~ ; an insipid style, PR 
4C; an insipid taste, PRM ; very insipid, PRs 

Insipidity, Insipidness, n. 233%, MEU. UK. 
Insipidly, adv. 1R. 
Insist, x. 7. To press or urge on any thing with 
fameebls firmness, ABE, (BE, UBE, NEE, 
IT WE CO, He, HL; L insist on it, JERE, 

SE fi. 
Insisting, ppr. Urging, ffé, i, EE. 

In situ. In its original situation or bed, 7E AS fit. 
Insnare, v. t. [4 aR, Aas Aa i] iG ; (0 inveigle, 

We Aa, GA HE ACRE 
Insnared, pp. WA Sys HA, is] AIS : insnared by 

lusts, WES, SEER, SS AEA. 
Insobriety, n. oat 2 
Insociable, a. H% dey Fe Ht , FE GME Ae 38 cg. 
Insolate, v. ¢. HEHE, WEA, PGR. 
Insolation, n. RE, {VG. 

Insolence, x. Pride, or haughtiness manifested 
in contemptuons and overbearing treatment of 

others, AB, WLI. BEER. 
Tnsolent, a. (ES. WEG. FER. SSE HER. HE 
Insolently, adv. {fx ¥%. 
Insolubility, n. ARH 4eH, AERA H- 
Insoluble, a. That cannot be dissolyed, as by 
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liquid, HE HS447§ , ABBE RMA ; that cannot 

be explained, siQIE #2, WAT, HRA, EAR 
Insolvable, a. Avy 7, MAB, MORE. | BS. 
Insolvency, n. 774i, VILE. 
Insolvent, a. To be insolvent, (4b, 4) #7, fi) BE, 

Weak, Hip Ag, RAR, AE fie: to declare one’s 
self insolvent, 45-3. 

Insolvent, n. ff J4:-3%, fl ty H.- 
Insomuch, adv. $V), 3-F, VER. 
Inspect, v.¢. ‘To view or oversee for the purpose 

of examination, i, ifs, Pa), Ar, Res, Wee, aE 

i BYE, EDD. Ye, WHS. H Ze. TA: to 
Inspect troops, wi ‘yt, faj44, fe) Be ; to inspect 
schools, #§2# fF ; to inspect goods, WHE, At; 

{o inspect minutely, Mi Smee, WEBS, IL; to 
inspect an account, BAB, ABE: “10 go round 
and inspect, x8, 4071; inspect them, #EjH 
ff ; to superintend, Be4s, 4% Hp. 

Inspected, pp.cra. #38, #S,87,8S. & 
¥2 YS ; inspected them all, Bete Ts 305 "HE. 

Inspecting, ppr. #E, fit, Hou 
Inspection, n. #&, A, He ae by inspection, 

Dieses bitze ABA on a first inspection, — 
Fi, — lis, —FL; to buy for inspection, Mis; 

superintendence, 4% if ; ou up for His Majes- 
ty’s inspection, JES! 41% 

Inspector, n. BE, Reape ; eae of arms, Wf #8 
 ; inspector of literature, #e aC HE ; inspector 
of police, # AEF PHf ; inspector of nuisance, {8 
FEFPF ; inspector of markets, Pp TF HF 5 in- 
spector-general, #43}, 41 ; inspector-general 
of the army, RBC inspector-@eneral of 

the body-guard, Ji te Al; inspector-gen- 
eral of customs, #4 Hp yg (24 4] 

Inspectorate, Inspectorship, n. BEEt 2% Mie. 
Inspeximus, n. We fg i, ET. 

they may be in- Inspirable, a. Inhalable, BW ; 
spired, 7 a 

Inspiration, 
~— 

. The act of drawing air into the 
lungs, WEA: inspiration by the Holy Spirit, 
Jet Le jut ; divine inspiration, KK Y% Je FR; a 
highly exciting influence, JX dh, GEE, GEM 

ee a. WFR. | #. 
Inspire, v. i. To draw in breath, WE 4x, IB. 
Inspire, v. t. To breathe into, Dy Ws: to infuse into 

the mind, Je, Jet wy, jek if, a Hh; fo inspire 
comfort, ja Ye “Ht; to inspire with 

inspire with new life, eo Bal fi» BE AE ’ AL LY 

iH. 
Inspired, pp. or a. Inhaled, WEF ; informed or 

( 632 ) INS 

directed by the Holy Spirit, Jey LI 32 mp. 

Inspiring, ppr. ora, Breathing in, B% ; animat- 

ing, Sie AE, BE BY, LL, hk Bh. 
Inspirit, v. ¢. To animate, cheer, &c., GE2E, Gk Bh, 

Bit, wy, XB. 
Inspirited, pp. BESET, HBT. 
Inspiriting, ppr. BEBE, Pah. [ eee. 
Inspissate, v. t. To thicken, Hah, He#, FEE, EE, 
Inspissated, pp. or a. ¥ENE, SESE AY, BEREAN. 
Inspissating, ppr. BEE. 
TInspissation, n. SESE, i: #4. 
Instability, ». Want of firmness in purpose, AV 

ie A STE A 5 mt ility, AREA AO A 
fickleness, WER. 

Instable, a. Inconstant, Fe, Ria, Grete , SEE 
prone to change, 45, 4 i A, HEY. See 
Unstable. 

Install, v. t. ci fe, 38 FM, Pek, WBE, my Bs 

Installation, n. fERRB, a4 Ee K- 
n. The act of installing, FERR#, rx 

; the part ofa sum of money paid or to 
Install ment, 

be paid at different periods, —7R2Z HR, FP BA 
YF, H); the first installment, pA, gle, 
PIBELI, He FEE FL; the second install- 
ment, Zeit ; to pay by installment, ##Ej% ; to 
pay the first installment, ff I. 

Instance, n. Urgency, 24. solicitation, J 48 ; 
a court of the first instance, P P49, J 4rP4 5 
example, # 4, Ju Ay ; for instance, 2 4n, JE An, 

Bene, SEAMED, AM, ERE, id; in the first 
instance, Hfi—#$, HA— 7, VA— 

Instance, v. 7. RICKI. 
Tnstant, n. ora. A moment, —%], BEB, Hi, B; 

immediate, EN %J, EU, 2E HR), ANGE, EE, 
If; urging, 4; an instant business, 4 3; 
this instant, jj #¢; on the 10th instant, 4 A 

p+ i. 
Instantaneous, a. CUS, EN %), 32%), — Bai, BEE 

fi] ; very speedily, Sf. 
Instantaneously, adv. Ina moment, (J Rl], — fifi 

i, Gi, —a. 
Instanter, adv. EUR. 

Instantly, adr. QUI, at, CO, REN, seEM 5 
he instantly came, #F EN TEBE, ALEN ZAI BE 5 in- 
stantly wanted, SEBS (fi. 

Instate, v. t. T'o set or place, x; to invest, PERK. 

| In statu quo. In the former state or condition, 
hope, (Rf ABDI, (iff AL OY, BOW. WE to KEE, 04th, HRP. 

ESE adv. {\%, #, (ta, ze us 
ras instead of me, {i Fk, HEM 

Insteep, v. t. See Steep. 

WEIN, 1% 5, iE, j 
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Instep, n. The instep of the human food, fil2, | 
J 78, itt, 32 1; to be high in the instep, 

Instigate, v.¢. To stimulate to an act of wicked- 

ness, Weiie, DEI, Wee, HEA, AE, AiG. 1 
WE; to tempt, Zia, WEY, ZIG], 2s; to in- 
stigate to commit a theft, PEE BF; to in- 
stigate to rebellion, 4j2G(E GL. 

Instigated, pp. WEEE, 1 4 
Instigating, ppr. Wee, Wee. 
Instigation, n. PE, FEL, # 
Instigator, n. VEER, HAA, wee H. 
Instill, v. t. To infuse hy drops, AH, iE A; 

to instill good principles, Aiypse ja, Lise way 
>, FL S258 ; to instill into the mind, fila 

BIA, HIGAWLE ; to infuse slowly, BEY. 
Instillation, n. jo 4. ie Hi 5 the act of infusing 

slowly into the mind, jy #4. 

Instilled, pp. jj AS; instilled into the mind, 

aT. 

Instinct, n. PEW, APE, APR PE. LT, & 
BR Zin PE; prompted by instinct, Ax PEI. Fy 

TE BE B- 
Instinctive, a. #9 PE Jr#E ; instinctive motion, #4 

EPG D. 
Instinctively, adv. PE EX, PE (EK. 
Institute, v.é. To establish, a 4p, v7, 2, Allo, Wt 

af; to institute a law, spy; to institute an 
enquiry, $x, 753", i ILah #3 to institute a 
coe of inquiry, Ax FY i) # ; to institute a court, 

Institute, n. Established law, J, 72 45l], 2 fil] ; a 
work containing the principles of the Roman 
law, Hs ; cettled order, 4H; precept, 
Hit, Fc; the national institute of China, 

_ ByBE; the protestant institute, IEF ff. 
Instituted, pp. 3 wri. Dea. Ai. 

Instituting, ppr. RX, We. peIT- 

Institution, ». The act of establishing, #¥or ¥ ; 
that which is founded by authority, % fl, 1 
#8 ; education, 738 44 ; an educational institu- 
tion, Hx fF ; a girls’ institution, Ac {F- fff ; an in- 
stitution for higher classes, or higher branches 
of science, # PE ; the act of investing a clergy- 
man with the spiritual part of a benefice, Lyi 

HI. 
Institutional, a. Elementary, @ (ij; instituted 
by authority, #ori, aT. 

Institutive, a. Aap 7% HE; established, 3% (rj. 
Institutor, n. #¢IE#, IH 5 an instructor, Fr fii; ze 

( 633 ) 

[Miek. 
Ui # ; temptation, | 

{ra> | 

[Beit 
Instilling, ppr. jj A; instilling into the mind, | 
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a presbyter, @ BB. 

Instruct, vt. Ze MMR BT. BON A AH 
BEL, He wl, ZIM WS. Ze 0 sll] (Hi ; to admonish, 
YhFX 5 to instruct for the purpose of reforming, 

ZAG, HAG, BAG ESE ; to instruct in religion, 
7X46 HP ; to instruct the youth, PS2, PESe. H 
al f ifs ; to instruct in astronomy, #K A; to 

instruct in manual labor, HAP we, FFE (E ; to 
instruct in wisdom or science, FLAP AE, HL 
Fa. JL ai ; 10 instruct daily, A Zc, fA aif ; to educate, 

7x38 ; 1o order, WKS, URIS: 1o command, ¢F, 
Instructed, pp. $f, FAY - | fir BP - 

| Instructin , ppr- Be al, Fea. 

| Instruction, n. The act of teaching, #c#%, Hk, 

Ell, HE, SHH ; precepts conveying know- 
ledge, Hc, Di), Baw), PGs, FW (5 Instruction by 
example, }il#c ; instruction of females, & jl] ; 

the instruction of a master, 4E2E@¢#cid!], fil % 
Jia; elementary instruction, #2. WH, BW 
i]; Superficial instruction, 7 7i] ; profound in- 

struction, Z£%%; valuable instruction, P§ jl]; 

T’ye been heedless of instruction, 3%#%; to live 
idly without instruction is a state approxima- 

o 
D5 

ting to that of brutes, 7% Je Ic Hi Ur Ws BK ; to 
hand down instruction to posterity, Pei Be ). 

Instructor, n. A teacher, #5 fil. Bk, fil {#. 2 4E. 

hil; elementary instructcr, gpl, Big. SEes 
instructor in the highcr |rerches of learning 

KL ; imperial instructor, MH, HM, 

Afi, Atif. 
Instrument, n.-A tool, 38, #% A, 8 IM, AK tks 

surgical instruments, Ah#} #8 FL ; agricultural 
instruments, #&%2; warlike instruments, Fe 
“8, deh, FA; musical instruments, #428 ; 

wind instruments, MiP ae #8 ; instruments of 
torture, JAJA, = Ui: ; a decd, $2; a contract, 

Arf]; a grant, PGA; an agreement, 6, Hy 

a2; a fit instrument, JK; not a fit instru- 
ment, HEX Ze; a willing instrument, ff yh7 
9 > an unwilling instrument, OF Bigg#e, Aili 
45 as ; instrument maker, (£#A#. 

Instrumental, a. Pertaining to instruments, # 

Ao, # A fy; an instrumental cause, W JY, 
JV; helptul, Hy, WoL); they were instrumental 

in bringing it about, AHP LIX 22. 
Instrumentality, n. Agency of any thing, Hin 
Zi; auxiliary agency, Jf), IL; characters 
cx] ressing instrumentality, DJ, py, 7. 

Ineirementally, adv. By way ef an instrument, 
LILIES tis, TEAS tit. JAAS dir. 

Insubjection, n. ii, ji & Ze. nya 

4 8B 
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Te onbordinste: a. mE WEAR Rif, Hie, ie 

Insubordination, ». AMiz, HAIEZ AE. — [AT- 
Insubstantial, a. Ar’. 
Insufferable, a. Intolerable, M1 74%, me AEP, Me 

it 7. is 1, A WY ZZ. Git. [= Git ; insufferable 
pain, Me 73 75 RE i, Rae Zig ; detestable, ny 
HE. 

Insufficiency, n. Deficiency, Awe, AIA K. 
Insufficient, a. 02 {y% , ey on Ak, AE, A ihe 

sufficient for use, MEAS fli, ASIA, AVES ; the | 
income is insufficient ot covering the expenses 

a in fe 

PRA A aI, AA Aik; incapable, Me gE ; 
his streneth is imeathe ient, {2G Fy WE WS, fil, 2% 

WAVE 
Insufficiently, adr. TE WS, Ae, Ae 

of proper ability or skill, Meg, 4}. 

Insular, c. PPE. (005, TG, MRE 4, DSSS 
#5 Kk bel. 

Insulate, v.¢. To place ina detached situation, 4% 

J, Bi, BEB Wk, AA 
Insulated, pp. ora. By v0 GE, P9015, BEIT... fey HE; 

Beet ST. 
Insulating, ppr. for. 
Insulation, n. #5 3747. Wa #%.- 

Insulator, n. 38 ie 4. 
Insult, n. Affront, (f4&, (fps, {fe 1 

not submit 

to treat one with an insult, {fig HE. 

Insult, x. ¢. fig ik, MZ. We. Week, oe as, GE, 
ile, RIES. ATE. Wh ; to insult the weak, ¢ | 
Hy; to insult and oppress, #38 ; 
others, ff ieh A, TeV 
KEHNA, (hed AY; to insult over others, pif 
JA\; to insult over a person’s 

Koi nid IZ, Zits - 

Insulting, ppr.or a. we RENE, we BEY, fie : in- 
sulting langnage, PE BelPEah, (meee ah. Hei 

Insultingly, adv. LI tients. |Za- 
Insuperable, a. lias 4, ANE GS, RB 

fj; invincible, MH jg 

Insuperableness, n. i Is EASE. 
Insupportable, a, That cannot be born, as weight, 

vee [Te STs, nee it, tS A FF; insufferable, Me 

iat #3 PEE ie t 44 MEE, ide SE FR OE, 2 A FH ft, 

Avy AVS: 
Insupportableness, n. He Alt #%, JER He #- 

Insupportably, adv. (EME, PAA FY. 

Insurable, a. A) AAR fir, BY Ewe He. 

Re: 

EXE 5 » RE 

Insurance, n. The act of Parag Ce loss or | 
damage, FY {% het BF, ae Lif #3 insurance 

company, fi Et HE HE a, i i &, OR Fit 2 
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in- | 

; with want | 

to an insult, fi HF, AVE AG | 

to inetilt | 

to insult the spirits, 2 | 

calamity, #AY | 

FE, AMR GA, WR AE 

INT 

ay: ; * fire insurance company, KEG ie ZS Bl 
marine insurance company, \< phy (% be ZA wl; 
to issue policies of insurance, {1} (fir it. 

Insure, v. t. To make sure, {#F2, {fi fF; to insure, 
as goods, FLUKE, ane fig (south of China), & 
{Rie Ht; to insure goods, (i Ey; to insure a 
ship, a ie, (ft to insare against loss by 
fire, {RIK Hw; to insure against loss by water, 

TAK bir 
Insured, pp. or a. Made sure, fi FS; secured 

against loss, FE ith ye her, LT ROE fi. 
| Insurer, n. An underwriter, ip 3%, (2: DS a. 
| Insurgent, n. seh, BE, BUbk, tir (P iE H. 
Insuring, ppr. Making secure, (@f%; securing 

against loss, (i fi. 
Insurmountable, a. Insuperable, 2 We #3 fp, We 

We 75 3& A145, We > jf fy; insurmountable diffi- 
| culties, Me 5 75 PEL WE, WE AR ith 7 HE. 

Insurpassable, a. Ari. 
Insurrection, n. A rising against civil or politic- 

| al authority, (E@L, (EA, Heit; im a state of 
insurrenction, #L; to plot an insurreetion, 3 

| Be RGR, SEAL, MEI. 
Insurrectionary, a. {FE RLA, TEI AS. 

Insusceptible, a. A St, HE wh 7h GE, A hE A; 
insusceptible He sorrow, [EPR SORE, A.B SE Ay ; 
insusceptible of any impression, TE Bh EE PE, 

| fie SO (YY. 
Intaglio, n. AZ AI I, MEIN 2. 
Intangible, a. Not perceptible to the touch, 1% 

LPS, A BY HA. 
Integer, n. AS, #8. 
Integral, a. AX, 5G 48; integral number, 4s BK ; 

an integral part, RAS ZAP. Tt 2 Sy Th integ- 
ral calculus, #E Fp 4. 

Integral, n. A whole, 4s 4%. 
Integrate, v. ¢. To restore, @f A, 56 A, HE TC, 

—_ARREZP. 
Integrity, n. Wholeness, 5648; moral soundness 

or purity, 3648, JERS, EF, AVE, AE; a person 
of integrity, ESL A, 2 EN, ak Zz A, 
56 7CZ A, 5 4- 

Integument, n. #, HEF, BLE. 

Intellect, ». 3h J 2 4°, ae 8 HO BD, WY Z ath, 
WP ; of dull intellect, je, He, HBSHER, ME, 
Ta AE wiles EI 5 of clear intellect, J&B], 

4. 8 EWS, WPT, oS RE, ot ais human 
intellect, AZ HAW. 

* The fermi 2X7] is in general Ronfounded with ee on 

account of the agents belonging to a 2mJ or mercantile 
establishment. 
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OAS, BEG Ay. 
Intellectual, a. SW), 7, di, HIG, BY), BS 

mil A, SE ee, WY) Gy ME; an intellectual per son, 
8 Wj 2% J; to possess the highest style of 
moral and intellectual powers, 32; the intel- 

Intelligence, n. HAW), 7 A, SE], ae divine 
intelligence, fil HY), Hee; superior intelligence, 
fee FC 8; a man of intelligence, Herne NA; 

news, if, (3; to give inteligener aR; | 
to send one out for intelligence, 3 ie $y PR if 

Intelligence, v.t. F.51, fr- 

EEE, HH WL i MEE, HM 
ae 3 > (V5, EW fy, ie, fi, 14 x >, PE, 5M; 

an iielffeont man, JRA} EK, I) aE A, Mea | 

HEM, EH, OMA; an 
re OY), Hs 

ta, HEME , 
intelligent mind, 
an intelligent female, 2&4, 2x, RA; an 
experienced and intelligent person, #83 2% NA; 
intelligent and reasonable, Wy Gy i DP Ay; an 
intelligent face, Haji, £E ae intelligent eyes, 

SE fi; intelligent and clever, F8 Wy ft ffl; an 
intelligent being, S243 7. 

Intelligibility, intethigrileness, n. W, WG H- 
Intelligible, a. HY, Wi, Bit, WYRE. 
Intelligibly, adv. WJ, Wa. 

Intemporance, m. SG), $8 (6 til, SR OG Hee CR 
excess in any kind of action or indulgence, 4¥ | 
{%, Wh Ss, HEFT, Whe Hit BE HE; intemperance in 
eating and drinking, BRR MIE 

oe es ie. a. Auk EE , Ime 6 iE intemperate liv- 
ing, fie FE Ame JN, fie FE IG Ci; excessive, 45%, 
cifh ; intemperate erties JR Ae ZB; intem- 

' perate cold, Aa 
Intemperately, adv. {6}. 
Intemperateness, n. 4a i JE 2 
Intend, v. A To des ae or (purpose, hie ik, th, 

oo 48, A #8 78 DAL, AD 4H ip 1m? Hi JE AEG | 

fava; I did not intend it, TE (R278, mm Za rem 
{'% ; what do you intend to do? (RAs fik ey 
We, WH Bk i FH; what does he intend to do? 

Bhd gi 
Intendant, n. 34; intendant of circuit, 

34; military intendant, 4: ff 34 
able intendant, peu 

Intended, pp. or a. ow 
Intending, pp. a, “tit me 
ee a. ai, fix, 2 tE, AM, He, Wh, Ti, BR, 

ae 

y Heh 3, 

re ae 5a ee) eal 
Intellective, a. Having power to understand, if | 

lectual powers of a person, JZ W8WJ, AZ lt 

| 
Le DO 

Intelligent, a. W) AME, HAHA, HEM, WE, AES 

ise ee | 

HW; intense heat, Bie: af, fe Sk, ye i, BE: 
| intense cold, re fi 7, HE WL WL; intense 

earnestness, 4 J, ‘a intense application, 

Mets Bs infense phrases, Jy HEI 2a 
intense desire, $E48 ara ty AH, ah Ao AO) i, 

Intensely, adv. $5, tm, ah; ee wicked, Bik 
BE; ins abeited $EAH, Mat; intensely 

| engaged, BOO (ERE; intensely bright, 3, 

_ 
| Intenseness, n. #3, HE#%; the intenseness of 

the heat, #7 #k, Hk 7 Hk #7. 
| Intensity, n. Extreme degree, fe, $24, Ai; 

the state of being stretched or strained, Bs #5 ; 

extreme violence, fi 7J 
Intensive, a. UL J", (i Jy fg, WN JJ fig ; assiduous, 

Apis, BI; serving to give oreo, Ay, Wy 
Intensively, adv. HE, Fh, LIA. | NE. 
Intent, a. Sedulously applied, Sf.t5, Bf 7k, Few, 
4B, EE, Nfs intent on a thing, TE 

ED ik, ee ig 

Intent, n. Purpose, #, EK, AK, OB. OR, 

He, ein), I, Aly, Hef; to the intent, 
TKR, TEA; to all intents and purposes, #P{K, 

ie. 
Intention, n. Design, purpose, #, BL OD 

Fe ads, i, GEER, EP. BEI; fixed intention, 
WE FE; good intention, if, SER; 
my intention, #¥%, FAH; no such intention, 

ARR A Me Ze. 
| meee a. Intended, Ax Hz. 4FRR, st, nae 

oe, FEE, WEGR; intentional injury, eB 
em ae a (& ; intentional offense, fy 8. 

Intentional: adv. 1, 8CR, an. 
Intentioned, a. In compositions; as :—well-inten- 

tioned, having good designs, 4 TPE, dit (15, 
4; ill-intentioned, Wet (PE, WAGER. 

Intentively, adv. 3, Hf. 

Intently, adv. With close application, 3—, & 
i, HE; attentively, Bot; sedulously, 4B, 

| Intentness, 7. ». BA ARG. | Bt. 
Inter, v.t. To bury, F#3¥, Et; to inter the 

living with the dead, WAH. See Bury. 
Interealar, Intercalary, a. [J ; intercalary month, 

[4] A; intercalary day, }4) A; intercalary time, 
Intercalate, v. t. PE | PEAR. 

| Intercede, v. 7. To interpose or make intercession, 

FUR, (EUR, TCE, PCa TE, (RBs to in- 
tercede for one, (¥ \\ 8x98; Christ intercedes 
for us, Ftp (% AK Wr ae; to intercede between 

| contending parties, at, fik Fu vel. fikeb A. 
| Batoneatietl pp: fT 
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Interceder, n. FEAR, FMEA, AUTH, HER. TA. 
Interceding, ppr- (G7, fiir, FAA. 

Intercept, v. t. #0, HK, BERL, HTB ; to obstruct, 

UGH, HHH; to intercept a spy, Ih MRF, BE 
HEF ; (0 intercept the enemy, #kj¥Z; to in- 
tercept a letter, #¥{f% ; 1o intercept trade, #RAE 

7%; (o intercept on the road, #k E%, THE. 
Intercepted, pp. ora. #E ST, WE S. PEK T- 
Intercepting. ppr. #%, HER. 
Interception, n. #4, WKS ; 

of the enemy, lie. 

Intercession, x. The act of interceding, {¥Z&R, 

(LH 
HAR 

Intercessor, n. A mediator, 

HR, HA, He. AUDEL 
Intercessory, a. fer. FRAY, EMT 
Interchain, v. ¢. 342 fn, 342 (£. 
Interchange, v.t. 23, 

FALE, Fy MEAN, HAGE; to interchange feelings, 
ote Age, “AN Ay; to interchange compli- 
ments, ALA fy Ae ; to interchange commodities, 
4 5, tty; to interchange glances, Zéijij ; to 
interchange writings, 3 wz. 

Interchange, n. 25, Af44% : alternate succes- 
sion, FA], #48); interchange of gifts, AAA 
20; ; the interchange of seasons, POs Rvs we, 

PSHE 
Interchangeable, a. TY Ze SRE, BY EH fry. 
Interchange ably, adv. $k, JE, A ; interchangea- 

bly u sed or employed, ¥EJH, AJB. 
Interchanged, pp. 255, A, HARE 
Interchanging, ppr.ora. 2a, Hi&, AY 

Intereipient, n. MH, Aa. HAH, BER. 
Interclude, 2 To shut from a place or course 

by SHAR intervening, Bey, Bey HE; to cut off, 

i. EI BH 
Intercommunicable, «. BY Anji. 

Intercommunicate, v. ¢. AAS, FASS, TABS. 
Intercommunication, 2. FAG, AAA Ze ih. 
Intercommunion, n. F028, AAAS IM. [tH]. 
Intercostal. a. Lying heiween the ribs, ea 

Intereourse, n. BE, BE one 
Be WA; ase of friends, 4 Zz, Wy ee 
he, WI ACTE BS, ME BH; intercourse of nations, 
& Bei ; sexual intercourse, 38, BLE ; eit | 
intercourse, F,3ii, #38, MUZE. AL fF; to cut off | 
intercourse, Hae, Se, HA AL GE Be; have no | 
intercourse HA him, We Tk Hk ae, FA bit (BS 

fe, Arye ALL 
Intercurrent, a. ‘Tit: intercurrent troubles, 7 | | 

the interception 

Se 

He, fiat, Mae; mediation, fie, fhe 

(ARB, ARE, | 

jh, MGA, MS, A, 

Se, ANS, ££ 4G, BOF, Be | 

HE, WHE, Ii 2H. 
Interdict, v.t. To forbid, #&, 2& fi], AHR, mai 

FAK. 
Interdict, n. AS, #875, EEE, a aR 
Interdicted, pp. or a. FET, 28 i; 

fruit, Aye, 

Interdicting, ppr. 4, M4 fil). 
Interdiction, n. 28 qi], M4, HE Gp. 
Inter taietory, a. AIRE, ads File 

| Interequinoctial, a. fk Z|]. 

interdicted 

| Interest, v.t. To affect, G5, Hob, BE, TH 
H.-A; to have a share in, [aj Fp, AK, A RAYE. 

Intec n. Concern, RAF, FY; advantage, A, 

Fic, Fil Ge ; share, Zp, Zp; simple interest, Fi, 
a , A,G., FJEB; compound interest, F#j_L FAI; 

pr maetpall and interest, i: ; an interest in, 
Zp, FiNLZ} ; to put out on interest, FA, WA; 
to obtain interest, 4E Ai, 79 Fl, Hk Ai G3 we 
haye an interest in this Bes SLE fy Fe TR 

47>; to use one’s interest, JAB MMF, JAIL HE, 
yn AL 98 {fq ; for the common interest, #3 % 
4x, LIF FE; for your interest, Be(R; to pay 

‘as rest, (RAI, ZF}; this book is of some in- 
terest, Ue par Ue 

Interested, pp. or a. Madea sharer, 77 Fp; atfect- 
cd, (at ; moved, FF HY ; 1 am interested in it, 

ESE GS ToS, HEE Fi SP. 
Interesting, ppr. or a. Engaging the affections, 

Ail, Fi BOR MBE, fi, Fj AR ORME; very 
interesting, Af" 34, dR; that is a very 

interesting affair, Mik HES, APR Ze. 
Interfacial, a. iy fH), mip AY. 
| Interfere, rv. t. To interpose, $e 744, HE, SS, SH, 

[a]. BE, 47 BE. -F #4; to-clash, to be in opposition, 
JA, 388, Wi, BOE, sv, AMs; to interfere with 

any one’s affairs, Sey ABE, SAS, BBA 
“Zi; they interfere with one another, 4544 
Ii, ii 4 4HJA; to interfere with motion, fA gf, 
i'}#h; to interfere with people’s quarrels, HB J, 
ne to interfere with progress, fA Rif; it in- 
terferes, as a partition, [Hj, BREE; to interfere 
in a friendly way, # fice J, Se fF HR. 

Interfered, pp. Interposed, $e y¥Fih, S358, PAT, 

my. 
Interference, n. Interposition, $e ¥# TGS SK, 
{tet FT PRA ZF sa clashing or collision, 
PHA: BFR; an impolite interference, EH bye 

Interfering, ppr. Interposing, 7%, =%, BP, #7 BR, 
BAG; being in opposition, jy, By, Tr. 

| Interfluent, Interfluous, a. fers 
Interfoliacious, a. 2 A. 
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Interfoliate, v. t. fA). 
Interim, n. The mean time, rs fi} ZF, FZ 

fal, il fa], We2 1B]; during that interim, JF 
[a]; in the interim, Pik, 3 Zé. 

Interior, n. or a. AY, #USA, PAT, ALi; the in- 
terior of a country, fy J; the interior of a room, 
J£A;; interior apartments, Py A, HH; the in- 
terior of the carth, Ji, $i Ay; the interior of 
a temple, lj; the interior of the imperial 
palace, AA; interior and exterior, AYA, Fi! 

|b, Bes. 
Interjacent, a. Afi, Hj. 
Interject, v. t. Yep fa], FRA. 
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Interloping, ppr. HA, HPI H. 
Titenicate t. Hes. 
Tnterlucation, n. ities #. 
Interlucent, a. W&rfs fy. 

Interlude, n. $file, VE ZS. HK, GIL. 
Interlunar, Interlunary, a. A FAA iJ. 

Intermarriage, ». FL qx eB, Bees EM, BE 

WR H. 
| Intermarried, PP- AAA ES. 
| Intermarry, ». i. Fy AA BE A ei A 2 A. 
Intermarrying, ppr. HARARE. 
' Intermeddle, v. 7. 

Interjection, x. Interjection in Grammer, * igh 

re, EAA, OE eal. 
Interjectional, a. ye +fs [a] f79- 

Interlace, v. t. SoH, BH- 
Interlaced, pp. BINS, BEV 

Interlacing, ppr. i. 

Interlapse, m. WZ], NZL, et. 
Interlard, v.t. To interpose, rf fa]; to insert 

between, Yer fu]; to mix, jie HE. 
Interlay, v. ¢. To lay or place between, }eful, fa] 

Interleaf, n. [a] EL. [ea 

Interleave, v. ¢. fal. 
Interline, v. ¢. i) 3, SB, WK SB- 
Interlinear, Interlineary, a. fA] S5%E, fal "Ht, Fl 
47 (vy, #7 (19; interlinear translations, fa] FP HG 

Interlined, pp. ora. FAR S, Tete ES 
lined comments, 3 jl], 2 ee, Bit. 

Interlining, ppr- [a]. ARS. 
Interlink, v. ¢. £438, 58 Ee. 
Interlinked, pp. £434 f ; joined, HRT. 

Interlocation, ». A placing between, erp fa]: in- 

terposition, [HE] #4 
Interlock, v. 7. FF, Ee. HAs, HE. 
Interlocution, ». #179, A He; an intermediate act 

or decree before a final decision, fide, FARE, 

fiat 
Interlocutor, 2. 

aie a BL a 28 
Interlocutory, a. Consisting of a dialogue, 4A pit 

fry; intermediate, rs frj, |e]; interlocutory 
judgment, jae, FAL. 

Interlope, v. 7. To run between parties and in- 
tercept without right the advantage that one 
should gain from the other, #ffA, dys HK. 

Interloper, n. $f AH, FHS ZA. 
~ * See author’s Grammar of the Chinese Language, P. I. 
pp. 108—110. 

ith. 

inter- 

One who speaks in dialogue, 4H 

| iD, ili. 3, BE, MEH; to 
intermeddle with people’s affairs, ZEA 4347 

MN ZA, BAT, MEME] Tt, PBB 
WE YE. 

Intermeddled, Pp: Teale iis, FEST. 

Intermeddler, n. 4502 ASE, HF H.- 

Intermeddling, ppr. #4, 4, Fk. 
Intermede, Intermezzo, n. 4h &, Hy He. 

Intermedial, a. vfs fj"PE, He fH] Ag. 
Intermediary, a. RA} BE, +B BLA. 

Intermediate, a. FF fa), (a) fy, Ty, AaSg; in- 
termediate space, rf+[i] % fh; an intermediate 
sort, He; intermediate hour, efs fa] ZjeR; an 
intermediate wall, Bei, Sek; intermediate 
shaft (in ship), Seq. 

Intermedium, n. ffi] % hb. 
Interment, x. 3EaE &, HE SE SF. 
ea ae a. OHNE ESS Sve Bf, ALORA as 

Hi, GH: endless, BE, WEA, ARE, ME, 
fij ; interminable sky, HEE + KK; iaperiminalble 

fire, Ade ZAK, WEB. 
Interminate, a. Jeph, 4m EF, a, TGS. 
Interminele, v.¢. To mingle or mix together, #& 

ANE, SOME, WL E, di -HE- 
Intermingled, pp. or a. Hin Ae - 
Infermingling, ppr. FRAME, vE AE. 
Intermission, n. Cessation for a time, BkItR, Bk 

fal, Sk 2% [a]. JEW; intervenient time, fj ¥, 
[i] ; intermission of a fever, 2 ik % [Bl], Be Bk 
{a}; the intermission of a pea IRAE Z 

I}; without intermission, A Bk, 4 EL, ME A, 

A fal Ka» wath Ai. 
Intermissive, a. Aw, ANE Be. AL. Ae A 

Fi NEMS. 
Intermit, v. ¢. [i] G4, Fa) Bk. Fy Bey, Fl ey. By 

Fi BK. 
Intermittent, a. 47RBRAT, AEA EAS; inter- 

miitent fever, EAHE, HERE, TER, FERETE AE 
jy (sce Fever); intermittent pulse, 2F Bk I 5 

intermittent pains, ®f jk 2 Ff. 
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Intermitting, ppr. or a. Bk, FTIR aK, EYE AK. 

Intermix, v. t. RAE, BLAME JRAEIS, ARAL 
Intermixed, pp. JE#E S, BLHE S- 

Intermixing, ppr. HEME TEL, IEE, BLAME. 
Intermixture, n. A mass formed by mixture, 4 

Ha, De At ZA. 
Intermundane, a. WIR ZIH, Wt Z [a)- 
Intermutation, n. A, HAs. 
Internal, a. py, #), ASE ATA, HP; internal 

injury, PB internal disease, AYA; internal | 
faculties, PyRg; internal commotion, Aygl, A 
La internal peace, Aye #4; internal grief, Ay 

; internal value, #{(#, Ia (Z; internal skin, 

ee internal heat, py 2; internal and external, 

A 4b. 
Internally, adv. Inwardly, Ay, Ff; mentally, 

A, Fl! 
International, a. Pari 47 fy, 2; international 

law, 5 Did, BOAT ZI, OT ik, Bs 
Pasi fl]; the international law of Europe, pe 
2H i, ER AEE Zi ; international exhibi- 
tion, # BYTE; international allairs, 4 Pye 
{54 ff; international congress, fy ji #. 

Internecine, a. fy; internecine war, Ag. 

Internode, n. fj Gi Z [a], Gi "f [i]s imternodes of | 
bamboo, 17 fz. [2 

Inter nos. Between ourselves, F¥ phe fal], Fe ee. 
Internuncio, Internuncius, n. A messenger Le- 

tween two parties, rf [R]Zé AV, ef J\; the inter- 

nuncius of the pope, Ke = 7 Z fifi; an em- 
bassador, PRE, (i fi. 

Interpellation, ». A summons, 4%; interruption, 

fe), wh lol, fe. 
Jnterpenetrate, v.t. A [A], A re. 
Interplead, v. i. FAB AK, FARRAR. 
Interpledge, v. t. A4H2e ¥. 
Interpolate, v. t. lo insert, 43%, HFA; to begin | 

again, Fy{U; 10 interpolate a word, 4iye—74 

Interpolator, n. AB, dys H. 
Interposal, x. A coming or being hetween, #rfs 

fal; agency between two persons, fie AV, {ft 

s1R. 3 
Interpose, v.t. To place between, J+ P fa], BFE. 

PARES, PHS8, PHL: 
Interpose, v. 7. 'Lo intercede, fH, HA FA 

A, att ls, 8% bi}; to interpose between two 

contending parties, #y +, #y hy, #H Fu; to inter- 

fore, BUSS, BATS, Pil, WE, 2 HE | 
Interposed, pp. or a. ‘Thrust in, frp [RFA 3 in- 

terposed, as between contending parties, $i Fu. | 

| Interposer, n. Mediator, Ha J\. 

“Interpos ng, ppr- Placing between, yk 44 fa}; 
coming ‘between, Ath By: being between, as 
an obstacle, DHE : mediating, fiefs K. 

Interposition, n. Interyenient agency, rf] 3, 

(iS, LS, PAS; mediation, Pe AUBA, a AL 
Be, Wy SE, HEY. YE; by the interposition 
of God it was prevented, _F #7 fA 7%; by the 
interpesition of the authorities, ‘fe AZ PHIE; 
anything interposed, ff REZ BF, PHBE 4% 4- 

Interpret, v.¢. To explain, ff, (7% W], 2s HY, FE; 

to translate, fifa, fae ; to interpret the mean- 
ing, fe, HE; to interpret a dream, fpp2s, 

iH. MEM, a, [AIAY, GEMPAB; to interpret 
verbally, as at court, fi af. 

Interpretable, a. BY #2, BY PE. 
Inter pretation, n. Explanation, fi Ht, WW), zE 

fit. MEE, FE; verbal interpretation of a lan- 
guage, fia; the interpretation of a dream, 

eae, fe? ZF ; office of interpretation, i 

fi. [ FEA. 
Interpretative, a. Containing explanation, fj, 

Interpreted, pp. Explained, fie J, Hi, FET. 
Interpreter, n. Mercantile interpreter, 537; inter- 

preter in native courts, fa fl; interpreter at 
Hongkong, Penh 4, fF ol; an official inter- 
pratee, we Ef, 44 a ‘3 juterpreter of a dream, 

ee 1D Hie a 7a translator, # ifine 4- 

Intrpreting, ppr. Explaining, %, #E, FE HR; 
translating, (a5, hae. 

Juterpunction, ». Interpunction of books, 25%, 

e)Eh ee, Bi 4a) ait. 
Interregnum, n. fal fi 2S hj, BY fie ZS tk, Al Bee 

AE, PGE CL BE hE ARE fl ZN. 
Interrex, n. A regent, HEI 4, HEB- 

Interring, ppv. Hg. 
Inteirogate, vt. fh], BEM, BE, ail, aH, 3% 

i, #20, a, #4; to interrogate about, BR; 
{o interrogate face to face, ER. 

Interrogated, pp. [a Ag it. 
Interrogating, ppv. B), BR, Bh 
Interrogation, ». BZ {i}, 25 fb}; notes of interroga- 

tion (?), in colloquial, pf, Wy, 1s, FA, F4-, He, 

Wif, PRE, HA. WOE. WH, DAL, WBE, AEWE ; notes of inter- 
rovation in books, Jf}, F, sk, 

Interrogative, a. Fi fry, FUE; interrogative parti- 
cle, see under notes of interrogation. 

Interrogatiyely, adv. [B)FR, LAP. 
Interrogator, 2. fU) 3%, BE a BAS, AA. 
Interrogatory, a. [B)4, RSE J. 
In terrorem, Hor a terror or warning, at ARE, 
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AY AREA, 192 FE he 
Interrupt, v. t. To stop or hinder by breaking in 

upon the course or progress of any thing, fA 

JE, FAL, SEHD, SEL i, SS TB to divide, Fp HH, | 
Bf, 8289 ; to interrupt one ina specch, PAL A aR | 

to interrupt an affair, PAYS. BEF, PLES RS 
{o interrupt in motion, jf: dj. 3k Ah; to inter- 

rupt harmony, ff fr a. (& fu ; 
one in his work, fl A Le, HEAT. 

Interrupted, pp. or a. Stopped, kT, PIES. Bk | 

TA BH  roken, BET, BP's an ine 
interrupted | terrupted pulse, et, HVE foi; 

thonehts, #2 A, fe; interrupted in motion, i) te dir. oy 

IES), IL fF 
Fitcitap(aily: adv. ARH, TUF AKE, BRL Be 

#), BK BER fr. 
Interruption, n. Stop, PA Ik, 1k A, Bk A; hin- 

derance, BAA, PHAR. PHONE, 2S SE: pes uevl 
caused by breaking, Bz, 4 
ruption of labor, 1, fA L234; a ruption 
of time, Fy 3%, Bk IF; without interruption, A 

Bk, ARNE, DF Bk. 
Interscind, v. t. i] 4. 
Interseribe, v. t. fi] 3, F544 fay. 
Intersecant, a. Dividing into parts, €i] Bf; 

ing, fa fi. 
Intersect, v.t. To divide into parts, BA, AB, 
#6; to intersect at right angles, fi] 2. fei, 
YE; to intersect in oblique angeles, Zein. 

Intersected, pp. Crossed, fae f. HEI ST. 
Intersecting, ppr. [a] 3e, fe ith. 
Intersection, n. The point or line in which two 

lines cut each other, Wj 78 7 8. 
Intersperse, v. 4.78 ert Th], {Ze eA. 
Interspersed, pp. 3k /< ik 4. 
Interspersing, ppr. 14 Pa aie 

eross- 

Interstellar, Interstellary, a. 7 24h, Hedy. | 
Interstice, n. A space between things, FRYE, 53 

ie, fa) aE, me, FL; BR, fal BZ, Ze ft, Bey Zhe ; ’ 

a row of things with interstices between them, 
#i]; the interstices between doors, PY HE; the 
interstice between the two sides of a crack, 3 
HE; an interstice of time, fA]s}f- 

Interstitial, a. BERLE, BREA. 
Intertropical, a. B47 A, i 2 fal. 
Intertwine, v, t. JERE, HRGH, EE, HS. 
Intertwined, pp. #8219; intertwined branches, 

SEH, Will. 
Intertwist, v. . Zeif. 
Interval, n. A space between things, fa), Bae 

BR, BEPR, BEBH. TE] DR, (YB; an interval of | 

to interrupt | 

; inter- | 

| 

INT 

Lean ate FANE; intervals of) live feet, HIME 
WR. BEBYA; after an interval of one year, 
#— 42; an interval of one year, BR—4f, —2f 
2A; a long interval, AA, 26 RA jae. 

| Interveined, a. Hr] ACY, fi 2. 
Intervene, v. i. lo come between, Berl, Beep 

fA] ; to be sibinhted between, ZEA NS], WAHB EB], ZE 
ri: to come between points of time or events, 

rf]; a space intervenes, HBli] 7 hh, Aka 
ee, Fr Ra] Be Fa Se TAY: nothing to inter- 
vene, ‘nt 476] #; every accident that can inter- 

vene, fey yer 
| Intervention, n. inferpostiens Serb, aerb al, 

agency of persons between persons, {4fi $e. 4 

4% J; by his intervention, L(y 7 FRNA, LI tls Z 
Si; by his intervention it was prevented, [ fil, 

2S A: by his intervention it was effected, 

AO TE Jy i 45 fl Al Kk 2. 
Interview, n. Fin, Wi. A, ig. wa. 

Tay; one interview, — fy ; an interview with an 
officer, Al fi ; a mecting for consultation, #F 
=; a private interview, FARE 

Intervisible, a. fi} FL, SE i. 
Intervolve, v.t. GLIA GLP, TI ELA. 
Interweave, v. t.; pret. interwove; pp. interwoven 

doe oF A SR Hes]; to interweave truth with 
fiction, 40 (% GUIL, He (2 ML It. 

| Interwoven, pp. or a. #&T A 'B]. 
| Intestate, a. Dying without having made a will, 

FE WEE A. TE WEL AE; he died intestate, {H3E 
Ame it a , AL OE IE ET GA. 

Intestinal, a. AERy fg. 

Intestine, a. Internal, Fy, 7H; intestine feud, py 

| 

| 
| 

AL, Ay 4t; intestine wars, PYF, Alay. 
| Intestine, n.; usually in the plural, Intestines. Wj; 

the large intestines, AW, ACH, Hl; small in- 
testines, Jy By, 4B; the intestines or inwards, 

Ws ek, Wee 
Intextured, a. Woven in, #7 &. 
Inthrall, v. ¢. ARF A, ARE ALE. 
Inthralled, pp. or a. Rif 5 A. 
Inthrallment, n. BF MH, BMH. 

| Inthrone, x. t. To seat on a throne, as a king or 

emperor, (REAL, (EET, (TERE, EAE ML, Ft 
%) GY fiz. See Enthrone. 

Intimacy, n. $US, FE, MO, AS, A, IE; 
to contract intimacy, #2, #4 AZ; to break off 
intimacy, ¥&% 3; loose intimacy, j&%¢; in- 
timacy of brothers, #4hF I Ze. 

, Intimate, a. U0, 93, BLS, TW, AUK, AIL, 
Jn, AG, nis NOE, AUAE, HATE, TRAN, HE 
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eB, EB; they « are yery intimate, AB a3, inateal Roe HA; the modulation of the 

4s, kf 4) DY ; an intimate friend, IEIAAC, KI | voice, BEL SK. 

CLIX, WHE Be FF 2 Ac, [i] 35 Wy Ac, es RK, 
MIKE WAC intimate friendship, 8 A, Ean, J 

Be, Beat, Bai, NSA. BL BS, EZ 8; 
very intimate, WA ARE, JES, HW. HA; 
intimate for a long time, PeBeag A, AB. 

Intimate, v. t. 454, a, Wed, Fy WE BE, FE 
Sh 
pire 

Intimated, pp. 

Wea HTK, fbf i 1K 0. 
Intimately, adv. ¥, %h, HB; 

quainted, Bees. 

Intimation, n. WHT, whan, GAA. 
Intimidate, v. ¢. 2200, 30H, AR, ETH, WOE, 

360%, BE, WLS; intimidate him, PABA, MF 
AB, 3H Yh (d,, ZIRE fl; to intimidate by tortures, 

Intimidated, pp. 220 i, RU S, ETE. LRU. 
Intimidating, ppr. Z&IAF, wR. 

Intimidation, n. ijk, lad 

Into, prep. RY, AIDE, %R, MGS, HEA, AP), Hf 
F:; to go into, A+, #EJ=; to pour into, fF 
LGA IA Py fl A An; to look into a book, 
Wi A, ABE; collected into one heap, WFP 
—HHE, BIH—HE ; 10 thrust into, FRA, FRYE Ay; 
to insert into, 43 A,; to translate into another 

language, #E2 Hah ; to translate English into 
Chinese, ie Hor aes; put intoa bag, Aye 
$8; to grow into a hi bit, BLE, ZH; to give 

~ into the bargain, ARSER; to put a leaf into a 
hook, (ET SE ae, LIE xg: led into an error, 
Hei; transformed into, 4445, 4Byk; to see into 
a subject, AAIPSE, AE a. 

intolerable a. (ie 7B fF, iA EE, | dM PE, 7a Me 

tt, VEALE, HEE: 2 Rit, BAG ERG, 
Aeon ; intolerable pain, se Ate $3 (ESE, 
Whi es HE, 0 7. 7 ee, ABS (Ef ; intolerable 
seiel sure ne RA a fil- 

Intolerably, adv. FAA GE, AE. 

Intolerance, n. Want of toleration, ME 4277, AZ 

Re, 4 Fer 

Intolerant, a, M42 Wipe, Ane 2. Ay, Ae Ae ZE, ane 

73; an intolerant person, mn 23 ODE A, Site 

intimately ae- 

J Ma Stns an intolerant government = | 

fiscal, n. Intolerance, 4t 4277, 4. 

Intomb, v. t. JH YEIN BE, FEET, Wk Se BE. 
Intonate, v. 7. 

tones a the Chinese laneuage, FZ Zw B.- 
Intonation, n. Intonation of the Chinese lan- 

guage, BN FZ ik; 

Nis 47s ; he intimated to me, Fy | 

To sound, jij/#F; to intonate the | 

the intonation of the | 

Intorsion, n. fh. 

In toto. Wholly, entirely, farsa, 4S, $8. 
| Intoxieate, v.t. To make drunk, {9 PRE, (LER RE, fi 

He; to elate to enthusiasm or madness, (FE, 

SHE. 
Intoxicated, pp.ora. We, i, PREY A, PRI) MAT, 

Rk ; to he intoxicated, fie W* ; very much intoxi- 
cated, SEA% ; intoxicated with an idea, FE wh AE, 

Intoxicating, ppr. or a. PRE, BORAT, HAE 
fy; intoxicating drink, #cFe“5F, HRB) AE. 

‘Intoxication, n. Intoxication from liquor, RR; 

enthusiasm, 7£, sh P#. 
Intractable, a. Jy, FARE, MESA, TA, WA, A 

Ht, HEA BE, MERA, MEAS BEY. 
| Intractableness, Intractability, ». 9a, BA 

4, Eh 
Intractably, ade TA, EPA 

| Intrados, n. By P Ty. 
| Intrafoliaceous, a. #E Py i ZE a5. 
Intransient, a. Ase, AK. aA. — [F- 
Tceseiine a. Instransitive verb, S32 BA 7 
In transitu. In passing or on the way out, #274, 

if 38. 
Intransmutable, a. még BE, Any By, AP 

Fy, Awy ES. 
Intrench, v. ¢. To dig or cut a trench around a 

place, as in fortification, S¢(%P%; to intrench 

atey? WAR. 

| on, 1246, #; to intrench upon truth, fe i838. 

Intrenched, Pp. St 3 {¥-p; an intrenched camp, 

FT (R Bit Z 
Intrench cae n. A ditch and parapet for defense, 

425%, fj HR; intrenchment of a camp, Za 

Bie, eet Z al Pi. 
Intrepid, a. Fearless, heroic, JAI, FAC, By Re, Ml 

Bi, WA, AB, HEM. 
Intrepidity, n. fil) $x, MUTE, AME. 

| Intrepidly, adv. FN. LIMES, BHR, SEREG- 
Intricacy, ». Complication, gf re %, $j#8; per- 

plexity, #7 7L, Ald, sabi APY i. 
Intricate, a. Entangled, pit &, uke, SRF AS, 

PRL ; an intricate affair, BFPO 2, Hp 
ALPEYE; an intricate road, DAR ; difficult to 
explain or unravel, FAA}. 

Intricately, adv. Lh. 
Intricateness, n. BARKS, HE. 
Intrigue, n. A plot or scheme of a complicated 

nature, we el aT el, Ash Wat, ide wks OF GR, 
| Saae falsit ;a secret pide or com- 

merce of forbidden love between two persons 

a ee ee eee 
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“of different sexes, Hifatt fii 

2, Malt 
|; without intrigne, 

Juv it 

Heer ies v.tior di. Fy Fe, Fah, SSE, HA FE 
PE, A) te» Wale wh BCR, 4 4) if; to intrigue with 
women, 5X as au lif at ; to intrigue, as court- 

iers, Ge., EEE, WERE 
Intriguer, n. oe > HEA HF Fa. 
Intriguing, ppr. or a. ie ag. WF. AIC, BEG, 9 

fiK;an intriguing person, wis N. were Z | 
Dy 4:2 A, Je an intrigning courtier, 

a EY 
Intrinsic, Intrinsical, ¢. Inward, internal, py, Fy 

intrinsie value, UE, Fy if ; {rte, #. i, TES 

‘ER, TLS. 
Introduce, +. ¢ To introdnee, as an instrument, 

oe LBA, 5]HE; to introduce, asa person, 5] FL, | 

AEA Me, BPA, AR, AS OH HE S:, 48; to 
raivod ies toa superior, j_[., JR; to intro- 

duce or recommend, as by letter, je, BLE, HE 
4, #4K; introduce me to him, H/F Hie, 5] 
Fz fi ft; introduce me hy letters, 32 i 7K; 
to introduce, as a matter in conversation, 4ft 

#8, je WL; introduce a probe, Hl EFA; 
introduce a catheter, B)#e A Ree ; not expedi- 
ent to introduce the subject, #HKBA OO. Ke 
‘Pe (4 ; to introduce a quotation from the class- 
ics or from Scripture, B]#%, Bp sh, FHL A: 
a introduce from a foreign country, as plants, | 

5 TELS LMS IE, hy GLEN, oh BT 
me to cavodtiee! as goods, A], #£0. 

Introduced, pp. HAGE, SIMEMS, Hers i. 
Introducer, n. BJA 4h, BOE #- 
Sea. ppr. 

Bi FL, B20, HF; bringing any thing into 
a HE ne, eee. 

Intreduetion, n. Introduction of a person, 5A, 
mM fA HED= ; introduction by a letter, #7; the 

introduction of an instrument, 5/A #4 ; intro- 
duction of an affair, #2; the introduction of 
a book, oJ. 5]; preface, JF; intreduction to 
erammar, 4 7: J. §]; mtroduction to astron- | 
omy, KSA FR; 

fh AAP; letter of introduction, 78 

eae . J&; an introductory letter, je | 
#, FA; an ‘introductory notice, j=. 

Intromission, n. #fA; the intromission of light, 

ES 
Intromit, v. t. To allow to enter, FA, fHA; to 

he the Shaun by which a thing enters, BJA, 
th 2 ii A. 

<a | 

Introducing, as a person, §] | Intuitive, 

introduction to history, 

INU 

| introspect, vet. OE, PA, FA. 
| Introspection, n. # AN #; the introspection of 

one’s self, 4 Aut. 

| Introversion, n. citi Ay, RAW #. 

Introvert, v. ¢. To turn inward, RAF. FAR, 

KM AY. 
| Introverting, ppr. RAR. 
Intrude, v. 7. or t. FRA, Beste, FIR, PR, fe) aE. 

Ye RAE , fy Fig A Dz; to intrude upon a person’s 

convenience, fief J #4; to intrude one’s opi- 
nion or remarks, 47, 447'%5 ; to intrude one’s 

self into a business, 47 AREKh, Jit ASE GR. 
Intruded, pp. or a. Sie A 3K. 

Uniden 3h Aa EAA A a, HR 
ts 7e Tit FF, fais 4 Pb 

Intrading, ppr. jin. Hp itr, MPR MED, Bete, ti 

Intrusion, n. HA, RA, BA, ti RAZ, fa 
Az; the intrusion of a person, \F#AK, A 

2, Fe HE. | 
Intrusive, a. ZAG, HYSAy; apt to intrude, Ay 

Ji ANE, ERA NS, AEST. 
Intrust, v. ¢. To deliver in trust, (FFE, SHE, BF 

Intrusted, pp. Delivered in trust, ($4E i, BHE 
J; intrusted to one’s care, FEM NMRA, THFE 

AF; intrusted to his management, FE AHP. 
Intrusting, ppr. FFF, BE, =a 
Intuition, ». A looking on, #}#; the act by 

which the mind perceives the agreement or 
disagreement of two ideas, or the truth of 
thines, the moment they are presented, — 5f 

in. WA, Hay. 
a. Having the Oe of discovering 

toatl without reasoning, 4 #9, FHS, AE i Al 

fle “9 FEN ZS ik. 

I acatiawencs n. Nie, eke £7. 
Te gees n. Wi. 
Intwine, x. t. {8#e, a feet SHES. 
Intw ined, pp- wie an ie 

| Innnetion, 2. Bis iat See Unction. 

Inundate, v. ¢. SHE, GEE ULE, Bete. FA, 2K 
2S; to inundate a region, 72 jE jy; to imun- 
date the whole empire, {LiEKT- 

Tnundated, pp. or a. {2 ii, ee 

‘Inundating, ppr. (UIE, DUE 12, Ese, AE, 
eG K- 

| Inundation, n. A flood, Pt 7k, YR, wh, 7K, 
IHR, Iie. WHE; an overflow of water, 7EUE; 

an epee ofa Tegion, IKE Ar - 
Inure, v. t. (tH, ZTE, ms to inure one’s self 
| to satne labor, Pate 

4 C 
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Inure, v. 7. To pass in nse, WERE: to tal ke or have 

effect, Aven te. 
Inured, pp. Aceustomed, TH, |i, 2 Rh, SR 

Inurement, n. Practice, @ (R, th A. 

Inurn, «. ¢. 3 BX. 
Inutility, ». SAR MONG, 3 aH. 
Inutterable, a. ih Fa 7 {5., = 3, KE, AH | 

wey, METS FY ist. [ae 
Tn yacuo. In a yacunm or empty space, fj 227 
Invade, v. ¢. To enter a country, as an army with 

hostile intentions, 4, (24%, EA, 4274, 78 9, | 
te ff, 4S DE, BE, BE, Bk; to attack, I; to in- 
croach, f2{)K; to seize, $y ff; to invade a country, 
fe (M], Hf; to invade a territory, FEIN FF ; to 
invade any one’s territory, 4@ A, BA; to in- 

vade any one’s rieht, rae Qh to invade, as a 
epidemic, #4; to invade, as mk ee AE ; 

to invade, asa ee a a system, te 
Invader, ; 1. EH 2, BAB. | xu. 
ieee oY at. ee tek, fe A; assaulting, | 
Invalid, a. Weak, Baa, Fe %, S254 (5; invalid, | | 

as a soldier, a document, &e., Rey, 3m FEE RF, | | 

Ti ODE } 
Invalid, n. A person who is weak and infirm, Jé | 

.t. To render of no force or effect, | 
K, me hs We qf. 

Bs TU 
Invalidate, 

fe, ily, Uh, 
Invalidated, pp. HAY, (87 45H. 
Invalidity, n. Want of legal force, fy, I )f] #4. 
Invaluable, a. Sef 78, RHE yf An Wis 28 - 

mw th. AB ; | Invariable, a. Immutable, A i 
constant in the same state, ‘i iii, Isls. 

Invariableness, Invariability, n. AT, Ae HK. | 

Invariably, ¢dv. Consti mee fp to EN, NER, | 
iG ; without alteration or change, Fs, 7H. | 

Lnvaried, IEEE WIS, AS. 
Invasion, n. Invasion of a state, Pe bil. fk Al 

#i; an ee on the rights of another, x J\, 
ef A; the invasion of the plague, Jie 2% f= | 

Invasive, a. Aggressive, OPE, Lefiy; entering on 
another’s possessions with hostile designs, tel 
A, 8 1h, GEFE Wy; invasive war, Yety a, 

ees 
vegan n. = railing speech, Wits, Gf, Ws, | 

te ad, sarcasm, FEW), Pea. | 
Inveigh, or 2 a ie. | 
Inveigher, n. FRG HF | 
Inveicle, rv. t. To ontic e, 45], 531, 50%, Dl, | 
BUR, Wee, 35 Sia 5 to wheedle, 5 J, SRA, ae | 
JA; one who inveigles others, ETE a 5a sche eme | 
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to ‘inveigle and injure one by false promises, 

Inveigled, pp. Enticed, 2J5]i&, 5] jh; whee- 
dled, ey 

Inveigler, n. x] #%, Fw, UAH. 
Imeigling, ppr or a. Enticing, 2 
Inveiled, a. #220 pf, Sj LINE. 
Invent, v.¢. To find out something new, 7fil ff, 

AM (fk, RE, Wes He, BG, BUTE, Hasek, BLT; 
to fabric: ate, El, fa. mE; to invent news, {fZ 

fail]; to invent stories, #2 fat, meds Mk 
al ; to feion, (4. fE#Z; to invent an excuse, 

acHy, (FE ; to invent and practice, (ERE. 

J5I. rH Rss we 2 
aa 

Invented, pp. ET, 417. UHET. 
Inventing, ppr. Hi fE. JE, 46 ff. 
Invention, n. ‘he action of finding ont some- 

thing new, iil (£ ANIM A tes fk 8 VE 
fait SF; forgery, (fg ; the power of in- 

venting, fil {EF 4% , Bik oF, ii: the in- 
vention of railways, All (£ KAR. 

Inventive, a. 4g, SEHR HI; quick at expedi- 

ents, Sst. 

| Inventor, n. (EF, HIER, EB, He, 

{EZ A. 
Inventory, x. A catalogue, it. IF, BF, 8 
F; an inventory of property, Hy 38%, {Fy 

i. 
Inverse, a. Inverted, #¥, 3%, 74; the inverse of a 

coin, $279; inverse circular expression, Jx[¥] 
xt; inverse proportion, Jx HE fl. 

Inversion, n. zit, MEGA, 7B, fA) ; change of places, 
so that each takes the place of ee FH fi, 
WAH; a turning backwards, jg7%, BEY ; the 
inversion of a child, ital =, 

Invert, xv. ¢. To turn upside down, ff), a (8), {8 (8), 

aL Be, JER; fo reverse, Be, DEG, HG. 
Invertebrate, Invertebrated, a. SEER RP. 

Inverted, pp. ora. fB. RE, WAI AS ; an inverted 
boiler, 75 #é ; an inverted cup, WA FAMERS, fH) ZZ 
#%- suspended in an inverted position, ffi & ; 
an inverted rule, #4 2 4? ik an inverted cone, 
78; Inverted commas, ff Bf. 

| Earesting, ppr. fi), 7, WAR. 

Invest, v. t. To clothe, to dress, #7, 28, 3238, 3, 
9 : ae clothe with office or authority, #¥ 

We, WR, NHR; to invest with power, Aah 
to invest with the yellow robe, 7s ; 
invest with the purple, AL; BEAU to te 
with rank, $f}; to adorn, Effi; to surround, 
to lay siege to, Atk ; to invest a city, FAIR; 
to invest st money, ae VER, WH; to invest 
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money by purehasing a share, EUILAP: ‘to invest 
money by purchasing a pidporty, 1, ze. 

Invested, pp. Clothed, #73, 37 J; adorned, FE 
fli f ; inclosed, [gf ; invested with an office, 

He SUR. 
Investigate, r. t. If, HEI, 7538, TEI. He, EAE, 

ame, HOME, TSH, TET, Tike AE fe [} , ba 

fl, ald, Fall, i Ju: 3e (ey, BE Rei aii) (ty , i HE 

fet, 7; to investigate paosemmealls ie 
to investigate the laws of nature, Faye ; 

investigate a doctrine, #35 3a 3p, 6 if, seve 
{o investigate to the bottom, FFE Fi WS, HUES 

BE FE, SE BR, HED WHE; to investigate thor- 
oughly, 983%, fae, ZEZE; to investigate an 
affair, #5 AE BT, 4: FE; to investigate the 

nature of things, HAA ; to investigate minute- 
ly, $0 #8, fm i, 7 Mv © 4 7 JE: to investigate 
Stanly, Air Ze, {iy (it % JE; to investigate 
privately, 45 ¥8. 

Investigated, pp. #€j, JEIE TS. BIE TT. ET. 
Investigating, ppr. Fé, SEIE, FE, HE, HE, FE. 
Investigation, n. Si, Hw, HIE, Feat. 

Investigator, n. HEA. SEIE H, TE, eH. 
Investing, ppr. Clothing, 3%; adorning, PE ; 

inelosing, as a city, FALE. 
Investiture, n. F# #4. tae the right of giving 

possession, WAREZ té, FZ HE. 

Investment, n. Garment, see Vestment; the in- 

vesitment of a city, -)ih 4} ; the investment of 
money in land, '& fil; the investment of money 
in landed ees ja. 

Inveterate, a. Old, #€; inveterate, as a disease, 
Ja, A; deep-rooted, JA, ZE, HEZEZ; an invet- 

as 72S, erate disease, JX #€, ITE, 

erate habit, [A], 7% 
a= It = 5D 

Inveterately, adv. HI, RK, &. 
Inveterateness, ». 4, Ii, FE H- 

Inyidious, a. #4 SME, AR we; malignant, BS, 
$e; hateful, py BE. 

Invidiously, adv. Enviously, AE REAR, AER. 
Invidiousness, ». The quality of provoking envy 

or hatred, EA cs . ERE, BREA. 
Invigorate, v. 7. To give vigor to, #§ IJ, AiR. ‘il 

1. ALR. Sa, ET. 
Invigorated, pp. or a. #5 f fila. AUB aI). 

Invigorating, ppr. or a. Fh, Ai ; invigorating 
medicine, i 7) 22%, $i (1% 2%; invigorating 
exercise, AJ) “~TK.- 

Invigoration, n. #jIj Z3F, Ai ae HK. NI) H- 
Invincible, a. W faa ORE, AR FEE, AER AG, A 

UDR ik EP. Sle TAF Me BK A es I~ 

¥S 7 3 an invet- 

( 643 ) 
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vincible proof, 1 ie (PEPE, Aw MZ ie. 

Invincibleness, Tnvineibilites A . BASE. Ae 
Invincibly, adv. Apftigng, AH Mik. | R. 
Inviolable, a. Not to be profaned, HE (EF3 Ble, 7 

WBF, RUG fe. Oe RE ; that ought 

ye to he injured, Aw (HAs, HREM, HY 
Ey: not to be broken, A.B) Fe; not to he 

tarnished, A] }F; not susceptible of hurt, A 
fete iy He PIE an inviolable place, 32 fy, 

AY 7H Wy; an inviolable law, Lies 

HE fii. 
Inviolableness, Inviolability, ». AME. AB 

JR 4, AY A. 
Inviolably, cases AW i, As By ys. 
Inviolate, a. Unhurt, 48 (f, mae , Smt 75 Ah $82 5 an 

inviolate richt, A $a 77 HE. |. 

Invisibility, I: ivisibleness, n. kt] Ae, WHE aa 
Invisible, a. WF 75 Mpg, jie ES pe, Hae Fy, J 

A fs (5, WA I PSL 2RZ EDIE, TE ir 
4ne Be Smt (fi > a means of making one’s self in- 

visible, #47:, FRE 2 YF: : the invisible God, && 
WA bw. Ae GL Z_E iis ; invisible treas- 
ures, 4a: BY Al + it; to become invisible, A Al 

Invisibly, adv. FE9R, AFLG, Me mts fh. 
a card of invitation, 

Shy, aya ; an invitation to dinner, #hzeHh. 
sHishy ; a publie invitation, 23%; to send 
presents of mutual invitations, 4A i. 

Invitatory, n. ack 

Invite, v. t. i> VW i, qh, 44 Wh, in oF» RE, Wan 3 

to invite by hey ah, GARE: to invite 

guests, 354s, HAs ie to invite a friend, 

Su AC, SRE, HA, FYE ; invite three gentle- 
men, ij — fi. % ; to invite or urge to eat, EER, 
81 & ; to invite a teacher, Msh, FSE4E, ERM; 
to invite people to enlist, BX; to invite by the 
hand, 473; to invite to a pleasnre excursion, 
joke ; to solicit, 38; to bid, hyp; to entice, 
5|5%; I invite you, Sir, JR#; to invite the 
spirit to return home, 5] xp. 

Invited, pp.ora. Ri, ai S. 5% T ; thrice in- 
vited—as an ancient hero was, =i. 

Inviter, n. 35 #. 

Inviting, ppr.ora, Soliciting, 7%, 3%; alluring, 

Tnvitinely, adv. FER. |. 

Invocate. v. t. To invoke, MEA; to implore, ZE7k. 

Invoeated, pp. WEA i, iihh. lark. 
=e EEL WA Vg At Invocation, n. SR ea, WES with eT 

Invoice, ». Invoice in commerce, io make 

out an invoice, BH Ei. 
GEN ; 

Invoice, v.t. PARE. By be Hi. 
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te v. é he Ha Je, BI, i 4i-; to invoke 
God, lF- ; the innocent invoke heaven, 4%€ 

’ aii 

BERIT ; 5 Se God for protection, a ae 

Ste 
ghosts, $24 AE xi. 

Invoked, pp. PY=#fi jf. 

to invoke aid, PF RAH; to invoke 

Invoking, ppr. TERA, FE ai. 
Involuntarily, adv. WE fii, Aoi, AOE, AL, 

AE; against one’s will, 0% (2 7} =]: #; involun- 
CU, Y farily burst into tears, M72) 46 kU WEIS 

Inyoluntariness, n. Want of choice or vill A i 

Was. A ff fa EEE. 
Involuntary, a. Not having will of Pop i jor, 

Meh, ARB, ARAMA, ARE EAS, 7B OE oh 
(VJ, 3, 9h; Involuntary, as rere: jet 5 In- 

voluntary work, MEP PET, AMAT, Be 
TL; involuntary emissions, jf #§ ; 
discharge of urine, fJj ie ; involuntary discharge 
of feces, 4% J ; involuntary service, 

a, Ta BL. 

Involute, Involuted, a. Ani. 

ER, 

involuntary | 

NSE 3 | 
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ER A, 5B “ATW i M4; his body is 
invulnerable, {BES A FEE, h28 AWB; 

invulnerable, as a ice aL WE, +E A 

BE, FT MK, Ke AL. 
Inwall, v.¢. Fee. 
Inward, a. Within, Ay, #! 5A, 75S, Fy! a; the 

inward parts, Ti A, Mili HF, Jif}; intimate, of} 
8; an inward evil, Py #2; an inward com- 
plaint, APA; engraved on the inward parts, 
JRILW; inward angle, Fy fq. 

Inward, adv. Toward the inside, fy Ay, fy He. 
Inwardly, adv. In the inner parts, 7. Ay; in the 

heart, ot) Ay; privately, #,, 7; toward the centre, 

inj fs; inwardly moved, jtyliéh: inwardly changed, 
(4; he mourned inwardly, DB. 

| Inwards, n. pl. lh Dif. 

Inyolution, n. The act of infolding, G1 Ay 3%, GL ZE | 
Ay & ; the state of being entangled or involved, 
AL ; in arithmetic, PEZE ; in grammar, Arp y% 

4a], “ay A ZA]. 
Involve, v.t. To envelop, (1%. CLR : 

GE Ay, a HR ; to ae Se ER, Bs in 

Be, WER SES, te FA, Pe, eR, A - a 
in, ME; to plunge, as in ruin, (te, fg 

blend, PL dk GL; 10 involve in arithmetic, cine : 

{o imply, 

to involye a person in ruin, (fj a2 J, He tek, 
Bi FE AYA 7k; (0 involve others, FA J, BR A, 3 

Bu, (de A; to involve in glooin, el Ls, 5) 
LI $ER; to involve in troubles, Bt Pye, oe ff, 
2% 5 to involve in debt, AUPE, ALIPShS ; 

{o involve one’s wife and children, S384 ; to 
involve one’s self, ff B4, Giz; on the contrary 

involves the innocent, fg FAS 5 to involve in 
a crime, BASE 3 toinvolver in misery, BB JAgEnys, 

ep ape Saas 
Pe nt, lal; 
one’s life, FR =e. 

Involved, pp.ora. Involved in dust, @f 2) PELE ; 
involved in debt, FE 7, #EF¥: involved in a 
crime, fA IASE, BISSE, 4ESE; involved, as in 

ruin, Wy Bh. 
Involving, ppr. Enveloping, @1%%; implying, @4 

et ee 
Invulnerability, Invulnerableness, n. ff 49H, 
& AGG A ; invulnerability, asa fort, 22 AB pe. 

Inyulnerable, a. Bal fs Me, ae ME fs BL 

a involve and endanger 

Bs As(V, 

- to involve the euiltless in| 

| Inwrapping, 

Inweave, v. ¢.; pret. ztnwoven, in- 

wore. HRTE A. 
Inwheel, v. ¢. He fE- 

Inwork, v. t. (E7E A, TA PEEL. 
Inwrap, v. t. GAA, LAPIS, GSE, PLE; to 

perplex, 44 a 
Inwrapped, pp. YES, LT ZEA, Gibe w. 

pp". iL Lon, TALE USA. 
Inwronght, pp. ora. Adorned with figures, #) 

4%; wrought or worked in among other things, 

ff 7E PD ile PS RE ZE PY, i 76 AN. 
Todine, * n. #; tincture of iodine, fyjy; oint- 

ment of iodine, ky 75H. 
Tota, n. —f. 

I. 0. U. (Lowe you), FR RR, FER - 
Ipecacuanha, n. 3 Wi 4% 44, I: #8; powder of 

INWOLe; pP p bs 

ipecacranha, [ffk; tincture of ipecacuanha, 

Sue. : 
Ipomea + grandiflora, n. APE Hi Kel; tpoman 

maritima, We; 
of), HeApf, BEAR AE. 

Ipse dixit. A mere saying % assertion without 

proof, Baki, fest Sf, at Ane fh Zi 

Ipso facto. In fact, in reality, or by. the fact, & 

fe, Th » HL 
Irascibility, Trascibleness, rn. BARB, BY, 2 

AES ; 
DAL, Ps, ALTA, Traseible, a. 

ipomea tuberosa (seeds 

F. 

Tre, n. Anger , W&, BAS, FRR, Pa, TBS. 

Ireful, a. Zi e. 
Trenieal, a. 4g Fu fig. 

* Hobson uses FR nif. 
+ In Hongkong there grow ipomena quinatwa; i. pes- 

capre; i. filicaulis; i. eymosa; i. bona-nox; i. chryseidis ; 
i. sinensis, &e., &c. Bentham: Flora Hongkongensis. 
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Tridescent, a. ir fy. | 
Tridium, n. SHA. 
Tris, n.; pl. Irises. The rain-how, i; the iris of | 

the eye, WARE, WRSAWG; flewr-de-lis, mic qé, | Irradiate, v. ¢. To illuminate, 
FR; a species of fleur-de-lis, FEA. | 

Irisated, a. #5 sr f(y, HE Mr. 
Irish, a. faf M8 iif (44; Ivish potatoes, 3% (f-, tip FT 

#8; Irish assurance, #7 jig. | 
Irksome, a. Giving uneasiness, jf fj, Mi PE, Ft 

PVE, ASPAR; an irksome affair, PEP Ye. 
Iron, n. 8, &&, %242, HK, BY; sheet iron, HH; 

rod iron, $M; hoop iron, 484i, $j ; mal- 
leable iron, $f; bar iron, 4[i4§; a smoothing | 

iron, Sh, XX=-; to work in iron, 4pHh; to | 
cast iron, $#§é; pig iron, 2E#%; forged iron, 
47 "PE FR; alsom iron, fff #4 7% HK; white iron, 

Iron, a. Made of iron, $k, S96, Hk fry ; von ware, 
$h7@ ; iron pigs, $f; iron wire, $F; iron 

filings, $85K, $8 PE, Btlg. Meh; ivon rust, $f 
#%; red oxide of iron, #0 ff Sk, SHC ie; sul- | 
phate of iron, FFA, @yjH#%; iron pear wood, Fk | 
HAN; an iron sate, HH); hard of understand- 
ing, gi; an iron constitution, #kAp PE H ; an 
iron will, jij 7. 

Tron, v. ¢. To smooth with an instrument of iron, 
as clothing, $£; to shackle with irons, $4. 

Iron-clad, a. §&FA; an iron-clad steamer, § FA 
Tron-clay, n. $RJE- KAR. 
Tron crown, n. $A. 

Tron-filings, n. pl. St}, BRBE. 
Tron-founder, n. $35 #- 
Tron-foundery, Iron-foundry, n. $333k Jay. 
Tron-handed, a. $§=F fiJ. 
Tron-hearted, a. BEDAS, BAO, ARE. 
Tron-liquor, n. §§7I<. 
Iron-monger, n. HK, HEHLE- 
Tron-mongery, n. Hardware, #2. 
Tron-sand, n. $k 7. 
Tron-sick, * a. $ip7E. 

Iron-smith, n. 47 HefE, FT SAE 
Tron-stone, n. $41. 
Tron-wood, n. $&Ax, LAP tt (2). 
Tron-work, n. J fyi Ss 27 Sk. 
Ironed, pp. 583, BET. 
Troner, n. 5d #4. 

Tronical, a. aati", aah, oe A, WAAAY; am 
ironical expression, ia), HEE. Hal, fan. 

Ironically, adv. HEY, BHA. 
Troning, ppr. §f. 

* AZT SESH MARE A A RE. 
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| Irony, n. ent, aeolll- 
| Irradiance, Irradianey, n. $f3%, WHB; lustre, #7 

vee 

it 
MB, FOB oer? 

He, HEH, HF He; to enlighten intellectually, 

1B Kat. 
Irradiated, pp. WIE TST, HIBS, WERT, yet. 
Irradiation, vn. WIG 4, Mh 4. 
Irrational, a. Void of reason or understanding, 

Maik, WAM, MEE, AVERY, A) GRE, ATP 
kg 4 ; irrational brute, %4E, BA, BRR. 

Irrationality, n. Merk 3%, Sm 40 4. { At. 

Irrationally, adv. Without reason, [X SEz%, [A ang 
Irreclaimable, a. Ivrecoverable, fit 4k, Zee 

Sf UG BS. AERC A HE AGS, HO FF. 
Irreconcilable, a. Not to be recalled to amity, 

(i Fu fy, OF Fu 7} GH, A ie (2 Fu; incongruous, 
We mes WE ey, WA A, Ak, AAG; ivreconei- 
lable enmity. A Ai Z% ft; irreconcilable doc- 

trine, A 2560h, RELI. 
Irreconcilableness, n. Ar fe (Fu 4; incongruity, 

REH, RHE. 
Irrecoverable, a. Not to he regained, E45 Hy, A 
FER. RAE; that cannot be repaired, 

i 4h 75, As GE (2 4S; irrecoverable, as loss in 
trade, ME We 75 GH, Ay AE Wt JQ; an irrecoverable 

loss, Fe Ue 4 iM, Fe AR. He OY ij % Fe; an 
irrecoverable time, Jk 45 GZ, ABE ZN, 

AMER ZI. 
Irrecoverably, adv. WE 4% GH, A 73 TH, A LTE; 

irrecoverably lost, Fe0%@ 74 aY, 4e AAR. 
Irredeemable, a. 0% WS(5 4, 4 GE Me]. 

Irreducible, a. That cannot be reduced, ME (73 HH, 
(2 AH; that cannot he brought back to a for- 

mer state, Hi 7% (4 GHG fi; ; that cannot be re- 
duced in quantity, jy Af, Arn) iG Ag. 

Irrefragable, a. Incontrovertible, $f fA lpE, $¥ 
A> fF (vj; irrefragable evidence, FH APE, 

BLE 
Irregular, a. Not according to common form or 

rules, HEIR IGil, ARCS HE, ARETE, TER 
4, Ail, PUIG, Ae AHH ; not regular, AE, 44, 
#, EE, i, BA; crooked, 8h, FAH ; not 

even, Ar##, HE, BE, ith; mutable, FH; 
variable, AE, Te BEM; disorderly, RL, #7; 
wild, ¥, J8F£, ($5, FES; immoderate, fae je , 
HZ, BE; an irregular verb, A Hy HB ij£Z 
YR oF:; an irregular life, GLA, Fy, BLE, FF 
f#; an irregular shape, AiEZ If, 15 ER 
Ff: ; irregular desires, 578, GLA, AL. Gk, ALE; 
irregular and wandering thoughts, R/Qihe Bl ; 
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irregular teeth, BEA, By 

FZ; to do things in an irregular manner, /#J4 | 

TEMS, ARE, (RSE A Dike. 
regularity, n. AiE, ARKH, Aa 

Ui ai, AEA, Ae e- 

Irregularly, adv. fl. 
Irrelevant, a. 3c BIE, AH, 

serving to support, AYP yg; irrelevant talk, & 

dt 3 UAE 
Irreligion, n. Ungodliness, Awe af, 4¢ 7%, ae zr | 

Bi, Ai ZH. 
Trreligious, a. Ai EB, AWE, HH ; 

to religion, #5 gxig, se Hx) ; wicked, 

Irremediable, a. Incurable, Si #% He i) ES ne TY HZ, 

I _ 

Be, 

See HY I, MEAS ft, TA [ ft. 
Irremissible, a. HE Fy, HEP, heh GBH 
Irremovable, a. #20 Fh}, #8 ATH, FA wy. 
Irreparable, a. That cannot be repaired or mended, 

tA Gb WS Ae HEI, A PES 5 We oa 
iB: Hee, AREA AE, WE AIC] Ch, MEAT TY A Vile) 
Att 5 ivreparable loss, ARE ah SNE, ACB Hi. 

Irreparably, adv. 4a f§, a Ar ft, Arty Be. 

Trrepealable, a. That cannot be rapeaied, as a law, 

Va a ee 
Trreprehensible, a. AVA) ze; free from fault, an HY 

Herepmoacliw ile, a. Unblamable, 

Fi, MVE bE ; innocent, Hs ff MOT HE, SMe Ha ING 
Fy, — Ay SESE juptight, TE. 

Irreprovable, a. 2% A) ar, 4" EH. 
Irreptitious, a. (yA (Vy, FA A5- 
Irresistance, x. Forbearance to resist, JA{E, TAA 

JH #i, HE, AR; mon-resistance, Ad, AiR, Ad 
ls a 

Trresistibility, Irresistibleness, . WALES, 4B 
Ants 8 HRA fo 1 - 

Irresistible, a. HEME (EVE HRA, HRA, 
4B ASG AG CE ie AN FG ML DEK St ; irresistible 
power, AREPRZ AE, 88 RG 2 HE. 

Irresistibly, adv. LIA GEPSZ IJ. 
Irresoluble, a. Incapable of dissolution, I 7575 

WB, SEAS, FR AE VS, BA AAS AY. 

Ba, A 

contrary | 

[ ewe. | 

fen ve, HSE Bl 

AiG, Alb, AR not 

Irresolute, a. Mb 3k, WEE, STA, Gz | 
Midd 

MS, BORE, idl, Re, WM, ipa ba, 
ROEM, WHEY, AOE, BMS, PRE ETE; an 
irresolute person, 40a? 4: EAN, Ao A. 
ee adv. Without firmness of mind, 7% 

Zo, Pifel ; without decision, Mr ap We ze Te, 4s 

ers ots ab 
Irresoluteness, n. Hi-fi, Tape » ARGE LE. 
Irresolution, n. tye 

Irritated, pp. or a. Exeited, $e , #7 

ER, Ari Wh ai, AAMT, 1c us. | 

| Irritability, n. Irritability of temper, 

| Irritable, a. 

WH, SIIB ; to obtain in | Irrespective, a. WEa®, iB, HEEL, MEL Aa. 
an irregular manner, yf, 79 Hii fH, HEAL, _ Irresponsible, a _ Not responsible, MH [§] 7 ; not 

liable to answer for consequences, [i] 4% NE Si 5 

he is irresponsible, J (R02 Si Fi, AV HE Bl es. 
| Irretrievable, a. Irrecoverable, #2 72 i, BAG 5 

irreparable, ll A fH; irremediable, ee A 3 
incurable, Bie ¢oipe, be 4.7% AZ; irretrievable 
loss, elite (8 £Y, 4= A, LTE 5 ivretrievable ruin, 

WM, TE. 
| Irreverence, n. Ait, 28, AFB Ht A HVE, 

AEG, AEA (EE, WEB 5 irreverence to- 

wards the Supreme Being, R2a¢- + i, Ee 

(Ears i ie Ea 
Irreverent, a. ffgles, VEAL, Aye, A, HES; ivre- 

verent towards God, Age iis, iyte_b iit, fe 
fis |. if ; irreverent conduct, tte |S ZF Fe, Atk 

Irreverently, adv. fei, Arie. | ZtrR- 

Irreversible, a. That cannot be reversed, [ify 

i, GEL AG ; irvepealable, ERB AG, HIE 
WE; unchangeable, e¢l2 4B, be A 4 fy. 

Irrevceability, Irrevocableness, n. DEF§ EH, 

JED eB. 
Irrevocable, a. DF PRE] tt, JL0E TBE, HAE AS 

that cannot be repealed, fell 7§ a Jes oils A £3 

fj; that cannot be altered, EZ0E 4%, eA, mH 
BEL, VE; irrevocable fate, 72 ¥% ; an irrevocable 

word, IESE a Hak, AI 2S, ARE, 
EL ES SE. 

Irrevocably, ai. AjHIe] ; irrevocably lost, AA 

if, RAPE. 
| Irrigate, v. t. ‘lo water, to wet, 7k, HE, TR TB, BE; 

to water, as land, YE, yt, HEE; to irrigate a 

field, 7A HA, RIAL, OKA. 
Irrigated, pp. Fiith KA BA, BEETS. 
Irrigating, ppr. Wetting, jk, PE, i 

a field, HEH, PRED, HA HE. 
Irrigation, n. Fi), WOK A FA, HEPEA, 1K, VE, 
Irrision, n. SE \\, tiff AV. Re 

DER, B 

KSA, ABS, BER, Be, BE 
AX, KSA: 

Irritant, a. or n. jj. 

Iritate, v.t. To inflame, excite, or provoke, §%, 
to ans angry, iW, RS, BEAR, fag, 

aie, (§ f{ ; to irritate the spirits, jRR. 
; to be 

irritated, [Sj 4, AE 3, hn 93a; the mind 
ivvitated, Ap%x, Bi Sk = Ron 4G: Sa, ETB WIS 

to be irritated at ¢ any one, {ft A. 
Irritating, ppr. or a. ERAN, ARS. 

; Inrigating 

yes, : 

BERS, Ath 
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Irritation, n. Excitement of anger or passion, Fk aeat n. The tribe of Israel, VY Fal) HR. 
Ri, a $z, eye oy 9g, 425.5 great irritation, 

KAR, AKA, AA. 
Trritatory, a. jan. | 

Irruption, n. A bursting in, RA #, AK; | 
an irruption into a country, feAIW, A 
$i 77; irruption into a city, RA TREL, * Me A Sik 
Hs; an irruption of the sea, 7 jij Ih fe]; an 
ir uption of the enemy’s forces, TRA A dls. 

Is, v. i. (4, 2, 73, 3. 7G, HE, ZE. MM; is hath 

WEMEAE. ME RRIEVRT. Ze, ZEUS TIE; is x 
or is it not? FIER, eB e eG, gs 18 
it well? 4pMEREIE, wep; is it not! 44 Pee _ ee | 
JE; is there? #77", FE; is asin an oven 
belonging to the kitchen? RRRARUEATT | 
IF; is there any tax levied or not ? BE gh #pite 
BEVE ; is it proper or not? Ap MEA, BY AF; it is 
80, PRIME. (ii, ea te 3 it is too much, fH 
Ze jG GA, KZ; it isso in general, Kitith NR, _| 

KM in ye, APA, AM AHH ; if it is, (67 ; 
where is it? 7552 12, ZEPGPE; it is not yet, 
Fe 47 5 are you well’ sae ; is it done or 

not ? fc AG 
Isagogic, ease sell a a. Introductory, sJ. 4] fy, 
Ischium, n. 2fFp. ED NH 
Ischuretic, n. FJ ERE. | 
Ischury, n. sv (i PAH. | 
Iserin, Iserine, n. canal 

ident, n. ‘Tele #. 
Islamism, x. Mohammedanism, JEJ[E]#; accord- 

ing to the Chinese Mohammedans, jyiz. 
Island, n. , JH, ty; the islands of the sea, fg. 
WH, ofp es: a floating island, 7##&; an island | 

— inariver, jij. | 
Islander, n. EHH. 
Isle, n. &, PH; fairy isles, Se 34 {il &. 
Islet, mn. \E, BEY, YE, Fe, Us, BE. 
Tsocheimal, Isochimenal, a. fj Ay, Fe A" 
Tsochromatie, a. fiaJ (& fry. 
Isochronal, Isochronous, a. fal J#, JAF. 
Isolate, v. t. To place by itself, #ar, WI, Morr. 
Isolated, pp. ora. #8, Th, Wt; he stands en 

ABR 7r. Moar, AF (E ; to he isolated, 4 

MH, MHEG; an isolated peak, PCs, oe | 
isolated point, HEE. | 

Isosceles, a. A term applied to a triangle Bae) 
two sides only that are equal, ZAG ais 
$6 }fE AE - isosceles triangles, —Mk = fA. | 

Isotherial, a. [ja] 5 2%. 
Isothermal, a. fia] #. | 

| Issue, n. 

| Issuing, ppr. 

| Issuable, a. TY HY, Hi¢9 Ag. 
The act of passing ont, }[f; the act of 

the issue of notes, Highs 

4%; vesult, HL, GR, a GR, F 5 prog- 
OO $7; male issue, Fit; no issue, SG Hf, 

AN Slt AS aptga -e of the eval YE; what was 

t! 1e issue ? UGE. Eh tre : Gira An fit, Grip JL Ey Ie ESI 

Ke au tif, FE FZ {iy 5 a prosperous issue, AFeE A, 
TEBE EY, AEG Reh ae issue of a book, Higt gs ; 

the issue of blocd, Hii, #%; a bloody issne, ff 

ie; a cause at ee. Weide Se; the issues of 
or from a city, HR PY. 

flowing out, #6 HI; 

Issue, v.7. To pass out, Hf; to flow out, i Nt Hal 
Hf; to issue forth, as water, Hi, JAH. HH, & ; 
Te {0 issne forth from, ty: f rush out, as 

water, 78 Ht hfe; to rush ont, as one from a house, 

FET. fe tlt ; to end, sn fi Jad how did it 
issue ? Bier Sings Je. WE Mite c, By ES EAR IE, 
eae fay. 

Issue, v. t. Hf; to issue a proclamation, H} az; 

to issue a warrant, Hi@, HIG, 24% ; to issue a 

certificate, RS af 14; to issue a license, FE SiG, 
$A Woh BE ee to issue a decree, PEG, 
am, (Ean, FER ; ‘to issue banknotes, HIER AE ; 
to issue mas 1; to issue official docu- 

ments, #87, IL to issue orders, Hi4}; to 
issue orders to troops, Hi'#i4}. 

Issued, pp. ora. Hii, (LS. 
Issuer, n. Hi HR. 

Hf; issuing, as from a spring, is 
'[f; issuing suddenly, as a man from a house, 

fi Ht, FH}; issuing, sending out, as a procla- 
mation, Hf: issuing, asa warrant, license, &., 

i. Het, FE He. 
Isthmus, n. FE, EE, WE, WA. 

Ttyot pron. 4B, dt, fils, ft, ae {Ff fifa, K, 
Wh, HPT; it snows, yeaz; it rains, PARR, 
TPH; it thunders, #73f, #827; it is done, fff 

So 0, feet, (GES it is all over, Sea T, 
fr; it is I, AFR, SLAG, SES; it was he 
who did it, 4 (Fi (fq 6, SE fis (i (7g ; it is thus, 
(RIE, Tr ME; it is the custom, (Ri84E ; I 
gain nothing by it, FR le 7} Fe, FG ERR; it 
came to pass, iff 47, 18-47 ; let him look to it, 48 

obits, thet. 
Italian, a. WAR A, DAA AA. 

Italic, a. Relating to Italy, applied particularly 
to a kind of type ealled Jtalics, first used by 
Italian printers, AAI, WS. 

* ARR 
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Italics, n. pl. DRA. count of travels, YAIR RR. 

Itch, n. fj; the dry itch (?), RHA; the wet itch, | Itinerate, v. i. JE 3%, HEF; to itinerate and 
eh, Adi; to have the itch, AE 4%; itch sores, preach, Js ihr fi ; to itinerate and teach, as 

WAI ; an itch for novelty, 4 BY 3h [i]. | the sages of China in ancient times, 3-2. 

Itch, v. 7. 92, Rize; it itches, APIRPE; to itch | Itself, pron. (AAG, A CG, HB ; of itself, Hy 
after something, AUF, Ay, HER. | Ad. B&; by itself, HA, HE; to boil by 

Item, adv. Also, if, @. | itself, AYA; it moves of itself, 42 A AAVBH, Hh, 
Item, n. An article, —(%,—JH,—- 5x ,— ff; a hint, A iti Bh. 

nis HE; every item, Fee, HERE, HELE. Ittrium, nr. See Yttrium, 
Iterant, a. Ri. Ivory, n. ora. GIF ; ivory ware, RIF R ; ivory 
Iterate, v.t. ‘To repeat, HH75, E78, Wat, 121K, cuttings, 3e =; ivory balls, RIFE, SIEM. 
342. Ivory-carver, n. AZS FF file, OF E- 

Iterated, pp. Kw J. Ivory-turner, n. Wi ge OF He. 
Iteration, n. 7a. HEH, BA. Ivy, n. An epiphytic plant of the genus hedera, 
Iterative, a. Ko7e ny. which creeps along the ground or climbs walls, 
Itinerant, a. Ji) iif. trees, &e.; tree ivy, AF}; ground ivy, HBR 
Itinerant, n. ef, ile TH, fT 47 BZN, Ik &. Bf, ARE. 
Itinerary, n. SPE A, HS], FB REAIF ; an ac- | Ixora coccinea, n. FEICIF AE. 

J. 
J The tenth letter of the English alphabet, 3 | Jackass, n. Z§¥6. 

, oa ieglees da (Oh. esas Christus, MBit Jackd 27, noo B76. 
Jkqs ; J. H.S., Jesus Homiviara Salvator, Wpfi~ Jacket, n. 5442, BEBE, 4K. AGH; a jacket and 
HAE HK. | trousers, #2fifi; a riding or outer jacket, BR gh; 

Jabber, vet. DEVE My . rag tin WE hee, WEEE. a jacket without sleeves, Hil, SH; jacket 
Jabberer, n. 2 SAFE A, DE DENA IY (1. and trousers in one, #4; a Bos orn jacket, HE 28 
Jabbering, ppr. or a. DEBE NN. Jacobin, n. A demagozue, fd St- 
Jacana, n. AREA. Jacob’ s-ladder, n. We %, ; a rope-ladder with wood- 
Jacea nigra, n. FRAY | en steps for going aloft, Rep. 
Jacent, a. (EN. | Jacob’s-staff, n. Bh RE. 
Jacinth, n. See Hyacinth. | Jaconet, n. #a#b. 
Jack, n. Ep; a boot-jack, FEWEP ; a horse | Jaculate, v. t. f. 

or wooden frame on which wood or timber is | Jaculator, n. 4%. 
sawed, $RAS 48 ; a flag displayed from a staff on | Taculatory; a. fE0pE, PRAY. 
the end of a bowsprit, fpeorifft ; jack at all | Jade, n. A mean or poor horse, 35%; a mean 
trades, KF /\ fi; jack with a lantern, Hr; woman, ffl 2 , 3 4. 
jack of the clock-house, $i ZS ; jack ina oxy = #& | Jade, n. Nephriie, #4; clouded jade, FF }E. 

ate: jack at a pinch, (jy #4 (15. Jade, v. t. To tire, RIF, (ipE FE ; to harass, FEB; 
Jack-flag, n. Jp oe ie. to ane with tyranny, 4272; to jade the mind, 

Jack-fruit, n. je AeBe. WE Ny 
Jack-knife, n. #4 JJ. Jaded, pp. or a. Tired, HEE, FZ; a jaded horse, 

Jackeplane, n. B8 FEI ES EEG, TE, 
Jack-pudding, n. i Se fF fy. Jage, v. t. EBS T- 
Jackadandy, n. ALIS Jagg, Jag, n. A notch, BA. 
Jackal, n. PAA. ite pp. or a. Notched, Fy FE, A AVS, iH 
Jackalent, n. BF 3a boy, IF. | H1, ORME, ST Bt 



JARO 
Jagger, n. A brass-wheel for cutting cakes, #4 ff 

HE, SI TZ AME 
Jaggery, n. AHF. 

Jagging-iron, n. $@ fig. 

Jagey a. FE. BEI, ‘f 18 AY. 
Fenn, n. Sh. 

Jaguar, n. it FI WZ VE. 

Jail, Gaol, n. A prison, Be, BE2E, BER, AEGH, Tak. 
[Ble 1@ be in jail, 42 Be, segs to take to jail, | 

We fit ; to put in jail, F, tik AL.» V8 tix PA Fic ; to g0 

to jail, AH; superintendent of the jail, 44x | 

Hi it A. 

Jail-bird, n. Bee. 
Jail-fever, n. REX 
Jailer, Sailor, n. afk te fix, Jah i, SAA, BK 
FED, EE. 
Jalap, n. fe, * Bopae, PAB, + PA, 

SEAS Fj; powder of jalap, JHE ike. 
Jam, n. A conserve of fruits boiled with sugar 

and water, HixF; a great jam, 45, ee 

UB ; ae a jam! TE IN: 
Jam, v.t. To press, 38, 31, Geil; to wedge in, 
ag BS ; - jam to death, 5f 2E ; to squeeze tight, | | 

Jam, Jamb, n. XOUuERE SS. [00 
Jemmed, pp. ie 38, ie SS, He TS. HEN S 
jammed to death, 34 %E; jammed between, as 

in a crowd, Se & [ii ih. 
Jamming, ppr. is, 3A, Bese. 
Jangle, v. 7. To quarrel in words, |e 

Jangle, v. t. Ub fi. 
Jangler, n. le 3e Hi. 
Jangling, ppr. ie. 
Janitor, n. APY, WP HR. 
January, n. Py BYTE 4, SEITE A. 
Janus, n. i mm, Hi 4 Team. 
Japan. n. AAS fA, (BE BM. 
Japan, v. t. Yyy4s, (a YA. 
“Japan earth, x. Catechu, §i 2k. 
Japanese, n. AAR J. 

Japanning, ppr. whys, FRR. 
Jar, v.¢. To strike together with a short rattle 

or tremulous noise, #A¥F, Aad, FAA; to clash 
or interfere, fT, 48 JA, JAS; to quarrel, [jj] 
%e, lise; to jar, as a clock, jay. 

Jar, v. t. To shake, %. 
i n. A rattling vibration of sound, /}K#, 5E 

; clash of interests, [gj JA ; the jar of a clock, 
a #2; a door lest a jar, 4° BA PY. 

Jar, n. A vessel with a large bal and broad 
mouth, made of earth or elas, i, BE, HK, Z. 

* Hobson. i Medhurst. 
= a oe nt 

WR. 

| Jasmine, 

JEH 

BE tir, te, Bt, BE. fe; am unglazed jar, an 
earthen jar, #£ f§l; a water jar, 7k HE; gall 
Digger than a jar (a boaster), J@* sh BEG; to 

fill a jar with water, +7 }#§{Z£7K; a jar anda 
cover, —!—fF; a rice jar, BE, fF; a dye- 
Ing jar, FER; a jar of sweetmeats, —HE PRR ; 
a jar of oil, ~SEWY; large jars from Kweilin 

in Kwanest, FEPFLE ; a small jar, 422, haw. 

Jargon, n. Fatal, flow, Ra DEN , Tie), ak 

lt, Vink. 
Jarring, ppr. or a. Jarring, as a sound, AJAY 

BE; shaking, 5. 
Jasmin, n. White jasmine, Jf #j 7E; 

jasminum oneigale, ETE: jasminum 

paniculatum, ii he 
Jasper, n. 347E ; green jasper, FF% 
Jatropha curcas, n. fal Wy yt; chunam made with 

the oil of jatropha curcas, Hi HR. 

Jaundice, n. HEHE, HF, JEL; to have the jaundice, 

ii. 
| Jaundiced, a. Bye ; ee ffi Se 
Jaunt, vet. Hib, WEE, dee he. 

Jaunt, n. HE. ett #- 

Java, n. IME PH, WOE; Java sparrows, 404% 

TE. Aas. 
Javelin, n. #23R, Pes, 3, FHF. 
Jaw, n. A, J, Meee, AK to see the jaws front 

behind, an unlucky sign, ny He ‘7% FA ; perfora- 
ted jaws, as in necrosis, 284. 

| Jawhone, n. SF RE, Maik. SS, WR, WR 
Hy, FH, AS; superior jawbone, feats 
inferior jawbone, P 3 RR. 

Jawed, a. Lantern jawed, RAxRHE. 

| Jawfall, n. #28. 
Jay, n. #4, 348; reddish jay, with mottled 

wines, [LAN fy. 

| Jealous, a. i, BE AN, DRS, Fe SS; a jealous 
woman, erie Aiki, AEA; a jealous mind, 
WU, Jak Is 2 Zi; jealous of one’s honor, RAL 
ta BE: UA: to become jealous, AE AGS, 2E RG 
BZ, aS 1; to be jealous at one’s 
husband, WAR AK. 

Jealously, adv. RR, LADY. DNs 

Jealousy, n. BAR, ABS 5 petty jealousies, 7x A, 
Jeer, To scoff, a 4°, FA, EY Se, Ui] SE; to 

jeer and rail at, [ij is ; to dally and jeer with, 

ik aft 
Jeered, pp. ieaii&, Fei 

Jeerer, 2. BRI PEE, whenil 4 - 
Jeeringly, adv. Ltn. 
UE Nid, n. PIKE, 28 ito 28 44 

Mt 



JET 

Jejune, a. Vacant, 2, ztifi; dry, as style, %%, 
4pe i; empty minded, ZH 5 a jejune e mploy- | 

me nt, We (FE; a jejune narration, ii RH, 2B 

Jelly, * n. HE), FF, AL; pig’s foot jelly, He RABE. 
Jenny, n. Hh RE. 
Jeopard, vt. To put in danger or injury, $ ph, 

fa Bt, BH, HR. 
Jeopardize, v. t. $phgr, Ff fer. 
Jeopardy, a. fa fir, Parse. 
Jerboa, n. Bk. 

Jermiade, n. Lamentation, 238. 
Jerk, n. A short, sudden thrust, #86, BH, 4 

4]; a short, sudden push, #€ 69, 6A ja sudden | 
jerk of the pencil, FL 4e#e4# ; a sudden spring, 
Fev; a sudden pull, Ape, HE fie. 

Jerked, pp. Pulled with a sudden effort, {a f. 
Jerked-beef, n. Beef cut into thin slices and | 

dried in the sun, fst 4F Ag He, FRRIRE- 
Jerker, x. One who strikes with a quick, smart | 

blow, 3 FTE, Mey 

Jorkin, n. A je acket, SAEZ. 
Jersey, n. Fine yarn of wool, ¥f f¥#; the finest 

wool separated from the rest, 9 4) pe ha, FE 4h | 
Jervina, Jervin, n. 9%. a 
Jessainine, n. See Jasmine, and Jasminum. 

n. BENE. 
Jest, vi. nies HARE. wan, hy) FE 

at any one, 4 J., fy Bi) J. 

Jest, n. WA ith Senn » Tus. Hout, Pak ; that is a | 

jest, mS 3 ; full of jest, 49. ait SE, 4g ie BE; for | 

jest or in jest, pRSE; to take a jest, Mikak | 
ug; he is your jest, PSE (pRe, MA eR low | 

jest, ip. 
Jested, pp. aise Ty. 

esion n. A butfoon, FA, we By A. 

Jesting, ppr. or a. WES, ERD, A, UH, HB. 
Jesuit, + n. FBSRPYME ; a crafty person, je 5G | 

J, FRE | 
Jesuitism, x. eae, ae aig. 
Jesus, n. JISGK; the Saviour of the world, {le | 
Jet, mn. A mineral, #3, HE, AEAS. Wes 
Jet, n. A spout, —f&¥ ; a shooting of water, —& 

IK, — PEM, — fark ; drift, scope, #. 

Jesse, 

, WAS ; to jest | 

Jet, v. 7. To shoot forward, #8 H!; to project, py | 

Ht; {o strut, SE to jet up and down, S74 | 
Jet-black, a. Xe HeNFHA, EM. 

Jetsam, Jetson, Jettison, n. 4 Ya Hy. 
Jetty, n. A small pier, FG UA. 

* English sound, as current in the South of China. 

+ AR SSUB SATE, SCARE) HE OMS 

LEE aR. | 

(650 ) 

| Jie 

| Jilt, v. 

| laineail) n. BEF, hi ge, * 38 

—| Job’s-tears, 2. 

JOB 

Jew, n. FARA. 

Jewel, n. TK TE, BE, S875) #¢ A, eh, TE, 

EEE; my jewel, ER. 

Jewel, v. t. To adorn with jewels, #£ LIP. 
Jewel-house, Jewel-office, x. The place where the 

royal ornaments are reposited, FRYE Zs. 
Jeweler, n. A dealer in jewels, TREE, TEE, 
EE RG 3 2 worker in jewels, 7 26H {}, FET, 
$A ; a jeweler’s shop, 4z WAR. 

Jeweling, ppr. Setting with jewels, $i LIFRE ; 
adorning with jewels, #E LIFE. 

Jewelry, n. FREE, REZ. 
Jewess, n. f9 Ae Bd af A. 
Jews-harp, n. Q#. 

Jib, n. The foremost sail of a ship, BERRY ME. 
Jib-boom, n. BAFAPPe; the flying jib-hoom, = 

BATALI 
Jibe, v. ¢. To shift a boom-sail from one side of a 

vessel to the other, JA] “hE Ay jis iS, 

rH YL Oi. 
g,n. WEDEZE. 

Jigger, n. Hl. 

=m 

See Chegre. 
| Jilt, n. RBH ey. 

Jilt, v. ¢. we BF. 
z. To play the jilt, m& J. 

Tingle, ec icov SiR, PETAR: ST, HET 
ee ; to jingle, as the ears, NG, Ij; to jingle, 

as gems striking each other, }ysqi, HdET ; to 

jingle, as the ornaments of a girdle, FH : 
the ears jingle, ELM. 

Jingle, n. A rattling or clinking sound as of a 
little bells or pieces of metal, F] pe R¥ ; a little 
rattle or eall, J]. 3 a little bell, gaff. 

Jingled, pp. FH 
Jingling, ppr. or a. $J#e; to make a jingling 

noise, (EF) Hee ; a jingling bell, s&h. 
Job, n. A piece of work, 7; job-work, #7, 4 

T, 232 THK, HEL; to do the job for one, ZF 

A; to doa job, (£—-fFSF, fK— IL; gk job is 

over, fit 3¢ f ; an underhand job, 4) # ; to have 

a job with a woman, # A — fq. 
Job, v. t. To stab with a sharp instrument, 

if [#. 
Job, vi. To deal in the public stocks, (Zap Rze 
Jobber, x. One who does small jobs, {it #, 

4 1.3 a stock- ei WAP ESL. 
| Jobbing, n. {ik 
| Job's-lock, n. PERI. 

BE (?). 
* Breech-loading jingalls. 

aA, . 



JOI 

Jockey, n. A man who rides a horse in a race, 
i, 544, FR; a dealer in horses, Fhly ; one 
who deceives or takes undue advantage in trade, 

Be AME, Sai a. 
Jockey, v. t. To cheat, peu. 
Jockeyed, pp. Bg it. 
Jockeying, ppr. Pei, les. 
Jocose, a. Given to jokes and jesting, 4 pike, uf 

a AAS, FEME ; 2 jocose style, Ll Rese. 
Jocular, a. Aa SEAS, ae HOPE, EXE AZ. 

Jocularity, a. i ae. 

Joculator, n. A jester, ite att #, de nik SEE; a droll, 

fr A, We BA. 
Jocund, a. Merry, $e}; light-hearted, E75, ee 

He; sportive, KEREIE, A hak AG. 
Jocundity, Jocundness, x. State of being merry, 

This, Tea, Paid. 
Jog, x.¢.or 7. To push with the elbow or hand, 4f§ 

FF, HE; to jog on, FEB; to jog on, pi AT, KE, 

Jog-trot, n. Peg. |RRAT- 
Jogger, n. BTA, RIEGH.- 
Joggle, v.t. To shake slightly, 4. 
Joggled, pp. 4 J. 
Joggling, ppr. #. 

John-bull, 1. Ye §t- 
Johnny-cake, n. FE AG RP EGE. 

Join, v.t. F, a, Ay 3, 3, TE, HEE, qx i, J 

fe, TL HEAL, HEHE, HE; to join hands, HF, 
4 FF, Ff; to join in pairs, ALG; to join in 
drinking, Tij#(fie; to join together, #4, 4 

5H, SCE, WEY, AnH; to join by stringing 
together, FY; to join, as in grafting or copula- 

ting, BX, #£; to join at the end, HEE, RUE; 
to join upon, jf; to join, as a carpenter, @#f, 
HE, AYA; to join in battle, Aewe, FE WK; to 
join with any one, SE A Aa &, nl WA Ge; 
the armies are ready to join, jy HF 2; to 
join the enemy, fx; to join a standard, F¥ 
ff ; to join in succession, 4% f#j, AEF; to join a 
party, SPR, HERR; to unite by mixing, FIP ; 
to join a fractured leg or hone, B¥g; to join 

in partnership, @ (EF, 4S. F7 BF; to join or 
connect a guitar string, to marry again, FR, 
#i5E; (0 join ideas, $F; to join with the 
vicious, fa) #é APF; to join together in a league, 
HEE, HEF; to join for bad purposes, sae ; 
there I join with you, WE ¢F3¥ RAECp ay, PE 
EIR BLM A; to join in the management of 
an affair, [nl PeSe Fs, YyBRSEFF; to join, as a 
neighbour, Fyy3se. 

Join, v. 7, To be contiguous, F£. 

( 651 ) JOS 

Joined, pp. & YS, EES, 323; joined, as by a 
thoroughfare, 3ff)§4 ; joined uninterruptedly, AA 

HE AHH; joined at the end, 4% f Je. 

Joiner, n. 3824S EASE. PACA, YASH, 
EYASE. 

Joinery, n. FAA, AST. 

Joining, ppr. Uniting, 4, Adil, sk IH ; confede- 

rating, Wit, #4HF; joing, in a had sense, #¥ 
vyss 
fe 

| Joint, n. Joint, as of the limbs or of wood, &e., 

(ij ; the joints of the fingers, 3 (ij, #; the joint 

of a hone, Ep i, i; a joint of meat, —Jjapy ; 
to crack the joints, Ji i, Jpeg; a hinge, $x; 
a knot, #1; out of joint, Hig ; a joint of mut- 
ton, — JJ? 26 fy; bamboo joints, 77 @j; out of 
joint, or in disorder, #L, 77AL- 

Joint, a. Joined by two or more, Inj, JL, A, Bi; 
joint rule, fj 74; joint owner, & Ax J; joint 

heir, fii} ja); joint adjutant high chancellors, 

WAKBY. 
| Joint-stock, x. Stock held in company, & 7x. 
| Joint-stock-company, n. AT, BABA. 
Joint-tenancy, n. fi) Sp3E 2 3. 
Joint-tenant, n. fr) SPSE #4. 

Jointer, n. fe Fp, fe fl). 

| Jointless, a, S66 fg. 
Jointly, adv. [aj, SE, A, Hf; to go jointly, 44 =F. 
Jointure, n. FEAK ZH, MK. | 47. 
Jointure. v. t. ja 38 figs. 
Joist, n. Ht, REPEL, BR, AL: a round joist, PE; a 

smail square joist, for the support of the tiles, 

#8. Bi. 
Joke, n. A jest, Seah, ELS, wheat, Ska. mp; to 

make a joke, pat, @4e ; to put a joke upon 
any one, EKFF IL; a practical joke, fee, A 

BJA; in joke, 5, ae. 
Joke, v. ¢. To jest, eae, RE ; 

Fe, WF 
Joked, pp- eee Il. 

Joking, ppr. ora. pat. BE SE. 
Jolliness, Jollity, n. Noisy mirth, pequy, ese. 
Jolly, a. PEAS Pee ; a jolly countenance, PAE 4 

“2, Wa4H ; plump, like one in his health, 423¥, 
WIE; always jolly, FFF PEE: a jolly blade, 

UPR EME ; preity, Sea. 
Jolly-boat, n. Yawl-boat, r= pK. 
Jolt, v. i. or t. Bh, HEN, Hb 74M ty- 
Jolt, n. HEDE, PRA, Ail TE, BEBE. 
Jolt-head, n. A dunce, R44, Ziti Hy. 
Jolted, pp. Fee , mui. 
Joss, n. £3 i ; to chin chin joss, Ff; pe. 

to sport, BNE , BK 



Joss- -stick, n. —&, Ee. KBE: joss- bree 
a set of three, — JER. 

Jostle, vt. To run against, Wj Salk HE, aw 
JEG, BEPRARAR ; to push, Ffe. 

Jot, n. %4; one jot or title, —-E4—#Z§ ; every jot 

of it, fy BR. 
Jotting, ppr. Bese. 

Jotting, n. A memorandum, #4 ¢%, 5B. 

Jounce, r.t. To jolt, Sf€7i, dis Ze. 

Journal. n. FSR LRG, 2 faS%, FAB SR ELBLAD 
a merchant’s journal, “8h, Heat ah; a daily 
newspaper, A4xk, BER. 

Journalism, n. FAS ZB. 

Journalist, x. The conductor of a public journal, | 

SIRE. & ON. 
Journey, x. #%; to commence or start on a jour- 

ney, #Uf¢, By, fe 4F; a short or one day's 
journey, S{fE; a rapid journey, Fe fE ; a Jong | 

journey, 39%, #8 FG 5 a journey by land, [| 
is 7, PERK FE a journey by land and water, Jf | 

Journey, v. i. #7, VRE; to journey about, jhe FF ; | 
to journey to a foreign country, [iS fd, je 7y. 

Journeyman, x. jh; a journeyman taylor, jf 

#1. ; a journeyman carpenter, $#ACT. | 

Jove, n. SFG G. | 
Jovial, a. Merry, Peaee, Heme, Dei. BS 

i, SEEK. 
Jovially, Gadus Li pee, Dey. 
Jovialness, n. PEN, Pe she. 
Jovialty, n. PRs, Pest, HeiG 2 Yi; given to ivi 

alty, AK Bei 
Joy, n. : SE, He, EME, Hate ree, BRE. (=, 

fax sf , Heiss, SLE, ya : ie ah “one joy, ig 
Naik. Wiese NV; great joy, AE Hs inex- 
pressible joy, YAN Ap We ik SE, ANE PEE BK BE ; 

joy of heart, Oe of, DE. ¥ERK, BEE; joy and | 
sorrow, ‘$F #%; it gives me joy, FeRE%, FRE 
5228 WOE wife has “py (=is pregnant), (RA | 
AE: ot have joy, Fy x. 

Joy, v.t. 3%, H%; it joys my heart, FR Hee v. 

Joyful, a. Y, PERE, JRE. GREE, EME, Galil, ML, 
ST], MAYA; a joyful heart, Fh, Bory, Hh; | 

a joyful event, 33¢; joyful bustle, Mga, Fy 

SUPLTE, il REZ. 
Joyfully, adv. = BER, WIR, RR. 

Joyfulmess, n. 3% HE, 3a Ths. 
Joyless, (l. ne a AN it, 3 Bee AX, 

Joyous, a. 3%, #, Peis, He. PERE, JR IR ; 
ous news, £33, Wi, SE H- 

Joyousness, n. eé £8. 

| 

| 

| 

| 

jo We 
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2) i JUD 

Jubilant, a. RS, A 
J The year of jubilec, #46, Zz fy Bh. ubilee, n. 

KEL. 
Jucundity, n. Se Me, fe he. 
Judaic, Judaical, a. F8 KA. 

Judea, n. FRA, AAA. 
| Judge, n. criminal 

If x wa), 
4p), Fl py); the chief or 

judge of a ile 1222 w), GLa), Gk, 
i) iz, HE IW Gk ZS; the judge of the eH Ee 
jurisdiction court, Fife ps, FEhG Ey AEB) ; the 
judge of the magistrate’s court, GSE the 
judge of the world, 7 Fi [lt 44; the Supreme 
Being, |. 47; a judge in Israel, (Aq, * fil; 7 
the judge in hades, |] #2 3E, #2 3k Fe ; a judge 

whose hands are clean of bribery, fi FE. Be 

He, fe AE EE EF; a good judge, as of common 

affairs, 22K 39, Hf vik i, 29 ARSE A, oe HE, 
HSN. 

Judge, v.t. To judge juridically, 7, Fi, Bp, de, 

#9), PUT. ARB, UeIB. dea, TUT. Bl. ERA, 
co zat 

crimes, #€9~; to judge the world, SEF NUE FR; 
to judge an aflair, ARSr, pyr, GeyF; to judge 
according to the current price, tr Ji JE f@ ; 
judge not, 4 HF, Wade; to judge the good and 
bad, ARFIsE RE; {o esteem or think, LIA, fF 

fh, Ei. 
Judge, v.7. To compare facts and ideas, and 

perceive their agreement or disagreement, #f, 
f=; to judge between, #7; to judge of an 
action by the issue, 3) Ay 2, Bil ta PY Be to 
judge from appearances, pAb Fh, #8 HIE ; 1 
leave it to you to judge, Epes, FE (pe 
to judge by inspection, Ril. Hl; to judge of 
the appearance of things, fy (, HE fy f& ; to 
judge of horse-flesh, Jj 55. 

Judge-adyocate, n. Req fil. 

| Judged, pp. Hi, FU iB, See Ty. 
Judging, ppr. #8, F), FU. 
Judgment, n. The act of judging, 3 Fl, FRAY, FF 

Re. a person of good nde ment SE HEA, SEHR 
ae eae EST; determination, 7, 
FE SI; to have a good judgment, 36 HEA BE, dy. 
WE Dy. 4g (IE FE, def. FL intelligence, Wy SL ie 

judgment of the world, {ik 3 2 Fi); the day 
of judgment, IS A, DSB ZA the judg- 
ment of God, _[; #7 2% AEFI; Judgment of Woe 
calamity sent by) heaven, FYE. KEY HE, KK 
EZ YB; 10 remove judgments and induce bless- 
ings, HF HE MET 5 justice and equity, ZZf; final 

* Giitzlaff. + i agates. 

to judge a criminal, 7FJ@; to judge _ 



judgment, 7 8, Ac iF, #% 
Judgment-day, n. 7 FI) B- 
Judgment-hall, n. ZS. 
Judgment-seat, n. ZZ; a court, Aue. 
Judicative, a. #7 5 7 HE; judicative faculty, fz 

ELA, HAE ZS. [Ae. 
Judicatory, a. or n. RAE (4; court of judicatory, 
Judicature, n. 7p4e 7% HE; a court of justice, RAS 

4, AA. 
Judicial, a. A 4 fig; judicial power, FR 3s 7 HE. 
Judicially, adv. LIAS Fy, LI FE FI; to try judicially, 

HE . [Nae 
Judiciary, a. Bf 3g fy, Be3s AJ; a judiciary court, 
Judicious, a. Prudent, #2474, 3: 44,36 Bl Abe; 

wise, #94%; discerning, FAA. 
ue? 

Judiciously, adv. With good judgment, 38, (4G 

Slik. 
Judiciousness, n. 36 #8 4h, se I i, 56 dy 48 HK, 

Jug, n. S€, i; a water jug, WHE, gear 5 a wine 

jug, Was, wif 
Juggle, v.t. Ubis, EI:, Seid, (HT, BB Fp 
Juggle, n. A trick by legerdemain, 5% ZF; an | 

jmposture, Heb 2 Sr. 

Juggler, n. (ik(E, FR, WL. 
Jugglery, n. BE i: Wik. [eE. 
Jugular, a. SAM, FAAS; the jugular vein, 843d 
Juice, n. The sap of vegetables, 7]-, 4, 74, 72, AB, 

#5, 1; rich juices, # 7Z; the juice of trees, tif 
th, HY, BE ; the juices of plants, HAC Z Y-, 
BIN Zz ; the juice of dates, PE, ji; the juice 

of fruit, #&Y-. 
Juiceless, a. Destitute of juice, SE}-, ¥F. 
Juiciness, n. ByfH, jz. 

Juicy, a. BW, Bit iy, ia» TEV MM Yes 
taste, fe AHH ; juicy plum, $f #2. 

Jujube, n. ALF. E 

Julap, Julep, n. Rae ZK, TK. 
Julus, n. Gally-worm, #, Fyfe, [yae. 

July, n. BBE KEE. 
Tumble, v. t. $7 ML, GLE, MEAL TEAL. WLM. BA. 
WAL 1K. 

Jumble, v.z. To mix ina confused manner, HERE. 
Jumble, n. A small cake, ER tif. 
Jumbled, pp. or a. HEGL YS. HEAL S- 

Tumbler, n. IER ALE. TALE, MAL AT- 
Jump, v.z. Hk, $2, i, Bee, fe; to jump down, 

PEE AC, BIA: ; to jump up, upon or high, Pf 
HE, DEL. Dk b5%, Weis to jump over, skit Js, 

; a juicy 

Pei, #8 RX; to jump throngh the dragon’s gate | 
(rapid promotion), jJk REF; to jump from the 

JUR 

manger (to break an engagement or leave an 
employ without assigning any reason), gyi, 

4% (<; to jamp or hop about, SA; to jump 
about for joy, Hf xe BAY, Wee lies HU I, HA EES ; to 
jump over a wall, Bed, Mea, Wes; tis 5 to 

jump out, as a coal from a fire-place, QEHI 3s, 
SH} H}; to jump toa conclusion, 4k 44 Zé ; to jump, 
as from object to object, VFR. 

Jump, ». A leap, —&,— fi ; a Incky chance, 3 

4} 3 lo give a jump, Pk—Lk. 
Jumped, pp. EY. 
Jumping, ppr. Uk. 
Jumper, n. Pky. 
Juncate, x. A cheese-cake, FL ff 2 BF. 
Junction, n. The act of joining, #4, GILH, Aw 
IN, Be HAA, AAE ; union, AIH, Qi; 
coalition, I @; the place or point of union, & 
J 7 WE, ABE 2 5 the junction of heaven and 

earth, FEM sels; the junction of heaven and 
earth for the production of things, FR si ZeAK ; 
the junction of the armies, Fi 7 4H f. 

Juncture, vn. A joining, #4 A, FAjHE; a seam of a 

dress, #24; the line or point at which two 
bodies are joined, 4), Ay; a point of time, 
NF, PS; at this juncture, SFE, BIEZE, 

= JE Me; extraordinary junctures, Bis 7 BF. 

June, n. PE BIN J, Se. [seetePAE. 
Jungle, n. #F, FETE, FEBS, PHA ; jungle fever, FF 
Junior, a. Younger, AE", TERA. ELH AOL, 

of, ; the junior members of a family, 97 #BAB; 
a junior partner of a firm,* —4; junior clerk ,* 
=; junior master to the prince, Je-F- J if. 

Juniper, n. EPA (?); juniper berry, EMF ; juni- 

per brandy, #E AF EG. 

Junk, vn. ff; a junk carrying passengers and 
cargo, JEfe; a fishing junk, 7 fp. 

Junket, n. Sweetmeat, fit @, HFAL; a stolen en- 
tertainment, #8, fir, ME, 

Junket, v. 7. To feast in secret, H.R, HB. 
Juno, n. wih, 4 7Exe HR; name of a planet, 4 

5B %- 
Junta, n. A grand Spanish council of state, Fe 
Junto, n. A cabal, RFS, Fe RE. |EXA®e. 
Jupiter, n. The planet, Ax St, eS ; the name of 

the Supreme Being of the Greeks and Romans, 

aah. 
Jure divino. By divine right, LJ E-# oy BY 7 HE, 

Vb tit Z or 
* Partners and clerks are distinguished by the numerals 

1st, 2nd, 8rd, &c. If there are only two partners the junior 
partner is called =%, the second partner. 



Jus 

Juridical, a, Acting in the distribution of jus- 
tice, as a juridical decision, AF], Ae. 

Juridically, adv. According to forms of law, ff 
fill; with legal authority, (& PA 2 RE, HEB 

AZ HE. 
Jurisdiction, ». The legal power of doing justice 

in cases of complaint, #E, HE AK, Fi fy 2% HE: 
within one’s jurisdiction, $i {5 DB, Sip ULE RE; 
under his jurisdiction, 7 (E427), (EERE 

PF, 4 fiG TF, (see the pronoun [). 
Jurisprudence, n. (fj 7&8, GLUE 2 4; to study 

jurisprudence, 4 7J:; medical jurisprudence, # 
Foie cH. SEPYIN Gy; theological jurisprudence, 

Lie Bc foll, be ait 2TH fil 
Jurist, n. jFIl, FEED, IE NA, RYN. 
Jury, n. EAE, FEA HK, Wit PES Hs a special 

jury, Ae RI AE ES 
Jury-mast, n. LHe. [ 2S H:. 
Jus gentium, n. The law of nations, jz, 7 BY 
Just, a. Regular, JE; due, m!; suitable, A, mi, 

ae xk; full, J, Hh; equitable, 234, Z2ZB, A 

JE, ze; upright, Qi, IEA; righteous, 2y9¢ 
ME, Z$3E A; conformed to truth, J&#{; inno- 
cent, S32 ; merited, 7, MER, GH; a just man, 

— ODS N. BSH NA, SE“; just of thy word, 

WO k, HIRES, HEMEL 5 a just cause, 
LS Fi, ZA ja 2 BH; the word of the just 

man is sure, $¢--—-B #5 E ; the just distance, 
Ye, eve Z Ee; a little above the just stature, 
8 AS SE Fe ZS 3 just retribution, 2834 0pEsH, ZS 

JA Zk, AA; most just, FAG; just price, 
WiG ih, AR; just conceptions, £ fr, £% sy; | 
just reward, Wi, WZ, BELA, 

Just, x. Ai, DRE, EH. IGA 
Just, adv. Fi, 

yu MA, BE, BET, KIT. Millers, ABE, MBE, WE 
pa, IEZE, AG, Mill fil); just about, (Ay; just 
alike, JEIE#Afa); just this moment gone out, 

ot og HL, Bl ws HE PY, $8 HE de; just enough, 
{# Wi, {# BY; just as he was leaving, JE tH % 
fel, JEH} ZJ}%; just as he was speaking, JER 

Tg LA: | 
BX, f# BJ, TE IE, HE IE; just now, | 

Z [als just arrived, 3 Fj, m! Zi, iB ae, ME By, | 
JE IEF); just try, AMP; just now brought, oy 

WFR, hill mse Ke ; just as, TE; just so, IE ff, | 
feet, BALA; just on the point of death, TE 

AEE ; just breathing, #7 4g ie Fy ; just then, 

CUAL, G0 AE. BEE ; just like, TE(M, IEA, TER, 
JER, HAN; just when he was about to leave, 
IE HF FH ZF; just as it ought to be, TEmY, IE 
i, JE 47; just in time, ANF, BF; just what 
I want, 4--Fpm. 

Justice, n. Aig, A5ZE, 5§ ; to do justice, FFAG, 
4 ASE; can be put forward as an example of 

justice, AB AMZ. WBRZ; to he an 
example of justice, #§ A3§ 7 7H; to treat one 
with justice, LI A358 fF A; justice is of greater 
weight than life, 3§ a /$4E ; to minister justice, 
wae, WeSE; chief justice, Few); justice of 
peace in China, th ¥& ; justice of peace in Eng- 

land, (AEA, HABE. 
Justiciary, Justiciar, n. An administrator of 

justice, #2 J; a chief justice, $e By. 

Justifiable, a. DLL BRE, a, WARM 
justifiable homicide, PER, PEN A F- 

Justifiableness, n. HY fez H. 
Justification, n. The act of justifying, #23, # 

ae, 56 56. LIB & 3a BE; justification by 

faith, Dita ts Bl idea, Ll fe 8 PARAS HE ; ab- 
solution, 5EZ ix. 

Justifier, n. RSH, ABER. 

Justily, vt. egg, FASE, HESS, HE, SEAS ; to 
justify a sinner, #3¢9E J\; to justify a deed, 

oh Fas, TBA E- 
Justify, v. 7. In printing, to agree, mi, &. 
Justifying, ppr. or a. #2355, HERR. 
Justle, v. 7. lo run against, 4#2F, Fifi ZF ; to justle 

one against another, #Aa Ji, Fadi, FRBEDRAR. 

Justly, adv. By right, 238, 3, WES, 4, He 

ib, 
Justness, n. Equity, 238, $¢%; exactness, my; 

propriety, te, MEH. 
Jut, v. 7. To project, hy, SyHi, My. 
Jut-window, n. py His 2. 
Jutting, ppr. or a. jy Hf. 

Juvenal, a. $46. f9. 
Juvenile, a. Y, SAE A, Sy 4E 5, Ae; the juvenile 

instructor, $y &&, #S, @Mill; juvenile sports, 

28h. Sm. 
Juvia, n. Large walnuts, @pk, ABE. 
Juxtaposition, n. a3, fla, AE. 

\ 



KEE 

K The eleventh letter of the English alphabet, 
* Seah Fe A TF; K, a numeral, 250, 
Bit; K.orKt., knight, Bf}, Ale. 

Kempferia, n. {lj F8. 
Kale, n. 38%. 
Kaleidoscope, n. A§ZE 25, METERS. 
Kalendar, n. 3if a, FR gt. See Calendar. 
Kali, n. See Alkali. 
Kalka, n. $f tt He. 
Kalmia, n. #i}%. 
Kalpa, * n. 24,000 years, 3. + 
Kam, a. Crooked, #h, 2. 

Kangaroo, n. $e SE. 
Kansuh province, n. tf 3ff4. 
Kaolin, n. Porcelain clay, 34 71, WH ae JE- 
Kaw, v. 7. See Caw. 
Keckle, v.t. LIMB SSHBE. 
Kedge, v.t. To warp, as a ship, £2/f% Inj A. 

Kedger, n. $inff-- 

Keel, n. The keel of a ship, je*3>, Phe 7 AS ; upon 
an even keel, #uf¥ZR4& ; to turn up the keel, 

Keel-boat, n. Keg Sip, Be A Sp. | cays. 
Keeler, n. A shallow tub, 7&8. 
Keelson, n. #P3#. 
Keen, a. Eager, as at a sport, %t.%, #2. ; keen, 

as an appetite, 4, $£ ; piercing, Hi], Fy; bitter, 

#, 3; acute of mind, 4292, (4A, HAD, WORE, 
FATE, Be; a keen cold, Hl, Hi] ZA; a keen 
edge, Fi]; a keen appetite, AEA a, WEEE GE ; 
a keen style, #iJW%; keen of mind, FaAaq ; keen 

_— 

— 

eyes, SEAR, FM; a keen temper, #75. 
Keen-eyed, a. S€ ARE, = fry. | 
Keenly, adv. $£, Bi, 74; to feel keenly, HEM, Hy 

Keenness, n. Hagerness, #85, $87 ; sharpness, 
FY : the quality of piercing, ja); acrimony, 7 ; 
acuteness of mind, W&#€ ; keenness of desire, # 
@k, PEL; keenness of the air, flay Fl; keen- 
ness of sight, 2S ; keenness of a jest, 7 }4F 

hl, eH ZA, Ba; keenness of understand- 

ing, Hx. 
Keep, v.t.; pret. and pp. kept. To hold, to retain 

in one’s power or possession, If, 877 ; to have 

ra 

* A kalpa of the Brahmins is 4,320 millions of years. 
+ Some state #7 to be a kalpa of 500 years only, 

KEE _ 

in custody for security or preservation, + 9p," 
¥, FSF; to keepa law, sf YE; to keep the com- 
mandments, SFIK; to keep way, KAEB; to 

keep silence, $F, 4 11, Mik a S. BRER Ae 
to keep a secret, WRK, (RAE AW, (i YEA We He: 
keep it secret, 12 (@ (UE fi ; to keep a gate, fF 
PY, Ja PY; to keep a town blockaded, PRL SeHR ; 
to keep any one short of money, [fi A fiy @J ; to 
keep one’s eyes down, af— B ; to keep a register, 
as of ceremonies, fizz; to keep one’s self 
cleanly, SF }§ A; to keep one’s self dry, B 
Hie AE, PRL, HUE; to keep the accounts, 
45 EE A, 4 By, = BE ; to keep a good table, # 

&, ii ® ; to keep one’s word, FE4, KEM: 

to keep a strict watch, Resp; to keep watch, 

 , SFI; to keep the peace, Sp¥y; to keep 
time, SPI, SF AHF; to keep time by stamping 
with one’s feet, ffi]; to keep lent, SpxRwe ; to 
keep a festival, SP Rj; to keep festivals, SF 
Hj; to keep one’s birthday, S33; to keep 
the new year, Sf ge; to Leep in restraint, #4 
Hi, HOHE, He HE; to keep in subjection, MARR, Siz 

AS, €a57; to keep to one’s self, A GAIA, @ 
47; to keep bad hours, Je 7%, 467K 6% ¥ ; to 
keep good hours, Sf7%, A MFlE] ge ; to keep a 
great retinue, Ff kt SIRNA, AAEM A: 

to keep a shop, #7 # HGH; to keep lodgers, FFH! 
f@; to keep lodgers and provide them with 
board, FR AGS #8; to keep the eye on, fifi; 
to keep possession of, 4p}; to keep one com- 
pany, % A; to keep bad company, [aj#& A 4, 

BLT. AE, HEE AS 2; to keep a field, “eH: 
to keep in memory, [4 ; to keep one’s temper, 
4F 3A ; to keep one’s countenance, 72,4 ; to keep 

in one’s anger, 7,38 ; to keep an enemy at bay, 
Shi, HU: to keep one at work, HARB, 
{EA AFI; to keep one at his duty, Age 
ASIP, (HE IASPR ; to keep one in ignorance, ff 
A Aa, HAO FN; keep one in suspense, fH A 

Hh, (NANA, AES, (li HRY ; to keep 
a family, #39eZ; to keep an army, AP; to 

Leep one’s breath, 23 esx ; to keep a concubine, 
AA RUE; to keep one’s bed, BAKK ; he keeps 
his room, J# Ht PY, <9: 5 2, “f4ig ; to keep in order, 



KEE ( 656 ) KEY 

as people, #1E ; to keep, as in a case, &e., Ie 
#4; to keep back, to reserve, as things, IJ ; 

to keep back, to withhold, not to deliver, HE f@, 
Ah, AZ; to keep back, not to disclose, Fwy 
Yq; to keep back, to restrain, to prevent from 

advancing, fH, Figsk ; to keep down, to pre- 
vent from rising, JARHI., JAREE, JAR); to keep | 
down the price, #2f@; to keep from, PAE, BA 
By; to keep in, to prevent from escape, IX Py ; 
to keep in prison, “fe; to keep in a case, fp 
[i ese ; to keep in, to conceal, PE, A.W ZR, We 

HW; to keep in, to restrain, #; to keep in 
one’s grief, 3 38, Hy WUE GS, PEE ; to keep off, 
iB, #0 ; to keep offan enemy, #njhy; to keep off | 
the wind and cold, #nJm3€; to keep ont, JUSp 

LE, RUE A, Hie 2, 205, Sp hsb; to keep | 
under, JARAg, srJAR, JAE, 3% ; to keep up, as ap- | 
pearance, St Ah 9h; to keep up, to continue, 7A 

Ik, Ae; to keep up courage, SPHESR ; to keep 
company with, |e Jy. 

Keep, v.z. To last, 74, PA, His, Hla. Bs 
to keep till to-morrow, B74¢%% A ; it will keep 
till to-morrow, FAB) A, BeBIAA A; it 
will not keep over the night, TEBE Ee ; to 

lodge, fF, 2 ; keep where you are, DEAF, A 
Ah. Aa Fs; to keep within doors, fH} PY, 
AHR; to keep away from, NE FFP. A tTaE ; 
to keep out of reach, as of a gun, f#lE & Fy, 
(i AE MB, pe, WZ; to keep from, abstain 
or refrain, jh, J%; to keep to, to adhere to 
strictly, BE<f; to keep on, to go forward, ff, 
In} Bij ; to keep up, to remain unsubdued, AAR ; 
to keep up, not to be confined to bed, AFAR 
JR; to keep up with one, JERS YA FE, YESE ; to 
keep up, or not to cease, AE; to keep fair | 
with the world, PJ Fs (lt, dale sf A ; we keep 
to our rule, Jy 2 “gk SF 2% TH fill; to keep to 
one’s own business, SF ASZ}; to keep over the | 

_ winter, #2; to keep from the theatre, fpf 
EX, HARK; beauty cannot keep long, 325% 

Mil- 
Keeper, n. Sf #4), ASP #4; keeper of the seals, 04 

JE, SEES; keeper of His Imperial Majesty’s | 
seals, $f PE lH ; keeper of His Imperial Majesty’s 
papers, Hae Z} ; keeper of His Imperial Majes- 
ty’s pleasure grounds, #f Jt (i #4; Leeper of 
His Imperial Majesty’s post office, WEae ; |.eeper 
of the national archives, $j #E He, Fz Az A} ; 
Leeper of the palace, PET ; keeper of records, | 
a clerk in the interior, 7+, =2fifk; keeper of 
records in the censorate, (4 =F fi; keeper of 

| supervisor's records, FS Ai ef EGE ; keeper of the 

prison, #38, al. 
Keeping, ppr. Holding, Sf; restraining, #5R ; 

preserving, If ; protecting, $i4F. 
Keeping, n. A holding, <f4# ; conformity, &, #F 

| Keeping-room, n. fE FF. l®. 
Keepsake, n. 3en@, #eHR; a keepsake given at 

parting, HZ; keepsake given at death, 
Keeve, n. ASE 15 Ne [Wt 2M. 

Keg, n. BEE HETE, IVBETE A. 
Kell, n. 3E7. 
Kelp, n. jp A. 

Kelpie, n. yt HL. 
Kelter, n. ¥ ff]; to be in kelter, Fa fj; to be 

out of kelter, Ar we A ffj- 
ken, v.¢. To see at a distance, 3%, ja Hi ; to 

know, Weft, Ji aik- 
| Kennei, n. A house for dogs, #f)'&% ; the hole of a 

fox or other beast, 7¢. 
Kennel, n. The water-course of a street, 7 #2, 7k 
| Kennel, v. 7. BAIS, BSE. | #. 

Kentle, ». A hundred pounds in weight (it is 
written and pronounced quintal), —A wee. 

| Kentledge, n. In seamen’s language, pigs of iron 
for ballast laid on the floor of a ship, $éy7i&. 

Kept, pret. and pp. of keep. Sf i ,4F . See Keep. 
| Kept-mistress, n. 324¢ 3 ; in China and applied 

to women kept by foreigners, pk 7)ik. 

Kerchief, n. tf, DAITT, 3) 9A, A, BAIR, SDE qf. 
_ Kerchiefed, Kerchieft, a. Hooded, 3% S&rf1. 
| Kerf, m. The cut of an axe, BFA. 
| Kermes, n. 3&k. 
Kernel, n. The edible substance contained in the 

shell of a nut, {<, {--; the kernel of an al- 

mond, #¢{=; the kernel of a walnut, PEE; 
the kernel of grain, —-{7; broken kernels of 
grain, #; the kernel or stone of a fruit, F¥ ; 
a hard concretion in the flesh, #%. 

| Kerseymere, n. DE, Hk, HH 
| Kestrel, n. WEA. 
| Ketchup, n. kph. 
| Kettle, n. GE, HE, $f; a copper kettle, HGF; an 

iron kettle, (eH; a tea-kettle, FGF; a kettle 
of water, —GE |. 

| Kettele-drum, n. 8 8§ (?). 
| Kettle-pins, ». See Nine-pins. 

| Key, n. Key of a lock, $¢, Rt, $i Bb, $&, 42RR; 
turn the key, FERRE; a golden key, 468% ; under 
lock and ley, #83438, #4 ET ; the stone, which 

| binds an arch, #E%47 ; in music, the key, or 
| keynote, 7# 2G; the key to the subject matter 
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of a book, #2, RG]; the key which serves | to kill an Ox, wa eb neAB ; to kill one’s self, 
to ee BH, BS 5 in the Romish Hs, § 8; to kill by pouring melted metal 
church, ecclesiastical jurisdiction, or the power | down the throat, 9, #¥; to kill in fighting, 
of the pope, HETE Z HE. | BORE; to kill two birds with one stone, —S 

Key, n. A quay, fp 7738. Hit, —Y2 Aj Hi; to kill one’s self with grief, 
Key-board, n. ££4%. | FREE. 
Keyhole, n. FA RUME, Tote, FAH. Killed, pp. Pei, FET; killed a superior, #T ; 

Keystone, ‘ HE Th Gi. [%).| to be killed, peAeE, Fa PE. [Ax Hy. 

Khan, n. A Tatar chief, HEE ZAR, AE (WM Killer, n. #¢#H; killer by malign influence, 4, 

Kibe, n. A erack in ‘he flesh occasiond by cold, Killing, ppr. ora. RE; killing superiors, A; 
SIDES HE ie WE; a chilblain, $f H- killing by malign influence, 4%, 

Kiangnan, n, A Chinese province, 7 jff- | ale, n. Kiln for burning charcoal, bricks, &e., 

Kiangst, n. A Chinese province, 71. fir. | #5; to strike the kiln, to frequent a brothel, 

Kick, v. t. 25, Bit, #9, Bib, BE; to kick the shut- 47%; to live in kilns, to be poor and vagrant, 
tlecock, Ji, Fy; to kick a foot-ball, PYG, | {EWKZE; a pottery-kiln, HZ; a kiln for ‘melt- 

By, Fy Gk. RH, Fy; to prance and kick, ing ore, Jt, MEE; a lime kiln, ER. 
kgs} ; to kick one another, AS, FABLE; to kick  Kiln-dried, pp. or a. Kes. 

one out, FE AHI. | Kilogram, Kilogramme, n. In the new system of 

Kick, n. —-}3, —yy. | French weights and measures, a thousand 
Kicked, pp. Pit, BY T- | grammes, or about 23 lbs. in English, 3 

Kicker, n. J 4%. | t33— il. 
Kicking, ppr. #4. | Kilometer, Kilometre, n. In the French system 

Kicking-strap, n. ify. | of measures, a thousand meters, or about é of an 

Kickshaw, n. [$8 2H. English mile, 3 FE (Wk) ADP Zk. 
Kicksy-wicksy, n. =J 2. | Kilt, v. t. To tuck up, H&, Rie 4218 - 

Kid, n. A young goat, 26(f-, U2EfF, Woe F, 3é, | Kimbo, Kimhow, a. Crooked, sf; to set the arms 

Wye; a fagot, —jesi; asmall wooden tub = a kimb 0, PEE, 

or vessel, AAk (f. Kin, n. Relation, #1 Ak, #1 1%, 9 BL; a form of 
Kid, v. t. ne He 2E fF. | diminutive termination of a noun, ff-, Jy. 
Kidder, n. HE Bie. | Kin, a. Of the same nature, fj, fa) PE. 
Kidnap, v. t. $y, #, Pr, 4A ; to kidnap people, | Kind, n. et peematy 48, Fifi, JB; sort, HH, RF, 

455 A\, $8 A; to kidnap and sell people, $A. | Ek, , Wi, 4£; human kind, J\#{; kind of 
Kidnapped, pp. ora. $3, yar f- beasts, PRA; the kind of horse, FA; every 

Kidnapper, n. $i, HF fe: kind, @, 4; this kind of goods, IBA EK, 
Kidnapping, ppr. 33, - | SE $E Wy; superior kind of coods, EER; 
Kidney, n. Kidney of men, FF; the kidneys, AN, | the female kind, AH, A#t; an odd kind of 

— eH; the kidneys of beasts, ii, 3F; «cow’s affair, be BEE of the same kind, [ij #4, fiaj 

kidney, 4-2; inflammation of the kidneys, py | #é; similar in kind, #{ff]; not of the same 

Fak ; sort, EU be te - kind or sort, JE [nj #4, A444; in such a kind, 

Kidney-bean, n. fii. Wie F; no kind of use, #PIENH, PE SG i, AB 
Kidney-form, Tee hapa a. BIB, SRF. AARH; all kinds, #4; all such kinds of 

Kill, v.¢. To deprive of animal thie, er Bh, FOR, —s things, SEM, 5K 4 SE Wy; what kind of goods? 
HR, Fk, WE; to strike one dead, 47 FE, HAE; is HEY. 
to kill, as malign spirits, 4%; to kill with the Kind, a. Disposed to do good to others, {=, WE, 

sword, or to decapitate, iif; to slaughter, as in {= Be ie, (= 2 fig, XE 4k, JE, WY, i ; generous, 
battle, 2%, FEB; to kill or assassinate an) ‘WF; - indulgent, cee xe; good, se ; mild, 2%; 
emperor, or parents, #{; tokillor exterminate = a kind heart, {£4%, 2£.t; to be kind and for- 
a clan, aE; to kill large numbers, to mas- giving, 4, BK: to ree a kind countenance, 

sacre, We; to kill with intent, we; to kill fff jfij; to have kind feelings, #7 1%, AE TH 
animals, Tee: to kill every one, A te Sete; kind feelings, ae {i RUE, a) 1) ; kind 
to kill or anette as a butcher, ey val, Fes | words, (=f, te, i NS, 4A ape me ee 

4k 



tion, JEL F#%; to send one’s kid roontaa or 
Pshest 3¢ (if, He; to be kind to strangers, 
zh J; to beso kind as, a§{/f, Ze, Wt ; desirous 

of your kind favor, M13; happily enjoyed the 
kind eare Sees) SEY) FC; kind towards 
the people, PA, fil sR et Me 

Kind-hearted, {-0%G, #40; a kind-hearted 
person, MSIE, fb #- 

Kindle, v. ¢. To set on Mine. HEIR, UK, WW, GB 
XK; to kindle, as wrath, #; to kindle, as the 

passions, 7%, my, fgg; to kindle the wrath, 7% 

Ak, fy 2; to kindle the passions, ¢%, ali, 

wi (4; to kindle the passions of the people, f% 

Je, WIL. 
Kindle, v.27. To take fire, ZFYk, #EIK; te begin 

to rage, ava, AER. 
Kindled, pp. Set on fire, #7, GS, iBT, BS 
J; the coal has kindled, #37 pe; kindled, as 

rage, MCS, fi, fig i; it kindled his wrath, 

Be TE Hy. 
Kindler, n. #8-R FGIRK; the kindler of wrath, 

iy 2k 4%; the kindler of a riot, 2/34. 
Kindliness, n. Affection, 3%, 2R3%, Jef, BURR. 

Kindling, ppr. or a, Kindling, as fire, #%, 3%, 
oe, Mee ane: as wrath, 7%, fi, AE. 

Kindlings, n. 2E76, JER. 

Kindly, a. or adv. SYR, 2,32, LEM, 5h, B | 

tH; a kindly shower , wy; to take a thing 
kindly, 28 fy a, a ; to receive kindly, G 

He, BE, 
ree ss, n. Benevolence, {=, (= 3%, "1, BX, BUBB, 

ae ae ye, Pe, Pi, J; to show kind- 
ness, Wis?1., BA. ; show kindness, towards me, 
Bay Pt 8 AR, am i We, BEM 1%; obliged for your 
kindness, 325%; exhibit your kindness, give 
that to me, or pay your debts, JL; thanks 

for your kindness, #& 4; mere show for kind- 
ness, ii 4; great kindness, EE Ht; insatiable 

of your kindness, MJj&; deeply affected by 
kindness, fei j#¢; kindness of heart, f=, Jt, 

3% ii ; to return thanks for heaven’s kindness, 
PH AIRE; great kindness, RL, Fp. 

Kindred, n. Consanguinity by marriage, 4) AR Bh 
J; kindred by descent, or kindred of the same 
surname, fk, S2hk, WK; kindred relations, 
Mai; the imperial kindred, $f, FASE ; | 

of the same kindred, [iJ #, [nj $}; the whole 
kindred, $i {; the three degrees of kindreds | 
(father, self and son; father, mother and wife’s 
kindred), =; the nine degrees of kindred, 
JURE; relation, f%; connection in kind, [ApH 

Kine, n. pl. of cow. 
King, * n. FE, Em, BE; the sovereign ofa 

state, fj ; the king of hades, ARE, fh FRE; 

the king of kings, BEA; the king of 
heaven, FR; the direct address of a king is 

itis; the king ofa foreign state, Shp; 
the pitch note king, FQyR: + king’s evidence, 
fit fk; the king in a game of chess, #f#. 

King-crab, n. Horsehoof, 4, jf 33%, BAM. 
Kingcup, n. 4€ %.- 
Kingdom, n. EY, #§; the kingdom of heaven, KK 

fl; the kingdom of God, | #& fj; the eternal 
kingdom, 3¢ BQ, a3 2% A; the animal and 
vegetable kingdoms, 3&2 & hf. 

Kingfisher, n. A bird of the genus alcedo, which 
preys on fish; a variegated kingfisher, 753, 
342A 4%: ceneral term for kingfisher, $94 Hh, 

46 580, AC Ah, 3B. 
Kingless, a. {6 =E 9, 36 Ej. 
Kinelike, a. BE, HWE, HEE. 
Kingpost, n. 5 {F-#f. 
Kingly, a. EE, fg; kingly power, — ZH. 
Kings, n. pl. The name of two books of the Old 

Testament, 7 E40. 

King’s-bench, n. Jp sp. 
King’s-evil, n. $i, JOR. 

Kingship, n. £4, BES. 
Kino, n. An astringent vegetable extract, iti. 
Kinsman, rn. 9}, HHA. 
Kinswoman, n. A), HAAN. 
Kippered-salmon, Kipper, n. AM TEA BE. 
Kip-skin, n. 4A {F- je. 
Kirin in Manchuria. 7§ #. 
Kirschwasser, n. #8 Fj§, BEF 7k. 
Kiss, v. ¢. $148, qq, 1, Sx; to kiss the cheeks; 
AK; to kiss the pope’s foot, REBEZ 
jE; to kiss the cup, W—Ip. 

Kissed, pp. BT, BL Tos 
Kissing, ppr. $148, VG. 
Kissing-comfit, n. VER. 
Kit, n. A large Lie AHF; asmall fiddle, py ss 

{f-;.a milk-pail, FL ff; the whole, Pres, ZR. 
Kitchen, n. )§f, fF, Jat, Jae ay; a public kitchen, 

Kitehen-garden, n. 3E'J. 
Kitehen- maid, ee PE, SCS. 

* #4 means emperor and =F king, a Fecan which 
has not always been observed in making treaties with the 
Chinese. 
+ The leading note or instrument of music. 
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Kitchen-wench, n. BEA GH. 
Litchen-work, n. Jif x IF. 
Kite, n. PE XA, PEM (2); a paper kite, Acge. ae, 

AR BS ; to fly the kite, Ai MUA. 
Kitling, n. BRT. | 

Kitten, n. $ifF, HF, HSE. 
Kitten, v. 7. AES Gi. 
Klick, Klicking, n. jy jaye. [ fae. 
Klick, v.z. To make small, f£%M; to pilfer, (fy, | 
Knack, n. A little machine, )J\ fi; a pretty con- | 

trivance, FE; a toy, ZF; adroitness, Jy, | 

dz, fatfl; a knack of learning, 15M, $e. 
Knack, v. 7. To knack with the fingers, JiiF# @j- 
Knacker, n. A maker of toys, fit {F785 RAF Be. 
Knackish, a. Trickish, sexy, Ba) 

“Knacky, a. iff. 
Knag, n. A peg, £4; a knot in wood, 4o}h¥. 

Knap, v.t. To bite, Ig, fe; to bite off, Neg gf. 
Knapsack, n. #7¥e, 28, RES, ELH. 
Knave, n. A false, deceitful fellow, #1, BLA, 

BLE, (MHL. BAF SUE. 
Knavery, n. Dishonesty, ji 5 23, BES WZ SE, We 

2. 
Knavish, «. S820), iif, AD, ARR. 
Knavishly, adv. ip ¥. 
Knead, v. t. To knead with the fect, Puy FF ; to knead | 

with the hands, #2; to knead flour, 24m. | 
Kneaded, pp. Kneaded with the feet, [iy it ; 

kneaded with the hands, B27. 
Kneading, ppr. Kneading with the feet, }3j; 

kneading with the hands, #£. 
Knead-trough, n. #i #8. 
Knee, n. JR, IRDA, WES BE; to bend the knee, | 
Ji, BE; to bend the knee or make a genu- | 
flexion, iJ FE) WE, FT US, PR, FEW; to draw | 
(‘‘ the knees”) together and converse familiar- | 
ly with one another, TE WER ITD; at one’s knees, 
WET ; the knees knocking or smiting against 
each other, RSE AB AE WS. ry; to bend down | 
on one knee, —//4 3 }t; a knee of timber, ff]t | 

AS, HYNGAAS, BH. | 

Knee-cap, n. A knee-cap, used by surgeons, JayX. | 
Knee-joint, n. aS 
Knee-pads, n. #8, GLIA ne 
Knee-pan, n. ete We. | Was SE 

Kneeholly, x. wig | Ba. | 
Kneel, v. 2. Be, 3S, BEWR, JR, BIS; to kneel | 

down, Bey. Bu « ; to how and kneel to, FER; | 

to kneel down long, 232, BEM. BRE ; to kneel 
three times and perform nine k’au t’aus, = fg | 
Jil; to kneel and repouty to His Imperial | 

A, WE DER, iit» | 

(650) 

| Knight, * n 

Majesty, Bi Z; to kneel at meeting, or receiv- 
ing a visitor, fgiw;to kneel at parting, PEjK; 
to ‘kneel before God, pig i722 if. 

| Kneeled, pret. and pp. of kneel. ji 8, BE T- 
| Knecling, ppr.or a. He, be PT - 

Knell, . Sai, BES 
nite, n.3 pl. Knives. JJ, J, #H; one knife, — 45 

WJ, — hfe JJ, — FJ; a small knife, JF JJJ; 

a beveled knife, #]] JJ ;a bill knife, XJ JJ sa brie ‘ 

knife, 7& JJ; a carving knife, J py JJ; a table 

knife, WI), KT 3 0 desse rt knife, WT: 
a drawing-knife, ja} JJ; a folding knife, #277); 

a scraping-knife, fy); ;a knife (carving knife 

(?)) carried in a case in the girdle, ARI): a pen- 
knife, 3E47J; a fish-knife, {4 JJ; a vegetable 

knife, 327); a knife and fork, JJ X. 
. ELfel@s; to dub or create a knight, 

$45 lal; knight of the post, (¢ hime x ; 

knight of the blade, #7; knight of the rain- 
bow, g##E; knight of a shire, ih §t Ze. 

| Knight-bachelor, n. TF Elle. 
Knight-errant, m. Ji) she 2 Ei lin, 3 
Knight-heads, n. pl. i Hit. 
Knight-marshal, n. (4 W. 
Knighthood, n. 4 fal 4s 3. 
Knit, v. t.; pret. and pp. knit, knitted. Hk Hk, 

4 

3 fr 7 HEHE. 

FG, HK, HEE; to knit stockings, Pepe, 
SP; to knit up, Reif; to knit fast, a A to 
knit hands, FE fe=F ; to knit friendship, 4%; 
to knit the brows, #b/4, #3 7a CH, fe /g. 

Knittine-needle, n. PkKRREF. 
| Knob, n. 4; button, worn on the caps of Chinese 

officials, as a distinction of rank, JA, JA~, — 
Hor JH, TA &y ; one made of thread, #2 IA, 27 & ; 
the knob of a door, fz; a corded knob or 
button, 2&4]; to pin the hair into a knoh, #5; 

a hard protukerance, #8, #%, Ach. 
| Knobbed, a. 7 #ff. 
Knobbiness, n. 2 $e, 4% 15. 
Knobby, a. Sy, Z a fyy, 2 #% fy; a knobby tree, 

BM EM. 
| Knock, v. @. To strike or heat, 4X, 4.0) i. 4% FS, 

$h; to knock at the door, AYPY.4n PY. "P PY. 4%, 
48, FR; to drive or he driven against, dif Z, 
fiir ZG ; to knock up, #7 Wt; to knock against, as 
{lie waves, $f; the snowy billows knoc 1k against 

ihe sky, Se Te HA Fe 2s: to knock down, as an 
auctioneer, BkAG, Fw; to knock the head 
against the ground, to perform the k’an tau, Hj 
DALES MA EAS H 5 to knock down for a song, 

* ee has in most instances been translated Fit 
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GLA, VETS, HOA, VEAE ment, bf REAL IA ; knotted trees, Sef Z BH, 
HANS ; to knock into one’s head, F7 HJ ANF; to | 
knock at one’s breast, #4, #6); to knock a 

hole into, 472%, 47 2298 ; to knock under, fff, | 
BEN, REAR; to knock under the table, 47 sR 
to knock off, FEMS, 0% jf; to knock about, fyi 
#4; to knock or run about, Jay ihe. 

Knock, v. t. To strike, a¥, 3%, fn, 47, &, da, FB, 
#€ ; to knock apart, 4; to knock asunder, J }fij: 
to knock away, #4; to knock down, 47 fA], # 
fa], #7 KK; to knock one down or over, FTE A; 

to knock one upon the pate, 47 PAGE, FH IAFE ; to 
knock together, #A aii, #4 diz; to knock one’s 
head to pieces, FJ ME BA; to knock open, 7 fy; to | 

knock out one’s brains, $7 HIS, 47 FEA ; to 
knock in, #J MR; to knock to pieces, #7 M. 

Knock, n. A blow, —@¥, —F7, —l"), —jn; give | 

one a knock, J —$J, hk— AK, ITIP, AK IP, 
iJ Hp. 

Knocker, n. One who knocks, #&#, Jn #%, WH ; | 
a ring of the door for knocking, PY# ; a ham- 
mer of the door, PY ff. 

Knoll, v.t. To ring a bell, "Ga, AYSa. 
Knoll, n. The top or crown of a hill, (JA, Wye, | 
Knolled, pp. "5 f Sai, Yikh Se. [WL Bag. 

Knot, n. #, fi, MA9A, HEF 5 a cluster, —A; a) 
group, —[; 0 difficulty, H€3F; to tie a knot, 
Fy Rh, 4p HH, Mh; to tie a loose knot, Fy AEM, 

SHAM; to tie a hard knot, $7 FEM, PhACEH ; 

to tie a bow-knot, #7 AES ; tie that knot, $77 | 
ffi; to split open a knot, to solve a difficulty, 

PEGALE HA; a hard knot, AEM, HET, Hee 
Bf ; a difficult knot to solve, #4 7% BF; a run- 
ning knot, Sli, 7343; a knot of a tree, @j, | 
$5, FE; a knot in timber, AcE, Gj ; to tie 
the matrimonial knot, ££ #4; the matrimonial 
knot is to be tied to-day, 4 Hi $i #§; to tie the 

hair into a knot, 42; a knot of hair, 85a 
woman’s hair knot, * Ar gj, #2 GE; a knot of rib- 
bands, #y#if]; overband-knot, Ij; a knot of good 

fellows, —-Py tk OE A, — BER MEZA; a knot | 
of silk threads, — i #% ##. 

Knot, v. t. or 7. #¥. 
Knotgrass, . jij 23- 
Knotless, a. Se £&, Smeeih, 4m Gis ; without difficulty, 

rit) 

Knotted, a. Full of knots, Bk, Bxiifg ; knotted 
cords, $f; knotted fringes, #K#F; in high | 
antiquity, knotted cords were used in govern- 

~ * These are small tufts of hair tied or plaited together | 
into a knot. 

AMR Hit. 
| Knottiness, n. Difficulty of solution, £2 fj; in- 

tricacy, #EGL, MRL: 
| Knotty, a. Full of knots, 2S (vy, SE sRURE, ARTE 

BH HE ; knotty timber, BAL YZAS, BRZAS; a 

knotty atlair, 24 >, SPALL, ERLE: 
knotty points, $e iz if. 

Knout, n. #if. 

Know, v.t.; pret. knew ; pp. known. I!@,AW G4, 

We, sik, 3, USK, AUB), [E, THE, ME, HR, 
ah, we, ait, AUG; to know one by sight, iA 
TW ; to know men thoroughly, eek A, Fest A; 

to know thoroughly, 3iIB, Hii%, 428, BRPGE ; 
to know mankind, 41 \\; I know it, I, REZ, 

BI) E113, GAB, Su, Suite ; I know it is so, 
FN (AM, FNAL ANE; when you know your 
wrong, reform, Ai te; I do not know its his- 

tory, AF he 4M ; do you know how to do it ? 

WET WEEE I, WR GARG 7; he knows how 
to manage it, {EIGF7 HRB, fle e0HFz ; know a 
little, 4A; to know one’s self, HHA GAC; 

do you know who lam? (pn qe Re HEWE, HA 
Fl FC HE ; to know beforehand, ¥fi¥1, EFM, 
An; to know for certain, 41; to come to 
know, FH), FEEY, 44; to let one know, (BA 
Fl, 3E N40, nh JV; to know when one has 

enough, 432 ; to know carnally, 34H, $m ; do 

not be concerned that men do not know you, 
rather be anxious {o know mankind, 7s AZ 

Aen CHE Aa aly ; know the vices of the he- 
loved and the virtues of the hated, % jj 4d& 

TESTED ij AU TL j 
Knowing, ppr. or a. 4, sik, WJ; intelligent, FRAY ; 

not knowing, J 4, Ay i. 

| Knowing, n. Knowledge, 5 it, 4 iif. 
Knowingly, adv. #1. 

Knowledge, n. 5A st, 4aik, #1; learning, Sf ; 

acquaintance with any fact or person, 4, BE; 
intuitive knowledge, ¥ 4"; to have a knowledge 
of, Fit ; to get knowledge of, to learn, F& Hl, 
PA. FEY; profound knowledge, 5 size, St 

EJZE ; extensive knowledge, fi ak, [H}-84; to ex- 
tend one’s knowledge, Jae JL zi; to extend 
one’s knowledge to the utmost, #41; limited 

knowledge, 5 aik 77S ; shallow knowledge, Fi 
BASIS, WS SUPE ; without my knowledge, Fie 
FB, AA, 3 a man without knowledge, 4€ 
FUE, Ie Z He; a slight knowledge of, Aili 
IP; a carnal knowledge of, ff 2g. 

Known, pp. ora. from know. ST, iit S, ait, 
wee == 
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Faith. | Kraal, n. iff a8 9E AUS ABE G- 
Knuckle, n. #$ 69'S; the joint of a finger, fF fj. | Kraken, n. HR. 

Knuckle, v.¢. fiz, a2. | Kremlin, n. $2 60-# 258. 
Knur, Knurl, n. Knur of a tree, fit, #%. Kumkwat orange, n. 44a. 
Kokonor, n. Jef Bi ABS GE | Kwanlun Mountains, n. Ye wir Ul 
Kopeck, n. —{ff We. = | Kweichan, n. A Chinese province, TH. 
Koran, n. Jejle] #2 at, ERE. Kwongchau, n. Canton, Ji@ JI iff. 

Koumiss, Kumiss, 1 n. AiFlif. | Kwongsi, n. A Chinese province, iq 7a. 
* See. ; | Kwongtung, n. A Chinese province, fie Ht. 

L 
if The twelfth letter of the English alphabet, | 88, (FIL, HEIL, fit 1. #; to till, #F; to labor 
Ae Here oe pew 4 — ee 1, 50, H+; L., libra, hard or take pains, 77 3%, Je ee se 
£, pound, —f#4F; L. L. D., Legum Doctor, to labor in vain, Ane SRS WS, FESR 5 

a L. S., loens sigilli, EDIE; Ta latitnde, to labor with child, [is sz a = Thor with 

#8 )£ ; lon. or lone., longitude, "gig 18 > L.M.,| difficulties, ji, 52 €, EY, VEN: to labor 
last month, <E A. with mighty ORES mt A Se; to labor in 

La, interj. Wt. mind, 48%, #x; to labor diligently, BA, 
La Plata, n. Fa. tit (E 1, #) 4%, He 8h; to labor under the im- 
Label, n. A narrow slip of silk, paper or pareh- pression, L149, ff; to labor under a disease, 

ment, containing a name or title, and affixed RE I- 
to any thing, denoting its contents, #4, $8, #z, | Labor, Labour, v.t. To work at, ff, {£; to till, 

Hi, eb, FANE, FA NLM; to stick ie labels, # ; to prosecute with effort, H} J, JAW, Fd, 

daa i. BSI], To. 
Label, v. ¢. To label, as articles of merchandise, | Laboratory, n. Chemical laboratory, Sky Pr, bk 

Haine whe, WFNS, WFR gz; to label a book, Hy Jay 3 & place where arms are manufactured or 

Wa Sz, Hae. [F- repaired, i 48 Jay. 

Labial, a. Pertaining to lips, as labial sounds, Labored, Laboured, pp. or a. ig TEs eur Ibe 

Labial, n. Light labial, #% fs # ; grave labial, af labored in the field, #t fk PA; formed with 
BF. labor, 327 ; be inbored eae fh EOE. 

Luabor, Labour, n. Work, 1, 1, L({é, EL Seo aael bial 
25; toil, 4; fatiguing or toilsome labor, #¥3F, | Laborer, Labourer, n. 72, TA; a laborer in the 

S42, PAIR; to perform difficult labor, (Ee; field, BA, B+, # RITE. 
a woman in labor, 7 A 5 labor of a woman, | Laboring, Labouring, ppr. or a. {€ T., {ik 1. &, 
fi, BF, BRR, ree , BRIE; to be in labor, BR, HI, BET, pd JAS, Beate; a labor- 
AE, AEF, [is BE; alas! my parents begot me Ge man, TA, {E#, #7 ITA; the labor- 
(brought me up) with much labor, $e ¥E AHF ing classes, ane Heth. 

AE JQ 6p); our labor is in vain, Fu wi fe 9 AE Laborious, Labourious, a. Industrious, $f 7y fj, 3% 

L; to lose one’s labor, 470, EAR (EL; «| JNM, FANG, SEI, BETH. Bae MY, 
labor of great difficulty, 327720; to encour- Shs Ay. 4g Be SEG, f2¥h > wearisome, 3 fF, 
age or reward labor, 4 20, 4% 2L; to spend BEY ; difficult, #e. 
much ies on an affair, $4 hE, BH BG | Laboriously, Labouriously, adv. LIEB, LS. 
fi, BP Gi; labor of love, 327, BM | Laboriousness, Labouriousness, n. HI 4, 

GR ts desist from labor, ZZ, kL, #E fEalk Ie SoH 
$), 8.3%, fF; agricultural labor, 5 yf. Labradorite, n. Labradore spar, IX wg (2). 

Labor, Labour, v. 7. To work, 3, B)Jj, 38 Ij, B) | Labrose, a. EE. 
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Labr us, n. . Labr us, body yellow ish 1 greenish lat- 
eral line crooked, tail rounded, 7g FE 44; labrus 
cremilabrus, 43 #% WH A; ager species of 
labrus, (Lik OuhES species of labrus, 4 | 
FPG; another species of labrus, yf FE. 

Labyrinth, x. An edifice, 9 HE; labyrinth among 
hills, (# Wa; an inexplicable difficulty, ple 
HF; a labyrinth of ways, PRI, Hh zs 

Labyrinthian, a. ph Py Ay, oR Ay, fui nee 
Lac, n. Gum-lac, 3% fii. 
Lac, Lackh, n. In the Hast Indies, 100,000, — | 

fS, 1s. 
Lace, n. #4, 5 AEM; gold and silver lace, 

RG. 
Lace, v. 

FS (i ie “HIE aay 

dT AN. 
5 Uo) lace another's jacket, 

Laced, pp. or a. Fastened with a lace or string, | 
2p WE; laced coflee, 74 AQ WUE; laced mutton, 
FE Us. 

Lacerate, v. t. $M), HIE, BW, BE. 
Lacerate, Lacerated, a. Torn, “TR i HN, HS, 

ST. UM fy 5 a inectiicd “anti IG) FT; lacerated 

muscles, #4 JL; laccrated flesh, J fy. 

Laceration, n. 
HN #4; the breach made by fearing, HE, aN 

Wi 2H. 
Lacerta, n. The name of the genus of lizards, Hf 

we Bi, PY IA Re Li. 
Lachrymal, a. 
RZ #5 lachrymal duct, fi ZF; lachrymal 

gland, Jey; lachrymal sae, asi : lachrymal 
opening, Aik}. ¥fL- 

Lachrymatory, n. yeti. 
Lacing, ppr. Fastening witha string, {itn BES. | 

Laciniate, Laciniated, a. Adorned with fetes! 

Fins, HE. 
Lack, v. t. ‘lo want, jit, 4, RAS AA, RY, | 

| Laded, Laden, pp. or a. to be in want, 24, #49, Fe; they me Dd ; 
everything, 
to lack wisdom, jit 42, 

knowledge, $a, eal. 
Lack, n. Want, jk, AA, 7247; lack of victuals, 

4ue a ap ets he nae 

t. To adorn with gold-lace, fijj LI 4s #; | 
to fasten with A peoine through eyelet ee | 

Lactant, a. PALM, HUFL AS. 

The act of tearing or rending, Jf | 

Ky fry; lachrymal up paratus, 46 | 

ABP Ab TT (REM, FILM | 

Laconic, Laconical, a. Expressing much in few 
words, (i Ty fy 3 ite » fii in DW), BE 28; a laconic 

expression, fii BE: a laconic sentence, ij 4a); 
laconic expressions, (Ea) fi] H. 

| Laconieally, adv. fi ¥k. [ fisfian 
Laconism, Laconicism, n. A concise style, fj, 
Lacquer, n. 7; Japanese lacquer, W AxZ; the 

best lacquer, (34%; gilt lacquer, 427%; poisoned 
with lacquer, AGE lustrous lacquer, 4-%487K¢ ; 
to rnb on lacquer, £74. 

Lacquer, v. t. 28, # US 
lacquer, Zs, $228. 

Tncauercd, pp. ra. ih, Te 

L&E , tk BS 

ware, (823. 

bright colors with the lacquer, 

YZ; to paint and 

; lacquered 

Laequering, ppr- ie mixing 

WR GS 

Lactary, a. PLAGE, FL Ay. 
Lactate, n. FLES. 
Lactation, n. The act of giving suck, EFL fr, 
Wi, FLZ; the time of suckling, BFL H, B 

Lacteal, a. FL", FLAG. LFLZ¥- 
Lactean, a. FL (y, FL & AS. 

| Lactescence, n. Milkiness, $l, FL#F- 
_Lactescent, a. FL A9. FLEFAT, HEFLAG; lactescent 

plants, Hi FL Zaz. 
Lactic, a. | fy. 

| Lactiferous, a. HEFLAS, FLY AG ; lactiferous duet, 
Lactucarium, n. 4EAz 7}. LPL. 

| Lad, n. A young man or boy, 2%, #B4E, xz, 

ANE LK FR , Ai {KB, BA AVE; lack of every- | 

thing, fete ass, ZF he a MS. 
Lack-a-day, inter). Meni). 

Lack-brain, n. Behe, IE 44. 
Lacker, Lacquer, n. 74. 
Lackey, n. BEBE, sity. 
Lacking, ppr. wk, #7, BE, oD. 

INF, rE, LyGh bw? 5p ? Ye ep WTF, TSF, HE 

f-;a lad of 15, WE ft; my lad, yf. 
Ladder, n. 5, $F ; one ladder, s:$; a hand 

ladder, = Hy}; a step ladder, PSHE; a ladder 
leading up the roof or a scaling-ludder, Fy; 
to mount the cloudy ladder, to become a high 

scholar, |-22#I5; a rope-ladder, Sift}, apy. 

Lade, v. t : Pee laded; pp. laded, laden. ie 
load, Jd EX, BERG; to lade as water, Bf, Hh, FF 

Loaded, iif 8, Wy : 
burdened or oppressed, £4 #, Hib, ti Ee, 8 /E 

Lading, ppr. Loading, wk, #&; throwing out, Bp, 

ih, 
Ladle, n. 4), 4, ASD, BB, AGE. Bh 
Ladle, Chie =e. 
Lady, mn. A woman of distinction, 2 A, 48; a 

young lady of rank, )Jy 41; an unmarried lady 
of a rich family, AEM, yy{y-; lady, the wife 
of an officer of rank, ee; lady, the mother 
of an officer of rank, #%-e-fe; the old lady,, pay 
sk; a lady of the first and second rank, KA; 

| 
7 
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a lady of the third rank, jf; a lady of the 
fourth rank, #8 A; lady of the fifth rank, ‘7 
A; a lady of the sixth rank, # A; a lady of the 
seventh rank, J J\; * the wife of a literary 
person of rank, but not in office is called, 1) 

4; a young honorable lady, @ Jz A; my lady, 
4 A; that young lady, 4s fiz ai i ips a lady’s 
hand, #&, BREF. 

Lady-bird, Lady-bug, Lady-cow, Lady-fly, n. HE 

#. ESE. 
Lady-day, n. #§3p. 
Lady-like, a. Like a lady in manners, =F fg, = 
Z, (HA; delicate, KEWK. 

Lady-love, n. FFE Z 

Lady’s-bedstraw, mn. eer 
Lady’s-mantle, n. Hi}%4. [ A. 
Ladyship, n. A; her ladyship, BKK, K 
Lag, v.i. To walk or move slowly, to loiter, FF 

IIE, UAUE(B, FEL, OG, HE. TE I sal 
not lag behind, FRipp PUEB, Ma Fiz 
is not that I wish to lag behind, my as 
will not advance, JER H#H FS ASE. 

Lag, n. The lowest class, Pitt, Pile, PH; the 
common lag of people, "F ft % A; he who 

comes behind, Ff y< Fé MBE; the lag end of my 

life, SES 2. 
Lagerstreemenia, n. 33 2; hit. 
Lageard, a. Slow, iff. 
Lageer, Lageard, n. A loiterer, A A, Ht TE, A 

Lagging, ppr. or a. HAR, FRIAR, TRL. LF. 
Lagoon, Lagune, n. 7%, iif. 
Laid, pret. and pp. of lay. Ik T 38, HT T, 

Laichi, n. See Lichi. 
Lair, n. A place of rest, Bkfg 22 ns Jair of a wild 

beast, BRE, $$; pasture, Be ji 
Laity, n. Laity among B: ddhiats, + t fe; Bud- 

dhist’s clergy and laity, (i (@; laity among 

Christians, Pe (ii % @ A. 
Lake, n. A}; a large lake, Ji]; the Poyang lake, 

HDDS itd 
Lama, n. [ik ; the Dalai Lama, 3 OW. 7 =E. 
Lamb, n. The young of the sheep kind, # 2 fF, 

“é; lamb under five months, #7; lamb under 
one year, #k; the Lamb of God,  t72%-4. 

Lamb, v. t. AEE fF. 
Lambale, n. §§ 26 % (if. 

* Juadies of the eighth and ninth rank are included in the 
seventh. 

+ The word {@ is applied to every one who has no office, 
either political or clerical; hence is the best word to be 
used for laity in the Christian acceptation of the word. 

Lambkin, n. 26 fF. 
Lamblike, a. Like a lamb, Eli; gentle, 7% 

Fa; humble, FH: mild, #4 4; meck, Free. 
Lamb’s-wool, n. an {f- E. 
Lame, a. fi, SF, We 2, Fh GT, BR be, eR: 8 

lame person, “TM. 4h; lame of one lee, — 
BAe : to go lame, Jiffy: lame verses, je ay, 
ie aR; a lame account, jf Jt: a lame compari- 
son, ie JY; a lame excuse, HEIR. 

Lame, v. t. To make lame. fh, Fie. 
Lamed, pp. fis Be, (iT ihe. [ 

Lamel, Lamella, ».; pl. Lamels, Lamelle. fe, 
Lamellar, a. 124%, si} ie Fag. 
Lamellate, Lamellated, a. }}= Mpg, He 2 (vy, a= 

ME. Fete, ETE Wy, DIET, Da 
Lamelliferous, a. Ae Ay, FAAS, )e Ja (vy. 
Lamelliform, a. Jf, ENO THE ye TB. 
Lamely, adv. Like a cripple, jie, ‘Pe: poorly or 

fecbly, HEIs, (RR. 
Lameness, n. fh, Bee, We t- 

Lament, v. 7. or ¢, fig #4 BE tt, OY PF AR SE, ARF, 

wen, WF SE FE, i, WE OE, EME, OIF, mE 
i Be : to lament tho loss of a friend, AER 

%E, eZ. 
eae a. Ay . By HE; how lamentable! 3 

ame ae IGMP, ® ab: a Inmentable tone, i 

aR ys 77 ie, FE ES; lamentable in the extreme, 

7 RMDENE, WEMERCL, THRBENE: is it not 
lamentable? oy (HEHE, ny AAR ak, TR 
truly lamentable, AEA Ete wy TE. 

Lamentation, n. 925%, AE 5S, SESE, FE5E ZR, ZR 

Wit, WE TB Ha OE Mik. 
Lamented, pp. or a. Bewailed, 

them, #258, #522 30%. 
ye jf ; lamented 

fanene t, 2. HOEK. 

Lamenting, ppr. 48, , BR 
Lamina, n.; pl. Lamine, }?, 5,5, 7S FS 

F-; a lamina of gold, 4p Si, SB; a 
lamina of copper, $n TE. ai Re $F. 

Laminar, a. 2. ey, AF A, BEF 5. 
Laminaria, n. feat. 

Laminiferous, a. $= i fry, Evie fi. Fe he 5. 
Lammergeir, Lammergyr, n. 46 96. 
Lamp, n. i, RK ; one lamp, Se, — Py AE; an 

office lamp, Pi HE, 45 MH; a screened lamp, Jal 

RE; an opium lamp, Jak; a globular lamp, 
lamp suspended at the entrance of a house, & 
{4 ‘Eri; water-lamp, FF ; a helmet-shaped 
lamp, 2 GARE; to light a lamp, ESA, nia i, 

RF + to extinguish a lamp, Be Be, OA, 
Te ek HF; an or namented lamp, je 2%; a bright 
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light, BAB: adim la mp, ies HE; globe of a lamp, | Landlocked, pp. # Re EE, vA. ; 
ver; screen of a lamp, ffJS; the snulf of a | Landlord, n. A, #+, Fi, BE, WA =; the 
lamp, HEE. 

Lamp-black, x. Bly, ait. 
Lamp-chininey, n. Hf {Zj. 
Lamplight, n. 2K. 
Lamp-stand, n. } 44. 
Lampwick, n. ft; 

wick, REY. 
Lampwickgrass, n. Ht i, LRAT. 
Lampoon, n. saEy, HES, Git. 

Lampoon, v. ¢. ai slil, Heit), il oll 
Lampsana, n. KFFEAE. 

Lance, n. Fr, $f, ice fetf, 5X, T#, 

Lance, v. t. fR 8 Hi). 
Lanceolate, Lanceolated, a. f242. 
Lancer, n. F-4e. 

Lancet, n. Ab#PsJ\ JJ ; abscess lancet, ALIBI). 
Lanch, v. t. f8¢ff ; to let fly, x. 
Lanciform, a. $fj. 

Land, n. Earth, $f; dry land, f; cultivated land, 

FA; a kingdom or state, fq, 36; ground, solid, + ; 
real estate, #734 ; to travel by land, pH FR 4; to 
ome by land, +7 ERE, #7 ; land forces, PER, 
fe ; to make land, 51; people of the land, + 
BE, 4 A; gods of the land, +- fhe R#; birthday 
festival of gods of the land, +f Sissi; land meas- 
ures, mY, + 4% Y:: government lands, FF 
FA, AA; rich land, WE Sh, PRE. AR; poor 

to trim and raise a lamp- 

land, 34 fie; arable land, #F0G¢ HA, By PE AM; | 
to buy land, & fA; land of inheritance, qi) 7 38. | 

Land, v. i. Rt, SR. 
Tand-breeze, n. Lj }al. 
Land-flood, n. #k 7K. 
Land-force, n. PA RR He. 

Land-office, m. FOZ (aP4, 18 SURGE. 
Land-owner, n. fi =F. 

Land-tax, n. Hh, fe, BE fa, He fas, HORE ; commis- | 
to pay | sioner of the land-tax, fia, [fue ; 

land-tax, $y fi. 
Land-waiter, n. eR AER HK. 
Landed, pp. or a. Disembarked,  f 8, %£ S Fs 

landed property, FE22, 438, A. 
Landfall, n. A good landfall, Fi JR: 8 sr. 

Landgrave, n. (A ®t. 
Landholder, n. J =F, FE. 
Landing, ppr. ht, EER: 

Landing-place, n. Fa of, Sh vA. 
Landlady, n. 

from her, 3&4 =E ; 

+R. 
the mistress of an inn, J§ 

A woman who has tenants holding | 

| master of an inn or tavern, J5 +, 74/5 =. iBk- 
Landmark, n. A mark to designate the boundary 

of land, RYE, AIRE, TRA, LILES, BR, 
PABA, FARE, FA YR; any elevated object on land 
that serves as a guide to seamen, fig, 51M 

BE, UL Capa. 
Landmeasuring, n. fr fa. 
Landscape, n. i, J, WokIES, We; a 

beautiful landscape, 3678, 4-8; a picture ex- 
hibiting the form of a district of country and 
its diversified scenery, [lj 7}¢# ; landscape paint- 

er, # KL. 
Landslide, Landslip, n. Se41 7%, WIE TE. 
| Landsman, n. ZE ke. 
| Lane, n. $e, Hj, AS, FR, Fe Fas 2 bye-lane, BER, 

{EXE ; a lane without a thoroughfare, th DEE, 

gas. : 
Language, n. #§, 4%; the Chinese language, Bega; 

the English language, 33%, 3: dag ; foreign 
language, Fah, Mb PY ah ; native language, Ax 

Skah ; the local language, -Lag; the language 
of the Buddhists or of the country of Magadha, 
445% ; injurious language, 4 Alta ; a living 

language, TLAEEH Zak, AK Zak; a dead lan- 
guage, AEMESR; strong language, Wah; em- 
phatic language, yak, Waal; soft language, 
Seah. Lah. Aaa) ; soft words or language, 
but of great importance, Stak BL ty webs BS; ‘soft 
language but strenuous thought,” fa Th BB; 
idiom, ahs eX ;alocal idiom, --# ; a nation, Fe; 

| to instruct in a language, Hah. 

| Language-master, n. $a FEAL. 
| | Languid, a. Flagging, J, IEE, EAE, P(E, 

Hi, th. tie, Bi a8 yw ; without animation, 

Sut Hh, FE SRE MI ; a languid soul, (Gp, 355A; 
languid movements, 32 why {(§- 

Languish, v. 7. To lose strength or animation, 38 

i}, FEM, SEG, Wy SE, HE, ER, BER, TEA 
| #3; to sink under sorrow, 33, ARR; to 

| droop, AZ38, ALE, Sei. 
| Languished, pp. Drooped, 32, 5A S, ST; 

languished hopes, 48. 
| Languishing, ppr. ora. Becoming feeble, 389%, 
| Se %H, ae ML; losing strength, 3247, 477 ; pin- 

| ing, 3832; withering, BZ 98, AEM), 32 ats 
| languishing look, #& 2% jit. 
Languor, n. Feebleness, 324%, 9, JRE, EA, 
ie 93, DRG, J Hy ; dullness of intellect, HF; 
listlessness, ){'fé. 
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Laniary, a. Lacerating or tearing, as the lantary 
teeth, ay 

Laniferous, a. ERAN. 
Lank, a. Lank, as Chinese hair, #§ ; lank hair, 

HESZ; loose and lax, and easily yielding to 
pressure, UX, YP; thin, WE; lank ears, fp He; 
slender, # ; meager, J; a very lank face, ff 

Lanky, a. HE, on, YR. | Aa. 

Lantao, n. Island west off Hongkone, AjsA. 
Lantern, n. YO28, FLERE: a PSC lantern, K 
HF ; a horse-racing lantern, * 5f BBE ; a carp- 
shaped lantern, #i'{Q Rf; a dark or police lan- 
tern, #6 Fe EF, eae WE; a hand-lantern, =. ; 
the lantern feast, 7E 16, Te PE ; a glass lantern, 
HETBE ; a light- house, PSs jack ina lantern, 

Lantern-fly, n. Fulgora, vail i. | Ha. 

Lantern-jawed, a. Ju ffq. 
Lanthanium, Lanthanum, n. 4 #f. 
Lap, n. Lap of a coat, PR, (E47 5 the lap of the 

ear, FEIK; the lap in the bosom, Here ; to hold 
a child upon one’s lap, 4a (ge. 

Lap, v.t. To Jap, as Loards of a roof, [aft 
to infold, (Ay ; 

Lap, v. 7. To be laid or spread over, Al. 
Lap, v. 7. lo lap, as a dog, JB, KB, FH. 

Lapdog, n. 46 Ji, iy (Ff, Fi, Xk, IPTe- 

Lapel, n. Lapel of a coat, 7, #8, FER; large 
lnyel, A; things hanging on the lapel, <7} 

ee, PHOT: 
Lapidary, n. @I, EL, File. 
Lapidary, a. Pertaining to the art of cutting 

stones, Wh Aig, A) AiMy, HEH fry; a lapidary 

style, (3, PLA 2 aR. 
Lapidescent, n. 5 WK 41 4. 

Lapidify, vt. RBH, KBE. 
Lapis, n. 47; lapis lazuli, 7f@- 

Lappa minor, n. 4% Ef. 
Lapper, n. WR, HH. 
Lappet, n. That part of a coat that laps over, #2 
4, 4), SHE, TE, HE. BE; lappet of a garment, 
tHE, Hi, 72; that part of a dress that hangs 
loose, AEH. thi. 

Lapse, n. A falling, SER, 4e ht, PEA; an error, 

Sh A SB. FaSR, 185F, Ae 3 bs 
of time, HEEL IS, 65% ; by lapse of time, fq 
A jRAY) ; lapse of ale a 

Lapse, v.7. To pass slowly, 5f, 3&2, dpi 
the time lapses, Jit; to fail in duty, Jes; 

it BY) 5 

* Lanterns exhibited at the festivals, the autumnal mass, | 
&e., and o.ten cost from $ 100—209 each. 

{ Particularly [CHIE sd to a Chinese jacket or dress. 

4s*F 
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| Lapwing, n. 

{o wrap or twist round, (138. | 

LAR 

to commit a fault, 4eEh, Aci, JES; to fall 
from truth or faith, Ae fz. 

Lapsed, pp. or a. 3& 5° the time lapsed, JRjB TS : 

lapsed leeacy, 4e sh aH. 
Lapsing, ppr. Gliding, jf, #f§ 3; failing, 4. 

| Lapstone, n. fifi, WEA. 
Lapsus lineure, n. EE 

16%. 
Larboard, n. The left side of a ship, fy} Ze 

hoard side, yb 7: j&. 

Larceny, n. Theft, {gy Bf ; petty larceny, Jy (fy, 

NN 7H; grand larceny, K {ip f- 
Lard, n. col) Hees ; bacon, KAY. WB. 

Larder, n. AE, (KBE. 
Lares, n. Bh Domestic deities of the Romans, 3 

ji; to this class belongs the -+- jp, 3U=E ; the 
spirit of the furnace, [4-7 ; the spirit of the 
doors, PYmf; the lares of the Chinese empire, 
Kirk; the lares of the land or lares rustict, mt; 

the lares created by the sovereign of a state, 

Wit; the lares created hy the princes, on he- 

half of the people, feimk. 

lar- 

Large, a. , Hy #7, Be, i, ke RB. 
2, i ws, #6 as fii: a large house, 7 R, 

ee Et eas a Flor the) large altar, Je Jef ; a large 
lied, ASH, BA, Wo. FA; large eyes, AAR, AB, 
BX ah: a large face, Kf; a large mouth, K 
1, "mF; a large belly, At, AN; a large 

heart or mind, KOE, Bt ; large in extent, 

A. HA, MK, RE, BE FEB: of large 
bulk, J&A; a large number, AK; so large a 
number of people, iff A; a very large num- 
her of people, 4-4 J\; a large number of peo- 
ple, ANB, ABA, KE; a large image or re- 

presentation, F{#, FL {8.4 {& ; a large temple, 
#5 JG} 5 a large field, ApH, Hy AA; a large sword, 
Fl ; not very large, ame #4 J- : large and small, 
FLrJr; to talk at large, WE=WZpY; to write at 
large, ‘SRE SH ; to be at large, Hi Ah; larger, 

BA; too large, AAPM, fcifh; largest, FA 

WE, Jick, Bik 
Large-limbed, a. KIARWE, PUNK. 
Large-lipped, a. KOA, IB. 
Largely, adv. Widely, JRA, AREA; diffusely, 

fm; liberally, #5; abundantly, BY ak; to 
spend largely or extravagantly, A (ii, HH, 

GE, 252k, TE. 
| Largeness, n. Bulk, J&A; bigness, BX, jlk, 
| BR; ome of mind, 2K, OZ 

fe]; the largeness of his views, {EP BE 5, tt 

BL. 
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Larges, n. A present, 5% 2, Park ith; to make 
largesses, iY. A. | 

Lark, n. ft, $t, #44; the crested lark, 744; 
the singing lark, py gt}; wood-lark, [Ly hie #8 ; 
a sport or piece of merriment, 2 FR. 

Lark, v. 7. To make sport, 2k 3g. 
Larum, n. See Alarm. 

Larva, n.; pl. Larve, Larva of the silkworm, 2 | 
wg; larva of musquitoes,  F ; larva of insects | 
in general, Ji) 24, Mazz, mee 

Laryngitis, n. Mi mit ih, 1» SAE 
Larynx, n. WED, SAE, YEPY. 
Lasear, * n. Pe 

Lascivious, a. Wanton, @k0BE, BERR, ISR, IE 

fil. WE, VEUE, WE. PETK. WE W, BRAG; las- 
civions looks, FhiNf, YE; lascivious thoughts, 

JER, IH; lascivious songs, AF, BEB. 
Lasciviousness, n. (2%, 18 @, ERG. LIB, 0 

An, BE. 
Lash, n. #i, 7; a lash, — ii; give him three | 

lashes, 4] {2 = i ; give him a few lashes, #7 {B | 

WER, $y AL HEP HF 5 a lictor’s lash, jE FR; a) 
sarcasm, i J: 10 be under the lash, & J 4238. | 

Lash, v. ¢. or 7. Fit, HERE, FG ; to tie or bind, Hf 
££, $l {E; to satirize, ei], Hes; to lash at 
ne ae i] REYES : to lash into excesses, Et # Ht | 

tess FEAT ME UE, WE aE FF [Bb T. | 
Lashed, pp. Whipped, ¥@ , FRRE TT ; tied, SET, | 

Lashing, ppr. Whipping, HERE ; making fast » ih 
Lass, n. Acff-, FEZ, UL. LB. | 
Lassitude, m. Heaviness, [A fé, 14, SRIF, ie £8, 

TEE PF | 
Last, a. et in space, &e., Fé, We, FER ; last | 

in time, AB, Ae, #¥; last night, MENG, HE : | 
last year, F&4e, ESE, (E42, ARE: last month, 
4E JA; the last decade, PF 4; the last time, If 
FE BU. FEM. Ee, *ey}%; the last day of 

the old year, 46-2, BRAY, 37 FL, BNE, BR 
7% ; the last month of a season, 4& Jf ; the last 
month of the spring, 4£%§; the last month of 
the year, Hit 4, # A; the last judgment, #% A, 
At HF; first and last, Ee, AA, SERB, RB; 
the last drop, Fe yy, Ati. eye]. PN ; the last 

day of the world, {lt 7 3é A ; the last sentence, 

He, 

AeA, HE]; the last chop-boat of a cargo, Fi | 
ff&; to breathe one’s last, Bf 9; the last but | 
one, WE st—7\, EB R—:; the last of all, Me 
Fem, We Fe fy, | Fen, » BEANS - at last, at the last, 

Ke Fe, Fi he, 3E Fu Gl, be WR, FE ibe {i Ze 

last, Bp. B56 T- 
© PEW ARE ZA 

; to the 

Last, v.72. To continue in time, i, EN, ran 
last long, Ag-fit, A A ; 10 endure, or remain in 

existence, KG. He, BAAN EE; to continue 

unimpaired, mf, 42[Al, +: [A]; to last, as food, 
money, &e., &e., Hi, FE, Wi (Wi, FE JA; it will last 

to the end, HH) ER, LF AE ; it will not last, m 
i, AVE ; to last for ever, esa ADA. 

Last, n. A weight of about 4000 Ibs., #4 U-F iw. 
Last, n. A wooden form of the human foot, #EZ$, 

wei DAL, PEAR. 
| Lasting, ppr. or a. Continuing in time, J, tif, $e 

KAA, AFG AF, MEE: durable, wf, 7 
A, 7: A; permanent, ‘if, [fi ; perpetual, 3x, 7¢ 
i; unending, 484%; lasting peace, [a fy, fe 
Fy ; lasting happiness, fj; lasting material, 

we A, Tal. 
Lastingly, adv. fa, 7, A. 
Lastingness, n. The quality of long continuance, 
Ta ; durability, #, 4 [A 

Lastly, adv. In the conclusion, KE, BY ke, EZ, 

[4EZ. | Latch, ». PY 52, FY st- 
Latch, v. t. JS PY HR. 
Latch-key, n. Bie. 

Latchet, n. HEE 
Late, a. Coming ‘after the usual time, ee Ne, 

He 82, As Wee; of late, Pr, VERE, ae late in 
the day, 4; late in the evening, ty : very 
late in the night, 49-7%, 7[J, 7ZZE; very late 
in the day, 4; so late in the day! BlfZ ; to 
rise late, jf & 42; to come or came late, 3 ff 
JE; you are late, JEBE; so late! MPYE; am I 
late ? 38.08 si my ; Lam not wea ta ne SFE ; early and 
late, RUNG ; you will he too late, TEBE AA ; re- 
pentance will come too late, i; CE TR, tI 
jE; it is now too late to repent, ap 7 NZ ; 
abroad till late at night, 77%; you come so 
late ! DEF 718, fy LIME 7 ; what brings you here 

so late? (igi 7 AeA ta SE IE, REDUE THe AT fa 
¥i; now it is too late, 4n4 AE, Ueda OA REE 
_E; better late than never, TEAM 77, LER 
WEIS AAS; if you are late, you will not eatch 
him, #7HE A 7%; we came later than you, FRY 
ITE (R; late in the year, peli ; a late crop, 
Eve ; late ripe, UE%N; of late years, Ee; a 
late author, if IRE # ; the late emperor, 46 
fa; my late father, 442; my late husband, 

Lateen, a. A lateen sail, = ffi. (4ER.- 
| Lately, ade. 7 A, UEC, WEI, ED- 
Lateness, n. The state of being tardy, ZB, BR 
I ; coming after the usual time in the day, 28; 
lateness in the year, night or life, ig. 



au Sacer). 
Latent, a. Hid, FB, FSIE ; secret, i ath; la- 

tent heat, Fe7 ME, ws latent alent EZ. 

Latently, adv. ESS, WF EOE Ant {i At, W- 
Later, a. ee Boa | 

Taatoral, «. $f, 3, tis OW, Bese, We, Ze As Ik 
teral eiiciee a fe ; lateral motion, 3 47 ; 
lateral curvature of the body, {ij &; lateral 

judge, jal) #- 
Laterally, adv. (R5¥% ee 
Lateran, n. KEE 

Latest, a. EAI, ett), EMME, SANG HR 
latest fashion, 32k. | 

Lath, n. Laths of a roof, 4; laths of a ceiling, | 

HI, IEEE | 
Lath, vt. $7 HG. STM IK, STA iE F | 
Lathe, n. Hit, HiRE, 1 HK, TUGE, Hy AE; a tinman’s | 

lathe, Hi; a potter's lathe, fp HE; to turn | 
the lathe, ie aE to tread the lathe, try He- 

fs 

Lather, n. we ia ie RF 
Lather, v. 7. ‘To form Tien: Fy ie. 
Lather, xv. t. To spread over with the foam of soap, 

Lathy, a. auth. Fkuiye - 
‘Latidentate, a. Jn (f(g. | 
Latin, a. frill, HT ; the Latin tongue, fem, | 

Latish, a. iif 88. FE wae | 
Latitant, a. PREG, JER. | 
Latitude, n. Breadth, fig; degree of latitude, ff | 

JE, fe xG; laxity, TORN; foaliow ereat latitude, 
KH, AE Hy A, AAU A; too great a lati- | 
tude, $e'# Hit, AME AIA. eA Sfy ; indefinite ac- | 

ceptation, MEE 36, ME 2X 
Latitudinal, a. af J (vy. 
Latitudinarian, a. Not restrained, Boy, Adi 

fh, A ESPIEPcAy ; lax in views, PAREN. 
Latitudinarian, n. ‘Bt #3, ER. HAE H. 

Ahi SF IE BS. | 
Latitudinarianism, n. Ht He 
Latten, n. Sheet tin, BA. | 

Latten-brass, n. $j. 
Latter, a. #, Je, MH; im the latter days, if Ae, 

fEFE A; modern, YF A, PEAE; the latter age, 
FE lk, B tk; to think of one’s latter end, 
£8; latter crop, ah pee on the latter 
occasion, 4 felt], HE 

Latterly, adv. WEE, es cate 

Lattice, Lattice-work, n. BERE RS, RIRBE. TEE. 
Laud, n. Praise, #4 3E, Aa. 

Land, v. 1. 4a, Se. Aah. HY, BLS. 
Landable, a. 1) fi (rg, BY eA, BY Sey, BY SEA. 
Laudableness, n. PW) HSE AY. 
Laudanum, n. 7&4. 

| Lanrel, 

| Lave, v. ¢. To wash, 2, ie, 72 

_Laudatory, a. #3E fj. 
Laugh, %. t. OY ft. ae ee, WG, oe Te ; to laugh at 

a person, 5€ 1, BIE J, HSE, ESE A, alba 
A; to laugh aloud, A # HF, wap wap, PY, wie 
Wk; to laugh but faintly, (4e, fees 4e, SE 

AES, SE WE WH 4; to laugh immoderately, 

KE FEN, SEA, FAG, SEE, SEIS. 
4 #8 fff; to make people laugh at one, J A 

SE, WAZ; he laughs at you, (8 4E(/p, ese 

fig; to laugh in one’s sleeve, {q7(qy 4%; to laugh 

ata feather, 4f4£; to laugh in one’s face, ¥f 

NSE, Ty He; laugh him to scorn, pif 

fis, Mi] 5E 1B. 
Langh, n. —4€; tojoin in a laugh, |e 4e; a loud YS 

laugh, KA; a little laugh, hae. 
Laughable, a. T4e, 44E; comical, Af ie HG, He 
we ; truly laughable, Ia ny 4é. 

| Laughed, pret. and pp. of laugh. 3¢j&, 427 ; to 
he laughed at, FL 4*; laughed at by all respect- 
able people, AATF, FAT RR. 

| Laugher, n. 484% 
| Laughing, ppr., a. or n. 4; laughing and gig- 

Af ise se, 4 AS VS ; the sound of 

aus hing, Use se, BR DE Sa Gt laughing, Ww. 
Laue hing- “stock, n. An object of ridicule, pk 4% A 
A WEE, a Se ji SE fy; to make one’s self the 

laughing-stock, 7% JV4£. 
Laughter, n. #4; to burst out into laughter, 

g ling, \lnz {lee 
Ta =F) 

PEASE, Skt AE; the sound of laughter, wpuy, 

ie Wx, Wee we; loud laughter, #% ffi); a fit of 

| laughter, Fe4e— HE, — PHA HE. 
“Launch, v.t. To launch, as a ship, 4&7, 2FHEK, 

WHO: to Jaunch an affair, ft Ff. 
Launeh, v7. To launch into the world, Hi 4h, 
Hi fe ; to launch out into a long oration, HRA 

ia, WR. 
Launched, pp. #6 7k. 
Launder, v. t. $i. 

Launder, n. H6%2 2B. 

Launderer, x. BEXAR IE. 
Laundress, n. GEA WBE. Ue AE Ze 
Laundry, vn. BEAK E- 
Laureate, a. F4IRITH#E. 
Laureate, v. t. FB. 

n. HEB, JAE, HER. 
Laurus eassia, n. See Cassia tree 

momea, see Cinnamon. 

> lawrus cinna- 

| Lava, n. A, eH ZA. 

Lavatory, n. GER. 
: to bathe, AR. 

Laved, PP- wT. 
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Layeer, v. t. 

ELBE. 
Lavender, n. WEAK (yee. 
Lavender-water, n. BEAK bak, ak, FER IK. 
Laver, n. A vessel for washing, ER. 

Lavish, v. t. ii , ik JA. 7k JH. wh AG, AF 

i WE TE. TE Mes A. WAU BE to lavish 
upon, jE Mi, set, Jit hi ; to lavish one’s money, 

si HSER, AE ASE. 
Lavish, a. Wasteful, 45 (%, 3 JA, jt 2, 45H, 

Ash, BLY (i; profuse, #Fajé; immoderate, ie 
J& ; to he too lavish of one’s tongue, pf nB, 

Be. 

To sail back and forth, fy BHSE, 5 

lavished, pp: 1 (AT, EWS, AS, BRT. | 

lavishly, adv. JEYR, TERR. 

Law, ». jJ:, Pill, FRI, FEO, IE, ati, Hi ME, tl 
DHSS. BUG. Mesh, Sa, BCR, CEA while, 
id, AG, WL, de, Be, [5 divine law, Lew 
the laws of God, _ 7244} : ; “bag 2h ihe | 

law of heaven, Keon hes the law of a state, [J 
7, BF, A ZPELG, Se. human Jaws, \\ 
#:; municipal law, Jez, Ee fil]; laws of nature, 
VEZ i:, BE; criminal law, Fplfyll, Tiss; eccle- 
siastical law, Be # ff fil] ; common law, 3 fT Z% 
Hi; Statute law, fFEPyl, PPE]; mercantile 
law, 3 R49 Fe. PVE GE physical law, Py PE 
ZE, te ZI; laws of vegetation, Py/E% 
SE, Py4EZiIs:; law of nations, 
4 Zi; the Mosaic law, BPy ZZ (Efi; cere- 
monial law, 74, 784; the law or word of God, 
_L a 2% GH; settled principle, 3% fyl], HE; the 

BF, 5 GO 

laws of rank, ql); the law of China, Kis eh | 
a person learned in the law, #41 7% fii, 7: 

4 J; to be at law, 

{o go to law, #7 BHF; goed in 
law, #4, 4 j:; father-in-law, 440; mother- 

in-law, fy is son-in-law, & J ; brother-in- 
Jaw, Fg 5}; doctor of law, 7 7: fii -E; to es- 

Fill ; 
fifi; {o sue any one at law, 

ak, Fi wh rae 

tablish a law, shy, Ris:; established law, ~ | 

fill; to pervert the law, #EY, JY; to trans- 
gress the law, J@ 7, 3# 7&, 78 Pill; to punish 
according to the utmost rigor of the law, 3% 
as 7%; law- ee {i #; not according to 
law, Ar Ff Pill, Ya f5l| 7. FE; the meshes of the 
law, 724); to get into the meshes of the law, 
OEE HH: to keep the law, erik WUE IRs. | 

Law-breaker, n. JQi #4. 
Law-day, n. Fla Z%8, HAD A. 
Law-maker ne RIE 
Law-monger, vn. RHE. 

Lawful, a. rik: MIF, WE 
Oe 

id, ATA EME; lawful 

proceedings, AIEEE. 
Lawfully, adv. 4rid:, tid. 
Lawgiver, n. pe, We K- 
Lawless, a. Tiki, MEN. BIEN, AAEM: a 

lawless Le MiE Z E- 
Lawn, n. 4 jh, 2B Sih. His 
Lawsonia ee 2M Heant, di AYE. 
Lawsuit, n. PLE, AS, RSE. Ls 
Lawyer, * n. Kf, Hf, AG; a peitifogger, gh 
Lax, a. Flabby, soft, WK, 4%, $4086; lax in ree 

cipline, Arlee, Fave ; a man e lax er 

Lax, n. Diarrhea, Jj i. rs 

Laxative, n. tam. 
Laxity, x. Looseness, $4 #% ; laxity of texture, WA 

#5. FRNA; laxity of principles, Pek, Weise. 
Lay, v. ¢.; pret. and pp. laid. To put or place, 
WT. &. , %, WP: to prostrate, as corn 
or grain, 47 ffi J); to spread or set, $j; 

fo calm, #; to wage, irl; to place in the 
earth for growth, EAS to add, Jil, #8; 

bring forth, as eggs, ZE, Hk, TP ; to assess, ff 
fq ; to impute, as faults, fj HL; to enjoin, as a 
duty, HJ, BMY}; to scheme, #E; to lay a 

foundation, We IEUE, IE, FEAL, BIG, AVAL ; Lo 
lay the foundation of a state, [ij BIL, Al FE, 
HeF ; to lay the foundation of a building, 3% 
FASE, ar Sto to lay bricks, #APK; to lay a 
wall, #ffjis; to lay a snare, By E49; to lay an 
ambush, JP{R ; to lay the dust, as rain, PEE; 
olay hands on any one, ##=f; to lay eggs, 
4E a, Pak; to lay a cable, feiti; 0 lay wait 
for one, AEN, FER ZEA ; to lay straight or 
smooth, 4% ; to lay taxes upon the people, iE 
Bt, HABE; to lay siewe to a town, [AHK; to lay 
even, fs; to lay waste, #7 GR, Ge; to lay a 
wager, Hille ; to lay claim, gf; to lay a plot, 
=i “onal. a Tay the fault at his door, $i SE 3% 

(B, Fir SE GL, SE fl, ; to lay apart, to reject, F 
J, 3; to lay aside, to put off, JR, HE, BR, HH), 
fi ; lay aside your dress, }#tZ€; lay aside your 
cap and robes, make yourself comfortable, PR 
WH IRRZ. Wikre BEBE ; to lay aside doubts, PERE ; 

{o lay aside resentment, PRI, FEUL, FIR ; to 
lay aside study, fg &t, Seif; to lay aside some 
money, HF! (77 F¥ ; to lay aside, as a document, 
PETE, 32%; 1o lay away, to repcesit in store, 
fPeTH, UH, sxx ; to lay before, tp exhibit, #8 
fi] ; to lay before, to place before, f7% Rij; to lay 

* In Hongkong lawyers are known by YKff, advocates, 
and Wf ARG, RON 
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before, to state or inform, &e., 4, tap; to 
lay before a superior, F% i, 4; ne lay before 

a higher tribunal, [.#; to lay by, as money, 

est, PRE, Re HE ff | Ry, & MM, We IH to lay 
away a ship, JRé fy, Feat i ft; to lay by arms, 
Wo IH 32 HK, HEE: {o Tay down, to deposit, 

asa pledge, YE, TP RIK 5 
money, 7% 7 GR ; to lay dng n,asa problem, @x; | 

to lay down, to ae Be to lay down money, as 
a pledge, ilk #8; to try down, to give up, $f, 
3; to lay coe one’s arms, as rebels or sol- 
diers, #4 (%, Bk #5, HHL AA; to lay down 
one’s life for others, 7% AGRE ; to lay down | 
dangerous maxims, 4 jt bit 34@; to lay one’s 
self down, PJ, JAJK, TP life; to lay hold of, to 

sie, ESA, ARIE, LE, SIE, He 1 
to lay hold on, ##, @f£; to lay hold of any | 
one, HE A; to lay in, to st tore, ag; to lay in, to | 
provide Sc ae {ii Hi, F TALI 3 10 lay in order, 
Sli, Fg; to lay in provisions, as for a 

journey, ffi P#i{k®; to lay in ruins, Bey ; to | 

lay on, as blows, 4; to lay on, as taxes, (iE, 

Fi ; to lay on, as colors, f-; to lay on, as the 

hands, #%, #ff, J ; to lay on, asa burden, Fe; 
to lay heavy burdens on others, @@ J. a ; to | 
lay on colors, _f- &, ei f&, fa} @; to lay the | 
hand on the heart, fffth, ot, $2, HE, dhe; to 
lay the hand on ihe sword, fil}; to lay on 
one’s self, FJ, A Git AK; to lay on paultice, 
#); to lay one’s faults on others, Ff£FFi A, 
FE 7K J; to lay injunctions on one’s self, G | 

BE ATT, A BEA TK; to lay open, to open, fy: to 
lay open, to make bare, #2, BAS, Bebd. FT bi ; 
to lay one’s heart open, Biot, Ft; 
one’s self open to blame, Hi Si 5p, ve H TEE; 
to lay open, to reveal, 2A HJ; to lay out, toexpend, 

ii, FA, tL; to lay out, to plan, pf, 3 2; to lay | 
outa garden, i8 [AJ ; to lay out a park, je [A] ; to 
lay out corpse, ae to lay over, to spread 
over, as with gold, #: to lay over, to cover the 

surface, #3 ; 

to, to apply with vigor, Hi Jy, #)Jy; to lay 
to, to check the motion of the ship, #e}m; to 
lay together, to bring to one place, FztP, PST 
— If; to lay to heart, to permit to atfect 
greatly, dE E Br: to lay under military contri- 
bution, 45 NA} BG. OB ET; to lay 
under obligation, fA A hat, (i A eit ; to lay 
a field under water, ffak APA; to lay up, to 

store or hoard, #{3E, HEI, USA, EWE, SRE 
to lay up, to j weposit for future use, HX3Rk, to 5 

— 

to lay down earnest 

to lay | 

#2; (o lay to, to impute, fj Hl ; to lay | 

to lay up, to dismantle and place in dock, as a 
ship, ic @%, #49! ; to lay up money, AGLER 

2 lay up treasures, Je i: to lay siege, fi] LU 
fe; to lay wait, JPfR ; to lay the course, jf Sk; 
to lay or Spreud upon, Fil ; to lay the table, * 

Sita, DAE ae AF. DIVE. HERE ; (0 lay upon, 4, 
75, ok, ae. 

Lay, v.¢. To bring or produce, as an egg, ZE, PT; 
to lay about, @L47. @lLil, ZRF-4y ; to lay at, 

| 4y, Ady; lay at him, 4776; to lay in for, 

A, WA; to lay on, 47, 847, HAT; to lay 
out, to purpose, jg, #4; to lay out money, H! 
$f ; to lay out, to take measures, AR}; to lay 

upon, RIS, ig WR. 
| Lay, n. A stratum, ip. 

| Lay, n. A song, AK. 
Lay, n. fe \.- 

Lay-elder, n. W@E, WAL. 
| Lay-figure, Layman, n. Aff, Ax tR. 
_ Layer, n. A stratum, jg ; in layers, JX fe ; a layer 

of clay, —Ja Je. 
Layman, n. te NK. 

Laystall, n. A heap of dung, iets 
where dung is laid, BE UK, BENE ZK 

Lazar, n. Wi A. 
| Lazar-house, n. CT Bi 

| Lazaret, Lazaretto, n. $2 pi, BE Fi. 

the place 

Laziness, n. (HORS, ERTS, ERG; slowness, Rie, 
| Lazuli, n. See Lapis. | Pye fe 
Lazy, a. PEOVA ARE Te oy wien {ES (ETE, BAA, a 

PE, (ar (A. (it B, WR; imcurably lazy or lazy 

hones, (VE, — Sy MOR. F268 MEDI ; a lazy 
glutton, 7 BH; sluggish, PHSB; inactive, 

Lea, Ley, n. ¥t Sth, Huy. | (fi PEL 
| Leach, n. RIK. 

| ee n. IK IKE. 

Lead, n. £, BG, FFA; pig lead, #H¥; lead in 

sheets; ES} ; acetate of lead, gh Hk; carbonate 

of lead, w hite lead, €£$}; red lead or minium- 
lead, #LIJ-, ALE}; plaster of lead, £} yAK ; lo- 

tion of lead, #}7]¢ ; the sounding lead, IOLE, Ht 
Se to throw the lead, 4t%¢ ; to split a dollar 

and put lead between the blades of silver, # 
#S; {o cut a piece of silver out of the centre of 
a dollar and insert a piece of lead, 4p 7 ; al- 
loyed with load, $$}; a lead pencil, #43; 
lead cansisters for tea, $f He; lead foil, $84; 

leads for separating lines of types, [A] f7#He. 
egy: n. EB. 

Lead, v. ¢. ort. ; pret. and pp. led. 5, S138, te 

* Ini foreign eee 
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$6, 33, 1, TM, 
28, HA, 0, Blo, 

HEF FCF. HS TR: to lead the way, a 

8, BIER. HR, EG; to direct, 4H, IEU] 5 to 
lead astray, 3] Hi, GFF ; to lead away, 5[Z; 
to lead out, BPH}; to lead in or into, gjH£, 5] 
A; to lead along, 4] i; to lead, as troops, aR 
fH, $3 fA. 48; to lead troops, HES, AS fil, HAS 5 

to Jead an army, #4, fA i; to lead the of- 
ficers, #4 ; to lead an insurrection, {3 gl ; 
to lead parties, (2°, 4822 ; to allure, 9% z¥ ; to 

$2.98, FES), 2E4s, HH nA, 
Fe, 4348; to lead by the hand, 

lead customs, 43346 ; to lead in the path of 

education, #38, Ji #2; to lead them on in| 

obedience, JI|ILMAZE ; to lead on water, 4] 7c ; 

to lead off water, G]IKHI, eK, HX; to lead 

captive, He, FEIK. 

Lead, n. To take the lead, 4 5] Bf, (ERAS, A8hH, 

so, (Ba. 
Lead-pencil, n. £}7E. 

Leaden, a. £h, SRE, $19 

let, $098, £0 15. 

Leader, n. (8, (30H, 4868, (200, fe, 5188, a 
DA BO ASST LB 5 the leader 
of an insurrection, 48 @ (#4; the leader of an 
army, 4%, Tcfit ; a leader of cavalry, w)EG 5 a 
leader of the van-guard, #PH74i— 5 a leader of the 
empire, KP fi; a leader of the road, FF 9% 4 
there is no leader, #€21{ % ; the leader of a 

faction, {8 ; a leader of a newspaper, 3k, 
= HEL | ‘i 

Leading, ppr. or a. Leading by the hand, #§=F ; 
leading, as factions, {f, ; leading, as troops, #F, 
42, 243; leading, as water, 4H]; leading, as the 
road, #8, §[; alluring, ZY; a leading man, 

(4, AE; a leading idea, FA, WHE. SUE: 
the leading question, #f ft). 

Leading-strings, n. pl. 51x. STAD. 
Leaf, n.; pl. Leaves. Leaf of a hook or of plants, 

HE, HEF, HEF ; one leaf of a book, —F¥ 5a 
leaf of a tree, —J@RE, —}eHE; the leaf ofa 
window, —Ef, —-f&; the leaf of a door or 
sereen, Ji, [i]; a leaf used for painting, #3 {Ee 
Hy we gare > old leaf, 42H]; the falling of the 
leaf or leaves, dh} 22, Ih) S04) Gt ASS YA 5 to turn 

over a leaf, ##;—%§ ; the movable side of a table, 

Leaf-bud, n. 3235. | —- 3. 

Leaf-fan, n. 35 hj. | 
Leafed, pp. or a. #fFH= ; a one-lerfed door, Fi PY ; 

a two-leafed door, #4 PY, ify Jj4 fY; a douhle-leafed 
screen, fj habeltl. Sec Leaved. 

Leafless, a. Leafless, as tree, FE 
= ve Sli Pah 

D aeey = 

Ht | 

, £h fk fy ; a leaden Lul-— 

| Leaflet, n. BE (¢, HEF. 
“League, n. Alliance, 84, #4, 24), $244. 
League, v. i. $Ei2, #94, BEML, BH, SEFE; to 

league together, I &, Rez. 

League, n. In England and Ameriea, three miles, 

Soe. 
Leagued, pp. or a. HE QS, HEFT. 
Leak, v. 7c. ti, Sve, WE, fit, WW, BE; to leak out, 

as water, {HH!, JEHE; to leak out, as a secret, 

Wee, Wg. 
Leak, n. iE, $8, WHE; to spring a leak, PERE; 

to spring a leak by running against something, 
dit Z ; to repair a leak, #1 7R. 

Leaky, a. fe; a leaky ship, jee fF; a leaky 
house, J# jj 3a leaky woman, jf 1 #. 

Lean, v. 7. ‘To deviate or move from a straight or 
perpendicular line, {fj ; to lean on, upon or 

against, Pe, 4, AGL, BEE, AEE, ARSE, aR, 
1K, (3, A, Mt, Ne, BE; to lean on or upon, #, 
SE. Ay; to lean on a railing, FEA; to lean on 
a person, PEGE A, FIN; you can lean forwards 
or backwards, ijt) Ye BY > to lean on a 

table, Pete, fay, SE IL, EE JL, SE 3s; to lean on 
a stalf, (pet, tit; lean upon my arm, Pes 
TRF, (AE HF; she leans on his arm, 4 APE 
JH 4B OS BE, Hay A fla FF; to lean the head 
against the wall. Pej, “PAE; to lean over, BE 
jth, GEG, ss ; they lean to their old customs, 
{fi fo) FE HE; to lean to one side, {fj Si;— js, Be 
4; to lean towards, {fF Inj, (fi Sit, PR Ia. 

Lean, v. t. To incline, {fj fry ; lean it against this, 
Pe iy We fy ; lean it against this side, #edH MEI, 

BUTE We. 
Lean, a. Wanting flesh, J, J, ia. HG, Jee, WR, 

JU PE, FE, JE, He, WEE; to grow lean, Aba ; 
very lean, $£3#; not too lean and not too fat, 

DPE LIES JAE, WLI EME, PNR ; excessively lean 
or emaciated, yu An4e, Acide; lean meat, 34 
A, JAE; a lean, cadaverous look, Je Is ; 
lean soil, Jay, Jig. 

Lean-faced, a. 34: [ij fry. 
Leaned, pp. Pei, SEB, (AT. 
Leaning, ppr. or a. Leaning towards, {fj [nJ, BR 

fir, Pefy ; to stand without leaning to one side, 

ap Aw; {0 sit in a leaning or careless posture, 

fii AB. 
Leanness, n. Jui, #EJGF; poverty, He. 

Leap, v. ¢. ov t. Dik, BB, HE, DE, BE, TELE, 
D&HE; to leap over, KEL, Bb. DEUS, FRB; 
to leap about, APSAE, MAWES; to leap or 
jump the dragon’s mouth, to rise rapidly, 



ji; to leap up, DEELAE; to leap into, PEYA, 
Lk ; to leap over, to overstep, as steps, orders, 
&e., PAA; to leap, as for joy, wisi; 

for joy, $x ve RB. 
Leap, n. A jump, —E. 
Leap-frog, n. A game, 87968 , WEB TS TF ZK. 

Leap-year, n. JE) AE, FSF. 

Leaped, pp. Dki, DET. 
Leaper, n. WEB. 
Leaping, ppr. wk. 
Learn, v.t. or 7. &; to learn by imitation, 2, | 

(x, 8%, Fifi; I learn from you, J¥ St Fd fin; to | 
learn with diligence, $j &t, Akt) St, Jy 4; to | 
learn by heart, Ji] Be, Fy iy, FH; to oy 

learn by hear-say, H&f], JE5L; to learn by a | 

communication, 7441; to learn tactics, ABqC ; 
to commence lo learn, %)&, 448; to learn 
and practice, #8749; to learn about, 47H. 

Learned, Learnt, pp. Sih, fiji, FEZ); 1 learnt 
= 

it from this, pA Jk ia. 
Learned, a. Versed in literature and science, fi 

SOE, MA, AA, Bee, BS CM 
_ the learned, HL, WE H, fire, SHES +; a 
‘learned person, 
NK, HS; the learned profession, “4g. 

Learner, n. B¢E, Se. 
Learning, n. &&%, @. 3, &t fi], @2 Bl, F Bt; the 

path of learning, § 2% 3#; superior learning, 
KS, |S; profound learning, BL 3a, FR 
SL; extensive learning, fij,; the learning of 

SED 

fie Fi. ZEB. 
the West, Py 4; learning is a treasure at hand, 

to leap 

SAWN, CHEZ A, HERZ 

Lease, n. dt, HERS, HLT, HILAL. HLAA; * to take 
a lease of, fA dit; to let by lease, #$4fE; earnest | 
money of a lease, HESFIFF; to make a lease, oF 

Hit; the lease of a house, BR 4if; the lease of a 
shop, #J}£; to take on lease, #1‘. 

Lease, v. t. FHL, @, FA"; fo lease to another, Hf | 
Leased, pp. or a. FL J, ta J. 

Leasehold, n. #12 2. 
Leascholder, n. WF #4. 
Leash, n. JAE, SB. 

(HEB. | 

LEA 

BRE AG; not the least, not in the least, #f 
Sue, 2s 40k, af Ait, — (vy Mi SE; at least, at the 
loast, Hi, Hy; If you cannot give me ten, give 
me at least one, HERA R— >. Ai 

“Ff Su Bt — fH. 
| Least, n. BoE, BoB, fob ew. 
| Leather, n. jk, WK, HY, HP Ks a dresser of 

leather, ye UF; to curry leather, #ER. 
Leather, a. Leathern, j&, J&%BE; a leather purse 

or bag, jeES, QREES, phe; a leather girdle, 

yee ; leather shoes, ska. 

Leather-dresser, n. JRE, #4. 

Leathern, a. Jk PE, J&A, eR. 
Leave, rv. ¢. ; pret. and pp. left. ‘To quit, fF, Gi; 

to forsake, HE, FIG, HAG. $I, MIE, SEs 
{o leave behind, to forget to take away, i, 

1%, HAUS, wR: {0 leave a book behind, wi— 
ip ar dk ay ar: to leave by will, @t TP, if 
v£: to leave intentionally, Bey; to leave with 
one, §Y J; to leave a little space, #7 ¢ J; to 

leave {o posterity, jf TF FH, a Wt F HH; to 
leave a posterity, #4; to leave the world, as 
one who becomes a Buddhist or who dies, # 

fib, aiqik, Jetlk, Fc ME: I leave the choice to 
you, (¢ (pk FE, FE (ie BE FE; I leave it to you, 

AR (Gn -E; Jeave him to himself, 15 $7 BB iE, 

FSET, TRINA, (EAE. SESE A; to leave off, 
jk, ZE, 42; to leave off work, #ET, 4571, ; to 

leave off opium-smoking, #IB}F; to leave off 
drinking, JRiH; leave off quarreling, FEGF; to 
leave out a letter, iif — 74 24, fe — 7; to 
leave ont a passage, §f{—fiJ; leave out one, Hf 
—-74s; to leave a party, WE4t; to leave for a 
short while, #7), #7 KE; fo leave the public 

service, OPE, Wf, BU, HER. HE, HB: 
I cannot leave him, MEASTHAB, #8 AF fit; to 
leave a friend, 3 3299 A ; to announce to leave, 
4. BE - a card to take leave, #¥ FF fh; to leave 
for Canton, PEs ’Y bX; when you leave, you 
must announce it (to your superior), Hh 
Ae 
cis 

| Leave, n. Permission, 76, i. i; farewell, fF; 

Least, a. #4, Ah, Fol, sie; not the least | 
fear, — frj AB WE $4, 3 I WWE; not the least | 

wrong, (MBAS, + AMDMEST, SO HE, 
* The person who lets calls the lease 4, the lessee calls 

the instrument $f. 
+ These sentences are so quickly pronounced as to make 

it impossible for any person to get a correct idea of the 
characters probably meant, e. g. ti to mo ts’o (AYSR4T SH), 
yat it te mo ts’o (—fy ARES). 

ceremony of departure, ERI; to grant one 

leave, HEA, HEN, FEAL: by your leave, ffp 
HiFtIK: give me leave, 1h 5 AK, HEA, nf AM 5 
{o take leave, 4i- §¥, FEM; leave of absence, ffi, 
WH HE BIE fF; to ask for leave of absence, 3 ffx, 
se ia 

tr [t+ : ee a 

Leaved, a. Leafed, 3 fy, #7 HE; leaved, as a 
door, screen, &¢., Jj, — ij; a double leaved 
door, 7 APY; broad-leaved, RHE AY. 
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Leayen, n. n. We, HE HE, HS x ay, be aya, * 2 | Tieech- fities n. WEES leech: line on Chinese sails, 

dried leaven, WE #, Wei #; *a cake be he | rahe 
BE BF, BEF ; to remove the leaven, PEAK. | Leek, n. ae * =F, * $i; leek-creen, AUER, Ff. 

Leaven, v. ¢. JEP, YE HK; to raise with leaven,) Leer, x. 7. Shad, Hiatt, Temtt, AB AB- 
as dough, #& R¥, ewe; to taint, 7, HHP. | Leer, v. ¢. To allure with smiles, 5% B. 

Leavened, pp. or a. WE, BEIGE; leavened bread, a Lees, n. le Wa), 745, 72. 
Leavening, ppr. JE BER, HERE. | Ha I. | Left, a. #3 right and left, 4:4; the left hand, 
Leaves, n. pl. of leaf, which see. ey the left side, 7:j% ; turn to the left side, 

Leaving, ppr. Quitting, FE, J, $8; retiring, as inet 725% ; the left hank of a river, it 7 As 

an. officer, ii, 3%: leaving for a while, 4; | the left wing of a house, R2AB. 
leaving off, % ¥Y ILE, He; leaving to one’s self, (| Left, pret. and pp. of leave. Quitted, BET, T 5 

TEN, ABBA. | parted, 4E GES, HT; left an office, Fe J, 
Leavings, n. pl. Things left, {rye 22. WA HY, BVT; left to you, fy ZEfK; left to your 

WF; remnant, }p, €), RELI, He, BS HBR. | convenience, JS f/r fH, Fe (ih GE left behind 
Lecher, n. 18 (4 #. | unintentionally, 7, HLT, HAT. Ue 
Lecherous, a. me Ag PE, WE fy, AA, | C; left behind intentionally, & 2H aT left by 
EA, WE HR, RIE. | ls 3p ; the body left by one’s parents, ji 
hae n. OR, MIELE, ATE PI ZS. - left out a character, Hikz—4F, MT — 
Lectionary, n. BERS. | are ; left over pa above, Fel], jer Fe] ; not any- 
Lecture, n. A discurse read or pronounced on any thing left over, Amey], ine 74-Je] ; there is some 

subject, aif, #t;a lecture on a religious subject, | 

Se 2h, Ht: a formal reproof, #* PF; a curtain | 
ee left, #f#l] ; property left at death, Fi] ¥ 
a only 2 little is left, i) APE; left nothing 

lecture, [4 #e; to give one a severe lecture, fig By will, Ams T. 

i= eLY Left-handed, a. 7¢ =F (MORE, 72 4g; unlucky, 
Lecture, v. 7. 7; to lecture on the laws of nature, AH, Af; left-handed marriage, BVA 

nee CE BE ; ve lecture on morals, ifs (4S. GSE FB; oy tet FLARE. 
to lecture to one, ¥h J; (0 lecture on mysterious | Leg, m. fa, ITE, SM"; the calf of the leg, Aa I, 
doctrines, ji uh 2 3B to lecture on mysteries, | ARE, JAV'RE Tk, ARIA HES legs of birds or animals, 
attakt. | JJ; arms and legs, ea PUYe. AZ; the bone 

Lecturer, n. ##§4%, HE; lecturer to His Imperial | of the leg, gr, Ar-Ar; between the legs, HET, 
Majesty, fat; a preacher, aia %. | FES a lee of mutton, 263; a leg of veal, 4 

Lecturing, pp. ai ; reproving, #F. | 4#-48; the leg of a stocking, #Egh; a leg for a 
Ledge, n. A stratum, J; a ridge, #3, H%; a ridge stocking, #¥#; a black-leg, #EAHM; to break a 

of rocks near the surface of the sea, mA }#. leo, iAH. ZENS fF; to set a ‘leg, BEAM; the leg 
Ledger, n. The principal book of aceounts, HEX of a table, #4 fi; the lee of an angle, efi. 

BD, HES HAGE, HOS. | Leg-bail, n. ‘lo give leg-bail is to escape from 
Lee, n. Dregs, sediment, Jil, 72, 7. custody and ran away, 6 HE. 

Lee, n. A sheltered place, #6), 7 2, F 3%; that Legacy, n. A bequest, iT ZE, ET ZH; a 
part of the hemisphere towards which the wind | pious legacy, JES. 
blows, ji 4; under the lee of, P fil 12; | Legal, a. ‘According to law, fiz", AVEAT, HR 
the Tee of an island, 7 §P3%; the lee of the | TE, HAYS, GERI AS, Ze A; a Towel deed, #1 
shore, $27 #R3% ; under the lee ofa ship, #yP BZ. FP4Z; legal crimes, #7245 IF 

Lee- zsitone’ n. Pi Fi | Jal F&- Peonise See Pi Ra 
Lee-side, n. P Jil 7.34. Legalize, v. t. ‘To sa lawful, LUPE, BR 

Seeeaaral a. or adv. Pf hil Zi. Ait, EFS, BGP. 
Leech, n. PEL an, A DEL, ofc HES, NEU FE; the horse- Legally, adv. Fill, » ARE legally given, Tall FR, 18 

leech, Fathi, FS iti, vigdee ; to apply leeches, fy se EGE, Ae Poll, Pi RE 

FR. * Uncertain. 

; In China a woman is placed at the right, the left heing 
* The characters marked *chiefly stand for leaven, bari | the place of honor; a left-handed marriage, therefore, re- 

and other sediments used in fermenting dough, &e., and in | quires some explanation to distinguish it from a marriage 

the alae of liquor. | with a woman of equal rank. 
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Legate, n. (fifa, KE. 
Legatee, n. FI POR, HIRT K- 

Legation, n. KX RSE, KE REA. 
Legend, n. 4 fi, flu; legends of saints, He A 

2. fh, FEA ZI; sacred legends, He fit, He si ; 

fabled legends, pig fi, Mil, FEM 2 alt, LEME, Ste 

Legendary, a. A f&ipe, (iy, 6 (48 (ry; legenda- 
ry tales, 7 ff, Ait. 

Legendary, n. A book of legends, 7 fi. 
Leger, n. See Ledger. 
Legerdemain, n. Ub}, FEVE, SESE, HEE id. 
Legged, a. Fy Hi. 
Leggin, Legging, n. Leggin in China, reaching 

to the ankles and fastened to the girdle, ii ; 
gaiters, reaching from the ankles to the knees, 
and worn in central and north China, ek, #7 

Wa, Wid, #25. 
Legibility, n. ], OU aR @, BYE UE. 
Legible, a. That may be read, By 38 796, SRE HE, 

WA); to write a legible hand, #5 75a. 

Legibly, adv. MW; legibly written, ‘5 75} AW, 7574 

SA, BRM. web. 
Legion, n. In Roman antiquity, a body of infantry 

cons:sting of different numbers of men at dif- 
ferent periods, from three to five thousand, By 
= pit fF i ; in China, 12, 500, HE; a legion 
of 2,500, fi}; a great number, 3. 

Legislate, v.z. ‘To make or enact a law or laws, 

wid, IE, EL, If. 
Legislation, n. SEZ, fill Ze. 
Legislative, a. Ai: (1%5,E fl) A; legislative coun- 

cil (term used in Hongkong), %€ fill #4), * FE 

il AD, ac toll se Be. 
Legislator, n. RIE, WHE, EG, ERP 

4, ed RB 
Legislature, n. op 7e #4 #h, BLIFAAM ; the supreme 

power of a state, PREF. 

Legitimacy, ». Gia, iE, HI, hie Ze; 
legitimacy of a measure, & jd: 2% 47 Fy, TRIE | 

2 fF. 
Legitimate, a. > 73:0, (iE 15, RIE, A IE; 

genuine, JE, 3%; a legitimate child of the 
principal wife, #-F, TE HI, iF; a legitimate | 

( 673 ) LEN 

| HG Pill 4% #7; legitimate and spurious, JETS, 
| 4; legitimate goods, TERRE, IEBAKZHs a 

legitimate wife, fo UE, IES, AB, EME, K 

WEF. 
| Legitimate, v.t. To render legitimate, v7 4 7; 
| to invest with the rights of a lawful heir, + 

FG IEF We RG id - 
| Legitimately, adv. (iE. HRS, AIH, WATE. 
Legitimist, n. HfjeH. 
Legume, Legumen, n. 7. 
Leguminous, a. Fé) PF, FEA, FE. 

Leisure, n. [Bj], WR, WES, 2 UD, WSR, He BP, 
to be at leisure, FEY], AIK, Hi, BES, Aly, 
AF I; to love leisure, AF Py, Ai, BB, Wd; 
an idler loves leisure, ji = 4 [4]; no leisure, 
pe FALE], Amen; to steal a leisure amidst press- 
ing business, fim (ir E3) tte aby] ; pure leisure, 
really nothing to do, j¥J; to take advantage 
of a leisure moment, #27403], FEM; to live at 
leisure, 3% J&, [y] BEX; very little leisure, Ff 
AAT; quict leisure, 47%; to-morrow, when 
at leisure, Hewes fe. 

Leisurely, adv. #24, [ETE AS, TEAK, Fz, IK, 
Ree, WANG, HNL, GRR, ATL, HH, BAR, 
WM, He Oe OER. 

Lemna, n. #3. 
Lemon, n. #243; lemon juice, PERRY, REARK. 
Lemonade, n. # REA IK, ty BA IK. 
Lend, v. t.; pret. and pp. lent. (#38, (FF, fF, Ee, 

4§ 3: ; to afford aid, Hf; to lend money at in- 
terest, fF HIRE; to lend at interest, fy, 
HF; some money to lend, 47 sR HIF; to lend 
money, ER, ARHe; to lend to the government, 
Wk Ef HE; to lend an ear, fy A, iH, (i A ih 
He: to lend a hand, Hye, Hse, Hi — FF ZI; 
to lend to others, ff 3 J\; to borrow and lend, 
fi ae fF; T lend this to you, AR ARIE N35 th. 

Lender, n. IRAE A. 
Lending, ppr. ffi, fF; assisting, Hf. 
Length, x. $; the length and breadth, Ex, 

Jeff]; measures of length, ye; what is the 
leneth? #4, BPE; length of time, A, tH; 
the length of days, H %; the lengh of the 
country is, P¥fz; its length is about, ff; 

child of a concubine, BG -, + fi] Hi; the legi- | 
* “ . syd | 

timate heir of a nobleman, 43}; a legitimate | 

act or course, KIEL FF, IE ZA, MIEZ FF, | 

* An objectionable term. | 
+ The children of a concubine get an equal share of the 

father’s property; the eldest son only Leing entitled to a 
double or larger share. 

the length and breadth of a country is, fq #t 
fix; 10 lie at one’s length, (HPN, A BA; to 
keep one at arm’s length, JE @UE RT, Hits 
; a picture at full length, & fe % H; at 
length, in the full extent, BIW, -~B ZR; 
at length, at last, Wye JE, 36%; the whole 

4G 

length of the way, — §% Z% ig; I cannot go 



LEO 
that length with you, TRIE hil ip 25 OE SE, au 

SE Z ie HEI FF. 2 oO Te GG GE. 

Lengthen, v. t. $&, (PSS, Wie, BR. OR, (AB, 

(674 ) 

| 

$e, (4S, BL 4S, (Je; lengthen it, fey ; | 
to lengthen one’s 
en one’s stay for a few days, 3 ft #8 A; to 
lengthen a word, 5-7 @. 

_ Lengthen, v. 7. To grow in length, 4A. 
Lengthened, pp. or a. REIS, HET. 
Lengthening, ppr. &, f2%. eR, Mik, ER: 

continuing in duration, He. 
Lengthwise, adv. #4E, HEE, fife; lengthwise 

and crosswise, icf. 
Lengthy, a. f%, jj; a lengthy discourse, 5% 7} 

if, sae Feil, tina 
Lenieney, n. ® ; leniency and severity of the law, 

A 2. 
Lenient, a. Sf, #8, AA, TEAR, a ES, ik, 

Way, WM, Beth, HAE. AAS. 1B to he leni- 
ent to others’ faults, ee es Ze ; 
difficult io he lenient, At, HEAR; emollient, 

iP). BEG. HPL h ey, SE 
Leniently, adv. it AN YAS; 

Dik, WE HE. AEN 
#, coe 

Lenity, n. a A I. TEA 
severity, Wa ai, 4m fee, A ik 

78 At, oe tenderness, 2&:; mercy, 2&3E; to 

. show lenity to others, 4" J\. #4 4274 J ; to show 
lenity to criminals, 4. 9@, #8 5E J\. 4 SE A. 

Lens, n. ; pl. Lenses. j#$% ; crystalline lens of the 
eye, []f¥K; a double convex lens, BR, PR, He Thi 

pyse ; a concave lens, fil]; a convex lens, Vy 
BE, MRR, TSE; a plano convex lens, Ht pire ; 

a concave-convex lens, )"; [il] AA A €% ; a plano 
concaye lens, Me ffi [ll] 4%; an achromatic lens, 
4 ff $5; lens that is concave causes light to 
diverge, and that which is convex causes it to 
converge to a focus, [US iE AY HE EBA Fa iE 

FENN TEA. 
Lent, pret. and pp. of lend. fF ET. FRAT 

Lent, n. The quadragesimal fast, or fast of forty 

days, Heat. HICK. DAP. 
Lenticular, a. J fv, WIE. 
Lentiform, a. Jim u3 JG. 
Lentil, n. a 

Lentor, n. Tenacity, jj], EX}i); slowness, #28 ; 
thickness of fluids, 4. 

Leonine, a. #i¥ (yy, AUS. LF Ii F ; leonine 
verses, fe]. * 

* Medhurst. 

7H Ar; lenity and 

; mildness, 78 3, 

stay, WEE, JE HE; to length- | 

to ireat leniently, | 
: difficult to treat leniently, HE | 

LET 

Leontodon chinensis, n. Pananea sD Bi. 
Leopard, n. 3. 

| Leper, n. FEI, Hal HE, I A; a male leper, 
Wicd FE 5 a female leper, ity BE; the leper vil- 

lage near Canton, Jick Be. 
Lepidopter, n.; pl. Lepidoptera. hyjnlt 7 #3. 
Lepisma, n. af, We, Gian. | FEFR. 
Lepra, Leprosy, n. Ee, BOK: to get the leprosy, 
Leprous, a. To he or become leprous, #85, ZEA 

Th, FLT - 
Less, a. HY, PH; a little less, Jp—Ag, PAZ 
tee more or less, 2 Jy; neither mage nor 

less, AA AG; in a less degree, HEN} ; less 

than an hour, P#ig—SBise, AjAz—BeR; still 
less, Jp, pi 24>; to crow less, AE; the 
less the better, $k Jp bk kF ; less dangerous, 4m€ 
BET [er ; cannot 

% ;* less wil 

(give it) for a: GARE, OF Re 

| do, fie 4 78 
| Lessee, n. WR oe 
| Lessen, v.t. dh, EY, 44, FH, iH, PRY, WW, #€, 

Hi]; to lessen a little, fA, HR—AYy; -to lessen 

the bpHiCe, REEL. dG (EGE; to lessen the value of, 
fH 8%, 74, Ta GE; to lessen one’s reputation, 7 
Se, $8 A EL, FASE A EZ ; to lessen friend- 
ship, AEG, iit Act. 

Lesser, a. Tho], Hi 3M. 
Lesson, n. Ft, Fen; daily lesson, W #!; a por- 

tion of Scripture read in divine service, =f ; 

precept, #, fl]; reproof, #47 ; a useful lesson, 

36 Jl], SE 2%; to give one a severe lesson, frie 
A; to learn cues lesson, G72; to learn 

one’s lesson by ae Alu ae > {o say one’s 
lesson, 8— ##, Ay Jey a : this is your les- 
son, BE A AS neal W574 isl, ; a musical Jes- 
son, — piss 5]. 

Lessor, n. Hite lhe, MN, mE, PEGE NA. 
Lest, conj. 2%, tH, WE, ZetA ; lest he go away 

IES. 
Let, v. ¢. To permit, , 7%, 478, hy, fe, AE 7S, 

if Ba, Path, FENG, (EGE, A, 1, HE; to lease, 
te HIE: to retard, FAA; to ‘impede, BAL, bi 
ie: to let alone, yh: let me alone for that, 
(CAVE ; let him alone, -AeR{B, F874, ne 
JPME; to let me alone, PKA Fp HEM, hh; 
let me do as I please, F#4R A i, hy HAC A fai; 
let down, #3, HET ; let down the sail, PS iBH, 
TRE; to let go, Hk, FB, i, FP, HF; to let go, as 

a rope, Hes, KF. He FB, TRIES ; to let go, as 

a bird, Fk, Fe4E ; let me go out, RAR HIPS, FF 
FHA, HERMIPY; to let go, fly, &e., Pi; to 
ea BREE used by ‘shopmen. 

2h 
ao 

ED A 
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let falla word, i—) Bik, At ; to let a 
fart, wie ; to let loose, to free from restraint, 
WEE, FEE, Wish, YE; to Ict loose, as a string, 
ip He ; to let in or into, eye A, ThA, WA FE 
pA; to let down into a pit, $yFHe ; to let into, 
as a tongue of a carriage into an axle, frets, 3R 
A; to let in, to suffer to enter, #F A; to let 

blood, FX fi; to let out, WH! ; to let out, asa 

secret, TY, WPF, WHE, HEIL, WIR; to let out a 
secret, WAS Hr, Wig KEGY; to let out for hire, 
“Hif@; to let off, to discharge, ; to let off 

crackers, tit Sfr ; to let off water, Fk 7}¢ ; to let 

flow off, #@ ; to Iet fly an arrow, fi 47 ; let them 
put them as they like, p& {U4# ffi ; why do you 
let him come in? 4B AMR UE, £5 fit 
HEF ; let him speak, Fea, py lez, Ge fs 
st; let.it not be so, 1 Ay Oh, A BY Au pe, Wy 

Biba ; let him do it, RAL. MUU 2, FE LAS 
zz; to let see, fMy,; let me see, fA PEAY, HI 
Be ; please let me see him, jj 36€— JL ; to let 
the cat out of the bag, ell FS RHA; to let 

water on a field, HiyKAHI; let us go! a; 
let us go together, #M af ; shall let you know 
it, Ora (rl, Fes FF RH ; to let to travelers, 

fikhe4s ; let me try, AKG, Ail ; 
to let one’s tongue run, fit. 

Let, n. A retarding, Pf ; without let or hindrance, 

See LEE 
Lethargie, Lethargical, a. Drowsy, 4 [3], —UR HE 

Vial, OURS, ERAS, IME 7 TL, EP ER A - 
Lethargy, n. al, [AE Fife ; dullness, effi. 
Letter, n. One who permits, py 3%, aF# ; a blood- 

letter, Fut #- 

Letter, n. Leiter of the alphabet, 3 Bk, 4, a07F ; 
a capital letter, ALF ; printing letters, types, 
F7, By 5 a mark, 229% ; a single letter, Ht 

=; a double letter, 77-42, BEF ; a succession of 
letters, #24 ; Roman letter, AR AS 4¢; Italic let- 
fers, LIA ef: ; to print in Italies, Fp J,,F7y— 

si J,'72 ; a letter or cpistle, #2, EHS, Hla, 
He, HAL, HE; according to the letter of the | 

law, (eid: 7 2F* ; your letter, # pA Ae py ae BL ae 
FF 38 TEA, HEAL ; to opena letter, (5, HAZ, 
PR(Z, BE; to close a letter, HSH, HO ; 

one letter, —-3}{%; to write a letter, EH} {zs ; 
to send a letter, #{%, ##{# ; to direct a letter, 

ES (2 ye, 5 HK ja letter of introduction, ja; 
_a letter of attorney, #22; letter of credit, He 
§R 2, #8, Bt; letters-patent, if Hr, EI, 
SBE, EB, FH ; figurative names for a letter, 
48 8, FEAL, BEAM ; dead letter, fey. 

Letter, v. t. To letter, as a book, $474, FF. 

Letter-hoard, n. 27:8. 
Letter-case, n. 27285. 
Letter-founder, n. $3753. 

Letter-press, n. Ff) ge 28. 
Letter-writer, n. ‘£3 {S%p§, 83 (2 (vj ; the manifold 

lei{ter-writer, SF ey. 

Lettered, pp. $4 fF; a lettered beok, @ FFA Fy. 

Lettered, a. Literate, 7k 30 6¢, Fk 52 (1y ; versed in 
literature and science, 47 2 AtAy, A AF. 

Lettering, ppv. or n. FAeF. 
Lett.ng, ppr. Letting, as a house, '[f  ; permit- 

ting, $8, i, HE; suffering, Z. 

Lettuce, n. ARSE; bitter lettuec, HP HAE; red 
capuchin lettuce, #£2e. 

Leuce, n. G &. 

Leuco-ethiopic, a. White and black, as an albino 
of a negro race, Gy MEME J. 

Leuciscus, n. See Dace. 
Leucoma, n. Afbig. 

Leucorrhea, n. Ye Ae, Ale, Ae yag. 
Leucosoma, n. Ay fifi. 
Levant, a. Fes, Te Heh. 
Levantine, a. Levantine satin, 7Leeife. 

Leyator, n. UHL. 

Levee, n. The time of rising, #U4 2 jij, HB; 
the levee of a prince, #]; to hold a levee, BH ; 
to attend a levee, Si %}; lo be presented at a 

levee, 5] Fl. ; 
Level, a. Horizontal, 2]:; even, 23, we, 34, Fpl, 
fl ey. —#ETSHs equal in rank, ZBHE, ZESE, fia] 

Ge; a level ground, 7 jh, ASE, ABE, HB, 
RE; a level highway, 2EI#A Rs ; a level road, 
ZB ER, 2238, HEWE; to make level, #623, AS. 

Level, v.t. 47 4, He PE, HEZE, HE; 10 level the 

empire, 2EXT ; to level a mountain, 22 |p; to 
level with the ground, as a house, JR, #I ZB, 
#49 2E Jt; to level with the hand, jp sxe 2p, 
$§ ; to level with a strike, as a measure, & ; to 
level at, to point, Fpy, Fi7ifE, JF; to level a field, 
Fy 22 FAS, 2 FA; to level a hill or mound for 
sacrificing on, jay qj; to level at, to aim at, 

as a remark, ff; to level a road, 229%, 4h Ib38, 
We ZR EPS ; to adapt, apy. 

Level, x. A horizontal line, 28, 3438, 9%; upon 
the same level, 284 ; water level, 9K2Z£, IKHE ; 
to strike a level, #£; standard rule, j:; plan, 
scheme, fal. 

Leveled, pp. ora. FU 7238, HET, ET. FA. 
Leveler, n. #7 EH, 22% ; a leveler of the ground, 

Leveling, ppr. or a. #72, 28; leveling at, Fa, H¥. 
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Lever, Ne Hai, ES 6, BE, BE, #, FPR, he 
#F ; a lever or handpike, #¥; a lever or poker, 
for raising the coals, RS, APE; a lever watch, 
Bg FEZ; a simple lever, Wi fy; a compound 
lever, jf 48 ; pivot of a lever, (F356, Haft. 

Leveret, n. FEAF, iB, 3, HIE —Se 2 ME a. 
Leviable, a. BY{iE, BY Hit. 
Leviathan, n. BER. 
Levied, pp. TES, WT. 
Levigate, v.t. To plane, flj7P, RE2E ; 

grind fine, BRAS, HELIA. 
Levite, n. FUATE A. 
Leviticus, n. Ai] AR ae. 
Levity, n. Lightness, #yp, Yi, GARE, Hea, AE 

WORE, WEE, oS, ETE, SOP DAL, HMI con- 
temptible levity or conduct, #@ 8K; levity in 
actions, #4 #2 ff; to assume levity of deport- 
ment, Pk. 

Levy, v.t. 4E, JiR, 4H, FU, FEW, TERR, He ; to levy 
dutics, [RBE, TEBE, Hk, RE; to levy an in- 
come tax, 4lAeotl, $hie4e; to levy duty on 

landed property, Puy HE, feet to levy aes 

WR fz, Ht, MR, AR, fete Hie; to levy 

war contributions, 4H'a7G, “HWE fi. 

Levy, n. Levy of troops, #8 4¢; the new levy, #f 
jt % de; the four kinds of levies in ancient 

times were #H, HY, 72, wh. 

Levying, pp. WR, iE, il, We. 
Lewchew, n. Ft. 
Lewd, a. Given to unlawful ieee of lust, 7%, 

ATE, ALA, EEE, MOTE, ME, 2: wiekod, Mh 
EE Pana ASE = vile, ERE: profligate, WEE ; 

lewd words, 7 ; lewd books, 72 ; lewd pas- 
sions, #@ 43; a lewd woman, 7ehiF; a i wd 
man, 7%, 728; lewd gambols, $M: lewd 

idea, 7%; 2 lewd buffoonery, (ah ; it is the | 

course of providence to bless the good and 

punish the lewd, FQi8 iis 3 mg. 

Lewdly, adv. 19%, Ff. 
Lewdness, n. Fornication, eee sbi ALIE, HE; 

adultery, #E¥@ ; idolatory, FP i HEY 

to lewdness, 1274, 4f 1, a eG, Eh GR, V5 HR 

drowned in lewdness, AEM: to abandon | 
to seduce to | one’s self to lewdness, FE Xi; 

lewdness, BER, ARIF; of all vices, lewdness is 

the chief, YE 45 Shi 2H, Wie Wie ag 
lewdness is the next step to murder, YER 

Lewdster, n. WE (6, fh, 4p A Fh 
Lex, n. 7, ffi. 
Lexical, a. 4g, Faye fy. 
Lexieographer, n. AEE {fo 

{o rub or | 

7 4e ; given | 

| Liableness, Liability, n. 

| Liberal, a. BK, fi, H, 

Lexicographic, Lexicographical, a. 92H, Fae 
Lexicography, n. {f %2Jit 73. | f5- 
Lexicology, n. 38. 
Lexicon, n. A dictionary, "si, "yap. 
Lexigraphy, n. FZ. 
Ley, n. ak. 
Leyden-jar, Leyden-phial, n. E49, = if. 

Liable, a. J), BY TB), PEL, BL, a, 34, 4B aR ; liable 
to censure, }Ifz#F; liable to punishment, By fR] JE, 
AB SE, AR IW, Al; liable to payment, B) R{E 

@, OY HS fh ; you are liable, AUBIk, BLAM. 
Wie 4a, TY Da, ae; 

debt, JH. 

Liar, n. SBE, aA RAGE, a HEA. 
Libation, n. PER, * BLS ; 10 pour outa libation, 
8 74, iG, i ; libation in China, Oh 28, 

LU iK bh, DLS He. 
Libel, n. 8% Zand, We Z val, Ali, Bey DITA 5 a 

malicious libel, ;RF8 % sa), wk hy “andl, HAF ; to 

write a libel, 450% Zita), £5 RS & Sal. 

Libel, v. t. e%; to libel maliciously, ##E, we 

461, nab, ; libel anonymously, $5 Gh ; to libel 

a person, We N%, wet A. 
Libeled, pp. To he likeled, pe nkFe. 
Libeler, n. We 4 #% ; malicious libeler, wR AME, 

ah, Fa. 
| Libeling, ppr. He% ; libeling maliciously, #38, 

ma, $5 Es Dh. 
| Libellula, n. Ps Dragon fly. 
Libelous, a. Hey, SE % (5, eee BE; libelous 

language, eave KAS. 

WA, Am, AME, Bote, 
Vere, ARMA, Vi, i AS, ihe, BEd, 
HH, BA, HB, A, ZR; free, candid, WAZ; 
not mean, Je, Tif; a liberal person, AME A, 
Wea HS RE DN, WE De x4 J; catholic, 2; of a 

liberal mind, ‘#&{) fry; a liberal gift, et Re, Ti 
fii ; a liberal present, J5* jit, JB 8, ME fe; a 
liberal reward, EL, i YX; a man of liberal 
principles, E34 % J; a liberal repast, BERGE ; 
a liberal allows ince, BR AH, RLS, ELK ; liberal 
forbearance, 4878 ae ps] ; a likeral govern- 
ment, fw, HE ; liberal treatment, Jee #, 

Pepe; liberal Tithe Jef tif ; a man of liberal 
manners, #3 J\ Pu iff; liberal praise, ar pet. Ac age; 
very lileral, Je; the six liberal arts, 7} BR. 

Liberal-hearted, a. BS Ay. 
Liberality, n. Munificence, JAA}, MEY, NB 

largeness of mind, ‘#8 of, ot) JE. ME HR, i A 

candor, jf; impartiality, ZVIE, Ziq; to 

* Delegates’ version. 
we on sated 
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treat with liberality, Et 7%. 
Liberalize, v. t. (if BAZ. 
Liberally, adv. ‘#&, J, fH; to give liberally, 

JER, tik; to treat liberally, JELfR. 
Liberate, v.t. To free, asa slave, FE i, 45 G +E; 

to liberate a prisoner, FXJ@, WIN, HEI, 11. 

Liberated, pp. or a. FET. 
Liberating, ppr. FEI, Ih. 
Liberation, n. FE hx. 
Liberator, n. FEA 4, BRA. 
Libertine, n. A Manumitted person, £% tk #, 

RE, 6 EH; one who leads a dissolute 

‘life, WBA, HEE ZA, WEE ZA, WE 
NM, HEDF. 

Libertine, a. Et, Ize; libertine principles, 
Pt 238, WA 25H ; a libertine life, WAY 

ATS, BEEZ, MZ TA 
Liberty, n. Freedom from eet ax, gil, 

HOZH, AIRZH, BEL BATIK 
natural liberty, fE (oO, (EZEVEMH fF 3 civil 
liberty, Pers (E77; political liberty, AjAa 

| ZHE; religious liberty, freee, HAA HE 
A; to be at liberty, fedbet, FEI, ACH 

fe, ACW Cot, EAE, HAA. 
A+, EPA RERE; not at liberty, AREA 
to leave one to one’s self, fF HEA, FEE AG 
ER, fF HFM: to set at liberty, BRK; 
liberty of will, AEH, ALE HE; liberty 
of rejecting and choosing, =E42 7 HE ; liberty 
of the press, ff #755 FIN: to grant liberties, 
Wa, WA: ; to take the liberty, 7; how 

could I take the liberty! <§ 3%; may I take 
the liberty to ask, WP]; I could not take the 
liberty, FEW, Ae; to take liberties with a 

woman, JFm fr 2x, fe SIEM. 
Libidinous, a. Lewd, & f@, Apne, 02%, a, 

4g 48. 
Libidinousness, n. 18 (4 7 Zit, A a 2. 

Libra, n. The balance, FZ 
Libral, a. —f##. 
Librarian, n. 23%, BH, 2H. 

Library, ». @ eR. BE, 
ay fe 5 a large library, K#E}A, Hae the 
imperial library, PUL AS ae :; the large | ie 
HCH 5 a circulating library, HRA zy 

Librate, v.t. To poise, BZ, BIE. 
Libration, n. RYZE 4%, FZ By. 
Lice, n. pl. of louse. i; lice are generated upon 

us, but we are not their parents, WAAE IAAL Th 

HIE RAC TE. 
* BER. 
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License, n. J hk, AL, EA; to issue a license, 
HihO:, BE) 9; the license of a priest, EME, Zaye 
JE ME; leave, permission, #{£; license to pene 
i{€ {§ $4; a preacher’s license, f& 34 7% Jet; 
licence to print a book, {EFI ae; a marriage 
license, RIE AC, Wy AA; boat license, Apt KR; 
a special license to celebrate a festival, &e., J\ 
Hi HK; * excess of liberty, EE Fy, fe 77 MEE, Tk 
Et; license to act without restraint, (c#t77Z% 
HE. 

License, v.t. HE FF, FHI; to license gambling, 
HE FF HATH; to license brothels, #E fr Ak eye. 

Licensed, pp. or a. HET. 

Licenser, n. HE 47H, FRA, HAA. 
Licensing, ppr. iff. iY HE. 
Licentiate, n. 47 47 Si % He Hi one who has a 

license to piesa (8 34 4, T Mh rere 
Licentious, a. J# VR. TIF, BE, MES, WE, vi 

At, Ee, wisi, ER Fe JE (Ltt, sB Tos TE, iE 

WP, WURE, ABER, EE, FGME ; licentious talk, 
Yeah, EM; licentious conduct, ¥ FF; a licen- 
tious Peon Ett GL, 48 FF (9 ; Jicentious books, 
J@ 2 ; licentious pursuits, MH TE £ ME tH, 

TE licentious songs, #4 #Jk; to sing 
licentious songs, M4 77%; licentious times, 4 
VEZ, BEEZ NF: licentious depravity, HUBE, 

Licentiously, adv. SHE}E . | BEARE. 
Licentiousness, n. EAT. Ek #7 Se jE 
Lichen, 7. 4 H-. 4 #3, G 76; lichen used for 

food, 723. 
Lichi, Laichi, n. Dimocarpus lichi, Ff #3 

ereenish licht, Hh¥k 44 ; the carly or common 
licht, Fe tiv CLR, AG HW B br ; the black-leaved 
lichi, S{3£35 +e ; small lichi, #efe; thorny- 
skinned licht, XX U3% FX ; small stone lichi, # 
Fs egg- shaped lich, racers viscid lichr, 

RH GABE : dried lich, Th BRE 
Lick, wv. t. i ie, a, SA; to lick one’s finger, We £ 
$424 tt; to lick the hand, A= fK; to lick 
up ce tt aay o lick the piles or the anus 
Gace flattery), A, HER AI; the old cow 

licks the calf (parental love), eA {o lick 
the dust, Ay #. 

Lick, n. A blow, —JR. 

Lick, v. t. To flog, 47, FR. 

Lick-spittle, n. FRR RS nA. 

* This is the current term used in Hongkong ; for every 
kind of license granting special permission to celebrate 
festivals, &e., &e. 

HRE RSE EA RS. 
t tit also means to suck, as one’s fingers after eating 

fruit, &e. 
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Licked, pp. H&S, Hei; he dreamed that he 

licked the heavens, 42445. 
Lickerish, a. #2 #9, #2 By; greedy to relish, | 
Licking, ppr. Ak, We. lag E- 
Licorice, n. See Liquorice. 
Lictor, n. Under-strapper, 4 DE, Hat, PYBE, 4:2. 
Lid, n. A cover, 32; the lid of a coffin, #ZAF Ze, 

HE, #4; the lids of the eye, see eyelid. 
Lidless, a. S35. 
Lie, n. See Lye. 
Lie, n. A false statement, 4¢, 358, HB. Aah 

ab Hi, 46 wh, Me a; a fabrication, 5¢ AE, Mn pit, 

wet, fink ; to tella lie, mip Aol, wit 5 to give 
the lie to one, #e A BEA; a lie with a latchet, | 

on fit ; (among the Hakka and in several Punti 
districts the word p’ang wa is frequently sub- 
stituted for Fgaf)- 

Lie, v. i. To utter falsehocd, se AGE, Hat, Aik, 

anh, ow AE ol, oh Peok, 47 FE 54. | 
Lie, v. 7. ; pret. lay ; pp. lain. Fah, {, Heb, (86,8. 
— ; to lie down prostrate, fF, KT, ft; to he 
out in length, ¢ PA; to lie about, @LF ; to lie 

at the heart, BME jt, Bhs DUEL, Hh teas, BERR 
ty; to lie awake, $239k, BEAK; to lie between, 

fal, ETH], +f; to Le by, IF 6h, AB, Bk IE; to, 
lie down, BAT, {#B\; to lie down to rest, “P| 
BR, (G., BMIKELIP ; to lie down on one’s back, | 
{VEN, BARS; to lie down flat, (F(R, WF; to lie | 
in, 4} 4H; to lie in bed, PAZE}K ; to lie in am- | 
bush, FE{R ; to lie in the way, pfLH} ; to He hard 

or heavy, iz; to lie heavy, to oppress, JE, af | 
#j ; to lie cn hand, HUFF ; to lie on the hands, 

4nt HY ffj ; to lie on the head, or to Le under an 
imputation, #4; to lie in one, to be in the 
power of, FAHE, $x qE ; to lie in one, to belong to, | 

ff ; to lle under, to he subject to, jg; to he 
under, to suffer, ®; to lie under restraint, pk 
Wi, PAWL ; to lie under, to be oppressed by, 
STF Kl, SCARE; to lic under obligation, Je, 
Vet, MSE; to lie under a mistake, FFF; to | 

lie with, to sleep with, fia] #7, JE¥E; to lie with, | 
to have carnal knowledge of, 24}; to lie with, 
to belong to, 7; it lies with you, Z£ f/f; to lie | 
over, to remain unpaid, 4e3#, PEE ; to lie up 
and down, @LZ ; to lic upon, @ E, 7E_E; to lie | 
sick abed, PAI, MU ZED; here lies ( buried), 
ZEIT ZE JE; to lie on the point of death, #F2E ; 

to lie in state, #2 70 HEIR EAM ; to lie 
idle, Pit; as much as in him lies, (Asked 5 
an action lies against you, /p.pk4; to lie out 

on the road, H# 4% A BR, BIE PR; to lie at the 
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merey of one, {f, 4 ft. 
Liege, a. Bound by a feudal tenure, fi A; liege 

lord & #2, Jy =e. 
Lieu, n. Place, as in liew, f&, HE, (KR. 

Lieutenant, n. An officer who supplies the place 
of a superior in his absence, jl] ; lieutenant- 
general, fil) 1§ 2, fal] Ab HE ; licutenant-governor, 
iil $e 3g ; lieutenant-colonel, shel, ibe fF ; lord 
lieutenant, #44%; a lieutenant in the army, 4f 

4, ie. 
Life, n.; pl. Lives. AE 6p, PE ap ; animation, Py7F, 
AA ; animal life, # ; full of life, AFAR PG; the 
present life, Fqlk, F4E, JE {lk ; future life, 3 

4E, Acie, fet, Hae Z4E; eternal life, #4E 
to enjoy eternal life, 32 4¢4£ ; to risk one’s life, 
$f fir, HEE ; to expose one’s life, phe ZE pip ; Te- 
gardless of life, 1% 40 FE 7%, 0% sl ar, FETE ae 5 to 
do at the risk of life, 445 3 {fic ; life and death, 
AE%E ; the power of life and death, ZEZE % #8 ; 
to have life, 7%, 4ZE fr ; to come to life again, 

ANE, GLE, HEE; wants my life, BEE gp ; to 
lose one’s life, 4¢AL4E jp ; to give up one’s life, 
$8 fir, 48 4H ; to give up one’s life for others, f¥ 
Adi f ; to be weary of life, HE Ji AE, J JME ; 
to depart this life, PME{IE, Wyk, de{lk ; the life 
of the flesh is in the blood, & (A) 4E é EL 
fy; to spare life, ff gp, #8 ay ; a person for life, 
# €42E FE; 10 support life, FE4E; to support 

life by swallowing the spittle, to live on a pit- 
tance, # A yc#E fp; to fly for one’s life, #b4E, 
jk ay ; long life, & gp ; short life, Se gp ; to lead 
a dissipated life, Ef; a miserable life, Jf ar, 
V4 fp; a happy life, £ gp ; advanced in life, #f- 
KE, J 4E#!, 26; the dawn of life, 4e 

ZA, Ya, Ail; the evening of life, HE; 
difficult to preserve life, PE ap ste{7 ; human life 
or age, AZEZETE, AS2; there is still life in 

him, 32 774E; to keep a heavy life with any 
one, 7 AV fp; to keep a heavy life at any one, 
MEI J; large as life, IRAE; the life of a per- 
son (a memoir), \\% f7ik, ZERT FR; daily life, 
4E 2337 ; humble life, |[§ ap ; the whole life, 4s 
AE ; life and death are decreed, -EAE 4 ir. 

Life-hoat, . (7% sip fal, Ao JAE. 
Life-consuming, a. SY gpl. 
Life-giving, a. fRAE ape, WH ZAE A ; invigorating, 

ali 70 (03, Ah 7 
Life-guard, n. (28, AP, HEAT. 
Life-everlasting, a. #¢ZE. 
Life-insurance, n. TR Pe fit BE. 
Life-long, n. Duration of life, #4E. 
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Life-maintaining, Life-staining, a. #§4E{5, ” ft 

fig. 
Life-preserver, n. An air-tight belt, (gry, T& 

47[H] ; an instrument of defence, (% pr #e, MEX | 

hE. 
Lifeless, a. Deprived of life, SEZAE AY, 2E, AN 5 

destitute of power, force or spirit, 324i PE, FE 

FANS, HR, PAR APAC- 
Lifetime, n. 7¢4E 7; the whole lifetime, £E4E | 

2, AB, BE, He, — IE. 
Lift, v.t. To raise, #2, $k, HE, 74, 32, #B, AL, FF, 

Uc BE, BH, Si Hs to MC up, Es ABA Ah 
#; to lift up the eyes, FLA, BAM, MA; 
lift up the head, #e0a, #47, S] pe; to lift s 
the head, to exalt, HH Git: to lift up one’s dress, 

th K, #8 #2, BEAK, jth tt #% ; to lift on high, 

dF}, 4275; to lift up the hand, ¥e=; to lift 
up the hand, to rebel, Rig; to lift up the 

horn, #2 ff, It WE SA fy, oc, WA, ie; to lift 
up the face, os to lift up the heel against, 
$27 NG, WER; to lift up the feet, # yH, He 
JE; to lift up ane feet in walking, 37s, Be 
fa]; to lift up the feet to come speedily to one’s 
relief, 4, He; to lift up the voice, Hee; 
to lift off, PEEJ, RBH; to lift off a lid, #32e; 
to lift off a cover, #3¢; to lift up with the 

hand, fi #2, 4%. 4 78. 44; to lift up with 
both hands, @ 4. #2, $s; to lift up both hands, 
28; to lift with a lever, 4%; to lift up an 
apron, #4; too heavy to lift, SKMz jt ; to lift out, 
as a Chinese door, ##%, Hf; to lift out the bars, 
BBA ; to lift upa baby, Hee Wel, Beate 
ARF; to lift up a eross-har, pete PIPL 

Lift, v. 7. He, HE. 
Lift, n. The act of raising, Bett: assistance, Ji 

Hi; to give one a lift, SH A; a dead lift, We 
pA HL; to help one at a dead lift, Hy AGH; 
give me a lift, Fa; lifts of the yards, HH 

#L HE. 
Lifted, pp. or a. HEY, HEH ST, IT. 
Lifting, ppr. He, #8, FE, PE, 8. 
Ligament, n. Ligament of the bones, 22 ij fff. 
Ligature, n. A bandage, £4; a string for tying | 

the blood vessels, #f Weg. 
Light, n. 3G, HY, =, BB; the day, H; the light | 

of the sun, A %, TG. (BS, Az; le, He, TA; | 

the light of the moon, )¥ %, 4 dR. J; the 
light of the stars, S£3%, Pf; the light of the 
heavens, FE, fk; the light of fire, yore, 74, 

Kal, Tk, KK: acandle, 1; a lamp, he ; the light | 
of life, AE 67%; a ray or gleam of light, 3% | 
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SH}; a too bright light, JE; the light j is too 
bright, 3£3£; the light of reason, ay 3, ; the 

light of nature, Exp: to follow the light of 
nature or reason, 4Pf; to see in the true 
light, 5A 7} ia, It $1; io throw light upon a 
matter, AJ 3e, WeA7; the light of the mind, Fi, 

ak; the light of the world, fe % 3%; the light 
shines into the world, F(A AMIE; the light of 
the countenance, favor, JAR, FEM, He RA; to 

come to light, WH, WWE, BlIL; to stand in 
one’s own licht, VE A CK. ie ok. PEL AE 
Ac; to set a thing ina bad light, 4einj; to 
bring to light, We, Ze; reflected light, fx 

VW; to bring light toa matter, WBE, WA, By 
Bi; a wax-light, #82}; put ont the light, & BR Rag: 

Ie, Ok BF; a light on our path, FR fe 
the light of ‘the Gospel, wes Z, 3; give mea 
light, (i RE#RIR, WIGIAGT; to analyse light, 
Ay; the halos of light, We, We. J4 A; intens- 
ity of light, He sy ; velocity of light, 36 
y VES; shining with reflected light, ff 36 th 
AJ; reflection of light, 3% 2% Ry HB; refraction 
of light, 3¢ “2#ePF ; absorption of light, we 3, 

$0, TEKS rays of light, HM, —ME XH; 
diverging rays of light, Si 24H BE; converging 
rays of light, 36448 Si; parallel rays of light, 

ZF fF 3. 
Light, a. Bright, 3€, WJ; light, as DS, 1S, 

ik, #; light blue, REF; light red, PRA, 7B 

#L. 
Licht, a. Having little weight, #%, #§, 2£; port- 

able, &¢ BY; thin, as fluids, #§; easy, 3, HE 

HB; active, nimble, we He, a Fe, We; vain 
and light, ZRAE, HEF, WEE; light, as a ship, 
a; trifling, as an affair, sJ\; not copious, as 
rain, #4; gay, airy, wanting solidity, # 2, 

&eux; light, trifling, @#, fPAR; not of legal 
weight, #€; spongy, yf: ale and fragile, #% 
We, BB; ERE a7 ; not trustworthy, 

YF; light of believe, ae ME, WEE A; light 
and unl Rape; | light and worthless, #@ Ig, 
je. A; light and brisk, as flowing water, # 
Bil; a light burden, OHH; light duties, RCE 

light work, #7, BAF; a light affair, eesy; 
light troops, # fe; light cavalry, AE; 
light error, sN#R Ns2. 4; light ground of 

a picture, PPh; a light SU ag THE; 
a light meal, TER, JER z, Pe IE WE: light 
knowledge, ¥8##; a light nah aus ; light 
of belief, ee {S, WHEL AZ; light wind, Ahm, th 
Jal; light coin, a8; to set light by, fz, He 
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ato Fate light of, wh me WL ; iene ad 
heavy, maf ; light welghts and small meas- 

ures, gE Fh 
shows, #472 SE RE ; light silk, jase. 

Light, v.t. To light, asa candle, Sh, hay, 24 
KK; to light a fire, FER, HX; to light a | 
match, #K4E; to light the match of a gun 
or wae Bu 45. 

Light, To light on, T, #, PF _E, % _E; to 
saat 1 find, (au, (ASB 
notions, jj. 

Light-fingered, a. Thievish, = f=. 
Light-foot, Light-footed, a. HMM AS, 432. fg 
Lig ht-headed, a. — UF, TEU, WEE, WEE. 
Light-hearted, a. Gay, PtyG; merry, pe Me, Smt 

Licht -house, n. $33, HEIS, TERE, TE AE RB UE. 
Light-minded, a. oes ve 
Light-room, n. Th: 
Light-spirited, a. PLy§. 
Lighted, pp. or a. 44S, iB SK. 
Lighten, v. 7. To flash, fj, 47 PU, Bt; it light- 

ens, Pi} ie. 
Lighten, v. ¢. To dissipate darkness, 145%; lighten | 

to lighten the ea ie 2 aN my heart, JAAR it; 
Hat; to free from trouble and fill with joy, 

fod, 8b. 
Lighten, v. t. To make lighter, 9, B27, dew ; 

to lighten a ship, #7 fe i: a C shear, she 7. 
Lightened, pp. inde lia! iter, (2 JB ae illumined, 

HA 5S ; flashed, BY. 

Lightening, ppr. Reducing in weight, 
minating, #4 3G; flashing, PJ; ae as 
lightning, Pug. 

Lighter, n. A large, open, flat-bottomed boat, 

ABE, VS JN fat Hn 
Lighting, ppr. Kindling, 2445; setting fire to, 

iEIK, BK. 
Lightly, adv. a, Taf, WEWS, Gah; easily, 3, Pe; 

to injure lightly, #& ff, (7412 ; to view lightly, 

TE AOL, aS ES, PTE, ESE, BEAL; to know 
lightly, jap i, Bes; to talk lightly, paeae, 
BRiPak; to take a thing lightly, Ayy~4 (BR, 

KE HEE ; lightly come lightly go, 374 3. 

Lightness, n. Want of weight, #; lightness of 

heart, PeyGs we intonnes Ss SH liehtne ss of heels, 
Ah J! As 1 volatility, i VBR oiddiness, F£; 
ease, BK; hichitness of love, We a ; lightness 

of belief, WE (5S HR. 
Lightning, n. i, EE, IE a flash of light- 

ning, —Pt] fe; the lord * of thunder and the 
lady * of lightning, qf ZV 4g BE. 

lig ht fashions and gaudy | Lights, n. pl. The lungs, Jhilj. 

L ightsome, a. Gay, PtyG, Pew; ; exhilarating, xe 
te; luminous, not dark, 343%; a lightsome 
humour, ALEEIDE i 

Ligneous, a. Axe, AS fy. 
| Lignify, v. t. or 7. (ISAS, BAAS. 
| Lignum aloes, n. Pei H (?)- 

to light on | 
| Like, a. Equal in quality, quantity or degree, [rj, 
Lignum vite, n. BZ. 

—fx 5 Similar, KF (D, » RD, iF, HD, AL, 
Cit, 1. S754. 9%. 2a, An, a, Fk, ae, 
S&H, HE; in like inanner, — #8, [aj #X, [nJ— st, 
i— ; to he of like force, faj Jy ; like death, — 
#E%E; like as if, AFL]; not very like, HA (y, 

BAW AML. AAG; jnst like you, PVE 
fp; like life, {@AE; is it like or not? {nz {J], 
(RAG; to live like one’s self, EMG; he 
has not his like, SE A (1#4B, RA ALBEE, 
Se HY IE aly; that is like him, 4Sfry 4 (Li {EB—#, 
OK An th sk; such like, 46, 4 ; nothing like, 

me {%, JE; nothing like so large, BE AED, 
Aran AE %~ A; nothing like, nothing to equal, 
WE (], Aon, AEE AMA: nothing like praveline, 

TE WL ASMUGF, AE KIME; like a gentleman, 
4g (0) Hy ACE NN, FU ACH ; like a celestial fe- 
male, TAK Hk ; who is like? -2 Ht (A(L], BEL, 
Ye ; like a pattern, AREF, Hast; very much 

like, E(@, MULL, IRB 
| Like, v. t. or 7. Ht ER, SER, kif, FE, HH: do. you 

; illu- | like it (him or her)? (RHA JAR BIEE, Fp Be 
reeOE, fe Be Ale 7; I like it well enough, 9% 

HRS Gas just as you like, he tT (, WEA an 

i %, aes $e; which do you like? (pBeje4s 
ME, WS BENS; I like this kest, Fe4e—WE*, 
FUSE JE; you may go or stay, just as you like, 
FM EKER, KT GE Wd; every thing as you 
wish, 3f37 Ange; like sitting on needles, Ane 

ETRE: 
| Like-minded, a. {ial ID; fad ty hia) Be, fee-Ge 

n. Probability, $f eh, BRL, BR 4s an 

in all likelihood, #PIA HH, Ay Ane. 

see Likelihood. 

Lil Se 

ze» SAIL ; 
Likeliness, n. Probability, 

| Likely, ade: Probably, 44 fim, BR H, BE, 

DI BRA ; very likely, ABI GR, ZEEE, BE. 
Likely, a. Handsome, 4-f8RE, SEf4 24; a likely 

man, AER A, KF Pet fy. 
Liken, v. t. To compare, Ji; (iB, Sew 

* They may be translated god and goddess, lord and lady, 

> with 

or lord and mother. 



FE KM HEF ; liken them, JEREZ. 
Likeness, n. Resemblance in form, 3, 4k, #4, 3 

(1), CL, WIE; an image or picture, (S, 4, 4, 
JG. WA. AI. E(B; to take a likeness, #3 
A; to draw a likeness, ‘FSi, GEA, EAA; to 

earye a likeness, fJZ(#; the likeness of man, 

LAH, AZT, NZI; a true likeness, 
JAA, 1.1% ; the very likeness of his father, Jt 

(Ed Wis, HE ZB BC ZAR. 
Likening, ppr. Jb, (i. 
Likewise, adv. Z, 9h, H, AL, HA, MHL, we; he 

likewise said, (FAPah, ft Lz. 

Liking, ppr. 4h, Se, 4. 
Liking, n. A good state of body, at Ht, pRAL, JEHE- 

Liking, n. To take a liking, rfs5g%, Be, 32. 
Lilac, n. GLE Hi. 
Lilaceous, a. fg. 
Lilies, ». pl. Golden lilies, poetical name for the 

small feet of a Chinese woman, 4>jff. 
Liliputian, n. One of that race, £fF-, WR, LAR 

something yery small, 4-4poJ.frj. 
Lilium concolar, n. 4eJAZE; liliwm tigrinum, 
fe}; Lilium longiflorum of Hongkong, Fy 3H. 

Lily, ». Water lily, #846 ; japanese or white lily, 
hemerocallis japonica, y 4; yellow day 
lily, hemerocallis fulra, #we; red lily, ACFE 
@i; blue lily, Bese Bi. 

Lily-handed, a. EFF. 
Limature, n. Filings, 43€; iron limature, #5. 
Limb, n. i; the four limbs, puay, PU Re, pA ; 

all the limbs, —##; the upper limbs or arms, 
Ne, SCHR; the limbs or branch of a tree, RX. 

Limb, v. t. JNLIBR; to dismember, AHR, FPR. 
Limbate, a. (@ j%&. 
Limbed, a. Bk fry ; large-limbed, ARK Ay. 

Limber, a. Flexible, 3 i, 3, Bi fy ; a limber 
maLOd ease 
Limber, Limbers, n. Jee. 
Limberness, n. 3 tik. 
Limbless, a. Se }¥. 
Limbo, Limbus, n. Limbus tnfantwm and limbus 

patrum, according to certain Roman Catholics, 
ae i. ; the paradise of fools, #45 2 He. 

Lime, n. J¥; lime of the oyster-shell, BEE, Kea 
IK; stone-lime, Ape; betel-lime, AAPM; to 
burn lime, #EYE ; quick-lime, 4 AK; wetted 

lime, ¥4)e; lime prepared for building, fk HX. 
Lime, n. A viscous substance, sometimes laid on 

twigs for catching birds, jX. 
Lime, n. A species of acid fruit smaller than the 

LIM 

lemon, #&4%; the lime-tree, * #7. 
Lime, v. ¢. ‘To smear with lime, _-J#; to cement, 

42 WE. 
Lime-burner, n. JK FE. 
Lime-kiln, ». JKZ. 
Lime-sink, n. Je Ht: 

Lime-twig, n. JERR. 
Lime-water, n. ez. 
Limestone, n. )e 4, #41, Tf 41; dolomite or 

magnesian limestone, ‘IK #7; crystalline 
limestone, 3 #7 He; marine limestone, PF Pg 
ii ti; fresh water limestone, 7 ay Zi; lime- 
stone for rock work, 3%; a luminous lime- 
stone, 4£ ; fibrous limestone, ##)K 41. 

Liming, ppr. _-J%. 
Limit, n. Bound, pj, FR, EE, WERE, RS, BPR 

boundary, 3h, FUE, BHR, TSHR, FRE, FRX, 
BLES, 2%; border, 3% ; limit or edge of a lot, 
YL as; no limit, 4m Pl; what limit? fay Mt; 
to overpass a limit, 3[JE; there is a limit, 
Ki; to set a limit, bb 2% ; the limit of a grave, 
Bit, WFR, HEFL, WIM; restraint, FH. 

Limit, v. ¢. To bound, (ft, Fh, Gh, WEE, FRBR ; 
to restrain, iMt, (ee; limit it, EZ; to 
limit to several days, [§£#§H; to limit one’s 

self, APR, Hk. 
Limitable, a. BRAM, Hy SE Ay. 

Limitation, n. The act of bounding, Pit, FE 
#2, BRIE # ; a certain limit, BSJu, fe; limit- 
ation in time, Bi BI, Ht AF. ; 

Limited, pp. or a. Bounded, Ak, A FUE, AR 
}€, FH JE; limited means, money, $8 7 ER; 
limited means, Fy AP, HIFABE ; 2 limited 
time or period, Pi, Pik, PEAT; a 
limited number, iH, Piey, EB; limited 
views, AER, #51; limited knowledge, 
= Ak; limited, as goods on hand, means, 

&e., Fill. 
Limitedly, adv. [Jt 9k. 
Limiter, n. Pb #. 
Limitless, a. S€[ft. 

Limn, v.t. #, BE, 

Limner, n, #71. 
Limning, ppr. Drawing 

me, LE. 

¢, #, Bae; painting in 
water-colors, Ey 7\ceH &. 

Limp, vt. FARA, BRD, wei wsy, Be mA FT. 
Limpid, a. Clear, 7%, Wys, YEE, ER. tk, Be 

PERE, 12, GL, HIM H- 
Limpidity, n. fE#, WkZif- 
Limping, ppr. or a. BaD i) 

~* HEHE (?)—Medhurst. 

4H 
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Limpingly. adv. Hy. 
Linch-pin, a. $¢, BE, FEZE, Sk, FARE. 
Linden, Lind, n. The lime-tree, 33 4% 45} (?). 

—(Medburst). 

Line, n. In geometry, that which has length 

without breadth or thickness, #4; a line drawn 

on Be — #8, —ZE; a string, #8, #, Re. 
f; the lines.on the hands and face, &, 2; 
the lines on the hand, $2, $x, 3B, FS; 
the lines on the foot, R32. RSX, #B; a sketch, 

fa]; outline, J%; a printed or written line, 

— fF; a verse, —7#f, —#j: a short letter or 
note, = fA, pede: a note left as a card, BYR; 
line or method, 7; limit, 
carpenter's line, 2B=/-¥R, HES if; a fishing 
line, £94428, £54044; to strike a ine) ip 
#8; a sounding line, #2¢, 3G46; 
rampart, 42%; the line of duty, ARS}. BLE : 
line of conduct, #7#5; the equatorial line, FR 
JB; ten degrees make one line, +-#&B—#; 
a line, the 12th part of an inch, —Y-+-24} 
w—: 4 clothes’ line, #22]; a straight line, 

#8, WHE: a curved line, fh#; the medical 
line, Ay #}; the surgical line, 4) #}; lines 
drawn in forming characters, 4£ 7%; a line to 
the left and one to the right, as in writing 
Chinese, #448: the lines of embroidery, £X ; 

“no lines, *74XK: seven syllables in a line 
and eight lines in a verse, (4 /\4aJ; line of 

descendants, —JK Ty 2k. —stie. IR; occu- 
pation, RI}, BRE; course, RR; in all line of 
order, RFE, HR fp, Way; a ship of the line, 
— athe: white line, 2 4; the shortest 
line, 3¢%%; a horizontal line, $22#@; line 
containing in power a rational and medial 
space, Jt4+77%%; line containing in power 
two medial spaces, jj ++ ]hy 7 ; 
mean and extreme ratio, pa>e¥e ; line making 
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lineal or ina direct Hiiie from an ancestor, 52 
&. 7: : the lineal descent in the eldest sen, 
=-F-; lineal descent, in the order of lineal 
descent, W3## ; lineal designs, [gj ; lineal meas- 
ure, or measure of Jength, EF. 

Lineally, adv. In a direct line, 2. 
Lineament, n. Feature, 34, 49#; the outline or 

exterior of a body or figure, jf, 274. 

Linear, a. $$ (4, 0H. SUIOE. 
Linear-shaped, a. 2AUKEE-f- 

_Lineate, a. (EZR, (EAA. 

border, $89; a 

a trench or | 

Lined, pp. or a. 23%, 72 J; lined or quilted 
jackets, #. 

Linen, n. fi%i; foreign or Irish linen, 7 4; 
fine linen, #1777, 217%. BpHeAi ; coarse 

linen, #1 fe 1. 
Linen, a. fi. HRA; white, G. 

| Linen-draper, n. tiie ts OR. i, Th - 
Linen-yarn, n. B jax@ 
Ling, n. BA 
Linger, v. i. To remain or wait long, 3£33 

3852, HERE, Ee iE; to be slow in deciding, 
PSee, 325K, FSR Se; to linger at a place, 

BUG, Aw, AE; to linger in pain. FRE 
#2, 7098 HA. 

Linger, v. t. To protract, #A#¥. 

Lingered, pp. 3232 7. SEES, Fate T- 
Lingering. ppr. or a. Delaying, EXE, B32, AR, 

FE AEE, HERY; a lingering disease, ESO 
| Lingle, n. fee. 
Linguadental, a. or n. PRE AM, Fe. F 

SFOs 
lingual sounds, 

laa. 
Lingual, a. {fi08E, NAIA, ifs: 
Lingual, n. Ae: 
Linguiform, a. FE. 

| Linguist, n. Linguist in Canton, 3 3¢ ; a person 
line eut in 

a whole space medial with a medial space, & | 
Hrs Fy 4; line making a whole space with a 
rational space, 4 }erfs77##; line of collima- 
tion, Wd #iH- 

Line, v. t. To cover on the inside, (7B; to put 
in the inside, ji fU9A, Hk FEE; to line a coat, 
#H#Z; to line a box with paper, AA; to 
line with marble, WWE H, #VZEZA; to 
line one’s purse, 3° FF fay @J; to impregnate 
(applied to irrational animals), $7##; to line a 
bitch, 24h) ; to line a book, Fj ¥. 

Lineage, n. Race, YR, HE, ACRE, HERE. 

Lineal, a. Gout of lines, wR, SX fi, BR; 

skilled in languages, HESshAg,. Haak; a 

good linguist, {RAtsK Ay, 5 Sah B. ASAE, 
pine. 

Linguistic, Linguistical, a. R'E, afi. 

fiek ZR. Linguistics, n. R&B, Tak, 
Liniment, n. 28%. 
Lining, n. Lining of, or to garments, 7], 32, #R 

FH ; a silk lining, 4 a4; coarse cotton lining, 
72%; lining of shoes, #; ihe lining of a 
coat, #2057}, 422% FH; the lining of a hat, 
WEE FE, WG 7 ZH: the lining of a ditch, fr#; 
the lining of one’s coffers, 344i; to put 
on a wooden lining, to encoffin, #7ANz#. 

Link, n. Link of a chain, $€ &z, #2#2jn; the 
links of nature, $234 ; a connecting link, 
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eT. i yf ; 2 link, — jl, —H 
Link, n. A torch, 4<jf. 

Link, v. ¢. To unite, #2 f£. ME, in, Ai, EM; 

to complicate, 4), Hi dH; to link together, 

a, fain. 
Linked, Pp. Connected, fn sf, HS; 

gether in consanguinity, 2%}. 
Linking, ppr. Uniting, ££, jn f£. 
Linseed, Lintseed, n. mF, Bl F- 
Linseed-cake, n. & hit F ie B- 
Linseed-oil, n. & Ee ib. 
Linsey-woolsey, n. 4228 i TH 
Linsey-woolsey, a. Mean, ghfjA- 

Linstock, x. Linstock in China, XX¢2%; among 

Europeans, {44 (F.- 

Lint, n. KA, 2M. RF, WHA- 
Lintel, n. F99a. &, H- 
Lion, n. #HF ; a species of lion, PR, PRET: a 

stone lion, 7H; to play masked lions, ZEEH ; 
a eash lion, or a figure of a lion stuck over with 
cash and presented to the bride, $%; to push 

_ against a lion’s nose, to provoke one to anger, 

a ae 
Lion-hearted, a. #iF DoD, KIB. 
Lion-like, Lionly, a. IHF ; fierce, Hf. 
Lion-unicorn, n. #iZ. 
Lioness, n. Haff. 
Lip, n. &, &, HS, Y; the upper lips, LE, 

fi; lower lip, 7 #; mutual dependence, as 
the lips and the teeth, Ej 3B; the lips of 
a wound, ( [43% ; lips hanging down, RE, 

i ; vermilion lips, RAR ; 

WR, Ws. 
Lip-service, x. WE Shb. Wake K OB 

JE, HOS. Oa 4 
Lipless, a. 48 & fry. 

Lipped, «. #4. 
Lippitudo, n. FRM. 
Liquefaction, n. $§33, ALG. ja; liquefaction 

of solid, £% ; sega of vapor, ie. 
Liquefiable, a. Bj $4. By S4b. 

Liquefied, pp. #508 7. hak SF. ate 7. 
Liquefy, r.¢. To melt, 439%, BRAG. iS 4b. = 
Liquefying, ppr. ERR. 4b 
Liquescent, a. $844. BRAK. 
Liqueur, n. #78. i. 

Liquid, a. SB Me, & BE, a bay Ay. Bie 3 = 

consonants, asl, m,r, #5}. 

Liquid, n. A fluid or flowing substance, | yh 

Wh. Sit 20. Fi. HR. TIE. 
Liguidate, r. ¢. To settle, as debt. RH, FER, SE 

linked to- 

liquid 

eid lips, DE | 

(i, TUK. OR. aK: 
te ace 

Liquidated, pp. j# J. 56S. #5 J. 
Liquidating, ppr. i £E By A, eh 
Liquidation, n. RK. HERA. CHAZ. 
Liquidity, n. THe, ole. ¥ii- 
Liquor, n. 7K; juice, 7, 7#Z; liquor, REREIG ; dis- 

tilled liquor, 7, #e7§; fresh liquor, 7 j7§, Ak; 

strong liquor, A@j§}; light or insipid liquor, 
URE, HRB; vice liquor, Fp, 7H; liquor made 

from wheat or barley, 2€{/5, 4 ; liquor of divine 
healing, 324 #5 ; a glass of liquor, —# 7 ; to 

drink a glass ae liquor, fk—#GiG ; in liquor, 

+f, SAAT. 
Liquorice, n. -—f4i, $F 41; powder of liquorice, 
#4 ; infusion of liquorice, ff Ri7X. 

Lisp, v. 2. Wl eas, UM ag. imal, Moh 
Ai]. 

Lisping, ppr. or a. RR PAhaig. 
Lissom, a. Zt, HZ. 

List, n. A roll, register, &c., ff, Hg; a list or 

register of ihe population, 493 Hf}, he##, BO 
it. 53 2, aM; a list of goods or other articles, 
4a, EB. fet: a catalogue, AS. HEB; a 
list of names, 34 ff ; list of the civil and mili- 

tary officers, $2.5) %, © EN, SR FF, FERC; to 
make out a list of officers, %i) (Lik. BARK; 

a list of new graduates, FEJE RF; to make out a 

list, AGH, BARA. a2; to make outa 
list of articles of eee bi ££ Bi ; to 
read over a list, Bk % i, BEES EE the civil 
list of an emperor, 4 {#; a race or combat, #; 
a limit or panies Bik ; a border, 3%. 

List, v. ¢. To enroll, 7% 4% ; to list, as a soldier, #p 
Be (see Enlist); to hearken to, see Listen. 

List, v.z. To desire or choose, #8, @r. HEHE; 
him do what he lists, #£ ERG & fi, Soe 
47% ; to hearken, see Listen. 

Listed, pp. Striped, # £0.15) FEF. See Enlisted. 
Listen, v. 7. To hearken, #8, ¥; to listen attent- 

ively, $3.32, S132. et ESE, HE; to give 

ear, PELE. (ELE. GWELHE. I. IE; to obey, 
He; to listen to an address, #5#; to listen 

to advice, #54, ¥27%. ZEB ; he wiil not listen, 
4B We Fy FE, fi Ay HB: he will not listen to 

what T say, 50 HS afi, 1% ERB ; to 
listen to report, H.&; to listen-stealthily, (j 
(ij. RAPHE, PEFE ; when I have washed my 
ears, I will listen to you, R%eHER#e(h, BH 
WA = ; to listen to distant songs, cries, &., pR. 

pez; go and listen, BATE. 

. they liquidate, (Bigg 
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Listen, v. t. To hear, #&. | Lithology, n. Wa. HZ A. 
Listened, pp. F8i5, FE J. | Lithotomy, n. BI MAKZ SE, Hi) WHR Be. 

Listener, n. F# 3. Lithotrity, n. PRADHK. 
Listening, ppr. or a. 98, $798; whilst listening, Litigant, n. or.a. BB, FB, FB aA. 

TEMS Z [- Litigate, v.t.or7. #7 EF. Ba. AE Bw, B. i) 
Listless, a. Indifferent, #7 H.3#, SE 0% $8, [HUE, Litigation, n. MM, 47 BASE, DY, SRR, iol 
“fe Fe; heedless, careless, JE FRG, ARG, 4 ah, aDTRK ; to tou litigation, Hr Bp #5 88, Bp IRE 
7 ; languid, FR. Fy tif ; to litigate to the utmost, #pzy. 

Listlessly, a FRG, ME ES, WR. _Litigious, CO. HEAT TS SPL, HEAT ES A. HE a, UF 
Listlessness, n. Inattention, 41687 ){ ; heedless- Sah, SE PEAR, WEAR quatre eae UE Wz BE 

ness, me. fy, BN 45- [i] (vj ; litigious language, wa FT 
Litany, w. rie sh 3. BH, BH. 
Literal, a. According to the letter, TEgq’@, Ef Litigiousness, n. AH, HM. 

fry ; real, & ; ia AX; the literal sense, | Litmus, n. BE BAR. 
IE WWE IE 2& RE, BE; a literal | | Litter, n. PEK ; a brood (litter) of young pigs, — 
explanation, ae WB Te ; too literalan |) =FEIK ; straw, hay, Hear 
explanation, f(27E ; * a literal fault, #h2¢. Litter, v.¢. To bring forth young, as swine and 

Literally, adv. TE fig (¥y, TE fe, HAASE, FRR; other small quadrupeds, 4 fF. 
to quote literally, B]AS=F. | Little, a. ; comp. less ; sup. least. Small in size 

Literary, «. BACH, AIG, AH, BRAG; it or extent, op, $1, (4, ob. Hb, SE, BE Bs a 
erary reputation, 2m; a good literary repnta- little house, »J\Jg; my little children, spr; 

tions, 4 4 }iil; literary essays, 4 #; the lit- a) little daughter, »J\4; a little matter, sJy 
erary class of China, fiz, fF x; the literary te BH, YE,J. BF; rather little, fp, 2a; a 
profession, 3:3, 4 3 ; the literary arena, % little (trifling) affair, Ve; a little space, an 
SE, BLS, Whe; literary examination, ¥% a, Jay, Ay, FEIWA7 ; a little one (child), 
34 FF ; the literary chancellor, Sta>, #E 4% SUPy ; Nx Ff; for so little a matter, a Tit Js OE 3, 
the distinguished among the literary profession A JE oJ. SF; little learning, 7s & ; mueh or 

(those who are honored with a degree), Dy % ; a little will do, Bop #Piy-; a little, 2 Jb J\, 2678, 
literary character, KYA, MA, BEY N; «= BAGEL. APA a very little, (QUES, Sie ; give 
the director + of the literary men in a pre- a little more, fH Agi; a very little better, EB 
fecture, Hes, HE MHA, RRBGEE, Hf FE SLIE & ; fry; a little better to-day, 4 A AF AG, Bag 28 

« director of the literary men in a district, # | a little improved, Bede fry, Ba Beg HE GT; a little 

at, z\38; literary graduates, sce Graduate; a| longer, $& fry; a little shorter, SH fy; a Bele 
literary pagoda, generally of three stories, % larger, A fry; a little higher, Sf, Bes BG 
ae, BCH. (4, A. add a little, 2 ft; dimimish a little, mG Ag ; litle 

Literati, n. pl. The learned, FE Rk, (5A, fits {i faith little happiness, Jy {3% Jyiik ; little virtue, 

Litaiaiaes, n. MW, scH ae, “fae, HFA; an- AS Fle, lif (48 5 10 know a little, ik— fy, KAA Gi 

cient literature, #7 3€: modern literature, 4 2. ae little knowledge, Je AS SL ik, UT AR, THE 
Litharge, n. fe, Ee, HBF. Ml; a little while, — pais, Hee. BR, ERR, 
Lithe, a. That may be easily bent, dik, 3 ti. SZ. PL, — fife] ; by little and little, jap yy, 
Lither, a. Pliant, Fi. | FHF; there is little gold, fRapde, Bb; a 

Lithesome, a. i fe, fe rhe. | little different, > 4} Ji), iki; frightened at 
Lithie, a. ARRAY. | little things, su, Js JH; a little damp, #A## 
Lithograph, v. ¢. M71, MFI TED. | fig; Tam able to drink very little, BEERE RR ; 

Lithograph, n. EVA, Fr EMgE. of little reputation, 7} yfq. 
Lithographer, n. $y 4iT., BA Ge. | Little, n, A small quantity or amount, Jy, Jy, 8 
Lithographic, Lithographical, a. 44 fig. 3¢; many littles make a mickle, ROME. 
Lithography, n. BA Hi 2%, AE ZB. Little, adv. Slightly, jij ; not mueh, SF, os, 8G 

Ad *O ed to too free an explanat hi ae ] i é pa € e an explanation, which is callec i Littleness, n. #%, Wp ; meanness, BD ; pe- 

+ @i includes all the officers of this class. nuriousness, fi) 3. 
wo —$—$————————— ——_—______ ee -—— -~ —— —— a _ 
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Littoral, a. Belonging ion Shorey as of the sea, 

i638 (05, BUG ; littoral hoight, B27. 
Liturgic, Liturgical, a. Pertaining to a liturgy, 

ee 
Liturgy, n. mR ASC. 
Live, v.7. To abide, fi, fE, JE FE, Je; to have 

life or be animated, AE, 7%, ZEW. ALE fr, 2; 

to live or enjoy life, ==E ; to live long, §& ¢y, 
423; ; to live separately, HJE, 55% ; to live 
in solitude, 7/7, #2)/%; to live in the country, 

fES0T , J 3h; to live in retirement, [yj] Ji, 3% 
Ji, # Jz; to live soberly, righteously and godly 
in this present world, ZE SH Lik pA He bij ZS 5 
ALE ; (0 live according to the dictates of reason, 
MAZE ih 4; to live upon vegetables, @3E; to 
live upon one’s income, J) GS WRAGZE ; to live by 
one’s labor, LISA(ER4E; to live luxuriously, 

AE i 252, AE it BES ; to live in common, fe 3; 

JEAN, SET, Ae Me) HE, Ae FEE fi; to live 
from hand to mouth, J) OHjGB, WO A, 
=F. k B® ; to live by the pencil and ink Soe opt 3 

WE, LUE EIE ; 
to live and mess together, [ii J% [aj #. 

Live, v. ¢. To continue in, [fH ; to live one’s prayers, 

VA piss ; to live down, ZE $9, agp se. 
Live, a. Having life, 7G, 4E; live or dead, pkZE 
BIE ; a live coal, AE fre; live colors, AE fa. 

Live-feathers, n. pl. ABE. 
Lhive-oak, n. 30 77 HAS. 
Livelihood, n. #4E, FEW, JRA, ZEYK, FE tt; 

seek or plan to get a livelihood, 4 ®, ae 
4e, $i) E, fi} ; means of livelihood, 2b FF}; 
get one’s livelihood by agriculture, m ee 

pF A A. 
Liveliness, n. Sprightliness, Pej, Pei yi, 47 

ES. 
Livelong, a, Long in passing, #%, A; the whole 

livelong day, ALKA, H. 

Lively, a. Brisk, eid, PEWS, HAE. Hs, 28, 
SK, TREE, BE ; “good beer is very lively,” 
AEG [4 SATE 5 a lively complexion, ABBA; he 
is the lively image of his father, 45 6G #8 (22. 

2, fh > MAE (RAL. 
Liver, n. If; inflammation of the liver, }F2#, jf 

Hy liver and gall, FJH; liver complaint, JF 
Shi, VFS; the liver is related to wood, $F 
BAS, JFF3AS; the liver is the seat of the ani- 
mal spirit, PHAR; liver and bowels cut into 
inches, deeply afflicted, FPR RR; be is my 
heart and liver, like myself, JE HIF; 

{o live with, to cohabit, | 
fia) 74, BAM ; to live in the same house, [ya] qe EE 5 

the | 
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parenchyma of the liver, FH. 
Liver-color, a. ¥}}F&. 

Liver-stone, n. P41. 

Livery, n. A peculiar dress or garb, FIR, ARE, 
(4,; to receive livery, 4; freedom, Ff fy, BE 
2b ; the trades, #7. 

Livery-stable, nm. Hi U5 2, 11) 2g 55 Re. 
Liveryman, n. One aio wears a livery, as @ sery- 

ant, 487¢Nk #. MLPE; a freeman, [fj EAAN, 

wOZA, Bhs. 
noone n. SPE, SHE, & Bi AE, 7 FN: 
Livid, a. Black and biue, Fy 4; of a lead eolor, 
ae, Ey ff; a livid complexion, hy &- 

Living, ppr.ora. Dwelling, Jé, Je fF; existing 

or having life, 4E, 7%, 472E, #4674; living 
faith, IES (ia, Wala; the living green, HE 

Ty, ZEKE; living water, jy]; living rock, AE 
Ay ; living creatures, AE @z ; the living domestic 
animals, REE. 

Living, n. 24%, W444, ZEiia); the living and the 
dead, AEA AE 4; all the living, 4¢4, #e4E; 
amongst the living, 4E 49% +f; to judge the 

living and the dead, 4iFZE 1% HE #.- 
Living, n. Means of subsistence, #¥ 4E ; estate, 3; 

the power of continuing life, #f4E; to get a 
living by carrying burdens, fH Pk SHAE Re, LIFH 
TF AGAE; the benefice of a clergyman, Fe fiz 

Jie, 4 fli #= 238. 
Livre, nr. Se -F- %, fei) at INSEE: 

Lixivial, Lixivious, a. Quay, Wake Ay ; 
salts, QU. 

Lixiyium, n. ila. 

Lizard, n. The lizard kind, fe #A, Fe we FA ; the 
common lizard, WEE ; the house-lizard, SF ss 

BEE BLIRE 5 he a earth lizard, app Bes ; bate 
spotted lizard, WF dypRE 5 water- lizard, he OR, 

Llama, 2. rene Thihe ot, Tic. | Wot, saz a 
Lo, interj. See, mike. See Behold. 

Load, n. Load of a ship or cart, — fi, — Bq 

24% ; as much as a person can carry at once, 
— fH, Tia fil, —& ; to take another’s load, 
42 eR GH; I will take your load, FR4z RI GH ; 
take it all at one load, —}£fH ; a heavy load, 

Hrfil, AFH; a very heavy load, Af AgFM ; a car- 
riage load, Hid; a load of rice, — fA 
4: the Icad of life, 2% Ags ele aes se BE the 
load of cuilt, 4 SEH - the load on the spirits, 

FHiks, weak, BA, B H it he has his load, {Bg 
Be. 

Load, v. ¢. ; pret. and pp. loaded. Hi, MEET 5 

load a ‘ship, Bete Mt. HUES TE Mt. Part 

lixivious 
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to load full, 48, BEN to encumber, Ee; 
not enough to load it, HE HZ dk ; to load a gun, 

ASR EE, Ai at to load with fanart £ 

DIE ALLEL, RoR | Locate, v. t. To place, hk, 1, & 
Loaded, pp. ora. Re, iE /C38 5 loaded with, Hk, | 

$2 HK; loaded full, iG iij; the ship is loaded, fy | 
HK} 5 loaded with cares, Ais Jk dt. 

Loading, ppr. ik, Bed, Hys, Bey [ fi. 
Lstomey m. i Si 1s Se UHR 
Loaf, n.; pl. Loaves. A lump, 4, @J, DA; loaf of 

bread, A UA, ef ante Maas SOS 

bread, —{}%a 1, 28 a: two loaves, Aj7&, 
iW @4, fy 94; a loal of & ats IS Ak, Gwk— 

Loaf-sugar, n. P4#, FA PE. | BS. 
Loafer, n. A vagrant, [itt He PPE, ie VE ZV; one 

who gets his living by sponging, 4) fig lg} "2E, 

HRY, Fy BNL. 
Loam, n. He, Ve; rich loam, 398, JF, WE Sb, an ; 

white loam, QJ, Gye; black loam, 
Loamy, a. JERE, JE 5 a2 loamy soil, JE HY 5 a ric ch, 

loamy soil, FUE Mh, He Zk, EE. 
tee n. That which is lent, py ff ee, rte Ay, 

JH, bf {eg ; a loan of money, pyr fF PER, ca 2 
gf; to. put out to loan, iif fF, Wk (£, HRA ; to 
get a loan on interest, #5 (if £. 

Loan-oftice, n. {ir SAP, Hi Fi PY. 
Loath, a. nae ne, | Be 

Loathe, v. t. ie, MEME » Jase TE Te HE 
to loathe food, ka, BEée, wh, 2; 
it, DE JBR, AGAR. 

Loathful, a. JARRE, BRAG, BE AS. 
Loathing, ppr. Efe, ANSE, JARRE. 
Loathsome, a. 

ee 

BK dk; 
not loathe 

Loc 

a good locality, RELA locality, TE HE Sy Fy 

IS We, TE BE. 
Locally, adv. +, =. 

Ke, i. 
Located, pp. Placed, i@:j8, FH, Gs 

be located, 7€, ZEBEIE, MRE KE, Wath. 
, Rif ; to 

| Location, n. JE, IBA, Bi. 

one loaf of | 

Bye, BY WAN, PYAR, PY AY ey a 
loathsome ae ise, FJ Rk “23; a loathsome per- | 

son, AYR A i 
Loathsomeness, n. Fj 22%, Wy - 
Lobby, n. Bij 8, Bias. 
Lobe, n. Loke of the ear, ELF, Jig, FLAS, TEER. 
Lobelia, n. 7E%- 

Loblolly, 2. H4i. 

Lobster, n. AEH, Ac SHupz. 

Lobule, n. A small lobe, Se {f. 
Loeal, a. +, EYRE, Ss Fy ME, — HEME ; local brogue, 

+8 ; the local language, +5 ; the local idiom, 
AS A ak ; the local deity, -E Jip, - IMA HE 

local magistrates, -+ fe, J Jy; the local 
government, Jy 4d; local magistrate, Wh 
me, Loe; local banditti, --PE, +e, 45%; 
local manners, +- Jal, --f; local manners, or 

the prevaling spirit of a place, Jal + AiR. 
Locality, n. Stiuation, BRZE, WAT, BE, JiR; a bad | 

Loch, n. A lake, yi. 
Loche, n. Cobitis, 74g. 
Lock, n. $8, Gt $i, SE; one lock, —JBHH; the 

best Chinese locks, #; jj! ## ; a lock of fire-arms, 
$e}; a water-lock, actif, HilPY, ie; the seale 
of charges at a lock, Jjef%*; a lock of hair, — 
fEE, PRE, —i¢t-52; a lock of wool, —f 4H ; 
upon the same lock, jp4%, 2R4E; a lock which 
can be opened without a key, FR; the spring 
or beard of a Chinese lock, #444 ; the holt of a 

Chinese lock, gt, PA['] ; the body of a Chinese 
lock, {J ; to be under lock and key, #3 TF ; 
any inclosure, a. 

Lock-keeper, n. fiil $. 
Lock-sill, n. [ijak. 
Lock-weir, n. fc fii], 4. 
Lock, v.t. #8, HIP, FACE, FA lu ; to lock the door, 

SHTEPY, BALES iE PY: to lock up in jail, fay 
&; to lock any one out, $434 P5Me (RA ; lock 
up your money, {pO PE ge BH ie HR, 2 FR BA 
WHEW ; to loc G a Woman in one’s arm, Faz, 

Tak. 
Lockage, n. Toll paid for passing the locks of a 

canal, HS, Bi HB difference in level, ye 

AP 
Locked » pp- or a. B74 

SB. 
HES ; closely embraced, 

| Locked-jaw, Lock-jaw, n. JF J BEPA, BFR. 
Locket, n. A small lock, #4&f7-; a catch or spring 

{o fasten a necklace or other ornament, $f, EN; 

a little gold case, worn as an ornament, 4 
yes 

Locking, ppr. Sifé, FE. FH ; 
closeness, FE (£, iff. 

Locksmith, n. 47 FfE, He AE. 

Locky, a. #52006, #2), SEA). 
Locoloco, n. AE 

Locomotion, n. The act of moving from place to 
place, #% a), #% #8; the power of moving from 

place to place, $i 2 HE, E148 2. HE. 
Locomotive, a. Moving from place to place, %, 
# i) ; able to change place, WF, FEA, Hh 
3 (ry ; locomotive faculty, BRL“, GHZ 
HE ; locomotive slide, #7 BR IQR. 

embracing with 
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Locomotive, Locomotive engine, n. YX wpe, 2X ie 

ol, ABR. 
Locust, n. pag, Bike, Mes, IPRS, Wiuth, BRAS, 
$i, Hise; the migratory ieeust. hey, RL 
he > large-winged locust, # Sih ; 

Hie, HRY, WAM; the large kind of locust, Pay. 

Locust-tree, n. Hi}44. 
Lodge, v. t. To set, lay or deposit for Respite 

IE, Bis, ja; to plant, fe; to infix, Hyys 
lodge in the mind, 3/0); to lodge, asa at 

PEF : to eee A, ne BRT IA | 
to | to harbor, % ; to lodge one’s self, Fj PESF: 

lodge a ar. it. 
Lodge, v. 7. To reside, dwell, J, f£, 4, 4%, 7 

Hi, Jee “We: to rest fora nt, Bh, te, Bhi, SE | 

JE, PEE, 83. SB, Alsy; to lodge in a town, | Logarithmetie, 
4€ Ze SK. JE TMH; to live ina hut, 29H, | 

FEW ; 
alone, By iat, BC; 
night, 39 74. 

to lodge, as a priest, HAG 

Lodge, n. A small house in a park or forest, 4 
Fie, Jed, 3G; the lodge of a stag, HE IR; the 
porter’s lodge, PYF; a den, &: 
the freemasons’lodee, Si 4h & if 
field, 443 ; a snail’s lodge, It ie. 

Lodged, pp. Placed at rest, ik 738 ; 

a cave, Mil 

infixed, Hy | 

Y£jH; furnished with accommodation for a | 
night, Bhi, (8H; lodged, as a ball, #EIB. 
Lodger, n. oy )h 8, Orie, Ae, tik. $5 Tk, 
EK 

Lodging, ppr. Placing at rest, 7 P, &EE; rest- 

ing fora night, B74 ; residing for a time, # 

me, PStk. 
Lodging, Lodging-place, n. fk ps mie Br, Je A, 

CEB, "BRIK, ¥e TG» ei , fe, ti, (§ Tey ; to me for 

a night’s lodging, +e f¥7- 
Lodzment, n. The : state of being lodged, J% 3%, 

wa 44; 8 work cast up by besiegers during their | 
og | 

approaches, #@ 47 7, PEE ZK. 
Loft, n. ##, #8}; 2 room or space next under the 

roof, TUE the ue loft, — corn-loft, #EB. | 
“re ot 

; proudly, fF, | 
BEAR: with Ae cee of ee ise ayy? 

Loftiness, n. Height, #y; pride, RE (i; dignity, | 

ray, a. Hlevated in place, 7,3, Walt SHU, 

a te RRM, WEI, He 42, eae 5 ele 
aia with pride, B& it; lofty towers, PY; 
a lofty pagoda, #5; your lofty surname, 
RE ; lofty tree, fas 5 ; a mnotyy QE SU, | 

a ee before | 
having wings, HH; a broad locust or cicade, | 

n | 

to lodge | | 

to ask one to fede over the 
z | 

| Loggerhead, n. Blockhead, ACSA, MEY, HA. wE 

fr | 

| Logic, n. BZ ER, a nil 
a lodge ina | 

salle We Ba, Welt sa lofty peak, BRIE, 3; lofty 
aaa sublime, 2538, IIE ; how lofty and grand! 

#430 >a lofty station, fiz: a lofty house, 

Tay He, SBE, JE 3 a lofty gate, led a lofty gate- 
way, 7 iA; a lofty wall, 7 ak, #4 BE, WA BE 
lofty hills, pW, Wee Wie ; lofty ideas, SA; 

. eae. 
a ship’s log, fp% 

haughty, Reh; a lofty scul, Ray 

| Log, n. Log of wood, ASH, AR ; 

ZAR RR. 
| Log-board, n. sete Ff. 

| Log-book, n. WeFEM. 
Log-eabin, Log-house, Log-hut, n. 2878 

| Log-line, n. Pepe ay Hil. 
Logarithm, n. 28 sb ts), BF Bel ak, BH: tables 

of lowarithim, #f Bex. 
Logarithmetical, Logarithmic, 

Logarithmie al, a. Pertaning to, or consisting of 

logarithms; logarithmic curve, 3} B& dh #4; 
logarithmic spiral, ff Bunz. 

fF, RAS 

#42; to fall to loggerheads, to come to logger- 

heads, ey47- 

AM, OBE, SEZ 
AL, Hea id: ; to study 

logie, LF YY 3, 

| Logic al, a. A Ay, Je a Zp AY, 45 Sh. ere. 

| Logically, adv. WHE. 

Logician, n. Elam ++, WS E. 

2, OB 

| Logman, n. iMAC OTE. 
Logomachy, n. BEL, HELE, TER. 
Logos, n. 38. 
Logwood, n. In China, the logwood used as a red 

dye is fi AK. 

| Loin, 2». SE, fb, ay. 
Loiter, v. 7. To be dilatory, Mik, Se RE, HE, 

punting ‘axe, Fy, EN, ART. 
| Loitered, pp. ps2 ys. 

| Loiterer, n. (ROHR J, ae he F AGTH) ZA. 
Loitering, ppr. or a. JETT, RERE. 

| Loll, v. 7. or ¢. To lean, Bek, Bes, Aas, line, 

Wh, i 2; to loll out the tongue, as a dog, 

AWE, HE, GER, SESE. 
London, n. The city of London, fy HE DR. 

| Londoner, n. Rie A. 
Lone, a. Solitary, 44, 4 at, FP, RA. WA, 

| #F (E; single, MX, Fi, 5k, Ht Bh, mJ, MF; 
| the lone king, IL=. 
_ Loneliness, n. Solitude, Ma BR: disposition 

to loneliness, 47-4 Hi, aR irae 
| Lonely, a. Retired, Yya?, Hx 1 r ee, nie ae 

at, Bitar, 7eae; lone, ee, i, Bi 148), WBE; 
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the ipnelva man, * 4% )\; to feel ie fy Long-cloth, n. ¥£%i; gray long-cloth, Jit fA ; 
Hg ae. jeans and white long-cloths,  f% 4. 

Lonesome, a. $Q i, Wat, PVE, ORGS, FLZL; in | Long-concealed, a. HEED. 
Jonesome mountains, 7644 |Lj. Long-ell, n. paix, aos 

Long, a. or adv. Long in space, a ER, ak, EK; Long-established, a. TILE A. 
a span lone, Be Se — PE; long hair, £ | Lone-leeged, a. 5 Nal fy. 
, $52, AE; long and graceful, BAER; a Long-legs, n. trip. 
long sword, fi; a long neck, $294; a long | Long-lived, a. f& fy fF. 
note, fz 7#; a long syllable, §& # 7¥; long | Long-lost, a. REBAN. 
ears, fH, 15 H-. eH; long ells, pat, HE | Long-measure, n. JE jJ: 

¥&; long measure, J j;a long heak, + $245; | Long-necl.ed, a. fe3H fg. 
long legs, J2Ai, Hee; long and short, {2% ; | Long-primer, n. $427 %. 
a long gown or garment, $242, 7; long pep- | Long-shafted, a. fe {2 (tj. 
per, Hid; long grass, fe%4, $7; a long tail, | Long-sighted, a. PEA AY. 
ER: long and far, $238, #2 4; long and | Long-sightedness, n. jz ql. 
slender, BEES, By Et; long branches of trees, | Long-sufferance, n. Zit, titPE, fe 2. 
$e tit RK, RE, Hj; long in time, Je A, A, iit, | Lone-suffering, a. Aigiee, Bamitiy, $7.04. 
WHA, AA, Bik, MEA, HB, WA; very long, | Long-tail, n. Je; cut and long-tails, FEA. 
WA, AK, Ae tit, Hit; a long affair, jit}A | Lone-winded, a, See Lone-breaheal 
Wa fe A“; do not stay away long, AA | Longan, vn. Dimocarpus, fit WE. 

HK; so long, IFA; not long since (not very | Longe, nm. A thrust with a sword, —fa. 
long), 4m #E A, Suc #E iit; for a long time (or | Longer, a. HA, iitiB- 

forever), LAA A; too long, jit sh A, KA, | Longest, a. 2AM, EAM, Ide, BA, Heit 
Ke fit, fe A; Jong continued, $ pz lk YR; | Longevity, n. 2, E fy, RAE. 
long established usage, Je Ai fe, AAP; | Longing, ppr., a. or n. G32, HIB IE; to satis- 
not long, ae it, AA, AA, A HE; a long fy my longings, Ft FR 7s Bi. 
time, A, "8A, AA, WEA ; two long years, Longirosters, n. pl. fs BS. 
ZEN, HI4E2 A; long debates, Je aiMr, | Longirostral, a. JE. 
KF#; this is the long and short of it, Af (#, | Longitude, n. Degrees or lines of longitude, $f 
#4; not long after this, BAT, ILA JE, #2%H: latitude and longitude, RRR. 

K, wil 2 F7 Hit; long ago, GA, KF iit; how | Longitudinal, a. #8¥ fy. 
long? $8 iit, #2 A” WE, #& se not long ago, Longitudinally, adv. i FE 9 ; longitudinally and 
5 He é, WW 3e; to detain a long time, AP; you transversely, ftir. 

are yery long in coming, fi Ag HF AF GEE; all | Lonicera (japonica *? periclimenumt}?), n. @gR 
day long, JKA, #60, 34 A; the lone home, HE. £ See Honey suckle. 
FE, JBL; a long period, ELA; long continued | Loobily, adv. 4H. 
prosperity, ii $3 4) f2; separated for a long | Loochoo, n. Fé = 

time, Jy) FH Ag tif, ible Wii) Ag n, A Si Ww hy are | Look, v. 7. Wh, Fi T> ii, iid, BLA. kt, Ba Oi, a lid 
you so long about it? 44 0 MH TE ; long i), bill, E,W, WE, WEE: to look about one, 

slide, EP aan. to look on “ll sides, TEU LeIM, JE) Wh, PU i Ay, 3K 
Long, v. 7. To desire Spe 42, Bik, AH, | FL; to look about one, to be on the wateh, fg 

HS AB, HUGE, BERK. See, fae, Bee, BG, HE, FLD, TEP, FYB; look carefully after it, 
fe Fl fe, 40 oe, Tis: I long to see him, # 3£ is 4m; to look after things, [i UF, 4 EF ; to 
FLA, we FL fly, ay # ans BSL fe, {Ge fb; to long look after, to attend, to take care of, #EHE, fy 

D after virtue, 3% fi, Fi Ha; to long to get hae fil, Hy; look after him, HUE Tif TE ; to 
_ ward, 7 #iff; to ae for food, AR, we |  Jook after, to expect, ry Ms : to look after, to 

Long-boat, n. f= | seek, 3h, a4, He, R; look after it well, {i ji BE; 
Long-breathed, a. 2 fy. to teal ata play, WER, Fe; to look at a dis- 
Long- buried, a. ME I. 

* Medhurs:. + Bridg:man. 
* We, ‘the emperor. t In Hongkong, there grow lonicera hirtiflora; L. longi- 
i In Hakka, 4 is almost always used for mouth. flora; L, macrantha; L. multiflora; and L. reticulata. 
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tance, “, iil, GWA: to look at with longing 

eyes, AEH, gig, HL; to look at coldly and 
carelessly, 7p MEfif} HL; to look at through the 
corner of, or with one eye, ||) HE, fg; to look at 

disdainfully, #iq§f ; to look at angrily, *q8l fig, 

AG, Hieadd ; let me look at it, ME ARMIN PB, Hl sz 
1 flt; to look at attentively, Poti, MOA, 
Smid, PF, J; to look askance, Fmt; to look at 

by stealth, (grit, ASE, (ir ; to look awry, # 
iis, HRI, I; to look back, jig, Je] RM, : to 
look black, 542 ]%, 22 fif; to look down upon, 
to condescent, ff ; to look down upon, to slight, 

WY OE TE, Ew, aL, We; to look down- 
wards, fli, P, eT, iid; to look for, to expect, 
PA, Pl, Wp YZ, Pf; to look for, to seek, Ff ; to 
look forward, “, JF", WE; to look forward 
with hope, 4%, 7%; to look straight for- 

ward, $52, 2, iw, (LD, HIE. HE; to look 
into, to inspect, Be ge; to look into, to observe 

narrowly, §H¥#¢ ; to look on, to regard, fi, ft}, SL 
#4, Fi (4+, i; to look on, to esteem, [14% ; to 

- look on, to think, fj; ; to look on, to be a mere 
spectator, (#1 ; to fold the hands and look on, 
4 eae BL; to lock over one by one, %—fits; 
to lock over hastily, 428 Af if; to look over books, 
fis BE, Tt HE, A] HE; to look out, to be on the 
guard, Jf}, 48; look out for thieves, #EPy 
Fok; lock out! WS CEI, fi BE; to look to, to 
wateh, ij}, #7, YF; look to it, ASMP4B ; to look to, 
to expect to receive from, % {f "(4 ; I look to 
you for help, Fg" (RACH JK; L look up to you, Mp 
WE (=f ; to look to heaven for help, AAPA; to 
look throvgh, to understand perfectly, 3% Wy i%, 
WIZ; to look up, PP; to look up to, fy ; to look 
up to with reverence, 2, HE Pp; look at the sun 
and moon, ff% (ik A J4 ; look to your footing, fj}; 

FA, Mik ; to look through a stone, to have very 

good eyes, fji22 4%) ; to look beyond the thing 
one seeks, liiifh #8; to look through a tube, 

limited knowledge, #:3% ; to look to with fixed 
eyes, YE ALi, WERE ; to look at steadily, Myife; | 
to look towards, “#, #1; to look upon with 
alfection, HE, ZF fifi ; it looks strange, Nyy74 Ay 7k, | 
[PSSJE ; to look at with an evil eye, [X) AR AY, A | 
fit; to look sorrowfully, 3; to look right 
and left, 7: an fai), 1 7c His FY. WB) Ze Fa: to look 
alarmed, 4, 2H4; to look aghast, WEA APR: | 
to look frightened, }f @, 3%; what do you look 
for? (pjsity BPE ; shall I only look on? 7Qaz 
BLM LF; to look in the face, AM, Hignm 
WR, Ataf iy ; it looks well, #7 1); to look with 

a lustful eye, 4m, BML. 
Look, n. Cast of countenance, Ef, AA; 0 glance, 

—{hi;, —Y, — il, —# ; an honest look, 2° 
Tu 3ot, ELA, ; a wanton look, 4, A; 
a look of displeasure, [i}75 ABE, ABE, PBN: 
a noble look, #4; a vile look, ji4H; to steal 

a look, (grits, (ii, {frild ; to take a look at, Ait 
ipie 

Look-out, n. Look-out house or tower, &% #, 
to keep a look-out, fli}, A. 

Looked, pp. fiii&, 4 Sf. 

Looker, n. 4 #%, Wi 4. 
Looking, ppr. fi, FL, #3 looking up, #1; looking 

down, ff; good-looking, #F i, 44- Thi Ht. 
Leoking-glass, n. A mirror, $%; one looking-glass, 

— fi E- 
Loom, n. 4RRE, FEA. 
Loom, v.i. To appear above the surface either of 

land or sea, H}3}; to loom in the distance, if 
tH, 3231 ; to rise and be eminent, {[} Ae. 

Looming, ppr. {I 3h. 
Loon, n. A sorry fellow, Rey, BEI A; 2 rogne, 

FEE, IH fF - 
Loop, n. Loop of a string, H; loop of a button, 

4ik41), {ILE ; a small, narrow opening, HF, e- 

Loophole, n. Ak, f#L ; loophole of a wall, FAR, HE 
jl, HE@E; a passage for escape, ke Z FR; 
means of escape, 3Jbiht 2 Jy. 

Loose, v.t. To untie, ff2; to relax, #%, 346, He; 
to liberate, $F, Hk, FEI; to disengage, fF; to 
loose a knot, fZ##, fi7Hhfi ; to loose a wound, fF 
ff; to loose the bowels, Si Ak, 3 H8; to loose a 
rope, 44%; to loose one’s bonds, PEs, He eF. 

Loose, a. Unbound, Ff py, #%; not tight cr close, 
4%, ‘FL, Fb, HH; not close or compact, fit; vague, 
YP; lax, A fe; unconnected, *l ; loose and dis- 

solute, wanton, fit, Wah, Wowt, Wes, HE, TE, 

TAH ; a loose robe, ‘8 [i] 7A, ‘ RAIBE #2 + a 
loose discourse, Ht, Vik ; to get loose, 7H; to 
break loose, as a horse, 3{ Ff; a loose rope, #% 
NER, FR"PERM; to grow loose, AE APT; a loose 
liver, Fe 2% A ; loose words, #PB, Enh ; locse 
earth, ¥<NE, ¥4 + ; to let loose, fx, We PE ; to be 
let loose, Hx Rt; loose and diffusive, FHF ; loose 
and easy, ‘f, #; loose thoughts, #riiiAh; too- 

loose, #43808, 42%; to let loose one's 
thoughts, Bt <. 

Loosely, adv. Not fast, ¥%, , A3S ; irregularly, 
Al; not with the usual restraint, Et ; meanly, 

fb; wantonly, ¥; to tie loosely, She #; 
loosely done, #2 ; to live loosely, EEAy7, Ary 

we 

41 
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Hei f7- 
Loosen, v.t. 4%, Lh 25, WME, WBE, FEB RH 

loosen it a little, $<fA fry; loosen the trowsers 

from the stockings, to make one’s self comfort- | 

able, 7 Hic MMH; to loosen the ground, jie} FA 
Je; to loosen the howels, $4 it, 3m iL. 

Loosened, pp. ora. #4 F, Ik eT. 

Looseness, n. 544 5 moseress eget Bhar i | 
looseness of the bowels, jf, Hk, Pp, JAPRE; 

looseness, 4 ; in nye en = 

Loosing, ppr. PE, Fk. 

Lop, v.t. iit, 1%, 2. Wf. 
Lophius, n. Fishing frog, Fey, BEA. 
Loppered, v.27. #3, (ABE. 
Lopping, ppr. ik. 
Lopsided, a. 355 35 SA 3, (hi He. 
Liat ious, a. Talkative, Je AE, BR, BS, Ea | 

M5, beh BN, 25 callin’, EWS. wen, ae 
ill AS eres a loquacious person, 2O% J\\, 

ae os 
Loguaciosnes, Loquacity, rn. B48, $0,760, 

: Wn Vis Fil Fea. 

Loquat, n. Hryob fone pet, BEE. 

Lord, n. =, TA BA, B, B, BE; a governor, # ; 
a tyrant, @3, /E=E; a husband, 8, Pb. xk; 
a nobleman, ##; the Supreme Lord, [+ ; 
the Lord of heaven, F€ +; the true lord, it +; | 
the lord of a state, ze, ff] @; from the year | 

of our Lord, =: 4 MAE; the Lord’s day, = | 
2 f; the lord of the year, $42 2% 8; lord of | 
the manor, AT 5 the house of lords, #f@ jf, 
SKI % ie my lord, PL=E, PAA, AA, B 
=E, BVA, (see Lor dship); the event lord of the 

saer ifices, A Ai; the lord of the palace, 2° + ; 
Jora! = sik; my lord and master, = fi; the lord 
lieutenant, #44 ; the first lord of the treasury, 
Ik #1; the lord mayor of London, {fy WH #428 5 | 
my lord our prince, 4:24; a humpbacked per- | 
son, mfe, TER ZA. 

Lord, v. 7. To domineer, 4% 
trary sway, J#7#F. 

Lord, v.t. ‘To invest with the dignity and privi- | 
leges of a lord, #}453# 

Lord’s supper, n. 324%, FZ 
Lording, n. A small fords ies Sieh Dei 
Lordliness, n. Se (es hi nughtiness, BS ik, TiS. | 
Lordling, n. WE, GEAR. 
Lordly, a. Becoming a lord, 4 + fy; proud, Care 

tyrannical, 27 Fa (vg. | 
Lordship, n. ‘The state or quality of being a lord, 
EFS ES i GE; your lordship, as applied toa 

ses 

; to rule with arbi- | 

| Lose, v. t. ; 

judge, &e., 7 A; your lordship, as applied to a 
nobleman and others, "= ; your lordship, as 
applied to a bishop, =, # ay. 

| Lore, n. Sac, Hk. 
Lorieate, v. t. To plate over, £80] FA, ft LIA. 

pret and pp. lost. ‘lo mislay, 4, 4 

&, KE IE in, Keilg, 38, ne SL, GAR, ZX Wie ; 
to lose, as in a game, ora battle, RX; to lose, 

as in trade, BE, fi, Wp, fe; to lose a thing, Fe 
Wp, We A, 4A; to lose one’s life, 4e gir, BE 
fx ; to lose the state, #ié fA] ; to lose a battle, $7 
ihe Fy He We bi Wee ; to lose in trade, not recoy- 

er the outlay, Bé Ax, fif Ax, Pf Ax; to lose an 
opportunity, 4eKe@ ; to lose one’s sight 4A, 
3A}; to lose an engagement, by not being 
punctual or by not attending to the stipulations, 

Ve#y; to lose a fever, 4237; to lose one’s self- 
possession, Fy 4, #82 ; to lose one’s head, Jey, 
Ble SL; ; to lose one’s self, Pa yeyRH, JOE; to lose 
one’s self, to he bewildered, 38 4 jh; to lose 
color, as a person, 44-4; to lose color, as things, 
3 f4 ; to lose one’s reputation, 4eRa yay, Fee (es 
to lose one’s voice, 4eR¥, 43%, le, pL; to lose 
the milk teeth, 423, 4, 9% jy; to lose one’s 
labor, AEP OORE, G 2 TK, HEA; to lose 
courage, BI )%, Ba; to lose time, AENF, E H 
F, KASHIE; to lose one’s way, ARR, HE, 

HP. EGEE ; to lose money, WRI, WEAR, SBR T 
to lose one’s countenance, 4b, pyVe; to lose 
blood, 4 fff; to lose one’s situation, Fe it, 
A 7%; to lose an office, 4eI; to lose ground, 
4é ji, ; to lose one’s soul, to faint, JE zg; to lose 

faith, 4E f¥ ; to lose one’s foothold, tovslip, 4e AH; 

to lose an appointment, 4 Ji] ; to lose one’s 
mother by death, 2%; to lose one’s father, 

Ae hih- 
Losing, ppv. or a. Missing, 4, 1% Fi ; losing, as 

in a game or battle, f#<; losing, as in trade, 

RE. Ur. 
Loss, n. Loss by defaleation, 5% sf, Wk; loss on 

a capital, BEAS, Hr AS; detent’ Wy, f4; loss of 
duties, ?3#; loss of voice, Nee loss of mem- 

ory, TE Ti; loss of appetite, Hz #8, YE; loss 
of time, 4E Jf; a clear loss, ine to be at a 

loss, HF 4 fi tz US de, 2G De tg SE, EHH; the 
loss of a fort, Pelt aH Tam ata loss how 
to deal with this, Dg (p3e 0% SU EhRE (aE, IESE 

A Fada 5 WE ee 5 by this loss, JET we FEE, Le 
UE 44. 

| Lost, pp. or a. Mislaid, 42 43 ARIE; perished, 
U, KU; lost out ‘of mind, 38, Sat, GS; 
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lost all conscience, #2 2 )% ; lost his life in try- 
ing to get a fortune, [AM Fe sr, FEM Sle ip ; lost 
his kingdom, 4eAb fd, KS fa; lost the proper 
time for instruction, 4 48 #z5)l] ; lost her virtue, 
4. & ; lost overboard or gone to the bottom, as 
a ship, 4g7K¢; lost the clue, S47 Hh, FVAK; 
lost in oblivion, $F sf, Ff ; lost for ever, Jef# 
4} i, 4e A (HEF; lost for ever, gone to perdition, 

ACM ; lost, as an art or science, Je f¥ ; lost 
to a sense of shame, Az SRE, BERS 5 lost 

all, emit, Sepals, MEM, 
all in trade, Bi As. 

Lot,#n. That by which the fate of one is determ- 
ined, fp, fir 32, $2 ¥%5 a miserable lot, Jhl ar, 

V2 fy; a happy lot, &F az, We Ay 3 proportion or 

share, 3p, JPR, Gh; a lot of ground, —EsUl ; 
lots made of paper or wood, ff]; to draw lots 
before Bas, HAGE ; to draw lots for a response, 

eat, HEGE ; to oe lots, 47s TR Ok 2, Bk a 3 
a J. ah to cast lots whether to | 
fight or not, 4 ie i ‘oe rice-bird draw a lot | 
for one, fH}; to decide by lots, FAM Z, 
io bimdez; the best lot is fallen to him, {— 
Pr PAS BAS CE, FE im Gi ; it fell to my lot, Si 

OED}, Bir TE ZF}; to pay scot and lot, WALA: 
the whole lot, —-2}3F, Wicp4sis. 

Lot, v.t. qAR, are to assign, Fp HL, Zp (B ; to 

TEL, SAE ; lost 

| Louver, n. {9 #E; a louver window, 46 Ay He. 
Lovage, n. #a7G4t- 

LOV 

| Lounge To spend time lazily, if as : 

lounge about, ihe, Wylde, Bee, Be itil 
Bf AEDS He EAC. fy Se aE. 
Lounger, n. (GNQUEE\, JE4, HEU A, ENE, 
(yi ; loungers are not permitted to enter, 

Lisl A lb. 
| Lounging, ppr. or a. Yap, JE, KFT). 
Louse, n. ; pl. Lice, wl, i HS, DAF, Weak; to 

| crack a louse, €y gl; a wood louse, Ax pl, 
Louse, v. t. Fe ml we, Jew. 

Lousily, adv. abi. 
_Lousy, a. Bae, Salay, MIP awe; the 

lousy disease, AE, AE GZ AE; mean, phere, 
BDILE fg. 

Lout, n. AE, (AfE, HATE, HK, GL, BEF A. 
Loutish, a. HLBB, HL, HL, (i893. 

=o 

Love, v. ¢. 3, Af, WS, HE, Vo, AC, $EBe; to he 
pleased with, ae es to love ane as a 
mother gn 24, IMT, WHBe, FEBS, BE, 
fh Be, =F; to love very much, 4-FpBe, aE; 
to love ens Hoge: tg love ardently, # 
me, Be ht, HB, Fuk; to love intimately, 
41 Be; to love one anotlier, » ABE 5 to love with 
COMTSSION, me ge, Be Hi a i; love others as 
yourself, #% J 4n C4; to love men in general, 

sort, PEREZ} BH, ZS ANS. | Se )\, Peze; to love with favor, #z 3% ; to love 

Loth, see Loathe. | wealth, It, Sel; to love wine, 477i, & 
Lotion, n. BOK. BLae ak. 
Lottery, n. #8, [ii], Zé; to open a lottery, By Ze. 

Lotus, n. 

lotus flower, $H#i, fif, RAE; the receptacle of 
the lotus, 3#i 2%; seeds or nuts of the lotus, 
3H; the lotus seat, the -shrine of Buddha, 
and the Kwanyin, $i ER, j#48; a child climb- 
ing the lotus, a scholar acting unworthily, fi | 

Be i the lotus with the plum, affianced, 

Assi as. 

Loud, a. Having a great sound, as a loud voice, | 

KE, EE, i HE, pe; a loud report, KB, KH 
I} ; a great noice, FEW; to makea loud noise, 
{EA RE, ABE, AMG; to speak with a loud | 

voice, Kee a; loud words, ppp; to call out 

with a lond voice, AwEEE, QREMF, Ja BERT ; 
a loud noise, NRE, WU, 

Londly, adv. Avs, FB: speak loudly, Awe. 
Louis Mor, n. 7%: iad FA. 

ine Menticas, 16, 8; Nealon 27,55, 56; Tochean 7,133 I. 
Samuel, 14,42; ieee ulm, 22,19; Proverbs, 16,28; Jonah, 
1. 

A genus of leguminous plants; the | 

pal Fl . | 

i; to love women, #4, Be, Ba N, ye, 
WAKE; to fear and love, os God so loves 

the world, |. rage EB Ie to love virtue, 4 

| ffi; to love the good, 4H, #%5E; to love 

hetter, 3: 3, Wa Fe. 
| Love, n. Affection, # if, #; good-will, #Ex, 

PLE - benevolence or charity, Hie, f=; ten- 
sone S8, 2&; love in idleness, 4[Hi ; my love, 
FUE OAT, ZB; partial love, aD mis- 
taken love, $§#: the love of one’s home or 

country, eA Hi. fi +2; love to sin, 
5H Sf; to entertain love, [3:3 ; to gain people’s 
love, 74 A Be, #4 WHE; the love of God, i 

ee ; to be ont of ie with any one, as 45, 
A, WEA J; it was done jor love, Pas fi 

th 320% Be BE; to forfeit cne’s love, 4A Be, 4 

at to die for love, 1 SETAE, Ame : 
to make love, a io be in loye with any 

| one, a AG ie ge J. ; to fix the love on one 

person, 7 fis 7 a ee lewd love, (R32, APB; 
a love tale, A Bf; love’s spring, HZ; 
love’s springs, Bez Dy Bz Y y Ha - the love of 
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wine, BS Zod. 
Love-apple, n. A¥}if- 
Love-broker, n. xt J\. 

Love-favor, n. $7, 5b ge. 
Love-feast, n. 3 7 Gj. 
Love-letter, n. fi {3, tik #. 

Loye-secret, n. ihe 
Love-sick, a. # Bg ; after the manner of a love- 

sick girl, BGI Fe re (EGY A tis Jal ZR. 

Love- ernest n. AH I, Zo, fT. 
Love-song, n. fF. 

Love-token, n. 3 77 51 FR. 
Loved, pp. BY, BB. 
Loveless, a. 4ne3, 4n6 [i 

Loveliness, n. B] 344%, TW) ap eth. 
Lovely, a. Fl, ePBipE, Mi; a lovely person, 

Fy eZ A; a lovely girl or young woman, = 
#c; (0 consider as lovely, LIQ H) He, LAGS; 
to look upon virtue as lovely, LJ payee; very 
lovely, 4-25, 4 BR (rg 5a lovely place, S21. 

Lover, n. BH, AE, MAW, ABW; the lover of 
virtues, #638 7% J\. 

Loving, ppr. 
Re, Af, MAA, MLB; fond, 4+%F; amorous, 

AAA, AM. 
Loving-kindness, n. 2&, 2425, (23, 2B, (CK, 

mE. 
Low, a. Not high or elevated, (&, 51, 4&, fT, 

A, JG; vulgar, biG, BRE, In; the low 
classes of people, Pift, Witt, PUEMEA ; gf 
low extraction, Hi 4 (, Hi Ale, Hi & Jef 
a low place, rae Sie; low ground, by, “ | 

low a low, damp place, (Rik. $4, | Pidi, TF ; 
price, (REAR, (Ef ; a low business, (#e | 
3; in a low voice, (fG##; tospeak in a low 
voice, (REF iE; low language, SLM PEG, Eb he 
wt; of low estate, BLE, tfc ; low water, 
IKE, AH, AKYS ; low countries, (EWI, ZR 
Ji ; a low house, (FE )3. Ae, HE, ini, JRE; Of low 
stature, AF, Ag ; to lay low, MEK, 5G, KT, 

Fx; low behavior, Pf; to be in a low 
condition, %¢ FS fiz, Sy Fb (WS: 
education, 7 SUE A, #H GD MRE WV; in low 

spirits, $.%; why do you feel so low ? -EM{f 
SE; low to the south, P Ai; high and 

om, ta fX, ia Se, {57}, HARE ; plain, AH, Ev 

mi; low diet, 45 ~B, HE; the price is 

very low, {S245 R8. 
Low, adv. %, fk, T- 
Low, uv. 

aL ME, He, A, Pah. 

or a. Entertaining affection for, 

‘ 

men of low | 

i. To bellow, as an ox or cow, #8, BR%, | 

| Low-born, a. 

| Lowly, a. iff § 

igeeaneh ede a. BER. 

WS Hi PE, Be Gok HL A, RE HE 5, 
T iit 15. 

Low-bred, a. SLE, abil. 
Low-minded, a. fh it fig. 
Low-priced, a. JEE (RE, 2. 
Low-spirited, a. #8 ,% (1g, TO A5- 
Lower, v. t. or 7. TP, fh, ME, HP ; to lessen, i, 
iG; to lower the head, {ff-#, ae #7; to lower 
the eyes, self, af ; to lower the sail, Pipe, 

yz; to lower the price, #RfR; to debase, (& 
4%; to frown, #IG 

Lower, a. P; the lower side, 3%; the lower 

half, P 42 #, TP 424K; the lower part of the 
house, P f#, [P fi; the lower classes, PF in; 
lower focus, # fh. 

Lowered, pp. PJ, 4 ST, KT T.- 

Lowering, ppr. ora. T, ¥&, [&. 
Lowermost, a. 2 P VE, 7B (RAY. 

Lowest, a. 2 PE, B5LA5, = (Ri; the lowest 

quantity, Bab, Fk F fy; the lowest price, # 

(R(X fry; the lowest rank, BP HAS, BERG 
Hey; lowest term, fR 2s. 

Lowland, n. {§& 2] Jat. 
Lowliness, n. aft, ity. 

i, GRE, alk ME, GSE; low, mean, 

Lowly, adv. iff, 81; lowly born, JE Hi fy; with 
a lowly voice, Rte 

Lowness, 2. Torness of heart, G4. ; lowness of 
SCRUIGHIS, SuLE, SKE; lowness of spirit, 38 
1), SE; lowness of price, $E(R. 

Loyal, a. oa to a prince or superior, #8, 38 

AN, SG, fa, $Id By; a loyal minister or 
servant, }8 fi ;-loyal subjects, 3g Bt, MAEt, Ha 

IB &. 
Loyalist, n. 272 B #. 
Loyaily, adv. #8, JAY. 
Loyalty, n. 4%, ieee 4H, Mom, Fd. 

Lozenge, n. Lozenge in the south of China, 4 

$8 fap, HED, HERE, ¢FSRHE SE; peppermint 
lozenges, j4} tuy £2 Hf, THE fy PRE. 

Lozenge-shaped, a. See Rhomb. 
Lu, n. The ancient state in which Confucius was 

born, the modern provinee of Shantung, #, 

race 
Lubber, n. Hite, AF FE. 

Lubberly, a. i$, JU AA. 
Lubrieate, v.¢. To make smooth or slippery, # 

ih, EH. 
Lubricity, n. jf. Wes, iit ; stnstubility, Pir 
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lasciviousness, iF i 36, FS YE; the lubricity of 

fortune, Wie iy, ii ZA is. 
Lubricous, a. Smooth, slippery, 7, (EE, 

wavernig, 7. 
Lubrification, n. 4/7} #. 

Lucid, a. Shining, 3.0), i, FE, HH, HK 
He, JES; transparent, AY; clear, distinct, 
easily understood, AJ, HW] & ; lucid explanations, 
AA HR, WIE; lucid moments, FY}, A) sh. 

Lueidly, adv. If. 
Lucidness, n. 3,8. 
Lucifer, n. The planet venus, 4° St, Wy) st, PEW], 

Wi) 2, IES. 
Lucifer, Lucifer-match, n. RAE, FEICAE, WIE. 
Luciferous, a. FEI. 
Luciform, a. Hk, S228 fF. 
Lucimeter, n. ERLE, ERUZE. 
Lucio- cee n. Perch- LS oom. 

Luck, n. ji 44, FR 38s, 3 VER, Ml ak. #2 Bes good 
ince, WE PR, IEG, Bee, Fs by good luck, 
Sef, TH3e, AFFZH ; to have luck, AW, Aim; 

by luck, #8, (385. 
Luck-penny, n F&F. 

Luckily, adv. 3, (E, 152, WEAR IE, ESE, Wd 
fj, 327; luckily obtained, 37}; luckily es- 
eaped, FE | luckily met, P4534. 

Luckiness, n. 78, 4f-£2. 
Luckless, a. R¥, AG, WEAF or, TER Be, BHR. 
MG, 18 Ge, BB &- 

Lucky, a. 5, 45,42, BB, Fit, iit; to be lucky, 
HH, HM, GE, WAI: tacky omen, WA, 
HIG, MATL WK, WE: lucky day, WA: 
to cast for a lucky day, P7¥ A; a lucky ae 

BHA, HF A; lucky stars, 7G Jf; may 
hacky star shine on you, 74 2# HEN ; very luc f 

ESE, AHH, HPAL; a lucky opportunity, 4 
PRB, KEKE; a lucky hit, PAPE; a lucky af- 
fair, 7 34; prosperous, EAH. 

Lueraban see, n. HAF. 

Luerative, a. Ap EW (G, KAY. Kae, EES 
IE ; lucrative trade, df FEW AER, AAZE TE. 

Lucre, n. #1), Fi) # ; filthy lucre, 7 Fi]; to scheme 
after filthy lucre, aM IE fl, 6 A, lel jRAY, [al 

#, BAI. 
Lucubrate, v.7. To work by night, 7M {i, 7 
Fal WG 1, ATH; to study by night, # 

Lucubration, ». Ze%, TEBE (EMG, ENR EME, He 
Fal ff 15. 

Luculent, a. BAAS, HA; a luculent proof, 

AiR. 

pe oy. 5,01. 
{> 

Ludicrous, a ae 5 al 5K ae ap ih ae. 
comic, jit! is oe a ludicrous affair, 4421 
Bsa Indicrous fellow, je FEE NK, 

Ludicrously, adv. 4-54 fj, ia fE. 
lbadicrousnese n. UAE, aE 2. 
Lues yenerea, n. {E BIHE, NIT, Ai. 
Luff, v. 7. faent. 

Lug, 7. ¢- To drag He, He, ALA ; to lug out, 2g. 
Luggage, n. 774 =, Felt, ee HE “ds i; the luggage 

of war, FAs, abe 

Lugubrious, a. SEAX, SER, JR. 
Lugubriously, adv. BEY. 
Lukewarm, a. Tepid, 78, HI, GUE, EY ES ; 

not ardent, AYR, PRE; lukewarm patriots, 

tea +. 
Lukewarmly, adv. wi 
Lukewarmness, n. OYE #, iP. iG, iH. 
Lull, v. t. To quiet, fie, ffe at, 4 He, Helin; to lull 

into a state of security, i NAIA, (i AA. 
Lull, n. #f, &. 
Lullaby, n. A song to quiet babes, 
Lulled, pp. tie T. 
Lumbago, n. Aegan 

Lumbar vertebra, n. EST ey. 

Lumber, n. Anything useless and enmbersome, 
HATE ; lumber room, PREV HE ; timber, AK; 
harm, 2. 

Lumber, v. ¢. To heap together in disorder, gL # 

SUEY, YET BF. 
Lumber-rcom, n. JETER HE, {REP E. 
Lumbric, n. gs. 
Luminary, n. ey hody that gives light, #3 
pap HE FE Ae the luminaries of heaven, 3k 
ee AB the great Juminary, 7 hy ; one who 
enlightens mankind, HMB HE, BOY] IE Be 

Luminons, a. BO, FEAT, HEA, KY, HEE, 

200), th, ATR, BOR, ISIS, HEI, A, HE, 
IE, Gh, |e) 5 see ike: “Whe a a luminous body, 
¥E 4. 3 88, Hig ; luminous matter, 2A; a 
luminous style, 4474 ; a Iuminous commentary, 
Wy cE, WcE; a luminous statement, fipAy, AA 
a- 

Luminonsly, adv. WY. 
Luminousness, Luminosity, n. 3, $69); 

cuity, HA. 
Lump, n. A small mass of matter of no definite 

shape, 44,38 33 ,/]; a lump of earth, —f#8~,— 
J 4., —BEYE; a lump of wood, —f8AsiEI, — 
ASAS ; a lump of sugar, — HEH a lump of 
flesh, —3%J ; a lump, as in the flesh, #;a 

hard lump growing, ZER%, §u 44x ; lumps in 

BR. 

perspi- 
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yarn, th; in the lump, #QU@, tid, THR, | 
dh. K We, Os WS, Bie #4; «to form into a 

lump, DAR, WKAR, Wee. 
Tani v.t To throw into a mass, J; to take 

in the gross, SHI, JIU, FAI fie #5 lump it 
all in one, HHT — x. 

Lumped, pp. ov a. ca together, AIH ys. 
Lumpish, a. }{)&. 

Lunacy, n. fai, tt, J iit, ATE, FE. 

Lunar, a. FU", JAA, BA ys the lunar man- 
sions, ‘ae. the lunar year, * & Ae 4e, AE; 
the lunar cycle, J¥ pH. | 

Lunar caustic, n. FP HR, BERR. 
Lunar cycle, n. Jy sift. 
Lunar month, n. ji” A. | 

Lunatic, a. $884, HAE. MUTE. ASEM. | 
Lunation, x. A lunar month, JJ. 
pales n. Bhi. BR; to take lunch, 

Be, EB 6 E> iF. 

(ae eieone n. I. 

Lunette, n. J\i ge, 58 

$i. 
Lunet, n. Jy Jf. 
Lung, n. Sli, Ak; the lungs and liver, JififF- 
Luniform, a. FA EE, JAR. 

Lunisolar, a. 3] Afiy; a lunisolar year,y HAZ 
af. 

Lunt, n. Lunt in China, Jeli 77. 
Lunulate, a. 425% FA fy. 
Lupine, n. {F %4. 
Lurch, ». A sudden roll of a ship to one side, #% 

(ij #7; to leave in the lurch, $f Ze seep, Heep 

46 J. 
Lurch, v. 7. 2. 

Lurcher, n. One who watches to pilfer, ste; a 

dog that lurks for game, AIF, FAK. 

Lure, v. t. BY, HR. 
Lurk, v.i. To lie hid, FEAR, Qesh, SREB, Wee ; 

to lie in wait, 49; to lurk about, Agip. | 

Lurking, ppv. or a. pesy. 

Lurking-place, n. SQ (412, REF 0, R'E, | 

Sweet so as to cloy or nauseate, ‘it | | 
Tox i. 

Luscious, a 
Fi JAR, “It 38 IEE sweet to excess, iff BE. kilt, | 

$Efilt ; pleasing, as a description, APUR IA 

Lusciousness, n. &[ Zi) ARH. | 
Lusiad, $n. 4 B¥- 
Lurkish, a. Inclined to be lazy, ENB. 

RP, K 

fw; an eyeglass, AR 

| Lust, 2. Carnal lust, #%, py 

| Lustiness, n. 

| Luxate, v. ¢. To displace, as a joint, HPAP EF. 

—| Luxation, n 
* =A 7a TAB wis — ene year. 

U RAS. 
t BRA CEMA. 

Lusorious, a. Sportive, sue 

fk, ERR, eRe » ALR, 

fi, GK, B His, ; longing desire, #f, HW: 
lust after things , MK coe of indulging 
in all manner of lusts, ALI AL#*; the lust of 

wa 

the eyes, 1 #%; the lust of the flesh, py #&k, 

fe. 
Lust, v. 7. To desire eagerly, #&, '2, &, BW), 

AY, 
Be, Ge; * to lust after lucre, & allt. BF. 

Luster, Lustre, n. Brightness, 3652, #56, StH; 
distinction, BA, BA; splendor, 3&3, fate ; 
gloss or lustre, as of silk, 36a, SiS, SEIS; 
the lustre of the moon, (454, Age: the 
lustre of gems, Bs, fie, JE, YER; the lustre of 
the eyes, A 2 4%, Ae. i; the lustre of 
metal or gold, 4% %. 

Lustful, a. Saul Wey, BIBN, BREA, B 

(ih, CAH; licentions, she, Fa REN. 
Lustily, adv. EH, ai yk. 

WEatE. ERE, atk. 
Lusting, ppr. #&, BAK. 

| Lustless, a. 99. 
Lustrate, v. ¢. See Illustrate. 
Lustring, n. See Lutestring. 
Lustrous, a. Bright, 36, £8; shining, 7P, 3b 

wH, Wis; lustrous, as gens; AS, HE; glazed 
gauze is very lustrous, #2 > @ @8 JE jl; not =, 

2 ou RY 

very lustrous, Ages. 
Lustrum, n. 7L4p. 
Lusty, a. Able of body, JM3I£, alk BE, helt, Hee, 

ICH, 46 Ge. 
Lutarious, a. Living in mud, 4E JselpE ; of the 

color of mud, 7. 

Lute, n. The scholar’s lute, £; the many stringed 
lute, 3 ; the flat lute of 23 strings, SZ; the 
small flat lute, with 13 strings, 4. 

Lutestring, n. The string of a lute, 224%; lus- 
tring or taileta, 4} ; superior fine woven plain 
lustring or lutestring, _[-4¢ #238745 ; second 
quality, mixed lutestring, SSS BERD 5 yellow 

rE ee oy flowered lutestring, TH GBR 3 light ground 

lutestring with various colors, We eRe, 
Pt Whe & HASH ; lutestring for painting on, # 
#7; cotton lutestring, #44 ; to bind the edge 
with lutestring, or 34 

Lutheran, n. GE 9% (4 #- 
See 

Dislocate. 

- PRT Gi 
Luxuriance, Luxuriancy, m. DG BB, SF, ATE, i. 

* The latter character is used in a good sense. 
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Luxuriant, a. : ne, Ait, # FE, ATE, Brey, 

KEGL, Hf Bf, Of, tly ith , Fae Wr BIE ; ii Ath is =, = | | 

35, HESS, WE EE ME; luxuriant growth, 3& | 

AE, HEHE, 4s; aan vegetation, te, wi | 

ANTE BS, F35, T, ME, AS TE, HIME, ABPRK; luxuriant 
plants, #, #€; luxuriant millet OF § 2 Dae fy, | 
Be, BE, Mi fel; a luxuriant eee = teat; 
luxuriant fancy, E47, BRAY, HE ena | 

case, Bike, PEI 
Luxuriantly, adv. 3k. | 
Luxuriate, v. 7. TEA. 
Luxurious, a. Luxuriant, 3€ ; voluptuous, 74, Uti, | 
me 7% ; luxurious living, At fy 4s HE, | ATK 
a ; luxurious feasting, SF faz fF, "BRR R, a 

BRAK ; luxurions ease, /RiK. 
Luxuriously, adv. In abundance of rich diet, dress, 

&e., fede, 4 Ar Ne 

Luxury, n. ee, HE, FR, HR Ae 

FAA ME, BERR. 
Lyceum, n. 2 he. 
Lychnis coronata, n. E52, ane A TE- 
Lycoperdon, n. Puff-balls, ek, AF RR AH. 

;epicurism, 733 

| Lycopodium, n. AEE, Hj Wet, F EH, MOH, AE 
Lydian stone, n. 47%. | fA. 
Lye, n. Malt, ita. 
Lying, ppr. Being prostrate, Pi, the: lying on the 

back, 42; lying to, Jr in Se ; lying in, ap4K, 
of ; while lying on the tray, (0 Ze. 

| Lying, ppr. ora. Telling fals schood, hat, Ge DC 
an lying impositions, je, HEZE- 

| |" Lymnea, n. Fresh water snails, FARR. 
Lymph, n. Water or colorless fluid in animal 

hodies, si 4, ft ak, fi YZ; dried lymph, FR; 
vaccinating lymph, ye af. 

Lymphatic, a. fLalefy, sf 1 fy ; a lymphatic ves- 

sel, niiges ’ ti WRaS : 

Lympheduet, n. fia. 
Lynch-law, n. ARES. ZT, ALTA. 

Lynx, n. KBPS. 
Lynx-eyed, a. WF Sfy i. 
Lyra, n. Sg Y. 
Lyre, n. #, UME. 
Lyric, Lyrical, a. 2&3*% ish. 
Lyric, n. A lyric meat 3 EGR. 

M. 
M The thirteenth letter a the English alpha- 
=" bet, #55 5 BEGA F- = 52; M, 1000, —=- ; M, 
1,000,000, —}k ; A. M. or eM Mivcseme MD. 
see Dector; M.S., manuscript, #4; A. M., ante 
meridiem, [4-, 3%; P. M., post meridiem, 
Ts, Far: H. M., his majesty, @ -; H.M., 
her majesty, # +: * A. M., her majesty, 4a 

A. f 
Macadamize, v. t. RU Ashik, LYS AAT. 
Macao, n. JAPY, 848 UH1; Macao Roads, py. 
Macaroni, n. Sf}, ERE; native macaroni, # | 
3G , KN GS: something extravagant Set 

an idle fancy, 44% Bf; a sort ofa “droll or fool, 

Me RE A, ft A. 
Macaroon, n. fit {¥-. 
Macassar, n. FEW GE; Macassar oil, TEMBER 
Mace, n. A kind of club, #@ ; an ensign eee 

ty, =, Way, FG. | 
Mace, n. The second coat, which covers the nut- | 

meg, RACE, Geet, AEE. | 
* A ruling prinoess. | 
+ The wife of a ruler. | 

Mace, n. The tenth part of a Chinese ounce, — 

Macerate, v.¢. To steep almost to solution, #%, jit, 

if, WE, df, YE; to macerate in water, jiiSaK, 

VAC, IRA, ACTER, inves He; to macerate 
in wine or spirits, {ip iis, WTS ; 10 macerate 
thoroughly, jis, WBS, ~eze. 

Machiavelian, a. Crafty, ae a, FSR: 
Machinate, v.¢. To plan, Ht. 

Machination, n. #, = coke ul ol el fe WA at, aE. 
Machinator, n. if 
Machine, n. #é, RE GE ; an eons machine, ¥¥ 

He, 1G St, ARE; a complicated machine, RAAF 
3ZH&; to he a mere machine, iA (Ee JOE KE, 

REME, Fy 2 Th G.- 

Machinery, n. f, 24%, HERE. 
Machinist, n. 4] He, AE EATER. 
Mae ak me ne Mets, one Sn species, Jy a ; 

g#; caranr, Fy a; an- 
oth er ape ecies Sof carann, HRA ; another species 
of caranzx, Ia Bat; intel eal: names of scom- 

beroides met with in books, Fh, Si. 
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Mackintosh, n. Waterproof garments, fj, J#a 
yy #; in China, certain kinds of mackintosh, 

Mackle, n. (1) 28, FUG. lee. 
Macrohictic, a. §& Ay, fe 3 (5. 

Macrocosm, n. FE Sih. 

Macrology, n. Ew. 
Mactra, n. Clams, #54. 
Maculate, Maculated, a. HY(I, HHIB WM, Jers. 

Mad, a. $i, 2 7H HUG. FEDER 5 a mad dog, Fi 

Xi), MIA, FEF, Fil, WRIA raving mad, fia Pe ; 

ith Tt {o become mad, 

BEGG, FEZE; to run mad, Aa fE I; mad after 

men, 7£%; money-mad, AL §RGA; book-mad, | 
ZrfE; mad after, Hips AWE; he is mad, {B #8 
Mi, (LEM; to be mad on gaming, jRMK, Fz | 
N®; he is mad at me, {BIL FY, fly 4s Tk. 

Mad-apple, n. iq He. 
Mad-brain, Mad-brained, a. Z£. 
Mad-headed, a. Ff. 
Mad-house, n. #€44GC, WulBbe- 
Madam, n. An appelation or complimentary title 

given to married and elderly ladies, Wf ha ; add- 
ress of an elderly lady, Sete, AWM, WW}. 

Madden, v. t. To make mad, (i #E4R, BoM; to 
make angry, js. 

Madder, n. JJ-2&, ik fi, He. 
Made, pret. and pp. or a. from make. GT, E 

4, HET; made of, S145, HAE. TEA; made 

of wood, Ac (ROPE, Act f9. 
Madeira, n. Wine, GIS. Bie. 
Madeira-nut, n. FE Se fie Ah Pe. 
Madly, adv. FF, fai, J 458, FE %k- {o act madly, 

Madman, n. Rife, FEMA. TEE, MATE, FEA. 
Madness, n. SE, Hi, TE. Beat. MUTE KE, FER: 

to feign madness, {}: JE. 
Madona, Madonna, n. eck, Mii; the Virgin 

Mary, 2215 Aa. 
Madrepore, n. $23} (?), PAI (2). 
Magazine, n. Jay, AEF, lili; a powder magazine, 
KHER; a powder magazine on beard of a | 
man-of-war, Jc2% Fe; a pamphlet periodically 

published, 4€3{t. 
Magdalen, n. A reformed prostitute, Ik{K 22 

ME, ii I EH. 
Magellanie clouds, n. pl. Three conspicuous 

nebulae near the south pole, resembling thin, 

white clouds so called from 

navigator, BRIE Z. 
Magenta, n. JAAD, iil. 

Maggot, n. Maggot in flesh, Ml; maggot in 

grain, RE, 4s,; maggots in ordure, Hee 

(fe. 

Magellan, the | 

Maggoty, a. Full of whims, 3e#, ($8. 
Magie, Magical, a. ij fig; magic art, ij, SAR, 

Aili, tls, AAG, WT, AIG, TBE, HOU, 
be jf; sword magic, jij; magic arts of the 
Tauist sect, F i}, AAG. 

| Magic, n. ii, AA Gls, Weale. 
| Magic-lantern, n. #222 8%, SIBE. 
| Magieally, ade. LIAR AG. 

“Magician, ». @j-e, (iE, SRUNEN, IBMGZ A. 
| Magister, n. See under A. 
Magisterial, a. Authoritative, (ff, @F Be Ay; 

magisterial power, ‘fe #£; magisterial influence, 
73%; majesterial awe, 'Fs RX. 

| Magistracy, n. The office of a magistrate, IRR; 
the body of magistrates, } fg; the police 

magistracy of Hongkong, 3 PERS, sk HE AF. 
Magistrate, n. A public civil officer, &, BHF, 

pede, dk, Tee, Tei; a local magistrate, ff 
FTs, WA; a district magistrate, AUER, HF 
AL, WSC. BH; magistrate of the river and 
its population, jaf He, {mC Rs ; a corrupt magis- 

trate, #3, RIN, ERE, A. eR, A 
fe; a clean magistrate, jh ff, Bee ; the police 
magistrate (of Hongkong), 3 BPRF ; an assist- 
ant magistrate, 7%, Nok, At; a magis- 
{rate’s office, f%jfY, #82, 2:52; a magistrate’s 
hall, A#t; to go hefore the magistrate, FJ’ 
Wf, 40a; the principal magistrate of a 

province, 4k, ksi, Eas. 
Magna eharta, n. See Charter. 
Magnanimity, ». 52, S658, WSR, WEEE, BOG, 

Magnanimons, a. Se3a0p, Seek iy, WEA, TR 

OA, A, BAC, BEBE, SCIP, RSA, 
4, Bek, Tas, CB, Pe; a_ magnanimous 
person, Se qUPE A, WAZA, SZ AN, Nae 
ZA. 

Magnanimously, adv. 329%, 9%, WR. 
Magnate, n. Af, KAA. 
Magnesia, n. pglghe; * sulphate of magnesia, 

LM, HOE. 
| Magnesium, n. bali ae. 

Magnet, n. Sei, GBR, LI, LT, WR, BES, 
| WS Ssk Jy - ; Bs sc) 
Magnetic, Magnetical, a. QE + (vy, SRICAY, WR SR 

fij; the magnetic needle, Jiri Ft magnetic 

iron, $i, dik = sk. 
| Magnetic telegraph, n. The electro-magnetie te- 

* tobson. 
+ The proper character. 
¢ Common character. 
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legraph, Fé GEyk. 
Magnetism, n. 2 RAAB ZI) A: imal 

magnetism, f& & 7 $i. 
Magnetize, v. t. [8 $554. 
Magnetizer, a. {i tsa #7. 
Magneto-electricity, n. $7 ZIA- 
Magnetomotor, n. HEhR Z t- 
Magnifiable, a. That may be magnified, BJ HR 

fly ; that may be extolled, WFAN. 
Magnific, Magnifical, a. Grand, splendid, A}, =€, 

AW, ZA. 
Magnificence, a. Grandeur of appearance, KA 

we, TERE, A. - 
eae a, Grand in appearance, Pei}, 

Al. WE. ik. Wei, A WAESE; splendid, 
on SER, SER. [ HAK Bi. 

Magnifier, n. An optical instrument, Bok IE, 

Magnify, v.¢. To make great or greater, as to | 
magnify with an optical instrument, 33%, 

Wa : to extol, tik, tik, HER; to exagger- 

ate, GBAL; to praise, ARH, MSE, HAR; 
- to magnify one’s self, f#A, Aas. AaSAXK, 
H#; to make great or greater, 7%. 622; 
we magnify thee, FL MBA. TBR AEK, 
AK HE K tr, JQ SE (fp; to magnify one’s 
prince, BANE, HALE ; to esteem, KE, 

oe. 

(697) 

Maenifying-glass, n. BAe, WAR. 
Magniloquence, nN. HEAL» PBZ, iA Z 
Magniloquent, a. @Kfij. Lak. | 
Magnitude, n. Extent of dimensions, fk, FIX; 

bulk, JE; size, Pe; importance, WR. 
Magnolia * fustata, n. TA magnolia pwr- | 

purea, ENS AE, AERE, FTG; magnolia pumi- | 
la, 7% Ze; Rector yulan, FEM. 

Magpie, n. DURES, SERB. WERE, BAG: a blue 
magpic, #f #2; a magpie with a gradated | 

tail, (NN ge58. 
Mahogany, n. 47x %. 
Mahommet, n. F422 Bk (4s. [EJ JE] Ze EG - 
Mahommetan, Mahommedan, a. Je}|e] #"p§. 
Mahommetanism, n. See Mohammedism. | 
Maid, m. An unmarried woman, # #, 4 We, 

WMLAF. Ahh sa virgin, [H4e, BA, Htc, 
fF: a maid-servant, (iA, A, ER, YY BAL A 
Jj; a maid of honor, "49k, i, RA, ALUKA. 

Maiden, n. See Maid. | 

Maiden, a. Pertaining to a young woman or | 
virgin, RAY, PAY HAA. 

* In Hongkong grow wild—magnol’ a championi, and 
magnolia pumila.—Bentham. 

| Mainly, adv. 

| Mainswear, v. 

MAI 

Maiden-assize, n. Fe By. 

Maiden-like, a. He ZF, Bl. 

Maidenhair, n. Hoa te. 

Maidenhood, Maidenhead, n. HA, HH XK. 

Maidenly, a. or adv. BEF, HRB. 

Mail, n. A coat of steel net-work, HA, §& FA; 

armor, ZR FA, ¢e. 

Mail, n. Letter bag, (£28, HERES; mail packet, 
Mail-clad, a. 36 FB, Fp. |r AMY. 
Mail-coach, n. SEH. 
Mail-sheathed, a. ¢& HAN. 
Maim, v.t. To deprive of the use of a limb, 3, 

We Se, BES, BS 
Maim, n. #22 ; essential defect, isk. 
Maimed, pp. or a. HET. 

Maiming, ppr. WE, (E58. 
Main, a. The first in size, rank, &e., #, IE, ¥# 

kK, 2B, Ha, WBE. Ak, HR, BAS; the 
main branch, KE, A& ; the main branch of 
a river, jf] “ZARpe; the main stream, ~ ja; 
the sth reason, §f— 4; this is the main 
point, LIJEA H, LIER AS; our main interest, 
ERB HAH, HAR i BE fg; the oe chance, 
si —; the main object, fx4E, H— 8 ,p-B; 
the main land, sii, PY; the main ocean, 7 

¥£; the main strength, PAZ I, {hj Wy. 
Jj, 97; main beam of a house, fi. 

Main, n. Ocean, ¥f, AFF, PA; strength, W; 

for the main, in the main, for the most part, 

KE, FEE: 
Main-deck, a. AAP. 

| Main-land, n. The continent, A], AAJA. 
Main-mast, n. K4f—, FBAE. 
Main-sail, n. Ape. 

cas IJ, fi oH, = 

K, BME. 
Chiefly, 

Mainor, n. $k BEE. HAR ZI BEE. 
Mainprize, v. t. (REE, TRINH. 

i. To swear falsely, #24, 324. 
Maintain, x. t. To hold, #, fA, Bt, ELSE. DE, HE 

ae, Sp EE, (RAP; to support, 7; to maintain the 
law, # Y:, $Y; to maintain one’s own ay 

nion, FS, WE. ABO. SHOE: 
maintain one’s family, #é AX %; to a 

one's post, SERIE, SPHIGP, SPAR W, SPAM: 
io maintain firmly, BX sp, ES#e, JAA. SFA, 
Hey ; to maintain obstinately, PHL, We Sp. FAME 
BA, AEM, AEXF; to maintain a cause, #F3r, He 
4f; to maintain right principles, #434, 7G, 
3e8%; to maintain a virtuous course, $f ih 
47, #22 4%; to maintain a righteous course, 

4J 



Maintainer, n. 

Maize, n. 

Majestic, 
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$k SE thi fr- 136 : “to maintain 1 chastity, ae a, 
Se ij, FRG; to maintain a proper condue tse 

& ; to maintain proper diet, RA. 
Maintainable, a. ASP, WF; vindicable, ny 2 

Maintained, pp. Kept in any state, Sp, ET; 
supported, #8 s. 

Maintaining, ppr. Supporting, 3 ; 
Sp, FR; vindicating, #3¢. 

Maintenance, n. Sustenance, #8, AR, IKE, 74 

JA; protection, (2 ff. 

HE, HK, BK IK, PLE; one o 
maize, — G5 F236; meal of maize, FEA RP. 

1 BARE, 2G, MURR. BL UL, RO, 
nas, FEM, BRL | 

Majesty, n. Dignity, ge, FRB, RE, EL; your” 
majesty, address of an emperor, #4 mea, BET. | 
3H f-, Sf; your majesty, address of a king, | 

Fits; bis majesty, the emperor, @ -. KK | 
Ff : majesty and virtue, FA fa. 

Major, a. Greater in number, quantity, extent, 
&e., Ai, HH; major part, KE. 

Major, n. Major in the army, BF, ARIE], MB wd. 
Major, n. A person full of age fo manage his own 

concerns, JK J. | 
Major, n. Major, in lovic, Fo #t, #4%R. | 
Major-domo, n. 3%, 429%; in foreign honses in | 

China, iF. 
Major-general, n. #P 2. #456, 
Majorat, n. KY SJ. 

Majority, ». The greater number, % 46, 34 ZF; 

full age, eT, WAZ MNF. 
Make, v.¢. To compel, "2, i, aR; to form of | 
Teo » fit, 2 » KE, #8, 8%, JE; to form from | 
HONE, allie. i Jae: to form by art, +f, ail (£, | 
‘iit ; to produce, as the cause, (Hp, tk, Be; to | 
do, fk, {, 4; 10 establish, ne ar; {0 raise, | 
as profit, is, #€; to discover, BlYi, 248; to ar- 

rive insight of, as of land, Jl, gy Al; to turn, to | 
convert, as to use, JA. (fi; to compose, as | 

poetry, {fF ; to dry, as hay, (fF; to make a suit | 

of clothes, (i{— JR ge; 1o make clothes, {i¥Z | 
we, HER, Thi Be ; to make conscience of any- 
thing, Fo, Hat. AR GAH; to make 
account of, Am, Fa; to make a bed, Fj; 
to make hay, \f@t%; to make a trial, lip, a; | 
to make money, {ik$8, #8 Hf; to make good use | 
of, 36 FA; to make the best of, FJ JA; to make | 
the hest of s bad game, He Si. mn Ag ; to make 
a league, Hi in Ia +X i He 4; to pomeke ail law, 

preserving, 

| 

ear of 

cmH ’ oh fA . 

ai; to make amends, to reform, (ith. Hp SE: 
to make amends, to make good, or give ade- 

quate compensation, Wi, Ws, Wis, Waa. 
ese, Aut, VER. @iae; to make a prince 
amend his faults, #f?2E3¢; to make away, 
to kill, #E: to make away, to destroy, FHF; to 
make away with, 2ea®, dad; to make free, 
FE ie; to make free with,  AGAhg (i, TF 
Atif; to make good, to defend, to maintain, 
Se; to make good, to fulfill, as a promise, % : 

to make good, to make compensation for, 5 HH, 
{@ ; to es lieht of, Wha, Fae, wa, Zee 
ie 2, FH O22, Nh (Re, THE A: to make himself 

aed a contemptible, Ff # Ff [ig ; to make 
love, to make snit, to court, FASE JL; to make 

merry, #eRE, tee ; to make much of, to treat 
with fondness or esteem, fe} fil Bt, FR MI. 
3 75 OH], EE arc ae ; to make much of, to consider 
as of greater value, Eee, DBR, UR 

re, LIGGHE BR; to make of, to understand, [, 
3h, 2474 ; Tcan make nothing of it, IE REG, 

Fe i, AE IR HK, Fz HRP; can make 
noting of 4 BF UI 
can make nothing of it, Jfe jj, WU Aa JA; to 
make of, to consider, fli, #4, LI 4; to make 

over, to transfer, 2 ff. ff ld, Beil; to make 
over, to alienate, E: to make out, to learn, flys 
st: to make ont, to obtain a clear under- 

standing of, [PEt, BAG fil to make out a 
character, [RHI ARSE, nef dese: I cannot 
make out what he says, TRIMER BAB tS. 
qu A HE Sih (lt Z% ah: to make ont, to prove, 37 
Hye; to make ont a bill, fyi; to make sure 
of, ERE, 3 Ey AVITE to faaike sure of, to secure 
to one’s ; possession, dA TEES, FSHE; to make up 
the mind, 4p, ae HR; to make up 
into a pareel, (J— I, Jy —@L, LaF; to make 
up into one lump, #7 #1 —4%, 47 32—/] ; make 
Bp the account, 4pI2Y, FIER. FPS. 
SHB, SSBds+: to make up a deficiency. 
et Gwe, WS. API: to make up the light 
weight of money, j27B0i; did not make up 
for the loss, 1 $5 HH, Ail HI: to make it 
up to one, ¥fjia7; to make up the difference, #j 
tlc; to make up the loss, #jHp2e, dle WAS. 
@iw@e; to make up into a pill, Jf JL; to make 
up, as clothes, {f&; to make up with, to make 
se iF, wih Fi 23; to make known, #f 

2 4 4-2: to make drunk, (OAK, (i AR, 
ee to make one happy, OE ae A 

* To make animals drunk. 
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Sik, Wa A; rf make a noise, HEED, Ti, = 
alk, net et mh; to make ready, 76 (8, He (ij, (Hi; 
to make game of, BK 

make haste, $k #8, Ge fg, He 28, EUE MEE: 
there is no occasion (argund) for making a 
disturbance, 
kK; to make a stand, jf 2; to make clear, at 

HP, WeitjAK; to make angry, HW, RAE; 
hoast of, #}) ie; to make an “EXCUSE, HERE, See, 
Fey ; to make war upon a kingdom, J [a]; to 
make an attack upon any one, HA; to make 

, ERE, ak aK, EX BE; | 

| Malaga, 
aE, a Me sm ZESE, 2 HL ae Ua 

one’s eseape, Jk, jkE; to make a memoran- | 
dum, #037, by at; 
to make up a match, 4 BL, 
many words, J} 23, Ws 

EH B 

BE nil pil to make 

{o make water, dJy fii, rgb; 
to make | 

obeisance, fy We, (E Ht, FE HE; to make out a | 

statement, mt mt, A eH; make way, fF BA. BH | 

ge. 3 BAG: 
A; to make an end of, 56387, S 3, S Ia; | 
what shall I make of it? SE 2DE, tu fig RE; | 
make off with yourself! Caine WH, ECR PEE ; 

fo make shift with, 4}2; this makes for me, 

DEAE AR, SEIN eHAASs to make firm, EAR, 
WEE, oF; to make fun, ES, BE; to make 
up a story, to accuse falsely, ay it makes 

no matter to me, HAR A— fe, LH FK—sl; to 
make satisfaction for a crime, f@ 5E, Ree. Ta 
SE; io make water, to leak, j 7)¢; to make 

good one’s word, BE; to make a circuit, 6; 

to make one ashamed, (BN 18, AD A se Tt, 
ee to make a blow at any one, 5—E— 

4, 398 —- ZS: to make a shot at any one, fry 3 

ee $y. SE ny fd: to make for land, [ry "ye be: | 

to make the k and, % Fl jz; to make shipwreck, 
Ve Aye, SE We, Has AS; to make a display, fe $B ; | 
to make the mind easy, ‘fxg; to make sail, 
4E Zip; to make a breach ina wall, F7PRRE; 
to make signs, to direct with the hand, F4ik ; 

{o make a comparison, JL, #2 Jb, #; to make | 
verses, A i¥, (ER¥: to make troub es EM, 13 | 
4; to make signals, di: HEge ; to make a hook, | 
{i 2, Eps; make one, {E—7; to make into | 
one, {E#j—; what makes 

70 i. 
Make, n. Structure, as of a strong maker (SAL, 

AL f#; a noble make, #3, HI; about so 
much for the make, Tae at. 

Maker, n, 34%. (62%, (A. SME. 
Making, ppr. ffx, fE, sce, afi). 

Malacea, n. fie \ iB. 
Malachite, 1 n. Tihs ay, F177: 

to make much of any one, ‘¢ 7 | 

( 699 ) MAL 

Malae ETOuGne. a. BR YD fig. 

Maladministration, n. BEY, LIC. 
Malady, n. HE, Jj, HK, HE: the malady has pene- 

trated into the marrow of the bones, $23] A 

n. ANE. ba 
Malapert, a. Quick, with impudence, fp Ji, JeJe. 
Malapropos, adv. A Arye, TEAR. 

Malaria, 2. Hie la Jez : deleterious malaria, 9. 
Malaxis, n. area ify. 

Maleontent, sii contin lea MAE, Ase, WE, 

we wig. 
Male, a. ¥, PB, ¥: a male person, BA, BF, 
#¢F ; a male child, 7; the male sex, BA: 
the male of quadrupeds, Z\, #f, fy, Be; the 

male of the feathered tribe, #£; the male parts, 
the virile member, fH; a male Heiney , BRE; 
a male screw, [i mm 2%, py Mie male and 
female, BA, Awe, IEE, WEHE * Ue, Re EB. 

red 
Hit & | Malediction, n. Cursing, Wall, WES 5 curse, jpg. 

| Malefaetor, n. 

ie (Bt SEE , | 

| Malic, a 

An eyil-doer, 3B A. 48,38 J\, SEIG, 
IRiEH. 

Scio n. Il-will, #249, nea BER ty. 
Malevolent, Ill-disposed, 2, 38, W, Sik, ZB16 

fig 5 a arcane heart or disposition, Hey, i 

1D, lot, BA ATE, BGI, LO. 
(i, 440; 2 malevolent person, FEMA, SEE 

LAN, ia Z A. 
Malformation, n. 232. 

+ RSE Tene acid, 2pALAR. 
Malice, x. Il-will, 28}, HEY, eh, BEE; to 

Lear ite to ae one, PEFR GSA, Jai J Se ne, 
AA J\ li kf; malice prepense or implied malice, 
wh Pet, EL BRAN ; malice prepense to superiors, 

WEAK. 

Malicious, a. $e 0PE, HESEANS. Het, FLEE, FE 

HE. Ruts A. BUOY, AES, Ji, ile, Bet 
af: ie he, HABE AY ; possessed by a malicious gob- 
lin, elf-shot, AR#8. 

Maliciously, Gd: Deo, Die, ese. 
Malien, a. 3m fry, JRE, —[yit, 4%, jx}; malign 

star, 7% 5, [xX] HE; malien influence, 4% 5, [X|$; 
malign spirits, [x] jp, HH; malign uleers, $F HE 
He, HEI. 

Malien, v.t. To regard with envy or malice, #2 

{fi 5 to injure maliciously, ae, {8 ; to tra- 

duce, 7ARHE; to defame, FR, MEG. 

Malignancy, ae Hee, [AJ BE, BES: unpropitious- 
ness, Ais LE, Hit 2H. ie 

* Tn these sentences the female stands always be -fore the 

male. 
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Malignant, a. 1. HE, >, Alia, (AE, LE, MI, | 
4, Pose, BE, bee ; of a malignant disposi- 
tion, E> fy ; a malignant spirit, BE 92, HH, 
eR; a malignant disease, FEAR, $e: a malig- 
nant ulcer, #ge#- 

Malignantly, adv. LJ REE. 
Maligned, pp. 721 J ; traduced, aie 7. 
Maligner, n Fei BE: a traducer, JER ; a de- 

famer, BY N\% #%. 
Malignity, n. 3g, Bese. WLae. JRE, 

we, NZ. 
Malkin, n. XQuefR; a dirty drab, AEMERE. We 
Mall, n. A large, heavy wooden beetle, ##E- | $i. 
Mall, v. t. #6. 
Mallard, n. A wild duck, yJc#@, Wife, Se. 
Malleability, n. $y pe; malleability of iron, 4 

LARK, EF. 
Malleable, a. BY Be TH TEAS 
KK ZR. 

Malleate, v. ¢. To hammer, #6, fif. 

Malleolus, n. Ay RR. 
Mallet, n. A wooden hammer, #6, ACHE, PEPE. #4; 

the calking mallet, #7 ##fié ; the head of a mal- 

let, #R. 
Malleus, x. Hammerbone of the car, Ee Ay fee. 
Mallow, Mallows,* n. 3; esculent mallows, 3E38. 
Malodor, n. S&B. 

We, EME. WIL Zt Malpractice, n. BERK 

Malt, n. ABE. 
Malt-drink, Malt-liquor, n. JcBESF Kk. 

Malt-extract, n. ABE I. 
Malt-floor, n. 7 BEHE. 
Maltreat, v. t. ide, TE. WE}, 
Maltreated, pp. #Y#E J. 
Maltreating, ppr. HP. 
Malum inse,». An evil in itself. Ff Hi, IS 
Malyaceous, a. lly. 
Malversation, n. BEFy, Feit 
Mam, Mammal n. HE ATE, ( A (EDL REBEL. fry A. 
Mamme, n. pl. The breasts, 14, Wi, HE, FL- 
Mammalia, n. pl. PLYER. FER. 
Mammer, v. 7. BBY. 
Mammifer, n. PLEBK. 
Mammiferous, a. FL (vg. YE. 

Mammiform, a. WEST. 
Mammon, n. Riches, Wf 5} £81 ; the @od of riches, 

OM sl, WE As ST il 
Mammoth, Mammuth, n. F#&, fr {ik BRR. 
Man, n.; pl. Men. J, Ji}, HA; mankind, the 

malleable iron, $f, 

eA Tb He. 

PLP, Oe | 

human race, J\#{; the male sex, HA, B+; | 

* See Hibiscus, Sida, &c. 

| Man-slayer, n. 2 

all men, n, HA, HA, fe J. every man, wiih, 

A. FRA; so much a man, J, ADS ; taken 
toa man, FEmMEAg I, ABELL; he is his own 
man, 42% A =, ft A ph; good man, Ff A, 
36 J; a bad man, ¥ J\, BEA: a cruel man, %& 
FAME NA 5 a man-cook, YLoH, kif ; a man child, 
BF; a superior man, BF; a great man, *K 
J: a man of correct principles; EXE A, naa 

ZA, ERE A: the good-man in the house, 
RL, Fe =; to come to man’s estate, KJ 3a 
man or husband, ate; men of the world, fit 

Aa man at arms, 3 te 484%; a poor ian, 
NK, 4 A; v rich and honorable man, HAs a 
inan of pleasure, 442% \, BMA; he isa 

full-grown man, {B {#% A: a man’s disposition, 
Kin; AZ Bth: the conduct of a man, A 
in fy; heaven created man, FC4E A. ; man’s 
nature, J\ 7% VE; a talented man, #7 Ax $eBE A BE 

WEY J; God created one man and one woman, 
iwi — B— xX: there is none like this man, 

4 4 8 ATE 
Man, v.¢. To man a ship, JAHE A, JEJE A; to 

man a fort, # A s¢as2; to gnard with men, 

ae \F- 
Man-eater,n. BAH. 

Man-killer, n. RN. 

Man-like, a. SRA, 2A, HRA, ERS. 
Man-of-war, n. £& fy, FINA, Bae APY. 
Man-of-war'’s man, vn. 7I¢ fii, Jee, Fe Aok =. 

Man-servant, n. BRE, {ime A 
NK. 

Man-stealer, n. ##§ NH. HAH. 
Man-stealing, n. fj A 23. 
Man-worship, n. Ff A 3. | AR. 

Manacle, n. 8, FHF; manacles, = HH He, FE RE, 
| Manacle, v.t. #8, FE, #=F; to manacle the hands 

| Fen | 
| Manacled, pp. eal manacled hands, 3&, 3. 

and feet, #as= Reh. 

Manage, v. t. $i, SPUR, JTBE, WBE, FH, pM. 
# RT, AGR, B, BOML, ER, HEM, RE, 
#. HP9A, Gil; to manage an affair, 4p HPSe, fA 
SB, wl ft. ESE, ee Se, WP BL SF; to manage a 
business, $e37, HSE, HPSE; to manage a school, 
nF ; to manage the chariot, apf (ff); to manage 

the affairs of the government, 45 UY, Fy; 
to manage or govern a family, 7 9, HE FR; to 
Inanage well, seHf; able to manage, | Fy HP, 
AEBE; to manage a horse, #2 (4H, 4 FR; I can 
manage him, RiP fP}HP a ; cannot manage it, 
ie FT IPF AB, AVHEWEL ; let me manage it, (HR 

RITE, APN Z 
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manageable horse, Sil Fy, #55 
Manageableness, n. fill FE, OW, a8, AASy. 

Managed, pp. iT, #738 7. 4ERE T- 
Management, n. Manner of treating, or directing, 

He, RPE, ELBE, APE; cunning practice, weak: 

the management of public revenue, # PRAT ; 
good management, 3 DP, uf Fy BR, SE YR: bad 
management, 7B Ase. 

Manager, n. AH, It #, HIBS. LN, H 
3, we, w)y+ JV; the manager of a bank, ge 

43 Gt, HTAVE; principal manager, KE; 
second manager, —VE;a good manager, |e Hp 

BORE, ENF SE AY; an ec onomical manager, Hf 

Sr Th He. BRIT 
Managing, ppr. or a. Hf, HFHE, FT EL, PELE. 

_ Manatus, n. i+ Z. 
Manchau, Manchu, n. jf}; the Manchau langu- 

age, jf 3. 
Mandamus, n. #7, #2 i> ir 
Mandarin, n. FY, Fo A, Te. 138; civil and 

. military mandarins, 7p fF; a clean manda- 
rin, fe’ 3 a corrupt oe Fh) Ee lg 
75 He; an uncorrupted mandarin, jy, is 

Mandarin duck, n. 2%, 3G HE. LARS 
Mandarin dialect, n. Court dialect, the language 

of the greater portion of China, fa, IETF, IE 
Mandarin orange, n. TRS |. 
Mandate, n. A command, 47. aR, Ka, ES, 

ER; a commission, HyFf, HU. BS, 

ih FF 
Mandatory, 0. RRERLG EK. BMA. AAS. 
KLAR. 

Mandrake, n. 2% (?). 
Manducate, v. ¢. To chew, pi; to cat, FR. 
Mane, n. #4, ff€, K& ; mane of a horse, [Ri4, HS, 

Maned, a. #7 #4. 

Manege, n. (02%, GEG 2, BAG 22, BGM. 
Manes, n. pl. In China, the ascending ghost, 

shade, or soul of a deceased person, jit, x ; the 
descending manes, [iJ : the manes of a person 
who died of revenge, &c., #&. 

Maneuver, Manceuvre, n. 

particularly in an army or navy, §), Hie zs 
3; >a clever maneuver, 38}, Way, T5 wy. 

Manful, a. fifi) 3, Ja See, HSRE, we te. 
Manfully, adv. SER, HA, Leese 
Manganese, n. 4r 4. 
Mange, n. The scale or itch in eattle, 

RE, Az: 

( 701 ) 

Manageable, a. WATE BIE, Pity 5 a 

Dexterous movement, | 

TRIE. Ac | 

| Manit old, a. Btn. StF. 

M AN 

Manger, n. F FE to live at rack and manger, 
WE IA; to leave all at rack and manger, Pik re 

ih S. 
Mangle, v.¢. To cut with a dull instrument and 

tear or tear in cutting, @& ; to mangle a corpse, 
bee, jl hE; to mangle an essay, WAC es ; to 
mangle the sense, F&#fi)‘a) 3. 

Mangle, n. A rolling press, #¢42g, Beez 
Manele, v.t. JERE ; to calender, WE ti thi (i. 

Mangled, pp. or a. 3S Sf, SiH. 

Mangler, nN. a & , NS BE Fil Ai 

Ben eB Es ppr. Mangling, asa corpse, body, &e., 

Js ZAK ; mangling, as writing, ¥¥ ff] ; mangling, 
as coking: i, ARS. 

Mango, n. fae fete (2); a small fragrant kind 
at Hid n mi iu FESR i o> the mango bird, Bee, 
ae, per, HAE ; mango fish, polynemaies ie B 

WED ; anathied species of mango, Fy AC, Ay hp. 
Mangostan, Mangosteen, n. SEA AE, TER. 
Mangrove, n. Hit. 
Manhood, n. WA. IMT, ESE, Fe, IKE. 
Mania, n. FE, HATE: mania a potu, PE : 

nymphomania, <¢ Mii. 

Maniac, a. Mate. MEE ZN, TER- 
Manifest, a. 28, BAY, AY, BAA, Vi, Ht BA, HAA 

AGB. 7S ; to become manifest, # Hi, ese, 
He 1, JK 

Manifest, n. Manifest of a ship, fp), Eft, RIB, 

HLNB, WEML, Zea, fit OW. 
Manifest, v. ¢. 'l'o male to appear, 32, 4 BA, # 

A, RIG, B a, Hs, HBA, FEBL WS, om, 
LH, aes a AY, J bs lid, #2 Ht; to manifest one’s 
sentiments, EN] foe » BH ae to manifest 
abroad, BRHI, BARE. TRH ; to manifest clearly, 
HY) BF to manifest plainly, 4, fA, BARE. 

Manifestation, n. BAAS, AW, AB, PAE. TR 

Manifested, pp. ora. BRAR IH, ZWD ys. 
Manifesting, ppr. BAW), AN, 4. 
Manifestly, adv. Bi, BAYS. B, UY, Zp A, WR. 

Manifesto, Manifest, n. _Liit, 2. Sat, BER. 

BIN, BF ER 
ss tt it SE; exhibited at divers times, Jz 

XK, se BR. 

Manikin, n. A little man, £E{F, SHV, HHA 

Manice, Manihoc, Manihot, n. 4. 
| Manila, Manilla, n. PES, ESV. 

| Manipulate, v.¢. yp, 42. 

Manipulation, n. Work by the hand, (pf, = 
{£ 3, $20; the manner of performing work, 

{EiF. FFE; the preparation of drugs, Hz, 

ie be 7, BLUGE ; in mesmerism, the motions 



used to produce the mesmeric ‘Stale: FHL. | 

Manis, n. 4 Fp. 

Mankind, xn. A, N95, BBA, EN, VR, FEE, | 
SAE, HEI; all mankind, #46, ERP A. 

Manliness, n. 328%, fiji) #. 

Manly, a. Manlike, in A, 3 aN; brave, ope i | 
#%; noble, He#e, Se a. hie : dignified, jy. | 

Manna, x. file, Hes. [ e228. 
Manned, pp. Manned, as a ship, Ya We Skt, 

IG TA YEIE IRB BE AEE Tk 
manned a fort, (3 f Psp hoes. 

Manner, n. Way of performing, #8, #% - ,ff%; sort, 
BR, HE, FARR, Zh: in this manner, Giloe iis | 
or that manner, [Wr ee, BRE +, det Ee, ee ES ; | 

in what manner? #f be wu fe, 75 BR es no 
manner of doubt, Ste, SESRNG ; in like man- 

ner, —f®, —3xt, #E—; in the sume manner 
as, — 8, ae manner of, 48, THK 4 
sh, % (., BEAK; silly mannei “wee, § Lae a 
furious, awe-inspiring manner, Zz FA: manners 
and customs, HAR, il fe, Uk te, {ik Jal; man- | 
ners of a person, Ae 9, WaT, WEE, Wh fy, FAR, 
HEE good manners, Ff je #E, Ajit, 4g. 

A@: of bad manners, SEGRE, Ayaka, SNe Be 
fj; appearance, JBAl, Zs, fe; the peculiar 

manners of a person, J Mp QE, Sqiye; the | 
manner of expressing one’s self, jj. 

Mannerliness, n. Bly 3%. 

Mannerly, a. Sa BOGE, HEROIN, THAN. 
Manometer, n. An instrument for ole ing the 

density of he ait, SRR ZA eA. 

Manor, n. 2 PE 2% FA i, PJ ; lord of the manor, 

ae 2 =. 
Manor-house, Manor-seat, ». 7% Ge % ALE, 2%. 

Mansion, n. 2, 58, SBE, JF, A648, SF fit, “BE, Be, 
EY 43, oe, JG ie; lunar mansion, 343; the 
mansion of the stars, 26%. | 

Manslaughter, n. 4p 36 NV, BEA. He RE. 
Mantchou, n. see Manchau. 
Mantelet, Mantlet, . sJy}j. 
Mantis, rn. Pr ayine mantis, ei, BG fr duR. | 
Mantle, a. ZAie ERK, Abe. | 

Mantle, v. ¢. lo cover, #8. | 

Mantle, v. ¢. lo expand, fe BH ; to rush to the face | 
and cover it with a crimson color, as blood, 

SS AL- 
Mantle-piece, Mantle-shelf, n. JOWgsH 
Manual, a. Performed by the hand, pan FE 

fj; sign manual, #1 =E 4S, Ase. 
Manual, n. #38, ye. 
Manual-exercise, n. xR. 

| 
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Manually, Gi. WE, Jas. 
| Manuduetion, 2. =]. 

| Manufactory, n. A house or place where goods 
are manufactured, Jay, fi ; & powder manufac- 
tory, 32 }R. 

Manufactor y, a. We, ff. 

Manufacture, n. #0, $s, 35f— ; foreign manu- 
facture, Ah bi Aq0G, Ab Gi] WR YR! ; mative manu- 

facture, As SUAHIPE, 2 3814. 
Manusiciare: v.t. Hal, 35, fit, (£2 fE- 

| Manufacturer, n. (£4%, {E1L, ICA, BEA, A; 
the owner of a manufactory, Jay. 

Manufacturing, ppr.or a. $8, (6, ie. 
Manumission, n. FE hy. 
Manumit, v.t. $8, fk. FEhe; to manumit slaves, 

PBA. 
Manumitted, pp.ora. BY, KS. RT. BE 

| Manumitting, ppr. F%, Wk. lia c. 
Manumotor, n. 33. 
Manure, n. #€, WS}. yt. ABE; a tank for ma- 

nure, 3 0K, RiK; a pit for manure, BE fe; 
manure ca ss me al. 

4 | Menuism sre. PSIG, ISPD, BE, PE, Pie 
Manured, pp. ora. YS f E. 7£H 
Manuring, ppr. oe ae 
Manuseript, n. Af, 4S, FAR; a copied manu- 

script, > Aghs; a clean manuscript, 74a. 

| Many, a. &, 98, HE, @>, aH, SS. FEE, PEPE, AELAE, 
ak He, Kae, WS, WE. BE; many and few, Ae#z, 

25, BY so many! PFA ; a ereat many, 

Z; very many, BS, FS,RS, MS, BS; 
too many, 439A, ont cB. th SB ;. not 
many, H&B, Ay, HES. FTE; how many ? # 
S45. By; many years, $46, FRESE; not 
many years, AA4E, A#eSE; many days, 
H, 2K. AA; many times or many a time, 

JER, Sk, BlY; many aman, AA; many 
men, 4 J\, 7 J. ; as many as, IPB, 7B; go 
again many times, 4 #§]e); many thanks, 
Bill. % 3°52, 52 Sk, DS SiR fh; many blessings, 
Zi ; many waters, 4jB; many voices, B 
#: many children, B-—-#: to beget many 
children, ESF, SAF xz, BE; many 
changes, 4% %& ; the mother of many children, 

SHU, FU. 
Many, n. A multitude, 4. 

| Many-cleft, a. SHRIEE. 

| Many-colored, a. % "95, #4 A, #.- 

| Many-cornered, a. 4 fq fig, & BRAG. 

| Many-handed, a. B= fry. 
Many-leaved, a. SHER, BAN 
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Many-peopled, a. 4% \. 
Map, n. [al ; map of the world, Ji fal, 7 

FR As * Sead, We BM As fea, 
map, YR HTH lial; 

5 fl 4 Cel, 

eraphical map, {l{ fea. 
Map, v.t. #4 Tal. 
Maple, Maple-tree, n. Hal tif; maple sugar, Hl, 
HAG ; maple pavilion, + HAE. 

Mapped, PY. if S lel. 
Mar, v. ¢. ‘I'o injure by cutting off a part, “ays ; 

to Gute, Hy d#; to hurt, #442, JA He; to mara 

work, fe T., HT. 
Mar, n. JHE, YB. 
Maranon, n. The Amazon river, #55 ja. 
Marauder, n. A rover in quest of booty 

plunder, 3) fe, Ih¥, Welk. 

Marauding, ppr. ov a. HARK. 
Marble, n. 324, 7647; blue clouded marble, 22 

Ai. KEG: red breccia marbl e = = 4s, ae sas 
4G iso 

41; white marble, G24; Bick marble, 7 
. 44; artificial marble, #720; a marble or 

little ball used by children in play, 5h, BR 

WA, a. 

or 

Marble, a. 32471; variegated in color, 32 FW | 
Marble-hearted, a. pT, WE eS (5. | #8. 
Marbled, pp. or a. #E2C (1. TE AC AS, HE EE VY mar | 

bled paper, 22 74K, Fe. 
Mare, n. ita. 
March, n. The third month of the European year, 

A= A, WB = = A. 
March, v.t.or?. 77, H, WHS FF; to march an | 

army, 7%. Fifi; to march in file (of five men), | 
bef FF; to march on, WF, fA; to march 
boldly forward, #1 < (iq Ail, 5 4 LT ; to march 
off, BES, F73z, AE; to march out, Hi; to 

_mareh in, A, 4£A: to march in the rear, 
Fe. 40 Efe; to march an army back, Hef, 

Marches, n. pl. Borders, 3%, Hf. LEB. | 
Marchioness, n. FEIN, FZ. 
Mare, n. He Fj. Fue, Ft Pets, GANS. RF, Be 
Mare’s nest, n. FS pg 4%; to find a mare’s nest, $f | 

Fi FB mi. 
Mare’s tail, n. FR 2. 
Mareschal, n. JE fifl. 
Margarin, Margarine, n. $e} Bf. 
Margarite, n. PBPK. 

Margin, n. Border, edge, Ge., 3, He. Es the 

* The Ghen 1c es complete, is (Se use ar to xan 
the sentence ; but is seldom translated. 
+ The emperor’s residence. 

Je PS]; a railway | 
map of China, rf fi 4s fal; a | 

hydrographical map, 7\< [a], jaf 7g Ta] ; an oro- | 
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side margin of a leaf, H2j%, FA3%; the lower 

margin, EQ, Bil; the upper margin, 2; 9H, 
HE J, HFSS; margin of a river, japye: the mar- 
ein of the sea, ip, UpiH%. YE; the margin 
of a lake, inna, ADA Tih tlie margin of a tor- 

toise shell, 
Marginal, a 

aeplamatis ion, 433 fiz. 
Marginate, Marginated, a. #38. 
Margrave, n. f. 

Margraviate, n. f BM. 
Marigold, n. 4, Wi 3 4y- 
Marine, a. Pertaining to the sea, 7p GE, TEAS, 

Yip(vy ; marine plants, ifg#t ; marine troops, 7K 

Gili. ai¢-be 

pis 
WE Se, a marginal gloss or 

Marine, ». A soldier that serves on hoard of a 

ship, che, Jc fil. i-fifi; the whole navy ofa 

kingdom or state, 37 (QE AE, 5a El Z A. 
Mariner, ». A sailor, IF, Be NH ZN, 
RF HY; the mariner’s compass, ALK, FF 

ST, HERE. 
Marinorama, n. Hip. 
Maritime, a. ips, ve, VES, Ups AY 5 maritime 

states, ##3B. ff PY; maritime districts, 7ipeMf. 
Marjoram, n. Sweet marjoram, 4FY%. 
Mark, n. #2; an impress, FE; a token, BEBE, 

ee we sa mark or sign iaiale Bie ia aeye % 
$e; marks of correction, EX He. BL BE ge: a private 
mark on a document, 43H ; eh the target. 
Ft, IE, ; proof, #2HE ; trace, ah, fk; a mark of 

a wound or eee “If, lk HOE marks of 
ink, 4232; marks of the small-pox, 779s, ta 
3f2, ¥f2 ; to hit the mark, #744; up to the mark, 
Fa), HEME. FEA); to miss the mark, Fy 
marks of divine agency or power, wij: ; marks 

of folding, ##Jjz ; marks of crinkling, #4; a 

mark for a guide, #25; marks on a tiger, & 

4%; mark or mole, 3%. 
Mark, v. t. To note, sy Re, BE ; to mark with inks 

$7 3B HF; to mark the fice! of criminals, wi}, 
we, 8 G7 ; to mark off for punishment, 4); to 
mark off for execution, 2J, Je; to mark with a 
hot iron, $f FD, HS, IH]; to imprint, FN, Eee: 
to mark with a style, #I); to mark time, @j # 

to mark off writing, to punctuate, hay zg; to 
mark the trees of a forest, as savages, in order 
to know the way, 4. 

Mark, v.7. To observe critically, Both, MG A. 

4E10 fi- 
| Marked, pp. or a. HET. 47S HE ; noted, WT AA, 

AR; a Jnarked distinction, Aled SL Hy ee 
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ny Fl SZ: a marked ia 2 | 

Marker, n. FU He #- | 
Market, n. qf, dit, it 04, IIE; a stated market, | 

fair or country market, 42, HE TH, HEHE, FREE, | 
J, (BS, JL; to understand the market, 07g; 
a cattle market, 4+ 7ff ; to go to the market, FJ | 
Ti, tT ; to go to the stated ponhet, Dili, #z | 
$+ a good market for goods, ECA (HH iit, ke 
i} tl depressed market, ee Theil, Be 
WR, EME iE ; market people, WiFtZ Io Tie 

Fes JL; a great market, emporium of trade, 

Th i, HE | 
Market, v. 7. BR. | 
Market- Peale n. BF. BBR - | 
Market-bell, n. fis. 

Market-day, n. HEA, HH. | 
Market-folks, n. pl. People who come to the mark- 

Gti, ie Ha tb iit IN 

Market-man, n. #208 J. ; | 
Market-place, n. 1h 8A. 
Market-price, Market-rat e, n. Whe. 

Market-town, n. HEI, iit git, Ha). 
Marketable, a. 4 V9, 4¢- i} He", BS fy; mark- 

etable wares, 47S, Bik zE. 
Marking-box, n. ®, 2 ¥i=}. | 

| Marking-ink, n. 22k. 

Marking-line, n. 2=}46t, We, JER, BUS FET 
Marking-nut, n. 9B ABE. 
Marksman, n. A good marksman, Fy ep UE, SE 

Marl, n. px WEE. LSS. | 
Marline, n. #¢#iki. 

Marline-spike, n. fj2hiHe. ag. 
Marling, ppr. $A. | 
Manmelace, n. HERE PERE; orange marmalade, #F | 

At, HEE. 
Marmorate, Marmorated, a. 32 Alin. 
Marmorean, a. 32 4) pf, 32 47 Ag; made of marble, | 

2 (kl. | 
Marmot, n. -- #8. 
Maroon, n. jwelzE Ji. | 
Marque, ». Letter of marque, EACH HE S, 

TOM ZB OC 
Marquee, n. eS AR. 
Marquess, rn. See marquis. 
Marquetry, n. #81. 

Marquis, n. fe. 
Marquisate, n. fe ff. 
Marred, pp. HES, WET. 

Marriage, n. AGMA, RRBE Ye. ARAN, vi, RAE, 
SiH 23 ; a marriage feast, eV ABi, AP, 
fe SE Hh iS, He second marriage, #2 4, Hit | 

| Married, 

Marrow, n. fis, 

| Marry, 

MAR 

EF =e HE, i ee: (the aRian) oe at home, 
she follows her father, after marriage, she 

follows her husband, ZeRGE RAE: a 
marriage contract, * zr, Fg; to conclude 
a marriage conned by sending the marriage 
presents, #7 Ht! jet, 38h He ye ; phen sent before 

marriage, HE), Hi. A, AEs presents 
after marriage, J&k#e; the money paid before 
marriage, #4 4,78 ; to consummate a marriage, 
KH, WBL; to consult about a marriage, pe 
#1; marriage in this life is the result of rela- 
tions existing between husband and wife in a 
former state, Ale A ARG UE Se. 

Marriage-articles, n. pl. 98 7 (&, 38 7 E- 

Marriage- favors, n. pl. eAB2z, FEZ. 
Marriage- -portion, n. $E pS, Hess. 
Marriage- sedan, n. AEG, FERNS. 
Marriage- sone, n. WEAF, Fl BEER. 
Marriageable, a. WAR, AHL FF, eee. 

pp- ora. Married, as said of a woman, 

HL THR. HSB AR, METER ME Ae, Hf Acs ot yet 
married, 4 #4 PY, ARH} #R; married, said of a 
man, 334, 9; a married couple, Pl; 
married again, said-of a widow, #$9A3E; they 
may be married, {5 ft 7402 £4, 1 Wt & 38, AW 

FFE 
BU fs ih 

aj ; (your kindness) penetrates 
to the very marrow of my bones, 28 Agia ; to 
suck his marrow, to be revenged, 13% Hi. 4 gia. 

v.t. To marry a wife, 3, BeBw, EH, 

YEE, if), Hye, BEM, EBL, PERE; to marry @ 
husband, #, H}gg; to marry a princess, fay ZS 
=; to marry for love, 3%; to marry below 
one’s rank, JEP 4% Zg ; to marry out a daugh- 
ter, He IK, fii ik yR HY; to marry one, as a 
minister, # Mf qf; to marry again, said ofa 
widow, ee Ww Rx, Uc; to marry again, 
said of a husband, #y¥E. See Marriage. 

| Marrying, ppr. Marrying a woman, 3; marry- 

ing a husband, #; marrying and giving in 
marriage, BRIE. 

Mars, n. KEE, MBY; the god of war, jmh. 

Marsh, n. 2%, (C30, URURZ IU, 2, UL, iH, BB, 
Wwe, BA PA; saline marshes, Jj, BYR Z HD. 

| Marsh-bred, a. @E4E fj. 

Marsh-mallow, n. Gy ty 3% (?), BEBE. See Althea. 

* The Chinese exchange three letters before marriage: 
—1, the card containing the age of the intended husband, 
which is called SHLBE 2, the letter inviting to the feast of 
betrothal, which is called @gH# 5 8, the letter which the 
bridegroom sends to his bride on the weddingy-day, and 

is called #5. 
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Marshal, n. Marshal in a private society, (444; | 
in China, the lord-or earl-marshal of the em- | 
peror’s household, py 7 ff ; a marshal of France, 

Feith 
Marshal, v. t. #5 ; to lead, HE. 
Marshy, a. Wet, bogey, as ground, Ze HLfy, PR 

ji; marshy plants, (Aw; marshy ground, # 

Hh, DA. (Se. BoE. . | 
Mart, n. 3696, S000, WEG OR, 781. 
Martello-tower, n. [RL R32. 
Marten, n. $7, 43, G4 St; marten fur, $f ft yk. 
Martial, a. pt, Se HE, Fe GR; a martial look, Fe 

Be, BE Be, be, Aa, HGS, BEBE, DOH, 
fifi, fg; martial music, PEE; martial law, FH | 

i, EA, 4; martial affairs, PE YF; court | 
martial, Ap, Wi ey. 

Martin, n. e+. 
Martinet, Martlet, n. Hoh ZB. 
Martingal, Martingale, mn. Martingal of a ship, 

fi}, ; martingal of a harness, FA AA fq, MH. 

Martyr, n. Martyr for religion, ia SFE, 

He Be ir HH, FE 3 5H. BL or BH; a political | 
martyr, #5 PLE ar #4 - 

Martyr, v.t. Bia RA. 
Martyrdom, n. 43a 3 fe ZH, FASE ZF. 
Marvel, n. 3 #, #3, FH Ze; marve 

Peru, mirabilis jalapa, AAI {E- 
Marvel, vi. HWA, A, OZ, BH, ER. 

Marvelous, Marvellous, a. 
PE; very marvellous, $77; marvellous sto- 
ries, [ pit. 

Marvelously, Marvellously, adv. J #8, 777. 
Marvelousness, Maryellousness, n. 77 #27 3f, 
Marygold, n. Wh 3 4. | #8. 
Masculine, a. 33, [jf, pill]; the masculine gender, 

of 

BH, BAS, PH, musculine or strong, Hf, | 
AE (gt, SMH: ; a masculine defence, Jy Wk, JJ Sf. 

Masculineness, n. Fps;b Ve #. 

Mash, n. Ae, HEMEL IM. | 
Mash, v. t. ‘lo mix, (EAE, {EAE; to bruise, A PE. 
Mashed, pp. or a. Mixed, jf 4 J; bruised, #¢ 

RY. 
Mashing, ppr. Mixing, 2£ 4; bruising, ARE. 
Mask, n. A cover for the face, 4 [ff, F4ii, Fe 

5c; to put on a mask, e442 Tig ; under the mask 

of, 1 ge 
Mask, v.¢. ‘To cover the face, 2: iff, WY44 fi; to 

disguise, (£43, (x #.- 
Masked, pp. or a. Having the face covered, ay 4t 

WHS, ie UP EE 
Mason, n. Jerk; a master mason, JEAN G. VE | for the benefit of his departed parents. 

tL Zee, WAS Ey, APE, | 
| Massive, Massy, a. @, HA, AB, BK, AM. 

ak le ; a stone-mason, Fy Ar {¥, Ale ; a member 
of the fraternity of freemasons, $246 @ frj. 

| Masonic, a. $8K6 @ fry. 
Masonry, n. The art of mason, Jeyk#e; the work 

of mason, JECT. ; freemasonry, FAs & ZF. 
Masora, n. HEHE. 
Masquerade, n. $a TERE, HT AME, He SH. 
Mass, n. A lump, 7%, $#, iJ; a heap, Hf; bulk, 

Ag; a mass of people, A, (6, IR, IIL: 
the mass of the earth, ff ##; the mass or com- 
munion service of the Roman Catholics, Ad, 
HATH A; to celebrate mass, FMA, Me 
{477% ; Buddhist mass, Wf; private mass, for 
the benefit of one’s deceased relatives, #%; to 
say or celebrate mass, fy Hf, F] Bh IVER, tae 
(i@ ; to celebrate private mass, Fy PF, HEHE; to 
celebrate private mass for one day and one 
night, * —[ij— iit. 

Mass-hook, n. #fafdqce. 
Mass-meeting, n. Ae FF. 
Mass-priest, n. $Ef#. 
Massaere, n. The slaughter of numbers of hu- 

man beings, JERK, KK: 
Massacre, v. t. $E2%, FE; to massacre all the in- 

habitants of a town, Je H¥; to massacre all, HH 

| Massacred, pp. or a. RT, BAT. 
Massacrer, n. EAA K.- (EK. 

Massiness, Massiveness, n. HA, HAA, BER, 

Mast, n. He, #%, ff; the foremast, AH; the 
main-mast, Affe, Ashe; the mizzen-mast, JE 
Hi, =He ; to lower a mast, PAA; the topmast, 
=m #G ; the top gallant-mast, = Mi i; the 
royal-mast, Pylag ; the mast of a boat, fMEyG, 

#%; the cap of a mast, HEI. 
Mast, n. The fruit of the oak and other forest 

trees bearing nuts, #8, ZF; the mast of the 
oak, PE, HEF- 

Master, n. A lord, $=, #, 4224; the master of a 
profession, fifif} ; the master of a family, 3¢ 
An, RE, RA; the master of a house or es- 
tablishment, Hf 3, He +i, SPI, SPH; the 
master or host, 42 J\; master sailmaker, (AW 
fii (4 ; a master carpenter, [RASBii{d ; to be 
master of a thing, %4++; master of one’s time, 
fy Ee, HE; master of a vessel, fff 
+E ; master of a shop, #4=£; master of a school, 

FB AE, KF EFI, Fi (4 ; a master of a free 

* The latter term is used when the son fasts and repents 

4K 
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school, IGA: master of ceremonies, , haa: | Mastoley, n. . FURR. 
are master of ceremonies, 7AJk7A ; master 
attendant, 413%; master controller, 438 BY ; 
master controller of city gates, Jk PY Re Br; 
master-controller of the army, #7 Fi fs BF ; mas- 
ter-controller and inspector-general, pj “2 fs | 

7ivhs 

Jey; Masters of medicine, #$--; master in a 
school of the Rationalists, 34 #% wa) 32 az ; master 
of the band in the temple of Confucius, 3 )aj a] 

to be master of a 
master of the horse, WJ 

i: master at arms, efi; 
eng uaRe; Ne EEE 
B, 5, $234; master of chariots, Lt f\, fF; | 
ae (pronounced mister), a title of respect 
given to adult persons, 5E4E, @ #8, # J 

fm ; Master, a title of address to sons of wealthy 

people, pij , pif pe{F; master and servant, =F 

Master, v.t. To conquer, Jf; to subdue, Hb 5 to 
acquire, £; to master a difficulty, RM 
WE; to mé ce a science, }RAEELs you w ill soon 
master this language, He TRI 
Wh SE ata easy to master, 5%, 5 MR. 

Master-hand, n. #53, 6p =E 
Master-jest, n. Cn A SME, GA gE fy. 

Master-mind, n. IRA #, Wea eK. 
Master-piece, n. Wide Te, TALK, HAG TK. 
Master-stroke, n. {i AGL, HeAb SH. 
Master- eae n. Je, WAR ae. 
Master-wort, n. FR 5¢i% (?), TRIE. 
Mastered, i i i, RYT. 
Mastering, ppr. WR. 

Masterless, a. St-, St diy Yi. 

Masterly, a. 45, fx Xh;a masterly stroke, RAY, 

H, ink ZK. 
Mastership, xn. Dominion, $§ + ; superiority, Jf, 
WRF ; a title of respect, see under A. 

Mastery, n. Dominion, #5 +, #48 #E 3; preemi- 
nence, fF; victory in war, J}, fq ;eminent skill 

or dexterity, JRA, HAG H ; to strive for the 

mastery, 4F5E, Gr; to get mastery, FER. 
Mastic, Mastich, n. Gum, FL & (?). * 
Masticate, v.t. To chew, IME, pe, mgpe. 
Masticated, pp. or a. MET. 

Masticating, ppr. ME, [. 

Mastieation, n. pitz%. 
Mastiff, n. 7€ 48), 7H. 
beer es n. Fa Pk PBZ. 
Mastoid, «. Resembling the nipple, PLOBA ; 

resem bling the breast, TEA. 

~ * Me dhurst. 

ese 

=; mas- | 
ter, a title of address to sons of mandarins, Jp | 

RE | 

ae fiSak, ‘Als 

| 

| Mat-maker, n. 
| Matadore, n. 

Mat, n. jf, FS5 a grass mat, Fi; a rush mat, 

sh RS 5 He mats, Wey ; a colored mat, 7g i ; 
a bamboo mat, 77 JS, 4, HEAR, FEAR a flexible 
mat, #R4F ; a coarse and strong mat, used for 

partitions, fences, &e., 774% ; dish mats, AERA ; 
rattan chair or table mats, W#%#4; mat grass, 

Rel; thrashing- mat, Fi 474 #8: fine bamboo 
mats, #£; fine grass mats, FESS AEF 5 a single 
mat, Wi NG, <i ;donble mat, zi J ; fine orna- 

mented mats, GE#C, SCF; to weave mats, 

47F 8s ; bow mats, or mats made by interlacing 
leaves within bamboo splints, 4; to spread a 
mat, to prepare a feast, $j Jif; to spread a mat 

or mats, i JR Si HULA - 
Mat, v.t. 4p, De a. 

fe AS (a 45} - 
cane 

Match, n. Lucifer, o26, HE IRRY, A ARIK; some 
very combustible aureenties used for lighting a 
fire, AGE, RA], Meee; a match for firine 

artillery, 4h, FH; a paper match, AU, 

KAN, GPA 
Match, n. An equal, pt, At, #§; a pair, Hote, 
BEPE ; one able to cope with another, R>e, ¥} 
vA; * he bas not his match, {2 77, 1 BER 

FF. (WATT LE, SE HCA KEs he has met 
with his match, j&/=F ; union by marriage, Fit 

f+; one to be married, Pl, fit; a rich match, 

‘= fe ; matches are made in heaven, KE RK, 

Rite. KlEX & ; matches are preordained, 

WAR AE, SEAL rite KAD Ag EK, HEAR a ABE 
HE ; to seta match, PEF F7 ; a mateh for play- 

ing, 1% AWE : a aaa for hunting, —pRAA ; 

no match, Api, WEPE ; to consent to a match, 

AE: an ill-assorted match, 98 4; a well- 

matched couple, % 3. 

Match, v. ¢. ft, PC, BH, Hic, AAC; to match with 

one another, FAA, 4H Et, 4A PE ; to match colors, 

BEE ; 
F, MIE MSF. HG Em ; to match a 

glove, ¥f}3-4 ; to match one’s daughter witha 
king, #RARAr iE ; to suit, @; to marry, fe 
#>; to give in marriage, RX; to purify vessels by 
burning a match in them, ZEB. 

Match, v. 7. To be united in marriage, BL ; to 

suit, oY, 4, Bie; to correspond, At, FAG, BB. 
| Match-maker, n. One who contrives or effects a 

union by marriage, 4\t \, see Gobetween ; one 
who makes lucifers, fi KIE #.- 

'* This term is only applied to hostile parties. 

you cannot match him, (Rie BOPERL 

ai 
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Match- making: n. fbi A, eeu Ni, TEAM. ; 
Matching, ppr. Equalling, ft, PG; suiting, F, | 

ay 

, SE, BEI, AB. Mintehloss; a. AG J, MPC 
Matehlock, n. By ye 2 NEAT SE), Ee. 
Mate, n. A companion, {F, (FE, at, tela, 1B: 

a husband or wife, PU, {§, At ; the first or chief | 
mate of a ship, tke, Atk, Hz; the second 
mate, — {J ; the surgeon's mate, fil] 2hé HE | 
a table mate, [rj Zz 

HK 
Mate, v.¢. To mateh, pu, ft, Xf. 
Mateless, a. 406 (|2, Aura, Ane 4. 
Materia medica, n. Ax, Fp He Hi 
Material, a. Consisting of matter, 4 #2, AE; 

important, BRBEAQ; substantial, 7; material 

aid, TH. 
Material, x. Yj, Hy 4, Y#e; building materials, 

Wy BL, AF, HAS, BL; writing materials, 

SC; PY. 
Materialism, n. 44 {2, Es Ai G. 
Materialist, n. Wy fe #. Hla GH mph FH. 
Materiality, n. JZ¢3, Wie &. 
Materialize, v. t. SAG 8a. WELLS BS. 
Materially, adv. In the state of matter, [7 ; es- 

sentially, Sa, #7; he assisted me materially, 

BAP HAR, ft AHN Az; materially benefitted, 
Ja. {5 Ge “> 

Materialness, n. Aaah, RIA, BRE. 
Materiel, n. 42; the materiel of an army, 4s. 
Maternal, a. 4i:, 2: fj; maternal love, #1 2&; 

maternal grandfather, 4p Zs, 4p 7]; maternal 
grandmother, 4h22, Shy] dy: ; maternal erand- 
father’s elder brother, 4h {ff ZS; maternal un- 
cles; 4:54, 544; maternal uncle’s wife, Ws Bf. 

534; maternal grandfather's sister, fii HE; 
feed of maternal grandfather’s sister, Ii 

Maternally, adv. LURE. |Z. 
Mathematic, Mathematical, a. #& S(vy, ee (Yy, 

; a school-mate, fi] 3, Ja] 28, | 

$4 HH (7; mathematical instruments, BH MFR AB; | 

mathematical tables, /#8&. 

Mathematician, wn. HB. eR Ze; imperial mathe- 
Inatician, KE. 

Mathematics, n. 8% &% 
maties, jy 8% ; mixed mathematies, 

Mathesis, xn. See Mathematics. 
Matin, a. FUR AY. 
Matins, n. pl. FUR Zit, BHI ZK. 
Matress, ». See Mattress. 

Matrice, nies n. Ree, FF, RE, WPS, BE. 
Blairicide, ne pel 23. 

AER ES. 
, SL, BBB; pure mathie- | 

MAT | 

| Matriculate, v.t. HLT. 
| Matrimonial, a. REAR fy. 
Matrimony, x. Marriage, #4)]; to enter 

matrimony, said of a woman, Hige ; 
ny, said of a man, 3%. 

Matron, n. 2, A}, ce, BEWS ; an elderly lady, Je 
Matronhood, n. #4, HARB. (Kh Ai. 

| Mattamore, n. 4E., 

Matted, pp. ora. Laid with mats, $j ie fy; mat- 
ted hair, fy. 

| Matter, n. Bbftise: {BAT TEA, 7S WA, JERE ; pus, 
"iS that which is visible or tangible, 4, W 

AT, Ga, Weg ; subtle matter, #4 ; business af- 
fair, Ff; subject matter, rl, Ze 5 subject of 
complaint, 37, 4k; a great matter, Be; 
an important matter, @3f, Bf; an important 
matter or subject, Aw; to make much of a 

little matter, Ll EK. AA (E ; do you 
broach the matter, (REN 9; a public matter, 
RA; a urge matter, f/, 3%; a pressing 
os iy ; matter of facet, 3792 ; no matter, 
4m 4z ; there j is no matter of complaint, 4-42 4 
Hk; What is the matter ? 2 BF 3LWE, F7- [a SEE, 
#y $£ BEYE ; no matter, of no consequence, ME 4A 

Ts FAT, MBEIE, FALUIER: ‘tis no great 
matter for you, BU{/RIE FE AZ ; this is a mat- 

ter of course, ARIEMCEF, FRGAnIE, El dn 
JE; no matter who, 0% iit-fe He, WE si FE, AR ae 
{nf, ArFiy fat ; what does it matter to you? HA fF 
{ij FF, £2 HE fig -F ; a trifling matter, )J\3f ; what 
is the matter with you, ff 1 ere tly Ay 
{iJ ; a matter of law, ae: matters of religion, 
ji DE Zt, Zege ; I make no matter of it, FRM 
PRE, Amb thy ; upon the whole matter, 
#bf% ; what is the matter? what are you speak- 
ing of? finned? BFE, HB fy AE; no such mat- 
ter, FPWR, ALG UESe; a matter of a few 
pounds, #4 #874, * #)#é A>: a matter of ten 77, 
$y HS all manner of matters, 4 Hf. 

Matter, v. 7. To be of importance, as : it matters 
much, es AS, WH AE; what does it 

matter ? #4 fay BAZ. 

SAMA, FOR, ea Matter-of-faect-man, 7 

into 

matrimo- 

Bi ls Ms Z 
| Mattered, pp. It mattered little, Jz ; it mattered 

much, 4 EY. 
Matting, x. Matting for covering boats, sheds, 

&e., 76; Lintan matting, si ER ; matling 
for the floor, fi; matting for the table, 7% 

Mattock, ». SBA, Bh, HH. [a BERL. 
* why pound ; ik catty or Chinese pound. 
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Mattress, n. fi; a small mattress, sJy fy ; a hair- 

mattress, 55 62 # ; 
rattan shavings, ef fE ; Spread on a mattress, 
A iepe; a felt-mattress, BEPE, PEG; a rush | 
for making mats or mattress, #g ; a sleeping 

mattress, fie gg. [#K. 

a mattress stuffed with | 

Maturation, n. Suppuration, AEN 3 ; ripeness, | 
Mature, a. ane 2, Ye, fi; mature, asa scheme, 

plan, &e., 2, ise mature, well practiced in, 
at Hh, edi, TH, Be; to grow mature, ZE 
ih mature deliberation, BE Bae HE miabune 
of age, KJ ; perfect, ji #4. 

Mature, v.t. To ripen, AE 3h, AK. 
Matured, pp. or a. #K, Xe, JMZE; matured plan, 
Maturely, adv. 3h, 2B. Lae 

Maturity, Matureness, ». Ripeness, 344%, )K2; 
arrived at maturity, W% J; maturity of reason, 
34FP, AYHP ; not yet arrived at maturity, #ejK 
TJ; the sinews and nerves are not yet come to 

BU aTIUY, fi @j A; the maturity of a bill, 

WE it PHS YY. 
Nanda: a. Drunk, Bit, BE. 
Menaline n. Magdalen, =-f- H #2. 
Mauger, Maugre, adv. In spite of, mi, 3if. 
Maul, n. Mall, #6. 

Maul, v. t. 3], #E- 
Maulstick, n. =A. 
Maund, n. —$H, 4A + et 
Mausolean, a. B fj. 
Mausoleum, n. BE; imperial mausoleum, |B; 

eastern mausoleum, ¥i BE ; western mausoleum, 

PURE ; mausoleum for Buddhists, 43 A HF. 

Maw, n. The stomach of brutes, Fj, HE, fit GE 

BKM). 
Mawkingly, adv. ISR, TBA. 
Mawkish, a. JRBEA, MERE AS. 

Mawmish, a. Foolish, 5%, 2, B&F, FH} ; nauseous, 

WAR see A, BY FEB AVS. 
Maxillar, Maxillary, a. Pertaining to the jaw, #4 

fig; the maxillary bones, #('™, RHE ; superior 
maxillary bone, -2F 3, FFs; inferior 
maxillary bone, Pf RR, FF aee- 

Maxim, nm. fis, SES, REILA, ee, wl, aT, 
Wak, HR; cautionary maxims, FES, eke, 
S&F FSS ; important maxims, BEF; maxims 

of the sages are wide-spreading as the ocean, 

wih. 
Maximum, n. JA, 3, fk, Fi K: 

height, 3, J. Hew 
May, n. The fifth month of the year, Py PTL A: 
eT J; the May of my EIS, TY ai RAZ 

the maximum 

the May of youth, ae ee, Aub JM, AL 

May, v. aua.; pret. might. To be able, WH, BLY, 

fie, f, (ik7S, PU GE, FTTH; to be permitted, Hx; 
may Task? A¢Py; if I ue, say, Ptah; May 
it he? Ap I AE HE, BY TF; it may be, tk F IK, 
Aya; it may not Le, IRA, APH, AW; may 
be made, PJ #}; may Le made the pattem for 
succeeding ages, A) LU Blk 7: ; it may be used 

or employed, HY LI JA a4, WY LI i 5 may I 
add? or let me add, SE4¥izg; may pass, BEA. 
Wk #7; may be, perhaps, pk#¥; between a may 
be and a may not be, BY 7} % |]; as soon as 
may he, fxpieges, fete epag: that may also 
do, AIF BT, PIF B]; may it please you, 35; 
may you enjoy happiness, Mii (p32 ti; may 

you be happy, Matyi, MD StnR > thus it 
may be seen, 4 42 By Jl; may * your whole 
family he visited with pestilence, (3 (fi (pUR HR 
JE, IW AS RIL 5 it may serve as a token of 
remembrance, AY L) 4% se YE; it may he made 
into cloth, WY LI fie ti, FT LIE Ai: may you he- 
come rich, (R {fi (i BEN, ITT At BE 

May-bloom, n. {1E%- 

May-fiower, n. 3 fKj. + 
May-lily, n. Jr 4 EAE. 

| Mayor, x. The chief magistrate of a city, £ FF 

FP, REE, ZA. 
Mayoress, n. Sk #Ade JE 7 AR. 
Mayorine, n. 4h 
es n. A winding and turning, 9 RR, 3H A 

confusion of . SP 2H, Ze: 
cone TR AL, MPP BL> all ; tobe in a maze, 

SMP. TIER H, HEE 
Maze, v. t. @L, (BAL: 

Mazy; a. Winding, #&4H; perplexed with wind- 
ings and turnings, MpPpaRL. Hic Hie BL. 

Me, pron. objective case of I. FR, Fz, FRU; lie 

told me, {E ni Fe A, HSA Fall. 

Mead, n. BF HF Jc. 
Mead, Meadow, n. 43, Ai ji, ENS, a, TEBE. 

Meadow-saffron, 1. $f. 
Meager, Meagre, a. J&, 4E, ini, 31, AB, BR, HB, 

fi 4fi, Je; a meager account, (At, HERA 
a meager treatise, Zo ae AE; very meager, FE 
Jai ; meager soil, Jay fe, FF Hb. 

RGR is extensively used for may you, or I wish you, 
«&e., &e. 

+ Medhurst. 

+ af prefect, and JIM district magistrate are offices, 
which can only in few cases be compared with that ofa 
mayor. 
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Meagerness, n. JU 4, fH, JH. support of sonsand grandsons, SEE Sfsn means 
Meal, n. A repast, #, WH, fz, ~&; one meal, — of support, ZB FT; the means (in mathematics), 

Hz; meal of rice, —¥€ff; an early meal, Fb ips pf 
#¢, Afi; an evening meal, 729, NBS, WEAK ; Mean, v.#.; pret. and pp. meant. To have in the 

a good meal, fi #8; a poor =e or a meal of mind, 1 aA, ir, He, BLA, TEAL; what did you 

congee and rice, 4éik} #E HZ; to take one meal, mean by it? fal BFW, Wd Bt iy Ye; what do 

&—FE 5 a frugal meal, HP, PEGA; had a you mean? (ip FRE Ree, MC fy, i HER ER 
good meal, qi] ZS. {8 ; what do you mean to do? (jE (itz BF UE, 

Meal, ». A part, a fragment, Zp. BS an Ag fig ; how do you mean to act ? {ip HERE 
Meal, n. #}; wheaten meal, Aa}, Hi ; qi, Wd BR fi IS FE ; 1 me a to go by break of day, 

Indian corn, 323}. ADIGA, FAA BREE; 1 do not mean to do it, 
Meal-time, n. RAK ZF, BZ. Tels AMIE, Sz I 4 2 to mean it honestly, 
Mealiness, n. ¥%. BO, dot, hots, me; what does this word 

Mealy, a. 425, F209, Lines (VJ. mean? Hey "F-lg WEEE, DEP EAE, WE 
Mealy- -mouthed, a. i ¢§ ie HENLE, (ah VE. fi HRI; what is the meaning? By fe Ie, fy 
Mean, a. Low in rank or birth, $2, IIE, Gull, 5h ih Ff. 

TP HE, GUS, ie, HE, PER, She IS low- | Mean, v.7. To have thought or ideas, 77 -@F, BAAR; 

minded, Sif, 26M, SEES, MEMS ME, WG (iy: it means, AR. 
mean and dirty, S275; mean and niggardly, | seal a. NFR, Ji HE. 
Si, 4A, BD, fy; a mean fellow, Jy A Wares A winding course, “2F IKE, 2% 
BBA, JIE A; mean actions, Pf; the meaner Sik te if si a labyrinth, RRR, SIRO; per- 

classes, P i##é; poor and mean, #/IE ; of mes plexity, ee 
origin, |e s, EB 9A; a mean condition, BIE. | | Meander, v. 7. 2 F Iikite, Hb THe, nh wit. 
SiG, (Ee MPE; mean and flattering, Hryy, Ye Melanie, pr ora. ZA Mh we ; & meandering 

meal of | 

a, ULE; mean dress, Ae, HEAE, HK, nf | stream, ZH ZB. 
4a, 40 HE, 42 Hil, #2 HR; his mean abode, ff, 7% Meaning, ppr: Having in mind, 48, @f, #; sig- 

fiH; mean and servile, St Ji; a mean business, nifying, €& ff, M42. 
| Meaning, n. Intention, &, TB, FW, WEE: sig- 

nification, 3&; to explain the meaning, R23, 
fee; what is the meaning ? Bh Ape ye, is vl 

fi} 36 ; the meaning of a word, "9° 2.88, Za: 
the meaning is lost, as of a word, #§[2; full of 
meaning, BF EX, ih 3; double meaning, HE 
if Wpue; hidden meaning, e746 Xp, iz Su 

a ees 
Mean, a. Middle, rf, rf fR], rPot; mean stature, 

Hae; in the mean while, Hee], A AUER, 
JENS ZAR]; the mean distance, rj. 

Mean, n. The middle point or place, rs, Hs rf 

i>; the intervening time, 2 fA], ZI ZR, HB 
fj 2%; the due medium, FB )j; the golden | 

mean, 44 Fy 7434, 4h; in the mean, fe; LAT, nis x, BOS. 
FEERT; means to an end, FZ, 7, EF, Fy, | Meaninetees a. AMG, ANE es: 
4; means in plural, income, A A vei estate, | Meanly, ade Without dignity or rank, §, JI§; 
RE, Ri; no mens, Mr id, pli sae no | 
means of acquiring, 48 3} GE 7}, 4M fy 3B, 
Se 74 A Se: ly all means, #—; by no means, | 
Ap AE, JE. By AVA: it was a means of his ruin, | 

(Title AF We. fe 3% FL % We this was the only 
means, 947 IEF. IEA JE: by this means, | 
UE AE. DI we. LI FA YE: by some means or 

other, DRINUEMDRINA4, wR LIVER LI Oe, I 
3 WE : to obtain by lawful means, LIA th 
fe, WIE iit. RIE MPF: to obtain by foul | 

means, 73. 7 HL i @. (ME AGH: by fair 
means, LI AS58. BAG IEF. LIS =F ; destitute | 

we Mal, WIE F ; to devise means for the | 

Meanness, 

meanly born, |[EAR, SEE; meanly clothed 
and badly fed, JACHLE, WASHER; meanly 

clad, 3 WAS, #2#%; to act meanly, F ff, EDhiG 
47% ; (0 think meanly of one, i}, NEB, TA 
SLB ; to le meanly of one, St AG! fi. 

. Low state, Psi, GL ; lowness of 
mind, hk, 2 fe ; rudeness, f{[{& ; niggardli- 
hess, Porte Bb Abt; Meanness of knowledge, 
1 a co ar a 

Means, n. pl. See under Mean. 

| Measles, n. JHE; to have the measles, 
Measurab le, a. HBS, Py Me 

of means, AF, FF, ZF; to devise means, | Measure, n. H, JE, HEA, RUE, KE, HE 

Rs 
; moderate, eh 

AY; 
givé ; dry measure or measure of capacity, 
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ies % mong measure or measure oF Iengths jE 2, Ar; no measured terms, iA, Kis 
j£; 7 measures of time, Fj; land measure,| 3428; to praise one in no Soe terms, jg 
BE; = director of measures, IJ¥ ; great di- | J Jesh, NAM. 
Aen of measures, > pl FE 5 a pip measure, a | Measureless, a. aire ue , SME DPS, Amp RE , ARE TAY EE. 

: Weiguts and measures, J& 5 #7 (lj ; measure | Measurement, n. , JE, Kx}; the measurement 
of fT height and distances, Z)iZjMFt; measure |; of a ship, fy2% aCe. 
by triangles, = fg jilj RH; the measure of an | Measurer, n.  #%, JE #. 
angle, #F ; standard w Gale and measures, # | Measuring, ppr. or a. HE }£ 5 a measuring line, 
WAR: a a rice measure of ten cattics, Week. | #6 Ht, #2; measuring chain, 4 fi SE; the 
+ Jr}; without measure, 4m St, $x) ; limited | measuring tape, Has. 
measure, {Jig ; beyond measure, Hah, Rah s | | Meat, n. Flesh, f§; food, @ Wy, {k B, MB; 
in a great measure, HE, AF; in some meas- | hoiled meat, ys fA); roast meat, P¢ f} ; minced 
ure, Ip fH, ARFF 5 to have hard measure, HI] | meat, eit} PJ; meat cut into small bits, FB, 

iif; severe measures, figjs-; measure, sce Metre; | ff, J ; to forbear meat, to abstain from meat, 
the measure or guage, ig if& ; to hare the rieht _ ¥£3é; white meats, FL @; sweet meats, Hes ; 
measure, Aes BEL. to sit down at meats, FP R§, 425; meat and 

Measure, v.t. &, JE, 37, &, GE, LE, HR, drink, £  ; dainty meats, Ba Se0k; may he 

Fig , HE yf judge of distance, extent, or quan- used as meat, TW L143; to use fruits for 
tity, Fz, JE, HEE 3, ‘1, AG; to measure one’s meat, WUE R ; meat-caters are vulgar, py 
own shadow, J# 7x82; to measure rice, #7, | Hi nb ; meat cakes, see Cakes. 

eK ; to measure the length, #349, J {2 49; | Meat-offering, n. @eSs. 
to measure back, #%; to measure and divide, | Mecca, ne oe a, BE UE UM, KA el. 

WZ) 2F, Bk; to measure others after one’s self, Mechanie, n. TA, TE, A, $RER, FEZ 
HO A; to measure the capacity of others A, 227, 1, il PE 4H; a clever mechanic, AF 

and choose from them, #3 NE: i adjust, TL, DPR N, HR, FSU. 

WE 5 to measure off a grave, je Me Wi. 3 ae Mechanic, Mechanieal, a. 7, $, #%; mechanical 
Measured, pp. or a. JE ied 13 IS Bnet affairs, 7 #e ae the mechanical aris, TB, 
EF ; a measured “ii JE: no measured, Je SF ie, 4 Ba the inn, =e 

HE: mechanical operations, Fy 2H, f é 
* The unit of this table is the tau or peck :— mechanical implements, #8H.; a mechanical 

1 grain of millet is a 3; renius, 34 =e 
6 3 make one == M = 2 “ FA. 1. BRS Jy JE 10 a8 or pugil; Mechanical powers, n. pl. Pe ZT], ih Bb 2. 

10 #8 7 =? Py or handful; Mechanically, adv. LI Be, JA RE, DRE TE; me- 

oe Rts ae a ladle; ehanically inclined, 47/88", TB. 
Oo *y Ay Or CUD; 5 

2 4 or gill; = 0.168 litre. | Mechanician, aye SOR. é os [ee 
10 & Ft or pint; = 1.081 ” Mechanics, n. 7&7, fete 7 St, FER Ze, 
i ay >} or peck: | Mechanism, n. #&, F}; a fine mechanism, A> HE, 
6 x 5 ” .=p. ace if se Oe =) Lele % 

2 i “i see | Aba}; a living Biechasism, AES, AEBS, TRE. 
16 RP se Meconie acid, n. 16 ye ie b : 
1 2% is equal to 6 3 4 Jf. Meconium, n. Pif Zz; the first feces of in- 

+ 1 $f or grain is 1 4p; fants, ER DR. 
10 47 make 1 5f a punto or inch; Peart 
10 +t ’ 1 ja i 1: (=14.1 ins. Medal, i. it FeO: 

yy make a foot or covid ; \ Ene. Medalist. n. 2 EE OL 
5 C ; 4 . 

ie Ree ; 13 OP Dole ig erin uae: Medallion, x. A large antique medal, KH; a 
make 5] } ‘ alli a aini 

t The unit of table is the jj,; estimating the Fe at 13.126 modern medallion, containing a photograph, 
inches, the values are annexed:— &e., HALL {¥-, dN HB [. 
Bi A make one a or F a bow;=80.3234 sq. feet. Meddle, v. t. +, =e, Fyn, #4; to meddle with 

> 5 * noantore eee = ee = 60 sem Male gatocthorn==20 2160 sq’ garde other pean s affairs, 4 AS, Fy BE AVSE, SEA 

4 $f ik or Chinese acre;=26.73 sq. poles. Hi, 4 re ABS, UN NE. OR fs NFS to med- 

100 fii bit =16.7 acres. * dle by words, JRYS FH, HHO YEA; to meddle 
* Williams, ___ by active interference, dys; he meddles 

t 
| 
) 

‘s 
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po mewihe, RIES, SIE 
F:, HSE Ud soto meddle 

or nies WEE, tiie FF i 

your own affairs, 47 URES #8: 1 ACHE ; do 

not meddle with my affairs, het py aM TBE, 
TE dg FNS He RSE; to meddle with inoffici- 
ously, As, Fd. & GAAS HE; do not meddle 

with him, fi 4 +7 BEE. 

Be iiedlene ea aes 2 a TRE S, JT ELT. 
Meddler, n. fR2E DEVE, Wf Ske ZN. 
Meddlesome, a. J CE, TEES s 

fellow, AF SEEN, EGO, ARE RE. 
Meddling, ppr. or a. S&, Hy, Fy OR. EF. 
Medial, a. Mean, rf1; medial line, re 

rectangle, rR ij ; medial space, Hv iAy. 
Mediate, a. Middle, rit; interposed, rfs [fi]. 

Mediate, v. i. fief \, (icra A, (iki ae, Le 

R, 4h fi, TARE, ert Hh fa, A. 
Mediating, ppr. ffg-F \. 

Mediation, » $f Au Z3F, HR Se, fies AZ Se. 
Mediatization, n. Mediatization of a state, J Ea 

HOHE. 
Mediator, n. FA, BR, FAR, FUSE A, AUDA; 

there is one mediator between God and man, 
Lae Arp ej—rb(%; there is only one med- 
iator, fy— 7B (KR. 

Mediatorial, a. $4 AA, HVA. 
Mediatorship, n. rf (% 7 ik. 
Mediatress, Mediatrix, n. Ac fil 

Medieal, a. Pertaining 

diseases, H2, fy; medical books, Kear; 
great mefical: college (of Peking), 
director of the great medical college, Jebe Re 
Bé (fi ; medical science, 2-44; a medical prac- 
titioner, BE Ze ; medical practitioners, 
flE ; medical faculty, #2 FY; medical profession, 
Bea See Physician, Shieean and Preseription. 

Medical jurisprudence, n. Fe ff. 
Medically, adv. WAES i. 
Medicament, n. #%, BS 77. 

Medicate, v. ¢. To treat with medicine, (02% @ ; 
to impregnate with anything medicinal, "2%. 

Medicated, pp. or a. 3% jf 2%, 4%; medicated 
waters, Sf 7k. 

Medicinal, a. #%, #&0pf, E=(%y; medicinal herbs, 
ete ; medicinal liquor, #% 7c, #2 jh ; medicinal 

days, #22% 7% 8 ; medicinal powder, #8 fy. 
Medicine, n. 4%, BEAT; good medicine, FLak, kf 

BB ; eB study medicine, 4482; {0 put up medi- 
cine, 4%; {o prepare or compound medicine, 

We, oa: one dose of medicine, —)[3, 

SH 
=e a) 

medial 

tA 
tA? a. 

to the art of healing 

a meddlesome | 

the | 

Avs bes 

Te 8 1A | 

ce 

and ogeision trouble | 

meddle with | 

| Meditated, pp.ora. Reyolyed in the mind, 

— Ha) 4% ; to take medicine, RAK. 
ledieval, a. Pertaining to the middle ages, * 

aa 
Medina, n. BRA If. 

Medioere, a. ae BAe ch Ay, HAY. 

Mediocrity, n. 112, nerf; mediocrity of talent, 
i. ee; mediocrity of wit, Ha Seik a ; 
mediocrity in meats and drinks, fil ir 

Meditate, x. 7. or ¢. To revolve any subject in the 

mind, BRA, WEAR, MEAS, RG, eS, ee. BK 
ig, ae, & BA =, wile WM (es; to intend EE , 4H 

x; to sc hence ai to mediate an atiack upon 

a city, AA IGHE , 18 ei Vit; to meditate an at- 
tack ona country, at Wei, Te BY ; to meditate 

deeply, 2ER, wenlt ; to meditate religiously, af, 

mk ra se; to sit and meditate, Af if. 
if BER A 

TJ ; planned, x 
Meditating, ppr. Revelving in the mind, "XB 

EAH; contemplating fo, 48 ; 5) 1) ow? 

eo 

a 

contriving, 3 at, 

Tei}. 

Meditation, n. BRE, ! TRA, me, HR As, Beil; re- 

ligious meditation, jit, BL sa 4, FR Ze; to 
understand by meditation, #k€ ; hooks of medi- 

tation, Ba, APERS: a. 
Meditative, a. WEA Ay, BKALAS. 

Mediterrane, Mediterranean, Mediterraneous, a. 

Mediterranean sea, fF Yim. 
Medium, n. ; p!. Media, Mediums. The due medinm 

in China, rf jf; the great medium set before an 
emperor, Sh, Arb, Av Zi; the space or 
substance through which a body moves or 
passes to any point, 52 #8, S]507. 98; the 
means or instrument by which any thing is 
accomplished, BRA. #8, Priizdy; through 
the medium of, J; he accomplished it through 
the medium of water, {[1 f# cH NK IF, (ui. 

LK, MPRA TD Malas, ; at a medium, $f 
Kit. 

Medlar, n. yA, Ay Ae. 
Medley, n. A mixture, FR 4%, AE 7. 

| Medulla spinalis, n. ?Fi#. 
Medullar, Medullary, a. 4 Fe fr 
Medullin, n. fay A 287E &.- 

| Medusa, n. JCB, BE, ME. 
Meed, n. 4, 3. 
Meek, a. Mild, 78 Fi, IAA, ik FS, WAR. 7 

je. humble, 7/t42, iti, afta 
Meek-eyed, a. Ff Bi fg. Wy 

Meekly, | ade. Humbly, ait#&- 

* KAR ETC. 

mi), Be 
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Meekness, n. #23, Au, HRS. Melancholic, a. JURE SETI, BE, EY, BE 
Meershaum, n. qj = He, kt ¥a He; 2 meershaum us, BUS), fe K, BA, HSI, E, BSH 

pipe, cya Yq zy. Hp, 2A, 

Meet, a. Proper, “ye » FH, WE 1300 WME, ASHE, ASB Mee n. “8 RY, 2 AK is, & et, aE ne ERS. 

suitable, mu, & 

At rt a. 
Meet, v. ¢. or i. ; pret. and pp. met. 3B, hf» 3E, LER, AAT, ALL, HIE, HEE SL JIE, HE, HE; to meet 

one another, 471583, #4, 4Bj8, 

unexpectedly, fPrits, Waits; to go out to meet, 

fy; it is meet to give thanks, #§ 

Hist, 3f0, {Uy ; to meet by appointment, Ay | 
304, 4385; 10 mect without previous appoint- 
ment, Aly in, Aiea, fea; to mect an 

enemy, jryj%; to meet a storm, $429 ii Hy; to 

mect a repulse, $7 Ie, $24 9% 0G om, Bl te HF: 
to meet a foreigner, Jf 5%; to meet with con- 

tempt, BAU E mM, AY AHL; to meet with a 
friend, 385 77 ot) ED A, 3x FN; to meet a 

visitor, 37%; to meet and accompany, as a 
guest, 31%; to meet on the road, §% |-4nies, 
Ee fs) #542; no body knows when we shall 
meet again, Me 51 HE Ih AB GI bh (8 & Fe fp; it es 

with his approval, {fir @& 4B, fi, ee; 
meet one’s wislies, u!!, & ey tp; it very ae 

meets my wishes, 7 4 J¥ ty; to meet together, 

Bese, @, a, AA; to meet for Baayen i 
46 Wr is ; when shall we meet again? #¢ IF TR 
, fy NB & FE; to meet with an adda 
30335 53 1 3 ; {o meet with calamities, 354 
ni}. $2478; to meet with difficulties, $a4 4%; not 
to meet, Abd 5 ; to meet with a favorable oppor- 

tonity, BAG AGO SOLA AERO, SSM 
to meet with success, ji 27 3e dp yk, E55 ; 

meet with a failure, 3o4 4707 i, $B A An, 6 
AF; to meet or join, as lines, #Af*E; to 
make ends meet, (i sf Hi; to meet half way, 

Hei, ACR ATIC, GE AME. 
Meeting, ppr. Coming together, %@, @ A, 44 

@ ; joining, #Af¥; encountering, $84, $4 ze. 
Meeting, n. Interview, 4% Fl; congregation,  ; 

union, #9 4, 414%; the meeting of friends, 
DA AC A Hy an unexpected meeting, Sf jit ; a 
public meeting, AV@F ; a large meeting, ee 

Ae: 
Meeting-house, n. ft, #F HF; a church, Fae 
Meetness, n. Fitness, eae. 

Megalops, n. See Herring. 
Megascope, n. A BALES. 

Megatherium, n. BER. 
Meibomian gland, n. AE JAR. 

Meiling Mountain range, n. 1 Ha ft 

Wk fr 

Hl fiz; to meet | 

SE. 
Melancholy, a. $2, JA PY, pM; a melancholy 

look, 38, AZ:; a melancholy affair, 333; 

a very melancholy affair, df fy GE SE; a 
melancholy mood, Aya; low-spirited, aie at 
to become ‘melancholy, AES. 

Melange, n. A tae Lune, AEA, AE PF. 

KE ZAK. Melastoma, n. £ 

Melee, n. alty. 
Melia, n. #§AK. See Pride of India. 
Melilot, n. Bi BE. 

Meliorate, v. t. See Ameliorate. 
Melissa, n. RE. 
Melliferous, a. AE PRAY. 
Mellifluent, Melliflnous, a. Flowing with honey, 

bee; sweetly flowing, SPADE, te BPE. 
Melligo, n. fe. 
Mellitice acid, n. BF GRR. 

Mellow, a. Soft with ripeness, iih%e, Fexh, Ag; 
soft to the ear, #32; mellow color, #4; soft 
with liquor, %&; merry, PeIyy. 

Mellow, v. ¢. To ripen, AE 3. 
Mellow-toned, a. hoe ARB. 
eee n. WBS fy. 

Mellowy, a. ff 2. 
Melodiaies n. AE%. 
Melodious, a. Melodions sound, 4-77 78, S248; a 

melodious voice, Fy @#E BE; sweet, melodious 
music, #F 77 Wk wy; the melodious singing of 

birds, Bing ewe. 

Melodiousness, n. 4-37 fH. 
Melodrama, Melodrame, n. 

Melody, n. 
OK. ERIK. 

[= 3) 

An argeeable succession of sounds, 

Ft, eth, AU ZT air or tune, WH, Hy 
ar, oe 2% 2; one melody, —f¥ WY; a sweet 
melody, pm 72 a]: southern melodies, fy : 

| sacred melody, 22qf]. 

| Melon, n. JK, tik; water-melon, Py JK; winter 

| melon, & JK; royal melon, = JK; the carpel or 

| divisions of a melon, #¢; musk-melon, # JX, 
| Az IR; the seed of a melon, IRF, Bf, Me, M 

‘, AGM; the fruit, see Gourd, and Squash. 
eee n. PHL AE SE. 
Melt, x. t. To make liquid, $%, #, i} 54, SHS, 

ai. dt Shia. SRA, Ses to tlw, Hh, AA 
H4K; to waste away, 8 GF, AG; to disheart- 

|e en, Fad KL FR to deel gold and silver, 
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SER, GBM; to melt metals, A, we ; 
to melt iron or copper to mend cracks, $f], $3 
$i $85 BE HE; to melt stones and mend (the | 
eracks in) heaven, J #7 #j 7K; to melt down | 

coin, $A Fe gf Fe. | 
Melt, v. i. To hecome liquid, #9, £4, 7828, RAE; 

the snow melts, 32 jit; the lead melts, #y 88 5 
to melt into tears, M7 8% ie Ht WER, AT TR 

Melted, pp.or a. Dissolved by heat, #4, $4¥4 | 
JT: WT; melted, as snow, HHT, HiBkT- | 

Melter, n. SA, 39H, ARE H- 
Melting, ppr. or a. 4%, ARAL, 79, if: melting- 

house, $2 Jay. | 
Member, n. A limb of an animal body, Wk, 44; 

all the members of the body, —yf#; the four 
members of the hody, PUNY, PURE; a member 

of the church, 3¢ @ 3, 32 @ 5  ; a member | 

of an association, @{¥-, AK, =X ; a member | 
of the Imperial Academy of Peking, $f, | 
f+; to become a member of the Imperial 

Academy of Peking, 2483 hk; a newly-made | 
member of the Imperial Academy of Peking, | 
PEE 4-5 a member of a family, 42 YX. 

Membership, n. Membership of a church, #932 
bt % ; membership of a society, Ay fF A, 45 

Sif, BX. 
Membrana tympani, n. FEA. 
Membrane, n. JJ, #e,fee ; the membrane inclos- 

ing fruit, seed, &., #9; the investing mem- | 
brane of muscles, JL PQ Affi; the thick mem- 

brane inclosing the brain, AS seayyie. 
Membraneous, Membranous, Membranaceous, 

Membraniferous, a. Sipe, Naty, Zee, FP. 

Memento, n. Gage, BLY. | 
Memoir, n. Memoir of a person, %& #7, fH, Felt 

{8% , #2 SH, Je ; memoirs of eminent persons, 
Al fi ; memoirs of distinguished ladies, A 4 fi. 

Memoirist, n. (£ (#4, HES H- 
Memorabilia, n. pl. Ay ab. 
Memorable, a. B) s2, BS, A) Bae, BY GE; illus- 

trious, Bf; extraordinary, #2’5%. | 
Memorandum, n.; pl. Memoranda. it, seFR, # 

$%: a memorandum hook, gi, FREE; to. 
make a memorandum of events, s83f, ab ZF 

we, $US. LES. 
Memoria technica, a. #28, BEG. 
Memorial, x. That which preserves the memory | 

of something, st, #2, FRG ; a memorial to be 
presented to the emperor, AX, AM, HF; to 
preser.t a memorial to the em)eror, J# 78, _E | 

a 
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Ax, HAR; to present a memorial Lneelingly, | 

MEN 

Be = ; to assent to a memorial, {EZ ; to reply 
io a memorial, HEAS#i ; a memorial setting 
forth one’s own views or case, P#i fh AK. 

Memorialist, n. 4%, LAG, BARK. 
Memorialize, v. t. #8, FF 7A, 7K, HE. 

Memoriter, adv. By memory, as to repeat me- 
moriter, 7, 7Y. 

Memory, ». at, aL, BBPE, BLAZE s a good 
memory, abe, A aL VE; 1 bad memory, fe 

AGSGPE, UESLYE, (ESR; to call to memory, #8 
tt, 3ES, BEML ; out of my memory, IkpE, 
(322; short memory, se PES, FRG it, % 
fit A BE; to retain one’s memory, fat PE ; lost 
the memory, 4 fae, ae PE ; beyond mem- 
ory, Ah; to commit to memory, 4k, HLZl 
4x74; keep me in memory, (RFK ; of sacred 
memory, JE. 

Men, n. pl. of man. All men, HA, HEA, AAS 
men in general, J. #i, J\4@; men and things, 

Jy; grades or classes of men, Jit, ASF; 
the higher classes of men, [-4 J\; the men of 

the world, {IE J; men and women, ¥&. 
Men-pleaser, n. 4-5 Ai, BEREAN - 

| Menace, v. ¢. To threaten, 8%, Dif, SEU, UAME. 
Menace, n. I, #44. 

| Menacing, ppr. or a. th, ME. 

| Menage, n. Bat. 
Menagerie, Menagery, n. 2, 
Menagogue, n. Fi) 5 HR. 
Meneius, n. sf. 
Mend, v. t. i, WEA, (SE. HE, ET, EM, HB, 
ie GE, WA; to mend clothes, #AAAR, Hr; to 
mend crockery, #j@i#s; to mend one’s faults, 
@ijB ; to mend one’s draught, FRR; to mend 
one’s cheer, #§ fk &, @i#e; to mend one’s pace, 

ari tk. THEA. 
Mend, v. 7. To grow better, jaf A GE, ji A Mt R.- 

Mendable, a. Hy #j- 
Mendacious, a. FES, BRIE, B- 
Mended, pp. or a. #7 J, 1238. {EJ 

fa], EKA, BER 
Lat. 

| Mender, n. ai #.- 
Mendicant, a. Begging, 6 Aj, Si, E585; 

mendieant friars, 6B Af, JER fF ; a mend- 
icant nun, 4 # fifi 44, Ib Rye; 2 Roman 
Catholic mendicant friar, #4 -b. 

Mendieant, n. A beggar, SRIEA, EG, SF, 

fEF, EN. 
Mending, ppr. or a. Mending, as clothes, &c., 4. 
Menial, a. Perta‘ning to servants, (il PEE, 1 

fy, tH 7X fy, th Hi fv, Si, 4, qe IN menial 

occupations, “F JIS "ET, SUEZ TAK, BR 
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BTR. 
Menial, n. (60H A, HEYEA, HRB, Bs I 

mS: menials, 47 (2, (il SF J. > a person of a 
aes ey y F p | 

servile character, HEIR Z% JA. 
Menorrhagia, n. AIL in, JiA- 
Menses, n. pl. AE, BUY, AW), Ak, AR, KR 

IS, Jak, FEWK, ABE; to have the menses, f+ 

HE, KK, VEL, HEX. 
Menstrual, a. ffty; the menstrual discharges, 

Axe. 
Menstrunm, «.; p!. Menstrua, Menstruums. A 

solvent, S49, fH. 

Mensurable, a. TY fe, 474 (iy, Hy JE. 

Mensuration, ». i, ke, dc Ri&. 
Mental, a. Pertaining to the mind, iffy, Mf; 

intellectual, #2; mental powers, Hee, HF AE; 
mental suffering, sth3y, BEE; mental labor, 
MF, HP ie Te: mental discernment, Hj 
i, HOG, iG; mental reservation, »4 = 
ee, eye = FE; mental derangement, FF, fit, 
im ; mental depression, [ii 54. 

Mentally, adv. 4Eoh, OA. el. 

Mention, n. A hint, —, —i#. 

Mention, v.t. To speak, fh, wt, Ot, A, 3E, fH; to 

name, |BL, %, P¥-; to mention the receipt of a 
letter, aA UCBl (Ss. BE) # ; to mention one’s 
name, 4% 14%, IV ; do not mention it, MH 
fii ii, ArZAE ; not necessary to mention, Fuh 
St, We fe ay ; do not mention it again, DE (ii FR. 

wiles As ECTS bt, As oe Hib th» ST hE» OE APD 
to mention about, we A, RA, HE. 

Mentionable, a. Fy ait, By at, BB. 
Mentor, n. A+, #23¢-b. 
Mephitic, Mephitical, a. Sk (rg, SLM; noxious, FE 

BE, Sag AV. 
Mercantile, a. 4E GPE, PI Ag, BM, AAG; a 

mercantile house, #977, 4E7e 77; a mercantile 

town, Hee je, & AIR; a mercantile establish- 

ment, #4 3 °% 3¢ ; a mercantile business, 4 #& 
Of 43, FE FEAF; a mercantile term, 4E BMPR, BR 
BA Zak; a mercantile ware-house, $F. 

Mereator’s chart, n. FF INBZ Wal. 

Mercenary, a. WY {7}, (if AOE, ARGE AS; hired, 

fifi; eveedy of gain, FAY; mean, EBL; 
mercenary soldiers, {ff e; mercenary principles, 

{it LZ, lA 23a, FM i. 
Mercenary, ». One who is hired, 4 LOPE, Mig IN 5 8 

soldier that is hired into foreign service, {ff-Fe, 
fxte ; one who serves for the purpose of gain, 

wa AVE AN, ok FZ GE. 
Mercer, n. SH 7ESAR. 

( 714) MER 

| Merchandise, n. €%, ££; foreign merchandise, 
| PEE, ACHR EE ; native merchandise, AWE, £ 

#¥ ; superior merchandise, [- &, JA #4; trade, 

AES, ELS. 
Merchant, n. #9, PAA, HE, BA, ABA, AE 

PBN, HARREA, PEL; a resident tradesman 
or merchant, @&; a foreign merchant, 4h pa 
PHA, FERS, FEZ; a hong-merchant, #7PR; a 
traveling merchant, #4 jg; 2 native merchant, 
+3§ ; a merchant from another port, Sp7r % ; 
a merchant from another province, Shy F¥.- 

Merchant-tailor, n. 37 Ze. 
| Merchantman, n. Ef fi, BY f- 

Merciful, a. 2&8, By Bi (Bi i DR TOPE, BY, 
ye EQ; most merciful God, 3 ZRARZ_b H- 

Mereifully, adv. WEAK, Thi. 
Merciless, a. SpE TS (1, BERS TY. SEE in A, BS 

2eAR (iy; cruel, IBZ, EAE. MLRE ; savage, HUE. 
| Mercurial, a. ye Zt fry; full of fire or vigor, RF 

fy. KEW; sprightly, cE, PeyG; mercurial 
medicines, {¢ $2 2%; mercurial preparations, 7€ 

ft 27, i]; mercurial pill, ye ge AL. l 
Mercury, n. 93, ZE Sf, Ae; oxide-of mercury, 

aks; ved oxide of mercury, SLAM, =A" 
J}; grey oxide of mercury, 7 FR ik; the planet 
mereury, 7C3#, RF; to take mercury, BKK 
fi: a messenger and interpreter of the gods, 
wih (di, lt 2” WHAF; a news carrier, FRA ET ; to 
wash with mercury, FL ae gf. 

Merey, n. 2825, Wi ltn. i) F4 BE, SoBe BY BE EES: 
to have mercy upon, By |#:; to show mercy, #€ 
BSE, He, BAL; to cry mercy, BRR; to im- 
plore merey, & 4, AERA, AER; have merey on 

(or upon) us, 8) BEARSE, FARE, BHIMAR ; to 
be at the mercy of one, 7 \22fe, 7E VTE 

ZA, ENE, EAA, TE Add; at the 
mercy of the waves, Sa ypLyege. 

Mere, a. Sole, Wif%, Ik, #3, A, HH. Ri; pure or 

true, Ja, AR; mere form, Ik Ais, BME : 
mere fiction. Wife ye lit, mk seme; a mere 
knave, 32 HL@E tHE, ; to obtain by mere luck, 
EEF, PERE; to escape hy mere luck, PER. 

Merely, adv. Ai. AL, ik, a, a, BF, Bt, 8, BE, 
We; merely saw, #952, 1-7, Iki; merely 
to see you, Ash Fl, APE ; it is merely, 
JEL, #542, Hi ~~; merely to show my good 

will, 7RJB SEIS RTE, IK RAE. 
Meretoricious, a. 4K, Wei}, Wa EME, AB MAMEE, Ae 

fly; meretricions arts, MEU Z3t. i lt ZF; 
having a gaudy but deceitful appearance, #} fifi 

f 
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Merge, v.t. To immerse, ff, %€, YE; to cause to | 
be swallowed up, f@%e, BFE, FH; to merge | 
private affairs into public, WALA BH, VW | 

Dw A S- | 
Merge, v. i. To be sunk, 2, ZEYZ, Ui; to merge 

into, A, Sit, BA. 
Merged, pp. #2 S,AT, SAT ; the smaller is 

merged into the larger, LuJsAA; the one is 
merged into the other, —Af —, —fiA =. 

Merging, ppr. 7, A. 
Meridian, n. or a. YE4-%§, IE4-JE, “F#R; the 

meridian lines, #% © , #4; the meridian port- 
al, 4@P4; the meridian of Peking, JD }f Ae}; 
a meridian circle, - 4- fA. 

Meridional, a. #&)% fy, #647; southerly Ris 
fy; a meridional journey, fj 3 HE ft- 

Merino fabric, n. 4444. | 
Merino sheep, n. #264. | 

Merit, n. Dj, War, Bsr, BF ives Wait, Dyfi, Th fs, 
B®; to reward one according to his merit, (f 

HEA, WTA, WB WI A; secret merit, 
EW FAB); great merit, ADy3R,W BSE: 
reward deserved, JRE, REFEAS, 3 Fy 5 the | 

merit of a book, 282234; men of merit, AY 
PEN, WZ A, BSF A; merit and demerit, | 
Hi ; record merits, pL If; the merits of medi- 
cine, 4% YyJy; the merits of Christ, JU Z, | 
Yj HF ; to set forth one’s merit, fff; accumulated 
merit, Rf] ; m0 merits, Ff By, MEI; to accumu- | 
late merits, #3). | 

Merit, v.t. To deserve, RE, Hy; to merit | 
praise, Jt (4 408 ; to merit reward, RBG B- 

Merited, pp. ov a. EGE, me 72 Ay. 
Meriting, ppr. Deserving, WES, fa fs- 

Meritorious, a. Dy, #), WE, GW, AW, A 
Ij, FL; a meritorious statesman, Jy Fr, By) EAs 
a meritorious title, or promotion on account of 
meritorious actions, Jf ; meritorious persons, 

4 i A, ; to perform meritorious actions, | 

ADE 2. (E ESF; to accomplish a meri- | 
torious act, JX, fink Vis? ; meritorious and 

unworthy, Dik. 
Meritoriousness, n. Tj, YB}. 
Meritot, n. }KHE SE. 
Merlin, n. BASH, F688. 
Mermaid, nv. fh, IEA. 

Merrily, adv. PRP}, FRY: merrily jumping a- 

bout, ej. 

Merrimake, m. A meeting for mirth, Wp 38. 
Merriment, n. Pe Hé, Se Me, fe 4 low merriment, 

HE, "AR. | 

Merry, a. Gay and noisy, $42, 15, FRIES, sere, 
KIS, SEE, HEME, FERK; merry drinking, 

ik, fk FH A He ME, he FB He fe HE; merry with 
wine, Alf}; to make merry, (fi #%, (E's Me; a 
merry grig, AEE, fs JV; to live a merry 

life, If Ht 75 HE A. $e 2% J; to make merry 
with any one, EK 5 A ; to take a merry drink, 

WSK; @ merry jest, sKalSlBEAR, Sak s a merry 
conceit, 2k Feet 3. 

| Merry-andrew, n. {fy \, ide Fala A. 

Merry-making, a. {Jt 4 2 3. 
Merry-making, Merry-meeting is 

g; a. Wy BE. 

| Mersion, n. #, Fk, Fak #.- 

| Mesenteric, a. JP jpeist 5 mesenteric glands, Jy fhe 

WE AK. 
Mesentery, n. HAN, MPI, Wa at. 

| Mesh, n. Mesh of a net, #4), 47H; to get into 

the meshes of the law, j& 74:45, JA H9; to es- 
cape from the meshes of the law, #44]; a net 
with small meshes, #H IK #4, BH, Hee. 

Mesh, v. t. LAGE. 
Mesmeric, Mesmerical, a. Bashy. 
Mesmerism, n. Animal magnetism, & Zia. 
Mesmerize, v. t. (iif Fe- 

| Mesne, a. Middle, 44+; a mesne lord, rf, fi} 

HMR. 
Mesosperm, n. {= 3X. 
Mess, n. A dish or quantity of food prepared or 

set on the table at one time, —#QE; a num- 
ber of persons who eat together, $8 ; to form a 
mess, JK St, @ HE; to dine in a mess, [nj ZEB ; 
the officers’mess, ’py 4%; a medley, #EBL; all in 

a mess, NORE UAHEAL, UDG AL: 
| Mess, v. 7. To eat, @, #£; to mess with others, 

[in] E ; to mess alone,  #E; to mess at separate 
tables, 7p 48. 

_ Mess-mate, n. fri] SE #4. 
Message, n. Any notice, 79,6; to send a message, 

ry yyle He G@ + 10 reeelve < <4 gp 7H Jie Hi G, FRi¥ G.; to receive a message, Fi A, 

SiH; a written message, {= ,@, ; a message 
from an officer, 3g, (8 iif. 

Messenger, Messager, n. 50 (RE, RF. FRA, 

ahs. \, i, “iN. thi Hi, ZEN, ATL 5p ed 

celestial messenger, FR fifi ; sages are the mes- 
sengers of heaven and earth, 38 \\ HK AZ 

i; a courier, PEI, HEBE, EIR, MAA; 
messengers to His Imperial majesty, £434 ; 
an official messenger, Z—& ; an imperial mes- 
senger, $k #2; a messenger from Peking, ff, 

yi. 
Messiah, n. $e flk #. 
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Messieurs, Messrs., n. pl. of monsiewr. Fill fit. 

Mestizo, n. iff RESCAI IVAERE A 2H. 
Met, pret. and pp. of meet. 
Metacarpal, a. Pertaining to the part of the hand 

between the wrist and fingers, as metacarpal 
hones, 2°. 

Metal, n. 42; the five metals, #£ 42; * the three 
metals, =; f all the metals, B& ; to pro- 
duce metals, as mountains, &e., Hi 4, BEA, 
/E4>; the precious metals or coins of a country, 
[J PF; the precious metals, FEA; courage, fiz, 

_ME Ww 

Meteorie, a. oa me ie th, HR oF & fj; metedri¢ 

page ; to refine metal, Hi 4; to melt metals, 
£842 ; metal ore, J, Wk. 

Metallic, Metallical, a. 42, 4 #i(9. 4 fis, 4 
fENE. 

Metalliferous, a. Hi4> A; metalliferous veins, Ji | 

TEA. 
Metallography, n. BF, B&F. Geeia 

Metalloid, n. Metallic bases, 4 7X. 

Metallurgist, n. fG4-+, 4 #. 
Metallurgy, n. fA 2 BB, a 4s 2 RE. 
Metamorphic, a. 884K, 4 Wy 8846. 
Metamorphose, v. t. #3, #24{. 
Metamorphosed, pp. #. 
Metamorphosic, a. (73, Be ENN. 

Metaphor, nL, Joi, Sb, § 
pee 

phor, JASE, BEE. 
Metaphoric, Metaphorical, a. (Rf A, JE M4, 
Metaphorically, adv. FR BENR. | BEM fy. 
Metaphrast, n. tig 4. 
Metaphysic, Metaphysical, a. BLSAY, oF ABBY. 

TEA. 
Metaphysics, n. BES! pH 4n, wi 7 HE 

study eee S; “ham. 
Metaplasm, n. SLUR. 

Metastasis, n. $54 7 3. 
Metatarsal, a. Pertaining to the part of the foot 

between the ankle and toes, 
foot bones, SR, AAR. 

Metatarsus, a. {%. 

Mete, r,t. ft, EERIE, ff}; to mete out, HEIL. 
Metempsychose, v. t. PIE, EAR, FEAR. 
Metempsychosis, mn. Hi SI, SW, 32 40H; 

doctrine of metempsychosis, ig ile] 37 34. 
Meteor, n. A body that flies or floats in the air, 

RMR Zia, R42; a shooting star, Hes, 
FE 42, fq HE; meteors, meteoric stones, bAZ, | 

Bit. 
* Gold, silver, copper, iron and tin. 

copper. rf 

RE hy, Ty, BEE I> | 

NaI, - 
yr 

as metatarsal or 

the 

} Gold, silver and 

fe, ER, BE, nig ; to use a meta- | 

stones, fij#7; meteoric iron, meteoric 

showers, ba 4neyT- 
Meteorolite, n. fA 4. 

Meteorologic, Moteorological, a. RAEI; mete- 
orological cycle, + PU fi RR. 

Te eee n Ray, RRA, * 
Zs, a treatise on meteorology, 9 ZF 
Ri 

Meter, Metre, n. A French measure of length, + 

EMEA BAPZ=LTE ; one who 
measures, Br se. = #; the meter of a verse, 

ny 8], FP HH. 
Method, n. j&, jf; manner, FEF, FE; way, 

if; means, F777; an admirable method, AF 
i; an excellent method, Ej, js: ; method 
of doing or performing, {£7 ; by what method? 

fi ei Fe. BARRE F, JB i EF; 
method of writing, ‘37:; method of healing, 
Iga y 

Methodie, Methodical, a. (ik, #7 ERR, A BLE: 
a methodical person, (EA, REE Hie 

BES 

RE 

Methodically, adv. (fe j# fg. [Wee . 

Methodist, n. 32 1E #77 tH. 

Methodize, v. ¢. To reduce to method, Fe. 
Metonic-cyele, Metonic-year, n. #, #5 HR. 
Metonymic, Metonymical, a. Used by way of 

metonymy, by putting one word for another, 

FM, SEA. 
Metonymy, n. 3%, JER. 

| Metoposcopy, n. fitj#B-S4, F ABBE. 

Metrieal, a. sF4d(4, BANG, EANMG, PARAS. 
Metropolis, n. H£Hk, HMB, SABI, BOL, AER. 

#3; the southern metropolis (of China), 7}; 
the northern metropolis, 4%; the metropolis 
of a province, 473%; to go to the metropolis, 

Ef; to enter the metropolis, #241, AKT; 
the region around the metropolis, ye, HI. 

Metropolitan, a. }i ME, Hi fy; a metropolitan 

bishop, ¥3¢ HE He Fil, 82 RE AHC fl, 2 Me As the 
chief metropolitan officer, Fi, HIKF; the 
metropolitan chureh, Hi 2% pe Fea. 

Mettle, nx. Spirit, 4%, 4X; a man of mettle, Spt 
WE, KPEM, Fax; the mettle of youth, HAE 

KH, Ye ZK: 
| Mettlesome, a. Hf Fa fvg, Mil) Sx Ary, MABE. 
' Meum et teum, Mine and thine, TO ARM. 
Mew, n. 184%. 
Mew, n. A cage for birds, EF fA; an inclosure, fl. 
us Brida gman. 

+ 89 > dw English inches. 
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Mew, v. t. To inclose, fal {£ ; to confine, yA se. | %, ‘PSE; rather middling, RiMAr, Aaa, 

Mew, v. 7. Sif, (E 5H - 
Mews, n. pl. (iN Ft- [eB. 
Mezzo, In music, denotes middle, mean, rf, BF | 

Mi. The third note in the musical scale between 
re and fa, CZAAA- [7a . | 

Miasma, n.; pl. Miasmata. ja i, t&, Fa Hk, Tee 
Miasmatiec, a. 4 (4; miasmatic contagion, 4 Fh. 
Mica, n. Foliated mica, =f- J 4G, WJ FE; mica 

friable, 4¢ fi #; * decomposed mica, 3 #7. 
Miea-shist, Mica-slate, an. #7. 
Mice, n. pl. of mouse, which see. 
Michelia champaca, n. fy 3f. 
Michelmas, n. The feast of St. Michael, celebrated 

Sept. 29th, PK Ei 4. 
Miching, ppr. or a. j& fj; mean, ASPs. 
Microcosm, n. Jy Hh. 
Micrometer, n. Apia KX. 
Microscope, n. BA fsk$8; a simple microscope, Wi 
Je BAGMSE; acompound microscope, WE Je BA fe 

$5 : hh 

Microscopic, Microscopical, a. BA fh $s fry; very | 

small, JE AKG, Fe BU. | 
Mid, a. Middle, rf, rf ]i}; in mid air, RAR 4s, 
Mid-age, n. HZ fy. | He. 
Mid-autumn, nm. FAK. 
Mid-course, n. rei, HAR. 
Mid-day, n. or a. 1E7F, 7F¥, AB, ep. 
Mid-heaven, n. HK, Ke. 
Mid-summer, n. HE, Be. 
Mid-winter, n. 4, SF. 

Middle, a. of, oF], sft, HME, tok, OES 
the middle finger, rs 9, f¥ diz; middle-sized, | 
rh Se fj; the middle course, ++ Jif 22 ji; the | 
Middle State, China, r4fq; the Middle Region, | 
HEH; middle virtues, 4+ /¥ ; the middle ages, 

rf iE. | 
Middle, n. rf, e,%); the middle of a door, PYay; 

the middle ofa river, jif1f1; the middle of a 
stream, #ert, He 2 ft; in the middle, FF s[s, | 
EH; the middle of the body, jf ; slender 
about the middle, ji, Peake; the middle 
classes, eB ih, Ht 4%, re A: to stop in the 

middle, fs 9816 168. E045 1H HE. 
Middle-aged, a. 446. fj; 2 middle-aged man, FB 

SEIN, SEA, 2x. 
Middle-deck, n». 4 fe ify. 
Middle-man, n. Fs J\, #240. 
Middlemost, a. 4642 A, Ferg, Bue Ag. 
Middling, a. 1, Hsrf; middling, as goods, rf: 

* This name is at present applied to aventurine. | 

, Migrating, ppr. or a. 38 GE, she. 

Hirt; middling classes, rf1fh J\; of middl- 
ing ability, [+4 Fy. 

Middlings, n. p!. The coarser part of flour, Fa}. 
Middlinely, adv. rfrfs, 4%. 
Midland, @. Being in the interior country, Jar, 

rfs iy; the midland sea, iy rf ifp. 
Midlife, n. efr4b. 
Midmost, a. FB. 

Midnight, n. or a. fs 7%, 4P7%, FIZ, EF. 
Midrib, x. Midrib of a leaf, cfg, HE rpe, HERE. 
Midriff, ». See Diaphragm. 
| Midsea, n. ft FP- 
| Midship, a. pera, Fe ips. 
| Midshipman, n. yegt se, “ba ae 4. 

Midships, adv. rp Spies. 
Midst, n. The middle, rs; in the midst, Zep, 

Aye, elu], gets; in the midst of his life, rp 

AE SP; in the midst of the crowd, 4#&rB. 
Midstream, n. ig +f. 

| Midway, n., a. or adv. Hi, ee; half way, 42 
Midwife, n. #EAE ME, FEE, Hee. [745. 

| Midwifery, n. #2 AE 7 #k. 
Mien, n. Look, 22g, 4, Af, Ti Fh. 
Might, pret. of may. Had power or liberty, 5§ 

CLAHE FDI, SER) GF, FOF AT He; it might 
he so, RAR, WEE. 

| Might, n. Strength, Jy; power, #8, He. HERG, BE; 
ability, AEA at AE fe, FEW; with might and 
main, A Jj, #8 Jj; might is right, Af HERES, 

Fi HEME. 
Mightily, adv. With great power, IAT, AK 

Wy, DARKE. 
Mightiness, n. Power, i, Ht, A HES. 
Mighty, a. Having great bodily strength, AJ, 

A Fy; very strong, WMATA; valiant, H ; 

very powerful, # Aq MEME, Ae HEAD, Fe Hb AS; 
very great, p87, HEA, HA, FE; very able, 

KAt, AF GFE; great, Je; a mighty nation, 

HE 7 Fe ; a mighty one on earth, A HE FEI HK, 

EIU BE 5 mighty water, #kyJ¢; a mighty 

famine, KAR, AHESE; mighty things, HA, 

ARM, PRZ >a mighty prince, 7 HEB, 

AHEZH- 
Migrate, v.¢. He ty, HA:, HIVE, KINVE, TB 

JE; to migrate to a foreign country, j&AF, # 

| Sh fa - 
Migration, nN. WE FF, Wt #7 ZF, i WE Ze, pas 

fE, SER. 
| Migratory, a. Removing or accustomed to remove 

from one state or country to another for perma- 
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‘nent residence, as migratory birds, 
migratory locust, Pasi: ; roving, jk she fy. 

Milch, a. FL, FLAS; solt, atk fy; merciful, ZAK 
fij, 24 Be; milch cow, FL44. 

Mild, a. jit ful, HEL, 2&, Ach, FB, GE, MAR, 
2&4, £:, HR, 3 a mild temper or Gispasisions 

AlAs i ZVE, ik AZ, VE Ts Ths Wis Al ath | 
Att, WAVE; a mild countenance, ji ify @, Fl 

#8 MR BE Ti 5 3a mild person, wll ATL NK; iS | 

oie mild and forbearing, BU i PEW, ACK 5 
as mild as a dog’s posteriors, * Zh) J, BIE WS; as 
mildasa lamb, 24-€B]f4z; mild weather, jy AN 
ZR, KA A 3 8 mild taste, Fy ; mild food, 
Fu tk Ry; mild wine, Ais, Mek ZS; mild, 

ue 3 

as meat, [S; a mild aperient, 4:jja%. = [ fig. 
Mild-spirited, Mild- -tempered, a. Als Ay, tm 52 VE 

Mildew, n. 28, #§3 ; spoiled by mildew, Ash. | 
Mildew, v. t. ft. 
Mildewed, pp. 463% fy Tae 
Mildly, adv. 42%, jh, ii fu; to treat mildly, jit 

ANG, A. 
Mildness, n. ji Ail, im J2, #47, ihh Fu 44. 
Mile, n. Chinese mile, 4!; English mile, 3 

one mile, — I, i. 

Milage, n. FRSA. 
Milestone, n. # i xy. HEA, HR. 

Milfoil, n. #244. 
Militant, a. ¥¥, 47; the church militant, Hye. 
Military, a. pt, 45, i; military art, pew, $e ; 

a military officer, 7h ® IAEA 8 kp’ 5 a military 

man, Fe J, a+, 2 mm fe fy; military exami- | 
nations, pt 4% ; military classes, FF, gkte, 
Se JJ; military merit, Dy, PLY); military 
implements, F< ik, 25 #ir, HL de; inspector of 
military implements, "i¢i lic; military law, | 
Fe fp, aijy:, AA4p ; military regulations, Fe ar 

a military leader, ‘ffi; a military teacher, 
rh Ae FY military subalterns, ‘if ; military | 
operations or affairs, ‘fij%; military stations 
along roads, "fe YE, ; military station along 
rivers, j}(, }}US; military stations either along 
roads or rivers, fj, fej. TPH; general and 
military protector, pt fii i¥8 ; military profes- | 
sion, J(32; military stores, #7; a military | 
arsenal, ' #3 Jay; military supplies, est 

military contributions, ‘77: military power, 
Sf ; military orphans, WAbK $5 5; milit tary | 
dress, 3X4, LEK; military ardor, He Hf, TE 
military pride, Seis. 

* Vulgar. 
There Supplies of food, and includes money, &e. 
t Of the body-gue ard. 

FLU; 

| Milk-weed, n. $[4i. 
| Milk- races a. “ALE Ea, 8 Au4 ZL. 

| Milk-woman, n. FLUE. 

Millennial, a. =i 4F fig. 

Military, n. .. The whole body of soldiers, -f, '€ 

Militate, v.¢. To militate against is to oppose, 
a0, TH, BT. 

Militia, n. Ls, Ak, Fealk, WS 
| Militia-man, n. J} 3. 
Milk, m. 3L, Wh, M8, FLUE, dss He, WE, BBs milk 

from a tree, tJ FL, Mt Wet; milk of the cow, 
/b FL; mare’s milk, By 9, By; to drink milk, 
fREL, HKFL ; milk of almonds, AF fe ZL. 

Milk, v.t. TAFL; Ja EYT, x, i, 

| Milk-fever, n. $L S/enE. 

Milk- Tiered: a. Paty, B))6 
Milk-name, n. #L%. 

| Milk-pail, n. FL Af. 
Milk-porridge, Milk-potage, n. PL#é. 
Milk-sickness, n. PLE. 
Milk-thistle, n. pa Hi (2). 
Milk-tooth, n. FL HF. 
Milk-tree, x. FL 5}. 

Milkmaid, n. fL4#, $L%.- 
Milkman, n. FU fF. 
Milksop, n. $L5@. 

Milky, a. FUE, FLAS. FUME 5 soft, ee ; Limor- 
ous, TEA; the milky juice, FLY, 7. 

Milky-way, n. Kis}, GEM, IAB, Sis, Jia. 
Mill. n. —~F-2—-, —xX. 

Mill, n. BE; a wooden mill, 8; a water mill, 7K 
Wes the skinning mill, #9 fff ; the water bolt- 
ing-mill, a¢4Fy7 HE; to ait or turn the mill, 
Fé BE ; the mill-room, B&F ; a powder-mill, 

Fa. 
Mill, x. t. To grind, #8; to make a raised impres- 

sion round the edges of a piece of money, to 
prevent the clipping of the coin, 47 (Fpl, #) 
AES , ENA) YF ; to beat severely with the fists, 

Mill-horse, ». +e ie FE, [B4qT- 

Mill-tooth, n. ASP, BE RY. 

Mill-wright, n. $y JE fii (4, ii] BES. 
Milldam, mn. gf¢#fl. 

Millpond, n. ees. 
Millstone, n. JG. 

| Millenarian, a. —-f-4f; pertaining to the mil- 
lennium, =f-45 fry. 

| Millenarian, n. A chiliast, (§—-f- fa 2E 2 4B, 

(FE. 
Millennary, a. —-Aj. 
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Millennium, n. =-i 4, —-F- 22 FZ 4E- 

Milleped, n. 7) A. 
Millepore, n. 3], -- Hi. 
Miller, n. Bex. | 

Millesimal, a. ay ee 
Millet, n. Setaria, $£; grand millet, sorghum, 
Z; panicled millet, miliwm, te, Be, 8; Bar- 

badoes millet, holcws, PY, BEAK: Sz ch’uen 
millet, #78; black millet, #, #4; a sort of 
millet, #; other names for millet, J», 44, 

EE, HA; millet paste, eaten on the 5th day 
of the 5th moon, 4 Z; the husk of millet, Z | 
Jk, WM; millet growing Inxuriantly, #4; dried 
millet, | 

Milliard, n. pyk. | 
Miliary, a. Pertaining toa mile, Ag, we Ay. 
Milliary, n. A milestone, [4 #1. 
Milliner, n. WEEE. 
Millinery, n. WSk A Ff 3a millinery shop, RK | 

RAG, WEA LIN. | 
Milling, ppr. Grinding, J; stamping on the | 

edges, as coin, FI ZE ME, FT (ES. 
Million, ». One million, —Jk, 4 wf; ten millions, 

+56, Fy, Bt, HE: a hundred millions, Yk, | 
+F-8, %.9% ; a thousand millions. --Ik, Ai; | 
ten thousand millions, +--F-3k, #; the hundred | 
thousand millions, the people, {4}. 

Millionaire, n. BR—-RRBOIKA ZN. 

Millionth, a. k2%—. 
Milt, v. ¢. 340 PS. 
Milt, n. The spermatic part of male fishes, Z\44 

Hi, BAU. 
Milter, n. Ah. 
Miltwort, n. Fr. 
Mimesis, n. Imitation of the voice and gestures 

of others, aN HF. 
Mimetiec, Meimetical, a. BBY, BOREAS, Wael 

the mimetic arts, A& Affe Z #. 
Mimic, Mimical, a. Imitative,  \ jay ge fig, AYA 
aay, IAL AY; mimic gestures, WN BE 

BY AY. 
Mimie, Mimick, ». One who imitates, fF A, 2% 
NEAR the mimic art, @e A se, at 

Mii 2%. 
Mimic, mimick, v. t. RAE, St VEE, SAAR, | 
APB), Mis N, SEAR E Ei. 

Mimicry, n. a NE ZF. 

Mimosa, n. JE. 
Minaret, n. 24:58. 
Mince, v.¢. To cut or chop into very small pieces, | 

as meat, #f Pf, eit, i, Bj, iia ; to mince 
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meat, 2H WY. Bes . Bh PES, DRE ; to 
diminish in speaking, #(@fak ; to speak with 
affected softness, $# #¥ atk. 

Mince, v. 7. To walk with short steps, yah ty, FF 

A Neg ADS, 5 FEM. 
Mince-meat, Minced-meat, n. 2h RE, SrA. * 

Ay EDS, 1. te. AB 
Minece-pie, Minced-pie, n. PE py ik. 
Minced, pp. or a. 2G RET, 2yih  ; minced meat 

salted, PR. 
| Mincing, ppr. Cutting intosmall pieces, as meat, 

arya, eee, I HE:>a mincing gait, as Chinese 
ladies, 4 8E, 4352, BA2Mh. 

Mind, n. ot, #2, FEE; intention, 9%, 07, FE; 
memory, »%F8; a pure mind, jt; to pnt in 
mind, #23, 72 tt; fo eall to mind, 48, ati, 

Axe; out of mind, RF; the mind at ease, ath 

AB He GACH: a confused mind, Bld, Rpts. 
le ats mind confused, %#L; to bear in mind, 
HEA, EEG. HAVE SOA, GZ: the mind very 
confused, i 8L Ani; I am of this mind, #Rih 
Fe AMME ; one’s own mind, Ax; to follow one’s 
own mind, ##AOHes, (fF FE Th fF; to change 
one’s mind, ##7%: with one mind, ae — Tt, 
[eat s au one “mind and purpose, fa) tsi, — 
o— Fs; men of the same mind, [ap oA, (nats 
#5; to employ the mind, JA%; to make up one’s 
mind, sree; he has his mind, (PACE, 

(744; to have a mind, 48; he has a great 
mind to do it, (7 EEA (if, (te HE AZ ; of an 
honest mind, 3% ; to exasperate the mind of, 
ik > in one’s mind, ZF rf; the mind of com- 
mon men, # J 2% .%); the mind is incorporeal, 

ty MEI RS sa narrow mind, 7, FE; 2 little 
mind, )J\¥2; a clear mind, B,%; an humble 

mind, ii%; according to my mind, HAAG, 

JE & ##&; a man of one’s own mind, HARA; no fer 5 

an exalted mind, 73%; the mind dead to an 
object, MHFE; an enlarged mind, yy PeRA AS, Be 
>; of a strong mind, 41-8; the mind absent, 

OME ZE ; to bend the mind to, ABER A; the 
mind inclined towards, sf {aJ, FE fy ; bad feel- 

ings left in the mind, 3{{ji ; losing one’s power 
of mind, [al ye. 

Mind, v. ¢. To attend to, Bz. 2, BG, od, 

47 HP, HP; do not mind it, pe THR TR, Ate 
JE, TY RO. BY WL; I do not mind it, FETE 
JR, FQIEIARE; never mind, Me AAT, HAT ; 
mind your own business, PRT SE RIEL i BE 

Wi; mind your health, PEA ig ; carefully 

*In Hongkong, ‘servants call minced meat REY. 
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mind what I say, BH Mih, BARS. 
Minded, a. Disposed, jf, fy ; right-minded, TE 

n> fy: evil-minded, 9! BE, of) fay BE; narrow- 
minded, (tH, 4. A ; high minded, 85 ff, ath 

PF : noble-minded, RAS. 
Mindful, a. AR, A. OE. Bo, put; not 

mindful, 0 48, AAs, AE. AAR. 
Mindless, a. 406 )%, HE 82S, AA. AES. 
Mine, a. called sometimes, a pronominal ad jec- | 

tive. J%, MH. Hy. Fr, BAT; it is mine, 
{2 FRO. HFK AZ; mine and thine, FRE K we; 

this book is mine, HE spar RI, LBB 

fij; a friend of mine, #¥AZ~—7; Mine, as: 

mine house, Fk }#; that is only found in sacred 

writings, as to which see My. 
Mine, n. A pit, ji, 2, WE; a silver mine, Rr, 
Sc. BA; a gold mine, 47¢, 41; a rich 
source of wealth, i ji; in the military art, a 
subterraneous canal dug under the wall or 

rampart of a fortification, #47. 

Mine, v. i. Hf. 
Mine, v. t. fi; to sap, 3p WHE. FAW e. 
Miner, n. RY, HE H- 
Mineral, a. 4244 2% 44fy; mineral baths, 4 4 

Mineral, n. 4¢4;244; a general description of 
minerals, 4 44a. 

Mineralist, n. f§4 GZ - 
Mineralogical, a. 4 4 HA. 
Mineralogist, n. He Z+- 
Mineralogy, n. ALB. HZ, HM ; to 

study mineralogy, & 4 4 2% BB; versed in 

mineralogy, [4 Gi. WEL T- 
Minerva, n. py. 
Ming dynasty, n. Agi. 
Mingle, v. t. or i. 45, Ha HE, BH HE, RAE HBA: 

to mingle or mix without order or promiscu- 

ously, RAE, FEAL, BLAE. UAE, HE; to debase 
by mixture, ##{f; to mingle with the crowd, | 
ETA ; mucus and tears mingle and flow 

down together, 7H jh 22 itt. 
Mingle-mangle, n. @LHEREYF, HAE MH. 
Mingled, pp. or a. He HE ST. TEAET- 
Mingling, ppr. 422), HME, TERE. Ze HE. 
Miniadize, v. t. (8&9: tk, GG AEH. 
Miniature, a. or n. @{; a miniature likeness, fi 

#A, fol GE 4F#4; a painting in water colors, | 

ef & it. 
Minikin, a. Small, Js, #, I. 
Minikin, n. A small sort of pins, J. &% HR $F; a 

favorite, Be, BERE. 

| Minim, n. A dwarf, S{F; a single drop, —j§; 
twenty minims, —-+4§- ; 
Minimum, n. #5, Rob Ag, Bu). 
Minimus, n. FR ZH- 
| Mining, ppr. or a. $8, FEE- 
| Minion, n. A favorite, 5%, 8 * FE, BEA. * 

Minion, n. BF. 
Minion-like, Minionly, adv. BER. 
Minister, n. Minister of state, Fi, AB, AU, 
a7, YE, FZ; the prime minister, 3249, 

FTAA, 2 A, [ANE KEE, RE, He, AB: 
all the ministers, #£fi; the ministers of the 
respective boards, aj #; the minister of war, 
fe 40 fj at +a faithful minister, 4363; a.minis- 
ter of the Gospel, i 7 2% Fi; a pastor, # Bip; 
a minister of religion, #3422; a minister 
at a foreign court, ##AE; an angel, K fe; 
a servant, (@, 7; the minister for foreign 
affairs, #4 3p 4% py Be # A FA; minister plen- 
ipotentiary and envoy extraordinary, #¥je4 
HE ty F7BEKE ALL; the minister resident, 

BESS AE SKE AE. 
Minister, v. i. or t. To attend, Ra, Ta, ARTE, 

Ie(4 ; to administer, 8, #4, 2; to minister 
to one’s wants, {@ Amr, WB, WS. 

Ministered, pp. (ih, BY, 2s. 
Ministerial, a. Attending for service, AR 3 4; 

pertaining toa minister of state, 7 Ba fi; the 
ministerial party, AES. WAKES; a 
ministerial crisis, Fi 7 3¥; a ministerial or- 
gan, Hik Fi 2H; the ministerial paper, 

Figg; ecclesiastical, Fe @ fj. 

Ministering, ppr. or a. AR3+fiy; a ministering 

servant, 7% Fi. 

Ministration, n. Hf 3t 2; office of a minister, 

4S Fi, ESF: ecclesiastical funetion, # fi 

ZIRT. 
Ministry, n. Bi 73K), ZR EE. FE 2 fi fF; 

the ministry of a state, AZAR, RAB; 
ihe holy ministry, He}; ecclesiastical profes- 

sion, MGp.2 EFF. (IHL BE; business, I, FF 
#: employment, T+, Bee. 

Minium, n. #§ 
Mink, n. FRY. 
Minor, a. Less, oJ, HH; Asia Minor, iif 

#i; of minor importance, SX0}f R23, SENT E, 
SOE RS (%, Ar HERS BE; the three minor guard- 
jans of the prince, = J; they are: the minor 

* These two terms express the sense more emphatically 

than the English word implies; for in China favoritism is 
| often intimately connected with sodomitic sin. 
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officer, )J\'ff, #4'FF; the minor poets, EA. | 
Minor, n. A person of either sex under age, FEA 

Ts bee. 
Minority, n. Fey J # ; minority reign, pr gape 

Minstrel, ». P)° 28, BRS, BRITE. * MER. 
Mint, n. The place where money is coined by 

public authority, $398}a, $$8}a, Pike, Ep 
§% Jay; master of the mint, R@ MA, ws, 

Mint, n. Axe, iy. Sec Peppermint. 
Mintage, n. The duty paid for coining, sX#€, $3} 

£b, PUBS. 
Minter, n. $3#2%. 
Minting, ppr. $33 £8. 
Minuet, n. [ PkoE 7 7. 
Minum, n. See Minion. 
Minus, a. Jp, BES, HR-Y; minus and plus, YZ, 

4B 4 
Minute, a. Very small, fit, #1, Bob. Mp, | 

fs fo HL, OL HD, 4 fl, NS, STS, Bs, is tok 
Hig, MVE, BE, MIS, Hb, SARE; small and 
slender, 43:, 8)», 4m, Shak ; very minute, 
4g. $n, fe $M, $M; minute particles of dust, 
fu BE: a minute account, 7F MH RE; to give a 
minute account, it #4 af #1; a minute inves- 
tigation, #77, #042; a minute affair, Sy HME 
Hee, om dk, SEK wz SF; 7 minute things or 
particles, 2435, Hej, AZ. 

Minute, n. The sixtieth part of an hour, Safi, 
‘ANP; the sixtieth part of a degree, Zp; the 
minutes of an agreement, #4 ¥r, #4) (#; the 
minutes of a meeting, Py wad, By, 

i Henk X- 
Minute, v. ¢. a8, Baz. 
Minute-book, n. 52 4}, 2258 Mp. 
Minute-guns, n. pl. 49: 30GB? 48. 
Minute-hand, n. SnGkEt, GLOWEr- | 
Mtnute-men, n. pl. Men ready at service at | 

minute’s notice, &ASEY A, GAA. 
Minutely, adv. 77:381,$8,7¢ Uf; to relate minutely, | 

aie ee SM, SES EMT, St ; (0 examine minute- | 

ly, BE AS FHM, SOURS. | 
Minutely, a. Happening every minute, fp Ff. | 
Minuteness, n. 4 $M, (Sa. p FSM. 
Minutie, n. pl. ie#N Be. | 

* The latter term is applied to a class of men much 
lower in rank than those of the Middle Aves. (?) | 

{ This term chiefly stands for bifing. | 

| Miriness, n. JEW, JE- 
| Mirror, x. $8, $€, [#8 ; a hand-mirror, $8; 

| Mirth, n. fee, 

“MIS— 

Miracle, n. jihad, moh, BAB, Seb, BH, BEBE; 
to perform miracles, yi Bp, 77F2 Hp. 

| Miraculous, a. Wonderful, 2 28, Hi Zy fy, EZ AY; 
performed supernaturally, juhiihfry, BEBRAG, HE 

NK, BNE, BONE AS, BR fy; mi- 
raculous power, JA jk 77 HE. 

Miraculously, adv. 3 #2, qu He fy, VL) gh i ; mi- 
raculously saved, jipe. 

Mirador, n. Kee, HE. 

Mirage, nN. jase if iit Fs HE, FAG. 

Mire, n. J, Je, VEU, VEG, HAVE, Bt, YA, is 
to drag through mire, #7 J~; mire and water, 
Yew; to sink in mire, fy IPMJE; to fall into 

mire, PRYADEH. 
Mire, v. t. To soil with mud or foul matter, #7 3, 

| 4e .- 

clear as a mirror, $ IIff Af] ; to look into a mir- 

elass-mirror, HIG Fs; the golden mirror, 4 SE ; 
a mirror of history, #4 ; a general mirror of 
history, 44$% ; a mirror of ancient faith, & fa 
ge - “a mirror to reflect the light of the moon,” 

Ti wtt- 
Mirror-grinder, n. PREs PE. 

BEE, EE, UN SE, TREE. 
Mirthful, a. pe sge, Pah, BAN. 
Miry, a. Je, Vays; a miry road, JERR; to make 

miry, #7 Y- 
| Mirza, n. #. 
Mis. A prefix which denotes error, $7. 
Misadventure, n. 7 #4, Ae: 
Misadvised, a. #x$f. 
Misaffect, v. t. JiR. 

Misaimed, a. #7 1% 
| Misallege, v. t. BER, S1H- 
| Misallied, a. Alu, AAG. 
| Misanthrope, Misanthropist, n. (kA, AL. 
Misanthropy, n. Mtl, HEB ENE. 
Misapplication, ». 9&4, (Ash. WISR- 
Misapplicd, pp. $% 4; J ; he misapplied it to the 

wrong yerscn, fil fi ZAHA. 

Misapply, v.t. S50, (430, dada, (ES. WS 
apply toa wreng purpose, $f Fi. 

Misapprehend, v. ¢. (Efi, FES, EAS, AO, B 

[i58. 
# ; no misapprehension, 

Misarrange, v.t. 4) 2438, 9ERU AG. [Ge 
Mishecome, v. t. JE 4, Eve? ; not to benefit, Reg 

to 

ANE Misapprehension, n. [RES 

4M 
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Mishehave, v. i. MEAG 48, GBA, 5 AEB. | Misdivect, v.t. BERE, HE, HETE. 
Misbehavior, Mishehaviour, n. RY F7B- Misdo, v. t. fF. 
Mishelieve, v. t. {2 Ff. Misdoing, ppr. Si Fy, Fis. 
Misealeulate, v. t. 4 $f. | Misemploy, v.¢. (HIE 35, IA, wl Gi, FAFA; to 
Miscall, v. t. BLY Fi- | misemploy a person, gl {ii JL; to misemploy 
Miscarriage, n. Failure of an undertaking, Pi iy funds, gl fi #8, 7 He FB ; to misemploy one’s 
#s ; ill conduct, JF 4y- 4748, REAR, HTB: time, 4} AF, 2c 1 EE. 
abortion, AEWA, Bik, JERR, SEE. | Misentered, pp. fi. 

Miscarried, pp. Miscarried, as a woman, 4E{.; | Miser, n. we a AE FSH, WRISE, HERO, TE 
the letter was miscarried, 7242 (2. |. beseeis 

Miscast, v. ¢. 28H. | Miserable, a. Very unhappy, 8, EB, Bete, AR 
Miscellaneous, a. Aff, #£, 8 4E ; miscellancous re- ie, TEE, WERE, Pai, HRS. SA, AEA 3 veLy 

cords, 4£%%; miscellaneous sentences or words, poor, useless, 406 ANE, ke, 35; miserable tal- 

MEG ; miscellaneous affairs, MERE; miscellane- ent, es Na very low or despicable, gibi, 
ous things, odds and ends cae 2 RE > mis- BIE, SUK; a miserable wretch, ShiMEEA; 

WES es 

cellaneous things, 4 fe Wy, JEEP. | miisoraulod indeed ! 35H, pihHe ; miserable or in- 

Miscellany, n. 48, se, teak ferior, as goods, |; to be in a miserable state, 

Mischance, n. #22, TE gE, Aa ee AG ; calami- LEED, HE ae af A 3; miserable work, [i 

ty, ht. TL, Hr. ' 
Mischarge, v.t. EE. Miserably, adv. $i}, 34, fh; miserably done, 4% 
Mischief, ~n. to delight in people’s mischief, 74 1, 3 ff, Ji 4k, Gh f—; miserably inferior, 
BALE, ie J 742 ; full of mischief, #5 tie as goods, [lj DE. 

=a ih LE SE; ill consequence, 265] {%; to make | Miserly, a. fh #. sb. FH; a miserly fellow, 

mischief, #kW; todo much mischief, $E4E,45 | Ze \. 
( ; fond of doing mischief, #p2E, HP) fee, Misery, n. #FIHE, BER, Bele, AE , FOE, Sea, 

Mischief-maker ,n. if EB, tS AMR. BLE ; aaa misery, 774 AZ ME: 10 
en a. , HE. inflict misery, Ws ; to ie misery on one’s 

Mischievous, a. #472095, (HSE fy, (EEA, Fe. BE, self, JAWARER. ABW, A Riis, iB E 
IX}; a mischic a person, Af ENE \, SESE Ay & ; happiness and misery, ji WE. 
Ky ese 8 malsehiev ous demon, 7% ZZ. | Misestimate, v. ¢. (FS. 

Mischievousness, n. {#2 | Misfall, v. t. Azz, ae 
Mischoose, v. t. #245, sae Pk Misform, v. t. To make of an ill form, {fq 4p, 
Mischosen, pp. 3385/06, ide Sis (vy. FR SE A. | FETE. 
Miscitation, n. HASH. | Misfortune, n. wif}, 8, Axe, Ue dep FB Be, Hh aE 
Miscompute, ». t. San, als Ga | 3840, ANE, Arce “a at FB, AE to meet mis- 
Misconceive, v.¢. or 7. ASH, GREE, BEG. | fortune, 3847}, $B Ae Ze, JASE. 
Miseonception, n. SHAR, Sai. | Misgive, v. ¢. #45 Jt BURR. 
Misconduct, n. 74 Ase, BE FTE. Misgiving, ppv. B¥E, Hoth. 
Misconduct, v.t. To mismanage, PPMERS, Rsk. | Misgotten, a. Ff AZ. 

Misconjecture, n. {7 5ii, EY 5H. Misgovern, v.t. @LIG, RIB, WER, FER. 
Misconstruection, n. ani, ee gh. | Misgovernment, ». LIC, 7EU, WEIL, Ase 2 Rr. 
Misconstruct, v.t. spp. | See Oppression. 

| Misguide, v. t. BEY, neq. Miscount, v. t. 855, BEF. | 
Misereant, n. A vile wretel DERE, SEL; one who | Mishap, n. 77 #2, HEAR, MBE, HE, HO, Mm 

embraces a false faith, ( 4PBcAg. WW Zi. 
Misdate, v. 7. 54 AT. Mishear, v. t. PEHh 
Misdeed, n. me. fault, $43 ; crime, SEi&. Misheard, pp. Ye 3. 

Misdemean, v.t. To behave ill, Fp Apne ky, BEF > Mishmash, n. fRHEX Se. 
$y ; to misdemean one’s self, A FF AE, #78. | Misimprove, v. ¢t. ¥ FA. 

Misdemeanor, Misdemeanour, n. 3% #4, BE Fy, 34 | Misinform, v. t. $5, (SH, ZEB. 
kc HOE, B40. Misinstruct, v. t. $eHi, USMS H. 

a 
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Misinterpret, v. ¢. RH, EIN, Hah E- 
Misjoin, v. ¢. 7 0Ha, OG. 
Misjudge, v. ¢. BLIN, 45, FRG. 
Mislay, v.t. Ei, BH, BABB; to lose, K 

WB, eT, Kil. | 
Misle, v. 2. YX ify tt. 
Mislead, v. ¢.; pret. and pp. misled. To lead as- 

tray, S| FH, i, we FH, a2, BE; to deceive, ms, 

Misled, pp. S[fa 7, we GLY, tele. [AK ee. 
Misletoe, n. See Mistletoe. 
Mislike, v. ¢. or ¢. Ya, Arrbeee. 
Misluck, n. HE Ag 54. 

Mismanage, v. ¢. QL, ALU, NSN. Fy BENE H. 
BALE, WM AE. 

Mismanagement, n. 4)} 76 4, PRR SEH, HE 

i, Hyg. 
Mismanager, n. PRIA, Hise HK. 
Mismark, v. ¢. AES. 
Mismarked, pp. 9254 f. 
Mismatch, v. ¢. flow, ALA A. 

Misname, v. t. % ii, PES, FELT. 
Misnomer, n. #124, RAZB- 
Mispersuade, v. t. WE. 
Misplace, v. t. SSH, BAB (i, WE (. 

Misplaced, pp. or a. % ff S ; misplaced confi- 

dence, 4%, 35%. 
Mispoint, v. ¢. SASH 4) ae. 
Misprint, v. t. Ff)Sf. 
Misprison, n. fh, AF. 
Mispronounce, v. t. sy FH. 
Mispronunciation, n. wash ei, Fe- 
Misproportion, n. Ar. Q@BEIE, Wo A. 
Misproportion, v. ¢. BOE mt, Ac $e Bh, Foo AE. 
Misquote, v.t. 5]4h, HAT, S/F; to misquote | 

a sentence, 5! Fj ‘aj. 

Misrate, v. t. (AE, THEA fH. 
Misreckon, v. t. @} £11. 

Misreport, v. t. 35, 4 Hi- | 

Misrepresent, v. t. aiBOMGE. ait. chs, BLA 
TE, RAIA, Bans, Lia GE. Bese aE HE, 
## ; to misrepresent for the purpose of involy- 
ing others, GG, RAE, oS, wh 4. 

Misrepresentation, n. at, mt. PH. FERS, | 

Fail eA whe: 
Misrule, n. @Li(; tumult from insubordination, 
AY, AVL; unjust domination, JER; disor- 
der, §L- 

Miss, n. A young lady, AR, MUMBA, WET, Wis 
the daughter of a person of rank, syd, 74; 
a little miss, papyaff. Prag; a kept-mistress, | 

in. 

MIS 
AXE Miss, v. t. 4a, Fe Gh, Fe ak, WK, Fa, AA Ht; to 

miss the time, 4eilf, PERE, HII, HH aR EE: 
to miss the appointed time, Jed ; to miss an 
opportunity, 4efE@; to miss to receive one, 
APE, #ift; to miss the right way, 4egR, 7 
SHEE, PREZ, Hats; to miss one’s object, AE; 
to omit, Hf, mi; to lose, 4b, #8; to miss a 
character, pRi—7s27; to miss one verse, pi— 
@ij; to miss a step, Fefll, AJ; to miss sleep, 

A=fiL; to miss fire, IK, 4247; 10 miss a hook, 
AST oh, JE RL Ape; to miss the mark, $y 
tH, Av; to miss one’s aim, APk GR, AR, 

eae, ANE, HSH. 
Missal, n. FRE As. 
Missed, pp. 4ef ; omitted, ppiy. 
Missend, v. t. Arak. 
Misshape, v. ¢. (EFS. 
Misshaped, Misshapen, pp. or a. ##§, 
Missile, a. #2, FA. 
Missile, n. #228, Wy, FEM UF. 
Missing, ppr. ora. Failing to hit, reach, &e., 

42; omitting, pki, 4é; losing, 4b, Me A. 

1S. 

| Mission, n. 678, EH, (fi, BE (si; persons sent, 
48 Hi, HEH; calling, ff, WEF; high 
mission, @ ff; to be sent on an important 
mission, #8 32 JiR, A HEA SH; the 
mission to the heathen, j# A ia HASLER, 

3 NF PEF SB. 
Missionary, n. 483 (Hi 4, I3E MH, WIE H. 
Missionary society, ». (Rj, HAA, Hie. 

Missive, «. #47 HWE, BGR, SLA. 
Missive, n. A letter sent, #}{(3, # (a, Bey. 
Misspeak, v. 7. or t. ang Ft. 

Misspell, v. t. Hi, UR, PASH SRE, NFS. 
Misspend, v. ¢. To waste or consume to no pur- 

pose, JIA, ALO. BL, 4H, Me He; to mis- 
spend one’s time, 2% i A, 2 Fe FE JE; to 
misspend money, %& #4 $2 if. 

Misspent, pp. ora. @L BS, 2 BiB. 
Misstate, v.¢. To state wrong, RSH, (hi. HH. 

| Misstatement, n. [efi 2. 

“Mist, n. SE, BE, HEE, AEE, je; a dense mist, eS 

ee; a frosty mist, 84; to go away ina mist, 
72:75 To A; to be ina mist, PEPSFERE ; it is all 
mist before me, — pez; to cast a mist he- 
fore one’s eyes, fRMRES Se, See A. 

Mistake, v. €.; pret. and pp. mistook, mistaken. 

To take wrong, {it .$4,2€; to understand wrong, 

PES, BEERS, PSN; to conceive erroneously, 

#A9% ; to mistake a person, aZFH A, UeaZ A; 
to mistake one’s character, (FSi \ in, (asa A 
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PE; you mistake me for aia {fa FER 
JA\; to mistake one’s mark, PE ps 

me, PReai ft FSH 5 to mistake in conversa- 
tion, PH, Wk; to mistake by sight, Apes ; 
to mistake one thing for another, @2F#. 

Mistake, v. 7. To err in ORO, (a, TEER. 

Mistake, n. 8, S438, @, Set, SH, BB, ME, 
HGR ; no mistake, ee H ; to make a mis- 

lake, AH, Zee 5 to make a atte in count- 

ing, #98, 
mistake, #2 METH, HAE AE; a great mistake, 

A G4 ; well done and no mistake, +: [A] Abe. 

Mistaken, pp. or a. ‘lo be in error, $4, Me, S41 3 
you are mistaken, (Rh, (hie, FRE, ALR 
$4 FL; mistaken love, WLR : mistaken confi- 
dence, f=; [ am mistaken, q¥Hi; he is | 
grossly mistaken, PAG, fle Ke; a mistaken 

notion, Pe Sl, $45; I am sure you are mis- | 

taken, Fy 4 Fu (REr- 

Mistaking, ppr. $f, [he. 
Misteach, v. t. #cH- 

Mistell, v. t. HH. 
Mister (Mr., Master), x. 36 4E, 48 ZS 

mse. * 
Misterm, v. ¢. 4%. 

Misthink, v. 7. fG Si, EG. 
Mistiness, n. fe #e- 
Mistletoe, Misletoe, n. 4eZ4E MIG. 

Mistook, pret. of mistake, which see. 
Mistranslate, v. t. SER, AAS. 

Mistress, n. Mistress of a house, = Jif; the female | 
head of a family, 4¢#f ; the mistress, common 
term used by servants for the wives of foreign- | 

ers, YF UE, HOR UE, WR, Wee s term 
used for a lady of rank, 11M}, dete, KN; a 
female teacher, Ac fil, #cF¢HE ; she is mistress 
of herself, (E174 C,; mistress of the world, 

ERT &- 
Mistrust, n. (ERE, Az. 
Mistrust, v. t. FUSE. 
Mistrustful, a. MLSEAS- 
Misty, a. Overspread with mist, PS¥EAg, BE, 7. 
Misunderstand, v. t. Ei, FEHR, Ae ak, Wee 

JB, 227%; to misunderstand one’s character, 

mh RHEIN, RIAN, ABSA. 
Misunderstanding, ». Misconception, iim, 40 
AB, ck Hi; error, $i ; disagreement, AA, A 
He. 

* These two terms are the most respectful terms for 
mister 
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; you mistake | 

S148 ; to make a mistake in speak- 
ing, WEIN, BEIH, Jo, FE; not the slightest | 

Dy, Efi, * 

MNE 

| Misuse, v. # “SEH, BLA; to maltreat, sik. 
Mite, n. Anything Pee very small, 2: 

fae, BEAR, AMES, = 3E, 2d). 
| Miter, Mitre, n. Miter among Romanists, Be 4 

Bilis, SE Axoe: ; miter of a priest, F3 ale, eg. 
Miter-box, Mitre-box, n. FEB. 

Mitigant, a. ALK ZH); casing, as pain, HeAR 

(9), Ib Fi A). 
Mitigate, v.t. To aleviate, as suffering, ji, HERS, 
OD, HRLE, HEL; to mitigate pain, fe, He 
Wty 5 to mitigate punishment, RTA ; to miti- 
gate anger, Ae JER. 

| Mitigated, pp. a. te. FREE T- 
| Mitigating, ppr. or a. if. 
Mitigation, n. the 4 ; cases of mitigation of pun- 

| ishment, 52 7 2ukk. 
Mitigator, n. iG %. 

| Mitre, n. See Miter. 

Mitriform, a. 425g. 
| Mitten, n. fae 4. 

Mittimus, n. #2 oy, FE ir, fr- 
| Mix, v. t.; pret. and pp. mixed, mixt. H&, YX, Hk 

AME, WE], DEAE, ZEME, DAU, UE AME, HME, $2 HE 
to mix up in disorder, #4; to mix with, #RFP, 
ja JA ; to mix evenly, in equal proportion, $i 
-j, ¥f4m ; to mix with sand, Bs to mix with 
water, #7¢; to associate, 48; to mix are a 

crowd, WEF FE 5 to mix pes 2s, He TEBE ; 
mix right and wrong, J LIE ae 

SRA IE. 
| Mix, v. 7. ‘lo become united or blended, #3}, Fk 

Ue, ewe. 
Mixed, pp. ora. tba, He He J, ME, 0B HE. TE ME, 
fe HE, Si Ak, #) ME, BR BR; men and women 
mixed up, 3 AiEME; mixed colors, AER, BE 
#S% > mixed together, #iaJ@, PLL, {HEME ; second 
quality mixed lutestring, =4¢HE4 ; a mixed 
breed, Aff fii ; mixed up, heterogeneous, 4g) HE 3 
ff; mixed up, MEP, Beha; all mixed up, # 
AEBL; mixed goods, WEF; a store of mixed 
goods, REE AH; to eat mixed (or every kind of ) 
food, €£%4é; mixed sweet-meats, chau chau, 4 
Hye; mixed meat, fvJRF; mixed things, AEH. 

Mixing, ppr. di, HE, Hate, TE AAE : associating, 3g. 
Mixture, n. 44; mixture in medicine, ¥], Axe ye ; 

fluent mixture, [¢; mixture of camphor, fefgs 
gk; mixture of chalk, 4 #plkc; a mixture of 
ideas, Mf ; mixture “of opinions,” 463§. 

Mizzen-mast, n. FE Hi. 
Mizzle, v. 7. TiktR RH: 
Mae a@oe a, Assisting the memory, He Hs, 
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HBAS + mnemonic tables, 

[eal 
AE BL, SSR. 

Mnemonics, n. Precepts and rules for assisting 
the memory, Jip Zk ; the art of memory, 

ee EZ, Mau 2M. 
Moan, vt. BER. Wie. Zh ARSE, 

IIMs, RK, Ws igs, EME; to moan at me loss of, 
mg 4; to moan or ore as children, 58 Af. 

Moan, ». WE AE, WE SE, BOR, BEY, MND, AME: 
the moan of a crowd, Wiehe: thus to the woods 
and mountains made his moans, 41 

WE ; the moan of distress, Ys ye Re, |My. 
Moaning, ppr. yé38. 
Moat, n. Jyh Hy, 5, J HR. TE a. HE Bs a dry 

moat, |{2, 22. 

ME SR, BRAC, ESE, 

(75) 
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Mob, n. HATE, HADES, SEHR, PR, AR. oe oe, Pit 
>] wei GUE: 
ZS 

the mob of a town, HRA, Hh 

Mob, v. t. To attack in a disorderly crowd, {f% Ff, 

i EE. 
Mobbed, pp. (#37. ERT. 
Mobility, n. Susceptibility of motion, 5m, BAK; | 

BRE; fickle- | 

amt A: 
eee v. t. To keep within bounds, ‘lit, TR, 

activity, Mtez; populace, PR, 
ness, WEPE, PEE, HELP. 

Moceasin, n. aE ANI AREY. 
Mock, v. t. or i. ERS. BEX; 

or contempt, ffpj&, a; to deceive, Pah, Ih, 
He, WSs, HkGRg; to mock a woman, WHEE; to 

mock one’s expectations, HE J e7, ie Ke; 
moek at one, 4¢ A, ERSE J. 

Mock, n. BEFEZLYE; contempt, fipTe : 

RUSE, atkall. 

ridicule, 

Mock, a. False, (fg: counterfeit, fi BAY. 18. Th 

Moek-fight, ». #247, fH: BK. HB fy 

Mock-lead, Mock-ore, n. ff i. 
Mock-irial, 7. (fi 3. 1% Fif- 
Mocked, pp. BEF T- . 

Mocker, nN. SER. gy Se 4G, HHS: a deceiver, 

BEEN fy, RK. 
Mockery, n. SKIFF, He5E. tall. WIE A. 
Mocking, ppr. EXE. 
Mocking-bird, n. 7E%. - 
Mocking-stock, xn. EH. MS. Ws. 

SAG, MEAS. 
Mode, n. Manner, method, #%,7 

Hh, Hii | iB. BEEK. tet. id: 
i 

Bake. 

eee RR, HRSG; the mode of do- 

ing, fRPRET-. (EZ; the present mode or 

fashion, J[¥ ee Ne HL, WE sh; a mew mode or 
fashion, 2k. 

Model, n. A pattern of something to be made, #f, 

BS, A, AR, TS. tik, MEME, BUA, HEF: 

to treat with scorn | 

to | 

' Moderateness, n. 

| Moderating, ppr. jh, thy 

= Keik. Bok: tor mi: = a mot: vidi to be 
a model, #7, AHALAE; to cast a model, gs4K, 
GEE HSB ; to distribute the models, #isK. 

Model, v. t. or i. HERE, HE, (ERE, ff nt, = 

te Bik ye ws, ik, Bt big ; to model, BR RR, 

(y BUGE F - 
Modeled, Modelled, pp. (ES Hi, (E SHE FT, BIG 
Modeling, Modelling, ppr. (EK, BRL, IS BA. 

Moderate, a. Temperate, (ij, ri Gi, (i it. BE fe, 
(fhe, HM, Gail, WAM, HE Bly; moderate 
use, Gj JH, JH; moderate in drinking, jfk; 
moderate in eating and drinking, (jj, WRB. 

PETA, He RAVE, PALI; limited “in 
quantity, 47 HE; restrained in temper, passion, 
&e., AZ, fF; moderate rain, Fj7AkWZ; a 
moderate wind, Fy }al, wl, ile; not too fast 
and not too slow, Oe DRS Ht, FIR, i 
APR; moderate in all things, Fe¥EHprs 

i He Gj ; a moderate price, HBL, Sees 
rfs2)3 7 (3; moderate and careful, #i) Spee EE ; 
moderate, holding the mean or middle place, 
Spf; a moderate temperature, WAZA, 
iS 

OR, AS HE, BK, (i, if, Ci til, nal » ol All 5 

repress, Jak, 24 jk, #€ fil, MS/KE; to lessen, en 
to allay, jaGa%; to appease, #ieeh ; to moderate 

one’s passions, IRL ii, Le ALK. HE HK; to 
moderate one’s temper, 34 [/E. fi 

Moderate, v. 7. To sees less violent, severe, &e., 
Moderately, adv. @j, RE, (@, AE, ub, Ak 
3; to eat moderately, @j ; to spend moder- 
ately, Gi JH, ti AUR RE; to charge moderately, 
ZiH FM, Bl42B (RR; to punish moderately, 
mi; to fine moderately, #2]; moderately Mer 

black, #4. 

Ci th) 2%, BAR tl Be, BRE. 
#, BTM, oh A. 

Moderation, x. Moderation in eating and drink- 

ing, cin Gini), [hs HE, Gi RE REE ; restraint, 

fH; forkearance, 7Z ji}; equanimity, SFR; 
moderation in all things, JU3¢ Gil, FER Hil 

Moderator, n. He or that which moderates or 

restrains, RA, HRA, HRB, Re, BB: 
moderator, a lamp, ill Gj Le. 

Modern, a. HEN A, RGM, SOME. NW, TF 
Mee, HAZE AS, BENET. Wry; modern fashions, 
Wee, WEA ; modern style, J#E ; modern liter- 
ature, WX, ER; modern writers, F (E43 

——-—- 
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modern Philosophers, > =e ‘modern inven- 

MOL 

Mobaramied: n. Shs seems 

tions, 4 iil 2, G HSE; ancient and | Mohammedan, n. IQ AH 
iadechins 4 ; modern hats, Fg, HR. -Mohammedan religion, n. “Tele ee 

Modern, n. A person of modern times, 4 J\, | Moiety, n. —42, 4924p. 

NFA, HUF; ancients and moderns, 74 J}¥ | 
| Moist, a. Fae, tS, HN, Ge TE, i, ig 32, HH; HERG Ws, ty G #8; the moderns are not to 

be compared to the ancients, > iE WG & A, 

G Ahn e. 
Modernness, n. G25, WFR, HERA. 

Modest, a. sil, mist, SAK, RUE, Hi 
We, BEG. Tai de RS, OS 7 A ; 
@i; bashtul, }ASeAg; 

too modest, {Reni f, fMdaletcib; modest in 

one's beende or es Fa, FEE YE 
modest appellation, A SLZ24H, Bilt; a 
modest woman, (ij Z%, HZ, MUL KK 

Ade, Gis; 2 modest apparel, RE EHR, Eh 
Hi, BRA BEI. 

Modestly, adv. Ciba with, Bie Gi, lk. 
Modesty, 1. ak Ly tage » FE, € Gi Hil, Hii, hit @ ’ 

is Gi, Bide. 
Modicum, n. — fj, 22h, 
Modifiable, a. Live H&E, FY WS, aE Ry. 
Modification, n. ke, BIB #, BE Uk, WCE, ik. 
Meditied, pp. or a. pee be Ty, & 

moderated, jpe ih ; qualified ; in Acetone parts, 

one J, Hien. 
Modify, v. t. ‘l'o change the form of a thing, &, 

ees, WUC ; to qualify, fe, HEE, a | 
12 2, DA LF HIP ; to shape, Bf RX, we sU; 
modify, as demands » pes to modify one’s views, 

Ucie: ; to modify one’s demands, jG fs). 

Modifying HPD E: or a. Bf, ig, en 

Modish, a. Nee KRAVS, BMNESK, Hy A te Dae * 

Modishness, n. 3) 3. 
Modulate, v.¢. ‘lo modulate, as the voice, § 

DHE, wh) FU BE 
Modulated, pp.or a. AY iS, MYT. HS 

cately modulated, He Mh ee TS 
Modulation, n. Modulation of the voice, WHEE, A 

ae iE delicate modulation of the voice, #2 

Es oe FU, EE EP AMY. 
Modulator, n. 94 Fil #4. 

Module, n. #. 

Modulus, n. ¥}84); modulus of elasticity, py 7 

Modus, n. @j@. |238. 

Ts} re = 

deli- 

chaste, Ff Gf, | 
unobirusive, pit, wt, | 

WEE ; to be monest. BRHGAS, WEGLEG; you are | 

He Rahs ER BEF 
— Hi, Baits DaF, GH. | 

| Mold, 
PT, EIE; | 

| Molder, v. t. Sei, 

Moil, v. 7. To labor, 33, #233. 

moist cround, (44%, i hy ; moist atmosphere, 
ELS, HSE to become moist again, GA, AE. 
to become moist, 74%, 7hif). wa. 

Moisten, v.t. $E, itt ATs SeiSS, HT, Ue, HE, BE. 
ai i, CE, H, Hk; to moisten the pencil, jf 
an FEE SES, se; moisten the shavings, 
EYAE ; to moisten with rain, Fz. 

Moistened, pp. Fy i (oi , BE, He. 

Moistening, ppr. 45 fkis, antes LK; ilk. 
Moistness, n. jie. 
Moisture, 2. ju), Bev, GL; moisture of the air, 

#254; moisture of the ground, jy hh, BAHL. 

Molar, Molary, a. Having power to grind, asa 
molar tooth, KA, MEF. 

Molasses, n. #%k¢ ; molasses made of certain or- 
anges, #E fc fi; half candied molasses, “molasses 
clue,” Pir ye. 

Mold, Mould, n. 3%, Bj 

ate b) 

B 

Mould, n. Mold of w wocd, #i; mold of earth, 
ye, Hi; mold of metal, sf. it, FJ; at present, 
the general term for mold is #5 a mold for 
tiles and bricks, 4, #4; to make a mold, fE#x, 
ae )Z. ; finished the mold, #74}. 

Mold, v.72. #838, 4232; to mold on bread or paste, 
rea 

Mold, Mould, v.¢. To form into a particular shape, 
AEF, HH, Je, BH; 10 mold an image, Wi K; to 

mold glass, PRHRH!. See Fashion and Model. 

| Molded, pp. 38, FUT. TEIBHE; covered with 
mold, #§j 28. 

Molder, n. 384%, 24, ADH. 
AEN, AAR. 

Moldered, pp. or a. Bean. 
| Moldering, ppr. or a. ARs. 

Moldiness, n. #835 #%, Ae 
Molding, ppv. 38, %, {FAR ia 
Moldy, Mouldy, a. #833 AE, A EE, B 
Mole, n. A spot or mark on the human booy, 38. 
Mole, ». A mound of massive work before a port, 
Ji; kind of mausoleum, [AU y. 

Mole, n. A species of talpa, PAS, SE, Ret. 

Modus operandi. Manner of operating, {f{7:.fFi&, | Mole-cricket, n. +24), HEME, sitet (?). 

TOR 
Mogul, n. KR“ HS oF 
Mohair, n. HIB G Gh. 

Mole-eyed, a. $m Ab AY. 
Mole- hill, n. SH (?). 

| Molecular, a. Belonging to molecules, as molecu- 

Sr A ee 
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lar attraction, “ita g.- 
Molecule, n. 48 (4-7), (iti 92 4, BERR. 
Molest, v. ¢. To render uneasy, HESS, PRUE, HEN, 

HIS, SEM; to vex, i, TE. 
Molestation, n. $7, MARVA. 
Molested, pp. MRIE TS, RYE, HERS T- 
Molester, n. DR WIPE, HEAS 2, 4a HA. 

Molesting, ppr. "Rv, HER. 
Mollah, n. -- Wet EY FE vd. 
Mollient, a. jy, Zi ; lessening, fPReE AZ. 
Mollifiable, a. By (i 3 hike. 
Mollification, n. UA, (i Fetk A ; mitigation, Hf 

Mollified, pp. jFUi8. 
Mollifier, n. 72878) 7 4%. 
Mollify, v.¢. ‘l'o make soft or tender, 7éiFJ, iff, 
FZ tk ; to appease, ft'zt ; to qualify, PRR. 

Mollifying, ppr. or a. {ff [gue 
Mollusea, n. pl. It; crustacea and mollusca, RE 
Molt, Monlt, v. 7. To shed or cast the feathers, 

hair, &e., #3 ; as birds moult their feathers, 

An SUE. 
Molten, pp. of melt or a. Melted, S48 7, FAS; a 

molten image, f# fH, $3 (%. 

Molting, Moulting, ppr. 2%. 
Molybdenum, n. 4r%. 
Moment, n. A moment of time, —Pii, [iiyye, LA, 

LA), SUT]. enh. Sete], — Gla], — eral, 
— ADE TT, AOL, WEG. GCL, POPOL, OAL, es 
weight, consequence, PE (#, Hr Be, BBE; avail, 
fe; & Moment ago, 4 — fii, 46 — A; every 
moment, 4y-fHi, 4% ¥l), fi iiy}e; within a mo- 
ment, in a moment, v7 4], CNR, ANH, SEEN, 
BRE; of moment, "232; of the greatest mo- 

ment, fx Bt, $a ; moment of inertia, PF fA As. 
Momentarily, adv. iy [iiN}%, 4y-,8.. 
Momentary, a. —§,, —!ii, tH Zi], — PN; a 

momentary glance, [ifj—[ii, CHIR), WH ; mo- 

mentary heat, — 4,2, —-tH 72 ; moment- 
ary pain, Sej4e% ii, —tA 7 17; momentary joy, 

628, ALY. 
Momentous, a. Hr, BE, BEBE, AEH; a moment- 

ous affair, Bese, He. | 
Momentum, n.; p!. Momenta, #ikFx, By. 

Monad, n. HELE, HEALS 1), RAEI 2 BU. 
Monadelphia, n. pl. 3 BLE TE. 
Monandria, n. pl. — 3 #276. 
Monarch, n. The ruler of a nation, B#EY#, BH 

See ai 8, ay, ay SE, i +E, Ee ICH BA, 

=E; he or that which is superior to others of 
the same kind, fi{-:, #-E. 

Monarchic, Monarchieal, a. =f fy; @ monarch- 

ical government, f% 22%, ~#70. 
Monarchize, v. t. +, £74. 

Monarchy, ». E28. ABLW, BEL: 
a kingdom, fi; a limited monarchy, BHEA 

+i SE. 
Monastery, n. Monastery of the Roman Catho- 

lies, 44% 34 Be, # 44 Hf; Buddhist monastery, 
4, (8Bc, JAHE, Fi]; monastery of the Tauist 
sect, #9, 34 Ge; nunnery, ffs. 

Monastic, Monastical, a. (34 fy; 2 monastic life, 

IS wa, Ssh ae, SIZE. 
Monday, n. j&F¥—, WAX. 
Monde, n. {£: the beau monde, Well, SEE. 

Monetary, a. $84 (fj; monetary affairs, SLFeZ 

3 
Money, n. $8, 92, SF, RH, S81, GS, GSR, 

IE] i; the money of a state, BY] EF; paper 
money, 424; copper money, 4jF8, ££; silver 

money, #2 £2; to have money, #7 #8; ready 
money, or money in hand, #4 ; to pay money, 

ZCHR, KGL; to pay back money, 3258, FER; 

to spend money, {fi #8, “i #2; to spend money 
like dirt, #8 45 fy 4-, “ie 4 4-; current money, 
3 #8; hush money, i = sf, pid; to make 
money, ARFX; to coin money, F##8, EI FR; to 

lay out money, H}F%; to lend money, f#F2, (# 
#8; to scatter paper money at burials, eee 

€¥; money seryes for everything, $& mp4 Af, 
$2 wih FAYE; broken pieces of money, BER; 
compensation money, FE ¥#T ER, Hi re ; 2 Money 
order, #2 48, #2 : to change money, 4#F8, $k 

Hage en, ThHaFe%: foreign money, FEF, Sh 
i] £2 FR ; one piece of money, —H IRF ; a piece 
of broken money, —}: Ege; ancient money, 

£ Hh; wealth, ' f%; a man who has much 
money, ff 4; to quarrel about money, GFR. 

Money-bag, n. #RES, TERRES. 
Money-box, n. $8 Ff. 
Money-broker, n. @R Feet #0.” 
Money-changer, n. +¥€8f%; a money-changer’s 

shop, $ESB5RGP. JU ASE. 
Money-matter, n. $89h 73. 
Money-shop, n. S&F. 

Moneyless, a. 4& $8, #8. 

Monger, n. (€, 7%, 7%. HM HATH: 8 
fish-monger, 40{#¥, BAA; an iron-mong- 
er, GSE, @832 F842; a news-monger, hd 

Mongol, n. S24. \€. 
Mongolia, n. 32 & fit. [4ay. 
Mongrel, a. XEFRIRE, HER A); mongrel dog, HERR 
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Monition, n. See Admonition. 
Monitor, n. #4, WIRH, SK; 2 monitor in 

a school, HH. 

Monitory, a. SAR, YK; a monitory hint, 

Be Wa. he. 
Monk, n. {i 34 #4, BE -E, eB A; monks among 

the Roman Catholics, {%34--; monks among | 
the Buddhists, #y fay, (#: 
Tau sect, 4 -b. 

Monkey, n. F538, ##, HEF. ifs PR 5. little monkey, 

FORTE 
% FRE: 

monks among the 

a female monkey, #§; the monkey 

tribe, J3{; a long-tailed monkey, fe Fe F534, | 

Ja: the American monkey, 4%; other names | 
for species of monkeys, 4#y, 47- 

Monkish, a. Fife, APE HK, Bfe- 
Monoeanthus, n. File-fish, which see. 

Monoeardian. a. — ji fry. 
Monoearpous. a. hy FE AIS. 

Monochrome, n. —é, 4 Ff. 
Monochromatic, a. —f& (7. 

Monocotyledon, n. —3FHE 7 Ht. 
Monoeracy, n. — Si, —NZiK. 
Monocrat, n. fii@H- 
Monocular, Monoculous, a. — fr. 
Monoeulus polyphemus, 2. #¢. 
Moneecian, Moneeious, a. FEB AE 5} AEA. 
Monogamist, n. 439% —TE #. 

Monogamian, Monogamous, a. 4) 3£—3E (ij. 

Monogamy, n. #y3E—3E. 
Monogram, n. fal®, falz. * 

Monographist, n. 53 fa] Ht #4. 

Monography, n. 3 fal 7% 2%. 

Monogynia, ». pl. —PEES Zz wi. 
Monologue, n. Fat, — V8 ZK. 
Monomania, n. —3*229£, (ha FE- 

Monomial, n. TAS. 
Monopetalous, a, —FEXE fj. 
Monophyllous, a. EF, 
Monopolist, Monopolizer, 2. HEE S. 
Monopolize, v.t. #27, S47, CLT 

si a, [e, iif. Ay THES ihe 

Monopolized, pp. $4738, BERT YS, ciel 

Monopoly, . gas HE EY ZH, i Ae iy HF, 
My hi Ae, GL ELTE, ANP Bt 
monopoly, 4 & ¥ 76 he 7% HE ; the salt mono- 

ICH, TR 

poly, ARG HE, 1 ER VESG 2 HP. 
Monospermous, a. —{= ii 

Monostich, n. —H2E 

2 Pawn: -shops, offices, &e. often ‘have se: al w enn in one 
figure combines name, surname and designation of office. 

a monkey’s allowance, #7 3 ith ®, 47 | 

Monosyllable, n. —¥#23, 

Monosyllabic, a. —# fi. 

—F Za. 
Monotheism, n. {2 4%j—_ i. 
Monotheist, n. f2%%j—_b i #. 

| Monotone, n. hl 23, H—- 2B. 
Monotonous, a. — it 0G, — fF (74. 
Monotony, n. 4, —HL- 
Monsieur (Mr.), ». 3¢2£. 

Monsoon, n. J}§}EL, 4d /GL; north-east monsoon, 
YEAH ; south-west monsoon, Py 7 iil. 

Monster, n. PE Ig, HEE, HE, MAR, FEHR, ETE 

a monster of an animal, ff; a monster ship, 
Edit; a fabulous monster, able to speak and 

lie, ib. 
Monstrance, n. He f® 4s |i. 
Monstrosity, n. PEI, PER, HRPE, FAVE. 
Monstrous, a. Unnatural in form, P€J%, SAE, 

Ht: strange, 2 PE, PEA; huge, BH; hateful, 
By #£; monstrous belief, PE (Ss, Bz, EB Z fa. 

| Monstrous, adv. Exceedingly, -ki&, , AR- 
Monstrously, adv. PER, FLEE, BPE, WHE, BY tA. 
Montanic, a. ILI fry. 
Month, ». JJ; one month, — ; a month of 30 

days, A X%, AS*; a month of 29 days, Aajy, 

iSvst8; last month, 7 A, 3674+ )4 ; next month, 

AeA. =A, PA; by the month, #25, ig 
JA; every month, 4% 4, 9 4 ; two months ago, 
BY 4; the month of confinement, or the wo- 
man’s month, (£4, 44 A; the first month, 3F 
JA; the second month, =; a decade of a 

month, 4, #¢; the first decade of month, | 

4], {-}) ; the end of the month, A ; the last 
day of the month, Ai; the first month of 
spring or of the year, 7&4, $f"; the second 
month, fifi#¢; the third month, 23§; within 
one month, — AMttiit, — ZA, —-H ZB. 

Month’s-mind, n. $£48. 
Monthly, a. 44, A, ; monthly payment, 4 

FW, 4 A 2; monthly flowers, A %% ; monthly 
rose, At; monthly arrival, 4 A 2K, 4% A El- 

Monument, n. HE, 47 Wt, PERE; remembrance, gz, 

the opium | 

| Mood, n. Manner, 4, id, SK, FR. 

SLg2 ; a’ monument on a grave, Fife; monu- 
ments of antiquity, fie; to look upon as a 
monument, J) 4$s# ; on defacing or destroying 

public monuments, 4AM AA ASS. 
Monumental, a. fy; serving as a monument, 
JI HL; monumental brass, PEF. 

Monumentally, adv. JB. 
Moo, v. 7. 'lo make the noise of a cow, Mf. 

See ii 

ee n. deme of mind, $a, (4H, tis; 
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in a pleasant mood, 4f-[fFt, FESS; to be in 
an angry mood, #€4&4%; to be in a warlike 

mood, FEI, AEM, WAT. 
Moody, a. Anery, 4E 4x, AE, YW}; out of temper, FE 

ak se, ; Sad, Ff); violent, #2 AX. 
Moon, n. A, KE, HR, KEE ; a Chinese month, 

JJ; the moon a few days old, We A, HH, Hi 
1%; full moon, ih, 2%, ALA. A; the 
first quarter of the moon, [-8%;* the second 
quarter of the moon, PaX; + the first day of 
the moon, #] A} ; the 15th day of the moon, &% 
Hl; the moon’s disk, Fj # ; the moon about to 
go down, [ie ;.the color of the moon, J f&, 
fk; an eclipse of the moon, Fy fit ; the parallactic 
inequality of the moon, fy 2; the moon 
shines, 4 #4; the honey moon, 37H A, Hi 
PR JA; the moon waxes and wanes, A 7 Al 

yj. See Month. 
Moon-beam, n. J4 39h. 
Moon-calf, x. A monster, P£4; a false concep- 

tion, BE; a dolt, Hi Ah. 
Moon-eye, n. fief, 4 ME. 
Moon-stone, n. Jf #1. 
Moon-struck, a. Fy. 
Moon-wort, n. Ej HR (2). 
Moonish, a. 3 4, WER, Fe a A. 

Moonlight, n. 43%, AW), AG. We, RR Ave ; to 
enjoy the moonlight, $64,744; beautiful 
moonlight, A} Anse, A We NR. 

Moonshee, n. |e) JE] 7x32 Zk. 
Moonshine, n. 3%, Jf #48; show, without reali- 

ty, EMEP, Mats, Sie Ee, ic 8. [ie 
Moor, n. Extensive waste, WR Bf, Ju BF; a marsh, 
Moor, n. A black-a-moor, $4 J\, w@nee J\ ; an in- 

habitant of the northern coast of Africa, JE at 

JEAN EA. 
Moor, wv. t. 816, (2. ES) Ba, AE 
Moor-cock, Moor-fowl, n. 18%. 
Moor-hen, n. sJ\${6 fii. 
Moorage, n. #8i6 4 E. 
Moored, pp. fifi T. 
Mooring, n. $i}, FRE. 
Moorish, a. (fj. 
Moorland, n. 73 Hh. 
Moose, n. fE ZA fi. 
Moot, v.t. To debate, B%, $#B% ; to moot a ques- | 

tion, BRP ig, BR TES. 
Moot, n. #¥ses. 

* Foreigners call a Chinese calender month moon, in 
contradistinction from the calendar month of the west. 
T %& designates the 8th or 9th and the 28rd day of the 

moon, or the time of quartering. 

Mooted, pp. or a. BX if. 

Mop, n. CURE, ARIA, AU, Tadib, HS AG. 
Mope, v. 7. To be very stupid, 78a, RE, SS B- 
Mope, n. (RRA, FEAEAY. 

Moped, pp. Made stupid, f} #a# Ay. 
Mopish, a. Dull, ff. 
Moppet, Mopsey, n. ZfFf-; a little girl, --4. 
Mora, n. A game, 4iy kg. 

Moral, a. TEE, tig IE, i, §, BE, Als, fie, Ms, 

#k ; virtuous, #4; just, #§; moral conduct, JE 

0 $5, 6 At. (SFT. tn Fotis 5 the cultiva- 
tion of moral rectitude, (&5¢38, We(#, VETERE 
ZFF%B; moral rectitude, {- (4, 38, BIH, HK; 
moral principles, TE® 4 38, BB, WAFS, arf ; 
moral law, YH, Tie 223; the moral law of 

God, | 4% 2--7%; moral sense, BIE ZIG, B 
i; moral excellence, PAF, fifi ; a moral es- 

say, Wik dc, YS aC; a moral person, ELE 

MBEAN CBE A, EA EA; moral 
philosophy, 72% 2% BH ; to study moral philoso- 
phy, “9s; moral certainty, 7fAER, @ 
gk ane > moral light, wt)22J6, ay 2 ERE 
moral efforts, #5 Jy #73, FB 4738 3 to culti- 
vate moral conduct, (56 77, (EX, 1B (&.- 

Moral, ». The moral of a fable, #, wl, Wa: 
Moralist, n. One who teaches the duties of life, 

BG WE, Ws 4. Boise. 
Morality, n. Ethies, 7n'%, Titi) 22h, 4738 258; 
TERS” Hf, EFM; the practice of moral duties, 

ftEH, (SB, ETL 27, MME fri te 
practice morality, 7738, F7 7. 

Moralize, v. t. $77 Zit Th WE RE 
i} IE 

Moralized, pp. ¥h f #738. 
Moralizing, ppr. #4738 YF), AR IEE Z58- 
Morally, adv. 8%, imseih, RIGS, WET AR 

morally impossible, #{ A.B), IL0G 7%; morally 

| guilty, pit 3 54 Fl 7 SE. 
Morals, n. pl. #743, 22 fe, BE; good morals, 

2& #7; had or corrupt morals, He Agee, Hele, 

ie tet a FP. 
| Morass, n. A marsh, 7, Pa, pose. 
Morbid, a. Diseased, 4 9g fy, YeRR A; a morbid 

state of mind, 49. 
| Mordacious, a. wil fry, fest AY. 
Mordant, n. A substance which has a chemical 

affinity for coloring matter and serves to fix 
colors, #2}; in gilding, any sticky matter by 
which the gold-leaf is made to adhere, 2%, 

TP. 
| More, a., adv. or n. (or substitute for a noun). 

4 oN 
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i, B, i 12, SE E t, #, RZ, ee, A, aS, &, 
oe ae, 2, DR, ES: inuch more, fst, GEA, 

ik, ‘K; more than, HS, WR, Hi, SB, 
34 #f$ ; more than ten years ago, +- § ZEN, +- 
#8 451%; more than a year ago, 9h — 4e 2 Bi Aly; not 
more than, 7 jf4; more than enough, f2 Fy ge, 

iS Fi FE), We i, Si Fi eR; no more, Mex, 
Clik, E.G; more and more, 4; the more 
the better, pk %& i dgy-; the longer the more 
difficult, i fit ak SHE oni a little more, f& fry 
i, MLE; puton more, |-N P77; make it a little 
more, a f’J; more firm, more lasting, Hi =F [Aj, 

EFS. £2 EAS. ALWASML; more wine than 
water, 75 2 jf 7k; will you have anything 
more? (pe Ay; to ask for more, FZ, 

ium; More than 10 cubits, +-RAB, +A 
af; so much the more, fyi; the more he has 

the humbler he is, ik 4 Raft; still more pro- 

per, Wie, WF, WAL; more angry, WH; 
more are wanted, j%¢ 3; there are more, HA, 
ve 44; more or less, Bay, WEEP, ET. wink, 
A SF, JH Z; onee more, Fy — RR, — Ie Gs; | 
never more, eye Sm. 

More, adv. &, f%. 
Moreover, adv. X, WH, GH 

Morganatic-marriage, n. 37 4X. 
Moribund, a. BEI fy, IE AE A. 
Morling, Mortling, n. JE26Z #f.- 
Mormo, n. A bugbear, Up Bt. 
Morn, n. &, Ft hes may Bl. 

Morning, n. HY, 5, Jo, 5, BE, A; thismorning, 
SiN), 2 more meal, Afi, Hy A; early 
in morning, Hj BELL, Hi ifjibe, beh; to-morrow 
morning, Aj A, 

morning, HYG], f¢#]; ina morning, — 
morning and evening, iN, Ww, FLHG, a 
22, WR, AY; ae is a morning, but no 
evening, Fy Hi) AEH 

ing, PY J; from 7 to 9 in the mornin 
the forenoon, [-4F, E 3 

morning, iF Ae; good morning, Bigs, Tt Re. 
Morning, a. #j URE, Hy, Hl, FE; morning time, 

WINE, W)ss; morning meal, WZ, Efi. 
Morning-bell, n. 52 $i, REG¢i. 
Morning-gown, n. Al ¢Z. 
Morning-prayers, n. ne a 

o, Bey; 

Morning-star, n. RiEt 2% St, Pe Aq. 
Morocco, n. road 

Morose, a. Sullen, ¥ BE, — OR, Bai, OS 

Ah, FB, AH, | 

MS, Ue, $47, Hp, Hl; moreover said, Rak, R_ 

Wi), FEB, ACH; every | 

; from 5 to 7 in the morn- | 

; come early in the | 

We, WA, fies , FEB Vie; austere RX. 
Morosely, adv. Tk 3a f15- 
Moroseness, $£3Q, — ELISA. — LEER. 
Moroxylic acid, n. Gee. 
Morpheus, n. 2 qf. 
Morphia, Morphina, hi REM, * 
Morris, “Morrice, n. Nine men’s morris, Bk 4%. 
Morrow, n. ARIK, WG; to-morrow, BW A. 
Moredl, n. A bite, —IYi, —[1; a morsel of rice, 

ls fi§; not a morsel to eat, —URERPRER, — 

fs Mb He. 
Mortal, a. Subject to death, 0@ FE A, AK EA; 

deadly, #3E fy; terminating in death, 7G; a 

mortal wound, #%vEz21& +; a mortal disease, 
RE Fiz; mortal poison, 3% VE Mp FH; the mortal 
hour, FE 7%, BEAR; a mortal sin, EZ 3E; 

|} a mortal foe, FE AY, We ZH; mortal power, 

AZM. 
Mortal, n. IZED, WRIEB, PLR; all mortals, 

ARIE, LA, AREA Z J. 
Mortality, n. ee to death, IE 234, Ak 
WE. 8t; death, AE; great mortality, a Z%; 
small mortality, JyJ\3E; bills of mortality, 

pp 

Morphine, x. 

Mortally, adv. #XAE. 
Mortar, n. A vessel for pounding substances, FY, 

Tk, Ak; a lime mortar, KP; stone mortar, 
4A, Fi dk; a trip- -hammer mortar, HE TK; 
“the skinning mill has a vase for a mortar,’ 
Ha HE LA Shy (E cy - vertical wheel-skinning mor- 
tar, if; wheel-skinning mortar, #ERE; a phys- 
ic mortar, 4%j£; pestle and mortar, Atk; a 

short piece of ordnance, 2374, (1 fa- 
Mortar, n. Cement, JygiJe; hard mon IR. 
Mortgage, n. ik; a mortgage deed, 7 Ee lppaz, Hh 

ZR. 
Mortgage, v. t. th, 

| Mortgaged, pp. or a. Jay. 
Mortgagee, n. J 4, HNL. 
| Mortgager, Mortgageor, n. Hy shy. 
| Mortgaging, ppr. it. 
| Mortiferous, a. 3 HE f3- 
Mortification, n. Gangrene, AE; the gee 

tion of the lusts or flesh, 7E#%, Ihe, PRAT; 
humiliation, SEM, jptt, SX, oe A 

Mortified, pp. or a. Mortified, as an ulcer or 
wound, EA humbled, JET SA, BUR; 

* Hobson. 

Hi ft; to mortgage a house, 

to mortgage a wife or daughter, it 7g 
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to feel mortified, Pippi, LBM, Flake. 
Mortify, v. ¢. To subdue or bring into subjection, 

385, JAR, JAR #3, YE; to mortify one’s lusts, 3 #&, 
JARRE, 4 EK; to mortify one’s pride, JAR ASS fix. 

Mortify, v. 7. To gangrene, #876. 

Mortifying, ppr. ora. Tending to humble or 
abase, ULE Wet, fli BE SERK ; it is very mortify- 

ing, SE Ry AM, AEE e. 
Mortise, n. HEM, HEH, [lt], te Z IL. 
Mortise, v. ¢. ‘lo make a mortise in, #EXEAR; to 

join timbers by a tenon and mortise, BAKE, 
Mortising, ppr. EjHE, HE. | HE. 

Mortmain, n. Ageze Zz. 
Mortuary, n. 4. 
Mortuary, a. Mortuary caves, 3, {hf. 
Morus, n. See Mulberry. 
Mosaic, Mosaic-work, n. $81. 

Moschilerus, n. Be. 
Mosque, Mosk, n. Je] Zc HBF¥ ss - 

Mosquito, n. See Musquito. 

Moss, n. eB, KE; * AR, a, THK, i 42, 5 
moss on the roof of houses, #3, #F 9}; green 
moss on walls, 74; the moss of fir trees, ¥ 

Moss-capped, a. SE L)54. [ 3E. 
Moss-clad, a. 5 LiFe. 
Mossy, a. 2 (9,7) 7 AJ; mossy ground, FFF ZH. 

Most, a. or adv. 3, 4%, #8, JA, —, Hi, BE, MH 
WE, L, #, Hh, AE; most holy, BH; most | 

admirable, FeV, He; most excellent, fH 
4f-, #456, HE2E ; most important, BBM, fix | 

BE fy, Fe RSME; most certainly, jAA, How, G 

BR; vow? 
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most to be dreaded, fx tA, tr £& fry; for | 
the most part, K4A, K HE, KAM, A Be; the | 
most part of the night, j& 42 7%; at the most, | 
% Z, fix; to make the most of, FFA ; most | 

of all, 24, #% Z; a most beautiful woman, fH 

Flex; most wicked, PER, 

cult, fe #€; most important, PRXBe, FR BSB ; 

the most convenient, fix (HH, Fe HE. 

Mostly, adv. AAP, KHAK, AM, AK; mostly good, 

JUIKAF- 
Mote, n. }e, 4; a mote in the eye, [K; a spot, — 

Eh, — Fh. 

Moth, n. We; candle moth, 2k; silkworm moth, 
FF; atlas or phalena atlas, AERO, ALS | 
wut ZX; the moth in clothes, Aff, #2akh. 

- Moth-eaten, pp. or a. se pih fr. 
Mother, n. Bh, BERL, LE, WE, BPM, Wy, Ha; the 

mother of the human family, 4H BE, An 5 | 
the mother of a family, 3¢-43:, 42%; my mother, 

* #% appears to be the lichens of western naturalists. 

cee; most diffi- | 

MOT 

MOE, Fe 4:, FRE ; my honored mother, -f 
BAA; my respected mother, §e2%; your 

mother, (WARE, Ht, PE, BRR BAK 
Kk, BAKA; an indulgent mother, 2&4; 
your deceased mother, 4>4[ ; a late mother, 4 
% ; an old mother, (474, Afi ; mother and child, 
$i -F ; an adopted mother, 42-Bf ; a step-mother, 
ite BE; the mother ofa state, the empress or queen, 
pil RE ; to weep for one’s mother, 42 4y:, IRAE, 

seit; a mother’s womb, ff §4; mother’s arms 

or bosom, 4¥4@; mother midnight, fA YK; a 
mother’s brother, #6}, 544 ; mother’s broth- 

er’s wife, ¥}, #4 BF; mother’s elder sister, Agi 
4; ; mother’s younger sister, 4: 4]; mother’s 

sister’s husband, jal; a husband’s mother, 4é 
YE, Ae; a wife’s mother, hf, $e BE; mother, 
mamma, 4545, [if 48; the heaven is father and 
the earth is mother, KK 4§ 22 Jib 4H BE ; mother 
of vinegar, FEE. 

Mother, a. Native, Ax Sih, Ax +. 
| Mother-city, n. Rid. 
Mother-clove, n. BE J %. 
Mother-country, n. Ax fi. 

| Mother-in-law, n. Wife’s mother, Fe4%:, Ahdik. 
Mother-of-pearl, n. 32-BRAx, fpFREY, FRB 5 moth- 

er-of-pearl cutter, Hi T¥ [F. 
Mother-water, n. fk. 
Mother-wit, n. KRY aK ate. 
Mother-wort, n. -- H#L (?). 
Motherhood, n. #5 RE 4. 
Motherless, a. 48¢-#}:; motherless babe, ¥ F. 
Motherly, a. Tender, 2; pertaining toa mother, 

HEAY; motherly care, BE 2 HE RA, WE 2 A8 RA; 
motherly love, BE % #; motherly power, #2 
HE ; motherly feeling, —}? Bh, —Ik 2k. 

Motion, . The act or process of changing place, 
H), 47), FER. AB, % BH; animal life and 
action, 74h, 4E By; port, gait, He Gy, 7 HH; 

the motion of troops, Fe 4% #%, 45 2% Hh ; agita- 

tion, }&}, {Ve}; direction, fay, "2 ; proposal made, 
ffi jfL ; motion of the hand, #2; to make mo- 
tions with the hand, #y=- fy; to make a mo- 
tion, #EHLFF; to have a motion, {{}Z#¥; mo- 
tion by stool, H}Z%§; how many motions have 
you had? HiZsSHi SHE ; the motion of the 
heavenly bodies, FQ#E3#i Hi), FH; motion of 
rotation, #RG); motion of translation, 38 fi 

#}; 10 put in motion, fm), (Riz, Hea, FE 
4h, 8); the motion of a watch, $4 77, #8 
Z fF HH; the motion of insects, #77 H); the 
motion of the heart, of 2% i); a westward 

—T 
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motion, {nj Py ; the motion of a tail, #EFE ; 
the motion of one’s arms, 5-7 f¥4zE ; violent 
motion, J sf ; motion and rest, Haft, F7 Ik, Ve 
Jk; absolute motion, J Hj ; relative motion, {iJ 
Bh AB), HE ALPES; variable motion, 3 
Ah; retarded motion, jRAS jipR, RAS tay 
J; circular motion, jai 4, JA) 77, He till ; cen- 
trifugal motion, ifr; centripetal motion, sh 
rs; rotary motion, ##¢;; rectilinear motion, 
fA fF; accelerated motion, Hh jie gE ; uniform 

motion, Hh MEPL}; compound motion, FEI 
Py H} ; slimple motion, pe — Jy Hr Hh. 

Motion, v. 7. To make a significant movement or 
gesture with the hand, as to motion to come, 

4}; to motion away, F=f. 
Motioning, ppr. Proposing, #1. 
Motionless, a. DEAK, HE Gh, AGh, HR, IRA ; 

the eyes are motionless, WEIZ@lS, Hi. 
Motive, a, Causing motion, {§ By BE, i wh (7 ; mo- 

tive power, FH Jy. 
Motive, ». That which incites to action, 7B, jf 

$8, Be. Wo, LIL, As from good mo- 
tives, fy 36.%, fy #got; from bad motives, pA 

HEI. 
Motley, a. Variegated in color, #£ (4, 5%, Bi fsa 

motley assortment, #4 ; motley things, AE BF. 
Motor, n. HH. 

Mottled, a. HE, fr 3], HEFL ; maculated, Br 

Motto, ». SHEL, 384. Lit. 
Mould, Mold, both as a noun and verb, see Mold. 

Mould, Mold, v. 7. To become moldy, #§ 3%. 
Mouldable, Moldable, a. BY HY, Fy He. 
Moulder, Molder, v. 7. 'To turn to dust, #24. 
Mouldy, Moldy, a. #8350, 43G. 
Moult, Molt, v. 7. To shed or cast the hair, &e., 

HE, WEE, I. 
Moukden, n. BEY. 
Mound, n. $f, HE, Jie, HB, AREA ESE. 
Mount, ». Mount of earth, #8., -- yy, dh, Le, Re, 

Fr, BE, BE, Fr AE, YE, HR; a small mount, Jr tA ; 
a defense, Tp. 

Mount, v. ¢. or 7. _, %, HR, FF, BE, SL, BR aR, 
He, #2, $4; to mount a horse, EG, Fe, His 
5B, SRB; to mount a hill, fw, 4 Uy; to 
mount a carriage, |- Hf, FEW, FHL; to mount 

the breach, % jpy Pe, 4 5 to mount 

mounts 20 guns, fit #2 — -4- Dye; to mount 
guard, (GE. 

a | 
cannon, #24; to mount in gold, $8 LI; to | 
mount a sword, jie; to mount a map, ~& | 
fal; to mount a diamond, $s 4> fil] 4 ; the vessel | 

Mount, n. {If. 

Mountain, n. {lj; a high or lofty mountain, #f, 
i es, 73; & chain of mountains, #4; the 
peak of a mountain, jf, #; the Kwanlun 
mountains, Fi apf; craggy mountains, [Eig 
Wi, WERE, WEIR; a pass or gap in a mountain, 
Uji]; to pass over a mountain, 3H [I]; to as- 
cend a mountain, lj. 

Mountain, a. [f, [f@;; mountain streams or tor- 

rents, U7, SFX, JI[; a mountain pass, py, 
ii; Mountain ebony, bauhinia, Sf FA fit. 

Mountain-erystal, n. fe fh. 
Mountain-dew, n. 75%. 
Mountain-soap, n. lpi. 
Mountaineer, Monntainer, n. An inhabitant of a 

mountain, [lf J\; a savage, [Jf Ht; a freehooter, 

Tbk, je. 
Mountainous, a. Wf, Sq, Wp, wb, pr. 
Mountebank, n. fA, SSUE, SEERA, HERR 

BME AN, ik SEK OBE A, ik BE DE 2 A; any 
boastful and false pretender, it 9. 

Mounted, pp. or a. %$ 7; seated on a horse, ER; 
placed on a carriage, #¢ Hi fy; embellished, $8 
if ; mounted, as a map, is. 

Mounting, ppr. %, [.; mounting, as a carriage, 
HE; mounting, as a bird, f¥; mounting, asa 
map, #; Mounting, as a diamond, 4%. 

Mourn, v.7. To wear the customary habit of 
sorrow, #]]Z; to mourn for parents, GH, Ke 

3, Spe, TSE; to grieve, FES, Rik, AEE, 
WY, WG 5E. BE; to mourn for a friend, RZ; to 
mourn or wail for the dead, 7 3G, Fae; to 
be sorrowful, 2/49. 

| Mourn, v. ¢. To grieve for, to lament, 5% 5%, AER. 
Mourner, n. HE, JG ew, Spee H. 

Mournful, a. 6, 38, SEAS, Hite, SEAKMG, BEG! 
fly, Te, I; a mournful voice, 3E Re, FE BE, 

¥ Fi ZR; a mournful look, 3 &, Az HR; 
mournful thoughts, $$ 2%, RB Se; calami- 
tous, [x]. 

Mournfully, adv. SE9R, ARS. 
Mournfulness, n. 328%, JER. 

| Mourning, ppr., a. orn. Grieving, Ak 3S, BERK 
| Je; Mourning garments, 38}, J Ak, AAR, 

| BK, AK, SER, We SE, PEAR; to put on mourn- 
ing for the parents, #§ 4%; to go in mourning, 
H¥ NR; to be in mourning, ek, J 3k, ee; 
to lay off mourning, JEENI2, PRR, FEAR, PRE; 
five kinds of mourning, 7rH; the mourning 

staff, 24 fl, 5€ se fs ; mourning for the emperor, 
| pd 2 ; mourning for three years, = 4677 3g ; 
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mourning for one year, #HR, WHR; mourning | 
for nine months, 7; mourning for five 
months, )Js34; court-mourning, $i] ZE Py 4 

Mouse, n.; pl. Mice. J. &, GL {F; shrew mouse, | 
Mouse, v. 7. JER. [ Wiis Sst 
Mouse-ear, n. 3% {jj (7). 

Mouse-hole, n. ft $6. 
Moutan flower, Mowtan peony, n. FEF}%E; the 

mowtan camellia, FES} 2S. | 
Mouth, n. —, ¥§; the mouth of a river, 72H, 
#0, jf 1; the month of a cavern, Ij, Ws 
the mouth of a lion, fifi F 2% 1; to stop one’s 
mouth, 38 A, #3 AG; it is in every | 
body’s mouth, J\ A Wits; by word of mouth, 

"iiiah ; to open one’s mouth, fH; to close | 
the mouth, #4 MH; a distorted mouth, A; | 

the sides of the mouth, | 3%, mj; to make 
mouths, }EO 4k; to hold something in the 

mouth, 4p, We; dryness of the mouth, DH #z; 
the mouth full, #§[; mouths have they, but 
cannot speak, 47 Hf A AE BZ; down in the 

mouth, SRR. 
Mouth, v.t. To take into the mouth, ZAM; to 

chew, fiz; to insult, {4 JB; to reproach, fe; to 
utter with a voice affectedly big, AT ak. 

Mouth-piece, ». Mouth-piece of an instrument, 
ee 

Mouthful, n. We, 1, HOY BZ; a mouthful of 
rice, — Il fig; a mouthful of water, — ff Jc, 
— IR 7k. 

Movable, a. That may be moved, BY gh (ry, Ty % 
fy, HFG; movable, as foasts, 75H) (yy ; mov- 
able, as types, 7 ; movable property, g{-h, 
YF; movable festivals, 7 Hz fj; movable 
types, 7472; movable pulley, Bh eH. 

Movables, n. pl. {FIR LEIA. 
Move, v.¢. To carry or conyey from one place to 

another, #2, #2, HE 31. WE GE, 4B, 3B ABs to 
move to action, fh, HF Gy. (cH), v8 By ; to move | 
or shake, #% i), 4h. Fhe Hh, FHB, Ha; to move or in- 
fluence, J2k Hj, lek: to move or provoke, j%, HERE, 
HE WE, TK, GH; to move to sedition, FE, HE AL, 
#3 @L; to move around, 34 Hh; to move, as water | 

when stirred, #[!g); to moye or excite feeling | 
in, J, Bh, FEW, He GH; to move, as a resolu- | 
tion, HE fl, HE; to move about gladly, xi Bh, 
iG dé ; to move about or to be in motion, Af Hh; | 
averse to move about, MeAu 75 ih, AAs esy, HR 
#4 3h) jie ; to move to another place, ihe, HEE, 
M8. HE HR ; to move to the same residence, {fi _ 

JP [nj HE; to move to tears, Jak Whitt Fe. Bhaey, 
Hy T ge; to move to anger, Bh *k, jee Yl; to 
move heaven, #jJ€; to move an army, F¥H ; 
to moye along slowly, Hi ; to move a ship, 
ffi; to move the eyes, ASML, HA,AEA, Mb; to 
move the feet, Jee; to move aside or away, 
#3 bi]; move aside this hook-case, FEA VET 

an; to move away, #$2#; to move near or 
close, #%3@; to move off, pifJz, Weds ; to move 
and rest, hf; to move quickly, PEAy, AHH, 
df], HE; to move troops, pL ; to move (troops) 
eastward, ay He. 

| Move, n. The act of moving, oh, Heih, % #.- 
Moved, pp. mhith. #%; to he moved, FEFE, lel Hh, 

Hea, HLH), we Hy; moved by the Holy Spirit, 
Jo Le iif; moved by favors, Je R.; moved to 

tears, Jek $k; moved to pity, ey ak, #2441; moved, 
as by the waves, (@, #8 @; moved by the 
wind, 2 wh, fi); moved at, ¥E45, HB HE; the 
feelings moved, sah, i} ; moved mentally, fR. 

Moveless, a. Arh, PED, A Fy; fixed, 4, H Fp, 
{K ; at rest, af. 

Movement, n. Motion, #h, 4% Hy, #$H), HEE; a 
forward movement, fa Ri. Hi 3: fi Bij; @ back- 
ward movement, 3 #; the movements of a 
person, Yea}, 4 Hi}; his movements are watched, 
fils 2% # Gy ALTE ; the movement of troops, Fe 

ah, ah, FF Hh; the movement of 
the heavenly bodies, A Hii Hh ; the movement 
of machinery, #7 7G) ah. 

Mover, n. &)# ; mover of a resolution, HE Au ¥. 
Moving, ppr. ora. Hh, ASH), FEB; exciting, HF 

By, Hi; affecting, jel, jek Bh; moving and rest- 

ing, HhAR ; moving, as to another place, #,B; 
moving force, if JJ 28. 

Mow, v. t. FAYE. 
Mow, v. 7. To cut grass, Xi], & , f£)), $9, HE ; to mow 

down the enemy’s ranks, Xi} iy’. 
Mow-burn, v. 7. HERE. 
Mowed, Mown, pp. or a. XJ. 
Mowing, ppr. Xj. 
Moxa, n. 4¢#%; moxa punk, 4¢4€; to cauterize 

with moxa, $, HK. 
Mr., n. See Mister. 

Mrs., ». See Mistress. 

Much, a. or adv. %, hit. BE, #% ; to take very much 

pains, JU Sat, Teas Z tb i, Wak Bie; 
much time, A, ff; with much ado, 4- SE fi]. 

Fa] #t ; think much and speak little, BB agab; 
much loved, $5; much afllicted, SHEA, B 
j& HE fy; very much, #4, KB; extremely 
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much, #% ; how much ? $E SVE, Mit, BY 
ee 
please, [fj#%; take as much as you please, (£#& | 

IH; to make much of, pith, HE la) BE, BF, 
ate to make much of each other, [ij SeqH fF; 

to make much of one’s self, F[ A, A ; so 
much for this time, qj He Hsu, HT HEM, FT 
JEM$ ; not much, #8 J, AME, FB; he is too 

much for you, {8% 3 i (ir, ls WR A; much 
pleasure, af 3%, HE Weomdch would have more, | 

BS APE Jak; much good much eare, | HERS 
ZRSEIE, RSBRR; much more, fi Oe; 

much better, JE (l], A#zf, A An, SB), HE Ay; too 
much, 4 ith 9A, j& &, Hc B ; much too broad, fy | 

as much, I}, % 4; as much as you | 
| Muddle, v. t. To make foul, #7}, 37 }}, I ; to 

FR GRRE RE HBO S HAN ; so much, | 
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349A ; much too thin, 7§jA Hi; much mistaken, | 
Hi; by much, Je; it is much the same thing, | 
#(—#E ; not so much has come, ATAU S | 
not overmuch, 

you, & BM 

BMA ih. 
Mucilage, n. 7%, JBak, FB 
Mucilaginous, a. Slimy, j¥ 

moist, jf iP 

much obliged to you, Bi#(K, 

SHA, BABAK, He AY ; 
cineeileions matter, “ey, eet 

Muek, n. Dung in a moist state, 723%, BE; some- 
thing mean, vile, or filthy, fh, 75 fk; to run 
a muck (amock), #4 TE. 

Muck, v. t. (AGES. 
Muck-heap, Muck-hill, n. SEx€. 
Mucous, a. #5), HA; a mucous membrane, FH 
Mucus, n. jf. Li yi. 

Mud, n. VE, JE, a, WA, BEC, PS I, Veils 
yellow mud, HjJe, Bk; black mud, 44 ie, S4VeE; 
deep mud, ZEXE, jifi; to drag through the mud, 
Hie; to drag through mud and water, non- 

sensical, 4% Fes + 7K; ‘beware, lest there be 
thorns in the mud (take heed how you oppress 
the helpless),” Jf sii 7 yi] ; slipped down in 
the mud, EET EYE vifi; to bespatter ae 
mud, #7 32, HEY; to dredge mud, PEVE, 4; 
it not said, that he who(or that which) is Ww hite 
may be plunged in black mud without being 

defiled? ABE FILM AM. 
Mud-brick, n. Sun-dried mud-brick, Je sx. 
Mud-eel, n. (qi. 
Mud-fish, n. See ae 
Mud-fort, n. JE fase, 3, Be. 
Mud-lice, n. hy, +P, We. 
Mud-shoes, n. pl. Bog-trotters, &. 
2 ral, n. VERE. 

i  ; I am much indebted to | 

MUL 

Muddiness, n. Muddiness, as water, #3}; muddiness, 
as a road, je f#. 

intoxicate, fH (ke; to cloud or stupefy, (iF 

vs 
Muddle, v. A confused state, $i GL, $8, BFF AL- 

| Muddled, pp. Made turbid, $f jj, ¥; half 

drunk, (oh Wi, fuk HME, ARAM; stupefied, Fix, Weak, 
Hed ; a muddled brain, Rss. 

Muddy, a. Muddy, as water, {4 , 73, 2, ETE, 

iM, HR, YE, TA, HL; muddy, as a road, JR, 
VEU, He; muddy water, 74} 7)¢ ; a muddy road, 
VERE, VLE"; the road is muddy, FRR, Hf 

Efe; a slippery and muddy road, # Rye 
fe ; a muddy stone, y4j 7 5a muddy idea, ~yx ; 

muddy, as style, language, Ge., Hi 7@AEICAY ; 
muddy talk, Jen, 4 Bt; 1 muddy look, By, 
#2 fi; to make muddy, 47 3B, # FB; do not make 
my water muddy, 4 fii FR 7)c74j; muddy all over, 

—S Ue, — Heal, —G ji; 2 muddy well, 35 
Ff, FEUYE; a muddy place, JE hh; very muddy, 

KE BYe, BRULEE. 
Muddy-headed, a. #2, AH), #RR. 

| Muddyin 
| Matt, x FE, FH, CEAIERK. 
Muffin, n. ieee, AE EE GE pe v.t. BLBE, PUB, PLSEHEE ; to blindfold, 

£, ppr, FW, BB. 

BL, SHR, ey HER; to mufle a drum, @13E 

aX: j 
Muftle, v. 7. To speak indistinctly, or utter indis- 

tinct language, 5 GH, REM, BHF 

He, that, ae 
Muttled, pp. or a. Muffled, as a drum, &e., #138 J; 

uttered indistinct language, Mt Sti) ptaR. 
Muffling, ppr. Muffling, as a drum, @138. 
Mufti, nv. [ejJej Zt; the great mufti, Je] JE] zx 

fee et. 
Mug, vn. Hh, Vem, HH. 
Mug-house, n. i8K 
Mug-wort, n. 368%, 3% 
Muggy, Muggish, a. Moist, iH), #4; moldy, RH. 
Mugil, n. Mallet, ey Je gi; another species of 

mugil, &%&; another species of mugil, BPA; 
another species of mugil, If. 

| Mulatto, m. HERA ZAR, Bed & 
Mulberry, n. The fruit of a tree of the genus 

morus, 3-F-, RHE, ARE. 

Mulkerry-tree, n. 4& #if; the white mulberry- 
tree, (4x; the female mulberry, P23, ASRS, 
#4; the paper mulberry, #¥, #E; to pluck mul- 
berry leaves, #R48; bark of the mulberry roots, 
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a medicine, Rak: an epiphyte on the mul- 

berry, a are. 
Mulet, n. i gf. 
Mulct, v. ¢. Bf, 2 RR. 
Mulcted, pp. & 
Mule, n. 8B, 42 mg 5 fj; 2 species of mule, RB 

B¥; a she-mule, 4452; a mule-jenny, #)HR. 
Muleteer, n. aR 4, WEB PE J. 
Mulier, n. Lawful issue, born in wedlock, though | 

begotten before, Aj. * 

Mulish, a. $k, S34, UGK, BASU, eB. 
Mall, n. fab. 
Mull, v. t. YEE, Wo. 
Mulled, pp. or a. Mulled spirits, @ 7. 

Muller, n. HFG 41, BEAE A. 
Mullet, n. See Mugil. 
Mulligatawny, n. Tg Ht B- 
Mullion, n. An upright bar or division of a win- 

dow frame, Weg -F-. 
Mallus, 2. BFE gf. See Mugil. 
Mulse, n. 2475. 
Multangular, a. % f§ fj. 
Multarticulate, a. BRYA. 
Multifarious, a. 4%; multifarious affairs, #4 

Wake, SALIH, AIRS, PRSIEBE ; having 
great diversity or variety, 3 ti, @ fix, A 

fig. 
Multifariously, adv. SHE, ARE, LIE SE. 
Multiflorous, a. B7§ fig. 
Multifold, a. % i. 
Multiform, a. BRA, SEs, FRR 
Multigenerous, a. Bhi, BAAS. 
Multilateral, a. 33 Aj. 
Maltiloquous, a. BSA. 
Multimonial, a. or n. BIAS. 
Multiped, a. BJz Ag. 
Multiple, n. oe multiple point, #4; multi- 

ple stars, & fH. 
Multiplicand, n. #. 
Multiplication, n. 3€, Ju Si, 7K YL; the rule of 

multiplication, #e iJ; multiplication table, Jy 

ILA &, JuJc fal; multiplication and subtrac- 
tion, FEpp. 

Multiplicative, a. IW +3, KINZ. 
Multiplicator, n. 7, HEH. 
Multiplicity, n. # 3, #p#p BS; multiplicity of 

affairs, % S¥, ie 2, i SA BE, Be-P. 
Multiplied, pp. or a. Increased in numbers, 4#9f, | 
$37; numerous, %: repeated, Ble], Bok; 
nine multiplied by nine, JL MILANFE, ILA, 

MUN 

Ju sIL: three multiplied by two are Six, =H 
=a ae 

Multiplier, n. See Multiplicator. 
Multiply, v. ¢. , QFE, HR, PLY; to multiply 

together, #A3€; to multiply or increase, MD fi. 
Multiply, v. 7. To grow or increase in number, jl 

$9, AE &, #6 4; to gradually multiply, ¥ 

AE. 
| Multiplying, ppr. Increasing, W3§. 

| Multiplying-glass, n. Betis 
Multiradiate, a. BHYPAy. 
Multistriate, a. 3 (E# 3 fi5- 

| Multitude, n. 4g, iE, zz, ia Ye %, ine PE, BE; 

the multitude, A, 4: HE, HER, JERE, FR. 
Fue BaP, AR, SESE, 7B Fe: a large multi- 

| tude, 7; the majority, ~es#; great director 
| of the multitude,  wJjU; the multitude divid- 

ed, “4p; a multitude of voices, 5%, mi, Be; 
the hum of the multitude, tne #%; listening 

| to the praises of the multitude, P&B A 7 zi; 
the multitude cried, 4ENh, eM. 

Multitudinous, a. %£, 3, #& J, EE, BEES, HABE. 

Multoca, n. EH St fil, 
Multocular, a. 3 AAS. 
Mun, a. Silent, #E¥E; as an exclamation or com- 

mand, be silent, #11. 
Mumble, v. 7. To mutter, 1% 0a, DDE PEM, atv ; 

to chew or bite softly, MM. 
Mumbling, ppr. or a. DNR. 
Mumblingly, adv. "IR PERE. - 
Mumm, v. t. 94° ji. 
Mummery, n. Masking, ET sport, ete 

oF, BLE, ME, RL 
Mummify, v. t. #256, ABE. 
Mummy, n. #2). 
Mump, v. ¢. or 7. To move the lips with the mouth 

almost closed, 1414; to chew with continued 

motion, MME; to deceive, HKU. 
Mumping, n. wexjZet; mockery, HB. 
Mumping, ppr. Begging with false pretense, iff 

Hmac Rk. 
Mumpish, a. —@)5q, —@UFSR- 
Mumps, n. A disease, #2 )4¢; to have the mumps, 

9218. 
Munch, v. ¢. or 7. MEME, AEN. 
Mundane, a. ik, (Efa}AS, HEEAS, ft (efrj; the 
| mundane soul, {it @g; mundane things, Ej, 

flkHfe; the mundane space, HK ie BZ K. 

Mundatory, a. B23, $208 fig. 
| Munificative, a. HexvP Ay, BRAAS- 

* SM Zt Municipal, a. $§ & fy; municipal laws, & fi; 
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- municipal powers, * $i, Z HER. 
Municipality, n. A municipal district, &, BJ; 

the municipal authorities, 

LUG, Zit. 

Jie Wh, TONG, LAH; Generosity, TA, FH, Bh 
Js Kee: 

Munificent, a. J, Te, Jig hel 05, A de SL A; a 
munificent gilt, Je pgs, Jet a. 

Munificently, adv. J, fi; to give munificently, 

FE WG. 
Muniment, n. (RU, ff, Tose. 
Munition, ». Whatever materials are used in 

war, #8; provisions of a garrison or fort- 
ress, &c., Ef"; Munition-ship, Ae 7 AR. 

Morena, n. Sce Kel. 
Murage, n. Money paid for keeping walls in 

repair, (24! 9p. 
Mural, a. Pertaining to a wall, Jfyj; mural 

circle, DRE, Herz. 
Murder, n. (Rt, RE ASPERE ; to commit murder, 

‘tJ, ; to plot murder, xt #; a case of murder, 

BENZ, oe 33 murder ! A fp. 
Murder, v. t. (ce, Be, 3%, BEN, GURE, WT 

HEN, We ERE A, 1B RE; to murder one’s 
parents, RE A0-K}, FAB HE. 

Murdered, pp. or a. Reith. 
Murderer, n. HI, Hlje, FE, HEN, 
Murdering, ppr. #¢, REAL. 
Murderous, a. RES, BOREAS, Yi, He; a murder- 

ous weapon, #i)¥%; to make a murderous attack 
upon a person, bil J J\; a murderous spirit, Ji 
2= 22> Ate 
TA TAA AAR: 

Murex, n. Trumpet shell, 280%, Wei; murea 
= 

A muriaticus, feFzh%; murex longicauda, We 

A¥wB; a spinous species of murex, fee HHP; 
a large, unarmed edible species of murex, #f 
i: 

Muriate, n. Bi jt; muriate of lead, &% RE gh; 
muriate of zinc, RARE AY; muriate of lime, 

Fee TX. 
Muriatic, a. Be BEAS; muriatic acid, Ea. See 
Muricate, Muricated, a. $%f1. | Acid. 
Muriform, a. 40/2 (5. 

* Though there are imperial officers in every district, 
the towns or villages are virtually ruled by their respective 
municipal authorities, who are called $f? or 3%, and 
whom the government holds responsible for the payment 
of taxes, for public order, &c., &e. During the late war 
with England and France, the municipal authorities of 
Canton were the domineering party, the imperial authori- 
ties playing only a secondary part in the extensive opera- 
tions against the allies. 

Murine, ai BURG. | 

£ rn Murky, a. Dark, nf, ak, EME. AIK ; murky
 a 

Be Rie & 

Munificenee, n. A giving or bestowing liberally, | 

mosphere, FRY, FRE. 
Murmur, v. i. To grumble, 1%, ey, 2; to 

murmur against one’s fate, #2 gp; to murmur 
against heaven, #2 5¢; to murmur against 

others, My J. ; to murmur incessantly, A Bk 
We Oe, We ake 0 Je, WANG; to murmur, as & 
Stream, ji, }Aj8; to murmur, as insects, py pe. 

Murmur, n. A complaint half expressed, 1 nay: 

iat, He. 
Murmurer, n. 923%, WEP, Zea aS HEH. 
Murmuring, ppr., a. or n. DEP, 2; murmuring 

of streams flowing together, jt ye, fe. 
Mourrain, n. 4-98, HB, 4G, Ri. 
Murraya exotica, n. Ju HI. 

Murrion, n. 7. 
Musa coccinea, n. { FE. 

ONT 

Ap 

| Museadel, Museadine, Muscatel, a. and n. #j2j 
14%; the name of the raisins, #WjAjF ZA. 

Musca carnaria, n. 3¥ iil. 
Musce yolitantes, n. ARAE. 
Muscle, n. JL, Pasi, Wlyy; the muscles of the 

head and neck, pAg{ HL; a shellfish, #E; a my- 
tilus, ~i. See Shellfish. 

Muscovy-duck, n. KER. 
Muscovy-glass, n. Mica, Je AK. 
Muscular, a. J)LMRE, WAS; strong, AEE, Fate; 

muscular strength, JL, fifiJy, Fy; mus- 
cular fibres, JL #%, PY #%; muscular motion, 

We Aba. 
Musceularity, n. HE. 
Musculous, a. Strong, #4, 5 ft. 
Muse, n. The deity or power of poetry, Sq; deep 

thought, 222, RB. 
Muse, v. 7. To think closely, TEES, PCB, BRB, 

{&]e] ; to muse on with delight, Hos. 
Mused, pp. WR RLS. 

Muses, n. pl. FY BEAT, HE ACH 

Museum, n. ipibe, A AwBe. 
Mushroom, n. pa, 3k, + Py, ZEKE, PARR, SK, 

©, #4, fy; small fragrant mushroom, EA, 

#8 (=; black, edible mushroom, agaric, AXH; 
“ephemeral mushrooms,” $j] Hj, ae, AS BE; 
poisonous mushroom, 3:4. 

Music, n. #, # 4%; to make music, (Et, Zeke; 
lond and noisy music, 7; soft music, or 
music performed on small instruments, )J, 8, 

#m#fz; music ranks as second in the six liberal 
arts, #% A (82% 2%; music, women, wealth 
und pleasure, #3 Ay; to chant with music 
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accompanying, ay: sweet sounds of music, ff | Mustache, n. ; pl. Mustaches. apes, UPR, 

PADIS tt fics i Be: 
Music-book, n. #&5%. | Mustard, n. The plant mustard, ZF, ZEAE, FF 
Music-box, n. 2E#j. | 

sn 
al 

coarse mustard, 3F Fi 3 ground mustard, ZEA ; 
Musie-master, n. #2 fifi, 78 fi (- mustard seed, Ce ae € ff mustard pot, SPAR He 

Music-stool, n. 2E%%. 

I 

Muster, v. ¢. To Fallecs cae for review, Wc., [x], 
Musical, a. #%, 4%; musical instruments, BY; to muster troops into service, [#] Fz‘, 

92. a repository for musical instruments, 4E4F, | HRS J PEF; to muster troops out of service, 
i 92: musical stones, #2, Hm. EE; musical | fale SMHS, HPSete; to muster up courage, 

instrument maker, siege J\, dee she 3 fil (4 #8 4, BAI; to muster, HAE, EA, PAE. 
Musician, n. PIT FE, Hef, WeF; the musicans | Muster, n. A register or roll of troops mustered, 

in the imperial palace, #9}; juvenile musi- | 4 Jif; acollection, 464 ; to pass muster, jf Fa. 
cians, A#{f; musicians who play in temples | Muster 5 pe Hauienny sample, Hf, € Hit, HEF 

and on festive occasions, #% ZE; a band of | bring a muster, te TEAS like the muster, eS 

musicians, — PE AH, — BR =; bands of = He, ¥ Hy yt, Bedi; an inferior muster, [ls He ; 

musicians in eta ae Fe E, Gti it; the | superior muster, | 4ff. 

master of musicians, #%’Fy. | Muster-book, n. % Jif. 
Musing, ppr. or a. BRB. Muster-roll, x. #4 J]f- 
Musk, n. Bea, BFBE; adulterated musk, (EEA. | Mustiness, n. TRAE. 
Musk-apple, n. BEZEHE. | Musty, a. Moldy, 383% ; damp, 7, #4 ; sour, BE, 
Musk-deer, n. BY, #2. | HEME; a musty smell, Pik, AeFK; dull, 7 
Musk-melon, n. 4h, 4 Mh. | Mutability, n. A) Aw, A, we. | 5. 
Musk-ox, n. [RE Z. | Mutable, a. Changeable, FW] 3, Wa, Hy, B 
Musk-seed, n. (2-4. SSE, By UB) HF ; inconstant, AEM; fickle, 

Musket, n. 9, 2, $428; a fowling piece, Bt. EGE, HERE, W=¥ENU. 
Musket-ball, n. B,geqhi-F. « Mutableness, n. tt Hi, 4, B.- 
Musketeer, n. $842, $8=f. Mutation, n. 3, #, 40, #&. 
Musketoon, n. KA EBA. Mute, a. Dumb, Ji, WU, #4 ; Silent, uttering no 
Muslin, n. ¥E#), 2222 ffi ; fine muslin, fib sound, 2 #, AB, HORS, RKRS; 

Musquito, ganas n. tee: striped reat) mate asa syllable, Hi S&Mpgp, sits 

the gallinipper of the West Indies, 7%; a | Mute, A person who cannot speak, Jafé, jis 

musquito bite, ys; the buzz of the musquito, | —{f.-; Turkey, a dumb officer, who acts as 

hemk; a hum like musquitoes, HOM; mus- | a tsihte of persons of exalted Sry Jas Pt = ; 

quito incense, (by which they are driven away), the mute at a funeral, fj. 
he aE; musquito whip, hy}; a musquito | Mutely, adv. BK. 
curtain, PH; like a musquito boring a bull’s | Muteness, n. Bk, A 
horn, as hard as it is useless, RXE-4F f4. | Mutilate, v. t. 38, HESE, #298, si); to mutilate a 

Musseenda chinensis, n. HEA, WE. [F- corpse, #8E jj; to mutilate, as a criminal, fy 

Mussulman, n.: pl. Mussulmans. Je] [ej # AV, le] | A. 
Must, v. i. oe, ZA, 32; must, absolutely; 77144, | Mutilated, pp. or a. To be mutilated, #K3E. 

eth, thi, oE, Huth, FE RE, F528; must | Mutilation, n. We, iil EZ EE 
not, Aah, Avth, WA, W, Ved, HS; you must | Mutineer, n. TK SR. 
come, {RIL Ae, WPABE; must go, Ww, E | Mutinous, a. BK, B, BER, BRA, 
Wh FF; Must write, Awe; must be like; {Ejx, st RR. 
this, PAIL, AA AIE; must be thus, Anz; | Mutiny, n. ee tER, 7 
must be so in the end, $taxeSdAeJE; why | Mutiny, v. 7. 
must it be? fip.ps; must be very careful, 2492 | Mutitas, n. Dumbiees i. 

F $M. Mutter, v. ¢. 00%, ia a, Waly, DEN, oe; t 
Must, n. Sf #4) 3 Gk: , HW; must, unfermented mutter a prayer, IENeis. 

wine made of rice, Ati, Ae. | Muttering, ppr. or a. TENG. 

Must, v. i. To grow moldy and sour, jit Ae, 78. | Mutton, x. 2épy; mutton chop, 2-Hp— ; mutton 

46 
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broth, 2épy#§; leg of mutton, 264; mutton 
steak, $4" 26 fy. 

Mutual, a. 748, A, 4A, HH; mutual love, AA; 
mutual assistance, #Hi), A #4 Ft Hh); mutual 
intercourse, #3, AH Hl, #4 AC; mutual con- 
fidence, #A fa, #H24, eZ; mutual exchange 
of commodities, 4 3, ; mutual benefit, i ge 7 

4=, FZ; mutual regard, AAR; mutual relief, 

HAR. 
Mutually, adv. Ae#A, Hf ; mutually agreeable, #A 

ky, 4079, AAATEHE ; mutually interchanged, 
AZ, FAVE, Bs; mutually dependent, AAA 
EE, FAA (ck ; mutually receive, A Aas ; 
to feel for others’s woes, mutually affected, ff 

WAI. j 
Muzzle, n. The mouth of a thing, FH, Me, WB; a 

fastening for the mouth which hinders from 
biting, W4¢; the muzzle of a connon, 4477. 

Muzzle, v. t. 4 f£. 
Muzzled, pp. “4438. 
Muzzy, a. Jil, BEE. 
My, pronom. adj. 4, FRR, HAS, TE, Fry, AB, 

#1; my father, FRE, RB, AK ZACH 5 

my late father, 362,362; my mother, 3 4¥: ; 
my elder brother, 3¢5), AE, Fee SF; my 
younger brother, 55, AQe4mf¥; my wife, 

ROT, MSE, AE, AF, A, NR ae 
Ki, WISE, FHI); my husband, Fak, AH 

N, KER, KH Fhe K, WA; my house, 
ROR, a, TE, ike; my kingdom, Axa, 
ix ; my relation, FRPEM Hk, 4 HL; my own, 
AS, F215 GE; my own son, #4E fF; my son, 
LOW GL NG FEF SF ; my humble name, fig 
% ah %4 ; my humble surname, WE; my hum- 
ble opinion, ¥§ Fl, fh Hi; my opinion, AK Fi, 
ASE; my pupil, FE, FRESE ; my friend, 

fic Ac ; my family, ASR AF, TRAC EF, BCR. 
Myliohates, n. Ray, #'f; another: species of 

myliobates, 7E ¥hafe'es. 

Myology, n. Lia. 
Myope, n. A short-sighted person, Jf WalPE. 

Myopy, n. iE iid. 

Myriad, ». 4, WW, @ft, +; myriads of my- 
riads, 4% 8}; ten myriads, 4- #¥, — {&; one 
hundred myriads, yw, — Jk. 

Myriorama, n. Views of objects in numbers in- 
definite, B§7E 5, Bye. 

Myrica (?), n. aK. 
Myrmidon, n. bite, oi Fe, HALF. 
Myrohbalon, n. ff K, WF HK. 
Myrrh, n. 724; tincture of myrrh, 73 9&7q. 

Myrtle, n. 8%, SIEM. 
Myrtus tomentosa, n. B fh; under the myrtus 

comes also the syzygium nervosum, Fx ts} ; the 

fruit of myrtus tomentosa, FhF. 

Myself, pron. A, A 3. PA, PR, BLA. AZ, 
4£4§; to protect one’s self, (RAG; 1 myself 
went, FLA GH; I find myself, REA GH; 
only myself, Ae, mAs. 

Mysterious, a. FA, HL, ah, Fu, Fe, PB, BR, We, 
a, #5 Wb, He %J; a mysterious affair, KA % 

FF, ARIE, BE, ML ARNE, oy CE MEE; mys: 
terious books, $#*#£; mysterious doctrine, FAkF 
22,38 ; to harbor mysterious doctrines or notions, 

ge. | 
Mysteriously, adv. SA, #%; mysteriously ecom- 

municated, $f fi. 
Mysteriousness, n. FLA}. 

Mystery, n. BL, HURb, GUS 3, HYP; * it isa 
mystery, (BLU 2 Je. HED. 

Mystic, Mystical, a. SA, $g, FLAME; the mys- 
tical body, FLA 2% #8; mystical character, #R 

F, Bae. 
Mystically, adv. Fh, FRR. 

Mysticalness, n. FeLdh #.- 
Mysticism, n. ARF, FLAG Zi. 
Mystics, n. pl. (EMRE, TEETH. 

Mystify, v. t. (i Fy LAS. 
Myth, n. Se RE, Seat, he. 
Mythic, Mythical, a. 55 4. 
Mythologic, Mythological, a. 3 BENPE, Hie ae fry. 
Mythology, n. $f, Sreght, Mia. 
Mytilus, n. Edible mytilns, ili. 

* Term used by certain Roman Catholics. 
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7 The fourteenth letter of the English alpha- 

* bet, Sen SEH + oe; N, 900, JLB; N, 
9000, Ju--; N., north, JU; N. W., north-west, 

TIL; N. B., nota bene, saat, wtHbl; N. L., 
north latitude, JE#¢RE; No., Nro., numero, 
number, #2, $4 J, 92; N. N., nomen nescio, J# 
a ZG, AVeI44; nem. con., nemine contra- 
dicente, — th, fijot, #40€; N. P., notary 
public, me 7fii; N.T., New Testament, 33H 

Mat; Nt., netto, %, 1, PRUE- 
Nab, n. The summit of a mountain or rock, yf 

TA, 1 JA. 
Nab, v. t. BIRFELE, FE ; to nab a man, FFA JN. 
Nabob, n. A deputy or viceroy in India, #3 , Ht 

;a man of great wealth, =. 
Nacre, n. 2RETK A. 

Nadir, n. PF, Kg #4; the zenithand nadir, EP. 
Neeve, n. 75, BF. 

Nag, n. A small horse, J\ Bj, BF, Bj Sy; a 
paramour, t}FF- 

Naiad, n. jaf RZ AHP. 
Nail, n. The claw or talon of a bird or other 

animal, JK; nails of the finger, #7 AR; a nail, 

$7, J; an iron nail, Bu Sy; a wooden nail, 

ASS ; a copper nail, HjFf; a flat-headed nail, 
ka AST; a large nail, KJ; to drive a nail, 
Fp $7; to extract a nail, StHiSy, PET; remove 
{hat nail (eye-sore) from iny eyes, He Mk rp ST ; 
on the nail, fj; to hit the nail on the head, 
Fy, (hes, Jy; to labor tooth and nail, {i 
PETG TR, (EPIL; dead asa door-nail, EE 

in, VEST, HERI. 
Nail, xv. t. 7; to nail firmly, 4776, Sy FY, STEER; 

to nail (spike) a cannon, fA Je. 
Nailed, pp. £7 J. 
Nailery, x. $} Ja. 
Naive, a. Having unaffected simplicity, fi, 

A, Sia. 

Naivete, n. #ilf #. 
Naked, a. Not covered, #%, 3%, 36, TR, BA. I: 

open, #2; artless, 48{f§; naked body, FRA, Tp 

, KH, is, Hpi, FR; to strip naked, $7 
IPF, FT APH ; the naked wall, 3E#E; a naked | 

sword, Fig}; a naked foot, HH, SAH, FUE, 
PERL; naked ladies, FAR; naked belief, GY 

fa. NE{Z MEL; a naked statement, jf (fl; naked 
eye, #PHE; to clothe the naked, #e#R. 

Nakedly, adv. fp ¥% ; to deal nakedly, iA fH, 
HA fy ; evidently, AAA. 

Nakedness, n. Nudity, ARH, 364%; a person’s 
nakedness, #242; to uncoyer or expose one’s 
nakedness, ee ANZ, 2288; to uncover the 
nakedness of a woman, #22 J. 

Namby-pamby, n. or a. ‘A term applied to that 
which is contemptible for affected prettiness, 

WY SEZ. 
Name, n. That by which a thing is called, % ; 

proper name, 7X44; family name, RE; reputa- 
tion, #74; designation, 9, 2, ie 4 "F; the 
baby’s name, Wg; the milk-name, #L%; the 
book-name, ##%; the name assumed at the 
first examinations, 7%; the name or style 
adopted at marrying, =; the distinguishing 
name, by which a person passes in society, ¥lj 
'; the literary name adopted on becoming 

Sit ts’ai (ASAP), AEG ; the literary name of Kii 
jin (22 J\), or Tsin sz (4€-+), #'% ; the name 
adopted a at the age of 60, fk YP ; the posthumous 
name, ##; the fragr ant name, 377%; name and 
surname, % WE; the shop name, #9 %, Sh VAG: 

to buy a name, 8%4.74% ; to covet a name, & 
4%, 9ER; a nickname, 7¢ 7, H£G ; to give one 

a nickname, $e % (Ei A, WRB HAS 
men’s names have no certainty in their charac- 
ter,” Ati Aik; to forge a name, BY; t 
borrow a name, {ff 4%; under or attached to the 
name, % FP ; to call over names, ¥f % ; to call 
one names, fe J\; to know by name, 41%; a 

good name, &-¥%, Ay 4; a bad name, (EA, 
PEG . 524, HEY ; a name without reality, 
#4 3 A; what is your name? ((pBp4z %, wae 

{ij 4; what is your respected name ? & % UF ; 
the Christian name, fA Ay 2% ; the given 
name, GE% ; only a friend in name, 7] SAX 
A; under the name, f£45, BR; to get an ill 
name, 752% ; in the} name of, Ri Bi: EG, DI 
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4%; in the name of God, LEZ A, Dik 
2%; to givea name to, 4 4, RG, * ; 

Name, v.t. 4, Bp, HOF, A, HA, mM eit, 
FAG. 1 Gi 

Named, pp. 4 JS. #4 f. 
Nameless, a. 487%; the nameless bone, or os tnno- 

minatum. See Bone. 

Namely, adv. 6) ff, Cle, BR, BEzE- 
Namesake, n. [a] %4. 
Naming, pp. %, i, f. 

Nankeen, n. SAE, Hf Ai, + Ai. 
Nanking, n. 7 Hi. 
Nap, n. A short sleep or slumber, [IP /# ; to take 

a nap, PIP, BHé ; he is taking a nap, EP}; 
go and take a nap, #}"2£; an afternoon nap, Hy 

it, Hall. 
Nap, v. 7. #3}, fl, [he -S LA. 
Nap, n. a of cloth, &, &, MM. 

Nape, n. JH, SAIN, SAW. SAREE. 
Naphitha, + n. AAAStH, HB; naphtha wells, 4 

ASWHIE; burning naphtha well, YesF. 
Naphthaline, n. Aish B- 
Napkin, ». tf, Fi, 484, Wtf, AL, Hi; a table 

napkin, #41, #40, # Ft; a napkin to 
cover food with, ‘7f; a napkin for covering 

presents, 7@ift, A#; a girdle napkin, wit, 
it, Mt, ta; a napkin for wiping things, iH 
if), $e BF fT 5 a napkin worn round the ‘head, } Hy 
DET. HERE. WE. See Towel. 

Napless, a. 4Ne7E. 

PRAY: Nappy, a. HEYA, § 
Narcissus! n. ICN TE: 
Narcotic, Narcotical, a. 2x [hE (ry; narcotic medicine, 

ise 5H BH, EE ; narcotic poison, Pe |e Zp, WE He- 
Narcotine, ». J&}e 4. 

Nard, n. {fB*F (7). 
Nare, n. Anterior and posterior nares, £4 AFL 

JL; the nares exterior, s2bFL. 
Narrate, v.t. To tell, 3#, Ht; to write, as the 

particulars of a story or history, 3dk, Heit, fi, 

¥; to narrate ancient stories, pif 4. 

Narration, n. Recital, pif, Ht; description, fi. 
Narrative, n. 3, f§§; a short narrative, Zea. 
Narrator, n. i #, #t#% 3 a narrator of ancient 

stories, aia 4. 

Narrow, a. 72, #, KE, Pi, Bibl, Fe. bi; a 
narrow path or passage, Pe, FER, AEs a 
narrow pass, Pe lir, elit, Zl, Hele; a nar- 
row gorge, JM]; to make narrow, #7; a 

* These terma. are chiefly used in naming chil dren at the 

expiration of one month. + Petroleum is rendered #y}jh. 

ENS compass, 500 72, Pa 42, PEAE 5 & Narrow 
lane, 72%, [i # ; a narrow breast, Jig ?Ays 
Meg ees AE RE a narrow escape, nt 2 (k 

(i SI a narrow inspection, $y7#e, BFE, #E 
4% if $M; a narrow fortune, (# % (ii; narrow 
views, F.H fy, HL; ae cannot turn in the 
bed, it is so narrow, WE FT ; narrow 
and tight, 7%; too ine AS jth YA. 

Narrow, n. A Cae Ip. 

Narrow, v. t. #7, roe = 
Narrow, v. 7. ‘To become less broad, je 72, jf HR. 
Narrow-minded, ae AS is, 7 UE, PPOs, 

a, HE, sig fats OG 4, ah EGE, PGE 
IgE; mean-spirited, Ahpi5. 

Narrow-mindedness, a. #6 th, We Re JE - 
Narrowing, ppr- ji7=, iB. 
Narrowly, adv. With little breadth, 42; closely, 

BZ; accurately, FAM; within a litle, (#5 nar- 
rowly escaped, H/F, 32H, 32 Ce WbIR; to in- 
spect narrowly, #549 pESM- 

Narrowness, n. 42, #7; contractedness, 3 7, 
fa 4 3 penuriousness, BhP, Eb 

Nasal, a. Pertaining to the nose, as nasal duet, 
f8 ; nasal polypus, Mee, Bp, May 

A, JU. 
Nasal, n. 4 FF. 
Nascent, a; Beginning to exist, 447 ; beginning 

to grow, 4446, # 4; in the chemistry, in the 
act of being produced or evolved, as gas, %y #8, 

EK. 
Nastily, adv. j§9KR; to behave nastily, RHE, 
Nastiness, n. 735 fi. | BFF 
Nasturtium, Nasturtion, n. Fup HE jai. 

Nasty, a. 73 Bt. 7 
BRAG; a nasty idea, ifthie BE. 

Natal, a. Ef, HAE fy; natal day, 4E A, ZERRE, 
wll); the natal hour, ZENER, ZE 22 JF; the 
natal place, 4E fil. 

Natant, a. 2PA5. 
Nates, n. Buttocks, J }fe. 

Nation, ». Ft, YQ, [3, 3b, FREQ; all nations, 

Be, BIB, Oy eM. 
National, a. [AQ Pf, HY; national airs, jal; 

national affairs, PY3¢; national expenditure, 
#%; national character, By A Pe i; nation- 

al seal. EY Ff, fy #£; the national institute of 
China, #3 fKGE: public, Z; national guards, 
7 3-; the national flag, PME; national 
university, [yj St, 7 St. 

Nationality, n. fl 2% PE TR, df AS El  ; 
his nationality? (iy EVP, BB iy He. 

what is 

— — 

, iY ; nasty language, 7 
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Nationalize, 0. t. 1. (UR EEE a, fi He coe BY fry. 
Nationalizing, ppr. (FE HE HAE. 
Nationally, adv. (fe3u fg, J EE a. 

Native, a. Ahh, AN, AS, +, ik, MSR, 3B 
PE Sih, RE FE; my native kingdom, 7x fy ; 
native produce, -- mE; native goods, AS hh 
+; native place, fe -; native aul’ 
{$; mative language, +-eak, ASkhah, -Eek, 
AG, Gi, £4; native soil, Ax hh 77 ; native 

and foreign, 7 oth A Hi BR 2A HL; 
return to one’s native place, SASH, le] FR, Wz 
fc ; original, ARNG, ZETA, HAGA. 

Native, n. Ach A, ALA, A, HIF ; a native 

of Peking, JEG), HERP; a native of Ene- 

land, 3 py A; a native of Honkong, Fite A. 
Nativity, n. Birth, 2, AEE; oe nativity of 

Christ, JEEEREAEY H, ISSR; to cast or 
calculate one’s acivity, pa TERA 
=F, TE ASN, FE fy; the horoscope, fe 2 

Natural, a. Periaine to nature, (PEMBE, PEAS, 

ACHE, JL. AS, WAS, AAR, FRR, FRAG. BE 
8 J KK; according to the stated course of 

things, ¢> PE AY, 7 VE fy; not forced, Fy #; 
natural ee PER, VE SR, fin PE, Bt SR, 

mH, aH, Re, AK, RE EZ; 
ue parts or endowments, Az, KA, + 
HL, AA ; a person’s natural ways, 2 He ; 
natural complexion, 3 {f, 7s Al; natural 
intelligence, Hj #4, a Th 0 2%; natural gifts, 

FR, FRE, RF: a natural death ee, 
3% BE, He _E 7 ; natural philosophy, 2. Hy, Ti 
Wy 2 BH; a natural philosopher, fh y+; 
natural history, J\ 4 #}; natural history of 
man, J\ 4 #4 im; natural productions, fy FE: 
a natural eee BF {F-, AE fli -F ; natural evi- 
dence,  % 25 HE ; “it will soon become natu- 
ral and easy a understand,” Oeste Be ; it us 
natural to him, {BAC PE AN. 42 fla 22 APE, 
fA A ZVE; natural influence, fy 9&2. HE, fi 

PRS, (EE; practice makes things natural, ae 

Bla A; natural affections, 4%; natural 
bias, #p4f; natural life, 4. 

Natural, n. An idiot, #€i (14. 

Naturalism, n. Mere state of nature, ff Pi: ¥ : 
doctrine of one who denies supernatural agen- 

cies, HE(a TE ZEB. (a VE ERK THE. 
Naturalist, n. fy, ye; one who denies 

. supernatural agencies, (Z PE 2% Bp. 

Naturalization, n. AFH, Wap FZ HE, ayy 
A, FEI AG. 
Naturalize, v. ¢. To confer an alien the rights 

N 

Naturally, adv. #8, IER, AYE, ARE, RAR; 

and pr juile 20S 5 of a native subject, J&F#, Wy ap 
+ HE; to make natural, to Sonn easy and 
familiar, (#5 AK, (i KR, AEA; to natu- 
ralize, asa plant, 4-7 -- ; to make our own, 

Wy AS EE, (eA EINE 
Naturalized, pp. or a. aie as an alien, 

EME, SIGIR. 
aturalizing, ppr. “iyo F, VER. 

naturally timid, Ab ta, PE wd (4; naturally 
good, 7AS¥e2e; he learns naturally, ft, 874 4 

#&; naturally modest and correct, fh 77 Ht Fy- 
Naturals, x. pl. AX PE fy. 

Nature, * n. (HE, Ft ; the universe, Fe fk ; the an- 
thor of nature, jr EK It Wh 2s EEE, Ke EAR, 
K £ ; sort, HEF; species, ‘if; senucalen char- 
acter, PETE ; enn nature, APE; the nature 
of medicine, #@ YE ; of a good nature, Ap-PENPE, ay: 
Vet fy; ofa bad nature, 32¥E AZ; a tender na- 

ture, 42 PE, Z£PE; a strong nature, fill} |: ; a vio- 
lent and tyrannical nature, $52 % PE; the licht 
of nature TZ Hi, VE &, APS Z GF; to ease 
nature, Hi ZS; long practice becomes second 

nature, FAIKPE, FANG YE; bo investigate 

into the principles of nature, #44, Hae Wy BE 
to copy nature, Weve, HAVE ; the production and 
destruction of the elements of nature, 77748 

AE AH H,. 
Naught, n. Nothing, #&, #7; to set at naught, to 

slight, #22, MAB Ail: 
ee Hiieeet n. Wi je. 
Naughty, a. Wicked, B&; perverse, #fiJK, =] yf, 
#REA ; mischievous, fr=p. 

Naumachy, n. $f ik. 
Nausea, n. (£ lft, WILE, ed 
Nauseate, v. 7. or ¢. (IIB, He, Dp FEL, PL Le, RE 
1%, A Gir TH: ; to loathe, AeBE, Ae AR. 

Nauseous, @. sett he fiy, A BE, By ee fry. 
Nautic, Nautical 0. FMA, VS. HEAT ; nautical 

almanac, 45 Mit i ar; nautical chart, fal; 
nautical aflairs, #7 fs 23 nautical lites tF 
$i Ge mantieal instruments, 77 Ake. 

Nautilus, x. A name of a small genus of cephalo- 

podous mollusca, 26 WGI. 
Naval, a. Consisting of ships, f#fj ; nautical, 4 

fis (1, IC fil (¥% ; naval officers, 7A Bs a Nav aa 
engagement, 7\¢ ik ; naval stores, Be fla FA, 7k 
(iF Esa navi army, Ji; naval yard, 7 

lif FEE 
Nave, n. Nave of a wheel, We ROA, iin, BR, ie, 

* 3H is by some improperly rendered nature. 
me 
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i fy; the nave of a church, jRFP aE Hy. 
Navel, n. }%, SLE. HERE, FH; to cut the navel, 
a Pere ; the region about the navel, FCM; you 
cannot bite your navel, |e sEIe; how can 
you bite your navel ? We fay 7%; plaster for 
keeping the navel warm, fRpeyy. 

Navel-string, n. JfH. 
Navigable, a. PY Si 7 fy, Ba fie fy; navigable 

rivers, Hy $8 ft jay ; navigable seas, Wy Bik fie 

iff. 
Navigate, v. i. or ¢. Bi, iit, BRS, Gf. VPI EE | 

¥f; to navigate the sea, fytiig, ZEEE FTI; 10 
steer, Fame, FEA. 

Navigation, ». ¢7ff$; the art of navigation, Bh 
fy 7 8% ; the science of navigation, Bx fyi 7 BE, 
fWLZZ BB; navigation laws, 77 fem 
Fe, 30 fit fal] ; rules of common or united nayi- 
gation, [iJ fizz fill; ships in general, PY: fff. 

Navigator, n. (AH, WRFTMNOE, HEAT RE. 
Navy, n. Navy of a state, — [i] 7 fy ; the mercan- 

tile navy of a state, — [a] 7 peje; the ships of 
war belonging to a nation, —[j 
fleet of ships, —# fit, — #5 fyi. 

Nay, adv. No, MER, AL, A, Ih, WH, JE aL ; not 

only so, A. fy; not this alone, FAME; he has 
enough, nay too much, (BBA, th EA ER. 

Neap-tide, n. Way wy. 

oN 

Near, a. Not far distant in place, time, or degree, | 

ie, Meee, im, MA, Pade. WA, Bae, Aid, J 
Wie, ede. Eid, BE AZ ; closely related by 
blood, #1, HUE. WK; Mear in affection, Rk ; parsi- 
monious, {#é far ; 
death, J¥2E, 1.7%; near being killed, (4 px 

i, IF PLAC; come near, AWE, UU, Bi; to 
draw near, WEE; near at hand, je; near at 

hand, recently, ir 4é, i Je; 
heaven is near, Fe bY Fe; near land, pF RE; 
near the sea, pf iff; far and near, jaHr, jie, 
jae, pi; mear and distant relationship, $f 

He; near about, LT, BW, 2 hig, Ai, Bi 
He, HEH; very near, KEE, HIE, JLIW; near | 
noon, #7; our parents are very near relations, 

BHEFL i; get near to him, $e E(B; near to- 
gether, #H Ur, HE Aj ; from the near to the dis- 
tant, yr Mie ; near to the right way, pF iz; to 
pass over that whichis near and attend to that 
which is distant, #4 3f 3: dH; near is my coat, | 

but nearer is my skin, #4003 (fae, JRE 
#4 #Z 5 near noon, PF, HEF, FUE Ze SE; 
the near side, $f j%. 

Near, adv. Almost, jf, ET. 

FE, BEE 

LFS HAS 8 | 

near the town, 3 $k; near | 

the kingdom of 

Near, v. ¢. or 7. FEE. 
Near-sighted, a. Jem AS. 

Near-sightedness, n. JE Ef. [Fz AS. 
Nearest, a. #yp fy; shortest, asa road, &e., # 
Nearly, adv. Almost, EP, #656, Fes’, HES, 

% , WR, Bs nearly equal, EF ala, 
KAMA, HEA, Bes nearly 10, BFE 
+. EEE, UTWAG; nearly 60, B 
W7-+; the moon nearly full, J4 #882; nearly 
80, JE (%, UetE ; very nearly lost the game, bat- 
tle, &c., FF AQ REAR, HEF HR; nearly defeated the 
object, $5 uw Yi; nearly drowned, 3 pgReL, 
#8 pt; nearly related, $E 3), 4h HE ZBL. Tal 
(=; nearly one month, j¥jr—74s AA; nearly 
enough, Pf H%, #$3r EE ; nearly and distantly 
related, #4) jfk. 

| Nearness, m. Nearness in distance, Jf ; nearness 

in affection or relationship, #}; parsimony, 4% 
Neat, n. 44. | fr. 

Neat, a. Very clean, 4, #44?, #e4F; free from 
impure words and phrases, jj 4&2 df, SE; 

| preserving neatness, as persons, {P4ffl, RoR AT 
fff; neat, nett, as weight, PR yk, PR3e 5 a neat 

| suit of clothes, —JFR3E246; neat, as dress, 3% 

Neatly, adv. In a cleanly manner, 72, BAP, fF 
| qf; with neatness, 3é, Peas, HE A, HE; neatly 
dressed, 45 (4 JERE, Fi 14 PEM ; neatly done, ff 

BEE, CEN, Wb. 
| Neatness, x. Exact cleanliness, (r(fij, Gat 5 neat- 

ness of style, ‘579 [i] £¥, 53 (FE (ELGE ; neatness of 
dress, SH] Ze, JE G@EAEAK ; neatness of person, 

Sita fi ii. 
| Neb, Nib, n. 1S, @. 

| Nebula, x. ; p/. Nebulae. Nebula of the eye, 3¢ fj 
4E; Nebule in the heavens, 32 pf, 232, SR 9p, 

TAD, WE, HI, SE. 
Nebular, a. i JS (Vg. 
Nebulous, a. Cloudy, hazy, PS#®, Pebexere- 
Necessarily, adv. FPHE. wh, Hah, AA, 

AFH ; necessarily so, AE Ane. 
Necessary, a. sth, 2H, Fhith, FA, BE, BR, 

ZA¥., FJ}; absolutely necessary, FPle4, A 

Heh, ABEL, Hath, MEAs not necessary, 7 
ws; not yet necessary, Aer; necessary for use, 
4 J, ws JH; all necessary, 4PBE; the neces- 
sary articles, Bpph 47 224A ; always is necessary, 

Necessary ,n. more commonly in the plwral. Neces- 

| saries, ZA, ZA Ji, 4 WZ, Pr 24 ZA, AF: 
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daily necessaries, A iW, fj. A we: necessaries 
for the army, "7 ; to contribute to supplying 
the necessaries for the army, #5 7. 

Necessary, n. A privy, Jf. +. 
Necessitarian, Necessarian, n. (37254 4, fa EV 

Necessitate, v. t. To compel, ie, Wy, HE HF. 
Necessitating, ppr. i, i&- 
Neeessitous, a. ey with poverty, FN, qalM, 

ez, BE E pe 2S. 

Necessity, n. Wh, Fy NE FH, AE. AE, EEDA 

Bz; absolute necessity, 4&7 fay, WAS fry, HE 
7; what necessity ? fiir. 

Neck, n. General term for neck, 84, SJR; the 
front part of neck, %f; the nape or back part | 

of neck, JH, jf, fA, WA; a long neck, YA; a 
straight neck, fiJH; to fall about one’s neck, 

F084 ; on the neck, BUN; to break : 1e neck, 
WeiS4 ; to break the neck ofan affair, Weaff: the | 
neck of a bottle, 484; a neck of land, BA ly 3 a | 
stiff neck, PSA, Hy8A; the hair on the neck, 
B46. #4; to harden the neck, AEP ; a ring 

worn round the neck of children, SA ff, SAFE. 
Neckeloth, n. 841ft, #284 (i. 
Neckerchief, n. S11, HET, ##. 
oe n. — (SAGE; necklace ornaments, PE | 

Ef, fs, SASH, BARE. SA fifi ; > a nec klace of pearls, TK | 

SABE, YAP; a necklace worn by officers, WRK; 
to wear a necklace of pearls, WEVADK, HMALK. 

Neckland, n. 84 hh. 
Neckweed, n. fii. 
Necrology, n. A register of deaths, 2E% {ff- 

Necromancer, n. Wi, WIZ. FEM, WZ A, 
TSE, AR lh Zz A. | 

Necromancy, n. FYFE Zt, Ae WE & Bi; enchant- 
ment, AK Aly. 

Necropolis, n. EHR. 
Necrosis, n. YH, AER Ze. | 

Nectar, m. 280215, 2, ABMS, FRI, ABM : any 
thing sweet and pleasant, 34, flt4; to suck | 
the fiectar, Woe; in China the word, #R (to | 
pluck or select) is used for to suck. 

Nectarine, a. fit, S 0th if. 
Nectarous, a. jf. 
Nectary, n. The nectary of a plant, BF, 7ER. 
Need, n. Want, jk, 93 ; necessity, 24, BP; 

strait, PIG, Zs ; in necd of food, 74 Oi $i, fit 

FA; we have need of vou, F¥4¥ 44 (fr ; tostand 
in need of money, 74 Fz ; if need he, 24% EAR, 
(aie HE ; in time of need, F3ft Zi}, RHE 
fa] ; to help one in need, ff 2% NZS, | 
WA Z& ; what need ? fig &, fiy FA. | 

(748) 

| Needy, a. a, #43 ; distresse d, AZ 

NEG 

Need, v. t. Fl, me i BE: to lack, fiat. 

Need, vi. Must, ff, A; need not go, HE fi Fe, A 
JAA; need not fear, ME ify, A ZAtA ; you need 
not be told, M ish (n, 2A MT; I need a 

oe 

Savior, F& HARK TR ci 
| Needed, pp. or a. 4, FF. 
| Needful, a. 2705, BEA, (ile, BEEX 
Needing, ppr. AA, (ili. 
Needle, n. $f, Jit, #E; one needle, —ME, —F 

$f, —Ost; fo thread a necdle, 224}; needle 
and thread, £4, SME, EFAS; the magnetic 
needle, 44 HEE, HEEb, ZEILEF ; knitting needle, 
HKEE; a stone needle used in puncturing, FF, 
SEK, Fe; 2 packing needle, @LEf. 

Needle-book, n. ffir. 

Needle-maker, Needler, n. ff ' 2% 
Needle-work, n. £F7lif, FI, eye, BE Sia 7 TE 
Needless, a. 1% (i, SRE FH, SF. AJB: profitless, 

Sat Fe 4b, fE YR ; needless expense, Wk 2. 

Nesdlessly, adv. 47 FA, MHF, FEY, Mi, 2E- 

Needs, adv. Necessarily, sr, 24, ih. 
; poor and 

needy, AZ. 
pe ious, a. Wicked in the jextiene; Jot, Fag, FL 

Hk, TF if, wea: 3 Hea, vie 
Nefariously, adv. aye, “Fait ne 

| Negation, n. Denial, HRA, HAH, HEH. 
| Negative, a. HE (%, JE, A AE. WA :.a negative vote, 

aa Be, EAB, BE HE, Ani; the negative 
principle of nature, % (—); negative and say 
tive, Bie C+): a negative particle, #7, %, 

Te, 42, A, Ub, SE. W, SE, Te; negative virtue, 
JES, AFTBE; a cee description, 7. By 
41; negative electricity, 75; the negative 

pole, FER. 
Negative, v. t. ZNE Be, BhA we, GE, wh; to prove 

the contrary, At AF; to refuse to sanction, J# 

THE» ABHE. 
Negatively, adv. PR RIE GR. LK. 

eee vz. t. To uel, 2g Ba. i 2; to overlook, 

Se AE, Hi; to forbear to do, 

use, employ, or attend to, ADP, WES, 1 fh, Fe 
FT FE; to neglect to go, yp fe, Az; to neg- 

lect to examine, 4¢%2 ; to neglect one’s business, 
ETA ACS, APL ACEE, WHI; to neglect an oc- 
casion, A#E@; to neglect one’s self, MFT HP 

HAL, RAI, HUE: to neglect’ to be 
erateful, 7; to neglect the main thing, # 
AX; do not neglect, Ra A, WA, MRP; to 
neglect the proper time, 4EN¥, 4H]; do not 

neglect yourself and weed another’s field, 49 4 
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Cinz: \. 
Neglect, n. Inattention, ARM, A JAD; disre- 

gard, Arh, Wee Nes, EE, fle: ERE slight, a 

Se to treat one with neglect, FUE EA, Ale 

K\. 
Neglect ed, pp ora. PEP, ABE, SS; slighted, 
PABA WE 2, FTE ae ; not exerted one’s mind 

carefully, TEB7%, KA. Arta}. 
Neelectful, a. Inattentive, AI. At 
HG; neglectful of politeness, Fey. 

Neglecting, ppr. OE (k,AER.Fc eh HEM, 
Negligee, n. FLX. 
Negligence, m n. Omission to do, 4E, 7H ZF 5. care- 

lessness, Qe, PA PHOS, AG, A. 
Negligent, a. C Gee Weight, He RLS. A Bot. A 

SN, (18. A. IE HS GB. 
si ¥ sneeligent in everything, wi GAT FE , Zc uk 

JE, BESEWRE sa negligent world, HZ AME BR. 
ee Pat Carelessly, APD i; W ain disre- 

gard, fi. 
Negotiable a. BY RE, SPIE, TY Be HL, BY SH TH 

ith J. 
Neca tiate; v.t. ori. ait, HEE; to negotiate peace, 

* Fie A, ie Fl; to negotiate a treaty, HEM 

LY; NBS SE, 

VEo. 

rt, Te, 
oy 

FE ; to negotiate a commercial treaty, Hee TY 
BE. = E10 1 jm fe; to negotiate a bill of 

exchange, ¥4 [yé 7 ; to negotiate about the price, 

aig (EL, sah fC. 
Negotiated, pp. iit, aé7c38 

Negotiating, ppr. if, HEE, Bik 
Negotiation, n. wk, we Hs, ei ; the negoti- 

_ ation of a treaty, HUA | sey i FE. 
Negotiator, n. a7, dE, PURER. 

hag n. tc, BERRA. 
Negro, n. 2 \\, hu. 
Negus, n. FeO 4. 
Neigh, v. 7. tif, FAN, aa 
Neighbor, Rees n. Aip, See AD Se, ah EB A; 

my nearest or next dens neighbor, Raa ae, 
Baa, [LAp; to love one’s neighbor as one’s self, 

Eh Amc, BAS Mc; at peace with one’s 
neighbors, Filet 4h Hh, WE fa 

Neighborhood, Neighbourhood, n. #f HE, Fila 
He Hh Fi, VeAS ; to live in the reehie: hood, aif 

Neighboring, Neighbouring, a. 4; 

ing state, AbIB, Ab Ml; 

Pei j. 

Neighborly, Neighbourly, a.oradv. Wind, #1, HE 
Hn: civil, Ait 4, 4 FE; a neighborly office, $€ 

#858 ; to live neighborly, HA 34 Fulke. 

a nelghhbor- 
a neighboring village, 

Neizbing, ppr: “ai. 
Neither, pron. —4>@h#€; neither nor, HET, 7 

Ar; neither cold nor warm, J /_IE AR, AYR 
*t; neither that nor this, AA PE; to be on 
neither side, to take neither part, IE3j—4s, 

AS ; 
Nelumbium, x. See Lily; nelumbium root, 3x #8. 
Nem. con. See under N. 
Neology, n. The introduction of a new word, 3 

"3° 7.J; vationalistic views in ae sub- 
versive of revealed truth, 774 2x, i ZPY- 

Neophyte, ». JRABUE, TA @ A, UE a 
renee in learning, 75, Shy, WF. 

Neoteric, Neoterical, a. $f, PENA. 
Nepenthes, ». Pitcher plant, #%#@ #4 (?). 

Nephelin, Nepheline, n. asa. 
Nephew, n. A brother’s children, RE, RF; 2 

wife’s nephew, Ahke; a sister’s children, 4p4$#; 
a nephew's wife, RF; a nephew’s son, HEF, 

Nephrite, n. Jade, =. 
Nephritie, Nephntical a. FSG, FF fr. 
Nephritis, n. fF #t, 4K; nephritic pains, FFF. 
Neplus irae To the utmost extent, #Rk, WA 

38. 
Nepotism, n. 384% 2 Sf, 2B BL yk 22. SE ; nepotism of 

officials, SR ji ie 7 Se. 
Neptune, n. The god of the ocean, $¥mih, Hpi =E, 

4°; name of a planet, #7324. 
Neptunian, RE UMOS, n. {3 3h ak HE. 
Nerita, n. SF US, 225K BR (2). 

Neroli, ». the essential oil of orange flowers, #f 

AG Hin. 
Nerve, n. jij, 28 Gh fii; strength, AE fE, MRE, TE 

Sa, Jj; fortitude, fij]3%, Bot, Wu. 
Nervous, a. Strong, 44. 7, HELE; pertaining to 

the nerves, ¥ SBI Ay; having the nerves easily 
affected, None. ‘MiMi Ws a ; Mervous weakness, 75 

AG 3 
3F: a nervous style, He, iit nervous agi- 
tation, yg; nervous fever, Shi She; Nervous, 
feverish, Troy J ; nervous fluid, SR. 

Nervousness, ». Strength, Jj; weakness or agi- 
tation of the nerves, fp. 

Nest,.n. fi, 2, 0; an edible swallow’s nest, joe 

%%; a nest or lurking-place of thieves, eA, 
Thy 2 WEE, WEEE 5 a devil’s nest, an owl-hole, 
We; a hornet’s nest, wht}; a bee’s nest, 
I~; the nest of an insect, Ji, MA; to build 
a nest, (ERE, (E44; a nest of boxes, Ge., — 

Nestegg, n. BELA. Li. 

a nervous, flowing style, (E)AZ 38, BR - 
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Nestle, v.t. (£1, &; to nestle in the straw, f£ | 

_ aaa. 
Nestling, n. 7 {f. 
Net, n. A uet for fowling or fishing, #9, 3, #4 
SH Ae ee a i; a net dragged along or be- 
tween two boats, 92, 42, WF; a liiting-net, #; 

acrab-net, ffl #72; a crab-net made of cloth, 

Br ; a net for catching birds, #, He, HB3 a 
bamboo net, #j #3 a net for catching pheas- | 
ants, &e., a net for catching deer, 5%; 
the dusty net, the world and its entanglements, 

JEAH; net cap, worn by actors, AArf ; 
jacket, 44#2; one net, —hfe#}; the heavenly 
net (retributive providence), FAA; to fall into 

a net, JE 34, WASRIB ; 
a net, to involve one’s self, F{f####7; to bait 
a net with the white of eres, #4]; the net 
of sin, SE #H, SEZ; to throw a net, FRAA, Hh 

#9, P #4; to drag a net, 3y 4 ; a small-meshed 

net, #4, pb; a coarse-meshed net, "2 y7 ; to 
knit a net, #kg4, #849; to mend a net, FAH; 
a net of wire, $35 4. 

Net, v.t. $RAA, 48 HH. 

boa, 
Fe) 

Net, Nett, a. Neat, pure, as gain or profit, #, 4B; | 
Al, FF, YP FY; net as weight, | net profit, }4t 

BR Be eh. RAE, PE. 
Net-work, n. #4). 

Nether, a. Lower, [, f€ JF; the nether lip, TP 

ke; the nether world, JL RYT. 
Nethermost, a. fT (vy, 3 (fk. 
Netted, pp. or a. 2, AAA. 
Netting, n. #7. 
Nettle, n. The dead or white nettle, 3% (?); 

the grassc loth nettle, 4, 4/ffi; roots of grass- | 
cloth nettle, 45 #2. 

Nettle, v. t. To we iy, Wes. 
Nettle-rash, n. ,E%. 
Neuralgia, Neuraigy, n. fj ji- 
Neurology, n. Skah iff i. 
Neuropter, n.; pl. Neuroptera. Pq Aj 32 sh. 
Neuter, a. Not adhering to one party, ify 40H, 

BL IR ME OE BG ay BE, HE BF BL; the neuter 
gender, G/8, G4; a neuter word, G3, 

BRE. 
Neuter, m. An animal of neither sex, 4 Fj St4r, 

GEE EOS AB RA, RAI: 
Neutral, 

— 7 , AE Ay; indifferent, 4 F 39 Bl; 
neutral, as salts, Hs; neutral salt, rps; a 

neutral power, Ho RAE aha. 
Neutrality, n. R#)/—#, HIE A BH 5 to observe 

a net | 

to throw one’s self into | 

a. Not engaged on either side, MH Jj} | 

| 
neutrality, ae Mh Zp, 1 Fath. 

Neutralization, n. (iE) 4, BIT ZH, A 

| ee Le. 
| Neutralize, v.t. To neutralize = chemistry, % 

| A Ty, Be MET I, Be, AK GE; to neutralize 
each other, #AAe, AA BEI. 

| Neutralizing, ppv. or a. EMH, He Ame Jy 

Never, adv. $04, C7, ASE, ABI, $B, ER, 
Ay ti, +, Fe @, $% AH; never has heen, #4 

fi, fay ESE, FE BE, Hae ae AF; ever heard, 
pe OF He A, SREB, EARN; mever heard of 
such a thing, We <r HE AY OBE SE, He Zz Ed A 

nH ef 

never since, #4 JF KF ; never printed before, 

aT, MD 1H) GE AS FN 5 neyer mind, 
fi. ; never FAL; it will never do, IE Ah, Bai 45 

yet, Ai: the sages never yet were faultle ss, He 
A eis EG > never does anything that is not 
good, ME PAPEETE (ih, Js AAG the pa 
ftiropist never does that which is cruel, ¥73.3E 
{- # PR; never forget, Se a ae 
#4 AGA; he will never reeaeD, {5 eas {th a¢ 
AE; it was never seen, 7A lz HG, HEB AG 
Ai HL; will never go, 4A; never said, Hf 
ie ree, BNE ER, Tea Bt; be will never 

come, ABA ABE, (zB UE ER, fats A it can- 
not be done, MME 75 (B, #4 HER ; never 

| a one, Tee, ne —. 7» ; never a whit, #f 

ie, HAE 
Never-ceasing, a, AHL Ak, WH 

| Never-ending, a. EGS, Sub qs, nt 
Never-fading, a. KA, FA) ip 

Never-failing, a. i eoale fy, 2 SHEN FE, WENA. 

| Nevertheless, adv. Notwithstanding, RE ¥%; yet, 

TAL, of. 
| New, a. Fh REZAE ZAR: the new moon, #f 

Fi  HABi, Bs new-year, ae, BPA new: 
year’s day, J¢H, IGA, Write, FCHR ; new-year’s 
eve, E47; the new moon, Af}; congratula- 

tion on the new moon, #4 HJ, 4 #j— ; congrat- 
pe on the new-year, #346; a new egg, 
44 ; a new editoin of a book, 3H, AH 

ale, HY 7 # ; a new hand, 4A, is; 
a new arrival, 3B, 1 ale OBE, 4E 4g; new 
changes, 3p 2“ 3F; new fashion, JE, ER; 
a new suit of clothes, Peg ney clothes, 

it KR, fy WY] A Hi, 1 BE fe Se, eke; a 

new convert, 3p ish (UE, aie new hooks, 
it #3 2 new mart or emporium, #fJH; new 

and old, ##f*; new ground, #4; new goods, 
AH EL 5 a new sect, hit; a mew method, Ary; 
new land, #f FA; brand-new, JA 3 #; New 

Re. 

4°P 
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Testament, 3p jit ad #, WHOA SE ; a new heart, | 

it a: 
New-born, a. Jf A4E"E, EAE AG. 
New-coined, a. 3S), 20 EN fi. 

New-comer, n. 3) 4, i #. 
New-fabricated, a. 3 (EDGR. | 

New-fangled, a. 3 (f(y, 30¢ HEHE fg. 
New-fashioned, a. JARO, $F HE AY. 
New Holland, n. 3p tig [i]. 
New-year’s bell-flower, n. ASE. 
New Zealand, n. #f pap. 
Newish, a. 227%. 
Newly, adv. 4, UEAE ; newly cultivated, 3 BA, 

WH AY; newly arrived, PB), MBI My; new- 
ly invented, Hp A115 (4, ir dil A. 

Newness, n. $f, #4 # ; in newness of mind, PJ 

Mit 
News, n. 79,8, %il; to receive news, 747i Bd ; 

good news, 40 RF HF ; what news is there ? 

Fite iH, Az iB. 
News-monger, n. fi Ge 3. 
News-vender, n. ¥3 hd AG H- 
Newspaper, n. 34, iP ¥R ; to write for the | 

newspaper, ‘63% fi] #% ; to publish a newspaper, 

rat. See Gazette. 
Newt, n. @f (2); a small lizard, & (?). 
Next, a. Nearest in place or order, 2, Bj, —, 
=, T SA, I, 7K, HE ; nearest in place, 7 ir, Hy 
jr ; to sit next to one, Aji 42; next room, 
Bey ie, Wie; the next, AL% ; next in order, 7 
Ak%e; next time, $f —]e], FA, Fle]; he next 

said, (AHR, tlh Awe; next year, HAE, Ase, 
HW) 42; next month, AA, PA; next week, 

<A EFF, KPI ; the next day, RA, F 
74,0) A ; next morning, Gl, HF Tay; next 
door, Baya, By#k, Sah; the next three, F pf 

Nib, n. Y§; nib of a pen, 4E%%. [=*. 
Nibbed, a. 7B. [oie | 
Nibble, v.t. To bite by little at a time, HA, fms, 
Nice, a. Soft, Aly, 4 tik ; sweet or very pleasant to 

the taste, AF 2ENK, AU Sa, HERR; minutely 
elegant, AGS, 43%; characterized by delicacy | 
or fineness, 4f-%Jj 4] ; marked with precision or 
accuracy, -- Fp m!, PY IE, TE 3, WW IE; a nice 

point, MESe, PRE 2AE; scrupulously and mi- 
nutely cautious, AF $f; delicate, 4 tik, AE AE; 

nice distinction, #£#% ; not exact but nice, [# 

mR, ARIEME |; very nice, -Fp3E; to. 
make nice, 474 $m ; a nice girl, 4; foolish, | 

turned lappet, sm 4g-42##; nicely determined, 

4 F él; nicely done, {iF AM, (EA. 
Niceness, n. See Nicety. 
Nicety, n. Delicacy of perception, $ $m, #2 By; 

excess of delicacy, 4] c.f ; minute difference, 
$4 FL; precision, fA, Wi Sil, eri, AF a; daint- 

ies, BR, ER. 
Niche, n. $f, jf; a niche at the entrance of a 

house, PY Ey Zz. 
Nick, n. [asf See Notch. 
Nick, v. ¢. To touch luckily, 3274, FZ. 
Nick-nacks, n. pl. {F PERF, {F4A.- 
Nickel, n. #7 G4. 
Nicker, n. $i fH). 
Nickname, n. 4E%, 02%, ai Z- 
Nickname, v. t. $R7E%, ButZ- 
Nicotian, a. (fj, WO7E f5. 
Nicotianina, Nicotianine, n. 27h. 
Nicotin, n. Iq. 
Nietate, v. 7. WF, Seep HE. 
Nidificate, v. 7. (f HL. 

| Nidor, n. 58. 
Nidorosity, n. |B 3g. 
Nidus, n. A nest, §&; nidus for the eggs of in- 

sects, ff. 
Niece, n. HE 4; a wife’s nieces, AE, * Ape; T 

a niece’s husband, #4F; a sister’s daughter's 
husband, $9, Slay ee. 

Niggard, n. A miser, SPS), 45H. 
Niggard, a. #5. 
Niggardliness, n. 8b, ahi. 

Niggardly, a. 2%, Bhi, GOV. Fes, We, 
Zo, Hse, GRE, ME; a niggardly fellow, Bh 

WEA, S28. [BFF 
Nigegle, v.t. ori. lo mock, 4£ 5%; to trifle with, 

Nigh, a. or adv. Near in place, 3, i@, HUE; 
closely allied by blood, #} ; of easy access, fi ; 
well nigh, HZ, MARES; to draw nigh, 
BEE. AC; the kingdom of heaven is nigh, 
K YZ; nich at hand, gf, #2; his nigh 

kinsman, (FPEBL NG, WEAF BLE. 
Nighness, n. Jr #- 

Night, n. 72, Hf, WOM, AK, WE, BE, BR; to- 
night, F 7, A, SAB; last night, WE, We 
#7, MENG ; very late at night, #7&¥ ; abroad late 

at night, #7 7% ; to-morrow night, We, APF ; 
the whole night, 307%, Kz, HM, KY, 
FJ, sii PF ; up the whole night, JES 7; 
not even night keeps him from heing out, 7% 

ag, SR. 
Nicely, adv. 4, F 4, $4 4M, Wh, E52 nicely 

* Term used by the uncle. 
+ Term used by the niece or nieces. 
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Ae ; in or during the night, 7 fA], ATK; it 
will not keep over night, JE BE 7 ; a night 
patrol, #§7% ; the niglit of the 15th of the first 
month, 7c #¥ ; we cannot have the lantern feast 

every night, JE fH7% 7 FC ; to pass a night, | 
HA7Z ; late at night, ZEW; midnight, 427K ; a 
dark night, 7%@44,; in the dead of the night, | 
427%; to take advantage of the night, Fez ; 
good-night, #30], 4% Rt; to lodge a night, 7 
7%; night by night, or every night, 7% 7%, 4y: 
%; day and night, 37%, WR; a night 
prowler, a thief, 7% B; (to celebrate mass) for 
three days and three nights, = 3&3; night | 
or ignorance, Ilff BR. 

Night-bird, n. 7 48. 
Night-blindness, n. FL7& fifi. 
Night-blooming, a. 7% 7€ fry; the night-blooming 

cereus, wife. 

Night-cap, n. 7&8, Tgilg. 
Night-elethes, n. pl. HEA, 32H, fa]#2- 
Night-dress, n. See Night-clothes. 
Night-fire, n. SR. 
Night-gown, n. #&7z #2. 
Night-heron, n. 7& #8, #5 7] #8. 
Night-man, n. 7& (8) fe. 
Night-rest, n. 7% &. 
Night-shade, n. 144%, 7H (?), HEX. 
Night-shining, a. 7 Hj. 
Night-walker, n. See Somnambulist. 
Night-watch, n. 2, Hw, Aig, HA. 
Nightfall, n. Ai 96, Aig 4A. 
Nightingale, n. Bi i8(?), &. 

Nightly, a. 7%, Wi, 42.7% fj ; done every night, 7% 
4%, 49:7Z%; nightly sports, 7% Bk; a nightly | 
attack, 7¥ JK. 

Nightmare, n. $77, Wik, a2. 
Nightward, a. Penh, iE HE. 
Nihility, nae. 
Nimble, a. ie, Hig, ATE, KEE, EB, HB, 

WEE, MINE. 
Nimble-footed, a. #t AWE, $2 EA. 
Nimbleness, jz #4, Pei 23. 
Nimbly, adv. $4, fe; to run nimbly, 5EfR. 
Nimbus, n. 5e 3. 
Nine, a. JL, K; the nine grades of official rank, 

Juin; the nine passages of the human body, 

JL%%; the nine fountains above hades, Jp R ; 
the nine punishments, JL Ff ; the nine provinces 
into which China was divided, JL J ; the (pal- 
ace of) nine divisions, JL # ; the nine degrees | 
of kindred, Ju #€; nine tenths, JLFp, LAK; nine | 

by nine, JuJu; nine o'clock P. M., 4¥; nine 
o'clock A. M., 3B. 

Nine-fold, a. Jy f%. 
Nine-pins, n. To roll nine-pins, +7 Jip JR. 
Nineteen, a. + Ju. 

Nineteenth, a. #-f J. 
Ninetieth, a. § JL+. 
Ninety, a. JU+, LZ; ninety years of age, #. 
Ningpo, n. yk. 

Ninth, n. ora. $x; the ninth rank, # Jy gh; the 
ninth day, $$JLH; the ninth month, jp FA, 
J&A, ZA; a ninth part, JUZp2—. 

Ninthly, adv. $ Ive], It RK. 
Nip, v. ¢. $f, #%; to nip with the nails, #4, 

44; to nip with the mouth, wR; to nip with 

scissors, BY ; to blast, 4}HE ; to sutirize keenly, 

ih. 
Nip, x. A pinch, —}48, — 

Ah. 
Nipped, Nipt, pp. fi, #7; blasted, AZET. 
Nipper, n. Nipper of a crab, #5, AFS{t; iron 

nippers, $i, $#kStt, $8, HiGk, $; the fore-tooth 
of a horse, 55% PYF. 

Nippers, x. pl. Small pincers, $}f{¥. 
Nipping, ppr. or a. #f, #4; blasting, 7% ; kill- 

ing, %E. 
Nippingly, adv. LI giil. 

; a biting sarcasm, 

| Nipple, n. WEVA, Aig DEL, FLSA, A 9A. 
Nisi prius, n. 9 424%, 7g Sei. 
Nit, n. The egg of a louse, BF, HE. 
Niter, Nitre, n. Saltpetre, #i, AGH, AHP: the 

crystallized niter, 347); horse-teeth niter, FEF 
tH ; foreign niter, 4 fy. 

Nitrate, n. fi HERa. 

Nitric, a. f#fry ; nitric acid, #AHE. See Acid. 

Nitrogen, n. fj, 28. 
Nitrous, a. Aff fj; nitrous acid, sy Ay BE. 
Nitty, a. BRR fj. 
Nizam, n. KY WE 7. 
No, adv. Nay, OR, A, ASE, JE; not, Ff, HE, 

BE, ob, AF; no fear, Hep, MERE; of no conse- 
quence, no matter, MEH, FERRE, Aigy, ame 
ft, ME ; no matter, JERR, Aa, Artiy; no 
matter which, J it 7 (4, A ag Fh—7; no 

resource, MEAS (ny. HAs ij. HIE, AG EL, AGB: 
no mistake, 77H, 46SE, ME]; no means of 

escape, PU fii SRR , Je) (| MERZ ; no occasion, IF fifi, 

AA, Ais, AHH; no use, $6 JH] MEGS. MAF 5 no 
limit, 486Bf8 ; no end, 4% ¥% ; no place, 4 jE, Ie 

By ; no leisure, SIX, J# fy] ; no more, 4m 77§, 
Smt S ; require no more, H# (fi J ; none, 4&—7s ; 

> dos 

> gee 
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* nowhere, S12, —) APE; no reduction, ei ; | WEE, aE, oi at, Metal, Et, WEE, MEM, RMR, wee, 
in no way or manner, #PJ8E; to no purpose, $& | PH; a loud noise, 48; ; noise in the ears, HANG, 

fae, FEYR ; no issue, JE Hf. 
Noah’s ark, n. Bf}, BEE. 
Nobility, n. #f fiz ; the five orders of nobility, Fr. 

ff; to confer nobility, WyeF; to raise among 
the nobility, BP2f, £4 # BE; privately ac- 
cepting presents from the nobility, #32 RR 

Ih. 
Noble, a. Of rank, #7#$, Ht; being above every | 

thing that can dishonor reputation, #, #E, 

if, Mede, SE; of noble birth, HEHE AY, BEM; 
a noble family, #4; to make noble, FPP; | 

>a noble countenance, €¢44 ; noble friend, #% ZZ, 

19 5 a noble soul, a noble mind, 5e4q, Seve, 

ENE; noble courage, Se Fi, Seuk, Se Ft ZI 5 
a noble-minded man, se fEZ J\;.a noble appear- 
ance, J }ml; nobie sentiments, 76 #5 noble 
inetals, #42; noble deeds, Se mY HF B35 a 
noble style, 2 ; noble and base, #¢ iI. 

Noble, n. A nobleman, #f it fry, Je; the nobles, 
3% fe. ZS¥N; the council of nobles, BF e. 

Nobleman, n. Noble, which see; the income of a | 
nobleman, #p i ; the son or heir apparent of a 
‘nobleman, pF. 

Nobleness, n. Dignity, #F (it. 
Nobless, Noblesse, n. #2} {uz ; persons of noble rank 

collectively, s& fiz. 
Nobklewoman, xn. pF FEA. See Lady. 
Nobly, adv. Of noble extraction, #f ¥ fig ; with 

greatness of soul, Lea, Wg, LURE, VW 

treat one nobly, ELf# A. 

Nobody, n. St J, H&—7* J. ; nobody else, 544) Ait 
JV; nobody is there, SG \ ZE fk, ne Ze. 

Nocturnal, a. 72 (9, fe, HFA; nocturnal ram- 

bles, 7 jhe; nocturnal birds, 7% #& ; nocturnal 
guard, fei fy 3 nocturnal visits, 72d, 7Z Zé. 

Nod, v. 7. To give ascent, ik, IESE, BASH, ie, tik 

(NO; to be drowsy, iA GI, $7 itl. 
Nod, n. iff; he is gone to the land of nod, {ff 

Ui, Ay i. 
Nodated, a. Gf, 4 Gi (3. 
Nodded, pp. Wf, Bsns. 

Nodding, ppr. or a. ft, EFI ; having the top 
Lent downward, afet>, 7A JE. 

Noddy, ». A simpleton, ite. 
Node, n. A knot, @j; node of the moon, HE; a 

node in dialing, ZL. 
Nodular, a. (iA, 3 Gi A. 

Noise, m. A, 38, WME ME HAE, VEL IS), DRI, mu me i 

#2, W§, WK, HA; the noise of a crowd, Int 
RE, Fe BE; little noise, JW, pet; the noise 
of talking, ait, abi; the noise of sucking, 
f4&; the clapping, rushing noise made by a 
flock of birds, gf; the rumbling noise of a 

chariot, figilae es; the murmuring noise of water 
over stones, 7Cye MERE; gurgling noise, teh 
EE, iy 7; the noise of flowing water, 73 a 
stunning noise; qi Ree, Baye; the naise of 
thunder, #F ff; the roaring noise of waves, 7) 
%, Wig; the dashing noise of waves, jg7ii?, 
Weiet, Ges; a shrill noise, wbimbie ; the noise 
of splitting wood, #kZE#s, FR; the noise of 
tearing silk, BE #) ge, le, et; the noise of 
striking, #29%, $#; do not deafen people with 
your noise, WK it J. E-; do not make sueli a 

noise, PRMIFE, PKOLEVE IE], SENEEME, WROTE ARR 
to make a great noise in the world, (i Refer 
{if ; the noise of beating the air, By, By. 

Noised, pp. Spread by report, as noised abroad, 

fi BH, HEL. 
| Noiseless, a. apap. 
Noiselessly, adv. 7g 98. 
Noisily, adv. Wi Sk, BERR, 
Noisome, a. Noxious to health, 4§ & fj; hurtful, 

4j HE (vj; noxious, 3% FE fy; offensive to the 
smell, SL, ESE, Mth ; intolerably dirty, JF Bx 
AHE disgusting, A] #8; the noisome pestilence, 

Hy7Z, ALTE. 
Noisomeness, n. JP 3%. 

Noisy, o. bf, PAOUIE, MELEE), BEIM, W9RI), DARD, 
Hiei ; very noisy, 4 PE nA); a noisy fellow, Pz 

AVA, BEM N. 
Nomad, x. je 4e. 
Nomadic, a. shee fj; 2 nomadic tribe, PEAR. 
Nomancy, rn. % fp. 
Nomenclature, x. A list of the more usual and 

important words in a language, or a vocabula- 
ry, =f Hh, #44 ; the nomenclature of a science, 

FANG 
Nominal, a. Existing in name only, E% WE, 

IE, BUTEA. EMG, META, AF OE 
a nominal king, #) % EE, Hew Esa 
nominal office or rank, yay, yw; nominal, 
but not real, A ASE, Mey. 

Nominate, v. t. 'l'o name, 4%, 4%, try, FH, FR 
#1, i , EAGT ; to appoint, pe, FoR, 
ABI; to nominate (propose) for an office, {4 

4 BG. 
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Nominated, pp. Named, B}-{it, FPR, FETs ap- | 
» pointed, jhe sf. 
Nominating, ppr. or a. %, FF; proposing for an | 

office, 174; appionting, je, WW, Fz. 
Nomination, n. %4 #4, 8% 4, ki S ; the nomi- 

. nation to a post, F¥ ik #4. 
Nominative, n. or a. $§—- AR, Fi — Bb EK. 
Nominator, n. 44, #2 #.- 
Nominee, n. PY4~EH; the nominee to a post or 

to-an office, Sgk4i, SERRA. 
Non-ability, n. S€fE, MEARSE, SG A up. 
Non-aceeding, a. JE IC, AE, Aa. 
Non-appearanee, n. A Hi Hi fj; non-appearance 

at court, AA) Ae. 
Non-attendance, ». JE Fl, AZ], Heb. HF- 
Non-cohesion, n. Api, AR 
Non-commissioned, a. a ee ei £15 ; non-commis- 

sioned officer, Kher, MERE 2 1- 
Non-compliance, n. A, Ai. 
Non-conduetor, n. A (A fy, Ay] fy ; non-conduct- 

or of electricity, Wali Ty. 
Non-conformist, . Wi 7 (@ 08, A Git fe # ; non- 

conformist in England, A (ee REZ Il fH. |} 
Non-contagious, a. H (& Ye pE, A (A Ye Ay. | 
Non- content, n. Aritt H- 
Non-delivery, n. FB, Aff, KB. 
Non-electric, a. Str 4 (4. 
Non-entity, n. 34j, 44 #§ 3%; he is a non-entity, | 

(Ele ACK OR 3B, SS Tre. 
Non-essential, a. ABE, MA AAS, HK. 
Non-execution, n. 447, Ap. 
Non-existence, n. DEAT, Fy He. 
Non-fulfillment, n. 7 me; non-fulfillment of a 

promise, 7 PES. 
Non-payment, n. Awe eR, KB. 
Non-resemblance, n. Al, + HF- 
Non-resident, a. Bit JE, FLEAS iL. 
Non-resistance, n. Ait, Wii, AHH, AE. 
Nonage, n. KAKT. 
Nonagesimal, n. or a. BZ HP. 

Nonagon, n. JL 79 (9, JUIBIE. 
Nonce, n. For the nonce, Ac, et. 
Nonchalance, n. Indifference, [igRg (ai i. 
Nondescript, a. Fe #6 (2? (19. 

None, a. Not one, —7 3677, $86; none at all, #4 

SAGE, 44K; none of us, _ Tene none | 
will be excepted, 4 — %, 40€ 7f AV; you are 

none of us, (IER ABW, (RR BAG. 
Nonesuch, ». A thing that has not its equal, i | 

FY SEA. [AG. 
“Nonplus, v. t. wf] A; 

| Nonsensical, a. 

to nonplus a person, 3€ | 

| Nonplus, n. 3#& i ime 72. 
| Nonplused, pp. Lo be nonplused, py [ij Ane PY, ARE SLL. 
Nonsense, n. IGE, Fak, DERE, HR, ME, Te 

at, 3H oil, U1 BR 4, eL 2 ; to taik nonsense, 

WE = 9K pu, cet nh, PEC IG; don't talk your 

nonsense here, WKUZ BE #é He fel 5 trifles, V3. 

ai BE ive uh, Hi), a, pl Ks R 
“a; absurd, 7 

Nonsensically, le, ve, WE; 
ically, ALDER, fe fe ah. 

Nonsuit, v. t. HE4z, GED. 

to talk nonsens- 

| Noodle, n. 5L-f, Hh A. 

Nook, n. A corner, $4, Bi. 

Noon, n. 4, TEP, #4, 4, SESE, ESE, 
“MAE, + = 84S; a vest at noon, Br, #3} 

3E YE; noon of night, 4+ 7%, H&K, 4 7. 
See Torenoon and Afternoon. 

Noonday, n. or a. ae a noonday breeze, Ars 

Nooning, n. ff) Jail, 5s. 
Noontide, n. vee 
Noose, n. Noose cf an ox or cow, 4; a running 

knot, Scio, 22.0088, 75 8e, Tefal. 
Noose, v. t. 47 ZH; to catch in a noose, PEE. 
Nor, aon PA, ME; neither nor, A.A, HEME. 

See Neither. 

Normal, a. Wy 4 i&, 1 Wy A th; according to an 
estab lished rule, {fF 40, 7A 48, tee iB, WB 3; 

regular, JE; perpendic Hat iT, st, 3a 

normal year, #46. BY Fy 9:46; normal right, 

Kia. 
Normal school, x. #2 (iy, PEAT BEE. 
North, n. or a. J, f#&; north and south, fab, 

if Wi); towards the north, fay; to go towards 

the north, 243: ; to flee towards the north, 

to be defeated, ZEAE, Hed; get it exactly north 
and south, #7E-—-4=; north by east, Ib (R HE; 
north by west, J£4% Pa ; the north coast, IE RE; 

the north star, wrsa major, IE=h, FRA AG A, 
ga; the north pole, Jif; the north, JE 77; from 
the north, JEEAS, hdc AG; in the north, # 

Lj; the north sea, LiF, HLPE; the north 
side of a hill, yj. 

North-wind, vn. 3b fil. 
| Northeast, n. ora. #eJb; north-east wind, Yb 

Jal. JSR, AMBL; northeast by north, He Jb fi Ik. 

Northeasterly, a. Bye ye. 
| Northerly, a. or adv. Bdt, IG}# fry; toward the 

north, fay; proceeding from the north point, 

nlc i AE. , 
Northern, a. J, JL%{; a northern point, JL 

fj; the northern point, J{#m; the southern 
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see Aurora Borealis. 

Northerner, n. Spit A, IEA, Sine, AF. * 
Northernmost, a. fx Jb AS. | 
Northward, a. or adv. fay; situated northward | 

and facing the south, as the site of a grave, | 

&e., ABIL fifi. | 
Northwardly, a. or adv. fay qt. | 
Northwest, n. or a. Pad; northwest wind, PyIb | 
Northwestern, a. [nj pyc. | Hil. | 
Nose, n. £4, AEF; a spout or tube, Y§; a false | 

nose, ##@ FL; a flat nose, fa Bt; a high nose, 7 | 

EL; a turned up nose, #p ft, ML; a hooked nose, | 
$4 £4; a Roman nose, ‘€ BF Ht ; to bore tlie nose, | 

¥2 ut 4 EL; the bridge of the nose, JAP"; the | 
sides of the nose, Bt; the cartilage of the | 
nose, FAf£ ; the point of the nose, BLife, Sting ; 

stoppage of the nose, £t32; a running of the | 
nose, #¢L47k; bleeding from the nose, jf¢ Jt 
fil; to blow the nose, ## ft; a blotched nose, 
{Hwk; follow your nose, Jif BPA; ; to speak | 
through nose, 1! SUessi; under my nose, 7 | 

J ; to fuddle one’s nose, fff ; to lead by the 

nose, Af 5], FALL G|; to strike the nose, as 
scent, HELL; to be led by the nose, FES AIK 
3; to thrust one’s nose into the affairs of 
others, 4st HS ABE; to put any one’s nose out 
of joint, AEP R. 

Nose-bag, n. Fy Fae. 

Nose-bleed, n. $4 ff. 
Nose-ring, n. Nose-ring for a cow, 4, #&, 4F ELIZ; 

nose-ring as worn by the natives of India, Et | 

R 

and northern hongs, 74 4( 47; northern lights, | 

| Notable, a. Rem 

the least, 26> pam, 7248 ; not only, AAR, A 

I, REL, BA, All; not many, ES, AS, 
IES, MEE, EK, APE, ALR ; not many 
days, AEA, *HIESA, AA ; not correct, fe 
f4: FE, AYE; not much, 4 48 4; not more 
than, Ajh, ALE, All}; may it be or not ? He 
ME ¢GNE, BY Ay; not far from, FPIm FEB, BA 

Bs, BEF, HERE, HEF; not so good as, HEY, 
AS, HL; is it done or not ? fRlE @, 4H; 
not far from truth, #34; don't, A, JB ; you 
have not yet given it to me, (0H @ {Up i A ; 
is there any or not ? 47 Ffié ; don’t touch it, F 
BB). UEP AL, Si, AWE Z ; don’t be afraid 
of difficulties, 4 tq #E; why don’t you do it ? 
48) 42 SEE (AB, FA iil AG Z ; not at home, He Ze 
%e ; not there, JE MRE, 4 FE; heaven’s decrees are 

not unchangeable, JK fiz HE} ; not worth troub- 
ling one’s mind about, FA RBM, AE Hp ig; not 
worth inquiring into, AE Ze ; do not speak 
to him, Wk] (2 a; cannot fail of being under- 
stood, So AA ZE ; not yet come, FE FA ; is it 

not ! 444%, £3; don’t mention it, H (ise, He 

ZEAE, HINGE; is it not pleasant ? AMMF ; 
not one, A—, A&—7> ; not the least error, 3 

Nota Bene. See under N. | Sie EB. 
arkable, Be, JE, HE, JER, 

A Ef, kL; memorable, % ; conspicuous, 
my yz; well known, MJ; industrious, 3H; 
distinguished, %, #; a notable house keeper, 

36 RR 22 Fa H 5 a notable affair, FG ZH; a 
notable law, 44 fl]; a notable favor, Fah ZB ; 
a notable liar, A ARAM. 

| Notable, x. A notable person, % ae A. 
Nosed, a. Having a nose, as:— flat-nosed, hia Eh 

fj ; long-nosed, fe EL fry. 
Nosegay, n. fE4L, TEUR- 
Noseless, a. 406 fA NE, 

Nosology, ne Eq dis Hi, ys 3 ait - 
Nostril, n. BUFL. Be. 
Nostrum, n. #44, FLA - 

Not, adv. IE, Ar, Re, Hy, is, fil, JE, i, KE, 1%; 

Hit; not yet, Re, EA, RE, KE, AE; not 
necessary, OF (ii, AAA, Avs; not at all, Apa 

4%, FAA HE, i AY; not at all too large, FFAF, 
4 Ie, AME HK ; not at all understand, fA 
BE, #0 Aik ; not so, HE, AYR, ARH; is it not! 

SEI, SAE; is it not so ? OE AME, AALBE s is 
it so or not? foe HVE, ae ae ie bie or 
not in the least, $44ue Lape? 

* A term of reproach. The people of the south abbor a 
large broad face, by which they distinguish themselves from 
their northern countrymen. 

— fry Ab ME, HAZ FA ; not 

| Notably, adv. Eminently, JE%. 
| Notary, n. #@3fA4, Bez; the six notary offices, 

FE}; a notary public, mf i:Bip- 
Notation, n. #U3f, aft, #078. 
Notch, ». G1, 271, lJ; the notch of a crossbow, 
A; the notch in an arrow, #§; to make notches 
in trees in order to remember the way through 
a forest, FE; a notch ina knife, JJ ik, JJ ja O- 

Notch, v. t. BO, Bj) A, WG ; to notch trees, HE, 
#E; to notch trees whilst passing through a 

forest, [RG Uy EAS. 
| Notch-hoard, n. # fg AK. 
| Note, n. A mark or token, #2; a note in a book, 

at #2 5a Marginal note, 3 RL, Fpl]; reputation, 
4%, ; musical notes, iF, Bae. (FB, Bsa 
tune, #]; the six flat notes, 7X; a high or 
sharp note, ti 2, Fy 3 a flat note, WH, 
#7; the seven musical notes, 44 7; note of in- 
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terrogation, Be: these are: pf We, Na, Dy, Wg, 
FE, FF, ie, il, PETS. FE BE tak ; note of command, | 
iz -; these are: Hh, HR], Mf); note of affirmation | 
and response, 4 & J  "F ; these are: HF, UE, 
WE, ME, Of, ML, WE; note of soon, REEF Z | 
7; some of these are ; 1p, [1 2, Fe ay, (Beall, fh | 

HK, 1 7 5 note of exclamation or interjection,* | 

TEMES; notes of correction, fH ; a note or 
short letter, }={a, }¢ PA, ye 8, he 4k; diplo- 
matic communication in writing, af; they 
sing the same note, {BIR —#%, fh AR—f Zz ; to | 
make use of notes, Beat Wy alt JH qe A; to confer 
notes, ff 44; take no note of me, HE (i =] FR, 
JARI; ; authors of note, % f£. | 

information, }§ 4 a, fil Fl, 4nd ; official notice, 
47, ; notice, as in a paper, 4&4 ; an urgent 

notice, 77+; to take notice, to heed, #tHH, tt 
zw; to take no notice of one, hes NK, Aik N, 

TEAL A ; to take notice of one, 72 A, [nl Nag, 
Lijit fH A; take no notice of me, ME (i Z}FR, PE 
A SL FF; a notice put up at doors to announce 
honors received, 42 (#, 4240 ; to give notice, i 

gan, 3%, HED, HAR. HWE ; to get notice, 
4, ; to have notice, 4 79,4, ; notice of mari- 
time countries, 7fg bY hi] Jt # ; notices of the seas, 
if $F; to take a hasty notice of, jE, J&B 
—j ; notice of the death of a parent or rela- 
tive, Z[-#¥ ; to give notice to quit, ifs, (BR 

Note, v. ¢. To observe, fit}, Fl, ml, #1; to mark, 92; = Hea; to bring to notice fully, HE Py wae ; 
to note down, sUS%, 5053, alte. | to bring to notice, #2 ft. 

Note-book, n. afte, 7 30 fit. | Notice, v.#. To observe by the senses, @&, fits, Fl, 
Noted, pp. or a, Set down in writing, SERRA, HE AI; not to notice, AR, HRA, AHL; to notice 
38 ; noted for, #7 4% ; noted for generosity, # with favor, A& RR, HBR, HARE; to notice with 
TE he 2 BS, TUE He 2B %G. pleasure, AMES: to notice with regret, 7% 

Noteworthy, a. #382. | Wz. 
Nothing, n. Not anything, 40, %¢, Mey), Bh; to | Noticed, pp. Observed, tj ; seen, oe 

possess nothing, 4u#7 ; I know nothing of it, remarked, Ai ; treated with attention, jh 
We Fn Fil {B, FQ AFI, ; it is nothing to me, Jk | Litt. ; 

Notification, n. Official notification, 445%; a public 
notification, 2S 4, 4 Ay, ¥e Hi; a notification 
issued by the elders of towns and villages, & 

HE, HW I¥—szt; I have nothing to do | 

with it, 0 (i) HR Be, BH Ae MMe, GU He I TB 
eare nothing about me, ME fii S} 4K; he goes for | 
nothing, {HIE AY ae that goes for | 
nothing, ME (ii =} 4B, ok A i $8 ; for nothing, | 
61, AER, oS: good for nothing, jke4y, 46) 
i nothing to do, AST. A fit, iby] 5 made out | 
of nothing, pfy 4 fj; nothing greater than | 

heaven, 4 #7 KH JWI, BA IRIE; nothing | 
else, Fah Ae, PE IE WANE ; nothing else besides, | 

HIT ANTE ME: nothing over, MER MOR; 
nothing like, NE {f), Ai Ahi wee ; nothing 
beyond this, Ae 4 jh JE. oF RHETT to come to | 
nothing, $7 Re, moe cee XE; to make | 
nothing of, we A, IE 40, IRF]; nothing better 

than this, FP 77 ARBEIT, Soe WAVES no- | 
thing to fear, HF (fi (fy, JH KE; nothing but this, | 

AGE, WF ME; little or nothing, (#3 ; no- | 

#1, #=4L ; to issue a notification, Hi 4eAs, HIE 

#0, Wife. 
% | Notified, pp. Informed by words, sf jf ; notified 

in writing, #3. 
| Notify, v.t. To make known, if 4, JRA, i= 5a, 

Sei, fE4K, [ti 4, fh]; to notify toa ee 

BH, BS, Ba. e,* aw, tbe; 
notify, as an inferior officer to a superior, iH 

if, ie3k 3 to notify one’s intention to leave, 4% 

| Notifying, pp’. aR, 4 o> na fa. Lie. 

Noting, ppr. 5B Fk- 
Notion, n. Bl, i; ete notion, % Fi, We 5 ; 

a slight notion, —®5%& BSL SENSO) no- 
tions, BEE, Ht SOE Ze ri Al, Zy-@e ; queer notions, 

EE. 
thing at all, #4, —fi Hh; there is nothing 
he does not know, 48 A; nothing to be done, | 

Notoriety, n. 44 ##; to covet notoriety, & % ; to 
seek notoriety, 312% ; to purchase notoriety, 

SEZ fig. it B 5 ships BZ, A a a4 HB. 
a n. #6; a thing of no value, #48, | pNedsrione! Baek, BRB, %, Aa. He 450, fi a; 

TE (ii EF 4. | it is cali KAN, Fe ABR 5 a notori- 
Notice, n. Notice by the eyes, fi, ia, Fl, AR, ee; ous offender, je, % iB. 

- | Notwithstanding, conj. QE 9R, BER. 
* To knock the head and notify. 
ft See communication. 

* See author’s Grammar of the Chinese Language, p. 
pp- 103—110 ; and extracts from the same in the Household 
Companion, pp. 93—95. 
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Nought, n. Ss A to come to nought, gi AR ; 

eal, 7 Av] fell, Gift. to set at nougitl, 

Noun, n. Bi sila reso proper noun, AY, NK 

Nourish, v.t. 38 

38, Re ig. {i 

Pe sae Joie, Ais fe. Ais, HR 

2, FF, Tes > {hr ; to Nowy 

ish the heart, a to cirri tie soul, xh; 
{o nourish one’s parents, {1.32 4 bf ; to nourish 

by the breast, FLMf, Mi; heaven supports all 
things with its genial spirit, the earth nour- 
ishes all things with matter, FOLI 9c" 2% Wb 
LIEN Z ; to nourish or bring up, #24 ; to 
nourish delicately, WE to nourish well, = 
3€; 1o nourish infants, Ff 2G8 ; to nourish or- 
phans, #3 9K-F ; to nourish with food, FEL) 
ts 10 nourish with virtue, 72 L} fl 5 10 nour- 
ish virtue,  (#; to nourish with spiritual food, 

32 Di mh). 
Nourished, ge 38, aac 

Nourisher, n. 3244, 8 #4. 
Nourishing, ppr. or a. F2°0E, 3205, iM, AR 

i, AGE ND (A. 
Nourishment, n. 3€4E 24 Hy, iin 7 ; food, & 
Novel, a. New, 3; Ree Bane Zen a2; 

strange, {Ul} 7 (J, 2 BE, PE BH; novel consti- 
_ tutions, XP, MY. 
Novel, n. sJ\ Zt, #4 Bt; to write novels, (Es JrZt. 

eee n. {foi Hi, {E fi 2 
Novelty, vn. 3f3r, HUIS, Bis ZH. 
eae n. wa Bt — A, Se--F— fA. 

Novice, n. FB, TSE, Ws A, py Bs a 
novice in religion, 3h A Qe, 3th 34 15. 

Novitiate, n. BFE Ft) 2H, FEB ZS. 

Now, ade. 4. AP, i 3e: FB, LAE, HA, 
Ts a7, File, BP MG, PS TK, WE, 
ara fll), 28 ; now, immediately, fj se ; Dow 
now, 77 jfk; now that now this, tf We Oe Fe WWE; 
now high now low, ps} BRI FE; mow and 

then, BY FF HS ARE, =4LN¥; before now, 3E 
NS a Zi £56; until now, #4, RF, ie 

G i 5E &, BF ; just now, LVF, Bil, 16 4 GF Wi 

He rer further, —f,, dé, Fi dé. I; now, more- 
over, 77 H_; now it is said, 3 at, Jet; he will 
now come, {F fy 3 3é. 

Now, n. The present time or moment, fi ¥]]. 
Nowadays, adv. Gilly. Ti #.- 
Nowhere, adv. — jf Ap BE. 
Nowise, adv. #p ie, ay ASK. 
Noxious, «. Productive of injury, 7&, 9, #8 wt. 

sE, fj BES criminal, fit: noxious herbs, 3% 

noxious air or vapors, 3s, Jal et, JE, ATE, a 
’ 

F; noxious insects, #4; noxious influence, 
Akg ; noxious bocks, Yf ze. 

Nuciferous, a. AEF (YJ. 

Nucleus, n. The kernel of a nut, $%, 6, e-F ; the 
central part of any Lody, at), &, #2. 

Nude, a. Bare, #2. A, HA, AH: void, Wi. 
Nudge, v. t. fe py. 
Nadity, n. @, @S, Hy. 

Nugatory, a. Trifling, FE; vain, PERK, He; of 
no foree, ee M43, MEHL; to render nugatory, 
AGEN, HE sf A 

Nuisanee, n. That which annoys, MEME fry; that 
which is offensive or noxious, 52 3f , JAR BE fy, JE 
Sify: to be a nuisance, as certain men, i 
fh, BH RSE; to commit a nuisance, 3 he Hy 
Fy, TEA} & 5 commit no nuisance, Azz PE 

Ih 
Noll, v. ¢. $j 65H. 
Null, a. Invalid, 456 Fy, JRE. 

Nullify, v. ¢. We ai, (ai 7 HE FA, SE. 
Nullity, n. Gj, fee 47. 
Numb, a. Hit, HA; numb with cold, By. 
Numbed, pp. jit ; numbed from cold, as the 

hands and feet, EAH Yp-H, = AAs iE, ay. 
Number, n. #, # A; even numbers, ff #e ; odd 

numbers, 7y#; fixed numbers, yf 8}, 3 HA, F&F 

# ; singular number, ¥t Yi; plural number, 
$f: #; the science of numbers, "4, ex St; what 
is the number of your house? {fp ¢ $ #8 [iB] ERDE; 
what number? $f HE REDE, of 28 We SE ; he lives 

at No. 10, 40/838 FR, (EME2-+ RYE; large 
numbers, #£; to assemble in large numbers, 
4; to come in large numbers, 43 ; to report 
the number of guns, 32H Ait ZH; to report 
{he number of men, #4 A 27; the rest of 
your number, Ak @s 4 ; the Numbers, fe Bf ; all 

numbers, whether in long measures, dry meas- 
ures, or weights JU }E, fe, fp; reduplication 
of a number, M$; fractional number, #33; 
cardinal numbers, Ax $*, 4 &; ordinal numbers, 
Fe 3%; the golden number, 4 ¥. 

Number, v. t. To count, &, 4, #7 4%, Sf, SV, Et 
yi; to put on numbers, By Be, HP, BEY 
number them, $j {B, #2 ; to number with, 

Numbered, pp. #¢i8, 48 ; numbered with, @& 

fh, SEAS. 
Numbering, oP ay, ES, St. 
Numberless, a. 400 Rf. 
Numbness, n. se i, FOI, HE, TE, 

Numeral, n. 8, #& Bo 
HSE. HM. 

; for numeral or classifier, 
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Numismatic, a. $8" (rj. 
Numismatics, n. 8&4; a work on numismatics, 

OAF 

= me ete 
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see under A p. 1. * 
Numeral character, n. # °F. 
Numerate, v. t. Ge BR Hi, Be, WY. 

Numeration, n. i, Bik, IMM RL. 
Numerator, n. Ap-F-, F PK. 
Numeric, Numerical, a. #; numerical characters, 

$F; numerical difference, HH FH, Ala. 
Numerically, adv. (eB, BE, ZF} Bk; numerically 

they are superior, WAR S| 4B HES. He BK fi My ZB. 
Numerous, a. %, #5, 4%, JE, 33, FE, Hp, MATS, ZB, 

Mik, BEBE, WERE, RI, Fa ye, 7 AR BE BH AS» (3 |, 

SE AE, Gries EE Fs a numerous progeny, # 
fij ; numerous philosophers or literati, PReRkB 
-E; numerous are the objects of creation, 44 fy 

JR, Wy DEBE; a namerous family, 3 ¥eys 
YA; numerous banditti, ems, Hes, Fs he: 

numerons islands, 4¢ Biff i; how numerous! 

Nomerously, adv. In great numbers, as numer- 
ously assembled, S24, HEN, Wert. 

Numerousness, n. “i BH ES. 

[FERR. 

Non, n. JE wi, JE, fil, BOE. EE, A fF; nuns 
among Roman Catholics, (£j4#% ; to became 
anun, i526 JE, Ans. 

Nuncio, Nuncius, n. KEE Z tk, (if. 
Nunnery, n. Buddhist nunnery, Je, fe, BERR; 

nunnery among the Roman Catholics, %& fs 

iG Be. 
ies a. HSA nuptial ceremonies, #23 7 

Wi, alle, Tlie ; the nuptial bed, AK, it ES 
ie; to tie ihe nuptial knot, #78, #54]; nup- 

lial lamentations, ME ; nuptial presents, #F 
f ; nuptial presents, as tea, GS: &e., for 
celebrating the nuptial feast, Xj; the nuptial 

act, Hi iz. 
* Also author’ s alGrammman of the ¢ Chinese language, pp. 

6—16 ; Household Companion, pp. 2—11. 

Nahe n. Geiiet al term for nurse, >, Wy. tif HE, 

Papas, [aja ; a wet-nurse, 72 H5, AO, FLA, 

FLU, MAS. HM; a dry nurse, WA. 
Nurse, v.t. To suckle, (wear, (BI ik, FL; to 

feed, as an infant, Ij; toattend and take care 
of in child-bed, | A ; to nurse a baby, FL+ ; 

to nurse, as the sick, sé, 38, HERE, Tig], FE 
fy ; to bung up, #24 ; to cherish, #2. 

Nursery, n. UF, BAK, EYP; 4 nursery of 
trees, 7 |i in 

eae ppr- Fe; 

Nursling, n. PRE 4, 
Nurture, v. t. #2, Pex, a i. 

Nurture, “That which nourishes, #49, (L#E Z 

Ys food, #2 ly; education, HAs. 
Nut, 1B. vy, ¥F; the nut of a pip’, ; wal- 

m i. A¥pk; ground-nut, Hh yr; see the names 

for the respective species of nut. 
Nut-eracker, n. #% BES. 

Nut-shell, n. #%; anything of little compass or of 

little value, “ie Dy, Ny. 
Nutation, n. mH. 
Nas n. 3%, Fee; cleaned nutmeg, LS 

Tegese ticlonaied nutmeg, Wiese ; nutmeg 
orange, py zee; gold nutmeg, A BS te. 

Nutriment, ». #4 ZI, HAZ, BM- 
Nutrimental, a. #24649. #1 (15. 
Nutritious, a. #4 (vy, @i 5 5, Pte fy ; nutri- 

tious food, #4 4 2% 2. 
Nutritive, a. jm 505, Ai 5, FEM. 
Nux vomica, n. FS qi. 
Nuzzle, xv. t. To nestle, which see 
Nymph, n. 4K, RA a ooddess of the mount- 

ains, forests, meadows or waters, [fat Acmh, 
BR ih. [which see. 

Nymph, Nympha, n. The chrysalis or aurelia, 
Nymphiea nelumbo, n. Joints of nymphea ne- 
eee tii Gij- 

| Nymphomania, n. {E%R, Gil, ZORA. 

0. 
Q, The fifteenth letter of the English alphabet, 

Peak FRE 

—#—F-; 0.1. Old Testament, fi 38 on 
TERGA RE: O or Oh! how sad! HEA, nfs Ue. 0 

brave! Apa. 
Oaf, n. A dolt, $f yy, SEF, He 
—— 

F, BA. 

| Oak, * n. #8, tat, AEA 
SUF 5 0,11, -—; 0, 11,000, | 

it, Hit, AP ; the white oak, 

Ate. 

* In Hongkong grow about 12 species of oak, the fruit of 

| one of whic h (quercus cornea) is edible and is sold in the 
| market without the cup under the name of 775% 
| tham, Flora Hongkong gensis, pp, 319—823. 

See Ben- 

4 Q 
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Oak-apple, Oak- leak: gall, n. ait. 2  F-. 

Oak-bark, n. #E)K. 
Oaken, a. HEA BE, HAAS kA. 
Oakum, n. Jie E; black oakum, Yybp hie HE. 

Oar, n. dt, HE, WE; a long oar, $2, HP, Ai, fA; 
a short oar, KE AE, Be, fi; to beat the oars, If | 

Oar-post, n. HAE, det y , if. | are. 
Oar-tie, n. +8 HL, At Ee. 

Oasis, n.; pl. Oases. Uy igirfs 27.8 fit. 
Oat, n. poe used in the plural, oats, 7628, | 

Oat-malt, n. 4 BEF. 
Oat-meal, n. HERE PH. | 
Oath, n. 2%, 89, 28 4; to tako an oath, 38, 3. 
a a 2 a ; to take the oath of fealty, 24 
iti We: to burn a written oath, Bea ; to | 
take an oath by eutting off the head of a cock, 
hy ZE OFLA: JG; to take an oath of office, [Ht (fe #E 

35: (f-4% ; to administer an oath, M44 ; to vio- 
late an oath, #$4%, 7§93, (42%; the oath puts a? Hm) 

an end to valli ife, ‘G gf a to deny by oath, 

IN ; to be under an 
i of oer ag. AWE. | 

Obduracy, n. Invincible hardness of heart, [A]#, | 

A, WO, HeASL, (apt CHL, Bt. | 
Obdurate, a. Hardened in heart, fii j% 3 stubborn, 

TEL HEV, WEL AHL MB He, AC, PSA, TAD 
vSL; unfeeling, 44% ; an obdurate sinner, fif 
1OZA; you are very obdnrate, (RAS PLSAME ; | 

very obdurate, [Al #t Ait. 
Obdurately, din AOR, TAL ME. | 
Obduration, n. fit 4%, [eet #- | 
Obedience, n. JAR. WAH, 387. 8208, MAE; filial 

obedience, WA sf) ; obedience to parents, 24 | 
WH 22-HE; reverential obedience, Ai}; to return | 

to obedience, Si NA, GEIR, Gi KE; obedience to | 
the law, WAjz:, #7; implicit cbedience, yer jg, 

| 

ig. 
Obedient, a. WA, MEME, HE OE, NA AE AS, 3 A, BAL 

MA, BA MA, WATE, 8.4; to be obedient, Fak; 
to be obedient to parents, 34 IA 2¢ TE; an o- 
bedient child, 24 -; obedient to commands, | 
3 fi, HS Gp, (ME fy ; obedient to government, JIA | 
TEAS a pbediont to heaven, JIAF<; an obedient 

will, 3 Henk, MAGE; an obedient disposition, }fA 

4; your obedient servant, S40 ; very obedient, 

AG Teall 
Obediently, adv. AX. 
Obeisance, n. To make an obeisance, Ff, BERS; 

obeisance by kneeling, ffé Ff; obeisance by 
knocking the head, WH, Us HF, Ny) pa, Mp 

7; one obeisance, — Jf; six obeisances and 
three kneelings (towards the empress), 7\ #4 

a 
“Obelisk, n. S430, WF I EYE AE. 
Nopece: a. Ie. 

| Obeseness, Obesity, n. WE AA, HE VAG. Wen, EME. 
| Obey, v. t. FEGK, TE, WA CE. WA, HE OE. 8, SBE, 

VEAP, GK, A; to obey the laws, #id:, WE, 

th aE iy: to obey orders, 9% 4, GA fir, GE Gr; 
does not obey, Mi Wit, 1 i ; to compel to obey, 
RM, 36 G8; constrained to obey, f# fH, pth GE. 

| Obeyed, pp. Fe ih, TIA 

Oheying, ppr. WA, Weak, 7, MAGE. 
Obituary, n. ZEN %. 
Object, n. BA; the object of hone RGy Au, Aw; 

object, end or purpose, #, is jk; the 
point towards which the Be is directed, % 
Wr, Wig; the final object, Wye Fe BeiEse, 
In}, Sai fny, Si PF; the object of our praise, FRA 
ZENE, TEM ESE ; what object has he? PA 
42 OF RG, He A fy KF ; the object of sight, 
(85H; the object of love, PIE, Wr BPE, Wy 
3% ; the object of reproach, SF ERE, PE Be # ; 

the object or target fired at, see aim and 
target. 

Object, v. i. hOB rf, WEA ME, AE, BE Tie, BE 
MW; he objects to it, HahlE SF, WPA Z, 
ft BE. 

| Object-glass, n. DAES. (eZ 

| Objecting, ppr. pA, rhea, MAB, BS 

Objection, n. To make an objection, aq OF rf FE, 

ah ME UE, Bt AR YE. Bt MEH, WES 5 obstacle, 
1) BE; scruple, ELK; there is no objection, He 
A We yg, SAG AL BY; what objection is there? 

fil FAME ATE. Fi fil ALP) 
Objective, a. 4bfry; the objective case, SFR. 
Objectively, adv. To treat objectively, Shih ia 

Z, Rh Zim- 
Ohbjectiveness, oe n. ANF. 
Objurgate, v. t. Ba 

| Oblation, n. PS I KI EK 7. ; to bring an oblation, 

PS, ak S- 
Obligate, v.¢. To bind, as one’s self, in a moral 

and Jewal sense, FH#E, eli, ad 

Obligation, n. Duty, AS 4p, Ax HE vy, WE SH (15. HE 

HG, BRP: debt, 4x fi, JCJ. SAT 4; he has 
many obligations, (474 4 RIA; unmindful 
of obligations, 34; you will put me under 
many obligations by, Je Stk. FEMS, HR 
SAL : obligations of benevolence and right- 
eousness, {= 3% 2.85 # ; to be under an obligas 
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tion, FASFP, Henk. 
Obligatory, a. REY PE, MEAT. ee 
Oblige, v. t. To constrain or force, fr, 

SH, Wises, ies, AE ie ; ; to cause, i. KX, tii, 

Ay; to oblige one to do, Be J fit, sm AV ffi; to 
favor, $74, %S!; will you oblige me by? 4X 
Bir, MSS2 (kK; you will oblige me by tell- 

ing me, RBM, Kh S Abra Mm AK, 

iis, 30, Gh, 

2856 4¢40 ; to oblige by yielding (to the wishes | 

of others), AA gL, ABE, ie fi. 
Obliged, pp. Compelled, Feith, 3a 0 5 eee ee 

yielding, #M Hii ; to he obliged, AP EEL, MEAS 
my, LG ETE ; ophiged to go, ee Tam much 

obliged, 1%, BR, EMM, FE NE, iA. HIVE, | 

EM: greatly obliged, W)S=, 4-F> Saf; will 
be obliged for, B%2(h, BPH, W) Se; obliged 
for your taking, 32 (RW; obliged for your 

patronage, 35236 RL, Sea, SSW; ob- 
liged for a favor, 52). 

Obliging, ppr.ora. #%, 38; to be obliging, 

>; an obliging person, 77 WBA, Ab iy, KF 

jee #. Spe; obliging to be a trimmer, 

igi, Zeige, WaAS UL. 
Obligingly, adv. JO iit. 
Oblique, a. Fh, H.W, tk, 

line, 224%; an oblique direction, 7E 18, FAG; 
{o walk in an oblique direction, 77 ; obra e 
ways, HHES, Ai Z08 ; an oblique hint, Wig ; 
oblique case, JK FE; oblique tones, JA 3 

Obliqne-angled, a. #449 (rg. 
Obliquely, adv. #4, % ; indirectly, A iH. 
Obliquity, n. #1, LH, AiG; the obliquity of | 

the ecliptic, gi8 2 f4 , THT Bi HF. 
Obliterate, v.¢. To etface, &, ua Hk, th RS 

th Ry SRAK Zs, Ss a | HJ ; to obliterate entirely, 3% 
ja; to obliterate a ehamcirs Hee , URE ; 
obliterate all traces, B¥h; to wear out, a 
ASL; to obliterate the conscience, $F AIEZ 

1D, HED. 
Obliterated, pp. or a. $F T, BRT, Ris ; entirely 

obliterated, S3£, HUR, HL, HERT. 
Obliterating, ppr. &, sk, BRA, WA. 
Obliteration, n. Hi ASE, PAZ Be. 
Oblivion, n. Forgetfulness, BiZ, BE, als; 

sunk to oblivion, 77; passed to oblivion, 3% 
'3 72, S838 7 ; an act of oblivion, Hk, MAK; 
the tree of oblivion, SA: ty}; the soup of ob- | 
livion, ERE: the drug of oblivion, PELE 

Oblivi 5. 
Oblong, «. ah Sell. HGR, BFE. 

| 
A, Ai; an oblique | 

Obloquy, n. WEE, aI : 2 reproach, i bz ; slander, 
weit; to bs under some obloquy, 4 5%. 

| Obnoxious, a. Odious, (vj; hateful, BY BE, BERS 

fig; noxious, fy; answerable, B) RSENS, A 
EW AS, &% a fy; liable, Us exposed to, 5%; 
obnoxious to every storm, 32 if 7; obnoxious 

tous, ERM, HA. 
| Obnoxiousness, n. FAR ; 

ment, Hf fi) SE. 
| Obreptitious, a. $f, ¥§- 
Obscene, a. Foul, 73 Fh, GF tL, FL Ay; unchaste, 

lewd, 2, 42/9, 4). A ERE, ALAS, Fi; dis- 
ousting, B) BE, By ik; obscene language, Flak, 
Ge, ane Ih. Gil; obscene books, ee, 
#3 ; obscene odes, {Fp§ ; obscene things, ZF 
it ; obscene affairs, 437; obscene pictures, 74 
dt, fe, Gah, PEK lal; to look at obscene 
pictures, fii zeex , [i tae. 

| Obscenely, adv. 9X, FH; unchastely, FIER. 
Obseeneness, Obscenity, n. 75h, @H. 

| Obseure, a. WAR, WER, 5 hi fit, So, at, Bak, 

| litt, SBR. MEME Ht, E> Are 1G fi» Wig, He BBE, 

SA, AER, Es obscure language, SAMSOpEaH, 

Wik 7 aK, HBE; an obscure birth, my}, 41 Mi; 
obscure traces, 44 fis ; obscure vision, [KE [fit ; 

an obscure style, Hi Vea 7k ; obscure doings, tf 

47; the obscure corners of the earth, Jh Zh 
JE, athe ZK ; to live in an obscure condition, 
ity Jes, BJ, Wis 2 ; an obscure person, FEA, FE 

| WEE fF ; obscure writing, WA IR ZF. 
| Obscure, v. t. Sc, HLM HK, i AHI, OER ee 

conceal, f, [& ; to obscure another man ee 

ie NT, FEN DY). 
Obscured, pp. Clouded, as the mind, [ERR; ob- 

scured by mist or vapors, 33; the sun obscured 
by clouds, AI, We. 

| Obse surely, adv. MEPS; privately, FL, MF, 
retirement, 447% ; not clearly, AW. 

Obseureness, Obscurity, n. DE, BEM ; 
into obscurity, FRG WK, 4 Je ; 
meaning, AA], Ny Af. 

Obscuring, ppr. FR, My. 
Obserate, v. t. ZRF. 

| Obsequies, n. pl. AER, BET. 

Obsequious, a. 5H, NEN. ENE, FN WS, $6 #2 
PE, ESM A 5 funeral, SERA, HE. 

| Obsequiousness, n. WEY, 7K MA, £50. 
Observable, a. BJ Fl; worthy of observation, He 

Ane remarkable, BUY. 
Observance, n. The act of keeping or adhering to 

in LSS of EAT Pare ABA: the social 

subjection {o punish- 

to retire 

darkness of 
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rules and observances; BL fit, SEAS NRE Ii} ; 
common observances, ‘pyHt; to pay observance | 

to social duties, SP2¢ A Zji# ; sacred observ- 
ances, Jey; rite, was. 

Observant, a. BOWE, MGIL, Tob A, Bobs | 
adhering to in practice, BE4F ; observant of his 

word, BEALE, iif, aA. 
Observation, n. The act of seeing, [ii, A#, A. 

iil; observation of ceremonies, SF ji #4 ; to make 
an observation, af, t, ae; to take an obsery- 
ation, #E A. 

Observatory, n. Imperial observatory, #: a 
{fi 35; general terms for observatory, 
BS, WSS, HARLSS. 

Gheeries v. 

tion, 44 ae A, ta 

to notice, £, 1; 
Sr; to Leep carefully, 
and seasons, #AJF; to observe the operations 

TS, BASE, Ma, WAL. NK; 
to remark, jij, #3; to keep, 

BASE; 

of the male and female principles of nature, and | 
F : | 

to watch the rivers and wells, #9 Ui: ELE Pia | 
i#€ FH; 10 observe one’s conduct, fits 48, GL 
ees ; to observe the laws, Spjt, #57 (i: ; 

| {o obserye the ‘Ten Commandments, 4324- gk. 
Observed, PP. Noticed by the eyes, UT Hae; 

remarked, hit, ab f ; kept religiously, sF 7; 
practiced, #7 f ; celebrated, as a feast, {ii G4, 

Fae 

AT Ea | 
ee n. A beholder, fife, #1 # ; observer, as 

law, Sf; observer, as a feast, (fii. | 

Gustin n. Eee WET. 
Obsolete, a. JRe, Reg Ig, AA, Bite A WV, GT | 

AJA; an obsolete word, ies, Kesh 2B, ee. 

Obstacle, m. TE, BE, Eyes, ABE, BLE, 
BY, EGE, Fed; no obstacle, 4h Ape lege not 
the least obstacle, — (yj Ame Bee, #3) Sik i} , — se: Sn BE. 

Obstetric, a. FEE fy, AEF fy. 

Obstetrics, n. HAE Be, HE AEH. 
Obstinacy, n. Subbonnness) [Al He, PH ; firmness, | 

TEU 
Obstinate, a. Inflexible, [ape, Gea, ey), exe 

stubborn, $5", HSH Wy, WASH MD. e Wi sce iit, 
—Saic, (REBE, “EE, [4-5 to be obstinate in eve ae 

thing, 3f JF [A] #3; an obstinate man, [Ap 

Ay, $4-F ; unaccommodating and obstinate, 4G 
$4 31; obstinate and impenetrable, #/y Je A ja, 

Beil? AG, VET Asi, pk as AAR; obstinate ad- 
herence to one’s opinion, [Aj #t Gil. 

Obstinately, adv. [Aj $t, fiy; obstinately adhering 

to one’s opinion, [Aj# CFL; obstinately bent | 
upon, WERE, YZ, (I, HERE ; obstinately just, | 

sare 
HE, BL | 

t. ‘lo see or behold with scme atten- | 

to observe times | 

Fa, PA 

BEY NRE 
Obstinateness, n. [a] #E, 
Hopsteracs, a. Loud, iB 

EE 

| Obstruct, ate FEE, TE, nit, aS, PL BE, OT, 

Wey AEB 4, JIL, aE, it. ELE, PLE, dad 
FH PL, in ae i, HE FE ; to obstruct a passage, 
ECE IR, JHE IG; to obstruct one’s progress, 

{EA ; to obstruct a river, 483% jay. 

| Obstructed, pp.ora. Blocked up, 38fE J, #238 
TJ; retarded, PAA}. 

| Obstructing, ppr. Blocking up, EE; stopping. 
4A} CE; impeding, pil fe, Pi LE; interrupting, #py 

it. 
Obstruction, n. Bae, Ty, PADS, CAE, BE. Be 

bij, Fat, $8, PF; no obstruction, ME REF; ; an oh- 
struction in the road, uae yy; obstruetion 
in the bowels, JERE, Ji AAG, ie 

Obstructive, a. PHBEAS, PAGEE; an obstructive 
| person, fH VE. 

Obstruent, a. Blocking up, 4@3£s7j; hindering, - 

PLAS 9. 
| Obtain, v. t. Tf, HE, 4H, Wk, HE; to obtain one’s 

wish, 7 (4 #&; to obtain pardon, ix ; to obi- 
ee the victory, JEW, (Hg; to obtain favor, - 
Fae, JEP; to obtain mercy, JER] HE; to ob- 
Le forgiveness of sin, #452 7d; to obtain 

deliverance, 72 #% ; to obtain from heaven, H¥ 

| - IEMA, FFSPIE ; to obtain by flattery, AHH 
4% ; to obtain by chance, 4% %§ ; to obtain by 

| sheer luck, 46% Ach Me ; to obtain under false 

| pretences, €44 it fy PE dae Sha FH (179; to obtain happi- 
ness, HER, 44 fi; to obtain by improper means, 

444 5 difficult to obtain, #7; to obtain by 
cutting the bark, AWA ; where can 1- 

obtain it ? 33: )8 77 HE, fiy KE FF SR; to obtain 
property, JIM Hy. 

Obtainable, a. HY ff, Hy FE, HEAP. 
| Obtained, pp. 74S, 73m. 

Obtaining, ppr. 7f, KE, Wh. 
| Obtend, v. . af {ft- 
| Obtest, v. t. To beseech, 4&7. 
| Obtest, v. 7. To protest, 4 Ai; ie], ah. 
Obtrude, r.7. or t. ‘To enter when not invited, Ji 

A, WA RA. Jane, JAC, Haw A ; to offer 
with unreasonable importunity, 7h}, FEI ; to 
urge upon against the will, 7A, BE; to ob- 
trude one’s self, A GizA, 8 Giieye ; to ob- 

trude one’s opinion, HEIR. 
T. 

nlcian: pp. 4 Aith, Fete 

| | Obtruding, ppr. Fs, Fievté, FLAS. 

Obtruder, n. JizxA #. 

ETT, 
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Obtrusion, n. tA Bi, THE, HET, BE 
Obtrusive, a. PERSE, WALWANBE, far’ ae He fae (5, Tie 
Obtrusively, adv. S55 Ty A. LAN. 
Obtund, v. ¢. RL, Lili. 
Obtuse, a. Blunt, $i, Axe; dull, St, ZEAE, SE 

Pele Ses We; an obtuse sound, jaye 5 
angle, =j$Hl faye. 

Obtusely, adv. fil. 
Obtuseness, n. Bluntness, $i #7; dullness, €4gif. 

obtuse angled tri- 

Obtusion, n. (EGE ZH, (EF - 

Obumbrate, v. t. UE EE, WEE, JE Fie. 
Obyerse, n. The face of a coin, Thy, £2 iff. 
Obverse, a. In botany, having the base narrower 

than the top, jr ie Afr. 
Obvert, v. t. SF IJ, [ny- 
Obviate, v. ¢. To remove, (1, BR; to obviate diffi- 

culties, Hf HE; to obviate future calamities, Hi | 

RIB, RR. 
Obviating, ppr. wR, K%. 
Sneaes a. Plain, clear, Wf, RG, WAG G, BA 

oe, SHE, WAH; obvious to all, A AMA, A 
AB F; it is obvious, FAA A, FEW. 

Obviously, adv. WF, WY) Gy; naturally, jiR fx. 
Occasion, n. pean y, REG, ARR BE]; time, 

We, WE, PE. Hi ; on this oceasion, WEE], De bil 

He DES. JERS. Tea, We > on that occasion, 
Ay iil, SCA YE; accidental cause, fc, 2k We, HE 
Hy, (ih, iA]; on all oecasions, GIR, Ta JF on 
every occasion, #4; to seek an occasion, S% 

HE @ ; to seck eccasion, #33 fe; to find an ocea- 
sion, SKE, qh he@, S83] ose there is no 
occasion for, JE (i, AFA, ag 1 Ai to a 
-advantage of an occasion, se fe & HEH, HE 

pilamoreisien » 43 HE ; if ae ee 

{es , 4s KE; what occasion is there 1Ex 1) 

Fei 
ti 
for? 43-12 Bik. Gi ke; to have occasion for | 
money, (Wi SR, {i $¥, ZAFE ; there is no occasion | 
to fear, 4m& {2 % #5 no occasion to trouble your- 

self, Sn Ad, ie te te Ds ASH a 1D: 

Occasion, v. t. To cause, fi}, ¥, fifi, 4) ; to occasion 
one’s death, #% AE ; to occasion joy, fB Ue 3, 
3 FRE ; to occasion. great loss of life, (FB N 
Ui, XS AN ZL; to occasion trouble, RHE. 

Oceasional, a. Casual, A447, BROEAL, AE 
jz; the occasional cause, {hh ae, YE HR 5 oc- 
casional visits, 7p }PRIE, BENE ALE. 

Occasionalism, n. (8) Ae 7 BR. 
Oceasionally, adv. Fj H¥, PRE; he occasionally 

comes, {5 Fy SG YS, (lb FBI ; occasionally when 
at leisure, ¥rfs Ft. 

Occasioned, pp. fH jh, B34, (ii J ; occasioned | 

| trouble, eT He. 

Occasioning, ppr. {H, Be, fi, A>, ZE, BL 
| Occidi ent, n. The west, Py, jy % TF, Pym. 

| | Occidental, a. Taj fry, THI; fy; occidental lan- 

guages, Til 2 af. 
Oz ciput, n. EMR, Oe TE, ie > WET. See Bone. 

Occult, a. Secret, Fix, i, pos fs BSN RRS, 
%: hidden, Wifi ; occult sciences, FH, MH; 
occult causes, FE dc, Wit tke, $e Be. 

| Occultation, n. A hiding, ie 4, p&é 

Occultness, n. si HK AY. 
Oecupaney, n. aan Lis dae 

| Occupation, n. vine act of taking possession of, {jf 
ee (tr #3 the occupation of a fort, 444 
HEL G, SE Ls ; business, 37 3, ah 3, 3E ; 

work, Te, ee, F-(E, a7; trade, Ae fi; what 
is your oce ee 2 Tie URAC AEIE, (i fiz 
THE, MENTS ; the occupation of cither, 
mere nimi or mechanic, Fi #5 the occupation of 
a scholar, #LZE, ee ELE my occupation, FR 

Ie AS3E, Kz ZF Se ; attend to your occupation, 

| SPORASSE, RARE. 
Occupied, pp. Possessed, JES, ify I ; used, FA; 

employed, ft f ; occu pied a house, 4: 4¢ fi] i ; 
to be occupied, JE), AMR, 3 

| Occupier, n. Prtkae. Ee Es, ie ae. 
Occupy, v. t. To take possession of, (7 HE, ay {iy ; to 

keep in possession, S:,3# ; to occupy, asa house, 
J&, {£5 to occupy, as land, 4; to occupy, asa 
fort, PE, ESF, Sf; to fill, Fg, WA; to occupy a 

post, Jé ji, SR idk, SF Hy fit ; to occupy one’s time, 
j& A, FE A; how do you occupy your time? 

(SH ASE FOE, BA Au fig BE ELF; to occupy the 
place of another,  ABPYE, ft AHPFSE ; how do 

you occupy him ? {icf le Ek AE (iQ, RB fig 
HE WIER: 

Occupying, ppr. Taking possession of, {ff PE; keep- 
ing possession of, 4}, #£; employing, as one’s 
time, ifs Bf. 

Occur, v.z. ‘To meet, 84, Hh, ese, eae, 3B, Ga, 
30S, BE it occurs every year, #E4EA ; it 
occurs to me, JAAG FL, HE IRAL ; there does not 

occur to me, FRI wl, TRI AN aL, TR BB AR Bs 
it seldom occurs, PAR, BEA, 22, 22HH; should 

it occur, {4 Fy, ut, {ei A - 

Occurrence, n. An incidental event, (Ri 2 # ; 
any single event, —f-3¢.—#R FF; an oceasional 
presentation, Fy jf 77 ZF 5a sad occurrence, $ 
Hf ; a remarkable occurrence, 77 ¥48 Z3F ; com- 
mon occurrences, S§ 74 "£3, He YE; occurrences 
of life, E282 3F. 

the 

ike 
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Ocean, n. #f, ALE, Hilt, KB, EB; the Pacific 
Ocean, K ZEEE; 
as deep as the ocean, APF ZE; an immense 
expanse, HE. 

Oceanic, a. FE fry. 
Ochlocracy, n. 22? AZ EL. 

Ocher, Ochre, n. i f&, i 4- 
Ociinum, n. Fragrant basil, 3% #g. 
Octachord, n. /\ 5 fig. 

Octagon, n. ASG AS, ATH AY, AGEIE- 
Octagonal, a. 7 f§. 
Octahedron, n. /\ [fl #- 

Octandria, n. pl. APG Es TE. 
Octangular, a. AFA fry. 

Octant, rn. —[] AZ> 2 —, JE ABA 
Octave, n. ora. fiif%Z/\ A ; an octave rhyme, 
ACF a¥ 5 0N octave in music, /\#H- 

Octavo, n. ARE) AS. 
October, n. ASF + Jf. 
Oetodecimo, a. or n. - AFR) (YG. 

Octogenarian, Octogenary, n. )\-+- me, ZH. 
Octopetalous, a. A FEHE A, ATE HENS. 

Octopod, n. A\ EE fy. 
Oetroi, n. HBEY RE. 
Octuple, a. /( (% fy. 

Ocular, a. EA fry, WORE, WR PPE. EA Os, LSE A; 
ocular witness, $} (it $42 sf; ocular intercourse, 

AYER, WEF Zak ; ocular deception, pe Fl, Ay | 

$i Ile. Ih. 
Oculist, n. fr WRAT AY, es Wee 
Odd, a. Odd, as numbers, ¥, 2, fill] ; unmatched, 
i, MEY}: singular, eirmneen AE, pe, Ay Be, | 
AYE, SEW, wetE FAZF ; twenty and odd, “+ 
4 2; an odd sane ay UR, BE He; an odd 

volume, fi #f; an odd glove, WiF 4; one hund- 

red and odd, — Fy 2 #8; the odd days of the 
month, fijJ  ; commence on an odd day, fi) A 
#t ; odd ends, 7eHfi, 2 as PE BF ; an edd fellow, & 

PEA, #OPEA3 odd maxims, 7 PE 0M, BEBE: 
even and odd, Jy ffs, i BE; odd jobs, IL. 

Odd-fellows, n. pl. EX. 
Odd-looking, a. ae 
Oddity, n. meee | 

Oddly, adv. (EHR, Fhe. 
Oddness, n. Singularity, 7 PE 2 BF. 
Odds, ». Odds and ends, 3%, 32 pfi, 2S 44, 

odds, Bile ik; at odds, 1#FBE; to set at odds, 

PEAT ZS, i AAP ie. 
Ode, n. ¥, HBF, Hag; Udes for Children, ¥f-% 

the Atlantic Ocean, ATH; | 

FERS | 
what odds? Bjh #8 B, jh Z5-F, fiy #5 to have | 

the odds of one, BA, We A; to fight against | 

ay; the Book of Odes, ix 

{Ea¥, MEF; one ode, — HBF. 
Odious, a. Hateful, iy EF Ay rey, Nie fij; abomin- 

able, ff, 52; disgusting, Si 0bE, ERBE A, Fh 

JAR; very odious, WAS an edious truth, 
| ‘FY #52234; an odious measure, B) FEZ Fil. 
| Odiously, adv. i, LI JBK BE. 
G@dioustess! n. Dislike, JAR32; hatred, (2 BE. 
Odium, n. Hatred, | 38, 78 (8, HEHE, Arb #8; dis- 

like, WERE ABBE: he brings odium upon himself, 

(BE AME ARR, AI La OR, fl 
# IB; the odium of the fact, 2 LEE. 

Odometer ,n. EREF- 
| Odentalgia, Odontalgy, n. Tooth-ache, JF 4%, FF 
Odontology, n. SPS, jaan. Ly 

| Odor, Odour, n. Sb, &, HR, B; to be in bad odor, 

Kis, BL, SG 
| Odorate, a. ee 

Odoriferous, a. 33, IF IKE, BH WIE M 
a, thE, itis an odoriferous herb, used as 
medicine, 95 fF, fEAK, EG 5 odoriferous plants, 
AAS ; adbriferous vapor, # 4%; odoriferous 
ingredients, # is. 

| Odorous, Odourous, a. #, Ff. 
Odorousness, Udourousness, n. # 5a, BF- 
(Economical, a. Sve Economical. 

| (Edema, n. CHEE. (us 

(Edematous, a. 7 #8 (9, Whe MY, cedematous swell- 
ines, yc fe Ay. 

(Ksophagus, n. #2. 
Of, prep. From or out of, ph, #&, 4, eye; the 

sign of the genetive case, IR, fy, 2%; south of 

Hongkong, # jx ; of old, Fy A, FEFF ; from 
of old, Ff fy LAB; of late, HE AE, iat ajc; a friend 

| of old, PA: of three years, =46 fj, =§7 Wy; 
| all that is left of him, KALI TP fg; the best 

of men, AP PEA, Aes 2 se #8 ; it is taken out 
| of a mountain, WR 75 E, BE IAG; out of 

a mountain, Hf WRU, te ly; it is well done 

of him, EZ. ZG HE 5 a doctor of physic, BEAR; 
he is ten years of age, 4B {#7 ; the town of 

| London, (fy ERR ; proud of, 7, #e8; he is a 
| friend of mine, {2 fA FEM AC, HUFE ARAL; of 
| course, F{ 4; have never heard of it, = 4 ## 

[YI AG RAAB; to speak of, HER, ALI, BR 
at; of set purpose, ACE; of all things, B—; 

of necessity, Ff ¥&, 4; kingdom of heaven, HK 
fi]; Lord of heaven, =; the greatest of all, 

| AUPE HAG, LAA; of gold, 20%, 404, 
4 {OE ; of about, #4). 

| Off, adv. Distant from, jaz, ftiag, BEB ; two miles 

; to compose odes, 
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off, Ta FE ing, Ai TE 2 off Hongkong, it Me 
i —- 22; to fly off, & 4; to take of, JR, PR, 
FI; to take off the Thats JN, WE, Fi; to 
break off, Je Ze. Hyg; to eut of with the 
scissors, BF, s+; 
the boat carries goods off and on, = Has EBA 
JE; to be offand on, JRFE AE; to keep off and 
on, JH}: to have one’s shoes off, RHE, JR 
SH; my clothes are off, FQIRT KE; be off! | 

I am off, J FH), HN, Bete 
off, to escape, JkIRR; to come off well, 73 238 | 
aE: to come off, to take place, i; to come off, | 
as Chinese mass, 7{t; to eet off, to alight, PF; | 
to get off, to make one’s eseape, Yk IF; to go 
off, to depart, #FJ:; to go off, to run off, #F 
5E ; to go off, to be dise +harged, as a gun, #; 
to go off of itself, fF Gk, Ac #8; to let off, 
Tk; to let one off, Az, ES Z5 ill off, badly | 
off, Aw, Ha; well off, Ff $8, BAPE; to take | 
or lift off a cover, #%; T cannot take off that 
cover, zl jt ; flowers fading and falling off, 
#8; twisted off, FEM; to pull off, as clothes, 
#4; to show off, #3. 

Off-hand, a. and adv. PENF(S, RABI GC. * 
Offal, n. Refuse, $RHE, Mbt, FRE; offal of | 

meat, P[k. 

Offence, Offense, n. Anger, x, 
#4, 3h AA, SE, SRE; ecco 7 Fe, WHR; a 
public offence, ASIB, ZV5E ; weapons of offence, 
KEE, Vit ZH ; to give offence to one, 4g, 
$i, ENG; to take offence at, ALPE, Fl fh; 
do not take offence at, PK EL PE, SE FLF ; offence 
against propriety, 46 ji@, #78 

4%; to be an offence to, AFIS, HHA. 
Offend, v.t. P38, fF TE. 18 JE, AG, ie. HE 

Fe, HS ME, EE, HG, Sik fir, Fr sir, iif file; to of- 
fend unwittingly, je, PEW; to offend pur- 

posely, ARIE, RIB ; 

SUE, AFBI A; 
ARE, #1 4K; to offend against reason, 

it offends my eyes, {BE 
F) 

Hun, Ii Sees trespass,
 

; asmall offence, | 
3H, NIE; offence to one’s memory, BExE J, | 

to offend against | 

heaven, J SE IC, HESE HAI. RK; to offend | 
superiors, J@_f:; to offend one, IPA, TEA | 

FS | 
¥#P; the smell of tobacco offends me, {ak aE FR ; | 

| 

| feel offended, Ay A 

of and on, BUI, ZEAE; | 

RAEI ; to come | 

LDP F IME, HL ALL FIL; 1 have of- 
fended you, 4k 4 JF We te, 7 16 | EA; do not 

i. 
Offender, n. JRA, IEA, SEK, FIGH, RIG; 

| an old offender, #fe, 44 /), ABE. 
| Odending, ppr. or a. J85E, F42, fj I8 ; commit- 

ting sin, #@ 5B. 
Offensive, a. Cansing displesgue or some degree 

of anger, 3AM, fa 2S fry, (15; injurious, 
“EF fy; offensive, as weapons, Jefry; offensive 

| and defensive weapons, KeTk&e #; offensive, 
as breath, §£ ; offensive and defensive, J¢H£; to 

unite for offensive and defensive purposes, Hite 

HHE; an alliance for offensive purposes, Bey 

| 254, KG Ee. 
| Offensively, adv. SE fy, (£ (15. 
| Offer, v.t. To offer to a ae and with both 

hands, 45, ie b, EX, 7s, TE tf, Bk, of ZS ; to of- 

fer up, as tribute, Fr, Fr Bk, FE 8, FL RX; to 
| offer tribute, 4247, 44 Fr, La, as FL; to offer 
| up perk is Ha, fy 44 $8 fa; to offer presents, 

| S87, EpAAG; to offer up a sacrifice, Bes, 
| 7; to me or Propose, HE jit; to offer one’s 

services to another, * STINT A, A BK ARSE 
J\; to offer one’s ud to one, $NA, BRHF 

MWA; to offer violence to one, Je J, Hm J; to 

offer yiolence to a woman, #m%; to offer a 
reward, HiFERE, HP hh ; to offer for sale, FR 

AY, #12 ; to offer a price, * HER, A; to 
offer battle, Pepe AE, PARE, + BEBE; T to offer 
up pEByer, Ff, Wriis ; to offer up a request, - 
Ta, IS, jE; to offer a very low price for, 

iB RL 
Offer, n. A proposal, #E jt; to make an offer at 

auction, WP; to make an offer in private, 3E 
ie fH; a written offer for, FESR, me Py. 

Offered, pp. or a. Presented to, $j, AHH, AKT, 
FEF ; offered, as a price, 32 7; offered, bid 
at auction, HJx Tf ; offered a sacrifice, BRT. 

Offering, ppr. Presenting, 48, 4s, %K ; sacrificing, 
£& ; presenting to the eye or mind, #£ jt. 

| Offering, n. A sacrifice, 28, £34, ny, =, RR; 
to bring an offering, BRE : to scatter offerings 

to offend against propriety, 7&7; in what did | 

I offend you? 4 ¥e-Fie (nie, AFG Te 
CRE ; you cannot offend me, (RIF PEFTE IS, 
HH HE IB FED. 

Offended, pp. or a. To he offended, FF; the just | 
man is not offended by little things, $—-A~ 

* Vulgar. 

along the road for the evil spirits, #2 ER 3; 
to sacrifice to the ghosts in hades, 2344; of- 
fering of living animals, fq; a libation, or of- 
fering of wine to the spirit of the earth, 6%; a 
burnt- see ing TER, Ls a ipeat ofertas, Ike; 5? 2S 

* 1 te most common terms are: 7432, AE 5u, ARENT Ze, 
&e. 

¢ These terms express a challenge to battle. 
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to distribute offerings WIE. 
Offertory, n. Ofertory in the Church of Balan 

Wy te Be, YE Wh FA Be; offertory in the Roman | 
Catholic Church, ABE a. | 

Office, n. eh or public charge, Ti, WES}, fe, HR 
Sy, FSM, ASZP 5 sacred office, HEF ; business, | 
Hr, WUE; a a government offiea, HEY, B, aS, | 
LS %, Jig; a censor’s office, 4 Ht Ap PY ; office | 

for directing the servants of His Imperal Maj- | 
esty, fr}; the office of the governor general, | 
HEF PY ; to fill an office, {L, ¥IFE; to enter | 
an office, (4 ff, J. fr, #b ft, Hi Wes to receive | 

an office, #2 ff; present office, BLE; former 

office, my office, HL ; to confer an office, 

FR, I SI to dismiss from or deprive of office, 
Oe WR, YR UR, HE IRE, FIRE; to resien one’s, or | 

retire from office, #)jt, Bet, igi HA AE 3 a 

responsible office, # (f- ; to detain in office, fF 
{f; it is the office of a king, 4A=E 2 ARF} ; it is 

my office, (APMEAIE, ATE; 2 post office, 
#2 (SFE ; printing office, [-{} #3 RE ; office for per- 
mits, Wij; offices of love, HT, KAT. 
little offices, )J\7.; what is the name of your 
office ? let ee : about to vacate an office, H¥ 
PE, tt 8 es he will soon be in office, pr Ht 
EA; perquisites of office, FE ; to purchase an 
office, 44} ; he parehase d the office, $8 WE. 

Office. eaten n. SRG, URE. 

ie ’ Evie offi- Officer, n. Officer of government, 
cers in gereral, A, BoP, {kB EB 6 Bs BE, 

above Uy fourth rank, Ee FR YB; an officer 

* és the high officers, Kis, EE AK, KE, 
Sd Fe; all the officers, AE, A {fe = a civil Cue, 
ie, “A, V5; a military officer, PCS, 
‘&, 40H; civil and military Gfears! AC TEE ES 
the superintending officer of the civil and mil- 
itary graduates, 4 pt 7e 44 ; he has eyes for an 
officer, fifi Fy 77 HE; be not afraid of the officer, but 
of the ruler, PEt Fe jE (448 ; officers shielding 
one another, ‘fy fe 4H ff; personal attendants of 
officers, PYHE; an acting officer, Sep, Beye; 
one officer, —Eif¥ ; a deputy officer, A; offi- 
cers off duty, 0B, 30 Hi, deeoHe 5 a brother offi- 
cer, [il fit, (8 3E 5 officers, superintending the 
merits of others, ji) 32 ; an officer in charge 
of forests, a forester, #4}, Up PKs; an officer 
of the fields, FAME, RE Fy, HIG Je, 1 FAT ; lands 
or cities allotted for reyenue of officers, 4%. 

Officer, v. t. IRE (a 
Official, a. ys. ; an official situation, ¥ 

» Pe 

fz {8S » ik [f 5 ’ 

OM, is fii , 

official duties, J Zp, Ey 75 5 an 

official residence, f% 4%, Ef 32, 4p PY; official 
attendants, #7 ; official dignity, FF #8; losing 
one’s official pg 4s BB; trusting to 
official power, #4 f¥ HE; an official prohibi- 
tion, #5; official seals, FFF; official titles, 

Wie) #4: @entlemen and recommenders of per- 
sons for office, #€ 8245 ; official authority, Fe 3, 
Kk ; an official document or communication, 3 
HE, ALR, HSC, FH; an official document or 
account presented to His Imperial Majesty, 2 
Hi, Fe 78, AN Hi; official order, ge}; official 
proclamation, 437; ; official reply, HEE], HEA; 
official dress, F3){%; official cap, PCM, OE. 

Official, n. 7-8; officials, ey, i 'R- 

#8 Pe: 

ials, 

| Officially, adv. BE Ag, HAS. 
Offciate, v.7. To act for another, #, 3238; to 

officiate, as a minister, 77H278; to officiate, as 
a teacher, Fr. 

Officiated, pp.  f. 

Officiating, ppr. Acting for another, %&. 
Officinal, a. 2% fy]. 
Officious, a. Busy, B37; obliging, SpA, mB 

fond of intermeddling in affairs WOE, SEE HY 
in which he has no concern, 4-2 ASE. 

Officiously, adv. LI] Bye. 

Offing, n. Fim. Hira A. 
Offscouring, n. Refuse, RHE, FIC. 
Ofiset, n. A shoot, %; a sum, account, or value 

set off rigs: another sum or account, 3} Af. 

Ofispring, n. Issue, FA, tit Bil, Be. F 
fai) ; the sie of a second wife, He ; ille- 
gitimate offspring, BFF. 

Ofward, adv. fay Ab. 

Olten, ade. Ms HER, MR. BA, SIE, BM, 
Ej, HE Je]; not often, 4ié We #6 & IB), A BR; 
Be eiammed ae jst 5; often tried and 

often succeeded, gt 7k JE YS; often or always, 

JEU. 724k it is often so, ZEAEROK, edn 
Oftentimes, adv. JR, ZB Ig]. | JE. 

Ove, vt. FAL, WLI fh HF UGE, AUGE 
Yih. MAL, WD, uy nse. 

5 lis ie Sip Ogling, ppr. or n. AFR, BRAK 
Ovre, n. Kh. 
Oh, inter). Pept, WERE, EU, We, a, Ti ise, Tale, 

ahh, (kik, Pafiay, PMR, We; Oh that! BA 
78, Ih A; Oh, how ee an ADK. 

Oil, n. ih oil (attar) of roses, TIL yh; scsamum 
oil , 2 fit jh; tea or camellia-nut oil, 3876; 
bean oil, t¥ Yh; cocoa-nut oil, AF Hh ; cotton- 

soed oil, fF, 7G; ground-nut oil, AMM, 
WU, qe AE th 5 sweet oil, Z4EASYh ; cabbage or 
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rape-seed oil AEH oil of peppermint, TT All ; 
oil of the jotropha (jatropha eureas ), Hi] 7h; 
eassia oil, AEIE YY; fish oil, (Yh; castor oil, 
Sa Yh; olive oil, APY; almond oil, AF 
WH ; oil of cubebs, #2 HY: croton oil, Faz wh; 
oil of turpentine, PASAh; mustard-seed oil, FF 

ASYH; oil of amber, HEI Wh; oil of aniseseed, 
A F442 ; oil of cloves, J 4 ih ; cod-liver oil, 44 | 
FF YG; linseed oil, & Wik Yh; a jar of of], —2E 
4; chamomile oil, 4 7€ Hh; fragrant oi], Ayph; 
pure oil, #§ Yh; essential oil, ##yh; oil cloth, 
Wh4i ; oil paintings, Wyse ; oil paints, Wha ; 

to anoint with oil, {4 th ; to rub with oil, #EUh; 
to fall into the ail ealdron, to go to hell, JAYh 

$€ ; as smooth as oil, HhUff it; rancid oil, Sh. 
Oil, v. t. Yj; to anoint with oil, Wh; to oil a 

boat, (fj fH Ke. 
Oil-cake, n. {ly /4F fF. 
Oil-cloth, n. 4h fi. 
Oil-color, n. Whee. 
Oil-nut, n. BY Hi, F. 

Oil-painting, n. Yh. 

Oil-paper, n. Ye. 
Oil-press, n. WhFE. 

Oil-presser, n. HAE. 
Oiling, ppr. dh, HEU. (WH. 

Oily, a. Wh, hfs ; an oily taste, jABk ; aromat- 
ic and oily taste, 1k Ai}; oily deposits, Ah 3 

producing oil, Hi qlfy; an oily-tongued rascal, 

TAY TE HE. 
Ointment, n. # #%; wax ointment, 

mercurial ointment, yc gh ee. 

Old, a. FF, %, 6, dc, BCE, PRES ; old, as a person, 
#8, 4B, #; thirty years old is called Af; 
forty years old is called ii; fifty yeas old is 
called 4%: sixty years old is called 4; seven- | 
ty years old is called 34; eighty or ninety years 
old is called 32 ; hundred years old is called [pq ; 
bent from old age, Zp ak ies ; old and ema- 
ciated, 4 f% ; so old! ! [ikea ; an old man, 4% 

K LF, 2258 GL, BAR, EF, a Se, Fyfe, | 

SA; an old woman, YE, BU we, eR HEH ht 
, Bal £4 , HELA dé; old and childish, ERE, 

BIE EE MD, BA; to row old, AE: 
old womanish, ##; an old lady, &-&; oldage, | 
3x HY, Ji #2; old and infirm, j9jj; an old | 

. trader, % 7B, € f7 Fz; an old customer, #+ | 
fii; old and firm, 3% = [, 444%; old and 

virtuous, #7 ify f#, By Ge (Le ; 
ENS: to exhibit old things, #3; old, 

long used, (#5; rather old fashioned, 74 74 fy, 

(761 ) 

tA FS eS 

old and poor, | 

HEA, HEY; from of old, ALA, A 
ti Si] RMP ; old and experienced, BR, PM, 

WV], AM, HH; old and stupid, asa workman, 

HA; an old acquaintance, FRAC, BEAL, Heze, 

SEIN), AUN, PEAS oat, EAE ; an old and 
dear friend, #41; an old servant, # A; old 

and weak, 39% ; old and dim, 3]; old and 
wrinkled, #5, WGK ; old clothes, FEB. WR ; 
old man’s rice, #237 ; an old scholar, 444%, 
4 fE ; in days of old, _- & ZR; old tricks, G 
we, HE}, te’ ; his old tricks are coming out 
again, Ae (ij ; an old disease, PE Ay, JX, tHe 
HE; old shoes, HH: HEHE, fic BE; new and old, 
HEE, WT Bes old and young, #3), Bh; to 

reject the old and adopt the new, #60, 
HE co ; to mend the old, #jP~ ; to repair 

the old, 4s # ; how old are you? (HEX, (nH 

IR Ap BL HEA BE A older, 
Kid, fei, kh ; oldest, BAR, BEA, 

EV, BEG. 
| Old-hachelor, n. ff. 
Old-fashioned, a. Ge fry. 

| Old-maid, n. 3%. 
| Old Testament, n. Bi ME. MAE. 
| Olden, a. 4. 
| Oldish, a. Bef, RBS. 
Olea fragrans, n. White olive, FEAEZE, FETE. 
Oleander, n. HT; PE. 

| Oleiferous, a. HEH Ay. 
| Oleometer, Eleometer, n. An instrument to as- 

certain the weight and purity of oil, #hf. 
Olfactory, a. fig fs, 1M fg; the olfactory nerves, ij 
SAS the olfactor y sense, By] FS, EE. 

| Olibanum, Oliban, n. PL %. 
| Oligarchy, n. FR IIBL. 

Olive, n. #%, ABE; fruit of olive, BEF, FFF ; 
white olive, cannarium album, GH; the black 
olive, cannarium pimela, BRB; wild olive, iF 
J\ tht, Fa ABP; white olive flower, #E #E ; red- 
dish olive flower, JJ-4EGE, AHEZE ; dried olives, 
8; HE; salted olives, pp; fresh olives, MERE ; 
the seeds of olives, ##{£; stoned and pickled 
olives, BRR, a carved olive seeds, FZPRA ; 
olive green, fpf ; the olive branch, 3, AZ. 

| Olive- yard, n. eH. 
Olymp, n. Bill. 
Olympiad, n. PU 45, pu 43a. 
Omega, n. Hah FRE SF, 44; alpha and 

| omega, 444K. 
| Omelet, eae n. SE TERE, 
| Omen, n. 34 pH KSA, i a good omen, 47-3298, 

4B 
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PIE, TEIE, Sig He emt SME, WUE, et, 
ji; a bad omen, fSkoR, AIK, HAL; to 
meet a bad omen at He new moon, Aj— HE FE ; 
to meet a bad omen in the morning, GLE RE ; 
it is a had omen, Me xg SRO, AGG, Aare. | 

Ominous, a. Ominous of evil, ira 4p Sho4, ART 26 || 
HE ZIK. AYE, HSC; ominous of good, AF FEA, 

HIE, Ty. 
Ominously, adv. LIK BA, LISA. 

Omissible, a. Hy ATG 1s FER PE, rie fy. 
Omission, n. uhatig, HUA, eee 

sion, JZ SE. Feith As ; 

ter, Hj — ee ST H.- 

Omit, v. t. Wi, AL WTS, HEE Se. EL. Fes a WRT 
to omit a letter, 

—"s:; to omit to insert in an account, PRE Ap, 
mt _[. fh; to omit to insert, AVE FEA, OE sah 
Ye, ikk; to omit to mention, Ratahk, 4 ak, 

vi ab, ii Ht; to omit to take away, MHS, iat. | 

rvabis Zs 5 to omit to do, ye fa, wit, Shae fit, 
4=F] BE; to omit to prepare, 4 FH fff. 

Omitted, pp. IVY, fe f, SRT, ATS. 

Omitting, ppr. wht, fe, Se, KARL. 
Omnibus, n. 4 HE, +4 4 Hi. 
Omniform, a. AJ, A sth. 
Omnipotence, Omnipotency, n. BEPF A AE, A Fe. 

Omnipotent, a. SE Si Ab gk. Ext DAE, IG AH A fe: 
Ant Sr AE, BE ABE, ASHE ; the omnipotent God, 

As iit Z [ie ; God is omnipotent, _f- #4 TE pF 

Omnipresenee, n. is AZ. L ARE: 
Omnipresent, a. Beefy, BEE Hi), Oe sy iS WE BB 

4A, MEDEA TE, WE a: 
Omnise’ ence, Omnisciency, n. Sty A En, A 4, 

ANE [JS 37 Zen. 

Omniscient, a. BEseRp i. se ae 4a: Ae Fe, Se an 
PAu, Zs 50, SJL; the omniscient God 

Wi 4 502_b iit, AS Fl Z 
cient, fr $e3e ab ja. 

Omnium, n. AA, BASES; omnium gatherum, 
pea, Wel papi. 

Omnivorous, a. J€—AAYE, HEM Ry, FF 
Hb (Vy, IC ASB fg ; omnivorous animals, ff 

ea 
On, prep. #£, _b, ie i, 46 ifs; on the 

knees, MRIS OH _E, Ze 8_I.; on earth, J _b, 
Zé Si ; on the table, WR 
té_[-; met him on thie ae WEIR [SB aE IE, 

| MEESE Abs on hills, (_E, WRIW_E, Ze ILE; on 
high, #¢_f; on the throne, 7£ fi; ; on the other 
side, AS, HHjH ; on the right hand, #75, WR 
FiiB: to pene oa as on a violin, iui to ome 

? Amt: 

je GA; Sin of omis- | 

the omission of a let- | 

WSTE— TF, MTF. IES | 

_E ff#; God is omnis- | 

fi, #4_E; on the road, 

on, as on a clarionet, MR ; on the one hand, — 
wy on horseback, WFR; to go on foot, Fy RR, 

ft, ETF, rare #21]; ; on the water, 7c ff, 
ra ; on the first day, #j— AA ; to bestow favor 

on one, fi PAA; on receipt, £ fil, nok on 
my part, am Aq, FCG; on a sudden $3 

on the contrary, JZ, #0)/x, iy EL ; on no account, 

We — A, Fi UE; on account of, FA, #3 on 
purpose, JHE, lic &. EE; on all sides, puyiy, 
MU Jr, Je) be]; om the wall, 34 [-, 8% J-; lead us 

on, 4] 4%; on good terms, AM AF; on with your 

story, HEME; to work on, iA Bk HE BRB tf 
A = ; and so on, 3 Zs; on condition, FRA, FH 3 
his blood Le on us, {5 5PE fei; IE, UL si Gi AK ; to 

have on, #, 4H; on hearing, Fepi Ze, — 
[ii]: on the first month, #TE Jy. 

Onanism, n. The crime of self-pollution, #7 FR, 

RR. 
Once, adv. —#, —le], — yf, — 34; this 

once, lg — 8, JL ; es: once, — Ip, hii; at 
once, or all at once, 744%; formerly, SESH, 5E, 
A ae more than once, Bjh@—R, Bj — B; 

once more, —]e]{7, #{— ZA; once for all, —A 

WEL; only once, Pj—A, E—#, HIE). 
One, a. —, B, Z@; single, Ft, fH; only one, Fy 

—, i—, e—, HE—TG,; the last but one, 

WRI RMR, 7 EWES —; he is one of the 

gang, RTM, (HIER A; one by 
one, ——, ja—, fiG—; one after the other, 3% 

R=, BEB HAGA s every one, —, F—, 
45, AA, MAM, GA; one ingredient, —K ; 
one fealine —l&; one o'clock, —Eige, 3a 

J}; with one accord, or of one mind, wt, — 
1D, A, Ao; one while, —jfy ; one half, — 
4E; one connected while, —#; to put in one 

place, i Hi — IP ; one strain, — Me; one of 

these days, lJ AME—*, 42 A Z%—; to love 

one another, 44 3; to quarrel with one another, 
ANE; 't is all one to me, st F¥—-—8, []FY— 
xk; one fourth, pyZp>2—; one and all, —fff, 

J, —-(f; how shall one do it ? Eh(k74 (EWE, 
An fy (EZ; as one might say, BR ANH; just 
as one likes, 4 that, mu; such a one, [RESPRE, 

40d ; ch 

’ ZAK ’ 

by one’s own choice, 14 Gz. Us 
3 FE; in one lump, fF, Petit; one side, — 
3% ; one occupation, 2 APY, BESE ; in one, 

A —, R—; all one, fiz Tit #8 — tR, HIE sh; 
one’s own, Ax, BL, A CLE; one’s self, {GB 
RR, Hy A, Wisp. C. & ; one’s own person, $y ; 
which one? 3—7>; your little ones, (PE SH 
WEAF, MEoarF ; one’s own ES BUEIEF, 
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EF; cither the one or the other, a #X | Opaqueness, n. HiZ HLH, AV H- 

BRE; | 
with the other, —>-#,— tq; the one true | 
God, #j—JH Lie; the only True One, #%j—JH | 

#. | 
One-eyed, a. HiME, FEMME, HEEL AVS, Ws fei | 
One-sided, a. —-j$ (VJ, {fj ; a one-sided view, {fi St. 
One-sidedness, n. {fj #. (—#. 
Oneness, n. #§—; the oneness of God, _- HF ZR 
Onerous, a. Burdensome, “fr, #£, #F ; onerous duty, | 

Wife, Ure. | 
Onion, n. 7%, ALG; small onions, Aj 2%; the | 

onion bulb, 2%; the Onion (Harakorum) | 
- Mountains, 224% © Fd fill: 

5 Oniseus, n Las ne ow bug, Jl hF, PbS Sah 

Only, adv. 5B, i, Aja, ‘Bi it, B, , wt, A, | 
We, 3, NE, HR. HE, iL; only this, 7aBE 
fj, JEJE, ae f4y"BE; came only to ask, eH | 
JA []; not only, AH, AR, Aik, Bilt 5 el | 
only one, A 5 only one, ‘i $y. Yi — 7 
wy: the only bewotten son, ira | 
an only child, $y -f; only myself, #3 A @; | 
only not consider , iAH; only intended to | 
say, AGH ah; the only thing in the pmiket, 

fa li £2; got only one, iB T — Ag- 3 is | 

only, Ki ff, fay 32: ; only one way there, mie 

DR, hs Hh. 
Only-begotten, a. 83 2E fig. 
Onomancy, n. %*F: fp. 
Onomatology, n. 4% py. 
Onomatopeia, n. HALF, ey Fe. | 
Onset, n. A violent attack, Ue, PEK, fp py; the 

first onset, FEI, AI. | 
Onslaught, n. Ye, WIT, WERE | 
Ontologist, n. WAVE. | 

Ontology, n. Wyte &, thy He | 
Onus, n. ASF}, if, ai. | 
Onward, ade. or a. fy A, “EAT; directly onward, | 

ALR, A im ag; an onward movement, iff #7; 
in an onward state, JXA4P, HEF. 

Onyx, n. See Chalcedony. 

Ooze, v. 7. ig. UW, UH, iit. {it i's, § iB, He, EW, iif | 

if; to ooze in, WH A; to ooze out, FRI, WHI, 
Oozing, ppr. YW, if. | ie. | 
Opacity, n. Opaqueness, 3, AiG IE; the opa- | 
_ city of the correa, Hi f™ Alike, A fg Hie. 
Opal, n. Si SLi. 
Opalesce, v. 7. FEST GL ME HK. 
Opaque, Dito, a. Impervious to the rays of light, 

AGE Ke fp; not transparent, AW]; dark, Bnf, | 

a. 

to hold ia one hand and insert (plant) | Open, a. 

| Open, v. ¢. BY, aT bil, RE, TH] 5 

Not shut, BAIYy ; spread, ty; open, 
as a letter, By APE, Heth f7; open, asa well, 
Be DS, UESE Hs not obstructed, asa road, 34; 
iM open court, 7%, FES Ti; free to all, ZA, 
Ang SEG} ; not secret, ZS; open disgrace, 
fe; open, frank, jG, JE, S27E; an open 

heart, SMEZot) 3 an Oyen look, applied to a 
person, [fy € Di) [3h .iy © BA ake; an open view, [J 
3 AN Open car, 3H EP, 298 fry ; open, without 
defense, the, ae: open to attack, AyeMpE, B 
Ke, PIRI; open, as an account, Ay, 

AAEM; open, as a question, Age AY, He 
fj; open or wide Hels Fiihit, Ay; AD open 
letter, By AME (2, KE TL a little open, # 
By; in the opem field, 3 flrs; in the open 
street, it #1. ; the bowels open, A Sith ; in open 
day, FFIKA A; the open world, # {IE ; in the 
open ar, aE K, mK; open table, Dis to 

keep open house, 47 Ae ; open sale, Z BE, Fz 
12, Hide; open mistake, Fy MpFh ; with open 
force, Dik: open acts, Z$ fF; an open temper, 

Ary; an open mouth, PPE, mF, BAA; 
an open cave, JL2¢; to break open, $f], IRE 
Bd, kedbey; torn open, 2p]; to break open the 

door, [eel bi PY. 
to open by break- 

ing, J bi 4B UA IE. WEBH ; to open by spread- 
ing out, Hebi}, fbi; to open by pushing, Hé 
Bij; open the door, §APY; to unlock, HEBY, Hi 
Bi}; open the glass windows, 4ft PRHRIE A ; do 
not open the window, I A HE Dad GY 5 open 
the pick-nick hasket, [ff] @ #%* #; open the 
(native) dressing case, #2 GE ) BUEEHE; to open 
by a stretcher, $7344; to open a vein, [Fs fi 
42; to open a hoil, MES, FH; to open a 
ditch, pH; to open a knot, #7 #ifi; to open a 

way, Bilt, biz; to open a way of escape, fi 

EHR ZEB; to open out, FERA; to open a letter, 

bi (a. Dela, EEBISHS, Eee; to open calmly 
or in peace, 4¥; open and look, FM, KFA. 
ff] ; to open or explain, ff2, [iJB ; to open a 
Chinese eee 6H 4 ; open the mouth, hi 

BEG 1, 2511; to open the eyes, fA AR, MH: : 

to open a pe of the blind, Bx s¢4) ZG ; to 
open the heart, BA t, BASF 3E, HE DIE; to open 
the minds of the people, ff} 3-3; to open 
the eyes of the heart, By OWE; to open the 
teeth, to blab, Be js; to open the howels, 3m Jk, 
SANE: {o open a shop, BHAHSEL, be, bi oe; to 
ora the play, bi 23 to a) a bargain, to 
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state the price, BO to open out the meaning, : AG ZA, BEI. 

HFSS, TESS, BAT. MERE; to open an umbrella, | Operative, a. #§ Th Jy fy, 4 J} fj, SE Wj; an 
BAUS, RAZ, BASE; to open a case in court, Ei] operative poison, Ff Jj Zig 

3; to open the campaign, J 47, he HK; to open | | | Operative, x. TA. 
hostilities, Bi 4J, 56 2, SEF; to opon upon Operator, n. (ELH, FH. 
one, BAA, BASF A; to open with advantage, Operculum, n. The lid or cover, as opereulim of 

BH i #3; to open through, 3f); to disclose, Ww shells, #5 JRF. 
ig. Be; to expose any thing to view, #2%; the | Ophicephalus, n. AE f@. 
flower opens, 7E BH, 4E Tk. | Ophicleide, n. 4p) We sae BF . 

Open, rv. 7. To unclose itself, Bi ; to be parted, yy, Ophidian, a. #EfYy. 
fff FB; to begin to appear, ¥, FAH; to com-  Ophiology, n. HE am, HESS 
mence, fr] 3, i vi, #2 3; to bark on scent, Ophiomorphous, a. KEE. 
&e., fw. | Ophiophagous, a. #8 #E AJ. 

Open-eyed, a. Watehful, Ett, Beefy. | Ophthalmia, ». WOE WET, BAe BOR, se, By. 
Open-handed, a. #£# ff (ij. Hi; chronic ophthalmia, sy MWRRE, A ARIK : 
Open-hearted, a. Candid, (2.59, 4 5. | acute ophthalmia, 3G #. 
Open-heartedly, adv. #4. | Opthalmic, a. WORE AS, 2h TE Vy. 
Open-heartedness, ». Frankness, j@ 64; candor, inte, n. FEHR), Bea, PLN ERE. 

Hifi; sincerity, Mot iyy, MERE SEB. | Opine, v.t. fi, #8. 
Open-mouthed, a. fy, Aa FE. Ojala, n. &, A, ie SL, fa, Zs BB, ER, 78 A, 
Open-worked, a. HEARS. 4&4; my humble opinion, Fi BB A, qe ah 
Opened, pp. BJ J. F7HN S 3 unsealed, HEB S.A | | FSR, AR; what is your opinion? fpA tee 
Fl; uncovered, #6 TS, HABIT ; disclosed, SLE, Wat fa EE, Ban fy ; what is his 

yi sf : freed from obstruction, 3m f, BES hy opinion ? f& Ff tz a We, A EE 5 fae- 
4 ; made plain, fiz. cording to my opinion, ff TEST, WAGGA; to 

Opener, n. By 4%. adhere to one’s own opinion, [Aj#e 251, tit 
Opening, ppr. or a. Fil, 4p A, BE; revealing, we CA; : to follow one’s own opinion, #£ & 52, Mf 

@e; interpreting, ff%: unsealing, PRAY, RE; FECL: he has no opinion of his own, {B7f 
a flower opening, 7 fi}. | re , se AL; every one has his own 

aa n. A breach, yj A; an aperture, ¥8, FL, | anion. fH tf A 4, #4 HR: opinions 

gz, Fl; a crevice, 324%, HERR; a place admit- differ, #51 Ala), EAL F HN); to broach new 
ting entrance, if; an opening for an en- opinions, HiIRBC to change one’s opinion and 
ea cement, Ay PELE, At Pus it: | follow others, {2 a] Cie Ri re Ete J; to give 

Openly, adv. FAYE, AS, i, FRA, BH an opinion, 7G ; he has no opinion of it, #£ 
A}, WHE; plainly, (fy. AE Ae AT a, Ce 7%; one cannot form a 

Openness, n. Freedom from covering, #; plain- | correct opinion, JH iP} yPRE ; to have a bad 

ness, (ff. MBif. opinion of one, NT AF, We Ae. 
Opera, n. EXAH- | ae ae Opinionated, a . RCH. BE, th 

Opera-glass, n. BREESE, FTE, TM. = MEL 
Opera-honse, n. 2K Ry. ORs n. ‘Imported opium, J&)q=, Fhe, ZA, 
Operate, rv. i. To act, or produce, fff, #; to oper- SAAR, S42 +, IBA. WE, FER, AP; native 

ate, as medicine, #83 Jy, j{¥HE; to operate, as opium, fij ¥E%E; Benares opium, IP JERE; Patna 

a surgeon, #iJ; to operate on the mind, Hit, opium, ZH. Moc. Ho. B+. Bk, A+: 
#3; to work, {EL-*K, {£I; to operate de- Turkey opium, 4 )e,4°4E, 42 4E $2 ; raw opium, 
structively, #¢ #8, Beak ; to operate detriment- AES< ; prepared opium, 3% #4, 38 He, JHE; 
ally, 3H. | opium ashes, scraped from the pipe, JS HJR ; 

Operation, n. fi, LE, Tit, SK. HK. AH; to smoke opium, $f]; to swallow opium, # 

the operation or functions of the body, & 2% Ty , #48 he FF 5 to open an opium-smoking shop, 
J; surgical operations, ApF}, #4] Z:; operation BALE BE ; the gaping or longing of an opium- 
on the mind, #h (3%; the operation of machin- smoker, {#8 ; a confirmed opium-smoker, 
ery, be LAT 7H} ; the operations 0 of nature, aif Balsa an epi sot, t, ER ili : to cure of 
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opium-smoking, 
um-smokers, FRY AL; opium powder, J& Hitt ; 
opium plaster, fii 46 }q #2 ; edict for the deliv- 
ery of opium, mR? HUB}; a chest of opium, 
— FA IG he; an opium shop, qf. 

Opodeldoc, n. FAAS e.- 
Opopanax, n. 48 7G HE (7). 
Opossum, n. Be jet. 
Oppillate, v.t. AEE. 
Opponent, a. sles A. 
pewett, n. 

EP Zi. 
Opportune, a. film, Zeon, mE, GETS, AR, HE 

SE, A) SHAR. 5 LU, NFL GE an op- | 
pated eae 

Opportunely, adv. hil uy, i we, Way: to come op- | 
portune death, 2 (5 iil sy, BE 

portunel, 12 @ Ming, 3 JEON j received very 
opportunely, 4 5pm, 

Oivenhunity n. oe #):; to embrace an oppor- 

tunity, HEHE. 3h, DIM, TES EOE, MA 
(il. FES ; a good opportunity, ek to lose 

an opportunity, 4H ; a suitable opportunity, 
KE ZI, JEW; to watch for a favorable op- 

portunity, Fay ti By, JU RE HE 5 just the right 
opportunity, YE @ Jif, WES ; no opportunity ~ i 2 aw 

FES, MAK A FE; a hero without opportunity | 
to display his prowess, Se #€ It JADE lr. 

Oppose, v.t. Sie. HIE, i. OE, ANH. AEE, 
38, HUE, #7, HAG. Bh, He. ee toounose sts 
laws author ies Ge., ie, ii, 3, EE We ae 

KEM, Mei, Wik, eM, T, ZE. a fic, FU: 
agree in one’s 
Zz ; do not oppose, Hej ; to oppose the laws, $8 

YE, HET, FFI ; to oppose the authorities, He EB; 
to oppose the eA ae will, 40 Gy: to ones: an 
enemy, #fjiZ; to oppose one another, #479, 4H | 

BL; to oppose heaven, HK, MEI, WK, WK: 
to oppose right principles, 3HP, ji PP; to op- 

pose a command, tia, Jy fr; he opposes all 
my designs, (ty iu I 4K SI]; he opposes me in all 

that I do, 03 gfe BF (EUR FE, JL EAP AU fe. 
Opposed, pp. ora. Bhiyth, RI, iT ; opposed 

to each other, #p ii, AAUME; Opposed to, jit, HE 

Opposer, n. BF, i. 
Opposite, a. ¥ ii, jy, 2; contrary, 
’ FAI, AAG}; opposite signification, ee Bap he, 
25 340 IK ; opposite Hongkong, 

. posite one another, #1 3h. 
Opposite, n. An opponent, BY, Sui 

7% 38)32 ; pills for curing opi- | 

Hh 0H, Bh, AS. AN, fi ME, te, 
aL HE, MiEiYe: he is my opponent, {P(E POPE RON, 

ade and oppose secretly, pH oe | 

BL AE 

Bie Tis op 
; he is the very | | 

OPT 

opposite in every thing, #2# (PMpAB IK, We 

HF fly {EY} ; opposites, see. Caf. 

| Oppositely, adv. In front, $f yy ; adversely, #n kK, 

| Opposition, n. A standing over against, iq, Mie 
¥}; in opposition to, iF, jr, jf; the moon in 
opposition, 22 ; inopposition, as sun and moon, 
FAYE, 40H 5 the opposition of a planet, /f ; 

contrariety, AC, #074; resistance, FcfH, He 
3, HS, Ye ii ; to uct in opposition to a law, 
WIE, HP, PEG; obstacle, Hf, ARE: the op- 
position, as in a council, jy ae. 

Oppositionist, n. ABE. 
| Oppress, v.¢. To burden with unreasonable rive 

tions, qh Al, 2A, WS, BO. AUF, BENE, 
to treat with unjust severity, rigor, &e., af a 

JE, IE; to overpower, JERR, WRB, {PAR ; to 
oppress, as the rich the poor, Aya, HH), HEB, 
Zz hf} ; to oppress the people, WANA x, WA 

fit, SSE, EER, TE EPME, HELE ; 10 oppress the 
weak, wy iis #4 ; to oppress the helpless, #1) ie 
Wi Fi, JE IME KE 4G 5 to oppress by violence, pai, 

JRiiG, ; to oppress people by violence, HE AZ fie 
F. 

Oppressed, pp. or a. 4ff} ANT YiFl ST; to be op- 

pressed, PEA, BENE, sai, BCA HE, SE 
At H); the just vindicates the oppressed, -3§ 

LAG ACT. 
| Oppression, n. ty 

Wes HE ; Be 
sion, 4g 

| Oppressi ve, a. Wl FYE, JE. EA, Ty Hl] fry 5 onerous, 
cm unjustly severe, BEI "Et. ¥il fi fy ; oppress- 
ive laws, W7Ai) 2% i, He, iE js ; an oppressive 

government, 7. HE IKG oppressive conduct, ¥]J 

TOE E58, 8 HZ FF 
Oppressively, ade. AEC iai, D1 3, LUBRE. 
Oppressor, n. PIVEN, JER. KIER, Hs. 

| a. BERN, fy ABA RR oppro- | Opprobrious, Ze 

Wat 

iG ®, At. 

. OE, HAY, AIT; cruelty, % 
ge; hardship, pes; depres- 

brious language, is 2 

Opprobrium, n. Disgrace, #55, 4 RR, j 

| Oppugn, v. t. Be, KM, Hess, BR. 
Cpsiometer, n. jute it A. 

Optative, a. ify; the optative mode, Hriyz. 
Optic, Optical, a. Mii fy, HimL Ay; the optic nerve, 
MA, A, Wei ; an optical delusion, #§ A ; 

an optic glass, IRS, JW2Z4R; the larger 
kind of optic glasses, --!B4%, Wi HRs; the 

| optic axis, With, mA iy ; optical delusions, A 

(ly, FEM ; optical instruments, HABA. 
Optician, n. SRST se SF ( ; a dealer in 

optical instruments, $% 
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Optics, n. me, HES, ih ZL. 

Optimates, n. pl. #F it #i- 
Optimism, n. fx Fett Zi, DBA Z Ee 

Optimist, n. fa Mize \ #- 

Option, n. The power of choosing, JET 2H 
choice, #27 ; at your option, pape, Fan fae, 

HEE EH, HELE EMS; at his option, Z7E{B, #8 | 

AB, rey ft, oe fttt. 
Optional, a. ZESEA, FERN. ERE ESE ANN, MA 

TERN. 
Be, WAS. Opulence, Opulency, n. lay, HY 

fale, eG, Bett, fa He. 
Opulent, a. Py, WE, ARM, B 

opulent family, Bier 7 9g, fie ys, x8 
opulent person, Why (G, HPHE, BI 

i? 

bare 

IMM: a. 
5 an | 

roe she: | 
come CONS HEY, ATIF ; opulent nid honour- | 

able, fa #. 

Or, cong. Wl, Bk. Hi Hn we 
ea ; either or, fpJfp ; is it or not ? a (Re. At 
@F ; either that or this, o& kak Jk, 2 LH Read 
#8; life or death, phAE BV AE; did he seek for 
the information or did some one give it to him ? 
RAG it 7 Ht ; or else, or perhaps, pak. 

Oracle, n. ‘The answer of a god, ip jfe, mie 4k 
a8, ae ; the oracles of God, Bri leae 5 ail 

oracle or sage, J2 J; to be an oracle, NS 

WE, aE EE, FSH; the words of a sage, 

BALE. 

or that, or is, is | 

"shriveled up, like an orange suspended « on the 
lintel of the door, iS FR #xz ; tincture of 
orange, Fi 75, REpERS. See Citrus. 

mete howard n. BEE. 
| Orange-tawny, n. or a. AEB. 
Orangery, n. ona 
Oration, n. Aan, Z NB LK. Bik, Z 

| Orator, n. A public sj ale ar, DN GH AG 5 a speaker, 

nh 2%, BB, Hike; a petitioner, HAF; an elo- 

quent public speaker, 38 ANA, HAZ, BE 
| Oratorial, Oratorical, a. ZS iy. BZA. 
Oratorio, n. 3p ene 5 a chapel, pa fps. 

Oratory, n. 38 ik 2 H, OA ZB ; exercises of elo- 
quence, #af, 2st. Mak; a small chapel or 
place allotted for social pra yer; Wh lis H 3 priests 
of the oratory, 4 2 77 mpl ae 

Orb, n. A spherical body, ee a wheel, #4 ; a cir- 
cle, f@]; a celestial or terrestrial body, §&; the 

orb of the eye, fifty; the orb of the moon, Ff 

ig, J5 iffi- 
Orh-like, a. Z5HR. HEIR. 

 Orbed, a. [Rl, FI. 

Oracular, Oraculous, a. Positive, £3 pe, Hi, 7 | 
fy; authoritative, spe ; 
biguous, Ei fry. 

Oral, a. WR, Ait; 

ME, ates, FFE, Ak 
mony, Fak, 1 ai. 

Orally, adv. By mouth, 
cated, 1 ff fry, LG FR. 

Orang-outang, n. 72 FE. 
Orange, n. Coolie orange, 4; mandarin orange, 

obscure, Hl; am- 

fry, 1 (8h fg; oral testi- 

citrus nobilis, Be hb, WL 5 coolie-manda- | 
Ay; kamkwat | rin orange, citrus magarita, 

orange, AAR: ; nutmeg orange, PU AHN, HEF; 
old nutmeg orange, ASR EE : ; sweet orange, jlf 

the best sort of orange, 3f 4% Af AE 5 thin- | fh 
ane orange, 3S F¥Hf ; dark skinned orange, 
PUSH; milk orange, FL Hf; orange color, wy 
J}; orange red, 44}; orange peel, Wyk, WE 

iy HE, HU, Be 5 orange preserves, HERE 5 
orange peel brandy, }x{H ; sharp, as an orange, 
RRO SE 5 unmanageable, as an orange, je NS; 
orange comfit, f/f fF ; an orange suspended on | 
the lintel of the door for good luck, 75P3 #8 3 | 

} 

oral communication, af | 

Hah PE ; orally communi- | 

| Orbital, Orbitual, a. BLE, WL AS; 

| 

Orbicular, a. Spherical, 
circular, 35 [2] ; 

TAH 
Orbit, m. PEA, BERL WL WISE, JS, Ame. 

the orbital 

hela, BTR, VTE AS ; 
the oneal bone of the ear, 

foramen of the eye, [fige. 

Orchard, n. HEA, BEAN EE. 
Orchestra, Orchestre, n. IR fy; in China, the 

performers in the orchestra, UR, MFT fE, 42 

Fil. 
Orchis, * n. A species of orchis, % fill Pk; epiphytic 

species of orchis, (BIEN, 2 BI. 
Ordain, v. ¢. To ordain, as a minister, $=, 349 

4 fii; to ordain, as laws, feasts, &e., v7, Ge we Es 

mE; to ordain an elder, RFBCH, WHA 
§%; to ordain laws, o7Y¥:, wie; to ordain a 

feast, ix fij ; to ordain hetore, FH ; to prepare, 

TASH. 
Ordained, pp. or a. Instituted, ofS, pe DEG; 

ordained, as a minister, #¥ JF; settled, HT, 

i. 
Ordaining, ppv. or a. Ordaining, as a minister, 

RZ. 
| Ordeal, Tn. HAE, alide, FF ; the ordeal of ionehy 

ing a snake, 

Order, 
AES Hie 

. Me thodic al arrangement of things, % 

* About 27 species grow on the Isl: ane of Houskeues 
+ The ordeal of touching a snake is said to be practiced 

in the At ir}j of Canton. 
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8 Mb, IE, a ETE, Wea. FL FG BEE: | person, THAME A, HAZ A. 
command, fp, 4). a, Hy, Wy Ge. AY ryan Orderly, adv. According to due order, fe ht RR, 

- $8 ; official rank, er Ie, “& 4%; rule, regulation, eae, FE i—ie_, rene UR i: he HSB, 

| ff; order of literary rank, #}, FES ; order NB ARE. 
in natural history, 4); order of meritorious | Ordinal, a. Noting order, WARE. 

| grades, #%; order of priesthood, %8 pn] “VE; Ordinal, mn. A number noting order, ey. 

holy orders, #iyiG ZR, WIE; in orders, Hk | Ordinance, n. Law, fill, J, {ft ; regulation, AU4B, 
Bill, Sé SS FEWE; to tuke orders, EB UM lo i FE; rite, gf (5 new ordinance, Ff Pil] ; to pass 
put in proper order, 422 kf. Hedy 2 Ag, eds, J; a new ordinance, Ae Hf fil. 
orders of knighthood, 4 bay >to set in | Ordinand, n. SEH. 
order, #98, ReH GY, weeha He, WE PAE; out of | Ordinarily, adv. iyi, 5S, BE. ZEN. 
order, #L. #7 GL, 22 HL; to put out of order, He | | Ordinar y, a. According to established order, Lk 
fL; Without CuO IEBL; of the second order, SA, Werk FE, We fa, sR A. usual, HA 9B 5 
$a — SIE, ae Se (vy ; next in order, ZEAL, HK plain, not handsome, 22 ‘HS, S55 (9, ZEA, Au 

SPUR ; to create an order, fF HE, wee Ue, dein 3 Wi. EE PE, ARS 04; not talented, Jff; an ordinary 
» to wear an order, 33h (ih PEE, Hh in He we 5 in person, Si A, ARAL, SLA, eae; ordinary 

_ order, seriatim, AE; everything in its order, | capacity, JRA. Soa, LA, i HBB: ordi- 

WALARIS, EYL H ; the five orders of social | nary days, ffl; ordinary occasion, 2 ¥, 7 
relation, FA 2 HIE, LR 2B. IIE s order | ome Soy, THM. AEN s inferior, 1%, 3 5 ordinary 
of father and son in ancestral halls, [RF ; to sailors, 28% ae Fe; ordinary price, 2 ¥4 °F 

march in order, [8 (fh #; to march without | — ordinary affairs, HM’. t, AME ZA, Pee 
order, F726 (R (A, HIME A Ah; tocalloverormark | Hf; ordinary clothes, HAR. WA, WK, HAR; 
names according to the order in which they beyond the ordinary, #7, & JL. Wea. HF 

stand, Fee Bk % ; to give an order, {[}4y, Eat; | | Si; eur: as style, mere", ARIE. 
to receive orders, fff fir, AS or; to obey orders, | Ordinary, n. One who has ordinary or immediate 

3h. >, FE Gy; to hand down orders, #% 4}; an | varisdiet on in matters ecclesiastical, 4% fil  ; 
imperial order, 4) fit it A fit, Wy Ar, HE Ps au aii in ordinary, ae Wie & es physician 
order of the queen, G2 ; an order of a prince, in ordinary, #222; chaplain in ordinary, ¥ 

BP | orders of the government, FC 4}, 4K, G We fil. 
. Wii, BEN ; An official order, 3 @F:a money order, Ordinate, n. $e#. 
AVF; an order for goods, {F#:a verbal order, Ordination, n. Consceration, FEF Z we, WEAK MM, 
FPP y, Ta eR In order, LI, eR, AH. «WM fil 22 HE; established order, #E(2, BLP, 

Order, v.¢. To regulate or manage, EHP, 4724, | = Rory. 
AEN, FP BE; to adjust, de ys, HEM, HER, HE; Ordnance, n. AIWH{; a piece of ordnance, A He, 
to direct, #74if ; to conduct, 44 AE ; to comm: mb ee i Poe 

ByMt, UBM, fir, 4, ar 4r, A, fi, (4), 47, Ordure, n. Excrements, Jf, Be; dung, #. 

#4; to order to quit, MSmp3s, frdz, HDs; to | Ore, n. WE, Hk: copper ore, FIA; ore of lead, $$ 
order a servant, My ph (ile J, VMTN SE, 8 ait, we; ore of tin, Dywk, Biwi; to melt ore, $F 

HEP J; to order a feast, ATE ; to order up, BS WE, WADE. 
Mie, # 3; to order to make a cup of tea, Organ, n. European organ, X% fj Ee, A I BE; 

DSHS GER A. | Chinese organ, 7, Hees: organ of the senses, 
Ordered, pp. Commanded, Tih, fr SVMS ST; Fes vocal organ, Fy sf; an organ of ee, 

/ managed, #}HF jf ; adjusted, aa | eating one’s ideas, REZ, RBZ A; 
Ordering, ppr. Commanding, P}My, ap; directing, instrument, Zr. 

IIR ; managing, FHP; systematising, HF Organ-builder, n. 5 EH. 
Orderless, a. $l. re, | Organ-pipe, n. BE Ry. 
Orderly, a. Regular, Fee. HG ME; systematic, | Organ-stop, n. ZEAE AR. 

AREF. HUB ; orderly officer, (AE, (five Organic, Organical, a. ARSE AY, AEBS; instru- 
fs orderly book, 4h og: an orderly, VE; an mental, V4 FR ; organic bodies, ZEA; organic 
orderly reading, =af4 Hees ; an orderly child, | subsbulties WAR Zz I; organic remains, BH 
385 TA BE Sm ec (F-, OG SR EY F ; an orderly | 2% +E; organic disease, 3 FE JH; Organic 
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rare laws, HE ie: organic “Eas s, HAE ; or- 

ganic chemistry, AE Py Hy. 
Organically, adv. PAE A; ore 

FE te bf. 
Organism, n. § #3, Bit. 
Organist, nm. GHEE 3h, HH fn eH. 
Ore: aie 

ganically spoiled, 

nN. 

action, i! 7; dy 7 4: structure, fix iB. 35 iF, 
ite oy the organization of the hody. 8& 27% 
¥:; the Seon ie a state, 74 Pa 7% 7. 

Organize, v.t. je Ht, 7) BE, ae ae ; 
army, # fifi te Fh; to organize a society, He 

Organized, pp. or a. JR BPH, HETE ; systema- 
tized, YF fil, BT s:- 

Organizing, ppr. jel, HHH, WE. 

Organography, n. Fy Aa har, Fy ia JH ont. 

Orgies, n. pl. Wi fk, TZ fik. 
Orient, n. or a. The east, tis, HEA ; bright, 3% 

AY, aE]; glittering, PPL I, HEE. 
Oriental, a. Wis fy, WEA (ry; oriental languages, 

| HA Zak. 
Orientalist, n. Ht Fr tE-b. 
Orifice, n. #%, JL, Be, T. PY; a cleft, HE, BF; the 

orifice of the stomach, ff f1; the nine orifices 

of the body, Jp #g; a small orifice, JV2Z, 0, 
VBE. 

Origin, n. JR ph, Ji AS, Fe rh, As Jif + commenee- 

ment, 4, {U 91, ie KiB, BW, He, Wen, TC 
RS, He Je; cause, £2 1h, [Q ey; root, HE AK, HE 
J, Hi; source, °F, ie; bandas ALTE, 

JHE; to investigate into the origin, 3B Jet, HE 
Mri. i Ik : the origin of a person, J\ % EA, 
Hi & 1, Oe HE ply; the origin of heaven 
and earth, Kh 4a rh; 
the origin a ae things Jas; ; the origin of 
evil, Zh, RE Y Jid ; the origin of lies, 47% 

Ji ; God is the origin of all good, W¥ st 2 Jit 

# Liab; origin and end, AK, JME, #8; 
the origin of coordinates, Jit #F. 

Original, n. Origin, Ax, JAS, FE; first copy, Jet | 

AS, SCAR, ARH. 
Original, a. Primitive, Jet, 3c, AS, 42 Hye, glu OF 

ME, ASAE. IAS EE, SCR, IS, EATS ; 
original color, Jit (4, As f% ; 

$8; to lose the original capital, BE AX; origin- 

al manuscript, Je 4}; original draught, ¥i#g; 
original idea, ASH, Meee; 

BAS : 

A; the original chaos, jj, 7B}; my ori- 

ne act of forming organs of | 

to organize an. | 

the true origin, also: | 

original sum, ZX | 

the original part, | 
the original complexion (real faets of a 

ease, cr original appearance of things), ACAe Tit 

ginal intention or desire, Jet AXPPE ; the ori- 
ginal proprietor, J&t=: ; the original of one’s 
family, Ji $#; original sin, Jet 7x74 56; origin- 
al Pineal Wy (&, RAN 7 f ; the original ele- 
ment, Jit ty 

| Originality, n. JR As, Ht, I BF; 
thought, JAZ TE, oS 

| Originally, ade. Ax, JR Jia , RAN, Jit ae, #2 08, 
KE By: originally it a ne $0, ACHE TE A EE, 

| ASHE Ange; originally not, AE (i, AHR; 
| originally existing, Wetec. Jatt. 
| Originate, v.72. Axi, ACHE, yee, We, Hf, ie, 

iL HE, AE; it originates there, WR 74> j%& Ht MBE, 

pe 5H Ht A, FE Oe 3c fy; it originates with 
him, (B(OH, HABA, ab (bse A, ve fi edt 
fy; ‘how did it originate? {B3Sc2 ACRE, Fy fay 
4 ; how did numbers originate? & fry FEF ; 
they originate with drawings and writing, 3 

2 FA ELE 
Originate, v. t. To cause to be, 345A; to pro- 

duce what is new, Jtjrh, Jat He. 
Originated, pp. AHHH. AAC T. 
Originating, ppr. or a. ACH, Jie Ze, AB, Ht 0A 

He; the originating cause, st, SB. 
Originator, 2. Iris 2, Tit Hi at 
Orion, n. 4&4; head of orion, 6h 4. 
Orison, n. Wr iis 

Ormolu, n. 4s (4 BEF. 

Ornament, n. fif, fii, 3c fii, HE fi, Je Bi, 3C Bhi ; 
variegated ornaments, 4% fff; ornaments for 
the head, 7 fiji; ornaments for the neck, Sif, 

FRITS ; ornaments of the body, § fifi; ornaments 

of a carriage, Hifi, i HE; ornaments of a bow, 

fifi, PE, HK; a due mixture of plainness and 
ornament, ##ff{2; ornament and plainness in 
due propertion, 3 2fpeHE; ornament workers 
(workers in glass ornaments), ‘BEL F(R. 

Ornament, v. t. fifi, PEBH, Phi, BCG, RET, 
to ornament the head, ffi #, HEH; to orna- 

ment a house, #}fifi jg; to ornament with vir- 

tne, PEELE, Bi 2). 
Ornamental, a. file, AC, FE, AE, Fe, FAR AG, FR; 

ornamental flowers, 444; or Ger writ- 
ing, FE", 4E Bc, HE W, Ff 42; an ornamental 

Ornamented, pp. or a. ii J, PER TS. FERRE, 3c 
ME, AE, A. Ge. #4; ornamented pongee, HAH : 
an ornamented handle, 7#€4@ ; ornamented with 
gold, fj SN 4, tt LI a: ornamented hanners, 

FZ if; an ornamented room, #2, PER 

Li: 

originality of 
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Ornamenting, ppr. fii, FER, Ait. 

Ornate, Ornated, a. fifi, % fii fy; ornate terms, 

XK fit. 
Ornithologist, n. BAG +. 
Ornithology, n. AF, Be, BM; * to study 

ornithology, ary. 

Orology, n. {L17A- 
Orphan, n. MK, KF, I BC: ZF ME ZF; an 

orphan born after its father’s death, jRI8F ; 
an orphan asylum, JC-$Be, FAME ; orphans’ 
court, ALF 44. 

Orphan-like, a. ffi. 

Orpheus, n. BLE ANG. 
Orpiment, n. #E ie. 
Orthodox, a. JEZMR, WEF; orthodox religion, 

JE Fe; an orthodox Christian, 7EIPMKIE KH, 

qe Beem 34 ae; the orthodox religion of China, 

HE BIE GK, (i2- 
Orthodoxy, n. #LIE ZK FF. HE TE ZH- 
Orthoepy, n. TE A sf. 
Orthographic, Orthographiecal, a. Correctly spelled, 
TE #3 fj ; orthographic projection, fij7P AH. 

Orthographieally, adv. To write orthographical- 

ly, S95, ES GreE. 
Orthography, n. JE %%, IE #3 Zé. 
Orthology, n. IE 7a SF lf. 
Orthoptera, n. pl. Hard ee AE A. 
Ortive, a. Rising, Hi, Ff; eastern, Fe. 
Oryetognosy, n. See Mineralogy. | 
Oryctology, n. Hy 4 ai - | 
Os, n. Bone, which see, as os coce ya’, oY coccygis, | 

Oscillate, v. i. FEE, HEE, FH, FEWER. | 
Oscillation, n. FEE, HER, HEE. | 
Oscitate, v. 7. Fy UME. 
Oscule, n. GE 1. | 
Osier, n. Fi % ; a round osier-basket, tf. | 

Osmazome, n. Wy Ef, AWARD. 
Osmium, nN. 4 Y. | 

Osprey, n. ERE, 78. | 

Osseous, a. PPE, 8 V4. 
Ossiferous, a. 3G (vy, HEP AY. 
Ossification, n. WH 2. Bf, Woe #.- 
Ossified, pp. or a. JX SR: 
Ossify, v. t.or 7. XR, BEIM. 
Ostensible, a. That may be shown, Bj #, BAAW 

fiy; plausible, ch4%, TLtS. ae. Za Fe 3 appear- | 

ing, seeming, 401, #%, I | 
Ostensibly, adv. ty. PiAy- 
Ostensive, a. 3, Ef. 

* Morrison and Medhurst. 

4s 

Ostentation, n. Outward show, ##£3€, PEWS, HRA; 

vaunting, A, wok, feK. 
Ostentatious, a. Making outward show, #2¢3e0Bf, 

eA, HEVS, EEE AY, VAS, * FELT, * 
FEGEAS; boasting, WER, FA, AAS. 

| Ostentatiously, adv. WK, WR. 
Ostentatiousness, n. 78K. 

Osteology, n. Sh, Fp ait, POR a 
Ostracion, n. Trunk-fish, ?f4F. 
Ostracism, n. fj. 32 SE- 
Ostrich, n. BEB. 

Other, a. Fi, $=, fy; other persons, Hi A, Hi 
Ar Ky, WY A, Fi) =H; other people, ft A; 
every other day, B—H, J — H; the other 
day, BU#8H, fEH, 2A; other kinds, je 
I; other ones, 5) PE, Hi) fy; have not seen 
each other for a long time, Bey Buds tit, Fey Gi 

A: do not do to others what you do not wish 

others to do to you, FY G7= ARKH A, 
Wt A Gk WTS NN, ir RR ts HE It ES Hie 
look upon the lesses of others, as if they were 
your own, BAY AM; have you other 
(additional) ones? a 4 5] = 4 7H, HA 
#?; what other things have you? BABAR 

De, 17 G fig PE; other is used as a substitute 
for a noun, and in this use may have the plural 
number, as the others, JL@; give me the 
other, the next, (94 —7>i8 Fg. 

| Otherwise, adv. Ina different manner, Hite. Tt 
4k; in other respects, Hi, 3 ; otherwise called 
or denominated, 9) #8, WH. WAR, oh FR, IPF 
IE fk, G0 4%; but for this it would be other- 

wise, #5 FE DE Hl) bth DI fi- 
Otter, n. HH; sea otter, Hp, HeAE ; fresh water 

otter, z\fA; land otter, + pf; den of otter, 
Sad 

Otto, Ottar, n. See Oil. 

| Ottoman, a. ABIL. 

Ought, ve. imperfect. =y WERK, me MES, ARHE, 

ASE, AG, BH, He, WY; it ought not to be 
so, much obliged, DEG¥%, AME, AT, A An 
JE; how ought it to he? WERESRCTE, 1% HB BH 
fee; the privy ought particularly to be kept 
clean, Jal Py Hr Be4F ; they ought to return to 
their home, {A REs% Si 3, PERE HEM; a widow 
ovght to Le chaste in her conduct, 35 4 3278 
Fi Gj ; ought to govern the family, BP RES ZR ; 

* These terms are only applied to women, who try to 
| attract people by their ostentatious display of dress, beauty, 

_| words or actions. 
+ Appears to be a fabulous animal. 
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as it ought to be, EPR 428, OB tn JE; he 
ought to do if, (Ie fit 2%, fe RE SZ; you | 
ought to re member, Ay EY SE. 

Ounce, n. fA, ff, zy: one ounce (tael) of silver, 
— jij fi; 16 Chinese ounces make one catty, 

PAT RT 5 
expressed by 3jrjij, 4 russa 

— iF, — MTL $e, FTL. 
Our, a. FRM, FEE ME FLAY f1y,Ax; our father in 

heaven, F¥4l 7-H; our heayenly father, FR ph 

WER, ARES IR; our books, FROME ME, He 
fy 5 a friend of ours, FG WE DH AC, FEN 
AL; it is ours, {FR MUO, FLAG HY A; ours is 

ona hill, fl OU MEEME Ms E, 3 4°95 7 WE 
our master (our present sovereign), #—2-—; our 
country, 7x fay. 

Ouranography, n. Fik- 
Ourself, pron. FRE, FE JBL. 
Ourselves, pl. of ourself. We ourselves, FRA 

Cc. KM A Cc. 
Oust, v. t. To remove, PE #; to eject, ZHI, KR. 
Out, adv. Without, Sh, &pjfy ; not at home, M1 7 

, MEME, HEPY, HIAh; not concealed, Be Ht ; 
in a state of destitution, 4, #7, 3%; to the end, 

%i) 3 in an error, #f; at a loss, MRYEF ; un- 
covered, #£%; the fire is out, RA, KB; the 
time is out, HHh, We; his anger is out, 4p 
IFAL AB, ft, 7 4 A; the story is out, S56 7, 

BLML; hear me out, WSIRHE, HARE ; 
to smoke a pipe out, #®5¢— tM; the barrel 
is out, PEA AA Zs ; to throw out, FREY!, 48h HY; 
whip him out, #8 75 Hi, Fie (i Hi; shut him out, 
TEAR ABA, Fue LA ; to speak out, ie HINER), 
EHS; to laugh out, Awe; to dine out un- 
invited, FR AE; a genre of three or four 

outs, #y fi EAE ME Fe pe, MEGA 4, eRe, IER I Was 

out, Fel: Ze ge ; to go out early in the morning, 

LEIP, ARG: 

($8 AcsH ; to be out with one, HA AFy ; out 
on thee! M&; out alas! 5¢4%; to have one’s 
clothes out, Ji Ze34 ; to come out of, Hi, Hi 

FF, His; to take out of a box, WRATH HI, 
WIA, HATTA ; to go out of the way, 
47 BA; to go out of the way, to conceal one’s 

self, esi out of sight, rane A , We Libs 

made out of wool, 4% #4 {iq GE, 2 Ha (E Ag ; out of | 
one’s mind, #, EG; out of mind, forgotten, 
Sad; out of office, SBE pe Ie out of employment, | 
AR, PEASE 5 0 out of mere curiosity, MEF | 

~* Ten Chinese ounces are equal to 13 } oz. av. 
nn 

the Fnglish ounce is often | 

* ounce and a half, | 

out of order, @L; out of | Outer, a. Ah, 
place, Hi ASB ; you are mightily out, (pA, | 

PEPE ; out of design, HE & ; out of hand, 0) HE 3 
out of the way, strange, ZPLE ; to cheat one 
out of his money, #i5% feats out of fash- 
ion, HERA, Ase, Ae; out of Sanson. A 
Ai, A ye. ; out of danger, F2[Hi, FSH, 
FP Ah ; out of tune, 47%; out of doors, Shs, 
#5_[- ; out of breath, mi Se MRA HR; to run 
one’s self out of breath, 777} Sc MBM 3 out of 
use, Wy 4cl= FAME ; to bid ont of the way, FER 

AefK ; out of ear-shot, je FS Fl ; out of humor, 
AE Sq ; forced him to come out with it, as an 
accusing conscience, =f: 4} {Baz ; to let the cat 
out of the bag, BEY} FE MMe; get out of my 
sight, EME, KPA; to be out of reach, RAG, 
BRA; out of hope, 4#8 , 4% 64 ; out of favor, 
Fit 45% ; out of compassion, ph 28>, HR 
Wt; out of print, 474, 4A; out of heart, 
Fea, KR; out of tobacco, HEY; out of 
all, 4E ME; out of sight, out of mind, AA Aww 
2; out of pocket, # ie 58 - to spit out food, I. 

Out, v. ¢. To eject, ZRHI- 

| Outguard, n. App. 
| Outact, v. t. AT KiB 
| Outhalance, v. t. JAB, Wa. 
Outbid, v. t. Hii. 

Outbound, a. BEHIAN EY, AS, SHE HK. 
Outbreak, n. Outbreak of rebellion, {& gl; an 
| outbreak, as of a volcano, HX. 

| Outcast, pp. or a. Fy ARIE, FSP, 58 HPL JN, 
MM, IK 

Outcheat, v. t. ia Sh. 
Outery, n. WR, PE, BR; noise, Mh fi, mei f ; ery of 

distress, Ii fp ; an outcry against, 4 
| Outdo, v. t. ; pret. outdid ; pp. outdone. I, dB ph. 

ee soRie oe 
| Outdoor, n. FYAh. 
| Outdrink, v. t. RRR. 

AhifiT, XO; the outer part, Apis 
IpE ; outer room, Sh Fe ; the outer Mongols, Sh 
=H ; inner and outer, Py Xp. 

| Outermost, a. Fie hf. 

Outfit, nm. fii PN, VEN 2B. 
| Outflank, v.¢. To outflank, as an army, fg ee 
| %&; to outflank one, #7 im, RA. 
Outfool, v. ¢. ft ith. 
Outgo, v.t. IEF; to excel, IR, tpt ; 

reach, {ht Sk. 
Outgoing, ppr. orn. Hf}; outgoing and ingojng, 

H! A; the utmost border, Ahdie. 

Outgrow, v. t. 4E AWS, AE RIE, EIA. 
~ Outhouse, n. SefF EE, VE, el, i. 

to over- 
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Outlandish, a. 1. Foreign, A BRIDE, Aa Bl fr, 385, #; | Outstanding, ppr.or a, Projecting outward, ry HE 
vulgar, ff, FE Ay; outlandish women, Sh fq | outstanding accounts, Be FE, Fe ek. 

Outlast, v. ¢. of 5, =E GB. LAA. | Outstep, v. t. jf. 
Outlaw, n. JES ZA, FEAR, FEAT A. | Outstretch, v. ¢. SRA, {HH BA- 
Outlaw, v. t. H4EX 4B. See Proscribe. | Outstretched, pp. or a. yfeBF js; outstretched arms, 
Outlay, n. 2H, (i Be. Ls oe {fi LAF ; outstretched necks, HY] 
Outlet, mn. HifR, Hiab” «fA, fh 4 84; outstretched and wide, as the 
Outline, n. Jet, ANE, me. 4@J ; the outline, | ocean, Fit, TF. 

as of a history, narrative, &e: , &., ABE, MA, | Outstrip, v. ¢. Fe, FERE 
#942, ; to draw an outline, alt SJE; fig SSDI, Sabie; v. t. JS, fin, HBR, ag. 

Outlive, v. t. 42 #7ih. [sAR. | Outward, a. External, 4h,4; outward appearance, 
Outluster, Outlustre, v. t. RIE, HR. | Aba, Sb Th, SpIZ; outward form, Ah#¥; the 
Outlying, a. Abs (14. outward man, Sh, 8k N, BRE ZN. 
Outmaneuver, Outmanceuver, v. t. REGRET, REE. Outward, adv. figh; outward bound, Hi4kh, BRHF 
Outmareh, v. t. 7 Hts. Sh, Hii. 
Outnumber, v. t. REE. Outwardly, adv. Sh, Siig, He Ab9s ; not sincerely, 
Outport, n. Shir, Abe. Ait, Ae: 
Outpost, n. Outpost of an army, S84, HB ZAbUA. | Outwear, v.t. To last longer than something else, 

Outpour, v. t. fey HL, PERE. |, =E Lath. 
Outpouring, n. he outpouring of the Holy Ghost, | Outweigh, v. t. #38, HS, Fw HOH. 

HE ih» ERS. | Outwit, v. t. Ra, RD BH. 

Outrage, v. t. SEE, UF RI, TH, TRIM, ZH, BS | Outwork, n. Spwwass. 
=; to outrage a woman, hm A; to outrage | Oval, Oval-shaped, a. ZENE fy, EIDE AY, BIE. 
one’s feelings, 2 ke \\. Ovarian, a. Ovarian vesicles, 4% oy AGE. 

Outrage, n. HEE, BYR, HUT, WEE, A, WE. | Ovarious, a. HP Ay, ME, IM, Hi AS. 

Outrageous, a. Violent, om, gRSEL AS, JE, Zl PPBE, | Ovary, n. Fe HK. 
wy WAG, Be; furious, HAE, HUPA A; excess- | Ovate, Ovated, a. ISIE. 
ive, 3%, Schl; tumultuous, EMR. Ovation, n. #5. 

Outrageously, adv. Violently, $yE, B7AAZ; ex- | Oven, n. He, Jayhe; an iron oven, $eH#; a clay 
eessively, Jeith, chi ; furiously, #£, bil. oven, Jeng. 

Outrider, n. PAIR VE. | Over, prep. Above in place or position, [- ; above, 
Outright, adv. Immediately, Gf ZI ,Ep HF ; at once, denoting superiority in excellence, &c., )if, #8 

—JIP ; completely, —#%, —f& ; to laugh out- | — iff; to place over one, 174% A. Z_E ; to rule over 
right, BS. the people, #28 Fy HE; to be over the people, 4 

Outroot, v. t. HEHE. | SeZ_E; to be over head and ears in debt, jj & 

Outrun, v. t. To exceed in running, 375 Pe, FF | = ARK; over a glass of wine, ReAK PS ZF; PED. 
Outsail, v. t. BREF PE. Lf. | site, Hf ify ; suspended over, #h_F, MR_E ; to 
Outset, n. FUSE, Gr (ie. | cross over, jf ; to cross over the borders, ax 

Outshine, v. t. Sif, WA5E; to excel in lustre, | 9p, jh He, §IR; all over the town, 3 HR; a foot 

WR. | and over, —/\ A ER ; over and above, 47 BY, #8 
Outside, a.orn. Ahi hy, SPAM, kb5 fry, ZERD, | Ab, BRAD, SAD, AER, ATH) ; over and over, FX 

Ab, SbF; on the outside, Ze Ah iil, Zaps; an #3, J& gg; over and over, once and again, A; 
outside barbarian, Zh9z; inside and outside, AY | over the fixed time, jiM}, HRI]; all over the 
Ah ; the outside and inside of anything, #2~H; | be wir a, Ja] & ; to mourn over the dead, FR 
inside and outside they are alike, #2 7p 4n— ; #5, 783 # ; to turn over, fx ##; to give over, 
outside fair and inside ugly or bad, Shdg- AH. ea € ; to give one over, ir Be 7 Oe ABE 

Outskirt, n. Border, J, ¥t, Shi3$; the outskirt of Bey; over night, 7. i; it is all over, 
a town, }R Ah; on the ontskirts of the imperial mm Keon; its J, ES i4 J; his anger is over, {HIRE AE 
domain, #¢4p, BEN. ay, thz2@8 7 ; my work is over, F¥1L5E 

Outspread, v. t. (eb, Tibi; to diffuse, FRB, 7 TFET: much over, KS, Ss over the 
Fi Ab. | mark, j4 9A ; to jump over, {kj ; to run over, 
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HEH; it is well over, EET: to think 
over a subject, 2, LAE. 

Over-due, a. 3f Uy. 
Overact, v. t. or ¢. fit Tih. 
Overalls, n. pl. Ai, EB, pl. 
Overanxious, a. #4, FHSS, 3B 

Overarch, v. t. Fk. 
Overawe, v. t. RYH, SEAR, LI pi HR A. 
Overbalance, v. t. qt. 
Overbear, v. t. Fy MR, LAF RA. 
Overbearing, ppr. or a. BS (ek, fi; tyrannical, 

RIE, i TRAY, AR, HK. 
Overbearingly, adv. (9%, L155 ft. 
Overboard, adv. To fall overboard, ph fPeys 7k. th 
eT ak, BET ak; to pour overboard, phy fyi fF ak. 

Overburden, v. . (9 4 He st, (5 fH Be 5 OA, WS 
kA; to overburden a ship, HE Bib Wh, 

Overburdened, pp. or a. 4H Acith, JH He Ai. GH 

HE SET, Cy & ith DEL. 
Overeareful, a. MOAi8, F Hs. 
Overeast, v. t. To darken, 38 ig. 
Overeast, pp. Clouded, 22j8 20H, ii A, PEM, 

Overcautious, a. Jub ih. 
Overcharge, v.. lo overcharge, as the stomach, ff 

iE: to overcharge, as a gun, JR#ER BY; to 
overcharge the memory, fit3i eB A Ae at Z 3 
to overcharge an account, to charge more than 

is just, EB ME, MBAS. 
Overcloud, v. t. LI SEVE hk. 
Overcome, v.t.; pret. Quenaaiyes pp. overcome. jit, 

We, Fe, Me Wik, VEN 
joa ite, WE to overcome an enemy, jm, WER 
not yet overcome the disease, Jy Ae £K ; to over- 

~ come men, AR Ji, ¥Z AL ; to overcome one’s self, 

¥ Z,; to overcome evil, JE IE, NR IE; to overcome 

people with virtue, {11 4#}iz A. 
Overconfident, a. {2% KZ. 
Overcount, v. t. 41 Z. 
Overeredulous, a. RAS, BRAG. 

; to overcome difficulties, | 

Overdo, v. t. To do or perform too much, if tE. Ae | 

HELE ZS ST, IRE MARZ ; to harass, HEY; | 

to overdo by boiling, G8 Lites Geil, KA tH as 
N&; to overdo by roasting, Yk, Beppe 5 in 
roasting that fillet of pork, do not overdo it, | 

Be i NG Hifi Sk Io. 
Overdone, pp. Overdone, as meat, 

Ae ite 5 overacted, He. 
Overdose, n. ATE WHACK. 

Overdraw, v. ¢. To draw beyond one’s credit or | 
ee Pre 

313 BX, AR, Ah k, 

| Overhaul, vw. ¢. 

| Over aa awn, pp- EM 7 
| Overdress, v. t. 22% ih, PES Tia. 
| Overeager, a. #5 ee 
Overestimate, v. t. FE FHA, EZ KI, AZ 
Overfed, pp. & ki, RABE. | kif. 
Overteed, v. t. EAE AGB. fic KiB. 

| Overflow, v.t.orz. To spread over, as water, #Fi#z, 

Uist, teat, (Lift. 12 tik, HY, 7% YE; to overflow 
a region, jig i7y ; to be abundant, BE. 

Overflow, n. An inundation, j/ 7%. 
Overflowed, pp. tiki J - 

Overflowing, ppr. Hk V8, {UTE fa YE Ma. PERE. 
#2; full to eu, iis SUES, Tha Re - 

Overforward, a. SEH Ah. 
Overfreight, v. t.; pret. overfreighted ; 
fraught. HE. 

Overgild, v. t. See Gild. 
Overgrow, v. t. or i. AER, Si} 5 (0 grow beyond 

the fit or natural size, 2E*Kj&. 

pp. over- 

Overgrown, pp. or a. Covered with herbage, 3 
nL ykk otk VE Se ate, =F ES ot =o >  $#e - “py oe, Seihe> Se a> ae Ba, He AK, AE, HEHE; over- 
grown with weeds, TES, HBR, YT He, SE HB: 
overgrown fayorites, #8. 

Overhang, v. t. or 7. fa, ee Ot Be ; to over- 
_ hang, as rocks, Aa 4, iat, ae “to over- 
hang, asa shore, (Fi SEILER, FE: to jut over, py 

Bs Pha. 
A, AR Ii, oS a Kit. Overhaste, n. 238 BF 

Overhasty, a. 4) fe ith. 
To spread over, $j £; to draw 

over, #fa_f., ; to overhaul an account, JR Eg A, 
44% 8K ; to overhaul a ship, {Aft ; to over- 
take, AQF), IEF], SEM ; to overhaul a business, 

iF bee Fe 
Overhead, adv. #¢ 3A _|-, (i7E, (EBB, _I- pA. 
Overhear, v. t. FRYE, (ir FS. 

| Overheat, v. t. (it Feith. 
| Overhung, pp. Overcast, as with clouds, #%, ISH. 
Overjoy, v. t. (i Se AE, KE. 

Overjoyed, pp. $e RIR, HREE 
Overladen, pp. $EikGi A. 
Overlaid, pp. Oppressed with weight, # J i& 

BEL, BEG 
Overland, a. f&F%; an overland journey, FR, 

SFE; to go overland, #7 5.9%, py BER. 
Overlarge, a. ARB9A, HK, kK. 
Overlay, v. ¢. $i, #8, Fit, FE; to overlay with gold, 

itt PIAS (see ee 

with a cover, 

ing, a ith, 75. 

| Over leap, . v. t. Dit 

to join two opposite sides 
- to smother with close coyer- 
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Overleaven, v. t. ED fed to corrupt, #2 J. 

Overliberal, a. [OG Ai, WAS, Te KiB 
BE KH, Koi. 

Overload, v. ¢. HUY, Hh BIB OA, IRE 
_ to overload with ornaments, #E Bifi feats. 
Overlook, v.t. To look from a higher place, [i&, 
Be T, Be Pp; to inspect, BF, Reve; to superin- 

 tendent, #58, 4550, ifri# ; to review, [R], He 
ff] ; to overlook a book, $khR] ; to slight, ZA¥e, | 

We 77, Yer gL; to overlook, as a fault, iA, #& 
Aa; to overlook, as by mistake, Me Fl, ja GA ; to | 
overlook a letter, fii, # f¥ ; to overlook the faults 

of others, 4. AJB, ‘642 AB. 
Overmaster, v. t. JZ; to govern, 74, FF HR. 
Overmatch, v. t. JR, ii. 
Overmuch, a. 'l'co much, -k#Z, Ici. 
Overnight, n. jh 7%, #£ 7%, fi- 
Overpaid, pp. (4; rewarded beyond merit, 3 

AGA. 
Overpass, v. ¢. To cross, jf, fi, Tit, $e 5 to pass | 

without regard, j& A Fl; to omit, IRR, Te. 
Overpatient, a. Zi} 7c. 
Overpay, v.t. {i} $¥ Hc ih, He F¥ Te JB; to reward 

heyond the price or merit, 324% Jei. 
Overpeopled, pp.ora. fENKS, ERAS. 

Overplus, n. ¥], CR, HER, it Be. iat IL, BS BR ER 
De. He BR, FFB, HA Ah, ZF SE; an overplus in 

money, j@ ## ; an overplus in counting, fe, | 
Overpoise, n. Jem. | i. 
Overpolish, v. ¢. Sti 9A, HE. 

Overpower, v. t. JM: a EAR, W jE: We, JAR Fil 3 | 

to overpower a hostile army, WANE, iA 
VUE ; to overpower a country, $y fad. 

Overpress, v.t. 3f1, da; to crush, #¢}f]; to over- 
come by importunity, AHR. 

Overrank, a. JE BS ej. 

Overrate, v.t. AF -KGB, (PED S, WS. 
Overreach, v. t. To reach beyond in any direction, 

Jad fed Sy HL, PO fig thi, Hise ; to cheat, WEAN ES, FF 

Ga. Dea. TSR, eS; to overreach one’s self, 

ia A. 
Overreaching, n. 3) 

the act of deceiving, Hag. 
Overrid, Overridden, pp. BE Aci. 

Overripe, v. t. RGU, iW, RR. 
Overrule, v.t. ‘Io control by predominant power, 
AE, ES, BG (i; to overrule for good, PAH ZR, 

. BGS; in law, to supersede or reject, jRg Hh, 

A reaching too far, 35) jag jf 94 ; 
ay 

Overrun, v. ¢. To overrun, as water, JE}; to over- 

run, as grass, herbs, weed, or sores, HES; to 

| overruna country, 7 £877; to run faster than 

another, 3: 7 He jh, 4 7 Pe Gh; to overrun a 
field, {yj fA ; to overrun, as a column, & Ps. 

| Overrun, v. 7. To overflow, iifeiét. tiki: 
| Overrunning, ppr. ora. Riki, HES; ravaging, 

Oversaturate, v. t. 38 f4-Ki8.- | SAK. 
| Overscrupulous, a. uty, Jet, M38 YA. 
| Oversee, v. ¢. To superintend, 4¢30, a), Ha 6p, 

We, Mae, ea, ewe; to pass unheeded, 4 
Ws, SeHl, AeA; to oversee a lucky opportunity, 

FAG EB. 
Overseeing, ppr. Superintending, FPF, M4 fp. 
Overseer, n. Se4$, BF, FAL; great overseer, cH; 

overseer of boats, jaf #4, jap 7G Wp; overscer of the 

prince’s clepsydra, e-¥ 35 {ili Hf 5 overseer of His 
Imperial Majesty’s household, py 344; overseer 
of the imperial work, }§ ff 2; overseer of His 
Imperial Majesty’s medicine, {j# ; overseer of 

' His Imperial Majesty’s wardrobe, ij 2¢ BE ; 
overscer of the revenue arising from shipping, 
HE Biri] ; an overseer of common work, #7, 

Pi Et. 
| Overset, v.t.or7é. To turn upon the side, Hef ; 

to overthrow, tf ff, Eff] ; to overset a coach, 

Hk (i) 5 aE. 
Oversetling, ppr. Turning the bottom upward, 

| Overshade, v.t. J8#K, FEZ, JEW. | a A. 
Overshadow, wv. t. JE, WERE, 3 35, 78 WY ; heaven 

overshadows them, K7% ; heaven overshad- 
ows all things, Fei A 7h he ; to overshadow 
with wings, 4444 iy fez. 

Oversight, n. Watchful care, 38 RA, fi}, # ; super- 
| intendence, # HP; inattention, Ay, 4A; 

| neglect, 343; error, $f, #4; by oversight, 4 

| Overskip, v. ¢. HI ; to pass over, J AH. 
| Oversoon, adv. 7c Rl, Elia oA 
Overspread, v. t. To spread over, 33, WE{E, 78%, 

ies, Sij 1, 42°; to scatter over, #8; heaven 

overspreads, FR ¥™ ; to overspread, like water, 
| Overstate, v.t. Ge KiB, DB AE. eg. 
Overstep, v.t. To step over or beyond, fit, pe, Pit, 

HAL; to overstep propriety, fee, HHS, TR BN, RE 
}ie ; to overstep a limit, PRPS, HPUE; to overstep 
one’s duty, jp, pkZp ; to overstep the proper 

limits of one’srank, pk4, fk By, bE HE; in learn- 
ing do not overstep the regular order, 4 Aa 

IG 
Overstock, v. t. To fill too full, 7& iH HE; to over- 

stock a market, fi & k 3, fk & 4 ih DA; to 
overstock one's self, A{44 SiG JA, HAAS. 
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-Overstore, v.t. fj WKRE, 4 SiH Gi. 
Overstrain, v.72. ‘lo make too violent efforts, Hi JJ 

i 5A, JAW Ai, 7B) Ai. 
Overstrain, v.t. ‘lo stretch too far, fh ih, dh 
x38 9A; to overstrain one’s self, 445 #3) Mi. 

Overt, a. Open, apparent, AY, BA; public, AFR; an 

overt act, Bt, QRZ 8. 
Overtake, v. t. ‘lo come up with in a course, &e., 

HEP), HL, SBR, PE; to take by surprise, | 
APESESI, AES MAE ; to fall on afterwards, 7% 
B& -.3; you cannot overtake him, (K3EME ZB, 

HEE % Kf; to overtake in learning, BM; 
to overtake in walking, #7, #75), SRE) SE. 

Overtaken, pp. 3B KIB, HEE TS 5 caught, ye, By 
ST, KEE ; overtaken by surprise, WM 
ETE ; overtaken in a fault, SH PpeHE. 

Overtask, v. t. fi fe PI EFP ; to overtask one, fH 

ABORT BA, Dc FE BN. 
Overthrow, v. ¢. ft FB), (tA 7, EL FE, FRR, WP, cs 

to overthrow a state, ft fal. ft e— BY ; to over- 
throw a table, +7 fl) geta, Ff fil get ; to over- 
throw an army, 47 f—'si ; to overthrow one at 
law, jgag& ; to overthrow justice, tf) ELIE. 

Overthrow, n. fi fA, HA fF) 2, We the overthrow 
of a state, Zw Ak, EZ tk. 

Overthrowing, ppr. ‘Turning upside down, th ffl; | 

overthrowing on one side, {J (i), $x fi] ; ruining, 

We, Mess ; defeating, $7 Mk. 
Overtly, adv. ASR. Datew 

Overtop, v. ¢. ‘I'o rise above the top, HIJA, 4, vx; | 

to surpass, }}f; to overtop the age, Se{lk, jer {lk. | 

Overtrade, v. 7. SE SLATE, (ERRAEAE; to over 
trade one’s self, #5 G Wk. 

Overtrust, v. t. {3 Aeith. 
Overture, n. Something offered for consideration, | 

acceptance or rejection, 3EfeERF; a musical 
prologue, #5 fF, #8. 

Overturn, v. t. To upset or subvert, wi fF), Fy fF, {Hi 
%i, ft; to ruin, MWe, fil; to conquer, Fy He; 
to overturn an enemy, Hy. 

Overvail, Overveil, v. t. ZL) Mp. 

Overvalue, vt. fil Kis, Ft 2 sh, TE AGE. 
Overweak, a. 93 DFJ, Je th oy. 
Overween, v. 7. To think too highly, Gms, | 

Amik we, LAR; to think too favorably, | 

AHH SSA B58 OA. 
Overweening, ppr.or a. Conceited, AF}, A ae: 
Overweigh, v. t. Sei. 
Overwhelm, v. ¢. G#e, WME, HEP ; to subdue, MR 

Hig. 
Overwhelmed, pp. BIR S, M72 TF ; overwhelmed 

with grief, $2 ai Ik, BS AG FH ; overwhelmed 
| with favors, Sé R28 a, Aces 2h ; overwhelmed 
| with numbers, py JAH; overwhelmed with 
| confusion, sty /iTiF RL. 
| Overwhelming, ppr. or a. Crushing with weight, 

WK; crushing with numbers, Lise RR; WE 
 ; Overwhelming grief, APE aE, ARE 
ZB ; overwhelming favors, #424. ; over whelm- 
ing, or confounding, as the boundless ocean, {pp 

JE, WE TE. 
| Overwork, v.t. fi Li8, iA, (EDI 7. 
Overzealous, a. Ht ity ith SA, ARPT OA, ARR. 
Oviduct, n. #h4g. 
Oviform, a. SpE. 
Oviparous, a. AES Ag, AER Ag. 
Oviposit, vt. UU FM, ath RH. 

| Ovipositor, n. HkRh 7 He. 

Ovisac, n. Hpee. 
Ovoid, Ovoidal, a. HPJe. 
Ovum, n.; pl. Ova. OP, HR, 2B, RR. 

Owe, v.t. ; a regular verb; pret and pp. owed. 

Ks 4, KH ; to owe a debt, RAE, RA: 
to owe to government, ji 4R ; to owe one money, 
RAE, DAF; to owe gratitude, 4 BL; the 
debt one owes, Pr RZLE, FR ZS; to be in- 
debited, 2}, BSe, PEM; 1 owe my prosperity 

to you, ANAS Hin. Tez. MEAL CR. 
Owed, pp. Rit, RS. 
Owing, ppr. KR; owing to government, j#i ; ow- 

ing to, ascribable to, Pq, He, FE, FH. BE, 
%'S:, {k, EL; owing to rain, [qy¥ Ry ; owing to 
your assistance, JU(R ZI, AK apap. 

Owl, n. $ij 5a SALE, 5k; the horned owl, #4 é, he 
Se, WERE; a kind of owl, which is said to eat its 

| mother, $5 ; barn-owl, sJvh@74. 

| Owl-like, a. S£( {LBE, $3 FW. 

| Owlet, n. Jr BG. 

Own, a. Belonging to, A, G, HW, AB. AF 
fry; with his own hand, |°}3}=5f; my own self, 

KROAC, RAH, MH; my own, KA CH, 
AW As; my own country, FEAL BY; to have 
views of one’s own, 4 = 5 ; to be one’s own, 
4% AcE. 4 =E; he has nothing of his own, 

ACES Hee, fll A MEE ; of one’s own accord, 
Avot FE 5, hy AS HEA; one’s own brother, #3 
5e of, [nl 5b rf ; one’s own hand, =F. 

| Own, v.t. To have the legal right to, 4; to own 
| {o own one’s a house, 7 uj; to confess, Fz ; 

| crime, 72 GPESE, we az IE. 

| Owned, Pps The legal title being vested in, Mj, 

| 7A; confessed, Gi; it must be owned, AH, 
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Owner, n. =f, AcE, KE, EAs 
a property, 3 =; the owner of a house, x =. 

Ownership, n. JB, #§ =E. 
Owning, ppr. /8, 4. 

| S48; red oxide of merenry, = fy. 
the owner of | | Oxydate, Oxidize, v. t. § 2%, RIA IRI, BR, 

Re FUE fk, Hil eA B- 
| Oxygen, n. fs; oxygen gas, fh BE K- 

| Oxymel, n. ia es He 
Ox, n.; pl. Oxen. 4F; a strong ox, 47, FR; alarge  Oxyrrhodine, n. 7H. 

ox, A¥E“F ; an ox of one color, Fi % Ae, HA; 
a piebald ox, Af 4e, ‘ft, BS 4b, HE; a wild ox, 
BAe, FE; the common ox, #44; used like an 
ox, Fy + (i. 

Ox-eyed, a. A MMF. 

Oxalie, N, Be at. 

Oxide, Oxyd, n. #4; grey oxide of mercury, 7K 

Oyster, n. 1, FEW; the pearl oyster, FS HEMP; 
dried oyster, M2; an oyster shell, eae; oys- 
ter of trade, and used as window glass, WR, 
5 ; an oyster bed, feHiF; a cluster of oysters, 
Wl; oyster pie, xi 7. 

| Oz., abbreviation of ounce, which see. 
Ozocerite, n. Ay hs. 

F, 
P The sixteenth letter of the English alphabet, 

* Seah EUR Ae; P, 400,000, Mf ae ; 
Parl., parliament, “REE ; p. C. or p. Ct., 
percent (discount), #f, 41; three p. C. discount, 
EM, IE; 3 p. C. interest, — A fF =F} 
&; 30 p. C. loss, —Ayp Ene; pl. plural, 
FH; p. f. v., pour faire visite, PIPE; p. p. ¢., 

pour prendre conge, 45: ; P. M., post meridiem, 
FA; P.S., postscript, #278. 

Pabular, a. $h fe fj. 
Pahulum, n. BA. FEI, BW; fuel, 28 
Pace, n. 35; distance of one pace, fy R ZF; in | 

China, one pace or half a pd is equal to three 
feet and is called E; a pace of six feet is also | 
called a 36; a short pace, 3, BR; pace for | 

six paces deep, | 
FABRE; to walk ata great pare, Fe KE, PE | 
pace, Bb, $B1b, Bib 
#7; to walk a ta slow pace, 7 7} [E, (212 #7, 
#ME FF; to ep always one pace, I¥Ij¥—fE 

tT ET 
Bis 

; three hundred and sixty paces 
oe one li or Chinese mile, =4\+268—_ 

Pace, v. i. To go, HE, EFF, BE, HF, #; to pace 

toand fro, TSA TT, se Ha, JESE, AEM. 
Pace, v. t. To measure by steps, 3-H. 
Pachydermata, n. pl. JE yk I. 
Pachydermatous, a. JE yp. 
Pacific, a. Fy 9a, 2 Ay; mild, jf, HH; | 

the Pacific Ocean, 2B FF. 
Pacific, n. The Pacific, 287%. 
Pacification, n. $4 Fy, ae fl, An, PAu. 

Pacificator, n. AIA, $4 FH. 
Pacify, v. t. To appease, #&, at, He kt, Hye, 

ye #, ZB, Hit Fu; to pacify, as wrath, 4, jk; 
| to pacify the empire, 42e TP ; to pacify con- 

tending parties, $4. 

Pacifying, ppr. 2h, Halt. 
Pack, n. A bundle or bale, —§], #1 7k; a burden, 
ae a pack of cards, —fi] MEHR; a pack of 
dogs, — {R FiJ; a pack of villains, — ¥% BE ¢&, 
— Fi ib; a pack of sorrow, —fH 74 He; a naught- 

y pack, 4i%€; to carry a pack, f4 3, Ff}— i. 
Pack, v. t. or 7. #3, @, 47 GI, BE, BE BG; to pack 

up, #4 FP; to pack in boxes, %& Hy, 47 Fy; to 
ae up tea, 4828; to pack up cotton, AT Ate 

; to pack ony AA HE OY, SE EY, LEE; to 
ae up one’s. luggage, #7 3# FFs, di 45, 
WHA FF 4s; to pack duties to be forwarded, 4 
ff; to pack a jury, 4 [ie Fe ES ; to pack off with 
one, Ar Bil J #8 Be; to pack away, FE, We; 
pack hence! #28, ER. 

Pack-cloth, m. Paek-cloth for goods, #44, $1; 
pack-cloth, in which things are tied, @17. 

| Pack-horse, n. Bk, (4Ek. 
Pack-house, n. RE, FT PLR. 
Pack-man, n. [W{F- 

| Pack-saddle, n. BBR, FR, HE 
Pack-thread, n. G4, wid 
Package, n. A parcel, bundle, &e., G3, 3a; a 

charge made for packing goods, $I J&R; ex- 
|  ¢lusive of the package, RJR. 
Packed, pp. or a. #138, LS, FT aT. 
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Packer, n. 6 8, a #. 
Packet, n. A small package, JV Gl, G1{F; a des- 

patch-vessel, F8 fv, # (3 fpl; a packet in China, 

aE fs ML. 
Packet-ship, n. GE jph. 

Packing, ppr. (3, 47 eh 

ih. 
Packing, n. Any material used in packing or 

making close, as the substance around the 
piston of a pump or other tube, to make it 
water or air tight, {ijix¥4l; a trick, WER. 

Packing-needle, n. @1 ZF. 
Pact, n. #4, Alp], 82. 
Paction, n. See Pact. 

Pad, n. A footpath, 7, JV¥%; a foot-pad or robber 
who infests the roads, JRE; to go upon the 
pad, $7 J. 47 WleB; a saddle-pad, FB ge; a 
knee-pad, $f, #{; a pad of straw, BIR, WHA, 

ALT. 
Pad, v. t. or ¢. RRE#R; to rob on foot, (RR IBK. 
Paddee, n. #9, #4 #%. See Paddy. 
Padding, n. The stuffing of a coat, saddle, &e., 

Rie). 
Paddle, v. i. or ¢. To row, 47\; to paddle a boat, 

Paddle, n. Be, F\; a paddle, —RW. = A=. 
Paddle-box, n. HAT, HAZE 
Paddle- wheel, n. BR tt, #40: paddle- “wheel steam- 

er, Fp BRAK A; paddle wheel brake, #4 PH. 
Paddock, n. Afi, 4. 
Paddy, n. #§j,7€; dry land paddy, PERF; unhusked 

rice, #79; a paddy field, Fe fA, #4—1; young 
paddy, fa, Ata; a paddy bird, a Java spar- 
row, Ack; a paddy field under water, 7K AI, 
om 

Padlock, n. Foreign padlock, fiy U4; native 

padlock, +38, Bh, Be FH; the best kind of 
padlocks are from Sheklung and are called % 

fit Fe. 
Peederia fetida, n. $6 )p Fé. 

Peonia albiflora, n. 7j8&4E; peonia mautan, 

mowtan prony, HE ZE, AEE. 

Pagan, a. #2 fe fig, HAI; pagan religion, Bk 

Lik, VEZ ith, WE, FE BE ZK. 
Pagan, n. FAIR, WA PEAH ; an idolator, FE¥e 

PER, TERE. 
Paganize, v. t. (i 7G Pe WEE, BER HE BYE. 
Page, n. Page of a book, —#Z; a personal attend- | 

ant, BE, REY, TH, VEC, H {x- 

Page, v.t. Be: 
Pageant, n. A show, 2, Ze f4 ; a religious pa- 

geant, te &, Hié; anything showy without 

; packing material, 2 BF | 

stability or duration, ae, #} , $f, HES. 
Pageant, a. Showy, ae pp. 
Pageantry, n. Show, aie, aE 4. 
Paginal, a. fj. 
Pagod, Pagoda, n. $%, #8; one pagoda, —me ss; 

an ornamented pagoda, 3EF*, FES; a literary 
pagoda, or a pagoda dedicated to the god of 
literature, A#, BPA; a plain pagoda, gener- 
ally attached to Mohammedan mosques, 3% 
$$; an ancient pagoda, 7 #iJ; a five storied 
pagoda, Jr js iS. 

Pagoda, n. A gold or silver coin current in Hindu- 
stan, Rf %. 

“BY J ah Pagurus, n. Hermit crab, 
Pail, n. ff; one pail of water, — #f zc; a pail 

full, 5 Af. 

Pain, n. Fa, VE, tel, Hew, HR; pains, FF, SF, 
SE 7E; pain in the head, Bf4%; to put to pain, 
BiH, PIR; to be in pain, Ff FA; to feel pain, 
hI; to suffer pain, 54%; to take ap We iF 

By BE, Se grief, i, 38 ii 

Pain, v. t. 33%, {diq™; to pain one’s self AS, 

BP ity; to grieve, 3, Befey. 
Pained, pp. Afflicted, (% 38 4%, BT Hq; pained 

in mind, SE, 25S, Bi, WD, AE, EB: 
pained to hear, 32 F#. 

Painful. a. Giving pain, Jj, 4H PE, Ha A, HE; 
very painful, 49-34%, #£%4; extremely painful, 
eH; painful, as labor, 2E7F, PAB, wR, 
TERE, BE, HE; a painful story, 4ERe; a pain- 
ful operation, 8] 7 4-44 ; a painful blow, #7 HB 
4g 3; a painful service, 7 7; very painful 
marches, 474} AE vy, 47} 74 FF; 2 little pain- 
ful, oq, fo TIE excessively painful, 4% 

FSSC WTP, GEE, ARG Zi 5 @ pain- 
ful thought, Fm, HE; a painful swelling, 

Ve 9H; a painful idea, 47 #R. 
Painfulness, n. Pain, 47%; sorrow, 3; toil, 3§, 

Paining, ppr. Bow, RiK- Lea 
Pawless a. MET, AREA. 

Painstaking, n. or a. 443, STG, WEF, SET; very 

painstaking, Pap BORE, AR A. 
Paint, v. t. To paint, asa house, Yh phys; to draw, 

HE, 48, (65; 10 describe, fF; to paint a likeness, 
‘eS teL, ‘U4; to paint natural objects, SjAE; to 
paint pictures, foi. Wea, FE(G, 462%, 40 4a: 
to paint in oil, ‘e3yhP#E; to paint the face, FF 
KY, Bhify ; to paint the face and anoint the 
head, #}iqWhoAl; to paint the lips, As PE RANK; 
to paint the eyebrows, ##MRJa, Hf, fie; to paint 

the cheeks, $7 HEHE, IREEIMIS.- 
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Paint, n. Coloring matter, #1, Af; oil paints, 

Whee; white paint, GAA, Ge}; red paint, 
or paint for the face, JAH, AAG, REIG; light 
red paint, #3}. 

Painted, pp. or a. #7, FT; painteda house, 
Wh FB; described, jy. 

Painter, n. Painter of a house, yhZsfii {yf ; port- 
rait painter, #¢ 7, HH (i (, HEE, FAG 
painters generally, i ¥e. 

Painter, n. A rope at the bow of a boat, #&, Sf 

Painting, ue Wh, wh gs, +E ah; paintin 
pee a He lea. 

Painting, n. A picture, #, #4; 

anit. 
Pair, n. —3}, (0), #8, BE, WA; a pair or mar- 

o, as foie 

, BE, colors laid on, 

ried couple, Plfi. Wee, PERC, MEDC, fit, He; a 
happy pair, ££}; to plough in pairs, HPF; a 
pair of scrollers, — 3} 4}, — 3} Be; a pair of 

_ Stockings, —¥}#'i ; a pair of scissors, —4P we 
BY; a pair of tables, MLM ; 

WeST, ALA, 2 APs. WME, BLS. 
Pair, v. é. 9}, 8, 8, eH. 
Pair, v. t. ‘To unite in couples, A 

At, ik. ; 
Pair-off, v. t. YH, KK. 
Paired, pp. XS ¥t, BLA T- 
Pairing-off, n. WX Bhs, INE. 
Pairing-time, n. sept Yj, HEA MK. 
Palace, * n. Se, JRE, ee EE, a, Ba; a palace, ——B 

= fit; the imperial palace, AAW, Jee, BRM, 
ae 4s; the summer palace, [A] Wf; a rural 
palace, #7 = ; 

#Hj ; palace punishment, castration, 
Palace-court, n. 4233 Fpl ap. 
Palanguin, Palankeen, n. #§. See Chair. 
Falaiable, a. WEE, AVE, Ap EMG ES, FA BE 

“itis palatable enone li, but quite indigestible,” 

(hel (V5 FF OG ASA 
Palatal, n. A letter pronounced by the aid of the 

palate or an articulation of the root of the 
tongue with the roof of the mouth; as g hard 

and k, WBS, 1 IEE. 
Palate, n. Jie, be, Tg ; taste, HE; mental relish, 

7B.MK ; to Base a dainty palate, IFS GRE 

ie to please one’s palate, Rr MRE, Ra 

fy. 
Palatial, a. jf fg. 
Palatinate, nN. ffi el. 

to unite in pairs, 

fr, PERC, 2a fs, 

Th 
the palace of the heir apparent, | 
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Palatine, a. {f1, = (A. 
Palaver, n. Idle talk, ARR, HER, Sak ; flattery, 

acid EOE 
Palaver, v. t.or 7. ‘lo deceive by words, HJ. 

Pale, a. A, f4; pallid, $6, +; 4 pale face, 

All. 7Fa2 wm, BOL BA to turn pale, A, 

4- f4, ; a pale blue, FF, 7p RE; pale as death, 

A, Hl Ane eo  ; pale, as the moon, Atha, 
AG fry; pale with fright, PEs) A @, HEB) es 

Pale, n. A pointed stake, #4; an inclosure, #4 64; 
within the pale of the church, 738 @ 4 t# 4p, 
ie @& Y Ay; within the pale of probability, Ay 

41.7 £5 (1. 
Pale, v.¢. 'To inclose with pales or stakes, fig LI 

## ; to inclose, EAE. 
Pale-faced, a. fir fy, tt BPE. 

Pale-hearted, a. TA, Feat fg, Bath AS. 

Paled, pp. Inclosed with pales, fi LA. 
ESS n. Hy A, 3 2 sickly whiteness of look, 

ws ; the paleness of a flower, 46%]. 7EX 

eA 
Paecaeuen n. Ba #. 
Paleography, n. The study of ancient writings, 
Hw H., i BB. 

Paleologist, n. HG Z-E, MAH, thik tH. 

Paleology, n. i St, ti 38, A ait, 15 $8 in. 
Paleontology, n. ti AS, HA iin. 
Paleosaurus, n. Aye F . 

Paleotherium, Paleothere, n. ¢y BRid 
Paleous, a. #84. 
Palestra, n. A wrestling, J, f§ Jj ; a place of 

wrestling, [i Jy 73. 
Palestrian, Palestric, Palestrical, a. Palestrie art, 

ed JJ 2 BE. 
Palfrey, x. A horse used by noblemen and others 

for state, AHS; a small horse fit for ladies, 

AI HE ZN BS. 
Palification, n. #7 FEY. 
Palilogy, n. Pps t—in). 
Palindrome, ». A word, verse or sentence, that is 

the same when read backward or forward, as 

n nadam, ia 35 aan) Ziad. 

| Paling, n. Fy A, FLIRE; a paling, 3 6s, By ey. 

* A list and de sscription of the imperial ‘palaces can be | 
seen in the Ajyj HL, chapter 70. 

Palingenesia, Palingenesy, n. A new birth, %74E, 
#4E; the palingenesia of heaven and earth, 

305 FT in the palingenesia, 77 fiz 
Pr, Sea A FT Hi ZV 

| Palinurus, n. See Prawn or Crawfish. 

Palisade, n. ill. BE, BE, Hi zie AS Hil. 
* De legates’ version of the S. 8. 

i 
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Palisade, v. t. ALIHS, FADIA. 
Pall, n. A cloak, 7K#j; a mantle of state, 7% ; 

pall for a coffin, FE 2S, 4, FEE HG Wy, BL, fe 
ke px; the pall of a windlass, eRe Re a, fe 

Pall, v. t. To cover, 3, BUH. | a). 
Pall, v. ¢. To become vapid, AM, BELR. 
Pall, v. t. To make vapid, f#@ 40K ; to dispirit, (ip 
if )% ; to pall one’s ardor, fii et 54; to impair, 

Palladium, n. Something that affords effectual 
defense, protection, and safety, HE{#, HAR. 

Pallas, n. HEY. 
Pallet, n. The pallet of painters, #¥ f& fz ; pallet 

in gilding, - 4>RE jk ; a bed, Wr pe. 

Palliasse, n. i fie. 
Palliate, v. t. lo cover with excuse, fiff, Afi, FE 

pe, WE, VE HE, UE SR, FE FE; to lessen, jf¥; to 
mitigate, #€; to palliate an offence, fi SE, A fifi 
SE, HE GESEIB ; to palliate pain, fey, HEF. 

Palliated, pp. or a. 

Palliation; ». Mitigation, as of a crime, 2fifi ; 

palliation, as of a disease, jfk sie 4. 
Palliative, x. That which extenuates, Jf giv; that 

which mitigates, jag a fry, ta Ie f15- 
Pallid, a. Pale, 4,42 f@ ; a pallid countenance, 
TF MoE, i Fy. fa A; the pallid sky, FPR. 

Pallidity, n. 77 f. 
Pallmall, n. $7 €& BR. 
Palm, n. Gomuti paim, chameerops, #32, BE, HA; 

dates of the palm, RFF, BF 5 cocoanut | 
palm, #h, #®; the palm of the hand, fxs, f 
AK, Fat); to punish by striking the palm of 
the hand, Fy >-#Kx. 

Palm, v. ¢. To impose by fraud, Pe ER. 
Palm-oil, n. AUF Yh. : 

Palma Christi, n. 8 jf. 
Palmate, Palmated, a. -#E-F ; entirely webbed, 

as feet, 2K A5, ETE AS. 
Pallmetto, n. AE tit. 

Palmiped, a. 2 JE fry, BEE Ay. 
Palmistry, n. fee WC, Ae BIE, HN. 
Palmy, a. Flourishing, S48 fy, SAE AS; palmy 

days, Hl p& 2% jie. 
Palpability, ». Ty AEG 402%, WA. 
Palpable, a. Perceptible by the touch, HY ARE IRE, | 

Dai 
ny AAAS; plain, WY, AE, AP, Wangs, 
MTA; palpable proof, WAZE, AEA DE. 

Palpableness, n. A. 
Palpably, adv. AYA. 
Palpebra, n. 3 pl. Palpebree. ARSE 

Palpitate, v.72. jEAE, 7& its nS WES 

PRBS 

, TERE. 
i TEBE, iG TOSS OST ONT SS) 
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fifi EHS ; cased, ENE. 

PAN 

Hh, HEME. 
Palpitating, ppr. or a. Bk, 7a. 

Palpitation, n. E.8 %, Lk; the palpitation of 
the heart, oth WS, ot DE, ME, BG; great 

palpitation of the heart, s{)jBEBEBK. 
| Palsy, n. Jat, FRI, JF. 
Paltry, a. Mean, fh, 52, F JIE AS; 

JAAS; contemptible, BIE Ay, 4 4; 
book, SRE a paltry fellow, BRK; 
poet, SEX. 

Pampas, n. pl. RET fy 
Pamper, v. f. mbsneR, 1 BE, 

to pamper one’s self, RA) Hk 

WULF, WF. 
Pampered, pp. or a. BE, BERK. 
Pamphlet, n. J. Ape, 4 7SzE. 

| peer eer, n. eee 
Pan, n. 7894, HE, 72 KEF4; an iron pan, HH; 

the pan of a Cl] hine se matchlock, [#%2%; the 
brain-pan, gAg% ; the kneepan, #Il] ; a frying- 

| pan, Wg; a baking-pan, kc#}; a warming- 
pan, tHe; a perfuming-pan, AHR; a bed- 

pan, JRE, FRR. 
Panacea, n. BEBE. 
Pancake, n. BEGe, * TBE, YT BF. 

Pancreas, n. fff py; the pancreas resembles a 
tongue in shape, HATE. + 

| Pandanus, n. jf Sif. 
Parideantc fae n. pl. FR, FE, Hf. 

Pandect, n. A treatise which contains the whole 
of any science, — 34 #4 if}; a digest of the 
Roman law, 2 55 @ di. 

Pandemonium, n. 92 FR. 

Pander, n. Bf, EA, & hi. 
| Pander, v.¢. To procure lewd women for others, 

Pandiculation, n. fp pPgpe. | {i Ma DEL. 
Pane, n. A pane of glass, —}e Behe, —Sppe ye ; 

to put in a pane of glass, #&§— Hype He. 
| Paned, a. Fy fk fry. 
| Panegyric, n. fin], Ain. 
| Panegyric, Panegyrical, a. iF inl (ry. 
Panegyrist, n. IEA #. 

| Panegyrize, v. t. ##3 

Panel, n. —3RACH ; tho whole jury, Sk Wie ae ps 
Pang, n. Fj; agony, PEPE, 5H; the panes of 

a woman in childbirth, a #R4q%, BEHESS ; the 
pangs of death, EZ HE; the pangs of dispair, 

| Pangolin, n. 2E yy AB, Gea. | Bic HE 7 PBS. 
Panhelenium, n. Hi Bl Be. 
Panic, n. REN, hb 7B 

* Chinese term used in the south of China. 

worthless, $i 
a paltry 
a paltry 

Me Ef. AA 
; to pamper a child, 

[4 

+ Hobson. 
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Panieled millet, n. #8, Z. | 
Panivorous, a. # #4 | 
Panicum, n. #. [AKE. | 
Pannage, n. ‘lhe food of swine in the wocds, #f | 
Pannel, n. Pannel of a window or door, [yak | 
Pannier, n. Packsaddle made of wood, #X. 
Panoply, n. EA, Hk Fp. 
Panorama, n. a if aks. 
Pansy, n. 46%, 24 
Pant, v.z. Mg is Teng, 

to pant for aint Mit Se BE Mit 3 ©, tk 
Pantaloons, n. pl. #li, #3, Hep, ApH. | ARB 
Pantamorphic, a. ARRAS, GIEAS. 

Pantheism, n. SRW Lis, S15 Bs. 
Pantheist, n. ff Was ag _k iz H- 
Pantheon, n. 3% gles, 85 pay. 
Panther, n. 94. | 
Panting, ppr. or a. Palpitating, be; breathing | 

with a rapid succession of inspirations and ex- 
pirations, Mj; longing, &3r, RAB. 

Panting, x. The panting of the heart, {BeBebE. 
Pantochronometer, n. 43 EF hes. 

Pantograph, x. BeABA. 
Pantology, n. S¥, 5 ZH pit 
Pantomime, n. FR ek. 
Pantomimic, Pantomimieal, a. SEKAI. 

Pantry, n. {kK @F- 
Pap, n. The nipple of the breast, Aj 9£f. 
Pap, n. A soft food for infants, FMB, FLO ME, | 
ii G1, Hi); the pulp of fruit, 4£Py; to feed 
with pap, Vj PL- 

Papa, n. BE, FF, WE 
Papacy, n. Popedom, KK =. 

ELM. 
Papal, a. RABE. 
Papaver, n. See Poppy. 
Papaw, n. Carica, Av IK. 
Paper, n. #{, #¥; printing paper, FJ ZEA; a sheet | 

of paper, 52%; glazed paper, WAR; glazed | 
billet paper, IA ; laid paper, K#AL; blotting | 
paper, P3E 4 ; common Chinese writing paper, 

HHL; white paper, fy; coarse paper, HLA, 
#7 4K ; brown wrapping paper, ¥8 jk 4K; yellow 

» GAME, EG PEL, We 5 | 
to long, 5s, 

> 

mie. 
MEL 

? 

HE, KEK 

Chinese wrapping paper, maf; strong Chinese | 
made of the mulberry tree, | wrapping paper, 

#4 : colored Chinese note paper, Tr f4&, pH ; 
stamped paper, FJ $C; paper match, ACHE; cotton | 

paper, $454 ; blank paper, JAK, BAL; paper 

dead, #% f ; paper money sent to the departed, 
AR, Ae $8, By $j; paper money, paper ingots, 

| Paradise, n. 
houses and clothes burnt for the benefit of the 

$e +; paper garments for the wandering ghosts, 
feahiz; slips of paper with cuts in them, passing 
for the number of cash they offer toa little devil, 
the guide of the soul and which are scattered 
before the coffin along the road, 4$8; sized 
paper, 4&4; gold dusted paper, #@ZERK 5a 
ship’s papers, fp i9 fe Fi yt; adaily paper, HR; 
to line with paper, #&HL; the paper tree, #¥ tit, 
He 3X ; pity written paper, Aes ML; to line 

paper, [nlf 
Paper-credit, n. AQ. 
Paper-hanger, n. #1. 
Paper-hangings, n. pl. eA AK. 

| Paper-kite, n. RHE, [VA. 
| Paper-maker, n. #|F. 
| Paper-mill, n. ji BE. 
Paper-money, n. SRA, Bb HS, HG #E; to burn paper- 

money, Bb. 
Papier-mache, n. #&T. 
Papilio, m. safle. 
Papilla, n. Ye#z; the papille of the tongue, GA 
eH. 

“Papillote, n. BA, HEME 
_ Papist, n. REKAN 
Papistic, Papistical, a. R= KAS. 

Pappy, a. tHE. 
Papyrus, n. RBA. 
Par, n. Equal value or-at par, fajf&; equality in 

condition, [uj, fe]4%, —#E, — 3k. 
Parable, n. 24x, JEM, EE Ay; to speak im para- 

bles, eZ= "ir, FALE. 
Parabola, n. Hu pee. 
Parabole, n. HEM. 

Parabolic, Parabolical, a. FEAR AY. 
Paracentesis, n. Hk. 

| Parachronism, n. $4 $f. 
Paraclete, n. BA. PtH; an intercessor, ra 

So 

Parade, x. The place where troops assemble for 
exercise, &e., HH, PE i; military array, 
HED HR ; the act of parrying a thrust, FSH ; 
parade of military weapons, #22; show, #53, 

Parade, v. t. R: to parade one’s showy dresses, 

KREGER, AAR. 
Paradigm, n. ‘An example, j£, EM. 
Parading, ppr. #. 

Paradise according to Protestants, 
Te]; according to Roman Catholics, Siig 7S 
PR, Ke ; according to the Buddhists, #4 fA, 
Sle, 4, WM; according to the Moham- 



inedans; 7K #4 [2]; the bird of paradise, ES, 
jg.G, ; the fool’s paradise, fy] A 4. 

Paradisiacal, a. #85] fry, Fi 4 A. 
Paradox, n. FEARS IBUE, APE Zd- 
Paradoxical, a. ZF hE. 
Paraffine, n. ABEIE 2 Yl. 

Paragon, n. A model or pattern, Fi, 4G, YE, Hi; 
amodel by way of distinction, #444), fx 52H ; 
wu paragon of virtue, pe ZF, HOE ZIE: a 
paragon of beauty, qit_-fp3e%, Halt ZE. 

Paragraph, n. A section answering to a chapter, 
i, EZ; a section answering to an article, as 
of a treaty, &e., f¥%, #k; smaller sections, as 
verses, ij, #5 a sentence or sentences, 4a] i¥- 
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mei % 
Parapet, 

MELAS, Bt 
Paraph, a. 

oe 
si breast-wall, (6, JM, J. Ja, Acad 

4 W 
Paraphernalia, Pari ate na, n. pl. RHE, PERE BR 

Parallax, x. In astronomy, the change of place in | 
Al heavenly body in consequence of being 
viewed from different points, 32 2 &# fic, WHE. 

Parallel, x. 2E AZ 2 parallels, fee; to draw 

a parallel, JE2E, sib; anything equal to or 
resembling Ronee in all essential parts, —#, 
— x; eee of declination, Kap ey fA. 

Parallel, 3 ee having the 

or te ee 2: Fz PPE; like, (W, FASE ; equal in 
same direction | 

all essential nae — nj] —#% AB fi; parallel | 
force, A847 7J ; parallel motion, ZB #7 ij ; par- 
allel motion bar, 287; #) i; parallel motion 

side rod, 2° 47S #E- 

to, Afi] ; to compare, Jb. 
Parallelism, n. Resemblance, #4] 4. HP YS 

comparison, as 
Parallelogram, n. A Ste, 22 fz BIE. 
Parallelopiped, n. 3277 #8. 

Paralogism, n. A reasoning 
form, 78 an. 

Paralysis, ». Ja, JERE; paralysis of an arm, 
fk 2, BEF; paralysis of one side, {fy HE, —3E 

BE, PAB HG. 
Paralytic, Paralytical, «. {e, Jaq IGE, FRE, TRIE ; 

a paralytic affection of the legs, jie it, FEMA. 
Paralize, v.¢. To paralize, as eflorts, Pk, FEZ, 

HES, NII. 
Paralized, pp. or a. Affected with palsy, jie, 7g yet 

which is false in 

Parameter, n. ji (&. 

Paramount, a. Superior to all others, 42, _f, Bb; 

lord paramount, _[- =; a traitor paramount, 

Paramour, . A lover, 

ih Wover, ie 

Eee n. Paranymph in oe AS 

JV; a& mistress, i AF 

f ; appendages, Pf} Py, 3 
Paraphimosis, n. $I] F : 

much diseased, J Lyf. 

Paraphrase, n. ii M4, ARF. 

Paraphrase, v.t. To explain, pM, BES 

Hea, HEDIER. SHH. 
Paraphrast, n. pit (33. 
Parapbrastic, Paraphrastical, a. f(pige, fire fi. 
Paraphrastically, adv. Did WE. 
Paraphrenitis. n. Bay Wiiak. 

hy; ornaments, PER. 
pavaphimosis, when 

ii i 

| Paraselena, n.; pl. Paraselenee. Aiea. 

Parasite, 2. wee TE. TORR. EGR. ETE, Bea 
Pa Elee a fawning iatterer, ti J, PU (vg 5 

related, as parasites, said by the party nego- 
tiating a marriage, APZE ZH. 

Parasitic, Parasitical, a. PAE", BPE fy: a 
parasitical plant, #ZE HE. 

Parasitically, adv. $f 4 fy; ina flattering man- 
ner, Sy aada- 

Paricolin UE, SEOIVE, AVE, AA. 

Parboil, aa ate hi, press 

| Parcel, n. A part, 3}; Ae. —Fp—3}; a small 
Parallel, v. ¢. To equal, #&2F, ZB Z ; to correspond bundle or pve kage, — 6], $y 6], J\@l: a es 

good parcel, Ws: a parcel of fair words, 

Ufa, BIZ Gs a pareel of rogues, Be. ; 
a parcel of merchandise, — J #¥%; make a par-el 
of it, $y Fi— BI ; a parcel of ground, —Pg fh. 

Parcel, v. ¢. To divide into parts or portions, Zp; 
Ay HA; to parcel out, 4} yi. 

Parcener, n. [rij gal fry. 

Parch, v.¢.or 7. To parch with fire, a, 8, 
to parch, as the sun, |i 3 

| Parched, pp.or a. f€ J, he, We fy; parched 

_ Parchment-maker, n. fff26 

ground, Je fils 5 parched lips, ke: RU0RE Cy JS, Ae 

7 Zk; parched mouth, F¥eKR; parched up, 
Parchedness, n. f£ 1% vac 
Parching, ppv. cr a. ji, FETE. 

Parchment, n. 26 jE gf. 

eA. 
fe TSF J&i ; to pardon, 

df; to pardon a crime, He SE, 

Pardon, v. t. de, Hi, 
as ube) emperor, PA 

VASE. RG. SE; pardon me, #13 Jk; pardon, 

ke: pardon him this time, 4a jp. 
4g) = Pardon, n. §¢ 4h, 4H. 424% + pardon of a crime, 

SE i; | bee your aaeaunl eX, FASE. TH SE. 
ALE: coneral pce Ras 
$$$ a Y 
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Purdonable:-a: shicith, ahs, WK, Wit. aK, 
FY Wolk > pardonable crime, jc P ESE, BY a apes 

(781 ) 

298; there isa slight ground which renders | 

it pardonable, —£62 7 Jk. 
Pardoned, pp. or a. fith, ith, AT. 
Pardoning, ppr. or a. He, Gi, KE. 

Pare, v. t. Ht, fi, HE, x), Ee fi. HH hi iii, 52 fil), 

ME, Alfa}; to pare off, HEIs, ti) Bs, MM) des to 
pare one’s nails, $EdF AP; to pare a horse’s hoof, 

EES EH ; 
apple, FILZEHE; to pare away, FA, HED. 

Pared, pp. or a. ILS, GET: HN Ty. 

| Parlor, n. 

| Parochial, a. Ee: the genoa register, Ht 4 

to pare potatoes, H[Sé{F; to pare an | 

Paregorie, a. Mitigating, IE AR AS, dei fry; pare- 

gorie elixir, RNAI B , BIS IGH IE. 
Parenchyma, n. Parenchyma of plants, Wits; 

parenchyma of the liver, J}FIE. 
Parent, n. A father, 4; a mother, Bf; parents, 

LH, HR EM. SMM, ye bik i 
my parents, TG He TK ee RR lite FE 
parents living, 2¢ 4: HE 7, ALLS TP; parents 

dead, 52-4 G1 JE. 38 HT KT; obe- | 
dient to parents, 24 IA 2¢ if; filial to parents, | 

MR H 
Parentage, n. Extraction, tH, Hi RA, Ine 34, 

Ze ; origin and parentage, pas 

entage, HE (REE. 
Parental, a. 22 if fj; parental love, 42 4 IE Be 

2h, HR, LAE AVL: parental tablet, hE, ih 
=E JOR AL» aie J. 

Parenthesis, n.( ) Wei , ia. 
Parenticide, n. FAA BE- 

Parentless, a. Ff V#:, WM, WI, 2 
Parer, n. FEIJ, GEJJ. 

Parget, v. t. To plaster walls, 

aie 

Pariah, n. Ee A FH J. 
Parietal, a. Parietal hones, 7: 47 HE JAB. 

Paring, ppr.or n. 3k, ai, Fil. 

Paris, n. EAH, at. 
Paris polypbylla, n. EZR W CAEP TE 

Parish, n. The jurisdiction of a secular ari6at Hy 

He EL. 
Deere 

BEANE, Sei. | 

Eek; to paint, | 

; high par- | 

fii 7 SRE, Be T ; an ecclesiastical society, | 
Parish church, n. 38 @ yi see, ge 

Parishioner, ». 24TH A, 3 @ fy J. Bee. 

Parity, n. Equality, [n]—tx. 
Park, n. [Al, ae, 4%, By; imperial park, 4&Ag, 

ai; a park of artillery, —#)A tia. 
Parkinsonia orientalis, n. BEE YE. 
Parlance, n. 
Parley, v. 7. 

ma 

de nid TH vhs THE, wa nih 

LE. 

5 Parliament, ». MEM, REACT, BAD 
WERE BLE LAD. 

Parliamentary, a. HAAG, REG Sy. 

RE, AER, FEE. 

Parody, n. }binl, NZ ne, EG, GR. wie 
Parody, v. ¢. Gein 3€, 25d aan Be a. 

Parol, Parole, n. A word, 4; word of mouth, [fy 
S, Wak; a wateh-word, MAE; to be out on 
parole, 74 & th Hi; to keep one’s parole, sy {z, 

pew. 
Paronomasia, Paronomasy, n. (To transeress law 

or rule), J&j; 0 rhetorical figure, by which 

the same word is used in different senses, [ji] 7% 

PEGE Zt. 
Paronychia, n. fp WUE, REDE, Feu. 
Paronymons, a. [pA] fF EL 

Paroquet, Paroket, n. Jn 3F 
Parotid glands, n. pl. RRP RE. 
Paroxism, n. #8, {£; a paroxism of ague, #7; 

when does the paroxism come? #8) {EVE, fiJ 

Ne HE. 
Parquetry, n. SRA. 

Parricide, n. FAK CBE, FRB Bs, fy: SLSR. 
Parrot, n. 2 SF, 86 Sf, BS a4, en ok the 

parrot can speak, but still it belongs to the 

bird tribe, waMiee IESE G- 
Parrot-fish, ». Scarus, dusky green aboye, yel- 

low belly, Saaf gk; scarus, dark green, fins 
and mouth blue edged, FFZ#5 scarus, dark 

slate, banded, fins yellow, tail spotted white, 
HEZNAQ; scarus, with blue stripes, fins edged 
blue, belly yellow, EFM. 

Parry, v. 2. ort. Jes, HS, HEE, FEE; to turn 
aside, PAE, Ast bed 5 to avoid, ibe, itt Bal, 3h it. 

iT A a) FGI. 

RE BL BL fi 

| Parrying, ppr. diets. 
| Parse, v. t. Apap eH, F 

| Parsee, n. PRIA A, Ani. 
Parsimonious, a. Covetous, A Of, & ¥ ; miserly, 

GD > wb ter ist» eS pate He $8 OBE, pe - 

frugal, [RE fy Ley) ee, f at FE i> i iit Wi, Ae 2, 2 4 a5 4 

JH, WZ; very parsimonious, df 48 ; 
parsimonious late in life, Ai Gia. 

Parsimoniously, adv. |, Be, ¥e. 

Oe ee n. TERY, IA, ROT, CA, He 

fie, $88, HET. 
Parsimony, n. aij, FHF. 

Parsley, 7. 52 7E48, FFZE 

to ves 

 Parsnep, n. Hi %, &h ie 
Conversation, We Am, FLA. aiam, "So 

Lak. | 
Parson, n. 4 fii, 7 fifi; parson among Roman 

Catholics, ype. 
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Parsonage, n. 4x fill (E26. | Parterre, n. The pit of a theatre, 2{ sé ; parterre 
Part, n. A portion, Zp, fp, AF, EF, BI. Fe; | in gardening, 7>#. 

a share in business, Je (jp, (#, We-#; side, Parthemum, n. BF 4. 
Fp, HH; part of a body, Wk, #8; the parts | Parthenon, n. 4% la %. 
of the body, 7 @#; faction, ; something | Partial, a. Biased to one party, ffm, (ade, (att, 
Lelonging to, Bs, 4% SEE, fe SE fy, Si HE; of- | 

fice, IR Zp; duty, AJ}; powers, AL He, AA; 
faculties, #4 FE; parts of speech, 2% #49, HHA; 
the greater part, 742; for the most part, XK | 

HE; for my part, 7E4¥; the greater part of | 
mankind, A%~ KE; in part, —3}; in part of | 

titi ; a partial officer, {fpf ; a partial 
view, {fi fl, —{fi2 SL; partial love, fae, 
He, ALB; a partial mother, 44 BZ HF ; not 
total, —3&&, {fm ; men are excessively partial for 
what they have an affection, J\ 7 3: BRL ih 

a 
payment, 3—4}, 2—2; I take a part in it, | Partiality, n. (fie, ALB, Va te, Tats, Ws, FL 
WW 7}; to take in good parts, rR, HE PE; >: partiality to opinions, Amst, Ai B- 

to take in ill parts, erg, FUP ; for my part, | Partially, adv. {ff ; in part, —Zp, 3%, AA. 
am 4%, EGS AK, ZEFK; a tenth part, —)X, Particeps criminis. A partaker in a crime, fp] 7G 
fz; ten parts, complete, --Z}; to act a part, | 

as in a play, {SE Wl (@ ; to discharge one’s | Participant, n. A ApH, AF Ag, AES H. 
part well, k3eas, 46 M37; to play any part, | Participate, v. 7. or t. 4p, JEZP, HEE, AFP, B- 
5 4 GA & 3 a man of second parts, A Ae | Participated, pp. F4p, JEHE TS, JET, HiaZ- 

ZN, YAWN; gone to foreign parts, fj Participating, ppv. SEEt, SEA}, Hp; participa- 

J; a fragment, Eg; a broken part, #; in | ting in the blessings, JES: ig. 

every part, JE)E; private parts, P24. | Participation, n. SESE, AF) A, JEP. 
Part, v.t. To divide, Zp; to separate, FpBA, GJ; | Participle, n. Hay, yay. 

to break, fj; to part in pieces, BEG), APE ; 
to divide into shares, 4P)}Z, Fp4p; to distribute, 
Fy he, HA; to part two combatants, hy hy, $f | 
fj; to part equally, 2487p, J47}; to part metals, | 
A} 4 ; to part into several portions, Zp ¥EFp. 

Part, rv. i. To be separated, Fe ba. JH 7, BE TN; 
to part with, to resign, #%, a; lo part with, 

to quit, BIE, By, JPR; difficult to part with, 
ER, PEA; cannot part with, Weg 7ps, We 

ee. BAR. BRK. HAIR, TBSP BES to 
part with strong self-denial, $f; will you | 
part with it? fp #8 4% {6 WE DE, th $8 FH BR; to 
part with a friend, Si) Ac, BA; to part with 
one’s wife, JWEILZE; we must part, Fg AE pA 

Ti, FR SE wh AB BE; to part with one’s own, # 

afi. 
Partake, v.7¢.; pret. partook ; pp. partaken, To | 

take a part, portion, &e., in common with an- 

other, 4 3p, [a] Fb, FEF}, JP IS, AAS; to partake 

of the Lord’s Supper, JE & Bex; to partake of | 
an enjoyment, JE ; to partake of others’suffer- 

ings, fii] ABE; to partake of the nature of, AF 

HEME. 
Partaken, pp. JE=t, Af 4}. 

Partaker, n. JES #, HPL, GH, AINA. 
Partaking, ppr. SEZ, SEX, Fi Fp. 
Parted, pp. ora. Separated, Hi), HHT; di- | 

vided, BT, Ft bi) st - t 

Particle, x. A minute part or portion of matter, 

Un, MU, (UP; atom, ME Me, LE, MRAZ. 
th, Wt, 7: the smallest particle, Ass; 
not a particle, £452: KPA; in grammar, Ass 
2, Wit; particles spporting speech, }fz4 
wt; euphonie particles rounding a sentence, 
iti 54 HE; connective particles, # aE GE; a 

commencing particle, BY a mk, * tae BES a 
closing particle, Beis i. 

Particolored, a. 5%, BEG, JG, RE, BS, KEE ; 
a particolored ox, #24-. 

Particular, a. Pertaining to a single person or 

thing, #83 9%—-A4, BUSRAENG, —Bh, WE; private, 
Fl,, #7 ; respective, 4; single, 44%, 4y:4e ; 
circumstantial, 7#¥H ; a particular account, FH 

seam; odd, APtE, HEE, PERE; a particular 
way, ZEZ#E; to be particular, $$, (ESF 
4h) $m ; to be particular on one’s conduct, waht, 
4 RASS, A; special, Re BE; a particular 
order, 4 Gp; in particular, #—, Fx HE; my 
particular friend, sf) ME BY AC, WH A; a 

particular person, 8 J\. 
Particular, n. One single instance, 2 ; a dis- 

tinct part, —Jp; one individual, —ff; state 

* For further information on this class of words, see 
: I | author’s Grammar of the Chinese Language, P. I. pp. 

100-—110; and Household Companion, pp. 91—95. The 
character fj, respecting the use of which sinologues have 
made so much enquiry, comes under the head of #4782 RE. 
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the particulars, RABE, a BEA, RR | Partnership, 1 n. 4S ff, ‘SF: to enter into part- 

y,; the particulars of a case, #FAKEA, FHF, nership, (ETE, FB, $y Set, Arf Ei, AB; to 

if ; the particulars, EH, Eh; may I ask | dissolve a partnership, Jeeal, AME, Fh. te 
the particulars? FRMILA, APIILY A. ae) UN, EPP 
JLB ; difficult to state particulars, S41 z. Partridge, n. Wedge-tailed partridge, 77 #§ ; red- 

Particularism, n. faye ATF Hk. headed partridge, A #8; the common part- 
Particularity, n. Specification of the particulars, ridge, FR AE. 
aE, FEM; something peculiar or singular, Parts, n. pl. Powers, FAR, AE, ASB; parts of 
PEW ; in particularity, #W—, KE. animals, 27E yy ff ; six parts, 7X Zp. See Parts. 

Particularize, v. t. or 7. Ri, ——BL, —— ER Parturiate, v. 7. Fp, AEF, ARE, AE. 
HE, R— THE, PERM, RH AY. | Parturient, a. Bringing forth or about to bring 

Particularized, pp. fR— ak f, fh FE RM. | forth, as a parturient female, PERF. 
Particularly, adv. In an especial manner, ff. Bf | Parturition, n. ARF 7p AG ES Es HE ; difficult 

F, eee; I particularly come, FRHEAE ; singly, parturition, HERE, HEZE. 
ft ; distinctly, ASR, TERM. | Party, n. —%%, —yeE, —, (EE, —PR; one of 

Parting, ppr. ora. Dividing, Fp, APB, FX; de- ‘two litigants, —#§; to form a party, #9%8 ; of 
parting, BE, 3, #5 a parting speech, HERI the same party, [nj @, [ij J; a party of ex- 
ah ; parting or dying words, 3, BERNA, DE -« Cursionists, —BBiye A, HER; to defend 
HN) tak parting sorrow, JAX, PERE; a part- | one’s party, WE#; one of the party, — FIRE A, 
ing feast, TH ee, fe FF 7H; to give a parting — HEY A; a detachment of troops, sent ona 
present, i Fi Fast. ; parting for ever, fehl, | particular duty, —fR4e ; to make one’s party 
feat ; after parting, Re. good, 3 ATR; the offended Sel ALPE, BEaz 

Parting, n. Parting of the way,  #%, = #, | Party-jury, n. 2 LASER | fry. 
Ise ; the parting of gold from silver, 7p4 RR. | Party-man, n. Jj a. 

Partisan, n. #4, # 2; a commander of a party, | Party- Spirit, n. 9g, Ret. 

PRLS, EH. | Party-spirited, a. Bt 5afy, (atk. Jb, Pay tL fs; 

Partisanship, n. BE. | liberal and not party-spirited, J§) ti ASE. 
Partition, n. The act of dividing, F}, #6924;  Party-wall, n. FUSE, BEBE, BA Us Ze. 

the partition of an estate, ThE a division, | Parvenu, n. 3H! 3%. 
#%; the rule of partition, Fp¥Z; without par- | Paschal, a. Bit ipt Gi (4. 
tition, 48; a wall of partition, BRB", FRBE; a  Pashaw, Pasha, n. #if. 
partition into parts, Fi] #. | Pasigraphy, n. $ifp Bj, IY jlat- 

Partition, v.¢. To divide into distinct parts, fj, | Pasquil, Pasquin, Pasquinade, ». A lampoon, 
Gey, fa» Fal5s, FB] Rf; to divide into shares, J}, Ail], Gls, Hiwj; to write a pasquil, Age, 

FPR, ZhZp ; to partition a room, fiji. ie, BAM, Wie. 
lB) — J ; to partition a state, 7}PY, FEY. —- Pass, v. 7. or t. To move, FF, Hh; ve #7, #; to 

Partitioned, pp. YS. SS, ABA T- pass from one place to siottion a ae, £38, 
Partly, adv. —3p; partly or a little, fh, %;| ih; to alter or change, a aie to vanish, 

partly bent, #4#4,4#4; the sun partlyeclipsed,|  ij&3: A Fi; to dic, 3% |; to be enacted, F, =m 
By ek. | sp; to be current, 3% 779, 3% FFF; to occur, 

Partner, n. Partener among the lower classes, iH, BAF; to give judgment, Fee, Jee; to 
Be =], #8 (4; partner among the hicher classes, determine, % ; to thrust, #2; to omit, mR; to 

fF, & fF; in foreign houses the first partner moye through any duct or opening, 3%, 2f; to 
is called PE; the second, HE; the third, suffer to go unheeded, FF, 425; to pass 
=HE; to bea partner, AJEZp; to bea partner along, #834; to pass along, as water, #34 ; to 

of one’s bed, APC, HAPCH, ARC; a | pass: ot iB, WEJz, HET; to pass by, #38, 
partner for life, 4@#§; the partner of the em- et he, #2, jh; heaven and earth shall pass 
peror, KF “AG, Jae ; partner at cards, $7 HEB away, FR JW Re; to pass on, asa thing from 
al; a lady’s partner, — G4 ; a companion, one to another, Se : to pass from one hand to 

|e, ie fF ; the superior man is anxious to get another, A>E4 APF; to pass in, A, AYE, A 
a good partner, BF: Api. | WF, ASA; to pass out, Hi, #4 HI; to pass out, 
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to flow out, #€ Mt: to pass out, D ooze out, Jy Hi; 
to pass in and out, HiA; to pass through, as | 

light, j#, #i ; to pass through one’s hands, 

EF, HF; to pass through, not being ob- | 
structed, 4i§ ; to pass through the world, fej 
TER, BRIE; to pass through, as through afl airs, 

POUL, KEKE; to pass through a region, ei july 
Fy, Yh; to pass through, as a hole, $f, , 

3G, 225, FLAG; to pass through successive 
periods of time, Ae; to pass in one’s mind, 
By ; to pass through many things, PS]; to let 
ae unpunished, ae ; to let pass unrewarded, 

let that pass, He (EEE, AIDA, FE 
as ae the world pass, JFHM&, AMEE RR; 
time passes away, J}j&; the days and months 
pass away, AL 4 diez; to pass one’s life in vain 
hopes, ie 2@ El, LIME 454; this money will 

not pass, HE (4 He 0H ih 77, UE 7 HH FF 3 this 
would not pass for a fault, De Aguas 3h, IE 
Aval gi; what passes in your own mind? | 

Ae FE) ROWE, fo) SE By Wt; do you know | 

what did pass? p4gih-4z 83208, (UTE 2 
3 ; it came to pass, jf; how did it come 
to pass? 3p eh TKDE HF An fig WK; ~whence 

does it come to pass? 58 24H, ch fy BASF; 
to bring to pass, %; how it might be brought 
to pass, An fiy TK 2% ; to pass over to the other 

side, jf i3, i OK, JG AL; to pass before the | 
eyes, (4A, ZENE; to pass over to a line of sue- 

cession, j4 #% ; lo pass without effect, giH, 28 

3, ith Rh i pass on, to proceed, Wij FF ; 
to pass out of, Hf; to pass into the river, Ajay; 

to pass into, to anite and blend, AGA, AW; 

to pass over a bridge, 3}; I-will pass over, 
FAA, FL BEG; to pass over a mountain, 3h 
Ul; to pass through a gap, Foe to he over 
a boundary, j83i, piJB, PRL; to pass a 
dangerous place, 3 Pere, 38 fe fir 7% az ; to pass 
the meridian, Baars to pass a river, 34 jay; 

to pass a severe test, £8 hk 3% YE, Rie ay PH ; to 

pass, as over a nlace, 3A, BER, TG, iat, AE 
to pass a sentence, Lig, i TE, FI; to pass 

one’s verdict, Hi QR, sR; to passa 

law, OYE, FEF]; to pass bad money, HIER, 

BEF; 0 pass water, ay BE, YN TR, Jat ie, WE 
=f, y#; to pass one’s ie ae WE sK ; to pass 

one’s word for one, ff J. ; to pass muster, # | 
=i ae | fj; to pass through, to strain, BR, Bey HE; pass 

him home, {i (2 4 fi} : pass the bottle, Ze ith 4; 
us pass or surpass, #2 ; to pass understanding, 

ABIL ais to ey one’s life, HAE, EAE pass 

it over to me, {0385 AX, EIB AG, VE AC ; to pass 
from one to another , ZS, HEE, HEHE ; to pass 
a business, $P3¢; to pass privately, FAHF; to 
pass a night, #47%, bkfF; to pass the whole 
night, j&4%7%; to pass the night without 

sleeping, HR 7ZIMEF:, #87 RFE; to pass to 
one’s account, jf (=, Be, Be; to pass for, 

fifth, ALIAG; to pass away, Pf; to pass by 
in silence, PE i, 3 1) A; to pass one by, 
mA,  : to pass by injuries, 483%, Ape; 
to pass beyond, +ej&; to pass a trick on a 
person, Be, HLgRJ\; to pass over to another, 
ff A, Hd J\; to pass over the poor and attend 
on the rich, fA hts. 

Pass, n. Nar, Kat 1 3 a narrow pass, Fhe, BE, We Rat. 

fe; to guard a pass, Shae, Fi, 4A, 

“Fh; a dangerous pass, [thf; a frontier 
pass, where tolls are levied, 84 —; he is ata 
fine pass! {BA ERE; to what a pass are we 
brought ! Wu A YF IRR; it is but a shortpass 
thither, Bie }E Arise ; to make a passat one, —f&. 

Pass-hook, n. Pass-hook among traders, IRE BH; 
pass-book among bankers, Hex #. 

Pass-key, n. #4.8b. 
Pass-parole, n. [ff 

Pass-word, n. A wateh-word, I 3%, Me ge. 
Passable, a. That may be passed, By i, #8 7:, 

PEGIH; current, (G4, wT fj; tolerable, 
KATY, AAAS, AY WY, 4242; a passable beauty, 
JH SE Ac; not passable, as a river, je Me 7 Ug, 

fie UE A. BEA FS A. 
| Passage, n. §%, $4; the act of passing or moving 

by land, Pegs Fz, F7HEI; a passage by land, 
[4s FR, SL GR; passage by water, Je PR; a pas- 
sage or ferry, #4, ith 7k RE, UE ae traders of 

passage, jig fF, 77 PF; to open a passage, Bij 
if; when the passage is open, RR BA z WR; a 

street without a passage out, JSAP; a pas- 
sage out, Hifi f&; the passage of the urine, fe 
4S, We, HE; the nine passages of the body, 
JL BZ; to take a passage in a vessel, Hamer fre, 
pr He; bird of passage, jy Hh ks ; passage money, 
EHH; passage money by water, 7\chil; to pay 

the passage money, fit z|chil; passage money 
by rail, &e., Wife}; a good passage, HR hE zz, 

IHERB; a passage boat, PEFR; the time of 
passage through the air, jf 28.2 jf. 

Passant, a. By the way, JIAs&. 
Passed, Past, pp: or a. jf J; passed by, 3 if 

J; passed, as a law, se, # S. 
Passenger, n. Passenger of a boat, #34, PEA; 



passenger of a ship, pls; passenger of a rail- 

way, IR. 
Passerines, ». pl. file TEI. f . 
Passing, ppr. or a. Moving, 7, fF Hh: going 

by, jf ;surpassing, £8 fk; exceeding, 4-3}, WE. * 

Passing-bell, n. [& RESH. 
Passion, n. The passions, ff, fff #&; the seven 

passions, -[ff; anger, *&; to fall intoa pas- 

sion, AES, BEAL, Hy A ; to fly into a sippsion, 

— If a ek, — Ns AE AA; Sullering, Seve, SRE ; 
to have 

ass? 

a passion for, PE IRE, 4, Hs Ek, HE; a 
violent passion, #& 3%, {£48 ; to rouse the pas- 

sions, jy; the feelings, fi, War, AGk; to 
indulge the passions, to give way to the pas- 
sions, ff: if. $f fy ; fo move the passions, wh fF. 

Passion-flower, n. Jal Hi7E. 
Passionary, 2. “Te J aeieea. 

Passionate, a. Irascible, ¥f¢; hot-headed, PEA IR 

TEAS, ALPE, SbENg; ardent, Soy, Hod 
fry; angry, AE Sa fry; passionate love, FER, Ahk 

& 
TERR, Bb, ot, te, TER 

angrily, A&#&, HESR; to love passionately, ie 
% ; to hate assiouetelan7 All {fh HU. 

Passionless, «. {04K SQ06E, SEH (V4, MEET A. 
ewe a. Not acting, A th, IE #f; eee: 
a, FL, i, pe; the sien of passive, Fl, pk, 3 
‘a Se, #P; to remain passive, Me Af}, lz Hi ; an- 
during, 2. (fit. 

Passiveness, 7. Patience, Dit, Boh, AZ, Zz 

HEA, BAEZ, Hs calmness, MPR AH. 
Passover, n. SR be Gi, he bh Gh 

Passport, m. $8 38, fe Ale, MEMS, TES, HA, 
7h BR. 

Past, pp. or a. from pass. f£, HK, KT. IT. 

UL i, fe fe, CL TE, SEE, ERE, CL RBs past 
tense, jf #, (EJ; sign of past tense, #f, 6 

A, fl; past ages, FE{IE, Je Ik; past injury, py 
2S wi ff; past offences, Wij JE, ZE SE; already 

past, CGH J. 
Paste, n. aT ale, hk; paste-paper, FRA ; paste- 

bow], that, $k) Be ppasie’b rash, aetitig. 

Paste, v. t. Ki, FR, te, 4\, £51, Hi), #3 to paste on, 
Ati Hii; to paste an envelop, #4 (2, #4 (z= FH; to 
paste, as upon the wall, Hj, Hyy dl, Wy HE; to 
paste upan edict, Hi {Et as, HEf28r ; to paste 
over the door, Hive PY_E. HY ZEPY_E ; to cut out 
a word and paste in clean paper, #4 ¥#f. 

Pasteboard, n. fae, EA, RAVE. 

Pasted, pp. or a. fi i, 3 i, WT, RR TOL: 
Hakka, + British treaty, art. 9. 

4 U 

Passionately, adv. 

(785) 

| Patella, n. RSE 

PAT 
notes of correction pasted to a paper, 4H. 

Pastel, n. Be fa ee. 

Paster, n. Bia, Wi, Bele, BRIE AAD. 
Pastern, n. Hye. 
Pastil, Pastille, n. A roll of paste, 4€ Afi f% fF; 

pastil for smoking musquitoes, ely; a dry 
composition of swect smelling resins, aromatie 
wocds, &e., burnt to scent a room, #4]. 

Pastime, n. xf 2, EG 3, EG FE; by way of pas- 

time, ABAD, ADB II. 
Pasting-table, n. RK. 
Pastor, n. Shepherd, 444%, #3, FA 4; a min- 

ister of the Gospel, efi, He AH ; a pastor of 
the people, #e A. 

Pastoral, a. POPE, Pets, Bc fii fy ; pastoral duties, 
We (il 2% ALJ} ; a pastoral poem, He BFK. 

Pastorship, n. #54 fill. 
Pastry, n. Hf, Ek. 
Pastry-cook, n. #8 fii], TE GEE. 

Pasturage, n. Beh, HOW, Ai, oa, Be HS, He AA, 
Wat ZF. 

Pasture, n. Grass for the food of cattle, #4; pas- 

ture ground, 1B a fil. 

Pasture, v.t.ori. BET, He, BE, Fe, FER. 
Pasty, a. 7%, WiNGE, FUSEIB, HD. | (Bi. 
Pat, a. Fit, convenient, &, of, PAnl, JAG, er, 
Pat, n. A licht blow with the fingers or hand, 

tf, Tf, Sh, HERE, Hea; a pat at the door, — 

dH PY. 
Pat, v. ¢. Pat it, $4FfiMp; to pat a dog, FANpP Ay. 
Patch, n. A piece of cloth sewed on a garment 

to mend it, —JPFPIS; a small thing used to 
repair a breach, #4; a patch of ground, — 

Silk, —EZ hh; a paltry fellow, age: a CTOss- 
patch, ZR AE 

Patch, v. t. To mend by sewing on a piece, ¥j— 

4, Hi — SL, HR SE, HA, AVE; to repair 
clumsily, 3h; to patch up an old building, 
FE Pile, SHE; to patch up a business, 

Pt fil fii i 3 aR. 

Patched, pp. or a. 4 4 Ai", Fs Ai (5, V5 aH AS 
a patched coat, ¥jPe¢2; a patched up peace, 

Pili ZA. 
Patching, ppr. 4 # fi, ae 

Patchwork, n. RT. 
Pate, n. Fs, pASS, 5A. 

Pated, a. Having a pate as: long-pated , $2 pAME ; 
shallow-pated, WADA, FES AY. 

RE. 
Paten, Patin, n. 3 fi Ae. 

Patent, a. Open, » WW, BAS oR BES ; letters-patent, 
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“rae, ee FAN, Epa, ee ’ :, PL. 

Patent, v.¢. To grant by patent, RAE ED a 

Patent-office, n. FUSQ(GEY, aR cP. 
Patent-rolls, n. pl. FRA AT, Hy SH. 
Patentee, n. fA FI, Hh Alan #- 

Patenting, ppr. (REEF @, BARE EA. 
Paternal, a. Aue, 21 fy; paternal elder uncle, 

{fi A; paternal elder uncle’s wife, {4% ; pater- 
nal younger uncle, §{ ZS; paternal younger 
uncle’s wife, $f 3; paternal grand-father’s 
sister’s husband, a& ZA, 4428; paternal grand- 
father’s sister, A paternal estate, 2773 ; 
paternal care, 2% 2& 

Paternoster, n. JES ; the Lord’s prayer, = 

ALi [ 2. 
Pater patriz, ». The father of his country, Zz 
Path, n.; pl. Paths. 7, 8%, BR, ER, 3H, BBE, 
SR, AOS, Gj; a mountain path, Wye, WEE; 
a path through a paddy field, PAJER, WE, A 
SH, Wa, WR; a path running south and north 
between a paddy field, fF ; a path running east 
and west, [ffj; a path fer horses, By}; a near 
path, ##% ; the path of righteousness, Z5¢7% 
34 ; the path of rectitude, 7258, rf }gF ; to leave 

the right path, Hi (% Wij fz ; do not walk in the 
path of sin, 52 F7 BR 

Pathetic, Pathetical, a. FE G5 (9, Bmp AS, Bh yAS ; 
a pathe tic ndapess. Hh iim, Hvban- 

Pathetically, adv. CBE A. 
Pathic, n. A male that submits to the erims 

against nature, 33 & (ij. 
Pathless, a. SE PAIPE, SETR AG, MEN FA, MEER BY 

i, #8 B- 
Pathologic, Pathological, a. jpg, Ij 50 15. 
Pathology, n. Wg Sh, $8, Fyn $2 a - 
Pathos, n. Warmth in a speaker, If, FE 5 to 

speak with pathos, Bet a, TEE TD ai. 
Pathway, n. 4, Jy PR, FER. 
Patibulary, a. Ri) $p22. 

Patience, n. RAiit, 72, a 7B nu VE, tiht>, 72 a 5 
to lose patience, or to be out of patience, 4274, 
AD it ; to wear out one’s patience, H& JIPEZ, 
ii} ; to have patience, 47 ZAgif ; to take p patience, 

oe 
a 

Patient, a. FAME, 2 itt, 272, Botts, ZEA, 
aan, WIA HE fy; he is patient of heat and 
cold, 272.75 42k ; patient toward all men, 7% 

ii} a. 
Patient, nm. A person diseased or suffering, F735 

fy, 5S, WA. 
Patiently, adv. VA iit, ZR, LIRod, Litt ; 

to wait patiently, A4e4eip. 

Patois, n. ik, £, Gok, EG, eR, Lik. 
Patriarch, n. The father and ruler of a family, 

ze -fe; the patriarch of a tribe, fe, KK; 
the patriarch of a church, 32 @ #4 4%; the 
patriarch of a village, $#[3, PB. 

Patriarchal, Patriarchic, a. 32 4 44% ij. 
Patriarchate, n. The office of a patriarch, #4 fi 

ZY, 2, ZIM, WIE Hs the jurisdic- 
tion of a patriarch, #4 (ii 2 Eee. 

Patrician, n. Ac, A>, ANS, A-b. 
Patrician, a. ER ALAS, Tr BF VS. 

Patrimony, n. 9H, $l, HH, RE. IH, ME 
2%, jiL3é; the patrimony of St. Peter, 28 kA 

P. int, na, DED, Ak. | 23e. 
Patriotic, «. 3% Eh, A A OAL, ME 

patriotic zeal, 4 AS%¢38, #E 5% ; patriotic sol- 
diers, 3@-Fe 

Patriotism, n. 3x, 18S, 258, BIB. 
Patrol, n. A round, —3%, —ij&; the guard or 
renee ey g0 te rounds for observation, 3% 

ene 

patrol v. 0. “8 ska eH, MA. 
Patrolling, ppr. 3%, ii, OE. 

Patron, n. ck, i 50) PLZ, (3% =E, fin, RBA, fg 

ie, B mln 33, FH) aH, Je a the patron 
spirit af a city, HRSSE PE; a patron of Bud- 
dhism, 47:4 R- 

Patronage, n. Special countenance or support, 3 

8. RENE, IRR, (EE, HES: you afford me 
no natiohage: file (REF GA AK. 

Patroness, n. =F Bf, PA fk; the patroness of barren 

women, 246% —&, Hid A. 
Patronize, v. t. To favor, Fah, BEF, HARA, TARE, 

HB RA, WIZ; to defend, 1%, Ri, HE. 
Patronized, pp. Defended, Ej ; favored, FE AE IE. 
Patronizer, n. 34044, fa as. 

Patronizing, ppr. or a. F@Hh, Ayah, FRA. 
Patronomatology, n. RE ry &. 
Patronymic, n. HEI. 
Patroon, n. 32) =. 
Patted, pp. $fia. 

Patten, n. A wooden shoe, ASfx; 

piller, #£48, FER. 
Patter, o. 7. wiitk meas, yey iy sons, SIpHae . 

Pattern, n. 3d, BF, Hebe, PEA, ESL, EAU, OY 
(i, TY id, SEE, TBS, fe, HB, i, Fe, NE, Be, 
4 -F- ; Confucius is the teacher and pattern of 
ten thousand generations, fF #9 Ha IE fi ze 5 a 
pattern for coming ages, {Ik 7 ; like the pat- 

tern, @xt, PHF ; I take you as a pattern, 

the base of a 
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FAL, FEL id: ; to follow a pattern, $; 

pattern style, BEF; a pattern book, FEF; 
a pattern for needle work, #UZEREF ; make it 
like the pattern, W4sU{fix; not like the pattern, 
Ie (pA; to draw a pattern, HHFERR. 

Patty, ne Fy a3, wy @, Eh. 
Patulous, a. Spreading, fe fF) (9. 
P'iu-fa, x. Resinous shavings used by Chinese 

women to stiffen their hair with, #4. 
Paucity, n. Fewness, #4, ¥£, YY; smallness of 

quantity, #G)J\, 4h sa. 
Paunch, n. ft, 42 ik, FBG, Ai. 

Pauper, n. 3A, BGH, FUE, SOILS. HE 
Pr ASE Gs the pauper, sR. 

Pauperism, n. Hs “32, BiG Za. 
Pause, n. A stop, —%k, — J, —t2, —f,; make 

a pause, Bk—I's, BRB, Bk ili; a pause in 
reading, (ma, Bhai; a break or paragraph in 
writing, (ij; a point, —%), —[&] ; a pause in | 
music, 1X. 

Pause, v. 7. Bk, #2, Ik, A; pausea little, Bk—Mp, 

fe— bai, HEIL AME, EYEE; to pause upon, #4, 
i —itp. 

Pausing, ppr. H—Ip, 42—IIp. 
Pave, v. t. J, $i ; to pave a road with stones, TY 

Ai FR ; to pave with stones, fl) #1, Fj 47; to pave 
the way, {fjt@, by #3; to pave with bricks, $f 

45 TE M- 
Paved, pp. or a, Hit, Si) T. 
Pavement, n. $4 410, W718. Side 5 a pavement 

of bricks, Ff gf. 

Paver, Pavier, n. WW, Sj FH. 

Pavilion, n. A tent, fee; a kind of turret or 

building, =, 3:25; a solitary pavilion on a 

hill, Ass, weilpd. 
Paving, ppr. or a. BY, Fi. 

Paving-stone, n. ti) 41. 
Pavo, n. FUE, Hw. 

Paw, n. ‘the foot of beasts of prey having claws, 

a, ty, PB; the hand, } ; the paw of a cat, Sif 

"=; a bear's paw, fie 
Paw, v.t.ort. JC; to fawn, igh; to paw the 

ground, JC Ji. 

Pawn, v. t. oe 47, ih, Ze Se, a tA» tad, qk 

 ; to pawn clothes, 2 AH, MARR; to pawn 
goods, Hf &. 

Pawn, n. A pledge, 349, Shes 2, HL, BE. ZR. 
Pawnbroker, n. 2i{%, PRS. MAE; a five per 

cent discount pawnbroker, Jy 7r4i. 
Pawn-shop, n. 4h, J; a licensed pawn-shop, 
fii ; a pawn-shop without a license, jf. 
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Pawn-ticket, n. %#; to pledge a pawn-ticket, 
4p 22; to purchase pawn-tickets, I'S =. 

Pawned, pp. 7438, JLT. 
Pawning, ppr. 74, 4p. 
Pay, v. t.; pret. and pp. paid. 3%, fq, ih, Weis ty 25 

’ 

dH, HIE; to pay back money, Wejeg, Fes, (4 
{fi, de RIA; to repay a deficit, Haje FAS 5 10 
pay money, ¥&R, 2H; to pay in full, PAF, 
ie in4e; to pay, asa surety, fee; to pay, as 
a bill for a party, PH}; to pay down at onee, 

EF OL, GLB, OHNE; to pay in cash, WBE: 
to pay ready money, HiFi; to pay for, to 

make amends, fi}#§; to pay for, to atone for, 

I, HEEM; to pay taxes, #\fiy, ANBE ANIL, Hi} 
Fi, FAR, Eff; to pay tribute, Arr, #&W, 
Aye; to pay duty, Hippy; to pay by imstall- 
ments, Api, ZP¥e, Zp be FR, AEM ; to pay over 

to one, 2 SR A, (2 FR i J\; to pay for another, 
{Kiz, Tt#A, TR EL; to pay to government, 4 
4h; to pay over with tar, EF; to pay 
out, as a chain, &e., fk, 38; to pay one’s self, 

HW cadnig; to pay the fees of office, {ILE ; to 
pay back to the club one’s proportion, fi: @ ; 
to pay in due proportion, as a debtor to creditors, 

HEHE; to pay the shares, EF, HEGH, HEU ; to 
pay one’s salary, &¢ (Asn, HAs; to pay a com- 
pensation, 57}, H&A; please pay him for me, 

aa {CIRHE ME, (CRIME ; to pay back, SEH, FZ 
f.; to pay one’s respects, FEGE, BG, (RR, 
ahH, BOB, BFE, ASR; to pay a visit, Fe; 
to pay one a visit, Ff RE A; to pay compliments, 
WE, Hen; to pay deference to, Ara, Bf ; 
to pay respects to a superior, MUI, mE; to 
pay attention to a guest, 41%, (4; to pay 
attention to what one says, F# Jaf; to pay 

attention to, or listen carefully, BP yw Fe ; to 
pay the workmen, =& TSR, #3 #8 TF. 

Pay, v. t. To pay off, Fe yx. 
Pay, n. The pay of a workman, 7§8, 7%; tho 

pay of a soldier, $84, #1; to receive the pay, 
feb; the pay of an officer, {As#K ; to fine one 
the amount of his pay, if {#; to stop one’s pay, 
f2 {4 ; to be on half pay, @4E {4 ; to retire on 
full pay, AE (sbi HA. 

Pay-day, n. HEM), HEU), HR EL eR HL 4. 
Pay-office, n. IR, HR. 
Payable, a. That ought to be paid, FER. Hie A143: 

that may be paid, BUR; that can be paid, HB 
44 (1j ; payable in London, 7 (ij fixe RR. 

Payer, n. XR, HEIR HK 5 tax-payer, MP. 

Paying, ppr. Discharging a debt, ehh, (Hf. 

| 
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Paymaster, n. R45, #PIRA; the paymaster 
of the forces, $i 44'F - 

Payment, n. 3258 4, KEL; prompt payment, 

Hi sR 44; payments, Fy. 
Pea, n. Tip (Ez ; green (colored) pea, Hi, The 

small pea, Jr ¥F- 
Pea-jacket, n. tk HH 42. 
Peas-cod, Pea-shell, mn. iy fey Fe. 
Pea-sprout, n. Greens, $f (fF 3F3E. 
Pea-stone, n. A %. 

Peace, n. ZF 

“FH; time of peace, 7AIZI; to live in 
peace, fal Fu, fis, A240 4E; to make peace, 

RAL, HA, A, HA; « treaty of peace, Aur 
#), Fuss ; the peace of the heart, ZAP AN; | 
the peace of the soul, @i2% 7% fi; to hold one’s 
peace, JERE, DEAK, A.B; an age of peace and 
plenty, F422 B&flk; peace and harmony, 3; | 

hist ! peace ! 1% HiRes, WK HIE. 
Peace-breaker, n. Kj #. 
Peace-maker, n. FSA, $f to, WF H- 

Peace-offering, n. a, WIESE ; satisfaction of- 

fered to an offended person, £72. 
Peace-officer, n. BLAIS. 
Peace-party, n. BA, BAU. 

Peaceable, a. Anis, HF AMA, 26H 4 5 mild, #8 
Fu ; a peaceable death, 22 ZVE.- 

Peaceableness, n. 4 Fi 74, 22 Ful. 
Peaceably, adv. RYE, LIAR An, HRAR; peaceably 

disposed, 4g-Fiu (79. 

Peaceful, a. 2B, 22, 7 Au, AB, FUE, HE ae, AE 
Hr, WE; mild, #4 Fa; a peaceful disposition, xf 

Fu Lots, BAM VD, it Fu Ets, FZ ZTE. 
Peacefully, adv. RY, BH, LIE ; quietly, HR 

#R, #PYE; mildly, LUE AL. 
Peacefulness, n. 22 Fi, FB, Kae. 
Peaceless, a. S&2R Fy, AEZE XK. 
Peach, n. $k; hami or khamil peach, Mh ARBE ; 

sweet peach, 3ePk; pointed or parrot-beaked 
peach, #48 Jk; bitter peach, APA Pk ; the flat 
peach, ja PE, Z PE; the white, double flowering 
peach, 34 HEE; a species still more red, #EPE 
46; peach blossom color, PkHL; peach garden, 
PELE] ; peach-charm, hung on the lintels of the 
door, HE#F ; peach stones or peach meats, Pk fe ; 
the peach tree, Pk tif. 

Peacock, n. JU f€; a peacock’s feather, AEM; a 
double-eyed peacock’s feather, #& Wk 7E i; to 
wear a peacock’s feather, w7é fj; to deprive of 

, BR, BA, Fy, FSe 5 universal | 
peace, 2h, Jef; at peace, FuaF, PERE; | 
mutually at peace, #A #1, Ads; to keep peace, | 

the peacock’s feather, #3 4E ff; peacock- 
| pheasant, 4 fe4e. 
Pea-hen, n. FU 46 we. 

| Peak, n. 22, i, iA, WA, lie, Bit, ie, ie ae $a, 

Hi; on the peak, Ze UTE, Ze Ua. 76 Wie 
Peaked, a. FIM (4, Jie g, Bea. 
| Peal, n. @e#¥ 5; a peal of thunder, PERF; the 

peal of artillery or of a bell, fife. 
| Pean, n. WK, AEULZMK. 
Peanut, n. Ji. 
Pear, n. HL; the native pear of the south of China, 

EFL, URE; the Shantung pear, 4292 ; a sweet 
pear, ffi; pear jam, Aix, Seay; a wild 
pear, [Lj 2 4, pie. Fe ; a sour species of pear, AE. 

Pearl, n. 3K, ARK, WCHL; precious pearls, HI; 
one pearl, —4A¥K, —AZFK; bright pearls, Ay 

VK, FYB; secd-pearls, JAF; a pearl in the 
hand, a daughter, = -¥k; false pearls, fz FR, 

(LIAVK, VER"; foreign, or imported pearls, Fé 
TK 

| Pearl-barley, n. EK, BAK, BORE, IQA, 

Aya. 
| Pearl-oyster, n. EPR. 

Pearl-sago, n. JAKKH, PRK. 
Pearl-snow, n. #x2e. 

| Pearl-seed, n. IRE: 

Pearl-studded, a. #& LPR. 
Pearl-white, n. 3K. 
Pearl-wort, Pearl-grass, n. FA. 

Pearlash, n. jill. 
Pearly, a. FRAY, FOE, FE, AUPKAS, BH. 

Peasant, ». EDIE, MA, HK, HET BA, 
TAMA T AM JA; rustic, AEE SDT EAE R- 

Peasantry, n. BE J\; the body of country people, 

pA. 
Pease, n. pl. of pea. iy fiz - 

Peat, n. fil, HREM, FURR. HMR; to cut 
peat, SEA BB. 

Pebble, Pebble-stone, n. Milky, quartzy pebbles, 
INT, Fits, FH; small pebbles, FE, HERS, 
BE; Egyptian pebbles, Ge; the pebbles of a 
brook, 37%. 

Peeeable, a. Liable to sin, BY JG SR, BT LIRR, Ze 

530 T- 
Peceadillo, n. xsi, suit. 
Peceant, a. Sinning, JQ SE fy ; bad, BS, $a. 

Peceary, n. Wi SER) INNES IE Y- 
Pecco, n. See Tea. 
Pecheli, Pechili, n. A Chinese province, Jt 3h, 

eae. 
Peck, n. A Chinese peck, —=]; a great deal, 3 
~~ —»-— 
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we, 1S, HS. 
Peck, v. ¢. WR, PR; to peck rice, IKI; 

millet, HRA; to peck through, wWKAE. 
Pecked, pp. WRI, VT. 
Pecker, n. KH. 
Pecking, ppr. WR. 

Pecten, n. RIE, * A At, t HEBER. 
Pectin, n. SEHt Ef. 
Peetinal, a. Pertaining to, or resembling a comb, 

Hitt, AD Hit hk 

to peck 
| Pedicel, Pedicle, n. SE RMI{Z-. 
Pedicular, Pediculous, a. AE BURA, AE RAY; the 

pedicular disease, AE #UKE. 
Pedigree, n. Lineage, 7 2%, Ie HAR, FIRE, “FE HE, 

Pectoral, a. Jgfiy; pectoral medicine, BF iy2%, i | 
Wo #7 tik; pectoral lozenges, By jy $8 tip; the 
pectoral fins, GU, fiw. 

Peculate, v.t. FLAAR, Petr DI A, dak , FL, fii, 

A. 
Pecul, n. —jH, —; —H Sr. 

Peculation, n. peA WIAA, Hit ZS, HEE. 
Peculator, n. Pts IAB, UB AA. LALLE- 
Peculiar, a. Belonging to a person and to him 

only, A GLAS, i, A ARS, 1 GF Ay ; singular, 
BL, HSS, HEAD AS; it is very peculiar, (HIF 
fj; peculiar to China, 4 rH fl 7 fry ; my peculi- | 
ar friend, FR tHE H AC ; a peculiar person, 47 45 

EN, BEATA. 
Peculiar, n. Exclusive property, (2, #2. 

. Peeculiarity, n. #,#%, Bat i, BES  ; peculiarity 
of speech, REA peak. [RE 

Peculiarly, adv. REEF (5, HA, 2 FE, PERL, HE, 
Pecuniary, a. RFS Aj, HF fj, FF AZ; pecuniary 
difficulty, $$ {ii ; pecuniary loss, 4p, BEAL; 
a pecuniary mulct, Sy gf. 

Ped, n. A small pack-saddle, )J\ Hg. 
Pedagogic, Pedagogical, a. 3 2k fj. 

| Peer, n. A companion, fi ff? ; 

Pedagogue, n. ROM, BBE, BREE, ill 
Sate. 

Pedagogy, n. pll522 Bt, Hse Z3F. 
Pedal, a. or n. ify; the redial of a piano-forte, fii 
Pedant, n. 4+, JEL, AGRA, Bie. UR. 
Pedantic, Pedantical, a. Ostentatious of learning, 

PEE, STE, ial YF O #; a pedantic 
style, ¥ Fp FEE, eg SOME 

Pedantry, n. are GALL. 
Pedate, a. ‘f SS RAY. 

Peddle, v. 7. or t. SHAE, ASTER, GK, lol Ze 
Peddler, n. fH ESA, IN {F-. Le. 
Peddling, ppr. or a. fH #4 ; peddling panniers, fi 
Pederasty, n. Bf, ¥2#. [{F-#E 

Pedestal, n. 19k, HAR, HER, FET Zi, TA, wee 
Padlestrial; a. AAS. TEAS. 

PHC rian, n. GH, TEA, GETS A ATE 
258 Bridgman. ; Medhnrsks)? “a2 UP mms 

[fT fis. 

.| Peking, n. JOuf, JUPSIR; 

Pane a HERE, HAE, FB, FORE, HE. 

Pediment, n. \ 7%, = faye. 

Pedler, n. IW{f-, HEE DH. 
Pedobaptist, n. KeVEHO) GF. 
Pedunele, n. #8, ZEA. 

Peel, v. t. A, AK, BK, LIK, BK ; to peel an 
orange, HES, FHT BE ; to peel off, Fike, 
JE. 

Peel, n. Skin or bark, y&; orange-peel, Hf yk, HE 
mx, HE JK; dried orange-peel, Pei jE ; pumelo 

peel, fill J. 
Peeler, n. A planderer, FZENR H. 
Peeling, ppr. sy j&- 

Peep, v. i. To begin to appear, HiF%, #p HR; to 
look through a crevice, $f, #798, WHE, lk, AA, 
[hal (A NBL SATB]. HL. EK. GE TL HL ; to peep by stealth, 
FE, (TBE, FABL, FAlh]; to peep in and out, 
AUS Alea ; to peep forth, HU; the day begins 

to peep, AH, AG FE. 

| safe: 

Peep, n. The first appearance, } 32; the peep 
of day, f% Se, WE SE ZW AW A; the ery of 
chickens, WE ME #. 

Peep-hole, Peeping-hole, n. #2 HF, 
Peeping, ppr. $4, lk], A. 

VE, NEAR. 
an equal, fi] ££, fi 

fi: a nobleman, LEB E ; the peers of 

England, KWe BAEK RR. 
Peer, v. i. Hi Fl. See Peep. 

Peerage, n. |. 45 BF ir 4 ; the body of pecrs, 4 

i. 
Peeress, n. PE ft Fe A. 

Peerless, a. ME}E, Ais HEAT IEA. 
Peevish, a. Fretful, — PUT Sa, BE, Se Be ; ill-na- 

tured, 3A, ae irritable, SAEs, Sw, B 

i AK, AEH, W- 
sable n. Fretfulness, #94, 5426. 

Peg, n. A wooden pin, LAT. Ty. AS, FAR, HE; 
the ae of a violin, 2842; pegs for fastening 
clothes, ZEAE ; to Ider a OE T #8 ; to take 
a peg lower, $2, JARAR;a peg for resting an oar 

on, HEY - 
Pegasus, n. FG, ELA 
Peirastic, a. GNP A. 

the Peking Gazette, 
aR, yi f>; Peking or dried fruit (apples, &e.), 
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Pelisse, n. 2E, EH. [p.| 444; a lead-pencil, g44£; a red pencil, 4r4¢ ; 
Pell, n. A skin or hide, j& ; clerk of the pells, Ji 

Pell-mell, adv. With confused violence, 37 §L; §L 

Pellet, n. HF, JN 5. 

Pellicle, n. A thin skin or film, ji s&, Aegis; 
a thin coat, Ze, pee, MAR. 

Pellitony, n. KEMAE, * Me (2). * 

ti. 

| | 

a gilding pencil, #f424£; a spread pencil, $f 
4; to wet the pencil, #4i64¢, TEE, FESS, & 
4, Aye; the hair, shaft and coyer of a pencil, 
Ses, EAE, S727; pencil and ink, 4&28; to set 
a pencil to paper, ¥ 4; labored work with the 
pencil, 7.4. 

Pellucid, a. Perfectly clear, 7; transparent, | Pencil-case, n. 4°@, FE. 

WW], AA), i SL BE. 
Pellucidity, Pellucidness, n. 7 jh, WE, A. 
Pelopium, n. 4%. 
Pelor, n. #59. 
Pelt, n. Raw hide, 4E jk. 

AAT, HET; to pelt one with stones, fH # At 

A, SLA HEN ; to pelt, as rain, Hh, deve. 
Pelt-monger, n. AE JE 4%. 
Pelted, pp. Hi, HET. 
Pelting, ppr. 4, HE; pelting, as rain, JERE, HK | 

Lis. | Peltry, n. 3E ye. 
Pelvimeter, n. jf ue BER. 
Pelvis, n. Jp #2. 

Pemmican, n. [fy #. 
Pen, n. 4£; the quill of a goose, ##7E 4%; a gold- 

pen, 427 ; a steel-pen, §M3 ; to make or cuta 

pen, HILFE; to set a pen to paper, JE"; pen 
and paper in opposition, litigation, MU4"4g Inj ; 
pen and ink, 4 28, #738 ; to dip the pen in ink, | 
Ay; my tongue is the pen of a ready writer, 

RGR LER, MEE HY LED. 
Pen, v. t.; pret. and pp. penned. To write, 5, #, 
Pen, n. A pen for beasts, Ai, JE, [A- | iff. 
Pen, v.t. ; pret. and pp. penned, pent. ‘To shut 

ina pen, Ady. 
Pen-cutter, n. JESt#. 
Penal, a. Jp), PIIEAJ, SS}; penal code, Ff fi ; 

penal laws, Jij7¥: ; the penal code of China, & 

iste fa. 
Penalty, n. FAS], Sf. JA), [ph ; to pay a penalty, 
Hist # ; to sentence to penalty, Sy sR. 

Penance, n. Ff Z] ; the suflering labor, or pain, to | 
which a person voluntarily subjects himself, {f° | 

ITE, HE ASRIA ; to suifer penance, EIfp, 8 
FH IE ; to do penance, TSP, (il, Te JE- 

Penates, n. pl. ¥e yp. 
Pence, n. pl. of penny. 78 SE, FSi; Six pence, ZY 

PGE 
Pencil, n. Writing pencil, 4%, #7; one pencil, — | 

ARE, — AE; a pencil of the best quality, Ax | 
me 4e ; common pencils, Ay", 4 AI, Wl 
* Medhurst. 

Pencil-maker, n. 45 [F. 
Pencil-shaped, a. 4p. 

| Pencil-stand, n. 4Ff. 
Pencil-tube bamboo, n. 377. 

wh | Pendant, n. Pendant of the ear, 7%, HE. 2 y; a 
Pelt, v. t. Ft, PE, BF, FH, PE: to pelt with stones, | ship’s pendant, 7 Jal Me, $s, HE, PS, FS, py, He 

iy 3 pendants of a crown, fi. 

| Pendent, a. Hanging, (ae T. SEK, BYE, 
aE, dfx, Y&R; supported above the ground, #f 
_[-, #& _J-; pendent ornaments of a Chinese 
crown, Jit, Hi, HE; pendent ears, HLH, eH, 
We; pendent hair, #fé, ae7E ; pendent fruits, Ay 
Ay HLA aE A; pendent branches, iE fx ; a pend- 

ent cue, $e (CHE, TET 2 iif. 
| Pending, a. Remaining undecided, 4% fg, FYE 

fi), AVLWAAYs a ponding question, AE ZA, 
AL. 

Pendulous, a. Hanging, #pAj, HRAZ; 

HE. 
Pendulum, x. Pendulum of a clock, 428 gaze ; pen- 

dulum clock, #2; compensation pendulum, 

SE Se A teh YH 5 gvidiron-pendulum, = 4°98 ; 
merearial pendulum, y)¢Heqee. 

Penctrability, n. Wi #, FEBS, BEB 

Penetrable, a. Penetrable, as light through glass, 
iE FE, GEIB AT; that may be pierced, $3 

HK, WET, SE, HOGI, fi; suscep- 
tible of moral or intellectual impression, By # 

#34, ATLL, AGEL, BAA AY ; penetrable, 
as with a ball, $7 7§ 3%, oy 9 EA. 

Penetralia, n. pl. The hidden things or secrets, 
FS 3i, SL 3F, 44 3F; the interior or innermost 
parts of any place, fy A. 

Penetraney, n. ii 7. 
Penetrant, a. Having the power to pierce, 3273 

WE, 373 (1), SETA WE; sharp, FUE AY, HUES. 
Penetrate, v.t. or 7. To penetrate, as glass, &., 

3%; to penetrate, as a ball, arrow, &e., A, 
HE, fi, 3, FL; to penetrate, as the mind, 3, 

RE, RE, BO, WG, AA; to penetrate glass, 
3% BEI; to penetrate the bones, AA, AR 
to penetrate to the very bones, AY ZEA; his 

swinging, . 
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cruelties (punishments, oppressions), penetrate 
to the very bones, Jk Aj % Fh) Ze x) Kt ; to 

penetrate to one’s marrow, BAF tha , se ae: | 

to penetrate with a sharp-pointed instrument, 
HEA, #l] A; to penetrate with a ball, 47 A; 

to penetrate a forest, AF; to penetrate the | 
hills, Alf; to penetrate, as water, fk, jE, 

Ri; to penetrate, as a doctrine the mass of 
people, jij, wT WL Weis; to penetrate into the 
secrets of nature, jMJA PE 2% §1; to penetrate to 

the bottom, jAB) HE, HE, HEMT Ke, SB] 
Lab, Wy Jig ; to penetrate the mysteries, $f 3h Fa 

HL 34 ; to penctrate a doctrine, jmPEIA BP; to. 
penetrate into the interior, A#}!, A py vA. 

Penetrated, pp. A i, 46S; pierced, 22 38, Fy 
A; understood, HT, iPET ; fathomed, jf, 
JE J, HE T ZI WE; corruption (or disease) has | 
penetrated to the very marrow of his bones, ## | 

By AF iid 
Pene‘rating, ppr.ora. Entering, 

ing, 3, ff ; understanding, $i ,HJ G ; sharp, 
FE; acute, FAAY,YA, fk; penctrating,as light, 

#8. 
Penetration, n. The act of entering a body, A %, 

HA; the power by which the mind sees 
eeush anything difficult or abstruse, Haw), 

og #, oe ’ Lhe 
Penetrative, a. Sharp, FY, FIZ; discerning, Ha 

Penguin, n. HE. 

Peninsula, n. S77 1h, HIM, BB mA | 
Ke) ZB, JMG, LIE 

Penis, n. By, #284, ULE, EM, % 8 A; * 

penis of brute animals, Sf #i—; penis of a bull, 

Penitence, Penitency, n. Repentance, {fp 5B, iene, 

Penitent, a. tig SE, 1 i TR Te Ay; a penitent heart, 

Tet, Tae FEZ. 
Penitent, n. ji SE, IVIL, (ESE RM. 
Penitential, a. tape (rg, Tae EME. 
Penitential, n. Wg SE #4 (5. 
Penitentiary, n. One who does penance, i 5B % ; 

an officer in a cathedral, vested with power | 
from the bishop to absolve i in eases reserved to 
him, #25E, fit5E2% Tg; a house of corree- 

tion, Uefibc, 4b SF A tix. 
Penitently, adv. LU iat, LISEIEZ uD. 
Penknife, n. HEI IJ, NIJ, TUF. 
Penman, n. A good penman, 44%, 384%, et ee 

* Mohammedan expression. 
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Penmanship, AE: fine penmanship, (4: 4%, 3 
Se igs, E wa, fE i#: #; very fine penman- 
ship, kf 4* 7: ; so is fine penmanship, 4¢ (0) RE RE. 

Pennant, Pennon, n. eHE, HR, PE, BY 
Pennate, Pennated, a. Winged, fj, EW. 

Penned, pp. 35 0, HF, HRT, HET. 
Penniless, a, $8; poor, FF, we. 

| Penny, n.; pl. Pennies, Pence. 3), 9%; one 
penny, — 74s j& Je 3 {o make a penny, ih $8; 
wines ER. 

Penny-a-liner, n. —7>j}# JE B— 77 (4. 

Penny-post, n. 3% Jes (z fig. 
Penny-royal, n. AH fiy (2), BEBE. 

| Penny-wise, a. FEA. 
Penny-worth, n. {ff — 7+ j# JE; to sell a penny 

worth, ¥§ ZR; to buy a good penny-worth, 
fy; I had a penny-worth of it, #9 2p; 
in penny-worths, Pej, 

Penology, n. ZS FAl A. 
Pensile, a, Bh3F, PRG, RIT. 

| Pension, ». Amount paid to a retired officer, Bt 
A, FEHR, AcE HA; pension to wounded and 
disabled, 4 jg #8; pension to the relatives of 
the killed, Fe Re Sfp. 

| Pension, v. t. £8 # 1% #R, gt, HE Ze FE; pension to 
aged people, Fe ER. 

| Pensionary, n. 2RGR#E, HAMA. 
| Pensioner, n. i #25 9-3, GHP A i; a pens on- 
| er of a university, PS Et #. 
| Pensive, a. senplage in serious thought or re- 

flection, AB AY, BRIE AS, BRAY, SH, Ef 
Fe fy, fr tH Seale implying some degree 

or sorrow or eloom of mind, 382%, AKA, 
| Pent, pp.ora. from pen. ft, #H ££, 
| pent up fire, ZrbuR. 
Pentachord, n. 7r#. 

| Pentacoccons, a. ALAS, TEAS. 
| Pentadactsl, n. BS Shit 
| Pentagon, n. FAIZ, WIETE. 
| Pentagonal, Pentagonous, a. 74. fq (74. 
| Pentagynia, n. pl. Fi, PERE A. 

 Pentahedron, n. ALAS, THF A. 
Pentameter, n. 7. MAAS, FLA Be. 
Pentapetalous, a. Fr FE HE Ag. 

| Pentapetes pheenicia, n. 4s FE. 
| Pentaphyllous, a. TEHEAY. 
| Pentaspermous, a. Fi {= fig. 
| Pentateuch, n. BE PY 7 Tes. 
| Pentecost, n. Ti. By Gi 3 whitsuntide, UE ph FEBS 
Penthouse, n. BE. We 

| Penultima, n. Boe: 

JE £5 



Penumbra, n. 4222, Sphii. 
Penurious, a. Miserly, fib 75 fy, APs Ay, TEI 5. 
Penuriousness, n. BSF, APF. 
Penury, n. Want of property, 43, His; extreme 

poverty, #@a. 
Peony, Peonia, n. See Mowtan. 

People, n. aE, I A, RA, AR, ET, ER, 
IIR, FAB, AER, Fee. F AR; the people of 
China, ae ft, #2 ft, tS #%, #5C; the common 
people, Axe, Hi #, ZEEE; simple people, HB kt, 

f; all the people, 8% FG; loyal people, FE fe ; 
a register of the people, Ja 1 Mf, Et = ; to regis- 
ter the people, Jt; the people of the world, 
Hit J.; the people of Israel, LI Ki) fe; the 
minds or affections of the people, fe, ; to gain 
the affections of the people, 74 Flug; country- 
people, $f Jt, (KE; what will people say to that ? 

A wth wk te NF WE, A An fi EZ Fs aged people, 
ENR; lazy people, fhe pe. 

People, v. t. JE FE, i bt CE. 
Peopled, pp. or a. fi f Sif; a peopled place, 4¢ 

[eas 
Pepper, n. Black pepper, & Hx, HAAR; white 

pepper, A HX; Chinese pepper, Jif #<; long 
pepper, 3€ #§ $F; red pepper, ZE tHe; ground 
pepper, HAE ; pepper-room or pepper-chamber, 
the empress’ bed-room, #ftj#; to take pepper 
in the nose, #€4% ; he 

Ik 1s > 

{B AE Si; wi
ld pepper, RGA

. 

Pepper, v.t. To sprinkle with pepper, jae; 
* to pepper with shot, 3p Aji, Fp Jy REG; to 

pepper one, #7 A. 

Pepper-box, n. #ft4iy. 
Pepper-cake, n. fC fiF, AUKE. 
Pepper-corn, n. fr, AF. 
Pepper-water, n. #ta)¢, AI. 
Pepper-wort, n. 323). [ARE 
Peppered, pp. or a. Sprinkled with pepper, 47 
Peppering, ppr. or a. Sprinkling with pepper, | 
2h; pelting with shot, 7 AHH. 

Peppermint, n. jij tip, 3£ AH; peppermint oil, Tf 

Ty Wh; a crystallized preparation of peppermint, 

aM. 
Peppermint-tree, n. Jaf fuy tit. 
Peppery, a. #(Iy. 

Peptic, a. Hypyy4t Ag. 
Per, prep. Each, 4x; by, LI; per bearer, Li A; 

per annum, 4y-4f. 
Peradventure, adv. By chance, 4}, 324; perhaps, 
4, Z#4; without peradventure, Pf. 

Perambulate, v. t. 3, 3 47, 3M BF, HF, HRS, 

792.) 
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thi, $i, fis 77, Bae. BARE, BR. 
| Perambulated, pp. Passed over, 38 #738, daft J; 

inspected, H5F34, MSP S- 
| Perambulating, ppr. 3%, x He, Ua FF; peram- 

bulating officer, {'E, tet. 
Perambulation, n. fj fF, 88 47, SKE. 

Perambulator, n. §REt, BRIE. 
Per annum. By the year. See Per. 
Per capita. By the head or poll, fe, i@5A. 
Perceivable, a. iff, DS, BAA, WH, 

1, BY A. 
Perceive, v. t. To see, fit}, A, m8; to frel, #8; to 

know, Ike, iy, zal Ay], Fe, ai Ee, Fa Fi ; to 

perceive by the ear, FL F#, EER; I perceive, 

FEM, TEA F ; not perceive, E24; to perceive 
clearly, MAA A, BAL, Ws, ihe TA; to 
perceive thoroughly, pit i% @, ji, FES; 1 
perceive a slight difference, Fg 7§ AZ, Fz 
43 Fi BL; to perceive beforehand, Fi, 7a A, 
fi 40 ; do you not perceive? (ARMS, Ht AB 

Perceived, pp. or a. #8; understood, 41F, AA 

TT. 
Percentage, n. The allowance, duty or commis- 

sion on a hundred. See Per centum. 
Per centum, Percent. By the hundred, 7% —  ; 

three per cent, JUIN; got back 95 per cent, 

fs GIL EEE. 
Perceptible, a. That may come under the cog- 

nizanee of the senses, WY, #47; percep- 
tible by the eye, fi}#fg; perceptible by the 
ear, HEU fy; perceptible by the nose, Afi 
¥ fy ; perceptible by the understanding, By 3H, 

ATH, OTA. 
Perception, n. The faculty of perceiving, BY #, 

yi 35, HH; intellectual discernment, WAAR, 
4a 2; idea, ~x; nice perception of differ- 

ences, 6 YRILRE, O] BEILEE. 
Perch, Perea, n. fiSFl (2); perch ambassis, BA 

HE; perch anthias, & 7 1, & fii; perch 
crenilabrus, SAGE ; perch corvina, wy fitti; perch 
mesoprion, IX fil, 4 f§ Mil; perch therapon, $f 
RAK; perch pelates, HAGE; perch priacanthus, 
KB AR; perch serranus, A@k we aK UE; perch- 

| pike, lucio perca, =F AH. * 
Perch, n. A roost for fowls, #, HG, HE; a measure 

of length containing five yards and a half, — 
| AAR tH; the fortieth part of an acre, 3e fA 

| 
M+-3}%—; a mass 163 feet each way, FR 

—J--t. 41> 
KAN +. nie y 

| * Bridgman. + HICK. 
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Perch, v. 7. To roost, as a bird, #, #4. 

Porchance, adv. By chance, 45, (FR, Ta sBs 
haps, Bk #. 

Perchers, n. pl. Ah) 
Pereipient, a. Perceiving, RR. 
Pereipient, n. One who perceives, PE %. 
Percis, n. Dragon-weever, f94f. 
Percolate, v. t. or i. BR, 28, 8 i, ie; to pass 

through small interstices, YW. 

Percolating, ppr. BR, 72, ik: 
Percolation, n. (24%, pH, wR S- 
Percolator, n. Beyaz, Pay 8, 7 
Pereussion, n. 

gainst another, 

; per- 

HME 2. 
Percussion-cap, n. 13 {F-, FGF ; waterproof per- | 

eussion-cap, 4> jeg, ai fF. 
Percussion-gun, n. Ff ASF 

Perentient, n. #2 14, ge 
Per diem. By the day, #7. A. 

Perdition, ». Utter destruction, 6, KU; the | 

utter loss of the soul in a future state, PE fT, | 

Perdu, Perdue, adv. In concealment, JP{R. 

Perdu, a. Accustomed to. desperate enterprises, 

Perdu, n. One who is placed in ambush, $B fR 4; 
an abandoned fellow, 52 774%, 7H. 

Peregrinate, v. i. $eFy, ba Fy, Hee, He BEB: 
to live in a foreign country, 7¢ A$ PAE. 

Peregrination, n. da FF, yiibé. 
Peregrine falcon, n. Sinise. 
Peremptcrily, adv. Absolutely, €uwh, eB, 2 

Peremptory, a. Positive, "23, as, BAB, b 
A EF. ARE ; express, 44; peremptory commands, | 
HE fig; to be peremptory, Hoty, WEE; dogmat- 
jeal, aA, TE REA. 

Perennial, a. 3) 76 fvg.3i 4E fy; in botany, continu- | 
ing more than two years, #8 tH 4f fy; perpet- 

ual, HAD, TAS, JIMER G. 
Perfect, a. Not defective, j&, AS, 4-4}, Pee + 

FE, FAS. LAS, RASS IE, WL, See, Hs a per- 
fect man, AA, BA, IKE, FLA; a person 

of perfect virtue, zB S, yy #4 % A; perfect 

knowledge, AS 41, = dy a person of perfect 
knowledge, Ht J, 4 A. 40 0PE J. ; perfect com- 

eye vsion a term used by Buddhists, fl #, | 
fl #; to become perfect in, Xf Hk, A Re; a 
perfect number, 4s #; the perfect tense, # | 

4v 
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The act of striking one body a- | 

W2, Ae, AEH the impres- | 

sion or effect of sound on the ear, #a # % Ing, | 

‘iM, ASEM ; the sion of the perfect tense, 
rE, LER, RE, TT, is perfect in the use of 
arms, ie AM, 3h af eB; to havea ne fect 
knowledge of the classics, 3422, aij FARE 
Ji; a perfect victim, #8; everything per- 

| fect, EA fii, 2 AFF. 
| Perfect, v.t. i, StS, WRAS, WHE, KD; to per- 
| fect onal knowledge, 3% Ak 41, ye Dk a, ARAL 

| 8, ASE ik. 
Perfecting, ppr. 4, JX. 
Pee n. As, WK, A #, Bl 2: to come to 

perfection, 2 A¥, jk; to bring a thing to per- 
fection, )K3¢; the perfection “of God, _hirz 
WK AS; to learn to perfection, 4 hy, 2} Wy, fk 
%K; come to perfection, as fruit, HK RK; you 
rigidly exact perfection, (UE fifi (Sj-F ; perfec- 
tion of knowledge, AX #", HEA. 4; moral per- 

fection, JK f%, (4% FF 5E 4s ; metaphysical perfec- 
tion, 4%—- 7 (#§, 4 Atif; perfection according 
to Buddhists, JF ¥£; perfection according to 
the Tauists, W\ ie. 

Perfectly, adv. + Ff, 4 As, MHE, ORURE DD, [RE #8 ; 
perfectly good, Ase, seh, HRA; should he 
perfectly straight, “CIE, Hi; perfectly up- 
right, #4 JE; perfectly right, ++ 4p 4%, $b; 
perfectly good, -f 4p 4y-, Pi #4 af; perfectly 
sincere, PRK. 

Perfectness, n. JK, KAS: 

Rem dteuss a. Violating good faith or vows, 4, 
4 (2 fy; false-hearted, 3 US "PE, He wth fry; dis- 
teva Ae. 

| Perfidiously, adv. 49%, LIA E. 
Perfidiousness, n. Rave, $f Zs. 

Perfidy, n. al fe ae  E, SPSS. Bios; 
disloyalty, RR, Arse. 

Perflate, v. t. OK i. 

Perforate, v. t. At, Ji], S63, HEME, Bis, HE, E- 
Perforated, Dine ora. YS, # ay perforated 

with holes, E77L, WEG, ILM, 1 Set. 
Perforating, ppr. 3, G55. 

| Perforation, n. 23%; a hole, FL, 38, 8% 
Perforator, n. $3, AE #. 
Perform, v.t. To carry out, > ti 4E, 4, 1K; 

to perform a ceremony, aah to perform an 
obeisance, MJ sH; to perform a religious cere- 
mony, #7#; to perform religious service, F¥ 
i. isa BE; to perform a design, JiR, hk 

=}; to perform one’s promise, FE ; to per- 

for m one’s duties, Sf7Z}; perform your of- 
fice, Sp RZ}; to perform work, ff OL, {if BE; 
to ee Ecod es, Rica 45 8 ; to (es 
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form secret acts of virtue, {22 T); to perform | 

mass, as Buddhists and Tauists, Fy Ae, (AMF ; 
to perform private mass, for the benefit of one’s 
relatives, +7 #%, 47 7% HVE; to perform on a | 
piano, HEE; to perform at a theatre, fa EK, fh 
e&; to perform the offices of nature, FF ff. 

Performance, n. The carrying any thing into ef- 
fect, MBE, #7 H, F7 3%, Dy FF; a performance | 
on the stage, 72h, f2k; a2 musical perform- 
ance, {f: #%; a feat, KK TH. 

Performed, pp. Done, ffikith, FT, Fy, WK SSE. 
Performer, n. Perfcrmer on the stage, (2H ; 

musical performer, #& fi, (£ 44 #4; the per- 
former of an aflair, RHE, FFB. 

Perfume, n. #4, 2, & 4g; liquid perfumes, #F 
wc; perfume for the clothes, 4%; materials 
for perfumes, 4}; a perfume case, A 4 ; per- 

fume baw, 7), WH SE, AHL; perfume for the 
hair, Ay; to emit perfume, HH}. 

Perfume, v. t. He, kG, FER. 
Perfumed, pp. or a. #2 f. 
Perfumer, n. RGRH#H, REDE. 
Perfumery, n. #4, BAW, A; to carry per- 

fumery on the body, ke), UAE SE. 
Perfuse, +. t. {ff [:. 
Pergularia odoratissima, n. 72 AC, ES. 
Perhaps, adv. 23%, BR, Fes; perhaps it is so, | 
TARO, (i OD GE. BD I oh. BR ae OR 
BRE AM Uk. 

Perianth, n. #8. 
Pericardium, n. (82, IG, ke. 
Pericarp, Pericarpium, n. -—- J, 4; pericarp 

of leguminous plants,  #x. 

Pericranium, n. jARE IE. 
Periculous, a. fit, (az, fete. 
Perigee, Perigium, n. A Ade hh ZB, He Ges. 
Perihelion, Perihelium, n. Jf AZE, fre BLE. 
Peril, n. far, fx, Par, [tse ; to expose one’s self 

to peril, Be, 44K, Fale, F994; in peril, £ 
Ke 2, Sek 2. Ay ; to get into peril, pif. 

Peril, 7. ¢. To hazard, Rl fer, $85 hr. 
Perilous, a. par, fi, 34. 7G34; perilous, as a preci- 

pice, [Mit; imminently perilous, PesMEA, fer 
45 0, Ef ; perilous actions, [gr FF; very peri- 
lous, 4: fiir. 

Period, n. Wj, HH, 4P, fii; a revolution of a 
planet, —3], —jifi; a period of five or ten 

years, —3#i; a period of twelve years, #1; a 
period of 60 years, —FI-¥- ; a fixed period, 3; 
a period of a month, — ff 2”, ly 4 ; a period 
of 10 days, — iJ ; the period of life, 4E 742. RR ; 

during the period of life, 4A +s; to put a 
period to life, jk fp; to bring toa period, 5 
J; a limited period, [iil]; periods, in com- 
positions, 4a] ##; one period, full stop, (J, 24; 
mark the periods, # aj, 24/1) 4%; a period 

| of plenty, BE qIE; periods of festivals, Gj. 
| Periodic, Periodical, a. i). IAG, IFFT TELA 

periodical wind, J} Jf ; periodical returns, % JRF 

AE fy; periodic time, JE}§; periodic variation, 
| SE; periodic stars, mh FE. 

| Periodical, m. 05 1122 AF BAS 3a monthly period- 
ical, 9 #R; a quarterly periodical, 2e¥R. 

Periodically, adv. EF (13, ZEA. 
Periophthalmus, n. See Gudgeon. 
Periosteum, n. JE, 2. 
Peripatetic, a. j8dHe fy; peripatetic teaching, HF 
Periphery, n. 3) FA, EVA, Jase. |B. 
Periphrase, n. #23, FEA aE Ziad. 
Periphrase, v. ¢. or 7. i f72, SE BH it: 
Periphrastie, Periphrastical, a. Fe RAS. Wea A5- 
Peripteral, a. Ji] FA FE (14. 
Peripterous, a. J5) FASE "6, JB (E44 f5- 
Perish, v. i. (3, (77%, VL, BE, BEC, fi; to waste 

away, SEAR, ed, Hebe; to perish by the sword, 
PLEX, PLFA ; to perish with hunger, (AE, MAF; 
to perish with cold, 7 %E; to perish for ever, 

HKG ; to perish entirely, S&C. 
Perishable, a. THCSAg, PY PEAY, MRI, EE A, 
BAe, ALES, 28 Bi. 

Perished, pp. or a. Destroyed, BEY, GS, BS 
TJ, PEA; decayed, Az. 

Perispheric, a. IPZ (5, [A]. 
Peristaltic, a. A (CIHR, (ea 2% REF ; the peristal- 

* tic motion of the intestines, HENS i# th. 
Peristyle, n. JA EE f7 FE. 
Peritoneum, n. JEWS. 

Periwig, n. (UAS2, fs2. See Peruke. 
Periwinkle, n. A sea-snail, 2fpne. 
Perjure, v. t. Bae, (38, MIT, FERBE. 
Perjurer, n. RIE. 
Perjury, n. To commit perjury, 33%, Meee, se. 
Perk, a. Smart, trim, HER, (PA. 
Perk, v. 7. 55 fix. 
Perk, x. ¢. To dress up, 8HEfe, 4eesae. 

| Permanence, Permanency, n. |i 3%, "4 34, JAB. 

Permanent, a. Durable, Hi, "8, JAA, HH, E, 

KAU ; permanent abode, BW, KZ 
JF ; @ permanent peace, 7 A, THA, AA. 

Permanently, adv. |H, [A*. 
Permeable, a. 38 (308, HE 4, iG, THEM, 
WY i, FE, HX, KE, 3, |H; not permeable, A 

| 
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fa fi, HE FHS, 
Permeate, Oh ie ja, RE, NG, Bey. 

Permeated, pp. j@ JS, 3, HE T- 
Permissible, a. #645, 279, Witt, TU. 
Permission, n. $i, iE, vf 7% ; to give permission, 

He, HE HE A5. HLOEL. HH 1h; to obtain permis- 
sion, @H#E, Git, 4 Ic; to ask permission, fi] 
#E, Pit ; permission for a few days, 7£ 3% A. 

Permissive, a. BW, HE (1, AE A. 

Permit, v. t. 6, iF, HC, SCHE, ty OL, HH? Hi, ya 
to permit graciously, P76; will permit it, sph 

iF, 5; 1s 
mit him to leave, #E{B4, ZF flee. 

Permit, n. Ji, 1 HRW, Ye, 4& ; a ship’s per- 
mit, He fr Bt a He f7 ML; a permit to open hatches, 
Bafa Ss 5 a 1 per mit to land, jt {4k Ft ; a permit 
to ship, 1} ak it a permit to re- export, 78 HY 
A aRi ; a reanit, to tranship, 44t fea ye. 

Permutable, a. WH, AB. 
Permutation, n. Barter, 234, 2B, fas ; 

permutation of nature, HE, 3 iii 2 #4. 
Permute, v. t. To exchange, #A{. 
Pernicious, a. 203, Fe (vy, FE fj ; noxious, 3, 

HEA, BEEN. 
Perniciousness, n. 343, $F 

the 

Peroration, n. $8 FE Zh, Sh Rh Zoli OE Z ait HE 
TH iit Z- 

Peroxide, n. AK. 
Per pais. In law, by the country, that is, by a | 

_ jury, Dera ey 
Perpendicle, n. A plumb-line, # #% ; the perpen- 

dicle of a clock, 4#é. 

Perpendicular, a. (iF. WA METE, SUL, I, 
SEN} fi ; perpendicular line, sERR, 4S, Hi, BE; 
a perpendicular stroke, (i5t, ##e; to draw a 
perpendicular line, #— 4 #% ; a perpendicular 
stroke, 4S, |, Pi; make a perpendicular 

stroke, #;—# ; a perpendicular descent, EP. 
Perpendicularly, adv. ALT. 
Perpetrate, v.t. 47 4, fF, (it, #3, DRE ; to perpetrate 

a wicked act, ee. {f BE ; to perpetrate a crime, 

JOSE, Kft. 
Perpetrated, pp. #738, (Fi8 

crime, 7@. 

Perpetrator, n. Perpetrator of a crime, J 5E %, 

EH, Te. 
Perpettal, a. HK, NW, Hs HAHA, AA, ASA 

gma, ede, ALA; perpetual motion, Age, 

6 8) ; perpetual screw, AR FE Zivtee ; perpetual 
line, ###; perpetual peace, #¢ #1; perpetual 

; committed, as a 

repose, 7c, FAC '# 5 perpetual existence, #4, 

permit him, #4B, #6 fli ; per-— 

| $R4E, 1H ZE; perpetual possession, JHE; per- 
| petual peace and friendship, cj A af. 
poe v.t. RH, BOK, BOG, HAA. BG 

He, Ge 
| Perpetuity, n. "Fei, AE, WA. aie TERY 
Perplex, v.t. To entangle, gl, # AL. PERL, DEBL; 

to perplex the reader, §L3 rare 78s BL an eS 
to perplex one, gL J, Bh K, HLA ; to involve, 
%; to molest, ie PE, HERG. 

Perplexed, pp. ora. To he perplexed, @L, ol, 

SPOVAL, HEE MRE, WA; a perplexed style, ZL 
ACH, MERE Wi: ; a perplexed business, gL 
3; perplexed in mind, SL, 9 AA, ini 
PBL 3 greatly perplexed, Sel Ani. 

Perplexedness, n. JRL, MI MEZ TE], As FEE. 

Perplexing, ppr.or a. BBP AL, BLE, A AES ; 
very perplexing, fifi} iL, A TE, 02 Shes fie. 

Perplexity, n. TRAL. BSPBL UAL, HARE Z ET. 
Perquisite, n. Fe 4e, 7A ge; perquisites of office, ps 

Hi; what pay or nosis are there? 4y-2 Ipy 
Perroquet, n. JERR, NUe SF. 

| Perry, n. AER, BL. 
| Per saltum. By a leap, Pl — Hk. 
Per se. By itself, RG, WAC. 

Persecute, v. t. FEjA, MEAG, RE. INE, IN, 
3 ; to persecute severely, #82, SE56 ih, 1 

| 4; to persecute one for the sake of religion, 

SUI. 
Persecuted, pp. or a. To be persecuted, S¢2236, 

Flsei, S622; persecuted for the sake of 
religion, #j#se2#, Fie SIF; why do you 

| persecute me? [Kl fy S238 FZ. 
| Persecuting, ppr. or a. SE3f1, HEB. 
| Persecutor, n. S236) $i, BERS Hi, PESERS. 
Perseverance, n. Hi; perseverance in good, [Hf 

sé ; perseverance in sin, [HFAIE; perseverance 

in grace, HARE, 1H BIRR. 
Persevere, v. 7. (A, THot>, i ath, BX.) ; to persevere 

in virtue, a 7h Fe; to persevere in good, }H)tp 
476, THIER ; to persevere to the end, Ht) 

BME, Td BH. DBE. 
| Rereveriien apn: or a. De TH, GLE, tht. 

berear. wheel, n. Kin nn 
Persimmon, n. Dios patos or large China fig, #fi, 

AE Afi; smaller kind of persimmon, {6 Afi ; 
the yellow persimmon, y)¢7ghfj; dried persim- 
mons, #fi#Z, MiP; the Nanking persimmon, 
¥a Aff; the Fukien persimmon, jigfifi; the Ch'in 
chau persimmon, }) ij. 

Persist, v. z. 'To persevere, {8 ; 

| 

to persist in, 36 
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2k, 
in his way, {BEES CFL; 

HK AE ; he persists in going there, {B {Jj 

Fh, HLS LE H- 
Persistence, Persistency, n. E&Sf, Eth, Bk; 

the continuance of an effect after the cause 

which gave first rise to it is removed, 33 Sih, 

Ff ih. 
Persistent, a. "% ; persistent plants, ASR Z BAAS. | 
Persisting, ppr. or a. fH, EE, EX, BEB; 

persistings) in, as in an expressed opinion, $f Ht, 

fi BE, ME Was. 

Person, n. An individual human being, —{f] J\, 
—Fi in person, #1 A, #45, #145; to come in 
person, BAe, AGA WAZ; to go in 
person, A G#, MAE; a certain person, $f 
A, EA; supposing that a person, RA A; 
no person, Ji J; the first person, #—7P> J; | 
the second person, #%—7*J\ ; another person, 
Hi JV; every person, A. J\; persons, J. ; living | 
persons, 4E J; I am pleased with this person, 
444 IEA; about one’s person, 7H; to 

become security in person and property, (#4 — 

CF RRR, URS RBIK; an artificial 
person, 2447; a kind, pleasant person, here 

— I 4 56 J; to cultivate one’s person, 
(% & ; five persons, 77 fH A. 

Personage, n. High personage, #¢ J\; character | 
represented, fil &, rH ZA. 

Personal, a. &, OAS, AGA, $5; personal | 
merit, AI, AV, HAF; personal ap- 
pearance, 423i, IZA ; personal considerations, 

sh AC: 
personal considerations, ¥—- AM AZ HE; 
personal interview, jfyFL, 8% FL ; personal state- 
ment, fig {fi; personal affair, ALA ZH; personal | | 
practice, ff G92) 4, 4547 ; personal charms, | 
AS & 3; the personal pronoun, A Ze hy; 
personal property, ZF ; personal esteem, Fy fF 
fi; personal exertions benefit the mind, 4% 4 
fe; personal servant, (F{F, FF {¥F-; personal 
attendants, FER HE; to become personal, FH JV; a 
personal attack, KA, WH. 

Personality, n. # J\; that which constitutes the 

personality, FRIES A ; 

HAGA, BOTA. 
Personally, adv. In person, HA, HA, AG, A 

JS ; personally present, HAH, AGE. 
Personate, v. t. FRE, PEW A, 1K A; to per- 

sonate one’s self, FA HpEJL; to personate a | 
king, SMES; ae eauaieatei HED; Operon 

BLE, re, ik BE, eB, Wh ; he persists | 
to persist in error, Personate, a. In botany, personate, Fi 1 fy, RL] 

| Personating, ppr. HE(ESEA, THERE A. 

the just man is not influenced by | 

| Persuasion, 2. 

avoid personalities, | 

the ancients, iG. (i. 

Personification, n. Prosopopeia, Lue A, Lh 

{fF J. 
Personify, v. t. DBA. DWBA, DRAB A, 

EN, hk [A 
Personnel, n. J\; the personnel of an army, ee 
nara oe n. A glass through which objects are 

viewed, JA$§; natural resemblance of objects 
or good perspective, JA. ; the perspective of a 
eallery, gardens, &., 4]: ; isometrical per- 
spective, fits. 

Perspectively, adv. LUI 7:2. 
Perspectograph, n. Fg iS: 48. 

Perspicacious, a. HSH), QE, BS, (HA, 3 
SEnIb I, *e. 

Perspicacity, n. 4 » SES ibe ay. 
Perspicuity, n. Wyss ve, TEMA, We, Gooey; 

plainness, WJ @ ; transparency, AWRY. 
Perspicuous, a. ‘Transparent, Ay, WH; clear to 

the understanding, Wj, HWA, uF Ay, TA, AY 

ST, 3, Bai, We. iA WT SPIRE, BOSE, FUT, 
WAAR EGA; perspicuous language, Bi GMesk, 
AY ; perspicuous style, LABIWIS, AHL wip. 

_ Perspicuously, adv. WU, a aE. 
| Perspicuousness, n. HY, WY Ay, § 5 HY]. 
Perspiration, . The act of perspiring, Hi yd ; 

excretion by the enticular pores, ff; great 

perspiration, 7 #8 }F ; perspiration all over, J 

SEP, ies B LTP. 
Perspire, v. 7. ort. HiYT, FFF. weFF 5 cannot per- 

spire, TE Hifs?F ; you must perspire, {fps Bey! 

iF, AE. 
Perspired, pp. Hi S?F. 
Perspiring, ppr. Hiyp. 

Peruadable, a. BY Se. 
Persuade, v.¢t. HE, BEAR, wi, Hh, alll, wal) HF 5 to 

persuade to believe, RF) {z. BB) (ZAR; to per- 
suade one to go, it NA: to persuade one’s self, 

GK, ALIS. AE; to allure, #, Bla. 
Persuader, n. StH. 

The act of persuading, Ht: a 
ereed, {§, #xFY; of what persuasion is he? ff 
fat BRE. Ae HE fig ZEPY ; the art of persuasion, 
Be HIbe ZB 

Persuasive, a. PR, BNR | ; persuasive argu- 

ments, SAR DS, at EZ. 

ce 

iz, 

| Persuasiveness, n. AHR A, ARH. 
Pert, a. Lively, @et, Pete, wee, Has; forward, 
AES Eat bold, MG indecorously free, 

— ——_— — ———— 
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BFP, Fe si. 
Pert, n. #34, FEA. 

Pertain, v. 7. fj, Gi, BAY, Fis, GAB; it per- 
tains to him, {35 (tl. 

Pertinacious, a. Obstinate, #84, HSA; unyield- 

ing, TYG, Wee, Ee, Bie, WM, WE Hi, 
ve. FYE ; constant, {fH ; pertinacious study, fH 

&, oy as 

Pertinaciously, adv. [El Ht, SK, Hee, Hh —; 
pertinaciously adhering to one’s opinion, [A] #f 

a: [4k 
Pertinacity, pee ounce n. Vth, Ee, We 

Pertinence, Pertinency, n. AB), AAP. A %- 
Pertinent, a. Suitable, &, re Fa, iihift 5 relevant, 

BH, &, FAG, 1 AVE pertinent to this, 

BHA, Awe, MU. 
Pertly, adv. Smartly, wz, fil, Pedze; with 

prompt boldness, ACH ; with indecorous bold- 

ness, NI, HVE, RES. 
EH, wee, Peli, Poti. Pertness, n. Briskness, # 

" Pervaded, pp- it 

Perturb, Perturbate, v. i To disturb, #80, EBL: | 
to confuse, ffi gL; to agitate, fay, Fe wy. 

Perturbation, n. Disquiet or agitation of the mind, 

Pele, Pele. OB). AE, TEAL, HG, BE 
disturbance, gL, #2 L: perturbation of the heay- 
enly bodies, KAS Zz: Hh. 

Perturbed, pp. ora. Ll. it bs disquieted, 47, 

Pete, be Be Hehe Dela, WIC. HE, RA, Pe 
42, ASAiL, HEAL, VEY, a. jh; the mind per- 
turbed, 9 the tier. 

Perturbing, ppr. nw, EEAL- 
Pertuse, Pertused, 

BRAM. 
Peruke, n. (fy 9852, 823%. See Periwic. 
Perusal, n. ‘The act of reading, #§, fl}, # ; the 

perusal of a hook, Mapa, Hah. Be, HE: 
eareful perusal, $s, Jot ae 

Peruse, v. t. To read, ij, #4, 4, Hl; to read with 

attention, Bot lbs, MBs. oh; to peruse 

a book, Wabi, a7 a. 
Perused, pp. Whith, AS, A S.- 

Perusing, pp7. fis, @, fa). 

Peruvian bark, n. iy PR ad 133 Be, BEE IE WI. 
Peryade, v. t. Si, § iB, iB, =, Tha, it, Hii 5 to per- 

vade everywhere, jij, 7h 2E, sie, Waite, Je 

3, SHUN. SG, RE, Be, HA; to pervade 
the whole world, $$]; to pervade com- 
pletely, 31% ; to pervade entirely, W FE ; a per- 
verse spirit pervades them all, jt) jhi#, JE 
si PHYS ; warm feclings pervade the assem- 

bly, 2 fA B.- 

. Pierced with holes, 220gf, | 

Pervading, 
OT ETT. RT. 

ppr or a. ih, E, fis, BE. fa, 

Perv: asion, n. ji BE. 

Perverse, a. He, —), ti, UNE, TAS, WES, $3) 5H, 
iii, Fe Fe, BE 7 E Tht (VJ, Tit, Sih 5 sii, Sih Fe, pt 4 , -J 

HA, Jat, (aNBE, HHT, Wea, JAE, MET, BOW 
Ay, FCSAM, ie, ME, EWR; the mouth spoci- 
ous and the mind perverse, [J MA.G3#%; per- 

verse conduct, PRN ty Ay, ah Fy, HeFZ; of a 
perverse mind, fit PE, wi OAs. TER Zo ; of 
a perverse disposition, tie (ii (4, —JHe, ait fy, 
E ilhi (15, Hh AZ VE; a perverse child, JASAMPELT, 
SA SEBE LF, SF ; perverse language, mah, it 

Perversely, adv. }Ae¥K, BS. la. 
Perverseness, n. Fig iti, iM th, PE, SSH, apse. 
Perversion, n. ¥A 4, BEGL#, fARL; the per- 

version of truth, Wifi JEJE, ASLASE, UBS 

JE ; the perversion of manners, Fp }al, $e )m, We 
J ; perversion of one’s mind, ## Ay. 

Perversity, n. Crossness, fig iff ; perversity of the 

mind, 3 20%, it A220. 
Pervert, v. ¢. #2, Mi ff]; to pervert the truth, #8 

BUG, HOEIE. WIESE, PEBLIZIE, LUE BIE, 
With #9 1; to pervert the manners, Hy} ; to 
pervert the manners and customs, BE, 

Jal licte ; to pervert the correct law of the em- 
pire, BERT IEW; to pervert a maid, 5] FA 
+ 

Perverted, pp. or a. Corrupted, #27, WT ; dis- 
torted, #222; misapplied, SFA; turned 

from right to wrong, JJALGJE; a perverted 
mind, -J9 Zt}. 

Pervyerting, ppr.ova. Corrupting, ##, Hk; dis- 

torting, #222 ; misapplying, $2) ; misinter- 
preting, SPEER LJ JL 4G {Ex- 

Pervious, a. Admitting passage, $i 79 Ope, A #2 
fiy; that may he penetrated by another body, 

BY 3, WY im. Ay; that may be penetrated 
by the mental sight, By 5a. By ji HE ; not per- 

vious, ULE #5 (19, i wi, Af fy, BERGE 
Pessary, n. fF 'so 4H. LAj. 
Pessimist, n. LIBRE 
Pest, n. IIE, JEHE, JHE, WPA; anything very 

noxious, J&Z. 

Pester, v. t. To trouble, Eg, WARWE, ERY. 
Pestered, pp. Troubled, #457 , #EBYT ; pestered 

senses, Lith. 

Pesterer, n. 745ft) 24, WWE 4. 
Pestiferous, a. E51), FERNY, 1x SAMY ; infecti- 

ous, fi Ye Ay ; aera FEIN A. 
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Pestilence, n. JHIE, JAI, FHKE, PERE. 
Pestilent, a. J 4c fj ; noxious to morals or socie- 

ty, PE, Fh; pestilent air, HE FR; a pestilent 

fever, #8 MehE, TEA. 
Pestilential, a. JAFE fy, HE; a pestilential disease, 

FE HE; pestilential vapor, J 3x; pestilential 
exhalations, J 4i:, J 4 ; pernicious, JEipE, FE 

fi 
Pest 

pestle, — {J&Z ¢#-; mortar and pestle, PREY; a 
foot-pestle, ff£; weight on the pestle, AE 5 
the pestle treddle, (££ ; to beat with the pes- 

tle, 2¢; pestles are used in mixing lime and 
sand, 2544 SC UB; the blood flowed so as to 

float a pestle, (Lc! #e ; an iron pestle, Gee ; 
a short bludgeon, #£; a porcelain pestle, Ze Ae. 

Pet, n. HEHE, HELGE; to take a pet, HEI, BEAN, 
BENS, HEME; to he ina great pet, AFA, AF 
om; a great pet, a lamb brought up by the | 
hand, #A Zw; a fondling, 7 AME. BRAS, 

PTR, is SEA. 
Pet, v. t. Wilh, WB, 
Petal, n. 4EMt, 4), HER. 
Petalism, n. [B) jg 74. 
Petal-shaped, a. 7E MOE AS- 
Petasus, n. Ai ZING. 
Petechie, n. pl. Purple spots which appear on 

the skin in malignant fevers, fxpRE, JAF. 
Peter’s-pence, n. #7438 JE. 
Petiole, n. The leaf-stalk, #8, SE hi. 
Petit, a. Small, $M, Jy, 4; mean, He, , 

jury, We FF 5 petit larceny, fir, fir). | 
Petition, n. Et, 27-, Ealy; a reply to a peti- 

tion, HE; to hand up a petition, mM, jem; 
_ supplication, J&R, BLyé. 
Petition, v. i. HX, jE, HE, HE; to solicit, 
Tf, HGH; to humbly petition, MJ 5; to peti- 
tion for furlough, jf {—%; to petition against, ¥ 

Petitionary, a. FAs (y; a petitionary letter, 

i. Wea. 
Petitioner, n. iA, Bk, HH. 

Petitioning, ppr. 3%, SiR, ARIK, ai 
Petong, n. Corruption of peh t’ung, white cop- 

per, Ey 3A- 
Petrifaction, n. #8 49 71. #6) Fi; petrifactions, 

ZN). 
Petrified, pp. or a. && JS 77 ; petrified pecten, #7 

gra ; petrified crabs, 4; 4%; petrified orthocera, 

Ai ke ; fixed in amazement, [9K ; petrified feel- 

ings, ASE Zi, We ti 

le, mn. A small pestle, 46, HE, 4G, Ke; one | 

IE ; petit | 

| Petrify, v. t. HBT, IMAL. 
| Petroleum, n. Ai, AAS, HSIEAG. 
| Petroline, n. 47h. 
| Petro-silex, n. R44. 
| Petrous, a. Fi0pf; hard, Wk; stony, 7 fh. 
Petted, pp: or a. Wate S- 

| Petticoat, n. rf #5, Ay 4, 3, 4; embroidered 
petticoat of a Chinese lady, #4 ; many-plait- 
ed petticoat, Fy te #6, Gy Fi Hi; flannel petti-_ 
cout, rei; the plaits of a Chinese lady’s 
petticoat, aif, #4, #i§; petticoat government, 4 

IW. 

| Pettifogger, n. BE, ABE, JBL, BARA. 
Pettiness, n. Jy, 1} Z#- 

| Petting, ppr. Fondling, #9 {fF ; indulging, AaTH, 

Pettish, a. 46 DR WME, We 8) SADE, HF RBA A, 
SARS. 
Pettishness, n. Jv 2g. 

Pettitoes, n. pl. BMD, WH; pettitoes of Chinese 
women, used in contempt, 54]H. 

Petto, n. The breast, Jig; in petto, in secrecy, 

| FSR; to keep in petto, FR%, Wee, APR. 
Petty, a. Little, oJy, 38, $M, 26, Ho), th, HB, 

Je, 2%, HAGA, Bisa, WF ; diminutive, ff, F; 
a petty king, J\zE; a petty kingdom, oy fa, 
}e BI; a petty spirit, Ng; petty spirits, yup: 
petty dislike, 4, fA, nywP; petty resent- 
ment, iJ\¥8; petty gains, ft Fi, Jy Fl, op HR; 
petty expenses, )J\ 2% ; petty calculations, J» ¥e 
YW, ITT HR 5 petty cases, V3 ; petty courage, 
JH; a petty affair, IVAe, ZEB; not petty 
or illiberal, 4k aJy; petty annoyances, PRI. 

Petulance, Petulancy, n. Freakish passion, #45, 
PE, Bi; wantonness, fig (£. 

Petulant, a. Saucy, 443A fy. $b 84 05; irritable, 

SESE, BH, SSLPEME; wanton, #(E 
Petunse, Petuntse, Petuntze, n. RAS. L fy. 
Pew, n. An inclosed seat in a church, 44 fit, 78 

Frat ZAR. 
Pewter, n. BH, A#{; pewter utensils, #4 ZF ; pew- 

ter incense jars, #74; lustrous pewter, HY 
Pewterer, n. Fp pin, +7 HE- |H. 
Phaeton, n. @e FG HE, PU lig HE. 
Phagedena, n. REF. 
Phagedenic, a. 3 fj. 
Phalena atlas, n. Atlas moth, 2 YPRE; male 

atlas moth, 2EZPRE ZS. 
Phalanges, n. pl. Finger bones, FPR. 
Phalanx, n. Jf fii, A #F3 a body of troops formed 

in close array, —[RSs. 

| 
| 
| 
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Phanérogamian, Phancrogamic, Phanerogamous, | | 
a. BATE fy, WYAEAS; phanerogamie plants, By, 

6 ti 
Phantasm, n. £748, UH, (ER, EG, TLR. 
Phantastic, a. See Fantastic. 
Phantasy, n. Sce Fancy. 
Phantom, n. #R 5a, WER, We PE, FE PE; a vain 

imagination, 448, ZEA. 
Pharisaic, Pharisaical, a. JANZEN, EFAS, 18 

Si, AT, Aero. 
Pharisee, n. EATEN, BER A, EFT; & hypo- | 

crite, (S26 #. 
Pharmaceutic, Pharmaceutical, a. am fry, eae 

fry, HBB, Be AS. 
: ae n. YUee We, HUW LAR 

eh, Th Be} ~ 

aa n. Tia He, Hb. 
Pharmacology, n. #42, Hs. BEY A i 
Pharmacopeia, n, HBR Ak ade tie =e 

, Alas Be ; the occupation | Pharmacy, n. #848 
of an apothecary, WARES ; the operations in | 
pharmacy are :—distilling, Z&¥4{; filtering, ja 
#& ; clarifying, J if; expressing, fF JK; decoct- | 
ing or boiling, #¢#¢ ; fusing or melting, #5; 
infusing, aye: pulverizing, WEAK ; sifting, fii 
$m; mixing, #1 A; macerating in water, Jy; 
macerating in spirit, {§}; evaporating or 

drying, Mets. 
Pharynx, n. WEP, MANE. 
Phase, Phasis, n.; pl. Phases. An appearance, 

ee, EK, Weah the phases of the moon, 

AZ JE ; to enter into another phase, S$). | 
Pheasant, n. Common pheasant, [ly] 4f, UF FE; the 

argus pheasant, *£ ; the silver pheasant, 
BG, Gwe; the golden pheasant, #3, BEE; 
the Tartar pheasant, MEH ; a peacock pheasant, | 

4z §85iE; a lone pheasant’s feather, worn by 

actors, &e., ME SE FE. 
Phenix, Phenix, n. Male and female phenixes, 

JEVal, Je; an emb!em of immortality, {246 

B, 5 ft ve 5 a phenix (imperial) edict, Jel an. 
Phenomenon, n.; pl. Phenomena, #; celestial 

ee, KF, EF ; extraordinary pheno- | 

mena, RR, HH ZB. | 
Phial, n. 4; a glass phial, BR; a small 

phial, 4847. 
Philadelphian, n. 3 52 if #. (fy, 
Philanthropic, Philanthropical, a. BA Aj, EA | 
Philanthropist, n. 2#%, CA, BAH, Coe ; | 

the philanthropist loves mankind, {¢-4 3 A. | 

Philanthropy, ». 24%, (8, (58, Sea ; phi- 

| Philosophism, n. {f§ #4, f 
 Philosophistic, Philosophistical, a. (& #4 fg. 

| Phlor idzin, n. 

lanthropy 8 ap ties {= & Aa, ; universal 
good-will, #6 5% % 

| pHa oda a. Wy a (Uy philharmonie society, 
Philippic, n. #3], Bs anf. [ 
Philologie, Philological, a. aR A, ThaR A. 
Philologer, Philologist, n. [Hah 4i, ak 2-4, 

FEEL NK. 
Philology, n. ait, ae, FEF ZS. 
Philomel, a n. The nightingale, 7% 08 f4 

¥, TIE, 
ae n. co an 

Philosopher, n. -E, EF, WMH, Heme: a 
master siilosopies Fe -F- 5a natural philosopher, 
Hate, 8252 &-E: a moral philosopher, {=f 
2b, sais F ; the philosopher’s stone, {il J}. 

| Philosophie, Philosophical, a. PEEL AY, BAY; 
calm, temperate, jj Fe fy, RRR. 

{5 2. 

Philosophy, n. HRS, PE“; natural philosophy, 

pee 2S, Bee St, Halak 1, HE GS PBZ 
£4; moral philosophy, Ts 2M, Tr. 38 HAm 

natural philosophy, Oa, ity 44; intellectual 
philosophy, 4-4; reasoning, HB jar. 

Philter, n. EBA, wie ae ; acharm to excite 

love, fa SE FF. 
Philter, v. ¢. FRBB A. 
Phlebotomy, n. Fx fi- 
Phleem, n. #8, HERE; to throw WUD | phlegm, NEHE ; 

yellow or hikes Lagi ‘ape ; coldness, in- 

difference, BR, “OVE: 
Phlegmatic, a. B#Efiy; a phlegmatie tempera- 

mont, YE, YH, TREE: 
Phlegmon, n. FEI 
Phlogistic, a. Pertaining to phlogiston, KWAY, 

i ty ; inflaming, AKI, KAS. 
Phlogiston, n. XE: i, ARR. 

HEA Le 
Phoberos cWinenaa n. ¥ VE. 
Phoea, n. Hp Ah] #4. 

| Phocenin, n. ja yh. 
Phonetic, a. 77 f%j; a phonetic character, FF, 

ah 2'¥; the phonetic system, HY; phonetic 
representation of the sounds of the Chinese 
language, #2) 

Phoneties, Phonies, n. pl. The doctrine or science of 
sounds, #Y&, He. 

Phongeeeue Phonogephis, a. ht, BE 

fy, BP it 

Phonography, n. “at Hie, Bin, BH; a re- 
presentation of sounds, af 39, an Zoe 
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Phonolite, n. Clink- atone, RBG. 
Phosphate, n. Hy fy. 
Phosphor, n. The morning star, Fly» FH. 

Phosphorus. 
Phosphorate, v. t. 3% Gi. 
Phosphoresce, v. 7. #8 Gj. 

Phosphorescence, n. Bias, Ar. 
Phosphorescent, a. #8 #779. 
Phosphoric, a. #7 fry ; phosphoric acid, G7. 
Phosphorous, *® a, BAG iy. 
Phosphorus, piecing n. Gi. 
Phosphoret, n. 4474. 
Photogenic, a. HiK fy, FE KA. 

Fhoweraph n. Picture obtained by photography, 
BOA, HA, NI; to take a photograph, 

Photographie, Photographical, a. 2248 fry. 

Photographist, n. #249 Hee | AB fi (iH, WARLIE. 
Photography, n. BAW 7 2%, B Bs Ho TL, HAAR Z Be. 

Photology, n. JE“, Ah. 

Photometer, n. JE 3492, Ht3E. 
Photophobia, n. 25%, THK. 
Phrase, n. A short sentence, 4, —4iJ, QE, aa, 

a, ani; 2 common phrase, {4 i, (e/a, fE An] ; a 

See 

book phrase, #43]; a classical phrase, #/qy; a | 

aati phrase, —Js%; several phrases, 
phrases of the Canton dialect, ACHBiK Ay. 

Phrase-book, n. a& 4a). 
Phraseologic, Phraseologieal, a. BEHE 27 4a], BNE 

Ziad, Gal). 
Phraseology, n. Manner of expressing a thought, 

a pais ; diction, AYE, ABE; 
irene) 

good phraseology, 447, Wf ACB. 

Phrenetic, a. aE fy, FEFLMGE. 
Phrenitis, a. f8OK, ASHE: doliniuny Ha as , Pe 

rn 

Phrenologieal, a. mp He SEA, ty AAA. 
Phrenologist, n. Hie 
Phrenology, n. Ay St, Ay St, Mt; to practise 

phrenology, hia an, WH; 
nology, SEPA. 

Phrensy, n. Madness, $aF£, FE, Pat. 
Phthisis, n. HAE. 

to st udy phre- 

Phylacter, Phylactery, n. A charm, $f, #544 ; the | 
phylacter of a Jew, # Hi. 

Phylarch, n. #E-. 
Phyllite, n. ARE, HB AHE. 
Phyllophorous, a. Leaf: bearing, producing leaves, | 
ALE fj 

Me Rui n. The philosophy of human life, 
HZ BE; the doctrine of the constitution and 

-* 5 BS. 

RoT. 

language, | 

bad phrascolozy, DEER, TEARS: 

| diseases of man, ‘and the remedies, NERS. 
| Physic, n. Medicines, 8%, 4eAF ; the art of heal- 

ing diseases, Bz }J:; to take physic, @BE, ARE ; 
> Ea 

| a mixture of different ingrdients of physic, 

FS2K: good physic, Apa, ELAE, GEE, ABR; a 
puree, (27 ge, ke fe. 

Batie t. i (0) 
hysical, a. ae to nature, PE fy ; physic- 
al constitution, PE, #8, & A; physical 

| streneth, & Jj; physical training, A, | Fe 
| #8] ; physical herbs, #68". 
| Physically, adv. (RPE, HB HS. 

Physician, ». 2R¢E, REPEL BS, STR 
4e 4; imperial physician, ij #2; the chief 
physician, —¢22; pliysicians in general, BE 3, 

Fj; celebrated physician, % BH, HIE BA; 
a physician of extraordinary talent, jipE. 

Physics, n. The science of nature, pt, PEBB. HE 
Wy; to study physics, SPE BR, Ae. 

Physiognomics, n. pl. AAS, HABE. 

Physiognomist, n. [ii 4 #, FRE, 44+ ; phy- 
|  slognomists, #1 %. 
Physioonomy, n. The science of physiognomy, #4 

fk; to practice physiognomy, fii#A, 44H ; rules 
of physiognomy, 44 7%:, AAA ATI; cast of 

| countenance, 7 Hi, Tit AAS, HA. 
| Physiography, n. PER. 
| Phisiologic, Physiological, a. PE*S(g, PED FAAS. 
| Physiologist, n. Heb, Hy PDH ID. 

Physiology, n. PLS, te) IHR, PED) JAR ; phy- 
siology of the human body, ake 208, Bea 
=~. general pliysiology, TitH Maa. EAP ie. 

| Phytography, n. Gaia, WAH aR. 
Phytonomy, n. #ANZ4E RP. 
Piacular, Piaculous, a. FASE AS: 

tion, ZA WEA. 
Pia mater, n. A thin membrane immediately in- 

vesting the brain, S$ 2 Ay IEE. 
| Pianissimo, a. Very soft, 44-4 472. 

| Piano-forte, n. Ayes. 
| Piaster, . Spanish piaster, 

Piazza, n. Jae, He 

ings, 5S 
| Pica, n. FERG, BFRG ; large pica types, 7 Mohs} ; 
/ small vica, )\0§-myn4 ; nine lines pica, 5 nahn 

*; cight lines pica, /\ f7"H mex ; double pica, 

22 
|P 

} 

| 
| 
| 

requiring expia- 

OP aia 
—A, — It, —-TR 

; a square, surrounded by build 

EOS BaF. 
| Pick, v. t. To pluck with the fingers, as tea, pone 

crs, Ge. $B, 2, 4 HE SE, Hh 
| pick tea, PRae 7 228; to nick mulberry ares 

ARAB; to pick flowers, #R7E, HAE, PIE: to 
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pick up, Age, Fete, jy ; hte pick up straw, fh | Picnic, n. Picknick, i, He: ; a picnic io party, — 1g 
FA; to pick fruit, wel to pick out, Hi Hf, He, ME, AB 
Be UH, BEML, PELL, RELE, ta, FE; to piek clean, Pick-poeket, n. BY tif GL GE, Ay ty GL 4, BE HE 5; 
fRUF ; to pick out men of talent, f@A 3 pick | 

| Pick-purse, n. WAT BLIP. 

Suny sheep, #€2£ ; to pick one’s teeth, wp) F, 4 | 
out another, #RiH, Him; to pick up (steal) a 

{4 ; to pick out one’s ears, # JE; to ‘Pick out | 
eyes, FA, KA; to pick au quarrel, =g5%, S% | 
4, ; to pick a hole in one’s coat, ar to pick | 
acquaintance with one, #8 ; to pick a lock, Fk | 
$H, BFL; to pick one’s pocket, o \ tip —, BF 
HE; to pick pease, Fig Fe ; to pick a bone, pA" 
DA; pick your bones clean, pAIL ASS ; to pick 
a bird, fi ; to pick a corn, HESEWEHRE; to pick 
straws, FEXR HI Jy, FES% ; to pick one’s crumbs, 

ane IJ. 
Pick, v.z. To nibble, pi. 
Piek, n. Tooth-pick, 5° 3&. 
Pickapack, adv. To carry pickapack, JF, 7§ 

Pickaxe, n. SE45 3, $R(?), PUVA. 
Picked, pp.ora. Picked with the fingers, #R, 
5.48 7.987; picked with the teeth, nq 
jf; picked, as the ear, ##; selected, Hey, di 

#2 ; picked troops, #9 
Picket, m. A stake pointed, #%; a picket of sol- 

diers, —Sxnfte. 
Picket, v.t. To fortify with pointed stakes, Fy #§. 
Picket-guard, n. — fxn Fe 

ape ‘picking with the nails, JX; picking with 
the teeth, pj; picking up, ##)ft ; picking out, 

Pickle, n. 4; brine, RE, Ag, BRIE, BEYE; pickle 
of salt fruit, Bk; pickle of acidulated fruit, FF 

#& ; pickles, as imported from the West, ReHE ; 
to be in pickle, “¢E2 fA]; to sacrifice with 
minced pickles, RARE LI je ; pickle of vegetables, 

Pickle, v.¢. To preserve in brine, as meat and | 

fruit, {0,6 Jesh, AME, BMPR, Afric, BRR, tk, AE 
#{; to pickle olives, FfrMe2k; to pickle, as an | 
affairs, {pga i. 

Pickle-herring, n. We BEA, RA. 
Pickled, pp. or a. AMtith, Ie J ; pickled greens, fe 

AE, Wi ; pickled condiments, MEX#; meat pickled | 
in brine, #¥%; pickled olives, Aff GPE; stoned | 

and pickled olives, #34 ; pickled fish, fe get, 
fi] ; pickled in salt and vinegar, ,gA®. 

Pickling, ppr. At, 19} FEE Mi, AES, PES, BR. 
Picklock, n. £j86; a person who picks a lock, HE ~ 

He + 

beware of pick-pockets, [2 (ij BY #4. 

Picknick, n. jf; a picknick party, —HEE A ; to 
go on a picknick, Hifi. See Picnic. 

Pickromel, n. JH. 
Pictorial, a. Pertaining to pictures, ZEN, HAG ; 

illustrated by pictures, # lal fry ; pictorial his- 
tory, [a] $4; pictorial imagination, 73:48. 

Picture, n. A painting, #, jm, fal; one eee, 

ii aE ; to draw a eee Bede eed, fede ; 
foreion pictures, FEF, #& ; a pith (rice-paper) 
picture, * sapeHe ; lees pictures, #e'ey, 
#£; a picture on rolls, —iy#$; pictures of 
landscapes, |l[ 7k ; to mount a picture, AH; 

to frame a picture, Sj dm oe dt; any resemblance, 
image or representation, Be JZ # ; handsome, 

as a picture, 4° BEDE AR, ERED HH. 
Picture, v.t. To paint a resemblance, 3f 3 ; to re- 

present, $4; to picture to one’s self, BLAH. 
Picture-frame, n. 2 2R. 
Picture- gallery, n. ne Wh, i an fii. 
Pictured, pp. or a. Hi, FS TH. 

Picturesque, a. WGN, WER, WEE 
WeEFZ ; a picturesque description, ‘eos 

| Picul, n. A picul of 100 catties, —}2, — ff}; a 
Picking, ppr. Picking with the fingers, #R, #4, | picul of 120 catties, —#§; this word is gener- 

ally written Pecul, which see. 
Piddle, v. 7. To make water (said by children), 

Fi Fes Fag 135- 
Piddler, n. sy He fill. 
Pie, n. $&, 13 2, Eh; goose giblet pie, KEAN ; 

pie or spotted grackle, a3 a magpie, 32H. 
Piebald, a. 58, BE, $e, HE, BEG; piebald horse, 

Bs FE, PS BR, iit, BR; a piebald ox, BS 4, a: 
piebald language, §% fash, 58 fa]. 

Piece, } n. A fragment or part of anything, 3%, 
4}; asmall piece, hz, BE, JF; a piece of ground, 
— Psi; a piece of silver, —3HR; silver in 
pieces, FE HR; a piece of gold, — ME 4 -F ; to 
tear in pieces, BER, BERS, 2 RE: to break to 
pieces, Fy #E; to smash to pieces, MRE, DEM ; 
to fall to pieces, as a stone, #¢/fJ; to fall to 
pieces, as a house, fi(fi; a piece of candle, Ky 
PA; a piece of silk, —};: R52 piece of bread, 
— Ia fb] ; to fake to pieces, Hap ; a piece of 
ordnance, — PYAR all of a piece, a ia 

* This plant is a species of the araliacee. 
+ See A p. 1. 

—_—_—+—+ aoe 

4 W 
a 
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large piece, KH; sunplus pieces, as crumbs. 
GRP; so much a piece, (4g MTZ; a dollar a | 
piece, fi-— 7 — 4; two a piece, 49 JiR 7S; of 
a piece, of the same sort, like, —## ; a piece of 
onapcsmicn —48 7 ; a great piece of folly, | 
—J£ 783; a piece of good counsel, —H=ae 7%; | 

a piece of wit, —}esfealfs Stay a piece, 9p 
Ik, 2 i; how many pieces? #64 SEWE, HF 

BE. 
Piece, v.t. To mend, #§; to piece out, ik, Ff | 
2% ; to piece up, SHE; to piece in wearing, #, 

agile 
Piece- -200ds, n. pl. MIZE, FEA; plain piece-goods, 
SFE Hi ; dyed, figured piece-goods, 47 4E f ffi ; 
drills and twilled piece-goods, #}¥% (i. 

Piece-work, n. FET, $¢-0, #L. 
Piecemeal, adv. In pieces, —H#—3#. 

Piecemeal, a. Single, —3#, 75.7 —#. 
Pied, a. Spotted, B, At & fry. 
Pie droit, n. Fy FE. 
Pier, n. Landing place, E39 
Pier-glass, n. 4 & $i. 

Pierage, n. EUR Fe. 
Pierce, v.t. To thrust into with a poinisa in- 

strument, Hl, Ha), HY, FA, Fe, BA. 7, Bll, Hal; to 
pierce through, 2, #l] 2, $#ih; to pierce the 
sole of a shoe, Wij#E NE, ff; to pierce with an 
awl, #£ ; to pierce with the nails, 44, JI waj; to 
pierce a hole, $26, SI, H#4FL; to pierce, as 
a crowd, 22:8, 2A; to pierce a secret, 23 

Pierce, v.27. To enter, as a pointed instrument, 

A; to pierce into, HA, tijJA; to affect deep- 

ly, RA. 
Pierced, pp. or a. Hi) J, 4S, $4 TF ; pierced work, 
“2 T.; penetrated, 5 f 2S ; pierced embroid- 

ery, SB Here. 
Piercing, ppr. or a, Perforating, #%, Hi; piere- 

ing through, 4; affecting deeply, sil, ZEA; | 
cutting, iJ; piercing with an awl, 
piercing saw, BER ; a piercing sound, ial) EEE 
ES, ii) He 2% #5 piercing eyes, Fi fk; a pierc- 

ing wind, a ne piercing cold, #iJ; piercing 
cold and wind, 3€ |i Wi Pi] ; piercing words, yi 

2, AME He; piereing eloquence, FI zt, FY 
a. 

Piercingly, adv. Ai, Wil 
Pietism, n. wt RE. 
Pietist, n. WOES, We. 
Piety, n. MOE, HE; piety toward God, Age 

ee, EE; piety towards spirits, a Hi mh; 

Ris a 

piety. tow ards parents, ms Ht 32 I: piety to- 
wards friends, 7&4 MJAc; acts of piety, AVE 
2% FF Fy; piety of the heart, HG, WOE Zt. 

Pig, n. 3%, Hi. A, As a pig six months old, FE ; 
a pig three years old, J; a small or suckling 
pig, fF, * KF; a female pig, a sow, He ipe ; 

| amale pig, boar, #¥2%, FR; a wild pig, BPH, 
3%; to feed pigs, fia}®; to raise pigs, 3S ik, 
HK TE 5 pig’s feet jelly, 7 AK; a fat pig, AE 
ffx ; a dealer in pigs or men, ¥¥ H¥ {F- # ; a bask- 
et for carrying pigs in, #*%*, #¢F ; bristles 
on the neck of a pig, #4; hog’s bristles, #84, 

THE; to sleep like a pig, MAFIA, HUTA 
Al; a pig of lead, ¢}3# ; stupid, as a pig, FED 

Pig, v.t. or 7. AEP TF. ae. 
Pig-eyed, a. Fe MIRE, WEA. 
Pig-headed, a. Z§42, HEN}P A. 
Pig-iron, n. Goh 7i. 
Pig-lead, n. £53 

Pig-nut, n. fie. 

Pig-sty, n. A, WE, IK HE, 3K (8. 

Pig-tail, n. A cue, #%, HEF. 
Pigeon, n. ‘I'he house pigeon, Ayf@, #4 ;a wild 

pigeon, BF f@, BEAR; a ground pigeon, ff AB ; 

the brown pigeon, f§#%; the crown pigeon, 
Bis; a cook pigeon, HEGs ; a female pigeon, 

| HE 8 a pigeon’s eggs, ~yf@ AE; 4 pigeon pie, 
Ase if; a roast pigeon, eH; to let off a 
pigeon, ft G7 ; the game of the white pigeon, 

Aan & sete pigeon g grass, Ai) FE SE. 

Pigeon-hawk, n. Ei. 
Pigeon-hearted, a. Z8.% fj, HEA. 
Pigeon-hole, n. #4 $4; a division in a case for 

papers, dy Fx. 

Pigeon-pea, n. 7%. 

Pigment, n. f@, Af, #}; red pigment, #7, 
LP}, BP; white pigment, GH, Ge 

Piemy, n. A dwarf, HEE, ffl; mountain pig- 
mies, |\J}#; the pigmy deer, BE, By. 

Pigwidgeon, n. A fairy, &; anything very small, 

fh, {ol SF. 
Pike, n. A spear, {2 ff, F; name of a fish, AZ, 

oF 14. 
Pikelet, Pikelin, n. A light cake, pyiPRS, BF (FZ. 
Pikeman, n. #48. 

| Pikestaff, n. $F. 
Pilaster, n. fy #£. 

| Pilau, n. De HER. 

* This term is at present applie d to the slave- dealing, as 
practiced by unscrupulous men in the South of China. 
See Kidnap. 
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Pilcher, n. 3¢; the pilcher of a sword, §i)5c.- 
Pile, n. A heap, H€, us, 32; a pile of straw, ACFR | 

HE ; a pile of stones, —Hf #7, —Ha41, Fi; make 
it up in a pile, fFP—HE; throw them ina 
pile, #832—}E; a pile of eggs, imminent | 
danger, #49"; a pile of shot, —HERLAR ; a large | 
stake, 4%; to drive piles, #y#§; fir piles, {AAR ; 
the pile or head of an arrow, #7! ; a pile or 
hair, fibre, &e., 4, #8; the pile of a coin, $874. 

Pile, v. t. To lay into a heap, ff; to throw into 

a heap, HEI, HEIR, Halt, HIE, Mule, Bae, 
, YERE, 22; to pile up ina pile, qf a Pees ; 
pile up the luggage, #yMifpas; pile it up_ 
straight, #RIE, #(#E; to pile up tea, HAAS; 
pile it up, #hfe{B, YEW; to pile or drive 
piles, $y #¥; to sheet piles, $y 34 #4. 

Pile-driver, Pile-engine, n. 47 #GfK. 
Pile-worm, n. #gHk. 

Piled, pp. HT. HLT, WIT, RT. RT: 
piled bricks, sh, Jp qi. 

Piles, n. pl. $¥, FEAF; external piles, ApJ¥ ; in- 
ternal piles, Py}; bleeding piles, je (7% ; 
blind piles, A274. 

Pilfer, v.z. To steal in small quantities, ft Ai, 

Ff {is TD SE A {ines PD SUE Ns Fi§- 
Pilfered, pp. or a. Birfit I, #5 S. (#5 S- 

Pilferer, n. = f£=F URE, sre, BK. 
Pilfering, ppr. or a. SAS, H(i, FOI. 
Pil-garlic, Piled-garlic, n. AED AN, FEA H.- 
Pilgrim, n. SEA, Es, HRA, Fr; a veligious | 

pilgrim, @%, @ ; a pilgrim of this world, 

DEAE 2 hie 
Pilgrimage, n. A long journey, ja jhr, ihe; the 

pilgrimage through this world, fjj) jhe i& A; to 
be on a pilgrimage, as through life, foie 4 #. 

Piling, ppr. Heaping, ESP, Pale, BERT, JAE. 

Pill, ne A, i Hits HH F, ape HE He JL ; one pill, 

—#i JL ; pills of aloe, mune AL ; pills of aloesand | 
iron, PMR TPAeIL ; pills of aloes and rhubarb, 
wile Ay AL; opiuin pills, J& H: JU; pills of 
rhubarb and ginger, Ag H7He JL; mercurial 
pill, AKER IL, a RGF ; to swallow a pill, # 
JL; a gilded pill, 4 JU ; to refine the pill—and 
become immortal—, sf J}. | 

Pill, xv. ¢. To rob, #7 ZH. 

Pill, v. 7. To be peeled, py Aye. 

Pillage, n. Plunder, # 645%. 7HI2, HH. 
Hy, $y; the act of plundering, #7 IH#, H 

aa 
Pillage, OG Ue 4TH, ig, Pay, om 

Pillar, n. #E, #8, FGA, MORE; a stone pillar, A | 

#£ ; a wooden pillar, AS¢£ ; a pillar of the state, 
a statesman, BYTE, A Ze, HAZE; the 
right and left pillars of a state, 7 #7 EU FE ; an 
iron pillar, $f; a pillar of brass, $)F£; a 
pillar or monument, FREE. 

Pillion, n. Bape ge. 

Pillory, n. The cangue, 28, Axial iA ; to wear the 
pillory, #432, $48 ; to put one in the pillory, 
uf+: J; the superscription on a pillory, 3B ge. 

Pillow, n. #ESA; a lacquer pillow, ZAPERH; a 
bamboo pillow, 7A, fFFeJV; to rest on a 
pillow, 4@#E; caves disturb his (rest on the) 
pillow, PeH FER ; to advise with one’s pillow, 

HUE, BNE. 
Pillow, v. t. A. 

| Pillow-bier, Pillow-case, n. 4g £8. 
Pillowed, pp. or a. #£ J; pillowed on his arms, 

Ha A HAZ; the dead lay pillowed on each 
other, FE 45 FARE HE. 

Pilose, Pilous, a. APE fy, El, AEE Ay. 
Pilot, n. TAK, AACA, Flak A; to act the part 

of a pilot or helmsman, f£fé1; a guide, MRR 

AB, Glib 
Pilot, v. ¢. To pilot a ship, 4%; to steer, FP HE ; 

to pilot through difficulties, ¥] i; to pilot 
through dangers, 5] st 7c fy. 

Pilot-fish, n. Hlacates, AR. 
Pilotage, n. GACH, ae 7K AR. 
Piloting, ppr. WEAK, IBHE- 
Pilous, a. See Pilose. 

Pilumnus, n. 34 RE 8, de. 
Pimento, Pimenta, n. HL #74. 

Pimp, n. $54, E/N) 7 V8; BiG, ils 

boats inhabited by pimps, JR {EAPE, FE EEE. 
Pimp, v. 7. To pander, FE Jk if. 
Pimpernel, Pimpinel, n. Hh, HBR, #. 
Pimple, mn. Pimple on the nose or skin, jy, Hg, 

&e, ys; little pimples or pustules, Pp; 
black pimples on the face or on the hody, KR; 
pimples or wine blossoms, {j§ 4%; the nose red 

with pimples, #EW# EL; pimples arising from 
excessive heat, #fi-f-. 

Pin, vn. BEALE; a wooden pin, AT; iron pin, 
€J; a pin to hang things on, #&, #¥, PHA, # 
jms a curling pin, Sg}; I care not a pin, — 
fig dip les. ; the very pin of his heart, )fr1; not 
in a laughing pin, E48 4* ; to be upon a peevish 
pin, #843 ; to be in a merry pin, Hy [fe He, 
kg LYF ; to play at nine pins, FF J BK, Fy HK. 

| Pin, v. t. #§; to pin up a gown, FE FZ; to pin 
a story on one, ME J,; to pin one’s self toa 

SSS 
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woman’s petticoat, ia 3% ; to pin one’s self | Pinioned, pp. or a. Shackled, HWY. 
upon a person, Fy i lH], HE, HALF; to pina Pink, n. Chinese pink, dianthus, By i HE ; the 
person down to a bargain, rE (EV; to pinone’s| early pink, BY¥E¥F; the late pink, BEPKHE; 
basket, #¥ HHEAE -F-. variegated pink, 747; pink color, #40, 

Pin-box, n. $F #i- | -~RALH ; any thing supremely excellent, #4 Hf, 
Pin-case, n. €f fj. Rae. 
Pin-cushion, n. ¢P HE. Pink, v. ¢. To work in eyelet-holes, IZ #2{7-, AZJ. 

Pin-dust, n. ¢FA. MEF; to pierce, Hi]; to stab, Hi). 
Pin-feather, n. EE. Pinked, pp. 47 #e(F, FM. 

Pin-maker, n. See Eh fi iy. Pinna, n. Sea-wing, PH. 

Pin-money, n. SF aR, AERPIR, We SR. Pinnace, n. =i, 42HG Usp GEREME, AME. 
Pinafore, n. Hak, Baka, “ce. Pinnacle, n. A slender turret, 4274 ; suminit, JA, 

Pincers, n. pl. StH{¥, 4. SEF, BUF, Hs pincers A ;_ the pinnacle of a =o Baal the pin- 

of crabs, SF 2, ME fit. nacle of glory, 2% (Ft JA ie, 24 ak JA ey, BAH. 
Pinch, v. t. 49%, 42, 43, HE, Fd; to pinch the ears, | Pinnate, Pinnated: a. Bry, ae 

ELE; to pinch the cheeks, dpi}; to pinch | Pinned, pp. Fastened with pins, #5, # ft. 
with nippers, Sit EE, sttale ; to pinch off, ale Pint, n. In medicine, twelve ounces, 34-7 ; 
44H ; to pinch off the hair, #57, EE | an imperial pint, —-+-3¢jAj; a pint, half a 

pinch one’s self of something, 8 2; to aa | quart, 4" {4 fif ; a Chinese pint, FF. 

22 N\, (AZ; to arated by difficulties, #3f1. | Pintle, n. FEF. 
Pinch, n. — 4%, —34; 0 pinch of snuff, Tk | | Pinus longifolia, n. ql HA. 

HY; take a pinch, #3—4%, #¥—IP; to give one Pioneer, n. BARRE, HIRAM, BUFSSESE, HE hb ae 

a deadly pinch, 483)#E ; to be ata pinch, wi | | BR, FER. 
Zhi; at a pinch, #36 7 NR. Pioneer, v. t. {E 4EE%. 

Pinch-fist, Pinch-penny, n. A miser, Sf $8). Pious, a. Godly, miE, Hey, JE, Red ny, / 

Pinchheck, n. 4 (4 3. Be, Je RA; holy, #; Hetitcoue 3§ ; pious senti- 
Pinched, pp. $4, FT ; pinched with anneee | | ments, WUE Za, ft iE 1 a pious person, 
fA, TAPE BE. WUE ZA, Age 2% A; pious towards God, #% 

Pincher, n. HH, HEH. Liz OE, HEWES Ea (75; a pious person, f&-1, * 
Pinchers, n. pl. $f, SEH. «E+E; © pious fraud, 365m, #2 5R, Hee. 
Pinching, ppr. or a. 4, 42. Pious-minded, a. Peni. 
Pine, * n. Pine tree, #2, #, FAFA; pine seeds, Hp Piously, ade. TERR, aE, Wie. 
EA Hi {= ; pine compresses, AZ a block of | Pip, n. ‘A disease of fowls, ihe GS ; the seed of an 
pine, —#%:42 ; pine wood, #44x; resin from the | apple, orange, &e., {=, . 
pine, P87, MW H}I¥ ; bunches of pine leaves, #p Pip, v. 7. To ery or chirp, as a chicken, We OE 
TK. Pipe, n. A tube or hollow body, #4, 4; the 

Eine, v. 7. To languish, 32 94, S832, 3£4f1; to flag, tobacco pipe, Mjjzj; an earthen pipe, Ade 
8 TD. #4); an opium pipe, J& hy fj, I HEYA se ; the 

Pine, v. t. To bemoan in silence, FR. funeral pipe, pRJV\; the flageolet pipe, |My tf ; 
Pine-apple, n. perk, HER. the pandean pipe, f4#; the double pipe, #; tho 
Pine-clad, Pine-crowned, a. 382) fA tit. ng t’ung (woo t’ung) pipe, ## ffi) fy ; to blow the 
Pinery, n. je 7 Sh. orphie pipe, We Hf ; the fire pipe, Je fj; an organ 
Pinfold, n. #iJ. pipe, #£ fj; a large cask, Ae a small 
Pinhole, n. ¢fIe. pipe for leading off water, Aa fy, St 
Pining, ppr. Wasting away, 3294, S23£. Pipe, v. 7. BRE. 
Pinion, n. A feather, #5 a wing, 3, UK, HAG; Pipe-clay, n. HALTVE- 

a smaller wheel with teeth, jig; fetters, #8, jaeee fish, n. Chinese pipe-fish, B5 Fig ; song deat 

FE L- fp FR (?). 

Pinion, v. ¢. #h3 ; to confine, PEF, ait, SEE. Pipe-stem, n. Hiss. 

BBE, BEE. , Pipe-tree, n. (2j tat. 
* The common pine of Hongkong is the ums sinensis. | * Buddhistic expression. 



Piper, n. ORI. 
Piperin, n. gp ey. 
Piping, ppr. or a. Playing on a pipe, Hf ; weak, 

BA, E- 
Pipkin, n. HREF, HE. 

BET 

| Pit- coal, n. 1 HERE. 

Piquancy, n. Pungency, 74, 3£ ; sharpness, Fil EE. 

Piquant, a. Pricking, J; sharp, 4, FG; 
pungent, 4, 7 a? a piquant taste, Ms ; 

piquant Mecinee aS ae ss 
Pique, n. Grudge, 4 ye, POT, ee 

taken, Fl PE; slight anger, ik, 
Pique, v. t. To excite anger, ih ee, fig 4% ; to touch 

with envy, #4n,&; to Bane one’s self, fy a&. 
Piqued, pp. To be piqued, 4k, HPE, SLB. 
Piquet, n. See Picket. 

an offense 

#$; an infringement of the copyright, ¥(f, 

JAG. ie * . rie » . » 

Pirate, nm. Hpk, tes, tie. Hees, EEDE; 
become or be a pirate, 
pirate, hE J ar Ay. 

Pirate, v. 7. or t. ¥e, THK, ffir. 

to 

| Pit-saw, n. AGE, DCH. 
Pitapat, adv. In a flutter, as: 

pitapat, {BOP eB. 
Pitch, n. Te black pich, Bue Ty 
AR - ; mineral pitch, WWE Ti. 

Pitch, n. The highest lis, 2, AS, 4S; 
stature, 7; to cry on the pitch of one’s voice, 

AGH, AAEM; a man of a good pitch, 
Wi" A; what pitch was he of ? 4B 48 35 

his heart went 

; yellow pitch, 

We, (ie; the highest piteh of glory, i 

K ZA, FEZ EAE; to a right pitch, Ai 

WH; at the same pitch, MEXR, MATZ 3 
pitch of paddle, SE }R ; pitch of screw, #4. 

Piteh, v.t. To throw, 4, 48, #5, 41h, FE, J; to 
Piracy, n. ¥eHf7f, #F¥E; to commit piracy, FPF | 

tebe; a literary | 

Piratical, a. jp AS ; robbing, faze, WKS, 
#%; practicing literary theft, hE V BEA, HEE | 
fj; piratical printers, RFD A, WKED i. %& 

Piseadore islands, n. ¥27i] &- [Fl #. 
Piseatorial, Piscatory, a. {fj ; piscatory eclogues, 

MK. 
Pisces, n. pl. GER ee; the sun in Pisces, 
Pish, interj. Pshaw! Me, Hy, whe. a 
Pishform, a. BYE. 
Pismire, n. HEHE (?). 
Piss, v. 7. Jay a3. 
Pissasphalt, n. Harth-pitch, pyye FF. 
Pistachio nut, n. HEF. 
Pistil, n. Pes, FEES. 
Pistol, n. =E38 5 a double barreled pistol, Ff x. 
Pistolet, n. JH. 
Piston, n. pe, Hh, BE, Bi, WEFET. 

Piston-rod, n. 4h, RGR, BER. 
Pit, n. A hole in the earth, $7, bit, tk, 3, BE, 

U], 7e, He, Hotes a pit for holding water, JE; 
a coal pit, Hipp; the grave, Hg; to fall into a 
pit or trap, I Bt. FE 73 aE PASE; a pit of fire, 4 
$i; the pit of the somech: Fa Hie, KR; to go 
to the bottomless pit, UE AGE, JRE ES ZI, 3 
Sn re 7 IE, JATAZR YW ; the pit of a theatre, 
5 ; the skin full of pits of small-pox, 17 Jk ; 
the pits of small-pox, 74 RAP; the pit of a 
cherry, PRPE{E; to press a pit, Fell]; to fall 

fix, #7; to pitch a camp, 8; to pitch a net, 
JH ; to pitch a bar, FEHR fe: lo pitch aship, 
EVER, EVE TT to set in array, ii; to pitch 
into the water, #pE/x Jk. 

Pitch, v. 7. To light, fF ; to pitch upon, as a bird, 
T_E; to pitch against, gif 7 ; to pitch into, es 
yé; to pitch upon, to fix a choice, fijf#, BH 
## ; to pitch upon a day, %E A; to piteh,asa 
ship, PYF; to pitch, as the waves, Jk Bs; to 
pitch into one, 3% A\ ; to pitch into with a fork, 

$l LA, BUE. 
| Pitch-black, a. BUTS. 
| Pitched, pp. or a. Pl laated’ tit J, 

Wak 
thrown 

by ; 
AIT; 

headlong, HES. Phi; set in array, 
smeared with piteh, } Sje if. 

| Pitcher, n. Water pitcher, #kiir, 9eBe, Z, GE, HE, 
HB, 45, ac SE; fill the pitcher with water, 47 
Ze Kk. 

Pitcher plant, n. Nepenthes (?), $y REET. 
Pitchfork, n. $4E. 
Pitching, ppr. or a. Pitching, as a camp, SJ; 

throwing headlong, $f, i}; plunging, FEE; 

sloping, as a hill, #}5¥ ; pitching, as a ship, J&. 

Piteous, a. BY 5, 58,38, WY iE, HY FH}, HY Fe; wretched, 

BEN, BED), BEB, BES, AEE 
Picnic adv. To cry piteously, Fe5%, 52 #3 af dé 

ye; sorrowfully, Beye. 
Pitfall, n. 3¢, BF; on killing or wounding by 

pitfalls or traps, # PEE A. 
Pith, ». Pith of plants, At, Whey, Ai; the pith 

of the araliace, erroneously called rice-paper, 
id ; artificial pith flowers, si AGE ; pith-paper 
pictures, ssi 403% ; pith or energy, RRA, RI; 
quintessence, 3228; weight, importance, Wf ; 
the gael pith, #PeP gs; the pith of a quill, E 
40; the pith of a Jie BLES t 0 oe into the pit one has made, # HELI § fa. 
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“the pith, #0k. 
Pithily, adv. LY, WRI. 
Pithless, a. Wanting strength, 44 2 dew Ws, MG. 
Pithy, a. Aopfy, se; pithy expressions, Jy gap; | 

pithy proverbs, yw, Jy af. 
Pitiable, a. Lamentable, B) $e fy, BY ARNE ; doleful, | 

AR BUDE, WY AE, DEI 5 wretched, EPG, UE 
ie lPE; truly pitiable, Ia 95 By li, Yk WY IB). 

Pitiableness, n. BH) ¥#% ; wretchedness, PER, BE | 
1%; the pitiableness of his ignorance, ft 7 3% 

ANCA. 
Pitied, pp. jel y. 
Pitiful, a. Compassionate, B pe, ARR fy ; tender, 

2%; miserable, 1) 4%, TW) BEAY, Deu MPE; to be 
pitied for its littleness, By AB am Zz; truly pitiful, 
JR WY WE; very pitiful, Ze By Hea; a troly | 
pitiful state of affair, Ff jy ie [45 Hy |p. 

Pitifully, adv. With pity, Lie ty, WE; pitifully | 
behold, efit, [EAE ; pitifully behold the sorrow | 
of our hearts, [gi RA FRI 7 E. 

Pitifulness, n. Merey, By i, Bi }fy ; contemptible- 
ness, Hy 4. 

Pitiless, a. Feeling no pity, Hew fy, 

OBE, BEA AG; cruel, JERE AY, BSA. 
Pitilessly, adv. W) [B. 

Jovy 7 ae 2 

Pittance, mn. A sinall portion, )J\Z}, Gap, AHP, | 
fig; to live on a pittance, Hj fey, Pra Me 
#& 5 a mere pittance, $b}. 

Pitted, pp. or a. Pitted with small-pox, Je J& (Vy, 
Pitting, ppr. [NW z. ie ee 

Pittosporum tobira, n. YpReTE, HERE. 
Pity, . Compassion, Welk), Aye, Welt, FF BE, BS 

BE, PBL, BEAD, BEAK, HEB, MH; fellow-feeling, 
ee th ; to have pity on, BY He, FE; to move to 

pity, 9) Beat; moved to pity, FERAL, BEBE ; 
to take pity on any one, #>{H J; it is a pity, 
PH; it is a great pity, JaB5n) BE; what a 
pity! 32a, AY fF; to have pity on mankind, Wy | 
ELL AV; unworthy of pity, Ai BE, A ET. 

Pity, v. t. PY BE, Belin, HF, Ze, BSA, 
24D, BEGET, ZEREAK ; to pity one, Wp A ; to 

5A ST > 

relieve and pity erphans and widows, 4 {fit | 
4%; to pity the poor and aged, fu #4; I real- 
ly pity you, FHA HER; to pity one an- 
other, 4H FE. 

Pitying, pp: BY li, wy iE. 

Pityriasis, 2. BERG Je. 
Pivot, n. GRE), HaEIE, Hk; the pivot or controlling | 

power, HafM ; the pivot of a door, PY Afi. 
Pix, n. HE ff aR. 

Pizzle, n. Pizzle of animals, BRE; pizzle of a 

fi 2 Ant AP | 

TE, FE 

bull, 45-2, #8, 4H 
Placability, Placableness, n. 5 (9% fu #%, Fob. 
Placable, a. Ff Ful, F Fu (14, Fu HO, TA AY, 
4; willing to forgive, 4 ARM, Ay FE Ae Ay, 

Ai fi. 
Placard, n. A written or printed paper posted in 

a public place, Je80, G48, Wt, NG, ea, Hi 
Ff ; an anonymous placard, fy ib§, #35 pq ;-to post 

an anonymous placard, Hi fy i4 ; to post a pla- 
card, fy fe; to paste up a placard, Fabq, Ay 

| — fell) ; an official placard, #27. 
Placard, v. ¢. HUSSE. WA GRY, Ai RL: 

| Placarding, ppv. Hy-RRL. 
| Place, n. 7, WA7, BE, Jit, By; residence, Fé iB, J# 

Pr, FE, FEHE ; market-place, ZF iff ; shooting- 
place, #744; shooting-place with muskets, $f 
3H; place of drill, #3; place of official ap- 
pointment, ff, Wik fir ; place or situation, Ji fiz ; 
to get a good place, 7 AF-S fiz; to give up one’s 
place, fife h fiz; to take the place, 42 Fl 2g fk; out 
of place, 48€ Jit (iz AMER fi; in place, 4 hi fiz; place 

of execution, jEIE, Ze AU; to give place, a¥ fit; 

there is no place for doubting, 2% Hy ¥E xe ; in 
the first place, s4—, #446, —fll]; in the second 
place, $ —, = fi); the place of honor, #& fit ; 

the place of numbers, #% fit ; a fortified place, 
ls] Ze, bk, TORS; a strong place, BX A] jh 75 

to take place, 4, {if; when does that take 

place? 4 #4 Si 48 1% A WE; it has place in 
nature, 7¢ TE 4 %; to have place, A, A fir; 

out of place, HEA, ALF; a public place, APF; 
a trading-place, 4A 32, Bist, ig; to 
take a place, Wj, HAY; a place of refuge, 
key ZB, AB ZB; a shady place, ejyB; a 
retired place, 44) ; a place where to lay one’s 
head, AED ZI, BH ZH; a pleasant place, 
He ihe Y, Sie, He IF; in another place, sf yk; 
in all places, JE ge; in every place, jE; im 
some place, #7 J; in no place, 46 Be, Ie BR; 
put it in this place, #eW~ ge; put it back in 
its place, Fe HH {ER fii; a place at table, WE fr, 

MG oe, GZ fit HR; a place for kneeling, PET 
KE, FEI; a place of resort, Bye, HEAR; a 
place of interment, 3 jij. 

Place, vt. HR, 3, He, ks es SH, HB, MIZE, 
fui, a2; to place in order, #¥ kf, Fe ky, HE He, 
BAG Tie Bl) , HEF, ERVAl), Fae we ; to place im rows, 
lines, &c., $3847, HEF7, Ri) FF; to place in two 
rows or lines, $f Al) fj #7; to place a sentry, 7 

| j[Y A; to place a cannon, Arty; to place 
Lehind, 4 #3, Ki) PPE; to place upon, BE; 

oe ee 
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to place money at interest, He #, Tk f{; to 
place down, KT, WEE, WeY*; to place at, Hk 
HE ; to place erect, LE, FR; to place togeth- | 
er, fe TE, 2 IH, Fk HE; to place the hand on 
i sword, #£%l]; to place the affections on, 4F | 

ff e) HEE, BEE ; 

temple, sre, veH# iL; to place on record, 

FR, REM. 
Placeman, n. 4 fit #%- 
Placenta, n. 4%, ae Ri, Wei K, aw. 
Placid, a. Gentle, 7 Fn; quiet, de if, Fa 2B fy, | | 

PS; a placid aunieMative, He 
peat adv. Mildly, JR %%, #48; 

wR, BR, HERR. 
poe Placidity, n. Calmness, 7 Fl ; 

quillity, AR#, A2hf; mildness, 7 3. 
Placing, ppr. #¥, i, F a establishing, 7X, 3£- 

Plafond, n. BY ZE By at HEY FRE PK. 

Plagiarism, ». #48, PABA 2s SUBS 
Plagiarist, n. #> FR 44, FEAF. 
Plagiarize, v. t. HFK. 
Plagiary, n. p> Ag H. 
Plague, n. JIE, HEHE; may the plague take you, 
HE ITI; to be a plague, #9 2, Fi IE; to bea 
plague to one, # VE, BIS N. 

Plague, v. t. HEAR, MEWS, SME. UNE, ME. 
Plaice, Plaise, n. Plaice, ashy with lighter spots, 

YES; dark reddish brown plaise, 7: 1; an- 
other species, eyes right, dark brown spotted, 

fins bluish, pectorals red, 7¢ EVE. 
Plaid, n. HE Ff. 
Plain, a. Plain in color, 3; unadorned, 3%; not 

rough, 72; without disguise, 7%, #lRE, PE 

ff, HE, AR, eee, Se, a PE 5 mere, 

tk, ME, MEL; evident to the understand- 
ing, Wy, WY GE; not dyed, jit f& fy; candid, 

= Zc 

—_— 

- JG; plain dress, i HK, 3 HK, SH HK; 2 | 
plain | 

linen, Jit & fic 7; 2 plain man, ett SOE AN JAF | 
a plain (honest) man, 40 | 

plain suit of clothes, — JiR 2B #8 # HE; 

HN. EBD: 
NK, PER ZN, FRE A plain language, “if 
ak, asl, Poa Zisl; to speak 

plain way of preaching, 7&3]; in plain 
terms, Eyak, Wak, SEG Ey; to make a thing 
plain, AAR, WeZF; to be plain with any one, 
ARG fit Js; speak to him in plain terms, (f% 

Vata Bam, YG ses plain fools, PgR 
BURA, UR ARS, WE ERE Th EL; a plains 
style, 2B ', 2B 4; 
plain re Fes 

in plain fight, AW BR; a 
plain people, 2. £é ; plain 

to place a tablet in a hall or | 

calmly, §f | 

tran- | 

the plain. 

truth, AA an, RE Tan, RR A EL ni 3 2 | 

7E A, SAE; a plain right, WAS. 
Not obscurely, WW, WJAy; artlessly, 

iA. 
Plain, n. Level land, ZE Jit, 22 JG, JRE, JH, HERR. 

| Plain- -dealing, n. WAR, TEWA. AG 

(4 A- 
| Plain-hearted, a. FE ERAS, TAS, AGA; of a 
| frank aispogen if 6 fy. 
| Plain-spoken, a. A A fy. 
| Plainly, adv. Frankly, jf; honestly, 37%, #if 

if; evidently, ae oe, Wy AY A A; to speak 
plainly, WW) 6 ai, WA eR; to perceive plainly, 

m1. | 
| Plainness, n. Levelness, 22, 22Ji; plainness of 

character, #2, jf & ; plainness of a composi- 
| tion, WU{f; the plainess of a discourse, i WJ 

| A at 
Plaint, ». Lamentation, ¥%a] ; complaint, 44K. 
| Plaintiff, n. Jet 4, #4; plaintiff and defendant, 

Wie, MP Te 

and easy, 

Plain, adv. 

4=- 

| Plaintive, a. Lamenting, ¥e fy, AR YE (Vy; plaint- 

ive note, Fe RF, FRR eH. SEZ. 
Plaintiveness, n. IEF ye. 
Plait, n. A fold, #F, #, #4; the plaits on a 

petticoat, #247; a plait of hair, —}fS2; the 

mark of a plait, #ER. 
Plait, v.f. To plait,as garments, f%, #8, #4: to 

plait, asa cue, J, #7; to plait the cue, PaRHe, 

FT Hit. 
Plaited, pp. or a. #E URE, #2 fj; a loose, plaited 

ene, A ¥<i#; a plaited silk-cord or sash, 74, 
A%; braided, feith, FT T. 

Plaiting, ppr. Folding, ##, #, #4; braiding, fe. 

| Plan, n. Draught, [a]; a scheme, $f, eH, #, 

ale, HF, Wik, Fi, wis, WR; a good or 
clever plan, 4b3h, ah, ASE, BOE, DLIBL i 
Ia, BEAR the best plan, HAGE wh, Bea Z 
Sh, E38, Adu; no plan or scheme, Mesh, 46 
‘f; no plan or draught, Sf]; no ‘plan or 
means, $m j7J:F-, MAF JF; to devise a plan, ZX 
al, a7; to make a plan, $4 ]a; to lay a plan, 

FEF ; not a good plan, WAS, REZ 
al; malicious plan, $23], P&Sp BET; plans 
of proceedines, #5: a general plan, #4 $F ; to 
give out a plan, His}, Hie ; what plan have 

you? *RAelNe, (havi FUG, WATT fT 
3; man makes hundred plans, heayen devises 
but one, Mi BHRRAA-SA. 

Plan, v. t. at ’ [el att, Sei. ag Se, FJ 85, 

«RR RRS BE, BE; to plan rebellion, a€ fX ; 
to plan mischief, gt ; to plan secretly, nee, 

} 
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Fist Week - as we plan, we will ao. yh EL. 
Planch, v. t. Ef HK. 
Plane, a. Even, 28 ; plane chart, 7 fal, ARE 

“fal; plane mensnration, Fy [H. 

Plane, n. Plane in joinery, #7, #yF, fll; a 
head plane, #R3; a gonge plane, ##f; a 
grooving plane, #IF¥; a smoothing plane, 3% 
#%, HE:a geometrical plane, 27g ; an inclined 
plane, 7} {fq ; 
of rotation, Lif. 

Plane, v. t. $J, fl]; to plane smooth, $42, @)7B, 

#0, elit, GER. 

Plane-table, ». ZAK. 
Plane-tree, n. #5 fif. 
Planed, pp. or a. $9 3 22. 
Planer, n. fu 7c %. 

Planet, * n. #7 Jf; the five planets, #748, FL 
# ; the sun, moon and five planets are called 
the seven regulators, IE; the planets and 
fixed stars, te. 

Planetarium, n. #7 (hi, #7 BIR, BRE. 

Planitary, a. #738 fg; planetary nebula, F7BR 
Planimetry, n. 7° fii Sr ié. 
Planish, v. t. $7 2B. 
Planisphere, n. 22 [Ef] ; a celestial planisphere, 

Ais lal. 
Plank, n. #€, J¥E; the planks of a ship’s deck, ff 
WAR; a plank across a stream, jH CHL, Hi sk 
AMR, PE; bed-planks, KA. See Board. 

Plank, v. t. $74; 
plank a room, £7 fy 24K 

Planner, n. Ez} HH, zt H.- 
Planning, ppr. xt, Mal, MEE, EL. 
Plano-coneave, a. ZHI] (7. 

Plano-conieal, a. AE4E (17. 
Plano-conyex, a. 2; fg. 
Plant, m. General term for plant, 2%, Jp, BAC; 

miscellaneous plants, A#i; parts of plants, 
FLAN; a child, F ;a descendant, BR; 
the plant character, ji!@; to pour manure to 
plants, #&7E. 

Plant, rv. 

fil, Hi, 3%, WBE FH, Yi, WE; to plant rice, 
HA, 1A WA. HA, FE; to plant young 
shoots of rice, FR PL, iL; to plant grain, Hf 
Fr; to plant trees, Fifi}, HER, fit}; to plant 
flowers, #f7E, FEZE; to plant the five kinds of | 
grain, PHPLILFe; to plant a colony, PATI, | 

we SER; to erec t, Rey oF WHE 

ard, dy ; to plantanger, fii * 

* PA LS 7 BI A. 

; to fix, as a stand- 
to plant enmity, nes 3 

plane of oscillation, 422 fig ; plane | 

to plank a ship, Ey A@i; to. 

t. To put in the ground, as trees, &e., | 

| Plate, n. He, 

PLA 

Al ‘to plant m misery, ‘iia; to plant a cannon» 
aA fa; to plant cane, Fifi ite. 

Plant- -cane, n. jE Ty 

Plantago, n. Wages, Foes, 3. 
Plantain, n. Fragrant plantain, GFE, SE, E 

=F; the dragon plantain, % 5° #E ; the large or 
triangular plantain, ATE, BeKGHE ; the thin- 
skinned plantain, 36 J\7E, [uf2e#E ; the short 
plantain, #f4FFE; the green plantain, PH; 
plantain grass-cloth, HESS : fried plantain, ia 

Plantain, Plantain-tree, n. HE ASt. Ee 
Plantation, n. JE ; a cotton plantation, EIT ; 

a coffee plantation, nyaE HE; a sugar plantation, 

EEE. 
Planted, pp. or a. Planted, as plants, #38, #8 
i, Hi ; planted, as rice, #77 ; planted, as 
a standard, Bz 7. 

Planter, n. #8#%, HR, PALACH; one who 
settles in a new or uncultivated territory, BJ 
4344 ; the planters of Christianity, FEF 

we, (EM Ghia 
Plantigrade, n. An animal that walks on the sole 

of the foot, = #777 BR. 
| Planting, ppr. oe a. fi, $&, Hi, Ht; fixing, 4; 

erecting, &%; establishing, as a colony, Bf. 

Plash, v. ¢. To dabble in the water, $47, #87. 
Plash, v. ¢. To interweave branches, Ji. 
Plaster, n. A mixture of lime, water and sand, 

Dee, WEe; plaster of Paris, BALD, HE 
Pt, 41 2E24F ; medical plaster, fil = He ; adhesive 
plaster, #2 "ppm 758% ; plaster of resin, WA! 

a. 
Plaster, v. t. ERG, Seews, Ve, He; to plaster 

a wall, hE, EIR Is, Be; to cover with 
plaster, as a wound, ange 

| Plaster-stone, n. Gy oe 1:6. 
2 . aoe 

Plastered, pp. or LOT IKG, TRG; a 
plastered wall, Des, Ee HEA. 

Plasterer, n. @RJM EE, SEI, 6A, VERDE. 
Plastering, ppr. BUR, BIRD 
Plastic, a. Capable of being moles BY SE, OY 

WAY, TEAMS; plastic material, HHy, BAZ: 
th the plastic art, 3) xe, Wi Fe 22 BE plastic 

clay, SEMI ZH, WUE. 
Plat, v. t. JA, Ht, Hi, HR; to plat the cue, peHe. 

See Plait. 
Plat, mn. A small piece of ground, —Be hh, 3h, 

FE Hh. 
Plat-band, n. FAZE; a berder, 

molding, Jay Jy WF. 

BEF, MEF; one plate, EHR; a 

i& ; a plat square 
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soup-plate, opt i ; a hot- water plate, # KBE 5 | 

cap ) 

a large plate, FAME ; a dessert plate, He pte late, | | 
general term for, #2fIE, HEHE ; a set of gold or 

silyer plates, Fi) 4> At sa lacquered plate, | 
iBBE; a plate of metal, 44%, 42}; a small | 
plate, as of armor, FB, ie the plate of a roof, | 
Iki ; oblong (musical plates), J 48; plates, 

illustrations, ; plates illustrative of the re- 

volution of the heavens, ##3€(E]; plates on _ 
agriculture and weaving, #fElal; a copper 
plate, Fa HFA ; casting plates, A] FW AK. 

Plate, v.t. To overlay with plate, #; * to plate | 
with gold, BELIAS ; 

SEF 
to adorn with gold, fff L] 

_ TBI. 
Plate-glass, n. 2%}, ERIE. 
Platean, n. Jia, 3, ia FZ. Sih. 
Plated, pp. or a. $e ; iron plated, FAA AG; an 

iron-plated steamer, $RAVK Rt: plated ware, 

ae 
Platform, n. 2% ; the platform of a fort, JOE Thy ; 

a ferrace, Bs. the platform for a speaker, 7% 
&; a plan, fa]; a scheme, st, F]; 
of a house, 4% ze, 27 Ei. 

Platina, n. See Platinum. 

Plating, ppr. #£; plating with gold, HELIA; 

plating with silver, BEL] RP. 
Platinum, n. 44; platinum sponge, Qe; 

platinum black, & 434. 
Platonic love, n. jupae. 
Platoon, n. Fyfe. * 
Platter, n. #2, AF, KTH; 
Plaudit, n. Praise bestowed, 

elamation, Wf. 

[&. 
nine ne platters, Ik 

ie fr FRSZ SE ; ; 
ac- 

ZA, PY fs ZH. 
Plausible, a. That may be approved, Wy Wf, Hy 

(F004. WY $A 1, BF GOLIL A, EPEC 3 super 
BLY (S.A GLTY WL, PUPS A ficially pleasing, 

fij ; a plausible story, 3.5) SME, (LAE 2 BR: 
plausible talk, (LEG, TES. 

Play, v. 7. or t. To sport, yf Ba, Hews, EY, WARK, 

Fy HE. Fe, HEY; to trifle, RSE; to play upon 
the fiddle, HERE, HERE BE ; to play on the guitar, 
iASE, WEEE ; to play on the harpsichord, GFF ; 

to play a pipe, FFT, PR is 
piano, SESE ; to play up music, {£ #2, Fees ; 
to play at cards, FT ALA ; to play at diee, Me, 

* The character $% has frequently, but erroneously been 
used by foreigners for to oe 

to play on the | 

to arm with plate or metal for defense, | 
$} € 1K; to heat into thin plate pieces or lamine, | 

the platform | 

| Play-house, n. Beas 
Plausibility, 2. Spenoucness, (ILD IH. WH 

Playfully, adv. EX, SPH. 

PLE 

ffi ; to play for money, 
games of chance, Ik, IK}; to play chess, 3% 
At, fi as Fy WEB : to play at shuttlecock, Ps 

ie, 7HE; to play fair, BANE, Wy); to play a 
trick on one, BE A, SE2% A; to play tricks, fst 
Sf. FEF, SEREZ, FEBLUE; to play tricks of 
hand, F¢4@E%; do not you play your Bee on 
me, PRIEAR, 7 BE FEAR ; to play the fool, Hk 
F, BSF; to play or act the part of a ton 
$e Hii ; to play with a monkey, to exhibit a 
monkey, 26 55  ; to play with the fingers, 5% 
5-44; to play with, 54, FAsx, BY; to play 
with water, Fz, HE; 0 ‘play away one’s mon- 
ey, [IK fr AsgR : to play the truant, fet f{¥ ; to 
play pranks, (AHiPE fy; to play with words, 

ak BE we M- 

Play, n. Amusement, ji, Hp, Re. ks 5 
EX Fe, REAR, WEY; e@ame nectar. TK TS ; the- 
atrical plays or amusement, {J[:f& ; a play for 
the stage, —7K ER; one act of a play, —HPRR; 
obscene plays, J@2R; to act a part ina play, 
{ik HA f& ; the act of a play, ff EX, j#ak; to 
bring in play, (i #7, {didi ; to bring a question 

in play, $2 #L¢E3E ; to come in play, jf fr, He 
Hy, #2 7%, 77; foul play, Pes; fair play, Wf, 
WE, ZH YRS fe this is not fair play, Dé fyi 

RWIS. ILA OL to go to the 
play, KWER; useless play, Me EY ; play of 

colors, PUBUG:, HEHE. 

ISB : to play at 

| Play-actor, n. BEF, fe A. 

Play-book, n. 2k 7. 

Play-day, n. SSE A, HLF. BAF. 
Play-debt, n. [HK fr. 
Play-fellow, a. [rE 4h, (ia) pase Hf. 

? EXE. EXE. 

Player, n. Player in a game, fk {f-; player ina 
sport, # sel BS OE an idler, R{F-; an actor, BK-F, 
fA; pl ayers, B13] Fi fs: ;acompany of players, 
EQHE; a player on an instrument, MPSENE. 

Playful, a. Xe aS A, REMEOE, KARL IEMG 5 very 
playful, 45g =}, ‘BF B98 ; little children are 
very playful, Js 5 fy Baws. 

Playing, ppr. or n. Acting, fi EK; sporting, 7A 
38 ; rules for playing, #e7:. 

Playmate, n. 72g. fii} yi fy. 
Playsome, a. RAE, AK, aay HE. 

Plaything, n. SCI, Hoxe; a tov, AFF. 
Plea, n. A cause in court, 3¢, Ee; that which 

is alleg ed by a party in support of his demand, 
44K; to put ina plea, AAC, Pet, Pelt; an err 

ee a in 
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apology or excuse, FH FE, ‘HE Hie: plea ‘of the 
crown, 38. 

1p le a v. 7. ort. To plead, as at the bar, 8%, i, dp, 
eh ; to allege, Fin Ging 

2 ite, Ip; to plead sickness, #EI4, ARIA; 
io plead one’s age, 7} 2%; to plead or supplicate | 
with earnestness, ze, HJ, Fare; to plead 

an excuse, FRE; 

BEI, mk VF ; to plead or press by opera- 
ting on the passions, se fff, HbR ; to defend, (% 
we; to plead another’s cause, (i #E Fe; to 
discuss, B% ; to argue, BP Ay; to plead the cause 

of, INABIR, 3. 
Pleaded, pp. Alleged in support of, FES, aii, 

nb i 
Pleader, n. Pleader in a court of justice, f& AH 

Fea, KAM. 

supplicating, 4&sk. 
Pleadings, n. a Pleadings in a court, BY 3% FR. 

#hit 
AS) k if, fi PR, Fy te ok, 

lively, PYG; good hu- 
sportive, we wey 5 a “pleasant 

Pleasant, a. #@, Be, He 

fa ey, WM, RE 
mored, JZ IBE ; 
affair, SempESe, Pe welpeye ; a pleasant day, #y- 
JK; a pleasant taste, Aik, AUR ; pleasant | 

to the taste, AE, iY, AR; pleasant pros- 

pects, KEI, WH, AP, WR, AE 
Ht; pleasant prospects in old age, also used in 
the last sense, 47-2: ; pleasant conversation, 

“E2% ; a pleasant breeze, Wt}ml ; pleasant to the | 
mind or body, x Pt; a pleasant journey, —f% 
2340, IE ZEE sapleasant fellow, APE A, 
WRENN, RN 5 a pleasant countenance, 
Vy 4% Fh ; I wish to see your pleasant face, 78 

Pears 
Pleasantly, adv. Merrily, SJ Pe Wh ; ludicrously, 
Vek, LLG PE ; in good humor, Lie RE; to 
succeed pleasantly, 374; to see a friend com- 
ing from a distance, is it not pleasant ? 4 Hy 

AE DAES. 
Pleasantness, n. 2¢ egy, [esi Hi. 
Pleasantry, n. Merriment, Pe ##, Be 7A. Pew ; 

ively talk, hea hk aE 
Ple me SOL vo Bike py che, A 

rt IC, UK BE, EE, FE ‘UR, TK 
ie ; as you please, BEM, ate ER, Bair ae ik, 
eC tae ; please yourself, Jf (is (i, (ai (ie EE, | 
{£(/.=E RK; let him please himself, Kee § Hi, 
ily fi  fE; to please the heart, £& jt, ‘Pot; 
to please the eyes, ENR, REE; if it please 

God, BL BE peas it please your Majes- 

to La at the bar, BR | 

to plead exeuse for another, | 
| Pleased, pp. or a. Gratified, om, Hi, hk, Re, FE, 

(810 ) 

Bris, Be BE, | 
ane Welt, | 

| Pleasing, ppr. or a. 
Pleading, ppr. Offering in defense, 5] HE, BS, Ff; | 

| Pleasure, n. #%, ft 

Plectrum, n. 

“PLE . 
ty, 78 3 En Pal, HY, 25 BS af Ee val HE: desirous to 
please others, We i fi SK he, ii PEA (iy; difficult 
to please, #YE ff, EE ik: please sit down, 75 
4B; please write, 74; please tell me, tink 

4 Fil, ay GR, ity fit Fit 3 ‘please take tea, ee S53 

please go, Sir, 7§3:: he does not please me, ‘R 
I wh 45, Gr A we % ; does not please the eye, 

ize Uifs HR. 

[Jia ; the mind pleased, {fe ; to be pleased with 
fate, HEF tit, BEER fit; pleased to do, # 
we (fie, 8% 75. 4}; where shall I be better pleased ? 
a Alea (i 4B. fig 4 4 2%; I am pleased 
with him, Fei 4B, ih ; pleased with it, 
ih pS y: mutually pleased, Fy 4H 4 Ye DA AAS? 

BUTE. 
mi» pe A> of, , Gi i, He 

WE 4; a pleasing exterior, df Sh9ht ; a pleasing 
countenance, 4-225, 14 f, 32 f&; a pleasing 

temper, fH 2B HE AEH es lensing 
sound, [4% # 

ses, BY MEY. Pleasurable, a. "he, 
Pleasurably, adv. JiRME, EER. 

HE, UK Se, TER JOR, lat BE, 
solace, #¢, 4%; carnal pleasure, % #% 

fe he, ERE Suk, TE pi 2 4%; besotted in carnal 
pleasure, pk Wt f& ; chief pleasure, amass 
7 af ; extreme ease: Bias. Fie He ; imperial 
pleasure, F, #2 a iF ; to take pleasure i ina 
thing, Hf, 3 Ff; at pleasure, fF RR, ha BH; 
use your pleasure, (f@¢ {ff ; pleasure should not 
be enjoyed to the utmost, 4% AB) fk; with 
pleasure, #3 » TREE *; to do good is the chief 
pleasure, #5 a Rise 

Pleasure-boat, 2. Disreputable pleasure-boat, #E 
MDE, Efi ; pleasure- Cae used by pleasure part- 

ies, Hei, Tyeibe, Hh 
Pleasune: -eround, n. - on 
Pleasure-party, n. _ BRIA, — EEF. 
Plebeian, n. One of the common people, ZB It, fe 

NK, WK, AR AT, WA. 
Plebeian, a. fg, MY, AM, BTA, HH 

- the nail-plectrum, # FA. | fig. 
Pledge, n. pe ME BF, HEME Hy. EL, WY, Hh Hy; to 

give a pledge, PE, Fee, ORMPER ; to take 
in pledge, 7 sh, os - sto redeem a pledge, 
WA, A, he bail, fH {%&; to hold in 
pledge, 145%, “1g 

Pledge, vt. eM UE, WE. BE 
Ph : 
{EPR 

oes 
He, 

ae 

PTT, Pea, IR, IP 
to pledge one’s name, eae SY 

to opleize one’s self, to assure of, BIE ; 
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I pledge myself there is nothing to fear, EU fp | 
ae HE, 4K BL EF (is 77 BE; to pledge one’s word, 
DIASS HAGEL R ; to pledge one’s neighbor, f¥ 

#5 4H (GHAR, (RAB H; to pledge any one, iH 
ZS, BN; to pledge a host, fifz; to pledge a 
guest, pil; to pledge and repledge, @H A; to 

pledge one’s clothes, HZ. 

for cach other’s ome eee 

Pledging, ppr. i, 4, SL, Gl, LAE: 
each other’s health, no 

Pleiads, Pleiades; n. pl. Py fs, 54. 

Plenary, a. Bs, id i mE, Pies. 
Plenipotentiary, n. 4s #E #; an ambassador to 

a foreign court furnished with full powers, 4s | 

HEAEL, DHE. 
Plenitude, n. Ar#h ; abundance, UY Ak, BY Fe. 
Plenteous: a. 

iis @ plenteous year, G42, WAN, Ge ee. 
Plenteously, adv. BEYK. 
Plenteousness, n. WHY Be, Fy iH. 

Plentiful, a. 2, ttt, Sie, BE) i, Be, ay JE 

4G, BEBE, 1).; exuberant, Ze BE, 36 iE a 
plentiful harvest, HE, 
ase SRA AK, AA Z4e; a plentiful land, 
wi Jy; a plentiful entertainment, pes, Bier ; 
people numerous and goods plentiful, Fe ey 
i 

Plenty, n. Abundance, BY uk, Rage, Ww fer wu fate | 
hare; a period of plenty, Bk{Ik; a year of 
plenty, #¥4—; plenty and deficiency, MP #€, W 

ik ; year by year plenty, si 4p sep lie HX, SHE SE 
FW; the horn of plenty, WP Rk. 

Plenty, a. Plentiful, 2, a fe; to have plenty IG 

of all things, Bet SE, fi Se WS Fy ER. tL A 5 

plenty of food, F#IBAW, BB. 
Plenum, n. 4d, ii, Foy. 
Pleonasm, n. BeBe, BS. 
Pleonastic, Pleonastical, a. 
Plesiosaurus, n. {E 4g. 

Plethora, n. BS fit, fi Sa 77 BE. 

Plethorie, a. 2 ffi fry. 

Pleura, n. jh Sues. 
Pleurisy, n. Jjili ea. 
Pleuronectes, n. See Sole-fish. 
Pliability, n. 4 tk, BA. 
Pliable, a. Easy to be bent, 3, Bk, fgi, Bet, B 
Jit ; veadily yielding to influence, &c., HR 
i Wet 9, Bie; a pliable person, ie RUE 
Ny, tesa, Wee fy; to make pliable, $f. 

Pliableness, n. AM Ease wath. 

| Plinth, n. $%, HE. 
| Plod, v. 2. To toil, 

We, RE, Foie, Be, ay, Oe 

BAUER 5 a plentiful year, | 

Pliant, a. 3, Rit, Pee pliant leather, #33 ; 
pliant wood, #yHE; tractable, HR BapE, [AiiK, 

Se (i, AE : obsequious, 4AygH ; a pliant 

man, (EIU AG J 
Plica polonica, n. S2 gE. 

Plicate, Plicated, a. Plaited, pefry, $44. 
| Pliers, n. pl. SH{¥, #RBY ; round-nosed pliers, [A 

Pledged, pp. ora. Rie THT ; brothers pledged : 
| Plight, v. 

drinking | 
| Plight, n. 

V5 Sit 
To pledge, FRU 

faith, ne {fi a ie - 

Pledge, ¥f, F&A ; state, Hy fr, ee 

to be in a sad plight, Ze BME, FETE ZA, 

[dex iy 
wa. Key ZF to plod at 

. to plig rht ‘ 

one’s books, 74 &. 

| Plodder, n. 1 PR 
| Plodding, pr. or a. TER, WG (E. 

Plot, n. A plot of ground, —B£% hh, —3@ jh, — ig 
Hl, — |i fips a “plan or draught of a field or 
piece of land, [a]. 

| Plot, v. t. EL. 
Plot, n. Intrigue, #, st, HA, Ste, SH; the 

plot of a play, i @j ; to lay a plot, At, #EH, 
Kime, ZAR, Z)ifh ; an injurious plot, #AFf; a 
dark plot, Bea, BFE}; the plot takes, mt hk: 

oe of a plot, 2244; a plot of thieves, BE 
; of the same plot, az. 

Plot, v. t. To plan, a aah, BBE. BiB, (ERT 
dis, ag ge ; to plot mischief, Ma, Fae, Heese ; 
to plot rebellion, to plot treason, athe, AK, 
weit; to plot a murder, sR. 

Plotted, pp. st 

Plotter, n. ate. 
Plotting, ppr. x, 
Plough, Plow, n. 

» ie. 

a 
#2, Ac4h ; a plough, —IC#, 

fe FH 5 tillage, WLI: to go to ones 

plough, 3efftA3s 
Plough, Plow, v. t. #2, #F, We, BB. RE HY, FOE 

to plow the seas, Bai im; to plough the field, 
$i AA, 22 FA, BPA; to plough in pairs, $i) #f ; 
to plough in winter, ##; to plough energetically, 
$f; to work or plough with the eyes, * 8 
#t; to plough with the tongue * to teach, 7 
HE, AF; to plough with the pencil, * 4° #f ; 
to plough up grass, #Fe, TARE. 

Plough-handle, n. Hf. 
Plough- land, nm. Fl, Be. 
Plough- share, n. RS, AWE, SeHR, He 

Plough- tail, n. AE. 
Ploughed, pp. 1 a. HEY. BEY. 

* Chinese expressions. 
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Pigg tine, ppr. i, Hf. 

Plough man, n. TRIE, HEA, PEA HE. 
Bis . t. To pluck, as flowers or leaves, #R, 3, 

5. HR. FRAG; to pluck, as fruit, im to pluck 

sat, Bes Pea AU, ANB A ks fo pluck | 
out grass, qt, PERE; to pluck be "the hair, 
ne, tHE ; to pluck flowers, #R{E, FTE, if 
a to pluck the cassia twig, to become an M. 

, $4KIFHE; to pluck out the sinew, 4H fij ; 
ps ‘pluck out the eyes, FEM, HLA; 
asunder, RBH, Req; to pluck down, deff ; to 
pluck a fowl, fH, 

Pluck, m. Courage, jj 
JH; a man of great plu! k, ACHE J. 

Plucked, pp. ov a. FRIB, F¥ST 3 plucked out, Heit 
iH ; plucked, as a fowl, tH f 36. 

Plicking, ppr. Plucking, as a flower, $f, 4%; 
phicking, as a fowl, ffi ; plucking out, PEI. 

Plug, n. A stopple, #8, 38; 

aqueduct, Cee, Weak ts. 
Plug, v. t. #AfF. 

Plum, vn. 28, Hg, ELF; a sour or pickled plum, 
WEMp; the red plum, arA¥%; the black plum, & 
kg; the yellow plum, ‘ByAg 5 a 
plum, Ak; a superior kind of yellow plum, 
i HEZE 5 a jie ‘y plum, #625; the red heart 
plum, #22; the green plum, FF 772; 

foreign plums, HEME to recommend a pupil as 
a peach or plum, j++ 4 Peas; plum preserve, iixy 

Plum-cake, 2. ff fF. Lege. 

Plum-pie, n. hpi gh. 
Plum-pudding, n. HPT. 
Plum-tree, a. Aff hf, oe 

Plumage, n. WA, té 
Plumb, n. a #h, ¥E “a 

Plumb, adv. Ina fine perpendicular to the horizon, 
aT. ae; at once, —MpP; suddenly, BFK; to | 
fall plumb, —Ipapg yx. 

Plumb, «. ¢. (up Se Hiee Ze FALE. 
Plumb-line, n. 4 fill, HES, SEAR HE. 

Plumb-rule, n. 4 4h. 

Plumbago, n. A mineral used for pencils, 3.9%. 
Plumbago flower, x. Red plumbago flower, }ijp3é 

#1; white plumbago flower, JRE €. 
Plumbean, Plumbeous, a. $A ij. 

Plumber, n. €h iF. 

Plumbery, n. ¢4. 
Plume, n. A large feather, 

ig ; prize of contest, (2. 
AA, Je + pride, BE 

; get up his pluck, WEEE | 

the plug of an | 

( 812 ) 

to pluck | 

IZLE ; to pace up the | 
spirits, IEE ; to pluck up courage, ERE, AE IH. | 

| 
| 
| 

| 

large kind of | 

| 

| 

| Plumply, adv. 

=: to adorn with feathers or plumes, GLI, 
fi DI AA E ; to plume one’s self, A a8, Al #}; to 
plume or set in order the feathers, asa bird, 

HE, Be, KE, Ol. 
Plumeria acuminata, n. ZS7EZE, SS ARTE: 
Plummet, n. 440, RFE. FEF; a mason’s plum- 

met, iE, RH HEL 
Plumose, Plumous, a. 4476 (ij. 
Plump, a. Fat, J@, REE, Je”, JER; a plump 

person, JU4E, [J ; plump, good looking, Jt 
Zé; a plump hand, JE=F; a plump face, 7, 

JG ti, GA; unreserved, (HPR. | at. 
Plump, n. A cluster, 44; a plump of trees, —1 
pee v. t. or 7. To fall like a heavy mass, BR 

Ye, WEE; to fall suddenly, FRR IR. 
Plump, adv. Suddenly, ZA¥%, By Hl. 
Piumper, n. Something carried in the mouth to 

dilate the cheeks, JE Hy, HET f- 

Plumy, «. WG, BME A: 
plumes, fifi LIA. 

| Plunder, vt. FTI, SUK. SW. HR, ORB, ORE, 
3, fe; to plunder a town, FEHR, IIR; to plun- 
der a camp, 3), Jy; to plunder a person, 
fe ASS, BAW Ay; allowing the army to kid- 
nap and plunder, $e de 4% ; to go and plunder, 

ZT. 
| Plunder, x. Spoil, Sy Ft My, $y SVE, a. 
| Plunderer, n. SHE, FT, FERS. EA, 

eK. 
Plunge, v.t. 9%, SLA, iE FH. EB, BY; to plunge 

one’s self into, AqZA; to plunge into water, 
FLAK, eR 7k; to plunge into error, fy ABE 
$i, ZA Za; to plunge into vice, BjAsk, E 
FREY, WG WS OE : to plunge (one’s self) into 
misery, EE aia mt, AFA WAE ; to plunge a 
nation Tito misery, [74 fe Boi. 

Plunge, v. 7. To rush into, %A, fA; to fall 
into, IAG, AIS; to distress, PERT ; to take 

a plunge, IZ, VE—-Wk, Ki RR. 

adorned with 

| Plunged, pp. 427, a Ui Ws tas plunged into 
aut: » FA BEM ZK}; plunged in viee, 3g js 

- he has Het himself into lewdness, {EB 
Aone. ft) El PEWS FF ; plunged in difficul- 
ties, Bey IME, Me WMEZ Tay. 

| Plunging, ppr.or a. Immersing, #9, YE; plung- 
ing into vice, ; diving, #R, #A; = 

headlong, fA, FEA. 
rushing 

| Pluperfect, es In grammar, the pluperfect tense, 

CE BiB ZN. 
Plume, v. 7. To strip of feathers, me, HE. x | Plural, a. In grammar, the plwral number, 4 

ooo — rere EE 
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Pluralist, n. $e OH, FEHB, FEAR. TEBE 
Plurality, n. Bik —, fe ; plurality of wives, % js 

— 3, !Y—ZE; plurality of spirits, sq, S 
— jit; elected by a plurality of votes, 4] 38 % 

ZB, RES. 
Plus. In arithmetic, more, HA, ZB, I; the mark | 

of plus (+). 

Plush, n. EG, HWE. HA. 
Pluto, n. SEE, HIBEE, WAKE. 
Plutonian, a. LURK AY. 
Plutonic, a. LURK AY; plutonic rocks, LIRIK 
2% A; plutonic action, RPA. 

Pluvial, Pluvious, a. f(y, 2.65, BH. 
Pluviameter, n. FRE. 
Ply, v.t. To practice or perform with diligence, #} 
#4 ; to employ with diligence, #4 Jj JJ ; to urge, 
RE, HELE, 5 ; to force, 7& ; to solicit with press- | 

ing importunity, $j 4&4) 3; to ply one’s books, | 

HB, ae. 
Ply, v.i. To yield, 3%; to bend, Jf}; to work 

steadily, #h7y fi; to ply against the wind, mf 
Jil $k ; to ply to the south, (my 7H ; to ply off 

-and on, jy Bfge, BRIERE; to ply between 
Canton and Hongkong, 3 FE Wits ; the steamer 
plies between Canton and Hongkong, YQ AAs 
Shops: 

Ply, n. A fold, a plait, —§F; bias, PE Z ffi. 
Plying, ppr. Plying, as a boat, #£ 3 ; employing, 

JB; applying closely, $f Jy ; soliciting urgently, 

ty. 
Pneumatic, Pneumatical, a. 

engine, $i f8, 438 F- 
Pneumatics, n. $M, HF. 
Pneumatology, n. The doctrine of elastic fluids, | 
A, ZR. $4.4; the doctrine of spiritual 
substances, jh ZHf, ph7Zc. 

Pneumonia, Pneumony, n. jiliPeHE, IX. 
Pneumonie, «. filify. 
Pneumonitis, n. jij PtRE- 
Poach, v. t. GEAR RK, HA ; to poach eges, GEAR AE 
hy, EY; to poach on a friend for a meal, 

AS; to steal, 47; to poach game, FFP, 
63 BBR; to begin and not complete, #t fi A 
py; to poach the ground, fig A fit; to poach 
snow, jrgA Ze: 

Poach, v.¢. To stab, pj. 
Poached, pp. ora. Poached, as eggs, GE SAE MR: 

poached eggs, 4 jf, $6 7% jf] ; stolen, ffx J ; 
(only) poached one hen a month, Jj f¥—#6. 

Poachy, a. Wet and soft, ZAG. 

( 813 ) 

$(; sign of the plural, 4%, 49, FE, HR, W. [#. | Pock, n. HEF, HS. 

$i fj ; pneumatic | 

POI 

Pocket, n. 28, FEES, #248; a small bag, Fe (f; a 
Chinaman’s pocket, fi #J ; to pick one’s pocket, 

We ty LBS fry GLE iy GY ; bid him makea pocket 
in the waistcoat, UMYh{E #5 0% fk fa ASR. 

Pocket, v.t. APES, TR , HUES, BRS, 
WARE; to pocket money, SAVERS, WEI 
TS, LIPS RIM iy BL; to pocket an insult, WWE ify. 

Pocket-book, n. 432, GS HELE BEG FE ELF BE. 
| Pocket-glass, n. ES HEF. 
Pocket-handkerchief, n. Fift, Hf. 
Pocket-hole, n. 88, #20511. 
Pocket-money, n. Jv 739k, HEF RR, ESS, TA RRB. 
Pocketed, pp. Ajgit 2, FYB iA. 

Pocketing, ppr. AgS58, F388, HIRE. 
Pockfretten, a. Je JRA. 
Pockmarks, n. pl. fa JES, Mii, HEM. See Mark. 
Pocky, a. ye "6§ ; raseally, Fg 44}. 
Poculiform, a. HIE A. 
Pod, n. 5¢, 2%, AA; pods of beans or pease, HE, 

| Podagra, n. 75 }al iil. | oe AB. 
Poem, n. iF; One poem, — FF i ;2 long poem, ff, 

— FSH; a sacred poem, F2p4; to write a poem, 

ffnk, May 
Poesy, n. Poetry, iF, 

poems, {f p72. 

Poet, n. BRA, ne 94> nf K, JG ; poets, 

Poet-laureate, n. (£ S355 #. 
Poetess, n. AUK, LAF, FX. 
Poetic, Poetical, a. fy; sublime, 7 RAy. 
Poetry, n. pF; to write poetry, (E pF, HGF; one 

piece of peetry, — py; the rhyme of poetry, 
also a book containing homophonous characters 
and their signification, j#8; poetry has under- 
gone many changes, iia S &. 

| Poignancy, x. Sharpness, Hi}, #1) Z%. 
| Poignant, a. Sharp, Hi], $f, si) FY; keen, Fy ; bit- 

ter, 74; satirical, wR) fj; poignant words, 42 

AUNDE i, HME el 2 A. 
| Poignantly, adv. Hi), FAR. 
Poinciana pulcher, n. 4 JA ZE. 
| Point, n. The sharp end of any instrument, 42, 

$¥, HE, Hl, GE, YF; the point of a needle, SFY, 
§€} ££; the point of a knife, JJ Sf, J] YF; the 
point of a pencil, 3E¢€, $f, FE /E ; a point of 
land, |", #¥; the point of an arrow, #73, 

AE, PPFE ; to end in a point, eye; to bring 
to a point, 563%, S3F; the four points (of the 
compass), PY Fy, PU fay, PU Hk; the point of an 
epigram, i % ij; a point in writing, By. [ey; 
a point of time, — #4 5, — pais; point or- 

_— 

pean) ; the art of composing 

ee. 

on 
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view, %&, TH; to gain one 8 : point, PLE roar 
to prove a point, 362% the chief or main 
point, KE, A; a at point, BEWE Be, 
Jie BE; on the point of death, #¥%7E; the high- 

est point, ry Re, Inia ZI; a spot, 3h; 
the point of honor, 4% 
this point, 3eZJ JE: in point of religion, jy 
BB. BIUSE. BUSSE ; to ke on the point 
of leaving, j¥, HEHE; armed at all points, 

Ja) & A; to speak to the point, ie) ES, 
nt REESE, MAJ; to pursue one’s point, £2 EE 
A GR, 3B G3; point of view, A, EH; | 
the vertical points, Pf; to aim ata point, | 

iif; the points of an escutcheon, #% fA; 
vowel point, RA %; point by point, 
— ; to make it a point, /Ae%$ ; to make a point, 
PEYE; to cut to a point, fpj/4z; point of con- 
tact, £4; point of inflection, 4%; point of | 
intersection, Z#* ; point of equidistance, Sane 

ak. 
Point, v. ¢. or 7. To sharpen, #22, Fil, EAI; to 

point a rope, #424; to make points, #h; to. 

point with the fingers, # ; to point at or aim, 
fig ; to direct the mind towards an object, 

to point out, Jit a, dF tll, FH 5], FF; to vain 
out and direct, Jivdii, H@ (ii ; to point clearly, 

JGAW; to point to heaven, $$ ; to point out | 
the line of duty, #}J\; to point out errors, f¥ 
Fit, 73 ; to point out errors and correct them, 
#0 4, 4), THIE ; to point cut the way, F¥9%, 

BR. BUSH, AGE, Beh; to point bricks, kph 
to point mith a stick, PUGH, fF; to point at, 
to treat with scorn, wail, FH. 

Point-blank, a. Horizontal, 2: ; direct, A, HG; 
a point-blank shot, 7&4; a point-blank denial, 

Wak HT, RARE. 
Point @appui, n. Point of support, base, HIP Z | 

We, Be. 
Pointed, pp. or a. Sharpened, #iii; formed to a 

point, Agi 4°, 32, Ha), BE, YT, 42, 3% ; sharp, 
Fi, HF; aimed, FF; pointed words, KE, 
P|; pointed language, FPA, Wee, FI 

Wal, RenF ’ pointed irony, oI 1000 3) 3 point- | 

ed wil, apa Peate at, ya) 2 ae GY ; pointed admoni- 
tion or warning, ££ jgR; pointed remonstrance, | 
Ake = 

pr * 

Pointedly, adv. With explicitness, A] ¥, i &, | 
4; with lively turns of thought or expres- | 

sion, #4 EE, Ar RSH AY. 
Bomntedness, n. FH ; aarp 88, ialies ae 

42, 225K; it is come to | 

| name of a species “of aoe 

| Pointing, ppr. Pointing | with the fingers, #}; 
| directing, 4Tdif ; marking with points, £4; 

pointing out, fi 7. 
Pointing-stock, n. Ey a wt "PE, 73 4 Peat H.- 
Pointless, a. Having no point, tify, SESE, SEF"; 

blunt, $f, AVA; stupid, ZESif. 
| Poise, n. Weight, AGF; balance, 48; to rest 

in a poise, BZB ; water-poise, AB okie. 

Poise, v. t. Fb, 578, MRE, WEIEZE, #5 to op- 
press, 77%. F 

Poised, pp- Feith. 

Poising > Ppr Sh, WE. 
| Poisons n. ER; deadly poison, 47% ; moral poison, 

sp : to take poison, ]{%#; a cup of poison, 
— Hig ; to pat poison into, jase, We. 

| Poison, v. t. 3%, PE; to poison to cea BEE, BE 
RE, Wh £ ; to poison a dart, 3% 37; to poison 
people, 3 2E J\; to corrupt, 3% #2, 3 AE; to 
poison the manners, 3% $8 Jil 4; to poison a 
woman, Jez. 

Poison-tree, n. 3h}. 

Poisoned, pp. or a. 338, HES. 
ee n. HEH, HELE Z 5 a poisoner of youth, 

Ib apa. 
bisoning, ppr. Hg; Corrupting, Fee. 
oisonous, a. 3, He, #7 FE; poisonous drugs, 

3448 + poisonous wine, iB, PLAN, ALB, i 
i ; poisonous words, = ; poisonous langu- 
age, HEE ah ; poisonous arrows, Fg py; @ poison- 
ous preparation, 3p #4). 

Poisonousness, n. Fy Fez. 
| Poke, v. t. Hi]; to thrust at with the horns, as an 

ox, fj; to poke the fire, Fak. 
| Poke, v.t. To grope, as in the dark, PRE, 
| iE : to poke at, fijj—figj. 
| Poker, n. REE, AL, ERE. 

Poking, ppv. Feeling in the dark, 7 BBE, He 
#$i; stirring with a poker, #4. 

Poking, a. Servile, Wik SRE, SEIES 5. 
| Poking-stick, n. BRE. 
Polar, a. Pufly; the polar region, Fi fy ; the polar 

zones, fi Hi ; the et star, HE, IGEb. Hb, 
Sel St, Sa; the polar eixclé: Pilal#e ; the polar 

bear, AAe; the polar winds, Fil. ; 

| Polarity, n. Bie 7 PE. 
| Polarization, n. (i A RB, BO RK ; the state 

of having polarity, Ate, HERA, HIS 
| we; polarization of ae Eh He. 

Coen vet. slates ae 

iy. 

P 
| 32 
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ing things on, Hk, FH; to carry on a pole, 

47, JH, HE; the pole of a sedan chair, }4fL, 
Wee, PE; a flat pole, faiHae; the pole of a 
earriage, ii, YEE; the pole of a cart, Hi di ; 
the pole of a boat, @, #%, FEWES, HEME; 
push it off with a pole, — fF PEE ; the poles 
of a ladder, #42; the pole of a signal, We ; 
poles for drying paper, IAT; a fish pole, 
AoE) fee 

» . 

Pole, n. One of the extremities of the axis on which 
ihe sphere revolves, as the pole of the earth 
or the heavens, fm; the poles of the earth, $f 
fi; the north pole, JU, Hit; the heavens 
revolve (‘‘move’’), but the poles are immovable, 

K Hh hh ki A Hy ; the magnetic pole, FEM, HE 
fm ; the positive (+-) pole, Pf; the negative 
(—) pole, ffir; the poles of the ecliptic, Hi54 

a. 
Pole, v. t. #E, PE; to pole a boat, PEAY, HEME: 

to pole across a ferry, Pepe. 
Pole-axe, n. BRIA. 
Pole-cat, n. SLY. 
Polemast, n. i HG. 
Polemic, Polemical, a. Controversial, ## 3% (rg, St 
Polemics, n. tte. | Ff AS. 
Polianthes, n. #2 4 ZE4E. 
Police, * n. In China, the personal establishment, 
dé, (8 S£; superintendent of police, + FPF: | 
ME Py; first police magistrate’s court, + HR 
€ ; first magistrate of police, QPP REARA MR 5 
inferior officers of police, PYxE; a police con- 
stable, #5 7%, EE ; a police constable of Hong- 
kong, 44, EFA; police runners, 2 PHY, Ht 
HE; night police, RRA, t feta. 

Policeman, n. 47¥, BPE. See Police. 
Policy, mn. The art or manner of governing a 

nation, PGF, iF; the management of public 
affairs, EPR ARIE, HE ZIE; stratagem, FT; 
cunning, jf@s}; a suicidal policy, Kp ZI, 
Ait BL; a policy of insurance, PRR, He 

Poling, ppr. Poling a boat, $3:fft. [#2 SI. 

Polish, sib. Fy BE, iE, FET, cE, ke, TEE, HEY; | 

to cut and polish, HE, BF; to rub and 
polish, #28; to polish gems, #EIE ; to polish 

a person, BERRA, Be A ELA. 
Polish, n. 3G, #2; elegance of manners, 4 Hf, 78 

( 815 ) 

* The classes ef officers in a native police court. See Class. 
+ In Hongkong, £2 ; his address is K3EHR, the same | 

term as by treaty stipulations is applied to a Consul and 
a Prefect. 
t Term used in Hongkong. 

i. HO. 
Polishable, a. BY FE, BER ILA. 
Polished, pp. or a. JB H, Wf; polite, ia Ag, 
Wes, we eA. SCHEM; polished discourse, 

WHEL. 
| Polisher, n. B #4, HE- 

Polishing, ppr.or a. Polishing, as gems, &e., 
Jee, TE; polishing, as man, PEAK. 

| Polite, a. Polished, well-bred, Ayqthegnpe, Ari, 

AO, HORM, WICH; affable, #pANSY 
fiy; polite literature, %, 7\#e% 4; if he has 
time to spare, let him employ it in the study 
of polite literature, 4 Jy My J Bt ac ; a polite 

person, SOE NA, FIBRO, HIE NA, SR 
2% A, Witt % ; polite intercourse, 72C ; a polite 
expression, W@"pEih, Win, DCF EG; polite 

_ and yielding, j&s#. 
Politely, adv. jt, LIS; to politely decline, WA Ax, 
«LUTE RE. 
Politences, n. jit, we. (GC. WAS, Wa. 
Politic, a. Ingenious in devising, &e., AF sl} eUR, 

WATE, T, FENG, (MAA, lIy; the body 
| politic, fy ae. 

| Political, a. Pertaining to civil government and 

its administration, (pe, Hefiy; public, 2; 

political economy, pq ee St, Bp BYTE 7 FF. 

Politically, adv. #@PX, LUC. 
| Politician, n. jie #;a man of artifice or deep 

contrivance, #47 i"— A, EIGH#; a clever 

politician, $3 BERG Hs. 
| Polities, n. BY, PCE; the science of government, 

| Ean, $3 #441; to converse on politics, jC; 
to study polities, A; political affairs, BY Ze. 

| Polity, n. BY, BUC, Fyfe; chureh polity, #@ 

HEB. 
Poll, n. The head of a person, pf, H, JAFY; a 

| register of heads, }i@#4; an election of civil 

| officers, HERA. 
Poll, v. ¢. To lop off the tops of trees, fA PS; to 

clip, HAE ; to poll the hair, §¥S2; to poll the 
hedge, BYHEEs; to poll at the elections, #33 
jt BQ ; to enter one’s name ina list or register, 

«Ve ces. 
| Poll-tax, n. JAE. 

Pollard. n. 48}SA. 

Polled, pp. th SP. 
| Pollen, n. The fecundating dust or substance 

contained in the anther of flowers, 4¢#} ; farina, 
iA 
¥ 

Poller, v. The poller of trees, % i} ; a plunderer, 

| 2 A ; one who registers voters, 7% # ; one 
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who enters his name, as a voter, ¥4 34 #4. 
Polling, ppr. Polling, as the tops of trees, 3 ph | 

# ; bringing to the poll, : ns votes, PER. 
Pollute, ». ¢. ei ik THF ; to oe 

Hy SS, 75 aE; to saline one’s name, FR RA; | 
to pollute one’s self, [] Be | 

Polluted, pp. or a. FAK ST, WF, PLY; the 

polluted world or age, a | 

Polluter, n. 75 bs HH, Wey H. | 
Polluting, ppr. or a. Dealing. Gas. We, Few. 

Pollution, n. Ppa, Hy as, YeYR; self-pollution, A 
Polt, n. A blow, —47. | Be. 
Poltroon, n. Pa PEA, SEE. 25. WOW, 

Te or 34. 
Poltroon, a. Base, BANE ; vile, AKG. 
Poltroonery, n. Cowardice, 48 )JH 7 3¢ ; baseness of 

mind, Bh, Abb Zt. 
Polyadelphian, Polyadelphous, a. 4 Bes FLA. 
Polyandria, n. pl. BBE 

Polyandry, n. BRL, SHY WE 
Polyanthus, n. 7 @ Ml. 
Polyarchy, n. B= ZL. 
Polyehroite, n. 32 fE RE. 
Polycotyledon, n. Bf sR 
Polygamist, n. BUEH. | 
Polygamy, n. Z¥, BEL. 
Polygastric, n. BR #.- 
Polyglot, a. Bak fig; a polyglot Bible, Bah BeR. | 

Polygon, n. BIGI2, SsBIE. 
Polygonal, Polygonous, a. % Fa fit. 
Polygonum, n. #5, #83%, JHE; polygonwin | 

aquaticum, WF, m4; polygonum tine- 

torium, Beek ; polygonim barbatum, Wea Be. | 
Polygraph, n. 353 FL. 
Polygraphy, n. Be FE. | 
Polygynia, n. pl. BEES Z4E. | 
Polyhedron, n. Bj% IE, Sie. 
Polymorph, n. BIR. 
Polymorphous, a. BIE fy. 
Polynemus, xn. See Mango-fish under Mango, 
Polynesia, . 2BYE4 2 it. 
Palmorel, n. Zi st, 
Polyorama, n. 4 YAH 
Polyp, n. acum. 

Polypetalous, a. AER fry. 
Polyphyllous, a. Baye fry. 
Polypode, n. BE fry, BMH AS.- 
Polypus, n. Polypus of the nose, Bt he, BARE, 5t 
J, ARNE; polypus of the ear, HZE. 

Polyscope, n. #45. 
Polyspermous, a. % {=frj. 

“(816 ) 

| Pompously, adv. 

“PON 
Polyst yle,. n. FRR. 
Polysyllabie, Polysyllabical, a. By. 

Polytechnic, a. Bx Ay ; polytechnic institution, 

BBE, MMBC. [B. 
Polytheism, n. BeYF, SiiZm SEZ 

Polytheist, ». (@ 55H, HS we, (s SEES. 

sa = 
| Polysyllable, n. S-7#, SRLS 

| aa eine n. SU, FUN ih, BEM. 
Pomfret, n. Stromateus, 4540, A ; another spe- 

cies of pommel, #245; another species of pomfret, 

hurtus, $Hllisss ; pomfret, caranx, AE4% ; pom- 
fret, ee IFA; pomfret, vomer, PAAR. 

Pomegranate, n. Punica, 44h, Gy, PE; the 
flower of pomegranate, A #AAE, Fk. 

Pommel, n. A knob or ball, $f, #£; pommel of a 

saddle, @F 4] ; pommel of a sword, ¢ij4@ HE. 

Pommel, v. t. Ai, AB, dil, Hz, F7- 
Pommeled, pp. or a. Ht jB, HET. 
Pommeling, ppr. Ai &, Hi. 

Pomp, n. S38, HER, wee jg Gs pomp and 
vanity of the world, aie it ¥. 

Pompous, a. Showy, # HEE, ESS ht, SER, HAE 

fi), AIMABPP ; pompous dress, He HEAT, PES 
Hii; stately, pRIVPE; boastful, Ae, MEK ; 
pompous language, BS A! fk 3 2 pompous essay, 

HA Ba, $i) he Ciel 
Ly Reale, DIAG RE. 

Pompousness, n. fe, aye, PE. 

Pomum adami, a. IRR. 
| Pond, n. JH, Hal, 774; a fish-pond, IHF; a lily- 

pond, sits ; to drain a pond, HH. 
Hendaseet n. ARSE, 

| Ponder, v. i is, RE, Bs, Poa Ue, a. 
oe Wes Soe, PEM, AA; to ponder on the 
future, J f% ; to ponder on the past and future, 
a4  ; to ponder upon, #Es. 

, Ponder rable, a. BY AGREE, HY AR AY. 
| Pondered, pp. Jit, HG. 
| Pondering, ppr. Je, BERL, ARR. 

FA OF A 

| Ponderous, a. a ; very ponderous, 4F#, HEH, Hk 
re, ZEW ; a ponderous blow, FFF ; a ponderous 
project, Het; a very ponderous affair, df-af PRE 

| Ponderousness, n. #. 
| Pongee, n. Luk flowered pongee, fe 3 ZEW ; Hang- 

chau pongee, Jff¥ij; Sz’ch’uen pongee, PY JI Ba; 
cassia flowered pongee, #£ 7E i]; ornamented 
pongee, $83}; Puk iin pongee, PJ HH; stiff 
pongce, AES; soft pongee, Rey; reeled pongee, 
#4; Ning chau pongee, ## Hi; tsid puk 

pongee, HC Pi 



Poniard, n. 4 JJ. 
Pontiff, n. The pontifer maximus or pope, AL=E, 
Hc; a high-priest, #3 Al{z, ER, Bs wR. 

Pontifical, a. HEM. 

POP “(si ) POR 
| Pop, v. 7. or t. HE; to pop at a bird, FF 7E ; to pop 

Pecutinnt, n. BEE, HE ZMK; the reign of 
| Pope, n. The head of the Roman Catholic Church, a pope, 32 7¢-F 4f[a. 

Pontonier, Pontonnier, n. Sfi}%% fe. 
Pontoon, n. A flat-bottomed hoat, Pa hq fet; a 

pontoon-bridge, Jay Muir. 
Pony, n. JV 55, 4055. 

Pood, n. f6jP 47%. 
Pool, nv. 9K UK, Hy, 74; a semicircular pool before 

the Confucian temple, #2, 4234; to pass the 
college pool, to become an A. B., jhe Zp. 

Poop, n. The high and utmost deck ofa ship, f# 

FEW, AYE BE ; poop-railing, Wie. 
Poor, a. Destitute of property, 43, %, HAs, AE, 

HEWES, ES, WH; mean, je, WE; barren, 
as soil, Jaf; poor, as goods, [, 33; unhappy, 
2; dear, SER; poor people, ha A, HR; 
poor presents, 7 WY, fg #4; a poor miserable 
place, 4a J& 78}; a poor soil, JU th, Hy Hh, FEHB 

_ poor goods, WE, HE; my poor surname, fit 
WE, WERE; poor treatment, 7h; a poor fate, 
THE Gp; poor work, HT, 27, IIL; my poor 
wife, JIE ZF; in my poor opinion, JA JRE HT, Hk 
FrehFL ; a poor border, 74 Hij ZX (#: poor fare, BE | 
#£; a poor lane, [j¥%; a poor vessel, fife; 
poor wine, (74, {EY ; poor and miserable, 

34, ASE, HIE; poor and distressed, Wl, 3 

fe, Fil ; poor and lowly, AWE, Fp ; poor, as 
if washed, —# ne ; extremely poor, FRA; a | 
poor scholar, 4 -—, $€-, 45 & 3 ; a poor scholar, 
meton., Yeh fry ; a poor family,  ¥ ; you will 
also eet peek SSR A poor without flattery, 
AWM €irj ; poor and pennyless, 44 486 F¥ ; poor 
in spirit, iim, Mat (2); poor and yet cheer- 
ful, Wi; poor little thing, HY {fF PRE; poor 
me! ¥e2k; poor, trifling, #}5} ; poor and rich, 
fis ; the poor, 74; a poor district, [pM AE 

Poor-house, n. & A fe. | Uy. 
Poor-laws, n. pl. Fil). 
Poorly, adv. Without wealth, S&$%, A it; to live 

poorly, #4E; to he poorly, ESA RK, AAA 
4 > poorly done, (> fit, Fe SF; poorly supplied, 
(RAE ; ory trent, ink (}- 

Poorness, n. Fi 43, 4 (2eear 

Pm SL, HEP SE. 
Pop, n. A smart oe or sate pits > ERR. 

want of good qualities, 

Fp fix ; want of capacity, WF; the poorness of 
metals, IIE 4; the poorness of our conceptions, 

along, [kJ AT; to pop out, fel ti, HEH}; to pop 
into the mouth, fi] A ; to pop out of a pistol, 
HEATER; to pop out a word, %Hi—w; to 
pop one off, Hesp A (ff). 

RERE AGE ; a pope, KEELER. 
Popedom, n. $e 7 ERE. 
Popery, n. KER. 

| Popgun, n. $2 Ff. 
Popiniay, n. S435; a gay, trifling young man, 46 

ft 
AF. 

| Popiati a. KEE fy, KE AAG; a popish priest, 

RE HH fill, mi 32. 
Poplar, n. WA, ELEM 

Popliteal, Poplitic, a. ist 

Poppy, n. PypSee, S29, PME, FEZEIEs poppy 
heads, 22 92-7, 22 FDR; ‘an infusion a poppy, 

BAP aigk. 
Populace, n. FER, ARE, FER. IKE ONE, JES 

the moh, 4UAh zi Fe. 
Popular, a. FOlpE, Fy REA; plain, 27 AF fy ; beloved 

hy the people, FOP SRY, RHE, DLSRKE; to 
be popular, # fo; popular opinion, Pex ; 
popular sentiments, fe,%; popular saying, 

=&- a popular government, RIX, Erez 
1; a popular ruler, 3, Kw ZE; popu- 
lar customs, J¢Jgl; a popular demonstration, 
RH - popalar works, ft #. 

Popularity, x. Foo, Ee HE. 
Populate, x. 7. or t. AE RE; to populate a place, (% 

Se ES 
Pupilatianis ie NES Js Gi HE. He RE, ICE; a 

census of the population, [Wg##, EF#, AA itt, 
Ha I}; the Board of Population and Revenue, 

Ji ; to take a census of the population, Ha fff ; 
the population of a state, pa Et, — i % AH; 

the population of China, rp Bd Jt, HEst; the 

population daily increasing, AKL HI8. ARA 

nS, AER Bk, 4E i A. 
Populous, a. Full of inhabitants, At, ft ae, A 

HOPE, NRE, JG REE; a populous town, 

RAR ZIM. 
| Populousness, vu. BE IB, AHS H- 

Porcelain, n. 9% #8. 34%; fine porcelain, $0 i % ; 
coarse porcelain, ff] ge 28 ; porcelain clay. 7% +. 
See Kaolin and China-ware. 

Porch, x. A covered walk, pig Hae, iuF 6, KK, FZ 
%€; the porch of a house, =, PY A BEE, vAPY HE; 
a porch in a temple-court, FPS; a ea for 

receiving officers on landing, ae ae 

4 Y 
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Poreupine, n. an We, i Be, eA | 
Pore, n. #%; pores of the skin, 773%, EFL. * E | 

HE. 
Poreblind, a. $F fi. 

Porite, n. Bai. 
Pork, n. #¥ AJ; fried pork, [LIK PY; roast pork, | 

SEIKI 5 sult pork, BEE; pork-chops, HE 
5 pork fat, 3h, AEE. | 

Porker, n. He {#. 
Porkling, n. ETF, HF. 

Porosity, n. #7 B44, Fits 

Porous, a. Fj $7, SB Bit, % FLA. 
Porphyry, xn. G@BEZILA. 
Porpoise, n. White porpoise, A@e; the hog-fish, 

IR. a, GH, TTR. EM. 
Porridge, n. Broth, #4, 3; rice porridge, JREnK ; 

flour boiled with water, #i {h). 
Porringery n. Fr 4G ti he (F ; a surgeon’s porringer, 

Ie. 

Port, n. A bay, %# ee the mouth of a river, 7&0, 

ifs FY, ie, IG.UA ; a gate, PY; a port of entry, | 
PLES ; air, APPL; carriage, (B*E; behavior, HE 
JE; the fige ports, 7.7; to open a port, BYE; 
to blockade a port, #f/r. 

Port, v. t. FEE. 
Port-charges, n. pl. ¥er fH, #PLOA ER. 
Port-clearance, n. {EET AER, AL, ALE 

silt CSE. 
Port-folio, n. Bex. 
Port-hole, ». #0 Af. 
Port-lid, n. JALAL. 
Port-wine, n. Port, Aki. 

Portable, a. #% 72 RE, 48 73 (4, WD % fi, BE WEAG, 
FAAS 5 arti ps coments: Sig ZL; a 
portable furnace, Jal He;a larger kind of porta- 
ble furnace, #77. 

Portage, n. The act of carrying, fH J=, #R3: ; the 

price of carriage, fA AH, 3 2). 
Portal, n. The lesser gate, JxPY; a gate, PY, AK 

FY; an honorary portal, jp, HR. 
Porteullis, n. F,ETFY, APY, PRPS. 
Porte, n. The Sublime Porte, + HJt py BYR. | 
Porte-fenille, n. The functions of a minister of 

state, 7 Fale 7p. 

Portend, v. t. fH}K; to portend evil, FAK], [I] | 

HE, PAI SED. | 
Portended, pp. fik J. | 
Portent, n. An omen of ill, [Xj S#SA, XK, Ane | 

J, 3 | 

Portentous, a. Ominous, WE, Jk (3 ; forboding | 

Ki 

* Popular but erroneous expressions. | 

(818) 

| Portray, v. 

POs 

iL, PAIK AS, DAY Se DEL, ARE AS, AR She A, AG 
fj ; monstrous, PF #8 fy, ZF FLAY. 

Porter, n. 4 PY, BPYAS. PYF. PY, * PY 
Hi); * porter, or keeper of the palace gate, # 
PY. fd AV, fists; a bearer, Hee, JHE; a porter’s 

knot, #&; porter, a malt liquor of a dark brown 
color and moderately bitter taste, Bopjy, 

Porterage, n. fH Ai. | rig. 
| Portico, n. A colonnade, fi§ ; the portico or porch 

— er of a house, &e., =. 
| Portion, n. A part of any thing, Fp, Ap, —Hh, 

{3a share, EF, IEG; a fixed portion, 5}, 
4} si ; the portion of an estate, 363}; a portion 
of inheritance, ffi) 27}; a marriage portion, 

HES ; the portion appointed by Providence, 
Zy ; to divide into equal portions, 3445}, 2EFp. 

Portioned, pp. or a. 4p ; endowed, WY TPE. 
| Portland-stone, n. Ay x. 

Portliness, n. RR), AS. 
| Portly, a. Af; a portly gait, ARB; a portly 

prince, jx #4 ; corpulent, JAE. 
| Portmanteau, n. yeh, BEAR, WS. 

Portrait, n. (Gi, 1, TEAR, FH TE; to paint 
a portrait, Fj id, HEIR, SI A; to paint a 
portrait with background, ‘sia, (EH, BI; 
to take a person’s portrait, as a photograph, 

BAA. $37 
Portrait-painter, n. ‘fA, Bik #, BAK, 
AH. 

Portrait-painting, n. Fy, Bef. 
Portraiture, n, (@. 

t. To portray in colors, #£, ##; to 

portray in words, WIS fez. 
Portrayed, pp. FES, $47 ; described, 7, 3 

Portress, Porteress, n. APY Ai. | aT. 
Portugal, n. APG, HAF A. 
Portuguese, n. PEE J. 
Pose, v. t. To puzzle, fede Ne AER, EBS 

SB, BLA; to interrogate closely, #2), FER. 
Poser, n. FER HH, 2A. 
Posing, ppr. or a. Questioning closely, #2 fq. 
Position, n. Situation, fh fiz, th Bt, fic, HEH, 

fir, Kft; state of ailairs, ZX; in a good 
position, ZF FJ) fi; ; to be in a position to state, 

Sle wy ak ; in a high position, E75 ft, 
fi fic ; in an inferior position, #E PT UL, FESR 
fu, ; to be in a false position, EF (4 hb fir ; the 

position of a verb, 75224 fiz; the position of a 
noun, %4*"3%fir ; to define one’s position, f% 
Cs fic ; position micrometer, Fy Ar J}p fer A. 

* Terms of contempt. 
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Positive, a. Absolute, 7, —'£; real, ¥, HET 5 
express, 4; positive laws, ‘Ef§l| 5 in positive 
words, "£ ih, —'E 2%; positive knowledge, 

He 4, FE 4; to be positive in a thing, #2, 

EE, ih BE, MLN’; positive advantage, ff 

fz; positive good, Woe, A YE Z 38; positive 
beings, #4. BAH, AA WA A; the 
positive degree, IE, Jie fiz ; the positive pole | 
(+), BERR; positive electricity, @Rik 3s mega-_ 
tive and positive (—--), EBS, IE ih ff, ran 

ie; JE ze» TE SER AE positive and | 

reasoning, IESE Rim, IES ot, ERS 
Positive, n. #f{# ; positive language, {ah- 
Posipinel ys adv. Absolutely, 9¢ ¥%, wh 4, — 

si Wh, BOR, UCB, ADE, HBO, BR, 
e- ; positively said so, 44 oe a ‘ Bh; we are 
positively ordered, #¥2 4 PX Gr; he positively 
wishes it, PE, MWh BZ. 

Positiveness, n. Actualness, @ 423%, TE'Y, 2H. 
Posse, Posse comitatus, n. Posse of armed men, 

— gic, —DPRALB, —lediiig; avabble, pik. 

Possess, v.t. To have, #f, 4%; to own, i, 

IgE; to hold, sp, 4E=R, ZERPE ; I possess this, 
We, fy (% TR PE, PE Gr; to possess a house, Ff 
f& ; to possess a little, #f #7; to possess one’s 
self, A¥, SP 4534; to seize, JOEE, PE; to pos- 
sess talent, #7 7 AE ; to possess a fort, PEAS ; 
to possess of, fH 747, WSF; to possess with, 2g, 
(9, Hil ; does not yet possess, Ff ; with regard 
to riches he possesses the empire, 4 AKT ; 
all that he possesses, JU fif#7 ; to possess every- 

thing, SRA, HAA, MAA. 
Possessed, pp. Possessed with the devil, 35 5134, 

AR Hl, je i, 182 Hi, ; possessed with a panic fear, 
Ke, ANA; the enemy possessed the hills, ji 

pm - 

ae BELL; possessed with business, | 
ii) GEL; possessed with an honest mind, Ap 

EN, BAP. 
Possession, n. 4, #22248, TE J; possessions, 

3%, RAL; family possessions, 4es#, FJESE, HE 
f ; to take forcible possession of, SHE, {RHE ; 
to take peaceful possessions of, JE; to take 
possession of a fort, {PpEsHSS. BPEL; to 
take possession of a house, $£)% ; to give pos- 
session or to put one in possession, 3 J\, fA, 
$2 A,B ; our possessions, JE DMPESE, TREE 

Possessive, a. Pertaining to possession, 
sessive case, [i AE, B55 fiz 

Possessor, n. 47 4, 324; owner or master, =f ; 
occupant, $E 44, SF #7 ; the possessor of the pro- 

as pos- 

ie 

perty, 38, Jy-E; he is the possessor, 

MEE, a AOL A, HAS Es 1B fs. 
| Posset, n. DiS 2ZFL- 
Possibility, n. HY FE 4, AG AGA. 

(Possible, a. (fg3s, (UME, Ff, HE, FY A 

ME 

| WA, RHF; it is possible to do that, (KG 
, 1k GH E08, GEE Z ; it is not possible, Iz 

fe, A AE; is it possible! yey, AAR, SME: it 
is possible he may come, {2p Al, tgp ay As, 

| FIL AE ARE. 
| Possibly, adv. #, FE, BT, BY # ; cannot possibly 

be $0, MAA, KA, MAE, WARE. 
Post, n. A pillar, #£, #2, Bi, #4, SORE; a post 

over a grave, #f¥; 2 post to which animals are 
tied, #t ; the post to tie boats to, JK, #% IK; : 
post, stake or pile, #4; to drive down a it, 

HFC; a military post, -, VLIW, SVL, MAID; a 
public post, ZS¥ik, wit, Hk fz; an easy post, fi] 
ft ; a medium post, frit; an important post, 

Bit, WE, Rew; a good post, Aik; a slow 
government post, § ; a fast government post, 
BA; to ride post, #e Fj, HA; to travel post, EA 
S, FLEE, PE; a post or resting station, hE 
Th, Se PE. ES, BH) SS; a post for transmit- 
ting letters, #) 8 ; a door-post, PY}7. 

Post, v. t. To fix a post, $7 MF, Fy FE ; to post one’s 

self, 3 3£ ; to post one’s book, $50] Bat; 
to post letters, #E(S SBE (SAH, ZEIENERE; to 
post a bill, Ayfe#r; to post off, iF, FHP]; to 
post one, to censure, #fj#% ; to post away a 

thing, Petey, BEG; to post from the jour- 

nal to the ledger, py sUpRpPoyS HEX iE, th iitzk 
ABP AES AB. 

Post, prep. After, #%. 

Post-boy, n. Hel, FELIS, JE 
Post-chaise, Post-coach, n. Ire TL. 
Post-date, n. #26 HF. 

Post-dated, a. US 36 AF. 
Post-day, n. Mail-day, 3&6. 
Post-entry, n. #3; a subsequent entry, HBR, 
Post-existence, n. #7E, HB F- |f% Eb. 
Post-fact, n. #3. 
Post-haste, n. Ht, Se, PEK, Tit, MSE BZ He. 
Post-horn, x. BE fg. 
Post-horse, n. E55, * 3} 5, * BABS, + Pee. + 
Post-house, n. FERS, AE (SB. HHH; a post-house 

for the emperor, ik $3. 
Post-mark, n. BEEF, fe ge. 
Post- mieridian a. See P. 
Post-mortem examination, n. BR Be. 

Hi. 

* For slow progress. + Denoting the horse of a courier. 
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Post-note, n. #2322 FR Bt. 

Post-office, n. HF fa he, SERB, DPR, CARR. 
Postage, n. {4 ; postage in China, 4&4, HE ; 

postage stamps, fg AF, (ZED. 
Postdiluvial, Postdiluvian, a. HEaK Be. 
Postdiluvian, n. HE IKE A. 
Posted, pp. Posted, as a letter, 28 j& & (@ fH; 

carried to a ledger, i HEX fH ; posted, as a 

bill, Wi. ia. (€r. 
Poster, x. A large bill posted for advertising, tz 

Posterior, a. Later or subsequent in time, f#, f% 
€; posterior in place, #87 fry, #$; a posterior 

view, F 
Posteriors, n. of WN, RS. 

Posterity, n. fe#y, A, FR, Hamil, HAR, ILE, 
KE, 8, BWR, WEB; without posterity, #4 
fail » 344 fe, SEF FR, at ; @ numerous posterity, 
FB Be, -F FAME BE; a person’s posterity, A 

ZR IT 
Postern, n. PY; private postern, #, #PY, 

as a posthumous son, 

litle, BY, RO. ae, GEG 3 posthumous work, 
Wa, FRAC; the given name during life is 
called % ; 
‘“is to be avoided ’ 

Postil, n. 3 Jl. 

Postil, v. t. or 7. 32a]. 

ete 
*) is called nee 

0 ena ve t. OF t. APRRE RE. 
Postillator, n. A¥FERE HF. (ae. 

Postillion, x. | REug de, BLA, IK, fate ie FE 

Posting, ppr. or n. Posting, as a bill, Hy, “ah: 
posting, as a letter, 4¢#t (Shs, WEA (SEF 
posting of accounts, jf BF. 

Postliminum, Postliminy, 2. 

RIE) JiR fit. 
Postman, ». A courier, #t BR, -- FEBS; a letter- 

carrier, Uefa 7 i, ir {a EK, Bip IE. 
Postmaster, n. Were; postmaster general, sa Bp | 
eT ian 

Postoiie e, n. ZEB fit. 
Postpone, v. ¢. HE, WE, WEE, MEW, SERS. FHI, | 

fe 2, HEU, HERZ; to postpone a day, JE—A; 
to postpone till next morning, fai. BEBE, 
AE 47; to postpone from one day to another, 
Hii—H, HAE—H ; to postpone to the ond, | 
REEF , TEBE. HE; EEF HK (i 5 to hinder, 

BEL BH; postpone it, ZEENPMA. 
Postponed, pp. Hf, WEUE TS. FET T- 

Fi Be 
Postfix, n. Suffix, 4% Fé fry. Pay. | 
Posthumous, a. Born after the death of the father, | 

EEF ; a posthumous | 

the posthumous title (and which | 

Sit AS ed 2 8 ; the | 

postliminy of modern times, 382, Sei) ft, | 

Postponement, 1 n. UES, AE WEE, HE. 
| Postponing, ppr. iE, REVUE. 
| Postposition, n. Taf, WHA; postposition in 
| grammar, #2 ia. 

| Postscript, n. MR, AE, MR, WE, HEE, KR; * 

to make a postscript, 4 /eé, wHAE. HAR, SE ; 
the addenda of a book are called [%; postscript 

| ina letter, FEB, HZ. 

| Postterm, n. jfh tl. 

| Postulate, n. ARE, AW Ze, HM ZTE. 

| 
Postulate, v. t. To assume without prot; ae 

to solicit, heh mI, ni Be, lS, SF. 
Gratuitous assumption, eS, 

| RA, 6118-4; supplication, $a. 
Posture, n. Attitude, %, IGA, BA, Aik; con- 

dition, JfZ 3 ; aeinis of reverence, ASAIE A; 
a sitting posture, AAI REF, 4A IB, 4A 

| 482s; to be in a good posture, 7£ df Ji fit ; to 
make postures, FJ BE. AEE, Paik ; to sing and 
make postures, #2; amusement of posture- 

making, Hp te. 
Posture-maker, n. ff A; 

posture-makers, fe. 
| Posture-master, n. ZE fifi. 
Posy, n. A bunch of flowers, —4L¥é; a metto 

inscribed on a ring, FRFF EH. 
| Pot, n. Pot of clay, fff, #8; a pot of iron, #E; a 

chamber-pot, fiat, Fas ; a flower pot, 76 me ; 
a pot for boiling water, 7X4; a hot water-pot, 
AB itt; a tea-pot, ALai; a kedgeree-pot (?), WEE, 
Hi; a wine-pot, jFiae ; one pot of wine, — 
‘a (4 ; a small wine pot, a single person drink- 
ing,  f&ae ; a stink-pot, containing only lime, 
KR a stink- -pot, containing powder, HEU, 
iG; to burst the pot, to let out a secret, BE 

Postulation, n. 

grass shoes worn by 

GE; a drinking pot, fie; a pot of ale, a 
DLT, — AWRY ; to eo to the pot, Me. 

Pot-hellied, a. SENSE, IRIE. 
| Pot-belly, . SRNS, Wess, AAG. 

| Pot-companion, n. 7¥AC, iAP, 
Pot-herb, n. QE. 

Pot-hook, n. f £7. 
Pot-house, n. ie. 

Pot-lid, n. #ESS, a BE 

Pot-luck, n. What may chance to he provided for 
dinner, {h8, ( Ge, HS pe. 

Potash, ». di, Gas, ale, ik, Deeb RE 

* Re, Bie and #4 are opposites to preface and not post- 
script in the common acceptation of the word. A scholar 
having completed an essay or other composition requests 
another person to add a few words of praise or commends. 

PRR al. iA 
|W) Ac. 

| 
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Potassium, n. (ih, Ge, Giles, ga. 
Potation, n. A draught, —Ig fk, — ik. 
Potato, n. &; Irish potato, fF, tip [fj 3; sweet 

potato, $34, 424; sweet potato flour, & #} ; 
baked potatoes, Jay’#{f-; doltish, as a potato, 
—_— AI, . 

Potch, v.7. ort. To push, ff; to thrust, 14. 
Potence, n. A cross, -+-'-J[Z. 
Poteney, rn. Might, power, fe, #é; physical power, 

Jj; influence, Hii, AH, Ai, Aint. 
Potent, a. Having physical power, Jy!PE, #777, 
Be, 5, BH EAS; having great influence, 

A, Bem, AATF. KAHN, H 
Mt Fy ; potent circumstances, #47, a ZF ; potent 

grounds, Bf, i Mc; potent princes, KHEZ 

B, GAB. 
Potentate, n. A prince, #;an emperor, , & 

Wg; a king, 32; one who possesses power or 

sway, HHA, AHH, HHEEM, AK 
#4; the potentates of this world, JE IIE HES, 

PEI BE. ae. 
Potential, a. 4f #E"PE, WA AEE, FE; existing in 

possibility, not in act, pf, 7}, Wtf, APF; the | 
potential mode, Hy fb xk. 

Potently, adv. WAH, LAE. SI AHE. 
Potion, n. fk; a draught, — iif; a potion for 

the stomach, #279 fit, 7. &kK; a love-potion, 
et &R ; a physical potion, —Yyafe 7c. 

Pot-metal, n. $e. 

(821) 

Potsherd, Potshare, n. aR, JME: Hak, PE 

He, HAE. 
Pottage, n. 3S, #. 

Potter, n. Ate, Hit He fit. fay A, Bile, Dil Bes | 
EN, BLA; potter’s clay, HVE, MPE: a 
potter’s lathe or wheel, ff] A 2% #R, #3; a 
potter’s instrument for moulding, 34; a potter’s | 
furnace, BEEZ, 

the potter’s field, [fj 2% fl. 
Pottery, n. FO, GLH ; unburnt pottery, FH, 

tf, @¢ ; to mould pottery, Hi fy # ; pottery-kiln, 
“EZ; glazed pottery, WP H A, Wh by ; the 

place where earthen yessels are mannfactured, 

KS, aL Fe Zh. 
Potting, ppr. Drinking, fK. 
Pouch, n. A small bag, Be-, fF ; a leathern 

hag, JE3E; an incense pouch, #6], Fe, 7 
£8, bE; the pouch of a monkey, By A yRae. i ; 
a girdle pouch, @uEs. 

Pouch, v. t. ABE, ALS; to swallow, FF. 

Pouch-mouthed, a. Jet} fj. 

Kf] ; a potter’s vessel, PAs | 

Poultice, rn. A cataplasm, Hi WpEae, PURE RK, Hae, 

ae 
Poultice, v. ¢. Hae ; to poultice with bran, 7H 

Je. WBE JK; to poultice with rice, mR, wei. 
Poultry, n. RB, ZENG, HAH. 
Poultry-yard, mn. S46!) fad. 
Pounce, n. A powder to prevent ink froin sjread- 

ing on paper after erasures, JE PAA, IL dABX, 
4 ; colored powder, (4 #y. 

Pounce, v. t. 76, AM. 

Pounce, nr. The claw or talon of a bird of prey, JR. 
Pounce, x. ¢. To fall on or upon suddenly, as a dog, 

Fh — ; to pounce, asa bird, FE4R4G EE, FEL, FE 

REIN, 3. 
Pounce-box, n. #8. 
Pounced, pp. or a. Furnished with claws, 9 j& 4 

IN, 4S A Ms sprinkled with pounce, Aja, 

i758 IE RAC. 
Pouncing, ppr. Furnishing with claws, $4 IK; 

falling on suddenly, 424448 (£; sprinkling 
with pounce, 72M, (4 EH. 

Pound, ». A catty or Chinese pound, Fy, fi; an 

English pound, —77; one pound sterling, (£)* 
— 42 ; to sell by the pound, pm hr Gs) BE, BR 

Pound, ». A pin-fold, #44, Sj #. Lr ¥. 
Pound, v.t. To pulverize by beating, #§, 2, 78, 

=, 26, $8, Ze, 86, 8G, WE, HE; to pound or beat, 
$i, 6; to pound in a mortar, #4}; to pound 

one, Ht A, Bip, Fe PABA; to pound out the 
juice, He Hivh, ZHU; to pound fine, 54M, #§ 
Hj; to pound rice, #¢3€; to pound medicine, 

74%, #G 8% ; to pound up, FAAAE. 
Pound-foolish, a. tape”, AobAR. 
Poundage, n. WED, 14 Eb. 
Pounded, pp. or a. #¢i4, 44 Ff ; pounded wretch, 
NA, (i fil; pounded rice, REA, Fy. 

Pounder, n. A pestle, Zp, #G ke; a ten-pounder, 

+ FH Mi. 
Pounding, ppv. Pounding, as rice, medicine, «., 

27, #6 ; pounding, as a person, #, fG. 
Pour, v.¢. To pour out, as from a pail or open 

vessel, fA) Hi, {i f#l, 4% (I A); to pour down, as 
one’s throat, # ; to pour down one’s throat, jf 
AT; to pour ont a libation, B27, EP, A, 
He. A. LRA; to pour out from a vessel with 
a snout, fHH!: to pour into, fA, fA, FAY, 

fi) YX; to pour ont tea, FAS, fF) AIR; to boil 
water and pour it into a tea-pot, wk, MPAs 
Jka ; to pour out wine, fai. AY; to pour 
out clean, #4, fF) #7 AF; to pour out all, fA HE; 

* See L, Poulterer, n. RHE, RBS. 
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to pour out the the Holy Ghost, fiji 3 ih PERE 5 
the rain pours down in torrents, PEVEA RS, TA 
4%; to pour oil on the lamp, f&yphys HF; to 
pour troops into a country, PIE fi hi. 

Pour, v. i. To flow, #@; to pour on, Fife, — Fine 5 
to pour into, as a crowd, gfi gh hy 4é. 

Pourer, n. 45, JAH, HER. 
Pouring, ppr. Pouring, as from an open vessel, 

fii ; pouring from one with a snout, {é; pour- | 

ing, as on flowers, or down one’s throat, # ; | 

pouring out, asa libation, $2. 
Pout, v. i. To thrust out the lips, {4 35, Wks, He 

Jes, 3 Je ; to shoot out, py fli. 
Pouting, ppr. Shooting out, as the lips, MLAs; 

looking sullen, fi $4, H Sty. 
Pouting, n. HF ¥ ; pouting lips, fs; a pouting 

fellow, WE MRE, BESTE, TY A. 
Poverty, n. 4, #4, HS, aa Se Ye $4, Ait, 
ai, tifyifi ; poverty and distress, Hi, As, 

FZ; in great poverty, Mie, IE ti 3, 44 
FB, FBS Bi. 

Powder, n. 48, He; meal, HP; dust, BE; powder of 
cinnamon, ££ Jet; powder of opium, J&)q He 5 | 

powder of ginger, 3: 3€ ; medicinal powder, 4% + 

we, WEE ; oun-powder, YLAe ; tooth-powder, F 
He, FB; sweet powder, Wik, WAC. 

Powder, v.t. HEFL, HER}, 47 MH; to pound, ZA, 
Au; to sprinkle with powder, je; to 
powder beef, je4- fy; to powder with spots, 

Powder-box, n. 3 #} &- 

Powder-cart, n. JXBz aff. 

Powder-chest, n. YX2e#i- 
Powder-flask, n. Je # 48. 

Powder-horn, n. X24 fq. 
Powder-mill, n. YQ Ae Jay, $Y Ae Jay. 
Powder-mine, n. J Hse. 

Powder-room, n. IB HF, ff LOR AER. 
Powdered, pp. or a. Reduced to powder, FLAC; | 

sprinkled with powder, j2¢j& iv ; corned, jj4. | 
Powdering, ppr. Pulverizing, #FAt; sprinkling | 

with powder, 7; 39¢ ; corning, fi} BR He i. 

Power, n. Ability or faculty, #E, FER, FE. 7 
we, Jf; strength, force, Jy, 47, Witz; 
dominion, authority, #2, HES, HE, HEHES 
to wield power, F&HHEAR, HEHE; influence, HF, 
Hest, aT. Hail ; horsepower, Fh Jj ; power of 

drinking, fe 24s; the three powers, =A; a 

ruler or rulers, 4a}, Fp 4¥a¥; the invisible | 
powers, 4H¢B) FA 7 4 4% ; the powers of the soul, | 
He HER, AE; the powers of heaven, * | 

* Matthew, 24 (?). 

| 

Li. | 
| Powter, Pouter, n. 48 fii % 

Kwztvia; the reasoning powers, Jf PE; 
the power of fancy, 4) 44% 3, AMZ I; 
full powers, 4s #2; waning powers, 3% ft; 
great power, K##, A HE AE, BS BE; the power 
of a nation, fy #E, #7; military power, fe; 
to have power, 4f HE, 77 #224; in one’s power, 

WRAY, CE EA, CE IE 2 rfs ; power to decide, 
ARE fs, WHET, HED A; the legis- 
lative powers, fl] #%; not in man’s power, #£ 

DEEN, HER HE A, Aa fie fF SE; the power 
of death, 62% HE; the power of God, _- #9 7 RE; 
power of attorney, ## 4# ; the power of vision, 
Hi Wy; the power of fire, 3477; the power of 
language, ah 7% #E; mechanical power, HERE 

WN. 
Powerful, a. HENS, HE, Hit, A. AIVR, 

iit, jee; a powerful foc, pi, Wye; a power- 

ful prince, 77 #¥2 B ; a powerful state, A 
7M; a powerful robber, pis, ve ; power- 
ful arguments, Jj#E; powerlul medicine, Fy 
He, sia ; powerful (efficacious) pills, BF}; a 
powerful statesman, yf ff Fi, HEP; very 
powerful, KA HE, AA HE AS. 

Powerfully, adv. JNJ, LiKE; with great effect, 
$b, ZE; powerfully affected, ajay, HB, 
$EA IG; powerfully shaken, KE, JES. 

Powerfulness, n. #2, 9), fE; efficacy, Jy Jj, 1%, 

I. 
Powerless, a. 3 Jy "i, 30 HE, TE HE. HOT). HB GEs 

weak, 44. 

Powwow, n. TSE FIN A NZ ABR. 
Pox, n. The small-pox, 4a, FEZE; pow lues vene- 

rea, IfIy. 

Practicability, Practicableness, n. fit H 2% 3, IK 

fa, WY VI a. 
Practicable, a. {ifgU8, fits Ag, Pkg, FY 

454 5, US FE 5, # EE ; a practicable affair, (KG 
UOTE, WAGE ; a practicable breach, AYA 

Zui EL, PLAZA. 
Practical, a. Capable of practice, (RR, , A 

47; capable of active use, JAE, FAG Ag; the 
practical part, 2%; a practical joke, HEA, 3% 

AV; a practical plan, BK Zest. 
Practically, ade. LL, LS, LFF 4H; he 

learnt it practically, ¥ fj 2. 

Practice, n. 7, Beh, Bh, FF, WM, ity, #2, 
#2], {I ; practice is second nature, Atk A 
§E. bad practice, BE 2, fii J; usage, Fe; 
reduced to practice, #7;%; constant practice, 
me AD, Wea} ; spoiled by practice, MULE ; to 
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abandon one’s self to vile practices, is WOE: 
corrupt practice, {7 ; learnt by practice, 24 
To 40% ; to learn by practice, 47); careless 

practice, ify A. ; to put to practice, 27 Z ; 
the practice of the court, fsPYH#A%B ; to lead 
gradually into good practices, A AG % oF. 

Practiced, pp. or a. 273%, F7i8, ins practiced 

in, ER, Ala, ett, 3, Ta, Ff He) IER Hi EIN, iR | 

ti la FF, Ff lat “fy; Is) 3, bs Bh, iti ap Hi 5 prac- 
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ticed in law, if #8 iE ; practiced in a profession, 
#F-; practiced for a long time, A ¥. 

Practise, Practice, v. t. or 7. %, gi 2, yt 2, FF, | 
47 hy, 2 ; to practice speaking, 2) 11, © a; 

. to practise virtue, {af Br, 7 3e BF, (es p#; to) 
practise virtue in secret, {%s PEE, {4s 52 Th, (4s 
f&f4 ; to practise to perfection, ESESE Fe 
#4 ; to practise physic or healing, (ik BEAR, FF 
#2, 252 ; to practise archery, 
tise per sonally, a fr, #277; to practise wicked 
works, #73#, #HE; to Parciss law, (HK fil ; 
to practise on the piano, % 

upon any one, 356A, ne A. to practise riding 
on horseback, #f 55, 3645; to practise diligent- 
ly, BV2, WEE; to practise with assiduity, Jy 

ft, WA. 
Practitioner, n. 2) #4, #7 #4 ; medical practitioner, 

tis A, AR. 
Precognita, n. pl. Fis 3, FEA. 
Pragmatic, Pragmatical, a. Forward to inter- 

meddle, 4 i 95 FRE, 25 08 (i, HF HL, HEI A 
# ; pragmatic history, $$; pragmatie sanc- 

tion, ZA ZR, BE. 
Pragmatically, adv. Impertinently, Maye, #eFE. 
Pragmatist, n. RMS H- 
Prairie, n. ACHE, sates See ZH. 
Prairie dog, n. a 
Praise, n. 3% 36, 4, 82, Fe a HK, He; 

praises, ae. to sing praises to, AR a, Ek AA, 
AF HS; praise and blame, #0, HF HE; praise 
and blame impartially bestowed, # HIM 7 fr, 
#205 fF rp ; to lavish praise, + SR. 

7A St; to prac- | 

4 ii SE; to practise | 

to bestow | 

Praise, v. t. iit 3, FRE, FES, MAH, EE, AR 
a, ata ENE, BENE, Bz, es, Fis. FR 

MP, iP, 3; to praise God, m= | Hy, Hae 
Ef; to praise men, s32 A, #4, FJ; to 
praise one verbally, f@ aA, LID BEA; to 
praise one’s self, i 2, 4 CG; to praise too 

much, it Sih i 9A ; to praise the virtuous, jf se 
#4; to praise one’s conduct, i A fF 4; to 
court or covet praise, 7% $y, He Na, PRE 
{@; to praise and blame, #% f% ; to praise, a 
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an eed by Mohammedans, 

Buddha, #7 5% (ih. 
Praised, pp. BET, HRT; 
Ah, DARE. 

Praiser, n. RIE, Ma, EK. 
Pmicewortind a. We (5 iA, Ay RE, WY He, aa, 

TAH. 
Praising, ppr. mE, BAe, BE. 
Pranee, v. 7. To bound, asa horse, fe, 3255 Ag ge; 

to prance about, said of horses, Be #E, FERS, BS 
Ee, Bi; to prance about, said of men, Bf Rp 

el af ; to praise 

to be praised, 7 

44 He. 
ee ppr.or a. Springing, fais, Bi, bound- 

ing, 4275 9A. 

Prank, v.t. PERF FEE. 

Prank, n. A freak, fe RES, EZR. EZ 

BF: sport, BUFR. BLITZ IE. 
Prasinous, a, Grass-green, 7f iv é. 
Prate, v.27. To BOSSIPs we, WERE; to babble, ba bees 

HEL, BEGG, MRR. SR, BR. SEE 
Prate, n. Trifling talk, Zak, OE fEak. 
Prating, ppr.,a. orn. wk, MRE; foolish idle talk, 
ME SeGR, AER, Mew; a prating man, FMR 
IGE AL; a prating place, EABs 

Prattle, v. 2. mous MOR, FES, CRE, EN, ae SR. 
Prattle, n. mass iin itn 3%, Miia #- 
Prattling, ppr. or a. Wait, we, WERE, RL. 

Prawn, n. &, #2, Wig; dried prawns, @RK, Wz 
#;; preserved prawns or prawn paste, pF, 

Praxis, n. 7%. | bez aE. 
Pray, v.i. To address the Supreme Being with 

reverence and solemnity, Wis, 4518, Wri ; to 
beg, 4&3, wre; to petition, %; to pray to 

God, Wr iit_- # ; to pray earnestly, 4&sfe, 4) 48, 

Wis, HFK; to pray for rain, AeA, wr Ay; to 

pray for another, ftir, fir, (i Bt, BEAR; to 

pray again, FRmr, (ir; pray for me, ft Any 

jis ; to pray for all men, 4 a§ Ais; to pray 
in aid, sei, SEA HA ; to pray in silence, Bs, 
BERS ; pray let me see, FAPPARAH ; pray ‘et me 

have, RAP AL, SHUER ; pray sit down, #444 ; 
pray tell me, Bion AeA, 5 ant Hit 4 A, Bri 2h; pray 

excuse Me, aH BE, aHdRe, 22 IRIE Ie. 

Prayed, pp. Rik, Wrest, TRS. 
Prayer, n. 724, Wri; Morning-prayer, fms; 

early prayer, 5l#;, Rls; the Lord’s prayer, 
= pris ; forms of prayer, p=“, WAX, wr 
st; general prayer, #@i; to read a form of 

prayer, HARE, MAS, IRB; to say prayer, ARE, 
Ff; to recite a prayer or incantations, QM, 
oI prayer for the dead, 4376 Amtis, RUE ; 
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prayer for the sick, #43 Awrig ; 
Common Prayer, #f =F xt, #3 4 3C 2. 

Prayer-book, n. i345 AC, wri see. 
Prayerful, a. Given to prayers TE-W his - 
Praying, ppr. ora. We Me» fe te, He, da 

ing mantis, ie i 3 ane Ba 
Preach, v.t.ort. ‘fh, 7, , THB. Wes 

the pray- 

to 

discourse on, aff 3 to nine ‘h the Gospel, Re ih 
{5 i FH, et fh ; to preach a doctrine, Hig, 
moe, ae; to preach and reform, 

preach peace, ait, “2S ; 
charity, PEM Be ; 

Preached, pp. ora. af, wk f, TET. 
Preacher, n. ‘7%, iH H- 
Preaching, ppv. "i, {8, aif. 
Preacquaintance, n. Fi Fk, AiR. 

Preadamic, a. th{A% Aj, WH ZANT. 
Preadmonish, v. t. ACETAL FC IK. 

Preadmonition, ». FH}, FASC) H- 
Preamble, n. Introduction to a discourse or writ- 

ing, 9], Fe, aaa. 
Bacarnble! Cat GS. 

Preanitepenultimata, n. Fe Rye. 
Preappoint, v.t. jae, FARE. 
Prebend, n. (4m. 

Prebendary, n. efi. 

Precarious, a. EEN, FEN, AS 

BR, RAR. 
Precarionsly, adv. Ave fry. (AS. | 
Pretariousness, n. Uncertainty, Ae, A! 
Preeative, Precatory, a. 3&2 fry, ef. 

Precaution, n. FAD, Fathi. Pith, FAD AE, 
seb. 

to preach up 

precautionary measure, Ff Pi 7% a}. 

Precede, v.t. To go before in order of time, 3, Ay, 
jie ; to go before in rank, JE, #8; to precede 

another, Fei A 3, Jef: 
before, 46 #7 

Precedence, Precedency, n. The state of going 

before with respect to time, 4E, S64, BUA; 

to take precedence, #464, 74, Fk, a | 
i ; the orders of precedence, NEE, fea 
whatever appertains to the ordinances for re- | 
gulating precedence and literary distinctions, 
ALB till BR AF ML : to give precedence, s#, (A | 

BCH, BANA; not to give precedence to 
others on acconnt of virtne or knowledge, ALI 
een Aw ; let him take the precedence, si | 

{B5GFT- 
Precedent, x n. BE, ni AS, He LS to to anoe as 

the Book of | 

Fi 4G; to. 

to preach up one’s self, [f @&. 

A, AES 

HEB. 
Precautionary, a. FDR, PEAS, PEBTAT; a | 

to precede or go | 

a precedent, FRU, F] th Hy. 
Precedented, a. JE7y fy. 
Preceding, ppr.ora. 3¢, FEE, FEMS; the night 

preceding my departure, JAZZED, FER 
+2 7% ; the preceding night, 5EN#, FE7z, WE 
7%; the preceding month, _£ 4, 56. 
ee n. The leader of a choir in a cathedral, 

mA "SC. 
Precept, n. Doetrine, #, Hw; law, HE, EPI; 

a cautionary precept, jk, JK; a command, FF, 

for; precepts, Zeik, Hel; principle, HEHE ; 
the precepts of God, #9 7 ak, Ei Pik. 

Preeeptive, a. Ha VY. 

Preceptor, n. Bella, Hil, WMS, DsG, RAB. 
_Preceptory, a. HR] (ts. 
Precession, n. Precession of the equinoxes, #38. 
Precinct, n. J& Yk, 3 Fi ; within the precinets of, 
kin, FRR, te Jis St 2 Ys within the 
precincts of jurisdiction, 7p 4S 7 Ay. 

| Precious, a. ¥¥, FH, FE, eH, BR, WA, UF 
Ee (vy, HL, BUEEA, ay fh: precious stones, = 
Al; =E; BE ; the precious metals or currency 

of a state, fp 7¥ ; precious things, #e ELBE, FE 

ALZA, REZ, Hea, OR ; rare, 225 ; to 
consider precious, #2, #2, BZ, MEE; 
worthless, IEE ; Aen mockery, gh ji]; a pre- 
cious fellow, #h3é; a very precious article, 

| FS WY. 
Preciousness, n. Great value, xR RE RES. 

| | Precipice, m. RB. WIE, ci, Hs MBE, BBE, ie, 
Pelty . FE, BE, Iie 5 an overlinnging precipice, J 
FE. TEENY AE ; to stand on the brink of a preci- 

pice, 31 ae WE, SL IE tae we. 
Precipitance, Precipitaney, n. Rash haste, eZ, 

IE, ISG, Bm Weft, 733 EL. 
| Precipitant, a. Hasty, -&&, pei oA; falling 

or rushing headlong, Be es Bae IX | BE (PE ; unexpectedly 
brought on or hastened, ZA9k Fy fig, BERRA A. 

| Precipitant, n. In echemisty, a liquor which, when 
poured on a solution, separates what is dissolved, 
and makes it precipitate, or fall to the hottom 
in a conerete state, Beat. 

Precipitate, v.t. or 7. To precipitate from a high 
place, PEA, BEYK, At yk, PA ys : to precipitate a 
person into a well, Wh Ate Jf; to precipitate 
one’s self, Af #eys ; to urge or press, 36, HE, 
(Gf; to precipitate, as medicine, PBR YZ, Hk 

| ke YX; to precipitate a business, 3f FF, 34 BF 

“it. 
Falling headlong, Be y&, BAY, | Precipitate, a. 

colle 
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pees a. Rashly hasty, i R, hie BR ERR, 

tee, HE, BR erttasth AGB KAGE, 
438 ei, Ss OF, ke, AcE; to do a thing 
rather precipitate, ee 4. ESE TE. 

Precipitate, n. BYE 27 He ; red precipitate, ALBEE 
vy Hf ; ved precipitate of mereury, =fl|J}. 

Precipitated, pp. Hurried, 34 4cj ; hastened 
rashly, {fig of; thrown down, dF T, 3 

iT. 
Precipitately, adv. Hastily, eZ, a HE HAL, = 

3 HOF, 

tately, 75 HHI, HORE, WOR TEI, 
Precipitating, ppr. Throwing headlong, #F7F, 48 
S sImmrying. 3 hastening rashly, Woes. 
2:4, HEA; throwing down, BRYZ. 

eee, n. The act of throwing headlong, 
PEA HH, LYE H 5 a falling, BES 4h ; a rushing 
down with violence and rapidity, REP, tk 
T; great hurry, 43 38, RAH; tumultu- | 
ous haste, #)¢, Hias; rapid movement, 43k 
3H 541; chemical precipitation, Beae % FF. 

Precipitator, n. 337 Kika #.- 
Precipitous, a. |, GE. FE, Ae MG, FE, UBS, HRY, 

Wapee Wee ALI hieh ‘fad ante ipitous, #5 lt; 
very high and precipitous, #35 Pe tigate 5 a precipi- 
tous bank, HEF; a precipitous ledge, HE; rather 
precipitous, fA fer. 

Precipitously, adv. Zas#i, (pe. 
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| Preclusion, n. n. eh, AE, 4, PHBE H 
Precocious, a. y 461K, HREM, Be BE BE 

| Preconceive, v. t. FAB 

ay AL, BY ES, HE 2ES ; to act precipi- | 

| Preconceiving, ppr. or a. 

- 
| Preconcert, v. t. FASE ARE 

Precipitousness, n. baee rash haste, {i3#, 47H. | 

Precise, a. Exact, #t, &, 4, ue, EME, UD. ois 
; formal, tt ORE, {Bide to arrive at 

the precise hour, (#3, v WE Bi]; a precise 

man, FMEA, AEN. 
Precisely, adv. Exactly, of, &, IE, SES, AH; 

precisely the same, [iiJ— xf. eile ; uecu- 
rately, mage, We : precisely, 486: 

se i, Me, Preciseness, n. Bot 2 3F, AMER, oY 

HER. 
Precision, n. Accuracy, YE fp 4%, MIGE Bi, — fry HE 

Preclude, v.¢. ‘Lo prevent from entering by previ- 
ously shutting the passage, SE{— A PR, FE GME 
i. PAPY Af, PAG; to hinder from access, [AL 
{¢ A ; to shut out, FR; to preclude from possess- 
ing, 47, 0% (47, FL; to preclude one from an 
opportunity, Zé ALA @ ; to debar, PATE; to pre- 
clude objections, BBS to preclude from partici- 
pating, HAZ}, HfjZz; to preclude any idea, 

ee. GA Six ‘eh 

Precluded, pp. Ris, #38, ris PAS. 
Precluding, ppr. BR, #, 4 Til 

a preeoeions child, py pA. GLA Sa, HE. 

Precociousness, Precocity, n. Psp, Digs 

IK. : 
Precogitate, v.t. FAR, fi5¢ 78. 

Precompose, » .t. FACE, FEE. 
Preconceit, n. “HME. FASE [ha Ht. 

, Fie. TASES, FAL S, 
£, FEA VER. 

Preconceived, pp.ora. FAL S, FASE ; precon- 
ceived opinions, ALE 

TAR, FASC HLA. 
Preconception, n. FG, FEE, TAR ZEE, lin Z 

KR, WE, ME, 
TARE, JAKE, Hela. 

Preconcerted, pp. or a. Fie f, FAKE S- 
Preconcerting, ppr. FAS Ais, TARIE, TAR 
Preconstitute, v.t. Flor, FAR, FASC. = LE- 
Precontract, v.t. Fi AH), FASE AT Gel, F494 [ed 
Precursor, n. Forerunner, 3¢5m, 3¢£%, BIE GCSE: 

omen, Fk, JIE. ILIA, SH, 
Predatory, a. aR, +7 3) 15, #2 9 ; predatory 

war, 6th, £ SPAT (k- 
Predecessor, n. Predecessor in office, J sA REE, 

Bi rs. JR GE, BEA, AIZE, JERE; ancestor, 5E 

JAX; predecessor on the throne, 36%, * SEE, 7 

KB. t 
Predesign, v. t. fast, fAFCAUE . F456 LAE , FRF. 
Predestinarian, n. (SjH'E ZEES, (ERS, FF 

ACH iA, fannie. 
| Predestinate, v.t. FE, 36, FASE. TASER ; 

* Emperor. 

to predestinate one to life, Fa Eg HeZE. 
Predestinated, pp.or a. fae J, SE J; life and 

death are predestinated, AE 4E 4 fir ; poverty 

and prosperity are predestinated, 433i A Be ; 
predestinated to life, Fae 7% F¢4E. 

Predestinating, ppr. JH'E. KE, WE- 
Predestination, n. fig #%, 56 E #, E &; the 

doctrine of predestination, FaE YH, ez 

OE, ER 
Predestine, v. t. fA, SEE, FAKE. 
Predetermination, n. fi 3p, IVE Ze. 
Predetermine, v. t. jE, JEXLE ; to settle in pur- 

pose or counsel, ffi3¢xr x, FAITH. 
Predetermined, pp. or a. FE S- 
Predial, a. FALE fj; predial estate, i. e., real es- 

tate, #F3e, FEX. 
Predicable, a. 3 (3 /E, WY EAS. 

¢ King. f Prince. 

42 
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Predicament, n. A category, F%; class, #4, fee | | pre- engaged i in marriag ae 

condition, Ji, J2#t, fiJ; be is in quite a | | Pre-engagement, n. fHéJ a KE HFA. 

predicament, 4B 7g le if at ft Ze AS Ag 3% St, 5 | Pre-establish, v. t. fot, S60%, FASERE IE. 

to come into this predicament, 3] W&7s- fh, FJ | Pre-established, pp. or a. ff vith. 

Ja Silt. | Pre-establishing, ppr. fv, FASERE TT. 
Predicant, n. iia. | Pre-examine, v. t. fA%, FAR, FEA, JER. 
Predicate, v. ¢. Seat WRAL ahs. | Pre-exist, v. i. SEA, SEZ. 
Predicate, n. wel an, BER Z ak. Preface, n. J; introduction, sg]; to write a 
Predict, vr. t. To foretell, ff Sta, JAS, 56S, fa preface, (£)#, (E—# 2, (E—iRE ; to write a 

=; to predict, as a fortune-teller, ¥, f, yy preface of a book, ff HER, fF ZI. 
fy, tr £p; I cannot predict how things will be | Preface, v. t. or ¢. 5, G] Ee, BARE. 

in future, #¥A4e / fy Se. Prefatory, a. iJ. 5] fg, J% fg ; prefactoty remarks, 
Predicted, pp. or a. FAS wiki, FAGEM SF .FES JENBNC 

Predicting, ppr. F£S. Séah, FM. Prefect, n. The prefect of a department, 4nyff, 
Prediction, n.j4B, TAs, JEREZ ; Soothsaying, | SF, ABH, AFM; address of the prefect of a de- 

hp, th. partment, A Hp ; the prefect of a chau, SUH; 
Predilection, n. jiJ¢+ ee, FAG, FAM, HH; 1) a prefect’s secretary, HE. 

have a predilection for this, #¥rh RYE, Het se Prefecture, n. FF, US, AF HB; prefecture of the 
d second rank, JH (see District); from what pre- 

Predispose, v.t. To incline beforehand, Fa (# fn, fecture are you? i wiiee ft BHR. 
HAS. FAGi my ; to fit previously, 7A fij, FAKE Prefer, v.t. Re, AR, eR, eB, , BR, a; 

| to raise, Be Ff; I prefer Shicaili see i 
ee pp- F&F is i; predisposed to or) prefer death to leaving, 4 FER: what do 

towards, ffi), SE fy, Tis, HID, BAT you prefer? fiprs R42 UPN, se HK fy HF § to 
iy, 5L4f Ely ; predisposed to fever, ALE jn Ht | prefer to a high office, Fiat, tiie; I 

AE, CL Hl, ty SRE. | prefer this, FQ UE fy, He LIVER HE, Fa; 
Predisposing, ppr. or a. F£ $i In), TAG ty. | to prefer a complaint against one, 4i- J\. 
Predisposition, n, Previous inclination, 7iz§, 3 Preferable, a. Worthy to be preferred or chosen 
G, EM. before something else, Hi BY WUE, Hi AY AAG, By 

Predominance, Predominaney, n. R44, WS, P| WAG; more excellent, Ai, 2638, BE; of 

He de, PS, HEAGH, LIEW; the predomin- | better quality, [- 2. 
ance on the sea, Ze ie HERR. [ HE. Preference, n. $2 5% 4%, 2 A ; to which do you 

Predominant, a. i, #8 fH ; controlling, PeRE, FE | give the preference? (prs RANE, MPBEE 
Breduatiente: v.t.ori. PeHE, TEHE, FEHE, Es) OF, RB PME. 

to surpass, Rj, Ee Bk, Welz, Afi. Preferment, n. Preferment in the church, 4 fifi 
Predominated, pp. FAiH HE, FEB HE, RT. | WRI}; preferment in office, SH, THR, 1M 
Pre-elected, pp. FH. BE- 

Pre-eminence, n. ff, #8 41, Hpk; pre-eminence in Preferred, pp. 2 HJK, + 3H, MLB; he 

folly, 5ti& Ss FES AN. | preferred élite, EP EBNE AS, the HE VE; he 
Pre-eminent, a. JI, Hiipk, dap, , HIE, HY preferred death, ee ft 3 

48, FLAK eet -eminent in power, LAE bh 4% ; to | Preferring, ppr. Fifi, BE, HR, BAIR. 
love to be pre-eminent, 4). Prefigurate, v. t. ase 

Pre-eminently, adv. JR, bk, He, JC, Hit, TAR, #8 | Prefigure, v. t. FAS, He, FEIKITHA. 
2 ny virtuous, f% Fj NA, HS 4, | Prefigured, pp. 1 a. FAI, FEWLHREE. 
px fig ; pre-eminently good, L138 MR, Rise, St | Pretiguring, ppr. FAH, FFE. 
f; pre-eminently wicked, J") BERR J, BRIA. Prefix, v. ¢. To set or appoint beforehand, Fa% ; 

Pre-emption, n. JER ZH, 46 Ze. | to put or fix before, 255A, Hi Ze AIT ORL, it 
Preen, v. t. Hi). Prefix, n. FE SEES, FE AAS SF. | 56- 
Pre-engage, v. t. FHA, FAG), FASEME IK, FASEMR | Pretixed, pp. ffi7E3H; set before, $F SESH. 
i, ah YS 5E- | Prefixing, ppr. Putting before, #¥45§ 5H; previous- 

Pre-engaged, pp. FAsy ia, Jerk i, FASEME AKT 5 ly appointing, fae. 
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Preform, v. t. Fade. 
Pregnable, a. HY ia. 

se, HOI, SESE, JES 
| Prelude, v. ¢. ort. (fay 3], BAL aI. 

Pregnancy, n. Zt, he, HE, it, BS, 47\B; the | Preludium, n. See Prelude. 
first stage of pregnancy, @ Shh, MZ, 4G, | | 

Siig 
Pregnant, a. 3, ie; to be pregnant, A Ik, A 

FAK, AE, We, & RHE; pregnant 
from illicit connection, AUG, PELE ; to become 

pregnant, 52 Ur, Wk 4, > #; plain, BY; a 
pregnant ait, Heat ae. | 

Pregravate, v. t. or 7. #27. 
Prehensible, a. PY #4, Wy FR. 
Prehensile, a. Seizing, ji; prehensile tail; BY | 

RE, Wie ZE- | 
Prehension, n. fis $e #- 

Prehnite, n. 4 (¢). | 
Preinstruct, v. t. Fa. 
Preintimation, n. fatF, 303k. 

Prejudge, v.t. 74 TF I, TAU, AR bd 3b E to 
condemn beforehand, 7A %@3E, a0 fe iy SE. fe 

Prejudged, pp. fi'8j i LT 
Prejudging, ppr. 7A. | 
Prejudgment, n. ffi li 4. | 
Prejudicate, v. t. fade, M28 Th BT. | 
Prejudicate, a. Biased by opinions formed prema- | 

turely, {fi 4k- 

Prejudice, n. (i Ji, 1th, 52. tk—2 5 ; harm, 
42; detriment, [iff Re. 

Prejudice, v. t. To injure, 4, #£, [; to obstruct, 
Be, PH BE; to prejudice a business, [R3t, BE, 
‘EE; to prejudice a person, J fia Fl, fi 

falas, BNA, AA, hp A. 
Prejudiced, pp. ov a. {fi Ht, {ha FL, Pry. | 
Prejudicial, a. Hurtful, 3 Rf, $8 dE fry, ( SEAS, | 

PEE y. | 
Preknowledge, n. ffi #1. 

Prelate, n. Ee im, sez, 
Prelateship, n. AGLI. 
Prelect, v. t. a, sam, Zin. 
Prelibation, n. Foretaste, ja’, 

Bir 

Preliminary, a. Introductory, ff "6G, J. 5] 5, 
HE UGE; preparatory, FA {fj PE; prior, Fa, 3b, | 
JAAR ; preliminary steps, #U SEMRERF ; prelim- 
inary arrangement, ff 5 ZE PE St, Fa hi ZS, 
jA9RZSE ; preliminary consultation, fii, Fa 

Preliminary, n. Introduction, J\5], Bg]; pre-- 
face, J ; the preliminaries to the peace, fi@ 

Prelude, n. Prelude in music, 7 5], Jy 5] 48 ; 
introduction, 5], #45], 56 5]; harbinger, 

| Premeditate, v. t. or i. SERRAH, FAA, jai Ba 

Premature, a. Ripe before the natural or proper 
time, 5L¥4; happening before the proper time, 

ACHE, HAGL, TARBOS, BLAS, WY) ACTA, PH As 
Fi] ; a premature step, {EJF AeHL; a premature 
birth, J\ZE; a premature death, F323, 48 fr, 

Fit, WE, bE, AAAGE ; a premature 
conclusion, 14 AcSl, Boe. 

| Prematurely, adv. KH. 
| . 

| Prematureness, Prematurity, n. Too great haste, 
ei EL; unreasonable earliness, el, IAG 

FA, RRM. 
ae? LN Je Tank, 

Sct, TAF JE ; to premeditate a draft, fie 

te fis, WEA 
| Premeditated, pp. ora. fH BTS, if at TJ ; a pre- 

meditated murder, fist 7% $x, ERE ; pre- 
meditated injury, FASE PEM SE. 

Premeditating, ppr. 7H SC He AS, TAB, SEB, 7a 

wk THIOL. 
Premeditation, n. 7 BL, JH5E4 B 

Premier, a. First, #—. 
> n i ote ic Premier, n. The first minister of state, 4248, 7 

#A, 34H, FFA. See Prime Minister. 

| Premise, v.t. fe VA am, Fi am, TARR. 
| Premise, v. t . To lay down first propositions, +7 

ie ; to premise a discourse, 3& vp iar 

Hin. 
Premises, n. pl. Propositions antecedently sup- 

posed or proved, Fy sj ; circumstances premised 
or set forth previous to covenants, 7H ji, 74 
iE Se 3 premises or buildings, J, FR, 3 
Be, RE, BA, (EK, 3; the premises one 
occupies, PREZ ke, Prev. 

Premium, n. ARR, Hi zk Zt; a reward or bounty, 
A OR, A, A FE; interest, #) B, fA); the 
premium is abonts Higk#y ; to pay a premium, 

HE IK Ht. 
Premonish, v. t. FA), FABSIK. 
Premonition, n. FAFHi#s IK, FA BERK. 

Premorse, a. 25) f1J. 
Premotion, m. Previous motion, 7H 4% ; previous 

excitement to action, 7H @f ah. 

Prenominate, v. t. FAY. 
Prenominate, a. | ag 1%, eam R- 

Preoceupaney, n. The act of taking possession 
before another, 4¢15 #%, 2¢er He; the right of 
taking possession before others, 5§ tt % #E- 

Preoccupate, v. t. 3615, JE HE. 
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Beeeeeann tian n. . eG, ye ey Be ge he 
3f ; preoccupation of mind, JE} Rot. 

Preoccupied, pp. or a. 5&rr3 ; it preoccupied his 

mind, 36 (4 34 Hat. 
Preoceupy, v. t. To take possession before another, 

Jerg, Jerod ; to preoceupy by force, 5E Ry py, 

4e im fy; to preoccupy the mind, 4E Af 3%, 
FEE GOO, TASC 3 to enjoy beforehand, 4 

#f, FARE 
Preopinion, n. ja 5], TAR. 

Preordain, v. t. FA, SEE, JER 
Preordaincd, pp. or a. FATE. 

Preordination, n. fA #4. 
Prepaid, pp. or a. FAR, 2S, EFC, TA 

FA iA. 

Preparation, n. Fiifig#, JERI 4, fi ; a me- 
dical preparation, 2 ¥ ; 

FA AT C, HEM, THAT 
Preparative, a. FAH", FAAS. iMRI; pre- 

parative to this work, fff) WE ¢E 3 Ag. 

Preparatory, a. Ff", TAMAS, (RAS; pre- 
vious, FH2C A. SLSEAS ; preparatory judgment, 

Cu ci | a 
Prepare, v. t. ffi, fAfiT, FRR, TSF. PET. Efi. 
Da ffi. Fay, FA, Hee (if, FE (h, FEE 5 to adjust, | 

; to make, fff, ja; to | 

; to prepare a house, FH fj [HJ s, | 
HE (fi; to adapt, # A 

establish, px 

; to occupy by prejudices, ff Fi om. | 
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as medicine, i; preparing, as a work for the 
press, #2) 3 providing, [yy ffF. 

Prepay, v. t. $38, HBS, SEMR, AES. 
Prepense, a. BLE A. FER AS, BORAT; 

prepense, {a-@Z BE 
Prepollence, Prepollenc Vy, n. RH: 
Preponderance, Preponderancy, n. fj #4, He ie 

4 EES, MERH. 
Preponderate, v. i. or t. jh, WIS, WHE ; to 

overpower by stronger influence or moral power, 

HR, We, Bl. 

malice 

Preponderated, pp. HR S 
Preponderating, pp. or a. ih, HH, HR. 
Preposition, n. ZE {fy =f. 

| Prepositor, n. fiefz. 

preparation for war, | 

He (ii fi) gs ; to prepare a medicine, Wak, 7H 
ae, el few ; to prepare fields for planting, # | 
fl; to prepare a feast, _x; to prepare a | Prerequire, v. t. fA 32, 56% 
eulogistic paper, F¥ pz, FA ; to prepare papers, | 
HEA, HELE; to prepare dinner, PE fj ABE, AE Hi 

KE: 
prepare rice, FEAR. 

Prepare, v. i. fj, FA ff}, hi di 5 to prepare for death, 
Fi ffi AE ; to prepare (provide) against, iy f{fj ; to 
prepare for a journey, 7H (Aj#t Fe, Hk (i FFE, Ue 
4) 4728 ; to prepare for the press, Ray, eIE; 

to prepare for dinner, fAffj BF, A ffi £ fi ; to 
prepare fully, As ffy, JA {RF 5 to prepare for taking | 

the Holy Communion, Fafhj RA. 
Prepared, pp. or a. Pet, fii J. hiith, AL, AS, 

fini; prepared for death, PS AE, Fai 

JE, PBR AE; all prepared, [ips T, — 
FAA Ti S. SESE. te LMT Ts prepared 
for emergencies, ffj#zZ; prepared against, 
fab, Pifty; think of evils and be prepared 

against them, P&E Ti faby ; prepared medicine, 
RA ; prepared (drie os neat, HAE. 

Preparer, n. FE ffi", fii 4 
Preparing, ppr- F&ffi, et, Hie, 
oo 

fj; preparing, 

to prepare fowl cutlet, #75 Ay¥8; to | 
| Presage, n. 5¢ HE, 3k, 3% 

Prepossess, v.¢. To prepossess, as land, &e., Fy, 
rive, 3¢%}, 2652; to prepossess the mind, Fa 
Ht, FEPE MS, FASE HED ; to prepossess in one’s 

favor, 567A, SEILILD. 
Prepossessed, pp. firth f, 7HudE TS. 
Prepossessing, ppr.or a. fara, 36%, SER. 
Prepossession, n. Fact #4, FU AEH, HSER SH, 

714675 # ; preconceived opinion, FAH, {fi _5L- 
Preposterous, a. AP, FFBL A, KER AS, Hee. te 

Fe, FE ZR, WRI YK; preposterous regulations, 3fé 
Bats ; monstrous, PE A; how preposterous 

a. 
PUK. Preposterously, adv. FBSK 

Prepuce, n. The foreskin, 3 ae, JK, PG Pa. AR 
| Bil J. 

Prerequisite, a. 4¢ B27, RE BEN. 

Prerogative, n. #%, RHE, ARAN HE, BORE ZLHE. 

Prerogative court, n. ee ue PERE AY. 
IK UE, SEIK 3 presage 

of victory, ie 
Presage, v. t. lo forebode, Fa. Fad# 

bs b. 
Presbyopy, n. id. 
Presbyter, n. @fz, B@RE. 
Presbyterial, Presbyterian, a. 95 @ LAS, EAE 

fj ; presbyterian church, R#BAS. 

Presbyterian, ». (G12, HEM MEL Mh 
2% ; the principal presbyterian, §2 @ IE. 

Presbyterianism, n. fap fez Fk. 
Presbytery, n. KBR, KA. 

Prescience, n. Fa, stil, SE4a1, FE SL ZA. 
Preseribe, x. ¢. or 7. To prescribe in medicine, fA 

Wee, bla, BOT, BATT F; to give, asa 
rule of conduct, EAHA, “EPI, BLE ; to di- 
rect, 7H; to command, gp, m4r, BEAD; to 
establish, 7%, 363; to order, By. 

; to foretell, 
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Prescribed, pp. or a. Prescribed in medicine, 6) 

ih 48 Fy 
Prescribing, ppr. Prescribing in medicine, yf 4% 

Fj ; giving, as a rule of conduct, 7eJi AB. 
Prescription, n. Medical prescription, 477, 4% 

WH, Be Fear. 
Prescriptive, a. Acquired by immemorial use and 

enjoyment, AE 4 119, AZT i fry; pleading 
the continuance and authority of custom, #3A 

FA, HEMT A SE, HE Aa. 
Presence, n. The existence of a person or thing 

ina certain place, 76; in the presence of, [fy 

BW, Wai, 2g. AT, 2, EP; in your 
presence, Ze (PET HT, WZ; come in my 

( 829) 

presence, 47 Aj, M8, Wh3e; to come to the pre-_ 
sence of, fi fij ; in the presence of His Imperial 
Majesty, 7, 4H) ij; presence of mind, 7 
JH, MIZE; dignity of presence, pZE, HTM; 

show fair presence, »phky-An fl, BESET K. 
Presence-chamber, Presence-room, n. AEBS, 448, 

A, ABE. 
Present, a. 7£, M&K ; before the face, ini, A 

7 ; at present, HA, FF, HE, HT, AF, 
GEG, FGF, 2%. FG; to be present at, Ze, MF 
iz; by the present, LE; a present poison, #3 | 
3 ; present money, JH; a present wit, HF ; 
the present age or world, 4 flk, pee, Bile; 
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ents sent in return, 4%; a liberal present, 
PANG ; & poor present, fips; to send a present, 

Present, v. t. iB, Hh, Ne, x, HE » in i, Ne, 

H£, BK ; to present or offer toa superior, #8, 3, 
i ; io present (offer) with both hands, #4; to 
present a ecard, as a visitor, fh, bia), FEE, 
HEN; ; to present a ill, Ape yt, Bee Ht; to 
present a child at the font, KF fA BE; to pre- 
sent a petition, EEE, £h ds; to present payers, 

JA36; to present for examination, 348%; to 
present up, 34,7; to present an offering, 

¥&; to present one’s daughter to the emperor, 
44% ; to present taxes or tribute, #4 FF ; to pre- 
sent a document, 7k, EAS, Ew, Fi Ax, 
As; to present gifts, fH"; to present food 
to a superior, ¢£A%, #%; to present skins (furs) 
and horses, as a Tartar, # J&€ 55; I present you 
with all things, F&M SS AUR SEiB (rR, FE Lae 
IFSZS ; to present sacrifices, #8 7G. 

Presentation, n. The act of presenting, 5% #, # 
#4; presentation copy, Aik 2th, * GELB T 

presentation to an office, #je, (AHL; the pres- 
entation of a minister, $2 44% (ii ; the presen- 
tation at court, 5] Hl. 

Presented, pp. Given, ith, Gy fi ; offered, ¥ 
3 ; presented, as a document, 5438. 

for the present, A}, if 4; the present life, | Presentee, n. ;€ 305 4. 
ES 

4H; a plan for the present juncture, Paap 
Zest, BS Zl, HBL FT; the present tense, 

4 je; the present dynasty, AX#J; at present, 
IPE; at this present, WAVE, HEF. 

Present, n. Gift, SUE, 3 m0. THE, AOA. eS, 
Hi ; a present offered to a superior when visit- | 

ing him, @ Fl; presents given to a friend 
going on a journey, Wf, fen8; presents of 
food, @&, FZ; presents, in diplomatic language, 
should be rendered i}; presents of congrat- 
ulation, 7 9, Hin. i; presents of cloth 
and silk, 4 4 ; presents of silk and precious 
things, #% §4 ; presents of food made toa family 
in mourning, HEH ; a dry present, i. e., a pres- 
ent of money, #77; a wet present, a present 
of food, &e., #278, BEE: presents of the pro- 
ductions of the country, +. FE“, BEES; pres- | 
ents made at the expiration of the first month 

of confinement, 27 345 A "en. i 4 2 ae; pres- 
ents of food folded up in leaves, { #f ; presents 
sent by a sovereign when inviting one to office, 
or toa girl on betrothal, §& 7%; to sent presents 

on the day of betrothal, #427, FH; pres- 

Presentient, a. fA P47. 
Presentiment, n. 7H; previous conception, ffi 

fi, THE, SEA Z E. 
Presently, adv. Immediately, (AJ, GN, HE, HF, 

FEZ; ina short time after, #—PA, H—yy, 

i—%), ENF, Fe NF; I presently come, ZR 
= ~ J. 

aA ee a 
Presentment, n. The act of presenting, j5£#, Z 

#4, f8 4, 52% ; an official accusation, pe yep 

ae 
Preservable, a. WU (%, WE, (RAT. 

Preservation, n. (R46, (RE, TE ; preservation 

and destruction, 7£(3. 
Preservative, a. (RUBE, RAS, FEA, Wes (IRE 

Preservatory, a. Il (ROBE, WERT AY. 

Preserve, v. ¢. To keep from danger or injury, {R, 

tf, TF 5 to proteet, (K 5F, i tt, TR fe SEA 3 

to preserve, as spirits, charms, &c., (2 {G, JE 

ii, TRIE; to preserve life, {% Gp ; to preserve 

entire, 4s ; to preserve from injury, (REE, 

HK BE We ; to preserve, as things over night, 

&e., WeFe, Hes, We 38, & ML, HL, We i > to 

x Copy of one volume. + Copy of a set. 
—————< 
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preserve from decay, Wd AB; to preserve | Press, v.¢. To urge with force or weight, 3a, 38, 
health, {®. ; to preserve and cherish, (%(# ; 
to preserve in brandy, 3@HSZEV whi ; to pre- 
serve in sugar, feyeHk, ZEFAPH ; lo preserve 
in salt, {Up lt i, Hee; to preserve in vinegar, 
HE ; to preserve her virtue, 4F 6. 

Preserve, n. Preserve in China, $F BL, Bs; 
mixed preserve, called chow chow, 4eHEt, (F 
HREM ; a fish preserve, 7A, Aspe, Hh, FEMA 

Be 
Preserved, pp. ora. {RS {eff J ; defended from 

evil, (iii, (RET. 
Proserver, n. (RA, (RH, (RAH, MEMES. 
Preserving, ppr.or a. (RFF ; defending, (RE, HE 

f#j ; keeping, as food, &e., Wiye3ee, WictH. 
Preside, v. i. ‘Io be set over for the exercise of 

authority, fe, PRLS, HE 4z, 4 WEF ; to direct, 

2g, 4, Sn, BOE, MERE NRE, SAE ; to wateh 
over, as inspector, #4 BF4¥ ; to preside at a meet- 
ing, 4 @4z, % @H ; to preside in court, # 

IE. 
Presidency, n. The office of president, #942 #, 
JE ; the jurisdiction of a president, TEs 
Ae 

President, n. The president of a society, &., R, 
= i, AS, Pte, 444, JAA ; an inspector, 
B= > a senior officer, TE, $s; a president 

of a board, faj#; a president of a college, 
Bz; the venerable, the president, = Bez fil ; 

the president of the Astronomical Board, KF 
BE’ JE; the president of the Great Medical 
College, 4c $2 ft Br fii; the president of the 
Court of Ceremonies, #8) <:Jfl; president and 
vice-president, ij 2 (HL, IER; the president 
of the Board of Rites, 7 4p fy BE, #8 HE); the 
president of War, fe Ap jay HF, HH); the presi- 
dent of the Board of Punishment, Jp) if (7 &#X 
Sf); the president of the Board of Civil Service, 
si AD fh BF, FIP ; the president of the Board of 
Revenue, Ja phy 2, Hh; * the president of 

the Board of Works, 7 ph fay BF, Sp; the pres- 
ident of the Sacrificial Court, yes; the 
president of the Criminal Court, = Aq) fy ¥ ; 
the president of the United States, 7é ie @ #h 

Presidentship, n. #9 fe Zi. |Acxe. 
Presidial, Presidiary, a. Spi fry; having a gar- 

rison, SPE fig. 

Presiding, ppr.ora. Fyfe; directing, HP, 4 
#4; controtlling, #BP, emp, Bee. 

Presignify, v. t. fAdF 

* Hi is interchangeably used with jy. 

MSE, HSE, AE GE. HEAR, SLA, FH; to press 
down, ££, JAR CE, IR 2, HEE; to press down 
with the hand, #%, #4; to press down or out, 
#£ ; to press between two, fe {¥: ; to press paper, 
BEAK ; to press tight, 7; to press firm or 
solid, 3%, HEI, HEE; to press or hurry, RE 
Ae, 30, HES, HEGE; to press, constrain or 
urge, 3, (EfE ; to press or separate spirits, RE ; 
to press oil, #£ 7; to press around, ta $f; to 
press with the hand, $2, {p> AR, FAS; to 
press with the fingers, f#4F$%, BR; to press a 
person, 3m J\, (]EJ\ ; to press to death, 38 9§ ; to 
press one to follow, jf 7%, HE, 2 7 ; to press 
one to accept, 31 [{ ; to press one for a debt, #é 

19, 5%, 3p, Wal ; don’t press me so, 37> 
te BZ FK 5 to press another, #47; to press men 
into service, 3 J\ 4x 'H.. 

Press, v.7. To urge, ff, REI, fE{/E; to press for- 
ward, 4& fii, 4#éqI] ; to press upon one for help, 
3 \F}-=F ; to press eagerly, stilt, i BE; to 
press towards, 3 {nj ; to press near, 387¢; to 
press back, 3 §4 7%, iBle] ; to press upon any 

one, {ff Zi; to press against the door, fe (E 
FY, HiefY ; to press through, as through a crowd, 

iH. 
Press, n. f£ ; an oil-press, jf ; a sugar-press, 

HiAE ; a wine-press, AE; a printing-press, FJ 
76, FEE; a book-binder’s press, fg AF; a 
steam-press, Fi] #YCKE ; a press or crowd, J\ fis 
Jf, J\i& ; a great press, 38 (3 AF BE ; a press or 

locker, #f, EE; really, what a press ! JRJEGE A; 

a press for books, #4ff ; liberty of the press, ff 

AFI, BG AFD. 
Press-money, n. ji $f. 
Press-work, n. FJ. 
Pressed, pp. or a. 388 380, RET JARS ; pressed 

by circumstances, #3! Pyi8, PH, Sih, S; 

pressed or urged so as to be unable to breathe, 
35 3) a APIE Ht; pressed solid, FR, sa sf BA; 
pressed by poverty, qi, #&. 

Pressing, ppr. ora. Urging, fé{E; pressing with 
weight, if; constraining, 38, BE, 9m, om 38; 
crowding, J\im ; urgent, 2, 3, 72, Ai6, HH, 
ERS, H, HE; squeezing, HE, 74; the affair is 
pressing, fj, 374; a pressing affair, By, 

WEB ZF. 
Pressingly, adv. 3 ; closely, tJ, 4&4. 

Pressirosters, n. pl. kay YS KB. 
Pressman, n. Pressman in printing, FE) Ag, Fp 

wee, Fae. 
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Pressure, n. ». The act of pressing with fore, a | Presumptively, wii HAR. 
5; the act of urging with force, 3% #, #é {it Presumptuous, a. Bold and confident to excess, 33, 

#4 ; the force of one body acting on another by W, WAG. HOE A. WE. AlAs, Bi Ass; 
weight or the continued application of power, characterized by arrogance, Ris, Ais, AR; 
WR ZAI, WE, HE II; Mma ZI, HH; irreverent with regard to sacred things, 3, ; 
difficulties, #PH€ ; straits, #34, Alf ; urgency, | | willful, #; presumptuous hope, 72, fe ; 
Fifi H ; the pressure of business, 37344. % ; presumptuous pride, 335 fit, 2a 5 ISA aie 
the atmospheric pressure, 3) 4 AR Hr <% JY ; it as- transgression, ie, % 7B; insolent, GF; 
eends or descends according to atmospheric | presumptuous sin, 4827 E. 
pressure, Ft ff Jil Sa JAR ae +; high- -pressure, | _ Presumptuously, aa: With rash confidence, #¥, 

RE NAA I; the pressure of con-) 3, He; willfully, #, if; arrogantly, LAE. 
science, Bi 230 EPs 230 | Presumptuousness, n. 384%, HUA, KBE, 

Prest-money, n. #4 ER, BEZIER. | @&K. 
Prestige, n. Illusion, pe SF, SEE: the prestige | Presupposal, n. iP} 4%, Fee- 34, ABH. 

of an army, BIR HY, a HY. | Presuppose, v. t. FAEL, SER. ARAB. 

Presto, adv. teig ZH ; quickly, pede. _ Presupposed, pp. or a. fai Ue. FEE 
Presumable, a. B) it. | Presupposing, ppr. fap}, Rea 
Presume, v. 7. JHHk, He, $4, 44 A, GB; to presume | Presupposition, n. FAS}, ELA, 7H. 

to act, ## A Fit, qi AER, WHA AT. TTS Presurmise, n. FAA, 5 ffi - 
to presume on or upon, 3%, #3; to presume to | Pretence, n. Appearance, £43, ER, fA. Th 
ask, WX PY; dare not ey Ask. "EH: |S RS, SES. HRAERGH; a pretence of au- 
how can I presume ? #43%; to presume to act, thority, FEA HE, HzAPHE; granting passports 
HEE, FRAG, JA FF ; to presume on one’s ee | under false pretences, GET AR ER AT to mae a 
et, LETH; to presume on wealth, [3 UW ; pretence, #iik, Feit, Hie, TERS, HERD. FRO 
presume on one’s power, [¥A GHA J. ea | to get a thing by false pretences, +34; to 

# Jj; to presume on one’s talent, [RASGA, FF | remove all cause for making a pretence, LIK 

AAG HAA HE, AAR A, SE ASHA; to pre-| ART. 
sume on nobility, fit, BEF ; I dare not pre- | Pretend, v. t. fF, if, (ECE, aC, FE, (ER, (ie, #8, 
sume to say much, BIBS 5 ; may | presume? HEIL, Fifa ; to pretend ignorance, FES, fF 
Fx ; how dare I presume? ¥i¢. A, EAE As EU, FEE A, GETS A A; to pretend 

Presume, v.t. ff, fis, AL, LIAR; as 1 presume, madness, {£F£, Ff; to pretend sickness, fz 

HA HK A, HRGz A; I presume, 4 fh, HA; I w6, HEI. LERSIN. FEATIE; to pretend to hea 
presume you will go, FRA Ra, RMVB AH ; fool, =: ies: 55 ; to pretend to be moral or good, 
I presume your aged mother has a very good RRIERM, (RIE, PASE; to pretend to be in 
constitution, #8 {fp 4p mest HE. need, 47 AL3E, Fy Fh; to pretend fair, HiFy 

Presumed, pp. Supposed, ffi, Whi, BET ; 1 26; to pretend to be something, fH}, FaHE; 
have presumed to annoy, #iff. to pretend to be officers, (ZAR. 

Presumer, n. f7#%, AEH; an arrogant person, | Pretend, v. 7. To put ina claim, af, 7f A. 

WE, MBH, ER. Pretended, pp.ora. {£ J, iT, PBT; 
Presuming, ppr. ora. Taking as true, ff, fii, LI pretended devotion, (§ fgmtiE, PER WE ; pre- 

FS, FEN, BEER, AK, (Fe An, FEZ ; too confident, tended zeal, {fa 4 Fb% ; pretended tranquillity, 
3%; presumptuous, #7 {€ JHE; venturing with- | FR 4S-R2B, BRAAZR. 
out positive permission, Ff, #¥. Pretender, n. One who makesa show of something 

Presumption, n. Supposition of the truth, f(#*#, not real, EA #, RB, 11 HSE, fe; 0 
IH. F§C14$H; blind or headstrong confi- | pretender to a crown, FP fr. 
dence, JH Ht, Ja #7 #%, Ja (E #9 BH; arro- Pretending, ppr. ff, , 3%; pretending to act 
gance, 357, Aly, BK. | like a fool, #:%%; pretending, ostentatious, fy 

Presumptive, a. AWC; arrogant, 3, Aas, Bi | Pretense, n. See Pretence. | Fx. 
fH; presumptive evidence, (HE, te PR REZ Peotone n. Claim, # fi]; high pretensions, B& 
iB; BecseepuiNe ate 45 tl 4h, WIKRE 5 pre-| 4, BA: pretence, (ES, 275, TA 5 2 man 
sumptive HON PA, hee, PR ZY. | with great pretensions, #£ (pz ff. 
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Preterit, a. Past, iT, (#238. KT; the | Prevaricate, v. i. ort. To shift or turn from one 
preterit tense, J I}, 3 Se 27 JF. side to the other, BH, Bl##; to play foul 

Preterlapsed, a. #357, LRGGS T. | play, i fAEJE, FE= PU, FALSE ; to col- 
Preternatural, a. 2 VE fig, Hi Se A. Bone fly; Inde, Fest, [nj HE; to undertake a thing falsely 

preternatural swelling, BUH fy Je, TSVE Aga. and deceitfully, with the purpose of destroying 
Pretext, n. Pretence, baal Pa su to mile | it, ete. ae fE; to evade by a quibble, MeL IG 

eu false pretext, i, $i, $e, HO, GER. fB | ee =i pe 
#% to make a pr ant to injure others, $1 J\, | Prevarication, ». BY PU###i# ; a deviation from the 
mej ; under the pretext of virtue, eRe. =: plain path of truth and fair dealing, HF, B 
I G ; to use as a pretext, EE, HEFL. lh 2% 44% ; collusion of an informer with the 

Pretor, n. & fe, FED, FE a. defendant, #4z ; a secret abuse in the exercise 

Prottily, adv. WHE. 4 hh: prettily done, FA(KA of a public office or commission, Ff, #7, , BE, He 
AE, (ETE AG ; with decency, 36, El je Be. | 7. 

Prettiness, n. HHH. (#- Preyaricator, n. A shuffler, 2 PYG, Plea # sa 
Pretty, a. oradv. 4 fii, 4, fe, HAWME. HBX quibbler, Hs 3%, Beth #; one who colludes 

pretty fair, AAS, #845, FFSE; pretty good or with a defendant, 4s 4% ; one who abuses his 
well, $8 4y-, fide, Fy 4G; neat and appropriate, — trust, BAH, MH, APH. 

BE; sly, Weis, FEF; small, Jv; a pretty face, | Prevenient, a. fi tH. 

{AK (i), AEE TW, SEIR. AEP; to show Prevent, v.¢. To obviate, o; to hinder, PAE, 

off one's protty face, FEfH, VEAL; a pretty BABE, WECE, PILI. AN EE, AM DLL, 2 Be; to pre- 
woman, (fA, A, WE; rather pretty, Ri) venta misfortune, Hil}, HH; to prevent one 
Ze, Wide, 4E 9G Hedy; pretty well, not sick,| coming, ti AE, BA AZ; to prevent disclos- 
WAGE, Kids; pretty much, RZ; a pretty | ure, HH Pe tli; to prevent confusion, H RL, 
fellow! KAA, spate; a pretty task! 4¢T | MP#y; to prevent danger, Hi fx; to prevent troub- 
Fa pretty height, Ay; fora pretty while, le, AE, Hae, WIE; to prevent stiffness of 
KALA ; pretty near, five; I am pretty certain | appearance, FE ff-; * to prevent, as good 
of it, RUA FANE. men reaching office, #£§f] ; to prevent superi- 

Pretty-spoken, a. 3 ap, SEH. | ors knowing it, #@ |; to prevent people enter- 
Pretypified, pp. fix, WHEE. | ing, PAA, BEAA; to prevent a visit, 3% 
Prevail, v. i. To overcome, FR, WE, A, WEIS. #2; to prevent going further, i IE to pre- 

ig ; reason ought to prevail over passion, HAR vent advancing, BASE: ; to prevent ingress and 
in 5, FE RENE PE; to prevail upon one by en- | — egress, BL HEA ; to prevent censure, SEH; 
treaties, si JL. sRWE A; to prevail on one to) to prevent one’s return, #§ SHER. 
come, Bt AW; to prevail on by words, =P Hp | Prevented, pp. A ih, Debit, PA TESS. 
Akh; could not prevail on him, 1 #5 (5, | Preventer, n. 3%, BE, PARE. 

AM FF fi, ; to be in force, or have effect, {0 77. Preventing, ppr. Hindering, BA FE, PADS, BASS; 
ih dt, JE (fi ; the opinion prevails, Ze B3HH#. obviating, H. 

Prevailed, pp. Gained advantage, jim, Ri; | Prevention, n. PA, BABE, 3% ; for the preven- 
persuaded, #Eif, BES. | tion of cruelty, DL) FERS ; by way of preven- 

Prevailing, ppr.ora. Gaining advantage, im. | tion, WR. 
JR; persuading, FRR, BE; having effect, jm | Preventive, a. KA, BHT fy ; preventive meas- 

FF; succeeding, ME, BE. | ures, Fa BR 2% Sh, HE Dy Z Sl PALS Z tT; pre- 
Prevalence, Prevaleney, ». Superior atreneea ventive medicine, (45 7 4. 

BR JJ ; most general reception or practice, 338, Preventive-service, n. <i Ff ; the ships of prevent- 
35] ; most general existence, PR; prevalence | ive-service, <A HE, MI. 
of fever, UE RE; prevalence of pestilence, #47 | Previous, a. 36, FAFE, WH, FA, DAMS; previous 
es the prevalenc e of a custom, SE}ml ek. | day, 54— A, fH; previous year, | 4F, 3E 

Prevalent, a. Predominant, B&, Sc fF, BE FF, ih 77, — 46; to heed sees examples, 58 Wij] Hi; 
Hsia, MAA ; a prevalent opinion, 30 Fy eB, previous appointment, Wf), Faz # ; a pre- 
ih 45 27S 5 a prevalent fever, Bk Fy"PEAK RE, BE vious agreement, see 2, KAI E LE 5 a 

AZINE * Applied tc to w writing. 
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previous aflair, EDAEY?, WALI, FEZ. | 
BP; on a previous occasion, 4 4S PEE, SEN, 

Previously, adv. 7456, JEU. 
Prevision, n. jf 5, 5651, 74 A. 
Prewarn, v. t. FAP), FAIK. 
Prey, n. Spoil, booty, Jude 2, $75 GE, FT 9 
ZA, Wi; a beast of prey, FEBK; birds of 

prey, iB. 
Prey, v. t. #23), $y Hf, IPfie; to feed by violence, | 

as birds of prey, #2, Hh #2; to feed by vio- | 
lence, as beasts of prey, JR #; to prey on the | 
people, #) WE; sorrow preys on him, 3$3#{6 | 

§& ; sorrow preys in his heart, SJ {IPE t, SE 

$8 fl Za. 
Preyer, n. A plunderer, Jj5¢#, JT HIH, F- 

price, Jf f&; the present price, HH ff; fixed 

price, PE, 2AGL, AOL sE0M just price, 
Ail ; a high price, Ff; a low price (EF ; 
the price has fallen, Pe ; the price is going 
up, {&_E ; to raise the price, {t(& ; the common 
price, 2° {@ ; to raise the current price, IFN 

f@ ; the price is extravagant, ff $8 5 4ih 5 ex- | 
orbitant price, Sf ; to state the price, Bat ; 
to ofer a price, 3% ff ; to estimate the price, { 
{@; to ask too high a price, BYfR; I dare not | 
ask too high a price, MEP; the market | 

ff; price current, iH {RA ; to | 
sell at a low price, ¥ 79 2: ; to sell under price, | 
FES, 58 73 ZB OM; a thing of great price, | 

iu. 
a ZS price, qirf® 

FE, IPE Yn, FE EL 2; goods kept to raise | 
the price, J& 4; what is the price? (#8 Bh, 
#8 SH £8, HE WER §8; the price to be settled | 
afterwards, ##'E (HF; to wait for a (better) 
price, fA ; the price of redemption, IR¥(F{ ; he 
does not know the price of rice (inexperienced), 

WE aK AR. 
Price, v. t. To set a price on, HZ, WZ, BZ. 

Price-current, n. Tif (8A. 
Priced, a. Set at a value, used in composition, as 

| Pricker, n. #£, €]-, wij. 

Price, n. (8, fH $8, (8 Rk, (A ffi; the current | 

high-priced, ¥¢, Fy (8, (A $8 He, He LH; low-— 

priced, (EE8OE, (SOLAS. 
Priceless, a. ‘Too valuable to admit of a price, 4€ 
{A BY if, EAE; without value, HH fq FelpE, WE 

ESR, (RIL. 
Prick, v.¢. To prick with a sharp-pointed in- 

strument, wi], 2], Boa}, S|, EF, # ; to prick so 
that it gives one pain, #7} Aji; to prick a 
eask of wine, Bg SE 4C HA i; to prick up the 

ears, HEGEL, SRE, RET, Wg. SL, HABA: to 
6 A 

prick up the ears, as a dog, 44, KAKHR EH; to 
prick the chart, #4 fega, !h la]; to prick a tune, 
{Fk 5]; to prick the heart, H.%, yap; to 
incite, Hy mh, BRS. 

Prick, v. 7. To become acid, %% ; to dress one’s 
self for show, #8 YE; to shoot along, 734 ; 
to aim at a point, mark, or place, #i70Fl, Fa7HE. 

Prick, ». A slender pointed instrument, jij, 9é, 

4, Ef: a spur, Hh ff, oa) EG i ; wooden pricks, 
AT ; pricks of conscience, )fy#i}; a spot or 
mark at which archers aim, fv, #£ ot ; a punc- 
ture, —# ; the print of a hare on the ground, 

Prick-post, 2. fii. | 72h. 
Pricked, pp.-¥i) J, #1 iH ; stung with pain, Wy 
J; vendered acid, (iiss sy ; marked, AF is, 

[Be 
Pricking, ppr. i, #J; affectine with pungent 

pain, pH, A). 

Prickle, n. ya), Hi, By, 97- 

Prickliness, n. #8, Za. 
Pricklouse, n. #&#EFER - 
Prickly, a. BM, BI;, BE. 
Prickly-heat, n. SHR. 
Prickly-pear, n. #7 E, will, mp pee. 

| Pride, n. Be, fik, BSR, (Hel, Sk; to take pride 

ina thing, 73%; pride of heart. (fut, 85 x 
25; to display pride, PEK, #8 Hik5q ; pride 
and self-sufficiency, A, Ay}; pride is an 
everlasting evil, fi ay {lk 2B, Se ae IE 
iE ay; inmsolence, ff}; generous elation of 

heart, 523 ; beauty displayed, #¥s3}€ ; summer's 
pride, 32 73M ; military pride, 2 A Zee%R, 

FENZ RIS NER. RN ZB 
wolf in pride, jt a) pE Api ; self-exaltation, |] 
a Hj conceit, Ff ify. 

Pride, v. t. #3, 4, FX; to pride one’s self, Gy ws. 
Pride of India, n. Melia azederach, #Ets}. 

Prideful, a. Full of pride, 7 DURE fk. 
Prideless, a. SEB 4ut (ff. 
Priding, ppr: Fe Foe 

Prier, n. $R-F. 
Priest, n. 28 mJ, $8 #%, $52; a high priest, #3 pl 

fé;a presbyter, %; a pastor, He fi}; a Roman 
Catholic priest, 42; a Buddhist priest, Fu fA, 

PY, EAS RAR AS HEAR. SEGK. ARPY. LSI. 
{8 fin, * A, * Hi. * BA; * a Tauist priest, 
4-+-, #4 A; to become a priest, Hi ¥e, SEK; 
priest and people, (# (a lama priest, {hn pi (®. 
pit ME ( : officiating priests in the monastery, 
{8 $% wa) we #E ; priests expounding their doctrine, 

* Stand for I, the poor priest. 
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fe Fy [it] Hx; director of priests ina monastery, 

fit #0 a] (ff WE. * 
Priest-like, a. 74% BJ. 
Priesteraft, n. 8 nly to, BORA ZHE; 

priesteraft in China, #1 jj 7% Se NH. 
Priestess, n. Buddhist priestess, (EAR, A ft. HEAR, 

Ae, SESE. 
Priesthood, n. The office of a priest, 23 a] ZUR ; 

tlhe order of men set appart for sacred offices, 
Ms WE, Bef HK ; priesthood in China and 
applied to Buddhists, ff 3¢, 48 ¥ ; priesthood as 
applied to Tauists, 34 3%e- 

Priestly, a. $8 pjfry; becoming a priest, A wy] 
fj : priestly garment in China, qS#e, eR; 
the priestly office, ¥3 wy 2 }RR. 

Priestridden, a. Ji®3 wee, BES BIA ; priest- 
ridden among Roman Catholics, Jit paz ry. 

Prig, n. A thief, he ; a pert, conceited, saucy, 
pragmatical fellow, 9 poh. 

Prig, v.t. To steal, (fy. 

Prigaish, a. AY, HRA. | 
Prim, a. Straight, ff; erect, Aff, or ; formal, $f 

qe fy ; affeetedly nice, Aff fry, BC FLAS. 
Primacy, n. 4 ZR ZMR- 
Prima donna, n. 5698 ZX. 

Prima facie. At first view, # FL fy, @ HEAT. 
Primage, n. {EE BRM. 
Primarily, adv. §$—; originally, Ax, Je. 
Primary, a. First in order of time, SASE, ICR4 

fi, TEMG, VEL, DELLE, EA. TEAR AY 5 first 
or lowest in order, #, J; radical, Ax; chief, 
HC, H—; primary matter, a, A, TCR; 

primary formation of matter, 3 ft 4 Ef ; 
primary and secondary matter, AXAE ; primary 

lessons or studies, J."4, al], St; primary 
schools, # Shr, ASE he, BES fy ; of primary 

importance, 3 — SBE fi}, TBE M4, Je BE AG; 
primary planets, 3p 4 48. 

Primate, n. -E #e#%, FE. 
Prime, a. First in order of time, 7x, Jit, Ja, A 

—, #55; first in rank, #—, Ff, _-, kL“, 

kf, Tg; prime pork, TRIKE, LAIKA ; 
prime minister, ff 4H, 34H, BEA, Be 32, ABE, 

FAN, IRA, ANB, BIE; prime cost, ARSB, AK 
fl, JRL {ZX ; below the prime cost, HHH AX, BEAR, 
Jp AS; prime number, Aw, HHL; lecherous, 
AF AS ; prime vertical, J Ale. 

Prime, n. The dawn, A, FAY; the morning, Ft 

ke; prime of life, 4p, aft, 46; full health, 
AEG, Get ; the prime of the moon, 3% A; 

* See By sifé vol. 13, leaf 48. 
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prime vertical, ## ff ; prime pieces of flesh, JW 

46, JIB HS. 
Prime, v.t.or 7. To prime in gunnery, f& [ir 2% ; 

to prime in mining, #EYRs] ; to prime in paint- 

ing, $7 Ke. 
Prime minister, n. See Prime and Minister. 
Primed, pp. or a. Having powder in the pan, # 

(is Be, 7A 5TH [ . 
Primely, adv. $8—, J&3E ; originally, Ax, J. 
Primer, n. A work for elementary instruction, # 

£4, BAM, ws, 4A: the Chinese primer, = 
"7 HE ; the great primer, two lines great primer, 
and long primer, $3, 7-#% Z.- 

Primeval, a. Original, JH, Ax, ASK, RASA, SE; 
primeyal virtue, HA ff, 4R YK 7 fi. 

Primigenial, a. First-born, @AE Ag, RF. 
Priming, ppr.orn. Priming in gunnery, ffi 

#% ; priming in painting, $7 Ke ; priming pow- 
der, [iv 8. 

Priming-wire, n: [ir 42%. 
Primitive, a. Pertaining to the beginning or 

origin, Jit, AS, JRL Ary, JAS AY, SE fy; old-fash- 
ioned, #74; the primitive state of mankind, 

AMAL ZN, NE ZH SE, NN eZ TTB 5 a 
primitive word, Ax4f, 7pAK.2 2 ; the primitive 
colors, Jif, AXf4, IE f@; the three primitive 
colors, =F f ; * the primitive cause, ASA, 5 

4, UH ; the primitive form, Ja, 7EIe ; the 
primitive church, Jit Ase @. 

Primitive, ». A word not derived from another, 

AMF. [. 
Primitively, adv. Originally, Ax, J; at first, 44 
Primness, n. Affected formality, #7 # ; affected 

nicety, HH ; primness of style, Hew ACHE. 
Primo, n. #y He. 
Primogenial, a. First-born, % AE GE, 44 4E Ag; 

primary, JA fry; elementary, $y fj, 44% A. 
Primogenitor, n. 5H, 47H, Sti. - 
Primogeniture, n. ARF, HRF; the right 

which belongs to the eldest child, 2 2% 4B, 
RF ZB. 

Primordial, n. Origin, Jif ; the first principle or 
element, 3U a, GASH. 

Primrose, n. Primula, jit BE ZE. 
Primum mobile. The first cause of motion, FEB 

Primus inter pares. Chief among the equals, fa 

VEGAN, PES tr, DER. 
Prince, n. A sovereign, #, #E, BE; illustri- 

ous or enlightened prince, AY # ; the prince of 

* BULERLUCRE. 



a state, YZ; the prince and ministers, @ fF, 

FU HEI ; the son of an emperor, * 4 ; the 
son of a king, EF ; the eldest son of an emper- 

or, when heir-apparent, Kk, fi B, Wetter; 
a prince of the blood in Tartar language, pi FF; 
the prince of a king, when heir-apparent, {it 
+f; a prince of the Imperial family of China, 
BLE; the eldest son of the ppt ial family of 
China, when of the first wife, % AE Rb E 
the eldest son of the Imperial family of © hina, 
when of a second wife, & 4 Ai, + antes 
Ff; a prince or heir-apparent of a feudatory, 
ti} F ; a prince or the princes of the empire, 

a4 Pe 3 a prince or marquis of modern days, fR ; 
oe princes, FEZ; a prince of the people, 

, #832; prince of the Imperial family 
ba: a alloy sash, 2233 Wi 4 FE ; a prince 
of the Ghioro wears a red girdle, 43 #E Hi Rae 5 
my lord, our prince, =f ZS. 

Prince-like, a. H#, AEF. 
Princedom, n. #7; the rank of a prince, 43 

BE. 
Princely, a. Fp, FE fry; a princely man, BF; 

princely virtue, @ F Z ##: princely munificence, 
BZSE, BZZHE; royal, 3; a princely 
estate, E3#; a princely edifice, = Jff. 

Princess, n. A=, @A:; princess of Russia, [A 

Ba ZS =, WEY BE; a princess of Austria, 

Bw FY SE, SL A de BS Es a sovereign 
princess, # =f; the sovereign princess of Eng- 
land, AB: FY FB =: ; the consort of a prince, or 

emperor, HUW, Jets Sa. Ba. WEE. 
Principal, a. Highest in rank, character or re- 

spectability, BA, #4, oc, at, IE, &E, 3; most 

important, JR BME, Hk BAY, HA, UAB: 
the principal actor, }E4E, TE Mal; the principal 
manager or overseer, #4 ; principal partner, 
see Partner; the principal officer, TE; the 
principal seat, Eft, Ht; the principal idea 

or scope of a book, 1: #. IEG. BA, Aza; the 
principal matter or thing, BBs, Aw 
Hf, $RE ZH, mA; the principal evils, 4B, 
#eAZB ; the principal teacher, 7k, EF, 
% $e; the principal offender, ae a the 
principal robber, (XS, IRIE the principal 
overseer of the banqueting house, (wk S- JM ; the 
principal military commander, J¢yft; the 
peal devil, 99; the Rae wife, JE 
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ai Palak S FLEAS ELT FBR aE 12 FAS 
ABS yuh lial fe A BEAR AS. 
+ A¥ stands for Beile. 

‘8, Wie, AUK, WEZE; the principal wife and 
concubine, ~ 2 fay dy, Aj WE, Je SE ; the principal 

gate, BAPY. 
Principal, n. #, DA, 3c, =, Ut, vA. A, BA 

4y, $—, E, Hil; principal and accessary, 
#7 ; principal and secondary, iE Gf, FH, JE 
fil] ; 2 capital sum lent on interest, Jk RAC FE ; 
principal (capital) and interest, ff -f-, 7h AS 
Fill; the principal of a school, 22%; the 
principal of a college, 2B ; the principal of 
the National College, fp -- F28 iH ; to be the 

principal, GAA. A500. A. BB. 
Principality, n. Sovereignty, fy, 2 7% [5a prince, 

# ; principality in ancient times, #§, which 
was ruled by a prince; at present the character 
Af (a department), stands for. 

Principally, adv. Kt, AM, AGE. AB BR, 

Principia, n. pl. JiR Bp. \#4B 
Principle, n. Cause or source, Jit, AX, ALI, ate 

element, AS#; a general truth, or law com- 
prehending all subordinate truths, HB, §4, 3 
JE; the principle of the mind, Vea, wh 4s, 
34 (ig; the principle of nature, PE pp; the 
principle of lenevolence, {= 7% wt; celestial 
principle, 3a, FHP; the principle of all 
existing things, #§ 3a, i af 2% 4q; the pro- 
ereative principle of nature, 4444, 4A nt ; the 
principle of order, #P; the principle of right, 
36¢ $8; the moral principle, inborn with man, 
K ir WK Z EE, AR YE ZY BB, Se HK; principles of 

government, 74 Al “HB, #240 ; the unalterable 
principle or fate of a state, bY 2s; principle of 
the universe, KK ty % 34, jf Hyp; the original 
principle or incipient origin of things, 4% Z 
34, Wek ; evil Peineiples, Fh % ; the principle 
of propriety, ji @§2234; a principle of human 
nature, A PE 2% BE, 8 AYE; a universal prin- 
ciple, $i 772, BE; it contains this principle, {B 

PALFEVE (PL, CLILPE ; a fundamental principle, 
Ae AAR; every one has a principle, #A 
$B; every one adheres to his own principle, % 
+ CG, Fl ; striving to adhere to high principles, 

hi ilk. 
Principle, v.¢. To impress with any tenct, (34 

BUR Be, Bee LIM. 
Principled, pp. #38, Fr BR. 
Princock, Princox, n. A conceited person, AH 

K\. 
Prink, v. i. To dress for show, 444k fe, 3 @E3E. 
Print, v.¢. To print, as books, &c., Hs ¥\J ; to 

print, as letters on the tate of a book, BR: to 
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print books, Ff) ; 
of a book, Sys; to print calico, ENE Ay ; to 
print red, EJ#02; to print for gratuitous dis- 
tribution, Ese, Fhe; to cut and print, Ti Fp, 

Til }ji]; to print and publish, FUTILE, TAH 
#7; to print in two colors, #fx; to print from 
blocks, f@ AS PLE ; to print a newspaper, FJ 

i Fad A 
Print, n. A mark, 7; the print of the foot, if) 

a, JE; a stamp, FP #2; prints, engravings, 
, lal, #252; out of print, 4A, ASE; 
Oe prints, Af]; to come out in a print, 

PLE ; in print, neat, 4M, 44 ; it is in print, 

fa TE FAR. 
Printed, pp. or a. Fit, EDT ; printed, as letters 

on the back of books, 94 ; printed calicoes, 

Pie A. 
Printer, n. Ff) #2096, FB #% ; a master printer, FD 
= (ip (ei ; printer’s ink, Fae 728 ; the printer’s 
devil, Ff) 286 Ha {F-- 

Printing, ppr. Fl; printing, as letiers on the 
back of books, 474. 

Printing, n. The act of printing, 
of printing, Ff) ZB. 

Printing-ink, n. Ff] Bas. 
Printing-machine, n. FJ RE. 
Printing-paper, n. FI) Ze7l. 
Printing-press, n. rare. 

Printless, a. 486 gy. 

Prior, a. 4, TAZ, eae hee: EAT Y, Fe Mal 34 
prior obligation, YAZEIE7K; a prior engage- 
ment, JEM. 

Prior, n. The superior of a convent of monks, as 
the prior of a Buddhist monastery, 7a; the 
prior of a Tauist monastery, #i=F ; the prior of 
a church or fraternity, #7. 

Prioress, n. The prioress of a convent, fifi {}. 
Priori, adv. Si—, IKE, 

Fi its ER Z ai 
Priority, n. BA, BL, BEa#, BHF. 

Prisage, n. 7EA Be bal fh — 1 Aa A 
Prism, nr. USE, = FFE, PEDRIE. 
Prismatic, Prismatical, a. N44, = 74 Ee Ay. 
Prismatieally, adv. DIT BR, b= Fa $e. 

Prison, n. Rig. REA, Se, Bak. PAL. DML. IDR, 
PEAT ; the emperor’s prison, F-F-PERE, KE; 
: he in prison, 44 BF, 4/3 Se, AEA fkH!, ZE 

the art I ; 

Fr ; 10 reason @ priort, 

Re BE ie put to or into prison, ee ras HE 
Be a B ; to take to aaa We ir. RE, BE, 
be > a female prison, 

fh sy 

fin BE Hk ES 5 of a prison, 
litte eA ae keeper 

to print letters on the back | 

“to break out of prison, 

Gr ner Ei. 

Hoe v. t. See Imprison. 

Prisoner, n. Ja A, #7@, 5EA, WA, ee; an 
old prisoner, 1%; an escaped prisoner, 3: 
46; to allow a prisoner-to escape, FE FK; a ini 
soner of war, (# )\, (FIN, JH, (fF; to take pri- 
soner, JF J, JEFE J. ; to take one a prisoner 
of war, it J\, (f)5 \ ; prisoner to the state, 
J@ ; &@ prisoner’s cart, tl Hi, #5 Hi ; the prisoner 
at the har, @y4 #. 

Pristine, a. Original, Jit, JE DFUBE, Jet BRIA, Je AS 
fry, #3 —, SE—{f] ; to illustrate pristine virtue, 

AR AY Fe ; pristine dignity, Ji 7Ax% RR; pristine 

glory, JAS Zak. 
Prittle-prattle, n. ez, VER. 
Privacy, n. F@, 4; secrecy, fF, PY; to live in 

privacy, FEJE. We, WE; to keep privacy of 

an affair, [3r, SP3EEy ; in privacy, #,Ip, 

ALY. 
Private, a. Peculiar to one’s self, #39, FL, GB; 

secret, Fi/,, (kN, fh, FL; retired, FR, 4; not 
open, Te, FS, BERK; a private ner Fes, # 

FE; in private, #, ES2R, Rifle, 423, ABER. 
for private or family use, ge J: a private 

merchant, one who smuggles, 44,4; private 
secretary, fiiits, FE, EAC; to act as private 
secretary, (£42, ffx filigg ; to live in private, BR 
Fi, FG, Ua ; a private spot, PEgz, Wa eB, We 

WE, AL Sh, HS ; @ private affair, #,3F ; to serve 
a private end, Cy, FJ CL; a private end, #,%; 
a private chapel, F78FF# ; a private house, 
Fl. &, Fl’ 3 private devotion, FE FE ; a poor, 
private individual, & #E, G4; a private in- 
dividual, GAA, AJ, XK; the dwelling of 
a private gee Hie@; a private gentle- 
man, J§-b, Be-; a private scholar, fE+-; a 
private tutor, “iit, TH KE 5 a private soldier, 3% ke 

“J JIRA NRE, EAE, HAE, SEA; to rise from 
a cee station, or as in China, without 
eraduating at the civil or military examina- 
tions, A AEH! &| ; public before private interest, 
ATSB Fl, ; private effects, Ae Ff, ; private debt, 
ALR, FLL; private to, ALF, AFI; private 

conversation, ber FLUE Ham, ZS 0HGE Hs my 
private feelings, an [tk 70% 3 private interview, 
F/,f ; on carrying private property on post 

horses, FRYE EG RL. 
Privateer, n. Jaf. 

Privateer, v. 7. HiSbd He. 
Privately, adv. #,,, A, IP, (ar, 47 (ir; privately 

lending, #4 fff; priv ae hushing ep public 

ee 
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crimes, s, HABE. 
Privateness, n. Secrecy, #/,#%; retirement, FEA, 

ty H- 
Privation, n. Hardship, Wo & ee ME, 272 ; to suffer 

privations, Ev, #36, JAG iG 
Privative, a. Causing privation, 

positive, I&{#%, JE, A. 
Privative, n. In grammar, a 

which changes its signification, and 
contrary sense, JO #2 F. * 

Privilege, n. A particular and peculiar benefit 

enjoyed by a person, company, &c., 
common advantages of other citizens, # kh 

Bt Bb, TORR, BEAD at, HE fe fi 
LZ Wie PE at ne HE: water liberty, Ada ZBE; 

privilege, Fie iat ofS ial be 8% HE s privi- 
lege or immunity, as applied to certain classes 

not BC NE VG 

prefix to a word, 
eives it a 

oi men in China, ##; privileges and distine- | 

tions of imperial rank, A aE #2 (fil. 
Privilege, v.t. (HR WIEE BL i Ah 27 Ps HE 
Privileged, pp. or a. In China, os ase d as ap- 

plied to a class of men, #, Ra; the eight 

privileged classes, Aad; offence of the (eight) 
privileged classes, RE xi #48 9E ; offences com- 
mitted by the father and grandfather of the 
eight privileged classes, WE 22 iA Ie ; 

enjoying a peculiar right, AEA ZHE, AE 

HEE. aes 
Privily, adv. Wit, Wir eB, RFE, A, {nr (it, BE, BS 
Privity, n. Private owlediee C, F, El, ae an 
kA ; without our privity, Me RAR, Aa Z 
Hl FX ; privities, P PS, Wy; privities of ehild- 
ren, Fé. 

Privy, a. Private, #/, ; secret, not open or public, 

ma, ES AR, (init, eH. privy stairs, ABBE; 
a privy chair, jy ; the privy council, py fH, 
WE. ERI, ay FS the privy council of eunuchs, 
fa’ BEe; privy councillor, AY, APJAS-+, 
AAA, 24H; privy to, AFP; privy toa crime, 

[o)4e, [ve 5E. 
Privy, n. Jag, Bij, MDC. Jay Br 

His. 
Privy-chamber, n. & 5, BR. 
Privy-seal, Privy-signet, $n. #7#¥. 
Prize, n. That which is taken from an enemy in 

war, RZ, ‘HK; anything cained i in 

Be WH, WE i) JE. Feth- | 

+ Literally : special favors. 
has been the case, be used in treaties with foreigners. 

uses 7% Z JE. 
t See Seal. 

to go to privy, 4 
» 

These terms should not, as 
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av PACES ES ea reward, UREN, A. GRZ 
; to take the prize, #4; the first prize, mA 

to take or get the first prize, 4 91ZE ; to 
i; prize court, Jf ié 

to value hielly, a, 

= 

carry the prize, fg, Hk 

Be. 
Prizoven te Tomates (ie. 

DAG TEM, VEZ, HZ, BH, URKA; 
prize highly, Sat, BGA, FIST, ie 

yy 

HZ 

Prized, pp.ora. Rated, fa #4(e ; esteemed, Ff 

ih, TE EL ji 
valuing, hi Prizing, ppr. Rating, ALL 5 Ge ee 

Prizing, mn.  Djite UF- [z 
Pro. A Latin and Greek preposition sienifying 
for, before, forth, tif, 36; pro and con, or pro 

and contra, fee, ty T 

Probabilism, n. Ty 4 72.3%. 
Probability, m. Appearance of truth, pk f%, BRE, 

Probable, Likely, oR 4, HAE; credible, Wz 
= tf 

fi, ier 7E) i ffi, we. Ue HE, 1) iF; not very 

FEE OTE GR, BLAIR, WEES GRINS, Asad BR 
Probably, adv. it probably is so, fy FAW, 

PRR. TA RARE, wis. 
Probate, n. Court of probate, Way 

Probation, n. The act ot pou: VALVE. Te APE ; 

power of Hee #2 9E ; trial, GUE; time of 

life, WHE? ath 
Probational, a. BKM. 

Probationer, ». One who is on trial, pk kleE, § 
Probator, n. BUR H- | fi 3. 

Probatum est. It is proved, #@ 3038. 
Probe, n. FRE}, Eh 3 a silver probe, #PEFF. 

(9 St UR PE. LU St FR; to scrutinize, 47 PE ; to 
search to the bottom, jy, eve , Fei, PE. 

Probed, pp. #eETFEIS 

Probing, ppr. fETORER, 4I7FE.- 

$5 fh. 1 pals fo K# ie it is very probable, tf 

probable, AME (RM, ARI ARE, A ARIE GR, 
Da: “3 

S4AKp PY; the 
probate of a will, #23 # Zia. 

probation, aly ZS probat ion of this present 

Probationary, a. FAVES. 

Probatory, a. UREAY- 

Probe, v.#. ‘To examine a wound, ulcer, &e., fF, 

Prohe-scissors, n. pl. #3 [wg BF. 

Probity, n. 3€5%, EE, IL, ah ae 
IEA, iB fz, b= Me) 

jae n. A question proposed, Be HI2 BJ, BF 
a 2 WB, Ys a question involving doubt or 
uneertainty, AR ie DE. ap ee ey 

—-~ 
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the first place, lay down the terms ofa prob- 
lem, and afterwards state the method for find- 

ing the solution, ” 4 Ae $8 {iy FP HK BAR 
Zié; a riddle, gf. 

Problematic, Problematical, @. Questionable, 

a SL BRA. OB iy FOS; disputable, Den fy, 

BSA; uncertain, Heii:, Aue, DE RRORIE AR, 3 
ILIKE, VEIL DRM, DRT RA. 

Pro bono publico, For the public good, 45 I Fe 
Proboscis, n. RIX, iii, Hw. 
Procedure, n. 

forward, i FT ae of proceeding, RAE, | 
45 FR FR, F7 BM; transaction, 47 FB, FH; 
management, eH. 

Proceed, v.¢. To advance, ify, aia, HEAT, Bi 
4, HE FE ; fo proceed from, Hie, He, 3k, | 

Haili, pyaF; to proceed from the mouth, RRA | 

Ht, GE iy Hi ; it proceeds from a wicked heart, 

rH B80tD Ty AE; to proceed forth, Hie; to proceed 

on a journey, JURE, I 
that proceed? WK & 5 

, Bh ; whence does 

HZ: ; {o proceed, as a river, frp jfg ; to proceed | 

from—to, ty 3, ty A; to proceed from the 
upper to the lower, f_- 3 P ; to proceed from 
the easy to the diffic ‘ult, or from the shallow 
to the profound, pA YS AYE; it proceeds from 

ignorance, BRIE IIE, HF Ln: to provced 
against one, 4% J\, Bi J\; to preceed to husi- 

ness, fF, iF. 

Proceeding, ppr- Moying forward, 

Hi, HOA, iF. 
Proceeding, x. A measure or step taken in busi- 

ness, #743, {£7§ ; course or manner of dealing 

or measures in the prosecution of an action, #} 

id;. 
Proceeds, n. pl. Fij,2 

ta ih. 
Precerity, n. By #- 
Process, n. Progressive course, fij (#4 5 methodie- 

al arrangement, 7%; 
Ke WS 2 To), Me 8b ZZ Ta] 5 im process of time, Jp} | 
jf ; a lezal process, #SZ4 ; a criminal process, 
THA 5 a “chemical process, jj 7 i4:, dik w2. 

Procession, n. The act of proceeding, 
a pay 45 f&; a gay procession, 
emulation of beauty exhibited in parading 

through the street, 4¢ 4§ f%, |8) ¥€ t@ ; idola- 
trous procession, £5 press fly, Ey EH, MAE 
te, emp, Lem, FT, 77 Rs a procession aceord- 
ing to the Roman Catholics, 3 77 HE NE, aK fF 

Dt. 2 

AAT 

the proceeds of a sale, hoy 3 

procession, 

He 

ce 
x 

The act of proceeding or moving | 

ee, ce fay WHEE, GE 
WH 3K ; to proceed towards, fyZs, fy FE, fy FF, | 

issuing, | 

$548, TT 
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ange ; * to dress u up processions, hd He. 
Processional, a. HEAFAS, MG FFAG- 
Proc feeriera n. See (Ha 

Proclaim, v. ¢. To ata igs , 8h, et FE, ER 

Bf fet AiG. 'S. Ai a, Han; ; to ee 
I trays 5 to helices the Gospel, ‘i (Ri FF ; to 
proclaim peace, fi Fu, 43 #1; to proclaim one 
king, 4 3245 E, & BF ak; to preclaim a 
feast, Pf @j ; to proclaim to all under heayen, 
Ai 4257 ; to proclaim throughout the world, 
MPT, SHER ; to proclaim aloud, Ae 
PEAK, Mf; to proclaim from the house-tops, 

Wflas Ae, Fhe EOE E- 
| Proclaimed, pp. fi, ET, 1B T- 
Proclaiming , ppr. Publishing officially, Ji 455A, 

an, (ih a: Penguncingsy # making publicly 

known, J (8, fRU4, a 
ee lamation, n. An Sicha proclamation, 4, 

ALi, A Ma 4 ff 5 an imperial progla- 

mation, =) fie Emm, 72a A> Hon, re IS Ba, De 

Ay; a clear (plain) proclamation, [BE FR; a 
proclamation from the municipal authorities, 
J2 42 ; a proclamation offering a reward, 764 
bi, A oh; a proclamation of war, Bk @#; to 
issue a proclamation of war, fz #KZE; to issue 
a proclamation, Hi 4:7; a proclamation from 
the emperor, Pf ft. 

Proclivity, n. Senay BIS, FE HL propensity, 
BE, -VPEIE ; facility of learning, FRAY. 

ee n. A governor or governor-general, $$ 
the, FA fg in ancient Rome, an acting consul, 

BM. 
Proconsulate, Proconsulship, n. $F ZUR. 
Procrastinate, v. . or 7. A iff — H, gH 4, a 

HE UE, ee TH, ULB, HE iii a> PP iit HE A -F; to 

certs beyond the time, tk sf A iy. 
Procrastinated, pp. JH IM i, WELLS, LER 
heres rastinating, ppr. or a. HEAT, Hif—A, 8 

— 1, FHL, eA, mn AE HE. 7 
| ae rastination, n. AEVE, MER #, FAW ; to 

in the process of time, | disappoint by procrastination, Jie, FAT ; to 
injure affairs by procrastination, ZEAE Te FP. 

| Procrastinator, n. FHIP) HM, WUE. 
Procreant, a. ZENE, AE fry; the procreant cause, 

BK Z ik. 
| Procreate, v. t. To beget, 2; to generate and pro- 

duce, ZEAE; to propagate, as animals, 4E; to 
procreate flies, ZEnifl; to procreate plants, 4B 

Procreated, pp. AEI&, 4E J- AS. 

* The latter term is also used by Buddhists, 
+ Colloquial. 
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Procreating, ppr. 4E. 
Procreation, n. AE, FE. 
Procreative, a. ZEfy; the procreative faculty, ZE 
#29; the procreative power, &e., AAS, iq a. 

Procreator, n. AE #%; a father, 2; 0 sire, HF 

Proctor, n. HA 3e BH, (i BASH, NE SEH 
proctor in a court, #232 #7, IR (ill. 

Procumbent, a. ff fi. 
Procurable, a. 75-13%, E75", By 15 fy; procurable 

by purchasing, EE APE, Wy ELAS, ALCS fH) (5. 
Procuration, n. 

affair, (EBB 4, SEHR; the instrument by which 
a person is empowered to transact the affairs 
of another, #£@; per procuration, LI RE, Ly 

HS > HE. 
Procurator, n. A proctor, F&BE 4. EH. 
Procuratorial, a. {BE fry; made hy a proctor, AF 

Fi A. 
ee Dies n. EBB ZR, HR fi RR. 
Procure, v.t. To get, Hg; to gain, 7, FE, #E; to 

procure By purchase, 2, i ; to procure 

by request, 3 jp}; to procure by persuasion, 
Ain G. akT G ; to cause, (H, B, (i; to procure 
customers, #§4¢; to procure by hiring, {%¢ ; to 
procure a boat by hiring, {¥@ fit; 
several kinds of fruit, 3% #8 ££ HE -f- ; procure 
some water for me, #R7]¢ (HIB AR; to procure a 
livelihood, 7 fi) 0. 

Procure, v.i. To pimp, Eye (¥, 1a VA. 
Procured, pp. Procured by fetchin 

cured by purchasing, iy #38, 7 fal; 
brought on, #8. 

Procurer, n. A pimp, AGILE (E. EA, Sepa, GL 
Procuress, n. A bawd, #41b 2%, #0. [AE 
Procuring, ppr. ora. Fetching, }; obtaining, 

A, WE; causing, (, #, (h. 
Procyon, n. 32%. 

Prodigal, a. 3, 3 0%, SHIN. $50 AE 1, BW FF 

3 te i: 

th). BRL 
| Prodition, n. Treachery, 4F:, Ht 2H. 

| Produce, n. pE. FEY; 

The management of another’s 

to procure | 

go, ei : pro- | 

i He, ASRE, (BE; a prodigal son, fF, WRF. | 

Prodigal, n. ji, HRT. 

Prodigality, n. 35%, GLA. WAR. TR A. 
Prodigally, adv. jf. 
Prodigious, a. Huge, BK, JAA, AA, AA, HE 
ik; monstrous, 7S A, ue extraordi- 
nary, #k%% ; of a prodigious size, BH ZK. 

Prodigiously, adv. Extremely, HK, Fk; wonder- 
fully, By Zy #2, le PE; astonishingly, Hi AMR. 

Prodigiousness, ARE. rue pg ae, FRG 
nis B25 ZH. 

Prodigy, n. IRE, IRIE ZN. tER 2, PRU 

Produce, v. ¢. To bring forward, 4E, BE, AE FE, 4E 

Wt, AEN, Hf, BE, 2E; to produce, as results, , 
#4: - to produce metal, #4; to produce grain, 
PEFE; to produce a result, ZEWL, £E I; to pro- 
duce profit, AEF; to bring into existence, HBB 
Fj ; to produce an effect, HA BYR, Fy uk. 

gain, Al]; the produce of a 

country, -- Ff. 

Produced, pp. 4E38, FEIB : 
in the water, 7\¢4E, #246. 

Producer, 7». PE 3, re, Hk. E- 
Producible, a. HY AE, BY re. BY ff, BYE. 
Producing, ppr. or a. Generating, 46, #£; causing, 

BK, {i 
Product, x. #, HEYA; product of the soil, EE; 

merchandise, €¥ ; effect, 4, fz, HS ; results, 
SL. Jay; work, 7; product in mathematics, 

Production, n. The act of producing, 4E 4 ; fruit, 

#.; production of the land, +. #£; foreign pro- 

ductions, Ah fy wy; production of the brain, 

all animals produced 

Productive, a. Fertile, @, SJE, ERY, 463 3, 
tec HE UGE: a productive author, 4% fEPE, 3 EAS, 
‘EE (vy: productive soil, AAEM, Big; an 

age productive of great men, BAEBeHE WIE : 
a spirit productive of heroic achievements, 3 

Productiveness, n. #2 3. | 5a 
Profanation, n. 4,32 48, 6 i eg OR Be Seg ie oe 

act of treating with abuse or disrespect, 2x, 

Ek, BT, fae. 
Profane, a. Not sacred, {@, fff; a profane person, 

fe KET I& EF ; polluted, 73H; profane 
history, f@¥2; irreverent, Wat, fle ETS, A 

HE Rat, BERGE ; obscone, FFF; worldly, IPE. 
Profane, v.t. J@22, BRE, JEAB, SZ JA: to treat 

with abuse, (p08, MME, PUM, PERE NR, Fe 
#iz; to profane thie name of God, 78 #24, 
SA | 9 2 4%; to profane the imperial name, 
42,74 % ; to profane a temple, JQ 32 ky, poe 

Profaned, pp. 7@ 8238 ; polluted, 75 kis | i. 
Profaneness, n. 7832 737, RIE, SFB, S 

WH, IH. 
Profaner, n. 48 323%, JERE. 
Profaning, ppr. Violating, j@, 7832; treating 

with irreverence, 287%}; polluting, 7a. 
Profanity, n. See Profaneness. 
Profess, v. ¢. To avow or acknowledge, af{%, Bt 

2 At, a Hits Tans FA ; to to profess openly, B 
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pen. WAZ, FEA; to Lee fess to be, f aE, 
Ti sttak Hai, Baz; to profess a religion, 

lak (AE BOE A, 6 BL AEM He; to profess | 
Christian religion, #EV[pip7e ei, KUO PIPE, 
TEND RZ PY; to profess one thing, but mean 
another, [JIE 3h tp, ee. 

Professed, Profest, pp. ora. Openly declared, ZS 

Seah, WaT : : ‘openly ime rladnent Waka 

fh, Zak | 
Professedly, adv. ZS, Wi, BEAY; professedly will- 

ing, Tih ih Mii; professedly bad, AW ah % BE; 
professedly good, but really (inwardly) bad, [J | 

ALGIE, HESS, WARE, ABUT. 
Professing, ppr. or a. ARG, IW] ast. i) 
Profession, n. Open declaration, Z ya, Z 
IEE ; profession of faith 
FY; profession or calling 
profession or class, i), i¢, PY, 9 ; the medical 

profession, SF)", er Ae, Fares RA f&, fat Zit 5 
literary profession, S&23¢, Hy dc #e 32; the 
profession of a teacher, #32; to follow a 

profession, (VET Fe, (IE, HEM IC ; to 
belong to the legal profession, # $j: (i, # ft 

i (if. 

TAB. 

Professional, a. 32 fj, 3F3¢ fj ; professional teach- | 
ers, LIZ ; professional physician, BE PY 
fj, LI 7 BE 2 HF ; professional dignity, jf 

Bh 2 i RAY ll 
Professor, n. The professor of a religion, (3° 3% 
Z Dik SB a professor, as of a university, 
fA--; Afi, fie; professor of general litera- | 
fire: ar 18, li; professor of mathematical 
sciences, 45 “LH; professor of helles-lettres, 
RESET, MERE: ; professors or principals of 

the National College, 2 i745, PY Hes is, By 
fill ; assistant professor, ba fi 
of jurisprudence, {at jd: 1 is +, ft 2 Tif -E ; pro- 
fessors of the Tain sect, 342% fil HV ; a profess- 

or’s chair, fii 8, PAD. 
Professorship, n. -- ZR, SEf ZR. 

Proffer, v. t. To offer for acceptance, #4), #7, FRM. 
sRHE, AS, Fit; to prover assistance, Hy Hh, 4 

Hi), IHD; to proffer for sale, $j ¥e, #Ae. 
Proficience, Proficiency, n. Tak, 1 RE, ai SR, Oe 

alk se Sc, HE iff, HE 43, Sh; Evite 

Proficient, a. SWB, Paik AS, TEA, ca BR 5 to 
Lecome proficient, HES, SG, HEGE; to become 
proficient in learning, tA #kar, “4A HEI ; 
proficient in a business, (3a UN, ASE BER, | 

ee 
ee n. An eine ANI 5 tie} draught of an 

, Bik Z fas Maa Be | 
2, Hee, Fee, As | 

< fi) 2 ; professors | 

pert TEs; in painting, a ‘side view SS, 
4P fil AA ; in sculpture, a side view EWA; to 
draw one in profile, ‘634? [ir 4H.- 

Profit, n. Fl, FFX, ALA, il fat; any advance: 

FOS. Ge 3 NO pon TTS tic, LAG a, BE Ge ; to 
olisia roihaee UA, FEF); to make profit, fs 

§¥% ; to bring ia Wit, Wis; profit and 
loss, 774, HEH, AVE; much profit, BA, 7 

$=; no chance for profit, 77 3QUA. 
Profit, v.t. FJ, WE, fa, We; to profit by, Wha 

Wit, 8H, Fl; to profit one’s self at other's 

expense, fay lil U2 iii tee. 
Profitable, a. 4G, Ar at, AAR AA, A. 

Profitableness, n. Fi) i, fy ame #4 - 

Profitably, adv. A 4, A Gar. 
Profited, pp. A Hin 2a Is (SA, 15 Se 3 profited 

threefold, = Fi £¥. 

Profiting, ppr. Fil, far, Wes 

Profitless, a. 4ngZR 

Profligacy, ats Ee HAT TN, WE, WE uy 

Profiig ate, a. Wes ’ tii F frit ey He He, KB ’ et, 

uP RE, 3 ;abandoned, fy $ A 4; depraved, Fp; 
a profligate rake, AEE AF. 

Profligate, n. #EF, WTA, Wea F.- 

Profligateness, n. See Profligacy. 
Pro forma. Tor the sake of form, Ajs es, A 

BAG, CAME, 92 NC. 
Profound, a. Deep, 22, SLR, fees, UVR, PRE, 

UY, 422, BPE; profound wisdom, Ze sk, 
YE; profound knowledge, ZB&, StF] Ze; pro- 

found reverence, ZEy!, PEAK; a profound bow, 

PEER (EER; to draw a profound sigh, 2E2RM# 
$; a profound doctrine, Bh 7H, ve fl 3H 
PP; the doctrines of the sages are profound as 
the abyss, 334 pak. 

Profoundly, adv. 2B, BRE. 

Profoundness, x. Depth of place or knowledge, 22 
#;, FLAW; ; profoundness of learning, FBS. 

Profundity, n. See Profoundness. 
Profuse, a. Wi, 3, 331%, ASHE, BE; profuse in 

the use of, 2 #h, i a: a profuse government, 

BE eOpErY, FEW iL; profuse of promises, Fi 
WW WE Ke; profuse of bliss, 8% i; profuse of 
politeness, B& yi; profuse of gaity, FFRE; pro- 
fuse expenditure, BE, FE, 47H; profuse 
perspiration, ee 

Profusely, adv. Lavishly, 4, BR, #€, 28. 3, B, 
Aci& ; to use profusely; iE A. 

Profuseness, n. 35{$, Aik #- 
> rich abundance, +9, AS alge n. SE, REG ; 

My AC TEL of delicate anes BAY 1) 
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BW, EAS. 
Prog, v. i. To live by beggarly tricks, 47 ff [2], 

ER. HIMES R. 
Prog, n. Victuals of any kind, @4y, A fe; vict- 

uals or provision sought by begging, Ay. 
Progenerate, v. t. ARF, AE FE. 
Progenitor, n. ji, 32, HSE, SUB. Wa, En. 
End, Zi; a distant progenitor, saqf ; the 
first progenitor, JcWH, Ail, Ltiill- 

Een, n. Offspring, $ 5K, HN, Bs, MF 

GB. BE. He, HEM. BEUK. Fil; the progeny 
of spirits, jip#{ ; the progeny of human beings, 
AF; the progeny of kings, #E f~ ; numerous 

progeny, -F FRE, Be, Bit, DIR AH. 
Prognosis, n. In medicine, the act or art of 

foretelling the course or event of a disease, yy 

3h, rH SH. 
Prognostic, n. 3b Ul, Jk BH. HIG, SENG. HE. HE, 
a; an ee prognostic, TAF ZLSA, A 

AE 2. HK, SB BA, BL IK, 4 Es a favorable 
prognostic, FF} Ne Jt, WE Iny ; the nonfulfill- 
ment of a prognostic, pyMede, Meme, A 
ME; the fulfillment of a prognostic, “79%, 4 
KE, fy ae; a prognostic by dreams, 284K ; bite 
science of prognostics, jit Zt; to study or 
observe the signs of a prognostic, wakDA. [SB 
fy; the prognostics of a typhoon, FER ss. 

Prognosticable, a. Fy, TY fp. 
Prognosticate, v. t. fy, PEp, Ep. rh fp, HE: 

to prognosticate by signs, pyAk, Mts se BE; to 
prognosticate by shells, #i ; to prognosticate by 
eash, ft ¥p, it gL; to prophesy, ji @. See 
Divine and Divination. 

Prognosticated, pp. pHi, PS. PEP T- 
Prognosticating r, ppr. Ph, trep. 
Prognostication, FE, Pp; a previous sign, He 

BAL Ik. HE. 
Prognosticator, n. PEp5EAE, RH. 
Programma, Programme, ». A billet or adver- 

tisement, 4 Ay, #240; a proclamation or edict, 
4255, S240; a preface, J; the programme of 
a procession, % 7% SB, §% 7k Wi, FE ey Wt; the 
programme of a play, EkNH, Bkigi; the pro- 
gramme of an official procession, 3} 5 jit. 

Progress, n. A moving forward, Aj 77#. ENT # ; 
advancement, _[-#£. #&%:; to make pregress, 
By #€; progress on a journey, Bij FE; daily 
progress, A A Alj fe; progress, as in knowledge, 
¥E 48: progress of a work, (j% Hf, ie WE; the 
progress, as of good or evil, ##¢ f&, ida, Heth 5 
the progress of a ship, fF ; progress in honors 

( 841 ) PRO 

and respectability, Affe, fsb; may you make 
great progress in the path of honors and re- 
spectability, Se HF ti ; to make progress 
in knowledge, 5 iit A HE, Sei Hs#, 4nF% ; the 
progress of nature, PE2 744; ; the progress of 

the seasons, PU 243i # ; the progress of the sun 
and moon, A yj iifz; the progress of a disease, 
jE ; steady progress, [Hi Aif, fag ht #E; to make 

no progress, ACNE Wk. HOE i, fk Anil, 1A 
@i; unable to make progress, FaR, PREF ; does 

not make any progress, said of old people, 5 
Hh A jiff; you've made little progress, Je] BA $2 
i: 
5 

Progress, v. 7. i fF, 38. 46 Til, Til 58, F. wif, 
SHE ; to progress, as on a journey, or in fame, 

honors and wealth, Wijf~; to progress in know- 
ledge, HEIS A Gj; to progress in virtue, jf£ 7% 
6, #258 ; to progress, as a work, jah, tit 
Tij ; to progress favorably, #€ (&, 46 % #-; 
progress towards recovery, ji &, ih HE x 
jig ; to progress with difficulty, Hep, HEHE; 
unable to progress, HEA, Wii Ay ; to pro- 
cress towards, HEffg ; to progress towards com- 
pletion, #£9%, WHE. 

Progressed, pp. fifi, #638, HEN ST. BET. 
Progressing, ppr. Tit, #6, APH; progressing, as 

work, {if HE ; pro@ressing, as learning, H& et ; 
affairs are not progressing favorably, 3 ARE 

Progression, n. 7ij 4&; course, He, He FF; arith- 

metical progression, £36. 
Progressional, a. WE, AAS, Wi HEM. 
Progressive, a. Moving forward, Wi#E£A3, mal 

Ji, JS, SEAT; improving, si WERE AS, HE 
JAAS ; progressive lessons, 4 4 iw 48, * RHE 

Progressively, adv. es Me HE, jaye. | a. 

Prohibit, v. t. 2, Bet, & ads if, MASSE, PERL, BES, 

SPM, HE HAE, OSTA, BEML, pat; to prevent, 
PHik, PAVE, PAGE; to prohibit strictiy, fas, 
fe fy 24 IL; to prohibit opium smoking, #&® 
Fe, MEW AB y=, ME Oe FE I; to prohibit the 
killing of aermanle a RAE, PE, PE IE BE ; 
to prohibit the butchering of cattle, Re¢y Se4F ; 
to prohibit secret coinage of cash, ME Fy Fey FB; 
to prohibit the purchasing of rice, 3 #2, #2, 
2342; to prohibit magicians and the practice 
of magical arts, #£ jE fii AA FP Gj; to prohibit 
gambling, # fifi}; to prohibit impositions, 7A 
ia E ; to ith imposition on the public, 

Ait RS ; to prohibit the ees tation of 

goods eer Hl: prohibit him, ##:{B. 

— * Wi ade. Fe it “1 LOlieer 

6 B 
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Prohibited, pp. or a. #& jf, 1E3B 3h ; prohibited | 

coods, fF ; the prohibited city, the imperial | 
city, FER; prohibited by law, fy) ; prohibit- 

ed by ‘the emperor, ##J##; prohibited characters, 

ihe y. 

Prohibiting, ppr. #, Sef, Melk, aL (E, i tb 
Prohibition, n. #8 4p, #® Fix, HE 
AAA AK; a writ of prohibition, AS Bea > ~pro- 
hibitions to use certain Chinese characters, 3h% 

Aft 7 Ms, GheSa -7 44 ; prohibitions of heaven, 
ak; the ten prohibitions, -- jk; to violate a 
prohibition, 338, q-# 
very strict, #4: PE ag- Hi. 

Prohibitive, Prohibitory, a. SS0fE #8 fy ; prohibit- 

ory laws, P85, ah (HE, MIE. 
Project, v.t. fy, UyH}; to throw out, FH}; to 

scheme, i nl, ar vk > at os [ial , Re #, Beal; 

to draw or exhibit, as the form of anything, 

aE. IE, REF. 
Project, n. A scheme, #, 3}, fa]; an idle project, 
West ; an ingenious project, J7s}; an admi- 
rable project, Aba}, AE. Bat, Ble]; full of 
projects, Bat rpE. 

Projected, pp. or a. Cast out, 2 HI; 
TJ ; delineated, # SJE. 

schemed, jit 

Projectile, n. HH, WH ZA, MEZA; | 
range of projectiles, | shot, #4 ; shell, Fe ; 

Phy Pr WZ ; science of projectiles, Hh fy. 
Projecting, ppr.ora. PYHt; projecting, as cary- 

ings, {ff ; scheming, #; projecting teeth, 
NGF ; projecting teeth are short-lived people, 
Nyy FF ESS F ; projecting cheek-hones, Wy PH; a 

projecting rock, jit % 4, I ; projecting eyes, 
Projection, n. The act of throwing forward, HH! 

4i; the act of shooting forward, #EHI#; a 
part nue out, i HE By a plan, scheme, 
&e., aft, Ghat ; delineation, [a], JZ lal; projec- | 

tion of the sphere, [A] lal, RIEL. HIE ; powder 
of projection, {G2 58 - 

Projector, n. a], Black # 
Projet, n. A plan proposed, 
Prolapse, n. T, #8. 
Prolapsus recti, n. 

prolapsus utert, “fee 2 HY, Fe ak WE Fee 

T 4. 
Prolate, n. HESRIE, HY TEL. 

Bt, Bail Zé. 

Prolegomena, n. pl. J%, 5], JF ial, JB BC, JERI. | 
Anticipation, 56 4¢4%. See Anachro- | Prolepsis, n. 

nism. 
Erolepic; ee puta a. Pee kt anti | 

aie) a fill, ih 48, | 

; the prohibitions are | 

AL #8, ACR, BRP BB 

ce PRO 
cipating, RE, FEE. FB 5E- 

Broleentian’ a. Mean, vile, Abpa, Sy. 

Proletary, n. ERIM REN, abe 

HESS, GAZE, Prolific, Prolifical, a. Fruitful, 

BAe fi, EAE. 
Prolix, a. Diffuse, 24, MR, ff ; a prolix writer, 
FEE N, HESEH 5 a prolix style, AE, po 
Ze; protracted, AER AY, WEVE AY. 

Prolixity, Prolixness, n. 2042 #4. 3% #; minute 
detail, FSM. 

Prolocutor, n. The speaker or chairman of a con- 
vocation, F#B#,. WS, EAH. 

Prologue, n. The preface or introduction, )\5f, 
Je, BAS ; the prologue toa performance, HS, 
Dee = 

Prolong, v.t. To lengthen in time, FER, WEZ, 
WE Ut , WERE, EA J: ; to prolong a period, SE BR, 
ZEA, AUS, AF, FA iy); to extend in space 
or length, eZ. 

Prolongate, v. t. To extend or lengthen in space, 

fii $e, KR, eZ, (HE, MESS; to extend in 
time, HEME HEH - 

Prolongated, pp. # hfe, FET, HSE T- 
Prolongating, ppr. #E, Fe Z- 
Prolongation, n. The act of lengthening in time, 
AM, ES JEALH: the act of length- 
ening in space, #52 i, 42 #. 

Prolonged, pp. or a. ERT, WEVE S, 52 TJ ; pro- 
longed, as a period, JEpR Ys. 

Prolonging, ppr. Extending in time, fet, EPR ; 
extending in space, # fz, 2%, (HR. 

Promenade, n. A walk for amusement or exercise, 

47: BE, EFF; a place for walking, HEL, HH. 

Promenade, v. i. #£, #7 RE, WEFT; to promenade 

about, fy Psi FF. 
Promenading, ppr. 8, jhe fF 

| Prominence, Promineney, n. Protuberance, py, 7 

fy, (y; conspicuousness, Hi} 4, Hi hk, SR 
44, HID; prominence is given to the left 
part, 5 7. 

Prominent, a. Standing out beyond the line or 
surface of something, ~y, Pye, EA AS, Bs 
prominent eyes, 4 fit, JR; a prominent fore- 
head, yf; distinguished above others, HiZ, 

HOE, HE, HVA, te, HDA, a A, 
Hi 3; prominent figures, Py4E, YAZE; prin- 
cipal, $3—, FF4E; conspicuous, #=; to become 
prominent, #@Hf3f¢, Pee, PER; to fill a pro- 
minent post, TERA a prominent place, # 

fi ; & prominent situation, 7 hh it, BA fit. 

Prominently, adv. BARS ave” 
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confused, @L, @L4E; promiscuous use, ZS FA, jit 
JA, [re] JB; promiscuous goods, AEF ; promiscu- 
ous intercourse, fL2e, 7 Fr, BF & ; promiscuous 
affairs, HEZe ; a promiscuous sense, HERE. 

Promiscuously, adv. fl, i, #£; promiscuousl y 
inserted, HG, 4€itk ; promiscuously planted, | 

fLigi- See Indiscriminately. 
Promiscuousness, n. HEA. GLE. 
Promise, n. ME, ME IK, ite Etat , + Ke, i), el; 

the land of promise, er Hh, PreF ZI; of | 
great promise, 7 ¥ fig; harvest of great promise, 

Si] ; one promise is worth a thousand pieces 
of gold, —pfi-f-4e; one promise and no two | 

words, 74M afi; have received your golden 

promise, #54 A ; to obtain a promise, HN | 

a KA, EK, H— iti ; to break a promise, 
AZ, AK A ii; regardless of his promise, Ff | 

JES, (see Breach); to fulfill a promise, BER, | 

pe#y ; the promises of God, _. i Z ME pF. 

Promise, v. t. or i. REAR, MSE, MEIC, HE, A. HE 
Fc, iff, ati, Si, YR; to promise bribes, FPS 
SR, SYN Yq; will not promise, Mi Fy Ma, Aik, 
ASC, A ei; graciously promise, RUE, BAF; | 
to promise in marriage, 74, 4; I promise 
you, Fk ME KK, HEAT; to promise to give, JE 
FR, GRE, FHA; to promise to pay, MERA 

. gp; the weather promises fair, ARE, WR 

#% ; to promise one’s self, HE i. 
Promise-breach, » 3k, 4fa- 
Promise-breaker, n. #KFOH.- 
Promised, pp. or a. MEK H4, vF ; lave not pro- 

mised, Ik HEAR, A @ Fz; to fulfill what. 
was promised in joke, 37-(E iH. 

Promiser, n. BEAK, iH. 
Promising, ppr. or a. REAR, wes Ft, ws promis- 

ing circumstances, Af His ; promising appear-— 

ance, kf FeBE, A li. 
Promissory, a. JRE 7K RE, Z fy ; a promissory note, 

WEBER YL, WE SSH, PRAT, 78H: a promissory 
note stating the amount of interest one pro-_ 

mises to pay, JR, ARR HE. [af 
Promontory, n. U9, WOES. Hirth, i $4, HEMEL 
Promote, vr. t. To promote, as in office, (4, In, FF, 

WERE, AHL, WAL, HEM, HERE; to advance, Hj; 
to promote a step, Jil—#k, WEP ; to promote 

ten steps, Ji # ; to promote an officer, (ht FF, 
Ji ; to promote to office, Hpk ; to promote in 

office, #2 (%, FEPL; to promote above the rank 
of B. A. (454), 4H; to promote polite litera- 
ture, Fem UAL, HEE Ar; to promote trade, 

(843) 

Promiscuous, a. Mingled, 4, #£, WE AE, Be HE; | 
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#7749 J] ; to promote arts and sciences, #f-#4q: 
to promote the good, 4£3& ; to promote virtue, 
Si ; to promote mutiny, Jet hE ; to promote 
one’s fortune, fl C14 §% ; to promote the ex- 
tension of the Gospel, Hf) (i 4 i ; to promote 
the welfare of others, JNJ A jig ; to promote 
growth, Jib. 

Promoted, pp. INT, ES, MT, HEMT HET, 

| PGB, WG; to be promoted to the degree of M. 
A., E2265, By 4 B ; promoted to be a hitjin, 
54/8; promoted in office, (tf ; promoted one 

step, I — $h- 

Promoter, n. Hj 3%, 04%, YA# ; promoter in office, 
(EAS, EDK ; an encourager, 4F-4%,x}-4 ; one 
who excites, HeFE #. 

Promoting, ppv. Promoting in’ office, [§, FLW ; 

advancing, ff ; exciting, GEBE ; exalting, FRR. 
Promotion, n. Stay, by, Ht FAH, ME ; promotion 

and degradation, |} [%; promotion and dis- 
missal, (Hh; to look to one for promotion, fff 

Promotive, a. Hffry. 

Prompt, a. Ready and quick to act, as occasion 

demands, fifi), 1, 5, PERE, ete 5, TRE 
| unhesitating, 6) 4), 3K ; prompt efforts, 6 ZI) 

(it, 48 #5; be prompt, #& if; prompt elo- 
quence, tki# [] A; prompt payment. ff AI]%s 

SR, ON BE, HARE. 
Prompt, v. t. 3X, fifi; to instigate, BFR, FZ] pF; 

to assist a speaker when at a loss, HERR, Ait, 

fi 5]; prompted by resentment, #721 PrR. 
Prompted, pp. Moved to action, %& J, ti J; 

incited, HF Hi, slat f. 
Prompter, x. A prompter on the stage, #E RRM, 

ihe a. 
Prompting, ppr. Moving to action, 3%, (Wi; aiding 

a speaker when at a loss for the words of his 
piece, 42 PRE, WAGE - 

Promptitude, n. ide, Petz, ATE. 
Promptly, adv. Readily, Ri, Adz, de, HEHE, 

jc Fi, PLE PEK ; to do things promptly, (ae 

FROME, TSE ae TR. (HSE Dad, (ESF - 
Promulgate, v. t. fH, a, 735, EIB, GB. i, 
35, HAT 7. & ; to promulgate the Gospel, 
a {SiH ; to promulgate an edict, HAR, (Hm; 
to promulgate an order, {# §F ; to promulgate 
everywhere, ¥£ 432, ji {&, J&t qi ; to promulgate 
throughout the 18 provinces, 417% ++ 744 ; to 

promulgate throughout the empire, JA#P#RT , 

at TP ; to promulgate a doctrine, fsa. 

Promulgated, pp. fii. ’a (8. THs T. 
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Promulgating, ppr. 1 EEE, 1B, Ai, 2 > WA (8. 
Promulgation, n. ($i 4, WS, WIR; the 

promulgation of an edict, Hida, Hap H- 

Promulgator, n. 44, (85 #4. 
Promulge, v.t. See Promulgate. 
Prone, a. Bending forward, ff, pie, #055, As 

lying with the face downard, ff, fF fy; sloping, 

FALE ; disposed to, sf ry, AF, IE, fia fa) ; prone to- 
evil, ot) fay Be, Jef BS; prone to sin, 4-77 3E; prone 
2 change, Af, 4f- Hi %#; prone to anger, Hf 

me ? BR. : 3 ms . 4 

Proneness, n. Inclination of the mind, )t) ay #4, 
hf, (hf HH; declivity, FAHY. 

Prong, n. KF, 3; a prong for catching fish, ff, 

RK, Gx. 
Pronged, a. AX, AW. 
Pronominal, a. #4 "fj. 
Pronoun, n. #% =F. 
Pronounce, v.t. To utter articulately, piel, BELL 

e, HES 7. BAH ; unable to pronounce, 
eae i OG Ue ae AS ALE, EAR FE ; to pronounce clear- | 
ly, AREA, nih tse F285 to pronounce incorrectly, | 

FH IE, FA IE, i JIE; to pronounce 

badly, He 4 Ff; to pronounce a discourse, ZS 

t#, ZAR aw; to pronounce a sentence, JE 3, 

Pronounceable, a. BY ik 7% Hi. 
Pronounced, pp. wie 3 Hi, Bt HE; 

© 7 2 word pronounced ? ¥f meee. 

Pronouncing, ppr. Pronouncing, as a word, pf ti, 

=P tt; pronouncing 

nouncing, as a sentence, 7; a pronouncing 

dictionary, #477 5-Hh. 

Pronunciation, n. 1 $tt, HH; correct pronunci- 
ation, #3 IE; a good pronunciation, aS 7 Sf, 
4g FH; a bad pronunciation, Mk st, wae 
ag, TB AA, ahs; the pronunciation of a 

language, pi ; the pronunciation of a charac- | 

how is this 

ter, 77%; the pronunciation of French, jE {if | 

fl 

Proof, n. Evidence, #2 }8, aEDB, SEER, GEES, 83, 
'§; testimony, se; proofs of fulfillment, ERS, | 

Awe ; proofs of efficacy, BERR ; proof of posses- | 
sion, #42 ; a written tile buried in the ground, 
as a proof of possession, jf; arms of proof, 
TA #8 tk; to be proof, to be firm in mind, FE; 
a sheet taken for correction, #% ; to take a proof 
of, $f; proof against all assaults, 4F ALF] Me, 
AH AE; to learn by proof, JAR; BI AE, #E 
wae: | take proof and you will obtain it, #4 
SULT PRE MBE pcre without proofs, | 

, as a discourse, Zyafi; pro- | 

4 iff me yi | Ine oie there are proofs, 77 #24yE 
having proofs, FES, AFLAH ; what proof is 
there? 4 42 HB VEWE, A iy HE PE; what sort 
of proof have YOu? frp te Hy EB 5 ; to put to the 
proof, ji; a convincing proof, WIR 5 plain 
proof, AW; to establish proof, +728H ; proof, 
first impression, #) fj; bomb-proof, 72 iE A Ae 

Wk. 
Proof-sheet, n. 4%; to strike off a proof-sheet, #7 

| Proof-spirit, n. fi. | te: 
| Proof-test, n. APE X. 

Prop, ». t. TH, JAE, HEGE, #E, HERE, HE; to prop 
|) eaby: pk acing under, #£ ; to prop a ial $5 ; to 

prop a vine, Js) a4} ; to support, Hf; to prop 
one’s self upon another, PEA, t£ AV; to prop 

with Bienes; » ATE, #8. 

Prop, n. 48, #8, #E, TAH 4. 
Pune n. #y AE. 
Propagable, a. Propagable, as doctrine, BY f& ; 

propagable, as plants, &e., By (a ig. 
Propaganda, n. ($A FH, HZ 
Propagandism, n. f§ 3x73. 

| Propagandist, n. (RBC, Pia #. 
Propagate, v.t. To propagate, as a doctrine, #f, 

FEES, 738, “eff; to propagate religion, fi 
#; to propagate truth, fkieia, 7 HELIA ; to 
inuitiply, #E4E; to propagate children, AE; 
to propagate plants, {& fifi ; to propagate a vine, 
{8 Fi {hy A Ab} ; to propagate error, [Pare N. 

Propagated, pp. or a. (HT, HHT. 
| Propagating, ppr. Propagating, as a doctrine, fff, 
A ; propagating, as plants, (& fif. 

| Propagation, ». The propagation of a doctrine, 
{87K 4, Tih IHBLE; the propagation of plants, 
{8 fi i. (EAE ZASF; the propagation of any 
thing, #4; the propagation of one’s own 
species, 4E-F-. 

Propagator, n. The propagator of his own species, 
AE-F 4 ; the propagator of animals, 9 QpRRF ; 
the propagator of a doctrine, {8 Ar#, faze # ; 
the propagator of a rumor, ff Jil fi] #4; the 
propagator of plants, AifpHeiAy ZF. 

Propel, v. t. 4f€, Fé ni, FATA; to propel in the 
water, as with oars, &e., fi, #2, pa, BE; to 
propel with fins, #€ LJ; to propel by a wheel, 

«RMD HE, LiWRHHE Zz ; to propel with a screw, PJ 

WPA 2, DIR RTE Z- 
Propelled, pp. Fé J, FERTIB. 
Propeller, n. Ff AH; a screw steam-boat, AER 

| Propelling, ppr. Or a. FE Ry. | iy. 
eeobe adie v.t. + (> was 

Aue 6 AH, EEE HE tA - 
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Propense, a. WD fal (gx, oes 
Propension, Propensity, n. at} ff fa, alm), (a BE. AS. | 

PEIRE, JRE, VE HE (fi fj am evil propensity, B84pf. 

Proper, a. One’s own, AX, A GE; my proper 
hands, AF, A OiEF; a proper noun, AY 

: ER; proper ae As; fit, RE, » ASE Wisi | 

> ee iS, i, OBIE, "> YR, is) a init i 

ti, eS, dt Rit is proper, PRP ie YE; that is 
the proper way to do it, AWE Flic tik, iesate 
LK, HS ANIL AS ; the proper time, ANF, ETF; 
proper to one’s self, 
deportment, > jit 47 Fg» qe eZ FF FS 3 not 
proper, JE 3, .. fp; it is not proper, ie 7, 
A 8; proper terms, /A2F ; the proper sense 
of a word, AL #, ASHE; a proper owner, A=; 

a proper fool, ib REA, ORLA, HER 
EL; is it proper or not ? 3 pe We, “Et; ie 
blame charged to the proper one, 4 Ff ix bik. 

Properly, adv. 3%, ’et, GEE, Ais, POR, RIG 
4A ; to dispose properly; Ri) ; to speak properly, 
eee wets Gr 3 to do business properly, (£ 3% 
Av 7g ; to proper iF (discriminate, [i Bi}; employed 
properly, JA?##¥ ; you don’t read it properly, 

asia aE 
Property, n. Quality of a thing, PE, Ff, PEG, Ak 

PE; the property of, a3, Gaatipg, reais real 
property, #32, #ESE; family property, ge3s, 
REE, RE, RW, RS; property inherited 

from one’s ancestors, j#32, jiL2é, JB ; pro- 
perty left at death, #1) %¢3% ; property left by 

_ a person, #§ #; property acquired by one’s 
self, A CAI % 3, A G8; one’s own pro- 
perty, AE: personal property, §& G24, & 
{{; property or wealth, IW}, £8, &, a; 

special property, #/; what are its properties ? 
VE Be AN fay ; properties, dresses and other append- 
ages used in a theatre, JEG. 

Prophecy, n. A prediction, fH, fist, ay 
SB; prophecy according to the Chinese, 
to agree with prophecy, ijy#. 

Prophesied, pp. Foretold, ji Jf, Fi T. 

Prophesy, v.t.ori. THE, BAS, Wat 
24 ; to prophesy against, HAE iy Lae Be 

. £3 to preach, ff ; to instruct, #¢; to interpret, 

SoM: 2742 « 
ra att , 

iif. 
Prophet, n. E40, 76 A, A AG AE H ; the holy 

prophets, 324¢ 41; a sage(term used by Chinese), 

, 32; a prophet of sad tidings, 4 )X]54q0; an 
interpreter, ff 54% ; a false prophet, 4 5¢ 40. 

Prophetess, n. AE, FE AUB &. 
Prophetic, Prophetical, a. fA Bij, JF ACSA, FE 

A tEii2 ELE, 7 ; ake 4 
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Ff ; prophetic words or songs, * #H, HK, 
aK ; prophetic saying, isa. 

Prophylactic, Prophylactical, a. Preventive, apy 

IPE, Sa fyy; prophylactic medicine, (4 4%, AE 

Sy. 
Propine, v. ¢. WH, A. ASiG. 

Propinquity, n. Nearness in place, jf ; nearness 
of blood, #. 

Propitiable, a. By (#1, BY RY. 
Propitiate, v. 4. ‘To reconcile, #4, MW; to pro- 

pitiate God, 7% f_f #7 ; to appease one’s wrath, 

AZ 
Propitiated, Ay FS, Wass. 

Propitiating, ppr. #2 Fu, Fa, WW. 

Propitiation, n. The act of propitiating, (Ar, WG 
#4; the propitiation of sin, Wg 5E 2%; Christ is 
our propitiation, JORMA, UY (IE 

Propitiator, n. (AE, FTE, WAH. 

Propitiatory, a. 3c #ufiy, WIEN ; 
tory sacrifice, W3E 7%. 

Propitiatory, ». Among the 

seat, Blas. 
Propitious, a. Kind, 462211), 46 ie BLA, ty MAGE 

fig, MALE, He CA), HRMS, SRR favorable, 
IB PLopi nous circumstances, Af te JZ, 4 ee, 

AiG: , Fg 5 a propitious season, Af ee, Wy 
WeSt, FE ;.a propitious breeze, Halt. [ BR. 

Propitiousiy, adv. Favorably, Wa: kindly, #& 
a n. Kindness, 24); disposition to 

forgive, AEARAS, Rob, Wigs; favorableness, fii 

SM REE. 
Propolis, n. SI. phe. 

* Prophetic words which were first heard during the reign 

of Tan kwang, aud which the Chinese believe to have re- 
ference to now past and present events, are the following :— 

1. wef MEE, you need not ask Akwai. This word is said 
to have sprung up among the people shortly before the ap- 

pointment of #@kE, Pak- kwei to the office of Governor of 
the province of Canton. When in office, he declined to 

take any responsibility upon hunselfand referred the people 

to Yeh. Hence the saying: ‘ You need not ask Akwai,”’ 

2. AEILDAREA, JAE REWER, BO ILAB AREAL, ““for- 
Siete: rs have paddle ships, which paddle very fast. There 

will be a jolly time, the rice will be cheap and the children 
will grow up very fast.’’ This they say has been fulfilled 
by the appearance of the steamers in the inner waters of 
China. 

8. BERNE, MARDRT, INAE A, ARIE, POE ES, BERS 
PLATE, “ant oh ant! come and drag forth a little pig, 

when the little pig is Lig, you can seize and sell it: and for 
how much? For half-a dollar,’” These words, they assert, 
refer to the slave-dealing and ; gave rise to this traffic being 
called Mai chii tsai, the se Ming of little pigs. If is used by 
the common people for the personal pronoun I, 

the propitia- 

Jews, the merey 
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Proponent, n. Felt #- 
Proportion, n. Symmetry, AGZ:, ABC, AFF; due 

proportion, FAC, #AAL; each in due proportion, 

$B Ei, URI; in due proportion to, WA 

3:, HeiE ; in proportion to, HB, He, An; not in 

due proportion, HEAL, WEAN, A, Ae 
BC; what proportion of the empire is occu- 

pied with the mulberry-tree ? ji MELA RA 
AK bWE ; to mix in equal proportions, #aeJ, Ly 
4), 144%; plainness and ornament in due pro- 

portion, ACABBL, 3H, SG; to make up 
a loss in proportion, #44; proportion in 
mathematics, Ji {5l. 

Proportion, v. t. FLZ, FEZ, HAA. 
Proportionably, adv. (RAL, (RALIE ; proportiona- 

bly long, Jz. “id. 
Proportional, a. > BGIE, 4 id:, WGI: TABU 
Proportionate, a. ‘To be proportionate, #ABU, 44 

it, avec, UB, ANY, Halk, He. BR, MU. 
Proportionate, v. t. KEfk, HERR, ALZ.- 

Proportionately, adv. #§%; proportionately short, 

AUG. 
Proportioned, pp. or a. fiz; well-proportioned, 
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Proprietor, x. Ax =F, JR J\, Ji =E, SE BA; the pro- 

fy FASC, 4-40 HE; ill-proportioned, HE RF AH AL, | 

An dh HA. 
Proposal, n. HEH Ze, HEH! ZEB, PPA ZE ; to. 

make a proposal, Hi #&, He Hi Ze; to make a 

proposal to a lady, Piz HARE. 
Propose, v.t.or i. H¥ A CUE RHI, HEMI, BE 

Hi; to propose to, Peijfe; to propose a plan, HE 
Hi ab aE, Hi al, Pelz}; to propose to one’s self, 
IEG; what do you propose to yourself ? (Ae 

iB, (edy e EROR. WR AM AT, TH fy Ke 
=f; to propose (to a_lady) in marriage, fi] Ax 
7; to propose to go to-day, 444 A 4; to 

respectfully propose, Adi, HK Pai, aA. 
Proposed, pp. or a. #23, Mth, PT. 
Proposer, n. $e tU AG. PROHE AT, [) H4- 

Proposition, n. eM 2ie HEH! BAR; 
fo make a proposition, #2 Hi @e 4, PRE; the 
proposition of an argument, fi) 2 Fe, BLE 
2 &; what proposition have you to make? (f% 

AUER, WH WHS. 
Propositional, a. $e HAS, PRHIAS. 
Propound, v. t. To propose, #£ {L1, fyi ; to propound 

to, PHA, Hi; to propound a measure, Pez, 

HE Mba 
Propounded, pp. See Proposed. 
Propped, pp. JAE, FET. 
Propping, ppr. JACE, #3. 
Proprietary, n. See Proprietor. 

prietor of a house, R=; the proprietor of an 
estate, BE. 

Proprietorship, n. #=E, FR. 
Proprietress, n. EX. 

Propriety, n. ji, idl 1, 8B, 8H, BEAR, Bis 
what propriety requires, (78 Pp, BS 
9K; propriety requires it, PBRE FA, BEE An 

JE. nee Ane, BL An JE; is not in accordance 
with propriety, IZ @yi8, A.Ays; contrary to 

propriety, Ale, aig. 

Propalse, v. ¢. To repel, $B, #E(E, HtdB- | #4. 
Propulsion, n. ‘The act of driving forward, #£ Ay 
Propylon, n. A porch, which see. 
Pro rata. In proportion, {, 8. 
Pro re nata. According to the circumstances, f¥ 

Seo! i Ui Sh 
Prorogation, n. HEF, i By, WE Be. 

Prorogue, v. t. #, HE, WE BF; to prorogue the 

parliament, RE Jt 2 ; to protract, FETE. 
Prorogued, pp. RES , yy. 
Prosaic, a. $20 (5, HAAS; dull, ZR, WP. 

Proseribe, * x. ¢. ‘lo outlaw or banish, fj 3E, Sf 
inte, ZIGE'L; to interdict, #£ ; to denounce, 
as dangerous, 484%, S838, ELBE. 

Proscribed, * pp. or a. [i] j& 3E ; interdicted, # 

Proscription, * n. 4255 4%, fs) SE#%; interdiction, 

HMR. 
Prose, n. # X, i &8, Wink; to write prose, #H 

BS; prose writings, #x 4. 
Prosecute, v.t. To pursue with a view to reach, 

execute, &c., JE ; to prosecute to the end, 363] 
Fé, (HMB FE ; to presecute a design, 3Bxt, 3B 
fia] ; to prosecute a person, 4& J; to prosecute 
a war, 3E4y ; to prosecute an investigation, 36 
32; to prosecute one’s studies with diligenee, 
nt ; to prosecute one’s studies, 3B St. 

Prosecuted, pp. 3E 3h. 
Prosecuting, ppr. or a. Pursuing, 3B ; prosecuting 

a scheine, 3B a ; prosecuting to the end, 36 ¥iJ 
Fé; prosecuting to the bottom, 363i] Re. 

Prosecution, n. 3B 4 ; prosecution at law, Jit 4. 
| Prosecutor, n. Jit 4. 
Proselyte, n. Ue Hee ; a new convert, ypABH, 

HA Ff ; a proselyte from Mohammedanism, 

Bele] le] Ze #% ; a Jewish proselyte, APGRAB 
#§ ; a Christian proselyte, AR ites. 

Proselyte, v.t. BRAGA, (ENA SN, (EAE, 

mt OX ES 
Proselyting, ppv. or a. He4Awh A. 

* See Banish and Exile. 
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Proselytism, n. FAGAN Z A, HAN AZ. 
Prosody, n. 

i&. 
Prosopop@ia, n. LIEN. 
Prospect, n. View of things within the reach of 

the eye, +54, 25%, se Bt, Hrs; a fair prospect, 
Hg-Ni & ; * a beautiful prospect, 42, FEB, A 
see, eX; bad prospect, as in trade or life, Me 
IGE GG, Hea Es ; opens up a fine prospect, 

gradually improving, as one’s prospects, jth A 
4; there are no prospects of peace, 48622 Fy 
Zs ; the prospect, as of a house, Jay, AW 
“se, (nj DA, (i) HE, Jay ; not dismayed at the 
prospect of death, AZE AIA; a fine (distant) 
prospect, 332, VEZ. 

Prospective, a. Looking forward in time, &; 
regarding the future, 3¢3¢; pertaining to a 
prospect, fj, tit fy; furnishing with an 
extensive prospect, jm fy, j%; (rj; a pro- | 
spective glass, -- Rl ge. 

Prospectus, n. J\5I. 
Prosper, v.t. To favor, (i SUIE, SHEAR. 
Prosper, v.i. To flourish, SLWE, M4, FERE, ML 

ME, OUBE, th, IE. 2S. MA Au, WAR, REL, A 
3%, 2, ek; to prosper ina spiritual sense, St 
jig; all things prosper, WUEMAFAY, WIRE, 
St an; the ways of the superior man 
prosper, $F jASe, BF Hw; may I prosper 
throughout the four seasons, Pa: gue; may 
I prosper throughout the year, 3!) 44H. 

Prospering, ppr. WEA. 

Prosperity, n. AEH, = Le MVE, Ga. ALE, 

FA if ; prosperity in a spiritual sense, ji; pros- 
perity arising from chance, 7 J$; prosperity 
and adversity, R32, {74 ; to enjoy prosperity, 
=2 7H; More prosperity than adversity in life, 
= 32 NUE; relics of former prosperity, #5 9x jal; | 

let prosperity come on the new house, #€KA | 
Fi; prosperity will come after the judgments 
are done, ki. ; prosperity in all things, 

SESE A, SEES. 

BEEN, AIRES, MAF, UE, EY RK, PE; highly 
prosperous, #7A3# ; prosperous both in family | 
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| FREE, —FSA FI; a prosperous advice, # 
2%, FE] ; prosperous kings, BEE ; a prosperous 
dynasty, BR]; lucky, 45-F4. 

| Prosperousness, n. See Prosperity. 
| Prosthetic, a. $¥ pEI(1y. 

| Prostitute, v. t. Ee, 7Ras, YZ; to prostitute a 
woman, 7##¥% ; to prostitute an affair, HAF; to 
prostitute one’s daughter, # G@ABAR. 

“Prostitute, n. M8, AeA, HRA, MBAR, EF, te 
F. WPA. WA, CHIE, #5 on buying free 
persons to he prostitutes, It #AR; to bea 
prostitute, 4a oe, EAB; to sell one’s own 
daughters to hecome prostitutes, ¥ G7 (E48. 

Prostituted, pp. or a. J@jth, ei. 
Prostituting, ppr. Ye, BR. 

| Prostitution, n. 7¢#%, ¥£; given to prostitution, 

| REAR. 
| Prostrate, v.¢. To lie or fall prostrate, #@y<Hp, 

fk, HER, 1h, Gi {h, fA, Wi. Hi ; to prostrate 
one’s self and pray, (Rif, {RE ; to prostrate 
one’s self, Ay fH. 

| Prostrate, a. {R, {h; to be prostrate on the ground, 
(RASH ; prostrate strength, Me Jy, SEF. 

| Prostrated, pp. or a. (Ri, MFR IB. 
s | Prostrating, ppr. (R, WER. 
| Prostration, n. { 3%, fF; the ceremony of 

prostration, ffF{R 7 i ; the ceremony of pros- 
tration in China, the knocking of the head 
whilst lying on the ground, MW) 5H, 7% 98; 
dejection, $2; great depression of natural 

strength, --3p OG, 4H, I SE. 
| Protatic, a. ft SAME, FA; previous, JE. 

Protect, v. #. (8, ffi. iii (Rati, NEW, DERE, TRS 
MEO, (7 RSP. AER, ESP. A; to countenance, 
WARK, ZF, HARE ; to protect all people, (Ra 
St, #785 BE; to protect and preserve, {RF ; 
protect us, (% ff Je mth, 1% wi 4¥ SE; may God 
protect you, BAL a#(aiti(K ; to protect unjustly, 
FE, FARE; able to protect, (RI, FELR; to 

| protect one’s life, fef+E, HEAR. 
| Protected, pp. or a. (#8, (EIB, Wewi Ty ; well 

protected, F233, FS pHi 

| Protecting, ppr. ora. fq, 1% E, WE Wi; life- 

protecting pills, 7#4E . 
and purse, J ff HE; prosperous in trade, #J Protection, n. (Ry, (RHE, WET, WERE; to assure 
ii; may you be prosperous in trade, BVM protection, PINE; to look to for protection, F 

#lJ ; to be in prosperous circumstances, fA ; | f£ ; secret protection, fy ; secret protection 
a prosperous wind, |WA}m\ ; prosperous condition | of the spirits, jh PA Bkiifj ; to afford protection, 
of a person, house or state, #¥3q; to have or! {#%{f ; shelter, protection, FE; continual protec- 
may you have a prosperous journey, —f%72 @, | ‘tion, AC WE. 

* Applied to weather and other circumstances in life. — | Protective, a. TRAY ; protective law, TR. 
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Protector, n. (RA: (EH, (hii H, MCB, PB; | Protuberant, a. gy, My HAY, MHMIIE ; a protube- 
the protector’s subalterns, $4 ; the protector rant sore, ¥, !; ¥#; a protuberant swelling, 
of a state, fY{%; protector of the Chinese, 7% 4 JaF ; protuberant eye, PAAR. 
SNe FE 44, SE RIFF wy. | Protuberate, v. 7. yet, Py HY; to swell, Jere. 

Protectorate, n. (RE EL, Si SF 2% Me; “major Protuberation, n. JfH, Pyte K, WHE H. 
general of the protectorate,” $a 47 #4 Fe. Proud, a. Haughty, 5%, fi, Gk, Uh, HE, HEH FE 

Protectorship, n. Sp 23H, (EAE ZIM, BLE, TIE. HH. CSL. TU OL 1 GE HR AB; proud 
Protectress, n. A(R. (Hk. | feeling, (i 4x ; proud of heart, Be ff MRE at, fi 
Protege, n. (RF, ARE, PENEAT NA, WALES ; nt) 3 2 proud disposition, PE ti 5S Gk, BERS, HK 

to make one a protege, fk JF. YE; proud notions, & %, AF; proud and 
Protein, n. EA if. boasting, & #4, hE GS; a proud look, ff& mR; 
Protempore, adv. For the time being, Jf§. proud eyes, A 74 8}, 5A, WEE ; to be proud 
Protend, v ¢. To hold out, HB, (BA, fe - and insolent, Ase ME; daring, x JK ; ostent- 

Protest, v. i. To affirm with solemnity, 4&, ig4, atious, FSA ; prond of birth, # A Hy; a proud 
Te tt, ELH; to protest against, W] a 2 35, WA palace, 3288's ; proud, swaggering gait, EH 
at AL, WS RL, AEA GE; to protest against HEHE, EGE; proud and wasteful, also proud 
a measure, #6 7, MW] 4675: FE. | and easily offended, as children of the wealthy, 

Protest, m. A verbal protest, Wi] A 4% 3: 4%, Wye | Re4*; a proud bitch, jf87)¢ Hye; proud flesh, 
ASE, IE. (# 2; proud at first and afterwards respectful, 

Protestant, n. 3246 MBH, BRAGA, EB PEE. 
Protestantism, n. ¥€ fh 2 Fh Bk 7.5 HE, CM He, | Proudly, adv. BER, FAR. 

FETE Rt. | Prove, v.t. To establish, vp #% HE, we BEYE; to 
Protestation, n. 24% 42 ; a protestation at law, prove, as a will or testament, Bet, BEA, % 

in, WLM. TE, UR; to prove a will, B¥BBae; to prove 
Protested, pp. ora. 743, #Ei8. to be true, v7 FYE; to prove the truth, FAH! 
Protesting, ppr. APS, Ws HH, IE. ia. ; to prove otherwise, v.22 HEME FAmK, vr 
Protocol, n. The minutes of a transaction, 72 FR. EA AMAL; it will prove otherwise, pre Aly 
Protomartyr, n. 32H) FS EK fit H- Ris Abts A Ans ; to prove a person, aR J; to 
Proto-salt, n. 4 Fer, FUER. prove a great man, Hi#@AA; if the weather 

Prototype, n. 24%, #E, HE proves wet, An (IE SRUL, # IIR. EE 
Protoxyd, n. HARES, TCPAW.- fi ; to prove God, ME i, Mh i Zz Zi; to 
Protozoa, n. pl. See Infusoria. | prove to be so by the taste, AM Hk 34 ; to prove 
Protract, v. ¢. HE, JE, WE we, WE £2. JE, FE 2E, 3 useful, Ai H Ze. BH Ze; to prove incorrect, 

AE ; to protract from day to day, A ff A, iE Ge 

A+, ef; to protract a period, WEA IY, HH Proved, pp. ora. Tried, iH, KB; examined, 
BE, fe WE; to protract payment, WE Zé; to pro- WRI; established, W7jMRE, WBIEPE, BERR 
tract indefinitely, A.wMedfé, Si HE. Sf, FP#EHE: proved to he a scoundrel, BAHIA 

Protracted, pp. or a. REVUES, HARES. HL. PEMA. 
Proyedore, n. A purveyor, which see. 

| Proven, pp. ora. See Proved. 
Protracter, n. JE, WEVE #%. 

Protracting, ppr. AG UE. 

Protraction, n. HEVE % 3. | Provender, n. Dry food for beasts, #7 RH, RH, 
Protractor, n. AE VEZ. Hq; provisions, {{@, @4y; rations and pro- 
Protrude, v.t.or 7. "YHt, ZH; to be thrust for- | vender, get. 

ward, PFE pif. Proverb, n. A common saying, (a, we, HEB, 

Protruded, pp. or a. [HE T. | Use, Ee, BZ; ancient proverbs, 4 i; sacred 

Protruding, ppr. y{l, 7; protruding eyes, "proverbs, Zea4; the Book of Proverbs accord- 
HINGE AL, AA Ty HE. ing to Giitzlaff and the delegates, EX. 

Protrusion, n. py Hie, Ff Ht H%. | Proverbial, a. “HE S|, (esis, SIR teak, 5] 
Protuberance, n. yy; a protuberance on the Ss te 

body, 4%, Fi, HE, He; a protuberance ona tree, | Proverbially, adv. %§ 4] fry; proverbially bad, -# 

AB: ACHE 8. | BIL. 



Proy ide, v.t.ori. To make ready for future use, 

FEL, PRD, OF, TH, PRD, DAR, EE, HF 
(8, FER, FE fer ; to provide against robbers, PR 
hk, bre; to provide against “old age, by; to 
provide against hunger or scarcity, Py HE ; to 
provide against the inclemency of the weather, 
by SERA; to provide against danger, Bi FE. 
HED fe ; to provide on all sides, ae ; enough 
is provided, {%f#f, JE fF; to provide with, fik, 
Hk #4 ; to provide stores for public service, {E3F ; 
to provide for one’s children, fH #§ F 4 ve 3; 
a shop which provides entertainments, 1 jf fig. 

Provided, pp. Made ready for future use, ffiffy J, 
ba fii SF; all provided, Asie T, fA ffy SF ; provid- 
ed on all sides, Ji fj; he has provided for me, 
Ala (% AR FH fj ; provided that, an fH, ae #, ( 
An, (£5 ; provided that you go, sn Rid, {ft 

Mir. 
Providence, n. Provision, fff; heaven, FE; God, 
_E wi; the course of Providence, K 34, FH, 

K2#; it isthe course of heaven to bless the 
good and bring misery upon the lewd, Fi ik 
2B he; watched over by Providence, FG HA iii 
7; protected by Providence, AKWi2, BRK 
#¥ iti ; it is the course of Providence, (% KK 34, 

IEE. 
Provident, a. Cautious, Ft, $F 4, uty; provi- 

dent of the future, ao AGRI AG; ; economic- 
al, i JA. 

Proy ‘dential, Effected by providence, KEE, 

RK: “aim. 4i i, ALE, RAE, RZ IH, 
KK fii ; it was very providential, they did not 

succeed, 4p-RA ARIE ICME. SEL ARLE ; 
providential meeting, FR sI7. 

Providentially, adv. 44%. 
Providently, adv. Jus, Mt. 

Provider, n. {fhe HEA. 
Providing, ppr. FAffy, (api; supplying, fE#.- 
Province, n. A division of a state, 44; the eighteen 

provinces of China proper, -- 7\24 ; of the same 

province, [ify ; my native province, 7x4 ; 
the Canton province, JRA ; 
native province ? ~¢ 44; province or proper of- 

fice of a person, ae AJP ; it is not my province, 

We 1%. FRAC SP. A AFR FP; the woman’s province, 

KNZASTS. 
Provincial, a. 74 "Pf; provincial city, 74h; provin- 

cial ieeaatel: ESS, BEB, HC Ch ; 
judge, ie #2 a), 3 nl, S54; provincial dialect, 

| Balt re (he provincial offices, FSSA BB. 

what is your 

proyineial | 
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| Provincialism, n. ZAR. 
Proving, ppr. Trying, jal; ascertaining, F% ; es- 

| tablishing, = WHEHE. 
| Provision, n. To make provision, Biffy, Jab, fa 

{fj ; to make a provision for one,  \ Fifty, 
JA jfiff; no provision for, Sef; victuals, ® 

Wy, KR, ta, Rex, fq; dressed provisions or meat, 
(iq hE, 47, HE; Uy provisions, HORS ; dwellers in 

the mountains will have PROMBIONS enough, {Jf 
Ji 2K IE ; to buy provisions, + F3&, HRAE; to 
transport provisions, &e., for ae army, q4ejHt 
Heer > provisions and provender, fe Ht; no 
provisions, 4h ta, 44 Ke, Zé Bhi; short of pro- 
visions, fit}, Ke; provisions of a treaty, #4 

{e. [Maik 
| Provision, v.t. 4% (kK; to provision a ship, HF 
Provisional, a. Temporary, ya", AeA, FAL. 

| 8}; a provisional arrangement, Wy fq. 
Provisionary, a. Wy pF Ay. 

| Provisioned, pp. HET (kB. 
| Provisioning, ppr. HK B- 
Proviso, n. HEE, HIER: 
Provisor, n. The provisor of a religious house, [ai 

Je; a purveyor, Ep B. 
| Provisory, a. Temporary, SIF fry ; conditional, A 
Provocation, n. — iB: BL YH. [re A. 
Provoke, v.t. #8, Hit, A. PA, BE. FBAB BSR: 

to provoke to anger BIR. BAAD, 
, Bese, FPS to provoke to battle, PRR, 
HERR; to provoke to insurrection, if #b ; Lo pro- 
voke God's anger, #5 _b #9 2 #£; to provoke 

vomiting, #5] ; to provoke appetite, (fi ; to 
oD?) 40. 

provoke to love, j£3%, 283 ; to provoke langhter, 

HR. 
Provoked, pp. or a. #7. 28 5,07 
Provoker, n. (44%, fg#, He. 
Provoking, ppr. or a. Inciting, #4, fi}, As; pro- 

voking, as a battle, $% ; it is very provoking, d- 

REE, AEA AR ED. 
Provost, n. A person who presides oyer something, 

EB; the provest of a town, ff; the provost « of 
a college, 22; provost marshal, SINE, 

IU. 
Prow, n. The forepart of a ship, fpbpe, fe. i 

tH; the boat of a native of Java, Borneo, &c., 

ne 
Prowess, n. 3, (KH, FURL, WER; intrepidity, yy 

Hi, f28e, Rsk ; to exhibit prowess in military 
exercises, 47 £k Hi ; to exhibit prowess in war, 
3 94 ; famous for prowess » RAE. 

* See Dialect and Local. 

5 

| + ‘Exclusive of rice. 



PRY 

Prowl, v. 7. To rove or u ander for prey, asa wild | 
beast, 307%, 72 HY, * HIS ; to rove and plunder, 
ITH; to prowl about, 
about and then retreat, Hive 

Prowler, n. 7% 4, et BE. 
Proximate, a, Nearest, fade, UE AS, fy, Ue; im- 

mediate, Sy ; direct, 7. 

Proximity, n. Ue, Wade, BLUE 

the town, SSR. HS, PALI. 
Proxy, n. ft f7, (EBB, (HE, TREE; to vote by | 

proxy, (tI2% . 
Prudence, n. $&#, Fliaik, Ete, A 

GE; to act with nae FX SE 

the proximity of 

Poem 
[= eye 

Prudent, a. Practically wise, $& "BE, SRE (vy, A 
FJ Fi 5, EFF; cautious, PEM, pom, HG; 
economical, (ij FAfy; a prudent man, 3k self 

A RMN, SEZ N. 
Prudential, a. $& #4 fry ; prudential committee, #§ 

8 @ Se, RIE. 
Prudentials, n. pl. Maxims of prudence, or prac- 

tical wisdoin, $¥ 71 77 BR. 
Prudently, adv. With due caution, Jyh, EA, 
IKE ; with frugality, @ FA. 

Prudery, n. SeHERE, Hea. 
Prune, v. ¢. To lop or cut off superfluous branches 

of trees to make them bear better fruit or grow 
higher, or to give them a more handsome and 
regular appearance, ft 3M, #E; to cleanse, wy ; 
to prune a tree, Bei HAS Hitthy; to prune a | 
vine, ft aij rs) Ait. 

Prune, n. He, Hg ; dried or French prunes, # | 

ie elt Hogs salted prones, Beg HE; 
sour prunes, Pek; to stew prunes, Ay ; double ZONE 5 GE 15 3 | 

flowering prunes, #2 IE; double red prunes, 
“LE TE ; double white flowering prunes, Eke 

Pruned, pp. HR yh; cleared, 4Pi8. | 46. 
Prunella, Prunello, n. gf. 
Pruner, n. Hie, Hat. 

Pruning, ppr. Hej, 4; 
superfluous, 4. 

Proning-hook, Pruning-knife, n. HEAT, MNT), 
Prunus, n. Cherry, PYF. J]. 
Prarient, a. Itching, 332, KEI 

ens, HE ya, 

Prussia, n. ++ fl. 

Prussian, a. #§4%4-fij ; Prussian blue, 4 (r. 
Prussic acid, n. FE RERE, ee 

Pry, v. i. BERR, FTPE, Bw, HLA], (UA. 40) HE, al 
=, Fal 3 $2 4% ; to pry into people’s affairs, St 

as AB, AT TEA TE, 95 HAZE; to pry up 
* Colloquial, iz. + Imported. 

clearing off what is | 

(850 ) 

a ZAMP; to prowl | 

; dolichos pruri- | 

PUB 

clods, , 5h to pry into every nook and corner, 
to search thoroughly, ###2 SHE ; to pry into 
the secrets of a state, SHE RE, Fh yy. 

| Pry, n. $j. 
Prying, ppr.or a. iP8, F7F#E; idle prying into 
| matters, #e Heth}. 
| Psalm, n. Hej; the book of Psalms, HFA ES ; 

one psalm, —y ay. 
| Psalmody, n. 13 Sa}, HBB. 
Psalmographer, Psalmographist, n. (fea #. 
| Psalmography, n. (£38757 H.- 
Psalter, n. The book of Psalms, 3272 #. 

| Psaltery, n. SE 
Tes 

Pseudo, A prefix signifying false, (§, ffi. 
| Pseudo-apostle, n. (Hex. 
Pseudomorphous, a. {§J%, AIETE. 
Pseudonymous, a. (Fu PE, 1% fry. 

| Pshaw, inter. tj, WEPS, FE, WAR. 
Psidium, n. Guava, A$ 4 Fal, SE RYE 
Psom, n. The itch, #4. 
Psychical, a. Sf 26 (yj. 

| Psychologic, Psychological, a. a2 2p StA4, 

LI. 
Psychology, n. So 25%, GES, MERZ BR. 
Psychomancey, n. ®i, FRE. 
Pteris, n. Je FE Bi. 

Pterodactyl, n. Peis £4. 
| Pterois, n. See Scorpoena. 
Pterygium, n. SAARI. 
Ptinus, n. sf. 

Ptisan, n. ABE. 

Ptosis, n. ARIE TP , WR ALBE EP. 
Ptyalism, n. Salivation, ae YORE, He WORE. 

| Puberty, n. Paberty of males, j& J, #88, (Ht; 
puberty of females, J 4, HE. 

Pubes, n. Pubes of plants, #836. 
| Pubescence, n. JK J; the downy substance on 

plants, Wie. 
Public, a. ZA, 4 ANE; a public hall, ZsjaR; pub- 

lic lodgings, Avfift, ZS; public accounts, Z 
JH; public affairs, DH, ZH; public business, 
AA; public property, 44; laws on publie. 
works, * Tf; on assuming to effect public 
works, * 4#fjck fF ; evasion of public service by 
desertion, * 3k 3E 7%; unequal treatment of 
persons in the public service, J ese js ArZB ; 
on using the public seals to eall out the mili- 
tary, * SLAC ED {g ; to prepare stores for 
publie Se ZX |e ; public offices, 7% PY ; 
public land, ZS fA, He FH ; a public person, 'B 

| ~ * Penal Code, by Sir George Staunton. 

ant SE 



PUD 

in public, ZN ; aye? 

public opinion, 48, 4G 0h, AE ait, 2K ade 5 @ public 
free school, 3@ “4, St 4%; public expenditure, | 
BH; public use, Dy JH, Ae IA, Wh; public 
debt, [J {G; public messengers, paid by the - 
people, #€# ; public granary, 3¢— ; public 
fields, belonging to the community, #¢ A; 
public law, the law of nations, ZS}; for the 
public weal, for the public good, re, Fie ZS A 5 

Fe ; a public subscription, BE4L, BEE; a 
public gate, ZF; public and private, ZA; 

Digests) 

public and private duties both fulfilled, 24% | 

Wie; leisure from public duties, AER ZI; | 
a public house, a house of bad fame, 444; a | 
publie house, wn inn, 4 WR, 478% 5a public bury- | 

| Puerile, a. Boyish, $b (FE, FEF A ISG fy, ing ground, SE |], G45. 

Public, n. The general body of mankind, 4, 3 | 
J, Fe EWE, FREE ; to speak in public, Avak. 

Public-spirited, a. Zot, S60, FEF. 
Publican, x. A collector of toll, #He ; the keeper 

of aninn, $A, BE, SEE, Hews. 
Publication, n. Hi#i, $4; the publication of a 

paper, Hii Ti] MZ BF; the publication of a 
book, !{! 8h #¢4% ; the publication of an edict, 
Mi 4575 23; a daily publication, fg A Hi fy, HR. 

Publicist, ». 2Sfil, ZV fil. 
Publicity, n. #£ 4; notoriety, REG. 

Publicly, adv. ZA, AYR; publicly known, 24%, 

FeSO, AA K- 
Publish, v.¢. To make known, as to publish a 

paper or hook, Hf, Fi #§; to publish abroad, 45 | 

Hy Had, Hi 
emperor, ji ##; to publish throughout the 

4 eg fit ; to publish abroad, as the 

world, HifGR Ys WAT IK PD ; to publish the list | 
of successful graduates, 24%, BHF; to publish | 
a newspaper, Hifi El; to publish every day, 

4%: AH}; to publish a book, Wie ape ; to di- 
vulge, WWyy, WE ; to reveal, BAN]. 

Published, pp. or a. HY; published abroad, 4j 

Bil. BS. 
Publisher, n. Publisher of books, {1 #Y #4, Hi 46 

Publishing, ppr. or a. Publishing, as a book or 
paper, HtentaSd i publishing, as news, &., i #5, 
f%, # ; publishing, as the emperor, ji 4}. 

Pucker, v. t. $372, $k; to pucker up the lips, INI]: 

Pucker, n. A fold or wrinkle, #47. 
Puckered, pp. or a. 4930 7, BINT. 
Puckering, ppr. #334. 
Pudding 5D? n. Ai GH, HE, FE; rice pudding, fie Hi HA 

a PUG . 

to make public, i f%, 743; pudding stone, conglomerate, 77. 
Pudding-time, n. &K FEI¥ ; critical time, Daeg 

es AE, AHF. 
Puddle, n. UK, $8, 2, 1, HE; a low puddle, fee, 
{& UK ; the puddles are full, ¥¥ Ay ZZ. 

Puddle, v. t. To make foul or muddy, ag j4j, #28735, 

JT38, WAR, B. BOB. 
Puddied, pp. or a. Made muddy, ag 7f 345. 
Puddler, n. ii Hh F¥. 
Paddling, ppr. Making muddy, He vy > nakine 

dirty, 4748, 4; making close with clay, Pye 

Puddly, a. BUR, BEA. 
Pudenda, n. pl. PE. 

Pudicity, n. Modesty, tA Ai, Fl WE. 

\-F fry; puerile amusement, JV 4% Ef; a puer- 
ile aflair, Jr-F 23, MIRE ye. 

Puerilely, adv. An. 

Puerility, Puerileness, n. Iv 5b 2 #449, INF SH. 
Puerperal, a. 74% fj ; puerperal disease, FE (BI 

iE; puerperal convulsions, FEAFIHIG ; puer- 
peral fever, pe 42 RE- 

Puff, n. Puff, as of smoke, —k, —pifi, —y1, — 

YY; a puff of smoke, —PA, —KEY; a whit, 
—Ii, fl; a pull of wind, —Ppigim; a puff- 
ball, 46 RA, DXA ; pull-paste, WKAF; like a 
puff from off a moor, An FF AAW! FR. 

Puff, v. 7. We—lk ; to swell the cheeks with air, 
Jays; to breathe with vehemence, as after 
violent exertion, fj; to swell with air, Ife HE, 
MAL; to puff from the mouth, [4 —AK. 

Pull, v. ¢. To dilate with air, MM; to swell, Af 
XK; to blow up, Bi, BEB; to praise with 
exaggeration, pK. 

Puff-ball, x. 4B AK, i BE. 

Puffed, pp. Puffed up, PA; putied up with pride, 

Meas. Ws, Eli Ene, Wa, Baek. 
Puffer, n. $B, WHAM A, TNS Ae, AAG A. 
Puffing, ppr. WARS, Wk — bil 9% ; praising pomp- 

ously, 7K. 

Puffy, a. Swelled with air, JE3¢ fy ;. tumid, Wh 3 
bombastic, GA; puffy youths, AGAR; a 

pully style, PPE, FEAL I, MARS A: pny, 
as the wind, fifi pti fe. 

Pug, ». BF; my pug, FOSHF- 
Pug-dog, n. ARIF Th ZA. 
Pug-faced, a. A538 Ti (5. 
Pug-nose, n. 48 Bs. 
Pugging, a. A cant word for thieving, (fj Bf. 
Pugh, inter). PR. 



PUL ne 8 52 ) PUM 

Pugilism, n. . BEE: to practice pugilism, FIO 

JM, 47 ADA; pugilism for money, WR. 

Pugilist, n. SUPE, FOE hn, 43 chil, 45 ANG 
1h, 4H. 

Pugilistic, a. $f 4s Af. 
Pugnacious, a. Disposed to fight, 447 fy, S47 (15. 
aR: quarrelsome, ISR, 4g Ft BW V3. 

Pugnacity, n. EF fig. 
Puisne, a. Younger or inferior in rank, ZR; a 

puisne judge, AER w]; a puisne date, HA 
Puke, v.7. To vomit, |ifi, MH, Ifitt. 

Puleritude, n. 32, 3H. 
[F. 

Pule, v. 7. To ery like a child, [EEIEE; to pule, asa | 
FS TAI er chicken, 3@¥A we. 

Puling, ppr. or a. TEI. 

Pull, v.t. th, d€, tik, dil, qu, Frdik, Sidne ; to pull 

down, to demolish, jf, HRGH; to pull down a 

house, pie ; to pull down, to degrade, [i #: 

to pull down on ards one ay ABE pull it down 

as a branch, Heya, eK Ac ; to pullin, yes, 

Fin BE 
hat, ERIE ; to pull off the mask, PRSE Taq, JRE 
fii ; to pull about, as in play, ##A; 

Hi{E,, PERE tlh, Git HH ft; to pull out the hair, #% 
#E,, JEG ; pull out every thing, one hair do not | 
spare, —7 Ade; pull the punka, +E )G UR, FIL 
J 43 it pulls my throat, but he heaves it to 

the wall,—‘‘ a trifle to him but life to me,” 

Ge HEME HE [Hi ie FEM EET 5 to pull along with 
a rope, 4, #45], PE, pL, JH; to pull here and 
there, to borrow here and there, fEHEFEFE ; to | 
pull one by the ear, Hf (i HL 2 ; to pull the 
joints of the fingers, WS: to pull back, fiz fy, 
se] ; to pull a boat, A ft; to pull a carriage, 
eH, FEHL; to pull a how-string, HRey, Peay, 
ikeg%; to pull down, to subvert, fi; fH); to pull 
and push, #igffé; to pull out of the water, PF Ht 
ye; to pull a child out of the water, pe. Hil, 

PE HM Smee (F-_-088 ; to pull or pluck, fj; to pull | 
one’s sleave, 41] #4; to pull up a good heart, 
AE IH; 
pull open the door, fhe FY. 

Pull, 7.7. To give a pull, f—IPp, FE — FE. 
Pullback, n. $4 -3¢, 0 PH 2% Se. 
Pulled, pp. fii, Hii, FET ; plucked, #Py. 

Pullet, n. $53, SERS, ABE SS. 
Polley, ». eH, ale ABH ile, idan eH 5 

to pull off, +E FH, FER; to pull off the | 

to pull | 
apart, {EB ; to pull down to or towards, $F ; to 
pull towards or together, 4EJ#, EFF; to pull 
up, HEHE, 28; to pull up, asa sail, FEB; to pull | 
up by the roots, #2, FH, HEL ; pull it out, He | 

ti 

to pull to and fro, PEACHES, PA RALE ; | 

pulley block, CE. 
| pant ppr. i, #1, HE; pulling down, dz, #8; 

plucking, #; pulling apart, HE pf]; pulling 
towards, fizJ# ; pulling up, FE fe. 

Pullutation, n. Wipf. 
Pulmonary, a. Jjii/PE; pulmonary diseases, JhiPHE ; 

pulmonary consumption, JAE; the pulmonary 
artery, Jil I. 

Pulmonary, n. Lungwort, #7 (?). * 
Pulo penang, n. $PJE, Ai PR RH. 
Pulp, n. A soft mass, #44; the pulp of fruits, Ht 

(J; to make into a pulp by saturation, JAH; 
to beat into a pulp #yh), #2 Re, Zeid; the pulp 
of an onion, Zi, 22 ; marrow, ta; the pulp 

of an apple, ZE3£/); poured ont the melon’s 

pulp empty, 469018. 
| Pulpit, n. Rae. 
Pulpous, a. pyle, HES fi. 

| Pulpy, a. FANE, HEV Ay, ATA AY. 
| Pulque, n. HY. 
Pulsate, v.27. ik. 

Pulsation, n. QE, WK ZUG, UB. 
Pulsative, a. Beating, Pk AG. 
Pulse, n. The beating of the heart, Ie, Ax, vk ; 

to feel the pulse, $7 Wir, Je UR, Ws Wk. a Ue, HEM, 
pK, PRK; the secret of the pulse, HRs; the 
place at which the pulse is felt, FO, $4, 
WEPJ; to feel one’s pulse, to ascertain before- 

hand, #@ A Dk, #EI\; the beating of the pulse, 
see Pulsation. 

Pulse, n. Leguminous plants, #% ; seeds of legumi- 
nous plants, <f, H; food consisting of pulse, 
Az; to live on pulse, RFE, WAFE. 

Pulverize, v.t. To reduce to fine powder, as by 
grinding, HEAR, HESY, HEAR; to reduce to fine 

powder by beating, #84¢, 25%, ZB}. 
Pulverized, pp. or a. BF LF, HK, H- 

| Pulverizing, ppr. BEAK, AK. 
Pulverous, a. 4. 
Pulverulent, a. BERGA, & REM; addicted to lying 

and rolling in the dust, as fowls, 4-Fay& HOHE, 

AS HUTS E_E.. 
Pulvinated, a. AME Et fr. 
Pumelo, n. Citrus decumana, pompelmoes 

(Dutch), Ah, ARAN, HLF, GeAF 5 flat pumelo, #4 
ft; oblong pumelo, PE aA} ; ribbed pumelo, 3& 
| Pumicate, v.t. HELIZRA. wigie 
| Pumice, n. {P¥y- 

| Pummace, x. Apples crushed for making eider, 

REABIZIONE. 
* Medhurst. 

eo 



PUN (858) 
Pummel, n. or v. ¢. See Pommel. 

Pump, n. $i, dha, FErceg; * an air-pump, Jif 
$2.98 ; a stomach pump, fJ4H; the plug of a 
pump, $9428; the pump blows, 4hBy x. 

Pump, v.i. or ¢. 4fh7]¢, hfe ; to pump one, ¥E Py 

XK; oh i) XN. 

Pump-brake, n. $y. 
Pump-gear, ». hg {-44- 
Pump-stock, n. 4h #828. 
Pumped, pp. 4h J. 
Pumper, n. 44%. 
Pumpernickel, n. £2 (6 #41. 

Pumpkin, n. 4K; flat, yellow pumpkin, 4$ MK, | 

iff IK. 
BARA RH, Wal, Hoh, US 

nl oy ISK. 
Punch, n. $ENRBE, FH; a thrust, —Fy, — UW. 
Punch, n. A drink, APE I, BAYA; punch 

and judy, $& ff, 5h 1f- 8%, Wi fk; punch, the 

paper, fa3k, fit AIR, wk $k, BUCA; the punch 
of a puppet play, fT A. 

Punch, v.t. $y SEM, HE SE, HEFL; to thrust 
against with the end of something, #; to 
punch the face, 3&—Jpl, G4 We. + 

Punched, pp. #2 f FL, 47 T HEME. 
Puncheon, n. A measure of liquids, containing 

sometimes 84, sometimes 120 gallons, —ff; £ 
an instrument for piercing, $f; an instrument 
for stamping, FfJ. 

Puncher, n. A perforating instrument, $f, #é. 
Punchinello, n. fF J. 

Punchy, a. Short and thick, fe jj, JE. 
Punceta lachrymale, n. #FULL. 
Punetate, Punctated, a. In hotany, having the 

surface dotted, # (yj. 
Punetillio, n. Jiyj, #7}; to stand upon pune- 

tillios, iy $k ye. 
Punetillious, a. ym, Hy, LY shits BA 

exact to excess, ERG IPE, UXSHDA, Spit. 
Punctual, a. Observant of nice points, 4 9F {3 fi, 
AF UFAY; at the exact time, HEME, A uF, iO, | 
(1), HAI) ; punctual payment, HAIER, (ely 
%€ ; punctual in everything, LI awa. 

Punctually, adv. m2, ff, IER, fi; to come 
punctually, (RHF TBK. eH TZ) ; punctually 

just, WEP VE. 
Punetuate, v. t. Shi, SiA0HE 30h, BEEE. 
Punctuated, pp. Shi8. 
Punctuating, ppr. %¥. 

* In Canton colloquial. + Punishment. 

t SHARAT HEH —behrp- 

_| IL p. 74. 

| 

| Punctuation, * n. Bhar nye, Brae J i: 
Puncture, v. ¢. To prick, i, €F, Hk, fE- 

| Punectured, pp. €fj&, wil i. 
| Puncturing, ppr. orn. fF, ij; the act of pune- 
| turing, $F 7, HRAij; the puncturing needle, ¢F; 

puncturing and cautery, EFF, EK. 
Pungency, n. 3234, HK; acrimoniousness, 
Hh ; keenness, as of sarcasm, 3fi] #%. 

Pungent, a. $f, 36, 7, 36H; a pungent taste, 
FRYE, FEUR ; pungent remarks, 7B, Hak, He 
iA 3 & pungent discourse, 4] Wag, Ji] A258; 

pungent pains, 77 Jy 3a pungent manner, 7, 
TK. 

| Punic, a. OF, Fes; punic faith, BHe. 
| Panica, n. See Pomegranate. 

Punish, v.t. #8, FES, 47k, 1%, ME, TI, JB 
TH, SI, aREE, i, RAI, wf, wij s to punish 
with stripes, #E, #, 47, $s4R; to punish a re- 
fractory state, 7: ; to punish a crime, 74 5f, PY 
5E, fK5E, ZIG; to punish with decapitation, 
IEY’:, FIN, Bede, A; to punish indiserimin- 
ately, jf: Jfj ; to punish cruelly, REF] ; to punish 
the innocent, #% A. 32, pa wk; to punish the 

| lawless and protect the good, #2 5% % Ft. 
| Punishable, a. BSI), ATE, KEE. 

| Punished, pp. #144 ; whipped, #(£3 ; decapita- 
| ted, ipsa. 

| Punishing, ppr. Punishing, as a child, 4%, 47%, 

| Ske; whipping, Fim, 47 ; decapitating, Wf, FF 

os 

IH. 
| Punishment, n. Ff, FAS] ; cruel punishment, AF 

FA); capital punishment, REA, IE i:, FFT, A 

hE; exemplary punishment, fgJf); to inflict 
punishment, J\Jfj A] ; the punishment of whip- 
ping through the street, Jf); the palace 
punishment, castration, “jfj; to intimidate 
one by threatening punishment, JAIME ; 
illegal or indiscriminate punishment, j& Fp ; 
implements of punishment, JfJH; the Board 
of Punishment, Jf) #}; severe punishment, 
FH). Sj ; the three punishments, =Jfj; + the 

| five punishments, Jr Jf; the punishment of Ged, 
i ZF ay 5 the ignominous and slow punish- 
ment of quartering, #i— ; punishments were 

| not extended from father to child, but rewards 
were diffused through the world, Si df 3 id & 
aE FA. 
* See Author’s Grammar of the Chinese Language, DP. 

| + See Imperial Statutes, chapter 68, under Board of 
| Punishment. 



PUR 

Punk, n. A prostitute, ee. 
Punka, Eye n. jal Fa. 
Punnet, n. Ja HERE 
Dunster EELS 3, 35 SE oh 15. 

Punt, n. in flat-bottomed boat used in calking 

and repaitilte ships, 133 fx. 
Punto, n. The tenth part of a eovid, — yf. 
Puny, a. Inferior, ; petty, Shy, Gu}; small 

and feeble, 2f) 43 
Pup, v. 1. ARF. 

Pup, a. FA, Any {F. 
Pupa, n. See Chrysalis. 
Sumy n. The pupil of the eve, WRZMF, fie A, BE 

FMF WF. 
Pui ,n. A youth or scholar of ya sex under 

the care of a tutor, PIE, PY4e, S84b, SHE, FY 

Kw F, PIT GER 5 a boy aoe me ik ; 

a girl under age, 4%. 
Papilige, 1 v. ASPIRE, FUSE. 

Puppet, n. Aylt GULF, BEF. AMF ME. 
Puppet-player, n. ft A. 
Puppet-show, n. 58 {F5%, ASPs 8h, FEM. 
Puppy, n. A whelp, applied to both dogs and 

men, Fi)fF, A, Fi. 
Puppyism, v. Extreme meanness, 54%, Giter- 

Pur, n. $i ee, Si Le 3e 
Purana, n. Ret i, Ke ae =) Ae ak FE. 

Purblind, a. Near-sighted, JEW; dim-sighted, [fx 

Wk, 4B. 
Purchasable, a. BY FLAG, ELGG. 

Purchase, v.t. B, HAE, HA, fk, Ha Ske, EM, | 
mM, * HW, Ht, 6,47, HSt, WB; to purchase, 

as rank, name, &e., #f§; to purchase an office, 

SER, SBE; to nue chase a name, to obtain by 

ostentatious acts, 74%, J SEG, He & (ei ; to 

purchase rank, 44 Dy% ; to purchase rice, TK, 

47K; to purchase an estate, A, pee an 

#E; to purchase merchandise, EY, GH, HP 

4%; to purchase wine, 7{{H; to invite to pur- 

chase, as a shop, business, &c., #4 JA, # AJA 

F, B AKITA; to purchase (try to win) people’s 
hearts, HAR; 1 will not purchase, Fay 

Purchase, n. @& %.3f, ZZ; to make a good 

purchase, HAAS, FLA AMIE, BS Ante, FUG 
95 fF ; obtained ES purchase, BZ. 

Purchase-money a (EL 

of a stock, jee 

Purchased, pp. or a. ae ia: Si S 3 purchased 

rank, 4{jHE; to have purchased, WF. 

Purchaser, n. ‘#4. 

 * 44% to fetch, to get, is frequently used for to purchase. 
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the purchase-money | 

| Purchasing, ppr. B; purchasing rice, $925 | pur- 
chasing and selling rice or grain, saa ; pur- 
chasing rank, 9§. 

Pure, a. Bit, PRR, GER. BIH WR, Ba. UT 
it. ‘ho is, SEGA, "Es chaste, #, @j ; guileless, 
fit, i a, #5; holy, H2; pure water, fi aK, 
IK, |, BVA; pure motives, jy#e, AUR; a 
pure oe Fix, fii Zc; pure hands, not defiled 
by bribery, #y, GF; pure and upright, Fe 

Wale, fy, ir ir iv ; 4 pure mind, 
HOO, FOG, Bat, Tot, at); unspotted, A, 
i; pure and clean, sige; a pure stream, a 
pure character, j§#E; pure and white, A, 
BiG. i; pure and tranquil, QoeR, Bag 
pure gold, #42; pure metal, JE 4 ; pure ae 
Tak, JERR ; pure goodness, fii ; a pure color, 
Sif @ ; pure congee, Ayyk}; pure and undefiled, 

ivi PP REYG ; pure bread, 4 ff, 4PHH PT ; pure and 
free from dregs, 4Paseyay, fA ARE; a pure 
region, the place where the Buddhists dwell, 

iF -- ; a pure style, in 3m, i WAZ 3 ; a pure 
cilt, AG, Bik, Gul; a pure knave, Fi fAHE 
fi, EE Shy Zé ; pure and genial, fF }A, A 
Az; pure air, #4 ; pure ascending air, PRB ; 
pure religion, ##; pure love, EF Ty E ; the 
Great Pure Dynasty, 4 yw. 

Purely, adv. Ina pure manner, #4 4%; without 

guilt, BEE; merely, Arith, BR, HR, Ike, 
NE, HE, ; completely, J- ; purely accidental, A 

BOE, MTT, 
Pureness, n. ck a ia G2 fs 4 3 pureness of mind, 

1022 THEA Hi Zz 5; pureness of living, 4 ZW 
#7; the pureness of air, $Q Ziff. 

Purfle, Purtlew, n. A border of embroidered work, 

Purfled, pp. or a. 995 FES (5. | RE. 

Purgation, x. 5h Ya: the act of clearing from 
a crime, accusation, Ge., Yq ; canonical pur- 
gation, fil22% Fz; purgation in medicine, jg. 

Purgative, a. f(y; pargative medicine, je #&, 

i 8K, TSK. 
Purgatory, a. Tending to cleanse, 3 eR fy, BORA. 
Purgatory, n. Amone Roman Gatholies, a sup- 

posed place or state after death, in which the 
souls of persons are purified or in which expiate 
such offenses committed in this life, as do not 

merit ae damnation, Ak, J SE Pr- 
Purge, v.t. To clarify, 82,4, Hy 5 to purge one of 

a crime, $A J; to puree, as the bowels, jf, Jag 
4, ities ; to purge the souls of the dead, HG 
BOE: to purge from sin, ZES:SE, HSE, ie 

SIRE 
- 
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Purge, v. i. To eon pure by foeeecat Bee 
Purge, n. (eae. [ ith. 
Purged, pp. Cleansed, ei, jit ; evacuated, jeg 

Purging, ppr. Cleansing, jf, ff, HA; evacua- 

ting, jf, Jy. 

Purification, * nm. Hem, RAY 
purifying, Ge ta HZ 5 purification by fire, Jif 
iq 3 the purification of the Blood WK 4, 2 
2 ; the day of purification, 27) 7% A; puri- 
fication from sin, #5P 223i, ef 

Purified, pp. or a. Made pure, #ih, POE, BB, 
BRT iY, # Gis ; refined, sik jth 

Purifier, n. HEB, YAYRH ; a refiner, “ede. 

Purify, v.t. To make pure, Wie ,.8 WE KH 

Ye, BER, FERC, HEI; to purify, as metal, bf, 
He ; to purify by fire, KF ; to purify, as a style 
or a language, ji] 3, IHF; to purify by a ce- 
remony, 47 fe, #7 # GZ jit; to purify the 
heart, #ath, Hew. Berd; to purify one’s heart, 
VERA IL ; to purify one’s thoughts, } 
to purify by refining, Spy, PPP; to purify 
metals, shh 4, (#4 ; to purify the air, HRA: 
to purify one’s nature by cultivation or exer- 

cise, {Sf {5 thi AS & ; to purify by exorcism, jaf. 
Purify, v. 7. To become pure, JAR iif. 
Puritan, n. (#5 HH. 
Purity, n. #4, RH, BBE; innocence, HilAR, AF 

moral purity, | : 
| Purpose, v.¢. To intend, to design, FF , #8, 4, 

A, SESE; chastity, HH, Oy #; 
4a fff 5 the purity of the waters, a2 HFA ; the 
purity of the heart, yh 277 #%, 0) 27 Sit#F ; the 
purity of one’s motives, & 7 fil fj, FEZ TM; the 
purity of the soul, 27 #4; the purity of a 
virgin, #% & ~% Wi; purity of the gold and sil- 
ver delivered to government, jf 4s #R EL 4. 

Purl, n. An embroidered and puckered border, #% 

‘9%. [oe ie. 
Parl, v. 7. To murmur, as a stream, ANAM, Ue, Ue 

Purl, v.¢. To decorate with fringe or embroidery, 

AN AEE, Ma Purl, n. Purl of a stream, WEE, 

Purlin, a. Purlin on a roof, #f, Re. 
Heys 

WEE, HE, 

Purling, n., a. or ppr. Purling of a brook, RAY 
BHA, WE, WIR; a purling sound, #% CUE: a 
purling brook, aMgj7@; decorating with em- 
broidery, BEE ; decorating with fringe e, WER. 

Purloin, v.t. To steal, fy, se, PEW; toi take by 
plagiarism, se. 

Purloined, pp. (i J, RIB. 

* Levitical purification, Leviticus, 12,4 and 6; L uke, 
daily purification, St. John, 15,2; ; Titus, 2,14. 

29.99. 4,44; 

Bi wy; the act of 

EN -[f- ate. | dE 
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Purloiner, n. A thief, bk. 

Purloining, ppr. Stealing, {Ay, BE, WK ; 
ting literary theft, frat, Rep. 

Purparty, n. FP, MZ — Fp. 
Purple, n. ora. Purple color, 3%, 33%}, 35, # 

Be, fi ; iris purple, 7j7f; purple hibiscus, 
see Hibiscus; a purple robe, 3 7 ; purple fever, 

Purple, v. t. Yusef, ee. | fee. 

Purport, n. Design or tendency, %&, #81; the 
general purport, AWE, AR. 

Purported, pp. #. 
Purpose, n. Intention, end, &e., 1 TE AEE IE, 

Sa; fixed purpose, #3, ae, EL EAE: 
no fixe porpose, SRE Ja, JE SL, BE BL, 
as ‘é = FL; to fix one’s purpose, 31%, sree 

Wa; singleness of purpose, fijj—-; to change 
one’s purpose, $2, H7§ ; for the purpose of, 

Eek, Day, FF AB; on purpose, ge RK, He, HF, 
iE , 1 F&; to all intents and purposes, 4k 
in’, 78, ESL SE, ERS fit; on set purpose, ¥& 

“Eh, BRE ; to come on purpose, #x¢ jee 26, HEAIE, 

HEE e ; to do on purpose, Afie, WAY; to the 
same purpose, JA, —# ; to speak much to the 
same purpose, jf — ee, — Fe ak, at — xh; 

for what purpose? #o-3r, fiyhk, tip Hee, fay 
JA; for the purpose of trade, AEF; for this 
purpose, WIE, LIE, FYE; as for the purpose, 

JE" ; this will serve the purpose, FERIA. 

commit- 

ih, HB. 
Purpose, v.z. To have an intention, A=, #eAK, 

ER, BR, 4. 
PF) Ang Ee iso ? Sit rf JA. 

Purposeless, a. 408-2 
aeeve 

| Purposely, a. fete, Fk, FT, BOE, BR, 
EXE; purposely to offend, HeIe, #eIe; he 
purposely did so, @cfit{B, BUEZ ; purposely 
conniving at, ACHE. 

Purposing, ppr. #7 #k, 78. 
Purpurie acid, n. Seb, SSPE. 
Purring, ». The murmuring 

a cat, (OSI AE. 
Purse, n. ti], 2S, FE, PRGA, HEV, BEBE, HES 

a shepherd’s purse, HES - to feel in one’s purse, 
as pick-pockets, 1% Tip f,; to open one’s purse, 
fez , FP fry ; nothing is more feared than an 
empty purse, fx tH ti 1 77 WL; the purse as 
empty as if it had been washed, @ 7& 4 BE; a 
purse of money, Jt 44 ; a long purse, a heavy 
purse, #f$8, Hee; a light purse, an empty 
purse, 20ye, HEFY ; sword and purse, fd 7 HER 

TF. 

noise, as made by 
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Pao v. t. ea to purse up the mouth} eee 

ME, Mp. 
Purse-net, n. #44. 

Purse-proud, a. TEAS $8, GSS. TE, Sa. 
Purser, n. The purser of a ship, 85 

Bursiness! n. EK. 
Parslain, n. He{F-AE, ALWASE, FR RPE. 
Pursnance, n. 34:3 ; in pursuance of, ff, J; in 

pursuance of orders, LS Gr, (He Fr. [&. 
Pursuant, a. {f@; pursuant to your desien, {fe fff 

Pursue, v. t. 38, #2, #, SEBEL; to seek, 3%; to 

continue, HF ; to imitate, % ; to pursue one’s | 
walk, #3372; to pursue one’s avocation, {fk AFP 

Bt. FF AS Tb BE, SP ARG), HEE AZ}, PRR; to 
pursue a person, 3B #% N\, #E A; 
without overtaking, SBIR}, HRA, HAE LE ; 
to pursue and overtake, SE Fi, 3E_E, #23), € | 
_f; to pursne one’s design, 3B #%, Fe NK FH; to 
pursue and seize, 3B 4, 4H, SEH ; to pursue 

with diligence, $2 8%, A Bk fk, JE 2 BE f&; to 
pursue, as thieves, $f, ft ; to pursue pleasure, 

Fae et, Wy at ; to persecute, FEA, Ais. 
Pursue, v. 7. To proceed, Aff, Biff. 
Pursued, pp. or a. 32S, #2 f. 
Pursuer, n. 32%, #249, ie %. 
Pursuing, ppr. or a. 

tinuing, | ; prosecuting, fi, 47, fE ’ Y | 

Pursuit, n. 3B 4%, £224, SEEE; one’s pursuits, 3 
= ASP AE, ASSZ ; in the pursuit of honor, ze 
*%, 5) % ; in the pursuit of riches, elf, sR 
ih two pursuits, letters and trade, % Fil ij 

oe a. Fat, short and thick, short- 

breathed, me Sa, RAR VS. 
NE 5% ; 

Partetianee, n. /& 44; the purtenance of ananimal, | 

Po. 
Purulence, Purulency, n. Pus, JE. 

Purulent, a. 
thalmia, JERE. 

Purvey, v. ¢. To provide, Hf, fF, A. 
Purvey, v. 7. To purchase provisions, i(k, WR 

thE. 
Purveyance, n. ffi $P4¥ 5 victuals provided, KR. | 
Purveyed, pp. H3fh. 

Purveyor, 1. EH}, Wik @ # 3a board, which see. 

Pus, m. Bee, Weak, FANE. 
Push, wv. t. fff, SH $2. HL, Ha, Hh, HB, 4, HE, BR, 

He, #E, HF; to push along, as a carriage, #f, 

#£ ; to push away or aside, ERY, HERA, PRI ; 
push it away a little, FEB (3, FEB A ; to Se 

to pursue | 

3H, #R; seeking, 38; con- | 

HE, A HLAY, AILME ; purulent oph- 

ace HEU, HER to ae down, He fH, Hele, | 
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$i; to push headlong, HE to “push out, HE 
Hi, JH! ; to push forward, HEAT, BEAT, HE RT, 
(2 ij, By; to push with the horns, Pk, fi; to 
push over the sand, #f€ #4; to push about, fies 
Ff£; to push against, 4ipZF ; to push to an end, 
38 5c. HE 5c; push it to the next door, J8jA hy 
if; to push to the utmost, as knowledge or 
investigations, #41; to push open the door, #£ 
BAPY, #EBSFY; push him out, do not let him 
come in, #E{EH!, S#E{E; to push and strike, 
HEFT, fi; to push and elbow, PH; to push 
here and there, as in borrowing money, Jf 

TESTE ; to importune, AB. 
| Push, v.72. To make a thrust, I, fi}; to push on, 

ffi, 4, a; to push on a business, f¥ Bf, 3 3 ; 
| to pusha boat over the dry land, PeizefE ; Ngau 

could move a boat over dry land, FL izzy. 
Push, n. —3f€, —4#£, —£; trial, HR; at one push, 

—f£, —IIP; a push, as of a sword, —#i], — 
t#; have another push for it, RB—-R, R—- 
ARI; when it comes to a push, AMP ZW AF; the 
last push, Bf, jf; to bring to the last 
push, S235 5 ti. 

Pushed, pp. Fé, BET ; urged, HET, wBi8. 
| Pushing, ppr. or a. Pressing, (€, 3 ; driving, #£, 

##~ ; enterprising, JHt, de Ay fy ; Vigorous, FR, 

Ws. 
Pusillanimity, n. $m}, FWY, PE, AMEN 
Pusillanimous, a. Weak, 499, Bi; oe 
| why, # 4a (1, IH A, FE iw; mean-spirited, 

BAS, FA. 
Pusillanimousness, x. See Pusillanimity. 

| oe | Puss, n. Sif- 
| Pussy, n. $j. 
Pustulate, v. t. #2. 

| Pustule, n. , IK, IE YF, He, NaF, Wars, Te 

F; small-pox pustule, yey; a pustule filled 
with water, 7), acH-F ;a pustule containing 
pus, Jka, JAN, (see Pimple); to pick pustules 
out of the skin, Hk A. 

| Put, v. dN t. & pp. put. To set, fF; to lay 

or place, f¥, hk, &@, HK, PHA, HVE, WS, Th 
| #e, #ZE; to put about, to turn, HF; to put 

away, BP. HK, PR, ZR; to put away a sery- 
ant, BEE, AE EMEA ; to put away a wife, ff 
3f, Hise; to put away cares, fot, KP MG; 
to put away calamities, * Pw, BER, BRB, 
iE; to put away, to abandon, 4; to put 
away lying, BRat; to put away delusion, 34 
RY; to put away noxious insects, $A, HeHR, 

* Terms used by exorcists. os Baise 
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TPL; put that away, PEG: ‘to put aside, 

I, TIE, POE, WIN, WIT, BEB ; put that 
aside, PIE (H, WAM A, HEB ; to put back, 48 
J; to put by, #23]! ; put them toone side, PRA 

i —36t F-B 1} — 3% AEB (LB ; Lo put by for 
Leeping, Wc FH, Wc sey, Ile ; to put by, to divert, 
#86 ; to put down, to place down, RT, ET, 

eT, #2. iP; to put down a load, JfH, 
PHA, BPH; to put down, to crush or subdue, 
as rebellion, SHAK, Jat, Aki]; to put down a_ 
fashion, FP JF; to put down, to degrade, TE 

to put down, to silence, ¥£[] ; to put down the | 
rebels, 53K; to put forth, to propose, HE fe; | 
to put forth, to extend, fH, Hi; to put forth, | 
to send out, as a sprout, i, Hi, #€; to put | 
forth, to exert, 1} Jy, #49); to put forth, to 

~ publish, as a book, H!; he put forth his hand, 

ffi ILE, flip k=; to put forth a book, Hi 
*# ; to put forth one’s mind, HEHE FRB, BE 

HILT MEME #; to put forward, HF BRHF; to 
put one’s self forward, H}8H; to put in, as an 

ingredient, y£, Jz; to put in, to insert, FF; 
to put in, to conduct into a harbor, Bi A ; put 
ina little more, JX fri ; to put the fan in its 
ease, A fifi; to put in irons, Jatt, eB, 
47H; put the bills in the port-folio, 9th | 
#£ #2; put what remains of the food ina 
safe, F fej 0S YS #) AE ; put it in the door-way 
a while, #8 7EPY ; to put in order, #eAF, FH 
UE, BAS, WORE, TB Af eA, BE Bl), PEL Ba. BE 
WE, (E:, denis, Hs, 32: to put wood in order 

on the fire, Ke to put in the sun to dry, fey 
SIE DEE I, Te HS Ae PEG ; to put in one’s jaw, 

( to rately interfere), fir¥Zuk—; to put one in | 
mind, to remind, #2PHE A, #2 i J; to put one 

in mind, to call to remembrance, #4;f. FRE ; | 

to put in practice, JA, fii, 77, 4; to put in| 
trust, GEFS; to put one’s trust in God, FE A_- | 
ii7 ; to put one in the way, 2c A, FF%4 A; to 
put iu motion, (% i), $ Hh ; to put in writing, | 
ey ; to put in pledge, #2, Hh; to put one in hope, 
BABE, (i BS to put one in a passion, | 

i HB A; to pat in fear, A, BE A 
$2; to pnt in prison, Sys Be; to put ane ie 

8. WA, ThA. FYB, bes fit YE, REY: to | 
put into a hag, 738, AYRES; to put the 
hands into the sleeves, |j3; put some water 
into the batbing-tub, AT Ate OS Me wae 
fz ; to put intoa vessel, 45, ab, BE: artificial | 
flowers put into a flower vaso, MUSA EAR IE AE | 
HH put a fob into publ pantnlegns, ae MAIS f 
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oe BIR to put into the water, 485K, 4/4; to 
put into one’s head, f@ J {$; to put into 
form, Jf"; to put into another's trust, FEA 
Fh, EE A RR, WE FE TA WV; to put off, to 

divest, JJ, $f, &, 3; to put off, to delay, FE 

UE, FAN, WE, PHY; to put off, to cause to 

he circulated or received, as reports, f, 8 #¢ ; 
to put “ to discard, 4%; to put off, to vend, 
or sell, ; to put off the old, At, SEALE, 
eG Hee nf put off one’s clothes, Ji Ze 34. fi% 
A, ERIK; to put off a commodity, RE: 
he put him off, {gf ; he puts me off from 
day to day, {2 H Adfé4¥ ; to put offa cap, 
WH, Hse; to put off till evening, ERA ; to 
put off till to-morrow, JESJAR A, 2E 3S — 
H ; to put off, as a ship, PRE, SB; to put 
off from one’s self to another, 7s; to put 
offon, as bad money, S27; to put on, to 

impute, HHS, AON, HEGTIS, MEW; to put on, 
to invest with, 4%, 2§, 2; to put on a dress, 
HE, BEEK, AHR; to put on airs, ERLE RS ; 
to put on appearance, f£9§ ; put on your hat, 
wil ; to put ona smiling ath see ae 
ze; to put on (upon) the table, fk Ze AG Ty; do 
not put on a (Chinese) corset, 3e3h84/] ar : ‘put 
on the thimble, ##$fJA; to put out, as money 

on interest, #%; to put out money, JHE: to 
put out, to extinguish, asa conflagration, #X ; 
to put out, as a jamp, i, 6, vA. BRE; to put 

out a lamp, HH, ya; to put out, to expel, 
oan ; to put out, to dismiss, fie ; to put out, 
to protrude, fyH!; to put out, to publish, Hi; 

to put out, to confuse, @l; to put out of joint, 
HbEP Gj; to put out a flag, Bp we, dp HE; to put 
out to apprenticeship, (% fRET. Wife ; 
to ae out a sign, 4/5 to put out the eyes, 

H- SHE; to put out of office, BURR; to put 
a er add to, Jil, $#, 7; to put to, to unite, 

; to put to the sword, 2 Re ABE ; do not . 

be me to if, PRA FERR, APSA, SCM ; 
to put one to ee HERS A AEF; to put to the 
test, AIP, HZ; to put to astand, JE, 

4 UE: to put to a stand, to arrest by obstacles 
and difficulties, f%4; to put to flight, EE; 
to put to the vote, we, ; to put the hand to, 
JHU, P=; to put to one’s account, EW, 

#& ; to put to rights, $j, if, fe; to put 
together, Bares EIT, Fi; to put together, 
to add, #8, Wl, Whe; to put together, to con- 

nect, $F, #Hj#.; to put together, to place in 

company or one society, fe ; to put together 
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orderly, as leaves and sheets for binding, dap@;  Putrid, a. JAS, iN, ARM, FAS, SAM, SEU, 

to put up, as a seaflold, jf ; a place where to Hl. WA; putrid flesh, BA, RIVA, RBZ 
put up, a HF, Beh ; to put up, as a thing lying oY, cy. RE 2g ; a putrid fever, $5 i senE; 
on the ground, #£f%; to put up a motion, Fe a putrid smell, JB 58, Fy, BE SL. 
it; to put up with an affront, Wee, Bi, Z| Putridness, Putridity, n. BAA. 
Be. AaRYE; cannot put up with, 2.738; to put Putrification, n. By yi. 
up a petition to the king, #=E; to put up a Patting, ppr. Setting, 7%; placing, #¥, Fx; lay- 
claim to, gf, PJ; to put up, to pack, fl P, tb ing, &. 
Zé; to put up, to reposit, Ic tP, Wesey; to put Putty, n. YhE; putty made of the oil of the ja- 
up a letter, Ea} f¥; to put up, to board, HF, tropha purgans, fi Whe : putty of tin, VEZ 
FisE ; put up a notice Pfe geeF ; to put upon, $y 

We 1-, WET: to put one upon, Afi, HN Puzzle, v.t. HA, ALA, MK; to entangle, $7 gL, 
fik, 1 JL; to be put upon, pe AME, Be ARK; AL: 
the fanlt was put upon him, §i#{E, SES ft; Puzzle, n. General term for puzzle, 32 fj ; a chain- 

to put a construction upon, ff%; to put any puzzle, JL Sees; the nine-tube-puzzle, JL 2e 

one out of his bias, @L J\; to put one to charges, ‘4j; the seven-diagram-puzzle, / 3% fa]; the 

fF AAE RH ; to put a case, RFF, An; put the — ten-brick-puzzle, 4-7 f—] ; the cross-puzzle, ++ 
case, AK #55 to put a supposition, (ppPF; to put #24m; the genii ladder-puzzle, {lp ; the genii 
a question, fi]; to put a riddle, #7Gk; to put —hoard-puzzle, {pPE; the genii hall-puzzle, fly 
one’s hand before the face, #jfy ; to put one’s Zk ; the genii string-puzzle, jip fl) # ; the genii 
arms about one’s neck, 4@J\; to put one’s burden-puzzle, {jJJH; the ten-letter-box-puzzle, 
hands to the plough, JB=F, BASE, HET; to put +3; *a difficult word, ks; perplexity, 
under, #2 7P rg; to put within, feYx Py BA, Hye FE BY AL- 
NA, 9 ZE AY: to put down anarchy and restore | Puzzle-headed, a. SPRRUBE. 
order, #EGLKQIE, #7 ALRIE; to put up erect, Puzzled, pp. ora. Perplexed, sgl, PRL; I am 
Hi ar- | quite puzzled, FR tie el. BeBl- 

Put, v. 7. To go or move, as: to put to sea, HI4%, | Puzzling, ppr. or a. HL. 

#501. A ; * to put forth, to bud, ARF; to put | Pwan yu district, n. A¢ABYF. 
in, toenter a port, Air, A##; to put in for Pye, n. gl. 
i place, eit; to put off, to leave the land, pe | Pygmy, Pygmean, n. FE {F-, SEA, ER, ARR. 
fie; to put on, to urge motion, 3 ; put on! put | Pylorus, n. 44 PY, fe FY. 
on! PeAgpe Ay; to put up with, 2, We, &; to Pyramid, n. BRS, FE HER. 

put up with poor entertainment, 4 0% 38, Pyramidal, a. 47 ISIE. 

UF Hi BAS. | Pyramidic, Pyramidieal, a. 457° (9. 
Put, x. A strumpet, 34. | Pyre, n. A funeral pile, BE R2EHE. 
Put-off, n. HE ae. Pyrexia, n.; pl. Pyrexie. Fever, 05. 

Putage, n. AYR. | Pyriform, a. F27f2. 
Putative, a. Supposed, ff fry, #1 (5. | Pyrites, n. Ae, YF (2); in China, coarse py- 
Putchok, Putehuck, n. Av. | rites, Pp 5' 41. 

Patid, a. AbBS, BEI. | Pyro-acid, n. IRE. 
Putrefaction, n. #8, Say, Had %.- | Pyrolatry, n. FE. 
Putrefactive, a. 3 I fy, BAK (4; putrefactive | Pyrolithiec, Pyruric, a. Pyrolithie acid, ARE ME. 

smell, JAW, JB 4x. | Pyrologist, n. ff4k-b. 
Putrefied, pp. or a. $86 38, HA. ST, BY, . | Pyrology, n. yee. 
Putrefy, v.¢.or 7. Jil, SR, EQ, FU; it will |Pyromancey, n. x Py. 

putrefy, Ieeyfiy, We yey. | Pyrometer, n. REF. 
Putrescence, n. WA, JE ; a putrid state, # | Pyromorphous, a. ARK Z FU. 

SA, Fy 4 - | Pyrophanous, a. RO) 2A. 
Putrescent, a. JME, HE fg, HAS, BE AS. | Pyrophorus, a. fj GE). 

Pacer 
* Chiefly applied to Chinese boats, also for inland navi- | Pyrosis, Tes FR. Be ee 

gation. * The preceding are in general put up in one box. 
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Pyrotartaric, a. Jay Ajay we. 
Pyrotechnic, Pyrotechnical, a. Je 8: fry. 
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Pyroxyline, Pyroxyle, n. HAA. 
[RA. | Pyrrhonist, n. SEA. 

Pyrotechnics, Pyrotechny, n. PRB, PRS, YY Pyrus, n. Flowering pyrus, $C HUPBETE- 
Pyroxylic, a. AAS ; pyroxylic spirit, ASAGH. | Pyx, Pyxis, n. @F, WHE 

Q. 

et, Senaeews EEF say, quory, Bs 0, 
500, 104 3 Y, 500,000, FE BF 54. 8., quantum 

satis, quantum sufficit, JE, W%, EL. 
Quaek, x. 7. To cry like a duck, 54. 
Quack, n. A boaster, BAS, (MAH 
Quack, a. Pertaining to quackery, as a quack 

doctor, A, Jif HE; quack medicine, (R88. 
Quackery, n. jitas, i ; the boastful pretensions 
of a quack doctor, PERE YFP as. 

Quacksalver, n. See Charlatan. 

Quadragene, n. PEIN, BPS ZI. 
Quadragesima, n. Lent, PF WK 7 by. 

‘The seventeenth letter of the English alpha- | Quadripartite, a. Zp Pulp. 

Quadrisyllable, n. U2. 
Quadrivalves, n. pl. mo APS. 
Quadruman, n. PU =F 7 tf. 
@Quadrumanous, a. PUSRAG. 
Quadruped, n. PYRHEK, PU EIR, ZEBR; quadrupeds, 

BK AD, By ET 

Quadruple, a. "pol (fe We, py ft 

PU te Se. 
fj; quadruple star, 

| Quadruple, v. ¢. f#% PU fe. 
 Quadruplicate, a. py fi. 

|.Quaff, v. ¢. 

Quadrangle, n. Fy, PUA, WIE. PUIG, BAI. | 

Quadrangular, a. Jj, MAF, WIGAN, P58 fry, PFs 
fig, PURE AY. 

Quadrant, n. The fourth ae PY ay ZZ; a qua- 
drant in trigonometry, $$f ; an instrument 
for taking the altitudes cand distances of the 
heavenly bodies, HUE, Jy RHE A 5 quadrant 
of altitude, ji KX. 

Quadrat, n. In printing, a piece of metal used to 

fill the void spaces between words, £f} #¥. 
Quadrate, a.orn. Square or a square, Fy, PUA, 

_Quadrate, v. 7. To suit, m; to correspond, 4 
to quadrate cash, C4#E. 

Quadratic, a. Square, Ff. 
Quadrating, ppr.or nv. To bet at quadrating, EEA. 
Quadrature, n. The act of squaring, Fp #y py, LI 
PsP ; a square, Fj ; qnadratiire of a planet, 
a A JU E ; quadrature of the moon, HY%¥4. 

Quadrennial, a. PYSE AT, PY apse Ay. 

Quadricapsular, a. DYsE Hy. 
Quadridentate, a. PY is fig. 
Quadrilateral, a. PUTAS, PO FG AS, PUSSIFE f14. 
Qradriliteral, a. PU BE Ary. 
Quadrille, n. PUPEMERE. 
Quadrinomical, a. PY %4 fy. 
Quadranomial, n. PUI st.” 

Quadruplication, mn. ft PU fie #4 
To swallow in large draughts, AM 

fk, AM, KN ; todr ink fh, VR, 3 BK BK, Me, 
Quafled, pp. CRIME fe. | far. 

Quaffer, n. ARR AT, HA E- 
Quaffing, ppr. Drinking, fR;swallowing draughts, 

FMR fk. 

Quagey, a. HAJEM, HAVE A. 
| Quagmire, x. AYER. ME ZB. a s- 

pes n. &E 

axl; 

Quail, v. i. To sink into dejection, EF, BB th ; to 

fade, jp) af, In), FEA. 
Quail, v. 7. To curdle, # , BE; to coagulate, gE. 

$6, W655, Ct EES a species of quail, KK 
Be ewe Wee Aes; quails beaten in fight, 
#8 ge ; to fight ce Fy eee ge. 

Quail-pipe, n. “eae A We Ha. 
Quaint, a. ceramic is exact, KE HE, PRE TA, 

ASE, MGIB; odd, EE, APE a quaint 
style, GREW; artful, Weg, AFH- 

Quaintly, adv. afE. 
Quaintness, n. Oddness, APE, ZPPE : petty neat- 

ness, KE BEL. 
Quake, v. i. 52, ZH), FH); to quake with fear, 

nels, EIR, HetG; to quake with cold, 7B, 

i? Be EG aq. 
Quake, n. —52, —dp. 
Quaker, n. #235, HESER HK. 
Quakerism, n. BERL ZAR. 
Quaking, ppr. ora. #, mB). Teil. 

ye 
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Qualification, n. Natural endowment, Ae, AHR, 

ASHe, BW AE; legal power, #2, HEHF ; abatement, | 
ip Hi ; modification, se A, HRZE, HEB Be. 

Qualified, pp. or a. Fitted by accomplishments, 

&e., BY Lite, PGES, FD, rape, 
JERE. BY BE ; competent, FE, Ff HE; limited, i | 

in a qualified seuse, fii) 
Vi, LIL FE; qualified for public service, fg | 
{k,. A] LI; a qualified physician, #2 % 2 BEAE. | 

Zeit, BIR: 

Qualifier, n. He or that which qualifies, (i ge ¥, 
ti 3; that which modifies, GH; that 
which reduces, je #4; that which restrains, [ft | 

. 
Qualify, v.¢. To furnish with knowledge, skill, 

&e., He Fl FE. |i BY FE; to furnish with legal 

power, fA HE, WHE, #3 HE; to abate, je; to 
diminish, jak4M; to ease, jeg; to modify, se | 

fy; to adapt, # & ; to restrict, HEZ , Mbt, #4 | 
Wi, “He; to qualify one’s self, Stay Re, Aff. 
to qualify a sound, ah #% 7 ; to qualify anger, 
ik Rk ; to qualify one’s self for the public service, — 

BAA, BRE. | 

Qualifying, ppr.ora. fi A, Hi wy RE, Bowe, Gey 
43; furnishing with legal power, f@ HE, WHE; 
abating, fA, wk HS, whe ; restraining, be, #4 

He. 
Qualitative, a. Relating to quality, jy ASHE ; qual- 

itative analysis, Zp IAs Fy, Fp Ay ASFA. 
Quality, n. Nature, PE; property, AH, PEA; 

virtue or peculiar power of producing certain | 
effects, #{, #&; good or bad quality, as goods, 
4; of the best quality, _-, 4%, ike, JA 

4g; the very best quality, -_E, JA_E; goods | 
of second quality, RSE, SEE, Hee f¥ ; of 
middling quality, 44 ; of inferior quality, PF 
4% (I, 33; goods of all qualities (sorts), #% 4 
#f ; good qualities, 33 ; bad qualities, BE fis, 
dg ASE ; rank, Wh fic, HELE ; persons of qual- 

Qualm, n. A fit of nausea, ff lift, MBE; a qualm of 
conscience, Rh, Fuh, Bot A x. 

Qualmish, a. fi, #6 Uf. 

Quandary, n. Doubt, S€, ERY. 
Quantitative, a. pr Bd, ay BBE; quantitative 

analysis, IAS 7 Bop. 
Quantity, n. Bob, B Bx; a fixed quantity, #4, 
iE eA, HIB; what quantity? MEW, Bh, #4 
FF; avery large quantity, -ci, 34, 4-5} 
% ;a small quantity, J}; a portion, —-3}; the 
quantity of a syllable, 7 “$58; what is the 
limited quantity, Pb ae 38 Z. 

| Quarantine, Quarantain, n. To put in quarantine, 

we HE A; to put a ship in quarantine, fe A 

| ptedits 
Quarrel, n. Stig; ; to have a quarrel, jie, St, 

fide, SEA), SEE, Me, SPE, YS. 1 8, 8 
We, TTL, PY, wf]; cause of quarrel, Pht, St aH 5 
to seek a cause of quarrel, S¥[f{; to begin or 
pick a quarrel, 84h, #O8%, HO, dear, 
AES ; they have a quarrel among themselyes, 

(EAMG; a scullle, GRRE; ill-will, Se, 2267; 
to carry the quarrel into court, $k2S, FEE ; 
are you going to back up a quarrel? (fp fffae 

BU. 
| Quarrel, U. v. gta, Wise lit) 2, at ial. ath, lad 

H, f§ 1 ; to dispute, Ff, jit, Sit, BPS, 
BSYs ; to quarrel with one another, Aidt, 4A 
#£; to quarrel with one, EAP, SBA, TEA; 
to quarrel about the price, B8(R, GFE; to 
quarrel at law, 7; to quarrel about trifles, 4¥ 

Quarreling, ppr. orn. Jt, less, FUSS, BRYS, SF 
ws disputing, FES, 4Ree; the noise of quar- 
reling, ##¢; fighting, jee; what are you 
quarreling about ? GF -{z BFE, Prat fay HB; tired 

of quarreling, 4tig. 
| Quarrelsome, a. #389, Ay: FH) BS Ay, eR, 

HFG LY, APRs, WEEE, ACER, eat 
a quarrelsome fellow, AFM, AEBS HK. 

Quarrelsomeness, n. Hf #38 2 Bt, StH Se. 

Quarried, pp. ora. #ET 4. 
Quarrier, n. #24734, BAe. 

| Quarry, n. A heap of game killed, —} gyi. 
Quarry, n. Ay HHF. 

Quarry, v. t. BEA. 
Quarrying, ppr. BE 47, HEAL. 

Quarryman, n. HEA fE, FRA TE. eA HK. 
Quart, n. The fourth part, FJ, * pup 22.—, 

two pints, Jf; a quart-bottle, 74s. 

Quartan, a. fj A—{€, fe] Aff. 
Quartan, mn. An intermitting ague that oeeurs 

every fourth day, Py A— #8 Z3E. 
Quarter, n. The fourth part, PYZp>2~—, —f§, — 

PA); * a quarter chest, —f§ #4; a quarter ofa dol- 
lar, —$8 /\Fp,— 14] ; a quarter of a sheet, F7HR, 
— he PY Zp %~— ; a quarter of an hour, —¥]; a 
quarter of a mile, — i py 4p — ; the quarters 
of the moon, #%; a quarter of the year, —2#; 

the four quarters of the year, pya4e; by the 
quarter, #ZAS ; a quarter or region, —7FF ; the 

* wi] is at present in general use in the south of China 
for quarter. 
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four quarters of the earth, PYF ; a region of a 
town, Hi I7 Jy 3% ; officers’ quarters, "FS ag 7; the 

quarters of a ship, fpr, Wii; to give quar- 

ters, ft 4p; to give no quarters, APE GP, BA; 
to cry for quarters, to call for quarters, 38 BE 

&, & # ; a quarter of a Chinese pound or catty, | 

Puiéj ; in the western quarter of the town, Sik 

2TH ; quarters, lodging, 7g HR ; official quar- 
ters, ZV#¥E; bad quarters, as of a town, HE AF Ji 
Fy ; bad quarters, lodgings, A% hi; to have free 

quarters, AE, GZ; from all quarters, py /Y 
Fy ; to come from all quarters, WR py Ay lke, rh 4 
Fy HE; quarters of assembly, HS 46 Z we 5a quar- | 
ter of a hundred weight, —-+-Jr Jr ; to change 

one’s quarters, $j; to retire into quarters, | 

GE ; sleeping quarters, |[ijZe. 
Quarter, v. t. ABA PUA, arbi] PUMP ; to quarter, 

as the human body, }h¥ fiz. 

Quarter, v. i. To have a temporary residence, {£, | 

JE, thers to lodge, dete wr- 
Quarter-day, n. BALA, ZEW. 
Quarter-deck, n. ff (2 ih - 
Quarter-master, n. Quarter-master of an army, 

ere, RE EY ; the quarter-master in a ship 

of war, Ast. 
Quarter-master-general, n. #43 7G E- 
Quarter-piece, n. ph ffs. 
(Juarter-sessions, n. pl. AE FR. 
Quartered, pp. Fp Ff PYF} ; lodged, je T Jz Mr. 
Quartering, ppr.or n. Dividing into four parts, 

FPP PYF}; stationing for lodgings, pe TEP; 
to open the quartering in gambling, |) tHE JX. 

Quartering, n. Punishment of quartering, JJX fi. 
Quarterly, a. 24, (KA, ig 2, fy ZB; quarterly 

payment, 4% ; a quarterly paper, By. 
Quartette, Quartet, n. PU 4. 

Quarto, n. (4°) Jy; large quarto, 4Jy. 
Quartz, n. Crystal, dh; yellow quartz, (84 ; 

rose quartz, #0uh, Ae fis; smoky quartz, 2 
i, ; cairngorm or teastone, 28); white or 

milky quartz, @ #73, Jif. 
Quartziferous, a. Hi xy He. 
Quartzy pebbles, n. pl. 41 2y- 
Quash, v.¢. To quash, as an affair, fi Hi); to quash, 

as a rebellion, §RUJRK ; to quash the decision of 
an inferior court, Qs. See Squash. 

Quashed, pp. Quashed, as an affair, fifi) 7; an- 
nulled, Fos; crushed, GARI ; abated, HET. 

Quashing, ppr. Quashing, as an atlair, fe fAl ; 
quashing, as a rebellion, 5A JAK; quashing, as a 
decision of a court, fx. 
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| Quasi. As if, which is sometimes used before 

English words to express resemblance, 4-{JJ, 
| An, FFs a quasi-contract, AnspBE— ; quasi-ar- 

gvument, JRL AE YE. 
| Quassia, n. Quassia tree, EyACH}; wood of quassia 

tree, GAS, FAS; tincture of quassia tree, 
As @ 7H ; extract of quassia tree, AAS. 

(Juassine, Quassite, n. AAG EH. 

Quayer, v.z. To sing with tremulous modulation 

of voice, "3 #5 232 ; to tremble, to vibrate, 

Quavering, ppr. or a. Trembling, #2; shaking 
the voice, 273 04, FER ath. 

Quay, n. Up I, UPL ; a place for loading and 
unloading, By 9A. 

Queachy, a. Shaking, #2, He, GE wh. 
Queasy, a. FRU, (ENG, BRIE. 

| Queen, n. Ja, a rr, Selo Sin, EAR, AS, Wy 
M2, BHKA, YH; a ruling queen, as the Queen 

of England, #£=f; queen dowager, —-kia; 
the queen mother, >) ; the queen of heaven, 

Kili, KRACKER; the queen of the meadows, 
4E% ; the queen-hee, IEE; the queen’s gar- 
ments, fay, fits HX- See Empress. 

Queen, v. 7. (EE Ia. 

Queen-like, a. #7 E Ja. 
Queen’s-ware, n. Be HGS, PH ELRE- 
Queenly, a. Like a queen, Ea: becoming a 

queen, Ea (VJ. 

Queer, a. Odd, PE, PPE, MEME; a queer fellow, 
EMEA, PERE A; queer in his attics, #F ; 
queer birds, Hi FE FE ; a queer bitch, FEGEE A ; 

a queer bluffer, #3; a qneer cole-maker, $¥ 
{5 $2 (1; a queer cole-fencer, {1/4 §R (J ; a queer 
cuftin, SPSS) 5 a queer cull, (enGy 5 a queer 
cove, [hk ; a quecr ken, Beye; queer kicks, pA 
fli; a queer nab, psig. 

Quell, v. ¢. GHUAK, Jak ail], ff; to quella sedition, iif 
JAR AL, JRL; to calm, ¥%. 

Quelled, pp. GRUARS , Adil J ; quieted, By. 

Queller, n. Jakfil] &. 
Quelling, ppr. GRR, Hi. 
Quench, v.t. To extinguish, as fire, ih, Jf, Hk; 

to quench, as thirst, ff2, JE; to quench a fire, 
RIK; to quench a conflagration, #4; to 
quench thirst, #27, JEW; to quench, as the 

force of a stroke, Jee. 
Quenched, pp. Quenched, as fire, kf, RS; 

quenched, as thirst, fi. 
Quenching, ppr. Quenching, as fire, jx, #k; 

quenching, as thirst, ff; quenching, as a 
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blow, Fie. 

Quenchless, n. AC BY 38 75. 
Querl, v. ¢. To twirl, pi, #H. 
Quern, n. = ER. 
Querulous, a. Disposed to murmur, 422 Ag, B4e 

RE fy. 

Query, n. A question, FJ, Bae. Ban. 
Query, v. ¢. or ¢. BE EB] 
Quest, n. The act of seeking, 3%, +k, #, tr, Hi; 

inquiry, #%, #£; in quest of, fH ; to go in quest 
of, sy. 

Question, n. To put a eS uN to ask a question, 
fi}; to make it a question, #&§fR] Z ; 
in question, Jr amt 22 SF, RSS YE; to call in 

question, to ce a question of, Fle; the 
leading question, BE3F, BLA]; may I ask the 
question ? Ff] ; questions and answers, fil. 

Question, v. ¢. ‘To inquire of by asking questions, 

A), BER, A, Sel, 4%. FE, HE, GAA, 
ae ; 409 doubt, URE 

of, FASE ; to dispute, IY. 

@ieetionnble. a. BEE, Avie. RE, FAREN, a 

Te) fry. 
Questioned, pp. [B) J ; doubted, MARE. 
Questioning, ppr. fil, 7% ; doubting, 

learn by questioning, fil ij 40% ; 

tioning, Ae gM in. 
Questionless, adv. MERE, YEAR, ABER. 
Questor, n. [ifi’Fe. 
‘Quib, n. sel. 
Qaibble, n. fa, wes, AS. 

Quibble, v. 7. 3:55, Seif. FESR, na He. 

Quibbler, i. 335 4 HF. 
Quibbling, ppr. or a. 38 5F, FFF. 
Quick, a. Alive, #§, 4B; the quick and the dead, 
ATES, we7F ; done with celerity, Be, PER, 
tig, Bit, Gok, SAG, PE, WK; moving 
with rapidity, He, We, WOES HR, Hy, Hee, a 
quick, as a soldier, FE); quick, as in getting 
rich, Ig #8 ; quick with child, 4, #734 ;spright- 
ly, EH: quick of perception, quick parts, 9&8 
GK, Bip ; quick of apprehension, fy ffi ; a quick 

eye, quick of sight, 4A, af Mb; quick of hear- 

ing, SFE, TEAS, WR, BE; a quick fire, BK; 
quick of scent, REEL, Fel ; a quick stroke, “ff 
47, FRE 5 quick work, #4 TF; to do quick, 

FASE ; Lo 
tedious ques- 

£3 quick at ar eunee PE; be quick, “chop | 
chop,” Pei, & ian ; as poe as genie: NH 

exceedingly quick, BR A.% ; quick, ready to 

promise, HW, 13k. 

Quick, adv. Nimbly, qe. 

the point | 

; to question the truth | 
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Quick-eyed, a. Al fh, eazy. 

Quick-lime, n. pare ZED. 
Quick-match, n. Yea]. 

Quick-sand, n. 7, His, PW. 
Quick-scented, a. 9 2. 
Quick-sighted, a. @& A fy, Sine. 
Quick-witted, a. we, RAI fry. 
Quicken, v.¢. To make alive, RIF, HIF, HZ 

to revive, #7; to make alive in a spiritual 
sense, fRAE, UAE, 7%; to increase the velocity 

of, Bete, (litle; to sharpen, Es, HEHE; to 
reinvigorate, JJ, Ak. 

Quicken, v. 7. To become alive, FEF5ZE. 
Quickened, pp. or a. Made alive, HBT 7G ; revived, 

{Ri YS; reinvigorated, 44: f Jj ; accelerated, 
RL J Ye; incited, Ef ; stimulated, HEAET. 

Quickening, ppr. ora. Giving life, AE, ARAB, 
{AZ ; accelerating, He HE fry; inciting, #5 re- 
viving, #% {fF ; quickening grace, Back 

Quickly, adv. Ht, Peéry, oh, Sk , AGE, Has, 4 

ik ; g py Kh, BMA, BRAK, 
4H, SAK, He; return quickly, $i 15 HW 
ent to answer quickly, (tk, Pt; arrived 
very quickly, Ye 9k fy Ze; the calls of the rich 

are quickly answered, #8 iM Wf I RE ait ; do not 
moye your feet too quickly, BRAS tHE, JE BE 

Bk; to rise quickly, PE fg kt, PL; drawings 
quickly executed, #26. 

_ Quickness, n. Speed, ft, 3 ; quickness of intellect, 
RaW], 47 4f]; quickness of wit, @4z ; quickness 
of imagination, #24], ear Ce promptness, & 
jz; pungency of taste, 36, #{; quickness of 
sensation, #29, GM. 

Quickset, x. A living plant set to grow, BH. 
Quicksilver, n. Je gk, Ae, WA; to melt quicksilver 

from cinnabar, to practise alchemy, BEF PRE AE. 
Quiddany, n. See Marmalade. 
Quiddle, v. 7. SR(F, HE. 
Quidnune, n. TENE, Ile ay AY. 
Quid pro quo. Something eiyen or done for anather 

thing (an equivalent), JEG GK. ELK. 
Quiesce, v.t. Ue; to have no sound Si: 3% AME |i , > any 

Quiescence, Quiescency, n. Rest of mind, RP, 
ae, Jat; the having no sound, Se MEW. 

Quiescent, a. FR, BaP, Tae, VCE , aia, ina? 
Hk; having no sound, 40k 4rejqij aN. 

Quie scently, ade: AOR. 

ie a. Still, unrufled, ¥F, BH 

ZaF, Wi, “oat; quiet, 
e land, aes RM, AB, Ba 

9k; not moving, 

as ee mind or 
ZR RR, Ze Se, 
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WN, WGP bonitendesy MIRE, GAR; be quiet, | HE, WHE. FRG]; a law Fane HERR IE, Bh 
mi st By Wes, VHD, PR ARNT: to be amet, | Quisqualis indie a, n. (REF. | (HIE 
4m FE HE; a quiet ines aie a quiet style, 2 P| Gait uv. #.; pret. and pp. quit, quitted. To leave, 
a. “EM a quiet babe, 75 ai (vy GR F- ; to 
make quiet, #, 2d, feet; a quiet spirit, [i 
iD AS, TAR; of a quiet mind, aH Ay; quiet 
retirement, [J] J&, @J% ; quiet repose or leisure, 

Hi; very quiet, FPF, PAT As. 
Quiet, n. 224, AZAR, AP; to restore quiet, HF ; 

to cultivate quiet, VE%P, FEAF, HZ; to supply 
and make quiet, {%&. 

Quiet, v. ¢. To calm, ee sind, B, BH Hier ; 
to quiet, as a country, 2B, Z7B3F; to quiet, 
to suppress, JAR. 

Quieted, pp. RY, MF 
Quieting, ppr. or a. Ponce: as the mind, ¥, 
# et; quieting, as a country, wy. 

Quietism, n. Peace of mind, aF, AP; apathy, Wp 

ik. 
Quietly, adv. BRK, RAE, what: 

parted, AP AK ; quietly reposting soG) 

Quiotness, n. ER, ARH. A, ZH, AEE. 
Quietude, n. §R, RAR, ER, aR. FU. 
Quill, n. 44; the quill of a pen, B, 77%, 

AX, ff: a quill pen, 342; a spool, sJr¥i]; to | 
carry a good quill, 6575 in the quill, 

A, Ax. 
Quilt, n. BE, BF, PAE, BKGH, 14 5 a cotton quilt, 

_ ARG, HAP ; quilt and mattress, #e PR. 

Quilt, v. t. (BR. BEBE. 
Quince, n. #4 333L, ALM. 
Quindecagon, n. UL fA, + HSE. 
Quenina, Quina, Quinine, n. Bao Ae SET, FE 
Quinquangular, a. fq. | nAN. 
Quinquecapsular, a. FL5e fy. 

Quinquefoliated, a. FL BE fry. 
Quinquelobate, Quinquelobed, a. WEF fs. 
Quinquennial, a. —if, 746k —7 A. 

Quinsy, n. AERC, RGIS, WORSE, BE. 
Quintain, n. f24e. 
Quintal, n. —fH (——{—+7%). 
Quintessence, n. The Ai ghest essence of power in 

UE, AGF 

a natural body, 38 #21, Wh Zi He, BB, Hic | 

#§ Uh ; the quintessence of a book, S277 BEES. 
Quintuple, a. Fr. 
Quintuple, v.¢. LIAL eZ. 
Quip, n. A smart, sarcastic turn, sap. 

Quip, v. t. Heap. 
Quire, n. A quire of paper, —JJ#{; a chorus, — 

PE #, — HEI K. 

Quirk, n. A quibble, FRR, Hh AZ 3 ; a shift, HE 

he quietlly de- | 

| Quiver, a. Nimble, 

BE. BEE. HR ABSE IB As: to tree, FR, RRA; to 
repay, #2 ; [ quit (absolve) you, RAL: I quit 
(pay back the money to) you, 4% 32 St (HE tp ; to 
quit scores, Aj BC, Hpi WFR ZF ; to quit one’s 
ground, 3; to quit the world, 4€{Ik, #é(#; to 

quit the priesthood, j¢ (¢; to quit a post, SER, 
Pik; to puit a siege, fF] ; to quit honors, # 
*% >it never will quit cost, M45 f47s ; why do 

you quit us ? £7 Pl fp BEI ; to quit one’s self, 
Quit-claim, v. ¢. 3338. | BEAR. 

Quit-claim, n. 363232. 
Quitch-grass, n. Hi%. 
Quite, adv. +Fp, Ar, mE, PRE HA, SE, ST ; quite good, 

Asif; quite and clean, —#€; quite ready, A 

HK, BERRIME; you are quite ont, (pe, Wik 
3£; not quite done yet, Me @ (ime, Fe KE 5 
quite young, 4240 $b 4m, Healt, HG; quite right, 
4ne Gi}, TEAL; not quite so easy, JE ufAe ; 

quite too dark, S4jM0f1; quite too short, #9 
Tf, Aef# ; not quite what it ought to be, FeAy; 
quite so, 729%, ALZE; quite enough, Weis, Fe; 
quite sufficient for use, 4% (li, GE IH, EJB ; quite 

at leisure, F7 fe 3 ; T am quite aware of the 
consequences, 4)" AAA; quite alone, —+#K— 
& ; the road is quite blocked up, 34 FR HEE. 

Quits. To be quits, is said of persons, when they 
separate on eqnal terms, each having given the 
other his due, so that they are quits the one of 
the other, #78 ; at quits, 723A. 

Quittance, n. Ie#t; to cry quittance, [| Bape 

peas. 
Quitted, pp. Left, fifa ; relinquished, #2. 
Quiver, n. A quiver for arrows, #728, AY, FR, 

fia > Oe PATE, AR, BR. 
ae P- 

Quiver, v. 7. 52, SE, HAR, EH ; to quiver from 

cold, FT Aree, Kips a. 
Quivered, pp. or a. FET, tea I 
Quivering, ppr., a. or n. FE, BH; 

ing of the flesh, Axe BULL Hy | 
the quiver- 

| Qui vive. Who goes ‘here: ? 42 EJ OE ; to he on 
the qui vive, aby, hsp. 

Quixotic, a. Romantic to extravagance, EFF 

fv, Apoyo BB, KF. 
Quiz, n. An enigma, #k, Akin} ; an odd fellow, ay 

HEME. 
Quizzing-glass, n. FAA WEE. 
Quoin, n. A corner, pHi fy ; a wedge, #8, #§ 
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As, Ae, PF ; an instrument to raise a thing, | Quote, v. t. To cite, 5], #R¥], Beut ; to quote a 
Si. [Ho papsiee, 5|4aJ; to quote from the laws, 5] ft 

Quoit, n. He; a plain, flat stone, used in play, A Ay ; to quote from the classics. 5] #% ; to quote, 
Quondam, used ad jectively. Having been former- | to name, as the price, 3 (£8, HEA, Be RF; 

ly, FER, CEE. to quote a maxim against one, KWH. 
Quorum, n. Fie, 16 Be, EW psy. Quoth, v.10. Be 
Quota, n. Zp, (jp, FPA; my quota, FRIES}. | | Quotidian, a. 45. AE, BAA. fg AAG: a quo- 

Quotation, n. The passage quoted, BRST fay, fz | tidian fever, fg A (£ Aye ; 2 quotidian thing, 
5| 2% 4a) ; the quotation in mercantile language, | ABE. 
WER, pt ZF ; quotation note (“ 2) BBE, | Quotient, n. 7. 

il 4A) Zw. | Quoting, ppr. BI. 

R. 
The eighteenth letter of the English alpha- , Racemiferous, a. 4E €k f1J- 

"bet, Send 7 HES + AV, R., rex, E, & ge: Rachitie, a. #4 LAS. 
80, ree R, 80,000, Awe; Rt., receipt, IfcHt. | Rachitis, n. Rickats, AS7P RK. 

Rabbet, v. t. By A to rablict a window- frame, By | Tec g, ppr. Bi, HAZE ; contending in race, faq 
7 ni | a, Tee ; dogs racing round, #. 

Rabbet, m. A rectangular recess or groove cut | tail n. 2m, Key: an engine of torture, fh B&FAl 
longitudinally in a piece of timber to roteive | ip any instrument for stretching anything, 
the edge of a plank, #, AFA. ffi y4e; a towel rack, =Fif14e; a letter rack, 

Rabbet-plane, n. PEE. | fet; extreme pain, Gee, PPT; a skeleton, 
Rabbi, Rabbin, n. F-. | ait the rack of a cart, iif. 
Rabbit, n. Rh, RF, HR; a white rabbit, G ae . Vapor, 9%; thin, broken clouds, #22. 

oe; a stewed rabbit, @ BF ; buck-rabbit, | Rack, v. 7. To rise, as vapor, if; to fly, as vapor 

IN, HE; doe- rabbit, ie We, TL BE, Ak Rh: a} or re clouds, jt. 
rabbit hole, mF; a cunning rabbit has three Rack, v.t. To stretch, ffi; to harass, BRE; to 

holes, J% # =F; a rabbit net, WA, WS. torture, WHY. we$e; to fret and rack, He; 
Rabble, n. The mob, PF itt, JHA, Hb, Wk. to rack the people, ¥] Fi A XE, RIE A HE; to 
Rabid, a. F£, FA FE, WATE ; rabid writing, =J¥#. rack a vine, {eh yp 4F RH) Ay tH; to rack the value, 

Rabidly, adv. FER. th Ais, ACE. 
Rabidness, n. JF #9, HATE. Rack, v.t. To draw off, as pure liquor from its 
Raccoon, n. FRY, BY. sediment, cif7k. 
Race, n. #{, fii; the human race, \#{, WH; | Rack-rent, n. Fie ALR. 

the black race, S2fifi; a mixed race, Aff; a a | Racked, pp. Tortured, § ie i, 74 3434 ; drawn 
race of giants, —fif3LHE; to exterminate the off, as liquor, HR's. 

race, PS HIS. Racker, n. BEMERS, HEF; a racker of laws, #E 
Race, n. A running, $f, #@5E ; a contest in run- EH. 

ning, [eP, LELG; the races of horses, RB, | Racket, n. Noisy talk, ge, Sb, WM, Wage. 
leg By. ZEEE; to run a race, fe, TERT; to win | Racket, n. A snow shoe, Spf. 

the race, (jim, FEE; a erent race, Ki, 7% | Racket, v.t. To strike, as with a racket, FJ, FA 

ff; when do the races come off ? $8 sp §Rf1 BS ; to URI. 
go to the races, Jef Hf FG. Rackety, a. Mb fa) MR. 

Race, v. 7. $f; to contend in running, (RR, ¥ | Racking, ppr. or a. Torturing, j4 Fe, HEME; draw- 
Race-horse, n. Rae A, 2 BR. [fa.| ing off, fe; tormenting, PBR A; racking 
Raceme, n. £& 4E. pain, #79, Wa. 



RAF 

Raey, a. Tasting of the soil, #7 EM. 
Raddle, n. {2 f¥ AK. 
Radial, a. Pertaining to the radius, as the radial 

foree, PAR IL. 
Radiance, Radiancy, n. Lustre, #2 3, ti Ht, HH 

$2; glare, PUB IE. We. 
Radiant, a. %, HEH, HE; issuing rays, Hy 

FEN, FETE, PURE, ECE. 
Radiantly, adv. fH fy ; with glittering splendor, 

DIP E- 
Radiate, x. 7. To issue in rays, as light, Hf, 4B, Hi, 

Sit, ZEY!; to radiate, as heat, Hf, #. 
Radiate, xv. ¢. To illuminate, HEHE, Fie; to radi- 
ate unremittingly, SHBRREL, 74a FEN. 
Radiated, pp.or a. #7, SfUry. 
Radiating, ppr. or a. Emitting, as light or heat, 

it, 3, AH. 

| Raff, v. t. IR. 

Radiation, n. The diffusion of rays of light, H}3E, | 
HEH, HI; unremitting radiation, [RP HITE, 
34 34 FEL; the radiation of heat, #t EK. 

Radical, a. Pertaining to the root, PAPE, PEAS, 

Ax; original, HLM AY, HEAR AG, MAR Ay; a 
radical sign (1/), tH HER; a radical change, | 

BHR, UeiRia A. Cw. Coie: a 
. radical truth, AS#%7% JA; radical moisture, AX 

Radical, n. A root, #%, HLF, AX; an element, #7, 
AX; a radical, relative or determinative of the 

Chinese language, #f,32#}; what radical is this 
character under? We 4.2 Ate apie ; a radical 
in modern politics, BASH, EAPC; 0 
compound radical, ff 7x, is. 

| Rage, v. t. RFE, FEA; 

Radieally, adv. Hb (vg, JR As fy, GE; radically | 
changed, 8 tc, Hk; radically done away | 

with, SHR. 
Radicate, v. t. To root, ZEAL, AE HE. 
Radicated, pp.or a. AER AY, HEPEN. 
Radication, n. ZEHL A. ; 
Radiele, n. That part of the seed of a plant, which, 

upon yegetating becomes the root, #£3*; fibrous 

roots, HLS, BES. 
Radish, ». SC9ER, SECHCE, WEAK, SRA. 
Radius, n.; pl. Radii. The semidiameter of a 

circle, B38, PIE. BAR, “PREM, 1G #; the 
~ radius bar, 24244; the radius vector, #84 ; the ’ > Tt Cid bid bos oa 

radii of a circle are all equal, iy 4e Ze JE HAR AE ; 

the radius of the fore-arm, see Bone. 

Radix, n. A root, #%; the radix of a word, ARF, 

Raff, n. The mob, chiefly used in compound rif- | 
raf, T oi, WATE, 3; the ralf of errors, @L4%. | * Medhurst. 

RAI 

Raff-merchant, n. ACE RA A. 
Rafle, v. 7. To raffle by lots, #4 ZB, Fz4; to rafile 

hy casting dice, Jia, , Fig fF. 

Rafile, n. A game of chance, #Hh" 3%. 

Ratt, m. $f, HE. 2 HE HE, 2, HR A AR, 
PR, KE; a bamboo raft, 77 fH; a timber raft, 

421K 
Rafter, n. #4; inner rafters PHA; rafters, Hy AG. 
Rag, n. A piece of cloth torn from the rest, Jf 

ti PE, — FAI 7; garments worn out, i Ze 
JiR; to be all in rags, FeeZ7es, WEACMABE, We 
Zé; meat boiled to rags, REY. 

Rag-wheel, n. Jel 45 Hi. 
Ragamuffin, n. 8) {%, FE, BEE. 

Rage, n. BE FEM, FREE, 482, ARB. KE 

Re, KBR, KBR; in a vage, Helis, — 
PUG F; ina great rage, HARK, KBR, K 
48%xe: furious rage, PEA, FEAL, HR; eyeless 
rage, {\t#%; the rage of fashion, }{; extreme 
eagerness or passion directed to some object, #§ 
i; to be ina violent rage, FEAF, KHER, IK 
ge; his rage lifted up his cap, Square ; if 
sadness does not kill him, he will certainly die 
with rage, 7. AL AY AE EE AE. 

to rage violently, # B& 

Ak, FEAL. 
Rageful, a. 4X, HEA. 
Ragged, a. Rent or worn into tatters, gd, 1d, 

oil, Bet. USHE, BE; ragged gauze or silk, 

IT, BY. ROH razeed cloth, fai, Ws rag- 
ged dress, AAA FE; a ragged fellow, Ha fF ; 
a ragged school, Ji A BER¥; ragged rocks, 
EAT Ga ; ragged stones, Ii 77. 

Raggedness, n. IA) 2%, Bos 2. SF. 
Raging, ppr. ora. Acting with violence or fury, 

HEX A RIES, GK, US, EAN; mad, TE; 
violent, see. 

Ragingly, adv. JE#R, VIR, WEG. 
| Ragman, n. fil tf. 
| Ragout, n. CRE. 
Ragwort, n. FH (?), VEANAE.* 
Raid, n. A predatory incursion, JpdR, eaR- 
Rail, n. #RAF, HE- 
Rail, n. 77 H{E; a ved-headed rail, ] jay Sf. 
Rail, n. A woman’s upper garment, &K%, 
Rail, v. t. ELIAS. [ 

Rail, v. 7. To utter reproaches, fe, 255, WL Ee, 

BE, JUD ai. oN, alt, EIB, mM; to rail in- 
cessantly, JAE, Hf HG HL, IME BRED to 

K 
#. 

6 E 
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rail at superiors, 
other, #H 55, 48 fi. 

Rail-fence, n. HAF. 
Rail-road, Rail-way, n. MQW FETA, FOWL ER, sues. 
Railer, n. Be #%, } PB 2 
Railing, ppr. ora. &, BE FG, li) Fe. 
Railing, x. A fence, AJ, TF HEM; the railing, 

an inclosure, [A 4ii; 

to rail at one an- 

an iron railing, Sa KE: | 

the railing of a coffin, fifi; the railing of a care | 
riage, #4. 

Raillery, n. WJSt, FEAE. 
Raiment, n. KK, Fk, KE; food and raiment, 
Rain, n. Wj, @; rain in the 3rd moon, 3A ;s 

rain in the 5th moon, Pisa 

dling vain, (eed, We IE IA Pee 
oh HE: 

_ 23 incessant rain, OTH ABs Te, URS. AVE 

me 

[KR. 

small, driz- | 

heavy rain, Kf, Bere, isk iE, 

excessive rain, AP, J Gri. Ze ; a seasonable | 

rain, $F, 1S, Wak. ib 
aye, 
WNT SA don’ t let the rain Teh it, ale AA 
the clattering of rain, “RvR ) B75, boll oneness: 
a shower of rain, —Siff, —7ARy; a slight 

shower of rain, 1 ATH: rain falling, Jay, 

TRS. #: 2 rain of flowers, FTE; 

too mines ie 

the rain | 

ceases, FJ JE, FSI. fi; dense or watery clouds | 

descending cause the rain, 222 Th #9 RI ; let- | 
ters drop from his pencil like rain, 3 7)¢7Ky. 

Rain, v.i. JARS, TH, WH. Wd; to rain heavily, yx 

rains, y< iy- 
Rain-beat, a. ARTA. ike 

it is going to rain, (ERy; it 

Rain-guage, Rain-gage, n. FE. ETA, 
Rain-harhinger, n. WPKE, KRRE, KiB. 
Rain-maker, n. Fj fil, $F 53- 
Rain-tight, a. yj. 
Rain-water, n. ffjak, FRK. 
Rainbow, n. ter, ed, ‘a, HR, FR, i, BR, 

FE, Pr FF, sae; the lunar rainbow, kr ; the | 

light of the sun passing through rain makes 
the rainhow, H ZKiEW M's. 

Raining, ppr. JER. PH. 

Rainy, a. SA, VAYA; a vain day, RK, PWR; | 
the rainy season, Wy F, EHF. 

Raise, v. t. To lift, ‘it, HPrilt, 
HE, FH, 75 tL, PEM, AL, wee TG BE 
ie with the fingers, $f #t, J4j ; to erect, = 
He, FES, Be GS, HaseU ; to build, ee yer ke, Se; 
to raise, as a pile, Ma ft, 

#e, Bf; to amass, ef ; to cxalt, He, Bele, 

WE, Ft, FrHe ; to excite, #%; to excite to sedi- 

ne, HBL, jean + | 

ait, Pie, Ete, Th 
| 

tion, He ie, 2,48 ato arouse, #&/92 ; to increase 

in streneth, Jl 8: to bring into being, AE; to 

bring from a state of death to life, (7%, 7h; to 
raise, to invent, (fF, Ally; to raise, to ocea- 
sion, $€; to raise, as an army, jf§; to raise, to 
cause to swell, #§, AfE; to raise, as the water, 

ja #2 ; to raise the dust, #2#E; to raise a dust, 

to bluster,  #E; to raise dust, to scold, jt Ys ; 
to raise a hell, #% $a ; to raise one’s voice, FRR ; 
2 ova a cry, #83; to raise an army, ft, 

, HAS, Bite, Mp; to raise money by 
subse sription, BL{L ; to raise money in any way, 

. FF (BY ERA ; to raise taxes, a TERE Ke, HRBE; 
to raise the head, ace HLIA, FEA; to raise 
the eyes, #£A{ ; to raise the foot, F257, PSE; 
to raise the hand, #2=, #%; to raise the hand 

and point at, # J: fypF¥F; raise it from the 
ground, Hz fe 4B ; raise it a little higher, Ae fy 
fj; raise it with all your strength, 77 #4; to 
raise the price, {8 {& ; to raise the price of goods, 
2 $F (FL. FL, $2 HA; to raise the current 
price, F455 {8 ; to raise one’s expectations, By 
O7E; to raise up the people, HEE, HE; to 
raise the standard of rebellion, Fg ff, f£ gL ; to 
raise the siege, ff2[] ; to raise a quarrel, {UBR, 
4E [ii ; to raise out of sleep, $7 HE, HE; to raise 
from death, 7% 7G ; to raise the passions, Ut 
to raise one’s passions, IVS to raise with 

both hands, #¢#2, 5; to raise up, #5, df; to 
raise and put elsewhere, ##*fJ ; to raise an edi- 
fice, jf 3! ; to raise one’s pride, (i A& fix ; to 
raise a report, jt i fil #; to raise a false 
report, $4 31% i; GZ; to raise one’s self, A R, 
FI ffl; to raise one’s own family, #8 AK Ze; to 

zee amast, $8ig, eye; to raise a wall, ff 
is. jf és ; to raise a needless disturbance, 2 fi 
st I D : to raise a monument, jt PE Aq, ve AFR ; to 
raise a bank, 3% JE 4%; to raise sheep, #8 26; 
to raise by dragging, $f jf; to raise by a 
lever, Zi] ft, 4k ; to raise between two, ¥fBe; 
to raise by leaven, #€; to raise high, $e;8, BH 
iU ; to raise the characters above the line, JA 

WA ; to raise the wick, PRR, WUE, BE 
i ; to raise in office, HE JA, AIH ; to raise one’s 
hat, (4 3; to raise among the genii, #8 RE 

{il ; to raise doubts, 3 ¥€. 
Raised, pp.ora. {0 3h, tes; lifted, F2 ft jh; 

exalted, #2 J ; set upright, Mz jf 3 ; excited, 
$x ; levied, {Ef ; invented ‘and propagated, 

He fii ; raised flowers, dE lt 7E- 

Sel fe 

| Raiser, n. #835, HH. 
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Raisin, n. ij Aj #Z, a at 7 te 48 is Piigane | 
raisins, yee dit. 

Raising, ppr. ie ; 
Ut ; raising, as a flag, 

hand, il ; 
pagating, f&. 

Rajah, e n. #2, =, =. 
Rake, n. ft!, #78, £2, #2; a bamboo rake, 777 ; ¢ 

large rake, Aft! ; a harrow-rake, FU; a grain 
rake, #f{t!; the weeding-rake, #4. 

Rake, n. A disor orderly, vicious man, jj, AER, 

HE AF. BRT, WO EMER T, 
abe, AE i i Gh Ty HA ZS; the batts of the 

stern, AME SHE, ARE ST bi. 
Rake, v. t. To gather with a rake, ft, RU, #2; 

rake open, fp; to rake together, (23H, CHE; | 
to rake together riches, WHF ge Wy; to gather 

by violence, HAC ; to “Nee ship, 2 yf: | 
to rake up the graves, #€ HRI RE; to rake up 
the fire, eK ; to rake or search with eagerness, 
AE, #Zs ; to rake intoa ee $m $0 FES 5 

to lead a dissolute life, Et 7a &. 

Raked, pp. 42 7, [CTF ; cannonaded fore and aft, 

HEAT J 
Rakehell, a. Base, hpi; wild, St, PRUE, Wye. 
Rakeshame, n. Wee sMPE A. 
Raking, ppr.ora. Scraping, #U, fe; a raking 

fire, #8 $y Mh ; raking-knees, Fi fPAs. 

Rakish, a. Wily, $RUS. BABE Hy, 
Rallied, pp. WA, HFA. 

Rally, v.t. To reunite, as troops, #4, ala, FF 
Ss to rally and advance, 7 fa ij ; to rally 
one’s courage or strength, eae 

Rally, v.t. To. ae oy wi AE Re RE) SE WEE: 
Rallying, ppr. by, BLA. 
Ram, n. The bt of the sheep, 2£ 24, 264k, 

| ae a eae 
260; ram for beating anything, ZFUA; a 
battering ram, Jie sft, 4 Hi, Fie jh HE; a hy- 
draulic ram, #U che. 

Ram, v. t. To drive with violence, 47, #8, §, 44, 
# ; to stuff, to cram, #8, #4’A; to ram down, 

$y 3, BYE, $6 4 ; to ram in piles, #7 Af; to | 
ram down a paving, #7 22 @y i ; to ram down 
the powder, F575 YC HE, FE YR AE. 

Ramble, v. ¢. jhe, ty, BE, ih, ik ae, he FF, ie BS 
to ramble about, Jajii#; to ramble about idly, | 
fiji; to ramble among the immortals, jh fll} 5 
toramble abroad, H}ikF, ski ; to ramble among 
the hills, Pe Heike, PEW, WE; to ramble | 
about for pleasure, 57 i, if EK, We hE; to recreate | 

lifting, as on the shoulder, $4 
P%- raising with the | 

raising, as taxes, 7iE, Hit; pro- 

( 867 ) 

| Rambler, n. 3b# 33, 3 

| Rampart, ns n. 

RAN 

and ramble, $5¢ 

ink, seek IE. 
Ramble, n. HE FF, Whe, 5H; an autumnal 
ramble, 7, BKM. 

: to ramble amid pencils and 

sai HH, MEGS, ie MET ZA. 
Rambling, ppr., a. or n. HE, We, JAKE, YE; a ramb- 

ling fellow, JA ie 2 FE ; rambling thoughts, A 
WE ZS, WEF; a rambling discourse, je Mt; 
the ramblings of fancy, ¥J % ih; fond of 
rambling, Ape, ASH. 

Rambooze, Rambuse, n. tf 3. 
Ramekin, Ramequin, n. FL ip 24 STE GT. 
Ramification, n. ApH, Zh ie H. 
Ramified, pp. 4px TS, AUR S. 

to | Ramify, v. t. or ¢. FP, FUR, YEG, SE. 
Rammed, pp. vie aise 

| Rammer, n. 474 4, 16 4, AA, WHS 
a ramrod, w ea h see. 

Rammish, a. Rank, ji, Jie. 
Rammy, a. HIE ZS. 

| Ramose, eee a. dpe iy, Tp REA. 
Ramp, v. 7. To chim: asa plant, 4, APE, fH; 

to (east Dk. 
Ramp, n. A leap, —jyk. 

| Rampancy, n. Excessive growth, 3& AE, 48 4E; 
excessive practice, #7] ; extravagance, 4{%. 

Rampant, a. Exuberant, 7 8% ; rampant growth, 

TE AE Bt4E ; in the posture of pacar WE 
#,; a rampant horse, BERS, Ky ki 2 Bsa 
rampant lion, Cj RRR A 5 rampant weeds, 

ag. 
Rampantly, adv. HA9K. 

Rampart of a fort or city, 

SE, WAS, WS, IRE, TERE, IGIE ; to raise 
a rampart, 4 Pe ; ditches and ramparts, #4 8h 
deep ditches and oe ele Pe He eye 

Rampart, v. ¢. SEH, st jas, fyi. 
Ramrod, n. 3f (%. 
Ranchero, n. Ae. 
Rancid, a. JESL, sk; rancid pork-fat, FR; 

fat, SLhh, WE, F- 
Rancidity, Rancidness, n. jh: 3%, RAR, JELBR. 
Rancor, Rancour, n. PRR, ZEX2, ie, , Ze 

tK. 

rancid 

| Rancorous, a. 78 18 15, ORI fry. ote Ay, WIR 5 
rancorous abuse, 3, $e hs, BENS. 

Rand, n. 38. 
Fy Hales Random, n. At random, @[, 45 tk oe, As till 5 

to talk at random, #89%, LI, acItyie, aliey 

fi, R=, Hoh, wed, Maale, OAL 
7B ; toramble about at random, gl jh ; to guess 
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at random, #0} fF ; to leave all at random, ff 
ar, ¥£ ff ; an at random blow or shot, gL 4. 

Range, v. t. To set in a row or in rows, HEA, FE 

Kl, Fi, FT HY, bi) BY, SPHE; to arrange, PR Ay, | 
fF dg: ; to range one’s ideas, Pui hij ASR. 

Range, v.z. To go at large, #¥, it~; to range ’ 5 Be, WE, WF > 5 

over hills, jh lJ; to range about for pleasure, 

V3) ihe. 
Range, n. A row, 4; an order or class ) ’ 47 ’ ? 

#% 5; a range of mountains, 4a, |l] fa; a roving, 

jhf ; space or room for excursion, dF pe UE 3 

Ate 

the step of a ladder, #5 #%; a bolting sieve, fij 5. 
the range of a projectile, AGRE, GHAR Z ie UE ; 
a long range, 3 %% ; the next range of beings, 
WRAL; many ranges of colors, BF fA, ; a 
wide range, #4 tH ; to give free range, Fy fff. 

Ranged, pp. B38, HAT. BUT, BT. 
Ranger, n. jhe te. | ET. 
Ranging, ppr. Ranging in a line, fi); rang- 

ing both in line and order, PEAY, PLA, i bA; 
roving, Ja) is. 

Rank, n. A row, #7; degree, 42, S4%, PEAR, PE 

fic, Bi; order, FE ih, He Sh, KIS, dh, an He; 
official rank, ’fs ih, Fs HE; principal and second- 
ary rank, JE#f mn; a rank of soldiers, —f7 iz ; 
rank and file, HJ, '¢-, Je 
army, #7{A, #eff; in ranks, [RR ; to dress 
ranks, JER; to rise from the ranks, #{A Hf 

§& ; to fill the ranks, 4} #i, i Be; to take 
rank, # [#3 the ranks, f#iZt; the first offi- 
cial rank, #4—h, #adh; advanced (one step) 
in rank, (%t— ff, Wi—#%; a person of supe- 

rior rank, - 4% J\; a person of inferior rank, | 
TSA; to enter the ranks, As, JER, fe ek; 

literary rank, #}FA; index or rank, #} Ey ; of 
what (official) rank is he? (6 442 BF UL SR0E, 
fils fay in #1; of what literary rank are you? 
(KFS RV AWE, ERE; to quit one’s ranks, Pie 
$F, Bib; of a meaner rank, “P4§9R§ ; of what | 
rank, order or family are you (whether first, 
second, &e.)? F748, fF; a lady of rank, fp 

Hii ; to attain the highest literary rank, #9 5 

7A DEL. 
Rank, a. Luxuriant in growth, 3&, 3 Be 

tox > 

taste, JEU AU; 
WPRF4 ; violent, as rank enmity, {Jb ; excessive, 
ok, GABA; a rank tree, EEE}; rank poison, 
ime ; rank pride, Af (fk, 8s fh; rank pas- 

aig 
aFo AA | 

; ranks in the | 

‘ Fr 5 | 
rancid, J, PE, St WE, f¥, 5£; a rank, fishy | 

the rank smell of a he-goat, 

We, BEEK, JEOR ; rank with sweat, #7. 

Rank, v. t. BRA, FTA, Bi, HEB. 
| Rank, v. i. To be ranged, as: to rank with, fia, 

Ranked, pp. Placed in a line, #7 S, BRAT, 

AT, YER Y- 
Rankle, v. 7. To be inflamed, to rage, RUAK, FE wx, 

pe RS; to rankle in one’s breast, # LIC, is 

Rankness, n. Vigorous growth, as of plants, 7 
_ #E; rankness of man, 4{f4E; rancidness, 5444, 

WA, JIL ; excessiveness, fc, fi ¥. 
 Ransack, v. ¢. ‘To plunder, 33) fj. H) #2 4F, 5) 4S, 

fis), #2; to search thoroughly, Fe4¥, si FB. 
Ransom, n. Kf; to hold men for ransom, ## J\ 

| WRG; to pay the ransom, Zi (H% ; ransom 

to be paid by the old, young and disabled, 4 

Ransom, v. ¢. WR, Hei, Wale], WRHIBE; to ransom 
the world, WF {ik, ise {ik FR; to ransom sinners, 
SE J\; to ransom one’s self, fig; to rescue, 

Ransomed, pp. ora. ie J; the ransomed, HgPpE, 

_Ransomer, n. #4. | Hee ay. 

“Rant, v. t. SEG SEL, IE BS A, PREM, TE 
BS he» Rot, HER- 

Rant, n. High sounding language without dig- 

nity of thought, #£ AN 2 oh, we KZ a, FEM, 
We K Z wh 

Ranter, n. HG FEAK- 
Ranunculus sceleratus, n. 74 jee. 
Rap, v.t. gk, J, 3847; to rap the block, as 

priests, ¥ [»f@,; to rap out, IME}; to rap the 
head with the knuckles, P2gA5E. 

Rap, v. t. To seize and bear away, as the mind or 
thoughts, #; to snatch and hurry away, 45; 
to rap and rend, #7. 

| Rap, n. A rap, — Ff, —Jal, — A, — ak, — Gn, 

m=; give hima rap, 4y— ; a rap over the 

nose, j&— J] ; a rap at the door, $4P§—ip, a¥ 
Fy— xe, 47 F§—2; I would not give a rap for 

it, —ZEFe A OBB. 
| Rapacious, a. Given to plunder, #473), A RHE, 

SIR, GIG; greedy, ASM, BA 
A, GY AMR; varacious, #3, BB, BB, 
45 43, G5 Fi]; a rapacious mind, ¥ ¥¥ Za}, 
#0 Aik; @ person of a rapacious mind, $e JAK 

| Rapaciously, adv. Hii. [zm- 
| Rapaciousness, n. Disposition to plunder, RZ 

| PE, TRAE Za; voracity, BB Be Zab. 

—alet ° 
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AOE Sava ereediness of gain, WE 

ion at, $b Fl, GF 7% JRE ; ravenousness, 28 
ie exercise of ease ie Ze. 

Rape, n. A seizing by force, GRIM, i %; 
violation of a woman against her will, 98/4, | 
BRE, —J#; to commit rape, HAA ; wild rape, 

BPR AS. 
Rape, n. A turnip, 

from which the oil is obtained, 4E 4g. 
Rape-oil, n. 3&ib 
Rape-seed, n. AEF ; rape-seed oil, AEGh. 
Raphanus sativus, n. 34! fj. 
Raphiolepis indica, n. WWAEAE; raphiolepis pha- 

ostemon, #fE; raphiolepis salicifolia, 
-j- 
t- 

Raphis pation, n. RE. 

Rapid, a. ae i Ah, HES, Hed, HE 5 jk, JRE , 

He He, BE ie iS, SU, HE #), Wa TH, BEDE, ite, WE a 

rapid ean or current, itt Trigg, Win, WZ 

yh, BE iit iy, iA EL ii, iE {fais HE; rapid | 

movement, eM} ; a rapid movement of troops, | 
ke 7 Hy; rapid utterance, ZL, Sale, M5 wl ; 
rapid adyanee, 7 3&3 rapid actions, ¥ 3, 
4 ge FeHE; a rapid penman, 4 Jj HE; rapid 
writing, 4%‘; rapid strides, 3 fff ; rapid pro- 

motion, Ti PEEK, libs Fie By AE. 
Rapid, n. s., Rapids, n. pl. Be IK, BLE; a pilot 
aah. “the rapids, jié fi; the Gate of the 
Rapids (Kap-shui-mun) west of Hongkong, & 

7K PY. 
Rapidity, n. 23K, HR, fE, UE, PEM, fete; t 

move with rapidity, Hem), Petz 

Rapidly, adv. &, 3, te, dz, $3, 3K, {fy ; to 
fly rapidly, #~HE; to walk rapidly, ik, TRF, 
FRE, Haz; move rapidly, FPHRAS, THAT, TE 

fy Fr. 
Rapidness, n. Ask, Pepe. 
Rapine, n. Pillage, syd, #75), FER, fh 

fg ; violence, SEE, 8 Me, WRI. 

Rapper, n. aa, $2, 4048. 
Rapping, ppr. Spirit rapping, Fp ye fit, EM, 

fie. 
Rapport, n. Relation, fy ; 
‘another, Bil A ii) Gk. 

Rapt, pp. Ravished, 2A, 4.5/7, 

Rapt, n. A trance, AE. 
Rapter, Raptor, n. A ravisher, jay 

eo Ti 

an he, 

3 plunderer, 

ch or ae 
Raptorial, a. Rapacious, ef #2 % fry; raptorial 

birds, #8 &. 
Rapture, n. Hite, Hist, O) Be, Sie; to fill the 

the | 

AE, HE Ej; the species of rape — 

a 

to be in rapport with | 

eyes s with rapture, : Fe fe FL 7 to fill the heart 
with rapture, 4% 7 #%. 

| Raptured, a. 44 32 (Vj, Aid 5. 
tapturous, a. HELENS, BDAY. 
Rava avis, n. WEA EN, Sei ZA. 

Rare, a. fi 42, BE, EAL, ibe, BE 
A3, MEN, 7 ZA, Hee Bea a rare com- 

modity, it, ie Ze {ZH WIZE, F py 

ED, BE 2H; rave ov nearly raw, as 
meat, {4 24, FEE; rete rare, He 79 WZ; rare 

workmanship, #4, BIL BALI 
such are rare in the land, FOP ## ; rare pro- 

due tions, a tie ZEB; tuin, Fai ; porous, ) a 

I guess you're a rare one, 4 (pje. 
Rareeshow, n. 27 G8, THFEES. 
Rarefaction, n. Fez, His HA, BIUPHEK. 

Rarefied, pp. or a. #i Jif S ; rarefied air, FR. 

Rarefy, v.t. HZ, HZ. FZ, WAZ, Bik if; ’ FZ on? 

to rarefy the air, FAR. 
Rarely, adv. 2, %, Vy, fj; rarely seen, 22 Fi, 
Fl, eS; rarely seen or heard, ve Fh 7 Bit 
I have rarely heard of such a thing, 22 AUR 
WES, DRAW 2 BE; rarely met with, pips 

AOE, AED, Seis I, As Fa A. 
iS Gane n BH 4K Da A, BRE; 

thinness, opposed to density, F648, Ew, ee 

bit 48 - 
ay ZI, Fe | Rarity, rarity nie S — n. A rarity, Wie me LI, 2 

ZA, BA ZN, ai Yh, LEE ZN rarity and 

density of the air, fa “wi ah, 3a 7 Ah ; thin- 
ness, Fi #H- 

© | Rascal, n. HERE, Whe, BEM, Fee WG, BEE, aF 

fA, BEAK, HESS. WTF. oD AN, Fit tt A ees 
2 f& ; a slippery rascal, ff} Dk 

Hf, He Ohi» WOH, | Raseality, n. Jesh Z3E, afi oe AZ 

| WE ze ’ fete Z SE, Avis fi 

Raseally, a. ale FEE ie ac J, HE PRE 5 a rascally 
fellow, BEE, Te 4 Z fE- 

| Rase, v-¢. 7)Ze, al. De, YZR ; to erase, |ffi] 
3-, EH; to overthrow, tf ff ; to ruin, Hy 2, 

§; to demolish, JpGy; to rase a city to the 
@ gun Ea Te ; to rase to the ground, ffijipX, 

Bache a. Heedless, Head, A, as, A, AE 

47, VERE, * BRR, * EK, * SEK, * a, “as 
EL, A938, BRA; foolhardy, 53. PH, ERR : 
a rash act, ett, a ler FF, I fy, WR Z fF 

| 
Rash, n. (#6, $C EY. 

| * The sense of carelessness, unmanne rerliness, &c., is al- 
ways associated with these terms. 
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Rash, v. ¢. To cut into slices UKE; to divide, it Rathor, dae; Much poston with better liking, *, 

bid - } lage Ml » ie BE, lie A, ‘age. HY AG, DAU, Bp, Se 

Rashly, adv. i ft fly, AH, WE BS, HIBS, ak, | dn, H— crn ina greater degree than other- 
ig’ ; to act fehl bas, i J. | wise, fil, #7 ; rather ‘much, AS ; rather long, 

Rasbness, n. it 3, AEH, A RB; | AA, Blips rather high, pity, Arey, ie, 
carelessness, WEL, Wis, RGF. Fil fj 3 it is rather awry, #LP ; rather good, 

Rasp, n. KF; a ginger rasp, oR, ae 
Raspberry, n. BE Te of, A Ay, ROR Fs 

jam, 45-24 ; aapborny vinegar, AEF [GE. 

Rat, n. Sa, FES, fEF, mtd, BUD INES a 

rat, 77§{; a granary rat, ss; a water rat, 

A St, AK. HE; a musk rat, BR; a fat rat, 

WUE, Ms a young rat, #544; “a coffin | 

” 29425 ; to smell a rat, | rat, a hanger on, 
BLE. 

Rat, v. ¢. BERIT HL. 
Ratsbane, n. {% #1. 
Ratable, a. 8) (FAL ; 

Hee A. 
Ratafia, n. Fi. 
Ratch, n. Hike be. 
Ratchet, n. Hew). 
Ratchet-wheel, mn. fil) Hq. 
Rate, n. Price, ff, {# $¥; reasonable rate, as price, 

HAE, #5 BR, BTA, AWE, WHF; settled allow- 
ance, i, #8 ; order or class, as of a ship, 4 ; 
proportion or ratio, js; vate of interest, FJ 

B2ZZ, tha B-y; rate of exchange, hf 

liable by law to taxation, 

™ iw 

By ; rate of premium, Hix Bp; vate of dis- | 
count, dak Bb, ink By; no two rates of 
payment, fixed prices, $§ —{ ; mentioned the 
rate, a7 PREUY; rate or manner, fe; at any 

rate, Hea Bi EE. UB 
i, Bs, Ee ) BAAR: ; 

4s Ra; medium rate, HS ; 

second rate, #4 
; to set rates upon 

provisions, 7 {\ @{@ ; at the pound rate, ser, | 
i; @ man-of-war of the first rate, | 44 Hk 
Wi; to drink at a high rate, fk (PARE; you 
must come at any rate, Hf, fii (PRAb ways; at 

the same rate, —#%, — 5k, [fae ; poor rates, 
ABZ BY; vate of manner, FR. 

Rate, v. ¢. To set a certain valle on, 7H, fale ; 
to rate a ship, ef, BEAR, jE to rate a | 

» MES REM, HET RSA YB 5 10 chronometer 
compute or reckon, FI}, @& 

Rate, v. t. ‘To chide with yehemence, Te ft: 
to scold, f&, 7% )§; vate him plainly, FRA{B. 

Rated, pp. Set at a certain value, FE JfH; 
timated, fit FAB set in a certain order or rank, 

me SS; chid, wf, vithi f- 
Rater, n. fh #- 

Po =a 
A, 

raspberry 

bamboo | 

Fr a » Ar ai ’ Adi 5 first rate, | 

es- 

Bas Fit de, AB rather (a little) better, 4 fry, 
Hy SG, ei dg; rather dear, RA Hr, Fx fy; rather 
ae pe ffSfy; rather too warm, “RR Ay, WEB 

fy; Thad rather, 4¥ 2 fl ; she is rather inclined, 

4p iAH; rather handsome, PAE; rather light, 
Jews, HEHE rather like, AL]; rather not, a 
By ie oe, ae AHR; would rather die, AE, Awe 
AE ; aie die than g@o, Ay ZEA ; 1 would 
much rather be without your custom than with 
it, M3 SA Fi) aA — ; rather ought, KH; 
rather feeble, ii9% ; rather passatile, ei ; I 
would r ather, 4G sz BY ; rather doubt it, RARE Z. 

| Ratification, n. FILME, BEE; the ratification of a 
| treaty, ya 2 HLUE ; exchange of ratifications, 

LARA E, 38 BIE. 
| Ratified, pp. JLME TT, HEAL Te T- 

“Ratify, vt. JLWe, Bedi, BO; 
treaty, JLMER aE 

Ratifying, ppr. $Me. 
Rating, ppr. Setting at a certain value, #E{R ; 

estimating, fe rating, as a ship, 745; 
pe? Hh, Ti ffi- 

Ratio, m. AK, 3, An, 2, HR A, BG, 
jJ: ; to recompense or compensate in the same 

ratio, JRA; the same ratio, J42; the ratio of 
equality, PFE & IE fil]; the ratio in mathema- 
tics, #8. 

Ratiocinate, v. 7. To reason, HP sm, #%ZE- 

Ratiocination, n. The act or process of reasoning, 

HEAL ial, WIE i. 
Ration, n. SiR, Re, Jet #, (8; to stop the rations, 

HORE ; to receiye rations, @##; rations and 
provender, ###%; on granting an excess of 
rations, = ler #4; rations for the army, Wie ; 
to peculate in the rations of the army, }kja Hi 
wee 

to ratify a 

Fk ’ 

Rational, a. Reasonable, AIP, AM, GHB 

a, 7] 0E, I, ANTM, A HALMEA; endowed 
with reason, #7 @2-E OE, 44 4 zk; rational ex- 
pression in mathematies, 4 fE fill st- 

| Rationale, n. BE iy 2H. 
Rationalism, n. 94%, AHP Fe 

| Rationalist, n. GE AIIE ZZ #H, YEE 
an Adltetente to the rationalists of China, 3#-£; 

| the rationalists, 34 3%. 
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Rationalistic, Rationalistical, a. HAPEAT, 4 FkA5, 

HE WZ HAA, Avia Bhs Za MY. 
Rationality, n. Af HEH. 
Rationally, adv. QPL, ADL. 

Rationalness, n. QFE, AIA, AiaHE HK. 
Ratlin, Ratline, n. #ipys. 
Rattan, Ratan, n. 9%, JE, WI, AEF 5 rattan 

shavings, j##%; the skin of rattan, j¢qf ; to 
bind with rattan, #7; rattan mats, fen}, Hé 

Nf} ; a rattan whip, ##FE ; a rattan chair, 7¢ | 
hc | Ravenousness, n. #5 Hi, Fy a RR 2H, IR. 

Rattle, v. ¢. To rattle, as peddlers, 4£, Hf ; to rattle | 
to, as watchmen, #24; to speak eagerly and 
noisily, 7 (ESE; to rattle the hand-drum, # | 

BSE, HERE; to stun with noise, PPE. 
Rattle, n. #eSk, HVE, VE, BLK HE 5 a wind rattle, | 

JB\S¥; rattle used by fishermen, M84; the | 
death-rattle, Ff 4q 8; empty rattle, Wie wl FE; 
the rattle of driving, #eARe. | 

Rattle-snake, n. |ifi) Fé we. 
Rattling, ppr. ora. Rattling, as a peddler, %, 

##; rattling, as wheels, fg; rattling, asa | 

watchman, #; rattling, as a throat, Ieee. 
Raucity, n. Hoarseness, ee GB. | 
Ravage, n. Despoilment, Jy 4%, #2 3, HE Fig; de- 

vastation, ff, i; the ravages of the small-pox, | 

va 1B BRA; the ravage of waters, 7, UAEX. | 
Ravage, v. t. To pillage, Ink, 23, EK, HE: | 

to devastate, S%, AG; to ravage the coast, if 

ED HK. | 
Ravaged, pp. ora. 3y FET, $5 TF; destroyed, | 

WaT. | 
Ravager, n. 34% 7%, $2 39 H; he or that which | 

lays waste, Hy t# #4. | 
Ravaging, ppr. Plundering, 94K; laying waste, 

By, isis. 

Raye, v. 7. To wander in mind, =e HE GGA ; to be | 
wild, 7£ fF, lfE4q ; to dote, Jf, Hei, TE. | 

Ravel, v. t. To untwist, 7%, BEHE, 4 ; to make | 

intricate, S>@L, ITAL. MAH}. 
Ravel, v.7. To be untwisted, Fe fl Hi 

in perplexities, Mp. MAL, ts BBP. 
Raveled, Rayelled, pp. Untwisted, f% {, is twisted | 

together, fa MiB, 2 BY fa, ey ii, oc #8 ds | | 

raveled, as thread, 2; raveled silk, QL Zs, # | 

Ke, Bh, fH, Mi, FEE. fh; vaveled thread, BLS | 
He Sete 
SAT 

Rayelin, n. 3 9 ies, 8 A Wes 
Raveling, Ravelling, ppr. ae 

disentangling, fel ; twisting, entangling, gl, 

to work | 

WT 

ST ml, HfL, BEL 

Raven, n. &J6; ringed raven, #98. 
Raven, v. t. To devour with eagerness, HEDA FE ; to 

obtain by violence, mR%E, aE. 
Raven, n. Prey, plunder, fj, WR; rapine, IFR, 

ih GFE 
Ravener, n. One who plunders, IN tH. 
Rayenous, a. Furiously voracious, 4 &, %}, ZB 

Bi, RE, BE, AR, ARMM. 
Ravenously, ae To eat ravenously, KE, HEI 

fr, BME OY, is WER. 

Ravine, n. He, “s%, i, jal; a dangerous ravine, fg 
Raving, ppr. ora. FE, fat, FEMA. |. 
Ravingly, adv. FER. 

Ravish, v. ¢t. fm %; to ravish, as a woman, 5a, oh 
ie, WAZ ; to ravish a woman, HRA, HAG 5 to 

ravish, as the eye, 7; to ravish the eye, @B ; 

to ravish the heart, #.{); to ravish with delight, 
{ili $2 Fi] fii; its elegance 1 ravishes the eye, T.5& 

2% A. 

Ravished, pp. ora. # J, # #% J; ravished,as a 
woman, jmig J- 

_ Ravisher, x. Ravisher of a woman, fide Hi, HRI 

Ravishing, ppr.or a. Ravishing a woman, HB/z; 
ravishing the eyes, HB #; delighting to 
ecstacy, 3% AF ; to seize women for ravishing, 

J 
Raw, a. ZE, JE, #§, 42k ; unexperienced, 4 ; raw 

silk, 2%, £652, 4E#% ; raw silk from Kiangsu, 
wwe% ; raw silk from Canton, +-%%; raw hides, 

4E JR, BH; raw sugar, FHF; raw meat, AAW, 

Wiipy ;raw fish, JE ; a preparation of raw fish, 

fG4E ; raw cloth, Aspe SK; raw food, AEB; 
raw fruit, Ef ; raw hemp, 4E fit, 4E3 5 8 raw 
hand, 4E =, %=F ; raw, unseasoned, 400k fj ; 

unripe, ME 3k, Awe 
Raw-boned, a. — {JB , Hye Ante, we, FEB). 

| Rawness, n. AES, HLH, iy Me: anskillful- 
ness, 4E #3, 43%; hasty manner, HiZs, Ze. 

Ray, n. Ray of light, 364}; to get a ray of light, 

#85, B—IeAL ; light, lustre, 3%, IIE3 
to dart out, as rays, Sf, #36, HSE; one ray of 
light, —§J3% ; converging rays,  §f. 

Ray, n. Rhina acylostoma, | FETE Gh; ray, raia, 
spotted, Ukpb BH; ray, reddish brown, "248i ; 
ray myliobates, greenish brown, §fe'; Tay, 
broad, greenish brown, spotted, tail long and 
slender, like a whip, 7E%hoi Mi ; ray anacan- 
thus, Aare reddish green, fifj2#. 

Ray, v. i. To streak, # (¢ 4, 47 FE BL ; to shoot 
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forth, AFH! ; to foul, eye RE, He. 
Rayed, pp. or a. Streaked, Mgr, 77 SCRE, A ACA, 

HCY. 
Rayless, a. Destitute of light, Re, KAA. 
Raze, v. t. To lay level, jf) 7°, fZE ; 

J, Hi}; 1o extirpate, $k, YR; to subvert, ti 
ua i. ff] ; to demolish, Jefe, & 

Razed, pp. Laid level, #72 Tf ; effaced, IIHT, a | 
d, OY AT 

PRR Ty. 

Razee > Te tk Fy RA ome ie. 

Razing, ppr. Biker tine, tifa]; destroying 

He, Bi extirpating, Mili. 
Razor, n. i JJ; a razor-strap, or- Rin: WA TR; 

a razor-sheath, or solen, (> MB, WE; to set a | 
razor, FEN TJ. Aa) ; he razor ae boar, }¥ 

BRKF. 
Razure, n. Hl FH. 
Reabsorb, v. t. ig. 

Reabsorption, n. WZ, IMR fik. 

Reaccess, n. FHF), KE. 
Reach, v. t. To ae fii, 11; to extend to, 7 

HN, R, HET, BE, ih iw, ue, 4%, RR, he HEI , aij 

32-F ; to strike from a distance, 47 FJ ; to reac ; 

extirpated, ffiljyi J ; demolishe 

after with the hand, 4, 3g, 48, Hi, (fF; to | 
arrive at, J, 7; to attain to, ##J ; to reach 
heaven, FF, BK, KWH; the voice reaches 
(reached) heaven, #% #3) K, #E li HSI; to 
reach to the zenith and nadir, or heaven and | 

earth, FEF 3 to reach to the four extremi- 
ties of the world, 3é-F Pf; ;cannot reach up | 
to it, HEIR PF A, JZ ABI; to reach the bottom, 
Fi FE; to reach our wish, 7%; you cannot 
reach up to him, ft 7% Ke ti: you then reach, 
FEB), MF]; the philanthropist, in loving his 
fellow-men, commences at home and reaches 

those who are remote, {= #458 J\ rh Bl ik; can 

you reach the meaning of it? 4 fig BIRR GE 
IME WE, ULE 7% HH BN SF ; rate out a little 

Farther. ee 
Reach, v. 7. To make efforts to vomit, phrnyf, Me. 
Reach, n. WW ithin reach, tH 75-3] #%, Ae 7} ; out of 

reach, HIF By, 2 A fy, Bi A Fs 3 reach of a bay, | 
[A IE 2a, FE, JE, MAE ; inner reach, }RR; 
outer reach, |fE; reach of a river, WAZ, 

DRUG, inf Fe ; within reach of a gun, FT HR; 
within reach of man, \ WR, AtERY, NK 
FY 743 ; out of man’s reach, AAFEBRZ. AW | 

AER, NAZAR. 
Reached, pp. BIS, RST, BS, His, SF. 
Reaching, ppr. Reaching with the hand, #M, 4k ; 

to efface, Hy | 

DR 

extending to, #, Fi, Ie, FET, SST gaining, 
3) J ; making efforts to vomit, (ENENE Re. 

React, v. ¢. FR(K, TEE. 
| React, v. i. To act in opposition, #¥, x, ii; to 

resist the action of another body by an opposite 
force, HEP. 

| Reacting, ppr. Acting again, Wy (i, TE, ETE; 
resisting the impulse of another body by an 
opposite force, PRIs, 3S, FEZ. 

| Reaction, n. PRIS Hy, Kis, mee £77 ; political 
reaction, Jy ff ke. (2 LEK 

Read, Geie2 

| FF; to read a letter, 

Hi, RIHEA. 
pret. and pp. ee ‘=, fit. A. BH, 

Whta, SES, #Aifa; to 
read books, #2; able to read clearly, #474 8A 
fy ; to read and compare, 343%; to read aloud, 

| To EM, AER; to read the classics in a clear 
| voice, BHBH ERE ; to read silently, BRA¥, Ska; 

| 

nif tac 5 
to read to, #3 /\ #8; to read by turns, HAR }E Ra; 
to read again, TU 8, (ERA; to read proofs, Bg 
#5; read on! FHIK; to read from, PHI; to 
read one’s face, it, HH JU Taq. 

Read, pp. mT MWih, Aik. As; extensively 
read, TEL y ; superficially read, 7x S0pF ; read 
silently, BEB, Ek ; well read in history, ff 

fy. 
| Readable, a. 3473", TY #ifry: that may he read, 

WY aes, TY ath 
Reader, #, WE, F fy ; reader to His Impe- 

rial Majesty, fi at 5 an official reader at the 
examinations, 73 ; ready reader, FU FR. 

teadership, n. Fees 7 Ie. 
Readily, adv. (, ENR, NG; easily, B, AB; 

cheerfully, ##, Jk, Pe; I readily grant, FR 
af ; to promise readily, — fl yk. 

Readiness, n. Promptitude, 6) %) 4%. GUSH, Pe; 
ease, Zt A; cheerfulness, ik ¢, #t; willing- 
ness, Tf oth, ti A; to set in readiness, FA fj; 
knack, fp ffl, a4; expertness, $eFe; to be in 
readiness, {fi 8, fff J, #Eff¥ ; readiness of speech, 
>; readiness of apprehension, FRAY; readi- 
ness of wit, 4x if ; in readiness to start, FARE ; 
all are in readiness, Jilfiy, #4 ffi- 

Reading, ppr. or a. fi}, #7, HE; Addicted to read- 

ing, Apa ERR, Ba. 
Reading, n. The act of reading, fits 4%, eH; 

perusal, ja WE S%, fe) #7 ; study of books, &, 3; 
the reading of a passage, fj 2% ff; the read- 
ing of a verse, 2m. 

Reading-room, n. eR, BB, VE, BE HE. 

FRERE. 

n. ae 

| Readjourn, v. t. FRE, er 
| Readjust, v. t. PRS}, WBE, FHME, 
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Readmission, n. FRAY, 244, FP. 
Readopt, v. t. To adopt again, as a child, FRA ; 

to readopt, as an opinion, Fy 7, 44 fa- 
Readorn, v. t. FR, ZH. 
Ready, a. Quick, 7% $2, Petz, te, Z&, wR; not 

hesitating, (J, @ {J; quick to comprehend, 

ath], HAHN, TELE ; dexterous, Fe, Fy ; prepared, 

fi, FH. PET. RT, Be OE, fii ME; 
completed, JK5E JS, FRAG; prone, FE, jE; not 

yet ready, IE @ (ai, Ae (ai, Fewedg ; when will 
it be ready? #& FF (xe; to make ready, #Efhy, 
GR, FTE; tea is ready, 38 (MJ ; all is ready, 
Die $a HE TT, RD PH ; to make things ready, 
fi RAE, Bee (Bi; will be ready presently, HE 
{ai ; ready for departure, {8 f 3 ; ready to find 

fault, 49-5E A ; ready utterance, FA, MEME, Hy 
TH, (iad, $44; 0 useful ready fellow, fet; 
ready money, #4; ready memory, A aUtE ; 

a ready apprehension, fA ffiJ, HSA; ready at 
retort or argument, 4H, ff; a ready writer, 
He 4, $2 FE; the readiest way, FMI, Be 
fH (ig PR; veady sale, 4H, ji} 4; ready or 
willing, Hots, {iF Ri; ready to drop, Wiope. 

Ready-made, a. Already made, as clothes, 4, #4 
w<frg; ready-made clothes, XA, 3A, BUNK 

fy AK. | 
Reagent, n. iwi, Ty fra. 
Real, a. ‘#f, ‘2; true, #, A, AE, WA, HER, | 

AGRE, EE, WEE, HERE, AE; veal property, PE 
3 ; real action, ‘Pf 3 4; real presence, ¥¥ ZF ; 
real sentiments, ##&, ‘Ei; real facts, #F 

ti ; the real parts of business, 323% ; real sym- 

pathy, JL TET) Be, 4 ZE BY WF; veal value, FUR ; 
areal honest man, 3 J, ; a real honest friend, 

# AA Wd; to learn the real object, piyjtz BF ya 

Real, n. $8%, HGF AEE- Lit. 
Realist, n. fa WAI ey #. 
Reality, n. RY, Hl, Ait, Hi, BW; that 

which exists of itself, fy 4% ty 4% #3 a name 
without a reality, 

reality ? SJE, MEIE, BIE. 
Realization, n. The act of making real, 3k A 

3% ; the act of converting money into land, & 
44 36, Ere ; the act of bringing into being, 3% 
3 4. (ii FFA; the realization of pleasure, It | 

eae a. 
Realize, v.t. To bring into being, $A ; 

convert ame into land, 

all its force, ELSE; not to realize, IZ &%, Re 

Hh, ALE ; to ‘eal #5 it will realize about, ¥ | 
4 #9 ; to realize the presence of God, EERE | 

| Reaping 

45 % Sh; is it not in | 

PUVE SE: to feel in i 

REA 

if Ze ; to realize the truth of, AH. ; to render 
effective, X%7% ; we realize thy presence, FQ 

EER ZE. 
Realized, pp. Brought into actual being, Be AR 
4 ; converted into real estate, Ei f #f3e ; felt 
in its true force, #% Tf, "it BLT; I realized it, 
JK EME ; it realized about, ¥7 7% #4. 

Realizing, ppr. or a. Realizing, as money into an 
estate, Ff Ff 38; feeling, #, HER: converting 
into money, ¥. 

Re a adv. TH, AE, WR, PES, 
R, RR, Red, HE, IGE, TT, EAE, TE I, 
tee Bil, = a Fad PIE, - | not really, 9 

JE; really nothing, 427 Any ; it is really so, 

WEA AO VE. 
Realm, n. $$, fl, Fh EM; kingly government, 

ze, 2kirE ; the realms of bliss, soe, AE HR, * 2 
43; * the realms of the Chinese empire, BY 

Ream, n. A bundle of paper, 

quires, $f, — ELAR. 
Ream, v. t. To bevel out, as a hole in metal, #A 

FL, REAR. 
Reanimate, v.t. £78, BE; to revive the spirits 

when dull or languid, §§FF, BPA, ALIH; to 
invigorate, @R timh, i il FA. 

Reannex, v.t. RH, LA, He. ¢ ; 

Reap, v. t. WCHL, XU, HE, BE, Sk WORK. Si Ba A 
#7, $-; to reap the rice, #J 7A; that which you 
plant you will reap, Bh RADA HE: to reap the 
harvest, [i]; to reap the fruit of one’s lahor, 

FETZER. 
Reaped, pp. Wes T, AUT, HET; 

HE. 
Reaper, n. HAE, WHA, HEH. XNA. 

, ppr- XJ, Hl, HE, FE; sowing and reaping, 

consisting of 214 

reaped wheat, 

RR. 
Reaping-hook, n. HR, XV Be, BEIT. XF4, ACHE. 
Reaping-rod, n. fP4e. 
Reaping-time, n. Cw) Z y HR. 

| Reappear, v. 7. FEI, (Hi. 
| Reapply, v. t.or i. ¥9 JH, Fy GH, PENT. 

Reappoint, v.t. EI}, HEHE. 
| Rear, n. #, Fé; the rear of an army, JK, Hf, 

eJg,; front and rear, qij7%; to follow in the 
rear, FREE, Ba ; to attack the rear, J&Z ; in 
the rear, AE: ‘the last class, 4%; to turn 
the rear forward, fg # DUDA fry. 

Rear, A little crooked, Fath ; raw, es rare, 

'* These terms are applied to Buddhist monasteries and 
| figuratively to the realms of bliss. 

a. 

56 F 
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Rear, v. t. To rear, as animals, we, as ae B®, | 
vad 

fil ae 
Pe Pett, Bear, te; torear upa building, j& [A] 
Jz; to rear one’s self, vf 7 ; to rear one’s steps, 

JE ES to rear a child, #8 --; to rear pigs, 9 

lh, Hi A. 
Rear, v. fe To rise up on the hind legs, as a horse, 

4A WERE. 
Rear-admiral, n. 
Rear-guard, n. 

emperor, #¥ (¥ fey 
Be if nes the rear-guard of the 

Reared, pp. Baised, a i ; brought up, #835, F 
Wie educated, HET. 

Rearward, n. The last troop, 7 if. 
Reascend, v. 7. or t. EFT, (LE, 7E_E-. 
Reascension, n. 72 F-#. 
Reason, n. Ground or cause of opinion, #& fe, HK, 

A. J, FA ea. Jet rh. 4 ry; principle, BE, 34, 
34 OD, YE Hp, TE OP, RE; argument, Hf ZR; to 
accord with reason, AYE, Aiwa, HEMP, 3 

TH 

there is reason in what he says Presa 7 JP, nyt hy AY >| 

ft St ABE; by reason of, # ; by reason that, 
1A. [eh in reason, in all reason, 4%, GHP; 
for weighty reasons, 2R A EK, AG eA ; as | 

reason was, 3B, FPP; against or contrary | 
to reason, PFHP, HE, fe BB; beyond reason, 
out of all reason, Hi Bl 2% Ah, He A BE; true 
reason, ]Ei4, {HP ; for what reason? f94z HF 

Fe EF, i Ae. fil HY, {nf A; there must be rea- 

son, Ate HR wh DR, tr EC He, re lee | 
jy; to speak reason, Gt7p iH HB, ORES SEE 
yield or submit to reason, RHP; to listen 

reason, H&B; there is reason in the thing, # | 
yp; the good man will understand reason, 38 | 
Jat AY 34; deaf to reason, [Eps Ail 

reason, jf Ht; there isa slight reason for pardon- 
ing him, —¥§ ny J&f ; there is no reason for it, 

FRA tH. 
Reason, v. 7. To argue, HPF ; to infer from pre- 

mises, 447, #K7E; to debate, BX, EAI, HF 

BS, Gt ag, FEPBR; to reason with one, JE J # 

OB, el AS it, SP 
Reasonable, a. ALB, GU, Ais Fe. ta BL, EE, 

i, FER, (ATE Se 4 BE, BE iS AG. Be 
a reasonable claim, Fy EA FE, brat & DB; 
reasonable price, A PRE Fe, A PE 1H ; it is 
reasonable to act anne 

able quantity, 2; the reasonable man is | 
straightforward and bold, Hf i 4¢ 4k; with | 
reasonable swiftness, A PE, Ait SE; 
able Bete ti Ha BPM J. 

to educate, HL FE 5 to lex ate, ¥£; to raise, | 

Te a fied. Es GB) tet. 

; near to | 

. YX dn JE; of reason- | 

a reason- 

-REB 
Beaconaloneces n. 4G Hp, fi a 4% 5 agree- 

ableness to reason, 427%; moderation, Gm 

Reasonably, adv. 4 BL, FEEL, WAHL, Na 3p, EEE, 

SJHP; reaching to mediocrity, eferf fj, uss 
fij ; to act reasonably, Ample Mk, 1 2 tf 

PBL hh f- 
Reasoned, pp. YE it T ; 

or argument, ad BY fry. 

Xeasoner, n. BB am 44, BX ORAS, Fit BE AY. 
Reasoning, ppr. or a. Arguing, HE fy ; deducting 

inferences from proaiees Wy) Zé, EE; discuss- 

persuaded by reasoning 

ing, i; ee OS, FE BS; the reasoning 
faculties, BE ig 2% A, si BE A; reasoning 
right and feeling strong, BE if $3 

| Reasonless, a. S834 WEBP; absurd, 7 #; ridicu- 
| lous, BY 4E fy 

| Reassemple, v, t ot. HE, HA, BE. 
| Reassert, v. ¢. FR BEH:. 

. | Reassume, v.t. #LIR, FE, (HH, FR. 
| Reassurance, n. A reassurance against loss, (ff 

(elgr ; assurance or confirmation repeated, FR 

one, Mae, MITER. 
Reassure, v.¢. To restore courage to, 4b JutS, 4k 
AH; to free from fear or terror, $f ; to re- 

assure against loss, 7& (RK. 
| Reattach, v. t. PEE, PPE. 

, Reattempt, v.t. pat, Mat Wat, LA. 
Rebaptize, v. t. FEBET, Fisne. 
Rebate, v.t. To blunt, $f 7%; to abate or deduct 

from, fk, HEL, In. 

Rebate, n. A groove, #if. 

Rebate, Rebatement, n. ink ob H. 

| Rebel, n. (ER #, WEE, i Si, Ras, MBE, 
SMR, esis, PURE, a: long-haired rebels, 

Rebel, v. i. FPR, EBL, (EL, SL, BRM, 
| FR, PEI. ate 3 ci, Oe, Hege ; to rebel against 

| a Poe ifr, itt [ay ; to rebel against one’s 

superiors, Fg_[-: 
| Rebelled, pp. or a. (ERT, (ERLT- 
Rebelling, ppr- ER, mk, EBL, FRR. 

| Rebellion, ». @L, RK ZS, (EKA; to rise in 
rebellion, (E}¢, {E@Ll ; to plan rebellion, ERK; 
to excite to rebellion, #E@L, BEAK ; to stir up to 

rebellion, #4gL, #5 él; to provoke to rebellion, 
MEIC, #48 KE; to raise the standard of 
rebellion, ES #§e, UHH. 

Rebellious, a. KAY, FORA, HL, POMBE, 
PRM A, CEI fy; of a rebellious heart, iyi yy 

| PE, Mat Ay, Hem AS ; rebellious people, wt Fe, 
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fae Be: rebellious banditti, SaTb, EE ie 

allt Z thk. 
Rebelliously, adv. jh, PRM. 
Rebelliousness, n. Pei 4 BE, Pei. 
Reboil, v. ¢. FRGE, FHA. 
Reboil, v. i. To take fire, FIC; to be hot, FER. 
Rebound, vet. PEGA, KOBE, ABE, Bee oe, 
Rebounded, pp. Pi Sf [Bs 

Rebounding, ppr. PKI, IK. 
Rebuff, n. HEK, Hf; to meet with a rebuff, py 

HER, PHN KR. 
Rebuff, v. ¢. 47K, HEK, HK. 

Rebuild, v. t. Git, Gide, HSE. TASH. 
Rebuilt, pp- Fil JS. 

Rebuke, v.t. TEs sds wls FE Fe IE Fy SEs rebuke | 

him, ¥e (4B, Ho fiz," Js fH, Tal {. 
Repie. 2. Fe 1 ier; to suffer rebuke, #¥%, | 
Ala, 327%; to be without rebuke ne a TE. 

Rebuked, pp- ¥E 
Se Ca 
Rebuker, i nie ber fs 

eRe opr 1h, ii, SE, Pe it, all: 
Rebury, v. t. HF, FES¥, FIL. 

Rebus, n. ee welt, 4 uk, itt wk. 
Rebut, v. t. A, Bt, KE, AE. ee 

Rebuttal, n. 34 Zak, Bes 
Rebutter, n. 84, 44H. 
Rebutting, ppr. Repelling, ¥ ; 

gument, %, 315. 
Recall, v.t. To call back, B} SAMOA, IB BAIR, Bf 

Je] 3K, ‘ile, Te] to annul, )gézh; to recall 
to mind, AAU, fig, Tepe, le) te, SETS, SER. 
3H ; cannot recall it to the mind, #8 0% fy, 78 
fe Fi], AME U5 to recall, as an officer, Fle], 4%; 
to recall one’s word, #7 ; to reenll troops, Ir 
Fe. 

Recall, n. F@JG)44 ; past recall, JEW. aH, WHE 

Ale]. 
Recalled, pp. 3 AYlS, Ble] Ff ; time past can- 

not be recalled, % PE Ae; a word once ut- 
tered cannot be recalled, — 7 foe Him BG sesE, 

EN A Bev, A KML Y2 AWA OE BA. 
Recalling, ppv. 2 GW, 4B Je] ; recalling, as a law, 

jee ai ; recalling, as an officer, Jie]. 

Recant, v. ¢. To abjure, GS, KA, kel ; to re- 
cant. a faith, fs, fs, HH; to recant a 

vow, 73 iif, xe. 
Eeautation, n. $4, KOH; to make a recan- 

tation, 7$ {3 te 

~ * Low ccloguial 

we" 

opposing by ar- 

| Receipt, n. Wwe ; 

REC. 

| Recanted, PR tf =a ae RAT 
| Recanter, n. fs #. 

Recapitulate, vit. a, Hane, Heat, Hak, Peat, 
—_—— = 

Recapitulated, pp. Ppa f. Adak f, BSET. 

Recapitulating, ppr. FR, FEB, WR, 7a att. 

Recapitulation, n. FEA, AH. 
Recapitulatory, a. GHG", fifa Ay, BEA; reca- 

pitulatory exercises, 7s Fl. 
Recaptor, n. HEL, TEM XH. 

Recapture, n. Recapture, as of a city, fort, Ge., ¥ 

{% ; recapture, as a prize, Ge., FEY, PEHY; the 

recapture of a ee we SK, A. 

Recapture, et. Jets Veli Ait, HE 
“Recaptured, pp.or a. HAT, GET. WAT, 
IE T- 

Recapturing, 

Hee iii, Te iit 

(i. 
Reearry, v.t. To recarry on the shoulder, fR44, 

FHGH ; to carry hack, $4 iY, HGH, PELE]. 
Recast, v. ¢. To throw again, Fs, FpdE; to mold 

anew, FR; to recast, as iron, PEFR. 
Recede, v. 7. 38, GER, iB, iE x ; to recede from 

each other, send sf ff] ; to recede from an en- 

gagement, 5B 4, 3&= ; the water recedes, 7 
i: to recede one step, $8 74—36. 

Recede, v. t. Z]eJ, 22 fig. 
Receding, ppr. or a. 8, FRR, iH ; ceding back, 
Ze] ; no way of receding, HEAR, HEAR 

it, DEC Ix liv 

hee Recapturing, asa prize, fit HH, 
; recapturing, asa city or fort, ¥E 

a receipt for taxes or duty, 
% ; receipts and a Wek ; receipts and 
disbursement, FE, Hy; the receipt of a let- 
ter, Ne fal BES, #2 ee ; a receipt in full, We 

Hh 

se, Were, Wey Bi; export duty receipt, H! 

Tae 
Receipt, v. t. BBL, AEM. 

Receivable, a. By lic. nies 
Receive, v. t. To receive from a Sue ior, fA, As; 

to receive, as from an equal, WK, G2, SS, tea. 

AN, UCHN, IRA, aK, ae de, WK St, BE SL, HERE 
WY, Jy ; to receive a letter, pene “Wet {e HE 
Ag {gs ; to receive and open, asa letter, Wie Fee, Wi 
dR; to receive baptism, fh Pen; to receive a 
command, fi = AS fr, AS fa; to receive instruc- 

tion or counsel, fA #x, 8 Hk, FSZX 5 to reecive 

kneelingly, BEd: to receive ae Alt 
F#, 40S, ASE; to receive the seals, 4K FN, fz 
2%; to receive from heaven, #2 EK, 2 Lik 

JK ; to receive favors, SB, iH Bl, 5 Pal, Je 
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to receive favors without expressing gratitude | 
for the same, #4#.; to receive a visitor, #24, | 

WN, UIE NB, EBL; to receive back, MH, 
Wkle], see] ; to receive a reward, Se9R, SH; 
to receive a ransom, Jil; to receive pay, & 
fa ; to receive an inheritance, #ilfe, BE ; to re- | 
ceive orders, J fp, fA or, MT fe; to receive | 
money, Mic Fe; to receive into, F*#y; to receive 
graciously, PA 4%; to receive stolen property, 
BP ty, AKWE; to receive bribes, WH, SEr=F, 
ELHE; I won't receive it, FgleSe Fy ; to receive 
injury, S¢2E ; to receive taxes, WeFEKS, NCH, 
HK#E; personally to receive, ps4; to receive 
from one, fy \\ Fz, iS; to receive and enter- | 
tain all the officers, #94#Pi; to receive and 

give, Seg; to receive in pledge, MH, ISS ; 
to receive the truth, f¥34; to receive the Gos- | 

pel, fiz ; have had the honor to receive, $K 
#. 

Received, pp.ora. Received, as from a superior, | 
fa S, #8 JS; received from an equal, Ik fH], FE 

fA), GiB, WOT. SET. BET, MYT; orders: re- 
ceived for masonry, #RFF Erk ; received in full, 

Wer, Wesé, Yr; received from you, MRfnqz 

MEE, re Pn Td - 
Receiver, n. Be4%, We, HAA. WH ; the receiver 

of taxes, I 8a F4 ; receiver of stolen property, 
‘3; the receiver in distilling, Sé3q 7 BK. 

Receiving, ppv. Receiving, as from a superior, fi, 
#§ ; receiving from an equal, 5%, Wie, 4, 4h, 74; 
believing, {%, ## ; a receiving ship, Hs fr. 

Recent, a. New, fresh, 3, 7 @, AEM; late, HEA 
fi, 3 FAS. PEAK AS ; a2 recent occurrence, $F A 
2H, URE; a recent period, ir HAY. 

Recently, adv. PEAS AI, VEAS, YEA ; recently in- 

vented, SE I§ 3 8, UE EHE A. 
Receptacle, n. A place or room, 77, J ; a granary, 
@; a receptacle in the earth, 45, What, $e; a 
receptacle for rice, Akt], 98; a locker, [FE, HE; 

ma? 

a receptacle for thieves, [hk @ ; the receptacle of 
i flower, 4E FF ; the radicals under which words 

denoting receptacles are found are |], TL. 
Receptibility, n. BY Wc %y & Bb, ASH EE. 
Reception, n. Weq#, SHH, Fe MW, HAS; the recep- 

tion into a house, institution, Ge., Ie, 2y# ; 
a gracious reception, J 
tion, 44-484% ; to give one a kind or pleasant 
reception, ae fe I 

Receptive, a. WedE fr. 
Recess, n. A place of retirement, 4 jk, Ya {hE nT 

4% ; a favorable recep- | 

as a jury, §%; the recess of water, 7g; a 
deep recess, 2232; the deep recesses of science, 
nat 7 BLA; ; to live in a recess, 7C/E, IE 3a 

| recess in a school, jy 2. 
| Recession, n. The act of withdrawing, 58 4 ; the 

act of receding from a claim, 3R¥#j; a cession 
or granting back, 4é]eJ. 

| Recharge, v. t. To accuse in return, fE4e; to at- 
tack again, FRIK, FEI. 
| Recharter, v. ¢. FRM, FER. 
| Rechoose, v. ¢. Fiefde, (238. 
| Recipe, n. Hey, HEH, HF. 
| Recipient, n. A receiver, Ie #4, EX, SH, EF, 

A; to be the recipient of favors, 52 BAB; the 
receiver of a still, [e@e. 

| Reciprocal, a. Mutual, 7, #4, WAH, FAHE, 
«FAP, ZEAL; alternate, #&, #E; a reciprocal verb, 

«EES, RGAE. 
| Reciprocally, adv. Ai¥a. 
Reciprocalness, Reciprocality, n. A AAA, FARE. 

| Reciprocate, v.i.ort. H¥, RWB, AR, 

ai 
2 

| BA, AWK. 
Reciprocated, pp. HAVA ST, HARES. EA 

BST. 
“Reciprocating, ppr. AU, HB, HY, HAMS, 

YE; reciprocating motion, ¥& EVE P , HeHELER. 

Reciprocation, n. AA #. 

Reciprocity, n. HAH, HAN Zt, HAREM, HA: 
when there is no reciprocity, Pre th AE - 

Recision, n. JH. 
‘Recital, n. Narration, ##f, Ht; rehearsal, $4, 

4, Hall, 4, "8. 
Recitation, n. Rehearsal, 7§#%, 4a, SH. 
Recitative, a. ai Ay, A, (BA, BEA. 
Recitatively, adv. 04%, WR. 
Recite, v.t. To rehearse, 4, #¥, ify; to narrate, 

i, Bb; to recite, as odes, M, 18, sic, WK, Ae; to 
recite odes, May, "Aa, dic ee ; to recite prayers, 
ae, SE, Wis, GH; to recite spells or in- Ms ww JU > 

cantations ; SIU3 to recite plays, WA BR; to re- 
cite a lesson, Rit. 

Recited, pp. jth, P¥iH ; recited, as odes, #838, 

8, 
Reciting, ppr. &, pil, #¥; reciting, as odes, Ms, 

a, "8 ; narrating, ie, SE. 

| Reck, v.t. To heed, . 
Reckless, a. Heedless, A PA, A, FETA, AR, 

WD, FETE, Aoporh; regardless of consequences, 

SATIN FPR IGE, FE oir I, * PPE, * BP EA, * 
(FES pe; * a reckless fellow, reckless daredevil, 

Ze, ZE ZS , WEE, ae 5 a withdrawing or retiring, “* These terms are often used ina good sense. 
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ARSE, FPSUIMIE A PRIMI YE #5 he is | 
reckless, 1B (4 3} ih; reckless of consequences, Me | 

TH GAR, A tH GA 1%, OG SAE; reckless of his 
money or labor, A. {HF 7s. 

Recklessness, n. Te He EE, ACE, Fes OLA aR 

i ZF. 
Reckon, v.¢. or 7. To count, #}, Be, FL, FFE, FF, | 

fh, & ; how Hae do you reckon ? {RF} We SVE, 

WHE S ; I reckon him nothing, FEE}, | 
REG I shall reckon it a favor, FRL ZR | 
fl; I do not reckon on it, FRI IG, AKAM oy? 

fly; reckon upon me, {2H 48, al Be, FEAR, EA 
4% ; to reckon with one, Jk \\ #8; to reckon, to | 
call to punishment, EU SE: I reckon he has ar- 

rived, 48 SME TF, Fe fy EF TF ; cannot 
reckon them all, =}#HE ; to reckon mentally, | 
Wat. See Count and Compute. 

Reckoned, pp. tT, S38, WT. HET; 
reckoned for nothing, Nk #4 fp. 

Reckoner, n. Gt Hi, SL %- | 

Reckoning, ppr. or n. wh, WS SE, Ph, fh, GEG to 
be out of one’s reckoning, S45; he makes no 

reckoning of it, {BIE GHB, fh Az; dead | 

reckoning, JE H iti WRAP IE. 
Reckoning-book, n. HE3X fi. 
Reclaim, v. ¢. To demand hack, #84, FAR, at 

Je] ; to recall, BL#A; to tame, FE fil ; to reclaim | 
from error, PPR, HAE, Ue4t; to reclaim | 

land, 2 fH, 4% Te) 1. | 
Reclaimable, a. #449 fH, BW ahh. | 
Reclaimant, n. SRA, NWS. SKK. | 
Reclaimed, pp. PGW ; reformed, B4kiH, BeAb 

Ais 

it is 

Reclaiming, ppr. Demanding hack, sees 
reclaiming from error, HATE 
reclaiming, as land, 3 fq. 

Reclamation, n. Recovery, j% fig PE 3 ; 

Baa 230. 
Reclinate, a. aE (KA). 
Recline, v. ¢. or 7. #R, RRA, RB. HB, EE 

tE; ferechine against the wall, Bee sto recline | 
against, Pe fE, PELE, He EE; to recline back, 
Fe ; to recline on a coach, HPF, APH, EL. 

Tih FA. 
Reclined, pp. YT, fT. 
Reclining, ppr. #, (§, @. 
Reclose, v. t. FAT#. 

Recluse, a. BFE. 
Recluse, n. EM, HE #, BE HK, FH. 
Reclusion, n. A4FE, FER 2 3. 
Recognition, n. F245, a if. | 

demand, 

| Recoil, v. 

| Recoiling, ppr. 

| Recollection, n. 

Recognizable, as ie nN By 7 1G it is recog- 

nizable by, FY Dla 4B, WY L1aa z. 
Recognizance, n. 7244 ; to enter into recognizance, 

dH ive 
Recognize, v. t. #2, Gtk, REG; to eel 

person, a2 J; not to recognize, HE (kit FR; I 
recognize him, Be E(B, ze afk fs Ca 
nize this well, Qa EEE fy, 12 BEDE AY ; 
recognize the eal wa A to feeoiite We 

features, RENTER ALA Tit. 
Recognized, pp. 52 J- 
Recognizing, ppr. 2; 

qa. 

Fuerte n. FHER SE. 
}. To start back, PRE, Pee), BE, Bee, 

i, ‘del. PETE], WE HE; to voll back, ip fH #4 94 ; 
to retire, ae to recoil from, £2 4%; nature 

recoils at, PEWS Ha, TEESHi, te. 
Starting back, PR; 

3B, Jig; sbrinking, 38 #7. 
Recoin, v. t. FAG#, GLEN. 
Recollect, v.t. 52, TH, aU, RE, BE, Ail, 

22 i, eet, Jejaf ; do you recollect it? (pia 

Ff, UE ALA, WHE LF; I recollect it, a 
fa, AVE Z; you must recollect it, (pie, 
fist CE AB ; to recollect distinctly, 3275 SG#, 

all {y tis 28: cannot is don’t recollect it, 0% 58 

E, ais (F. A ie lik eZ, AS IE Ht , AAMT HE, hoe 4 

entering a recognizance, 

retiring, 

Ii, AA AAG. BEANE ; to recollect one’s self, ff 

ak GLI. 
Re-collect, v. ¢. To gather again, FRAIL, FEREIE, 

(88 ik. 
| Recollected, pp. a@ ai 

Ut =f , aly; to call to re- 
collection, 36H, Je) i, lel, SE 

| Recombine, v. t. FEATS, RET. 
Recombining, ppr. (£ - 

Recomfort, v. ¢. Fappiget. 
Recommence, v. t. JRF, EBA, WBA, he 
Fes, Fee H ffX; to recommence, as officers 
after the new-year, §j Ef). 

| Recommenced, pp. ity, Fpte T. 

| Recommencing, ppr. FE, FBI, Piet EL. 
Recommend, v. t. 7), BE, SS, GRRE, CRIES, ME, 

#£; to recommend a person, Hej A, (RBA, 
5% J; recommend him, 4274 {B, OMe ; to 
recommend one’s self, fy j#, 58 ; to commit 
with prayers, @£ 7%. 

| Recommendable, a. By i, Wy #27. 
| Recommendation, n. He > a letter of recom- 

mendation, je #, je A. 
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eaimendats y; 
atory letter, iia 

Recommended, pp. J 23m, PET. 

Recommission, v. t. FEUS MI, PLUMS, FEB, 7S. 

Recommit, v. t. FEES, FREER. 
Recommitted, pp. Recommitted to prison, RY 

Be ee ae ae to a court, Fi ie’. 

Beene v.t. To repay, 3B, UE. ape, fie 

eA: ; to reward, fAISE, AGak, BAA: 

ies BE AG; a one 

fit. Wie 
Oe recompense evil for goad, JJ 

4%, PAWS rk; I hope to recompense you, Wap 
ff; God will recompense you, _f #7 ah ¥k th, 
Lap dP Ee fit ; to rece ouse openly, Dy PRS. 

Xecompense, n. #2, Fa, 3% ; an open recompense, 
PEFR 5a secret recompense, PEFR ; an inadequate | 
recompense, 42 Ave ; an ample recompense, 
JE#k; 2 recompense to one’s parents, #R78; 
good will meet with a good ee and 
evil with an evil, 2677 S48 BACj BEap; unable 
to make any recompense, eT] 48 , TELLER, 

Arie E- 
Recompensed, pp. 3h J, ee ne. 
Recompensing, ppr. ¥f, 42%, A 
Recompose, v. t. 4 ¥, ‘i Bei 

FE. 
Reconcilable, a. HY {Fy ; that may be made to 

agree or be consistent, (£7540 @, (E4 4H. 
Reconcilableness, n. FY (Fu Zr, He (E fa Z.- 

Reconcile, v. t. (i Fl, ® (Fu, Pei ANME ; to re- 
concile, aA; to adjust, fA. 4 A; to com- 

pose, as differences, 23.2%, 342%; to reconcile 
sinners with God, #& 4 5— J\ #i_[ a. 

Reconciled, pp. ora. WRAL, EL REZ fs recon- 
ciled to sufferings, If Seat, PEG IGE, Hobse 

Reconciler, n. FuBH, (8 Fu BH, FAH, Fue HK. 
Becolicilintinns n. ‘ti Fa, iH 4H dg, (24 HE; our 

reconciliation with God, 4¥z fH Ay Hit [Hp ; to 

try to effect a reconciliation, atk Fl. 
Reconciliatory, a. #uPE, FFU A, Fu. 
Reconciling, ppr. (Fn, BF; showing to he 

consistent, #2 ; making to agrec, He A, HEN. 
Recondense, v. t. Hs, EAR. 
Recondite, a. FLAS, IL, ZE, ZEB; recondite studies, 
LAG 

Reconduct, vet. LG), SOE. 
Reconnoisance, n. 47 FR 3. 
Reconnoiter, Reconnoitre, v. t. #7 PE, APE, PERE; 

“to reconnoitre ”’ (?) smugglers, #i4f. 
Reconnoitered, Reconnoitred, pp. HRT, 47Fz 

TR 

ae isoes anew, 

REAR GE Plea | 

Rec order ‘ 

REO 

Reconnoitering, teconnoitring, ppr. BEE, ayfe. 
Reconquer, v. t. ¥zE 4%, 72 fB- 
Reconquered, pp. 2 (& J- 
Reconsider, v. ¢. Fi BS, 7 BL. 
Reconstruct, v. ¢. FEHe, E28; to reconstruct, as a 

house, jf ; to reconstruct, as a wall, 75%. 
| Reconvey, v. t. B) MR th, eH 
Record, v.t. fen ER, a, oF aU, xs ii, fink, if, i, 

iat, pE; to imprint deeply on the mind, $f ; 

to record daily affairs, 5 A Se ; to record merits, 

£23) ; to record on boards, 3% ; to record busi- 
ness, aU. 

Record, n. $F, fk, HE ; historical recor ards, ino ae 

ih ¥e, PR; records of a state, BURR, BUH, He 
T= © J —- 4 

Fa, JARGE ; record of one’s own actions, & FFF ; 
a daily record, A¢%, A Beie; annual record, 
SEgR; ancient records, WER; old records, FF 

$3; keeper of the records, see Keeper; it is 
upon record, #43%; a family record, $RF#, 3 
aE; on record, #38. 

Recorded, pp. or a. $2, #04, #058 , BR 

recorder of His 
38h - recorded ten times, BIRT R.- 

nm. Eile, Le, EE 
Imperial Majesty's ee and actions, §t 4+ ; 
assistant recorder of His Imperial Majesty’s 
words and actions, jt #7 J; the six record- 
ers, SY HR. 

Recordership, n. =E fie ZN. 
Recording, ppr. 40, £k, HLER, YR. 
Rocoue h, U. Ue 1. Bp 

Recount, vs : FRY, Fal. JUGE, Beith, Wye, He 
ju, FESR; recount them, ¥ejM {B. 

Recourse, n. Return, 7 3é, f£ 32; to have re- 
course to, JA, ffi; to have recourse to any one, 
fH} JV, 7 J; the recourse of the seasons, py 

ig bit 
» wets ; 

» Bl ith 

By putt» 

Recover, v. ¢. To recover, as a city, &e. 
recover, as a thing that was lost, Rein, 7 a 
2 75, 1, WIE ; to recover what was lost, 
4 A Be AE BS, FLHME PE; to recover from 

Sickness, AER. HOUR, EIS. GRP. 
Ij, Jy RR; to recover breath, FUAR 3 to re- 

cover one’s pie GAG, CBA, BIE] 
Jie (£, BAEZ; to recover lost time, Aiwa +-: 
to recover one’s liberty, Jit .&, ie to recover 
one’s self, #% fj 7}; to recover from a swoon, 

Recoverable, a. FE(§ HH, PY G1), By ve fe. | wee. 
Recovered, pp. ora. Recovered, as a city, Jefe 

J; recovered, as a thing that was lost, #7} 
J; recovered from sickness, 7% 4 A, Jy AF, 

_ Hite, is & Wie 
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Recovering, pp. Recovering, as a city, fort, Wee. * | 
Zhe recovering, as from illness, pia HH 

wie, HRA Be. 
Recovery, n. The act of retaking, as a city, até 

#5; recovery, as from illness, 74g, JER, Hf 
HME; the recovery of cE ae TE. AGB, 

4B 18 ; pist recovery, APETERM, UE A, Ty | 
#2 7% ; he is past recovery, 1B ie vids | 

Recreant, a. Crying for mercy, 4 fe ap ; cowardly, | 
BERS : mean-spirited, apie false, {f§. (is. | 

Recreant, n. ft frf§; a cowardly wretch, $2 Ha | 
Recreate, v.t. To refresh after toil, 4-4, 4p f5 | 
Sie, Ai fA. FET; to amuse, HEH; recreate 
yourself, 

bse. 
Reereate, v. 7. To take recreation, sE. 
Recreate, v. t. To create anew, (3, pir, FEpsee. 
Recreated, pp. Refreshed, 7} J ; recreated by | 

walking, 3, fF. 
Reereating, ppr. Refreshing after toil, #fMi sp | 

Aa, $e ; diverting, MIR, HH, a ah. 
Reereation, n. Recreation by exercise, #£; recrea- 

tion by refreshment of the strength and spirits | 
after toil, ima, ATR Ep Be 5 ZE ; | | 

diversion, 3 &, 5g. 

aPly BA. Recreative, a. #9 (avy, 
Recrement, n. fa, Ail, 32; spume, ZAya.- 
Recremental, Recremential, Recrementitous, 

WAS, va Arg. 
Recriminate, v. 7. or ¢. AAS, FASE, FASE, EAH 

oh, At, AGE. 
RebmmMating, ppr. AMS, AE. 
Recrimination, ». #AMS ESE, #4 Se, ASE 

3, AW dh. 
Recriminative, Recriminatory, a. At 4 fj, Aa | 

aij, MUU, AUTEN. 
Reeross, v. t. FRG, (PF, (38 
Recrudence, Recrudency, n. #E{E, 7 #5 #H. 
Recruit, v. t. To repair, i, AHH, HRI, 32 7H, HE 

Ai, (2%, FEA; to make up by fresh supplies 
for any thing wasted, Jge%f, HAYA; to recruit | 
an army, 4/2; to recruit the body, AF ; 
to recruit one’s strength, #9 Jy ; to recruit one’s 
bodily energies, 4} fil 3. 

Recruit, v. i. To raise new soldiers, tle, HE, 
49 Fe ; to gain flesh, health, Ge., jth, jaR ETE. 

Recruit, n. $e. | 
Recruited, pp. or a. A, AT. | 
Recruiting, ppr. or a. Recruiting, as strength, 

&e., #f; recruiting an army, Ai EN a | 
Te 4, HA FE; the recruiting officer, Hei 

(879) 

SEES AANA Bro choos, 

a. | 

REC 

ree ruiting money, %& He ; 
Rectangle, n. ea 5B JZ. 

| Re 1 tangul: ur, a. TE F§ Ay. 
| Rect tification, ». UeiE Z FF, WE; rectification of 

spirits, Ria ; the rectification of the air, 
ffpaa; the rectification of one’s heart, WEIL). 

Rectified, pp. or a. HIE TS, HET; rec tifie xd spirit, 

i 4. 
Rectify, v. t. To make right that which is wrong, 

Ciclk, HE, HEIE, S1E, fie, #6, , ELE, th 
i, #3; to amend, 74H, SIE, EHH; to re- 
form, U4 ; to make straight, (AZ, FA, A 
ae ; to rectify the will, TEAL#; to rectify the 

age, Uc {tlk FR; to rectify a globe, HE TR; to 
rectify spirit, AS #¥ iM ; to redress, {ift. 

| Rectifying, ppr. Correcting, TE ; adjusting, iff, 
Rectilineal, Rectilinexr, a. ARRAS, A; rectilineal 

motion, [Af Bh. 
| Rectitude, n. 3€3%, IER, IEA, WA, BE, 

TE, FEDS, HEA; honesty, 23%, 18 fz. 
_ Rector, x, The rector of a university, #3 pRB; 

the rector of a public school, 2%; the rector 

of a parish,  f, 44/4 (iif ; the rector of a con- 

vent, PHBE. 
| Rectorship, Rectorate, n. The rectorship of a uni- 

| versity, Be Zit. 
Rectory, n. 47K fi ZR P 5 rector’s 

Pe fil 2 Te Hi 
| Rectum, n. FEW, Webs. 
Recumh, v. 7. $, FF, (E; to repose, FA, TRIKE, Me 

| Recumbent, a. (@. | fH. 
Recumbently, adv. TE. 
Reeur, v. 7. 3294, (4, 4844; to recur to in con- 

versation, Fy ak, FEE; to recur or come round 

again, ih iy it 9A, JA i (244; it constantly 
recurs, JjF sige ; it recurs at fixed periods, ™ 
he ff ; to recur again, FRA, HF- 

Recurrence, Recurrency, n. Return, #4, 3%, 2%, 
FEF, 28 constant recurrence, Hitt 4 Bk; 
always on the recurrence of the new moon, f, 

304 TE. 
| Recurrent, a. Returning from time to time, JR 

Ap, (EA, Wee, aay; vecurrent nerves, 

SUE 
Recurring, ppr.or a. FR Re, EASE LE ; recur- 

ring according to some regular rule, AEA 

A, Be ARE. 
ecursion, n. Jli ; 

iE EH. 
Recutyates a. Eb. Se Ah, 

pack, 

re eruiting service, #J 

LIKE. 

mansion, #4 

Re the recursions of a pendulum, 

eK, MR, UM. 
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Recuryous, a. Ja KAS, SE A. 
Recusant, n. AAe NE, HEGEL AN, AER 

ay He. 
Recusation, n. Refusal, #€H), HEH. 
Red, n. ora. ££; red color, £F f& ; brownish red, 

He; lake red, 4$¥#0; copper red, 4 Sh) €4 ; 
magenta red, JAST, —¢L#0; rose red, §R¥T; 
orange red, 3&J¥; peach red, Pk¥L; brick red, 

WME; light red, #8 £1, 78 #0, HB BMAL; a deep 
red, #€; lightish red, #}4r ; hyacinth red, 4 
TRF ; crimson red, 7£ 41; red appearance of | 
the sky in the morning, ##¥; red appearance | 
of the sky in the evening, ¥£#g; to dye red, 
Yer; to become red, #€¥f; a red ox, BEAR; 
pure red, J}4e; a red face, #0 jf ; to make red, 

weer ; dark red, ZE¥; scarlet, 7E¥E ; vermil- 

ion red, +e, $f Ff #} 5 an official autograph 
in red ink, RR; red as fire, AKMff¥r, WE; red 

botton, #CJA; the Red Sea, £r}#; to dot off 
with red ink, e484 0fi. 

Red-bird, n. 72%. 
Red-book of China, n. #24 ¢R 
Red-bottoned, a. #£ JAA, BRAC AAS. 
Red-chalk, n. £0 )K. 
Red-coat, n. 2E AEE, HC FZ. 
Red-eyed, a. CARAS. 
Red-haired, a. #036 (5. 
Red-hot, a. Hf, RAC, BER. 

Red-lead, n. Minium, £hJ}-, AF}. 
Red-letter day, n. 7§ H. 

Red-liquor, n. #07. 
Red-precipitate, n. JE FE, WK PRAL, FS. 
Redan, n. fi 4%. 
Redden, v. t. To make red, #¥f. 

Redden, v. i. To blush, }@, UEVE, ik. 

Reddish, a. Buen, WURL, (AL. 
Reddition, n. Restitution, 244, 3#1e]. 
Redeem, v. t. fi, FeiHH, WATE]; to rescue, 2; to 

redeem the world, flit, FUE; to redeem man- 

kind, {lk J. ; to redeem sinners, P35 A, # 

3E A; to redeem a pledge, fe es, fh ; redeem 
the time, FETE, tH Age. 

Redeemable, a. 1] BH, BSG, Wz, BSG iH. 
Redeemed, pp. or a. Pith, BRT. 
Redeemer, n. PRA, #e#; the redeemer of the | 

world, JIE, RE, Rel. 
Redeeming, ppr. ora. Ransoming, [ij ; redeem- 

ing, as time, Hf. 
Redeliver, v. t. To deliver back, 2844; to liberate 

a second time, Fy FE, (Ee, HHk. 

Redemption, n. ff, #; the redemption of the 

world, fg fie, fle ; the redemption of land, BR 
Redented, a. Indented, which see. 

| Redintegrate, v. t. Ko, BIR, MEE. 
Redispose, v. t. Fipyye, FARE. 
Redissolve, v. ¢. FE4Q, FEU. 
Redistribute, v. t. FiLUR. 
Redness, n. #£, #0 f ; redness of the face, #0 ify, 

PEFENS ; of the redness of peach blossom, 

£1 ; redness of the eyes, #LF, AA ; heated to 
redness, BERT. 

Redolence, Redolency, n. #, BF. 

Redolent, a. &, At #. 
Redouble, v. t. GE, il— ft, FEE. 
Redoubling, ppr. # (%. ; 
Redoubt, n. age, ERPS, FRE. 
Redoutable, a. Terrible to foes, BY #€, FJ tA. 
Redound, x. i. To be sent, rolled or driven back, 

Ele], HEH, HER ; to result, HR, Be. 
Redounding, ppr. Conducing, (i, &, BAR. 
Redress, v. t. To redress, as a grievance, {ff, Hl; 

to redress a grievance, {fH #, (fl He), (Hh REF; 
to redress the aftlicted, ASEH, HEME, KR 
H£ ; to redress pain, jf§ 4 5 to redress one’s self, 

Hd ; to amend, $f; to set right, #exF, BciE, 
FFE ; to relieve from, FH. 

Redress, n. (i #%, H1#; amendment, ¥j # ; relief, 
#c; to give redress, fh, {hJii, Be, Hh; past 
redress, 4mt fA, 4ne jf, SEZs fny. 

Redressed, pp. Remedied, {i f ; set right, ag HF 

if, UIE jf ; relieved, PRS HE, Bk Sf ; indemni- 
fied, Ris. 

Redressing, ppr. Redressing, as a grievance, {i ; 
setting right, iE, wxt ; relieving, #, KR, 
Hy ; indemnifying, #j. 

Redressless, a. (ii 7. 
Reduce, v. t. To bring back to a former state, 7, 

EE, BUR, LAS, HR AWTS ; to bring to any 
state or condition, (i #, Be BH, HE AW, HF; to 
reduce in size, bulk, &e., je, fig U7, Fi BE, JA 
>, BABY; to reduce to a level, 4B, EAB, weIy 
az ; to reduce the price, #rE(F, fe{F ; to reduce 

a fracture, Bf-%, {44g ; to reduce several into 

one, ERTS —P, BENE LIEB— ; to reduco 
eight tribes, or states into one, $F 
#5 ; to reduce several sections into one, 2 Seta 
Hi #y 148 ; to reduce to one, Hki—, PRE ; 

to reduce to one rule, {9 §ij tL}, BRA — BE 5 
to reduce to subjection, {E2, 2EHR, $728, AR, 
fi; to reduce a state, 7ENKR— Fl. ARID, He 
$$; * to reduce to nothing, Beam, ph ; to 

* After Rebellion. l j 

—_— 
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reduce to order We 3 WE, 0 HEE, RE Hee ZB, 7B, 48: to | Bea jz; a tube, #, 48; a bomboo reed, TF 
reduce a city, 5 AES; to reduce the pales ing wn, Vy GE; crossed on a reed, — ESL Z3 a 

BUF ; to reduce to straits, FS, FE3H, i, if; 
to reduce one’s rank, PE AIK, FE AB; to reduce | 
one’s expenses, JB, imPA (EIB, ALL HR; to 
reduce into a compendium, fj; to reduce in 
number, j%#; to reduce a draught, jlal, fii 
Jal ; to reduce a sail, 2J7€; to reduce to ashes, 

PEEK, BOK. 
Reduced, pp. or a. Brought back, #38, 72 TR; 

subdued, fF Hzi&, 4R Gi, af ST ; brought into 
any state or condition, (if ; diminished, jk 
J; impoverished, 427 ; straitened, 7 3f TJ; 
reduced to extremities, [KM 4s, 3°38 Z[E]. AZ, 
ffi 3H; veduced to poverty, Je WH, jk 4a; a 
reduced family, BAYS A, PEA A. 

Reducible, a. WBE, Hy ff, TY Ki —. 
Reducing, ppr. Bringing back, 7 ; bringing to 

a former state, (& Jit, fi—5; reducing in size, 
form, &e., fi, f4; 
fi; reducing, as a rebellions city or state, 9 
4%, Uf; reducing to straits, PI, Feit 

Reduct, v. t. #75, HEIAZR. 
Reductio ad absurdum, n. The proving that a | 

given supposition leads directly to an absurdi- 

ty, WKB 2 UE. 
Reduction, n. 7 #%, HEH ; reduction of size, bulk, 

- &e., eH ; reduction of a state, 7 fd, Pace 
reduction of a rebellious state or place, ¥2/@, 

H§ ; reduction of several into one, J B& PE 
— 7%; reduction of a scale, ja ZE ; reduction 

of dislocation, ## 7, # YE % J; reduction of 

duty, iG fA. 

Reductive, a. (LRA), Bly, OL, OLA. ine 
fyj ; a reductive salt, 7 Jit Ayia. 

Redundance, Redundancy, n. Excess, 4%, 436 | 
PA; superabundance, +e 2; redundancy of words, | 

KS Ziel, BUG. 
Redundant, a. KZ, H&B, BiG, ABE, A vk 

a redundant language, <§ BBY 

Reduplicate, v.t. To double, 4%, n— fe, FIM 

fit, B. 
Reduplicated, pp. Fy (% jh, ff 3%; “ten redupli- 

cated and multiplied ten times makes one 
hundred, +- 34 ti Zi§+ Masa. 

Reduplication, n. Pe 7J:, INGE ZA. 

Re-echo, v. ¢, or 7. Tes, OSE, RE BE 

—_— 

reducing, as a state, 7 ZR, | 

ah re | 

saarsreal pipe, 56, —@e5f, G4. 
Reed-grass, n. 34f, =p. 
Re-edify, v. ¢. FR 7, FRe. 
Reedy, a. BrEZJE. 
Reef, n. The reef of a sail, HEHE; a chain of rocks 

lying near the surface of the water, — fy RR #. 
Reef, v. t. ifRibE. 

| Reef-band, n. Wee HEAE. 
| Reefed, pp. or a. jf iE. 
| Reek, n. 3a, HH. tH: 
| Reek, v. 7. HESR, HEM, HMB. 
|Reeking, ppr.ora. HH aa, HLM; 

blood, #§ LI i aa. 
| Reel, n. HH, HHH, ETH}; cocoon reel, KEW, HR 
a horizontal reel, ASHE. 

| Reel, v.t. $j, HE. 8, HR; to reel thread, FAR; 
to reel silk, #§#%; to reel off skin from the 

coccoons, $i. 
| Reel, v.7. To stagger, Pah, FRB, HAR. 

| reel in opinion, ARE 1 s 
| Re-elect, v. ¢. FRE, FRAY 
| Re -embark, Gat. OF: Teh i, FE HP. 
| Reeming rn. FT, HAE. 

Re-enact, v. t. FRESH, MITA PM, ae pia 
| | Re-enforce, r. ¢. ‘lo re-enforce an army, Ae, Til 

| Re-enforcement, n. imi, Whe. 1 y. 
Re-engage, v. ¢. or i. To engage again, as an 

enemy, FFT, FEY; to enlist a second time, 
asa soldier, FR? HL, 729228 ; to re-engage, as 
a servant, aie BAK. HK, Fae. 

Re-enjoy, v. t. FES. 
Re-enlist, v. t. FRE, FRAG 

| soldier, Fp7g i. 
Re-enter, v. t. FRA, (2A, (E5HE; 

ranks, HERI, HEARS. 
| Re-establish, v. t. (© 9f, (2 ix, GR, HIT: 

establish a government, #& v7JEC. 

Re-established, pp. or a. fE9n S, Ha J- 
te-establishing, ppr. (or, (RR: 

Reeve, v.t.; pret. and pp. rove. 30 #h, 2F#E. 
| Re-examination, n. (@#% 4%, FEAR. 
Re-examine, v.t. (@#, FE%, (A, FE, 
Re-examined, pp. (8 75 ih. | fe. 

Re-exchange, (i 

HERA 
| Re-export, v. ¢. #2410 

reeking with 

; to re-enlist, asa 

to re-enter the 

to re- 

n. account of re-exchange, 

Reechy, a. }SRf5. HA: a reechy neck, — Re-fashion, v. t. TERE. Fee. 

BAIT. 77 SHAY. 
Reed, n. Reed-mace, cat-tail reed, iff, BF; reeds, 

| Refect, vt. Put, HG, RYE. [Bho. 
3, | Refeetion, n. Ai. ‘ll RE. RN: a repast, 

6 G 
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Refectory, a A room for refreshment or meals, | | Refinery, n. Ih, OR, BS We. 
SOR He Jy, Sf, AYR; the refectory in | Refining, ppv. Refining, as metal, +k, i; refin- 
au monastery, en | Ine, as liquor, TB Hy 3 refining, as the heart, fe, 

Refer, vt. To direct. UMUF, MWS, FG; to deliver | AES GR 

io another, 38; to refer to another or to a | Refit, v.t. To repair, WS, (Ed, HAF ; to prepare 
higher tribunal, fJ-, FER, BETE, MEER. (ih; again, Wy AP. FEAZS ; to refit a ship, {ds fy. 
io assign, as to an order or class, 7 ; to refer | Reflect, v.t. or 7. To throw hack, Jg ; to throw 
io nature, Bs at, JUVE TS ; to refer to a | back, as lig ht, Je] ; to reflect light, AM, Je) 34, 

work, j]2#; he refers all things to himself, Kot, bag el KM: to think or consider, 
SIS SiG Gs Lrefer the decision to you, FQ fH #8, FL, FAR Je] 48, SEL, FEAR, tS, TH fe , ie 

(piece, FGFS EE. TRHERR(ESE ; I refer it) to reflect on, BE; to rafiec :{ on one’s name, BR 
io heaven, few; to refer to arbitration, 7% ; to reflect on one’s character, BEALE ; 

GTA, SACRE reflect on this, BAMUEARYE, ML, Bub ; to 
Refer, v. 7. To relate to, J, BH, Ib, div; he refers _ reflect on one’s self, RG. AR. 

to you, {iF (hr, (uit Wt: it refers to you, FeBy | | Reflected, pp.ora. QT; veflected light, QIaZ 

(is. SEISM : to refer toa certain affair, EE, WIG; reflected rays, JH}; can he reflected, 
OSE, RIG AES. WK, fE RZ: heat can be reflected, iy 

Kteferahle, a. WHF, JEFF; that may be assigned, | Ji fcst, kn Liz. 
Ty SHI, APE HB. | Reflecting, ppr. Throwing back, as light, x, we, 

Referee, n. We PRB, eatin #, Re. RIB, RAR ; reflecting, as thoughts, FA4M; reflecting 
Fee EE. | reproach, Bg, #5; reflecting telescope, fx 4 

Reference, n. A sending or direction to another) 4%, le} eee: a réflec ting circle, Je] #2. 
for information, PB} yf, te ; to have reference | Reflection, n. Jc % ; reflection of light, cue, [he 

I, GY, fs; with reference to, jig, BRK, | 18, este, le) 3% ; reflection of snow, Mee cog- 

as) 

424s, %-: in reference to ours, RARAY, Be cava aH, is 4H > censure, 7; reproach cast, =e HNN > Al ’ 7) > EL 

fis FRY. | FO, (FR; Ue of reflection, A HF; 
Referendary, n. PEAR. on reflection 44 - without reflection, 4it BS. 

. A | A ? BB wo din: FS 

Referential, a. FF (4. | Reflective, a. Throwine back images, RUB ; 

Referred, pp. Directed to, By ut ss. gy: : assigned, reflective, as the mind, lI = (4 ; reflective pro- 
as toa class, "Ef ; assigned, as toa court, z3 | noun, aa RY 3. 
Ty : having reference to, 4%, g, Git. | Reflector, n. KIB, KH. 

Referring, ppr. Having reference to, fi, fi, By. | Reflex, n. Directed back, J fy; reflex light, Kc 5%, 
Refind, «. t. ‘i, FH fF), 7551. | [le3B; a reflex image, fg sas; the reflex act 
Refine, xv. t. ih, #8; to refine the pill (of immor- | — of the soul, Je] BL; bent back, a }y fy; reflex 

tality), HIF ; oe refine gold, J#4>; to refine influence, Ke. 

iron, Jf48; to refine silver, PRE, (HR; to | Reflex, x. The reflex of light, Bm. iG. 

€ larily, Ws jes; to refine sugar, 7 jy PH; to refine | Reflex, x. ¢. To reflect, ue. @ ; to bend back, 
saltpeter, Wje tH; to refine alaneuge, #eih;| Bh. 
io refine the heart, St, (0, eu, pty; | Reflow, v. 7. To ebb, HER. Mele], i Koi, 

io refine one’s self, Fy fi, AU we. | Refluent, a. Returning, i, Iu, ets hack, 
Refined, pp. or a. Refined, as metal, Pej, Feith ; int K- 

refined, as liquors, FR yi; polished, HET; | Reflux, n. HER, AK, Be. 
polite, genteel, 7", An ects, A wh; | Reform, v. t. To change from worse to better, & 
thoroughly refined, FQ AS, Fk; the more 4k, ft. mae. wh 4G, Je] of, JE]. 3, eis, 
it is refined the purer it becomes, jp& fk jp Hy. UCAS, fae ; to reform by teaching, #44; to 
elinement, ». The refinement of manners, #4, | reform by example, Jil 4g; to reform one’s self 
Fe, EAC; refinement of language, fh 7 jy thoroughly, #8 ff ; vou must reform your mis- 
=é; refinement of heart, 9) 7 ; refinement deeds, Ji Ucn JE; to reform a nation, (RR, Hf 
of conduct, BCyET AS, 1730454: refinement Jt; to reform a state, 4% [J]; to reform the 
of cunning, Fy 4A. manners and customs, #%/ml fe; to reform 

Refiner, 2. Kh34, BR, ens the manners, $& il, #% il; to reform the world, 

Ai 
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PAL lt FR; to reform the degenerate age, fii | TK 6 ; to refrain from obstructing, jE PE. 
film, ; if a gambler reforms his worth cannot | Refrain, n. 7§ J, ‘He ‘AJ. 
be weighed up with gold, Hé{#-Je] G4 A4& ; | Refrained, pp. ih, PSK; refrained from, 7, 
to reform one’s self, fy %R, FE; Ldn chit did) TJ; abstained, WS. 
not reform, HAAS Refraining, ppr. #4; forbearing, 7%, Ay ; abstain- 

raha v. i. Eh, UcBE, SERLGTSE, SEIPSHIE, | ing, TK. 
BESMSE SEQ SRL, 1%; to repent and reform, | Reframe, v. t. ffi, AL. 
ee will not repent and reform, WE AF Nh Refrangibility, n. 4674 FF. Pp HE. 
SE Ycith ; will not reform, Ay eis. Refrangible, a. 44-2) 7 fJ- 

Reform, v. t. To form again, Rye, Mise, Uo. | Refresh, v. ¢. To make cool, Beit, fie, ErHe ; to 

Reform, n. A changing for the better, U¢4t, 8 give new strength to, @j7J; to refresh tiie 

MG, URE, Ui, Uke. mind, BARR, dhid, PObIA, Bob, Bob is 
Reformation, n. Fe9b ere 4, AIMIERL, HEAIE | 7% ; to refresh with food, Bay, Bt : 

He, Hej LZ; reform, Uec4w, Ui, BZA, to refresh one’s self, PA, Mais: to 
Ut 4. refresh one with food, fA A. @; to refresh 

Reformed, pp. or a. Restored to a good state. U& one’s self in the cool air, Pi, Fey; to have 
WA, CHS S, WERE J; the Reformed Church, a desire to refresh one’s self, Misi; to refresh 

EAE, IEA. | the memory, #58tE. 
Reformer, n. & 3% 2%, Ue H, LAK, HAGA | Refreshed, pp. Cooied, ¥% #4 Uy ; invigorated, Fj 

WALA ; the reformers of the church,| j477, 3{k#5 Jj; cheered, Fe 34 Pe HF; velreshed 
(4 TEE FH ; the reformers of a state, He4Bld | by, 52; much refreshed by it, 4+ Fp 3% wz ; re- 
4. | freshed the heart, Silko}, Bebo, #6, 

Reforming, ppr. or a. Correcting what is wrong,) Pky. 
MIE, Ud; reforming, as men, EC BE, Eg AIE, | Refreshing, ppr.or a. Cooling, Per, He HE PE; 
Bécith, Bic BES. invigorating, AE Jy, 4 Jj ; reanimating, By th 

Refortify, v. t. #Rse ye. | 3 very refreshing, AEH, AE PTGAG, WAKE. 
Refound, v. ¢. To cast anew, 7% FR. | HERE AY, EA; a refreshing breeze, AIH, Ay 
Refract, v.¢. To break the natural course of the) 4 }m\. 

rays of light, HESE SY, Seb Hs, MERA. | Refreshment, n. Food and drink, fRE ZY: tha! 
Refracted, pp. ora. #4 H} TF; refracted and re- which gives fresh strength or vigor, #jJj.% 

flected, FLAPS. | Wy; refreshment room, Shir, tt IF. 

Refracting, ppr. ora. B/E HHI; refracting tele- | Refrigerant, a. if, vant A. 
scope, see T’elescope. | Refrigerant, n. i238, Fenpak, pyPLAe, wy fk. 

Refraction, n. The refraction of light, BIE Ay; | Refrigerate, v.t. To cool, Hut, Fk, HE, Wey. 
double refraction, PRES, my iyp, BE. Reirigerative, a. yf. 

Refractory, a. OE, PSE, WEST, PEMA, Ye Refrigerator, n. Wt Ri. UH, UC. 
i fg, PS Se A, SEA, Th a OY, FCS. FE RE, | Refrigeratory, a. PH Aj; a refrigeratory drink, 
ee A Vinal mind, Rt, Wot, ath s a WEAR. 

refractory son, CRAVE EE Hi 2 F, HBF, Refrigeratory, n. Ma. 
iF ; a refractory horse, #4; refractory metal, | Refuge, n n. A BZ, TY PH, EB ZR, zB 
HE: ea | LZ 2 gz; God is my reluge > JE Ti (ARLE Le 

‘Refragable, a. 58 FE, BAT IR ME. | ie ies eis is eset telzerit, Refrain, v. t. To keep from action, #&, #* jF, pH JBET. Et. 

Ik, #6), HOR, haa JK ; to refrain one’s | Refugee, n. bE A. db A, bE i, EEK: 
tongue, jr, #874; to restrain one’s self, fj one who flees from his persecutors, jh} ¥€ 3%. 3k 

$4. Ai. Ble. HE. 
Refrain, v. 7. To forbear, 72,; to abstain, Jk, FR, | Refulgence, Refulgency, n. ste, tact, HAI. 

| 

| 
| 

Ay; to refrain from, 7,=f-; to refrain from, as Refulgent, a. YE st HE ee, He, LE, TL. 
erief, 14; to refrain from speaking, #1], 7% 0), SEB, TB, Ae. 
1; to refrain from retaliating, 7.38; torefrain | Refund, v.¢. To repay, Wi y, Wise, Wila. fase. 
from wine, JKiH, Bi; to refrain from lusts, See Repay. 
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Refunded, pp: >. WEST the money cannot he re- 

funded, $f 7.3E |e]. 
Refunding, ppr. Wii, Wise. 
Refunding, n. The act of refunding, NM in#, 

Ee. 
Refusal, n. Denial of anything demanded, M4, 
AE, HEF, AIC, HEF, AAS; to meet witha 
refusal, i AI 3 a flat refusal, ff A Ic. 

Refuse, v. t. To deny a request, MEE, AE, AIC, | 

Aik, BH, AB, AE, HVE, Wie; to 
decline what is offered, 4, HEH, HE, HERE, 
HH, fis arZay, af, i, Ai, Ase, Wie Te ey BS ; to 

refuse to see a visitor, BEA, BEA ; to refuse an 
office, #PEVMH; to refuse to pay, JE ff 38 §R ; to 
refuse to pay anything, — = Ff jf}, —~7>#R0e 
i fH; pray do not refuse, WrAH, FAH, B 

Dy He A. BY D1 A. FoI Ay Hi; to refuse to 
fellows AH GE; he absolutely refuses, {2 Ef A 
oe » fil BE he Ay gf; to refuse pertinaciously, ff Sf 
AH, BEBE FEV k : to refuse a present, Mts ; 

to refuse to receive counsel, A Hi Haak, FEA 
to refuse to acknowledge, [ey 52. 

Refuse, n. 4h Hf ; refuse matter, GIy, SAD , FS EF 
that which is worthless, fut FA} Ik the refuse 
of the people, P ifg; dregs, yay, We, jas Wa. 

Refused, pp. Denied, ARF YT, RET, ET. 

Refutable, a. AUER A, WAALS, Wy RIL AE. 
Refutation, n. ZeWe (BA BS IL H, HHA SH. 

Refute, v.t. BUA), Ril, HAA, HAIL, St wK, 
FTN, FEBR ; cannot refute it, BIE M(B, AA 

Refuted, pp. RIT, BIEN (8. 
refuting, ppr. BSA, $e ILE. 
Regain, v. t. GH, (275, GFE. 

Regained, pp. ih fi, (2 7838. 
Regaining, ppr. fei, 2. 
Regal, a. , (i, HE; regal title, FER. 
Regale, n. The prerogative of monarchy, FEAKAb 

LHL. 
Regale, n. Zé, 2 JR. 
Regale, v. t. To refresh, :, We, WER, 

Regale, v. 7. To feast, GRRE. |. 
Regalia, n. pl. #4; the rights and preroga- 

tives of a king, FE Ae4ap2% HE; the regalia of a 

church, @ Aah 7 HE. 
Regaling, ppr. B. 
Regality, n. GEH, BS H. 
rtegally, adv. (RAE, (kK. 
Regard, v.t. jali, ay wt, MH, EUs to fix the 

mind on, 1, FA; to lay to heart, PEW; 
to regard with pity, 3 flit, FADE, TF ; to regard 
with “affection, FHL HS, He; to re pega with 

ee 
ny 

condescension, él ; heaven’s gracious regard 
for men, F#Fllk A. ; regard him not, #2 @A{B, 
Ay i ML; vegard me, RA FR, 8S iii FE; did not 
regard his posterity, M2 fii f%, Ay RAIL ; to 
regard with envy, 46,& ; to regard with hatred, 
‘Lat ; do not regard what he says, WE 4 ji {B 
me Peak, Wy ie He BEE ; he does not regard 
the danger, {FAR jifi ft: [@ ; to regard one’s mer- 
its, ji AD) 4%; to regard with patronage, #% 
Fy, Wii, HAWEE ; to regard one’s reputation, ji 
Ai $, AA #% ; to regard with respect, A 
‘@ ; to regard with partiality, (fil, gid; to 
regard a person with partiality, $awi \, (i 
A. ; to regard one’s station, (444, RBAE; 
did not regard his presents, ArmA; to re- 
gard with veneration, (3%, #3Z; to regard 
with contempt, Hq, [ie ; to regard afilic- 
tions as sweet, #8 4S An fig. 

Regard, n. Attention of the mind with a feeling 
of interest, j@fi; esteem, Am, 7SAe; to have 

regard for, ffi; to pay regard to what one says, 
Ri Vat ; to pay no regard to, ME ji, Aj; to 

have regard to the reputation of a shop, jaiPY 
1 ;a man of the meanest regard, # REA, 
#7 ZA; mutual regard, #AfA; to have re- 
gard for one’s reputation, RA A fi, RARE 
Tj; to have regard to one’s convenience, Ff J 

(ai, {47 J {ier ; to send one’s regards, Fj ®R, 39 
4, BOE, BORE; in regard to, with regard to, 

in regard of, am JQ, A 7. 
Regardant, a. RAGE AS, WEEE (15. 

Regarded, pp. Noticed, ja J, fd 3; esteemed, 
aye S, BAS; regarded as useless, 245206 

Regarder, n. tee LA. 
Regardful, Observing with care, 4h, Bod, 
AB heedful, men. 

Regardfully, Role Smt, ot. 
Regarding, ppr. Noticing, jg; considering with 

care, BY tii iii; observing, fii}, id ; concerning, 

im XM, IHX; regarding with affection, Ff; 
regarding with, pity, ane regarding with 
abhorrence, E14, HEE. 

Regardless, a. HERA, AVA, EE}, HEEL, BBB, GS 
i regardless of life, FEE) ar, AR or, Go 
If; regardless of reputation, JE Rhy, 7TH 
F ; regardless of admonition, 77 HE, FRA 
B ; regardless of truth, 77 1 i, UE RA Baa; 
regardless things, J.J. 

J Fi & Regardlessly, adv. WE RE, Ax hil, WE aN, AN 

Rogardlessness ne 0 A Bal, REAS, Bias, ‘lait 
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Regather, v. t. FpUCH, LH. 
Regatta, n. BI #%, fs} =A; the regatta in China, 

laid He At 
Regency, n. Rule, 74, Ke; authority, HARE; vica- | 

rious government, ith Be. a if, T% FE, (hE; 
during the regency of, = Ef iG EX [a] ; united 
regency, [Wif#. 

Regeneracy, n. (£424, BAA. 
Regenerate, v.t. ff AE, a 4E, WY 4E, Ft 4E; to 

form anew, G& 3, Hf, (E Hf; to regenerate | 
the heart, #fHLy ; to regenerate a state, pAb 

Regenerated, pp.or a. H/E S, Ak SF ; aregen- 
erated heart, $f %); regenerated nature, #PPe, 

SHEA. 
Regenerating Z, (ER 

fF; renovating the 
tion of holy affections in the heart, 

te, RAE, LAE. 
Regeneration, n. @4E, #246, HAE. 
Regent, a. ## fj, HCA. 
Regent, n. A ruler, 74 #4, #232 # ; the regent of 

a state or empire, 74) #¥; one invested with 
vicarious authority, Fes, GAB. TEAL 
a regent of a university, #7pKHEZ; the re- 
gents of a university, #3 Ke he H- 

Regentship, n. The regentship of a state, 7# Al Z 
yk ; regentship of a university, ERP HE ZH 
deputed authority, (EBA, FEE. 

Regerminate, v. 7. FR Wj2p. 
Regicide, n. JAF ZH ; a vegicide, AFH. 
Regime, n. Mode of living, 4A“38, #&@BZE ; 

government, BY, ##£; an oppressive regime, 

wy Ze. 
Regimen, a. The regulation of diet, fk & ZY FE 

a close regimen, @fPRP, GI, SA; 

ment, Bt, 4 #8, 2 4. 4 48: 
grammar, 5. 

Regiment, n. A regiment, — ff, —-S8E. 

, ppr.or a. Renewing, #f 

AE, iy 

Region, n. Fy, 3, SAV» A , BE, FP, eK IN ES 
the region of the | 

heart, 4h; distant region, 377, SMELT; 
the parts of the body, # ; 

neighboring region, fr}; the region of the 
genii, {lj 38, {il J, 3%; the region of bliss, 

Wash, @i., HR; the eastern region, HF ; 
the western region, Py 77 , Pa ; the cold region, 

FEM, veh s 
tial region, J fi. 

Register, n. fit, HK, WK, FE, it, WR, FRFB ; the im- | 
perial register, $f}; a register of a ship, ff | 
Tit; a register of the population, a A fff, We 

cay), 

nature by the implanta- | 

goyern- | 
the regimen in | 

the icy region, 7k}; a pestilen- | 
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=, 5698, WEL, RR nH} We: ‘register ae fake in- 
mates of a house, PY} ff; register of a clan, 

| He ge, Bt HR, ile A: family register, Je i; 
parish register, @{[f; a register of one’s age 

and family, eth ; a public register, 4enR, ZS 
ll}, As, MAE; write a register of her ton- 

nage, $i (ij Ey; a register of names, % 
| fit, 4, i 5 a register of goods, ft. 
| Register, v. t. JA F¥, _E Wf, 2 fit, EMI} ; to register 

the names, {£44 it, $A, 1%. 

Registered, pp. ov a. ¥% ith FE, Le 3 Ff ; it is re- 

vistered, Ze UIh, Hil 8. TR. 
| Revistering, ppr. Yose, EW. 

| Registrar, Registrary, n. J jit, Ef; a registrar, * 
ECF Bl ; the registrar-general of Hongkong 

5? 

SE UEC FF w]; the registrar of a court, (PY sh 

iil 
Registration, n. JX #% % Bf, _b flit ZH; the re- 

gistration of the people, es 
Repictry, n. YePE, Elf; the place where a re- 

gister is kept, JA FEZ Wr, Ih Hh iF. 
Reglet, n. A reglet, —{f; the reglet of a printer, 

Ge fate; the reglet in architecture, Fai. 
| Regnant, a. 3; queen regnant, # +. 
Regorge, v. t. FRE IINER, f2MEH! 36; to swallow 

again, #¢ HH, (2 FF. 

| Regorged, pp. (ERE S- 

Reerant, v. ¢. EG, HE, FRHE. 
Regrate, v.t. AMER MEA Z 
Regress, n. JE] #%, i. 
Regress, v. i. G46, 2, le) ASE 
Regression, n. Retrogression, 38 7% ; returning, i. 
Regressively, adv. 38 f%. 
Regret, n. Grief, Sef}, ACHY, hI 4a, ARR, WERE; 

repentance, Tig WE, ZEA. HPL ; no regret, Seip 
Ik, ESE ; to harbor regret, (3%; not worthy 
of regret, A, AEE; deep regret, ve RS. 

| with regret, IZ jf ; indignation » Tea TR. 
| Regret, v. t. To be sorry for, = ; to regret, [ip 

Nh, TTR, WEG, SE Te; to lam ent, ARSE, ABBE; 
to regret, as a loss, tH, SB4; why regret ? 
fy t#, fy lk; I regret to be unable, BRA; 
why regret a small expense ? fij #1]. # ; does 
not regret a small expense, A [Hox #; to 
regret to part with, 3874, Pe, (A, 2; I hore 
you will not regret your steps, 324) 207§ ; to 
regret all one’s life, 4% Fy Sey th, IE EE. 

| Reeretfully, adv. To look back regretfully, [ej }#. 
Regretted, pp. 32°F ; it is to he regretted, wy fe ; 

| il is truly to he regretted, JER OY BR, HELI WY Bl. 

* Term used in Honekong o, 
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Regretting, ppr. Lamenting, AR ; 
$F, (4; repenting, [fp ih. 

Regular, a. Conformed to a rule, (e7:, HeFH, IE, | 
{iE ; constant, [A, ¥;agreeable to an estab- 

lished rule el, Re fp Jo ME, Mig LE» Hin Td» if 
IE, EF, (if, BF 5 a regular square, JEF ; re- 
cular troops, JEfe, Je T: a regular life, #77 

Fry, TERE F749 ; orderly, RAIS RAR, BR 
AGA ; to act in regular order, JEIF AME, (ESE 
ARES, SRS FFIEC, JS Akt; a regular course, 
JE4 ; an officer who obtained his rank by re- 

cular examination, E34 Fy ; the regular clergy, 

YEH 4K fil ; the regular course, sa. 
Regularity, n. (Ri, IE, Ws. 

Regularly, adv. RUF, UE RIF, 

order, Hei, OER. HE. 
Regulate, v. t. #4, Bt, ABE, +, 4, Bik, | 

- JE, ti, Be, Hee, ia, Aes AK, pee Fy UR, 42 RR, | 
(SHE, BE, HE, 7 nile » Bk, HE, Be, E; to re-| 

~ gulate a state, in e+ Tad , wi I to regulate a | 

family, #eA, TAR, WEAR; to regulate the 
mind, JEAL ft ; to regulate troops, ZL Ie, fit 
to regulate a watch, WHEW) $8 ; to regulate 
one ‘sown conduct, wes (EGE: to reculate 
music, #¢#%; to regulate rites, Hf#; to re- | 
gulate the empire, #@RP; to regulate the | 
boundaries of fields, +i] FA Ft, #4; to regulate 

by a penal code, SLI sNFf; to regulate one’s 

; grieving at, 

| 

pees in due 

self, AU74, Hite; to set in order, YEAS, BYE, | 
Po Kal, YER ; to regulate by hae til) (9: HEE 

to regulate others, $#7E. 

Regulated, pp. iS, tS, LIT. 

ORT. 
fegulation, n. FFE, Ms, Poll, HLS, ZEIE, EE ie, 
HL, PEP, 42; general regulations, iM fol, HP, 
3 #7 FZ; regulations for the army, mids, ci 
We, be i; regulations { fer pilots, isl ok LEE; 
custom-house ‘regulations, BR (35) i Fe 5 new re- 
gulations, RF, WM, WAU, Wai; to 
make new regulations, oy ae Ut. fi: acura 

ment regulations, ‘edh, REP, Er id:, SAT 
fz; family regulations, Zee, Zea, Fei; | 

treaty regulations, #*) (#, Fu #4) a FE; strict | 
regulations, {fll ; just regulations, s¢ 77. 

Regulator, n. FA, WH, EAH; the seven re- | 
eulators, GC; the regulator of a watch, #2 

#& 5a regulator clock, #694; the regulator ofa 
plough, 4%; the husband is the reoulator of | 
his wile, 4 SEW. | 

Regulus, n. jj Az. | 
Regurtitate, v. t. To pour back, ffl x. | 

[nee 58, eT, 

| Re [arsine > = ab A. Rehearsing, ppr. fi, #, @; 

Rein, 

REI 

| Rehabilitate, Ut. To restore, as a delinquent to 
a former right, rank, &e., lost or forfeited, 7 

[ep yat, BEN. 
Rehabilitated, pp. #z]e ET. 
Rehear, v.¢.; pret. and pp. reheard. FRE ; to try 

a second time, fi FE 
Rehearsal, n. Recital, 7§, &, 04, dh, "2h; nar- 
ration, fff, me; rehearsal in public, ZSzq, A 
na; the rehearsal of a dream, HPA. 

| Rehearse, v. t. fj, "3, 7§, @; to relate, i, Mt, 
Sut, pi; to rehearse and sing, pla. 

Rehearsed, pp. iii f, $7, <i; rehearsed a 

play, #758 8h 
narrating, gt. 

Reign, v. t. E, +, 74 Al, 3274 ; to begin to reign, 

fit, $E. 
Reign, n. Royal authority, BY #i; during the 

reign of, SERCAE TM, BSG, SEE, ILE; during 
the reign of sixty one years, [& §)7\-+-—4E ; 
supremacy, SpE, Pay. 

Reigning, ppr. or a. =F, 7; 

arch, BF 2a, HUGE (B®), BSE; pre- 
Tien ng, See, HE, eh 

Reimburse, v. t. To refund, Aa. je, we aA; to 
make wood, AH a, Ge iH. 

Reimbereenents n. 32 GRR, ZHI. 
reimbursing, ppr. Refunding, 2g fj; making 
good, ¥f Gf. 

Reimportune, v. ¢. FipyeRy, FERBVE. 
Reimpress, v. ¢. FEF. 
Reimprson; v. t. RSE. 

n. ‘The strap of a bridle, #8, #8, #§, 40; 
the reins held in the hand by one in a carriage, 
fz; to seize or hold the reins, #£; to hold 
the reins, Fade, BLA, Lee at); to let or give 
loose rein, F#8; to pull in the reins, whee, 
Pe ; to hold the reins of the empire, fa Bu HE, 
dy: [a HE; to give the reins, }e#k; to take the 
reins, PRE; the reins attached to a headstall 
or bridle, #&; to give up the reins, 4p/fiJ ; to 
give the reins to one’s lusts, JR. 

Rein, v.t. To govern by a bridle, $j; to restrain, 

HK. 
Reindeer, n. JE JAKE, HAZE (2). 
Reinfectious, a. Wy fi fi. 
Reinforce, v. ¢. ‘To strengthen by new assistance or 

support, as an army, je, WLIte; to give 

new foree to, HLL, Hy. 

Reinforcement, n. Additional troops, #5, Hfpte ; 
additional strength or force, ]ff7%7y; to send 
reinforcement, HE iE, Hee Ie. 

a reigning mon- 
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Reins, n. pl. The kidneys, #, J; the inward 
parts, Ji; the heart and reins, »$ 7}, ILA. 

oS HE ; to search the heart and reins, %% ¥% 

Reinsert, v. t. To reinsert, as a flag-stafl, FRR ; 
to reinsert in a paper, book, &e., Ek, FEF. 

Reinspect, v. t. FRYS FE. 
Reinstall, v. ¢. (@[E) ROR, Be ER We. 
Reinstate, v. ¢. To place again in a former state, 
GH, PEGG fe; to restore to a state from 
which one has been removed, +e fH, Fear, (& 

nv; reinstate in his former state, ZAHTS fi ; 

reinstate in his office, (Je) Jk, te] GUE. 
Reinsurance, n. Fi (far et, FE ane fie. 
Reinthrone, v.t. FEBS fir, ALE) GE fit. 
Reinvest, v. t. To reinvest, as with office or power, 

WS, He, HH 
Reinvestigate, v.t. FREE, FETE. 
Reinvigorate, v. t. SJE) FR, (EZE. 
Reis-Effendi, n. -- Hk A BE He oe fig E- 
Reissue, n. FR Hi. 

Reiterate, v. t. %, H, i, ITE, M, EM. KA. 
PEL, He Ar Bs | a gk Jak, HEB ; to reiterate 
a charge or accusation, #2 5E, 7£#; to reiterate 

_ a charge or command, RPS, SER, FEM, Ke 
. FSM ue ; to reiterate what another says, P7[n. 
Reiterated, pp. ora. #  jH; reiterated words, 

Ke Zak, shia. 
Reject, v.t. 3, BH, HEF: HAs, MI, MH, 

tit, PR, HRD, SSE, Uh, Se ERS, HE, 
_ ¥P3:, FASE, GB, GE; to reject or disdain, Afeze, 
JRE, GEN, SH); to refuse to accept, Me FF Ss, 
HF, HH) Hy: to reject evidence, 4E s¥ PE ; to 

reject verbal evidence, 4€[] fik; to reject en- 
tirely, 4EnpE, $EH4, HE jy; to reject as too little, 
ke >; to reject food, as the stomach, EH, bi 

 FWLUIRE ; to reject reproof, HEE Ba, RAY 
Bi, Fp Hh; to reject, as an officer, ME JN, AH, 
mh We ; toreject benevolence and righteousness, 
SE $e {-— 36, 116 FE (2 ¥€ ; to reject right principles, 
SEH, JEZV3E ; do not reject me, WE -F4EFK, 46 

Rejectable, a. Hy #. 
Rejected, pp. or a. E34, F3EIH ; vefused, Fem, | 
HIT ; disdained, Ae 7 ; to be rejected, Fi Fe; 
principles to be rejected, JRE 4 7 OR, FY eH. 

Rejecter, n. SE. | 
Rejecting, ppr. 4, FZ; refusing, Ae, HIS; 
. refusing to accept, $y, Hepp; disdaining, 

ER. 
Rejoice, v. i. 3, Me, BE, FREE. BEBE. HK HEM, <=") 

HSE ; I rejoice at him, F¥PKE AE, FE ft ; to 
rejoice in that which the people rejoice, 3% 

POE, SEZ SE, SL UR Tad HE, SETHE In gE; to 
rejoice with those who rejoice, and mourn with 
those that mourn, #% J\ 27 see \ 75. 

Rejoiced, pp. 3%; Lam rejoiced, FRM. 
Rejoicing, ppr. or a. it ; rejoicing exceeding- 

ly, AMR. 
Rejoicingly, adv. BRYR, HRY. 

Rejoin, vt. HEA, HLA, HHA, ME, FE. 
Rejoin, v.7. To answer toa reply, 4%, Hb, WE 

ws lela 
Rejoinder, n. #42 5% ; the defandant’s rejoinder, 

Mi Ae Zak. 
Rejoined, pp. 4j ; reunited, 7% Ais. 
Rejudge, v. t. FRA, TE FK- 

Rejudged, pp. Fa ST. (275i. 
tejuvenate, v. t. BIE] #.- 
Rekindle, v. t. FRR, (EPA, HERR, FEB; to 

rouse anew, #@#$ Hy ; to rekindle the wrath, 7% 

Re “Ae, 

TAR. 
Relais, n. A narrow walk without the rampart, 

(ied 2s Seb AAD 
teland, v. ¢. or 7. FRE FE, (2 ER. 
Relapse, v. 7. To return, Fx fi, AW fH; to relapse 

into error, FR 77 Fh, FE (KTH, FEI MB; to 

relapse into a fault, Fp{e Sf. 
Relapse, n. ##%, JZ, 7 ; to get a relapse of sickness, 

MIs, LI. DOI, Powe LER, FEI 
Relapsed, pp. ora. #2, fH#ET ; relapsed into 

error, (EF SRE. 
Relapsing, ppv. 7%, TH, 7208. 
Relate, v. t. To tell or narrate, gif, Bt, fH, dt; to 

ally by connection, #AHE. 
Relate, v. 7. To have reference to, /%, BY, iB, am 

RB, AM. BIS; to relate to wood, [# ZK. 
Related, pp.ora. Narrated, jt, a; allied by 

blood or kindred, $1 yk, 31/8), Aci. [AL [ed 
i; velated to, #f#1; nearly related, PU; 
distantly related, ff; not very closely related, 

TBE. 
Relater, n. One who tells, R39, nk, fA. 
Relating, ppr.or a. Telling, i, Bf; having re- 

lation or reference, /&, 3, i, iM, BIS, 

Relation, n. Narration, Ht, it, {8% ; reference, f§, 

Bl. AF. AONE, WAYS; in relation to, 5 
2, MEI, BIAS; kindred, #1 Ak, BB, HEA, Mitt 
ik; remote relations, ffi je; near and distant 
relations, $) Eft, A)2b3) ; my poor relations, 4 

#9; no body knows his poor relations, #4 33 Bt 
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Basile Nae polations) Ma: as no one 

to, TER, AI, OED, ARE MER, Me, Sue 
Ys they have no relation to us, (BE HE 8 : by 
relation, ffi]; relations by marriage, AB}. 

Relationship, n. fj ; the five relationships, J fj, * 
HE iy, He fy ; the celestial relationships, FER 3+ 
the nine grades of relationship, Ju #%; £ distant 
relationship, i, IX #5 Z #}; near relationship, 

PM, A, i WK 2% BL; near and distant re- 
lationships, $f ; blood melavicns ites Ay dg Bh. 

Relative, a. Respecting, if, WIR, AHS; not ab- 
solute or existing by itself, AA ARMAS; 
relative duties, ACFp, AH, AME, ARGH; the 
relative height is, H!d&Jih4y; a relative pro- 
noun, {iy # % oF; relative ideas, #A JB % BE, 

HI) 2 Ze: relative truth, AY ty Yk a. 
Relative, n. A person connected by blood, Hy fy %, 
Ok, RA ZH, Mik; the six relatives, 
FH; relatives within the nine grades of re- 
lationship, JL HE 2% Bl, HE; velatives by 
marriage, WAH, A Ni relatives of a different 
surname, 32}, #B HE 2 HL, Fae 2 L; your 
relative, said to one’s son-in-law’s father or 
uncles, 16 ; your relative’s brother, Age 5G ; 
to marry relatives, 34 MF ; the relatives of one’s 
husband, #}4¢; to lean on one’s relatives, }} 

# JE- 
Relatively, adv. A A Ys Th FE A, FAB fy ; vela- 

tively to us, AmgG, Hs FR. 
Relax, v.t. To slacken, ¥%, Sk#%, BFK, FKEH; to 

make less severe, "FSP, He, TEAS, naps i 
to relax a rope, $Zffr ; to pele ones mind, '& 

dt, #F Bot. FE ath, AFG IG, Wes he 
will relax nothing, (AWE, UAH EE ; 
to relax one’s ardor, #2 3%, #FP5K- 

Relaxation, n. WHEE, IPB, FIP HH, KE | 

TP a, Wet 2. 
Relaxed, pp. or a. Slackened, ¥% 3, 4k #4 38, FR 

FE; made less rigorous, WRAY, “Hee fy, 
Relaxing, ppr. ora, Slackening, $4, fi ¥%; abat- 

ing in rigor, #6, Hea, BEME. 
Relay, n. A supply of horses ek on o el 

asaray of horses, — [x if Fj, SE fa 

relay of dogs, — DRE H), SHR? A: 
joy, HOLE Me. 

Release, v1. FE, FEC HER. WL, HR. 

3a 

Bi ££ ; to release a prisoner, FEAL{E ; to release, | 
as from an obligation, %, Lao to release any | 

BES 5 | 
one from a promise, Ti NES SS, HEB 

__* These are : BE, R¥-, SUH, Feat, Wig. t These are: 
RFs LY, Fh. t See ='F48 line 48-47. 

Ene of | 

to relinquish a right, as to lands or tenements, 

NE, SE, ED. 
Release, n. FES, HH; a quit-claim, A, 

Wo it 
ip. 

Released, pp. FET. Ik. HT ; freed from pain, 

PR San. fa Tn: 
Releaser, n. FE #%, KH, AH. 
Releasing, ppr. F¥, Tk, H, FEW. 
Relegate, v.t. PAH, FUE. See Banish. 
Relent, v. i. To feel compassion, #8 jf, #24 th, 
FEHR: to become more mild and tender, jf¥ 

we; to soften, #&Aciik; to grow moist, #81, 
#E ii]; the heat relents, 3% ; his wrath relents, 

{PEAS G., MUSE TT 12 
Relented, pp. Softened in | temper, ARS, THR 
Relenting, ppr. TR, BSR, FE, HUD. LT: 
Relentless, a. Unrelenting, 406 }#§ iS 2S RE a 3 

Jove 2 ae oe 

cruel, 77, PRE, ARE, SE; unpitying, Me 

BGI, Sm BE aT 5. 
Relentlessness, n. (RARE, 724, EH. 
Relevance, Relevancy, n. 23/8, Wott, WB. 
Relevant, a. Lending aid or support, Hh fy; 

pertinent, [J], J, 3/8; important, Bese ; 
applicable, & ; appropriate, Ax. 

Relinble, a. BI, HAL, BG, (SBME, IL. 
2elinbleness, Reliability, n. BW i #, Me ai, 

TY aS, BY ESE. 
Reliance, n. (pi, HBL TENE HEMT HRRL HEE, 

HE (ik, dee AA0A, An{=; reliance in God, fF 
Ib, FE -¥ ; place no reliance in it, 

4 (Ili, AY (= 2s entire reliance, Ase, AM. 
Relic, n. That which remains, #44 ; the remains 

of a deceased person, 3#-7} ; sacred relics, 24%, 
JEEP; relics of Buddha’s body, SAF. 

Relict, n. A widow, AF, FE-BRUE. 

| Relied, pp. fT, HUT, cE T. 
Relief, n. Relief of pain, fi ie HR, tH, KR: 

that which mitigates or removes pain, jg7q 3, 

44% ; the relief,as of sentinels, #aPE; the 
relief of an army, #ele, FEE, HF ; to send 

| relief to the poor, WH, PR, Ae ; letters 
cut in relief, fy; high relief (alto relievo), 
Te f4; low relief (basso relievo), (Eh fry; demi 
relief (demi relievo), 42." fry; no means of 

relief, £3) 77 fR. 
| Relieve, v. t. To set free wholly or partially, as 

from pain, &e., jee, BE; to succor, Hh, FHI; 
to succor, as the poor, WR, Ae Be, ae kr, Be, He 
FS, UPR, PE; to set free from any burden, 

~ FE, FR; to relieve from pain, PR Fy, He He HG; 
to relieve the poor, B&H, WH, KA, HRA 
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i, WEF : to felicve one’s fecassitiew: se ic, Jy 
# ; to relieve people in sickness and distress, 
pk J JE ¥# ; to relieve the mind, WH, #0, 
$F; to relieve sufferings, FPF, RHE, PAE. 

Relieved, pp. ‘fj, $23 ; relieved, as from pain, 
HRCI, PET, HREST ; relieved, as the poor, 
#858, WAH ; he is relieved from all sufferings, 

TET AC FAMEME, ft dn SH oe HE. 
Relieving, ppr. or a. Relieving, as from pain, jfk 

&€, ME; relieving, as the mind, , ¥%, ff; 
relieving, as the poor, #%; assisting, Ff I ; 
relieving, as a sentinel, #44 ; relieving, as an 

army, te, HAR. 
Relivo, n. Cut in relivo, Zp", HZ". 
Relight, v.t. To light anew, as a lamp, fH #4, 

#54; to relight, as a fire, PEIF. 
Religion, n. 3, #cPY; the religion of Jesus, Jp 
ik Fk; the Roman Catholic religion, R#% ; 
the orthodox religion, }F%; the religion of 

the literati, (4%; the religion of Buddha, #% 
#, Gh ; * the religion of the rationalists, 74 
%; the Mohammedan religion, Je] Je] #e; to 
enter a religion, A #x, jf %, J Fe; to follow 
a religion, #£%k,{3 (£ 2% ; to pr puaeie a relig- 
ion, ff %¢; to forsake a religion, 15 th Kt 
3# Hc; an idolatrous religion, & we Be Bi RR: 
the three religions of China, =H 

Religious, a. Pertaining to religion, BH#, FE. 

Hf; godly, me. Ke te; vigid, fe; relig- | 
ious hooks, #e ae 44 BH jE KE, E ; to lead a relig- | 
ious life, 2 $x, fk 34, (EF 3H; religious duties, 
HFp ; a religious person, (58 ae $e 3 Fi fs 
#; religious debates, #f#; a house for relig- | 
ious worship, #e#* ; a religious house or con- 
vent, {5 $4 BE, HeGE; religions robes, j} HK; 

religious tenets, #x(*. 
Religiously, adv. Piously, LUE, WAVE. 
Relinguish, v. ¢. To withdraw from, 38 ; a leave, 

WE, fil, #2, EH, ET SE, WE, EE, 
ja BY; to relinquish an enterprise, ae, to 
relinquish a right, #8 #£, #8 3eHES* ; will you | 
relinquish this ? (fp #748 JE a. 

Relinquisher, n. #84, 384%, fl #. BEF. 

| 

Reliquix, n. pl. Remains of the dead, He, sr. | q ’ P Sx B 

Relish, n. A taste, Wk, U& 34, Hz i: a sense of 
mental pleasure, PEK, WH, PRR; a relish 

for faction, 4-44 ; a relish for elegant litera- 

ture, IEA : a relish for books, 2293p, B75E; to | 
perceive the relish, RUA, FRI; no relish for 

food, We Fey AHL, 7 AS ih tif, As Ee ’ ABER E 5 ? z 

~ * See Buddha. 

good relish, #¢ EU, HF FY —; to have a relish 

of, Fy SED. 
Relish, v. ¢. or 7. AF, 8%, We; to relish a taste, Al] 

Hit OH, Ho Uk, Fa fs: to relish the beauties of 
a style, piel a; to relish one’s words, IAL 
2, IOS ; these relishes of pedantry, JEA 

UE ZK. 
Relive, v. 7. 7248, Hk. 

Relucent, a. AA, jEK. 

Reluctance, Reluctancy, n. Af 3x, JAR SR. 
Reluctant, a. Aff, BE, AR, HEME RR, We Be, We Be. 
Reluctantly, adv. (ERE, HEBEL, A.B, WR. 

Rely, v. ¢. G8, (3, (4H, (SE, inl HE il, Hi 
Hh, it iit iy Fe i Wi a, DE RD vee nothing to 

rely oe Se JG) AME, ane BF (AF HE, ane Be (25 SRE Sp 

4; to rely on God, ff i ag, Hem _b ie. 
SCHL #5; to rely on one’s wealth, [¥ 4 $8. 
1 Hy; to rely on the abundance of wealthy a5 

4 & ; to rely on influence, }} 3k, i HE 
to rely on one’s merit, AFH WA, (kT (&; to 
rely on others, (FAM, 52 VA 5 to rely 
on Buddha, #4 fap. 

Relying, ppr. 454 HNL, SCHL HE RB. 
Remain, v.i. To continue, to last, [a, FF, A”, 

oPy ; to tarry, FAYE, BEE, RISEN. HERE, 
to stay, BCE, BeBy. Ta Be. WBZ; to dwell, JF 
£, BEE; to remain, as marks, BY, je By; to 
remain over, #i], &, ERI), BERR ; there remain, 
£4,320. 7% ; there remain only, i] Aja, 
EH), |]; there remain, there are besides, 
Jt4&b, Roh; it remains to be proved, j¢ Bar 
#5yE; he did remain with us, {B 9}; that 
which remains, 2H: €, By @, 2: & Bi; what 
remains to be done with it? 3% 4 4z 7& + (fk 
We ; no murderers remain fee FE 22 to remain 
poor, SFA. 

2 aeee 

Remainder, n. #]], AR, Be, ERE, HIT. ART ; the 
remainder, 3£@%; there is a remainder, AH, 
4 & ; the remainder of an account, fe YX; the 
remainder of one’s life, #4. 

Remaining, ppr. or a. eat, Hyg, Tay 
remaining for ever, i, 7; remaining with 
one, NE. ln) JE ; remaining over, ¥l, ER ; 
the remaining portion, FEGAZ} ; only a little 
remaining, $i) 43 BE. 3) 48 | money remain- 

ing, fa $2. Hi) FR. 
Remains, n. pl. Hel], AR, fR; eas of food, fh 

Fi $24. ORI, BE: remains of rice, S/H, BE : the remains of a person, fg; the remains of a 
deceased person in a coffin, SAK. 

| Remand, v. . BhsH NG, BEIELA, 6 UE. 4 TE] 2: 
6H 
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to remand a prisoner, (Hea IE. 

Remark, a. Wat, Jp BL FE; to make a remark, 

if, HE, aR. 
Remark, 4 i#, St; 

Wh, SL, B. 
To observe, ag, to notice, 

aE ae it a Extend nan, ye, SE, JE 
JL; strange, Hi Ay, BE 2}; wonderful, ZF ¥; 
emine a it 4t, #8 JL; a remarkable person, 

wy Wee ZA, eS 
a person of feeRaLlON talent, 47 APE Ns a 
person of remarkable fame, 4% BB Hie Ay; a 
remarkable event, Polite ZH. 

RKemarkableness, n. Rie 2 3. 
Remarkably, adv. #8 38, HE, de; remarkably 

heautiful, 4-5} Se, Pa SE, AR FR. [5s 
Remarked, pp. of 38, Bti& ; observed, pipih, 38. 
Remarking, ppv. Observing, fi, Hl; expressing 

in words, ak, St, Ht. 
Remarry, v. t. JE. 
RKemasticate, v. ¢. fie, HAME. [4 AY. 
Kemediable, a. By fc, A fa PE ; curable, Wl Be, He 
Remedied, pp. Cured, $2 jf ; repaired, #j8, Hi; 

repaired, as an evil, [RR j& ; not to be remedied, 

be DES fap 5 et As fk - 
Kkemediless, a. HE BEAM, AL HERE fy, BEAT: fig. 
Remedy, 2. That which cures diseases, Ze if Ads 

258 
EF. His, PIE, HIE, wl, HE, MP ; no remedy, 
Mj, MEET, SEH; id, Meal; past remedy, Ae 
iF NPS, MEAS {iy ; to use a remedy, FATy, JAE 

F. SARE. 
Remed sp t. ‘lo cure 

BR; to repair, ¥j. 

Remedying, ppr. Curing, as a disease, & ; reme- 
dying, as an evil, BR; restoring, #4 HH, (2s 4g-. 

Remember, v. t. at, REZ, TE, FE, Zk 5 to recollect, 
all it, FEEL, ke, AAA ; to remember care- 

fully, Fete, Bat, 2282; can or do remember, 
at fg, aA ; to remember constantly, 2a% 
&S, SJE REE : to engraye on the inward parts, 
soas to remember it, {RIL A, SoyHe Ee, sf 

YTS ; to remember perfectly and carry out 
in practice, AkFL i I2%7; do you remember 

this? fpad tsDC M9 TT HE, Hl 
me to him, fi] Pe{, # FE, PY & ; remember me, 
nl @ 4k, AA ni AK; to remember one, 7} yt ; 
remember God, 72 4 _E #7; cannot remember 

it, FAME fe, RIE HW, BE Ay ; to remember with 
veneration, (ab. a:al, ; to remember and keep 

it, i FZ 
plas otf, ET kemembered, pp. 

a5 Z. I; SF BLA, T 

, KE ; to remove, as an evil, 

(890) 

Ij 73:5 general term for a remedy, | 

ff GLUE 7 ; remember | 

REM 

Remembrance, n. #27 ; to keep in remem imac, 

BES, HES to come to remembrance, pe 
to put in remembrance, {ii #7, (LEAS, (i te; 
in remembrance of, [) 4 ae; a token of remem- 

brance, 7H 9. 

Remembrancer, n. A recorder, = 7k FF ; a remem- 
brancer, #@ #2. 

Remind, v.t. (iit, KB, Bi nes ar, PERE, feiss, 
| ae 

ee) wits 

Reminding, ppr. (at, RS 
Reminiscence, n. ptt ZH, 
Remiss, a. Dilatory, b B, ee Se, ae, 

, Be, BE. DLR, rag rR, TRE, 51S, SF at 

for, EAE, hy, FST, 47 HL; not performing 

duty or business, 4e, ERIE, Hebel, WH, We, 

Bits, FFE; remiss and trifling, WHE; remiss 
in deciding causes, #A Ae He Gy, PEA RAs re- 
miss in the affairs of government, [S(sp BBL, 

STALE; thoughtless, (#B, aes 
Remission, n. Abatement, ip. tak! ; relaxation, 
Lace AAS, fen; release; Ee ; lorgiveness, HK, 
4. 43; remission of taxes, Mt, B50 FS ta ; 
the remission of sin, JEZ i, HSE; to ask re- 
mission, >A, HEH; remission of a disease, Jy 

i. 
Remissive, a. Forgiving, i, if. 
Remissly, a Ban BA, i RS. 
Remit, v.t. To relax, #%, $% 2, HR, ERE, ab 32, & 

AN — PEAD, TET ; to remit as sin or a 
fault, a, A, HA, J; to remit, as taxes, HA, 8B 
ii; to remit, to give up, #8, 4; to remit, to 
restore to liberty, #, fk; to remit, to send 
back, (i #¥, (iC, Ele] fe ; to remit the punish- 

zat - 

ment, Jf); to remit a fault, SA 5E, HeSE ; to 
remit entirely, 3 (i, F&F By Hi; to remit 
money, @- Hk ; to remit a money order, Af §R Hi ; 
to remit the taxes, #8 SA $84; to remit an ac- 
count, suis; to remit rent, 4A, ghFlL. 

Remit, v. 7. To slacken, #%. 
Remittal, n. A giving up, ¥. 
Remittance, n. Remittance of money, Ag ; the 

sum remitted, Py Ay Ff. 
Remitted, pp. Relaxed, #47f ; forgiven, 4S, 4 
J; sent back, (ii, file); given up, #7; 
transmitted to a distant place, Af. (hE. 

Remittent, a. J; remittent fever, NFR ZA 
temitter, n. The remitter of money, $y # ; one 
who pardons, #4, A. 

Remitting, ppr. Relaxing, $<; abating, ink for- 
giving, ff, je; sending back, (i HH, Fle]; 
transmitting, as money , bills, &e., A. 

|| Pees n. be osanes et, ‘ERM, fds, aA, ce 
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F 3, HER the: reninant of a 1 people, ff Be, KE | Remove, v. ¢. To remove, as from office, 4, Zh, 

ZRH, WEE; no remnant (of the people) was | 

left, BE 3H; a remnant of fire, MF; rem- 
nants of silk, #3), #y), 3, We-F. tee ; remnants 
of food, RR, f# ; fragments left, #R hy; rem- | 
nants of goods, i], # ; remnants of cloth, 

i PE. 
Remodel, wv. ¢. Fip#si, FE fil). 
Remold, Remould, v. t. Hp. 

Remonstrance, n. a, i ads a6, 7; 
remonstrance, Jf sy; remonstrance 

Roman Catholics, 32 776k. 

Remonstrant, n. 73%, RH. 
Remonstrate, v. 7. or t. Bh ae, BH, Bt, HE, aS, 

Wh ik, EHR; to remonstrate with the sovereign, 

ak; to gently remonstrate with a superior, 

Remonstrated, pp. WHET. 
Remonstrating, ppv. #haik, of. [%- 
Remora, n. Obstacle, #4; the sucking fish, PEG 

Remorse, n. ilk, Wile, SE lie, Ti. KN, BAB 
22> ; deep remorse, #E}ie E, 46 ; remorse of | 
conscience, yt $e lip th, NOE IEIL + pity, Et, 

to listen to 

among 

mi 

WEB) ; to feel ee SE lhe. 
Remorseless, a. 486 [fy (JE pices fat 2% yt), ARE RE 

ity 5 cr uel, WS S72; Lae Rud: 

BRemorselessl y , ade. 
Remote, a. Distant in eae ji, if, GB, dix, 5h, 

Wei, iE, CELE, 5H VE; distant in time, Joye, 
Ot, HE, A gg. WE; remote, as descendants, jf, 

ia, 2ove > remote, as relationship, St, RIK ; 
remote froin, EES , we ; remote in theextreme, 

Pe, Ace, UR HESE ; remote from court, Pie 

Bye; remote ages, #{k; remote antiquity, 

Lh. t &, EG ; remote causes, EW; remote 
ideas, (7%; remote and near, PEE, seis; 

near and remote, as relations, $f. 

Remotely, adv. 34, jB£; remotely related, ffi; re- 
motely separated, PEBE, FASE ALE, FA BIEAT iE, 

Wie Bey. 
Remoteness, n. jf; i. 
Remount, v. ¢. or 7. FRESE, (LE. 
Remoyability, x. Remoyability, as from an office, 

_ WRK, BLA; capacity of being displaced, 

BY, BY iit. 
Removable, a. Removable, as from an office, BY 

#i, BY Bh, We, Bh ; removable, asa calamity, 

BY if. Pl HR, BY fa. 
Removal, ». Removal from office, FE), Baye ; 

remoyal to another place, #R WN, BHM, 

JP II!) 
——+ 

RK, BS, LUE Zo 

ffx (=); to remove, as to another place, 4% 

iG, tk, tie, B. , om ERS, ete, ae ; to 

remove, as food, iby, Fat, Fak, ffi; to remove, 

as a calamity, ff, 4%, PR: to remove food, 47% 

ie, Fi BE We Re, ee fixH ; to remove food 

and leave the table, 47 J8 ti Ae ; remove the 

table cloth, MeAe (i ; to seating from, as a cover, 
i, #%, ME; to remove from, as a wooden 
mould, est #8 HIN? ; to remove a calamity, 
GS, Hen. KR; to remove sickness, PR yy : 
to remoye ee fizz; to remove from. office, 

WE, BM, GE; to remove to another place, 

WEAN. ELE GIB, HEA HP; to remove 
to another place to live, #i kt, #E Je, 325 i. 
# J& ; to remove to a distance, 3%, jad EZ: 
to remove the capital, 32: 4B ; to remove a court, 
38 HPY; to remove a plant, FPF; to remove 
a dificulty, PEIE; to remove by killing, 2%; to 
remove by banishment, [ff] ji. 

Remove, n. Change of place, #% Jé, j#8}%. 
Removed, pp. ora. Removed, as from oftice, Hef ; 

removed, as one’s residence, #% f, 3 JEL: 
placed far off, 342% 5 remote, jx; separate from 
others, BE; a removed woman, XE, #7 HEY tay. 
44 ABE fi ; removed to Canton, jt: Je APH. 

Remoying, ppr. Changing place, Ht, #%, j8 Jy : 

removing, as a calamity, jf}, %; removing, as 

an evil, #; banishing, fil ie. 

Remunerable, a. BJ 4k, BP], PY BH. 
Remunerate, v.¢. To reward, 40, 2, BA, GNGF. pH 

aff ; to recompense, 4h, fit, PNA, FRE: to 
repay, 324%, i234; to remunerate a laborer, 
fi! 7. $8, $A 1H, HE TBE; to remunerate one 

for his trouble, BASE, Bh See. (A aF. 
| Remunerated, pp. 4h, AS, BAF TS, sy Ney 
Remunerating, ppr. Rewarding, 4, 7, Bs re- 

compensing, fq, 3%. 
Remuneration, n. Reward, 32 §R, Hf, AH FR: 

compensation, (2 9k, BSE. 
Romumerative, a.’ 3} fry, YAS MEE; a remunerative 

undertaking, 4? 7 af. 
Renal, a. Pertaining to the kidneys or reins, i 

renal blood vessels, Ae ie. 
Renascent, a. AEN. 
Rencounter, n. A meeting of two bodies, AB dif : 

a meeting in opposition or contest, #A lg; a 

rencounter of armies, FAW, AHF, Wy BAI. 

Rencounter, v. t. (5383, ait. 
Rend, v.t.; pret. and pp. rent. To tear, 3, = 

TE Ni, PRB ; to burst, t Hk, HWE st toenail 

ts 
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the earth, land, Ge., JE, A; to rend open, A 

bij; to rend to pieces, Be RE, A RE, JR RE, POPS 
to rend the air, 24q; rend your heart and not 
your garment, 32 fff tJ 3 fd HK ; to rend the 
earth, 3 hh; to rend asunder, Fei, BEM, 
1 

hid. 
Render, v. t. To return, 3, BU, KV, MRE, AK; 

to make or cause to be, 4», fi, Be, fH; to 
translate, #FAE, hE; tosurrender, jf; to alford | 

or assist, Jf; to render thanks, #ikait, MaGt, aM 
Me, Mit; to render a name, AEA, Mak ; to 
render assistance, $I, Hf 3 to render one’s | 
self disagreeable, Je IV ARBE, JR OUARES, 4) JV 

IKE, ; long whiskers render a person hateful, 

HN) CS 4 AR; to vender an account, Je] A, 7 
fr, WCsr; to render nugatory, He (He) FHM 
JA, M804; to vender familiar, [f{72); to yield, | 

Rendered, pp. or a. Returned, {83h, HEH, 3 
HHS; made, 4>3%, (ET; translated, AR ; | 
afforded, H/yjk. 

Rendering, ppr. Returning, fx, ff; giving back, | 
iH HW; making, #, (i; translating, iE ; render- 

ing assistance, Jj, pli. 
Rendezvous, ne TW ALE 7 Af: Ji, RAH 2 HE 5 

a rendezyous for thieves, *. 
Rendition, n. Surrender, Bgl}, BKC. MY. 
Renegade, Renegado, n. HAH, RK, Hla K- 

Renew, v. t. SM, (8 BE REE, TOM. (ER, 
(ERK, WR, sae, WEYF; to renew an old cus- 
tom, #EFFAH; to renew the heart, PfAk yy; to. 
renew one’s self, Fy#f; to renew day by day, 
Ai, A AY; to renew by the lathe, FAI; 

3%; to renew one’s youth, fe) xX; to renew 
the attack, 7 7@; to renew a treaty, (FAs 
fe; to renew an engagement, JE Aly, Loe 

lil. 
Renewal, n. (O38, WA, WY; renewal of 

heart, FRAGA. Wom a. 02246; renewal of 
life or conduct, a4E, (S449, BA- 

Renewed, pp. or a. 4S Sf RM, Hs TR, WRF; vre- 

newed his engagement, f<FyP TF A [AJ ; re-estab- 
lished, #@ vy if. 

Renewing, ppr. ora, HE MH, 4, {is ¥H, Ue MM. XT, 

Reniform, a. PFI AS. | (MH. 
Renitance, Renitaney, ». The resistance of a body 

to pressure, J Ue, FAH; moral resistance, 
Ii Hi, fA ; reluctance, Rife Ge, Ate fx. 

Ronitent, a. Ji it, JEBC AY, A finale. 
Rennet, rn. Runnet, ff} Ay B89. 
Renounce, v. t. ‘To cast off, 98, 88, GH’, HE a, 

(892) 
KER, BR; to refuse to own, ME RB, AR Ge; to 

recant, #$, JQ; to relinquish, pf 08, Bt AIH ; 
to renounce the world, =e (lt, #8 (lk, HIE, BHIE ; 
to give up, aff ; to renounce one’s faith, 7 {§ ; 
to renounce allegiance, #§ JQ; to renounce a 

right, 44%; to renounce vain thoughts, FRR 
Renounced, pp. 427, HO, FT. | jit 

| Renouncing, ppr. Rejecting, 4, 4&8 ; disown- 
ing, Mt We, Ar Be, A GE; renouncing, as faith 
or allegiance, 79, JX. 

Renovate, v. t. Mt, BL UTR, 2, ALM, BM, 4k, 
FETE UCI; to renovate the heart, #fatygp ; to 

renovate the people, 3 t, WR, 4b. 
| Renovated, pp. or a. HFT, UM T, MI T- 
| Renovating, ppr. or a PR, (2s, UM, UH, AE. 
| Renovation, n. Uti #, MMH, BIH. 
Renown, n. % #E, #E%, %, % BS; a scholar of 

great renown, KAA. 

Renowned, a. 4% 8, 47 $4", Fi EY; a renowned 
Statesman, 44 ft; a renowned scholar 4% BR ; to 
he renowned, 47 % #¥ A; renowned for, #7 HE 
4%; wonderful, Boys, Zp Fe fy. 

| Rent, pp. of rend. Torn asunder, AJ, BET, HR 
| 3 torn, Wey, 1. 
| Rent, n. Fissure, fh, S8, HEKR, HE; the rent, 
| as of gems, Bey. 

Rent, n. FLSR, FLA; ground rent, {Fl HE: 
to pay rent, #4 fil, 2 fH FR, BRA; to collect 
rent, WCF; to reduce the rent, FEF] ; to raise 
the rent, Uff, ; rent paid (or to be paid) in ad- 
vance, AW) fil; security for the rent, fH ffl; to 
deduct from the rent, Sif; rent paid in 
money, ¥¢ fl; rent paid in grain, #& fH, #, 
FLAK, FFT; tor rent, JRGY, BHT; rent book, 
fil ih. 

Rent, v. t. fil, 4%; to rent a house, #L RH; to rent 
to another, Hf}; to rent an estate, #3. 

Rent, v. 7. To let for rent, HIG. 
Rent-roll, x. FHL If. 
Rentable, a. PY FL, #L EGR. 
Rented, pp. FI, Ti 3&. 
Renter, v. t. FEAR, RAH. 
Renting, pp. Fil, 4. 
Renunciation, n. Rejection, 4& 3, 48k ; abjura- 

tion, 774; relinquishment, jj€ # ; renuneia- 
tion of one’s right, 38 hF34; renunciation of 
one’s fuith, 7§ ff #4; renunciation of allegi- 
ance, 7A, Fi. 

Reobtain, v. t. AH, Ble, WG. 
Reopen, v, t, JE BH. i& i. 

Reordain, v.t. (RPE. 
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Reorganize, v. t. To reorganize, as a society, i 

nes LIE. 
Bepacily v.t. QA, GLa. 
Repack, v. ¢. To repack, as a ball, FR 

to repack, as a box, fipe 
Repair, v. t. (&, i. (5 Ail f (is se He, (%e 

il, A, (oR 

oh, WAT ed 

injury, @i2, MERC; to repair a leak, Pig; 
to repair a wate, (2s dee I) he PH; to repair a 

prison, GB, Cte. $8 GAEL: 
ments, #jiid 2. AAC, ALR. 

Repair, n. cna ation, Fj iy, Wea, | 
Repair, v. 

repair ioe Peking, EWA, €b 2; to repair to 
Canton, #24 dR, HEH I; to repair to the 
market, 4p it, #258, FSH. 

Repairable, a. BY Ah, PE, HE GV. 

Repaired, pp. CET, PEK, Wis8. AL. 
Repairing, ppr. fe, (E#, Fj, #8. 

Reparable, a. BYE, CEA. MG. AAi s repara- 
ble injury, a7 AAME 

Reparation, n. Repair, (%, (4s, @fjeF ; compen- 
sation, A fj, Hs fA, WS HANS ; to make repara- 
tion, Ys aj, Wi ae, a TH ferro of honor, 
As A; no reparation, MEMS, Ae -¢f. 

Reparative, a. #)fJ. 
Repartee, n. Sharp at repartee, J2, ix 2, WHF. 

Repass, v. t. pith, SPE. 
Repast, n. Meal, 4, Ji; food, #4; victuals, {Kk 

& ; a light repast, Fr, Bay. 

i fit. 

Repay, v. t. ie, Wis i, AS ie ii ix As fit, 4 iii, 

ME, We, BE, LAW; to repay a loan, Hesie, 3 
fj, ta RIE ; to repay the bargain money, ie 
TYE FR; to repay money, je Fi; to repay a 

visit, Je] FF ; to nepal « ane SRA. 

Repayment, n. Wr#h, Ah Aye, xe ai. 
Repeal, v.t. ‘To make sf by an authoritative 

act, JRE ah, JRE SE, BR, AE, A]; to repeal a law, 

REWRITE, EI. RID: PRG. 
Repealability, Repealableness, n. BY JR§ 4, JRS Je 
Repealable, a. BY jE Hh. 14. 
Repealed, pp. Jé§ Hy ih. > 
Repealing, ppv. Jf i, ie #, ER. 

Repeat, vt a Hh OL, Bi. TRA WHOL, BRA 
=, BR, PRE, AML, MR; to repeat what has 

been said, Fi =a i (2 Ut ik ZF; to repeat in 

words, int, BS. BA. BS. wivk, mp EE | 
FR St, A ig, HE alk; to repeat from memory, #5, 
4; to repeat a reckoning, =f, Et ; to 

repeat a work, aa (hk, i ffi, (TT. HE, SE; 

e pee cin i | 

; to repair a ship, (Me, fi (5 REIT 

to repair a loss, i Se, Ape; to repair an | 

to repair gar- | 

To go to, +, €b, 3B, ai, ih, t£ ; to) 

( 893 ) REP 

to repeat an offence, 7@J@ ; to repeat a signal, 
FET PRE; to repeat a lesson, #FR, AE; to 
repeat over and over again, af Arn, FER, 
=A ZS, I EG ; to repeat a visit, LFF fm. 

tepeated, pp. ora. (%j8, FAL; repeated the 
words, 7 3t 1k; he will believe if he has 
repeated proofs, Bz ike thee BY Jf. 
speatedly, adv. BA, Ish lk, FECE, BRR. AR, Jak = ~~ 

A, BOT, a. PR AOR, HE 
= FRG, Vere HE; to tell repeatedly, Wp ith, oF 

pee nee ate FE to do repeatedly, Shh, {ik 

Rif; to say repeatedly, FEM wk; came re- 
peatedly, B36, JAF]; repeatedly declined, 

WEE, FR AE. 
Repeater, n. i, 75H ; a repeater watch, FER. 

| Repeating, ppr. or a. fi, 7, GH. . FE. MM. 

Repeating circle, n. PER, LE. 
Repel, v. t. Uk, 4B. AEE, HRI, FT, EMS, 

Cine, $8 aim, HCH, AU, HE, {Hi ; to repel utterly, 
if H8 ; to repel an attack, fxs, FER, BHA; 
to repel an attack of one’s character, 9 DE #, 

PRG. #6 al. 

Repelled, pp. 48 T, HK TART. AMT. MT, 
TALE T. 

Repellency, n. #R IG 2% PE, dE 2 Hb 2. 
Repellent, a. Able to repel, 40 75. OPE, Ge FR A; 

tending to repel, ff fry, AU AY, 4B ORAM; repellent 

medicine, 95 AK, TUG 4E, SHAE; a repellent 
countenance, Ik 47 27 3h. 

Repeller, n. 422%, 0%, PRM, TA CEMR. 
Repelling, ppr.or a. Driving back, JR AQ, 37H; 

resisting approach, #8, #&, 33, #RIH, PELE, 1H 

ff. 

Repent, v. 7. Tip, HR, Tile. Baie, Rolie, Te) ge ; 
to repent of sin, {7 3B; to repent of error, ee 

Sih, He 3, BE Nie ; to reform, ‘ig FE US iE, Thy ee, ‘ig 
JE A i; 1 repent, Fe liv th. FRR IK ; to repent 
sincerely, #kat lip SE ; to repent bitterly, FRR, 

le Yh; to repent very much, 4 fa th ; to 

repent when too late, LUE GH, Wi A 2, tig Z2E 
Ha, SE Tap AN AR, Ty AgHE ; to repent and weep, 

Tig SET UK- 
Repentance, n. yh, ie #5 a general repentance, 
Se ty, sii tye ; after repentance, 7% tie; bitter 
repentance, 4 li, 74 i; contrition, ijt); re- 
pentance is the road to prosperity, ‘te # AGH 
2” ; in the grave there is no repentance, Jif 

ESSE OATS lig SE. 
Repentant, a. Af ligt, lM 20, A : 

repentant tear, Tip ye. [ YS. 
Repented, pp. MET, TART ; repented of sin, ‘fig 
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Repeople, v. t. (£1 AN (E- 
Repertory, n. fi; a magazine, ki. 

Repetition, n. MA, BA, Bi, Kei; 
of an act, 7£ fff; repetition of words, #B, K 

tion, #734, BAA; reiteration, # # RB, 
Ke kt 72 78 ; to strictly forbid a repetition of, #& 
WIP RK; the repetition in mathematics, s +i. | tet 

Repetitional, a. Fe Aa HR, He TBA. 

Repine, v. 7. 28, |E¥E ; to repine at heaven, 92K; 
the superior man does not repine at heaven, E 

F AZZ; to repine at fate, 78 GP ; to repine 
at poverty, 724 ; you need not repine, IE {ii ZB; 
to feel inward discontent which preys on the 
spirits, Se 

Repined, pp. 22 J. 

Repining, ppr.,a.or n. ¥&, BF 

ing, KERB. 
teplace, v.t. To put again in the former place, 

Hea, PETE) Je he, ATE fk, 71 fii ; to refund, 
Aa, ike, Wi, SoA, HN, APE; replace 
the catches in the carrying beam, Zp Jp yAso FF 
HA; replace a bowl! in that pipe-stem, jf (14 

ee 
Replaced, pp. or a. Hef f ; vepaid, Wray. 
Replacing, ppr. Fei, Bi; repaying, Wh <a. 
Replant, v. ¢. PERT, Hin, WAG, FHL. 
Replenish, v.¢. To fill, 7, Jé#i, Zi, Boia; to 

replenish the treasury, jjlkldi, Jeoahlmi, Aa 
Replenished, pp. 3 J, iif s- | lili. 
Replete, a. Full, #§, &, 3, #f; replete with 

danger, jf fa. 
Repletion, n. Jeis, Zin; 

ia JL. 
Replevy, v. ¢. To take back, feel. 

5B 
Nee SN > 

given to repin- 

repletion of the body, 

Replication, n. Answer, 3p ik, 2 22 ah ; re- 
joinder, sees 

Replied, pp. 4 jf, af 
Replhier, n. Be, ae 

Reply, v.i. 4, @, Ne. ei, Ble] » lejart, Te) 
B> le) it, Me ? (i, F (2, =, fie ; to reply to 

a letter, (# Je] ze, Je] a3; to reply to a petition, 
HLE], kas 3 to reply favorably, Ht; to reply 
instantly, Gj) 4, FE "y ; to reply, as an echo, fg 
$e 

lehak, a 
, WE; to give a ee YS 

je] (ie lelak, JE 5 a reply in writing 

ie) A> ae ys> 7 tS Ee IB (i offic ial reply, 

ile), Hk. HEE; made no reply, kA, WR, 

AH}, WETe] ah ; made no reply at all, FAME ; 

>to makea 

, Ti 
lela, 

Reply, n. 423, lei 
reply, JWR 

(894) 

| Replying, ppr. 
repetition | 

REP 

a | reply to, 0 a question and reply, BAS. 

4, Bt, WE WE. 

Repolish, v. ¢. FRIESE. 

| Report, v. t. or 7. 3, EL, HLSR, Apes, WW, fh, HR 
a2e LH, BEL se Hh e ‘repel | Fi, Hh4E, $2 {FZ ; to report on a commission, or 

on orders received, (fir, EL Gy; to report in 
person, hy; to report to the emperor, [it # ; 
to report the hour, 37k HF ; to report to the 
throne, 4s, Pei ds, HA ; to report the detention 
of an officer, AFF; to report a ship, #R APF; to 
report falsely, #Z]e] ¥R. 

Report, n. 3, ¥fcHt ; report of a cargo, 32 Hi ; 
to send up a report, #€ |- 3 a report upon or- 
ders received, 1 gp; common fame, fi], BA; 
a good report, “ER, Atl]; « person of good 
report, 4 2 4 PEN, SE%42% A; a person of 
evil report, 32% RR, aa report of a gun, 

JOE; rumor, Hee, HE, AER, HEB, UE, 
wh, Hl fl, % fy]; to repeat a report, {4 fig, 
(Rite, i tax BS ; to spread a false report, 

iMG (8, Mi, TESE RE, AW; the report 
goes, Nah, Nak, NG, AZ, AB; an un- 

founded report, 4 AAR Zool» BES ZS 3 what is 
the report? Ay BSR ee at. 

Reported, pp. ora. any, 18, #3 5 reported to 
the emperor, #jH ; it is reported, ga, AB: 
widely reported, fa #55. 

Reporter, n. $ #4- 
teporting, ppr. ora. Giving an account, ¥Q 
reporting to the emperor, = re lating, at, oe. 

Repose, v.t. 4, Bk; to lay up, Wese, BH; to 

reposit, & si, ae id. 
Repose, v. 7. To be at rest, #, Bl, Bk, PE; to re- 

cline, fer. {i fi. ; to repose confidence in, {%, 
(igh, #5 f=; to sleep, ARIIp. 

Repose, n. &, Sz, KAP; peace, RW, HE, Bl; 

quiet repose, 474 ; repose, ease or leisure, & 
3%, BiyJ; a state of sleep, ARM; take some 
repose, klip. 

Reposed, pp. 23 ; reposed confidence, Api T. 
Reposing, ppr. 4, Hk; sleeping, fi; quietly repos- 

ing, i. 
Reposit, v. t. FRR, PHM ft; to lodge, Ph; to 

lay up, WHE, 3g, By. 
Reposited, pp. FRM ST, WH, HET. 
Repositing, ppr. Hei, WAM, HIST. 
Repository, n. ai, 3307 EB. 

Repossess, v. ¢. FRG, HEA; 

self, SUL. 
Reprehend, v. t. Fé, a, WS. UAE, Bae, St ak, 

ey, ete, GEG, Be, BOR: 

to repossess one’s 

BSE, 
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Reprehended, pp. #8, Bir NF: repress it, ARHE{#; they repress heat, 
Reprehensible, a. 47 7¢, Ty FeNE, Wry, Wee TS Ae PE Sa 

AY, TEAS. Repressed, pp. or a. WRB 58 T. $K IB. HE, 
Reprehensibleness, n. 77 7K ; eae ver fy fil] 4 - 
Reprehension, n. #2], B&#e, ATE [JE. | Repressing, ppr. SunaUeAgp Je E, i EE, RAR 
Reprehensive, a. BY vy. Ete A. 
Represent, v. t. ‘lo exhibit by resemblance, #2 ££, 

BIE, RIE. BR ie 10 supply the place of, ft 

FS 
a& ; to represent in colors, #EJ[Z; to represent 
to the emperor, #4 -., #f=E E; to repre- 
sent fully, #289 ; to represent to the throne, 
AZ ; to represent a character, #}, HEAK ; those 
who represent female actors, #}H; to repre- 

sent the people, FE RIFYE, 16 1 BEYE; to re- 
present respectfully, @¢Pgi; the British parlia- 

to represent in words, #2, Pat, 3k, wt, Ai, 

Reprieved, 

ment represents the people, 3 Pg 3F 25 (tA 
tee; to represent a thing positively and 

negatively, TES* he FZ ar 
Representation, n. oes {% {L] ; rvepresent- 

- ation by words, ji, Ht; representation to an 
official, Pei3g, 484%; representation by image, 

WGRZ, RAE, HZ ; representation by pic- 
ture, #7 ; a theatrical representation, fap Ek, 
iif} ; the representation of a certain character, 
Sp tk ; the representation of a state, HH BY ; 
representation of the people, f HPSF, | 

Representative, n. ZB, fC PM, BEB, BH 

Yes 
A; that by which anything is exhibited or 
shown, ##8, (h, HF. 

represented, pp. Represented, as an actor, Hf; 
represented a female, $4© B ; 
an image, # f ; 
AER; described, HES, BLS; stated, PY, fh 

T, $B. 
Representing, ppr. Representing 

aa, Bt, Pei, fh ; representing by 
ness, #¢, #f2-F ; representing 

DURE Z ; 
HEM. 

Repress, v.t. To suppress, AREF, SEIKK, 384i, 44 

ik, Bh, Hea, BNI, SC, Sap he, HER BNE, 
is 10 restrain, Yi, JR, HR, AR, Ge 
to repress sensuality, j&#%, JARGR, afi] ee 
repress desires, 3% Gk, thi) BK ; 
impulse of one’s 
repress anger, 3 284%, ee, PH, BAK; to | 
repress one’s self, ¥504, Afi]; to repress a | 

smile, 7,4£, 4 4é ; to repress dissipation, JARYR, 

by words, 3, 

words or like- 
by an image, 

HES 3 

to repress itis 

; the representatives of the people, ft Ze | 

represented by | 
represented on the stage, {ff | 

representing a certain character, | 

nature, 3 PE, Zh, JAE ; to | 

restraining, Ay, 74, Ho, FEW, dye. 
Repression, n. 58 fi) FF, Phi, HOG, Fgh. 
Repressive, a. F838 (4, St, FORO, JHA. 
Reprieve, v.t. jf, 4; to suspend the execution 

of for a time, AME, fee. 

pp. ora. FT, ake i 
delayed, “EE i 

Reprieving, ppr. Respiting, i, 4 ; suspending 

the exer niey of for a time, ‘ft, ERE. 
ee imand, v.t. F€, wij, HSN, LH, BEE BB, Et 

te Bat, te: ‘reprimand we PE TFB. 
Rapritnandl n. Ti, BFF, FES]; a severe rep- 

rimand, fer ; an official reprimand, aC. 
Reprimanded, pp. ros, nyt ; tell T 
Reprimanding, ppr. te, ii}, Bee, AEE. 

Reprint, v. ¢. FEED, MEAN, MMF), BAI, BH. HE 
Wi, HT. 

Reprinted, pp. JRF. 

extended or 

> all 

| Reprinting, ppr. FEFD, EEN. 
| Reprisal, n. di. KYE; letter of reprisals, FP 
A, FL HE ; to make reprisals, UFR Ad, 

Dis, RM. Paes = a: 
Reproach, vt. &, &, @E, RE, 

demn, JE. 
Reproach, n. . BEE 3 disgrace, 35 5E, Hae ; abuse, 

ig is, Ts BG a) Tt Be, hag 3 shame, aR, At 3 

to bring TneeEon on, &; to put to a perpet- 
ual reproneh, HK to suffer reproach, S25, 
ake; free from reproach, Ane By Ts yz, AMET ME 

to con- 

Be. 

Reproachable, a. Af 7; opprobrious, 75 3¥ fj. 
Reproached, ise is, ET) BE S- 
Reproachfal, a. #F ai Tr He fy; bringing reproach, 

5 BZ (i; base, 5, BBL, #208; shameful, 3 
BENE ; ae words, Ptah, ha 
a reproachful life, 3 5% #74, EBA ZF F- 

Reproaching, ppr. #F, FF 5. 
Reprobate, a. A 2A 3M, KE, BR, 7B 

wet, Fac Fo PE, Wy ZG; a epee person, A 

WEN, J waz 3 profligate, TEES, Ws. 

Reprobate, n. RBS, EF, ARABS, TE 
BIT A, WURE A. 
eee v.t. To reject, 4, RK ZE; to censure, 

; to abhor, 3%; to condemn, ™#, #. 70m) 

| Rapeobateters n. -JBE, J yi. 
Reprobation, n. The act of disallowing with 
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detestation, JAR E23; ; the act of abandoning 

one’s self, F] $4 A] 48; rejection, 4é # ; a con- 
demnatory sentence, ¥¢ 5f 7.4. 

Reprobationer, n. 3 \#, 7 SE AB. 

Reproduce, v. t. FEAR, WE. HEHE, OLE. OLE, 
qi Hi, EE. 

Reproduced, pp. FRE TS, (FET, (ESA 
teproducing, ppr. #E4E, fEHI, Hime, HL FE. 
Reproduction, n. #7E%, (LEK, MEK, HLH 

238, FEE # ; destruction and reproduetion, * | 
AES; ; mutual destruction and reproduction, * 

FAA ESS. 
Reproof, n. # Sy, i) #4; 

ae, ait a; open reproof, 

minister reproof, Le 
Reprovable, a. ae i, MEMES 
Reprove, v. t. Hf, j a 4 ey ae ale 

Tesh he, BE, He. if ar, a, &. Fe oR 
to reprove a superior, jf, ji Zt ; to reprove one’s 

self, fy if; to reprove severely, fig HE, Wa; to 
reproye Bently i Hh [JJ ; to reprove respect- 
fully, aj ¥i, AY FE; to reprove a superior, ZX 
af ; to reprove a prince, 4 & EB ; to reprove | 

one to the face, 
Ti af J; to reprove one for laziness, #¢ J\ pH 

Hf, BB) A. 
Reproved, pp. ¥¢ 38, iit) S, fil i; vreproved a 

superior, ji f. 
Reprover, n. ¢#% ; reprover of a superior, pix. 

Reproving, ppr. Fi, wi, S¢ Fe, Fal; 
superior, jf. 

Reptile, m. BE AEH, MC Mh 2B, NCE Z 
Republic, n. 7B 7 FD, KY Wl, AIL ZB, 
204 % A, REZ; republic of letters, 

PR fits, 2 fits A ZR. 
Republican, a. SPC Ay, ZVIEBC A. 

Republican, n. $e, TEAR HK. 
Republicanism, n. ERC“ HE. 
Republication, n. FRH! Z3eF. 
Republish, v. ¢. Fip Ht. 

Repudiable, a. Hy 3é. 
Beyudinte, v. t. To cast away, to reject, M3, Ht, 

HE, Se Hh ih 3, +, fh, §H; to refuse to ac- 

aes dge, Mea? HEIR, A ae its A 4H ; to repu- 
diate a doctrine, ie Ae, 48 Ze; to repudiate 
a wife, Hide, fc ZE, 3p FE; to repudiate a knowl- 

edge of, fi Sal, Bt AAI: 
Repudiated, pp. Rejected, 43% ; discarded, FW 

J; disclaimed, jf 1 3%, Bt AF; divorced, 

Live 

censure of a superior, 

BB, BA Ti ; to ad- 

oh ae 

‘Bi re \, tg 7 A, TFs A, 

reproving a | 

” ® literally : - Reproduction and destruction. 

| Repudiating, an Casting off, 3, FE; dis- 
claiming, ME Re, BRAS; divorcing, Hi, {f. 

Repudiation, n. Rejection, 34%, FF; the repu- 
| diation of a doctrine, 38% #4, HaPcH ; the 

repudiation of a debt, it GAB FAB: the 
repudiation of a wife, Wide Ke #- 

Repug nance, Repugnane y, n. Aversion, oe 

tion of mind, 4M 4, BR BE, TRE, AP SD 
KZ; Opposition or suey BE, (SBE; con- 
trariety, FAK, Pit, Hei, HAF; to have a 
great repugnance ta HERZ, HEIR Z. 

Repugnant, a. Opposite, AAJ, #475; hostile, PF 
iit, Ue, CEG, YL BE, He sit ; adnate to, Jak BE, 
|aEE, [Heche ; inconsistent, HEA, KP: re- 
pugnant to the word of God, Jt b 4 23H, Bik 

#234; repugnant to reason, Rm, F 
STM, BMAR I. Hh ABE. 

| Repugnantly, adv. RY, LURE, Wt. 
ae v. t. To repel, ak Fy Je), #2 3B, HER, 

#0, ER, EEC, Je, PM, toe, EEA: 
a reptilse the ene my, Fy a, Fy a. FRG 
ii. 

Repulse, n. RLU WA LH, PRE: 
refusal, #f€§E, GE; to meet with a repulse, $B 

HE, BA, iste SM. 
47 |e) i Repulsed, pp. 47 fx 38, 

Fy RR, FT He. 
Repulsion, n. The repulsion of an enemy, $7) 

iY. RIF HL; the repulsion in natural philoso- 

phy, #€R ZVE. AHIR, HER H. AHR Z PE, FA 
a ; the power of repulsion, 4£ipP2 Jj, AAI 

Jy, FAWN J ; natural repulsion, #q BE, #AgB, 

AIK. 
Repulsive, a. Ff€ 5< fj, #2 JR fy; repulsive to the 

feelings, 3h li fy ; repulsive like the guardians 
of temples, ## ; repulsive, as an ugly face, 4 

; to be repulsed, 

| 

ij ; repulsive to the mind, ,)BR (4, wh PRREAS, 
its FAR BE ; cold, HYR; reserved, fre BX ; forbid- 

ding, fet i fry; a repulsive-countenanee, ee 

Repulsivencss, n. REZ, HEA, Met Za, 
sk 2 E. 

Repulsory, a. See Repulsive. 

Repurchase, v. t. Rif, BIG, 2, EB. 
Reputable, a. AF GE, HMMS. AT AS, EA, 

ED, SERN. A464, 9, BY; a reputable 
person, 2 BINPE A, 4 Bila. 

Reputableness, n. AS Thr, G15, HE. 
Reputation, n. #4, %#. Wii ; of a good reputa- 

tion, #71, AER, EG, A AB, SEE, 
BHA, 3 BT, A BAG, AP AE TG sa good repu- 
tation, 4%, 25 fi), sR, 4442; the reputa- 
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tion of a family, PM, ge AB, i FA aka 5 
no reputation, 40 % #F, 4s thi) FM; gee 

reputation, Tia ii, sme Ht , SER, ae F 3 a 

bad reputation, M44; to throw away one’s 
reputation, Fy, Kim, Bigs; to fish for 

reputation, $y % ; 
B%, isi, iti ; to seek reputation, 7k 
%, ; little reputation, THT, 7 24; to ruin a 
man’s reputation, My \%, se AEG, Se : 

{0 have a reputation for avarice, FEA iLFE ; 
literary pe ite to lose one’s repu- 

tation, Fefq. 48 
tation, [iz wl OK WES ;re putation for keney- 
olence, {© J; reputation and adyantage go 
together, % #) i 73. % FUE fF ; to injure one’s 

reputation, (3 AG. IAM ti Be. AR HE UR: 
regard one’s reputation, fiji ; to regard | 
one’s own reputation, [f , Ri Hes; iInconstan- | 

; {o leave | cy of reputation, 7% BE Ait, 4 RENE ae 
a little reputation, ( fy Mit; his virtuous 
reputation will not be forgotten, # 7.45. 

Repute, v. t. Witt Je Ae ; to reckon, e. 
Repute, n. 4%4, 24%, HEY; to be in good repute, 

Ly PE, AG A EG to “be in bad repute, BRAY 
Ine, AZ 8RG : good repute, 3% kJ. 

Reputed, pp. ora. To he reputed for, 77%; re- 
puted for virtue, 7 (#8 7% 3%, se ZN. 

Request, n. Asking, fi]; solicitation , eh, 
sk; to obtain by request, sf fy 7G ; to erant a 

ashe 
> Vue a 

f.| Requicken, v. ¢. (£75, (2 ME. 
ee | Requiem, n. 

to covet reputation, Ps iit, | 

; to disregard one’s repu- | 

10) 

Rest, #, a 

| Requirable, a. WY 24, Fy ; fit or proper to he de- 
manded, W at ’ io De 

| Require, v. ¢. To ask or claim, fal Fk, [a] BE, af; to 

exact, wy Ts we, & Ht, 34 ; to need, Zi, ee a 

(ii; absolutely require, spe, ae BE, WL BE, Sk A 
#3; to require a favor, to request, 4%, fe; to 
require one to report, fi VBE foavenge, 3; 
what propriety requires, 7 Bye ; require sever- 

ally, 45 5 UGE. 5 necessity requires, pps Fe, bie 

Wh B= to require urgently, Q) 32, (eye. fe cf. 
ift fat ; to require largesses, [B] #@ Ie =e, ate il : 
to require one to quit, 34 AD, WAH: to 

require money, "#2 #; to require payment, BE 

7g Aft. 
Required, pp. or a, Demanded, ft] 34, ul “J; need- 
ed, #2; a more prof found study is required, 

ZEAL EA. 
Requirement, n. Sy 28, Wraz, Oral, Pp) ; require- 

inent of politeness, 7 fg, wes yeL. 
Requisite, a. Necessary, 3, yh, 24, FR, 7B 

absolutely necessary, BE, jews, Bor, ae 

WH; indispensable, BERt, Fy Me FY ; it is requi- 
site, F, yk, BE; it is not requisite, HE (i, 7.7. 

Requisite, n. ff BE ZA, FEZ; there are five 
important requisites in military affairs, @ Ff 
ABFA. ; the requisites of an army, 7. 

| Requisitely, adv. 28, sh, BE. 
request, Jah, fe wre; to be in request, AN | 

fet, NAH, A 48 ; to slight a request, A4£ ; 

T hear your requests, (PAS - 
Request, v.¢. To solicit, #§, 3%, ir, 6, AR, 

wr 3h, FY BE, fge; to request the loan of, sR 
HE; to reqnest of any one, [Ry Ait » PY Ae ; 
to request leave to retire, Et fy; to request 

earnestly, zk, Ws, Asie, Amy ; to request 
one to be seated, 4 J 4[t ; to request to leave on 

furlough, 45 {fx ; 10 request a person to do some- 
1 

thing for one, JF4E, WHE. MEE. FFU; to re- 
qnest an andience, if 51. aya; to request the 

imperial will, =§ Ff ; to request one to come, 3§ 
ABE, HEA, FEABE; may I request you ? 

WRaRR, Hesle fg ; to request one to dinner, 7 
AB; to request one to leave, FFA; to 

request a public subscription, EME he request 
one to Soe, ai NE HRA EG. 

Requested, pp. aii. HTL AT, wr TS. 
Requester, n. 2548, eal ee. 

Requestine, ppr. 54, 2 Zi petitioning, ¥ 
ij; earnestly requesting 2, Wak, ABA. 

Requisiteness, x. Jip, ASAE. 
Requisition, rn. Demand, #f ¥, [) 4; the requisi- 

tion of an army, ia 
pee a. 3A, ph, WBE. 
Requital, - af: remuneration, ' ; satisfaction, 
tea. pe , PME, FRA; in requital, Liga. 

LAGS iy 

t. $, ak S, 30 (, BH, A, BW. Bl Henie v. 
if ; to requite favors, = PA ei he who receives 
fayors must requite them, BZ BA #E hak 2, FF 
BL ”Aak ; he who suffers evil will requite the 
same, Ff¥24k9E ; to requite evil for cood, BF 
Tan; to requite heayen’s favor (for Protection 
from fire), Bi}ASI€ Bl; to requite one’s parents, 

RAS ; to requite a man in his own coin, JJ py 
a 30 J,; to requite injury with kindness, LJ 

fs IR. 
Requited, pp. 3k 7, SHWE J. 
Requiting, ppr. 4k, 4, BNA. 
Rere-ward, n. #3 fi. 
Resail, v. t. ord. is fi. 

| Resale, n. FRE, 72. 



Rescind, v. t. To revoke, to repeal, Jge ath, [AE ; to 
cut off, #35. 

Reseous, n. fej; vescous in fact, FREE, TAF: | 
rescous in law, $id: Zr - 

Rescribe, v. t. FRE. 

Rescript, n. A, FHA, Lim, tL, HB; a 
rescript inclosed in boards containing a death- 
warrant, €f#f ; the emperor’s rescript, PERE. 

Rescuable, a. HY fx. 

Rescue, v. t. Tk, TK, RAL, HAR, BAR, qh, i, 
AH, FE; to rescue people from fire and water, 
fie FG FS RAK 2% Fa; to rescue from fire and 
water, fc WS KAR, fk WS ake 4K; to rescue from 
calamity, ec Hin se ; to liberate, #8, FE hr. 

Rescue, n. £, #XF#R; to come to the rescue, JRFR; 
to run to the reseue, $7 4k, Hk. 

Rescued, pp. or a. $38, RIB, TKT. 
Rescuer, n. fic #, PH. 
Research, n. Investigation, %, %#e, We, BE, 

yege, FEB, 
East and West, 3 pa 4? % ; to make research 
into, #¢#¥; deep research, PRs. 

Research, v. t. #3, #F; to search again, FR, | 

{2% ; to research into hooks, #¥. 

Reseize, v. t. FEE, (EE, (EHE. 
leseizure, n. Fd, (HK. 

Resell, v.t. FE, 2S, WA. 

Resemblance, n. &, (#, WW, Awl, HF. IB, JE 
{%, JE]; to draw a resemblance, Jf; to— 
make a resemblance, #78, (QI2, S$ #E; it has 
a resemblance of good, but is bad, {L] 2 ise. 

Resemble, v. t. fA, WL, 4. A, JB, EW, 
An, FA, 4, Hos, FH; to resemble each other, | 
4A {l'|, 4H F ; to resemble one’s father, ff AL 4 ; | 
somewhat resemble each other, Be¢a fly, KALI, 
Fj (2; does it resemble it ? (ELM, (RAG; to 
resemble in sound, #{lJ, #8 (lJ; resembles you, 

AAG: it resembles, (UL), HF, IEW 
Resembling, ppr. fRLl, HF, Hak, MIA, TAH. 

P29, FF, WG, AE (Ls resembling in form, J 

W, teF (U1. 
Resent, v. t. To take ill, AUPE ; to resent an injury, 

RE. 
Resenter, n. 4248 3%. 
Resentful, a. AFR (I, AES A. 
Resentive, a. BAX Ay, Fy AES, WE AY. 
Resentment, n. 78, 21h, 45a, BIR, (IR, ZB 

Ak, Fea, MB; to stir up resentment, jk, A ya 
nd ME? GY) 

figj A& ; to harbor resentment, PEYE, Fa¥e, pexe ; 

a feeling of resentment, A&$@; the feeling of | 
resentment has penetrated to the very marrow | 
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of his bones, 72% A’@ fia, 22 Aria ; to mani- 

fest a feeling of resentment, JB#2, #EZ2, FETE, 

WIR. 
Reservation, n. The act of reserving or keeping 

back in the mind, FEIOO ZS, EIoOLS ; 
the reservation, fpf 43% ; mental reservation, 

Fa ZF. FETE & BE, Bt HE; a clause or 
proviso, HW, FR (KE. 

Reserve, v.t. WJ, A, Wis. ER. BT, We 
Wy, AE TE, tk PF; to reserve a portion, BF #yj— 
dy, TEV — 7), He I — J}; to reserve to one’s 
own use, HHA CH. KBAR. 

Reserve, n. Reservation, KC] ZU, HF ZY 
fH 2 St, Pr RY #H; mental reserve, 3g Hd th H, 
FEI ZS, FY ISG #4; without reserve, — 

Hie, — G1, lea, IG, FAT HA; boay of 
reserve, #7 4z, Elf; in reserve, Fei, WTB; 
to speak with reserve, tite. #75 Rea; mod- 
esty, aft ot, aff af ; restraint of freedom, fy ‘fil, 

AH Bde. 
Reserved, pp.or a. Kept for future use, IeBy, BF 

AY, Heh, Wic3 aj; reserved, as in words, actions, 
or social intercourse, PE, pepe, BRE, Meo Bs 

cold, “PPR; modest, Wks ; cautious, BF ii], PEL. 
Reservedly, adv. DISK ER, pape. 

_ Reservedness, n. Closeness, pap, $i BR; want of 
frankness, IZA A, Ast. 

Reserving, ppv. Keeping back, Wet, 334, AP, 

Wes. 
Reservoir, n. Jf; the reservoir for water, yeJFf, 

Wri, YB; a pond, HR; a basin, Hy. 

Reset, v. ¢. To receive stolen goods, IHE: to har- 

bor a criminal, fhe; to set over again, as a 
compositor, pz. 

Resetter, n. 2 FR. 

Resettle, v. t. JZ, HEE; to install, ATL PSIME. 

Reship, v.t. GAYS MR, FES. FLYR MF, AL ith, 

AE A. 
Reshipment, n. 7% AM Hi, (LAE RE HK ; that which 

is reshipped, FE 2), ASM ZI. 
Reshipped, pp. Gye se fy. 

Reside, v. i. JB, fk. Je CE, BREE, tig, BEAT; to 
reside temporarily, 4 f£, @/Z, st, GEIB. GE 
JE, oy bh, Fy JE, $E EL; to reside at or in, (E7£, 
JE 4, Fi: F®; 1 do not allow a person to reside 
in my house, Smeg J. FS JS ; to reside officially, 

BE AEB, 
| Residence, Residency, n. Abode, iB, BR, 

PR. 3. Tvs. fF. , BRR; mansion, ape, HF 
42, KR; temporary residence, HEP, wy pF; the 
family residence of a statesman or rich family, 
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if WF; summer residence, Aff; to make 
residence, (£7, J; my humble residence, jf 
oN a, A, ic; the residence of the 

emperor, 4's, ¥ JE. j 
Resident, a. ‘a, Ay fz; tlie resident minister at 

a capital, BERI ZAR. 
Rsident, n. Inhabitant, EfE% A; sojourner, FF 

EEX, Fie # ; residents, AW, AR. 
Residing, ppr. J&, {E, *%; residing temporarily, 

ale, rte, ay. 
Residuary, a. Pertaining to the residue; as the 

residuary devisee, or legatee, I BRE 4, tin) BR 

RH, REE A. 
Residue, n. Rest, @, Fi); remnant, 3 RE, 7 HH, 
Wi; the residue, -H.#; the residue of an 

estate, fR3z. 
Residuum, ». Residue, £8, #8); that which is left 

after the process of separation or purification, 
is, A, #2; the residuum of an estate, PRZe. 

Resign, v. t. E, BK. kB, Hk, Hil, BL Aes to 
resign one’s office, BORK, Belk, GPCL, HEE, A 
i; to resign, as a throne in fayor of another, 
ji, 44; to resign a throne in favor of another, | 
ME fic, wil fit, i fiz ; to request leave to resign, 

42 fe; Yu resigned his throne to Shun, 3£2J_ 
KT is ae ; to compel to resign, Hj ffr ; to resign 
and retire to one’s native place, fP@#L Si; FA, Ae 
es $4 HE ; to resign, as one’s right, 5 ; to resign 
one’s judgment to the discretion of others, 5 

fj; to resign up ourselves to the will of God, 

Bi Mek is 2 EE, aT a 
Resign, v.t. To sign again, Ppa %. 
Resignation, n. The resignation, as of one’s office, 

Ak, 3%, AHH; resignation, as of one’s claims, 
#4 ; vesignation, as in the will of God, &, 
H&- resionation of office, PORKR ; resignation 
of one’s claims, ERE, 44; endurance, 7 fiif. 

Resigned, pp. ora. Resigned, as an office, fii, 
iA; resigned, asa right, S ; resigned to 

the will of God, FRgi bait, Ue Gtb i, Wilt. 
ag, GRAIL wz ; constant yet resigned, fH fy EE. 

Resigner, n. #4, HER, KH- 
Resigning, ppr. Giving up, #f, BH; submitting, 

Rey GE. Mh 
Resignment, n. §§4, MH, EH. 
Resilient, a. iyo, &S. 
Resin, n. I, f8; the resin of the fir, Ps 4, Fah, 

PAR. PSHE, ME. 
Resiniferous, a. HEIR fg, Hi A. 

Resino-electric, a. FEWER. 

Resinons, a. BUI AS. HHS, REFS. 
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Resist, v.¢. To withstand, $k, #& ff, 44%, 446 E. 

PRSH, IE. AY, 8. TALE, SCE, He. HIE. fic. 
#0, pt iit, sf aE, ie 4B, ie ii, ii, Tif, pabeull ; to 

resist the government, 4jp’Eg ; to resist govern- 
ment troops, Jj¢fh e+e; to resist government 

messengers, C4 TY SE; to resist legal author- 

ity, * #7; to resist an enemy, #0 RY, FH HL; 
few cannot resist many, 3 Ar fy 4e ; to resist 

reproof, #f z ; to resist an attack, #PIE, PEK; 

resist him, JEVEEAB, HE CEME, HiCE HL, CHEM: 
unable to resist, RIE, FiR0E He, TAME EE. HY 
A fy, 0 A FF ; to resist stoutly, Weffé, REG ; to 
resist obstinately, 7 JA {£, HE HS. 2E FH; to 

hinder, PA€E, PAGY; God resisteth the proud, 

BS kL itd B 2. 
Resistance, n. opposition, Fp Fh, ZF si, Bi, 

+$; to offer resistance, FigfP, ji; hindrance, 

HEY, Bil ; resistance of the air, Fe 5a BABE. 

Resisted, pp. #2 J, HtiB sh. J 7, Hea, Hey, 
wT, TAGE. 

Resistibility, Resistibleness, n. Bl }ci71#, 475 

Resistible, a. BHe4P, Hy a0, M0 7B fry. 

Resisting, ppr. or a. 4ii4bin BREE, HELE, PEA, BE, 

Resistless, a. PRUE 3 "iL, HS A fs A), 88 A Fs (15, 
HMA fo 

Resolute, a. Determined, EX jf, 7 oth, fa) He, Ee 

ok, BREE, URE, IAP bold, Ae, AI, HLL: 
a resolute person, EEy%2A, BoOZA, "aR 
J; persevering, Hi ; resolute endurance, EX 

Resolutely, adv. BE, HE, BRP, Zot; boldly, Hx 
JH; resolutely chaste, RX 4; resolutely attacked 

the enemy, 3x FRITH. 
Resoluteness, n. RES, Zs, ETE, i Re. 
Resolution, n. Analytical resolution, 778, Sp FF ; 

resolution of an idea, £% &, ff? #&; resolution 

of forces, Fp Jj ; resolution of difficulties, #2, 

FE ME Z Se, PARES; purpose, me, EH, 
i, 30.0; firm resolution, @& = Hk, Beak, hE 

nD, HES, WE EE, 7 5, aE aD, BE TE, Hil Bx. NE 
$r, Pe Ro) aE ES cE; to come to a resolution, 
40 E 7 HE; to pass a resolution, 7 Rf: the 
resolution of forces (in mechanics), Ap Fy. 

Resolyable, a. HY A}, BY iF, AY FE. 
Resolve, v. t. To solve, fi%, #; to analyze, 4>7K, 

Zp 4F ; to form or constitute by resolution, 7 

% This and the preceding terms are chiefly applied to 
resistance offered by the people to the capture of suspected 

characters. 
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if + to disperse or scatter, as a tumor, 7% ; to 
resolve difficulties, ff; to resolve doubts, f% 

BE. PSE. 
Resolve, v. 7. ‘To form a resolution, x¢ 7 =F EX, 

1D, 3S, S65, £0, & de & ; to fix or 
settle by vote, 7/2, By3e; to melt, Al¢b, a8 
4¥,; to resolve into matter, jff JB, 4E JE; to 

—¥. te resolye on a matter, sh 

ing, so fe, weE EE. 
Resolve, n. See Resolution. 

Resolved, pp. or a. Separated into component 
parts, 4p, 4) #; determined in purpose, 

Thats, HERE, ee AE Es resolved to die, vp 
AE. GEAR AE; resolved for sea, a of HEE; re- 

solved upon, wf ‘a =f #3 determined officially 
or by vote, DLR, 724 S ; it is resolved, #} 

4, DLE LE E- 
Resolvent, n. BI4KZ4%, Hb ZA. 
Resolving, ppr. Separating into component parts, 

Ay AS, Zp FF; Meeting, HF Alt, ALE; resolving 
in the mind, spot, 90% 4; determining, 

Resonance, n. #8, Fo #8, Woe, ERE. ee 
Resonant, a. esky. 
Resort, v. 7. To go, to repair to, #, #4; to apply, 

JA; to resort to arguments, B%; FF5% ; to resort 
to violence, 343, #3; to resort to a place, 
JRE, EGE VE ; to resort to blows, Bg4y7, 47; 
to resort often to, BA, FEFE BE AE 

We is FEAR. 
Resort, n. Place of resort, # 9 BR 

meeting, #4 47, #K4E; a refuge, Hy 
BL, BT, RT: 

place of public resort, Z\ fif ; a resort of thieves, 
Thee, KEL ; spring, HE, EF}, BY; last resort, 4% 
Sl. Est, 6 3t. AT; his last resort was, Mfr 

FEM. 0, I. 
Resorting, ppr. Going, #, FE; having recourse | 

to, JA, (i ; frequenting, Aes FE YS. 
Resound, v. t.or 7. Jc7ek, Eye, 
15% ; his fame resounds every where, jj fy] 

LY, WERE BILG, HEB ALY; to sound 
again, fps, 7g 28s. 

Resounded, pp. Jy 283, 8 RE 3 ; the earth re- 
sounded with his praise, Fe P PAIL, [OER 
IL. 

eck n. Expedient, =}; means, Fy, %&; 
resources, $8, $f, $¥Hh; help, 4, Ha; no 

resource, MEIE-F, MA i, MES, FTG, Fi al 

S75 fat, ATRL, BEAT, MOAT, PTI SRE PY, 27 
resources are all cut off, #4 f% ; without resources, 
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=E®; to resolve upon 
leaving, WE #KA, Yeoh ; to resolve on remain- | 

SL eae 

ZK; | 
place of great resort (for pleasure), Fj ab Ze 5 a 

Je] ; to praise, | 

RES” 

4ne $2; full of resources, BAA, Sst, Gal> 

BA 
| Resourceless, a. EFF 7. 
Resow, v. t.; pret. resowed ; pp. resowed, resown. 

Fst, HH. 
Respect, v.t. ag, AS, Za. Heat, aka, WFR, 

OOK HE, Whe, a, i, FE. GOR, 
J&; to respect one’s reputation, fi A Ti- ; to 

respect and obey one’s parents, #¢ JIA 22 TE ; to 
obey and respect one’s parents, 2% fy 4 if ; to 
respect the person, {fiifi JL; I respect the man, 
4K AG {: to respect the laws, ej; respect 
this, SKE, HYPE; to respect the aged, Aye, & 

FE 
Respect, n. #4, 98e; regard, fi; to have no 

respect of persons, Ar {iil J, ; to pay or present 

respects to, PE, BLS. ah K. FE. He AGO MR 
to send respects to, #¢ fe, #¢[E] ; mention my 
name, and make my respects, BE % Be EF ; re- 

spect towards elder brothers or brethren, ¥ ; 
to have respect to written paper, aye SAA ; in 
respect to, with respect to, 39S, ait, we; 
in many respects, 4 #7 ; in some respect, KAf%, 
#i #2; complete in all respects, ++ fe ; out of 

respect to you, [fff ; to show respect to one, 
Asi; to have a respect for holy things, & 

| FE: you have no fear or respect, {pe . 
tespectability, n. Ber, #47; a person of respect- 

ability, HA, BRYA, Ai FMEA; in- 
| jurious to the respectability of the country, { 

Th BAR. 
tespectable, a. Ht, #, Hat, Ahi FUE, Ai. 

ABN, THE. 
| Respectably, adv. Respectably dressed, Ape KK Aj. 
Respected, pp. 4k f, AS He ST, B, KH; respected 

by all, NAGS a2 + AGE Ia, EAE ASHE. 
| Respectful, a. 4%, AS, FSA¢, HE, Hae, Be, BA, 

oe, ob a, oR. HE, HR FRR, PRER, dm, BR 
aa, Hatt ; respectful towards parents, 24 Hf, 
ACOH: : respectful and obedient, Ae ; re- 
spectful and humble, #@iF; of a respectful 
mind, #% ot SRE ; a respectful demeanor, W¥ FF, 

wet ty, fete, fey Ana, ; respectful compliments, 

Respectfully, adv. 4%, 78, WY#E; IL respectfully 
inform you, #4¢2% 4% ; respectfully yield, aa ; 
respectfully received, 4¢ 48, ZEA&, EKA ; to re- 
spectfully ask, afi. 

| Respecting, ppr. sa Be, EHS, BF. 
| Respective, a. Relating to a particular person or 

thing, &, AX, he, %H; their respective duties, 
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49-27, 7S 5p ; in their respective spheres, % 7EG 

LAST. : 
45 iF Mi 4 1 Respectively, adv. FAA, fy-fy:, 

Ke— 
Respirable, a. BY PFW. 
Respiration, n. The act of breathing, MRE: 

difficult respiration, #23, Ma sR. 
Respirator, n. Yee, PRL Z Zt. 
Respiratory, a. PRWE fy; respiratory functions, 
PEW Ty JJ; respiratory organs, PY 

Respire, v. 7. PRK, $43; bo rest, Bk. 

Respire, v.t. To exhale, PRHI SR, j& 9. 
Kespired, pp. PFET. 
Respite, n. Pause, BkIpP, Bk; cessation, jk, tF; 

delay, WEVUE, AL‘; forbearance, Aff; pro- 

longation of time for the payment of a debt 
beyond the legal time, SER, BBE, RAW; 
no respite, ME(, ATE. 

Respite, v. t. HELE, HES, ULM, UEW ; to respite 
an officer, #2 7%; to extend the legal time, % 

ig. 
Respited, pp. Relieved from labor, (jf, 138 ; 

allowed a temporary suspension of execution, | 

ERT, HEWES. 
Resplendence, Resplendency, n. 3, i, TEAR, HE | 

WE, BEI. 
Resplendent, a. #236, S64, TE, te, Ht, ae, ap. 

iE, he, BY, BGA; resplendent virtue, KEHAZ 

fis, BAS. 
Respond, v. 7. To give an answer or reply, 4, ME. 

WES, HH, 2; to correspond, 4A RE, AFF ; to 
suit, & ; to respond, as an echo, 28, ; to re- 
spond in singing, "4%, "874; to respond to a 
demand for money, 28 #; to respond to a 
plaint, dpe. 

Responded, pp. Beith. MEATS ; satisfied by pay- 
ment, 4 f Ft. 

Respondence, Respondency, n. 44%, KER. 
~— 

Respondent, a. Answering, 4, FE, F. 
tespondent, n. Pk4e, Ip i, HARK. 
Respondentia, n. #£ EE Ft, FE A RIA. 
Responding, ppr. Answering, ¥, JE; correspond- 

ing, #HKE, 4a, & ; responding to a plaint, 

Response, rn. An answer, #4, JE¥ ; no response, 

fuerte Gre eS; mutual response, 4a 4, A, 

A Ful. AH HE 
Responsibility, n. 52/9, faz, 2, BEI, FE, FH EE, 

f4fiy ; the responsibility rests on me, #9 JRE 
PS), Fens ZE AK, FLAG IH WZ ; a heavy responsibili- 

ty, HqH, Wi, fe, HRA LE; I will take 
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| the responsibility, fH |- ; an office of great 
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responsibility, ( @#f ; the office is important and 

the responsibility great, fr WIT. 
Responsible, a. Liable to account, fz fy), My, 

fy, Wee, WE, Hag; Lam responsible, FX 
SHB, Ae WB SEL, FEI TE Te. VE (EE RR, Fe AK HB 
a responsible office, wf fF; they must be held 

responsible, 48/230). 19 OH: BY. FENN E I ; 
hold me responsible for everything, 4 3E [ft] FX ; 
responsible for, 2%, (ETL fy. 

Responsibleness, n. See Responsibility. 

Responsive, a. Answering, % fj ; responsive 
particles, ME % *; some of the following are 
used in Canton colloquial, HA, URE, UF, tf, We, 
Hist, Mf], WL, Me ape, Wek, WA, Bk; those used in 
books, 4, 3, %, B. 

| Responsory, a. “fry, MEA AY. 

| Ee; quict ease, RK, HE; day of rest, BAA; 
to retire to rest, SE, FP. HARK; eternal rest, 
XK HK, EZ; to take one’s rest, fii], (i, $5 do 

not get any rest, SE ACHE, Walle 4; freedom 

of a nation from disturbance, 2 qf; death, AE ; 
a resting place, RUZ, WAZE, SRA 
i, EER; a stop, bye; set this affair at 

rest, 2P JE3E, 42, JES ; to covet rest, BZ ; to 
enjoy rest, 324; no rest, 4; fond of rest, 

45 & ; when the mind is at rest, then there is 

Joy, oly He BEBE fas TH. 
_Rest, n. That which is left, ff, fi); the rest, IE 

ff; as to the rest, 427i gf; he lost the rest, 
(PAALPR; the rest need not be detailed, a 
phrase used at the end of letters, # ABE. 

Rest, v.i. Ph HG, Be Hh, AP BE, BE HL 
4, B&; to rest from, #, FE, Ik, Bk; to rest on 

the hed, |Bil, |HE, FL; to rest at a place, Bkfq ; 
to rest with, Z ; to rest satisfied, ,fh@ ; to rest 
from labor, #277, #2; to rest assured, 7%, 

FEA; to rest on, @7ZE+ it rests with him to 
decide, Jaf Zé (lt ; it rests with me, Z# J& ; rest 

a while, BL—Tf, Bk—bili, Se, BREET, Bk 
— Bk, SEBS ; to rest satisfied with one’s station, 
42 Fy; to vest the body, #4 ; it rests on, 4, 

Ge, HE, HL $5 to rest against, Be, BRE, BE: 
to abide, J&. ; 

Rest, v. t. To quiet, #%; to place, #, #¥ bE. 
Rest-harrow, n. #epk * (2). 

Rest-house, n. Bk. 
Restaurant, n. 7528, HA IE, 2. | (Sf 2B. 

Restauration, n. # HH, 72 37; restauration to life, 

~ * Medhurst. 
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tested, pp. 4 iH ; vested with, 7£. 
Resting, ppr. &, Bk, hE; vesting upon, & Fb, 5 

lying, fi; leaning, #2; depending, {K, (AIK. | 

ii, B. 
Resting-place, n. BPR, BH ZK, HEB IB. Bk 
J 3 @ Caravansary is a resting-place on the 

highway, yes bE Bi. 
Restitution, n. Reparation, [i %j, (4; to make 

restitution, Wis#}, 4ipHW; restoration, 7EIR, 
4, (ior ; restitution of all things, DI yee. 

Restitutor, n. Way. 
testive, a. Stubborn, ACSA, PSA, WHEL, How, WA 
JK, Hest ; vestive, as a horse, also applied to | 
men, 484, Jaf, Ficpi; a restive horse, FSA 

TE) ME 
Restiveness, n. #94, Ja, WAR HK. 
Restless, a. Continually moving, Aiwk, AH, A 

(2, J-J, 44%, Bh) — Hy; being without sleep, 
4ut 75 #, hi ; restless, nervous, Piye, PETG 
¥& ; restless he passed the night, pe7Z TRV ; ON 

restless hours, gi 77 IR; a restless mind, [4 . 

200, OI], Dd, AB Zid, Hist Zd 5 
restless desire,  )()4uE)AK ; a restless monarch, 
A HB; restless, as dependents, #¥ HplA ; a 
restless person, [4 32%, ipa NN; a eels 
disposition, 77 Hj VE ; a restless eye, YAR. 

Restlessness, n. AA, A Bight, FH); motion, Ff 
By ; uneasiness, pe Pyayes. a 

testorable, a. BY (ZX jet, a EE. 
Restoration, n. ‘The act of replacing in a former | 

state, iM, 2H, ZI, ian {BC 5 reinstate 
ment, 777; reparation, AYA, WA, J#le] ; 
restitution, Wit je; renewal, Ei, (% ft; the 

restoration of the empire, (€ v7 BY #4, (2 Ml A #. 
Restorative, a. JZ 22, [e) ze fr. 
Restorative, n. Je R42, Je) aeAe, Je] #eae. 
Restore, v.t¢. To give or bring back what has _ 

been lost, #, JG le), Bele], Bee, ve, HIE; 

to make good, i lil, Hh. SSB, Mi A. His 
RGN, BEIM, WG, HERE, HGR ; to restore to life, 
Je) 8, 82 4E., WE, (BD UK, ie WE ; to restore to health, 
4.5L, J HX; to restore one’s strength, #j MLA, 

Hi J, HEFIJ ; to restore to prosperity, #£ | 

fil ; to restore a house, {és FR, (6 JR ; to restore 
an exiled prince, ws to restore to the orig- 

inal state, (2G, 5 5 ei: to restore one to office, 
($2 [2] JG; to restore a lost part, ae ff, is iH, 
Fil Gish we; to restore one to liberty, PEA, FF 

HK A ; to restore a passage, #jAJ. 
Restored, pp. Returned, <j, 32 fi ; brought 

back, #3 ; cured, BEih; repaired, {esi ; re- 
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established, 7 3738 ; restored the lost, #34, 
A 4, Wk ae : restored to oftice, F#]e] JRL, 
HE) Me 5 restored to health, BE WWas, A, Ik, 

_ ¥s, (5G; restored the house, fE4¢ (HJR, Aidt 

is [ty] Je 
Restoring, ppr. Returning what is lost, #¢, 3 

xe Wa. AGH; curing, BE; repairing, (&, (& 
gee ; re-establishing, 7&7. 

testrain, vet. HK, diy He, OK, 1a, diy ti, Se 

iil #6) ak, ING, AA TIE, MIRE, AB, 3H; to restrain 
the prone from rebellion, ]JAR fy #E; restrain 
him, #°58(B. Je (£4; to restrain one’s lusts, 
War, “A ; to restrain one, A5% J\ ; restrain 
your anger, HR ; to restrain anes anger, 

it BE, 23 ek, 7 Sa, Ay Fk; to restrain tee 
under you, #Hi-F PM ; to restrain one’s self, 

Adi, Ai, Am, Me, A, AsF; not to 
restrain, fe ft, At HE, HEA 1B 7 JH; to limit, 
to confine, pf; to restrain within proper 

hounds, @fifil, J26%, #E iE; to restrain one’s 
tears, Zi, ApHi; need not restrain yourself, au 

(lke itty, Wd A JA diy; restrain your steps, Jk 
3G, BYE; desirous to restrain his words, #kih 

IB: 
Restrained, pp. FF Hi, 3858, Mei SS, HoH YS, 

pe. 

Restraining, ppr. or a. Checking, #95, ¥ 

33, JAR tl) 5 

fe. HAR EE. 
testraint, n. SHE, Hy He, EF HE, afl, AEs] ; to put 
one under restraint, GyHED ; to bear the re- 
straint, fig, 4m, Ht; restraints of de- 

covum, WG BEES, Hit. 
Restrict, v. ¢. To limit, Seq], Wha, WE, eid, HE 

dll, #4, 2, TA, AED, 4B; to restrain, Hae, A, 
Hi, ty, HE, AGH, MUHi; to restrict the sense, 

i K, pul 

repressing, gif Jk; suppressing, 3% 

WAL, HAL; to restrict one’s movements, 

[J He ee BY. 
Restricted, pp. BRT. #7. 74K; restricted in 

time, Hy, WeAS HF; restricted by rule, jg 

Hill, (RE, RE, SE EE ; im a restricted 
sense, [Jb 7 fi? 7. 

Restricting, ppr. Pk, PLiti, #.- 

| Restriction, n. BS FH, RPE, BL if, MLE ; restraint, 

HR, HOHE. 
| Restnictive, a. WAS, HAS, ail fry. 
| Restringe, v. t. To contract, jak ; to confine, pt. 
| Result, v. 7. To leap back, PERC, Akg; to result 

| from, HHO, HESR, BD HE, 1a 3k, A ak, BER, ie: 
| to result in, Gare, AVS, BER, BE. BIL, Wye 

Fe, Zi ye, HE Jay; to result in good, se AGFHE ; to 
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peau in Afevil, eR BE FER; it will result | 
in calamity, fos ng, SAG, Vee. 

Result, n. Consequence, #4] {%, -F %, FB, HY, ME, 

PHB, MEME ; issue, WOE, BE, TIS, HE, Sh 
#e $e fe > what are the results? #¥ fay HLF. 

Resultant, a. BH ff. 
Resulting, ppr.or a. Resulting from, HiyS, Hi 

F ; resulting in, Ff, BIA. WHE, sive. 
Resume, n. 2, S28; a summing up, #a—%, Je 

a ee 
Resume, v. t. To begin again, (fk, ME, #42. 
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NE, LB, LF, FE, FEB; to take back 
what has been given, |<#H, cle], Hele}; to 
resume one’s duties, 7% {kA 3}, (2_E FE. 

Resuming, ppr. Mt, ik, LR. WE. 
fesummon, v.t. #4; to call again, MA, AB. 

Resumption, n. #£(E 4, HEEB, MH. 
tesupination, n. #7. | 
Resurrection, n. #€24E, (£74, BE, i, HAE; the 

resurrection of the dead, ESE 4%, 2E# Zi2ia. 

AG 2 (4 4E ; the day of resurrection, (2742 H 

Resurvey, v.t. (te, Fie. 
Resuscitate, v.t. HE, ff, #27, (EAE; to revive, 

Hit, MA; to resuscitate a quarrel, AE HAF | 
He; to resuscitate a society, ALHMTE f, (MILF 

Resuscitative, a. WES, SEYGAY, LT - | 
Retail, v. ¢. To sell in small quantities, 339%, 

ik, TEPEVE; to tell to many, FHA, RR. 
Retail, n. Retail trade, 33 REA Ee, PSHE RR, FB 
HAR BY, fob 4G; retail goods, K | 

. BR, Hike. 
Retailed, pp. RS, 3 83a 
Retailer, n. FEA HE H. 
Retailing, ppr.or a. BE, RR. 
Retain, v.¢. To keep in possession, BY, BYP, 

i, <3, Be ; to employ by a fee paid, 287 48 ; 
to retain in service, 2% FA, BY (fi, FA fx; to retain | 
a visitor, BF4e; to detain, By fe; 

a3 

to retain a | 
little, 87 — fy; to retain the bad, $y 0% Ay Mp, | 
4 Ase #H ; to retain in the mind, IL, 
FD, SEF; it is difficult to retain an estate, 
RPSE SE; to retain by force, fy. 

Retainable, a. BURY, Wy sF, Fe. 
Retained, pp. Yi, SiH; retained by force, fig 
44; kept in pay, #7 J JA; retained in oftice 
though deprived of rank, FERRY (—t- 

Retainer, n. $73% ; an attendant, JR HE; a depend- | 
ent, JB J; a fee paid to engage a lawyer or 
counselor to maintain a cause, $¥ $89; a re- 
tainer to religion, ({%% #. 

Retaining, ids or a. 34, SF; a retaining fee paid | 

| Retentive, a. Ast fy 5 
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to a physici ian, or to a funeral attendant, iH 

AY itt. 
Retake, v. t.; pret. retook ; pp. retaken. To retake, 

as a city, #45 (2, BLPE; to take again, pRB, 
75. FE ; to take from a captor, UE AG, dH, 

i, 40M. 
Retaliate, v. t. $8, A, Lp th RZ, WA RRAVES 

to retaliate evil for evil, DJ 385288 ; to votnli, 

ate an injury, R92, $e. 

Retaliated, pp. Rif. 
Retaliating, ppr. 4k, ¥. 
Retaliation, n. FRR, FRE ; 

tion, WA ZT, HH 23H. 
Retaliatory, a. $2 fry, #R HG A. 
Retard, v. ¢. To impede, FHS, PACE, DADE, PYAR, 

HMO; to delay, WAL, AER, OME, OGRE, IPI : 
to push off, EA cee to retard the progress, jj 

ML. [$2i8. 
Retarded, pp. or a. AJ AGH ; delayed, JERI, WE 
Retarding, ppr. iE Me; hindering, PH a}, di PH; 

delaying, AE, I. 
Retch, v. 7. (Eli, Mpa, BRIE, AM 
Retching, ppr.ora, A retching Kae h, 4rh 

beara n. 334%; power of retention, of) #y 4, 
fie 23#% ; the retention of urine, SBF ZAE, Ik 
aoe Ie AH HE ; forcible retention, 5 RR. 

retentive memory, # a8 

PE; retentive fig ulty, ae HE. 
Retentiveness, n. FUE, HF 
Reticence, Beticency| n. Sal 

Reticent, a. 4X BK (1. 
Reticle, n. Jy #4. 
Reticular, a. #5 "§ 

the law of retalia- 

| Reticulate, Reticulated, a. 44 fj, 4465. 
nape n. #10, RF MH. 
Reticule, n. 44% 

Retina, n. StH 2, WE AA, FRSC, BE 83 ZU. 
Retinue, n. JLBE, IRIEL A, BEAL BBA. 
Retirade, n. The act of retirade, jf 4hE; a kind of 

retrenchment in the body of a fort, Shep, i 

itt Z Bt 
Retire, v. 7. jh, 9%, she, dik; to retire for a 

while or on furlough, 4% (fZ; to retire from 
active life, §i (2, FE RE, Si 44; to retire from 
service, SHAH, (EL, FE; to retire from office 
with unsullied fame, @2 §& §i; the retiring 
room is a place for the king to retire, {fj JRE 
#6] JG ; to retire from the world, 3h ff ; to 

retire one step, #& —36, 3& #% — 26; to retire 
from business, $f; the worthies retire from 

the world, €% #jhE IE ; to request leave to retire, 
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4-(fc; to retire in turn, PPE; to retire from 
notice, 7h ALAR. 

Retired, a. 3 3, ihe 3M ; secret, private, EX, 44, 
ehat, Pel; dispersed, #; a retired scholar, [& | 

M62 1, HIB, A, PE, hes a retired 
ofticer, $i; FAB; a retired spot, FE jE, Wy es a 
retired life, PRE, iy) Je. 4B 4 3 ; retired 
thoughts, ER; a retired dwelling, 28 JT ; 
av retired female, FRG 24, MF, if & ; retired | 
people, FE Bt, #86; retired and tasteful, 
mae you live in a very retired place, (ke | 
Blpee; retired apartment, PEE. 

Retiredness, n. A state of retirement, FEJé, 4 
J& ; solitude, 44. 

Retirement, ». The act of withdrawing from 
public notice, $F; private abode, PRE, 4 | 

 ‘jB; to dwell in retirement, [2 Je, 4 F%, Dale 

PK, HEE, FF4s ; to send into retirement, 44 
wz; three years’ retirement from office to mourn 
for one's parents, fam. 

Retiring, ppr.ora. Withdrawing from public 
life, GRES. fii FA; retreating, 9%; retiring, as | 
from the world, jhk, WE; a retiring disposition, 

. tae, mek, sR ilk, at 3 retiring color, ib (6 ; 

a retiring place, 4%; the best rule for pre- 
serving one’s person is to be humble and retir- | 

ing, ft 3 BL Ln Ey Ga fF, 

Retort, v.t. ‘To oe back, oz; 
argument, 4 

> > 

to return an 

fx] ; to retort A a Gieations Ma, ee; 

retort a censure, gtr; to bend or curve Le 

Retort, n. The return of a charge, argument, &e., 
SE, VE ; eed at retort, iif, Peat; a retort 
in chemistry, AR #E%. 

Retorted, pp. Retur ned, ¥ith, FRAT, RZ. 
Retorting, ppr. &, KZ. 

Retouch, v.t. 7 $i, (EB: 
touches, FR{E, (ZK. 

Retrace, v. t. To trace back, as one’s steps, Je]jb, 

{Hiwk, JE)LE; to trace back, 3B, 3B Bf; to trace 
over again, as an outline of a picture, fy Fy, 

MRT, WEES 
Retraced, pp. Beteacads as the outlines of a pic- | 

ture, 7s Fi if. 
Retract, v. t. To retract one’s words, R&S, KA, | 

L&D, fA HE; to retract verbal evidence, fg OH fik, 

ee A ; to draw hack, as claws, #7, $B, Hi 
Jf ; hereafter it shall not be lawful to retract, 
BAGS a em babs Jt li ; will not retract, 

mi Hs Be i ca in 

to improve by new 
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RR WR be, Dea bee | 

B; to retract from an en- | demands v.14. - 20 nck; i, Bil. 

RET 

gagement, Hi eH. 
| Retracted, pp. BS TS, iti T- 
| Retractible, a. aH Sa (5A. 
Retracting, ppr. Retracting one’s words, prom- 

ises, &e., HE, KA, KU, Uae, BS. 
| Retraction, n. The retraction of one’s words, prom- 

ises, &e., RE, ROH, tc Oak, Hcl; retrae- 
tion of a claim, j2 Rf; 4€7—f; disavowal, 12 Fz, 

Ap ait 
Retreat, n. The act of retiring, 9k, #BB; to 

sound the retreat, Me 9 3, 96 42 4 @; the 
retreat of an army, #7 j3 ; to cover the 
retreat, (23 ; a quiet retreat, F2g2, 44, 4 

Sit Jali FRIEZE, BF; a refuge, Mee Zhe, 
WERE ZK. 

Retreat, v.i. 3; to retreat to a place of safety, 
SFR YE to retreat to a mountain, 38g]. 

| Retreated, pp. ER. 

Retrench, v.t. lo cut off, 4] 4; to pare away, 

i, Hi) s, Jit 3s ; to render less, as expenses, 
44a AM, tek, ih Aa, A. TA, fae, AAC 
to limit, Bit, @ ; to furnish with retrenchments, 

Sie. 
Retrenched, pp. {j8, ih, He T- 
Retrenching, ppv. 24, HH. TH, He, fi. 
tetrenchment, n. Lessening, 44%, {#, HRA, 

ofS, POA, “Aise s a work of defence, £8 BE. 
| Retribute, v. ¢. 3%, 2294, FR. 
Retributing, ppr. Requiting, #%; making repay- 

| ment, ie, Biz. 
| Retribution, n. Retaliation, }f, DUE FRE , PROS, Jeli HE, 

WEAR; a gratuity or present, Ff ; requital, aR 
payment, 3; manifest retribution, BAFR, [bf 

4k, WFR; final retribution, #42; the doctrine 
of retribution, 4A 7 Bp, ‘eh 2 am treatises 
on resribations Jak WE Ge. 

Retributive, Retributory, a. 
punishment, 3425p]. 

Retrievable, a. AY fz, HY (2 iy, Wy TER. 

| Retrieve, v. t. To gain back, 73 44, le], @; to 
retrieve one’s ‘liberty, yA, RE ; to retrieve 
one’s honor, (it “i a ty, f£ IL % ; to retrieve 
ieaiieis 1% (5 = i, 7 GH = BA; to retrieve 
one from danger, Ae ARE. 

Retrieved pp. ih 1. EET ; repaired, iy yf. 
| Retrieving, ppv. Recovering, (£4§, 7 iH, MIE, 

(i. 
| Retroact, v. 7. KOZ, HR, RE. 

Se a. ee: 
Retrocede, . To grant or cede | 

4h, WE; retributive 

ack, 2H, 3 

wi 



RET s 

TET ee a af going Retrocession, n. 38le, 
back, 3 #4, Sif 44- 

Retrograde, a. $&RE; a retrograde movement, aE | 
#4, BRL Ha retrograde planet, J FH; | 
retrograde motion, jifr #. 

Retrogression, n. 42 4%, RG #. 
Retrospect, n. [e)ii. [ejmi, lee, re-eXx- 

amination, Ie] 2 Je] #; to takea ae on 
things past, BIE, iE. 

Retrospection, n. le) i, Je) a, fe) B!, ent. 
Retrospective, a. Je] itifry, [e) ma Ay. 
Retrude, v. t. F£X. 
Retting, n. f§ Z. 
Return, v. 7. To go back, 

SHS, BE, Fx, le], sled, le} ee, Te) sit, 
DE, BREDA, He, Webi; ; to come back, 
to return home, Je] 3, Si 4e, Ve ae 
to return to one’s native village, lel #6, Heth, | 

ie5h, PEA, Bik cH; no place to return to, 46 
Pr oir, 4H ae BY Fi; ; to return to one’s own duty, 

Si ASP ; never to return, 7¢ AV; to return to 

a former state, PEI. MIE) ASI, SEAT, 8 
AX; to return to obedience, FHA, SME, SHR; 
to return to right prirciples or allegiance, gi | R 
5, FH; to return (ascribe) it to heaven, Ke 

WRK, Gi ZH; to return to the world, 3 
to return {o former habits, J) 7% fEdHh ; return! 
he off ! FEE ; that which always goes and never 
returns is not propriety, #E Ty A 4c SE ne ab. 

Return, v. t. To give back, fF iY, #2, 20H, Bele], 
7244; to bring or carry back, A Gy, AEE, | 
$444, $e] ; to carry hack on the shoulder, tf 
GH; * to return a visit, JE) FF, 

FF; to return money, je #F; to return answer 

or an answer, Je] 4, Blelak, las, ATK. 
Ja, 727 ; to return thanks, APA. BY, & 
Mf; to return kindness or a favor, 4 PA, & 
APA, FKP; to return a Look by Sas it, 
a ey pat : to return a pledge, 3 WedE, We Be, 
32 F; to return a permit, Hye; to tevin a 

blow, 32 =. 
Return, n. A returning hack to the same place, 

3, |e]; the act of sending back, Fe]; a rev- 
olution, jai, Hi f7, Hg; a periodical coming 
to the same place, 7@ BJ, 7 3, Je]; the return 
of a comet, £€ 7G F ; the return of the year, 

te 2 LE, fi 
the seasons, Pys[§7¥ BE, PUA; to makea 
return, 4& : the returns of the population, RA 

He 

it. Hea: restitution, 32 sj: report, account, 
* See Carry. 
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MA, GAG, Doi. Gi, 
a le) 
Gace, Ie); 
ae AYU ; | 

FE, le), He 

Se (LF, Hi Zs ML BW: the return of 

REV 

ii 4B, te, KA: to ( irink to in return, 5 a Bail Hf: 
| Return-day, n. pee Be % A. 

Returnable, a. i Zh, Be, eee. 
| Returned, pp. or a. Restored, #23, Wis git ; not 
| yet returned home, ARIE] AC, AE AR, AR 
| Returning, ppr. or a. Giving back, 3¢ 4, (2 HM, 

jz; sending back, #y]eJ; returning, as toa 

former place, Jz, fi, Je]. 
Returning-officer, n. BHAA JH Hd eae A = Je] 

ay iB. . 

Reunion, n. 7£ &, (IE, 7A. 

| Reunite, v.t. 4@ A, HEI, FRY, LA. LL 
Reveal, v. ¢. BA, Hla. GEHL; to divulge, WR. 

WHR; to open, He: to manifest, Z, a, BH tlt. 
Revealed, pp- OV a. RFS. Ti 
Revealing, ppr. Bk; manifesting, BAHT; 

closing, PEHT, WWE. 
| Reveille, n. 2%§, #48. 
| Revel, v. 7. To carouse, ME fe, RY, HERR. 

Revel, n. RH, KEE, Fis. 

| Revel-rout, n. fi: a mob, Haff. 

Revelation, n. Bt, FH ; disclosure, BH, WH, 
fn ; the book of Revelation, #4HARRE. 

Reveled, pp. WR. HiT. 
| Bexclen n. WR, BiH. 
Reveling, ppr. HERR, BiG. 

| Nevelry, n. eR, HT. Big. 

| | Revenge, n. ARB, FRE YS AL ERIE H : to 
take revenge, #2-% ; private revenge, Ff, 3 th, 
F/, YEAE ; to meditate revenge, stAR7E. fii] LIK ; 
to plan revenge, {EZRA oe PAE 

Revenge, v.t. 3, Be, Be, fi; to revenge an in- 

jury, wrong, &e., &c., $278, Fh AL. FRE, FRE. 
ee WER, PER, Bee, Be. iN HE. A, AL 

; to revenge an angry look, is Ewe, PRUE 
#8; to revenge an affront, are, OCaE 

Reyenged, DP: GH, Bei ; to he revenged on, 
Jp¥e JL; to be revenged on an enemy, #&. 

Revengeful, ae Vindictive; TEE Ay, Hep AME fy, 1S 

| 1, FOUL AY, 22, SBE. 
' Revengefulness, n. 42 fry, JP ZE fr. 

tevenger, n. 324%; the revenger of an injury, &c., 

dis- 

HEA, BEE. 
Hevene ee ppr. #h, 2e, BE; vevenging an injury, 

&e., FR92, pee 

Revenue, n. fij, Bt SER BERG. HAA. FARR, Bt 
gf. ; revenue derived from the customs, HAE : 
revenue derived from the field, FA#; revenue 
derived from the ground, if ; public revenue, 
ZSfigy ; revenue of a state, PYAR, Spt; board of 
revenue, Fah s nes revenue department, HEE 

6 J 
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to defraud the revenue by smuggling, JF, 2 

HE; revenue cutter, 3 ff, AEA MA; Income, A 
Reverberant; a. JRE288. LA. 
Reyerberate, v.t. To echo, #8)RE, Fy #2; to send 

hack, $2, KZ, FAK; to beat back, +7]e] ; 

to reflect, J JK. 

teyerberate, vr. 7. To be driven back, #, JX, Je] ; 
to resound, fc 2s. 

Reverberating, ppr. Sending back, oz, @Z, 
Ja] ; reflecting, as light, #94; echoing, WER, 

Ieee. 
teverberation, n. %#, Kee. le] 4, Kele). ile. 
#7 le] #4; the reverberation of sound, Jc #88, Je 
#4: the reverberation of light, jx Ha #. 

Reverhberatory, a. J fy, Je) (%- 
tevere, v.t. To venerate, #, Hy, AL, Bt, “AL, 

We, te, EK; to revere the elders, BA. 

mae. wre, WS. if: to feel reverence for one’s 

parents, 2 4% 42 HE; your reverence, #&; with 
reverence, 4%, # ; 
fiz ; 2 bow of courtesy, WY, 47 Z8- 
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BA ; ‘to reverse the decree of heaven,” ##JE]KK 
&; to repeal, Fer ; to annul, HH, PR. 

Reverse, n. Change, #, ff; a contrary, J, HR, 
Foi; the backside, 79, We; the very reverse, 
4, #0 ¥}; the reverse of providence, Fees ; 
reverse of fortune, A DE iy ji, A gip dai; the 
reverse of a coin, $¢ ie, $275 : he is the reverse 
of his brothers, {HL 5¢ rf FAIL. 

Reverse, a. FAQ, Ke. #A7S- 

Reversed, pp. ora. JQ. #1 fe; changed to the 

contrary, fg ; reversed, as a sentence, ft J; 
turned upside down, HR J. 

Reyersely, adv. On the other hand, g%, #ak.- 
Reversing, ppv. Turning upside down, tf], fal 

Ju; turning the contrary way, RZ, ER; 

annulling, Jf i. 
Reversion, n. A returning, ites KX the reyersion 

Revered, pp ora. 1 if x reyered decree, 4 | ? ] ] pues) ? 

Reyerenece, n. &¥, ra ti, as A8Hk Zh xt, | 

reverence and awe, ES, JX | 

Reverence, v. t. &, #28, HK, HH. WE, st ML 
Wij; to reverence and adore, #4: ; to obey and | 

reverence one’s parents, 243% 2B. 
Reverenced, pp. 98. 2i8, BAG, & 
Reverencing, ppr. #, Hk, 4, ASH 
Reverend, a. 2, 4: reverend sir, BM; very 

reverend, J¢#; right reverend, JE#; most 

reverend, Be, fyi. 
Reverent, a. #%, @, (, AE; humble, We. 

Reverential, a. eft, Rey, il, HE, BER, FF, 
HE ; with reverential awe, Hf AX ; in reverential 
fear of, @¢#e; reverential deportment, Ait, 

aah. 
Reverentially, adv. HQ 9%, & 

tially obedient, fife. 
Reyerently, adv. WE, DCE. 

Reverie, Revery, n. %J 48, 2848; wild extravagant 
conceit of the fancy or imagination, 7£48. 

Reyering, ppr. yf, @, 2. 
Reversal, n. Ix, 1 #. 
Reverse, v. ¢. ‘To put in the contrary order, Jt, 

AUD, BRAY, Ie], GBA, AB Ae; to overturn, 
tif ff] ; to reverse a sentence, Jg 4; to reverse 
a motion, Jg th, KoA iy; to reverse the soul, 
ffi HE ; to reverse the distinctions of good and 
evil, WA fIAEJE ; to reverse the state, fA) fi ; to 

reverse, as the front and back, WT, Koti, my 

BR eee? ; reyeren- Ziyi 

of an estate, (3 fj “28, (Ze 2 3 ; fortune in 

reversion, "(5 7 32, W1(&E 7H 7 3E ; succession, 

Ha) » 2 fi) 
Revert, v.¢. To turn back, J, fiz kg ; to reverse, Fx 

2, RR. 
Revert, v. 7. To return, fH, J, GZ, GRA, ve, 
4, 19, A: to revert to, fi}; to revert to the 
criginal proprietor, §i; AX 42 ; to revert to one, 
fi;— ; to revert to one rule, §jj—¥4E; to revert 

to the original, 7 49H, HEIL AIA, (ALB, 
q65 WTI, sw) (Js) ) TE AS JRE; to revert to and 
submit, SHAR; to revert to nothing, Sa: to 
revert to the original form, #@ 34 Jit # ; to revert 

to the crown, $i Fe, A ‘ef; to revert to the - 
original number, 7% Tk Be; to revert to a 

former state, Sj HL. 

reverted, pp. Sit [- 

| Revertible, a. Ty §i. 

Reverting, ppr. Turning back, 3&, She ; revert- 
ing, as an estate, rule, &e., SF: on reverting 

to. $3) FI. 
Revery, n. See Reverie. 
Revest, +. 2. To return to a former owner, §i Rif 

Al, Si BEE EE. 
Revesting, ppr. Clothing again, FR Sf, 7 #; 

clothing with, as with an office, 7%, #£f8, 

#2 FH. 
Reyest ment, x. ShWe, Bh FR Be. 
Reyibrate, v. i. PERK. 
Revictual, v. t. HEWKE. 

Review, v. ¢. oP, BY. oT Ba) anak, wl, FESS, HEA 
to review a book, 7 #¥, [R) BF ; to review essays, 

SRI. WSCA, RPAH: to review troops, 
iS, FEES IS, WAALS T ; to review or examine, =. im) 
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Revivify, v. t. #275, HE. See Revive. 
Reviving, ppr. or a. #27, EUG, HE. 

Revivor, n. WER, WR, UGH. BAK. 
Revocable, a. Je fh HE, WY Heath, BY AE, A ee. 
Revocation, n. ie 7%, #2; the revocation of errors, 

REV Te es 

as accounts, fj#, YR; to review or examine 

his writings, $y 4b 3 fF. 

Review, n. if, Bi, stl, FER, fii 3, aPas 3 & 
review of troops, [jf ; to see a review, [fi Fe ; 

wu general review, *K[¥j; the triennial review, 
iki. | SEF, =e 72; the revocation of a law, HY, 

Reviewed, pp. #38, BIT. HBIT- Bik. 
Reviewer, n. [8) 4%, cP #- | Revoke, v. ¢. or 7. FE, #8, BR, FSG, oh. 4, STE] ; 
| alk ppr- Ga, He), Bee. | to revoke one’s error, 495; to revoke a privi- 

Eels, v. toh cate th, ay ae vill ne, it ia lege, ERE ; to revoke a law, 3 Je i: ; to revole 

me alii, ° Me ee at, BB al at, ae. CM, we verbal evidence, & FI fit, Fx u Ak : to violate, 

ibe ie it. | big Yay- 

Reviled, pp. DEIA, Me TS - | Revoked, pp. Jj, #256, AGB, sare 

Reviling, ppv. aii 38. dee, wh we, wk. | Revolt, vi. FH, KR. GR BHR ER, & 
Revisal, n. jie, Alay, GB. reyolt from religion, #§ %, #$ (3, KH; to revolt 
Revise, vt. Hite, dia). rERS. SLE. Fea), le against one’s superiors, J f-. 

5 alls Pes, Bea), GPE, FEIE, fs, HE, Ge, 2S | Revolt, v.¢. To turn,  ; to put to flight, 3 ; 
2; to revise a manuscript, fide HH, fia a AB to overturn, ti ff] ; to shock, ZE fR, AF 4H ; one’s 

UHI AS, ALPETH; to revise, as a treaty, BH i ; feelings revolt, 772. 

to alter, Ui; to revise a case, XV FHF. | Revolt, n. Insurrection, (ERC, FRI, ME ie, jE He. 
Bewee, n. A second proof- sheet, 9} — fi, RAS, RH | Revolted, pp. or a. ith, He 3; shocked, A 7.. 

; the second revise, $f = ro | Revolter, n. FRA, (ERA, WKH. 
Bored, pp. or a. Hi eli, aPih, YT. Revolting, ppr. or a. #¥, Fk, (EAR; shocking, 
Revising, ppr. Way, #P. IR), Beal, ILE. Revolute, a. fehx- | ti. 

Revision, ». ‘The act of reviewing, as of books Revolution, n. Rebellion, #&, gL, KC, FR, Hei ; to 
manuscripts, ZF a), {s, Hay the revision ae au be in a state of revolution, al. fEgL; the rev- 
treaty, fs #) #; revision regulations, ®E olution of He he and moon, Asi fi: i 

BiPER, (2 FER ; ve-examination, FES. revolution, —3if, —#%, —iig, —is, — 34), — 

Revisit, v. t. WA. HR. lej te, FER. oy SS fa —|ej, ik, ei — = the 
Revisory, a. #)ayAg, FEA, [BR A- revolution of a year, 46, — jh] ; the revolution 

Revival, n. Recovery to life, (AE 4, SLUG, MER, of the day, —f, —K, Hsqi; the revolution 
ik % ; recall to activity from a state of languor, of a state, fy 2% BL. BY 2% #. 7” ; the revolution 
rot Fig I, (fF ; a religious revival, Hi Bh _ of the seasons, PY 4; one revolution of the 
fl, He 7H fz ; the revival of a nation, It 77 fig, earth produces day and night, jy 2% — Be yg 

Je HE; the revival of old customs, FEZ 7%; the eee revolution, fj 2 AER. 
fel. | Revolutionary, a. {ERLAG, HBL, HEAL AG, Ke: 

Revive, v. i.cré. ‘To return to life, #EAE, fEHE, | a revolutionary Her ky ih, AE (ER, iioms 
(UE, HE, HAE, FEZE, fk ; to receive new vigor, revolutionary books, #4[ 2. 

#2, FEM; trade begins to revive, ER {XZ ML, Revolutionize, v. t. a, BP. 
AE #5 LUE; to revive the dead, it FE 4%, (IG Re he v.t. 3, He, SH, a), 3877, ic, Te, Te 
AE #% ; to revive the memory of, fi MALS, We i Je], Ha, MEG, Hew. 40, BE HER, Ee, 
%4 ; to revive percepiipns, WE ; to revive the IE]; the earth revolves, {i BE; the earth revolves 
soldiers’ earis, HED. )%, (BAe IH; to revive around ine sun, Jv KP, 1st HepB. 
an afiair, (Sg 18. UE, WESE, JLEGZE; to revive Revolve, v.¢. To revolye,as in the mind, Je], 
a case in law, @it4é. fait Bs eeu BL; to revolve and plan, 33 

Revived, pp. Erought to life, ( 2B ih, WEG ; re- jai 
covered, 7 St f ; restored to its naturi al state, Revolved, pp. Bist, Hee. ei ay. 

SIT. CURT. SRB. “Revolving, ppr. or a. #, $B, 38, 1G), HEB), AE, 
Reviver, n. (6%, (L7H ; one who redeems from | fia. 

neglect, (& i #. | Revulsive, a. EPEAT, MBSA, Be Ha 3. 
Reyivication, n. fifth, WE. teward, n. ‘A, i At AA. TUE RE, RG POA ; 
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rewards and punishments, El to | give re- 

wards, PEs A, A rfl 4 RUN ZEEE, At 5 scale 

of rew ede) FE; a Ponta or bill offer- 
ing a reward, Ahh ; inadequate reward, 4E 

A ig ; to obtain a reward, 79’ ; good and evil 
have their proper reward £8 Se tf BEA BE ; 
secret reward, f2#R; open reward, Pak; he 
gets his rewards, BH LR. 

Reward, v. t. 4, #f, 4; to reward services, 3%, 
Pail AR, tis L, TE, AEPE, FA3F, AG; to reward the 

| 
| Rhyme, n. #8, ne, la) a, 

oood, 4 3 ; to reward a victorious army, 4 fil, | 
He ‘to reward graciously, PAYEG, PATH. 

Rewardable, a. Wak, BDH, HEA AG, HEA AY. 

Rewarded, pp. ith, $Rih : 
prince you must return thanks, #35 HF}. 

Rewarder, n. #4, #R#%, 3H, SH. 

Rewrite, v. t. FEES, (2/5. 
teynard, n. JN5#. 

Rhabdology, n. Ji HB. 
Rhabdomancy, n. jp BE. 
Rhamnus, 2. See Date. 

Rhapsodic, Rhapsodical, a. 

Ar AH SHE fg 
Rhapsody, n. WEE 2X, FL, FERC, HAC, Hy ac, 
FEN 5a portion of an epic peom, 

are eS of tales, PRS, FE Ht. 

Rhein, n. Aw Bf 

Rhetoric, n. The. science of oratory, 32 i 2% BE, 

a Zi, WF. 
Rhetorical, a. 36 4 BRAS, 38 om fy. 
Rhetorician, n. ae ae YN a $B EIS 

hE. 

ae AJ 3 unconnected, 

Rheum, ». 3; yellow rheum, weHEe. 

Rheumatic, a. il #4 (14, Fag; rheumatic ophthal- 
mia, fal 22 WR IE; rheumatic pain, gl #2 Z FH, 
Jal Hj; rheumatic affections, Jil ¥€ 

ic fever, BARE. 

if rewarded by the | 

| Rib-roast, v. ¢. 74 

Sing, SoHE 
| Ribald, a. Low, base, &hj5 

; rheumat- | 

Rhubarb, n. a powder of rhubarb, FRR; 
tincture of rhubarb, ag &@ 7S. 

Rhumb, n. HPF. 
Rhus succedanea, n. YZ hi. 

HA ; oblique rhymes, 
Wii ; vhymes in the even tone, 2275; perfect 

Sau fi) 32 48, fa) 78; to make rhymes, jf 
HH; a poem, — Fay; there is neither rhyme 
nor reason in it, HER ZEA. 

Rhyme, v. ¢. ort. 4 fR; they do not rhyme, dis- 
agree, {Ait AR. 

Rhymeless, a. We BT. 
Rhymer, Rhymist, Rhymster, n. {PARS.- 
Rhythm, Rhythmus, ». (4, #8 ft; good rhythin, 

AGAR. 
Rhythmieal, a. 78 ¢# fry. : 
Rib, n. 5, #7, Bh, Wye, Wyss; the large ribs. 

PERG; long ribs, f # ; the short ribs, 47 # ; 
false ribs, 42%; the ribs of a ship, #28 ; his 
rib, {2 PE SE, {tb 7% SE: a crooked rib, =] HF 5 a 
small rib of land, — {jf hi) ; a spare rib, fy 

%7; a hen’s rib, useless thing, $8 fh, Re 4; 
the rib of a fan, fas 

HI. 
Ribald, n. Jf) FUP, WRI S AY. 

; obscene, JRE. 

tibaldrous, a. 7% fab AY. 

tibaldry, n. 75 fk Zoh, FERN, Ook, GER. 
Ribband, n. See Ribbon. 

Ribbed, pp. or a. Ay RE. #7 hy, HEH AG ; the ribbed 
back of a leaf, #2 7}; vibbed paper, (ey 

i 
Ribbon, ». AE, My, kM 3 Silk ribbon, #R¥y; tape 

and ribbon shop, ##E#AH; a ribband attached 

toa seal, £%, #§; to weave ribbon, ith ae 
Ribbon-grass, n. Hi KA. 

| Rice, n. Growing rice, Fe, fF}; ved rice, ALHTHK ; 

Rheumatism, n. BES, SKE, Jae; rheumatism | 
in the legs, J/il,7#; rheumatism in the back, | 

Rheumy, a. #2, HW. | Fal. 
Rhina, n. See Ray. 

Rhinoceres, n. FE4R, St; rhinoceros horns, x #9 ; 
a cup made of the horn of a rhinoceros, SRK. 

Rhinoplastic, a. (i LUE, ke ELA. 
Rhizophagous, a. BH. 
Ithodium, n. 424%. 
Rhododendrum, n. 4E%, E77 HE. 
Rhomb, Rhombus, a. PFE. 
Rhomboid, n. BITE, Sih 94 PIE. 
Rhombohedron, n. WELAT ih Be. 
Rhomboidal, a. me TAs. 

} 

| 
| 
| 

rice of the best quality, EK, LAK, #r; 

rice of second quality, = AK ; middling rice, 
ra HK; rice of inferior quality, F HK, FLAK, HE; 

rice sprouts, Fil, ALFA; upland rice, PE Ry; rice 
in the husk, #%; rice in the grain but husked, 
K; cooked rice, fig; glutinous or old man’s 
rice, $&, ff ; dry (not glutinous) rice, #E ; 
fragrant rice, ##i4—; to transplant rice, fF 
Te, Fill AE ; to steam rice, 2 fi, 4% fy; to boil 
rice, #c AR, ARK, BH, Coie ; to buy rice, #7, 

TK, OK; to sell rice, BRK, EEK, HERe; to 
eat rice, @AK, Ef; no rice to eat, MER ; 

dish up the rice, #5 fi; rice gruel, ni}, FRE GR ; 
to boil other popes al to pats it 
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# AK; to spill the rice, to spoilan affair, ®) = YE HE, WHE; to get rid of, Ay, GR, GE; 
HK ; vice cakes, fig ff, AE; flat rice-cakes, fa IK to be rid of trouble, FR HE, HR REAM FE. 
#Mt; vice balls in soup, fr, FR, ps, pe; a vice Riddance, n. Deliverance, fH, fe H ; the act of 
field, ARPA; early rice, RAG, Rl; late rice, clearing away, PRA. 
Hie #43- Ridding, ppv. Clearing, BR ; freeing, fit, Pi Ht. 

Rice-bird, n. Java sparrow, FRx. Riddle, n. A sieve, 4. 
Rice-paper, * n. sayfk. See Paper. Riddle, v.¢. To riddle, as grain, fj; to riddle 
Rice-shop, n. K¢f; coolie of rice-shop, 7K 4F. wheat, fpH&; to perforate with shot, $y ZEnage ; 
Rice-weevil, n. 46 4F. to riddle a house, 7 Z2mye Be. 
Rich, a. Wealthy, 4 $8, , Mey, Me EL, Be Hs, | Riddle, mn. An enigma, #, ea, Ras, HRA, # 

BE, FA, WAS, WE tek, WEL PE, PBA; rich soil, fH F-; I give you a riddle to guess, #¥47 RAB 

HH, PR IIE. HE AU. FE UZ J, WARE, BI; rich ff; to propose a riddle, $75, Ha, wha 10 
food, #5 ME, HE dal, WE ZW za rich person, H+, — give out a riddle written on a lantern, #7 ah; 

i Ef, AEE; a rich family, wR, A; to guess at a riddle, fk, Wh; to guess a 
very rich, as soup, je; rich flavor, fel; rich riddle, 4A 4B wh. 
wine, i, JEW; rich or strong and weak, Riddle, v. t. To solve, fF. 

i BR; vich and dull, as colors, fH; rich | Riddled, ppv. $7 Be sME. 
favors, JEL Bl, BF; te become rich, #6 Hf, WR Ride, x. 7; pret. rode; pp. rid, ridden. To ride, 

as on horseback, §, PS, FE. HX; to ride, as in 

RID 

$8; rich and honorable, ‘sf #¢ ; rich in land, 
Zz rEWE, SIA fy, S AA Ee AZ; rich in virtues, | 
Be (is UE, es fe (J; a vich language, ah; a 
rich banquet, BE 4, BY #E; rich jewels, =e; | 
rich presents, J yt, fe; rich and aftluent, 

f2#h; vich dress, FFA; a rich face, AT, | 
fa; the rich, F FS", Hs; a secretly rich 
man, Pda Hy 4. | 

a carriage or sedan chair, He, 44; to ride on 

horseback, Bei EG, Ze HS, PSR; to ride in a 
carriage, 44 ER it, se afi, se EM, #2 Hi; to ride 
together, iif hij; to ride in a sedan chair, 4B HR ; 
to ride at anchor, ##4@ ; to ride out a gale, HE 
Al, ATH Ie Hy; to vide on a cloud .to 
heaven, 9 2 |. 3X; to rise to the clouds and 

Riches, n. pl. i, Si, SHY, se, He; riches and | ride on the mist, }§ 32 We; to vide masters at 
honor, #¢; bis riches consist in housesand | sea, 47 Wy Hi AWE; to ride easy, jy; to ride 
land, (BOW HHS, fll > Wh EF AE. about, defy ; to ride by, fijith ; to ride hard, f® 

Richly, adv. With riches, Bi}; magnificently, Ajiz#F; to learn to ride, St}; to ride the high 
HE BF; plenteously, [MY wk; truly, Ze ; really, horse, ## fF ; to ride to the genii on a stork, § 
Ja. ; richly endowed, BY P) H! BK; richly dressed, ee, {ly HX. 

FARR RI, Aa | Ride, n. —Ih}; to take a ride, Bj—# BS; ride in 
Richness, x. Finery, 3j¢ Bf ; splendor, HEF ; fer- | a chair, 4A— ig; vide in a carriage, 4A—-wH 

tility, BY AR, GA; the richness, as of food, 7, | Rider, n. as, He, UN, HE. | 5H. 
AZ ; the richness, as of wine, colors, &e., #¢; Ridge, n. The back, #¥, #f; a steep ridge, BE; the 

strength, {k. | ridge of a house, Se¢F, FR, ese, EF, BL; the 
Ricinus communis, n. 48 hie e¥, HEF ; ricinus oil, ridge of a hill or mountain, |J¥F, fi, fg, HR, 

25 Wi Yh. lf}; the ridge of the empire, RP ZF; a ridge 
Rick, n. —HE Sf, —HE RR, FE. See Stock. or chain of mountains, 4; the Meiling ridge, 
Rickets, n. pl. SFR 2 HE, SEE HE, kG ZUKE. gaa ; Wrinkles of flesh in the roof of a horse’s 
Rickety, a. S875 (5, # GH (14. mouth, Kp; a furrow, js. 

Ricochet, n. $j 44 th. Ridge, v.¢. To form into ridges with the plow, 
Bue; to wrinkle, #3, He. Rid, v.t.; pret. and pp. vid. To free, PR, &; to 

clear, $7; to deliver, # ; to rid of moss, FR¥4;  Ridge-pole, n. WE; to lay tie ridge-pole, met., to 
Im Yh - to rid of care, ors, HWE; to rid one’s self of, 

FHA, FH. MRE; to rid one’s self of dress, Hit 
HK, HEA; to drive away, §&; to remove by 
violence, hi fF ; to rid one of his money, as by 
cheating, Je AR, Sk J. Gt; to rid of trouble, 

~ * See Paper. 

side with the weak in a quarrel, 228%; ood 
luck to raising the ridge-pole, a sentence writ- 
ten on it, -E FE AW; are you going to bea 

ridge-pole ? said to one who interfers in or 
backs up a quarrel, (ip {i222 FF. 

| Ridge-tree, n. 2. 
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Ridged, pp- >. For med into a ridge, EGE, ee 

panied: #5 GE, GAOPE. 

tidgy, a. Hts, HK. Her. 
Ridicule, n. Derision, #, HEH, HE4k, HE, BE, 

Ae GE; satire, 
ridicule, to put a ridicule epan ee, wi La Age 

wz; to fall into ridicule, #& A 4, 5] AE; Lam 
afraid of ridicule, te BE, THAR AE. 

Ridicule, v. t. 58, 58, oS), aah, EO, BhRE, 
LAE, wa, MISE, DASE, woe art, BRE, Mae; to 
ridicule one, SER, Aue) OL, MSE. 

Ridiculed, pp. 55%, BESEWS ; to be ridiculed, pk 

ME. 
Ridiculing, ppr. 4, eR weal - 
Ridiculous, a. WS B Ana, BSE, 1), HES, tk 

Har; to make one’s ae ‘ridiculous, aR A SE 5a 
ridiculous afiair, HW STE Ty 2.3 ; vidicu- 
lous talk, 4249 ; droll, APE ; absurd, AB. 

Ridiculously, adv. 5, i WE, WY age; to act ridicu- 
lously, BJ) AE. ZR ASE, (EASE; ridiculously 
long, £ Pp). 

Ridiculousness, n. FES), MERA, BESE, WT AE ii. 
Riding, ppr. ora. Riding, as on horseback, £ iy 
Ze ; riding, as in a carriage or sedan chair, 44. 

Riding, n. Eye, va Bais. 
Riding-habit, n. Sj y#2, * We. 
Riding-hood, n. Sy E58. + 
Riding-jacket, n. Fy Hh. 
Riding-master, n. [E} fifi, 2! fill fe 
Riding-school, n. By Js. 
Rife, a. Prevailing, 77, EA. 
Riffraff, n. Refuse, #§#E; rifraft of the population, 

ACAD PAC. T iit. 
Rifle, v.t. HGR. 7%, BARE, STII, 4T 

Ay, GET, FE; to strip, FJ; to rifle a house, Jy 

vse ; to viflea grave, #bK. 

Rifle, n. #25tE8, Pizs- 
Rifled, pp. AP. ALC. Pl. Hl: a rifled cannon, 

TAM. 
Rifleman, n. HeseyF, PEF. 
Rifler, n. bk, FIR 4. 
Rifling, ppr. Plundering, #739, AFR ; grooving, | 

HEP, te De. 
Rift, n. HE. 

Rift, v. t. To split, WR. [RR | 

Rift, v. 7. To barat open, fF, WEL; to belch, BR, 
Rig, v.t. To dress, 24%, 27 ; to rig a ship or vessel: 

age fis ip ate he pre ible 

Rig, n. Dress, AYE; the rig of a vessel, fia PR 

me Ha] ; jeer, Ti], 3]; to turn into | 

x 

+ Applied to native vessel. 

SR, Spat: : to run the rig upon ¢ one, FE J, Pe 
3e J\; a strumpet, #58 

Rigged, PP. Dressed. Wk sB, HE S; rigged, asa 

ship, ita MB a. 
Rigger, nN. “I 

Rigging, n. The rigging of a ship, PEFR, fees ; 
dress, #2; the running rigging, Pree ye, 

HAL Zits. 
Right, a. Straight, 7; a right line, #8; a 

right angle, fi f4 ; right angles, 7 ; a right- 
angled triangle, 2% A, 2G; the right 

Wie TE, fiiH, HARB; proper, WER, Be ay 
OE, 2, 3, i. ET BE; just, AG, AE, 
TEA, ZSIE; not erroneous, f7#h, AF. SE, FH, 
AE, MESE ; suitable, PB, @ ; becoming, ‘sy ; 
right reason, EHR, mm. right principled, Ea 
A, IES. IEW, IER; a right intention, 
JE &, IEo; to give every thing tie right 
name, 4y-4% LJ ja 7% ; to rest in what is right, 
JEXE, Jere; right words, IES, sag; might 

and wrong, SEJE, Ai. SLE. $259 ; to he in 
the right. 27, #744; very right, $E-2, 4-433 ; 
you are right, (RAR, WAAL; to make right, 

Keke, M2, HBIE; not right, WEB, WEKE, Z 
4; Lam not right, #22 § #8; to be in one’s 
right senses, ARHR; all right, Peek, BR, ay. 
mE; the right hand, 4#=F; to sit on the right 
hand of God, Ei 2 AF is it right or 
not ? #4 0H 39 We, 3E 7, SENS SENS; the right 
wing, #7##; right and left, Af; the right 
side, 43% ; a right learned man, WPS A 
right on, ARI ; ‘tight now, iE ; just in aan 
just right, TEAS ; just right, IE @ BR, TERE: 
right, just so, TES. 

Right, adv. Ina right or straight line, jf ; ac- 
cording to fact or ‘truth, Ja, 4; very, #, + 
7, . 

Right, n. Conformity to the will of God, 3, fi, 
te ae eS justice, ZS34; that which is 
right or proper, {% i ARIE: freedom from 
error, #7, 32, F7 Hy ; just claim by courtesy, 74 
By BERR, fii ; ownership, 8 ; prerogative, AS 
bh 7 Hi, BLS HE; the right of citizens, AE 
Dee HE, Be HE; legal power, #£; to confuse 
right and wrong, #éslALJE ; the right of self- 
defence, fj #€2 #€ ; on his right, 4 fa Gis; 
I havea right to it, FERRI, FPS Ry, SE 
i AQ fy; in his own right, 4 iy PME, 4E TH 

JB Wu his ; by rights, Fp REAR ; to set to rights, 

FLIENP, TEM; to put to rights, TEP, JERE; 
to aoe any one right, Dwi A, SIA, LY 
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ae contrary to all right, ae nth HB put | 

it to rights quickly, Hei BR. to maintain 
one’s right, FAEHE, thE; to set one to rights, 

HA, HA, HLA; right, according to Bud- 

dhists, #5 #. 
Right, v.t. iE i, E, iE, fip; to right a person, 

ti \%; to right the helm, HAE Sin to right 

: a IRIE ff; to right one’s self, (ip AS se. Hh 
9: to right one’s honor, EAA. 

Right-handed, a. @>fJ. 
Zight-hearted, a. EG, BR, § 
Righted, pp. th T. za TS. 

Righteous, a. 236, #3, HEINE, 36 44 (4 ; the right- 
eous God, ASEZ Lit, SeZ_hiit 3a Behn 
oe A356 N, BEA; a righteous act, 75% 

#7, 36 fT, 3E%E; the an 
Ricieeaal, adv. 389%, HAH, | #.- 
Righteousness, n. 38, Le eH ee giealtesst 

ness of God, [| #23; 
Christ, Joe: ae #78, HOE 

Righter, n. {i 3S, {ih He 
Rightful, a. Just, x; | oat RIE, fil ; true, 
it "ag 
-N? 

Buelitbalnsss, n. Justice, 3. 

ae 

KEL: sult 

the ines of 

as, 

KM, 38 | 

| Remose, Remous, a. SHE, 

| Rind, n. 

| Ring, n. 

Rightly, adv. According to justice, ff 2S54, tie 
236, %; properly, WHR; uprightly, WA; 
exactly, Tb aRaS he was rightly served, {5 7% 

Joi RE fa re at A ae [iA. 
Rightness, n. Correctness, JE; straightness, JE 

Rigid, a. Stil, fil, (5 strict, dae, Wi Fs, saa: 
rigid hairs, #3; a rigid master, fi fi: 
rigid father, fz 40; a rigid husband, ied: 
rigid laws, ffl, fa?#; rigid discipline, %, 
HAY fic; very rigid, the, FEE; over rigid, 

JOBE, AMR; rigid adberence, Lt, SEL, Wl 
af; rigid, yet uncorrupted, {. 

Rigidity, ». Want of pliability, fi : 

fea, Tye, ESB, [A Ht. 
Rigidly, adv. fi, fe9%; rigidly adhering to, hy 

ae, [ASF ; to censure rigidly, fie; not rigidly 

conforming to these periods, AV He FS IL MF; 

rigidly prohibited, Ras. 
Rigidness, n. fic. FraR#E- 
Rigmarole, n. gL, PREM. 
Rigol, n. A circle, f& ; a diadem, $244 

Rigor, Rigour, n. Stiffness, fil; rigidness, fy; 
severity, fejfi; chilliness, #€7); the rigor of 

the law, JAZ hx, ill2z fe; the rigor of disci- 
pline, te 2 the rigor of the winter, #74, 
FAR ; the rigor of the season, Jf 7, fiz 

Rigorist, n. fie ze, BEBE. 

rigidness, 

very rigorous, Ach, 
a rigorous defini- 

harsh, 7 

Rigorous, a. Suen fx, BA; 
Fil ; austere, mar, Zh BEAR 
tion, XE ; : inflexible, “ath. Ay Be 

yl. 
Rigorously, adv. fe ¥, BS, Al, WE; rigorously 

adhering to, F#, EH_; to rigorously exact, 
as duties, #5. 

Rigorousness, n. die. 

Rill, n. Be, HA, KW, 8 (Te, 
Rillet, n. INE. 
Rim, n. Border, 3%, 3% F, WR; a aay ffi: the 

rim of tl . ear, EL ag, ELK, HES; the rim of 
a wheel, #, 4. His, $4; the rim of a cup, 

ARIES ; the rim of thie abdomen, PH, i; 
the rim of a bucket, #f#fi; the rim on a piece 

of coin, 4¢ F-3. 
Rim, v.¢. To put on a rim or hoop, $7 44. 
Rime, n. Hoarfrost, #4. 

pine. ili) 

am 

BM. 
Rimple, n. BE. 
Rimple, v. t. #9, Hk. 

we, #%: the rind of a tree, pz; 

rind of an orange, #ff JE. 

8. $5, [EL [E.R BR. Bb. GEs a hoop, 
4%; an iron ring, #¥¥e; a gold ring, BR; 
an ear-ring, HH; a ring for the finger, 7% 

##; the ring of an anchor, $f} He; the rings of 

agun, #0; a wedding-ring, ARR GAA 

Fe; a seal-ring, EUW, FH; a nose-ring, & 

f@], #3; a cirenlar course, [EI, fA] Hf, A] He; a 
broken or halved ring, ##; the ring of a door, 

PY (El. PY GE; the ring of a gate, 894; the 
ring inside the nave of a carriage, #f], $k. #4, 

ér ; the ring for the neck of Chinese children, 

BA St, SAE), SA IR, RE; to make a ring, 47 
In, 47 [2]. 

Ring, n. A sound, #8, ny, #833, HE; the ring 
of a bell, $e# ; a chime, $3 7% FB. 

Ring, v. ¢. or 7.; pret. and pp. rung. To ring, asa 
eee Bx TE, BG: ; to ring, as Chinese in tite tem- 

ples, 8k 4#, ie, aT: to sound, (£48 8%; toring a 
hand-bell, HG Wess FEA: to ring a large 
bell, HE $3, AEG: to ring a hog, 47% BR, 

924% BL: to ving an ov, #7 FAR, BEM: 
the bell rings, $yng ; to encircle, EB. Ae. & 
4£, [El 82, #2; to tinkle, £3, MAME. 

Ring-bolt, n. Hews, Heke. 

Ring-hone, n. Fehe'R- 
Ring-dove, n. AR FIZ. 
Ring-fence, n. Fg RS. 

the 

_ Ring-finger, n. Se HF. 
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Ring-formed, a. HIE, IZA. 
Ring-shaped, a. HB, FEW f. 
Ring-tail, n. 48%. 
Ring-worm, n. 4 F¥ 4, #0 ZE 1 HF; to have the 

ring-worm, AE AS Fey. 
Ringing, ppr. Ringing, as a hand-hell, 4K, #; 

ringing, as a large Chinese bell, @¥; ringing 
in the ear, FL, If, JU, We. We; the ringing 
sound of hells, Re, FR, WR. 

Ringleader, n. tt, . (AGH, Wi, DAN, BsiH. 
Ringlet, n. 2 {¥-, (AF, Ne); a ringlet of hair, 

Rinse, v. t. To rinse, as the mouth, #3 ; to rinse, 
as a well, jj; to rinse or wash, HkYk, 72; to 

rinse the mouth, 4% OW, ji 11; to rinse with 
wine, fPWH 4% 11, B¥; to rinse a well, jAgJF; to 

rinse a glass, jf; to rinse a bottle, ypyse; 
to rinse clean, 9A}. 

Rinsed, pp. Rinsed,as the mouth, #4 ; rinsed, 

asa well, iJ J; rinsed, as a cup, bottle, & 

ts. 
Rinsing, ppr. orn. Rinsing, as the mouth, 34%; 

rinsing, asa vessel, yf: rinsing, as a well, j4j. 
Riot, n. Tumult, Bea, MARL. MARS, Jy BL; to run 

riot, BMT FF. HEE, WES. 
Riot, v. 7. To revel, Wh ae, Wf 5 to raise an uproar, 

MER, ALBEE, TEMRAL. 
Rioter, n. A reveler, MA RIPE, Mf fg ; one who 

raises an uproar, Belli He. 

Riotous, a. 

at} 

| Rippled, pp. 

Licentious in festive indulgences, [i 

PROP, TSS AY, HE (7; tumultuous, Be we Ag, | 

Ws RR fay, (f We BL fry, FL fg; a riotous person, 

SEMEN, iL A. LR A. 
Riotously, adv. LUEEME, BLA; seditiously, gL 
Riotousness, n. PRR, GEM. | 
Rip, v. t. To separate hy cutting, # BH, "lb, F, 

44\. WE; to separate by tearing, 2A; 
off, #£ FJ; to rip up, to search to the bottom, 
#F Zi) FE; to rip open, as a seam, JRHH ; to rip 
(open) the bowels, 4), WEN, Fal Ws, we. MG: 
to rip open the bowels of women with child, 

il Yl) 27 AE; to rip open a seam, IRAE: 

HE. 
Ripe, a. My, WX BW. Fel, HE; ripe grain, fe, PRE; fully 

ripe, Fea, Fe¥4 ; ripe wheat PE ; ripe years, 
RAE; ripe for marriage, 21%, 2 JE, Paez; an 

affair ripe for execution, Ff He py Ae; a ripe 
scholar, ¥4--; things ripe for a war, FrRifF 
FJ ; ripe for heaven, #4 hy $i; FE; ripe cheese, 
RA FL fH ; When time is ripe, $y jf ; over-ripe, 

to tear | 

to rip 

off the planks from off a ship, ££ ij fH HR, JR 

Ripely, adv. 3h. 
Ripen, v.7. To grow ripe, WK 3K, $8 #4; to ripen, 

as grain, Fe 

Ripen, v. t. To make ripe, fBjK AK, i KRM. 
Ripened, pp. or a. fk Sf RK. 
Ripening, ppr. or a. IK ¥M. 
Ripeness, n. ¥h, BaF. 
Ripped, pp. Cut open, FBS. HET. 
Ripping, ppr. Cutting open, #] BA; tearing off, 
44 JJ; tearing open, Hk, JRBA; ripping the 
bowels, Fi, WEE. 

Ripple, v. i. ort. To ripple, as water, #87 PR, 

HEIL, 43C; to ripple flax, Hil 
Ripple, n. HER. AYRE HM, Wh BE HER, 

}$; a large hatchel for cleaning flax, Jif Jpl)- 

Fi WAX, HE. 
Rippling, ppr. or n. FU PLR, ike Ak PRHX; rippling 

water, 8, (iH, 75; the sound of rippling, 3, 

Sinn HE. 
_Riprap, n. tet hy MZ 
Rise, v. i.; pret. rose; pp. risen. To ascend, F, 

FI, , %; to rise in office, (ft, FF; to rise or 
get up, #8; to stand up, xpjfe ; to rise or pros- 

per, FERE, OM, ALEC, SWE, MUA, UE, SUE ; 
to rise in knowledge, }- $$; to rise to a higher 

decree, [§E #%; to rise in price, #8 (R, iH; 
to rise, as vapor, it, ff; to rise, as the water, 

ik, iif ; to rise, as the tide, 7k_-, jz ; the 
river rises, jaf Ite, 7k Re; to rise and 
fall, as the tide, 9%, fi ; to rise to heaven, 
as water, 79 FX; the water rises, fe f& ; the 
stocks rise, JX} _E, WX} HL ; to rise up sudden- 
ly, A FR, FEAR iE; to rise in the morning, 
ve ET tt Bp, poet gt &, Jal fi. ; to rise at cock- 
crowing, #eneRp ie, 426 Ht; when do you 
rise? fi. #8 Jp te WE ; the grain rises, 7 {R_L ; 

the sun rises, A H!, A_E; to rise after dinner, 

(He HH ike Fy, ICT Te; it is time to rise, IP je; 
to rise from the dead, ph 4E fi @E; to rise again, 

ALO, ML. TEAL, EWE, HIF; the dead will 
rise, 7G % wh HE; the dough rises, Hi jf, MG #E ; 

{o rise or spring up, #€2E, Wij3F; to rise in re- 
hellion, ff fg ; to rise to eminence, jt, HE, 
Hi ; may you rise to Sua Invi (7 Tey BE ; to 
rise gradually to eminence, IBEW: to rise 

rapidly, 4 #§ ; to rise up decane’ one, {EK, IK 
J; to rise from a low station, py - Th Wht; to 

rise in, HWS. HEE, rit HE 
| Rise, n. The act of rising, 8, fh, He; the rise in 

office or rank, (ft, pe; ascent, 5 Ft ; appear- 
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ance above the horizon, FRYER HY; origin, Jat 

th, AS, Ae VAR, We wa, AY BE, EDEL, HEGEL, alti, Me 
PH; the rise and fall of the tide, 9k EJ, ak 
Zfeikk ; the rise and fall of a state, PY 7 MI, 

Bal, AD 2 USEC, el 3 e, al UE; 
the rise and fall in office, (EM, [4 ; the rise 

and fall of a price, (4H RR, (ZK 

rise of anaflair, Ff Huih, Bt 2 )hi rh; rise and 
progress, jfi##¢; the rise of a river, yay 7 ji, jay 

IH; to give rise to, Bl, fi, MUA, A: 
rise in knowledge, }- j#. 

Risibility, Risibleness, n. Proneness to laugh, 4 

Ae, SIRE. 
Risible, a. Laughable, Hy 4f, 284%, BIAE, He ; 

a risible scene, 4f 420 BF, WY AE & Bi; visible 
faculties, 4 >. 

Rising, ppr. ora. Getting up, f% ; ascending, |-, 
Ft, 5; mounting, %; appearing above the 
horizon, '{}, Bf; reviving from the death, i ; 
increasing in wealth, power or distinction, #€ 
3E, HUE, HEAA; rising and falling, as the tide, 

EY. $238; rising and setting, Hit, BABS, 
Hi A; rising and at rest, #t J; the rising sun, 

PEON. FUME, FG HL, WG EL, 2, WE. BPP, 
BK, pi]; the land of the rising sun, Japan, A AX; 
the place of the rising sun, 7%; mountains 
rising into the clouds, KE; rising ground, 
Fr, RHE ; gradually rising in rank or wealth, | 

Risimg, n. The act of getting up, ft; the rising 
of the sun, AH}; a rising against the authori- 
ties, Fa, (EK. Ks a rising in or from the 
stomach, 9a ih; the rising of dough, #8 7 #8, 

Ail Z 
to do at the risk of, FH, #B, FF; 

Mi 7 tt ; a rising of the skin, jk Ae, 

Risk, n. Bit, fa, JE 1g, Meee, TES PERE, ° 
Be, Kb 2M; 
to do at the risk of life, }29ED5 (M, HE eth, 
HE ot 3s {fk ; to he at the risk of, #7-z REAP BER, 
Fite AW EBA, PAT Pee ves; to run the risk, 
i et, Fee; great risk, BEM, AEE; too great 
arisk, fray ney, Farsi BEL. he Her. 

Risk, v. ¢. $f, 4, A, WK. AHA. Bi; to risk one’s | 
life, FF ot. WS or, PETIT. + HMR SE ADs 
to risk danger, Ff far, $f {t ; to risk one’s prop- 
erty, hil] & ¥; to risk and lose life for one’s 
country, J fa. 

Risked, pp. $738, BT. 
Risking, ppr. $7, #E, Ik. 

_ * The Chinese are afraid of using the word risk as being 
impropitious. 
+ Vulgar, 

6 K 
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Rite, n. i, OR, HEAR, WL, PERS, WAC; funeral 
rites, Ble yeh, [X] fet, FE WE ; the Board of Rites, 74 
#5}; “administration of sacred rites,” 285s. 

Ritornello, x. In music, a repeat, FR, 7£. 

Ritual, vn. ji, HL, HORE, wR AE, HEHE aE; the 
Ritual of Chau, J§) ye ; ritual laws, 7. 

Ritualism, n. jit. 
Ritualist, n. PRR 2b, FH, SHH. 
Rival, n, An opponent, fp, ©, AK, Si, SoH, 

StF, Mie; a competitor, Ft 4ere, toe Hw. Ht 
Rival, a. fy, SOFIA. | SE. 

Rival, v. ¢. To stand in opposition with, fy, HIJA; 

to strive to gain, 4t#}; to strive to excel, Gf 

4c, TNE, (Gi; to compete with, Fai, AAP, 
FALE, FH; to rival with, 4PM, [a], —#R. 

Rivalry, n. Competition, #4 4, FH lej ; strife, fa] JA 

Rivalship, ». #Ale] “23, AAR Ze. 
Rive, v. t.; pret. rived ; pp. rived, riven. To split, 

We, WE, Hk; to rend asunder, BW, BEY. TkA, 

dR, phy, BE. 

Rive, v. i. Jp, B. 
Rive, n. B, Le. 
Rivel, v. t. 34, Bk, HiTL, SATE. 

| River, n. A large river, jaf, 4; smaller river, 7K, 
| @, ip; the four rivers, puyey (ic, i, HE, BR); 

the Yellow river, gjap; the Yang tsz river, 
YE Fir; the Pearl river, HY; the Northern 

| river, JU¥r.; the Han river, PR}; the mouth 

| of ariver, #0, 700, ja O; rivers and lakes, 

UL ji}; the head of a river, yy, ac Phi; rivers and 
streams, jay JI], ae iy ; river water, jafy¢; up the 

river, Ej, |. 7; down the river, Pir, Pig, 

Tite; to cross a river, 3h im, ik. 
River-bed, n. jay We, Ee. 
River-course, n. {if if. 
River-dragon, n. yc fie, He, ee A. 
River-god, n. )¢jip. 
River-horse, n. The hippopotamus, 7k 5. 
Rivet, n. GREYS, WOAST; to undo a rivet, PU Pesy- 
Rivet, v. t. FRE, FTEKT ; to make firm, Ep Ff; 

to rivet in the mind, £% RJ jay. 
Riveted, pp. Clinched, $pj&@e¢y ; made fast, FF 

| i Ly 

| Riving, ppv. R, HE. 
| Rivulet, 2. Jif, JW, Hd, (TS, PRG 5 mount- 

ain torrent, %. 
| Roach, n. Leuciscus, MH, ALAR ZR, Gt (2), BE 

(2), CD, BET, bse. 
| Road, n. 38, #%, 3, , Ak; the road to heaven, 
| RiH; the right road, TERR, JE; the road to 
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advancement, aE a lang sad Ri, 2B ; 

a crooked road, foe ; a straight road, isa 
lhigh-road, if, AF, ii #H ; a public road, A 
S43 a private road, FRR, #38; a eovernment | 
road, Esa; alone an road, 7}34 ; on the road, 

itl, Wik, TE fz [8] ; 2 road well known, or 
much frequented, #434 ; a road not well known 
to one cr to the public, 4A #% ; an unfrequented 
road, BF #8; a by-road, MER, fim hE 2 BR; a 
inuddy road, fifi; a fine, level road, /s4JH 
JH; to mend a road, (¥ 9%, ¥ij FB, (Us He Te; a 
royal road, (ia, GFK; on the road side, TEI, | 

Ip 3?, 3422, FA; to meet on the road, f% EAR | 
30s, JA LAA, ERR; a fork ina ona ¢ , | 
VEER, EE ; to open a road, ae a street, 7 ; 
to go by the Bee of the road, 3 ; long and far, 
like a road, 9 jah pe 

Roadster, n. Zé ait RR YR 

Roadstead, n. #884 7 
Ap ae n. FRR. 
Oi vt. He, ety, VE. ie, BE, Jalil, 
HOE; ve RE JA ibe, SE ff 
abate over the world, PUY Jip sak Se, ae rol eae 

Roamed, pp. ## 7, YET. 
Roamer, n. ih. 

pe. Roaming , ppr. FE, 
Roar, vi. To roar, as a tiger or lion, Ml, NE ey , 

NOR, Hoan WE, WE Je, AML, ADL, BE, BA, Hilf 5 to 
roar, as a lion, YL Angie ; the sea roars, jRES 

i) i. 
Roar, n. 9, —Mt, —E; the roar of a tiger, If 

BE we MN ty; the roar ofa wild beast, pee clamor, 
AM; the roar of the sea, hy}; the roar of a 
cannon, fr Ht Bs 

Roaring, ppr.or a, Roaring, asa lion, YL; roaring, 

asa tiger, #2, 7, ML; roaring, as one in dis- | | 

tress, AWK; roaring, as the waves, Ha 7H, HA, 
HiT; dashing, roaring waves, jk 33 iy 7H; a | 
roaring wind or tempest, 4€ Jil MH Mi]; roaring, 
as a cannon, gi fk; roaring of waters over 

aia wi.- 
Roast, v. t. To roast, as meat, &e., ‘BE, HR, Br, He, 

Vy, x “ve ee, fk, HE, Hl, ME; to roast meat, 
RE, WL, BR Py; to roast potatoes, MEF. ; 
to roast chestnuts, iil BE ; to roast coffee, p> | 
MAE; to roast tea, Py 3; to roast metal, HEY; 
to roast grain, }3%%; to roast bread, yp HG GL; | 
to roast a lamb with the wool on, #34 ; to 

roast to rags, 8 Jf]; to roast a chicken, Jef ; 

to hanter, gia); roast thoroughly, Mest. 
Roast, a. Roasted, as: roast pork, i He ny roast | 

(914) 

ta HE, | 

WIZE ; to roam | 

ROC 

heef, Beh iy : roast fowl or chicken, BEE. 
| Roast, n. In 6 phrase, to rule the roast, 7. ¢., 
_ to govern the company, Fae, SHB. 
Roasted, pp. or a. Roasted, as meat, RR, BT; 

roasted, as coffee or tea, Pp ith; roasted, as pota- 
toes, yg ats 

| Roasting, ppr. Roasting, as meat, #; roasting, 
as coffee, 3; roasting, as bread, Jc; roasting, 

as potatoes, chestnuts, Ge., JB; roasting-jack, 

Je (£4; bound up like a roasting pig, said of 
persons punished by Linch law, Jai 3% BE. 

| Rob, n. SEY. 
Rob, v. t. 3, 474, (83), HK BUR, HE, He, 

lik; to rob with violence, j#57, HRZE ; to rob on 
the high-roads, #7, 4y AE, HEYA; to rob of 
time, Zé ff ; to rob one’s good name, #&%. 

Robbed, pp. faith, BiB, YET. IE ; robbed of, 
| sows. 

tobber, a. ie, Wk, 522, 47D PE; a sea-robber, HF 
fhe; a great robber, fhk, BK; a violent rob- 
ber, pg; an old robber, 44(hk; a ringleader 
of robbers, TDKUA, TERRE; to turn robber, iibk ; 
to seize robbers, JAlbk, diye, PLB. 

| Robbery, n. To commit robbery, 47 39, HFK, ¥z, 

Tbk, fa%, mnie, Wigs. 

| Robbing, ppr. 3, 47H. FE, ¥, eMac e #l, 

i &. 
Robe, n. 1, #k, 73%; imperial robe, FER, FE; 

| an embroidered robe, 37, WE, HR; a fur 
| robe, j& 7 5a priest’s robe, $4 # ; robes of cere- 
| mony, HAC, WANN, #tZ&; robe and crown, # 

tA, Bere, PERE; the robe of a queen, fx, #H, 

fit; a gentleman of the long robe, 4ffif; to 
dress one in the robe of righteousness, 3 LIZ 
3 ; dressed in white robes, AR, wee By a 
long robe, #2, 7. 

| Robe, wt: one 1) Hy, KK. 

| Robed, pp: 22 VY F).. 

| Robin, n. A robin from Kweilin, AE #(7a B 
| Robinia, n. 38 Lt. 

| toborant, @. ah LITE. 

om a. Ak, EGE, pte, GLE, Eo, HE GE, HW 

| Roth, WUE, 4Ak, Sctk. ALY, fii, {23a | 
| fB, = =] 

| scinet body, Hilk Jy HE; robust health, aE $e ; 
| robust Graal, “EB Jy Te; a robust person, 
| SEE BE'PE Ds robust, as an animal, EME. 
Robustness, n. 34d. 

| Roe, Rock, n. HIB, FHB- 

| Rock, n. #£, FR, oe he Fy; a large rock, KM, HK 
| 19H; primary or primitive rocks, Jit #7, #4— 

He Fy EB; scone rocks, Ay, $a — fe 7B 

noe FE + 



at peace or rest, @ asa rock, # Py Oe: a: secure, 
as a rock, we 7 AL: seated ¢ on a rock, secure, 
AB FikME |. ; mossy recks, slippery, as a man, Ff | 
41; limestone for rock work, fie Fy ; can see | 
througha rock, sharp-sighted Wie ie a _ 
our rock, Jas qk 7 i Hy areal: of ages, | se 
it ; “rocks, #5 gl pianitie series of rocks, 3 ay 
DR; metamorphie series of rocks, 4G Jf 44 
B ; plutonic rocks, #24 ; sedimentary rocks, 
jas Pk Ay; aqueous rocks, IPE L7 ; conglomer- 
ate rocks, 42) 4; volcanic rocks, Fe WEA ; 
porphyritic rocks, #0)%%; green stone rocks, 
#44 ; columnar basaltic rocks, 4JBFE; trap- 
pean rocks, 7; JZ}. 

Rock, v. t. ort. Biz, PPI iz, H; torocka 
child, #¥-F ; to rock to and fro, PUPUNP, BRAS 

Rock-alum, n. 7; 4#8. | ati 
Rock-bound, a. HADI. 
ul -erystal, n. Cit 

Rock. aie n. ee Petroleum. 
Rock-pigeon, n. fag. 

Rock-salt, n. Ay. 
Rock-swallow, n. &j ie. 
Rock-work, n. (fi Uf. 
Rocked, pp. Riz ith. 
Rocket, n. A fire arrow, fF; a rocket, sent up 

as a singnal, €e., JL Ae, HK, FL (2), Fe. 
Rockiness, n. 444. 
Rocking, ppr.ora. Rocking, as a boat on the 

water, Ba, #12; rocking, asa cradle, #¥. 

Rocky, a. % 41 WJ, 46 Sh, GH OE, air UR, WY ES a 
rocky dell or valley, 44%; a Tocky precipice, 

Ai Bie, UE GR, Fl» Fa Te, AC, Fes a rocky place, 
Ai hi; rocky mountains, 4 [l[; a rocky plain 
in the river, fii. 

Rod, n. 28, Ht, REAE, HS, HURL; an angling rod, 
$928 ; a shoot or twig, ee; measure of length 
of 162 feet, IW, BRR-XAREE; the 
black rod, # =, 544; the white rod, & 4 
Gt; the rod of peace, 7 Fy 74 ; the rod of 
iron, ShHE, BUA; a cane, 77 SE, FER; a rod 

used in the school, 34%; power, #i; to give 
the rod to the child, #-. 

Rode, pret. 2 ride. Rode on horseback, KT 55 ; 
rode in a chair, 4A fi. 

Rodentia, n. ABR. 
Rodomont, n. A yain hoaster, hha #4. 
ge n. HP Z 3. 
Roe, n. ©, Ew, fEBE; the roe of fishes, fiji, £4 

Op, eu, Dy a 
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Rogation, 1 Nn. . Supplication, 4h5f@ ; the rogation 
week, Wri ZF. 

pee n. A vagrant or sturdy begear, AMA, 3 

Wi, I S-, Wa. FA; a knave, HOHE, HEM, BE 
$e, ME, METZ £E ; to play the rogue, {KK 

Be, fiche Wal 
Roguery, n. AYRMZ HF, SEBEL, BM Ze, Ht 
Roguish, a. 7% 

Pp 

hit 23- 
ie FS Sit, HE A, BF FE + voguish 

tricks, 4FZ}, HEF}; vroguish eyes, 3 HEME, Hy 
SUR ; a roguish countenance, EUR. Wee 

278, We TL, Be MZ 2. 
Roll, v.t. or 7. #E; to roll between the fingers or 

hands, $2, 24K ; to roll along in a continuous 
stream, ji ; to roll over the around, Hi, § it, iE, 

+7 ize; to roll and mix between the hands, #£ 
HK; to roll, as dough, WF, BA sa; to roll up or 

together, fe HE, HEMT, FL He, Ae ke, Bs, FH: to 
roll the eyes, FERAL, Wien. HA. THE, Ayal, : to roll 
out the paste or dough, #P#8, BAG: to roll . 
out thin, #FiHj; to roll with the foot, (9 MAdEE ; 
to roll a ball, $k; to roll the earth, HEE: 
to roll ink in printing, #EZE ; to roll smooth, 
Hyp, WE; to voll into a ball, PEsPf—/4], ve Al, 

i] ; to roll round in the hands, $2 |B] ; to roll 
a road, #R% ; to roll about, #77; to roll up, 
“2s: voll it up, ###L42; to roll up the blind, 
fe fe 77 fe, HE tt WE roll up that sheet of 
paper, #4 i 7s Whe ii to roll up in a ball, 44; ; 
to roll and unroll, 47-4; to roll one’s self, Af 
df ; to roll, as a ship, ffi ; to roll to and fro, 

SEACHES:, TH OEE; to voll down, HEY%, HET ; 
to at over half way, 8; to roll backward 
and forward, fe fie. 

Roll, n. 4, Hh ; a voll of paper, —FHC: a roll of 
cloth, — #745; a roll or bun, o\eegf; hot 

rolls, #& #4 9H; a roll of tobacco, — a i a 

roll or list, B $e; a rvoll-call, #4 7%, £4 Jit; a 
roll of butter, — DH FL Yi; the rolls of court, 

Mes PYSe, F% >a chronicle, $f, sf ; roll or list 
of officers, the red hook, jap fe, 42 EE FE. 

Rolled, pp. or a. Rolled, as along the ground, 4% 

ith, 12658 ; rolled up or together, #2 L2j4, #232 
TS ; rolled, as between the fingers, $238 ; can 
be rolled or flattened, pliable, as a person, $2 
lAl #2 kj ; Yolled wafers to be eaten, 2% 4#; 

where has it rolled to ? 4 3! 44 p& WE : rolled 
down to the ground, dex Hk. 

Roller, n. dit, A. Fe: a baker’s roller, HR RGRE: a 
field roller, BRdi, WE, HE; the roller of a map, 

i; a fluted roller, FEE, Behe; the wheeled 
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a roller for leveling the road, Jit; a roller 
for a picture, HOA, #H >a bandage, feAF. 

Fy? 

Rollers, n. pl. Heavy waves, (gk, (HL. 

Rollicking, ppr. or a. FEPEHERE, KR. 
Rolling, ppr. or a. H§: rolling between the hands, | 

#2; rolling up or together, 43, 44 )ft ; roll- | 
ing along, asa wave, jg; a game of rolling 
copper-cash, #E4F ; rolling to and fro, Peale HE 
+; a ship rolling about, pb. 

Nolling-pin, n. Aft. 
tolling-press, n. 9H; the rolling-press for 
printing, iE RE. 

Rolly-pooly, n. 2%, Hai 4. 
Roman, a. 2 Fi; the Roman empire, # 5h Wl; 

Roman letters, #4 yt: ; the Roman Catho- 
lies, KA; a Roman nose, ¢ PF EL; Roman 
cement, see Cement. 

Romance, n. PF ps, BR, a EE. 
Romanist, n. REF, HIGHA. 
Romanize, v. ¢. or 7. To write with Roman letters, 

as a language, LIER, se; to conform to 
Roman Catholic opinions, customs, &¢., HER 

Romantic, a. Pertaining to romance, [¥% see, Se, 

HEU, Hea, GUYIEMG, TER; fanciful, ¥y, PER. 
Romepenny, Romescot, n. #€ Fy i# JE. 
Romish, a. See Roman. 

Romp, x. Rude and boisterous play, > BG. 
Rondeau, Rondo, n. EE] ay. 
Road, n. The fourth part of an acre, * seg PYF} | 

wZ—:;arod, which see. 
Root, n. The roof of a house, FR %, HS, HA; | 

on the roof, #6) #5_E ; a high roof, 575%, | 
fey 3 a curved roof, #2 HJ; a flat roof, | 

2B ty; a vault, FE; the roof of the mouth, 

EAR, EE, I s; to tile a roof, WH; a | 
thatched roof, #4}. 

Roof, v.¢. To cover with a roof, PSS2, HE, Ak ER 
45, 4 Eig; to shelter, jE f. 

Roofing, x. Materials for a roof, #54F#}. 
Roofless, a. 40 #44; having no house or home, 

ANG Fe BY Sits, HE Pp Si 
Rook, n. GYsIB;a cheat, JEHL, PES AT. 
Rook, v.t. or 7. To cheat, Pom, Hk. 
Room, n. Apartment, J, fe -, 7; empty 

space, 28), ZI); a narrow room, FER, FE 
ji; a little room, oy, WA; to make 
room, #59 j% ; to make room for one, 3& BH hb 

Ty, RBA Hy ; there is room for one, —fiz ji 

* We. 

to give one room, to give one an opportunity, 
{fi A KE@ ; no room for hope, 4m€ 79 08, $e ea 7B , 
heény 2; there is no room for pardon, He G2 7R 

aK, SNe BY oH Hk, HE se Ze ; one room, — [b, 

— |i] iF F ; next room, Pej js; a dining room, 
KA; a drawing room, #Re; a sleeping 
room, |He Be, Hal, Bl, AES, Fl Ze; you have 
no room where to sleep, (R774 EA; a very 
small room, =bhg Re; a lady’s dressing room, 

HE #2 5 a retiring room, [jj] RS, {fj Me; to give 

room, to withdraw, 3%, g£; in the room of, 

T&, #; in his room, f¥{E, 4 fl; this room is 
occupied, #7 WEEE: FE ZE JE ; the room 
over a city gate, JRE, [FA. 

toominess, n. Space, fi, 77 ; large extent of space, 

Woe Ji, isd J, BB big] ZH 
Roomy, a. Having ample room, ‘if, WE, BE 

ABA te AAFP sa roomy place, ‘i hal Z jit. 
| Roost, n. £}, ME, HU; a hen-roost, 42 AF, Zeeh, Za 

2m; at roost, PE, BEM ; a roost for birds, Eye, 
i@#f, Ka roost of pheasants, #. 

Roost, v. i. #E, Hl, PR; to lodge, wk, Bt, HE. 

Root, n. Hk, HLF, WLAN, AK, BRHE, A, Bai, HE 

HE; origin, Jif, AX; the roots of the nelwm- 
bium, #% ; the spiral tubes in lily roots, #H £4; 
the lily root, j#i##%; sugared lily roots, #EPE ; 
the root of grass, At ft, ZE ; the root of a tree, 

tit HL, AY AS, AE; deep roots, ZE HL; to extract 
or pull up by the roots, #RPE ; the root of evil, 

or root of bitterness, BE HL, BE” AS; the root 
of virtue, fi 2 Ht, Se HE; the root of a disease, 
Ii HL; the cube and square roots, #LEK, Fy He; 
“the root multiplied into itself gives the square,” 
HE G Fe 5 D7 ZE ; voot of scarcity, AALS Eds 
the root of a feather, JE; the tap root, se ayS7T 

jiu HE (2); to take root, #€ Ak; to take deep root, 
REVEAL, FEVRGH ; root and branches, ALA. 

Root, v. 7. To enter the earth, as roots, #§#k, 4E 
Bt, #EFH; to be firmly fixed or established, BX 
ae; to sink deep, BRA. 

| Root, v. i. ort. To root out, PREAL, PHL; to ex- 
tirpate, ili, PHA; to root out weeds, F¥, 
+£ #1, et 3G, BE, 4B; to root cut from one’s 
heart, PRIM, FH; to root up trees, FE; 
to root, as swine, B®, yr, Fl, HK. 

Root-eater, n. @ALIBE, HEAT. 

Rooted, pp. or a. #EPL; deeply rooted, FR ss Hk. 
Rooting, ppr. Taking root, #€4%; rooting out 

vice, PeS4HL; turning up with the snout, #& 
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Rootlet, n. #L{F-. 
Rooty, a. BL; rooty ground, BEY Wh. 
Rope, n. #4, 33, $8, #1, #8; bamboo ropes, 77 

Hi, 17 HR, BE; avcoftin rope, tiAP H, AF: sails 
and ropes, #32; to make ropes, FHF, fH ; 
to tread onaslack rope, to ascend a rope ladder, 
as thieves, fj tk 22; a rope of two strands, jj 

WK %; to let down by ropes, #6 9%, #6 Psa 
rope for tripping up horses, ££ 5 8 ; a bamboo 
rope or hawser for tracking a boat, i, if ; 
a rotten rope, fh, #532; a rope for binding 
criminals with, the black rope, #%, Az; to 
dance on a rope, Pk; a rope for drawing 
water, x at il, Ye 7k Mi; a large rope, K #, 
HEE HE, ME; to give one rope enough, Fk HE A; 
to be upon the high rope, 7A; to pull the 
rope, fi#a ; a rope of sand, feeble union, Ate 

#34; a band easily broken, %-{ Zp BLE. 
Rope-ladder, n. Bj. 
Rope-maker, n. 4) #1 #4, #28 Ha (ii (@ ; to play the 

rope-maker, 327%. 
Rope-making, n. Fy fiz, fH. 
Rope-walk, n. 474i. 

Ropiness, n. #34, Fi. 
topy, a. Stringy, FRR. 
Roral, a. 3g". 
Rosa benedicta, n. “j4%; rosa banksie, Ax F; 

rosa multiflora, KAZE; rosa spinosissima, 
443 ; rosa semperflorens, JJ FE; rosa sinica, 

Rosaceous, a. ZF ICHLAE. | ae RE. 
Rosary, n. The rosary of Buddhists, 4-/\$ ; the 

rosary of 108 beads, #EK; the rosary of the 
Roman Catholics, 4 ¥K; to pray the rosary, 
PK; a place where roses grow, FPL FETE. 

Rose, n. General term for rose is He #7 ; the 
monthly rose, 4 #€, 4 #2; the red monthly 

rose, AMI ME. J JL RE; purple rose, 38 33H ; 
the cinnamon rose, 447%; the seven sisters | 

(rosa multiflora)? K Aj HK; “roses of various | 
sorts, ALE, ALG. HE ; rose maloes, fig 
&; oil of roses, BLY, MCHA Yh ; honey of roses, 
He 2B; under the rose, sub rosa, BB, FRR 

(Bri, IGE. REEL ; rose ved, SET. 
Rose, pret. of rise. f¥jH, 5. See Rise. 
Rose-apple, n. 74) Ai AE. 
tose-bud, n. ICBLZE IK. 
Rose-colored, Rose-hued, a. IHL FE f& ; deep rose- 

colored, £44... 
Rose-diamond, n. 1e 4B Mill #7, =4- PUA i A. 
Rose-faced, a. ALTA. 

Rose-maloe, n. # A YH. 

is re, | 
> bey? 

| Rotative, Rotatory, a. HRs, sai, GAL MR Ay, Whi, 

fir | 

ROT 

Rose-quartz, n. 3% #y He. 
Rose-water, n. HAE WK, HL IK. 
Rose-window, n. #076 2. 

Rose-wood, n. fERLAC, LAS. 

Roseate, a. Rosy, #0, HET. 
Rosemary, Rosemarine, n. pRXE | (7). 
Rosette, n. A rose made of ribbons, #4 HE {E. 
Rosin, n. Resin, AWA, WIZ. 

Rosiness n. #L ef, HLFERLS. 
Rossel, n. Light land, vf fi. 

Roster, n. A list of officers, FS 7% ff; a table by 
which the duty of officers is regulated, {ff 8 

Rostral, a. WsJfZ. Lf. 

tostrate, Rostrated, a. 478, "Sf. 
Rostriform, a. Wa Jf. 

tostrum, rn. The beak or bill of a bird, §; the 
rostrum of a ship, f##¥; a platform, Fee; 

the pipe which conveys the distilling liquor 
into its receiver, @K fg, GE ; a crooked pair of 
scissors, Hh Pe By. 

tosy, a. JZ, HLFE  ; a rosy countenance, ALAA, 

PLAE AS, aie EAE ; rosy checks, LIP, IZ, 
Werte PEE 3 rosy hall, fi ge. 

Rot, v. ¢. Hi, #5, POM, TE, TU, AB. 
Rot, v. t. To make putrid, (RR, Bek, BAG. 
Rot, n. A fatal distemper in sheep, #; a flock 

infected with the rot, $##; dry rot in timber, 
fi; putrefaction, Jy iit. 

Rotary, a. Turning, as a wheel on its axis, gg 
(vy, WE, ZK, Taig ; rotary engine, Hig HE ; rotary 
motion, gy Hh. 

Rotate, v. 7. HR, Hp yh, ial, WE, TE, ph, SK 

i, i, He. 
Rotate, a. Wheel-shaped, #JfZ. 

Rotated, pp. or a. Hey we ih, sich, WET. 

Rotating, ppr. ov a. Wak, dip ith, Fat, WE, WEST, i HB). 
Rotation, n. Ht, pe, Gi; by rotation, Rye, Re 

it, fiat, Mt, WE, XE; to work in rotation, # fH, 
Wig ite (AX. HVE ; to come in regular rotation, 
i JSHE 3 to watch in rotation, Hg Ht ASF ; days 
when officers serve in rotation, {jf ] ; to serve 
in rotation, Wpit¢Se. (AST, ZESE. 

hekh ; rotatory motion, Hey, Bh, we GH. 
Rote, nr. To learn by rote, 4, 4; to say by 

rote, 2}, Fai. 

Rother-beasts, n. pl. GAPE. 
Rotten, a. Rotten, as wood, bones, &c., fi, #5, fi, 

Rahs, THF, PUHE, Po; putrid, Ha, SHA, 
Wb SE, AR, FR, HA, Fd. HR; rotten wood, f4AK, 

PIAS, Hi Se, As; rotten fish, jis He i, 
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HELA. 5 IEMA, BEA. Hes rotten flesh, i U3, 

A, Ga. Nx Py; rotten bones, ae rotten 

orass, fRFL; a rotten scholar, JP fF; a rotten 
trick, JOR, AZ]; to grow rotten, Bete, 

iit 3 | 
Rottenly, adv. JR AR, Fy4K. 
Rottenness, n. fh 2.4594. EUS, FB, Ba. 
Rotting, ppr. Rotting, as trees, hones, &c., #4, 

#5, Hel df; rotting, as meat, &c., YEA, We Be, 

2M. ea. 
Rotund, a. Round, ff], [A], FIZ; a little inclin- | 

ing to be oblong, #6P¥ke, Sfelal ; a rotund | 
temple, [FI 8. 

Rotunda, Rotundo, n. A round building, |B] J§, [Aq 

Rotundifolious, a. LHe. | ful. 
Rotundity, Rotundness, n. Al 4, B44, [AVE- 
Rouge, a. #1. 
Rouse, n. Red paint, IMIG, AOS. EIR 
Rouge, v. t. th A 
Rouge et noir, n. #0 Sh, FT AUK. 
Rough, a. Not smooth, o phe #H, 2, 23; 

harsh! ay Al, Bl ve; rough usage, #1 ; rough 

visage, fH 5%, #11] ; a rough taste, PENG, JEN, | 
oe; a rough draught, #645, Z% ; to make 
a rough draught, #7#4 fj, BAR; a rough gem, 
J¥; a rough sea, PRES WH, MEPL; a rough | 
road, FEMME TE, Re Ge hte lliiliif ; the road is very 
rough, #6 4E 47 PE; a rough day, fil; a rough | 
sound, WEEE ; 

HEAL, Sh 
rude, #108, 13. BV, sim, 
Hi Ag, #L 8 ; rough and vulgar, ee 

#H(@, FAD, HLS ; a person of rough manners, | 
HEL fe PE J 5 rough dite! ise 7 ; rough words, 

tha, MRSA, Hei Zak; to be rough with 

any one, 4 ff A; arough skin, wih ys a 
rough hand, #4=f; coarse rough paper, BEAK; 
a rough style, #1 fF, #12 ; rough water, 7. 

Rough-cast, v. t. $7 %, FLFR. 
Rough-cast, n. A rude model, ffi, HHREF.- 
Rongh- draught, n. His. 
Rough-hewn, n. site, #1; unpolished, Hf] 4. 
Rough-rider, n. One who breaks horses; B5 fifi ; an 

assistant of the riding-master, #iff F5 (if 3%. 
Rough-shod, a. To ride rough-shod, AE AB. 
Rough-work, v. ¢. (A(R HA, HLE. 

Roughen, v. t. HEE; it begins to roughen, Ble 

i. 
Roughened, pp. Roughened, as the sea, JRL IE yA. | 
Roughly, adv. With uneven surface, HRE, #{L 

harshly, FAY; rudely, @7e, WEF, gypned ; 

severely, Jcfie; boisterously, ee to treat | 
roughly, j4## J\. 

ie | Roug hness, n. “The roughness, as of surface, MBE, 
HL: roughness of taste, #%, 3J, * $f; roughness 
of manner, 4475, HEHE, Mn, FH fe ; boisterous- 
ness, #f ee, tH J ; roughness of the sea, jp ft 
A ; the roughness of a visage, #1 ff ; roughness 
of temper, HE i FLEE ; Severity, efi. 

Rouleau, n. — iy ; a little roll, W4y, $F 5 a roll 
of coins in paper, — #5 #t-F. 

LounCe, 2. roa Ree. 
Round, a. Round in form, fl, &], &. 4. AA, 
wi lB] ; a round rattan Aer fl FEVE. (Bl 

fen; a round ball, (LR, BLE, MIR, ALTE; 
| to riko round, xe, fA. (EB. wi. bd. AZ, 

4036} [E] ; to make round by a lathe, Wifq; a 
round ae wke+ % Bk, BK ; a round sum, 

#4 8, JES} ; round dealing, i #7, HY FF; quick, 
He, HE ‘a sae trot, ¥ yi a round rafter, #3 

a round plate, FRE; a v round sentence, 5648 % 
4a]; a round about way, 385%, j2F% ; the cities’ 
round about, Jay fe] 2% HR; all round, J§) FR]; to 
turn round, je HR, 7h, jE; to move round, 

FEB), WE), HOME ; to drink round, #ByEf 5 
iny head turns round, 7¥ Aja Re, OS : ; all the 
year round, 3/3 4; round the earth, 3) Hh: to 
go round the world, 2 Jie ; to roll round in the 
hand, PEJA]; a round body, [Al#”; the whole 
round of our life, —ZE ; a round face, [A] jy ; to 
turn round, ff #08, Je] DE, jx MEOH; a round or 
oval-shaped tablet or sceptre given to princes, 

made of jade or gem, Pai; to walle round and 
round, BYKE. 

Round, ». A circle, —-3], —H=; a circular thing, 

| (Al; a globe, —3f; a circle in motion, —jm, 
—-Ht ; to go the rounds, fiy ; a rotation in office, 
— ig, —2&; an official round or visit, —3%;a 
round of cannon, —i@);a round of ammuni- 

| tion, — Hi Ye ES FHF 5 a perfect round, — Hl, 
| -AS|R] sone round, —-j4i, —ii}, 3], — ii, —3E 
Round, adv. Round about, on all sides, A, 

Ti ; a round about way, j#f%, GES, SEGA ; in 
a circular form, [2], [A]; all round, Jf) fig; to 

| stand round, Jay, flor ; to turn round, Tie 
to come or eet round one, J§\ fe} A, FE} Kol HER J, 
{iy Sey JX; to turn round a corner, gat yer, He fg ; 

| to go round a city, Sgt fs, JB EUR. 
Round, v.t. To make round, #€{A], 7, Pd, Je fq ; 

to sunround, fe] CE, [AJ GE ; to round between the 
fingers, ail ; to make full, Je 7}; to round in, 

ley Hak. 
Round, i. To grow round, 4E/A]; to go round, 

| Wee ora al. 
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SH, 3847; «to mound to, PUL, BEI. | ¥% ; regular habit, HEE. 
Round-head, n. [Al DEBE. | Routing, ppr. Putting to flight, 4p Hk, 47 fim, 47 
Round-house, n. i" Er pe, (al i. | BBL: 

Rove, v. i. To stroll ae eS, Pyle, De. Be Xound-tower, n. [A] [I. | 
Roundabout, a. or n. See Round. 
Rounding, ppr. #1), 7), Pd; rounding a period, | 

Al | 
Roundish, a. KEEL. | 
Roundly, Om In a round form, [RJ ; openly, Wy 
BR; Saitou reserve, jf ; 12 eraneet Gel ‘F ; berated | 
dees? 

him roundly, —A¢ 2; 5g. | 
Roundness, n. aA 4S TRH; openness, FLA; | 

circularity, [E [2], HE. [E] ; sphericity, HR; fullness, | 

| 
Rouse, xv. t. To awaken or rouse the attention, {i 

Pe, SPR, SE RPE, SPE, PEE, ae to excite 
or rouse to action, BEE, kmh, # {ES ME, eS ie, & 

Fh, deff, ve te 18, JB, ie 
4, #{; to rouse to indig nO anger, or one’s | 

passions, OM, A, Ie, F ) (2g de ee 

AS Wk, [ARS ; to rouse one’s an: Fy PG anh, 

HBL TSIIE, Sig a8 AB aL, 43} 48C HF HPs YoUse him, 
Fy) ARE, FRAME, BE Ty fl, 72, fly; to rouse one’s | 
pees, i A tf; to rouse the mind, # NF | 

2G, #8 fle; to rouse an enemy, Pe. BRAY, HE 
if; to rouse by a proclamation, 4%i¥ ; to rouse 

the attention of the people, FJ) MRA LE, HEE 
WE; to rouse to fight, #ywe, Fh4y, HEFT; to 
rouse a lion, facie Ji. 

Rouse, v. i. To awake, fe. 
Roused, pp. Awakened from 
Hi ; awakened to action, 
Wy; roused to anger, Ak f, Wa} wit ait | 

roused to exertion, oe, FE]. 

Rousing, ppr. or a. Awakening, as from sleep, or 
to attention, #7"; rousing the attention, #¢ | 
Hit, He; rousing one’s passion, #%; rousing to 

action, $i, IE, HH, 26. | 
Rout, n. A rabble, Fit. FA, IV; a company | 

of-select persons, a tuinultuous crowd, 4 A gL | 

IE, HAUSE, HER, Hi ZK; to put to or to 
the rout, #pH{; a rout of wolves, — 4. | 

Rout, n. Rout, as of an army, A&E, $7 Wk Bl | 
Welt, Het, 38, PRE, HWetih ; a complete rout, 

aie Uk. 
Rout, v. t. $7 We, #7 ZE 5 to conquer, $7 a, 47 MB, | 
RI. 

Route, n. Road, 34, %%; by which route did you 

come ? fR4T- Lae, fe Hy fry BS TH EF. 
Routine, n. Course of business, 3245, HE, NIB, | 
tH] ; the routine of business, 3} 7 34, HFS Z | 

sleep, RES; Et 
ts Be EHE Ty, | Rowel, n. 

Pees, fai, sihe, SES, GME, weer, DERE, 
Nee, HERIE; to rove about, as a pirate, fiipFF 

Ie, Ba Te (EsG2. 
Rover , n. EE BS, GE He; a sea rover, Pelhk, iif 

sé; at rovers, at random, 7¥ejKE. 

| Roving, ppr. ov a. jie, BE, vikihe, THe HE. 

Rovingly, adv. jeu. 

Row, n. iN line, —-#7, Pk, [ii ; in rows, #7; to 
make many rows, 4 ¥& ji fF ; & horizontal row, 
—{% ; to set in rows, Ai] #, 77 Ai) ; arranged in 
rows, #2; arranged in two rows, PEAY WHT; a 
row of buildings, — #7 i; an even row, as of 
houses, ZRF; a row of trees, —#;4}; a heaped 

bed or row, as in a garden, —}F Ji ; plant them 
in open rows, fi fij—¥i] fj; come, sit in rows, 
as children do, #F4JE4B. 

Row, n. A noisy disturbance, 7K RJ —HS, we fi, Fil 
2, WRB; to make a row, {URI AEH. 

Row, v.t. 4H, #80, 0. A, HR, VAL, THA, BE; 
to row a boat, FH= HK, HiME, PEME, BES MK; to 
row together, 49 fi, {nj ; to row in the same 

boat, litt, [a LEH. 

Row, v. 7. Fi. 
Row-lock, n. at'/ , AZ BL. 
Row-port, n. Ja#8. 
Rowdy, n. BEE. 

Rowed, pp. #38, HET. 
TSE, 

Rowen, n. #4504. 
| Rower, n. id {¥, ae 
| Rowing, ppr. Fri, BE 
Rowland, rn. To give a Rowland for an Oliver, 

is to give a full equivalent, [| BES SB DI se aR 

Royal, a. E, E"€, Ey, Wi, FE; the royal family, 
TE; a royal road, +34; royal robes, FE, 
ge, HEA; the royal palace, E's ; the royal 

residence, =E%; princess royal, ZL=F; royal 
assent, x/fE ; Royal Oak, Ff 44 ; royal acade- 
my, Hac Re, see Imperial. In all the recent 
treaties with China, the terms royal and im- 
perial have been interchangeably used, which 
is likely to create great confusion at a later 
period. 

| Royal, n. A large kind of paper, 4% ; top-gallant 

royal, Fe HE DiUeE. 
Royalism, n. (EE ZB, HZ 3h. 
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Royalist, n. 7 #.- 
Royally, adv. £, HE. 
Royalty, n. Kingship, #92 #; the king or soy- 

ereign, =F, #; emblems of royalty, (yy, E 

he. 
Th tik MM, HB, WB 
FE, tr, # a, all HK, Wak, WE, HY, RE; to rub off, 
HE, ee, Re to push or rub from side to 
side, §t; to rub against, 4%; to rub shoes, #2 
#; to rub on paint or oil, PE Yh, HEH, PK Yh; 

to rub on cosmetic, FAP}; to rub cosmetics in 
the hair, scpfs2 ; to rub or smear, #5; to rub 
ont, #4k; to rub bright, py, PR HE, PA FR; to 

rub or clean the mouth, pyt; to rub the 

neck, #¢84; to wash and rub, PEFF; to rub 
out or scrape off, jiJ3; to rub to powder, WF 
HK, HAG, HEI; to rub bright, HEIR WER; to 
rub and polish, E£; to rub each other, 4A 4H, 

#722; the dual powers rub each other, fEBt 
AAHE; to rub ink, HE2R; to rub to pieces, }f& 
Hi], /} BE; to rub between the hands, Hh, #2; 
to rub in the hand, #}, 4; to fritter or rub 
away, vexatious, MEZF; to rub a blade, fe JJ 
fy ; to rub a to aie BEE ; to rub up, to 
rouse, Hem}, ZEA; torub in putty, +e PE; to 
rub through the world, # He p& A ; to rub or 
curry, jal: to rub gently, $m $i AE, ieee He, 

Rub, v. 7. To move or pass with difficulty, £fp BR. 

Rub, n. The act of rubbing, +£, #8; collision, #4 
fi, #A#; hindrance, PARE, FHS: ; difficulty, 
HE; sarcasm, Hi]; joke. FRESE; a rub of the 
brush, —# ; there’s the rub, #€3#7¢ Jb. 

Rub-stone, n. Ey. 
Rubbed, pp. #2 38, # jf; polished, py jh, HES 

3; rubbed against it, 483} (B. 
Rubber, n. One who rubs, #3; a brush, #8, 

Wi}; a rub or whetstone, Fe ¥; ; India rubber, 

AOE, BHC. 
Rubbing, ppr. # ; wiping, 

Py; polishing, JE 3; 

hands, Pe, Hi; 
smearing or rubbing on, PE, wR; 

4, tek, HE; scouring, 

TETHER. 
Rubbish, n. 48 4 "PE, Wi PE, ma PE, ie ig 
Rubble, Rubble-stone, n. #4 

Rubble-wall, Rubble-work, n. ghet. 

Rubefacient, n. FEAL IK AK, Mi ATH. 
ubeola, n. HVC, JHCHE- 

Rubescont! a. MAT, ARR. 
Rubia cordifolia, n. pe HE. 
Rubican, a. 78407 Gf fry. 

rubbing between the | 
rubbing to powder, HF, WEA ; | 

rubbing out, | 

| Rudely, adv. 438, py Bt, 

Rubicund, a. 7840, Be, FERALAS, He. 
Rubied, pp. or a. $$ 41 ZL ; rubied lips, #r ke, 

PSUR IE. 
Rubify, v. ¢. Weer. 
Rubigo, n. #0 Fg. 

Ruble, n. We x HpEk FB]. * 
Rubric, n. #, HERR; an article of law, Esl, HH 

(*; the rubric of a prayer-book, 9S 4 # 7 TF 

FH, His oF eZ HE. 
Rubric, v. ¢. To adorn with red, (E40, FRE. 
Rubricate, v. t. H2AL, URAL, PEEL. 
Rubus reflexus, x. @ BFR; rubus parvifolius, RE 

Fey. 
ae TE Hi, 7 WALK(?); ved color, Ar f4 ; 

ruby of metal, #74 ; ruby of arsenic, #0 {ZA ; 
ruby of sulphur, #0 Aight. Be . 

Ruby, a. Red, a; ruby lips, #0 Fe, Pk es, BB Bk 
Ruck, v. 7. To squat or sit, asa hen, #%, “eB. 
Ruck, n. ok wrinkle, #§, #84; a fold, #, HIE 
Rud, n. Blush, {pe ; redness, #0. ~ 
Rudder, n. ft, ft. RE, FE fe. HY; to crane up the 

rudder, $4 ft ; the man at the rudder, #f ZA 
jpg 3 ; a ship ape as she is turned by a 
rudder, Jé fye ti jai #5 2% ; the pintles are for 
hooking the rudder, “HED W485 2) # ; like the 
rudder UE a ship, AUF ZA E.- 

Rudder-rope, n. Wyk, FAR. 
Ruddiness, n. A lively flesh color, PRAT, fy fr, 

Ruddle, n. £0), #0 +4. | 30 TAT - 
Ruddy, a. Of a red color, #7 f%, #0 jf}; a ruddy 

cuantenaniee! Tae aL, ACA. 
Rude, a. Unforniad by art, JA ; a rude stone, Ji 

41; rude abode, jit JZ jy, J JE Pe; rude in 

manner, FF, RFF, MOONE, FAAS. AL, BEARS, 
IBIS, fie. (EHR, EME. EA HPS, £8, 
€ fd, HLA: al EB fi; uncouth, HL: 
rustic, [I] me fry, #8 4% fo; ignorant, Pe FE; 
uneivil, Sntj - turbulent, Jc tt ; barbarous, # ; 
fierce, #£ ; ieee Iie He ; severe, fie; a rude 
answer, #4; rude language, #Hafh; a rude 

wind, 2 Jil, J£ Wl; a rude winter, - #3 a 
rude encounter, fiz; a rude nation, fff; a 
rude person, A&7FIE AN, BRAS J, HED A, 
tH de 3 a rude translation, #45 ; rude work, 
HiT, HT; a rude hand, HHP, HF, AF. 

Ue 8, AL ep SE a 
violently, i; insolently, i}, fp ; fiercely, 
fee; coarsely, fH, 33, HL; to speak or act 
rudely, 38 (%, {F948 ; he acts rudely, 4B H# #-Bh 
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Rudeness, n. fH %., FF, wi 28, fk I =e itt, JF 

We, #1; impetuosity, fe FH. 

Rudesby, n. 7, HPF. AE, WE. 
Rudiment, n. % “, % Al, 4h BE; to teach the 

rudiments, eS", Al) Sz, Bi $2; the rudiments 

of nature, AX. 

Rudimental, Rudimentary, a. # vy, AAS, HAG; 
rudimentary doctrine, #4, 4h, @) He; rudi- 
mentary lees, AHF. 

Rue; n. 35) 2, 2G, St. 
Rue, v. 7. To lament, E42, AEE; to regret, Hefty. 

Rue, n. Sorrow, 28 Fe ; repentance, Tp Th. 

Rueful, a. Mournful, TY 3e, WY ZE, SER, BEAR; a 
rueful countenance, S242, AZ, HA. 

Ruff, n. A piece of linen, worn by females round 

the neck, #48 ; pride, m& ff. 
Ruff, v. ¢. To ruffle, 433M ; to disorder, Fy Al, HE 

Al. Hal. 
Ruffian, n. FARE; a cut-throat, ya) a, PESAME, Ty 

‘lhe ; a robber, Zell, BEAE. AMEE. bE. 
2uffian, a. Brutal, $0RE, (Sine, ws 2. 
Ruffian, v. i. To play the raffian, {fi Yl SB, (i Re 

DEEL, (TR He 
Ruffian-like, Ruftianly, a. 32 4H, Wl a. bl RZ 

Ri, WEL. 
Ruafile, v. t. To wrinkle, #43], #kI@ ; to ruffle the 

surface, #8 gL; to ruffle the mind, 4} im) A 4B, 

i. 
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Rufte, v. i. To grow rough or turbulent, # J% | 

3ff; to be rough, 4G38, HLF. 
Ruffle, n. Disturbance, #E BL; agitation, #% Hh; a 

ruffle on the water, }x#v; a ruffle of the blood, 

tim 
Ruffle, n. Ruffle of the drum, 3E4RER. 
Ruffled, pp. or a. Ruffled, as the water, #& jk #, 

BY, UR Es ruffled, as the mind, 4p te, foe AS, 
au (hh, (2 f ; agitated, #% my f ; the rufiled foe, 

Ruftless, a. 2. | GLiBX- 
Ruffling, ppr. Ruffling, as the water, #£ pk £; 

ruffling, as the mind, #)%*%; wrinkling, #39. 
Rufous, a. #2. 

Ing, n. BE, 4ERE, GRE. TLE eH. AGHE, HE 
imported rug, #ff BE; a carpet before a fire- 
place, }h@é; hair rugs, J¥$R, JERE: a shagey 

dog, BE M1. 
Rugate, a. #80R§, 43 (13. 
Rugged, a. Rugged, asa road or country, #8 

EE, BE APE, We MN, BE, TTR, GIB, 
WAU, BBS AP, HER. BRM BE. GE, Bh, 
WE, WE Ge 5 a rugged way, 4 y% Oh, Pf BB 
323 5a rugged skin, My Jk ; a rugged beard, | 
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WihE Hs; a rugged man, HLM N, BB NA; 
a rugged answer, 479 }H (4 ; a rugged humor, 
W238; a rugged winter, h3, Ml; a rugged 

line, 4; a mmgged hear, Fi 7 ; rough, 

WE: wrinkled, #& 4X 0fE, Af Mk 4%; coarse, ff; 
boisterous, [42 3%; tempestuous, as the weath- 

er, 44 Jail. 

Ruegedness, n. Ruggedness of a mountain, # 
tif ; ruggedness of a country or road, 3 we 
SE, PWS AH HK; coarseness, Ff fF; harshness, 

WA. 
Rugose, Rugous, a. Gee, ABCAY. 
Ruin, ». (7, Bi Gl, WHE, WA, Me, A, 

(Oi Fe, HE HY We. ED, OE HES to fall in 
ruins, Pit, EB, 34, Heh, BAL, Hh, A Mays to 
bring one to rnin, {if ff] J.; the rnins of a 
eastle, (8 i) 2, (HIE & ; the ruins of a 
town, PF fil ZIM, EK Z HR; the ruins of a 
house, f# ti] % & ; the ruins of a good face, 3 
sie ; to involve in ruin, {{{; a son who is 

aruin toa family, Hy 3e{f. 
Ruin, v. t. To demolish, Wy, BE, Mc iit, Fa, ft, {tf 

Ps, PER, fel Oh, WE, Hb. BE, UT. fA, 
He, (Me, ji ie. Ge ; to ruin an estate, if 4 
fe; to ruin a family, (9, Wee, MEAT, Se Be, 

Uo 3; toruina city, FE HK; to ruin one’s 
self, A Me; to ruin an affair, We Sf, Se SF. (pf 
Hi; to ruin men, Ws J; toruina girl, 

Fr; to ruin a town, Beir, BRK. HER; to ruin 

one’s reputation, F fy. F Je, F24R; to ruin 
virtue, Mf; to ruin cr slaughter, #€; one 
word ruins an affair, —7 ff. 

Ruin, v. 7. To fall into ruins, Hh, (Af, 44, Ber; 
to fall into decay, 3£%f, ba, ba YX. 

Ruined, pp. or a. Demolished, fete 7, SET. fH 
TT. WEEE, MA, EM, FAI; almost ruined, 
13s AYE 5a ruined family, We Ae, MYATT, BE 
we Ja; the affair is ruined, Brgy, SHE T ; a 
ruined affair, Begg i ; ruined! bad! PR ; to 
be ruined, eugk, SEs, — eR hy ; self-ruined, 
Ae; you have ruined (spoiled) my af‘air, ffR 

in TZ. 
Ruiner, n. Wye, HER, GEA. 
Ruining, ppr. Bk, We, 388, fH, Wess. 
Ruinous, a. Fallen to ruin, {ij 4, We dH, He; 

bringing to ruin, Pee fry; a ruinous affair, 1 
3f; a ruinous practice, #2} ; a ruinous house, 

WR as, WE R, Bey Wie Jae ; the ruinous condi- 
tion of finance. #8 if 32 Hi. 

Ruinously, adv. To spend ruinously, fE RAE; 

UH, 1. 



RUL 

Bainousness. n. Wee, MEH, il He, nei fa. 
Rule, ». Supreme command or authority, 1, €F 

es regulation, 7 EE. (Efi, BUA, MAP, BLES, 
Weiie, i, (REE, BEM. 48, ALAS, 4; to regard 
rules and civilities, WF; 
that by which anythine is to be pees or 

regulated, HE, HTS, hay, TEE, oh JE, ath 
Ke, HZ; rules of a country, pai), EY 2 ie ; 

(922 ) 

like the rule, #£f); | 

rules of arithmetic, 7, WH yF; rules of arch- | 

| Rum, a. Old-fashioned, 43%; queer, ALE, HH, ery, Ry¥:; rules of life, 43 5 i 5E, OH 

i. 4A Zt; rules for longevity, [4b wa; 

rules of learning, Sty, Fea; rules of teach- | 
ing, Fy: : rules of etiquette, pe ge, me 7, 7th 
28, Bie: rules of a court, (P92 #446 ; rules 
of a society, @ FA, FINE: ; rules for a regi- 
men, 77K; rules or bye-laws of a guild, 4 
Hi; according to rule, Ta, He i:, HE JF; mle 

of a family, Pave rules of a school, fit, fie 
HB; rule and compass, $R%H, yef72; rule, art 
or precept, =f; rules of navigation, Bye; rule 
of right, SRE, FAR ; oe rule of law, HEM), 7e4 
$6 ; good rule, 3% i; bad rule, BEE ; oppress- 
ive rule, JERY, if HZ)”; the rule or conduct 
of an officer, 727%; a de facto emperor, one 
who rules really, ¢4#)9pE 9. 

vee v.t. To govern, 38, 1%, £%, 4B 

>, 38, ail, HE, WE, EE, 7, ML, B, ¥ 
a. i, Ye; to rule, as paper, fi], FR; to man- 
age, HF, WeBE : to rule one’s affections, ¥8 Gli ; 
to rule a state, 4PM, 38 GY; to rule a family, aR, mz > 

Sg : 

to rule all nie people, EBB A vf. 
UX we bt, & Re wy WE: to rule the empire, # 

KT, HHT; to rule people, 7 i, He EK, 
fie BE, if BR 
establish by decrees, to determine, 4&, Ue, [if 

a. 
Rule, v. 7. To have power, 32H, PRHE, JERE ; 

decide, gee Ve; prices rule lower, ec 
Ruled, pp. Governed, 

to be ruled, S64, Sé Hf, S74; ruled paper, # 
If ; ruled paper (in general), PSEA. 

Ruler, n. One who governs, Fe HEME, HEHE SS, %, 

ai, EOE A LAG, ALA, BBS the ruler 
for ruling paper, ¥R#¢; the ruler of China, itt 
HE fa] 4% ; the ruler of heaven, 4EK #, RE ° 
the ruler of heaven confers happiness, + Xf? 
Wik; the ruler of men, 7% A, RA, 4K; 

the Supreme Ruler, God, [- #7; the five rulers, ¢ 

A. “i- 
* In China, an idol. + Idolatrous phrase. ff See au- 

thor’s Grammar of the Chinese language P. II., pp 66 & 67. 

RUM 

“Ruling, - ppr. oY a. Ruling, as the state, fc Gs 

BE, Tif; managing, PME, BB, $PBB ; pre- 
vailing, J¢HE. HEHE. HE GEHE, SCHE. WB 
ruling principle, #1, 4uff; the three ruling 
principles, =#i] ; ruling days, (fj A- 

Ruling-pen, n. ful4eZe 
Ruling-price, n. eA, TH fe. 

/ Rum, n. Spirit distilled from cane juice, #EpE, 

HOKIS. 

Ay: old rum, i #, (4 324% ; rum-blower, 3 

A; rum-bob, bees rum-hboose, #4 ; rum-bub- 
her, ek rum-bugeer, 384]; rum-bung, fq 
TS, Hee; rum-coye, 4ibk; rum-drawers, 32 
#E; rum-dubber, 2% fpeFelhk ; rum-file, $F ; 
rum-fun, 43}; rum-mawnd, (A, RHA; 
rum-ned, 4H =F ; rum-ogles, fpMfé; rum-pad- 
ders, |i) Fg 'bk; rum-qnids, ZWE; rum-ruff-peck, 
IAL rum -wiper, tf. 

Rumble, x. i. fi HE; to rumble, as wheels, digits, 

BA, Pil iE, ois Be, EP, ed, Cl Gls 
rumble, as thunder, #838 ; rumble in the bow- 

els, SLUG, SENS, WAG. 
Rumbling, ppr. or a, 

wheels, &e., RHE, Sess 
pb], isi rumbling, as a drum, 
rumbling style, (£7 again, (EE EES. 

Rumblingly, adr. AREY. 

Rumbling, as thunder, 
; rambling, as wheels, 

HAE ; a 

| Ruminant, a. JQ 8 fj. 

to rule inferiors, 747, JEP ; to | 

418, BIB, TT ‘EPRI: 

| Rummaged, pp. 

Ruminantia, nv. pl. KOS BR, KOER, FAURE ER. 
Ruminate, v. ¢. or 7. FAME, WOME, BOueS, FRIES, eal, 

Bi ott 7xmes, KP] ; to ruminate upon, Je] HB, 

SER, RW. A, rie, wie. 
Ruminating, ppr. ici a. Chewing the cud, Jee, 
KOS, Kon; musing, BRE, fej # 

tumination, n. The act of chewing . flay K 

WE, BG meditation: Je], ley 8 
Bk AA. 

tuminator, n. Je] #84, eA. 
Rummage, v. t.or i. JAGR, JUS, FLFE, He, 

to rummage on sense, S% 

28, EET. 
tummaging, ppr. #lse, FUR, TAR. 
Rumor, Rumour, n. BERR, HU, THe Jal, (RB, Hil 

fl, Hic. AUG UAL, TET, (HE, Gee. PRE: fame, 
4; only an idle rumor, jb fA PPEIYK. 

Rumor, Rumour, vc. t. EHH, AME. 
Rumored, pp. or a. It is rumored, [i] #3, AH, 

1TH. 
Rump, ». #%, Bt, RE; the rump of a horse, Bj 
#% ; the rump of a cow, 4P JE. 

“Rumple, v. tf, (8 S90, AE, A Bi, SEND. 

FL HE, aMTR) gE. 



RUN 

Rumple, n. Bex, AW. See Fold and Plait. 

Rumpled, pp. $330 7, HIT, $8, Bk. fs vum- | 
pled garments, #3 4¢, ## 
rumpled, We ZENE Hg. 

Rumpling, ppr. $43, fk. (NA). 

; this piece is so | 

Rumpus, vn. A disturbance, noise, mipdliy hms, hey | 
Run, v.7.; pret. ran, run; pp. ran. FE, Hd, He 
E, FT, #B, UR, 77, BE, EE; to run, as a ship, 
47, GR; to run, as a river, #4: ; to run or spread, 
as creepers or weed, tsi; to run, as waters, j#2; 

to contend in a race, [fff ; torun about, fj vs | 
SE, JAIGE. 7c 4GE ; to run after, to pursue 

or follow, Sf Fe #, SE Fe #2, EE EL, HH, (63H ; to 
run after, to search for, ##3%, JB S%, ise ; to 
run after a fashion, #$3sF 2k, PIR ML; to run | 
at, to attack with the horns, 36 Hk, 3B iy, HC, 

FE; tovrunagainst, diay, dacxs, ABL, ail, fill, 
fay 2, He; to run against the tide, Ui fe Be, 

si HGR ; to run against reason, 7¥HP; to run 
against, as a suit, J: to run away, ZF, Hb 

#, EA, WS: HEM, WIR, RIE, i SECS, 
WR, eWe, HE, je: to run, as an army, when 
defeated, #F4[,; to run away, as rebels, rats, 

ALE, EGG WE, $2; to run wildly, HER fp 
WRSE, Wk SESE, FEE, FE FE, HH; to run away 
with a virgin, dk 4 4 38, [ij Ac FE; that 
horse will run away with you, #7 t BoA ip 
SE, Ok Pj WG AY it ; to convey away, fame, 
4 i wd: ; to run away with an idea, (ff Ht, | 

Hee, dis BE CLL, — fs 2% BL; to yun away 
from one’s matter, [ME tag ; to run back- | 
wards and forwards, fj BFE, Feae FE DE, FE Ae 
SEF, HRA A; to run contrary, mk, 3M, 
sui fe ; to run in, to enter, FEA, HA, [EJA; | 
to run in, to step in, #£A; it runs in the 

blood, A ff. 4%, AB ii; the iron runs, $y : 
to run into, to enter, 52 A, 7A; to run into 

debt, WER, HERIA ; to run in with, m2, AE, 
pee; to run in, asa ship, B& A; to run into. 
a ship, Birgit 25 fs ; to run into suckers, Bi AE, Hy 
3F; torun in right lines, W¥Fz; to ran down, 

asa ship, S87; to run down, as water, #eP : 

to run down a coast, {iff fp FE; to run on, A 

JE, A Bk, wt FF; to run on, to talk incessantly, 

Askari, WME, walsh Ae; to run on, to con- 
{inue a course, #7 AV Hk, GEA IE; to run on, to 

press with jokes, Ay Bkaftafy 3 to run on, to bear 
hard on, vf, HEF; to run off, SEZ; to run 
out, 3 HE, fie] HE; he has run himself out, {EG 
Wye J, th BFA 7 ; to run out, as liquor, WHF, 

«Hg Hi; the brains are run out, AR zESIE HI; to 

RUN 

run out, to come to an end, 3i)J~ ; to run out, 
to expire, fi #% ; to run out of one’s wits, 354i, 
eis, PEFE ; to run out, to spread exuberantly, 

i£ ; to run out, to be exhausted, (fim, (ize, 
‘ai; to run over with the eyes, jf A, MR, 
la], FB, IE; to run over, to overflow, #o Hi, 
if Hf; to rum over, as a river, (2 jg, 72 i, Mi 

ic; to run over with a carriage, Wifi ff], Lia 
dik fF), (i), WE; to run up, to rise, 3 f- ; to run 
up, to swell, #8, WEF; to run up, to amount 

10, MK, FEW, AEG]; to run through, asa thread, 

fr; to run under, S&P jh, BE (EE; to run upon, 
48 BL; to run to one’s help, FEA, FED TAL; 
to run mute, Me ee 3-H, AB A HE ee ; to run with 
celerity, #eZ: ; to run into danger, | hg, HE, 
47h, Aber; to run into the danger of losing 
one’s life, $7E, Fffir; to run on the ground, 
WES, shes; to run over the anchor, Bi oi ; 
to run low, jf Se, ji S>, jh jy Me ; the time runs, 
WEIS, Awe ; the vessel runs ten miles an 
hour, 4 fe fi— Bisa fy + HE; the nose runs, fA 

ite 7k, Bunty; the eyes run, Meiy#e, ges the 

ice hegins to run, Jefe TA, WHE BAY ; to run 
high, as the sea, jij; to run high, as a re- 

hellion, AL, HEAL; the sense runs thus, Fw, 
EB, FeaJE; to run to leaves, #€HE ; to run 
to seed, 4>fff; to run into confusion, j[U RL; to 
run with blood, jj & iti; to run to the 
stronger side, 4) gape, yey ; to run quickly 

or with haste, Ek, #€aE, SIE, 4, FEF, 44 
fai; to run swiftly, FGZE, RAE ; to run round 

and round, Fed, PACpAE; to flow, as writing, 
kj ; to run eastward, Frye, my WeAe ; to run 

in one’s mind, Je Fat; to run by name, Bp-4fx, 

Ai Fy ; the report runs, Jvfh; it does not run to 
the contrary, Mimi, Avi ; the coutroversy runs 
high, $¢3) 9H}; le runs very fast, 3& 74 $e ik ; 
to run together, [ed], Ys; to run to the flame 
and stick to the strong, #3 Js Bit 2h. 

Run, v.¢. To drive cr push, Fé; to force, 3 ; to 

melt, £8, $858; to incur, encounter, as risk, 
&e., A, df; to smugele, 32%,; to push, to 
thrust, J@; to run the gantlet, ® (5) Fa; 

to run the danger, Eh, Af; to run the 
liazard of one’s life, $79, Ff Ar; to 1uN one’s 
head against, Jit 9H, dik 0H, HUA; run against 
it, {HE ; to run one’s head against the wall, 
Jr BETIE E ; to run down religion, ja $234 BR ; to 
run one down, 4a (fl J\, 7 Hi) J. ; to run down 

or to weariness, 3B 3] J) 88, #3) 7] RE; to run 

down a vessel, Su Pffft ; to run down or erush, 



RUP (924) RUS 

IE HIB TE torun hard, to press with sarcasms, 
SV itt aA HE FG JV; vivers run gold, jay ie 4 ; to | 

run a race, AAG, lz, aes, AEH; to run a, 
race, as with horses, |g P§, 4: §&; to run one | 

through, as with a sword, #iJ3%, {8222 ; to run 
through, as a thread or ribbon, #f, 4%; to run 
into, BJA, 5] #8 ; to run off water, Hee 5 to run | 

out, f&tH; to run out, to extend, fifi ; to run out, 

asa line, Hk, $%; to run out, to waste, 4E 2p, 
{% Jfj; to run out, to exhaust, 3, @#; to run 
over, to recount, ff 8e, HVA ; to run over, to 

narrate hastily, FEA PE, BE PE; to run over, 
to consider cursorily, ffi ; to run over a book, 
4ai MB fits BE; to run over a thing, Bei; to run 
over one’s work again, Fy fh}, (2 [8)AST.; to run 

up, asa house, jf ; torun up, as a wall, ff, Se; 

to run up a thing too high, jth ie, jf, ith ; 
to run up, to increase, J $§; to run any one 

Up, EA. 
Run, n. The act of running, 724%, wz, Hr; to 

take a run, 356-38, 4-34, 4 — i, ZE— Ie] ; 
in the long run, AE, He. AS HA 
a good run, Bk te, 77 HE; to put one to the run, 

Ay A fz Pe; the run of a ship, ##3% ; the run of 
the ship is, #tBs, fe7z; the common run of 
ladies, S335 Je AV; the run of mankind, S4-5s0pF 
Ky, 22H Z WN, ORR ON a run, as on the bank, | 
ay ie ESR, Gaels PGR 5a run on the bank, pai se 

47 af HR; to have a general run, 40% HER. 

| Ruption, n. —-3. 
| Rupture, n. The act of breaking or bursting, a; 

the rupture of a blood- vessel, fiw: a 
rupture of the bowels, see Hernia : ; a rupture of 
friendship, AES, qe, IS; a rupture be- 
tween two nations, (EA Si, i AAP, ay 

AA. 
Rupture, v. t. or i. Bl. 
Ruptured, pp. ora. AT. 

Rural, a. 5, A, AEA, $e, SEBEL A ; rural 
pleasure, [7% 4%, Af 42; a rural dean, $p4h 
fifi ;a rural excursion, ph 3h¢, dé Hf 4% ; rural 
economy, FER. 

Rurally, adv. $f Hh fg. 
Ruse, n. Artifice, ie zi, KF I, Real, AGS ZT. 
Ruse de SueMIe, n. Weal, Wyatt. 

Rush, n. #8, 3, iff, HEE, SURE, Iu; rushes or 
erass for making sandals or mats, 4, 43%, 
if; ; rushes tied together for a torch, & ; green 
erowing rushes, $2; a mat of rushes, #275, Ht 

IK, wa pe it is not worth a rush, OER — “id 
#658, Affi— wl; a rush matter, 4m FARMER. 

Rush, v. 2. fee, |] 23 to rush out, ZEHI, HEHE, 

JL, (PHE; to rush against, 4597, We, Fh, 
BE, (by fie, PE, HHL; to rush against madly, $y; 
to rush up, as steam, &e., df, jfyf8 ; to rush up 
a defense, (i |. ft 42, JE _ W142; to rush on 
heedlessly, iy’, #3 to rush into battle, p47; 
to rush sais furiously, He WU BEUR, PEE, ih 

af: 

Runaway, . HA ER OM GA. (He. 
Rundle, n. A round, —[R]; a step of a ladder, #5 
Rung, pret. and pp. of ring. Rung, as a bell, dH | 

Ss, TE a. 
Runlet, Rundlet, n. Jv. 
Runner, n. $e RS. i ht SE, PEPE; an officer who 

carries despatches, yi JF; a police-runner, 3 | 
2; arope, i%;a runner at all, spAeHHe ; 
a practiced runner, 3 {ff3E. 

Running, ppr. ora. 3, U1, je, EER, EGER 

pe; to rush on certain death, RF AE A jtil; to 
rush on death, F BE, HP3E. 52 HE ; to rush forth, 
PER TAG, FEYS TH AE; to rush from a cover, as 
a dog, ##; to rush against and upset, # f#], Jig 
fii] ; to rent and rush down, as a mountain, jy, 

22-Ji}, ag, fg; to rush into a net, 32 A #4; to 
rush forth, as water, Yi, WAH, SHI, BS UR ; 

to rush into danger, A Aste, FEA fe ht ; water 
rushing along, KES j4&, YK; to rush on an 
enemy, Hf], Zi. 

running eyes, #eHk; running water, Zé Jk, if | 

I, Fra, es, ¢7i#t ; the water is running 
out, 3¢ sig (Rit, WHEE 5 running over, 4, yk; 
running to and fro, AF yee A ; running away, | 
SEF, FEE, EW!, AIS ; running hand, ¥% sa 

Rush, n. —(éj, —Ji ; rush upwards, —aft, 
| Rush-candle, n. S243}. 
Rushed, pp. or a. Rushed against, &e., fa 7, (if 
eT, HET, HE, HE ; rushed upwards, afr; 
rushed against me, as a dog, PE SHIRE, #7 HAIR ; 

Wis, Fy, Bey, BaPA, Be ty ;vrunning nee 
2B, Go Bg 5a running sore, ify 

Running-fight, n. Jef, Te¥p. 
Running-fire, n. 3447. 

Runt, ne ref; a hase-born runt, FES 
Rupee, n. Ink 

AY» JOEL. | Z ° ‘ 

| Rushing, ppr. or n. Rushing against, MF 3E, FieZF ; 

* Bee PANE: 

rushed forth, as a dog, (8 38 Hi; rushed on 
heedlessly, Af. 

rushing, as a dog, #E; rushing upwards, sf; 
rushing, as into danger, 4, |; rushing along, 
as water, &: jj ; rushing waters, j@ ; the 
rushing of wings, {ljil#. 



SAB ( 925 ) 

Rushy, a. #8, SHE. 
Rusk, n. if #. 
Rusma, n. (=e Fi. 
Russet, a. Of a reddish brown color, as russet pear, 

HL; russet color, 32432; russet or coarse, | 

HL. 
Russety, a. Sop. 
Russia, n. |e 2 Hf Fd ; Russia leather, gk Medop. 
Russian, . or n. (Ge HG A 5a Russian, |e qelR A. 

Rust, n. Sill. $8, OE, SH, Bas. BUBB, BUA ; foul, 
extraneous matter, 7 HZ 4y; rust brown, Hi | 

Ba. 
Rust, v. 7. AES%; to rust or become idle, -ESE, Hy 

DUPE; to eather dust, AEFE, HUFF. 
Rusted, pp. 4E f #%. 
Rustie, n. A countryman, #hfe, HE, we. A 

fe, A, (HE, me, AEs a clown, (gE; 
ashamed, as a rustic, 7H}. 

Rustie, Rustical, a. Rural, 45 PE, Hh, i. A 
plain, sincere, #2 #F, URE, pi; coarse, AF (fF, 

he, HAG, BIE, BOL, MEG, A; untaught, 
#4 4h, PE ; rustic people, shh A. BESLIRE A, ER, 
ft; ; rustic gods or lares, 7k Fz; rustic dwelling, 
A, 4¢ 43; rustic virtue, $p Rt, HE FS; the 
rustic, unpolished people, [Al ji BF ft. 

Rustic-looking, a. FASE ZF. 
Rustically, adv. t8 fg. 

Rusticalness, n. f(g, PER. 

Rustication, n. WEG EE, EAST EE. ES. 
Rusticity, n. Rustic manners, ¥ppsii, IEP, APA, 

Hh fe, A ; rudeness, |{L ff, FF ; simplicity, 

PEE, OUI. 
Rustiness, n. AES% #. 

| Rusting, ppr: AES, UFR. 

| Rustle, v. 7. To rustle, as silk, 4, 4 ; to rustle, 

as garments, fll 3232, WER, A8%, a yy HE; to 

rustle, as the grass, when walking through it, 

TERE. 
| Rustling, ppr., a. or n. Rustling, as silk, LEAS 

rustling, as garments, #2%%, WP; rustling, 
as the wind among trees, }iti, SiMe; the 

rustling of still-starched clothes, fifi #2; the 
rustling of wind, /i¥/4]; rustling among trees, 

didi, iY. 
Rusty, a. To grow rusty, AES%, #ES%, UF ; dull, 

$ii ; surly, ALAR EKER; creaking, as rusty hinges, 

I. 
Rut, n. The track of a wheel, ij,, ¢, ik, BE, HF 

We, Sill, MAR, dckile, WE; a dry rut, jy; to return 
to the old rut, used in a bad sense, {4 F4Rp MK; 
the rut of the sea, jk }ss. 

Rut, v. 7. To lust, as deer, jf 7. 
Ruta aneustifolia, n. GLa. 

Ruthful, a. ZRAK, FBZ; rueful, Bf, BA. 
Ruthless, a. W272, AWE, KT, Fo, SN ee. 
Ruthlessly, adv. Cruelly, #74, (ARE, SGH. 
Ruthlessness, n. Jk ZEMEAR, WET, WARE. 
Rutil, Rutile, n. 44%. 

Rutting-time, n. fv ZF. 
Ruttish, a. Lustful, 4-e@, Ag-i@. 

tye, m. KEE, BE, GEE, HORE. 
Ryot, n. BR. 

.. 

S The nineteenth letter of the English alpha- 
Do het, 3e2E FEAL ILE: S, 7, -E;S., south, 

_ ;5. E., southeast, ij; St., saint, H. 
Sabbatarian, n. ALE AREA H. 
Sabbath, n. #8 A, #242 A; the Jewish sabbath, 

according to the Roman Catholics, Wf 7#@ -E: 
the Christian sabbath, WS 7j#—; to keep the 

sabbath, S748, A; to break the sabbath, 7g 

&A8. 
Sabbatic, Sabbatical, a. 4 A fry; the sabbatic- 

al year, 2674. 
Saber, Sabre, 2. #i)%4. 
Saber, Sabre, v.¢. To strike, cut or kill with a 

sabre, Liga ir, Liga) G!, Tis. [#. 
Sabian, ». A worshiper of the sun, 3# A RH 
Sabine, n. A plant usually written savin, jf 
i (?). 

Sable, n. 34; sable fur, 3497 yk. 
Sable, a. Black, 3. 
Sabulosity, x. Sandiness, 4 Ay. 
Sabulous, a. Sandy, AFA; sabulous, as urine, 

TRS 
Sac, n. $8, FEfF- ; a cul-de-sac, TpgA%. 
Saccade, n. —f£. 

Saccate, a. Beye. 
Saccharic-acid, n. $F AE. 



SAC 

Sacchariferous, a. Hi PIPE. | 

Saccharine, a. #09, #i fy; having the qualities | 

of sugar, #4 HRREDR I. | 
Saccharoid, Saccharoidal, a. JEHh Wie 4 FIM. 
Saccharum sinensis, n. Aft. 
Saccholactic, a. FL Pipe. 
Sacerdotal, a. %$ ) fy, % =E Ag; the sacerdotal 

office, #8 $2 SRR. | 
Sachel, n. £8, ae S. 

Sack, n. A bag, ¥8, fl, £8, jf; a sack open at 

both ends, ; a sack of wool, —fJ fff; a sack | 
of corn, —@1 4%; sack, a loose garment, ‘#& #2. 

Sack, v. t. j& ¥s. 

Sack, v.¢. To plunder or pillage, as a city or 
town, By 2, IY, fig, BeH]; to sack a town, FZ 

ZED, TID Ik. 
Sack, n. SRB, HAH. 

Sackeloth, mn. #{Lsieai; sackcloth worn at funer- 

als, RQ A, ALR, EY Ai. bi Ati; to wear sack- 
cloth, tL bits Ai, 25 AS Miz. 

Sacked, pp. JyZe 7, BS, Fy. 
Sacker, n. Sacker of a town, SAIRAS, Ge WRF. 
Sacking, n. #1 4i, ¥E (i. 
Sacrament, n. An oath, #§ 4%; the holy sacra- 

ments, 32 78, Y By jt; the sacrament of 
baptism, jeq, BEA; the eucharist, Nesey, 
HENS (see Mass); to receiye the sacrament 
of baptism, ff] #E RY ; to administer sacrament, 
WeVENE ; the Roman Catholies call the sacra- 
ment JE 3rd. 

Sacramental, a. Fey fy. 
Sacramentally, adv. Ly Hee. 
Sacrarium, n. jilge, Beye. 
Sacred, a. JB; a sacred place, H2pR; a sacred 

hall, He; sacred things, H8 Hy; sacred com- 
mands, Jes; sacred will, Je; the sacred 

sovereign, Jee; a sacred glance, F2F%: the 

sacred name, jf; lis sacred majesty, Fe ; 
the sacred college, 74 4 fii @ ; sacred songs, 
Je GF; sacred history, Hs; a sacred book, 
2E#E; sacred images, He f&; divine, jh (4; 
religious, J Hc fyy. 

Sacredly, adv. HBR; strictly, ARR. 
Sacredness, n. F834, #He3%, Fe. 

Sacrifice, v. t. 3, i, 28 al, ARES, HHS, WAS, 
WW, iio), rE, ME; to sacrifice to God, %&_f Fy, 

28 F Lip, BRR WAL ae, SAP ; to sacrifice 
among the Chinese, yes [- 7, WSL I _E Fe ; 
to sacrifice to the ancestors, Sia), S37 Sz, & 
WH, 26; to sacrifice wood to the supreme 

(pagan rites), 4%, #§; to sacrifice to the five 

SAC 

highest mountains in China, #377, 5 ; to saeri- 
fice to the hills, 8 lf, FER, qk; to sacrifice 
to heaven, 285K, jig; to sacrifice to the spir- 
its in hades, #844; to sacrifice to the saints or 
sages, 2$3#; to sacrifice to the road or to the 
spirits on the road, £3 §%, 28 §& mh, Ga, HK; 
to sacrifice at the tombs, #h |], 3h, FF #8. 
FFU, AEE, S84, Fig HE; to sacrifice to the good 
and evil spirits, && 9 ill; to sacrifice on the 
road, 74; to sacrifice io the spirits of heaven, 
FSF wll, WH; to sacrifice to, Bk HS, FS Ks to 
sacrifice one’s self, $F 9B, 8.4, 43 Gy, Be fiz ; to 

sacrifice one’s self for the state, #8 9 4f fq ; to 
sacrifice one’s self to God, ff JAK 7A_E a; to 
sacrifice every thing, 3€mE, 378 ; to sacrifice 
to the spirit of the furnace, £3 mp, 3344-7 ; 
to sacrifice to the spirits of Jand and grain, & 

Wik Fe. 
Sacrifice, n. aR, FSi, FS, mez, pt, He, ie fi ; 

a burnt sacrifice, J ¥% ; to offer up a sacrifice, 
ASS, LES, ASS, ASKS iE ; a sacrifice offered 
on the completion of an edifice, A yes, y& 
jk 5 a sacrifice offered at the end of the year, 
Bz 2°, te, HEY, (a) 46 2&8; a sacrifice to one’s 

ancestors, KE A LR, ie Wi: at, ik: ik i, 

Wi; a sacrifice twenty seven months after a 
parent’s death, PAZ, ji; a sacrifice to one’s 
ancestor, jis]; the sacrifices on the second and 

sixteenth of each month, 7§%$; * the first 
sacrifice, $i W/§; the last sacrifice, Fé 7§; the 

vernal sacrifice, 7g; the summer sacrifice, jij ; 
the autumnal sacrifice, 2; the winter sacri- 
fice, AX; the imperial sacrifice, once in five 
years, fe #§ ; a sacrifice offered up to implore 
blessings, ASS Fi, iG, WR; a sacrifice of the 

army, Wiz 8, 7% ; a sacrifice to the hills and 
rivers, jj§€; & Sacrifice offered up by the emper- 
cr to heaven to obtain an heir, jit; a sacri- 
fice to the spirit of the fire-place, j& ; to make 
a sacrifice, s¢%$ ; Christ is our sacrifice, JOEF 
SEK Zs; to bring a sacrifice for one, # A. 
GI, NSE HG, FE NGCHH; to do a thing at 
a great sacrifice, I tt $e fk FF, 8 S TE Z, 
i ZB ii fF; an acceptable sacrifice, ny 44% 
¥& ; to make a sacrifice for the benefit of others, 

OMA, REA. 
Sacrificed, pp. 37, BK J, AS ; surrenderd, f& 

‘J ; sfiered to be lost, 5 jk. , 

* ‘These sacrifices are on the day after the new and full 

moon. The Gj is on the second day of the first moon 
and the Jéjilj on the 16th day of the last moon. 
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Sncrificer, n. ve 4: BS 
Sacrificial, a. ¥ fry ; en rites, Feit + saeri- 

ficial ritual for the temple of Conf ucius, Be Jay 
jit ; sacrificial court, ef fe; sacrificial pa- 

per, FEE, AUP, AEPR. TERE. BLM; the sveri- 
ficial ox, 4¢4F ; the sacrificial sheep, 626 ; 
sacrificial animals, 4@/ ; sacrificial meat, #8 
IGE, ie; dressed pete meat, fit? ; sacri- 

ficial implements, % SS EMM. We 3 2 sacrificial 
vessels, Sif, Mluf ; sacrificial garments or 

robes, 28}, # TA: 
Sacrificing, pr mS, JAKE ; sacrificing to one’s 

ancestors, ifn}. 

Sucrilege, n. JUHE, HIE LF, TE, HE ; 
- to commit a sacrilege, LIS ee fe, Ja ee. 
Saerilegious, a. FRB Ay, LIFE Ay (ale. 
Saerileviousness, n. fe, Ht 4, LI eS fe BH; dis- 

position to sacrilege, Af jg Fe #. 

Sacrilegist, n. Ja AEH. 
Sacring-bell, n. Be REG. 
Sacristan, n. 22 FP ZW wl, ae wp]; the sacristan 
in a native temple, Jy jt, if i a. 

Sacristy, n. Beye. 

Sad, a. BEAK, SEY, dh, mee, NE, Ma 
3 1, Seas sad news SMEAR, SEES 
i, 32 {% ; a sad business, BW) SENEE, SES, tk 
Sr, ASE; sad oi one’s absence, BE [JE ; a sad 

a ae me > Bae Til ef, 
zee; Say sad, Gey gt ; how sad ! 

i 
ft fy ; so sad ! BIFGEny 

Sadden, v. ¢. FEE, AP SE fey. 
Saddening, ppr. BOSE (NJ. 
Saddle, n. Be, FORZ, BBE; a saddle of mutton, pif | 

Saddle, v.#. -%%; to load with, FS; to saddle 

on anothor, ff J, FE JHA, Sift, S48 tb. 
Saddle-pad, n. Baga, By pk A. 

Saddle- aa a. FART. 
Saddled, pp. _& 

Sy tele F 
Saddler, Saddle-maker, n. Fae fill (if. 
Saddlery, n. FjAL, By#e. 
Saddling, ppr. Saddling, as a horse, | Bg; 

dling on another, fi \ fiaQse, (EFA, (to 

AGH, Sib HS At, RAS IK. 
Sadly, adv. To feel sadly, Sef}, 322%; in a ca- 

lamitous or miserable manner, 47-Ey, AE 

TB, KES 

Sadness, n. SE, SER, BE 
ancholy look, ert 

BE, WIA, BK; a mel- 

eee, HK. TE 5 vexatious, piEpeyret, Ka 

BB to be saddled with, JHE | 

sad- | 

sedate gravity, fae yy. | 

SAG 
| : esate Dein =. 
| Safe, a. meen fon danger, #23, #3, 2%,2% 

ia REL. EE; secure, EL, FEAL oh 4 TBs 
he is safe, (R{RFS I, fll LFS ; a safe place, 
Se 7 pe asafe ouide, F258 % ; not very safe, 

acon applied to fee that are in danger of 
bankruptey, BFS, A sb=E TE; very safe, 
“EA, LESH TEE ie ; extremely safe, -FpFE 

Bi, Bi TL; sate, no fear, FE Hf, AMUEHEL ; 
safer, HAS, WELT 3. 

| Safe, n. A place of safety, F221 Wr, CEPR, BERT 
an iron ee > a provision safe, #2 )al KF, = 

Safe-conduct, n. A convoy, 8 i SESE ZW ; 
pass or maby (Ey BE, F t 

Safe- Eocene. n. [ALST, (ih : a be in safe not 

ine, 2, EH. 
Safeenard, n. Protection, (Rati, WE, ; a convoy, 
ESE 7; a passport, fe; a child’s safe- 
guard, IVF 74; to be a safeguard, (RE. 

iia fide. ie. #2, +E JA]; to put or place safe- 
y, SAS, BIB, LG anes p's arrived, 3Jé 
eee a cuarded, HE 7] #2, 2 fA]; to 

guard safely, [A] SP. 
Safeness, n. = [A], #2 wf. 

| meer n. Fe, “ETAL; place of safety, 23 Z Py, 

He & 7 Bir. 
| Sorte iin n. TRIM Bar ee 
| Safety-valve, n. DRE, WR, KF. 
Safflower, n. #0 7¢ * (?). 

Saffron, n. Crocus sativus, AFA FE, BERLE. 
Sag, v. i. To yield, to give way, Pi, PAZ, PAR. 

Sagacions, a. #8, WEE, WAH, HELE, A, BE 
tah? aE ap kt ALT pue 

Sagaciously, adv. DME, Dia. 

<3 

| Sagaciousness, n. fe ##, HaFE. 
Sagacity, n. et, WRI, aeFe AA, Wary, ayy, 

97, HB. 
Sage, n. H# J; the early sages, 3EH#, AB, Ayes; 

the later sages, Bue ; a sage of the second or- 
der, Wid, BE J. ; sages and common people, H# 
Ju; the sages never yet were faultless, #2 

| Reames ; sawes even are but men, Fe NAS A 
| JH; an age without sages and worthies is 

unstable, (eae =H v7; the temple of sages, 

4 jay ; the doctrine or school of the sages, 32 PY. 
Sage, n. A pleas ek (?). 
Sage, a. ee, S2%, (BH. A 

JHE > a sage Peo EER. IF ek, 
Sagelike, a. HEA, 4 Fe. 

| Sagely, adv. HBR, ZH. 
| Sagging, ppr. Als. 

* Medhurst. 

, #2; a sage king, 

vee Zhi. 
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dap ittal, a. at Fz fy. 
Sag ittari ia integri‘olia, n. ZEAE ; sagittaria ob- 
aera id, Hype Aaieney sinensis, Pt Qe. 

Sagittarius, n. The sun in sagittarius, Ke Bo. 
az; parts of the constellation of sagittarius 

are aye BE $5 , KE. 

Sago, n. YK, WK, ORK. 
Sagus rumphii, n. Pye fit. 
Said, pret. and pp. of say. Uttered, ahi, HT, 

ELMER T. IBY; he said, Bt, Ws, thBt: 
aforesaid 7 HE (8, I #8, 98 4 suid money, 
=% FL ; said nothing, [He ye, fe HE BE A HE ee | 
nothing to be said, 4m 7} pik, 406 ny aR, nee Ay 

me; itis said, AAG, HZ. GR, Hz, 
ba Ta 

Sail, n. wi, HH WL, 2; * to hoist or spread sail, +f 

i, Pi, BOL, Fgh; to make sail, Bk HD; | 
to shorten sail, jiQp'P, YF}! ; to take in sail, 
YR WE, $8 HE, TR, YEE, * We ph; to set sail, 

BIE, Frit. BA GE. BATT, WL, BAR; to wear 
sail, HF pp, HSE; to be under sails, fe Fy, Ee; | 
to crowd sails, HEME; the main-sail, Hie” 
PE; set the whole sail, Bk S¥ pl; a fleet of a 
hundred sail, —  f€ ft, —3 Ph  — A te; 
une foot of the sail, ff 9A; under easy sail, 4B 
Ve; under easy sail enjoying the moonlight, 42 
% | f4,; to strike sail, 74 9% YX HE; to strike 
sail, to abate show or pomp, y& #f, JE #4, JX 

L, Hie 
Sail, v. 7. Bb, jit, 774%; to sail on the wind, # 

v@ ; to sail along the coast, 7 ie ihHS8, PEEVE 
j55 I Bt ; to sail fast. Bie fe. 

Sail-cloth, n. iH 4. 
Sail-loft, n. PPR. 
Sail- -mnaker, n. SEMEN, eH. 
Sail-pole, n. PLE 

Suiled, pp. BEB, tT. 
Sailing, ppr.,a.orn. Bh, ye; a sailing vessel, 

HEP M, FEC, WLI; plain sailing, 23%. 
Salisburia adiantifolia, n. Gwe, sey. 

Sailor, n. A, HLA, SRE, REMAN, DELE- 
Sailor-like, a. 4u7\=F, sk ERE. 
Saint, n. A et sanctified, Be \, ia J ; 

Paul, Sh (i PAE 
Saint, v. t. sue K. 

Saint-John’s wort, n. # fi, BEE. 
Saint-like, a. Hi FB A, HHA, AWA. 
Saint-vitus’s dance, n. #E%. 
Saint’s bell, n. SE gH. 

Saintship. n. FS Be Hy. 

* Chinese sails made of matting. 

Saint 

| Salifiable, 

Sake, n. Final cause, as:—for my sake, AR. 
A, ¥K TK for your sake, #9 fr, [q ff; fer the 
sake of, [Aj, S, #%; for the sake of gain, 
Fi ; only for the sake of plunder, #3 3 #23, 

RSI WE. ; for glory’s sake, FARR, Ae. 
Sakya, n. $e; the god sakya, #7 FE. 
Sal, n. Efi. 

Sal ammoniae, n. BEWy 
Sal martis, n. 2% he HR. 
Sal volatile, n. See Sal ammoniae. 

| Salable, a. deSHE, TE, FEB, dit, we 
Salacious, a. 464@, Af f% fy, "BREAD. 
Salaciousness, n. WG HR #. 
Salad, n. AEAE ;-salad-oil, AE Yh ; salad-dish, AE 
Salam, n. a5, 2° Sit HH. [FE RE. 

Kise Salamander, n. sXPe; salamander’s hair, 

Mi. 
Salary, n. snk, we, PSE, REN, (SHE, Fat, iA, 

SES, Fe(#; the salary of a teacher or un- 
official person, f% 4 Hi Ze Hi es Wt 4 ; a month- 
ly salary, fe; to retire from an office on 
its salary, #8 (Afi PA; to pay the salary, Hig, 
“EE, #04; 10 deduct from the salary, Ff ; 
no salary to live upon, 48% @; how mueh is 

his salary? (879 #8  (SWRUE, ( % (WEE 
-F ; the salary of an nS: of the first rank is 

1044 stone a year, JE—in’e (Ses —F + 
M4. 

Sale, n. The act of selling, 3, ¥ Hi, Hi ef, #&, 
Weve Wes a public sale, a. 7 AY, HE YD, HH 
i, HGH, Fe EE, BA Fe | ; to have ready sale, 

AFT, AG HG, SFE, AF TGA; no sale for, TF 
Wit, VOOR A, FEA, ih ff 5 no sale for 
these commodities, DE AIEEE, IE AI 
##é ; no sale for at all, 1% #€7ff ; to have for sale, 
to deal in, #848, ¥¥; always on hand for sale, 
Hi LL fe the sale of a man, ¥¥ J\; a deed 
of sale, $2, 227%, ¥F3Z; the sale of one's pro- 
perty, ee, FFE 5a dull sale for, Tr3a MR. 

Sale-work, n. 4. 
Salep, n. 4 %. 

Salesman, n. B=, HT, BAS. 
Salic law of France, n. 7 7: fy By 35 F HES fi. 
Salicin, n. PG Ef. 
Salient, a. Represented in a leaping posture, Pk 
zk; projecting outward, py Hi; a salient 
angle, phy Ht wa fq. 

Salient, a. Leaping, Pk; beating, throbbing, as 

the heart, PERE Pk ; springing, PRE, BERET. 
Saliferous, a. HERE AS, HERE fy. 

a. HY ARES fy. 
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Salified, pp. pXsth Re. | Salt, a. Having the taste of salt, jf, py, Bal, Fa 
Salifying, ppr. or a. XR. Be, pfs, Bil, Wh, ae, BE; too salt, ae eR ire, 38 
Saline, Salinous, a. pak, [Gs fr, BE ME fry; a saline 

taste, BRU ; saline water, pt; saline springs, 

BEE, Bai. 
Salineness, n. pk, A aG H. 
Saliniferous, a. HiliS fig, BM. 
Saliniform, a. BRIE Vy. 
Salisburia seed, n. #p7F, A HE. 

Saliva, n. Hk, He, YER, Hf, HEY, Ife. 

Salival, Salivary, a. Fa) Ay, we fy; salivary 

glands, Fi acH%, Hew. 
Salivate, v. t. He Fy, He ze. 

Salivated, pp. Fie Val. 
Salivation, n. }é #4, #é ZC HE; to produce saliva- 

tion, Be ie HE. 
Salivous, a. fe fg. 
Salix, n. $i. 
Sallied, pp. Rushed out, 4H}, fay HE, fee) HY, Fag HE. 

Sallow, a. Having a yellowish color, (eg, BA; 

a sallow face, qi Gi UE, SE Fa TH J, tii Je BE 
(th, Ti LSE. * 

Sallowness, n. 3 f; paleness, tinged with a 
dark yellow, 224 &. 

Sally, n. FEH! #, fp Ht #, Fe HIGE ; sallies of wit, 

ak ay; Wild gayety, Wj ae. 
Sally, v.. Je HE, 5 HY, He HE, Je PR HL ES] HE, — 

7 t Ht. 
Sally-port, n. Sally-port in a fort, fie] HH Z% PY; 

sally port on a ship, #¢_Ey< ZPY. 

Salmagundi, n. FF Py ae BUS ATA We AES 
Ha ZAR 

Salmon, n. Salmo, FMEA; osmerus (2), FR Ge 

K; smoked salmon, #qHPIE{{: salmon fish, | 
FAC (2), FRE (?); salmon-leap, 4422. | 

Saloon, n. 4 FF, HS. | 
Salpicon, n. Stuffing, AEH). Ay, HU. | 
Salpinx, n. The Eustachian tube, fy .bt A El &. 
Salt, n. Bai, He, eit, bee, Be. kG. AE, pg; common | 

salt, ZEB ; superior kind of salt, fi§&@ ; fine or | 
white salt, 2W8G, GBs; coarse salt, FLEE, JP 

Bi; crystals of salt, Qe, A; bitter salt, + 

V7 Ra; to evaporate water in order to extract 
salt from it, (SHR; rock-salt, 7#7#e; volatile 
salts, SW Sq ZRH; compound salts, GRE; to | 
form salt crystals, $1, Bf ; taste, B& ; poignaney, | 

Hf; to lay in salt, PRRBRELE, OPER ME, BE; to 
lay down (flesh) in salt, Mft3pg 5 a purging salt, | 

oe 

+ See Glauber’s salt. | 

Wk, Aik; a bitter, salt taste, Af yok WT Bee ak, 

fit ; salacious, pRYA; baked salt groundnuts, 

wm NeAEZE. 
Salt, v.¢. To sprinkle with salt, j8%; to add 

salt, JES, INS, PRR; to salt, as meat, &e., 

Salt-heef, n. je PY ; a barrel of salt-beef, —ff 
pF Ay. See Barrel. 

Salt-box, n. Ba #i. 
Salt-cellar, n. fg FH. 

Salt-com missioner, n. ls 39 HH, BIL. 
Salt-ege, n. RAE ; salt-duck-eggs, pei TR. 

Salt-fish, m. Bef, FAT, mo AA. 
| Salt-junk, n. BG A, Pese, Be Gah, Be AE. 
Salt-land, n. BRI, 7epy. 

Salt-marsh, n. lB. 
Salt-maker, n. Hag f¥, HAT. 
Salt-meat, n. He PY; a barrel of salt meat, HBA. 

Salt-mine, n. Pa qk. 
Salt-pan, Salt-pit, n. —3@ 5a fA. 

| Salt-spring, n. BaF. 
Salt-tax, m. E& fii. 
Salt-vegetable, n. BRAS. 

| Salt-water, n. pat, Ei ak; to evaporate salt- 
water, Wie ; to let salt-water into the pans, 

Fred 
Salt-water-girl, n. pak. 
Saltation, n. Pk aR. 
Saltatory, a. Pk Ary. 

| Saltcat, n. He Sy. 
Salted, pp. or a. Salted, as meat, &ec., AAP, AS 

Wei, MGR; sprinkled with salt, 72858 ; 
sulted, as cooking, 7 jf" ; salted olives, Afi G 
4 ; salted peaches, RPE. 

Salting, ppr. Sprinkling with salt, #6 ; im- 
pregnating with salt, y£@@ ; salting, as meat, 
fruit, &e., FE ; salting tub, Jean Hh. 

Saltish, a. Somewhat salt, SApaG, Aik, Ale, 
Saltishness, n. Beat 4, Belek $4 - | pif. fae’. 
Saltness, n. Ras, pk #4. 
Saltpeter, Saltpetre, ». tip, GRAD, Ak ® FR, RAT; 

imported saltpeter, EHF; sallpetre work, ff 

fa ; refined saltpeter, J AA fe. 
Saltpetrous, a. fp (J. 
Salts, n. pl. Glauber’s salts, ¥ Aj HP; purging 

salts, (ef Ge. 
| Salubrious, a. 77 § fy, {%4 (1g; a salubrious cli- 

mate, KCL, AF R, ERA. 
* Coll. #P, but which is incorrect. 

6 M 
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Salubriousness, Salubrity, 7. 

climate, 44-7\¢ -. 

Salutariness, n. Wholesomeness, (7% 5 #2, #i fll 3% 
43. 32 & # ; the quality of promoting good or 

prosperity, BC ih Ay. 
Salutary, 

EA 7, TES AS. CR Fa fg 5 useful, advan- 

ageons, #7 4M, 4148, UGE (9; to have a 
salutary effect, 7/1 @ ; lo exercise a salutary in- 

fluence, ee Bae 

Salutation, n. ne, Hos, Fle, FE; 

salutation, a4 - ; the oouiieu salutation is 
:—may you become rich, Ze x FEN. 

Salute, v.t. F#, oii Ze. W)C, Frm, SLA, WEHE. FT 
i. JETP, AL 32, 7E4W; to salute with folded 

hands, HEE, 842, (Ef4;; to salute with folded 
hands to the forehead, #EFR; to salute in re- 
turn, Jett, Ait, He, [e|FE; to salute superi- 

ors, ae to kneel a salute, EFF; to salute 
kneelingly, #£Hg ; to salute one another, A 4A 
7 itt, iy 4 77 HR; to salute and depart, HERN, 
FER. FER; tosalute by a discharge of cannon, 

aay to salute by a kiss, $3, 4 wy, RMS ; 

to salute by knocking the head, lj) of, 72: 941, HJ 
#2 ; to salute on new year’s day, A847 jie. 

Salute, * n. FF, FEA; military s salute, TEL EL, AY T 
to fire a salute, FAs; a kiss, HEM. See un- 
der Bow and to Bow. 

Salvage, n. $24, TAR. 
Salvation, n. 4%, #5; the salvation of the soul, 

athe % fi; Christ is our salvation, J¥ 7% Hk # 
Jk a ; the salvation of sinners, IEA 2 fx, 
TK SENS ; eternal salvation, 33k, AC ih. 

Salvatory, a. 9 fy. 
Salve, n. FEB, WPF; eye-s salve, aur 

for all sores, W% @EJy-, a HE 
Salve, v. t. $f, Half. 
Salver, n. HEE, AHA, DE. 
Salvia, n. B&G. 

Salvo, n. An excuse, f€§~; a military or naval 
salute, Hf hi. 

Salvor, n. fk peat fre 4 #- 
Samareand, n. 4 Fy Gl 2? 

Samaritan, n. EB) A 4. ; one from Samaria, 4% 

EA. 
Sambueus sinensis, n. 238 tt. 
Same, a. The same, —f¥, [i] —#¥, fi, 4S. —§%, 

fal fx, (rf, —st, iki, — ab, Aled, HAH, 
HP], AEF, IETF B. Hi, Fi: the same surname, 

* For further inform: ution, see APF ae under Fey and. = 
Fy MAE vol. 18. 

a salve 

( 930 ) 

Salubii iousness. of | 

a. Promoting health, (Ee, 3 A, | 

respectful 

SAN 

JnJ WE; the same name, MA the same age, a 

K, tr, MAE, SALA; the same day, 
[iJ A, fA; the same genus or elass, [a]; 
the same species, [nj fii ; the same sort, #4 ; 
the same rank, fiji; the same disposition, 
ji] #5; the same as, Af (Ll, 4, an, FR, HA, 
HULL, Hie; the same as before, A5E—#E, (5 
f%, 18 t&, 04 ai, H FE; it comes to the same 
thine, (A— Fé, fi WS—, Sik —-; all the oe 

#B ffi — ‘8 fR— x, fit RE, a, 
A, at = - the same as brothers, Ay 52 dt Fe : 
the same ‘sort, finJ— Ee; to live in the same 

house, [aj 2 — ia ; two heroes cannot live in 
the same place, 3 HE A [i] HE, We HE Aue 4; 
the same as the pattern, HA##-= ; the same as 

tle muster, H4&#?; the same kind, 38 #%; the 
very same, —f#% 77 Sif. ane 

Sameness, n. [rn] 4%, [AI— #8, Pe —st &, BEF. 
Samian earth, n. BéyE%- La 
Samian stone, n. BE #7 %. 
Samiel, Samoon, n. In Arabia, a hot wind, #&}mt. 
Sampan, n. =A, AZAR, AULT. 

Sample, n. Ht, HF, sk, A, HE, TE fl); a sam- 
ple of tea, 289i}; sample of merchandise, #8 
Hf; like the sample, 18 $F, WARE, He HE, tal HE 

F-, ¥pF; does not agree with the sample, MH 

AH WE OCLRL, EMRE, ARP, Rot, 7B 
Hf; show mea sample, (BRYA, LLP FR; 

give mea sample, (SPs AR, LIGPSEFR- 
Sampler, n. ule ae iF, LIS F. 
Sanable, a. BY HE 

Ganative: a. ORG. 

Sanatory, a. Sanitary, (RAP WNAS, FE AURA, TR 

Hay 
San-benito, n. PE HK a. 

Sancian, nv. Island of Saneian, 
buried, = yy SE. 

Sanctificate, v. t. See Sanctify. 
Sanctification, n. )¥He 4% ; consecration, FW, 

Ip 3 3. 
Sanctified, pp. or a. WKB, HAE, LIZSH ; sancti- 

fied by the Holy Ghost, JU 32 pip He. 

where Xavier is 

| Sanctifier, . (LAE, HSIEH, HEE. 
Sanctify, v.t. To make holy, jX3e, BHI, (E 

HE, EZ, ABE, RAE, REA, 
$5 HZ AA; sanctify onr hearts, p¥H2 Fo, LIT 
> Fy AE ; to cleanse, BEM, FFB, HEB. 

Sanctifying, ppr. ora. KEP, HRB. 

Sanctiloquent, a. RA. 
Sanctimonious, a. He xi lpe. 

| Sanction, v. ¢. To sanction, as the emperor, 43% 



Hk * HE, PLYE; to sanction, as the emperor or 
high bee BAL {€; to sanction, as offi- 
cers in general, Y{€ fF, lie, ERS, LAG IE, 

iz. 
Sanction, n. 46 FF, LE ; 

His Imperial Majesty, #H4e4IbHeé : 

sanction to, #6 #7. qLHE. 
Sanctioned, pp. #E Fi, HEHE TT. ET AMI. 
Sanctioning, pp. i{E fF, ab te sanctioning, as 

His Imperial Majesty, RAY€. 
Sanetity, n. sew, Ww; godliness, jE. 
Sanctuary, 7. Ee py a sacred temple, Jit ye ; 

a shelter, WEP a sacred asylum, £2 & 7 Bip. 
Sand, v. WH, wy; 7 fine sand, Shp, HPV; coarse 

sand, #7; shifting or moving sand, jy, 

FS YW, tet, FH; the desert of sand, Shamo or 
Gobi, FHL; to get on or strike the sand, to 
ground, }jo~# ; a water filter of sand, Pi; to 
squeeze or pinch out sand, PH; f to prick 
out sand, #k fi}; £ to scrape sand, Fil] A; £ to 

raise sand and dust, to pulf one’s self up, 

to give a 

( 981) 

to have the sanetion of | 

+; very much sand and dust, also applied to | 
Sanguification, n. 46) fi, tei, ZE tine. 

| Sanguinary, a. Bloody, as:—sanguinary Wattle, 
a proud puffed up person, ~F BEA ; to mix with 

sand, - w, Raw. 
Sand, v.t. To sprinkle with sand, as a road, $j 

iG ; to ae as a room, 7H. 
Sand-bae, n. ‘sy fi, is. 
Sand-bank, ». Pit, UR, wit, HABE; to get ona 

sand-bank, Joys. 
Sand-bath, n. PR. 
Sand-blind, a. Jluscee volitantes, 

Sand-box, n. ja~ et. 

Sand-hill, n. oa He, UE. 

Sand-glass, n. PIR. 
Sand-paper, n. Ak, HIG AM. 
Sandal, n. Leather sandal, such as couriers or 

which see. 

| Sanguineness, 2 Heriness) ar, fi ; 

chair-bearers wear, =f- ft FRE, ib; sandal made | 
of straw, Bite, CEE, JE, BE. et. HE BBs bemp- 

sandals, fit, #3 ; 
sandals (to view lightly, as Shun did the pos- 

session of the empire), HA SE HE: 
Sandal, Sandal-wood, n. #3 @ Ax ; Sandal-wood 

Islands, Sandwich iene net @ Up; white 
sandal wood,  ## ; yellow Shle -wood, Fi ; 

* Ht always implies a written answer or sanction. 

+ yb sand, is frequently used for ff a slight fever and 
headache. 

t These are violent operations on the skin of the neck, 
bridge of the nose, hack, &c., which are squeezed and 
pricked until the blood appears on the surface. It frequent- 
ly produces two large lumps on the neck, as often seen 
among the Hakka. 

like throwing away of old | 

SAN 

red sandal- wood, 3% Be ke iG Ys incense sticks 
of sandal-wood, #4 6, #. 

Sandarac, Sandarach, n. FERS 

I (2). * 
Sanded, pp.ora. Covered with sand, $f UU; 

sprinkled with sand, ja. 4. [ ml,. 

Sandhopper, n. Sea-flea, gammarus, gx Jb] AY, Hz 
Sandiness, n. ~#F, BY; the state of being of a 

sandy color, 74 f4. ; 

Sandish, a. AVS, MUM, Bais, Haw. 
Sandpiper, n. Frege. 
Sandstone, n. Red sandstone, #0 #} #7, TT TH, 

FLUC AL, $A F1- 
Sandwich, n. PL WHet Hs iy HHH A, Wn TE 

Mis fh FEI Z. 
Sandy, a. 7, WH; sandy ground, fh; sandy 

desert, as the Desert of Gobi, jf; a sandy 

shore, 7 4 ; sandy soil, FIM, HF +, 2#; of the 

color of sand, 7 f&. 
Sane, a. Sound, as the mind, Hak, oY), KFA ; 

sound, as the body, 4[E, 3] 4. 

Sang-froid, n. Indifference, BYR, TVR. 

Gum. sandarac, 

AL FL, hos murdevous, J Bs BEAR 
RES, MLAS, MBB ; cruel, WA, JANE; savage, 
Wl Fk. 

Sanedine: a. Red, #1 f4, fit  ; plethoric, BY gq, 
ft ; warm, ardent, #2 ; having confidence, 
Bass hope! ful, SH ; a sanguinary tempera- 
ment, ZEVE, TVERCIE, PET PERE; be is san- 

guine about it, 1B A: G ae fe “i & ny LIK Z. 

Sanguinely, adv. J 8th; with confidence of 
success, LIB. 

plethora, 

BY. iL, AML 5 aug or, #k yt; confidence, Fy fF; 
hopefulness, % 8! #4. 

Sanguineous, a. ff (05 ; abounding with blood, B& 
fiLfvy ; sanguineous particles, gihiy. 

Sanicle, 2. 4%, (lop Ae. 
| Se n. He Fy ii. 
Sanitary, a. {RR EPI, Py 

. 06. 
Sanity, ». A sound alate of mind, HU), AY]; 
Beh ee, A Ze, Bere 

AG, spre Sanserit, n. FR fi ah, 4 
Sans culottes, n. pl. Ragged fellows, FT, [eM at - 
Sans souci. Without care, fEihy, (Eilz ieee 
Santarum album, 7. ff A if. 
Santonin, n. HY SRae EE. 

* Medhurst. 

ivy; sanitary rules, (% 



SAR a (08) SAT 

Sap, n. 4, 7%; the sap ofa tree, #h}4-, phe : | Sarmentose, Sanmentons a. HAE (th, TE ES fry. 

| Sarplar, n. Sarplar of wool, milky sap, FLY. 

Sap, v. ¢. To undermine, HR A, i 62, HET, JTL, 

Hi fl, RHE, EFL. 
Sap-color, n. {BA fe. | 
Sap-green, n. PERK. 

Sapan-wood, n. #EAS, PHT. 
Sapid, a. Al 
Sapience, n. Wisdom, #728, #& #7. | 

Sapient, a. SL, AN, HUE, BL, A 
EP CVS, EY aa FV, Se FT GE (VY. 

Sapiently, adv. FEAR. 
Sapindus japonica, n. Soap-berry tree, 4m i jf, 

AS Ha A, WA HE, fa; the berry of sapindus 

japonica, Ai. 

Sapling, n. £k, Att. 
Saponaceous, a. Soapy, My, Ze gli. 

Saponification, n. 6 WK gl Hy. 

Saponified, pp. #8 SF pill. 
Saponin, n. gle. 
Sapor, n. Taste, savor, We, URSA. 

Saporifie, a. UME, HK AG, AUK 
Saporous, a. Ff lege. 

Sapped, pp. HA T- 
Sapper, n. Hef, HEF FS, BAUER. 
Sapphire, n. 348, FFFE. 
SeppLinnG, a. {SRE. 
Sappiness, vn. BYP, WALT ee. 

Nappy, @. #2, BU, to 
weak, [iz 93. 

Saracen, n. Wap (A J. 
Sarcasm, n. Hiss, HEAL, EH, BS, eA, OLE, 

pA wk, Y ya ae 

Sarcastic, Sareastical, a. Wal Ag, HERAT, HELI 5 | 
sarcastic words, Ji) a, BEBE. 

Sareastically, adv. Fe, Hal, Wowk pil, ERK. 
Sarcenet, n. 4A, RE, HE. 

Snieocele, n. SNES Aye. 

Sareology, n. BY am. 
Sarcoma, n. fA af. 
Sarcomatous, a. Pg fg. 
Sarcophagous, a. BAAS, LW Re. 
Sarcophagus, n. AREAL, HEB, Za hyp. 
Sarcophagy, n. BAY, Ley By ¥e. 
Sardel, Sardine, Sardius, n. BR 41. 

Sardine, 1. GWM, * DIG. (EM. 
Sardonie, a. A sardonic laugh, pi) E38, IB PE 

Ai, wile nlf Aci. 
Sardonyx, n. PE 41%, MELE. 

Sarlac, x. The grunting ox of Tartary, #4b. 

* Imitation of foreign sound. | 

EA, ih ITS 

a—TLA: 
Sarsaparilla, Sarsa, 2. Ariil if. 
Sash, n. A frame of a window in which the panes 

are set, 2.4m; fasten up the glass sash, $] #2 HE 
ex 

Sash, n. A belt worn for ornament, 4}, AE, AE, 

si, ie, ian #. fay ig th #4, a8 a, Hf ig 
itz; Yellow sashes, such as are worn by the 
members of the ruling family of China, 3g ; 
red sashes, such as are worn by the branch line 
of the Imperial family of China, #748; the #¢ 

Zi, red sashes, are the gentry or literati of 

China, also called ff, A>, HHH, who con- 
stitute the municipal authorities in towns and 
villages; * an embroidered sash, ##¥, #2; to 
gird with a sash, OAS, yi RAS, 2S. 

Sassafras, n. BEG. 
Sassolin, Sassoline, n. Hw. 
Satan, n. The devil, Jat, AE 92, JBIRE, FSR. He 

, BAS, SHAE. 
Satanic, Satanical, a. HLA, BE HL AG. See Dia- 

bolical. 

Satchel, n. Wk, 32, F48¥E 3a little hag, BER, ABS; 
: shoulder one’s satchel and follow a master, 

fA FE GE fi. 
Sate, v.t. To glut, 228, RE, Bis fy. 

Sated, pp. Ff, PRG, ARIE. 
Satellite, n. (es St, BIH, HE AE, Ds JA; the satel- 

lites of Saturn, + 347 fy 58; 7 a follower, fg 

As EN: HER, HUE Hi, las 
Satiate, v.t. To satisfy, Je, FE2%; to fully 

gratify appetite, & fa, Hef ; to glut, WGK. 

Satiated, pp. Fein, (4, ME, ERG, “10%, fe, fia, 
if JE; filled beyond natural desire, 3) RK, fi 
aK, OR. BBE, WK; satiated in mind, WIE 

iM» DAI E, thE, ati ; to be satiated, SE ; 
over-satiated, 24 fia e4ihz. + 

Satiation, n. Je jj; eaten to satiation, WE fa, ® 
fil, @FIf(ty ; in eating, do not covet satiation, 

RAR. 
Satiety, n. Repletion, Fig, fi ; without satiety, 

AMIR, ASO NL, ARNE, AR. 
Satin, n. 4%; changeable satin, Psy; superior, 

plain satin of every color, _- Sir & # 4k; 
second quality of flowered, striped satin, =4& 

* Places of from 5—20,000 inhabitants are called villages. 
+ 1. Mimas, pif. 2. Enceladus, #e#ehy. 3. Tethys, FRE. 

4. Dione, ayeye-. 5. Rhea, Fig. 6. Titon, PR. 7. Hy- 
perion, #M{AAE 8. Japetus, FELLAK. 

t Vulgar. 



SAT 

7E PIE AR; new and fashionable, changeable 
satin, {ree eE PIAL; flowered satin, ZE4z, 4E 
Fada; thick satin, A #% #; Hankan satin, @& 
faz; Canton imitation of the latter, PE BEA 5 

(933) 

the best sort of or (“gold and silver”) satin, 4 | 
SAR; deep blue twilled levantine satin with 
five threads, PREZFIWCTE TLS AZ; second qual- 
ity of cross barred twilled levantine satin, with | 

five threads, 22% HES SLR At. 

Satin-wood, n. FAG. 

Satinet, n. AH. 

Satire, n. AeAeUEZE, AEAE ea | Hy! 
> i 

Bl, el, wae, 
Ham, Ui), Si, PERE; humor, Weak, HWE, SE 
ae, HIE]; pasquinade, Ali, Ally. 

Satiric, Satirical, a. BEEP, sal, ER AS, EAS, 

‘SAU 

with listening to flattery, Ep fia (ak 7 Bt; to 
be satisfied, IE, fy ; satisfied his mind, rf 

IRS, ZIG, FeHhlLsy; to be satisfied with 

oue’s self, AE» Flill, FL. * EVE. BEBE 
man’s heart is never satisfied, Jom f7 KE, A 

1S AA, Aut REAR TER. 7e G HBIE  never 
satisfied, Men FE , 47 ik JE ; satisfied his passions, 
ft (EEA, FE, FEALAK ; satisfied his hunger, #& 

fH, FEL, (RK, HIM, ME; over-satistied, Bl 
I, (OBE, IR GR, FH; he felt satisfied, HY 4+ 
-F ; he is satisfied with it, (Eq (B, 3% th 
#4; satisfied by inspection, fifth, Aris. wh > 

| Satisfy, v.t. 3g; to satisfy hunger, JA H§ It, 3 

MENGE ; satirical language, we5enh, Pla, vA 

AE, Wilak, Wy) 4E & A; a satirical poem, wep; | 
satirical ballads, ji qi. 

Satirically, adv. FEAR, LIS. 
Satirist, n. (Exim, (ERE. 

Sativize, v. t. abl, wiSE, otal, WISE, hl, aa, 
hak, wh HA, Mls to sativize in verse, (EF 

Satirized, pp. Heh) TS. cS. WW: 

Satirizing, ppr. ESE, ae, HAT, MAE. 
Satisfaction, n. Contentment, Af}, Aoi, hie, 

Bp, eH, HT, GI. LK; eratification, 
he, EMH, ME, JkJpR; satisfaction for injury, 

FEAL, MASE ZT, AAG; payment, HEIR, HR 
#2 #&; recompense, ‘4H, fA, HiFi; atonement, | 
f#; to make satisfaction, BRS-; to give satis- 
faction, rs (=) A. S83}; to demand satis- | 

faction, PJ AHinT. EGE, PME. SMR, | 
By WW; to feel satisfaction, HE, OA, BS | 

RA. 
Satisfactorily, adv. 43, FRE, EE. HE. FH, 

refit - to explain satisfactorily, {ee Ae. 
Satisfactoriness, n. rR, MIRE, WAR, 

B PES. 
Satisfactory, a. Fi. (8), i. he. HO. & 

1D, RE. Bod, Ze, 45; making amends, | 
Weaias, Fie, fa ; atoning, Hy; a satisfactory | 

explanation, ff BOG, MAG, Wot Z HF, 
fi 73 PS BY ; a satisfactory reason, 7 HP Y fe, 

Wim 2ik, AE, AA. Aik, he, 
AGEL, wk A BE; it is satisfactory to know, 7k 

5 RA, OZ vt HM H- 
Satisfiable, a. BY Fg ji. 
Satisfied, pp. Having the desire satisfied, (iJ, 3g 

Hh, Zits, FE, JAKE ; satisfied with seeing, pif 

at 

fi, His (WR, i fly ; to be satisfied with listening, | 

Fé fy, Hae H, Fei A, $e 3) RK UE; satisfied 

fit, FHL, WA; to satisfy one’s ereditors, 
iy RI, 32 APYE A, SHR LK. Te EL; to satisfy 
for an offence, HFA, APTERC, BASE. Fai, 
It Ar FE; to satisfy the passions, jak Pek, Fe 
IL FL FE, FEF; to satisfy the mind, 7, BA 
i; to satisfy by inspection, #EjH, MWizeih, 
#2 Ti ZA; to satisfy one of a fact or truth, 

WE F292 ; the bard always satisfies his poetical 
cravings with wine, S& J %5 Lis Fe ak 6 ; to 
satisfy the human mind, ji Nb, Fw; 

to satisfy the claims of nature, Je PE. 
Satisfying, ppr. Satisfying, as hunger, BZ fi, 

Fe; satisfying a creditor, 32 fy, ac#e; convin- 

cing, SE idE. 
Satrap, n. J iy Bl Hess 7 Aik. 
Saturable, a. WY ¥eiB. 

Saturant, n. Te Ey Ree. 

Saturate, vt. perk, a, MEE, Beit, LBB aM, 
Wis, FEB, BE, + Ai. ASM. 

Saturated, pp. or a. (Ris, PIG ST, FET, WEB, 

iia J- 
Saturating, ppr. wee, AEB. 

Saturation, n. 7eise #5 saturation with water, 

Saturday, n. aS 7\, WRB. 

Saturn, n. Planet, - S#, dim se. 
Saturnalia, n. pl. WER, RR, RG. 

Saturnalian, a. Loose, Hk ft, Jt ; sportive, FH ae 

fy, Bak AG. 
Saturnine, a. [fj -- 3%; dull, Zi; phlezmatic, A 

YR; pertaining to lead, #h fj. 

Satyr, n. PAPE ai, febh. 
Satyrion, n. #8 -- Ht. 

ceitedness. 

+ All these terms express also the past tense with or 
without the signs, #4, J, &e. &e. 



SAV ( 934 ) SAW 

sauce, pet ; for mix sauces, HEME: metals for | 
making sauces and condiments, 486}; a com- 
pounded sauce, FUR; to dip in the sauce, BF 
ARE, HEshE; to serve one the same sauce, 4 hh. | 

Sauce, v. t. EME, HOR. TUR, Fuk. | 
Sauce-box, n. A saucy fellow, #6 Je. 
Sauce-pan, n. 4EGE. | 
Saucer, n. In China, a small plate in which sauce | 

is set on a table, OR, AEF ; in China, the 

saucer of a tea-cup, 2S fpt, 28H; cups and 
saucers, Ff Hd ff. 

Saucily, adv. Laz. 
paueinees n. Impudence, 472, RFE, FET, HF 

e; petulance, Weve iit, Ken a, oh. 
Saucy, a. Impudent, 5 ve, PAE, Fed, PEZE, mH 

yc, SHE thy HE, VE MS, ARTE pofulant. HE 44) 

WE, DEAN 5 saney boy, SABE STE, 1 
ey, HAM N-F 5 a saucy fellow, a 7ele 

MN, FER WEN. 
Sauer-kraut, n. ABE 
Saunter, v. 7. To stroll ae idly, fj [i i, EE ih, tk 

ME, i ith, SH WE, EA eat fis is | 
saunter about, Wel (sbi -; to linger, 2322 | 
idle, (qyfy]. 

Saunterer, n. jhe # ; loiterer, 730%, WU. 

ODEN, SHR. | 
Sauntering, ppr. fy), webs ; loitering, 3B, 

RE, RE RE 5 a hae eait, Ha. 
Sauria, n. pl. EG WME 2 Fa. | 
Saurians, n. pl. Ril we FZ jae. 
Sausage, n. HSB, AEN. J; to fry a sausage, 

THY Wy; to make sausages, AVI, AS UG. 
Savage, a. Wild, BF, AE, fi, Hz", He, W's cruel, 

BS 22; ferocious, $i 5h, Jif it i, Ay =, TE BE, 
SJE; murderous, bil [ls savage beasts, sea PF 
BR; savage cruelty, JRE; a savage act, Hil EA MPE 

45 FS, BRE Z 754 ; to live a savage ee oe 
Savage, n. A human being in his native state of 

rudeness, BF J\,AZEAF 5 a barbarian, HN pF ; 
a man of extreme, anes brutal cruelty, | 

be A, SK aa, BS 2. ] 

Savagely, aie ot he BR, SRY, SEM. | 
Savageness, n. VUZE, KUT, FEB 5 cruelty, REZ. 
Savanna, n. ee 
ae n.; pl. Savans. i+. 

Sie ot i BUR Ry Hs $B BEU FEB 
dx, {5 to save the soul, sf akziy ; to save life, 
Hi iit 5 ‘to save the roel Pits % save from, | 

AI, FHL, BOR. RE 10 save from death, | 

Wier, BORAGE Z.rfs to save from the | 
me Southern ; 2 2. Western; 3. Northern; 4, Bastern, |" 

| Savingly, adv. (if, f&, 24. 

danger of water and fire, PRI 2 $8 i ; to 
save people from the danger of water and fire, 

FRE PACK 2 Hp ; to save from imminent dan- 
ger, JxPIG ZZ; to save from drowning, fk 
133 ; to save from. Seiit HEWN ; to save one’s 
self trouble, 479s; to save trouble, 43F; to 
save from purgatory, dE, FRE ; to save man- 

kind, as the Buddhists, 9% #&€ 4 4E; to save 
appearances, KZ, Hila God save the king! 
Io} -5 Fe (fi $2 1. 5 im order to save trouble, LJ 

Yi3e ; to save or lay up, Wes, TE BR, CHI; to 
Save one coming again, #4 4% QUE, HARA ; to 
save from wickedness, if Hi jf B&, GE fice 88 ; 

save your time, [ff 3 f ; you will save time, Hy 
LUA WER ; to except, PEI), PAT ; all left save 
one, fief MR— Hh, 4 KE — ih 4 ; the last 
save one, Ife Fees =. 

Saved, pp. $c, 4 JT; saved my going, #AAAR 
Z; ; saved me from loss, Hf FR AEAS ; saved from 
rerishing, ($8. b 

Saving, ppr. ora. Rescuing, #; excepting, 

Ts preserving, Wes; frugal, (ge, HE, IH, 
44 JA; to be saving of money, fe JAR, FER, A 

Savingness, n. Frugality, Gj JA, fe JH, (eRe. i 
Savings- hank, nm. WEES HR Idi, * Mic soe BR ete, * eS 

SR Mi. * 
Savior, Saviour, n. A 4%, #k=E ; the Savior of the 

world, fe qlE =. 
Savor, Savour, n. Bk, Ws, EK, FW, aw, Ae eS 

reputation, % #¥: sweet savor, FRB. 

Savor, v. 7. ‘lo have a particular smell or taste, 
as :—to savor of, FRA, AEH. 

Savor, v. t. lo like, kf; to delight in, #8. 
Savored, pp. Ti isted with pleasure, ZO AEDR, 
Sayorlbss: a. SEW. 

Savory, . KEIR, AUR IG, APREK, AUR, A 
EDK ; savory food, BS, oes, FAN 2 one ; 3; 

savory smell, #*, 3%. 
Saw , pret. of see. Sith, Ash, AT. 

Saw, n. $t, GR-F ; the blade of a saw, $EPY ; the 
teeth of a saw, iY, HA; a large saw, FS, 
AGE; a hand-saw, F§ji; a small saw, sh; 
a foreign saw, ¥EGE. 

Saw, v.t. 3 pret. sawed ; pp. sawed, sawn. fh, 
FHT, HE; to saw asunder, {EHP ; to saw wood, 

GAS, HEAS 5 a circular saw, [Al4i; to saw offa 
little, to reduce the price, ipl Ay ({f). 

Saw, v. 7. To use a saw, $f. 
Saw “att, n. ASH AC, AS Ii- 

* 47, if a private bank. 
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Saw-fish, n. $£4q. 
Saw-mill, n. HANA. 
Saw-pit, n. ESC. 
Sawed, pp. ora. $i S, Fi. 

Sawer, n. IR, WASTE. 
Sawyer, n. Hie, HAE, HEU NK. 
Saxifrage, n. Sarifraga sarmentosa, VE F(?), 

Me TRAE. 

| Scaffold. n. Hi), aR, AE; 

| 

Say, vt; s pret. and pp. said. ak, HR, Bt, &, 
Zz, A, iB, 34, , HE, EIA; to bay a lesson, 

HE, BE; to say by heart, , 4; to say | 
prayers, fps; to say over again, FR, Fpa tte Se ald, 

FR vt, WS; say to him, oft 12, on 42 £8, ane | 

‘al, Fu fy iat, ni fh ze, oy ABE, i on & fl, peas cu Fp 

fi; some bady says, 47 Wah, BER; I have | 
something to say to you, PALS ol CAM RA 

EIR SXy not, DEAE if AID Ay ss, Ns Ay 

i=in Sean NZ; itd aoe 3 that is to Say, A) ff, ey) 

2; what do you say to that ? (pESRGWE, WE 
$5 (i, EZ fy, Mt An fy Ak; what you say! 4. 
Hizy; to say too much, if 7} 3, wk SiH UA, 

3S, BS HAZ; you can say so, it can be 
said, iif 3, aif 7 Ae ; what is said, I will not 
dispute, J\z;9hZ:; why don’t you say so? fk 
gle ih, fit-tz ie EA Azz ; people say it is so, 
Nish fll ; people say so, JWR HE, Jan 
JL; don’t ee what to say, IES ERREGA, A 

Fl AU hs p> Aue o a ae I can't Say (or pro- 

nounce) it, TH af HE; it cannot be said, J if 
GH, aFan fB, tt A (H ; he says he is not well, 

(nh (50% FR. 1H REL He He; merely says 
Vian, iE; has peat to say for 

himself, HT 4} AND es ; I say! balloo! m 

mt; to confess, 72; to ea ih: to testify, 
Hi; to allege, GPE; to repeat, 4 4 ; to report, 
an, 4%; to tell, Hf; people say there are many 
robbers, Af lk eek. 

Saying, rn. B, it 5 a good saying, sees; a com- 
mon ane RH, GEG, WE; an old saying, 
tah, 4S ; sacred saying, Hs. 

Saying, aye aE Sie ity) zee 
Seab, n. 3%, BR, $2, Th, PET, Hee; the vac- 

cine scab, eae a mean, dirty, paltry fellow, 
Hb ; name of a disease, ‘yar Uy. 

Scabbard, n. The sheath of a sword, pe, FR, Ye} 

FP, P,P, ack, $l 
Seabbed, a. Bry, FP. 
Scabbiness, n. J47, UF. 

Seabby, a. ABA, AREA. WIRE, SHETBEAY sa 
scabby fellow, AE YE. 

Scabbies, n. HPA. JRE; itch, Hy; the two differ 

ent species of itch, Jy aces — fH. 
Seabiosa, n. EEETE, WEE. 

to raise or erect a scaf- 

fold, PSH, PE22; a drying scaffold, MEA); a 
platform for ii execution of criminals, fi] $f 

AR, WEIR. 
Scaffolding, n. Pl, 42; materials for scaffolding, 

Sealaria pretiosa, . Wentletr: ID, SATA RS ne. 
Seald, n. A burn, 7 ff. Heyer, 70 (%, Bat. RE, 

KB» =-SC ald on thie head, HEA. 
To scald with fire, w Je; to scald 

with boiling water, #%, * i, * i. 45) St aK 
f - {0 scald one’s hands, KR BLA, BEBE. 

Seald, a. Poor, 35, rag. 

Sealded, pp. or a. Sealded by a hot liquor, AR if, 
ik #2; scalded with fire, $4 23, 343%, HAT; 
scalded cream, Jeti FL, ITE FL. 

Sealdhead, n. Geol, A FETA, HABE. 
Sealding, ppr. ora. Sealding hy hot water, #, 

KE; scalding by fire, 44. 
Seale, + n. The pan or dish of a balance, FR 
ZB 8; balances, FC2E; the Peking scales, }t 

FE: the legal scales, AYeFF; the market 
scales, 7fi##; the treasury scales, fiFF; the 
> tael scales, —jHjF#E; the Canton scales, fig 

AER: + the correct seales, || IEF; small- 
sized scales or steelyards, BEF, fe #¥ ; scale or 
grade of honorary merit, fn#%: Series, SH; 

scales or grades in office, HYY%; the scale of 
armor, FAS ; jineling scales, |i RE; the scales 

of fishes, @#, 4 @%, fF; the scales of a dis- 
eased head, SARE; musical seale, ee, NE; 

a ladder, #}; the scale, as of a map, &e., At 
oy a lamina, H€{f-, 2; to turn the scales, 

- to throw into the scales, J, 7, JAFFE 

WE, See to rise in the scale of merits, %# 

4%; to promote in the scale of merits, JN ; 

scale of rewards, "Ff #f- 
Seale, v. #. To climb, as the walls, 3 Hk 78 ; to 

scale a fish, &8, #7 HE; to weigh, FR, FF; to 
scale a gun, BEX; to scale money, 76 RR. 

Seale, x. 7. To come off in layers, Ay —}t—}p, 

Fel 
Scaled, pp.ora. Climbed, asa wall, iM ; cleared 

of scales, ES SR. 
Sealeless, a. 4me@, Se AA. 

* Colloquial. 
+ See Commercial Guide, p, 2 
t Of 16 taels the catty. 
|| Of 12 taels the catty. 

~I 
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Scalene triangle, n. AB = FATE. oat i, Kee, eA ; to villi a all BE, BR 
Sealing, ppr. Scaling a wall, Hh}; paring, | slp; to disgrace, FRR, Was, BRN, BHA. 

Ht > ll - 
Sealing-car, n. #078 
Scaling-ladder, n. £8, Fgh}, FyFR. 
Scallion, n. AE, JE, SEQE; entrails and scallions, | 
JE BESEIE; * water scallions, 7¢3p. 

Scalloped, pp. or a. %% J] 3 fg. 
Sealp, n. HOUR, DA. 
Sealp, v.t. FUBATE IK. 
Sealpel, x. (A) IJ, 4). + 

seilping eae) n. FGF ET). 
Sealy, a. #7 GUE, GE fy ; the scaly tribe, G§ Af, 
fi #7, HEE; the scaly and shelly tribes, 
4y #5 a sealy skin, AE WE Je ; the breeze raises 

the sealy ripples, fi Snake @eee. 
Sealy-winged, a. FN. 
Scamble, v. i. To shift awkwardly, BY 75M 4g: fi, 

Pa 45 F5, Fa SE, Sih PAL SRE ; to stir quick, He By; 
to be busy, 43; to be bold or turbulent, fy 

5 GF. 
Seamble, v. ¢. To mangle, %, SIR), ey. 

Scambler, n. $2, BH SGML, $7 41 BENGE, AR HE Ze 
mS 
4: 

. . . . | 

Scambling, ppr. Stirring, fe 5%, Fei; to live a 
a seambling town, 28 | scambling life, & ; 

SER ; scambling shifts, $5Fq. 

Scamblingly, adv. BA ae, aja nl. 
Seammony, n. HEA, BEY. 
Scamp, n. A great rascal, 3 #8, 

a 
SEAM, Bite, I 

Seamper, v.72. To run with speed, ##3E, 3E, #e 
SE, #eGE ; to scamper like a wild beast, BAK Zig, | 
36 5E, He. 1K, 4A. FAR ; to scamber off or away, 
like a rat or thieves, 33k (fi, 5. i, 3H, 3 5, 

HE. 
Sean, v. +. JE, HUE, NE. Pes, EWE 
Scandal, n. Defamation, fi $e DE BE, meee 
Be % ZH; shame, 3 ke; disgrace, 7F AE, Hh 
kz, a ie Abi 3 : to raise a scandal, 

dS, ARES, EA, FORO ZF | free from 
seandal, eI HIG to be under scandal, §%%, 
WEY fy; in the case of scandal, AAURE Ze, 

WIGS ZS, TERA, TEMG 2 2. 
Scandal, v. t. ‘To defame, pif #2, DE RE, walt RE; 

offend, 4> \ ELPE. 
ene v.t. To shock, 4} 77 Riis, 

FANG ‘SE ; to displease ER SLE to defame, 

% representa {o a mother on the birth ofa eund and em- 
blematic of their wish for its long life. 

+ Hobson. 

{ili Frit BE or) 

Scandalous, a. EPMEE, BE WEE, = 5A], BE, FY BE 
ER yy, Ah, iN alts 4 SLI ; a scandal- 

ous libel, Hk 4 3% St, Hk ZBL; a scandalous 
affair, pee, REZ, EZ. 

Seandalously, adv. Wye as, VIP, Lla ee, BY 

Ef eater n. BGS SZ, We Hk, PE, 

| (eB, a, Ae. 
Scandalum magnatum, n. hk ZB, EYAL. 
Scandent, a. {HE Mg, S279; a scandent plant, 

oui. 
Scanned, pp. #M7E 7s, HE TS- 
Scansores, ». pl. {MEHE, HEGEL. 
Seant, x. ¢. To limit, Si, PN, 744. 
Seant, v. 7. To become less, jk, HER, HRT. 
Scant, a. Ip, js, #2, ETE; a scant wind, K 

JE JAIL. 
Seantily, adv. {ai tl%, (KE. 

| Scantiness, n. Narrowness, #%, 42; want of suf- 

| feieney, (8M, (EE. 
Scantle, v. i. ZpaJske 3 to shiver, WZ. 
Scantling, n. A pattern, ##, All, HEF; a small 

quantity, I: a seantling of wit, ~¥ 1 #4, oF 
H+ ; scantlings, 4MfEAs, HBAS; the dimen- 
sions of a piece of timber, with regard to its 
breadth and thickness, (FA ZAOh, MRAZ 

Seantly, adv. (a Hg. 
Scanty, a. Sparing, (#%; narrow, 72, FRA; 

deficient, fy, ft; niggardly, 3 f¥; scanty 
wages, T#tiyJy; scanty of words, [Spf # 

ft, HPEAG a seanty supply, (68 tk. 
Scape, n. A radical stem, 4%; the shaft of a col- 

umn, FEE. 
| Scape-eallows, n. {it <p Ae $F. 

Scape-goat, n. FHSE2, SEZ, WAE 26; to be 
a scape-goat, SPE A, ASEM, FEA. 

| Seape-erace, n. HNBE, Se Fi A ay A. 
| Seaphoid, a. JRE fg. 
| Seapple, v. t. Fy Pt it A. 
Seapula, n. apy, tel, JAB: 
Scar, n. HE JM, $e, WE, eH; the sear of a 

wound, {#3}, {E35 ; the scar of a boil, HF. 
| Scarabus carnife Xn. Be peak ; species of sénrttbus 

carnifex, eth ; ereen scarabus carnifer, ra 

eR, eae. 
| Searce, a. Rare, ay, pty, 22, ZEA, %, 1B. DP 

4 ; deficient, ak, fj; uncommon, yh, ZF 
Fl, HE7G ; it is scarce with us, RAPA. 
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Scarce, Searcely, adv. Hardly, as: scarcely enough, 
{8 1%, (# ; there is scarcely, ff #7 ; one can 
scarcely find, #€48, #€S% ; scarcely arrived, py 
Fi], SEF], Mi) fill] FJ ; scarcely able to see, (fii Fy 
Fi, li; scarcely to be ground, He}. * 

Scareeness, Scarcity, n. The scarcity, as of food, 

3, ESE, IKI; year of scarcity, #8 48, DI 4e;. 
rarity, DA, 2A. 

Scare, v.t. Uff, FEU ; alarm, ZU ; to scare away, 

it H- 
Scarecrow, n. 2, BE )\\, FEU-F, HAGA, FR; a, 

vain terror, [if2e. 
Scared, pp. Wi f, FEMS ; scared him dreadfully, 

iB. 
Searf, n.; pl. Scalfs. P35. Wf, (if ; mourn- 

ing scarfs, #. 
Searf, v.¢. To join, FIP, A, FIP. 

Searf-skin, n. The epidermis, J& i. 
Searfing, ppr. @#E. 
Scarification, n. Ik (2H. 
Scarificator, n. Fx fH. 
Searifier, n. Heme ; 

searifying, Wk fA 
Searify, v. ¢. Weft. 
Searing, ppr. li, SEW, ZO. 
Scarlatina, n. #LAIR. 
Searlatinous, a. 7E#L AY. 

Scarlet, n. or a. FEAL, IPR, ARAL, HH. HAL 4, 
#& ; scarlet turnip-radish, #03 Ef. 

Searlet-bean, n. #7 ¥. 
Searlet-fever, n. #73 HE. 
Searlet-oak, n. (yey ithe. 
Searp, n. See Escarp. 
Scarp, n. #4 se) IT. 
Scarred, pp. or a. Hs, JS fry. 
Scarring, ppr. iY, RIE. 
Searus, n. See Parrot-fish. 
Seatches, n. pl. See Stilts. 
Seath, v.¢. To damage, 2, $f. 
Scathed, pp. Damaged, 42 7¢ ; destroyed, #27. 
Seathing, ppr. 2, (2, Be. 
Seathless, a. 4m 42. oy 

Scatter, v. t. To scatter, as seed, &e., JR, He, TBA, 

FA, TT, VE, IR, AR, BE, He oe to scatter, 
used in a general sense, #, +) HH, BEAL, 2) EL; 

to sprinkle, as water, HRGTR, iif ; to sprinkle, as 

sand, sugar, &e., 7; to scatter flowers, #7E ; 

to scatter clothes to the bag TOME; to scatter 
idle stories, HR int S, ZX, Wi; to scatter eal | 
on a bridal sedan, TRO ; to scatter in all direc- 

* Difficult to grind or polish. 

the instrument used for 

( 937 ) SCE 
tions, PUK, TBA PUA ; to scatter about, Jz) i 

JHB ; to scatter among the people, FRM HS KK ; 
seatter it, JRBAE.- 

Scatter, v. 7. To be liberal to the poor, fi hi, #9 
Hie; to he dispersed, PU fir. 

Scattered, pp. or a. Scattered, as seed, iS, Hi 
TS ; dissipated, #7, 7p #; the family is scat- 
tered and its members have perished, eit 
U3, ORB, RA BYE; scattered in all di- 
rections, PU i, #44: PO Fy; scattered about, Jal 
fe] 4S, RPE; scattered about, as paper or 
sheets, #xi#: ; scattered about, fe Ble. * HERIEF 

Pr, * BHC, 227% ; to be scattered about, FA Tk, 
444% > scattered like stars, 327, 32 Fh; scat- 
tered, as travelers, Jig #7; scattered clouds, {i 
By "ese , SEHE; the army was scattered, AE iK ; 
scattered thoughts or ideas, Tie, BR. We 

ALAL ; scattered about, as fallen flowers, fe) J. 
Scattering, ppr. or a. Scattering, as seed, 4, Hf ; 

scattering, as people, &e., 7}; scattering, as 
truth, #§4% ; sprinkling, as sand, sugar, €e., 
4¢- not united, S¢#%; divided among many, 

Scavage, n. HAE Hs 

Seaven oa n. ASHE, WOAH, IHRE 
Scene, n. A stage, Beas, Eifel; part of a play, 

—-Hi; a movable scene, 7G PE HE, Tez KE 

F-; the scene of war, RRHE, BYHY; a beautiful 
scene, as on a stage, 4 Se fy; a charming 
scene of nature, 4f-&%; the scene of strife, ‘i 
RAW, FMS Hh; an unusual scene, Le is 

| Scene- “painter, n. Ea HB 
Scene- eae ,n. ae phe. 

Scenery, n. 3, ac, we 1%; a fine scenery, 

FE 
eee Scenical, a. $# fry ; theatrical, fe, ek 

PATE a scenic person, RF : a scenic exhibi- 

tion, fi EX ZSE- 
Scenography, n. are aoe BR iE. 

Seent, n. Odor, smell, &, AA, KB, BE. + RE: 

perfume, Ee Re, es 48; a bad scent or 

smell, 5.98, UE APSA, SENG, FE CKE G., — TRG : 
there is some tad smell, 4 fryyha a. Gy RE: 

to follow the scent, as a dog, ean ; to put on 
the wrong scent, aS sa scent bag, #4 ; the 
scent of flowers, 76 Z25a,8., ALPE IEE : its scent 
is like the lén flower, :H: St 4n fj; the scent 

strikes the nose, Ab3g HEB, HL 4c fy Al; track, 

as, Sof. 
* In the sense of va; grant. 
+ Many prefer the character Bh to KR. 

ci 
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Scent, v.¢. To smell, fig], Wt, ATES, Md ga ; to 

ten, FORE AR. 
Scented, pp. Imbued with oder, f5j8 Auk, He ith 

GBS 
Scenting, ppr. Smelling, fi, WR ; 

a, Wk ik, we Z- 
perfuming, 

Scentless, a. SE HL, SRE B.. 
Scepter, Sceptre, n. A badge of authority, HEAR; 

the sceptre or baton of a Chinese prince, =, 

EE, Spe, Ut A fi 
+: ; the sceptre of a marquis, f# = ; the sceptre 
of an earl, §#=f: ; ancient sceptres or badges of 
office, HE, =ERE, 3%, He, WX. HA, BR; sceptre and 
crown, =f 7% 4 He. 

Seeptic, a. See Skeptic. 
Schedule, n. fit, @E ; if there are plans, sched- 

ules, bills, or billets attached, these must ac- 

company the documents, ZF Tal Zia WL HK 

455 FH EG- 
chematist, n. lat #, Seat #- 
sheme, n. sit, ah, abwk, He, TA, HAR, Gh, BK, 
at i, KG ig; to lay or form a scheme, 
at, (El, @¢ Et; an excellent scheme, A> #], A 

DM 

4{;;a hundred schemes, gf; inexhaustible | 
in devises and schemes, --Jj 4 a}; numerous 
schemes, 4}; a deep-laid scheme, ZEs] ; an 
injurious scheme or plan, 4 J\ % Gf; a clever 
scheme, J5 Ry}. 

cheme, v.t, or 7. 

HS, lok 
scheme after fame, #t%, 

; to scheine after gain, falAil ; to 

wh fs $1» tal % 5 to HAS 

scheme after other people's property, @ JW, | 

petal ORR, it AM y, We ; to scheme deeply, 
magne, fF. 

Schemed, pp. HES, fal Sf. 
Schemer, nm. EE, MEE, TlH. 
Scheming, ppr.ora, Planning, it, Fp, FT] 

behF; giving to scheming, AFA, Bs, 

ihe (VJ. 
Schemingly, adv. ite. 
Scherif, 2. An emir, fe, + =f. 
Schiller-spar, n. #774. 
Schism, n. Division or separation, 2>B9, BEBA 

EE 

HF, [i Hl); division among tribes or classes of 
people, Ap 7K Z3F, Ob FY Hi Ja # 5 schism among 

coreligionists, 32), ALE, SPRL 
Schisma, n. Akg. |B. 
Sehismatic, Schismatical, a. FPF, APBCPYAS 

(988) 

| Beery, HAM FF. 
perfume, Jk 4, da, Fu BUR, JE BIK ; to scent | 

the sceptre of a duke, fa | 

ge zt, plat, lel, fala» EK, Hy, | 

wok He, AT SE, SE, Shot, Mish, VR. Fe, FF, 

Schistose, Schistous, a. Schistose stone, jk Alt 4, 

BE PH YS. 
Scholar, m. A pupil, “46, P4E, PYRE, POA, 8 

ifs, iF, AEE, Paar BH, HE a man of let- 

ters, Hie, WEZ A, EA, GB, sa re- 
nowned scholar, 4%, %-E; a great scholar, 
Kf, PE; an eminent scholar, #9 fig; a 
thorough scholar, (0, WZ, HZ; 
a profound scholar, fij- 2% 4-, fh i w+5a 
retired scholar, FR--, KE 2% +E; a poor scholar, 

ge (2, 43 4-, Fe; a mean scholar, fh fe, HB 
{>a green scholar, 4 fF ; the first scholar of 
the age, a scholar of world-wide fame, 55 {IE Z 
-E; general designation for scholar, pig A > 

a rotten scholar, a pedant, J& (4, 3£ fs] Z-E; 
a scholar always styles himself Wi 46, late- 
Lorn, or #84, after-born, in contradistinetion 
from him, whom he addresses, and whom he 

calls 5246, first-born; to disgrace scholars, 

em. 
| Scholarlike, Scholarly, a. BMBA, AE, WA 
| Scholarship, ». PEACH, 1p, Bet. | fy. 
| Scholastic, Scholastical, a. Scholarlike, fRELAg, 

Ay Shag, -4Ay ; scholastic learning, ff 4, Ay 
“1, Aye; scholastic education, fFS, 7AM 

fe; pedantic, BIkF- fy, BIE. 

Scholiast, n. RBH, ECA, Filles, Bae B- 
“Scholium, n.; pl. Scholia, Scholiums. 3 Ji), ERE, 

ae AE, HR AR 
chool, n. ie, HER, AARNE, a Boi, BUS, 
ey, WL, SB; a primary school, gp-Stfy, 

PEAR, HEAR. INGE sa boys’ school, BEG; 
a girls’ school, A {¥- fxs ; to open a school, BA BR, 
RX fy; to close a school, Pie, FEB HY; to go to 
the school, Hf, |. S$; to dismiss a school, fk 
WEL, HEL: a free school, 3 fi, E45; a system, 
doctrine or denomination, $k, PY, He PY; such 
and such a school, H¢ He, SL ZcPY, BSA 7 He; 
the Confucian school, jU-- % %, th Fé Z FY, 
fH, ATH; the rationalistic school, 74%; to 
belong to a certain school, 7 4¢#% ; a dancing 
school, pk aes ; a school of fishes. — 44, — 
br4f,; the schools, Ax #cPY. 

| School, v. ¢. To instruct, #e; to train, Hees ; to 

chide and admonish, ¥h#x. 

'School-boy, n. Sti, Mie, Ske. 
School-dame, n. 4 fill. 

| School-day, n. 3 -F wi 7 & ZB. 
| School-district, n. “yf. 

Ss 

tending to schism, SAB A, BARE AS, Ag ap | * See College. 



School-girl, xn. RBZKF. 
School- fellow, School-mate, n. [rj 2%, fa] St, [a] Be, 

BK, BH. 
School-house, n. PFE. 
School-room, n. aj, Shas, By, HE. 
School-teacher, n. 323, GL Sk FEAL. 
Schooling, n. Tuition, Fl]; reproof, 

mand, $44) (colloquial). 
Schoolman, nv. ij XZ. 
Schoolmaster, n. » Hi, fil, JEZE, BES ; 

to follow the rea e98i0n of a schoolmaster, # 

PBICZE. Vi OE, TEBE AG AE. 
Schoolimistress, n. Z (iif. 
Schooner, n. py RHE AT. 
Schorl, n. 41%. 
Sciagraphy, x. Be Lik, ex BY Bh. 
Sciena, n. filiff ; sciena haemulon, WEAN scizena 

pristiproma, SE; sciena (?), TEE; Ved 
sciaena, LE ail ; another species of sciana, #F 

He GJ; sciena otolithus, ZE MR: sclena dia- 
gramma, fei; dark-spotted sciana, eff; 

Tr ; repri- 

scivna wmbrina, AL 34 fe; another species of 
selena, Me, Fr 7 iQ. 

Sciatic, Seintical, 

Faii- 
Science, ee gh, 4, Kal, aE, es, aX, Fs, ie o3 

FA; arts and sciences, A Re Be # ; one versed 

in sciences, fiff (44) --, fEace-E ; to perfect one’s 
self ina science, #4 ; the science of numbers, 
By Eh HE ZS: : natural science, ey, A 
ZZ && ; the science of medicine, BF 4, Be zp ; the 

science of music, #é4, 
Scientific, Grentihenl a. %8 Sipe, BO EE Ags a 

scientific person, #7250 J, [ESt4-. PIE, Bt 
EA Ag, ee scientific evidence, FZ HE, 
jj 4 & 25 PE ; scientific investigations, [§}#%, 

te. fh 
Scientifically, adv. fH, LEE. 
Scilicet. lo wit, namely, @ #. 
Scillitin, n. ae er 
Scimitar, n. ph gil, £4. 

Scintillate, x. 7. Hf 4H; to sparkle, as the stars, 

Gai. 
Scintillation, n. Ye Se Hi we“ 5H. 
Sciolism, x. ii. 

Sciomaney, n. 8% fp. 

Scion, ». BANERE, 142: 4k, SIZE, BEE. 
Scioptie, Scioptric, a. The scioptic ball, #$8, #24 
Sciopties, n. cD BB. | BR. 
Sciroc, Scirocco, n. He jal. 
Senuen n. nS, Sith, Sa 

a. BE (yy; sciatic nerve, Kee 

(939 ) 
| Scirabus, a. 

SCO 

Indurated, 

gland, EOE fy. 
Scission, n. BA, BFE. 

Scissors, n. pl. HEB, BF, HJ]; a pair of scis- 
sors, —JEGEB, —e By J) ; curved scissors, ¥F 
Hy ; scissor-case, BY Me, ee 

Sclavonian, Sclavonic, a. [fk Ae Hy we ey FF A] 

SE HE A. 
Sclerotica, n. WEG ee, WEG. 

Sclerotic coat, n. MEA. 

Scobs, n. pl. Fe; pam ids. 

Scoff, v. i. To treat with insolent ridicule, 4%. 

BSE, WEA ESE, MISE, UR. 
Seotf, n. Be wee Zan, ESE, ETE 
Scofier, n. #EAEIBE, we ; a scoffer at religion, 

ite as. PE, FB AH. (se. 
peek pp. or a. i ee ERNE, fi: FE, TEE lt 

Scold, v.t.or7. B, =, SE, Be, whi | iis» rl 

ie, aa, Nie , PE, ae, Es OE Ea, Ire Beil, We; TE, 
AB, an] UE, Az ARK, Frits, be is; to scold at one, 

fal AV, BB A; to scold unreasonably, AN fis] ; scold 
him, fj{f; to scold in a disrespectful manner, 

ie aE aS K, #8 ey ERAS, WEE, Hl Hae tis Til JV, m- 

Scolded, pp. fi] i, ig J, bb | i ys; I won't be 

seolied so, DE FF * Se (He ile Rad - 
Seolder, n. wali. sf, ses. 
Scolding, ppr.,a. or n. Fj, BS, Hehe. we RE, Ba - 

Scolding, n. To give one a scolding, ij A, ar BS 

A, be A; never ceases scolding, le aK FRY 

IS AED. 
Scolopendra, n. See Centipede. 
Scolopendria minor, n. 4 Ee. 
Sconce, n. ,QH RS. 

Sconce, n. Sense or judgment, BEF, jh wp. HE BP; 
the head, #. 

Scoop, n. A lage ladle, Bp =}, yx, Av fA, AkFE; a 
sweep or swoop, —f. 

Scoop, v.¢. To take out with a scoop, yf, y&. 3 

fii, #f; knotty, as a 

Eat 

to make a hollow, as a scoop or dish, 1. , e 
a, GAS, BE aR FA; to scoop out a hole, 427%, 
Fl se; to scoop out grain, Fy fl, Hr; to scoop 
out Sate E47, Beak ; to scoop out the earth, 
ye 4, EA, PF, Bi, HR -E 5 to scoop out with a 
ladle, FR RUE tli. 

Scoop-net, n. F%#4. 
Scooped, pp. Fai, Faltih®, BY. JS ; excava- 

ted, BTR, FE THR, Z 
Scooper, n. 4%, EH. 
ee ppr. Lading out, Bf, 4; 

ve, 2, Fy: 
Scope, n. Pes room to move in, $f Wis? 

excava ting, 

28 Wi 
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eff +e WE, RI ; ; the limit of intellectual y view, 
Hal LIBR + : ultimate design, aim, or purpose, x, 

eH, ids. 78S BB, 3 SAL, ag ; the main scope, 

ase AB, A> ANAL liberty, Hh, As; 

license, es, Wk EE; to give scope, rh, fF 1h, 
Wt, Howe; length, $23; scopes of land, Hh 

Hi Zick, WK. 
Scorbutic, Scorbutical, a. $8 (iE, JEHEAS- 
Scorbutus, n. See Scurvy. 
Seorch, v. ¢. or 7. To burn superficially, ME, fE ke, 

yk, SA, Its iw, 1, R, TR. a pe, Kitt Wi, RG ; 

to scorch in the sun, 3 9A ply fE, ph fe, ph He, 
WY, We, tat, Haz, FA; to scorch a terrapin’s shell, 

15 ile 
Scorched, pp. #& if, MEd, Wj ; scorched with 

the sun, # Sippy fe, WET. SES, Arbhey ; the head 
burned and scorched, ££ Fi}fq 4A. 

Seorching, a or a. Scorching with fire, f€, 
ae 4, i, BE; scorching, as the sun, ppy fl, 5, 
i, Hx; a scorching sun, ce PieRst, BAL; 
ete weather, Kee Bt, Fp AS FE, i a 

JIE, TUBB. 
ore, n. The number 20, +; a notch or incis- 

ion, #h M3 a line drawn, —¥#§; an account or 

reckoning, #; debt, RIA, REX, Rf; to run | 
up a score, At RIA, ft KB ; on the score of, , 
[| ; several scores of cargoes, #&-++ fA ; on the 
score of friendship, [Aj 39 pai BH, Be AC 4K; 

upon what score? fitz, fitz 3, [A fay ; to quit 
scores, to pay fully, = #j,%¢ 73 to run in scores, 
S$ *h, EL, *P; four-score years, Ape ; four- 
score years old, 42; a sand-dish has scores 
within it, Ay ie Ay Ay iy. 

Score, v.t. To notch, fy 1 ; to cut, ee AZ, 
i ; to mark by a line, 47 #R, +yaug So to score 

up or set down, as a debt, 4 #h. j&(Z; to 
charge, #5 Be. 

Scoria, n.; pl. Scorize. Dross, jaf, 2, HHI; the rec- 

rement of metals in fusion, Jy, Jey. 
Scorn, n. Extreme contempt, aii, E74, ip}, 

EAE, EWE, WOR. Uk, BAB; to laugh to 
scorn, #e4e, Hea, BAF. 

Seorn, v.t. To hold in Se Hse _f- 

AE, Hains, IZ, ff thik i ¥K[, Aes SS 

Scorned, pp. #ESE SS, HLT. 
Scorner, n. HEEB, Pail fi, FREE 

Seorntul, a. (PEPE, Wk ae, (ple A, HR ES yy. 
Scornfully, adv. 2) i, FY. 

Scornfulness, n. (iT, (fj 1. 
Scorning, ppr. fA, Beihl, FRE, Kew. 
Scorprena, n. BEM ; scorpena pterois, hie 3a fA ; 

red- pandeds scor pana, 4EAG : serpent pelor, 
§4 40, ; spotted scorpzena, Sif; scorpena gur- 

nard, fi, fk. 

Scorpio, x. Sun in scorpio, #H PER i ; head of 
the constellation of scorpio, J 7% ; the heart of 

scorpio, tpt, FY ; tail of scorpio, Feta, fe 

FE. 
Scorpion, nm. RFE ahh, Wk, As ik, H Wk; a whip 

armed with points like a scorpion’s tail, £4 #iR; 
oil of scorpion, #kyh. 

Scotch, a. GFF BAG; a Scotch bait, FLERE; a 
Scotch fiddle, 44; a Scotch warming-pan, % 

| Scotch, v. t. BRE. | He. 
| Scotfree, a. Untaxed, IE fili hE, A ASH BEY. 
Seotograph, nr. BBA. 

“Scoundrel, m. JHE, BLE, SE BLNUG,, REAM A, 
My ZHE. BU, TWA AN, IRE, AGE, WTF. 

Scoundrel, a. Base, 18, HIE; a scoundrel act, 

ta PRE Fr AG - 
Scoup, n. Bullet scoup, Jeg ye. 

Scour, v.t. WA, #eeCa, Jee AR, BE, Fd; to 
scour bright, pf 3é, WAY, BEE; to scour the 
lamp, PARE; to scour the floor, #2 php, ERE 
#K; to scour the bowels, fie; to scour the 
seas, fii Zz 7h iy ; to pass swiftly over, GHB, Fe 
5E ; to scour the plain, $fi2228 Jy, FBZ MM 
to scour the coast, fipizz itp is. 

Scour, v. 7. AA; to clean, iy ; to be purged, & 
wena « to run with celerity, KE. 

Scoured, pp. PAI, Psi ; cleansed from grease, 

ipa 
Scourer, n. PAPE, WAH, #2#H ; one who runs with 

speed, Je7E #4. 

Scourge, n. A whip, Fig, FEF , 24; a punishment, 

BW, SE, aE; it is a scourge, Lagi, Las 
We, LAS Ze. 

Scourge, v.t. FS, Fig, he , 47%; to aftlict 
creatly, HEME, TE, HSE 

Scourged, pp: *ET. Peay 7, + 1 
Scourger, n. fii. . 

Scourging, ppr. Whipping, #, Fi4y ; afflicting, 

PEE, SEAR. 
Scouring, ppr. Rubbing, py, #8, Iii ; cleansing, 

jy 3 Scouring, as the seas, fi fyihFT- 
Scouring-rush, n. ACK. 
Scout, n. FEF, (AF, FRAE, WA AE, THE ZA, FR 

PE HT, A HE, Vad ae. 
Scout, v. 7. FPR, (APR, Hhfef ; to scout away, 5p 
Scouted, pp. Sneered at, ME 2%, (PS, Hid. (ZR. 
Scouting, ppr. Treating with contempt, #72, 7 

Wi, Aipoe |- fk ; sneering at, wae. 
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Scovel, n. A mop for sweeping ovens, Api, A 
Scow, n. BEAL; a wild scow, BF iit. [3 Fir 
Scowl, v. 7. To wrinkle the brows, #&/G PA, BEIT 

FEO, AURA, RERH, JEW; to look sour, HCH TH 
iA, WRG, FEW, TARE ; to scowl at, HE 
(DAK A, BER I). 

Scowl, n. Biff, Am. BA; gloom, BPEpLeze. 
Scowled, pp. $k it Jig BE. 
Scowling, ppr. or a. BRIG BF, RAAT. 

Serabble, v. i. (IC, FE ; to scribble, H# (3 Hy Hy) 
RR: to scramble, fiiJ, fC. 

Scragged, Scragey, a. feel; lean with 
roughness, Jai, peu. 

Scraggedness, Scragginess, n. eh ; leanness, Jar, | 55 ? oo LD 3 ise 9 

fat, WAIL, Jey 
Seramble, v. 7. To moye or climb by seizing ob- 

jects with the hand, and drawing the body 
forward, JC, pif; to scramble up a rock, Je 

E41; to scramble for, (72, Ak, @LES. ALB, 
fal IR. 

Scramble, n. An eager contest for, ERE 44%, EASE 

LF, ALLA. 
Scrambler, n. (C #. 
Serambling, ppr. Climbing, @; catching ina 

contest, fafa, FJ #; a scrambling dragon, 4 

HE- 

Seranch, v. ¢. To craunch, 3347, 33 47. 
Serap, n. A small piece, Jr, Js he, FA, Es a 

fragment, }, PE Wg, PE HE; a part, 4p, psa 

scrap of paper, — FE M0, SHE Me, HEA, 
#4; scraps of history, Hi ss, Fei we HH Be. 

Scrap-book, n. HIRES R. HAE HM. 

Scrape, v. t. il, ffi), Hi. JE) 3 Bi. Fal, 32H s to 
clean by scraping, i); to scrape off, i), 

ii] &, 4) FH, Hl. BY, Bl); to scrape the bones, 

(of the dead), #4) RB, fll A, fy; to scrape 
out a word, #iJf-42; to scrape turnips, Fl) HE 
ti; to scrape the balls, fy APE; to scrape to- 
gether, #h4f, 3H, dai} : to scrape out of, as 
from a hollow tube, $k H!, Hk HZ ; to scrape thin, 

PBZ ; to scrape up, #. 
Scrape, v. 7. To play awkwardly on a violin, WF 

79 eg es ; to make an awkward bow, JASE 
Fh, AE FT; to scrape acquaintance, ZEB, 

Sereen, n. oye, fe, be, WTR, WE, PE. Be. Wes a ARAC, ABE. 
Serape, n. A rubbing, &i) FJ; a bow, He; perplex- 

ity, #£€; to get into a scrape, PRUE, BASE: I 
am out of the scrape, F&¥ FH Sy, FRIESE. 

Seraped, pp. il] F, HJ T. Hi Hi) T 5 scraped off, | 
HET, BAT; scraped together, Wes, HE 
JH, NEFF; I could not refund it, even if I 

_Scratcher, n. FEA, MN, INA, IE. 

scraped my bones, ji) Sr HEHE. 
Seraper, n. An instrument with which anything 

is scraped, Jil], fl) 4, Gi) JJ; the scraper for 

scraping the ground, iJ fx; a mud-seraper, ZF 

AK; a hand-scraper, fy; a tongue-scraper, 

[fii ; a miser, 25 )§p. 
Scraping, ppr. FJ, HJ, 4); cleaning, §i 4. 
Seratch, v. t. BE, HE, HN, IN. F32, BE, IN HE; to 

scratch an itching place, #8 #2, HERS, (CBE, 
42 JE; to scratch to pieces, #¥ HJ; to scratch 
one’s face, to lose one’s character, #* {fq jfif ; to 
scratch the head in perplexity, PEM pigé 4 

lS, $8 7 Pali ; to scratch one’s ears, #R EH; to 
scratch through a wall, a useless endeavor, Bay 
Be pe we ; to scratch out, fild:, HA, BH; to 
scratch up, as the ground, @; to scratch out 
one’s eyes, #£ JAE; to seratch with the brush, 

hil) ; to scratch a hole, (GF. 
Seratch, n. A slight wound, (ik [&, 2 (&, op 48, 

IRA, ING; a vent, BW, ME; a line, Hp. 
Seratched, pp. Scratched, as an itching place, # 

jf, #8 38 ; scratched with the nails or talons, 
INGA, INT, FET. IE FS; scratched with a 
hard brush, jl] J ; scratched a thing to pieces, 
FHM; a scratched face, $A i, EAS 

| ii. 
Seratches, x. pl. PEs, HER. 

Scratching, ppv. #8, 48, PERS, UN, IK, NE ; seratch- 
ing with a brush, il); scratching together, If 

Hit- 
Scrawl, v. 7. fi), NG; to write unskillfully, #76, 

Scrawl, n. FH, HA. 
Serawler, n. A hasty or awkward writer, $i‘ 

WE, 5 EOE. Si 3 Ay. 
Sereak, v. 7. Ong, FEMK, BER. 
Scream, v. 7. OY, BRIG, EMR, BEE, lef. 
Scream, ». WK #, BE #5 a scream of horror, #€ 

It 7% HE; scream of death, MR Be Gp; a tiger’s 

scream, Fe iif. 
Screaming, ppv. UK, pk. 

Screech, v. 7. HMA I, War WEE BE; to shriek, Mpa, 

KM 
Screech, n. pyipy ses, WARES, PRI EE. 

folding screen, [A 5%, #2 5% ; a hanging screen, 
Kelli; a bamboo screen, ##, 777i; a standing 
screen, fe jml, * BEPY, 4s; a steaming screen, 
Z& FE; a screen to shade the school-rcom, # 
WE; a wooden screen, # fi, Je; a movable 

* At the entrance of the official residence. 
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screen, fe HE ; a screen to roll up, WIR: ‘to put | | | Scripturalist, n. 
up a screen, #}if~; to let down a screen, Jz fe, 
WE ; pull up the screen, HE fe iE, FELL fe, | 

ffé ; screens in official courts, #25". 

(942 ) 

Sereen, v.t. To cover, Rip 4, FUE CE, ae, SE, | 

UE KK: YEE Fite, ft 2 ’ iE ines ieee =a ie, I, , 

seer; to shelter, Je, (RUE, WERE; to screen or 
ep off, $i CE, iB {#, 3 fa; to screen a sie 

cia. HSE. WE FETA, EAR, AG, FS, IE 
ity Si 3, Fe SE, FE SE; to screen from the an 
JE Ak HF; to screen a criminal, [& 4, FETE id 

| Scrivener, n. 

3@,; to sereen the face, as Chinese women, | 

#8, HE 4% ; the clouds screen the sun, #47 A, | 

ik A- 
Sereened, pp. 4#§j, JEi4, 7 Gigek eit. 
Screening, ppr. #€, IE(E, ite, IEA. ST. B- 
Screw, n. #2 £4, 1% 2% EY, PB He ; a female screw, 
Henze ; a male screw, FEMBRAR ; 

screw, PNP %&; there is a screw loose some- 

where, #7 3 0% 42, BALM IS HE, A ivy HE HE | 

Wile SE S| mt; you are a very screw, fis J th = 
screw of Archimedes, HB IpE7|C 4¥ HRA AE. 

Screw, v. ¢. FE MY £4, fe He #5 to screw in, FER, 
FL ; to screw out, HEH, HER; to screw out, 
to press out, to extort, Wy ia, Wy 3, Fy BE; to 
screw up, to force, hit 3%, 1 7; to screw a 

thing out of one, p& HI Sr, nh AV ah; to screw 
one’s tenants, Wh FIL a: 43 

mouth, Pfr pif" 5 AEN, Apg. 

Screw-driver, n. PRA E. 
Screw-steamer, 1. Fyre fH}, Bee fr. 

Screwing, ppr. Fk, FEAR. 
Seribble, v. ¢. or 7. 8 53, G5, RE. EB wR 
8 ; scribble-scrabble, #45, 4h a. 

Scribbled, pp. 725i, BIRT. 

Scribbler, n. 7% $3 fj; a petty author, #h (EM, 

Seribbling, ppr. jks, 8. eit. , ite 

Seribe, n. A writer, 25 Hf, 5 5208, ape, 

We eS A, Ba AE eH 5 0 scribe, 
Scripture, ea one skilled in the law, ik 

Scribe, v. t. $238, AFH. L fil 
Scrimp, v. ¢. To make too short or small, 4 5H 45 

FR, WE AG AH ; to contract, jp HH. 
Serimp, n. A pinching miser, 774; 4%, SHEN. 
Scrimped, pp.or a. 2 serimped place, Ji, 77 ji Se. 

Serip, n. TS fF, TX, He 3 gees: pie 

Serip, ». A sinall cine. hee 

cate, #24. 

Scriptural, a. Hie #e Ay, Be RENE, ACH fy ; accord- 

ing to the Scriptures, 4 38 fy, WA EH; 

scriptural truth, #7 34, 32#EZ ja 

iyi he 3 certifi- 

crooked, as a | 

to screw up the - 

term Ted. in tiee | 

SCOR 

Bila ik #. 
| Scripturally, adv. HB HBR, (exe. 
Scripture, n. The Old and New Testaments of 

Christians, 32 £@, He gr, He $F ; the scripture or 
sacred writings of the Chinese, #@, £4, ar ; 
the scripture of Chinese Mohammedans, FE ; 
Scripture reader, Fee 4. Ji de BARE F ; to quote 
a passage from the Scripture, 5] ex ay, [Ee 
‘ij. 

A writer, #9)~; one whose oceu- 
pation is to draw contracts or other writings, 

{i 7E, fH; one whose business is to place 
money at interest, Hk APE, Heit #.- 

Scrobitulate, a. AI Ary. 
| Serofula, n. $i, RAE. PERE; scrofula of the neck, 

IE HE 5 scrofula under both ears, BE PRE; aS 
ardent as the scrofula to perform a duty, #gglll} 

EFA 
Scrofulous, a. Je HEME; to have a scrofulous disease, 

-E #%; scrofulous ophthalmia, J8t je WE BE ; 
scrofulous ulcers, eH. 

Scroll, n. 45, 4 ; a scroll containing pictures, 
=F 45 ; a pair of scrolls, —¥}3}; one scroll, — 

Scrotum, n. APF. | %. 

Scrub, vt. #28, Fill, ER, MMB, WLR. 
Scrub, n. A mean fellow, BHI, Js J\; one who 

labors hard and lives meanly, {8 "gE, APs 3% 

Serubbed, Scrubby, a. Guy, Hope. LA. 
Scrubbing, ppr. #2, jill, iil. 

| Sas n. Doubt, St, FEZ, MVGE ; compunction, 

1 AGS, ATE; to have scruples about, [92¥#£, 
1D Ate. DA ARIE; to have no seruple, ite 
tH, TRE, H&S; weight of 20 grains, See 
Zp 3a very small quantity, yyy, Be. 

Scruple, v. 7. 2% ; to have some scruple, 4 fyi 

iit. 41 Hail. 
| Scrupler, n. HERE. 
Scrupulosity, x. Doubt, SERV, WE SEZ SE 5 precise- 

ness, MM, SIAL 
Serupulous, a. Nicely doubtful, ‘4 3e"pg, fa 
IEAB YS GRE ; nice, as regarding facts, Bas #y 
$n), jell ; very scrupulous, AAS, ARM 

fy, Ap AST AY. 
Scerupulously, adv. #¥FH, St, Hi ; to adhere 

scrupulously to, idl SF. 

Scrupulousness, ». $M, SHEN, ER, ut 
Scrutineer, nr. FEAR RAPE, Bees Hy, Ames 

| Serutinize, v. t. a search closely, nal Are, Re 

gt, BE, BW, BR Re 
ny FE, =i [al , nll fel, 3 
Ekle AA 
Lge ae tr ET 

A, HEE, 
NBS, 1: Ais, = faa. ES, 

to earn nize mnisiutelyg NZ, ial 



we : to serutinize wi the eyes, 5, SRY, ape 
to scrutinize into the nature of things, #4 ; 
to scrutinize to the utmost, @a3¢, EF ke. 

Scrutinized, pp. #7, wage, eee 
Serutinizing, pee ora. FEA, Hee, BE, AIM 
Scrutinous, a. 9a Ze GE, 222 fry. | Be ee. 
Serutiny, n. Minute inquiry, $m ee 5, WE Hal 
wee vey FH; a ticket on which a vote is 
written, thy. 

Send, v.72. To be driven with haste, £23: ; to flee 
with haste, 756, PEGE, jE WE; to send away, 

Heb, PEF; ; to send along, Fei, Fei. 
Seud, n. A driving along, #€ AI. 
Scudo, n. ; pl. Scudi. RF, (AKI—-A 
Scuffle, n. A confused contest, @Llg, glLar: a 

fight, SPB], 47 38, ITZ SE. HT Ze, 3 
in a scuffle, 8L47 ZA. Eedy Z[l- 

Scuffle, v. 7. JRE 47, HBUESy. Ecdy, Sty. 7%. 

Scuffling, ppr. Striving for superiority with close | 
embrace, f§ JJ ; struggling without order, gf | 

47, @LEZIT. GLP. 
Seulk, v. 2. $A, JK, 4%, 3h. 
Scull, n. The brain-pan, A5¢; the scull of a 

dead man, fi RASA, BATE, AiR, BA. HSE ; the 
scull of a boat, A, #; the scull-tie, #RAPE; the | 
scull-pin or pivot, #& BE; to work the scull, Ff 
Hi, FER; look out for the seull, ARAM; a. 
bow seull, pay. 

Scull, v. t. FEAR, HERB. 
Scull-cap, n. ig. 
Seuller, n. One who sculls, FEAR H. 
Sceullery, n. heme nee. 
Scullion, mn. 9 jay. 

Sculptor, n. AIF, AES! At. 
Sculpture, n. ZZ) 7B ; carved work, AZT. 

Sculpture, v. ¢. AZ, Zl, HEA. 
Sculptured, pp. or a. AeA i& 
Sculpturing, ppr. BZ, %), WEA. 
Seum, n. ¥, 2E, EF, UP, GYRE; a scum float- 

ing on it, 7 #0 fs RR; the refuse, Rey, HATE; 
the recrement, jaf]; that which is vile or 
worthless, EDS, TP it, HAA ; the scum of | 
liquor, #4; the scum of rice water, ff¥. 

Seum,v. ¢. To skim, $f, S£, f8, FRA, Wiese. 
Scumble, v. t. Ai fi. 
Seummed, pp. FT 7K, FEB. 

Scumming, ppr. 83s), MAK, HER. 
Scupper, ‘Scuppers, Scupper-holes, n. {¢ fil) FY ; 

scuppers or those places where the water runs 

off, ZC APY, ac fi WE, Sik al PY. 

(943) SEA 

Seupper- “ipsa, n. “A Ke. 
Scurf, n. JR, 4e, WG; the soil or foul remains 

of anything adherent, jy, JG; the seurf of 
the head, pF Hf. 

| Seurfy, a. Fag, EIB AG- 

| Seurrile, a. Low, mean, fh, BMRA; erossly oppro- 
brious in language, 4H (PE, tELAY. 

Scurrility, ». Vulgarity, ith ft. Bb Bi, 15 (BFE 

fe Zink, HS ’ WH SE ott BT > TELA WK ak at: 

Scurrilous, a. Gross, ff f@ fg ; obscenely jocular, 

IEMA; abusive, Ska, WEI vile, BBGA 
WE, 73% HE fy ; foul-mouthed, 4 A, #10 AY; 

a scurrilous paper, ¥% 5 Ah HAAG; scurrilous 
language, #A, (ARK. 

Seurrilly, adv. 449%, Web hE. 

Scurvy, 7. JERE, fil fi AE, ff SRE 
seurvy, EJF. 

Seurvy, a. Scurfy, > Hay; a scurvy fellow, 
Be; scurvy terms, 2% “ah ; a scurvy affair, 

ARE; very scurvy, 44K. 
Scurvy-grass, n. #7 SEERA. 

Seutch, v. t. HERR. 

Scutcheon, n. 4}. See Escutcheon. 

Scutiform, a. HIE AS. 
Scutigera, n. See Centipede. 

to have the 

| Scut, n. Tip. 

| Scuttle, n. Aye. 
Scuttle, n. In ships, a small hatehway,; Jia ; 

a square hole in the roof of a house, with a lid, 
KE 5a quick pace, JEFF. 

Scuttle, v. 7. JE5E. 
Scuttle, v. ¢. To scuttle, as a ship, SFL, WB#E ; 

to scuttle a ship, fy & BFL. 
Seuttle-fish, n. See Cuttle-fish. 
Scuttled, ppr. SFL, Beer. 

Scuttling, ppr. H29U, iG SEIL- 
| Seyllium, n. See Dog-fish. 
| Seyris, n. See Dory. 
| Scythe, n. TFET, ae 
Scytheman, n. AHI] & 
| Sea, n. The ocean, ¥F, 5g, YEE, KE, Kis, ia, 

tlh, EME, BAW, TERY, HRT: a wave, 3H, Be 
jf; on the hich seas, Ze ITE: the main sea, 
AH ; to put to sea, HIFE, Hivig; at sea, ZE FF 
iff. ; the Red Sea, #0 jf; a narrow sea, PIE; a 
heavy sea, Ay; the sea or waves have gone 
down, EE A &,; the bottom of the sea, HE IE ; : 
half-seas over, AEH. 

| Sea-hear, n. The white or polar bear. 
Sea-blubber, n. 2p thy. 

See Bear. 

| Sea-bourd, n. Hpi&, E37, HEA 
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Sea-bound, Sea-bounded, a. HEL’) iff. 

Sea-breeze, n. Up), WEIR, DORE. 
Sea-built, a. SEX 47 Ay. 
Sea-ealf, n. See Seal. 

Sea-captain, n. fe=E. 
Sea-chart, n. {fy [f. 
Sea-coast, n. jfp3?, Tigi. See Sea-board, 
Sea-compass, n. F7 Eb, FE. 
Sea-cow, n. }fp7F, Ye 55. 
Sea-devil, n. 4474, i. 
Sea-dragon, n. #44 47. 
Sea-eagle, n. jp RE. 
Sea-eel, n. jf GE. 
Sea-egg, n. See Sea-urchin. 
Sea-elephant, n. }fg&. 
Sea-farer, n. ERE H.- | 
Sea-faring, a. #276, HiFF; a sea-faring life, Ly | 

Sea-fight, n. ack, HipBK. 
Sea-fowl, n. HE, EB. 
Sea-fox, n. #4 fii. 
Sea-flea, n. See Sandhopper. 
Sea-gage, n. Jyh Ee at PRE. 
Sea-girt, a. BRL ig. | 
Sea-god, n. $f; sea-god in China, Kia Wewe, 

Kia. 
Sea-grass, n. jf i. 
Sea-hog, n. jf 3%. 
Sea-horse, n. fig AR. 
Sea-leopard, n. 94 & 2 ig Jf. 
Sea-lettuce, n. jijhi. (2) 
Sea-lion, n. [fy 4fif. 
Sea-mark, n. 5) ffege. 
Sea-nursed, a. {fip#s (J. 
Sea-nymph, n. 2g ih 2744, ihFAR. 
Sea-onion, n. 7AezR. 
Sea-otter, n. YiSiH. 
Sea-pike, n. See Pike. 
Sea-port, n. #80, fH. 
Sea-prawn, xn. See Crawfish. 
Sea-qualm, n. JCB, RE. 
Sea-risk, n. }fgh(r ; to insure against sea-risk, Ff 

aa 
Sea-robber, n. jek, Heicz, HE. 
Sea-rover, n. Sce Pirate. 

Sea-serpent, n. ChE, YpRE. 
Sea-service, n. Naval service, 3 7]k fifi ZG (BP). 
Sea-shell, n. HaaE. 

Sea-shore, n. pM. UPR. HEME, 15%. 
Sea-shrimp, n. YJ HZ, HHZ; broad sea-shrimp, 

crevette, BAK, {Bag 

Sea-sick, a. ae, rene j 
| Sea-side, n. igi. 
Sea-snail, n. Je Mf. 
Sea-swallow, n. pane. 
Sea-thief, n. A pirate, jplhk. 

| Sea-tossed, a. pip 7H BA iz. 
| Sea-urchin, n. Echinus, jp. 
Sea-water, n. ppt, Hz. 
Sea-weed, n. Edible sea-weed, }fp4t, 4 EAE, HE 

J§4E ; other species of sea-weed, jp, FEAE. 
Sea-wolf, n. jp Af. 
Sea-worthiness, n. B) HI75 #F. 

| Sea-worthy, a. 38 teFEife. FERRY, BAG, Hi 
FE | ate. 

Seal, n. Phe4h), MH BR ; fur seal, 7 Wi 3h, AAP AA 
Seal, n. Common term for a private seal, fal#, 

fia] @ ; official or public seal, Fflf#; a seal of 
office, FFF); the great seal, fa Ht; at present, 
aseal is called #%; * the imperial seals, 7) =¥ :— 
(1) the seal of the decree of heaven (to rule 
China), 5 ¢p 79% ; (2) the emperor’s seal, by 
virtue of which he is appointed by heaven, 5 
af SKE; (3) the hereditary seal of the 
dynasty, AF md KF ZF ; (4&5) the august 
sovereign’s seal, & #7 27 F¥ ; (6) the seal of the 
son of heaven, K-¥ 7%; (7) the seal of the 
honorable kindred of the august sovereign, & 
iif HZ FE ; (S$) the seal of the august sover- 
eign’s near relatives, 5 459) 812.7%; (9) the 
seal of the sovereign’s acts, & #9 # #; (10) 
the seal of the sovereign’s credentials, © #9 {% 
4%; (11) the seal of the acts of the son of 
heaven, K-¥ #79 ; (12) the same as the tenth; 
(15) the seal by which heaven is honored and 
the people compelled to be diligent, #g EV 
Z ; (14) the seal of decrees and orders, fii] 

a 2 7¢ ; (15) the seal of letters-patent, o p 
Z¥% 3 (16) the seal under which instruetion 
is sent down, ae jl] FF; (17) the seal of de- 
creed virtue, fp (i 22 FE ; (18) the decree for im- 
perial papers, $x 2 7 ¥¥ ; (19) the seal for man- 
ifests, classics and histories, Je i # WH FE; 
(20) the seal for patrolling and guarding the 
empire, FER YP ZF ; (21) the seal used in 

criminal cases, 7) SE EY FE ; (22) the seal 
for regulating and controlling the army, #iJ§¥ 
AX fil 288 ; ( 23.) the seal of warrant for keep- 
ing in order all nations, # Es FP 7% FE ; (24) 

* See Kyi *sw, Collected Statutes of the Tf Ts'ing Dy- 
nasty, vol, 1, 4— under Inner Council, Pyf}; also p, 4, 

EZOTA. 
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the seal of warrant for keeping in order all | 
people, iE sy Ft 27 7E ; (25) the seal of broad | 
revolutions, changes occasioned se heaven or 
made necessary by events, ji Hi 2 7 ; the seal 
of the empress dowager is of soldi ? a the De mn 
of a button and a dragon engraved on it, 
Je Ve 8 BEAL; the seal of the empress i is of 
gold, inthe form oie button anda double dragon 
engraved on it, @ kK) 67% 22 ie; to affix a 
seal, SAFI, FPEN : .* to break a seal, Rat, By Et 
J& ; square or seal-characters, 22 2¢, EF 3 seal 
on cloth, $$ £8 ; single seal cloth, "# £h ESvHKE ; 

keeper of the great seal, 4 HR ; ae of the 
seal in the smaller oleae. ne Ff]: seals of officers 

of the first and second orale, ABT ; 
an ambassador, KEK Egy Pas ; evidence, #878. 

Seal, v. t. EA, HA. #4 an + El, at Ee iat 4, 2 Ef, JB, 

hae F(Z; to seal, as a letter, Hl, Fe, 
Ff}; to seal up a door or gate, asat examinations, 
also:—to confiscate, #f{'Y ; to seal up and pro- 
hibit, as exorcists, 24% ; to seal a letter, $f {5 
fl, He (fa, SRE, FH HI, (sce Close); to seal 

hermitically, 434, 3435}; to confirm by sig- 

nature, Pet, GEAR; to keep secret, SPF ; 

seal up and present to His Imperial Majesty, 

Fs 1, HY Asi. 
Sealed, pp. or a. Closed, as a letter, $7 0, fi58 

LH ; secret, Fi ; closed, #} 7, FY; a sealed 

book, yw 7 #. 
Sealing, ppr. Fl, $111; fixing a seal, #F), Pit 

FI} ; keeping secret, S733. 
aes n. KEE, AG, t ee 
Seam, n. The suture or uniting of two edges, 
ei. 8, 40°, HES ; the seam of a garment, 
2's, AE: the seam, as of the plank, 281, 
We, Asa vein or stratum, pe IZ, a ; the seam of 
a boot, #3, Bsa cross seam, fH, My HE; a 
straight scam, (#E; the seam on a Chinese 

cap, WHIS, YE; arent seam, ME, UL. 
%e ; to mend a rent or seins Hise, RETA, FE 
FARR 5 Lip the seam, #F 34; the seam ofa fur 
garment, fay, 3E Say; a seatth of glass, £ 
3B ; a scar, ie 

Seam, v. t. #8, Bee, Se 
Seaman, n. 7k Fe 5 a seamen’s 

Seaman-like, a. BUF: k=. 

we 

» #4, i, ot i 

‘hospital, 5 

one’s office or to be out of office. 

} Native, impressed on the 

+ Bow. 

enyeloj.¢ where it is closed. 

S| 

the seal of | 

to | 

establish, 7 ; toimprint on the mind, $47ith ; 

( 945 ) SHA 

| Seamanship, n IKE, ER. 
Seamed, pp- ie a Bs ie eae 

Seamless, a. Sines fy, SURE AY. 
| Seamster, n. 4844. 

B>| 

jn 

Seamstress, n. He Few, HAE. 
Seapoy, n. Sepoy, KEK 
Sear, v.t. f6, HE, HE, ZH, 4 Jee, fee, GA; to sear 

one’s conscience, #837 A, FEEL. AEE IE ZG: 
to wither, ffiS2, (i ff. 

Search, v. t. To investigate, H£3%, #3E. oh Be ff, 
Hy, mask, 2 “ef, whe ae) ie iu, 7, Ee Baer Ca be 

434 ; to search a house, 44iJzi, 4438, Jal gs ; to 
search a person, 44! f, fu tg; to search for 
handitti, SZsihk, UIhk, HMR; to search the 

heart, 2 i, ¥2,%; to search one’s heart, #E# 

Hats: search your heart, J€ 740%; to search 

out, ARH, JUHI, Pet, Seal, wll; to 
ee FS}. ZAR, 2 AN : to search after truth, 
Sh Js, 3RJAGA ; to search after one, aa NM, 

Str 
SHH, 

‘a 

ae ; to search Sie. Wy = » #92, Tih; to 
search, as the goods, B ¥é; to search and seize, 

dul 3 
Gut 

ESE, HA, FEAF; Lo seare yeh into secrets, Baerd 

HE, $8 ih H, YE; to search every nook and 
corner, as a person who is bent on finding out 

a secret, $2 25 I see to search into the source 

of ealutiitytS SWI : to search books, % #, 

PE, fl BE; to seo 7 in for, FF, 4 ; to search 

the terre for a word, # 27 ; to search to 
the utmost, @23¢ ; to search into pe nature of 

things, # fj; to scarch in vain, #h08 51, S30 

5. 5 AB HEY) BX; to search BS Renan 

FES oa ify HE. 

Search, v. i. To look for, 4, 34, HZ, 42. 
Search, a. a looking for something that is lost, 

iat HAH, 338; in search of wisdom, RH 

2%: search after truth, ik Ga, Sp JG ia; in 
search of, #£, 48, z: on the search for, as 
pirates, AEX, #1; to go in search of, as of 
smugglers, &e., HI, 36 MERE; the right of 
search, 4a 3H, Be HE, J HE; imvestiga- 

tion, #€3E, HIE; inquiry, ZBI, wh BBS 
3B IK, 3B. 

Search-warrant, n. fu, FEME, UB AZ EE. 

| Searchable, a. aH, i} 28, We. 
| Searched, pp. Looked over carefully, #34, ers 

| Searcher, n. # 
* In China, this term is ep alent to haying resigned | 

J #2383 5 looked for, =a J, $8 8 if. Skills Seth wel, 

Wh Ei. 
HS, HHA, EA, SENG | 

the searcher of the hearts, #842.4%, ‘ic¥ot> 
, £m Hy an examiner, BH, BH, WH 

56 0 
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examining, #, #E¥t, ih [i], al; seeking, 3%, 
48, 3f&; investigating, Ff, FEFE, HIE ; search- 
ing the heart, #8.%, JE at, i 2200. 

Searchless, a. IH E45 Hi, ABE EH, A fie UE. 
Seared, pp. or a. 46 jh, GA sm, HET ; cauterized, | 
$e iH ; a seared conscience, 47K A, 38 B, Be | 
ESE Zits, AMP, $6 Zath 5 seared up, f£°7. 

Season, n. Jd, 5a, 2%, JERE, 2; the four seasons, | 
PY aE, PY He, PY 43a year, we; in season, py | 
He, AS, QU, ARE; ont of season, ME Ae, 
34 Jz ; to do every thing in its season, #p} ify | 
fk, Oi He: Th 7; each in its proper season, %& | 

RGUHEs a fit season, “ACHE, AUF, MEA: for a. 
season, WF jt, by AL; fruit in season, JHRyt ; 
the cold season, & 4, 43 HE, YI; the dry | 
season, 5 Jf: ; before the season, Ar Jes; the 
hot season, 385; the season of the bitch, ij 
tH HL AK FE ; the fashion of the season, JER, 

Shy MU 
that which @ives a relish, Ik. 
son, v. ¢. To render palatable, JEM, WHE, Fn | 

Te, WR, a HR, Se oH) #2; to season with 

sugar, YEH ; to season with salt, YER ; season 
it more, J4 HE ZS, Wh B WE; season it with one 
kind of spice more, 1 Jl ; to render more 

agreeable, WN Hk, JE Ye; to season with good 

humor, fA SE0h, Yak att, EDK at; to pre- | 
pare for use by drying, pph#z; to prepare or 
mature for a climate, (i 4 7t +, tH ak +, 

BRAK +; it seasons of, AUK, FH LU. 
Season, v. i. To become mature, jj #4; to grow fit 

for use, XA JA; to become adapted to a eli- 
mate, jit (rake -- ; to become dry and hard, jf 

BC. TC. 
Seasonable, a. Opportune, J, PE, Be HE, A HE, 

(EJ, MES; a seasonable fruit, FRYE; season- 

able rain, -[f R§, Ji. THaiy; very seasonable, 

me, Ids WO), Ysa : convenient, fi. 
Seasonably, adv. mY, PA, Pde, TE AAR. 
Seasonal, a. Jie, Je GE. 

with something that gives relish, y 38 Be UR, 
ARN, AYR fy; well seasoned, A-HEMPE, dy. | 
We 34, Af 24 e; not yet well seasoned, Ae HX, 

ARN, AA; not well seasoned, Amine, sue 
'We5H ; dried and hardened, pphae fT ; raw clams | 
seasoned, IIIFE. 

Seasoning, ppr. Giving a relish, ¥ lik, WD BE ; 

Seasoning, n. UREA, 55, * Hp. 
Seat, n. That on which one sits, fit, 44 fit, B, 

(RE i, JE, FE, Weft: a chair, #, RF 3a bench, 
2% ; post of authority, ZN—B ; mansion, $f, 4; 
abode, Jz Bp, Wz Wy; site, 4% 4 fh ; the “pearly 

door” is the seat ofarich man, EPS See ZB ; 
a seat of earth, JE AR; a seat of grass, Hi fit ; the 
seat of a chair, #yZ4k fir; the seat of a car- 

riage, Hi fiz, # ; the seat of a shirt, #6 FE ; the 
judgment seat, AFI fiz ; the seat of kings, 
fit; to change one’s seat, #%J#; the seat of 
war, Fy (LZ Ji, WEE; the seat of a town, ft 
RATA Nh, HRI ZI; a seat in a church, #& 
fiz; a seat in parliament, RA @ fir ; to take 
a seat, 44, 4A TP; please take a seat, af 4B; 
please take seats, #f A jig; to return to one’s 
seat, i fiz, KOA; post of authority, fit, WEE; 

dragon’s seat, FE fir ; the guest’s seat, 4 fit. 
| Seat, v.t.or i. To place on a seat, fir, 7; to 

the dress of the season, HE A, FR | place in a post of authority, Weitk, Feist, erie, 

#2 fi; to assign scats to, jefe ; to seat one’s 
self, 4A PF ; to rest, (EPA, BLIP ; to plant with 

inhabitants, {@Ft Jz. 
| Seated, pp. 4A V, 42 7, 4A fiz ; please be seated, 

a4; seated on a horse, 4415 f ; (he) came 
seated on a horse, He FS Ty 4€; to be seated in 
a sedan, 4A i; seated in the hall, or on the 
bench, 4/# ; furnished with a seat, 4 fit. 

Seating, ppr. Placing on a seat, Zit ; furnish- 
ing with a seat, #% fic, fx iit; seating one’s 
self, BP. 

| Seaward, a. or adv. [ny {ff 

Sebaceous, a. Yh fig. 
Sebacic, a. Yh fry ; sebacie acid, 7h. 

Secant, n. TE S25, IEE], 2) #4. 
Secede, v. 7. 4%, Big, i ; to secede from, HijjS; to 

secede from fellowship, RE, #428, Sine. 
Seceding, ppr. or a. #8, IME. 
Secern, v. ¢. To secrete, which see. 

Secession, n. EF; MAB, TM He, HIS Fe. 
| Seclude, v. t. #4, dbf, bk, 3B, Od Zs Th tl, AE 

Seasoned, pp. or a. Matured, %h, Jey¥ Ay ; mixed | A, AE ; to seclude from a society, aH fF, 
Be Hi, HWE Bi zs; to seclude one’s self, 3f, 

Bie. 
Secluded, pp. or a. #4 J, fe ; to live in a seclud- 

ed place, 44 J&, BS Ki, #4 J ; a secluded spot, 

Wa WE, {i a. 
Secluding, ppr. #4, i ; secluding from, AeA 

Ay, AME HL BE, AUEA ; confining in solitude, 
fitting by habit, fR{R%e; maturing, Re: FOP Ay. 

o o As CA > x TN is A TEN OST Be 

drying and hardening, ppg. * 38 comprises everything that is taken with the rice. 
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Seclusion, n. #4, fi #, RH, Mie WH; with- | # ; with secrecy, ERR £1, Ri *R; with great 
drawment, 3 #%; to live in seclusion, (4 FB, | eecreeys PRS SEE Ap Re tuba Sl 
f& J. % FE; seclusion from the rest of the | fi; f; to live in secrecy, FREE, 4 J ; a secret 

| world, #4 Ale. 

Second, a. $f —, =, %, mh, JB, Mf, Z; second | 

of the same rank, 7f§; second in office, fill, 7, | 
(KB ; second of the second, #7; the second of 
three, fit, rf; a second time, # —Je], #4 — 8, 
os — 5 i in the second place, Se, SAN, HB 

=; next in order, 4, JR; second son, RF, 
SB — {f-; next in excellence, wf Jj; second 
brother of an officer, = 3 #§; a second class 

sage, i Z# ; second of the first rank, 7{— ih; 

second assistant magistrate, #7’3¢ ; second crop, 
i, MAK ; second class or quality, = 4%, A 

ef a4 ; second temple, either regarding class 
or having reference to the temple built next in 
honor of the same deity, Jf ij ; every second 
year, fy. $8 = 46, fy: lj — 4; second to none, 

Ik. i Bp le ie cH —, A i FS —; second 

month, $8 =. A. 7E 1. SN A. Au J. 3 58; 
second officer, Hl] f°, Zest ; second commission- 
er, fal ffi; second deputy, ji] 2 Ej; second 
examiner, fil] =f 7; second in command of an 
army, fajocfi); second offense, Z7B I~; upon 
second thought, FRE, 7 FF ; second on the list 

of graduates, PRR. 
Second, n. Assistant, fil], 7; a second, >, Fy; 

the second of a district, 7c. 
Second, x. ¢. To support, Hf, tif, 42, Hil, He, AHH, 

if4¢ ; to second a resolution, HAFE HE ZE 
Second-cousin, n. REF. 
Second-hand, n.ora. —#e, ££; second-hand goods, 
FEF; second-hand books, fe ge ; a second- 

hand suit, FEAR ; second-hand knowledge, 
#& FN; to purchase second-hand, #@>. 

Second-rate, n. =“, ASE, HE, WH. 
Secondarily, adv. A, HT. 
Secondary, a. $$, A, Jil; secondary quality, 
=o, AE; of secondary rank, #E SL AS; 
secondary formation, 2 pk fy; of secondary 

importance, 4 — a Ax ; secondary differ- 
ences, IZ [asa —, An] $8 — 5 a secondar y cause, 
Hhé ; a secondary power, RSE RI, ARSEHE, GF 

KDHE, RHE. 
Secondary, n. fi], BA. 
Seconded, pp. iT, HS, HHT. 
Seconder, n. fall 4, HAH. 
Seconding, ppr. Supporting, Hf, i], Fe. 
Secondly, adv. #§ =, —3E, =A. 

Secrecy, n. 38, DS, BOE ZIT, BOE, BSL, HR 

place, 4H, FEE. 
Secret, a. Hidden, Ff, i, (i, 2. AF 

Wie, APE. OBOE HL, Jb, BREE. eh; 
secret tee Fz, FE, Pe, ay Es Leaeat 

aflair, ABE, BAe, AF i (ae a ; the secret 
spring of action, Fei), Hse, PEER, HRP, sBi 

¥& ; the secret spring of a ats HE, He, HE 
ALS asecret chamber or apartment, #4 F, 
yess vee ray; the secret service department 

inanarmy, 7 $i *h, TERE Af ; a secret society, 

Hy ; secret merits, FEV), fee; secret arts or 

formulas of merits, #%sH-; the secret plot, hi 
sl, PEA, PERE; secret injury, ARSE, FEE ; 
cannot be kept secret, #% We (2, ME #e 45 (£, IE 
tt Ae, BEDE 5, PE AAG 5 a secret inquiry, by 
wi, HF FJ; secret in the extreme, Mes, 4-7), 
me 52 AZ; a secret despatch, 34 7X; to keep 
Soe [hd 

Secret, n. IE, LIE, AYE, WIC, PAE, LI, 
ae in secret, Ze HEH, IMF Hh; to be in the 

secret, ABBE, ALA FE; to let out or betray 

a secret, ¥e HIG RU, WHGEAE, WELALAE; the 
secret is out, #237321! f ; to be in the grand 
secret, AES ; secrets, EH. 

Secretariat, Secretariate, n. The grand secretariat 
of the empire, Bl pe. 

Secretariship, Secretaryship, », At Hongkong and 
applied to the Col. Secretary, fic (i ZIRE ; 
secretariship of the chief secretary of the state, 
IAB ZMK; secretariship in the minor offices of 
China, $A 7 Ii. 

Secretary, x. The chief secretary of state, e411, 
rene, FEAR, 32a GE; the principal secretaries 
of state, or presidents of the respective boards, 

qij #2; secretaries attached to the respective 
boards, =F 3¢, #518; private secretary in the 
provincial departments, ee filtt, FLA, BEX. 
Hi, filligs ; chief secretary in a prefect’s office, 
HERE, AEE ; secretary in the army, FRA Bee ; 
secretary to the commissioner of finance, HER ; 
sub-prefect’s secretary, #2 ; secretary to His 

Imperial Majesty's guard, #272: col, secretary 
of Hongkong (term used in the office), aR fili ; 

common term for a secretary or writer, @HE ; 
secretary or snake-eater, #8, ZB, jRB. 
crete, v. t. To hide, 39%, 35 (2, EIT, #38, FALE 
ee (he , He3RG; to secrete plunder or oak ae 
to secrete one’s self, > AE, es, ARIE, 4h ARSE. 

wer BLE, FE 

Se 
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{; to retire from notice into a private place, 
fa; to secrete, to separate substances from 

the fluids of plants or from the pay WW. HE; Se 

SED | 

{e3i, qik re ea ; coming once ina century, eS 

G4 Ay; secular inequality, 7758 RE. 
cularity, n. JERE, pe ¥R Se. 

to seerete bile, HiJJH ; to secrete milk, fF Secularization, n. PIE AT, VISE BALA 
Secreted, pp. or a. #ALE GH ; secreted, as hn the | 

body, Hi f. 
Secreting, ppr. Hiding, 331, [ATE FREE ; secret- Se 
ing one’s self, BJ, AE, 4% [A ; screening, 
Se Fie. Se 

Sarin, n. The secretion of the body or plants, | Se 
12, Geez; secretion from the mouth, jE, yz; Se 
secretion from the nose, £477, ee ag; the 
watery secretions from the eyes, Aig, MEY, 

i; thick secretion, [Wije, * IY; milky 
secretions, FL 7. 

Secretly, adv. (irfit, FES, HAP, HF, BZ, FPA, 

Foe, 8, aPaR, ahs, Ni bi, i, ALI: did Se 
it secretly, LMP (a, HRB ae Z; secretly 
communicated, Bu (8 5 uly taking, (iy TR, 
I; publicly taking (by force) or secretly 
taking is both robbery, ZS is We 4 Fy %& ; secretly 
handing down, Ah HT Retz. 

Secretness, n. FEA, Fyfe, AOE H. 
Secretory, a. Why, @euzty; secretory vessels, 

We ZI. HE AE, A 
Sect, rn. ZPY, PY, PY; a denomination which 

dissents from an established church, #LPY, #8 
#c; 0 heretical sect, FSFPY, SPY, Bees ; the | Se 

sect of the learned, a {Ea, (ER; the 
Buddhistic sect, PEPY, fh), Teg; the Tau 
peal, Shek, 34%; to belone to a certain sect, 

SC, SEPT AT, te pee 
Seetarian, a pa ee Bet Ag. 

the secularization of ecclesiastical property, #4 

JE ys VE, LSE a FA, BEE EA. 
eularize, vit. Jb REG ay AE A, fo 4 Ey, eo 

Yn Fs We FY 
eularness, x. A secular disposition, Flot, Bey. 
cundine, n. IG#K. 

cure, a. Sate, 2H, GSM, RS EAB, 
32, HRT, BRA, EB, ow undisturbed easy, 
OK, BH, KE; confident, JHE ; certain, 
Fn, 7240, WEF; to feel secure, to be leedless, 
mY ; secure from, 443; to make secure, 3 

RE, ark bi. 

cure, v.t. ‘To become security for, {%, fitFH (i, 

TR AR, AGE A, sles FH; to secure from 
danger, (ilar, By hit ; to secure against loss, 1% 
4=; to secure one’s self against anything, [fg 

Bij, HDF ; to secure one, (EN, 3 MELE, A 
(Be ; to seize and confine, #4 ; to secure by 
a nail, $7 # ; to secure by a string, &e., 2h Ff; 

to secure a harbor, Hi (4: f*; to secure a ship, 
(fi; to secure the success of the case, 6] jig 
3 ; to secure that a thing will be done, $1 

{hk FUSS 
cured, pp. Secured, as peace, 2, Zh ; well 
guarded or protected, 2 /ift, 27, +E A, 2E Hy, 

"EX TE], [2]; secured by a nail, Tee T inade 
fast, RES, 1 E a [A] ; secured by becoming 
security, Ff gH (i, (ii Be 5 somebody has se- 
cured him, G NaH (5. 

Sectarian, n. HEAP HB, # Ue, el PY a Securely, adv. FS biHi, =E [A], £2, Hefie ; carelessly, 
See ae a. 1 Pye a, Ee PYzZsr, Fein, Ble 
ERLE. ne 

Sectile, a. Capable of being cut in slices with a 

knife, FY it, Rese, HY Db iy. 
Section, n. The largest division of a werk, #, Fl; | 

a chapter, 7, 7; a section of a chapter, (ij; 
a section of a story, Je]; piece, &e , FZ, Mp; 

sections and paragraplis, #4 43]; section or 

article of a law, treaty, &c., 2x, (AE; a section 

Ayn), 7 EL; to place securely, FS. 
curity, ». Protection, J&qh, (Rf, SEs He hee ; 
surety, FHT, RR: (A; security merchant, 

(RTH: « pledge, EWEN, AMEYA. FE; to be 
security, BRA ; to give security, #2 4H (# (BR 
Aa, Zi; to find security, ¢, HAR: to have 

security, AHIR, BIRR s sulety, FAB, HLA, 
+: AJ; not much security, HRB #8, AEE, 
We -- Fp Ze. FS. security for females, J. 

of land, — Eg Ji); a section of a town, &, Fy ; Sedan, nm. We, Re Ril; one sedan, — JAM, — 
a section of a melon, orange, &e., fh, he, H, 

4%, Maz ; the section of a hody, wwe. APES A 

ma; the section of a building, 4} fa] fal st. 
Sec ai n. A mathematical instrument, JH, WY 

TYEE. 
ei a. Pk, fe, WE FUE ; secular affairs, | 

* Vulgar. 

ENG ; a hamboo sedan, 7h; a rain-eover on 
a sedan, rh ; to ride in a sedan, 4:5, Heme ; 
to come in a sedan, 4B WE ae, F qc €;a bride’s 

sedan, 76 {i§ ; an open ies WAG, i 5 sedan- 
hearers, We. FANG FE ; a sedan for eight bear- 
ers, /\ AVG ; the tilts of a sedan, HEAL; to tilt 
a sedan, PEE. See Chair. 
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a a 3 ase 2 : = 

Sedate, a. Galm, % ar, BAP, AS, PR: unrufiled, #§ | Seduction, n. ye a] ae, 5H Z He, may, DIE, A 
ae contemplative, AF, ZH; solemn, HE | Ij: 5; the seduction of a woman, #E Gg] & As 

HZ, #E; serious, fri zly- | BEB) Ae N. 

| 
| 
| 

te ees Hes, BR. Seductive, a. EDO, MLM, S505, PESTA; 
Sedateness, n. AP, BiG YF; seriousness, fy seductive language, §[ peak, BEVZas, Be; 

Wy, TERE, Be ae. | seductive look, F- ME 19. DL El i& if 5 seductive 

Sedative, a. Allaying irritability, Pky, Pq intentions, wil, BUN ZR, BEd. 

fh, FEAR, HELE 2 SO, EI A. “Sedulity, m. jit, Malt, AGL aebL, Ht. 
Sedentary, a. B44 fry, FEE AY 3 inactive, AP iy; Sedulous, a. Wor, Wye, pet, Jha, BO, aT 

slugwish, Yuk. AHS, MARY, HEA A 1, Bhp unremilted, Hey. 
sedentary occupation, AA Z4EVE, 4A“ SFae;a | Sedum, n. 1 Ax. 
Eelontar y life, 42 (EZ AE ; a sedentary soul, # | Sedulously, adv. Aki, HEH, LG, Bit. 

BZ, WIR Zt, Wt: Sedulousness, x. hie! Tet, il. 
shies, n. Acorus gramincus, iff ; another ppuetes: See, n. A diocese, BF Wr fill 7% 4 #E ; the holy see. 

of sedge, ji #£ ; another species of sedge, 43, = =REREZIR, REREZP 
4); another species of sedge, #3 a sedge mat, | See, v. €.; pret. saw; pp. seen. Hees 7 Sh i, HK, 
#i i; the term for the different sorts of sedge #H, WE, il, HE. AR. AB. 2, FA a Hy, BREA, 
mats is Hijfs. | ANGhl; to see or peep, ii ; he see, peep or wateh, 

Sedey, a. Bus zz fig. | 4; tosee from a distance, #1, "i, j% 8; to 
see through, fi}i®, 30, i, Bis, Lis, AB 
3% fic ; to see through a plan, ORS}, HOKE 
at, Vth; to see clearly, IiGWA, WEL, Wi 

eH. We, Zy FL; to understand, AA, SF ¥§; able to 
Sedimentary, a. AME, YA, GENT, WANA. see, iG A, AGA; unable to see, fyi F, 
Sedition, 2. SER ZS, (EGLZS, FRR ZH, YE | Whe 2, Aim, 4 A Hl; to see accidentally, {fy 
RZ, FILZ HH; to incite to sedition, #8GL,| JL, HAGE; to see ereaneh au wall, #311; to see 

Sediment, m. fil, 7, i82, 72 73, VE. ili, HE BE; 
sediments of sand, &., jgf~; sediments of 

sugar, #ir fe; sediment of liquor, {AH FY] 

gL, EBS, fhe; to incite people to sedition, the emperor, (%t 51, #1, WY FL ; to see or visit a 
WER ROD. - person, Ff FL A; to see a superior, 5% i ; to see 

Seditious, a. #8 GLAS, PEALAS, WiEhiy, BE, x] on another, #9 fl ; to see for the first time, % 
zi; seditious language, # BLE ah, WBk Zak, A, 46 ; to see often, gi Fl ; to see a perform- 

HELA. EZ; mutinous, they, GeRL ance, Wh Ek, AK; to see and hear, Fld, Webel, 
WEN, HaLZ A. WLS ; to see with a glance, Py Fl, a8 Be 34 El; 

Seditiously,; adv. LIE @L, EAL. to see Seams rarely see, AFI, 2241 ; to see 

Seditiousness, n. 4-(EL, WHE BL. GBA. so aalways, ap SL, HERE EL; to see but understand 

Seduce, v.t. To tempt, He, Si DEF PI, not, 56 thi AY, we Th Aju ; to see for a thing, fh 

PES], Sik, DEF, DE, WARN, DaBk, A, BEAR =%, Hit; to see in a dream, 4% Fl, 2&rfs Fl ; to af AL? A 

#8, HEF; to entice or allure, fif, (Hj ANG K, see, as ina dream, fff pi 774% ; to see, as through 
RAO S| AN, LIAB); to seduce a person’s a tube, 4$ 51 ; to see that all be ready, WAMPpRE 
wife, $5 bm \ SE ; to seduce a sib son’s dang h- 44 We RG 5 IT will see to it, FQSEMIB, Fae ae ag 

ter, Gm NZ; to inveigle, 4, '%; to decoy, see what he wishes, |ijiIP{E 3z 4 ; to see one 
3%, $b ; to mislead, 4] pF; to seduce to evil, out, 5% AH; to go to see, FI, a F; to see 
oh A $738, BRE. | company, 44%, 51%; to let one see, PRAT, 

Seduced, pp. 5] , HEY T ; corrupted, HI“ Ty. dap fll, FF ASL; I will see you home: RK 

Seducement, n. 5] as, 15 2K; seduction, 4) 4f) ; de- Fi; Pil see you paid, FR py, fp fe I will 
ception, JER. see it done, #R WIP {ik (2; see me well, FH 73 5A 

Seducer, n. 5] 55 4, 05 RH, HH, Wee # ; AR: see how he acts, 4¥iIp 4B.84 ; to see one’s 
act the seducer, viele fea, (ee. fe \f, $5) FUE Bue ; : act when one sees a chance, 

Seducible, a. WAL sh, SHS, Bl ILS. SIPC E ANGI, SERA 
Seducing, Tee or a. Glos, [IA BE, BH. a His Sea, v. 7. fii, A. FL; to discern, WJ, WJ; to 

Be, Dai, WER, WEY; seducing by fair speech- penetrate, $i, iif 2; to examine, #%; to inquire, 

es, PH» Maa. | -F, BHP; see to it, attend to it, BAND {B, HEB; 
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Hai me see, , FEN, RH. 

See-saw, n. Fy] ERP, HRB. 
Seed, n. General terin for, if, FF, $F, HK, A; 

the stony and other seed of fruits, #%; the 
meat inclosed in the stony seed and husks, (-, 

{Ff ; the seed of a flower, 4E fii, 7E 2K; the 
seed of animals, #§ ; the seed of the nelumbium 

or water-lily, $e 4K, HEF, GE, SHEA, BR 
progeny, We. F #,; to scatter the seed, 4} if, 
H% fii ; to run to seed, XK, #¥ FH ; race, Fifi ; his 
seed, {IPE TH FF; of mortal seed, IRE Z fii ; to 
put in the seed, yx fii; to plant the seed, fifi; 

the first principle, Si, #3 of mixed seed 
or race, Af fii fy ; good seed, Fe fil. 

Seed, v. t. To sow, Ji, Hf. 
Seed-bud, n. 3&3 -. 
Seed-corn, Seed-grain, n. ¥ fifi. 
Seed-leaf, n. 3H. 
Seed-pearl, n. 4ePR. 
Seed-plat, Seed-plot, a. fut ty, —-# PRAM. 

Seed-time, n. $G2 J, BRE HHA 2 IE. 
Seed-vessel, n. Fé. 
Seedling, n. The seedling of rice, ft, ALIRR. 
Seedsman, n. ' ¥y fii #, Hf we. 
Seedy, a. Abounding with seed, % fifi A; ex- 

hausted, [A]; poor and miserable looking, a 

seedy look, Ebi, EDIE. AIR, HIG. 
Seeing, ppr. Perceiving with the eye, i, A, Ais 2 

knowing, AWAY, 4i; seeing that he is sick, Jt 

(BAR. 
Seek, v. t.; pret. and pp. sought. To go in search 

of, da, 39, 7, HC, 4, Sh 50, Til, SRR, FOR, 
fal, 48, 48, R, at 2, BER, HBL to ask for, fi} ; 

to seek death, 3€%E; to seek for life, se4E, Hy 

4E; to seek but not find, JH Me Fl, =i A. |; to 

seek and find, $8 f(y, dias.” TR Mts, aR A: * 
to seek fortune, s]eiiii, Wi, Bei; to seek after 
gain, fal Ay, ARF, TRIM. Fn Fi; to seek food, 
fe to seek satiety, 3€ffZ; to seek after 

wealth and honor, 3e' # ; to seek fame, 3&4, 

Alii; to seek truth, Shim 5H, s{EHL 7G; to seek 
for proofs or evidence, $2 YE; 1 seek for you, FR 
s(n; I am still to seek, FQ AHR; to seek for 
help, FeAGHI, =H; to seek after an office, Fé 

Hk; to seek after an employment, 4f ee ty 
fe Se ; seek and ye shall sau FRAG % 5 to 
seek for the road, $f f% ; to seek a son-in- aw: 

AA ic. 
Seeker, n. FH RF, ae, R#A- 
Seeking, ppr: se, Se sH, ge she. 

* Often better rendered ‘found. 

Seem, v.z. Toappear, #7 (L], Ful, AW, WF, 
49[ =F ; it seems to he, #F {L]; it seems to me, FR 

WAT, TRE, ARR, ROB, HATE, HB 
REA; it scoms dirty, MARIE, te 
(iG Bl. 

Seeming, ppr., a.or n. FER), Ht. LF ; specious, 

Suit, FEA, ae: to my seeming, TA4x we Fe, 
WAAR EL. HAR SL- 

Seemly, a. “it, W, @, BH, AA, FRE; deco- 
rous, #7. 

Seen, pp. of see, ora. fit}, LT, AT; to be 
seen, pk Al. 

Seer, n. One who sees, fli Ff, Fl #4 ; a prophet, 5 

Fl, FE ED - 
Seethe, v. ¢.; pret. seethed, sod; pp. seethed, sod- 

den. GE, 32, WL, #; to seethe over, je H!. 

Seethed, pp. Ci. 
Seething, ppr. GE; to be in a seething state, 4. 
Segar, n. See Cigar. 
Segment, n. A part cut off, —3%, —}: ; the seg- 

ment of a one jt; “the sezment of a circle 

is called v, ” * EB] R2~—BE I ZIM. 

Segregate, v.t. To separate from others, BR; Hi, 

Baby, Abba, BBA. 2b a. 
Segregated, pp. Rab I, Abi T- 
Segregation, n. Kbd Z3e, BIEBH 2 3F- 
Seidlitz powders, n. pl. WPA}, TURP. 
Seidlitz water, n. eden 

Seignior, n. —, & 
| Seignorage, n. RHE, piu: profit, i. 
Seismometer, n. EWE, EER. 
Seizable, a. ne ae WUE, Bd, ny He. 

Seize, v. t. 4E, HELE, &, SEE, 4B, di, IC, We, Bt, 
46,48 &, IE, SME, PB, Pb, HE, a, Se TR, 
53, TE. aM, sn, Ak, FH, HK, HY, HK, TEs to 
seize alive, 2E ##, AE GR; to seize, as peaceful 
people, chiefly for the purpose of making slaves, 
&e., Jae, HE Fx; to seize prisoners in war, {P, 
(¢4% ; to seize men and hold them for ransom, 

BAS se oe it, S PEE, TEE Ht, IME fe, BE 
fll, FZ ; to seize, as a culprit, 4 €, fy S; 
{o seize ais the fingers, (4; to seize, as an 
enemy's ships, Jj; to seize with vidlentel as 

robbers, 4, ARE, SRR, 4046. Jn 46. HH, BE 
pK, FM, HE; to seize and hold, as a fort, HR, 
¥e ; to seize, as one’s territory, $y, Mi fh, Bi fE; 
to seize and carry before the magistrate, Fk 

¥; to seize by the cue, FE AFF, FRE IF ; to 
seize one’s goods and chattels, Pry, pr RR; 

to seize the empire, WRT, FART ; to seize 

~ * Medhurst. 
a ar aa Oa REE TRI ET ECT 
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with the talons, JK, i; to seize by the hair, 

PEE DASE, $442; to seize by the wrist, Fg Wt, 
#0 4 FF Hid; to seize from above, 4# {fF ; to he 
strict in seizing, fig &. 

Seized, pp. YEiH, 438 ; seized, as a hawk, #475f ; 
seized, as an enemy’s ship, 4jjf& ; seized, as a | 

t25) 7 ; seized, as peaceful people, )¥F | robber, 
Ra 

ie 
Seizin, n. #E; the thing possessed, PR YE 7 3z. 
Seizing, ppr. Seizing, as a criminal, 2%, SF, 
HE fE; seizing, as a prisoner in war, {#; seiz- 
ing, as an enemy’s ship, Jf; seizing, as a 
robber, #73], HH ; seizing, as peaceful people, 
ji, Hed; seizing, as by the cue, #£; seizing, | 
as with the hand, 4{£; seizing, as by the 
hand, #@=F; seizing with the teeth, Hh STE : 
seizing’, as a government, #>. 

Seizure, n. The act of seizing, HE ; the act 
of taking possession of by force, %&, im 4; 

seizure, as from an enemy, dif #; the seizure 
of one’s goods and chattels, H> 9 4% ; the seizure 
ofa Esai, i (tr ky. See under Seize. 

Selah, n. 
Seldom, a BR, pk, + vm Sat £8 fy, FF AE BIE], ZE, 

ti, fit, fet, AG, 7 ZF, FE, Ht; seldom seen, 

DSL, Fi fy SL, ZESL, ZR; rather seldom, 
22, iiaP ; it seldom occurs, he, HA, ZF 

fi, fi Ti $8 fig Ff; it is but seldom, PAY, HF FF (4. 

Select, v. t. 9B. 3H, (4 #40 HG, HOR, BAR HAE, 
ti» Kin 82, fis, a) i, 7 rine 5a ue, Pk HE, 4th, 

AH, FE, Fay, Fay, fit, WZ; to select and ap- 

point, as officers, if ye ; to select officers, fj TF, 
SEES, fits A, fe, BE; to select worthies, 
RE; to select a lucky day, HFA, IA, 
MU A; to select the important parts, #21 

De, He EB 
their style, #2 2 Wy#%; to select the successful 
candidates, Fgrf; to select (pick out) the best 
troops, 4] fle ; to select a proper day for be- 
trothal, #4 4; to specially select, s#F fi%; to 
select persons for intercourse, #£2¢ ; to select 
a piece of goods, ff—7E ; to select the talent- 
ed, HUA; to select form, PEH!, PRH!, HTH!, 

te fale, iH Ie, FETS, TEF. 

Select, a. Selected, as soldiers, #9; chosen, ## (yj, 
EAS, PE; a select people, 38 ft. 

Selected, pp. or a. FH, SE, Ha T- 

Selecting, ppr. bk, #, HEdE, fi. FRIAR, BEE. 
Selection, n. HRP, WIR, 3 ea 
Selectness, n. FH Fy HEE H- 

to select the essays according to | 

the helm of affairs, #2E, #eHE, FEHE ; to seize | | Selector, n. FE 4, HEH, HA, HA. 
| Selenite, n. TeWe, $i Fi Ee. 
Selenium, 7. @y , LEmMiAs 4. 
Seleniuret of copper, n. i Hh. 
Selenography, n. Fy itt. 

| Self, a.or pron.; pl. Selves. 2, 1,918, 8c, 
A, GR, 95, 471; [ myself, AG; at that 
self moment, YES fii}; the royal or imperial 

| self, JR, 3. 

| Self-abased, a. Aaft, A 98, SALI BAK. 
Self- abhorrence! n. Al, FR: 

Self-abuse, n. BIAA CG. 
Self-aceused, a. 5EG,. 
Self-acting, a. Af f£ 3, 6 Hh fj; a self-acting 

plane, & fy Higé. 

Self-adjusting, a. WE fry. 
Self-admiration, n. § fj. 
Self-agerandizement, n. AX, fl 
Self-annibilation, n. Ff jm. 

Self-applanse, n. SEA G.- 
Self-approbation, n. A4L, ALB EB. 

Self-assumed, a. Ade, fai, AM. 
Self-begotten, a. AU ARAN, BLAEA. 
Self-beeuiled, a. Ff ik. 
Self-eomplacency, n. BEG. & ie. 
Self-centring, Self-centering, a. JOR. 

Self-conceit, n. Vanity, Aw, Bié,. Ak, BB, 
Ais, AAA; self- “sufficiency, whieh see. 

Self-conceited, a. Vain, aA, H.- 
Self-conceitedness, n. A whSAZH- 
Self-condemnation, n. (@SIEAG, FC. A. 

Self-confidence, n. Ate, A{A, HG. Ke. Mic. 
Self-conscious, a. Fj ¥k. 

Self-considering, a. Asi, AB. 
Self-consumed, a. AZ. 

| Self-contradiction, n. Awe, OAR. 
Self-contradictory, a. Ata FA. 

Self-convicted, a. Fl. 1 Ay UME. 
Self-created, a. AAI Ms, 2005. 
pels deceit, n. A itk, Aili 

Self-deceited, a. Fy igi, ey, RA CA. 
Self- deceiving, a. Ff itkiy. 

Self- deception, n. Alli, Aik, 8 o- 
Self-defense, n. (EG, (RAR, aS (R# AC. 
Self- delusion: n. Fly, Ed, tS C.- 
Self-denial, n. ¥@.- 
Self-denying, a. ¥C.. 

| Self-dependent, Self-depending, a. f# 7c, Kd, 

“it A - 
| Self-destroying, a. #2, Ase, ABE [28. 
| Self- destruction, n AmB. wBOZSs, A 

Coes 
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Self-devised, a. FATE (9, Athy. | Self-subdued, a. BON, HARA. 
Self-devoted, a. Bt vy, HS iy, Flot i174. | Self-sufficiency, n. § &. 
Self, f-devouring, a. FAM, GAM. | Self-sufficient, a. AE, Ait, Aik, BUBBA; 
Self-dubbed, a. § i fj. haughty, Aa, AieARZE, Bs it; overbearing, 
Self-edue ated, a. El acs, ASH. | RON, (fe TE. 
Self- “enjoyment, n. fs, Ail, ii, SA. A, | Self-taught, a. fy Spry. 

Ca, EPP. | Self-will, n. Hy, SSH, HOR, He A. 
Self-esteem, n. Aa, WE.. | Self-willed, a. $4819, SA (7, TESA, Hh A, 
Self-evidence, n. AW), GYR WG. LBA. Hk—, WK. 
Self-evident, a. Aa, A AWG. Self-worship, n. MHC, MIEG.- 
Self-exalted, a. Ay, AA, Ft- Selfish, a. @, #, BAM, AS 4, Fh Es a 
Self-examination, ». A’, A, Ges. selfish man, EN, Hoodz G ; selfish acts, 
Self-excusing, a. #€FA C.- FL 47. FE, WEB; a selfish and crooked dis- 
Self-existence, n. AFH, Asin. position, Ff ll) 7% fi ; selfish lusts, 44%; selfish 

Self-existent, a. AAI ANY. AMIR AG. desires, AF. 
Self-exulting, a. fy #4. | Selfishly, adv. #2, FG. 
Self-flattering, a. fy #2. | Selfishness, n. FL, @, RR. AB, Jal 44 i % 5 
Self-glorious, a. fins AKfj. | #7 A; no selfishness, 4G 7g, a, Se Ay, 

Self-governed, a. #oM, £285, EC. | sues 
Séle-soverniinenti a. #24, HORS, Be, | Sell, o. t.; pret. and pp. sold. ¥, 8, RH, WH, 
Self-harming, a. fy Ze. [4.| #82 #8, iA, 3 Bu, 4, Uti, WX, BK. RRR; to sell 
Self-homicide, n. Ai%, AAI. by seis #28, (UGE, FR, APES ; to _: 
Self-ignorance, n. MFH#K AG, PAG. on credit, et, I FF ; to sell goods, FE ; 
Self-indulvent, a. (- 2 iii fz, HEME. sell offices, ¥F PY ; to sell by retail, 2e a, ss 
Self-interest, n. Fi 7. Bs SV, at HORTE to sell by the pound, 
Self-kindled, a. fy 9. | am Fr ¥¥; to sell off, YER; to sell off ee 
Self-knowing, a. fy Al. ately, #2 TLV ; to sell well, AE HSH, WERE; 
Self-love, n. AB, 2A, UB. _ sell one’s wife and drown one’s daughters, Ms 
Self-made, a. \{ {Fefry; a self-made man, Afl% Bf % A; to decoy and sell, $5 ¥%, JH ME; to buy 
Self-motion, n. fy $827 Hh. [A.| and sell, & 5%, S82; to cell one’s property, 3E 

Self-murder, n. AS%, AW. | 3B, a EE : to sell a field, #3 [q] ; to sell rice, #2 
Self-opinionated, a. #2, FL, +ePk | 3K; to sell or betray one’s master, ¥¥ =f. 
Self-pleasine, a. ff (it AS FE. | Sell, v. 7. To have serials tle Bw. 

Self-possession, n. { #%. | Selling, ppr. ¥, 46, #2, 7k, 
Self-praise,.n. fy i. | Seltzer water, n. #Bkc%, ee un 
Self-preservation, n. (t,, (RAR. Selvage, Se lvedge, n. SS, Ij; a woven border, 
Self-registering, a. Self-registering, as a ther- | Site SE, 

mometer, fy 92, Frat. Selves, pl. of self. We ourselves, 4 4 G 
Self-regnlated, a. fy #4. Semaphore, n. See Telegraph. 
Self-reliance, n. ATE, 4AC.- | Semblance, ». Likeness, {€{l. JB{&, HF 3 ap- 
Self-reproach, n. SEC, Biz, Ai. pearance, 9%; form, Ji. 
Self-reproving, a. fy if. Semen, n. Seed, particularly of animals, #¥. 
Self-respect, n. FC, FC, Aw. | Semester, n. -BSE, \ {AA - 
Self-restraint, n. Fl *8, Ail, HG, AxoK, B | Semi-annual, a. pA 4p. 

Tae, He. Semi-barbarian, a. 4232 fj, 42 3% 42 3S fy, BH 
Self-sacrificing, a. fA IE, iG, pee, BARI. | ORE. 
Self-same, a. AUG, fil, — Fé. | Semi-biquadrat, a. Semi-biquadrat parabola, 42 
Self-satisfaction, n. Al JE, § ith. | SHU Hy Se. 

Self-satisfied, a. AE, Ag, OLIBUS , | Semi-eastrate, «. 2 PE. 
Self-slaughter, n: fysts. | Semicircle, n. 7F (J. EIR], 4258, “FAR. 
Self-sounding, a. Fee, Eig fy. | Semicircled, Semicircular, a. 42 H¢fry ; a semi- 
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Semicolon, n. The point (;), marking a greater 

Semi-cubieal, 

Semi-diapbanous, a. FE AJ. 

Semi-formed, a. 4E)X fry. 

Semi-lunary, a. WOR AIGA, 4% 
JA fy. 

Seminarist, n. BE AE, BEAR. 

Seminiferous, a. 4F fifi (J. 

Semi-orbicular, a. 42 5RI[. 

Semi-pelucid, a. 42Af. 

Semi-spheric, Semi-spherical, a. 425. 

“emi- transparent, a. SHA, SEiRs. 

Sempiternal, a. Af, BLY, AeA ESS PRE fire 

7:2 ; ine senate of a ae in ceneral, fod fe fr, 

APs. 
Senator, n. A counselor, 

circular pond, 742}. 

eiinction of sense than a comma, “EE J, 

Semi-column, x. 42 

SF TT TARR. 
Semi-diameter, n. 422%, [E] 2% 4L#e. 

Semi-double, n. 2P ft. 

Semi-fluid, a. 4B 48 Aj, 42 i686 fg. 

Semi-lenticular, a. 42} tf Jf. 
Semi-lunar, 

Seminal, a. #iify, HR; original, Jit, Jet AS Ay ; 
seminal vessels, #4. 

Seminary, n. Bc, HBC, Fe, SBC, See 
Seminate, v. t. To sow, fii, KAR. 

Semiology, n. Ig ot ZB. 

Semi-opaque, Semi-opacous, a. 425%. 

Semi-osseous, a. Jy. 
Semi-ovate, a. 42 I)JZ. 

Semi-savage, a. 2P A ( ft ) Ag. 
Semi-sextile, n. #HM#EB]4- = 3p 2 —. 

Semitone, n. 42#F. 

Semi-vowel, n. 2 A i722 27. 
Sempervirent, a. Fe it 

Senate, n. The senate of the United States, [t Z 

Ae, 7 CMA IEGC, AE Met & 

Mok t” &, ik ACY 
Senate-house, n. 737g 

of a senate, BIER, It SAME. 
eae . BAS, FAA. 

Send, v. t.; pret. and pp. sent. To send, as men, 
Fy BE am J, fli, 2, Ze, FE; to send, as despatches, 

HK, 77, B, fF; to send, asa card, Hk, F% ; to 
ac up, _E; to send to superiors, Re: to send 
down, [%€, 4E, T, WIP, AY; to send, asa 
letter, or money, 7; to send an ambassador, 

Rone i ABt; to send a messenger, Ff HEH 
jug 2 J; to send a deputy, HABA, HA 

; to send, as a legate, 

a. 422877 ; semi-cubical parabola, | 

Senile, a. Pertaining to old age, #4p RF, F 

» AG He BYTE 

ike, HE fii ; a member — 

passive and active senses. 

official despatch, #7 3¢, #% HH; to send com- 
pliments, 3% 7%, HE; to send by, Fal, PLR, 

{$F 3E38; to senda letter, #{%, HR, Ms 
#. fh Mf, (hGH; to send money, FAR, fF 
$f ; to send away, as a servant, ff, FE; to send 
back, Wiig, FEE), Hele], FE He OA, 7F ; please 
send me a little, 3§vE Ags F¥ ; send in dinner, 
Hebe, Bee ; send him word, 47 #8 ah dBA, A 
af ; to send in one’s card, Fe hk, {ah ; to send 
forth, ZEHI, Hi; to send one a bill, Hi Wt, HERE: 
to send pr esents, Rey ; to send presents on 
a hetrothal, #7 4% ; to send return ona betrothal, 
Je] Me ; to aa to, (ie, A, FP; to send a 

message, 4-#¥ ; to send down to Macao, ZF 

iP. 
Send, v. 7. To send for, 4¥ 3. 
Sender, n. Fy #0, 38 #, AH. 

a AEM, 
RBA, BHM. 

Senility, n. 4A Agi. 
Senior, a. or n. fz; the first-born, 4¢2E ; the senior 

among three, 3 ; the senior of a family, RE; 
the senior brother, 52, 5&-£&, Pr PF; seniors in 
rank, 38, #38, #38, 2; seniors and 
juniors, #3), $24) ; he is your senior in years, 

AB ASS, (tb 477) tH ae senior officer, fF. 
Seniority, n. Fyfe, Ts Hi ; priority of birth, +E 

EE. 
Senna, * n. pene 

extract, hit FE. 

Sennight, n. KH, 77 FF ; this day sennight, 

EB. 
Sonstio, te fi #%, Fld, Bf ff; sensations of 
awe, i f2 fff ; a sensation of chilliness, Ee, 
Hest to ypradues a sensation of cold, #7}. 

Sense, n. ff, B]; Senses according to Buddhists, 

#i; the function of the senses, [¥ % Wh; the 

function of the senses according to Buddhists, 
ji 7 BE; the five senses, TL F¥, FL); the five 

senses according to Chinese, 7 H, Bh els lef 

it; perception by the senses, 4, J}! ; under- 
standing, I, 4, 3, WY ; soundness of faculties, 

FSA]; reason, BP, FA ; opinion, zs I 3 ; con- 
sciousness, #4, 41; a sense of yee, a BE hs 

a sense of rieht and wrong, SESE tp; to have 
a sense of sh lame, Fro, Alt; the sense, as of 
a word, 3€; the sense, as of a passage, AR, 

a8. ¥ 
, Month, =taste; nose,=smell ; eye,=sight; ear,= 

he: aring ; he art,=feeling. To these the Buddhists add a 
sixth sense, viz., Pub & ¥i, which must be rendered the 

™ 

; leaves of senna, pyeme HE ; senna 

NK, i 

i325; to send an 

6 P i 
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ee; the sense of a word, 2 Ea rebe + the | ii ae . the doctrine that all our ideas are trans- oe 3 

sense is lost, {J ; to explain the sense, fE3¢, | formed sensations, fig} ZL. Hi ZH, ah 
fif.@ ; the sense is obscure, WSelie, Reena; | <BR, tif 2 BE. 
moral sense, ##,{, #3 27%; common sense, | Sensualist, n. AF RENE NA, 0S 2 FE, 75H ZHE, 
FR, {7PE; profound sense, "MPE ASE; aman) BHer FE, Mee A, tag ek Zz. 
of common sense, }¢ PUG NN, TEXTE, SNH | Sensuality, Sensualness, n. (1k, BAX, & 

ZA; to speak common sense, 6 (9 47H, Sait) Weis, SoA BE 
ASP; out of one’s senses, 7£, He, B84; to | Sent, pret. and pp. of send, which see. 
gratify one’s senses, fi{f, PEER; to sae | | Sentence, n. The sentence of a court, Fi, de 
one’s senses, Jak#k, WERK; to be void of sense, | Ei, 2, ze: aria ; a bei 4], —Wah, S, 
4: & IB; ina legal sense, (KR Jz, Wai}. | $n}; an opinion, 75), #258, ALA; a maxim, 
mee a, Wanting the sense of perception A | fh aH, GH VEL; sentence of death, ™ FE; to re- 

#2, AM; wanting sympathy, 4; unreason- | verse a sentence, Jy #, #2; to pronounce 

able, HEAR, A AEE, OLE. HR, Ye; stupid, | sentence, “E37, “Bf; a short sentence, 4 4y ; 
4% ; contrary to reason and sound judgment, | to divide into sentences, 3} “aj Hy; to quote a 

FE, sit he DE yy. | sentence, 5|7aJ; a fine sentence, (£4; a per- 
Senselessness, n. Absurdity, 7; unreasonable- fect sentence, JK 2. 

ness, 3p, 75 Hp. | Sentence, x. ¢. To pass or pronounce a sentence, 
Senshaw, n. Nanking senshaw, jiJ4F fi}; Canton) i) af, 2, Ue ie, 78 Fl, BI, EE. Fe BE; to 

senshaw, -+4- fi}; rust-colored senshaw, 2% | doom, 7E5E, if ee to sentence to banishment, 
4h; black senshaw, S54 sj; ch’tin senshaw, | ‘3 SE. 

JfH; pak wai senshaw, fyi; cotton sen- | Sentenced, pp. 7 3% 5E,  T SE, FB GB. Heh 
shaw, #4; sham senshaw, Yj. | “J; sentenced to aan GFE. 

Sensibility, n. 4; actual feeling, 4}; nice per- Sentencing, ppr. Fy, a SE. 
ception, as of a balance, f¥, WE ; to wound one’s | Sentential, a. fe) "fE, Ge 4g 19. 

sensibilities, {£ ff. Sententious, a. "fj, Saji; abounding with 
Sensible, a. Perceptible by the senses, #%, #7}, sentences, axioms and maxims, ¥ {#4 fi, if 

5; having moral perception, AJ PPE, np He Wy, Sit HK ww, BI) Zl]; sententious 
fry ; intelligent, fir3¢, WG; asensible person, | truths, #f Jy 7.38. 
WE SEE DE ‘K, em #4. 0 ti Z% A; sensible of | Da a. SBA, lt EZ an 
pleasure and pain, © 3 Gh im, Th i Fh ae; Sentient, a. IPE, MILAZ; a sentient being, 
sensible of wrong, £822, 40 ; it ain Saneiple| ae jai, wi SM, ‘alec 
of my wrong, 4&4 fay 4 >; 4, HAG FH; sensible | Sentiment, n. i, HB, wih, BAL; to harbor 
men, RESEWE DN; sensible of favors, Jeh Bh. / good sentiments, {2 #& ; the sentiments com- 

Seusibloness: n. Susceptibility, #4; intelligence, prised therein, @L44 4%, PRiG LZ E ; corrupt 

fk If, 4; reasonableness, 4 BB,-4F PR; good | sentiments, yet WG, TER. 
sense, at ti. | Sentimental, a. HEME, Schr, HCHE AS, i yea a 

Sensibly, adv. $k; judiciously, 14, @£75, WG, AF sentimental person, HiME A. WIZ 
4, 4475. | Sentimentalist, n. 8 (5 BE, MEH, ae ae 

Sensitive, a. 3 PRUE, Et jth A. 2 os Bh fy, 223 | Sentimentality, n. [F3E, fyi ZI. Le 
#7; the sensitive Re ik fe; asensitive | Sentinel, a. WA A, HAE, Wu. 
person, AL J; sensitive ae #7, fi) Sentry, n. A} A; to relieve a sentry, 7@HE; sta- 
r4L; & sensitive wound, # Alyy vw fe. | tioned, as a sentry, [ff A; sentries placed, as 

pa nuOne ss: n. BRL H. guards of honor, Ze, <7 Hh. 
Sensorial, a. efi, BV, TFs fy. “Sentry- box, n. gE, ha ge 
Sensorium, cen n. Geen of sense, Try Ap | | Sepal, n. S47}, ei He. 

fi. Separability, n. 343 DNWOE. 1] Z}0H8, FT MBE. 
Sensual, a. RE GN, AFG 19, FE 7, WE REAG. HE Separable, a. Zp4E 6, JPEN fF. REBATE. REG BA, 

Te ARK; 2 sensual person, rE fH % J, 1 Rk e REGNAT, APH. WBA. WY BAG. 
KN, REZ N, WGHE ME fh WRT. | Separate, v.t. Sp bil, BE BH Bs Bi, I} DN, DY, AP, 

Sensualism, n. f% 2% Ye, BELT, TiS i | Bie, JHE BH ibe bi [ik HY, [ik Ad, ie, AR, BAY, 
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Ay th, HB, Z, HE to separate, as a field, ps ‘Septic, Septical, a. “Having power to promote 
to separate by a wall, fe Re; to soot the 

good from the bad, Fp xg ji, (Gh) RE, APR 
#% ; to separate those within from those with- 
out, Bi BS Ay Ah; to separate entirely, Py itt ; 

{o separate, as two quarreling together, 4b 
$e, #ZE; to separate and go away, wile 3, Si 
J; to separate, in a good sense, Fe, AER; to 
separate from one another, ABE, AA pee 
separate them, 4p08 4] (, ENE BH, AVG oP 
Bu fly ; to separate the dregs, J:}4 ; to oa | oy? sy 

as husband and wife, Jef ER ; to withdraw, 

sR, #. 
Shuaeata, v. i. To part, BEB, #HIE; to cleave, Wk 

BH, GREE ; to cleave by tearing, 3 fy]. 

Separate, a. Separated from the rest, Ji, 55, 3}; 
to live separate, 54%; a separate spirit, 9; 
separate from, APE, Peas; disconnected, 74H 

3H ; to live in separate houses, 4p J 
Separated, pp. Disunited, EBA, 4} AIS. GBA T, 

YHbH, FAS ; separated, as friends, AE, ANE, 
AA HM) ; to be sep eparnted, WES, WS Hy, WS Bey, 
Ay Pie, $Me Vy, 3 AGE; separated by mountains 
and rivers, {Jf JI{ #4 fy; separated afar from 
each other, K#—77 ; long separated, Hl 75 

iit, WEA A, AR. Wid; the good shall be 
separated from the bad, 3 3% 4 §i); the liv- 
ing and dead are eternally separated, AE ZEA. 
=}.; entirely separated, [if #4; separated at 
death, AER, #148 ; separated from, Hi ye. 

Separately, adv. Sl, 55, PB, Fb. 

Separating, ppr. JB. BEBH. SRE. IBY. Ob. 
Hil % ; separating, as friends, (fF, AE, AABE; | 
decomposing, ise. | 

Separation, n. (Sh Z23f, NZS. BERN. A> | 
BH Zt; divorce, ff; the state of being sepa- | 

rate, AKG #, #1 He %. SG Rt & Be; chemical | 
analysis, Jp AX, AFF. | 

Separatism, n. FE#, BET. HE 2. | 

Separatist, n. WEG, MEM H. PREAH. 
Separator, n. Aphis, PUNE, WEB. 
Sepia, x. Cuttle-fish, which see ; sepia color, J&)%. 

Sepiment, n. s4f 6 

Sepoy, n. KRAVE 
Sept, n. Hf. 
Septangular, a. Ufqhs, BIZ. 
September, rn. PE IL IA, ZEILA- 
Septenary, a. &4, UP fy; septenary number, 

CML 
Septennial, a. Ei, 4 4f-— |e], SER. 

Septentrion, Septentrional, a. JEFF. 

fee. 

| Sepulture, n. EE 3E 2, 

— Sequester, v. ¢. Bt, PP PLZ, 

| Seraph, 

putrefaction, #e§ fj. 
Septifarious, a. if fiJ. 
Septinsular, a. (iA, KUHAS- 
Septuagenary, Septuagenarian, n. Cie, Be, 

Septuagint, n. EEEREEE ZL. LE. 
Septum, n. 3 pl. Septa. Piglet. 

Septuple, a. 4 f%. 
Sepulcher, Sepulchre, n. H{oi, Be, FAAS, HEE. 

his 44 HE, (see Grave); a recess in a sepulchre, 

HEM, HAYLE. 
Sequel, x. That which follows, #@3r, PA; con- 

sequence, RK. Ff, GAGA, HERR. GE, SEF 
close, IKE, SHE; consequence inferred, $% 4 

2 
Se quence, n. a#. TEB, TBE; order of sueces- 

sion, 6p, Fels : re ee {EIF, Bh :. 

FACE, PD ABE : 
to put aside, YF! FH ; to separate from other 

things, 4p ; to withdraw or retire, $&, WEDs. 

Sequester, v: 7. FfEBH- 
Sequestered, pp. or a. $7. $e 7 
 ; private, Fy. 

Sequestering, ppr. Ff, 4> hi FEZ 

Hi) ; secluding, Wy ik, Wy (HX. 
Sequestration, x. The act of taking a thing from 

parties contending for it, and entrusting it to 
an indifferent person, $f 17 JVHB; the act of 
the ordinary, disposing of the goods and chat- 
iels of one deceased, whose estate no one will 
meddle with, 3 ¥# ji 3£; the act of taking 
property from the owner for a time, till the 
rents, issues and profits satisfy a demand, #¥ 
it FERE ; the act of seizing the estate of a delin- 

quent for the use of the state, > ge3e, Pha hit 
yes state of being separated, 4) Bi), BREA. 

Sequestrator, n. Ft3EAF, PBe H. 
Se Huan n. The pa of a prince, 2, =, 

eee; the harem, py’. Ay. GIPY. OME I 
i ; a public house, 42 #8. 

n. Term used in the delegates’ version of 

the Old Testament, Mj Hi Bk, + SF IR mh, 1 SF 

KK fii. 

; separated, FP 

; separating, 7} 

| Seraphic, Serapbical, a. Angelic, FE PAY; pure, 
fit jf ; burning or inflamed with love or zeal, 

Hat, Tt 
Seraphine, Seraphina, n. tyg2. tht Wn. 

| Seraskier, n. A Turkish general, j§ i. 
Serenade, 2. 7% #8. 

Serenata, n. Aa Me, Ze ese. 
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Serene, a. Clear, fair and calm, If, WEA, AAS, 
ii; calm, unruffled, §f; still, ‘ngeR a serene 

serpent plan or order of battle, $& we fill. See 
Snake. 

night, jy in IY 2 7%, H) WZ; serene day, FEN¥, | Serpent-eater, n. RHE RA. 
KAW] te; a serene look, 4-34 f&, FEA, EYE | Serpentine, a. Winding like a serpent, iysiRE ; a 
ZE, mp Feie BE; a serene mind, HA 0 B, ID 

ZF 5a Fil ; most serene, FA; your serene high- | 
serpentine motion, yi 7 ®); to meander, gy 
Mt» BET s spiral, MARZ MK. 

ness, A] #. Serpentine, Serpentine-stone, n. 4%, 7h BA. 
i poeta adv. With unruffled temper, APR, Fx | Se 

meee n. ZEyth. Se 
Serenity, n. Calmness, peace, sat, 720, FIR, | Se 

SAAB AP. | Se 
Serf, n. ALE. Se 

Serfdom, n. Fy Au {%. | 
Serge, n. FLT. 
Sergeant, n. AbZ; in Hongkong, term used in 

the police, # HE ; a doctor of the civil law, j: 

fifi ; @ sergeant in a court, Je FF. 
Sergeant-at-arms, n. #7H 77% Fo, HEE. 
Sergeant-major, n. $e #4. 
Sergeantry, n. Bf 4 7 4ik. 
Serial, a. FRE AZ. 
Serials, n. pl. 4%; new serials, Jpak. 

Seriatim. In regular order, ARIZ, Jew, POH. 
Series, n. Order, ASP, RIS, S&F eR, ae FER, 

FREE, FF 3 a series of misfortune, jf HAH i 5 an | 
order in ‘natural history, 4, #f, i, pe, FH, 

AL; a series of years, /AE5~ ; a series of pleasant 
entertainments, —34{*% 4% ; a series of battles, 
i 47 ; the series in Se ae $e Be. 

Serio-comic, Serio-comical, a. 4F ie File & fry. Se 

Serious, a. Grave, fei re Me, TEAL, BS, AL 

eB HEM, Wihk; weighty, , 7708 HBL, SCBA ; 
a serious countenance, “in oss ee, Se WY ZY FH Sa 

serious affair, a3, CSE, Be 7 [3] Ze. 
Seriously, adv. Solemnly, iy 9%, iii SR: in an 

important degree, Hf, Zé}; seriously ill, af | 
is SE Je, ETE: seriously hurt, He (0 28 gy PE 

, He, D is |B. | 
Seriousness, n. fig, eliak, Baie, DUE, FEL 

DS, HEE ZG. 
Serissa feetida, n. jh IK ft. 
Sermon, 2. YS, wil, plla# ; to deliver a sermon, 

ria 4, nie 2, f8 34; a printed discourse, fit $4 
Ii] ; the sermon on the mount, {lj alll, [_E ae yl]. 

Serous, a. Thin, watery, fi.e; serous vessels, fff, 

IR. 
Serpent, n. RE, fe tH ;a serpent which has recently 

cast its skin, HWE; a large serpent, Bike, A 
We, HE; a poisonous serpent, FEM; a serpent 

rrate, Serrated, a. Hie ZI, Ay 3FZIE, Bsa 
serrated leaf, sf a git if ZIE- 
rrature, n. $F jg. 
rrulate, Serrulated, a. 49 i ZI. 
rum, n. fic. 

rvant, n. A male-servant, f¥{f, 3e(F, Hil A, 

IRIE, SF Fob a oI, HO, Be, Hk 
i, 7% A; a female Benrani i, oY Ie, i OK, 

Ok de, th FE, OM, ( 4c, BE de male and 
female servants, (4 ; a servant or minister, 
fi, iF, ‘i; a faithful servant, 4. Ba; sery- 
ants in a family, ROE 5 a gentleman’s servant, 
TRPE, Aji, * JEG; your servant,  ; a bond- 
servant, 4YG; the servant of the Lord, — :% 

(% ; a table servant, fF {F- ; a house-servant, 4% 
Jay ; your obedient servant, bf, As es ; servant- 
archers, {#4}; servant-archers and reporters 
to His Imperial Majesty, i 4 G $f; the 
servants, J.-F {!J; the servant of the servants 
of God, servus servorum Dei, 7 HE ZE 3 a 

servant of servants, a servant of the slaves, 
Z f€, HSS, IER ZE; to be a servant, 3 E; 
master and servant, =F fj. 

rve, vt. Be, NRE, WA, Be Re, EE A, 
to serve the state, {[; to be a slave to, # A 

AL; to be a servant, if BE ZIRE; to act, as the 
minister of, #Fa ; to attend at command, #8 
{di ; to serve at table, {fj , (HE; to serve out 
soup, -4%; to serve up tea, 448; to serve as 
food, LiF By, LI ; to serve, as a soldier, 
= = to serve one’s parents, Bf 4? fi: ; that 
serves to nothing, ~> fy UF 4x6 FAA; it will serve 

our turn, JF& ph {yg ik, i WH; the wind serves, 
jal, 27 Gk; as the occasion serves, 47 HE @ ; to 
serve an end or object, #5 Bt, 44 JA, & JA ; to serve 
one’s own end, FJ, ; when time serves, & Ae; 

to serve one’s time, {fE7H1U)((); to serve the 
time, {52 fr, Far ; to serve in rotation, H(A) 
ie JF, HAZE, LEE; to serve one’s master, IRAE 
Av=; to serve a piece, HIM; to serve the 
ladies, KA J; to serve an office, S78} ; to 

serve a writ of attachment, $f; to serve a 
warrant, fi Aes JX); to serve mammon, Fd 

knows its own VCS, he £5 i%; the long | * “The great dog,” a vulgar term. 
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me so? {ik tz li # fF TRUE. fig Te AIL ; to 
serve one a trick, HE 36 J; to serve one for 

dinner, % @AKE ; eS tent serves for a dwell- | 
ing, LE SBE Jie; to serve one ungratefully, | Sesquicyanid, 
#2 (4 BL; to serve up, to present in a dish, Hs 5 
to serve out, to distribute in portions, je, tL; 

to serve out rations, Hif—; to aid, HHH : to 

benefit, # 
Serve, v.7. Hf; to be a servant, ASF. Hy Mil 

AK; to bea a slave, =f; to suit, mi, fii; to 

be sufficient, {% JA, f% (li ; to officiate or minis- 
ter, Hf; to serve constantly, feHE; to serve 
with diligence, slit {if 7.4 ; to serve a Pale? | 

HE. 
Served, pp. 37, HRB; levied, Hj. 
Service, n. Labor of hody, {£2., Jf; public serv- 

ice, ({1:, 4 i, BE ZB; to render a service, ft 

38; 1am at your service, [ff gy SE He, 2% ne 
oe, WK fiz ; give my services to him, Fe) fe (1 

service of danger, [gt3f; sea service, #f oki 

AN, LAW 4G He, NE A Ab; why do. you serve | Sesqui, n. One anda half, — PE, B. 
| Sesquialter ,n. BETTE 

(957) SET 

| Se 
1%. 

ssquicarbonate, n. Ziyi. 
Sesquichlorid, n. Z2¢h ha. 

Se 

Se 

| Se 
| 

| 
| 

to have seen service, #2 Wik ff, 48% jf fifi; to be | 
out of service, SEF} ; to dismiss from service, 2 Dewy 

HORE, BYE; to dismiss, as a soldier, fF; home 

service, 7p AS EU {, ZEAS EY {LE ; foreign service, 

5 Ss ff, Ze wR AL: ; divine service, HEjg, FF 
the eee of God, 3t_b 7; a tea sery- | Li 5 

ice, — fil] 28H; a dinner, service, — ji] K&S 
88 A; will do good service, 1 fil. 

Serviceable, a. Useful, 455, 4 ti, Aa, GIA, 
JH ; capable for military duty, By ; Bee, 

Serviceableness, 2. 4 A 5 (HG. 
Servile, a. Cringing, Yayh, 5 Syhh Gi, IR, 

As mean, Sp, He, MEMES | 
BEL W, SW, AS AR, Se IE if; servile flattery, 

SMR, WRAL, * WCE. * 
Servilely, adv. Slavishly, G1), Sui 25m, Sat 

mae, 

awning, 

Servileness, Servility, ». BU, Jiigq, SUG ZE ; | 
baseness, Bip. 

Serving, ppr. Bf, ARYL, FH HE; serving the state, | 

f£ ; 
purpose, 4 fli, 4 JH. 

Servitor, n. An attendant, f#{F-, TEPE. 
Servitude, n. BMZH, Be ZI fr; bondage, 
FEL 5 the state of a aie Rie Bi, = ‘AE, 

WENA. 
Sesame, Sesamum, n. 7% 
FW, HE; sesamum oil, black and white, 44 
A diel; sesamum soy, 7% jf. 

* Vulgar, but not unfrequent. 

serving a prince, 3 Z ; serving one’s 

Tiles Wh We 88 We. WEAK, 

Se 

Session, n. 

Set. 

Rea 
tan * n. DaPE eL 

TD iy, 

Eells pita fie. 

squiodid, 2. 

squisulphid, n. 
squitone, n. 

| Sesquioxyd, n. Z2Fg 
ssile, a. AB AY. 

The sitting of a court, 4%; the 
session of a council, 43%; the session of parlia- 

ment, SAE LIE 
Walba pret. and pp. set. To put or place, 4%, 

He, Wh, 22, Hie, tz, FT ; to set by the com- 
pass, “AE In) “EFA In] ; to set about, P=, RF, 

JE SE, it H, dt 9A. BY, ML; to set one’s 
self against, 3]A, Hicte, 3; to set against, 
to set in comparison, Iie ; to set against, as 
in betting, JAR, JAM iRNR; to set apart, 7 
45 EA, BE HH EE, 7) 45 HEIN; territory set 

apart for site, support of grandees, an ancient 
usage, GeA; to set aside, to drop for the pre- 
sent, $F We ih, wii TE A aii; to set aside, to 
reject, FE, FH e, TA, Jes =po, YA TEE ; to set aside, 

to aa asa ie cision or verdict, J ; to set aside 
orders, 4z fy; to set aside out of, #) H} ; to set 
agoing, Hk4z, FLAP BH ; to set by, to set apart 
or on one side, FEIT, FW, GRIT, UTE; to set 
by, to reject, 3&, Jz¥e, FEah ; to set by, to es- 
teem, 4%; to set by, to value, HH ; to set 

to set before your eyes, 
to place upon the 

before, We Hi, 1: Hi ; 
Te (RARE; to set down, 

ground, $78, HT, WT. aT, He, ET, 
4 %¢, WeFE; to enter in writing, Bis, BP, 
Ef£ ; to set down, to register, ad, ab ZR; to 

set down, to explain or relate in writing, fifi 
Rt, (HER, GAL. FLFR; to set down, to fix, 3 ; 
to set down, to establish, vf, #3; to set the price 
down at, 72 {4 {* ; to set forth, to manifest, 2A 
WY) ae DN ss ; to set forth, to publish, THEW 

fE., eg ff, Gf hi ; to set forth one’s patience, By 
HJ) Zitif; to set forth a book, H} Ap #; to set forth 
a fleet, $—#} fi ; to set forth one’s Dass it 
3, AA ae ; to set fant one’s self, fj aS ae A S788 
to set forth, to prepare and send, ffijez 3 to set 
forth one’s merits, BRALI, FIT, ‘eel A, 
{i lk Dy; to set forth one’s wrong, fifi TH. ¥% ; 
set forth an order, #4}; to set forth a ae 
Hie}, Has, 2c jst; to set forth the duties, Ut 
If ; to set forward, to advance or promote, Hf ; 
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to move on, [aj Ay; to set in, to put in the way | 
of doing, iia, 4754, #7 PA ; to set off, to adorn, | 
(S, Efi. (EET, FT. HERA ; to set off, to eulogize, | 
i 3, Bhi ; to set off one’s charms, ¥¥ ff, 4 
eal lh ; to set off, to place against, as an 
equivalent, #6 ; to assign for a particular pur- 
pose, TE AGALJA; to set off a discourse, fi, 
fifi HE; to set on or upon, to incite, PEs, we 
4%, ABW ; to set on, to animate to action, HERE, 

We fay ; to set on, to assault or attack, Ye; to be 
set upon by pirates, PeIbK4y, PRIDE ; to be set 

upon, to employ, JH, fi; what will you set us 

on ? (pABiAE (EAR URI, HEB MAR GIG 5 to 
set on petition, f@—;RE-F ; to set the mind 
on, 4E ER, SLE WL, Blot; to set out, to as- | 
sign, £2, E(B, UE. Ye; to set out, to mark | 
by boundaries, 4p ¥t, (JE BR; to set out, to pub- 
lish, #If; to set out, to embellish, as with jewels, 

&@, fifi; to set out on a journey, {@ 8, gUTE | 
HLF; to set out, to show, FFAV; to set ont, | 
to display, PEI; to set out, to recommend, Hk 
j# ; to set out, to state at large, Hf, fifi; to set | 

any one out, #3é A, HEA; to set out a meal, | 
BEBE, FLAG; to set out rice shoots, ARAN. FM; | 
to set out, as plants, 4&#{; to set up, to erect, | 
RR, RIL, Bop, EX, fil; to set up a flag, FR | 
We ; to set up, to institute, si, ae. Wee, aE, 

YE, Ti, fF; to set up, to raise, $2; toset upa 
door, #PY ; to set up a door frame, 2 f'§ 48 ; to | 
set upa sign, #¢ Hz, Fy; to set up a candle, 
dy ; to set up a new shop, hy ARs; to set up 

acry, Al; to set up a laugh, ju ; to set | 
any one up, 4a J\; to set one up again, Pe 
HUA, 7 MLL; to set up an affair, fe fUSF ; to | 

set on shore, [4 ; to set on fire when there’s 
a fair wind, #€}plst4e ; to set food before any 
one, #24; to set a page, +h—fX; to set one’s 
hand to a thing, J#=F, fUSF ; to set or put to 
paper, f4 4%, [ GE; to set a fine on any one, Zi 
A; to set one’s hope in God, Fei Ea, DE 
#545"; I set my hope in God. RY Bhat 
#4, ; toset a great value on, [}{BAS SE, TEE Z 5 
to set a dog at any one, [Hk fy Fp JV; to set | 
the mind at rest, Hot; to set at liberty, FF 
ft ; to set together, AHL; cannot set one foot 
before another, — {& RIM fH 79 i, — TE A qe sR; 

{o set a seal upon a document, ZF], £PFN; 

well set, 3[E ft ; to set a time, Pftil] ; set hours, 

NK; a set resolution, we 7E-E TZ; to set on 
fire, FAK, IK; to set a step, F7—-2E; to set 

in onder, HEF, HEAR, SED. UES itt, RF, BES 

to set in a row, 4 Kl), HER, BY BH, Kl Fz; to set 
at variance, I, BIZ; to set at naught, to un- 
dervalne, fif[S; to set at naught, to despise, 
Ww ; to set the eyes on, “EAR, FEE ; to set 
the teeth on edge, oF ij, Big, SF; to 
set an example, sp #2 # ; to set, as an example, 

FE IY AE > to set an example to posterity, 
ih f% J; to set a thing on foot, #&3F; to set 
open, bi] ; to set agoing, Hk Bh, We FF, Bewh, MM 
Be; to set at defiance, ec FH, ti, ii; to set 
right, to set to rights, #4}, 74, TE, FEIEMP, 
HEB ; to set right, to correct, Ey; to set 

45 Pik wrong, fH 775%, AL, 47 al ; to set at ease, B, K 
it, tig; to set to music, F5sey]; to set a 
bone, RB, 42a. HER; to set to advantage, #8 

3 A Wh, LE EAE, 8 TES, OR AG BD; to set 
to sale, #2 ¥F ; to set a razor, FEA JJ; to set 
tools, EAI) # AL; to set a piece of ordnance, Fy 
Ji; to set nets, AHA; to set a watch, Wee HE 

FAS, UIE; to set sail, BY A, BADE, ABW ; to 
set a table, $j fe, EGS ; not well set, me wikaes ; 
to set one’s self to, FA iS, Hijy; to set with 
jewels, #8 K ; to set the world in a blaze, 4>7E 
T iia, PH RERP ; to set on his right and 
left, (34 2 F773; to set one’s affections on, yf 

Set, v.7. To go down, as the sun, &; the sun 
sets, AJA; to set to sea, HiAE; to set ont on a 

journey, {UE ; to set about, JR; to set ina 
certain direction, 7 [nJ, #7 In, Ze; to set off, 
iif, A; to set up, as a craftsman or trader, fff, 
ij; to set up for a merchant, BRSHEA, BH ok fiz 

Set, pp.ora. fa J, RS, Hes. 
Set, ». A uumber or collection of things of the 

same kind and of similar forin, as :—a set of 

instruments, —-7ql] #2; a set of books, —fF#; 
a set of boxes, — #847 ; a set of plate, — Fl) AK 
de (42 Me); a set of buttons, —jil) Zk; a set of 

men, —HE J. 
Set-down, n. fe Fe. 
Set-off, n. Fale. fn Be. 

Set-speech, n. HAE, HE SR AZAR. 
Setaceous, a, Bristly, B2f”j; bristle-shaped, #4] 
Setaria, n. See Millet. ; LA. 

Seton, n. fill, FIRE HE. 
Setose, Setous, a. Bristly, £417. 

Settee, n. PE, Ak, BENK, B ATHk. 
Setter, n. One who sets, as:—a setter-on, RIE ; 

a thief’s setter, #4 DE RH f@ ; a setter of musie, 

#5 EST. 
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Setting, ppr. Placing, 7%, #, q&, We; the setting 

sun, ASH PH, ADEE AK, IX, Od tet, EE. 
Settle, v. ¢. , 47 ; to settle an account, 7B, 

£% []; to settle the reading, sPaJ, FFE; to 

settle an affair, Sc3f, Det, Bit, WSF; to 
settle the price, (£fA, HER; to settle by | 

ye, Weel R ; to | deliberation, HEE, HE, 
settle the value of a coin, io F¥{¥ ; to settle a 
person, #E jf; to settle a son, 4 is 7AK-F; to | 

settle a daughter in marriage, #eA, Hirt ; to 
settle by guessing or estimating, ff 7; to 
settle a quarrel, Kj 4t, 4, dE; to settle 
difficulties and quarrels, HE #4 {7% #3}; to settle 

the disturbances, #981, ZERL, ZEAL; to settle | 
a dispute, JE %# ; to settle a pension on any one, 

ie RE 4 Hl tt J; to settle one’s estate on any 

one, 3 32 il J, LASSE e J; to settle one’s | 
concerns, $)72ASyF ; to settle one’s mind, 

i}; to settle the wine, A FS, B75 ; to settle | 

EAE HH; to settle with in- | the wavering, 
habitants, 22 jf JVB. 

Settle, v. 7. To fall to the bottom of liquor, #7, 

SEMI, JERE; to settle ata place, JAF#, BE, 
jHE; the weather settles, Rafe; the wall 

settles, PEAR YX. 
Settled, pp. or a. Established, +738; placed, & 

a, BET ; fixed, WS ; determined, Wey, | 
i J; adjusted, #E 77 ; settled, as an account, 
ie, #87; settled, asanafair, 567, LT, 

RST AES, BET, WR: 
#42; Ido not know where he has gone to (lit. 
settled down), A Al fay 4 YF; a settled abode, 

fe {f ; settled in an office, ENR, Fei; settled 
countenance, IEF fa; settled purpose, "ej; after 

the affair was settled, Jr 2%%, ek ZK. 
Settlement, n. Place of residence, town, colony, 

&e., Ji, JAGA; a new settlement, HJ, it iA 
PE; the settlement of an affair, 37%, FEZ 
4272; the settlement of matter to the bottom, 
Wy 7 Bis ; the settlement of money ona person, 
He SR VSESE, Ge A Hd EAL; to make a settle- 
ment upon one, ji #1 3EGE ; bill of settlement, 
BH, ja, Ea fF ; settlement of accounts, 

is 84; pacification, #1 %. 
Settler, n. BAIR 4. 
Settling, ppr. Placing, #, jf; fixing, 7 ; estab- 

lishing, sf, #¢; adjusting, HE ; 
ordaining, Feit ; subsiding, #5 jay, BH. 

Settlings, n. pl. Dregs, jf, 2, RA. 

Seven, a. (; tlie seven passions, [if ; the seven 

secure, FH, | 

planting, ff; 

reoulators, iby ; the seven senses, 4% ; seven 
sisters, Eiri. 

| Sevenfold, a. (i. 
| Seventeen, a. ---. 
Seventeenth, a. #--{. 
Seventh, a. #}44; the seventh day of the first moon, 

J. A; the seventh day of a moon, #4; seventh 

moon, 93 fli]; to attend to the funeral rites on 
every seventh day, fff; the seventh day of 
the 7th month, 4. 

| Seventy, a. +f. 
Sever, v. #. To separate by cutting, Bi, A, 

iy Gf, B) 3s; to sever by rending, 3 ff; to 
disjoin, ApH, BEB, IEG, fA BA; to sever the 
head at one blow, — JJ sti fj 91; to sever at a 
blow, — JJ Wj @f,—-JJ Wy ; to sever friendship, 
44 28, “fi) Be ; to sever people limb from limb, 
ok PRA FE ; to sever a limb, Bip RR. 

Several, a. #8, * 8, #& Ae, FEMA, BE; several 

times, $22, Bek, HED, MEHs, Mle] ; several 
men, #€74+J\, BA; several articles, #8 ff, 7 

| FEE; several days, $%H; several tens, &-F, 
46 4-; several myriads, # 4%, #60% ; to attend 
to several duties at once, Feit, Bei; several 
armies, #4’ ; in several places, #2; single, 

| 4%; separate, HJ; distinct, 5. 

| Severally, adv. Each in particular, 8%, $A, 

fc A, B—, ——, Be, 4eag, $B; severally 
considered, FX ¥k; severally equal, 4 R4ABAE. 

Severe, a. Rigid, strict, ke, fe/E, feet, Be, he 

wT, Hae, JES, Fi, WYK; a severe teacher, ing 
fill; a severe judge, fie AF fii; a severe cold, fre 
Se, ie Wi, Bi]; a severe order, fix 4} ; a severe 
look, fee Jil, fk <2 9H; a severe style, HH; 
severe words, 77, #38, fg @e ; severe punish- 

ment, Jf, HiT, fie al ; Severe chastisement, 
V4), WG; severe government, RIC, FERC; 

a severe injury, (5/9 AN, G(s, (BE, BEA ; 
severe hunger, --4) Hii, Be BH, aig Be 
}&, HELE; severe prohibitions, 4%; a severe 

test, fgg; Severe and rigid, \j3 My ; too severe, 
Rese, RETA YA, jhe; lenient towards one’s 
self and severe towards others, @ V1 GA) LI 

ALA, TIT CRITE A. 
Severed, pp. Severed with a sharp instrument, 
Es, Wy iis ; severed by tearing, 3 BAIA: 
disjointed, 4>BAi&, BEBA S- 

* As a numeral, it is always followed by a classifier. 

+ See p. 1. 

{ All the classifiers mentioned p. 1 may be used for each 
| kind it represents in the sense of severally. 
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Sororelga adv. oe ASE, Te, 

BEB, ABE, 
Se hers #: 
cold, fy SE ; 

FT 5 8G. 
Severity, n. ie 4, fe lt, 2 PY, Fil SE; extreme 

coldness or inclemeney, 7#¢ iJ, [3 #i]; cruel 

treatment, #74; strictness, fxg BX; instant 

severity, as exhibited by new officers, PF Fy a ; 

stern severity, kl ; 100 great severity, fre (4 

a, bk $I DET, Khe. 
Sew, v.t. #f, 8, ii Hk, ia. KE, ME. ih, 2 Nig? RE; 

to sew clothes, eure HE AEH, HEAE; to sew 

together, agit, 1s JH, HEM, HEME, PEID ; to 
sew up, fF; to sew again, Pk fj; to sew furs 
together, PEIP ye ai, Af. 

Sew, v.72. To practice sewing, i, #8. 

Sewed, pp. #87, iid, PEI. 
Sewer, n. AFA, BEE, DAE, EAR. 
Sewing, ppr. or a. #€, Pk, Wk ; a sewing cushion, 

#¥ fk; sewing desk, ## FE; sewing needle, FF 

. §f;a sewing machine, ##fR. 
Sex, n. #i; the female sex, AH, Ari#i ; the male 

sex, AAG, BRE; that character by which an 
animal is male or female, BAZ. 

Sexagenarian, n. 4, TH, AA ZA. 

Sexagenary, @. AFG, NPE Bell 
ary cycle, 4EAY--. 

Sexagesimal, a. Sixtieth, $%7\-+- fj; pertaining 
to the number sixty, 7\-- ij. 

Sexangled, Sexangular, a. 7\ fq fig. 
Sexennial, a. 74238, AVE (Ig. 
Sexless, a. 4B Ar, ji. 

Sextant, n. HOKU, JEJE. 
Sexton, n. fae wi. 
Sextuple, a. 7% fi. 
Sexual, a. #9, BA Hi fy, FE BH fy ; the sexual 

system, #4 jJ:, EP Zi ; sexual desires, [i #K, 

Sexually, adv. WM, URAZI. (BAZ. 
Shabbily, adv. Raggedly, fj; meanly, gbbiG, He 
BAAD SS ; nigeardl y, THE, Bhp; Pee dressed, 
i fa KK YE HEY; to treat one shabbily, FRR 

A, We EA, fH OS, Ho) AR A. 
Shabbiness, ie Rageedness, Jf], @i7z ; meanness, 

Ebi riers BDNF 5 La saene ii 
Shabby, a. Ragged, # i eH i, HE #, (He; worn 

to rags, SBE (GIy, ENE, a HE; paltry, iv mean, 
Ebb, SUG, Nope; shabby doings, Of IIS WE 4 

eR Is fice 50 Hd 5 

; to punish severely, fea Si) TP HE 
Sunes strict, fe J& ; severely 

to strike one seroroly, Fy GA, 

sexagen- 

8, HOULAGAB ; shabby dress, foes KRY J 
EAE; a shabby fellow, PA, Eb, [Ek 

Ke, HBL K- 

Shack, n. #if%; to be at shack, WT AS, WET HA. 
Shackle, v. ¢. To chain, to fetter, #4 )\, #8 HH. 
Shackle, n. FEE, Bis. St, fe; that which ob- 

structs or embarrasses free action, hs 

Shackled, pp. #% tT RET, Bt TEE 
Hii; embarrassed, 4 = 4 Mil, =, LER See 
Fettered. 

Shad, n. Clupea, =, fili@. 

Shaddock, n. Citrus decumana, HF, KER, AC 

He, ASAHI. 
Shade, n. A shadow, # ba 2%, 0# WE 3 darkness, 

obscurity, P, Je, PS, HE; to dry in the shade, 
PERE; to sit in a ‘shade, Al Pe, JE AK ; the 
shade of a tree, }tf2; a lamp-shade, #F FE ; a 

glass-shade, HkHH RR ; light and shade, EPR; 
the soul, after its separation from the body, 
52, ip; the shades of slain patriots, fl ¥&; 
shade, a slight difference, —fyj ; a shade differ- 

ence, Ri, (47% Ta, fA + a large tree 
gives good shade, if A 3 FE; to be in the 
shade MRE cts, Ee ; pa ee JERK; a shade 
for Her Majesty’s carriage, 4A, KAZ. 

Shade, v. ¢. To shelter, ME, aE, Fit, We, VERS, 

aii , WEIE, VEE, =, Ft Sh ite, VES, res, SE, 

ig. to protect, NE, VERK, WETS, TRUE, WERE. 
Shaded, pp. or a. JE(EIB, TERE, EET. 
Shades, n. pl. PFE]. 
Shadiness, n. 7 fE. 

Shading, ee SEE, Bi, UBT, VE ie. 
Shadow, n. #2; shadow and substance, jee; 

the shadow of the sun, 9 #2; the shadow of a 
dial, J 22; the shadow of {nines Hy 22, Pah ; 
double shadow, wf #2; to sit in ‘the shadow, #£ 
es, WE Pe4k, 4B REP ; to catch a shadow, a 
yain pursuit, ae to observe the shadow, ij 
#2; darkness, (2; Bie Fl BS, J #4; under 
the shadow of, SE WE, St WE wi, PK UE BA; the 
shadow of a dream, #482; shadow of death, 
AL "2; as the shadow follows the substance, 
so does the reward follow good and evil, 36 3& 

Ziti WRU. 
Shadow, wv. t. pS STE TE PERE, VERE 
Shadowing, ppr. PEt, WERE, #2 Z.. 

Shadowless, a. Sr Be 
Shadowy, a. , fF; a shadowy place, FEB; 

typical, 7H2efry; unreal, ¥J; a shadowy ap- 
pearance, $, Wea, WRIA. 

Shady, a. BB, f&, WEPE;a shady place, PeyB; a 
shady walk, 2 ff; shady and cool, & wf; 
shady groves , ee; the shady side (of the 
street), PEx% 
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AoE pore Shaft, n. & ; the shaft of an arrow, #4, HPS, | 
47, @; the shaft of a carriage, Hi#L; the | 
shaft of a column, #{4; the shaft of a hal- | 
berd, kW, MH]; the shaft of a chimney, {]3ih | 
J£; the shaft of a mine, Ff]; the shaft of a | 

steeple, $$ JA; the shaft ofa quill, 6.4, 7 
§ ; to sink a shalt, PRX. 

Shag, n. #13, Hie; shag-haired, #p7e fy; a. 

kind of plush, #RHEA, THK. 
Shaggy, Shagged, a. fii, G20, 32, 36, #4 

AVS 5 a shaggy dog, Hil Gq An), JE, WE, IG An), = | 

2 | Shallow, n. 7K, UHR. 
Shagreen, n. j¥ %; shagreen sand-paper, 7 fq | 

Be. Shah, n. pk Hi PY =E ZAR. 
Shake, v.t.; pret. shook; pp. shaken. #h, He, %, | 

wh, HE, HE, HEB). AE, Ol, FM PK HK, 1 
gz, $2, Hi; to shake the head, # 9A, 7 BA, (iy, 
HAgA; to shake clean, #Hz 4; to shake hands, 
Pe, HF, Jes, Ha, HAF; to shake hands 
and part, Je ff jl] ; to shake the dress, Hex ; 
to shake the earth, 72}; do not shake the 

table, PkaE#E ; to shake up, #A¥% ; to shake off, 
Puy, FE; to shake a wall, desi; you cannot | 
shake him, (4 fie ffs i) {H; to shake the corners | 
of a mat, #R HE FH ; to shake off the dust, FAA 
BE ; shake it off, J4FH {2 ; to shake one’s hands 
of a thing, qK=; to shake violently, #4; to 
shake, as a rattle, #¥; to shake off water, #A 
IK, eK IK, JH; to shake the rice in washing, 
UK ; to shake the arms, #% F, 4] F ; to shake 

backwards and forwards, 2£ Wij. 
Shake, v. 7. To be agitated, #2 Hi); the earth | 

shakes, Ji #2; to shake with fear, BK], EY, 
FEBS, FEHR, REE ink; the head shakes, page, 

Shake, n. —%2, —igk, —pPk, —H%; a fissure, — 
HE; every shake, 7y-Jiz. 

Shakedown, n. iif 2k py; to give one a shake- 
down, {8 = AJB. 

Shaken, pp. or a. $i, HEY. HET, HEB. 
Shaker, n. Fg, SEM, FEW YE; shakers, (£32 

Hh RE. 
Shaking, ppr. $k, He, HE, %£; trembling, Hy, 

#% ®) ; shaking, as with fear, iy iE. 

Shaky, a. AS, SBME. 
Shakyamuni, n. Fein Je. 
Shall, v. @., verb auxiliary ; pret. should. Sign of 

the future tense, }¥, wh, $$3i¢, #2, HE; I shall 
@0, FE AFF: ; he shall receive, {54 #4 ; you shall 
receive, {fs #3 he shall be hanged, 45 Ah 

oo? BEE AVE, etl A 5 shall you go? tp 
EMG, HME; you shall do it, (Rtz fk 

1B, Wh (E% ; he says, that he shall leave to- 
morrow, {Hai BAA HK, te seAH AE. 

Shale, n. 47%. 

Shallow, a. 7, #8, #E; shallow water, 77K, #4; 
very shallow, #78, £¥E; deep and shallow, 
Peis; shallow learning, 7 -St, Fl we; a 
superficial or shallow scholar, 7 Jr 7% #E; a 
shallow sound, 323% ; his fears are shallow, {B 

hie. 7 - 

Shallow-brained, a. Empty-headed, 78 i % J, 

Sn LID. 
Shallowness, ». 7; emptiness, ff. 

Sham, v. 2. (e(E, ZE(E, FB. CER. 
Sham, a. (#, fe ff;a sham fight, GEFs, HEFT; 
asham name, A %;a sham excuse, pEHER, 

(Rafe 
Sham, v.¢. To cheat, ME, H2(E, TiS, PER ; to 

sham sickness, (£45 3pj, i239 5 tosham poverty, 

nf By 
Shaman, n. AR, 7H AK; a priest, PPY; a follower 

of shamanism, (fag Zr#4- 
Shamanism, n. HH (?). 
Shamble, v. 7. 385 fi. 
Shambles, n. pl. py it, #7, Wi, Py2B ; 2 niche 

for the reception of the ore, 7fZE. 
Shambling, ppr. or a. $y Ht. 
Shame, v. t. 4p A 321%, i A 2EM-. 
Shame, v. 7. To be ashamed, Fi 3, ze, La, 

TADS, rae, HE, HEA. 
Shame, TN. wat, a te, i EB, Ni NB, hit, az, 
td, MEI, MEIE, ii, Wa; the sense of shame, 
38 FED ; to have a sense of shame, Fa, iit 
2, AEN; hide it for shame, FIP BE: 

no shame, SE%Jig, UE, Aaa ; covered 
with shame, jj i 0%, iT Wf, Sees to 
put to shame, 4p 51 22 Wi; for shame! M& ; to 
bring shame upon one’s self, #452, Bec; to 
bring shame upon others, FREE A, 7RaE A; I 
feel shame for my stupidity, 4% ie >. 

Shamed, pp. 4p 35, 4 Mt. 
Shamefaced, a. (AMRAS, THA Ay, HE, BAA, ih 

SE, pk. 
Shamefacedly, adv. 2) 321%, LIZ It. 
Shamefacedness, n. 32%, 2218, fy lH. 
Shameful, a. B)3%, By, Be, BEG, EAS. IR 
Fi ivy, Ay 3% fs, 4H Be frp; a shameful aflair, BR 

St, We 2, Plas ee, Bev IR. 
$H; shall I go? HEMI ME, Ze Ik—A: Hj shall he | Shamefully, adv. Wz, BY FL 3 Pe, BW; to act 

5 Q 
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shamefully + HY 2, FE fF ; to treat shamefully, 

fp APY He 
Shameless, a. HED, 486 Ti, BEREIG, BENG, EE 

eH, Je si, Wk; a chanel ess fellow, S05 7€, 
JEL EAE A ; indecent, 75 tL BE. 

Shamelessly, adv. S]%, ME2E Vt. 
Shamelessness, n. ait, AM. 
Shaming, ppr. 4p2, BH. 
Shammy, n. See Chamois. 
Shamo, n. The desert of Shamo, p47 yeh, Hay. 

Shampoo, Champoo, v. t. To shampoo, as the head, 
ik, GE, Yt; to shampoo the head, #KUA, BERE. 

Shampooing, ppr i, WE. 
Shamrock, n. 
Shank, n. The giankc of the lee, JRE, fis, Fr; the 

shaft of an anchor, $f & ; the shank of a key, 

BH ds Hy 
the shank of a chimney, %]}fit. 

Shanker, Chanere, n. Sf BETy HR. 
Shansi, n. A Chinese provinee, |] Pa, 2%. 
Shantung, n. A Chinese province, |[#t, ZEB. 

Shanty, n. Hd, #. 
Shape, n. JZ, %, JA; external appearance, 4h 

hl, SIE, FE, WR, HERE; the shape of a thing, 
HA Te, WZik ; the shape of a man, A JE, 
A 4%; the shape of fruit, HAIB, Wir #8; to 
come to some shape, JXJ[% ; the original shape 
appeared, Jit JZ tli Hi, PEt} ATE ; the shape of 
an answer, 47s. 

Shape, v.t.; pret. shaped ; pp. shaped, shapen. 

{fz JE, TE #, {E JE AK, He Zs Ie %; He Z ; to 

mold, 3 {% ; to regulate, JE iil, wiz ; to shape 
one’s course towards a place, fry BE ge Fy, pags 

bei. 
Shaped, Shapen, pp. JZ, IZA HF, 4h9t ; well- 

shaped, 32J2, 24k, SIZ; ill-shaped, MRI. 

Shapeless, a. 1 JE, MEI REF, BME, SOE 
HEE, A ft a) xt: 

Shapely, a. Well formed, 32), aA, Eat. 
Shaping, ppr. BAZ, (BP, {FIE, fE REF. 
Shard, x. Shard of an egg, 

the wing of a beetle, sf FB. 
Share, n. Zp, UP, Zh, MK, WEP; a share in a 

company, Ji<¢4p, Wf; a share in a business, 
—JIKAE FE ; ten shares, +- JH; to divide into 

three shares, F}4§ =}/¥; to buy a share, = 
Wz; to allot each his share, Rj 4p, Hw 
Wiz; to get a share, 47 —4J} ; each got his i 
45-5 Uj to go shares, dEF}, bia) QUE Ip to 

have a share in, #74, FpJEZ}; for my share, 
BIPM, BAR : the share of a plough, Fee | 

HPs ; the had of 

the shank of a tobacco pipe, Hq iy ; 

AS 

$e; how m many y shares have you ? rtf SME 
FPe ; to distribute shares, Wp I}. 

Share, v.t. To part among two or more, J}; to 
share with, 74}, [i¢, JESE; to share one’s 
joy, [a] 4%; to share one’s sorrow, [ji], Zp 3 ; 
to share | benefits, Zp 2, ZpE ; to apportion, je 

F} ; to share equi Bt, Ly ap, APE. | HE. 
Shared, pp. #§j&7}, AE5¢; shared one’s joy, [rj 

| SHaroliolden: n. ANB, AB, ANA B- 
Sharer, n. 43 7p 4- 

Sharing, ppr. fs}, fe 7b; Sharing in, fnjzz, Je 
Shark, n. A common shark, Payee ias, AA, 

fib; another species, B 2 #¥ ; another species, 
EDA ; cestracion zebra, Sy bly ; rhinoba- 

tus, REBAR ; the hammer-headed shark, sphyr- 
na zygena, AFNRH ; shark’s fins, ¥ 3H; 
white shark’s fins, & ff,44 ; black shark’s fine, 
2.4448; shark’s skin, used for shagreen, 4 
J&; a greedy, artful fellow, BAF IPE AN. 

Shark, v. 7. (oJ bk, ir #8. JI. 
Sharp, a. Sharp, as an edge, #iJ, €, Ye, F], HH, Z, 

$#; a sharp point, 424i], Yese, Ye PE; sharp, as 
a pencil, $f, £4; clever, 4oAiy, (PfA), HiFi; a 
sharp, clever person, Jit FPPEN, 2A ZN, Fl 

2%; a very sharp razor, ApH JJ; a 
sharp sword, Fi i], FJ; a sharp edge, fe 1, Fi 

_ fq; sharp blade, A) (GE) IY, ZHNFEY ‘sharp tools, 
Fi Zz ; a sharp, bitter taste, Hak, 78 lee 

a sharp pain, $j 4nJJ Hi], Yj; a sharp cold, 
Ay 5 fa; a sharp winter, fe; a sharp, cold 
wind, ig; a sharp wind, ij }il; a sharp 
sight, Fifi; a sharp appetite, fi 4 Fl =, 
ae a sharp law, fig¥:; a sharp reproof, }¥ 
af, har, 77a; to be sharp upon (with) one, 

Hr lik fF K, Pehit lise A. FERAL T 5 3 a4 shar p con- 
test, HEWK, Fi, Jy ik; to look sharp, #§, BE; 
sharp aM antl et; sharp words, 74s, 
ds%; sharp wit, #€%4%; sharp in replying, 
SO, FO, tH; a sharp desire, HE Rh, HEF 
ARs a a sharp attack, ue hard, #; lean, Ja; 
a sharp visage, Ju Ze; a sharp sound, if 
Re; keen, YAH; ingenious, JETy ; acid, i; 
cutting, iJ; sarcastic, sf); harsh, ¥%) PRE; 
fierce, #£ ; ardent, #8., Sty; a sharp angle, 
445 ff] ; he's stupid enough when he gets, but 
sharp when he pays out, 48 A U2 4@ Hi. 

Sharp, n. (+) BEF. 

| Sharp-edged, a. # . 
Sharp-pointed, a. 4o#t, i, HEP, FE, AE; very 

sharp-pointed, 427% ji; a sharp-pointed weapon, 

Sharp-set, a. 4M, BE, BR. [se . 
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Sharp-shooter, n. #EE8=. 
Sharp-sighted, a, Having acute sight, 4 ARIE ; 

having acute understanding, Hany. 
Sharp-witted, a. Se. 
Sharpen, v.t. To make sharp, BEAi], BER, BEBE, 

HE, yi]; to sbarpen a knife, BEAIJ), HE; to 
shar pen tools, fee Fl) 7 A FL; to sharpen, as liquor, 
YES, RAE Ys; to sharpen the appetite, By. 

fa; to sharpen each word, JAW, HAH Zz 
ah ; to make more quick, (igi fk, (iBT IE ; to 
make more distressing, JF, NH. 

Sharpening, ppv. BEA, Heft. 
Sharper, n. A shrewd man in making bargains, 
WEAVE A; a trickish fellow, JOKE, HEE, HEE, 
Bait Z FE. 

Sharply, adv. Ky, Fk fx ; to see sharply, fly BE; to” 
judge sharply, 2. oe AE, WA. 

Sharpness, ». Sharpness of a weapon, #iJ #4 ; pun- 
gency, #, 36 ; sourness, ff; keenness, 234 ; 
the sharpness of cold, 38 2 fit, SEZ; 
sharpness of language, B2Z4e FAY; the sharp- | 
ness of sicht, fizz #i) ; the sharpness of wit, 

AZ, OZiem, WZ dE. 
Shaster, rere, n. FRE fe RE sh. 
Shatter, v. 

IT He, ay : to shatter one’s brain, $3 J\ARH#E, 

1% NHB 
Shattered, pp. or a. 47 BiH, $7 ET ; a shattered 

brain, #248; a person with a shattered brain, 
FF VEE, HENGE; shattered health, & 4. 

Shatters, x. pl. BE, REY. 
Shave, v.¢.; pret. shaved ypp. shaven. mil, 82, HE, 

Fil, $%; to shave the beard, #5 ; to shave the 
whiskers, iij47-F ; to shave the head, as the 
Chinese, leaving the hair on the crown, i\\ A; 

to shave the head wholly, #jJ52; to shave or 
plane thin, SUi4, fT, fill ; to shave in the 

moon shine, J Pf i) 9H; to strip, to oppress 
by exactions, %j #. 

Shave, n. $i JJ, #45 JJ. 
Shaved, pp. iii, i). Hi8, Hae 
Shaver, n. A barber, #7, HPAL ; 

fleezes, %) 4 #. 
Shaving, ppr. if, Hi], #U; fleezing, 4 Fy. 
Shaving, n. Av {E, WJZE; shavings of the #5, JE 

#= tree, with which the Chinese women stiff- 
en their hair, $¥/~; rattan shavings, Fe ; 
bamboo shavings, 77%. 

Shaving-basin, n. iii Ht. 
Shaving-brush, n. 3) far FR- 
Shaving- -case, n. ii) EERI- 

one who 

the | 

t. J) BE, MER ; to rend, zl ioretek | | 

Shawl, n. Ue crape shawl, sag 00h. 
She, pron. 4B, * fii, * IL, * §,* HE, =e, = 7 5 * 

as a prefix expressing the feminine sex, thie 

Chinese use in colloquial, ji; and in books, 4 
for quadrupeds, and jf for birds; a she-@oat, qf 
2E HE, He =e: a she-bear, #78. Sce. Female. 

Sheaf, n.; pl. Sheaves. J; a sheaf of rice, 

HE , Hi, B. H, B BY AB, AG 18 HL. 
ff; 2 sheaf of wheat, —}iHE; a small sheaf, 
FL: to make into sheaves, #JACH, AE ; ten 
handfuls make cne sheaf, -+-JAeg3—Hi, 4-404 
45 —HE ; ten sheaves make one ##; to gather 
in sheaves, Ieuk, 7a. 

Sheaf, v. ¢. Hi, Fy ACH. 
Shear, v. t.; pret. sheared, shore; pp. sheared, 

shorn. §§, #5, 2%; to shear sheep, WY 27E ; to 
shear cloth, BY x. 

Shear-water, n. J 4%. 
Sheared, pp. BUI, BT, Bp we. 

| Shearing, ppr. 8 ; shearing time, BF 267 ZN§. 
Shears, n. pl. AGRBY, Wi; betel-nut shears, 
| BUM; the tinman’s shears, Ht, Gey. 
Rares n. [t, PH, By, ee, a; the sheath of a 

— 

| 

fan, falfi; the sheath of a knife, Jj#4, JJ, 
Haga PS, BK; the sheath of a sword, Gi ¥4, Bi 
[Ni, MHS, BE; the sheath for a bow, #, gy; 
the sheath of a spear, 4%; the sheath at the 
aes joints, #2, (7 5¢ ; the sheath of a leat, 

; the wing-case of an insect, AA. 
Sheathe, v.t. To put into a case or scabbard, 9 

ii, A lit, ti YS Wi, GHA Hi; to sheathe the 
sword, dail Alii, Hy); to apes the sword 
(to make peace), be, Bk, 22 Fe ; to case over 
with boards or sheets of copper, $f fk. 

Sheathed, pp. or a. JXi (tt, HFT ; lined, A H#5, 
HF, As, AE, AK. See Sheath. 

Ali, A Sheathing, ppr. Putting in a sheath, 

a0, 7B EE. 
Sheathing, x. Materials or covering for a ship’s 

bottom, #K; copper-sheathing, $j Kz, $j HC; 
sheathing under the tiles, #2, He _- tg. 

Sheave, n. #3. 

Shed, v. #.; pret. and pp. shed. To flow out, 7, 
ig; to let fall, ys; to scatter, J, He; to 
emit, Hi; to shed tears, Hei, Hii, THK. 18 
PR. PRK, Ze SE, LIN, WAI; to shed copious 
tears, iI, BRAT HR; to shed the horns, fz 
4 ; to shed the teeth, $245, 9% 4; to shed the 
teeth, as a male child, ff; to shed the teeth, 
as a female child, pi; to shed one’s blood, itt 

* de BESIDE 
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AL ffl; Christ shed his precious blood for us, 
JAS FS He LTE fi. ; to shed lustre upon, 3% 

Shed, n. 4, jd, WE, 3, FE, Wie, BE, BR, BE; a 
shed open on all sides, fig 5 a Ae shed, Eft ; 
a grass shed, 49%, ¥ 3 2B BH A &, Gi ig ; a shed | 

in a field, FA #, up. a shed in a garden, #4}; 
to erect a shed, #448. 

Shedding, ppr. Shedding, as tears, #é ; causing 

to flow out, {f; letting fall, #Ryk ; casting, as 

horns, ff%; shedding, as teeth, 3. 
Sheen, Sheeny, n. %{. 

Sheep, n. s. and pl. 26, #26, ope, #&, BE, RK, 
2fiee ; a large kind of sheep with small horns, 
Re, BZ; to castrate a sheep, #2, 44; a flock 

of sheep, —4#24; a sheep and a jar of wine, 

Sheep-cot, n. A pen, 26 fii. 
Sheep’s eye, n. A modest, diffident look, such as 

lovers cast at their mistresses, Apzé 27561 ; to 
cast sheep’s eyes, (BAL GSIP. 

Sheep-skin, n. 26 J&. 

Sheepfold, n. E41, 242, ERE, FS, BY. 
Sheepish, a. Like a sheep, 4 (26, #26, fR2E ; 

bashful, tq #2, 14M"; timorous to excess, ope ; 
overmodest, [ABR AIS, 1AGRE me; meanly te 

Les 12,5 ; a sheepish look, #235 77 5h, 4 ie 

ete adv. To look sheepishly, Stes 77 5s. 
Sheepishness, n. Bashfulness, | i@ cif ; mean 

timorousness, #255996 3F, 6 2. 

Sheer, a. 7Arih, HR, HR, BR. HEL, HE 
Sheer, v. t. ‘lo sheer, asa ship, §2$ ; to move 

aside, 47h}; sheer off! FHA"), {EMB; sheer 

up, #7 3H, Base. 
Sheers, n. pl. iifiié. 

Sheet, x. The sheet fora bed, pk yi ; one sheet, — 
ie pk Ht ; a sheet of paper, —ge YG; a leave, as 
ofa pook, — 8, — A, HE; a sail, — ph, — 

fehl, — 2m hE; a sheet of copper, —}? 4h} ; a 
sheet of iron, —-f¢#§ ; a sheet of lead rae 
a sheet of mates ke, — Tint, We Ob, UL, iit 

i, #242; a boundless sheet of water, jE, 72, 

TDL WG. WAS. A Yi. 
Sheet, v. ¢. SSW STH, STAC: 

je HE. 
Sheet-anchor, 
HS ly ; the wet refuge for safety, ft & 7 piR. 

Sheet-copper, Sheet-iron, &¢., see under the re- 
spective metals and sheet. 

to sheet a bed, | 

1 Ady; the chief support, Af, | 

| Shelf, n. ; pl. Shelves. Hit 28, HERE, 2B, RF, 
BZ, KE; a book-shelf, #4" ; to put on the shelf, 
Hk Zé Fi Wt 2B, Tk BE A; a sand-bank, jj: a 
rock, Piz 41). A 

Shell, n. 52, #4, #2; shells in general, HRA; 
the shell of a turtle, {4 242%; a bivalve shell, 

Wise; thick and furrowed shell, area, df, 
Skis ; thin and colored shell (cardium, tel- 

lina, &e.), M4; thin and smooth shell, as 
the mytilus, mya, &e., ii, ai; fresh water 
shell, hf; univalve spiral shells, #A, sf; shells 
with ‘eroded ends, 4m heh; a conch used for a 
horn, |j#% ; inlaid shell laquered-ware, #4 ; 

the shell of an erg, 7; 2%: she-shell of a wal- 

nut, #¥pke 5 to cast the shell, 4%; the shell 
of a coffin, 43$, #7; the outward shell, Spa 
it is but a shell, Wi Re, HEA TEL ; a round 
shell, [A]; a round shell for a gun or mor- 

tar, F288 ; round shells, [A] Fz 45 ; a fossil shell, 

HIN Ti ZING. See Oyster. 
Shel Il, v.t. $52, HF; to shell, as an oyster, By 

Shel iL fish, mn. See Clams, Oyster, &e. 
Shellac, Shell- lac, n. BELG. 
Shelled, pp. or a. HP FE, WES FH. 
Shelly, a. Shelly animals, ice 

Shelter, n. Refuge, i Pr, 18 2K; covert, He, 
Jf ; protection, Weak: security, {RS ¥ ; to flee 
to a place for shelter, 3h J it Aik 2 KE ; to flee 

to one for shelter, 3ht J = J. ; to seek shelter 
from one, FR WE, & fF ; to afford shelter from 
wind and rain, Ji¢}il Ry; to seek shelter from 
rain, 3hi Ry. 

Shelter, v.¢. JE, AR, JE, J, ie Be iE, Ft ie, GE 
ike, he, fa \a; to shelter from the inelemency 
of the weather, J /i| fj ; to shelter the people, 
he ES ; to shelter, as from an attack, (% Ee. 

Sheltered, pp or a. WEI, (RIES, IEHET.- 
Sheltering, ppr. We, EVE, TRIE. 
Shelve, v. t. 4 7AM NEAR, We FE FAA Ae. 
Shelve, v. 7. To be sloping, #}H¥. 

Shemite, n. PU Zt fF. 
Shensi, n. WePH, Hep, ZS. 

Shepherd, nes HEN, He WEA, FEED 
shepherd’s boy, 4 i, He RX; a pastor, He fil; 
the shepherd of our souls, F& #8 2% He; the 
shepherd of a department, JI] 4. 

Shepherd’s pouch, Shepherd's purse, n. See Bursa 
pastoris. 

Sherbert, n. yt. 

Sheriff, n. JX## 5 a sheriffs hotel, BRR; a Sheik, Sheikh, n. =. 
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sherifi’s bracelet, 

frame, Py sf28. 
Shew, see Show. 
Shibboleth, n. FAZHE, BERN Za. 

F $¥; a sheriff's picture | 

Shield, n. }#, JAN. #4, NR, HE. 7. A its a 
rattan shield, j®}#; a round shield, JUS; a 
large shield, ##; a brazen shield, $i] J¥ ; to 
hang up a shield, KH ; spear and shield, 4 
JH; thou art my shield, (RAAT, Me 

#5 Mi ay. cmos ae 

Shield, v. t. UMPMECE, 7, AN G7. HPKS. PRA, SS 
ee HEH : ; to protect, WErti, TE ffi; to ward olf, | 

; fit to shield from the co ld, Ty L) ese, wy 
ae to shield from danger, (RRMA tc, He 

Fé, TARE. 
Shielded, pp. Jes, EWES. WET, M27. 
Shielding, ppr. We, 18 CE, VE, iS ie, Mu; shield- 

ing from, (Ri, TRA, 
Shift, v. 7. To change place or position, #E, #%, 

Se, HSE, SHE GE, BIE Ax fic, 328; to change its | 
47 ; to change, #8, | direction, BEASTS. WEE, 

Hi ; to seek methods of safety, Pi, sht, PsM; 
to resort to expedients, JR}, atal, BGs, 
JA #2 BI; to shift a shirt, #@ 7F #2; to shift 
about, HERE, Hela to shift off, to delay, if, | 
4H HY, HE GEE; the wind shifts, Jim fH; to shift | 
off from one’s self, #f£7F; to shift away, HEF, | 
##gF ; to shift upon another one, FEA, az 
HA \, FEA A; to shift a ship, #% MH; to shift 

one’s lodgings, #3: AIH, SERIE 
off, #€ PE; to shift any one off, Hé 3; J; to 
shift an argument, Pt] he 2 PE, iM PE ; to shift 
a thing to another, #€j4 Hi) A, Sir fl fy ; they 
shift their condition, {2 (B/E IZ, hod 
ZAI; to shift from one side to another, [J 

ABA, WAP. 
Shift, n. A change, — ; a Bee —#% 5 an ex- 

pedient, ial. Hal, HAZ ot. WBEL at; to 
find out a shift, =& §}, He a : to make a shift 
to live, #2 H#}; to make a shift to do it, FR 

AB, FBG {EZ ; to put one to his shiits, ie 

; to shift | 

#§ NK; to put to one’s shifts, #7 $f; he is put | 
to his last shifts, 42 84 Ups st ; a chemise, 
» Z. 

Shifted, pp. #% 38; shifted, as the wind, #38 ; 
shifted, as sand, jg jf. 

Shifter, n. The person who plays tricks, FH, 

$, STAG ZTE. 
Shifting, ppr.ora. Changing position, #%; resort- | 

ing from one expedient to another, J #p sf, 

WF Zat- 
| 
| 
| 

| Shilling, nN. mE YS. * 
Shin, ». Abie, Wo. BS, MBE; + the shin of an 

ox, 4X. 
Shine, v.i.; pret. and pp. shined, shone. MB, ¥if, 

HE WEAR. We, OG, KR, HR, HEE; to be 
bright, #3; to be glossy, as silk, jH, sey, 
PUPS; to shine into, #PHEHS, RA ; to re- 

flect, $244; the sun shines, 9 JB, He veinpy; the 
moon shines, Jf 4%; the diamond shines, 4 [ij 

Ai Hi 3; to shine in the world, Hi 4, di; 
to cause the face to shine, aR, Ti #4 [es ; to be 
gay or splendid, sé BF, IESE #; to be bright, % 
HJ]; to shine or be brilliant, as the stars, BRAM. 

Shine, n. Luster, as: —sunshine, which see. 
Shing] e, n. Ashe, LIAS: HH; round pebbles, 

tii, JD 4 ; shingle yallasts Tit H- 
Shit gles n. FAS Hee. 
Shining, ppr. or a. Emitting light, Hi#, #3, 

Ee, He Li, EVR ; resp lendent, GE yf ; illus- 
trious, FLW), F642, W4; shining, as silk, Sea, 
PUTS. See Bright. 

Shinnung, n. ji #. 

Ship, n. JR, AL, Sh. fit, HE; one ship, ff; a 
foreign ship, EAs, $M; barbarian ships, #3 

fie; native ships, 7X ft AR; a sea-going ship, 
Efi, AHESS >a merchant ship, EAE, BEM: 

a ship of war, WEAR, JE Ak, (AMR, SEEM, MEE, AK 
fiz ; a pirate ship, HEM ; a flat-bottomed ship, 
i fs; a sharp-bottomed ship, Eft; a fleet of 
ships, i Bit ; to goon board a ship; JE Hp, 
_E Sts, PF ; to serve aponnd ship, tri ; aboard 
a ship, eA to build a ship, 4/%*; a ship 

of the line, ACP IN A ERIN 12 an armed 
ship, 45 4 2% BY HJR & fe; ship’s papers, 
SHH; guard-ship, 36 fp. 

| Ship, v.t. ¥€ fi}; to ship goods, ¥¥ 4¥; to ship 
seamen, ab AF, AIK, he IK 5 to ship the 
tiller, 2 § fj, MEAL, & fie Hy; to ship oF 
goods, aE, tf. 

Ship-broker, n. fees. 
Ship-builder, n. 48504, 2EHME. 
Ship-building, n. $5 fy 7 #6. 
Ship-carpenter, n. 5/0. 
Ship-chandler, n. J # #9. 
Ship-holder, 2. WZ EN. 

| Ship-master, n. #70, ¢ HR. 
| Ship-owner, n. f#¥ J. 
Ship-mate, n. Bel, BF. 

* BTA. 
+ A common but not respectful term. 
} Chinese term. 
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Shipment, n. TEARS ; fie shipment aa ‘goods, ox | | a father’s ile WAR 2 He. 

EY, ME ZF. | Shock, v. 7. To Follec sheaves into a pile, FAHE, 

Shipped, pp. JAH, ihGith ; received on board, Wr HAAG. 
£5) §. | Shocked, pp. Struck, as with horror, #&, We#E, 

Shipper, ». RA, MAH, HAN. | BRIE. 
Shipping, ppv. or a. Putting on board of a ship, Shocking, ppr. or a. 2, 2H) ; causing to recoil 
TH, OW ; shipping goods, REY, Wi Fie. with horror or disgust, BJ tf], By Hs, fH ny His, 
receiving on board, Wg €¥; shipping ‘articles, Ay HS HE; terrible, AHA, A, HE; offensine, Ae 
uz. 4 ta Be feceived a shocking wound, 45 BJ 14 Z 

Shipping, n. #45 4; to take shipping, #4, JS |}, RVPEW. 
Shockingly, adv. KJ, Ty ii, F TW He, ee RE. 

Shipwreck, n. WEAK, FA, Mea. | Shod, pret. and pp. of shoe. Furnished with shoes, 
Shipwright, n. 4k, ARE. | Bee, Sa ee 
Shire, n. ¥, qh. | Shoe, nN. FE, Ti, BR, aA, “a BE, BE BB ; a pair of 

Shirk, v.¢. or 2. SBE, 7%. | shoes, — ¥}FE ; straw shoes, BE, kg, BORE, BE; 
Shirking, ppr. or a. 3K ; shirking work, 4#pi. | leather shoes, JERE, Fit; hempen shoes, iit, 

Shirred, a. #y tij/—P ; shirred suspenders, 4H} J® | fai; ladies’ shoes, FH; to put on shoes, 33 H4:, 
we. | 2EHH:; to take off the shoes, Jif; shoes and 

Shirt, n. 77#2, HYW #2; a flannel shirt, JrHyF stockings, #E@E; to throw an old shoe after 

#2, tif nf {- ¢F #2; a colored shirt, 7EyF RZ; a one, Iii A tit, sf Sr 5% TE ; the sole of a shoe, 

shirt of mail, ¢¢, $¢ 42. | EME. 

Shirting, n. Gray shirting, Ji ® 71, #79; spotted | Shoe-black, n. #8}: #4. 
shirting, & E44E fp ; figured shirting, #E (E45. | Shoe-buckle, n. HEE. 

Shiver, v. t. To dash to pieces, #7 RE, WERE, BE2%. | Shoe-flower, n. fh 3 
Shiver, v. 7. To fall into many small pieces, PK | Shoe-horn, n. #41, REDE. 

HA, jay RE; to quake, to tremble, #2; to shiver | Shoe-string, n. af. 
with cold, #22, HA, SEEH, 14. Shoemaker, n. (AEA, ET, (REA CE, HEE. 

Shiver, n. A fragment, PE, PERE; a slice, —}:. | Shook, pp. of shake. %2 f, ZT. 
Shivered, pp. $] iH, 47 BET ; shivered with cold, | Shoot, x. ¢.; pret. and pp. shot. To discharge, as a 
S€ 22 J ; shivered to pieces, PES, HASH PERE. | cannon, gun or pistol, jk, #8, BE; to shoot an 

Shivering, ppr.or a. Breaking to pieces, $y FE; arrow, OA, Weay, FEF. HH, 74, FE; to shoct 
quaking, ‘ee 3 Shivering with cold, WOE, WH; | ata mark, f74@; toshoot at a target, FpHe ; to 
shivering with fear, Wk. | shoot birds, 47 iS, 47 G; to shoot at a man, #q 

Shivery, a. 31h. || ICE = eato, shoot through, #74; to shoot to 
Shoal, x. A shoal of fishes, — fx fi, — 4 {, 44 death, 472E ; to shoot out branches, #8 #¥ ; to 

PR We; & Shallow, Pie, PAR. shoot out the lips, # ft 4s, BS FL Ys ; to shoot 

Shoal, v. 7. W424, WKPR. coals, AE “fe 3 to shoot corn fA] g& ; to shoot : 
Shoal, a. Of little depth, ¥7{c. cart, {ef fi) Hi A % Wy; to shoot a bolt, FY, 
Shoaly, a. BU pefry. Fé; to shoot out, (My Ht, ii My HE. 
Shock, n. A violent collision of two bodies, #Afii, | Shoot, v. 7. To perform the act of dischar ging, Tk, 
#Ad# 5a violent dashing against, —filf, — ik; : to germinate, Hiss, Wit, WHE, WY; to be 
a shock, as of an earthquake, —%2; violent emitted, Hi}; to protuber rate, Hy HE; to penetrate, 
onset, FEU re, Sey sy, WE, fase; the first A; to shoot ahead, $4E, ZERT, Fe Ail ; to shoot 
shock, # BAA, AI ; to get the first shock, $y up into the air, Wf, wt; to shoot a ABS 
PX Be; the shocks of fortune, jrey ZK, Fe 38; to feel a “quieks ees pain, ie: to 
ZB, Pres 25, FREEZE ; a pile of sheaves, shoot forth, as light, Sj) H} 4; to shoot wide, 
— HE (Fe) Hi, FO (A). MLAS ; to shoot a shadow ay oe to shoot in the 

Shock, v. t. To shake Be the collision of a body, dark, to injure secretly, Sy We, WE Gi eA. 
2, JEG; to disgust, # 4 BE, at JAR, FRIAR; to | Shoot, n. Ay hitpe, 4 ; rice shoots, PR. [ 

frighten, 4} FJ %, (i) 10, We HE, EWE, ZW; | Shooter, n. An archer, =; a gunner, IF, as 
to shock one’s feelings, si (i, 4p 49 BR; to shock | Shooting, ppr. or a. Dischar ging, as fire-arms, 
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Fk, ZF; shooting, as rays, Ay; 
tf; branching, BAR, HR: 

birds, #7. 
Shooting-star, n. Ht 4, (738, BBE. 
Shooting-stick, n. Ax fies. 
Shop, n. at SH OF, aN, E+, J§E ; to open a shop, 

BO aHIA, BUY, REE; a druggist’s shop, 3%4f 
ii; this shop, We [i] a 3A; to close a shop, [#] 
4ili, We#I ; a miserable, dirty anova? Aiba; a 

shop where warm spirits are sold, seh 

Shop, n. See Shopping. 
Shop-keeper, n. 4h =F, H's, FH, WE. AB. 
Shop-lifter, n. #iizs, Fy {fir- 
Shop-lifting, n. (fi #8. 
Shopman, n. PAARIAE, Fe. 
Shopping, n. Kaho 8. 
Shore, n. 3, JE, A, 3%, 74, HH, HE; to look back 

and look at the shore,—to repent, [@] pA EL FE; 

germinating, 
shooting, as 

the shore of a lake, #228, hi; to go on shore, | > WY 5 2 | 
_E Fi, %& RE; to be on shore, 7E Feb; to ap- 

- proach the shore, #£}§:, Hie; to reach the | 
shore, 3] 3, H&E; a brace or prop, #4. 

Shore, v. ¢. To prop, JAtE, #8, HE. 

Shore-board, n. Pk AK. 
Shoreless, a. 4t€j/£; boundless and shoreless, 4 

Shorlite, n. # 4%. 
Shorn, pp. of shear. Cut off, Bf 4; deprived, #4 Tf. 
Short, a. Not long, 4, Mi Wit, AE, He HE; to cut 

off short, ff: short tail, ij Fé, Hi FE; short | 
life, 4 4p ; short in time, —f#i, — JfH, real 

Hz, HEME, HG, BR, FAN, HEL, BML: 
short way or cut, J#f ; a short candle, Ete: | 
to be short of money, SRIEWS, HHS, SM; 
to fall short, 4¥ ; to fall short of one’s expecta- 
tions, [Hr Ha pire, t An Be; to come short of 
one’s desien, pe x LR, HE An TE; a short 
stature, 5a short man, 4 J. ; within a short 

time, — BK fl, Sy Ae fy ; a short speech, #F 
ie, wk — Jefe] ja short memory, SFB VE; short | 
of breath, Mt 4x, 4% $3 in short, #4 (%, ADR, 
BE ; to be short with any one, Ligh A; 

to stop short, 4°34 Ti BE, 4238 TH 1k; to stop 
short, to stop at once, 6 Z)JE, BIE; to cut 

short, jG; to turn short, ms ; 
short, #F3fl, Gill, HA; a short treatise, 3 | 

=; short and ugly, 48 iy BR ERA: short | 
clothes, # #};; short sleeves, 4# #4; in short, 
he is enjoying himself, 32 yRMHLNA. 

Short-breathed, a. HER. 
Short-cake, n. $4 Sif 

to be taken | 

| Short-hand, n. #R38', BL@E, Fp ae’, ZENE. 
Short-lived, a. 4 fiz, ‘38 df, tiles eK iE, FR, 

Short-sighted, a. Jf ii; not able to look far into 

futurity, fq FA ; of limited intellect, 7 FAG. 
Short-winded, a. #344. 
Shortcoming, n. 49), 59 BE 
Shorten, v. ¢. AZ, a BE, ie, ik 4g ; to lessen, 

eG ; to contract, 47H. 
Shortened, pp. or a. 58, Si 3h, ties, HR T- 
Shortening, ppr. 8%, iG RH, tik -S. 
Shortly, Hae. Soon, in a little time, Ht, T7# 

fit, PH, ONE; in a few words, f47%, BZ; 
I will shortly answer, FQ#e]ah, tA fle) 7. 

Shortness, n. The quality of being short in space 

or time, 4 4%; shortness of memory, ##s0TE; 

shortness of breath, $ %E, 3a (it, HES, FM 
ype, He; shortness of the day, AHF; short- 
ness of provisions, DH §% ( @ ; conciseness, fifj 
V2, fd. FFX; imperfection, Hi 

Shot, n. The act of shooting, rg Hae; a bull- 
et, HF, iF; a small Shoe. w+ a small 

iron shot, 74; a hollow shot, 5 A; @ good 
shot, 4-4#F; a proportional share of expense 
at a tavern, {94298 Zp; at a shot, —p. 

Shot, v. ¢. To load, AJeAl5. 
Shot-free, a. Scot-free, WE fi HE SR, Ay ABE RR. 

| Shot-guage, n. ‘a fl a. 

Shot-hole, n. AEs se, Hl fl. 
Should, pret. of shall. i HE i HE Tk He, AS 

| Je, We : should get, REfG, %(H ; should go, 

ma, HE; Should not, WE HE, AT. 

Shoulder, n. 5, HSE, He, Asp ari, ait. fig. HE; 

shoulder blade, (ire 2, i ane. #3 B7; the 
shoulder joint, G ag ze ty : to withdraw the 
shoulder, to rest, §& i, A ff; a shoulder of 
mutton, — 2 py, 264e ; to walk shoulder: to 
shoulder, as equals, j¢ }§ iu fy; Support, FH; 
the shoulder of a letter, =: a7. See Carry. 

Shoulder, x. ¢. To take upon the shoulder, je }}, 

% 46 WR OA, & Ze A, Wh Zé A BA; shoulder 
ane fe at once, —jj FE mE ; to change should- 
ers, 

| Mie, PSEA, AF aie ak v. t. bons PHS ; to shout. 
with joy, BEF, fo, HGS OK. 

| Shout, n. 138%, HRW; shouts of joy, Ah ad 
shouts, as from an army, Wyse, FR 

| | Shouting, PPT Ne, OF 

iGnnces joe and writing is not texte nsively practiced, 
| and never used for stenography, for which 2 and 3 are used. 

No. 4 is only applied to numerals. 
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Shove, v. t. To push, to propel, 4, 3 CE, HE, 
#2, Pe; to shove alone, FART, FEA] ; to shove 
backwards, 4#¢#% ; to shove down, Ex, FHEYE ; 

to shove off, $46 Bi) BA, HE Bi 
FE Mat, ses ie shove over land, ifr. 

Shovel, n. HE, BS, fA]; a rice shovel, REE, GE ; 
a fire ae K HE; a set of shovel-and tongs, 
— fil] DESH to be put to bed with a shovel, #¥ 

Shovel, v.t. fal, i], ZS; to shovel up, jf] #; 
to gather in great quantities, THA, ZEA. 

Show, v.t.; pret. showed; pp. shown, shewed. 
To exhibit, (AAs, BA HE, any}, Rs to point ae 

dt Bi. dit. mp. tito, die AS, ie 1, Hi; 
prove, 37 #2 HE, vr ak $B ; to Kenan Fx; to a 
close, #2, WW; to show the way, Jee : to show | 

forth, Was, ZH, 8285; show it to me, fA 
fi; show it to him, 4p fi; to show a oe of | 
heels, 3, 7 5; to show kindness, ff Bl; to 
show mercy, #§2k4k, BH) RE; to show a hard 
sentence, fZH{E4 ; to show cause or reason, FR 
AY, ah ec; to show one’s self a man, HAH 

A; to show through, 3H; to shar before- 
hand, 77%; to show how to act, HA EAH fiz, 
TEA A fix ; to show off one’s beauty, ¥¥ fff, FE 

5¢ il ti ; to show forth thy praise, [ya Mf fs ; 

he could not show off long, #0 1G ; he shows 

the white feather, {2p (awkih, HLA. 
Show, v.27. To appear, 5 8. 
Show, n. Superficial appearance, not rea lin) HE 

fifi, HE; public show, TE4y, TEEF ; pomp, 
eae HEME, PEF ; to make a fine shine: EE | 
to set to show, #22 Ai], PARI, Sfp Ze ; in show, FH 
45; witha show of friendship, 3h 4 If Fe: to | 

| Shrillness, n. eiitenesd of sound, #X Hwee, BE make a show of anger, FE AS AS, (BE BS ; for 

to shove a beat, | 

| Shown, pp. of show. (3BUh, tim Sa Sh Ts 

Shower-bath, x. 7yyY@. 
Showery, a. aE, “ei. 
Showiness, n. #£a/E; great parade, HEHE, HEL. 
Showing, ppr. fF thf, Hays, FEL. 

proved, 3+ wr ih aE. 

Showy, a. #3, YEIH, ae SE, Seg; a showy 

person, Ap MEME AS, AF PELE. HER, ha RF 5 
ostentatious, XEN. 

| Shrapnell shell, n. Hae He. 
| Shred, v. ¢.; pret. and pp. shred. OEE, BYE. 
Shred, n. A long narrow piece cut off, #; shreds 

of eloth, tifth 3 8 fragment, , ROHS. 
Shrew, n. BEIFE 7 4if 5 a shrew-mouse, Ji fet. 

Shrewd, a. Sly, cunning, wale, HLS umes 

FH, TEI, ThE ih, AL: astute, (OA), EGR, 
WEMJ;a shrewd fellow, HERE A, FER) EA, 
FEZ A, Teil FE; a shrewd lad, — At; 
the blind are shrewd, and the dumb dangerous, 
Hi fy; a shrewd question, FR, HRsa 
shrewd business, i Zi; vexatious, GEFEAY, HE 

eg. 
Shrewdly, adv. 17, THK, FER. 
Shrewdness, n. Sly ae 

if 15s sugacity, INES, HRB. 
Shrewish, a. BEIREAY. 
Shrewishness, n. Petulance, BEJ#E. 

Ty HT, tase, Fd a> 

| Shriek, v. ¢. ml, MEAL, BE, mK, SEBF. 
Shriek, n. MA##, FENN ZB, WLR. 
Shrieking, ppr. or a. FENK. 
Shrike, n. The butcher bird, (AWA, (ASS, THSS, 

wy” 

Shrill, a. eee acute, piercing, as a sound, 7% 

show, 7:73, {K, TUE: a show of hands, She | 

eee to make a show of riches, (BA Ja tg 88. 5 ig 
‘a; to have a cattleshow, nee PE : 
show, #E#}; to make a fair show of it, HP ER 

BY JJ; a show of eating, Af; show and 
reality, JEFF; to make a great show, $i ale 
RE ; a great show at starting, % DARESE. 

Show-bill, n. ££), acho 
Show-case, n. nat 
Shower, n. fifi, $f, %§ ; a shower of rain, —PA Ry, 

ew. — iPS FS. AL RY. Fe at; a passing shower, 
ih 2; a sun-shower, 6 fie Fs a violent | 
ae ARF a smart show er, Fey 3a shower | 
of stones, A AMP P 5 a shower of arrows, Je Aq | 
WT ; a shower of favors, PA fil ij ¥. 

Shower Wits io water with a suaway vs ik il. 

exterior | 

”? 

= ||  msent., 

Shrimp, rn. Wz, fz, iADNE, MHZ, HEF 5 sea shrimps, 
PpWZ, SRN 5 a dwarf, KE fF. 

Shrine, n. €&, SE, £2, FEE, NEE ; the lares’ 
| shrine, wii fi; the shrine of Buddha, the “lotus 

Shrink, v. 7; pret. and pp. shrank. Hi, #73] ; to 
shrink up, #48, J; to shrivel, #33, geste; 
to shrink from, aE tA, FE, AFC; to pee 
at the thought of, #iIp meta, Biz wy HE, BZ 

Fl a 
Shrinking, ppr. Contracting, #3, #4 ; sbriv- 

ere a 4,30 ; withdrawing from danger, 
i847; shrinking from, tq, #. 

| Shisive, vet. SPR. FEA. Fe SE. 

| SEE) v. 4. (iE wa, ‘fi 

4 
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Shriveled, pp-or a. HEIR T 
shriveled skin, jy, AE. 

Shriveling, ppr. M32, #iJ#. 
Shroff, n. flys Ht #. 
Shroffing, n. figs Se, WE Ze. 

Shroud, n. The dress of the dead, 2, #&, 32H, 

HER; a shelter, WERE, fix BE; the shrouds of a 
ship, Hea, SHH. 

Shroud, v. ¢. To cover, NE, WERE, (HE, UE BE; to 
dress for the grave, #92, Kee. 52 A, AAG 

to throud without coffening, )J\¥%2; to cover or 

shelter, JE, fe; to shroud one’s self, fyi, A 

lf. 
Shrouded, pp. Dressed, Myx 9 jf ; sheltered, Mei. 

Shronding, Oe. Wo iz. 
Shrub, ». J&B, BHF, tt; one shrub, —F 
Shrubber 2 ,n. Shrubs, PEAR, E- ep. 
Shrug, v.t. To contract, 4a}; to shrue the 

shoulders, 3B, 7 5, ORE. AA i- 
Shrugging, ppr. 

Shrunk, pret. and pp. of shrink, which see, 
Shudder, v. 7. To quake, as from fear, 

ecw ge, Fy HK: to shudder from cold, Fypey 
Shuddering, ppr. or a. We ER, Fy ik. 
Shufile, v. ¢. To shove one way and the other, fff 36 

fff; to mix, LAE, WRHE; to confuse, 4p AL, 
HL, aL; to shuffle the cards, ve A to 
introduce by artificial confusion. @L4R, gli ; 
to shuffle olf, FER, Fd, AERA; to shuftle 
along, Pq; to shufle up. jk, LIK; to shuffle 

amone the papers, {fyidiite; to shuftle up a 

» HET, TR TEs a 

ora 

peace, $j 3i A 2%; to shuffle the blame on 
another, FE ih FSA, # HW A; to shuttle a 
business, 4M3i, ay HL fk SF. 

Shuffle, x. 7. To shuffle, as cards, $G; to change 
the position, 5 we to practice shifts, to elude 
detection, 4friifi, yRE Fest; to evade, jj ae 
to avoid answering fair guesaens) TAL she 3 
move with an irregular gait, #7 (9 fry 

Shuffle, n. A shoving, 3f€BH, ek; the. act of 
mixing and throwing in confusion, #7 @Ll, 4 
GL; an evasion, ih ; a trick, igs]; an artifice, 

Ha 
Shufiled, pp. Shuffled, as cards, #3 ; moved by 

little shoves, 4jé BA it. 
Shuffling, ppr.or a. Changing the places of cards, 
we hi; playing tricks, (ye ey. 

Shun, v.¢. To avoid, A, sh, Fe, &, Peake, Ayah ; 

Ao. ya 

WRU, e, 

Drawing up, as the shoulders, | 

to shun a person, WN, Ae fil. JL; to shun | 
sone LD 3H i8; to slinn justice as one | | Shyly, adv. ERER, TEeR, REM H- 

does fire, HER: not to practice, A. fix ; to 
decline, ff, #}; to shun the world, jh#{IE. 

Shunned, pp. jhe, ih. 
Shunning, ppr. 3k, %. 
Shut, v.¢.; pret. and pp. shat. de 3, AY, Fite, HE, 

HE; to shut up, as the government, $f ; to shut 

or close the door, F@PY , EIT FS. PA PY, APY. 

Ps]. 26BH; to slut by barring, gS, PYM, BS, 
iif, Pe}; to shut by locking, #43; to shut the 
docr upon any one, f2} 341 PY RR A, PAPY ASH ; 
to shut the door, to exclude a visitor, /JHPPY 
i Fie, PAPY PE ; to shut the door of prefer- 
ment, 4 $i}; to shut the door and keep at home, 
HE PSHE HE, BEPY AE; to shut the door and 
decline visitors, He |e ee, PY Ms; to 
shut the eyes, 4g H ME, AWE, PAA ; to shut the 
eyes in death, f'= I ; to shut the eyes in sleep, 

Fy WEIS] ; not shut the eyes all the night, te 
Th Pp: to shut the eyes and think, eri A 
UP, PAB i, FE; to shut the mouth, @t# HL, 
PRL, yes, We 1, BH, WA ; to shut other reotile's 
mouth, #7, 4; to shut closely, BSP, PA 
x2, BATA]; to shut together, @HP; to shut the 
hand, JAP = ; to shunt in, to inclose, fR] fF ; to 
shut out, HRA, WEHEA, Bie A ; to shut up, 
as an.army, f@|PR; to shut up on every side, 

¥e{~_ ; to shut up a street, PAHs] ; to shut np, to 
imprison, Fs Be; to shut up, to lock in, #f 
yx; to shut up, to ‘confine by moral restraint, 
4x fi]; does not shut close, FPA RX, Me fm 7 ee, 

it; to end, Ie; to terminate, 5¢; to shut an 
opening, 32, #1, &. 

Shut, pp. or a. Closed, BA, tii. 

Shutter, n. ee shutter, 24; venetian 

blinds, BEEZ, REDS shutter bolts, 2px 
KK; shutter aa SAIL INR ES 

Shutting, ppr. Closing, as a door, 
shutting by ee $y. 

Shuttle, n. Af, He, 42, :, #; learned, as a full 

shuttle, #iAPSE 4 ; to throw the shuttle, Hye : 
the days and months pass like a shuttle, A A 
quite : to pass shuttle through, ae 

Shuttle-cock, Shuttle-cork, m. 3g, 3 
up (play at) shuttle-eock, fie ; to strike =e 
tle-cork, $73#é. 

Shy, a. Fearful of near approach, $23h}, BYE, # 

fi, HON, RIDA, HOES + suspic 
ous, ASE; reserved, JRYSHEL> ; a shy bird, # 
sheOpE RS, fe HE 48 5 a shy horse, Ape FE, u 

EZ. 

HI, HE, $3 : 

Fos 

6B 
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Shyness, n. Fei, £E GE, MME. 

Siam, ». 34 2 [. 
Sibilant, a. Hissing, as sibilant sound, yy 9A. 

Sibyl, xn. py px. 
Sic transit gloria mundi. Thus passes away the 

glory of the world, lk 72% An ve He f. 
Siccative, a. BH: AY. 
aie a, pice ae Ore ae any ising! Ti, | 

Nit 3 affoc ted ae ‘nausea, ae ee coe 
sick of, disgusted with, RZ, AEE ; Tam 
sick of it, TORRE, FORBES ; sick at heart, 

IG FE: sick people, ARE RMEA, TAT 
4%. fH #H 5 sick with sorrow, [32 AI. Fit ; 
sick for love, #42 ; the sick, 3q°PE, Jy Fh 3 Very 

sick, Teg; Sick abed, Pay. 

Sick-berth, n. 9gff. 

Sicken, v.t. To make sick, By ; ey 

EE, 4 WERE 
Sicken, v. 7. i o become sick, ft 4g, ZEIy 3 to be 

disgusted, ARB: to become weak, Jy Ke, JJ SE; 
to sicken and die, Jy 4E, iy Zh. 

sick, 4p AE a: Sickening, ppr. or a. Becoming 

disgusting, iB 

Sickish, a. Weak Pe, Me Ak, EG Ze, HE. 
Sickle, n. XJ, HR, Py BB, AH, Xi Fy, BL; a large 

sickle, A Hg, BR. GU; a short sickle, $F; a sickle 
with a handle, gUg4, #7 Ay 2 He; a wheat 
sickle, HEA 5 a w heeled sickle, FEHR. 

Sic kleman, Sickler, n. Ii] #. 
Sickliness, ». Boy, BIR. 
Sickly, a. Bay, BIE, FE, igh Bs a sickly per- 

son, BIgwzNs a sly climate, 

asickly heht, Bes ; infirm, #44. 

Sickness, x. Ni Te HE (BE, TEIN ot HE, fa, HE, 

%; to report sickness, 49g ; to have a sick- 
ness or failing, 7745, APIE ; a slight sickness, 

YI» WE 
Jpg 5 SIC kness arising from heat, Mey, $F; Sick- 
ness arising from cold, FE Iy ; Nausea, Ff lif, |i 

FE ; an old sickness, Mies Bs J. See Disease, 
Sida. n. See Hemp 

Side, n. 3&, ih eh {fi fl), 3%; to stand on the 
side of, 3 or. {iar fea ye; the right side, 4 
35 ; the left side, 7:3 ; the sides of the mouth, 
ly, fie; the sides of the face, 4; 

the road, FR3, PRISE, JA (Hl, be; a side door, 
{8 F4Y, GEPY. te PY; side hall, 

to disgust, 

east and west), }fi, life; side chamber, {fi 5, 
{fj Js2; His Imperial Majesty’s kitchen or side 

4G ZS 

mE ; sickness arising from malaria, J | 

the side of 

ig Hie; side | 

apartments, {fg [fi]; the side apartments (to the | 

| Siding, ppr. 

SIE 

apartment of his residence, 21; side apart- 
ments of the imperial palace, Bie ; to go by 
the side of the road, RR2 FF, 3@ ; side by side, 
WE, WER; one side of a question, re to 

enter by the side door, to follow evil ways, 3g 
{ii FY; to lean on one side, {fi §% — (fi; the 
sea-side, }fp¢j% ; a side look, (id, HOWE, MAME ; 
on this side, Dg}, iaj%; on that side, 4j%, 
PHiH ; the eastern side, We; the river side, 
iNs&, inf HF, HE; the water side, 7k j%; the side 
of a hill, ilpig; the sides of the body, WR; 
one side or party, —‘# ; to take sides, 3}—3% ; 
to be on one’s side, +A, Jif J. ; to take one’s 
side, fH HE, {fj ff; to sit on one side, 344% ; the 
side of a pond, faj; a side wall, #¢JH; related 
on the mother’s side, 4h yk; two sides, [fj j4, 

if BA; to place on one side, +k fH). 
Side, a. Being on the side, 338 f/j ; side wind, 

ite JBL 3 La pe SHE; long, f%; to side with, 

firth i$, B e 

Side-board, n. 4, a PAL. 
Side-cut, n. fir. 
Side-saddle, n. HR, {hi 4A BE. 
Side-table, n. AW }e. 

Sided, a. Having a side, used in composition, 

as :—one-sided, {fi 38 (5 5 
3% fry ; one-sided elem, Afi SL - 

Sidelong, a. Lateral, fj; 

ire 
Sideral, Sidereal, a. Pertaining to a star or stars, 

ALopE, Fe fry; a sideral year, F4e (Hb a ee 
Yi fit), [ase 4 5 ; sideral day, [a St A~ 

Siderite, n. See Loadstone. 

Siderogrophy, n. Si) 2 se 
Sideroxylon, nm. |L) #3 Hif- 
Sidewalk, n. FRR, fFK- 
Sideways, Sidewise, adv. Toward one side, {i}! 

—j%, {Ff} : on one side, Fig. 

Joining one party, {fi @ll, #7 
Siege, n. ‘To lay siege to, fat, Bete, FALE, 

[Kl, #2, BeBe; to lay siege toa town, fRIR, 
fe Jt Wy; to raise the siege, ff [@]. See Resiege, 

Sienite, Syenite, n. 47%. 
Sierra, 2. #4. | Ili. 

Siesta, n. AIEEE, BARA, 2, MEE, “PME, 4F 
Sieve, n. fi, ¥, FER, $6, ARE, fii FE ; one sieve, 

— 47> fii =}; a rice-sieve, 7 fiji; a flour sieve, #} 
Ht, fais 3 a AE fi 5 corn sieve, fai RE RE a 
fine sieve, 5 fii, 4H fi, $l fh a Coarse sieve, FAL 
fii 3 horse-hair sieve, Fh Fe SFE, BE =b eb, Fig 

HE. 

many-sided, 

a sidelone glance, 
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Sift, vt. fii; to sift and throw away, fii ill, fii 
HE; the flowers sift the light of the moon, ZE 
fi J] 22; to sift an afair, #AJAe, WW) gi. 

Sifted, pp. ora. fii S, fii ith. 

Sifter, n. fii 

Sifting, ppr. fij ; critically examining, FEA, AF 

AH 
Sigh, vf WE, Wk, BEM, WE, GMP, ME, Be 
1. a Mi, 2, Mik; to sigh for one, AME; 
to sigh deeply, fe ¥k, 28 #k, AG; to sigh after 

one, ju. ae | 

Sigh, ». A sigh, —, —¥h, MERE, HE, WES, 

We, IE, Wa BR ; to fetch a sigh, #€RE; a long 
sigh, 28k, A, HA at a sigh enough to melt 

a roc ie AA 2, ETE AR Zi; a sigh of pity, 
KEK; a sigh of Raia KA, WSF, HEE 

Sighing, ppr. BE, BR. 

Sight, n. The act of seeing, Ms, i 

of vision, fE 92% ; open vie a Le; eye, fife, 
Ele fine sieht, AFM, AF pee to lose sieht 

of, Me, ASL; at first sight. gol, gS, 
4551; to know by sigiit, a2 ti, sik ify ; to vanish 
out of sight, 7202 Fl, EAR SE; to come in sight, 
HI FH ; in na HR AL ; to take sight, FAppel; a 

good sivlt, AFM; a bad sight, Pes APR 
a weak ew We Hk ; to be in sight of, Fd, bt 
fs, "273; a horrid sieht, WER, WRY 

iE. 
Sighted, a. In composition, having sight, as :— 
See ied, pr isl. 

Sightless, a. Blind, 7] ; 

WR, 18 9, TY HE. 
Sightly, a. Pleasing to the eye, BEE fry, MEE 

open to the view, Hj]. 
Sigil, n. FJ. 
Sign, n. Something by which another thing is 

known or represented, #%, a ge, oF 

manual, 4 92, J7#E; a sign or omen, HE 
IK 5A; sign of heaven, KR, A; a sood sien, 
KE SLGA ; a had sien, Heap seo, [AWK ; visible 
sions, #2, EE, Be; the visible signs of things 

invisible, BSE AA DSL A WME IL ZTE 
a sign of exclamation (!), [ff PR; a sien of 

interrogation (?), Pi} gE ; Ser of the passive 
in verbs, pk, Si, 5é, 4, Hf 5 sien of the plural, 
wi, SE, HE, HY, He, Bs sign of the genitive or 
ae ye fJ, 2; sign of the dative, is, 
FS, Wi, sf; sign of the future, j§. wr; sig 
the past tense, IGE, @, JS, EL, (LR, HERE; a 
sign of the zodiac, ; the zediae is divided 

; the faculty 

offensive to the eye, SE 

we; Sion 
DDE, 
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SIG 

into twelve siens, BUD) ay ; the sign 
of a shop, APE Be ; to bea sion, #4, (25h OE 
{o see signs, to foretell by signs, -G4k ; a secret 
sion, Berge. 

Sign, v.¢. To make a mark, ge, $7 9, BERLE. 
gE; to sign, as one’s name, ¥, i, a: to 

sign, as the emperor, #EUt, (Fa, GO FEHL : 
to sign, to make a sign manual, as Chinese 
FTFFFR ; to sign and seal, AID 5 {o sign one’s 
name, 4%, tp 3 fe ; to Sign one’s name in fur- 

fhenames of an object, 44H; 10 sign or mark 
off for execution, Jie. 

Sign-board, n. FAiR, WH, HL; the sign-board of a 

shop, B94 ME. ESE. WL 
Sign-manual, n. The sign-manual of a sovereign, 
(0 4£ ; Sign-manual of another person, 7 zs 
fig =; to make sign-manual, as Chinese wo- 
man, Fy Fy Hit. 

Si: onal, n. ie; Signal fire, KE, KEY, ME, HY; 

make a fire for a signal, WK BB: a see 

gun, Wek; a signal flag, ge DBE, Be i, # h, 
FB, WE fie, ME; a sienal flag with serrated 
edges, Fy JE iit, FF iilt, 8 ; signal post, made of 
clay, HAs 5 a signal ' ‘look to, tH; to make 
a signal of distress, Fit far ite, tik fé ie to hoist 
a sienal, dij #2; to wave a signal, #%; the 
signal for mounting, nj 55% ge; night signals, 
(dH ; to make a signal, or give orders, #4HR, 

45% file, tae 
Signal, a. Worthy of note, remarkable, BUTS OPE ; 

aremeraple FY Hae; conspicuous, PPR AY; a 
signal defeat, KA. 

Signalize, v.¢. To render distinguished from 
What is common, (fi #j Fpl); to signalize by 

hoisting a flag, dik He 48 YE, TE Me 4 BF ; 
signalize a ship, #898 he; to signalize to the 
people, 3 RUE, EE LW hit; to sienalize one’s 

self, Hi%, #4, #AG ; to signalize a person, 

Ayn JE FLibg. 

Sienalized, pp- Made eminent, 35, el in 
Signally, Eminently, 2h Ys, Wy] # 

are? BR ; 

memorably, in a distinguished manner ; SS 

nll. 
Signature, m. A stamp, ge; the signature of 

one’s name, % He, fi! PE, BEY. £P fa] BE; the 

signature of one’s inark, Jy#i; a letter or 
figure at the bottom of the first page of a sheet, 
by which the sheets are distinguished an the 
order designated, — fil] fc He. 

Signed, PP. wih, SS J - 

Signer, n. 4% #. 

: 

an 



Sienet, n. See Seal. 

Significance, Significancy, n. Meaning, &, & 
fa; power of impressing the mind, #7 Jj ; im- 

portance, @r, B ; consequence, fy (fK. 
Significant, a. Rearing a meaning, 77%, AE 

Bi, fy Bik; very significant, SW), Wak, 
4H, BAA; significant expressions, J) jal, 

Ti tit. 
Significantly, adv. With meaning, A Re ZEA, 

OE, LeB. 
Sienification, n. The act of making known, a& 

fal, 44a: HRs meaning, BE, HK, PKL; the 
signification of a word, & % 3%, 377 2% #&; to 
point out the signification, #7pAbey 

ionificative, a. 47, 47%, IFA, WIE. RBA. 

ionificator, n. tra. SHAW. 

ignify, vt. ah Kl, GN, St. HW], dita, FeRAM; 
{o signify to one, iG V4, 4 AA; to have a 

certain sense, #f2°%F; to weigh, w ; to have 

consequence, 77 EY (% ; it does not sionify much, 

S 

Si 

Si 

le FARE, Sint 38 SEH, IN IS BR it slgn- 

fies nothing, 4-4 #1 =F. SE -tz 5) (4, ERE, A 
; it signifies much, # (J (% ; it signifies, 

te (f, SE 4L; it signifies beginning, 4 $y Me 

WF 
Signifying, ppr. ditas, oh 50, Ae. 

Signing, ppr. Signing, as the emperor, (pH; 
signing, as the people, 4§, Ji; signing, as 

women, or persons who are unable to write, 

FT a4. 
Silence, n. Stillness, #f, FAR, AyaP, Wy; to keep 

silence, IE Al, We Hy g, AGH H, aay H, BRR, Ax 

PR BRUCE, SLED, mies silence! MEAFAR, UK 
Wee, LE, GS, Shag: ; to think in silence, 

lis AH, EEA; to put to silence, FEAT, fH ASG 
BW A, i A FE SB Bt; to pass over in 
silence, [Hi sé, AV Bt, AV: secrecy, PR 34; to 
repeat in silence, BRA, EK Fi. 

Silence, v. t. FE AEC 5 to oblige to hold the peace, 
(Up te AS FS, , (03 Ame = HY “AS ; to restrain from speak- 

ing, We fila, MELE, AE; to restrain, 28 Hil], 

Hi; to silence the enemy's euns, hy 2% 44; 
to silence one’s complaints, JAK Ik jp #F ; to si- 

lence a play-house, #2 ; to silence the voice of 
conscience, AK ELIE Z yf} ; to silence by authori- 

ty, OH, FD. 
Silent, a. Habitually speaking little, PEER A, fi 

BK fg, Ah al, HREKRG; having no noise, Af 

BR, BR, GRO, BRC, AK, TT AF; silent time, 

BF, BNF; a silent place, TCM, wR, Mawes 
not pronounced, ji; silent praise, Mpg; by 

vIs 

SIL 

silent steps, {ff (fi, aR aE, FRYR; silent com- 
munication, MRA:; to remain silent, Hew, He 

eS, BR RR, WE FR, BK, e410, BK BR I ; com- 

pletely silent, dead, [A] F< ;a silent person, ff 

ERE N, RZ A, NUE, SB. 
Silentiary, n. (pe ZAR. 

Silently, adv. Without speech or words, BREK, 

WEE, BRYE; without noise, FRAT, IA ; with- 

out mention, {fy fjj- . 
Silhonette, n. 27H. 
Silicic acid, n. Silex, rm, 7K ih. 

Silicate, n. #78. 
Silicify, v. t. IMAg TRB. 
Silicon, n. #7. 
Siliqua, Silique, ». FA, 52. 

Silk, * n. Raw silk, 2%, %; Canton raw silk, + 
#%; Nanking raw silk, ji]#%; Sz chuen yellow 
silk, PU JI[H¥4% ; the three grades of Canton raw 
silk, #, as:—No. 1, Fer AEWA ae 

iE PH HB AG No. 2, UPLATE DER, BE 
te; No. 3, RAR, KEIN AR, HERS; the great 

silk worm, Je2Y, FAAE. 201, Asim MUTE SALE : 
refuse silk, @l #94, KHIR; organzine cr 
thrown silk, j#*#E; silk, reeled from dupions, 
iJ THR; wild raw silk, PLES ; silk and cotton 
inixtures, #¢ He, #R FE HH; varieties of silk, 
Ea; to veel silk, #hBR; silks, He; silk 
of maize, Bess. 

Silk-cotton, n. RPE TE. 

Silk-mill, n. 3) ## a, HA. 
Silk-weaver, n. #RAR #. 
Silk-werm, ». #3, %; a silk-worm moth, #4 

Wy ; silk-worm oak, quercus mongolica, HE Ht 3 
small-leaved silk-worm oak, VRE ft if; large- 
Jeaved silk-worm ork, 7 348 # fi} ; silk-worm- 
shaped eyebrows, WIG . - 

Silken, a. #80E, #52 fy; made of silk, RMR, 
JA Ge (ik fy ; solt, Bt di ; silken dress, #RSSAe YE; 

silken breeches, #% #ii; silken cock, 2 E He; 
silken sounds, the words of the emperor, #977. 

Silky, a. RPE, BRAG, PERE; silky soft, FAM R. 
Sill, n. The base of a thing, as the sill of a door, 

fe, EM, PYRE; a window sill, AH, ARB. 

Silily, adv. FLPR, PRR, HEM. 
Siliness, n. fat, 5b, Hai Gb Jee. 

Silly, a. 88, AS, Sk, TAS, BRAS, EI, DA, Bie, 
HE AS ANAS, TER TM, Jie, HA AS, ES, TE ODE, PERE 

Nx, [Gil ; a silly fellow, RFE, FLA, MBE 
4; what is the matter you act so silly ? 42 ffR 

iF §&; silly looking, $45; a silly foolish thing, 

* For silk manufactures, see under their respective names. 
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HH, Sy : silly words, AREA, Bie Fee 

a silly laugh, Fai4e, jie. 
Silt, 2. Saltness, i; a deposit of mud or fine 

earth, JEQE. 
Silting, ppr. SELIE. 
Silure, n. Back dusky green silure, $f; silure, 

bagrus, BA ; another species of silure, 4F4@ 
another species of silure, PE fF ; another spe- 
cies of silure, 7€ fi; silure, plotosus, We J; 

silure, heterobranchus, IH Hl, ; 

dus, ft ; another species, #, (i. 
Silvan, a. Woody, #0, KA, EAS. 
Silver, n. $&, 4; sycee silver, #meh # ; broken 

silver, FER; the rate of premium on silver, 

§IK; to see silver, to act as shroff, Wyse; to 
assay silver, (Zt; native silver, FFA; one tael 

(ounce) of silver, — jay fh. 

Silver, a. SRE, SA, SEM ; silver thread, HR 
#@ ; fine silver thread, §&#% ; silver fish, eypri- 
nus, ¥K WE 4 ff; silver pheasant, (see Phea- 
sant); silver goods, $8 4, #R £¥ ; silver hair, 

52, SG AnH ; silver ore, HIF. 

Silver-beater, n. Ff FR AH - 
Silver-smith, n. Fy FR (, FRE. 
Silver-tree, n. ¥fe fy}. 

Silvered, pp. or a. SHER. 
Silvery, a. Like silver, ang, # AME. 

Similar, a. Like, # (Ul, /, U1. UW. — 
Ae, I — tk, HF. an, 25. 58. ae, Oth. AA 
(1, FPL, AAT ; not very similar, He Z (py; in 
a similar manner, made in a similar 

manner, — {i i:. 
Similarity, n. (Ll, (RCL, OF fib, — RE; great simi- 

larity with each other, $64n (L], SEA. 

Similarly, adv. —#8, Bi. 
Simile, n. JE Mr, #¢ au. 
Similitude, n. Likeness, (# {L], #37 ; comparison, 

Bar, ZR, oA, JEM, tik. 
Simmer, v.7. To boil gently, 77, [RE ok FB, ie 
Simmering, ppr. WY, Te KYB. | 
Simony, n. FH ¥g hic. 
Simoom, Simoon, n. #2 }ql.- 
Simper, v. 7. ‘lo smile in a silly manner, $8, 5 

5, BEE, WUE, HL, Bk, SEA AMAA; he simpers 
at my word, pif AAA. 

— 
Ie > 

Simpering, ppr. or a. 3, SEE, TAK. 
Simple, a. Consisting af one thing, Wf ; unmixed, 

UG, Fl— ; artless, FE 1 EE TMB: 0 simple | 
husbandman, PW Ee: simple manners, Jil | 

TERE, BLE (@: plain, RES, Hs 
dress, FEE KEE; to wear simple ES, BR 
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4 3; a simple woman, FE hy ; sincere, = AR, 

Thott, FOBEs frank, ft A, 1; silly, 40, RDR, 
Mey ; foolish, Fai, He; credulous, B{S Ay; stu- 

De Hs ER simple people ov folks, Bast, Heth; 
shallow, 7; simple numbers, PY; a simple 
dict, BH. 

| Simple-hearted, a. Joy, HOA. 

| Simple-minded, a. FE FR, Hii—, Ie GME OS, Fe. 
Simpleness, n. Artlessness, #E Ff; weakness of 

intellect, #4 7k. 

Simpleton, n. SUE, HF, SH. EA, FRED AN. 
Simplicity, n. FE PE. Tho, HL, RE, Hi YR 

simplicity and elegance of harmony, 4 PEAK 
2, AC EE AKC; artlessness of mind, Ale (py 4ae fF. 

Simplification, n. Ge, Bie. 
Simplify, v. ¢. 4, de, Hike, itt 3, 3 PO. 
Simply, adv. Without art, 3% ES of itself, 

fy 2; merely, RB, 23. Hi He. it, A, we; 
I simply desire it thus, (ik Ki dn JE. 

| Simulate, v. ¢. To feign, to pretend, FE, 4B #, PR 

4a. cE Ry, BURG, MOVE, LEfE, WE. See Feign AY 

or Pretend. 

a. if ey S. TET, 8 T. Simulated, pp. or 

(BIE T- 
Simulation, n. i #4, 1 % H. GPE; counter- 

feiting, {fi ; pretense, (ER. 

Simultaneous, a. fi] 4 PELE, fri] 4, fi], JE, fg 

Sh EAD. AEA AS. 
Simultaneously, adv. At the same time, faj, — 

HE, [ia] HL Hs, [alte Jk — J; simultaneously 
| arrived, fajJE 3e, AE ZB, HI. 
Sin, ». 5E, 3E 38. 5p i, 3, SP BE, WE: original 

sin, We SE, ASE; the ba of sin, 5f.4 HE; the 
origin of sin, SEZ Ji rh, 5E2% 4th; to commit 
sin, JU JE; to forgive sin, de SP, 0 SE, 2 SE, 
ESE, @SE. to atone for sin, PIE; ereat sin, 
ASE, HSE: a deadly sin, ZE3E; to repent of 
one’s sin, 1% JE; intentional sin, && %& & SE; 
unintentional sin, {fj ¥& 2% 9f; to commit unin- 
tentional sin, f§YSjG FE. Me Je SE, SE IC SE, 

| POG RCIEs actual sin, 7H LIE, A TZ; 
to accumulate sin, #{IE; born in sin, 2b if F7 

3- ; retribution of sin, J£8¥ ; evil of one’s sins, 

Ate. ? 
Sin, v. 7. JQSE, 05 5E, JESE ; to sin against, 4 5p 

h, RE SE HS, 7B 7H; to sin against heaven, 

FIRK, EET. 
Sin-oflering, n. PRSE SS. 

Sin-stung, a. JASE IE. 
simple | Sinapis brassieata, n. Hz. 

| Sinapisin, n. IA 
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Sinupicniy n. 1 FORE. | Singe, ate b, HL, 4 HE ng fe. 

Since, prep. or adv. After, #%; from the time | Singer, n. be a ae ne AB. 
that, fy LIE ; since that time, 2 We LI ae, 

HE iti #2, TIE ih 3g ; since the morning hour, | 
rh BIVENS, A ey RE LAE; since the an- 
cients, A a A LJ 3%; since the time of Confu- 

cius, AJL F AI LAS, GILF LL 4; lone 
since, 46%, £e-iit, AST ; not long since, 4nt HE 
Gi} ; about two years since, £4 7 4.47 ; how long 
is it since? 7 #E MP UE, A HEA F ; since we 
have been Jiving here, FJ FE JE LIE 

world began, Ff JC HU BH WD DLE. By BDI 
LIA; since 1 was a child, fy; because that, 
ER, PEK, [A Fy; since it is thus, PE FAN, aE 

PR ANE. 
Sincere, a. Pure, unmixed, jk, ak TE #E, With, 

ma, aes yg, TET ff, Ae kes ) fii, RK, 

RU PE, EL TH, We WY, ae, Me; a sincere heart or 

mind, aod, Tht. aut, aU. 7, YE; a sin- 
cere friend, 2 FW) A, wk HW) AC; a sincere 

wish, #k Kil. 

Sincerely, adc. 7k, HE, 48, Rink, mA, Liatod, 

RK, tH TH 2k 2X, AE te, AB TOY et, Al — ; what I 
sincerely desire, hk ity pi ; eis i 
4m { ; sincerely hope, m2, By. 

Sincerity, n. ak, gh, wee, Wot, A, HEL TH 

Ti ke hot: ABT, He ak 

Sine, n. JEG%. 

Sinecure, n. jC®, BEE, Pit, Wiig. 
Sine die. Without day, Aye He. 
Sine qua non. Without which a thing cannot be, 

TEE, THEME, DAB. AEB. 
Sinew, n. fff; stag’s sinews, fEffj ; strong sin- 

ews, jig; Sinews, 4f-fjfj Jy. 
Sinewy, a. fifi, ASHE; vigorous, Ff i Jy FE, IE. 
Sinful, a. # 3P, SE, SE 5, A SE BE; sinful 

nature, JE fF ; sinful man, JE J\; sinful heart, 
Sinfully, adv. LSE Re. | Eat. 
Sinfulness, n. #7 5£#%; the sinfulness of man, J\ 

LATE. 
Sing, v. 7. ort. ; pret. sung and sang Pp. sung. 

ME A aK, EF obibad 5 IC, apa, MALABE ; to sing 
a hymn, "3— RF; to sing hymns, #8 Ry, 19 

EGF; to sing a sone, es eee 

to sing praises, ie Se, FAR; to sing ditties, 

oh, J dh; to sine aloud, } i ne; to sing 

southern ditties, S47 in}; to sing or repeat 
over, as Chinese sats My, p@; to sing, as a 
bird, Hig, 8; the birds sing harmoniously, 6 

He wEWE; to sing a child to sleep, H&{F fil, WE 

(Elid, SRE. 

; since the - 

Singing; ppr. or a. 04, Ak, gc ; Singing boys and 

dancing girls, BRELBEA ; a singine girl, PK 
Ac, WKAX ; to sing and dance, RAE 5 birds sing- 
ing at night, wi: birds singing in the morn- 
ing, fi]; the sound of singing songs, WEIR. 

Singine-book, n. Ft Rp (AX). 

Singing-master, n. £(ii, BK fill. 

Single, a. Ht, $83, Hi. HEY, ay, i, BER, OM 
iB, +, jE—,—7; * asingle, unmarried a 
son, ff &{f-, WRK; a single foot, — A, Hi 
a single garment, i 2, 4 He, WEAK, HB, ‘ip 
Yd; a sing rle boat, — f£ fur, Mt RESP 5 a single 

ox, #¥4F ; single and ae We, PAGE, Aah: 
a sinald one, HJ — Ne fi — 4»; a single 
flower, HIME ; a aatiet sical fj — AJB ; one 
single word, #j— jal, Ik-—e; a single hair, 
— (EE ; single conversation, —jij Ziv}; ata 
single washing, —% ; with a single eye, fi—. 

Single, v. ¢. To select, fi LL, del), JR HI. 

Single-handed, a. {j—~. 
Single-hearted, a. JJ th (vJ- 
Single-minded, a. JJ (GE, KER, fil—, AB. 
Single-stick, n. A cudgel, #s; to teach boxing 

and single-stick, #7] 4 Hs. 

Singleness, n. The state of being separate from 
all others, #8], 4%, ‘y£4%, JE —; the opposite 
of doubleness, i; singleness of mind, F}.h, 

Singling, pp: fait, fai HL. 

Singly, adv. f&R—, ——, Wt, $8; they arrived sin- 

ely, {2{&—3 ; sincerely, Lau, #—, — HE 

nD: 

Singula by a In grammar, expressing one person 

or thing, Hi, —, #y—, JIE—; singular num- 

ber, #i 8; singular and plural, ‘is ; unusual, 
without precedent, BL, setae yA REL, JERS, 
oy #2 ; a singular affair, Hy Ie. § His ZR, 
2y HE; singular conduct, Ue a ‘: 
singular in their kind, 4: A WRURE, AA AVE 
4%; a singular man, 
singular industry, #) Jj iA ; singular point, 

1B SLE. 
Singularity, n. FHZBH, RLS, waz: 

singularity in a bad sense, es 2y aft. 
Singularly, adv. HZ, 7y 58. 
Singultus, n. See Hieeup or Hiccough. 
Sinister, a. Pertaining to thie left hand, 7%, 7 

fy ; evil, corrupt, Jf}, 3%; sinister principles, 

* Sce classifiers p. 1. 

EA, FR ZA; of 
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AHH, WH, HE WIH ; unlucky, [A]; sinister 
purpose, 9}, #5 ; sinister affections, Fh ith, 
HEE; sinister tricks, jaf; a sinister birth, 

HIRO Je} BF, ASA DAIIE. 
Sink, v. 7.; pret. sunk and sank; pp. sunk. 

Ye, OE, iw, MZ, Wh7Z, iE; to sink, as a foun- 
dation, 443£ ; to sink under the weight of, 
7H, Beat); to sink in destitution and misery, 
ir 7S. URYZ, M7 ; to sink and be drowned, jf 
39, ok, PCV, i357; to sink into perdition, 
Yim, PLZ ; to sink in the waters of a deluge, 
Hk cvs, RHA; to sink into oblivion, PLY, i 
7% ; to sink into vice, 749 JES ; the ship sinks, 
Hive; the river sinks, jaf pes, iAP ac MK : 
to sink and float, #E/F; to sink, as a place in 
prosperity, &c., #2; to sink into the earth, $f 

Hh, JEL; to decrease, jE; to decay, Wilf, 
We- 

Sink, x. ¢. To cause to sink, (PPE, 4pPE; to sink 
in a fight, #7 PE; to immerse in a fluid, ~EYz ; 
to sink a well, UIE, Jidf; to sink a pit, BA 
42, $3" ; to sink into destruction, fae, Ky J; 
to reduce in quantity, #7; to sink a fund, 
ve Eh, ve IIE; to sink or waste money, # gf ; 
to sink men into brutes, [% J WSBrER, ti 4G 

BRK. 
ely A drain, #@. 
Sink-drain, Sink-hole, n. 43. 
Sinking, ppr.or a. Sinking, as in the water, 7; 

sinking, as a wall, 447%; depressing, #2 ,% ; 
subsiding, jif{f ; declining, 32, J iff; a sink- 
ing fund, 3 ff AX. 

Sinless, a. Sk 5p, 4s. 

Sinner, n. RA, FEB, FEA, EK. 
Sinuate, v. ¢. To wind, ahi, #8 FF. 
Sinuous, Sinnose, a. Ff, Sth, ZS. 
Sinus, n. A bay, ##; sinus ina shore, 7¢; a cavity 

in a bone, *P7¢ ; the frontal sinus, Ff). 

Sip, v. ¢. UE, Hi, , PA, 1 Rk, E.R, We, PH, BE 
to draw into the mouth, #1; to sip wine and 

sing songs, METI a. 
Sip, n. To take a sip, WI—Ip, H— MR. 
Siphon, ». A bent tube whose arms are of une- 

qual lene th, Fhe ae ey. 

Sipped, pp. i. 
Sipping, ppr. 1, #. 

Sir, n. 4b, BR, WE RR, WD, BS, Bs 
sir or master, Hf9f; sir or teacher, 4E4E, % 
fifi ; sir so and so, * 400. <F ; sirs, Ri fir, 4] 2, 

* Address of a Baronet. 
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Sire, n. 2, %, HK, Bim, BAL; grand-sire, 
fiJ ZS; Sire, your Majesty, BET. 

Siren, n. A mermaid, jfpee, WN; an enticing 

woman, ae. 
Siri leaf, n. BLE. 
Sirius, n. KE. 
Sirocco, n. #&)il G - 

Sirup, n. $I. 
Sister, n. Elder sister, M5, WL, 2%, upd, Bij h, Ac 

bt ; elder sister’s husband, #ha, WHF, Ab, 

WHE ; younger sister, Ak, Pipek, ACH, Teh ; 
younger sister’s husband, #k Je, Hk aC; sisters, 
Wh; half-sister, 4h 4k; brothers and sisters, 
SL if; Wi AE; sister’s son, 4h #4; sister’s son's 
wife, A] ER AF ; sister's daughter, Sp 4H £ ; sister’s 
daughter’s husband, Xp 4§ ; sister’s grandson, 

fy 43 FR. 
Sisterhood, n. KR. 
Sister-in-law, n. Elder brother’s wife, 5O4u, Wl, 

AA; younger sister-in-law, WHR, 4h, of hy, 

vee, Aik. See Brother. 

Sisterly, a. Zeek, An AR. 
Sisyphus, n. Ar Ek Z.- 
Sit, v. 7. ; pret. and pp. sat. 4B, J%; to sit cross- 

levged, or dla Turque, #3 SPAR, Beh, REAE, 

Bk, DEVE. Unk, HEN. AEA, FLEE; to sit with 
the feet under one, #8) 74K ; to sit on one’s 
heels, #2, PAK, 2 ; to sit with the feet hang- 
ing down, 4: RH 4K, i, PIL: to sit in a leaning 
posture, RHP, Pe4e, AB; to sit astride, ps 
Alt; to sit close to, HA 4B; to sit near, JE 4K ; to 
sit in order, Ai 42, HEAR ; to sit in court, 4h ; 
to sit with, SEAR, Re4K ; to sit alone, 794K, 
4K; to sit on one’s side, RAK, fi] 4A; to sit at 

table, 4B yi; to sit at the head, 4A fir, 4A IE 

fiz; to sit ina formal manner, ##4K, TE4B, A 
AK; to sit at ease, #4; to sit at one’s con- 
venience, fgi4# ; to sit in a sedan, 4h W¥* ; to sit 
on a chair, 44 #% ; to sit as on needles or thorns, 

AVE ETRE ; to sit close, 4844 ; to sit in prison, 

ApS ARE; to sit on eves, fh, AY, #i7E; to 
sit without thought, AAS ; to sit in the posture 
of meditation, A’ Ba, 4A ait; to sit in pairs, (HA, 
BEAK ; to sit to the painter or for one’s picture, 
#k # ; to sit in parliament, 4 HAE; the 
parliament sits, ft egy # HRT ; to sit in judg- 
ment, Aé#* ; to sit close to one’s work, #77 ff, 

Ht {f ; to sit at great usury, Bey AF; the 
wind sits fair, (AMAlgl, ; to sit or fit, as dress, 
BB, PAID, BE. HEA ; please sit down, ¥ 
AK; to sit out, Sat pigs, [yJ Ae; to sit up all 
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night, )K7ZAE ; to sit up at play, WK7K NR ; to 
sit up at work, M7 fF. 

Sit, v. t. AB. 

Site, n. Ji; the site for a house, J¥ fi. 
Sitter, n. A bird that ineubates, FA 7 fry. 
Sitting, ppr.or a. 44; sitting cross-legged, 

sitting on the heels, f¥. 
Sitting, n. A session, 38, #446. 

Situate, a. 7. 

HR 
be =i) 

Situated, a. Ze NM fk, Ze 5EI% ; situated, asa tomb, | 
Fe fii ; situated in the south, 7£ 7 #% ; pleasantly | 
situated, 4h fit, JMS ; conveniently situated, 

Aa WAG, WAT tf. 
Situation, n. Position, site, UAE, fit, J; official | 

situation, ff, fit, Ean occupation, DAG, Fe 

SEE, Gs, WIE; a good situation, 4g. fh 
fii; an important or responsible situation, fF 
Ht, AWW fr; to seek a situation, HABE, SAE | 

22; to obtain a situation, 7 fi] SAS, 7 fic; 
state or condition, FIZ, TeX; to be in an | hs 
unpleasant situation, ¢f UE df. Hs Ri 

Siva, n. Hl pe why. 
Six, a. orn. 7X, fae; six o’clock, A.M., JES ; six 

o'clock, P.M., JE 74; the six Supreme Boards, 

\ih; the six departments of administration 
im a province, >\ fF; the six influences, 74 
(1); the six cardinal points or extremities, 74 

€>(2); the six calamities which happen to man, 
7\ hi (3); the six kinds of domestie animals, 
WE (4); six arts, FY ee (5); to be at sixes and 

sevens, 37 AL, bine #24 gL. 

Six-penny, a. F\ 43 Je. 
Sixfold, a. 74 4. 

Sixpence, n. HF %, (Life zs TENE. 
Sixteen, a. --7\. 
Sixteenth, a. $§--7%. 
Sixth, a. #5; 

sixth time, BA, SBA, SEAS, HOARE: 
the sixth moon or month, ( 4) F\ JA, AKs. 

Sixthly, adv. $54, BALE, AM. 

Sixty, a. 7y +; cycle of 60 years, sy -+-7E AB; 
sixty years of age, 7\+- ok, REE, B, FB. 

Size, n. Extent of bulk or superficies, k, fi, 

Wek, WA. HES, ALAVG ; size or class, 4; 

—L 

of the size of a bullet, GRIM}: a quanti- | 
ty or allowance, 44, 41; of what size? #8 

1. RE, (SS, JL, BM, Me, Hj, or tf, EL, K, &, K, dh. 

~ We, PY, tH, dt, b, F- 

» Pa, Be, BE. AB, 34- 
Bis 4 3 BE He, ae 

- Way SS, Dh, HH, GE, Be. ot > oo bo 

the sixth part, 7\4p2%—; the | 

De, EAH fa. 
| Size, n. Weak glue, fRz{k. 
| Size, v. t. To adjust according to size or bulk, #& 

IRE, HES, HEA (GL); to prepare with 
size, EJS, ¥¢ 27]c; to swell, HR, AZ. 

| Size-stick, n. FEE, JE. 
| Sized, pp. or a. Ap T Kas, HET HAE ; prepared 
| with size, |- 3 W271, de YS sh 2k; middle- 

sized, rBHSE, rH fy. 

Sizeness, n. #8 fj. 
Sizing, ppr. Arranging according to size, #38 

BE, Re GE. 
Sizy, a. $i (14. 
Skate, n. PH: ; the name of fish, (7%. 
Skein, Skain, n. A knot of thread, —Fk Re, RZ 

#&- to shake ont skeins of silk, #$4%; a skein 
or hank of silk or floss, #€; a skein of 40 

threads, #@. 
Skeleton, n. AREF, Fk, — fil a aR; the 

skeleton of an umbrella, 3%; the skeleton of 

a fan, jar; the skeleton of an essay, #45, 
Save Besa very lean person, —fgj; like 

a skeleton, lly An 48. 
Skeptic, n. Se, MEEK. 
Skeptic, Skeptical, a. ¥&, (5E, JURE. 
Skepticism, n. (SEZ Sr, Af GES. 
Sketch, ». An outline, R&, AF, BE, BR, 
A; the sketch of a picture, JHE, AbIB, JR 

3% ZANE; a rough sketch, #675, Wik, HAA, 
44%, Wt8; to make a rouch sketch, Bi f%, BF 

| fil, #2 #L; a sketch in drawing, #4 HE, #48, 
| tH f%;a sketch of a landscape, [[k#. 
| Sketch, v. ¢. 48, #, #4 Tal,  ; to sketch an out- 

line, ti, tig $5, ES ES ss, FH SDI. 

Sketehed, pp. #7, 2238. #58, Him T- 
Sketching, ppr. $#, #, a7; sketching a rough 

draught, HEAR, #URe. 
Skew-bridge, n. JC RP HLTA YZ. 

| Skewer, n. AJ. 
Skid, n. aig ail]. 
Skiff, n. Hisip. 

Skill, m. PEI, (RIG, PHB, PEL, PAE, Sith, Fe 
95, HAE, IHR; great skill, HEB, WET, 

RMF, UE, ADF. 
Skilled, a. Ap3h, WARTG, RA, a, aA MS, BB, 

aE, S78. HIN, Hi, Glebe, Ee. IE, WSR, PRK, 
Skillet, m. Brass skillet, #é. | Fy Be. 

| Skillful, Skilful, @. Well versed in any art, 3X, 
WA SF; expert, clever, 17 +, #RI4, Se, Fe, HH, 

| RE, Whey, RE eH, PETG, (IG, TL, 
| skillful in argument, Fit, SE5%, 99 HY ; skill- 
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fal in aeuae ee Pond 
Skillfully, adv. Rh, 75, AR, 14,38 ; skillfully exeeu- 

ted, FAT. AORTA, HOT 
Skillfulness, Skilfulness, n. HEI, (35 
Skim, v.t. ghk, WE; to skim off, tk, 

skim off a liquid, #REPP i. WAAART: 
skim the milk, AFL. 

Skim, v. 7. To hasten over superficially, ¥ fit, # 

4iq ; to skim through the air, 4934. 
Skimble-scamble, a. lL. 

Skimmer, n. jRx. 

Skimming, ppv. Fk. 
Skimmingly, adv. YY, WR. 
Skin, 2. Ne, Te IS, WE, He; a hide, WH, ye; the 

inner part of a skin, Jt, flay; the outside of the 
flesh is the inner side of the skin, py #7R2C ; 
dressed skin, #uyk, Ht, #9, #£; skin and flesh, 

JE, SNL; the cracking of skin, j&I. ae, 
fye; a shriveled skin, {i IPE Hie 5 a vouch skin, HE 
J& ; to come off with the whole skin, #§ yy BE 
ff; a glossy skin, Hk, ws a white skin, 
HJe; the skin sticking to the bones, Jk #4 

a#. See Fur and Hide. 
Skin, v. ¢. AK, Hk, Bk, $A; to skin a calf, Fl 

46 {F- ye; to skin beans, #tF; to cover with 
skin, 4 Vj ; to skin, as a snake, Wee ye. 

Skinflint, n. A very niggardly person, HERR py, 

abe 
. Skinless, a. Fay pE. 
Skinned, pp. FS J&- 
Skinner, ». One who skins, ¥i) &% #4; 

deals in skins, J& 4. 
Skinning, ppr. Ai je. 
Skinny, a. Skinny, as a person, 4 M28 

a, 
B> 3 

one who 

iaraN ; to skip over, fit Bk, BYE, a in learn- 
ine fae not skip the reoular series, £7, fS46 ; 
to ‘skip for joy, BRSER# ; to skip ane BER, 
FRE, DBZ, BERy, 4A; to skip and dance, BEE, 

Skipper, n. The master of a trading vessel, ff¥=F, 
Hye HZ; adancer, Pki#E 44 sa young, thought- 
less person, ZE EAN. 

Skipping, ppr. or a. Pk, Pk; skipping, 
leaf, Wa, UIE 

Skirmish, n. A light combat, )Jgk— Ht 

Jie, ZENG; contest, HEE. 
Skirmish. vd. yFy, sink. 
Skirmisher, n. J.4y 4. 

as a 

Dy? fe — jig 

— fy 
HR. 

Skip, v. zor t. Hk, HE, BR, BA, BR; to skip or pass | 
Deh, as a leaf, Wy, wiz; to skip a leaf, whi (ha) | 

IE to 

| Skirted, pp. #fi% 

SLA 

| Skirt, . The lower and loose part of a coat or 
Kee ‘garment, +2 WM, HF, WE, BER, HE; the 
back Siu, f 42 WH, HE: ate border, edge, 

margin, 7% ; the skirt of a dress, #3; a long 
skirt, ean Hi; the plaits or folds in the 
skirt of a petticoat, BERX; the skirt of a country, 
[ol 3S, BY 2% FR ; under the same skirt, [aj Z ; the 
diaphragm of animals, BR 7% Hig Wt; the four 
points of the skirt are even, met.—to indulge 
in four kinds of excess, PU #{£%* ; to lift up the 
skirt, #$2€ ; to lift up and put the skirt in the 
cirdle to hold something in it, #f; to lift up 
an apron or skirt, #. 

Skirt, v.t. To border, 473%, 7, #Z.- 

Skirt, v. 7. To be on the border, WRi%, Ze le F. 

, AIL, HELI; skirted round by 

trees, HEL] YP. 
Skittish, a. Shy, At 3 #, PE; volatile, mes, me 

BE, ABUTS. 
Skittishly, adv. WYP, REE, BEE. 
Skittishness, n. Shyness, 3 #; fickleness, #k3#. 

Skulk, v. 7. To lurk, JE(R, 33352, FREE ; to skulk 
away, J@, JH, JRE; to skulk about, 3k, AW 
Aaa ee, HE 7% MERE; to skulk ee one, Is Fe 
CE J, WFR Fe ; to skulk around, ; 

Skulked, pp. 33/23, TERR, sas 
| Skulking, ppr. or a. 9%, (STE, REE, FER ; hane- 

ing the head and skulking away, J qf. 
| Skull, x. The skull of the head, gaze, Ram, Aes 

£S ; the skull of a boat, M. 

Skunk, n. BRA. 
Sky, n. The aerial region which surrounds the 

earth, Ie, 264, He ffs eH, HEIR, SE IK; the 
vaulted sky, #245, 725K; a dark sky, #8, 
3h, K Ip, $2 FE HEIR; the blue, azure sky, 4$ 

FE, IK; a clear sky, HK, FMI IK. 
Wy Se; a dull sky, WEK, KE; lowering, 
the sky overcast, 424%; as difficult as to climb 
up the sky, FCPS HEHE. 

Sky-blue, a. Ff, FF. 
Sky-color, n. Kf. 
Sky-larking, n. Frolicking, 52 #. 
Sky-light, n. FRA. 

Sky-rocket, n. HLAK, ILBETF. 

| Skyward, a. In. 

| Slab, n. GK, Ale 
; Skippimg, as an order, BSjH. | 

:aslab of marble, —Hf 2G ; 

slabs of marbles, 22 Hilt. i#¢ HE ; slab of tin, 

ye 
| Slabber, x. 2. or t. bit TK to spill, {. 
| Slack, a. Not tense, #%, 4%, #4 ; remiss, PH, 

hs Te, TSK; S slow, }&;a slack hand, $7%, q# 

5 8 
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cies; slack in devotion, YY; to grow slack, | 
AE YSYR ; to tread on a slack rope, fig tk #. 

Slack, Slacken, v. 7. To become less tense, $4, fk 
#%; to become less violent, jf ; to slacken one’s 
efforts, ay, jARhl, dy F; the fever slackens, 
Heh, Hie ; slack your hand, FKFF% ; to slacken 

one’s pace, #7} ; to slacken a motion, jG IL, 
HEAL), wi); to slacken one’s speed, fj} F 
WA, {i431 ; to slacken one’s hand, (+e (ff ; to 
slacken a line, 44%; to slacken in liberality, 

=F Fy NFS ; to slack lime (see Slake), PE j€. 
Slaek, n. A small valley, sy ¢. 
Slack-water, n. 22 Ge. 

Slackened, pp. ora. Slackened, as a line, 3%, 

Wk TS ; slackened one’s efforts, Hh T Fy; slack- 

ened one’s pace, #7}#; slackened, as a fever, 

Melk. 
Slackening, ppr. Slackening, as a line, fk¥% ; 

slackening, as heat, Si, Sif. 
Slackness, n. $% ; remissness, PRUE ; slowness, [2 ; 

weekness, #3; the slackness of men, J\ 7 pHi 
Ate 

Slag, x. The dross or recrement of metal, JR, * 

rae. 
Slaie, n. FR. 
Slain, pp. of slay, which see. 
Slake, v. ¢. ‘To quench, as thirst, ff, Jk ; to ex- 

tinguish, #, ja; to slake one’s thirst, RIL}, 

ILALY ; to slake one’s ire, A, J 274%, Ae TL, 
JE LS ; to slake one’s desires, JAR AL#K, i$ 1L Gh. 

Slake, v. 7. To go out, &, B ; to become extinct, 

iH. 
Slake, v.¢. To mix with water, as:—to slake | 

lime, #€)j¢. 

Slaking, pp. Slaking, as thirst, jk, 7%; slaking, 
as lime, #€. 

Slam, v.¢. To shut with violence, jf far, fifi], 
ATP, HE ML ESI ; to beat, HE; to win all the 
tricks in a hand, jak, AS ima. | 

Slamming, ppr. or n. Striking or shutting with | 
violence, jitfir, AlJ#, D0 dF; the noise of | 
the striking of the wind or waves, j})}\i, 7#/48 ; | 
the noise of slamming a door, ff PY 2% #. 

Slander, n. 7R2, HW, WO, DER. 
Slander, v. t. aMIK, DEW, Pewee, wll, WGA, wE 

vfs, Wes poe» Weal, DEAS, neo, BRU, GEASS 
to slander a person, si 4% )\; to defame, ## A | 

RM. 
Slandered, pp. ii #8, DERET. ah ET. 

* Vulgar. 

| Slantingly, adv. 

Slapdash, adv. All at once, ZA¥K, 
Slash, n. A long cut, {JJ—; a cut made at 

Slanderer, n. jaf $4 NORE, FAH, SERENA H. 
Slanderous, a. EEE, cal EAS, si, HAS ; slander- 

ous aspersions, 72H. 
Slanderously, adv. Lae i. 

Slang, n. GiaG, PSaG, what, WIR, 16H. We, 
TLD ZZ oft 

Slant, a. Oblique, #4. 
| Silanting, ppr.or a. Having an oblique direction, 

Se, PL E,W, Us, fil); slanting eyes, SHIR; 
a slanting house, #}J#, 47’ ; a slanting tree, 
Sh Mt, Weta; a slanting stroke from the right 
to the left, J ; slanting from the left to the 
right, 4.; rather slanting, EPA, KARI. 

Slap, 2. —44], —£, -—ELSt, —Zi], #E; to give 
one a slap, 5& —4A, JJ —~F E; give him a 
slap, #7 E—; a single slap, #4— FE ; a slap 

in the face, Jali J¥;a slap on the mouth, #7 

WS; a smart slap, Aim—-E. ABR: a slap 

of the hand, ——4%. 
| Slap, v.t. JA, JL, 472, FE. PR. BE; to slap the 

mouth, JA ¥5, S28, +p FEZ; to slap the face, 
+P, HBR, fikjay; to slap the table, $fA#E, $& 
JL; to slap several times, Ff #6. 

aoe 

random, L47, aL, @Lg, GMT. 
Slash, v. ¢. lay, Alig; to cut in long cuts, Zi] 

$e (Ht), DRA 3H), We. 
Slashed, pp. Cut at random, gL , SLY J, al 

4, A, AIL. 
Slashing, ppr. or a. Lay, LHF, AL HT. 

Slat, n. Sf. 

Slatch, n. —fii; an interval of fair weather, 4 

— PRR, RB. 
| Slate, n. 25041, FET; adhesive slate, #8 f(y PEA. 

Slate-board, n. Fy} (Ie). 

Slate-pencil, n. 7 HAE, Fa 7. 
Slater, 2. Ey 4 h9} fi (H. 
Slating, n. Ep Ay jh. 
Slatter, v. 7. FESK, MERE, BRR. 
Slattern, n. FE GK AC, Me GE UE. 
Slaughter, v.t. To kill, as animals, f&, 34, il, 
#- to kill, as in battle, RA, A, PRE, WERE, 
=; to slaughter all, EME, Beith. BEE; to 
slaughter cattle, #4, 364F; to slaughter 
animals, RePE, FEM. 

Slaughter, n. Carnage, mR PE, GRE, BLAM, ACRE; 
to prohibit the slaughter of animals, #&/% ; 

fond of slaughter, "BAY, AER. 
~ | Slaughtered, pp. or a. Slain, $T, WF ; slaugh- 
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tered, as animals, @) JS, JET. 
Slaughterer, n. RA. S$, 4, MB. 
Slaughter-house, n. 4+ 4k), BE FF, JE. 
Slaughtering, ppr. Slaughtering, as animals, J&, 
i, Me, ReRt; slaughtering, as men, Zr, BW, ZK 
By. 

Slave, n. Slaves, 4, AL, ALM; female slaves, 
AeA; aslave eirl, ‘¢ HE, ‘ye, WA, WEF, AME, 
4 F, He (f-; a slave boy, Al, -¥ ZEA; male 
and famale slaves, (4%, #1; those whose 
persons have been sold to others are called 
slaves, ¥i & wil J % AL HE; a slave to one’s 
lusts, CL £% ZA, Fy ek py fifi ; a slave to money, 
ap Senz, tA; free persons and slaves, FLIIé ; 

to deal in slaves, I # J\ 1; to be a slave, 3 
AL, FHL ; to seize people for slaves, ## J\ ; your 
slave, 4. 

Slave-trade, n. WW AZ. 
Slaver, x. JW; a slave ship, F%¥-fyb, (ik) Az Hi. 
Slaver, v. 7. or ¢. cya, iit Oak. 
Slavery, n. Bondage, 4x73, HAS ; to cell 

into slavery, ¥45 4X, WK#9 4; born in slavery, 

AE ili Ay AX. 
Slavish, a. Pertaining to slaves, Av PE, AX Ay; 

servile, SA Si jh Gi, i 4q; mean, pH, BBE; a 
slavish life, #4038 A. 3% MLE A; a slavish 

act, BBE” 47. 
Slavishly, adv. AUAX, FER, FRM, FALE. 
Slavishness, n. 4A 3 ; meanness, OLE. 
Slay, x. t.; pret. slew; pp. slain. To kill, 47 3€, 

A, Bi, BH, Ih; to slay a superior, FA; to 
slaughter, Jitj #E, Oi; FE; to slay without dis- 
tinction, #1 #%; to slay the rebellious, 7 it, 

HE; to slay two thousand rebels, #z---F-THK ; 
to slay one’s master, $< = ; to slay one’s father, 

AR. 
Slazy, a. Flimsy, as cloth, $k, Fp. 
Sleave, n. @L#%, AL #R ; silk or thread untwisted, | 

fF HE (i 
Sleave, v. ¢. To separate threads, ff? #4. 
Sleaved, a. Raw, 2£. 
Sleazy, Sleezy, a. Thin, flimsy, mj. 
Sled, n. Sled for travelling cver mud, #&, 3G, 

4% ; sled for riding over snow, S33@; a vehicle 
moved on runners, 44 FH, fic He. 

Sled, v. t. FeiG. 
Sledge, n. See Sled. 
Sledge-hammer, n. JB HE. 

Sleek, a. Whit: Heite, I, IC it, fi, fi, iti 

Sleek, v. t. EWM, REIT, BE It A. 
Sleekness, n. JE), Pir. 72. 

Sleep, v. i.; pret. and pp. slept. #4, f3], HE, HR, $7 

Ike, Ife Sk, SR, SEE. FR, FBR, SHE, WE Iie; Jet us yo 
to sleep, 43-0, [AE, SHR; to sleep off, FBilft. 
WalGR ; 10 sleep comfortably, BI, BH, ZAR, 

ta FL; sleep a dog’s sleep, (RAR, Hz AS. CE ME: 
to sleep away one’s sorrow, IE] SS% ; unable 

to sleep, [Aide REE, IEE ASE; {0 sleep 
like a dog, [ie 4 AE — #E; no place where to 
sleep, 4m¢ 4 iE [Ai]; to sleep in one’s clothes, 

HE AE fl, Fu ZK hy Ile; to sleep by day, Beyz, 
a Uk; to sleep soundly, 3 [ie, FEN YE Bk, Ze IM, 
Tf; to sleep with the eyes open, [IE AAR, 
Fie ; early to sleep and early to rise, lf] Gt 
# ; to sleep at night and rise at day-break. 
7 ARAL HE, J 7 FE; to sleep on straw, |AIAE 
HE, * S277; to sleep after drinking, fr isl; 
to live thoughtlessly, 4m 3 JE A. 

Sleep, n. [H, $8, A, a]; the long sleep, death, 

fellk ; frightened out of sleep, #&PRAA|# ; the 
sleep of the willow, #flR; to wake from sleep, 

[HERE ; to forget sleep and food, ERB. 
Sleep-waking, n. f5IPR. 
Sleeper, n. A person who sleeps, FAIRE, THEA, Ik 

#4; the sleeper of a floor, PEPE; the sleepers 
on railways, 4X Hi Hi ES Pei. 

Sleeping, ppr. ora. #}, Fall, [ifé; sleeping hours, 
lie}4¢; sleeping carriage, it By ; sleeping gar- 
ments, |e #, [|#Z ; sleeping place, fa 7, Ihe 
KE ; sleeping-room, fA, HF, FS" ; sleeping 
sickness, Hehe; to put up, as a sleeping-place, 

#2 
Sleepless, a. Without sleep, Fy |i, [aIE3F, Yai|ize 
AH; to pass a sleepless night, )7Z02 IB, # 

Te Alle, 1 AVES. 
Sleeplessly, adv. AefFll, AR THE. 
Sleepy, a. fll, AHH, AREA, Af; to make sleepy, 

Ali, API; heavy, NREL, WE; very sleepy 
MAGA, Fes 

Sleet, a. By, JE, Fh, HAF, FF; sleet and hail, 3 

Sleet, v. i. RRR. |e. 

Sleetiness, n. Bye se ee. 
Sleety, a. Se fj. 

Sleeve, n. Hl, ANF, Bk ME AE HB Bhs 
short sleeve, 49 %l]; a wide sleeve, Ff, FE 4l!. 
KAll, AAMIF ; a narrow sleeve, Fl]; to laugh 

in one’s sleeve, 4#{¢: [1 4 ; sleeve-covers, F24Il| ; 

to hang on the sleeves, (Ki J. ; to add a piece 
to the sleeves, B¥ 4Ij. 

Sleeve, v.¢. To furnish with sleeves, #8 4Ij; to 
sleeve the hand, #||F ; to sleeve the hand and 

* On the death of one’s parents. 



look on, #3 Hi. 
Sleeve-button, n. 4l/FIk. 
Sleeveless, a. Sie fl]. 

Sleigh, Sledge, n. 4} Hi, jth Ie 7 a. 
Sleight, n. An artful trick, J93}, wee}; a dex- 

terous trick or feat, BbYE, SRE, SHOE, ZG 
Bk, HkMe; a sleight of hand, =eet. 

Slender, a. Weak, tik, 3Gitk, Ri 

We EGY, PB, bh, HE, RG, A, BE, EAA ; small 
in circumference compared with ule length, 
4 ty tke; a slender reed, 
willows meet the breeze, 43 #3QU}ml ; a slender 
stalk, 43 # ; slender youth, ApJ ; slender 
fingers, HYIt, MRF; slender, delicate fingers, 
f& $8 FE SF; slender fingers like the vernal 

shoots of bamboo, EE =v; a slender waist, 

ENS, Sm emis; a slender estate, svre3e ; 
slender argument, 43 HE; slender knowledge, 
ws GL; slender lori Yr Ty; a slender figure, 
PZ; a slender dinner, 74; a slender com- 
fort, #7-4z Beh; a slender probability, }flz&, 
ah Fi 5 slender parts or abilities, JVpAA; a 
slender pittance, {# tg fil 

Slenderness, n. Weakness, re YY, SHY 
ness, 2, 7k; want of plenty, fe Mg. 

Slept, pret. and pp. of sleep. $} 7, FaljB, les. 
Sley, n. A weaver’s reed, #3, 4. 
Sley, v. t. Exe. 
Slice, v. t. 4) 7, Whe, UW HE; to slice meat, 

HA. Hee ; to slice medicine, yay ; to slice fine, 

SHR. 
Slice, n. —}z, —3, — ff; a slice of meat —}: 

PJ; a thin slice, 7} i>; a large slice, KH; 
slices of meat, ht; 
slice of bread, —Ji4a 6] ; (it will) cut a slice 

off him, said of a stingy man holding on to 
his money, i] {BPRE. 

Sliced, pp. or a. YS Ae, Wi He. 
Slicing, ppr. Whe, WE. 
Slide, v. 7. or ¢.; pret. slid.; pp. slid and slidden. 

To move along the surface of any body by 
shipping, 7#¢ ; to slide down, je yk, PE YK, EP; 

to slide or fall, 4e JE, PERE; to slide along, He 
jf& ; to pass in silently, {q7{j7A 3 to slide one’s 
hand into a person’s pocket, Ws Ai 
into an error, {4 Ie 9]. 

Sliding, ppr. ora. 

Ty ; sliding alone, fei ; a slidine knot, 2a | 
fl, ZEA, HERE 5 a sliding door, FE PY, Ba PQs ¢ 

sliding tube, ff Vs AE ej 5 a sliding rule, 4B. 
Slight, a. WS wi ; eae ab able, i, Ba ie, 

thin- 

(980) 

i, Ah, HS, A 

We Wi, 44 FE; slender | 

a slice of flesh, f&; a | 

; to slide | 

it; sliding down, #eyt, Be 

SLI : 

tik, fi, 2, aw yas a slight acquaintameayee 
th” ae IK 2 3, raat ; a slight injury, # 

Hie, PSH; a slight know ledge of, WL zi, 
a a slight indisposition, 5 (GT BEAR (% 
JR), iE, IH; a slight structure, Mee ; 
a slight scratch, oJ vHE; a slight Aceiae Ihe; 

a slight offence, 7p 5E, GE; a slight mistake, 
— (Nt SEK, BERE YAR (GE); not the slightest 
mistake, — (7p Et, fi, Mee HSH 5 in a 

slight ce a “aed 

sale fs £0 oS ae ae 
t. 2% ; slight grounds, hfe, HE. 

Slight, n. sea, Sui, EZ, Tam, HK G.- 
Sheht, v. t. Apa pee HE Wd, HEE, 

| Baibd, TA, AV vill 
| Slighted, pp. or a. nae, Aa 

| tee ae adv. i, W, 2; to part slightly with, 
Liss slightly wounded, fk f; to 

| Hy the heavenly decree, #3EK fir, 

|S ARRIK ar. 

ie iP, 

SHE 5 

| Slightness, n. (4, 5; want of attention, HER; 
superficialness, 7s. 

Slily, adv. if, went, F4; 
instead, JH 6d. 

Slim, a. Slender, #8, F&, Ji; slight, HPF; worth- 

less, FANE, I JY. 
Slime, n. Soft, moist earth, 

mud, #8 PEE. 

Sliminess, nv. ve #- 
Slimy, a. Ue, VEniny, VEwAs, Vat Ay, As. Ue 

{int é ui. 

Sling, ». An creer enh for throwing stones, 7f& 

We ; slings for carrying things in, #% ; netted 

slings, 4H 5 a pair of rattan slings, —¥} HZ 
#f ; oil slings, WS ; a kind of hanging band- 
age put round the neck, ¥f¥; a rope sling, 
Als 5 a throw, —Jy, —Hh, Ff. 

Sling, v.t.; pret. and pp. slung. AT AEE = ) ; 
to burl, ih, 4i; to hang so as to swing, $7 HK 

OE HER. 
Slink, v.7.; pret. and pp. slunk. Tosneek away, 7 

SE, i) 36; to miscarry, as the female of a 
beast, ZEA. 

Slip, v. 7. To slide alone the surfice; HE; not to 

tread firmly, Jem, SE. Be ITB PERE, BE, 
| HAN; to slip down, J ; to slip off or away, 
ie HEM, AEDs; to slip out of the hand, 4&F, 
IEF ; time slips away, FB STF Fa to slip 

| “a of the memory, iat, #54; to slip out, iy 

{gy tli; to slip or err, Js$fj; to slip in walking, 

| #2, BEA, BE 

to slily put a worse 

VE, Vedi; viscous 
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Slip, v. uv. t. To convey secretly, {fy Avg YE 5 to slip into 
. a pocket, (7A JFES ; to omit, whi, WIA ; to slip 

beans out of their. skin, 1a: to slip out a 
word, 4%; to slip an opportunity, Sef @; to 
slip or let loose, ff ; to slip a branch, ff fe; to 
slip a flower, Fj 4#E; to slip one’s shoes, JE}E; 

to slip over, mt, %,; to slip a cable, WH. 
Slip, nm. A slide, —-PR, 4e fi; a secret desertion, 

{fi 5 AN escape, a i. 3: HH ; a slip, as 
of bamboo, Ge., }y2, #E, 4. Fe, HE. GE; bamboo 

slips, (fH; a slip of paper, —SEM, JEM; 
tablets or slips on which to make memoranda, 
4; a slip of memory, Sst, aS; 
memory, [k| Sia; to give one the slip, 

to get the slip, ad SAH: 
HEHE NS 

a slip of bamboo 
for “writing on, fmf; a slip of reed, fif ; a slip of 
the tongue, 4¢39 ; slips of wood, 224% ; a land- 

slip, Hf. 
Slip-knot, n. 2a Ai. 

Slipper, n. BEAR TE, TEE, A. TE. “PROTE BE 
iE, Ha HE. 

Slipperiness, n. jf}, (4%. 

Slippery, a. fi, With, HE. Pi, MINS, Bea, it 
tk; a slippery street, 7 f%, VEVEZ FR ; a slip- 
pery rascal, ff1HK; a slippery fellow, 7 J[FH 

. AF; a slippery tongue, 7% ; slippery like an 

eel, BEM, BLU, Fe 
Slipshod, a. $ fy. 
Slipstring, n. A prodigal, 7+. 
Slit, v.t. ; pret and pp. si/¢. To cut lengthwise, 

HES), HEME, $232; to cut into long mores or 
strips, SWE, WER ; to rend, BY, HEB, 
3; to slit the body open, PRE, BA IE; to slit 
the nose, HE i) Bf. 

Slit, n. A long cut, PRA, BM; a cleft, HE, HE 

Sliver, Ne BURR, Al pea ’ Se iiy LAR. 

Sloam, n. ee. 
Sloat, n. #ie Fr. 
Slobber, n. See Slabber and Slaver. 
Slobber-bib, ». Fac 2], Gi 7k #4, wae, HES. 

Sloe, n. BHF. 

Sloop, n. UG Mt, — BEM 
Slop, n. Hiafe; ready-made clothes, XK ; 
‘liquor, 8779. 

Slop-basin, v. HX aK tee. 

Slop-shop, n. KBE. 
Slope, n. DY, wy, Ri fiy ; a declivity, HY, PUR. 
Slope, a. #}7fiy. 
Slope, v. 4. #ES TT, HER. 

Sloping, ppr.or a. if (4, 21, NB, (Walle; slop- 

mean 

by slip of 

SLU 

ing, asa ai roof, WE: a sloping road, ee 
Sloppy, a. Wet, muddy, #84E, BA, Ue wiM, 

Slops, n. pl. #ii; 
clothes, see Slop. 

drawers, P ili; ready-made 

Sloth, n. Ax fi; slowness, jE, My. 
aoe a. PRET MUI, Ga, BIB. 
Slothfulness, n. ORES, Hee de 
Boner a. eat), rane 
Slouch, n. A clownish ies Wi fE vie | an awk- 

ward, clownish fellow, FA{E, Wf fé. 
Slouch, v. 7. lo have a downeast, clownish look 

or manner, |L[f{E¥ 25% ; to ee down, 3fé. 
Slouch, v.¢. To depress, 244, } 

Slouch, n. A place of oe ia or an Ve vii (Kk. 
Slough, v. i. Je, KARE 

Sloughing ulcer, n. BE ( (it) BEI. 
Sioxet n. A man eareless of his dress, i 

AEA, WOME A, RIE ZN. 
Slovenliness, n. Fie uk, BRIS. 
Slovenly, a. SshOE, MRE, Meek, RE, HE 

Av IE, i rk, 38344; to do in a slovenly manner, 
(PTET EL, (EG THIEL, (7S RAIA GER ; to walk 
in a slovenly way He 

UES, ff FA, AB, FPUE, 

SME, 

Slow, a. Not swift, 

$6, HE. ARDS. WER, eH, ais, ‘Te itt itt, 
SZ ; slow progress, Baie 3 slow motion, 4& #7, 
Ke} ; slow at payment, EZ, wey a slow 
poison, jizz; Slow of speech, 1 wh, #AH, UE 

fii, PE. 3A; a slow fever, hs SRE ; a slow dis- 
position, Ef PRUE, ’ Bk slow, as a watch, 
a 5 a slow, lingering death, veil : slow and 
suspicious, EGE, PAE; slow of wit, RK BEAY ; 
a slow fire, (24K ; slow and fast. eA, RS ; 
a slow gait, #Z; a little slower, PR IBAZ, [28 

Slowback, n. PROEIPE J\. 

Slowly, adv. 3, 121%, HR. BA, R, Heve, 
i; to write very slowly, $4}; to walk 

slowly, 8 #7; he walks slowly, 42 #79 /& ; to 
walk slowly behind one’s seniors, [& [& #8 (: 
4H, BABE; the sun goes slowly, ‘ash AE 
iE ; Slowly a rapidly, qiEs#. 

Slowness, n. [#; tardy advance, {ES ; dullness 
of intellect, oe ; deliberation, [ii ; slowness 
of heart, PEt, th ZYPPR.- 

Slubber, v. t. #9 4 HL. 
Sludge, n. Je, VEL. 
Slug, n. ire, Stith, WAR. 

Sluggard, Slug, n. (ffi iM N, — A iher, A BM. 
Sluggard, a. Lazy » BL, > DHS 

Sluggish, a. 4g, Pe, i ; aslug@ish beast, c 
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ABER : Jy. te : insolent and Stugeieae 

oe adv. Lazily, Saye. | 
Sluge ishness, n. HCE, A dullness, 3E, £ift. | 
Sluice, n. KEY, int, US, BPS, 7k til; a screen- | 

sluice, IK 
Slumber, v. 7. To sleep slightly, #}, fx A3}, ea; | 

to sleep, repose, |[fE. 
Slumber, v. ¢. To lay to sleep, fifa], 4} hE. 
Slumbering, ppr. or a. |i, fal, FE, BE Aa. 
Slump, v. 7. To fall suddenly into the water, 2% 

PR YEIK. 
Slung, pret. and. pp. of sling. 
Slur, v.¢. To sully, ppae, FAS. 
Slur, n. j@ aE TER, jfz; to cast a slur on one, Fy | 
BA, Hui A ; a slur in music, (—), jee. 

Slurred, pp. or a. Soiled, jR5s f. 
Slush, n. Soft mud, jg ; snow-broth, a 7k. 
Slushy, a. Pye. 

Slut, m. SS, ABU, (BLA. 
Sluttish, a. #eK AG. 
Sluttishness, n. a 

Sly, a. Cunning, ji wl fe af, wf we 24 TY, vite Tht, hg | 

| Sault; Nn. AGH: eee Tm AEDT 

Hy, FSh AG; crafty, EA, HEHE; sly boots, 2: 
i; asly blade, #4 FE; sly insinuation, Z. | 

Slyness, n. weak, eae fi 
Smack, v. ¢. or 7. Ws, Mis ; 

noise by Selene , JA, FA; 
ne. 

Smack, n. A loud kiss, 2% ; taste, ME ; a quick, 
smart blow, fl; a small vessel, it ee Ay ; a fish- | 

ine smack, £4 fit, 44 fe, Wa de to have a 
smack of antiquity, A ZUR 5 a smack of 
learning, A83¢ 79, Sac 24k; but a smack, 
NE—I3 ; to give one a smack, We J\l¥g ; to give 
one a smack on the lips, Wj. 

Small, a. ah, iH, AJ», toh, Fe, 2h, Fa) 5 minute, | 
HRM ; of small capacity, HH ; trifling, HAT, | 

2 $m, WA, ME4P ; small, cramped, Mph, Fh, | 
A, Fate, Wl; a small affair, Se, FASE; 
a little matter, )J\j% B%; a small vessel, a nar- 
row minded person, )J\ #2; the place is too 
small, $a, WA aip}s; too small, 7% mg, 
Wy jf BA, AQ}y; too small by far, PNA BEB; | 
very small, 44m; smaller than, ne TEs 
the smallest, 2B SPE, 045; the patch is too 
small, Hae Aj 5 a small voice, #5 small 

ee Nx T; small beer, PRM ; to look small, 

to make a sharp | 
to have a taste, #7 | 

SUNG; to make one feel small, 47 5¥ J\; small | 
arms, IJ» (x Pk, Jy ts 4; small coin, gp fF ; 
small as dust, Mes a at a small rate, hg 

| Smartness, n. 

ZR a small subject, Jy; oer a ee 
cant, #4)J. 7; of small moment, 4e-y Bee, 

Ae; small talk, $yF4; rather small, PASM, 

oh 7H fy; small, tender looking, 3; in a small 
degree, Siti, Fi FT; a small quantity, #j, 
Hef; the small end of a tree, PF; a small 
house, J33{f-, J Js, JB); small feet, 25h, BEAM. 

Small-clothes, n. pl. Breeches, #ifi. 
Small-craft, n. Ieee. 

| Small-pox, n. %GAE, Je, KE ; to have the jl 
pox, Hite, HiZE, BHIKZE ; blisters of small-pox, 
JEVS ; pits of small-pox, Je FAs ; to inoculate the 
small-pox, as Chinese quacks, fyase, five 

Small-wares, n. pl. #ARSE 
Smallness, n. #Jx; weakness, 8, 94; fineness, 

$i #1; the smallness of the char oe, VF. 
; smalts blue, (RE 

ry 
Smaragd, n. The emerald, RRR. 

Smart, a. Sharp, FR, TI5, (0A, M75, MEM, 
AM, WEE, HE TRAY, FRU ; quick, 4k, 
tee, We; brisk, He ph: smart in reply, pce, 
{K, FER ; Tintnbes but not smart, (2 AE; 
rather smart, ARF); a smart blow, #47; 

smart as a steel-trap, Hj FA HF. 
Smart, v. 7. To feel a lively, pungent pain, BRAR, 
4H, W2E; to feel a pungent pain of mind, 
EE Hi, PRE to feel the evil consequences 
of any thine, 3222 B3(%; you shall smart 
for it, $i AR 

Smart-money, n. 4st gn, (% OR. 
Smarting, ppr. Wj, 7. 

Smartly, adv. Sharply, (fj, FZ; bristly, Pe 
SRR showily , WK, LASSE; vigorously, Fy; to 
reply smartly, OS. 

The smartness of pain, 7443 the 
smartness of taste, #iM, FEU, FFs; sharp- 
ness, fr ffi] ; quickness, fe 4# ; liveliness, PERF, 
He tt ; showiness, Jf $Et, fg ie 

Smash, v.t. $y, $7 RE, He RE; to crush, FM, 

a 
Smash, n. A breaking to pieces, as:—at a smash, 

— Ai, —3y, HE; all to smash, BEME, BPR. 
Smatter, v. i. To talk superficially, sea, 

Be. YER. VE; to talk ignorantly, Lz. 
Smatter, n. 7S, “Pak, ER. 
Smatterer, n. ERE NK AG, IREME A) AG, ABSA. 
Smattering, n. To have a smattering of, gf 

WX., IE fs HEP. 
Smear, v. t. PE, HR, HK, BY, fi, Be FH, HE; to soil, 

iF; to pollute, Rae, HPPF; to smear with 
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blood, ELI GL, 8, BP, Viti BZ, ME. 
Smear, n. Yih, #- 

Smearing, ppr. fk, @R, Ff. 
Smeematic, a. {il fy. 
Smell, v. ¢.; pret. and pp. smelled and smelt. |i, 

ML, SL, $4; smell it, PAUP, fi] Zz, ME Z; to 
smell fragrantly, i; to smell a fragrance, 
bi @&, wk; to smell strong, as the meat of a 
goat, #4, Iii; to smell, as fish, Jf; to smell out, 

to find out, #& Hi Ae; to smell a rat, fp Ab RR, 

fe. [sh 
Smell, v. 7. To have an odor, #7 Ek, APE, 
Smell, n. RAE, 5, 9{; the sense of smell, ELF ; 

scent, §L; fragrant smell, Aa, Aue; a bad 

smell, 5hij:, BE5L; the smell of goats, Fri, Ji; 

the smell of newly killed meat, J; a smell of | 
fishes, (J ; infants have scarcely any smell, 
SAGE fs ABE; the aged have a keen sense of 
smell, 3% J fil ff Ae; the smell of fire, A 5R, | 

f& SL, KK; neither sound nor smell, ‘me $$ Ae 
§£; the rank smell of urine of a privy, SUPE; 

the smell strikes the nose, L#EfL; there is 

some bad smell, #7 52 (§,8,; a bad smell, —}gs 
Smelling, ppr. fig, We. | SUG. 
Smelling-bottle, n. BRA. 
Smelling-salts, n. fi slte, BELG, APG. 

Smelt, n. Atherina, FR. 
Smelt, v.¢. To melt or fuse, £8, $858, 18, FA, | 

SASS, ALB, £4840; to smelt and refine, Jf, Hf, 
(Hit, Heb; to smelt ore, FAME, TE HK. 

Smelter, n. 7AlF, SE. 
Smelting, ppr. $858, th, F4- 
Smerk, v. 7. HA4%, HR. 
Smickering, ppr. Smerking, as a woman, #4, 

SRE; smickering, as a man, jipp4e. 
Smilax, n. See China-root. 

Smile, v.71. #48, 44, 
Sei, A; to smile at, 4£(B, 442%; to smile at 
secretly, (fy 4£; to smite upon any one, 4 3; 

to countenance, #kse(B, EZ. 
Smile, n. 4%, TAS, ie, PA; a pleasant smile, 5 
4; to suppress a smile, 44%, Bk, pix; to receive 
with a smile, 4£44, mj %y; beneath a smile to 
conceal a knife, 4£ 339% JJ ; a treacherous smile, 

AER. 
Smiler, n. @u4t #. 
Smiling, ppr. or a. HAZE, WA; a smiling face, 4¢ 

Hk, Ry, Oy ge. ny), Mr, BR, | 

2s, SH. ETAT. SE; a smiling infant, WAL. 
Is 

Smilingly, adv. 
Smirk, v. 7. To look affectedly soft or kind, (£4 

Si, Hae, Wa; to smirk and laugh, 4¢ pene, 4 
| 

HyR, GSE. 
Smite, v.t.; pret. smote: pp. smitten, smit. To 

strike, #2, $7. BE, Fh, He, HN; to throw, #, 

HE; to kill, PE, $7 FE, BE AE: to afflict, Be HE, 

Wik; to smite with the sword, [) gi)¥# Z ; to 
smite with the hand, 4], #pjey, LISR4T; to 

smite with the fist, 447, #}; to smite the 

breast, #fHiG, f22; to smite with pestilence, [% 
ye7e; to smite the hands together, #f{=F; to 

smite and wound, 47 ff; to chasten, jji TE; to 
punish, 72. 

Smith, n. $y 48 (%, 7 3% (il (7, BK PE; one who 
makes or affects anything, 7 fe; a smith’s 

shop, Fea. 
Smiting, ppr. Striking, #y, #2; killing, #7%E, 

IZ 7 ; afflicting, BEHE; punishing, #3]. 
Smitten, pp. of smite. Struck, as :—smitten 

with leprosy, #§4,; smitten with pestilence, 

4 WEE; smitten with beauty, [ABU ; 
smitten with love, } JS (4; smitten with 
amazement, $f Hi 7y; smitten with insanity, #§ 

Smock, n. A chemise, 77#4; a female, &. 
Smock-faced, a. AN 4#H, AH, HA. 
Smock-frock, n. #4) #2. 

| Smock-loyalty, a. HEARS, jay WCHL, ILE By. 

Smoke, n. #4, Mi; the smell of smoke, #y% ; to 
hang in the smoke, #4; to blacken with 
smoke, (aK, SUN AE, fie ; smoke ascend- 
ing, Hyatt, Hy, WOE, ee; smoke blackens 

it, YH, HL ; to dissipate smoke, #8 BA 
HH; the cinders of smoke, JHE; a cloud of 
smoke, 22 Hf]. 

Smoke, v.7. To emit smoke, Hi]; to be kindled, 
to rage, #8%%; to use tobacco, fq; to suffer, 

Be, iH. 
Smoke, v.t. To apply smoke to, as meat, Hq, RX, 
# ; to smoke, as tobacco, #, Me ; to smoke, to 

sneer at, ie5E, WEZ4; to smoke tobacco, Bq, 
Wet; to smoke opium, @ 38 H:, WEIGH, PRIA 

ke ; to smoke wasps, Yh] Sagi. 
Smoke-dried, a. Mer fry. 
Smoke-sail, n. Aqiple. 
Smoked, pp. or a. Cured, 4S, HET. 
Smoker, n. One who dries by smoke, 44, HS; 

a smoker of opium, #298}: #. See Opium. 
Smoking, ppr. or a. Emitting smoke, Hi %q; 

smoking tobaceo, @ HY, Me Hy. 

Smoky. 7. HOPE, HCA, AI, HUA, EI, 
Ki, Keio; a smoky place, Ml}; not clear, RR 

lig ; @ Smoky house, +f 3s. 
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Smooth, a. Having an even surface, 22 {fj, 28, 2E | 
4j; smooth and shining, or glossy, $75, IBF | 

i jee « smooth and slippery, 2° 7, Wye, Hak, | 
Wa; to make smooth, Hep, (icy, HEAR; a | 

smooth style, HAI 3, HAD AE, RANI; 
smooth and new, 364 ;a smooth tongue, #7, | 

eS, UY, HE; a plain, smooth body, Hy; a | 
smooth eatch, }PJ}; a smooth pagoda, KF ; | 
a smooth road, 2 F%; erind it smooth, ef}, 

HES}: ; smooth hair, 3 }4-2%52; smooth and 
glossy hair, BASZI¢79 ; rough and smooth, sf | 

vt; a smooth-faced villain, J& mK IE HE. 

Smooth, v. ¢. To make smooth, #2, #&}4-, RZ, 
Je ; to smooth with a plane, $y Ze, fil] 7} ; to | 
smooth the hair, ss¢ SH S2, bc 9A; to smooth 

with an iron, 3, BF; to smooth with the hand, | 
45c, HR, BE, Hq; to smooth down, Pf, 2h, Bi 
Zz; to smooth a fault, WiH, fifiJE; to smooth 
a way, 2° —%; to soften with blandishments, | 
#Aa4g ; to smooth of the sharp or rough point, 
£% ; to smooth its tail, to mollify one’s expres- | 
sions, Je Jo fF Fe. 

Smooth-chinned, a. Pal BE pee, SEH fry. 
Smooth-faced, a. FERIA, 75 Ti FR Il. | 
Smooth-tongned, a. 4-aF HR. | 
Smoothed, pp. # Tf ii, HTK. 2B. 
Smoothing, ppr. Ae AB, ae PH, RE HK. ZB: | 

smoothing with the hand, -5¢, 4#&, Bf; smooth- 

ing with an iron, 3. 
Smoothing-iron, n. FL=-, Ye=p. 
Smoothing-plane, n. $f, fl]. 
Smoothly, adv. 22, Zvi; to flow smoothly, 2: 

int ; to look softly, Az 42, 429% ; to act smoothly | 
with one, 424i ff J. ; to speak smoothly, if 4§ 

Ub it 
Smoothness, n. Evenness of a surface, 78, 23}4}; 

smoothness of speech, jj); smoothness of 

style, MAI, 30, eA 2 2. 
Smother, v. t. Jay, Fa tk, Ja ZE ; to smother a flame, 
Ja {£2 ; to smother a person, Jay AE A; to 
smother a rising, RAL. 

Smothered, pp. or a. Jay J, JaRE f ; a smothered | 
fire, ff. 

Smothering, ppr. Jay, Jar ft. 
Smoulder, +. 7. HINA, BAMA. 

Smug, n. PEE, i tt i age 

Smuggle, ct. HE#L, iis, WBE. Teme, USM, 
fi; to smuggle goods, FEF, 4%; to smuggle | 

salt, 3: ARG. 
Smuggled, pp. ora. Imported or exported elan- | 

destinely and contrary to law, as :—smugeled | 

SNA 

salt, #85 ; smuggled goods, FAP EE. 
Smugeler, n. FL, EF, 4 ; to watch smugelers, 

HAL - 
Smuggling, ppr. or n. FFL, firzqF ; on the smug- 

gling of alum, 7/4; smugeling tea, #, 7%. 
Smut, ». —77 284, He ZF; smut in grain, FA 

48 ZA; obscene kinguage, #5 MER, BZ 
a iee. 

Smut, v.¢. GR Heke, LL PVEZ: ; to taint with 
mildew, #€2% ; to blacken, E45}. 

Smutch, v. t. ieee, PEK. 
| Smuty, a. Soiled with smut, %f }55f§; obscene, 

iF HK. 
Snack, n. A share, 3p, fj; to go snacks, Jy B, 

Et, ATF; to put in for snacks, fH}, BLIP; 
to go snacks, [q7-. 

Snafile, n. yt we. 

Snag, n. A short branch, #y, $F FR; a tooth (in 
contempt), 3F; a knot, 67. 

Snag, v.t. To hew roughly with an ax, fj. 
Snail, n. Land snail or helix, WVAE, WE fet 3 ; 

fresh water snails, lymnea, FARR. See Slug. 
| Snail-like, a. ie. 

Snake, n. WE; one snake, —(#E; large kind of 
snake, * 7 he, HipRE ; water snake, 7\¢#E ; spot- 
ted snake, FAZERE: a green snake, FFwE; a 
kind of cobra, figHEBH; dragons and snakes, 

fete ; a snake’s skin, hese; lazy, as a snake, 
WET EL; a poisonous snake, ##RE; a mouth 
like Buddha, but a snake’s heart, } DH Rew ; 
a snake’s head and rat’s eyes, wily, KE DEE AR : 

to play with a snake, PRE, FERE. 
Snake-gourd, x. See Gourd. 
Snake-nut, x. Ophiocaryon paradoxicum, #E 

| Snake-root, n. 4228 (?). Le. 
Snake-weed, n. eR. 
Snaky, a. Winding, Wai; sly, wily, Jf: de- 

ceitful, 3% 4p. 
Snap, v.t. To break suddenly, ff, 2% ff; to 

snap at, as a dog, Mg, I; to snap, asa fish at 
a bait, #7: to snap asunder, tif, ZAFK EF. 

Snap, v. 7. To break short, ff, SRR; to smap 
away, #32, MZ; to snap up, to bite off sud- 
denly, 1g (if, APR MEH; to snap the fingers, 
WRI, 47 IRI; to snap one up, to snap one 
up short, 77's, ALF; to snap the fingers at 
one, #74. J. ; life snaps asunder like crust, 

tr YAVANE ; to snap strings, tf. 
| Snap, n. —}f, —We, —#4; merry snap, we BZ 

A; a crack of a whip, —f, — Fi. 
* See Boa Constrictor under Boa. 

—— 
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Shap: dragon, n. WY, : name of a play, HATA 

F ih. 
Snapped, PP: FABRIS - 

Snappish, a. Eager to bite, Afi; apt to snap, 
Me ; peevish, 4484; sharp in-vreply, AVE, Ze 

Be ? Ss, FEM. 

Snappishness, n. PE, BRE. 
Snare, ». A string or line with a noose 3 tak- 

ing animals, aT HE, we, & a WE, 8 ti &, BE; 

a net, Aa, #4; a pit, 4F, hf "iE to f fall c a 

snare, /£#4, AE, Kg HRA, Ad #A, 21:5 to es- 
cape from a snare, JiR AH, RE, ree a to be 
taken in a snare, SAFES, 5S A prifil] ; the 
snares of sin, 3f 27 #7]; the snares of the devil, 
J 442748; catch him ina snare, fe FE {E. 

Snare, v.t. MELE, ELE. SE(E. HCE. SEE. 
Snared, pp. AHS. IRE. 
Snarl, v. i. To growl, {£4} fh) 7. FG. EME, Ja. HK 

beg a : 7 speak roughly, wes, Aye 7 RE. 

Snarl, v.t. To entangle, see FL. 47 BL, BLiZ; to 

wddteierasei- Be. 
Snarl, n. Entanglement, f[; a contention or 

quarrel, We, Rae. 
Snarler, n. ff $i) $i) FE. AE MS Be - 
Snarling, ppr. ora. Growling, {f ffi) ffi] #5 eyn- 

ical, Fe PE (vy; snappish, PE 2; peevish, Bk AR 

WE, WK AY; a snarling dow, FEM], FR, fii, FE; 
a snarling person, #¥ #97 JV; snarling im- 

pudence, <&7¢. 
Snatch, v. t.; pret. and pp. snatched, snatcht. #2, 
946, 7, He, FE, HE. HE. FEE; to snatch away, 
ta F%, CHK; to snatch up, Ah, BH; to pluck, 
4iij ; to eee fi; to grasp, Fre 

Snateh, 
Snateh, 2. = —[F, —I; by snatches, —f¥i, 

—{f; by girds and snatches, ‘(gy {ft, {iT BA 3 
snatches of sunshine, — fii A 3% ; 

one’s voice, 4F # 42 ML; snatches of pleasure, 

PTF, PAE. 
Snatched, pp. Snatched with the hand, #27, 

TJ; snatched, asa doo, Mm, NES. 

Snatcher, n, fat, 4 Mie, HIB 

Snatchingly, adv. &, FESR. [Ne. 

Sneak, v. 7. “fete #§; to sneak away or off, (iy {Ay 
s, fi, GEL; to crouch, FG, Bit. 

Sneaking, ppr.ora. Sneaking away, {fy (ir #, 

BE; sneaking for food, 7 f%, # fz HE; a 
| Snow-cap, n. Se. GOV- sneaking mind, mean, Ji SPE, op JME 

etous, I; nigeardly, Epa. 
Sneakingly, adv. Ina sneaking manner, 5 ; 

( 985 ) 

| Snea kup, 7 n. 

| Snip, n. 

. To eateh at, as a dog, We, BET, IE. 5 ZR 47 E> | 

the snateh of 

snow, n. 2, 

Snatching, ppr. Hy {iZé ; snate hing, as a dog, | 

SNO 

meanly, gh *. 

ab Fe, BENG Z HE. 
Sneer, v.7. To scolt, Simi, #7; to gibe, AE, 
Sneer, n. in look of contempt, Bim, a. | PA- 
Sneering, ppr. or a. Hai, WEA, Ah. 

Sneeze, v. i. $7 ME HE, FT MEM, HTML, FTI, MAE 
Sneeze, n. WE pe. | pias. 
Sneezing, ppr. Fy Ve tbe. 

Snib, xv. ¢. To snib or reprimand, is only a difer- 
ent Lee of sneb or BueHD: fal, air fe. 

Sniff, v. 7. LI) ISR, WER, Fe. 

Sniffine- valve, n. WS 5. 

Snigele, v.t. To snare, 8 (£. 

Snip, x. t. To Clip, §f JHB, By He. 
A single cut with shears or seissors, — 

HF ; a share, —3}; to go snips with one, SEA 

3s. fe AGP. 
Snip-snap, n. ie 
Snipe, n. HF, AS; a hill SEs, (li EE, 477 SIE; a 

fool, Aes eh bloe ‘k-head, TRAE ae. 

Snivel. . He FL, te BL BS, wR BL; to ery, as 

ohilctont FAG. 
Snivel, n. Sasol, LPS, ALR, y 
Sniveler, n. One ‘who weeps sb slight causes, 

nEAB AY, B58 Hy. 
Snively, a. BURA. 
Snob, x. A vulgar person, 

HAGD ZA, oF K- 
Snobbish, a. 7# SIRE. 

Snore, v. 7. FE SUF, BK, qT "F, PRER, We, BB. 
Snorer, n. St Sif #- 

Snort, v. 7. BUI, WEL, (BO MESR. 47 OR BE BL: 
to rave and snort, IY ft; the bull snorts, 4F If 
TAR, #8; to snort incessant, IN 3a 7G, Bah. 

Snort, n. He ae : - a snort of dea ance, [i Bi 3a. 

Snorting, n. SLM, my. 

Snot, n. Sih. BI. 
Snotty, a. ee nan snot, Lis fry; mean, gl. 
Snout, n. UX, 4; the snout of a hog, 1%; the 

snout of a ee ar, FEM; the nose of a man, #4; 
the nozzle or "end of a hollow pipe, Wm. 

= Gq; red snow, #0 Se; a flake of 

snow, 2276; as white as snow, 2ilfq, 324; 
a fine full of snow, fj 22 5k; a ereat fall of 
snow, Kae Hy. 

Snow, v. 7. #£a2, Paz, Aye. 
Snow-ball, n. — @Ja. 

Snow-broth, n. a¥ 7c. 

MLA A, HLA, 

Snow-capped, “as Ae a. 25 fig; snow-capped 

mountains, 5 2 WW, Gu. 

6 T 



Snow-crowned, a. 22 5c: fij. 

Snow-drop, n. fE%- 
Snow-shoe, n. 2445. 
Snow-storm, ». Sef, Fn. 
Snow-white, a. 7G. 
Snowy, a. White, as snow, 22 [ff G ; abounding 

with snow, 2 (1g, Y&R; pure, fill, ABC Hy Ae 7 ; 
a snowy breast, 23 Jy. 

Snub, n. A rebuke, 'b33, IRB, We 

protuberance in wood, AX3F, ASF. 
Snub, v. ¢. To reprimand, Ob, Ty 4b ; 

{—; to rebuke with sareastic reply, 
Snub-nosed, a. FRMEIPE, ().BL Ay. 

a knot or 

to check, Wj 

Db. 

( 986 ) 

Snudge, v. 7. To lie close, JPR; to snug, which | 

Snudee, n. A miser, SfEezysz. | see. 
Snuff, ». The burning part of a candle, FFE, BP, 

Wh, Ab. en, Mi; the snuff of a candle, Wa7E 3 a 
candle almost burned out, Kaa to break off 
the snuff, PE ; resentment, % BAT. 

Snuff, n. Pulverized tobacco, JA}pq; snuff color, 

Si i] f& ; to take snuff, # BLU, We Bt I]; to 
sinell snuff, [ip] U0, Wt ELEY; to take in snulf, 
FL ; to go away in a snult, ApH. 

Snuff, v. t. #, I, ok BL; to snuffat, Bp; to smell, 

fi}, Mt; to snuff a candle, Hy LYyZE, 
snutf up, J) BAI Sa, Gh, HF EL, aka; to snuff 
pepper, JLPE; to snuff at, eae. 

Snuffbox, m. Snufibox in China, SAY ae, Bt ly] 
fit : foreign snufibox, 4 f] &; gold snuti box, 

SP BAUD i - 
Snuffer, x. Snuffers, Ey yy. 
Snuffing, ppr. 

tobacco, #, We; snuffing, as a candle, By. 

MINEIAE ; to 

Soaked, pp. 7, 74838 ; 

Drawing in with the breath, as | 

Snuflle, ». 7. To speak through the nose, {ii AF 

wk, SLE ih 
Snuffler, 2. (i be FH ath PE. 
Snuffy, a. Soiled with snuff, i i EK. 
Snug, v. 7. To lie close, 14, 3, Ais 

Snng, a. Lying close, as:—a snug ship, 3 /%; 
to lie snug, 3 TE, BA, J fR ; a snug room, 

ffi OL 2. ip, He Oe, Te RH; being in 
good order, THs 1, SEE pee hy 

Snugly, adv. Closely zi; safely, fz. 
= ? ies ? 

So, adv. In like manner 

if; so so, tolerable, cnidittoveritike rh rh fy, ZE 
{15 so well, FAY £1; so so, the thing is done, Hs) 

SOB 

at FE Ae so daring! Tf Je IH fi; so! BREE; 
hy so? fit-2 De, Dl fig; is it so? (fii NE AR 
me, AKG. 2 MIE, ANAL E ; if so, 254% 
eee Tes So be it, BEAU, eZ. th 2. Wp 
Bh Suey; not so good as, I (}), A.An; if so be, 

ae , #5 fe, fag 7%; let it be so, ph f§ 12; so ex- 

aie: a fruit, lif "gE Ne, ae so good! 

IF ef; so good a man, TPE NA. 4 AE A 
I do so love him, FQN (B, TeIeD Andes so 
much as, IFS, Angpk2 ; so far as Tam able 
to see, WAAR, HAIL 5FL; this is not so good 

as that, Me fy FT 4 AT aE, YE AR in fe 3 3E; 
Mr. so and so, #£4£; so far as I am able, 94 

Ti | 
i, BS. Be a, Soak, v. ¢. or i. ve, JES, WR, * 

if. ik: to soak or sprinkle, jf; to soak eradu- 
ally, ¢2 if, ip it, HE; to soak thoroughly, 
iz, ue i>, i iB; to soak till moldy, ffi 3 

soak till soft, TAR, iit te. TEAS; to soak till f 
stinks, ji 3] 5L; to soak hemp, ffi Mit; to soak 
to rottenness, i to soak the skin, 7 1& ; to 

soak bamboo, aiff; to soak in water, fBrkee 

{E, FETE a, BETA ak; soak it, He Gk 1B; soak 
the pencil full of ink, ff /&7; to soak one’s 
pocket, {ii J G8, 2 J\ Fe; to draw in by the 
pores, as the skin, WZ A. 

macerated, if J, $33 
soaked through, #i%, Wie ; not soaked enough, 
[OF FE JS; soaked i spoiled, jaiHg ; if soaked 
long it will spoil, 0 of iG; spirits in which 
fruits have been soaked, 7 j4§; soaked with 

rain, JRE, + BR, HBR. 
Soaking, ppr. or a. }#; macerating, jf; soaking 

rain, IAT, ARIA. 
Soap, nv. HS, Ge, F7Gy; foreign soap, Akh; per- 

fumed or scented soap, Afi; salt-water soap, 
ine Jk tid; coarse, barilla soap, EM; castile 

soap, Hild ; native soap, JL. 
| Stan: -berry, n. ae F-. 

| Soap- boiler, mn. e454) fi ‘ch. 
Soap-stone, n. + Zi, tir: 

| Soapy, a. Lar, (iN AY. 

ran an SE. an 7) AN | 
| 

Soar, v7. fi, BH, $44. He; to soar about, Ls 

¥4J; to soar aloft, as a bird, PSPS, Ty AS, HERES: 
to soar, as a flame, ES: to soar, as one’s 

thoughts, eek, Ee say He. 

vE We; and so on, Zs Ze, SE Hy; so on! so far! | Searing ppr. or a. faim, BH, HRS. 
igs so early! nif et ; so much, so many, My Sob, v. 

B, Hu BE 2 4%; so then, fi ; so ereat, THA, An 
JE ZA; ABV IE; if it be so, Wy ih; they are 

all just so, Ab FRO ; don’t do so, that’ll not | 

| 

7 
| 
| 

MR, ABW, WLI, Hk, EN, DRI, Aik 
IKK, me to sigh with a sudden heaving of the 

* This character is chiefly used in the sense of to macerate. 
+ 4 is added when applied toa person, 



soc 

preach ie A, #k 4; to sob silently, aL : 

sob without ceasing, S200 (es, MAW, Gl se 
JE; to sob and w ea MMS Ti ie. 

Sobbing, ». ME iM, 45M; silent sobbing, th &,, 

Hii HAVEL. 
Sober, a. 7 Mi; temperate, HE Ei, Gi IA, SE GH; 
ae FE RSM, HEN; erave, fieiy; to live a 

sober life, ZE Tj RE Gj ; a sober understanding or 
judgment, WA MM, 3 BR, A] Hp, cb BE sober 
writing, jy ME 4%; a sober person, Pw AN; 
to become soher , EA, ey. 

Soberly, adv. Without intemperance, AE i ; with- 
out enthusiasm, }R Ee; cooly, YY; gravely, 

bie 28 
Sober-minded, a. He RAJ, Hos, HEA, Ci) 

Fey, BES ti), FU GH abil A, teh JE AY. 
Soberness, ». Freedom from intoxication, 7 RE; 

temperance, AE ij; gravity, fie iy; calmness, 
UE. 

Sobriety, n. Soberness, #7; temperance, Fe My, 
fii JA; habitual freedom from enthusiasm, 7 
FE ; mcderation, Eh]; gravity, Rott ; 
in diet, fj fk. 

Sobriquet, ». 4E%. 
Soc, n. Liberty or pales ge of holding a court in 

a district. %rfs $e GA 2% HE; privilege claimed 
by millers of grinding all the corn within the 
township, &c., in which the mill stands, 765% 

Soeiability, n. See Sociableness. 

Sociable, a. 4 #1 HU, AE 3S Ze, kee. GI ER, 
AALS. Fu FAs. [ath 

Sociableness, n. APY Z3F, Af BG, AEA, 

Sociably, adv. gy, A; sociably assembled, Ae, 

RE. 
Social, a. TL fy fy, Bs ZAC ftp; social relations, Zz 

My; social rules, WAY IH, AGH, AE 2K; 
social ties, A ZHESE, AY HE, AA; 

social love, RYT, ah YB; a social visit, 

Aube ; sociable, Af 4A BAe AC fF 5 conversib!e, 

READ WE, AF, Ae AR. 
Socialism, rn. Communism, AJA BE, ZA. 
Socially, adv. An MY An AC; socially united, My A 

Society, n. @, Fi: ; the Triad Society, =A; 
the White Lotus Society, Git @, A iii; an 
Evangelization Society, ji; the Chinese 
Evangelization Society, ij 7 @ ; a public so- 
ciety, Z¥@ ; to enter a society, A ; to enter 
a secret society, Ff ; a member of a society, 

4 AC; members of a society, @ 5b ws, BZ. 

> 

sobriety | 

SOF 

See Association and Club. 
Sock, n. #EDA, Jar BE. 

Socket, n. fq, [Uj, $2, F1, Be, #; the socket of 
the eye, WE Iy, Me ae, WEL ‘SE; the sockets of the 

teeth, FHF; ball and socket-joint, ELTA : 
the socket of a bone, $f}; the socket of a 
door-hinge, PYM, JS. v4 He. 

Socle, n. 1, 4 HE. 

Sod, n. Turf, Ne. 

Soda, n. me ny, mgaity, Fea ; sulphate of soda, ¥ 
A] tt ; car honate of soda, pag My. 

Sodalite, n. BemcT zy - 
Soder, v. t. See Solder. 

Sodium, n. The metallic base of soda, 4; chloride 

of sodium, AEM. 
Sodomite, x. One guilty of sodomy, Fy fale, 4 
we, AZifZ. See Pederast. 

Sodomy, n. # 6, a Fe. EG, Fhe, B; 
to commit sodomy, 232 i, BR. 

Soever. See Talc nai similar compositions. 
Sofa, 2. [hE Ry. 

Soft, a. Hasily yielding to pressure, #, fifi, ga, 

Az Hk, WH Hh th, {L, Hi; soft, as boiled meat, 
Ie; the flesh j is solt, Habby , Fldy; soft of heart, 
2%, OMG Hh; a soft disposition, #4 4; soft and 
weak, 345 ; soft, young and tender, #%; a soft 
skin or soft leather, Wi yk, 4 y&, GE; soft ponvee, 
HAs] ; soft, as the weather, 74 Fy ; a soft body, fi 
Ha 7a softanswer, |f; asoft voice, Ae es AF, 
Ai) HE 5a soft light, 4z3¢ ; soft manners, ZH hk HE 
ip) ; soft, said of a lady, SHE ; soft and winning, 
as females, Zi; efeminate, Z pile, BPE, 

HM, HHL. Bt Ue, FAG. MA; soit and deli- 
cate, ff &, WIFE; soft and fascinating, x: 
soft clothing worn by Buddhist priests, @#K; 
soft ground, H&E, 424; soft and spongy, uf, 

Fah 3 a soft, melting manner, AeA; a soft 
tale, hf 2; soft and forbearing, 3, tB 

7.3; a soft conscience, #ALIE ZO, ie Rod: 
soft fellows, Hai DE J; a soft, lobberly person, 
Se Yi 5 a soft pace, #21 ; but soft, TBE, 

Soft-hearted, a. 28. fry. 
Soften v. ¢. To become Jess hard, jaf tik, i AK, 

ibe IM FE tk, HEP; the heart softens, stp jb dk. 
sz ik; to become more mild, 44 jX7H Fu 
5 4 9)l| 2 ; to become less rigorous, banc 

AG #8 ih BE; to soften into tears, jek ih ye pe; 
to soften by immersion, jE ik, FAG. 

Soften v.¢. To make soft or more soft, 4 fife, Hee 

3k, HR 3 to soften by immersion, = Sik ; to 

soften by maceration, 1 ie AS to soften the 
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heart, {Zit}, Plt; to sof fen by influence: | 
ing, Jek4K Hw; to soften one’s pain, jag AKG 5 
to soften by caresses or flattery, Dia4w Zs; 

that softens life, “far A 4s A, fi A i 
Jie ; to soften the elare, fat 7% F&; to soften 
a sound, FH 3%, (= Fu HE; to soften by moist- 
ure, ji] Z. 

Softened, pp. or a. RET Hk, HET Beit. 
Softening, ppv. or a. ik; making less violent, 

HIE AG, AILS. 
Softish, a. Beith. 

Softly, adv. Gently, HAE, Wye, 

not loudly, #973; to speak softly, $e ath ; 
rest softly, PAE RE 

Softness, n. ig, Fi t the softness of a mattress, 

ia HR 
pL yen? Lin Au 5 

to 

Sold, pret. and pp. of sell. 8 

Solaced, pp. ge Ly; -comfor ted, leh. 
Solanum, * n. Tomatoes, Af iff; solanum in- 
eee TE: wild species of solanwm, WA 
Jit; solanwm nigrum, fi 38. 

Solar, a. AMP, AAs; solar light, W 3%; solar — 
ray, H Sj; the solar system, A RWWA ZE; 

solar spots, A fi 2uf, A SHE; solar heat, 
HA Z2 ; a solar microscope, A Bi (8% : a solar 

year, HSK X46; solar cycle, KAR; a 
solar day, fA 

Fi jf. ~ b 

| Solder, Soder, v. ¢. fF, HH, a - 
| 

Meee. Hk ; softness of heart, j%)2% 243 mildness, | 

Tha, JRF; effeminacy, fF (if; pusillanimity, 
a 4 s smoothness to the ear, Fl ay; timorous- | 
ness, [yf ; SEM LESS, WEGt, GRRE; softness of | 
disposition, 3 BFE, Hae VE; softness of | 
mind, TES fh. 

Sogey, a. Soft with moisture, Jags. 
So-ho, inter). Taney. 

LAR. 
Soil, v.t. 35 BR, TBR, HER, ME 

(FE) 35: to soil by smearing, a to pra | 
$6 8, HERE; to soil cattle, PAM, Le RR 

E. 
Soil, n. Dirt, re, foulness, 15 bY, IGE Ya; 

stain, FRY; dung, 
the earth, }3§, it: rich set iRIE ; white 
soil, 4338, AJA; yellow soil, 3438; black soil, 
4%; hard soil, {§; 
the plough, # Jf; native soil, AX +, AS Hh; 

foreion soil, Abt, 7+, AFM. 
Soiled, pp. or a. HEIGL, HE SFR, HIG Y- 

Soiling, ppv. Defiling, 7%, fi Be ae. 
feeding with fresh grass, ME DJ, fiq [9 
manuring, ines 

Soiree, n. nae OK, 7 OM. 
Sojourn, v. nee stay, as a stranger, Ap fb, AE, 

“elie, Beis, WUE: 0 live, fe, ETE. 
Sojourn, n. atk, ch 5 denate my sojourn in a 

foreign land, (Ay) F% Sh fl ZIFF. 
Sojourner, n. 43, Jpe, ¥5 We, 8443 a sojourner in 

a foreign land, 7§ 2b BY Ay, WAS IB AS He. 
Sojourning, ppr. AJR, Ay ae, BYE. 
Sol, nN. BHA. 

Solace, v. t. BRL, Het, Bs. 
Solace, n. Ht, Heel, A ee, she, 

; the upper stratum of 

Solder, n. A metailic cement, $F 4. 
| Soldering-club, n. #a#e, Ef ZB. 
| Soldier, n. , EY, eae, 4-2, Ae SPS dt, FRI 

‘a JL; to enlist so Tee, fitz; to bea ae 
me 2 fi; to receive pay, as a soldier, 42H: 
soldier’s pomatum, 370A. 

nes ee o> Cini: a. Pilar Hi, Tt; becom- 
ing a veal soldier, #itle, HA, Hley wR. 

| Soldiership, n. Miliary, character or state, be 

| Soldiery, n. Soldiers collectively, TJ, jou 

Soi disant. Calling himself, self-styled, ] #¥, A | 

to turn up the soil with | 

Z3F; martial skill, ir iB pt ee. 

ie be ee behavior becoming a soldier, #52 % 

ey LAT: 

i HE, wh, #8 ; the middle ofa aC ities 
te, eres the sole of a shoe, kne, iE NE, 

Jigs soles, B@ts: ; sole of planks, feiss FAR ; thy 
weary soles, WP {s.Z JE. 

Sole, x. Solca, guava leaf sole, #4) 3# {¥- ; another 
species of sole, HEdGE wy ; ; sole; archirus, $M %§ 

FE; another species of archirus, 2 i RE py ; 
another species of sole, 4.i@84% p> ; another spe- 
cies of sole, 4° j;S3¥{F ; ancther species of sole, 
AE ZEW ; another species of sole, BELRE YW ; 
sole, plewronectes, FEE, IEA A, FEW, Gq. 

Sole, v. t. Fy HES 
Sole, a. Only, single, Wit, #4, Ik, 4E, —, F—; 

being or acting seatlaei another, 3f#%; sole 
potentate, JRE, 2% JL; unmarried, it & ; sole 
occupant, tk A: sole purpose, RE Ik 38, 

Sole-leather, n. WH: FE Vk. 

Solecism, n. Absurdity, $=; impropriety in 
language, FREZ A ABRM. 

* In Hongkong there grow: Sol. nigrum; Sol. decem- 
dendatum; Sol. indicum ; Sol. sanctum; Sol. ferox; Sol. 
Wrightii. Of the physalis:—Ph. angulata. Of the nican- 
dra:--N. physolades. Of the lycium:—L. Chinense. Of 
the datura:—D. alba. Bentham: Flora Hongkongensis. 

Stl 
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Solecistic, Solecistical, a. Incorrect, §{; incongru- 
ous, 7. 

Solely, adv. Wt, Hy, Ik, 7. ME, HEL. Bal, TES, 

Solemn, a. Grave, tint, Heit, PEG, PGE, pe. 

A; reverential, Are, GWE; a solemn feast, 

Ip ij, Afi; solemn worship, ASAHCM FF; sol-— 

solemn countenance, #2, fig ii 2299, HAS 
solemn steps, sf fsx 2315, RAUF; solemn promise, 

ail ME7K, B2aF; a solemn day, 32H. 
Solemness, n. Reverential manner, Ay Ae; sol- 

emnity, which see. 

emn rite, Beg@, Ap; solemn silence, VAT; 

Solemnity, n. Hep, ASH, we hie, WAL; great so- | 

lemnity, A yf; to perform with solemnity, 

Solemnization, n. #727; the solemnization of 

a feast, SPE Ohi, (22. 
Solemnize, v.t. #98, 4 3ey@; to sclemnize, as 

a feast, S32 (i. 

Solemnly, adv. FR, HAR, Lea 5G. 
Solen, n. Fy JJ, wiih, WF, UFR, by, HE. 
Solicit, v.t. ZR, &, rein, Berk, FM, ARM; 

to solicit a favor, 4521, seh Bl, Heb] BL; to 
seek by petition, Htsfé, B15); to solicit an in- 
terview, 2 Fi fig; to disturb, to disquiet, #$¢L, 
HB RL; to solicit a glance, FEM, SAEs, Sie 
ft; to solicit assistance, ii), ANN, SLIT IM 5 
to solicit the hand of a lady, Wea}, HEBL. [AP 

Solicitation, n. Earnest request, Hf, Hak, a. er? 

Solicitor, n. H)se#, Wy 2kre; a counselor at law, 

EA. - 
Solicitous, a. Concerned, oR, Ja, HME, TY. 0 

A, WE, HES; anxious, 3} HUSa, HAA, 
$448 ; solicitous for the future, JR, HME 
Hf; solicitous of the opinions of men, JAZ 

#f; a solicitous temper, (fPEitS, REM T. HEE 
Zo, Fd. 

Solicitously, adv. JR, Li Bhi, odo, wets. 
Solicitude, m. Uneasiness of mind, 3) fe, Hhuth, 

Jom, HVS, SEN ; solicitude for, Je, Hh, HR. 

Solid,-a. Dense, #j (=), $2, HE, AL, RE, ef, 

ik; durable, strong, of}, EE [A], 4 [A]; having 

reality, @# ; trustworthy, true, 36%, #2 4H, <8, 

44; grave, weighty, @#; a solid wall, Gly, 
=e ae sa solid house, tote 2473 0 solid 

foot, 2B 77 A; solid angle, #4 ; a solid body, 
#- solid gold, #4, 4, HH; a solid ca g i BP SE 5 

constitution, AEE, AE GE TF hh; a solid rock, # 
Ai; solid argument, FUE, HEPE; solid men, | 

(989 ) “SOL 

EGE A; solid learning, #¥&; solid ground, 
‘EE Hy, BE -E, JB; to render solid, 4} IIH, ae 

$j 42 AA; solid mensuration, 7¥ Hy; solid num- 

ber, §g Bx. 

Solid, n. A firm compact bedy, #4. 
Solidify, v. ¢. #9 =F lal, 4) 49 3 A. 

Solidity, n. 4, -E AL, SS 1a). ETA, #4 HK; valid- 
ity, AZ; certainty, ~ #7; in geometry, the 
solid contents of a body, 9# fir. 

Solidly, adv. Ff, “AJA, =E 1A); firmly, of. 
Solidness, n. 2 [A], 44, 4; truth, Ig ¥f; valid- 

ity, HEM, ASE. 
Solidungulate, n. 4g Jif (14. 

Soliloquy, x. fl Gag, AS AR, BS. 
Soliped, n. 4) Hi 2 BR. 
Solitaire, n. Py EG, FENG #. 
Solitarily, adv. fq, Hi4y, Ac. 
Solitariness, x. Fi $y #, 7%]; retirement, P&, 

Solitary, a. Alone, Wi, #3, Bigg. MG, BT, 

2s, ¥ YR, USA. SESE, BE aN, BB, PPS 
solitary, asa place, {ga', AX, A, Ady, we, 
pit px, WE; a solitary life, #5 fE; a solitary 

place, 4p, FUSE ZI, MN, Ta EZ 
{he solitary (orphans) and widows, #{\ ; a sol- 
itary ramble, A CUFF. FSS Ba fF ; a solitary 
peak, JW, FIVE; a solitary boat, #5} 5 soli- 
tary before a Jonely lamp, + 82 JM. 

Solitary, m. BUEN, BEMWE FEA, WA. 
Solitude, m. A Jonely life, 483, gt4 ; a lonely 

place, Maye, ER we. ACC, MPO, ZB, BUTE Z 
Pe, TRIBE; the superior man is watchful 
when in solitude, 74-F fia: (3. 

Solo, n. Fy", a Fk A. 

Solstice, xn. 3, 32%, A @; winter solstice, £3; 
summer solstice, 2 3. 

Solstitial, a. Pertaining to a solstice, as :—sol- 
stitial points, — 3B, i ; solstitial colure, = 

iG. 
Solubility, a. W 7A Z3t, Ty GMb ZS. 

Soluble, a. HHA URE, wy WHA, PLASM, BT 
aie ; soluble in spirit, (Pima ME, LB 
Bis, HA, By. 

Solution, n. 794, 79a, Bl4e; explanation, fF ; 
the solution of ariddle, (hrf, ok 7 M, Wak 
solution of a difficulty, (6%, WEE ZF; the 
method of finding the solution, #9 7RZ #; 
release, #&. 

Solvable, a. That may he solved, Ay} 4k; that 
may be explained, (5 0pf, BY fey; that can 
be paid, BJ ie, BY Ze. 
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soe to ‘aiesiprtes as vests je to unf fold, | 
E, EBA; to solve a cause, Ri, WIZE; to save | | 
a difficulty, WESe, fest ; to solve a doubt, PERE. 

Solved, pp. fk f. 

Solvency, n. Bx iy H- 

Solvend, n. Bei ALA. 
Solvent, a. #34 (Vy, aL AG ; able to pay all debts, 

By i tt. 
Solvent, mn. A menstrnum, (4 Z7K, (by 2.3. 

Somatist, n. (QIN S Wat Lem. 
Somatology, n. He (FE), Wis Snies 
Somber, Sombre, a. Fj, vfs %, Fe wR, Eel, BR, 

38, A, (258 gloomy, fee es ea VEU, A BR, Hig He, | 

eyes: cloudy, Sep; a sombre color, ¥ fa; a. 
sombre appearance, $2, BRR. 

Somberness, Sombreness, n. Zl, Pay iy. 
Some, a. #¢,* 4, Hy, HH, #, fy; some time | 

2g0, AMA, AIA A; Lbave some, RAF ME | 
{ff ; some do not like this, 47 JIE rh WE (15, 
45 ANE RVG HY, AA AEIJE 5 some years ago, 
42 42 AI, WES; some people say so, A AWK 
i; 1 have some, J¥ 47 fy; if you have any | 
money, will you give me some? (p#AR HG | 
fry i FE BR ; 1 will give you some, JK MP GIT; 
there are some persons, # J\; give me some | 

wine, ( fy 14 3 J¥; 1 want some dried fruit, 
4X BE fy HEME ; some other person, Jj] 4+ J, ; some 
other article, Jj {4:; some twenty miles, +f | 
4é Hi; oive him some bread, fi fy a GI i {B; | 
some will not believe it, A AME (E(B, AAA 

fa ft. | 
Somebody, x. 47 A, BEA, BR JV; somebody has 

said, 4 Aftah, Be AL; some gentleman, #b4¢ 
ZE, F fit SEZE; somebody must have done it, | 

Wr MARAT, ws tes a 
Somehow, adv. BRE RE BR? Ee, BY OER. 
Sommersault, eee n. ‘lo turn a sommer- 

set, #y Jr 2b, ST HWA, FTA Md. 
Something, n. Bi, A St, Fa Wy UL Ps a part, 

Fy, Bh; a little, Ay, #E; there is something 
wrong, 7 fry We ay, #7 #S 4 Fh; there is some- 
thing over, 47 fj Z, Fi BR, Fy #F; I have some- | 

thing to tell you, 48 44 Yeah (4a, FA BEB 
fig ; to talk of something else, ji QUE, BF Ze. 

Sometime, adv. At one time or other hereafter, 
i JHE, ais ; formerly, SEs, HEME, 

Sometimes, adv. At times, Ail BRIE, Fy BE 

sometimes comes and sometimes not, Ff IR AG | 
A SE ME ale ; sometimes there is some and some- | 

| Somewhere, adv. In some place, tj 

* is sometimes followed by a classifier, see p. 1. 

SON 

times not, 7 WAL Jem ‘it sometimes hap- 

pens, 4 IHBS, ¥ kia 
Somewhat, adv. Be, 26, (74, HEFP: more or less, 

BY, BL; somewhat like, Bey. 

ABE, 
JE fil] He. 

Somewhile, adv. Once, for a time, ¥h fae, HE ye. 
| Somnambulism, n. IRE PR OE HE, lie SR iy is, HAE A 

LAF. 
He eaEe n. (EDR Me Ary, WHER ER, UE PA 

i, lle 7 re fl» EIU. 

Somniferous, a. Ay ape, NEA a somniferous 
potion, A EME RR Hh, HEME (142% IKK. See Opium. 

Somniloquist, a. [Hef RGR, orn 
Somniloquy, Somniloquism, n. [HE Fy, IME es 

BH. 
| Somnolence, Sammelenee n. HEA, ARAL HE. 
Somnolent, a. AAI], 4f- lhe. 

Son, n. $F, BF, UF, FE. HA; eldest son, 

+; ER IY ae AE, AGL-F ; second 
son, # — fy, He o fifi $F ; one’s own son, #} 

cae my son, I\Gi,JsFe3 your son, 4 fii, as 
fi} ; an adopted son, 365, 42/f-; son of the 

first wife, Aj: JE’ 7% ; son of a concubine, 
EF, fi '48 2 -f- ; only son, fy ; only begot- 

ten son, #y4E 2%; a bought and adopted son YSZ 5 ? 

#7 F-; son of heaven, the emperor, K-¥ ; son 
and heir, jj] -$;sons and daughters, $F 4 ; son 
of a dangliter, 44% ; son’s son, Ay #% ; sons and 

grandsons, -f- $%; son's mother-in-law, #3 
‘RE; son’s father-in-law, #) 3¢; a prodigal son, 

yi ; son of Pelial, UF. 
Son-in-law, n. Wy, SG, AM, KEE, ET, HARK 

worthy son-in-law, RJ. 
Sonata, n, SE Me. 
Soncy, Sonsy, a. Lucky, 7§ ; thriving, REFH. 

Song, n. BK, jot Hl, ial, a, WH, MEY; Sacred songs, 
We iF; a drinking song, fika¥; a heroic song, 

HeHe ZK, Hes) ; to sing a song, MAAK, m8 a, 
kay; not worth a song, Mee Ge &, ey; 
to buy for a song, JE (iss, EG Res. 

Song-book, n. RAS, tlh AS. 

Sonester, n. KAT, SAK AY. 
Songstress, n. HRA, 4B, AE, * 
Sonchus, n. 7238. 
Soniferous, a. Fy |Mij (7J- 

Sonnet, n. Jvily, 5H ny: 

* TAR. 

| Sonometer ibe JEG) ZA. 

Sonorous, a. ANIM. FMM, A ARNT; giving 
a clear sound, 2 see (1g, H)REAG ; to make sono- 

* Used in a bad sense. 
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rous, 44i FEIN. 

Sonorously, adv. Lili, DRE. 

Sonorousness, n. ff HEE HG, Bees HH. 

Sonship, n. (tF, BF, F 2 Wik. 
Soodra, Sooder, n. FE A BY AH A. 
Soon, adv.ora. Early, GL; immediately, (NZJ, 

3H, WON; presently, EN AP, HE: quick, 
quickly, Pe, Hey, UE, WE; soon after this, Ng 
oe FE 2 ON, JE HE; as soon as, BE, EP; you 
must come as soon as you are called, HEEL HE 

Ag; will come as soon as possible, 42475 WE YS; 

(991 ) 

as soon as may be, i Hl pk dy; sooner, i AL 

TH GL; a little sooner, {Jt #6; the sooner the | 
Sophomore, n. GEAR, WEEE. better, jb& {it fk KF ; I would sooner die, F¥ we 

RE ; 100 soon, Ft 73. HF, Je HL; 1 would sooner, 

4K 3: ; it is wanted very soon, fi Jf: FFB ; come 
soon, Flze; very soon, {ff BX: soon enough, 
FREE ; he strikes as soon as he speaks, Fj fl 

BEL 
Soot, nm. JR KRUUE, JX HIE, IX DELI, JHE, JIBDE, 

I RE, SH, WF. we, FR, HEE, HE; soot black, 
wht. 

Soothe, v. t. feel, Maciek, geht, Hew, Hees, Helin. 
Sit 148, Ht, He, FA OS, AF, IN. My, My ity; to 

SOR 

Sophister, n. Junior sophs or sophisters, »H%--; 
senior sophs, f2-+, #-b. 

Sophistiz, Sophistical, a. Fallaciously subtile, 74 

E> Waal: 
Sophisticate, v.¢. To corrupt, 3 HE; to render 

spurious, as wares, #%{fE ; to sophisticate the 
understanding, #2 tg. 

Sophisticatine, ppr. Corrupting, #es#; adulter- 

ing, 4 {G. 
Sophistication, n. The act of adultering, HR (KE ¥ ; 

a counterfeiting, {fz et Hy. 
Sophistry, m. Fallacious reasoning, 34 Ht, VX: 

Zoi, Vac Zi» ale fe Zoi 

Soporiferous, a. 3 |iENpE. 
| Soporific, a. (RANE, PeMMEAS, APA fry ; soporific 

soothe one’s feelings, zk Aut; to soothe the | 

people, $i 2 A XE; to soothe pains, feresR dz, 
IRE RE i; to soothe a child, wm FE snr (Ff, My F ; 
to soothe, as a child, Ij 24; to flatter, 7 | 

dg. 
Soothed, pp. RIK, HET ; flattered, (A 4A38. 
Soother, n. A flatterer, 444g", HE FM; he or 

that which softens or assuages, 4 ht 4h, fits 

i. 
Soothing, ppr.ora. rt, Het; soothing, as a 

child, H&S; soothing, as the people, gift ; 
flattering, [fENfi, 7444 ; soothing the mind, & 

Fat; soothing to the mind, 2h (Ne, fie NPE. 
Soothsayer, x. HAPSEAE, A pb, FERIHK. 
Soothsaying, n. AFH, i fs, Ep. 
Sootish, a. YQHe ry. 

Sooty a. JewAg, UES, APE Ag ; black like | 

soot, CHEN. 
a EALUS. HEA, AE VIF, HEE, te 

Sop, v. t. Hf, BA, GE; to sop into, HEHS, BAH, Ht 

IK, BAIR. 
Sophism, n. A subtility in reasoning, JRE, Ty i 

2% 3h, ao St, ide HR; a specious but fallacious 
argument, 361 {L) 5! ty Ze. 

Sophist, n. YpF#% +, 12+; a philosopher, 
which see. 

medicine, |] 4%, Fx ie Ay BR. 
Soprano, n. # RZ F. 

Sorb, n. Bt. 

Sorbefacient, a. PRE fry, IPR AY. 
Sorcerer, n. FAA, Bi, HAZ. 
Sorceress, n. AAR, MAE, tif. 

Sorcery, n. AR Aig, BRAG. 7B A 
Sordes, n. TSE, 7 S224, HE; useless matter, 

ie 1. 
Sordet, Sordine, n. A damper, #fi] 2 55. 
Sordid, a. Characterized by filth, 75 6§f3, 24; 

Vile, ABBH. BBE, Web: niggardly, aBe, ah 
# ; a sordid fellow, Eh A, ZR. 

Sordidly, adv. RBFR. 
Sordidness, ». Filthiness, j3 fi ; meanness, §Bh iA ; 

nigeardliness, fh7%;. 
Sore, n. An ulcer, #, J#95, JEG, J+ sores oc- 

casioned by the itch, #iqye, HF, JSAE; sores 
occasioned from coming in contact with var- 
nish, 3 ; a running sore, $8#F; sores in the 

mouth, [Jay ; sore on the head, #¥; a sore on 
the foot, J%, #2; sore on the feet of animals, 
RR Ej, RE; afiliction, (RE; erief, H. 

Sore, a. Fj; sore eyes, ALI, IE; a sore throat, 

WEDEZ. "WE i, BERR: sore ears, ALAR, HEAL; a 
sore head, Jf\RA, #7; sore heels, HEHE, IRAE; 
a sore mind, o()4% 5; full sore against my will, 
API FAR G5 sore evils, 7FHE; a sore place, FR 

1, (Bn. 
Sorely, adv. ar, SRY, HE, Gel; sorely wounded, 

5 3-H, (GBOIR; sorely pressed, HB, 4 
zu; 3 Sorely vexed, -+-4pAx. 

Soreness, n. Jf; tenderness of mind, (&)%), B25, 
<2 HE, 0) Hj ; soreness of the head, JAAR. 

Sorghum, n. Z. 
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Sort ner, n. fis ei 

Sororicide, n. RAH. 
Sorrel, a. Of a reddial color, 7 ‘L, SAL. 

Sorrel, n. 22 4a, * He, * Fe ye, * pH. + 

Sorrily, adv. Meanly, aly Salle. 
Sorriness, ». BIE, FE PE 
Sorrow, n. 3, Sef, 

fey, GR, Ax, WK; the sorrow of hema ) 
great sorrow, fe $e; extreme sorrow, fit EE B 
deep sorrow, 225% ; indifferent to sorrow, fi 
$=; no sorrow, #OEF ; secret sorrow, PSE ; to 
conceal one’s sorrow, fat 1h ; Tota 

sorrow, PRY, WEY, 1SR. ci SCrrows, 
3; not feel any sorrow, Ass; to my sorrow, 

Be ET epee as of Sorrows,” AIEEE. 
Sorrow, v. i. SEAS, 5: RX, (EE, BE; to weep, 

Gus to ae ye 82 > to sorrow mroretle Mle, 

Fs Be. 
Sorrow-stricken, a. 3), 4e7n&. 
Sorrowful, a. Mournful, , SANE, Beak ay, BR 

Ped A, RAR yy, RECA Ay, iff (AVI, FEE, ALB, 
TORR, 2b, HC NE Hh. FSS, BA WEL HR, TE, 
HE, BOS AY, Pat, PEs a sorrow! ful coun- 
cae BE, See, BK ZS, WEE, GR; a sor- 
rowful heart, #O%, 31, BEAM Pave sorrow- 

ful reflections leading to the weeping of blood, 

BLUE fil; extremely sorrowful, % fi 3] Fk, 
REE ; to become sorrowful, sty PF Myfed ; distress- 

ing, ZEB; lamentable, ny iF. 
Sorrowfully, adv. EF, 349K. 
Sorrowfulness, n. ie ZH, JO, SEES the OF AY. 
Sorrowing, ppr. ora. E, SERS, I, Mi; sorrow- 

ing in secret, Sy HA, sb NW), & SDAA 

Sorry, a. To be sorry, “Sefty, Mi, FM, B as 

FR, ER, TM, thd WA, TBD, SEZ, HE; poor, 
mean, 5 He : ye Bb; need not be sorr 
(EE, Aur; I am sorry of it, FESR Ie ae 

am sorry for you, 4845 (SEN, 43 45 ME SE ; 
a sorry appearance, + Ji, RK we; a sorry or 
poor, Mean appearance, BATE 7% Fab Fl; a sorry 
excuse, 40 FRIPEFE FE, Iii Ze; exceedingly sorry, 
+ 4} Se GN, HE OEE, 3B; exceedingly sorry, 
term used by a “pues, jE, RK, 

AKA, Ose 3 TELE, He 
= & 

iy 

ee F. 
ee . Species, fi, 4{; kind, #8, f@, sf, &, 

JA, . i, aye eH, EL, #, HE; rank, pi, wn Pe 

every sort, HE, I, & GB; 
business, ERE, eee; the best sort, 
4%; the inferior sort, P 4; three sorts, =4¥; 
all sorts of trade, ®#EAERR, BIA4EW; of the 

~ * Medhurst. 

every sort of 

; to dissipate one’s | 
5S | 
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same sort, [i] #2, fa] &, [ii] st, [a] Hf; all sorts 
of colors, 4 fe Ff, ; the same sort or class of 
people, [ij Ze, li] #%; a strange sort of man, % 
BLE N, A PEA A; in such sort, Wie ; in like 
sort, —#%, xt; in same sort, Bey) ; the com- 
mon sort, ZB SME, ARSE ; to be out of sorts, out 
of plait se $i TJ. GL; out of sort, unwell, o£ 
AYE; different sort, WES, BARE. 

Sort, v. t. Dee Tpke, Fy , FFE; to reduce to 
order, zi fir Eh, Ka Bh, We HE; to sort silk, 
HE ff i select from, 4H}; to sort rags, fp ¥5 

is FE; to sort colors, At. 
Sort, (sortir) v. 7. To be joined with others of the 

same species, fit. 

Sortie, n. A sally, F294, My Hlisy- 
Sortilege, n. FES, Fil), Hae, fp. 

Sorting, ppr. Sb te, ab Th Fi ; 

order, #7 Bi, 1h. 
Sortment, n. See Assortment. 

reducing to 

Sot, n. A blockhead, #§ 42, 4 J; a habitual 

| Soul, 

drunkard, WAi8{E, PFE; a confirmed sot, jf 

Soteriology, n. The doctrine of salvation, #Z 
34 > a discourse on health, {% & Z am. 

Sottish, a. #8, FL, APR, fees; dull with intem- 
perance, 4eRRTMMA, VOM. 

Sottishness, n. {37H ; dullness in the exer- 
cise of reason, 2 ; stupidity, BaF. 

Souchong, n. See Tea, 

Sough, n. A small drain, Jv. 
n. i , O2, BE. Hp Wh; the animal soul, 

fi: the spiritual part of the ydng principle, 
i: the spiritual part of the yin principle, fi ; 
the soul of man, J\ 2 #2 ; a man has (accord- 

ing to the Chinese) three ‘spiritual and seven 
animal souls, A 47 = ae Cit: the active power, 

pe JJ, %H; the soul of eloquence, AF 
wy 2; the soul of enterprise, =} at Z Be; to 
save the soul, :[ xf; to lose one’s soul, 3E 

zit; with all my soul, 4S)f}; all-soul’s festival, 
in China, Feu WEF ; an honest soul, UR 
J; a good soul, FEN soul and spirit, wh 
ene ; body and soul, Rmx; courage, JH ; 
life, ff. 3, 4E 9X; fire, HE HX; ardor, Atop, B 

Soul-destroving, a. $282 BE AY. |: 
| Soul-selling, a. FF AY. 
Soulless, n. In China, a soulless jish, a sodomite, 

Sound, a. Entire, A, 348; not shaky, #%, + 
lA, pele not hollow, #; healthy, 4£#8, A 

_ f right, #7; well founded, Ik]; 
13 RS ? 
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orthodox, JF #k th leeal, & py 2: perfect, not | 
deranged, MHP; sound, as currency, JE; sound, 

as sleep, PE, HK, HE; sound wood, 5648-278; 
a sound horse, ASS, Fe ih Z ¥ IE; sound 
sleep, #3 |e, 2E lll, v2 WE, AVA; sound com- 
modities, 4 £¥, +E £ ; a sound blow or stroke, 
‘HF —IP; a sound kiss, #4 HG ; sound prinei- 
ples, TER, 1E34; sound doctrine, Ia: sound 

currency, [- gf ; safe and sound, 7]: Z@ ; to give 

one a sound whipping, W4Fp A, HEA. 
Sound, ». A strait, pe. 
Sound, nv. Surgeon’s sound, EEF, PERE. 
Sound, v.t. To try, as the depth of water, }i, 
Be RE, PY, THE ; to try, BMP; to examine, # | 
HE, 47 HR, fa); to sound the depth, 7.18 Ze 
7, {HALES ; to sound a person, PERE NA, BE 

TEN, FTTE NEE 
Sound, v. 7. jill], He RE. UG. 
Sounl; n. A report, #3 3x, Se Se, FE, SS, Re eR, 

B, PA, wl, He, pS, ne; the sound of dashing 

rtiote: WW; a rumbling sound, or the sound 
of thunder, ff ff; the buzzing sound of insects, 
#8; a jingling sound, J] EJ, JJ#%; the sound 
of wings, jf jf]; the sound of tumult or of rapid 
waters, jj; the sound of a raging torrent, 
UE; the sound of bubbling, jaj 7%; a sound in 
the ears, HG #%, He; the sound of a drum, jr 

Ui, 32 82, $e; the sound of the shuttle, Mf]; 
the sound of stones, #P##, WES; the clattering 
sound of rain, “va paspes; the sound of talking, 
aah; the sound of breaking wood, {pqs 7%, 
#K, Fj; the sound of craunching a bone, 3s 
RE, nfl, HHA; the sound of blowing, Me 5q#, Pa, 
pay: the sound of conversation, fpf ; the sound 
of music, 8%, $&$2; harmonious sound, #1 
ae ZS 6 harmonize sounds, J? ; the sound 
of fishes, @; the air-bladder of fishes is their 
sound, Jf) #44 ; the sound of wind, #€; the 
sound of a bell, $y, $%; the harmonious sound 
of birds, WAM; the sound of gems, #4, Fi, ff. 

Sound, v. ¢. H}#¥; to sound the trumpet, Me ge (5 
to sound the alarm, #3 if, #§F; to sound the 
gong, 16 #8, 1 4, 4J #2; to sound the horn, 

Ie fq ; to sound the bell, "6; to sound a 
letter, HE 7F ; to sound the charge, MAR IK 
HARI ; to sound one’s praise, WEF}, AEP; to 
sound back, [rj2, a 2es. 

Sound-board, Sounding-board, n. 48K. 
Sound-headed, a. AIH (V4, Hy 4 (14. 
Sound-hear (ed, a. EN AS. 

Sounded, pp. Uttered audibly, ee : 

6 U 

FpTE YT, PERE TS ; examined, Ae ys. 
Sounding, ppr. or a. Uttering audibly, Hy IMy ; 

sounding, as water, A Fe, 2, i sounding , as 
a person, PENSE, 4p FF; sonorous, Fy IM ne = 

sounding line, or lead, é #f. 

Sounding-rod, n. PRA, EOE 
Sounding-post, n. |i FE. 
Soundings, n. pl. BY MWR PRIS ZY 
Soundless, a. That connot he ane Ar By if} 

fig. 
Soundly, adv. Severely, # ; fast, ZF, BW; truly, 

F, J; to whip one soundly, @RHN, BAT A; 
to sleep soundly, 7IffE, Aff]; to judge soundly 
of, ez. AR AT HE ; to soundly feel, Rs. 

Sit te n. Wholeness, 4¢35¢ ; firmness, =A, 
HA)ES, We ; healthiness; A¥%, A; trath, it 

| Soi, n. 79;; thick soup or broth, =; meat soup, 
a 8, Aw; fat soup, We Bs, A; soup without 

ereens, fi, #F) fH; pork soup, Hy Ay Hs, FE; 
chicken soup, 47; ; to make soup, GES; ver- 

micelli soup, # 7; soup-tureen, #4"; soup- 
ladle, 7) 80, #:}E; a soup-plate, ZH; a soup 

basin, ik, Bz; to ladle out soup, ~4 Hs ; 

preserved soup, 3g74, #3. 
Sour, a. #8, AE, Ae; astringent, jE: harsh of 

temper or disposition, W& 5Q "Pf, ey 34 fy; be- 
crimed, eRe" ; rancid, Ji; turned, as milk, 

nt 2 PE, BE; rather sour or turned, i AE AY. 
Ae We Ay, AA AE; rather sour or musty, 4 fri 
fij; a sour nose, grieved, as from bad pews, 

et; *a sour heart, sympathizing, sme 
a sour countenance, RET, tit, Bas <i: a 

sour man, AER PEA, BES; a sour taste, 

Aas, FF; sour plum, AEE; sour rice, HF hR, 
fié; food turned sour, # HERE FW; dooged, 

HSA AY. 
Sour, v. ¢. To make sour, #fpe, PRAB, ARR. 

Sour, v. 7. To become acid, S#A%. 
Sour-crout, Sour-krout, n. fRRAE. 
Sour-sop, n. ti]%. 
Souree, n. ji, Rt, JA; the first cause, Jt, J hy, 

WR AS, BUI, Heb, ISLE, SIRE, Hiri ; the source 
of a river, jaf 4% Yi; from what source does that 

come? 7p fie FES HUE, Oh Be CE ta TG HE 
the source of riches, Wf jf. 

Sourdet, n. 9 fj 7.48. 
Sourish, a. Beye. 

Sourly, adv. With acrimony, 774% 
| Sourness, n. Acidity, REDS harshness of temper, 

* Chinese terms. 



Sov 

BES, U3 ADD: the sourness of 0 one’s disposi- | 
tion, A740. 

Souse, n. Hf; the ears, feet, &e., of swine pick- 

lod, EER aR IK EL. 
Souse, v.t. To steep in pickle, fi; to plunge into 

water, #27 gc. 

Souse, v. 7. $h; to souse down, "RAM T, AT; 

Sh T, FEF ; to souse against, Hex] REMY. 
Souse, v. t. fifi, fiz. 
Soused, pp. piseee in pickle, fi ; plunged into 

the water, FI, FE eB. 
Souterrain, n. ae 
South, 2. ora. 14, 47 ; to belong to the south, /& 

iff; facing the south, Tf, tl 
the south, 777; south by west, 747 MET in- 
elinine to the south, ffm; the subl pole, iff 
fi; the south is related to fire, 7 ij YK ; south 
of the line, p34 ZH, ARAL ZW ; to come from 
the south, H¥j SiR8, hifi Tae; can sit with 
the face to the south, is able to reign, WJ {ii qj 
fil. 

South, adv. Toward the south, Io) WEF 5 
sails south, © fm tny 14 fi 3. 

Southeast, a. or n. Hrt7j 5 southeast corner, Yti# 
fh; southeast wind, 3 jj /ml, He iil; southeast 
by south, ft 4 (hia 7a 

Southeasterly, a. Yep fyj; southeasterly breeze, 

eR TH Mal. 
Southeastern, a. (ny Ht Ty. 
Southerly, a. 74, iy 13, 1h rf AV 5 

Wind, fj, Mite FS. 7s 605 a I. 
Southern, a. 7, fi WH, Hj IG +; 

heaven, 383K; southern barbarians, 
southern breeze, 74 Jil, Ya jm; the southern 

ocean, also the Nanhai district, aikua 
Southern- mced) n. ne xe, * , * 

ia, * Ree, ; white southern-wood, A. 
Sotherner, n. 7 rie fh Fj fi5. 
Southernmost, a. PRT. 
Sonthing, a. jay if. 

the ship 

a southerly 

Sonthward, adv. fig; to go southward, fyi. 

ih it, is th fF. 
Southwest, n. or a. Pai}. 
Southwesterly, a. Pai, Pay, PAAR Ag Pe. 
Sonthwestern, a. jay pay, ch pais. 
Souvenir, n. YW, RH. 
Sorgen, n. 90H; the sovereign of an empire, | 

#1; the sovereign of a kingdom, = ; the sov- 
ereion of a principality, #, +e, AE B | 

* Medhurst, 

+ # often stands for 4 2, of. or =k. 

(994) 

region of 

southern 

Bi tk, * #, Fa 

: “SPA 

aS Ia. Ja BR: t he sovereign of a pee 16 

=E, as: the sovereign of China, rf fo 
Ji % = ; to be sovereign, 4+, BE, (Ef, HE 
HE, JAHE; the sovereign’s pleasure, FF; a soy- 
ereion (£ 1), —[% aa See Ruler. 

Sovereien, a. Supreme i in power, 42, #42, (E= ; 
a sovereign prince, + 74; sovereign power, J: 

HE. 
Sovereignty, n. Supreme power, 3: #£; supremacy, 

Sow, * n. Fete, HG RE, Aik, WS FE, 5 ; a 

heat, Fw ak, ARF. 
Sow, v. t.; pret, sowed ; pp. sowed, sown. dt, FR; 

to sow seed, {AE Al. T Hi, Fake, Al. PK ; 
to plough and sow, 38 fli; to sow the seed of 

righteousness, F243; to sow discord, HEME, 

PER, WED, WE, PEE, HERB. 
Sow-bug, n. Asellus, ih ue, fu 3#%, PA; large 

sow-bue, on Bbeua: bie, WAAL AG, Jag bh. 
Sow-thistle, n. Sonchus, 73s, 3, Fh- 

Sowed, pp. Scattered on ground, as seed, dT ; 

sowed discord, kW Ss. 

Sower, n. RK4, de#.- 
Sowing, ppr. or n. Scattering on ground, as seed, 
1% FG ; sowing discord, #kv%; sowing and reap- 

ing, Pe RS, HEHE. 
Sown, pp. of sow. See Sowed, 

Soy, n. BUY, HeYh; sov bean, GF. 
Space, x. Room, extension, Ihr, fH], AA ZIE; 

empty space, ZQjE, ZZ HN, Zi HWIT ; space be- 

tween, FBS, FAIE, [EIS Zh ; the space be- 
tween is about, Wil bee ABIES, AFH ; the 
space of three years, = 46 2% A; within the 
space of three years, =4p% [A]; the space of a 
moment, Ha Hi] ; for the space of one month, 
—7. J] ZA; the space between the eyebrows, 
15 Val, Wes to require much space, 4 hh 3B; 
leave a little space, Bey Br fy, BABA A; the space 
is limited, fii Fy AU; a little space of ground, 
Hedi, Ju) e hie; the space is cramped, fk 
Ps. 

pees a. FJ A, ERS, ‘BE EA, it, HERE; 
spacious room, FRE PER, PIA Re ; the room 
is spacious, [RF Wis]; the spacious earth, ji 
fj 2b; a spacious house, ‘#e Fe PER. 

jae glonsnase| n. ‘SLR, wl. 
Spade, n. 2X, St, Hi, 3H, SG, Gi. By; a garden 

spade, S£, jf] ; a wooden spade, ACHR ; ancient 
wooden spade, 42 #f. 

sow at 

| Spade, v. t. To cut or dig perpendicularly AX; to ) ah? 

* See Pig. 



cut horizontally, #£, él). 

Spardroon, n. £1 il. 
Spain, n. POPE, AB 
Spalt, a. Brittle, FA R:. 
Span, n. A span, —4%, —[M]; two spans make a 

foot, ii #4#$— JX; five inches make a span, 
Tit A ff ; * one span is called a wai, —ja A 
fa] ; the span of an arch, —#k fe]; a span of 
horses, — 3} F§; a span of oxen, —#§4F ; a span 
of time, —,, tf %}. 

Span, v. t. #4, 44-44, DFE, BFE; able to 
span heaven is called man, £7 fe HA H- 

Span, v. 7. To agree in color and size, Al, A ff. 
Span-lone, a. —t97 fe. 
Span-new, a. #pip. 
Spangle, n. Gey 2 fifi. 
Spangle, v. t. Bh LUGE 247. 
Spaniel, n. A dog used in sports of the field, 4) 

4% ; a cringing, fawning person, 542% J, FE 

FEM. 
Spanish, a. POPES AY, AP CK fy; inferior woolens | 

and Spanish stripes, P424%; Spanish brown, 
26 FF 3a Spanish horse, Fi #t 3%; Spanish 
leather, $4 J& 44; Spanish coin, My 7@ 2B; 
Spanish gout, JF; a Spanish trumpeter, WS 
IpE SR > a Spanish worm, RAZ 7. 

Spanish-broom, n. Spartium, Fst. 
Spanish-fly, ». See Cantharides. 
Spank, v. ¢. To slap, $4, JA. + 
Spanker, ». The after sail of a ship, Bye He, 

Jéqm ; one who takes long strides in walking, 
AtE FE A; a stout person, JEAEZ A, KE. 
f%; spanker boom, Fé 4) PF WR AL. 

Spanned, pp: jay. 

Spanner, n. FU Hpi fee, 1-F- 
Spanning, ppr. Hf. 
Spar, n. Je 4% ; masts, yards, booms, Cc., HE 

HAS 2 AR. 
Spar, v.¢. FP in. 
Spare, v.t. f#, #2; to use frugally, GH, fF 

JB. fA, C4 FA; to do without, m (li, A FA; to 
forbear, 72; to forgive, 4%, 22h, ‘RH; to 
spare one’s money, ffF:AL ge ; to spare one’s com- 
ing, 473 TEI, WALA; to spare one’s life, as 
in war, BE J fy; to spare life, [Ee AE, BE ar ; 
spare me! pH AR, TEAR; to spare one’s self, {# 
& ; cannot spare you, J&P (hp, APE 
to spare one’s streneth, 44: Jj ; does not spare, 
AT; enough and to spare, HB Ay B, we A, 

x Umspannen. zs es 7 
+ This is chiefly applied to the face. 

(995 ) SPA 

JE i &; spare him, |# 4h, '#& 7% fh; if God 
spare my life, #5 (REE ff ; to spare at 
the spigot, and let it run out at the bunghole, 
Fo}\4R A. See Save and Saving. 

Spare, v.z. To live frugally, FA, fi JH, TR fe ; 
to use mercy, IH, BE; to forgive, Hr. 

Spare, a. Not abundant, (# f%, (#@ fk; held in 
reserve, ff 5a spare anchor, gg, & fA EG ; 
spare time, [Ry J, [Ap Z Je; spare hours, fi} ; 
spare or lean, Jaf (see Lean); spare ground, 
£% Ji, [a] Jk; give me of a little of the spare 

rib, WG ROB. 
| Spared, pp. TH Sf ; forborne, VS, BET. 
| Sparer, n. 3. 

Sparerib, n. Efe, PRR. 
Sparganium, », = #. 

Sparing, ppr. or a. Using frugally, RIE, Aue. 

(Hi JA, TJ, fe, 1 2 JA. Fie fe, HH: 
parsimonious, #, ¥¢; sparing of, #f ; sparing 

of words, f#Z; sparing of labor, [# Jy OE, Te 
BRAY, “PUR; sparing of things, fF4y; sparing 
in one’s diet, ij fik # ; sparing of money, 4% 

$2 ; sparing of instruction, 3% HH, wr gx. 
Sparingly, adv. f€% ; frugally, @j, fF; seldom, 

>, 22, RE; cautiously, ot, FEA. 
| Sparingness, n. | ff, @ JH, fF FB: 

1G, ihe. 
Spark, n. $; the spark of fire, Je St, —FRE, 

— SZ, $9, HRTE; vital spark, 4B ZK; 
scarcely a spark remaining, {% 77—#4; if any 
spark of life is yet remaining, #3— EL fij FF; a 
brisk, showy, gay man, SENBE J , {Pale AF ; 
a lover, Jil seh A. 

Sparkle, v. 2. To emit sparks, Hiye St, #8 3%, FB 
3H ; to sparkle, as the stars, &e., BER, BE, Ky 
pe, HE ; to shine, fife" ; to sparkle, as water or 
spirits, # ya fF; to sparkle, like a gem, 3648; 
to glare, PUPYSE. WES. 

| Sparkling, ppr. or a. Emitting sparks, HRS; 
littering, as a star, {24 ; the sparkling brill- 

iancy, as of an illumination, #; a sparkling 
star, Be fig Wb S2-; sparkling water, je 7 (F-9% 
mk, HyeF ZAK; a sparkling fountain, 2R, 
y6; water sparkling in the sun, #&; a spark- 
ling diamond, eff hfe Se hill] 77, HEAR 7 Ae a Fa; 

a sparkling gem, $8309, AVE, AEE. 
PE, He, BL 

Sparring, n. JARSAs4y. 
Sparrow, n. fife, Heke, RA, HE, HARE; Java 

sparrow, Aci, #0 Ye; sparrow hawk, By, 

caution, yJy 



Sparrow-lawk, Spar-hawk, n. £4 7E. 
Sparrowbill, n. #E%Ssy. 
Sparse, n. Thinly scattered, #§ fk, Ff, FG sa 

sparse population, J RAS. | 
Sparseness, n. Free, Fe. | 
Sparus, n. See Gilt-head. 
Spasm, n. FH fii, HEV. 
Spasmodic, a. Fifi A. 
Spat, n. A blow, $7, —W#; a little quarrel, my 
Spatha, Spathe, n. Heb MY (Em, TER. 3 [ 3. 
Spatter, v. t. BE, #2; to spatter with dirty water, 

VIG BEE ACME A, DLS CE A; to spatter | 
(defame) one, {5 (A) AA, wih EAA, SORE 
¥%,; to asperse, DERE, all w; to spatter with | 
dirt, see Bespatter. 

Spatterdashes, n. pl. Rie, BE. 
Spattered, pp. BET ; spattered against me, 

Spattening! ppr. #8, 7; aspersing, FAME, DERE. | 
Spatula, Spattle, n. fe #e IJ ; lime spatula, Ye | 

4K; the lime spatula holds mortar for pointing 
bricks, ye PR iG esc hit 

Spavin, n. 7ee7h. 
Spawl, v. 7. Hie. 

Spawn, ». The eges of fishes, when ejected 44 fs, 
4 7K, GE, OH, wi, Ree, ah, aa fi the egos of 

froos, PASE}, fe. | 

Spawn, wv. ¢. FoRy, EMF. | 

Spay, vt. Ail ERME, fe HERR. | 
Speak, v. 2.5 Beet spoke; pp. spoke, spoken. jth: | 

ie, faa FB. > EI, Ze, 3a, an, a, 4 ; to speak | 

Nia ne | 

about, jm 2, att 2, Sh, 38 WZ, WRIZ; to aoe 
about one’s faults, iif J\ $8 Be, Sf ON ERE; to | 

speak of, a 3%, Bt 2; to speak about or of 
heaven, fk RIK, MRK, PEA; you need not 
speak of it, ea re “epenk to or with one, 
JEN if, ti] A wih fit ; to speak to one’s | 
self, Ef fio [e)ag8 wo rt out, FHI, St HE 

; to speak straightforwardly, @ Arak, HS, 
an ) meas; to speak for one, FU Adk, EAS, | 
FMR, FAB; to eae fair to one, JAdy- 
Rah [ial J\ dik, DSS 4 a A; to speak to one’s 

“A oe nit $0 J, BE RE IV; to speak an- 

erily, FEA, BS; ;_to weet angrily or by 
way of reproof, BE, jie #, PE, Ite; to speak 

boldly, (4 wt A Aj, Ge Ak; to speak hastily, 

HEEL, ZH, a; to speak correctly, BEF, 
at 73 #, iE & zl; to speak incorrectly, ji | 
We He, SARE, # Bt, AAR; to speak respect- 
fully, AS apc, WLS, BA; to speak incoherently, 

ALY, Live. Bit ol, ir ie aN speak the 

| Spear, n. 

| Specific, 

SPE 

truth, =a itt eR, Wt: to speak of the right 

way, BE J ULGH, i JR IL SA; to speak toa 
person, fia] atk, Sf VER, Fr Bt; to speak the 
court dialect, [3fjft Fak ; to speak by the book, 

atan Ti Ih, 2 Ay; to speak one’s mind, 5 

HOSE, BOoTE, Whe ; speak out! A Gag, 
im Hi Zé; though dead he yet speaks, RE 76 A: 

40 , ME AE AL SS fj ZF ; to speak a ship, [J J} 

nie, ALS 
| Speakable, a. Wi, WB- 
Speaker, n. HRA, tH. sR #H, HAH ; the speaker 

of an assembly, Oi 
Speaking, ppr. if, Bt. F- 

Speaking-trumpet, n. sah ij, FF izi- 

Long spear, $, 42, SE, 2%, 
SL, Ht, HB BG Hs Bh Wh, A BE short 
spear, 44 F>, F#, FL, TH; a three-cornered spear, 
= fF; a spear 20 cubits long, py F ; a spear 
18 cubits long, #j; a single barbed spear, fi 

EARS, * £49" a double ‘barbed spear ef * 
fa; shields and spears, F>J¥. 

| Spear, v. t. RAH, LIF Hal, a LIF 
| Speared, pp. {ip 4-H) jf. 

Spearing, ppr. {01 FH. 
Spearman, n. 4-4, tate. 

| Special, a. ER, ape, Bie, BR > a special edict, 
eGR; a special order, J Et, BK Hy; a special 
design, idea or intention, JF; for special 
information, pF ji AM ; a special proclamation, 
Hea; special grace or favor, #FRL, BEML; spe- 
cial purpose, J %§, [A] #K; for special use, FF 
HE JA; a special act, HF fill; special care, FRA, 
ERE BS fl > special opportunity, FI —KEe @. 

Specially, adv. Particularly, for a particular 

ea Ls sels WERE. HE, AE, BERR, RSE, BK 
JE, PERL, MAN, Bi, UR, Ife i Es chiefly, 
$B—; specially came, $3 Ss 3c, BE BE BE; spe- 
cially did it, BR ia (E, WEES. 

Specie, n. FRA, HLF. 
Species, 7 n. Fit, 83, (ay, A, #4; different species, 
Hi fifi; every species, fq fil, % Ali, fii fil ; the 
same species, [jij fifi; a remarkable species, 3 

2) ffi; current-species, 3%) ¥¥; according to 
ihe species, JAIL fg, fe It fii. 

Specifical, a. 3; that specifices or par-. 
ticularizes, j4%—, ——; a specific statement, 
ve — fii NY ; a specific account, BA) Fee, HARB, 
Fi St GR; a specific name, #§i%; a specific 

* Rather single and double sickle-shaped. 
+ #{ is often used in the same sense, but shonld only be 

applied to genus, which see. 



remdey, #4 ; . specific ¢ ovavity, Ike, AK HE. 
Specific, n. Ht7z- 
Specifically, adv. Particularly, 3, 9, 
Specificate, v. t. lo designate the species, 7 if, 

fii ; to specify, which see. 
Specification, m. The act of determining by a 

mark or limit, % € Fil i, i RE HH ; designation 
of particulars, J&B, jR—-B Z ; the specifica- 

tion of a contract, Br ail $09. 
Specified, pp. or a. Specified, as hy words, eT 

nse as TS; specified time, Pit, [pese, J 

Specify, * v.t. 4, £4, BAS Z, te AE im a 
ie UE Zh 2% 5 to specify, as arlicles or sections 
of a treaty, RAK GEAN, AMER Z. we er; to 
specify, as in an account, ELE i Al ; to specify 
the terms, ff] A HF ; to specify by name, 7% 

hi. 
Specimen, n. $f, WRF. ARF. HT. EF, Hest, 
SKA, Al]; a bad specimen, fe 4p f}:-F- ; a fine 
te kg Ff; it may serve asa Seven, 

SES, TBM, WH HM He A; it will 
serve as a specimen, fit (§ tif, LIF + 

Specious, a. Pleasing to view, as words, &e. 2) 

Ah, HE BOE, ELA, WERIME, BMG, fe, 3, 
xe, {L] JE; the mouth specious and the 
heart. perverse, FA 3e0G3E ; specious talk, HEI 
Weak, JYEF5 a specious person, FMEA, 

FEA, HA, aN; a specious statement, 
35 SF BTA; a specious flatterer, fe A. 

Speck, n. A spot, #4, HERE, HY; a blemish, Fz, Hy 

BE, TREN, te e- 
Speck, v. ¢. To spot, Bi, 46 Ei, BiH My. 
Speckle, n. B45, Fy. 
Speckle, vt. Sh, Wh, 46 By. 

Speckled, pp. or a. Bf, FE BH, HH, BRS 
Speckling, ppr. Bhi, 4eRh. 
Spectacle, n. Something exhibited to view, as ex- 

traordinary, #73f, ZF; a beautiful spectacle, 

aba; any thing seen, jh “2 3r, Wl; 
a dreadful spectacle, Wy AMZe, WY HE 2 FF, BY 
f2 2 YF; a pair of spectacles, —¥HI Gz ; crys- 

tal spectacles, 7f¢ fh WEG; a spectacle maker, fi | 
ARB AT, BRB DE 
Spectator, n. Ihe, A, HH, WH. Hime, 
33 J\; an indifferent spectator, #[|3-3% #l, wt 

Spectatress, Spectatrix, n. & PL. 
Specter, Spectre, n. BRIX, WRG, PER, HL. LEM, 

Wt, IL Me. | 

* In order to be able to use this verb correetly, the 
student should have full command of the classifiers, as the 
few examples will show. 

YR, HERR, TER: 
Spectrum, n. A visible ee JZ; an image of 

something seen, (4) 8; the elongated figure 

of the seven prismatic colors, Cem, ay ee. 
Specular, a. $8 fry ; specular surface, $¥ iif. 
Speculate, v. 7. To meditate, tHE, Th i fH eae 

AHS; to speculate aie cain, fal Al, EX Fi: 
speculate after, fal, #£; to speculate in Ie 

LR Ft lel 4, fie rr 4m 4G; to speculate 
after eood luck, (258 44 tn ty. FE Wie 4H, 

fay TE AE: fir Bs 
Speculating, ppr. ora. AFH, MAR; speculating 

after, fia], aif. 
Speculation, n. Conte anos Ai; AH, HAH; men- 

tal scheme or view, sf, =]; an excellent spec- 
ulation, Aha}; a good speculation, #4 Ff, HF. 

#20 
Speculative, a. Contemplative, 4¢753EMpE, dey: A 

fy, HEH fy, EFEAG s a speculative mind, xB! 

ZN; Hem 2%, iL FEE as AH A ; theoret- 
ical, yf 7: (1; ideal, NETS EL; speculative 

philosophy, #£38 754, BBY, giBh 7 Bb. 
Speculatively, adv. In renin DJ a8, 

Vy Talat. 
Speculativeness, n. E32“, BAZ AT, Bat. 
Speculator, n. Ff£H 4, IGE H, eat +, lal %, 

ait i, CPE fy ; an observer, mi3y; a contem- 
plator, BELAG; a spy, PEF; a speculator in 
trade, (i) DEAE EH. 

Speculum, n. $8, JAE; speculum for the ear, I 
FL4% ; speculum for collecting the rays of the 

sun, He, We HAH. 
Speech, n. af Sah, = i, Od, > i 5 slow of 

speech, [ it5, a i, ait (3 Re, Ve OA iy; fair 
speech, 373, Tus} ZB ; fluency of speech, JF 

8 Ube einen public speech, 23, ZS ait ; 
vulgar speech, tH, WO, Bah ; to make a 

speech, i; peculiarity of speech, patois, # ; 

to bamboozle with fair speeches, (% (EIB AE 

ER. 
Speechless, a. Jaz, mr, YE. 
Speed; v. 7.3 pret. an pp. sped, speeded. To move 

with celerity, Jt, SE, #2, Ze USK, HEHE. HR 
4E, BE ; to spee “dl well, HEAH, GUFH, MAE. FE 

3 ; to speed ill, AEREAR, HERES, FEAGBE. 
Speed, v.¢. To send away in haste, SRR, Pe AG 

Hf; to assist, 34H); to put in quick motion, # 

fy: to hasten to a conclusion, PEAK RE; to 
kill, #; to ruin, ##; to destroy, WesE ; to ac- 
celerate, f(t, 4) PE; to hurry, fis. 

Speed, n. Rapidity « of motion, #t, 2k, a He ; 
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prosperity in an undertaking, ffE4#A ; favorable 

issue, JR a> ER; to make speed, fk, HE; with 
all speed, 4 Df Ht {Bl} PE ; great speed, 4-F} | 
He, $E Pt; to wish God-speed, BARRE EE. 

Speedily, adv. SH, Pt, HE, ie HE, A, BE, UK; 
in a short time, #, 94%), G0 Zl]; will speedily 
come, rE AGES, Sti 4S; will speedily arrive, 
Wr 3 BI FE); I shall speedily die, FEwEAAET ; 
speedily recovered, 3 £e f. 

Speediness, n. pk, SAR, SSH, 

#4; speedly payment, 36. Speiss, n. BH %. Spell, n. A story, Bt, W3F; a charm, FF, Hl, HF 
nn. 
Ju? 

SPI 

Spend, v. 7. To be lost or wasted, as:—to spend 
and be spent, #4 Ti #2 ; to be consumed, 3. 

Spender, n. 2 4. 
Spending, ppr. Using or laying out, 3, (; 

wasting, 7 #% ; exhausting, FAME, BE. 
Spendthrift, n. 7, MRF, DEF, Hew AS- 
Spent, pret. and pp. or a. from spend. (fi 3%, FA 

i, WT; wasted, 76 12 7, HEH. 
Sperm, n. #3 sperm-oil, Mr HEY. 

| Spermaceti, n. sy DAWU, sit HH ; ointment of sperm- 

Speedy, a. 38, sk, Pt, HE; a speedy answer, 3 | aceti, fit OF Yh  B ; candles of spermaceti, fart 

DEL TH Ey - 
| Spermaceti-whale, Sperm-whale, n. KA hi. 

to set a spell, @#e5E 5 a turn of work, — | 
if, —3@; a short time, #f jf}; fresh spell, BrA; 
I will try a fresh spell, 7g 32 fg MM; try another 
spell, aI —IP. 

Spell, v.¢.; pret. and pp. spelled, spelt. To speli, 

Spermatic, a. #fiy ; spermatic vessels, #55. 
Spermatozoa, n. pl. #R an. 
Spermatologist, n. TARE. 

Spew, v. ¢. To vomit, ME, Maly, IEE. 
| Spewed, pp. tis. 

as the Chinese, t] #, JQ 4; to spell aceord- 
ing to the Tatars, #5 ; to spell, as foreigners, 
NG 32 BE, BF ; to spell (write) correctly, £3 

#4; to spell (write) wrong, ‘Fh; spell that 

word, 17S IEF Bh, WG Oe 2p aE 
See Charm, 

Spell, v. 7. To form words with the proper letters, 

WE, WOR; to read, 
Spell-bound, a. AFF RUPE, A HE TBI. 
Spelled, Spelt, pret. and pp. of spell. Spelled, as 

the Chinese, ]jM 7; spelt, as foreigners, HG 

PUP MD EZ, MG YF BE. 

Sphacelus, n, See Gangrene. 
Sphenoid, Sphenoidal, a. 42 ( #8 Jf fg; sphenoid 

bone, ayes. 

Sphere, m. An orb or globe, 3, (€, BER, AA, 

? ae. 

TKS, WPF ; celestial sphere, KER, HIKIAK, 
SHE; a vight sphere, TER, IEE; a paral- 

lel sphere, #4; an oblique sphere, 7 % ; 
sphere of duty, Zp Aj 3, ASZp; out of one’s 
sphere, Z>4h ; that is beyond his sphere, 4B 

WEB, (LA EOE SB, HLH LZ Sh; to 
go out of one’s sphere, j& 4}, jp Fp. 

| Spheric, Spherical, a. Globular, FRI, ATRZ 

Spelling, ppr.or n. Spelling, as foreigners, HG, | 

7 OF, tay. 
Spelt, n. Pg. 

Spelter, n. Zink, & fi}. 
Spencer, n. 4 £2. 
Spend, v. ¢.; pret. and pp. spent. (i, JB, (i Be, (ki 

JA, #& FA; to spend money, (fi Si, HB HR; to 

spend much, #3, JAZ, {iB ; to spend much 
money, % 2) $¥ if; to spend one’s strength, 
# Jj; to spend one’s breath, 7) 4 ; to spend 
one’s life, #8 &, 44 4fi ; to spend one’s life in, 
JE {lk ; to spend a day, fE A, HE A-F ; to spend 
aday witha friend, JEWVAGHA, WAVE A: 
to spend one’s time in study, /) a2) A ; to 
spend in idleness, L))RUE, LD RSI ; to spend a 
inast, ZEW ; to spend one’s self in well- 

at 
tel 

jz; circular, [A]; the body of the heavens are 
spherical like a globe, FQ#8 ii fH] ANI ; a spher- 
ic vault, [By HE. 

Spherically, adv. (ER, AMER, (Al. 

Sphericalness, Sphericity, n. [El], FUE. 
| Spherics, n. Faw, GRE. 

doing, Ls 774A fm; to spend extravagantly, | 

TW, He HE, 1H HR, BIA, TER, MNT. REE, Si 
UR, FH4E An -k ; to spend to no purpose, jie 2, 

ER, HERE RR. 

Spheroid, n. AIF. 

Spheroidal, Spheroidic, Spheroidical, a. FRIB AG. 
Spherometer, n. BUR, HEIR. 
Spherule, n. RF. 
Sphery, a. i], ERIE. 

Sphex, n. zs, Wit. 
Sphineter, ». Muscle that contracts or shuts an 

orifice or aperture round which it is placed, 

Sia Z MYL 
Sphinx, n. #i5 Aci 7% %. 
Sphyrena, n. 77 ZMK. 
Spica virginis, n. #4 4B. 
Spice, n. Hk; spices, Hk Hi, FH 4h, FH FE; to add 

some spice, 7M ; the five spices, 7rHK ; there 
is no spice in it, 2—2E Pew. See Aroma and 



Aromatic. 
Spice, v.t. JE Ye, WOK, FR UR, 

season with scruples, j[U 5. 
Spiced, pp. or a. ¥E3 0K, INT HK, TAYE ; spiced 

( 999 ) 

a Das, Fd OAR 5 to | Spinach, * Spinage, * 

with, 774th; well spiced, AFAKIA; not well | 

spiced, SEU OF, ny SME We i4. 

Spicer, n. WHR 4. 
Spicery, n. HH. 
Spick and Span. aah and shining, 3 8 ; 

and span new, ar ae, 
Spicular, a. IBA, SBA, 3. 
Spicy, a. Fragrant, &, BAR, BOA. 

Spider, n. sy sy, in Wwe, A ZN, YEE Bal Se Hie 
4eiie; a large spider, yellow spotted, BES, ie 
$5 5 many-spotted spider, ir fey, le 
3%; burrowing ae we i, Eh wk; field 
spider, #2 Wy We, de; water spider, yc MWe; a 

grey kind of evitler, "RFE: ; a spider with long 

spick 

leas, $& JIN Wy 9 ;.a spider’s web, ae HA, Wk | 
Spinning, ppr. Spinning on a wheel, $5, #A#K 5 #% ; it is luck to have a spider falling on one, 

AWE & A SESE ; spider crab, Hwee. 
Spigot, n. BEI, HH. 
Spike, n. A large wooden nail, KAT, PARA 

long spike, {& J#t; an iron spike, AFT; a 
spike of grain, #&; a thorn, #j ; spikes in shoes, 

as worn in the north of China, #£ ke £s, #9, 

Spike, v. t. $f, #787; to spike a gun, SpHOAR. 
Spiked, pp. yi, 473 FY. 
Spikelet, n. $7{¥. 

Spikenard, n. G2 Gy, HMA (?). 
Spiking, ppr. $f, 47 gy. 

* 

Spiky, a. AT. AR, FH. 
Spill, n. I {F.-, RS pt 

Spill, v. ¢.; pret. and pp. spilled, spilt. Taiks, (fy 
i rh WH! ; to spill the tea, Fy ies 28, HAH 
2X; take care lest you spill it over, msteiee to 

throw away, 3=3é. 
Spilled, pp. Fy ie ih. 
Spiller, n. $y t"9§ ; a kind of fishing line, $y. 

Spilling, ppr. $7 ies, ies tH. 
Spin, v. ¢.; pret. and pp. woe th, Hi ht $e, Hr; 

to spin cotton yarn, #f #; to spin with the 

fingers, $2, #f ; to spin hemp, Ch. EE Mile 5 to 
spin silk, #)$%; to spin out the time, AEE SE 
ff; to spin out an affair, REVERE; to whirl, 

fe; to spin hay, #48741; to spin a teetotum, 

(et ; to make one spin, Fy AWRWEEE, 7 
Reg. 

Spin, v. it. To spin on a wheel, » His t to spin with 

* Medhurst. 

| Spindle, 

| 

SPI 

the hand, pe to spin, to whirl, tk, aT. 
n. BE; white spinach, 

amaranthus, An; red spinach, #7 By 3s, 
YEE ; long- leaved spinach, Fy ‘4H, ath. 

Spinal, a. $4 $-p fy; spinal marrow, ¥Fiht. 
n. fF; a spindle of a wheel, $k Hl]; a 

spindle for winding silk, #¥, Aa HEEr, Hh ZE; 
a long slender stalk, #§, ¥€; an iron pin or 

pivot, $#e¥y; the spindle of a lathe, Hi¥f; the 

spindle of a mast, AH. 
Spindle-legs, Spindle-shanks, n. thee {f- A. 

| Spindle-shaped, a. #RHIJE AY. 
Spindle-tree, n. Hi}%. 
Spindling, ppr. or a. Tall and slender, Hh 
Spine, n. FF, 2 4F-B, ZF RO owe ie 
Spinet, n. ye. | Bo 

Spiniferous, a. $y Pf. 
Spinifex squarrosus, n. 4H Sy. 
Spinner, n. #h3%, HRA. 

Se é 

ne. 

spinning with the hand, $2. 
Spinning-wheel, n. #f¥i; spinning machine, 7 
# > a cotton spinning establishment, #h4E}a.- 

Spinous, Spinose, a. #5!5, APRNs, Fi I ATs a 
spinous plant, 3a. 

Spinster, n. $V EA. 
Spiny, a. SHE, IR AG, FTI Ay; a spiny affair, 

SBA, MER. 
Spiral, a. RRM (=) TBA, BRIBE 

bone of the ear, FL Ay hee. 
Spirally, adv. HTP. 

Spiration, n. Breathing, BFE. 
Spire, n. A winding line, 2b I ZRF 

a curl, —#; a steeple, #, FEI% % FA; the 
spire of corn, fa. 

the spiral 

| Spireea crenata, n. REAR FE. 
Spirit, m. Wind, Jl; breath, 9 ; spirit, in con- 

tradistinetion from matter, + BB; vital spirit, 

7434; general term for spirit, wih, 2, Ee; a 

good spirit, 3¢ it, Em; the Holy Spirit, Seyi; 
to send down the Holy Spirit, $32 mp ps ; 
an evil spirit, #2, 22h, Jhb; the spirits of 
heaven and earth, Kh & mh; the Spirit of 
God, #270; the spirits of heaven, FRmb ; 
the spirits of the earth, fiiih, Pie; the hu- 

man spirit, J jit; the eood and evil spirits, = 

* Edible species :—Artemisia and Gheieeeian. 

+ Ki? AHA, cceli terre (a) medio, habetur spiri- 
tus, habetur materia. #14148} spiritus (id quod definien- 
dum est): Forma. G. Pauthier. (Rather a strange render- 

ing). 
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BE HE ah, haa: the spirit of one’s aCUStONS, 5 | | 
@z; the spirit of one’s deceased father, 2 

Ry #z ; the spirit of one’s mother, Ith es A | 
Ye, FR; the throne or seat on a spirit, HIE; | 
the spirit of a hero, 3e HE 7 Sq, BE HE RIOR 
animal spirits, #§ wh, (qi; the spirit of a dead | 

man, 9, 3; spirits of the water, 7¢wih, HIGH; | 
spirits of the mountains, tk; spirits and 
hobgoblins, Wek ; the pervading spirit, fal S, | 
Jit ; the literary spirit, 3 }m ; the pervading | 
spirit of a place, Jil -- A fi; the spirit of a 
euild, Jl, #7 ZI 4 ; the spirit of a people, | 
fal A ; an overbearing spirit, (eS, SEH | 
ZA. TAKZ FR: spirit or courage, Fi ; to | 
worship the spirits, F¥ ji; to sacrifice to the 
spirits, $$ jf; the spirit presiding over riches, 

Wit; a high or generous spirit, Se FL 5 a re- | 
vengeful en RRL Nx FR; a spirit of 
charity, TARE Jil, ZR Ml; spirit of beney- 
olence, ae the spirit of this age, 4 EME, 
VEWEZ Mil ; the spirit of youth, 4R 2% $x; to | 
be in low or bad spirits, #E.%, SB3R, BG, 4 
7; every day out of one’s spirits, 7% A A, 
A A Af, fey: A SBE HHT | in good spirits, HRAR, 
> 76 BA. TRIG, He Gt, AR TN, DE Fy ; to recover 
one’s spirits, ffiili ff ff ; to put into spirits, de 

iE #4 MH; {0 rouse one’s own spirits, #€#% ; the 
spirits excited, J§ aja #E; a meek and quiet 
spirit, itt); spirit of wine, # #4¥; spirits, 7 

#4 ; to drink spirits, fri; given to drink- 
ing spirits, 4 fie #4, " 7H ; generous spirits, | 

AE; medicated spirits, FR %E YH; good spirits, 
ZE{H ; to steep in spirits, 7ejP¥; weak spirits, 

PR, Ai; spirits made from millet, Fue; 
sweet spirits, $79; the lees of spirits, MR. 

Spirit, v.t. SESE, BEY, HEE; to kidnap, $48. 
Sce Animate. 

Spirit-piercing, a. yi) ty fry. 
Spirit-rapper, n. Fp 7& fi. 
Spirit-stirring, Spirit-rousing, a. §§ih, FEE. 

Spirited, pp. ora. Bold, Reais: lively, PyF; 
ardent, 78, fg, HLH, Aa ; high-spirited, 

ESE, (IEA: low-spivited, SL A Be 
iis (19, EU 1, Ae BE Gq, BEvG; a spirited | 
horse, 

Spiritedness, n. Animation, 7 HE. 
Sees a. Wanting animation, 4nt Se Se, AMET | 

Fa, SE th Faq; dejec ted, A PE SR, TE OH ale Fy ; 

wanti: a fir 0, eR SE; dead, JE, Be Hz 
Spiritlessly, Far) Fehon spirit, YxR, An i. | 
Spiritlessness, n, Dullness, #pUR; want of vigor, | 

_ 1000 00 ) 

HE JT, See ’ Snes 48. Pry) 

sty ih, | Spivitous, a. Like spirit, AEYEAY, TEVEMS, TEE 
7S hh; pure, 7; fine, 32; a spiritous address, 

WGA AR- 
Spiritousness, n. 7Ri#8, AE VH- 
Spiritual, a. jah, mpPE, #2, IL; not material, $f 

JZ; mental, {fry ; intellectual, @f; ecclesias- 

tical, Ue & fy: spiritual father (in China, a 
Roman Catholic priest), qu} 2; spiritual infiu- 
ence, wife (4 ; spiritual nature, wipe, IPE, Be 
PE; spiritual light, why 36, 2276 3 spirit- 
ual things, wipe, why, Hey; spiritual per- 
sons. jit A, Ja. ; spiritual court, 32 & #; 
spiritual-minded, j& qi} 3i; spiritual life, 74 

fy, F247 5 a spiritual meaning, jie, ZY ; 
niysterious, [i. 

cial ZF, AZ tb. Spiritual-mindedness, n. J& 
Spiritualism, n. LIBS ys np 7%. 
Spiritualist, ». One who maintains the doctrine 

of spiritnalism, {3 LI oy hy BH iz He HH; one 
who professes a regard for spiritual things 

only, MEIN EES. 
Spirituality, n. ph #, 4 BE # ; spiritual nature, 

witk, S2YE; spiritual exercises and holy affec- 

tions, ‘Nf iti 2 Je #8. 
Spiritualization, n. The act of spiritualizing, FE 

ni» (EF PE BE, Ly wh Z BE ; the spiritualiza- 
tion, in chemistry, A&{§. 

Spiritualize, v. i. To refine the intellect, sb fF, it 
PE; to convert to a spiritual meaning, fF fy 
nid 2 > Wa eg. Ly Sih; to extract spirits 
from natural bodies, Ae {R. 

Spiritually, adv. Without corporeal grossness, jf, 
; ina manner conformed to the spirit of 
true religion, (eq; spiritually minded, J&iph 

2. 
Spirituous, a. (, #2, 7, 747; spirituous liquor, 

Reig, a 5 5, Mii 2G; lively, Poe, was 
pure, py i A. 

Spirituousness, n, (R33, TAPE; life, PLie, WHR. 
Spirtle, v. . WL; to spirtle out anger, MAS, Bbw. 
Spiry, a. Of a spiral form, BIE, HZIE, ZIB- 
Spissitude, n. Wy $. 
Spit, n. An iron prong, 

spit, 3 Bi; 
land, ya. 

Spit, v. t. PUE, TE. 
Spit, v. #.; Pa and pp. spit. Mje, IH; ; to spit out, 

We Hi, nate ; to spit blood, ME fi.. ME fl ; to spit 
in the fide, WET. 

Spit-box, n. Wipes, Pear. 

4, Hf, Hk; to roast ona 

a spadeful, —jA], —2#S; a spit of 
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Spital, n. See Hospital. 

Spite, n. Hatred, ¥8, TE, 22, 
spite, JP, HEIL, aXe: 
HAST, SW Ee 

ale AR IMM, MAC-TA eA; in spite of yon, 
Ie =) fp, it Wit; to mumble spite and chew 

hatred, IéijSt ti (E- 
Spiteful, a. 3%, Bot, FE 

2 ocr? 

ful look, EJ, WEIE. 

in ite of, Tif, Wifi ER, 

(GE re) fi mE 5 7a spite- 

Spitefully, adv. Wit, LBB FR. 
Spitefulness, n. HE YG, BRGE Zot. 

Spitfire, n. MEAIB, HOKE EY Jh FORME A. 
Spitter, n. Myes¥. 

Spitting, ppr. We, ME; HE ffl; 
spitting phleoem, Mev. 

Spittle, n. Fak, HE, HEA, 

spitting blood, 

Spittoon, n. HEF, Mere. 

Splash, v. ¢. or ¢. ie, YE, 5, 7k ; to splash with 
dirt, R42, jx eg. 

Splash- -board, n. BERL. 
Splashed, pp. UT BS; 

HE 
Splashing, ppr. BE, 7, Bi +i ok; 

the waves, #7 IK7E, ete: 
Splashy, a. Full of dirt, j4, 24, FA. 
Splay, nv. A sloped surface, #58 ti (5. 
Splay, v. t. To spread, oR A, ij BA- 

Splay-foot, Splay-footed, a. Having a wide foot, 
Splay-mouth, n. KAAS, BAM. [BK. 
Spleen, n. fff, JJ; a hog’s Seneca 3% Ae Hy ; dis- 

eases of spleen, JJ§ 41g ; “congestion of spleen, ffi 
FE MAS, fi ok ; enlargement of spleen, 

WEES OS, ARE. ZENO, UMEDA; to have 
a ae against any one, FFE J. ; melancholy, 

SERA, THI; a fit of anger, BEAL, HE. 
Spleenful, a. Uk IRE, BEI. 
Spleeny, a. Ey , HH SR; peevish, BE 

melancholy, # AAA IAE BE, ERE PLR. 
Splendent, a. 3: elossy, ji. 

Splendid, a. 30, IA, JE, He, HERE, Me 
1, RE, ESE, Se, WE, Pe ae, BS, 
Ni a, AE SE; celebrated,  % ME; a splendia 

dirtied and splashed, 

splashing, as 

Ne, Bi SR 

pve ae EMPL ; splendid dress, 38 RE AHR, 28 

HERI. Be AEAE ; a splendid e Giiencsl Ne BE 
aR, Se Hz ; aa talents, BF, a a 
HEF : how splendid! #4, oe ee 

Splendidly, adv. Ft He, eM AE Ht peels 

dressed, 4 75 Ht SF, 4 A 3 ale ge ts VEIE 
splendidly arranged, [it ae, ‘ye 7a fee 

Splendor, Splendour, n. BENE, BA, TEE, ICES, 

MN eae, ea IL, ILE, REE, ees the 

| 

Kt, Sf: to harbor | 

(lie) did it in spite of me, I=} Fe | 

sple ae of heaven, Fe SANE, 5 peel RY 
fi; great splendor, eRe, HAE, fi eX- 

traordinary splendor, eee TA. mA; the 
splendor of the sun, H 2%, &&, MA, HL. See 
Bright 2 Beiohtiess 

| Splenetic, Splenetical, a. i} he, BE PE. 

Splice, vt. WL MSZ. FRE mete Zz. Bits, HH 
fiz ; Splice the main brace, SAK OT. 

Splice, n. ¥% #4 4%; tapered splice, 4 42 Thy HE, 
4e-¥ £8 > lone splice, Efi ; cunt splice, @E 

#144 ; a splice or support on a bow, Fj. 
Spliced, pp. BS ie. PGR ae. 

Splicing, ppr. eis MIE Z . WE HE. 
Splint, Splinter, n. ie, PE, Wy, BR, AEs a splinter 

of wood, ASHE ; bamboo splints, 7, 777 #E ; 
splints used in surgery, #%; lone and short 
splints, JesFACBE ; arm splint, Peae; splint- 

basket, 4£; round splint, fife‘. 

| Splint, Splinter, v. ¢. iriioh Fe, aT. 
| Splintered, pp. or a. Fy jh Moke, FTE T- 
Splintery, a. 
Split, v.t.; pret. and pp. split. To divide longi- 

tudinally, 8. iF. BRUT, $2 SME. WEE Al, 
sal, Bal), ZI), ‘él: to rend, 3%; to burst, Sfp 4; to 
dash and Hel ona eet FIR: ; Split it small: 
er, $he#m fy; to split, as wood, fiz, 4H; to split 
bamboo, Fy ff; to split stones, 424; ; to split 
in two, WEB, epg to split by rending, ZB, 
hig; to split a difference, $4 BA (B, 2+ Fi; to split 
a hair, #k3; to split a ray, PEG; to split 
one’s sides with Jauching, 4 si] Jk, SE BE, SE 
fs Hs to make all split, +p Rem. 

Split, x. 7. To burst, $f, ¥; to split through 
ripeness, Hf ; to split on a ‘roe k, A, FAM. 
See Burst. 

Split, n. A crack, 3), HERR, BUH. 

Splitting, ppr. WE, HE, BY, eh 

Spoil, v. t. Res, TMH, J, EME, FEME, HAS, OF 
to spoil by altering, es; to spoil an affair, 

WSF, HES? ; to spoil one’s children, #E[A{F- ¥ 
seIL-F A; to spoil by indulgence, LAF A 
Z, Littihe Y ; timidity will spoil the busi- 
ness, fs ff fif¥ZE ; to spoil a good essay by cor- 
rection, Fj FE #4 ; do not spoil it, WK Aes 

AB, 2 v0 spoil the rich for the relief 
of the eae INF ps ET. 

Spoil, v.z. To practice robbery, 473g, IWF ; to 

decay, ha. Shh] ; to be corrupted, #H# ; will 
spoil, if soaked long, MF aASEt; indian meal 
spoils, if kept a long time, 328 pity ANE ; 
it will spoil, |lé y. 

See, BE 

6 V 
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Spoil, n. Booty, Spee Z MH, lik. WE, WEP; the mR; a god-mother, 7k ff; the sponsor, among 
spoil of one’s labor, th (i) 74 ; a cast skin, gt, 
eee > waste, 45(% ; corruption, #e. 

Spoiled, pp. or a. FesH 7, FEM, LE, aE, 
we EY; pillaged, Fyfe f ; corrupted, sey ; 
spoiled by soaking, jfis# Sf ; spoiled by moist- 

ure, SEIS; a spoiled affair, WEYL, HEEL ; 
you have spoiled my affair, (pRHeG¥S?; the 
affair is spoiled, Fes 7 ; 

f-; spoiled rice, ("PE GR, FA, Gh}; spoiled flour, 

eeu y 
spoiled silk, #20pE#%, EWE; spoiled meat, SL py, 
Woy ; altogether spoiled, —/fiese yy ; totally 
spoiled, ##mME; how came this spoiled ? +4z/I[f 
$#; spoiled things, s#/P— BF; a spoiled thing, 

HODES A, SKIL TM. 
Spoiler, 2. Plunderer, JAF 4 ; a robber, we lhK ; 

one who corrupts, ### ; one who renders use- 

less, RENE, Wesards. 
Spoiling, 

less, #49; corrupting, $f; wasting, 7&2 ; 
decaying, 34 }f) ; spoiling by soaking, ji ss. 

Spoke, x. The spoke ofa wheel, ipa, ih, HK, de, 
HAGE. 

Spoke, pret. of speak. tf, 2 Y- 
Spoken, pp. of speak. pikilee, af, 

a See Speak. spoken advice, 7% 3. 
Spokesman, n. fi AGH, (RSH. 
Spohiate, v. t. fr dy, HK. 
Spoliate, v. 7. 47 J. 
Spoliation, n. fas, syte, fee H. 
Spomea tuberosa, n. BEAR 
Spondaie, Spondaical, a. 2 BAIA YY 
Spondee, ». (——) 2R3E MH (4 a). 
Spondias amara, n. JA qiq (?). 
Spondyle, Spondyl, n. A vertebra, #)°Er (if. 
Sponge, n. Wey, West, EM. 
Sponge, vr. t. fa 7a Ff ; to cleanse with a sponge, 
ak yaBe; to sponge out, $e; to sponge a 
cannon, #ex; to extinguish, yk; to sponge 
for meals, #5 HEI. 

Sponge, v. 7. To suck in or imbibe, as a sponge, 
IgA, GE; to gain by any means, 89%. 

Sponge-cake, n. FARE, FAK fp. See Cake. 

Sponged, pp. PRIA, Beas 04K iB. 
Sponger, n. $5 HH. 
Spongiform, a. {lV ]¢ya. 

Sponginess, n. PK, WKH. 
Spongy, a. NAME, PnK, {Plac7~a ; spongy officers, 
Sponsion, n. {AFH (k. | fies . 
eee n. RR, IGEN, iat; ; god-father, # 

See Speak. 

a spoiled child, +4 | 

(#4); the flour is spoiled, #4 %} 42 ; | 

ppr. Plundering, 3) fit ; rendering use- | 

i J; plain 

| Spoon, n. Hl, 38 

the Roman Catholics, =:(%. 
Spontaneity, Shona n. AYR, Bt 

PRP; willingness, fh 

Spontaneous, a. J ¥&, 75 cee ee RE 
4E (ij; spontaneous growth, A ¥i4E, A4E; 

spontaneous preuionm fj we Zi, AA 
spontaneous combustion, Aes; a spontaneous 
cift, $F); spontaneous rice, PE, FB, He. 

/ POLUECOTS adv. AY, WIR ASS, te, 

iD, HEM % Z. 
Spontoon, n. eZ. 

| Spool, n. 4X. 

Spool, v. t. FER, #8 S 
is Ey Hua 3S, Fi, WS, HESS ; a table 

spoon, Ai: ; a small spoon, RE SEF ; a tea- 
spoon, SG; a broad spoon, ~J ; a sugar 
spoon, # FE; salt-spoon, BSS; gravy-Spoon, 
YES3E; rice-spoon, figs; ege-spoon, 7 3=; to 
be past the spoon, JJ. 

Spoon-bill, n. mK BG. 

Spoon- -meat, n. SER. 
Spoonful, n. —RESEI;3, — 
Sporadic, Shovadicl a. OPE, ea BHAA. 
Sport, n. Play, 2k, Ei Fe, WE EK 5 diversion, Hog, 

wa, Fn) eked jeer, ak att Bhat ; 3 fond of 

sport, APRS, Waka, Ae, MERSLs for 
sport’s sake, Fy iff4& ; to make sport, pRSE 5 to 
make sport of any one, EKFRAA, BRIE JL; to 
spoil one’s sport, KAZE, He AZo; Lam 
acquainted with his sport, Fe 4NIEE. 

See Ladle and Scoop. 

—He, — 3 =, —-7o 

| Sport, v. t. or ¢. FH, HE, BRE, LE, FEY, BK 
WE, ase, BE; to play together, as husband 
and wife, §i4E ke; to sport together, SE yA BH ; 
to sport with one, f#4E, BESRIL; the fishes 
sport in the water, (QMS 7c sie, S022 Hein ; it is 
not a matter to sport with, HH (% ia FE, AE 

HE fy. 
Sporter, n. ER Fe PE, Bk SEH. 
Sportful, a. 4 ait 5% fy, Ab atk ate, AS A BB; ludi- 

crous, 4 EG fy. 
Sporting, ppr: ora. Tih, BSE, WE, REE, fll] 

IBN, Bab, aeeate. 
Sportive, a. dpa MeN, deat a, HEIR, HERLEE, 
a OE, KE EY, BE FEMY; Sportive talk, Seqq, 
ER; ludicrous, §'5fy; a man and wife's 
sportive talk, 92 7§ he. 

Sportively, adv. 5% 5, LIER FR; merrily, Pera. 
Sportiveness, n. Af at SEF, Hoa ath, AE BL, AE, 

deg fe; mirth, Hei, Hes. 
mere ani n. One who hunts, HK, HN. 
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Spot, x. Mi, Hi GT, BT. BF, Hi HE, 
colored spots, 7é #i, BE; spots on the body, 48 
spots on a tiger, HE, 79 3, 4A; spots on 7 
face, [ij 3&; spots, as on the sun, H4E; a spot of 
rust, —#$% ; a spot of ground, —Ff hh ; spot 
of interment. 347447 Hy; be died upon that 
spot, {2 EWE Sf ; upon the spot, PPA; a 
spot of oil, —#7h; it will cast a spot on one’s 
reputation, 9h Hi {35 (2 0RE 33 Zs, oh 2 BE te & 
4%; white spot, G Fh: a grease spot, — Ff; 
that spot or place, 477 JUA7, PALE ; to oc- 
cupy a spot while others want it, Qi nt 7 yr HL. 

Spot, v. t. £5 to stain, Hy PF, jE ; to spot one’s 
name, FhiGAB. 

Spotless, «. Sm #4, Smeny, IME, fil, fall (4, ; blame- 

less, SMT. PCH IMGTG, A GEIR, Filth, SE 
Fx, A HE, SMe] YES a spotless animal, #48; a 

spotiess name, MEXKME %, IHG ya Biss 
character, Sai AED. 

Spotlessness, n. aif A. 
Spotted, pp. ora. £5 Mf, Fy fj; colored spotted, 

FAE Bh OE, BU, FE TE, IKE BR, SH HE; white, spot- 

ted shirtines, Gy #4 fE i ; many-spotted spider, 

er. der! ; spotted, as with rust, ZE7% Ag; the 

face spotted, jij 4E 4 Ei, BANE; spotted fever, 
Spottedness, ». 47 #5, AEH. | 87 hE- 
Spottiness, n. B Ei fry. 
Spotting, ppr. Marking with spots, 

ing, Hy {F- 
Spotty, a. BEAR, Bits, SAM. 

i: stain- 

Spousal, a. MEANY, SEH] ; spousal rites, AAW | 

a? 
Spouse, 7. 

man, Je. 

Spout, n. eye, Wak F, ak ; the spout in front 
of the eaves of a house, 

in China, fff I-7k, 5 
Spout, v. t. or 7. WEI. 

Spouted, pp. WL HA. 

Sprain, v.¢. Me, PY, HER; to sprain one’s foot, 
TS Hl, PURA; to sprain one’s hand, Wea. 

Sprain, n. oe. 
Sprained, pp. or a. WL, BLT. 

Sprawl, v. i. BRAG AL (HE, fi BE DUNS i AR, 18 
Fi; to sprawl as lees, ‘f BARK; to scramble in 
creeping, BL, C84 ; to lie with the limbs 

struggling, FR iii Ah = 2; to widen or open 
irregularly, asa body of horse, #Bi, BF #7- 

Sprat, nv. fA VIEREE MH ZH); to send a sprat 
to catch a herring, hi 5] Fe. 

Salty; n. The BESAY of a tree, Be the tree has 

A married woman, 4; a married 
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#2 11; a water spout, | 
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a beautiful spray, 45} ee 2 ve; 
wave, }E7E, AK7E- 

Spread, v.t.; pret. and pp. spread, spred. To 
spread, as butter, plaster or ointment, fy) ; to 

spread, as grain, &e., so as to dry, Ft Bi, Fj 
Bi ; to spread, as a plate, [iJ gfe; to spread, to 

unroll, § BH, HE bi, Z; to spread abroad, as a 

doctrine, 135, TBs, EB, Hits, Be, Wee ah: 
to spread out, as ware, fb, 32%, By Al, 4 
AME, ht Ti, Fil PHL, PeL Aa), gfe PE; 1o spread, as a 

race, ff ; to spread extensively, Ja fig ; to spread 
out with the hand, +£hiJ, Br qidha ; to spread 

out cloth, BA i. HEH Mi, Hy ti ; to spread the 
table, $j FE, PEI; to spread out a feast, FFE, 

Eb ZE, #7 gg; * to spread out a mat, ij J ; to 
spread out a carpet, $8; to spread an altar, 

gi Jet ; to spread out thin, eG, [i TE; to spread 
false reports, “i 1h Gt B. (8 ie FF; to spread a 
report, {8 7% 4x, ff fil #; to spread out the 
wings, (Hh 32, 3234, G44, Wk; to spread out a 

tent, bi (iE, yezt ; to spread one’s fame, 
MY, HAW RE. BN YE; to spread a sail, 
HH PL; to spread the bedding, #7 ij ¥¢ ; to spread 
good instructions, fix fh ; to spread throughout 
the world, si JS KP ; to spread throughout 
the four seas, jij PU jf% ; to spread one’s eye- 
brows, #§/4; to spread a net for catching 

beasts, ibe #4 HK, bb ie iH. EF, ii, HB; to 
spread a net, 34), Ha ; to stretch, fh, A, 

fil Bi. 
Spread, v. 7. To extend itself, as creepers, cancers, 

&e., WE, WES ; to spread, as an epidemic, rumor, 
&e., ef; to spread, as ink, 5, j4; the ink 

spreads, 2% 7[t72. 

Spread, n. Expansion, as:—the spread of the 
Gospel, ii? Zin fz ; the spread of poison, 3 

SHEFF. 
Spreading, ppr.or a. Spreading, as ointment, 

fi] ; Spreading, as grain for drying, 48 BF ; 

spreading, as the Gospel, #4; spreading, as 
asail, ae &e., #8; spreading 35 weed, poison, 
AES, :s spreading, as ink, ¥4; spreading, as 
an Seu int fT: 

Spree, n. Frolic, Ptsse. 

Sprig, n. Re, RF. 
Sprig-crystal, rn. — {Rf th 
Spright, Sprite, n. A spirit, §; an apparition, 
UR, WAR. Sce Sprite. 

Sprightliness, n. thik ss, RA, as 

* Fruit and other thing gs spread out for show ; - after 
which the dinner is served. 

the spray of a 



re y, gay, Sprightly, a HGE, Hele, ras iE | 
By, xe ie: ; active, it - a sprightly boy, #4 | 

MT, Bee, PUR ZF. Hse ZF 
Spring,v.7.; pret. sprung, sprang; pp. sprung. 

To spring up, as herbs, jy 2f, 4b, #5 3, Hi 
af; to spring at, $h{nJ; to spring back, as 
: discharged bow, 32, Kg ak, 58, yhy; to spring 

back, as aspring, pK, JGR; to spring forth, 
{o leap out, BKHE; to spring forth, to rush out, 
mt ite FH; the herb beoins to spring forth, 
‘4 jsf; to spring from, yh As, rh Hi, HE, 
at Te, ith Hi; to leap, Pk; to spring forward, 

Beas, KE AT; to spring up, PER. Wee, Ate; fe AY; 
to spring up, to sprout, ij; to spring up in 

| Springy, a 

the heart, WR GA, FPA, ZS PI. WH, 
1 fot; a breeze sprines up, fg fb; thence 
spring all our misfortunes, J& PERS 1B HE. TK 

iE +2 th OK ML ; to spring on a horse, PK RS 
{o spring on or upon, pk [.; to rae 

spring on or upon, to assault, J¢; to spring 
out, as a a jh) ; to spring, to explode, se 

4H: to crack, 3; to spring, as the ground, JR. 
Spring, v.t. To one as a mine, Je, hk; to 

start or rouse, 3 jf; to spring a leak, 32 HE; 
to spring a rattle, #Upj af; to spring a light, 

A 
Spring, n. A lene, — Bk, — i; a flying back, 
Bisa sa ing, as of a clock or other machin- 

ory, BEAR, HE HEED, HEI; a spring of a 
carriage, iJ¥%; a spring of a re » BER 5 

the springs of nature, KE, AI ; the springs 

of action, #8, HE; 
the action, #8 Wk 
action is to be a spir ‘i Fe, 
jf! ; the springs of evil, Mii LE ee fae 
or source, fi, Ii, HAD, HL; origin, Jit, JAR; 

spring water, 7G, FEYZ; a clear ue he 

> a spring issuing from the side ofa hill, 
“JL; a spring issuing at the foot ofa hill, ¥é; 

the spring of the year, #¢; the spring season, 

te ARK, Kita. lis, Ty Bs spring proces- 
sions, 4% ; spring day, #H ;_the spring 
tern, #R4} ; spring and autumn, AERK, FER ; 

the commencement of spring, #38; the spring 
of life, 4E Z 44, 4E % #§; the ruler of spring, 
aH iz 3 a spring or crack, 3. 

Spring-head, n. jig. 
Spring-tide, n. -FAr jak. 
Springe, x. A noose, ZEA, 3551 fill. 
Sane) *n. One who springs, kK ; the spring- 

“ies is often used for Be but i ‘AEIPFOpE) rly. 

Be ff fii, FAM TE 

is, ee spring of 

; to know the springs of 

| Spruce, e, 

bok, BEE ES 
Springing, ; ppr. or a. 

FS ; shooting up, #; 
back, BKC. 

- Hlastic, FBR, BUSA. REI ANA M4 : 
abounding with springs, % jie, SiAAy. 

Sprinkle, +. ¢. To scatter or disperse, as water, &e., 

UE, NTH, 9 88. VL Hh to sprinkle dry 
thines, as sand, sugar, &c., 7; to sprinkle 
water, Jf 7[¢; to sprinkle blood, 7 Wf: to sprink- 
le evenly, #44; first sprinkle a little water, 
ei Az: to sprinkle sugar, ZF; sprinkle 
a little salt on it, 7 AG HEER ; to sprinkle and 
sweep, {fq ; to sprinkle and make moist, jf 
AY PEE; to sprinkle flowers, ke, BEFE; to 
sprinkle the face, 7j§ Ti, i; to sprinkle with 
cold, 74 4 Fy ; to cleanse, jt, 2 

Sprinkle, n. 7a, aa. 
Sprinkled, pp. 7G, WT ; sprinkled dry things, 
(Si ; sprinkled unevenly, 704. 

Sprinkling, ppr. Scattering or dispersing, 
liquids, 7 ; Bpaniie as dry things, j#&. 

Sprit, a. A sprout, 377; a small boom or pole, #§ 
FL ; sprit-sail, BAfit. 

Sprite, ». A spirit, §4; an apparition, PEAR, we 

TE, PR. TET, sai, BR. 
Sprout, x. fH, 36; paddy sprouts, FAR; 

rh 2¢, HL 
springing 

Arising from, 

; leaping, Bk; 

as 

wheat 

sprouts, 2&3; bean sprouts, 34; bamboo 

sprouts, 773%. 4). 473 slips of prepared bam)oo 
sprouts, Wj4¢; dried homboo sprouts, year. 

Sprout, v.7. if, WHF, HISe, BEE. 

Sprouting, ppr.or a. WyBe, PESF. 

Spruce, a. Nice, 79,461 At A .Fe4E, EBL; snug, 

a i iis. 
Spruce, v.t. or i. #Ef HDs FRI, AEA. 

Ee 
Spr uce-beer 2. WR iG 

Sprucely, cas ji, US it, SEAM, ARAB. 
| Spruceness, n. ji H- 

| Sprue, n. Hl, YE HH. «= See Scoria, 

Sprung, pret. and pp. of spring, which see, 

Spry, a. HER, TREE. 
Spume, n. Froth, foam, ya, 7, BAe ik. 
Spume, v. 7. i872. 

| Spumescence, n. (L7 Z 3. 
Spumiferous, a. Hija, LVR, Hh. 
Spun, pret. and pp. of spin. 7h Tf. 

Spun-yarn, vn. =e. 

Spunge, n. cya, fe. See Sponge. 
Spunge, v. 7. FE, 1, sey. See Sponge. 
Spunk, 2. Jk, POE; an inflammable temper, 
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IKE, KIRK. ie n. RF, RT, HEA, aye WE, MALE MS, ATER 
Spunky, @. RUE. PE AY. 4, (0H. fetta UFC. SALLE, WK, Ze, TLR, 
Spur, n. The spur of a cock, §ft, SEH, SEW; the | WTR. FR Jr}&, PORE; a spy or inquirer in trade, 

spur of a rider, ¥a) F5 ih ; 
BRE: the spur of a mountain range, Hi 
4; to set spurs toa horse, aj TG, )55; to be 

upon the spur, 234, 245; the spur OFS a post, 
Hipe; that which excites, jf A, Be BEA 

fj ; the spur of the moment, % Jf4; to put spurs 

on, Sif. 
Spur, v.¢. To prick with spurs, fi HE a}. 4 CUR 

to nite ER, SAB eH 0 we EE 
jis ; to impel, 3f, i ; to a on a question, fR% 
wj ; to spur on, Ly he 25 oH. 

Spurgall, v. ¢. CE. 
Spurge, n. Milk-weed, {[3§,* #74 
Spurious, a. Not genuine, counterfeit, a {i 

the spur of a att Hit 

ASU, TRE, HEY: fictitions, JEM: a. 
spurious child, Pf, ASh4E +: 
(disease, (HE; spurious coin, PRPS, (BER; 
Sue TOUs goods, i XL : spurious tales, #4je=y 

#4 5 a spurious disc, (Hg. [Al 

Spuriousness, n. %, (4%, (2% ; illegitimacy, 
Spurn, v.t. To kick, PY, LIRMER; to reject with 

disdain, 43, WE; to treat with contempt, 

_ ets AE, Be 
Spurn, v. 7. To manifest disdain in rejecting any- 

tay 
sbi thine, Hi, ne 

Spurn, n. Aye Z. 

Spurned, pp. Me4ET, Beil 
Spurning, ppr. Ae ye, Ikea. 

Spurred, pp. or a. Furnished with spurs, 
having spurs, # {ft ; incited, FET. 

a spurious | 

FF. 

Spy, v.t. TGR, BER, ACA, BLUM, WM. A, oh Be, 
PIPE, WAGE, fs; to spy out, as througa a crey- 
ice, #7; to spy out a camp, Fp TEBE to spy 
out one’s faults, gf A Fa. 

Spy, v. 7. To search narrowly, $y #. 
Spy-glass, n. =f Hl $F 
Squab, a. Fat, ARK. 

Squab, n. A couch, [ERE % ; a cushion, 4/0 fy. 
Squab, v7. To fall plump, &#:; to strike with 

a heavy stroke, aw, 

Squabbish, ee a. Ear]. 

Squabble, 2 To dispute, Bez » FE, fal 22, 4H 

we, fe] 1, aR we; to scufile, We » Sti, Bea, 
#7 48 ; to squabble about the Shares , AP. 

Squabble, n. A brawl, mSZelPEYi, WR, ARE - 
a scuftle, Rody % ST, Ste] #. 

Squabbler, n. MSacipE, sey, Ate - 
Squabbling, ppr. Marae. 

Squad, n. ih pee. 
Squadron, x, A square body of troops, —7y le B5; 

a body of troops in any form, — & A 15, — [xg 
Jc FS; a squadron of horses, — pe MR, 2 

tesa en of ships. — Ak fy , 

Squalid, a. Foul, filthy, iG FEL, OWE, BY RIBE ; a 

Bei Mit 

Spurring, ppr. Pricking with spurs, (93H ip], a] 
JAgH 5 urging, {eft : inciting, eR. 

Spurt, v. ¢. RY, 

to spurt water, I{7J¢; he that spurts blood upon 
others, first defiles his own mouth, 2y gE A 

Pate 
Spurt, ». — lif, 
Spurting, ppr. lift. 
Spurway, n. 7. 

Sputter, v.z.or¢. Life, Hk QpHi; to sputter in 
gue pM, Ze; to sputter one’s gall, pyett 

x, WEA. 
Sputtered, pp. g@LMeT ; uttered with haste and 

indistinctness, ji 7 eM A wae 
ae: ppr. ov a. Alife ; speaking hastily, & 

oy roar ats & i 

Sputum, rn. Ft, 7. 

~ * Medhurst. Pat 

Hk, OA, MR, MSE; to spurt out, MHP: 

oe attire, My MEBSRE, MEY BEE ; a squalid 
face, FER eUPE fi 3 + ; squalid poverty, # iy. 

Squalidity, Squalidness, », Foulness, {2 ¥, HBF ff 
#4. 

Squall, a. The squall of wind, —'h jal Ry, — it RE 
3 a Cee squall, S&f8i;a white squall, & 

Bat. 
Squall, vc. BP Oe, AE MR, BEAK, Be We, RY OE ; to 

squall, as a child in anger or distress, IM, 
IBLE. 

Squalling, ppr. ora. UK, BR AE, EWE; squall- 
ing, as ani women do, jdlipil jis yp. 

Squally, a. SBE ELA , /Bble SEMEL. 
Squalus, x. See Shark. 
Squamiform, a. SEI. 

| Squamose, Squamous, a. 9 fr. 
Squander, v. t. 46 ®, 4E ik, HER. BY, HEB 

JE. ede, GL. 1% BW; to squander an estate, 
ERA, Us to Sgn money, ise 2 $8 

w ht & #% are a; ie foreigners in a ainnilae sense, 
though exjressing rather a fleet, than a division of the 
same. 
7 Medhurst. 
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Hk, WE. SS. WU. 
Squandered, pp. ora. HERTS, RRS, 13 HB 
Squanderer, n. 76 RE, UF, HE BH. 

Squandering, ppr. #6 2, §,  TeM IS 
Square, a. JE Fy, JB MA, MU f4, J dy; exactly 

suitable, me, mg; that does equal justice, {jf 
2B, HLA, dx A: eal inches square, Jj = 
-F¥ ; a square mile, Fy HE; three square, = 
4§ fj; a square piece of timber, FyAs, AY, FE; 
leaving no balance, 77%, Zur, FEL; square 
and round, 7 [R]; the square of any number is 
the product of that number multiplied into it- 
self, Fy Be, HA TEX A; the square root, 3 

Ie &, ZR 77 HL; a square basket, Puy; #, TE: 
a square table, FF; a square eve, 7A, Ff 

Tif. 
Square, n. Jj, FZ, IE Fy, 2A. FR, PUSHIE; a 

rule, a carpenter's square, ff) JQ, 48, Bark, 4 ; 
asquare ona chess-board, ¥4§,Jay, 77 SF 5 a square 
hody of troops, —7j Fe; to form a square, JK 
F7 ; to bring to a square, HAF ; out of square, 

fl, 9 TE; without the compass and square, 
could not form squares and circles, ALGAE 

Fie WH a. 
Sqaure, v. t. To reduce to a square, 4 Ff ; to ad- 

just, #6, HE TE, SB, Heme, ake & ; to aanane an ac- 
count, ¥} Be, i BK, 3 YE, Maz 3 to square 
off an account, AX Fi) #7; to syuare other men 

by one’s own rule, LJ G fii J\; to square the 
yards, fill; to bare the arms and square off, 

Square, Mie Yo suit, pg, > Aa. | #1 by. 
Square-rigged vessel, n. 40 a hi A 
Squared, pp. or a. Made square, 4 j& Jy ; adjusted, 

we Tog, wey, IT. 
Squareness, n. Iz, WJZ. 
Squarer, n. #77 #%; a hot-headed contentious 

fellow, Je fg. 
Squaring, ppv. Making square, 4 

Che} SY 

Tj sadjusting, 
series 

We, Heng; squaring, as an account, #§, Sc, Ht, - 

Squash, ». JK; hairy squash, fi JK; large, coarse 
squash, & JK; small yellow squash, ¥¥ N; 
reddish, crooked squash, JK ; bottle squash, 

Ge ; long, crooked squash, gg JK; a squash, 

a shock of soft bodies, — fir. 
Squash, v. ¢. To crush, tei, FEE, TOUR, IR, 

HELE, iii, MAR. 
Squasby, a. INURE, WK. 

Squat, v. . PR, ya Te We, Ue He, is Ey Litt. 3g 

PAZK ; squat you there, (RP LE; to squat ina 
jar, to be ignorant of the world, 3% 4s BE IR ; 
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to squat down, #2 (fk. 
Squat, a. Short and thick, J@4g&s, 47 1 JE MBE 5 a 

squat, strutting fellow, 4 1%; a squat face, 

fit, A 
Squat, v. 7. To lie close, to escape observation, ff 
Squatter, n. ene OE (Vy. [Heat 
Squeak, v. 7. To squeak, as a pig, HURDLE, HU 

BE, {E He + ie: to squeak, as a wheel, (Emmy 

EE, DAKO. SGN. 
Squeak, . pony ze. 
Squeaking, ppr. or a. MyM. 
Squeal, v. 7. mphifs. 
Squeamish, a. Fastidious, EAE {fi IRE; scrupu- 

lous, FE ot) $1 fat ; a squeamish stomach, ¢KIf, 

meee, JSNEE. 
Squeamishness, n. TEE, [hy IHF. 
Squeeze, v. t. To press between two bodies, HfL. 

Hc (4: , JAR, Wy AFs to squeeze in, FF; to squeeze 
between the hands, #4; to squeeze the fingers, 
a mode of torture, $$, PEAR - to squeeze the 
fingers, as between doors, $442 =-4}F ; to squeeze 

the people, i) 38 Fy RE, Wil a RE, What ea XE, 
3H iy A; to squeeze oil from rice chaft, 3 pi 
#h FE HE Yh; to squeeze money, if) 32 F¥; to 
squeeze the juice out of anything, #§, #8, Fe; 
to squeeze dry, Fk #Z; to pinch, HA, HB; to 
spueeze with pincers, ff, $f ; to crowd, 3% 8%. 

Squeeze, v.7. To press, 3 ; to squeeze through, 

PS. 
Squeeze, n. Compression between two bodies, 3E 

46, BEA ; extortion, PE 2 Ie, WEA, Whats: 
a close hug or embrace, B44 Z% 3. 

Squeezed, pp. or a. Compressed, 3 (i, 3ei8 ; 

crowded, 3838 ; oppressed, Wha, i 4, 360 Bh, 
oH. 

Squeezing, » ppr- Squeezing, as between the hands, 
H8 ; squeezing between the fingers, #3; squeez- 
ing between pincers, §f fF, $f {£ ; squeezing 

between two things, ¥¢ (i. 4 E ; oppressing, 

We, COB, HE. 
Squib, x. A cracker, —PEUMYK ; a petty lampoon, 

me), AF, REM. 
Squib, v. 7. ay]; to contend in petty dispute, 

AA, AHH. 
Squill, n. Hp ALY, Bh. 

Squint, v. 7. LOM MRIS, BIE, WR-t2, LW, Em, 
Wed, We, We MO Ig, BE. 

Squint, v. t. 47 4yMp. 
Squint-eyed, a. Fwy, PM AG. 
Squinting, ppr. Fe HULA, Asha. 

Squire, n. $f! ; the young squire, PFE, ZF. 
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Squirm, v.t.or i. To move like a worm, hpME,| 2%; a bishop's staff, BEAK fifae ; put his staff 
45 Wh; to climb by embracing, Jé Ty ME; to. 

Stag, n. HE, RE, HERE; male stac, HE 2S, HERE, BE; squirm right and left, euS pa PY. 
Squirrel, n. #4 Js, MS St, BE St. WE SA; a flying 

squirrel, FEWASL. WU, AUG. FIGAEAL. 
Squirt, vt. or ¢. YUfLT, WHE, GE. 
Squirt, n. (i. 

Stab, v.t. dl, eh, HR, 18, 38, Be BL, I, H. 
a4] 44], ZA]; to stab to death, fi] 4%E; to stab, to 
act the part of an assassin, #7 iJ; to injure 

secretly, Fai), WEE, Wei i, ME HEIB A. 
Stab, v.72. Zi. 

Stab, 2. — <i], — fil. 

Stabbed, pp. #) i, Hi] f ; stabbed him dead at a 

blow, — JJ AK AE 1E. 
Stabber, x. 4%; a privy murderer, spi %. 
Stabiliment, n. K-E ELH, 14S, RH ZF. 

Stability, m. q, ATL. €2 8, ETL. aL 6B ; sta- 
bility of mind, F2,%, (Ho, fot: 

state, bd 2 fS aa» Bl 23 TAL. 
Stable, a. Fixed, strong, #4, =F TT, ESTA, F2 hii, 

stable, as one’s mind or character, fH, ‘Hy, BX, 

AJ; not stable, (SIL FS; how can future gen- 
erations be stable ? # (lk fig LI gE vr. 

Stable, n. FB, IGE, We. FART, FIGL, GAS, HE; 
astable for sheep, 2645); a stable for cattle, 

“FH 
Stable, v. t.or7. FRA TGR, ThA. 

Stable-boy, Stable-man, ». IG=E, BA A, Ba, 55 

fig. 
Stableness, n. The stableness, as of mind or char- 

acter, |H#j, RYH, 8, [A]; the stableness of 

man’s mind, AZ imo #4, Ob Za, Ab | 
Stablestand, n. #k4T HAZ AK. 
Stabling, n. By Re. 
Stachys artemisia, n. HEE. 

Stack, n. A large conieal pile of hay, grain, or 
straw, ACMHE. 

Stack, v. ¢. SAHE, FHL HE. 
Stacking-band, Stacking-belt, n. HES#, HES. 
Stacte, n. 7 ARIE. 

| [A]. 

Staddle, n. 4)#t; staddle for the support of a | 
stack, HE. 

Stade, Stadium, n. B4j— A= 4A. 
Stadtholder, n. fess, HEwe. 
Staff, n.; pl. Staves, Staffs. ft, Fi, HS, HE, HE, HE; 

a stag or prop, #¢; a badge of office (see Badge); 
a pole, FF, 4%; a staff for old people, #4 #t, $y, 
FeFL ; to carry a staff, as the chief mourner, 

+h ; a flag-stalf, BekF; the staff of a general, 

stability of | 

down, fj Uh ft. 

female stag, 4e 0%, NEw, #E, HE; stag’s horn 
(see Hartshorn); stag’s sinews, Eff; a stag 
bounding along, fi. 

Stage, n. A platform, 2; a theatre, Bkss, * BG 
Hi ; + a place where anything is publicly ex- 
hibited, #£: stage plays, #&; a place of rest, 

BRR, MEHR, Esk ; a floating stage, te AAP; 
stage-practice, fix ek “3, kk ZF; to enter 
the stage, (e}-F ; to go off (quit) the stage, 

ME OEE F, BIERLVE ; a single step, Ab, —%; 
the first stage of consumption, J& hE By ke ZA. 

Stage-coach, n. PEW, El, f44% Tf. 

Stage-play, n. fish SF, skis 
Stage-player, n. RMI G, BF, ft A, BA, OF 
(, (a(R. See Actor. 

Stager, n. BIH. 
Stagger, rv. i. To totter, EFS, We HES, FF fos AEE; 

to move to one side and the other in walking, 

MME, ONT, 2 PURET. HEB; to begin to 
give way, Ape, Gee; to hesitate, (ABR, EM 5 
to begin to doubt, AE K€, JM HE; the enemy stag- 

gers, ALATA. 
Staggering, ppr.or a. Tottering, v7 AF, WDA 

Jit, Ws fF; vacillating, 25M, ADE. 
Staggers, n. pl. Madness, ai fF. 

Staging, n. Ml, Mle; to put up staging, Heyy. 
Stagnancy, n. Ait BH. ABA, HEU. 
Stagnant, a. Not flowing, Arie fy, VE; not active, 

fe 45, 1 Hh, Agi; stagnant, as a pool in a 
stream, {J, #2; stagnant water, AE, 2, K 

AK, ak, HK, AE VE, il, 7; stagnant, as 
trade, IE 4 FF, Aite fF ; Stagnant, as industry, 
{2 fF; a stagnant mind, PRR. 

Stagnate, v. i. PE EE, MEAS, HE ah, IL GE, MRE, A 

tat, AS, FE Ui. 
Stagnation, n. Ain H, AHH) H ; stagnation of 

trade, Hf Ait. AZ AIH, Rh A ifs 
stagnation of the blood, Ly Ai, Mira, 

fit. As 5t8 #7- 
Staid, pret. and pp. or a. from stay. Composed, 7 

TE, AS AG; grave, Hi hik ; steady, TH wth fy 5 
sedate, #f. 

| Staidness, n. YEU, fHVE; oravity, tH he. 
Stain, v.t. To make foul, Jejs, Heyy, HPF. HF, 

25 i, BATH, PR, 1M, BY; to stain with figures, 
Yufe ; to stain one’s name, HEP R, WIS; 

* The place for the actors. + The place for the “spec: 
tators. 
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to stain with vice, JU PISk We HePERwy; to 
disgrace, 7% FE. 

Stain, n. Fh, Sh, PEE, Wis, a, Sa, Fe. TH 
Ife; disgrace, jH FE; a red stain, #7 ¥4; to cast 
a stain upon one’s name, FRR NY, Bhig ny. 

Stained, pp. ora. HT, yen y, Brie ih, is J, 

1 Be ith. 
Staining, ppr. Discoloring, Ye; spotting, Fy, 
hi ; tarnishing, RY, 75 hE. 

Stainless, a, S63, S06 775. 
Stair, n. A step, —#%; stairs, PSHE, PE; one 

pair of stairs, — J RE; one pair of stairs, — 
J ; two pairs of stairs, 9 J ; to ascend the 
stairs step by step, 3636 _[- #; the golden 
stairs, 4> 2%, 4> Af; the closet under the stairs, 

fEP Fe ; the head of the stairs and the foot of 
the same, #5 A AR AH. 

Stair-case, n. Hip, CER, HES. 
Stair-rod, n. REPL BER. 
Stake, n. ##, Hi, Hk; a row of fishine-stakes, Rf 

fii; a stake of a palisade, 4; a stake to tie 
eattle to, #t, #E, By FR; to drive in a stake, 
FJ HF; a stake, as a mark at a grave, Has 2 | 

small anvil, fifi; to have at stake, £6 £8. Be ae, TE 
fe le Zs; our life is at stake, FR 6 Ze eres ; 
to put to the stake, a}%r. 

Stake, v. t. #7 AR, ITB, HC; to wager, ffl ae, 
HfE ; to stake one’s credit, fH j%; to stake 
one’s honor, jig -¥- 

Staked, pp. Put at hazard, #77, $#j/hlE BR, F 
far; set or marked with stakes, Fy f#t, F734 

Staking, ppr. Supporting with stakes, #7 #3, Fy 
#5 putting at hazard, +f, Gf far. 

Stalactite, n. A7HEFL, pink, Way. 
Stalagmite, n. fk. 
Stale, a. ji 5 ME, fii, Be; stale bread, pit #a fi ; 

stale rice, fii fg; a stale virgin, 3 4h Wi; to 
grow stale, #74, 4E =; stale ale, Pury 7 ; 
common, haying lost its novelty, f&. 

Stale, n. T{f9H; a lone handle, fy. 
Stale, v. 7. Jy (Hi. 
Staleness, n. PHBE, AEH. 
Stalk, ». The stem or main axis of a plant, #¥, 

WS, Fy, tei, fl; the stalk of paddy, AR¥FF, A 

Fi, Fk, ME; the stalk of a flower or fruit, #8; 
the stalk of a leaf, HEN; the stalk of millet, 
#8, BE; the stalk of pulse, ¥. 

Stall, nm. A stand or place, where a horse or an 
ox is kept and fed, 4 (EJ, 4-44, Foo ; a booth, 
HE, LEX ; a stall ina market, 2e fiz ; 

| Stall, e 

the seat 

for a clergyman in a chair, Hi fil BE AE fie ; a 
butcher’s stall, FR J 4e fit, 8 HE; a stall for 
fruit, Wye; a stall for vegetables, AE4#E. 

Stall, v.¢. To put into a stable, fe A ES i. 

i. To be set, as in mire, fk 7%; to stall 
together, [aj ik— ip, fa] JE 48 Fa. 

| Stall-fed, pp. or a. RAW, FTF. 
Stall-feeding, ppr. RENE. 

- Stallage, n. white pea Yh: dung, HF. 
Stallion, n. FEIE, BZA, te, BL Hz B.- 

Stamen, n.; pl. Stamens, Stemina. An organ of 

plea! for the preparation of pollen, CE &, 
{é Sa, 3H; stamina, stamens, the firm part 
of a body, BRAY, AEF, EGS, He. 

Stamineous, a. #3 (1%; stamineous flowers, #376. * 
Stammer, v. 7. ne PRE, ie, Oe We, BS, 

sak, , Ah, DOW, oat, eo. 
Stammering, ppr. or a. FJ Bak, Ale. 

Stamp, v.t. To strike or beat forcibly with the 

foot, FM as, Hy. HFA. WA, RE, PER, 
BS. Be, BEE, Panyy; to stamp out the bowels, fry 
ii}; to stamp with a seal, #7F); to stamp 
to pieces, Fifi}, FSi, A; to stamp money, 
FR; to stamp, as paper or money, with a 

mark, $F, $7 98) SSED.- 
Stamp, n. Fl, #£; a stamp or mark, Ege, Fe, 
yg ; make, cast, form, #8, #e-F-, Hk; charac- 
ter, E(% ; stamp, in a bad sense, fH) f& ; men 
of the same stamp, —f*% A, —#e \, — RAH 
PF ; men of the right stamp, AF REUBE J, 3 

| Stamp-act, n. FSU. [4 A. 
Stamp-duty, x. Fl 4, FE, FNAB ; 

in China, 324. 
Stamped, pp. or a. Ff iB, HEN, 7 3 at 3 stamped 

on the mind, £% Sot, £% Zl) Hot; a stamped 
deed, FJ 42. 

Stampede, n. BRWESE Z Tk. 
Stamper, n. Fl, EA, Fg. 

Stamping, ppr. Fl, 47 FD, EF. HPF; stamping, 
as with a pestle, 2; stamping with the feet, 
Hi ige 

Sie ino -mill, n. Py HB. 
Stanch, r,t. To stop (applied only to the blood), 

Ik, Ibs; hence, to stop the flowing of blood, 

Ff fil, sk i 
Stanch, a. Sound, firm, TA. FATA, FSP, MYR, 

(5 6 « firm in principle, ES Att, 8, a, 

stamp-duties 

by = Waal = Far) 

WY (AE, TY My ; close, 32%, ey it , astanch friend, 

WY) SEZ AK, HER ZA, EE ZAC, TEE HE 
Ki sti uch troops, fi fe 218 = 

* SOME eZ 4E- 

; stanch men, Et 
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ZA, HSE ZL NA, BABE A; a stanch knave, | 
EK. | 

Stanchion, n. #£, ##. ; 
Stanchless, a. J A A. 
Stanchness, n. Soundness, =f [A], " [A]; firmness 

in principle, EXj%, {tif}; closeness of adher- 

ence, BX, 5 Fy. 
Stand, v. 7.; pret. and pp. stood. To be upon the 

feet, vr, PA; to stand erect, 7S, 37, MS TE, @ - 
ee, BS, EF, Sy, Fah. #3}, WH: to stand erect, as a | 

stuff, fff, RZ, BF, Reap; to stand akimbo, #8 

gy fE; to stand alone, #% or. Heo, Moar, af 

ar; stand there, #7, IETET IE, SIR BK ; 
to stand still, Te FF, Ie A , I Bh, IESE: CR, 

(2 (£, thor, BE; my watch stands, FR PBIF F;, 

AUPE {E; to stand ata stay, ME A, MMR, 
AR ; stand out of the way, #7h. FE; 
stand out of my sight! Ms, HEM; to stand 
against, to oppose, i, Rc, AY. #8; to stand 
against, as an item, 9 7%, A dm &; stand 
aside, 7B; to stand on end, as one’s hair, 

Dh HL, bE YK, 4 YK; to stand, as colors, Me 3k, 
Me yy; to stand good in law, & 7, WB i sh; 
to stand in stead, (¥ #, (& (it, HH, HB; to 
stand neuter, D& #}—7s, rfs ap; to stand be- 
tween, +7043 /h} (A145 4 J; to stand by, to 
be near, Jar, Har; to stand by, to be a spec- 

tator, 3297, 97 HA, Pid ; to stand by, to be pres- 
ent, 7; to stand by, to be placed aside with | 
disregard, f& J, A. JA; to stand by, to support, 
JAH. AKHY ; to stand by, to rest on for support, 
te WN, 4 Se. 4 ER; I stand by you, 1 4 Hh 
ff. ; to stand by the side, {#5 ; to stand for, 
to offer one’s self, asa candidate, fy St; to stand 
for, to side with, #}Hf,‘#; to stand for, to main- 
tain, fH#®; to stand for, to be in place of, {¥ AF; | 

God stands for us, |. FSH FRE bk RARE ; 
Tshall not stand for a week, —7 j@F¥ IE it, — 

A> is FETE AA-F; to stand in, to stand in for, 
Bi fay; to stand one in, to cost, (UH Z sR BH, 
{fi ; to stand in need of, (fi, 42, 74; to stand 
in defence of, #E, Sf, Hh, # G; to stand in 
one’s own defence, (RG, Age; to stand in 
awe of, f&, fF; to stand in awe of the laws, 
f% jé, HE i; to stand in the ranks, $f HE; to 

stand off, to keep at a distance, Pit #@, G2 973 
to stand off, not to comply, DE GE, Ath, AE ; 

stand off, PK YE (H. Wy 3k 2%. A WY BE IE; he 
stands off, {5 3M {B, fis ih % ; stand no longer 
off, IE APIE St, OE AEDEYE, A BUG FE; to stand | 
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Ft; this picture stands off, JEW # 7 EAY; to 
stand on, to continue on the same tack or 
course, 7 Mt, fi #7 ; to stand on the tiptoe and 

look, 7S "2, FRC, i422, Hi 4; to stand on the 
tiptoe of expectation, 7", 19:7, 3x; to 
stand on one foot, ji, pf; to stand out, to 
project, PYHI; to stand out against raillery, 
HES aft af] ; to stand out, to be prominent, £8, # 
ik ; tostand out, not to give way Mesh, Aik ; to 
stand out, not to yield or comply, Ax, AEF, 
FEB Sc, HEB FE ; to stand out, to direct the 
course from land, JERE, P27 tip §# ; to stand to, 
to urge efforts, #)%, iJ); to stand to, to 
persevere, JH, AE; to stand to, to remain 
fixed in opinion, Frat @, Al, fl #t CAL; to stand 
to one’s word, #7JB AiG, BEES ; to stand to 
one’s resolution, < #3 Fl; I will stand to 
it, ARIMA, FRIH(R iB; I will stand to the 
loss, PE ASES AR, fk ACSHRFR; to stand thereto, 
not to fly, ME5E, AZ; to stand thereto, to 
maintain the ground, Rs; to stand to the 
northward, fy JEBt, BILE; to stand to sea, 
A ihe Ty Et, muy the; to stand round, Hor, 
fel ; to stand round the knee, as children, # 
J ; to stand up, fE, HL, HEHE. HY oe; to stand 
up for, to support, FHA, Hh, 1%; to stand up 
for, to justify, 3258, # G ; to stand up against, 
Hit FE; to stand upon, FipH FVE; to stand 
upon etiquette, Fyi8, TyHw; to stand upon 
the point of honor, hei, Hei, Lint 
48 #¢ ; to stand upon one’s guard, Bisf, Eb, 
Hy ; to stand upon one’s defence, fA fh, Dyfi; 
to stand upon, to value, AE, LIZ, FH; to 

stand upon, to pride, 7; to stand upon, to in- 
sist upon, fii 32, 7B; to stand with, to be 
consistent with, @, FFA; it stands with rea- 
son, AFB, FHP; it cannot stand with gener- 
osity, A Ase (Ht ZG ; to stand god-father, # 
ZcN; to stand gaping, BEBA HO 7 7. FEBA 
Fi PAS ; to stand proof, SRNR, By; to 
stand firm, #277 ; to stand together, [fjar, if 
ve; to stand firmly, + [A], 2 pHi, FSc7 ; to stand 
security for, FH--¥; to stand forward, H}sH, 
dit & ; to stand in the way, [A ME, HE; to stand 
all hazard, ffn#E; to stand fast, For, Bo; 
don’t stand for trifles, MH (fi ff ; I cannot stand 
with you, fajl= {ER ; to stand in hand, to be 
important to one’s interest, (EZR, PRA; 
how does the barometer stand? Je 5e¢+3Z] #€ 
JE ; to stand on the lookout, #4 sf. 

off from, Biff j9: ; the enemy stands off, ja ABE | Stand, v. t. To endure, jf, #7}; to stand trial, 

Daaly 
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JEG Rie; to stand the touch, %% 7] 2; to 
stand the shock, JE(R(BI, SA Bue; to 
stand it, HE} {; to stand fire, 4p A HE, 0 
TAUK ; to stand a siege, 5% lM, PRA LE ; to 
stand one’s ground, Sf TE fh. : 

Stand, ». A stop, JE gE; to come toa stand, Jk, 

JE ay, 1k fF; to make a stand, |KIE, {2 AH; to 

make a stand, to oppose, Hg, dt; a stage, 4e ; 
a stand, as at a race-course, fi} 3, Ase, MLSS 5 
a stand to place things on, 48, 3, #¢, BR. IL: 
a stand for cups and saucers, mf #2 3R, Re; a 

candle stand, IG; a stand or buffet for 
cups, &e., $&; to turn down the cups on the | 

stand, Jgih; a stand for spears, Hy: a stand 

for a bell, $748, fe; stand for provisions, {K 

fe 4e: a pencil stand, 4248; to put one toa 
stand, BJ, BA REA; to be ata stand, Zt 
BE. FY EIA ; a stand of arms, —fi) HA; a 

weight of 250 Ibs., = Fyn wes RHE). 

Stand-point, n. 2g. 
Standard, * n. An ensign of war, ft, ff, WE, £8 

WE, WEN, HERE, PR; a standard rule, jE, HE je ; 
standard measure, FFX; standard weights, j& 
tH, EA; to be a standard rule, JAE, LIB 

7, LIB, LIA HE; standard of silver, HE 
Zi & ; to raise the standard, Bz Hf; to bring 
to a standard, #£4f, 

Standard-bearer, n. 4 ME 27'fe; chief standard- 
hearer, $4 hfe. 

Standing, ppr. or a. af, #S; standing, as a flag- | 
staff, ff, B¥; continually existing, ", fA: 
tired from standing, #4 ; standing color, 
5B f, AZ ff; standing wages, 7{K; a 
standing measure, 4 JE ; standing forces, 

standing army, ‘HeAH % te, AAI ; 
ing dish, 3; standing rules, ‘56 LH, HEY, 

"Hs WL IE. 
Standing, n. High standing, FyAR Ay, EEA : 

low standing, F 4 fy, PF SEE, TP tee ; of an 
old standing, #§; friends of an old standing, 
f§ Z ; friends of long standing, A #; continu- 
ance, Fy. 

Stanhope, n. We Hi 7 Af. 
Stannate, n. BAe sa. 

Stannic, a. $$ fry; stannic acid, $4 RE. 

Stanniferous, a. HIS Ay, HES AZ. 
Stanza, n. i. 
Stapes, n. A stirrup-bone, Fae. 
Staphyline, a. ¢k #j AIF ZIE. 
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a stand- | 
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| Staphyloma, n. YAP. 
Staple, n. A mart or market, ji, @ Ef #2 ; 

the staple for a bolt, Hy; the staple for a 
lock, #44 ; the staple of a thing, Jy ¥F ; the 
staple of land, f4#2%PE; lone staple, Sef; 
short staple, 49 ff. 

Staple, a. Chief, =f; regular, # ; staple goods, 

Ef. iif f% ; staple commodity or production, 
=f # ; the staple production of China is tea, 4 

WY Fic BS rE. 
Star, n. S#; fixed star, 5F St, ta St, HER; a 

planet, 7#7J@; the stars, Si he, Sifq; a lucky 
star, #258, Wea; a malign star, 4% Ht, [x] HB, 
#4 Ft; the seven stars, J fig % ; a shooting star, 
i#é 2; falling stars, fA St, FA; one star, — 
#7 S2, — Bh EE; scattered like stars, SH; the 
pole-star, JE 77; an asterisk (*), SEfF: a pre- 
cious star, * ¥¥ §t; a self-luminous star, AW 

age 
Star, v4. To set with stars, #8 2) St, $38 SEF. 
Star-apple, n. Chrysophyllum, t3}%. 

| Star-chamber, n. 54 (Fl) 4. 
| Star-fish, n. Asteria, jfpme, SEN AA. 

Star-flower, n. 76%. 
Star-fort, n. Sivas. 
Star-gazer, n. FEAR SEA. 
Star-like, a. #§§!; radiated like a star, BRIA 4 

§£; bright, illustrious, B23. 
| Star-roofed, a. 32 LIFE. 
Star-shoot, n. ABE. 
Star-spangled, a. 5 BRAS. 

| Starboard, n.ora. fe H7i% ; starboard the helm, 

SEAS. 
Starch, n. #8, HE, HR; rice starch, AA; potato 
| starch, 24 /7-2 ; to prepare starch, Rae. 
Starch, v. ¢. To stiffen with starch, as clothes, 

MRE, HER. 
Starched, pp. or a. 4238, 47 ; starched clothes, 

AE IPE ZE VE ; a starched fellow, #RIAME A. 
Starching, ppr. 24. 

Starchness, n. #2 fill (7. 
Starchy, a. 4 fr. 
Stare, vr. ¢. or i. PERG, ARAB. Ach, A, WE, 

FR, TEE. BRS, fae, te, aL, AR wR, BGT, ASE. $8, BY 
fa@; to stare in the face, PEA At ay. HTL TAT ; 
the proofs stare (him) in the face, #2 $B IRE A 

Hs; to stare one out of countenance, fF] BF 
MR; to stare vacantly. Zh, Him; to stare 
about, EIS FG, Jala ; to stare affrighted, 

WS MEWGER, AE. 
* See Banner and Flag. * Term used for foreign decoration. Wade 
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Stare, n. PE MR AMPERES, Ae, Hepa. 

Staring, ppr.or a. fe ALIS He; every eye staring, 

Oe BLIGIBE ; staring about, fe JS bel Wh. 

Stark, a. Stiff, strong, fifi ; deep, 28; mere, /ff, 

TE ; gross, #{]; stark nonsense, ~~ ; a stark | 
fool, Ac xR. 

Stark, adv. Wholly, entirely, 4s, ; stark naked, 

He, TH, HHH, HIE; to strip stark naked, 
$7 HRI, FIA IHG; stark blind, Be, AWE: | 
stark mad, SuHe, JME, AEE. 

Starless, a. 406 SANG, Sar 5 Ay. 

Starlight, n. Sit, WE 

Starred, pp.or a. JEM: 

XL, MEE Msi AY. 
Starry, a. JA, Wj HE; a starry night, Wy Ay 
w; the starry sky, AJA: starry lights, | 
SL; starry light, BE. 

Start, «. 7. To move suddenly, as if by a twitch, 
Bk; to set out, to commence, as a journey, en- | 

terprise, &e., {8, BUS. BR, WIA, Rs to 
start up, Peat, ZAYkde; to start back, PEW, | 

SRS os, Awe G ; to start at sin, FEIE, 
S25— ; to start from, Be, fri, 726 ; to start | 
{rom nature's rules, WEPEZ, BB; to start, as a | 
procession, jUf ; to start on a circuit, Hpi 5 | 
to start on a journey, BFE, UA ; to start on | 
a eruize or circuit, me when will the ship | 
start ? fA MEHR A, HE SEBA 7; When does | 
the train start ? che sie | FSU. when 
does the groom start ? $& ji: de Wie ; to apautt 
from Canton, ee to start in one’ 
sleep, [Hers 4%, Hq, Fa; to start from fright, 

= “a 2, HE. | 
Start, . To alarm, Wht, Up; to start a new | 

question Hh J; to start a truth, 3p ildsa, 
rat hiH ; to start an enterprise, 12% al, be | 

ae He GAH al, UAE al when are yn 
going to start that affair? #/E3E (ir PEE AL fk 
lg ; to start from, HFS, HIF, qed, lt Ze. 

Start, n. A sudden fonon of the body, — Pk; a | 
pudsen twitch, —4, —Pk; a start of spleen, | 

EE Jig #8, BRIE —(f; a start of passion, R58 | 
me a sudden start, ZA5R Pk; to make a | 
sudden start, ARB, ZA Ykile & ; a shoot, a 
sudden fit, =i: ; to get the start, ARE ; to get 
the start, to gain the advantage in a similar 

undertakine, fi , ia. | 
Start-up, x. ie upstart, which see; a kind of 

high shoe, #E%. 
Started, pp. Suddenly roused or alarmed, AES: | 
ilk F ; poured out, (| HIT ; discovered, JE Hi | 

ill-starred, joi [4} ABE, 
| Startled, pp. EYEE, May, GEM; 

TS ; proposed, #E jt f ; started, as in a dream, 
Hey, e##E TT ; the perspiration started out upon 
their forehead, ALR Ay yt. 

Starting, ppr. Moving suddenly, Bk; rousing, 
ik, WHE ; commencing, FL, BUFF, fe 4; shrink- 
ine, {847 ; the starting bar (in mech anics), 16 

IL ; starting out of Pissed arial iy. 
| Starting-place, n. HZ 

Starting-post, m. 7b By Ay. 

Startle, v. 7. HE, He, 1h, Wl, Sete, FEE, 
EY ; to startle at death, 3246, I AE. 

[e Se fe, ae 

| Startle, v4. To impress with fear, Ip, pk, 22 

ik; you startle me, {slip 4, (i4r HEL ZF. 
I was stariled 

when I heard it, f@2 FQN EYE, lid % FR A Rs 
Startling, ppr. or a. Hb REE, TF, Ty Be HE Hy. | ay. 

Starvation, 2. AIL a, Ee; death from starvation, 

hE, Bie, Hees 
Starve, v. 7. k, FLAK, HEME, HE; to starve to 

death, an OE. BEAE, LIZ. WFAE; to suer ex- 
treme want, Segeuyl, PRET, tse; to starve 
with cold, ¥4E ; to be very indigent, 4f z. 

Starve, v. ¢. To kill with hunger, 4} @4E, BcAE. 
Starved, pp. or a. Starved to death, @GAE, YF ; 

the starved, ¥P, We. 
Starveling, n. JUNE. 

An 

as 

Starving, ppv. ora. Perishing with hunger, @ 

State, n. Condition, 3{, [hI Text ; the con- 
dition of the body, JB, oe ; a state or em- 

pire, J, 3B, BUA, FEY; rank, 7 a nn, fil, 
HW ; the state of things, 3 thE, S$ZK 

He, SF ZICH ; to keep state, fect op ; to take 
state upon one, JH 4F, (iE 5 35 R - an officer 

(minister) of state, SER an affair of state, 
Hi, AZ the officers of state, Be, {E 
v8; a councillor of state, MREAEL, * Al Ze 

-¢; 7 the foundation of the empire rests in the 
state, the foundation of the state rests in the 

family, KP ZARA AZAR; all the 
state, #$3; to deliberate on the affairs of the 

state, Pa Pd Sr. 79 at ESF ; to founda state, ff 
BY ar BM 7S, Al BM; fopiending states, TAK fad; a 
neighboring states, fa} fa] ;a dependent state, [9§ 

pa ; the states of C br istendom, Js PY REZ ls 
united states, @3P, AE, Asp; state polity or 
constitution, fF ; pomp, BEF"; to live in great 
state, SHEE A; a life of state, 38 Be JE Hia 
prisoner of state, 4p; the state of a nation, 
ij Ht - offence against the state, ZS3E; ; : ZF 5 

* In China. 

regula- 

+ Term applied to foreign councillor. 
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tions of the state, B&H; to be in a bad state, 

as the body, I 472%; to be in good state, 
I TEA, WIE kK; things are in an excellent 
state, Stags; a promising state, (E54, H- 
JrUE ; to be ina declining state, Hse ; a solita- 

ry state, without help, 4#{; a flourishing 
state, 3 BE, df {le YR; a state of happiness 
ii ; a state of misery, Seige. 

State, * v. ¢. To state in words, 4h, Bt, , He, & 
ap, sat, HE Wa, HE BE; to state in writing or 
words, Pai, 34, PE, 3; to state to a superior, 

os 
= = > 

(il, BR, I, Hi4e, Peet, PEt; to state to His 
Imperial Majesty, #€, BAe, BH), Pe AS, Me; 
to state at an andience, {fy #€; to state one’s 
erievance, jp % ; to state for one’s inspection, 

44 ; to state in order, PR Ay, PS, BA A; I 
bee to state, E45; to state clearly, PaIAR, at 

WY, (hAW, FAA; to state sincerely, Ja jf) {if 
TH), EWE, PORE; to state one’s ideas, Site, FP 

#k; to state the amount, sh 4 Bob, (HAS 
State-paper, n. Z3C, Wee. lar: 
State-prison, n. ZX. 

State-prisoner, n. KJ, PYG. | ie. 
State-room, n. 7. f& ; state-room in a ship, @fir 
Stated, pp. ora. Stated in words, pf iH ; stated 

in writing or words, PRijh, pp f ; stated to a 
superior, ffi J, BE; stated to His Imperial 
Majesty, 4 ; stated times, 7 I, ENF, Bl 
ij; at stated intervals, 4% BR. 

Statedly, adv. WE), He, BLU. 
Stateless, a. SRE f#E. ay > > 

Stateliness, n. je 4qh, HFA); dignity, Ry Re, fe | 
the | Wh; appearance of pride, TR (i, Ty HE; 

stateliness of building, 77 7 Fy. 

Stately, a. 3, Bab SS. BOK, SIVA, HK 5 Majes- | 

tic, J, fp fie; astately garb, BX he ZAR; a 
stately appearance, #557) ZH, BIL ; a stately | 

cael and awe inspiring appearance, jay il Yet Yet ; a 

stately horse, i F5; a stately gait, FE FF REIL: | 
a solitary, stately oait, fi pe. 

Statement, * n. 34, S-F-, (hac ; an official state- | 
ment, Bhh, S7x, Ht, Eese; an official state- 
ment presented to the emperor, #, # #i;a 
statement from the gentry, 475%; to send in 

a Statement, jh8 St --, J FL; a verbal state- 
ment, rah Zr, Jip Ht FE; a series of facts 
or particulars, BA 2) 2% Se, pat Ay % FF; a plan 
or specification, #%*; a statement of receipts 

and expenditure, #6 = 2% Ue, Ht A #& BB; to 
make out a specified statement, jR¢E BA Ri), 8 | 

* See Communication and Communicate. 

JA BH WY, ty: (HE BA 2); to give a detailed state- 
ment of the circumstances, Pit tty hy, PHM 
WL. 

States-ceneral, n. pl. RAE, * Bt B. * 
Statesman, n. fi} HSL 4%; a statesman in the 

service of the state, KEL, AA-+, HIE. 
Statesman-like, a. 4n PAPC 4, Hi AG; his 

door is as a statesman-like being besieged by 
applicants, PY fe anit. 

Statesmanship, n. i; WMC, HAH, RE. 
Static, Statical, a. aA Ay. 
Statics, n. A AB, ah Ss. 

Stating, ppr. Stating verbally, of, Zt.ap 3 stating 
in writing, fai; stating to the emperor, #; 
stating to a superior, fi, #2. 

Station, n. fiz, J fii; a post assigned, fh fiz ; 

office, HAL, Sky, UCSF; duty, 7p, ALP; a 
guard station, +E, JL, WE Ys, F ; a high station, 

73 ft, Efi, AWE; a low station, F fie; an 
honorable station, @ fiz ; the station ofa planet, 

47 SE fiz ; the station of a ship at sea, fphfit ; to 
allot each his station, #4 je Ji fic ; a railway 
station, JQ iig I A BE; a police station, AA 

PE, MOT. 
Station, v. ¢. To place, #EIM AL, RISAL, 14 IL, 

IRL, YOR: 
Station, Station-house, n. Ak BE, 1 Hil ZB; a 

post station, Ea. 
Station-bill, n. 4% firWi. 
Stationary, a. Fixed, [#4 IF Gj"; not progress- 

ive, With Will, AER. 
Stationer, n. One who sells paper, inkstands, €c., 

ACER Fi Se a. 
Stationery, n. #CSESFy, aCe UTE ; stationery 

ware, #C SE Ef. 
Statistic, Statistical, a. BO Avy, FE AS. We fel A; a 

statistical account, 7G, icf] ; a general statist- 
ical account, #4 #4; statistical tables of the 
population, Ja T{ff, Jade. 

Statistics, n. fl ¥#2, |YFR; science of statistics, 

be 2s, [el A. 
Statuary, n. JZ{G 7 Be. See Sculpture. 
Statue, x. An image, {€, (i) (R, {fj ; a wooden 

statue, AX ff, Ax fh; to carve a statue, AER, 

WAI E. 
Stature, n. Jk, TEA, 21K, & ; of low stature, 

St&, H Mé ; of high stature, By, BRA; 
of small stature, Jy; a person’s stature, & 

Status quo. HAPS, HREG; in statu quo ante bel- 

Se tag A 
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Lum, WAT bk 2. BEAT Ok 2B 
Statute, n. ML, il, (GN, HEIL, HM TE, EU, UE 
J; the Collected Statutes of the Ta Tsing 

Dynasty, fi Tt. 
Statute-merchant, * n. jEPR. 

Statutory, a. SIUPREIY, HEIN. 
Staurolite, Staurotide, n. 77%. 
Stave, n. A thin, narrow piece of timber of which 

casks are made, Affe; stave in music, FI M44 #hE. 

Stave, v. ¢.; pret. and pp. stove, stared. Hy, Bt 
fi; to stave to pieces, fief]; to stave in, HA, 
f% A; to stave off, WEE; to stave and tail, HE 

yi. ILE. 
Stay, v. i.; pret. staid, for stayed. To dwell, 

BREE, fE, JE{E; to stay a while, Bap, 2B, 
TEMS, ULE, HF—F ; to stay long, (EM (EA, 
HUA, HER ; slay here, (EIBUE RE, BFE TEE : 
will not stay a single moment, I 4 (2 #7, A 
G{(287 ; to stay or loiter about, 734 ; please 
stay here over night, Gh MADE i i, ai ta WS 

Je; shall we stay or go? ROLE pe Fi Het 
Dé; where did you stay so lone ? fp ULF mi Rs 
JE2WE ; to stay out over night, 4 7M fyac, F 
7% Ale] ; stay for us, SEP ZAK ; he stays upon 
your will, {B¥é(r gp; they stay themselves | 

upon God, {BAK Hi_E 7. 
Stay, v.t. To stop, Jk, 42, AKEE; to obstruct, PH. 

CE, FEE; to delay, REVUE; to restrain, 38 {£, | 
458, KHL; to prop, FEL; to support, Whe: 
to sustain with streneth, sey, Hp; to stay 
one’s stomach, YE fil ; to stay the hand, (F=, 
IL, (2; stay the gentleman, do not let 

him come in, Fi 4%, d¥#E; to stay a visitor, 
ty xe; to stay the plague, Ik JRPRE. 

Stay, n. Abode for a time indefinite, (£, JE E; 
obstruction, PHA} 4, PA ik ; restraint of passion, 

BH, SBE Gs a prop, HE; support, Hell; 
a large, strong rope to support a mast, #58 ; 

main stay, Afie; stay for a paddle wheel, Ai¥ 
## ; to be in stays, HR KE, PYRE; to make a stay, 
(ENP, 3% FE; make no stay, ATP UE; to make a 

long stay, fEiit, FEA; to be ata stay, (ERE; 

with prudent stay, Dalia, Louth, DEE 
stays for vines, 7) aaj tit ()); the stays of a 

corset, $f) Ji f°: 
Stayed, Staid, pp.ora. (£f ; obstructed, PH (ft 

T, HET. 
Stays, n. pl. A bodice, BEF #; native stays, JPY 
Jy ; station, fixed anchorage, fi} fir. 

Stead, mn. Place, as :—in the stead of, in stead of, 

* SRT LMR ZA ES IO. 

{%, #, 184; in stead of me, (EFL, HIG; in 
stead of that, (R#k; to stand in stead, 77 Fe, 

47 G1; the eldest brother acts in the father’s 
stead, #250 2. 

Stead, Sted, n. Border, bank, shore, 3, Fs. 

Steadfast, a. Firm, @%, [A], BETA], “a, We, Fa ; 
constant, [f, % ; steadfast in faith, ME (z fa fz. 

Steadfastly, adv. TE, SH, TAT, Me. 

Steadfastness, n. Fit, [H, TH, i #5 vesolu- 
tion, fil $2. 

Steadily, adv. RX, [h, #5 to steadily advance, |H 

i, LEG Fray, Bt ty Bi. 
Steadiness, , EX, JA]; steadiness of mind, [&)fh, 

Wot, "got, WERE; steadiness of conduct, PAF 

WE, PERSE, BE Ay. A FF. 
Steady, a. Firm in standing or position, EX yf, 

iS, ETA, 21 ta, ER, BR, EM, FER 
stable, MEA, AA’, Adi; steady conduet, PF 
FeHHE ; a steady mind, EX}, fit; a steady 
person, Hoh A, BEG A; a steady breeze, 
aint ; steady toil, "83%, [4% ; steady in princi- 
ple, RE JL; a steady resolution, v7 7 =E RR. 

Steady, v.t. To make firm, 3 =F [A], (RFSHE, (Hi 

Aih, HB. 
Steak, n. A slice of meat, —Jirpy, |, $A; a 

steak of mutton, $#i"=FQ. 
Steal, v. ¢. ; pret. stole ; pp. stolen, stole. ffx, {hy 

8, 25, 0h, TR. HE, ie, WA ee, FR, IK; to 
steal or decoy people, (yj A, $5: ; to steal and 

sell women and children, 45) Fi hif A, FMC GE 
Ze; to steal money, {fp ¥#% ; to steal military 
weapons, {fy'32; to steal fowls, He, ESE ; 
to steal one’s self away, fr far Jz. ar (an ll, BRE; 
to steal a marriage, {qj 32, F/, JE ; to steal along, 

fin {ft i85 , HSER ; steal over a bridge, {pF ; to 
steal a march upon any one, {fj t2— Fz ; to steal 
upon any one, (hy {gy FJ JL; to steal a glance, {fy 

Aarts. (ar abl, iy Fi. #8 WH. Fl #; to steal into 

one’s favor, @A ATR, PREM, Bae AWD, 
fit 5 Aad. 

Steal, v. 7. (iy EP, UHR AY. 
Stealer, n. hk. 

Stealing, ppr. (fy, GI, BE: 

RTE. 0 A 
Stealth, n. fy, #§; the thing stolen, May; by 

stealth, (ari, #8- 
Stealthily, adv. (iy (iy, HERE ; imperceptibly, A 
Stealthy, a. (iy, #§, Are. 

gaining gradually, 

BE. 
| Steam, n. The vapor of water, gt 4%, 2, Kk. KR, 

EVA, HER, KY; steam rising up, Rap, 

Bee Ft; aK kits ik aR 5 high steam, tz EZ 
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$i; * low steam, Apelik % FR ; * steam of one | 
atmosphere, 44K 4a 7 V4; steam of two atmos- | 

phere, {RRL | 
Steam, v.7. To rise up in vapor, Hi 4¢; to steam | 

away, WYSE. | 
Steam, v.t. To expose to steam, 28, tH, He; to 

steam rice, 28 fiz, 1% fiz; to steam thoroughly, 
ARAAIP ; put in the still and steam it, #4 @KA8 
Rp 

Steam-boat, Steam-vessel, n. AC Aph, YC ting fe, Hig 

Mi, IRI Hifi. 

Steam-boiler, n. i, Jefe. 
Steam-carriage, n. $q Hi, YK ia fi. 
Steam-engine, n. ACHE, ke FE, JAE, 
Steam-gun, n. KH. 
Steam-packet, n. Ye fy. 
Steam-ship, n. cf, Wk SA, HR a A. 
Steamed, pp. ARiB, Nith, IB. 7 
Steamer, n. 4X AME, IRE AF, Kg Ri ; screw steam- 

er, THI 
Steaming, ppr. ora. Steaming, as rice, AR; a 

steaming basket, A #E ; steaming sticks, AR 44; | 
steaming, bending, &e., as bamboo, Ji ph. 

Stearin, n. Yh Hf. 

Steatite, n. pif Fr. 
Steatoma, n. Hi%4. 
Sted, n. See Stead. 
Steed, n. FG, Be. 
Steel, n. Si, SH, Hysk, Afi}; a superior kind 

of steel, $44 ; weapons, £82; a head as steel, | 

DASE Ay si]; a steel whip, syjHE ; preparations of | 
steel, $i] ; blistered steel, ‘H$ $i] ; refined steel, 

DRA Si. 
Steel, a. SHMME, S80 ; steel filings, SHAR, SBR; 

rough steel, Af si. 

Steel, v. ¢. (RIKI, SRW sy; to steel one’s self, 
Ali; to steel one’s self with boldness, #EG | 

Steel-clad, a. 32 SL) sig. (JH. 
Steel-hearted, a. $i ts (vy. | 

Steel-plated, a. Shi PURE, SELLS FLT. | 
Steeled, pp. Hardened, FS at, WK SS, Si, Eh 

gir; steeled in sin, MISA JN, HERE. 
Steely, a. J; a steely resistance, RZ 4fi ; a steely 

heart, fit. | 

Steelyard, n. Small steelyard, FEB, JURE, EARS 
large steelyard, #¥ (ij, AFH; steel yard’s weights, | 

Ait, FE. 
Steep, a. Precipitous, ABE, We, WEIR, HE, BE, e&, | 

Ii, re, PE; a steep bank, fj: ; a steep preci- | 

3b A 
PSE : 

HEPA Bs SUE | 
+ Hea | 
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| Stemming, ppr. PRE, JAL: 

STE 

pice, fain, heme s very steep, AFIT RE. 
Steep, v. t. To steep, as in eravy, Hf, PR, EH, fi, 

dm; to soak, $2, HE, THLGe, UL, ii, fe, VE to 
steep in brine, 20 Naeji, Att, Att, pag; to steep 
hemp, yfiliit ; to steep in liquor, je. 

Steeped, pp. Steeped, as in gravy, df j& ; steeped, 

as in water, #s¢jM ; steeped, as in brine, jy ; 
macerated, yi f ; steeped in wine, 7 fR fy. 

Steeping, ppr. Steeping, as in gravy, Hf, fi§; 

steeping, as in water, 7; steeping, as in brine, 
We, BF; macerating, jf. 

| Steeple, m. A spire, 42[#1, Bs. 
Steeple-chase, n. [8 F574. 

| Steepness, n. WP, IRF. | me 
Steer, n. FAg4e Zs. 
Steer, v. ¢. To steer a ship, FAH, Jee, Wig, te 

ij; to direct, F#7JH; to guide, 34, Z]G8: to 
steer off, Bk 4 ; to steer a ship, se ft; which 
way do you steer? (i (lids KEVE ; who will 
steer ? 2 3 #5 FAWEIE. 

Steerage, n. The steerage of a ship, 3 fge 2 3: 
the peculiar manner in which a ship is affected 
by the helm, Jp iwt 2 #2; the part of a ship 
where the tiller traverses, fit (25% me. 

Steered, pp. JU 08, HUBH. 
Steering, ppr. sie, Faw. 
Steerine-wheel, n. getitiy. 
Steersman, n. #1, fe IL. 
Steeve, v. ct. ARIAL; the bowsprit steeves, BEI 

iw. 
Steonagraphy, n. BE Zit, BB 
Stegnotic, n. {ype 

Be 

| Stellar, Stellary, a. Astral, 32 fj. 

Stellate, Stellated, a. SARE AY, FAIZ A- 
Stelliferous, a. 3 FE. 

Stelliform, a. SAI (J. 
Stelography, n. SFE ZY Be, ZH: Z BE. 
Stem, n. The stem of a tree, Hs, 4, fe; the stem 

of a branch, #eRS, Ay; the stem of a plant, x, 
ii; the stem of an apple, 484047 ; the stem of 
a flower, fe HF ; the stem of a ship, ARF¥S, DEVE, 
Mi AE. HE; the ten stems, ---F ; the celestial 
stems, FQ-F; a stem or race, #3 progeny, 

branch of a family, “jg, fii; from stem to 

stern, — 3 Fé. 
Stem, v. t. To oppose or resist, as a current, PEE, 

fe EE, TCE, 4H, PCE, IE PE, Bit. 
Stem-leaf, n. Hpye. 
Stemmed, pp. PRE, TAGE ; stopped, JET. 

[:. 

Stemple, n. -- S42. 
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Stench, n. as 4A SA, SER unk; the storell or | dalvanoanent: ws Mh. 

smell of a he-goat, : ai 5q, We; the stench of | Stercoraceous, n. # fy; stercoraceous odor, 3 A. 

fishes, JJ 4; a stenc ‘hi, — Pe GARG, —Pstq: the 
stench of fire, JQ 3, PW 2K: a vile stench, 

Svs we. 
Stenographer, n. jk 355 #.- 
Stenographie, Stenographical, a. ji FEA. 
Stenography, n. ih ES Zid BE). 
Stentorian, a. (Ha) ® #%E; with a stentorian 

voice, a oe 5 i « a stentorian tube, uth fed ~ 
Step, v.12 To move the foot, #hA; to walk, fF, 
ae #7, #77; to step over or cross, fq ith, 

BR, "Te to step forth, #€36, Wi fy, Ai HE: 

i step aside, #73! — }% ; to step to any one, fF 
fa] A, HEL; to step after one, PR ARE, TREE A 
ILE; to step down, yg fF; to step down to- 
wards one, #3; may I trouble you to step in, | 
JA HAE; to step byes the cross, FE -+ 22k ; 
please step in, ah A, ais; step out of the chair, 
TT i; do not step out of the way, Ry Ht AI. 

Py WHS. 
Step, v. ¢. To erect, as a mast, HAf$, RS 
Step, n. a pace, 36, EE, RSs6, HG, pe, 7% ; step 

by step, 3646, —36—36; one single step, — 
IE, —f; a step ina stair way, 9%, BYR, BE, 
bY, PH, HE; to rise one step, Ht— He; the 
steps of the throne, PE, HE; preuibied ten steps, 
J+ $% ; a step or erade in rank, ,4 fe; to rise 
step by step (in rank), $¢%% E, ABE AE; look 

well to your steps, PAFSHHE; your steps, #f 
JE, EAE; to restrain one’s steps, to stop, ies. 
SAS; a short, quick (stately) step, Ake 36, 
Wz; the large stone steps at doorways, FRY; 
to enter the golden steps, i¢42R%; the steps 
of a ladder, #5 #%, PH; the steps Of the left 
stair in the Imperial palace, fF jaf; to make a 
false step, #75#2/; a step in the right direc- 
tion, 77#AB; a few steps distant, 7 #876 ; a 
few steps’difference, 4f 35; sandy steps, 7 

Step-brother, n. eee IPE. 

Step-child, a. +i HE (F. 
Step-father, n. #22. 

Step-mother, n. HEL, BRE, BME. 
Step-sister, n. Shah. 
Steppe, n. HiZBiH. 

Stepped, pp. #738 ; 
Stepping, ppr. 7G, 

Bia. 

Stepping-stone, n. 

A; 
carriage, ° Bi fig; 2 stepping-stone to further 

stepped across or over, fits 
fyi ; stepping across, BaiS, 

| Stern-board, zn. 

Sternness, n. fre. HE fae. fag HY 

Stercoration, n. 7% #. 
Stereulia balanghas (plantanifolia), n. RH; * 

fruit of stereulia balangbas, Haz YE. 
| Stereographie, Stereographical, a. Fa As, FH 

nae 
Stereography, n. HE ZB, FHI ZB. 
Stereometer, n. VE SEH #- 
Stereometry, n. 483 Zieé, HeWe Ze. 

Stereoscope, n. WAIZAEE, VHTESE- 
Stereotomy, n. FpHt Zi#, WHE ZI. 

| Stereotype, n. BEAK 
| Stereotype, a. MEARS. 
| Stereotype, v. ¢. hk BEAR. 
| Stereotyped, pp. or a. fi PLAY ; fixed, unchange- 

able, i PE ; stereotyped opinions, fH AK ZE. 

Stereotyping, ppr. fii fi MR. 
| Stereotypography, n. REARED Zé. 
| Sterile, a. Barren, as land, #®, Pf Hh, HETE, WE ; 

sterile, asa woman, AAA, HARM, # ME 
fvy, 486 Hi fy; a sterile mind, 486 AE #E iy, 4 ante 

Falee ; sterile soil, WE hh, J -- 
Sterility, n. Sterility in women, #4; sterility of 

soil, #£; sterility of expression, 4654 fi. 
Sterling, a. A pound sterling (£1), —TER F; 

genuine, Id, #7, IF; a sterling quality, A 
WER. 

Stern, «. i, BRIE, TENE. HR, BR a, HE 7, 
Hi, i PS, ea, fa RS ernel, ay Hl "FE, a8 72 ABE, 

PARE AZ; a stern father, fe42; a stern teacher, 
ing fifi; a stern look, at fre 2. Tol, Be FA ZL 
severely stern, Ji faz, fag EX; stern eyes, fre HY 

Wi, fe EL; stern times, fy 4; stern and 

awe-inspiring, [yl MM, wis. 
Stern, n. The hind part of a ship, fe FE, eB, 

fi, i, fe FE; the head and stern, BH FE, fH 
fi; the hinder part of any thing, Fé, #%. 

fi 2 RGB. 
Stern-chaser, Stern-chase, n. ME Ze. 
Stern-post, n. Je #4. 
Stern-sheets, Stern-seats, n. pl. @ fit. 
Sternly, adv. FRR, JERR, WAH, FRA. 

harshness, #7 %] ; 
austerity, AR hie. 

Sternmost, a. fk R, fe B- 
Sternum, n. hip®. See Bone. 

| Sternutatory, a. pe THAD. 

PSR AL. Ft. AAT, EA. PE 
the stepping-stone by which to ascend a | 

Stertorions, Stertorous, a. Snoring, $f A SF. 

* The edible sterculia grows in Hongkong and adjacent 
mainland. 
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Stethoscope, n. PRES, FEMAS- | have a place where to stick an awl, 4 xp HE 
Stevedore, n. HF ERE #K, SE LO R#K. | zeae 

Stew, v.t. To seethe or gently boil, $f, @; to | Stick, v. i. To adhere, #& (£, #5 JH, #4, Fa, BH, 
stew vegetables, 7 pF, HERE; to stew meat, FE, BE. Rk, AHH; to stick to, as toa doctrine, 
@ fy ; to stew pot-luck, MEY; stew it well, &e., Fy Ve. lt, JEAS, VER ; to stick in the 

IS) MENS, HEAR mire, PRIVE, BPE; to stick at, RUBE, ERE; 
Stew, x. A brothel, 4 ¥¢; a stew of veal, # ME to stick at nothing, FE PEN, ERRAR ; to 
467-5 a stew of pigeons, @ EG fé. | stick together, #A}SIE ; don’t stick together, 

Steward, n. EHR, * 4 48, RAE. ESE HB, HEE | | HAI; sticks very tightly, BRE, ME 
4, HR; a fiscal agent of certain bodies, #F 4-4; to stick, to stop, as in a discourse, 3 

Ne 4%, Shi #H; a ship’s steward, $F A HF; a HH, —HE BR hai] ; they stick close together, 4B 
minister of Christ, St 2% # Si fe); we are —- AHH BE, LAAT HE; it sticks to my heart, 
the stewards of Christ, 4& fi # SRS St SF. EIA, TA ee H fH; to stick upon trifles, 

Stewardess, n. Ahi, AGE R- hy Be, He AE WE, HE BERK EE; to stick to an 
Stewardship, n. HEAR, Hae ZK, FER ZR. opinion, [A] #t @ Fl, RE Ht G HL; to stick toa 
Stewed, pp. ora. iH, WEI. doctrine, JeH#S%; to stick to a bond, 32, Fae 
Stewing, ppr. #, HE. 42; deep mud does not stick, ZEEE EE, BE 

Sthenic, a. BET] fig. CSE WE to stick out, py Hi, 3 HA. See 
Stibium, ». Antimony, which see; stibiumemetic, Adhere. 

Stich, n. A verse, —@ij ay. [Wn#%.  Stick-lac, n. 33H. 
Stichomancy, n. AeA] % fp. | Stickiness, n. NG} fy, I Ha fy. Sce Adhesiveness. 
Stick, n. #b, BE, MS, BL, Piel, HB, KERL; sticks Sticking-plaster, n. (eae. 

or faggots, #8, He; a stick of any thing, | Stickle, v. 7. To altercate, At, WE; to take part 
4; a single stick of any kind, —(§; a bare 

stick, a scoundrel, Jé#£; bare as a stick, poor, 

HELD 36; bamboo sticks, {7 #; a lime stick, 
JRGI;a walking stick, FFF ; a stick of incence, 
Ize; a set of three incense sticks, — #& #, — | 
IE; light the incense stick, (EA, B44 3a 

stick of sealing-wax, — {#4 Y; a stick for 
striking the hours at night, #§; little sticks 
used in divination, 4%, 4; a stick of eels, = 

+ ALE BE ; a stab, — HI]. 
Stick, v.t; pret. and pp. stuck. To stab, ¥l), wi, 

8, 41), RE, AH]; to stick with an awl, #6, 4 ; 
to stick with a fork or prong, 4X, $l A; to 
stick, as a pig, Jf]; to stick a pig, SE)f% ; to 
stick on, fi, Hh; to stick a bill, HoBser, Hie | 
#0; to stick up an edict, Hy 4543, #4 Ha 4 aR; 

to stick in or into, #iy&, HRA, Gk AG. dK, FD, 
Fi; to stick a pin into, HA, EFA; to stick 

with lard, (O} WES ANSE. ELFEN Ba ze 
Ay; to stick on labels, ty, Hy Mi; to stick 
flags in the ears when whipping a_ thief 
through the street, 4fHd¢JH); to stick papers 

on the tombs, Jaf #{; to stick up a candle, f#R 

WE ag Hn YE as, Ley di 4e; to stick into the 
ground, 4 78 Jy; to stick on a fork, Pye Z ; 
to stick flowers into the hair, fR AERIS ofa, 
LIE Fh WE, FTE TR VAS; as poor as not to 

* Term used in China. 

with one side, }ffj, #4; to play fast and loose, 

fi} IS, Zc Fi Hl. 
Stickler, n. il] # ; an obstinate contender about 

anything, [rj Serpe. 

Sticky, «. IETS, NERRIE A, 4, HAMBE, DEIPE. 
Stiff, a. Not easily bent, fii, [il], fii, dai; mot 

liquid or fruid, #¥; stiff stalk, fii ¥ ; stretched 
out stiff, as a corpse, JA {# (&, AZ; to make | 
stiff, Hee fil, 4 fil] ; to crow stiff, jE ; a stiff 
breeze, 3 jl; stiff in opinion, BX # @ A, 
Fy Je c FL; a stiff man, [Al selRE A; a stiff 
contender, fii tipi, WEE AZ; stiff language, 
fil sh; stiff adherence to one’s wish, fii BE; 

stiff clay, EX He, 44, BX +; stiff in manners, 
fig itt fy ; stiff pongee, 4E 48}; stubborn, #34 
Ng ; stiff from cold, 74 fil ; stiff starched clothes, 

SEN. 
Stiff-hearted, a. [A], HEE f4. 

Stiffmecked, a. MESA, SISA, TIAAY, TIRE, 

Stiffen, v. ¢. Efi, 4p Ti; to make more thick or 
viscous, a& #¥; to stiffen one’s self, 4 fi, G 
im; to stiffen clothes, 2% fii Ze Ye; to stiffen 
cloth, jae. 

Stiffen, v.72. To become stiff, )& fii; to become 
more thick, p¥#k. 

Stiflening, ppr. or a. Hf ; growing more obsti- 

nate, pF B ML yy. ; 
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Stifly, wei ‘Wh, lA], BE; to maintain stiftly, a 
Re ; to be stiffly es on a thing, fis. 

Stiffness, n. fil, Hi 3%; the stiffness of will, #7 
FAS, eZ; obstinacy, [F[#~k; thickness, 
#i tae: tension, YX44; formality of manner, 

HAZ, Bit ZZ 
Stifle, v. t. To ie Ya 2E; to stifle a rebel- | 

lion in its birth, FIRE BLW ; to suppress, FAUAE, 
JAR{E ; to conceal, FS[E:, FSi; to stifle enquiry, 

{ESE 
Jat ; Stifling, ppr. 

GHB, JAR CE. 
Stigma, n. A brand, Hk , Beg; any mark of | 

infamy, iG Bz, 3H ; to cast a stigma upon 
one’s name, 7s 5z, “ig BE ER INGA, MORES, 

EVA, RAL. 
Stigmatic, Stigmatical a. (ER, PeaEAS.- 
Stigmatize, v.t. To mark with a brand, it We 

Suffocating, suppressing, 

to set a foi of disgrace on, }5 3¢, Hy ae, FARR 

Stiletto, n. 4ER) AJ. | 

Still, a. HF, pee BOL, Hee i A, CSS, BER, 
AK, si, AIK, SHE ge Ee ee Te (fy , aK ‘BK is, sE, 3, MM, | 

7x; retired, as women, %3 32, 1 quiet, 

resigned, fG: to stand still, ie IL {F Hog; 

still water, #P Kt, le, iE, BB; jiold still! 
be still! we HE RE, #4 GE; still and meditative, 

ZR: stagnant, #E; still (stagnant) water, 

BAM 
Still, n. @{; put it in the still for distillation, | 

ik RAK. 
Still, adv. To this time, 3%, fy; nevertheless, 

Hr, fi, (J); still in, still in existence, j ZF, | 
4a Ze, (97E ; still wanted, i BE, He SE, fy BE; 
still dare, 33 3%, @ Ae; still better, wi AF, te 
4g; there is still, 2A, WA, iy Fy; still it is 
so, TT He RW. 1 FR, 19 HK; still cheaper, 

AE; still more, ## FE, WE HL, AM, UL Hl, Wl, 
Zl, fj EL; still more improper, a Us Ie dy, QW | 

AB; still more singular, hh FEI AAA, We HE, 

HAE, WAP; still larger ak WK: 
still coming, =f 3g, ft 3 ; still ees Sil, 
4fj 3]; still more grieved, jpx ieee ED, ae 38 i] 
iE; still more ridiculous, ik #8 wy 46, aA % By 
4; after all, Zi ve; still unwilling, ey. 

Still, vt. To put a stop to, Jk; to pacify, 2B, 

WF; to still, as a tunmlt, HF; to suppress, FHF 
Jak; to restrain, 7fil] 7&4 ; to still the waters, 2B 
HH-7¢; to still the noise, SE IE MEME 5 to still 

one’s desire, jij AZ §- 
Still-Lorn, a. AC Nii 
Still-room, n. ie 
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a | 

SIT 
| Stillatitions, a. Aye. 
Stilled, pp. JES, 2238, #8 1EjM. 

Stilling, pp: z i tb ik ik ? ey zE. 

Stilling’a sebifera, n. I’ allow tree, AY bt, BAG 

it. * 
Stillness, n. 4%, Fae, 2. BAR, ih WF; extreme 

stillness, fii? ; the stillness of passions, ff Z 
4% - stillness and motion, #h ff. 

Stilly, adv. ft, 48 AF; quietly, 

night, HOME. WF. 
Stilt, 2. B8 PAL; to go on stilts, § 

performed on stilts, 3 RHEX. 
Stilted, pp: cols 

Stimulant, AMER, Si BE. 
Stimulate, x. ¢. To encourage or excite to exer- 

if ae; a stilly 

HLF 
ET ; feats, a 

tion, HBR, 3 SER. #2 Hh, sage de, SE, SERA, 
qe iif , Ey A, iff, ae, as Bil, ; oy Ph , up) B Ah, Sh; 

to impel, jis , SFL, FE iia ; to Saimvalnte to exertion, 

Wj #2 Jy; stimulate him, HEZEE, #4 1E, TERA 
42; to stimulate the husbandman, 8h [=e ‘ 

| stimulates me to thinking, 2% 7% Ht roe 
stimulate traders by removing obstacles, #j a 

Fj; to stimulate the body, ara 
Stimulated, pp. HERES, a eT, WS; ex- 

asperated, fy f. 

Beh, Wy, RLM, Beh, spre ppr. or a. 

f= A. ee y 
REF, His, H 

HEPEL, HONS A, SE MN, Sok wh A 

H, Beale 
bon aae n. Be aE, WETS, 

#- stimulation of vanity, #2532 

,siaulaties a. ORE, ALAS, BELEN. L239. 
Stimulator, n. HZ #, HE, MBH, WH, & 

Hi 
| Stimulus, n. it #, #8 4%; to give a stimulus to 

trade, Fi I, WA GUE, AEH, 
Sting, .#.; pret. and pp. stung. To pierce with 

a sharp-pointed era di], Hil, Fe, EF; to 
sting, as a bee, #£; to sting to the heart, i] 
WD, Flay; to sting Sah rage, WFAA. 

Sting, n. The sting, as of poisonous insects, Ke., 
a, Sb, HE. HE, FE, sl; the sting of poison, 3g 
27 #é ; the sting of conscience, i DZ WH), 
JE Zhi] ; the sting of a lampoon, AZ Hy. 

Stingily, adv. #piy, sb ¥.- 
a WAP i Stinginess, n., BH74, Bbe ; niggardliness, Reif. 

Stingy, a. aby. ob aN, EE ab i. wee, “ti 
Eft ; liberal and stingy, EL}; a stingy fel- 

low, Bb Z A. 
Stink, v.7.; pret. and pp. stank, stunk. SL, HE 

$i, #E HL; to stink of garlic, AS TAS. 

| * Often walled Apes. The kung tree belongs, howeyer, to 
the willow family. 

6 Xx 
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Stink, n. SR, SLR, Re 

stink behind, $&% i 
Stink-pot, n. yea 

AE 

GL, 5L! 

See Rank ane Stench. 

A eae aul Ka 

Stink-stone, n. §L 4. 

Stinkard, n. 52 A, SL. 

Stinking, ppr. ora. #§ GL, HE SLSR 

BEGR > stinking rice, Gath, af; stinking food, 

SUPER, BEEK: stinking venison, HVE; a 
stinking fellow, SLE, 5LA 

WA; * stinking breath, Fl 4 St 

SLAG, HMM. 
; stinkin fish, 

Stint, 7. ¢. To restrain within certain limits, [ft 

ne. ‘Hil, Grit, Wit, BEE ; to stint one’s task, | 

Be ye Tse, “EL; to stint one’ 

i; stint your anger, fe pRas, AE TE Ae 

Stint, n. Pit, Pye; a stint of work, Ta; 
out any stint, HEME ; 

ea SOE CAS HO THE. 
Stipend, x. Settled pay for an officer, » eek, As, 

We 3 cape ond for a teacher, (42, Star, Wetg; 

wages, LOR, 4, TSR. 4; stipend tor 
an students, Jaz af. 

Suipendin ys, a.orn. Re, Rake. 

Stipple, v. t. BFA), BAH, She. 

Stipulate, v.14. Feutk Ze» WL, FEM, TENE, a) YY, 

CIN], oe), ae Aled. 

withont stint or gradge, 

; stinikne feet, 54 | 

s appetite, file | 

with- | 

Stipulation, n. FARE: he RIE ZS NR, BR, | 

WEEK. 
Stir, v.¢. To stir, as grain, Ge., $e, ih to incite, 

as to rebellion, strife or mischief, 488. 7, 48 

BL, HEE. HEIR, VRE, PEST, Peo, eI Vs, HE, 
SES, 2 Hy; to provoke, 4x, it, PY; to stir up, 

fit, Fu SJ, ES, WHE; to stir up and take 
out, HER, HE; to stir up to rebellion, #8, A 
WE, ZEQL IG XE; to stir the grain, 44#k; can- 
not stir my hand, Bah ts Ate Bh to stir | 
up the passions, #8 @L Ao, & th Wot; that 
stirs up the appetite, 4>frg#H-Gt ; do not stir, 
WEAR, WE AEA, AVA i); he would not stir, 4B 
Ik Al, fly Ah =e; need not stir, I (Ah, 72a 
®), ABE Hy ; to stir the pot, HEHE UF, LI ile 

; to stir up the dust, 4 (48) #8 HE BE ; to stir 
with the hand, f¥ +4, OF ta) : to stir out 
of, Hf; to stir up of one’s bed, PEE ; to stir 
out of doors, HiPY; stir it up evenly, PE 

one uns to moye one’s colt, wy. ee 

much stir; BH, eh aN, DB ion raise a 
stir, 2M fi] ; to make a great stir in the world, 
A term of SEE neeeek eile -d to small-footed women, 
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XK, BES; to leave a | 
| 

iz GE, wy Ip HY, IK | 

Ge; to throw a celia -pot, SUR ERLE, BERAE | 

ra 
| Stirring, ppr-or a, Stirring, as grain, &e., 

» Sa. 77, A, | 

| Stockholder, n. A AWL#, Fy WLAp HK. 

STO 

Hy, Fe BH IIE HE rv not make such ¢ a — 

KEUAY BE; there is a ereat stir among the 

people, Auth kal. 
| Stirred, pp. Stirred, as grain, ia GA, ey; 

stirred, as people’s passions, ST. 4 2s. 

da, 
Hi ee up, as people’s passions, 1 GL, Fos) 

ceil n. ae Se. 
FAY BS 

Stirrup-cup, n. #4 jg ZAM. 
Stitch, v.¢. To stitch, as a ye $]J ; to sew or 

unite together, #&%, 34 ff, IK, 4k; to sew with 
a back puneture of the needle, gf, Fk; to 

stitch the leaves of a book, yi ae. 
Stitch, n. 2B}, UE, HE; a close stich, #U6 
sa wide stitch, #36He; a cross-stiteh, 

Hub, BSF sb. 
Stitched, pp.ora. Stitched, as leaves, Z7j& ; 

stitched, as clothes, ##i#h, HEi& ; sewed with a 
back puncture of the needle se Ife 

Stitching, ppr. Et, Kk. 
Stithy, n. $y. 
Stoceade, Stoecado, n. 

ade, 3%, A]. 3% Nil. 
Stock, n. The stem or main body of a tree, AC #, 
As A, ACU; a post, fi; the stock of a tribe, 
WE, ASHE ; the royal stock, =E j~ ; a rotten stock, 
fits; the stock of a mast, ff 3; a very stupid, 

dul] and senseless person, AGH; the stock of a 
eun, fe; the stock of an anchor, $j ; a 
cravat, S4A£ ; the stock in trade, Ax, ALES, FF 

(JF 3 a good stock of commodities, 3 4A ; to 
take the stock of a shop, JAS ; purchase money 
of a stock, JE&SégR; to sell one’s stocks, FEAL 

JEG}; live stock, BPE, PAPE, PEM ; the slaves 

of a plantation, —7F 4% 4v Bs ; to bea langhing 
stock, #5 pe. FL SEI HE ; stocks for erimi- 
nals, ##{% ; stocks for the legs, #£, HX, Hr, Re, 
RAGE; stock and block, pig ; a great stock of 

learning, 4 Ul ik, BSA. 
Stock, v.t. To lay in store, $f! ; to stock money, 
Fr S, HE AL; to stock with people, i: AF ; 

to stock a park with deer, J) {&:[&]; to stock 
the mind with learning, ASSIS, FECL LL: 
to stock up, ill pR. 

Stock-broker, n. JM GpREHE, ZAKS HE. 
Stock-fish, n. 364, 444. 
Stock-jobber, n. (i HX4>ZE Fs. 

Stockade, n. vi, set All. 

iT: 

eGR, By Get ; stirrup-bone, 

A thrust, =) ; a stoek- 
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Stocking, ». 8, BEF AT Bk WE HE: a pair of 
stockings, — 2} #4; lined stockings, 3e #E; 
quilted stockings, fa; cotton cloth stockings, | 
Mi KE; silk pane eH; figured stockings, 

ZEB, BBE; stocking overalls, AK ; stick it 
into the stoc kines, Fei Ze REAR. 

Stocky, a. Thick and firm, Dee. 

Stoic, vn. ATH. MRA, * RE, RE 
Be Hi - 

Stoic, Stoical, a. FU FTN, VR ENE, WEG, + BR 
A, WLAN, PERE TIEME, C148 BEAL 

Stoicism, n. AT “EL, HRI ZH. 
Stoker, n. HERO. 
Stola, n. 7, HH KK; 

iz. 
Stole, a. 

Catholie priest, 
bed-cham her 
England, Ay Be, we 

Stolen, pp. ora. from steal. {ij f, eS ; 
liver up stolen goods, ##7lli. 

Stolid)\ a. St, 4e5%, See, Stas. 
Stolon, n. HUBS. 
Stomach, n. FJ, JERE, RG; liking, 4, #4; the 

stola of Buddhist priests, 22 

A Jone and narrow searf of a Roman 

4 iff; the first lord of the 

to de- 

three coats of the stomach, —§ % =f ; the in- 
ferior mouth of the stomach, PY; the car- 

diae orifice of the stomach, #PY; the region 
of the stomach, —§ ff, if; the pit of the stom- 
ach, ot @, 5 ARR; a morbid stomach, an in- 
satiable appetite, Fy YX BS ; to open the stomach, 
to stimulants, ff} ; a weak stomach, 
Hi GS. JO ABR; to settle the stomach, 

a a Ake the stomach, 45 fg J ; that goes 

against my stomach, tel: ; he has no 

stomach to fight, (H4 4me jf (de AB) Fy; of un- 
bounded stomach, &§ fie tei ; I have my stom- 
ach for the roast meat, FQ; 0p 2 py ; sullen- 
ness, I5]fq- 

Stomach, v.¢. To resent, 4242; to remember 

with anger, (22; to brook, 77, Ex; to 

stomach an insult, 75g. 
? aw ae ye 

Stomach-pump, n». 41h '5 Gi. 
Stomacher, ». 2k, If Z- 
Stomachful, a. #84, WHEL. 
Stomachie, Stomachical, a. 5 GE, f§ fy; strength- 

ening to the stomach, #§ 5 Jy", Wes TOPE. 
Stone, n. #7; a Jump of stone, 8 —I i, 
AH; Lydian stone, PSR Faye re ee in the 

* Colloquial. 
7 Colloquial. 
{ Used for testing the purity of silver. 
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r, in the household of the King of 

STO 

pladiee HSHK ; an edifice of stone, #7 'H# ; } preci- 

ous stones, 7% 47, 341; to quarry stones, +7 44, 
we Fy to pave with stones, WIG ; stone steps, 

nee % 4; a round stone pillar with an in- 
seription, fj; the inscription on a stone or 
pillar, #2 st, WESC; a erinding or millstone, 
Ai ; a stone for beating cloth on, 433 ¥e 2% Fy. Hit, 
tii, Beh ; a stone bridge, AF, Wi; a calen- 
dering stone, Jf; the stone or stony seed of 
fruit, #¥; to kill two birds with one stone, —- 
HE ih 4, — HE ij (Gi; a heart as hard as a stone, 
tpl] Fa DEF WE, ot An 77; to leave no stone un- 
turned, #5} Aa; a stone of wool, * —F ff ; 
stone ballast, 7; 4a 41. 

Stone, v. t. To pelt, (A BE, Ai ae, WS Paap, LO 

Ai : to stone to death, (F147 HE, LI Fy MEE. 
Stone-blind, a. #7. 
Stone-cutter, n. 47 Af#, ile. 

Stone-cutting, n. #7 A. 

Stone-dead, a. HE fil. 
Stone-fruit, n. Af py 7 Be. 
Stone-hearted, Stony-hearted, a. HANG HA- 

Stone-horse, . A horse not castrated, Ae] % F5. 
Stone-pit, x. AH. 

Stone-wall, n. Fy ji. 
Stone-ware, n. 4 ¥8. 

Stoned, pp. Pelted with stones, #% Fi BEi&. 

Stoner, ». BAH, Wet H, BOE. 
Stone’s-cast, Stone’s-throw, n. —-#1 749%. 
Stoniness, n. 4 #j. 
Stony, a. Made of stone, 4 f€ "PE, 7M, Gi Hy, 

i, WEE WE FE. WHT, BABB; stony land, % 
Hl, 738 JL, Fe FG, 1: Wee, TH; a stony heart, 4 
rt, fty ; cruel, #872; pitiless, JRE; perverse, 
Fe UpE 

Stook, n. 

HN ACH 
Stool, n. A square ee: 3%, BE. Ty By, a fe ; 

earthen stools, # ¥¥; a bamboo stool, 47 FF ; 

stone bottomed stools, 4 fy U5 sa three- ead 
stool, = fi) 2; a foot-stool, jel RF ¥*; to go to 
the stool, ZF HI ZX; to ease by stool, Hi a Te 

i, 9 FE how ane stools have you bad? 4}! 

RS SBE. 
Stoop, v.t. iF, iF A, HE Gr, HE BEL Un, alt, IB, 

hy ES, 42 BE, Pg BR, Je ; to stoop +0 tie very 

ground, (i fH 22 WW, Jit 4 Ji Ith; to stoop in 

Twelve sheaves set up in the field, — 

eS {Re UA Fy, (FE BEI Jai Ji ; cam stoop or 

resist, & Jit fE fifi; to stoop to follies, I Is 
¥F ; to ane down, to ac cknowledge i infer iority, 

= * Ao ie Fo 
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Eiji, (88 ; to stoop forward, (FR. 
Stoop, 2. Vir 8 it #5. 

Stooped, pp. Hi T. ik T- 

Stooping, ppr. fF. Jit. 
Stop, v.¢. To close by obstructing, as a passage, 

1) GE. ak fe, BE EE, VE, EE, TAS, E, Se 
#E, #Z; to close by filling, HE3E, BET; to stop 

on, defend, ae +8 th, pase. Jae, #0, ticdin, 
W, dip, $¥, He, He; to stop or yon as a bottle, 

Fs Oat baie Ie RIT Tce 
te (Ee. {R38 JE BL, #4 tke; to stop bya ws. 
hibition, 4%, BME 5 to stop an orifice, An 2 
1; to stop one’s mouth, 38 fE Wa, 4 ae Bf 

42 (E ATI, FAG; to stop or keep out, $y ; 
to stop up a source, Z£jfi; to stop up a crevice, 
ZENE; to stopa leak, SEM*HE; to stop a bottle, 

PACERS; to stop a passage, FELE RS, WHR ; to 
stop a thief, EEK, #Ihk; to stop one in the 
middle of the road, 42 £8 # (EB, 4F BR ik Z ; to 
stop the market, FE qf, gf] ; to stop a carriage, 
me en iy) [esa INN to stop the hand, {E =; 
ie stop a gate, “= FY, PA FY; 
SEs H., SoH, HF. WS; to stop the blood, jl fir; 

to stop in the way, #0 9%, JR ; to stop litiga- 
tion, Gah, $5 i A Bf; to stop the breath, 6 
$a; to stop any thing with the hand, jij, 
ee: w; to stop the troops, #EfE ; to stop 

or detain, YEE; to stop hunger, Fe fe, ee 

Hee; stop him, IL CEE. IEE MB, ac EE ft 
stop up the road, to rob men, #if §% #4 Jy; i 
stop the foot, (£ JE, By; to soy a discourse, ZH 
iii ; to stop eating, to be still, Ak CEH ; to stop 
war, IEA. 

Stop, v.7. To cease to go forward, jk 3, Be 

AK TE { Rall, fx, 6 1? HE, le BK; ’ to stop a while, 

AKI, 4 — TP, 1 — pili, SkK— fli; to stop for 
the night, xf ; to stop work, as for the day, 
NXT, Wk I; to stop work for good, #21, (2 
T.; to stop suddenly, 74 9K jk, Bk We to stop 

still, jE3B; to stop half way, SRT ik, 4ase 
Ty 8; to stop when it ought {o go on, HS; to 
oe w where to stop, 4 jk; nothing to. stop 
t, Si We Wk. ; will not stop, IF AEE; stop now, 

rat ; stop! stop! for peril awaits those who 
engage in politics, ENE AE WME ity Ae mie TE aE 

(HOMER. CTW CL TS 2 GLB 4 ith show 
dare you always say, stop! stop! #573 ah FEM 

vewnne, HARES Es EF. 
Stop, n. Cessation of progressive motion, Jf, Hk 

4h, 24%; hindrance of progress, fH jk, » Hs 

ues dH, #% 3 prohibition of sale, ae ds a | 

to stop the ears, | 

stop at the end of a period (@ ©), —¥j, — 
fé]; make a fall stop, #7 ¥4, 4p [AJ ; to make a 
stop, Ik, AKMP, AX fe, {2 4; to put a stop to, 
Ads AME fe, fil) 32, PAL 3%, 3% 1; to put a stop to 

litigation, # Rh, Ash id, Jk 2S, 3% BB; to puta 
stop to war, fH 8.-F X, ice? Ae: to puta 
stop to a business, #83f, i) Fe wR ; a stop on 
an organ, 2E fH; a stop on a violin, PU REI; 
a stop in music, #p- 

Stop-cock, n. HE 9H, SEFEPY, BEF. 
Stoppage, n. ~i#, BE; stoppage of secretions, ~F 
Fa stoppage in the urethra, je; a stoppage 
of circulation, (LPF; a stoppage of the nose, 
JA 3€; stoppage of perspiration, 7FfA. 

Stopped, pp. Closed, 3244 j& ; stopped, as a bottle, 
PAFERS ; the road stopped, #4 FR ; it has stopped 
raining, fli; obstructed, 4H, PIES, 1 

#, Be. 
Stopper, n. #4; the stopper of a bottle, 448 
Stopping, ppr. Ceasing to go, jk, Ik ££, (fk; 

closing, as i bottle, #U¢ ; prohibiting, #&, 4 
$3, sa ill, 4 IE Sem ties PA; obstructing, A 

fF, pA 1, dil {<; stopping a hole, or one’s 

mouth, Ate Dye 
Stopple, n. #4; to close with a stopple, #3 
Storage, n. Hp iAkE ;a godown, a warehouse, f€ ; 

storage charges, sell. 
Storax, n. FABRE (?),* HEF aA Ail. 
Store, n. 4, 5, RE, hi, @ fe: a store of miscel- 

laneous goods, A A a store of foreign 
ooods, 4 & 4%, 47 4 YH; a book-store, # 4f, 
ar yi, = AE ; a ware-house, KE, HE FF ; a Store 
of all things, 4 #8 £f 4H ; stores for the army, 

money, AIM oR, Pr pt ZH ; stores of victuals, 
{k @ ; government stores, ‘fr 4fy ; on the trans- 
mission of government stOte, tot $2 FS A; on 
the damaging of governmental stores, fas 
ii [Y y ; to have in store, Ri #7 ; in store for, 
ae We 5 1D Bee a him, 48 (5, » bef HS 2S ft. 

Store, vt. HEI, Ws, BBL A RE, IG 
Ho, fat, Tie, in a, Te NF, HE RR, tL AT SRG 
Wt, HF to store up riches, #% Hf; to store up 
Lee Liat Arce ; to cae victuals, 4 Ait 

; to store a ship, (ite Ms LURE 
yo ae to. store up grain, ff 9%; to store 
eoods, ze, 6 fF ; to store up goods, Heiie 
fy; to store one’s mind with knowledge, {jf 
Fy; to store away, JHE, 3g, Wieseh; to store 
up under ground, 3g Fs 42 ; to store up treasure, 

* Medhurst. 

7; a large store, * fii, A HE; a store of 
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Disa 
ae 

mb ; to store up clothes, 4% fig; don’t 
store up for private use, 4 #7 %. 

Store-house, n. Ware-house, ey KE Fe, BE, 

ji, Wee i, HF, fit, i Wi, Ie 
for goods, ££ ke, Hf; a sae nae store- 
house, e. 

Store-keeper, n. [i 4 Fz Si 
has charge of a store, Hae 
ment store-keeper, RIM. 

Store-room, n. tk fi, Hie ; underground store- 

room, %, 3%. 
Store-ship, n. #5 fy. 
Stores, n. pl. Military stores, iF ; 
fe 4% ; director of stores, 
director of stores, 7 Fu. 

Storge, n. Stuf 7 2k, ZB. 
Storing, ppr. Laying up in ware-houses, 3%, 48. 
Stork, n. Ba. See Crane. 

7 one who &. Fill Ae 

ship’s stores, 

wy Jas 

Storm, ». Storm of Vea Alm. lal, FEL. IN | 
Jal, — Pei il, ILA, BA; storm of rain, 3 Py; 

it blows a storm, 47 in > a storm of wind 
and rain, Se /a\ RY, JLRS ACE; a storm of wind 
and thunder, #7 fj7 (fF; to take a town by 

storm, Je MEHR; to raise a storm, fe He fal; a 
storm of wind arose, 3% fil fl, Ac dnl it, INS ke; 
a storm of anger, FR*t, KARA, {ii & 5 a storm 
arose, Jil 7 Att ; storms of sand, Zi; the roar 
of a storm, AUBG, Yt. 

Storm, v.t. To assualt, as a fort, J&, WK, 
storm a fort, TK HAS. 

Storm, v.7. ‘To blow with violence, #7 Mil 44 ; 
rage, revs to fume, $k #8, WLR. 

Storm-petrel, n. jfpate-F. 
Storm-sail, x. Fy iA ie. 
Stormed, pp. 1. 

Storminess, ». 47 ]EUS. JET A{E- 
Storming, ppr. Ie. 

SEI EME, LG ACHE, Stormy, a. ‘empestuous, 

HZ ; to 

% Fy AE; a stormy wind, $4)p\; a stormy | 
cyclone, Aji); a stormy debate, $235%. 

Story, n. A tale, af, 

of facts or events, Ht, FE gh ; 

at, Seu ; to tell a story, 
Fk; a false story, 5¢ Hf, list, By; he tells 

you a story, ie i, Wit he an idle story, hee 
Re S, @l s#; the story goes, \ Ff, iN {ii , i 

S ; long story, feat, eS ; a loft, a story ofa 

house, iB, — Js fii ; a house three stories highs | 

= Jee 
Story-post, m. #£, PERE. 

a trifling tale, Jy 

(1021) 
wee EL, Wee ; to store up arms, s, HERES, | | Story- teller, n. 

store-house | 

4" 3 govern- | 

great | 

at, 345 a written narrative | 

nek Fo» ih Ie, me 

eal 

' Straddle, v. 
| Straddle, v. 

ik Ae, A A, ME 
Stout, a. Stroma, 3k fat, HHUTE, By ste, Hy st aE BS AE 

HEHE #4; corpulent, ff Je; stout and corpulent, 
JGAE; a ee champion, 4[£--, 4 PE: a stout 

fellow, Jj-e, 53, 4}E4e; proud, resolute, ij 
AZ; a stout vessel, Meh, FX [ABE AM, GS A; a 
stout bottle, Vegi, EE4i ; stout of his hands, 

PEILA TJ), PAL ; stout ale, Amis, Heaps. 
Stout-built, Stout-made, a. wR tf. 

Stoutly, adv. Obstinately, fil, Ja], FZ, SR; to 
hold out stoutly, B&sp, [A] Af; to str trike stoutly, 
Jj4y, EFT, FEZ ; to drink stoutly, 5 fR; to ta > 

cry stoutly, Famk. 
Stoutness, n. Strength, itd, Ha%e ; bulk, HEX, 
FEA; courage, AJA; valor, HF ; fortitude, fil 
4%; stubbornness, FRM, TAT Yk. 

Stove, n. AWE, HE; a fogong or portable stove, 

JIU a stove hed, —$h) i (2), JC < to spread 
one’s mat on the stove hed, 7p I3¢_ [4p HE “the 
is spreading his bed on the stove- bed,” (tt, ZE 

Wye ES wef ; an iron stove, #4 ue; a hand- 

stove, SEH. 
Stove, v.. HUB, HIME. 

Stover, n. Fodder for cattle, fRRPE XA, WS 
Iie EZ 

Stow, v. a 6; to stow away, BERT, ae Hl, USSR, 
FeFH > to stow away goods, Ae ty ; to lay up, 

Wd SIE. 
Stowage, n. $534, LE Z3F ; room for the recep- 

tion of Pee. WZ, 45 /q Ze 3 Money 
paid for stowing goods, $8 yj 7” FL. 

| Stowed, pp: eT o 

Stowing, ppr. 2, Wea. Has 

Strabism, Strabismus, 2. Hk Ze Ses | ash FUE. 

‘CGT, BaD, BEBE A iis 
"CBRL, “YH as 

Straddling, ppr. Standing 
apart, “/ il@; walking 

apart, “¢ Rl fy. 

Straggle, v. i. To rove, jh-}', PU; to be dis- 
persed or apart from any main body, $B 47 

i. ES. 

ati 

with 

the lees far 

the legs far 

T7y 3 to str san be fine. bis VRB. 

Straggler nr. ee, eae >a vagabond, fe 

TPE J; something ne stands by itself, 983 

WE HABA CT 
Straggling, ppr.ora. Roving, j% Pt, HUE; a 

ae gling house, ft J fu] 5 a straggling tree, 

WY Fj Fibh 
SE eel a. 1 i TER, (&, 74, ; right, iE, 
na oe #5, EUS, wr AB; a straight, [AL, Vig LE #, 

narrow head, iff; a straight line, AAR, A; 
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straight, asa pencil, 4 AE He to 0 on straight 

ahead, —jA 3, HE FES"; straight as an arrow, 

Jefe, Uwe ; not straight, WEA, WEI, 
AA; come straight here, AWE, ABIL ; 
straight and inflexible, ii 4; to make straight, 
He A, HEHE, fifi (A ; straight and crooked, jh 
a straight road, fg, (ia; in eamlets the | 

threads are straight, 29 S4vi@ ; a straight- | 
edze shows what is level and straight, iff 
ae VL7P IE ; straight up, f{_-; cannot get it 
staph ae Dk HE; by bending one cubit you 
make eight cubits straight, 
stiff straight neck, ff. 

Straight, adr. Immediately, 

ly, if. 
Straight-lined, a. Lx fry. 
Straight-pight, a. Erect, iff. 
Straighten, v. ¢. ii, HEHE, HITE, ft, FB, fh, Hh, 

#§; to straighten what is crooked, # fh #1, 

LAF iG. ; to straighten a crooked affair, fih 
Ki 22 ; to straighten an arrow, #642; can 
straighten it, (@7§(B, Biz ; to straighten a 
line, “HEI: to reduce to difficulties or distress, 

In, 
Straightened, pp. ej, WET i, ELS. BEE 
Straightener, n. #4, FH, (th. 
Straightforth, adv. jf. 
Straightforward, (i, Hk ; proceeding in a 

straight course, i, @, Fe, nee, HEMT: 
ina straightfor ward manner, [ff 4, IE if, & » A 
i, (ui, Wh ty FP 

ON Zi, seH); direct- 

a. 

a straightfor ward dis- 
position, e et ri ti; a straightforward 
minister, JF ( 2% Ea, ep tli @% FE; straightfor- 
ward language, He ak, ee. 

Straightforwardness, n. (A, IER. 
Straightly, adv. fA, Hk. 
Straightness, n. FL 4h, Fie. HE ; 

ness of a line, AR iA, HRY HE; 

i ; tension, BX, Bt 2%, 
Straightway, adv. cman fry Zi}, BI HE, 3 

Kl, , MES, ECW ; directly, jq. 
Strain, v. ¢. To un Wik, Jd, we, FES ; 

to put to the utmost strength, S87), gh38, % 
hee, hi; to strain one’s voice, as in calling, 38 
FI UK, Mk Fi HE BK, Wi MEME DE; to strain the sense, 
ARAL, ih ane do not strain yourself, IZ dy. 
Ao, AB) A pg ; to strain without retching, 
Wt AL We we HR ; to strain one’s arm, )ifi ZF x: 
to make tighter, $f 7H BY, FEES Ag 

Strain, v.t. To filter, Ges, Ua, HF, HE; to strain 
milk, HaFL s to strain off wine, Hate ees, 

the straight- 

rectitude, JE 

FEN Wy AL Se; 8 

ee 

| 
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$15, Pa. PT; strain ik Wath TE. 
Strain, v.27. To make violent efforts, 34, ai. 
Strain, n. A stretching or exertion of the limbs, 

Fj {PPG HE ; an injury by excessive exertion, ffi 
18, GRE ; a strain of law, EY, iy; Style, 

Kid, SER; melodious string, ANN ats Zee, BE 
ae. in one strain, —it, —# a soft strain, 

49%, AZ; a high strain of style, Han Z 4; 
a strain of horses, —iffH5; he is of noble 
strain, {E (A Fy He HEME, ly EE Be fy ; of the 
common strain, P 7c FPE. 

Strained, pp. or a. Stretched, (hf ; violently ex- 
erted, qm ; filtered, B37. 

Strainer, n. BRP. vA, URE, URAL, Yes 
ar strainer, Bes FL He telat! a wine-strain- 

» Ai BA, 33, ZEAE 

| Stra aining, pp. ea: , #£ 8% ; exerting with 
ane Se violence, ffi; filtering, SE. 

Straining, n. PR ZA, ie 
Strait, 7. Se, We, Pe, 36 Pe 

Wy. 
distress, #738, NZ, 

BR HE, TA a; a str 7 of the sea, jf IPE, ip 4¥, 
ESA, UPS, PPE; the Straits of Gibraltar, A 

Frc ime ; the Straits of Malacea, fift7\ FAB 
to drive one to straits, fi \ 4e3e38, FIN; 
in straits, 7°36 7% [i]; to reduce to straits, #y, 

PE; one in great straits, {ft 
Strait, a. Narrow, jf 7, 9, 72, th, Bi), Belt, 

i, FEaJs; a strait degree of favor, Af HL ; 
strait decrees, fre fill; straight, i. 

Strait-jacket, n. ZEA. 
Straight-laced, a. Griped with stays, 3 BE 0p, 

Ae BS (ify: rigid in opinion, fig ; strait. laced in 
Ainetples Tal ath 3H ; he was too strait-laced, 

fe bets a 
Straiten, v.¢. To make narrow, #72, HAE; to 

eae a to make tense or He FEE, Hh 
£; to perplex, BA J\; to press one with poverty 

or offer necessaries, ff ANS, IAN. 
Straitened, pp. ora. #34, AZ, AZ, AWM, He, 

Ae; narrow, 54 ha ; in straitened circumstances, 

[A Z. | bik 
Straitly, adv. Narrowly, 7; closely, 8; strictly, 
Straitness, n. Narrowness, 4, Ay AE, FI; ane 

straitness of a s mind, 2 Fi, Rub ZK 
distress, 3238, 1 >; want, @ Z; rigor, ie. 
the straitness of his proceedings, (UH Z tik. 

Stramineous, a. Strawy, FPfg. 
Stramonium, oan n. ey astramonium, 

BEACH, MAF FE, HEBEREE. * Gade 

nh. A oem A beach, J, 3, ffi; the 
* Medhurst. 
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strand of a rope, JP, #. 
Strand, v. ¢. or i. yc ds, F7_E RR, Wc ae- 
Stranded, pp.ora. Jj, f; the ship is stranded 

on the rock, fpe pg 71 lie E- 

Strange, a. APE, PEE, APE, SUPE, FOUR. ERE, 
MORE, we B, MEH, WC, AE. ATR, MR. BL: 
very strange, Hi Ay pe, ag tL Ay: not strange, 

PE A, Me fii HE ZF; unusual, uncommon, 
me, JERS: a strange place, Ht PEMA. HLS ; 

strange dreams, P24; how strange! NFH} ay, 

TERK, YKMIL, IEF; so strange, Mf i PE; it is 
strange, Hi Zp; a strange sail, Wp Pl fe, SAGES 
it has a strange look, Hi Ayes, Zr, BAM; 
strange and peevish, [%4:f0ff ; a strange person, 

PEA, PEN; rarely met with, HP 5l 
fij, 22 Fl fy; on making strange books or 
strange speeches, jH#IK BARS ; as a verb, see 

Estrange. 
Strange-looking, a. Fy APE, FATA. 
Strangely, adv. FF FE, Jy. 

Strangeness, n. Foreignness, Sh fl (iy, BE IB AGS 
reserve, ME AA BU, We 7 iy (47; coldness, 4F 7% 5 

wonderfulness, APF, EFA, WH Ze. 

Stranger, nN. A guest, a visitor, 7s, NA, Iie 7, 

We, A, a foreioner, APA, jz A, Sh; one 

unacquainted with, DE a2 yt, Wabi fy. ZE 

Ty J\; to make a stranger of one, fie A An 7%. 

mae, LZ iit FJ; to make one’s self a 

stranger, 2 (CL RE Ab SLA, ob TED 
AL; you make yourself a stranger here, (pop 

ARE HE, Tb ASE ; Lam not quite a stranger, | 

FRE (BAL TNE, TR BE AL Ta Fs strangers, 
guests, A Ze. 

Strangle, v.t. HB 3, i AC, BE, # [Y, ; to, 
strangle a criminal, i) 4b 96, #48; to stran- | 
ele one’s self, Fj #; to suppress, 3% qi). 

Strangled, pp. or a. WyHEIB. GET. BE T- 
Strangler, n. INFERS, 1A, te Hh. 
Strangles, n. FG SEP HE. 

Strangling, ppr. WFC, #R0E, KIL. 
Strangulation, n. ij 9E Si, HE ZH. HR OH, 

Strangury, n. Js Ash, HR, HERA, oJ RETF. 
Strap, n. A lone narrow slip of leather, peHt, 

J& (&; a barber’s strap or strop, i JJ je; the 
girth is a strap fastened under the horse’s 

belly, 5 fitarr 2&5 JIL. 
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Strapped, pp. Rubbed on a strap, 1% Sf ; beaten 
with a strap, LUE EFy IB. 

Strapping, ppr.or a. Drawing on a strap, Ww; 

binding with a strap, #6 L) ye ME; tall, 
u 

Strata, n. pl. J, fly ; the strata of the earth, if 
rfs fe 3. ; rocky strata, #2 77 Jet ¥; fossiferous 
strata, #f id fe 5% ; unfossiferous strata, 4 ab 

Jee 5.3; primary fossiferous strata, $ — jib fit ; 
secondary fossiferous strata, # = jdk ff ; clay 
state system or strata, Je fg ; silurian sys- 

tem or strata, Py 2% 42 fat ; old red sandstone 
system or strata, Fé $0 4 47 fe ; carboniferous 

strata, Api he : oolita strata, ZEB Ae; ereta- 
ceous strata, fy } Ja; pliocene strata, P 3 
J; miocene strata, rH Hf fe; eocene strata, 

Ete. See Stratum. 
Stratagem, n. Sf, GbE, BR. #4 2S, HERE, BER, 

WT, Aig; a trick, WeRT; cheat, Sez}; fraud, pg 
fe, De st; full of stratagems, Sle, B Ft 

fry, wh BE AS, SS} A HY; stratagems in war, 

i. 
Strategic, Strategical, a. FAS, WHEN, 3 A. 

Strategist, n. HEL, WE-+, FEA, EHMA RE. 
Strategy, n. #42, SHE, BR. 
Stratification, ». ji fa #. 

Stratified, pp. or a. tle, Jet (iy, Arle BA. 

Stratiform, a. feJfZ. 
Stratify, v.t. j\ Ae. 

Stratocracy, n. Sir, FIP. 
Stratography, n. eR. 
Stratum, n.; pl. Stratums, Strata. fe, Hy 3a, 7 

ARIF; one stratum of earth, — fe --, dy; 0 

stratum of coals, — je. See Strata, 
Straw, n. #2, #3, bh, Wee, ELE; paddy straw, 

AHL, PS; a stack of straw, ACPLME, FFA; 
astraw broom, #%4ip; a Straw hat, BE, 

a; straw shoes, #i #4; straws sandals, Pe, 

fee; straws used in divination, #@8i; a man 

of straw, Hi J\; to be in the straw, 44 fi, Zp 

AK, ; a worthless thing, Jf; to stumble at a 
straw, py 3z HL PE. 

| Straw-built, a. REGEN, PERE IY. 

Strap, v.t. LURE A, DRAFT; to fasten | 
with a strap, LU je 4 Mh (E ; to strap a razor, Strawy, a. FRAY. 

beliiey Strap-shaped, a. JR AS FEF. 

Strappado, n. PKI Z Fi. 

Straw-colored, a. i SpE. 
Straw-cutter, n. FLT]. 
Straw-stuffed, a. AAPL, FFL AS. 
Strawberry, n. WA. 
Strawberry-tree, n. Arbutus, Pak. 

LW JJ, | Stray, v.t. Fy, He @E, FF; to stray from the 

right way, PIEIES®, BIEIESH, 775008, KER. FF 



PRU; to stray about, DEE, ry We, shh to it 
ramble, oe wherever my footsteps stray, #& 

JE Jip ik a SEZ th; to stray away Hea | 
the flock, oe 

Stray, a. He, IAM. ARR A, (5 a stray ata | 
APR (2b; a stray child, ARR, PRIA | 

Straying, ppr. she, ykibe, FE. LZ. | 

Streak, n. 3, 4. (EH CER, MUL, HEL BCG, 
PEA ; the streaks on a stone, #7 3; the streaks | 
on a gem, 34C, Hy; one streak, —f#F 7; the 

streaks on a tiger, #2; the streaks on a, 
tiger ave light red and black, PRAM; a | 
streak of light, —4}3¢, —4i tL. | 

Streak, v. t. REA HEA. 
Streaked, pp. or a. (EACH, 2OA5, (ERE, BE BG 

Mi; streaked and colored, J#Efff. | 
Stream, n. fe current of water, tft >a river, ja ; | 

a brooke BN, WR. a, $6 JIT. 3A; to go down | 
with ne Sent WARE Th ty. HESS. SAT AG THE | 
TP; a stream of eloquence, [ 4n#Rjay; a) 
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{lif}; security, EE: 2 Broa streneth, Ki, 
WH), BI, eID, 4h, FI ; of little strength, 
Ay ia HI ie oe of mind, 9, HER, 4p 
wD, Wail 32 ae 5 bodily strenoth, SHI; great 
bodily ae si § HK, #77 ; the strength of 
al bow, Ij; the srroneanl of wine, #§9y; with 

united strength, P54), 9691.14 I. BEN, BI 
streneth failing, Jj K€; prostrate strength, Jy 

7; to exert one’s streneth, Hy, Ht, WH, 

aed, a7}. a q, bay ay, Wy, F571, BA 
streneth exhausted, Jy 44, Jy 24h, Jy #¥; streneth 
of writing, 447; the strength of the bones, 
7); the streneth of a fort, Aaa Zz BEYA] ; a 
fort of great strength, $ =F TA] fase ; ten cat- 
ties make one strength, 4+-Fr#—7 7; how 
much is the streneth of the bow ? DEJ #4 
ye; to give streneth, 77, BI; 1 know 
his streneth, J¥Sudk7y; streneth of reason, — 
3 -¥ Jy ; upon the strength of, #8, #§; strength 
of materials, #f Jy. See Force. 

stream of words, ZF Anger, Fy SE An IK ; ‘divelg: | Strenethen, v. ¢. To make strong or stronger, asa 

ing streams, 7#; Fragrant Streams, Aik: | 

to sail against the stream, Ble FC Ie | 
ize ; a mountain stream, |l72, Hf; to fish in | 
the streams, #37 ; to cross a stream on step- 
ping stones, J; to branch off,as a stream, JZ} 

SEHR, BAER. 
Stream, v.7. To flow, #é, 5H FRiH- 

Streamer, n. An ensign or flac, He, HE, hee, TRE, | 

f, WARE; a pennon, WER, He, FRIN; gay | 
streamers, fifi itt, MGR, HETE ; a luminous beam, 

— HHI, 3H. 
eee ppr.or a. i; flowing loosely, as a 

flag, FETE oa th. 

Streamlet, n. PII, iH, TE, YR. 
Streamy, a. BPM. 
Street, n. BF, 340%, W, Mii, Mifal, fh Ha straight | 

street, 1 #f ; a cross street, An ZF ; in the street, | 
i i; a single street, —fRA;; a street of | 

courtesans, (EA; PIXE ; to go into the street, 

Hig; street talk, Wag; street news, #7 LA 

a&; to patrol the streets, ##y; the house- | 
holders of tliree or four streets, #377; to ram- 

ble in the street, jf 7f ; the principal street of 
a city, MAAR, Egg; the common market 
people of streets and markets, Wp PPE. See 
Road. 

Street-walker, 7 ATEN, FRE AG. DP the AE iF. 

Strength, n. J, II, Nie, WN, We Is, Be, Bt | 
Wi, GH, Dye ; solidity or toughness, We, We | 

* Meaning of Hongkong. | 

fort, (E+E TA, HES]; to add strength to, Ee 

> OY, MI, LISS, My; to strengthen, 
as a tonic, EFA ; to strengthen a town, SERS; 

to strengthen the wine EX,% ; to strengthen 
one’s will, 4 78, ik 7; to strengthen one’s 

body, JES, AAAI, MR, Bi MR, Beas to 
strenethen folly, JfZi, Hyst; to strengthen 
one’s faith, EX J\ 7 fe. 

Strengthened, pp. FET, 7. Ws 
Strenethener, n. Bk 3%. 
Strengthening, ppr. or a. Bi7y ef, Pit 5, Ai ae 
fi ; strengthening pills, # fl AL, oe 

Strenuous, a. Sj, JAy, #197, Beh, Ty, BR, WE 

Hf 4g. MEPS; ardent Bits Huts: rep, 2 Tyan 

ii, 5% ; strenuous efforts, HI, IE. 
Strenuously, adv. Jy, tht, Ath, Mh. 

, | Strenuousness, n. Hy #, aH, FEOF. 
Streperous, a. UR}, ab Ri. 

| Stress, x. Force, Jy; importance, #, S23E, BE; 
to lay stress on or upon, iia, LIE, LAGS 
wi, #2: to lay stress on, as in reading, 
ii, JAI) FH; stress of the voice, qx ; stress of 

weather, HAP 24&, MVR, HHA; he lays 
stress on that, {Eta Ag, (CORES Ee. 

Stress, v. ¢. To press, 3, 3ff ; to distress, 3H, fé 

Stretch, v. ¢. To draw out to greater length, #£ 

Jf, HESS. PS. He, FH, HE, FB; to stretch out, 

fh. TY, (BE, fhe. SP (iN, Hii Bil, ARE, TAS, FPS to 
stretch wt as alg: to ary, PEN, HEBH ; 
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stretch out to dry, #2 } sppy; to stretch a leath- 
er, Fee &, HEHE IK; to stretch a rope, HEA | 
#1 ; to stretch out the hand, fH, (hws, | 

{iH BY =f; to stretch the feet, frie AW, (WES. Bits 
to stretch or throw out the arms, shy SF ; 
to stretch one’s hands and feet, {i} += AH, EBA 
Fj] ; to stretch out the wings, fifi #2, bd, | 

{hb 32, Wk; to stretch a bow, GRR, Gx; to | 
stretch a crossbow, 4fe%¥ ; to stretch one’s self 

when weary, (IHR, (h(E DL, AiR HE, 
AR fh, FF H, fp; to stretch one’s self when 

standing, 448, Hey ; to stretch a text, HAE ; 
to stretch to, $£3), $6 7 ; to stretch credit, 74 
{2 &, JB iH ; to stretch a thing too far, 

ae, HBT. 
Stretch, v. 7. To be extended, fi, (if HE, FEBA ; to 

stretch to, % #, #@; to sail, Bk; to stretch 
forward, #E & 5, HEF i Wij ; stretch once, ZF 

{ii—7 ef ; to stretch forth the hand of help, 
(HEI HH, HI; to exaggerate, 38 Hi; to 
struggle, FF. 

Stretch, n. Extension in length and breadth, Fy 
Kk, JRE; veach, R, #; struggle, 4; strain, 
mg, 3ff ; the stretch of the sense, 77% PR I<, E& 
PR, FEZ Be. FEE ; the utmost stretch that | 

nature can, PEBRGE ZH, PERI 2 Bi; to put | 
one’s thoughts and wits upon the stretch, qf 

1s" 
Stretched, pp. ora. Drawn out in length, $£38 
Fz ; extended, (Hj, Hi f; exerted to the ut- 
most, #% Jy, 3 Jy; stretched out, (h BI T; 
stretched out, roomy, #72; stretched himself 
out to that degree, #8 (GFK. 

Stretcher, ». fit-#, MHIP, BRYA, LEMEAR ; to 
open by a stretcher, 44 (£:. 

Stretching, ppr. Drawing out in length, #48; | 
extending, fz, ffi Bf ; spreading, BH. | 

Strew, v. ¢. To scatter, fk, #%; to strew, as sand | 
or sugar, ,; to strew about, $j, Heil, Jab, 

#yBH ; to strew on the ground, Fh Hh. | 
Strewed, pp. dik J; strewed over, Fj f;strewed | 

about, Hs Hb. 
Strewing, ppr. Scattering, as flowers, qf, ii; | 

strewing, as sugar or sand, (2, #43. 
Strewn, pp. fi. Sce Strew. | 
Strive, n. pl. B, We. | 
Striate, Striated, a. ACU, 47 HX. | 
Stricken, pp. of strike. Struck, smitten, as :— 

stricken in years, 323%§ ; terror stricken, fk. 
Strickle, n. A strike, #. 
Strict, a. Close, 8%; exact, mf, iff ; severe, fre B, 

Pie Alllaeanysee: ae Strictness, n. Closeness, B% #4, BE x2 ; 

REE ; too strict, BRB UN, AR, REG wm, 3B 
ft, Ache; very strict, $68, FER; a strict 
teacher, fe HUPESEAE, fe fifi; strict necessity, 
Wr BE, 7H; to keep a strict watch, BASF, Be 
BX, it Py; a strict father and an indulgent 

mother, fre 4t 22 ff. 
Strictly, adv. fi; to strictly prohibit, FR; 

strictly embraced, 48; strictly united, BEA ; 
to examine strictly, Jig #¥. 

severity, 
fic, ix HE; to proceed with strictness, fig HR; 

the strictness of the laws, fill 7 fi ; religious 

strictness, SIME, BEIGE. 
Stricture, n. Critical remark, $¥#5a} ; censure, 7 

fit ; stricture of the esophagus, R42, F 

eae. 
Stride, n. 33; a long step, 46, AiP ; to take 

strides, Ki Ft, AE, HE; one or two strides, 
—32 (26; to make large strides, Js-E4E ; to 

make rapid strides in civilization, #836014. 
Stride, v.7.; pret. strid, strode; pp. strid, strid- 

den. To walk with long steps, fa KiE 77, KiE 
47, AIBA; to straddle, Ps, HE; to stride or 
pass over, i. 

Striding, ppr. Walking with long steps, Fa ATE 

ft, Reb, Vie G Ft. 
Stridulous, a. See Creaking. 
Strife, nm. Exertion for superiority, 4t£, (44, 

BE ; conflict, Wea, Ft ms, Fie, A i, fii] 22, 

FAME, FAGE; litigation, HA ; strife of words, GF 

H 4%; the strife of life, (UC ZEPE. 
Strigil, n. je hil. 

Strike, v. t.; pret. struck; pp. struck, stricken. 

47 UE, EE, Hi, I, A, HE a, HE, BE, DAA, 
#A, Y, , ih Fk fi, Ui, Fi» Pi, HE, 12, 48, Fe, 

FE, 94,48, 8, i He, OE BE, HA AG: o strike 
with the flat hand, 4], #[; to strike with the 

fist, (PASUEY, Bay, BEA, Hh, REDELT. BBaT, 
fii; to strike the nose, as fragrance, PEL; to 
strike an average of accounts, HE#%F]; to strike 
a balance, 47 #&; to strike the ear, #2; to 
strike the eye, #1, fijH, fB; to strike the 
vong, Fy #2; to strike the hands together, +f 
=, 4); to strike with both hands, 34-47, a 
47; to strike with a whip, fB¥esy, FE; to 
strike a flag, Yk Hf&, PF ie; to strike sail, yep, 
TPZ ; to strike with the back of the hand, = 
4547, 4%; to strike with terror, WE, RE; 
to strike mentally, Hy, AB, $F ; to strike 
dead, 477, UAE; to strike with pestilence, # 
LIBRIS, ME WAVE ; to strike fire, FPA, BK; 

5 ¥ peters 



to strike a spark, 47 Hi es: to strike sound- | 
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ines, 4ipt; to strike the tents, JRE; to strike | 
| Strikingly, adv. HiZy, 4) Rear. 

UM, PEAK; to strike and pay the amount, JX | 
the sands, Jjc@>, j#, Ti; to strike a bargain, 

ze; tostrikea bell, WE se, ALS ; to strike with 

fear, ZI ; to strike with surprise, 39k, 32 
YR: to strike blind, fae, WEEE; to strike 
damb, WE hig s to atrike asunder, #289 ; to strike | 
down, 47 Kk, 477%; to strike into, FTAA; to 
strike one on the head, 47 J\8fi7¢é ; to strike at 

any one, Fy fn) A, dH Ady; to strike up one’s 
heels, FP"; to strike a league, 47 A fn], 4K; 
to strike off, to print, FJ; to strike off, to de- | 

duct, 4, f; to strike off, to separate by a 
blow, ii se, HEE; to strike out, to blot out, # | 
#£ ; to strike out, to erase, ff]; to strike ont, | 
to contrive, #7 #, Ht; to strike in the middle, 
rf? $5; to strike on the back, 47 79%, uae, 
Le to strike up music, (£4; to strike work, 
HET. ; to strike sideways, {lJ#%; to strike one 
publicly, AA4RFY, FETS ; to strike deeply, 2 
47, $4; to strike severely, #47. 

Strike, v. 7. 47, $f; to strike against, Jar ZF, dif 
4; ; that strikes against reason, 7S(Vjinisp, ik 
aa to strike in, to enter suddenly, RA, 
ZL A: to strike in, to recede from a surface, 

i JX; to strike in, to disappear, Mf Fl; to strike 
in with, &, pe a fk J; to strike into irreg- 

ularity, AL. ; to strike (lead) into, as a 
street, BJA, Nie {o strike over, 1 f¥J; to 
strike root, #€#%; to strike rapidly, 447; the 
clock strikes, $47; to strike to an enemy, 
fx [%; the water runs in when the ship strikes, 

HHT Fi Am: 
Strike, n. An instrument witha straig ~ edge for 

leveling a measure of grain, =p ill, HE, HP, FZ. 
HG; a strike of flax, — Je fifa ease wey ; au 
strike among market-traders, #2 qf ; to support 
each other in a strike, iff#8. 

Strike-block, n. #7 %. 
Striker, n. $7 #%, HE4¥; one who is disposed to 

strike or in the habit of striking people, 447 

Striking, ppr. ora. #7, 4; striking with the | 
hand, 4]; striking with the fist, L] # i; 
striking with a stick, #i, #{; striking with | 
a whip, #f; striking, as a flag, Ja, Ps a 
striking likeness, J& 4H, Ja ¢*, (& wi % #0 

Wives and concubines striking their husbands, 
SE SE Bese ; on male and female slaves striking 

their masters, 4y Wt BY 3% fe ; children strik- 

ing Atoll - prandparents or parents, F Ac RT 

BE ACE. 

String, n. “fh, ‘i =; # $i #8, £m, a 3 cae 

string, —(€#if ; the string of a bow, 9%; string 

of musical instruments, 4, #4, #*; a string 
of cash, in general 1,000, — ff, $8, —FR RE, — 

Tr 58, Dh, Mi; a string of crackers, —FHWH; a 

string of beads, —#4¥k; the string of a gar- 
ment, #2708, #4, ZEA; the string of an apron, 
#F18 ; the string of a cap, IRae, IA, HR, 
Ah. #8; the strings of a pair of drawers, PF 
Sas , 4h > the string of a purse, APSA, Tay 

“hae; the string of a net, AR 4B, Hi]; a string 
tied to an arrow or spear to draw it back 
again, #%; to have two strings to one bow, ij 

$e, HIE, OF i, WF. WH; to furnish 
with strings, $384, ; to furnish with string, as 
a violin, |. #&; to deprive of strings, # #R; 
to make a string of, FH, #; a string of horses, 
— #15; strings of pearls strung together 
from far and near, @ fa FB. 

String, v.¢.; pret. and pp. strung. EA, Ht, FLFR, 
Ze 7F ; to string cash, FA F¥; to string a violin, 
[4% ; to string pearls or beads, FER. 

Stringed, a. Ff #PE; a stringed instrument, #£% 

Z£; a four-stringed instrument, a violin, Pq 

4£ ; a three-stringed instrument, = #% ; a two- 
stringed instrument, —%%. 

Stringing, ppr. ffi; furnishing with strings, 

ARE. 
| Striney, a. #RAZ; ropy, #8 fy. 
Strip, v.¢. To strip, as the leaves from a twig, 

4%; to strip, as one’s clothes, i, i, 3, HR; 
to strip naked, 47 a Fl, AV ARIE. Fl mE AEE; 
to strip one’s self, JRZE, FACES, MEMEAE ; to 
strip up the sleeves, #F_- €2 fll, #e PF, FE RE, 
41, $5, #0 By. Hi, JZ, ZS; to strip of every 

thing, FJFmE; to strip off the husk, #y5E, H 

Fc, Beak; to strip off the skin of hemp, Jaf 
JE, Fis HK. AB; to strip and mangle the slain, 

ffi; to strip off the bark of trees, #y Hp jk, KH 

Strip, n. A narrow piece, —{§; a strip of cloth, 

— ff i; strip of land, — ff fh; to make 
strip and waste, JRun, HME, FE Pe. 

Stripe, n. (#8, VE ; a line, #, Hf, G4; tripes of 
cloth, PIF; a stripe made with a lash or 
whip, f#Jf; gave him many stripes, #7 Sk 
jz; one stripe of cloth, — ( #7; stripes of 
colors, as in gems, &e., (EW, W, HX; to receive 
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stripes, PEARS, LE, SHER, OTL. 
Stripe, v. t. To make stripes, Zp; to variegate | 

with stripes, ##(f. 
Striped, pp. or a. Ff (€, A #, FF HC; stviped cloth, 

PICEA, PIMA. 
Striping, ppr. Forming into stripes, Zp (%. By 
4% ; forming stripes, HE. 

Stripling, n. P)\ae. 
Stripped, Stript, pp. #ith, HS; stripped with 

the hand, $f; stripped naked, 4 S #y JE, 
47 SAH); stripped of every thing, AjmE TS, 

WME TB. 
Stripping, ppr. J ; stripping, as a twig of leaves, 

4¥; stripping, as of husks, 4; flaying, Ri Be 
Strive, v. 7.; pret. strove; pp. striven. To vie, A, 

7, 48, fi; to make efforts, #477, Hi Jy, PLB; 
to contend, Gt, 43%; to strive for victory er 

mastery, Stim, Stu, Fee, Ft ; to strive 
to be the first, GF 5E, ff] 4; to strive about | 
words, 4¥7 ; to strive against, Uf, iii. 

Striver, n. $t4i, HA, TEA. 
Striving, ppr. Making etfiorts, #4 JJ ; contending, 
4; emulating, Gt, #; striving to be good, 

ec 
Strix bubo, ». Sj pEiMe. | 

Stroam, v. ¢. [yy] ihe. 
Stroke, n. A blow, —}y, -WE; the stroke of the 

hand, —lpz-, —-4J]; the stroke of the fist, — 
4; a stroke with a stick, —#t, — ft; one | 
stroke with the sword, —JJ; a stroke, as of 
apoplexy, rf; a fatal stroke, 47 %E, HE; ca- 
lamity, §£, §€42; without striking a stroke, 
Me (i dy, Ar GAFT ; a stroke of the pen, — #; 
strokes of a character, #¢; how many strokes | 
has this character? IZ 4. 32 47 #8 & HE VE ; 10 
strokes, +- 7; I know his stroke, ne eee ts 
zis 5 a bold stroke, Bae #3, fet a lar 2% FF; a stroke 
of business, —[HiZE 7%; a stroke ee the oar, 
— fii; he bears a great stroke, (BMP HE A, fi 
» iii FAK; to finish with one stroke of the 
pen, —-422)i§. See Blow. | 

Stroke, v. t. To stroke, as the beard, #%; to stroke, 
as a dog, &c., HE, BE EF, dit, HR; to soothe, | 

Hic, 4; to stroke the beard, 43% ; to stroke a | 
cat, HEX ; to stroke one with fair promises, me 
FEN, ASE ; to stroke a cow, FAR HI. 

Stroked, pp. BES, F# 7. 
Strokesman, n. HUE IME. 

Stroll, vc. jhe, JE, ie #7, We) Be, ihe Hs, [is] he, 26 
ih ; to stroll about, (246 i fF 
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Strolling, ppr. 

Stroll, n. ee, pyadE, HE: one stroll, iis, ie 
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iis, — iF. 
Stroller, n. One who strolls, [yjbesh, jee He. he 
PAP: a vagabond, Wt Bt. 

ora. es, ibe UC, BE we; stroll- 

SARAH; a strolling company, 
strolling lady of the town, 3% #2. 

ing women, 

— SR bE; a 
| Stromatic, a. Ae#hi (ry. 
Strombus, n. WPT MR. 

Strong, a. Robust, having physical power, 4] (i, 

FE Ak, 0H, Th A Id, BG, SY), mR, HE, ik, 4%, 
He. Nix, Tohsteh, i. BY. i), BN, BH, Be. tee 
Bg: durable, 1, 2B BL, EI, C8 BL, UR a: 
strong, as tea, flavor, Ge., ge 5 strong, as Liquor 

fig. He, BL; strong, rank smell, 3 
strong flavored vegetables, 42; a strone taste, 

#0, ize Ye; strong or fierce, fi 3 s trone, 
colors, je; Strong, as a fabric, #E4F 5a en 

person, Ff JURA, ALK, AEA, Bo, sl: lk 
GE J; a strong beam, EX ae; a strone box, 
Wy ; a strong army, Kf; a strong breeze, 
FEI, BING, ae i; a strong fort or city, Bx 
Ik, VIR, 42th, [Ata se; to be strong in one’s 
purse, #7 BH; Lam but a dollar strone, F¥ Ay 

;—-[f ; he is very strong, (24s IME, (HR 
HAA TE, fh A545 Jj; strong and courage- 
ous, fil] Be, pA; strong reasons, FF SB ee HE, 

MLE; a strong table, -ERIMAE, BEEZ: 

et ee, SG 

Fs ; strong cloth, i ; strong vinegar, #2 AE, 
aE ; strong beer, ire UGS 5 strong Etec, 

AEM SE, WOE Sh BT) LS 5B ; you are 100 

strong for me, (RZ ith de, HOT R a strong 

inclination, 4E GK, +b AB, HE ty, BE mys a 
strone voice, -c #; a strone breath, §L 4x ; 

strong and firm, 2 [Af, = la, Jit #5 strong 

and durable, Wei, +E Tl, #J: #:, J [A] ; strone 
in the legs, &f JJ, Jy; strong and robust, 
like a tortoise, mh; a strong bow, fil, pj; a 
strong will, BX; strong, brawny, = fii ; not 
strong, fi WE, ile =F JA]; strong and weak, aR 
yy; a strong impression, ZF Hj j%; a strong 
light, #£ 3. 

Strone- colored, a. eh WR. 
Strone-fisted, a. juli Al. 

Strone-handed, a. j=, Bae. 
Stronghold, x. YR, fase, FL. |B Ws. 

Stronger, a. comp. of strong. ws UN WWE. 
Strongest, a. super. of strong. BB IJ, BK 

HEN. 
Strongly, adv. JJ, jt, BE, [A]; strongly made, 

(ik (5 ET] ; strongly built, 7 7} =E TAL; strongly 
fortified, , ETE (58, REM, Tal ok to recommend 
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strongly, Jy, WS, TWh; eagerly, Het. 
Strontian, Strontitic, a. (Aff. 
Strontium, n. Az. 

Strop, n. Razor strop, I JJ jy’. See Strap. 
Strophiolate, Strophiolated, a. avery, #RAG- 
Struck, pret. and pp. of strike. #7 3%, 4 if; 

struck with surprise, Hi 2p, 722, PE#; struck | 

with terror, Es, BRE; struck dead, 2 ZE ; | 
| Stubbornly, adv. fii, Tay. struck, as by the sun, &e., 444% ; struck off, 

printed, FJ’ ¢ ; struck out from the list, RA. 
Structure, n. Act of building, jf, 34 iB, Zege: 

manner of building, 3% 2, AAR, fe 
st 7 1; the structure of animals, BK pk Hk 
iJ: ; a solid structure, FX YA] 7 Bf. 

File), 42 #e ES Led. 
Struggle, Vv, Op FF, Ee iG HF, 14 BP, Wy #; to | 

struggle to get ahead, 4¥ Fj, 4 tia aff; to 
strugele with the waves, 4¥ fi. 7; to strugele | 
with (against) death, 3f si AE, 47 fy GF; to 
struggle against fate, Gt Hd gp; to struggle | 
with (against) difficulties, GF Hl HE, 7 AF; to 
struggle against obstacles, Gf Hi pi} FF; to 
struggle for victory, St )R. 

Struggle, n. Great labor, #7 43, 4t 4; forcible 
effort to obtain an object, J74F; agony, sR HE. 

Strugeler, n. 44h, J) RH. 
Struggling, ppr. ft, WA. 
Struma, n. JERR. 
Strumous, a. Je IR Ay. 
Strumpet, n. BH, ABA, We AC, EA, WB Bir. 
Strung, pret. of string. ff} J. f; strung togeth- 

er, FATES. See String. 

Strut, vo. @. SUH, SIRT, HERBIE, SB 
00 FF. 

Strut, n. PEPE ERE ; an affected strut, EG. 

Struiting, ppr. or a. SVR ii ts, HEGHERE, HERE 
4s; birds strutting about, Jes; a strutting | 
fellow, paz. 

Strychnia, Strychnina, Strychnine, n. iy 

By ay ? 

Strychnos, * n. FRA. 
Stub, n. ASV, 4) FA. 

Stub, vt. We HE, Ei, Hi jw; to buy at the stub, 

BOLE i iit 
Stub-nail, n. 7H; a short, thick nail, (poHaey. 
Stubbed, a. Jip gAlpE; blunt, Hi; a stubbed fellow, 

FON BR. 
Stubble, n. Fit, FARIA, 

* In Hongkong, grow Str. paniculate, and Str. angusti- 
flora. See Bentham, FI. Hongkongensis, p. 282. 

a 

Stubble-goose, n. FABARE. 
| Stubborn, a. Inflexibly flxed in opinion, $f $j0pR. 

PBA, PVA, WEVA, BLES, TABLA, BE Bt 
fy, PK, A BC SL, JE, DR, Fo; 
contumacious, #ohH, Fexi ; persisting, fi ; 
persevering, Si) A, WB, Mig, ge; stubborn 

and wicked, fil BPE 3MeF; stubborn and reeard- 
less of consequences, =] yf. 

Stubbornness, n. [A] e#¥, MASA ZL, PE ; sulk- 
iness, 3f1J¥; stubbornness may bring calami- 

ty to ten thousand generations, Hes {ik ZB. 
Stubby, a. BACs fry. 

Stucco, n. HK, BAK, AEM, BB AIR: 
Strude, Strode, n. Fy ¢:; general term for strude, | work made of stucco, yyy 7; to adorn a wall 

with stucco, 37. 
Stucco, v. t. Eyhyre. 

Stuck, pret.and pp. of stick. Stuck, as a bill, 
4 IA 0 

Stuckle, n. #8 Hi 4H fE. 

Stud, n. A joist, #%; a nail with a large head, 
A VAST ; a stud of horses, —B HE, —AH; a 
stud of four horses, ff]; a stud for a shirt, $n 

$i, EIE- 
| Stud, v.t. To adorn with studs, fifi DI(GINFESE ; 

to set with studs, #& LIFE fh. 
| Stud-brace, n. Stud-brace of a plough, 3 #fi. 
Stud-horse, n. % BB. 

Studded, pp. $8 S ; studded with diamonds, $j 
DS 4 Wi Zi, fifi 2 Se Mit) Z7 ; studded with trees, 

ie ANAK. 
Studding, ppr. $§. 

| Studding-sail, n. 4 7E WHE. 
Student, n. Sib, St#, fe #, EAE; a scholar, 

-L, HEE JV; a student of the lowest @rade, F& 
4: ; a student of the rank of A. B., BEAE; to 
give grain to students, Jet; a stipend for stud- 
ents, Jez ik. 

Studied, pp.or a, jth, 3448, 267 ; closely ex- 
amined, jt; learned, fij Sf, fife; pre- 

meditated, FRA, HM), HUE AS, APE. 
Studier, n. S43. 
Studio, n. FZ (G pis, FER fe. 

Studions, «. FARE, WAH), MMM, MES, 
a fbf; he is very studious to please you, {fz 

FUG, AWABENSME, BELLWEGE : Studions 
of their trade, Wt JR(REZE, KEI. 

Studiously, adv. Carefully, sJxof); attentively, 
re'tg ; with zeal and earnestness, JU ##){>. 

Study, n. Application of the mind to books, &, 
mie, S34, Sly, WME; the study of astron- 
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omy, pier ‘the business of ‘study, saat 5 a; 
he makes it his study to please you, LP BE(R AS 
¥& ; to be in a brown study, PERL; light study, 
ye"); profound study, ve ish, Blab 2 2; the 

difficulty of study, “438% ME; easy of sishudy, 

FSi; a study, MAH, EZ, Ma; study of 
Chinese, 879 igh; rules of study, jt fe; 

given to study, BEJgg. 

Study, v. t. “4, “49; to study hooks, wy#e, Wee 
Hh; to study diligently, Hy%; to gemde at- 
tentively or carefully, Ju, #54, FD 

oh, eh aa, Ea, Ghat, HAL EG 
to oe Hinielg gt Sse; to ponder, py 

7, 8 Hi #8, BRAG, Se, SR, GO; to study 
hard, Jy, iq 8%, JER, Fg@4e; to study in the 
college, Ze eee to study day and night, 3 
1% By) SS, FETS fe JE; to study thoroughly, 
%a; to study languages, 454 ; to study phys- 
iognomy, 4A, “2 ib}4H; to study incessantly, 
A Bees, Wala Bi4e; to study one’s self ill, 84 
Fi Jig, wall} sy BE ; to etucly how to tranquilize 
the people, Li Roba; to study one’s self, 
Sat Ac; to study the classics, FLEE. to 
study the Sacred Scripture, S324. 

Stuff, n. A mass or matter, Hy; materials, Af #4, 
#F Hf ; household stuff, Ze fe; medicine, Bef, 
HEAL, ae¥); woolen stufts, $¥, Hef; stuf to 
laugh at, 4 8) 4# Zw. 3 ; silk stuffs, S652 ; nasty 
stuff, 25 HHLIE EE, WW BBY Se (=); old stuff, 
eh, 42 FF; stuff, as applied to ships, &e., fa 

WWI, BEA ZS. 
Stull, vt. 8, HA, HE, AVE A,B, BEAN, 

to stuff solid, #2, 35 4, [ik] ; to stuff full, 
FERe. VCS, ERIN; to stuff with cotton, fH fa 

FE PA. DUI HE TE. Bk, hi, Mis ; to stuff a 
fowl, RESE; to stuff a cucumber with meat, ARE 

faq I; to stuff sausages, #F; to stulf Lee 
sausages, REIKI ; stuff it full, VE, Fee 

{B, #24  ; to stulf one’s belly, JAY Ak, Eg 
Ik; to stuff a mattress, Fe fe, FLIER; to 

stuff a cock with sand, 4ip~F SE; to stuffa bird, 
for preservation, AEFE. 

Stuffed, pp.ora. FAS, 40S, Ff; a mattress 
stuffed with rattan shavings, f*#* pe ; stuffed 
with chaff, #27 LH, 86 DUBE stuffed solid, 

ry 

Stuffing, n. ROH), Heeb. 
Stultified, pp. 4p ith 4% Se. 

Stultify, v. 7. RBG, (ERG, BOBTE. HE 
to prove to be insane, ap#pan WYP, Wet pe 

RF. 
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Stultiloquence, Stultiloquy, 2. Wh EMEA. 
Stum, n. Must, 7. 

Stum, vit. Fy Ai. 
Stumble, v.7. fH, $i, SH. THAR, BR, RERE, BE; 

to stumble and fall, iff), PEA) ; to err, FHF, 
AJL, F75E ; to stumble upon or against, Fiz, 

qa As, Pais. Pies 2 
Stumble, v. ¢. To obstruct in progress, HLS. FE 

to confound, gl. 
Stumbled, pp. [HIB, ty. 
Stumbler, n. [Sl ties, Fee #4. 
Stumbling, ppr. or a. fH, fF. 
Stumbling-block, Stumbling-stone, n. 1} #1, BE 

4s, & ie 2, FR; to be a stumbling-block to 
one, 3 A\ 4 Fh SE, Hed ee 10. LEK. 

Stump, n. The stub of a tree, #98, HL, HAA, BE 
Hay, BA. THe, Be, BE ; the ora a tail, apf ; the 
stump of an arm, jt} #F; lees, fll; to stir one’s 
stumps, JAR; to take the stump, 3fe qj Oe (444). 

Stump-orator, n. Fe pS hy ity a H- 
Stumpy, a. fq yrilpE. 
Stun, v.¢. To make senseless, #*4¢ 3%; to stun 

with a blow, 47 4"; to stun with a noise or 

report, FE, FEE. 
Stunned, pp. Stunned with a blow, #7gef ; 

stunned one’s ears, 52 f F.. 
Stunning, ppr. ora. Stunning, as with a blow, 

AT ae ; Sau one’s ears, #2 HE; a stunning 

noise, EY, , FH ZIM. 

Stunt, v.t. To hinder from growth, PHAZE, THE. 

Stunted, pp. or a. FE SAUE, FE ki, FE SU, JR 
JH ; a stunted tree, EEE, IR AMA, AC 
Se HGH; a stunted appearance, FEET, JE 
FLEETS ; stunted hair, BE*E, EA. 

Stuntedness, n. FEA, KEE. 
Stupe, n. iH 
Stupe, v. ¢. 72 ae 
Stupefaction, * n. The act of rendering stupid, 

(li HE $8, (SEU, BARR, (RI ty 
a stupid or senseless state, RIK, FESE, HITE ; 
torpor, ¥h, HES, ANE ; stupidity, By ZX; ; stupe- 
faction by dissolute pleasures, PPR 7E oe. 

Stupefactive, * a. RRR AT, BVA HEAG, GB 

fry, GESILAD. 
Stupefied, * pp. ora. Made dull or stupid, $F px 

J. HS, WARE, AES, Hi ; having the percep- 
tion blunted, pK, 2, RSE, FAM, RESEE, FREBR, 
iW; let not people be stupefied, fi Ft if HE ; sor- 
rowful as if stupefied with wine, “35 ty) An Pe. 

* Frequently spelt stupifaction, stupifactive, stupified, 
stupify, stupifier, and stupifying. 
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Stupefier, n. exe, FREER. 
Stupefy, v.¢. To make stupid, 4p #54il, GEAREE, | 

(i EVD, BLA Se, HEA; to deprive of sensibility, | 

fi Ak. 
Stupefying, ppr. REF, Wi FRPE AY. | 
Stupendous, a. Wonderful, [ey (iy, 27 F205, FF 

#2 fy, PHL (Vy ; stupendous mountains, #7 
Wi, HAG ZW, HF Zs stupendous work, Hy 

WAL, HH YT. 
Stupendously, adv. 4B, By, WY EEE. 
Stupendousness, n. JB, AB, HA, FHZ 
Ke 

piuyili: Ee BR, ERAS, AB, AN, AR, RB, OB 
Ber FEL RHE Se, HEE, VOTE, WB ik, 
si, i HK, BE, oh, AC, VR. Hi hs, HE AL, BL, A, 
eh, $s, “hy XX, EE. WAY, Bb, DR, mom, 5 
= AEP. Sie ; a stupid fellow, BSE J, Ft 

FF BEATA, AS BEL UAB. 8 5 ies 
stupid looking, |g#it; very stupid, -+-Fp 4 xx, 
— BRAM, Asi 204 ; stupid, silly, as bashful 
women, AEN, iB; a stupid boy, Baxk 
10 $n de (Ff, SE, RAR F 5 stupid ignorance, 

JER ASD; a stupid plan, Hhst, Heb, dak s 
; stupid world, # lk; stupid people, By fe, He 
FE; a stupid mind, 58h, Go; stupid from 

grief, fF AEE. 
Stupidity, n- edGs Hee 2 EN by Be 
Stopidly, adv. HOR. Pain FR, ak. 
Stupidness, n. See Stupidity. 
Stupor, n. eek, EEE; numbness of sense, wie ; n- 

tellectual stupidity, 32 i, W5gik ; moral stupi- 
dity, #& SE ; heedlessness or inattention to one’s 

duties, peti. 
Stuprate, Gite LO ravi ae. 
Sturdily, adv. Wi, EX, (Be, WE, TE, TEA. 

Sturdiness, n. "iff, ie fi fat, ESS, WET. | 

Sturdy, a. #8, GRYS, WWite, Bride, Bab. HEMENG ; 
a sturdy lout, fii fE, ATE, FEE; sturdy 
strokes, JJf7; a sturdy beggar, HAAR; a 
sturdy fellow, Jj-£, iL, Ue, HA. 

Sturgeon, n. Mesnenccn ey HE AG, (44 ; another 
kind of sturgeon, (4, TE 4H, Mr; sturgeon, 
acanthurus, K@j, BASS, GEM, GEG], BH 
i; a smaller kind of st urgeon, MK Gy, 1) .ij- 

Stutter, vi. dia, RE, WA ELIE WN, 
ily, H i, wall}, aH. 

Stutterer, n. $7 GME, We Ay. 
Stuttering, ppr. or n. 47 Bish, Saale, He. 
Sty, n. An inclosure for swine, lj], oy Hi, 7K (E, 

*K% i; a place of bestial debauchery, Fy selfs, 

| Soule; n. The style of writing 

Wa FE Te J; a sty (@stye) on the edge of the 
eyelid, AREER, (iE. 

» Li, KM, Kia, 
WH, (EIF, BHF; style of speaking, aie id: 3 AN- 
tique style, #7 4 ; modern style, 44 ; an ele- 
gant style of writing, €£ ({£, 4 3, FE HE; a 
per spicuous style, [% Zhi: a sublime and elegant 
style, #4) Jil 32; the style of the essays is 
modern, KEG Ie ; the style is unimproy- 

able, AWE, AF ZH; a bad style, Aw 
A; the six styles of writing, 7\#; the 
fanciful style, ®&Ze; the stiff running hand 
style, #7#2; the free running hand tyle, #4 
# ; the elegant or printing style, 422%; a dif- 
fusive style, E44 7 gaJ ; the style of court, Hi 
i, Hil], KPI ; the imperial style, @pae(=4), 
isk ; form, manner, 3k, #2, zx; style of dress, 
JEL sb Gf}; antique style, ae, GAR; modern 
style, eek; to dress in fashionable style, #¥ 

AAI, SERMERK ATI; what style? 2 5 
49H; a polished manner or style, Hpac key ; 
new style, #f2k; their style is called, lg 
Fi; to live in style, Sealey +e, esses 
style or graver, $l), JJ 4£; the style, as applied 
to chronology, 46.9% ; a black woolen collar is in 
good style, “We SB ERE; when the subject 
is of greater force than the language in which 
it is expressed, the style is then rough and 
harsh, See Re ANC; when the language ex- 
presses more than the subject justifies, the 
style is then poetic and too labored, mye RSE Al 
fit; when the subject and the language, in 
which it is expressed, correspond, the style is 
then classical, SF ge Al ; the highest order 
of style, Ss BW 

Style, v. t. Bp, ‘if, 4, Fl, ge, FHF, WA, SZ, 
I, 44%; to style one’s self, AGEL, Att, 
4%, Ge; what do the landlords’style those 
who haye hired their houses? 38 =: 4F#L BE 

REAVE. 
Styled, pp. 4S. 
Stylet, n. Surgeon’s stylet, FAs RK. 
Styliform, a. $PIBAs, TIE. VIE. 
Styling, ppr. tt, (4. 

Stylish, a. Being in a fashionable form, 

BPR. 
Stylobate, n. jie, By, AE. 
Stylobation, n. FEE. 
Stylographie, a. Stylographic cards, EAE hf. 
Stylography, n. €f Fez yz. 

Beak, 

| Styptic, n. jk sim fy. 
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Styptic, a. Styptic medicine, Jk 2H. 
Styrax, n. See Benzoin. 
Styx, n. mip. * | 
Suability, n. WY) pe4e #. 

Suable, a. HY 4&0, By 4 fy. 
Suasible, a. 3 {= fi. 
Suasive, a. Having power to persuade, 5 4} {3 

fy, SETS MY. | 
Suavify, v. ¢. Wise 4A i. 
Suaviter in modo. Agreeably or kindly in man- 

ner, AGAR LAY, Ee BEAT. 
Suavity, n. Sweetness, fit, Gf; agreeableness, fff, 

ll, Eats (14, UZB; suavity of temper, jf PE, 
iit FU ZR. MAAK Zot, FER, TL A. PE FO. 

Sub. A Latin preposition denoting wnder, or 
below, F ; second, lJ, —. 

Sub-agent, n. 3, HP. 
Subacid, a. Bame, Miwe. 
Subacrid, a. Baye, Bait, BAe. 
Subaction, n. #2), FZ, dei. 
Subaerial, a. EEK. 
Subahdar, n. fips. 
Subalter, n. A subordinate officer in an army, 

RI, —a8, Ft, #€. 
Subaltern, a. Inferior, P, =. 
Subalternate, a. Succeeding by turns, Z&, PE, XE 
Subangular, a. Bey fq. | ay 
Subaquatie, Subaqueous, a. Tk AE, ARE fy, aie 
Subastral, a. SET (9, RY A, WAS. LB fry. 
Sub-base, n. PE“, ZBEZIE. 
Subearbureted, a. “P Rg fg. 
Subcaudal, a. EP fy. 

Sub-celestial, a. KAP. 
Sub-censor, n. fall (ip 42. 
Subclavian, a. Situated under the clavicle, as: 

—subclavian artery, A FEW E. 

Subcom missioner, ». jal] (i, fil] wy. 
Sub-committee, n. fil] 3. 
Subconical, a. Be4e. 
Sub-contracted, a. fB#*/ EF AJ. 
Sub-contrary, a. ARIK. 
Subecordate, a. BUSI AG. 

Subcutaneous, a. EP A, IZ - 
Subdeacon, n. P Fil) 4x fi. 
Subdilated, a. BepA. 
Subdivide, v. t. FEAp, WAh, FPSP- 
Subdivision, n. APPEA}, Fp FP. | 
Subduable, a. BPR AS, BEN A. 
Subduee, Subdnet, v. t. BY, Fn. 
Subdue, v. t. To subdue, as a state, EHR, ZRH, 

* ERE E. 

| Subject, x 

WA EZ, URL. SHCHHE, SIIB TEE, FIRE, BR, 25 to 
subdue again, to reduce, ¥g 7 ; to subdne by 
authority, GREK, $90 AR; to subdue, as one’s self 
or others, fi] i, ¥£, HZ; to subdue one’s self, 
#7. ke ARC ‘i] C, ; to subdue one’s pas- 

sions, 3% a» % BR, RG FL, Gk; to subdue one’s 
will, JAR TL 3E, 4 GGG; to subdue one’s flesh, 

¥2 Gi py; to subdue one’s lusts, 92 C #; to 
subdue people by love, LI Hi A; to subdue 
people by virtue, JU f# 4 J. : to subdue people 
by force, LI Jy HR JV; to subdue one’s fear, git 

zi, JAR ##%; to subdue the violent, Mt TL ih 3%, 
mA to subdue evil demons, ¥g 7 [A] jp; to 
tame, EE. 

Subdued, pp.ora. (ENR TS, se NR sh, AMR Ts; 

subdued by authority, SHER Sf, Ga WRF ; sub- 

dued one’s self, ¥2 FG; tamed, 7fi] fA. 

/Subduer, n. VEN, TENA, WH, tH jS.- 

Subduing, ppr. ov a. We Hi, EM, 7P AR, $e, MR, 
Jag, i) 385, GRR, Si JA. 

Subduple, a. i #4 2Z—, —4F; 
duple of six, = BLIP. 

Subequal, a. Aah 
Suberin, n. fAFE Ef. 

Suberous, a. (LE AY, BEA. 

Subfuse, a. #2. 

three is the sub- 

Subgenus, n. RAR. 

Subelobose, a. Jr HIE Ag. 
Subinfeudation, n. wi 2; under-tenancy, FAK. 
Subjacent, a. #7. 
Subject, a. Tributary, Jg ; subordinate, FP, Ak. 

te, #8 J. UfE; liable to, ; subject to China, 
Jf Bl; subject to another, JEP, AKA, 
HH JL fp; subject to power, HEP ; subject to 
government, [eA FH# ; subject to anger, AAR; 
subject to steal, af fir, WEF (qT EF, {ir BF fry 5 sub- 
ject to fits of epilepsy, #§ 26 7%; the woman 

is subject to her husband, AF A{RIS FA. 
| Subject, n. PEP LA, BA, EP ZA, FPR, 

Fa, A XE, fe; a subject of China, rh fl A; 
the subjects of China, rE RE, eh YZ Jt; 
subject or theme, #4 EI; the subject-matter of 
my discourse, FRAME, RS Rei. Rr 
yy 2 BE; it is her perpetual subject, (B'¥ uy 
RATER, (WHS Re ZF; the person who is 
treated of, i 2 4%, 3 eH; the nominative 

case to a verb passive, EB, As. 
t. To subdue, 33 HR, JAR (R, JRRAR. WR, 

fR, HEA, GHAR; to subject t0, RAS, HERE ; to 
subject to sufferings, (9 ®2 WF, WNT. HE Se TS; 
to subject one to bad treatment, HI TEA, Zl Te 
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4% J; to subject to a trial, aR, stig, “Ne, 

TR Z 
See lprae 6 n. Sram Ze, es Zt, wie. 
Subjected, pp. HRS, Ht sh, JR R ER S made to 

undergo, a , ARE, ESE. 

Subjection, n. I, FE HET, te FT. is 4 RE 
Z2F ; to reduce to subjec tion, fE{K, HE, {IE 

Hit, HRW; to bring one’s self under subjection, 
WC, Mk; to be in subjection of, HRT, FRA, 

Subjective, a. @, AGA, BRAS, AAG; sub- 
jective truth, WS I ; subjective opinion, 

CJL. win OE ZTE. 

Subjectiveness, n. MOH, HAH, Pc. 
Subjoin, v. ¢. To add at the end, 7, ZS¥i, VRE, 

US, HUE, MAE, WWE. 
Subjoined, pp.or a. IN, aa iT. 

Subjoining, ppr. 7, MW, Hi, ME 
Subjugate, v. t. TEN, Wilk, Ze ii | 

fe, SHAS, hr OK, Ge fe {8 
state, ZEN Bd ; to subjugate the heart, (fi iy 

Subjugated, pp. or a. FEN T. 
Subjugation, n. FRARA, VEIR#, TECK #.- 
Subjunctive, a. Added or subjoined, 7§!P§, 775 A 3 

the subjunctive mood, 275k, Weg 7 xk. 

Sublapsarian, ». (2jG5E 7 #& 1 We BEG AKA H.- 
Sublation, n. &, RRA Zz. 
Sublet, v. ¢. HEH} "g ; to sublet to others, We PE. 
Sublieutenant, n. 4144. 
Subligation, n. #}4E 7 (4. 
Sublimable, a. WF, FP My, BZ. 
Sublimate, a. or n. Ag, TF ; sublimate of mer- 

cury, FAA ER. ALAS AH. 
Sublimation, n. RZ FHA Za. 

Sublime, a. co iy ath, ai WK, a Bah, Wats, 
em 65 a sublime idea, jf ; a sub- 

lime view, #3 i ; the Sublime Port, + FESkipy 
%E; how sublime! #%#R; a sublime style, 24 

SB Taye, UIA Se. 
Sublime, v.¢. To raise on an to heighten, (% 
Sublimed, pp. FF 7, 2S 
Sublimely, adv. . 
Sublimeness, n. Teal, es ieee 
Sublimity, ». , Hi 2a, Fy ath, HE ys Sublimity 

of thought, 78 #; sublimity of views, 7 FL; 
sublimity of style, 787 

Sublingual, a. 7 P Ay; 

V2, TR ZH. 
Sublunar, Sublunary, a. FP (4, IEP Ay; sub- 

lunary things, {Ik i; sublunary ladies, {lk 3g 

NA, EWE Z &. 

Ik, (%, es 

ne 
te [RJ> ar = 

Lia: 

sublingual glands, 7F 

to subjngate a | 

Hi SB, | 

| Submitting, ppr. 

Supa: a. “MERER: Sane plants, 2 BE 
#4E Zvi; submarine telegraph, }ipRe AEs, He 

Weak. 
Submaxillary, a. Situated under the jaw, as:— 

submaxillary glands, FKP ZH. 
Submedian, a. rf TP fj. 
Sulaney ge, r. t. UIE, UT, RK, LB, 

: to drown, VEE, 15 HE. 
rans v.t. To plunge under water, 4£ 7K, #9 
Submerged, pp- tS, ta T- [ak. 
Submerging, ppr. PRIS, VEV 1K, - 
Submerse, Submersed, a. 7¢##, acrp. 
Submersion, n. He aK Hf, VEE IRA, UC, BHI. 
Submission, n. JR, WAR, ARBE » MG HEE; will- 

ing submission, EWE, is SAMA GE ; hearty 
submission, (it FEHR submission to the will 
of God, Nit ae 27, 3 humble submission, #ff 
ne WATE, aft ib NB, H&, aft A ; submission to suf- 

fering, Tf jt) 8@ 745; submission to a state, AZ 
; Submission , §ij[%, Sip MA. 

Submissive, a. if, JJ, WANK. ZS A, WAGE, AMA, 

wh SR, aie JE, JE of, SE MA, WA Fz, SE; passive, 
SE 4. 

Submissively, adv. Waltithy, it, tie. 
Submit, v. t.or 7. i, SHR, HOAR, WANK; to sub- 

mit waillinelys HOODIA, te RAH ; to submit, as 
are fai HW, Sar ME, & ME; to submit to the 

laws, fg7¥; the empire submits to him, KP 
SHR {B, KP fii HE fib ; the hearts of the multi- 
tude submit to him, BG .tyiHR4B, Btoth fii fit ; 
to submit to instructions ic: the minds of 

the people do not submit, J\ fH RAR, Jat 
AH; my mind does not submit, Fe yy HE ir 
Nk, HP ot ZE ALP ; to submit cheerfully, #% 
Hiz, TEN; to submit entirely, S84R, ASH, Ak 
Riz; to bend one’s self and follow others, Jai @, 
HEA, kA ; to submit to another’s judg- 
ment, WAZ Sh to submit to the decision of 
another, sf J(E = ; I submit to your decision, 
FAG (AT (EE. Fale A AGE ; to submit to punish- 
ment, fi Jf}; to submit to disgrace, 7% Be, Ji 

Submitted, pp- Nias. ian me J. 
Submitter, n. IR#i, de 4. 

Nk, #E; submitting to, HEF, 

i; referring to another for decision, fB5E¢E 

Subnormal, x. In geometry, that part of the axis 
of a curve line which is intercepted hetween 

the ordinate and the normal, 4 7#Xt. 
Subnude, a. }¥ 36 &. 
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Subordinate, a. PT, PAE, AOE, IB, ET. BT. 
=P ; subordinate officers, (A, JR ve; sub- 
ordinate district magistrate, }}| Fi; subordinate 
supervisor, 7 f£ Jf; of subordinate import- 

ance, $I, AEM 
Subordinate, n. 3 #4. 
Subordinate, v.t. {BP (BT. HGR, KR 

2%, PZ; to make subject, ff. 
Subordinately, adv. P, ASE. 
Subordination, n. JIRA 4, fa Jv: inferiority of 

rank or order, P 4%, Aah. 
Suborn, vr. ¢. In law, to procure a person to take 

such an oath as constitutes perjury, A J\ #& 
A BE, AY IN FE ff 2 5 to procure privately, Ff, 

48, #474; to procure by indirect means, #ir f% 

45, WAG, MAL, Mi 
Subpena, Subpena, n. F) 42", ME. 
Subpena, Subpoena, v. ¢. fap 3) 4E 5. 
Sub-prefect, n. [i] 4; independent sub-prefect, 

etl 50. 
Subprior, n. fill 7 aX. 
Subquadrate, a. EPH, WH. 
Subramose, Subramous, a. In botany, having 

few branches, JAG, ER RCA. 
Subreptitious, a. See Surreptitious. 
Subrogate, v. t. (K##, HR, Th- 
Sub rosa, Literally, under the rose; secretly, 

privately, 92 42, (ir (it, ER 4S, BEE. WE BE, 
{lk 183 Mi: 

Subrotund, a. Almost round, j#¥ J, 1.7) A. 
Subsaline, a. Begg. 
Subscribe, v. t. 4%, 4%, 40%, I He, 

4%; to make one’s mark, #7 J}! ; to subscribe 
to, 45, Zee ; to subscribe money, 48h, ull 
$h, JEG, JHA; to subscribe willingly, £2 %5, 

se $5 Me Hf) ; to subscribe a covenant, 4 ¢ fil ; 

he will not subscribe, {21% 4 ; to subscribe, 
term used by Buddhists, $£4{. 

Subseribed, pp. 4 ; how much has he sub- 

scribed ? {4 a3 BUG, HW ez T By. 
Subseriber, n. #4, 4 #. 
Subscribing, ppr. @&, 4%, Se. 

Subscription, n. Signature, 444, Be; sub- 
scription, term used by Buddhists, £40; a 

subscription paper, £8}; a subscription list, 
4 9% Wi; to circulate a subscription list for 
repairing a temple, a house, &e., S€4% FH Ws ; 
sum subscribed, Fras Ht, eH) ZR. 

ate ? at Zee Subsection, ». Fp:7.4), 45 24). 
Subsequent, a. f4, 3G. # Ie ; subsequent events, ales 

Bar; subsequent calamity, #2 ‘8 ; subsequent 
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ages, ill, HK. 
Subsequently, adv. f, i# RB. 
Subserve, v. ¢. Jif. 
Subservience, Subserviency, ». Hf, diff; in sub- 

servience of their designs, Hjdhat 4%, fijdtat 

Subservient, a. Hf, Hh, Wy LW, Sy #8 3 sub- 
servient spirit, “P ji}; sense is subservient to 
fancy, Jif tf ¥J4H ; subservient to one’s will, 

IRA ZE- 
Subside, v. 7. To sink or fall to the bottom, as 

lees, BE YE, JE WE, PF; to subside, as ground, 

AK we; to subside, as wrath, jf G, iff 7B; to 
retire, #4; to subside, as a swelling, jf; his 
wrath subsides, {F Opf 4 jet G., fli 2 2 ie G: 
the swelling subsides, )jf j{f ; the heat subsides, 

vs 
Subsidence, Subsidency, n. Jk re 4, TH, wG, 

Subsidiary, a. Aiding, Ji, Wy", 4? Uh fg, Bei 
fy; subsidiary treaty, #2, HO ZH- 

Subsidize, v. t. HAL RH. 
Subsidized, pp. HJ. 
Subsidy, n. Aid in money, aR, WiFi ZH. 

Subsign, v. t. #. 
Subsist, v. 7. To be, #7, 76; to continue, i 4, 

15 A, 05 Ze, Mie, BLZE; to subsist on, Vl Ay 
#e; to subsist on rice, # fiz, LI fe Hy tat; to 
subsist on meat, #2 Py, LIP 8; to subsist 

on charity, fj his )E A. 
Subsistence, Subsistency, m. Real being, 4 #4, 
47% ; means of supporting life, Ri, #4 ZI, 
yE 2288, JE 2, JE JB. US to labor for 
subsistence, +7 1% 4E. FJ 3 fir ; to gain one’s 

subsistence, 74 Jif 4, 7 Jt (i JA. 3 ULE A; 
subsistence money, 7e4E “Hf, HEB. 

Subsistent, a. %, #7 ; subsistent in, ZEA. 

Subsoil, n. PF dg. 
Subspecies, n. Ach. 
Substance, n. Rody, #2, fk, #8, EH, Wa Ba; 

essence, FF; the essential part, BB, KR, 
KB, AR, AO BE, AM, AB; materials, or 
substance of a thing, #4, 7, MA; of the same 
substance, [nJ#2; the substance of things, 4¥ 

LAB; goods, $f, 14h; estate, RHE. H, K 
 ; the substance of the letter, (42 AE, {% 
“AB; to exhaust one’s substance, SEALE ; 
no substance, 4 #2, 77 & Zp; all substances, 
Wid ; other substances, Hi, ty; a person 

| of substance, 4s AR, fale KN. 
| Substantial, a. Pelonging to substance, #¥ PE, es 

5 Z 
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2 Ay, G BE car ae. ra Jz, 8 ie & # | 

. KH, BE, A, Bw, eh. BIE; the | 
substantial part, KE _ Ba, BBA a sub- 
stantial pEgent, pe qt, Ef it; a substantial 

reward, JE‘; substantial doors, = [Ay "PE FY, 
JED Pas substantial woolen cloth, J2#% ; a sub- | 
stantial building, =f [Ay ; substantial meat, 
JI fy; substantial food, 75388; substantial men, 
A RA IN; substantial and unsubstantial, 

EU | 
Substantially, adv. Strongly, =F [a], Be, BS fal; | 

truly, ‘&, Ik; in substance, in the main, ce | 
fir, Ai, AB; substantially made, ffi 7 we, 
i435. -E [A].; substantially true, A# ERI, KH 

iE IK. | 
Substantialness, n. =e [A], ES Tl, Fl 2%, HE i Hi, 

tai. [Ai 
Substantials, n. pl. Essential parts, BE 32, Bags, | 
Substantiate, v.t. To verify, TE DE, Te AE, | 

Substantive, mn. A noun, 4°, ute. 
Substantive, a. Substantive color, # , j#f. 

Substantively, adv. Substantively, as a noun, # | 

F, i HF. 

Snistitnta, v.t. ft, , Te, HE AK ae, FE, | 
#£(E; to change, ¥,; substitute that for this, | 
JA fy WE is, VI #2 f& HE; to substitute a | 

stone for a jewel, LIA ft. 
Substitute, n. (iH, BH, HB, BH, HR a | 

criminal’s substitute, 9G HL; a workman's 

substitute, TBO, AK(E HE; a Manager’s sub- | 

stitute, (UBB, AAEBE A, SRI, ABUT; an 
official’s Pabstabute: FH, ff ; substitutes for 
workmen, # 7, #7; soldiers serving as 
substitutes, At J\ AFL ; to answer a roll by a 
substitute, RES]; substitutes who sell them- | 
selves to be bambooed, AJ]. 

Substituted, pp. fT, TERE, Fe aE, (EFA; a schol- 
ar cannot be substituted for a great officer, +- 

PAH 5 a deputy, BA. 
Substract, v. ¢. To subtract, 8, BR, PRA. 
Substrate, Substratum, n. A layer of earth lying | 

under another, Pf; the substrate of a dis- 
course, ah #- 

Substructure, n. Jt, Hl, Ke, AX. 
Substylar, a. 3€°P fy; substylar line, AEP 77H. | 
Subsulphate, n. P BES A, FEAR. 

BE Subsultive, Subsultory, a. Bounding, leaping, 

LA. | Subtangent, n. PH. 
Subtend, v.t. To extend under, 33°F ; to be op- 
paste to, RK Mt, By. 

| Subtileness, 

[Sameomat a. 1 R 
Subterfluent, Subterfluous, a. je (4, ET i 3. 
Subterfuge, n. #E 8E, EO, HERI, FHM Zl, 

PA she 2 
Subterranean, Subterraneous, a. fF fy, ZEA 

fj, JA fy; a subterranean river, fk TP Agia, 

WAY Zia. 
| Subtile, a. Thin, #, (ok, Afi ik. Fis TE, IE, is Bit s 

nice, fine, #§, ee Kh, CARS ; delicnas oh 3H, 
#y 2; smart, (P(A; artful, Jy, FeTy, Hy Fe, 
Thief; Cunning, 1S Weaghy; deceitful, Ty x2; 
treacherous, %FH; the subtile matter of nature, 

Ts the more subtile part of the body is ealled 

$<; subtile matter, #§ 4x, MU ; subtile, materi- 

al, ASR; very subtile, PRiol, FE, AF AM; 
a subtile trick, 77%}; a subtile fellow, FyAZ 

Subtilely, adv. 9, FEV; ; not densely, Fi He ; 
finely, #2b, hea: cunningly, #ez€; eraftily, 

w weak. 

n. Thinness, F¥j Jy, Aig WE; fineness, 
rareness, #@#i;; acuteness, HETy, FFI4, 
artfulness, if@ 77. 

SH 3M ; 
geo ; 

| Subtilization, n. 3 #§ Dy 44, 4h $m; subtiliza- 
tion, in chemistry, ARWy 4; extreme acutness, 

adj. 
Sunilice, v. t. REA Ht, WES, EARTH, A aR SM. 
Subtilize, v.z. To make very fine distinctions, 4 

ia, TUM, Tat, TG. 
Subtilizing, ppr. #AR Ht. THE, Ty itt. 
Subtilty, ». Thinness, ##ihit; fineness, fh, AG. 

SHSM ; extreme acuteness, @¢Ty 4h, HIF ; cun- 

ning, : 12 HETY, e249, SEH hit. 

| Subtle, a. 14, He}. See Subtile. 
Subtelty, n. See Subtilty. 
Subtract, v.¢. BE, RH, dn, HK. 
Subtracted, pp. PRY, Ris. 
Subtraction, n. Ry, ks. 
Subtrahend, n. JR RE Ze. 
Subtranslucent, a. BA, 2%. 
Subtriple, a. = IL yo. 
Subtutor, n. H} #. 

Subulate, a. SIE Ag. 
Suburb, n.; pl. Suburbs. JRAb, 3h, A, EF, Ns, F- 

| Suburbian, Suburbial, a. $RAbAG, SHA. 
Subvention, n. The net of coming under, 

support, Aes, Mh. 
Subversion, n. #7, (fil, tH FE ; subversion of 

dynasty, Ufi%% ; the subversion of order, Jt gL 
#2 JE, 0G ff) $2 JE; destruction, {8 ; extine- 
tion, {iii ; suppression, JAH. 

as ; 
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Subversive, a. (4, WANs, BUH AG, (AEG. |S, ARENA AE, BEBE TERE. Fs a success 
Subvert, x. ¢. (A 75, ti 4, Ws), (OR, Fe. Fy | (war, ATER; successful, as in trade, #E Hy, ie 

fal, iH i to destroy, Se #2; to subvert the 

truth, $0 JB 3E, (Bl HE Hz JE 
ca te (8175 EU; to subvert the laws | 

to subvert a | 

and order, ii #95 $2, 9 BEBE; to subvert | 
the mind, JK Gl Art; to extinguish, HiljpRg. 

Subverted, pp. taf. tT. He. Whe T. 
Surverter, n. (i #4 #- 
Subverting, ppr. th fF, (8 75- 
Suecedaneous, a. fEfy, 5, 1. FAYE. 
Succedaneum, n. A substitute, TRE, A. 
Succeed, v. t. or i. To follow, 4%, @#f, (ke, HE, HE, 

ANGE, MAE, ARE, Te BL RA, HM, He BL 
fi , HAS, HZ ; love succeeds hatred, He HE ; 
revenge succeeds love, #23872 Be ; a wife suc- 
ceeding the first, #4%&3£ ; to succeed to the 
estate of one’s ancestors, 7 fil] 4 3E ; to suc- 
ceed toa family estate, 7 3 a iii) Be BE; to 
succeed to the throne, $% fic, fai) (i, BE fit; to 
succeed one’s father, #222 ; to obtain the object 

desired, 7, Wk, HE, HAE, Fs PERN, 18 UM, 4 
I, FEAR, Se, Me, Gh; af you pene: 5 53 
Be, BEG, BK ILSE ; will succeed, Wh 
yM; must succeed, rj, BEAK 2 BE; to suc- 

ceed in finding, 4); succeed in obtaining, 
fill ; to succeed in purchasing, ff); will 

not succeed, sr Ar jK; to succeed or fail; BK AK 
BR AN; to succeed pleasantly, 32}. 

Succeeded, pp. Followed, 4% J, #e S, RT ; 

prospered, #5 fi, eT, coven HE, EAH ; at- 
tended with success, Jf ; succeeded in every- 

thing, $e GR. IAL. FIM. BAe 
JRE; succeeded in finding, 5% ff), ji ff] ; sue- 
ceeded to the throne, ~ (ir. 

Suceeeder, n. (3%, MH. 
Succeeding, ppr. or a. Ballon eat 8, UE, HE, ini, 

$& ; successful at home md abroad, HY A jak 2> 

Ae 5a. 

Successfully, adv. Ff EWS, A RES. WM, TH, TRE 
to look successfully, #k 3st. 

Successfulness, n. WK, M56, S65t 4, JERE. 
_ Succession, n. He, AGE, AOE, EK, ANHE, TRH, 

[sk #4, sgn) ; @ Succession of discharges of guns, j#2 
Je¢8 ; a succession of years, Hea ; & succession 

of calamities, #% cL shel wd £2 #8 HE; uninter- 
rupted sidgedsion, FEE Ha, He Re TM: arrived 
in succession, Pen teO #N HEF) ; to pass over the 
line of succession, jf# ; apostolic succession, 

32 SE AAPL Ye; succession of bishops, feft 
Hr fill ; in Succession, #3 ; right of succession, 

EZ HE, WATE ZHEs lineage, HE 4¢t, HER; a 
succession of descendants, JAf. 

Successional, a. AA MEY; AH AS. 
Successive, a. fie, Apidi, FFE, Hite ; successive 

generations, fer ft, IE ; successive kulpas, Jf 
5; successive dynasties, [At i}; successive 
discharges of musketry, ji #2285; successive 
orders, #&2R, “eJSAAGE ; to attain degrees at 

successive examinations, 3H $F. 

| Successively, adv. ASH, ANHE, THEE, PARE, FEB, 

He; being successful, #8, i, #3 3K FR; succeed- IG > 

ing ages, fk, FBX, tk KH ; succeeding accord- 
ing to one’s wishes, @ HEF. REE th F- 

Suceoss, n. HDs PIE, MUL, MLE, LL. A. 
YR. fe 3 Complete success, HEAL Hk, BE Ae AA EE; 
great success, KIMI, KE, ATE, Fen ; suc- 
cess in war, FJ i aT ak to meet with bad 
success, ut AE is AE to have success, 

i ik, MALTS, BE IMS, We BR; with 
success, 77 BH, ah to aide with success, 
{EL JAFY; to attack with success, KA AES, 
Ue A HE; no success at all, MEM Py, We 77, 
we #6 Jy ; success and failure, #4, 7H sg. 

Successful, a. 4 GH, WILE, BE , AA 

Successor, n. HEA, MIA, Heml, ei, HHH; 

successor in office, 43 (4-#%, BE FE FH 5 successors 

to the throne, #8 fir 4%, 4% (iL 4. al ik A; Success- 
ors, f84%, RIK, $2 FF; no successor, SHB Hy, 
Sn He ie, ine al FE; a heavenly appointed success- 
or, KHL; my successor in office, FEAR HEH. 

Succiferous, a. AEYP A, E4205. 

| Succinate, n. HEFRERS ; succinate of lime, HEIfy 

| ARI. 
Suceinet, a. Short, brief, fj, 47, 22, He, fee 

Succinctly, adv. fig. 

Succinctness, n. fj 3, PAE, iAH. 

| Succinic, a. Pertaining to amber, HEFL Ay ; suc- 
cinic acid, HEIR, HEIABE. 

Succisa, n. [yp FEae. 
Succor, Succour, v. ¢. To aid, Hh, HH, Pell, Hh 

Si, PEF ; to bene. BR, PEI; to comfort, 
Hitt, Ral; to succor a mast, We ffr. 

Succor, Succour, n. Aid, Ay, HHA, HBR. SBF 
the person or thing that brings relief, Jij#, 
tk#, HH; to send succor toan army, #ele 

MM, BRM, WIM, HH: to vend 
succor to the distressed, #4. 

Succored, Succoured, pp. HT, FHT, FRA T- 
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“SUD _ 

Sueccoring, Succouring, ppr. Hf, #e, FF. 
Succorless, Suecourless, a. 4% fj. 

Suceory, n. fay. 
Succulent, a. YF, HF. 

WE. TZ, A, A, Mh Rs 
to succumb myself, todo my duty and wait 

heaven's time, Jat £p Ap VW RIK; will at 
last succumb, SPR BY, TS Es AH. 

Such, a. Of that kind, |i, amb, IE, And; 
he did no such thing, {HUE (iI ROESE, ft 

AFG ANE Z BE; such precepts as tend to make 
men good, fH \ AFA TE, 4) se 58; such | 
a one, Wit PE, Aub 4; such was his virtue, 

(Ee ROMA, 02 6 AME; such as a poor, 
aE, 5 AH ; Tam not such a fool, Woe fF 

MAAR ARME, 2H Pll 2B; such like, 
Wy, *& [K] ; wood, stones and such like, AV 414% ; 

such and such, 2:5; at such a time, as you | 
may fix, (RAPE Zs in such a manner, [ii 

HE, AMER ; such people, CREA, AutESE 
A;such are, ASF YE; such is, (He pe, WHE 
%, a HEE; such then, (ah. 

Suck, v. t. WH, ae, WS, BE, Uk, WB, VE, pi], mh; to 
suck up, PRA, AA; to suck out, AH; to suck 

blood, U4 gL, Wem, ; to suck milk on the breast, 
ASL, VP FL, EFL, PR KE, PR); to suck a sore, 
eae; to suck dry, PRBE YR, pee 5; suck it up 
dry, ime YR {E; lambs kneel down to suck, 2 
=¥ {hil ; still sucks his mother’s teats, ij BE 
we; to suck any one’s marrow, WRAL TR. 

Suck, 2. Pe; to give suck, PUER, WPL. 
Sucked, pp. AY, FRY, WH; absorbed, WET, 

MAT. 
Sucker, n. FORE, HH, We#; the shoot of a 

plant, #3 ; the piston of a pump, Mtz)}fE. 
Sucking, ppr. ora. We, Wa, MW, WE; sucking a 

sugared olive, IE F#R ; a sucking child, # 

VORIAG, FLF, ILS HL, PLZ GL, wea 
ZL; asucking pig, FL}; the sucking fish, 

BENG. 
Suckinge-bottle, n. Hess. 
Suckle, vt. To give suck to, (BFL fie, Wi, PPL, Mi 

SL, BX; to suckle a child, JLF. 
Suckled, pp. BimUE RR, FL. 
Suckling, ppr. Pee, FL, wp. 

Suction, n. He, WE, Wj. 
a hdle Suction-pump, n. dtjae fy. 

Suctorial, a. MEA; suctorial birds, Aes. 
Sudation, n. Hi fF #. 
Sudatory, a. HiyFAg. 
Sudden, a. or n. FARR, FEAR, ARRR, GSE 5 unex: | oy? 
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pected, 4h, 8523 ; unanticipated, A.#} ; a sud- 

den death, 226; a sudden shower, —Pila py ; 
a sudden fear, lh; on a sudden, of a sudden, 

upon a sudden, 48k, —iIf; a sudden clap of 
thunder giving no time to close the ears, 3WaF 

Ae BR 48 H- 
Suddenly, adv. —IIP, ZA9R, ZERR, EEA, BHR, 

A, BOR, WOR, JE. EIR, SHUR. WR, OC; 
suddenly come upon one, A&F& YcFi] ; suddenly 
there was, suddenly there came, B&F ; 
suddenly it appeared and disappeared, AAW 24 
lit; suddenly fell down, 22% fj]; suddenly 
arrived, APRE, AEB ; to recollect sudden- 

ly, Higgs. 
Sudorific, a. #E# A, FPP, KEW, BOE A; 

sudorific medicine, #§ Zee, FE Ze Jy He). 
Sudra, n. KE fi YP AEA. 
Suds, n.s. Qiz}e; to be in suds, #pHt2 [u}; to 

leave in the suds, {frp we J. 

Sue, v.t. Sy BF, ay a, GER, al ZA ; to sue for 
a debt, 45H, HLIRHK; to sue one, 42 J. ; to 
sue upon, 4%. 

Sue, v. 7. To seek by request, 3, 28, rk, 

4; to sue for peace, sR fl, eyk; to demand, 

ap 
Sued, pp. Prosecuted, 4-38 ; sought by request, 

4usfe f ; demanded, aff. 

Suet, m. J, PUR Ea, POW, TTR. CR, AR, Ut 
ih, ii 1F- 

Suffer, v.¢. or 7. *%, HE, Al, pk, HY ie, BR; to suf- 
fer injury, Bese, Flde, AE; to suffer hard- 
ships, FEE, S286, Se, JHE. Wey 5 to suffer 
misery, 54 ge0" ; to suffer calamity, #4 yf} ; to 
suffer punishment, Spi]; to suffer persecution, 
Me Sei, J SEGH, (SEH; to suffer for former 
misdeeds, 4¢9£; to suffer hunger, SégjL; to suffer 

from water, PE 7]e HE AF Jk HB; to suffer patiently, 

SE, TUE, Di}; to suller mockery, FAI 
#4 ; able to suffer, 5 74, JFE(5, IEC CE ; to suf- 
fer disgrace, Se 5g, IER Be, 2.4 5§ ; to suffer, 
to allow, to permit, ff, 4, 7. 743; to suffer 
loss, 42; to suffer loss in trade, Bf, if ; to suf- 

fer a great loss, AB, AA; suffer him, # 

{F, oF AL, fe fl, Ae fle; suffer me, ZEA, FAR; 
she must not be suffered to talk, ph Arh ys ; 

suffer him to come, f£46 3S, WF AL AE, phy Ate aie. 
Sufferable, a. Wp4é, Sé7fi8, Bis, 2, SB 

WE, SE tas (0, AEE GS A, tek fo RE, 
Sufferableness, n. 582%, 7244. 

| Sufferance, n. Allowance, (¢ 3%, 4 #4 ; endurance, 

{E #i, ox Ef, Bike misery, SE, iS HE, Beit. 
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Suffered, pp. BY, RT. JETS; allowed, FFT ; 
borne, 24° ; Christ suffered for us, JRE (EAR 

Si. 
Sufferer, n. 5%, JEH, 2 
aH, fe #% ; one who suffers, 4274, th FF; a 
sufferer of pain, 54444; a suiferer of ills, 5& 
744% ja sufferer of hardships, S654 4%. 

Suffering, ppr. or a. Bearing, %%, Si, #2, 2; 
permitting, (f, FP. 

Suffering, 2. SSTF4i, SSH; distress, FAsfe; | 
we 

misery, Yeti; injury, $2; the suiferine of 

Christ, Sts Bese Z, i. 
Suffice, v. 7. 4%, 3¥, Ik, LIZGIE; it suffices, Heng, | 
JEW ; it suftices for our happiness, ft S14) JK 

= Mia. 
Suffice, v.t. To satisfy, (FE, (iy ; let it suffice 

thee, BY A ALAS. 
Sufficed, pp. JE, W%, £1 4g KE. 
Sufficiency, n. i%, 2%, FE ; competence, FE, ny qe ; 

conceit, Ff ij ; his sufficiency is such, {24 IIf 
%, tay ft; with sufficiency, JE, $§ fb; a sut- | 

ficiency of every thine, 42M fE ; to have a 
sufficiency, 7% ffi, LIA, JE fi. 

Sufficient, a. Wz, JE, Foe, WK, BS. fi, WE 
qualified, gE, ny LJ; sufficient for, LI; suf- 
ficient for use, ffi, JE JH; to @ive sufficient, 

RS, RTL, WATE, #4$; more than sufficient, | 
iA, WA, JEG eR ; hardly sufficient, fH 
a; Suflicient ! JEM, i$ IK ; a sufficient witness, 

HW (fH ; who is sufficient for this ? -z He ff | 

fr, BE AVE. 
Sufficing, ppr. fe, BE, wy ng. 

Suffix, n. JE, MLE SF. 
Sufflate, v. ¢. To inflate, Mek. 
Suffocate, v. ¢. To stifle, to smother Jay¥& ; to suf- 

focate by drowning, 73546, 7 AE. 

Suffocated, pp. axe T. 
Suffocation, n. fj AEH ; suffocation by drowning, | 

PAAR HE, 13996 ; strangling, Wyse, HE. 
Suffocative, a. Fay Verge. 
Suffragan, n. ora. fil) #3 a suffragan bishop, ja] 

Suffragant, a. Hope, Hey H.- | He fit. 
Suffragate, v. t. FERS, (RHE. 

Suffragator, n. FER, (He H. 
Suffrage, n. A vote, HiME; a voice given in 

deciding a controverted question, J F¥ 2% %, 
SLI HE, (RIE FT; power to choose a rep- 

resentative, BAA ZH i274 ZHE; aid, Hp, 
Suffraginous, a. 4 IE AG. LAplif. 
Suffruticose, a. 4245 }}4E ET, LEH. 
Suffumigate, v.t. 2%, HIE. 
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*; one who tolerates, | 

Sugar, v.t. Jap. 

SUI 

Suffuse, v. ¢. (iB, He The. 
Suffused, pp. fA HT ; suffused eyes, PMR, WG 
R 5 the face suffused with blood, 7 hy # AL. 

Suflusing, ppv. ff) i; suffusing, as the face with 
blood, #&§. 

Sufusion, x. (i ji #7; the state of being suffused, 

is, FEAL ; that which is suffused, Fi) #7. 
Sugar, n. #HF, fF; brown sugar, WPHE; white sugar, 

Avk ; yellow sugar, sugar in cakes, sag}, Ae 
#5 sugar candy, PkHh ; native or raw sugar, 
Aw Hr ; “pounded and sifted sugar candy,” dk 

4é. dcp}; unclarified sugar, EHF; sugar 
images, 28H ; soft sugar, PH, A Pk ; crystal- 
lized sugar, #AHF; to sweeten with sugar, 
fk 5 refined sugar, AHF ; sugar in leaves, JAIpe; 

sugar of the first quality, . # ; sugar of milk, 
FL#i ; acid of sugar, PFE; “sugar plums,” #F 

| IX. 
Sugar-bowl, na. Hk Ht. 

Sugar-eandy, n. WCHE. 

Sugar-cane, n. iE, Se, HEU AR.aK HE AEFHE ; boiled 
sugar-cane, 2 jt@; dark sugar-cane, $3 jh ; 
white sugar-cane, Aye ; small suear-cane, fF 
jie, BAWE; suckers of sug@ar-cane, jEZ;  set- 
tlings of sugar-cane, jE HH. Sec Cane. 

Sugar-house, n. Pk RF, Hh Jap. 
Sugar-loaf, 2. — JEP. 

Sugar-maple, Sugar-tree, n. Hil, $F pi. 
Sugar-mill, a. jue #, ghey, fac fly BE. 

Sugar-plum, xv. $i hy. See Sugar. 
Sugared, pp. or a. JEiH PR; sprinkled with sugar, 

AIBN. 
Sugary, a. $%; sweet, jf; tasting like sugar, jf 
Sugescent, a. MM Ay, WAG. [ BK PBE. 

Suggest, v.t. $i, HEM. SM, HEAL, GRRL, Dh 
Ee, ME, ELA, BA, PL, oh, Ze, Er, 
iy} ; to suggest itself to the mind, #4, Bye, 

WEA, WILT, CEL, MME ; to hint, $7 B51 
_will do as you suggest, F& HE (ih ar. 

Suggested, pp. HEMET, wh S, Be YT, wh Mae; 
hinted, #7247; I suggested to him, #Rsk T 
42.; I suggested it, FRE PE, FEHE He Z. 

Suggesting, ppr. fem, BE, Fx; hinting, $7 Bh. 

Suggestion, n. fet 23, HERZ, Pi ZI, 
He ME Ye 5 secret suggestions, F/ fi ; an idea, 

Ee fi. 
Suicidal, a. ASE. AAAS, A BE AG; a suicidal 

course, fj =e 48 Fl. 
Suicide, n. A Sk, A 3 fr; suicide by hanging or 

strangling, § #3; suicide by cutting one’s 
throat, Al); suicide by poisoning, ize. 
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Suit, n. A set, as a suit of clothes, —}t, —&, | Sullenness, n. 
—#, —#E; a suit of table linen, —ERE Ap ; 
a suit of sails, —¢ Ml; an officer’s suit or suite, 

Kae, ha’. (RA; attendants, PRPE; a peti- 
tion, FE, BEAR OH 3fé; solicitation of a woman in 

marriage, Pi) He m3 a suit at law, FA, M 

3f ; to have a suit against one, HM JZ; to hear 

a sult, FEAR. 

Suit, v.¢. To fit, RAH, AIH. 4B 

os 
Te caprice of others, pif Jb, WAJE HE; 

you well, 4A @Fe IG; to suit one’s mind, 

&> kk ; to suit one’s inte: ee Aire 

Suit, v. 7. To be suitable, p#, PR, A, Ast, & 

JA, free, Bt. iii, PTH; to suit to én another, 
HAE: to suit exactly, MaKe, Id. ; 
hair, PES to cut so as to suit, $202, EKA. 

Suitable, a. ae fay EL WE, HA Ast, GB, BOR, A 

BR, > Vay > ie Fy, 

{fi ; so exactly suitable, H}}m2; not] very suita- 

ble, IE Bone, WES eye, WF BAA; not suita- 
ble, Hine, Aas, AE; suitable, due, ER; a 
suitable present, 4 see, AE vet jis > suita- 

ble quarters, 4 & Fp zs, Phi fi 23 ; to be 
suitable to, &, Bez. 

Suitableness, n. Fitness, m#, 444, A 45, HER, 

5 Hi, JIE ia 
Suited, pp. eA ST, HEME ST , HEI GIA ; pleased, 

AGE: is: rE Es 
Suiting, ppr. #F, 

ADD» 

dik pl iy 
aE: eae FI tee 

At, 1K 
Ay ES, HERE ; to clothe, BR, see: to suit | 

to suit | 

one’s purpose or views, Hf42%, PFE; that suits | 

Suitor, n. Petitioner, 3% 7&4 ; one who attends | 

a court, #7 44% ; one who solicits a woman in 
marriage, fil Bee ty, AL, Se aH. 

Sulcate, Sulcated, Abt#, AlEDLH- 
Sulk, v. 7. Her, 
Sulkily, adv. Wisin, D2 i, DAES Iii. 
Sulkiness, n. Sullenness, BEF, 47 maa, Bin, 

Weer i a, WEA 2 SF, REV Th 4 
Sulks, n. pl. Efi, UF jfy; to be in the sulks, FR 

ve I Tk tie ; a fit of the sulks, #7 yA, tH 

Sulky, a. Sullen, pe 74 ty 63, Wk tA ia "PE ; obsti- 
nate, $y 8A, FLSA, WJ KPA ; let him alone 
in his sulky grumbling, 4°45 (BO way ee 

Sullage, n. MPa. 
Sullen, a. Sons, Kiem, KOS, BAA, He. 

AE PE, GSK. WWE; obstinate, BAM, 549M; 
eloomy, ae sorrowful, 2. 

Sullenly, adv. GST, WAT ; intractably, HE 

i, eB, wee, L) Be 

| Sullied, pp. 35 HK, Ws iF & 
Sully, v. t. 3, 

to suit to a | 

Te aE, AE, Ke, AE, A 

Vi, A, Git, it. Be, 
WE ponies ul: uh Wa, ASA, WENA. 

His, Tr. 
we HT, eB, HE, HES 5 

spot, HHYF, AVF; to sully one’s reputation, “ 

NA, GAB, BiG NA, NG. 

Sullying, ppr. iG, FR, His. 

Sulphate, n. #fghe84 ; sulphate of copper, WE4z& ; 
sulphate of iron, FouE, FLEE; sulphate of soda, 
see Glauber’s salt ; sulphate of zink, fig it G £- 

Sulphite, n. Bee 
Sulpho-salt, Sulpho-sel, n. fe fjg hg. 

Sulphur, x. Aight, F7 hg; flowers of sulphur, Ayes 
Bh, Wiehe AC ; oil of sulphur, Fygyl ; ointment of 
sulphur, Jag ft 7 4%. 

Sulphuration, n. $8 LUA, Be CARE. 
Sulphureous, a. Ags fry, Aehie 
Sulphuret, n. Aj eg; sulphureous acid, Age; sul- 

phuret of lead, Ag ; tincture of sulphuret, Ag 
{44 ; sulphuret of arsenic, fltig- 

Sulphureted, a. Fig, We"2E ; sulphureted hydrogen, 

Bc tAs 
| Sulphuric, a. AeA ; sulphuric acid, Ay HF; sul- 

| oo. n. 

phuric ether, Ag tesa, Fig Hi 7K. 
Sulphurous, a. Like sulphur, 3 fe We, (C1 Ti ; 

containing sulphur, Agel, WENy. TE. 
Sulphury, a. Agee, Aig fv. 
Sultan, n. -HILS ZAR. 
Sultana, Sultaness, n. -- AILS la ZAR. 

Ria RRM. FANS 1) 4: 
cen lis KAI 34> KS. 

KI eR, CER, BERL 
Sum, n. The aggregate of two or more numbers, 

Jk at ? tals Pr ek, HAs, A Tes UR? > Sot Bl, it 

es, HAE, A dk; compendium, ~% #, we He 
fiji #2; a general sum, #f; the abr ide ment 

sum of wisdom, #449, #124 A¥t; the sum of 
a book, ay Ye at 7 bel ee; the sum of a 

2 2h ele 
1? Ea 

discourse, #44, #439, 4, #98 ; in sum, x4 
, #2, HA; the original sum, AH, AK. 

Sum, v. t. To sum up, =1 fil JES}, ILA, QUA, 

air st , Sift; to sum upa dice 1B 
ya to sum up all, 1E#0 (ja, JEST Z. Zs ara Bas 2 SNOT 

Sumac, Sumach, n. @AEW4. 

Sumless, a. G}IEHE, SPA E. 
Summarily, adv. 22, #4, ij, BE; summarily pun- 

ished, 747, Peay - 
Summary, a. 3, #4, BE; summary proceedings, 

summary juiediotion CUS. BEAR, 
ne J as the Summary dunwaetion Court (of 
Hongkong), SS AN Sy, PSie MHPY; a summary 

Sultry, 
Li 
tn At, RE. 
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view, —i A. 
Summary, n. BS, BS, WS, fii 
Summation, n. #4. 
Summed, pp. Summed up, ETIE ST, aby, te 

al Z. 
Summer, n. ¥ ; the summer season, EJ} ; sum- 

mer day or sky, EEK, 54K; the commence- 

ment of summer, 7¢ 2 ; summer solstice, $f 
7 ; the summer quarter, 4 ; summer cloth, 
i; summer dress, FA, FEHk; summer 

hunt, fy; the summer sacrifice, 7 If ; the 
ruler of the summer, #2 4; a summer cap, 7 

i ; the summer of a door, VEY, a; Indian 
summer, p26 77, IF. 

Summer-house, n. 7655, WLS. 
Summerset, n. See Summersault. 
Summing, ppr. Summing up, gs] FE, JEG}. 
Summit, n. JA, ia ; the summit of a mountain, 
WH, 22, 42, BRE eR, YA, ZA; the utmost 

elevation, ffx 27.52 ; the summit of power, fi 
os AZM, HE ZL. 

Summon, v.t. 7, OF, 3%, ek, WSS; to summon 
by a warrant, (22, Hi #; to summon to sur- 

render, 74 [# ; to summon a city to surrender, 

73 RFE ME; to summon to an interview, % bd. 
Summoned, pp. 74 Ff ; not to appear when sum- 

moned, 73 7.3. 

Summoner, n. FH. 
Summons, n. % #, H#; an official summons, #% 

BEL At 0% 
ae) TE Bi. 

#; to issue a summons, Hi#; to servea 

summons, fi 2 
Summum ene The chief good, fxse, RAZ | 

Ea 
round pit of stone, | 

Joee 

Sump, n n. n iain E50 
lined with clay for receiving metal on its first 
fusion, £8 4F [K. 

Sumpter, n. RB. 
Sumptuary, a. ¥eFA; sumptuary laws, faye 

at, MHD, AA IE, EAE FG. 
SunaRiuaus, a. Costly, BRA, 4 Hy, HRA, 
eM {di FA ERE ; splendid, fede > sumptuous 
dress, EAE ee, HE ME ZEHR; a sumptuous meal, | 
PRE, JERE; sumptuous presents, BRR. 

Sumptuously, adv. #2, #5 Pe, BE, JEL; sumpt- | 
uously entertained, te, LUST. 

Sumptuousness, a. y43 #, ae Jel 2e, fee aie, a | § 

Sun, n. SRO, “DS, HL, FLOM BR. wl, JO, 
#, Byme, =E5t; the body ae the sun, A #8; 
the lieht of the sun, 3%; an eclipse of the 

sun, Hf; the disc of the sun, Ajj, Ha@; | 
the or bit, of the sun, A Pie, Aig; the charioteer | 

f the si sun, : ~~ ; the tree from which the sun 
commences ee journey, #&3&; the sun rising, 
Hii, Aft; the sun setting, AY, BA, BE 
i Abe ; t! 1e i of the rising sun, Japan, A 
AX, P<; the land of the setting sun, Tibet , Py 

#@ ; the sun shines, Ff 4, A 44; todryin the 
sun, ppg, Hx ; the sun shedding forth his beams, 

H arth St. Fl ig HB Ht; the sun not yet risen, or 
rising and not yet clear, (gum, HAM, AAA; 
the sun about to rise, feii?, A KAJ; the sun 
about bursting forth aes 1 ; the sun just 
risen, A MH. Aaa tah ; the sun shining out 
clearly, pi; the sun rains on the hills, H 

BAB il mn the sun rising without clouds, A 
ian HE; the sun in the meridian, AE, 

ik; the sun obscured, FIGs, Ape, nee ae, wR, 
; sun, moon, and stars, ae, Wel, aR OR, Wy 

;thesunand moon shine onall alike, ye ie 
Fae the sun of sovereignty, #436; there 
is no new thing under the sun, FP Ax He HH 
4f; to put in the sun, ppySEDA, FFF AL SE to 
eds in oa sun, dts Et Hf 77; the sun 

afk DEL , SoA ie: the sun 
of fi Rreruanee a "BEEK. 

| Sun, vu. t. WE, APR, le IE, 5, HAE ; to sun clothes, 

lhe ACHR. 
| Sun-beat, a. Fe, epB, rast. 

| Sun-bright, a. ARSE. 
Sun-burned, Sun-burnt, a. ppg ty, wy, ay 

mt &, WE. 
Sun-burning, ». pyg Sh. 
Sun-clad, a. Sun-clad mountain, A. 

Sun-dial, n. #, A, =#. Ad, oe; 

shadow of sun-dial, £22. See Dial. 

the 

| Sun-dried, a. payee RE, BPE IS. 

Sun-proof, a. BH AiB EE, BAAS. 
Sun-scorched, a. A fE fig. 
Sun-stroke, n. qa 5, Hpi, Hp Fe. 
Sunbeam, n. Ht“ 4+, A E- 
Sunday, n. f8F# A. EZ A, # 8.7. 
Sunday-school, n. 7 FE Sep. 
Sunder, v.#. To part, 4p, FRB, Zr HY. Ji; to 

sunder by rending, 225i; to sunder by split- 

ting, DEBY, Hi; to sunder friendship, 447g, #8 
AC. See Asunder. 

Sundered, pp. ora. 4p, APRN T ; 
dered, fAJRg. 

Sundering, ppr. 4pb, AP Hl. 

“Sundry, a. Af. SRR, $8, SER: TERE, SRE BW 
Fe, 28; sundry goods, HEE, RE. BRE; 
sundry articles, He BF, HEF ; sundry places, 

widely sun- 
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HE 7 th; sundry ways or manners, &#; Superannuation, n. Ke, HIGH, BH. 

sundry persons, #¥ fir, HR J. ; sundries, AEE. 

Sunfish, n. 74%. 
Sunflower, n. Helianthus, fn) HSE, 3 
Sung, pret. and pp. of sing. HET Gye 
Sung style, n. 423%. 
Sunk, pret. and pp. of sink. #9ih, #37, wy, 

Ue EIB; sunk in vice, #98 HWE, HE Hk RE: 
sunk in debauchery, PCG, BMG. 

Sunken, a. Sunk, ?E YS, pe, LEP T ; deep, 

ve; sunken eyes, ZEB. AREIZE, FAR TIE. if, 
Sunless, a. Fe). 
Sunned, pp. pais, ley. 

Sunning, ppr. Wie, Hye, We. 

Sunny, a. 36; proceeding from the sun, A HiME; 
exposed to the rays of the sun, A J@Aj; sunny 

locks, Fike 5 a sunny face, oie sunny pros- 
pects, 36:5. 

Sunrise, Sunrising, n. AH}, Ami, ASF, WE; 
at sunrise, HEL, AHIZJ, A, ju; the east, 

Sunset, Sunsetting, n. 

set, HEA. 
Sunshine, n. At, APEX, WA; warmth, (. 
Sunshine, Sunshining, a. py AB, 3. 
Sup, v. ¢. 1. See Sip. 
Sup, v. 7. To eat the evening meal, NRA; to 

sup with a friend, [rc $2 28. 
Superable, a. Ty i, WAGE, WEIS. 
Superableness, n. FI RH, TA S. 
Superabound, 

to superabound with corn, ET Ee a BX 
Superabounding, ppr. or a. Bk, > ih. 
Superabundance, n. fR, Hf, BS, WLR, HELTER, FE, 

FE ER, IER. 
Superabundant, a. JE A PR, &, FH, BE, BERR, YE, 

lit, Gat, KB, The Z, ili. 
Superabundantly, adv. BE, We AER, LAER. 
Superacidulated, a. fe, BRR. 

» Lim, 
LEM. 

SHE HA SE. + 
a 

Re 

Hjs, HA; place of sun- 

Superadd, v. t. 7, MF, LPR. ZPShIN IS 
Superadded, pp. (40S, FEI T.- 
Superaddine, ppr. (£78, sen, Hi. 
Superaddition, n. I) #9, $3 4%; a superaddition 

of favor, Jj) BL; a pie raddition of salary, (Asi 

Superadyenient, a. 778, WN, N48. |Z se. 
Superangelic, a. WE fl ZY. 
Superannuated, pp. or a. ej UE, PSY, AEST, 
Hay 3 0 Superannuated beauty, Ex ; @ super- 
annuated soldier, 342%, Fei} 2 Fe; a super- 
annuated officer, 3463 ; noted as super ‘annuated, 

it 5p. 

Superb, a. RM, Se, Ab, Hi 
august, Zi, as 

Superbly, adv. 45, =. 
Supercargo, n. ABE, Ay, Hie. 

E, Ua, ERS, EE 

| Superchery, n. ISR. 

vt. BAER, HE, SHAE, wes 

Superciliary, a. WRG _EEE. 
Supercilious, a. ARR, AMI, WE, ARIE 

A, AUR, Wis OE AAR, PLDT eB, i, UR, 
PRR; overbearing, {fh 

Superciliousness, n. Hanghtiness, 5% fit, HE, 

KE, WR SH. 
Superconception, n. SAR Me As, Zi HEA. 
Supererescence, n. Jif. 
Supereminence, Supereminency, n. #4, BAA, 

io%, nee aE, BA, fl fee, fA, ta Hl, is. 

Supereminent, a. #2 si, Hi, doje, HA, TRAE 

Supereminently, adv. £8 pi, #258. 
Supererogate, v. 7. {Fp Sb TK, WAP SbZH. 
Supererogation, n. Works of supererogation, #f 

Ke, TP 2 IK, BARD Z Ke, RIC, FI KK, NK. 
Supererogatory, a. SA (iy, ApSb iy, BR. 

Superessential, a. f—-BE, £2, he, BE 

fry, PE AY. 
Superexalt, 7. 4. BRE, BRB. Rew LL. 
Superexcellence, n. a4, HMA, Hibk, MASE, HA. 
Superfecundity, n. iE. [Ae 
Superfetate, Superfete, x. 7. hE, HEE 
Superficial, a. #, Uf, BS, wil, BR, BYE, BUR, 
2, 4m, Ws fiy ; superficial learning, 7, 
is H, St; superficial owl are YS ik, 

Sl ik ve : superficial show, Yale, Ah Ft Ay; 
superficial view, 7 Ff ;a superficial person, JFYZ 

WE J; very superficial, 470 ; superficial and 
vulgar, EAs; a superficial tale, 4FRe; super- 
ficial inquiry, ZPR, 2B; superficial area, fiz] 
A, Hef ; the superficial area is about, Site 
#J ; superficial and profound, ZRVE. 

Superficially, adv. #, @, Eth. WEAN; 
slightly, #& ; superficially examined, jE#F. 

Supertic nial Ties: n. 78, (SH, SYP; slight knowl- 
edge, oe Hh: show without substance, Sh 3%, 

HE th C- 
Superficies, n. The surface, jiq, Tay #i; the length 

and breadth, #4, J&R; the superficies of 
thines, 4 = fj; the superficies of a thing is 
its length and breadth, 77 Jz fd th SEB Zi. 

Superfine, a. PRAY AM, BELA HM, Tesh, TA, EE, 

4h, FE. 
ea es A ereater quantity than is wanted, 
AB, ihS, AS. HR, Hi, HF; a superfluity of 

NE Cae 
=— 
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everything, Rk DTT PR redundancy, 
Hi 7G ; uselessness, S0t Jf. 

a Superfluous, a. More than is wanted, KZ, if Z, 

BAZ Ab, RK, HK Ts useless, HE FA, hin ; 
redundant, ‘% ; a superfluous appendage, #¢ 
JE ; superfluous characters in compositions, fff | 
HX, WHA; a superfluous toc, PR, FH; 

superfluous words, & 7S"pfah, WH 2B, 7s 
Lia 

Snparfinousness, n. KS, HH, HH, SEM. 
Superflux, n. #, FJ. 
Superhuman, a. 38 A fy, 1 Fe A, PE. sh PE; 

superhuman strength, 3 NEW, HIF AZI. 
Superimpending, ppr. #} by, MEAS. 
Superimpose, v. ¢. JE, WN, %_E, Ab. 
Superineumbent, a. @ Efy, f4 (A) _EAS. 
Superinduce, v. ¢. Wl, 7, Whak_E ; to superinduce 

of further proof, JNiR#8dE, PRoLTEHE. 
Superinduction, n. WiR# ; 

of bad habits, S4BRSa4B, FTA Ap. 

Superinjection, n. f£ Gj A. 
Superinspect, v. ¢. BE. See Superintend. 

Superinstitution, n. Hf, WA, AAR 
Superintend, v. ¢. #3, 8, OE, Fe HE, AEH, AP, By 

® ESF, HB, AS 
=E, SEGA, fHB); to superintend an affair, fe FR 
# ; to superintend education, % % ; to superin- 
tend an examination, 7233, #% ; 
tend several affairs, SP4qg. 

Superintended, pp. #BR TS, BRT. Hy. 

Superintendence, Superintendency, n. 42H, $ 

MZ He, Lo. 45 ER. 
Superintendent, n. 24%, J, Hx; superintendent 

of customs, fp 35 Bes, FJ Af ; superintendent of 
grain, #2 He; 

ae, TEE UL 
a department, 
of colleges, Hx Ft ; 
nfE ; superintendent of the treasury, 

superintendent of the manufacture of cloth, 7] 
A; superintendent of malefactors, TK 
perintendent of the papers of the court, 2@ pg ; 
superintendent of the Tau school, 34 #2 a] Ab ¥2; 

superintendent of works, #7, SET. ; superin- 

tendent of trade, [4 #, ieee ; Superintendent 
of the people, Ft4%. See Commissioner and 
Inspector. 

Superintending, ppr. ora. 4 DR, , BB, BE. Hk. 
Superior, 

WH 3 of superior quality or rank, [-4% ; superior 
goods, |-1%, 45 ; superior to, RJA, A_E, 

superintendent of education in 

superintendent of learning, 

the snperinduction | 

a, Ta] CEE CEE 

{to superin- | 

superintendent of education, 4 | 

al 5 a district superintendent | 

i) pL a 

a. Se, E,W UL, Be, BE, HE, KK, SE | 
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J& J. ; superior to the ee people, GB Ke 
ire Hae, ETN AN, Set; super Me power, 

‘HE; superior officers, RES, KA, LHe, KA. 
iw, Lee. EE; superior mata Kas; 
a superior man, #-f: superior being, pA; 
you are superior to him, (pia, MUR, Ha ib 
fi ; superior talent, [- >, |-“€ > AE ; superior 
excellence, ize ; superior in age, Ai, Is; 
superior virtue, 3p fi, [- #4 ; superior in @ood- 

ness, _f 4 fi. 
Superior, n. §2, HR, EA, TE, sh, 11 7%, HB: 

superiors, 423%, f278, #42 ; the superior ofa 
temple, Jj a ; the superior of the Tan sect, 34 
fe; a superior scholar, |. 4-4, jfi--; to receive 
from a superior, Fx. 

Superiority, n. EB, BE, hh, BR, BL, AK, 
_-4& ; to acknowledge another’s superiority, 72 
SAY, a2 WG; I willingly acknowledge 
another’s superiority, #f FEF iil. 

Superlative, a. Highest in degree, as ;—su perla- 
tive degree, signs of it, 38, fk, _f, $#—, tb, 

PE, #8, Bi, DR, (OE, SE, UD. RR. HE. GA, 
qi, na, BY. See Too. 

Superlatively, adv. 3, JH, fk, #4 ; superlatively 
good, Bry, Ax, HAF; superlatively happy, 

St AE Z Tih 
Superlativeness, n. #4, 44, FH 
Superlunar, Superlunary, a. j_E fg. 

Supermedial, a. rh _f- fg. 

| Supermundane, a. Hisf {le fry. 
Supernaculum, n. 34/9; to drink supernaculum, 

PRE, ERR, PRB AB. 
| Supernal, a. #1 A5, B EEA, F- 
Supernatant, a. YP fy, Ye 7ETH_E ; fleating on 

the surface, ee 
Supernatural, a. #2 PEAS, BeVEAS, HIRES YES 

fij ; miraculous, strange, P% #8, APS, HK, ARE, 

ji ; supernatural appearances, PFHL; that 
which man cannot effect and which is still 
accomplished is called supernatural, J\ Ft 4 fe 
45 iti  HAKAL ; supernatural beings, jill; su- 
pernatural birth, wife fry. 

Supernaturalism, Supranaturalism, n. #PE Zia, 

i PE 2 BB, Eka LZ 3e- 
| Supernaturalist, n. (2 2k Zia. 
| Supernaturally, adv. wih, PEBEZ2Sp, HSE EBB. 

Supernaturalness, n. -PE_EAg, HISR LEZ, GE 

Bi, wihaG ZF. 
Supernumerary, a. 34h, m3, M3; super- 

numerary officers, #4 a UE IU: 

Superoxyd, n. BY fa. 

A 
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Superplusage, n. ff. 

Superpose, v. ¢. HR b, Be HE, 3¢_b fy. 
Superposition, n. # |. 34, #1 Z3E. 
Superpraise, v. t. WE Te AGH. 
Superpurgation, n. Weiss tis. 
Superreflection, n. ci, 714. 
Supersalient, a. Pk_b. 
Supersalt, n. Be (UE fe. 
Supersaturate, v.t. JEG AI, AAS. 
Superscribe, v. ¢. 92, PEA, DEG, WRK. 
Superscribed, pp. HES, HEM T- 

& 
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Superscribing, ppr. H#, Pak 
Superseription, ». HE, 4% > TRH, NOL, J. 
Supersede, v. ¢. To make void or useless, JRE a, FE | 

fi, ESE; 
(KE, FE ; to supersede one, F% J fir, 1H Wik | 
who will supersede him ? Ae iE MALS RLUE, 3 | 

fe fl 2 fh F 
Superseded, pp. Made void, #27, Weak 7 ; 

perseded, yf. 

coming in the place of, FU ff&, (Ga. 
Superserviceable, a. BEA cif. 

to be placed in the room of, <€ ff. | 

su- 
| 

Supervive,. uv. t. See Survive. 
Supination, n. Wars GAN, 7e 75 EH. 

| Supine, a. 475 CEMA ; negligent, & ely, HORS, TE 
B; haedless | PTE PSE, HE ; their supine 
credulity, patie "(2 HBAS. 

| Supinely, adv. RUPE. 
Supineness, n. [HUE Ai, BSH. 

| Suppalpation, n. apa. 
Supped, pp. fe jh NaZs. 
Suppedaneons, a. JET ft5. 

Supper, n. WEE, WAS, WEL, MRE, TRE, PH. 
the Lord’s supper, = 71a #. 

Supper time, n. FENG #E 7 FE. 
Supplant, v.t. To remove, (JAst) PR3g; to dis- 
place, JA a} #% A ; to force away, LI St3h & ; to 

take the place of, to supersede, ({, #, (€€, 

fifi; to overthrow, $7, FTPE. WAFE, MABE 
to supplant by, #& ; to supplant any one, FAs} 

HA, Wists A. 
| Supple, a. Kasily bent, Jett, WN. SBE, Weizty, 

Superseding, ppr. Setting aside, Fe fF, Weak, Bhs 

Superstition, n. gst, eee, Bont, IDF, Wie, al 
Ae 3 

2 deve sue fa, 738, (Bie Zit, ERA, AST fay HL. 
Superstitions, a. Jpeg, HEREAS, HAA, Ble 

fj, wk ; addicted to supe sition, HID BO, Ve 

HTD, HESLIG (4, HE (2 THROM ; superstitions 
doctrine, Hh Fr, iy ; superstitious sacrificing 
brings no good, ere superstitious awe, 
HE, oh aE HE scrupulous beyond need, BH 

ots, aE Ti Ait. 
Superstitiously, adv. 

fc. BETAS. 
Superstitiousness, n. See Superstition. 
Superstratum, n. _} J. 

Superstructure, n. JE Ete, ETE Eg, ht A. 
Supersubstantial, a. EX [a] feats. 

Supersubtle, a. 3eT4, aes Ge 
Supersulplate, n. BEARERS 

Superterrene, a. ioe 
Supertragical, a. jE fy, JR AG. 
Supervacaneous, a. See Superfluous. 
Supervene, v. 7. BAe, Bev, INS, Able fy 5 to 

happen to, #4, wits, 7447; moreover a new 

evil will supervene, 3 #9 jf #8 
Supervenient, a. Nyy, ZH, HENS. 

Supervise, vt EOE -APU, 8, BEM, ti 
Supervisor, n. Be, fit FES; 

With too much care, Jrygp 

the supervisor in | 

| Suppliant, 
| Suppliantly, adv. DISET i. 

Supplicate, v. ¢. aes, 

# tk; supple fingers, #2 ff; a supple horse, i 

SIPEEE supple souls, gi #R09E JN, Zeke E A, FE 
Witty A; to make the will supple, Ji AGE, Ji 
AVE, (EOOIAGE ; fawning, Gade. 

Supple, v. t. (iE th, BewiKy, PMC, Tw. 

Supplements». ai AOR, FO BUG, AU, 2 
Re aL, Ft, FE 24H; a supplement to a 
oazet te, fff#R; a supplement attached to a 
document, bly. 

Supplement, v. ¢. #4, PA FE. 
Supplemental, Supplementary, a. PFE MWS, AHS, 

FE (1, FEA; Supplementary treaty, @psy, ft 
#) ; supplementary chord, #3 jey. 

Supplementing, ppr. Wi, i748, Fi, Fit. 
Suppleness, n. #itk, Bhi, Pig ; complianee, jf 

te, EE. 
Suppliant, a. Asking earnestly and submissively, 

ARM, REA, WARS, HRA. 
n. BRA, ERS, ARH. TWF Wiese 45» 

as. 
RR sg =) Way, 

sh Ro, aw. 
Bak i; Re, wrk, RE, it 

sh, beck, BR, Pe to supplicate assistance, 
i SHY, HU, SHY; to supplicate favor, 4 
PA, JR PI, SREL; to supplicate forgiveness, Fe 

Supplicatine, ppr. oa. BERERRE- Lie 

Supplicant, 
Supplicat, n. 

a. orn. 

fol 
i 

| Supplication, n. J&5%, WER, PLES, Wiss, BEAR, 

Ack ff. 
the office of supervisors, PSF ff P< 3F 5 a super- | Supplicatory, a. SEE, BRAG, RAS. 
visor or judge, 364. | Supplied, pp. Fully furnished, HUET. HRT, 
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Supplies, n. pl. of supply. (keh 2, Fe. Wa; | 

Gk , Eig f ; supplied with every thing, *& | 
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moneys granted by parliament for public ex- | 
penditure, 
the army, "HE hs - 

SuBply, vt. To give, fi, iit, fi, (il, Ze, HEH, {lk 
fe HE, hG; to add what is wanted, #j, Jif; to 
serve instead of, ({, #; to furnish, $f, tm 
to supply with provisions, #44, MEIKE ; 
supply with food, {1 ; to supply a deficienc 2 

idk, BAT, Lea, eM, AVE, A AIE + to 
supply the army, 474i Fe ; to supply the wants 
(of the poor), WA ae, HE BR, Se ps, BRP; to supply | 
one’s place, (€ Afhk, (LAE; to supply the 
wants of a state, Jz [ ; to supply superiors, et 

HE; to supply a Toss, (UVB, RB, IH: 
supply one’s urgent need, iE AZ, Wa; 
supply with troops, fle, Ip De. 

Supply, n. #iZ 44. Fe. Uti sa supply of troops, 

Hite; a fresh supply of troops, 33 Ze, Af 
Hy Ze; a supply of money, $¥$P, IH; a 
supply of provisions, {\_@&; a supply for the 

ariny, Fe. 
Support, v.t. To hear, 

thing resting on it, 9; to support by a 
prop, JA(#, #2: fF, FE; to support the 
LIA ET AG ; to support with the arm, FEE ; t 

endure, HECE; to verily, s¢2248, tad ; to 
patronize, UH. Aya; to uphold, Pell, Hef, 
dete, HEaZ ; to assist, Hh, By, Fz; to support 
one under his arms, Peay. HE, IEEE; to support | 
father and mother, fik#S RE, FEM ; 
port one’s self, #2 G,, FE 1 ; to support one’s 
self by swallowing spittle. #¢ Ol ak 3 fiz; to 
support life, #€4E; to support a good object, 
Wise ; to support by subscribing, IL) ee wa 
Jj; to support ona frame, 48 ; to support one 
another, #AJIf, AAP, FH: 4) to support one’s 
self by writing , Le SE ; to support one’s 
family by hard work, TUT TIER, Pi pele a 
3; {0 support one’s wife and children, 37% 

SEGA. 
Support, ». The act of upholding, Helffy ; a prep, 

He, HE, Setk, ML; dependance, IPA, Be SE, {oh 
t£ > no support whatever, 4ne}paRediy, Ieys: FE sts 

to sup- | 

SUP 

ee Ay BiG ; supports are used for hang- 

ne bells, AEFI LIESSR ; food, SH, Uk. 
| Supportable, a. Endurable, W]2473, 7.75/65, dE 

, BAY, SB. 
i> HER, fl Ue, ZB ; supplies of | Supported, pp. it Sk ; subsisted, 7, 

S; endured, 247, JES ; supported by the 

labor of sons and grandsons, + RK. 

Supporter, n. A prop, #£;a pillar, #£, fei; a 

comforter, Fie 2a PE ; a neiger Sh, HPS, He 

4, FENN 5 a supporter of the state, dif fy 4%, 

bd fy ; supporters, 44%, FEA, JAA, HH. 
Supporting, pp. Hh, HH; enduring, 7, iE. 

| Suppose, v. t. To think, conjecture, f%, FE, #}, Ff 

jE. , 8, firs sup pose that, S¥¢5, ax (di, 
(he fi, oR. HE, And, fe 6 suppese then, 

pes now, for example, EW, Jt an, fu, 

de suppose it to be true, (qj (Bia, 74 
fi i pal se they will not, {@j 9{BlE qs, 
=¥ way I + I suppose they will not, 4&4 {lz 

#8, TLL WAA ; suppose it to he so, (aj 
If ; suppose you now have, {fg 414 fi; suppose 
you are wrong, {jj fr Ait, A ATE 

| Supposed, pp. or a. FES, RR, LIB; is it to be 

as a wall, pillar or the | 

rafters, | 

| Supposition, n. 

75 suppesed ? WW La vy supposed it to be 

own, Fit CH, AoA. 

Supposing, ppr. ffi, JN Ae {4 ; laying down to 

ae er, (ZAM; Supposing, taking 

his 

exist or be true, me tr 

as an example, ##¥>, JE 4n; supposing it to be, 

GR MER, BERR. OU TET. 
The act of laying down, 

RL, Re, ne at: 
S43 surmise, 5%, AGE. 

Witty Z 
imagining, 

Suppositional, a. Wee5 AG, (Fe gu fry. 
| Suppositious, a. fF Rl, Bah, Lem; 

| 
| 
| 
| 

ae a support of the state, #2 ; the iain | 
support in a house, fi; to give support to, Hf; 
to give support to the poor, Wij # ; to exert one’s 
streneth upon the essential supports of life, Jy 
HATE a emaou oF a Bach) is for leaning 

| 
} 

spurious, (ff; not @enuine, Mf {% wale, Ae 
di fj; put by a trick in the place belonging 
to another, as a child, fi ky, RL. 

| Suppositiousl y, ade. fh, LIE. TEE. 
Suppositive, a. FRE, Ba AS- 
Suppository, n. RAePy v7 HEH. 
Suppress, v. ¢. To overpower or crush, as a rising, 

&e., FURR, BUR, EE, MBH, WE, 44, ain (0 
suppress an incipient rising, 53 Ae RL Aj ; to 
suppress anger, Ik, AykX; to suppress a 
smile, 44 ; to suppress one’s lusts, 3 #%, il 
@x +: to suppress alarm, BRE; ge RE ; to obstruct, 

PHM, PAH ; to conceal, (2, FER; to suppress 
au cause, 7~4e; 10 suppress, as a passage in 
writing, FE (T, FACE, sete. 

Suppressed) pp. or a. Grisheat JR, EGE, Rt 
eT BEBErESsed, as a smile, = ., A J ; con- 
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cealed, [j&, FES ; stopped, PHF TS. 
Suppression, n. GH, JRA, ARG; the retain- 

ing of anything from public notice, F&fR, [FE 

Suppressive, a. Tending to suppress, Jif, JRA AY ; 

concealing, FE |e. 

Suppressor, m. IE, HRMS. il Hk 2. 
Suppurate, v. 7. To generate pus, ZENB, Hie. 

Suppuration, n. JK 23, Ale; the matter 
produced by suppuration, IR, jp HEZ Wee. 

Suppurative, a. ABIES. 
Supputation, n. See Computation. 
Supra-axillary, a. Jl Eg. 
Supracretaceous, Supercretaceous, a. WX |. F- 

Supralapsarian, xn. (AKIN wi Leia ec A ie 

Supramundane, a. HiwhoZ ah, ti Z_E AY. 

Supranaturalism, ». See Supernaturalism, 
Suprarenal, a. 7 1- fj. 

Supravulgar, a. @_E fry. 

Supremacy, n. BAU, MitRHE, BACHE We 
He, BE BEA. BEE, GME. 

Supreme, a. |-, EIS, #275; greatest, BAA, 
4m [- ; most excellent, #4 fg; the supreme 
ruler, God, #7; the supreme ruler, the 
emperor, 5 J-; the supreme ruler of the 

Tauists, KE, Elk, BS bi. EBKA, B 
KK | 37; the supreme ruler of the Buddhists, 
Kis, KE; the Six Supreme Boards of China, 
Fr eh; supreme power, BAZHE; to sway 
supreme power, #iyt HE, Mada HE ; minister of 

the supreme court of judicature, APP A-ypp ; 
assistant ministers of the supreme court of 
judicature, 7c BH Seb Si; examiners in the 
supreme court of judicature, 4y UB oP ; 

supreme contempt, fii’ 24, fie 74 Be. 
Supremely, adv. th, Je, 2; supremely ridiculous, 

+ FPO SAME, REBT fi. 
Sural, a. AHN 6. 

Surbase, ». A cornice or series of moldings on the 
top of the base of a pedestal, #% [-7EHR.- 

Surbate, v. ¢. FARM, FAM; to harass, ARMY : to 
faticue, (Ie. 

Surbed, v. t. Fy Mt, Hk Hy. 
Sureease, v. i. tk, te FE, Bk EE. 

Surcharge, v.t. To overburden, #&(§ Z, IRF 
%; to surcharge a gun, A 4&4 &; to sur- 
charge a common, FFB WA" hh jh Z ; to sur- 

charge a person, 74 J\. 

Surcingle, n. By ibe. 
Surcingle, v. t. BE ba. 

Surcoat, n. HFK #2. 
Surculate, v. ¢. To prune, which see. 
Surd, a. Deaf, #8. 
Surds, n. 7FHEZ BR. 
Sure, a. Certain, @, Te, #, &, A, EB, 

ye; secure, +A], Fai, FSF 5 strong, US ]Aq ; 
au sure covenant, ‘#4, TJ; to be sure, 

be sure, #7 4h, AR, HK, FER, BR, 

FER, PLE, BERR. TUL. SLAF; to he sure of, 
ES, WES; not sure of it, MEI, MAF; 
he sure to do it, IR AGIE (M(B, AB AEZ ; be 

sure not to do it, Prat AE, Ay (EZ; is sure 
to be langhed at, Mr fh OLE, HAE RLS, 
A RAR AS; as sure as | live, JAA te BH ; 

to make sure, (479 77 5H, Ws FE pili, HEB) FTF, 
{ii #3 FE [ili ; to play a sure game, #7} Fp FA, W) 

‘ini 7, Wikia; sure hope, REAR B, 
AUS, PEE. 

Surely, adv. 75, AAR UA, FUR BE, ER, 
(iE LAR MORE — ie, WK ABE IL; without 
danger of falling, = [Af. 

Sureness, n. Certainty, FEI, HE KI. 

Suretiship, n. FFA (RK, Bek Be. 

Surety, n. Certainty, M€ #; security, 3: fy; 

safety, Shi; a surety, HHIR, 19, HRA, HR 
=E, HAIR, TKK; to become surety, (ARIE PR, fix 
(% RK; for the greater surety, LI 3 w+; 
surety of peace, FA{R2E Fu; to become surety 
for one’s good behavior, ( 4g 47 4B ; I will be 
surety for him, AFH (RAE. 

Surt, n. aMgiiVeive, HEED, URRY, oki 
fh. A. . 

Surface, n. jij, Xbiay; the surface of the earth, fi 
iy; the surface of the water yj¢jfy; a rough 
surface, MRE iy; a smooth surface, Jéiiy, HPT ; 
underneath the surface, [§jP ; on the surface 
of, ZE f_E. fi_E; it is on the surface, Weg Fb, 
Zé i : ; the surface of revolution, ph [iy f¥; the 
surface of contact, T)jfy. 

Surfeit, v. i. fe RH, HBS, tk RBM. 
Surfeit v.¢. To cloy, (fi Qik, PRLS, RB 
Surfeit, n. $L7M, fe eB HE. | ae. 
Surfeiter, n. #247 FE, ABE. 

Surfeited, pp. uk T, HRB T, K- 
Surfeiting, ppr. FREI, MARKS. 
Surge, n. AdH, pkifF; a great rolling swell of 

water, RIEU a. 
Surge, v.t. ‘lo let go suddenly, A fk; the cable 

surges, $hyFiti ARAL. 
Surge, v. 7. To swell, jfaj 79}; to slip back, ZA#R#B 
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Surgeon, n. SEPERAE, She, ERE, ERE. 
Surgeon- -fish, n. Canthurus, if Fy. 

Surgery, n. ShELBRHE, SMETEESE, Abie 
Surgical, a. Sh#}fry; surgical instruments, AhF} 

28 AL; surgical operations, Sh Pt FF i&- 
Surging, ppr. or a. {fay {. 
Se n. Gloomy moroseness, iii BZ, 
Ti Iie Sq ; crabbed ill-nature, EHF. 

Surly, a. BRIBE, BEF AY; snarling, le; sternly 
sour, WOE Ta" ; cross and rude, pe RIPE; tem- 
pestuous, 3% et fry. 

Surmise, v.t. fff, LIS, 48, 46, HEE, SRE, TE. 

in 

Surmise, n. fF 4%, LB, KEH; doubt, RE; his 
surmises proved false, 45 ffi. 

Surmised, pp. f7j8, fer 
Surmising, ppr. ff, 48, LIB. 
Surmount, v. ¢. RE, WEI, Be, FE HE; 

a difficulty, JRE; can you surmount it? (pj 

fs 3 (BIE. 
Surmountable, a. BY IK, WEG I. 
Surmounted, pp. or a. WRB, fash, Bey. 
Surmounting, ppr. IE, EHS, spk. 
Surmullet, n. Maullus, Weim he ; dark green sur- 

mullet, 429%. 
Surname, n. HE, JE, REG; double surname, 

RE, PERE; what is your lofty surname? ;RxE 

fF; what is your honorable surname ? ¢ WEOF, 
EF; my humble surname is, sJ\¥E, HERE, 
SiH, hit. 

Surnamed, pp. REAR, HEBL-{jx. 
Surnaming, ppr. #4, BLK. 
Suroxyd, n. B&FH frj. 

Surpass, v. ¢. idk, sk, WL, RRL, Ib, 
WE, We, Be, 7h, HER, TK, UN, ei, HR, BE, DR 
to outstrip, jm; to surpass all understanding, 

A i BE. EAE; to surpass conception, fk 
%@; to surpass in beauty, 3 fg pk, Sebi; to 
surpass the common people, 
surpass the age, #{ik, 5g {Ik. 

Surpassable, a. BY du jpk, 3 706. 
Surpassed, pp. #838, WRIS 
Surpassing, ppr.ora. JR, Ee pk ; 

beauty, HSE, MASE, AMR 
Surpassingly, adv. fh, #4, +3 J; surpassingly 

ingenious, +4} #4 JE, +P Rf 
Surplice, ». A white garment worn over an- 

other dress by the Roman Catholic and Epis- 
copal ministers, & 72K, G42 ; the surplice 

of surpassing 

of Buddhist priests, 3242, Fa uz, 2: A; the 
surplice of a nun, eds is C, BEER; to take 
the surplice, aa ; the surplice is the best 

to surmount 

Hise, dE; to) 
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Surprise, n. HEnF, EEF, Ze Hh, HEER, ATS 

SUR 

armor against insult, 2822 4% ZR ge. 
Surplice-fees, n. Type Hk, Typ 4r, HBiR4 
Surplus n. Fl), AR, GRA, HEH, vee Oh. Ws, KE, 
> 2S, fk, ER, GA, FTF]; a small surplus, 
5: Gh MEH there is a surplus, A, APR; a 
limited surplus, #2] 4 ff; the surplus of an 
estate, $i) 32 ; surplus valve, Hew FY. 

Surplusage, ». A surplus, #i], #5 surplusage in 
pleadings, AVAL. AB Ef. 

Surprisal, n. #& ANE MEL Z SE, FRY ZEEE; to be 
in a surprisal, HiZy, 5%. 

Surprise, v. ¢. To ane ae and unexpect- 

oly, HERB, BAL BH, WHS, TANT, 
PRI, ZA #R Bl; to strike with wonder or 

AGAR. AY Hizy, Gill BE, (itERF 5 to con- 

fuse, GLA, FU, 4b eI; to surprise an 
enemy, (fp FC Ay, BR BE eH. fil BH; to sur- 
prise a camp, {fj #8, BE ; you surprise me, ff 

AY AC May, Hy Hi aR ENT 

Sits ; to my surprise, F¥ ili Zy. 
Surprised, pp. To be surprised, }{} 2, 3 xf, 5% 

Hé, ¥2 27 ; to be surprised at, AFB, HEX; 1 
am very much surprised, J& 4- 4p Hi ZF, 4s ae 
a 

Surprising, ppr. ora. Surprising, as an enemy, 

{it He. OF Te, RIK, AKI; striking with 
something novel, 4) Hi 4), (i#eat ; wonderful, 

Hi AyEE, Ay HA Ay; extraordinary, FH Ay; un- 

expected, (043i), AMIE BI, ZA HF] ; of sur- 
prising beauty, Hi ay PE 36, HB ; sur- 
prising! 4 Higy, PERG, EB PE, ZFSR. 

} | Surprisingly, adv. Hi ay, Zp Fk (4. 
Surrebut, v. 7. Jp, Ip A. 

Surrejoin, v. 7. (pgp. 
Surrender, v. ¢. To yield, as troops or rebels to a 

foe, #%¢ [%, 4¥ Hz; to surrender to one’s own 
government, $i, SME, fei, HREE; to sur- 
render up to government, #'7F¥ ; to surrender 

up stolen property, #lx; to surrender up a 
town, LI OKFEK; to surrender one’s self itl a 

prisoner, (#428. WH A HRB: 
sunimon to surrender, 4 [%; to surrender 7 
a charge, %X Ye ; to surrender upa right, HH; 
to surrender to one’s creditors, #E{. 

Surrender, v. 7. To yield, #. 

Surrender, n. The surrender, as to an enemy, #¥ 
(#4; the surrender to one’s government, §# 
fife; the surrender of a bankrupt, PRA #, HF 
Se 2 f{ =F; to make an entire surrender of 
ourselves to God, Af AHS |, BACHE FH. 
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Surrendered, pp. Surrendered, as to a foe, Fe [% | 
TJ; surrendered to one’s own government, fiz | 

TJ ; surrendered, as a right, #4. 
Surrenderee, n. 5Sé7x32 %. 
Surrendering, ppv. Surrendering, as to a foe, Fz 
f; surrendering to one’s own government, 
fir; surrendering, as a right, #¢7; sur- 

rendering one’s self, |] wy, Hi zy; surrender- | 
ing troops, [#4 ; criminals surrendering them- | 

selves to justice, J8 5E A - 
Surrenderor, n. $449, Be. 
Surreptitious, a. #4, ffi, (25, He, #8. 
Surreptitiously, adv. #4, (iri, &; 

reptitiously, 447%, 774. 
Surrogate, n. A deputy, BE, Fe BE ; a sub- 

stitute, (CUBES, BF. BIB AY. 
Suman: vit. fl; FR, o lal tt. FREE, ERLE. 

. #8, 2 CE, JB) EN, HF, 32; to surround a ley 

to get sur- | 

ll bk, FEAR ; to surround a hill, [J]; to sur- | 
round a rendezvous of thieves, fH ; to sur- | 
round with soldiers, FI IE, DEAE 5 sur- 
round them, [& {£{B, [Ee] ¢£ fii; to surround | 
with a wall, LS, f) LE fa; to surround | 
the earth, Ji) fl Hk, @2 fh; as an eee sorrounds | 

the yolk, AuIB 
Surrounded, pp. fl, Hes, SET ; surrounded | 

with difficulty, Fe) LI @RSt, [el 4 L) eRe. | 
Surrounding, ppr.ora. fj, Et, $e, CE; a sur- | 

rounding wall, RJ, fly. 
Surtout, n. #AE, i ZA, abe. 
Snmveillante! n. W Meh, 6S, REBT, ASE ; strict 

surveillance, #& hag te, Bee, BSF 5 a close sur- 
veillance, ‘ii xi. 

Survey, v. t. To view vale 1a scrutinizing eye, f@ 

Je, Sh) 

HL, Wd; to examine, aise. ye ; to measure, | 

as land, # ; to survey the ground, fib, +A Hk; | 

to survey land, fe fH jib, CE HEH: to survey | 
the state of affairs, BNP IE. FACIE HR, ah | 
jE WEB, HAL THI : to survey a harbour, jy 
PETE, pew vers , #7 PTa] ; to survey the coast, | 

WEEN, ee WEL JE , “ier fe Bia WEA, Be, te | 

AA iit RU, aE Hip: ; to survey one another, | 
ALAS; 24H ; to survey all under heaven, | 

lin BEX TV fr HL VY Fy ; to survey carefully, al 
#e, BEAR, fmt, HFA ; to survey a ship, weft. 

Surrer, n, An attentive view, #78, te JE ; an | 
examination of all the parts of a mae fin BE, 

B/EX ; a survey of a country, Br dik, Wey He ant af 
WIE Be im] ; to take a survey x a diabetes a 
Jt, $2 Walk fie}, $4 us fa] ; the survey of a harbor, 

fener re HDRES a survey of aaa er 

Bi, pet 
Surveyed, pp. Viewed with attention, #77, 

x Q = 3 fine J, BUSES, BIKE ; 
Boe, 25 Sled, $238 lal. 

Surveying, ppr. Viewing with attention, 2 
J ; surveying, as land, &, Sle, #iA. 

Surveyor, n. An overseer, Fr, fF ; surveyor of 

Jand, 44 Jie f; official surveyor of land, ty 
Fe 5a surveyor of ships, Se fyi ¥ ; a surveyor of 
the customs, ee 7s, ®t ER. 
eee n. te He. 
Surveyorship, n. Hr hl ZUR. 
Survival, n. {3 TF, ARZE- 

surveyed, as land, 

| Survive, v.t. ASHE, 12 Ze, eam eo outlive, 
4 TE FETE, 3241. MG, Ta ZE 3 such as survive, 

ABE ES, UE ODPL, ee FE Ahi TF AK. 
Surviving, ppr. ora. fy 7F, ABE, FE, WEE. 

Survisor, 2. fy Feith], ABCA, (TES, FETE B. 
Survivorship, n. #7 rz HUA, ARIE ZAM, HITE 

ze. 
Susceptibility, n. Beh, Ala, Za, Bats 

fy, SLAY; feeling, tf. 
Susceptible, a. S40, SEL, SBME, SLM 

susceptible of truth, 2) 4n#k fy ; susceptible of 

impressions, FFL, APB Ay, Akay, BFL 
Susception, n. 4%, 54%, RH. L fy. 
Susceptive, a. Bj #4, FLA, Ele; susceptive of 

impressions, Fy A0eE, pe wh iy. 

Susceptor, n. A godfather, HB. 

Suscipient, a. Receiving, #4; admitting, 3. 
Suscitate, v. t. To rouse, §F ap, HERE, He fF, BEE; 

to call into life and action, 7@4E, fH WE, (ERR. 
Suscitated, pp. GEZES, BEB TS. 
Suscitation, n. The act ee wee, BES; 

the act of raising, (Pyar, WEA. 
Suspect, v. ¢. To mistrust, ¥, WEE, ese, HE 

Hi, ZAI, SORE BERL. MIKE, 14; to surmise, 
ft, Ab, LIE; 1 do not suspect him, FR ARE 
1B, 42 Auk flu ; 1 would not suspect them (of 
it), RMA IB, FA BEL ; never suspect, HA, 
ASE, Ate, A, AL; to suspect the 
truth, SEI, peat ; to suspect one’s own 
strength, MHZ he suspects him of 

falsehood, cra iL US HR. 
| Suspected, pp: or a. fi KES, MET, EET; 

suspected him, BUSE{B, SE, ; to be suspected, 

By Se, BY sez K, TE BY 
| Suspectedness, n. Pies es, FL SEH. 

| Suspecting, ppr. §&, BURGE, SURE. Tf. 
lin], HEH [al ; to take a survey of a harbor, | Suspend, v. ¢. To attach to something above, Hf, 
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HE, IK, MES, HE, G.I, SUNS, HE, 
_E JB, #3; to suspend upsidedown, ffi ifs, ‘a | 
J; to suspend from office, Heke, BR, HEI 
to suspend work, (7, 2271; to delay, PATE, 
AEE; to intermit, to stay, PALIE, BEE, BATE 

_ 42, BS; to suspend by a string, JAE TE ; 
_ to suspend on the finger, FiFHME, MEAT; 

to suspend in vacuo, #R2E ; to belay from 

RR {Fe 

suspend from a beam, $PEEVE, MAVEEE, HE 
YE; suspend your indionation, Ap (jp *% ; suspend 

their doom, HE jE? eft 2S. Si 
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TE, Fis BE, FiaF ; very isa yo 2 ENE, 1 
SE fy ; a suspicious character, SEZ A, HW 
Si 2 fE :a suspicious mind, 3 ¥EZ aH ; to avoid 
suspicious acts, jh MEE; you are so very sus- 

picious, {pil} ZB EE. 

Suspiciousness, n. MRE. AE SES, HF SESES, 46M 
KA. | Suspiral, n. 5a 88, Fale. 

| Suspiration, n. P4x, OLR, MES: a sigh, BEB. 

the top of a door, HE PF E, MRISFY_E; to) 

Suspended, pp. or a. Hung up, Hh, hf 3 sus- | 
pended, as from office, #7, BH; delayed, 

Rit TE ff ; to stand suspended, $)¥E, (EEE. 
Suspender, n. A suspender, as from office 

suspenders, #fi¥e. 
Suspending, ppr. 
HE; staying, |E(-; delaying, PATE, 
suspending, as from office, Wr, BK. , 

Suspense, n. A state of uncertainty, Ha. BE, 
Hho, ABE, TERE; to rest in suspense, (EIA KE, 
JE WE; to be in suspense, HR, BME, GER. 
H}HE; to keep in suspense, ZEHh, APAMGE, rh 
4446 ELSE; a temporary cessation of a man’s 

right, Pye A ZHE; stop, PHIL. 
Suspensibility, n. BY hee, BG He. 
Suspensible, a. HY Hh fg, BY RAS, FREE. 
Suspension, n. The act of hanging up, #)it 4 
- delay, AEE, BA JE; temporary cessation, PF ye 

f# ££; suspension, as from office, right, &c., 

eG, BRA, PEGE; points of suspension, Hh7 

Kz, BEE ; suspension of a sentence, ENP 2 38, 
Bes ZTE; a stop, BRIE, JEFE; suspension of 
arms, jE-F¢, Sx: 

Suspension- bridge, n. Ra, HMA, S15. 
Suspensive, a. Rie ie oe 
Suspensor, n. A bandage to suspend the scrotum, 

Suspensory, a. Phy, a IJ. [bE 
Suspicion, nN. I GE, 1 Eh ae, SED, TSE, SEI 

jealousy, 44,4; to harbor suspicion, PERE, 14 | 

SE; to look upon one with rene ion, to enter- | 
tain a suspicion of any one, B¥E{(B, Ez ; to 
avoid suspicion, jHAMESE ; Suspicion falls on him, 
SEDI (2. FEM lL; suspicion increased, REM | 

SB, Sis Sb Ga BE. 
Suspicious, a. Inclined to suspect, FUSER, 44: 5E 

fis, VESEAT, MME, MAU, SEN, TM, 
FHI, FRM. NEE; adapted to raise suspicion, 
By SEAS, By GE, 4d JV ZE SE; suspicious looking, 

ILA) GE, JZ HB) GE; to he suspicious of, Fe 

RE | 
Hanging up, Hit, Mit. 2, | 

Suspire, v. 7. To sigh, WE, WEA, ; to breathe, PRM. 
Sustain, v. t. To bear up, $k, FH; to bear, to 

endure, 7,, #£, JE; to keep from falling, & 

tu, FRE, HK, HAN, ¥8. fA, £4 fi, {F, #8, WE, 

Bh Bl, GQ. He, HERE, HE, Aw, Fal. OE, MR, TF 
ja; to sustain one, Fe A; sustain him, He 
EIB, els to sustain an injury, 32E ; to 
sustain a loss, 4477, 3&4; to sustain a dis- 
erace, WE, We HF; my labor will sustain me, 

ATK A, 42 Tt LG #4; to sustain life, 

5 fr. (RTEZAE fy ; to sustain one in sorrow, 

pe Fal tie A, BE REY Z Fp JU; to sustain 
under calamity, $k IE : how ean I sustain it ? 
TBARS (BME, fy LI ve ih ft ; able to sustain, 
HOPS EE, HEE ; able to sustain a burden, JH #¥, 

Hot, FHty, $EHe; not able to sustain, PRM 
ti, FUE, FE EE; to sustain the duties 
of an office, #4 (f; to sustain one’s expovtutlons, 
Je GE, WE 2 *8 ; to sustain the whole, 3% 
#8 mE, seep: to sustain one’s self, AU SF. 

Sust aes a. WHA, Hf; bearable, PANE, 

PRS AY 
Sustained, pp. Upheld, #7, Hi; maintained, 

J, {RTE TS ; borne, mT, WEEE T ; suffered, =]. 

She tineR: n. Pe#, Hh K ; one that suffers, 52%. 
Sustaining, ppr. or a. Upholding, Fk, Heke, Hh; 

maintaining, Sf; bearing, 2%, fi, FE, fF, ja 

| 3K; suffering, S; subsisting, #8, FFE fr; 
becoming security denotes receiving and sus- 
taining (a thing), FH fH We ah. 

| Sustaltic, a. 5 fg. 
Sustenance, n. Support, food, ##, BIA, RE, A 

WA Re, rts Ze, (KB. 
Sustentation, n. Support, Helffy ; support of life, 

H JAZ Fe. 
Susuration, n. A whispering 

| Sutler, n. Ba 45. 
Suttee, n. ed FFE. 
Suitle weicht, n. PUR AR, Aap. 

| Suture, n. HEM, Heeb. 

Suum enique tributo. Give every one his due, 

RE PRE. HERE TT I  . 

» TER FE, MG 
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Suzerainty, n. =, PEE HE. 
Swab, n. 3 Fi. 
Swah, v. ¢. JAS SFE. 

Swad, n. JURE NK. 
Swaddle. v.t. BIBS, HERE. 

Swaddle, n. £jj. 
Swaddled, pp. PLB. 
Swaddling, ppr. 138. 
Swaddling-band, Swaddling-cloth, n. £48, fy 

Ai Wish MET MER, LAE, Ly ; just out | 
of his swaddling clothes, 44 (A #ikHR. 

Swag, v. 7. To sink down by its weight, BRIX 7 

Ti; his belly swags, (BPE IEEE 7S, fl ZW 
Swag-bellied, a. FcHk, WEAR. | BTR. 
Swage, v. t. HEED. 
Swagger, v.7. To boast or brag noisily, FA, 

BS, HERS, BH, B; to bluster, Me, FARE. ey 
fA; to be tumultuously proud, PEE, PEE AREARE 

HE, HY. 
Swaggering, ppr. or a. Blustering, ft 3, FEHB ; 

boasting noisily, FEA, Ras; a / proud, swage | 

gering gait, HEHERERE. SESG, HEE. 
Swaeey, a. Hanging, Beye, ae MK. 
Swain, n. A young man, 7#4E; a countryman, 

HEE, FALE. Ie. BE. | 
Swainmote, Sweinmote, Swanimote, n. {lj Pf 

PY, WHRBE. 
Swale, n. 4; a shade, PE); a flame, --Z@R. 
Swale, v. t. HIKE. 
Swallet, n. ae AWE. 
Swallow, n. Martin, #, #é-f-, #8, BAqj; rock 

swallow, Aatc. See Birdsnest. 
Swallow, x. ¢. #, We, Pes, WE, ON, we. BR, UE, 

ee; to swallow down, 43s, *FT, INP; to 
swallow a pill, #—#rIL; to swallow the 
empire, #KFP ; to swallow the sky, to he 

erasping, 7% 7K ; to swallow opium, * #46 He 
to swallow goldleaf, * #4>, #42841; to swal- 
low greedily, HEDAZ, fi%p; to swallow a 
pagoda crosswise, Hr Fe 7FI4 ; cannot swallow 
it, FETE VERA, MEAT Ik, MEAP ; to swallow | 
an insult, WF if ; to swallow one’s words, #@F: 
to swallow like a whale, fit & ; 

the whole, 4 JEmME, Hee. 
Swallow, n. The gullet, %; at one swallow, — | 

Ws, — FF: to take a swallow, #—NWe. 
Swaliow- tail, n. $I Fi. 

Swallow-tailed, a. Dove-tailed, 3 Fe MpE, ata FE 4. 
Swallowed, pp. # i, HT; swallowed, as an | 

insult, Wf ; swallowed, as one’s word, #T.. 

* To commit suicide. 

to swallow up | 

| Swam, pret. of swim. 

| Sw athing, ppr. or a, ‘an 

| Sway, v. t. 

Swallowing, p ppr. ‘Swallowing, a as s food, t, a: 
swallowing, as an insult, W; swallowing, as 
one’s word, @. : 

te, iT. 
Swamp, n. ORE LZM, BROKE WL, ACRE, BREE. 
Swamp, v.t. POVAHVEZ hh ; to swamp in water, 

#8 Si M7 ; to plunge into inextricable difficul- 

ties, PRIME, RMT. 
Swamp-ore, n. Bog-ore, ZEAK. 
Swamped, pp. Overset in water, 7g f ff ; sunk in 

the water, 7 y% jf ; overwhelmed with diffienl- 

ties, 2238 Hr V4 58 Te VE. 
Swamping, ppr. Swamping, as a boat, Ashi, B 

fi} ; sinking in water, ft; overwhelming 
with difficulties, KA St, FA IMHE. 

Swampy, a. HAVE AY. 
Swan, n. IRE, 28, Peis. 
Swan-skin, n. Yp WH. 
Swap, adv. Hastily, 429%, ZAR. 
Swap, n. A blow, a stroke, —. 
Swap, v. t. To barter, 7. 
Swapped, pp. 3 Aih.- 

| Sward, n. Mg Ay ke; turf, Fe ye. 
Swarm, n. 4, BR, #e 3a swarm of bees, —4 F 

i; a swarm of insects, —42 ik ; a swarm of 
people, —22 J\; a swarm of ants, —2¢ ig. 

Swarm, v. 7. 446, 346, HH; to swarm oe 
# 42; to swarm with soldiers, fe J #46, f 
iff 42; to swarm with insects, wh 4E ; to ce 
as bees, 4}; to climb, as a tree, fe, AC: 
to swarm with, to breed multitudes, 4b #. 

Swart, Swarth, a. 3. 

Swarth, Swairth, n. An apparition of a dying 

person, HSE MME, PEFE BLM. 
Swarthiness, n. 34, 5B &. 
Swarthy, a. #, &; tawny, #; 

Shim, GU, wa EF, We 2- 
Swash, n. An oval fieure, 4) AY. 
Swash, n. A blustering noise, 2 ws, kiae- 
Swash, v.i. To bluster, Age Gas, a; to 

swageer, FRE. 

a swarthy face, 

| Swash, Swashy, a. AoRA AM, BAM, ERE. 

Swash-buckler, n. Ai we ANE, pee B- 
Swath, n. —f#7 Hr i 

Swathe, “. t. ae, mS, Dit F GL SE, HERE. 
EA; a swathing- 

cloth to carry infants pickapack, Aim Hk - 

To rule, JA HE, HOHE, Eth, RP, 
WH, x4, $C FB; to direct, HFA; to swing, HEE; 
to sway the scepter, ZAHER; let my counsel 

sway you, HERB HARES th. 
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Sway, v.7. To be drawn one side by weight, ij 

a, ffi, {8 ; fo sway on, fa 
Sway, n. Power, #, HEH; rule, #Edee, sete, 

#4; empire, [M, KT to bear sway, to have 

sway over, "= 4 » de HE He HE; under one’s 
sway, iT, Ey Mike 2 P ; under one’s sway, 

ZEST NACHE 
Sway-beain, n. fe 4t. 

Swayed, pp. "RET, HOBHE TET HE. if T: 
hinsed, {fa fa. (i T- 

Swaying, ppr. FEE, THE, if, WHR. 
Sweal, v.72. To melt and run down, SA ye, we 7%, 

Heyl; this word is also written swale. 
ee v1.01 t.; pret. swore; pp. BEAT. | 

a, EM, Fe Siti, Bese, PUIF; to swear falsely, 

29%, MAE, HELEN ; to swear profanely, GL FE 
; toswear on trifling occasions, # Jy Fy #E 

a to swear like a tinker or trooper, a fn JE 
4p: to love to swear, 226) ZE AL; to swear hy 

breaking an arrow, WW wee AR to swear by 
eutting off a cock’s head, iy se gf ; to swear the 

peace against one, 420 JU Ail, Zh. See 
Curse and Oath. 

Swearer, n. #2324, 4450 7%. 
Swearing, ppr. cv a. $E38, FEM, 44, FCM. 

Sweat, n. ¥F, hs Wh; cold sweat, #¥; to pro- 

mote sweat, #€7FAJ; the sweat of a dead 

person, UG BFF the body 
sweat, #8 JE, — & 7; the whole 
covered with cold sweat, —§ 7 /F. 

Sweat, v. 7. or ¢.; pret. and pp. saweat, sweated. 

HITE, HEVE. HEE; to sweat from fear, HEHE EP: 
to sweat blood, Hif7F; to toil, (AFI, 

Bee ar Sy. 
Sweatiness, n. AIF, AE. 
Sweating, ppr. HiYF. 
Sweatine-bath, n. TPF 
Sweating-house, n. ¥F)#. 
Sweating-iron, n. /P-fill. 
Sweating-room, n. /FR- 
Sweating-sickness, n. (PRE. 
Sweaty, a. PF; laborious, ee 
Sweden, n. Fg ih Y, ie Hie BY. 
Sweep, v. t 

fe; to sweep the floor, Fi JPR, Feb; to 
sprinkle and sweep, 7/4 ; to sweep clean, Ff 
We YR; to sweep a house, Fi ; 
chimney, pts ; 
Fa; to sweep away the enemy, FFF; to 
sweep away, as heresy, 44 : to sweep ae) | 

Hye; to sweep the stakes, }¥ heresy, 4) i 48 

sworn. 

body 

We. 

£3 
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covered with | 

pret. and pp. swept. Fi, JH, 47 Fi, | 

to sweep the | 

to sweep away, FH, Fah, | 

mE ; to sweep the hold, Fi ; to sweep the sea, 
to exterminate the pirates, Fi YPyigar ; must 
sweep the ceiling, BE tii IP KE Be ; to sweep 
the deck, 44 #4 Thy - 

Sweep, v. 7. To pass with swiftness and violence, 
as:-—to sweep along, FRB, Bei, IB. 

Sweep, n. The act of sweeping, 444% ; a sweep 
with the pencil, —4ft, Ass Fit ; the sweep of 
a wheel, iit” F} A, Wt 7%; violent and 
eeneral deatent tion, Alle, AE ; within the 

sweep of a torrent, Me RZ IU, eT) WE ; at 
one sweep, —4i, Ip, —tk, HE. 

Sweep-net, n. Hi, PFz Fy RS 

“Sweeper, n. 4a, STAGE. 
Sweeping, ppr. or a. Fg, FP FF; dvagging over, 

17, Til 
Sweepines, n. pl. i846 
Sweepstake, ». A man who wins all, jiqnpElpE. 

Sweepstakes, m. p/. The whole money or other 
things staked or won at a horse-race, A7E He. 

Sweepy, a. (is, es 
Sweet, a. if, ff, Th, Bk, WS F853 a sweet perfume, 
Hl @ ; a sweet taste, FPWR, Thy 5a sweet sleep, 

Hit MME, Th 2, 22 i}—- $2, — i alt; a sweet 
breath, fil[4q ; sweet music, jiff#e; a sweet 
child, jf}f; sweet oranges, jfk; a sweet 
look, aes a sweet smile, 38 AE Wels; as sweet as 
honey, BENT iil], Alf An Ak; sweet water, fib, 

PRA; Sweet wine, ote TU, AE, PA Ht ART 
| sweet rain, T{fR3, tH jt; 2 sweet HO ato, 

| a; sweet words, fis, He, a onl i 
A; sweet expressions, iif Ae; sweet Pana. tt 
de; sweet potato, AF48, #78 ; sweet cakes, fig 
ne sweet smell, if ; ae is sweet, $2 HL 
ALA; a sweet temper, 7 fr ZVE, HAE Z PE 5 a 
sweet mind, Fl (PE sa mi t mind , willing, tf 

| 4%; rather sweet, AT, HoH Ag ; very sweet, te 

ay itt, TW : a sweet style, WE, Fie 

| sweet smell, fil}, GEAR; sweet bazil, Wag. 

| Sweet, n. fit#, Tf#o 3 a sweet Sipienees HBR, 
ii} }4; perfume, @; the sweets of life, {IkBk, 

EZ Bk; sweets, Peat. 
| Sweet-bread, n. ff fy. 

Sweet-brier, n. UFHL TE. 
| Sweet-flag, n. See Acorus calamus 
| Sweet-heart, n. otf. 
Sweet-lipped, a. fff FRE, a5 A. 
Sweet-potato, n. #0 py HE. 
Sweet-scented, a. 4 Ay, HEM, HS. 

| Sweet-smelling, uv. AF BE, BORN. 
i) Sweet- tempered, a a. ~ int A Ri OPE, Ai fy. 

5d, 
ws 

6 B 
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Sweet-tooth, n. MEG PE. 

Sweet-william, nn. BY} A. 

Sweeten, vt. JAAR, YEPR, Beat, Taek, 10 
iif ; to sweeten tea, JAPEFAAS; to sweeten 
one’s temper, fi YA la 7H az; sweeten your anger, 
ine (PEAS, TARE Hd AX 5 to sweeten off, 4p By HZ, 
Ay Ti tht, (fi B] GH; ; to sweeten one’s life, (PAK 

he, AP NEE, (NS iit. 
Sweetener, n. SEGUE, HET. 
Sweetening, ppr. Jam, JEM, HEA. 

Sweetish, a. Bb. 
Sweetishness, n. Bbffak. 
Sweetly, adv. fil} ZA. 
Sweetmeat, n. $FYL, 28. See Preserves. 
Sweetness, n. fi 4%, 1 #, Bait; the sweetness of 

flavor, ipl, lA; the sweetness of flowers, 
EF ; mildness, ft, #5q; sweetness of 
temper, Fi 3, Ht A; amiableness, AF Aq ML. 

Swell, v. 7.; pret. swelled ; pp. swelled, swollen. 

To swell, as the body or a wounded place, Jif, 
Jee, JE, HE), PEar; to swell, as with wind, jf, 

#E'E ; to swell, asa river or the flood, fe, jae; 
to swell up, Jif ; to swell with anger, A <q Hit 
lg, FEA 4x; to swell, as the belly, #§ BIE ; to 
become large, AE ~ ; to swell, as an amount, 
iA, wR AC; to be turgid or bombastic, 
RBA, Miz, A; to rise in altitude, jars, 

PE. BE. Hild. 
Swell, v. ¢. To increase the size or bulk, #A, #8 

K, EA; to avoravate, J, $8, WNIB ; to swell 
the sails, $ENEME; the rain swells the river, 

Fy wei ; to swell (swell up) a volume, #2 RR 4p, 
kA af; to swell a charge, JMAb silk, Aaa 4 

Swell, n. Extension in bulk, Jfef¢; imerease, Jj 
## 5 a wave or billow, pk, 7, JRL ; a succes- 
sion of large waves, pkjpigeig ; the swell of 

the ocean, jp 7H yt ; the swell of sound, HE 

hes sa swell, EAM, TRAE. 
Swelled, pp. ora. Mii, HET, WRT, IRKT, 

AYE ie ai: Jen, Jee (1. 

Swelling, ppr. or a. Jaf, Jie, WEL, JeGEL ; swell- 

ing with rage, JE Wage. 

Swelling, n. 34, It, UPI, WEBS, |HEYE ; dropsical 
swelling, aff; dropsical swelling of the ab- 

domen, Si), SEHK, BK. Wi. IPSN, ISLE ; swell- 
ing from weakness, fi Ji; swelling of the | 
neck, J# jg ; a swelling of the feet, JAE, 78, 
fiG ; swellings of the legs, Ai, 3; swelling | 
and ready to burst, GARE, Me Skike, JRE, ARAL ; 
to disperse a swelling, jf), ij; swelling 

of the face, jij}, JZ; the white swelling, 

Ie. 
Swelter, v. 7. #333 ; to be overcome and faint 

with heat, Px s 4ezi. 

Sweltering, ppr. Aste, Bh eek. 
Sweltry, a. Ses. 
Swerve, v. 7. To wander, to rove, fe; to wan- 

der from any line prescribed, # Ff, WETE3& ; 

toswerve from the right way, Pie JERR, METESA, 
4-TE ; to swerve from duty, BRIS; to 
swerve froma rule, PEs ; to swerve from 

one’s subject, PER, BIE; the just man will 
rather die than swerve from his integrity, #§ 

ob Zi FE BR 
Swerving, ppr. Roving, ji, jk; deviating from, 

Be; bending, fit. 

Swift, a. Ye, Be, Uh, Ge, RT, FEE, PERG, FE HE, 
HY, Hi), PAGE, ae, HE, SOL, ABA, AE He, RT, BE, 
(i. #8), FE, UME, eH, Be a swilt boat, HARE 
a swift vessel, #&4%; a swift horse, PBA; a 
swift wind, #£ipl ; swift as the wind, faa tk ; 
swift as lightning, FEnf pe ; swift as an arrow, 
FEM Pt, Se; be swift, PeAg ; swift water 7f¢ BE. 

Swift-foot, a. Nimble, 4p4, 4¢ AH. 
Swift-heeled, a. #@ Pe, PLT Wy, PEAS. 
Swifter, n. #2 Bi ; the swifter of a boat, (RARE 

#4; the forward shrouds of a mast, #E RT ALB. 
Swiftly, adv. Pt, Ke, SK, BS, BSE; to fly swiftly, 

FIRTH UR, BEA. 
| Swiftness, n. Hewi, ae, He zk; with the swift- 

ness of an eagle, jupRe 7% fe; the swiftness of 
an arrow, Zk, KZ 5 great swiftness, ++ 

Tye, HE, HELE 
Swig, v.t.or7d. To drink by large draughts, % 

EER, Fala. 
Swie, v. ¢. To castrate, a], ECE AI. 
Swill, v.¢. Sweet, #8, AB; to drink grossly, 
MR; to swill down, #yk. 

Swill, x. Large draughts of liquor, Few iH ; swill- 
ings, WX I|k. 

Swilled, pp. AWweERIB, AT, VARI. 
Swim, v.7.; pret. swam; pp. swam, swum. i, 

1A, WAzk, +, 7; to float on the surface, #iRy 

L, FPR, UPI; to swim across, {AH ; to 
swim across a river, 7A i jay ; to swim with a 

stream, HAHEI, MRE, RE DEZEHE ; to be gid- 
dy, “jz; my head swims, FQ UAE, PANY; the 

earth swims, {ti j& Ji; to have abundance, 
fj tt Bk; able to swim, [IG 7. 

Swim, v.¢. To immerse in water, PEAK. 
Swimmer, n. jN#%. 
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Swimming, ppr- ora. id; floating on tine surface, | 
YRIZ ; overflowing, Zi; abounding Hit pe oD) Emr? 

a swimming place, {AJ ; a swimming school, 
SLIM IK BS, Bei Ze 3 a swimming jacket, 74 

IK#Z, AAKK. 
Swimminely, adv. JAYS, PE, EE. 

Swindle, v. . HUGE, HE, BE, DoS, Ne, a. cE, 
: fic ihe. we Sh» Bi. 

Swindled, pp. Wei, He Lia T ie ; to be swin- 

dled, RAPE, BAKE, 1 Nis 
Seeomalen 5 Ms KEL, ALMA, Tf. 

Swindling, ppr. or a. Be, #8, Pose, HiSas he 
thinks nothing of swindling people, $e A se le 
Dita 

Swine, n. 8. and pl. 3%, AK, FH, Mit, Ag; a wild 
swine, PFI ; a herd of swine, —4 #¥. 

Swine-case, Swine-coat, Swine-crue, n. 7% AR. 
Swine-herd, n. HAH. 
Swine-pox, vn. ye. 
Swing, v.7.; pret. and pp. sewng. Fy BRS, AER; 

to move to and fro, fap fae, (patie, PETE; to 

vibrate, #2; toswing, as a ship, MARKY ; to be 
hanged, pk fJsh ; to swing about ones arms, 
HE, eee sz, iF, to swing the tail, #2 JE 

Swing, r.t. To cause to wave, (RIEHE to ie 
to vibrate, (PE, iE; to iil round in the 
air, PEAE, Heme; to brandish, Jif, HE. 

Swing, x Oscillation, #% Hi), ZEB); motion from 
one side to the other, #AE, #248 ; unrestrained 
liberty or license, JHE, Wess; the swing ofa 
bell, $4 4286 , Fa MABE Zi 5 the prev ailing of 
corrupt nature, Hat > ZS [ny s eo Ae 1 5 to 

give one a swing, HEA, Hy A; the swing of 
one’s genius, #4 1 es ey} unrestrained tenden- 

ey, WEE. 
Swing-bridge, n. FARE. AE. 
Swing-plow, Swing-plough, x 
Swing-tree, n. HiALfE AC. 
Swing-wheel, n. F482 77 iy. 
Swinge, v.¢. Hi, HUE, He. 
Swingel, n. FeFT. 
Swinger, n. pRE #. 
Swi enley PPT, ora. Waving, fa, Fede, HAS 
vibrating, % ; brandishing, HE. 

Swingle, v. 7. To dangle, #245, Fam. 
Swingle, rv. ¢. To beat, as flax, &e., $y, FT hit 
Swingling, ppr. FUP. 

Swingling-knife, Swingle, n. Fy jit JJ, $7 sit BR. 

Swinish, a. FEMUR, MB IE s 200s, PRHLIOE, $5 
HEL AY. 

Switch, n. Sf, HIF, oS, ti ae BR 

AA. Be a i ZZ 
EZ 

pees 
fe a small 
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Swoop, v.t 44, 4BtE 5 

Sn Nee, ah HET, He. 
Switch, wv. ¢. iif, HR HAF HEFT, 

depen age 

| Switehel, n. $F Jc. 

Swivel, n. $F THE, JHE; a swivel gun, MEK, He 

Ti, RHE TH. 
Swivel, v. ¢. BREET, ZEEE TH. 
Swivel-hook, n. $8 Jf. 
Swob, n. HLS FR: 

| Swobber, n. LIS FRE HL. 

Swollen, Swoln, pp. of swell. Sif, J@0E, Fj. WE 
fk; a swollen face, JPET, Thy J 3; a swollen 

hand, EE, MME 
Swoon, v.i. Fe sf, HE a, HE FE, COME, ab ie 5 to 

swoon away from pain, [A yiZeze; to swoon 

with joy, PY ea, 
Swoon, n. 4 zip. 

Swooning, ppr. FEE. 
to swoop up, 42%, 4 

ie. 
Swoop, n. —$hP ; at a swoop, —Jh; a swoop of 

a baling vessel, = 
Swop, x. An exchange, — 5}. 
Sword, * n. JJ, JJ, Kil, aH, Mia a. 336; One sword, 
—HIJ,—Fe7J, —FU Ri; a small sword, sJv Zi), 

RIF; a two-edged sword, @i), HET i), WET TJ, 
WAT), iI). S29; the edge of a sword, 
RIO, BJ), $8; the euard on the hilt of a 
sword, @i|Ez, fle; a double sword, BEM, ve 
HE wl]; the sword of an executioner, % EAT, 
BxJJ; a banging sword, FEJJ; an ‘ices 
sword, Fal] ; a student’s sword, 3 i] ; a sharp 
sword, Allg], igi, FE Za), Fil; to draw thie 
sword, Peg}; to brandish a sword, HEM, Fi Bil ; 

to fight with the sword, Jb gu; a precious 
sword, a sword set with gems, ¢F gj, KI), iy 
#2; to sheathe a sword, 444 a seal], Gi o& ; 
to put to the sword, AGA, BH. FRB; a sword 

and buckler, gig; the art of fencing with 
the sword, #ill4lj ; tongue and lips like swerds, 
14 fall FS FE; to wear a sword, fil Mil. 

Sword-bayonet, n. $f i). 
Sword-bearer, a. 7 gal] FR. 
Sword-belt, n. ggiie, HE. 
Swerd-blade, n. iJ, BI] 
Sword-fight, n. HERI, FE gi. 
Sword- fish, n. Sieh, SNM 
Sword-grass, n. Ade. j ai 
Sword-knot, n. Qi ZR. 

* Gi) always means a straight sword, such as officers wear ; 
the sword of a cavalier is either a JJ or a #87). 

+ Medhurst. 
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Sword-law, n. $y jyF.- 

Sword-man, n. 4 J; a guard of sword-man, E& 
of 

nil) JJ. 
Sword-shaped, a. iJfZ. 

Sword-smith, n. JJ fF. 
Swore, pret. of swear. VE jh, PEE. 
Sworn, pp. or a. from swear. 2£F; sworn broth- 

ers, it JC fs, ik Lt Hf - 
Swung, pret. and pp. of swing. JT, WARE T. 

Sybarite, n. AFM, G2, MEG AE, 45th 
LE 

Sybaritic, Sybaritical, a. "8 f& fig, wage fry, HEY 
Sycamore, n. Hil, AM ZE BE pay. | fg. 

Sycee, 2. MAR, MAR, HL, TCV. 
Sycophancy, ». Obsequious flattery, #38 EER, 

ntl» ae, weet, [if WR ARIK ; mean tale-bearing, 

AMR, i Hy BES - 
Sycophant, n. A tale-bearer, (#8095, fy HIGL, FR 

{8#, iJ); a mean flatterer, #2 EME A, An 

i ZN, wide, eo ZN, Sea, WE a, AR 
WRF 5 a deceiver, 3¥; Hit. 

Sycophantic, a. Tale-bearing, fi# 1, WTI] AS, | 
ARIF 4 5 Obsequiously flattering. APHR AYy, HEE 

iy, ofitla 5. 
Sycophantry, n. Mean, officious tale-bearing, ffx 
42.5, DAL ZF; mean adulation, HE ke 

FE, UM aS, EZ ae. 
Syenite, n. A rock composed of quartz, horn- 

blende and mica, #%. 
Syllabie, Syllabical, a. E53} 4, Hz Wy, BRAM ; 

a syllabic dictionary, 7) f8 SF. 
Syllable, n. F, 4H, SAM. DR: 

of two syllables, tpaes:, = ye, Oey 

>; connected syllables, 3/52; do not tell a 

syllable, WEEE, BEALE. 
Syllabus, n. An abstract, fii #e, 

dium containing the heads of a discourse, fj 

ZA, OZ B. 
Syllogism, n. Hy, 4&7, 148, HEI BE. 
Syllogistic, Syllogistical, a. 4&% 

HVJ. 
Sylph, n. WER. 

Sylva, x. A work containing a botanical descrip- | 
tion of the forest trees of any region or coun- 

ty, WM, EBS. 
Sylvan, a. or n. APP AG; a faun, Pq, TAK. 

Sylvic acid, n. PAH. 
Symbol, n. Zege, ARE, ALWE; a letter or char- | 

acter which is significant, He 3 a creed, fat, 
fez; a summary, fee; symbol of quantity, 

JU: 

a word | 

Bet: a compen- | 

fh, HEA | 
Sympathy, n. Fellow-feeling, {ij ff, [iJ St, JERR, 

Symbolic, Symbolical, a. HEME, BeHEA, Fe ge AG. 
Symbolieally, adv. De ge, LIKE. 

Symbolics, n. f= xh. 

Symbolize, v. 7. or t. FER, WHEE, HFG, TR; 
to agree, ®. 

| Symbolized, pp. IBF, WBE. 
Symbolizing, ppr. #5, WHE, RAL, Ab 

Symbology, n. eye ZB, PLE, Awe, fe 

fe. 
Symmetrian, Symmetrist, n. [AIM K, 

MET E. 
Symmetrical, a. AAR), AVC, ALE, ALS, A 

WE ; symmetrical solids, #A# 248 ~ 
Symmetrical, n. LI FAA AY, FATE. 
Symmetricalness, 2. 4H HEF. 
Symmetrize, v. t. (EF AAR, 3 G ATR. 
Symmetry, n. FH, ANE, FAA, FORE; with 

symmetry, PIAA. 
Sympathetic, Sympathetical, a. Pertaining to 

sympathy, MEA), ENG), Walt, Wad SEAG, Tal 
“= fyy; sympathetic pain, [jst 23, SEAR, Fl 
HEHE Zi; Sympathetic ink, FRB7, HRS 
IK. 

Sympathetically, adv. LUE, LiF, Pala Hy, 

BBL. 
Sympathize, x. 7. To have a common feeling, [rj 

te. [rj &, [JB ; to sympathize with, pe, BY BR, 
Welte, Welt, 15; to sympathize with one in 

trouble, ALE, li AB, ILATE, MAB; 
to sympathize with in joy and sorrow, # J\ ME 

ie SB NM SE, Me AL ae ify SE AL SE; those who 
have the same complaint (or who are in the 
same disaster) sympathize with each other, fii 

305 4A 
Sympathized, pp. Sympathized with, jee). 
Sympathizing, ppr. ov a. BE, ADE, [ap Et, [ASS, 

Se, B&; to take a sympathizing interest in, 4A; 
tender, compassionate, 2&, 24) 5 a sympathiz- 

ing heart, It, 24a. 

ts 
we 

PEE ANG ; compassion, ‘i, WEE, BEIM, BAR, 
24. ; condolence, if); agreement, Aub, AAP, 

hij P/E; to have sympathy with, HP RE, BEN ; to 
show sympathy with, #2 at, BAD) 28, Ze BE 
n>; unworthy ofsympathy, A.HeRE, A LE BY ae ; 

sympathy of colors, 241 € 24H FF, (GZ AFF. 
Symphonious, a. #2 fy, wtf, APB. 
Symphonize, v.27. Aly, wei, AA, FA. 
Symphony, n. #2, Fg, HAA; a musical com- 

position for a full band of instruments, #y 4, 
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Fae ce 
Symphisis pubis, n. BE op 2s fe. * 

Sympiesometer, n. Wh lil AY £f- 
Symposiac, a. WERE AY; symposiac meetings, By | 

38; symposiac talk, FEA) wk, AA Ze. | 
Symposiarch, n. = J\. 
Symposium, n. He ik, WK. 

Symptom, n. Indication, FESA, JK BE, JAK; the 
symptoms of a disease, 93%, EK; symptoms 

of disorder, gL EBSA, HF LZ St. BLL. 
Symptomatic, Symptomatical a. Sh pepE, JERE 

IgE; a symptomatic disease, Bt HF yi. 
Symptomatically, adv. (RAIA, A BEVA. 

Symptomatology, n. Se gHA&, sy sees, Jy See So, 

sis BB. 
Syneresis, n. WAR. 

Synagogue, n fRKA ZF, KANG Br. 
Synaleyha, n. O°, WFZHAB—. 
Synarchy, n. [i7z. 
Synarthrosis, n. — “BI, a ZK. 
Synaxis, n. A congregation, #. 
Syncategorematic, n. ARE G Is. 
Synehronal, a. [ii 4 Ay. 
Synebronical, a. [iE [aE AS. 
Synchronism, ». fi JE“, [nl HZ we. 
Synchronize, v. 7. To agree in time, fi) J, 

fi. Ay, fe — EAS. 
Synchronous, a. fiaj Jey, — JAY. 
Synehysis, x. gL. 
Synelinal, a. Py 4H fy. 
Syncopate, v. t. ike, DUPRE. 
Syncopation, x. RHR, eH. 
Syncope, n. FExf. 
Syncopize, v. t. jig, DRS. 
Syncretism, n. FEE 3, Lee Ze. 
Syndesmosis, n. 3 27 3. 
Syndic, vn. BykZ, ZA. THES 5 a syndic in 

an inferior department, 31 F). 
Syndicate, v. t. Hi, ea. 
Synechia, n. ARR ie TEAM, HE. 

Synergetic, a. fel {Q(, lil (1. 
Synegraph, n. [nj 4 Ay ze. 
Syneurosis, n. HOE A, AA. 
Syngnathus, n. Pipe-fish, jp 55. 

Synod, n. $2, HAI, WER. 
Synodic, a. Pertaining to the period in which two 

heavenly bodies pass from one conjunction to 
another ; as:—synodiec month, WZ J. 

Synodal, a. $ # ij. 
Synomosy, n. 93 @ oh ify, YF Shes. 

* Hobson. 
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Synonym, Synonyme, n. fA BR, Ray, 
dE re I-E+ re EI- , JEEZ, (ee 2, AEA. 

Synonyma, n. pl. [nj ee F.- 

Synonymize, v. t. DL) RA HI— FR. 

374; synonymous with, [ji] —¥, [n]—%; synon- 
ymous words, [mJ @& 7% =; worthy is synony- 

Synonymy, ». ELI, EH, PHS. 
Synopsis, n. #4%R, fi 32 
Synoptic, Synoptical, a. fi 2tWy, Hay. 
Synovia, n. BE 
Synovial, a. Pertaining to synovia, as :—syno- 

vial membrane, 2 ij IEEE. 

Syntax, Syntaxis, n. WHE, HES: Zi, EMAHE. 
Synteresis, n. Tigh. 

ae awe 4s fre ar, My, =, =f: — SELF, PEA, OE Zim, HERZ in. 

thetical reasoning, FfEse 7 R- 
Syntomy, n. fj 

Synonymous, a. fil GE, 41a], [FIFE — BE AR, 

mous with good, #[r]s—#e, "PEFR SE a. 

Hl 

Syntactic, Syntactical, a. WRENS, MES: WEA. 

Synthesis, n. Composition, € J (ij; synthesis, 

Synthetic, Synthetical, a. HE, @Ray; syn- 

Be. 
Syphilis, n. SRE, MH, TEBIRE, JIT, TERM 
HE 16 Pil eu He, Jy ae, PE Hy ; to have the syphilis, 
AE Fy, AEHfIT ; secondary syphilis, FF &P zp. 

Syphilitic, a. FFE, FHP, 7E PFE, FERIA 

fig. 
Syphon, ». If; wine syphon, #4"; water sy- 

phon, 7K!fe 3a pipe, $e Ik) Z. See Siphon. 
Syren, n. See Siren. 
Syriac, Syrian, a. FeAl a fry. 

| Syringa, n. GLKA. 
Syringe, n. 7K ij. 
Syringe, v. t. ij. 
Syrt, n. Gye. 

Syrup, nv. PF e. See Sirup. 
System, ». An assemblage of things adjusted into 

a regular whole, j7£, 7Esk, #87, HAM, ARIE 

ZF; system of botany, RiAs 7% ; system of 

government, BO:, fz, AK, Wie, HVE ; 
the solar system, 9 $7 HB; to strengthen the 
system, ¥j fil. 

Systematic, Systematical, a. 7: (13, ZRF fry. 

Systematically, adv. (iF (15. 
Systematize, Systemize, v. t. we, 

eM, db. 
Systole, n. jee F, 

meié, Lik, 

Lie. 
Syzygy, x. HAAS, Moe H ZS. See Con- 

junction, 
Szchuen, n. PYJI], #7. 

* Hobson. 
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Ti 
7 The twentieth letter of the English alphabet, 

ee ee 
160,000, 4+-7\ 8% ; t.o., turn over, Bk. 

Tabard, n. 44 2. 
Tabasheer, n. (ft, Ki B- 
Tabby, a. Brindled, 7E°§, BS & fj. 
Tabby, n. A coarse sort of taffeta, #7); a mixture 

of lime, gravel, &., ew. 

Tabby, v. t. Baur 

Tabefaction, n. 325% 
Tabellion, n. Lon 

Tabernacle, n. @ #2, * teat, ae “ik, * Meas, 

EN, Fe, FE 
Tabernacle, v. 7. To fawwellt FB, (E, 

Tabernacular, a. Latticed, PEAK fry ; t bernnediat 

work, HERE T. 
Taberne montana, n. Fa AE. 
Tabes, n. fhe, JHE 

Tablature, n. Painting on walls and ceiling, fs, 
Sig Bie, HAE ; tablature in music, FAS HEE 
5]; tablature in anatomy, SUSEIGE 3} ITE. 

Table, n. fa, FE, Hi, Sh, AF. SESE, IL, JL: 
Je, FA; a round table, FE, Fe; a square 
table, Fp e, Frei; a table, —iphesa 

writing-table or desk, F52¢E ; a square table 

or a table for eight persons, /\ {JF ; a marble 

top table, a Ha FE ; ; the table or altar before 
a shrine, also: a magistrate’s table, BEAE; a 
dining table, KEKE; tables and chairs: KE RF 

to spread a table, the, BRE, 4ijHE; to clear 

the table, IRE, (HE, GUE ; to rise from table, 

to leave the table, jf, BEE, dime; a sofa 
table, A2¢k:; the table in front of a couch, 
He, ji. JL, PL; to sit at table, 4 "8, FAURE; to 
Jean on the table, Bese, E; to wait at 
table, (ER, ihe; whilst at table, FETE, 2F 
rH; to eat at separate tables, Zp4%; at the 
same table, [iJ#%, [apie ; to sit doth at table, 
AJ ; to converse about whilst at table, J85 [i] 
ak; a table front (frequently embroidered), 
Aut], Fail ; the Lord’s table, =F fe; table 

or index, ARR, 4; a register, ff; a clear 

table, fff; astronomical tables, JiR, REE, 
Tee It table used in meteorology, AX 3€ 3 a table 

* Terms used in translations of the Bible. 

T, 160, —A*K+; T, 
of rates, a tariff, #Hl); tables of descent, FEE, 
PLA, Het; a card-table, ACHE; the tables 
were turned, {lt #%%; to keep an open table, 
ky ; to keep a good table, UR, BIAWE; 
to retrench one’s table-expenses, 4 fj ; a pro- 
jecting table, Py Hi Zee; a synopsis, fj Ze; the 
palm of the hand, 4x, = ; the two tables (of 
the Ten Commandments), jj}; a table dia- 
mond, 2 il 4 fi!) # ; Twelve Tables, 4- =); * 
racked table, #38 ; an imposing table is used 
for arranging pages, FRET BH. 

Table, v. ¢. To board, #§R, #48; to table with, 

li] . 
Table, v. t. To form into a table, fix{}ff ; to supply 

with food, #)@; to table charges, BAK, ZAK. 
Table-bed, n. PeyR. 

Table-beer, n. PRU, HEMP. 
Table-bell, n. PE gaff. 

Table-cloth, n. #4. 
Table-land, n. Jil, Ty JRE. 2A, ie 
Table-money, n. F229, 7 HR 
Table-talk, n. FRR, eae. 

Tableau, n. A picture, #. 
Table Vhote, n. Zt, 4e [i] Ry FE. 

Tablet, n. ji, as ; the ancestral tablet, Jos, 
ml =E, wap, 4; memoranda tablets, eA jue, 
i, #L; an elegant tablet, 6 ; “Wa tablet of 

ceremony, 4 ; tablets suspended in temples in 
commemoration of aid received from idols, [ig 4, 
Igy #1; tablets suspended at the door, Jie $#, 
PYS, Ag ; a stone-tablet, 4) ; to make out 

8 tablet, GE EF EE 
Taboo, v. ¢. #E, SEE, HEA vs) FS 

Tabor, Tabour, n. Hkfz-,- BE, eee, PURE. 
Taborine, Taborin, n. yk. See Tabor. 
Tabouret, n. Sth Z Ry. 
Tabular, a. }o RE, HAS, bed fg ; “let these two 

particulars be brought together in a clear 
tabular form,” pier fii. 

Tabular spar, n. 47%. 
Tabulate, v. ¢. (ik, 277M HF. 

Tace. In Italian music, a term directing to be 
silent, Bk, AZ. 

Tachometer, n. Hee gf. 

FE pail. 
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ACA: 
Tachygraphic, Tachygraphical, a. ji 4* fry. 

Tachyeraphy, n. ji ZIE- 
Tacit, a. BR, kB, BRE, AB; tacit consent, BK 
Tacitly, adv. at, BRR, BRR, La. 

Taciturn, a. Se, KS, VCR, LOE, 
TEAK AS, MLM, APA. 

Taciturnity, n. 22, hpMk, Uoar HK. 

Taciturnly, a HR HERR. 
Tack, v.t. To fasten, 9}, Mt, 4, 40, 1. Bur. 24 

t£, #; to unite by stitching together, #3, 
cH | HEI ; to fasten slightly by nails, gy &. 

Tack, n. A small nail, $7{f, 47-F ; a hook, £4 + ; 
a buckle, g-; the tack of a flag, Eff; to 
hold tack, WE; to make a tack, —f#7, -3; a 
good tack, #7 AFA YL; to go on the other tack, 

Tack, v. 7. HEE, ROH. 
Tacker, n. Wy, it 4a, INH. Fa. 
Tacket, n. £7 {¥. 
Tacking, ppr. Changing a ship’s course, #RYE. 
Tackle, ». A machine for raising and lowering 

heavy weights, #jiiye (see Pulley); weapons, 3 
bk, 22H; an arrow, #7, 3¢; the tackle of a 

ship, #1: GSB 24, fib WE Bs, AH MVE > the 

pk; to supply with 
main tackle, Aye Hap LSS - 

Tackle, v. ¢. To harness, 
tackle, (Af Hi} ple fa 25 hy ; to seize, $85 (4, Fa. 

Tackled, pp.or a. Harnessed, Pkjf TG ; a tackled 

stair, ¥[ Ai. 
Tackling, ppv. Harnessing, $&, _F Fy 4 ; seizing, 

Tackling, n. HE ZHNE, Hop PA ; eee 

Tachydromian, n. 3h¥ 

of action, cease v2 BL; harness, Bj. ; to look | 
well to one’s tackling, 44 a 2, meiInRG | 
3; fishing-tackling, 7@¥, 7@H; kitchen- 

tackling, BEDE IK. BAT BE 
Tact, n. Touch, #8; feeling, }§; peculiar skill or 

faculty, $a the stroke in beating time in 
music, @j #; a person of tact, SE A, AEE 

FS, FUL, We BK Is. 
Tactitian, n. 8 7 HK (ly. 

Tactics, n. pl. FE, She, BRIE, Bete, RA; 
military tactics, PU. 

Tactile, a. BEG fy, BEE, WY BRAY. 
Taction, n. The act of touching, BE. 

Tadpole, n. His, BLASE, AMF, GO BD 
Wh, REEL, A 

Tedium, n. See oo 

Tael, * n. 14 av., or 579 ors. ; nominal 
1) 

value i in money rl 38, or 6s. 8d., ath —h; 

ate. 

-* Williams. 

a tael of silver, — jij gf ; two taels, fy. 
Trenioides, n. #0, TK4E44 ; another species of 

tenioides, WE TE. 

Tafferel, Taffrail, n. fe Fel. {string. 

Taffeta, Taffety, n. #3. See Lustring and Lute- 
Tag, n. A metallic point put to the end of a 

string, TO St ee te er > something mean and 

paltry, SBIBAG. 1%. 
Tag, v. t. To fit with a point, @J me EE 3 th ee “i 

fasten, p/}; to tag lace, OEE, FONE 
tag after one, 4-57) JH 

Tag-rag, n. or a. Pit, TE BE 
Tagetes patula, n. Wi S24 
Tagged, pp. FET ; apnended to, Wy, BAT He. 
Tagging, ppr. Fitting with a point, Aes ; fit- 

ting one thing to another, fj. 
Tail, n. Fe, Edt, AS, FEAR; the tail of a bull, 

| 42 )e, #E; the tail of a bird, 2, BE. 
the tail of a coat, #f; the tail of a fish, AE, 
&; tail feathers of the peacock, ff; a horse 
tail, FRA; a long tail, $2 ; a short tail, @ 
Jeé; a stump tail, fp ; to wag the tail, $B; 
the tail of a comet, 44 SLR, SEA; the 
tail of a letter, = EB: >a plough’s tail, #2 e049; 
the tail of a steelyard, BAF ; head and tail, # 
Fe, SAE : from head to tail, § DAZ, nei- 
ther head nor tail, # Se 2 Fe to turn tail to, 
to decamp, #8 Fé 4:, 3b5E; to turn tail to se- 
eretly, Hi7Z #2 ; to squat upon the tail, PAHS hy; 

an estate in tail, BR APES ; an estate limited 
to certain heirs, [S$ ffi] 32 ; to smooth the tail, to 
soften the expressions, fm 32 {#E FE; tail valve, 

PY. 
Tail, v.t. In architecture, to tail in, means to 

| fasten by one of the ends into a wall, asa tim- 
| ber, ZA, RABE. 

Tail-piece, n. FEB. 
| Tailless, a. 4m€ Fe UGG. 
Tailor, n. $R#8, FRE. IMA, HET; a woman’s 

tailor, fi uF ZE fy ; a woman-tailor, AT, AH 
| 1; a master tailor, 4K H8 fil (i ; tailor bird, Fy 

| EGS, TCE, DEVE, AiR, BEER, HATE. 
| Tailoress, n. A#ET. 
| Tailoring, n. RAE. 
Taint, v. t. To stain, sully, #epF, PRE, YF; to 

corrupt, Hef; to poison, FF, Fei; to infect, 

aie. 
| Taint, v.7. To be infected, #5 YT ; to be infected 

with incipient putrefaction, #24274. 
Taint, n. Tincture, @ ; stain, FyPF, JeyF ; infec- 

| tion, 7h3e; a taint on one’s character or rep- 
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to fall ia ane | ee 5%, Th pee 

i, TR Hai 5 1 
ih 

curios ppr. YejFR; infecting, ph Ye 
ing, ApH; staining, Fy}. 

Taintless, a. 4a Fk AME jh | 

Tajacu, Tajassu, n. AK. | 
Take, v.t. ; pret. took; pp. taken. To get hold or 

take possession of a thing in almost any man- 

ners WR HA AEH 46, BE I 
HR. 8 Hr, HE, Gat, Hy, FEE; to receive, We; to 
receive with a certain affection of mind, #4; 

take hold of, £40, 9. SEE. IB CE, FEE. DE, 
HR(E. $9, 08. HE THIN HE UE ECE, di 
=; to take with the fingers, 44, #4, Hts, Hie, | 
PEP HE, dig; to take in the fingers, #; to 
take in with the right hand, G7 #, FF; to take 
with the left hand, 7, #4); to take with 
two hands, HE; to take with one hand, 34, #; 
to take with the hollow of the hand, #&{£, Hi; to. 
take alive, 744, i; to take for granted, Ax (ki, 
DE hi wie (BE, AAS Z; to take an impression, Ff); 
won’t you take a jest? (RUE BETES NEE, HEA 

FURK4E ; to take an affront, WKF; to take 
hold of a thing, 74}; to take a likeness, 3% 
#A, Fl4d, ZEAH; to take the height of the sun, 
JEH; to take dimensions, #, JE AtfyA; to 
take snuff, SA]; to take physic, WBE, jy 
#% ; to take tobacco, If]; to take measures, 
JAA; to take the measure of, Hr, JE; to | 
take the veil, to take on the religious habit, 
Wwese, AWE, AX; to take a seat, 4E-F ; to take | 
heed, #1, Ju, HEF, fH ; io take heed 
unto the Commandments, eR to take a 
book to read, f# Apaepts, pkse4 ; bind up the | 
hair and take the book, His2s¢ar; to take 
warning, LI BIK, WI; to take one at his | 
word, HN oe: to take the place of, (¥, #, | 
fk fk ; take me to him, H[RHI qi, FAH Os 
to take advantage of circumstances, Jefe R, | 
se Ft ; to take the liberty, Hit ; to take advantage | 
of, Pe, SR; may I take the liberty to ask ? ik 
fA] ; to take notice, fit}, GH, HE; to take without | 

leave, BJZ; to take a boat, FR MELT, IBLE, te 
ft; to take revenge, 4R%2, Sei; to take in 

marriage, 3&45 Jf, YE; to take one in a lie, ff, | 
(EME KS, id 2AL4 ; to @ive the merit to 
others and take the blame to one’s self, Jy | 
Sir A JH Bir C ; to take opportunity by the fue! 

lock, #e dt, F293" ; to take a criminal, #Eje, = | 

Tinted ue ora. infected, 

; corrnpt- 

0: to thke a a town, FEST, THR: a dale) fire, 
GR; to take in writne, Bp, LP Z; to 
take one aside, fi J 7 ; to take aim, Fa, $y 

iit, FHF; to take air, YE; to take breath, $} 
i, WRGL; to take wind, ARR, 3hZE; to take 

the hint, 7} ; to take a walk, FYE; to take 
aride, Ey P HUE; to take a drive, JE RAHI 
#5, Hi4w, Hid; to take a run, 5, FE —j4; to 
take a leap, BK—Pk; to take a journey, #2 FE; 
to take a voyage, #4¥l, #2 ffl; to take a look, 
RiP, 7#—-7 ; to take the field, FER, HEB, 
Hi gegk; to take a ship, Hoi, YAM, BAG; to 
take orders, as a Buddhist, 1! %é; to take a 

bath, %¢ 4 ; to take the waters, FAY; to take 
root, #E#L; to take airs, fii, Fink, Wise 
Cc, Bae hk ; to take airs on one, Hm, fie 
J; to take the water, Ay¢; to take a hedge, 

DG Sf fs ; to take a turn, #8, Bc; to take an 
easterly course, fn 4ifF; to take one’s own 
course, (2th fs, FEC fi; to take a certain 

course, JASE IB to take pains, FRxG, 2d 
HE, Bt; to take an account of any thing, Wh 
Si, ah PUB ; to take leave, 4 9# ; to take a final 
farewell, IQR AEH, #85); to take a nap, $f 
if; to take an oath, #84%; to take place, 7, 
fff ; when will it take place ? #80#770E, #6 He 
(ix, ; to take a disease, Hexg, yy; to take 

cold, A (SE, RUE IEIE, oH, UHR, AHA ; to 
take effect, AR. Ay eh, AP AHR ; to take 
a part, Wy— J}; to take part, #fFp; to take 
one’s chance, #3 7, { fr, FF ZH or 5 to take a 
per centage, ‘43 to take one’s ease, & Gi (Hi ; 
to take to heart, {foh, +-7pA0G, BR ; to 
take amiss or in ill part, APE; you take me 
richt, (RIBEGAR, Wt im4kz; let them take it 
as they like, HE (AE, (Ef, ; to take pity on one, 
VW HEIL; take affection to one, 4) \, ee 
A, $83; to take delight in, #%; to take 
pleasure in, #hs%; to take shame, Fl z2J[t; to 
take a resolution, vf =F %& ; to take nothing, A 
WM ; to take firm hold of, EEF; to take a pinch, 
Ht, #3, #2—44 ; to take anairing, PI, MyM; 
to take a little, Fue; to take precedence, #4 

Se, FH ; to take the lead. (iat VE, #38, 
75 HHA, (ARH; to take a meal, p= to 
take as an example, JE Mr, WY: ELA TE ; to 
take the tide, EMA, FER; to take clan- 
ees (TIN, FAL, FLV; to take publicly, 
AF; to take a wife, Be, FEM), BLS; to 

ake a concubine, JE3e, Ay AE ; to take a general 

oversight, ep, rare « to take command of an 
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army, fi ie#, ZR, 42s Hel; to take the 
reins of a government, eee fie “ql; to take 
liberties with a woman, JP 3%, WYF; to take 
courage, FH, AAR; to take from the) 
people, FHA Et, AL HE; to take a tenth, 7j— 

di, + 4b 4 —, fg: 44th —; to take too much, 

Th SA, AT, ET, HE We; to take along | 
With tea, 283%; to take about the town, 
HEI; to take about a glass full, WELT, 
MHI ; to take away, to deprive of, Ws, 
EF, rt, SH, BK, AM; to, take away, 
to remove, #4, Wes, FHBH. Me fm; take | 
away those knives and forks, M&{f (ty J] Jz 5 | 
take away one half, }f42, FR—4B. fn—-4F;; to | 
take by the hand, +4, #E, Pet, 44; to 
take eare, to be careful, Jr, BEML, Pots; take | 

care how you roast the pigeon, f§ pe BEVE AS ; 
to take care of, to superintend, #f3p, 224, be 
BE, LEB, RA, Fe, Wes; take care of that 
clothes’ trunk, #2 Bi lp 7+ Ae Hi; take care of 
me, fits ii FR, WA A JR; take care of the child, 
Fs rh $m hie {7-; to take care of one’s health, 
#2 , FH ; to take by the arm to stop, JG ; 

to take by force, ART, BRE, I, fo5y. HH, 
Bh, tte; to take down, to reduce, ie. eS ; 
to take down, to bring down, [—, y%; to take 
down, to depress, 3% €£, FR ; to take down, to 
swallow, #7 ; to take down, to pull down, 4if 
YE, #£JE; to take down, to write, #3 —, #, 
#2; to take down the flag, fF fff; to take 
down a sail, Eph; to take down the sheets, Hg | 
YEAR ; to take down one’s pride, RN AI | 
to take from, to deduct, MB, fn, FL; to take 

from, to deprive of, RH, BH, fak, WH; 
to take from, to detract, i&35?, al Pe, DER; to 

take from amongst, fA HI, HEH!, HoH; take it | 
from him, Z#¢34B, #2 Jt; to take heed, 

TZ, BS, a BE to take for LR. fii tf; 
what do you take me for? {f% ff 4 fez WE WE, 
MILLA AS fo A: he takes me for a fool, {B #4 
4c; to take in, to inclose, to fence, ts Lage 0 
to take in, to embrace, fy ; to fia in, to com- 

prehend, (47); to fake in, to contract, Jj, 
iG ; to take in, to furl, yf; to take in, to cheat, | 

eR, fe, Wy; to take in, to admit, 4; to take in, 
to receive, If; to take in hand, ff, 3%, EHH ; 

can take me in? ff Fe ieee FR FRY: to take off, 
JR, 4, FH; to take of a cover, HEA, Fk, 5 
fil, #2; cannot take off the cover, 497 0% iE ; 
to take off one’s clothes, J&Ze#E; to take off 
the skin, ¥ij%; to take offa cap, KI, Hr, 

[iE ; to take off, to cut off, BJ, Wr, BW; 
to take off the edge of a knife, $i JJ FH ; to take 
off the taxes, AFR; to take off by death, ZE; 

to take off the spell, WERE, WARE; to take off the 
odium, 5% ; to take off from, as from an ac- 
count, BR, fk, fm; to take off one half, PRK—2F, 
ji—2F, Fj— 22, pe; to take off a copy, Pr, 
Ff]; to take off commodities, ' £¥ ; to take one’s 
self off, 4M Ey to take off, to swallow, #; to 
take on one’s self, fa 77, AUFH, FH BE, HE; to 
take on trial, stip, =x; to take out, to remove 
from within a place, #§ Hi, eH, ie Ht BH; 
to take out, to separate, WH}, 4} BH; to take 
out, to deduct, SB, 41, WVU}; to take out, to 

extract, FJ, $f; to take out 2 summons against 
one, jE 4 J; to take out a tooth, #7y, Sif 
AF; to take out with a fork, a small stick, &e., 

HEIL; to take up, to lift, Pele, Hie. WIL, HR, 
HEI 4y ; to take up, to borrow, fff ; to take up, 
to buy, &; to take up, to begin, #U9f, BA; 

to take up, to have final recourse to, JA; to take 
up, to seize, Jt, 4, dif, HE; to take up, to an- 
swer by reproof, #7, i'r Zi] ; to take up, to begin 
where another left off, 4% Fé fff; to take up, to 
occupy, FHA. FA Ji; to take up, to manage 
for another, ({ #E, ACH; to take up, to comprise, 
‘144 ; to take up, toadopt, Fg; to tuke uparms, 

BF XK, Hig tk; to take up the pen, #38, Fh 
ar, Sy 5E; to take up a quarrel, PE IA GE, Ft 
J-§; to take up a challenge, Jc Hk, FH; to 

take up a trade, fff §¢ Eg; to take one up sharp- 
ly, fGE A, FF7E A; to take up water in the 
hollow of the hand, #g7\¢ ; to take up w ae in 
both hands, $4 7 ; to take up money, fy HR; 

to take up much room, (ik hy Hy Wk i ee Z 
jhAeP ; to take up the mind, #HhZE ap; it 
takes up seven years, (ii (46; to take up the 
whole, & mt, AH: to take upon, to assume, 
J# ; to take upon one’s self, A #f ; to take side 
with, 7#1, #$—j%; to take hold of with the 
nails or claws, JR F¥- 

to take in sail, Weph, jap; the love of our r Take, x. i. To move or direct the course, as:—to 

country takes in our families, friends, &e., 7p 

ZB ELITE ARB AZ Zz; he shall take ia 
your iustructions, {Boh} Sy (h % Ze; you cannot 

take me in, (Meme ?§ Jk; do you think you 

6 C 

take after, to learn, to follow, %, 7 ; to copy, 
to imitate, WW Sik, ax; to OE Fie]; he 
takes after his father, {BPI 2; to take for 
fie, LIZ ; to take on, to be aca affected, 
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JE); that books takes, 4. APsedae Hy, fas | the talent of great statesmen, API ZF. 
4-9 ine; to take to, to be fond of, 4, HR, He, | Talented, a. AA, HA HE, VE, Ki, fie; 2 talented 
XZ; that does not take with me, 4 fgl= FRG, person, AA HAA, AAR. HHH, FFs a 
AGA Hs FS fb; it cannot but take well with him, talented youth, F AE Z #. 
As EDS AL, fie BE ; to take to the church, Talesman, n. FUN RT: 
URE KAIEE ; to take to business, fA RR, Talionis (jus telionis), The law of retaliation, ¥% 
DIE TE 75 ; to take in with a faction, Rea; fi ZHP. 
to take to heart, L) # J&; to take up, to stop, Talisman, n. ¥, Beh # ; the talisman worn on 

ji; to take up with, 41/2, 2; to take to| the lappet of the jacket, PEJA FF. 
one’s bed, WKF. | Talismanic, a. 0G, Be FS AS. 

Taken, pp. of take. Caught, as:—taken ill, AB, | Talk, v.t. ov 7. iif, #8, Hf; to talk nonsense, PERE 
{tin, F393 taken in, fe Hy wh; taken in by, ih, RHE; do not talk nonsense here, WRMK Re # 
iB ee, PK GAS ; will not be taken in by you, He if ; to talk without aim, We =z py ; to talk 

IME CRS, (RNG DE Fe fal; taken to pieces, Jp; Much, aS, Meh ZS, lal, Hie, AeA) ; to 
taken alive, AE {if}; taken captive, Pei, (PF talk fast, sf HE, WA pb, wR; to talk reason, Hf 
With, JE; taken away, JRA; taken in 45 GEE ; to talk scandal, pi ABR; to talk about 

with, ##, 3%, 4; taken up with, ffk, HB; has a person’s shortcomings, if \ AEE, Bt VLE ; 

TAL 

taken two months, {di fj74+ 9 ; cannot be taken to talk about heaven, 7&3; to talk about poli- 

at both ends, unmanageable affair, Fup. tics, WRIBL, TAIBCSE, BL; to talk about, ck, 

Taker, n. W243, 7} #; one who catches, JR3%, iE, mR; to talk of, BE; to talk to, WH; 1 
& 4H, YEH; one who subdues, Hf #. will talk to him, 4@ 32 ¥h{B ; to talk incessantly, 

Taking, ppr. or a. Receiving, Ife; catching, as au MEK att, wax; to talk together, FARR; to 
disease, #4; getting possession of, 74; appre- talk a while, FE—IIP, F—wE ; to talk to no 
hending, 4, $i, Fi}; deceiving, 5%, pe, we; purpose, @LYZ; to talk to the purpose, RFA 
attracting, #. | ZH; to talk up, HE; to talk bie, HK, ok, B, 

Talapoin, Telapoin, n. #1 fay. Hf] ; to talk like an apothecary, {LI fEOKO fH, 
Tale, n. 2 BEA, 22 BE, FR - a AN HAN FE 5 specious talk, 7E FAS; to talk 
Tale, n. A narrative, St, Jewk, fH; ancient tale, little, aie, AfaJ; to talk in one’s sleep, #Seh 

ti Fz ; a modern tale, 4 # ZH ; a fable, HERE, nis We, VS, He, Fe; to talk ina delirium, ji; 
Sekt, ERE; a falsehood, (Zirh; to tellan an- do not talk so much, (RV WK 3 Ys; do not talk 
cient story, pipi ; to tell tales, Stitt ; to carry — loud, 4 78) # ; to talk at random, WZ; to talk 
tales, #202, HEVE; a memoir, #8, BEFR- | loud, ja ; unable to talk, MUZE ; to talk about 

Tale-bearer, n. BES, GROEN, HEA. HESEAESE every thing, KAHL; to talk irregularly, 
4, a}. | ZA; let us talk it over, [i] fp Pf; see how he 

Tale-bearing, a.orn. [J 74. | will talk, gt AE; small talk, adversity and 
Talent, * n. About $1,100, {R#J—F—- A Bsa success, SE7H. 

weight of about 5Tibav., WRI + EW ; facul- Talk, n. wR, ah, Aa; idle talk, small talk, fypR, 
ty, natural gift or endowment, 7, FAL, FRE, | Wak, Hwe; much talk, BF; foolish talk, wR 
fe. (HE AEA AO Aff aA, Me BE; incoherent talk, jf; to have a 
if Gi; acquired talent, 78k, {ksk, Ft; creat talk with any one, Ht \ pig, [a] Awe aig 3 full of 

Fst 

talent, AA, A ; superior talent, JAA ZA, talk, SEPE; market or street talk, fiek, HF 
¥ WE, A REE, PEN ; to have talent, # A; in- a; common talk, “APE; it is all very easy to 
adequate talent, A A. FE ; inadequate talent for, talk, 5 ni; familiar talk, Pet; mere talk, 

FAL; talents and knowledge, 4%; no nak. 
talent, 4 FF AE ; my poor talents, fi, $j ;liter- | Talkative, a. 4 REMPE, AF PGE, SYS, AIS, FY 

ary talent, oF; talent of speaking, A; OF, Sept, SA. SAY, RE, A BE, NCS, neh, 
slender talent, JNA, Zs; ordinary talent, jff A aka, 3B Bah, Be. 
i F ; extraordinary talent, Bao; the Talkativeness, n. Se 4, ASH, AO. 

talent required for public service, Ja}, HAF; Talker, n. SAH, SMM, WA, HA, AY 5 

* That which heaven gives is called $84, and that which | a great talker, — TEs 
man receives or possesses is called ARE. Talking, ppr-, @. OY nN. FR, ain» at ; incessant talk- 
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ZN BZN, BPE, SRR tall trees, 5 Hh 
BAS, AEAE, HK; a forest of tall trees, BACH ; 
sturdy, bold, #4. 

Tallage, Talliage, n. TA4E@E2 HR. 
Tallness, n. 1, te eH. 
Tallow, 7. Cow’s tallow, J5 Yh, 2A Yh; vegetable 

tallow, BANh; crude tallow, Ffyh; clarified 

tallow, Ah. See Stillingia. 

Tallow, v. t. ES UhHE, LRG, LIN Wht Z.- 

Tallow-candle, n. 4 jp. 
Tallow-faced, a. FF Ta fy. 
Tallow-tree, n. See Stillingia, 
Tallowed, pp. 1- i )5 ih. 
Tallowish, a. JR Yh fg, AA WhAS. 
Tally, n. FE, HAs; tally of an officer’s commis- 

sion, Ff ij ; an agreement, % F, tri] ; a deed, 
32, Hl, Hi) ; they were tallies for each other, fj 

AE ABA 
Tally, x. ¢. To score with correspondent notches, 

En hE H ; to fit, # Fp. 
Tally, v. 7. To suit, A, F &, 4H FF. 

Tally-man, nm. 4g (ik4y me Ft BRAG RoE ES 

Tally-shop, n. [#3 4. * 
Tallying, ppr. EF; agreeing, AG, HA, 40 

Talmud, n. #fi HARE, 7 ATM. ARE. 
Talon, ». JX, fH AN; to tear with the talons, JK 

i, hI] ; to seize with the talons, jq fE. 

Talus, n. PH. 
Tamable, a. By ZE%t, F) FEH), HP; that may be 

subdued, Fy jjfz. 
Tamableness, n. BJ #2 # %, BY Ol Z- 
Tamarind, n. fy. + 
Tamarinds, n. pl. iF. 

Tamarisk, n. SESH, PEBT. T TED, BE. 
Tambour, n. 3-H ; a species of embroidery, HH; 

a frame for making the latter, #i#4 77 28. 
Tambourine, ». Hand-drum, = $k, 344%; tam- 

bourine fish, Heft. 
Tame, a. #i, Di, FE, MM; gentle, mild, Arve 

WE, HAL, FAK; subdued, HMR, PENLAYs to 
crow tame, ji fil, HBP; tame slaves, ALMPEAL ; 
a tame snake, PEAY, F7RME; a tame poem, 

Oy, UR bl 
Tame, v.t. 38 Rh, 28 fil, He, cB, WRK ; to 

civilize, #44; to subdue, FENN, WRK; to re- 

* AR Rat «= T Medhurst. 

HAM 
Tamed, pp. ora. 383824, HII, HINT. (RK. 
Tameless, a. Bf, 4b. 

Tamely, adv. With unresisting submission, Jl 

HR, VINA ; without manifesting spirit, AYR. 
Tameness, n. Sf VE, 3, I, WE, MAN ; 

want of spirit, YR; gentleness, fA An, A ip. 

Tamer, n. HOB, FE, OH. 
Tamine, Tammy, n. 3 fij- 

Taming, ppr. PAM, FERN; civilizing, He{b. 

Tamis, 2. Rape ai, Bayt ai. 
Tamkin, n. #8. 

Tamp, v.t. To fill up a hole bored in a rock for 
blasting, Yea. 

Tamper, v. 7. To meddle, $B fy] JF, Hl SEZ) % SE, 
Ves, te eH, HFA +H; to tamper with 
one’s religion, Ff, Hie WH; to tamper with 
one’s feelings, jal fy} JV fF ; to tamper with any 
one, pTF At ; to tamper with troops, =. 

Tampering, ppr. Meddling, BBRISE, saz yk 
Tamping, n. #RRE, YS KE. 
Tampion, Tompion, n. 444. 
Tamtam, n. jut Z. 

Tan, v. t. ME, HTK, MA. 
Tan, n. HRA, BPE. 
Tan-house, n. 7 JE Fe. 

Tan-pit, n. ERA, BOAR. ERROR HI. 
Tan-vat, n. 7 A, HE HL, HEEL. 

Tandem, adv. #4&, filf#; to harness horses 
tandem, #255 jij 7%. 

Tang, n. A strong taste, #UYe; relish, Wy; the 
tapering point of a knife, chisel, &¢., which 

goes into the handle, JJ yy EE. 

Tangent, n. IEW, Wx; the tangent of an are, 

HIME UZ FR. 
Tangibility, Tangibleness, n. By BE2G, 1H) Fk, wy 

ae. 
Tangible, a. BEAR, MEG HS, SMe, BA 4, 

HY FE Ay; tangible proofs, By BE PE, HY 

PE, BES ZR. HELE. 
Tangle, v. ¢. To implicate, , aL, #7 Al, 

CE, HERE. Sec Entangle. 
Tanist, n. A lord, =F ; the proprietor of a tract of 

land, $i =F. 

Tank, n. aH, ACHE, aICSE, aC, He. Se. 
Tankard, n. ar, (4a. 

Tanner, n. J& le, He J& fil {33- 

Tannic acid, n. AERIS EH, MER. 
Tannin, n. eye. 
Tanning, ppr. ft JX- 

Tansy, n. REBE. (2?) 

a: 

$e 

We ral ’ tiv 
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Tantalism, n. EXFRL a. 
Tantalize, v. t. To tease, 2k Fe, ME; to vex, provoke, 

is, #5; to torment, 7rfey. 

Tantalized, pp. BET, SSRI. 
Tantalizing, ppr. or a. HE, BR FE. 
‘Tantamount, a. Equivalent, —£%, #A[nJ, [h]— ER, 

Tantivy, adv. To ride tantivy is to ride with 
oreat speed, Peggy. ' 

Tantling, n. koe Hy. 
Tantrums, n. pl. Bursts of all humor, #§ 389p¥. 

‘Tap, v. i. 48, fH, th, BE, BY, da, HE; to tap at, 

fj, WJ; to tap at the door, HJ fy. 
Tap, r.t. To pierce for letting out a fluid, #2, 

bi #e; to insert a tap, 2ZAEGM; to tap asa 
vessel, Fk; to tap a tree, RARE, Wet Ze; 
to tap for dropsy, Fx #8 IE, Hk # ak. 

Tap, n. A gentle blow, —3, —fff, #4, eh, — 

4X, —Fh; a pipe for drawing off liquor, fk 
4; 0 cock, AEA. 

Tap-house, n. 379 ))5. 

Tape, 0.398, RAR, HERD RY. 
Tape-ends, n. 32 9A. 
Tape-line, n. JQa#e. 
Tape-worm, n. We, Week, wi, op], AE atk. 
Taper, n. A small wax-candle, Jntigey, say, Js 

Taper, a. Conical, 48. | ee ea. 

Taper, v. 7. 2. 
Tapering, ppr. or a. 42, Ph, MK, FB, FE; tapering 

fingers, FAdH, FHF ; the tapering end of a tree, 

fd, by bay. 
Taperingly, adv. Yok. 

Tapestry, n. BREE, AUK. 
Tapet, n. Worked or figured stuff, FE fk, AEE. 
Tapioca, n. Sago tapioca, PEI, PAK. 
Tapir, n. fi, 89). 

Tapis, vn. peRE i; on the tapis, Pye ZA. Beak 

Le. 
Tapping, ppr. By, Wk; a tapping cock, RE BA. 

Tar, n. AEM yl; a sailor, IK. 

Tar, v. ¢. EAen ab. 

Tar-water, n. BENS ih. 
Taranis, n. BE Why. 
Tarantula, n. See Tarentula. 

Taraxacum, n. 3ff ZSBE. 
Tardigrade, Tardigradous, a. 4B fg. 
Tardily, adv. 3, ee. 
Tardiness, n. Slowness, jE, [2 4%, iE ; late- 

ness, Hi 3)¢ 3%. 

V5, PHUBE AS, WE ACAS, AR FEL, #8, He, ACL, 
Tardy, a. VEN, PETE, 1, TES 
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Alig ; unwary, Ay fh A. 
Tardy-gaited, a. PEAS. 
Tare, n. A weed that grows among corn, #4, Ht, 

HAE, 3G ; darnel, Yk, FLA. 
Tare, n. JE, AB, €€, JEL; after the deduction of 

the tare, BR pe AB, ER iA. 
| Tare, v. t. Ee. 
Tarentula, Tarantula, n. 77 BHR. 

Target, VW. TEs, iu, af fv, 4D, ye, 3, HU, PR, 

Je RR, WWE. AE; to fire at a target, FyHE, F7 

40%; a shield, ji, MUA. 
Targum, n. a See eae AR. 

Tariff, n. BEIM, SUG, ie BEREAN. 
Tarn, n. A bog, @. 

Tarnish, v. ¢. To destroy the lustre, Sei, 33; 

to sully, #eyF; to stain, H_PYF; to dim, sews ; 
to tarnish one’s e@lory, SE Re ANZA, FE NZ 

%; to tarnish one’s name, #4 \ 7%. 
Tarnish, v. 7. 45. 
Taro, n. Arum aquaticum, =F0H, EY, dg; the 

early taro, Bl==; the late taro, Hi™@2E; taro 
leaves, SRE. 

Tarpaulin, n. AEs ah ti, wht. 
| Tarried, pp. #3 f£i, F238. 
Tarring, ppr. als ab. 

Tarry, v. i. To stay or remain in a place, Fe By, 

RItE, BRIE, YENP, IEG, UBM ; to tarry for, 
He (ie, Se, See; to tarry, as in indecision, 3#% 

32; to tarry two days, BEN A, RmA; 
where did you tarry so long ? (.OEF ii MRE Be 
lig ; tarry me here, ZED ke HS PEAR, ZEIE PEFR: 
tarry here for us, £8 If F& py I ; to tarry all 

night, RAEI, BR. i. 
Tarry, a. Fens wy ee. 

| Tarrying, ppr. Stopping, #3 { ; tarrying for, #8 

fi, “Ee ; tarrying, as in indecision, 7% Ry. 
Tarsal, a. Pertaining to the tarsus, as :—tarsal 

cartileges, |é j& We fr ; the tarsal follicles, fF 

HE Z AE. 
Tarsi, n. pl. The feet in insects, Rie. 
Tarsus, n. The tarsus of the eyelids, ARIES Were. 

Tart, a. Acid, §%; severe, #EHR AY ; sharp, #0, 3; 

tart fruit, QEOROPERE ; a tart answer, BAM; 
a tart reproof, 7a; a tart humor, Aer. 

Tart, n. Hi# ie, HE; sweet carambola tart, Hi pk 

Tartan, n. Pw f 7, BGR, FESR; tartan rib- 

bon, WS a. 
Tartan, n. SP. 
Tartar, n. 773788, WI ATLPES 5 a person of a keen, 

irritable temper, Jy 3af— JV. See Pheasant. 
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Tartar, * n. See Tatar. 
Tartar-emetic, n. 7] AR ina. 
Tartarean, Tartareous, a. Jib Fi RF. 
Tartarie, a. Perens to tartar, as:—tartaric 

acid, AVATAR, * RITE. 
Tartarization, n. MATS jE. 
Tartarize, v. t. To impregnate with tartar, ~<#j 

BiB, the Hh) iB. 
Tartarous, a. 7) AREAS. 
Tartarus, n. Hh fk. 
Tartly, adv. RE fy; severely, fix, 14. 

Tartness, n. REIS. WEY: ; HinteHtiges, TS, HEH HM 
the tartness of his face, (ee a ml, (07 YF i. 

Tartrate, n. 7) ej 2 Ay, Fj Agi US AZ. 
Tartuffe, n. (38 7. 
Task, n. PL, Tse, Feat, Tal, SiHp; to work by 

the task, 477-4, $f ILE; a daily task, AG; 
one task, —#ft. —J_; to finish a task, fk Sep. 
Scam; to set on a task, (PAR Af; an easy 
task, BP, AT; a difficult task, Fea, 
HEPET.& ; to take to task, RAY, Ber 

Task, v.¢. To impose a task, (7. Fe th: ito assign 
a eis amount of labor, "At. 

Task-master, n. GLH, EK. 
Tasked, pp. 3 i% 1, 3S it. 
Tasking, ppr. AE, we TKK. 
Tassel, n. 252, #8, #E, He; the tassels of a cap, IA 

BE, WARE, TERE; red Bees SHE, eH; long 
tassels, 28%, $278, 7% ; tassels of a purse, fif 
BILGE, lik ; tassels of a banner, WEE, FRE; neck- 
cloth-tassels, YAp¥t #2; the tassels of a coach, 

WR. | 
Tastable, a. BY, WY BALM. 
Taste, v. t. Or 2. 

Pe, WL, Mi, f ins to iste, as the spirits, fik; 

to taste tea, 24, BS; to taste timber, FMP 
AX ; to taste a vith, wp} ; may not taste it, 
He HS , VE ie {B ; to taste of pleasure, & He, 

45 it 7 HR; to ésittaldeath) 2 HE, JIVE ; it tastes 
nite ee YOR, BM: to taste of the cask, 

ABER RAPER. 
Taste, n. i, UF, HEME, IK; a nice taste, 

ik i4 ; an excellent taste, SK a bad taste, 

* Tartar, i.e. men from Tartarus, hell, or infernal re: gion, 
is acorruption of Tatar. ‘The priests and monks of the 13th, 
and 14th centuries added an R to the word Tatar, in order 
to explain the ferocity of the hordes that issued from Cen- 
tral Asia. This mode of spelling was in use for several cen- 
turies, until the Tatars were driven back to their inhospi- | 
table regions and all fear of them had vanished. To write 
at present Tartar displays either ignorance or great lack of 
deference to the feelings of the people now coming in con- 
tact with us. 
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I Sep BRB the taste of the present a age, Ft 
we; the taste is excellent, Bis DB, Wee 

| fd; the taste is good, We sede, KW ; out of 

taste, Mi #3}; to take a taste of, BNP, ZAP ; 
to have a slight taste of, #7 fH 5 different 
tastes, A lad Ws, ALAR ; there is taste in the 

- composition, aC j#AP HE ; add another taste, 7M 
—Ie; the five tastes, 7p. 

Tasted, pp. 25, IB; well tasted, Af URN; ill 

tasted, FEDRIRE, BRE fry. 

Tasteful, a. AOR, FE; having a gocd taste, 
WPM, KEM, SE; neat and tasteful, 7Rse. 

Tastefully, adv. ApS, MF 47, EF, SE BL; tasteful- 
ly dressed, 3% #5 4 Bh ; to embroider tastefully, 

afi (5 HE 

Tasteless, a. Having no taste, Ane, PEMA, PR, 

WEE; insipid, BE, HEC. HEE, WA. 
Tastelessly, adv. MEAG Hii, AAS A - 
Tastelessness, n. SENS #, IMCs 5a 
Taster, n. SH, MH. 
Tastily, adv. af, A- 
Tasting, ppr. &, ph; suffering 

death, 46. 
‘Tasty, a. 460K; elegant, apis, SE. 
Tatar, n. SESE HT, EPS a. BEF EAH; the Man- 

chu Tatars, 7 jh| A; the Mongol Tatars, 534 
NK, HEE A; the language of the Manchu Ta- 
tars, #24; the Manchu Tatar characters, #¥ 
=; the Tatar tribes, the northern barbarians 

of the Classics, Jk. 

tli , i, S25; tasting 

| 'Tatta, n. Facey. 

Tatter, v. ¢. FE We, FE, BEM. 
| Tatter, n. Tatters, PEACE, AE, REAR, WA 5 to be 

Re We all in tatters, Jefe, RENAE. 

| Tatterdemalion, ». ffi} {f-. 
| Tattered, pp. ora. Tattered, as a garment, Ce., Ha, 

Th iO, BONNE. WERE, TBO, BS BS i, HE: 
tattered raiment, JIRA, WEAK, 442 FEE. 

Tattle, x. 7. To talk idly, Wt, APaa, abad. wee 
Han ; to tell tales, sAGh, JHE; to commu- 
nicate secrets, #8 7 #3. 

| Tattle, mn. Prate, af, Beak, PRR, DRE an. 
Tattler, n. AZ, SYS"; a female tattler, ABE, 
Ip I one W ho tells tales, AL ae. 

Tattling, ppr. or a. Mews. pebydon- 
Tattoo, v. ¢. HZE, FJ, fa); to tattoo the face, #a) ify, 

Wri], 22 Si; to tattoo the cheeks, sie ; to tat- 

too a criminal, f8, qi {8, BIB, ACM. 
Tattoo, n. A beat of drum at night, giving notice 

to soldiers to repair to their quarters, RR BE. 
| Metose, PP: or a. wT, wie T, EE a tattooed 
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body, HF. 
Tattooing, ppr. or n. 
Tau sect, n. 34 3X. 
Taught, pret. and pp. 
Taught, a Tight, 8. 
Taunt, v. ¢. To revile, 

Taunt, n. ea, fs, 

~~ o ° 

Taunted, pp. 77S, Hee. HES. 

Taunter, n. #:/60bL, «hl, #18 ¥. 
Taunting, ppr. or a. 7756, Hehe, RIS, eR. 
Tauricornous, a. “+ FG, ASG BEE. 
Tauriform, a. 4 fz. 
Taurine, a. 4Ffij. 
Taurus, n. The bull, 4. 

Tautolite, n. HA %. 

i), HI. 

of teach. HT. 

Ree, WS, HEE, Mal. 
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| Tax, uv: t. To assess, BR, {ERE ; to impose taxes, 
{EB HABE; to tax everything, i — ERR 
to load with a burden, #7i~; to tax one’s 
streneth, ANZ II 5 to tax one’s brain, HA 
ZA 3 to tax one’s ability PAANZBE ; to tax 
one of delay, 7 AE, 7 AE. 

TG Z oh, AR) 2, ze Taxable, a. 8) fEM, wy i, HBA. 
Taxation, n. A taxing, fEBEZ 3 ; 

the sum imposed, Jir{EZ#E- 
Taxed, pp. or a. Rated, 7 f #; accused, 

Taxer, n. HENEMG ICES 

tax, BE, fry ; 

ey, 
E aT. 

Taxidermy, n. ffi BBR IK Be, BS IX BR ZB. 
Taxing, ppr. Imposing a tax, ENE; assessing, 7 
, FEAR: ; accusing, 4&. 

_ Taxonomy, n. ric Ail 2, fe Hi BE A HE. 
| Taxor, n. See Taxer. 

Tautologic, Tautological, a. SAFE", PEAS, K Taxus, n. RTE. 

Hy. 
Tautologize, v. 7. i 7a ah, GPG at, aff WL otk. 

Tautology, n. eee BEZS REZ, KB 

Aes ae nee AS nie Be > at MAC BL, a, aici, o& 

J ia: 
Tautophony, n. HMBBH, WES ZR. 
Tavern, n. A house licensed to sell liquors in small 

quatitities, to be drank on the spot, jay%, i 

WO, TS), WME, HAE, WAR an inn or 
hotel, Ay, axis, 27st. 

Tavern-haunter, n. 779 228. 
Taverner, Tavern-keeper, n. 775 3, iE, ifs =, 

LEA. Tavern-score, n. {75 fig. 

Taw, v.t. sP AK, BY Je. 
Taw, n. Ay yi-F. 
Tawdrily, adv. wea ; tawdrily dressed, 44 79 

WA. [ fil. 
Tawdriness, n. [RAR fil, WY GZ bis, BE ME 
Tawdry, a. 

dry dress, PRAEZEeE, Wy BAe. 

Tawed, pp. or a. Fy ith Be. 

fhe, n. ERE. 

Tawny, a. Big, wee, Latifah fi why, com 

Tax, n. Bt, fii, fll, JEAE, aL tases, BERR, BORE, 

ERIE GMPE, WE: EGY, EPA s tawe 

Bei, BE, Pall, HE, Ii a levy taxes, (EB, | 
WBE, WORE, TEL EE Re, SRE. SE, jt. FH 
a to pay taxes, FE. WR, HAE. ARIE, ARR 

to levy an income tax, 4h JR, $Hi4e; a) 
kind of income tax levied in the market, ff; a | 

tax on land, 

E#; a heavy tax, BAE; a heavy tax upon 
one’s memory, EEA Zale, HE (=a) A 

ZBL TE 5 
Ff. See Duty. 

Jt. FFL, FR; a tax on goods, | 

a tax on houses, Jif ; a censure, #& | 

Tea, n. 28, 2055, 2, ZF; the leaves of the tea- 
plant, 3H; different kinds of the tea-plant, 
ASHE Hi ; all kinds of tea, % fifi 38; tea from the 
Rohea hill, #R4#2; tea from the Sunglo hill, 
PARE; tea from Fychau in Nganhwui, 4H 
4&; Twanky tea, i783 congou tea, TL; the 
finan varieties of congou tea, from the province 
of Hupeh, $5 #50ilfa] ; the middling variety of con- 
gou tea #5 Pili] ; the inferior variety of congou 
tea, #ER TT ; congou from Hunan, the best 

variety, {223 4j ; the middling variety, PFI; 
the inferior variety, {fiji ; the varieties of con- 

gou colled Monin, pt, 2290, #8; Hok’au 
congou tea, jad, =e the best sort of 
black tea, Fee, PF He, Hr 84h; Taysan congou 

tea, A |; souchung tea, TARE pekoe tea, G 
me: Bohea, phi#, Wed, eh; caper congou 
tea, PKK]; plain orange Pekoe, #4; oolung 
tea, BRE, ‘Si; Kokew oolung tea, 575 & fe, 
UNS ; Hungmuey tea, SHG, sIsi4l Wey, St 
At iy, FFF ; green teas, #78; the three kinds 
of which are :— ptf], 7¢2B, Wi; the com- 
monest description of Wuyuen tea, ffs Ar) 
WE 7k; the middling variety, JeWR4EZk; the 
finest variety , TEAR AE Bt ye: iS; varities of Tai- 
ping teas are the common sort, fe #7 &; the 
best kind of Taiping tea, WLAE YS; young Hyson 
tea, fj aij; Hyson tea, Pk%; Hyson skin tea, 
Je; Twankay like (Hyson) tea, i%; im- 
perial gunpowder tea, [A FK, 2 RK, BUPK, PERK, 

WhFK ; Canton teas, best varieties, ARjN, =F 
4 ; inferior sorts, #E 4%, AW, ILE, ak, A 
7; scented orange Pekoe tea, 76 AF ; scented 

b] 

Eben tea, EPR 5 any tea, > ao » EF 
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Ns, 467%, HED, ESS, PAWL, BH, ABE; rick 
tea, WEI; wild tea, |JJ4k; strong tea, "au KR; 
weak tea, HEIR, Ta AS; winter tea, ME: to 
pick tea, roo 408 <; to inspect tea, AX; to 
weigh tea, ie AS3 a chest of tea, —#j %; to 
boil tea, GE, BEAL; to make tea, Jay 7X; to 
drink tea, RIS, es ‘<; to fire tea, Ie: pour 
out the tea, As; sarye up the tea, #s7k; a 

cup of tea, — R28. 
Tea-caddy, n. 284%. 
Tea-canister, n. 4SHEHS, ASHE HE. 
Tea-cup, n. 38%, 28H; covered tea-cup, Jay Ht. 
Tea-dealer, n. 3849. 
Tea-kettle, n. 3&G8. 
Tea-merchant, n. 379, 28%, 28 FF 
Tea-plant, n. ASS. 

Tea-pot, n. 28a¢ ; tin tea-pot, BSPE. 
Tea-poy, n. 3X#L. 
Tea-saloon, n. 38)R. 
Tea-saucer, 2. ee a long or Chinese tea-saucer, 

Tea-shop, n. $832 4 A | Sys. 
Tea-spoon, n. HARP, 3 AS 
Tea-stone, n. Smoky Pa Ze. 

Tea-store, n. 284K. 
Tea-strainer, n. 3S{R. 
Tea-taster, n. 2X fi. 
Tea-tray, n. 328. 
Teach, v.t.; pret. and pp. taught. $e, il, S FH, 

nif, Bik, allay, a da i, HH ah Wt, a; to ac- 
custom, #7, Fett; to teach one to read, # 
Nii, AGE ; to teach the young, Foy 46 

WE, Bob, HeHE's2, WHE; to teach children, 
to teach the adnan we SE, aM SE, He Hy 
to teach and transform, BAL, bH4{h; to teach 

and convert all men, #444 A; to teach relig- 
ion, FG BE; difficult to teach, MEF; easy to 
teach, 3%; to teach without weariness, # A 
ft, nik Af ; to teach archery, pF 4}; to teach 

one how to do, #e A Lift thk, A IMMGE, dit 
JA fi; I will teach you how to do it, RB Ak ; 
toteach in the womb, A@ #; to teach wit, fi 
Sh iik, 3 #4; to teach one’s grandson to grope 
ducks, #% AE #8 (ft f¥ 2; to teach the mannal, 
ll f# ; to teach for a living, LIZ AE, HH. 

Teachable, a. That may be taught, #(fi8, ne 

3, BFS, Mit; apt to learn, 3 Sty, YB 
fi; docile, AFBOME, 3 HOVE, WITS. 

Teachableness, n. Capability of receiving instruc- 
tion, B) #75 % ; willingness to be informed, 

Me, HAH, BA ; docility, WIR. 
Teacher, n. SB, 248, Beli, fi, UP, Bae, 

JEAE, fifi; teacher of religion, % KES, tk 
j4E4E ; a teacher of a freeschool, 9 St Zk ; 
the pupil is superior to his teacher (or master), 

DAE Wak, TPH EE; the pupil is not above 
his teacher, #E AIR (if ; a teacher of eminence, 

K 
Teaching, pr. orn. HB, BAN, HR. 
Teak, Teek, n. fit 3 bit. 
Teal, n. IrIKIS ; a crested teal, TE Fe. 

Team, n. A team of horses, ft Hj, —3fe BG ; a team 
of wild ducks, —# |; reins of the inner 
span of a team of four horses, #f. 

Team, v. t. 239— fe. 

Teamster, n. Bx He Fy #. 
Tear, v. t.; pret. tore; pp. torn. A, WE, FER; to 

tear asunder, apart or in two, 3 BA, FE, Fit 

BA, FEBH. HOH, JRE, Jeu, did, de RW, $8, 
FET, Hi); to tear away, HEF, WA; to tear 
with the claws or nails, $f, JK; to tear to 

pieces, LAA HEAL, U6, HILDE, 48, ak. J sto 
tear a garment, WA, MEK, WKH, te # ae 

tear one’s face, PMB ty, Iai, RAEI ; 
tear to rags, JL RE; to tear men to pieces a 

chariots, #%, #E, F131 J; to tear bodies of the 
living beasts to pieces, 343, #; to tear with 
the teeth, (RF EY; to teara cat, Wh, 
AX; to tear from, $6 HM, HEF, HR ; to tear the 
father from his son, @-F44Z>; to tear the 
clothes from off the body, #JF- KA; to tear 
ot, HH, EAB ; to tear out, HEH], PLE; to tear 
up the ground, 3} ; to tear up silk, W#RSZ, 
31 44, HA; to tear up the floor, HBA IW, Ir 
bi HEE ; to tear with the hand, 3, =] Hy. 

Tear, v. 7. To rave, to rage, FER, TER. 
Tear, n. A rent, HE, PRHE; a fissure, HE, AEE; 

wear and tear, {ii FA. 

Tear, ». WER, PRG WK, 8 BH, HH, SEL; tears 
wet the cheeks, jp Zi ; traces of tears, RUE; 

tears bedewed his coat, Riis (> ; tears trick- 
ling down like rain, de ANH P ; tears standing 
in the eyes, Aj, (SPE FE A; to shed tears, #e 
te, TEU, TF WE: to dry up the tears, Fay, # 
Ye. PEPE; tears and sorrow, ARP; tears ae 

ing down, Jie YF; tears of blood, fr FE ; tears 
trickling down his breast, Pky A Mgt ; tears 

flowing down in streams, IBAA 

Tearer, n. 2, Wee, ra 1. 
Tearful, a. iif ; with tear fal eyes, Fina HE- 
Tearing, ppr. 2, ££); tearing with the claws, 

IIS, IRIE ; she goes tearing fine, (BG fs ft 
ff] ; a tearing lass, §§ x. 
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Ww ati tear ies eyes s, Sit Ie 

TER 

Tearless, a. a. i Ife Wi, SBE : 

HEM, wt. 
Tease, x. t. To comb or card, fi); to vex with im- 

Bee HE fC], MY, BES, A, MES, 
23, HEAD, JERE, PEI: to tantalize, BRR, A 
Ss eae ; tease him, BUPAB. 

Teased, pp. Carded, Jil j& 

Fs teased to anger, HIPS, WA. 
Teasel, n. Mite, ml ti FE. 

Teaser, n. HERE, HERI, WOME. BLIER. 
Teasing, ppr. Combing or carding, }il}; vexing, 

> aeee 

I 

ERY, HGH; teasing, as spoiled ‘children, PERE. | 

101, FLO; the teats, | Teat, n. The nipple, 2F95, 

Meehineses n. BEI, PERE, PETE. L WEF. 

term, SE" Fi, Bh 21h, Ae, 7B. 
Technically, adv. ee, LUBE, FG, F714. 

Sy oe 

Technics, n. #2 7 HB, Be St, Be ap. 

Technology, n, $244, Ho 5, Be 7 HE. 

crab, HOHE BI. 
Tecoma grandiflora, n. Haz TE. 

Tectrices, n. pl. BBY. 
Ted, v. t. To spread, 4A. Zi BH. 

tedder, Je EM Je. 
Te Deum, sa arma ; te Deum laudamus, 4& 

Tedious, a. Later from continuance, 4p \\J= 

si Ay Mies, FAY, FEA fy, WERE AY ; a te- 

43 Fe S19 ; a tedious discourse, 4> RFS ah; 
a tedious aflair, 4p RMPESE, (EAE ZS, BER 

Tediousness, n. Tiresomeness, RIF 2 3r, HOMRZ 

Bt, fea; leneth, f& 7; the tedionsness of 

Tedium, n. Wearisomeness, i fé§. 
Teem, v. ¢. To bring forth, as young, 

with ants, jj LURE, 2EAEIRE ; to teem with in- 

habitants, J\ ti] #i] 3; the water teems with 

Teemful, a. jf. 
Teen, n: Grief, SE ftY. 

Technie, Technical, a. Bey, fy; a technical 

Technicalness, Technicality, n. $e 3%, Wj Be #, Be 

Technological, a. Set fj. 

Techy, a. Peevish, BEI, PEI, pAb ; techy asa 

Tectonic, a. 74 jt 2% (7j. 

Tedder, n. Sh BK 7 HE; we know the length of their 

if Se E 

dious person, §& 4x! § J. ; a tedious preacher, 

Li. 
Tediously, adv. 254, BOF, DAA. 

one’s life, 2 WR, AE 2B. 

pregnant, #fff#; to be full, 7h, wy; to teem 

fishes, PLM, ACBL. 

Teens, n. pl, The years of one’s age having the 

vexed, PETE T ey 

nh 

EAE ; to be | 

ter mination teen, as: to be | in one’s teens, Fe 
AGAR, SEAR; a miss in her teens, 

WHR ke. 
Teeter, v. 7. or t. Fy BR EK. 
Teeth, pl. of tooth. 3, jaf, Be, Hi; to eut the 

teeth, Hit, AAYF; to shed the teeth, $23, 4 
FF, is V6 TEAR, Briar, hat, Bik ; incisor teeth, PY 
FF ; canine teeth, a3 ; small and large molar 
teeth, AF, HR, ie F ; the milk teeth, Zap 
Bre te, dy i fy; rotten teeth, fi FF, Ha oF: 

irregular teeth, 12 770%. BENE. Ae EE, AIL, 
£; projecting teeth, (45+, REET. BAA, ate; 

the teeth wide apart, Ht4-, |My; bare or ex- 
posed teeth, #278, ffl; loose teeth, IPRA, BR; 
eood teeth, 4-4; to extract teeth, JRO, Shik; 

distored teeth, #4; to erit the teeth, RAAF, 
Wee, me; to gnash the teeth, iy; the 
teeth set on edge, fg, fe ; the teeth chattering, 

SP RUT HE, FAA, SPIE. HAW; to get be- 
tween the teeth, #37 ; a set of teeth, —RI AF; 
to insert teeth, ##3F ; in the teeth, directly in 
front, "#7fy ; in the teeth, in direct opposition, 

Teething, ppr. HF, AF. 

Teetotaler, n. HRUMPE, WRiEA, SERLAB 2 
Teetotum, n. 3825, Jgl¥i; to twirl or spin a 

teetotum, 47 WIZE, Fy GUE, (AWE. 
Tegular, a. TRIPE, FLAY. 
Tegument, n. 4, 4 yk. 

| Teil, Teil-tree, n. #}%4. 
Teinoscope, n. Prism telescope, JE $i, & .- 

Teint, n. fifa, 2, f.- 

Telamones, n. pl. #£, AAR, TALE MS, fae 
Telary, a. (9. NMR: 
Telegraph, n. 4, fi; a wire telegraph, oe 

electro-telegraph, 3% ; Morse’s telegraph, jf 
ity ae 3h ; House’s telegraph, F329 ; Barne’s 
telegraph, BEY EIR; Wheaton’s telegraph, 
Fi #R ; Caselli’s telegraph, fi 4 ER; Bain’s 
telegraph, 4 4 exh. 

Telegraph, v. t. (RRR. 
Telegraphic, a. f& (4, 4h fy; a telegraphic 

message, SIM, TEAR, ERS. 
Teleeraphy, n. fRIRYZBE, (EAR Be. 

Teleology, n. N23, yes 2B. 
Teleosaur, Teleosaurus, n. 85) Fi BEA HA - 
Telephonic, a. Far-sounding, 392 3 fj. 
Telescope, n. -f- FL S%, je $% ; refracting telescope, 

JE KRESS ; reflecting telescope, fx Wayne Fi. 

Telescopic, Telescopical, a. F-HGE Ay, LIF BR 

By SL fg. 
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Telbst, n. BF. ‘See Taleman 
Melee matic, Telesmatical, a. ZF fg. 

Telestich, n. 1% Qala EZ FMA #H. 
Telic, a. PERE, Ee af. 
Tell, v. ¢.; pret. and pp. told. To inform, 2 ih i ii 

Fil, SAD, vi AN, HIRE, 
@, Ha, (EE, 7544, Ut ; to teach, 

77: ; to discover, to disclose, WY 7y, aay to count, 
t% ; to confess or acknowledge, 7% ; to publish, 

Hi; to unfold, fEBY; to explain, fF ; 
fii fA) ; to discern, Fl j% ; don’t tell, RHI RE, Be 

HIRE, BUST Bee ee ena 
4a tte; nobody can tell, Me \ en, 4m A BY FU ; 
tell him yourself, (A Gaa1E EN, ft Aske ile ; 
tell me your opinion, AKANE RR, AE 
ere and I will tell you, eee 
Re, JG Hs de; tell him to come, PL 4BER, B 
fii 3g ; tell her of your love, =F AB Ja IAB, Ih 
fis FAS -% BE ; tell him of his faults, sf ({B AME 
Ope Sa dz, LR eR le, Fh fi Fz GH ; to tell one’s 

mind, Fra He HE Hb 3, ME et EE tell 

all, FagNAE, Bae AUITE HIBS ; to tell only half, 7A ¥ 
4eIHE; to tell the news, 9RiGA, JR (s; to tell 
fortunes, 4 az, HEp, PE, A fiz; to tell lies, 

Be ACoA, atatt FT SEE, BCG Z af ; to tell the 
truth, Hea, Bt ; to tell stories, He, Bt ; 
to tell tales, j®)J\¥% ; to tell big stories, Hews 

aa ; to tell abroad, W8Ygy ; tell your money, # 
JA (TORERR, Be tH PR; tell me the reason, RAR 
Fu tht fic, LEG AR ; never tell me, ne FA HE 
3 ; tell them off, Bj 4{B ; tell them off, as for 
duty, EME. 

Tell, v7. To make a EDO; #R; to take eiet 

AiG. 
Tell-tale, a. or n. Fe OPE, WIA, WEE. FRE 

WE J, HORI. abe. 
Teller, n. 

numbers, 2&4) ; an officer of a bank, who re- 

ceives and pays money or checks, 3 }if. 
Tellina, n. HUAI, Few. 
Telling, pp. Relating, ah, it 

informing, SRF, fi Kl; counting, 

as fortunes, 7. 

Telluric, a. Ji Ay. 

Tellurion, n. HUGH AR. 
Tellurium, n. bj ; vellow tellurium, "BE 4dy. 
Tellurous acid, n. 4A. 
Temerarious, a. } fer fig. 
Temerariously, adv. fark, es 
Temerity, n. Beas By it, 

Be, BAS: 

¥ ; telling, 

WE, AME, Heir, Ht 
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fe, EE. nibs ott sti | 
0 i | 

to find, | 

| Temperament, n. PES, VE, Xf Silt 

mh, Bt, FRB, GE A; one who | 

; disclosing, WIR ; 

TEM 

| Temper, nN. tH WR, Th. AL Sk, VERS Pe. 
PEM at BL. inl, PE. na a hasty temper, 
PES ; of a hasty temper, wes POEL a fiery temper, 
APE; a hard temper, § J: B34 ; inflexible 

temper, #EPE; of a Ae temper, RENEE a 

mild temper, Pet Fu, HAZ. PE, FUR HE; 
to keep one’s temper, SF 4%, 7A9q 5 a 60 tem- 

per, 46 Be UI) 4&, EPEAT, HE SIM ; of a bad 
temper, 7 PEI, A HS fyj; to have control of 
one’s temper, FESPALSR, BESPELVE TE, TES ; 

an even tSaie, 1HZE PE; to lose one’s tem- 
per, AALS, AZ iit, FEA ; out of eae {fe 

7G; to keep one in temper, f# AME cits » A 
4 Fu; a bad temper, MEAG jesR ; in a bad 

temper, $EREME, EERE WEE 
Temper, v.t. To mix so that one part qualifies the 

other, 41%, H]F x ; to adjust, #E ; to temper, 

as steel, Flat, Ask, 4, 1%, i. i, Wee ; to tem- 
per a sword, ##r @i) Fl fc ; to temper equally, 
Ht, HZ; to temper colors, WAZA; to 
temper hard, #n#%; to temper justice with 
mercy, PLS& Fe fii , Be Fe 4H BF ; to temper one’s 

self, oH Ai ACE, AS) PE. 
i, ine 3 2 choleric 

or nervous temperament, IX PE, 5 3 a phleg- 
matie temperament, WIRZE, KABZUE; 
a sanguine temperament, & HE, SUE, FS 
(i) = Zz, BZ E; sane temper- 

ament, 2yrz ek, Siete: a light temper- 

ament, HYP 2 pe. 
Temperance, n. @f, GiB, REG; temperance 

in drinking, @j #% ; temperance in everything, 

| Temperate, a. @f, RE GH, HR EH, SF EH ; moderate in 
the use of things, (ij JA, Ae }F; temperate in 
drinking, iff; temperate in eating and 

drinking, ( fk #, fe FUR. fe AE GH; 
temperate weather, 38 yy JERE, RAE A. HR: 
the temperate zone, Tt cool, RAE ; temper- 

ate above others, 6 (arith J\, AE GIB J. ; temper- 
ate in one’s demands, FRR A HE, Brak Fy 6 ; to 
be temperate beyond the general mass of men, 

iB NZ tii. 
Temperately, adv. Moderately, (ij, @j/#R; to eat 

temperately, (j#; the wind blows temper- 

ately, i Jil, fit il. (DRE 
Temperateness, n. fe Gi, fit #% ; coolness of mind, 

| Temperature, n. FR3, SERA, YHA ; autumnal 
temperature, #X4q ; the temperature of the air, 
Ki; the temperature of a place, jhA ZA, 

| +5@ ; « pleasant temperature, jk Ar. 

6 D 
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Tempered, pp. or a. Good- ae aaa AE VE RE s 
bad-tempered, B&PE (PE; even-tempered, #7 

S19. 
Tempering, ppr- Tempering, as steel, Fisk, 4, 

Mi; tempering, as colors, &e., wa Fl, wi) EJ- 

Tempest, n. SEI, lil ZENE, FEIHL, BSH, HE, 
faG, Bes]; 2 whirlwind or hurricane, W}El, mm 
J; a furious tempest, FE], ANE feel Vinh, ; 

abe. 
Temporize, v.t. To comply with the time or oc- 

oe HO. ESE, UE TG Fa. BUNT fe, OE 
fr, GNI SS, GENES; to humor, A 

=, ee ; to delay, fH. 
|'Temporizer, n. eee ee, (ig oH 

raise a tempest, jf $2 /al, Te aR wx; the a, | 
in his mind, {BE SE*S, (ly, HERE. 

Tempest- beaten, a. SRR Sy PE, $e UI V5. 
Tempest-tost, a. BAPE Ary. 
Tempestive, a. mAHEAg, AURA. 
Tempestuous, a. Tempestuous weather, 

4f ; a tempestuous wind, 4% }ml, Bel Jal. 
Tempestuousness, n. Jal ASAE, 35 iE (E- 
Temple, n. lt, S, ee fk, ub; pagan temple, a 

Jan» V6) ee, SEER; an dol’s temple, jij; a 

aS A 

temple dedicated to Confucius, He )ij ; a sacred | 
temple, Be my, Bee, Bear 

fir, tht, FeBe, SPY. Rest, BE. Wie, HE 
4); a Tauist temple, #1; an ancestral temple, 
ie) , Wa) > , 52 1 Fe Jj, Ae iia) ; a temple for virtuous | 
wonien, (jj ii] ; the wings of a temple, #% ip, 

mM RE; the orbate temple, 4 fil Jef; temple 
designation, J&j ge; a temple curator, sexton 
or acolyth, ia WH, Bj PLZ; to go to a temple, 
J: fa ; the emperor oe ee ; the tem- 

ples of the head, #4 fq, #2 3%; hair dressed i in 
pufis on the temples, ne 

Temple, v. ¢. #01. 
Templet, n. Hy je, Hk, HEF. 
Tempo, n. JR. 

Temporal, a. SE HENS, DEAR A, Tk, We, G AEA, Bh 
ity; temporal power, JE {EZ HE; 

; a Buddhist temple, | 

temporal | 
happiness, JE ii; temporal affairs, {Ik 3F ; 

temporal born, sce Korn. 
Temporalities, Temporals, ». pl. {iE 738. 
Temporally, adc. WHE AG, JERE AS, & ZEA. 
Temporalty, m. The laity, (i \. 

Temporarily, adv. 4% HE fy, BY, EL. We; 
perpetually, AVF; to hold a post temporarily, 
3%; temporarily acting as magistrate, fy) FANS. 

Temporariness, n. Wy, #4 3%. 
Temporary, a, ¥¥, 27s, BF ; temporary stay or 

lodging, #3 fE, PEER, AE, Fe; a tempo- 

rary dictator, JE ; it will do for a temporary 
arrangement, BJ PY AVA ws ; it is only tempo- 
rary, * 15 sp fj, 3 Aig fy ; temporary stars, 

ee FE. 
Temporarization, 2 n. Faille 2 a, | ha Ona, ee ] 

not 

Temporizing, ppr. or a. Aue, SE, BNE, EHR. 
Tempt, v.t. To seduce, 2%, w%, BY; to entice, 

HB, 2) 3]; to try, a ERM BAPE; tempt 
him, #z2V{B; to tempt to evil, FT, BH 

JE, e+e; to tempt one’s fidelity, at N22 th : 
tempt not the needy to despair, Wis A SH HE 
%; to tempt the hearts of ee people, meeyl 

it); to tempt to eat, BYR; there is nothing to 
tempt me, Spy BY FR. 

_Temptable, a. 8) 5%, wHRELAT. 
Temptation, n. 42Y, BVH ; trial, A, a lead 

us not into temptation, (iy Rik, * 7 SARE 
ws BY, + 79 5] AHH; + temptation by the devil, 
JERK; to yield to the temptation, 78k, (Eas. 

Tempted, pp. ERIK, wT; to be tempted, PF 

BU, S22, Flié=EY; to be tempted, to be tried, 

Jha 
Tempter, n. BLM, FS, HH, IH; the 

devil, J&E 92. 
Tempting ', ppr. or a. RRM; enticing, Fw; try- 

ing, WU; very tempting, 4-Fp VEE, His 

fj; a tempting plan, Af Zaft; tempting to 

the eyes, 9% Al fj. 

| Temse-bread, n. $f) 4a fy Ha G4. 
Ten, a. -+, f*, —-+4; a file of ten men, ff; ten 

feet, +, —X; ten feet square, #7 -+ A; ten 
feet cube, —ac2;: 77; ten feet cube, term used 
to express the capacity of sheds, Ge., —JF; 
the Ten Commandments, +-j%; ten o'clock 

M., --24Sai, TEE; ten o'clock at night, IE 

%; ten days, a decade, +-9, — AJ, BRA; 

within ten days, +H |B], A) Ay; ten catties 
weight, -- ra, —fiij; ten to one he will die, 
+-4E—24E ; better sell nine things for ready 
money than ten on credit, -{-1 2A AI BL; 2 oot 

five out of ten, 4-+17§ 3; mot one in ten, -- 
i #5 —, + Sie -H:— ; ten years, 4 me ; ten times, 
+e], +e, +i; ten thousand, +---, —3¥, 
Fy ; ten fingers, -}-4#; ten duties of life, 4-5§. 

Tenable, a. That may be held, as a fort, BE SPAR, 
“779 (£ ; tenable, as an opinion, $k fH 8%, SPER 

ff; not tenable, ESP AE, AAESE, SPARE. 
Tenableness, Tenability, n. WSF, Fe {Ze 
Tenacious, a. Holding fast, [A] #t, Be pe, wisp, BE 

* ene version. t Giitzlaf. 
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“F, Bee; lard to break, ff) ; adhesive, #892115 ; 
nigeardly, {8 @; tenacious of one’s. opinion, 

ext 2, A, Hk—; tenacious of their power, 
+ ACHE, BX LE; tenacious of their property, 
A$ AVHE ; a tenacious memory, fae PE TR Ae 
obstinate, Hy) J¥, ae (Vy. 

Tenaciously, adv. Jal, EX, fil. 
Tenaciousness, n. Ce FE, fll Sf 44 ; adhesive- 

ness, BE $f HE ey. 
Tenacity, n. THe es, Spay WEE A, ST AT 

adhesiveness, #39 4%, % #8 #%; cohesiveness, 
RIL PE; to adhere to with great tenacity, 

BEBE Tél ftls- 
Tenaculum, ». Hook, #844, Si)£4- 
Tenaille, n. Sites. 
Tenancy, n. 4, oe Ez, ER 
Tenant, n. 4, (Es, 
5 ‘sharon, BE. {£% ; the tenant of a 
shop, 4%; the tenant of a house, J 4, (4: )& 
#% ; the tenant of Jand, fA % ; tenant in capite, 
tenant in chief, 4:7; tenant at will, fEAVfE 

He: AZT, EAE ETE A; tenant at life, 
A 7 fk a AV 

Tenantable, a. 8) FHL, Hy, HL (13, (E15, TE TS AI. 
Tenanted, pp. PXFEL, ALIS: : ea by, Brit N 

AA, BEA CE GK; tenanted by him, AB FL, fe 

ay. 
Tenanting, ppr. fil, SF, fF. 

Tenantless, a. 3 JE GE, Mr 
Tench, n. Leuciscus, @24Q; blackish tench, Hie ; 

another species of tench, #) %4 ff; another 
speeies of tench, #F We 4; 

tench, AGE another oe of tench, ii; 
another species of tench, fiji, ld, Mj. 

Tend v. ¢. To watch, to hold and take care of, 4f, 
Wh, Ab, FF, ASF; to tend the cattle, AF, 
eAe ; (o tend a patient, Bray A; to tend an 

averment in law, 5]HE, weE YE. 
Tend, v. 7. jij, if [ay ; the mind tends towards, yf} 

fd, I, GCE, IE; to tend to, fi, Be; 
to tend to create trouble, BAW He. 

Tended, pp. fii, ihm 7. AT. 
Tendency, n. Direction or course, [nj, $i fry 3 aim, 

i, HB, AG, Eig; a tendency of the mind, 

FG ad, TES PE, PI BE + ae to vonit, 
AB li, (Wai 5 a Saar to sleep, # 

ency to relapse, #1 7% #8, G7 #. 
Tender, n. A Sell el YHA 3 a coal-car, 

je Hi ; a tender or ee BE Zo PRIS 
to make a tender, #eM, JE ue 

pe Cr ae) 

We, (EB, GH, pe. Al | 

another species of | 
| Tenders, n. pl. pee, 

| 
| 

| Tenebrous, Tenebrious, a. 

\ ony 
| Tenement, n. 

fA A]; a tend- | 
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Tenderness, n. i; softness, 

d | Tenet, n. Doctrine, om: 

Laie a. Delicate, ‘a uh i, “hi, HE, WE, AZ, 

TEN 

i; of tender age, 4.404, DO Hf; fine and tend- 
er, 44; tender looking, 2E 79 4k, ex; tend- 
er, as boiled meat, J; to suspend until tender, 
as meat, AA3%; tender or soft, Bei, HAaitk ; t 
hoil tender, G&fZ; to bake tender, Jajhf; to 

roast tender , BESlRK. BEG A; a tender mind, 

2b, Hot oe tender affections, 2k - tender 
disposition, 24 fj ; tender grass, AleE ; a tend- 
er voice, Azee, SRF; a tender conscience, ¥f 

£1 Fit); to have a tender love for, 2&3 ; tend- 
er verses, 3 ikl iy ; tender of one’s reputation, 
abit 27%; tender of the minutest things, p% 

di ih. 
Tender, v. ¢. To exhibit or present for acceptance, 

HE, JAK; to tender a price, je fa; to tender for, 
$e MH > to tender one’s resignation, POE, HE ; 
to tender one’s assistance, IRD: to hold, LU ; 

to esteem, 7X, #£ 

Tender-hearted, a. etsy. 

Tender-heartedly, adv. LIZ4.%. 
Tender-heartedness, n. #0, 2228. 
Tendered, pp. eae as a price, ## f ; tendered, 

as for service, fy jth 
Tendering, ppr. dering for acceptance, +4, Wak ; 

tendering a price, j¢ fe ; tendering for service, 

f# = ; tendering one's resignation, BORK. 
is, Aik, Fs 

brittleness, fff, ff; soreness, By 4q zi ; tender- 
ness, as boiled meat, 27%, Ay ; tenderness of 
heart, 22.0 ; tenderness of conscience, BobzZ 
ii WH} ; benevolence, (Ht, HUGE ; kindness, #E 

Be, eR, Bs sensibility, AB. 

pe ZH 
Tending, ppr. In), {is {nl 

Tendinous, a. ff Ay, FAAS. 
Tendon, n. Aff, fi, (i. Thi ; round tendon, [A] 

fifi ; flat tendon, iffy ; the tendon achilles, ff. 
Tendril, ». Tendril of vines, pulse, &e¢., JE; 

tendril of a melon, JES. 

| Tendril, a. Climbing, as a tendril, ff, Aji, 

[eee 
Dark, 22.7, 4, ay, 

Tenebrousness, 'Tenebrosity, ». SAAR. 
A house, #, 4 ; a house or Jands 

depending on a manor, #5: A, 2% HE 
usurpation lands and tenements, #%¢ ¥¢ HAZE. 

Tenementary, a. FB] Hi, BHI ec fry; held by 

tenants, ith 
Tenesmus, n. FpREse. 

Tendry, n. See Tender. 

dog wave (Ge 

* Hobson. 
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Tenfold, «. + fi. ae | 
Tenentite, n. DX fe SWE. | 
Tennis, n. 47 JR IEKY. | 

Tenon, n. MESA, HE0A, HEF, ST, AA, By (see | 
Dove-tail); door-pivots are the wooden tenons 
of the door, PY Heep ASPyEl. 

Tenon-saw, n. HERAT. 
Tenor, ». Whole course or strain, —}§, 38; 

character, jinfy3 even tenor, 28472 BF ; sense 

contained, purport, general course or drift, , 
TES, FUR, HERE, FGE: tenor voice, SA— fk 
F ; upper and counter tenor, 73 (2 (RP ; the 

tenor of writs, 3 4 #4. 
Tenotomy, n. Zi fffj “23%. 
Tense, a. Stretched, 5%, #£738 5%, HEBER, HB 
Rs rigid, fe. 

Tense, n. AE, Hd: ; the present tense, 4 J; the 
past tense, 7 }. 

Tenseness, n. WE, BEA, EELS, JLWEN. 
‘Tensible, a. BATE, 79 HE, FMEA, WR 

K, Mi. 
Tensile, a. fj]. Sce Tensible. 

Tension, n. $£ 83%, FLESH, Sty; the state of 
-being stretched or strained, 843%. 

Tensive, a. 3 BE fry. 
Tensor, n. ifafifj. : 

Tent, n. ihe, eR: Hille, Deve, HE, ibe tbhe, We, WE, 
#5, fe; to pitch one’s tent, to establish one’s 
selfasa teacher, SH, Bi be ; to pitch the tents, 
as soldiers, Hf, egt, vp; the general’s 
tent, j% ime. 

Tent, v. i. WRBCETE, (EUR. JEW. 
Tent, v. t. To probe, #8, #772. 
Tent-bed, n, Wek, =k. 
Tentacle, n.; pl. Tentacula. yezh 1 ¥- 
Tentative, a. Trying, x. 
Tented, a. 2 Vb, Zw. 
Tenter, n. £748 ; to be on the tenters, 7H 7 

fs] ; to keep on the tenters, mH J\. 

Tenter, v. t. 204k WEL, BYALA. 
‘Tenter-book, n. fit 4i 48 £4 ; tenter-hook in China,* 

WHER. 
Tenth, n. ora. 3$-4-;a tenth part, + 3p 2, 

—-JX, Fe, — fy ; the tenth moon, $# -- A, 
Ji )], BEA; to take one tenth, 4-4p4$i—, 4h 

Tenthly, adv. #-}-, 4° My. [ yk. 
Tenting, ppr. £. 
Tenuate, v. ¢. To make thin, 4g sf. 

Tennifolious, a. 7upae fy. 
Tenuious, a. Aj, Fit: 

* Bridgman, 

Tenuirosters, n. pl. Be &, phys B. 
Tenuity, n. Thinness, as a plate, 74% ; slender- 

ness, fi # ; rareness, as a fluid, Ff, FRH- 
Tenuous, a. Thin, jaf; tenuous, as a fluid, #; 

minute, ¥J) 4H. 

Tenure, n. Manner of holding real estate, $¢3& 
4h, SESE ZA fil, SPSE id: ; manner of holding 
in general, Sf #4, Sf i ; free tenure in com- 
mon socage, _[- 4 A 4-2 3£; base tenure by 

copy of court roll, P4538, T¢ AR BEZ RE 
tenure in gross or in capite, 3 A fe 738; 
tenure by knight service, Sp2é ti 28H & ; the 
Nine Tenures, JL &. 

Teoealle, n. yipe. 

Tepefaction, n. HIRZ3E. 

Tepefied, pp. 3 THE. 
Tepefy, v. t. Pp im RE. 

| Tepid, a. fH, HAN, J, FOE, Be ; tepid water, 

SHIBWE ok, Hake; tepid vapors, #1B 2 3. 
Tepidness, Tepidity, n. HE, 724, Ht #. 
Tepor, n. 7H be. 

Teraphim, n. pl. 3e wih. 
Teratology, n. The science of malformations and 

monstrosities, qf 4E % BE, th 2% Sa, Ze th 
a; bombast in language, Pyke “%ah, RAZ 

Terce, n. A cask whose contents are 42 gallons, 

BEI Zi. 
Terce-major, n. = BEEZ jw. 
Tercine, n. Rif ShZe. 
Terebinth, n. #i}44. See Turpentine tree. 
Terebrate, v. t. $¥JL, EFL. 
Terodo, n. SACak A. 
Terete, a. ASF). 
Tergiminal, Tergiminate, a. = % fr. 
Tergiferous, a. HEF5 BH EEL. 
Tergiversate, v. 7. Be ih. 
Tergiversation, n. PW, Patt, Ae Pal. 
Tergum, n. G4 EM. 
Term, n. Limit, ({8, §£ ; the time for which any- 

thing lasts, BQ), WE, Oh. HEME, EDR, BER, 
Hb, A, iit; the term or session of a court, 

Abra 2 My) ; 24 solar terms, = -+ pl ij ; semi- 
monthly terms or term of 15 days, @f, 9%; 
to collect bills at four terms, Ie @f HE; terms, 
termini miliaris, 347; word, expression, gf, 

an), “ff; denomination, 7%; for a certain 
term, SEH], REA MEP if; for a term of life, — 
AE, —4E2%% 7%; woman’s terms, %& \ 27 REN ; 

the terms of capitulation, EME 2 #49 ; terms 
for payment, 2g 5K Zi ; to make good terms 
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with one, ## & % Z #4 ; not upon any terms, 
fh 40E ; not on speaking terms, 0% 4A BE; on 
good terms, #AAF ; not on good term, DE AAKE, 

AAA; your own terms, (MEE, (EME 
i, fE ME; in general terms, A Z ah; 
in mysterious terms, RAG Zak, LAGE, LI 
BARS YZ aaj; terms of 
an algebraic expression, Ji; the term of ration, 

Term, v. ¢. To name, %, 4; to call, BEX. 
Termagancy, n. fe 5, PSA. 

Termagant, a. Af MSE, AST AY, TSR, BR GRAS. 
Termagant, n. Ria, ASP Z fi. 
Termed, pp. Named, 44°f ; called, [S}i&. 
Termer, n. {iH ; one who has an estate for a 

term of years or for life, Sp3é pk $e sp Bk — HE 

arts, #750] ; the term of 

| 

Termes, n.; pl. Termites. Ay bg. eae: 
Terminable, a. Fi, A) eb, BW 5é, sc. A. 

Terminal, a. #¥ Jé 4E fry; terminating, JE fh, 
Terminalia, n. pl. &j%4. 
Terminate, v.t. To complete, IK5é, (56, IXHE; 

to close, to end, J, 5, #32, fit, SE Ht, He, 

Ze, PK, BR OT, YZ, HZ; to terminate a difference, | 
G.4t, ZE4f; to terminate a war, i: FX, & 
fay ; to terminate an alair, Sy, 5634¢, SLA, 

4878. 
Terminate, v. 7. To be limited,  p, A 4k, ATE; 

the word terminates in, Je" f%, 42 ; how 
did it terminate ? how did it end? Sig FE Bk Re 

VE, BIKE, ERA iy, FEED, du 
{apa %e jit will terminate in misery, Jt FE ah 

dE i 
Terminated, pp. Ended, Jf, 5¢7f ; limited, pik 7; 

terminated the affair, 5€ 2:37; it terminated 
in a quarrel, Jf Fe 4 AP. 

Termination, n. The act of setting bounds, YEU, 
[Je FR; the act of ending, 567%, Si, S; the 

end, WE, SIS, ose, He, pk. AX; the term- 

L@- | 

| Terre-plein, n. Fa3227 Thy. 

Termonology, n. See Terminology. 
Tern, a. Threefold, = f%. 
Ternary, a. LJ =MM.Z ; consisting of three, =Jpg. 
Ternary, Ternion, a. =. 
Terra, n. Ih; éerra firma, YM; terra verte, 

J; terra vestita, 24H, ALAA, APE. Ms. 

Terra-cotta, n. Baked clay, 8 fj Je; statues, 

figures, Ge., cast in a paste made of pipe or 

potter's clay, PSE RABE EM. 
Terre filius, n. s&s) 25% A. 

Terra incognita, n. 1 Fi WT, FAL Mb. 
Terra japonica, n. See Catechu. 
Terra lemnia, n. FPIE- 
Terra sienna, n. #% JE Fi. 

Terrace, n. 42, Gefjt, HE, isa terrace on the 
roof, also: a roof terrace, RAS, PE ; a terrace 
for drying things, |e: in terraces, one 
terrace aboye the other, jee; a high terrace 
Taz 3 2 terrace for sacrificing, $f. 

Terrace, v. t. Siee, fees. 
Terraced, pp. or a. K&S {Yj ; terraced hills, eae 
Terracultural, a. #f Sh (4. [zi Se. 
Terraculture, n. $i hh, BE 3F. 
Terraqueous, a. at +; the terraqueous globe, 

L Ji. 

? 

21 

Terre-tenant, Ter-tenant, 2. S¥ Jib 4. 
Terreen, n. See Tureen. 

Terrel, n. $1 ER. 
| Terrene, a. Hyp, +f. 

ination of a word, Fe, BZA; the term- | 
ination of an affair, Bf 74%, BZ. 

‘Verminative, a. [Me "7 fry. 
‘Terminator, n. 36%; terminator, as applied to 

the moon, PEL ULB, FIGS. 
Terming, ppr. %, #4, Eh fit. 

Terminology, n. BB, BLM, AL LM. By 
iH. 

Terminus, n.; pl. Termi. A boundary, BR, &e #, 
Bi ; the extreme point, Je, #£. 

Termite, n.; pl. Termites. Aye. 
Termless, a. Ame fjt. 
Termly, adv. Term by term, fii, 5B, ZpPR, 

Terrestrial, a. $i 08, di fj; a terrestrial globe, 
WHER. BUG; terrestrial spirits, Js quh. WE; ter- 
restrial affairs, J BF, Tk Sf, Jb tk z 3 ; ter- 

restrial gravitation, JGR, HET. 
Terrestrious, a. Jif fi. 
Terrible, a. Adapted to excite terror, B) #, TW] tq, 

PYRE, BER, HPSS, 4b ATE; very, %, * +5}, 
HE, 2H] ; horrible, #4 gE; a terrible cold, 4+ 
4} {i il; a terrible wound, ($75 38g. if gE 
1%, (BB) HE 5 a terrible person, WA A, 

EZ HN. 
Terribleness, n. BP] #844, Wy, W tee BF. 

Terribly, adv. BUA, ARE, BbH, BAR, BEB; 
very greatly, --4>, 4-288; to look terribly, 

WY tA, WM, BW FZ AB; terribly 
wounded, (£45 GeB ; terribly frightened, ty 

Se GH, FE HG BEB. 
Terrier, n. SNA), Fj M7. 

Terrific, a. HY #8, Pia, BY 58, 4) VA. ad JHE, a 
AYR ; a terrific animal, BY APE BK, BY HE 7 BR. 

* Hakka. 
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Terrified, pp. or a. #, th, HE, EAE , BYTE, FR, 
We fe. [2 ZA, FEY; much terrified, 4-Fp th, 

is, $EHEIG ; it terrified me, ABE a ; a terrified 
look, 1 9x, 92; frightfully terrified, # Fe WE, | 
WEE ; terrified, as an animal, 3 iif. 

Terrify, v.t. To frighten, Wh, ZA, HEN, BES, 

Wis the, EME. 
Terrifying, ppr. or a. Ip, ZA, PY HE, WY Pe. 
Terrigenous, a. $B, HAZE Ay. 
Territorial, a. fit, -E, Wha fy ; territorial right, 
Fe WE, Ls ; territorial aggrandizement, 2% | 

+h. 
Territory, n. Hh, Ws. Je Ft, iN, st, FART, BH 

Je, +h; Gomes oe oe 

Terror, n. #E12, Fe iE, [OZ BIE, EIEE ; to strike 

terror into, #4, I GS, Ub It, 9: 
struck witli terror, Wk, FoR, FEI. 

Terror-smitten, a. FRE, ie HE. 

Terror-struck, a. RE, FEE, REDE, U— PE. 
Terrorism, n. Zui; 23%, 2 mae ZBL, JEIBL. 
Terrorist, n. Wp EQPE NN, AE. 
Terse, a. Clearly written, Wt, BAYS, SEA, Tt 

, WPT, WA, WA clean, Heep. 
Tersely, adv. AA, HA. 
Terseness, n. W)PF, BALE. 

Tertian, a. Occuring every other day, as:—ter- 
tian fever, i A—{E, JElh] H—fE. BIE. 

Tertiary, a. Third, $4 =; tertiary rock, HF. 

Tertiate, v. t. P=AR fit, 38 =e] fk. 

Terzetto, n. = Ex i. 
Tesselar, a. FER sf fy. 
Messelate, v.t. HRs, BHR SH; to lay with 

ohedkersd work, Se skay, See sk, Fe 

JEM Sty. 
Tesselated, pp. or a. FE RE SAG, BS fry. 

Tesselation, n. Mosaie work, #% T.. 
Tessera, n.; pl. Tessere, A six-sided dic, WEF. 

Tesseraic, a. FE RESC AY. 
cee a. 2277 fy. 
=, . A cupel, (SRE trial, BK, WIE, BM 

WD ie, SH 2 dH; exiterion, #, As to pnt | 
ae to the tests are um stand the test, at | 
8S, a Hi Ih If; proof, #542; to make a test | 
between, 4} jl, He Hi to ‘als the test, #8 2 ; 
judgment, 7 Ft, ESL | 

‘Test, v. ¢. To try, fat, ii, ak 4, YS, i}; to refine, | 
(Hi, {fi bk; to test the purity of, ka yr; to 

test one’s character, J A, iat BR; to test 

one’s rence oa TEA fb 5 ; to test one’s ability, 
AKILA FE; to test one’s fitness, GLI; to test | 

ten, WE, BCE | 

| Testifier, n. 33%, (ERE, BEA. 
Testify, v. 7. or t. (iat, (EH, 

| Testifying, ppr. isk, 

_'Test-paper, n. SAUER. HEA M. 
Testable, a. That may be given by will, AZT. 
Testacea, Testaceans, n. pl. Shelled animals, #% 

eae 
Testaceology, n. See Conchology. 

Testaceous, a. BEA, cies! 
Testament, n. 38 8H, a6 2, 

Old Testament, #53 an # ; * pl Testament, 

4H it a 2; * to make a isa fE ja =. 
See Will. 

Testamentary, a. SAAS, WEA, FAP AG. 
Testate, a. Having made and ae a will, as to 

die testate, AC ti ea ta, AEA 
Testator, n. BiH, (RBH, B 

mee. 
Testatrix, n. Sia 2 7 hii A. 

Tested, pp. IB, BMT, LET. 
Tester, n. hx Ne TE. 

Testicle, n. ANE, IP, VAP. 
Testiculate, a. ApPjE fy. 
Testiculus, n. #8 He. 
Testification, n. {fie #. 

Testificator, n. (Ei #. 
Testified, pp. #38, (EIB. 

oe. as 

mhee. B Ba 

a J ; made known, 

[ Dat. 
of, sak, Get, FF, ik 

aESL, (ke, WR; to testify about, FIG; to es- 

tablish some fact, +£229E, 37 HEPE ; to declare 
against, 70% (%, WAAL; to publish and de- 
clare freely, Zee. 

a, OER. 
Testily, adv. PY BEI, Dw. 

Testimonial, n. s#2, AA, , AE ZB, OA 

£8 ZN. 
Testimony, n. #23; affirmation, #98 ; suffi- 

cient peel JEVE; to be a testimony, PJ 
Fe, WIPE ; evidence, HEPE, MESS, Wye - 
the law and coe of God, _ Fz ft fl. 

Testimony, v. t. if. 
Testiness, n. BEI, THUR HY, wea. 
Testing, ppr. gk, BR; testing, as silver, (Rs; a 

ILydian stone is used for testing silver, BER 

ARE. 
'Testoon, n. A silver coin in Italy and Portugal, 

REG. 7 
* The rendering of Testament in g, a covenant, as has 

been done by the Delegates, 1s very obje sctionable. A 
Testament is made by one party and becomes valid by his 
death (see Hebrew, chapt. 9); whilst a covenant is made 
by two parties and becomes null and yoid by the death of 
one party 

+ RSA Mile ME: 
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Testudinal, a. {fa fig. 
Testudinate, Testudinated, a. & #§ IEA. 
Testudo, n. ‘Sh. 
Testy, a. Peevish, fretful, Hy SH fy, $4, BE. 

WAKE, GE, TRE, AVE, AR 
Tetanus, n. FUME, FEA EAHl, IF DRE. 
Tetchy, a. Testy, touchy, which see. 
Tete, n. RE, 2. 
Tete-a-tete. Head to head, jfq ¥h iq, i JV St 4K, 
4A ; private conversation, Ff, ff, Fwk, ALMP | 

WR > TEMS TED, TR AAR. 
Tete de pont. F260 FE. 
Tether, n. BRAEHE, ALBEE, WLS. 
Tether, v. ¢. LIfhBh4 BME. 
Tethys, n. aca Z- 
Tetrachord, n. pus. 
Tetrad, n. pg. 
Tetradactyl, n. POE Z BR. 
Tetradynamia, n. PY fe mi BEE es 
Tetragon, n. A quadrangle, py ee 

Tetragonal, a. PY fq "RR. 
Tetragrammaton, n. [URE ZE- 
Tetragynia, n. PORE 2 E. 
Tetrahedral, a. ue 9. 
Tetrahexahedral, a. = ++ PUify Z ig- 
Tetrameter, n. PUM ad Z- 
Tetrandria, n. PU pp es % Ze. 
Tetraodon, n. Fe ze Ya (fi). 
Tetrapetalous, a. PURE Ay, PU TE HE f15. 

440 
us 
oy 

WwW 

Tetrapharmacon, n. LIMA, WS, ah ETT A 

we. 
Tetraphyllous, a. JQ #* fj. 

Tetrapla, x. ak 2, Yak 2 ER. 
Tetrapterans, n. pl. 4 Zakk. 
Tetraptote, n. PUR Y 4. 
Tetrarch, * n. PZ} —-2% #, PH ZE. 
Tetrarchate, Tetrarchy, n. PZp— 2 fl. 
Tetraspaton, n. DU iy 2, ii, HE} HE. 
Tetraspermous, a. Bees PO AR BE, PU fF fy. 
Tetrastich, n. pq gj 
Tetrastyle, n. mE ew. 
Tetrasyllabic, Tetrasyllabical, a. py #} fj. 
Tetrasyllable, n. YZ. 
Tetter, n. 8g, KIPK. 
Tettish, a, APE. 
Teutonic, a. HAS EG. 
Tew, v.t. To work, fit 3, (FL; to pull, Hk, Fr 

fiE ; to tew Beup: FJ fit ; to tew the mortar, #4 | 
Tewel, n. Wii. (27. [ FY. 
Text, n. AX, X, AX; the text of the classics, 

Sr So ee 
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| EN, 2 Ay Ac, HE si ; the text of a discourse, 
RAB, Hei, HAG; a passage of the Scripture, 
#2] ; the text to a musical composition, #% 7% 
— 5. 

| Text-book, n. BER, fj; text-book in music, #% 
| sae, she they IT 
| Text- hand, n. BEE. 
Textile, a. 47GIRE, & (1g ; textile fabrics, 4 fry Ff. 

Textorial, a. HABE. ny A ER. 
Textual, a. See Textuary. 
Textualist, Textuarist, Textuary, n. 36 5/22#, 
2G HE EA, F* MSH > one who adheres to 

the text, JERS ACA a, VOM es 3%. 
Textually, adv. HAAR BC. 
Textuary, a. Textual, G af, ARSC AY ; contained 

in the text, ACC AE, PLIES G AC ; serving asa 
text, HA 

Texture, mn. The act of weavine, #&; the warp, 
£0, ee fe #H; the woof, He, HERR; the text- 
ure of cloth, #7 2% & ; of loose texture, ie & fy, 
ae eGR, SRA; of close texture, BE & fry, 

(ti) £ BEE ; of excellent texture, A ti SF ; the 
texture of silk goods, #)4R 2% & ; of strong 
texture, ENE. [Al "#E; of the same texture, [RJ 
& fg; the disposition or connection of threads, 
£* + yF-- the manner in which the constituent 
parts are united, #AjE 4 YE, FARE Z IE. 

Thaler, n. A dollor ($), —B, —73t- 
| Than, adv. 3%, fj; better than, jh, 78, 3 

WE, S2h% ; more than, BiH, BH; worse than, 
Hei ; higher than, yi, HHS; you are taller 
than he, (RAB BIB, Meith ; comparing 
ourselves, you are taller than I, FG BW (pn FAS (RK 

fF iH A, FEL WT AA LE AAS; I am better 

than you, FRAC, FUME MTT WE; Tama 
little better than you, FRA RASHES, Fee 
WE ft ; there have never been difficulties worse 

than these, #7 HERA IE; more than enough, 
iy, SLAP #R; this is dearer than that, Dg 
Ay AEC TAS. IEEE A ; nothing is greater 
than heaven, iF; more than once, % 
j&4—j, 238—-*; more than a hundred men, 

B&G & A; more than ten years, -- 346 ; not 
less than, AVP; not less than five catties, A 

T2)7; more than a hundred times higher, 
TNEG fF ; older than, Ai, AP, fe, AK; less 
than, J; not less than, Ay. 

Thane, n. Stet J 7 #i. 
Thank, v. t. Hit, jal fit, 7 i thank you, Jeff; * 

|) ah thank you very much, Bath, Bath, BSE 

% Cumshaw, a corruption of RE Zt. 
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ff, mye fp: to thank God, cea Gt I 
ai¢ ; to thank the spirits or gods, ®iliip, sinh ; 
thank you for the trouble I have given, A 4 
Up, IK; I thank you for a glass of water, 
SA (RAG ak i TG 5 I thank you to come, 
=i (nig ; thank you, very good, $e le UE ia. 

Thank, x. ; pl. Thanks. A}; many thanks, B 

At, MISE, BSE, Sie; to return thanks, to 
give thanks, HRs}, A Hf, tel Bh He Bf; to receive 
with thanks, ff sf; thanks to, FE, HEIN, HE; 
thanks to Buddha for his favor, #¢ ft 4 #4 ; 
thanks! Jefjeh ; cannot express my thanks, jek 

MHA 
Thank-oftering, n. GfRs, BG} ZS ; thank-ofler- 

ine at the close of the year, Res, Ae iil. 
Thank-worthy, a. JAM ; meritorious, AI, 

Fi Wy53- 
Thanked, pp. Hh, HAS, Baty, HET. 
Thankful, a. ja PA Ag, fot Bh Arg, 40 PA fry ; not thank- 

ful, SRRVIBE, GLA, A ARLAY ; 
taking, Se Wy; thankful for patronage, Be % 
jai ; 1 am thankful for your assistance, 4% Z Hf 
COPY, 52 ht ZH s thankful in the ex- 

treme, Fai}, SHAS, WLP MEME, el VE, | 
jal PA SE; deeply thankful, ee HZ | 
Hf, Hei. See Grateful. 

Thankfully, adv. JJ suyy, iff; to receive thank- 

fully, fff iff. 
Thankfulness, n. Expression of gratitude, 4 iff 

4; eratitude, ALY, LBL, SZ. 
Thanking, ppr. Hf, UB. 

Thankless, a. SAPAIRE, TRA RANGE, 4 BA, DE $0 
Je BAUR, ne Sm GE Ay, 2S iy: >a thankless office, A 

HS ZL, BNE Cy Te : a thankless ion 

RL ZR. 

thankful for | 

| Thaumatology, n. 

| Thaw, v: 

| The, art. 

Thanklessly, adv. ENA KS fi, es 

Mnaniclessnesst n. 44 Be, FE = 

Thanksgiver, n. #; “A, fal BA Hi, ces 
Thanksgiving, n. Fit; a day of thanksgiv- | 

ing, lh 2 11 RA 2 
That, a. pron. or substitute. (AA, fifi, (AAS. 
TE Ub, Ok. %. Gt, AL; that gentleman, {ff | 

fi 56 7E, (ik A 3, fe FLEA: that man, {ff | 
fA, PSMA, KA, DEA; that which, By, 
4% ; that which I give you, 7¥ (Hits COE, AH | 
OS FS #3, OF M2 eae sh a superior man | 
does, BF Ui #7, BFC the book that I 
have read, FR rE ; he that sro Oa 
MEN, watH, ee. that book, fa*haz, He: 

pial 

that is better than this, 1 I i | 

Phat, Hae; that year, 74, fae ; that night, 

{A tZ, HT, FLT, WLW; that way, fe 
xe; what of that? ByRee, OA iF ; 
that, fj, Ay in order that, LJ, LIB, ti, e 
that is (i.e), On, G52, fi; so that, in so 

much that, TL: seeing that, Fl{B, wiz. WA, 
Pi; only that he may be praised, Pi Wyn 34, 
MET SE i EL; it is not that I do not love you, 
Ik (FE BS, AS AT; that he may come, 

LIAB IE, LIP Aas, LI fi dy HB; you allege 
that the man is innocent, (Ranh {Al J\ ESE, @ 

=f (dy ise sé ; I heard that he had been victori- 
ous, 44 $8{B47 fiw; that and this, @x JE. 

Phu n. Material for thatch, 36, BX, Spe, | 
¥-, WG ; the thateh of a house or shed, , 

Ha, FE, Bh 
Diet, BUSH, TH, HK Thatch, vt. ce 

= 

Thate shed, pp. or a. Sei Re, (ea baa 

cottage, FIR, Bs Bs He 
Thatcher, n. #E3¢ a i 
Thatching, n. PES 3? 

a , SLB 2, WO 
Thanumatrope, n. Bw, Beh, Arle. 
Thaumaturgic, Thaumaturgical, a. Ay Hi Aye, 

i 25 SE. 
Thaumatureus, n. #7 Fe BY, Fi BkA.- 
Thaumaturgy, n. 4Hebh, (7 opi ZF. 

i. i, AG. Ha, A TRE, OP, OT, 
4 V8; ice thaws of itself, 7 Ff jf. 

Thaw, n. (#4, HALE 
Thawed, pp. #i&, BRAG T. 
Thawing, ppr. jf, RIAG.- 

‘At; the rest, the remainder, Hege; give 
me the ‘book, LI WF; the boys and girls, 
HF ac{F; the sooner the better, pe Pe PH, 

bk Gl ph uy ; the crime is great, HEAR. 

Theanth ropism, n. whe A, Ae BAB. 
| Thearehy, n. #9 ait Lit ZH. 
Theater, Theatre, Beas, SRE 

the theatre, J phe, ee 
war, WGI. 

Theatric, Theatrical, a. ER MpE, BA; theatrical 
amusements, Ok ( “theiaed performances, 
vate; theatrical performers, BR, (EFS, FEA. 

Theatrically, adv. (REV, WRF. 
Thee, pron. obj. case of thou. {h, Wt, xk, F4- 
Theft, n. (it, 47%, fis Ze, FZ FF; to com- 

mit theft, (rl, #59. (DUE. 

, ELBE; to go to 
the theatre of 

WE 5 at that time, (BOI, EEK (AIK, sgl, |The “ote, ne BU 
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Thein, n. 387. 
Their, pron. {BIRW PE, FREE AG, ALN, HLA, fe 

fy, Ab, WR; it is their house, (4B wpe ls, St 

(WIR; it is theirs, (RAS mMMOE, 42 ale 19 A, HB 
fi, ; this book is theirs, De spa ABE. 

Theism, n. {3 47_E 7. 
Theist, n. fS 47 1% &- 
Theistical, a. (§ #7 _. FR. 
Them, pron. pl.of him. 4B, {EiHh, (aq, GES, 

Z, wb, Ok, W; return it to them, (5) 4{E Mh, 

2eiz HGF ; I love them, FCA (Pwh, HAH 
4%; look to them for help, (& (hu #}Hf.- 

Theme, n. JAB, BS, 2, HA. el. 
Themselves, pron. pl. of him lf, A Cc. fet 

Ac, fi A a. #& Ad; they came themselves, 

(LA CHE, fh A 2. 
Then, adv. At that time, fig Min, IONE, HT we 

Wy, MEN, Tae, ABW, BA ZN, HE 5 atter- 
ward, Fy, RB, WH. fH, A, AMM, 75, He, 
Jz ; immediately, HE, EN, 3K, HE, EL. ke, HI, 
34; just then, HE, Bl, 77 HE, Wy HL; then there 
will be, REA, CU AEA; then there was, fy 
4; now and then, shat, FSH, vex ; now 

here, then there, 5X 7 JE EK ZE OK. PRUE ZE UE DR 
H4:ZE 6% ; now rising and then declining, 7k Ft 

5 RE; it was then called, HELA, HS HERE 
Z, Bhp; the then bishop, # #2 Beak 
fifi ; he was then a youth, 3 JF{B RAF ; then 
20, REA, J7H; then he set up a correspond- 
ing door, 34 a MEPY ; it will do then, HEE 
Me, A HY, f BY ; if you go first, then wait for 

me, th He ds OL AF AR, Ck 96 Ss HLA ARIE this 
then is the lasting expedient, ja #& 32 ff fz 

AL Ef till then, 37> HIKE, HPI, AEE 
what shall I do then? RSet wwe, PR 

fib F. 
Thence, adv. From that place, W&7smk, HWE, 

Hy GK, rh OK, ZENE, tH Ok ; from that time, 

i PHERIOGNS, HE aE LL Ae, C1 HE AE TW BBs for 
that reason, @WEASZT, ALE. BL. HIE, A 
JER ae, FULHE Be; thence it comes to pass, 

MUA, LDA, AIG. 
Theneeforth, adv. From that time, § 3%, = 

He ZB, TaN, A RAF. 
aeatehrwardl adv. i calli Al vé ith 2. 2, 
Theobroma, n. “fe de Dinca 
Theocracy, n. Lie ZU, LBZ, Lee “i 
Theocratic, Theocratical, a. |. #PPE, _b FH KL 

fy. 
yerey n. DY Lea 2, DSL ie aa 

| 

| Thereat, adv. 

Theodolite, n. J Wi WEL. MER. 
Theogony, n. wih 5a, hp 7. 

Theologian, n. Ew#e Zz fil, besa fil. 

| Theologie, none ic a a. Eigsa@ Ay. 

| Theologist, 2. xr, 2), 
EW BZ fifi. 

Theology, n. bit 2 sa, Lait 2%, Lit Zsa. 
Theomachy, n. ii Fie 2, FPR, mpi. 
Theopathy, n. Bt_E ile) ti, Rabie) te, wlth 
Theophany, n. Fit .2Z ABA, Lie A BA A. 
Theopneustic, a. Lex 7 eh Hh. 
Theopneusty, n. 32 qh 7 Jel Bh. 
Theorem, n. Rank, AM BE: 
Theorematic, Theorematical, Theoremic, a. @einb 

fit. 
Theoretic, Theoretical, a. jE fy, BRAS, BEA; 

theoretical instruction, AVjJF, LIPPFH. 
Theoretically, adv. Li, LRH. 
Theorist, n. 4 a 7F#. 

Theorize, v. 7. W£7F:, MIE. 

Theory, n. jd. Ht EF, GE. MOM, EE Bt 
corpuscular theory, 34 #222 Bt; undulatory 

theory, 3 3 #2 % A; mechanical theory, PRL 
Ht FR AAG — fy ; vibratory theory, HL) Gh3a Z 

ih EAE. 
Theosophie, Theosophical, a. _E 2A’, mu 2 Ay. 
Theosophy, n. Fae #4, mi? BH, Lh ZB. 

Therapeutic, a. #3 fj. 
Therapeutics, n. $2 77 745p, BE wp, BEY. 
on adv. In that place, 7 pp, iB, 4 PE. Th 

KB WGEE, tk, Ze K. T% 7; there is, there are, 

= 4; there is not or none, #4; there is no 

such thing, Fy Wie SE ; there are merely, Aj 
{, NEE; will you be there? (py Sines We, 
Ag t% Ze UE tH ; there and here, 4 pee fe ; here 
and there, ¢¢ JE # ; here and there, ae 

SAI; there I hold with them, #Eé f-geqR se 
{BIA a, WAVE FR wi fle Tay ER where there is wit, 

there is pride, Ay fy EUIF AF fk. 

Thereabout, Thereabouts, adv. Near that place, 

I pk. UT, UE; nearly, LT, BRS, 
ie, HF. #; he is fifty or thereabout, 
{BA + 2% Fi; ave you thereabout? (pFAxE 

TOE ATE, MEAL ie HK . 
Thereafter, adv. Hf 7%, JL#F ; accordingly, (K, An 

fe WA. 
At that place, 729}. 7E RE ; on 

that account, [A{B, 42%; he blushes thereat, 

(BABE. fb 5 ZW 
Thereby, adv. By that means, PMB, Lith, Biz; 

in consequence of that, PRL. 

Therefore, adv. Consequently, AWE fy, BVECES, 

6 E 
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PRY, FELL, Weve, PvE. a “Ib: Ble bz | 
a, ik. 

Therefrom, adv. pAWé fy, fH JE; to spring there- 

from, FAB HI, Hy Zi, HISP Oe, ch Oe 3K. 
Therein, adv. #£ ae tert #e Hrs ; contained 

therein, @)7£ A”, PIE, Gld#&; therein you are 

guilty, Ze be ict 4E UE Tt i Ze. 
Thereinto, adv. AYER, A ZEK.- 
Thereof, adv. th {F, ZZ, B&H; 1 shall give you 

an account thereof, FRY at CE Se RITA, FR 

HS LLILIE SM. 
Thereon, adv. On that, #¢_-; put it thereon, Ff | 

{EE 1. 
Thereout, adv. Hi38 4B, HisF fs, HE, 1A ft. 
Thereto, Thereunto, adv. Il, 7 ; thereto he add- 

ed, (ELV, AL IMFAIE ; thereto he added in 

words, (EXak, MMAR GE, WIM to per- 
suade us thereto, JA 4k & LAR te there- 
unto he replied, Jj& pf fy have no heart 

thereto, 4& AMe,t fay ig3e. F Rik se ist 
Thereunder, adv. a. 
Thereupon, adv. Upon that or this, #774, JLB; 

in consequence of that, JRL; ial Dies RE, 

Ai, 3B. Fa BAB, HB. OL, BBA, HERE. 
Therewith, adv. SB, FAB, LI, JAGR, LIZ. 
Therewithal, adv. Over and above, 44h; at the 

same time, [ii] 4, — jf ; with that, FE, Liz. 
Theriac, Theriaca, n. 3777 HA. 
Thermal, a. 7, 72%; thermal springs, thermal 

waters, i FE, im 7K, age 7K AR 

oe mo-e lectricity, n. ae ES a ike. 

sree 

Ther soli) n. ie ee 
Thermometer, n. 38-22}, 3€-5¢32 ; Fahrenheit’s 

thermometer, 7: (qj # ; centigrade thermone- 

ter, AUER: self-registering thermometer, 

ane He 
Thermoscope, n. #832, FEE. 
Thermostat, n. 224% A 
Thesaurus, n. iii. 

These, * “pron. pl. of this. Wem (1), Be Ay CD), Fe wth 

pe (1), ie fF) (2), Sef (2), ta FF (2), Ga 2E, HES 
(3), SEK, UE ci, SE, HR; these men, fig roe 
JEW; these eenbletien: We mi 4, JE AE SEZE ; 

these children, é {F AWR{T-, JE SNF ; these 
are better than those, PE phd i (A tt; take 
away these things, Img! ; these kinds, 

RS See, EAE like these, AME pw"EE, An JE 
*(1 ) Paste ; (2) } Mina shies (3) book language. See p. 1 

and pay attention to the Classifiers. The plural is seldom 
expressed. 

| Thetical, a. 

ae these books, De way TE A ae, a UE 
. 

| Thesis, n. A a —{EEIA, BiB ; a subject, 
ESE, FE, HZ HE; a proposition, which a 
person advances and offers to maintain, #ERS 

208, Hett ZR, WAP. 
| Thesmothete, n. (7 fill. 
Thespian, a. JE Wy ek Ag. 

me SAY, aon T. 
» Ali, CAT. Theurgy, n 

They, pron. pl. of he. 4B, {Eith, 1204, 1245, $F, 
GE, A, AWA, AWE, JE, AEA, Oe, BOE IK, 
#9 ; they say, (Bak, Aa, wal, (at; they 
talk nonsense, {6 #87< af. 

Thibet, n. PaHx, Paink. 
Thick, a. Not thin, Je ex, FEE, 38, HE; not 

thin, as a fluid, 4%, i; turbid, muddy, not 
clear, Yj, 34 aie fj ; characterized by den- 
sity or closeness, as bushes, Boots: &e., Fi 

8, HUE, UE, WE, EE. IEMs thick grow- 
ing grain, fi, faté ; a thick men, IE A, Ie 
{€, WEAR; as thick as ants, BEDE, Be RR; 
frequent, Jot, BE; intimate, ye, HEHE ; 
as thick as thieves, &e., SPIE; a thick air, yy 
$a; as thick as hail, apn} ; thick oil, 2574 ; 
thick porridge, #/]; to speak thick, Af Wigs ; 
thick and thin, as a fluid, ££%f ; thick, strong 
and weak, jy; a thick tone, Yyee; thick 
lips, J& ks, 38, #R; throngh thick and thin, 
J) 4g LR; thick of hearing esis 

Thick, adv. Fast, J; closely, Fie, 3B 

came thick and three-fold, (oe. 
Thick-headed, a. AER, FEE. 
Thick-lipped, a. JE ke fj. 
Thick-mouthed, a. ¥i fife. 
Thick-necked, a. FSA fry. 

Thick-planted, a. Aff 4A. 

Thick-set, a. Fil 4 pee, PAL. tit BUA, Fh. 

Thick-skinned, a. JE EME, IRB ; a thick-skinned 

face, JG Reh, TH ELAS. 
Thick-skulled, a. 425%, Ke. 

i ; they 

| Thick-sprung, a. 4174 #3 
Thicken, v. t. To make we Heee Weel, PYRE 

to make Close, HEAR, Hees FE. 
Thicken, v. 7. To become thick, as a fluid, HEF, 
ese, BE, MELE $F to thicken in diameter, ba 

PK JEE ; “fi havo dense, Mie 2, WK AW es 

become more numerous, Jil #3, WRF, ae 
3; to be crowded, #f] 3, 72 38, WHE TB; the 
crowd thickens, J\ ji Pe BE, JRE, JV oR 
the combat t thickens, 1S Aik 70 FRM. 
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Thickened, pp. or a. heh 
as a crowd, FE, SALE. 

Thickening, ppr- Thickening, as a fluid, i ; 

Bees 2 ; thic kened, 

thickening, as a crowd, : e de ie, SHR. 

Thicket, n. 3, 35, HAZ IW, GLbK, MK. 
Thickly, adv. Closely, Bee S, 2 3B; in quick | 

nm; thickly set, as gems, $& 74H] | succession, 3 ; 

x2; thickly planted, ii Pig 1 A 
Thickness, n. Extent from side to side, JE, Et3¥, 

4c: density, He, 24, we; spissitude, #E | 
#% ; want of quickness or acuteness, 4f¢ 5% #4, 

£& 4, HM; thickness of hearing, #4f 98 ¥ ; 
the thickness of the blood, (2 #&. 

Thief, n.; pl. Thieves. {fj UF. TE, Thk, (BE F-, ¥s BBR, 
= ft +, Ae, GB; a petty thief, sj. i, 

Ns, Fy fig; a skulking thief, jefe; one who | 
seduces by false doctrine, J) #34 05 NH; a 
cheat, Pg A. # ; to catch a thief, HE AK, dif Fk, 
Jp; to search for, as thieves, #44) ; to set a | 
watch for thieves, BH eyes as sharp as a | 
thief’s, (iii HE. | 

Thief-catcher, n. FRA, HEKH, SH. 
Thief-leader, n. WElbK Hs. 
Thief-taker, n. Jee, HEH. | 
Thieve, v.27. To steal, (fy, (ir BF, FS, FEU, NF 

fit, FL 8, HA. | 
Thievery, n. (ij ¥} 23 ; that which is stolen, Jif 

fit 2. | 
Thieving, ppr. {fy, 5 ¥8 ; thieving and pilfering, 

SAH 7A) {i 
Thievish, a. 4f (yt, OG (in. KEEN, KTM, 
Das a thievish heart, {h, Zo; sly, we | 
=i; Secret, HL; a thievish propensity, BkyE. 

Thievishly, ad ce Ait, (ar fir. | 
Thievishness, n. [EVE, Sykot. | 

| 

| 
| 

Thigh, m. AAA, Wilk, ACW. J, We wi, 1, Aik ji, 
RA, KK; space between the thighs, }¥, #. 

Thigh-bone, n. Mee. 
Thill, x. AL; thills of a carriage, if; thills of a 

sedan, #35 #L. | 
Thiller, Thill-horse, n. ig fa] Z By. 
Thimble, ». ¢} JA, JH #$; an archer’s thimble, | 

HE Hy, fl (see Archer, Ring, &c.); a golden | 
thimble, 4° ¢}JA ; an iron ring, #3. 

Thimble-case, n. €/ JAB. 
Thin, a. Having little thickness, 3, S|: 7, FF; 

rare, not dense, as a fluid, #§, se; not crowd- 

ed, Asi, Hit; not full or well grown, 2; 
so very thin! as a child, AEM; slen- 
der, fi); lean, meager, Ji, p)Ja, fa; thin text- 

ure, ii if, Ait, 

( 1075 ) 

Ais; thin cloth, #§7j ; a thin 

THI 

will mae thin shaved, fm ; s thin and ema- 
ciated, ie fs; 0 thin air, Fj 3a, 7 Sa; thin 
sounds, SII; a thin suspicion, GE, JS FE 5 
a thin bretert, ig #45 1; very thin, pai gy; a 
thin broth, #R#, FA; ; to go through thick 
and thin, & Jil §§ th #7; to grow thin, 32 9%, 
3£ ff; to make thin, Fj, He FP TE; a thin 
man, J4i {#, JF JL; thin grain, ffi Ae; a thin 
table, jf; a thin nonulition, aie ee A 
kt #6 GH; a thin house, A Hit, A; rather 
thin, as a fluid, FE (1, ELAR 

aoe v.t. To make thin, #7; to thin, as drink, 
ae ye ; to thin, as another fluid, Fj; to make 
less dense, #Fj ft; to thin plants; feAye. 

Thin-skinned, a. PRK", TEL AY. 
Thine, pron. (PE, (Ag, Wt, TAZ; thine house, 

(rR, Wie. 
Thing, n. Mite, I, BF, HEE, RAK, Wis things, 
(fh all things, 44/4; a ridiculous thing, a 

se G5 2h; my things, FAH, Ae 
Beh, FFAS; where are my things? ARH py 

WR EVE, BIE TE i ESF ; good things, 4 
Wy, AE, AEA; to do things by halves, 
PEF; a little proud thing, 1h HTT the 
poor thing! @ey fy, BY) TRB ; an ee ee 
By 34 % We py; a useless thing, fe Hy, HE 
Wy; it isa bad thing for you, iP ere 
not a little thing, JE[npJ\ Ay ; to bring a thing 
about, #7 ji ; don’t waste things, MK ME BF ; to 
take things hard, 7 He. 

Think, v. 7.; pret. and pp. thought, % 

Eh, US. Baa SE PPE 
to believe, deem or laney, 
ag; to intend, 
dwell upon in contemplation, Fl, JR 
mind, Aa, Beis. ty ; to think on or upon, 

to muse on, + Apps AS i TUS, AS, a 
e EBB; to ain of, Hh for AHP, Op, 7; 
to think well of, to hold in esteem, a -, Tits 
&, i. HZ; matter to think on, BYE; 
he innate on deceit, ee (wie? 
think of it, BANP ir, We, Waa, fe 

to think of leaving, AAZWR, MA, HEE, 4 
Bit 2 #& ; do you think you are safe? (RAG 
FE ia, W LIBRE; we what do you think? 
(SF SCR WE, Wt ez fy ; T think him bad, 

Ha 4H 
’ eh 

ME, TE. HE, Wi, ABE 
ff, Wits. LIB, Et, 

AW, #4; to reflect upon, to 

Fa ; to call to 

FG Is 4B (BIE ie, | fi, 4 RE ; to think of one’s 
parents BR Ly; to think of former affec- 
tions, <2 Ap i: ; xe think constantly of, to 
think on incessant y; % ae GARE, Hi 

5 Ese, ee) eae ve ; ‘did not t aE, An aU ay 
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re did not ‘think you would come, RMAC: 
to think of the future, J&Z ; to think of one 
another, as lovers, #9 HL, ft #2; to think with 

one’s self, FAS, BA FEIP ; I think 89, FR 4G AUR, 
ACH FE AK, GLB; to think light of, se 
iii ; to think best, [ih 7 3 af, LIAS Ri AS ; do 
what you think best, (f (EE (i; charity thinks 
no evil, {= 3 A BASE; think nought a trifle, 

DHE AT Fit ME — PEST, AN LIL Fi HH Js; he thinks 
himself an able man, {BfFA GH nee, tL 
C84 6e & ; think but, pA P— Ay; to think 
a little, #4 — 48, #8IP; to think fondly of, mR 

Wi fee, fa BE ; to think of virtue, [Hi (4% 
you do not know me, 4& fii} 73 (rie SFR, aA 
#4; I think I can not do it, FRAP Fy TeTE Me , 

A&E ge; 1 think you will find things as I 
say, #3} An Hl Fl; how many do you think there 

are? {RL HZ. 
Think, v. ¢. Toimagine, fF, Nii7F, LIB ; to think 

much, to grudge, MH 448, te RZ. te ; 
me thinks, J& fk, FQ pt 7, WARE; 

much of, DEA, LI. La AT BR, Be 
Thinker, n. BAG, H#, JR. 

tz. 

; I think | 

to slau 

Thinking, pr. ora. Having ideas, 4 R, EE; | 

supposing, fff ; imagining, Ai, LI ; medi- 
tating, BB H BAS, fate ; intending, #4, [2 Fe. 

Thinly, adv. Apt, Hike ; thinly inhabited, Aq 

Fibit, Ht T- 
Thinned, pp. Made thin, 4&7 7}; made rare, # 

Sit, BA. 

Thirsty, a. SH, i, Tg, ae; very dry, 
parched, #71; a thirsty person, #8 #; bunery 
and thirsty, fij, 7 ; to desire virtue as a thirsty 

person to drink, BRE ZiS 
Thirteen, a. 4-=; the thirteen factories (formerly 

of Canton), 4+ =. 
Thirteenth, a. orn. $=. 
Thirtieth, a. orn. $= + 

| hintyaree = ste thns any three, =+ =, JHE; 
at thirty I was established, =-} fy xf. 

hist = shies We (1), Ef (1), Beas (1), te (2), 

JE, AE, Bh, 22, 2E#% ; this book, Ue ae; thie 
eye, He fe Mk, IEF; this day, 4 A ; this month, 
G jj; this year, 446, AX4p; this evening, > 
Hf ; this morning, 4 5; this moment, JERI; 
this shop, We Fj 4a SH, UE4H; this time, NAF; 
this man, ef J\, ta fA JV, JEJ\ ; in this way, 

this way, WE, Tak, JERE: this sort, DER, 

S548, ULE, JHE; at this time, pL ae, JERS, 
JLHE; from this time, 4 iy, HR ; this life, 

Az, Yelle ; this place, DEM, DEKE, JEW. ZE 
JE; up to this, FJ) F, FIVE, Fy IE; this is 
what is meant, PE ES, JE saz ; on this 
account, fl JE, ce JE, 4B Ake, #% JE; what does 

this mean? DE (0% RUE, WEE fay HE, DEBE ty 
#&; in this country, ZENE Ay fh Hy. ZEDEM ; by 
this, LI JE; this once, g—2%R; that and this, 

AS (y RORAG, Geib; that or this, pe AG BRIE 
Ay, Hp OX Tp VE. 

| Thistle, n. A species of cnicus, #j ; small thistle, 
Thinness, n. The state of being thin, 7}; rareness, | 

| Thither, adv. To that place, 43%, JR, fue ; WH ; paucity, ALE. 
Thinning, ppr. REE, KFT, es 
Third, a.orn. # =; third time, # =, #H= 

jul, § = $j; the third month Ff moon, = ff ; 
the third day of the month, # =, “ub AE BU] the 
third of the Hanlin, #7 ; the third part, one 
third, =7—; the third day, P=. 

Thirdings, n. pl. #E=7Fp2~— Pr Si ABE. 
Thirdly, adv. =Je], =f. 

Thirds, n. pl. # HE = Fp 2.— Hh BR ELST. 
Thirl, v. t. #¥. 
Thirst, n. 7% ; to quench one’s thirst, IE#S, WS ; 

(be) merely said “plum” and their thirst 
stopped, ah Ae Ik; a craving thirst, M4 7g. 

Thirst, v. 7. #§, 734%; to hunger and thirst, @L 
i 42; to thirst after, 7 4£; to hunger and 
thir-t after righteousness, fill 7 425g ; to thirst 

for riches, 7 32th f}- 
Thirstiness, n. Api 4, YA H- [75 ae. 
Thirsting, ppr. SAisy, Ai, H¥Z; thirsting after, 

Nf; large thistle, 7 fj. 

hither and thither, 36 ¢£, 36; go thither, 
Thitherward, adv. [m7 Hpk, try OR, FE OK. | ik. 

| Tho.’ A contraction of though, which see. 
Thole, n. AAT. 
Thole, v. t. 82. 

| Thomean, Thomite, n. 3# 3B PY fé. 
| Thomsonite, n. A% 
| Thong 
| Thor, n. AR 

Sn. Bea, Rear F-, JK AE; thong ofa bridle, 
[U. 

| Thoracic, a. Syl fy. 
Thoral, a. JE ; thoral separation, Fp ABI. 
Thorax, n. Jpg Ag, AR AT. 
Thoria, Thorina, n. fee. 

Thorium, Thorinum, n. #}F4y. 

Thorn, 1. 4. 9 i ME eh 8 HE AE, SRST. A 
te shrub, $M) AUR: BY TBE 
thorn in the flesh, py PURE Mi, Py yz Wa] ; to sit 
upon thorns, 4 AE -E, 40 AE ET HE no rose 

mae See p. 1. (1) Punti; (2 2) Mandarin. 
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without thorns, #7 H 7E wh Hf %; thorns and 
briers, #J#K ; black thorn, 34 ¥ fs}; to stick a 
thorn in the foot, fiy#57- 

Thorn-apple, n. See Datura. 
Thorn-bush, n. 3i) ty. 
Thorn-hedee, n. Sy) se 3. 
Thornless, a. F797", WER AY. 
Thorny, a. SPE, Sp, PEA; thorny bushes, 

or shrubs, 3) #, jf) ae; thorny (troublesome, 

harassing affairs, 47 Sy PE Se, i PE ZF ; thorny 
ways, SR IR, JP 34 ; the thorny euphor- 

bia, APR. 
Thorough, a. Passing through, ji ; complete, me, 

Se, iB, A, ji, fe, 5a thorough knowledge 

of, AMA, ACA KD Jan, SNE Ail, UE ARIE, Sa, 
FA, a KM, SHIA, WE, oihiH, HM 5 a thorough 
acquaintance with letters, ji Hg af. 

Thorough-bred, a. #5 fii. 
Thorough-lighted, a. jj [yA (15. 
Thorough-paced, a. ME, 2S. 
Thorough-stitch, adv. 3,38 YE ; to go thorough- 

stitch, 5¢ 3%. 
Thoroughfare, n. 3H P%, 3H 34, 5 HY. FUGA, i, J; 

no thoroughfare, #% Ari, ‘Gage. Typ SAAE- 
Thoroughly, adv. 3%, j&, @&, ME; thoroughly 

acquainted with, jf, WEmE, ihiG, HIS, We 
ah, ESE; thoroughly versed in, #f %, PF HR, 
au sii ; thoroughly learned, 4m Ake, THE, 
tiff 4; thoroughly roasted, as coffee, p> fé ; 
thoroughly roasted, as meat, $8 kh, BEGB; 
thoroughly intoxicated, fi #; thoroughly re- | 
fined, Fy GR. 

Thoroughness, n. Completeness, 4 #%, #¥. 
Those, pron. pl. of that. {lH fa. fifi, 77S. (AAS, 

IBMT, FON, BO, oh. OF, AL, IEA those 
places, 4H, 7K, PHE, HE; those who, py, 
# ; those who followed, 7&4, PR7EZ A; 
those who followed and those who went ahead, 

BEL FEEL DS Wall FTE, TE FF 5 OR A TT He HTL 
Thou, pron. {Th if, ix, 7}, im, Ga an, alive 

Though, adv. and conj. BEYER, BE, Ht, Heh, 

AER, HED, HE, GFZ. (EZ; though it be 
thus, BEA GROK, HEPSAN IE, SEAN, BERIT 
as though, 4 {L], 4n¢¥; as though he did not 
see it, A (LE AB, An AFL. See Although. 

Thought, pret. and pp. of think. BUY, #838, {5 
38, WSS; much thought, js. 

Thought, ». Idea, 9A, 2B, AOA, BE, HO 
BL, ah Bo dh, FEHE, od, WE; anxious thoughts 
about, Hpk; thoughts about the future, J&R ®: 
serious thoughts of, BJ; serious thoughts 

about, @)&; second thought, #¥.: deep in 
thought, 22 & ; a wicked thought, BBR, A 
Bom; want of thought, 46 )&, 4G Bs an 
important thought, ™@fAL; upon a thought, 
with a thought, — Ip, 6 4, fi; that is a 
strange thought, (RPE, HAL METE ; he 
has other thoughts, (p ASR EIE. Aa 
WN, 1% BG; 1 will express my thoughts 
to you, Fen} KE Bakr A, SL AG HE; one 
sincere thought, —@ 2% ak; much thought 
injures the spirit, BL & f8 qui; not a thought 
stirred, —& AH; Lama thought better, FR 
hf —fig ; take no thought for to-morrow, AJR 
WA 43; inmost thoughts, FA 4 @; he 
has no thought at all, {6 ph 77 HB; he has 
not many thoughts, {B fj 4z #458, (RTS 

UH, (HAR Ze. 
Thoughtful, a. JR, Jot, Ht, Hot, EL, FHM, 

Hh ex, PE, ME; thoughtful of gain, » iy FI, TE 

ALLA, felAl, AL. 
Thoughtfully, adv. sf, Ju. H- 
Thoughtfulness, n. Deep meditation, ZEA, ZER, 

J&; anxiety, PK; solicitude, Jyh, fb, s# 

‘it, Aid. 

Thoughtless, a. Heedless, HJ, FoputS, FEB 
nS, MR, A, YE TP WR, Be, 5 BL 
the thoughtless world, #k pk & TE; stupid, 

7p; a thoughtless age, PPIHEE AR, ZEAE FR ; 
thoughtless of the future, JE JR, ARR. 

Thoughtlessly, adv. HE, ABR, A; to live 
thoughtlessly, #@/Pi6 A, JE RB, HRB; 
stupidly, #§ 9. 

Thousand, n. or a. —-f-; ten thousands, ->-f-, — 
w%; a hundred thousands, —f%&; a thousand 

millions, — ¥#j, —-F Jk; a thousand and a 
myriad, by any means, --§; a great number, 
4% ; Thousand Character Classic, -F-37 X. 

Thousand-fold, a. =>. 
Thousandth, n. —--4%—, & ; a ten thousandth, 
7; the thousandth, #§—=f-. 

Thrall, n. A slave, Ay. 
Thralldom, n. Slavery, #ALZB, MZ; in 

thralldom, ‘3f 4y. 
Thrapple, n. BRS. 
Thrash, v.¢. To thresh, #77e; to thrash into a 

tub, $f JAH ; to thrash one’s coat, to heat one 
soundly, #747 A, 47 A, HEA. 

Thrash, v. 7. #7 FR; to drudge, PFA. 
Thrashed, pp. $7i& 7, 44h SR. 
Thrasher, n. 47 FtH, FAAHK. 
Thrashing-floor, n. #7 ACHE, PEE, Hee. 
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Thrashing- machine, n. IRIE. 
Thrasoniecal, a. Boasting, 7A, aek. 
Thrave, n. =-+- Py 
Thread, n. £#, = fat. HK; a fibre, HR; a thread | 

not twisted, #>; silk thread, #44; hempen | 
thread, jip# ; gold and silver thread, 4 gf ¥f; 
cotton thread or yarn, Pax, fae ; cotton fibres 
or threads, #4, #E; silk threads arranged in 
order, #RA#p; a thread of silk, —(iF#%; one 

thread, —{# in, i]; threads used in weaving, 

Ni ee, ig to spin cotton yarn, #j#b; to grasp | 

the thread, 3 #4; fine thread, SI) SPEAR, HO 
ared thread, SLAM. AS, HEAG ; connected like 
a thread, 7 #8 An #"; the vital thread, —# | 
2 f ; the thread of a narrative, 3” 4, #948, 
#; needle and thread, ¢#%; to 
thread, 4e1L¥s ; to resume the 
one’s discourse, ##j i443 ; to hang 
der thread, Mf fili; to grasp the thread, #% ; 
to act the part of a thread, to be a spy, {£#%; 
a knot of thread, #%. 

.Thread, v.t. To pass a thread through the eye, as 

that of a needle, A246, HG, SSb, St, LER 
€t ; to pass through, 233i. 

Threadshaped, a. £99}% 
Thread-bare, a. #2#5 (J. 
Thready, a. 2R0PE, Ane%. 
Threat, 2. 

iy ; to alarm by threats, Wf F:; on obtaining 
property by alarms and threats, 2 ZAI; Be  . 

Threaten, v.t. To menace, ah, Bt, Wah, HEU 5 to 
terrify, ZAM, AU, BI, Bey; to charge 
strictly, fic fy, Hi fig ; to threaten to come down, 
as rain, &e., $$ P Zt, HV ZH ; to threaten 
to come down, as a house, wall, &., jf ti 

a; 
WA si]; to threaten one with death, phi Zt 
A, Waite AV 5; a calamity threatens to come 

down, 4 pei} 2 ; to threaten self-destrue- 
tion in revenge, 44ERU{E. 

Threatened, pp.or a. Iiak J, ZeUhiB ; threatened 
folks live long, PLU AAR f- 

Threatener, n. 2280) 4%, FEW FH. 
Threatening, ppr. or a. Wik ak, 2 RE Ik sa 

threatening aspect, f¥ J, /, 2% Ht. 

Threatful, a. 22h 2 Bt, jak bh 7 He. 
Three, a. =, 8, Jif; three times, =[e], =A, = 

jm; the three buddhas, =; * the three 

powers (heaven, earth, and man), =>; the 

three kindreds (father, mother, and wife), = 

“* They are called :-— _E3f€, tp3e, Fae. 

thread of 

lose one’s | 

on a slen- | 
| Three-fold, a. 

| Three-lobed, a. = + fy. 
| Three-parted, a. Fp 

To utter a threat, 200i, Wik, HAAR, BE 

to threaten with punishment, ned, ist | 

tk: the three relations or ties (prince and 
minister, father and son, husband and wife), 

=i ; three classes of attendants in public 
courts, =H; the three highest graduates of 

the Hanlin, * =e; the three commis- 

sioners in a province, = js]; neither three nor 
four, neither one thing nor another, R= APY ; 
the three generations, =({{ ; the three extreme 

powers, = 4m; three times three make nine, = 

=r ; the three lights, =3¢3% ; three times 
as much, = feIfZ ; the three highest officers 
of the state, =Jfil; three per cent, JL; must 

discount three per cent,. BJ, jn; three taps 
on the drum, 4) 3m 8. 

Three- capsuled, a. a. 
Three-celled, 
rhnee conte 
Three-edged, a. 

i 

Sar 
Ta >; three-fold rope, =J/t 

Ls. 
= IPA. 

Three-pence, n. = 74 j8 WE. 
Three-seeded, a. = {-F- fig. 
Three-sided, a. =3 (yj. [7\- 
Threescore, a. 7\-+, 7\ fj ; near to threescore, 

| Three-stranded, a. =¥% fry; a three-stranded cord, 

Sa. 
Threnetic, a. 55, 3 2X. 
Thresh, v. ¢. To thrash, dT 47 zk, WER. 
Threshing-floor, n. 34¢si. 

Threshold, n. PYHE, PUUE, PYsek, EY, Fy tit F Py 
HE, Hk, HAE, AR, ia, |g] ; the threshold of a sleep- 
ing apartment, e555 ; the threshold to heaven, 
also to the emperor's palace, JX |g ; to stand on 
the threshold, (PSA ; a door, PY. 

Threw, pret. of throw. 

=8,=K, Thrice, adv. =e], =i, 

Thrid, v. t. HW, 2eih. 

Thrift, n. Good husbandry, (JH, iF, 24 fe ; 
success and adyance in the acquisition of 
property, #&2E, ZEW, ME ; vigorous growth, 

Te AE, EHR. 

Thriftily, adv. @ij, fi; with increase of worldly 

goods, FEY, MAF. 
Thriftiness, n. Frugality, ij J, (FA; prosperity 

in business, (4H, l4H. 
Thriftless, a. 48(%. 
Thriftlessness, n. 35{% #4, SSI, (BIH, 4 
Thrifty, a. Frugal, fe JA, tin, eRe, ie, 4d 

* They are :— 4R5e, BHIR, FEE: 
+ {8k is the lobe of the ear. 

=e, 
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Bh peg PERE ; 

Pheill,. n. Hil, A, iH 
Wy ZHE; the thrill of a orl vgs ears 
hole, ${. a | 

Thrill, v.t. To bore, #%, 4; to pierce, Fi], yl, Hi] 
Thrill, v. 7. To pierce, HJ, Hi] ; to penetrate, HA; 

to cause a tingling sensation that runs through 
the system with a slight shivering, #2; to 
thrill with pleasure, EAE Bet 

Thrilled, pp. Pierced, Jit, wT thrilled with 

remorse, {it alls. 
Thrilling, ppr. or a. Perforating, $%, 2 ; pierc- 

_ ing, Fi), WH); a thrilling sound, iH 2 #, 3h 
Hg, SEH 7 ; a thrilling shrick WHY 

ieee n. pl. WZ, BZ, EB. | LM. 
Thrive, v.72. ; pret. thrived ; pp. thrived, thriven. 

To anes by industry, SLE, WEAH, FEE, FE | 
TE, HE BS, FEE, FER; to crow, 4E; to flourish, 
JEAE; to thrive in health, JERE, AE GE; they 

. cannot thrive together, A #EfRIAE, ARE IEZE. 
Thriving, ppr.ora. Prospering in worldly goods, 

ZEW, WEAR, ZERE, MUN; thriving, as a plant, 
3€ AE; thriving, as animals, 4} HE ; thriving 
both in family and purse, J ff Wye; a thriv- 
ing man, UAE A, FEA; thriving and 
numerous, 4 2. 

Thrivingly, adv. He goes on thrivingly, {BE if, 

ABRREE, tb SUE. 
-Throat, n. 1, WED, FEE. PEF, MERE, we, nEZoRE, 

ee, AYE, WM; a stoppage in the throat, |; 
the throat stopped, FI, IME, I] FE; a hoarse 
throat, Wel ; to have a sore throat, WEAR, ME 
JX; a sound in the throat, "EPRI ; to cut one’s 
throat, A 4, AZM ; a bone sticking in the 

throat, #4, fil, ti; cannot get it down the 
throat, 4IEVZWE, BAT I; the throat of 3 
bird, 440%, Wc; not rough in the throat, Azz 

Throat-latch, n. "RAE ima. 
Throat-pipe, n. Saft 
Throb, +7. To beat, as the heart or pulse, Pk, 

BEBEVE. HEBE: my heart throbs, JRE BEBE 

Throbbing, ppr. or a. BEBEPK: a throbbing pain, | 
Bk; 2 throbbing heart, BEBEREG, Plot. 

Throe, n. Extreme pain, faq, + APG; anguish, 

BEDE; pangs, Gh3S, HOW. 
Thrombus, n. (ql {F. 
Throne, n. fic, Sk, Fe, 32; 

of an idol, #¥ fic ; to ascend the throne, % fir, 

erowing rapidly, 7&4E, | 

a thrill of horror, jij | 

the imperial throne, | 
4 fi, fE fiz; the royal throne, =F fi; the throne | 

x Hh, TH FL, EXE f€ (i; to obtain the 
throne, #4 fi; ; to lose the throne, 4efiz ; to sit 
on the throne, 44 fii, fj Ty; to come to the 
throne, {jj fiz ; to report to the throne, 4 ; the 

throne of grace, Blas; before the throne of 

grace, PSs Ai; to aspire to the throne, (¥ 

fi. 
Throng, n. A multitude, a crowd, —% J, Ais, 

| A AEB, WEE; a creat multitude, K¥, AK; 
a great throne, 45% af BX. See Crowd and 
Press. 

Throng, v. i. Ai, FEB. Sce Crowd. 
Thronged, pp. or a. 3055, FE SiEi, NET. 
Thronging, ppr. Pf. 38. 

| Thropple, n. Fa aa. 
| Throstle, n. $i BE. 

Throttle, n. 94. 
Throttle, v. ¢. To choke, FARE. WyAE, RHE; to 

throttle, as a person who is about to die, ERA. 
Throttle, n. $E¥E. 
Through, prep. From end to end, ji, ##, 3, A 
BBE; by, LI, oh; through and through, — 
3h, —f%, BH; to go through, F734, 3h FF 5 to 

oo through the town, #7 #4 %; to enter through 
the door, fH PY A; the light passes through, 
3%; to see through, as through a device, if 
be, WB, HIB, BiB, Bi; to look through 
a gate, MEPSMA, rHPY#A: through him, 
DUB, Lf; to look through a book, pith MH, 
Ge SA EE Wi, ae EE A; through fear, AytA, 
IME; through thirst of gold, LAG sR; to run 
through, as with a sword, 3p)j%, HZ, AI ; 
to be wet through, 223%, YAS; boiled through, 
WAHS; read through, Axmt, Rise F ; to chill 
one through, j#GyR; to look at the heavens 

through a tube, [)4F3i5K; through mistake, 
V8 ; to suffer through, 8%, YE, SL; to go 
through an operation, {fif, (£38 ; did not pass 
through my hands, ##¢4k= ; through inad- 
vertency, LIAB, WAR, Lee; soaked 
through, #242; gone through the whole, #3#; 
to squeeze through, 45H; to get through a 
hole, #4 #8. 

| Throughout, prep. or adv. fig, POAT, ia, fa 3 
throughout China, frit iad tae HB Sr BY ; 
throughout the year, 34 4p, 342; throughout 
the body, A &, me, 5 se) & ; throuchout life, 

| —#6; the whole throughout, — fff; finished 
throughout, 456 E- 

Throw, v. t.; pret. threw; pp. thrown. 3A, #E, FE, 
48}, Hl, FE, UH, BE; to fling, #4; to throw stones, 
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OH, REA, 4, Wh ti, #6 i; to throw dice, 
jah 4, ; to throw nines, to gamble, #8hJL {fF ; to 
throw the lead, # ft; to throw brick-bats, $a 
HJ; to throw a net, Jha, WKAA; to throw 
about in confusion, @ldg, @L4t ; to throw about 
one’s arms, =; to throw aside, FIP, HEE; 
to throw aside as useless, $42, 4; to throw 

away, RA, BA, MIs, WI, MA, HE Hh 
J:, HIE BE, 4B, 41, 44, HE; to throw away, 
to bestow without compensation, 7¢ 2 ; to throw 
away, to reject, #€; to throw away time, PhAeE 
HAE, FEE ; to throw away one’s life, 1# 3% 
or 4% or, +E or, J oe; to throw away money, 
HEF Fe FHV HE ; to throw away one’s property, 
HEF ARSE, FASE; to throw away water, fi) 

Jk, Fee; to throw away dregs, HEFL AA, VEE; 
throw it away, HEB, EAB; to throw one’s 
self away, to abandon one’s self to, A 3 A 4; 
to throw back, ##¥Jx, 48hle] ; to throw by, to lay 

aside, J} ; to throw down, 4 yk, HEYA, HET, 
FET, JOT, HT. FG; to throw down, as a 
house, {§ ff); to throw down, to subvert, as 
right, HA) IZIE; the gale will throw down a 
man, ~ jal Fe fA) JL ; throw it down, fye P ye; 
to throw in, to inject, (jj A; to throw in, to 
deposit with others, 4 7}, fal{fk; to throw in, 

to give up, Hr 4ik, BIE, FE, #8; to throw into 

confusion, 47 @L, HAL HEAL, BL, BEAL, Wei; 
to throw into prison, Fy Be, Tak, PEFR ; to 

throw into a pit, 3/59, BEAME, ORES; 
to throw one’s self into the water, fy fe IK ; 
to throw into the scale, #2 yx Rk MH ; to throw 
into the bargain, 77, WZ; to throw into the 

fire, FLYER, FHLYE ; to throw all into disor- 
der, GLE; to throw off, to expel, 7# ; to 
throw off, to clear from, +, fff # ; to throw off 

one’s cloak, FSH), bit ; to throw off a gar- 
ment, fit ; to throw off an acquaintance, #4 

2 ; to throw off the rider, FISH H, Shy, 
17> #2; to throw off fetters, JR PERE ; to throw 
off a ship, ff; to throw off a responsibility, 

ff; to throw on, to cast on, HE | ; to throw 

on, to load, iff ; to throw dirt on one, ff 

YEN, LA, ELA; to throw on 
some one else, FE ih (RN, Fei HS A, HEEL HA 

J. ; to throw open, FEB], EXE; to throw out, 
to cast out, FeHt, HHT, JR HI; to throw out, 
to expel, 3@H}, #EH!; to throw out, to utter 

carelessly, @Lih, (Pak ; to throw out, to speak, 
pi, we; (0 throw out, to exert, HiJy, #377; to 

throw out, to distance, #7; to throw out, to 

exclude, ME (i A, Ae A Zp; to throw out, to 
reject, 4£; to throw outa hint, $y ¥h, pee; 
to throw out of the hand, ## Fy, 72444 ; to throw 
up, to resign, J (fk, 3%; to throw up from the 
stomach, [I H}; to throw up into the air, JE 
KR, S24 ; to throw up the cards, #E- 
AGH; to throw up the earth around plants, 
i ; to throw one’s self down, fy ejb, FER ; 
to throw one’s self on the mercy of, FEM NAZ 
With ; to throw silk, #7 #R#E; to throw sheep’s 
eyes, Hihike ; to throw together, #34 ; to throw 
up an earth-work, S@%; throw it to the next 

door, {5B Sa. 
Throw, n. The act of hurling or flinging, ##, 
deh e, HERS ; one throw, —J8h; a blow, —4y7, 
—e; a stone’s throw, fh Ali, —AiZe; 
effort, #4 Jy, Hi jy; the agony of travail (see 
Throe). See Cast. 

Thrower, n. 305, 383%, BEB. 
Throwing, ppr. Ht, F, 4, ge. 
Thrown, pp. of throw. Thrown with the hand, 
3S, F858, HE, HGH; thrown silk or or- 
canzine, {Wee RE. 

Throwster, n. FJ FARK. 
Thrum, n. ER, HER, AE, HE; the stamens of 

flowers, #5. 
Thrum, v. 7. gi, des. 
Thrum, v. ¢. To weave, #&; to knot, #¥; to twist, 

4%; to fringe, eGR. 
Thrush, n. & #8; white-eyed thrush, # /g;sing- 

ing thrush, BR IKIR A; aphthe, WA FE. 
Thrust, v. #.; pret. and pp. thrust. To push or 

drive with force, jf€; to force, 3, 34; to thrust 
out the head, fit] Hi gf; to thrust out the tongue, 
fh HINGE, Wea ; thrust him out, #€{B Hi; to 
thrust a nail in a board, fPSyay MR, LST 
A; to thrust into prison, Fy< RE; to thrust 
into, Hye, WA, dys A; to thrust one’s self 
forward, [ii] Hi & , #4 ; to thrust one by force, 
WIFE, FE, FLA; to thrust one’s self into an 
employment, #895}, TRALNRZP ; to thrust 
through, #42, aj2e, Hj Bia. 

Thrust, v. 7. To make a push, f#; to attack with 
a pointed weapon, J, 3], yi), HH) 4] ; to intrude, 
fA, JA, 2A; to push forward, HER; to 
press on, 4#f, 34, im. 

Thrust, n. —$8, —4fé; to make a thrust at any 
one, fay A4@, fay A}; made a thrust at him 
with a sword, J} J gf; a thrust through 
the body, i); assault, J. 

Thryssa, n. See Anchovy. 
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Thue g,n. RY Bl %. 
Thuja, n. Hi; thuja olientalis, [Al RA.- 
Thule, n. IgA AZ hh. 

Thumb, n. FTA, Ean, BEE, Hy, ji AHA, 

SROA, AGHA, FEZ, AGF; double thumbs, 

Fett ZA, WERE. 
Thumb, v. ¢. ff, FH {if ; to soil with the fingers, 

TRU. 
Thumb-ring, n. JeFt, BAF. Jet, fn. 
Thumb-serew, * n. 

AN, FTTH. 
Thumb-stall, n. #4 2A3% 
Thumbed, pp. 35 {kG&. 
Thumbergia angustifloria, n. [lj] 2&2F. 
Thumbkin, n. See Thumb-screw. 

Thump, n. —difi, —-ili, —fik, —b, —fG. 

to thump one’s head, @iji 3 oF, Jar pr. 
Thump, v. 7. To fall on with a heavy blow, ifi’%, 

SHE, AF) ; to thump against, 43H}. 
Thumped, pp. Thumped against, diz T, dilin. 
Thumping, ppr. or a. aii #.- 
Thunder, n. 4, Zé, Ay. Ga; the lord of thunder, 

Jupiter-tonans, @F Z4; the sound of thunder, 
ii #, 3 #8; the noise of thunder, #y, a aE. 
HH; peal of thunder, Ff AHF ; a clap of thun- 
der, #¢ @@, — #77; the thunder resounded a 
hundred 1%, He A HE; thunder and lightning, 
a Jz ; to come upon one like a sudden clap of 
thunder, 2}: fi —# i. 

Thunder, v. i. 37H, 777 ; to give a heavy, rat- 
tlting noise, #k Mk. 

Thunder-bolt, n. dy 41, Wl. 
Thunder-shower, n. Jy fy 2 fE- 
Thunder-storm, n. 7 fj 2¢ fE- 
Thunder-struck, a. Astonished, Hi 2y, nt, EY 

i; struck dumb by something surprising or 
terrible suddenly presented to the mind or 

view, M248, MBLTITT- 
Thunderer, n. 77 A 
Thundering, ppr.or a. Fy iz, HEHE; a rumbling 

thunder, 77 #é; thundering mad, 7 ge 7 #. 

Thuriferous, a. ETLa fj. 
Thursday, n. j2F¥ PU. 
Thus, n. AE. 

Thus, adv. WEE, 32H, EM, Anse, AE » TEBE, 

fu Yi, AUG, 15, (HE, 75 AEs thus much, Wf 4; 
it is not certainly thus, Ach Fe, Fea Ak 
ge: thus it is, FAIRE, 2 AnJE; he spoke thus, 

AB ONAN ai, 2 Su JE aS thus far, mf %; thus 
* The thumb-screw is chiefly applied to women. 

SF, BF, Bat, Fest, HE 

6 F 

and thus, 77. 
Thwack, v. t. To strike with something flat, 3, 

#1; to thrash, 47. 
Thwart, a. Transverse, #ii, if. 
Thwart, v.¢. Sih, mie, iit, xe Mt, fe, Ho M, Ts 

BA, Qs ; to thwart one’s sea PH Vt. 7B 
2S}, We A Sf HE; to thwart men’s wishes, If 

AVE, PRIVEE: 
Thwart, n. A thwart of a boat, HisPAE RK. 

Thwarted, pp. mith, eT, PAT, HRT. 
Thwarting, ppr. Crossing, fei ; contravening, 

PH, J PHL, Wek, Si 
Thy, pron. (PE, (ris, ft; thy will, HR. 

Thine-wood, n. AX%. 
Thyme, n. Jul Jp. 

| Thyroid, a. }RIZ(y; the thyroid cartilage, WERE 

Thump, v. ¢. 47, dea. 47 18, Fe. RB OT, HES Wer 
Thyrse, n. 7E IBGE) 

Thyrsus, n. L175 Ht sah 248 
Thyself, pron. (RAG, WAC, 9, RA, 

i Sy. 
Tiara, n. 5A, #4 ffi; the tiara of the pope, KR 

HE GKEE ZA hk 
Tibia, n. The shin-bone, JH APs, Ka. BCR, 

Tibial, a. JRE fy; tibial artery, FE Hae. 
Tic douloureux, n. TORE i AH- 
Tick, n. Credit, trust, {= ; to buy upon tick, 

We, FR EL. 
Tick, n. Apu. 

Tick, n. HS, WEB. 
Tick, v.z. To tick, as a watch, off, {aim ; to pat, 

Hf Tick, n. Bas th i . 

Ticket, n. mM &. =, 4K; a mark, 92, Ela ; 
ef WE; ticket-ends of piece-goods, a pawn- fetes 

JR GA ; to issue tickets, Hj @, Fy 22, HERE, FENG, 

HE ZS, te BS ; to Silene the pawn- ticket, ipa 
im = ft lottery ticket, fy #@ #%; a ticket of the 

first prize, BAR ; OE eet a ticket, HRM. 
Ticket, v. t. BM, Hp, BM; to mark, He. 
Ticketed, pp. #pjHES, HS =. 
Ticketing, ppr. #2, HYif. 
Ticking, ppr. Ticking, as a watch, sfjony, We - 

Tickle, v. ¢. 3, Hil, 4%, $e, HE; tickle him, Hp 
4B, RINE; tickle him to wake up, {i RE(B; 
to tickle a horse, #€§5 ; to tickle the palate, i 

H, Hen. 
Tickle, v. 7. To feel titillation, Wh}. 
Tickled, a. #*°7f ; tickled in a high degree, 

SHE HERE. 
Tickler, n. $238, EH. 

fe 
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Tickling, ppr. &, Fi. 
Ticklish, a. Easily tickled, HF HR, BER A, 

HEKE s H : a ticklish person, PRBAA. HK 
#:a ticklish affair, SESE Sl, PERE Se, BE 

’ 27S ; ticklish times, #£A¥; as ticklish as a 
crab, BZN BE. 

Ticklishness, n. #$ 8 ; criticalness of condition 
or state, FEBy#, SBA. 

Tid, a. Tender, soft, &%, 42135. 

Tid-bit, n. ABE, Stk. 
Tidal, a. #45; tidal crounds, #344 ; tidal waters, 

PK. PAIK. 
Tiddle, Tidder, v. ¢. To fondle, 4 i. 
Tide, n. The alternate rising and falling in the 

waters of the ocean, bays, &c., #3]. 334. 33k: the 
morning tide, Rt]; ihe ae tide, Py, BG 
3; the morning and evening tide, #¥H ; the 

tide flows or rises, 7_F, KE. IKHE. AEE: the 
hich tide, kK; ebb tide, 7k 8% ; the tide ebbs, 

IKE, WA. HAE ; to go with the tide, Mak ij 

Bh, MAGEE. ANT FF; against the tide, a 
7K. 58 #3]; to take advantage of the tide, #E}3q; 
wind and tide against us, S& JE Ss 7K ; to lose 
the tide, 4}3]: time, #}; at the appointed tide, 
5E AF. 7 HY ; tide of the people, FR 7g; a turn 
of the tide, 34; a period of 12 hours, += 

ESE I. 
Tide, v.¢. To drive with the stream, 3€}3], Az 

Th fz; to tide it up, SES _L.- 

Tide-gate, n. )F9- 
Tide-gauze, n. EBA. 
Tide-mill, n. #3). 
Tide-table, n. ft, a. 

Tide-waiter, n. #23 = fe. XX 
head tide-waiter, EX DAR- 

Tidesman, a. H*AR. 
Tideless, a. SE}3f5. 

Tidily, adv. 28, 4 BE. WH, ABE, FHM, 
42 ; tidily dressed, 26 Giz § 

#. SRE. AG ia fh. 
a n. EE, fe fil. + a 

bad tidings, RAIS 8. ni 32 ate ae vg 
# a. 2H. RE; elad tidings, = ; to 
proclaim good tidings, ‘B= = es == 

Tidy, a. Favorable, A ; being in proper time, & 

BF, pany, BAF: Meat, AF. AA. RS. FES. 

, BE] HZ; the 

fifa, cat, FRE: a tidy “dress, TRAM, FE 
BRAK. 

Tie, Tye, v. ¢. To bind, #7, 2h, 25, #, | 

£5, 4L, 2k, aR, OE. SS, RE, I ae, 
£4, $$, MA; to tie into a bundle, 77H, FL— 

4L. #1 — AL; to tie up, 62, HA; to tie 
together, 2fJ#. HRI#. 428, 4Lik; tie them up 
together, $93 {EB — #i; tie him fast, BpS£4p, 

SPS CE i; to tie to, S5te, SE, SEEE; to tie 
a knot, 728, 4728. 2#5 ; to tie a loose knot, 
47 AERA; to tie a hard knot, $7344; tie that 
knot, 37H; to tie the wedding knot, 257%; 
to tie or bind round the head, #2 # ff ; to tie 
ee hair into knot, $372 ff ; to tie fast or tight, 
She. Bs. 20. 2% ; to tie up or fasten. on, 
Wy}; to tie up a cow, Hj; to tie round, asa 
girdle, to tie up in a sheaf, #2; to tie on the 

girdle, 4436 ; to tie with cords, (2 2825, $e; 
to tie one’s self up by a vow, J] BA G 5 ; to tie 
one’s hands, 2 A=; tie on an apron, S)Z4¢= 
REZEIE. See Bandage and Bind. 

Tie, n. A knot, —, —-#f; the social ties, 7% 

the three ties, =33. 
Tie-beam, n. 3} $a. 

Tied, Tyed, pp. 438, 7. #7. SET. 
Tier, n. A row, —#;; rank, #3; a layer, strata, 

stage, &., B; in tiers above each other, 7X 
fz ; the lowest tier, #7 ZB; three tiers, = 

Tierce, n. A cask containing forty gallons, #EFz 

AE tone. 
Tiercet, n. A triplet, =) 7a. 
Tiff, n. A fit of peevishness, # 38%£; a slight 

altercation, #43? 7. 
Tiffin, n. 2h$. BR. BR, 4X; to take tiffin, 

REE. REG. THR. 
Tige, n. The shaft of a column, ]#&. 

Tiger, n. @E, EB, 2H. BR; a tiger’s skin, 
reyk. 52}; tiger’s bones, FR. 

Tiger-cat, n. FSR, ES5a- 
Tiger-lily, n. Lilium tigrinum, FF}. 

Tiger-shell, n. ERs. 2 

Tight, a. Close, SS, RR ES, Bee, 7; a tight 
ship, 28%, B27 #: a tight cask, HE ZH 
#0 #4; drawn tight, 4B, FF #7; to tie tight, 2 
& ; too tight, Ame, bes ADA: a tight maiden, 
Bel pe: ; tight and slack, BE: wedge it 
tight, FEE IB: adroit, which see. 

Tighten, v. t. SE5E, SEES. SEH, LEE HEE. 
Tightened, pp.or a. #¢jA HS, 24345 BY; it is 

not tightened evenly. #2. 
Tightening, ppr. Making more close, fj Bs 

BS. 
CE, #], Sh, Bhd ee, HE, ws, i, A, BE. | Tightness, n. Closeness, compactness, 8228, EE, i 
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Be, SH, A; neatness, as in dress, fp ffi, 
$4] ; parsimoniousness, {3 . 

Tigress, n. Fee. HOE. 
Tigrine, a. BE. 
Tike, n. A clown, FAfé; a dog, 4. 

Tile, n. A tile fora roof, #, BR, BEB ZE. HR. 
EERE ; yellow tiles, HH; green tiles, RH, 
HK; square tiles, #57; a row of tiles, —#7H; 
the concave or lower tiles, 2%, #3, HK; the 
convex or upper tiles, b2#, #£#. JA; a mould 
for tiles, #[#; to mould tiles, B{#; to tile 
roofs, fj #,, =H; unburnt tiles, AIF ; broken 
tiles, #PE. See Brick. 

Tile, v. ¢. #9); to tile a floor, 7 ft. 
Tiled, pp. or a. Ff E. 

Tiler, n. MEX, HEM. 
Tiling, ppr. H.2E. 
Till, n. RH. 
Till, prep.or adv. To the time of, Bl, #, iz 

3B GW. Bie. FF: till now, 35, BF, 
RF .3ZFG ; from morning till night, q# AB 
Be, A SH eae ; till to-day, Bj je; till we see 
one another again, 72 FR#A FL; till then, Aj 
Bai He, 3 GLHE; till they return, 74 (6 44k ; till 
old age, 77838 ; I will wait till you arrive, 

RE IP ER. 
Till, v.t. To labor, 47%, # ; to cultivate the ground; 

A. ## +. lif A. BPA. # +, Hi. 48, #- 

Tillage, n. Tillage of the ground, #AZE. 

iz. BT. BS 
Tillable, a. Hy #t, HEH. 

Tilled, pp. #38. #7 H. 
Tiller, n. A husbandman, 2, HHA. HAE: 

the tiller of a rudder, #€4L, #45, FEM; the 
tiller of a saw, $849. 

Tiller-rope, n. #E#R 33. 
Tilling, ppr. #. 
Tillot, n. Flowered tillot, 7é48. 
Tilmus, n. Floccilation, which see. 

Tilt, n. A tent, g, 52; the covering of a boat, 

SE, KE, =. 
Tilt, v. t. BARE, BE. 
Tilt, n. A thrust, —# ; to run at tilts, AFR, 

SEF. H{A-ZH; with a tilt of the lance, LJ 

F-—4, LF-—3H; a large hammer, Ks. 
Tilt, v.¢. To raise one end, as of a cask, #—34, BB 

23S, BS, pRe—3S: to tilt a lance, RF: 
- to tilt a barrel, (PBL RS. BERLE ff ; to 

tilt a sedan, ###2#§; to hammer with a tilt- 
hammer, {2% £837. KEE Z ; to cover with 

a tilt, SEIRSE. 

Tilt, v.z. To run or ride and thrust with a lance, 

3 BF. BATE. BAF HR; to fight 
with rapiers, £9] , #¢@]J; to rush, as in com- 

bat, 3500 Haj, 3 LEER ; to lean, $145. ay 9; 
to tilt over, 4], BESS: to fall, as on one side, 

(H(i ; to toss, PEI, BRET. 
Tilt-hammer, n. & #8, KB. we 
Tilted, pp. RRA TS. Hee FS ; hammered, $F 47 
Tilter, n. 87-4. 4. HAF RF ; one who 

fights, B&# ; one who hammers with a tilt, PJ 

$837 2. 
Tilting, ppr. Inclining. R(F. HR. 
Timber, n. ACE. AS. AAS, HHAS. FR; hard or 

heavy timber, 7x; soft or light timber, # 
Ax; long timber, HAC, BAC ; solid timber, F 

AX; to fell timber, (7X; a rib of a ship, 43# ; 
40) pieces of fur, PU Bye, —FeBR. 

Timber-merchant, n. ACPA, AZ. 
Timber-saw, n. 7v28 4%. 
Timber-tree, n. 57x. 
Timber-work, n. 7x28. 
Timber-yard, n. Ar. AEE. ASF. 
Timbered, pp. or a. 3 f ; well timbered, 84 4, 

#2 f§ &F ; well timbered land, BAA. 
Timbrel, n. )J\e?, Be, Fi fay Bz. 

Time, n. FF, a: HE fe, Ht FE, RR, Af H. AY Gi; 

sideral time, AF, #—35 Hi AF; astronom- 
ical time, A ; mean time, 4+B¥; at the same 
time, [nj A¥, —AF; at that time, SPARE, BAe; 

at the times, @ Hy; at times, AHF, AAFAE. 
By, PRAY; at what time? AaSME, AEF, 
BERS fe ; for a time, See, Few: from time to 

time, AHA AEE. OSA PUREE: at this 
present time, DEPERE, SAS, BUS, BIZE. JERE, 
HiT ; atany time, 12 Seay, Ada He, HB 
fil HE, FEA; this time, DERE, DEMR, JERE, SAF; 
unsuitable time, EG He, AA HF; at no time, 

Sep, 4] AY. AE ; another time, Hj) Ae, ¢h AF, 22 
HY, (ih. 4 B ; in former time, 5¢ Ie, Ay AF. Z 

5F. aS: a long time, KE, af i, BA, K, 

i, SA. A.ERZA:; in processof time, A 

a H B: KZ ; In due time, 43 BF. AF. BHF. 

jai). BH ; past time, 7 AF; after that time, 

He ine, EO Ge. HEE. WAZ; in time past, 
fo) A, $5, $e; im old times, BAF, 1-4. FF RE; 
out of time, 47 # ; the appointed or fixed time, 
fe AS, Ge. 1, LH; at the appointed time, 

Be HE; the time is up, H¥is, HY; when time 
comes one must die, S&B], ; to fix the time, 
#7 FF B ; no fixed time, 225¢ Ay, SEE HY ; toex- 
ceed the fixed time, j&f ; one time, —ja, —#8, 
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—]E] ,— eit a: two or three times, | 
ke; five or six times, AVR, AAAS; seca 

times, #875, #23, HAR; many times, KF Ble) ; 
leisure time, [jJAF; have no time, JER Hy], A 

43) GL; lucky times, good times, 4 Hi, 4 HF 
i, MRHE ; bad times, MEAP AE I, SESAME: 
to kill time, Ji E J: A, Wie ME 9 J; in the night 
time, 7% [HJ]; day time, A fi]; in or within an 
hour's time, —-Z4S# 2 [i] ; @ year's time, —-2¢ 
ZY iit, 7A; harvest time, BJ AZA¥, Fe 

He; in time of peace, ZF Fy 7 A¥; in time of war, | 

HhTR LAF; hard times, HVS Hy, WEZ 
He; to comply with the times, 37 A¥; by time, 
5 WE, [ETE ; to come in time, FF AFR Z; em- 
brace a favorable time, to watch the proper 
time, JE, FEKE; im good time, JAH¥; to 
take one’s time, $#C) ffi ; to take a very long 
time, fi AE A, (ti dg iif ; for the time being, Ws 
FL; it is more than time, Jj J; to be mas- 

ter of one’s lime, #&fRIEME, HEHE (EH 
=f; to serve one’s time, ffx jj JL] ; to spend one’s 
time, JE A, 34 4%; a woman near her time, jf¥ 

FP hh 7 HE; Signs of the times, RIK, Hse; not 
time yet, FAK; to beat the time, @j 4; not 
to keep time, I A Ff; to make good use of one’s 
time, $4 JA3t/; to lose the proper time, IAL 
He, Fed ; to lose time, 42 AR, WLUP ; the watch 
loses time, #248 ; the watch gains time, $24 ; 
time flies like an arrow, 1 6 (LL fai; time does 
not wait for us, SF GEISER, GRAFH; re- 
deem the time, |i 3¢[2. 

Time, v. t. To alates as to time, iff Aa. 
Time-honored, a. A@ fj. 
Time-keeper, n. A clock, Ai hea. 
Time-piece, n. f3¢ esq. 

Time-pleaser, n. HAE: 

Time-server, n. fig iilfe, MAIR We, Walt Z NA, BORE 
F, Keays ih 

Time-serving, a. fuji SB, FLA Ta HS 1, TIARA. 
Time-worn, a. ABE S, HEME Ty. 

Timed, pp. 4y HEME. 

Timeful a. Seasonable, Hie, (ese: fry. 
Timeless, a. Af5 HEA, AVA HRA, AR BELG. 

Timeliness, n. Hi, Gr EFS. 

Timely, ad U. Early, El; in good season, BA. 

Timely, a. Opportune, 327], Tn), 4652, MAAY, | 
Fie; a timely notice, #75 35 AF, HL, EHF | 

LK- 
Timid, a. PES Ag, MEE, AEA, at JA, 

SMe, FREAD, PEGE AY, ORE, Fe, MEP, 
Te, TH, RG, Me, TE; a timid person, Se HOE Ji, 

Patsy A, ita 5 a timid bird, Bae y a8, 
Timidity, n. Fearfulness, $2 (2, HE, EZR, HELE, 
PE, HP habitual cowardice, ZENTP HORE, IB 

dy, MEE. 
Timidly, adv. MEA, PEFR, DIE, PER. 

Timing, ppr. HERE, BEAM fT- 
Timocracy, n. JL. 
Timoneer, n. faint #- 

Timorous, a. 9%, 3, LE AY, Fi 4, fe ce, 

BEE, BOR, bk, SEER IC. (OH, aa Is a 
timorous animal, Pee a, Bb 2 eal 

BR; very timorous, AptA PE, AREA, BE 
Timorously, adv. LUPE, LEW, ee 
Timorousness, n. HE, [2 .ty, HEE. 

Tin, n. $, 46 BH; tin plates, yO Hk, BE; 
Straits’ tin, block tin, 2-9), W=-gy, 2H; 
Banea tin, ZE 93; tin vessels, $y) 4%. 

Tin-foil, n. $58]. 
Tin-glass, n. Bismuth, which see. 

Tin-mine, n. $30. 
Tin-plate, n. By ak, Gy Hk. 
Tin-pyrites, n. Aggy. 
Tincal, n. FEU a. 
Tinchel, n. fy if. 
Tinctorical, a. fry. 
Tincture, n. 75, 247% ; tincture of ammonia, 

bij AED pif & 7H; tincture of camphor, Feiss e 
iM ; tincture of camphor and opium, #48 A: 

f {4 ; tincture of cantharides, JM 4 f& }§ ; _tine- 

ture of capsicum, #if\< 79; tincture of eate- 

chu, Gl 3S 7H ; tincture of cinnamon, # Jk 
i ; tincture of ergot, El Bj & i ; tincture of 
gentian, Tj (7G ; tincture of ginger, AR fH, 

{4 ; tincture of iodine, ¢y 4 74 ; tincture of iron, 

$k iH; tincture of myrrh, 744% @ 7H; tinc- 
ture of opium, J&}: fj; tincture of orange- 

peel, #E 78, HRS; tincture of rhu- 
barb, Aw fi; to have a tincture, Fst 
fij;a tincture of knowledge of, $¢4% fa, Ht 

& Zi. 
Tincture, v. t. Ye, mG. yA fa, je f& ; to tincture 

the mind with, ## 

| Tinctured, pp. me S3 tinctured with, Fate. 
Tincturing, ppr. 2, yk, Me. 
Tinder, n. JeHk, HAG, KG, FS, Fit. 
Tinder-box, n. KA E. 

Tinder-like, a. An, BAR AG. 
Tine, x. The teeth or spike of a fork, Si ; troub- 

le, Vraie. 
Tined, a. ARCA. 

Tinet, n. 4K, Fi) PE. 
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Ting- tong, n. n. ETH: ae IT EE: ‘small ting- tong 
YE : ; round ting-tong, )j FR. 

Tinge, v.t. $e, WG, JE, Hie &. See Color and 
Stain. 

Tinge, n. Color, 7%, gifs ; taste, Wh. 
Tinged, pp. #27, JA fs; tinged with, FES ; 

tinged with heresy, 4eL) hz, F7 Th He Zi. 
Tinging, ppr. %. 
Tingle, v. 7. Inj, 28; the pel ieee SE) 5 the 
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hey | 

TIS 

file eB ; tion, eH, BEB, 

tip-toe, He iy BA. 

| Tip-top, n. JA, fi. 

Tipped, Tipt, pp. Fei JA, FT Fe 
Tippet, n. fA, 3E RH, FEMA AE ; to turn tippet, Oh PAE. 
Tipping, ppr. Si fe, $e TE. 

Tipple, v. ¢. AEE, WER, WA BRIG. 
Tippled, pp. or a. Yh RR ik. 

Tippler, n. (fl, tH ik #4. 

to stand upon the 

ears tingle, He, HS Apes one’s ears | Tippling, ppr. |HERUS, WER, HS fk. 
tingle, 4 # MEA, a TL, ~ | Tippling-house, n. (8h. 

cDimleia.) 2: “OTE, nyny. 
Tinker, n. #jie (€. 
Tinkle, v. 7. To make a tinkline sound, JJZJ, 

WOT, FTHE, VoHS, MTT, ETE, at. | 
Tinkling, ppr. or a. BSNS, ES He. 

Tinman, n. Sle, TBE 
Tinned, pp. or a. Be VAFh. 

Tinnitus aurium, n. ELMS. 

Tinning, ppr. 2 L3H. 
Tinny, a. Bij. 
Tinsel, n. Gold tinsel, 4°76, 4 4], #4]; silver 

tinsel, §R7E, FH]; brass tinsel, FFE, THY; 
something superficially shining and showy, {fg 
fii, PPE ; tinsel and red silk, 45 (EFZEL. 

Tinsel, v. t. ffi LIAr4E, fii LISA. 
Tinsel-maker, n. 4>4E IF. 
Tint, n. A we ff ; a color, f%, yum. 

Tint, vt. 3 ETE, iat, EG. 
Tinted, pp. Ye jth. 
Tiny, a. Very small, as applied to persons, 4, 

fi; very small, $E.J., #6 Gh, 2 ths a tiny | 
fellow, [yJZR. 

Tip, n. The end, /é, 48, JA; the tip of the toneue, 
fie, V2; the tip of the ear, ELPK; the tip 
of the nose, $4 iE 9; the tip of the shoulder, | 
iB: the tip of the fingers, t7 9H, F788, JF 
BAJA ; the tip of a wing, F#; an ies BF eS. 

Tip, v. t. To cover the tip, $8 JA, $8 FE ; to tip with 
iron, fH $k $8 Ite, LGR RR LA; to strike | 

slightly, #f1 ; to tip over, #7, HE, (2; to 
tip all nine, 47 (AME; to tip down, Heys ; to, 
tip one’s hands, #5 = ; to tip, as a cart, 47 | 
fi), (8); to tip a cart, fp) Hf; to tip a wink, py 

ti, 47 Hh; to tip a pen, Liar HE ye 
Tip, v.z. In the phrase, to tip off, 7.e., to fall 

headlong : hence to die, {}, ZE. | 
Tip-staff, n. A constable, 3274, #e7e. * | 
Tip-toe, n. jit Fe ; to stand on tip-toe, 4s, Be. BE 
ip 5A ; to stand on the tip-toe of expecta- 

~ * Current term used in Hongkong. | 

| Tire, v. 2. 

| Tire-woman, n. {i i fii Ze. 

Tipsy, a. (kit, Hl, EAI; to get tipsy, fh fae. 
Tipulary, a. Sh fii ZAR 

| Tirade, n. A series of violent declamations, hfe 

2B 3a strain or flight, Ryek, Bywe HERE. 
Tirailleur, n. TGS EE, BAT 8 F- 
Tire, n. A tier, which sce; a head-dress, ff ; 

furniture, Pane apparatus, VEAL; attire, 4 
2; the tire of war, ¥eHK- 

Tire, v.t. To weary, (Rig, (DME, (RTE ; to 

tire one out, 3PM) A, GENE, (8 HERR 
wv; to harass, 7f€ [it}, MH fy; to tire out one’s 
life, #€ 45 He AE; to tire out one’s patience, F¥ 
Nz Fiit, BRA 7 Zit ; not to tire of, MEF. 

To become weary, bl yey, pyey, Jy Fes. 

Tired, pp. or a. #4, (8. HEB, HAAS, FE. Fe; to 
feel tired, Fl, BE; very tired, Hy WS HBB, if 
jay ; never tired, JE snap, AKU. AVUAE 3 
tired out, ais, SrA ; so very tired, DET Fee 
Bs from walking, 77g ; oe PRS, HE 

; tired of, JAK{B, JR; I am tired of bim, 
ee Fz ts ; Lam a out with it, HR 

MK Z- 
Tiredness, n. Jay, PN (8, JAK BE- 
Tiresome, a. Tiresome, as a person, Je 4a ME, Ff 

BR vg, PD , 43 Day 9 ; tiresome, as an office, 
He MEA], KES. J_EHE: a tiresome person, -B 5a 

DPE, BER WV; a tiresome office, pEHEZ HR ; 
tiresome reiteration, fr 7 2s Be. 

Tiresomeness, n. fey, JR (E, WN FE. 
Tiring, ppr. yg. (i fe, a VR. 
Tiring-house, Tiring-room, n. BRR. 
Tirwit, n. See Lapwing. 
"Tis. A contraction of it is, {B{%, EN 4%, 22 

| Tisic, n. JERE. 

Tissue, n. Cloth interwoven with gold or silver 
or with figured colors, 4 #4. $7 7; the 
texture or organization of parts, JL Al #4); the 
tissue of a plant, Bi % 4 7; the fatty tissue, 

WLOSHESA ; tissue paper, MAM, SAM. 
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Tissue, v. ¢. To interweave, ii 
Tit, n. A small horse, )J\f ; a woman, se? 

light tit, KRG. 
Tit- bit, n. See Tid-bit. 

Titanium, n. $j; oxide of titanium, Fy fiy. 
Tithe, n. 4-42—, —JjiK, 4; to take tithes, 4 

A (si to pay tithes, Fs 28 

Z—, Wik+ Zp 2Z— ; collector of tithes, We--F} 

i. 
Tithe, v. ¢. To levy a tenth part on, 4--3p7—, | 

Ft )ik. 
Tithe, v. 7. To pay tithes, #R-4- 3p 2%. 
Tithing, n. System of tithing, -+-— 27, AGE; | 

a number of ten householders who are sureties 
for the good bebavior of each other, —- FA % ; 
large tithing, AMA; smaller tithing, JV AA. 

Tithing-man, n. F(R, fe, fehe, WER, TH | 
fe, FR ZF, RIE. 

Tithonic, a. 82 7 Hf. 
Titillate, v. i. To tickle, 3%, 4x], Fi, #%, HN. 
Titillated, pp. 37, HY, 48 T- 
Titillation, n. 3645, HEAR, BEA Ze; the sensa- 

tion of titillation, ¥F iif. 
Title, n. 3%, OR, WE 4%4, ARMY: 7 GE ; the title | 
Ee book, 227%, #22, Ble; a title of honor, 
22, BAR; a posthumous title, Rye; desig- | 
nation of rank, #P Fi; title of office, FRA, 
A, BUR ZG ; to buy a title, Bhs heading, 
REE; title or deed, 32, 4 DI. az, AZ 
#2; Imscriplion, PRA, Pa Nenpitl title, 

% ; he is not wortuy of such a title, {BIZ HEN, 
WEA, He ABE Au IE 4% ; to have a title to, AX 
J; by a good title, je i, EE 135; pretended 
title, appearance of a title, rete > ast i ; to 

confer a title, Hy EF, 3) EP ; to deprive of title, 
#T, PPR 5 no title, 4ee~P ; meritorious titles, Dy 
% ; to receive a title on account of one’s mer- 

its, Dy $f; honorary title, B sf; hereditary 
litle, HE $y, {ik #f; to mherit a title, BE KB; 

hereditary title in perpetuity, TEBE Ree 3 the 
posthumous title of one’s husband, §f%; the 
ruling title, [i] y2; the title of a civil otticer of 

the first rank, HESS RAS, HEIR, 
Be HE ON, Wk De Fe Zc Ar FE [; the title of a civil 
officer of the secondary first rank, 4% pA HK, 
HKWRAFE, HWKATE FE Ps the title of a civil 
officer of the second rank, A#eAK, ALK 

Kk, BteAK WC FL Ii); the title of a civil 
officer of the secondary second rank, HAs 
K, WMAAK, IERBAR IEA IM; the title of a 
civil officer of the third rank, $2 pRAF, We 

| AK, ERAR EA iF; the title of a civil 
officer of the secondary third rank, Minh, 

A AAR E Bob Fr; the title of a 
civil officer of the fourth rank, JRA, eB 
me AK, PAK AS ; the title of a civil 
officer of the secondary fourth rank, WRI 

J WAS, Wah kK VEG Ab FF; the title 
of a civil piece of the fifth rank, #2#K SK, 
PAF (ETE EF ; the title of a civil officer 

of the Seu fifth rank, RAHAK, BA 
KK VIE F; the title of a civil officer of 
the cath rank, ARIA Bb. FEES ; the title of a 
civil officer of the secondary sixth rank, 7 FF 

BD, G3 KES, * 7 * PS; + the title of a civil 
officer of the seventh rank, 3B, WAKES, * 

a ae E53 + the title of a civil officer of the 
secondary seventh rank, #BECES, AEB ; the 

title of a civil officer of the eighth rank, 3th ¥y 
Sih, WEED; the title of a civil officer of the 
secondary eighth rank, Wh ER, PRA LE 

the title of a civil officer of the ninth rank, 

STEED, ZEEE ; the title of a civil officer of 

the secondary ninth rank, J§ (EER, LE 
#3; the title of an officer of the first military 

rank is the same as that of an officer of the 
civil rank; the title of an officer of the a 
militar y rank, Be bif el, BES a, REEF 
i Ge HE; the title of an officer of secondary 
a military rank, $H PY A$ FE, We A AS FE, 
ZS fy HY He HE AE; thie title of an officer of the 
third military rank, If Soff, DAs Be, WA 
TAS _E WS HADES; the title of an officer of 
the third secondary military rank, [je4 Hi, 

Ew IS HL, Ae _L AS HAD BY; the title of 
an officer of the jourth military rank, AY Ruy 

“Hy “EC BOCAS “AE, Be Otol B8_E Fd i BY s the title 
of an officer of the secondary fourth military 

rank, GaUS, BOUT, (aC EBA 
Ey; the title of an officer of the fifth military 

rank, JMO IE, TGIF, GARG ET; the title 
of an officer of the secondary fifth military 

rank, FUSS a, TRL, IRE; the title 
of an officer of the sixth military rank, TR fs 
RA, Wat eBy, Zi By; the title of an officer 

of the secondary sixth military rank, JR BARS 
By, aK fa ee Bt, DBF; the title of an officer 
of the seventh military rank, JB Bp, HA 
Pey; the title of an officer of the secondary 
seventh military rank, #3 pt Be BY, (& we Re 
By; the title of an officer of the eighth mili- 

* Literary men. + Purchased rank. 
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tary rank, HE3¢ Re BY, (4 36 Fe By; the title 
of an officer of the secondary eighth military 
rank, #657) BY. (RSE BF; the titles of the 
hereditary nobility are:—duke, 7; marquis, 
fR; earl, {f7; count, —; baron, ¥; and 
four degrees answering to the German “ yon” 
and other distinctions equivalent to various 
orders of knighthood, as :— is HEAR BT, BS Ap BY, | 

Ze TARY, PA (ase Lady and Rank); post- RBs By * 
humous titles conferrable on the ancestors of | 

an officer three degrees backwards. On the 
ancestors of an officer of the first principal and 
secondary ranks, Kile ; ditto of the sec- 
ond rank, 4K; ditto of the secondary 
second rank, 3 #43; ditto of the third 
rank, 3 i#A-* ; ditto of the secondary third 
rank, rs AK; ditto of the fourth rank, re 
AK; ditto of the secondary fourth rank, wy 
ig A HK; ditto of the fifth rank, RPCAK; 
ditto of the secondary fifth rank, RAAK; 

ditto of the sixth rank, # (#5 ; ditto of the 
secondary sixth rank, fe hK Eh ; ditto of the 
seventh rank, %Z#KEH ; ditto of the secondary 
seventh rank, @4{L fh ; ditto of the eigth rank, 
EEL ; ditto of the secondary eighth rank, 
{EKREAER ; ditto of the ninth rank, (LAG ; 
ditto of the secondary eighth rank, #{EA HH. 

Title, v. ¢. To name, IDE, 4, FR, A. 
Title-page, n. % 4K. 
Titled, pp. ora. Called, %, i; haying a title, 
BAR, EF; a titled lady, ¢y hi. 

Titling, ppr. Calling, %, Ff. 
Titmouse, n.3 pl. Timice. fa %. [4e. 

Tittor, v. é. ORME, miEMRE, INGIGE, SEMEN, mame, Be 
Tittle, n. A small particle, ie —fij; a jot, 
—i, — iE; not a tittle of it, —ae qh agree 

to a tittle, pe ea. 
Tittle-tattle, n. Week, HER, SM. 
Tittle-tattle, +. 7. HEI, SE. 
Titular, a. Nominal, 7 i WEA, A 7% TER 

a titular office, it 27, 4S #7; a titular office, 
an expectant for an office, , FEA, Feit, PERE. 

Titular, Titulary, n. AVE, Sik %. 
Titularity, n. 7% Zt, Ht% Ze; in its titu- 

larity, WAY, (KA. 
Titularly, adv. 834, NEG AME. 
Titulary, a. A 38. HY, %, He, BZ. 
Tiver, n. P2262 “HK En f. [Fk- 
Tivy, adv. With creat speed, + Fp Ah, ie ik, Fi 

ay 5 

* The semicolon show s the gr adation of rank within each 

degree. 

Tmesis, n. he AG. 

To, prep. fi, 2 = . I, ¥, Hk, fl; to go to or 
towards. {nj HERE FF; from Honekone to Canton, 

ry ik Be Be from here to there, ye eB 
AE, HIE DS ok. AIL tk; from hand to 
hand, — = #% =E; to go from door to door, #2 
(#@} PIF, PEPSH. 3B: from the near to 
the distant, py it Riz ; from birth to death, q 
HIUEZIZE, AAR ZEAE ; to and fro, 436, HH; 
to go to school, 3 wi H, FH fis ; to speak to 
oe JEN, [ey] Aig. NS » BAR, ie 
Ba; said to him, 3{B af, rE, aa 27, ag 
LZ, H: unerateful to, 2 &, SABA; to the height 

of, BJ; from top to toe, FR HAE, AZ 
a to the bottom, 3if Fg; to drink to excess, 

fie & ih GAL, RIS, fees GE ; to the value of, (¥ 

#j ; ten to one he will live, -4-+E—E ; to add 

to, WN, 7; add a little to, 7R— fry, WW—fr5 ; to 
have a title to, f% ; to expose for sale, #32 ¥@ ; to 
no purpose, 4%¢ FA, #2 ; in order to, to the end 

that, ABR, J. ee Uti. LN, ra KK, aK 5 ? 

to no other end, #€@JE, “£3, Ae qh; to my 
knowledge, H& FQ jap 40; give it to me, 02; JR, 

ZH FQ, WH sz; whipped to death, FRI AE ; 
the same to me, UF He, Hl JY—¥K ; you are 
nothing to him, Mt kb A (Rlal{B. AAE LE it et 
{i ; sharp to the taste, Hi OE IE, HEM fry; be 
charitable to all men, fh $e da Se N. LB hee, 

LIU= fie #5 to my prejudice, #2 Hd FR ; this is 
no prejudice to you, We fry EGS CR JE AINE 
FAR ; to have an aversion to, ME=E(B, AKRBZ., 
EG, 7%; to-day, F a, & FR, JE ; to- 
morrow-morning, Wet. i He fy; to-morrow, AA 

H, 328, 260, 22H; to-night, Sag, S7ez; 
to go to-a trade, #8 (AE, HK hoe cive 
thyself wholly to them, 7% ; a man toa 
man, J ¥tJL; opposite to, #A iy, 4024, Bhi; 
pleasing to the mind, s&%,%, [fig ; to speak to 

the point, FAME. Fee. WEL; as 
far as, WB, §&; about to go, J¥F, AK; wy 

languish to death, 324A FJ AE; to the face, 2 

Ti, May; will come to that, Yr ANE, 
Ange; to the very marrow, PEACH is, BIA 
fig.; to love to play, #5 HE ; to cease to be, Si 

4m. ; to come to ne: WS os i BE, we A; 
killed to a man, ZEmME,— J AH; to thee we 
give thanks, MER: ib, FRR At TH. 

Toad, n. HPA W2 WE WE WIS, AE, EMG, ERR, 
WEI, BI. HAE tt, WA. OR, HOHE, Ue. 

Toad-eater, n. FEI IEN, Ws B- 

Toad-fish, n. {4 4%4, fi. 
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Toad-stool, n. feed. * 
Toady, n. #2 WE HER. 
Toast, v. t. It, #2, HR; to toast bread, Jyp4a FY] ; t 

drink to the health of, fk Si A 4 im, eth, 

WH. 
Toast, n. Igcl pHi GI , Jig 774i BL ; he or that which 

is named in honor in drinking, S74, Pee 
3 #% ; an old toast, Hi fib oe 4 ; drunk as 
a toast, JAAR. 

Toast- rack, n. Bie, + ce ee. 
Toasted, pp. or a. Iycjth. 
Toaster, n. ki #.- 
Toasting, ppr. Iyt- 
Tobacco, n. Hf], PH; the leaf of tobacco, JAR ; 

prepared tobacco, H#% ; yellow tobacco, BE IY ; 

water tobacco, Jct, ak FA ; raw tobacco, AE I ; 
black or strone tobacco, Bey, wtp]; twist 

tobacco, Hf] Bf; shaving tobacco, Se ie I; to 
smoke tobacco, ff; to chew tobaceo, Peet. 

Tobacco-pipe, n. IP] iZj ; water tobacco-pipe, Jet] 
Tobacco-plant, n. ‘put. | fei - 
Tobacco-stopper, n. tq 8. 
Tobacconist, n. YAtH, HA A- 
Toccata, n. Ay] 4. 

Tocology, n. £-E SM, Fp ZH. 
Toesin, n. FEZ. 

Tod, n. — HAAR eae 

Toddle, v. i. IGLGFBL. B. MUAMLT.- 
Toddy, n. Juice drawn from yarious palms, 3 

Ee 
Tody, n. $e aniS 3. 
Toe, n. Hit, FEY; the big or great toe, IES, Hl 

BEA, AGHT, RAT, AGE Ade, MK; double 
big toe, FFE ZS, EE; a foot with six toes, JP ; 
toe or dew-claw, ff, #yt ; from top to toes, A 

Hi EE. 
Toed, a. Having toes, as :—thick-toed, 4 yk fv, 

JME Ay: 
Toft, n. A grove of trees, —nq fi} ; the place where | 

a messuage has stood, (£27 Sih, 8 7 Hh. 

Toga, n. Ah#Z, i ; the toga virilis, WJ #2. 

Together, adv. 3 I, tl, fase, $4, de, a 

i, fe, FF 3, — Wi is, Fe, (zfs to go together, 

+, [AIT S, ile — ies: ; to come or ae 

together, fr] SBA, iE —UKI, WES, JE AE. [nl 
%; to walk together, [nj#, EYE; to rove 

together, [nj #é ; together with, fijI#, Hl J, ae; | 

to sit together, JEM, VS, [IBAE, PAK, [a 
* Medhurst. 
+ Canton sound of Toast 

t oA. 

AE; to eat together, Jkwe, fl, PE, OB; 
to consult together, [nJJP RSet, AA ; to con- 
verse together, Alam, FAZER ; all together, —#K, 
bre #1, #4 4E; all taken together, SHI#, 8 HF, 
fy Jk Jke}: tosl eep together, fr] ffé; mulitiplied 
together, 4A FE ; to fight together, FA mK ; to eat 
together, [IPE R. 

Toggel, n. fF. 
Toggery, n. Clothes, Aw, AEH. 
Toggle-joint, n. An RRP. 
Toil, v. 2. ort. 8, BF, KEE LK EBL 

fH), 3 to toil and moil, Ae gk, APPAR, SF 
BS ARE; to toil all one’s life, —ARSP HF, SFLE 
EAE; to toil with difficulty, 77 t73e- 

Toil, n. BF, BEE, AR, AVL, EME, HEL As ine 
numerable toils, 4-26 8% 7¥ ; toil and moil, #F 
ARTE; sickness from toil and cares, JRE; 
military toil, 7 FR Dy3%. 

Toil, n. A net or snare, #4]; the toil of a spider, 

ey bes 2] > hunter's toils, 744, HARE. 
Toilet, Toilette, n. A covering spread over a table 

in a chamber or dressing-room, #2 77 ; a dress- 
ing table, #EFE ; mode of dressing, HE, HERP 
ga Hen 5 22 - to make one’s toilet, EGA, Het, 
HEH}; the toilet is made, HEH HEIR ; a plain 
toilet, SHE, YEFE; a paper toilet burnt to Di- 
ana, HEHE AE fz; of the toilet, #f}}#{; to make 
a splendid toilet, HEHE RE. 

Toilet-box, Toilet-case, n. RHE, Hitk, HS PEM. 
Toiling, ppr. 3377, $$; toiling and moiling, 3} 
Fe, PPLIE AF ; toiling and suffering, fk 
MR; moiling and ee for support, A Pky 

Toilless, a. 4 38 HEY ee | &. 
Toilsome, a. ye Se van Bete (ty 

eRe, FE MR - Toilsomeness, n. 3 747 4%, 3674 

Toise, * n. iE Blak 2 A. 
Token, mn. A mark, #2; a memorial of friendship, 

KEL, ATE ER, BPE; to be a token, Pl4R 
EU, LSS RE : not worth a token, #p itech FR, 
Afii— 2 ; a token of paper, 4--JJ#\; 8 symp- 
tom, 2k VF. 

Tokened, a. #7 8h, Wej8. 

Tol, v.t. FUH. 
Told, Eee and pp. of tell. aR i&, nhs #1. 
Tole, v. t. To allure by some bait, 5] b%, (fit OA 

Toledo, n. | 5 a. LF 

Tolerable, a. rss, (IS, HAT, ANT, ATU 
TL), CEB, Ney, 4242; that may be borne 
or endured, BY LHR, By 72.45, My HEH. 

Sabestionssa n. KA, Hp eh He. 

AER 
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Tolerably, adv. wae ra AE (i, ih 1m, RAYS 

tolerably well, JEL E, HERG EE ; talerably well | 
done, {iF i&, WY LIK. 

Tolerance, n. $574, 4222, BG, FE rh. 
Tolerant, a. ff \ #8 ef. 
Tolerate, v. t. f£, tH, Shik (EE, SLA, A FF 

Z, GFA, (EGET, (ETE Fr, EAE Cf ; to 
tolerate all religions, (F@(ECH, AABSKS 

Eee 3 
Tolerated, pp. FFiK, Hid, AT, LET. 
Tolerating, ppr. if, th, WE, A, Ae. 
ete n. (EAH, (ETE, TGF ZH. 
Toll, 

BBE; toll paid for passing a bridge, shPRE, 
JB AEAE (see Duty, Impost, &e.); to pay toll, #y 

Bt, Lf; to levy toll, MEH. 
Toll, v. i. To ring, #2 9%, SESH. 
Toll, v. ¢. To take away, PE; to annul, fey, 
Toll-bar, n. #ELE. | RRR. 
Toll-booth, n. Ff EL Bf, FE Fil HE. 
Toll- bridge, n. FHBEIS, PE, HERR. 
Toll-gate, n. fy PY. 
Toll-gatherer, n. ARES, BEBE. 
Toll-house, n. A HE. 
Tolling, ppr. or a. Tolling 

ing, PRI, WH, HED. 
Tolt, n. #3 2S tir 
Tolu-balsam, n. #&%. 
Tomahawk, n. FE. 
Tomato, n. ; pl. Tomatoes. Solanum, A¥Hii- 
Tomb, n. JA, SABE, HLAS, 4g; a vaulted tomb, AR 

sa bell, # ; remoy- g, as 

tg; to worship at the tombs, FfH¥; to sweep 

the tombs, Fi Se, fa eet. 
Tomb, v. ¢. See Entomb. 

Tombac, a. pMEe Sh), TP Seas, PAE a. 

Tomboy, n. @375F AF, yee 
Tombstone, n. Ei ¥j. 
Tome, n. A volume, — 8, ff, AB. 
Tomfool, n. #4. 
Tomfoolery, n. Z§ 2, RARER SE. 
Tomentose, Tomentous, a. Downy, $36 fig; cot- 

tony, ify. 
To-morrow, n. A A AK, #8 A242 AO; to-morrow 

morning, AY ey, yey AL Peay ye BL; to-morrow 
evening, HH; wait till to-morrow, #F 3) AW 
H. See Morrow. 

Tompion, n. Ji pH. 
Tomrig, n. TAS A fF. 
Ton, * n. EX. TK. iid 

* GT; Moone: 
} Imitation of foreign sound, 

6 G - 

See Tomboy. 

BAH RE 

n. Tax, #E, #Efiy; toll paid at a barrier, j& | 

| 

| Tone, n. "Sound: JS FS, EF I 5, ni « the four 
tones, Ps; the upper tone, 8%; the lower 
tone, P #%; high tone, 7; low tone, (Es ; 
the even tone, 224%; the oblique or deflected 
tone or tones, Ji, #% ; a drawling tone or sound, 

a final particle, #3 f~ ; * a high-keyed tone, 4& 
RE; a mournful tone, yea¥, JEG. RE; the 
tone or state of the body, & #8 Zjfett; the 
tone of society, Ftlml, Milax, #775, We; to alter 
the tone of society, % Fe} ; to alter one’s tone 
or conduct, & FFF, ECs VEHs ; tone or tune 
in singing, Js) ; tone of voice, HEF. 

Tone-syllable, n. #4 a fry. 
Toned, a. AF, Hr Fy fy. 
Toneless, a. AGE RAE (0, BOHE 

Tong-tong, W. Fale F a faa 

Tongs, n. pl. EH, SEH. 

Tongue, n. The organ of taste, ffl, , fe; a 
tongue, er eee the tip of the tongue, 

GR, “Je; to have a glib tongue, to have a 
smooth ae ue, fi A, ‘HMR : to hold one’s 
tongue, 41, #1, $y 2k ; to have one’s tongue 

at command, /4S!9¢; to put out the tongue 
in contempt, [7% ; to run out the tongue, fi 

Hi AMM, HEV; a swollen tongue, IFA; a 
furred tongue, ff|Z<, fifi; ulceration of the 
tongue, AAR EH, Tai ; a rough tougue, fifliqe; a 
sharp tonzue, #IJSE%7% ; an evil tongue, 3B 
7%; a tongue like spears and swords, 75 fil) 
$f ; his tongue failed mae 4-3# ; your tongue 

runs before your wit, nm 4 ig, PEMS sa 
language, e 3H idiom, a; the Chinese 
tongue, tif, 722%; the English tongue, 3 
ih, Heat ; mother-tongue, AWE, +58, SEES 
the tongue of a buekle, fi§; the tongue of a 
carriage, #f ; the tongue of a balance, RANG 3 

the tongue of the pipe of an organ, R24 ; 
the tongue of a hell, $#7; the tongue of a 

clasp, ani , BE; a salt beef’s tongue, peAF ffl. 
Tongue, v. t. To chide, , #55. 
Tongue, v.t. To talk, 8 if. 
Tongue- orafting, n. FES, BFE. 
Tongue- -seraper, n. filial). 
Toneue-shaped, a. WPI, IE AS. 
Tongue-tied, a. Tffja#'4g ; prohibited to speak, 

ME Hae, A S- 
Tongued, a. 47 7% fi; double-tongued, i 7 4; 

thick-tongued, #75 fj. 

Tongueless, a. 4nE% fy. Bere 

jay ee 
tA: 

| Tonic, a. EF fy; a tonic dictionary, 3} aH, ay 

* See under Accent. 
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#4; tonic medicine, #f fi 4%, ij A #% ; a tonic 

pill, 7 fi. It. 
Tonic, n. ¥j m2. 
To-night, n. FAG, FK. 
Tonka-bean, Tonguin-bean, n. xy. 
Tonnage, n. The tonnage of a ship, fff; ton- 

nage dues, fptE>; coastwise tonnage certificate, 

Hh Bb HR. 
Tonsil, n. fy fe (BFK. * 
Tonsorial, a. iffy, Hi) S2A5. 
Tonsure, n. ji) $2, ipl) PA52, i PATA 
Tontine, n. FE RR. 
Tonny, n. 5i. 

Too, adv. #% MFR, 34 DA, Hk, wh. BE, IR, GB, 
ak; too far, ae Jak too high, is BEL 
BEF, KS, 8S; le mnuee or too many, 3 

i SA, & ts i, ke yw Aa 3B, AE; too proud, 

Ach fi; too cold, Ys 45%, ey; too indifferent, 
UE HK, AYER; to love one too much, ¥ 
AZ iA0H, BNA; likewise, gp; that will 
do too, 4S fj IRR) fk 7§ ; too many cooks spoil 
the broth, N, ¥% F- A aL. 4c F 7\ HAL; and you 

too, {rae 
Took, pret. of take. 
Tool, n. 9 tk, VB, A, 2A, ¥ Ml; a mere tool, 

PEM, MEF EL; a person’s tool, HAL 
INA UF. 

Toot, v. t. IR fg. 
Tooth, n.; pl. Teeth. JF, fay; taste, palate, JZ; a 

tooth or prong, FZ; tooth and nail, MeN; 
tooth of a saw, $i iy; to draw a tooth, RF, 

FF, StF ; to insert a tooth, $e. 
Tooth-brush, n. 3°#2, 4 Mil). 
Tooth-drawer, n. $f 4. 
Tooth-pick, Tooth-picker, n. F-yfi], HAS. 
Tooth-powder, n. 3K, FB. 
Tooth-scaler, n. fi) FE. 
Toothache, n. FI. 
Toothed, pp. or a. A FE, AB. 
Toothless, a. Sm, #7, BE, HE, BRAY; a tooth- 

less old man, 7 4°. 
Top, n. The summit, JA, ti, HA, Fe ; the surface, | 

Ti, fi; the chief, pA A, +; the utmost 
degree, fi; the highest rank, [| %4, fin; the | 
top of the head, BAJA, Wi, AJA; 
mountain, [Lf JA, aia ; 
#5, Hie, FE, HY; the top of a mast, HEFE ; the 
top of glory, #2; the top of the pistil, 
Jé; the top of the water, gif; the top “of a 
bed, JRXE; the top of a street, AFBEL; the top 

‘= fed 

* Hobson. 

the top of a 

ean 

the top of a tree, Hi} PM, | 

of evidence, #4 —#i #2, FYE; from top to toe, 
sw 2 JE; the humming top, |fj Hi 7; from 
top to bottom, Gf ETP, AJA Ik; the top 
of the foot, fH] jij; the top of a house, fe #9; 

the tops in a mast, eH. 
Top, v.t. To rise aloft, JA; to be eminent, 

_E, HAA; to excel, i; to rise above others, 

Ha. 
Top, v.t. To cover on the top, 3; to cap, €; 

to surpass, ##jp%; to take off the top, RJA, & 
JA, #824; to top a candle, Bf RyAE. 

Top-armor, n. fr BEE). 
Top-block, n. JA#E. 
Top-hoots, n. pl. 3g, HES. 

| Top-chain, n. BASH. 
Top-cloth, n. JA i. 

Top-coat, n. Abts, RH, #- 
Top-draining, n. Hx K- 
Topful, a. #2), Fei. 
Top-gallant mast, n. eZ =Ma- 
Top-heavy, a. _- fj. 
Top-knot, n. JAS2, 2, %§; to make a top-knot, 

Top-mast, n. “ln, Yé Z2—Min- | 4a 52. 
Top-most, a. 7E JAAS, BEA, BLAS; the top- 

most bough, 2, NE, Ha. 
Top-rope, n. BAfia. 
Top-sail, n. = Ms iE; 

vessels, wri, DEM IB. 
Top- shaped, a. EIA. 
Top-stone, n. JH47, JAA. 
Top-tackle, n. DAA, DARE. 
Topless, a. 48¢ JAE. 
Topman, n. _E Arai Hs. 

Toparch, n. “SAN, TR, Bk. 
Topaz, n. Ta =k. 
Tope, v. 7. HR. 
Toper, n. A sot, 74 fill. 

Toph, Tophin, n. #41 fii. 
Tophet, n. Hell, $4 4xk- 

Topiary, a. WY fy, Svs, Jak A TE fy, Jak ee tat, BE 
cis; topiary work, Ji G th 2S, WHRZL, 

Sieie Any subject of discourse, $1], ia &Z 

HE, MEIC, 3 2K, BSH; principle 
| of persuasion, #848, PE, Hr 5] 2HE; an external 

remedy, Aya, —7y 7 a. 
Topic, Topical, a. —Hz fy, —if5, +, A, Hh 

Fy E, — Jy fry; topical remedies, — Fi 2: 
pertaining to a topic of discourse, {4 Bi Mf; 

| topical bleeding, £2 Hi fi 
Topically, adv. —) Ay, —77 fy. 

the top-sail in ee 
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Topographer, n. im +£#%, (E456 #. 
Topographic, Topographical, a. im +f, -E- 

Topography, n. -Ea&, bab, MATa, Bo, TE. 
Topped, Topt, pp. ora. 22, 47 JA; surpassed, 

ikG BEG; topped gloves, 3h py FR. 

Topping, ppr. or a. ¥ ; capping, & ; surpassing, 

We, dK, HAR; lopping, FE ; proud, BE. 
Topping, n. JA, #8; the topping of the yard, 4k 

EPL. 
Topple, v.t. FeV, HET, HEE, BEBE. 
Topple, v. 7. Lo fall forward, {pii, BRYS- 

Toppling, ppr. {h3b, BRIE. 
Topsyturvy, adv. tiff] ; to turn topsyturvy, Wi 

ffl, ALE, gla; to turn a house topsyturvy, 

Jz. 
Toque, Toquet, n. AWA, AH bf ZB. 
Tor, n. #4. 

Torch, n. HR 4G, HE, MBI, FS, ME, ME, rs torch, 
made of paper and used by robbers, YX AK; torch, 
made of bamboo, 3% ; torch, made of dry rushes, 
AS. 

Torehlight, n. Ye sest, HAAR, HE. 
Torch-thistle, n. Hi%. 
Tore, pret. of tear. 2, MET, HLT. 
Tore, n. See Torus. 

Toreumatography, n. PRR at. 
Toreumatology, n. FZ% 7H, ZAHA oe. 

Torment, n. #48, WE, FABER, BER. 
IH}, WET, ge; an engine for casting stones, 

Hi. 
Torment, v. t. To torture, Wn KEIM, WAI; to 

inflict excruciating pain and misery, Jj) Lge, 

MLE, MNT HE, NN AH; to distress, Fare, 
HBIE ; to tease, to vex, SRS, Heap, HERY, WARY. 

‘Tormented, pp. INS HEF, WN S we 4B; vexed, 7 

esi, TET], GREET 
Tormentil, n. ee %. 
Tormenting, ppr. or a. WHE, MLSE, WL 

EVR ; teasing, HPP; vexing PEN, GRP. 
Tormentor, Tormenter, n. WIEN, exes A 

4% ; tormentor in agriculture, #4. 
Torn, pp. of tear. BK, Mi, HS, eK, ZT; torn 

clothes, WIZE, WAC, LAC, MAAR; torn away | 

from, IS, KT. 
Tornado, n. $e )Gl, Fk, Fem. 
Torose, Torous, a. AE AK A. 
Torpedo, n. Crampfish or electric ray, Ax 4M, | 

BH, Ati int fai, fir, fe, ail fi ; am engine for de- | 
stroying shipping by blowing them up, EPS | 
BE. 

Torpent, a. Benumbed, #83, AVE ; incapable of 

motion, ¥. 
Torpescence, n. Torpidness, which see. 

Torpescent, a. #333 (14. 
Torpid, a. Numb, A{=, IicAS, Hie ; torpid from 

cold, Byk ; torpid, as amphibia, insects, &., 

44, Hie ; stupid, Sit ; sluggish, [He 
Torpidity, n. See Torpidness. 
Torpidly, adv. nA fe. 
Torpidness, 'Torpitude, n. Torpidness, as applied 

to amphibies or insects, #444 ; numbness, A. {= 
Hi, WicAS BH, Hic ; torpidness from cold, Wyk; 
stupidity, @Zii, Bax ; sluggishness, his. 

Torpified, pp. 4r Avf2, 4 AVES, (hi AE. 
Torpify, v.t. 4 AE, BONO, Tete. 
Torper, x. Loss of the power of motion, #4, ¥Sfik, 

Yell, AAEALB); numbness, Kew, WEB, * 
WES ; sluggishness, PH, HAF ; stupidity, 

Bit. 
Torporific, «. SME, HAC MG, (A BA. 
Torrefaction, n. ij, Bf; torrefaction in pharmacy, 

i. 
Torrefied, pp.or a. KE, HAT, WT. 
Torrefy, v.t. To try by a fire, as in metallurgy, 

Ki}, #7 ; to torrefy, as in pharmacy, Jp. 
Torrent, n. Mountain torrent, J£ i, 2846, HE, TH, 

YE, PRU, VE, HE, VE; a torrent rushing through 
a plain, j& ; the noise of a raging torrent, ja jf ; 
a torrent of abuse, 5 Ane ; a torrent of elo- 
quence, GB anwewk; a turbulent torrent, j8; 
a rapid current is called a torrent, & #¢ Ain. 

Torrid, a. 3, 2, AS; the torrid zone, Hse. 
Torridness, n. Jseavt 3. 
Torse, n. A wreath, 7E¥R, 7E la, ZEB). 

Torsel, n. SEES Hy, BERS , TEBE Zh. 
Torsion, n. ##£#, #439; the torsion electrometer, 

fe ERI EF 
Torso, n. SE BAY Af. 
Tort, n. ##E, JESS, E. 

| Tortile, a. Begeny, BEAT, BERENS, BEBENI- 
| 'Tortious, a. 45, (BE fy. 
Tortive, a. #82 fry; wreathed, EH: 5, TE ELAS. 
Tortoise, n. af, Fi; a large tortoise, HS, a, 3G, 

HE, HEHE, BE; there are ten species of tortoises, ° 
Si + fi; the spiritual tortoise, wig; the 
intelligent tortoise, #2; the managing tor- 
toise, 4g; the precious tortoise, #¥ 4%; the 
striped or ornamented tortoise, #4; the di- 

vining tortoise, 4 $f; a land tortoise, [lf ; 
a marsh tortoise, 2 $f ; a water tortoise, 7)¢ Hf ; 
the fire tortoise, J¢ 4% ; the black tortoise, B 3a, 
& Bi; a kind of tortoise, 4; the large tortoise 
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brought into the market, #4 4% - the shell of a 
tortoise, §a#%, #475; the shell tortoise, Hui 
§G ; divination with a tortoise, He EE fe. 

'Tortoise-shell, n. HG (Hp), El, FA, ms, IK. BE; 
tortoise- shell ware, Hla; broken pieces of 
tortoise-shell, HIE! 

Tortuosity, n. See 'Tortuousness. 
Tortuous, a. W inding, Wiehe, ZF RE, HFG, HF dh, 

Ml. SEM, HSE, WI; deceitful, crooked, A 
ith. § cae J, ak, JU ae ; a tortuous road, % 

i, Waele BBs it 
'Tortuousness, n. Weil, 2527 7BS, Sah. 

Torture, n. FEI, BIN, vy KI) ZIM, LETH; to 
suffer Hoenn” SBI ; implements of torture, 

Ke A; agony, Peak, UT HE; excessive tort- 
ure, jf); to subject to torture, FAW, WF; 
the torture of beating the ankles, F# RHA; to 
examine under torture, ##5{(; afraid of torture, 

Feil. 
Torture, v. t. FAH, HERE, FEIT, FH, WK; to torture 

by squeezing the ankles, 3g; to torture by 
squeezing the fingers, $¥ =F ; to torture to death, 
HEAL, FEE; the aged and young not to he ex- 

amined by torture, & 4h Ay 4% il; be tortures 
my soul, (EF TE nth SE UF HE; to vex, HEA, He 

(ey, GSE, HELE. 
Tortured, pp. With Pe XE, JAS SEF. 

Torturer, n. sie, IGEN, HITE ; 
5a BE. 

Torturing, ppr. #%, JARLA, WE, BOA. 
Torturous, a. » ibs TA, BOTH; a torturous 

suspicion, 77 SE. 
Torulose, a. Gylinarical, fz [A], 
Torus, n. FHA IG. 
Torvity, n. Pity, 4 he Zit. 
Torvous, a. 74 RRS, fit. 

Tory, n. EABe Bl S B- 
Toss, v. t.; pret. and pp. tossed, tost. To throw 

with the palm of the hand upward, }h; to 
throw with violence, Js}, Jy4i ; to toss about, 
as a ship, Saw, a} ; to toss about confusedly, 
LE, GLI) ; to toss up the head, HLA; to toss 
up cash, PFS; to toss up, PH; to toss the 
horn, (j— 4, 42; to toss the oars, jt at ; to 

toss to and fro, FREE, HEE : to toss a 
thing in one’s mind, #8 ae AAS. 

> 

‘Toss, v. 7. lo fling, #48; to roll and tumble, Bai} ; 
iby 3 

torturers, 

— i HIB. 

to toss about, as one unable to sleep, ee. Bie | 

i De a. 
‘Toss, n. fl; a toss of the horn or head, — pf, 
wei ak to yee in a toss, AE. 

| Touch, n. 

Toss-pot, n. WATE. WER BE. 
Tossed, pp. Thrown upward with a jerk, Huy, 

(Nf ; tossed about, SApF. 
Tosser, n. HF. 

Tossing, ppr. Hb, MH; 
saluting, B&3. 

tossing, as the oars in 

“Total, a. moter, Ht Jae a Be, Wk, Ak; 
the total amount, JE(#, JES}, Skey, fs}, BE 
48 ; a total eclipse of the sun, H 4 & ZB ; the 
total expenditure, ONE: fA, FTE (ii. 

Totality, n. AS, #4dk 

Totally, adv. W holly, Bae #4, S38, — fit, mE. 
Totalness, n. AX, SE, —fiK. 
Tote, v. ¢. To carry, 7H, uk, fi. 

Totidem verbis. In the very words, Wah, WH 

ne 

Toties quoties. As often as one, so often the other, 

— ri S58 ANS. 
Toto. In toto (in the whole), AX, JES}, SER. 
Totter, v. i. Fi ih, Ab wh; to cheaee to fall, @ 

£8), HSE), HS UH, I PE ; the crown totters upon 
his head, {AUPE 5 Wels 43, (lu 2% o AAS; to lean, 
aL, 

Tottering, ppr. ora. #¥ fF] ; a tottering wall, iF 

8) Zs FEE Zl 
Totteringly, adv. 52 Hh. 
Toucan, n. #8%. 
Touch, v. ¢. BE, Pit, Hf, 9, By, HeHA ; to come to, 

to reach, Zi], #, 7%; to try, A; to relate to, 

ke; to meddle with, #7#8; to move, Hf ; to 

touch or play, jHi ; to infect, 74 44 ; to influence 
by impulse, 4}, di, 3%; to impel forcibly, Ff€ ; 
to treat slightly, ¥&4; to touch with the 
finger, #; do not touch it, REL, Wah, Ay 
BE, Zy4f]; to touch one another, #AH¥, 4H; 
to touch the glasses, #ASKIAM ; to touch their 
shore, 3% (ly 2% i: BA, Fl fh Z be; the quarrel 
touches none but him, 4 [aj 4% (4) 42; it does 

not touch me, {BAK 4RIe, (UE Oye, (th A Bh 

oR, 

Fz; to touch one with pity, fy A 2445, Bh AY 
Zot; to touch one’s feelings, Hh J. fF ; to touch 
the piano, ##HEE ; to touch slightly, AE ; to 
touch up, to repair, (¥ ; in giving and receiving 
men and women may not touch each other, 

TALS AL. 
Touch, v. 7. To be in contaet with, #a BY, ABB, 

Ait, FADE; to touch at Fumun, jA EPS, 

35 FEPY; to touch on or upon, FR, wk R- 
Contact, BRAS, Hye, FBS; the sense 

of touch, 4t’Fe ; examination by a touch, BYE; 

the touch, as of silver or gold, {4 ; a satiric 
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#iE ; known by the touch, Sees es 
TH 40 Z ; friends of noble touch, Ja #59 A; to 
stand the touch, Ja, #F, i& 7, E(§ jak; a touch 
of red, ¥esr ; a touch of heresy, Af #7  ; 
a touch on the piano, jif—7pPzs. 

Touch-hole, n. JCA, YP, I, WEPY. 
Touch-me-not, n. A plant of the genus impatiens, 

SlEF, HE ETE . See Impatiens, &e. 
Touch-needle, n. ee \EF- 
Touch-stone, n. A441. 
Touch-wood, n. BPR ZAS. 
Touchable, a. fi pais HY ayy, E05. 
Touchily, adv. Alp. 

* Touchiness, n. E&, VEIRE, PEE E 
Touching, ppr. or a. Coming in contact with, BF, 
}% ; striking, #; affecting, #; concerning, 
Ky, ik, Ean 5a touching discourse, aiff By 

iD. 
Touchy, a. PES, Jy 54, Bik ; very touchy, Hy 
DFE; a touchy point, MEaM PE YT, Hem) 2 Ye. 

Tough, a. fll, #¥, fii A, FEM TAL, Hi, HE; viscous, 
#® fj, W24B fv; stilt, not flexible, fai; very 

tough, AA), GXAN ; tough or obstinate, A) jk ; 
tough, as rattan, §<Uff Ay] ; a tough business, He 
BH; he had a tough about it, (BAF EME 1E. 

Toughen, v. 7. AEA], AEE. 
Toughen, v. t. To make tough, #fyJ). 
Toughish, a. Bef). 
Toughness, n. fl, By 6 viscosity, #® # ; 

strength of constitution or texture, Hf fg, 1 (fi 
Toupee, Toupet, n. —2, — fy B. #4. 
Tour, n. A turn, —3)), —, —He, — ig ; a tour 

of inspection, —3\, #E—3{ ;a ramble, — jf, — 
ike ; a trip, —-f§; a tour round the world, Ja) #é 
KT ; a tour through the different states, J§ 
Hic Ki) I ; to start on a tour, JERE; to start on 
a tour of inspection, Hii; imperial tour of 
inspection, 34 4F. 

Tourbillion, n. fe MAR. 

Tourist, m. He9. p28, JIVE, LMA TH. 
Tourmalin, Turmalin, n. 4%. 
Tournament, n. Fwy, Ib gt. 
Tourney, n. JER, {fe BR. 

Tourniquet, n. 2 fiir, Jk fi 38-FL, ik at A 
Touse, v. t. To pull, $f, di; to tear, B. 
Touse, n. A disturbance, gl. 
Tousle, Tousel, v. t. To put into disorder, 47 ZL, 

il. 
Tout, v.z. To ply or seek for customers, $8334 

#. 

to tow oy means Gi aia ~ ve ae 
FEAR, EAE, HEAT. 

Tow, n. FE Mii. 
Tow-boat, n. Wer fie. 

| Tow-line, n. ii Hi, fRERK. 
| Towage, n. SrA, JI MD. 
Toward, Towards, prep. or adv. tay, Fin, Hh, 2, 

tH, Hy, fy ; toward the north, fayy; to go 

towards the east, nj tse, yt ye ; toward the 
right, In) Ay ; charitable towards the poor, 

i728 Bi Bi, WORE i towards the end, #¥#%, 

pa 4s; towards evening, Pik, PENR, PENG, 2S 
lig ; to incline towards, §j [ny ; to point towards, 

4 {my ; the mind directed towards, fay, Zi, 

Towardliness, n. 9, &t, Be %%; docility, HIB. 
Towardly, a. 9, Gee ; docile, HI, MAR. 
Towel, n. iil, Fit. 

Toweling, n. Ter tft (i. 
Tower, n. 34, $8, BE; a look-out tower, RE; a 

tower on a city wall, Ji HE, fic, HERE; a cit- 
adel, fas2; a movable tower, je PE, PE HT; a 
high head-dress, 7H ffi%; a round tower, 

lee. 
Tower, v. 7. To rise and fly high, #8¥® ; to be 

lofty, #3 TSI WE. 
aye ppr- Towering, as heights, ys, By 

A, JEW 5 Soaring, PSV! ; a towering building, 

Eee ; & man of towering spirit, $E58 fk 
Towery, a. A I&, A FB. an. 
Towing, ppr. Heer. 
Towing-path, Tow-path, n. S838, Fira ZH. 
Town, n. $k, G, GH, fe, GE; the metropolis, HF; 

a seaport town, #0, feeE; a woman of the 

town, #2; a man of the town, 4@%; in 
town, ZEdR eB. 

Town-clerk, n. IR=E fuk. 
Town-crier, n. 7, lly BE. 
Town-hall, n. ABR. 
Town-house, n. JSP. 

Town-talk, n. Tra, HR. 

Township, n. {{; a division of a township, ff. 
Townsman, n. fale 4, EEK. 

Toxicology, n. ae, Fe om, Be ZS AM. 

Toy, n. OME. Bin ZN, HELI; a trifle, yy 
I; a silly opinion, J\2 3 ; amorous dalliance, 

ll li ZK; sport, FAH ; wild fancy, ¥7AH; odd 
conceit, EIR. 

Toy, v. 7. To dally amorously, #8; to play, 5G 

Toy-man, n. 2YF{E, AF &- |. 
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Toy-shop, n. AfF#hoA, ATF ei. 
Toying, ppr. Iv &. 
Toyish, a. af 5¢ B, KER SEAS- 

Toyishness, n. Afi) BK VE. 

Toze, v. t. See Touse. 

Trace, n. By, io, fa, IE, ae E a Dh, ae fit B nas 

BE, BYE, Bak, Wok 2, at, 34, RB; there are no 

traces left, 4057 ii), SEV Dh, WPMD, TES 
Sn fs, Pare traces of tears, jz; traces of 
spiritual beings, jihiik; traces of a tyrannical 
government, FEI Bk: traces left by former 
kings, SEE fei ; traces of footsteps, AWB, 

bk; traces of a carriage, Hifi; traces of a 

plough, #3; the traces of a harness, #4|, Hi 
HE 

Trace, v. t. To draw or delineate, Fi, i755, 2251, 
4, 2; to trace writing, #45], BS, SB; 
to trace to its origin, 3B Jif ; to trace back, 38 ; 
to trace one’s footsteps, 3B J\ ih, gf Fz ; to trace 
up an author, #¢H! (f£ # ; to trace premises into 
consequences, fij% ; to trace to a distance, 38 

jz; to trace up and down, 7£Aé ; to trace out 
an ambush, fafR; to trace to the root, $i HE. 

Traceable, a. 36 (53), WSES], Hit 
Traced, pp. Marked out, fiji, FHS ST, SSIT 

followed, 3E3f, 3E 7. 
Tracery, n. 446, A4E. 
Trachea, n. a 
Tracheal, a. Sa fy. 
Trachelipod, n. SA Fe Ag ath. 
Tracheotomy, n. fi 54 
Trachyte, n. 47%. 

Tracing, ppr. Fit, S251; 
footsteps, 3B Bik. 

Track, n. Sof, PE, BYR; a road, 7%, FR, 34; the 
track of a wheel, ii, ii, ; to follow one by the 
track, 7% bk, 3B Ai} ; to start a man on the 

track of one, Hi. 
Track, v. t. Hrs, AEH; to track a vessel, Fist, 

FA. 
Track-road, n. HMES HE, HEY 9. 
Trackage, n. fit #. 
Tracked, pp. Traced, 36 j&, 32S Bh; tracked, as 

a boat, Fis. 
Trackless, av, SOE, A P= ANE fi 
Tracklessness, n. Se fi 4%. 

rT) 

following by marks or 

Tract, n. Region, fy, di, WE; a large tract of 
land, BA ; a trace, ff; a treatise, WB, 
MX, #8; veligious tracts, Pyle 3c, WhyleFF; a 
small tract, 7. 

Tractability, n. $B, WIE. 

Tractable, a. Ea, HEA, MEL, SEL, SE, 
WAH ; tractable, as an ox, 4%, 4. 

Tractableness, n. fF, DEL, SRA, MANE. 
Tractably, dade WAGE, MEHR, Be Hs. 
Tractation, n. seam, aim ZTE. 
Tractile, a. Sce Ductile. 

Tractility, n. Duetility, 7 GRE, ik. 
Tractive, a. fir fig; tractive power, frHe ZIJ- 
Tractor, n. arp, HH. 
Tractory, Tractrix, n. Hal. 

Trade, m. AE, 1 3, 3, HVE, AL BE; pro- 
fession, 32, 3; 32, =F #e, =F (f£; to carry on 

trade, (fk AE 38, (HE BE, REDE, BEA ; to cease 
carrying on trade, 28 it, PA Tf; to encourage 
trade, #9 Jj; in order to encourage trade, 
LIF JL 9 JJ ; to interdict trade, EF ; the 
trade is dull, AE-2e 78 ; the trade is at a stand- 
still, # RAE TE. 

Trade, v. 7. iE, (VER, HH, IME, 
AK ms ms He; to trade in, to deal in, #8 %; 
to trade in foreign goods, ¥E Ef FEZ. 

Trade-wind, n. Stat Jil, 

Trader, n. aN, weTy, rae HR, fit ERA, R 
Pee a local trader, +-7§; a foreign trader, 
Abpg; a trader from another port, Ani 78 18. 

Trades-woman, n. {{ZE BRA, (itAE a A. 
Trades-man, n. PE A, 19. Wa, ES. I 

fF, Si Ae, THA. 
Trading, ppr.ora. & ¥%, (42%; trading in, 

(EEL) FEYZ; a trading vessel, PA AHh; a trading 
place, i ¥ $a ; trading constituent, 3=. 

Trading-place, n. JE9H, RW GH, HO. 
Tradition, n. §, Hf, 4, ak, HS, TE, 

TEE ET ZF, {§ Fi H (i Ze | cid GE 

the tradition was lost, 4ecH: (§. 
Traditional, Traditionary, a. A fei, A HAs, 

(EF, (HIE. 
Traditionally, adv. PL) fi. 

Traditioner, Traditionist, n. fz (84, THERE, (2 

1 f§ 4. 
Traduce, v. t. HE, TEBE WERE aE, aT ; to 

traduce one’s character, pit AG ; to flatter 

and then traduce, Zs. 
Traduced, pp. site sf, al eT. 
Traducement, n. Defumation, pi HE" SE, ie RE- 
Traducer, n. ii Ee IGE, DERE. 
Traducing, ppr. pte A, Bae A. 

Traduction, n. Propagation, fi fz, ff #4 ; tradition, 

{if ; transportation, 4f%j#i. 
Traduetive, a. Derivable, w) GIA, FGF. 
Traffic, n. AER, RF, RRZW, Hs; where 
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else, then, will any be found who will presume 
to join in the traffic ? WA (iy 2 Ay 
merchandise, #¥, f/f; intercourse, » Beil, 
4028 B, : traffic in human beings, FF WERE, 
WA ; much traffic, ig BEE. 

Traffic, v. i. (VER, EVE, HR. WG, PLB; to 
barter, 385, %&; to traffic in goods, RARE 

A, We fe. 
Trafficked, pp. (G&A. BWT- 
Trafficker, n. (ZERO, SEH ; a merchant, Fy 
Trafficking, ppr. fiZEE, WA, BB. a. 
Tragacanth, n. p}jB%. 
Tragedy, n. ZREK, SEO Bk, SEER; a mournful 

event, Ser, ABM, ABZ, Mae ZF. 
Tragic, Tragical, a. |XJ ; sorrowful, 

fh, MIFE, BFE M4 ; calamitous, JEW Ay; tragi- 
eal play, AER AS, 45 5e Bh AZ; a tragical event, 

IGE, Wy aR ae. seg. 
Tragically, adv. PPAR AS, VARs, BY BAY, A 
Tragicalness, n. Mournfulness, 453 2 3¢ ; fatali- 

ty, 3 623, IE. 
Tragi-comedy, n. AER EK, SRR Za. 
Tragi- -comic, Tragi-comical, a. 2& RAS, 3R SA, 

AER EAE iy 
Trail, v.¢. To hunt by the track, @#£ Hifi HA; to 

drag along, #6, 4, H2, #4; to trail one’s dress, 
FEALR, WALZ ; to trail one’s feet along, $¢ 
JE, Ha Si, #4; to trail one’s sword, FEN, I] ; 
to trail along the ground, M¥ Hy Pe, H2 FS hi ; to 
lower, as arms, #(#f; to trail grass, fig PSE; 
to lay flat, Be (K. 

Trail, n. Track followed by a hunter, ff; a train, 
Hi (BH & Fi, Ha 7% ; the entrails of a fowl or sheep, 

wy EB BR2E 7; ; to get on the trail, 3 HF. 
Trailed, pp. or a. Trailed, as a hunter, (Hf ii Mi: 

laid flat, #277 (§ ; drawn along on the ground, 

FET WSS. 
Trailing, ppr.or a. Trailing, asa hunter, (2 Th 

i§§ ; drawing on the ground, Fé fA jh ; treading 
drown, fi P ; laying flat, $e fh; bringing 
lower, Fxyé. 

Train, v.t. To drow along, #€, fiz; to entice, 5] 
@ ; to allure, pFHY; to draw from act to act 
by persuasion or promise, #{E; to discipline, 
#97}; to train soldiers, #44E; to teach and 
form by practice, #x#=, Fr; to break, tame, 

&e., as oxen, #I, 24 ; 
a wall or espalier, 5]; to trace, 3B; to train up, 
to educate, #ez, FCA, FW; to train a oun, {Hp | 
Hat, GRIT lay ; to train to virtue, HL (sR. 

Train, n. Artifice, FE}, S]b$ZET; the train or 

to lead and form to | 

| Trained, 

| Trait, 

| Tralation, n. JERR, 

end os a robe, Fé FEB EK, Ht, FE; the tail of a 
bird, #4/€; a retinue, FRYE, REE, HEN, BES 
a series, Ae, RGA; a train of ideas, —je RH 
fi; atrain of ladies, —fR 3 J; a train of gun- 
powder, JX 45] ;a train of artillery, —je Aa; 
to lay a train for one, ARETE, brelg. 

| Train-band, n. pH. 
Train-bearer, n. $i 4. 
Train-oil, n. Sql. 

Train-road, n. $k Hig. 

Train-tackle, n. Jz. 

pp. ora. $358, HAT, KAT: 
trained up to virtue, Bef LI fs. 

Training, ppr. Educating, #x#2, HF ; alluring, 
ps BY; enticing, 5| 5%; drawing, Fir. 

n. A stroke, —Z£; a trait of character, 
HE, BE, VEZ RHI; a bad trait, Pee; a 
good trait, —FZ aE, — figs ; not a single 
good trait, 4mt— fy AF BE ; traits of character, {& 

> any 

| Trainer, n. #xfif. 

SERS My. AE 

Traitor, n. AF, AP EBK, SFB, JB; a Chinese traitor, 
PEG, PEK; a traitor, term applied to officers 
of rank, 472, 29¢2E:; a traitor to his mas- 
ter, RES, SEK, HPF; a traitor to his 
country, BaF, BORK, FILEI# ; a traitor to 
his engagements, 7#$ + # ; to act the part of 
a traitor, fix 5h. 

Traitorous, a. Perfidious, 4F, FI, 90, BIC, BE 
BE, A Ha; a traitorous officers, 4fF Fi; traitor- 
ous Chinese, 7 4F, PERK; a traitorous dis- 

position, PPE, Weal, AF HE 2a, BIC Zs 
#5 it 27, Ghat); to harbor traitorous inten- 
tions, ‘2K EE; traitorous expressions, HepeZ 
4]; ungrateful and traitorous, (4 #. 

| Traitorousness, n. #F}, #FIC.- 
Traitress, n. ¥F fi. 
Traject, v. t. 58 if. 
Traject, n. A ferry, #48, JK KE; @ passage, ji RR. 
Trajection, n. The act of darting through, j#j& 

#%, i364 ; transportation, $fij4i ; emission, Hi. 
Trajectory, n. iis. 

Tralucent, a. HA. 
| Tram, n. 3 Ef Fp. 
Tram-way, Tram-road, n. jf Higgs, HERR. 
Trammel, n. #4; an iron hook used for hang- 

ing kettles and other vessels over fire, } 4} 
#4); shackles for regulating the motion of a 
horse, FE ###%; to move in trammels, Z¢¥EZ 

Ti. 
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Trammel, v.¢. To hamper, 2; to catch, Jf; | 

to intercept, #{E. 
Trammeled, pp. Caught, $234 ; confined, 4 jf 
Tramontane, n. A stranger, AFA, Ne 
Tienes, a. Living beyond the mountains, 
38 Le EME. Sce Ultramontane. 

Teng v.t. To tread, By, BS, ea me gs. 
Tramp, n. Tramp of a crowd, FEE BE vee. 
Tramper, n. FZ I. 
Trample, v. ¢. fay, PS, BE PS, Fy, PE BE, BG TA; to 

trample down, fH yx, tha T. tha fe. TF BE; to 
trample on, fy E, BER. BG. He, BERG; to tram- 
ple to death, FE, BILAE. SHAE; to trample to 
rags, NPAs, fi; to trample on with both 

Hi, T& Yi; to treat with pride, contempt, and 
insult, i, fig. 

Trample, v. i. We, PR. 
Trampled, pp. ti J. 8 S- 
Trampler, n. ‘5 4%, thy #- 

tht ie, lean Trampling, ppr. trampling, as ani- 
mals, BF ¥j; treating with contempt and in- 

sult, (fp. 
Trampoose, v.27. To walk with labor, 77 3# 74. 

Trance, n. %&; to fall into a trance, Him, A, 
A=ik; to be in a trance, jipVe J. 

Tranquil, a. RB, Ee, HF, We we, AS 1 2 aes 
Beas, He ML, Ze, Br, WE, KE. a 
BE iia 196, KR, £R, WE, JL JL» # et 2 te, 

fe; a tranquil mind, 2B 4 Zot}, oth wR, ath aK 

Bes OTF 
#2 4%; cool and tranquil, “yi 7 ie- 

Tranquilization, n. 22ay, RAR. 
Tranquilize, Tranquillize, v.t. &, fe, 2B, Hy, FE 

ay, #, HGR, RerS, Hire, fff, 4A. fill ; to tran- | 

BRT, Z2EKTF ; to tran- | 

to tran- | 
in order to tran- | 

quilize the empire, 
quilize the people, 5b, it ME; 
quilize a district, ESF HT ; 
quilize the emperor, LJHGKF ; to tranquilize 

the mind, Jit, Bt, HBL. 
Tranquilized, pp. ZY, teat y. 
Tranquilizer, n. @#%, 7H, HF aoe HEH. 
Tranquilizing B) ppr. oF a. x, 7B, $8 , ah, RB. 
Tranquillity, n. #R, @, 2, ZB 1 HER, RAP, 
ZR, UH age FRR, aa, Wi; tranquillity of the 
mind, GEER, ZEB GE BR. ZAR 
to seek the tranquillity of the people, RE 
#2, HEA BE; with much tranguillity, Py 2p 
4#¢; an age of tranquillity and plenty, 5}-2— 

BE TE. 
Tranquilly, adv. §PRR, AR. 

the country is now ue Shar 

| Transduction, n. 

Tranquilness, n. 424, 22 Fp. 
Transact, v. t. Ht, BE, fit, (E, # ; to transact bus- 

iness, #¢3r, PBST, HSE, HPYE; to transact for 
another, ftH##, PL HF. 

Transact, v. 7. To conduct matters, PEM, PHB. 

Transacted, pp. Done, fi J, 56; performed, HF 

J; managed, #-FPIS 
Transacting, ppr. Hf, KEE, BEBE, EBB. 
ei aieee n. Management of any affair, $35, 

HE, eB, Te fz an affair, — tf H, Ht, 3 
a ae tf ; mercantile transactions, BW, & 
3; during these transactions, #} JE z [i- 

Transactor, n. Ph, #-FEH. 
| Transanimate, v. t. E46, LIFEENGAE te. 

feet, Ty Mima, PAJE; to trample to pieces, fig | Transatlantic, a. PES fy. 
Transcend, v. ¢. To rise above, £835, dpe, TRIS, 

Transcended, pp. fi, HRT. 
| Transcendence, Transcendency, n. #85 4, HB 

# ; elevation above truth, A 77M, Hil, 38. 

Transcendent, a. Very excellent, PRE, High, i 
ik, #2 4, JA 4; going beyond the bounds of 

human knowledge, Hi \ #k, A FH, 

Transcendental, a. Supereminent, i pk, Hi SE; 

surpassing others, ##ipk; that which surpasses 
empiricism, 8 jk £€ sii 2» Sf, 448; transcen- 
dental curve, #p& fl #2 ; transcendental express- 
ion, fk st; transcendental function, fk pRB. 

Transcendentalism, n. Hi PE, WPA S 

Se, Fal ny SLAW 37; that which is vague 
and illusive, 478 

Transcendentally, Ga v. Very excellently, 5 jk, 

LES 
Transcendentalness, n. Hifhk 23, HBA, Ht 
Transcolate, v. t. To strain, 5, i |x 

Transcrihe, v. t. $9, $5, FS P>, WS, EB, B, 18 
ge, i i fh; to transcribe all, i: np; to tran- 
scribe in a legible hand, pry, >, JAR. 

| Transcribed, pp: HPT, jz f. 

| Transeriber, n. $5 4¥, $e. 
| Tr anseribing, ppr. >, P55, JA. 
Transcript, n. PpAs, fp se. 
Transcription, n. p> es, PP7S. 
Transcriptively, adv. Dah. 

Transeur, v. 7. $ESEGE AS, HE AEE, FE Fe. 
| Transcurrence, n. 3if Zé ee 
Transcursion, n. FEES, TE 

Bia. 
Transept, n. “rae 18 a +e Ze. 
Transfer, v. t. To convey from one place to an- 
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other Hit, ie, ‘PBB, SEB, RBS to make | 

over, (IB, 38 oh, eT ees 
Fz, SE fe, hh, Haak s to transfer, as from one 

book to another, #yx, PP jh, pi: to transfer, 
to misapply, $K#%. FES, Bh, HH ; to transfer 
by mortgage, Ji 
#2; to transfer, as liquids, fa 7 ; to resign or 
transfer to another, mei, ae to fies a 

business to another, 3% /E Fx IBV, LIZEEE 

F&A; to transfer, as a bill, Ze #h ; to ee 
metaphorically, (AE, fit iH. 

Transfer, n. $2, Ee ; transfer of a right, title, 

&e., BH, SES, HH 
Transfer -deed, n. shies, 
Transferable, a. BY 2238, Wy YA, ny FS iA. 
Transferred, pp. ith, (Rik, tt 
Transferree, n. 5% #5. 
Transferrer, n. 23%, 423%, FE. 
Transfiguration, n. 84%. BA, HZ, ALS 

Ab, tHE. 
Transfigure, v. ¢. Zt, Hi, BERT BE, IB. 
Transfieured, pp. % ff, ss A. 
Transfiguring, ppr. 40, sb ih. 
Transfix, v. t. £3, Ha) FE. 
Transfixed, pp. £ Bs. 
Transforate, v. t. #48, HAZ. 
Transform, v.t. To change the form of, Ae, $B 

a, S76, #8 £2 F- ; to change one substance 
into another, #, tb, #844; to transform into, 
HK, EHX, WE: to reform, B4k, oy He. 

Transform, v. 7. #, 
Tr ansformation, n. BL 4%; transformation into, 

AGIK, ENN spiritual transformation, il4G, 
44; transformation of the heart, ib 2A, D> 

PML. 
Transformative, a. Se {QL Ag, Bese fy. 
Transformed, pp. 44S, SS, SILT; 

muted, 4k f, wi f. 
Transforming, ppr. or a. #840, 4Ghk ; renewing, 

BEAL, UCT. 
Transfund, v. ¢. See Transfuse. 

Transfuse, v.¢. To pour, as liquor, ffi jh 
Transfused, pp. fA Ye jh. 
Transfusible, a. WAYS, PBI. 
Transfusing, ppr. fA ys. 
Transfusion, n. fi], FYE. 

Transgress, v. t. To pass over or beyond any limit, 
asa law, &e., jo, ff; 
any limit, 3%, ft, tRwe, IRE; to transeress 

the law, JAY, “Fi; to transgress a fixed 
time, 3810): to transgress a certain Hees 34 

trans- 

Hie, Bl 
Ld. 

Hl Hi) JL ; to transfer a deed, 3g 

to pass over or beyond | 
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iE: to transeress an order, WA; to transgress 

willfully, lie, REIL. 

50 FF Transeress, v.%. To sin, 
against, -F. 

Transgressed, pp: 785,58 S, ik Ss. 
Transgression, n. Fault, 3, SE, Spi, SER, ith 

to transgress 

4, SE, #EFJE; where there is no law, there is 

no transgression, aj iJ: fu ney, , Se Jey id; FL Se SIE. 

Transgressive, a. Faulty, culpable, 4it&, 4 3E, 

Ak. 
Transgressor, n. JRA, 124, RH, EN, HR 

# ; a transgressor of a law, JR7EH, TIES. 

| Tranship, v. t. 58, Toei WM, sth HAT, HR, AR 
38 ; to tranship goods, 94%, IE, * WEL 3E 
Fe, Ti HM. 

Transhipment, n. 8%, B8i5 i) He He, TS 
425345 (tft ; the goods transhipped, PRE ZE. 

Transhipped, pp. 45 i, i ih 58 — f€ Mh, BRT: 
transhipped the goods here, §% Ef FN. 

Transient, a. Passing, #f 1809, ARS, EOE, 
WE fy, BF fy; not permanent, Ai, AA; 

temporary, SHE Ay, JEUEAS; transitory, WA 

fij ; fleeting, ii ; a transient view, jA AE AS, i 
Bi fig; a transient gust, #€ jl ill; a 

transient guest, #2i8 774 ; transient glory, Ak 

RULE ; this transient world, ARATE HR, HA 

ZUE. 
Transiently, adv. WERT AS, 3%, KG, EAR, AA. 
Transientness, n. BF I Zt, PAF, BA. MA 
# ; speedy passage, [tj #7. 

Transilience, Transiliency, n. Pi, iH. 

Transilient, a. Pi Ay. 
Transit, n. A passing, #j8, oH, Fi SB; 

transit dues, # £>, 38 (2: 22 BE; transit duties 
on tea, #ahk #8; the transit of venus, 45 34 

Transit-duty, n. 3 83 2 Ht. | Big. 
Transition, n. Passing from one place to another, 

VERGE, rivEIH Ok, #5 passing from 
one state to another, #8jX%, 4%5\% 5 a transition 

from white to black, pty & jy #4, 1h Be KB. 
Transitional, a. fry, SEK AY. 
Transitive, a. #4 iy fry; a transitive verb, 38 ff 

is, A Zia. 
Transitorily, adv. #5 HFAI, BA, FEA, WERT 

HE, ANBEZE, Be, BK. 
Transitoriness, n. ERT“, BAR ZS, RZ 

KH, BEL, A wese. 
Transitory, a. pS #08 br WY 
Translatable, @ net 

Translate, v. es a , me ett, ime, ie, (Sif, 
* Wade. 4 used in the Treaty of Nanking, is incorrect. 

6 H vi 
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- to remove or convey “to heaven without 
ala FL; to transfer, py PE2e fk; to cause 
to remove from one part of the body to another, 
#% ; to change, e; to translate a book, iek 
th = ; to iranelaté into English, Hives, #4 

fedeag ; to translate into Chinese, GHA ; 
to translate word for word, 3% Hea ; to trans- 

late the local eee EME AH a - 
Translated, pp. oes ae ae f- 
Translating, ppr. #§ ae, we Hi; removing from 

one place to another, #3. 
Translation, n. Removal, #3 #% 5 a version, # a 

Wik, MG, fH; interlinear translation, [a] 

F70e, PEE. 
Translator, n. f& sh PE, HERES ; official translator, 

(SKIES, SEE, MERLE ; translators, Zp¥ 
ae 

Thoms eer, & . pe, EA. 
Translatress, n. Ae #H.- 
Translocation, n. #%#%, Fie, Aiea: 
Translucence, n. jE 36, HA. 
Translucency, n. 5B #. 
Translucent, a. 5B It", Wyre. 
Translucently, adv. AAR. 
Translucid, a. 5&3 fy, WA, F:- 
Transmarine, a. 3&7, J ifg 5, FER. 
Transmigrant, a. $44; passing into another form 

of body, ##43¢, #245, HEAE. 
Transmigrant, n. One who migrates, j&75#, hk 

Re 4%, #$ BH ; one who passes into another form 

of body, eA 2, Ayla a. 
Transmigrate, v.7.To migrate, JA AF, Hah, HA, 
#% % ; to pass from one body into another, #% 

AE, BFE, He. 
Transmigrating, ppr. #%J%; passing from one 

body into another, FEE, ig Hlu. 
Transmigration, n. The passing of men from one 

country into another, BE #, WEB, is 
45, Hi dh; the transmigration of souls, Hp 4la, 
EAE, EAE; the doctrine of the transmigration 

of souls, HAG > 2, HIE L3H, HEAR DH. 
Transmission, n. The transmission, as of a letter, 

ay 4, % #H; transmission, as of licht, 7F ; 
transmission, as from one person to another, 
4g Hil, HESS; the transmission of goods, Ff ; 
transmission, as to posterity, RP. 

Transmissive, a. ee ay fy. 

Transmit, v.t. §, Br, 7%, BESS, JE, UR, Usa 
transmit a letter, epee tts, BH, RB; 
transmit a despatch, #2, 7% 4, HEVE; te 
transmit a petition, #£ 1 ; to transmit to poster- Resse 

ity, ENB RE. IA AIE. MIRABIE; to trans. 
mit the throne, fi fiz; to transmit privately, 
FU, (8, (rar fH ; to transmit mysteriously, FB, 
Fal fig ; to transmit, as light, 7%. 

Transmitted, pp. or a. 4 f, fi; transmitted, 
as light, jf; transmitted from one to an- 
other, —7 3 = 74 

| Transmitter, 33%, #3 #%, (§# ; a transmitter of 
coods, Ar EY %. 

Transmittible, a. Wl Ay, We, Wy fF. 
Transmitting, ppr. Fy, f%, 3, %; transmitting 

through, as light, j#. 
Transmutability, n. BY as 4, BY SEE. 

Transmutable, a. (4, WM, TAC, BS, 
ME. 

Transmutation, n. 7%, 44%, COB IB Zt. 
Transmute, v. t. $44, 40%, (hiik. 
Transmuted, pp. # YS, (U7. 
Transmuting, ppr. $840, (Wx #.- 
Transom, n. EYE, FER. 
Transparency, n. AA, E76, oH. 
Transparent, a. jJ& 3, HW), £2, WR, SS, WA 

WE, 5m HA Ay, SBCA ; weer gauze, F2%5, 

sa ¢) ; limpid, foe, WE, Pew, if 
Transparently, adv. AAR. 
Transparentness, n. AR RA, HAA, ce H- 
Transpicuous, a. Fj]. 
Transpierce, v. t. To pierce through, #iF, HF; 

to permeate, j# ZR. 
Transpirable, a. HY Hi 3, APPUSR, PY Hi Se. 
Transpiration, n. Hiya, Higa, Hi eee. 
Transpire, v. t. or 7. Hig, HY; to send off in 

vapor, UR, Hig; to exhale, Hi, WW, BF; to 
escape from secrecy, Pet}, JUHE; to happen, ff§ 

Fi, fies, AL, A. 
Transpired, pp. HHS, JY ; escaped from secrecy, 
WE, BHT ; it transpired, 7 fg, Ff; noth- 
ing has transpired, >¢ Sle. 

Transpiring, ppr. Hi, HY; becoming public, # 

Hi, WS i. 
Transplace, v. t. #%.- 
Transplant, v. ¢. FE, Ali. 4. MIB, PRK FS BE 

fii; to transplant rice, #37¢, HERA, RRR; to 
transplant a tree, #% fii tif. 

Transplantation, n. #% fi #4, WHS. 
Transplanted, pp. #$fi J. HET. 
Transplanter, n. F% ti, HEH, Bias. HA. 
Transplanting, ppr. #%*i, iff, He. 
Transplendency, n. HAIL AA, HALF. 
Transplendent, a. PRG, HiT. 
Transport, v. ¢. To transport by water, 3, BB; 
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to transport by land, iii, Sei, Miia, hk, A, 
{i, 4E; to transport grain, jhe, ERE, TY 
ji ; to transport goods, BX 4%, ##H 4X ; to trans- 
port by word, fff, af ; to ravish with pleasure, 

{ii 32 ALR; to transport one’s self, A#%, ABE; 
to transport a ship, #% 4; to transport a crim- | 
inal to another part of a province, ff; to 
transport a criminal beyond the native proy- 
ince, FJ #e; to transport a criminal beyond 
China proper, fi) #2, $e Hi, PSH. See Carry and 
Exile. 

Transport, . 4jej#i3%, HEHE; a ship or vessel em- 
ployed for transporting, 5% #4 Ws, 3 EM, ii 
HEH, fil, AR; a transport of jey, past ei, 
AE Z =H; a transport of passion, eee the 
cost of transport, 34: fH). 

Transportable, a. B&H, wR HK. 
Transportation, n. 344, Tesi #4, B849; banish- 

ment to another part of the same province, #€; 
banishment beyond one’s native province, #f ; 
banishment beyond China proper, 3g. 
Carry and Carriage. 

Transported, pp. 3 T, WSET. BMT 
transported by order of the king, #. 

Transporter, n. 3 3%, Heit HF. 
Transporting, ppr. or a. BX, 3H, Hist, Ws, HB ; 

ravishing with delight, fxs. 
Transposal, n. pF, wil HR. 

Transpose, v. t. GRE, JN, BAHR, HALL, 5 fk 5 to 
change, 5, 4. 

Transposed, pp. fR# 7, HFA T, BMT. 

Transposing, ppr. stm, tr, Nh. 
Transposition, n. 54 fi 23%, #4 fit ZF, $6 i K- 
'Transpositive, a. fit Ay, 5S fir fy. 
Trans-shape, v. t. U¢#e-t, 92, UE. 
Transubstantiate, v. t. SHG, SE LTE RE- 
Transubstantiation, n. #4345, Si(QVERG ; the 

doctrine of transubstantiation, (#9 2 BE, (tf 

wes ZEB, (OB te 23. 
Transudation, n. Hi e¢7%. 
Transvection, n. #%i8, JEIK 
Transversal, a. fig ; transversal line, fig#t ; trans- 

versal force, fi J]. 
Transversally, adv. fi. 

See | 

Transverse, a. fir, (fj, [fF ; a transverse line, fix 

AR 5 a transverse piece of wood on which a bell | 
is suspended, #4; transverse section, fat]; a 

transverse stick, fit AS ; 
streaks, Bt transverse diameter, #7; trans- | 
verse axis, fail, fe (. 

Transversely, adv. fig, tH IR, PL, BE4F. 

transverse (oblique), Travel, v.t 

Transyersing, ppr. Overturning, wifi]. 

Tranter, n. FH BF, WF. 

Trap, n. A trap for catching rats, fH; trap for 

catching birds, Gk, HAM, SBR, B. de BE 
i; trap for catching animals, FE, #14, ¥4¢, 
Ay; a stratagem, weet; any device by which 
men or other animals may be caught un- 
awares, MAb, KAZE, ME, ba a4; a person who 
sets traps for the purpose of involving men in 
difficulties, fel; a snare, #5, Els. 

Trap, v. ¢. To catch in a trap, AUST RR. 
Trap, n. A stair, iY; greenstone, #% Z7. 
Trap-door, n. PEPSI. 

| Trap-tufa, Trap-tuff, n. Aba ei. 
Trapa bicornis, n. 4 $§ ; a three-horned species, 
Trapan, n. A snare, #9; a stratagem, joe}. |Z. 
Trapanner, n. 34. 
Trapes, 2. If Hf. 
Trapezian, a. $277 41. 
Trapezium, n.; pl. ‘Trapeziums, Trapezia. #447 

Eel, SIE, MEE DSI. 
Trapezohedron, n. —<-- PYRt Fy ty He. 

Trapezoid, n. FIZ, AB F738 PY BIE. 
Trapper, n. ABS ERA, dh BRAS. 
Trappings, n. pl. B5 fifi; trappings on a bridle, $k; 

ornaments, PEP, Afi 

Trappous, a. AA HH A. 
Traps, n. pl. Be fk, FFZ=, Hate. [AK- 
Trash, n. Jée4j), 48 JA 4y, Hh; bruised canes, jh 
Trash, v. t. To lop, Hi J~ ; to strip of leaves, 4 

He; to crush, Hj; to clog, 4 f£. 
Trash, v. 7. 57, (2 RASS Hb. 
Trashy, a. JRe4h, edt ; worthless, Wipe BF, IE 

Wh; waste, HAR, Hi. 
Trass, n. KASVEA. 
Traulism, n. fe, His. [ fy. 
Traumatic, a. $2 /%; traumatic medicine, HE ff 
Travail, v.z. To toil, 73%; to suffer the pangs 

of child-birth, jj4; to be in parturition, 7} 

iff. 
Travail, n. Parturition, 33, Zpaih ; 

pain, jay. 
Travailed, pp. Harassed, 

birth, ayy. 
Travailing, ppr. or a. ff 3. 

Trave, Travis, n. By AA; a beam, ¥E; a traverse, 

fie 

labor with 

74 HE ; labored in child- 

YF; to ford pina Tuer ee ay ake 

fast, #7 HK, PFE; 
BR TT 5 

to travel by land, #7 BR, 
to travel by water, VW: to travel 
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about or every where, fj #7, iaibe, Jee, JE Ht; 

to journey, #U Fg ; to travel to, Jz; to travel to 
a distance, 3 jhF, RA; to travel over a state, 
thi 47 EL HA, ja Bd 4; to travel for improve- 
ment, jh¢%; to travel among the lakes, 3fa Hf 

iwi% ; to travel over hills and seas, PRR HR; 
to travel on foot, | to travel extensively, JagibF ; 

+647; to travel on horse back, EAI; to 
travel by night, 7% fF ; to travel day and night, 
57% fF; to travel together, [iJ #7, [ije; to 
travel on, fifty. 

Travel, n. A walking, —;; journey, #. [7T. 
Traveled, Travelled, pp. or a. #7, HT, HES 

Traveler, Traveller, n. #7 ijt, 7#, We#, DEA, 

ie, HEN ee, DEAD BS, Ay TR. 
Traveling, Travelling, ppr.or a. #7, 3, Fy ¥%, dhe 

#7; traveling expenses, f% #, #2 2% ; a travel- 
ing companion, fF{?, 47{4, [rl FE; a travel- 
ing merchant, P% ff ; traveling luggage, #728; 
traveling bag, #7¥€; a traveling censor, 4 ({) 
Shae; whilst traveling, TE jit 7 [i]. 

Traversable, a. B] 9h, Bis AE. 
Traverse, adv. Oross-wise, fir, (7, i #7, HEE. 
Traverse, n. fig BF, fy, HeZe. 
Traverse, v. t. fit 3, fet, Hy FF ; to traverse a 

country, ih, 3 fs lik 77 3 to traverse in 
all direction, jf jhe, 4b%; to traverse an action 
at law, #238, Jp AA ; to survey carefully, [¥, 
##E ; to turn, as on a pivot, Heiie. 

Traverse-board, n. $f, AEE HK. 

Traverser, n. HE: TR, tity. 
Traversing, ppr. fiith, tf ; denying, WBE. 
Travestied, pp- Disguised by dress, 48 ; turned | 

into ridicule, gaff. 

Travesty, a. Ut, Abe ; disguised by dress so as 
to be ridiculous, 34 ny 4E % #. 

Travesty, 7. li] pil, pil 3fil]. 
Travesty, v.t. UctESzGG. 
Trawler, n. PEA HH. 
Tray, n. FERE, FEF, HE, HE; a tea-tray, ; 

basket tray, 74 8. 
Treacherous, a. AP aft, AF, HELE, REM, est, Ae 

fa fv, 
ter, HEEB j 

ye 
SAR 5 a 

treacherous hopes, IG iKlpEes, Hee 

EA, Hf, A hY;a treacherous minis- | 

| Treasurer, n. 22 Hf 

OD, nf; a treacherous memory, #7 i | 
PAE 

Treacherously, adv. JAitel, Witez:, LPH. 
Treacherousness. n. PE, HERR. 

Treachery, n. FY, weal, BF eK; 
ency nourishes treachery, 4), ,38 4. 

Treacle, n. PF. 

too much leni- | 

Treacle-cordial, n. PEC. 
Treacle-mustard, n. FF 4S FR. 
Tread, v. ¢.; pret. trod ; pp. trod, trodden. Pik, $8, 

We, Jee, WAT, Uk GAR, fat. IX, BR; to tread, as 
an animal, #%; to tread inward, He Fy NH 
to tread outward, 7\=¢ }Hlf> ; to tread to knead, 
}3j; to tread in one’s footsteps, hig JX RAL, GA 

J ite Bh, ip, TE if, Jaq, 3H; to tread upon, pF 

LE. Ba, tik, a, Bet BR Be BE, EA BBR, BR 
Wek, GE, Bel, BE; to tread like a little child, F¥; 
to tread on stones, PA 477i 7c, J; to tread on 
a rope-ladder, to be a thief, jig tik ; tread on 
it, FATE; to tread on firm ground, Py geHp, 
TafS MIZE; to tread in the path of ehitiae! Ie 

fis, . 
Tread, v.t. hg, BE, PE; to tread down the heels, 

PAHS, ay, EGE; to tread the laws under the 
feet, #§ 7; to tread in the mire, fe He; to 

tread under the oo away . We ; to tread 
the water-wheel, jij7\¢ Hi; to tread out, fA, 
lig & 3 the cock Aun the hen, $f ZS Buf SE wae ; 
Te walks as haughtily as if he would tread 
men under his feet, jy; fA) Alf e $4 ; will tread 
out one’s bowels, PayHiIEy. See Trample. 

Tread, n. —{hi, a — BS; with cautious tread, 

LNhitt 2 HG. 
Tread-mill, n. fries. 
Treading, ppr. fi, BS, BB, GE, FE. 
Treadle, Treddle, n. yu i, ‘pice. 
Treason, n. High treason, HEAT, PEK, HER, 

SLAG ; petit treason, MOLE 
Treasonable, a. thie; treasonable plans a- 

gainst the state, i 4 AIC. 
| Treasure, n. Wy 53, J WE, TE A, 8 He, FE Mh; to 

rao 

accumulate treasures, #fHf ; great abundance, 
Ea, ta >) @ great treasure, AFPR. 

Mhstie, 3 v. t. PASE, PAG, ee, HN, FRM. 
Treasure-house, n. $f Jif. 

Treasured, pp. Ai}E TY. 
, 2 Ji FH; provincial treasurer, 

Ai, HES, MEA. 
Treasuring, ppr. fittH. 

Treasury, n. %r, li, JPR, Hei, Ae ii, WE RU ; 
the national treasury, [4¥; treasury depart- 
ment, Jfi ff ; treasury department of a province 
or prefecture, fifi #3 treasury stores, ji JA; 

treasury office, /qi Ap jiyfY; a treasury note, By 

Gb, WPL, Ji HRA. 
Treat, v.t. ‘lo treat, as a person, fp, GF fF; to 

treat one another, 4 fi; to treat one well, 4y- 

FEA, TEAK, GHA, BULAN, DE HA; to 
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treat one generously, JE 7 A ; to treat liberally, 
LF ; to treat with contempt or disrespect, §% 

WAN), FE, BB, Bibl, BE I, HB, Tas 
to treat harshly, pe ff; to treat with arro- | 
gance, fp}, fic Te, IP ff; to treat one harshly, | 
Hl WE GE AN, SEH GE OAN, MY HR; to treat rudely, | 
44 #7 ; to treat kindly or with politeness, & (¥, 
we fF; to treat cruelly, $4 JE, @ JE; to treat 
others like one’s self, i AMG. FEC. fF 
A. hn G; to treat with, to negotiate with, PR. 
4a, Pi ig; to treat for peace, ii #3 to treat 
with food, (# &, #8; to treat with play, WER; | 
to treat strangers benignly, 42 (fiz JV; to | 
treat a subject, 23, #f J%; to treat with acid, | 
(PEE Mit Z ; to treat a disease, WE, AE. 

Treat, v. 7. To discourse, jf}. | 
Treat, n. An entertainment, #€; a great treat, | 

Hef BR EOE SF, EE AB; it isa great treat to me, | 

TPE Z- | 
Treatable, a. Treatable, as a temper, ji 41; a | 

treatable disposition, PE} 7H #1. 
Treated, pp. (ih, fF f; used, FAS ; discoursed | 

On, ai, ak J ; entertained, Hey, ETL. 
Treating, ppr. f¥; handling, JP; managing, 

i@ ; using, J; discoursing on, jy. | 
Treatise, n. AH, ay, Fs, se. 
Treatment, n. Management, 74 7, a7; behav- | 

jor, fF, ##s ; A generous treatment, JfH; to | 
meet with a cruel treatment, 8579 Gf, SEA 

ny Hl). 
Treaty, n. Negotiation, PY Hi, T§ He; a formal 

agreement, W#, #4), Hy Ht, WAM), MEH; a treaty 
of peace, #u#4J; the old treaty, f64%4'; the new 
treaty, ~f#); the stipulations of a treaty, #4 
1%, FKK ; the first section of the treaty, fy 

*—FR; to violate treaty, #4), M4), TE; 
to make a treaty with, §¥ 4), #4 iil; treaty | 

power, A412 6. 
Treble, a. =f%, =f, =e. 
Treble, v.t. Y= Pex. 
Treble, n. #2. 
Trebly, adv. = fi. 
Trebuket, Trebuchet, n. A tumbrel, #e af. 
Treddle, n. Pestle treddle, fff &. See Treadle. 
Tree, n. AX, HAS, Pf; the trunk of a tree, {tF, 

Hyte, FE; the tree near the ground, #€; high 

forest trees, 7% AX #ij ; one tree, — Fi tif, —-F 
HY, — HE; the genus of trees, Acah, Act; 
a large tree, Acjut, Hi]; a tall tree, Fp}; low 
trees, EH}; a tall slender tree, J; the end 

or point of a tree, tafe, Py; a rotten tree, fA; | 

a solitary tree, FX h, AK; trees growing close 

together, HEFT, Ax WARE, fii; trees arow- 
ing opposite each other, AC+E AAA, WHF; the 
stump of a tree, AVA; tree of knowledge of 
good and evil, accordine to the Mohammed- 
ans, [Meth ; a cross, -[-27:48; a forest of trees, 
#K; a cluster of trees, — 1 ff. 

Tree-frog, Tree-toad, n. 4s} ¥p, [ypha- 

Tree-moss, n. ti}F. 

Tree-of-life, n. AE fp Z ti}; cupressus thyoides, 

Ins FEA 
Trefoil, n. Gy#k(?), HEIs H(?), ® SHEA, 
Treillage, 2. #AF. 

Trellis, n. HERZL, BEE, 2, SEE, BUEZER 
Tremando, n. #2. 

Tremble, v. 7. #2, Fem), Lah, Fej~; to tremble 
with fear, 47 ek, We, ZERE, HEA; to tremble 
with cold, #7 42, FT APSA, FE BK, H; to trem- 
ble with apprehension, #K%# ; to tremble with 
rage, FRX ; to tremble all over, PUWeey| Hh ; the 
earth trembles, fi. 

Tremblement, n. #2 ah. 
Trembled, pp. #2, eT. 
Trembler, n. j24%, HAH, BRA. 
Trembling, ppr. 2, ij ; trembling from cold, 

FJ Vp Se, GH, YH; trembling from fear, % #e; 
trembling obedience, yeti. 

Trembling-poplar, n. 4iJ 3%. 
Tremblingly, adv. Yi, #2; tremblingly obey, 7 
Tremella, n. Rg, “FRE ?). (Ge. 

Tremendous, a. Such as may excite fear or ter- 

ror, JIE ASIA, PVA, AYE, BYSS; violent, 3, 
j&, A; horrible, Zope, py. 

Tremendously, adv. BYE, BB, BEB, ABR. 
Tremendousness, n. F) #35, BOB. 
Tremolite, n. EA. 

Tremor, Tremour, n. 328), 2, 28%; tremor of 
the body, & 58. 

| Tremulous, a. Trembling, 52, 8, Bah, 7 RRAG; 
a tremulous motion, #2 a}. 

Tremulousness, n. ‘#2 i}. 

Trench, v.¢. To cut or dig, as a ditch, Bayh, BE 
iy, Haidy ; to trench about, SeHy CE, EA LH. 

| Trench, v. 7. To encroach, FR. 
Trench, n. jh, Ye, EE, HF, Hk; to open the 

trenches, 9 #4; to make a trench, fj— jk. 
Trench-plow, Trench-plough, n. 2K Fz. 
Trench-plowing, Trench-ploughing, n. #227. 

| Trenchent, a. Cutting, sharp, #J. 

Trencher, a. A wooden plate, fa, Ax HE, Ax HE, 
* Medhurst. 
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Ht, APR, WK; the table, HE; food, KAW. 
Trencher-fly, n. @%, S&B. 
Trencher-friend, n. See Sponger. 
'Trencher-man, n. A great eater, 22487 é. 
Trencher-mate, n. [Af 2K, $A. 
Trend, v.7. To run, $i; to have a particular 

direction, fay ; to trend to the N. W., jg Pal 

Bi. 
Trend, v. ¢. To free wool fiom its filth, $24. 
Trending, n. Inclination, fay, {fj {nj. 
Trendle, n. A little wheel, .J, i. 
Trental, n. AEB B= eK 18. 
Trepan, n. GE, SATE, PETE. 

Trepan, v. t. LUEISIESIAE, SUERTE. 
Trepan, v.t. To insnare. See Trap. 
Trephine, n. J.Htak, PES. 
pas n. ReRE, WEY, WR, Hew; 
43, 4h; confused haste, elt, BA. 

Trespass, v. 7. To pass over the boundary of anoth- 
er’s land, it A 3b, ig A 2 3% ; to commit 

any offence, J@, 74 5E, 4 5E, 77 3E; to trespass 
against the law, JB7é&, 7; to trespass upon 
a person’s time, FATE A, [JV 2 AF ; to trespass 
upon another’s conyenience, #Egg AV, WEY A, 

We AN, SE J. 
Trespass, n. Jp if, SE, i Fe, sh IG, Ue IE, Pi, 

1G jé:, FH GK; injury, 2, {; forgive us our 
trespasses, Hk AAKSE, HARK SE. 

Trespasser, n. JH, 1B ILM, A, RAL IE. 
Trespassing, ppr. i AZ 9t, JOSE, Bis ; annoy- 

ing another, 7 J\. 
Tress, n. — 45 42. 
Tressure, n. j. 
Trestle, n. #% fH] 2e, 28, 48 = ; posts to steady a 

coffin on trestles, fH. 

Tret, n. Se 2B, LZ A. 
Trethings, n. pl. #E, fii 

Trevet, n. ae =e. 

Trey, n. SEAS 
Triable, a. That may be tried, BY at, Fy UK, ia 

SHH A; that may be tried by a court, Hy FR, 

Dre 
Triacontrahedral, a. =+ 382748, =+m Zz. 
Triaconter, n. = - at fp. 
Triad, n. =H, =HARB—; the triad of the Tau- 

ists, = jp; the triad of the Buddhists, = #¥ 
fi, ; triad society, =& f. 

Trial, n. pA, Fak, DUP, PK, HE; to make a trial, 

mA, PAGE, FR ial, wll, FEHR; to in- 
stitute a trial, 

iG i HE, Sk ak, Sd ak, FE ME, GALE ; trials 

hurry, 

JE pA; to pass through trials, #e |~ 

or sufferings, BRE, HE, GAZE; temptation, 
pA BY; in the hour of trial, Ht Z HR; the 
trial of a case, #e4e, 4é 7 AEH ; brothers who 
have passed through trials together, #7056 

3f; ; trials and difficulties, AB #4, #a diy; new 
trials, 3p He. 

Triandria, n. = BEE fj. 
Triangle, n. =f9jZ, =FEAQIE; a right-angled 

triangle, Ig = = faye 
Triangular, a. = fg je &, = fA fy, fs, AAS, 

= FEN. 
Triangularly, adv. K = faye, = faye. 
Triarchy, n. =A 7 E. 
Trias, n. #LADA. 
Tribal, a. HRA. 
Tribe, n. A family race, 7%, SUR, Hi, Fe, BB, * 

tRYS 5 a branch or subdivision of a tribe, —3x 
UR, — 3%, — je; tribes, branches of a tribe, 

KK; the twelve tribes, 4-3 ye; the tribe 
of Israel, LJ €& Ki] i ; Inner Mongolia is divid- 
ed into 24 tribes, PySe “IBFD. 

Triblet, Tribolet, n. aS HAZ. 
'Tribometer, n. rae Fj A. 
Tribrach, n. = KEM 

Tribulation, n. 77 $f, HE, HEE, BRE, A. 
Tribulus terrestris, n. 7 38(?); tribulus equest- 

ris, AS ?2). 

Tribunal, nm. ij PY, #5, FY, MERE, PR BE, 
Fi 35 *h, . BE; the six highest tribunals in 
China, 7\ Ah, FV HF; the juridical tribunal, Jpy 
fh ; the highest tribunal ina foreign country, 
KEE; before a tribunal, 22 il] ; to ascend 
the tribunal, Ea, %5. See Board and Court. 

Tribune, n. BE, rare FH; a bench or 
pulpit, aae, Se. 

Tribuneship, Tribunate, n. {RR EUR, BIRR 

B, FRI. 
Tribunician, Tribunitial, a. (RR BAS, FRE 

fij ; Suiting a tribune, AR REM, AFRE 

fig. 
Tributary, a. hp: tribute to another, #4) AY, 

ETL, HEFL; subject to, BB, FFAG, ets 
fly; a pire state, He bl JS fed. 

Tributary, n. One who pays tribute, #64 ; a 
smaller river that discharges its waters into a 
larger one, ABE jay fy. 

Tribute, ». Fr, FX, FL Mit, Wit FL, Si, Fi HE ZW; 

cloth, offered as tribute, PR; articles of tribute, 
itn, Us to ofler or bring tribute, HE TUK 

* This character is weed” ts expressing the tribes or 
divisions under which the Mongols are known in China. 
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a, $F, AE; a vessel carrying tribute, FY 
fyi; the tribute, PRHEZ fy; to pay tribute to, 
aH 5 to pay tribute to one’s memory, a AZ 

f#, HE Nf; to pay a tribute to nature, FE. 
Tribute-bearer, n. Ft (ii, Fi Ea. 
Tricapsular, a. =F fy. 
Trice, v. t. fk; to trice up, FE. 

Trice, n. A very short time, —%], HH, 2A 98, BE 

& Ziel. 
Tricennial, a. =- 46 fig. 
Trichiasis, n. |HE3E fAPHE, IEE fF AE- 

Trichine, n. Bek, KAW ZGEE. 
Trichiurus, n. Gat fi, aR AA. 
Trichotomous, a. Fp =I fg. 
Trichotomy, n. 7p =P A, Fp= Fp HE. 
Trick, n. Z}; a cunning trick, fe Sf, Hel; a 

crafty trick, #83}; a knavish trick, RRKHAZ 
al, Sha}; a trick at law, FRE Z FT; juggle, 
OE YE ; delusion, HR, TUR ; sleight, S250) Saiz 
JEM, A, YAR ZIE ; to play trieks of hand, 3% 
Fie; full of tricks, Be, WetAs; to play 
a trick on, ME J, WEA, FEI, ER SEAL; to play 

a trick on one, {£3 ; don’t play off your tricks 
on me, WRI F¥,WKME FR, Hc YE FR ; to place tricks, 
52-BE; to use cunning tricks, ifiat, FAL 

Trick, v. t. To deceive, ®, Ba, ikea, HE5R, Wie. 
Trick, v. t. To decorate, EH, FYE, Ue HE. 

Trick, v. 7. To live by deception and fraud, 4G 

He, DIME N45 AE. 
Trick-track, n. See Backgammon. 
Tricked, pp. PERH TS, 3 A PEHE; tricked out, #E 
Trickery, n. Hest, HEEt, Fst. | fift- 

Tricking, ppr. Deceiving, MR, TER, Hi 5h ; de- 

frauding, Je 5m ; dressing, PER. 

Trickish, a. iin, AAT, WEI, TEM. 
Trickishly, adv. LIFE}, Laie. 
Trickishness, n. iff i, Fe 5, AFP. 
Trickle, v. 7. {Rf ; to trickle down, jays, ja TH 

T, %K; to trickle like tears, ji. 

Trickling, ppr. 9S, 45 F, WG TT 
trickling down, AR yi IA, PET. 

Triclinate, a. =a =| @ 7 Be. 
Triclinium, n. = \ tt % fy. 
Tricoceous, a. = {2 758. 
Tricolor, n. =e, =f ZTE. 
Tricolored, a. = f& fig. 
Tricornigerous, a. = fq fij; tricornigerous, as 

the trapa tricornis, = fa 3€ 
Tricosanthes, n. £% IK. 
Tricuspid, a. = f§ fj. 

tears | 

| Trifoly, n. 

| 

| Tr idactylous, « a. 
| Trident, n. 

= BEA. 
SRM, =KBAF, =, = BL 

Trident, Tridented, a. =r, = yA. | F- 

Tridentate, a. = ef (rj. 
Tridodecahedral, a. = ht iq 27.38 fy G + oi. 
Triennial, a. =4p— 2 fj, =4A—Ie] ; the trien- 

nial examinations for M. A., AFP, KE; the 

triennial examination of officers, % Ff; to 

remove one from his post at the triennial ex- 

amination, Ht éf. 
Triennially, adv. ff =f, =4A—R. 

Trier, n. ws, DUPE, MH. 

Trifallow, v. t. =A ih RARE. 
Trifarious, a. = #7 fj. 
Trifid, a. =¥ fj. 
Trifistulary, a. =f, = 127 (5. 

Trifle, * n. NSe, PERE , , ESE, SM 

PETE, He, USE, RR, Ep, SERRE, HR, 
MEW, FCP, MTA FF, Dy ; need not stand 
upon trifles, I {i fly ; he stands upon trifles, { 

(Ta AIOE, TOIL TW GLAY ; it is a mere trifle, % 
i (fo 3E- 

Trifle, v. i. BERK, HEE, ERIE, HOR, HoH, HoH, 
ERE), ANE], FE; to trifle with one, BFEA, FF 
K, EX; to talk with levity, Bae; to play 
the fool with, #& ; to trifle with danger, Hfe, 1H? 

PERSE fe Me ; it is not a matter to be trifled with, 

TE (20) FLEE, HL IL ; he that trifles 

with men loses his virtue, he that trifles Ke 

things loses his aim, Sp 38 Hoy BEG ; 
trifle ue we # ; to trifle with people’s Be. 
ew 

| Trifler, n. Siew dy PR BE fy, FED. 
| Trifling, ppr. or a. Ny, $M, FE, FARE, YEAR, HE, 

PRUE, FETE, EGE, §, MENG ; a trifling affair, 

ISL, NESE, NAY ZA; my trifling regard, 
[EI Zt; a trifling reason, )JyiK, atk, a 
eee; trifling matters, WH PE 3B, Feil Z 
Bf ; trifling business, fF, fe fm SF ; trifling 
conduct, 477; a trifling offence, )\j&, ESR : 
of a trifling disposition, MEZA, HEPE, PEPE. 

Triflingly, adv. 324%, LUARIE, REP, LUPE. 
Trifiingness, n. EVP. HEE, PETE, ROW 
Trifoliate, a. =REfij. 

=H ZH. 
Triform, a. SIE. 
Trifureated, a. = H- 
Trig, v. t. To stop, as a wheel, ‘fil], +i) Hq. 

Trigamous, a. =fes fy. 

* The following terms stand both for a trifle and for a 

trifling affair. 
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Trigamy, n. = RAE; state of having three 
wives at the same time, #f =F. 

Trigger, n. The trigger of a wheel, i fil] ; trigger 
of a gun or pistol, fe. 

Trigla, n. See Gurnard. 
Triglyph, n. =" (E44. 
Trigonal, Trigonous, a. =f@jeMg, =f 115. 
Trigonometrical, a. =f4 BEM, SWRI; 

a trigonometrical survey, LJ = (i) a hh. 

Trigonometry, n. =WSRE, HHL, B= 
ATE ZB, = Sak, AML. 

Trigrammatic, a. = fij. 
Trigrammic, a. =? fig. 
Trigraph, n. ="Ffi]—F. 
Trigynia, n. = #57 4E. 
Trigynian, Trigynous, a. =e 3 fj. 
Trihedral, a. =i fg. 
Trihedron, n. = hij 7 #2. 

Trilateral, a. =j% (J. 
Trilaterally, adv. LJ =i. 
Trilingual, a. =sh Ag. : 

Triliteral, a. = Ff. 
Trill, n. ZeRE. 

Trill, v. 7. pH, TE. 
Trilled, pp. f2 7. 

Trillion, * n. I BIG rts LIE HE Z BN Hy B- 
Trilobate, a. =H (F-frj. 
Trilocular, a. = fj. 

Triluminar, Triluminous, a. = 3¢ fry. 
Trim, a. Firm, #; tight, B, aes, AW, FEE, 

#8, SeHE. 
Trim, v.t. To make right, # qe, weAS, Fp see, FP] 
2; to dress, 474; to decorate, PEF ; to lop, 
ie Hie, BY He, Fi) BE; to trim a lamp, 
He, BY HF; to trim with tassels, fifi LI #¥; to | 
trim up things for sale, dF EF, (UF Ht FE ; to 
trim up a garden, { # 4E [2] ; to trim up old 
clothes, (e4¢ Ze ; to trim the fire, HK, Ae 

WK; to trim in, 4A; to trim a piece of 

timber, fl 2 HAR, BY Hay BEAK, HIBS ; to 
trim a brick, fe FFHk; the chisel is used to 
trim tiles, oe tik FALL ABER to trim one, 
Fi] J; to trim one’s jacket, #7 J\; to trim a 
boat, HZE ELF ; to trim the hold, +6 4p fats ; | 
to trim the sails, # 4g lB; to trim all sharp, | 

2 HE 2 I a 
Trim, v. 7. To fluctuate between parties, so as to 

favor each, fg lmldge. 

Trim, n. Dress, +} HF, KAR, HR; 
PER. 

* 1,000,000,000,000,000,000. 

ornaments, 

| 

ae UE, HE | 

Trimester, n. =7*}4. 
Trimeter, n. =" (ij. 
Trimetrical classic, n. =H. 
Trimly, adv. #e¥%, (PAF, AFA. 
Trimmed, pp. #xeT, ET, HE #EIB; balanced, 

ZB 
Trimmer, n. A time-server, Pam, RARE, #2 

PEF, RR, Zale. 
Trimming, ppr. Putting in due order, #9, 

kf; dressing, 47 7}, HP HE; decorating, PER; 
pruning, i), 4F; balancing, ERZR. 

Trimming n. HER EP, HERTZ. 
oD? 

Trimness, n. 415 #, REGEE, Pee, SE. 
Trinal, a. = ft fj. 
Trine, a. Threefold, 

LRM RUE. 
Trinervate, a. = fff fy(BE). 
Tringle, n. FIBA. 
Trinitarian, a. =f{t—F fj. 
Trinitarian, n. Z=ft—-FA Z Lie. 
Trinity, n. =(—-#48, =(i— "8 ; the trinity, = 

{i— &% Fae; the Confucian trinity, =F; 
Buddhist trinity, =¥¥; the Tauist trinity, = 

Trinity-Sunday, n. 7. fy iB 2 BaF. lim. 
Trinket, n. pEf, 0 4% 4A; a thing of little 

value, HIE, NERF ; tools, Hoy, B- 

Trinketry, n. FEKEGH, OBZ A. 
Trinomial, a. or n. =£4h, =Jrist. 
Trio, n. 2B, = 8—- fj. 

Triobolar, Triobolary, a. [&, HEHE fj. 

Trioctahedral, a. =f ATi Ze: 
Trior, Trier, n. 7 REAR EZ B BRE RIE A. 
Trip, v.t. To cause to fall by striking the feet 

suddenly from under the person, £gBk, 47H, 

dfé 
Trip, v. 7. To stumble, [f, [fi] ; to err, #74; to 

mistake, #7 $i, APE; to fall, PER, 8, thi. 
Trip, v.¢. To step lightly, #a36 fF, set, #2; to 

run lightly, #efF, #§., #, BERS, i; to trip 
along, $M2E fay Rj ; to trip cautiously along, 7% 

bia. 
Trip, n. A trip of a wrestler, £4 fH; a false step 

by the loss of foothold, 4/2, PSF; a slight 
error, Jyih, $178 ; a brief journey or yoyage, 

— he, —if~; a trip into the country, Py Hh; 
to go on a begging trip, EPO, PEMERS 5 a 

trip of sheep, J\4# 26. 
Trip-hammer, n. Ass, BH. 
Tripang, n. jp. 
Tripartite, a. Ay f =Np, Fp =a 
Tripe, n. 4e RSE, Wee JR, Alt, BR, JSR 

=; trine dimensions, 4 
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the belly, AEH. | 

Tripe-man, n, #4 it #.- 
Tripetalous, a. = FEE AY. 
Triphthong, n. =F ZF. 
Triphyllous, a. =e fy. 
Triple, a. = f%&, = f& iE; treble, =A, =I; 

triple crown, K Fc Zw My; triple as many, 

= fit B. 
Triple, v. t. IN = fe, B=. See Treble. 
Triple-headed, a. = HAR. 
Triplet, n. =— FRM. 
Triplicate, a. Made thrice as much, f= fe fy; 

threefold, = (% ; in triplicate, = fz; triplicate | 

ratio, RA Hs Zk. | 
Triplication, n. I) = 4 7% 3. 

Triplicity, n. = Ge #. 
Tripod, n, = FEM, WH, UNE, By, SB, J; a tripod | 

18; 
Ahi» oth 

with crooked feet, pty WAY, f- 

Tripolite, n. 71%. 
Tripolinm, n. Turbit, * E IZE. 
Tripos-paper, n. H4jt% Wi. 
Tripper, n, £4 lz. 
Tripping, ppr. or a. Supplanting, £4 Rel, ERK AA 

dancing, %, Hw; stumbling, A; falling, PR 

ff) ; quick, #, (E; nimble, #4z ; a tripping | 

gait, mets, YEE, Heb Hr. 
Trippingly, adv. HEIs, REY, GE, HET. 
Tripsis, n. 74 VA. 
Triptote, n. = RAAF. 

Tripudiary, a. PET. 
Tripudiation, n. PKR. 
Triquetrous, a. = 3% fy. 
Triradiated, a. =HSfry. 
Trisect, v.t. Y=Mp, FP=7}, AP =MP. 
Trisection, n. =f Fp. 
Trispast, Trispaston, n. = fie. 

Trispermous, a. = (=f, =F fi. 
Tristfully, adv. 3%. 
Trisuleate, a. = fe fry. 
Trisyllabie, Trisyllabical, a. = 
Trite, a. Common, {§, ‘H%, SH, 

sayings, (a8, He, iS. 

Tritely, adv. (BF. 
Triteness, n. Commonness, 3435 7 3, PL. 

Tritheism, n. = hie 434, [phe =z fa. 

Triton, n. [fpr 4. 
Tritoxyd, n. =F} fA Rl. 
Triturable, a. $475 fy. BY FE 0 A. 
Triturate, v. t. OF, #8, FB, WEAR, AEH, FEU, 

JSvN, jes PE, FR RE, ZEAK ; to triturate tea, 248 
~ * Medhurst. 

| Trinmphantly, adv. SL, im 

6 1 

{7-H ; to triturate medicine, HFAK. 
Triturated, pp. or a. WEY, #ejB IA. 

| Triturating, ppr. OF, WEAR, FRM. 

Trituration, n. WIAA, FEI A, Ae 

| Triturium, n. Za. 
Triumph, ». Victory, WR, fim, FER. TEAR Pinks 

to return in triumph, HE ; songs of triumph, 

DL, tek, 72; to make a triumph of, 7 

K, Pres. 
' Triumph, v. 7. To obtain a victory, Ff im, TER, 

+7 WR (k ; to celebrate a victory with pomp, Z 
WL ; to triumph over, J ; to triumph over one’s 
enemies, JK, ENR Ht Hi; to triumph over 
death, WEE. 

Triumphal arch, n. }#RS, HeRE. 
Triumphant, a. jw BE, 47 aly, WAS. WR; a tri- 

umphant chariot, {JLHi; a triumphant march, 
Whe 2 #7 ; to be triumphant, WR fry ; the church 

triumphant, Amie, Wee FF. 
BR, 

Triumpher, n. ma, EB, Wes. 
Triumphing, ppr. jim, WR. 
Triumyir, n.; pl. Triumviri, Triumvirs. BC 4 

a = ee 
Triumvirate, n. =A, BP, HAZ. 
Trinne, a. =#@—; the Triune Jehovah, = fr 

— Fi ZU Ase. 
Trivalvular, a. =fy. 
Trivial, a. Trifling, #8 Jy, 26.) Of, oJ, fal; a 

trivial affair, 26 )}\ 7 BF, SE, fA; on trivial 
ground, Bk MK, BZ ke ; a trivial thing, 
oJ ; trivial name, fi%. 

Trivium, n. =" ff. 
Troat, v. 7. yey. 
Trocar, n. #4eE, Halk £f. 

| Trochaic, Trochaical, a. (—~— ) $78 AAAS. 

Trochee, n. (— ~— ) M38 AA. 
Trochilics, n. Gh 7 BE, he ee Ze. 
Trochilus, Trochil, n. The bumming bird, $A 7 
Trochings, n. pl. HEY XK. l{f. 
Trochoid, n. See Cyeloid. 
Trochus niloticus, n. qu BES. 
Trod, pret. of tread. ¥F 7. 
Trod, Trodden, pp. of tread. fry f- 
Troglodyte, n. EACH, WAoc te #- 

| Troll, v. ¢.or i. To move in a circular direction, 

12H), HEHE; to voll, i, He, HE; to sing or take 

up in succession, #i#t, 44. fq; to fish, as for 

pikes, $74. 
Trolled, pp. HRS, HET. 
Trolling, ppr. #, ijt; fishing with a rod, $y 4K. 
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Trollop, n. A slattern, Air, Jt ZAR. FREES 

Hitt 
Trolmydames, n. JUEZEK, ILE ZR. 
Trombone trumpet, n. #2 {zj. 
Tromp, 2. }il#q- 
Tronage, n. fi ff fer SA. 
Trone, Trones, n. FE FR. 
Troop, n. A company, —f%;a multitude, 3, 4 ; 

a troop of stage-players, —PERK-F ; a body of 
soldiers, — 9; troops, Fe, fe J, 4; govern- 
ment troops, fff; imperial troops, Se, KE ; 
the main body of troops, '# ; to raise troops, 
jt; to enlist troops, #Zi; to march out 

troops to fight, Hie ; troops in ambush, (RIE; 
defeated troops, Wel, FFE; to succor troops, 

#4 ; to review troops, [Rj fe ; to drill troops, 
# Fe; seditious troops, #the 7 +e; rebellious 
troops, $x) Z fe; Chinese and Manchoo troops, 
WW PEFe ; light troops, #£Fe; a troop of horse, 

J 5. 

Troop, v. 7. MPR, MBE, IMA, KE. 
Trooper, n. —{fi FB te. 
Trooping, ppr. SK PR. 

Troope, n. 2x, wea, (Pe fe. 
Trophosperm, n. FE AAA. 

Trophy, n. Wei2 SE. SILKE ZN. MUA. 
Trophy-money, * n. fp. 
Tropic, n. The tropic of cancer, Hey ILME, TR 

34; the tropic of capricorn, SAF 1 Bt, S Bia 5s 
the tropics, 3%. 

Tropical, a. SAE Ay; figurative, REMI, IE it ; 
tropical plants, taf 2% WTS ; tropical fruits, 

sete ae. 
Tropical year, n. 8 a. 
Tropically, adv. 2, fg. 
Tropist, n. ££ am #4, Ib Ae. 
Tropeolum, n. fipHE ye. 
Tropological, a. BEM, JEM. 

Tropology, n. 8a, Hi. 
Trot, v. 7. HOARE, PUCE IHF. 

Trot, n. fe Ri ; an old woman, 34. 
Troth-plight, v. ¢. REF fa. 
Trothless, a. #§(Z 095, 443 5, (Pt. 
Trotter, n. PO 7E Hi#. 
Troubadour, + n. Pa ae A. 
Trouble, v. ¢. To agitate, to disturb, f8gL, FE, 

JA GL, 4H; to bother, annoy, harass or dis- 

trees , WEI, MEAS. WER, ERLE, SPE, Walp, te 
fey, MA, RAL EEG, ESE, MTS, Bey; to troub- 

_ 

* SEBb hte 9m > B. 
+ RICHIAZE- 

le one (to doa thing), 4 J\, 33 By N\, YABR N, 
HRI; I trouble you to take (this to), BiH (ray, 
JEL PAE ; don’t trouble him, WKB, Wk RE 
AB, Aimer fll, Ay 531, A HH ; don’t trouble 
yourself, fH {i 8}; to trouble one’s self, 35th, 
Hh) ; he troubles me very much, {[5-+-7p REF 
4%; do not like the trouble, I£ fF, Arima ; 
may I trouble you to take this for me? JH {jae 
iii ; do not give yourself any trouble about that, 

FG ak. 
Trouble, n. Distress, $f, 4%, 773, 7 HE, MEST, 74 

Hf, EVE, HEME; annoyance, We We; misfortune, 
SE; anxiety, Ph JE ; sorrow, 4 A; misery, 
We wt; to give trouble to, Ht HH A, 3F WV; had 
my trouble for my pains, 9 =F jk dig; excuse 
me for the trouble I have given you, 3? #8; to 
be in trouble, 7¢ #f Ht % [A]; to bring trouble 
upon one, 47 #€ RS & ; no trouble, MIE RF, TE; 
to fall into trouble, JE #£; to get one into troub- 

le, B.A. ; to throw into trouble, #8gL, #28. 
Troubled, pp. or a. Troubled in mind, $M, SRY, 

MBL, ML, fie; troubled waters, WRK, BK ; 
unwilling to be troubled, 1 iii, Arinp#s ; to 
dislike to be troubled, JAK AH; much troubled 
with, 4; troubled him very much, -++4}#€ 

RAB, PPE AB. 
Troubler, n. #E25"§, "RIA, FEAL 
Troublesome, a. ERY PE, “RARE, FR Ag, TASS 

fis, HREM, RUMEN, SEMEN, MEIER, BHR. 
BExE, MST, HEE. Hy, PR; a troublesome fel- 

low, UE CUE, WRU A, SEPEZ A, BAN RAS; 
how troublesome! fay 74F; a troublesome guest, 
BE GE, HE J 4h; a troublesome world, 44 1 

eB. 
Troublesomeness, n. Hf, SEPE ZS, WHE, HZ 

Sf; importunity, feny, We. 
Troubling, ppr. Disturbing, #8, HESL, FAL; 

annoying, i fi, "FEI ; molesting, HEF, LA, BF ; 
Tam troubling you, #¥45 (pK, FUER (hh ; troub- 
ling people, 42 aij J, ; no end to his troubling, 

ae isi 
Troublous, a. §L, HES, MEAs ; troublous times, 

LAY, ALTE. 
Trough, n. #4; a frame trough, 224i ; a paddle- 

trough, ffi; an eaves-trough, cf ; a trough 
in the sea, jfpfi. ; 

Trounce, v.t. 747. 
Trousers, n. pl. #ili, #8, Sb Gili, fal WE, pA; short 

trousers,* 4 peli, ELM; a pair of trousers, 

— (FE fii; to loosen the trousers from the stock- 
* Such as are worn by farmers. 
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ings, #7 #k #li MH; to put into the trousers, jf 

Trousseau, n. A bride’s trousseau, #EfE- 
Trout, n. }RAKAA A. 
Trout-colored, a. S461 Bk fry, BE. 

Trover, n. “5 OE OF it fA ZY, i AN Ae 
Trowel, n. JRE. #9, JERE, JOIN, FF, BB, BE. Boos) 

Troweled, a. Ss 0pE, te fry. 
Trowsers, n. pl. A pair of trowsers, {LR ; the | 

erutch of trowsers, #ilifg. See Trousers. 
Troy, Troy-weight, n. RRA Fay M4 SE y 7 Fi. 
Truant, a. Idle, piers, (iy) A; loitering, TER AY, 

HAG, MIBEs a truant hoy, Mele TE ; 
with trnant pace, DIPEHE, (iG fF. 

Truant, n. (ibs) Z A, pha ; to play the truant, | 

RIE, EBS. 
Truantly, adv. RAK. 
Truce, n. Ff BFK, BF Ae, Bs ae wk, 

F236; a flag of truce, ¥F F472 HE, Gy BE. 
Truce-bearer, 7. #4 & BElPE. 
Trucidation, n. 2. 
Truck, v.72. 25, M4&. 
Truck, n. 3, 49; asmall wooden wheel, Ax 

43 Jk 

; trucks, EH, FHI; truck-system, JF | 
= } 

AT. 
'Truckage, n. 75,4: %&. 
Truekle, n. Haff, JG. 
Truckle, v.27. Ajai, JR &, Hic. Re. 
Truckle-bed, n. 4&0 PG HR He, 4 27. Hite UK - 
Truckling, ppr. AAAEA. 

Truculence, n. SFE, HI, BEE. 
Truculent, a. BE, KUL, WERE, (AH, ED. BE 

we, Ake, Fs ik 
Trudge, v. i. 1% (45, ER, 3F HR; to travel on foot, | 

+E 2 

4345, #7; to travel or march with labor, 
to trudge up and down, PRIS TRAK. 

r tee ote bbe pees =, tie Sy Ss 

True, a. J, 7%, 98, 5, HEL, CEE, FOIL, ed, BE, 
Pk, Bi fa. RE FUME, ait, PS; pure, jiy; faithful, | 
ER, fa, Bia, Gis honest, AT, Lab 
exact, mt, MME; the true price, # fq ; a true af- | 

fair, IASt, FEAF; it is true, Mlk, BH, Hz; 
that is not true, 74> fry HE (Ja, fi, A de HL; a 
true friend, fa 
J\; true to one’s prince, s2 7722 ; the true cause, 

4 fc ; the fact is true, (ASF; true indeed! Hk 
aK, Hue; true and fales, ia x, IA (8, Jy; un- 
doubtedly true, fa (720644) , fa FE SE FF ; true to the 
backbone, —}}: 43 ak, 2EALz ; true to his word, 
4 1 is; the True Medium, rf Jj; the True Guide, 
#4 4; a true history, J& $#, {= 8; the true 
classics, J& #€; true of heart, JB tf); the true 

3 fF; | 

Wh Ac. A; to be true to one, kB Fy | 

doctrine, JH3%; true religion, I¥%; the true 
heir, Jj. 

True-bill, n. Ja45, JG28. 
| True-blue, a. Fei, 7A. 
| True-born, a. Ja, IAAF, LAS. 
| True-bred, a. JAAR, IA FTB ER, Ta 14. 
| True-hearted, a. JaaS fy, BOA. 

True-heartedness, n. 3 4% Sit) 2 FE ; loyalty, #3; 
sincerity, ak 7- 

| True-love, n. JASE, EE BEA. 
True-penney, n. 28 f§ \, 375 fr. 
Trueness, n. JA. 
Truffle, n. Ajtai 2 Fi. 
Trug, n. ##i. 
Truism, n. A 487258, 3%, STE. 
Truly n. EA MBAR, WEA, HEE. 
Trullization, n. f=. 

Truly, adv. Fie, FA, IAPR, RR, HE, AR, 
EEA, SGT. ol, Ae, TER, 6B, TEL, ATE, 
4% ; truly lamentable, 4 Z wy i, IA wy HF; 
it is truly said, HA, bask. 

‘Trump, n. fi Hi; to put to the trump, JASi BART, 
JAA E}; to be a trump, JEREZ Z. 

Trump, v. ¢. To trump up, wh, #4; to trump up 
a charge against innocent people, ph }2 #F J, 

AE J, #4 ¥s ; to trump up a story or an excuse, 

#511, $E.8¥% ; he trumps up a cause against me, 

TE ALES zE.- 
|'Trumped, pp. Trumped up, mg 7, RIE T. 
Trumpery, n. Falsehood, (ff; empty talk, )tr 

a4; useless things or matter, JR, 2S REESE 

tA, FEZ. 
Trumpet, n. #213, BEI. ATE. DERE, ERE, me, 
# f§ sa brazen trumpet, $f) f9 ; the sound of 
the trumpet, #F [2j 7% # ; speaking trumpet, pf 
#4]; the last trumpet, IEA Zak Ry, AKA ZH 
#4; to blow the trumpet, ie gz aj ; to sound 
one’s own trumpet, 77 4 7ARA, Bm; the 
trumpet of the ear, PRIOR, PERIZ; to be 
the trumpet of one’s praises, 4 J\ #% ; to be 
one’s trumpet, He Wiz (- 

Trumpet, v. t. Me Be ey, HH, FRG, EB, HB. 
| ‘Trumpet-shell, n. Murea, Mei, 28M. 
Trumpet-tree, n. 4 fay tt. 

| Trumpeted, pp. #54338, 1% T. 
Trumpeter, n. MR ge izj Bi, Oe gepA eK. 
Trumpeting, ppr. IR WE, H- 
Truncal, a. SHEAY. 
Truneate, v. t. To maim, ¥E, WEE ; to lop, Tj, Th 

Fe, BERD. [3 J. 
| Truncated, pp. or a. thi FE BE, SET HS ; maimed, 
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Troncation, n. Spy 3, FE AS. 
Truncheon, n. A baton, =, ££, 4; a cudgel, 
Trundle, v. 7. or ¢. Ui, fe, By, We He. [ Hs. 
Trundle, n. xR, HLF. 
Trundle-head, n. SE HR. 
Trundle-tail, n. Fj Fii 2 FR. 
Trundled, pp. {fi, {iT 
Trunk, ». The stem or body of a tree, WS, tute, 

He; * an elephant’s trunk, £97; a box or 
chest, #4, #7, #if >a leathern trunk, JRF, 
WAG; a clothes’ trunk, AAA, AAT ; to pack or 
put into a trunk, Weyer, Weyer. 

Trunk-fish, 2. Ostracion, yfip AF. 

Trunked, pp. fii f, Pres ; having a trunk, Ff 

OR, AX A. : 
Trunnion, ». The trunnion of a cannon, JEP. 

Trunnion-ring, n. 4 ELE. 
Trusion, n. 4. 
Truss, n. A bundle, —i, — #4, —JW, JAF, el 

Ff; a hernia truss, Wns, Peat: 
Truss, v. t. Hi, BE4i, 4) GL, LAGER; to bind up 

or pack close, @1J# ; to truss up one’s luggage, 

OMG, HR. 
Trust, n. Confidence, {%, 4 {S, ili, (Se; 

fidelity, H4{%; place of trust, f, JeeAE; a 
responsible trust, @ ff, #¥F fF; unworthy of 
trust, AH, AHEM; there is no trust to 
be put in him, 0 §E (ARIE, A aE ft ; to take 
upon trust, {4 fp {"4¥ ; to give upon trust, fz 
TW (%, i {%; breach of trust, #$ (=; put your ri 
trust in God, FE EW, Gib i; a man of 

ereat trust, Ape, HT (SA, HED 
#% ; tosell on trust, #5 be true to your trust, 

SF (a; do not place your trust in riches, WKF 

ATU As, G's hope, 82; expectation, Beh. 
Trust, r.¢. To believe, (2; to rely on, 44H, 

SE, FE, iti, ty, 1K, ie te, TEA, 8, He | 

to trust for help, 4 AFH); to have something 
or somebody to trust to, 7 Pe FE, to trust one 
another, #8 (2, #8 #8; nothing to trust to, 4G 
Ip) uc A]; to trust one, {2 7 J 3H; trust him, | 

(AG 4E, (S75 fli ; to trust with, #¢, FE; to 
trust one to do as he pleases, fF (%, fF #2; to 
trust to violence and power, PE 7H {t 3% ; to trust 
in riches, [Eff ; no one will trust me, 43 dir 

We; I trust you will come, 4¥ (rye ; to trust 
to one’s self, [¥CL, (4c. ; it is difficult to trust | 
him, #€ fa 8 1B, HEAT A. 

Trust, v. 2. 

confidence, (4. 

* See Stem. 

To be credulous, {8; to be won to 

Trusted, pp. Confided in, {% i ; depended on, 

I 58 - 
Trustee, n. S43¢#%, SHER, WHER. 
Trustful, a. #§ (ZG. 
Trustiness, n. ##¥, #8 (2, (2 Ff. 
Trusting, ppr. Confiding in, {§; relying on, fF 

Hi; giving credit, Me ¥¥; there is no trusting 
in what he says, 77 #REH. 

Trustless, a. 0 (2 75 iB FE, AGES 15- 

Trustworthy, a. 4%, H(A, Sha, BA, 
7S (vy, WF (ite ; the tide is trustworthy, jj 
Any #4 ; 0 trustworthy man, By J\, AL; every 

item is trustworthy, Jee A] %. 
Trusty, a. 77765, °F (4, 18. fF; a trusty slave, 
EAE, WEY GE; lis trusty sword, By fF 

2 fill. 
Troth, ». J, RWC, WME, WE, Ie, 184. 
fs ; fidelity, 44, 18 (2, Ja #4; constancy, H, 
we; in truth, ofa truth, @#, AA, mH, Ih 

JE, #24K; to speak the truth, plaak, Bi; 

the truth of God, E®27BH, L#ZSE; 
Christ is the truth, im Jee ; the truth of 
Buddhism, JE #%; celestial truth, KE ; absolute 
truth, A 4&4 JA; truth and falsehood, taf. 

Truth-speaking, a. ii IAG. 
Truth-teller, n. Hw. 
Truthful, a. AE. 
Truthfulness, n. A, 7H. 
Truthless, a. 1 J&; faithless, #4 (3% fy. 
Truxalis, ». See Grasshopper. 
Try, v.t. To examine, jt, AA, FEL; to try the 

taste, RA; to try the accuracy of, we; try 

once, H— ak, a; try it, UME, SUBLIME; 
to try one’s skill, ASF; to try a person, Hse 

sit; to try a case, PR HRN, IRI 
to try the hearts of men, AERO, HRI 5 
to try a friend, FANIPIA AC; to try a gun, WE; 
try once more, MIP, BUG; try again, Ht 
j&, Feil; try to find out the truth, AEH IE 
34 ; | will try it, FQ ABNP; to try to find 
out news, FF ih, PEPE ; to try one by 
afflictions, VL SRaXt at A, Hed AV; try and ask, 

aft] ; to try and feel, Uap, Jae, FR; to try 
the weight of with the hand, R= ARIP, HE, 
tie» Woe. eee; to try the heat of, BUPA; 
to try to speak, ftpIP; to try the equal, ft 
Hil AHR; to try the eyes, FAH; to try silver, 

(HR, AHR; to try out, AB], BPA ; try 
him first, Sl BEY Ge. 

| Try-sail, n. ple. [ AY. 
| Trying, ppr. or a. #3 adapted to try, FLAG, UK 
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Tryst, n. hee 
Tub, n. #, 7, #4, tif, GE; a low tub, ha A 

bathing tub, #¢ & #. 
Tub-man, n. 7h fill. 
Tubber, n. ewe #- 

Tube, n. 72, #8; earthen tubes, RF. 
Tuber, n. #8. 

Tuberne montana coronaria, n. Hi FZE. 
Tuberose, n. Polianthes, 7e #% 7é, fm HEA F% (E, 

BAA 2), REM. 
Tuberous, a. #8 fj. 
Tubicorn, a. {zj 4 fis. 
Tubular, a. ¢fVj, fel “Ay, SIZAS. 
Tubulous, a. A, ja MV. 
Tuck, n. fe i). 

Tuek, v. t. To tuck in, HRYK, AA, mpk; to tuck up 
one’s garments, mpege¥2; to tuck up the trou- 
sers, IAKH ; to tuck back the hair, fq HIAE; 
to fold under, #4#P ; to tuck together, #23 ; to 

tuck up the sleeves, If fl, EAN, FF- 
Tuck, v. 7. To contract, 4}. 

Tuckahoe, n. Ff) 2 i). 
Tucked, pp. opi ith. 
Tucker, n. A ASAAE, ACN MB; a fuller, which 

* see, = 

Tucket, n. #ef7—Ik ; a collop, PyHe, 
Tucking, Was ak, $27. 
Tuesday, n. weF#—, WE =. 
Tufa, Tuff, n. Kab, eA. 
Tuft, n. A cluster, mi, 52, #4, #& ; a tuft of hair, 

— LE , —7 52, %, 53; 0 tuft of grass, — 9, 
¥5; a tuft of bushes, —a ght; a tuft of silk, 
$6 ; under a tuft of shade, Ze fee: a girl’s 
tuft of hair, #; a tuft of flowers, —f£4E ; a 
child with {wo tufts of hair on the head, ‘¢ f§ 

Tuft, v.t. ApL oH. |=. 
Tuft-hunter, n. #4 Ail. 
Tufted, pp.ora. ABEL, AE, A SZ, AF ; adorned 

with a tuft, fifi Lot, #f L182 ; the tufted lark, 

58 if 
Tufting, ppr. PLM, ALG, ALE. 
Tufty,a. Bw, SHH, MAG, FAY, GEAG; growing 

in clusters, AE VI £&. 
Tufty button, n. 7 SEs, CE PE SE. 
Tug, v.t. FE, tk, Wyte, FE; tug him away, fr 

{BA FEMS. 
Tug, v. 7. To labor, 38 ; to struggle, 4t, Jy 4f. 
Tug, n. A pull with the utmost effort, Fy fiz; a 

sort of carriage, Hi ; a tug, FEME; a steam- 

tug, FC fe; the horse-tail of the Turks, Fy fe. 

| Tugged, pp- ». FET, By. 
Tugging, ppr. $i, 4, Hk. 

‘Tuition, n. Instruction, % 7%, He #5; guardian- 
RLM, (RH ZK; the money paid for 

» GE. 
ship, (i 
instruction, eee 

Tulip, n. Wy eeah. * 
Tulle, n. fase. 

Tubercle, n. 34% ; tubercles of the lungs, hij. | ‘Tumble, v.t. To roll, ff; to tumble down, Hex, 
PE fl, + PRIS; to tumble, as a wall, Bir, BPA, 

SEI, (SLL, HTML, Wh, WE ; to tumble of, 
EIS, HH YE; to tumble off horse, PIA HTP, 
44 8 YS 55; to tumble into the water, PE/EIK, 
HEIK 7k ; to tumble stones down a hill, He Ares 
i; to tumble out, HEH}; to tumble out of the 
bed, #feyFHE; to tumble about, HExc HEA ; to 
tumble about, as on Ue stage, FJ x ; to tumble 

into a pit, Wao, AUC, BRYADC, TEVA DL ; to 
tumble over on one side, RE LU 5S, (CEL HY, HEU 

to tumble head over heel, ffi fis [. 
Tumble, v.t. To turn over, Jit ; to tumble about, 

fal 3e, GLH, ALF; ; to rumple, #34. 
Tumble, n. #2; had a tumble, PER—% 
Tumble-dung, n. Werige, HEM. 
Tumbled, pp. Rolled, Hii S ; disturbed, gLaRT ; 

tumbled, #939. 
Tumbler, ». Tumbler on a stage, 7X3}, FF Ab 

#4. FITH 5 a famale tumbler, #7 PCH, EX; 

a glass tumbler, yf. 
Tumbling, ppr. Rolling about, $8 seHeF ; tum- 

bling about, as on the stage, Fp pk; filling, He 
JE, BRYK; rumpling, satm; water tumbling 
over stones, 7) yx Pai. 

Tumbrel, n. Hi; a dung-cart, #eH; a two- 
wheeled cart, —i{ Hi; an ammunition tum- 

brel, Wag Hi. 
Tumefaction, n. #4; a tumor, JHE, #7. 

Tumefied, pp. or a. Jef #258, JEM ST IEKT- 
Tumefy, v. ¢. or 7. Jaf, fie, JAE EB, JEN. 
Tumefying, ppr. Jat, afd. 

Tumid, a. BPE MEI IG, Me AY, IE AAG 5 protu- 
berant, Pye Ay, ey, Pile fy ; bombastic, He 

Kft, AG. 
Tumor, Tumour, n. Jai, $e, YF; tumor, atheroma, 

#}7% ; tumor of bone, py; flesh or fibrous 
tumor, py Jag; fatty tumor, fJ§ kg; encysted tumor, 
£8 yf; vascular tumor, fj yj; cartilaginous 
tumor, eee; glandular tumor, #¥4g ; malig- 
nant tumor, #¢/4j; a small tumor, #7}; to 
remove a tumor, BNE, 

~ * Medhurst. 
+ ff] is often used in the present tense, 
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Tumored, Tumoured, pp. eT. 
Tumourous, a. Swelling, J47§t fy; protuberant, 
Pyke Ay ; vainly bombastic, pS, Mie. 

Tump, v.t. 3%, JeUE. 
Tumping, ppr. deye. 
Tumular, a. HE fi, JF fry. 
Tumulous, a. SPE Ih, Lily $i. 
Tumult, rn. A commotion, disturbance, gL, be fia, 

el ah bid Meh. [i] 38, Den He, eal, Inid ; 

a tumult, 7fi]— #8 ; to raise a tumult, #8 gl, 

Perl, (EAL. it Wie 3 - 
Tumult, v. ¢. (Fal, ree 
Tumultuarily, adv. FE URE, LIMOS, Lab fil. 
Tumultuariness, n. @l, Wifi, Ke gl ; disposition 

to tumultuariness, 44-L 2% t, Alt fai]. 
Tumultuary, a. gl, Ws NDR, bil al AY. 
Tumultuous, a. Disorderly, noisy, gl, Wohi PE, #8 

faL AY, wa FA, £9 @L Beg ; a tumultuous state, 
fal Ed ; a tumultuous crowd, Bese, Hy Bl Ae, WS 
fal PESE, PER ZFE 5a tumultuous person, age 
If AL; a tumultuous speech, pat S20 tah, HAL Z 
ih, 4% L223 the people are very tumultuous, 

Ae HE PALME. 
Tumultuously, adv. LUT, BLY. 
Tumultuousness, mn. J fia} , Uli Sls, WEA Fil], [aa] 48S, Be Be 
Wp. 

Tumulus, n. 38, Jf Ht, Pe, de, = By, HE, He; a 
tomb, HY ee. 

Tun, n. A large cask, 7 fff. See Ton. 
Tun-bellied, a. HIP}. 
Tunable, a. BY aH AS, JAG PE ; harmonious, Fy ay. 

Tunableness, n. Harmony, pg. 
Tundish, n. fg, wtf. 

Tune, n. xo, wil, WE, Bool, Hae]; a tun or 
ballad, je wi); a northerner’s tune, #f F Me 

tunes sung by the Chauchau fu people, 3 is Ws, 
Bas tunes accompanied by the fiddle, = = 
le; change your tune or conduct, (fp Usb NE AE 5 
to sing a tune, ift—p; out of tune, Aw, A 

Al, Arvay; ip tune, Fay, Wt; sing another 

tune, BSS — aA, He. 
Tune, v. t. pH, #¥; to tune an instrument, AE; 

to tune a fiddle, FH% ; to put in order, pA. 
Tuned, pp. wi J- 
Tuneful, a. Fi pte. 
Tunefully, adv. ER. 

Tuneless, a. Ail, Ar ate. 
Tuner, n. Wa EE aS 

Tungsten, n. 2, Q4. 
Tungstenic acid, n. Fey iif. 
Tunic, n. fe [ #2, FLA, Hh, HE, HER; the tunic, 

> wr fill fp. 

as of the eye, &., #. 
Tunicated, a. A Z#EAT. 

Tunicle, n. See Integument, 
Tuning, ppr. iA, BR. 

Tuning-fork, n. #2. 

Tuning-hammer, Tuning- key, n. DASE, Wax. 
| Tunnage, n. See Tonnage. 
Tunnel, n. Iii, fy, i Ge Funnel); a tunnel 

through a mountain, 2 Re, jw ge; find a 
tunnel to put in the wine, ti a UR AGB. 

Tunnel, v.¢. Seq, Hii Wl, 20 Uy. 
Tunnel- net, n. WHIZ a. 
Tunnel-pit, n. {0 4L- 
Tunneled, pp: Hig 508 St 

Tunny, n. fre. 
Tup, n. 2228, 48 

Turban, n. pfihf, el DF , fg 0H Ah, HERA 

Ti. HEHE, Wi. 
Turbaned, a. a Sfif fy ; a red-turbaned Moham- 

medan, #2 i§ |e] $-. 
Turbary, n. Hist Kee HE. 
Turbid, a. 33, /&, 3, Bee, VE, VR; turbid water, 

ay Kk; a turbid style, #E7pae zk. 
Turbidness, n. 433% ; foulness, 7. 

Turbillion, n. poipitit, fe eh. 
Turbinate, Turbinated, a. Spiral, RRARIEB. 
Turbit, a. Gy i8 fiz. 
Turbot, n. aS 

Turbulence, Turbulency, x. A disturbed state, gl, 
AKL; tumult, Hike, FLFL ; turbulence of mind, 
OBL; turbulence of blood, #i*x. 

Turbulent, a. #3; disturbed, gL, FEL; restless, 
KE By, A: agitated, #¥ Hh; riotous, AM, we 

ALG. HEU, REED, AEALAGs turbu- 
lent waters, jy; turbulent times, @[TE; a tur- 

bulent disposition, [EAE AlL-Z0b, AIK 

Zi0. 
Turbulently, adv. fie 58. 
Turf, n. HE jk ; a horse-racing, $f By is. 
Turf-clad, a. we DLE Be 
Turf-spade, n. Wi yk BS. 
Turfiness, n. Eb fe fy. 
Turfy, a. Biyk Ay; turfy ground, He Be ZA 

Turgent, a. Hef, MEQ, FPME, TERY, Mei. 
Turgescence, Turgescency, n. Ht Hi, (PIE, MK 

4c; empty pompousness, hes, PRS. 
Turgid, a. Swelled, Jf, 7PwF AG; inflated, JRA 

fij; bombastic, HRAMT, A. HH REAS; diffuse, 

fit, #2, MEAS. 
Turgidness, n. Jaf, EA; bombast, eK. 

Turkey, n. X¢S{E, HERESE. 

LOAM, 
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Turkey-buzzard, n. WE fifi. 
Turkey-red, n. YE. 
Turkois, n. 7p R28 i Z- 
Turmalin, n. See Tourmalin. 

Turmeric, n. eet, FEEL, TSE. 
Turmoil, n. Disturbance, gl, USL. HEAL, HPAL; 

tur moil of life , WAAIE FL; molestation by tumult, 
ABLE ; harassing labor, Ag S22 3F, Ta HE. 

Turmoil, v. ¢. or 7. HER, WEF, PE BL: 
Turn, v.¢. To turn, as a key, screw-driver, &e., 

Ft, fe, fe Wh, FE HE; to cause to move ina 
cirenlar motion, ff #8, % He Ht, (le Se i, 1H} 

SH SCE, CEN AE, EI AH, fl 
He ; to turn, as a wheel, {i By HE; to alter, 
i, the tH, 4%; to form, as on a lathe, LS 
to shape, he I JZ: to translate, #¢, Gf; 
to transfer, 7%; to make giddy, (iy to in- 

fatuate, PR zp, STE: to reverse, HAR, WZ; 
to turn a key, #R2C, HEL; to turn a wheel 
with the hand, 2% i; to turn by any means, 
egy, Pa Es to turn the spit, fit; to turn 
the head, if 5A, Je] SFI, Ai. fée HE OA. to turn 
one’s head, PK a, (RN BERR, TE GATE; to 
turn a leaf, WERE, RT, 77a; to turn over a 
new leaf, #34; to tum a corner, Wits, HEIR, 
iH; to turn a period well, fa ]RAt‘ay; toturn 
one’s feet outside, ## Ji fay Sh; to turn backs, 
P&E; to turn the head to, tsi; to turn the 
face, HET fy, 2; to turn upside down, tiff, 
2%, 2; turn him home, (EAE, (i (le Bi 
AX FH ; to turn one’s stomach, Je, (kh AE 

Ns; it makes my head turn, fH F% oftum ; it 
turns his brain, BP 4E, (EB FENG. AP He he 
F£; to turn the rear forward, fg7¥; to turn 
the scale in one’s favor. fifi (EG 5 WE, (et Cl ait, 
Fill fii ; to turn things to one’s advantage, ff 

Hee, PAE. MI CAH; to torn 
a thing with a droll, RL, HAM, 
BAe Ta - to turn the dice, to turn the for- 
tune, 2¢3¢,4537 ; to turn one’s religion, fa, 

Cx He, WEE fF; to turn one’s coat, Fe we #2 ; 
to turn a fur garment inside out, #8 ; to turn 
tail, jt JE 4, YEGE; to turn or curl up the 
tail, FAR; to turn one’s tail to the manger, 

fit St if fi]; to turn the wrong side out, LIF 
fet. LL A (E Sh, 88 Ay 7S Bh; to turn to good 

account, FFA; to turn the penny, = FA FSH ; 

to turn the eat in the pan, Je 0G, 7§ {8; to 
turn the tables upon any one, Y¥ =} wk Et, mt 
3%; to turn the eyes, wR Yc HH. ARE; to turn 
the flank, #32; to turn the mind, &#)%}; to 

Turn, v.72. #8, HE Hf ; 

turn about, #7, ih gy, a. Ail mami around, 
Ph fi (B ; to turn aside, WZ, fH ; to turn away, 
to dismiss from service, §¥%, 4, #£; to turn 
away, to discard, exh ; to turn away, to avert, 

Kim; to turn away the eyes, #iSAIERY, HER 
Ari ; to turn away a servant, PERE; to turn 

back, to return, (2 #9, 2 XX, ie wz; to turn 
down, to fold or double down, #4}; to turn 

down the corner of a leaf, #4 = ues it ff) FL ; 
to turn in, to fold s shoul: 44th ; to turn 
into Chinese, it Ae, ae He aE I: to turn off, 
to dismiss Le tease: to turn off 
one’s wife, 4€3£, ZpZE; to turn off the water, 
Wok, slaw ; to a off the thoughts of — 
people, 5] Ait ty GS? 5) R55 fii ; to turn 

one’s children off to he servants, SEF EZ, 

(EF ZEHE ; to turn off, to deflect, BBA, 5138 ; 
to turn off the corners, Hfi[F] ; to turn the back 
on, 7%, i. 335, 7§ 4 ; to turn the back on the 
enemy, 455E ; to turn the back on the master, 
Ss; ae turn the back on one’s ENCES 7 

= to turn out, to expel, 3% Hi, #R SH; turn 

them out to look at, $4 iE EMA ; to turn ont 

of office, BHI; to turn out the guard, HPA BE: 
they turn out so many, {BHNS, (Bf eet 
%; to turn out of the mould, {f {I}; to turn 

out the cattle, fe 4F; to turn over, Hf, Fy ee; 
to turn over, to roll over, ig eR, RC HE; to turn 
over, to transfer, {R, 2; to turn over to him, 

ZEB AB, Ze HL fil, ; to Gaia over a leaf, MERE, FX 
7; to turn over in confusion, #§8L; to turn 
over a cup. ff #%, tH, fF) FHF; to turn to, 

#7, & fh, KE; to turn to trade, 4 ff 4E 
#&; to turn to other means, FA Hl 7. 77 7; to 
turn up, #, fe; to turn up one’s mask, RAE Tq: 
to turn up the whites of one’s eyes, A 2p Ni]; 
to turn a hat, #€ #019 3%; to turn up the 
eround, 2XH), 23, yee hh; to turn up one’s 
eyes, (JA; to turn up the nose, #7 £4, Hk ; to 

turn upon, to retort, (7%; to turn with a 

lathe, Hf. 
to be changed, ## ; to be 

transformed, #£{K; to move in a circular mo- 
tion, #2}, Hews, Hews, [a Hy; the earth turns 
round the sun, fh jd eps, Hyg Achy; to turn 
or whirl, #KdifRe ; my head turns round, HAs ; 
to turn round with the wind, fafa #; to turn 
round and see, Jé] BABY. Je] Hl, Je] wi: the wheel 
turns round, Bese; the qnestion turns upon 

this point, 22% 7£ JE: the needle turns to the 
pole, £f # jay fk ; the tide turns, #)RR; turn to 
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that book, #4. #P#H. BAL; that will turn have taken a wrong turn, HAUEAFIE, He 
to his shame, 4 fipra4d (EI, Heth GE fb J Ait ; to take turns, $k ff{; to take one’s turn, 
3; to turn to good jee FA, 4858; will BE; to retire in turn, PHE; to take a turn 
never turn to 200d, im iy ee Fe; it turns on or little walk, 47 7Si# ; by turns, ee, HE, 
himself, em Aj Gs ae the time turns,| fardit, HAVE, ff, Ze, WE, TE, FETE, BL; to 
fé &; to turn short, 744% ff; to turn into attend to or do in turn, Hi 7#¢ {fk ; do it by turns, 
stone, yk #1 ; to turn to oil, MFG Mh; to turn Bey Del (inc) fk, Ba WE fit, AA ZF; it is mow your 
physician, {ff 8 4E ; to turn a papist, HEAR tun, TH Ake al Ce, Th Actes fe; to watch in 
EA; to turn bankrupt, fA) 4; ; to turn nun, turns, Biff; now is my turn, AE eez] 
A # ; to turn prostitute, (i 3% #2; to tum 4%; to supply one’s turn, (& Ji fff; at every 
grey, #4; to turn sour, AF, RE AE; the turn, 9-H, fy RE; does that serve your turn? 
weather turns fair, ii ree to turn rounda! Agra eR BR, HBERS a; a friendly turn, ## 

corner, ee 5 to furn about, Wityay; to turn 2 7, 47 7§ ; shrewd turns, Wei§z F7FB ; turn 
aside, #7 JH 3%, BY PY; to turn away from the for turn, #¥ 3] Hal; convenience, {f ; purpose, 
main road, BEX 3h fr #7 ; to turn away from one, 4; form, tk, He-F ; shape, JZ. 
BE A Th a, 75 ae Th + MIE. fq; to turn away | Turn-bench, n. Wijk. 

in disgust, Wa i {B, WA THA; to turn back, | Turn-cap, n. HME. 
HH i A, iit ay SA, iz, Je], Fig #, ri 3: Sih 5 to Turn-coat, Nn. § = He fi ER. 

turn bickwards, and forwards, #ft #& fe fl); to | Turn-out, n. A turn-out on a railway, HiFi ZB. 

turn in, to bend inward, # A, A; to turn | Turn-sick, a. We. 
in, to go to bed, fi]; to turn in, as for lodg- | Turn-table, n. pKSs. 

ing, A 8k i; to turn off, to deviate froma | Turned, pp. ti fT; changed, &f; a nicely 
course, Bit, i, #77; to turn on or upon, to turned lappet looks well, #& df #2 #48 &F fii; a 
reply, #&, #+; to turn on or upon, to retort, little sour or turned, EES. 

Ji; to turn out, Hi, BAS {iz; to turn out, to | Turner, n. iPr. 
project, yH!; to turn out, to rise from bed, | Turnery, n. 1f py. 
Ho 5 to turn out, as an affair, WE, PEE, ) Turning, ppr. or n. Hi, Reb, EB; changing, 

3 sx, SM, WMHE; how did it turn out? WEE | sf; winding, HME; the turning ont of the 
Stee, Be BRE, FE H Anti; he will turn} — eyelashes, WEA FE HW}; the turning in of the 
out bad, {AK Eo; toturn over, Heit, HE; | eyelashes, |E3E (4; turning towards, fig fF. 
to turn over, to change parties, #@=F; to turn | Turning-point, n. BAY IE, HELE, REZ 
round and round, Hi ; to turn to, to be direct- 2, Gh oR. 
ed, #7 (J, JA; to turn towards, fry #7, iy; Turnip, n. SER, HEE, WERE, HSE F, BBE, Bi 
to turn towards Canton, fay AIR; to turn up, jy SE; turnip, as an article of trade, 7 BAAR ; 

Hi, Ha, AZ. dried turnip, £4) #z ; seed of turnip, #RIF ; 
Turn, n. —la, —, 4, —i, — i, Hs, — a heart as big as a turnip (generous), $€ EpM 
fe, —3E, —, -J, —7, —*e ; a turn of a KAN. 

hand, RE: in the turn of a hand, fg wack Turnkey, n. @F, “E-F ; upper turnkey, 2E pA. 
affairs have taken a turn, 37 J, Wis, thi; | Turnpike, n. hkfy; turnpike money, PRR BE. 

took a happy turn, Api, EFS TK, OE. Turnpike-road, n. PEE PR. 
the affairs have taken happy turn, 37 & J 4 | Turnspit, n. ge z. 
iim ; the turn of a period, ce Al. 4)2 A); | Turpentine, n. My jf) ; oil of turpentine, My jifi 
the turn of words, F # Z [Al th, HEE HE: NT yh, PYh; spirits of turpentine, AT AANT Pw, 

the turns of a river, jij 22 %#* ff ; the river makes PAA IT. 
many turns, jn] % 4 Py; the turns of passion, | Turpitude, n. $e, HERE AE, EDA, BARA, SZ 
18 28, Zoe; a turn of mind, Sm, | ORDAE. 
fay; Of astrange turn of mind, P% JF fy; the | Turquois, n. See Turkois. 
turn of a state, Blt; on every turn, fpf, Turret, a. BSb, HERE, ABE; a revolving turret, 
45, fle}; to take a turn, YE; a torn ofa |  PVPERYSL, Hk ay ee. 
disease, py 7 #8 ; the disease has taken a turn, | Turreted, a. 47s, APRA. 
jets ;a wrong turn, #4, HLF; matters | Turtle, n. $f, BE, HERE; green turtle, WM, 
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turtle-dove, HEA, "HE, $4 xE, HEH. See Dove. | as much, AjlefNt%, Ey &, Py cae came 
Turtle-shell, n. See Tortoise-shell. | twice, 36 fle], 36 =A. 
Tush, interj. RR, OG DAE, |i. | 'Twifallow, v. t. FRzz. 
Tusk, n. KF; the tusk of an elephant, RIF. | Twig, n. #, MRE, BH, Me, HE, HE, He, BB PE; a 
Tussle, n. GP fFJ. | willow twig, MIE, PIE; twigs used for fuel, 

be ad Tussock, Tussuck, n. 4. E79 
Tutelage, n. (REZ MK, TRE ZR ; protection, 7% Twiggen, a. Wicker, (EAR, SRM. 

i. Twiggy, a. SME, SEI. 
Tutelar, Tutelary, a. (2 (4, (RZ fy; the tutelary | Twilight, n. #g ; morning twilight, #} A] ZN¥, I 

angel, (Ri KK (ili ; the tutelary spirits of land Nit, ORIE, HAJ, HAY; evening twilight, BE 
and grain, +4 fyi, mite; the tutelary spirit FR, HE, 2, fue. 
of a place, -f-jih. Twilight, a. BR. 

Tutenag, n. & Hii. Twill, v. ¢. To weave in ribs or ridges, #EPLHY. 
Tutenague, n. Ay gh. Twilled, pp. ora. Fc Ay ; twilled cloth, #4 Ai. 
Tutor, n. fi ff 5a guardian, {%, (R42 ;a domestic Twin, n. FF, MEF, HEGL, Nh, fi; to bear 

tutor, Py 4; principal tutor tothe heir-apparent,| twins, AE Ff{f, ME4AE; his is a twin, {bh fRFPAE 

AF Fel : secondary tutor, Jef Jp {ip. p 
Tutor, v: t. Bz. Twine, v.t. To twist, #, FkeE, HF; to twine 
Tutorage, n. (RR, EK. about or round, #@(E, BEE, BEE; to twine 
Tutoress, n. 2 fi about, to embrace, ##(£, fa fE; to gird, Heft ; 

Tutoring, ppr. "EB, FF to cling to, #8 #&. 
Tutorship, n. Faith 2 He. hits ZK. | Twine, v.z. To twine, as a vine, &c., fRIfE; to 
Tutti. In musie, a direction for all to play in twine about or over, fiijf#; to twine about, to 

full concert, AME HE, ATE Re. make turns, Wye. 
Twaddle, n. PR nk. Twine, n. Twine of thread, #4, —({f¥#i; sail 
Twaddler, n. Pee ag AY. twine, PB¥i; strong twine, @)¥#j', LHR, HUF ; 
Twaddy, n. hii. embrace, F#f£. 
Twain, a. orn. =. Twined, pp. ##38. THj8- 
Twang, n. Page ; twang of a bowstring, Bax | Twinge, v.t. To pinch, #¥, F44£, BEE ; to twinge 

ne] HE ; twang or nasal sound, Bi FF, BL ee. one’s ears, #¥H- 32 ; to pull with a jerk, FH, ##. 
Twang, v. i. (€ mi ee. Twinge, n. A twitch, —#; a sudden twinge in 

Twattle, v. t. To pet, PPR. the legs, #778. 
Twattle, n. See Twaddle. Twining, ppr. or a. #8 £, #%, FE; ascending 
Tw attling, ppr. or a. eck, PEPE aR- spirally, fff 9%. 
Tweag, Tweak, v.t. FB. Twinkle, v.7. To sparkle, as the stars, &., #, 
Tweedle, v. t. WAS, SOF. | BB, PUP; to twinkle, as the eyes, 4. 
Tweel, v.t. HtSR ys: 74. | Tot) e, Twinkling, n. The twinkle of the eye, 
Tweezers, n. pl. SH{F-, $8, GAS. BH. Hl. =, —P, HH, WEA, IEG. ; twinkle of the 
Twelfth, a.orn. #4 +=; the twelfth moon or stars, —% ; within the twinkling of an eye, 

month, J], WAIT, WA; one twelfth, + FAROE A, — wR 2 BME A, BOWL, Wl 
ZAPZ—. (4) RAZ]; the twinkling of the stars, #2 

Twelve, a. 4-—; twelve days or hours, ji ke. Bei, 52 HE. 
Twelve-month, n. A year, 46; by this famet Twinling, n. F726. 

twelve-month, 7& — 4p ; the twelve branches, | Twirl, v.t. f#, fi; to twirl a teetotum, fAIf 4. 

+. | Twirl, v. i. To whirl round, éegeby, Feil. 
Twentieth, a. orn. $+; one twentieth, $= | Twirl, n. dei; a twirl, —fe, —Pe. 
+2—. Twirling, ppr. Weel, PPTL. 

Twenty, a. =+, tk, &; twenty days, “fy, — | Twist, v. t. fk, 2%, He, FREE, HE AE Bh FE 

-++ BH; twenty times, —+. | te, Ht, #5, #4, 2; to weave, #§ ; to nae e 
Twenty-fold, a. =-+ f%. | §L. EZ ; to twist a rope, 47 fi, HEHE; to twist 
Twice, adv. fMIC], Hi, —k, HK, WH ; twice about or around, Pete ; to twist off, aL. te 

6 J a a - Yrog 
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FA, BF ; to twist together, FEIN, § aE, fee 

to twist thread, BE# ; to twist a arathien? sarm, 
ADL RE; twist its neck, PRE(E MA, FILE 
{B¥A; to twist the law, Bee, AEE; to twist 
into thread, #4; is your cotton yarn water 

twist or is it mule twist? (RAgHe#> Fak Hes | 
| Tyburn tippet, n. 4346 2h IK HE ; to twist to pieces, AEM, PEI; to 

twist open, FEB, eA; to twist and tie, Ht 

4. 
Twist, n. A cord, #if,; a rope, fH; a thread, # ; 

a twist of hair, #%; a twist, —}Ik, —f¥, —}%; 
a twist of tobacco, —%5 4]. 

Twisted, pp. or a. FET, $2 1,47, 58, 38, 3, | 
qa); twisted like a shell, PRINT ; twisted, 
like a horn, #}; winding, 4F4, hailit. 

Twister, n. Fk #4, ##% ; the instrument of twist- 

Ing, HoH. 
Twisting, ppr. Twisting, as a cord, 47, %%; 

twisting, turning, &., Ft, f¥; twisting, 
thread, #j, #2. 

Twit, v. ¢. To reproach, #2 

Twitch, v. t. Hk, th, $f. — IK, Je—IIP, Pk 
Sig 3k; to twitch, as the muscles of child- 
ren in convulsions, FAH, “EIRP. 

Twitch, n. —k, tl, —Bk, —i, BE, ft 
if; gave him twitch, #k{B—IP; twitches of 

the muscles, at ‘THD, TH, SSI, TR 
ie. EAD ERE 

'Twitch-grass, n. 77 
Twitched, pp. FET, iy, AR f- 
Twitcher, n. FE, th. 
Twitching, ppr. ox a. Fk, th, FR RE: 

Twitter, v. 7. To twitter, as a swallow, ZZ, FL 
BL; the swallow twitters, #€Z,Z, ; to twitter, 
as the nerves, #2, HELE, Pk. 

Twittle-twattle, n. §L ME. 
"Twixt. A contraction of betwixt. 
Two, a. jj, —; the two great ones, i. e., heaven 

and earth, ij; the two beauties, i. e., eenies 
in man and beanty in woman, jj3¢; by two 

and two, #§; weighs two taels, —jijm. See 
Couple, Double and Pair, 

Two-capsuled, a. Ay RY RE. 
Two-celled, a. “2 fig. 
Two-edeed: a. {ET fry. 

Two-fold, a. jij fi, (8 (i. 

T'wo-forked, a. SC fry, ‘¢ aL fj. 
Two-handed, a. fj =), =F fry. 
Two-leaved, a. ij HE fig. 

‘Two-masted, a. fH HE YJ. 
Two-parted, a. Fp ARP fry. 

as a | 
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| Typographie, 

Leen neness, n. fae Oi. ik, 

TYR 

Two- penny, a. fj SHEN. 
Two-petaled, a. jg HE (rg. 
Two-seeded, a. (1g, WH fC A. 

Two-tipped, a. “GF (y, He (Y. 
Two-toneued, a, See Double-toneued, 

Two-valved, a. WS 5E AY. 

Tye, v.t. See Tie. 

Tyfoon, ». See Typhoon, 

Tying, ppr. #, #R CE. See Bind and Tie. 
| Tyke, n. Zt. 

Tymbal, n. §%. 
Tympan, n. F7te; tympan of the ear, Beige. 
Tympanites, n. §E/E. 

| Tympanize, v. 7. $f). 
Tympanum, n. FE Ses, He gb ye. 

| Tyny, a. See Tiny. 
Typa, n. Typa at Macao, 4-3/4. 

Type, n. The mark of something, FE, FDS; 
model, #8, FEF, BEER, (@, HERE; a sion, FB; 
types, 4%; metallic types, #8 4; movable 
types, 742 ; the type of a species, —fii 7 FEF; 
to cut types, 4%, FSF. 

Type-metal, n. 324. 
Typha, n. Cat’s-tail, jf. 
Typhean, a. Fy oH 9L. 
Typhoid, a. & We eEHE AT. 
Typhon, n. 3B 9L%4. 
T'yphoon, * n. Jal. 
Typhous fever, n. Sy iii SE. 
Typhus, ». See Typhous fever. 
Typic, Typical, a. 32 RE (1, FAH fy, HERE AD. 
Typically, adv. WAH. 
Typicalness, n. 7H, FH ER. 

Typify, v.t. dete, WFAR. 
Typographer, n. FD a4. A#.- 

Typographical, a. FUSE, EDAD; 
emblematical, #¢# fg, FAH fy ; a typograph- 
ical error, Ff) Ff. 

Typography, a. Fl % #&, FUZSf, 4. BZ 
a. 

Tyranness, n. RIE ZA, HAZ XK. 
Tyrannic, Tyrannical, a. JB, REA, RE WIE, 

ay BAS, WY, Fe, BE, Ms a tyrannical govern- 
ment, JE Ir, # JE ~ J; a tyrannical person, 

HE ZN. 
EM, DR Lem Tyrannically, adv. 

PE. 

* J of which typhoon is a corruption, simply signifies 
a great wind, and must be distinguished from a cyclone, 
which the Chinese call URL, RHE, PO 7 ZY and FER. 
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Tyrannicide, ne a PRE i. hs vigor, Wis. 
Tyrannize, v. i. IE, JE, t7 Gi 3, FF HI, ‘alii, | | Tyrant, n. oA. GE, Be, RES, EX, B 

FRE WGA, JE Ge, GE. Bik, FAW; totyrannize) JB ZA, HH; the five tyrants, 7g ; to play 
over the people, JE &, 3 JE G ME, FEW IL KR, | | the tyrant, 77 #38. 

Fal HE. “Tyrian color, n, SRALA, 9 Gf. 
Tt Tyrannized, pp. #JEjK, JES. | 'Tyro, n. fil ay Br, wy 2b, AES. 

Tyrannizing, Nie ee Tythe, n. See Tithe. 
Tyrannous, a. $& ene, ‘E. | Tythingman, n. VERB. See Tithingman. 
Tyranny, n. $8, @iH, BIE ZK, EW, WHE  Taarina, n. Ak WLWE ZAR. See Czarina. 

U. 

U The twenty first letter of the English alpha- | Ulceration, n. ALTE, ABH. 
* bet, HAH BT + SF; U. J.D., juris | Ulcerous, a. # fig. 
utriusque ie WIA M, HIEBL; U.S., | Ulcerousness, n. HAH, LEZ. 

xi BS 

the United States, Zé fitt & A. | Ulema, n. ie el #3: 
Uberty, n. WH Bk. | Uliginous, a. Muddy, Je Ay. 
Ubiquitary, a. KEG, ME DA, BEM ATE. Ullage, n. oa 
Ubiquitous, a. cies ant Se HE. Ulmic-acid, n. GE 
Ubiquity, n. Sey AA, PER AS. Ulna, n. TER. 

Udal, rn. GEE. 
Udder, n. Ah, WR, PLES. 

Ult. A contraction from ultimo, which see. 

Ulterior, a. Sh, #% ; Ulterior Tibet, BB 3—f. | 

Uelily, adv. §R. | Ultima ratio, The last reason or argument, #% 
Ugliness, n. §R(i5, BEEE; moral depravity, ABM, | He, Acie. 
Bp We; loathsomeness, Bj 27% FF. Ultima ratio regum. The last reason of kings is 

Ugly, a. Wh, DRS, BE RE. BRD, i, BB, Ue, PE, war, force of arms, FE 7.9% #5 34 WR AL. 

75, 1, ME, OIG, ta A. Kea, URL | U Itimate, a. Final, ICME, A, #, WB, RG, 
HHL Je, HL. HE, i, IAs an ugly face, ARH, WCE; furthest, Bur Ay. 
Pe i, A. A HE ; an ee person, MO A, J& | Ultimately, adv. Wee, Fie, HR, A, EH, B 
A, $8 BE; an ugly character BEM 5 anugly | JA. 
woman, BA, Bhi; an ugly affair, PR3F, BH | Ultimatum, n.; pl. Ultimata. FER, HB, Deak 
BE; grown ewe ugly, ZEG 4; ugly lancu- | BRAN ZS. 
age, What, Za - ugly and handsome, ARSE, | Ultimo, n. £4 - 

HUE. | Ultra, a. Ah, Pi, if, ok, Tih. 

Ukase, n. AM A_Latz %, HER. | Ultraism, n. Be, Pi. 
Ulans, n. pl. BENG be AR. Ultramarine, a. ES), A CENR. 
Uleer, n. ¥; the ying and yin ulcers, 3p; a | Ultramarine, n. fif Ff. 

venereal ulcer, ¥f; to have an ulcer, EH, # | Ultramontane, a. #4 Ay, WAAAY; ultramon- 
¥ ; to treat an ulcer, #49; a fistulous ulcer, | tane doctrine, KF. 

GEIS GTR 3 a virulent ulcer, #9; a chron-  Ultramontane, n. jA UA, SBI A, PRE Zc 
ic ulcer, JX, BE; an irritable ulcer, +H ; VER ERE. 
an ulcer on the lips, JS ¥, fl; an ulcer oc- | Ultramundane, a. HS fiJ- 
easioned by varnish, 289, J; a sloughing | Ululate, v. 7. To howl, as a wolf, Mp. 

ulcer, #8. Umbel, n. fa} uE JZ. 
Uleerate, v. t. or i. 2EHF, HOH. Umbellate, Umbellated, a. (a) iS [2 9. 
Uleerated, pp. or a. ARIS. Umbellifer, n. ZE il WIE HE. 
Olean: poe ER, ALE. Umbelliferous, a. fA VET A. 
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Umber, n. fi Stak. 
Umbered, a. Shaded, WE AG, 3 
Umbilic, Umbilicus, n. )%. 
Umbilie, Umbilical, a. 74 fry. 
Umbilicate, Umbilicated, a. PEI fy. 
Umbles, n. pl. RE WG- 
Umbo, n. J BEE. 
Umbonate, Umbonated, a. 7 BEA. 
Umbra, n. Shadow, 2, 2%; umbra in eclipses, 

Umbrage, n. A shade, 2; shadow, 8%; to take 
umbrage at, Al Pe; to take umbrage of, JK SE, 
Aye; to give umbrage of, -F 4g. 

Umbrageous, a. Shading, JE Ps = WE BE; shady, 

ee, My 3 ie, Ie, hh, i TE WB eer 

ys a5 Obscure, Wk, Wasik, AFAR. 
Umbrageousness,. 2. ES, VEE Hi. 
Umbrate, Umbrated, a. PE, Je. 
Umbratic, Umbratical, a. Shadowy, &Ag, 2205; 

typical, #4 #2 fy; keeping in the shade or at 

home, JE HIPY Ay, 4 Je Ay. 
Umbratious, a. J\ SEF. 

Umbrella, n. AyvE, WISE. 4, AK; one umbrella, 
— FEE; a state umbrella, AEAr 

Umbriferous, a. PE fry. 
Umpirage, n. Jeet 7% 

Umpire, w Bee a Rae, WRGE. I 
ah i, Ses 

Umpire, v. t. oon 
Un. A negative prefix, Hz, 7, AR, Jf, HE, Ff. 
Unabandoned, a. ABER. 
U 
U 

VE EAS. 

Tnabashed, a. He DL est, Ath. 
Jnabated, a. Arie vy. 

Unabbreviated, a. Ain Ay, A fii Ay. 

Unabetted, a. Sf, BENH Ay. 
Unabiding, a. Ail, Avs. 

Unable, a. TERE, Ae, MEWS, OE, A; unable 
to resist, HRME(E, RIE §, RA; unable to 
bear, WHE, JEIE CE, ZA AEE, if AVE; unable 
to say, ak eB, aR A Hs unable to swallow, 
Ae ME VE, AEF, EAP ; unable to overtake, 
ERIE ZI, EEA; unable to catch, FEI fA), FE 
AE, HAE; unable to remember, 7 AFF ; 
unable to wait, fe 4 7, Si AR ; unable to call 
to mind, ALE ie unable to proceed, # A (3 Ai 
unable to sleep, i ie 45, lie 7 4 ; unable to 

learn, EA, & AY; unable to deceive a 
person, He 3 73 ne. 

Unabolishable, a. Jae A. 

Unabolished, a. AR Hea ih, APART. A. 

Unabridged, a. AR it nA naif Ay. 

Unabsolved, a. Feiss 
Unabsorbable, a. WE fe Arty, WL 
Unabused, a. RAIS. 
Unaccelerated, a. FBC PEAS- 

Unaccented, a. Smt qr 3 fy, S86) fry. 
Unacceptable,-a. WE ene, Ase ay, As, A 

Sf. 
Unaccepted, a. HERBIE, Ash fry; rejected, FE AG. 
Unaccessibleness; n. AfeHEE HB, AHF) BH. See 

Tnaccessibleness. 
Unacclimatized, a. 1 4-7] RE, A Arak 4A. 
Unaccommodated, a. RA, AA, AR BIB. 
Unaecommodating, a. Pete PE, OE ON, OE GK 

HB, Ay oie MR, OE ADEE 
Unaccompanied, a. Smee fry, MENG H 5 

appendage, Sep, FA fy. 
Unaccomplished, a. Fey HEA, AKA, AR ARG 

fry ; not refined in manners, 3 Sp OBE, Ae zk 

ath 
Unaccomplishment, n. IK, KIMRER- 
Unaccountable, a. fpR0% 75, 2 775, PE, PERE, aR; 

not subject to answer, J£52 8 (% ; not respon- 

sible, AKA. 
Unaccountably, adv. PE, PERE. 
Unaceredited, a. Sik az, SHE. 
Unaceurate, a. See ne 
Unaccused, a. Fe RAE 

Unaccustomed, a. HEE 1h, AA, ZE, ARB. 
Unachievable, a. pale “TE AEA EL, RAE. 
Unachieved, a. $e MRE, AIK T- 

Unacknowledged, a. JE G2ME, AaB Ay. 
Unaequaintance, n. 1 Fak, Anaik 4 - 
Unacquainted, a. 1 sk, Az ; unacquainted with 

the world, 0% sii {ik FR, A HAIER, EE ; unac- 
quainted with a craft, AE =; unacquainted 
with business, J# BESS, Ai ii St, HEE; umac- 
quainted with a person, JE ii, Fase A; 
unacquainted with letters, Mee Aik F. 

Unacquirable, a. 2 AAR fy, SAR. 

Unaequired, a. 427238, fA th, Ay 7 Sb; not 
gained, LAB. 
nacquitted, a. PBB. 
nacted, a. Ae FF3H, A KGB. 

Unactive, a. See Inactive. 

Unactuated, a. SERRE, JEM, A BET HE. 
Unadapted, a. A. 
Unaddicted, a. Awe, Akg. 
Unaddressed, a. Smt 40g. 

Unadjuged, a. Fede lapis. 
Unadmired, a. Anse AS, fit. L148 FE. 
Unadmonished, a. eA HAG, BEAT. 

AAS: 

having no 

Bais 
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Unadopted, a. Hi 44 3, AB, Rani. | Unamended, a. RAB. 
Unadored, a. IB. Unamiable, a. DES, BAAS, AHEZAS, 
Unadorned, a. 4 HE fifi, #2, $b AD. PE SE. BE ALLL 
eR | Unamusing, a. S06 fk Ay. 

Unadulterated, a. Genuine, 4 (i, 46 (7, I, 7H. | Unanalyzed, a. Ardy ASF AIT. 

JE &, ill 8, fill PE, Bag, BAG GF. Uuang ular, ic HE $9 fig. 
Unadventurous, a. 48 #7 /@ ; not bold, MEH. U Hanamated: a. WE AE gy; not enlivened, A ZR, 

Unadvisable, a. Fe, AA Hy, AME, Ak fF, Dye, BE aa 
We fy a f& | Unaninity, n. Ae. [eo H. 

Unadvised, a. Aa, AwRAR; rash, zp. | Unanimous, a. pe, ln, fot, zs, fal 

Unadvisedly, adv. A.B, A HE; rashly, HER, | 7; they are unanimous, {2 fK[np th. tla FE. 
REYD. | Unanimously, adv. LJ — h—, —od, frit. 

Unatiable, a. 0% 44H SLI. | Unannealed, a. ASLIK, ASL I AK. 
Unaffected, a. Not moved or touched, A Phot, | Unannexed, a. WAH AS. 

AS, HIKE. A, Aik; he is imasiee ted | Unannibilable, a. i Ae AY. 

by the weather, Jal 3€ % lek @ {; plain, natu- | Unannounced, a. Aap, A. 

ral, £3, He. #t, tat, #A; natural, GYR; Unannointed, a. KRM, ASM. 

unaffected sorrow, I& $$; unaffected simplicity, | Unanswerable, a. 40# (RIE, A A Fy, IME RE RH] 

eH, AM Zi. fig, MER]. 
Unatlectedly, adv. id, #, 2 we, BR Sat {5 Unanswered, a. AS, Ae HH 5 an unanswered 
Unaffectedness, n. 147%, FE. letter, CANES. 
Unaffecting, a. Ash fi Ay | Unantieipated, a. Att, A, RT SB), A 
Unatflectionate, a. pe Sn BE Ee | Unappal led, a. AA, Tite Lh. 

Unafilicted, a. Smet, Se Se SEN. | Unapparent, a. AAW, EW, Ae. 
Unagitated, a. Calm, ff; not agitated, Ash. | Unappealable, a. Aye A. 
Unagreeable, a. Ae. | Unappeasabl GH Gs Ey ‘tit 76 i, A fy (2 Fu, A aH 

Unaided, a. Not aided, Sti 7%, GiB, HMM; he) =H, WA, Aik, ieee co 
did it unaided, 4% NA {B, (2G Git. | Unappeased, a. 4 @& 8, 4 2 Fu; bis wrath is 

Unaimed, a. AF, ACE. | unappeased, {B AX5E A, Hh es 

Unalarmed, a. Ath, Ae. | Unapplauded, a. ee a 
Unalienable, a. JE 8 7, SER (1, BAG AY, Unapplicable, a. See Inia 

ctl | Unapplied, a. Ai Hi. Ae aki 

Unallayed, a, Not allayed, as pain, 76 Jk ; un- | Unapposite, a. A#. 
allayed, as fear, #6 ¥ ifs. | Unapprehended, a. Not taken, #4238, RHI; 

Unalleviated, a. ARRIB, AIL T- not understood, 7 ji, AA iil. 
Unalliable, a. RAE &- | Unapprehensible, a. i 445 (5, ik AG 1. 
Unallied, a. Wavine no alliance, as by marriage, | Unapprehensive, a. ME 4, AE; uot intelligent, 

&e., AB, Bits unallied by treaty, Av WER. 

Ald ENE. "| Unapprized, a. A4EFRIH, AEH T 5 unapprized 

ae, a. WEE F306, GF AAS AY. | Of, ARAB. He 73 BG. 

Unallowed, a. RHE, AGE AY. | Unapproachable, a. AB) th i 3, AAD REA, A 
Unalloyed, a. JA,  (, AM, AMS, JE. | FREE AS, AGEL hid TEA. 
Unallured, a. Foes BY, ASL ELAS. Unapproachableness, n. AACE. ARE REUE 

Unalterable, a. Uc 0E fy, tke As fi, RAS HY, Unapproached, a. 25 A3- |. 
4 BY Fi Mi, EE; unalterable fate, jE Be; un- Unappropriated, a. AR RIA, AR EI 
alterable purpose, Ave =: Unapproved, a. RE AIB, HSH, hk an 

Unaltered, a. Feith, He ek. | Unapt, a. Dull, itt. $i, ZF; improper, KR 
Unambitious, a. GAA, AaBtAR, AGE, | not disposed, “6 Eat), (ie AH. 

eR Ais, AATF. Unaptly, adv. Improperly, Fret, RAE, RHE 
Unambitiousness, n. Ret BiH. Unaptness, n. Unfitness, # 4 #4; dullness, 41h 
Unamenable, a. ApRB, ASH, ASCs a, EB, BREE unreadiness, HG, ALB. 
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Unarened, a. Smt HEAT. 
Unargued, a. FREI, AE. 
Unarmed, a. Not having no arms, A.4e fe YE; 

not equipped, FG PPB ; not farnished with 
prickles, &e., 35 fy. 

Unarraigned, a. ASS Te VY, ARB AE VD, AR BK EAI. 
Unarrayed, a. AAI, Ae K fy; not disposed 

in order, ACHE IZ. 

Unarrested, a. Not stopped, Ask, AE, A IE AG; 
not apprehended, 4c J fe. 

Unartful, a. Artless, [fi G, 38 jf; not having 

cunning, TE fie af, BER H- 
Unarticulate, a. See ie eT 

Unartificial, a. AED PE, TOM fy 
Unartificially, adv. KRG. 
Unascended, a. 4a ZRF. 
Unascertainable, a. J# 5F 5 i ft, ARE EZ 
Unashamed, a. ASI 
Unasked, a. Not asked, DESER), 220, A, 

A ikk- 
Unaspirated, a. ASQ MF, is 
Unaspiring, a. ASAE A 

Unassailable, a. Ke Aig, $ aE fl, 7 RE, RH 

4% ; he is unassailable, J& 42 (§ (4B, A Re GALE fl. 

Unassailed, a. EPRI. 
Unassaulted, a. $e pK IK. 
Unassayed, a. Not assayed, 38 pk i; 

tempted, Arps, APOE AT. 

Unassembled, a. ACHES, HBS AL. 

Unasserted, a. ahi HR, ARM ST EE. 
Unassessed, a. Fe ffi (8, AS ies A. 

Unassignable, a. Age se fils (14. 
Unassigned, a. ih, KER. 
Unassimilated, a. #6 4K. 
Unassisted, a. SU IRE, ig, A RD, Bt 

Unassociated, a. Ar fa, gE, MEL f2, MEW SP. BG. 

Unassorted, a. Fepil ff, ASF Sit. 

Unassuaged, a. 4 T. 
Unassuming, a. Not assuming, Ada f7, AR 

not arrogant, AE, Aes fit ; modest, it HE, 

Not confident, Hl #¥ 
at. 

1 As fa, ARTs 
not insured against loss, #t ite We. 

nassured, a. 

Unatonable, a. IRIE 75, IS AE, A HFG. 
Unatoned, a. 9b @ PAE. 
Unattached, a, 71s ; not closely adhering to, % 

Ki His, RH His As Kit His ; 
party, Ar fe bf] i. 

Unattackable, a. 1A Fe A. 
Unattainable, a. RAE, PAG, MRE, A 

fie &. 

not at- 

U 

unattached to any | 

Unattained, a. ATE ARG, HEE. 

Unattainted, a. Not eorenpreds AMES, Reise 
Unattempted, a. Ae pis. 
Unattended, a. Having no retinue, fe 78 eee 

K, fut. BB. Fz 4, DEE PE; unattended with 
danger, Sg ; he is unattended to, #7 PP{B ME, 

| PEARSE, AA ASE. 
Unattending, a. A.#7 i; unattending ears, A 

BE DHE AS. 
Unattentive, a. See Inattentive. 
Unattired, a. Fe Ai. 
Unattracted, a. RAjH, AOLSIA 
Unattractive, a. A.¥z fy ; unattractive to the eyes, 

AEA V5. 
naudited, a. ARIA. 
authentic, a, HERE PENE, Ay Ie 
authenticated, a. AA TE A. 

nauthorized, a. FLASH HE, FASE, FH. 
nauthorizedly, adv. $#. 

pee a. Useless, 28/38, Arb JA, BESS, 45 

We WF Bk BR ; unavailable repentance, fj 7% 
a vain, AER, 1H. 

Unavailableness, n. 406 JR #%. 
Unavailing, a. Useless. Sut FA; vain, f4K. 
Unavenged, a. #2555, AGB, AUB. 
Una voce. W ith one yoice, —7&%, — ofp. 

Unavoidable, a. AAG, AGEL AEH, HAGE. 
Unavoidably, adv. Af. 

Unavoided, a. Aw, Awe. 
Unavowed, a. 1H a2 0RR. 

Unawaked, Unawakened, a. 3e Rt fy, HE ERROR. 
Unaware, a. Arps}, HEL; not aware of, AAI, A 

eB. 

Usannvares Unawares, adv. Suddenly, AR, S62 
i 22; unexpectedly, AA} 5 at unawares, ZK, 

IS ft, AB, ab 5 - 
Unhafiled, a. Sef, En}, ASICS, APLBL- 

Unbalanced, a. Not adjusted, Axe frj ; not poised, 

U 
Un 
Un 
Un 
U 
Un 

AAP, ARARE; unbalanced, as accounts, 

ASH. 
Unhbandaged, a. 4 PL i, 40: GI ME ; unbandaged 

feet, RARE, TM. 
Unhaptized, a. SSB, AGAPEAS. 

| Unhar, v. ¢. SPY, Pee. 
| Unbarked, a. 3h RPE, ANE ye Ag. 
| Unbashful, a. M40 3, JEL tay RPE. 

Unbathed, a. AU Aiea. 
| Unbearal ole, a. PEO fh, GONE GE, TE Ft, 7 AS 
Unbearded, a. M35 pf. 

| Unbeaten, a. Untrod, 4m J\ #7 3a. 
Unbecoming, a. Unsuitable, IE Qi, A AYE, A 
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ee, Arnis, 0 ee a | 

Unhefitting, a. RA’, Hie. 
Unbefriended, a. ‘ee ye Fe ECE 
Unhbegot, ee a. FARA, A BEE fg. 
Unbeeuile, v. ¢. HGR, EAM. 

Unbelief, n. iz. KSI, HSI; skep- 
ticism, SEY, ESE, BE. | 

Unbeliever, n. A(z #. 
Unhelieving, a. #{z. | 
Unbend, v.t. To make straight, (h, fifiAt; to | 

relax, FR, We to unbend one’s cares, ftd ; 
to unbend one’s mind, #%x; to unbend a sail, 

Ai. | 
Unbending, ppr. or a. Rel oLae WK, FF; un- | 

yielding, inflexible, [i] 33%, EX mE, 3, 7U: ob- 
stinate, JA] #t; without bending, Aut, Aa. 

Unhenefitted, a. 7] 4. 
Unbenevolent, a. Af=, MR bie. 

Unhbenighted, a. WY, ApeAy, MAK AT. 
Unbenign, a. A {=, 4G HE fy ; malignant, BE, 
ORT. | 
Unbent, pp. of unbend. Relaxed, KF 7, #4 7; 

loosed, #72 ; not crushed, AJ, Behe. 
Unbeseeming, a. Wee, AAT, HIB HK | 

TT, AME. Re. 
Unbespoken, a. Rah EIB, ARSE EIB. 
Unbestowed, a. Fe7 ih, AUT. | 
Unbewailed, a. KAB25, FBZ. | 
Unbias, v. t. 32 (fie, $F LR. 
Unbiased, pp. or a. SEffi Ht, IER, ZTE WE FL. 
Unbid, Unbidden, a. Not bid or commanded, Kk 

ZS fy ; not invited, A Ase; spontaneous, A Es 
A FR. [ Fe. | 

Inbind, v.t. ff%, 47 HA]; to loose or set free, Fx, 
Unblamable, a. Sag ny Fr, Ame fe BZ; not culpaple, 

i} 

Inblamed, a. Ane at U ES as » Ie Se. 

Unblasted, a. FH, iB. 
Unbleached, a. Re AL St 
Unblemished, a. ean ine TB, SPETRCIRE IE, HL TAT S| 

unstained, 3: ¥ 7; irreproachable, 406 TFs; | 

FEY 1 fi. 
Unblenched, a. Sint: Ff Se 35 
Unblended, a. Arve WE, AF A. 
Unblest, a. APRIL; wretched, Bey fry. 
Unblighted, a. HEV ASIRE, ASE AY. 
Unbloody, a. Not stained with blood, AYLI fir; 

not shedding blood, A i#é Lf; not cruel, 
W872, 

Unblown, a. Not having the bud expanded, 4 

He ABIL 

Gos) 

| U 
|U 

| U 

UNC 

Unblushing, a. Ae: 
| Unboastful, a. Airs a& ; modest, jit GR. 
Unbodied, a. S649 (4. 

Unboiled, a. RUE. 

| Unbolt, v. ¢. Hee, FE, SPY. 
Unboot, v. ¢. FRYE, PEE. 

Unborn, a. #R4E, FEI. 

| Unborrowed, a. A fH "BE, A FE AS. AR ER AS 
genuine, Ix. 

Unbosom, vet. MEHL SE, PEMD, PUD G Bh, 

TID dL: 

nbought, a. FE AME, ABA. 
nbound, Loose, Sk "BE, 3% GE, Ah fy; not 
bound iy obligation or covenant, § =. 

Unbounded, a. Sa¢Pfi, 48G]HE, Smcifi Sat, Rab, in, 
WHE, SEHL, js ; unbounded love, SRS 7 He ; 

unbounded dutifulness, ae PIE: unbounded 
knowledge, 4m 7. Fe, Ime Avia, AE A Al. 

Unboundedly, adv. S€fft. 
Unbowed, a. A hit. 
Unbowel, v. t. HME, ape 
Unbracing, ppr. #%, Wh 
Unbraided, pp. fi T. 
Unbranched, a. shee Sit. 7} ie 
Unbreast, v. ¢. SJ HG pas 

ue TB. Unbred, a. Se q@I9¢, Sy 
nbridled, pp. ¥e EE, by am MS, He Ht, PEPE 
55 A ant J A HE, PEE Hihe AME Sig; an unbridled 

toneue, OW At, BL = te Wag; an unbrid- 

led horse, EE. 
Unbroke. Unbroken, a. Not broken, Af, HesE, 
—i, A SN, EE, HES; not violated, #RIB, 

AAG; not weakened, F397; not subdued, F 
Ji; not tamed, 3e 384s, AH); an unbroken 

line of succession, Hf #3 7 #@, iat! (C 4H AK 5 an 
unbroken horse, BxPe 55. 

Unbucekle, v. ¢. ffi. 

Unbuckled, pp. fi SEN, FI 5. 
Unbuilt, a. Fe#838. 
Unburden, v. ¢. P fH, FAFA, PAFH, FGF; to un- 

burden one’s mind, #1] Wo 3, He Bob, Tk 

Poe. 
Unburned, Unburnt, a. 4 823% ; unburnt tiles 

or pottery, i; unburnt bricks, TR. 
Unburthen, Unburden, v. ¢. A HE 3. 
Unburied, a. #38 A5, RAR IG. 
Unbusiness-like, a. A & FR4B, ARH, BHA 

Unbutton, v. t. #24. | Se fi. 
Unealled, a. HE@ RL, KEHE; 

li, WE BE, RA. 
Uneanceled, a. FAINT. 

uncalled for, FE 
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Uneanonieal, a. He il, As Ep EL, AR Pp MES. 
Uncapped, pp. BAi&. 

Uncaptivated, a. RET. 

Uneared (for), a. Ari, APL, ASH. 
Unease, v.t. To take off or out, + [At, FHI, FBR 

W5E, Fake ; to flay, Fe. 
Uneastrated, a. A pk Ail) (14. 
Uneautious, a. Zopry. 
Unceasing, a. 74, A tik: Ak, Ab, AB, He 

3H, if}; continual, HF, Ass, A Be, ROPE; un- 
ceasing erying, yr }f iit fai; unceasing suces- 

sion, ALAE REL. 
Unceasingly, adv. Rak, AVE, AR. 
Unceded, a. RABE. 
Uncemented, a. AAAKE, Ari $¥- 
Uncensurable, a. RED) i fry. 

Zee 

Unceremonions, a. Set, AR Tit. 
Unceremoniously, adv. Lj Mey. 
Uneertain, a. 1% 79 92, WEE, FE, a, Se 

ye ; uncertain aeaihes K EAE; an uncer- 
tain number, A wf 7% #; uncertain in mind, 
> AVE; uncertain as to one’s movement, ff 

42, Babe. 
Uncertainty, n. Kies, Ke 
Unchain, v. t. fies, FEW. 
Unchangeable, a. Pie, HS, HB, UTE, B 

Arf WE RE CBB, PEM HE. 
Unchangeableness, n. Ar fe tic teh. 
Unchanged, a. te, PHT. 
Unchanging, a. Hex, AH, fA, Wy. 
Uncharitable, a. Sik (= 9 Upg, Ame A i, Ame Hh 

fy, Ae. 
Uncharitableness, n. A {=F. 

Uncharm, v. t. WER. 

Unchaste, a. % HH, RIE, AW, 2 hi; lewd, 
BRE, 

Unchecked, a. 486 Sf] , 4nenY. aoee 

Wnetieeral: a. Rae Me, . 
Unchewed, a. AA fry, ACHR. 

Unchivalrous, a. Apesetit, A 
U 

U 

aE 

Brae FEAT. 
Jnchristian, a. KUGRE CI. 
nehristian-like, a. HE > Jyh (8 PY HEME, A A HB 
RPI FEA. 

Unchronicled, a. Reith, AFL TS, AP 
Uncial, n. K#. 

Uneinate, a. #4 J fi. 
Uneirenmese a. AES JB EI V5. 

Uneivil, a. Sit, Se Ay, HLA; rude, AFF, ey 
Hp A 4 

Uneivilized, a. BF, AE, ACTEM, ASAE; uncivil- 
ized and civilized, as applied ny the Chinese to 

| Uneoagulated, a. Ae @ HEHE 

BAVAgeS, FE%W; the uncivilized Miautsz, AEDBE 
Hit ; coarse, 4877, tA f#; indecent, Jnkye fy, 

Bi. 
Uneivilly, adv. FAS, Ape pes. 
Unelad, a. #R, RA, K#. 

Unclaimed, a. SBE, HE ANE, Se NSE, BATHE 
Vy unclaimed letters, 4m: \\ BEIRE(S, FE {z- 

Uncelarified, a. Aer fi Ag, APE HA AS. 
Unelasp, v. t. fen, BA dn. 
Unelassic, Unclassical, a. Axe, RA ea, ALK 

rae 
nele, n. A general term for uncle, {fq 4X ; father’s 
paternal elder uncle, {A Z, {Ail ; the wife of 

uncle, ff ¥%é; father’s paternal younger uncle, 
ALZA, Ail] ; the wife of uncle, #2; father’s 
elder brother, {fj 2, pif ffi; father’s younger 
brother, WR, Bay AX, WEAR ; the third unele, — 

U 

A, 240; the fourth uncle, = 4; maternal 
uncle, Gee HH . 

Unelean, a. mee, AW. 75, EB PML We, 
V7) %3 , +, HIF ; lewd, 4APF ; unclean, as applied 
to animals, Ay, il, Bd; unclean hands, Rw 
7, Ff; an unclean spirit, Fh ; unchaste, 4.7E 
a AHL ; unclean thoughts, jRR. 

Uneleanliness, n. 75}, 776%, He, BBR, Te. 
iia. [#E. 

Incleanly, a. Dirty, +H, Fh"; unchaste, AE 
Jncleanness, n. 7k, Vt, AIERE; moral im- 
purity, ee lewdness, #R#%. 

Uncleansed, a. At, KR, iii, Kis. 
Uncleavable, a. WEA» f§ fry. 
Unclew, w. t. SZ. 
Unelipped, a. BS (15. 
Uncloaked, a. Arihe. 
Unclogged, pp. or a. I BF Ae RE. 
Dneloister, 0. t. PENK. 
Unclose, v.t. To open, fi}; to break the seal of, 

BE, HH; to disclose, WI, Be. 
Unclothe, v. t. RR. |B. 

Uncloud, v. 7. To unveil, KARR, HSE, WAZ, BA 
We 5 Ahi HY ; not darkened, Uneloude d, a. 1. SH, 

As! AE; an unclouded ntind, ARLt, AA AB, 

Ha YZ ath, hit SA WK. 
Uncloudedness, n. NF, HFA. 
Uncloudy, a. S€22, if, AES; an uncloudy mind, 

Alix Zt. 
BEM. 

Uncocked, a, Not cocked, as a gun, sexe ; un- 

cocked, as a bat, A¢4n_E Ag ; uncocked, as hay, 

HME NS. 
Uncoffine d, a. AE, ia. ary 
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Uncoil, « v. t. SERA. 
Tieeaied: a. ASA, HEV AS. 
Uneollected, a. Not collected, as accounts, Age Ay. 
Uneolored, a. Not colored, Aye fry, MEG, He ; not 

heightened in description, ME2¢ fii (y, A. 
Uncombed, a. AEE. 
Uneomeliness, ». A 
Uncomely, a. #3, FEAL), AAT. AW, BREE 
Uncomfortable, a. FEF, HH, HI, HH 

He, WE AT, TUM. 
Uneomfortableness, n. Ar £ she Hh. 
Uncomfortably, adv. RB, AH, MFP 
Uncommendable, a. See Commendable. 

Uncommiserated, a. Ape vy ii. 
Uncommissioned, «. ee REY, FRE 
BIngouueny, a. JE, Be, JEN, AN, RB; 

seldom, , $6 ; singular, PE, PE, AE, 

A, ‘ai ; very uncommon, as a word, 4-4} 
ak 
H- | 

Uncommonly, adv. JER A; rarely, 2F; to an | 

uncommon degree, Ke nk, iy. 

Unecommonness, n. Jfse #- 

Uncompelled, a. Apkan, Apis. 

Uncompensated, a. RH. 

Uncomplainingly, ai. ASE, Aalees (i. 
Uncompleted, a. Ag fee, Any, AWM REA. 

See Incomplete. 

Ay, ARR SEM, zee Uncomplimentary, a. 
Uncompounded, a. 342 (4. 
Uncomprehensiye, a. See Incomprehensive. 
Uncompressed, a. Uncompressed feet, ail, af 
Uncompromising, a, Not yielding, Ai. | EE. 
Unconeealable, a. PSE FEE, FE 5 fy. 
Unconceivable, a. See Inconceivable. 

Uneoncerned, a. fis, AR. ARM. AMO. A 
TEE, AA, HZ, —# ; unconcerned about it, 
Ie Hh JR {B. t)B% 3 he is unconcerned about it, 
WER ; unconcerned about the future, 
A> je H% ; unconcerned about affairs, AIRE NG 
HE ; unconcerned about the consequences, A jill 

Unconciliatory, a. AB Fu fy. 
Uncondemned, a. AE SEW. ARAL SEAS. 
Uncondensed, a. #¥#¥ fj. Sce Condensed. 
Unconditional, a. 3&3¢ ch Hi, SMGRt, 4eny; un- 

conditional surrender to the enemy, a. 

Unconditionally, adv. 

Unconfessed, a. #ea2 i. 
Unconfined, a. Unbounded, i€ pf ; 

trol, fk. 
Uneonfirmed, a. KA ALPE, KE. 

6 K 

LHE- 
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free from con- | 
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Uneonformable, «a. Att A fe. 

Uncongealed, a. HE 47 fi, AREA. 
Unconnected, a. Not connected, Afz. AAA, A 

AAS, 75 st #48 ; unconnected with, SERA LE, 

AB ; not related to, AK, Ht ; unconnected 

style, Jah ABE, SOTA ATER ; unconnected 

language, Mgifeah ; unmethodical, AyeAY, A 

Ue ik. 
| Unecong ee a. AHEWE, A) RIS, A BY FEA, 

iF AA 
aes a. AHN, ANA, AEA, AS 

BUEN, AMAA. 
Unconscionable, a. Not guided by conscience, A 
Eos unreasonable, RAB, HABE, A 

Diy. 
Daan a. Ar, AGE 
unconsciously, ja 

Unconsciousness, n. 750, Ar et 

- to leave, emit or lose 

 Unconsecrated, a. REEF H- 

Unconsidered, a. Aig 
Unconsoled, a. Arse Ze lek. 
U Tnconstant, a. Ar, AlHGAS, 
Unconstitutional, n. AA ew id, 

Unconstrained, a. A %, KA, 

JE (iE mR. 
Unconstraint, n. A, HA- 
Unconsulted, a. MH P38, aR 
Unconsumed, a. 4e fi mE; not destroyed by fire, 

AMES, RB ar? 
Uncontaminated, a. ARPKYL, MHA, Rife A 

{ . 

Uncontented, a. See Discontented. 

Uncontestable, a. HEFEGH AS, Ar BY it f15- 
Uncontested, a. AH 2% At Ay; plain, Wy, WA; 

evident, BARK. 
agen Ae a. FEIE RPE, BAAS, ABE 

| ee a. Ki AE, Sige 

Uncontrived, a. MEAN, Ak 
Uncontrollable, a. cea 3, som TA. 
Uncontrolled, a. FE 3p fry, 4 4 fg; not restrained, 

REHM, RAH. BREMEN. 
Uncontroverted, a. Ar SxreE, Ajit fy. 
Unconversable, a. Not social, 5 4-49 Bil ; reserved, 

ik fa 
| Uneconverted, a. Fe4Q"RE, ARSE4EAS- 

EDR, § SR CHE, SEES | Unconvertible, a. (AEA, BAAS A BE 

fy. 
Unconvinced, a. A.{Z, Age fa- 
Uncord, v. t. fh. 
Uncordial, a. ArAr. 
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Uncork, v. t. Fe pA. 

Uncorrected, a. FAIEAY; 
AK fvj ; not amended, BIE KE A. 
eee a. AEN, Hi, HAR, Hei, SRIE 

He Ag, full7ef, Ya; an uncorrupted officer, 
aA Z ES, Bese; uncorrupted after death, %G 
Wi Ae, HE FG, VS; uncorrupted manners, #A 

sit > HA. 
Uncorruptedness, ». Arte 4%, fa AEH, Fe iB. 
Uneorruptible, a. A sey, AV Ae $2 fy. 

Uncorruptness, n. #y He. 
Uncounted, a. Ar#e fry, TE Be. 

Uncouple, v. t. yk, FE, fF. 

Uncourteous, a. Sei, Aan, Rit, SERB. 7 
nis (V5, SBI, TEL fe 

Uncourteousness, n. JES #. 
Uncourtly, a. JERS, A eae. 
Uneouth, a. Unusual, (#8; odd, ZRF; awkward, | 

Hit; clumsy, 4 (@, #)EF; an uncouth expression, 
$i §% ; an uncouth fellow, fh. 

Uneouth-looking, a. EBS, EbMS Z5t- 

Uneouthly, adv. (EB, BD. 
Uncouthness, n. Oddness, 

agreeableness derived from familiarity, §hbH. 
Uncover, v. t. To deprive of clothes, AyZE, RAE: 

to remove a cover, 47 fE, 75 #2, ESE ; to uncover 
a house, 3 #, YR gf #5; to uncover the head, | 

to uncover a woman, fit ZK; 

| Undeck, >. t. BY fifi. 
Uncovered, pp. Divested of dress, JiR i 7 BE; | 

| Undeclinable, a. UA ey, BEA. 
| Undeclined, a, Not deviating, A{f- 

KA, Hrd 
to lay open, to disclose to view, ##, FRG, He. 

made bare, #2 J. 
Uncoveted, a. A fig. 
Uncramped, a. 4625 EWE, AAG. 
Unereated, pp. or a. Not produced by creation, 

Re, ATTA. 
Uneredible, a. See Incredible. 
Unereditable, a. Arig FR fy. 
Uncredited, a. MA (Z, ASL, Ha. 

Unerossed, a. FBC MMi, Ar Bh. 
Uncrown, v. t. FA fis. 

Jnerushed, a. APES, AREAS, AREAS. 
Unerystallized, a. Ayes fry. 
Unction, n. The act of annointing, {i yh; extreme 

unction, 4% fj. 
Unctuous, a. Oily, Hh; greasy, AC, Wah Ag. 
Unenlled, a. Feqaj fry, ARCA, ARRAY. 
Uncultivated, a. Not cultivated, as eround, 4 

(s, AAI, 32, HERR, EUR, ARS, BSW, 
(§, sR; uncultivated fruits, |p yt, BPH, A 
> an uncultivated person, #)EFlPE J, ie 
f, AE, AB ZNG} rude, HILAR 5 poy larg’ geal, 

— 

— (Hee ) ) 

not reformed, Fee | 
"C a 7? HY | Uncurse, v. ¢. fp 4e 

isn, 

I BL, Zp PEE; want of | 

. - 
qq 
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amt B is Senenineatae SEA ge 5 sie 
Unceurl, v. t. or 7. 4. 

Uncursed, Uncurst, a. Ase YL AF. 
Uncut, a. Uncut, as gems, TEIRIPE, FET AY. 
Undamaged, a. REET, A Hey : undamaged by 

water, Fe% cee fy. 
Undaunted, a. Fearless, Aq, AWE, AEE, Are ; 

bold, (ee. BE, WC, Be, FE, AL; undaunt- 
ed valor, AF, ANH, JARS, I Ay- IB. 

Undauntedly, adv. fi) #. 
| Undehased, a. He RAY, AR tsi fy, SL. 
Undebauched, a. Ae SS FE fry, 

pure, fi, TERA, AHH. 
Undecagon, n. 4-—j# fj. 
Undecayed, a. e238, Ahk. ARE; undecayed 

wood, Ath ZA, HEAL; undecayed health, AA 

ZT, ALE. 
Undecaying, a. Ath, Az. 

Undeceivable, a. mRIE AE, BATE, TK. 
Undeceive, v. t. #42, F558. 
Undeceived, pp. me aere, A A itk, Awe ith. 
Undecided, a. + HARE, HUH. HE, Ae, 

AE, Koa. HE, GEA, er ee, BRE, BERL, PS 
BK, iA #R; it looks still undecided, Hy FEA, 
ie *% WH FY ; the issne of the battle is undecided, 

in RARE, Ay i » WEA ARE. 

Undeeisive, a. pe. 

OF a OE, AR UE AS 

Undecked, pp. or a. RIB PERT ; not adorned, 3. 

Undecomposed, a. Not dec omposed, asa rock, &e., 

OE eM. AN zee H (5 
Undedicated, a. 42 ft 48 ; not consecrated, ASHE 

=F, AB; not inseribed to a patron, AEB. 
ndefaced, a. Ae I, ASE AS. 

ndefended, a. 48€ fF{%; open to assault, SE fase, 

Undefiled, a. A pei®, ALG ie, MESGMT, ABE 
Hur, AveAg, Hye we Ay ; undefiled, as a vir- 
ein, A; undefiled, as a person’s conduet, TERE; 

undefiled, as one’ eee ie 
Undefinable, a. in KE ZB vy fie. 

Undefined, a. Not oe asa boundary, 48 728, 
Ant ae Jes re an undefined term, #RA EA, A 

7E it Z- 
Undefloured, Undeflowered, a. 4c pk} aE, Hi. 

Undeformed, a. Az #. 
Undelayed, a. AriElpg. 

| Undelighted, a. - Wit 
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Undelivered, a. EM, AE, AUEAG. AUG. | Undererolt, n. AAV ZH, MIB. 
Undemolished, a. Ae jRGzE, A ets. | Undercurrent, n. F 3. 

Undeniable, a. Weak i fg We {%, Arak AE: AB | Underdo, v. 7. To act below one’s abilities, Rk 

Ah, EEG, WI. 
Undepraved, a. Ai, ALT. 
Under, prep. PF ; under heaven, Ff ; under the 

earth, Ji} ; under the table, HET, iP ; un- 
der the water, 7 P ; under the jurisdiction, 
7p ; under authority, HET, $7 ; under the 
management of, PEEP, ZESESP YP ; under 
ee BEX Hi; under the care of, PALM 

fi, GEG HB RA ; und er torture, SeAEFAl ; eae 
See Peis, Seis, Bes, A pki; under 

vreat affliction, SARE; under pain of death, 
FFM a HE, Ar & i] SAE ; to he under obligation, 

ti ASF}, WEG, wh, ZA; to lie under a distemper, 
4 Ia; under lock and key, #4 Hf TT ; (a man) | 
under age, 7A Mies ; (a woman) under age, A | 
RHF ; ander fifty, J.-+- th PF; to put under 
one’s hand, #& A Bl, FE AS; 

name of, 4% 4; under the guise of, 
color of, under the mask of, 3% ; 

bree pte Oe za} , ffi Ry (e f€, iE {E5 

favor, PL 7 ; 

under the 

under 

under the | 

under the | 

under the favor of the night, Je | 
7%; under the circumstances, #£ ff; under the | 

promise, MEW; under protest, 417%, tA ; 
under the date of, BEA, SESE; to tread 

under foot, PARI ; to bring under subjection 
of, ¥Efk; to bring under the head of, AJL ge, 
yee we ; under or over, |. Pf ; under way, #7, 
Bik ; to keep under restraint, Hy. 

Under-agent, . A mercantile under-agent, HE. 
Under-clerk, ». =‘. 

Under-graduate, n. i ZE, Pel AE; am under (kujin) 

eraduate, fil] #3. 
Under-keeper, n. —4f. 
Under-magistrate, n. 

magistrates, 7¢ fae 

a district, Wak. 
Under-master, n. 3} #x, fill x. fal] fil. 
Jnder-officer, n. jal] FY. 
Jnder-secretary, n. EVA hh ; 

state, (fi. 
nder-strapper, n. 

pers in offices, me 4st. 
Jnder-tenant, n. $24 #. 
Jnder-worknan, n. PF. 
Underbearer, n. $e ¢e 44 4. —-T, 
Underbid, v. t. eh 
Underbought, pp. Fe 2 i As Ee. 

-Ye 
Underbrush, n. Bw ZH, FE. 

; the under-magistrate of 

U 
U 

U 

U 
U 

te{E. 

First and second under- | 

under-secretary of | 

AxZp ; underdo, as meat, JAE Re. 
Underdone, pp. Underdone, as meat, MER, Aa We. 
Underdose, n. HENS ERR, Ay WII 
Underdrain, n. pee. 

Underfellow, n. fibze. 

Underfoot, adv. or a. JEP, KEP ; base, Bipia. 
Underfurnish, v. ¢. HeA EE. 
Undergird, v. ¢. 4E°P Hf. 

Undergo, v. t. 5E iH, HE, 5 SL, BX, iit, fii} A ’ FERS, 
ACIS Raninca eee to under- 

go a change, Pues ; to undergo trials, FH 
Hk; to undergo affliction, SRE. 

Undergoing, ppr. ®, YE. 
Undergone, pp. Sj, 5é 7 ; las undergone great 

changes, Kf f. 
Underground, a. a DE underground bin, 4 
3; ‘underground road, fi, Bas. 

U ndergrowth, n. ht PAE EE. 
Underhand, a.orade. hrhh, (ii, He. AT- 

R4%, tie ; todo things in an underband way, 

neh TSE, AT fe: underband profit, #7 ; 
to buy underhand through another person, fi 
FS ; underhand doings, 2) x. 

Unierived, a. Ary LWA, Alt Ly LW EV 
EAR, AME AK. 

Underlay, v.t. KP, ET. 
Underlet, v. ¢. HUFL, Hh FL; to let 

value, ¥¥ 253 ACF. 
Underletter, n. gy upE. 

Underline, v. t. # #92; to underline in the 
Chinese, #7 J,, FJ [E]; to underline a passage in 
the Chinese, 47 — 3 /,. 

Underling, n. PURE A, PEA, BNR A 
Undermasted, a. AR WEDS HE. 

Undermine, v. t. To excavate, as a fort, Hi ZET, 
FJ He 5 * to undermine one’s constitution, jf 
$2 98 F{ ; to undermine one’s reputation, PRE 

Mi, BABA. 
Underminer, n. fT #. 

, 2, 

below the 

| Undermost, a. 32 TURE, ie TF AS, Fe (KAS. 
Fi) F-0, PRE 5 under-strap- | 

Underpin, v.t. 74s iP ZA; 

Underneath, adv. or prep. MEP, ZE FP , kT 5 un- 
derneath the table, MR&RE 7? , Z7ERE 7. 

Underpart, n. Pj&, AZ. 

Underpetticoat, ». Py ti, ya Ht. 
to support by 

some solid foundation, $y f25k. 

* Chiefly used by robbers, who undermine money-yaults, 

&e., &e. 
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Taerplot, | n. Wi =f, Wht. 

Underprop, v. t. #3 to Ne or uphold, AE. 
Underrate, v. ¢. fk 2° 38 9A, fA KK, PZ, WE 

ih. 
Underrun, v. ¢. To pass under in a boat, as :— 

to underrun the cable, fighHi4P ; to under- 
run a tuckle, #« fehl GES 

Underseore, v. t. See Underline. 

Undersell, v. ¢. F¢ZP3 WN, (CI EE, OD RES EE. 
Underset, v. t. See Prop. 
Undershot, a. 3h fj ; undershot water wheel, 

CRC =F. 
Undershrub, n. 4a} 223%. 
Undersign, v.t. 4.” 
Undersigned, n. One who undersigns, 44%, 7E 7 

GE, WEE. 
Undersoil, n. P 438. 
Understand, v. t.; nae and pp. wnderstood. Ve, 

7, BE, Wa, 58 i, Bet ify, nik, AUBY, A 
Me, ak, ah, Se BS, Wy; to understand by 

learning, Lt Ja LE 
Pith RZ, ; 10 understand innately, AE fy AZ ; 

fully understand it, i pee ; to understand all, 

WERE, TBE PHE 5 
IE, 35% ; understands nothing, —BR Ajw ; 

; tounderstand by practice, | 

x 1124 ) 

to understand thoroughly, j# ff, 
| Underwrite, v. t. or 7. HR 

to understand the main point, HAIL Be; to | 
understand the world, [Bg WE 3p, a tle 
understand the affairs of this world, 33 {Ik 
uh af MAUEZE; he understands the world, (4B 

BL; to 

l(t J. ; do you understand the meaning? {/R 
ey 

atorstand it, 2x AGrFe ; L understand it, | 
4508, Gk GHG ; do not understand it, IE ee, A 

fy EELS, ig S#k EL Ze FG; We (the emperor) | 

iF; to understand one’s self, AG, ; readi- 
ly understand it, ff WJ; cannot understand 

his intentions, HB BIER, HEMET. 
Understand, v. 7. To know what is not expressed, 

WY, ith, Te 
Understanding, ppr. or a. 

ing man, A J. 
Understanding, n. JE VE, Fe, WYRE Ta], ot; to have 

a clear anderstandina, fy 1B UE; 
standing may be deep or eae HE ARE 

of a shallow understanding, x JL, 7p cil ; 
man of understanding, 77 HE VE 2 J\; to rap | 
a good understanding together, Sf A 4a, SP AC | 

iH, TF AUR. 
Understandingly, adv. WYK. 
Understate, v. ¢. aig lH ME, 7E Zp 4B HE, af AGIA | 

#2, WA]; an understand- | 

eu 

the under- | 

Understood, pret. and pp. of understand. Bgith, | 

U 
U 

| Underwent, Brel of eg , e. 
U 
U 
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7; eanmobanulmor being ‘understood, eK 

We. 
Understratum, n. P J. 
Undertake, v.t.; pret. wnderstook ; pp. wnder- 

taken. FAK, HE, A, AH, AEA, BERR, HEAR 
to begin, ft fit, dU (E. FS =, i He; to under- 
take to complete, @1))\, @U{fa5E; to undertake 
contracts for mason work, 7eFESEK ; cannot 

undertake it, IE WCHE7K, AACE; to under- 
take a voyage, #% ff; ; to undertake an unequal 
war, LUISE RYE. 

Undertake, v. i. To promise, RE We ; to undertake 
for, fH a2, BGT. 

Under taker, n. Undertaker at funerals, £F {£, 
Hl N\ F252 BH. See Contractor, 
ndertaking, n. Enterprise, work, , of, FF 
We, BSE, WUE; a great under ere FH. 

Jndertook, pret. of undertake. 

mriccmalnes vet. OSI, Aa, Eb, WE, fil 

LZR. 
Jnderwood, n. 4k, és Hy. 

Inder work, Dee To destroy by clandestine meas- 
ures, fapH Ak, pert i, AL HE; to work for less 
than is proper, (2B, #72E{R. 

5 TAs Fiat BE 
Ny po 

a HA, 

U 

Wehie A 
Underwriter, n. Hi{% Kp it 24 

Underwriting, ppr. 4; insuring, Hifgle yi, FE 

fi Up it 
Undeserved, a. J RE, Avi%, Ar He, Art; unde- 

served punishment, 76 ites cL Ffil ; undeserved 
sufferings, Ay wy Se He ee, SPS Aer ; undeserved 

reward, At#2 A, BH SH. 
Indeserving, a. AWE. Ava%, Ae. 
salou eat a AME, Ava, A HE. 
ndesigned, a. J AB, [le fi i BENE, A dE ECE MY, 

RB IER 1, i 
Indesignedly, adv. (SR, TE i ERE, AVAL Be 

RAY. 
JIndesignedness, n. Ar fe Te HH, PAB HK. 

ndesirable, a. AAP AR AY, AB) LAY, JEP MAY, 
AY #5 (5. 

Undespairing, a. JEG, REBRFR- 
Undespoiled, a. se peFaH). 
Undestroyed, a. 3A 7, ABER AT. 

| Undetached, a. ASA; not separated, AAPEA 

We ¢ 
fy, FA UE. 

3 W de. AG Be; 

eS 

ee} 

Undetected, a. 

covered, 3 3 Ht. 
Undeterminable, a. a AF (3, He AY, A HE 

5E Zz: 

not dis- 
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Undeterminateness, n. JE GE, AVE. 
Undetermined, a. Unsettled, fee, A; irre- 

solute, KEL, ZEEF; hesitating, 7E 

fol, SL ADS. 
Tinabtocrea. a. Hera, AA. 
ndeviating, a. Ar ffm; steady, fH, ty; not err- 

ing, OE 475i, AATHEIN; not crooked, #E. 
Undid, pret. of undo. 

Undigested, a. TE #340. Rare. 
Undignified, a. 486 pa (RE A; common, HOPE, fe 

fj; mean, Hp. 

Undiminishable, a. Aro) fk Ag, dik Ay A. 
Undiminishing, a. Arif. 
Undine, n. esi. 

Undirected, a. Not guided, AAR g] Hy; 
dressed, AA Hit Ame 

Undiscerned, a. Not seen, J& Ai, AAis, H 

RA. 
Undiscernible, a. Atle NE, FLAG. 47 AE AS. 
Undiscerning, a. HE 4} Hil, A HE, Ae WY, EL A, 

VSWR, TE. 
A A, ARR, AR ndisciplined, ¢ 

not ad- 

U 

troops, ARE gi 

Undisclosed, a. aa Ay BAW] fy. 
Undiscording, a. Fil. 

Undiscouraged, a. Ay He JH fry. 
Undiscovyerable, a. #8 0% HilpE, Me af HIME, 

HES, AA AS, i A LAS 
Undiscovered, a. KALA, Feet Hl iy, Peay. 

Undiscredited, a. FENG, HEE. 

Undisecreet, a. See Indiscreet. 

Undisgraced, a. AS RA, AREAS. 
Undisguised, a. (A G- 
Undishonored, a. 4ese 5 fry. 

Undismayed, a. AHA, Hi, WAG AD. 
Undispensed, a. ArFEAY, A HA. 

ndisposedness, n. See ip aAiepomtbion: at 
Indisputable, a. $# 7 (4 (xg, Fee Te BGR, BRR Gy 

Undisputed, a. HER BRE, REA, BAR 
6h, RSL. 

Undissembled, a. Unfeioned, Ay, Ai, wk, ‘it 

Undissipated, a. AK. 
a 

Undissolvable, a. #9 RF AY. 

Undissolved, a. Ar jth fg. 

Undistilled, a. Fe @7R Ay, AACA. 

qa q 
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_Undisturbed, a. 

fy, febiE I, Riba AE DPE; undisciplined | 

eminence, AHi FE fy. 
Undistinguishing, a. MEAP HI, AL HER. 
Undistorted, a. RHE, AB Ah- 

Undistracted, a. AL. 

Undistractedness, n. ASP GL, ASP ALE. 
Undistributed, a. Fe Fp yR GE. 

ATE AL, ARIW, AB; tranquil, 
af; not moved, ArH) ; undisturbed waters, AR 

Undiversified, a. HE, i. | Ic. 

Undiverted, a. Not turned aside, 4 fi (Vy, 29] 
jhi fry ; undiverted, as the mind, Bf ,f, SEZ IY ; 

undiverted attention, —)%, Eg, i ZK, —}e 
i. 

Undivided, a. HEAP RUE, Asap be Ag ; unbroken, 
Ah, AH; whole, 48; undivided es 

HG, B—, hob, Hin, He, AG, BEd. 
Undivorced, a. Arr fry. 
Undivulged, a. Arges, AAW, FEE, Pay 

fy, ae TE A. fil. 
Undo, ; pret. undid ; pp. undone. To re- 

yerse ee has been done, fg, ZF ;.to annul, 
ig if, ; to loose, to untie, to unfasten, $7 BH, B, 
fi? ; to take to pieces, PRBA, YR; to ruin, +p Hk; 
to undo a match, $778, RAR; to undo a 
fault, @iith, BSE. 

Undead! t. HH A. 

Undoing, ppr. Reversing what has been done, 
Undomesticated, a. Bf, AR FehIL IY, ARE RA, AE 
Hy. 

Undone, pp.or a. Reversed, Qf ; annulled, jg 
i, f ; destroyed, Hse ; ruined, WytS Sf ; not 

performed, EY, Ag Ris. [ &. 

Undoubted, a. Age; indubitable, Hf, vee, RE 
eee adv. WER, HE, WE We, JOR, Tal 

$R, TREE. 
Undoubtful, a. ASE, EF; evident, WJ. 

| Undoubting, a. ARE. 

ndisposed, a. AieAy, KAP IAG, AHEM, HA 

Undistinguishable, a. HEA AS, UAE AD. 

Hi Ay. 
Undistinguished, a. 4e3pHt fy, FP ARHE A, ACIP 

Undrainable, a. Arey. 
Undrained, a. RE hak, ARGS Kk. 
Undrawn, a. Not drawn, as a cheque, 4eici8 ; 

not pulled by an external force, FoF fg ; not 

allured by motives, Ge., FPK oF My, AA BL. 

Undreaded, a. ArtA fy, AV HEAT. 

Undress, v. t. EBS, fi, WEAK, GE; to strip, Fy 

RHE. TAA. 
Undress, n. (fixe, 38K, GE. 

Undressed, pp.or a. Divested of dress, #R& ; not 

dressed, 4s 7 KE; undressed meat, ZEW ; 
undressed leather, AE j& ; undressed things, 

AE UF Fy BF 
His ; not distinguished by any particular | Undried, a. Green, 4 ; not dried, RIE RE AY ; wie 
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dried fruit, FAK Unemployed, a. ane TE fit, ny See Bee Sat Fa BT te, ER, i 

Undrooping, a. Azz, Age; undrooping spirit, 3 HY FS; at leisure, 7 fy]; not engaged, fee : 

AGEL HR- 
Undubitable, a. AB) KEN, WE EL. 
Undue, a. Not due, 3 3], Ae RAE; not right, 

improper, Ait, WEF, TH, Ais, HAW; to 
exercise undue authority, J #7, #% 3 excessive, 

ke, iB. 
Undulate, v. ¢. or 7. #2 ; to vibrate, Pkg, FE. 
Undulate, Undulated, a. pkifjtZ fy. 

Undulating, ppr. ora. HR LIE, WURLM, we 
it 7 He ; rising and falling, Ys ; undulating 

hills, $qIE2 WL. 
Undulation, ». A vibration, 2, Hh, PES ; 

undulations of light, 3% 24%), 3622 Bh. 

Undulatory, «. pee Bey, TIBIE Mt, BETS A HE 
fy. 

Unduly, adv. ARIE, AT; excessively, oe 
Unduteous, a. Ar. | 3. 
Undutiful, a. AA. fy, AZ) ; an undutiful son, 

AA LF 
Undutifully, adv. Ax. 

Undutifulness, n. Aza, AP AZ H. 
Undying, a. ABE, Ake. ase AT- 
Cc nearthly, a. JER IAS. WEL BEAg, PER, JEW, 
hee 

tical adv. A; with difficulty, He. 
Wnensines) n. Are 

uneasiness, i J\ Ki Ke, WAS A. HERE. 
ee a. epee ea &, RH Arde, Anh 

AR, fag! feeling some degree of pain, 7A 

4k; constrained, Aap, AK, Arf; not 
eraceful, AGA; vot easy, AH; somewhat 
anxious, 7 PMR ; an uneasy mind, WAB 
ATH; an uneasy man, Ar# % J; an uneasy 

garment, ME & As" PEK , 4 Fit % ZK ; uneasy rules, 

ese ZI. 
Uneasy-like, a. FLY. 
Uneatable, a. & A (§ A5- 
Uneaten, a. Ae Bi Ay. 
Uneconomiecal, a. ArAE fi. 
Unedifying, a. Axe Tp fy. 
Unedueated, a. Illiterate, 

Be wel, AREA iy. 
Unoiicsd: a. Atk fy. 

Unelected, a. Stet 
Uneligible, a. FEA GA, HAS A 
Unembarrassed, a. a Ut 2, va psp not 

confused, A. # BL, th A HL; free from pecuni- 
ary difficulties, JA, Ef. 

Wi) Asai FAY, Ay 

, ARH, WAYS ; to give one | 

B, ahi, aL AL» Bisa A , SHbe, DX, 

unemployed capital, [jj ¥ ; the family is unem- 

ployed, RABE. 
Unempowered, a. 442. 
Unencountered, a. AGA 
Unencumbered, a. Mi hy us 
Unending, a. 5K, Aci: 

Unendowed, a. RA, AA, KBIB, HIB. 
Unendurable, a. RAE MH, HERG, EAE. 

te EE. 
Unenerved, a. 3} (i. 
Unengaged, a. Not bound by covenant or promise, 

AMAR, HEME TC fs mmemplosed, $6 
Sh nt Z ” © OA Pe ; not appropriated, A ¢ Jaa, 

Unengaging, a. AW Aw. Ly 
Unenglish, a. Awe AA. 
Unenlightened, a. AySHB It, ASE BAK, Felay- 
Unenslaved, a. KARA, ack. 
Unentangle, v. t. See Disentangle. 
Unentangled, pp. or a. ARR, AA HE. 
Unentertaining, a. Se ji. 

Unentombed, a. Fe 3eih. 
Unenvied, a. ApH. 

Unenvious, a. SHE Zab, # ees 
Unequal, a. Not even, AZ, Ar wR, BRE, WE 34, 

ASS, ME, AH; not of the same size, leneth, 
breadth, ce Alp] Ao; not of the same class, 

Ee fel| aa) Al) fi. ASE, ARE, Aff: ; in- 
ferior, P4%; not symmetrical, A ABA; un- 
equal to, “ "FE. A 3. Ih YE; unequal to the 
duty, AWE AE; unequal to the office, AW fF ; 

unequal combat, 28% A HERE, Pc un- 
equal sides, #& 22 jij, fii 4 4%; of unequal 

strength, WARB, WADA. 
Unequalled, a. A Sb, IL AG, MH, HAA, 

AA ef 
Unequally, adv. A, Ay #R, ATA; unequally 

divided, A 345}, Ay ZB SP; unequally coupled 

or yoked, Ar S75 (5, AA, AAS. 
Unequalness, n. AzZE, AAD. 
Unequitable, a. AAif, Az. 

Unequivocal, a. Seif, 4b By SE, A BY HE; clear, 

AA, Se fi, NE HN) 5 Mot ambiguous, Sa we By 

fig. 
Unequivocally, adv. Plainly, AAR, BA, A By EE. 

Unequivocalness, n. Ar Gest H- 
Unerrable, a. ESN fy", ANGG, A HES, AE 

Zein. 
Unerring, a. FPF, RAT, VENBEH, SE REAL, 

fie Fa Be, Be AGE in A ty fi, Zeon A fa A, As 
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Unessayed, a. FR ait. 
Unessential, a. ABZ BE, DEES BE. 
Unevangelical, a. fiz: 
Uneven, a. Az, dag OST EAI a 

(%, 4%, Fk Hk, YE Wy; uneven, as a road, coun- 

try, de., IRE IBS, HS JE BE, BLE. Hedat, Wk 
At EIB, beanie WERE | {ihe Fh, Se fw, }e FA; un- 
even numbers, 2¢#; an uneven road, FR AZ, | 

HERE PR, WIDE 2 [=]. 
Unevenly, adv. AA; sprinkled unevenly, ji 
Unevenness, n. Ar H, BH; want of smooth- 

ness, Wt, Aft. 

Unevitable, a. See Inevitable. 
Unexact, a. Arif—. Sve Inexact. 
Unexamined, a. #e#ih, ARAN. 
Unexampled, a. 4: Ff, RAVES. AAA 

44, ; unprecedented, 46 Mh HY. 
Unexceptionable, a. AP AMY, AE ee, AR 

fe, AW EA, Hi. 
Unexcited, a. Arieefry. 

Jnexcogitable, a. AE Hf, 
Unexeeuted, a. 4&8 ; 

AEA. 
Jnexemplary, a. FF #98. 
Unexereised, a. Ae Hii, HR 77GK. 
Unexhausted, a. PR SEIGE, SEAS, HR BRAY. 
Unexpanded, a. Not expanded, as a flower, Ag hk 

i, ADGA. ATH. 

oo Ae By iH 
not signed ‘and sealed, 

e& 

preset a. fi DEB, AMERY, AE, PERE, 
FEA, Ah, Hifi, Hk ARE: sudden, (HA, 

PARR, ie unexpected and well timed, {RVG 
unexpected obstacle, 2E AL. 

Unexpectedly, adv. 3 #R, FH 1% Fi] ; what comes 
unexpectedly, ff M2 3 OE, Ah Be Ay, (ATE 
Hy; to meet unexpectedly, 4H4383, ja. AEE, ah 

to see unexpectedly, {f§ Si, “ESL 3 a, WH SU 
died unexpectedly, 1 Wig 

Unexpectedness, n. 34) #¥- 
Unexpended, a. Me (ii hE, Ae A, AAT AS. 
Unexperienced, a. Are RF fry. 
Unexpert, a. Fi}, He ky Eah. 
Unexpired, a. Not expired, asa term, 4&7. 
Unexplored, a. #IB, AAAS, AGLI. 
Unexplosive, a. Aue fry. 
Unexported, a. Fe Hi Aj. 
Unexposed, a. Age, At! 

posed arm, Fe APE RE ; 

ZF, ARBAB. 
Unexpounded, a. Ar fey, ABE WH? AT. [ & xt. 
Unexpressed, a. [# ¢t i i Aisi, Ana, Aa 
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concealed, J; unex- 
unexposed faults, Aes = MALAY, ALF; an unfavorable report, Beh 

UNF 

| Unexpressive, ae =F A SER. 

| Unextended, a. Kirke, ABH A, A, AL 

Bal (3. 
| Unexterminated, a. Fe Mai, A je. 
| Unextineuishable, a. j= 7, pa i, HOB- 
| Unextinguished, a. Feith. 
Unfaded, a. AI siy, HUGE, AEA. 

| Unfading, a. Aun APRE. ASA, AEA 5 un- 
fading flowers, Ads Hf fe ; unfading beanty, 

| RRL, PELE. 
| Unfadingly, adv. Fx. 
| Unfailing, a. Not liable to fail, Alera, A Fete; 

not capable of being exhausted, $0 45, BEA 

#h; certain, 2, WM, FAA. 
| Unfainting, a. Awe, Are. 

| Unfair, a. Not honest or just, FEZ, A ZAGH, 
ABE, AA HM; unfair dealings, i ZS iH" fF 

B, RT BH. Ws wntair profit, WALA, 
72. 

Uneaty: adv. AW 

| ate. 
leans n. Wi ee, Ai, AER, A He. 
Unfaithful, « a. WE ME, Ris. Bik, 5 OE, Ke 

Da fo a ante x ‘i, ij > an un- 
| faithful minister, A #4 2% Fr; an unfaithful 
| servant, Pw e 

| Unfaithfully, adv. DISH, DRE. 

| Unfaithfulness, n. FiB4. HH, Bae, HI 
4. unfaithfulness in the examination of ani- 
mals, FAS ALIA ; unfaithfulness in com- 
manders-in-chief, -E¥§ A El 3F- 

Unfalteringly, adv. APE. ALE. 
Unfamiliar, a. Pee, Aw, AIA, Aa; unfami- 

liar matters, Te EE AMT. 
Infashionable, a. HE A HERR, Ae ARE. ARE 

RR. 
nfashionably, adv. 

Vi. HAL; unfairly obtained, 

Unfashionably dressed, 3% 

Ae te ERR: 
Infashioned, a. FEB AG, AIBN. 

Unfasten, v. t. ff%. 
| Unfatherly, a. Agee Zit. 
| Unfathomable, a. ABE. AEM, MAE AS, 

ABS PR, WW, WIE, RUE. N.Y Vers an 
unfathomable mystery, A 1 jf] 2 Bt.Ab Ae ny ify. 

Unfatigued, a. Arte, Arye. 
Unfavorable, a. Not propitious, Ai, H ATi 

Me RFID A, (f=; an unfavorable sign, MH i 
| FAIR, HAZE; unfavorable times, Seer ae 

HL: unfovorable wind, i }il, 7. }[Ajml ; unfavor- 
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able circumstances, 3 Rik, A ZIE; 
an unfavorable aspect, Ax jest. 

Unfavorably, adv. Unfavorably received, 4% HK 

28> NAN BE- 
Unfeared, a. Ath. 
Unfearful, a. Ara, Arie. 
Unfearingly, adv. Ath. 
Unfeasible, a. {l# 45, fk Ah, WMA. 
Unfeathered, a. 4m 3E fry. 
Unfed, a. Arf fry. 
Unfeeling, a. Insensible, AE; obdurate, Se tF ; 

evel, BA, FAR, REE ‘Baty; hard, iM, 
rs ae HH 

Unfeelingness, n. Hnseueitilivy, AEE ; 
ness of anne WG. % ane fi 34 ; cruelty, BS 

Unfeigned, a. Ak, Fie real, Ja, #E - sincere, 
Unfeignedly, ain AIK. | ak. 
Untelt, a. Aw 
Unfeminine, a. Zon i AR Aci - 
Unfermented, a. A #8 AY. 
Unfetter, v. t. fRREE, FE. 

Unfettered, pp. or a. Athi, ASS Ah, B rb, 
ava, As. MEH. 

Unfilial, a. F#. 
Unfilled, a. Ary. 
Unfinished, a. 1% @ fix HUE, Ag MERE. AR ANRE, 
RE, HRS. HHSE san unfinished work, Ff fff 
WEL, AMMZL, AKA; an unfin- 
ished thing, AKAM, AIK ZH. 

Unfit, a. Improper, ME3F, Ave, AAP; unquali- 
fied, RAE, AF; unworthy, AHE; unfit for 

use, HEE I, AA. ME, AAI: unlit 
for food, RAG, AA HB; unfit for public 

service, Aw {L- 
Unfitness, n. Arqe #- 
Unfix, v. t. 2; to unfix, as a flag-staff, PHI; to 

make fluid, #9, ai¢t, FR. 
nfixed, pp. or a. Loosened, f# f, FES ; unset- 
tled, Awe; wandering, HPs, Mew; having 
no settled view or object of pursuit, HE ge = RK. 

Unfixedness, n. jft Tie, Ae H- 
Unfixing, ppr. ff%; unfixing, as a flag-statl, $e 

Hi; unfixing, as a fluid, #5, Aik 
Unflagging, a. Axe, Fwese, A Fale 0, A KER SR. 
Unflattering, a. Aisa ny, AAS7K Ay. 
Unflatteringly, adv. AWAigda, ALAA. 
Unfledged, a. RAE, BAVA; young, 
Unflinching, a. APeti, Aik Hi. 

U 
U 

hard- 

U 

Inflowering, a. Ate, AbAAE AS. 
Jnfoiled, a. Not vanquished, Apa AT, AAS BR 

Aik. 

Unfol ae Gt Lo SanHl RBH, Si BA. FEBA ; to lay 
open to view or contemplation, #72, |) AA, le) BA. 
TF, FTE, ZEA; to reveal, BABI, BAAR; to dis- 
play, #EAY, #; to unfold a sail, BARE, HAL; to 

unfolda mystery, ff? 45 Z FF; time will unfold 
it, Weak WA, esd #2 ; to unfold the will 
of God, #f2_} #7 27 |; to release from a pen, Ff. 

+ Unfolded, pp. sf BA Sf. EBA S ; revealed, BRATS. 

Unfolding, ppr. Opening, fi%, BA, SEBH. IEA; 
expanding, 5&6 ; revealing, BRAY; displaying, 
i} ; releasing from a fold, fx. 

Unforbearing, a. A723. 
Unforbid, Unforbidden, a. A*# fry; allowed, Jr 

HEA, HSB. 
Unforeced, a.  ; not compelled, Pk Be, RPA, 

APSE, ABM, KH; natural, AR; 
willing, fot, fa ii; easy, GZ. 

Unfordable, a. 25 A- 
Unforeboding, a. MEARE. pee 7 oF 

Unforeseen, a. Wiz), AL, ELA, A REORE, 
48 AFI, “BAN, BR. ZAR, Avy if RE 5 un- 
foreseen difficulties, #& “hb Z HE, Ais) Z HE; 
divine and unforseen judgment, FR He fag . 

Unforgetful, a. ASKAZ. 
Unforgiven, a. ae A GIL. 
Unforgiving, AAA, UE BEANE, Ait NAS, 

ae PE, A AY. 
Be 20.005, Bi R 

Unforgot, Unfor gotten, a, TES 

Unformed, a. KRY, ARIE A. 
Unforsaken, a. APL FENg, A BEAT AS - 
Unfortified, a. Sse Aa Self, amen AS Ay; weak, if 

Bl ; exposed, BE, MEDI fH. 
Unfortunate, a. Mag ay, FE AEE, AGG, Ae, 

Ame, 32; MI, i], APF, wikia, HE : unfortunate 
in life, Jf} @y, 785 ir, 74 fr ; how unfortunate you 

are! (pM[fSe ; more unfortunate than having a 
cat stolen, 3238 (75H ; an unfortunate woman, 
> an unfortunate incident, |XJ3e, rates 

Unfortunately, adv. A.3e. | &. 

Unfortannteness, n. $3, AGH, We. 

Unfostered, a. RFE 5 not patronized, AAA, 

ASHEN, ASA TT i 
Unfought, a. $4738. 

Unfouled, a. Age, APE: pure, BAAR, FR. 
pode a, ANE, 406 ALAR, Sine 38 HE a dre Ft, 4 ait 

AE oe Ae, HE Gh, wll 5 unfounded tales, gj HEME 
ah, I EAL 7; vain, in. 

Unframed, a. Not formed, #357 ; 
Jaws, tt Be. 

Unfree, a. KA, KA. 

Unfrequent, a. 77#€S IY, HER, -P, 

unframed 

Ze; not 
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common, Axe not happening often, WF, 

eA - 
Unfrequented, a. B3y£ (rj, 2 ABA, 4m JA: 

fry; an unfrequented place, Ws ZI, BEZ 

Unfrequently, adv. F7#¥ Sle], FBR 

vey, 24, YF 
Unfriendliness, n. HR, AACE. Hod. 
Unfriendly, a 
4; unfriendly treatment, jij 7% ; an unfriendly 
look, (ii ; 

unfriendly act, fi AB. 
Unfrozen, a. FreeAy, Ae IC. 
Unfruitful, a. AEH, ARE; barren, AAE 
Be ; vain, fF 9%. 

Unfruitfulness, n. AxEWC AY, AE EA. 
Unfulfilled, a. 4& @ MERA, ARS, AR ys un- 

fulfilled words or promises, #f¥Z ZF; unful- 

filled prophecy, #eaxHea ZIAS.- 
Jnfumed, a. Few Ay. 

a 

; seldom, 

Unfunded, a. it Ax, AME AS PR. 
Unfurl, v.t. To unfurl, as a sail, $5 to unfurl, 

asa banner, f&6q, SLES : 

BH. 
JInfurnish, v. t. PRP; to divest, 4]; to leave 

naked, sFi7. 
nfurnished, a. 4; unfurnished with, AA ; un- 
furnished rooms, 2h, Ti F- 

Ungarnished, a. FES, FE. 
Ungarrisoned, a. See SP Fe. 
U 

to unfurl, as a fan, 

fom! 

q 

not cropped, Ae Zi jt 
fj3H ; ungathered, as tea-leaves, Ae ARR 
TJ ; not collected, Fey 

Ungenerated, a. RAE, AAEM; having no 
beginning, 4a AE. Fy] 

Dngenerous, a, AEE RUBE NUE, ARAYA, HA 

con ae Te Bas, rile Si. 

Ungenerously, adv. 7. 
Ungenial, a. Not favorable to nature or growth, 

AVE: ungenial to the mind, Ajo, Aw 

& ARE. 
Ungenteel, «. FE Qin, AURA, HL, HLH. 
Ungentleman-like, a. AgeHrar, fy. 
Ungentlemanly, a. Ape Hea, tA. 
Ungentleness, n. AA, Aik Au, TAG, He HR. 
Ungently, adv. iP ie ae, FEL; 

severity, fiz, 2 
Ungilded, mnie a. RPE. 
Ungird, vet. RAE. 
Unglazed, a. ABET (1 not covered with vatre- 

rudely, with 

aye 
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ous Patan Ane Fir £5 - 
| Unglorious, a. AWM Ay. 
Unglue, v. t. #RHR. 
Ungodliness, n. Ait, WEB, HAE. 

Ungodly, a. Fite, FE WE, AE, AEA, 
Aa EW ; wicked, 325; sinful, IER; 

godly men, Amie ZA, Ab ZN. 
un- 

| Ungored, a. es 

TRACI, SHG HC, RIN 

unfriendly disposition, 7p; an | 
| Ungoverned, a. Ape sy 

ngathered, a. Not gathered, as grain, FRI icih ; 

; ungathered, as fruit, 4e | 

Ungovernable, a. =Jet, MITE, Aaa AS, AB 

fy, Fe, FR Peal natin, MEScs 5 licen- 

tious, Bt, Weck. 
; unbridled, Wk #4 fry ; un- 

goyerned passions, AQ ik Hi) 7 #e, HERR ; am un- 

eoyerned state, MEE 7 7 A. 
Unegraceful, a. AACHE, FFE. 
Uneracefully, adv. ARPA. 
Ungracious, a. Not favored, ARE, ASER, at 

A Age; wicked, 3# i Kise; hateful, A)38; un- 
eracious advice, 77 1 Ba. 

Jngraciously, adv. TR, Ar ht, Ane Bh. 
Ingrammatical, a. Are WE. 

fi, itd, A, = Ingrateful, a. SABA, 7B 
4, GE; an ungrateful soil, ited ZW; 

elas; 

ungrateful impressions, 7% 38 es 4% BE fj; un- 
orateful for favors, 7 fA 

Ungratefully, adv. With ingratitude, a 6 
#p 2); unpleasingly, Aree, Ae. 

Ungratef ‘ulness, n. ABLE, AE Hi, i #. 

Ungratified, a. AEM, ATE, Ai 
Ungrounded, a. SHE fry. lat. 
Unerudgingly, adv. Lith, WHeod, Jp, Smt 

| Unguarded, a. Eine no oe Sint: Be fy; an 
unguarded pass, 48¢ Fe Sf 7 [if] ; careless, AuJy 
1D, Haein, ABD; an Bee rs tongue, fz 

abo, Al BZ; an unguarded expression, 
;an unguarded action, A. ik % fF; an un- 

ouarded hour, Alia 2 He. 
Unguent, n. 4%, FFU 

| Unhabitable, a. AE ie 45 

Unguic al, a. INAY. 
Unguiculate, Uneuiculated, a. JRA. 
Unguided, a. Apa. 
Unguilty, a. Se 5p. 
Unguinous, a. Wh Ay, fy. 
Uneulate, a. BRIE Hy. [ PRE. 

BE, TE AES A, BEES 
Unhallowed, a. 7 H2; profane, impure, 3 pK; 

wicked, zB 
Unhand, v. t. Sk. 
Unhandiness, n. Ft, 3. 
Unhandsomeness, n. Ar 3e#- 

6 I 
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Unbandy, a. Not dextrous, #4, 3, 24EF. | Unhurried, a. BRE. 
Unhappily, adv. Ax, se unhappily situated, Unhurt, a. pe, Ape, MEE, HE. 
EME ZB, FA ZI EB ME 77 BB. | Unhurtfil, a. TEZENEE, AE fig. 

Unhappiness, n. 4eq%% ; misery, BET, 7g HB | Unhusked, a. JE IM SERE, Aghae 14. 

Unhappy, a. He &FZ, Ae Smt PF BY 13 5 EAR 4 Unicapsular, a. —-32 fry. 
iH, DE dep Si SR, 4%, ZF; distressed, re ;an | Unicorn, n. —fi 7% ; the Chinese unicorn, [ft 
unhappy condition, fy gene ; an unhappy friend, ee. See Rhinoceros. 
Nd AE EAIOE DA AC, Ve eb Ae. Unicornous, a. — fg fj. 

U nhardened, a. oe | Unidiomatic, a. HE ARIE, RABE. 
Unharmed, a. RE, RSS AG. | Unifacial, a. — Tq fy. 
Unharmonious, a. An, ArFrz. See Discordant. | Uniflorons, a. —4E fry. 
Unharness, v. t. To strip of harness, #224; Uniform, a. —#%, [nJ—#é, 2B, P%, Hb, H—; of 

to disarm, IK cYe ; to divest of armor, Ez. uniform size, [iJ—fEA ; of uniform height, fay 
Unhatched, a. AGM, A — #2 B; of uniform color, — #8 f&, fl ; to 
Unhealthfulness, n. il Sie #. render uniform, #—,#, — 7; to reduce toa 

Unhealthiness, n. Want of health, #f4y, AAeHE  —suniform size, $F; uniform motion, 2B 3k FF. 
#4; mini fs vorAbloness to health, Beas #. Uniform, n. #EZ€ ; a soldier’s niiiform, In<t, & 

Unhealthy, a. #449, HE GAR, TE ae He: wanting as 

vigor, Ak tt, ARE GH; insalubrions, fy ;an | Uniformity, n. fal Fe, falst, -#, H—, We ¥, Aa 
unhealthy region, qet fi Fy jr]. 

U ae a. EGA 2 anheard: of, FERAAS, 2 Uniformly, adv. —#; uniformly accelerated 

AGENT, ASE; unheard of cruelty, # motion, ZE 7p. 

Adu tent AAT ADE 5 UE. | Unigeniture, n. 4b #. 
Unheated, a. 9: @ Fis. | Unilabiate, a. —E AY. 
Unhedged, a. Se 3f (7G. | Unilateral, a. —3$(4, —Ta 4. 
Unheeded, a. Rae, ROH, ArHERA; passed Unimaginable, a. Any BAS. 

unheeded, ih A pe HL; left unheeded, 77 Aga Unimagined, a. AEE, AB 

4B, WESTERN, ARTs SEE a ft Unimpaired, a. $23, PRE. 
Unheedful, a. Haj, Asta, AR ot. Unimpeachable, a. 4l# 75 0E, SEA, BZ. 

Unhelped, a. 0 734} Hf. {ieee aie a. BE, ARG, BHT, RK 
Unhesitating, a. TEE. Rie, ARE. 8%, PEGA {R; trifling, Ls “4 hE, HEP; too 
Unhindered, a. A BEE, So A 15. | unimportant, i KE 
Unhinge, v. t. To take from the hinges, Higg,#¢ | Unimposing, a. Veluntiry eee command- 

te, Buse, EDS, PGE ; to unfix, Fy; to unhinge | | ing respect, Fife w. 
a door, $6 #L FY; to unhinge a state, ZL Al. | Unimprisoned, a. #38. 

Unhoarded, pp. #7. | | U pimprovable, a. WE ey FE AG, EEG AL, PRE 
Unholy, a. Not holy, Aa8, Ase, AB; profane,| , HEALBar, (EAE; incapable of being 

te, 7%, FARE AS, BR ; wicked, 38 | tilled, $A. 

Unhook, v. t. #24, yp£g; to unhook by raising, Unimproved, a. $xacith AF, AR ASB AF ; not tilled, 
FE £4. | A #t fy; not used, Ae FA i; unimproved by 

Unhoop, v, t. (24, KH. | instruction, RMB. esa 
Unhoped, a. 24h, AUIS], Fee. Eee a. IME TH, Ie Be. 
Unhorse, v. t. sp 9855, (RISB. Unindifferent, a. mH, A 
Unhospitable, (. ANGE, AGE; itahoepit | | Unindorsed, a. 38 Ze TEE (15. 

table region, SES, St Nit. | Unindustrious, a. KEI fy, ABR. 
Unhouse, v. t. 3% Hi iz. | Uninfected, a. Raye fry. 
Unhoused, pp. or a. Ak J PY fE, dnt Fe HY Gis. | Uninflammable, a. He 39 IGE, ARRAS. 
Unhulled, a, Unhulled rice, #%. Uninfluenced, a. Ae Pe EIB, ARE, KR 
Unhumbled, a. PE NTRIERNE, “Rees Kilt }; not proceeding from influence or bias, 

S}, BS fi; not affected with shame, FABER; | ME fats, OF AR hot HORE. 
not contrite in spirit, Ay} SEAS. Uninfluential, a. 4 #3 fq. 
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Uninformed, a. $0¢ An PPE, 52 yk, ee, MIB, BB 
#§&; an uninformed mind, tgp. 

Uningenious, a. Avy, Awe, FRA. 

Uningenuous, a. Arif, hk: 
Uninhabitable, a. AAA, EAE, A 

FE AY. 
Peed, a. SEQ EMG, [a] OE; an uninhabit- 

ed place, fie JH i, Ime J\ Si, ; an. unin- 
habited region, {i Jft. 

Jninitiate, Uninitiated, a. Ae S83 fg, ASE BAA. 
Jninjured, a. 4e5e ZENE. 

Uninjurious, a. A, AINE; 
nen, ESE J MBE. 

Uninseribed, «. RAG, KA. 

Uninstructed, a. HEIR, HEI, Aik, SEbk, BE xk, 
As BAL, HAS] ; uninstructed in the arts, 
A AS BEN ; uninstructed persons, 3! HE WE J. 

Fae. 
Uninstructive, a. AEA. 

Unintellectual, a. Rat, AAA. 
Unintelligent, a. AWS AY, A ae, Ae AL, APS, 
Ait, ES. PR. ES, BE 5 not skillful, $4; 
dull, 4; 4¢; the unintelligent vulgar, + URC 3 
unintelligent beines, Ase 7 Ih. 

Unintelligible, a. MH AY & PE, 3 HB, BERG 
unintelligible jargon, Hyak, Oenk- 

Unintended, a. (eAh, AVAs. 

_ 

uninjurious to 

Unintentional, a. fa thie i TER, HES, | 

AEE, AE, Bo, HOME. 
Uninteresting, a. SENG 34, AUE Is. 

Unintermission, n. Apres. 
Unintermitting, a. Agr, AE 
Unintermixed, a. Arie He. 

Uninterrupted, a. #AHE He, FURR, FEE 
a, KEKE, =< THEY, RE > an uninterrupted 

flow, i#¢ HE 7ST - 
Uninterruptedly, adv. 
Unintoxicating, a. 1: () REIRE, ABE. 

Unintroduced, «a. API fry. 
Uninured, a. fe {f. 
Uninvented, a. AsRLHt Ag, Ag wes 7. 

Uninvested, a. Uninvested with power, #4838 
HE; uninvested capital, [yJR, ARAZ R- 

Uninvestigated, a. 4&7 750, 3 3Es8. 
Uninvited, «. 

ed guest, Ae Klan Ze, AGH ZH. 
Union, n. pit May , FASE, ai, > Pe ; 

heart or serieinente tp, FEE. th HE AA HE, 

Li 
FEE AiG, ARK, tact AS 

ALB, ABE AS, BGK; an uninvit- | 
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| United, pp. ora. 

; union of | 

Wi tei A. Btu. lay, &; cae of the soul | 
with the body, sg #248 @ ; union of colors, f, 
2S union formed by heaven, KE Z #3 | 

UNI 

sexual union, 4 28, Aik A, BEAK, WER, ZEA; 
to live in perfect union, [rl J% Fp ; to display 
union and concord, J’) WAXEHE ; the American 

Union, 4é BE & HJ; union downward, fA] AB 
fad fife. * 

Unique, cl. I Bt, SRE YE, iH Aig ii ; raion T= , FREE. 

Unirritated, a. Ae pest. 
Unisexual, a. — 4 (1j. 
Unison, n. #03, DE, (i) FH; a single, unvaried 

note, —#; in unison, #1 #1, 444. 
Unit, n. —, #7, Wi, jy —, Wt fit; units occupy 

the first place, Wi #— fiz; units occupy the 
first place, tens the second, hundreds the third, 

HS — fi Ag fit G45 = fit. 
| Unitarian, n. re VS — ‘i 
Unite, vt F, SMB? AF, AH, Bit, 
LUA, IUF, BLA, HEF ; to join, AIF; to unite 
by a hook, #4 Hf! ; to unite, as a chain, 9 JP, 
*AGE ; to unite by tying, $I, FE; to unite 

by sticking, Ai : to unite by assembling, RR 
4%.; to unite the forces, @ Fi; to unite in 
marriage, AC APS, fit; to unite in one, §j;— 
— 7; to unite in ak ee Re {25 to unite 
for one purpose, 47 )[), # ; to unite altogether, 

Ay #4, #424; to unite the various offices in 
one’s self, #4. 

Unite, v. i. To join in an act, # &; to coalesce, 

#239 ; to crow together, AES: to grow togeth- 
er, asa wound, FE FI ; to be mixed, tm HT, Fy 

&, til. Bh, Bh. Obs aE A, aE, 
FF, FE, Wu, FRA. WH, BW; united together, 44 
ee, #3, AB IBS, 5HE a, @ Gr Jf; united in one, 

a, fi, fe united strength, fh, #4 
2h &F, i677; united in mind, Aub, —ov, 

424; the United States, AM, & 4 BY ; sepa- 
rated and united, 4p 4 ; canted and dispersed, 

erik, & #5 united brethren, We 5b wf. 
Uniting, ppr. &, @yE, Hit, HE. 
Unity, n. —, #—, Hj —, HE—; the unity of 

the Godhead, _- ##—; the unity according 
to the Mohammedans, J& =F Wi 55 #3 —; the 
unity of the church, $% # 2% —; to promote 

unity, @a—, RRB. 
Univalve, a. Univalve shells, #&, su. 

Universal, a. §, $i. ji, ia, ti, MAA, BE 
ARR, TH, 3, Ak, oB, APE, UL, AEs uni- 
versal deluge, #Ez\¢; universal learning, fipA ; 
universal reputation, F& Uk 7 % , (ij [J ; univers- 

al peace, 7B, #2B, —HEARZE, cfs uni- 
* Fels ea 
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versal fon ace ; universal fiove’ 36 Re, {ij BE. E Unlessened, a. Hip th. 

Universalism, n. 3 A i 2 i. | Unlettered, a. FS, HBAS, Bh, HRA. 
Universality, n. #845, Hii #- 
Universally, ae 36 im, FY, (HL. 

bestowed, 3 

University, n. BRPKGE, Se 
Univoeal, a. fil GaP ; pa TER. 

U njudged, a. FRI, Aaah. 

3€ ; unjust gains, fic ly. 

treat one unkindly, ¥ Mies mat VE 7, Fay 
Unkindness, n. Af=, Azz 
Unknit, v. t. #8. 
Unknowingly, adv. A4, As. 
Unknown, a. J£4, AF, Be pR EW; not having 

had cohabitation, 723% ; not unknown, IZ (% 

nea, IEA 
42; an unknown toneue, Aim “Zak; an un- 
known region, 4. Zl 2 hi: unknown to fame, 

Unlabored, a. AX. 

Unlace, v. ¢. ff, AEH, RE. 
Unlade, v. ¢. To take out the cargo, as of a ship, 

Unlady-like, a. Me ZeZs, EZ HE. 
Unlaid, a. Unlaid, as tiles, Away ; 

4 fj ; not suppressed, AQ IRIs. 

Unlamented, a. ABSA, ABR. 
Unlatch, v. 7. Hees, ft Re, FRBA- 
Wailea il a. Tk AY, 

not fixed, A 

| U 

; universally | 
| U 

Universe, n. hel Ri, wai, FR WU, ZN GE- 

Unjust, a. FRAG, AAI, HAR, FAB, A 

Unjustifiable, a. AAEA SE, AHETSE, HSEM | 
Unjustified, a. AR ASE, ALA SE. le 
Unjustly, adv. HEA WIE, Ase, HUA 
Unkennel, wv. ¢. BHP. 
Unkept, a. Aspe. 

U 
| U 
lu 

nieveled, a. Arae2 fy ; unleveled,as a oun, x 

SATE. 
nlicensed, a. ARSANRAS, ZEEE A ; 
censed pawn-shop, 4,4). 

Jnlicked, a. SEJfE fry. 
nlichted, a. EKG. 

nlike, a. EW, AL, Mele), Aled, AG, AK, 
A Ay 

Unlikelihood, Unlikeliness, n. Fun, Aly. 

Unlikely, adv. }A0E fA, AWA, HEL; very 
unlikely, D# % {jJ. 

Unlimher, a. Are. 
Unlimitable, a. AV By RE. 

an unli- 

Unlimited, a. Snk[§t, SFE, angs3t, 4m RS, dmc pa, 4 
Unkind, a. 38 Ati, HE, AE, BORE, A, 
He fi] ; to be unkind to one, PEA, ee | 

A SVB his 1. 
Unkindly, adv. 7, A 38; Ae, ALBEE ; to 

JH, MEE, BAR, VFS, SM. 
Unlimitedly, adv. S&(s. 
Unlink, v. t. fi%, fREe. 

Unliquidated, «. Unpaid, 4e3%, AsBe yy; umad- 
justed, RHR. 

| Unilively, a. ApeiG, ARE He. 
| Unload, v ¢. To unload, as a ship, #8, fE, HI 

he is unknown to me, 4QE df 

| Unlooked (for), a. A#L, FES, 

rie, Aik, JEIE, Se", | 

Tie, 1, “BIE DHAS, EAE, APY, A 
ARE. Sce Illegitimate. 

Unlawfully, adv. AYE, LE 
Unlawfulness, 7. Bik 

Unlearn, v. ¢. Re, Shy SAG. 

Unlearned, pp. or a. Not learned, 34 S34, AEE | 
TJ; illiterate, 44 fy, Kates; ignorant, 

Hs, Benk, Wie 0 

Unleavened, a. 4s %, 3: WK, HA RE. 

Unless, conj. Except, ERT, (HME, (37%, MIE, 
_ snk. 

i. 
| Unmade, pp. or a. RIK AG, ASE, 

#¥ ; to unload the mind, ffx, ARRAY. 
Unloading, ppr. #U Ff. 
Unlocated, a. Unlocated lands, ¥FHU, SEB 2 ht, 

2 ih. 
Unlock, v. t. SLBA. BUPA; to open, BA; 

the mind, Heat) BS, ff th. 

22 Sb. 
Unloose, v. ¢. ffR BH, FE Wk, FER. 
Unloved, a. ASE 

Unlovely, a. ArH) By. 
Unloving, a. JE xeIpE, ABER AY. 
U 

U 

to unlock 

Jnluckily, adv. Arse, EAR. 
Jnluckiness, n. Aw, PIER. 
Unlucky, a. Ase, AFB, HE aE SRE, [A], We, HR 

Aili, SNE FE id; unlucky life, 6 38 4 ; how 

unlue ky! ! [fp $41; unlucky in one’s life, Aq A 

WBE, Tr ct AS 5 Sane WEN ; inauspicious, A 
We; an unlucky place or person, 4 (we 7H; 

unlucky report, DE &f #5. 

Unlute, v. ¢. ffi, He. 

iB 
Unmaimed, a. Aveoe = 
Unmake, v. t. 4, Rat. 

| Unmalleable, a. AAG: 
Unman, v. t. fil, HS%; to dishearten, ii 3,5. 

| Unmanageable, a. #645} 38 Ay, HEHE Ay ; not easily 
restrained, SEZ, Meqi} fy; not easily goy- 
erned, Be if (15, ail ES not easily dineeted, ME 
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wielded, #€ JAfj; an unmanageable affair, Hf 
SUS, HAZ; an unmanageable person, 

55 LZ. ; | 
Unmanlike, Unmanly, a. Jgnoble, Jy A fry; base, | 

§, Hh; unsuitable toa man, RAM. 
Unmanliness, no PN ZVE AZAR: 

Unmannerly, «. SG, HUG. @5E. APE, Ks why 
are you so unmannerly ? 42) fun. 

Unmannerly, adv. Jy Aeq, Se; rude and un- 
mannerly, 52 7ft. 

Unmanufactured, a. AA, ASHE, ASS ie 

fy. 
Unmanured, a. #yk EAS. 
Unmarked, a. 4% HEIR, ae Ak HE AY. 
Unmarred, a. AR2 IRA, ASE LE fry ; not spoiled, 

ASE T. U 

HIM J; unmarriageable, as a woman, 466 

RF. 
nmarried, a. Wis; an unmarried man, ACHE 
4% 5 an unmarried woman, KRHA, HBF, EK. 

Jnmasculine, a. R95, Aci. 
Unmask, v. t. #4£jfy ; to lay open what is con- 

cealed, Peyhse, 4A. 
Unmasked, pp. or a. AieSEiil, #- 
Unmastered, a. 3e/\[ci. 
Unmatched, a. See Matchless. 

Unmeaning, «. S670, RATER, YR, Mes un- 
meaning words, 4 3 unmeaning gabble, Ii 

Ws, 

o 

Unmeant, a. TE (Wie, JERE A. 
Unmeasurable, a. Sue ny $i, Sme ry a ye , SME Ae 

PRUE int Jee, TMG fee HE GE, WIE. 
nmeasured, a. Not measured, 9g 43H ; plentiful 
beyond measure, ME, KB, #4 BY; infinite, 

Unmechanieal, a. AL eeye. 
Unmeditated, a. A BLAS. 
Unmeet, a. AA, Aver, Afi. 
Unmellowed, a. HEAS, Ale. 
Unmelodious, a. Ar Ay. 
Unmenaced, a. ApeHMU, HEE. 

Unmentionable, a. sh0 HR, ce, AD SAS; 
unmentionables. py fli, P Hi. 

Ss 

Unmereiful, a. SB) BRIBE, AL BY BEA; cruel, 8 | 

fr, WERE, Bou; unsparing, ABE, ABU 
Unmercifully, adv. 284, Elz. 
Unmercifulness, n. Ane jf (7 ty, IME BY YE, FEZ. 

Unmerited, a. ArHbsé iy, ARSE AS, B02) Avi, 
MvKS- 
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nmarriageable, a. Unmarriageable, as a man, | 

UNN 

Unmildly, adv. fig. 

Unmilitary, a. AifgepRee. 

Unmindful, a. Awe, ARIS 5 not heedful, ABP ix, 
Ath, HEP, SARE, MERE AS; regardless 
of, MEG, AVE, SA; unmindful of danger, & 

fé ; unmindful of himself, Hep Aa, AAA 

GS. 
Unmingled, a. Ave, fl, SUPE, 7, ft, RRB; 

unmingled joy, jy 3. 
| Unmistakable, a. 774k, SEER, Fa AE. 
Unmistaken, a. 77 $f, 4. 
Unmitigable, a. gi AE A, ABE DRE AS, Ae HERA. 

| Unmitigated, a. Aik, AR RR. 
| Unmixed, Unmixt, a. i, AE, 7, &. ARE. 

| Unmoaned, a. AAS ¥- 
| Unmodifiable, a. & Ai, Hic. 
Unmodified, a. Fe PKB, ABU. 
Unmodulated, a. #xecah, APLECAS. 
Unmold, Unmould, v. t. e¢Jf%, #84¢. 

Unmolested, 0. HE BRWET, ARH, ABER, 
ARLE. 

Unmoor, v. t. 834, LSE, BY A - 
| Unmortgaged, a. Fe Py. 
Unmounted, a. Ae frp BE Ay. 
Unmoved, a. Ar ah, He Bh ; not shaken, £228 ; not 

transferred from one place to another, # @ Hf, 
APL ; wnshaken in purpose, Fee, Aw, 
Ex ci SL; unmoved in mind, AH, we; 
unmoyed countenance, Arh As, tit & A Bh. 

Unmuttled, pp. or a. BE YF 2 HE; an unmuftled 

gong, Adi ee 2 ik. 
Unmusieal, a. AA ee, AFH. 
Unmutilated, a. Athy, ACS2E SE. 
Unmuzzle, v. t. PRS, fies. 
Unnamed, a. 486%, 06. 
Unnatural, a. mg PERE, PEAS, PEPER, PE, BE 

#8, HK, APPLE; an unnatural mother, 7h 7 

BE, Bo Z BE, Bb Z BE; unnatural crime, 93 

1, HERE. 
Unnaturally, ade. ARR VE AG, Sue HE Ag. 
Unnavigable, a. {lt 4 BoE, AAR AD FF Ay. 
Unnecessarily, adv. AA, A fi, HERB. 

Unnecessary, a. 4G}, SGI, 0 (li, AA, RE, 
Avis, AS, AB. FEY, He; unnecessary to 
detail, ME (i sR— FR, Ayig ws Rr. 

Unnecessitated, a. Aur. 
| Unneeded, «a. Ay, We (ii. 

Unneedful, a. Me (li, 7.28, Sit FA. 

Unnerve, vt. Ai, (i, OSE. 
_ Unnoted, a. Am, ABIL, Arts Phi. 
| Unnoticed, a. Not observed, Apy Fl ; not regarded, 
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AE BH, PERL. 

Unnumbered, a. Not numbered, 3 8 38; | 

numerable, 40€ By. | 
2 aoey 

Unnutritious, a. Ar 4 a fy. | 
Pmobiecie a. ALE, ARAN, RRA | 

LARA: | 
Unobnoxious, a. MH (liq de, SE fg; 
Unobservable, a. Si Af 113, FT. 
Unobservant, a. ARG, Aas. 
Unobserved, a. He pg Sl, Ape, Sm AB. 

Unoccupied, a. At leisure, ME3E, FF], PM 3 not 
possessed, 2X, 4 jin, “ACA, PH], Zf, Zeyk; an | 
unoccupied house, 2, FR JR; unoccupied 
ground, 2 fy, BR Hb. 

Unoffending, a. PENG, 9% 4e0pr, Ame Ay, Ame 
(EE, 4 4 an unofiending dog, se I mg ane 
An), ANE NZ Ff ; an unoffendine animal, Sak = 

PRR, AE AR. 
Unotfensive, a. See Inoffensive. 

Unoflered, a. FR BRI, ART. 
Unofficial, a. HE (AF GE, AB's 4, ARG RE 

fj, JE’ Pr #E ; an unofficial notice, fe4r ; an 
unofficial communication, 7% ER A; an un- 
official person, RAZA, & &, J; the 
government of sages is an unofficial rule, He J\ 
ZELAIE MH ; unofficial hal 1, (eae. 

Unona discolor, n. [Jp FE. 
Unopened, a. 3h; unopened, as a letter, FERS 

j8, APR ; shut, PA; sealed, -bf ; an unopened 
letter, ALPE {FZ 5an unopened door, 4B 7% FY. 

Unopposed, a. AiR igs, ARSE, MEADE, 
An BH BEE. 
Unoppressed, a. ABER, ABLES. 
Unorganized, a. A€. 
Unor namented, a. KH, AER. 
Unorthodox, a. AE, JEB IEF. 

Unostentatious, a. Not boastful, Axes; not 
making show, ALE, PEP"; modest, Fike. 

Unowned, a. KE, Sue. EOF 
Unpacified, a. Ae, HAA. 
Unpack, v. t. ff, By el. 
Unpacked, pp. or a. #2 Uj, ACRES. 
Unpaid, a. $32, AZ’; unpaid workmen, FES 
TRY, AAT J; unpaid for, WME, We ac Ay; 
vows unpaid, 4e 3% 2% If. 

Unpainful, a. SEAR" E, ABR, AMF. 
Unpainted, a. 4e yh fg. 
Unpalatable, a. HE AE RIPE, Aji 1 fg ; disagreea- 

ble, 7 Met), WEBER. 
Unparalleled, a. AMO, ARATE NE, MIE 

i, » MES | 

efe ele Ss) eS 

Unpardonable, a. Heme, RH, we. 
Unpardoned, a. 4s FE, ARSE 4A; unpardoned 

sin, AAP. 
Unparliamentary, a. RAE RBE BZA. 
Unpassionate, Unpassionated, a. PER 402ZB- 
Unpatriotic, Unpatriotical, a. JE se, AAs 
Unpatronized, a. esque, BAH BAT. Lb. 

Unpaved, «. #0 Fi, HH BM. 
| Unpawned, a. 46 38. 
| Unpeaceful, a. AZE NY, Ae A. 

| Unpeg, v.t. $e #A. 
| Unpenetrable, a. See Impenetrable, 
_ Unpensioned, a. Arve Ree RR. 

npeople, v. t. FR, BGK. 
npeopled, pp. or a. 3§ \H- 
uperceivable, a. BRA. 
nperceivably, adv. AS, AKI AE. 

nperceived, a. FUP EL, oe Ar Fil 
nperforated, a. PAE, Az, HEFL. 
nperformed, a. bane RGB: > an unper- 
formed promise, $e % 
nperishable, a. HAF. 
nperishing, a. Ars, 7K, tH; unperishing merit, 

ARIEL) : unperishing fame, As#2Y, AFG 
Jnpermitted, a. ARI, AR MEIE 2%. 
Jnperplexed, a. AkeRE. > AeL, Ar ERE. 
JInpersecuted, a. #ese4e36- 
Unpersuadable, a. Ail AE. 
Unperturbed, a. §R. 
Unperused, a. Agni, ARIE. 

=~ 
a 

Unperverted, a. Not corrupted, #¢ B, Ar fig ; not 
turned to a wrong sense, Ram EL RRA; not 
turned to a wrong use, AIA. 

Unpetrified, a. Fei 41- 
Unphilanthropic, Unphilanthropical, a. A f-, 

AAS. 
Unphilosophic, Unphilosophieal, a. FQ BBA A 

ea, sv’. 
Unpierced, a. A423, ABI. 

| Unpillowed, «. 4st if 

Unpin, v. t. RSRGEST. § 4 
Unpitied, a. Sz 5) BE, SLUR, ALA EDR 
Unplaced, a. SR fit ; not determined as to place, 

AISI + he, OE 
Unplagued, a. HESS HERG, APE. 

| Unplanted, a. He fire, AU, 6 FR84E A. 
Unplastered, a. 3k 3% i, TE. 
Unpleadable, a. #£E AE, KA AE, HAE- 
Unpleasant, a. Hedy, BE, UF, Aiitt, AEE, HM, 
ANE ; an unpleasant taste, JE AFURIH ; an un- 
lee smell MERE ae me inferior sorts 
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have an unpleasant smell, “EAE eA PANG - un- 
pleasant features, BE, MAE; an unpleasant 
affair, Eas FEE, MESE ; unpleasant news, 
EAE HS B., AZ; unpleasant circumstan- 
ces, WF Hi RE. 

Unpleasantly, adv. Ar, WE he, AEA ; 
pleasantly situated, HEME HE SE ca ie. 

Unpleasing, a. AA, Aree, By BE, 

Unpledged, a. 5 ih. 
Unpliable, a. AZ, fe. 
Unpliant, a. Not easily bent, RA, WAM, HK 
3b ; stiff, fi; not readily yielding the will, 

ES (i, BCA A. 
Unplumb, a. Not perpendicular, 4 ff. 
Unplume, v. t. RE, FRA. 
Unpoetie, Unpoetical, a. TE (Aay ef, SE ary ; not 

becoming a poet, RASENA, Aas A. 
Unpointed, «. Having no point or sting, Atk; 

not having marks by which to distinguish 
sentences, members and clauses in writing, 41 

BANE, AAG Bh. 
Unpolished, a. Arxt, AM, AR REMBE ; rude, tf 
&, 7F, H ; an unpolished person, fA J; 

unpolished people, MESAR- EE; an unpolished 
gem, BE; unpolished gold, FBZ. 

Unpolite, a. $e it, SHC TBE ; rude, FAK, FTE. (hE 
Wes, HR. See Impolite. 

Unpolitely, adv. Dee A Rit, fie, GEC 
Unpoliteness, n. 4meyt 44 ; rudeness, fifj 

Unpolitic, a. See tiapolitie. 
Unpolled, a. Not registered, as a voter, #EyFIHY 

HE Zk; not stripped, ABA. 
Unpolluted, a. RikiS, RBG, ROL 

corrupted, A.Yeys Rs. 
Unpopular, a. JE 73 Jub, Af Rd. 
Unportable, «. #% AE. 
Unpossessed, a. AA, AAG; unpossessed of, Ae 
Unpotable, a. fr 73 3. |. 
Unpowdered, a. Ae 78 ih HH. 
si le a. AR {KG ; not skilled, $f, 0% REF 

Hh; raw, 2, OR, OE. 
Unprecarious, a. AE 

Unpreceded, a. HA FEM. 
Unprecedented, a. (#36 77, FEAF VE, TE BEI 

SF, HMI, AALS. ABE 
Unprecise, a. Arilé, Arie. 
Unpredestined, a. FRA. 
Unpreferred, a. Not advanced, RSS. 

Unpregnant, a. Ar.7f. 

Unprejudiced, a. eB Hk, SEB SL. ATI, HE 
AL SL, AALS, APO IL, Mii T A. 

un- 

i@ 3 un- 
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Gapemediicd: a. Ay, We MR. MER, JE 

HAE, SEE, AA, BL, (BHR unpremedita- 
ted homicide, 22 

Unprepared, a ce ADT. A. VOT, 
AAT Ta, “He I; to attack or come upon one 
when unprepared, to surprise one, 3€{B Af#y, 
Wed: Afpj ; unprepared for death, Af AE ; to 
be about to die and unprepared, [§52E ih Affi 3 

raw, 7. 
Unpreparedly, adv. Arif. 

Unpreparedness, n. Arty, AD ffi 4. 
Unpresumptuous, a. Modest, iit #%, aft. 
Unpretending, a. RK, 7 ; modest, sft 
4% ; unpretending like a dwelling, Ji 

Unpretendingly, adv. ER. 

Unpreyailing, a. Vain, #E4% 
Unprevented, a. 4: A fry. 
Unprincely, a. REE. 

Unprincipled, a. 40 34 Off, 46 i 4k DB, IESE 
1G, HEBLG, EY; rosiieates WEE ; an un- 

principled person, 4nej4 HP 7% J, Js J. 

Unprinted, a. SEs, ARE AY. 
Unprivileged, a. AEA BA, AR Ap. 
Unprized, a. (aM 

AES, AHO, A Unproelaimed, a. Fe ff 

Not productive, as land, &e., 
455i. 

Uapeinete a. 
AM fi fy, Ar #8 HE, we; not profitable, fear, 
fie ie, ae not producing any effect, HGF 

AR HEP HE 
Unproductiveness, a. Unproductiveness, as land, 
AIX HH: unproductiveness, as cattle, WE ; 
unproductiveness, as capital, Seghgs, AEA. 

Unprofaned, a. 4 hie, ACR. 
Unprofessional, a. A J& #7, S& FF fry; unprofes- 

sional men, 7 SAL th A z#. 
Unproficiency, n. Ne he, FN, ATK, AE. 
Unprofitable, a. Saker, SRA, ACHR, AN Ge, 
AFI ; useless, 46 FA. (#. 

Unprofitableness, n. 40t % #% ; uselessness, JE Fj 
Unprofitably, adv. S€%¢; to no good purpose, #E 

JH. ER. 
Unprogressive, a. Avi. 
Unprohibited, a. #:##j&. 
Unprojected, a. Pasa Aclad eT 

Unprolifie, ax Ine 25 , RA a, ait HH. 

Unpromising, a. 486 ny &% ; unpromising prospects, 

DEAE HRT. OEE AS FE oe, TAP HR RR 
Unpromptedly, adv. Arey BFK. 
Unpronouneed, a. #2 H8, ARB, RAE, KH 

nea a 

my 
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Waprophetis, Unprophetical, a. IF (#5¢ 4. A 

EAM, HES. 
Daronicionss a. AWE, ATE, XJ, 3; unpropitious 

signs, J af SA, ME API OE. 
Unproportionable, a. AFAR. 
Unproportionate, a. A.4#nti. 
Unproposed, a. ArH HIS 
Unprosperous, a. AREA, A PUA, EB. 
Unprotected, a. 4b By HE, 406 DP) (RHE; not sup- 

ported, Asahi, ASEH. 
Ee a. SEGEEAE . 
Unproved, a . ARE 1B PE, Aw tHE. HfL, Fi stk 

A 
Pe* - 

Unprovided, pp. or a. Unprovided with, 4, 

Al, WH; unprovided for, RBH, TATE | 
Ht; unprovided with money, 4&$ ; unprovided 
with arms, 4 Fe 92. 

Unprovisioned, a. FHRK EB, PEK. 
Unprovoked, a. #2438, AiG, KA 
Unpublished, a. ASHij, ACHE AS. 
Unpunctuated, a. BIH. 
Unpunishable, a. #3] AH, A He 

punishable by a fine, AGE Ry}, Fl Ae. 
Unpurechased, a. #838. 
Unpureged, a. RI, AA ; unpurged of sin, 

FEDS. 
of sin, SEAWHEK 

Unquaffed, a. AKI. 
Unquaking, a. AE 
Unqualified, a. Kit, F AE 
Unguellable, a. ARK A fy. 
Unquenchable, a. jk Ath, Arik, AH ; unquench- 

able fire, Apk7~K ; unquenchable thirst, A 
AE 1E 7 ; unquenchable desires, AE ii ZMH, 

Fite SE 2M. 
Unquenchableness, n. pA AEH. AGED - 
Unquenched, a. Ay, A#e; unquenched, as 

thirst, AILS, AH F ; unquenched, as desires, 

Ais L- 
Unquestionable, a. =e, SB) SE, Aw) KEG, KE 

AMS: 
Unquestionably, AGH, METH, A, ER, 

Unquestioned, a. AeA SE; KE SEZ, {RE- 

Unquiet, a. FR, Ast, ABB; an unquiet 
mind, 9%) Ar, CELE Zap ; unsatisfied, AAI. 

Unquietness, n. ArH, Argh Hi. 
Unraked, a. AACIA, ACIS. 
Unransacked, a. AR$ iH, AC hei. 
Unransomed, a. AChR, APLAR; unransomed: 

See Qualified. 

adv. 

=; un- | 

| Unreasonably, adv. He 

Unpurified, a. ARH, AB, AYR; unpurified | 

sinners, Ap 2. 
Unravel, v.t. or 7. To en as silk, affairs, &e., 

fi¢, #8, GEBA; to unravel history, #s; to 
unravel ancient history, 3% #4 8 ; to unravel 
a difficulty, fst; to unravel and arrange, 
as sentiments, #¢ffi ; to unravel an affair, 31H 

| Unraveled pp. WEY, #27 
Unray elment n. unravelment of At 48, mn a 

history, #2. 
Unreached, a. Fe Je ih. 
Unread, a. #23938 ; untaught, BIB 
Unreadable, a. 0 fis #3 Hi, at HE. 
Unreadily, adv. FE Ht, PHO, Ae BA. 

Unreadiness, n. Want of preparation, Arf # ; 

want of promptness, fs BA. 
Unready, a. Awkward, #, 4. 

Unreal, a. 473%, 285%, #97, 20h, Hi, MeV, BE 

, ff. 
Unreality, n. Zh, 4 Fe. 
Unreaped, a. Fe SA is. 

Unreasonable, a. 12 ASE, AA BE, BB, AMABE, 

A Py HOE, JEBE, PSHE. Be Se, PR, ABE, TAF 
immoderate, jh. 

Unreasonableness, n. RAAB, JE, HEHE. 
PEE, FEE, AAR, Be, 

ve OE, JERE, AEE; excessively, Ash, SBR 
34, & ; to scold unreasonably, #4) fal- 

Unreasoning, a. Ara eh. 

Unreave, v. t. To disentangle, ff% ; to loose, FR. 

Unrebated, a. Argit. 
Unrebukable, a. SH) #, S67 BR. 
Unrebuked, a. #eFF3h, HAL. 
Unreceived, a. Felice fA) PE, ACFE IH ; not embraced, 

ATO. 
Unreckoned, a. 4c 8i8. 
Unreclaimed, a. eck, RAGT, RAE RI; 

not tamed, HIT, AML T- 
Unrecognized, a. Aeazi. 
Unrecompensed, a. ARH. ASA; not re- 

warded, Rg 3h. 
Unreconcilable, a. (£40 AG, AEE A. 
Unreconciled, a. FE @ ANA, AMM, AAA, A 

ee Fu kf; unreconciled with God, 7s (Fn Ht_b 
AT - 

Unrecounted, a. Fe Fp Rei, AGE Bei ; not relat- 
ed, ABT. 

Unrecoverable, a. Ar fe yew 
| Unrecoyered, a. Not cue ATE, TE BIE 

4; not restored to health, Ree. ADEA 

Unrectified, a. ART RENE, File 
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Unredeemable, a. BRE. FERRE, SEILTT RF. | Unrepressed, a. ‘hI INEB, ANRIIB, AMEN. 
Unredeemed, a. sR EIB. 
Unredressed, a. Ae fit ith, As (ih. 
Unredueed, a. AeypGsh.- 
Unredueible, a. jk A F- 

Unredueibleness, n. ie AG H- 
Unrefined, a. 428 HF fy; not polished in manners, 
An, tf; unrefined sugar, 

fined lead or tin, $f. 

Unreformable, a. B44 Ate, Uc As - 
Unreformed, a. Not reclaimed from vice, FELCAL | 

i, ARO HE SSS. 
Unrefreshed, a. eH Ty, AS He's. 
Unrefuted, a. Fe e8 iB, RBM. 
Unregarded, a. ARRAH; slighted, my. 
Unreeeneracy, n. REAR. Ki H- 
Unregenerate, a. BA, KAW, KGE, H 

jzle 
Unregistered, a. FETA MM}, AAR. 
Unregulated, a. AR iE jm. 
Unreigned, a. Axe. 
Unrelated, a. Fi, BEY. 
Unrelaxing, a. ARKH, ARI. 
Unrelenting, a. Having no pity, Spy PR; impla- 

cable, A. fa Bek ; ernel, Zp ak an un- | 
relenting heart, S€np wot. % 
relenting severity, Arie Z fig. 

Unrelieved, a. Not eased, Aeifk ih ; not delivered, 
FBGA ; not released from duty, 7 fA. 

Unreluctantly, adv. With, ie BA. 
Unremarked, a. # AiB. 
Unremedied, a. Not eae EIA 

FR it ah, AR EI 
Unremitted, a. Not coe FAG ; not relaxed, 

iPHC ; unremitted taxes, Ay ZB. 
Unremitting, a. Incessant, Ak, Aik, Bee, A 

AB, ese; continued, 
Unremovable, a. #3 AFH. 
Unremoved, a. #F$38, AIS. 
Unrenewed, a. 4& (iff ; unrenewed heart, RA 

At. 
Ash, ARE fry; not mended, FR Unrepaired, a. 

a. 
Unrepealed, a. 4 Res Ag, ARIE. 
ee Unrepenting, a. Kyte, BWI, 

HE lit, ASC BIDE. 
Unrepining, a. Not peevishly murmuring or com- 

plaining, RHR vee? RR, 7) EXE. TOs) A ’ AE, A 

Sie. 
Unreplenished, a. 4 @ Fe HE. ACH I. 
Unreported, a. ARFRIH- 

6 M 

US LZ. ENN un- 

; not remedied, 

( 1137 ) 
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| Unreproachable, a. ABCTe . 
| Unreprovable, a. St ny if, 4m FF 
Unreproyed, a. trib. 
Unrequired, a. 4.7. 

| aes a. RAB, FUE 
| hee ee BR AIRE ; wnrequited 

eee a. Be AE fic. 
| Unresented, a. e238, IRIE. 
Unreserved, a. Not limited, 4x6 pf; full, 4s, PRE xa ; 

open, frank, iq. 
Unreservedly, adv. Frankly, ff; without lim- 

itation, ANE, ZR 
Unreservedness, n. Frankness, jf § #4; unlimit- 

edness, ae 
Unresiened, a. Not surrendered, 428 if; 

submissive io God’s will, Ar tr- 
| Unresisted, a. Adf, Are, ABSA. 
Unresisting, a. AGh, Aree, Aik; submissive, 

Mots, MAAR. 
Unresolved, a. RE, AVETE. 

| Unrespected, a. Ar Sh Ase: 
Unrespited, a. Age. Afe- 
Unrestored, a. Fe Ble], AHH; not restored 

to health, 429§ &&; not restored to favor, 7 

£3 BE 
Unrestrained, a. Pad Pes ASEH, Ase hill, 

Tk. 

not 

AS eR, AEH, WAYS, MEAS; licentious, EF, 

WES, HAR, HE, HES Wes not limited, 4a€(fg. 

| Unrestricted, a. Rees ue. 

Unretracted, a. FRA), RRA 
Unreturned, a. 73 (e). 
Unrevealed, a. AOS RF, ALA, Ak, EB; 

unrevealed truths, ARAN Z Z 34, KKH aes iH 3 
unreyealed pleasures, 

Unrevenged, a. Ath, 08. AIR T 
| Unreverent, a. See Irreverent. 

Unreversed, a. fe f. 
Unreverted, a. RK. 
Unrevised, a. FFE, ABST AY. 
Unrevoked, «. Ae ages ARE IM. 
Unrewarded, a. RH, KEES. AGU A 

ALR. 
Unrhetorical, a. ARE 2S AMS Z 

Unriddling, Sei Weak 

Fee. 

Unrifled, Not striped or robbed, Fe Fi, AG 

pLIB rh 
Unrig, v. ¢. To unrig a ship, BR Hp. 
| Unrighteous, a. We IE, Ag ; Wicked, BB, JH, 

ERR. 
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Unsaved, a. AB 
Unrighteousness, n. Axe, Aree H- | Unsavorily, adv. 430, ZR. 
Unrightful, a. Ags fry. 

Unrip, v. t. HR 

Unripe, a. aA AE, HE ; unripe fruit, EA 

WEI, TRIE HE. 
Unripeness, n. WE, Ak. 
Unrivaled, a. 4m ¥}, 46 @, Ine ny tb, ARAL BY EL, Se 

WET. 

Unriveted, pp. Hk ii RAE; unfastened, Fey. 
Unrohe, v. t. JR. 
Unroll, v. ¢. EBA, SE, 4, ZEBA, PE; to unroll, as | 

leaves, Tk. 

Unroiling, ppr. REBA. 
Unromantic, a. Fe 4748 AJ. 
Unroof, v. t. Heke ey. 

Unroot, v. tor 7. $A, BBL 
Unrouted, a. ae HALE. 
Unrufiled, a. #, 2B FR, Aw ; the mind unrnfiled, 

ISB, SAD, as? PHS, 1h AH. 
Unruled, a. FepeIS fg, EGE RE. 
Unruliness, n. Disregard of restraint, =), 

sit, #¥r ; licentiousness, FE #. 
Unruly, a. Ungovernable, #84 fig, BHSAME, HE 

Sit, EDR, JGR, VE, BBE, WER, SE BR; licen- 
tious, FE. #e7Z; the unruly passions, api 

Zit. AN HER 

Unrumple, v. ¢. 4ar83 3. 
Unsaddle, v. t. BE we. 
Unsaddled, pp. or a. HERR WE. 
Unsafe, a. JEES, ARS, AEE, AEB; there | 

is something unsafe, AREAS, FH fy eB; 
hazardous, [é, fe fir. 

Unsafely, adv. fe, ArF#- 
Unsafeness, n. Ait #%. 

Unsafety, n. AAS #, fee. 
Unsaid, pp. or a. ahi, ABT. 
Unsalable, a ERIE 7B, BAG. A 

Hi. 

Unsalted, a. A SiH BS. 

Unsanetified, a. sey HB. 
Unsanctioned, a. $e 78 HE. 
Unsatiable, a. See Insatiable. 

Unsatisfactory, 
fy, Ariat AS, AK EK; aN unsatisfactory result, 

Ae EH fh 
Unsatisfied, a. Not having enough, Ak, Ag, 

fk, Pa; not content, AvJé Abit ; not pleased, | 
A ihe, Ae 5 not settled in epinion, Ave = | 
= ; not saturated, FePhi&. 

Aisin, WAZ, 

Ai 

}§ > an unruly horse, BEES, am | 

a. TERRIER, AVE HOG, AZ | 

Unsavory, a. ENR, BUR, PERENK, LR; disgust- 
| ing, BYES, apyak iy, SHR AG; unsavory odor, Hf 
WR: unsavory news, Ave 2, AZ 

| om 

| Unsay, v. t.; pret. and pp. unsaid. KA, RB- 
Unsealy, a. Ss a IgR. 
Unscared, a. Selihik. 

| Unscattered, a. Achy, AEE. 

| Unscholarly, a. FE (A 38a" A 0eE, AE BRAC AG. 
Unsehooled, a. 3¢ 23% 

| Unscientific, a. Soest 
Unscientifically, adv. Age et 7 BB. 

| Unscorched, a. $eke Ay, AE AY. 
Unscoured, a. Fen# ih. 
Unsereened, a. $QU% fry, AVE HEA ; not protected, 

PEGI. 
Unscrew, v. t. EBA, ETHER RR. 
Unscrewing, ppr. fb, te HERR. 
Unseriptural, a. AHR, Ae BRE; not ac- 

cording to the Chinese seriptures, AREAS, A 

HE I, SEN SE. 
| Unserupulous, «. PANE, Ath, AEE. 
Unsculptured, a. A Ae fy. 
Unseal, v. t. BY, BEE, PREF; to unseal a letter, 

PXFH(S : to unseal a mystery, [JAA ALE. 
Unsealed, pp- or a. xy, te (Esp 

| Unsearchable, a. AW i, HEARSE, HH 
| mysterious, #f, $%7# ; hidden, FR. 
| Unseared, a. Unseared conscience, 423 But. 
| Unseasonable, a. AV, AAI, ANA, BE 
| (AH; to come at an unseasonable hour, A 
| ATE WTAE; an unseasonable time of the night, 

UE 7% 7, Be PR TE unseasonable weather, 7 

| evita LAR Ait pai tis 
Unseasonableness, n. Ar AIRE AG. 
Unseasoned, «. KRM : not inured, JE;, ARM; 

not salted or spiced, Feye TAR, Ane 7; un- 
| seasoned meat, 46Nf 7% fy ; unseasoned hours, 

| AZ. 
| Unseat, v. t. IAAL. 
| Unseaworthiness, n. Ht AAP EE, FE HEE. 
| La a. RUB, A SY AV. 

| 

Unsecure, « See Insecure. 

| Unseenred, a. BER RL, FPGA (9. 
Unsedentary, a. Aen, EE 4. 

| Megane sed, a. KA Ais BY, ABET, 

Unseemly, a. Heap fi, Aid A. AA 

> HY, ATK, 
nseen, a. EGA ARR, ARS 

ATTN. 
HL, ANE, AS 

AL; invisible, (=| 
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mae Ay unseen , Uaehicicae 

things, ASL ty, KE, Bu; unseen world, | 

BREE, ASSL Zk. 
Unseized, a. AE 

Unselfish, «. 5%, MC, Hels. MEAT. 
Unselfishness, n. 4646. _ 
nsent, a. Fr ZF, AS BIR. 

U 

At - 
nserviceable, a. FASE, JAA. SEIN, BE 

fie, Av fe JH; an unserviceable person, #y4F. 
Inserviceableness, xn. Arie FA Hi, BEA 4 - 
nserviceably, adv. SERA AR. 
nset, «. Unset, asa gem, 464s ; not placed, 

Ae Hi, Aor. ATE; unset, as the sun, FR Yes. 
Jnsettle, v. t. To disconcert, @L, al, Fal TK | 
ek, {i AE ; to unsettle people’s minds, gl A 
iD, PEBLIUG, HABLA; to unsettle a state, 

AL ee] ; to overthrow, ie, » SEA 

— 

Unsettled, pp.ora. fl, HE BIE nie, He EL, AB 

EE, ME BZ, RE, HK Aish ey iy. Ls e, AE, 

i Fa, Wi Br, FG, HE VB; rendered fluc- 
tuatine, } int Be, MA, “RM, BAUS ; changeable, 
"he fe, Wiis if ; not having deposited its eal mat- 
ter, AQBEH}; having no inhabitants, AB MU 2 
iE: the mind unsettled, MOTE HE, NRPS, AR AP 

Z105 DAL, ty #8 imi, he, ish, iba 

{#5 an unsettled state, F¢A%e ; an unsettled | 

nseparated, a. 4e Fp jh, ARS HF FB, HK S&F HE BH, 9 Unshocked, 

| 
| 
li 

state or kingdom, ARH Z HY ; an unsettled sea- | 
Son, KAA iE, AEA ; unsettled accounts, | 

Ai ; an unsettled fancy, WH AE 
Unsettledness, n. Ae A, Awe ss ; ivresolution, 
ALE LE; uncertainty, EGE 7 ; fluctuation, | 

Wee a. 
Unsettling, ppr. AL, #4L- 

Unsevered, a. 3&3 |i. 
Unshackle, v.¢. To unfetter, 

from bonds, PEA, Bit 
Unshaded, a. AHES, AMEE SE ; 

> aw ee a 3 

Ete. 
Unshadowed, a. 486 )2, 4b SE JE f-. 

Unshaken, a. Argh, Waly. WHE, AEM ; firm, 
F233 , Fe [A]; fixed, 7; unshaken in mind, )% 

Ets ARE; unshaken fidelity, :2.% Az. 
Unshamefacedness, n. J Eng, Ame Ry pe. 
Unshapen, a. Deformed, 4278 ; ugly, HEF. 
Unsheathe, v. ¢. f&; to unsheath the sword, 

Unshaved, a. Ae iE, AN IS | gi. 
Unshed, a. Not spilt, Ai, AEB. 
Unsheltered, a. 4m&i8 ye; not defended from dan- ay 

ger, AOR, an 

We PERE 5 to loose 

not clouded, 4832 

| Unsold, a. 38 RE. AE 

| Unsoldier-like, 

| Unsolicited, a. Fe ei. AR B. AR aise 5 

al 

Wasted: 

UNS 

1. RAARIE, SELENE, AVE 

posed, ~— 

Unshifting, a. Not changing place, Ff, APA, 
AA HE; not changing expedients, RIA BEt 

fy. 
Unship, v.t. f, $f; to unship goods, #8 4%, 4% 
f ; to ine the rudder, #7 fee. 

Not astonished, AH AF; not dis- 
ousted, eA BE ALLE 

neha a, Unshod, as a horse, Ant: HA; 

shoes, AE ¥E, Til 
Unshorn, a. ACB, APT. 
Uns showered, a. AKI, AB. 

Unsbrinking, a. Unshrinking, as from danger, 

Ap BSH - 
BEST, AS TAL at ih Unshunned, a. Agihk 

Unshut, a. AT, Aig TL. 
Unsightliness, n. BEAL. 
Unsightly, «. BRIM, Aa; very unsightly, 

hideous, Tif, ws. 
Unsilvered, a. AGEL ER. 
Unsinew, v. ¢. fy SE 77. 
Unsinged, a. ARKH, ARSE TT. 
Unsized, a. De ale 

gh, ARG AGA, ARE, 
AE. 

Unskillful, «. 770PEL AM, MADR, HM, A 
ais Kind Artal, rea > an uuskillful 
doctor, Jf #2; an unskillful writer, #4; an 
unskillful workinan, 4} 7; unskillful in lan- 

guage, Aran Weak. 
Unskillfully, adv. Hh, Ase, Akh. 
Unskillfulness, n. Ji} #¥, Ah. 

having no 

AH HIB. 

| Unslackened, a. Axk, Arif ee. 

Unslain, o. RPA, APTR, ABV. 
Unsmoked, a. ARiih, ASEAN, ARK, Ag we. 
Unsociable, a. MH dA BU, Vp. 
Unsocial, a. Hedge ail, ASLAN Be. ARE BSE, 

Rig Rivie AVON, RE 
EE 

Unsoiled, a. eye 

tA. 
Unso Idierly, « RRER. 

to come 

unsolicited, Fez th 3. Ae ah hy 3. 
Unsolicitous, a. APE, AR; not very desirous, 

AeA, AE. 

Unsolved, a. AAR ST, ASHE. 
Unsophistieated, a. AS, A ht (§, BEB ; pure. 

fll, ifi- , ut 4 
Unsorted, a. #APWE TT. AAP T AE, AAT BAGH. aK 
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Duscusht. a. AGRA. 

U meena a. Not sound, as wood, A RX fy, Af ; not 

orthodox, as doctrine, J}; not honest, M# (R#¥ 
Mt, AEH, ARE; not solid, AH; not 
real, Me gv ; not sincere, BBR sugars eat 
(iS, HEF; not fast or calm, KBR, KE; 
unsound doctrine, Jhja, AIEY ZF. 

Unsoundness, n. 4) ; corruptness, 97; want of 
solidity, A. #% ; infirmity, ipyy. 

Unsoured, a. Ae #—% ; not made morose, AGF Thy 

Unsowed, Unsown, a. 4e4a¢ 7. | PPE 

Unsparing, a. Not parsimonious, Af, Ae ; 
ey ape a severe, fit, fagjij ; not forgiving, 

US A fe. 

ocean y, adv. Aye ; lavishly, 4%, jf. 
Unspeakable, a. aU HI, ale h, BEE, BEA 

, MAAC, MSY Bt, AGRE. ARSED 3 ; 
joy unspeakable, Aj 7% 35, BA RESEZ &, ak 

EE HOEK SS - 
Unspeakably, adv. AR, AUS. 
Unspecified, a. #RjR— ak, AIB— BH. 
Unspeculative, a. Aa ; not theoretical, Aik. 
Unspent, a. AHS, AB AS, eae: unspent 

money, $3 ZHR, AALS, BAEZ IM 
Unspilt, a. As #4 a, ae itt ; unspilt blood, Fe ie 

Y, fill 

Unspiritual, a. AEE; carnal, worldly, JE {Ik 

Unsplit, a. AES, AWE T ; unsplit wood, Fe pk 

ZL. 

ZA. 
Unspoiled, a. Ae #8 JT, A HE; not plundered, ze 

BEA, ASHI. 
Unspoken, «a. ASB KS. 
Unspotted, a. SE%E(j, 2 fy; unstained with 

guilt, fi fy, HYB, ARERR ; an unspotted maid, 
HL k, AH ZA; an eeepc mind, 32 
yj an unspotted | life, Sul ¥e-7 ih. 

Unspottedness, n. #32, An ji Ae 
Unspread, a. Ae i, As gfeby 5 an » abe table, 

ca 
Unsquared, a. Not made square, AVjy ; an un- 

squared havent: RH ze, Ai ZARA. 
Unstable, a KEL, REE, ARS, PR; in- 

constant, Fis, WHE, AIL, BIE, ARAM, 
A RE FF HL; unstable, 
vicious, 4k VF ; an unstable man, (Ala fe. 

Unstaid, a. Fickle, #EZP, PERE. 

Unstained, a. Ae MEF iL, in BA Im Be SAY, ASL 

Fe, AN RZ ; not dyed, AQYe jth. 
Unstanched, a. 46 1k if. 
Unstatesman- ee a. 4 Wks 

45 i; unstable and | 
_ Unsubstantial, ao. AVFf, Mii, Ze Mii. M?, As ETT ; 

Unstationed, a. | RUG AL. 
Unsteadfast, a. e/a %, 4i6 ib gees 
Unsteadfastly, adv. Aya, BR, AH 
Unsteadfastness, n. Slat) #%, Se. 
Unsteadied, a. Ah, AFz. 
Unsteadily, adc. HERS, A FE [A]; inconstantly, # 

FP, HE, HI, Ki. 
Unsteadiness, n. KE, BB, Hl, BB, 

AE. 
Unsteady, a. ae ae AVE, Ade; unsteady 

in character, , BEE, HET—, Me, fe, 
ze i mst in Tanne AE [Hat ORE, ID 

Sie GE ny, MEAG TY); mutable, jg ss, FF HF 5 an 

unsteady person, WE YPIPE J, PRR, Be 

AV; unsteady, as light, BYP]; unsteady wind, 

Unsteeped, a. ARs, AH Ua. 

Unstigmatized, a. Ay BER. 
Unstimulated, a. 7S, KEE 

Unstinted, a. 4me\sft. PIT 

Unstirred, a. WE BOGE, HE FEE YY. 
Unstirring, a. Ari, Agee. 
Unstooping, a. Aji. 
Unstop, v. ¢. #R48 

Unstored, a. RIS : unstored goods, #L#!% FE. 
Unstormed, a. ArT. 
nstmimed a. Natural, A ¥§; unstrained, as 

liquor, e. RAB, RABE 
Unstratified, a. 4b fi 2. 
Unstrenethened, a. RASH AY. 
Unstring, v.t. To relax tension, $%, FRi%, RE, 
WEY, oh, 54, G2; to untie, fi%; to deprive of 
strings, ie 

Unstudied, a. ( #%; not premeditated, Me % Iie 

SEM. Unstudious, a. Aras SBA. 
Unstutfed, a. 4¢}4j ; unstutfed, as meat, ARE 

J, RSE. 
Unsubdued, a. (EEN, ETE A), fe Ai, SRR 

#8, ARTEAR, ASHEIH ; an unsubdued _ Ne K 
FEN EY ; unsubdued passions, Ait ZR, AB 

si) 2. 
Unsubjected, a. FRUR, ARH. 

Unsubmissive, «. A lig, He $8 7, A MAAR, AR WA 
4%, BE, 1&3 disobedient, Ui, iit, #5 Pai. 

Unsubmitting, a. Affi. 

not essential, 7.BS3E ; an unsubstantial build- 

ing, AE Ze, AEE Z be. 
Unsubstantially, adv. (We = TAL, ANS [A]. 
Unsubverted, a. AK wits, Ay fh 7E- 
Unsuccessful, a. AIR, AGRE, HERE, 
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| Bevin, HERES. JORMA, KA, UE, 
4E YE, Ajo; unsuccessful in battle, He Ar AY ; 
unsuccessful in life, —-AE (if, Se fe lk 
Be BH (ok ; making no advance, oe 

Unsuceessfully, adv. $E¥%, SHE FA, 28 fat 
Unsucked, a. Ashe jh, AAAS. 

Unsufferable, a. Elz fy, JAAR, SEA TE. 

Unsugared, a. AR VAI PE, Ai esi) He, ane gh fig. 

Unsuitable, a Pa euorannes Awe es Pitt, Ay IRE, 
RE, KU; unfit, Heme, He A, Ae, WE Ask, 
Aik, AAI; an Gituitable mal fy a 
AE, AAA, AAA, PAGE; an Tmenitable 

present, Avi 4H ; rather unsuitable, 1 % pg ; 
inconvenient, A fii. 

Unsuited, a. Not adapted, [i pg, 1 & 
3 ; not quite suited, Menem. 

Unsullied, a. Not sullied, i Yumpe, ae Yeu, ae Ye 
15, 82. i A. fi; to retire from office with 
unsullied Haida, EL fy fir; a family of unsul- 
lied reputation, 3 {it fy A. 

Unsulliedly, adv. QA%. 
Unsupplanted, a. ASH TS, Ag {Hi AK. 
Unsupphied, a. JE BA, BT. KA. 
Unsupportable, a. Hi AG. Sve Insupportable. 
Unsupported, a. Fe JAE, Age 3 { ; not sustained, 

io assisted, 4 Bf He, HEE, EIDE, Al 
#§, 2A; not countenanced, Avs HARA, ANS iS 

Hy. 

Unsuppressed, a. JARNRIB, sk HET, ARAM, a 

fet 

38, AB. 
Unsurmountable, a. RIE 4, Rm. RA GB, 

A tie We 
Unsurpassed, a. aoe Sn Je 3 . 
Unsurrendered, Unsurrendered, as a right, 

&e., AeEIE, 5B ; unsurrendered, as troops, 
&e., AA. 

Unsusceptibleness, Eee iy n. Ares. 
Unsusceptible, a. Fr; unfeeling, Mey. 

Unsuspected, a. ASE. 

Unsuspecting, a. HE BORE, AE, AVEE, SR Ae 
i. 

Unsuspended, a. fH 4 Hpi, ACHE ; not delayed, 
FCREVE; not held undetermined, A 4A Hp, 

JERE 
Unsuspicious, a. AGE, AME, ABE. 
Unsustainable, a. JERR, 3 A ; that cannot 

be kept from falling, Me JA 7§ ; that cannot 
be supported, Jj A.7% ; that cannot be main- 
tained, Jie aE. 

Unsustained, a. Unsustained, as men, 447 i) #, 
PS unsustained, as WLS AE Afi. 

tH | 
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| 
| 

| 
| 
| 

| Untaught, a 

Unswayed, a RE =H Ri i 7. rr id; ; ‘not 
biased, hee 

Unswept, a. Aedapih, ARLE. 
Unswerving, a. Not roving, Ajit, Ais be; un- 

swerving from, Ar fie. 

| Unsworn, a. Ae RE ae. 
| Unsymmetrical, a. 44H fil. 
Unsympathizing, o. SMe ny |i, Ame 2k 3k 
Unsystematie, U nsystematical, a. Acids, MIE. 
Unsystematically, adv. ApReye. 
Untack, v. t. dae ak 

Untainted, Ine ui, Ade fy, Se Ye 
Site 7, 

Jee Bey 

Yu 
Jape Ay 

fe Ant} Gy aree amt i 

Sree a Ane pf Snes Bg ; unsullied, 

ib MB not rendered unsavory by pu- 
trescence, A, SL; not accused, pk AF, AALS ; 

untainted virtue, jf, wt Fits. 
Untaintedness, n. Seve; 2 SEU IT, ries 5 

Untaken, a. Not taken or epitnayy as a city, Fe 

ook. 
Untalented, a, BEF, Fier. 
Untamable, EIEN, RM, RBM, He 
Hi, WS  aiahiG wild beasts, #3 He 34 pr 
BP BR, FI 5 Bh they are untamable, 7 

MMB. 
| Untamed, a. 39k, AFEAL, AHI; untamed 

wild beasts, AQ #3 4h BF BR, BF BA A IE. 
Untarnished, a. Not soiled, 48 pe 75, AR KIS B, 

Ane 7 fi: ; unblemished, ie Hct 
Untasted, a. E38, Aa. 
Untasteful, a. AREDS, 
Untastefully, adv. Without taste, in bad taste, 

as dress, &e., pee MAE Fi A. 

se AE, Ae SE BH: unskilled, #4; 
new, raw, HE. 

Untaxed, a. HE (RANBE, ATE; not accused, Fe 

ane 
Unteachable, «. #cl# GH, He AE 9, KALA, 
BALA, ASE; indocile, WHaAh, FAB Hr. 

Untempered, a. 48 Sd ak ; untempered steel, 36 Al 
We Z Mil; not duly mixed for use, 42H Fa, K 
oe f QJ, A JA; not durable or 
strong, TE of}, Ave. 

Untempted, a. ‘EB aR, A Kl os BX. 

Untenable, a. Untenable, as a fort, &e., SPIE {E, 
me 9°75 £E, PER. RSE AG untenable, as 

an argument, ue Hh fy BS, TEAS ME YE , Ame ye 
Unienanted, a. 4) BEE A. 
Untender, a. tied td. 
Untenderly, adv. Ark. 
Unterrified, a. Apa, ARE. 

BN SREN a. As a st RAK HGB, AAR. 
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Unthanked, a. EAE Aik 

Unthankful, a. ff B ANE, A BSR, A | 
fij, $M 4, 4, Ao; unthankful for your 

favor, 2 ARPA, HINEEOK Rh. 

Unthankfu lly, adv. 1 jal st, 76 SU A Biff. 
Unthankfulness, n. $B, BR, Googe. 
Unthawed, a. Aig, AIHA Aig Gis. 
Untheoretic, Untheoretical, a. Aye fry, ae 

Unthinking, a. fags 

itd Aisi, 
Unthinkingly, el oR Ay BB. 
Unthorny, a. Sue3y0E, Ane (yy. 
Inthoughtful, a. AB, WP. 

Jnthought (of), «. Ax, AA, BAA, (8- 
Inthread, v. t. $6 Hie, He Ht AR. 

Unthreatened, a. $e PKR HK. 
Unthriftiness, n. jt 2. 

Unthrifty, «. PEAS, HII, REA. 
Unthroned, pp. }g€3t. 
U 

iF. 
ra 
Your > 

etree 

AiR GR 
Untie, v.t. fi2, M26; to untie a knot, fpPai; to 

untie a difficulty, fi é; to loose, fVEF. 
Untied, pp. or a. §RT ; 

ABI. 
Onell prep. $i, F, FFI, ie KB 

xe ; until now, S)4, AIVENP, SF ; until to- 
morrow, Zi AJ A; until death, FAL, AISLE ; 
until they cone, 3s TE AW ; wait until I come, 
4E WAC; wait until you are better, SF 35] (pig: 

a4, Md A fe ; to the degree that, I, A. 
Untile, v. t. #289 #. FL; to untile, as the wind, 

tin HL. 
Untiled, pp. or a. SMe ze MR. 

Untilled, a. Ae#EAg. 

Untimely, a. Happening before the usual time 

MERI, ASH, AKAM, ARH = am. un 
ae death, 48 fit WE, HK, FR, HE, Hl. HAE, FR | 

ih, A; aD ‘untimely birth, Ae 75 44) ii 4E; 
caren Ne HS Nae, AS Gy HE. 

Untinetured, a. Ae 4s; a 

Untinged, a. ARYe 138 
Untired, a. A(#e. 
Untiring, a. Afé. 
Untitled, «. AAS, & IAS. 
Unto, prep. Zi], B, %. See Vo. 
Untold, a. Not related, Aeahsth, ABET ; not re- 

vealed, $ BAA Sf; not numbered, AC Bei, He 

? Ant ff, 

Untormented, 

BS, ASEH, ROEHL 

inconsiderate, A | 

ntidy, a. Not neatly dressed, PE SEYR, Awe, | 

not tied, Ree, We, | 

Re iF = ; aE; not te; ased, Ae RHE | 

Untouchable, a. ARs, HATE , ER. 
| Untouched, a. ARB, ARR, Jee ( \) BSE ; not 
| affected, se Shi. 
| Untoward, a, Perverse, $y8A, S275, ieee, Pet, 
7, Tegk ; not easily taught or guided, $f # 
fi; troublesome, #4, eto FE a fy un- 
manageable, HUE Be if; an untoward event, 

SE, DZ tet SF ; an untoward physiognomy, 
WE if] ; untoward tricks, wets, deat: 

Untowardly, adv. Awkwardly dts S33 perversely, 

HY, I, i, AK eB. 

| Untowardness, n. $h3i, Yrilt, Beh, STeRE, sit 
1: 5 aw kwardness, fh 25. 

Untraceable, «. A AGHDE, A AEE, HE HAM. 
RIL. 

Untraced, a. Not marked out, RHH5, REE 
JE; not marked by footsteps, ech tik, SMe MAB. 

“Untractable, a. BYSAIE, ABE, HELE, AOA 
i= FRNA E, FR. See Intractable. 

Untractableness, n. jf hi. 
| Untrained, a. ede KE, AB fy; not 
| educated, Ae not Su AE, AGRA, Fi; 

untrained in ne KE tA i Et; un- 
| governable, fi PEM, J8F£ ; an untrained mul- 

titude, Bh Be, He Be. 

Untrammeled, a. #5 RE HE 
Untransf sn a. BAG, Ae BETSY A. 
Untransformed, a. 74%, Ase, ARAL. 

Untranslated, a. RRS, HE ME 
Untransmitted, a. #73, KAA. 

| Untransparent, a. Aye. 

| Untransportable, a. jai RE, HURARE, BARE 

fy. 
| Untraversed, a. AR#838, AAT, ARB. 
Untreasured, a. se HF 3, ACHP AR. 

5 | Untrembling, a. Fie; Aw {R; firm, Beg. 
Untremblingly, adv. 34%, fill] Bg. 
Untrespassing, a. ATE. 

Untried, a. Aalst, AS SU al s# ; not experienced, 
lk, AA, 42; untried hands, 4 =F; an u- 

| tried case at law, 5R FRE, ARAL AR ZA. 
Untrimmed, a. Not pruned, #74 SF ; not dressed, 

| AE, AGZE; not put in order, Few RF; an 
| untrimmed lamp, se dy: 7 HE. 

Untriturated, a. AQHRIB, AFI. 

Untrod, Untrodden, a. (LAs AY, ACEEIH ; not 
marked by the feet, Ane J, fk; am untrodden 

path, # any E ith 7 Z. fii. 

Untroubled, a, Not troubled by ¢ care, Ane 33h jae | Abe Au 

Aue $3 fk] ; not con- HE ; not troubled by sorrow, 

ee: Ail 3 not pruttieds Ki not peviaied, 
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A HE Hy ; free from passion, #P; clear, #¥; an | Unvariegated, a. MEFS, —-. 

UNW 

untroubled mind, 724% 2g}, Aft; untroubled | Unvarnished, a, Not overlaid with varnish, 4 
water, §f7K¢ ; untroubled nature, APE. 

Untrue, a. AJk, A; false, FR, HR; dis- 

loyal, AyB; not faithful to another, AB, 

AB fz Ais fz. 

Untruss, v. t. {7 ; to let out, ik. 

Untrustworthy, «. (5406, FE ME, EE 
Be oe Ay, VE TEFR, 0B}; an untrustworthy | 

person, ARES ZA, UGS, FEMA, We 
SMATOBE A, AZAC EEN. 

Untrusty, a. A#', HIE, AH BY HF fg; un- 
faithful, 4e fz fy, 2 (2 Ab. 

Untruth, n. Aik, FF: falsehood, ft, Fes, He. 

p25 lie, Kah, Me, BE» 5 
to speak untruth, Giff, 

Untruthful, a. Ai. 
Untruthfulness, n. Fie, #. 

Untuck, v. t. eye, ff. 
Untunable, a. HIE, IAB. 
ntune, v.t. BL, ¥ Al. 
nturned, a. cH, Ae fF) ; to leave no stone un- 

turned, HEBER, Aah A at. 
ntutored, a. FrSbih, HER. 
ntwine, v. ¢. 72, fb, AEBH. 
ntwined, a. FEBA YS. 

Untwist, v. ¢. FBG, #72. 
Untwisted, pp. FEBA YS. 27. 
Ununited, a. RA, FA. 
Unused, a. FR FAiH, A HH ; unused to, FE [ff, 1 

3h, AtH; long unused, ATE A, EAA. 

nusual, a. IE (RS8%5, Peeing, Ibis, By, JE 

A, JE. JER T, HP, ayt%, BK; unusual 
talent, JE ZAP, PEER, F2A, APA; rare, 7F 
A DA. 

Unusually, adv. Ase, FpAab, JER. SE IL; un- 
usually hot, Apahet, SANA, JER HE; un- 
usually cold, 4p4p77. 

Unutterable, a. IEG, SAE A. 
B. ak A BE (J, #ZZE (sce Inexpressible) ; un- 
utterable distress, #4 AVR] GZ ; unutterable joy, 

AW SF; unutterable misery, FTE HINGE 
mh, AAS. 

Unvacated, a. Fez, FHE. 
Unvail, Unveil, «. ¢. %€, Hi, BAA. 
Unvalued, a, Not prized, By a, AVE ; inesti- 

mable, S(R, 04%; not having the value set, 

ARE TEAR, Ae fh HUE. 

Bi it 

qq 

ere 

Se 

U 

Unvangquished, a. JR Av ih, Ae HB. HR BRAT IR, | 

Ale K. 
Unvaried, a. —#%, Aid. 

fee» Me alles | 

RA, AA 

4 4; unvarnished thines, 4a 2S 2 7 ; un- 

varnished, as language, 406 a fifi (4g, SRE BF fi ; 
an unvarnished tale, “tains. gt, SEACH 
BF; plain, ##@. 

| Unvarying, a. RS, BIE, AB AE 

58. EB A. 
Unveil, v. t. See Unvail. 

Unventilated, a. #3 A. 
Unversed, a. Av#4, AE, Ask, Aik Be. 

Unvexed, a. RBG, ROE, ROBIE. 
Unviolated, a. Not broken, as a law, 4 fei; 

not injured, 3e 2 3H, Ae pe {fH ; an unviolated 
law, or laws unviolated, 424874 7%; an unvio- 

lated eneagement, #2} ZH, AH ZH; an 
unviolated woman, #FRIE ZA. See In- 

violated, 

Unvisited, a. RAE, KEI. 
Unvitiated, Unviciated, a. PET. 
Unvulnerable, a. 1 (41% (79, IEA GEE 13. 
Unwalled, a. 4mG44 fal (2, Ame} SH. 
Unwarily, adv. Axia. 
Unwariness, n. Want of vigilance, 7% PE By 45 

earelessness, Auopury, Arak lit. 

Unwarlike, a. FAFwe, AAs. 
Unwarmed, a. AJBEAS. 
Unwarned, a. YH, RIL. HALA, AK 

RE. 
Unwarped, a. $h0R, 2. 
Unwarrantable, a. Not defensible, not justifiable, 

ABEL a, ASEM ait. A CLASSE; Improper, A 
36. iL; illegal, Fi. 

Unwarranted, a. Not authorized, 36 48 ar; not 

ascertained, A.7E ; not covenanted to he good, 
sound, or of a certain quality, Ae Gl GABE, AS 

LE MN. 
Unwary, a. Not vigilant against danger, Ae 

If ; not cautions, FJ, Askla. AAG. A” 

Bi ffi 
Unwashed, Unwashen, a. #eBEi8. AVE; not 

cleansed, HE YRIPE, Ave iy, FRR. 
Unwasted, a. 4e4E #3 ; not lavished away, 
3a, FRE ; not lost by exhaustion or other 
means, FAT, KE. 

Unwatched, a. FRVEBG, AES. AHESF- 
Unwavering, a. 389%, Tom. BO, To. AE, 

ARE ; not fluctuating, AP% Hh. 
Unwaveringly, adv. 349%, LIRDG, Lite. 
Unweaned, a. EPFL, AH. 
Unweariably, adv. Arfg. 
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Unwearied, a. Aly, AE, Aye (8, WE a BB, 

AME, WA, Heike, 2B BE; continual, 
ARK, AE; unwearied in doing good, Fae A 
te, PepeFe ee ; unwearied efforts, 3F th Ae. 

Unweariedly, adv. Ate, Hee, 222. 
Unweariedness, a. Ale #4, HAUEA.- 
Unweary, a. Arfé&, Aw. 
Unwearying, a. Arf. Aw, HH. 
Unweeded, a. Ryesh, Awe Sf ; unweeded fields, 

Aig Z FA 
Unweighed, a. AEH, AFT ; not deliberately | 

considered and examined, ASM! jH, AG /eIG- 
Unweighing, a. Wyk, YP. 
Unwelcome, a. Not welcome, as a guest, I 34% 

fy, PEA, A He SL; an unwelcome guest, A 
MHZ, ASIA; unwelcome news, fk 
Dk Se He UE RE Se, AE ld 22 if G ; unwelcome 
interruptions, Ais 7 [H BE, A He 7 ESE. 

Unwell, a. & AK, HER, RAK, RAL, F 

FAI, AI, BS. AHI. FAKE, ATER 
parents unwell, 2-BEAP IH, BURR. 

Unwhipped, Unwhipt, a. AeSeHERE. 
Unwholesome, a. $2. 4x, HEH ; pernicious, 3 ; 

an unwholesome climate, tye 2% th, $2 fi. Z% 
mk +; unwholesome vapors, J 9% ; unwhole- 
some vapors of the mountains, jaa ; unwhole- 
some food, AE {17% 2. 

Unwieldily, adv. Heavily, #; with difficulty, 

Unwieldiness, n. Heaviness, i, if # ; difficulty 
of being moved, #9) &%, FE wy Ay. 

Unwieldy, a. #A; unmanageable, HEMP AY, He 

ith. 
Unwilling, a. Not willing, Ay, A BA, He BK; 

disinclined, HF jf, DE -Erith, Ay li I, AA AB, 18 
4 ; unwilling to go, App HK, He HAZ ; unwill- 

ing to come, fz 4A Ae, A Hifi ae; willine or 

Ba ae TG. unwilling, fyi fy, AANE AB, 
Unwillingly, adv. DEH ity, AGA, Ae te RE, A He, 
A 60 ; did it unwillingly, MH REP tw (ik 4B, 

A is HACE 2. 
Unwillingness, n. Ai MH, Ha, HUA. 
Unwind, v.t.; pret. and pp. wnwound. #8 BH, 

Unwinged, a. 4 fy. 
Unwiped, a. Afi, AA. 
Unwise, a, Sng ea 8, 4th, Ine 0, OA], BAS, Ah. gov ED tas) dao 

Unwisely, adv. ABM, BEAN, LER. 
Unwished, a. Ath, A, AR RARE. 
Unwithered, a. At, ACU BS. 
Unwithstood, a. Adp, Arie. 
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Unwittingly, adv. MEA, AS; did it un- 

wittingly, FAM AH A. 
Unwitty, a. Sneie #. 
Unwomanly, a. ARAN, AR AE. 
Unwont, a. 1}. 
Unwonted, a. Unaccustomed, e{ft, Ae; un- 

common, FES, Ae ji Bs rare, 227A, HA. 
Unwontedness, n. Uncommonness, ¥2 748, JES 

Unworking, a. Aik THe, ASF. |#- 
Unworkmanlike, a. #4. 
Unworldly, a. 1 (2 fr GE, A JB HE fg. 
Unworshiped, a. Fe FFE, ACFE fy. 
Unworthily, adv. FESR DRE, ARBRE, AeA 
Unworthiness, n. AHEs. | HE. 
Unworthy, a. Not deserving, MEE, Ac Ht, HEHE 

i, ASE; unbecoming, Ame, KR, A, A 
", AS ; vile, EbPH; mean, ME, Hf; unworthy 
of receiving, AV HES; unworthy of belief, 1 
Jets. AE fs, WRB, Bt; unworthy of much 

thought, IF UME, AEN, AJB; unworthy 
of, IE $e a> Ait, ye WE OR Fy it ; an un- 
worthy action, Gbf#;; unworthy men, S&Tyz7 
AV; unworthy of notice, ALM, AE BL; un- 
worthy of being mentioned, If 2 i=. AES.A 

iia. 
Unwounded, a. 4m (i 0pE, Ae SF (E, Ape EAT. 
Unwoven, a. Aeskipe, Ast fry. 
Unwrap, v. t. BA, BA, TBA. 
Unwrenched, a. $FRE AY, AEE A. 

Unwrinkle, v. ¢. fh fia, REPS WC. 
Unwritten, a. Sf, RSH, HBA; blank, 

A, 4; verbal, Fy fy. 
Unwrought, a. #E, AMIE; unwrought wood, 

PE, ANKE ZAKS ; an unwrought gem, FEA, HK 
if ZF; a gem unwrought, BAK. 

Unwrune, a. AAS, ARAB. 
Unyielding, a. Age, YS; unpliant, AAR, A 

ME, WERE, Wy; obstinate, HEYA, HOR. 
Unyoke, v. t. ig, PRE; to loose, 2, FE, Hy. 
Up, adv. or prep. |; to go up, _-; to ke up, #8 

§ S; up on the mountain, 7 |_E, ARIE; 
he is up, 1B @ ft &, (ett B ; up the hill, - 
Wl, 4]; up the river, [ jaf; up on the river, 
7 i _I-; up the country, | j&, BA; to look 
up, Pil, MPH; to lift up the eyes, MA, RA; 
to lift up the head, #27; to stand up, ##; to 
get up, tt. ; up to the neck, 3) ¥f; up to this 
day, #J4 AH; up to this moment, FHF, % 
TSF ; up to heaven, FFI; reached up to 
heaven, RAK, RIBKRK, RH; up and 
down, Eyé,_ Pf ; up and down in life, —fet 
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—¥¢; put up the shop doors, F ##PY; difficult 
to put up with it, (FFPHE{f ; from my youth 
up, A-LR, fobs: the sun is up, HH} ay 
to drink up, fm; his blood is up, Pe ccue 
ZR AK; to be up to, I, BE, FE; to blow up, i 
a weit ; to put one up a, Fi MR JL; to come 

up with, #% [.; to rise up, Ff, 5; to rise up in 
the mind, #27/%.% ; picked up, $B YX ; to draw 
up an army, fii ; uy to the mark, #€#if. 

Upbear, v. t. ; pret. wpbore ; pp. wpborne. Pky, 

FHL. 
Upbraid, v. t. To reproach, 77, fl, 7S], FEM, TE 

Jb. nee, AGE, (ik#E; to upbraid one, #F AJ, 

fi, Fee JV. 
Upbraided, pp. #T, FETS. 
Upbraiding, ppr. TK, #3. 
Upeast, a. $f_; with upeast eyes, IMMA. LL 

ZH. 
Upfilling, a. dt. 
Jphand, a. SIP SAY. 
Tpheave, v. ¢. Fy. 
pheaving, ppv. Upheaving of the ground, Hi if 

Tey 1E 
pheld, pret. and pp. of uphold. 4&7. 
phill, a. Ely; difficult, #€; to go uphill, |. 
i; to write uphill, 6374 ¢44 ; uphill work, 

MESE, HET. RK. 
Uphold, v. t. ; pret. and pp. wpheld. To lift on 

high, #2; to support, $k, Hi, tefp. Pal, H 
Hh, HLdL, da, $B; to continue in being, JRF ; 
to uphold one at any rate, #/ pay. 

Upholder, n. Hh#, skH#; undertaker, which 

Upholsterer, n. (Aj PRR ALIA. 
Upholstery, n. 2A { + 4A &ii- 
Upland, n. High land, 7 $i, psy; upland rude, 

nef. 
Uplandish, a. 7 WeAg, Wa Ay. 
Uplead, v.t. BI_E. 
Uplift, v. ¢. Yk, $e. 
Uplifted, ae or a. LEE ; with uplifted arms, 

SI, HP. 
Upinest. a. 3b A, Re 
Upon, prep. _E 5B, te, “EB; fi, Ei, Ws, TE; 

upon my head, 7¢4K0A E, FAH _E ; upon the 

table, WREE Eb, ERE J-, ZE# iL; upon the latch, 

Yeh ee; upon the frontiers, 7¢ se YR; upon a 
journey, #% fa]; to start upon a journey, #8 FE; 

to live upon, # ; to live upon bread and milk, 

E fit KF; upon his coming, 4B Fy 77 He, ly 2 
ZH; upon his departure, 4637 WR, hse 
HF; to take Bee one’s self, » Ath ALaF come 

il 

S 

ete 

| see. 
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upon a Sunday, 7#F¢ A 2e; to levy a tax upon 

paper, 4q4t#R; upon my word, fF; upon 
enquiry, #2; upon his principles, #4 (th 7 HB; 

upon information, #4 #9 4; upon the whole, 7% 
HE, =14e 48; upon repentance, fj 5p; situated 

' upon a hill, Z¢ ql J- ; upon such terms, Rye 
F, WIZE; upe Hee left hand, 76 A758; 
upon consideration, AAP, Fl; upon a day’s 
notice, 46— AakiB, 36 4 — A; upon mort- 
gage, J; to be upon a run, 47 4¢3F ; dependent 
upon, i, ASW; stress is laid upon, Ze. See 
On. 

Upper, a. |, BA, HY, LIE: the upper or rising 
tone, [|-#%; the upper lip, J-}=; the upper 

tecth, E2F; the upper part, 35; the upper 
story, | if ; the upper house, #f 7 ; upper and 
lower, Ff. 

Upperdecks, n. | Ai. 
Tpperhand, nm. JHE, THE, WR. 

Ippermost, a. EME, BEM, BBA WL He, 
JA; the uppermost strata, 22 bth; the up- 
permost seats, @ EZ fit, WAL, BALE. 

els} 

Uppish, a. i fi. 
Upraise, v. t. #. 
Coulee, a. Erect, perpendicular, fff, 8%, 24, 44, 

ae “@ ; honest, ER, Tit JE, IEA; | i, Hb, BE, 

AIUES, ok, OR, ELL, Ha. EB, 1, Hk, bi iA, 
Alt, HPL, PEs just, Zsa. 3G; sitting upright, 
744 ; stand upright, fixe, i4or, as; to place 

upright, RZ; an upright man, AMP A, IE 

ZN HG IEZ A, Eobe A, REX A; upright 
men, ie 

Upright-hearted, a. ote, moO Ag. 
Uprightly, adv. Perpendicularly, @_E, #ij ; hon- 

estly, IE. 
Uprightness, n. TEA, HIER, mk ZNIE. 
Uprise, v. 7.; pret. wprose; pp. wprisen. je. 
Uprising, ppr. #, Ff. 
Uproar, n. Great tumult, 7% Al; bustle and clamor, 

Dui Thy, FE ee, hia, WD) Til, gaat, nen iE Mal, Wet 

Me, HeMe; a great uproar, Kh|—-H§, AeAL- 
Uproarious, a. BEI, AEWH Fal, BEM. 
Uproariously, adv. HE, AW], LLBEME. 

Uproot, v. t. BEBE, ERAL- 
Uprouse, v. t. $7 HR. 

Upset, vt. 1, 478. AUD, (UU. FEE, BB, WE 
FE, fH; to upset a carriage, ff) Hi, As HE; to 
upset a boat, 7§ fit, 7i Jf ; to upset a cup, fA 
7H; upset by the wind, MPS, MH); upset by 
a push, Ff]; upset by pressing against, Hf 

{iJ ; the carriage was upset, Hi ff), HZ. 

6 N- 
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Upset, n. wy fil 4, ffi 4 
Upshot, n. The final issue, 

4, sk RL, Re Bi 

Upsidedown. The upperpart undermost, 

fAlc, He fel, fA, (eA. 
Upstart, n. #ERE ZS A, PPE ZA, iit 
Ie 2 2% A; something that springs up suddenly, 

ye te fly; upstart pride, PUY Hk, HHI Z HK. 
lipwarde Upwards, adv., a. or n, Toward a higher 

place, faj_ ; more than, AZ, FR, LLL, B, 
4%; to go upwards, -, 4, @ Et fF; to look 

the end, WE, BES; 

upwards, (, (pas, Mill, Zr te, MA; to. 
look upwards to heaven, #5; to fly upwards, 
He, FS; to look upwards to one for help, 
FSH; to point upwards, 7; a year and 

upwards, 464, 4232; upwards of ten, ten and 

upwards, --#8, FELE, 48k: 

OR 
Upwhirl, v. ¢. or 7. 32th Hebel, Hest. 
Uran-glimmer, n. £&=F a fk. 
Uran-ocher, Uran ochre, n. # JEZ,.%4, FAK. 
Uranite, n. 4H. 

Uranium, n. 4. 
Uranography, n. FAS, TRS 7 Be. 
Uranology, n. Ki, KAZ. 

Uranus, n. jit ; the planet uranus, RE. 

Urbane, a. fill, ANE, HAN, APRS BRAS. 
Urbanity, n. Politeness, 2 jt 

fubility, XpAAE, Api 
Ureeolate, a. EEK, BENZ fry. 
Urchin, n. $7}#%;a name given to a child, fy 

ff, RK ae 
Ureter, ee, APS eae. 
Gisiine n. 

urethra, WE Bade. 
Urethral, a. Wee fry. 
Urge, v.¢. To press, 34 

ion, TGA, aye, 8 

a. 

fol, fi, WY, FRYZ, “HED, HR, Tip. Bh, HE; to 
urge on to buy, FL; to urge onward, 3f | WE NE 
Mn, Et A; to urge one to go, WA ; 2 er | 
urge to exertion, to urge on, 66h BE), BEE, ZI, | 
i, 3B, ah. Hy. AH} ; to bEge incessantly, 

Bich, ABKNE, SADIE: to urge to eat, NER, th 
&, (i ; to urge to make ] peace, HHA, HLA; 

to urge payment, 38432, FEN, TER; to urge 
one to gees Hi oh, PE ; to use the plea of 

See Animate | necessity, mh RAs, MAA 
and Hneourage. 

Urged, pp. Pr assed, ih, 2 di pal 5 BT; 
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AXA, We 

upwards of 

twenty years, 42+ Ub, (+34, —+4 | 

» WAG, Titi ; af 

Td op me RAS, Gp PY; strictures of | 

RE. RSE. BE | 
Ht, 3, WEG, BM GE, BK, | Us, pron. pl. of me. Tei, RAE, ALN, PAM, BR 

USA 

animated, uae 0 1.7. WT. 
| Urg gency, n. a oe, To. 3A, TO ERE is H. 

Urgent, a. %&, BES, WA, 34, GUSH, ie, we UE, FR 
Pu, WERE, WE. EE. WD, ee. oR, TR, is a 
HX, fat, bY; the matter is urgent, pee, tS; 
tue matter is very urgent, ep. Et BS: 
in urgent need of money, 2A ffiig- RX, 4 BFR 

{ii ; urgent to piss, Ie &. 
Urgently, adv. 38, 7, #%; to press urgently, 7# 

Urger, nj #%. 
Urging, ppr.ora. Pressing, i, 34; pressing 

with solicitations, 7734, #34 ; animating, HF 
HE, BEY; ureing necessity, 4g- BS. 

Uric acid, n. Lithic acid, IR BE, ete. 
Urim, n. The wrim and thammim among the 

Islaelites, sienifies lights and perfections, 7E 

8, ERMA. 
Urinal, n. fiag, Wear, Tae. 
Urinary, a. Je fig, 49f9 5 urinary passage, freee. 
Urinary, Urinarium, n. RK. 
Urinate, v. i. oN f, Jake, Jay he, st, 720, A, 
i 
Urinative, a. APJ fj ; 

| Nr WHE. 

Urinator, n. Ff #. 
Urine, n. Fre, 439, rea. JH fg 2k; incontinence of 

urine, #j hic, Yee, jet ie. 
Urinous, a. fe fg. 

Urn, a. fff; urns containing the bones of the 
| dead, 454%. 
| Urn-shaped, a. #rJf. 

| Uroscopy, m. tebe hai 3 
Ursa, n. A bear, f8; wrsa major, IG=b, KB; 

ursa minor, Itt. 
| Ursiform, a. ARIE 
| Urus, Ure, n. BF PAM. 
Urtica tenacissima, n. 

urinative medicine, #iJ 

See Grasscloth, 

| fie ; it belongs to us, (AFR WBE; he points at 

us, (dir Fe 
| U. S. A. The United States of America, 4€ Ht & 

Ea. 
Jsage, n. Treatment, 7; long contact use, Jil 
ff, WA fe, $1 kp ; common usage, ‘Ay Fl; to re- 
ceive ill usage, #e i RR, 3é eu 

Usance, n. Use, fj; interest se for money, FJ 

4, FJ, —; the time which, by usage or cus- 
tom, is allowed in certain countries for the pay- 
ment of a bill of exchange, @7 iP, HERBS 

ae 
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Use, n. iH, JB#, (i JA; in use, Wp: daily _use, Usher, Det: i] He, ia] A: to usher ¢ one in, n, B] AXE: 
H JA; common use, ILIA; eeneral use, 31 FH, to usher a new doctrine into the world, LUO 
2N FA; ordinary use, JH; things differ in their 3 fH IE. 

use, 47 #2 Jf} ; to make good use of, 33 A; to Ushered, pp. [HE T. 
make bad use of, % J}; temporary use, Ky A | Ushership, n. (4a Zk. 
ZA, MH; to make use of one’s n ae JANA Usquebaugh, n. 7%. 
% ; out of use, TH es ie, (20; in con- Ustion, n. #8. 
stant use, AEE BEI, MS ; of no use, ff rs FA, oe n. NR, ia. 
AJA ; to come in use, ae iene fil: its use Usual, a. Common, sK'5, 2 ati WE, te PAG, ve 
is extensive, JLFA je; to enjoy the use of, % AM. _ A; aan od, ZS, TA, TS, 
JA, =234; moderate use, G5 JA; extravagant WA; as usual, HAA, ‘uit, ANZ] Hs the usual 

use, 4938, HUB: of great use, AAF48. AJA: way of doing, Rp MRBIA MG, BAL i: in the 
of limited use, JA a ii, BAB; eae usual manner, J@%; his usual fare, 22 A By, 

which see. PATE: 
Use, v. t. FA, fii, EFA, 46, LI, oh, SE, A, Ml; use | Usually, adv. Wis, B.S: it J, FE A, ZEAE, Hee 

him, JAB, fit, ; not to use, MFA, ALI; to J; usually comes, "Fe 26, "i HAE; usually 
use frugally, @) JH, JH; to use profusely, j& arrives, Hy HRs. Hy AB; the baerisa rooms are 

JA, (67H; makes no use of me, J% FARR; Hy usually a little damp, JF "PE Be HAE GE Ay; 
much do you use? (RFA SVE, MIA Sse; te usually i is so, KH A 
use harshly, sf Hj, Aff; to use violence, FR; Usualness, n. = Ue, Sate. 
to use severity, fig; to use kindness, 3, Li4t; Usucaption, n. APE KIS C. 
to use up, FAME ; to use one’s self, #74R. |“ Usufruct, n. S27 rE HE, ich HE HE. 

Use, v. 7. To be accustomed to, [H, Fh. | Usurer, n. BR FR TA E,* Ske Beek. har 
Used, pp. JAS, (ith; treated, 7 fF; used alone, Ayz. 
Mi FA, Wi FF; to use together, fA, [ej EAI, JE | Usurions, a. fia] ae FE, Be FI 14. 
JA, 482A; not lone used, FA MMi, (AEA; Usuriousness, n. AW Fl 74. 

cannot be used long, a (EF Git AE off {ili , JAA Usur Pp, v. t. . Bi, i (fi ), 5 fii, TA » te, te He. ES, tee 

4% A; more than can be used, Ar IA ; used to, {, PE, BE, a, FES, Ue, ASHE, HE; to usurp 
\e, BM. authority, Fee, FEpE, & ay 3 ; to usurp a nanie, 

Useful, a. 438, WA, Hizs, Wee. GHA. E%, (EE; to usurp a title, fEgzZ; to usurp 

FA, fiat, AZ PE; very tv acetal Nip ee k the title of emperor, (#4 } 4%; to usurp a 

4, AE GRIN. AGT, HEAT, SIN; not very — throne, Mk, BFE, HEAL; to usurp territory, 
useful, HE Brb A, AAAS; a useful word, ay Hb, a rh 77 ; to usurp a throne or station, 
BBLS | (@G); a useful servant, #7 4Z% fe, fe fi. (FF ie EE fit. 
rh fi BE; to be useful in, Hy, HH; useful for | Usurpation, n. ay, HoH, wird, (2, %&, fee 
food, Wk, WLR. usurpation of a throne, (# (i, 4%. (ef fe 2 EF ; 

Usefully, adv. A, {EFA ; usefully employed, iJ usurpation of lands and fenements, Oo ALE; 

i. on fraudulent usurpation of public or private 
Usefulness, n. ee Bua. land, %#Pi fii Fe Ft FA ; usurpation of power, ## 
Jseless, a. 48& jf), SHEZS, IE BA, BEA, A, HE ; Ee of honor, ff. 

ABA, SRE ait ee, lift, We TEs ? regarded as eee : aay, oi thy, aH AY. 

useless, L165 4H )§ , L486 es useless slaughter, Usurped, pp.ora. 45 9,48 7, Mint Sf, ET sa 
RR; useless silk, Wt; useless things, Rey ; usurped howe or state, (2 #§ 7 [d, TH). 
useless wood, ee }% 3 a useless person, 4&}A Usurper, n. $7, (A, MoH, HEH, 4 x, iL, 

LK. 2. 
Uselessly, adv. 4b , FESR, Mi, FEES Usurping, ppr. or a. (2, &, Fa, ay. 

Uselessness, n. HEH 2, GER, Bi ae 14. Usury, 2. eB Fl ZF, tk IA Ze, HAI. 
Usher, n. (44H, HEB the Aces of the pal- Usus loguendi, The st mode of speaking, Hy 

ace, = fir; examiner of merits and gentle- a, Mak, OW A, MAZE; according to 
man usher, #3 FpEHHH; inner gentleman usher the asus loquend op TK Ti A. 

gels ues He DAB  * Vulgar terms. 7 wy, "tas 
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Tienes s oa Pain Be Ae, EH, {Fy ; = you are an ies stranger to me, 40K 

kiteben utensils, EF EE ZEML, WP REAL utensils | RAL, A il HE. 
used in husbandry, § EL ; sacred utensils, 32 | Utter, v.t. af, i#, BR, Hf}; to utter one’s mind, 

fits He 75 Il. , oft ELE IH: Hat BB o> TH: AY at IB, IE OE 3 to 

Uterine, a. Jf, Jk, F's fy ; uterine brothers, [mj | utter a voice, Hae, BH, PA; to utter oaths and 
NE 5b56 ; uterine fury, Eka. imprecations, HEE KEG; to utter an oath, Hi 

Uterus, n. n. The womb, jk, sf ; cavity of womb, ACES, WENA; to utter a false oath, FEEL, #E 

2%: JR; to utter a sigh, Hil; to utter praise, At 

Utile, a. oa At pe ; to utter falsehood, saa, BLA; to utter 

Utile dulei, Useful with the geet Belk. false coin, (i (R SR, Hie He; to sell, HEE, Hi 
Utilitarian, @. Ay FAA, lat ¥ ; to utter unadvisedly, §LM. 

Utilitarian, n. fen ree MA 23a. Utterable, a. eH, 2 Ht at tH, BY ast EL Ae. 
pear n. ANY, DNB ZK, | Utterance, n. 4 f4, Hf, H ; good utterance, x 

AA 2 58, NZ, at NAGE. fs, eF St, AU, fF AAI; a bad utter- 
geet n. a ae Ail, (GS, Wa, Bea, A ance, fz dg []  ; thick utterance, %: #¥ ; difficult 

utterance, #274, #EG#HL, HEE ; utterance im- 

Utilization, n. FFA, FAG £9 fic Wize, Ble. peded, Ih pag. 
Utilize, v. t. 25H, FU, A, fe Ze. Uttered, pp. Spoken, ahi, BET. HET; disclosed, 
Utilized, pp. BAS, HATS. geti f; published, H}; put into circulation, 
Uti possidetis. WBA, SFL PPA: (ii, Hi. 
Utis, n. Bustle, stir, ij #2. Utterer, n. a one who pronounces, if 4§, Bt 
Tipe a.orn. th, 38, Be, SRE, HH. KE, C Hi; a seller, #8 4%, ¥F 4%; an utterer of false 

ti, $b, WEE, EE SEGA, JH; to exert one’s self | coin, (RHR, Hi TI H- 
to the utmost, #8 7y, #377; utmost strength, | Uttering, ppr. Pronouncing, p¥, Bt, Hf; dis- 
PRT], BRT] ; fie utmost limits, #RbL, PR; the closing, eH}; putting into circulation, Hi; 
utmost peril, Pisa, PAE; to the utmost, fk; selling, ¥. 

the ntmost bounds of the earth, Jif; the ut- | Utterly, adv. Be, fe, Wa OES , Bea, #8, MB; 
most wantonness, 3° (%, fekff ; to the utmost | utterly forbear, APF FY, EFA, KAA EH; to 
of one’s feelings, SE ig. utterly disreeard, seh, TPE we, HAT; the 

Utopia, n. Sy #e 2 Hi, he 7 Hi, ee a, VRE. * just man utterly disregards poverty and riches, 

Utopian, a. & se Ba iy, HAA a BM. se bates i ia ; utterly unfit, [ibiae Z. 
Utricle, n. A cell, 4 {f-; a little bladder, @Lff~. | Uttermost, a.orn. 38; to the uttermost, 3) i, 

Utter, a. Situated on the outside, Apfry, Bids 5 |) pea Ere fully, Ay, Hi. 

extreme, fi, 3%; complete, Ay, PRE #8; excessive. | Uvaria uncata, n. FE JR. 
ci, Sf; the utter deep, #PZE7 2; in utter | Uveous, a. LAL, HEB AF. 
darkness, 4s fF BE; utter refusal, Bf AF, | Uvula, n. WERE TN, I Sa. 
lai AN IC iter tain, al ; an utter stranger, | Uxorious, a. 7 Ze, Wi ESE, HP ese. 

~ * This rather signifies a fairy land. ee | Uxoriousness, n. KEBLE HK, Hi Be SE He. 

V. 
V The twenty second letter of the English | a vacancy, fi ile; to fill or supply a vacaney, 

* alphabet, FeokF i aie p= V; ), It. Awe ; time of leisure, fy], Fy] Ae; emptiness of 
V, 5000, Yn Fe; v. @., ve ae eratia, thought, eZ; a good vacancy, Kf jit 5 a vacan- 

Wr; v., virgin, cae , Vice versa, AK. cy in a school, Hi 
Vacancy, n. Empty space, ae Bei, We, mae ae a. 2, He, 2 we Ae, WR, WB, Jes, led J 

fi, ; situation, Pees nonce; ies | to ercens one for or | Nope exhausted. of air, of a fig, we Z35 = a 
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vig ihe, Ys AR ce 3 vacant post, ig, 
spot or space, 2X Ii, “a Hs, YEE 
or hours, fi] FF; a vacant mind, 2); a vacant | 
face, Ziq ; thoughtless, HGR ; a vacant look, 
fi; vacant or humble (according to Chinese 
doctrine), }iiat; a vacant road, ee a vacant 

house, 2), [ys 
Vacantly, Bue eB, hin. 
Vacate, v. t. 2, ZEBRA, ZEHIAE ; to vacate a house, 

Hi ze Fa] G8; to vacate the throne, fF fii; 
vacate an office, POPE, ERR; to annul, em. 

Vacated, pp. Annulled, jf sh ; made vacant, 
wey ; vacated, as an office, #7. 

Vacating, ppr. Making void, 4; annulling, 

By. 
Vacation, n. fx, FF fs, fF BE; 

BANE, WE; to give a vacation, 
from service, ae DE HR, Hz 
in study, J 7 SR. 

Vaccary, n. 4A RH. 
Vaccinate, v. i. fii, AERP IS, fA. 
Vaccinated, pp. Fit %c - 

Vaccination, n. fitG #4. 
Vaccine, a. Derived from, or pertaining to cows, 

as:—vaccine matter or virus, 4G fil, ye AE, Seg 

Vacillaney, n. Seat, HEH ot, ty eB. 
Vacillant, a. ASE +E, WERE. 
Vacillate, v. i. To eae) WERE, PELE, 

BES], HE Heh. fe Poy Bh, fi om 
Waoilavine, ppr.or a. iis AVE, a 

Vacillation, n. BEATE H, BBA, HEEB | 

ZH ONE B.- 
Vacuist, n. (2 perp A iE 
Vacuity, n. if» we, Be, eit: void, We, 22. 
Vacuous, a. ze, REM. 
Vacuum, n. Sez, HBS, AA, VE, AE. 
Vade-mecum, n. #33, WAKE, Tre 

zy. 
Vafrous, a. Fg f- 

Vagabond, n. HEF. eo Ae, Hey Zz NX, uF, 

WU 4, HF. WS ZA. DEAE, BEL iP, 
we 7L, WEB, WAGE; vagabonds, ge Be, ihe EC. 

Vagabond, a. Wandering, kits, jet, He. 
Vagabondage, Vagabondism, Vagabondry, n. fk 

AOE, MEUEZE. IR. 
Vagary, n. A pendeniis of the thoughts, ¥% 

PERE. Dive an, AL Mak. 2B 
Vagary, vet. To roam, jie. 

Vagina, n. ry, IS, def, JR. 
Vaginal, a. ER Ag. 

Vaginated, a. Sheathed, A 5%, #E. 

TK ; vacation 

J vacation 

KE, 

( ee ) 

5 ik: a . vacant | \z ‘aginope mee a. “8 2€ Sheath- winged. 
vacant time | 

to 

Jes 

leisure, fy], yl | 

Lt 

VAL 

[ PR. 
Vagrancy, n. es, Wi) He, sik He, ine BE, BPE 
Vagrant, a. tfc BIE, tHe, ihe BS, i ue, yk iis, inc Bie 

| te Bs to take a vagrant course, Jx) i#¢ SE5E 3 

i vagrant, as fortune-tellers, &e., FEY iMPE. 

Vagrant, n. WGP, HERS, te FB, HBSS 
re vagrants, gt ke. 

Vague, a. ait he Pe, mW wt, tft BE ; not 
definite, 7%, F& J&R MG, 7 al: xr, 7% vague 

ideas or conceptions, 4148, i RZ tt. £3) # : 
a vague discourse, @LI, Weve ak, MEE 2% ah, 
Sle, Bika, 2S Pie ha if; & Vague man- 

| ner, ares s vague studies, {542 St, 7% Mh, H 
£; what he says is very vague, 4p pap he OBE 

af: IL BEE, BEE VE; vague suspicion, 72 

EA: ; vague words, 34 B- 
Vail, n. ke, tf. See Veil. 

Vain, a. Having no substance, fig, 4, Me FF; in 

yain, without effect, FEY, FE, hit, FEA; proud 
of petty things, Hf 4} it, REE, APS Let, & 
fee Ne | TEBE 5 V vain and false, fir fiz, MS, Hie 

EV vain persons, Me GE AN, “Kg wea 2 NA, Ug 

BAZ N35 a vain world, 4E 4E tik FR; a vain 

chap, #2 48 +; ae as unsubstantial, as 
froth, RY Anak Zia; vain words, HFS, 
=; to take In vain, a) to take the name 
of God in vain, 5 JA _L wi 24%; to labor in 
vain, jit flit, his. {E fe 72 T 4; to spend one’s 
strength in vain fEYR 277, EI ; to pass 
one’s ‘life in vain, i te » FEY JE ZB. 

Vainglorious, a. Mi, eRe aie. 
Vainly, ede. fea, Mik, #E; boastingly, LX, 

PIB, GEEK. 

n. 

| Vainness, 2. Wee, Naw ; ineffectualness, #E 4%, 

| Vair, Vairy, 
FERRE - 

a. Variegated with 
azure colors, fifi DLR TEE .- 

Valance, n. $8, #2; curtain valance, HE¥E; val- 
ance of a bed, JK #&. 

Valance, v. t. Pip LIRR. 

Valanced, pp. Aria. 
Vale, n. #. 

Valediction, n. 4, 

tion, (Baa, fee i 
Valedic ie y, a. 4 ay, = Gil fy; valedictory 

speecl as fit 2, iets Taleb Fy il Zak 

Valbate: n. lp HH. 

Valerian, n. FE%. 
Valet, n. A waiting servant, =, 

fr. 
Valet de peeie n. SBE, Kix 

argent and 

eal: he made his valedic- 

4yu 

1% (fF, IRBE, 



VAL 
eae Valetudinaty.) a. ‘Sickly, Ha, | 

FATE 
oe Valetudinary, n. 4739 #5, #RY4 

%, 245,44; one who is seeking to recover 

health, 345 #- 
Valhalla, n. #.4E ZS. 
Valiant, a. Strong, HEME, TRAE, M3; brave, ily 

HB, Hi, AN, WH, WE; heroic, 4K, BEI; 
a heroic person, He (yt, se (Ht, 52 aZ WV; valiant 

troops, aie KfEe ; a valiant action, S542 
BE, SEZ, M2 7745; valiant, as 

lions, ae 

Valiantly, adv. $49%, Fk, Ro, LSE R- 

Valiantness, n. [ij] F, 3, FFE, AS, KE. 
Valid, a. Having supe streneth or force, £% 
= Ell, Alor, 2; having legal strenoth 
or force, ik; to te valid, ees) 10 make 

valid, (AGH, HE AZ. 
Validity, n. A 7%. 
Validly, adv. 4, Rie. HET. 
Validness, n. See Validity. 

Valinch, n. ki fa. 
Valise, n. (eS 
Vallation, m. [eel Be. 

Valley, n. 4, WW4r, UF, itt, aS te, Ph, ZEA; 
the valley of tears, JH}; the valley of 
death, AE 4- 

Vallum, n. A rampart, [elf%, IS. 
Valonia, n. HF FRY. 

Valor, Valour, n. |G), WIS, Sea, Sete, 

RR, BR, RN, VER, GG. BE AM, - 
Valorem (ad valorem). LUKE, LL 

Valorous, Valourous, a. 4 30%, bill) Fe, MB, Se 

FAY, HIM. 
Valorously, Valourously, adv. 244%, LISEFA- 
Valuable, a. HE Fe"PE, FEA, rs i, 28, PS, 

Tafa. WH Fe, HA, fie. FD TE, PFHE; very valu- 

able, aS HE A, dpe, bE ACE valuables, 2% El, 

Bey AZ Wh, FE, VE PE, BEE; valuable com- 

modities, #¢ £, AD Ee: > a valuable employé, 

WIFER BL ; to regard as valuable, |i} He, FEZ, 

HZ, Hw; the four valuables of the study, 

md 
Valuableness, n. #84, HH, HEH. 

Valuation, n. The act of Sumanie the yalue, 
fei Hi, (Efi ; estimated worth, Aa, 7} 
#% ; value set upon a thing, {&. fF (if. 

Valeator: n. (HS, LH. 
Value, n. fA, {EH fifi, AS ; Of no value, ARSE, y 8 

Ki $8, EY; of value, HK $e", He; the real 

value, Pid, A fifi Bs of ue same pialne, — HR 
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$2, [is] (Fi 5 value as per inyoice, WEE (BE ; Im- 
EINES H, 2; to seta value upon, ia, 
T= ae: Zan LH ; ; to know the value of, 3 
JL(R; what is the value? 4K#E SESUE, (AA 

BS fof, 1 ft 25 
Value, v. t. To svi! (iff, a2 fa, HELE ; to esteem, 

fist, WR, 2, EL, HZ, BZ, De 
S, Am he values every moment, {4B LJ 
fy Zi) FAX ; L value none of you, FLAPS TK, 
‘DUM to value much, pip agee, $EIA 
Z, teTEZ ; to value one’s self, Ai, Daa 

Fr ; to value eoodness, ak.
 

Valued, pp. a. fie fa, Ee SA 5 esteemed, ak 

iy. 
Valneless, a. PEHRDS, A AiSY, HERO, Atel FA. 
Valuing, ppr. Netting a price on, fi fH ; esteem- 

ing, ica, Wea. 
Valve, n. &, PY; a safety valve, Wa ZF, HF 

bar 7; the valves of the heart, O24; a 
valve lifter, JE¥#e; valves, @ A. 

Valved, a. 47. 

Valvet, Valvule, n. 2{¥-, JG. 
Vamp, n. ‘The upper leather of a shoe, #Eyfy, TE 

Ty JK, THESE, ESA; the vamp of boots, HERA, 

Vamp, v.t. $j, Ast, (EA, ee. fc ta 
Vamper, n. ij #4. 

Zl. TS 4A), Bid i; a blood- Vampire, n. UR sip 

sucker, 4F WpH. 
Vampirism, n. i LZ SE. 
Van, n. The front of an army, JE, Wit, FES 5 

a farmer’s van, fi, 7¢4E; a light covered 

wagon for transporting goods, i. 
Van-couriers, n. pl. 5E Sb. 
Van-cuard, n. 3E8%, Fez GE bi. 
Vanadium, n. if, Hear. 
Vanda, n. See Air-plant. 

Te ¢ es HS Vandal, n. UAE A, WEA, BP. 
Vandalic, a. bye, Gat. 

V nnd ye, n. eS) F ANS 

Vane, n. {hl; > the vane of a ship’s mast, }il {a ie, 
Vanilla, n. MEDEA | Airéic: 
Vanish, v. i. jiyie iS, i ASL, a, WR, 
WE, Gide, #74 ; to vanish suddenly, ZA¥& 
A Shs PAAR AS i, RI, BRR TE, WE: to 
yanish into the earth, $8 Jil. 

Vanish, n. A sound that gradually becomes 

one till it ceases, ji, jr, wp HE. 
Vanished, pp. or a. ue RY, mgr, HT SR, 

IK J 4; vanished in the twinkling of an eye, 
ihik FUR ze ; suddenly vanished, Za HRI Le 

2S Bian 
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Vanishing, ppr. TE BR, eee: Patistime Vaporing, Vapouring, ppr. Vaunting, KR “ae 
els BYR, 72%; vanishing point, A 

SUN 2 We, Bt Eli- 
Wanlity, n. jit, Zeke, MEV, MEST, Me, Me | 

vanity of vanity, 4M 2 2Shie, Mig Zin, Ae 
Qvzx ; empty pleasure, hig 4 ; ie - idle show, 7 

wie He, x ji AE ANE arrogance, BS fi, eae 

empty pride, iz, HRA, AA; the vanity of | 
the vanity of the | this world, JE TE % i; 

world, Ji A MeVF, 1k Pa; all is vanity, BF 
B72} ; fruitless desire or endeavor, Mii Z, 7 

Vanquish, v. t. fia, iG, RIB; to vanquish an en- | 
emy, fait, WERK; able to vanquish, iate, WR 

5. We Fs ih d J seas 
debate, tt jim, Bl. HEA, HE. HE. 

Vanquishable, a. TY IR, WEAR it. 
Vanquished, pp. ora. fa S, ET 

ARS. ART. 
Vanquishing, ppr. WR, Jit; defeating, #7 Hk ; re- 

subdued, JiR 

futing, #5} fA). 
Vantage, n. Gain, FJ; to have the vantage, #} 

Ih. 
Vantage-cround, n. $i FY. 
Vapid, a. Having lost its life and spirit, Ft 3x 5 

dead, BE dull, YeyR ; having lost its taste, ZR, 

ET: a vapid ks PRR. 
Vapidness, Vapidity, n. (RE, PRR, PRE, WR 

want of life or ey ANE ER aq. 
Vapor, Vapour, n. 4%, 3; humid vapors, #25, 
WHA 8 visible fluid a in the atmosphere, 
ee, Ie. fs, Ss, Ts, HH. SK. BE; vapor that is 
auspicious of good, WER, Fh smoky vapor, fq 
FU; Steam, KA, ZR, AE, & eh i Fq, a; noxious 

vapors, #5, lez, Je 3,3; wind, flatulence, jm; 

light vapor, FIR, TREE, Fh. a Be SA LS 
fancy, 2A i! 4H - something fleeting or trans- 
itory, HZ; lucid vapor, Je Sx, Ha oK, IAs, BE; 

Nanors arising from the ground, +- 3%, #82 

$6. HR: vapor rising, GO, Bike KA. BK: 
to be in the vapor, #83#. 

Vapor, Vapour, v.7. To steam, 4, 2&; to brag, 

Wi 
Vapor, Vapour, v. t. WW, HISR. 
Vapor-bath, n. 7K, ARIS 
Vaporable, Vapourable, a. BY Agnes. 
Vaporation, n. ARK, IRI. 
Vapored, Vapoured, a. Moist, #2, #€ {i}; peevish, 

BE HF. 
Vaporer, Vapourer, n. FAA, lites, Pass - 
Vaporifie, Vapourific, a. Kaa, HE IK FA. 

, WIRE. AR ARs to vanquish ina 

ron bk, Ae, Ait. 

Vaporish, Vapourish, a. \q #8 Se, 9, BERR. 

ae a. WY ASK FAY. 
Vaporization, n. RAL, RR, AMR. 
Vaporize, v. t. A Ne Tl, 2 FES Fl. 

| be a. hy, HSA; vain, Miz; unreal, 

a, WEE 3 windy, jp Ay. 
Vaporousness, n. #5 40 #- 

| Vapory, Vapoury, a. AT, 4 AK iN aL BL; peevish, 

HEHE, BEING. 
| Variable, a. Changeable, 13a," 8, Wekchy, 

& fy, JE; inconstant, Ala, Rw, AE: 

fickle, ¥f; variable winds, "fj & 7 Im. 
Variable, n. In mathematics, a quantity which 

is in a state of continual increase or decrease, 

Bh 
| Variableness, Variability, n. WG 3B RE, Fy SE 5 
|  inconstaney, ine Ae 
Variably, adv. Alm, H, se(5, tess, Ale. 
Variance, n. Discord, 44 4?, tJ, Sta], SRE, AH 

Fi, 9 11; to be at variance, #A4F; to set a man 

at variance with one, HKIZ, #EN8, 4s NAA AD, 
ie NARR difference, A—, Ali, BB, AAG; 
alteration, Pirie. 

Variation, n. Alteration, #8, #89, tf ; differ- 

ence, RH, Til, A, AH. RHA; the 
variation of words, "7 7% #; the variation of 
the magnetic necdle, #¢ Ef % {fj ; oriental 
variation, {jj #f ; occidental variation, {fq TH. 

Varicose, Varicous, a. JE; a varicose vein, ff 

K ZA. 
Varied, pp. or a. #2, Aa] fry; altered, Uc fry, eh fi. 

Variegate, v. t. 2, #4, RRLIDCF, BHI, #8 

VE ILFZ  ; to checker, HER MEM, HEM AZ 
Var iegated, PP- or a. FB, F is FZ, 5 fb, VE, Ff, 

fy, BE, Hi. BEE, BA, i, TR, HE, BD. 
HH), SE, AAT, SET, RAB, (2; variegated colors, 

Tr, 4 &. My Hk; variegated silk, ¥R, He ; 

variegated banners, #4 ff; a variegated gem, 
2 fe, SE; variegated threads, FE%%, HEEL; 
variegated dresses, Fy #74#; variegated em- 

broidery, #§4821.; variegated plumage, EG 
44, (Ail; a variegated cover or canopy, ¥ 
22 ; variegated es -cover for books, #llpk. 

Variegating, Par fh LIFE , YF fee Bis >. 

Variegation, n. ij ae fi, #5 #%; diversity of 
colors, 73%, 

| Variety, n. ie a variety of ways, % #8, % fk; 

difference, BL, Ala, AE; used in a variety 
every of ways, SAVE, 2 ik, % te HOM; 
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foam AE, 46%: every Eas of goods, 
4. Fy, 4S REEE ; variety of a species, SAFG, | 
(BB 7 variety of business, #E3r, 4 tESE 5 
every variety of business, #37, FERESE. 

Variform, a. FRE, BIE AS. 
Variole, n. Cy. 
Variolite, n. #774. 
Varioloid, n. Baye HE. 
Variolous, a. Je "FE, yet Ay. 

Various, a. SEER, BRR, Bix. TEX, Tk, A, 
4%, af 3 uncertain, AE ; various colors, #€ fe, 
EZ te; various kinds, are 78M, BH, A 
=; goods of various deser iptions, He SEE 
HME, SAE. KIA; various articles, 
38 Hat ; there are various ways of doing 

things, ARERR iz, {hide — 
Variously, adv. A—, Fete. 
Varlet, n. A scoundrel, 3648, yA. 
Varnish, n. ts, A; aire varnish, (Af; gold 

varnish, 4° 7%; Instrous varnish, 4 igs Ik; 
native varnish, -- 748; foreion varnish, 7%; 
poisoned with varnish, #4 ; varnish tree, 7&8 

Varnish, v. t. EY, %&, bi ; 2s #®; to give a fair 

appearance to a thing, PERT, FER, B} ffi. 
Varnished, pp. KiB, AT. HERTS. 
Varnisher, n. 282%, ET., WHA fii (S. 
Varvels, Vervels, n. pl. PENNER G . 
Vary, v.t. To alter, #8, iM, LOG, thet, tee, 
Cc FB, Bic; to vary the customs, E¢iil A; to 

vary the fashions, Be£k ; to vary a tune, Pele 

Wh} « 

Vary, v. 7. &, be; to differ, Ril, K—-, HK, 

HR H% ; they constantly vary, {B'% &, fi me ih 
to be at variance, APpeRe, AAA PE; they vary 
in judgement, {5 Wi ee EA li, hz € A lal; to 

deviate, {f, 4B, 7138. [if 
Varying, ppr. Changing, #, fe; deviating, {fj 
Vascular, a. #8; the vascular system of the 

hody, & 248. 
Vascularity, n. #8 4%. 
Vasculiferous, a. AZ {2% fr. 
Vase, n. Hi iif; a flower vase, 4E 3K, TE HE; a 

pair of large flower vases, wa ih. — 3 
AEs ; a sounding vase, 45 ; wooden yases 
used in temples, Hii. 

Vassal, m. BBA, HAH HEN: 
Vassalage, n. lH JL; slavery, Beas ; 

form vassalage, 2474, 7%. 
Vast, a. Being of great extents JK, we, 1, BS 

I, tds BE, Ex, FF, } ED ie iz, iE YF, ie ea, 

bondman, Auf. , ASX 

to per- 

ie ae eo iat, ME NE, BF Wag. 3 az) lal, Et; with- 

out limit, 4$$£, FETE, AMEE ; the vast, bound- 
es ocean, (ify, Jaye; confounding, PH WE 
JE, WIE; ‘unfathomabl e, jib; the vast ocean, 

KE, FA; vast stores, SHH, SZ 
Wy; vast number, $£4; a vast genius, A; 
a vast deal, $6, eB; how vast is the virtue 
of the sages ! He fil Me (He, 

Vastitude, n. WWTE, RAF. 
Vastly, adv. *, eK; vastly different, KAA, 
Vastness, n. fig, HEA, HH. |A#. 
Vat, n. Hf; an oil vat, yh#};a wine vat, 7H; 

a cheese vat, FL ft “4; the fermenting vat, 

PEAKE Zi. 
Vatican, n. AIS WEA St 
Vaticide, n. EHH ZL GE. 
Vault, n. eo we, HE; money vault, ii, Hh 
YS : the ant of heaven, #@e, F24e. 

Vault, v. i. To leap, Bk, PERE. 
Vault, v. t. To ie it eft, $y HE. 
Vv sulted, pp. or a. FRHE; a vaulted roof, APEX 

ke 4%; vaulted tombs, HERE. 
Vaulter, n. A vaulter on the stage, 7) Jp, Pk FE 

Wi. 
Vaulting, ppr. #2 HEE ; leaping, 

PRE. 
Vaunt, v.t.ort. BK, SK, Bok GH, BS, 

Ais, AR. HSA. “Oa 
=) Lies a> Alas, Kak. Vaunt, n. BAZ an» 

Vaunt-mure, n. (HE. 

Vaunted, pp. ora. FAT, thA TS; vaunted of, 
Vaunter, n. PA, BEE. |. 
Vauntful, a. FAA. 
Vaunting, ppr. s8K, hes, Awe. 
Vavasor, Valvasor, Valvasour, n. i FAS BY. 
Veal, n. 4A{F- fA]; roasted veal, BEAR (FA. 
Vector, n. Radius vector, fy AAR VEZ ER. 
Veda, n. FR fo He EK. 
Vedette, n. Fyn. 
Veer, v.z. To turn, He, Ht ; to veer aft, HER. 
Veer, v.t. To veer ship, Wii fp; to veer out, py 

Hi; to veer away, ft, Hk #%; to veer and haul, 

Oeics 
Veered, pp. HHT ; let out, RHETT, HT. 
Vegetability, n. BiAe ZAR, BEAR PE. 
Vegetable, n. Vegetables, 3S, HAE. FFAs ; grains 

and vegetables, ABE; to live upon vegetables, 
a vegetable diet, 3°, Risk, RS, WHF; the 
vegetable kingdom, ANZ aD; vee acids, 

i AN Z BE; vegetable juices, Hi AC ZH, He 
AS Z 4%; the vegetable world, "EE SA: 

Bk; tumbling, 

eee 
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vegetable physiology, We te 4; vegetable | 
gold, BAR 4 ; vegetable garden, 4E/R; vere- 
table ivory, Bi Ach 
+E HE; vegetable remain, wi Acii uk. 

Vegetate, v. 7. To sprout, WBE, BEB, HIS, He | 
wij, fy; to grow, 4B; to vegetate upon, “Ss 

$, LGR LIB IEA, 
Vegetation, n. The process of growing, AE, {EAE ; 

vegetables and plants in general, #4 7x. 

Vegetative, a. AE (NS, (RAS AE. 7 FEAE, (iE. 
Vi oe Vehemency, n. Violence, #84, Tk, | 

Al, &, Fe, Bet; vehemence of temper, PER, 

*\ VE, PES, HAVE. 
Vehement, es ea OUss violent, 4, , FEV, AF 

Al, Ge Wil, Ets, UD, WHC, HL, HE, 
ie, [, #3; vehement desire, J #8, YJ Bk; a 

vehement desire to act, --3}48 fi, FE GQ ERIE, 
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; vegetable soil, BAC | 

EE PP @k Hh ; vehement love, Se a vehement | 
language, 34 }0/p5h ; a vehement storm aris- 

ing, $15. AURA. 
Vehemently, ad v. A, Se. , LI EG, FR; te 

rage vehemently, 3% #&, Zi) x, (PE AE; 
vehemently, £) 3. 

Vehicle, n. 22M, 48 JA; a carriage, Hi, 4; that 

in which any thing is or may be ae oe 

to love | 

VEN - 

| Velleity, n. BH HA I, GK. 
| V allscateds .t. To twitch, FEL; to stimulate, af 

WLI. 
| Vellum, n. MEAP se, fii yk. 
Vellum-post, n. $y 4m 2. 
Velocity, n. Speed, pt, 7, HEH, PEA; the ve- 

locity of the wind, J&l #7 Z% PE; the velocity of 
‘a ball, FRO 2 He, I HE Te 2% He; with great 
velocity, #2, 3; to fly with great velocity, #€ 
FE, FE ; equal velocity, 2B. 

Velvet, n. WH: flowered velvet, 46 BS fk; gold 
and silver velvet, 4z #4 BY 4 ; to be upon the 
velvet, #2 =. 

Velvet, Velveted, a. BI OKAY. 
Velveteen, n. Cotton vel vet, ff 7EBT MR. See Velvet. 
Velvety, a. BY SM, gn BK; smooth, A HF; 

delicate, 44H. 
Venal, a. a fry ; venal blood, An 7 fi. 
Venal, a. Mercenary, 8754, BW HAs, BAAS; 

that may be sold, By ¥¥ fig. 
Venality, n. TW) BH % Wk; the state of being in- 

mate 

fluenced by money, Bij 7 #, Ait ZH. 
| Venary, Venatic, a. 3, Mf. 
| Venation, n. Hf, 47 fi Be. 
| Vend, v. t. To sell, #, FSR, FER, HI, 

tie BF 7 Ze ; a substance in-which medicine is | 

taken, j£4% 7 J. 
Vehicular, a. HilpE, EA. 
Veil, v. ¢. To cover, 8, HZ, 4, HET, LEI. 72, 

WaK4# ; to conceal, WEF ; to hide, FR; to veil the 
face, IS iq, Hema. Fi. eR. 

Veil, n. A veil for covering the face, 9, (2, Ti 

= 
We 

FH, BBA, Th, FB. 
| Vended, pp. Tf. 
| Vendee, nr. IK E#, BE. 
Vender, n. A seller, 2%, BW. 

| Vendibility, Vendibleness, n. Ty ¥f #4. 

A, PERE; a bride’s veil, Hfith, ih; a gauze | 
| Vendor, n. #4, Weds. veil, f= tf #); gauze veils are in use among 

foreigners, Ath pi 47 [E fi #; a veil, as in the 
sacred temple, hh§ ; behind the veil, hefe 2 
#% ; under the veil of, (E#5, FR. 

Vein, n. Aa (ef ; a tube, # ; 

different colors, #2, 2, KF, FESX, HR, HKD 

| Veneer, v. t. $8 ify. 
a streak or wave of | 

46, #2; veins of stones, 4 A, F #X, HE; the | 
veins of a gem, EX, He, BEX, BE, HY; veins, | 

| Venenate, v. t. 3. as of metal, ore, &e., |Iff; a vein of ore, WEHK ; 
veins of leaves, IR x 4 ; veins of wood, Ax 4, | 
FE; to open a-vein, bi) el #8 =; a poetic al vein, 
ay F ; Im a pleasant vein, EK; one’s usual 

vein, {40's . 0 AuZ7 I} 5 to be in a giving vein, 

Af i, He he ; veins of water, schik, Wi, j&. 
Veined, a. 474%, FX, Hay. 

Veinless, a. MEA, Aik Sv, 
Velifercus, a. FpE. 
Velites, n. #5 2ehK 7 &. 

Vendible, a. TY #, ¥% 75 fy ; vendible goods, By = 

ZR. 
Vendition, n. R23, RH. 

Vendue, n. HiPe, HF, FAV. 
Vendue-master, n. An auctioneer, $f ¥i#%, HIFE 

| #.- 
Veneer, n. $#% 7H, $8 ZH. 
Veneered, pp. $8 iit- 

Veneering, n. SEACH, FRAC ZT; the cover- 
ing thus laid La FREE ZA. 

E, BT, RAAT. PY ah, FY ERAS, 
Bi, @ BH; venerable from age, H, BF: 
venerable teacher, # fil, #2646; venerable 
sir! ewe, 4, Le. #4 ; venerable brother, 
# 5b; your venerable father, 4>#, 3a 
venerable old person, #2, 7A #, B, &. 
428 ; the venerable Meer “SEM; venerable 

| elders, eh, 2¢ 

_ | Venerableness, n.  E. #: EE: ache 

Venerable, a. 

To 
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Venerably, are ae a 
Venerate, v. t te mH a ne Aas “2h, WEE, 
Sit, Ke, B, a (e , a3 to venerate and 
fear, #% Be ; to yenerate ¢ the aged, #r ar NK, 

42% ; to venerate heaven, 4itK. 
Venerated, pp. or a. Acs, Atm f. 

| 

| 

Venerating, ppr. Bik, HCH, ERAL. | 

Veneration, n. a4, Woe H, ak, HT, Sti, TE | 

Venereal, a. Pertaining to sexual eae Ge 

28, Gilly, AcC6.(4, PRIDE: venereal ulcer, #5 | 
; Ki 4E BE, Jt #, z Hf, (i BE venereal 

poison, FF 3g, FEPIEF, Pa higze ; venereal plea- 

sure, f& ; venereal distempers, f@ AE. 
Venereous, a. Ag-k®, 0S fy. 
Venery, n. Af ; sexual intercourse, AEA 

dicted to venery, f4 #% Hf. 
Venery, n. 47 Hf. 
Venesection, n. Hk fil, We fi. 
Venetian blinds. n. pl. BIE, FAH. 

Vengeance, n. (hie, FA. FLL, ARLE ; venge- 
ance is mine, fifi # Ze q¥ ; 10 take vengeance, a2 

BE, ih with a vengeance, Jl f£. 
Vengeful, a. See Revengeful. 

Venial, a Phat may be forgiven, ii f5-HRE, By 4B, 
an4s, B iy i Ri, He; a venial fault, BY £8 38, 
ic 5 EIB 5 venial sin, ie 3B ; allowed, ay AY. 

Venially, adv. BY 42 (75. 

Venialness, n. Hy 4%, BY de fy. 

Venison, n. The flesh of edible beasts of chase, 
FAB 3, BPR A; the flesh of deer, FEA; 

dried ae wemi, HX9E A; highly flavored 
venison, SLi A, FEV , PRR. 

Veni, vidi, vici. ‘ came, fi saw, I conquered, F¥ Ae, 

BL, FEW. 
Venom, n. 3%, FEY. See Poison. 
Venom, v. t. 7%. 

Venomous, a. 3E0 ff, Fe, 47 Hey; a venomous 

snake, Fg #E 5 a venomous mind, 3 yw, BEEZ 

> ad- 

Venomously, adv. LI BEAR. Lat. 
aa n. Bp Fe, BES. 

Venous, a. AU) fi ae (Vy, Ala) es (yy. 

Vent, n. Asmall aperture, 8 {¥-, JU. 2, HE SH; 
a hole for air to escape, BY 47% $8 ; the sett 2 
acannon, JHA; to take yent, BEH!, WIE; 

anger, FEAL, [EAL AL FQ give vent to one’s , Be! 

LAS, WHA; to give vent to one’s relied 

TE Hi ot) FEL, fi] ; to @ive vent to one’s bad feelings, 

He id, IH HY BB); to give vent to, to make 

room, #772 ; unable to get vent, {HIE AR, AW 

tt, ii AEE: 

or, | 

> WEE | 
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| Ventana, n. ‘er. 
| Venter, n. One who reports, 9% #4, (24% ; one who 

| Venture, v. 7. To dare, Ak, HEB; 

VEN 

| Vent wnt. LW HES to e oun HE Ht, HE: to utter, 

Hi, wiki; to pour forth, ME Mt, fi) Hf; to vent 
one’s thoughts, Mt), May; to vent a se- 
cret, PHILS, We ALE to yent one’s wrath, 
ne ieee os a one’s wrath upon an inno- 
cent person, j2 24 Hj Rl) JL; to vent one’s hatred, 

ark. 
Ventail, n. 22 F. 

on 

publishes or utters, Hi#¥. 
Venter, n. The lower belly, it Pf #; the womb, 

it ; mother, # ; brothers by the same yenter, 

[rl 0 fs 
| Ventiduct, n. 3mm 2% 777- 
| Ventilate, x. ¢. To fan with wind, #85, 9, 47 

Ji; to ventilate, as a room, 3fifml; to ventilate 
a room, (9 jg 3ii i, Ge ; to examine, #4 
ye fee, ALAS: to winnow, fie Hh. 

Ventilated, pp. Fanned, #8 f%; ventilated a 
room, (9 i Jali ; examined, #287 ; venti- 
lated de novo, FET. 

| Ventilating, ppr. Exposing to the action of the 
wind, 3); fanning, $53; examining, ##, 
weee ; discussing, i. 

Ventilation, n. ja Zk. 

Ventilator, n. 95m, Jal im. 
Venting, ppr. Letting out, Fc HH; 

is. 
Ventosity, n. Ff )al #.- 
Ventricle, n. A small cavity, J, 

cles of the heart, 3%, ot) #- 
Ventricose, Ventricous, a. JRIBAS, SEA. 
Ventricular, a. fe fy, & fg. 
Ventriculous, a. $I Ay, ARIE AS. 
Ventrilocution, n. [ks Ze. 

Ventriloquism, Ventriloquy, n. Ji, HBZE, 

ba Ze. 
Ventriloquist, n. Ita #. 
Ventriloquous, a. hes A. 
Venture, n. Hazard, # fo. 3e, Bie 2B, WF ; 

an undertaking of chance, Ik #¥; to run the yen- 
ture, 2, [IK GPE; a snecessful venture, 49% 
# ; to leave to the venture, at the venture, [ig 

x, ( 4p ; to throw one’s fortune at a yenture, 

Ie & Ae, Mh #342; to run the last venture, Ae 

PALER. 

uttering, Hi, 

 ; the ventri- 

to run a risk, 

7 hit, $y. FE, BR; to venture out, HEH, 
rate to venture at, WE, Heit; to venture 
upon war, AHIR, Fes; to venture to 

ay Ka wir 
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enter, LA, HIE ; to yonnnont the risk of life, 

df BE, He Ge; cannot venture, DER ; howe 
could I venture ? —23€. 

Venture, v. t. To expose, Tf, BE, HK, a; 

Is fp; to venture all for one’s country, FA) BY Ze 

be 
Venturer, n. BH, Fhe #. 
Venturesome, a. Daring, pe, Ae Ay, AE ; 

bold, ¥, Hie. 
Venturing, ppr. Daring, ik ; 

ft her, Fit, i 
Venturous, a. Bold, y(&, He 7% ; adventurous, IF fr, 

45 het. 
fa For, Bt, Fe. Venturously, adv. 

Venturousness, 2. Balaress He HF, FR, BR Bae 

aie. 
Venue, Visne, n. Path, PERE. 
Venus, n. The morning star, 4 5%, 3c ; venus’ 

curse, JffFP. 
Veracious, a. UR, ia 5 YY, A BE, Ay aE 

Veracity, n. 1&7; a man of veracity, ACEI 

ITT JN. 
Veranda, n. Ke, Hse, EBB. 
Veratrine,* Veratrina, ean n. FP EE. 
Veratrum albu, ». se Bf. + C7 
Verb, n. 744, Gh, eee a — =z. 
Verbal, a. Spoken, Cah "PE, rf fg, tag, Wee; 

a verbal order, $C, Ta am, BLO fr; a 
verbal (literal) rendering, 23% 7 i; verbal 

altercation, []4t, 7 #e ; verbal deceit, Foy 

JE, ASL, CALI iE; a verbal noun, 34% 
2H. 

ake, 1 ig; word for pend, Verbally, adv. 

JS, WR, 3H); to translate verbally, 

putting to hazard, 

iB" | 
Eg = a ae. 

Verbatim, adr. Word by word, 3#'7, SRB, 

Bey 4), 9) 4H [J ; a verbatim rendering, 
amy 
Aye 

Verbena, . Fy eger. 

Verberation, n. 474%, 347 ZF; 

a body which causes sound, #2. 

Verbiage, n. See Verbosity. 

Verbose, a. SiG. BSH, Bo, Bi) AR 
Meas, BeSK, BAN, IOS, ON, ose, Ae, al 
meme, Wb, Gal, AG. a. aes, SBLBR, We 
Eo GE, pa ak» a, My; a verbose talker PH fim> 

* The plants from which this alkaloid is derived are :— 
‘Veratrum album; V. lobelianum; V. viride; V. sabadilla ; 

and asagriva officinalis, &e., &e. 
+ Medhurst. 

the impulse of 
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to ven- | 
ture all, $pmpt, Hi nf ; to venture one’s life, Far, 

| Verdant, a. Ff, 

| Ve rdantly, adv. 

VER 

Br WEA, & WE a: prolix, 7424 ; verbose 
composer Saes . #3 , “fff 3c; to be verbose, 

nit Sato, JV ge th a 
Verbosely, adv. LLB 

Verbosity, Poereeaiee. n 

Havas kavivoes ats oye Verdancy, n. #2#. 

oa 
» YS Rol, aie 

-_g@7o> x 

Se See LS 

$ iy iy wae, wee; the ver- 
dant spring, ff 4; the verdant spring of 

youth does not return, ag 
Verd-antique, Verde- antico, n. Ty H1%4- 

Fe Te 5 soyristigelsy, Ds 
Verderer, Verderor, n. (Pkt (i, HE We i Fi» 

Verdict, n. Decision, def, ERR FIG. HERZ. 
= Ze, wise: a verdict of manslaughter, 
ee opinion, % ; to pass one’s verdict, ‘it 

Fl, a ee. HARK; to bring in a reraiet of 
manslaughter against one, 4-HE SR PE A 

Verdigris, Verdigrise, n. 32%, $i Ff. 
Verdure, n. FF, Fre, 435, FE 

| Verdurous, a. 4 Fy 
Verecund, a. Hi. Teh HE |. 
Verge, n. A rod or staff, carried as an emblem of 

authority, =e, Hey ; border, 3%, JB, JER, JE, 
Ut, ti; the verge of life, AE 2% #% ; on the verge 
of, KF, HUE ; to the earth’s utmost verge | will 

persme him, 2 Ju FRIRLEE, SER BER 
Whitt fii; on the very verge of her confines, 1F 

4£ ALG ; to stand on the very verge, #844 rift. 
Verge, v. i. To slope, $UHK, HE, BE; to verge to, 

RE RF SE - 
Verger, n. f= HH, Hey H.- 

Verging, ppr. Tending, HF, Hd. 

Verifiable, a. s¢(§ 254, ee We (5 Fy I. 
Verification, n. JERS, TEYS, REV, PER, 

SESE A. US, NSB; verification of prow- 
nostication, py WS, py JRE. 

Verified, pp. AEE, AGL WERT, MEET, 0 
as anf LYE, 

Verifier, 
We 

1. EWR, Wate Bid 
6. EWS. BS, WME, WT, Verify, « WAG IL, HR, 

IRAE, TEE, 2 BUR, Bea, ia, BMA, 
AE, se) to verify a prediction, FE 9s ja FS, 

UR TS 
Onis ppr. JER, oy IPE. 

Verily, adv. ane ROR, HERR, 

h, AR, 1 FS8, ARE; 1 say verily unto you, 

AR alk FFF Ay. 
Verisimilitude, n. (ie, Atte, AME. 
Veritable, a. Ja, A, aE. 

Verity, n. JA’, ak’, WEG. 

AYR, TUR, RR 
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Verjuice, n. REXLYF. 
Vermeologist, n. aia 4- 
Vermeology, n. #8. 
Vermes, n. pl. Worms, ath. 
Vermicelly, n. #48, 4h AEF ; foreign vermicelly, | 

TE PBR ZR, AER RR. 
Vermiceous, a. BRAY. 
Vermicular, a. #a%E, Baty, Weiac. 
Vermiculate, v. t. To inlay, $8, Pehle 7 4E. 
Vermiculation, n. $ehavil % 7E, Wake 7. Fk EF 

ih 2 SR. 
Vermicule, n. uhf¥-. 
Vermiculose, Vermiculous, a. jy dh fry. 

Vermiform, a. #2, tkZ tet. TUR. 
Vermifugal, a. j@ aR AY. 
Vermifuge, n. feuk 78%, Vouk ZB, Bohae. 
Vermilion, n. 4¢; vermilion ink, §R4e, sR EF, FF 

#4; vermilion in bars, #4; vermilion in 
powder, $8 #E#} ; vermilion pencil, 464%, BRE; 
vermilion color, 42 f; vermilion avenue, J} 

HE; vermilion hall, jig. 
Vermin, n. s. and pl. (used chiefly in the plu- 

ral.) #2, #a¢4, BE Gk; the vermin on the 
human body, wl pt, sl; full of vermin, % 

shih, ARTE 
Verminate, v. 7. AE ah. 
Verminous, a. I@ AEs. 
Vermiparous, a. AER AY. 
Vermivorous, a. @ Rf. 
Vernacular, a. Native, AX EMF, + ; the vernacular 

language, aa, Abba, +H, EB; the ver- 
nacular brogue, -Ew. 

Vernacular, n. --af- 
Vernal, a. FRA, FIA, FRAG; the vernal 

equinox, #¢7}; the vernal breeze, F#R}ml; the 
vernal rains, #¢ffj ; the ruler of the vernal sea- | 

Son, #R ie, Ty ar- 
Vernant, a. #¢fy; vernant flowers, FEE. 

Vernation, n. FEUKAE ZEY, TEUNEE ZIIE. 
Vernier, n. Sp ¥ilfot Z2EF, THM fod ZHE, fii. 
Veronica, n. FE%. 
Verrucose, Verrucous, a. ARAKI. 
Versatile, a. That may be turned round, By BRAY; 

turning with an ease from one thing to another, 

Be Ty, esd, BA, BUC. 
Versatility, Versatileness, n. fee 4, FH. 
Verse, n. A verse of a chapter or hymn, ij; 

poetry, ja; one verse of poetry, —@HRF; to 

inake verses, (Ei, YGF; to recite verses, Ic 

a Wk ae: 
Verse, v.t. Vas, Wea, EGE. 

Verse-monger, n. (a5 #4, (ERAT. 
Versed (in), pp. Skilled in, ¥h, ss, HAR, RR, 

Abad Oe, BS AN, ON A. PY, TE, ht, it, Ma EE; versed 
in the Classics, a #448 ac; versed in ancient 
and modern history, fa 3ii4 ; versed in the 
world, af PRUE ie a AUC SE; versed in criminal 
law, #4; versed in ancient lore, 74 A; the 
superior man is deeply versed in justice, #4 
Nir fik#e ; versed sine, ]E4¢; the versed sine of 
complement, f#4€; the versed sine of supple- 
ment, KE. 

Verser, n. {E ae %. 
Versicolor, Versicolored, a. £4 fry. 
Versicular, a. Ff. 
Versification, n. (En ZB, (ERE H. 
Versified, pp. (Eiha¥, GAY; formed into verse, 

Oh fs Gi 
Versifier, n. (ERE, Ane. 

Versify, v.i. or t. (£59, BoE, CER. 
Version, n. A turning, —i; translation, #§ak, 

eat en: a new version, $Fa%y, MARZ. HE 
another version, 3¢f#12 ii), fil # Find. 

Verst, * n. (Ke A— HG. 
Versus. Against, Dz, #t, K, He 
Versute, a. Crafty, 724}. 
Vert, n. BEAN, FE, HE Hi. 
Vertebra, n. ; pl. Vertebrie. 48, 4F, 4 PR, FF 

“7; cervical vertebr, SA > ij, Fi; dorsal 

vertebrie, #775 fj ; lumbar vertebrae, FF éij- 
Vertebral, a. 4#"S fy ; vertebral column, FF 4e"R. 

Vertebral, n. 4 FF AJ. 

Vertebrate, Vertebrated, a. 4 4¥-E fg, AFA, 

A fy; vertebrated animals, AFF ZAR. 
Vertex, n. JA, t&, tH JA, JA By); the vertex of a 

mountain or hill, |LJA, ta, gH; the vertex 
of a cone, 42]; the vertex of an angle, fit 7% 
JA; the zenith, , FIA. 

Vertical, a. Being in the zenith, WRIA, HER 
JA, 7£ oth; perpendicular, A tT, 4 Hes a 
vertical circle, |. PJ, Efe]; the prime ver- 
tical, Ytpa PE Zl; a vertical line, AEP 
Ah, TeX; a vertical plane, #fi7T ; a vertical 
axis, JE{®, TE Jal. 

Verticality, n. #EKIJA#. 
Vertically, adv. In the zenith, 425K JA, 7E_E. 
Verticalness, n. ZER JAH. 

Verticil, n. Fe, ERE AY. 

Verticity, n. a, KER. RE iy 2 Jp, Wa 2, 
(fi fis 2 PE. [SFE 

Vertiginous, a. He PE fg, He ER, Pa RE; eiddy, 

* R=TRAR. 
=a ——~ 
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Vertiginousness, n. Giddiness, 3flzj2 #4 ; a whirl- 
ing, eek, eheyowe ; unsteadiness, AP, AH. 

Vertigo, a. BAys, BAGG oe. 

Vervain, n. Verbena, Fyiiies, * (?) Wij dite. * (2) 
Very, adv. or a. 4-H, HE, BH, WH, W, 

ti HE ME, A. I, UR, TOG, 
Ke, Be, HK. AE, TE, ik. ENS. WE, HR BG. FL, 
3), Me, AF A, BS, FE; very good, 4- Fp KF,.tE 
4S, FEE, TRAE, PAE, WAS, BAG, as. Ws 

=H; very detestable, 4 A A | very wicked, $f 38; 

JR PEE, BE UR PY TE, We BG AY TE, HK BY WR; very 
kind, 4-4 4 ; very unkind, 4 [§ cde ; very 

(1157) tag 

ahs Tes 

much grieved, $b 3, i 35, ye 4 BO; very | 
wrong, pleas, + Fpl, JEJE; very import- 

ant, $RBE, + 3) SEE, AE a, PRA; very far, 
$i, +p; very amiable, FER A) Be. PRB 

WY HF ; very little, MEM S, 4 3p. HE, ab 
oe, 4224; very much or very many, + 4} 4; 

HS, HS, RZ. HKS, Bhs th, HS; very | 
lamentable, “6/85 Wf We. BEI vy Wie, We FY Bi 
very distinct orders, iL f)IRE RR; very right, ++ 

Ih¥F, HEE, WUE; the very best, —ke, TA 
iy, -S, -—4F; [4g very different, Gt 7 

Hi; very long, 47-2, FEA; very much at ease, 

Lp BE, ADP A, AE AAP HAE Re; 
very pleasant, Kf él, 44k (7; very painful, 

4g FE, HEH; very beautiful, -4-7>32, HES6, 

$£ 45, HE; very high, BY. KB, kB: | 
very furious, -f 3P4&, Acie. ak FEA s very rude, 
fc EAM; very hot, 4- Jp He, FEE: not very 
large, 47 BA, AHA; very long, Hse, IE 
fe; very long time, 4%, FLA, GA; very 

flourishing, +-3) 4H, 4-2) PURE, ISWE ; very 

poor quality, + ar 0, i oy, Ap like if; very poor 

or indigent, 44: #1 4a,-- 4) Ba ; very delicate, asa 

person, #£4#; very tender, as meat, 4; very 

virtuous, BAS, Hew Ze; very courageous, 

ANE, WAT, AGH; very true, WAR, HE 
RG, RR, BRE ; 
Tf ; not very well, IF 4 A Hk dye? I  SZIH 5 very 

very well, 4g-Uh}, 4¢-%, HE | 

excellent, -- 7p Rb, $6 32, B—k; very bus- | 
tling, 42% 3E ; very respectful, -{-4>AS Hz. HE 

Fae; Very obscure, --Fp HWE, AAA HE ; the 

very first, Jx56f5, $—; very fragrant, 4-F} 

@&, HER; very intimate, ape, PEA ; 

very strict, -+ Zp fig HH, BE ine, FE Bik, AE Bie 5 
very great, HA, HA, HA; very small, KF 

Ih. dbs, ke; very fine, 4eZh gM, HI: a 
* Medhurst. 
f¢ Hakka. 

very scoundrel, Ja (45% HE; a very stupid fellow, 

+ Fp Ha Rs a very fool, HA FLF-; the very 
devil, i f#3H Hi ; to the very marrow, ZA 

tid ; the very name is odious, fj 3% (i WY BE, 
HY gp SL; the very moment, 1E7 Pais ; he is 

the very man, #& (R74 ASR, IESE IE A; 
very well, thank you, G44, sEWE; very cheap, 
U2]: ; very dear, if-fe, EEE; very excessive, 

HB, HERE, CAE; very angry, WEA, 43h 
Vesicant, n. U7. 2%. We, 
Vesicate, v. t. Ogi ee. 
Vesicating, ppr. ft 7 AY. 

Vesication, n. HY Ze. 
Vesicatory. n. fl Eee. 

Vesicle, a. (aff, ACOFE, Hie ML, ROLE. 
Vesicular, Vesiculous, a. fi fy, 7 fg, & a iy; 

hollow, 4&; full of interstices, jij HS Hatz. 

Vesper, n. The evening star, 4 J; the evening, 
22, Ii; the vespers, Says. 

Vespertine, a. Wi, SEAg. 
Vessel, n. Utensil, 28, #3 IL" 8s, Fl, 22, Za, Se, 

WS, 3s, GE, BB. (E, Bsa vessel or ship, ffs, 
Sip ; a blood-vessel, fy #@; a cask, PEL AR; 

earthen vessels, #48, + #2; golden vessels, 4 
ve; a vessel of wine or liquor, — BE 7j§, — pe 
iff; a bamboo or wooden vessel used in saerifie- 
ing, He, EF; an earthen vessel, BH, Ac ; a 
vessel for wine, #8]7§27 78, @;a small vessel 

for liquids, a, 3 ; a vessel for grain, JeZR% 
ve. $i; vessels used in temples or at royal 

banquets, FEM ; a vessel for boiled rice, fig 3, 
Be Ee, GE, PX; a sailing vessel, FESR, HERE I; 
a large vessel, ffi, Af, Agt2; a large vessel, 
a person of great capacity, A; a small 
vessel, a person of small capacity, re. 

Vest, n. Waistcoat, om. 

Vest, v. t. To clothe, 42, 4; to vest with power, 

(RHE, WHE; to vest in landed property, A 
Vest, v. 7. To descend to, jaye. | 3e. 
Vesta, n. Kk. 

Vestal, a. Pure, chaste, 44; a vestal virgin, 

de. 
Vested, pp. ora. Clothed, € i, 3% J; closely 

encompassed, [fg] f ; vested estates, 7F3E; the 
power vested in me, Apr Ay HE, EIR HE, 

4K ir As HE ; vested rights, BAN ZHE. MV Ag. 
Vestibule, ». The vestibule of the emperor’s palace, 

ACHE, IE; vestibule of a yamun or temple, fig, 

Kae, DH 
Vestige, n. Bh, ak, BEbK; not a vestige, 4m R= ane 

fis ; no vestige left, A. fy BR Bf. 
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Vesting, ppr. Clothing, %, 4; vesting in, Hf; Via, n. A way, f%, , WH, KE; via Peking, #4 
vesting power in, WHE descending to, de Hi; B REACH, Fy AGH 
vesting in aEEORELEY Be. 

Vesting, : nr. HoZAKB. 

Vestment, n. Zefz, AE, Ah #2. 
Vestry, n. Vestry ofa church, #248 2, tee 

LG. CRAG. LEME; the vestry in 
a temple, #%; the vestry (of a temple) is for 
storing the sacred vestments, (% $8 LUPE ZA. 

Vestry-man, n. @ 2, @ fe, 32 HH. 
Vesture, n. Be: robe, Zi. 
Vetch, n. Rik i) tf 
Vetehy, a. (Bhn ae AS, 4 28. 
Veteran, «. wp F Hes: ; veteran soldiers, veteran | 

fe 
HAN brwns, ARSE, IEA a ESE 

Veterinarian, n. BRIS. 

Veterinary, a. HK BS fy; veterinary art, BREE 

(li, BRES 23. 
Veto, n.; pl. Vetoes, 4 til] 2% ti fee Bly HE. 

Veto, vt. Rie, Ri As, BIE 
Vetoed, pp. ReHe 1, AEG. 

Vetura, n. [Uiig Hi. 
Veturino, n. (PE HR, fe 7 By H. 

Vex, v. t. To irritate, a iY, AS ; 

to harass, HER), HLA), ENE, IS, TU, Mp, 
MRI, Easel, BER, We, 4c; to vex one to 

to torment, 

death, GAC A, 34E A; don’t vex him, wit, 

ules 
Vex, v. i. To Be &. 

V ak n. Tee ve, He fe}; chagrin, JF Ak, Ze hE, 
HE, Gk, RIEL ations, se HEME ; sorrow, 
Seity, WH, WEEE; vexation of mind, #¥ th; to 
stamp the feet with vexation, fe. 

Vexatious, a. Ii, #4 yWPE, 438 eG Hy, BCE AA, FA 
PEAY, P80 fy; a vexatious aflair, pe thle Bz, 
FRE 2 YE, YY SF 5 a vexatious government, 

| V ibrating, ppr: 

IE EF ZZ JC; vexatious laws, Jf tf 2% jz; vexa- | 
tious cares, {2 [4. 

Vexatiously, sale WAK 
Vv axatiousness, n. KA i, 

Bele). 
Vexed, pp. or a. 

J, HAfey J ; irritated, Ag, [ifi, MUS, TA, 
Wie. WERE, pte, Ge, ‘th, PR, WAR, REEFS 
grieved, SERN, a) 3E, hi. Wr. FE, tE, JEAN, 
ye HK ; don’t get vexed, raed 

Ni exer, n. iB wy &, BEER, wy Ka. 

Vexil, Vexillum, n. A flag or standard, #e. 
Vexillary, n. }itgA. 

Vexillation, n. — ffg-te 

Vexing, ppr. py, Tepe], JE [Ly. 

BDL Fe, HE, MLW 

Teased, #4 7, HERI, HES | 

| Viaduct, n. #%; viaduct through a hill, 

2; viaduct over a valley, iB. 
Vial, n. Phial, BRR SE, HF. 
Vial, v. t. SE; 48 fF. 
Viand, n. fi, faz, GE; meat dressed, WE, F ; food, 
HE, BA. WE; dainty viands, AB, Bee, 

| Edn, Fie ; common viands, ae 
Viatic, a. FRAN. 

Viaticum, n. Provisions for a journey, 82g, fk, 
fifi fe ; traveling expense, §% #e, MEFS, Be ; 
the eucharist given to persons in their last 
ee Eazy. 

Vibrate, v. 7. To ane nes ‘bedi ; to swing, $i 

ie, 1, He io play to and tho, $f Sef aK. 
Vibrate, v.t. To brandish, 47 4; to cause to 

quiver, ie eB), (EB) ; to cause to swing, 4p 

RE. 
Vibrated, pp. , FE Y. 

-é, we BY, FED, FRAG, PAGE ; the 
roll of a drum vibrating on the ear, 3 

Vibration, n. 32 wy, i Tete, PEER, FER, 
4ze4z8 ; the vibration of a string, #6 % = ah. 

Vibratory, a. SES) AY, 4 Sh, HENS, DREAD. 
Viear, 2. A Sue in office, (GHEA, BEN, 

ik 4 5 @ vicar of a parish, fall 4% fil, 1 BE Be 
fill ; @ vicar apeplene or apostolic vicar, $¥ fal] BE 

ic fill HEE» ile fic 1K Fa. 
Vicar-general, n. #4 24K fil. 
Vicarage, n. fal Hef 7 wR. 
Vicarial, a. fil) Fe fil fry 5 small, aJy. 

Vicariate, n. (Q2R Zip, (AOR Z HE, SFI Zhe 
Vicarious, a. (QHBAY, &, 3¢E), ZB, fil). 

Viearship, m. HVAC Zit, CEB 28k. 
Vice, nN. SOE FE KS Z , BAe, REE, BE #7 ; a blem- 

ish, GIoj, HUE, We, UE ke a, Az ; a fault, 3h, 
$a it ; depravity or corruption of manners, #5 
an AD WE, Aig; a blacksmith’s vice, 3658 fia ; 

secret vice, $, Hk, pyr ie, [es ; every kind of vice, 
4 fe BS He, 4 45 ic BE sunk in vice, 3; to aban- 
don one’s self to vice, 77438322 ; the vice of 

lewdness, 7A H%; the four vices, ME, IK, fk, Uk. 
V ice- dvi irales n. fall AC es, exe. 

Vice-admmiralty, n. A vice-admiralty court, fi) 

fib bet LAS, ie 
Vice-agent, n. il (CH. 

iil WZ 

| Vice-chancellor, n. jij 266, HPN BE; literary 

vice-chancellor, jl] 42 
Vice-consul, n. jal) fl SE py. 

| Vice-presidency, n. (Fh 2H, EBS Zils. 



VIC 

Vice- -president, n. Vice- president of one of the Six 
Supreme Boards, (§ fi}, Di (A; supernumer- 
“ary vice-president, 44 ait supernumerary 

vice-president of the court of ceremonies, 24) 
te-aJp fi); vice-president directing acknowledged | 

vice- president directing in- | favors, 1 SHEE; 
vestitures, 7] Bf fi} rf; a vice-president of a 
society, — fe. 

Vice-regal, a. #444 (iJ. 

Viceverency, 1 n. $s 2H, BA ZI, TBE ZK. | 
Vicegerent, n. A governor-general, #4; a gov- 

ernor, it~ ; a deputy, AE. 

Vicenary, a. _-- fj. 
Viceroy, n. #443, ‘iJ; a viceroy calls himself 

or his office Ame. 

Viceroyalty, n. 444% ZV. 
Viceroyship, n. 344% ZR. 
Vice versa. The terms or the ease being reversed, 

AAI. 
an v.t. See Vitiate. 

Viciated, pp. ora. See viding 
Vicinage, n. Neighbourhood, oy as RB. 
Vicinity, n. UE, Veh, BE, BER. yrs ; to live 

in the vicinity, PEE, Ree, he FF 
ae a. Defective, AI, AIBVE; corrupt, Fp, 

£, ABE, TERR. SE, DE, HB, lel ix, Tre ; 

raat ELE TEMAS, SHEE, Ahi, AF 1 
Git, (2 fea, RE, HS, AR, YR. SESE; foul, impure, 

vay, Way 3 sae ious, Hc fg; unruly, J8F£, | 

FPN, BE WU, ME, EAE. MOUME, a, (Bs a 
vicious mind, Fhit>, BE; a low, vicious man, 
(anaes AL; a vicious man EA, IZ 7ouW 

NK, FE BR, BE; vicious practices, me 
4547; vicious and mean, f ff, FhhiF; a vicious 
disposition, FE SE PE; vicious gentry, Ht}, HE 
Hh’ ; a vicious horse, 4555 ; 
THRE, Tats; a vicious age, APE, 74) flr. 

Viciously, adv. #h, 4. 
a n. BEE 3S, 35%, Hee; unruliness, 

FATE, VE, Hh 7 TE. 
Migesitads. n. Regular change of one thing to 

another, Re 2 Fe, 4K, wae: the vicissitude 
one has passed through, RSET He Si Hie; 
the vicissitude of life, {Lye igh Oa vicis- 
situde of a state, al > ALAS, fa ial ne BK: 

Vicontiel, a. 73) fj; vicontiel rents, "eye: 
vicontiel writs, 7 JH? ZA. 

Vicount, n. See Viscotnt. 

Victim, n. FP, 4s. BR. * HE: an Ox, PP 

* Animals presented as sacrifices, but which are not 
killed. 

vicious appetite, | 

three | 

( 1159 ) 

Victoriously, adv. Triumphantly, YL; 

Bee te fs, A in , i, MA 

VIE 

Sas 

sacrifice, ¥8, 

kind of victims, *a human victim, Bee 

ZN. 
Victimate, v. t. To 

| Vietimize, v. t. To make a victim of, fRRtaE, Ap 

BE, twee. 
Victor, n. Fy ia, Wee, URS, See ti, WEAK 

&, tela 
Victoress, n. WRAL A, TUR Z de. 
Victorious, cc. Hibs 47 Bis CR. RIE, SEUECS, 

WE, FENG; a victorious army, RAZ A, BIE 

Zi. 
to return 

victoriously, ‘SL BE. 
Victory, n. fa, WR, de; to gain a victory, F7HR 

{<, 4, FEW, 47 fig ; to gain a complete vic- 

tory, AME WR, IEAAE ; songs of vietory, § 
Ke; to celebrate a victory, 4 YL; to report a 
victory, #2 ; victory and defeat, RA, Aah, 

Victual, n. See Victuals. 

Vietual, v. t. FEUKE, WE RIA; to store with 
provisions, GR tK FR; to vietual a town, FAH E 
#3; to vietual a ship, WHR IKE. 

| Victualed, pp. RHR TK. fit I Re- 
Victualer, n. #RIKRB. HMB. 
Victualing, ppr. fF HIKE.- 

Victualing-house, n. FFE, BRIE, BURN, 208; 
to open a victualing-house, BA yy RE, BA AZ E- 

Victuals, n. pl. tk, BY. Ke, ARS, Fal, PE, ik, 

H BRE, Hi) 1 ZR. 
Vidam, n. BA fit Zea, HEE ZH. 
Vide (vid.). See, Ji. 
Videlicet (viz.). To wit, 6 a fy) HE. 
Vide ut supra. See as above, Fl an. 
Vie, v. 7. To contend, 4, &], #e; to strive for 

superiority, 4t3e, Stik, AHR; to vie with each 

other, 4n4t, #4)", A AAA YE. 

Viet armis. With force and ang CIBER Te ie 

Sa, will, HR, Bz, 
Re i] ; to view lightly, Ws Aine BEL A, Fs 

ae, oe FKL. Ho; io view with apprehen- 
sion - alarm, [x a el, FE, Bei, fe 

fi {iL{hl, ; to view slightly, 3 PHA, Zand, aime, 
Aa, He i to view carefully, FF emits, 4m # ; to 
view with severity, iqi7} Wi, 7 wi iy; to view 
each other, #4143, 44 ; I view it, FQMGIE, 

FLEE ME. FRallZ ; to view a prospect, jdt 
WE, BALE. 

View, n. Prospect, 6% , yesh, wea, HSE ; 
slight, we, SL eye, ne J ; intention, purpose, 

a oe 

si 



VIG 

i, FEB, GAZE; point of view, [Ay; one view, 
— Si, — Fi; at one view, —A ff %; at fst 
view, # WL, W444; with the view of, #, 48; 
upon the same views, he can Eg, fi] ; to have | 
in view, #8, H&A, AE; in view, fi, @; to 
keep in view, #2 7%, aU, Zot) ; not to lose out 

of view, RitE, Aa; to 
thing, Wa: ; a magnificent or splendid view, 

IB, ER, BES: ; that is my view, fy fh 
AOE TE cA Ae fn 5 a narrow view, 7 Fi, 

Sl, i Ae z ’ ik Bish, PTL Fa AK., re 74 
broad view, J& i; according to this view, HR 
We A BL, HLA ; according to people’s views, 
WAH, te A Fl; to take a general view 

of, AMERY. AMET, Kfoesd & ; a general 
view, Aa, CJ ; the view of the majority, | 
* NZ HAZ FH; an excellent view, Hy | 

Sh, RRR 
Viewed, pp. Wii, 7S. HET ; considered, BP. 
Waewer n. (RE. 4, BAH, HER 5 an inspector, 
Viewing, ppr. fii, #4, JE, BB. | Be. 

Viewless, a. 2, AAS, AAfE- 
Vigesimation, n. ++ Ar Rz—. 
Vigil, x. Watch, WE; vigils, 7% BE, @i il] — WE; 

vigil among the Romanists, Joh Ie Z 7. 
Vigilance, n. Watchfulness, (2 bf, at lit, BAW ; 

forbearance of sleep, Pe. 
Vigilant, a. Cireumspect, ## lid, oS, #G, BY 

>, Kot} fy; watchful, (EOF, FHM, FH Very 

vigilant, 3}, KARE, F3b Sts, FANE 
by, bse. 

Vigilantly, adv. 4-H, 
Vigmette, n. {ERt. 

Vigor, Vigour, n. Jj, RH, Wit, A (8, HE. BE, 

meh, ob, BERR: 

sk EE, HEE fi #% ; of great vigor, AT ft, Jy 

KT (EH, KAT | *; lost his vigor, 
vigor of mind, )% Jy; (his) vigor unimpaired, 

Ai Tl fy HE ; Vigor of style, 4#7j. 
Vigoroso. In music, with energy, JJ, LIV. 

Bea Vigourous, a. Jy, WERE, HE BR, HERE, 
pe i i, Fal, ARG mit; a vigorous attack, Jj 
Je; a vigorous style, #7 4£Jy ; a vigorous effort, 
Hi, B77 ; to make a vigorous ‘ellort, Ty fit, 
#5 Fy {it ; vigorous virtue, Bk fl; agile, fe Fz ; 

nimble, #4 ; vigorous actions, #4) Jy tik, big Hp. 
Vigorously, Vigourously, adr. y, Ht, JB, HB; 

vigorously written characters, 63 75 A #, iz 
#%; to attack vigorously, J7Z% ; to act or man- 

age vigorously, YI, Fy, Jt, FEA 
vigorously disseminating (sewing abroad his) 

virtue, 58) fii (8. 

( 1160 ) 

take a view of any | 

VIL 

| Vigorousness, ag i@ourousness, oe TE te 3 ; ; 
vigorousness and decline, mE. 

| Vile, a. ae, A Seb. PIE. VF (ROE, See, 
a; Hy iG, # HE Jp, BPG DA a vile person, 9 

3, FEE A, GLE ZA, BRIA J; vile 
practices, BH, TE. BA, WS. ba 
44 - vile usage, BAH, PRE; a vile wretch, Bh 

Ui. A, AB ERO, bis DA, BEAE; abandoned 
to vile practices, 49 1/S 3224 ; the vile carease, 

the human body, %F; a vile set, MR FA; a vile 
character, PRAH &. 

Vilely, adv. BBAR, SNE, HE, 975%, “F ; shame- 
fully, f%, By BE. 

Vileness, n. SBN8, SUL, SD(8, ORBE, BREE, BRE, 
HAGE, BLPR. 

Vilification, n. SER, a FE, BREA. 

Vilified, pp. S27. dE T, wll oF T- 
Vilifier, n. SE RRIPE, SEES. 
Vilify, vf. GES, BERR, Bee, wl, Be 

BA. R, DE, oe, Bb HE. 
Vilifying, ppr. 3ES88, alae, PEER. 
Vill, n.. $F: 

Villa, n. SF, He 

Village, n. Af, $8, ERE. th. FREE, BB, HES a 
village of twenty five families, #f ff ; a divi- 
sion of a town or village, Jf; a fortified village, 

fA. AIG ; the gate of a village, [JRA ; villages, 

#5 #f ; to return to one’s village, Si $f, Je] Hf, 
He 48a village elder, #f 3; village gentry, 
JO ft ; village : associates, $i BE 5 a village school, 
sp Aye, Hh G4 ; village boys, IRR ; village neigh- 

bors $6 
Villager, n. $6 A. BA, He, BE, MOE 5 vil- 

lagers, $0-F Ky, hE. 
Villain, n. A vile, wicked person, #E#E, SEH, HE 

We), PE MA bein FE, HE EN ZEW ake 
2» f, WEA, BEAK; a bondman, ‘ih, Rl FE ; to 

act the villain, (ist 23e ; a female villain, 

Ae FR). 
Villainous, «. SIME, BRAS. HEE, ESR. HE, aE, 

| 636s, EDU, & RE, WEES, BE gf; villainous 
| actions, RF4227 47, Bot fig ; a villainous trick, 

ia], EE Zale villainous rascal, ARH fi. 

Villainously, dae PO, CUA, VAS, ie. 

Villainousness, n. RP EH, AR, BEBE, deat, 4F 

wks 
= 

Ih, Fest. 
Villainy, n. Be , APSE. IDE. PIR ZH, AH 
2S, PPE, BDZ re, DUEE ZF. 

Villanage, n. aL HE; villainy, which see. 

Villanous, a. See Villainous, 

Villany, n. See Villainy. 
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Villi, n. pl. Fine fibres, £% ; fine hairs on plants, 

Villous, a. SHER. |. 
Viminal, a. #¥fij. 

Vinaceous, a. 7j4j fry; of the color of vine, ##j ai 

YT A 
Vinaigrette, n. FRERE. 
Vinea rosea, n. PUNEH, fe xR. 

Vincible, a. TY Rat, EA, WRGGB. in. 
Vincibleness, Vincibility, ». FE #. 
Vineulum, n. A bondofunion, #¥4j; mathematic- 

al vinculum, 497% 2. 
Vindemiate, v. ¢. #49 F. 
Vindemiation, n. \C#j RF 23. 
Vindicability, n. The quality of being capable of | 

support, WT (R #4, (RG BE; the quality of | 
being capable of justification, FEY, KG 
ft, RSE H. 

Vindicable, a. (2 #338, T(%, TRE; that | 
may be justified, 32 & 7338, Rye A, Wl eR. 

Vindicate, v.t. To defend, (RHE, (%, f7HE; to 
justify, HA, HSE, HEHE; to vindicate the | 
truth, 2-H ; 

avenge, $f {L. 
Vindicated, pp. {RS ; proved to be just or true, 

KAI, AE Y- 

to vindicate a wrong, fff % ; to 

Vindieating, ppr. Defending, {%; proving to be | 
true or just, #e 2H Ja. 

Vindication, n. The defense of anything, {38 | 
#4; the vindication of a truth, #A, FHA. 

Vindicative, a. BW) 4 ALS§ Ary. 

Vindicator, n. (RH, (EH, BAH. 
Vindicatory, a. $2 HL fry, fh 52679 ; justificatory, 

60, HAM. 
Vindictive, a. Revengeful, #¢ 381, 44K. 

Vindictively, adv. LR, ryt 0 Thy HE. 

Vindictiveness, n. £f9R LE, AA Zo, FRAIL 

Zk, BOL. 
Vine, n. #j Ait}; the tendrils of vine, $£. 
Vine-clad, a. 3 P78) 45 ft. 
Vine-dresser, n. 73) 49 Y- 
Vinegar, n. Bt, We, BE, 28, 

vinegar, SA jit; clear vinegar, & ft ; foreign 
vinegar, ¥f RE ; old vinegar, =F ; to eat gin- 
ger and vinegar, to be in confinement, BU 
WE; a vinegar aspect, 7 ify, FEih- 

Vinery, ~. fj ape ee. 

Vineyard, n. 75) 43H. 
Vinous, a. 7) 4j fj; a vinous flavor, 23) 48k; | 

vinous spirit, #4) 41H. 
Vintage, ». IBF. oH 
Bl i) AIF ZY 

Seti Are ig) ad J ; Vintage time, 

Ae. BR, BeBe; black | 

| Vinter, n. One who deals in wine, 74] Aj 7 P30 

"_ wine-seller, 2) 38 &, BIAT ATR 
Vintry, n. 7) 15 BE. 

Viny, a. ii F 9, AE) Bi AY. 
| Viol, n. Ae. 

Viola, n. KR. 

| Violable, a. That may be broken, as a law, AJG 

fv, 7873 fy ; that may be injured, ny) 4, 4275 

OBE, FEAR. 
| Violate, . ¢. To break in upon, as a law, &e., JB, 

FF, F48, i, 22; to violate, as a sanctuary, jF 
BE, 75 ; to injure, (ff, 42, #42 ; to violate, as 
an oath, confidence or an engagement, #§; to 
violate, as a woman, 9h, whe, Be, 7p; to 
violate a law, faye; to violate the law of 
nations, 48, Zj#; to violate an oath, #§3£; to 
violate faith, #{%; to violate a treaty or an 
engagement, #544; to violate a woman, jz, 
mnie, Bete, tebe tr J\; to violate the sanctity 
of private rights, pty, GRA. Se fF, tie ft- 

Violated, pp. ora. Transgressed, jas, FS; 

injured, 42°, {2 ; ravished, FRET. 
Violating, ppr. Infringing, f@ ; injuring, 4, {& ; 

ravishing, HAIR. 

| Violation, n. Transeression, 744%, =F 4@; the act 
of violating or injuring, 2, {@, #aSE; rape, 

imi ; the violation of a law, f@7E#%, YEZIB; 
the violation of a treaty, $##, BMWZE; 

| the violation of a woman, RAYE A #, We ae 
| Violative, a. W@ 4G fry, 1G 744. 
| Violator, n. One who transgresses, ff #%, F je# ; 

one who profanes, 7% #, j§ Be #; one who 

| treats with irreverence, Eki #%, JW (fe asa 
| ravisher, tRYE#, AH. 
| Violence, n. Physical force, #234, FRE, BRB Y. 
| Sf, A, FE, $44 ; to act with violence, #R Fy, 

nafir ; to bee with violence, #45; to demand 
with violence, #MRl; to ask with violence, Hit 
HR ; violence of temper, PEFE, VEZ, PER: 
with violence, if; to take with violence, AHR, 
i fz; to rob with violence, RAH, HZ; to 
offer violence, ka, GIGI, BIA ; violence 
of fire, HE 772), Ke 27 4E ; to do violence to or on, 
to attack or force, J, hi; to do viclence to, to 

murder, #%; to do violence to one’s self, 43%, 
AA; the violence of a disease, FERRY H, KE: 
violence to the laws of decorum, 76 #8, #7; 
oppression, #2 j2, Wie. 

| Violence, v. ¢. To assault, Je. 

| Violent, a. Forcible, #8, 72, Bf, 462, 4608, 
2, Bh, OR. BB; fierce, #8, BL, WE, BUH, 

| 

ta 
—- 
AS 

Cole 
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HE, J, 1S, MUAL, WE: vehement, Al, H£2L, HB, | 
FR, Wt; boisterous, fe x; furious, He Ul, AeA, | 
SE Re; Severe, he ;extreme, fix; a violent temper, | 

FEE, TRUE, PEMA, GUAR, HEY®; to meet a | 
violent death, #eRE; a violent wind, Z£€}ml, FE | 
Jil, SRG, Zl, J Mm); a violent fire, WK, FE | 
YK; violent pain, fei; a violent rain, # yj. 

Violently, adv. With force, fi; vehemently, $€, | 

Al, Bei. 
Violet, n. 3% 3 iq. 
Violet, a. Dark blue, 38. 

Violin, n. PYF ; three-stringed violin, =F. 

Violinist, n. WERE. 
Violist, n. URE #. 
Violoncello, n. A. 

Violone, nN. TA. 

Viper, n. BERE, FERE- 
Viperous, a. #E RE fA fy; venomous, Fel PE, FAY. 
Viper’s grass, n. BERE Ze. 
Viraco, n. Fee ZAC, SEE Ac, Ss Hii ; a terma- 

gant, $f fe 2 fi 
Virent, a. Green, 7ff, #R. 
Virescent, a. Bye, Saif. 
Virgote, a. Having the form of a rod, 4 fry. 
Virgin, n. AAA, BA, AA, HA; to deflour 

(deflower) a virgin, ME, FLAX. 
Virgin, a. Pure, 4, Ai, BH fy; virgin soil, 
4 8, TA, 4R; virgin chastity, Ai. 

Virginal, a. HAA, PACH, Hi. 

Virginal, n. Wixpee, 4 EG. 
Virginity, n. BAA, A, AY. 
Virgo, n. Sun in virgo, B54, GR. 
Viridity, n. 2, FF. 
Virile, a. Pertaining to man, 3, (#; virile mem- 

ber, PEW. 
Virility, n. Manhood, jX¥ J ; the power of procre- 

ation, CR, whe. 
Virtual, a. Having the power of acting, HY FE, A 

HE ; virtual heat, 4&2 7y ; virtual velocity, fy 

B27, ZI. 
Virtually, adv. tA(f, AR, BEAL, LE. 
Virtue, n. Moral goodness, fi, J&R, S&, SE fils, fae 

47, ff 32, 3H (&; to cultivate virtue, (PF fx ; 
to practice virtue, 2; ; to cherish virtue, si 
féa ; female virtue, yf, ¢* ; virtue first, then learn- 

ing, 4¢f& 74; the path of virtue, {Ps (4 7 34, 
(5 fz 27 BR ; the five constant virtues, Fi"; of 
little virtue, fe7H, wtf; great virtue, % fas, 
BR fda, eA; rich in virtue, 738; the virtue of 

Yau cannot be expressed, #£ 7% fs Aa] % ; to |- 
illustrate pristine virtue, HA AW fs ; virtue is the 

foundation of happiness, fF nas, (SZ 
Jka; in or by virtue of, #5; to narrate one’s 

virtues, 4£ jf; eulogy on a person’s virtue, a 
4 ; tomake neccessity a virtue, Lith # fie; the 
virtue of medicine, 4% 7 fie, 4% 7% Jy, HEH); 
the specific virtue of medicine, #6 % 74. 

Virtueless, a. 4m€ (@ ; destitute of efficacy, Si By 7y. 
Virtuoso, n. A.man skilled in music, fifi; a 

man skilled in curiosities or antiquities, [a 

Zt. 
Virtuous, a. Ff (S00, (8, 35, EL, BL, BR, BE, OL 

WE, G8; a virtuous woman, Ac, PAF, EAR, 
Al fe ; virtuous men and women, F #7 Bx, 
26 B64; a virtuous man, F fle % N, Fy FF 
WE, Se ON, FSA, FEI; a superior or virtuous 
man, #£¥ ; a virtuous son, HF, APELF ; 
virtuous acts, f# 77, 647; a virtuous family, 
Fi (8 2 Re, TER, (HE ZH 5 a virtuous dispo- 

sition, #7 (M2 VE KEES, RAH PE; virtu- 
ous merits or deeds, Fy #8 2% Dy, fe Fy; to lead 
a virtuous life, #7 f#%; virtuous principles, #& Z 
3; a virtuous face, but a wicked heart, jij 34 

1} BE; virtuous herbs, Af#Z, AAI ZS, 

Virtuously, adv. fi, Se, TR G4. | ye. 
Virtuousness, n. Fy fe #. 
Virulence, Virulency, n. B23, 794, 324, He; 

the virulence of his pen, {BEE % FE, (te 4e 

ZA, HE ZAI. 
Virulent, a. 3§, BEE, APHEAS, HE. MRE; a viru- 

lent ulcer, 37, FE, fe. 7%, WBA; virulent 
poison, #27; a virulent attack of fever, Beye 
“he; a virulent attack upon one’s character, 

HANG, TNA, HEIN. 
Virulently, adv. LU Feat, FE. 

Virus, n. Poison, #; the virus of venerial ulcers, 

FF HE; the virus of the small-pox, Ja Fe. 
Vis, n. Power, JJ; vis vite, EZ, AMZ. 

Visage, n. $0 ZBL, THA, TAT, Ia. BIG, I, 
(Ri, ©. IBA; an ugly visage, BRL; a fine 
visage, 32591; an angry visage, #24, ; a happy 

visage, 3% ff. 
Vis-a-vis, n. Tay Shih, FAS. 
Viscera, n. pl. of viscus. ‘he bowels, jfj; the con- 

tents of the abdomen and thorax, Jif; the five 

viscera, TW” TR&8, TELA, TH. 
Visceral, a. Shihiy. 
Viscerate, v. t. PE HIB We. 
Viscid, a. Jf, #RAG; viscid sap, IPZ i. 
Viscidity, n. FRY, HEH. 

* They are:—The heart, liver, stomach, lungs and kid- 

neys, IU, JHF, Jt, hiv, "P- 
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Viscosity, Viscousness, n. IES, ied, HE, Li 

AE Zt. 
Viscount, n. $ ; rank or title of viscount, -— #f. 

Viscountess, n. FP A. 
Viscountship, Viscounty, n. $ #. 
Viscous, a. Glutinous, J¥ fj; sticky, FRG, BIAS, 

Bats. 
Viscus, n.; pl. Viscera. Jpg. 
Visé. 

KH, BEBE, EIR. 
Vishnu, n. {RA 
Visibility, n. 

B, WA. 
Visible, a. That can be seen, fix} FL, FLT Hi, Bs 

Ae, PY AS, PY BL Ay. A FH SL; apparent, 
manifest, BR, BAY, Ha, $e si; clear, AA; visible 
to the eye, ALR) fy; visible form, ZAI, BA 

UR ALTE, AK AS, BIA ; the visible church, 

WA ee, A ee @; visible judgments, 

BAe, BASS; 
visible body, according to the Buddhists, f& & ; . 
visible things, AI22 44, BA Zh; to become 
visible, HLH, 7F5L, Hl, WHEL. 

Visibleness, n. #A3%, Wiz, BAAR, OW), WH. 
Visibly, adv. BRYK, BA, WK. 
Vis inertix, ». BA 277, PHAKZT- 
Vision, n. Sight, AR, A, i. 4, ib; the faculty 

of seeing, MRE, BY. mE, ia) ; an appari- 
tion, PER, KR, LR, HAR; something im- 
aginary, ¥J,%Ja8,%J bl ; the visions of a dream, 

BEB, ae, JH, A %], #8 FL; a revelation from 
God, a spiritual vision, #£4%, BR>s; a vision 

from heaven, FCF* ; a prophetic vision, ABI ; 

the field of vision, ARYL, FL 9k. HY SR; double 

vision, (Fi, Ei, wa ; clear vision, AY 

HE, BAL ; to suit vision, md Ey. 

Visional, a. %J FL fg, sq. 

Visionariness, n. ¥J, ¥J Ee, xj FL. 

Visionary, a. %J, ZJARAY, BP Be NS, tea WE FV, 
FARES, VE, Mic, dif LSE 2, ie 42437 A; visio- 
nary appearances or things, ¥J:5, “SL. 

25 78 Ze BEX] LZ me Hf, is ak Ree Hi ; visionary 

tales, ji pi, PE at ; sncaeey plans or schemes, 

a8, KAR, Mal, Fh LTE BZ sh. ACH A 
Zat; a visionary person, SARA, Mere Ay. 

Visionary, n. %J HUE, ABABA, hie AS. 

Visit, v.t. Fi, ER, FF SL, SL, FE, FER, FA RR, 
Ez, Behl, WF; to visit a superior, a, ag 

5A, a8 FF ; to go to visil, FEFE, KHR, FER ; to 
visit a friend, #299 AC, F¥ IH ZA ; to visit one’s 

a 
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Literally, seen, Alf ; vise a passport, #2 FD) 
| Visit, 

VIS 

satelite & in nee HF, METE to neglect to Se 

Ae fi, SB FF; to visit the foundation (of a 
city, &e.), ine to visit a territory, FEA hb 
Ty, 32 Hit; to visit one another, 49 Ff, #8 Fi, 
4e97¢; to visit a ship, + Fl fp; to visit the 
sick, Flog J, 2 jy J; to visit with sick- 
ness, (@JK; to visit with plague, PELIIAIE ; 
to visit with divine judgment, [% i; to visit 
in mercy, BJ; to visit in wrath, AL Ke, HR pe. 

v. i. To keep up the interchange of civili- 
ties and salutations, jk, Zé. 

BAS, BY), BARA, PSL, AW Visit, n. FF, FB, FH ee Te ae 
pay a visit, 3 Pe, FE SL, RE; to hae a 

visit, Je)F#, AFF; a visit to the court, AFR, 
yy FL, RE BN, “IIS ls}; & newly married wife’s 

visit to her parents, Te] PY, Ie] &, fib; to 
receive a visit, 4% fl; to neglect a visit, 4e fF, 

AFF, Re; an inspection, 3%. 

| Visitable, a. BJ FL, BFE. 
the visible body, BAR®, J[282; the 

Va 

relatives, $8 4) Mi, HE OZ ME, JF SE Ls to 

Visitant, n. Fee, TER; a visitor, 2. 
Visitation, m. The act of visiting, F# 6. FS, 

Ft fA 3 inspection, WW, 3 WEE, MW FE =, ee =) wh 

gz; the visitations of heaven, KZ, KE 
ZH exhibition of divine goodness, REZ 

BB, KR Zi 
Visitatorial, a. Wf, 3% 

is Z HE. 
Visited, pp. FF j& 

spected, FL ; 
merey, [# f. 

Visiting, ppr.,a. or n. FR, F¥, FES, FEE ; visit- 
ing a superior, py; a visiting card, FPA, 7% 
ii, Hi]; a visiting card sent in by an inferior, 
FAX ; a single visiting card, Wi hh ; a complete 
visiting card, Aspj ; to send in a visiting card, 
SCG, Pew), HE Wy ; rules of visiting BEAR. oe es, & 

sitor, mn. One who comes or goes to see anoth- 

er, Ft & $, 4, 4, B, HER, N#; a lady 
visitor, "3 4; to receive a visitor, #4; to 
refuse to see a visitor, Hp¥, Hie « a superior 
authorized to visit an institution, &e., &e., 

Visitorial, a. See Visitatorial. le. 

Vismia dealbata, n. pL yfe2e. 
Visne, n. Pape. 
Visor, n. 7%, ZAEFL; a mask, 4 fy. 

Vista, n. A view or prospect through an avenue, 
ss, PARR Sil: ; the trees or other things 
that form an avenue, PE FR. 

Visual, a. Pertaining to sight, 5! Aj, AR Fe Ag; 

the visual nerve, iA ; a visual angle, WAN ; 

the visual line, ji #; visual point, 9p Zz 

#5 ij ; Visitatorial power, 

FT ALT ERT; 
visited, as with en or 
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jz; visual ray, jh H.- 

Vital, o. AWE, 18 4, EVE, HIM, BMA 
fy, 45 4E or 5, AGH AG ; contributing to life, 
(x or fy; the vital air, 38445, 785; vital 
functions, L473 BH; the vital spirits, 4E 
1G Zo, ARGS Zi 5 Of vital importance, fy ZE, 

BER, BE. 
Vitality, n. AEB; the act of living, 74H; 

animation, #4 fp, 4E fir. 
Vitalization, n. RAE ae, HAA fy , BILLIAE & OB. 
Vitalize, v. t. (RAE pir. AE tr, RAE Gp. 
Vitally, adv. In such a manner as to give life, | 

(fi (i ; essentially, HRS, HeBE, BULGE AG. 
Vitals, n. pl. gr PY; to attack the vitals, Ui > PY; 

to enter the vitals » A oi FY. 
Vitex spicata, n. mas 
Vitiate, v. ¢. To conti iminate, iG, he, TR, 

HYGF ; to dleprave, ##, Air; to vitiate the taste, 

Hele ; to impair the value of, 3 Se fee (FE. 
Vitiated, pp. ora. 3h, #2 S, We S; rendered 

impure, HE (CS, de (KS; aie manners, 
Bln, TDS, GEIm; a vitiated doctrine, ‘esta 

Vitiating, ppr. #75, FH; depraving, HE, 
rendering of no validity, fii #5 GH , ( #5 it 
JA; vitiatng doctrine, Fiji Fe, Jpg {le 7. 

Vitiation, n. Contamination, 4&7, Hy iG HW, Hi 
kz ; corruption, Ags, #5. 

Vitiosity, n. FRE, Wes. 
Vitious, a. Fh, 4; a vitious mind, Fh ty; a viti- 

ous man, Fp PEA, Fea A 3 vitious lan- | 

euaze, SORE BT, HbR 
Vitiousness, n. See Viciousness, 
Vitreo-electricity, n. PH TE ae 

Vitreous, a. BE Hi (14, Be Fa WE, Hit, i 
vitreous humor, 7 fe, FH; 
stance, PRA, Here. 

Vitreousness, n. PRI (ij, Hee H.- 
Vitrescence, n. By XH. 
Vitrescent, a. Tending to become glass, WX 
He TH capable of being formed into glass, Bf 

$5 MDH. 
gf MIR 2 BT, FB Jar | Vitrefaction, n. $V PRR, 

BEE. 
Vitrifiable, Vitrificable, a. Ty i BRIE. 
Vitrification, n. See Vitrefaction, 
Vitriform, a. SEH AY, WIE, LIBEH, Fy 
Pa 

Vitrify, v. t. or 7. SB, He BRET. 
Vitriol, n. Blue vitriol, ME, Aga] ; green vitriol, 
Et, BREE E BER 5 
vitriol, ike ey Si; 

& It, (vy; the | 

eat Sie 

red vitriol, SC Apes; white | 

oil of vitriol (see Acid and | 

Sulphuric neid)> 
Vitriolate, v. t. Ha Lg. 
Vitr iolation, n. Fe DE SE. 
Vitriolic, a. #&frj ; vitriolic acid (see Sulphuric 

acid). 

| Vitriolization, n. See Vitriolation. 

Vitriolize, v. t. $i LUA. 
Vituline, a. 4E47-A5, 4649-9 6. 
wigan v.t. To blame, Fr, #255, rvs, NEB, 

We, a]. 

Vituperation, n. #55 HH, WEE, RBH. 
Vituperative, a. FERS PE, rer Ay, Wee Ag. 

Vivace. In musie, , brisk and lively, PERF. 
Vivacious, a. KLE, BCL, AEE, TRIG, BYR, 

HK, HF; sportive, AF BK, AEE ME; a vivacious 

temper, HEE ME. HAE 200. 
Vivaciously, adv. Lys. 

Vivacity, n. Pim, EHS, RENCE, 18D, TEI 
vivacity of colors, SRY. 

Vivary, n. A pond, HF; a park, fA. 
Vivat regina! Long live the queen! fii == 

o, MRED S. [BS ik. 
Vivat rex! Long live the king! RA=E Wa 5%, [EF 
Viva voce. By word of f mouth, iOS, Dig. 
Vive! Long live! ffi Zt f& fiz ; vive le roi! long 

live the king! ! BER wm ; On the qui vive, PRK. 
| Vives, n. Behe. 
Vivianite, n. %ig#. 
Vivid, a. Lovely, Hey, 7G, ZE, 74H ; bright, 

JERI, 3, BY; vivid colors, 7%, StPA, Be fe, : 
vivid green, e7F 7G, PUPU RK; vivid blue, Bey 
74, PUY 2; a vivid flash of lightning, PY ; 
a vivid description, ‘£573 74H). sais 

Vividly, adv. With life, tt 7%, 7F Hh; with 
streneth, Jy, 7; in bright colors, we, Ae, 

I ; to describe vividly, B AED), EG IEH. 
Vividness, Vividity, 2. Sanianthitee MR, Pe 

#i» i Bs life, ARYA, is ’ strength, ils 

brightness, 3, PAB, {4 ; the vividity of de- 

scription, $50), SA 16. 
Vivificate, v. t. To give life to, 7%, (AE, 27 Z4E, 

RYZE; to animate, $F Hh. 

Vivification, n. QI8#, 1S, NH, BAER. 
See Revivification. 

Vivificative, a. PARAS, BRAG, aA. 

Vivified, pp. RTE, (ET TR, BOT I, TER. 
Pe vit. Ti, SAT, Baa, HA, HAH, 

| Vivifying, ppr. or a. aaa {RIG (Vy, 191 548, HUG 

fry, WE AG; the vivifying principle of nature, 

WANs ‘at al WAL, FRAT 
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Viviparous, a. aE Ag. 
Vivisection, n. AE fA. 
Vixen, n. HEAR, BEX. 
Vixenly, a. HE WS fy. 

Viz. A contraction of videlicet, fy ff, GN AE, EN 
Vizard, n. See Visor. 

Vizard, v. t. To mask, Ae 5 7fq- 
Vizier, n. Grand vizier, #44. 
Voeable, n. A word, @, 2, a. 

Vocabulary, mn. oJx 2p dh, ay oF ge 
cabulary, p78, A fH. 

Vocabulist, n. (fiiJx2¢ il 4. 

Vocal, a. FshlPE, HREM, HAs, ABAG; vocal 
music, "3, Hk, "4 7F ; vocal organ, [$f ; vocal 
prayer, Fee i, CE Bist ; vocal ability, 8 
F, "HZ ; a vocal performer, 335, EK aa 

vie > alah 2. 
Vocal, n. Among the Roman Catholics, a man 

who has a right to vote in certain elections, ff 

eH ZAM. 
Voealic, a. HE fj. 
Vocalist, n. A public singer, A898 34, ZK BE. 

; phonetic yo- 

Vocalize, v. t. ‘lo form into voice, fi HUB, fit 

H, (if i. 
Voeally, adv. With an audible sound, LJ ge F ; 

in words, Aah, OS, weet, GH, ae. 
Vocation, n. A calling by the will of God, LIE 

iit ZOLA; a calling, 3rAe, Be, Ie. 
Vocative, a. WK fis, Mfg; the vocative case, If 

A, "7 8 Ts. 
Vociferate, v. i. aisle, WEAVE, Et, ie, BRM, BE, 

Hey DE He PALS Wb Fil wl Tal, ee Fa, ni fal, er 

lad, Wasa, Mase, OUME, 2. 
Vociferation, n. jit att, BBE F, Wis MBS, ein Ue, 

Vociferous, a. HaMENPE, Whig, (EME Hy, AMAT, 
PBR AG, PEON A. 

Voeilerously, adv. 
Wh fal - 

Dit att, 

Vogue, n. Temporary mode, 3th #7, He y, HE RR, | 

HY; the fashion of people at any particular | 
time, HER, Wei, Hes. We Es to be in vogue, 

47, VEIL. WRAY; not in vogue, I 3 fF, 

Ae te HERR, A rss 15 Ao Nae 
Voice, n. RE, BEF, Ne =e 

$A; a soft or gentle voice, SF, sh eS, Sen 
RE; a rough voice, # pk, I tH 
broken, EEG, Wy, GRRE, WEARS a sonorous voice, 
SH RE, rere, HBA, ee ZF a melodious 

voice, Fee; not in voice, MER ; the yoice of 

KER 5 a deep voice, fit | 
ig: a high voice, 7; a low voice, cpa i 

She yoie e 

| 

| Voidance, n. The act of emptying, 

Hate f VI, Lie tal, V | 

| Voider, n. 

the conscience, Fi .)77 8; the inward voice, 

OAT, DAZ, TA Zak, AZ; | 
have no voice in it, Me aE AA HE BZ ; 
imitate my voice, FECE FRO até ; the voice of a 
multitude, [HE, py. mop, ms un, nf, EO ; the voice 
ofa bird, B 8, UK, Wi the voice of acrane, 
PEW 5 Voice of weeping, 38 AF; a loud voice, a 
# ; to raise the voice, HUB, iE; a vote, {% 
He v7 RE; to raise one’s voice on behalf of, a 
ik, Ayres ; the voice of the Lord, $.% @, $ 
y= 

ol, WE 5 bo 
25: 

Voice, v. t. To regulate the tone of, 
rumor, (§ 3. 

Voiced, pp. or a. Wi, wi 

a voice, Fy. 

Voiceless, a. BERL Z HE, ARTI RBEZ HE, ‘i at 
Voicing, ppr. HR. 
Void, a. Not occupied with any visible matter, 

; furnished with 

ze, Mi, au BLY, AUS, ZS, Se, OR, ti 
EUR, 3 a4, WA, Be, [A , eT a void space, a 

vacuum, jay4k; void of, 47, 2G, WA, KLM 
Ay ; void of sense, 77 #, HERA; void of rea- 

son, Ame 34 Seep ; void of love, 4m xe, # 4 [GF 5 void 
of truth, IE it, AVS; void of proof, Snes tne ye ; 

void of learning, Ses, BERS ; ys of offence, 
4-42; null and void, fe, ef, 4HEFA; to make 
null and void, jagib, WER ; laying no incum- 
bent, Wisi jit. 

Void, v.t. 2; to leave, FES; to emit, Hf; to 

vacate, i248; to annul, eR; to vol by the 
stool, Hi Zs; to void by the mouth, HE, MEH; 

to void, as a vessel, ffi Hf; to void spittle, I 
7k, PE. fife ; the silkworm voids the silk, 41H 

Voidable, a. That may be annulled, BY ea, Jag 

2h 78. 
fel tlt 3%, AMY 

24; ; the act of ejecting froma benefice, rt 
Wik, WME; vacancy, Wee ; evasion, Bk ie ; sub- 
terfuge, which see. 

Voided, pp. or a. Thrust out, as excrements, Ht 

TJ ; voided, asa vessel, fA IL f, PZT ; voided, 
as a house, #Rzy. 

one who nullifies, ARE, WE; 
ee it 4 

Voiding, ppr. or a, Ejecting, #, Bh; evacuating, 
fe) Hi, Hi, 4&5 declaring void, feeb ; quitting, 

RIE, ik Ze. 
| Voidness, xn. Emptiness, 7 #, ii, Zehie ; nulli- 

ty, edn, BEA. 
Voire dire, n. FARE ZR. 
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Voiture, n. Carriage, Hi. 
Volant, a. Flying, t(j; nimble, eis, ii Hz. 
Volatile, a. Flying, 7%; capable of wasting away 

or of easily passing into the eriform state, ¥, 

TEAS, BMH; lively, Poe, KEP; fickle, 
TF, RLS, PR, HUG, PEE, ASP; a volatile 
book, 7P#; a volatile salt, AW oa ZF ; to 
make volatile, fjlk 4; a volatile humor, xy, 

PE 
Volatileness, Volatility, n. BW3#, AWW 

PE; great sprightliness of mind, Peyh, WE PE ; 

flightiness, WZ ; instability, PEE. 
Volatilizable, a. 75 PE, By AS. 
Volatilization, n. B#%, axa #. 
Volatilize, v. t. ij, MEW AR, BE FWY HR, HE HR 

fy, 2 Bie HR, (EFF; to volatilize metal, Ff, 3%. 
Volatilized, pp. Rendered volatile, si 5,08 a, 

Wi, Mae T- 
Volatilizing, ppr. Wn aa, Re AW aA. 
Voleanic, a. JESS, KIKI, KPC; volcanic 

eruptions, YX qLpMH: Ht. 
Voleanist, n. fS Hh LAK Th nk. 

Voleanize, v. t. IRRERS ZI. 
Voleanized, pp. che 42H AY. 
Volcano, n. FESS, Ap; a mud voleano, HpYJEZA 

ili 
Volery, n. Ki. 
Volitation, n. 7f€. 
Volition, n. The act of willing, $ &, OF, EB, 

ez; the act of determining choice, TE 
i; the power of willing, #7 HE, ER ZA. 

Volley, n. A flight of shot, BH PERE; a volley 
of musketry, % $x RE ; a volley of laughter. | 
KE HE; at a volley, J&R; a volley of oaths, 

yn — >a volley of applause, #F RF Wh FS; a 
volley of abuse, 7 i Hf. 

Volley, v. ¢. HE, MEH. 
Volt, n. Around or circular tread, as of a race- 

course, $j FE He g% ; a sudden leap or moyement 
to ayoid a thrust, —Pt, Pash. | 

Voltaic, a. Voltaic apparatus, jee 94% A; vol- 
taic electricity, 3e0PE ES, HAI EA; a Voltaic 

pile, gfe HOHE. 
Voltaism, n. See Galvanism, 
Voltameter, n. Ht TEE. 

Voltigeur, n. §% Fits. 
Volubilate, Volubile, a. fiiyAE AY. 
Volubility, n. Aptness to roll, S43, AFete ; 

the act of rolling, 4%; fluency of speech, 
We, HG, WE ME; mutability, #8, & #4; the 
yvolubility of buman affairs, [IESE 7 Fy ae. 

| Voluble, a. Formed so as to roll with ease, BHé 

fj, BF; nimble, Ket HF 17.74 Bh 4 ; fluent, 
Ae TUE, PENS Ay, PG fy ; a voluble tongue, #7 

Volume, n. A roll, —#§; a volume of a work, — 

in, — 7K, —#e; twenty volumes, =-+-4h, = 
-- AX ; * dimensions, JE; a large volume, 3; 
the volume of matter, Jy#32B 3, WZiadK, 
JA; the volume of one’s voice, EZ iy 
{fe ; a volume of smoke, — PRU. 

Voluminous, a. K, %, fj, HA; a voluminous 
work, $62, SKLE; diffuse, 2h, Fy. 

Voluminously, adv. B#§ fy, BAS. 
Voluminousness, n. Bulkiness, JE ; state of be- 

ing in many volumes, fi ZRH. BiH. 
Voluntarily, adv. Spontaneously, § % ; of one’s 

own will, i 6A, Hob. 
Voluntariness, n. TE R#, Bh #. AER- 
Voluntary, a. Spontaneous, fy ¥&; willing, ‘fy Bf, 

Tht, Tr, HA, Ar BX FL GR free, A Hy, H+ ; 

proceeding from free will, {U#&$7AOh, HFS 

1S. HTRASE, HOS AE; done by design, 
& : a voluntary encagement, Hot #8 #4), 1 
#&- a voluntary action, AA2R, HooZH; 
a voluntary murder, && ##; voluntary contribu- 

tions, PODS, Bebe, He. 
Voluntary, n. See Volunteer. 

Volunteer, n. #23415, ASAIN, BAZ, 
36 Fe, HL BE; to raise volunteers, #83¢ 28. 

Volunteer, v. t. 32), AES. ASS, BRS 
ait, APRA. 

Voluptuary, n. §@ 2, BHI, FHS, Bt 

Be A, Te a - 
Voluptuous, a. iG, ARH, AEM, BH, 

eget, WERE. EBS, VL GAA ; to live a voluptu- 
ous life, Jp iS Pe 4, 75 WS Pe 4%; a voluptuous 

person, #4 MeN A, 1G 2 RE. 
Voluptuously, adv. ¥t RX, Beit, LET. DOI. 
Voluptuousness, n. Luxuriousness, #£ajé, {ik Fp 8 

ae, {lt (ff 2% ‘i FL; addictedness to pleasure or 
sensual gratification, 79 @ 78s, Bey, Doe, 

He fe ZH, APSE, Whe HE. 
Volutation, n. See Wallow. 

Volute, n. peITE. 
Vomer, n. BLUE. 
Vomic-nut, n. See Nux vomica, 

Vomit, v. tor i. Ut, BR, TE, WIE, THE HE ake, dg HE 

c, WE, WK, GE, OE BBR. OE, VI, gE. BR BR, 
wit, we, oy, pe, WE, A, HE; to have an inelina- 
tion to vomit, {€ I, GUE, IH 5 to vomit 

 * Vide p. 1 ; 
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plod, [ihe ff. ; to vomit and | pure ve, 7 i, mE. 
Vomit, n. The matter ejected from the stomac ch. 

MEH 2. 
Vomited, pp. Npij, HET. 
Vomiting, ppr. or n. Uh, HE ; vomiting medicine, 

We2% ; the noise of vomiting, Ie FE, MA. 
Vomition, n. [ill #- 
Vomitive, a. or n. Fifer]; an emetic, |fiAy. 
Vomito, n. Ife 5& ZK. 
Vomitory, a. 3 tis (iy; emetic, NpRPPE, Mfe fry ; to 

take yomitory medicine, # [i 4%; a vomitory 

potion, ppiZ% 7k. 

Voracious, a. 154, TEAR. AAA, FOL, EAM, 
1%, #2, %; a voracious animal, JR ZB; 
voracious and gluttonous, 2%. 

Voraciously, adv. To eat voraciously, JE, IEA, 

ER, HAT. AU, AA. 
Voraciousness, n. Hf, ZRH, BE ER, TE | 

BH, AEH. 
Voracity, n. BR. ARH, BE, BE; 

with great voracity, BR, 28, I. 
Vortex, n.; pl. Vorteces, Vortexes. A whirlpool, 

- if. i, wo, WE, Dey; a whirlwind, fz 

inl. 

to eat 

vauer a. Whirling, ese, bee. 
Warmers! n. A votaress of Buddha, F¥ {ih Z A, AR 

HF fh 2 Fe, JERE. 
Votarist, n. IRIE, WS ZA. 

Votary, a. Devoted, #8 & ie7A, FEA. 
Votary, n. A votary of Buddha, ¢ fi #, ih #€, 

Fifth &, Lh A, 1B & hh ih BH ; one engaged by 
a vow, #€/iz% ; her votaries, 4 (BUPE, FEE 
#8; a votary of the spirits or gods, 32h ; a 
votary of learning, Lisa. 

Vote, n. PRIX 2 A, (RHE Z BA; a written vote, 

EY ZI, (ILL; to put to the vote, $% 
REF ; a vote of thanks, H#fPSe, AH. 

Vote, v.t. F¥G, TRINA, BIB JN; to vote by 
ticket, EG tk, YEAWE; to vote by ballot, #¥ 

£&h, EEE MULE ; to vote for, (RAL, Hf; to vote 
against, #¥% Awe. 

Voter, n. J2% HH, (kB HH; one who has a legal 

right to vote, AES HES, RRM S HER. 
Voting, ppv. Expressing the mind, ah ASB, 7 

i, VER, LIVE AU. 
Votive, a. Given by vow, # JRA jy U3 2. ph BE IZ ; 

a votive medal, f2 24 7; a votive offering, [iq | 

i, peopel it 

Vouch, v. ¢. To call upon solemnly to witness, 4 

feet, TE, HZ, ah TTR; to declare, Fw ; 
to vouch the truth, .7JA38, 3748. 
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Vouched, pp. Called to witness, 

| Voucher, 

VUL 

Vouch, v.7. To bear witness, Ff, Hf, “EH; to to 
vouch for, FAME, ff, S148; 1 will vouch for 
him, #¥ 44 (% {; to vouch for the truth of, 4 

Ieee 2M. 
tS Fe alk ; af- 

firmed or fully attested, 3% 3% #248. 

Vouchee, n. ##HRH, SEER 
n. One who gives full attestation to 

anything, 3%, 3 IGE, Aca LH ; a paper 
or document, which serves to vouch the truth 

of accounts, ae he, Wye. 
Voucher, Vouchor, n. (i 9, FAK. 
Vouchsafe, v.t. To condescend to grant, FAYE, 

BH EA, hb B; to permit to be done without danger, 

HEAT, WEFT, WEIL, WS. F, ANIC. 
Vouchsafe, v. 7. To condeseend, to deign, fe Rf. 
Vouchsafed, pp. BAYES. 
Vouchsafing, ppr. RAYE 
Voussoir, n. A wedge-like stone forming part of 

an arch, B 
Vow, n. Fi; to make a vow, 28/54, ZF HA, 44; to 

pay a vow, 3 fifi; to receive the vow, Ag; to 

keep a vow, PE /ii, SFR. 
Vow, v. t. ZEN, FF, Fe RA, Fe, 3, HERA; to vow 

to perform the ten virtues, #¢77-+3¢; to vow 
vengeance, 2% 3h fIL- 

Vowed, pp. 7, 32507, a 
Vowel, n. fh #Z. 
Voweled, a. 8 AGA. 
Vower, n. #8 RAB, ZF RAGS, 22 BARS. 

Vox, n. A voice, RE; vor populi vor Dei, RZ 

DBR ZG, B20 Lit Zab. 
Voyage, n. IRE, AKER, FFM; one voyage, —7K 

#2, 2k HR; during the voyage, #3 2 I. 
Ik HZ Bl, Wt FE Fe]; to make a voyage to, 

Spm Ss, PEA. 
Voyage, v. i. $7 AS: PEARS, FA, Be. 
Voyager, n. 7H, FEB- 
Voyol, Viol, n. $7. 
Vulean, n. The god who presided over the work- 

ing of metals, &e., Yih, WAL. 
Vulgar, a. Pertaining to the common or unlet- 

tered people, ff, fH, JL, fH fF ; common, 7%, 

SE, Ai Sys mean, BRGANE. SE 
“FFE 0, TIE 4, WS, BBY. EEA. ES, 8 
45; rude, tH 8 fry, tH f# fy; 2 vulgar person, 

He J, FLARE AN, BBE, Ade, HRs a vulgar 
name, {@%4;a vulgar character, f@ SH ; vul- 

gar expressions, fA SE, (inl, HSMM, HEE, 

( 3, fia]; vulgar saying, pF, BE, Rs; a 
vulgar people, # A, BR, WIFZ A, ABZ 
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KN, HEB Zz A ‘the vulgar faanles pe: Pail Vulgarly, Adios tr, sh, 22; meanly, gh 
se minds, HE ye E ; a ‘vulgar style, fHAC, f# RK; rudely, #4, oe svaleaale expressed, 
Se, HAE; a vulgar thine, #4; stupid and | Vulgate, ne. pp TT Be AE. |. 
ee HED ; rather vulgar, Kee, fete. Vulnerability, n. Bs: fr fe ae 

Vulgar, n. fa, Ti: | Vulnerable, a. & 4 Mpg, a fig, ERAS, WE; 
Vulgarism, n. #4; a vulgar phrase or expres- liable to injury, BY 4 fig. 

sion, TAA BER, te RE. | Vulnerary, a. BE (fj; vulnerary herbs, B/E 

Vi ulgarity, Vulgarness, n. Mean condition in life, : 
SAslS, Pit; grossness or clownishness of man- Vulpine, a. IE fs cunning, wea, Pee: 

ners or language, #H(@, AbKAZSt, ABIE ZH, Vulture, n. we, SE, Wit FE. 
tA Zk Vying, ppr. Jompeting, St, sgt, SRE, FAFA, 

Vulgarize, v. t. HE BILE, (RT HE. . AW FE. 

W. 
W The twenty-third letter of the English al- | Waft, v. 7. To float, 2, Fz, ™H. 

* phabet, Seah EA OTH; W. , west, Waft, n. A floating body, RIF ZI, PREZ, 
Wabble, v. 7. FR ARE, HE Pe eEaRE | 7a. PRR ZH; a signal displayed from a ship’s 
Wabbling, ppr. or a. PERE, Ti BIE. stern, by hoisting an ensign furled in a roll 
Wack, Wacky, n. 47%. _ to the head of the staff, Jp Fe HE dH BE. 
Wad, n. Je4eiR; a little tuft, —my; a little Waftage, n. Rui 4, (RBH. 

bundle, )Jy#f). | Wafted, pp. Si, 738, i; wafted abroad, 

Wad, Wadd, n. Black lead, Hi gn. | FR FRAN. 
Wadded, a. 47 fi "PE, #; wadded garments, ff | Wafter, n. 527%, MA; a passage boat, Pe Mt. 

Be, F8, MEK, A. | Wafting, ppr. 5a, HB, &. 
Wadding, n. #, MAZE, HARK; a jacket without Wag, v.t. To move one way and the other with 

wadding, i fF. | quick turns, as the tail, #32 f% JERE ; to wag, as 
Waddle, v. i. #248; to walk with a waddling | the tongue, f#i; to wag the tail, #E FE ; to wag 

motion, PARE, WE MEP, jE. | the tongue, #i7F; to wag the head, iE 9A, i 
Waddling, ppr. ov a, (a MEP, $35 Ap. eeaerepeaiee wag the head and tail, Pz SAE FE. 
Wade (through), v. 7. Y%; to wade through or | | Wag, »! i. To depart, 3, iE; to be moved one 

cross water, #¥7K, Y5iB Kk, BE, EUG; to) way Ais the other, #2433 ; wag ! HEME, pe. 
wade through books and mietar ice! USL HE; | Wage, n. A droll, a ludicrous fellow, 4 TEE A, 
to wade through an affair, eye. | We REOPEN, Ae GRAENGE, APM ZA. 

Wader, n. One who wades, 773% ; a bird of the | Wage, v.t. To bet, to hazard, REX; to stake, 
order of wader, fg E, tek EB. | HR; to wage war, Hi 3 fK, aT Dei tae. Ht 

Wading, ppr. or a. 7%; a wading bird, PERE) Fe; to wage one’s lee Ve AAC; to give 
Wadsetter, n. Hh =F. LB. security to make one’s law, $8 AGATE A 2. 
Wady, n. 4, *&. Waged, pp. Laid, RKB; pledged, jHG2 Ty; 
Wafer, n. jn BEE, [Al ia fi fF ; sacramental wafer, staked, HK ; wieel war, His A fh, Hy fe 

He fjf : a wafer used in sealing letters, ffs he, | Wager, n. RMR ZIG, Be Hy. py 2 BS, i 
FF e- 2 $8, IKE; to make a wager, to lay a wager, 

Wafile, 1. Fy tf Hf. |  iRRER; to stake for wager, 1K; name your 
Waflle-iron, n. Ta Hf a. | wager, fp Hy #8 3 WE; to lose the wager, i ; 
Watt, v. ¢. BH, i, YF; to cause to float, MPF ;| to win the wager, jq ; if he loses he will strike 

to beckon, #9 ; waft, ye winds, his stor y; ie | you, if he wins he demands the wager, i Bij 

By LE, 103 ia BY fi UL. | FT dm Al) BE ; an offer to make oath of innocence 
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or indebtedness, AEA | AG; wager of bat- 

tle, HLH MAVET. 
Wager, v. ¢. fait, He. 
Wagering, ppr. Betting, ilk. 

Wages, n. T&R, TH, AL, LE, BM, Fes, FF 
4; hire, 1; reward, #{; salary, (E4&; 
fruit, 32; pay him his se (2 Ni, BR 
TARA (E, LIT E82 fly ; to deduct from or eut 
one’s wages, #] TR, 771, PRIC ; to re- 

duce one’s wages by force, #4 #§ 1%; low 

wages, THR, Tp eb; daily wages, AI; 
high wages, $8 4%, T.f@ fy; a servant’s 
wages, f#{f- 7 ; to pay soldiers their wages, 
ia, BRa, #2e, fiche; when are the wages 
paid ? S&H Ral ; the wages of sin are death, 

SE 2 WAH BE A, SP 2 REA HEA. 
Waseery, nf 25, HAE Za, TMA. 
Wagging, ppr. 
Waegish, a. aoe we Fy Ay. 
Waggishness, n. GES, AMZ. 

Waggle, v. ¢. HAGE, Tetic, 18 Gh, AB. 
Wagon, n. ji GaP, RETR, HERE, AW; a 

covered or powder wagon, JX#%ifi; bageage, 
wagon, &, of anarmy, i, dar ; in the West 
Indies, a carriage, Fy Hi, Wi Hi. 

Wagonage, n. Hifi. 
Wagoner, n. Hise, BY, HUE H. 

Wagoning, ppr. DAW. 
Wagtail, n. #840, HS, AVR. COR aS. 16. 
Waif, n. Goods found, of which the owner is not 

known, # ft Z% Hy, Fh 3 Za; stolen goods 
seattered by a thief in his flight in order to 
effect his escape, KRY Z IE, [bk SE 7M. 

Wail, v.t. To lament, 32; to wail and ery, ¥5e 
Wail, v.7. To weep, #2 ir, PP Neh 8 DE BEML, Hee wel 

Wailing, ppr. 3252; wailing and crying, ¥e¥ 
Wain, n. Wagon, ji FEHR. | [sy SE. 
Wain-house, n. Fife. 
Wain-rope, n. Hig, WHE. 
Wainscot, n. S245 7E tk. 
Wainscot, v. t. EP PETER. 
Wair, n. AREAS ZIM. 
Waist, n. 2; a slender waist, SE, UE, HE, 
PEE ; the waist of a ship, #ARE. 

Waistband, n. The band or upper part of trousers, 

BUSH, #E08.- 
Waistcoat, n. Ft, HHO; vest, Hi, 4, HPT. 
Waister, n. fit Zz J. 

Wait, i. or tS 6, 6, HE, A, FS 
Bl , Pi, wi HE ATA. P,P, SE to 

& welds, & wait for an answer, orble) 

ee] FF, és late, re GEIB] ae: to aa for pun- 

ishment, 4552, 752, w25e, GREE, 
%; 1 wait for you, SRT Uh, GE: to wait 
for an appointment, fe 7, EE ; to wait for 
death, (24E, 2 RE, 7H BE ; to fold the hands and 
wait for death, rae fe RE, HELGE BE ; to wait 
for an opportunity, GX HE OF is wait for the 
proper moment, ff; wait for him, OF PAB. 

He Pf; to wait for one another, 4445, 44H ; 
to wait for the wind, #% jail; to wait fora ee 
able wind, 4 )fAjml; to wait heaven’s time, 7} 
FRE ; wait and go together, 4 wee; wait a 

little, SEM, SE BI, SENSO, AEB, BE: 
¥l, GEE : to wait on or upon, to attend, 
as a servant, IRF, fife, Bee, ARSE, 1S Gime 

HHT (HER, USE, (8, HEE; to wait on, $B, 
Be, an Pe, ff to wait till or until, 4 3, 
oe (%, fe; only wait patiently, FH @ SF Mp, 
Tah ee would not wait, ne te ; did not 
wait, DEAE, ASE, ATR ; cannot wait, must 
have it now, Se BX; to wait upon a prinee, 
HY FL; to wait upon a superior, B&F, 25h, fe 
5A, FAL, PAL; to wait on great men, FAA 
to wait upon the emperor, 3% [fj ; to wait on a 
friend ,F¥ Pe I AC, PEI AC; I wait on your ple paS- 
ure, FQFe(/p fp 5 to wait on a visitor, Ff %& ; 
is no time to wait, AN EE ; wait till he ne) 

AB 7, EAA, SEW; to lay wait for, to 
lie in ambush, JER, wp atde A; to wait at 
table, (SE, fee; to expect, APE, MPR; to 
rest in expectation and patience, Pp ; to wait 
upon God, (ii b a, 46 HE ae; days and 
months pass away, and the years do not wait 

for us, H ARR RK 
Wait, n. As a nown, this word is used only in 

certain phrases, as :—to lie in wait, to lie in 

ambush, JE (R. 
Waited, pp. 2F PRB, “EIK ; attended, RAFT, ZF 

TJ ; waited a long time, Sit, AR. 
Waiter, n. Attendant, (iMG A, eff, FRE, Em, 
5 He, HERG AN, J fi A ; a waiter ina tavern, 

1S, WTR; a nay te HE. 
Waiting, ppr.or a. SE, PR, SR, HR, TEE. 
Waiting-hoy, n. (& ff. 
Waiting-maid, Waiting-woman, n. (fitR, ‘/ 3, 

MiWprhe. 
Waits, n. pl. he TH 4S ; 
Waive, n. FEAR Z HE. 

itinerant musicians, jhy ee 

fi. 
| Waive, v.¢. Not to insist upon, ne Be, y ce 6 

% ; to relinquish, #€; to waive 

to waive off, pmize, FF 
SH: Az, AB i 

off, to refuse, $¢=f44; 

6 Q 
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Wake, v. 7. To be awake, fie ; 

Wake, n. At a funeral, 

Wakefully, adv 
Wakefulness, n. Alal#; want of sleep, FR, IAA | 

"ex ‘to ee 5. ie Wave. 

Waiving, ppr. 2, ABE, Aik. 
to wake up, PGE, | 

AWE, EME, 42, Se; to wake all night, 7% 
i ; to wake or stay up with a person, [hEAR. 

Wake, v.t. To rouse from sleep, +7 PB, BEBE, Uh 
PE, PY-Me ; don’t wake him, MRA; MEE, SSOP RE 
4. See Awake and Awaken. 

vigils, pa até ; 
of a ship, 72, atch tS} ZH ; state of forbear- 
ing sleep, J fA, fa. 

Wake-robin, n. Arum maculatum, #1. 
Waked, pp. Fy Meith, REY. 

Wakeful, a. HE, MIA], Bl. ATI, AE; vie- 
ilant, Wie wakeful with fright, pq #0 95] 4. 

. DUR. 

43 ; forbearance of sleep, HEA], HENEHAI, HEK- 

Waken, v. 7. See Awaken. 
Waken, v. t. To rouse from sleep, #7 P%; to rouse 

from spiritual sleep, JE, #%, RE fF: to rouse to 
action, 2 /p}. 

Wakened, pp. FRY, BRET. 

Wakening, ppr. Pe, Fy Bt, EERE; 
spiritual sleep, #% 

HE aR 
Waker, n. Jy RE 

rousing from 

Waking, ppr. Fe, Ali]; forbearing to sleep, HE | 
| i. 

Wale, n. Wales of a ship, HR224K, HII; a 
stripe, (36, fi]; wales in aes AME BL. 

Walk, v.72. 47, cE, F7€; rh, 2 3, JEFF. BE. TA, 

WOE, 3, 3, AEA. HE, IL AB, A, ER, a 
AM. 4 48, fe. Ah. 3, ‘te, Ae}, BEE FEE, UE i, 
A AB, 
HE, VE, 40, MA, HE, Fak, TES, 7H, KEE, EAE, 

5647; to walk alone, #34, WHA, Witz; to 
walk back, Si, 47 84 ; to walk by, #38, 38 ; 
to walk down, ##j/%, F ; to walk out, to walk 
for recreation or amusement, ME, 77¥=, [IGE ; 

to walk forward, fm Ritts, ER, Af; to walk 
on, EB, Ri fF; to walk round, ##fF, EF; 
to walk up, #_, _-; to walk towards, 4 fy, 
HE; to walk over, #73 ; to walk across, fir zi ; 
to walk behind, ff FE #7, REG FF ; to walk first, 
eA, FEA; to walk es or shoulder to | 

shoulder, as equals, if 4, J tits; to walk 
hand in hand, fi;=E[nj #z, He En, Me [i] FF, 
Ha SP [ia] FF ; to walk in the street, PRBS, 7745 ; 
to walk backwards and forwards, @E#o]; to 

the wake | 

; wakening and sleeping, | 

BS ABNER EE EB a 
| Walk, n. —47, G-R, 7 5 

4, (a, fA, 383; to walk ahead, Wty | 

| Walk, v. 

Walking, ppr. # 

walk to. and fro, -£E3Ke, RBH; to walk 

leisurely, 1 47, regs Bis. ib 4, BB; to 
walk slowly, [2 47, #47, #246, (fh, 4. 4, Gk 
1%. ZB, eH to walk fast or with a rapid 

step, Pit, Att, Att, Pe fT. BALE, BRBF, 
HE, Bk, BB, Be, 4h, 44, NEE, PEAG; to walk 
quick, Hey, i fr, GE. 4; to walk about, JR 
ihe, ETT; to walk awkwardly, #7 Ble, 

SE FT, FFARIE, Milt, GEA, ie, WaaRe ; to walk 
lame, AS02847, He tr, He. BR, HE Pe, BAe; to 

walk away, S143, E43, Hee. Bhs BORE, AEA, 
4k. 7h, ois; to walk by the side of a road, 
Rae Fz, $0, EH; to walk by the side, 3747, 
#%; to walk straight, & #7, 7244; to walk 
straight on, ¢{ Rij; to walk far, FPR, HEF, 
7354; to walk carefully, JwStt, MOH, B 
ty) FF ; to walk gracefully, ME, 77H AG; to 
walk off, #73, Js, HE; to walk off with, fas ; 
to walk with difficulty, 734, 77 SE, 
SRI FT AR: to walk with short steps, #3645 ; to 
walk with long steps, to walk with a wide step, 

KG, BME fr, EEE; to walk alone, 483 #7, 
4947 ; to walk with a longing gait, #7 FER, 
4a; to walk in, FA, HEAE ; to walk out, 77 
Hi; to walk under water, MRIs fy, tie, F447 
yer ; to walk as if weary, 4 (LUST, F740 
JG, HEM FT, BEA; to walk on one’s heels, 
WAG 47, FLEET fF, BE; to walk on all fours, 
FE ie 77, TH, HE; to walk in succession, Pex 
47; to walk according to the Word of God, # 

I by 238, WL A 2 SHAT; able to walk, 
47 ; unable to walk, HEF, FAH; ac- 
cine Sy to walk, #718. 

. To pass through, as:—to walk the 
ae Ms to walk one about, AE J he #7 

way, road) ie; 

34; region, it, ik 7; a place for walking, jF 
BEL GS, WyPEZ IS; to take a walk, BPE, FF 
45, BETH, ZE—]e] ; the evening walk, 7& Hi, 
7 4E; shady walks, PER, Paws; a walk of 
cane, —JtjE; a sheep walk, 26 $f; conduct, 
infy, 47% ; to take a cup of tea after a walk, 

ESC ER AS. 
| Walked, pp. 4738, fF J- 
Walker, n. #7 #4, EH ; a street-walker, #775 #, 

-a night-walker, 7% wies%, 72 FP. 

; walking about, $f, je f7, 72 

4a, RHR; walking along, 77H, FART; walk- 

ing at a slow pace, [47 ; walking leisurely, 

{PE ; conducting one’s self, #74, An FT- 

eR oR 

Walking-place, n. HEH, DETR, HER. 
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Walking- “staff, n. BK, i. 

Walking-stick, n. Hi", #L, Ff. 
Wall, n. 7%, Be, #%, Beta ; an adobe wall, Je HR, 

+L BE, BE; the wall of a house, i % Jy Be, Ean 
PEs a brick wall, PHE; a stone wall, ise a | 
low wall, f£jt, ti, UH, HB, HRs a Tow wall 

Wampum, n. tem way. 
Wan, a. Pallid, 74, Fy, Fy, 6.464; to grow 

wan, S75 A, Hay A- 
Wand, n. A rod, 48, #t-F, $j fl; a divining 

wand, 4H Hh 242, th p24; the wand of pos- 
ture-makers, it. 

round an altar, ede Z I, UA; a wall round! a Wander, v. 7. To ramble, to rove, 3, 3, TA ; 
palace, Je Pi, Buk, 2; a curtain wall, Wase 
a partition wall, Bye ;a wall round a well 
JEAN, JERS, KL; a surrounding wall, [ijJ# 
Great Wall, #§ Hi FeHh ; to build a wall, Sfej, 
HARE; to turn the face to the wall, to study | 
hard, jay 8% ; to adorn and paint a wall, ATE 
to plaster a wall, #4 ; to take the wall, Als er 
{t, AD ft without the walls, $& Ab ; 
the wall, # ; to live within the aa, HRA tk. 

Wall, v. t. To qaclece with a wall, 3 fay ts, fa LY 
Wall-creeper, n. 4€%4. [ Be. | 
Wall-cress, n. 417%. 
Wall-eye, n. 4A, ff. 
Wall-eyed, a. In horses, having an eye of a very 

light gray or whitish color, as:—wall-eyed | 
horse, §& 55, fia 55. 

Wall-fern, n. #8 EER, Be. 
Wall-flower, n. #76 7%. 
Wall-fruit, n. 2% fi, 8; (PARE HE. 

Wall-moss, n. #474. 
Wall-piece, n. #Eyed. 
Wall-sided, a. We BE, BE YL 
Wall-spring, n. 4; A. 
Wall-wort, n. j3)74, (?) iH. (2) * 
Walleainn. or a: oe \IpE, TELLISR, TASER; a 

walicd town, Hx. 

Wallet, n. @L#k ; a bag for carrying money, &e., 

iy 2. 
Walling, n. Materials for walls, #e pp. 
Wallop, v. 7. 7, 47a. 

Wallow, v. 7. §%, Heb, Hb; to wallow in mire, 

SEHSIE, MPIC, MUCH HG DERE ; to wallow | 
in pleasures, 7g js ewe. 

Wallow, v. ¢. To roll one’s body, sie. 
Wallowed, pp. ai 7. 
Wallower, n. HERE EH 
Wallowing, ppr. Sei. 
Walnut, n. #¥PE; large walnut, Brazil nut, 

Pk, dA BE. 
Walrus, Waltron, x. jf. See Sea-horse. 
Waltz, v. 7. ffl. 
Wamble, v. 7. (€ |Ifii. 
Wampee, Whampee, n. Cookia, BER. 

* Medhurst. i 

the 
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to wander about, jhe, Ja)iE, Jalint, WS, He 
| ih AE, SE, Vi ; to wander to a distance, ji 
| #é; to wander in mind, ie. 
| Wander, v. t. ji jhF. 
| Wandered, pp- wie Swe T. 

Wanderer, 1. 3ajhe i, shit H- 
Wandering, ppr.or a. ihe, PGE, WNFL, He ; mis- 

42> Fk taken way, #7 Si, Ait ; a wandering ghost, 
jis 2; wandering people, ie ft; wandering 
freebooters, #@'hk ; wandering thoughts, ie ; 

wandering talk, # ah 3 a wanderi ing mind, isn, 
FE ; delirious, HK, fe; a wandering star, #¥é 
52, 49; wandering of the eyes, WRZE, We. See 
Vagrant. 

Wanderingly, adv. PEPR, TKK 
Wandering, n. jak ihe. 

| Wanderoo, n. — fii yi %. 
Wandy, a. 3. 

| Wane, v. 7. JRF, itiRF ; to decrease, jpG ; the moon 
| wanes, Jj jf}; the moon waxes and wanes, 

FG ELF. 
| Wane, n. Decline, jfF, it FF, fF ; in the wane, 

Ki, UA Bh, VARS, FE; the wane of the moon, 

LMG, Mig 
Waned, pp. jij J. 

| Wangee, n. See Whanghee. 
| Waning, ppr. Hh, wei, vat, VRE, FE; the 

waning moon, #})4 ; waning favor, see, =e 

SLiMBL, FEW MSE; waning power, MHI ZH, 
HEISE ; Waning beauty, SS Havel, SA ISE, 
EF ze, BA ARR. 

Wankle, a. Weak, tik 44 ; unstable, #7; change- 
| able, "8% ; not to be depended upon, AW iH (1. 
| Wanness, n. Hae: 

| W see a. Ba a t- 
|W ant, ie ncienene fkZ, fk, oR, BY, Oe, 

igs iB: necessity, 24, 3; destitution, aye Sm 
Gq; SOR; in want of food, >; in want of 

| water, RIK, Zak, HEE; no want, 4 ie, Me 
iit S ; to supply one’s wants, @j A Z it; no 
want of it, JE (i{B, AA; for want of 
money, [A 4% 2; to be ae want, Hi, Be ; to 
be in want of, ffi, 74, BE, fie; want of faith, 

az. 

IB IN 

| 

| 
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Want, v.t. To desire, BE, HF, AH, Gf; to need, fii, 
3H, Fz; to be destitute of, 77, 48, RA, HE 
AT, AFF ; to be deficient ‘in, im, =, KR; 5, it 

Z; I want, RE, Ki, FRA, Mik, MZ; 

[don't want, RE, RAE, RHE BH 
34; what do you want ? (pBeqzBPWe, Me Ri 

Wy, Rt Zt fy ; it wants to be altered, Hee Z ; 
the unhappy never wants enemies, 77 [Aj A 

Jt; 1 want everything, FAM, EWsez 

TEE AE; I want you to go, BERD, FAK 
ff; he wants to speak to you, {B3E [i] (pik, 
fi, Ge ML AS; LT want it very much, Fg-4-Fpse 
AB, 320 4% ; how much do you want? (pg 

SE SUE, WGK S by, WBE AT 5 do you want 
it? (RZ BE; what do you want else? (RH 
Ab BFE. Wt oy YF; 1 want money, 
AC BEES ; L want food, FEB. 

Want, v. 7. To be lacking, jit, &, 46. 
Want-wit, n. aE TRIE, R ELF. 

Wanted, pp. 7A, , #, tk, ; wanted very 
much, BYjEaG BE, BSA}, Fe; supplies wanted 
by the army, ‘iz; absolutely wanted, 74, 

LE. 
Se ee a EE 34, 2; desiring, 

Re, BE, 5 lacking, mh, Z a rR, A, i, DA 

what are you wanting? (Ritz BFE, WYZA fy 
Ie; wanting in honesty, [He (Fe , RE TR. 

W antless, a. Au le, fre 
Wanton, a. Sportive, froliesome, Bie » AEF, if. 
ewe ; airy, Peze; luxuriant, Se x 3, ASHE ; 
lecherous, lascivious, #4@, BG, af, ree, 

iG, ADE, ead ES Be, Wh, Bie, hi fE, TK, 

Wet, PR, HK, FL; wanton dress, YEH; to grow 
wanton, AE(FEGIE; wanton growth, #E4E; a 

wanton palate, HAR, 'eIAR; wanton and 
oppressive, Behe, Ze; a wanton look, Ami, 

3i¢ HE FL; wanton eyes, #BN8, YA; a wanton 
woman, JAF; a wanton lass, 4A; wanton 
acts, Ey, FEZ AF wanton slaughter, i 
ay; wanton talk, EB, ZEAE; Se words, 

{#a 3 wanton aus delude the ear, 8 XE; 
wanton thoughts, Yop, @R; sha gam- 

bols, ek, Wy; wanton boys, Ape SSE 
KAZ HF ; wanton tricks, We BZ, nat ie 
yy LATS. 

Wantoning, ppr. Roving, yhihe. 
Wantonly, adv. ee Sat, WEE; playfully, 3 

Be; gcayly, PetyG ; lasciviously, ZR. 
Wantonness, n. Lasciviousness, F§ZR, AYE, YB, 

iif; toyishness, Bk, pA; extravagance, 
4% ; frolicsomeness, {ft #is. 

| 

Wape, v.t. Aa. 

Waped, pp. RBI, HG, SER. 
Wapentake, Wapentac, n. A district, J; the 

hundred, —¥. 
Wapiti, n. fe. 
Wappe, n. Fi. 
War, n. 47k, BR. BRE, ZFS; to commence war, 

to go to war, Higepk, HK, Bh, Bis; to 
make war upon a state, 3¢ f, #7; to make 
war upon a refractory state, 77E BY, 4% Ed ; ar- 
ticles of war, #ij:, Hi4>; the Board of War, 
+e #§}; war between two nations, Ay PsA RK, AY 

pele, “PY sek; war between two villages, 

AEH OK, EAP BEBR; war of nations, BE; 
to declare war, 4% i#2#; mortal war, 2G we; 
the fortune of war is uncertain, fig #R AE, 

hE Se Hs ; powers at war, #KEI; open war, 
ZS47, ZS BK; council of war, FET, HE; naval 
war, JC HR, Ypink ; war of words, 7 HR; a ship- 
Ven ,& man-of-war, Hf, 3 fit 5 a defensive 
war, #07Y; offensive war, J [A] ; art of war, pt 

®e; the scene of war, BRIE ; a protracted war, 
DBR, iTS ; ea Jig: ; war horses, Wi By ; 
weapons of war, Ye, eR, Fez. 

War, v.72. -To Tae war, a HR; to attack a nation, 
eA ; ; to contend, BR; to war for, AFAEBL BK; 
to = against, 75a, i; to war against God, 
5h Ey, ahi_E ie; to war with one another, 

AWG, A, AW, A. 
War-boat, n. rte fy, oy RAE. 
War-chariot, n. SoH, Hi, ay, Weak, BE, BE, 

Be, WB, hid. 
War-hoop, n. ne 2 

War-junk, n. RAR, He; a large war-junk, 7% 

Asc» Wet, ELAR, BABE 
War-office, n. eH. 

War-proof, n. (ER, SEER Z 3. 
Warble, v. t. To quaver a sound or the voice, # 

13, eet MS ; to sing, AK, "8, FUSE", "Bik, 
IDix, wit 

Warble, n. (5%, (85k; a sone, 

Warbler, n. a singer (bird), eae lS Es ; 
warbler, or kind of robin, #2 #4 BB; a kind of 
nightingale, we. 

Warbles, n. pl. FR #9 

Warbling, ppr. or a. Quavering the yoice, #8 LJ 

woe 3 Singing 18 #. 
Ward. fay. 
Ward, v. t. To euard, ARE, TRAE, RRE , +, Rid 

fit, SP HE, IK ; to repel or ward off, 4p, #7 £80, 

at, qi, J ge ; : to ward off a blow, J#4%, 38 
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TE, #6; to ward off with the hand, LIFRyA{F, 
=PHE (E; to ward off calamities, #2, HEI, BF 
i ; to ward off barbarian ships, 54 3 {ft- 

Ward, v.7. To act on the defensive with weap- 

ons, 3616. 
Ward, n. Act of guarding, tit 4 
Mae “Fie; a fortress, Aye; a anes y ward, 

ites x; a division of a town, We J, Jj; to hold 
in ward, [A5F, ye kr, Ae a ae or ward 

under age, #\-F ; guardianship, {3% Sai Zit, TR: 
(RH ; the guard of a lock, Gage, Hse SHAS. 

Ward-mote, n. nea a Hi 2 AYA. 
Ward-room, n. Ey fg. 
Ward-staff, n. RE, Ee Zhi. 
Warded (off), pp. #2 J, FELT, any. 
Warden, n. A oe ASE, SF; a guardian, 

q¥.; a warden of a college, 22fi, Bete; the 
warden of the mint, To B); the warden of a 
prison, U4, ae junior warden, PPR, = 

f ; the warden ofa temple, )gj = 5a maien of 
the forests, #ESF, ff; a warden of the forests 

and marshes, J} J\, #2J\; a warden of the wa- 

ter, Sit fe. 
Wardenship, Wardenry, n. BZWK, PER ZK. 
Warder, n. A keeper, 57 #7, (R#& 3 a guard, HAF, 

MK 7K A, FE TZ AG, RE fry; a tune heer by | 
which an officer of ar ng forbade fight, #47 4:. 

Warding (off), ppr. 4h, #2, 8, FIA. 
Wardrobe, n. BEA, FEA, SPH; a room where 

wearing apparel is kept, Fem, AF, iat Ff. 
Wardship, n. See Guardianship, 
Ware, n. Goods, merchandise, £, fin, HF 

miscellaneous wares, %#£ ff ; to deal in rineel: 
laneous wares, 4{f Ef #8 4 ; to expose wares (for 
sale), #E EY, PRE ; China-ware, 7%; earthen 
ware, Fo #8;  glass- ware, Hew; to deal in 
small wares, ff J\4E #.- 

Warehouse, n. #¥, HE Fe ; to store in a warehouse, 
Heke; a tea warehouse, 2s; warehouse rent 
or charges, #E ffl ; warehouse keeper, 

4 
Warehouse, v. t. Re kE. 
Warfare, n. BE, BH, HL. 
Warily, adv. Cautiously, sur, 

4% ; vigilantly, BEF, [ia by. 
Waring, ppv. tii fi. 

pe He; warrison, 

pe fit Ao, ‘iit 

| 
aS fs 

Warlike, a. Fit for war, #{; disposed to war, &- 

Hi, aK, ASF, Be; a warlike nation, Aff 
ZS; 4 BK WZ FE; a warlike spirit, 5 3, zt 
$3 warlike implements, ERE, TX. 

Witeit; a, Having heat in a He degree | 

eo warmth), TB, iz, 78, BR, #, re, ph, 

iA, ii Nie, EA, BL, te, KET, ae IK, KG 3 Rs 

Wen, We, pr kG 3 a warm day, WK, FR; 
warm springs, 7&4; warm work, #€ Te ; 
warm water, Hk, jak, WRBs, i, #23 warm 

zephyrs, & warm, Peal wind, WK ate SER 

warm air, 25, 7840, JA; a warm place, RR 
JZ; a warm carriage, Heat, Wile; warm in 
his attachments, (BP 4 3, (a if Be; a warm 
heart, #&f); warm clothing, Zé; to make 

warm, HEI, HIE; to grow warm, jE; a 

warm dispute, SFG R, HBP, SCT; a 
wari engagement, AK warm colors, BE EE 
2 fa ; to be warm, ‘3; warm and cold, 74 ye ; 
warm, applied to the eee (pak, Hei; to 
give one a warm receptic 2 had GK JL; warm 
and satiated, Hie ft ff, f ae fit. 

Warm, v. t. #48, 38, WE, 3 iH, Bt; to warm 
the hands, $=, RE: to warm with the 
breath, ti #22; to warm at the fire, $F KR, 

Jee YC; to warm one’s self, Het & , Kh ; to warm. 
a bed, e#k; to warm in the sun, f¥ #t SFE 
E, Lia ke ; to warm the clothes, keg. 

Warm, v. 7. ‘lo become warm, ji PE, iy WR, 

TIAL AL. 
Warm-hearted, a. SHE, Beat fry. 

Warmed, pp. Mantel ately heated, IKE, ET, 
We, WE; made ardent, FEST; excited, #848, 
4B—E 
Ba iis: 

Warming, ppv. WEIR, HE, We, be, We ; making 
ardent or ln ML, FES. 

Warming-pan, n. 12 2%, 4; 2, Bs ae, BM, FH, 
ih SR, Si Gt; a copper-heater to warm food, 

VEGS ; a warming feast, ee, Be. * 
Warmly, adv. 3, die fred tt. 
Warmness, Wiempthy .. Gentle heat, 2, #4, 72 

VE, 78 WE, 7H a Hi), fl; the warmth of 
the sun, la, 2, fiz; the warmth of fire, #8 ; 
the warmth of the heart, #, 23%; with 
warmth, L3G, ft); fructifying warmth, 
He AGS, ; the yay of the hody, F ZR; vehe- 
mence, fa HE; great ardor, fff. 

Warn, v. t. ‘To caution against, YT, BH, WK, 
afk WT, BEAK, BB, ah Be, BB. XK; to forbid, 
ade aT AER : to warn of danger, a i 
fly, #4; to warn into court, fif #; to warn 
one of his duty, #) ASP ARZP 

vay 3 

| Warned, pp. Cautioned against danger, WIT, 
44, 
BPE sen Ty ; warned of approaching evil, feMeT 

-* This feast is celebrated three days after marriage and 
| signifies the warming of the sleeping apartment. 
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prohibited, 4% LORT ; be war ned, Re. 
Warning, n. $E, =f to give warning of danger, 

FEE, BERS, ah, WIK, ah: to be for a warn- 

ing, J) Fy BE IK, LL AG £22 tak 

warning, 5t— 7 an ‘al, fit — A ’ 5E— FA a 
4; at a minute’s warning, Peak wt, Ce 
Pp; to give one’s tenant warning, key 
Hi jas, 4 Jes Zp BE gs; take warning, FR Z; 

warnings, injunctions, j# 7X ; to give one warn- 

ing against, HAH, BIKA. 
Warp, n. The threads which are extended length- 

wise in the loom, 4%, #4, 73, So:4; warp 

and woof, £4; a towing line, #7%r ; a slimy 

substance deposited on land by marine tides, 

by which a rich alluvial soil is formed, yyifi. 
Warp, v.i. To turn, twist or be twisted out of 

straight direction, as wood, &c., @%, 44; to 
deviate, #7; to fly with a bending or wav- 

ing motion, 7€Z; to turn and wave, likea 
flock of birds or insects, #EZE, Hi Ee. 

Warp, v.¢. To turn or twist out of shape, FLE, 

#5, Jif; to warp wood by means of fire, fH 

IKBAS, DURGA, WE, He; to turn aside from 
the true direction, #¢ #74 ; to pervert, $e, FE; 

to cause to bend or incline, }i, (iiJst ; 
or move with a line or warp, fx fe; to warp 

a field, xp AFA; to warp water, eH ; to 
warp the judgment aside from the truth, #£ 
id, PEYE ; to warp mischief, of te. 

WwW arped, pp. Twisted, 4, $e, BHT, BH, Ze. 
Warping, ppv. ‘Turning or twisting, 9%, 3); 

warping of threads, #f if}. 
Warping-post, n. Fy fark. 
Warrant, v.t. To authorize, fi HE, WE; to se- 

cure, @1, LiF, TR: TRE, JH PR, PRGA ; to war- 

rant it to be good, 
warrant you, #¥@I(R; 1 warrant you there is 

nothing to fear, TDI MSE 5 I warrant you 
I can get it done, @1 4K ; 
accuracy, $47 6] #E ; to warrant goods, @1 ff, 

PAE A. 
Warrant, n. i, i) Mf, HE @; a voucher, 4h; 

to issue a Warrant, yy a aH; a policeman’s war- 
rant, 3 2, {% jt; to serve a warrant, & 2; 

warrant of commitment, Jf BE 7) ; warrant 
of arrest, SA; warrant of distress, $l ge 
CEE nen of “ator ney, #2; what is your 
warrant? 4 42 #2 gE WE, A fy af PE; without 
warrant no one will believe, ##a¢ A fz ; land 

take this for a | 

warning, LipkAysk, VIVEK; take warning | 
by me, DRAG WK, LL Fe FE; at a month’s | 

to tow | 

@L {BE % ke, GL ft A AE; 1 

I warrant its | 

warrant, $32; warrant edict, $y 7m; warrant 

decree, + fy. 
Warrant- officer, #8 Ap ES, AKA ZR. 
Warrantable, a. Justifiable, 4, WE, WL, 

6], TH AE, BY RY: that opinion is not war- 
rantable, #.fij 7k BX AF; it is warrantable 

to conjectures, BJ L). 
Warrantableness, n. #7, 3, HHEH, DLE. 
Warrantably, adv. WL), %. 
Warranted, pp. Authorized, 3% jf HE; justified, 

25 JL; secured, lj, PLES, (RS 5 warrant- 
ed goods, JA #f, IER, HAZE. 

Warrantee, n. ELH, PRE. 
Warranter, n. One who assures, @), #, G1 #, 

TEN, (R§, FH (3% ; one who gives authority, 

OF HEMEL, UD HE 4. 
Warranting, ppr. Authorizing, fi #E, WS HE; 

assuring, @%, GLEE, (%, FAK. 

Warra nty, n. lass > i), TR » TEAR, #3, HED 5 
it is a warranty, #9 2%. 

Warren, n. A fe]; a place for keeping certain 
beasts and fowls, &e., &e., [A], BBE ; a place 

for keeping fish in the river, 4@ Jk. 
Warrior, n. A soldier, Fe J, B+, pt-k. BRE, 

Se; warriors, EE; a great warrior, 7 fF HB; the 
warrior God, ge AF; a good soldier, se Bt Fy. 

Wart, n. 3&; warts on trees, AH, ACTH. 
ToS) 

Warted, a. Axe, BI, AT, A. 
ORES a. fu) ENP, 4m JH fy] 

ayer 

Warty, a. ZEA, Bn. 
Wary, a. Avoiding danger, Jy3hk, 4%; watch- 

ful, #%; guarded, BRT, PERF; cautious, oh, 

ae lid 
Was. See Be. 
Wase, n. #25! [E] 

Wash, vt Be, AL eH, eae By Hest, 
BEWE, WI, bik, HUE, UE, ht, ER, Me Be 
ie, BBE; to wash with gold, #4, Hea (see 
Gilt); to wash with gold, to wash with silver, 

SA, PIR, ZS, $4, HE; to wash with metal, 
$}] ; to wash away, BEF, HEF; to wash clean, 

BE EP, BE REP, WU, ia UP, AB, TW; to wash 
and cleanse, TZ; to wash rice, 4g, ky, 
ih, Wali. 7. WE, FE; to wash the face, Pek, 
VEIS, Gi, GA. HH; to wash the mouth, yo, 
‘ph 11; to wash the head, Bt BA, 7; to wash 
the feet, BERW, BEE. iz 1: to wash the body, 
EA, H; to wash the hand, Be, Mf, iK 
F, @ F, WH; to wash clothes, BEAK, ARvE 
AE ys, JR AE; to wash a glass, yak MH; to 
wash the deck, #6 fj; to wash off disgrace, 
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ah, the idea tat, Feit, to down, 
EBT ; to wash and scrape, # Efi); to wash out 
the sand, jqw, Hiv; to wash a horse, #§ 
FE; to wash with egos, (7K GFT kg; to wash 
a shore, Hf i yf JR; to wash over, #g Hf; to 
wash with lye, ibd BE tne 

Wash, v. i. BE, Wie 
Wash, n. Alluvial matter, MAE ZA; & bog or 

marsh, #; a cosmetic, # 7, PE GH yk; a 
lotion, PANE BK Ic, Hk 7 Hak ; waste liquor of a 
kitchen for hogs, Wr, ¥§; the shallow part | 
of a viver, ja] ZPEK; the blade of an oar, Jf | 

HE; the clothes sent to the washerman or 

washed at once, PREY K. 
Wash, a. Weak, 7. 
Wash-ball, n. Gigi. 
Wash-block, n. f& tif. 
Wash-board, n. fbae fx. 

Wash-hand-basin, n. jig #2, 46 tq BE, VE Me 7; 
wash-hand-basin-stand, [fy #48, Bela He- 

Wash-leather, n. BE JK, FY YE JE- 

Wash-pot, n. Bey Za. 
Washed, pp. 6 S, 8648; cleansed, He 3H ; 

washed, as with gold, &e., ge. 
Washer, n. BE. 
Washerman, n. ERNE, VERA N, VERMA. | 
Washerwoman, n. EAA 
Washing, ppr. #; washing, as rice, j4 ; purify- | 

ing g, ie, W ; washing, as with gold, ger. 
Washing-machine, n. BEXARKE, VERE. 
Washy, a. Watery, #f; weak, soft, 93. 
Wasp, n. Tq HE, 2 figt; a young wasp, He Ie fF, 

PE HE ; a slender-waisted wasp, $m PEI, Heap. 
Wasp-bite, n. Ths ae. 
Waspish, a. Captious, & PE; irritable, By A Mf, 

3 AE 58 (14, GE BY; snappish, ZAK, ME MF Bl 
peevish, PEIBRIDE, afte A. 

Wassail, n. A liquor made of apples, sugar, and 
ale, #ENR PR; a drunken bout, HFK 

Wassailer, n. 779 {ilj. 

Wast, the past tense of sub. v. in the second per- 

son, as:—thou wast, (Rh, ite. 

Waste, vt. 26H, 46 Ft HE BEAR ME I, 
ER. RAR. AA HE ZR. we, i, 
jit BE, GW; «to expend Lictieet necessity or 

use, 4°}, (25H, 3 JH; to waste, as time, it 
RE, Hi; to waste money or property, 4E it 58 
Sh, FETE, eo , 21 ; to waste one’s 

strength, ii Pt Jy, Fe BE Ly ; to waste one’s 

labor, AEP TYR, FERRE, He BOIS, HES 

to ante fae Heme, ore It, HERE A, 
#6 1; don't waste things, Deve ER, $e PAE ; 
don’t waste it, He AEZE HB, WHEE, BRZs 
to desolate, 6k, Ai Hz. 

Waste, v. 7. To dwindle, 3£, Jf; to diminish, jf. 
Waste, a. Destroyed, Si, GEMe ; destitute, “fe, 

| EP, WH, WE; to lay waste, Gt, We 2, Sy ta; 
| worthless, ff; waste paper, Jf #C; waste 

matter, FRE, Fey, FE, PD, SRE: waste 
| wood, #EAL; waste cotton, ff FE ; waste land, 

| Se, BIS 
Waste, n. The act of squandering, 7é %, 4558, 

& IA 4, UAH, HAE; loss, #€; to supply a 
deficiency or waste, #§ 2%, 7 #€; a desolate, 
uncultivated country, BY, DF Hy, se Hh, Wee BF, 

| HEAR, 4B BF, oS, 4S wR; mere waste, Mit 7%, TE 
e ; to make a waste of anything, Me, 

# ; desolation, ys, M. 

| Waste-book, n. i #p, A, inca Hp. 
| Waste-gate, n. Bah. 

» BRAKAY. Waste- pipe, n. Wak 
Waste-weir, n. #0731 

Wasted, pp. HT, HEMT, HRT, IBM, Be 
TJ. HEMT; diminished, #RT, HT; wasted 
strength, Pepe), Jat, FREE. WR. Ya s evapora- 
ted, mS HE desolated, gy; it is wasted 

capital, BEAS, FEA8, Ut As 
Wasteful, a. is OM AY, 2S, AE Pe A, AF 
aE, 4%, WE Be) ABT. 

Wastefully, adv. jit, 48, %, #€- 

| Wastefulness, n. 35(%, 467%, 7iH- 

| Waster, n. 3. 
Wastethrift, n. jaf. 
Wasting, ppr.or a. Expending without use, 7 

#0, i He, FE 9%; diminishing, jl, 3£; destroy- 
Wastrel, Wastorel, n. Re4y. ling, By. 
Wat, n. F¥, ky. 
Watch, n. Forbearance of sleep, FEMA 3 attend- 

ance without sleep, to keep watch, = w, Ai, 

PTE, bE, isp, SPB, FSF. rie TOE Ta 
cP EI: a watebman, HE Je 38 (SPIE: 
the time one has to watch, * Bi, fig; the first 
watch, #) HE, DAB ; to set ‘the watch, yx FE ; to 

call in the watch, If Hi ; to relieve the watch, 
dati, 1; the morning watch, Rig; the 
noon watch, [4-38 ; to strike the watch, #7 
Wi ; to be on the watch, Pii7K, Pep; a watch 
or time-piece, $#, J]# Ie Rt fe bee; to wind 

* ‘There are five watches a two ime onde commencing 

at 7 o’clock P. M. and ending at 5 o’clock ike MM. ERR ay 

—ERDAE- 
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up a bern EB: Sn poe i UR, KE; 
a watch glass, $275; a watch spring, #§(%, 

PAE WES; a gold watch, 493; a lever watch, 
We AC Gi] FEPB ; to regulate a watch, We f, i 

ig. 
Watch, v. 7. To keep guard, Aji, A, 2H, A, 

“f, #O5p ; to watch against, BEBG. BHI. TAB, 
BRE iy, Ff ; to be awake, WH, 4 ; to keep awake, 
HEIA]; to watch at night, Sf7Z, Hew; to 
watch for an opportunity, be a HIKES ; to 
watch over, Sm (fits, 4 #8. 48; to watch over 

one’s self, fat, sEIRA CL, Aa; to watch 
over one’s own conduct, # lia A CL fF Fy, WHE 
to wateh till out of sight, pysple hl, AS 
AA; the Lord watches over us, 4 (k (h A: 
to watch for the morning, #27) Kt fe BRA. 

Watch, v.t. To guard, SF, all 3 to observe in order 
: detect or prevent, #4, 4, [I] ; to lie in wait 
for, SER watch him, ae to watch the 
enemy’s movements, {ali Be mh, Bibi HE 

&), AiR BH; watch his movements, 740p 
4p #4; to watch a corpse, “73; to watch an 
opportunity, fit} HE @ ; to watch a sick person, 

Aw, SP PRI A. 
Watch-glass, n. $875. 
Watch-box, n. HH HE, S74. 
Watch-house, n. SP7% 4%, HEB 
Watch-light, n. 7 Nk. [(. 
Wateh-maker, n. jr, FEE. (ESSAM IG, eT 

Watch-tower, n. A UeER, ZORRO, PURE, 
Watch-word, n. 1 ge, BB FE. | HE. 
Watched, pp. Guarded, 4S, @ SH, SSH; 

observed with steady vigilance, AY. Nit S. 
Watcher, n. SP7% 4, SFR H.- 
Watchful, a. #8. TR, Jot, HD, BED, BrP, 

Bae; wakeful, All, Ae, BE A, Hi aE 
fy; watchful care, HAR, iii; the watchful 
providence of God, _[- 492% 7 fai ; watchful over 
men’s failings, $$ J 4K ; to carry a watchful 

eye upon, WHO, HZ, 
Watchfully, adv. THY, pot. 
Watchfulness, n. #NH, tH #4, Jot); wakefulness, 

BEY, HENSI# ; indisposition to sleep, jE, 

IE A f- 
Watching, ppr. Being awake, Mt, 7 [le ; forbear- 

ing to sleep, Ei, JE, SF; carefully obsery- 

ing, AY, Wis, BE. Jo RGIP ; to stand watching, 
as an osprey does, soy. 

Watchman, n. A watchman in private houses or 
establishments, TH 3, Lae = we , wR; 
head watchman, 3270 UA, HA; a sentinel, pA 

A; watchman of the palace, PYP 44 ; a watch- 
man’s tower, Ti #E; a watchman’s drum, 
By a watchman’s turret over a gateway, HERE. 

Wate fons toad AK UN Th A dm iB, 
EBL BE, an Te VB, Y VE, Wa, WE, 

ne wi #5, itt, it. i, | iz, ig, UE, 

Ve, iat, VE, it, WL, BA, VE, HEL. VE, Ws 
nat or sweet water, Yt, Halk; 

EL ¢; brackish water, j#f7[¢ ; living water, 77 
yk ; stagnant water, %E7)¢; well water, $£7\kx, 

Faigle; spring water, j]pa¢ ; river water, ji 7Kk; 

running water, #7, 77k, 77k; turbid or 
muddy water, 79 7[¢, Zt; clear or fresh water, 
i#k ; fresh water, yak ; warm water, FRI ; 
tepid water, 7H 7]¢; hot water, BézJ\¢, # ; cold 

water, WK, Mt; boiling water, 7]¢; to 
make water, as a ship, }, 77k ; to hold water, 

Dr We Aye ak ; a drop of water, —jpj 7K; to draw 
water, +7 It, YR 7¢ ; to blow water into meat, ie 

Jk, PEK; to come by water, FT ABA; high 
water, Wt, pple ; low water, ake; receding 
waters, ACHE, ACTA, HVS, PF ite ; slack water, js 
a ; how limpid are its waters ! }geygat 7 ; add 
more water, WIZ, Bak; deep water, ZE7K ; 
shallow water, #7; mineral or medicinal 

waters, #&7J¢; water collected, jj; water or 
urine, J 7¢; water or the ocean, je; a lake, 
va}; to make water, to urinate, fH, fR= ; 
clear water, no obstacles, 4&f% ; clear ya no 

danger, 486f@ ; clear water, no rocks, 8 BRE ; 

clear water , free of ice, fat 3 the bubbling of 
water, }g 7, 7H; sacrificial water, Ais, Wk; 
the spirit of the water, 4%; water used in 

scouring rice, AK Ze Ik, AR IK, i, iff, i es 

water dried, tz], 4; to find the water level, 
+7 ZB 7k ; the water rising, Ahk, JB ; overflow- 

ing waters, {UHE, JTUE, kD, AKHEs great 
water, a deluge, #k 7k; the water tumbling 
over stones, JCvAPNAE; the roar of waters, 7% 
Ea vast expanse of waters, 727i ; the dashing 
of water against rocks, J, ##j; gently flowing 
waters, se IC HAI Ay 343 en dashing about, 5H 

#5 agitated water, Ui 7, B, 2 BER 
4; water flowing together, [ee ; eddying 
waters, jf], je; to drink waters fale ; to boil 

water, GE ; scented water, #F7\¢ ; to soak in 
water, 75, jg; to cover with water, fH akzeE. 

Water, v.t. To irrigate, 5} A fA ; to water, as 
flowers, #k, #2, iE. BE. TK. UB. i. FE; to water 
flowers, JAK7E, ETE; to water one’s plants, to 
Weep, #i¢ Je; to water a horse, HI Hy fk 7K; to 

salt water, - 



WAT 

water or sprinkle with water, Yfsk, 747k. 
Water, v. i. To draw water, FJ IK, PEK ; it makes 

the mouth water, #8 #¢ Fi ft; the eyes water, 

ARE tt Ik. 
Water-bailiff, n. 5 KF. 
Water-beetle, n. Dytiseus, WER, AA. 
Water-bellows, n. a\chil#i. 
Water-boat, n. cH, aK ff. 
Water-borne, a. YPM, KAT. 
Water-caltrops, n. Trapa bicornis, 3 f§, 4F f§. 

See Trapa. 
Water-carriage, n. Transportation by water, ji, 

His ; money paid for transportation by water, 

7c Ha. 
Water-eart, n. ae ¥ff. 

Water-cement, n. IRB. 

Water-chesnut, Water-chestnut, n. Eleocharis 
tuberosis, FRR, Bk, Bye, Sule. 

Water-circled, Water-girdled, a. Fe LI ak, pe ae 

FAfE. 
Water-clock, n. See Clepsydra, | 
Water-closet, n. fi By, Jay, J, WAR, ac }an. 

Water-color, n. Jt ef. | 

Water-course, n. A stream of water, J[¢i#é; a 

river or brook, jaf, %; a channel or canal for 
the conveyance of water, JC f%, g¢#a ; a canal 
for draining lands, 7%, fWZ, Be, Wk ah. 

Water-craft, n. Jobst AE A My. 
Water-cress, n. JC JERE. 
Water-crowfoot, n. Ranunculus aquatilis, 484%. 
Water-drain, n. eae, iF. 
Water-elephant, n. See Hippopotamus. 
Water-engine, n. CH, ac HE. 

Water-fall, n. FRA, BS 135 Wi, IER, Heifk, i, i. 
Water-flood, n. ftka¢, Fcz|k. 
Water-fowl, n. 7K BS. 
Water-fox, n. Sce Carp. 
Water-gall, n. #. 

Water-gate, n. aAPY, ICRI. ALAR. Bp. 
Water-god, n. Y'5", acai. 
Water-cuage, Water-gage, n. jfk A 
Water-greens, n. #¢38. 
Water-hammer, n. J)chift. 

Water-hen, n. Je #8. 
Water-hog, n. aH. 

Water-leaf, n. CHES. 
Water-level, n. 2E2|¢ii, aii. 
Water-lily, n. Nelumbium, j#i AE, tp HE, Thy See, 
SEW; the calix of water-lily, 3; leaf of 
water-lily, figZé ; golden-edeed water-lily, 4 | 
i835ui ; yellow water-lily, 4 jmqeE. See Lily. 

(eal) 

| Watering-place, n. FT KE 

W AT 

Ww wien aie. n. Kis. Kein ss, ARKH. 

Water-lizard, n. See Lizard. 
Water- logged, a. BACHE Z Ae. 
Water-mallows, n. J¢¥%. 
Water-man, n. A boatman, 9k, SEF, HY, Hii, 

Wi, BEA, Ake, TERR. 
Water-mark, n. KA ZIE, KAZ HE. 
Water-measure, n. 7K #84. 
Water-melon, n. pa J. 

Water-mill, n. ycHe, aH, ak Ai. 
Water-ordeal, n. aCHay. 

Water-parsnep, n. ety. 
Water-plant, n. cv. 
Water-poise, n. 9tEF. 
Water-pot, n. IGE. CHE, ACHR, actif. 

Water-proof, a. Ie BiB, WAAR, 7K a. 
Water-ram, n. jE KE. 
Water-rat, n. ee. 
Water-rocked, a. far. 
Water-rot, v. ¢. (GH. 
Water-sapphire, n. BFE 4 fii. 

| Water-shed, n. Apa HR. 
Water-snake, 2. Jt we. 

Water-soaked, pp. or a. Ite. 

Water-spaniel, n. ac4n)7. 
Water-spout, n. #E_Lak, FeSa, FEE, HEE. 
Water-thermometer, n. Ht IKEF- | 
Water-tight, a. Dede. Ade, EE. 
Water-way, n. JC gf. 
Water-wheel, n. at Hf. 
Water-witch, n. #9 tk. 
Water-work, n. HE, HAH. 
Waterage, n. Jt HH. 
Watered, pp.or a. iii, FEI, BET ; sprinkled, 

JET ; watered gauze, SbReR). 
Waterer, n. 7H, eS. 
Wateriness, mn. Moisture, @%, je. 
Watering, ppr. Watering, as flowers, gardens, 

&e., Hh, Bes HE: 

Re 
tt. 

, Ue IK KE; a place to 
which people resort for “nineral water, 2 £4 

WE, Be BRK 
Watering-trough, n. cf. 
Waterish, a. Thin, as liquor, ## ; moist, 7. 
Waterishness, n. Thinness, fi #% ; resemblance of 

water, CF. 
Waterless, a. S37. 

Watery, a. Resembling water, JcHe, TEER, HERE, 

Yl; thin, FF; tasteless, HE, PE; vapid, MEME ; 
spiritless, Ant wip Sq, fy] Yr ; pertaining to water, 
IKE. Ay ; watery cround, #2 fh ; watery eyes, 

6 & 



UAH; watery vapors, J]¢ 4x. 
Wattle, n. A twig or flexible rod, Be, Ae; a 

hurdle made of such rods, #4 64, $E, ReF td FF 5 
the wattle of a cock, 3, 487&. 

Wattle, v.t. To plat, 47Zeun, ICE, ELLIE. 
Wattled, pp. SIN Ay, HERZL. 
Wattled-orackle, n. SBF, /\BP- 

Wave, n. i; hi, Pei, =, Tet if, YB, iz. BR 

agitated waves, JA, WRI, WE; angry waves, 

Wee, UE BE, WE, HN, HA ; the dashing of waves, | 
iE, YH; the roar of the dashing of waves, 

MUNI, Zi, IZ; high waves, 
Fy it ; the waves of the sea, jf 7jt ; waves rolling 

y— +e 

DAG. WARE, WLU; waves rising, jie | 
5H #, WW; large (high) waves, AH, BEVE 
Bog, WA 1. WR WE YE ; large waves roll- 
ine along, ft pk GE i&, ist; to rock on a 
wave, jit _f 8; a wave of the hand, — }¥, 

— HF. 
Wave, v. i. t% Hie, fA fie Ba A, t% By, Hi, £& fi 

to wave gracefully, f% 7p Aes ; to wave heau- 
tifully, as trees, #% 7} uy Wh, 36 4%, i i@; to 
wave, like a fan, #£; to wave, like a flag, | 
Bg fy, ; to wave, like a dress, (KR; to wave 
cently, RCH, He TE wh ; to waive, which sce. | 

Wave, v.t. ‘To raise into inequalities of surface, 
}#{t ; to move one way and the other, #%, #% 
i), 4% HE; to wave the hand, #¥, #; to wave 
the hand to come, 49 =, #2; 10 wave off, MBSE, 
FF; to wave aright, ERE, FHF; to wave 
a question, ME (k E] 7S 3F. See Waive. 

Wave-like, a. ae 25, AnDEHC, US ANI. 
Wave-oflering, n. F238. 
Waved, pp. ora. Moved one way and the other, | 

as by the wind, #27, HEHE TS, 5S, FAT; | 

put off, ES, 367. 
Waveless, a. SmG}fi. 
Waver, v. i. To be unsettled in opinion, #475 > 

ce, FEEL, WE. BASE. RAR; to play or move 
to and fro, 4 3%, @ 72%; to be in danger of 

falling, j[§ PE; to fluctuate, #£5R. 

Waverer, n. HERE, SEZ NA, WEES. 
Wavering, ppr.ora. Being in doubt, ¥€, REE, | 

(SE, thir; undetermined, Awe, HBA E, 

iis, TEE Me JL; fluctuating, yp , 3&8 
Waveringly, adv. {Wa AE. [3e. 
Waveringness, n. (REA. C714. 
Wavesan, n. {Pip FE. 
Waving, ppr. or a. "i iy, Peat ; brandishing, ge | x Winlenn 

AE, J; playing to and fro, #€i; waving in 

( 1178 ) 

| 
| 
| 

WAY 

| the wind, 6 Be. rt 
| Wavure, n. a8, 29, FER. 
Wavy, a. Ina waving form, FIZ, HED 

$i; full of waves, % jp We, SJ je Ay; playing 
| to and fro, HEHE, Bam. 

| Wawl, v. 7. To cry, 32; to howl, HESE. 
Wax, n. I; bees-wax or bees’ wax, Ri; tree- 

wax, A$} ii; yellow wax, = Wi; white wax, 
Alii; wax tapers, Ii pif; sealing wax, ARBs; 
the wax of the ear, Ef i, He JR; * wax cloth, 

Wet Hp - 
| Wax, v. t. EME. 

Wax, v.i.; pret. waxed ; pp. waxed, waren. To 
increase in size, to grow, 4B, £; to become, 

yx, WME; the moon waxes, A 4EK, AK; 

to wax cold, ff i 7 UR, AE IB TR; to wax 
ereat, AEA; to wax old, AE; to wax warm, 
AER, U8 ; to wax strong, jp TR. 

| Wax-candle, n. Wey. 
| Wax-end, Waxed-end, mn. IIE. 
| Wax-myrtle, n. hei Py. 
| Wax-stone, n. Iii ZH. 
Wax-tree, n. Ii fit. 
Wax-work, 2. WAN (F, WEE IR. 
Waxen, a. SpE, nA, ; ~waxen image, Why fB. 
Waxy, a. SMF; soft as wax, I TEE ie ; resem- 

bling wax, IEUIRRE, WEIS. 

Way, n. 9, 34, 28, 3 OB, HE, HE, BB, RRS, 
28, 4, HEPY, BSsH;a hich way, 58%, te 
ER, TER, BENE; a covered way, ERR; a cross- 
way, +57 3%, TER; a street, Hf; a lane, HE ; 

length of space, j#}e ; direction, fy; method, 
means, J, Jy, Jy ; manner, FF, fy; to make 

| way, to clear the way, to stand out of the way, 
to give room for passing, By #% (corrupted into 
wyld!), BH, #73; to make way, to make a 
vacancy, hi fk; to give way, to recede, 3; to 

| give way, to make room, PARR; to give way, 
to yield, #€; the scaffold gave way, 22}; to 
make one’s way, to advance in life, 4¥ qf; to 

| make one’s way through the crowd, 3& 34 4, 
dpe f3jé SHA Se; to stand in one’s way, PAD} A, 
BE JN, BA J; to stand in one’s way, WS fE5E; 
to put out of the way, as things, IF! ; to come 
in one’s way, 35379 J\; to keep out of the way, 
iH, Awe; to keep one out of the way, FEA; 
to get out of the way, 3, iH; to get one out 
of the way, Pe A; to dispatch one out of 
the way, $A; this is to make way for all 

¢ Colloquial 
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WAY 
manner of crimes, JE hi] B&8e Z FY; 

sant, #fEF ; to go the same way, [jee fF; 
which way? 3% 8 RR ME, fy FR; which way? 
i Ee WE; which way are you going? (i. FF 3% 

GE FRUL, WIFE ; to lose one’s way, A 
f%; to go the wrong way, 77¥ 
out of the right way, (Rt;ShES, HAE RR ; 
in the way, on the way, f% rh, BPH, 38 TAL, 
f&_E, dy; do not go in the way of death, 
FE VR ME AE FH HE GIT : to ask the way, Ey 
i% ; missed be way, 4K f%, UF 4 RB; a dark | 

way, 29%, + AB: a slippery way, HP | 
§% ; the way is slippery, A i 3a muddy way, 

Ve vii $B. VET wz PR; to leave the right way, | 
PEBH IEP, BEIESA, A IE3a@; to lead the way, | 

(1179 ) 

to give | Way-bill, n. 34% 5%. 
way to melancholy, fH 3 ; by the way, en pas- | 

AER; you are | 

BIR, AER. GLB ; to show the way, HPs, AE 
i% ; to show the way, to teach how to do, 

Jean, HF Bi; a long way off, pd; go thy 
way! 3:0, fk WE; a way out, ry PR, Hi ah & 
f&; a lane that has no way out, JapUE gS, Aa 
a way in, AW ZB, HER 5 a way through, 
30 f% ; to go the wrong way, fF P% ; no way, 
no resources, [PU jf HE ff ; 

turn? FF GR IRAE WE. BEAT TR, FF RAGE 
this way, Hic fRi§. JERR; to go one’s way, Be 
4, 77H; to go one’s own way, fER MH fF. FE 
CL {@; to be in the way, PA E, TY; to be under 

way, F7 ji, Si; this is a thing out of my way, 

AOE WEE ik AB. Ae As Fa fit tls 
my way, {BIZ A qk a} ; thousand ways, --#F, 
TH ; it must be this way, Wh Falke, AEE 

Wie, FE 

way, ie C 8, EAE: no ways, #pl#, Ap 

A; fp AE, a PK, HF any way, DE fig Bh, 

which way shall I | 

‘tis much out of 

wh An YE, wh Au AE; to have one’s own | 

(he 6B every Way, ff Bx oe Glan a new way, Ff. 
Be ?#; In this way » Webs Me) Ae 

way, fii 5 GE AE &. ‘a tt FE Ch fi; a queer 
way, PF#t, Zp BA; use your own way, Fe (/p fai, 
FE HE EE the ways oe a country, fT ZZ HAs 
in the family way, 2; by way of apology, JJ 

; if I had my own 

FS HERE ; the way a a ie AER ; the way of | 
Providence, FGH; the way of life, AE 7 fK ; 
the office of ways and means, 7E #f # ; come 
this way, #;WERERR; do it in this way, Myf 
GREE raie ADE (EIS 5 to be in one’s way, to 

be according to one’s es pe, (ete: ; to stop 

half way, 7£%8 fy R; [ am no ways fitted for 

that, J MOE IG (kB), ah te (E 2 ; no way 
of acting, ARENA 

Way-bagegage, n. F728. W Veak-spit ited, a. 

Way-leave, n. HEHETZ. 

Way-mark, n. F3 PSHE, WEG. 
Way-warden, n. §%S, ER Fe. 

| Way-wiser, n. Perambulator, 

Wayfarer, n. BRAS, Hye, He 
Wayfaring, a. We, Ti, Kk; 

fr hk, FER, FA. Bik. 
Waylay, v. ¢. BEE, HTB. IR, HE. 

| Waylayer, n. SERA, #2. 
Wayless, a, ERR. Pith) 

pedometer, Rx. 

a Wayfaring man, 

WwW ayward, ‘a. Froward, 4 #% ; peevish, BH Ip IPE, 

Geb, SHS; perverse, URPLIBE, HICPER, HRW: 
wayward sister, Hil ZE. 

| Waywardly, adv. LISEIRE. SIH}. 
| Waywardness, n. Frowardness, {B$% #& ; peevish- 

ness, HEE aS) £1 3 pe rye rseness, 3iff VE, iit HR. 

Waywode, Waiwode, n. Nail ee ; & governor, #¥ 

Wey a prince, pivecee 

| We, pron. pl. of 1. F¥ wih, MAG, FRE. FV, of 

(fA, Fe i, -, HE, (fe; we, the 
people, tee, pect: We e, the sovereign, JiR, # 

KN 
Weak, Feeble, #99, F299, 3234, tk, tii, Ba, 

a. Hie, Dy, FST), FAL AG, HA, Fit, 
J. JE, BE HE. HE Ue, GLUT, BNE, 1B, FRE 
weak, delicate, fader! ae, SAN, FE; weak, 
infirm, timid, weak- mnnged, as old people, 4a 

4» KE. 1 7» ie. ’ Bl fi as SH, = tm, 3238, 

WE; weak, as tea, 8, jf; w eak tea, YRS; weak 
gruel, Fath ; weak, as water, JE; weak, in- 

capable, 35, PF, Ai ae, Ve, ih, BR, BAPE, BERR, 
HAYA; weak and flexible, as branches of trees, 
Z#E tik, LAU ; weak and tired, PER, FE; a weak 
body, & #2 Wk 99; a weak stomach, fF Hy; a 
weak woman, 2243 Uf x, Hh: weak of brain, 
weak- minded, Feag, Wig, Tay, WOM, tsa 
weak Sap asics aT ; really very weak, Jz 
TE 44 ; too weak, 95 i OF, 35 S ; too weak 
{o wear a coat, 43 AEA; a weak defence, 4 
4B 5 a weak argument, 45 HE, Wey RE HE; weak 
sounds, a weak voice, See, Bev; weak heer, 

PRB; strong and weak, as spirits, &e., #EYR ; 
powerful and weak, 9H ¥y ; strong and weak, 

as the body, 3£ 4% ; unfortified, Ai je 28S , Ar BE 
ll, 7A ETA] ; weak and indulgent, if. KARE. 

Weak-eyed, a. 5 (LDR. 

Weak-headed, a. pRigy, WE. 

Weak-hearted, a. PE. fig. 
Weak-sighted, a. 93 (RIEL. 
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WEA ( 1180 ) WEA 

W Weaken, Date AS ih a, fit th 8 to weaken “the | 
body, (i & #348; to weaken the memory, ff se | 

VER Ge, GRRE PEW; to weaken love or friend- | 

ship, (3 18 HEIR, (83 MERE ; to weaken or 
hamper one, [Al ££. 

Weakened, pp. 58 th 44, (TS Jy 3E. 
Weakener, n. (i 95 44, OP lth 95 H.- | 

Weakening, pr. RAK, G35, B91, GH, th 
WE: | 

Weakling, n. PEEL AF | 
Weakly, adv. tk 93, 44 9%, #94 15, PE; with | 

little posal strength, oe Jj ; with want of | 
efficacy, Smt BAR, 4 fut Ze Bk: timorously, [ ; it | 
works weakly, 377. | 

Weakness, n. $k 44, 93 #4, $K; faults, defects, fife - 
Z; weakness from old age, 32 fj, #44 ; weak- | 
ness of mind, iA LH OW ealenices of constitu- 

tion, ELH, A, MZ, OES 
weakness of ihe extremities, =F tik yy ; the | 

weakness of those arguments, 7 JJ yh ta 

4 ; Imbecility, [iAH 
Weal, n. (FE, SURE, ik, Ree ; weal and wo, ins 

the public weal, ft4% se ; republic, PUBL. 
Weal, ». The mar k of a stripe, (3p. 
Weealsman, n. {me HF. | 
Mea n. WARY, SE, EC, WE, £8, WBE, I ES, 

; to acquire Saath ne ih $8: a man | oy. Whe ie { 3A 

of wealth, Hf EE, Wh =E, 8 A, 45 REA; the 
god of or the spirit presiding over wealth, |} 
ju}! ; to trust in wealth, PEW, Apa Ht GS 5 quick 
at acquiring wealth, 4 Hf. 

Wealth-giving, a. fi Hype, My WU Ay. 
Wealthiness, n. AH 5%, APES, Fe 3 

Wealthy, a. S89, 1158, ME, EE MCE, 
HE; opulent, War, f (i BK, HE ak mei, BD, AF. 

Wean, v. t. By, AW), fd), | RPL ; to wean one’s | 
self from any pleasure, [if #4 (% 4 ; to reconcile | 
to the want or loss of anything, #42, S40 | 

KE. 
Weaned, pp. Weaned, asa child, ff FL, 4S W- 
Weanel, Weanling, n. if RAW AY 
Weaning, ppr. féj4J} ; reconciling to the want of, 

BRE, BE. 
Weapon, n. #$, 32; weapons in general, B&F, 

ae fk; military weapons, Wi7e, KEE Behe, ke 

AK, fe, fi, Ite, a Pen ALIX, my, ek EX, 

a, $F; weapons, arms, thorns, &e., ¥); short 
Weapons, f#72; lone weapons, Ba; sharp 
Weapons, Fl) # ; Weapons are like fire, if you up 

not lay them aside you will burn yourself 

BU A TEBE 
,& 

; to store up Weapons; to lay 

ase weapons, : H, IWEIE Rt, iTS. 
Weaponed, a. AK, HB. 
W eaponless, a. 4k Fr 7 

Wear, v. t.; pret. wore; pp. worn. To carry ap- 
pendant to the body, as clothes, 3%, #7, 3, #; 
to wear on the head, wi; to wear, as on the gir- 

dle, Hi, i ; to wear a cap, wilf ; to wear clothes, 
Ee fees, BE ZE ; to wear shoes, 3 t+; to wear a 
sword, F¢ fi), {A gi) ; to wear cotton cloth, 74 4 

#i ; to wear mourning for parents, SfifilJ; to 
wear the willow, ok & PRE, PL & Pr ge; to wear 
the same dress, #7 —f% #E4# ; to wear away, as 
water an embankment, jit; to wear away, to 

consunie, jas, jy FE ; to wear away, to impair, 
JAi#, Wide, AF HE, iff ke; to wear away, to 
diminish, jij Jy, ji; to wear off, as shoes er 

dress, SEHR, H4H, TB. (eth, HES to wear 
out a suit of clothes, #7) — PAE ; time wears 
out all things, JE gee Si, WEE ASE: to wear 
out, to harass, #4}; to wear out one’s strength, 
je AZ 77 ; to wear out the constitution, jf 
Se & Jy. jay Wee & Jy; to wear out a man’s pa- 
tience, #3) AWEVERS ae to wear but 
miserable days, FE @ERt 7. A, IE GERLZ A; 
wear a ship, it fy. 

Wear, v. 7. To be wasted, jij, jit; to wear 
off, through time or use, jirte, Efe, FE; to 
wear well, Ie3F, WE (iti, Wf; her beanty wears 
away, {7 32 & ip, AS A TR time wears 

on, Jj ; to wear off, as erief, &c., jie RA. 
Wear, n. The act of wearing, ae i the wear 

and tear, f€fa, (fists 4, JA; to pay wear and 
tear, ApH FS, Fp AEA, WGI; a stulf of good 
wear, WE fifi 7% Ai. 

Wearable, a. Wl, B38. 

Wearer, n. # #. 
Wearied, pp. or a, Tired, Ja, (&, Je (8. FE, BAL, 

Wi, fi; wenried out, WE(G, BRT, IR, CTR, FF 
#K; so wearied, fiff i% fay ; Wearied out of patience, 

8B) OE EA, EINE BB. BI A id; 
wearied out, & {f ; quite wearied out, KEANE AE ; 
wearied and distracted, 3% 38 Tye fixe; wearied 
with labor the whole year, ff; 3a4E. 

Weariness, n. Fatioue, (4%. Jay, PEE, PN (8, HE. 
| Wearing, ppr. or a. Wearing on the body, #9, 

#8 ; wearing on the head, y%; wearing on the 
girdle, ({ ; wearing, asa sword, P€, {i ; dimin- 

ishing, jib, Hedi. 
Wearisome, a, Tiresome, 4 TNE, Ay (AS) IRA 

tedious, {2 40 fy ; fatiguing, 48 Ale, Se NAY ; 

epons BON to grow wearisome, ji 7 
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AVRO, tS RR A. 
Wearisomely, adv. LAD ey, HOR AT. 
Wearisomeness, n. #745, Jey #, PN (6, SE 22 iH ; 

tediousness, 4 )AR#%, #5 Hk 2 3E- 
Weary, a 

fl, BS, DL, We, A. 7B. BE 
arms, = ja ; weary of walking, fF eg, ty (83 

weary of, disliking, Rk 2; weary of waiting, 

RE PE; waited till weary, SERA, SF FB] 15 ; 
weary of pleasure, )Bk 4%; not to be weary with, 
AA; weary and in want, yey it 

Weary, v. t. To exhaust the physical strength of | 

the body, BEIEIn. @ AMG. A AIREG, BLA: 
to tire, 38; to weary one, 4F ju; to vex, He, HE 
fj; to weary out one’s patience, MER DHE, 

PE BRAD. URI. ANGIE; to weary 
out with vexation, #3] IZ ER. 

Wearying, ppr. 4, 4y ia. 
Weasand, Wesand, n. 9%. 
Weasel, Weesel, n. fill St (2), RE (2), Tess 

faced, 42 fy. 
Weather, n. Kk. K, Kil ; cold weather, 

BER, KE: 
4, KK HE YB; hot weather, 2 K, 3 HK; 

warm weather, [23K; the weather is warm, 

FE ; very hot weather, Ki eH ; fine or 
fair weather, 4K, RR AG; clear weather, lis | Weaving, ppr. #&; a weaving loom, — 

ek KK ; rainy weather, WK, Ti, v8; 
weather, J25K 3 a 

Je, (8, DE, PZ, WAS, PETE, ele 
weary | 

Weather -cloths, n. pl. Sh 2. 
Weather-cock, n. gia ¥8, (hl; a trimmer, Fg i fe. 

Weather-driven, a. P/U. 

Weather-fend, v. t. To shelter, JE {f. 
Weather-gage, n. To have weather-gage, Z£ [il 

a, Late Bh. 
Weather-glass, n. al Ry £f- 

Weather- -guage, n. A. 
| Weather-most, a. 4 EI j&- 
| Weather-prophet, n. 7 ae, WU FEZE- 
Weather-proof, a. Ar tA jal Ay. 
Weather-roll, a. fry Jp Fie. 

| Weather-spirit, n. 2E fi. 
| Weather-spy, 7. Jil F3t2E, aR EAE. 
Weather-vane, n. Jal f& fie, {hl 

| Weatherd, pp. ora. Passed to the windward, fil 
ith ; passed with difficulty, AT, ET. 

Weave, v.t.; pret. wove; pp. woven. #k, HEME, 

; Weasel- | 

WH 
the weather is cold, KY, Ka | 

the | 
weather is hot, FIRM, “RE, KAS 

4K, Ht, #8, Sy ; to weave cloth, # fi; to weave 
straw shoes, #@eiHE, 41] fat; to weave ribbons, 

seme > to weave splints, 4k {7 ; to weave all 
pieces on the same loom, A. PERF . 

Weave, v. 7. #&. 

Weaver, mn. $45 FE. $i (MVE, SIE, BRAS. RE 2S 
a female weaver, HE A; a ribbon weaver, 4&AE 

#4 ;a weaver’s shuttle, KE4#f ; a weaver’s shop, 
BE Re, HE 5 a Weaver’s loom, wie 

SR, — 
ARB. 

flected by the weather, Apis, Weazen, a. Thin, sharp, 42; a weazen face, Yeifq. 

XB ; squally weather, JRIGKR, “EWEN; | Web, n. Texture of threads, as of cloth, if, FE 
from stress of weather, AULA ME ; 

weather, JEUATACHE, 47 ]8U8 : 
FEI; hazy weather, js 54 FH ; oppressive weath- 
er, FE FRE; the weather changes, RP; to 
make fait weather, jg#g; to dance and sing 
all weathers, [X@/m\#2 ; the weather vane, Jil {f= 

Weather, v. t. To air, jm }ml, lg; weather it well, 
WEEC1E. HEB; to sail to the windward, 2)ml 
Bk; to bear up against and resist, , JE; to 

weather a storm, Fil iy, Gimli ; to weather 
out, HEF FE, A! 24K ; to weather out a storm, 
Balin fy, Bai St, BM Ay; to weather a) 

point, (a Eth nil, Waste ith ik SF. 
Weather-beaten, a. #k Fil 3 47, Bi Jal Wy 2%; a 

weather-beaten sailor, 27, ##iak +. 
Weather-board, n. Jal3$.- 
Weather-board, v. t. €pGE RM. 
Weather-boards, n. pl. SOME, PY BR. 

stormy | 

foray weather, | 
Af: a film, #7); a spider’s web, HiwkAA; the 
web of water-fowls, yj; to cut the web, 

| HEAP ; a piece of linen cloth, —JE fit (i. 
Web-footed, a. = TLIRE, SE, HE, ABE. 
Webbed-foot, n. 2% RL. 
Webera corymbosa, n. 7 #. 
Wed, v. t. To marry, 31, SEH, HH. ALA 

#3; to wed out a daughter, AA 

cause, F— PEI, H— AEN. 
Wed, x. 7. To marry, as a man, 3E; to wed, asa 

woman, #X, Hi#e; I shall not wed, FRM RK. 
Wedded, pp. or a. Married, Je HF ; Wedded, as 

a woman, Hibs, Be T ; wedded, as a man, 

| Jey; my wedded husband, FR PPAR HK ; my 
wedded wife, 4& fy 3E 7% FE ; closely attached, #4 

% ; wedded his cause, 4B, Héth 2, Ba 
KAZE; wedded to calamity, FHS if. 

Wedding, ». Marriage, 4] ; to go to the wed- 

Wedding-ceremony, n. M78, MAA Z ne. 

, 6c 
; to wed a 

Weatber-bound, a. JEUPH A 47, LPL AS, BEI PR PAL 
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Wedding-chambher, n. 3 ae. 

Wedding-clothes, n. pl. F& HK; 
of the bride, #2 7%. 

Wedding-day, n. 4% A, ARBEY A. 

Wedding-feast, n. iE, WEZE, MATa, Hei. 
Wedding-sedan, n. FE 4%, SER. 
Wedge, n. #2, BUF: ay anes of metal, —#&4r > 

an iron wedge, §##j ; a wooden wedge, Ax fa, 

Ae AK ; to drive in a wedge, #7 AYA. 
Wedge, v. t. HE, FEE, JF; 

to wedge even, fi 2B; 

wedge it, Pi(E{E ; wedge it tight, PeFS{B; to 
wedge the table, fa EWM, J FAH. 

Wedge-shaped, a. #§ 2, 427. 
Wedged, pp: Heys. 

Wedgewood-ware, n. S23 gi 32, Sh HB. 

wedding-clothes 

Wedging, ppr. ffi; cleaving with a wedge, 4 
Ce ba ~4 

We, ii. 
Wedlock, n. Marriage, W§4]; matrimony, pK ¥e 

‘33 4 5 joined in wedlock, AK HH; out of wedlock, 
AAR ; to enter upon wedlock, pH; born 
out of wedlock, ff. 

Wedlocked, pp. jf Hh. 
Wednesday, n. mat = 
Weed, ». BFS, #4, 68, HR, BEB. E, HON, 38 

3A, FR; Feed ate weeds, FF, 575 winlhas 
weeds, it. 

Weed, v. t. Aas 25, 18, OR, RE, WE AE, 
$42, TeUt, yt, HE; to weed a field, fA, 

i, PH, He es He WT, Wek, wef; to weed a 

vice, ER RHE Z Ht, Rt HL. 
Weed, n. A garment, Z¢/]/Z; a widow's weed, 3 

sj 2 HEN. 
Weed-grown, a. Stik, ERE. 
Weed-hook, Weeding-hook, n. #8 fy, EH. 

Weeded) pp: 3-af . S20 

Weeder, n. $0, Wedh, He Fi; a weeding instru. | 
a weeder out of his ad- | ment, &lJ, #eglt, Bk; 

versaries, {iy ai, wink 4- 
Weeding, ppr. #7;, $3, We. 
Weeding-chisel, n. 95 yi). 
W eeding-forceps, W eeding-tongs, n. £7: Stt- 
Weeding-fork, n. $#-%, Hid, = iy4n. 
W eedless, a. Ane er, ak fi EA. Ith) 

W eede nal BME, WRAL AY, BEIT. 
Week, n. 

AE SL. 
ie -day, n. {ET ZA, WHF] Z 
Weekly, a. or adv. 4yjitt Disha liga cha 

zk, EA—Ie- 
Ween, v. 7. To think, to imagine, ee BRA. 

to wedge in, 474k; | 
to wedge up, #§iE; | 
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Weep, . 1. + pret: and pp. eee ‘To express g erief 
by outery, 5%, mF SE, Bp, Bik we, "ABE PR HER» BB 3 
to shed tears, fr}, GE5e, RSE, HED, HR, 
T de, vi, Pull ; to weep bitterly: The, Wa 5e, 

Deve, SBE 5 to weep for joy, AMS, 
[A $2 HHI; to weep incessantly, AMBRE, Se 

Aik, AGRE, HEM, UL, FR, DER; to begin 
to weep, #2 Se, ft fir ; to weep often, Jak SE. 

Weep, v. t. To shed moisture, as :—to weep blood, 

Dt fin. 
Weeper, n. S45, DEA, GSE A, TUR A ; Mame 

of a monkey, IB#a%. 
Weeping, ppr. or a. Lamenting, JP}, WR, #; shed- 

ding tears, WRS52, Gra, tH. 
Weeping- willow, n. PEt, FSR, ARR. 
Weepingly, adv. Listy. 
Weever, n. See Perch. 

| 
Weevil, n. EA. 

Weezel, a. Thin, sharp, 42; weezel face, 4 7fy. 
Welt, n. See Woof. 

Weigh, v. t. it, * FE, * We, * HE, fj; to weigh in 

pounds, 7#; to weigh with scales, $&; to weigh 
goods, FFB ; to weigh full weight, BARR; 
weigh correctly, J& IE, JE #2 nee weigh 
money, $f ff; to weigh teas, #R ZS, we 2S; 
weigh it, ##jaae a, HERZ AE; to vera with 
the hand, #8; weigh it with the hand, ENP ; 
to weigh in the mind, JE, fs, HEE, HE, KR, 
jt, ME; to weigh a matter, PERL, PASE; t 
weich one’s words, #PALGE, if Lge; to weigh 
anchor, i844) ; to weigh all things by pleasures 
and sorrows, #4 3¢ )) 33 G2 Fy We 

Weigh, v. i. To have ane “#: it weighs 
heavy, (Ai, £m ; it weighs ten pounds, + 
fi) Be, He 4-Jp 3 it weighs upon my mind, JAK 
Hah; to weigh down, Fe (&, AH TP; it 
weighs with them, rae {eae fly i ae. 

W eich, n. See Wey 

Weighable, a. AME, By Ay. 

| W eighage, n. FEOA, FELD, HE FBS. 

eH, CAG. WU, Ee 

| Weighing, ppr. 

Weighed, pp. ora, Weighed with scales, 387 ; 

weighed with steel-yards, 4% ; considered, 
JET. SJE S ; weighed with the hand, #ET ; 
having the weight ascertained, @f; weighed 

in, an WR, ail. 
Weigher, n. Weigher with scales, $$ #% ; weigher 

with steel-yards, FE 4}, Fil 4. 
Weighing with scales, $&; 

weighing with steel- -yards, #8, FR, We 5 : weigh- 

* These ch: aracters are also used for weighing g > with bal- 
ances. 
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ing with the hand: He: weighing i in 1 the mind, 

yi, fi BES > iB. 

Weighing-house, n. 585%, FER, FREE. 
Weighing-machine, n. FERS, FEEL EE. 
Weight, n. The quantity of a body ascertained 

by the balance, if, ar #¥, #2 73s ; weights for 

( 1183 ) 

money or goods, Ti] fh, 7: 15, #& * i 85 7, | 
#5 fF ; Canton weichts, i rd “standard 
weights and measures,” FEMA, He ffiy 5 “Sin 

orden to ascertain the amount of this by weight | 

it is necessary first to know the weights,” 

LE es steel-yard weights, PE 

i, FRSC, WE, GE. FEDE, SR, $i; troy weights, 
Mii. ie vi] A, - a weight of 8 taels, HE: 
a weight of 25 taels, 4¢;a weight of 40 catties, 

#@ ; What is its weight? API, PFs a 
weight of two piculs of grain, 4; to ask the 
weight, fi] Fig; a hundred weight, — Fy ; 
a hundred weight in Chinese, — fH; full 

weight, Tf}; a set of weights, —ll WEF ; of 
weight, Hr, BRS, BE; of great weight, aE, 

HD, WEA; to give weight to, Wham, LA 
WH, HY, #; to vive weight to filial duty, #% 
2% of ; the weight of business, 3f 2% a, FEZ 
#{E; the weight of age, 422%, #7 HE; the 
weight of care, 7” H, JR. 

“Chinese commercial weights. 
The unit of this table is the lidng (jj) or tael :— 

1 kernel of millet isa Z&. 
10 ZA make one #. 

10 wer ” ” oe 

Ces Tay (tacl)—=12 07. av: 

: A «6 ,,_sSr=fy (catty)=14 av. 
Ss 5]. =23 lbs. av. 

£3 —40 lbs. ay. 
100 Jr » 3H =1333 Ibs. av. 
120) Fr » 4#q (store)}=160 Ibs. av. 

(Lig hter weights of the North.) 

1 ton equals 16 piculs 8 catties. 
1 ewt. equals 84 catties. 
1 pound ay. equals } of a catty or 12 taels, 
4 ounces ay. equal 3 taels. 
1 picul equal 1.19047 Ib. ewt. or Lewt. 2131b. 

3,000 taels equal 520 pounds troy.” Williams, 
C. G. 
Weightily, adv. , J. 
Weightiness, n. , ##, Jy. 
Weichtless, a. WE, ae, PERS, Ane 
Weighty, a. if, Bt, BS BLIGE; efficacious, 
__ weighty reasons, WrP7E; a weighty afiuir, co 

~* Wade. 2 ; a 

in 

Appears to be mistaken for 3E. 

a5 | 

a 

IIs | 

| 
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a, an WEE Ya. 
Ww eir, n. Ji, [t, JA, HR; waste-weir, 7h. See 

Wear. 
Weird, n. A spell, %. 

| Weird, a. AA Glg fy ; weird sister, MAZE. 
| Welaway, inter). WO, meal. 
Welcome, a. 3%, BE, He, SESE, SEAS, BEBE; 

you are Se HR Uh. Fr sé YAK; very 
welcome, + PURE XE, $54, JEU; your letters 
are welcome to me, oe {j. (g ; to bid one 
ae MIEN, as are welcome to it, Je Hf 

jth ; a welcome aust HERZ, =i) 
Bie agreeable, rk, QTE, IRE a welcome 
present, 3% $2 2% jit Hh; to bid welcome, 3 {B, 
SZ, BE ; welcome ! #K#. 

Welcome, v. t. we, | ME, BH, KE 
come a guest, BEE A %. 

Welcomed, pp. ¥£4£ J ; welcomed with thanks, 

Welcomeness, n. 3%, LIAS, 
Welecomer, n..iMfk &. IE. 
Welcoming, ppr. 24%, ¥. 
Weld, v.t. See Wield. 
Weld, v. t. To unite or hammer into firm union, 

as two pieces of iron, 33H, FetH, BHR, BRIM, 

LR @ Ek. 
Welding, ppr. ES J GRR ATER. 

Welding-heat, n. #2. 

Welfare, n. i, 28%. He, HER, ATE HER, 
4 (6 "AN AcZE, MAA to destroy the welfare 
of the people, #2 ft iin. 

Welkin, n. 35, K2E. 

Welkin-eye, n. BfME. 
Welking, ppr. Ja, Uf. 
Well, * n. A spring, ®, Jf, 7KSf, AE; one well, 

—fAEJE, — Ff; the mouth of a well, JFO; 
a deep well, pejf; to dig a well, BASF, TRIE; 
the brick lining of a well, #% ; to rinse a well, 
ade, GES; to rinse an old well, to marry a 
wealthy widow, jg 4&Jf; to sit in a well and 
look at the heaven, to be narrow-minded, in- 

experienced, 4B IE ®IR. 

Well-drain, n. RICK, Weak. 

oe 

; to wel- 

VAG HE. 

| Well-drain, v. t. HK ALKATK, 3] PKA. 
Well-hole, n. $y 5e, HY EF. 

Well-room, n. y]¢fff. 
Well-rope, n. $i, $%, Pt. 4. 

* The classifier for a well is ji, eye. The Chinese not 
having pumps have their wells frequently in the yards of 
the houses. The he avy stones covering the wells are 
pierced with small holes, whence the designation of a two-, 
six-,or seven-eyed well is derived. 
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Well-sweep, n. Well-sweep, used in the fields, #¥ 

Well-water, n. FEA kK, Stalk. Lf 
Well, _ Being in health, 4%, AZ, EF, % 

Mh yi, AUS, MEG, Sp [dep ; not well. 
ees 

are well, 7yJpgly, ETE SF ; are you well? (pH 
Af, hy ; tolerably well, Wat, KAA ; con- 
venient, { ; prosperous, mA, HE4A ; being in 

favor, 7 38; is it well? df lH HEE, eG; 
enough, f%, JE ; good, 4 ; right, Ty 

| Well- Booed a. 

AA, FE GE, Bede pe; I hope you | 

ie, KATZ, RSF, Fk, e, Ad 

Well-conched, a. 3% fE.- 

Well-defined, a. 72°79. 
Well-described, a. i270), 3228, 36 DH. 
Well-devised, a. 2¢%£ ; a well-devised plan, #F 
Well-digested, a. 4635407, 3. (st. 
Well-discerned, a. Ht, HAN BA. 
Well- eee a. 26 %& ; well-disposed towards 

the people, UAE, Ak Mar, Nate A. 
| Well-doer, n. Fs, Fr se". 

Well, adv. Justly, 4, BF ; sufficiently, He, JE3 | 
very much, 49-4, t§ B, ta B, fe B; abund- 
antly, JE -49 @# ; favorably, 5£, 3; conveniently, 
{fi ; thoroughly, j#; 1 like it well, Tet EME, 
Fz ht Z ; to be well off, A B, ex, 2 fa; Well 
oe ees 

AMG 5 as well as he, fol BOE, JBN I, 
a to translate well, MUG, REG, se 
ag; to take a thing well, H# Fi p¥, ERAS : one | 

— te, HT, OH as much as the other, at 
JER — ; a sickness ie as well as severe, | 

EL ALE a W Be Hi 2 Hi 
well enough, ki 4, Ff 4, FY ab, fe By ; well! 
enough! #27, JE 3; it sounds well, 4 &; 
to speak well, ff 4y, 32; too well, Aish 
DA, 47-72 me; to speak well of one, peAF(B, a 
SE (B, we th; that’s wel 
well that ends well, 4% 3é fll] 4s 3é; to do well, 
472, HB; lo well and you have well, 3 # 
338 ; well begun is half done, 3% fu fMi)-F FE ; 
to look well, 4 fii, 5é #4, SE 5%; well! well! 

AG we AF OBE, We; very well, BERT, Hekt, HE 
hy; well then, ADF; well said! pak ; wel 

mee , Ve. 

Well-accontered, Well-accoutred, a. 4 BE As ffi, 

EAH ee 
Well-a-day, ere Ie BE, WE Ay He 

Well-adjusted, a. #£, ae 
Well-affected (towards), a. ff, 2%. 
Ms eae dee a. Safely moored, #23 ; 

tablished, #2 9% 

Well- banpoitited a. - Thoroughly Saripnet As {fi - 
Well-arranged, a. Bis, (2, FES 

Well-authenticated, a. %4 Hp. 
Well-balanced, a. #Y2,:. 
Well-being, n. Welfare, Af jE, FX, ik, WAAR. 
Well-heloved, a. 4-320, HB, tha. 

Well-bred, a. Fit, Fe Be, GR. 

Well-built, a. 3H 75 WX. etaih. 

Well- -complexioned, a. Key, AEA. 

Well-conditioned, a. 3} fit. 

well es- 

Well- doing, n. 36 FF, SE 47H; by well-doing, YJ 
Se 4= 

TT: 

| Well- -done, interj. (AFF, EGA, WR, BR, 

UE, a A SECT ; well done ! 4 | 

Fe 

Well-dressed, a. Handsomely dressed, 33 4 4- Ai, 

ATU ENE, 2575 SRE, HET, HL, PERE. 
Well-educated, a. fij AA, TARA. 
Well-established, a. £2 3, 4 St HA, HF He HE, HF 

FETE. 
| Well-favored, a. Handsome, 4-42, S65, 3B 

Ary. $f, SEE, AU. 
Well-flavored, a. 4¢0R34, SEUR AS. 

| Well-formed, a. 45-206, 269, SEUK- 
Well-founded, a. #7 4 HE. 

| Well-grounded, a. Well-founded, ##t, A FPE, 

AICHE. 
Well-informed, a. Correctly mise it GIA, 

He ZU, AM, EF, Weak, ail» 5 SF Bi) fe BE, AG 

Well-intended, a. BEF AF, GRR. 

Well-intentioned, a. 48 7} i, (2 36%, "2 BH, 

UP, EE. 
1, Well-known, a. AA SRA, 8A #0. 

Well-made, a. fifi x, SC, AI MK. 
Well-managed, a. #75, MELE, SR, SE 
Well-meaner, n. V4 BNE, HSER HB. LB. 

| Well-meaning, a. df SPE, SESE EAS, SE 0A. 

| Well-pleased, a. BREF, HE Me, WE 

Well-met, inter). KF F240 584, 1A 4-AASBS. 

Well-minded, a. Af HE, 32 TNA. 
Well-natured, a. 32 PEN, se-VE fy; kind, 22,58. 
Well-nigh, adv. Almost, ET, ERE. Re. 

; well-pleased 
countenance, i ff, es 

Well-proportioned, a. 44H. 
Well-provided, a. JA #7 fh, '- 

Well-read, a. fi, Hac Ag. 
Well-regulated, a. 4 7:, EVERY ; a well-regula- 

ted family, 4 RIE, Af RIC, EE ZAR. 
Well-said, a. aah, Saag. 
Well-settled, a. #8; well-married, je ae 3E- 

| Wes See, aes thi A. 
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Well-sped, a. E48, Sta. 
Well-spent, a. 3) J; a well-spent day, 3% ith 
IPE A, SE) 2% A; a well-spent life, 3% 8 7 AE, | 

| Wet, a. 4, ; slightly wet or damp, }#)#%, H, SHAFT, GRAF. 
Well-spoken, a. (AL, BAN. 
Well-sweep, n. See under Well. 
Well-tempered, a. =’: A. 

Well-timed, a. 95s, TEENS, te RAS. 
Well-trained, a. se #0, Fuihiy, AWA. 
Well-tried, a. 36 (2, ei. 
Well-wisher, n. KAN (340, WANG IRE, BA 
fa tia 4, YY Ze. 

Well-written, a. (£7. 
Welladay, interj. Well-a-day, 15 

ft ae = we = bs 

Welfare, n. See Welfare. 

Welt, n. HiHEI Wide Bea. 
Welt, v. t. AbAe eK, FRA. 
Welter, v. 7. $=, ih; to welter in dirt, SJE Wh. 
Weltered, pp. $F, HET. 
Weltering, ppr. §; weltering in his blood, §% 

BF, My Be, FY 

» 
>> 

Wen, v.t. 75, He. 
Wen, n. Jif, Psi], #R; a wen on the throat, JM, 

a6, WCHL, Be 
Wench, n. A young woman of ill fame, 4%, 
Hw, PA a negress, Hs, WEL. 

Wencher, n, 42%. 
Wend, v. 7.; pret. went. To go, F£,4%, i. See Go. 
Wennish, Wenny, a. yaghpE. 
Went, pret. of obsolete v. wend. 4 J, FE jh. 

Wentletrap, n. Scalaria pretiosa, Biea ne. 

Wept, pret. and pp. of weep. 7. 
Ware, imperfect tense, pl. of be. If I were, {ZF 

Weregild, n. The price of a man’s head, [RAZ 
{& ; a compensation paid for a man killed, % 

FBR, NS Si BR. 
West, n. or a. Py; the true west, TEPy ; north by 

west, JL 7G; west by north, Pafm4L; west | 

wind, Pa}El, lll, 21H. 
West, adv. To the western region, Pays, PHA, 

HB 2 Be, WET - 
West-India, n. The West-Indies, py Ff) E. 
Westerly, a. 2 Pa, wy Da, Ty i fy; a westerly 

direction, fay py. | 
Western, a. Py ; western regions, Py Fy, PRIS, Ty 

gu, F%, PEK; the western palace, Pus ; the 

western gate, PyPY; the western apartments, | 

western world, Pa hh, i SE #y IN. 
Westward, adv. fi Pq. 

Westwardly, adv. ij Pq. 

ite; wet through, BLE, WME, BEAT, TATE, 
ji; wet in a shower, f¥#RIA; to get wet with 

rain, Aue & ; wet with rain, PAWs, Peek, FE 
G4. UNS, Dey; don’t let the rain wet it, MK 
JaL{B ; the eyes wet with tears, MRUALI RE 5a 
wet room, 7% Fe ; wet cloth, #47 ; wet ground, 

Ge J ; wet weather, PIC; a wet table, BL#E ; 

fell and got wet, PR%; wet land, (fA; wet 

with dew, BERITHA, PER. WEE 722, EDR. 
Wet, n. #434 ; dampness, Pie. 

as flowers, &e., jk, 32, HE; to wet by sprink- 

ling, {RIEL JHBA; to wet by sonking, PE, PEEL, 
Waive; to wet by moistening, jfjs; to wet 

one’s self in eating, jee &. 
Wet-nurse, n. YM, PLA, PLAR, 2, BLE. 
Wether, n. A ram castrated, 3426, 343, #il]26. 
Wetness, n. }&, 243%; dampness of the atmos- 

phere, #25, HLA. 
Wetting, ppr.or a, as #2, FT Wh; soaking, fe; 

sprinkling with water, ##¥#%; watering, jf; 

wetting, as a tailor cloth, MUZE. 
Wettish, a. Baye, jij. 
Wey, * n. 63 tods of wool or 182 th., —AAFI 

We. 
Whale, n. Si, fH; a female whale, A@/qZ; a male 

whale, if ZS, Ff fir. 

Whale-boat, n. fii £6 Apt. 
Whalebone, n. {fg fear 
Whaleman, n. $e GCE, Ft HK. 
Whaler, n. Si 46 HF. 
Whaling, n. dij a4 SE. 
Whall, Whaul, n. fii Fake. 
Whampee, n. Cookia, # Jk. See Wampee. 
Whampoa, n. HEH. 
Whanghee bamboo, n. fii IE{F ; whanghees, 7f 

ma, TT UA. 
Wharf, n. Foo, JE9H, 2B, 44. 

| Wharfage, n. Boge, Hypa Ye. 
| Wharfinger, n. The proprietor of a wharf, FSA 

zE; one who has the care of a wharf, BES pA 

What, pron. relative or substitute. What, in 

Punti, -y,¥f ; what, in the Court dialect, $ERK, 

{} BRIO BE, 75 7B RZ TZ OCS RAED: 
Te, Tai. PHS, Pa hip: the western gate of a | * A wey of corn or salt=4 bushels ; a wey of butter or 

palace, 6 ffl]; the western barbarians, 7%; the | cheese=from 2to 8ewt.; a wey of oats or barley=48 bushels. 

6 8 
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what, in the book style, {af, #, Br, Sk; for 

what purpose? ff 44,0€, fy #; what do you 

wish? {pBE-wUSUE, (RAL BFE, HEB fad I 
what is it? (Ry BPWE, 4106, SE ye; what 
necessity ? fap, {nj 28 ; what affair? -y eve, 

bw SPYEHS, ZEEE, HEME, ASE, fay yp; what 
are you? fr (A4a, BRIE, WPL mA ; what is the 
matter ? +, 3¢G, +1, BF SEE, my 3e, PHBE; what 

a pity! Bie; what amount? 430g, WF, 
Fey, BL, SL; what quantity? BS FH, 
fe SY; for what cause? p3e0e, Ha BPE, 

(iia RUE, 4 4% the, for ie, ULM Ae, TE Hk 
Ai {y; what is yourage? “r#eKMe, Hee, (KR 
He SNE, SAAS; what is it to me! MEY 
FE, fe HACE, MALAEA ; what are the 
consequences ? #4 b's 7 til) B.A OE 
4%; what is its name ? [BL 4B 1, % HE, RZ (I 
FB, fit LIBEL : what can (you or he) do to me? 

728 Bes We, AB stay, AFetap ; you can do 
nothing to him, M734 4B +p, fay, ZS (ny th AE 
what time? $8 We, fig SH, ZA BRAS ; what 

day? 38 A,xE A, fH, RAF; what 
remains, 32%; what resource? SEE, ZS 
fy; what shall we do now? what is to be 

done? WA RAVE, ASHI AS fit, AZ AS fg, ANZ 
{if ; what can be done against fate? ZS apy, 

fey, FLAN iit fay. fa) HE BL pF ; what will you do 
then ? what can you do to prevent it ? what 
means have you of revenge? 7843 -[, fal, 4S} 

iE fig ; what are you doing? {irfit a 57DE, Pr | 
FS (ny St, WHFS SE ; what heaven produces, KK 
ALNBE, FR. PRE; What men love, \\ BR, A 
wre ; what further can be done? 38 A427 

F, HEAT SHUG, BEATTIE; what fear ? tf, 
BPE, faye; IT will do what I can, (Af Few 
ik, PR BE Ei ots FH ZZ; what meaning has this 
character ? We 4-47-25 EWE, HE 52 tay HK; what 
place ? #& BWE, (mB, fa) HF; what folly! what 
madness! +9, 0H Yai, 440 FE, {oy BEEK; what 
an ass! F¥IHS! ; what a falling off in virtue ! 
A842 SE, fay (8 2 32 ; what came of it in the 

end? 3G se BARRE, FIRE AVE, Hex An fig ; 
what difficulty is there? 47 (ap Heck, ty SE, 

Ai fis HERG; what now? Wh HEHE, BLAEEANE, 
AP anti; what man is that? 4844, A, 

(EAR WERE, ATE fag JN, Oe fig AE; what 
color? -y, f, fi BA & ; what though, #77; 
what of that! fA— #8, 77 4,3¢ ; what you say! | 
DH HIZy, faye Feu, ; what you say is true, (ff | 

Prot RIL, WRAL ML; what ho! WE; T gave | 
him what money I had, &¥ PR Ay 7% HEF Hi ft ; 

what is the height? RW, BAT, Be; 
what need of vexation ? #2, ¥FUE, (JB ; 
what difficulty is there in managing a goy- 
ernment? {ii {ay HE, HAS GE EC fy A; in what 
manner ? BEeEWE, ABE. 

Whatever, pron. WE a, UE i 4a, BP, A aR, Ay, 
pr. Ju, 44; whatever you please, [Rg fH; 
nothing whatever, #4 ; whatever is read, Pf 
wR, Praad, JH; whatever appertains to 
plans for buildings of wood or earth, }U EAs 

Sh 7 Z Fil] ; whatever appertains to the meas- 
ures for applying the laws with leniency or 
severity, FL f# fill a 7 iii ; whatever he does, 
fil #3 HR; whatever he does is as it should be, 

PE FR. 
Whatsoever, adv. FE, Ai, Ady, Pr, WL. See 

Whatever. 
Wheat, n. 2, JHE, HE, BK; wheat in the husks, 

Kr, Bi, Bi, BE; wheat with the husk broken, 

Fae DIE, IG We BE, BON, ML, Bh BE; bran 
of wheat, #8 j&, #K; broken wheat, HERE, BE; 
the husk of wheat, 2H, Ze, #7; to remove 
the bran of wheat, B&R HE jy; winter wheat * 
(rye?), fq 2S ; spring wheat * (barlery ?), #38, 
de, HE; wheat harvest in July, Fk; flour of 
wheat, #4; wheat sprouts, #83 ; roast wheat, 
WEBS, Yb; wheat boiled and prepared for a 
journey, 3, Sf, #E, 74, #%; a stalk of wheat, 
AS x, $A, $4; Indian wheat, H5K. 

Wheaten, a. 2&/6f, HS; wheaten flour, #0 #}, BE 
#8, #8; wheaten cake, #0 fap. 

Wheedle, v.¢. To entice by soft words, PATA 

oa A, Liesl, US st, kas 
HB, wt» ete, Sih, alk, AF- 

Wheedle, v. 7. To flatter, 7444. 
Wheedler, n. St#, awa. 
Wheedling, ppr. Ht, LIGHBA S|, ia4A- 
Wheel, n. i, Hi; a carriage wheel, Hii; a 

water-wheel, J\¢Hi; the bamboo tube water- 
wheel, chain bucket-wheel, fj Hi; the paddle 
trough-wheel, ###i; the spinning wheel, #f 
Hi; a wheel without spokes, We, + ij; the 

axis of a wheel, ig Ha, #pAR; a turner’s wheel, 
isin, Gye; the rut ofa wheel, di; a rotation, 
a turn, — #@; the wheels of a clock, J: kegy 
ig; the punishment of the wheel, #@Jfl, BL, 

* wf &c. rendered, ‘‘early wheat’? by Dr. Medhurst, 
| and “spring wheat’? by Khanghi appears to be barley; # 
3& rendered ‘‘winter wheat’? by Dr. Williams appears to 

| be rye. 

| + Made of a circular board. 
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TREE; to break upon the wheel, LR REA | 
“]; the Chinese rudder wheel, sex; the | 
foreign rudder wheel, fei; the creaking of a | 
wheel, #1 #,; overshot wheel, _- #¢ 7 #3 
turbine wheel, fi #j; undershot wheel, FP gt 

7k it 
Wheel, wv. ¢. HE4E, FEHR. 
Wheel, v. i. To turn on an axis, Hy, Het, We RE; 

to wheel about, as in gymnastics, 7 HHL, FT 
jal 3, 47 (hE; to wheel about, as the wing of | 
anarmy, if ; right wheel, #7 ; left wheel, 

7 
Wheel-animal, Wheel-animaleule, n. Hatt. 

Wheel-barrow, n. ii, Hit, Hi, HEH, PSE 
F, RE, HL. 

Wheel-boat, n. iia As, Hig fit. 
Wheel-earriage, n. ii Hi. 
Wheel-race, n. JC Hie. 
Wheel-shaped, a. #@J[Z, ey 
Wheel-wright, n. Hi A, BA, BE, Hi, SE. 
Wheeled, pp. Conveyed on aac Wii, Fa 

HH, FET ; rolled round, #gj8, fe . | 
Wheeler, n. See Wheel-wright. 

Wheeling, ppr. dei, HE; turning, Hy, Hy. 
Wheely, a. a I[Z"FE, Hit. 
Wheeze, v. 7. FER. 

Wheezing, ppr. dL. | 
Whelk, n. A wrinkle, #&§4¢; the bottle whelk, 

2 BD. 
Whelky, a. Protuberant, "Ze, Pyke AS. 
Whelm, v.t. To cover with water, 4)Jy]c; to 

cover by immersion, fe, {iL- 
Whelp, n. The young of the canine tribe, K-F ; 

a puppy, HIfE, HF, BL, $F; a lion’s whelps, 
HAGA; 0 son, * HE, KGL, RE. 

Whelp, v. i. ARF, AME. 
When, adv. HEH, 1 BF Be, TENE, fa Fs 

at the time, 74> Paisd, BEE, BA, Je; when 

did you arrive? (RRAEAME, MP HEB, toy 
EF; when he came, {aH] HUE, (HI LAF 
when king Wan was dead, #4 EPEYZ ; when 

you will, fa tr MNF HE, BG WH fay HF AK 5 since 
when? fy $6 H+ #2 WE, A fay EE; when read- 
ing the letter, #fa SPIE, Bf Ze; when 

you were here, (fp 7 UE HEP JK, HEE DE 20F ; 
say when, (Rah $85, fit Bt fay HE; when due, 

Ke 2H¥, IN HE; when gone, HB, 4% 
#% ; when received, 4% 3] ZF NF ZF ; when 
he had become a man, » KA We BR DolZ 

~* In China, _ if applied to one’s own sons, it is an ex- 
pression of humility. 

Whenee, adv. 

fh let him come , when he pleases, SEED aE 
fs, Ba A BY Ae ; when sick, Ff Hy Hee | when 
young, Jy 46.7 fii IE, eae 7 4: ; when about 
to leave, HA ZN, PS we Je; when about to 
die, FS AE ZF, fab 7 R§; when they are poor, 
then, "FH, #4 ; when as, 4S pitig4:, Jose. 

From what place? from whence ? 

Wiss URE, WIZE SRE, HAE. HEA i, 

TEMA. GEM ve. Hh. fie, FSW 
whe mee are you? {MR AURWE, it A iy 2 ih 
€, Wt GH ty Th 2 ; whence or from whence 

obininatl? Wess ER. rh Wn Ge. 8 im 5 
whenee, from which, PRL, fk]; whence it 
follows, By LI A; whence it appears, HY LJ BR 

8. ae AL 
pe IR ue AB tt 0) Ja Whencesoever, adv. HE iit 

ih AC. 
Whenever, Whensoever, adv. DE im HEA, A at tay 

See. As Fay fig 3s, JFL. BGS, 4g: —; whenever you, 
Ba (Ras E3e ; whenever it is wanted it shall 

be given, Pig se BE ag Se | whenever I meet 
with it, pgies. 

Where, adv. SP, BE. jE, I, ABE, 

{if BE, {nl WTF. 2 ZE, er Hh; at which place, 

BRAT; where is he? (MEY AE, 4s Ze fa BB : 
where get it? SRAB, MB AG, mee 
2, to) Ie; where did you get this? (pp 
Weta Ue, eae where are you going? 

(RAGS EOE, WA ye, Te, ; amy where, 
every where, 4 J&, EE. ig BE; the place 

where I live, FQ Fp & 7B. 
Whereabout, Whereabouts, adv. Near what place, 

WIE, Ue fy VE; at or in which place? 3,2, 
fi Hz, RFE; concerning which, im, aR. 

Whereas, adv. The thing being so that, a term 
used in official documents, J147§; whereas, in 
books, Je, PE XE AnUE ; but on the contrary, fx. 

Whereat, adv. At which ? fv, fy, mjBAg, TF 

{oJ fry ; Whereat did he aim ? $47 1, BFE ; whereat 

he was very angry, (iE 5t, 29 JE HE ; 
whereat are you offended? (p,*k4,5F0E, HAs 

fi MB. 
Whereby, adv. By which, FR LI, Uw, HZ; 

whereby? JRW350E, (-uSEUE, BAG, Lh 
{iJ ; whereby shall we know? J fy 41Z; 
whereby we know; J] 4424, pL Aa. 

Wherefore, adv. For what reason ? fff -y,, 44, SER, 

Swieie, Bu, Bis, His, ik, Beas 
fe, A; for which reason, JRL, ee, BY, 
Hoe, FLAK, FILER, fr FF ; wherefore has he 

come? {fi ffi 6. TE ACA WUE, 1s a te: 
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my herefore I proceed to issue my commands, & 

FF ain EH. 
Wherein, adv. In which, 4 5%, Z€ fay ; wherein 

is it ? ZEj8 AG, ZE fF ; wherein you may find, 
ER A, 4 SL; this it is wherein you 
have sinned, fff fe SEIE 7 JE ; this it is wherein | 
you have failed, fff S244 E Ze JE; wherein have | 
we failed? fy LIS SH, FEE (ay TI. | 

Whereof, adv. Of which, JA, ff, Ay ; whereof 

is it made? JA) 4 ¥F fH (E, 12% wR SE MGE, 2 ta 
Wis v7 ; he is not guilty of the crime whereof 
he is accused, pR2EPESE ho @ (ik UR, Bre 
ZS fuk @ fF ; whereof to speak, “aT, ii DZ. 

Whereon, adv. ©, 4 _- ; nothing whereon to sit, 
SF: Hy TY A, ne BS BY 4 7H f- ; the ground where- 
on I stand, FRc a, 4G rat Z hy ; no 
bed w hereon to rest, SHEE # , AER IIa] ; whereon 
shall I put it ? $%(B 4 0f_E- ; nothing whereon 
to lean, 486 pF 4 ; none whereon to depend, 4i€ 

HIE. UR. 
Wheresoever, adv. De snp 35 KE. Arai {ip BE, AR Fay (of 
Whereto, Whereunto, adv. To what end ? {-, 

{i #; the feast whereto I have invited many 

guests, RLSM, HSUPA. 
Whereupon, adv. iE, Hi, "al. whereupon he re- 

plied, Base, (ls 3p. 
Wherever, Whereeyer, adv. 

Ar tt {09 | 
Wherewith, Wherewithal, adv. D8, Wr, LIZ ; 

wherewith ? ole aie {oy; nothing wherewith, 
4ne |) 4, 48E L']; the power wherewith he is 
entrusted, Ler BY fit 2% HE; the means 
wherewith, PRL, LIGA ; wherewith do you 
mean to accomplish it? FA EFKE, DL fay hy 

WZ 
Wherry, n. Ferry, 

boat, Wt fp. 
Whet, v. t.; pret. and pp. yee whet. HERI, | 

At whatever place, 

which see; a shallow, light | 

| Whichever, 

| Whiffler, n. 

AK, WE ; to provoke, jt, #; to whet on, Hf 
# uke; to whet the appetite, Bi fj. | 

Whet, n. BEF 3%. 
Whether, pron. Which of two, fj 44 e+, 
1 fiy— ; whether or not, BERR, fe x {%, # 
4; ; whether that or this, ak @eekpE; whether | 
it be so or not ? FAIE AWE, BeAL BRIE; I have 
not decided whether I shall go or not, Heyes 

be, JE CE ARE; whether it be expedient or 
not, By #4; whether it be true or not, LIA 7, 

Whetstone, n. BE) Zi, HE, WET, WE, WR, BEI 
hy 41, if); to lie for whetstones, 4p AGH, BE 
Sha 

Whetted, ; pp: EAI. 

Whetting, ppr. BEA; provoking, # ; inciting, 

Sm. . 
Whey, n. The serum or watery part of milk, # 

ae 
Which, pron. Which, as a relative pronoun, Jif, 

8, "PE, fy; that which has been said, Pyreq ; 
that which is called happiness, Pp a§ia ; that 
which I like, #& fh RPE, FQ Wp BH; nothing 
which, Ai; FR, 4a HX ; vite which dropped into 

the water, JA 7|lBE, YE 7k #4 ; by which, or that 
by which, JA4E, BRL; by which to cailtivate 
personal virtue, * jij Desa ; take which you 
will, fq (Rae ee, (4 titide 72 ; here which is, WE 
fy {%, PEALE; the which, fy; by the which, pF 
LJ,L%; which, + as an interrogative pronoun, 

38 A, x —, a BF, ty ae, HE, Bk i, TH— 
which gentleman ? 3% fit ; which kind ? 34 ; 

which place? 3 HVE, {aj #2; which is the 
man? {Aj3—7> » EAST eal which may 
be done and which not ? 57 273% PIE AG, SH 
Ay Sk; do not know which to choose, Mz % 
42 3% (A, A FU fay FE; do not know which is 
richt, 7640 4E ; which do you like best ? ffR 
Hs jS— 7, WS pS; which is which? #& 
4s AE, He AL; which way? jE MERRIE, iy RR. 

Whichscever, pron. UW aap AS, Ana 
fil Hi, Ae att HE. JL, Be #%; whichever way I 

turn, OE ale Fp TS OU, Andy Ff BB 
Whiff, 2. — IRE, —e, —He, —I¥8 ; to take a whiff, 
B— Ne 5 a whiff of steam, —P8 Sq ; a whilf of 
smoke, Bo. 

| Whiff, v. ¢. WE, WW. 
Whiffle, v. 7. To start, shift and turn, Pi PY sisi, 

1 3% Bi] ; to use evasions, Pr] ike. 
Whiffle, v. t. To disperse with a puff, ME Hy. 

One who frequently changes his 
opinion, Jai (ij, /gt i 4h ; one who uses shifts 
and eyasions in argument, Pt] ih#¥; an officer 
who went before the processions to clear the 
way by blowing the trumpet, MMe ye 4% ; whiffler 
in China, Iija ¥. 

Whig, n. WR &, Up RH. 
| While, n. WP, Bilisd, Fa, TE, Fae, JA 6h; a lone 

while, Ay iit a Hitile while, A Bei, 2 pe 

Drei while REE TEDL HR Ke: 
a good while, WA : ; a while after, —]##, — 

* See Author's Grammar of the Chinese Language, p. 
IT, pp. 28-26. 
t See Classifiers p. 1. 
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2.5.0 good while azo, JAA. JENA: 
all this while, UE IK: 2 aif, JEN A. BES. Gt 
wait a while, Sepa, 44—lp, 
Hl), “—-@ ; for a while, for some while, Py, 
Ws FL; but a while since, E47 #8”, ets $8 i 
UeNE, MEA, WEA: a little while ago, J¢ 77 se 
iit, 3 4 46 A ; between whiles, AME A, F 
Ni: 3 Fy He SHE; not worth while, IF fff; not 
worth while to go, (PME; sit a while, 4B | 
mp, 4B He WA, WAR ; walk a while, eS}: pe | 
—@; mean while, Desi ie, JENEIB. LEA. 

While, Whilst, adv. git Ne while a breath re- 
mains, }247—8, a while living, | 
EAE, EE; Hin in © hina, Zeb By] AHF ; 
while speaking, fen, BEZ|H]; while 
drinking he was thinking, — jy fie — jfy HE; 
whilst walking, 1E 472% [i]; whilst eating do 
not sigh,  & Ark. 

ic 1189 ) 

HET, 

dT bs ATF. 
Whip, v.7. To move nimbly, #264; ; to turn 

and run, # fj; to start ‘suddenly and run, 
ZA dR: ; to whip away, Pk, FER. 

Whip, n. 8, SE, 18, BB. Aa, BERT: whip 
and spur, #R it, fee; a hair-whip, #heE; a 

fly whip, tiki. 
Whip-cord, n. fii. 
Whip-graft, v.t. TER. 

Whip-hand, ». #7=F, iF ; 
hand of any one, RA. 

| Whip- staff, n. 6H. 
Whip- -stock, n. HOS, MESS. 
Whipped, pp. HES, 4&7. 

Whipper, n. HES, AH ; 

to have the whip- 

HE. 
the whippers, Fy =, 3% 

| Whipper-in, . $$ji3% ; whipper-in, an officer in 

While, v. t. To while away, FyJE, FE ; to while | 
to while away one’s time, Jif FES, fy) 

away off, EMP, WEE. 
While, v. 7. To loiter, 3#322, UE. 
Whim, n. A sudden turn or start of the mind, 4 

eA; ;a freak, PE, PEAR. PEM. 
Whim-wham, n. ZA{¥-; a strange fancy, 

Whimper, v.72. To cry with a low, 

broken voice, "iM, pam Se, TEAS. 
Whimpering, ppv. Maid 5S, ate 
Whimpled, a. Distorted with crying, 38 5h. 
Whimsey, n. A whim, [ft #&. 
Whimsical, a. PE RAY, PE ABV, PEN 5 capricious, 

Ze, Sh iOE, SOSIPE, HOH; fantastical, PE 
Whimsieally, adv. P%, PER, KB. 

EE 5 

ERS, 

whining, 

the House of Commons, who enforces discipline 
among the supporters of the ministry, &e.,&e., 

HZ, HZ. 
W Toone 2, cae Wii, 225, $7 Hie. 

| Whipping-post, n. $5 (622, 47 HERE, BEE. 
| Whipple-tree, n. #2Hi%. 
Whipster, n. A nimble fellow, ii yj 4y. 
Whir, v.72. To fly with noise, Fr ak Ge Ze 

Whirl, v. i. RAC, eR, HEHE; to whirl, : as a 
bird, #f; to whirl, as an eddy, jg, ff. 

Whirl, v.t. To twirl, fé, f& tH. 
| W hitl, n. ti he, he # ; the whirl of time, je 79h 

#2; the whirl of passions, 
whirl of fancy, @L48 7 [a]. 

Whirl-bat, ». 47 GE AK. 
Whirl-bone, n. Patella, see Bone. 

Whirled, pp. KERR T, HET. ET. 
Whirligig, n. Hi Ze, HARE (?). 

tit 2% (El #5; in the 

| Whirling, ppr PAPA, ERK, HELE, He; whirl- 

Whimsiealness, Whimsicality, n. PEI, PER, 

ae. 
Whine, v. t. 3858 PVE, HAE, af ae 

Whine, n. SEE, ke 5 Le, AR yk 5 E. 

Whining, n. EN: saebannle of a dog, Fe 3 

whining of infants, [RHE. 
Whiningely, adv. Lye 5 7 
Whinny, v. 7. To neigh, Mi. 
Whinnock, n. #%{f-. 

Whip, v.¢. $7 6, #6. 47. WERE FTP. WER. Hn 
, 2, Hh, CAFE; to lash with sarcasm, i Hil ; 

to whip about, 47 @4; to whip out, to snatch, 
4%: ; to whip from, to take away ny, 

faeries ; to whip into, AFR ; to whip 

ap, ZARA, Ait ; 10 whip up coals, AEPEBE: 
to whip a horse, 7 55, if; to whip the bottom, 

ing with the fingers, #€ ; whirling, as an eddy, 
Whirling- table, n. Wet 2B. | dit. 

Whirlpool, n. ¥pl, dé, Ie AK. itl. ii, EIS. VEER, 
Wy. ME, Pai. UM, a. 

Whirlwind, n. Jat, Ral, RE, Hele, 7 A, 

PRUE, SME, Sie BE, BC, BS. Bit, EIB. 
Whirring, n. 97 ee. 
Whisk, n. A small bunch of grass or straw, used 

for a brush, Jeet, 4 FE, sede, Ph an ege- 
whisk, 4 fit. 

Whisk, v. ¢. To sweep, brush, or agitate with a 
licht motion, it, HE, Fi, fit; to whisk away, 
SHAK; to brush away, qi; to whisk one’s 
sleeves, fih#l]; to whisk an egg, #7 #BGr; to 
whisk one’s dress, XH. 

Whisk, v. 7. To move nimbly and with velocity, 
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JEG, Hk; to whisk about, J5 FAIS, HERI ; 
to whisk away, {fr 3, {fy H}; to whisk along, 

Whisker, n. Whiskers, 5434, 433, 34, i, #4; 

curly whiskers, thL 4%; to stroke one’s whiskers, 

A$ #282 5 to twirl one’s whiskers, PAIPAY RH; | 
to pull or play with one’s whiskers, #0 p3% ; 
whiskers of beasts, Bk#4; a pair of whiskers, 
— $488 ; whiskers uniting under the chin, 

Whisking, ppr. Brushing, Jif, $i; sweeping 
along, Fis. 

Whiskey, n. 41H. 

Whisper, v. i. Saka, (CAE AE. (HERE. (GOGH 
si, a, BL, MYNE, HE, we, BL @E; to whisper in 
the ear, 4@BHG# E., ff} He; to whisper news, 
Ae EG. BE RMaG ; to whisper one another 

in the ear, ij Fede Henk, AAW Hak. 
Whisper, n. sJyadi, Jy fff ; secret whispers, ff (8, 

bak, TAB. 
Whispered, pp. (G23 wk I, HE a S- 
Whisperer, n. 4, f4"E, Fy, {8 4% ; one who slanders 

secretly, pie JE, HUE 8. 
Whispering, ppr. or a. fue ah, (REE SE; telling 

secretly, Fy, ff ; backbiting, we fE JE. 
Whist, a. Be silent or whist ! He Hie, DHT RE, Sh 

Hi. 
Whistle, v. 7. or ¢. jilf, 0%, PR, fee; the wind whis- 

tles, Jit], MASE 222% ii 2), ewe ; to whistle a 
dog back, We, Yh; to whistle off a dog, to set 

a dog at one by a whistle, mR; to sing and 
whistle, opeiilf. 

Whistle, n. A boatswain’s whistle, #4£ ; a whis- 

tle of the wind or of the mouth, —jif, —jif. 
Whistled, pp. tf. 
Whistler, 2. lif #4. 
Whistling, n. |ijf; the whistling of the wind 

through the trees, {fmf i], @z@zs the whis- 
tling of an arrow, 4ehiiff 7 88 |; good at (skilled 
in) whistling, s&(){{; whistling of the wind, X | 

AMG. 
Whistly, adv. BRR. 

Whit, n. A point, a jot, —%4; the smallest part 
or particle imaginable, #% #&, (i BE; not a 
whit, Sez Mp Ae ze Se apa, —AEAF ; in every 
whit, —i, #h fA; any whit, froh. 

White, a. A, GA. Ab, Ae, Fe, es. BG, fk, TE, A, 
(ge, FARE. IME. ANE, GED, Bits, SE, FIG, ite; white color, 
ff; a white man, an albino, & A; as white 

as snow, Se WIE Ay, Se fie, Se A, Fe fle, Ze Se 
white hair, G32, fei, Wh, fA, $4; a white 

beard, fy 44; white, as silk or cloth, 3; white 
silk, G#%, 2%, fh; white clothes, GZ, HE 
KK, HAA; white ant, GRE; a white bear, RE; ~ 
white copper, & J ;a white horse, & By ; white 
lead, $f} $f}; a white cap, Gy wb, 4 5, HE; 
pure white, AY, fee; a white porpoise, G 

fg; the white rice-fish, lewcosoma, fe fA; 
the white-eyed thrush, ##/4; a white cow, 
64, 4#;a white tiger, A RE, fil; white and 
spotless, fez; white feathers, G44, #4, Bie; 
a white gem, Aye; white flowers, Ay4E, fe; 
a white violet, #f fj; clad in white, 34 G 4, 
3%; black and white, #444; uniformly white, 
#4; dark white, #7; white froth, Gy; 
white froth on the top of liquor, ff ; to bleach 
white, #4; to wash white, $&G; rendered 
white by steam, ff; a white skin, A jk, fF; 
white clay, Ae; white soil, Gy}; red and 
white, lucky and unlucky, #£; white clay, 
petunse, Asx, AAK-F; white and shining, 
5; unblemished, if G, fill jy; to show the 
white feather, 447, BATA ot, Hp RHE. 

White, ». G, H#; the white of the eye, HEX 
4; the white of an eeg, 4 & ; the white of 

a target, fj; to hit the white, $f, $14. 
White, v. t. aA. 
White-fish, n. G4. 
White-livered, a. 7G &; feeble, Hk 9% ; envious, 

White-meat, n. Meats made of milk, butter, 
cheese, eggs and the like, GB. 

White-poppy, n. See Poppy. 
White-stone, n. jit 4. 
White-swelling, n. #8)Q%E. 
White-thorn, n. fy ¥}. 
White-wash, Whitewash, v. t. FaWE at, Bh, TB, 

tt A, ti A, mia, BH Bil, LAK, =Ee 

White-washed, pp. ora. $f, diz #3 WE WK; a 
white-washed wall, %)8e, #p2E. 

White-washer, Whitewasher, n. $} 4%, Fi Je ae 

i, phi a. 
White-washing, ppr. Fi ez, BH. 
White-wood, GAs if. 
Whited, pp. or a. eS Ay. 

Whiten, v. t. #&, GZ; to bleach, # &. 
Whiten, v. 7. 4 Fy ; to grow white, jf A; to turn 

white, 2A, nk A. 
Whitened, pp.or a. iH A; bleached, #238 Gy ; 

a whitened wall, #} Ay jk. 
Whiteness, n. y, & #¥; the whiteness of the 

moon, ff; the whiteness of old age, ff; the 

ns 
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whiteness of birds, B28; “the whiteness of 
snow, 22-7 4, fe; the whiteness of gems, Fz 
G24, fi, (HE; the whiteness of flax, jit A, 
fii; the whiteness of a dress, #772; purity, 
iG. fi G, fil jj; the whiteness of one’s 
cheeks, Jit 7%. 

Whites, n. Apae. 
Whither, adv. j& BE, in {ip ; to which place, 

PREY 22 ; whither are you going? (KR j4 iE 
We, S(t fy HZ; 1 do not know whither to go, 

OF Fe 35S a, A FACE: fe = 
Whithersoever, adv. J iit fad 73 JE, Aan ey ye, 

Ap ty toy fi Fr» Av4 AT Toy (oY Bs - 
Whiting, n. 44%. 

Whitish, a. AG. A, B22A A, AMS, fit 
bk. Arte. BRIE, fi. 

Whitishness, n. 244, WAG- 
Whiteleather, ». JE. 
Whitlow, n. FAIA, HHH. 
Whitsour, n. 2P Hf fig. 
Whitsunday, Whitsuntide, n. Tt Aj 7 Gj [#32 ih 

PAu 
Whittle, n. A small pocket-knife, Ape J) {F-, 

TF, JT); whittle shawl, fA}, A i. 
Whittle, v. ¢. HE, fil. 
Whiz, v. i. To make a humming or hissing sound, 

as an arrow, |, 42782, BRE. 
Whizzing, ppr. ov a. Making a humming or 

hissing sound, as:—a wh Ceara arrow, "6 $74, 

4 NS ZZ HE; a whizzing sound heard in the 
air, KA. 

Who, pron. Who, as an interrogative pronoun, 

STL. oA, da Ht, HE. BE. fil. SE iT. HE BE A, 
(§, 18, WE; who is this? WEEK -HE08, ILE 
ae Sf ; who is there? -y HME EWE, SEE OK; 

who said so? {,¢NKRESE, ARMUIE TS, BZ HE 
=f ; who says? dsl nt, HE if, SEE ; who comes 
there? +), 3€ AK, Ae FE ty KL; who can add to 

this? -, ae M7 0 fi), 8h HE MV -HLIEs who is 
able? “abe, Ske; who dares? -p att, 
HEHE; who cares? -p AEMb RABE, 28 aE (ir 
who besides me can do it? F& 2% Ah -y, HE (ie 7G 

De, @eFAe; who art thou? (fF 4,340. HA 
FLEXES ; who would have thought so? -y,3 ff 
(=#}) & BJ, -y, HE 48 TG HE; who, as a relative 
pronoun, JR, 7%; those who follow, 7 # ; 
those who speak, Jf we "2§, 4 34; who should 
say, By Weak, Br RE Bt; who went, fy; who 
said, Pat. Bt ag. Pra; it is he who did it, 

PP AGLIRIEE, $2 (Ee 2, (EB B; he who 
did it, MMB, (E24, ZH. 

Ww hoever, pron. TEA a, Kata, Atty fig J, 
Ju; but whoever, {A jl. 

Whole, a. All, 4k, Ay, eA, Be, HE, BD, Ar, OM, 

AL, 4. 48. Gis total, 2, mt, —, He, 4, Bl 
Al. (eff, 3 Te WM, Me, Jal, =: the whole mind, 
Ais, oO, —HotSs, SEOs the whole family, 

Ry Re, AR, EH, — HR ; the whole life, —4E, 
E+E, SLAE; the whole nicht, *«7%, ju, — 
7%, 3 7Z; the whole Lt or company, FcR 3 
the whole day, #& A, # A ; the whole morning, 
£5 wy, 2: HH; the w Hole world, pa 5 oa wie 
with one’ s whole streneth, AY, #877, eH ; 
the whole amount, tb 3+, #% =, tk #4 ; the 
whole amount paid, #8, BewHE, FE#; the 
whole year, 3 46, —-2f, jf 4 ; the whole body, 
—-88, 8, 28, iA, iH ; whole dollars, 
IKE; the whole way, —f%; the whole to- 
gether, the whole lump, ##3#, AE; put the 
whole in one pile, #3 @—Ht, s8& J! — HE; the 
whole multitude, 46, 42; whole set of 

books, —#£#; a whole set of instruments, — 
wala Fk the whole chapter, —#:; the whole 
matter is finished, 35c , Jew we, wT FAs 
whole and sound, As #3 he 2, AA BS HE TH; the 
whole works of the philosopher Chu, 424-4 
> a whole skin, 4nt2#, 4mt (f ; the whole earth, 

AW, BRZT.- 
Whole, n. Ties, WLABO®, Mii, 2, —TKE, 4], — 

i, —t, — 2, —S. me, He, %. HD. Ik. 7B, 
#7. SEE, um FOGLE. fA, HONS. of, SEn%, DAL, 
ae Se, Arik g Rurebased the Ste ME ; eaten 
the whole, #@m:, $8; upon the whole, A#*F, 

OD ih, HAR, FE, JER. 
Wholeness, n. AH, B®, TER H- 

Wholesale, n. ji tH ¥, WX ££ FE; wholesale mer- 
chant, #F. 

Wholesome, a. 34, 47%; tending to promote 

health, #SME, Bima, HEA. HHS: 
wholesome air, 4h & 3% 3k. HER, EK ZA 
wholesome laws, $$ j%; a wholesome correction, 

36 7 ; a wholesome doctrine, 34 #k. 
Wholesomely, adv. 38. 
Wholesomeness, n. The quality of contributing 

to health, a4 #4. ALG. we H ; sulutari- 

ness, $#%, WAH. HH. 
Wholly, adv. Ax, —#E, PRE RA. MPE. 
Whom, the objective of who. Whom did he strike? 
ABA +, HEME, 18 fey JL; whom did you teach ? 

Cin ke HEME. HE Being N. 
Whomsover, pron. Arig Hl fay NV, AL. 
Whoop, n. A shout of war, KP, BRIT, PPAR. 
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Whopper, n. #€K. 

Whore, n. 2298, AG, WG Sir, MEF, HF, EMF, 
Wet, TAA. 

Whore, v. i. 8, A, GB, EYRE IE. 
Whoredom, n. #24, AA" 238, VEWE, Gi WE; 

idolatry, FF Fpih #. 
Whoremaster, Whoremonger, n. YR74, YE, Hi] 

Whoring, a, Addicted to, 4-4, 49-8; whoring, 
gambling and drinking, 4 HR af. 

Whorish, a. 4, 41%, 44@ ; a whorish heart, 4 
HE 7G, Yu; a whorish woman, Yeze, AE 
2#&; whorish eyes, FA. 

Whorl, n. #E4E GE, He. 
Whortleberry, x. 3544, #0. 
Whose, the possessive of who. 4y, 4E GE, HE M5; 

Whose is it? (#4 sf", (RIEL, IBS fag J, HB 
fig AA, SESE: 

Whosoever, pron. Me at ett, DEEPER, Aan tid 

Ky J 
Why, adv. $41, WHE, BSE fia, Wee, 
Sete, ae, IEEE, fap, 15 fat, Fi, fp 
Di), fie, BB HOE, 228, A, HE, Bs why 
mot ? HEE, HAN. fil AR, fal AAR. FB tad HR BE 
I], az; why is it? iy, Bf, fL1; why 
regret ? fip3E; why so? fi -b,0E, fi We; why 
don't you come? (/pfik-4y,0 YEWE, HE {iy AEF, 

HY A AC fi #5 the reason why, ALA, WK a; 
why not return? fff 0 Haylie, fay Ale) Ae, HE 
$F ke ; why does not every one express his 

opinion? fA 1, AE ii HIN (BME TE LUE He 
BIE & ; why dees he make us tlie last ? 

4k oF BEE, AB BAK; why accumulate 

Wealth ? 1H fit iC. fk Rae, BBC ? 
why! truly! @H, #%, 32. 

Wick, nN. ies td, Tear, = Tere, BR, Maha. 

Wicked, a. 3, 9, JHB, 9. TEN, TCE, Se, He, 
FE, WB, PORE, BOR. ale, ASE, BEIM, HE, ARH, 
Ric he, Fa HB. So. OO, BE GR, TEA, Be , 
WASH, RE, NE, HR; a wicked heart, BE; a 
wicked spirit, B& qu}, JS at, BE §L; a wicked 
disposition, 32 PE ;a wicked person, BH J\, & J; 

wicked practices, 2&7], BRAG 45, Ibfr, FEES 
47% 3 wicked actions, £7;; wicked customs, 
BE GH 4; wicked manners, JH lil, —J jal; a 
wicked slut, BEA ; a wicked rogue, BRE. 

Wickedly, adv. B&, ASE ; corruptedly, Fh ; to act 
wickedly, #3#, fir F7- 

Wickedness, n, HE, BEY, 452, IEE, WhMie, IRE 
* The pith of the scirpus capsularis is cultivated for the 

wicks used in Chinese lamps, 

3H ; sin, SPBE; atrocity, Dl Be; villiainy, Bass, 
Hh; ungodliness, AEB, Ame. 

Wicker, a. Made of twigs or oziers, f¥€ fj, PME 

fy, AE GE Ss wicker work, 70, SIGE IF 
Sce Basket. 

Wicket, n. A small gate or door, NFS, Beak PY; 
a wicket gate and a mat door, #LPYYER. 

Wide, a. Broad, 5, fg, 2, JRA, RA A”, 
A, JE, TE, ray, Rs remote, jg; a wide dress 
or garment, F&A, HF; a wide heart, Foy; 
a wide range, Jijaz; wide off the mark, a 

wide difference, (Sie, St (fiz, xe fal; wide 
from the truth, K4t, AP; wide apart, Ht, 

eae, WEEE, Bea, MS), AE, SN, ee 
a wide space (referring to time), 32 fj]; roomy, 

SoA, Wl, FA, Fic, WE; a wide waste, UE, 
FEEJEB, BS; a wide expanse of water, #WE, WL; 
the wide world, JPA Hh; left to the wide 
world, AMeiji4neii] ; far and wide, Jagiaé ; two 
feet wide, J URS, FIA; to spread far and 

wide, 44550095. 
Wide-branched, a. Having spreading branches, 

Widely, adv. FRRY, Bez, dz, B; widely differ- 

ent, Sty ie, fase, Beis, ASP, RE ; 
widely separated, By fiz. (Gi, BEB, 
e258); widely spread, as plants or evil, 4876 4 
iz; Widely spread or diffused, as a doctrine, 

Te Fe, HET, A fo xe. 
Widen, v. t. #<fA, Be, FZ, EB. 

Widen, v. 7. To grow wide or wider, AERA, if 

felA~ ; to widen, as a breach of friendship, 4E 

Sit, ii Beka 
Widened, pp. EET. 
Wideness, n. See Width. 

Widening, ppr. RRR, FEZ, Zz; widening, 
as friendship, AE fff. 

Widgeon, n. BEBE, #3, A318, Ale. 

Widow, n. 3p, BEBE, Asap A, BEAR, BE, AB, 
#2); a widow above 50 years old, iff; the widows 
and fatherless, fie. 

Widow-maker, n. ERK, (E Fok A. 
Widowed, pp. or a. aR. 
Widower, n. ef, SEA, Wh, RFE. 

Widowhood, n. $3 a4, BEA Z Hh fit ; to dwell in 
widowhood, %% J&, 4) )/G; to keep one’s widow- 
hood, “fee. 

Width, n. fi, Rl #¥; the width across, fig fg ; the 
width across the lenoth, Hk fq. 

Wield, v. t. JJ; able to wield, l@ fA, FEA, AG, 
{i i}, FEEL AG 5 to wield a sword, FAR) ; able to 

— 
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wield a sword, f& H4 4), FA Mi); to wield | wild project, Par a wild 1 man, a savage, BF 
power, to wield the scepter, J #¥; able to) J; the fragrance of wild fins. UPTES ; a 

wield power, Fa (5 HE. wild disposition, BF VE, FEVE, FEE; wild con- 
Wielded, pp. JAS, HET. ceits, SAH. 
Wieldly, a. FFA, wy Mi, HA, WTA, TAGE. Wild, n. A desert, W5, Se lEF, HE HP. 

Wiery, «. SHE, BREEN. Wilderness, m. He. BF. MEF, WE, AIOE, I, FE 
Wife, n.; pl. Wives. 3, #3, Wet, A, MB, Ji, 22 0F, HE, WEL; to live in the wilderness, WF 
AA, WS, BS. AF; the principal oe A | JB, EDGE: a state of disorder, gL, sr gl. 
ME TE, WE Se, WHS, WY, i, S2SE, ERR sa | Wildly, adv. Without cultivation, BF, yl); with 
secondary, inferior wife or concubine, fi KF, eee fl, £3; with a fierce or roving look, 
(i, SE, HB; wife and concubine, BE Ee, mye PIV SL, FE; to grow wildly, #f2E; to talk 

Yv; my wile, Feu, RIE. TEA. Wee. a wily BL, FE oe ih, 2 Co Tie =, HB; to 
Si), AA, tHe; your wife, (RRB. SKA, — act wildly, 7£ 47, 5% 4€, & 4; to look wildly, 
REF, AKA, PIE; a widow who has mar-| FEM. 
ried again, A$9AYE; to take a wife, VE¥pfy, | Wildness, n. Rudeness, #L4% ; uncultivated state, 

WEE; to take a second wile, #itk, MLR ; "}; inordinate disposition to rove, He ¥; 
husband and wife, Je Jf, Fei, HAM; savageness, J Ff; brutality, #8 7%., Ol pA, Ae 
wife and alien Bez, SEA, Eee a be- BE;savage state, Ef, 4 Bf #4; alienation of 
trothed wife, AG’ ; a wife’s father, Xs fe | mind, $f, i; irregularity, gL. 
wk, Ab a, Ab Bs; wife’s mother, Ahk, Bk; | Wile, n. A trick or stratagem practiced for in- 
wife’s elder brother, K53, Ay be; wife’ s younger snaring or deen tion Tyst, AP al, weet; full of 
brother, #7, Ayes ; wile’s brother's wife, wiles, SoA SE ee, Sie al (3. 
Hi; wife’s elder sister, AH, Alims ; wife’s | Wile, v. t. WR, we UA. 
elder sister’s husband, 4} 5%, 3% #8, POL; | Wiliness, n. FEA, eH. 
wife's younger sister, fm &E, 4m uk Wt, pipe; | Will, m. That faculty of the mind by w hich we 
wife’s younger sister’s husband, #£5f; ; wife’s | delelmulp either to do or to forbear an action, 
nephew, Ay 4 ; wife’s nephew's wife, Py ee 4iF ; He, HE, ERR. OEE. othe, 14; choice or pleas- 
wife’s niece, AEA; wile’s niece’s husband, ure, BE, #8, B, Fk; desire, HA, Pf; disposition, 

743 fig, ot) fay; determination, je =e BH, we WH: 
power, #£; command, ¢p; the will of a sover- 

PURE 5 ; to lose a wife by death, se ZF, ele (fy ; 
wife in water colors, 32 3¢ 4. 

Wifehood, n. # SEH, SEZ Si it. | eign, &, ‘+ ; imperial or sacred will, 3° Ff; 

Wig, n. (RES. 1, ie. | the last will, will or testament, 3& #, 38 a, 
Wigwam, n. FE ibe fa LAG. | 30 3S, nO, Neg, URE; to make a will, 
Wild, a. Roving, jie, iets; not tamed, BF ; ait B; the will of ae Kir, Fh. KE; 

not cultivated, BF, iy, a turbulent, savage, eood-will, 8, #8, PAE, Se 3x; ill-will, Bee, 
Bi, MAE, a4 fe, AB TK, WE, Bets desert, Le He ; the will of God, Hoe the will 

oe BF, Wh BF ; licentious, eZ; fickle, Fy of man, JME, J\ & 7; to have one’s own 
inordinate, FREE; imaginary, *j +H, ei. a will, GEAR E, fF HAH; all things 
48; a wild horse, BFF, S32; a wild boar, according to or at will, Sf3eie%&, “Fane. 
BPH, FE; a wild dog, BF 4a, FF; a wild goat, ZAP GwrA; at will, aoe =, Ht NEE; 
Wi2e, Fa, HHH; a wild ox, BAP, LIE, FB, le to have obtained one’s will, % oe; let him 
4e; a wild duck, Jc#@. BFS, Sa, ise; a wild have bis will, ff r iL ME : he Lite no good-will, 
goose, PAB, FER, KHE, Us; wild herbs, BF ne (% oe AB, A AL il; he has my eood- will, 
wi, Ze ; wild flowers, By 7B, nie a wild Fit Hi #46; his ill-will to me, ‘6B WR ER: 
tree, BP fi}; growing wild, §F4E; wild grain, will-with-a-wisp, will-0-the-wisp, jack-with-a- 

Wik, #8; wild ginger » WISE ; ; wild tea, Ws; AS lantern, fia, HE. 
wild elder, PELE ‘wild onions, J} 2, SEB: Will, v. #.; pret. would. To determine, rE ER, 
wild senna, #y=2/f&; Wild oats, BF TABS; wild 37 5e =E es OL te FF; to command, i to 
honey, !¥74 wild looks, £4, Fldu; he is direct, Byoft, 4h 5; to wish, Be, ok, Hy, AB, 

wild, {6 (% 8% FE, (BATE. A FE; a wild) = fei; L will go, BH, Ae GE: will you or 

youth, §F LEME; wild active, Z£47, AF; a not? (RIE, (AMIEL, (ERE, WH 
Gua 
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; I will not, apni BE, ERK, PAI, MA 

4 ; he will come, {B #73 ; will sat ? els. 

fa iy AF; not to will, HEE, OE HS, HEAL, RH, 
Aik; it will do, Hee, HA, WA. DA ; 
do what you will, (KBE; will this do? Te | 
4 5, Ao VE WY FF ; will (be), HF Ae, A; will 
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come t0 pass, HAGA IT, BAT. oT 
45 ; they will perish, (ly 4¥prly. 

Willed, pp. Determined, #, 47 764: ; desired, 
RAT; ill- ee coe er ; self-willed, sf, 

OSL, MSA, HOA. 
Willful, Wilful, a. fei, RE, BR, HE ; ob- 

stinate, $494, HOE, HES, TLC. Ls perverse, 
Hit, ta WE DBR, si PE fy ; willful murder, kA 
willful injury, #324 ; a willful crime, {| 

oE | Wind, n. Jil, Jal Sq; fair wind, Aim, 3 gl ; ad- 
- to will- Willfully, adv. te, ACT, HE, BE: 

fully offend, #418, SG, Wee, TRE. 
Willfulness, n. Obstinacy, #484, $b iE ; perverse- 

ness, fae VE, iE, SEU. 
Cs Willing, ppr. or a. To be willing, #f fy. Be, a 

ay, 
» Xs 

WA, UAE, ME, ex chosen, GANG; willing 
chains, A ## 7% f€#§ ; willing todo it, +7 ffx, A 
4€; willing to grant, #77; willing to go, #7 
ZH, RAF; willing or unwilling, Fie, As, 
fa fyi; spontaneous, fi )Ri; very willing, +3 

48, Hem, HAIG; ave you willing? fp AME Hi, 
ti 

willingly adv. 6 BF, Hot, HR, TAL, HR AS 
1D, 450, Boo, Aub Ar Ri, HAE, Meyg ; to go 
willingly, of one’s own accord, ffi; to do 

willingly, [BA ffk, Hut ff ; willingly submit, 

TDA, HIG, BT 
Willingness, n. st) #7, 0. GK, OTE, te GK. 

Willow, n. BI, PAS, HAP; the weeping willow, 
HE, SESH, SEG BI, Ff; the silky willow, 
AAP, a9 ; the willow of the Classies, HI, 
FE; the green willow, 7F4#%; the 
yew, AP; a sort of white willow, 748, #2 
Bea nd of willow, #f ; dwarf-willow, £ERi; 

a willow twig, $i] (% ; a willow cup, 
## ; nature is like the ké willow, PE ARFL PI ; to 
wear the willow, px ae 4 fy Fe ; willow catkins, 
HAL. 

Willow-weed, n. #8 7%. 
Wilsome, a. a3, ht. 
Wilt, v. 7. Beit, Hes, Ml, UBT. 
Wilted, pp. FBP T. 

Wily, a. Fy, SEAS, reac ht, ie ris we 24, 

HH ; a wily fellow, YEH 2.48, PSHE, APB DAE. 
Win, v.t.; pret. and pp. won. To gain, fm, WR, 47 

Pi Hh h 

at | 

| 

white | 

iii A, fay; to fontaine 7%, JH; to win a 
battle, 47 jim, RR; to win the hearts of the 
people, 13 AG ; to win one’s favor, 4} AN Z BE; 
to win by persuasion, Ht, Ht ty 7G]; to win 
over, 7] A; to win the game, 47 jig, fia; to Win 
all, fam: ; to win the prize, #f=; to win and 

lose, fait, We (4. 
Win, v.t. To win on or upon, %, fie 7y, jap ; to 

win of, fig, JR; to win on the heart, jay jay 7B. 
| Winee, v. i. To shrink, as from a blow, Pes ; to 

start back, ##f#% ; to wince, as a horse, ‘gf. 
| Winch, n. eR, Hy ; the windlass, ite, mG. 
Winch, v. 7. To wince, P47 ; to shrink, Be, 

ti; to kick, pf, fant. 
Winching, ppr. Bee : shrinking, 38 #fi- 

verse, foul or head wind, if fal, iit lil, 47 Sala, 
JSAM, TA}; east wind, EL. 4 lgl ; west 
wind, aj, fei; north wind, JCM, ae; 
south wind, jf el, GLa :— 
The northern wind blows sharp and cold, 
The southern cheers with fragrance bold, 
The eastern oft in fury ends, 
West-wind to heat and dampness tends, 

JCM YD, THEIRS, ICEL AR 2, DHELURS ; a 
whirlwind, JR, §LOLUL; 2 side wind, fi)il, 3 
ji; a gentle wind, Fy JE, ia; a light wind, 
a fal, Ziel; a violent wind, 32/sl, Fell, #4; 
a gust of wind, —[ii}pl; the wind is very high, 
+7 GS; wind from all quarters, [UFZ Jal. A 

Jn; a great wind, Aja; the wind blows, fal 
fe ; a strong, steady wind, jm; to get the 
wind of a ship, Wyfz inl; to sail with the 
wind, fifa ; favorable wind and tide, )A}sl 
Wi#é ; to sail before the wind, 3 Fé ml $R ; the 
four winds, PYjsl; blown down by the wind, 
Jalok fi) ; to take wind, to fetch breath, #}3q ; 
to take wind, to have the wind, to gain or have 
advantage, fim, 744eih; to take wind, to get 

wind, to be divulged, W8?R, #2 Hi, Bem ; down 
the wind, 3£, 3£[; to try to raise the wind, 
+7 FL $8 FR, Ge AE; to raise the wind (by bor- 
rowing), Fy 4h#@!, Bi #4, BAP; to turn with 
every wind, Balgl{% ; to break wind, HR) ; to 
be in good wind, to be in wind, 3a; the 

rustling of the wind, Jml7iiilf; the noise of 
the wind, fii B&, IMME; driven about by the 
wind, af}. See Adverse. 

Wind-bound, a. #X iil Bf BAL. 
Wind-dropsy, n. Jail if. 
Wind-ege, n. See Addle. od? 
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Wind-furnace, n. apy. 
Wind-glasses, n. |ifij Bj. 
Wind-gun, n. jal ef. 

Wind-hatch, n. FO, JEM. 
Wind-instrument, n. ji 2E, We Me aR. 
Wind-mill, n. Jaye. 
Wind-pump, n. Jal thre fe. 
Wind-sail, n. Jali. 
Wind-tight, a. Reig, Ai Mal. 
Wind, v.t.; pret. and pp. wound. To blow, IK ; 

to turn, to wind round some object, as a band- 

age, HERE, 8, Aue, Se, WR. HG BE, RL ORE, 
4; to wind (up) thread, #42, #exb>; to wind 

(up) silk, #6, Ae, HE, Hy; to wind up a ball, 
FE GE, PEEK; to wind up the watch, | #8, }- | 
$25, Gi; to wind up an account, fj ¥, SC 
Be, Be ty Be, WoRE; to wind up an affair, 5637, | 

; to wind | JH: ; to wind up a discourse, #4 [= i) 

up a case, #4 #e; to winda ship, $f; to wind | 
off thread, ffi, fi) #51; to wind out, to extri- 
cate, ff; to wind one’s voice, fF, AFF ; to. 
wind one’s self into one’s favor, FUSE JL, BPR, | 
#45 ; to wind one in by craft, WE J, BJ; to | 
put in tune, #. 

Wind, v.¢. To follow by the scent, fi GL ; to ex- 
pose to the wind, 3if}fl; to rest, in order to re- 
cover wind, §kilp, 43} 4x. 

Wind, v. i. To turn, @2(E, BEee, HL WUE, BEE; 
to wind along, as a snake, hig; to wind round, | 
as a snake, #e# > to wind around, as the ten- | 
drils of convolvulus, fii, {I A¢, HESE ; 

out, WR, Ae AB tlt. 

Windage, n. 1810482 RAG FRG. 
Winded, pp. Short-winded, 72% 4c0pR. 

to wind 

Winder, n. A winder for windine thread into | 
balls, #4 Hi. 

Windfall, n. Fruit blown off the tree by the wind, 
RLU A MEHE ; an unexpected legacy or other 

gain, PG 2, Tbe Al. 
Windiness, n. Tempestuousness, fil, Alm, # 

Jil 4 ; flatulence, 47 |i # ; tendency to gener- 
ate wind, |lé AE jit. 

Winding, ppr. or a. Binding about, #86 ; wind- 
ing, as thread, #§, #*; winding, as a tendril 

of convolvulus, fii; serpentine, healt, tie 
thi; winding, asa stream, }ayit, YB, HR, 
VE, HA; a winding river, My Zin, Fy te, 
HH Zit, PH}; winding, as a road, ph, heap, 
¥F 42, th ; winding, as a shore or bank, j&, |F, 
ja, Hi, WF; winding, coiling, circling, as a 

rope or shake, #z#t, MGs, wise; a winding ah =) 
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curve, MAAK Ae ; a winding plank, php; wind- 
ing upward, like smoke, 53.55, @yjgj, 43. 

| Winding-engine, n. 22 KE. 
Winding-sheet, n. Zi) #%, FRR. 
Windingly, adv. ihe, 4 th. 

Windlass, A AEH EME. ARE, A 
| Windle, n. A spindle, #§4l|; a kind of reel, 4 Hf, 

| HR. 
Windle-straw, n. A stalk of grass, Wi #. 

| Windless, a. 4iG)}iil. 
| Window, n. Ta roe (zl > ha, Kl, A, ‘a, ZAP, Ir, a 

i, BB, #, 2); one window, —)F A Py; a 
| square window, or a window in a wall, Jif, #t; 

a glass window, H¥HEZA ; a paper window, Mf 
Zs; a silk window, fé, #4; an ornamented 
window, ZEZ, fifi fs % 2 ; a window in a ship, 

Zs, ffs; a window facing the north, }iq;a 
window sill, 2P4Y HE ; a cold window, a poor 
student, 3828 ; a book window, a chicken win- 
dow, a school-room, #28, 425; to study at 
the same window, [ij2%; a lattice window, 35 

Zs; to open the window, BAZ. 
Window-bar, n. Arq. 

| Window-blind, n. @eP9. 
| Window-frame, n. 2 4. 
| Window-glass, n. #5}. 

| Windowed, n. 47%. 
Windpipe, n. 404. 
Windward, a. or adv. Ja\Z&, [nj AGE. 
Windy, a. Consisting of wind, Jl); tempestuous, 

AC IB, Tey lel, BYR; puffy, Sajal Ay ; abounding 
with wind, % jal; empty, Jig, ie %, 22S We ; 
windy expressions, fins, ge; a windy fel- 
low, 7#f&. 

Wine, n. 79, BRIA, BEBE; strong, generous wine, 
BiG, Gi. BRAK. Ai; wine from the grape, 
+) 45 1, Bi Bie; distilled wine, e774; ex- 
cellent wine, 32j4, Fi, WE; poor wine, ji§ 
19, Yeh, BA; bitter wine, #77, AB; a kind of 
Wine, THe; Sweet wine, PHS, HB; light 
wine, #779 ; a wine vault, 7§f; a cup or glass 

of wine, —}(,j§; to drink a glass of wine, fix 
— iG; a fountain of wine, #4 ; old wine, 
peiyes ; flat or dead wine, #8YS, Hii YH; spirit 

of wine, ##j5, SiG. 
Wine-bibber, n. 4) 15 (2, AF 15 4H, iF Ml. i #. 

TARAS, UA, BiB, TAI. 
Wine-cask, n. {5 Hi. 

Wine-cup, n. 7a, APM, BF, RFE, WS, Hs, He, 
wae 

=F) 
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Wine-glass, n. Hh, SA, MI. 
Wine-jar, n. 74. 
Wine-jug, n. {4iav. 
Wine-merchant, n. {ip§. 

Wine-press, n. (58, (HX. 

Wine-shop, n. iGs, 1B tii, iE, iG e- 

Wine-vault, n. {4s/. 
Wing, n. B, 44, WK. ON. 74, PG; feathers 

of the wing and tail, (J; to clip the wings, 
By # ; feathers and wings full grown, AE Eze 
8, FPR BW ; to clap the w ings, pee one 
cannot fly without wings, fi BLM FE 7G, Anes 

AGEAE; it is difficult to fy with artificial 
wings (it is difficult for you to get away), df 

AYER ; to take (put on) wings ‘and fly, #7 

THI, HB MIE, LRM ME; to take wings, 7; 
the wing of an army, 7% #; the left wing 
ofan army, 7 #, Pe; the right wing, @B, 
jE; the wings of love, #7 @; the wings or 
adherents of a band or cabal, #74; to be upon 
the wings, i) ; to make wings to, #& fm; feathers 
and wings, 74. 

Wing, v.t. @w, Ba. 
Wing-case, W aeiell a. (aby) 2B, 
Wing- footed, a. Pate swift, He, pe. 

Winged, pp. ora. A #, BoE, %2 (vj; wounded, 
tf fy, SE fy; swift, #E, Pe; winged animals, 

aL. 
Wingless, a. 406% fry. 
Winelet, n. Veh, BAF. 
Wingy, a. Having wings, #7 SPF, @; rapid, JR. 

Wink, v.z. To shut the eyes suas SWE, ik 
PAR, AHL, WEI, fifi, WAR; to wink to, (iA 
, FRE, LIAS, LI ax; to close the 
eyelids and exclude light, FAytii; to wink at, 
a connive at, to seem not to see, FETE Hii, HE 

Ve ER, FEB ASL, FEA, TE ASL, WOR A 
to wink at, to tolerate, Aft, AAI, WER. 

Wink, n. —47, wk; every wink, 49-49. 
Winked, pp. BT. 
Winking, ppr. 45, 47H; overlooking, fcHe, 
ra 

Winner, n. Mm, EB, GH. 
Wenning; ppr. or a, Gaining, jg, RE; attracting, 

tt: RK; Wee 

Winningly, adv. 

Winning-post, n. fmFe. 
Winnow, v. t. 3, HED, 3, HL, As, TH, Im; to 

winnow the truth from falsehood, Zp JE (fz ; to 
exumine, #3, #¥. 

Winnow, n. Sig. 

=: 

FR, HK. 

Winnowed, pp. ET, BT examined, #22 [ ; 
sifted, Fa 

Winnowing, ppr.ora. i; a winnowing fan, 
Sig , isk HE, ff, A; 8 Winnowing mill or machine, 

Winsome, a. Pey§. | A. 
Winter, n. The cold season, &, & I, ZH, 

Ay, MER NE, Fe; the winter months, AF ; 
the winter month, }{é)Jq ; the winter sacrifice, 
& FS, |S, Fie; to endure the winter, AA; 
winter caps, YH, Seif ; a winter’s day, & A. 

Winter, v. 7. 3%. 
Winter-barley, n. &F3E. 
Winter-berry, n. &-F. 
Winter-garden, n. AER. 
Winter-green, n. BREAST BES, ap ALAE ; coarse 

winter-green, #RAS, FARE. 
Winter-pear, n. 2H. 

Winter-quarters, n. pl. #227 
Winter-solstice, n. 4&3; the festival at the 

winter-solstice, 2 @j, fz 3 fiji; to keep the 
festival of the winter-solstice, fit, 3B. 

Wintered, pp. or a. a ee 

Wintering, ppr. jh. 

Winter y, a. SME, Zi, & A, HB, 38. 

Winze, n. 3m ire 

Wipe, v.t. 4, HK, tk, Bh, Dh aX, Hi, BR, dx, 4a, 

Hh, He ait PRIM. 4B, HE, HE, ee, OF, BA, HE; to 
wipe off, #3, We to wipe off dirt, #Pa PR 

Bi HI; to wipe clean, f£#¢ 4, UR, if 
weer, #2; to wipe out, as disgrace, 42, RZ; 
to wipe out disgrace, Se}jt; to wipe out, to 

eflace, #£ 3, iF, te; to wipe off or away 

tears, #5 AR BR AA DG, Be, DTK, FB, tk; to 
wipe dry, #£#%, iMG to wipe with the hand, 

(RHE. LIFRHE, HE; to wipe the mouth, EO, 
#538, HAG ; to wipe one out of their property, 
Be AME ze, hi J SE; wipe the table, $e, HE 

hes, TEE: 
Wipe, n. #5 #, FH; to give a wipe, ## — Ip; 

to give one a wipe, BS J\. 

Wiped, pp. #5i8, $7 ; (they) wiped away their 
tears and parted, Aq Th Hl. 

Wiper, n. $k UE, #5 4, FA HB; the cloth used for 
wiping, FE Ai, tA i. 

Wiping, ppr. Fk, #§; eflacing, $kF, fz; wip- 

ing off, as diserace, Se. 

Wire, n. #, HE; iron wire, $k #G, HE; copper 

wire, Spjfi; to draw wire, Fx, PAR; made 

of wire, 25M fF, A5(E A. 

Wire-drawer, n. 4b %53%; gold-wire-drawer, fF 

SEER A 
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Wire-drawing mill, ». #41 Jp. 

Wire-guaze, n. #iHb, AUR. 
Wire-puller, n. $40. 

Wiry, a. $5006, 38 | 
Wisdom, n. The right use or exercise of knowl- 

edge, #8, 4g SS, i #8, 48 Ti, 5M fi, an, HK cr 

HS, Wh, Be, BP; intuitive wisdom, ¢ #7, RUE 
human learning, 4 #9, F S$; quickness of 
intellect, readiness of apprehension, ¥& Ajj; 
godliness, UGH; to learn wisdom, lps. 

Wise, a. #72, ‘g mh BO ‘a, HE, AR A A, is 
15, AS, Bi ils ae | PES eA ak, VR Ris ay 

BK, PK, HE; a wise lord, ee a Wise prince, 
we #F;* a wise king, 3#=E; the wise son of 
heaven, #276 F ; * skillful, 75, Fh 4; penned 
1H) SLI knowing, J&A; godly, fos ; wise 

deportment, 7:4 25 pp 47 38, EF; a wise say- 

ing, a8, 4 B- 
Wise, n. Manner, #8, f¥; in any wise, IZ iy eh 

Be, Arai te, Bike; in no wise, HE iA, 
iA, fA, #4 dnc ; in this wise, WE tes We ae | 

sete, Mote, AE. 
Wise-sayer, n. po£p#f ; a dunce, 

Wiseacre, n. #144 ; Miss wiseacre, 

#§;.a dunce, £546. 
Wisely, adv. aes me, 4, Ss FEY, 
Wish, v. 7. or t. fifi, 78, (2 BA, Se, Be, Bk, ae ER, 

1 6, wi, WA, 7A eH , ics ieee EL AVAE, HK, 

WWE; to lone, Be, fake, chlm@l; [ wish (desire) 
to go, FMA, Fk ; I wish (will, am deter- 

mined) to go, 4% Bi 3; to wish to die, ji ZE, 
GREE; what do you wisli me to do? (pBeqe (ik | 
44, FE, WT BK IK i HH; I shall wish it, FRB 

2, FKL; you wish it, (IE, MEE 
I wish you to go, FMEA, FRINGE: all 
that I wish, MiFk iy fi; 1 wisi you well, 4& ii 
(45 TI AGA, (Rik; to wish one joy, 
ASN, BSA, RSA; what I wish (desire), 
AR ARG; what I wish (will), FRB, Awe, 
AK; I wish T could 20, LAE HK, RA 
#; asl wish, nf, Ani; exactly as I wish, | 

TE WHE; don't wish, HEAL, HK, His I 
wish you a pleasant voyage, Jac feZe Zw ; to 
ask, 9; to ask one’s psn WASH. 

Wish, n. Mi, , BAA, oh, TB, Ee, GE; it is | 
his wish, (B3e{B, (HZ, fh HZ; according 
to one’s wish, ui, Bi, RE, AEE; to ob-| 
tain (have) one’s W ish, ti Oe fs Te, pace 

TRE, iF. , 

weak A, ae he 

* These expressions refer to the emperor. 34 otherwise | 
rendered sacred, applies here to the wise rule or wisdom | 
of the sovereign. | 

PRIA; a good wish, 44-48, 5 A; to harbor a 
wish, {8 fi; to present one’s best wishes, ij 

Ks (Pe. ns K- 
Wished, pp. Desired, Jf J, Bi ith, BE GB, 48 7, 

45; well-wisher, Jj . Bal #4 GK th, Aut 

Wishful, a. JAPF, (32 A. 

Wishfully, adv. ffi, 3e. 

Wishing, ppr. Desiring, Jf, @ 

ing, HE. 
Wisk, v. i. #38 fé. 
Wisket, n. . 
Wisp, ». A small bundle of straw, —Jje@us. 
Wistful, a. J, Ju, Bot. 
Wit, v. 7. To know, as:—to wit (namely), () ff, 

se Op - 
Wit, n. The intellect, 7 a, 4%, 
te “em, Wye; humor, 

K, BE, AL; long- 

AY) Ze ; ingenu- 

3 Els wh aff, Fe 5, 
iG ; satire, mall, EE sarcasm, ii), dz 
nf; full of wit, AF eT; to learn wit, St A 

=; bought wit is best, § 2% 4 # i. 3B Ut | figs 
common wit, P/E; to be out of one’ S Wits, #3, 
Mi AW; to be frightened out one’s wits, A 
FLT, 73 ARG; at one’s wits end, NH 41 (i FF 
wy, i Se, GA, FA GH, shoe UL UE ik ; 2 man of wit, 

WAY; ; to have one’s wits, #fH9 4; a man of 
fine wits, & #9 3 Ak #5 to crack one’s wits 
upon one, HEE J, By FEN. 

W ee n. BLO, Ais YE, GLUE, PSOE, BAS 
YE, HR= HG; to ask (inquire of) a witch, Ps. 

Sra v. t. See Bewiteh. 

Witchcraft, n. $545, A&G, SRG. HA. 
ee prep. Together, frj, JE, i, Fy, it, BY, sae, 

Be ft; by (noting instrument), LJ. ip. BE 
to ‘yest with, #f; it rests with me, 7£ 4K; is 
with me, JEIRZE, BUFR Z ; to live with, fay Zz, 
JE FE; to sleep with, faJfS]; with a knife, J] 
JJ, FAI); with a stick, FAKE, LIKE; with the 
hand, A=, AF, LIF; come along with me, 
fis Les, A GAS GE; speak with him, JLB 
a, HLA SS, Fu (at ; one with another, A 4H, 

4H; with all my heart, — %, Ao, — Heaths 
to succeed with, j¥ Hi, 4; things do not go 

well with him, 4B le Sf A 35%, fi ay ct 
fie; endowed with, #4; surrounded, fi, E: 

surrounded with difficulties, fi) LUNE, 4 HEF 

dz; to rejoice with the people, Hd St [ia] #% 
what shall I do with Lim? 4 [ij 4B (i -y, BFE, 
Ar Au (iat; to eat with chopsticks, AytR+ 
#@; to eat with one, JENA, [) VB; to eat 
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with another substance, Sf f= ; the betel-nut 
is masticated with lime and the siri leaf, #¥% 
HSI BE RW; with which, EPL; with it, FA 
4B, LI; to compare with one another, 44 ¥f, 
FAIL; to be angry with one, J\; to come 
up with, ## [.; it is with meas with him, 7 
dk (BA — #e; with child, A; with a loud 
voice, ARE with tears, Luge; with all 
speed, & es with men, dE J; 

with, 4 AE; to find fault with, Parag ; it 
is usually so with him, {Bs HEGRE ; he is | 
dark with the sun, 22 fip/§S4(B; to part with, 
ait, Be, #8; with regard to, with respect to, 
ZEijs, Ha; together with God, HM EWI ; 
with the Supreme, ii #7 Jz. 

Withal, adv. Together with, #%€, SE; likewise, 
Up #R; at the same time, iI. 

Withamite, n. 7%. 
Withdraw, v.¢. To take from, IZ &, Ih fi, Re 

Je]; to recall, 49 %#, 44 le); to withdraw a 
charge, Fyle] 44k; to withdraw one’s shoul- 
der, 4,j§; to withdraw troops, FMJe) ts, Icke, 
22 Be 
BE-N: 

Withdraw, v. 7. To withdraw from, 3%, 3b, 
At, eE; to withdraw from sight, jl jh; to 

withdraw from an affair, AJ3eE; to withdraw 

from an engagement, #44), =F, (YH fff. 
Withdrawer, n. $84, HEB, il 4- 
Withdrawing, ppr. 
Withdrawment, Withdrawal, n. 384); the act 

of taking back, AA, We #: ; a recalling, 

IBlel #. 
fH, AT, Withdrawn, pp. Withdrawn from, 38 jt 

HET. | 
Wither, v. 7. J Ht, UNIS, Gt, As. Hi, Beye, EMF, | 

| Withstanding, ppr. ¢ Wek, FE; the flowers wither, 7E if. 
Withered, pp. or a. HET, WT, ES, HET 38 

withered arm, 3% =. 
Withering, ppr. Af, Ud}, 32. 
Withernam, n. fa@4y™@. 
Withheld, pret. and pp. of withhold. 

Withhold, v. ¢.; pret. and pp. withheld. To hold 
back, Arwes, AH, AHH; to restrain, *fij; to 
hinder, PAE, PAS} ; to withhold one’s things, 

TERN ABI, Bs NZ aA se fh 5 to with- 
hold one’s consent, Aye, Arie. 

Within, adv. or prep. In the inner part, 7F A, | 

AVA. Ayia, Alin. ARO, Ae, Zed, Ze eH, 
th, FA, ZEA; mot beyond, fa], +e, Heh], A; 

within himself, 742A ; within his power, 4 | 
#E ; Within one year, —4f. 7 [a] ; within a few 

to be in fayor 

(Te). | 
Retiring, 3% ; recalling, 47 | 

| 

| Withwind, . 

days, ¥A2ZA, KAZI. AHA ; within 
ten days, A | -+- A ; within and without, yy 
Aly ; is he within ? {ON Py BANE ; he is within, 

(EMR WINS, HE Ze AY; within doors, ER BR, 
Zé % ; from within, WEA BH, RPE ON, oh PD; 
within board, 7 fi; within call, 38 4B; 
within memory, #@/§ ; Within a little, Ft—fj. 

Withinside, adv. 42 Ait. ZEA SF. 
Without, adv. or prep. Not with, AL, AFA; in 

a state of not having, 47, S&, RA, RA, 
#7; beyond, 4h; on the outside of, Shit, ZESb, 

AbBEL; unless, except, BRIE, HIE, BA, IE: 
without a book, 42; without a law, Sey; 
without food, 4%; without reason, 4HE A, 
without end, BE@%; without end, in perpetuity, 
AE AK > without labor or trouble, _ . E ne 

cannot do without it, 47 PENE 7], A Ae ane Sie 3: ; 

can do without it, J (4B ; without our reach, 
Ie AK, AS AE  ; poverty without flattery, 
Fi it BEA 4 A ; would not eat without ginger, 

AE EB; without the cate, 4 F94h; without 
you we should have perished, J# (% (ip pe FR wD 
Co, SE we A RA; without the city wall, 
HRA ; without it looks fine, Sp jy A) Se, 4b A 

3; from without, WES. Ay xp; without excep- 
tion, &— AL, —HE, AF; without fear, Arg, 

Fa a v.t. To oppose, to resist, FEG:, FRIES, 

PRE. AGE, B, 4B. CdE. HCE, Ae, oh, PSE; 
able to withstand, HERE, FBG CE, AGE ; 
unable to withstand, J2 He 5 4. FRIG ARE, HH 
ef, a0 Af ; to withstand reason, #fZp; to 

withstand difficulties, 73 4é, FH HE, su 3; to 
withstand the evil one, YS 4. 

Withstander, n. we 40 HG 

jpposing, FREE. 3a CE 4E- 
Withstood, pp. #E f, U7. 

See Conyolvulus. 

Withy, n. Pht 
Witless, a. 486 4 fry, 58. JE; a witless fellow, 5 a 

F-, Heer, Se en 7 FE ; wanting thought, #eyy 
Witling, n. 5. 

Witness, n. {E PE, alk A, alt 4 le Fak; Sak, 

WHE ; testimony, FI Ht, age; to bear a wit- 
ness, {£ af; to call in a witness, 48 aE JL; to 

eall to witness, 43 0) (aE ; in witness whereof, 
Liggtege, LIE. LAE; with a witness, 
48 47, FEAL, Jy; to be a witness, LIQ AE, LAF 
#5 HE; to be an eye-witness, 3} fk Fl ; an eye- 
witness, FL 48, PLMESL Hs. 

Waites; v. t. Lo see by personal presence, fii, A, 
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#1 Fl ; to attest, to bear testimony, st, =r, fk, 

fx; to see the execution of an instrument 

and subscribe it for the purpose of its oe 

ticity, Fake Fak A, Fe iak Sh, TEE SL ’ 

witness to, ees to witness to the ane 

78 (Fak, ab: 
Witnessed, pp. Seen in person, $f Ji, mh ys; 

testified, HS, (E ith at. 

Witnessing, ppr. Seeing in person, 9 FL; giving 

evidence, {£ #, ail: 
Witted, a. 47 4%; quick-witted, FAW], i Fz, 

ABAD. 
Witticism, n. EA, HA Zit, Ze, RE 
Wittily, adv. LIPRIG, HEX, wR; ingeniously, 

Hh HHH, LET. 
Wittiness, n. [e754%, WRH. 
Wittingly, adv. Knowingly, de®, FF. 

Wittol, n. $f ZS. 
Witty, a. Acute, smart, (RI5, FRAY, HE, Siz. 

TA, BEG, 1, TEG, $I, FIL; judicious, 
ANS, BET, FEMS; ironical, mea, we SEA, ak 

Witwall, n. #€%. | Ha Ay. 
Wive, v. t. or 7. AAC. 
Wiveless, a. ANE ZF. 
Wives, n. pl. ot wife. 

Wizard, n. SAE, HAD, WiZS, PUBL, WRIA, 
BAZ A, fii A. Bea, BB, WL, BE. 

Wizard, a. Enchanting, 4k, PE BEAY- 

Woad, n. (HAT, FREE. 
Woe, n. Grief, misery, ete. as:—woe! WRK, HF, 
ia a woe to you! (RAL A fe A ite; woe 

is me! woe to me! ¥¢ 4%, IG MF, chem, Wi Hes 
woe to them ! THB: woe to the world ! jf} 

BEIEIE; misery, yA, SOME, DERE. WHE, BUR. 
Woeful, Woful, a. Sorrowful, “£5 fy "PE, 2 IY A5 ; 

bringing calamity, (RgEnE Ay: miserable, PER 
fly ; calamitous, S& ih AS, mH HB AT. 

Woefully, Wofully y, adv. Sorrowfully, %& 4 ; 
wretchedly, 7 1 BR Kp ZE}B, Beli; extremely, 

Pi, HE, Fic. 
Woefulness, Wofulness, n. Misery, gery, if AB. 
Wolf, n. $F 4%, J8;a young wolf, AEF, Hes a 

male wolf, ff 2, #1 Api, RE, HZ; a female wolf, 
a she-wolf, 4s, JRE, FEAL; a kind of wolf, 
XH, JfH; an eating ulcer, £49 ; to hold the 
wolf by the ears, 7¢ SZ fa]. 

Wolf-dog, n. $4 Fy. 
Wolf-fish, n. Anarrhicas, FAH, 

species of anarrhicas, FF AA. 
Wolf-net, n. 7644. 
Wolfish, a. 3%; a wolfish heart, #$,% ; a wolfish 

=vo>N 

another 

_WON 

raeposinins ie tk. 
Wolfishly, adv. ve 

| Wolf’s-bane, n. 9H, B DAK. 

0 | Wolf’s-claw, n. Lye gree Si Ze, AEP FE. 
| Wolf’s-milk, n. padi. ( 
Wolf’s- peach, n. See Tesi or Loye-apple. 
Wolverene, Wolverine, n. Gulo luscus, JL Z RR. 
Woman, n.; pl. Women. 4, AA, He, HE; an 

unmarried woman, Arai NS F-, NHL; a mar- 
ried woman, if, 4 Ac, Sif JL; women in general, 
hit Ac, Act, ACF PY; an old woman, wu (= 

Fc); a woman of the town, a woman of pleasure, 

SEL AR Ac, WE, VF; a Woman of rank, 4 4a 5 

a chaste ian He, fiz; a handsome 
woman, 32%, Si, 1&4 ; virtuous women, 2 
te, i #8 45 woman's place, RIE Z Rs 
women’s work, KML, Fees WAL the 
women ruling, It ZF] 2; woman’s attire, 

AK ;a full grown or marriable woman, 4 
Woman-hater, n. A pares a 
Woman-like, a. IN, Wh de. 
Womanhood, n. # #& #; to reach womanhood, 

A SEM SF. 
Womanish, a. #, AME, Achy, AA, AHA, 

4, WS, HE; womanish habit, AR, MRA HEAN.- 
Womanishly, adv. (RA HE. 
Womanishness, n. (RAH B, RATE. 

Womankind, n. Arif. 
Womanly, a. & NAW, Ac tA. 

Womb, n. The uterus of a female, A}, F's, Aa 
fii; a mother’s womb, BEAS; the womb of 

misery, 7f§ AG; the womb of the earth, 4 Zz 1# 
463, ti 2A; to still the womb, Aa. 

Wombat, n. DSR, FER. 

Women, n. pl. of woman. 

Won, pret.and pp. of win. aS, BS. Bis. 

Wonder, n. (HAP ESE, 7H, FRA, HERZ 
Bi, HE ZH, Ah, MELE ZA; it is the sub- 
ject of my wonder, 4¥ ZF Z ; to look all wonder, 
At HiZy ; to make a wonder of, J'#2F; in the 
name of wonder, =f-#§ ;a miracle, @¢ih, mpHk, 

‘ih; no wonder, SehE. 
Wonder, «. 7. Hizy, 6H, ERE, EH, AS, 
2; to wonder at, HB, ZZ, HZ, HZ; 
to wonder, to be anxious to know, 484, #4, 

jsf; I wonder whether he will come, #Q78 
FNAB ACME 3c, Fz BEA fe AE TF ; need not wonder 

at it, HE EH 1B. BR. 
Wonder-struck, a. SE HIZy, MEP. 

Wonder -working, a. FH ZS, FF 
Wonderer, n. ts SIRE, ay 4. 

RL. 
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Wonderful, a. HiZy et, 20s, Wh, Zee, HERS, | Wood-reeve, n. $f’. 
BLS AS, ERS, WF fy; wonderful ! Af Hizy, AG  Wood-sare, n. Aryl. 

HE, BEAL, A ZY, BLOF; very wonderful, 4 Hf 2 | Wood-screw, n. ACHR. 
We, Fak, SERS, WRAL ; wonderful ingenuity, 

|: 

Wonderfully, adv. AGE HIZS AY, 46-25 ; wonderfully 

made, fit fe xb, tts ay, Ab, HLAb ZT. 
Wonderfulness, n. 52), 2 BiH, SL bh. 
Wondering, ppr. or a. Hi ar, re¥8, ZF- 
Wonderment, n. Hizy, 272i #. 

Wondrous, a. ZF, Hi Ze, BLA; strange, PEE 

fy, PE. 
Wondrously, adv. HiZy, ZF, Wh. 
Wont, a. Accustomed, |#, | 24, Bh. 
Wonted, pp.ora. fH, #4; she was wonted to say, | 

1B ii olt, (Wis S. [ia. 

Woo, v. t. To solicit in love, #838, HEB. Spy, Bh 
Wood, n. Ax; a block of wood, a log of wood, Ax 

BA, (RAC; hard wood, HAC; soft wood, Ke | 
AX ; camagon wood, % }ifj ; ebony wood, BAX ; 
agalloch or aloes wood, }{: 4; fragrant wood, 

AX ; kranjee wood, BFA; laka wood, fe F ; 
red wood, #4 ; a kind of red wood, fff ; sapan | 

| Woodman, n. KE J; a sportsman, %§ J. ; one who or Brazil wood, ffAs ; mango wood, —eHEAC ; 
wood used for making arrows, #BHK, HE, He, Ky 
pH; wood used for making hows, #J; bitter 
wood, 747s, #4 ; wood used for coffins, HERE; a 

forest, PK; rotten wood, f§As; to char wood, | 
in order to bend it, HEAL; to chop wood, wR AK; 
wood used for naves of wheels, #AM, FR, AAS 
wood used for making boxes, #€; dry wood 
used for fuel, #@; an idol, ACpfi, HERR. 

Wood-ant, n. Avie. 
Wood-ashes, n. pl. ACK. 

Wood-ehat, n. See Buteher-bird. 
Wood-coal, n. Charcoal, je. 
Wood-cut, n. Axel, ASPRE. 

Wood-entter, n. fa WE, HES, MOE, HACE. 
Wood-drink, n. Axfif. 

Wood-engraving, n. GAS, ALAS 23%, Yi AS Ze. 
See Xylography. 

Wood-house, n. ASK, ASR. 
Wood-land, n. $f fi, BEL, FE EAS; wood-land | 

in England, $f} hh. 
Wood-lark, n. [Lp hicks. 

Wood-louse, n. See Asellus. 

Wood-mite, n. Arik. 
Wood-mote, n. 4 $k #f. 

Wood-nymph, n. #qihzc. 
Wood-offering, n. Ax%. 
Wood-pigeon, n. See Dove and Pigeon, 

| 

Wood-soot, »n AHE, HeRLTE. 

Wood-sorrel, n. See Oxalic. 

Wood-spite, n. See Woodpecker. 

Wood-tin, n. #7 $3. 
| Wood-ward, n. Hz \. 
Wood-wash, Wood-wax, Wood-waxen, n. The 

dyer’s broom, genista tinctoria, Yetit%. 

Woodbind, Woodbine, n. See Honey-suckle. 
Woodcock, n. $4%4. 
Wooded, a. §K ; wooded mountains, fl. 
Wooden, a. Ax, AvP ; wooden fish, Arf, P*G; 

to strike the wooden fish, @& ff] ; a wooden 
dipper, Axzz; a wooden trencher, At Pe, Be; 
wooden doors, AxPY; a wooden box, Aki; 

wooden shoes, Ax#E ; a wooden image, Arf ,AC 
f& - to strike the wooden bell, to receive a 
bribe, J#7Ag# ; clumsy, awkward, 4H; a wooden 
block, a clumsy fellow, ASU, ASAE. 

Woodiness, n. BUH, BAR. fil. 
Woodless, a. 486 }i}AS; a woodless mountain, Zé 

cuts down trees, fiJAS #4, HEF. 
Woodness, n. Anger, rage, Zh ®. 

Woodpecker, n. WAC E. 

Woody, a. #8, SHIM, SASS, MRE, HE; ligme- 
ous, AME, ASAy, FAS; woody hills, PR]. 

Wood-nightshade, n. Solanum duleamara, 3% 
Wooer, n. eae H. 1%. 
Woof, n. ¥%, oH, fa] fF. 

Wool, ». Wool of sheep, #2636. 26%, 2225; 
cotton wool, Av fi, #AxE ; made of wool, fR2e 

= {€ fj; to be wool-gathering, jt) i. See 
Cotton. 

Wool-comber, n. Jil) (3, fil) #3 75. 
Wool-driver, n. #4. 

Wool-gathering, a. or n. He, THe. 
Wool-grower, n. #E26 ZR. 

Wool-pack, n. A pack or bag of wool, #3, 
Wool-sack, n. #¢ 404 fic (C0 ZEER AH). 

Wool-staple, n. #3 #2676 Fit. 
Wool-trade, n. $2676 AEE. 
Woold, v. t. #8. 

Woolded, pp. #7, PRLS. 

Woolding, ppr. #82, GLEE. 
Woolen, a. $%, HA fy; of cotton, Hi fry; woolen 

cloth, 9%, “k 4 ; woolen manufactures, are :— 
broad-cloth and Spanish stripes, & 7#WE, AVE; 

inferior woolens and Spanish stripes, PF Sk ; 
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long-ells, of ; kerseymere, WE ; blankets, 
¥E GRE. RE; woolen and cotton mixtures, $X 
Hi ti; Woolen yarn, $ # ; for other manufac- 
tures, see under the respective heads. 

Woolen-draper, ». JEDA SK. 

Wooliness, n. (LS #%, UR, TF MK. 
Woolly, a. HiME, HEM, EA. MEM, 
{1h HAE HA; woolly hair, 4) 7 52, fm ey 

Word, n. &, 38, WJ; a written word or character, 

“F. ; a word or expression, #4, ff, aa, —‘ilak, 
=% ; word for (by) word, FB, BE, WW, B® 
4iJ; in a word, AK, 0K, #3; right words, 
JEG ; good words, 5 WBA ar words of 
consolation, Fa ; does not make a word, Me jX 

*7.; listen to his words, ¥&(B ilk, #8(BE aK, 
FE fh 2s ; a-word of assent, —i# ; one promise 
and no two words, —;fi4#— FF ; one word is 
(worth as much) as a thousand taels, —afi-e 

a true word, ILE, Hak, MAG, AMS 
fijai ; vain, idle or empty words, Hiss, Py# ; 
words and actions, #7; need not make so 
many words, # (i Zit, FASE; words of 
course, (7H, Rew 2 =; to exchange words 

with one, Ma7e, Ft ws, FRY; words worthy of 
acceptation, By %y27+; by word, by word of 
mouth, 1 f&, Wik ; half a word, 4A, 7E4A; 
a few words, #8 43) if, Hz GZ; to fulfill one’s 
word, #& = ; to retract one’s word, RS, Kz; 
to fail in one’s peered, 4{Z ; to take one at his 
word, #t 2; to bring or carry word, 4 

ia; ae, {iF Be word once uttered is difficult 

to reeall, Hi—Ay tah HEC GH. er foe HE 
Bi HESE ; do not believe one word of it, —ay/# 
(2, -—B A(z; included in one word, —Ayj EJ 
JB, —B LR ; the Word of God, B38; 
word of truth, J2#j4; words of admonition, ¥# 
; words of reproof, #7; a proverb, (a ; 

the words of the ancients, GAZE; vague 
words, 7% &. 

Word-catcher, n. BF. 
Worded, pp. or a. Expressed in words, as :—vwell- 

worded, ES ,tE 7 ; not well-worded, Fy l# 4, 
12 SH; awkwardly worded, #7. 

Wordily, adv. WER 

Wordiness, n. 2H, #3. 
Wording, n. BE, Bis 

Wordy, a. SHWE, SEH. USM, FS. 
Work, v. 7. ; pret. and pp. worked, wrought. To 
worker de, HEIL, 47. HEE: to work in, fff 
a 2a Cp fFAEL to work, as a stone-cutter 3 

ie Si at, ae {f:, he: to work for ee We 
to work in cotton, fifa 4ZEipE; to operate, FF, 
Hy ; to ferment, #€; to work in gems, HK, HZ; 
to produce effects, # Dy, A RAF; to work one’s 
self through, 3% jf ; to work on, (ii, $f, Jah ; to 
work with, Jj, £1; to work near, Hi FE; to 

work all night, #€7& {iy Tse; to work all the 
day, I F ff, # A ffk; to work together, fa] B, 
JEP ; to work upon one’s mind, gh Nog. fi 
Aad; to sail or ply against the wind, Ha YE; 
to work by the job, 47470, 47 #1. 

Work, v.t. To move, #4; to stir and mix, #RJH ; 
to form by labor, #7, ff, {£, #; to mold, to 
fashion, WK {J ; to work a mine, #74 ; to work 
iron, 474%, sf; to work up felt, PRE ; to 
work up gems, KE. $f =e ; to work or embroid- 
er, filigit; to work a ship, FLA%; to work the 
bellows, #f Jl #7; to work up the clay, asa 
potter, if Ji, G2 JE; to work clay, #% +; to 

work the seull, #f£p%, FE4&; to work out one’s 
term, {ijf§ HJ; to work out one’s design, MER, 
43 C &; to work one out of anerror, WE AZ EK; 
to work out one’s task, 36783}; to work out 

one’s own salvation, 54 78 Bat oe” fk 3 to work 
a sum, #f § ; to work up, to excite, §% FE, Be By ; 
to work up, Jj {i ; to work a miracle, phi. 

Work, n. T, TR, Tf, TH, Tih FA, 
{f, 4E#§, $7; to love work, 447 7; at work, 
4h Te; task work, #7; to do task work, Fy 
#4 7. ; one task of work, — Ft; a day’s work, 
Ai; job work, #7.; to commence work, it 

TY, BAL, FE, BA, 444%; to stop work, I 

T., JET; to look out for work, #2 Te ffk, Fz 

TE BEE; no work to do, SRIAGS. ATK 
to do one’s work, ¢& J\ fix; to go to work, P=; 
to have work upon one’s hands, #73?, A TF 

{i ; a set of works, —#5# ; good works, 3 fF 
4, $2 Dy: clumsy work, $4} 1; admirable 
work, 47. ; meritorious works, BAF ; skillful 
work, 3577.. #71; to complete a work, 567, 
WY. ; works, 443%; to do needle work, $f} 7}; 
difficult work, #£ 7; easy work, BT, SpE 

Tk; Board of Works, 7 2. 
Work-bag, n. TR. 

Work-box, n. Tk 4. 
| Work-fellow, n. #31, [AV(E#, 772. 
Work-folk, n. pl. TK. 

Work-house, Working-house, n. ff. 

Work-shop, n. 7%, (ELE. 
Work-table, n. 7. fe. 
Work-woman, n. (EL ZK, EHX. 

6 U 



Worked, pp. Moved, HT, #7 s; labored, (KT ; 
performed, 4 J ; managed, PBK, 7; fer- 

mented, #€ 7. 
Worker, n. (£ 3%; one who performs, #7 #%, #9 #- 
Working, ppr. or a. Moving, f7, Hh; operating, 

as medicine, #fWfE ; laboring, #7, 4}. 
Working-day, n. ff LZ. 
Workman, n. TA, FJTLZA, AL, TE, 

BE. lie A, Hes ya good workman, 44=F3k, 
dg FFX, AS (i ff, THAR; a master-workman, fil 

(i; a hired workman, fféT.. 
Workmanship, n. 7; fine workmanship, #1, 

4) 4m T. 3 ; admirable workmanship, 4} T.; 
skillful workmanship, 75 7.; excellent work- 

manship, 42, 361; unskillful workmanship, 

qT. 
Workman-like, a, Skillful, 34, #. 
World, n. {lk, it RP, JUTE, JLT, e252, BEI, 

SCAMMER, YR, SEI%, BEE ; the world, accord- 

ing to Buddhists, 2 #%; the universe, FR Ji, 
“ey, #ehi; the earth, ff; the upper world, 
FE; the lower world, ff ; the old world, $5 Hh;* 
the new world, miZe FIN; to come into the 

world, Hf{IE; to come to the world, as Christ, 
(AE; the present world, 4 {It, JE{lE; the fu- 

ture world, efit, # {iE ; in the world, Ze {Ik, flk 

E27 Ay; the vulgar (dusty) world, BE (@, #0 BE, 
fE® ; to quit the world, as a priest, 4 RE, Ht Ze ; 
to enter the world again, 3% (@; to go out of the 
world, to die, 34 {lE, Pye fk; the ways of the 
world, {lt % 34; to be beforehand in the world, 

AGE FR, ee EE ; to be behindhand in the world, 
Hi ; to have the world in a string, to drive 

the world before him, @3P3RF; the whole 
world, RP SMI TY , BEE, AME; acquainted 
with the world, EF, WARN, ai Tk; a 
world’s contempt, unacquinted with the world, 

[ie i (IE FR, A WBE TEE FH ; to live in the world, f£ 
ZEJETIE; to pass through the world, fAX{lt FR ; 
the learned world, {it :% fii -+; a man of the 
world, #-lk% J; to love the world, #flk; a 
world of people, —lk% J\, Jc at ; to arouse the 
world, #€ fl; to admonish the world, # {IE ; 

the visible or present world, PA ft, 31 Ze TE; 
the invisible or future world, F&{lE ; the affairs 

of the world, JE ft “37, KP ZF; the fashion 
of this world, Jkfk:44k; the customs of the 
world, fit % (#74; the manners of this world, 

* Epes, EL, BE RIM 

JE Te % Jil, ; not for all the world, lof 76 Hy 

{lt #4; world without end, ffk | BE 28, 3 jae; 
what the world has not seen, ft BRAS HL; the 
defiled world, jfayy 7 TE ; the beginning of the 
world, FWBAI ; the end of the world, f&kZ 

World-wide, a. 5& EA; world-wide fame, 5¢: ff 

2G, BAEZ ; world-wide talent, 4 ft 7 >. 

Worldliness, n. Be fk 700, ZS, EE ZG, 

Belk FE, Alot. Hats, BEd. RTE Zt. 
Worldling, n. JR TEA, AFIEA, API SESE, 

(hd &. 
Worldly, a. Pertaining to this world or life, ff, 

fib 9G, fk 4; devoted to this life, J& TEE, ETE, 

Jef HE WHE fe SE IEA; worldly wisdom, 
fit 7; worldly honor, fit 7 *&RXK ; worldly ad- 

vaniaces, J te 2% 4, UE UE A, PEM ZA 
worldly pleasure, fli 7% fe 4¢. 

Worldly-minded, a. J& PERE, JRTE WAS, ATE 

HH, fats. Hid. 
Worldly-mindedness, n. J& E41, % & TE, BH 

Te, Bi tk % th fe, Jud, {ft td, EEG. 

Worleys, n. xe. 

Worm, n. wh, th, wk ; worms in the bowels, 8 
WE zak 5 tape-worm, Jag atk ; ascarides, ys 
Hk; lwmbrict, [Alak; worms in liquids, sak ; 
to eat or enaw, like a worm, N&, | ; remorse, 

Ti; where the worm dieth not, 4 fk dA 
%E > a screw for drawing cartridges, #WEF 7 
HS > a spiral pipe, MRA; to wriggle like 
a worm, Wi7Nh, NTF, Weal, QW. 

Worm, v. i. FRA, fiptt. 
Worm, v.t. To undermine by slow and secret 

means, PRaE, WRaE; to draw a cartridge from 
a gun, Pee ; to wind spirally around, 40 Ee 
hee, $2 qnhhe% ; to worm one’s self into, FR A, 

Worm-eaten, a. itt, ak Fe"it, HET Ay, Sei 
fig, ISIE, YAMA; Worthless, MEF AY, KEM. 

Worm-fence, n. 22° 27.8 £. 

Worm-egrass, n. Ri. 
Worm-hole, n. sip, 1, se Ae. 
Worm-like, a. #8, J; spiral, RRRRIE. 
Worm-powder, n. Boanik, Peta. 

Wormwood, n. Py psegs (2), SEH (2). 

Wormy, a. sh "BE, ty atk, & vk fi; wormy affee- 

tions, fifi, SRE. 
Worn, pp. of wear. Fi, 48S. 
Worn-out, a. Worn-out, as clothes, 224), FFU; 

worn-out, as the body or mind from care, &e., 

RA, WS, WSF, WE. 
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Worried, pp. Harassed, BEET. DARE. 
Worrier, n. SELES | Hah 3. Worsted, pp. Worsted thread, 9§ 4, 3 #4; 
Worry, v.t. To tease, to trouble, HE, Hap, SE 

25, 1, WB. UE, DRA, DENI ; to fatigue, FA, Ge 
ATA (& ; to worry to death, #4E J\; to tear, 
to mangle with the teeth, HEI fq, fii ; to perse- 
cute brutally, 44238, #34. 

Worrying, ppr. $45, dah; vexing, #8; fatigu-— 
ing, [Al {fg ; tearing, FE}hy. 

Woike; a. More evil, bad or ill, BES, We Sh, Wi RE, 

RE. EE, WRK. wise RHE, HME, HIG; 
worse than ee REUSE a ee Be | 
worse than formerly, a 

Se, Jos SE ily Ba aE 
H#—H, AZ8— 4; the worse, jpk #€88 ; 

sa disease, (Jj) HEA IE 

the 

longer the worse, jt ApkB2; not a hair the | 

to get | 
au) 

worse than, 77— fy $EjH, AE— BEE Ti ; 

the worse, FH, ifr. 
Worship, n. Your worship, #f, #%, &. 
Worship, n. Excellence of character, #4, & 4%, & 

47; the worship of God, F¢_ #9 238, FPL it 
#1, FTL tz Hi; the rite of worship, FF Z we fH, | 
J¢ 8 ; morning and evening worship, #)HGFF | 

LF | 

ls: 

Worship, v.t. To pay divine honors to, Jf, 

i FF, HFT; to respect, 4F, Ai, He, 8 
28, ASML, AA; to worship God, according to 
some, FEL; to worship God, according to 
athons, FF mh, FER E, Fi Ia ih; to worship 

Buddha, FV 3 to kneel and worship, ffgFi ; to 
prostrate (one’s self) and worship, F(R MF, | 
{KF¥; to worship in the morning and evening, 
WAG FE ; to worship idols, FF ar to worship 
the spirits, Ff; to worship the goose, Bt jf. 

Worship, v. 7. Jf; to worship at the tombs, FEAL. | 
Worshiped, pp. FF, FFie. 

Worshiper, n. Me MIT. 

Worshipful, a. &, Wey; 

Bil, €m. kit, BE, Bi. 
Worshiping, ppr. Ff, AF. 

Worst, a. Most bad, f& 32098, 35324, MGEE, ME, | 
a, JAE; the most severe, frye (i) A Ep fie | 

be at the | fj; the most difficult, JRE; to 
worst, Z£ FREE; the worst is past, FEB His TS, 
FH CL ith, FHEPECE ; the worst is yet to come, | 
Fac He Fi iF AE ; to come by the worst, fe BR, 
8 face fy; when the worst comes to the worst, 

ae ; atthe worst, 7B Al ; do your worst, 

a Bee Ap itt {i} Be» 4E f5 ( Hike ; to have the | 

worst of it, Wye, ti, Jk B35; the worst is at | 

first, HOPS KE, Atte Wee, WEST AR ME, iy SE 

worse every day, A #— ay 

worshipful master, | 

worsted stockings , BEE; worsted manufactures 
? 

Ais K- 
Wort, n. AE, Bf ; new beer, jy. 
Worth, n. Price, rate, (8, fii, Ht, Uf a desert, 

merit, Fk, HEX, “y of no worth, Sy, A fff 
$8; of great worth, FF A, FARE; conscious of 
one’s worth, #1¢, “fk 

bie a Equal in value to, fifi, HE ; deserving 

f, Hb, HEE, w n% 5 MRE i fa) rH, WE TE He ; hot 

Rin Me HC, Arifi; worth nothing, not worth 
anything, AD Me HR Fe, HA A fi, FF; not worth 
minel, MEAS, AGE ES, PIE; worth much, Hk 
SSPE, ECE, Af 5 not worth, aecash, [ze +t— zy, 
Ie {iti — “7 FS, — AC A fifi ; not worth a rotten 
orange, MFRS iF ; low much is it worth ? 

HEME SIME, (HES. OLE; worth a thou- 
sand taels, ff 7§ —-f iy ; worth ten dollars, ff 

43+ [A]; not worth talking about, i Rik, A 
fikS, ALBA, A esa ; not worth eating, A 
jsf, BYU Z4y; worth while, worth the 
trouble, M33, Bi) Wfaeee ; worth keeping, Ji 
ae ; worth receiving, FE jy, HESS ; worth a 
thousand a year, 4-46 A f,—-F- 4 ; take all 
Tam worth, fs Udy #4 ; well worth seeing, 

MERE, HET DL, ; 
eenily, ad v. Hf ARLE, BETTIE. HE ETE, IPE, 

HBR. 

otineee) n. Haj, HEE, ree A, HER. 
Worthless, a. Rey, Tr, Ai $8. STEVE, Tea 

$8, wee, +; a worthless fellow, 2&0f, REA, 
A, IE Ft TER, fil: a etl 

scholar, B (B, i fig, TE fie 
Wont hisses! n. Sef FA, Le, Jere 

Worthy, a. de, Je, ae a%, ME ef, et, WE; worthy 
brother, 56 ; a worthy person, BA, BN; a 
worthy friend, FEA, £ ZZ, tS worthy of 
reward, #£82'7%; worthy to receive, *Se, 

®; worthy to get, HE ; worthy of accepta- 
tion, Fay, $e ; worthy to be depended on, 
HEI, HE; worthy to be used, HEFA ; a worthy 
action, fl #5 a worthy example, AY 4% 37, By 
ASIF, BY SS, WY xk; my worthy wife, ee not 
worthy of, AH; worthy nobleman, ¥f 

Worthy, n. , BA. 
| Wot, v. 7. To know, to be aware, 4. 

| Would, pret. of will. I would, F#@#8, FEI, Geer. 
ts Ri; would that, FLA Rk Ae Fy; would 
that he would come, FL A4§ {2 9; would that 
I were taller than he, 1 AG iH 1E; would 
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ee =, ge Be "a GAL; Would rather not, = 
He, er J AR, Se Av; would rather die, 3 HE, ti 
oe opel rather lose my head fia do it, | 

Jeti FE BE AB ME {fk ; would you ? (ip Belk gee, | 
Ht 7 ; would it not be better? IES, Agr, | 

Av hi. | 
Wound, 105 {5 E Oo, hily (8, oes {e iz, ja ae a | 

seyere wound, zr Bs =, (8 75 Ze 5 a mortal 
wound, 3% 2E % (&%, # (3 a wound from the | 
bite of an animal, (% ff; a slight wound, #{&, | 

a poisoned wound, ie 47 ff 5 a | We 6, Bil, 3; 
wound from a fall, PE (=; the scar of a wound, 
{23 the cicatrix of a wound, (£88; the wound 
closes, #239 1 ; to close a wound, Ff! 1 ; to in- 
spect a wound, Haff. 

Wound, v.t. (2, ja, £, ja =, & = 
by cutting, #i; 

strument, §]], wi], ## ; to wound with a sword, 

(92 Gl, LI Mil % ; to wound the mind, ff); to 
wound the feelings, {Et ; to wound slightly, 
#e {% ; to wound severely, “ff. 

Wound, pret. and pp. of wind. Wound round, in- 
timate with, fas, Hes, 2H. 

Wounded, pp. or a. Hurt, 8 7, Ei JAS, ET; 
ovieved, Fe 4%, H55E, TPL. Ele; to be wounded, 
Bi, SEB, SEH 3 a wounded ‘heart or mind, 
{Et TH, TET; severely wounded, (%, (& 

Wounder, n. (84%, £&. | #3 Be Bg. 
Wounding, ppr. (%, ja, 8. 
W cundless! a. fu 6. Ane E . 

; to wound 

ay 

Wove, pret of weave. Rj. 

Wrackful, a. fy. 

Wraith, n. J§4E#H ZIG, HERZ 

Wrangle, i. Sf, ASE, PY, GH, Re, Ft 
8, MIMS, Bi, Shs, AA, An Be, 90, 
5G 0 ees, oS, Bl wk, SP ae, IHF, 
leit, Ste im 4H ; to litigate, FR. 

Wrangle, n. StpeSt, i, RH, 0 Ma 2. 
Wrangler, n. Ste, Sta, ei, FEREH; senior 

wrangler of the Hanlin, 4k 3p; the second 

a 

wrangler of the Hanlin, #§Afi; the third wran- | 
| Wrecker, n. Jef gler of the Hanlin, #£7§ ; the fourth wrangler 

of the Hanlin, fiji; the senior wrangler of 
the Tsin sz graduates, ## 3; the second wran- | 
eler of the 'T’sin sz graduates, @#} ; the senior 
wrangler of the Kit jin graduates, #¥7G; the 
second wrangler of the Kii jin graduates, #¢ 
RL; the senior wrangler of the Sautsoi grad- 
uates, 49c, 3 H- 

Wranglesome, a. Af MS3e, ESTE, GO. 

Wrangling, ppr.,a.orn. Ff, ie], #AaP 

to wound with a ipoin ted in- | 

fe. 
| Wreathe, 

zd, WE, iM OH TEN, of. i Be. th, 
wrangling of children, sey a ZR St, FE u 
wrangling of opinions, #, My. 

Wrap, v.t.; pret. and pp. wrapped, wrapt. $1, 

Atk, GLE, BE, 4%; to wrap round, gE, HR. 
WHe2; to wrap up, #1 ; to wrap up in paper, 

RAR CLE. ISMVELE, AML EE, GLA. 
Wrapped, Wrapt, pp. @1i, @1 Sf ; wrapt round, 

42S ; wrapped up in mystery, AW, bata, f& 

Wrapper, n. 3, GL#k, GLE, FEPE; a book-wrap- 

per, Wk, #45, 3&; wrappers for the lees, BE fH] 

Ai, WK. 

moll 

Wrapping, ppr. or a. @4 ££, #8. 

Wrath, n. ZhAg, (EAS, WK, AS, ZG, HF, 
ereat wrath, 2) 4%, FAX ; the wrath of God, _- 

it ZB es fury, ae RK. 

Wrathful, a. $644, MAR, Fomk, AH. 
Wrathless, a. 484%, ee 
Wreak, v. ¢. To wreak, as one’s vengeance, {WW ; to 

wreak one’s vengeance upon one, J¥*; to 
wreak upon an innocent person, 34% ; to wreak 
one’s vengeance, #2 {fi. 

Wreakful, a. 45-30 fee, 58 #8 17. 
Wreath, n. [&], HE; the wreath of flowers, Zé fé], 
REY, FZ[E) ; to make a wreath of flowers, #E7E 

v.t. ; pret. wreathed ; pp. wreathed, 
wreathen. #&7€[e] ; to encircle, as with a gar- 

land, ffi SURE. 
Wreathed, pp. or a. SE. 

| Wreathing , ppr. SEE], WEE, WE BE. 

Wreathy, a. #f1E) A, FER 1. 

Wreck, x. Destruction, ft; the wreck of a ship, 
HG, BES. We Sit, $# fi; to go to wreck, Meta. 

Wreck, v. t. or v7. He; to wreek a ship, Meh, FT Ez 

His, FT TR Ait. 
Wreck-master, n. AEA EE. 
Wrecked, pp. He, Wiese T ; wrecked, as a ship, 
Bk YT fi; wrecked on the coast of China, fer 

fad Tg egy SSH. 
te. 

Wrecking, ppr. Wy, Fy AR, WE AR. 
Wren, n. ffi; the red wren, 7@ at, —Jyat. 
Wrench, v. t. fit, JE, 7; to wrench open, Ft 

bids to aes off, dik {2e fj ; to distort, dit 
Ze, FR, BE; to sprain, HAF. 

W one n. set — fie; asprain, YB 5a 
wrench, WAS fe. 

Wrenched, pp. RT. 

screw- 

, DB, F | Wrenching, ppr. dts penne ne. 
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Wrest, v.t. To extort by violence, Jf, the: to | 
wrest from, #E€, 7% ; to wrest the sense, 5H 

A, BET, PEE. 
Wrest, n. Distortion, $275, FE #. 
Wrested, pp. fk T ; wrested from, [LAS 
Wrester, n. FEA, BE, SLE H.- 

Wresting, ppr. fk; wresting from, FA, FEE. 

Wrestle, v. 7. 099, F477, LIF RE, HEE; to 
struggle, $f; to wrestle with difficulties, FFL) | 

WEE. 
Wrestler, n. fi Jy #. 
Wretch, n. A miserable person, gent A, iE TB 
4, Bie #. FEI Z A>; a person sunk in vice, 

HEF AARNE poor wretch! op BY Ava 
BLN, Ye rH. 

Wretched, a. Be, BET fry, er MEA, BEB A, 
4 ore, Ki on sii a wretched condition, 

Bem Zia], SeBEN, SUH, TOPE, Aap 
ela qrietchied fate, 77 JH fe. 

Wretchedly, adv. Most miserably, #e MET ; to 
live wretchedly, 4fE #4. a 428g 140 Ea 5 B; 
wretchedly elad, Si NW AE, SEI AE, BEBE A He 

meanly, 52/18, SBI. | 
Wretchedness, n. -4-F> Ger, YESE, Bie, AIG 3 | 
Meanness, BARE, GhHE; to be in a ‘state of | 
wretchedness, #7 #4 ; a life of wretchedness, Jf 

fit. 

Wriggle, v. ¢. sigh, si5J63 40005, SA, ibs, Be we, 
ZEwe, (hHii, Kg; to wriggle out, Py‘. 

Wriggler, m. sad. 
Wriggling, ppr. or a. Kialh, Ae AK. 
Wright, n. An artificer, Tir, (fF LA, TE | 

4, ey TH. | 
Wring, v. t.; pret. and pp. wringed, wrung. To | 

twist, i: 'to wring dry, HERZ; to wring one’s 
neck, HEA; to wring the body, HES, wail | 
& ; to distress, Pt, ¢ 48341; to distort, 9%, mH | 
# ; to wring otf, Hkyy; to wring out, FEEL ; 

to wring from, sa, 38 Hj, 344; to wring 
the hands, 4 =F. | 

Wring, v. 7. To writhe, jah, eayh. | 
Wring-bolt, ». Sy §HK. 
Wringed, pp. Twisted, ES ; pressed, j434, 38 | 
S ; distressed, 3H J ; extorted, PiA Ts. 

Wringing, ppr. Twisting, Hk; writhing, RAI; 
extorting, #)5A.- 

Wrinkle, n. #330, 4%, HIF ; wrinkle of the | 
face or skin, #k3C, Hk My. | 

Wrinkle, v. ¢. #3), #& ; to wrinkle ae the nose, ## | 

§4; to wrinkle the forehead, gry, EEA. | 
Wrinkle, v. 7. To shrink into furrows and ridges, | 

(1205 ) 

| Wrist, n 

WRI 

asf 
Wr lode pp. or a. S84 CURE, $5 3C ivy, HEC Ay sa 

=yaen face, TH IK GE, Gia, MEME; a wrinkled 

skin, J& @, HK; wrinkled silk, #3 #}; the 
wrinkled appearance of an old person, #k ik, 
BE Hk; to become wrinkled, #4 38, HIP. 

Wrinkling, ppr. #330, Okie. 

Hie, SP, ESA, It, PH, FF, FH; to hold 
by the wrist, dgiv. 

Wristlet, n. Pf; a gold wristlet, 4H. 

Writ, ». That which is written, Jyp’'S#% ; the 
Holy Writ, 324%; a mandate, sip, #4) » AP 5 
a warrant, #£ ; an accusation, 4 ff, if F, ik 

Ff ; to serve e writ, {i 
Write, v.#.; Bree wrote; pp. written. ‘ey, BE, 

ESS, BF, iit, RE, ihi{F 5 to begin to 
write, yA 4%, BE; to write characters, EOS ; 

to write iow n, vee oe, a=; to write a letter, 

BS fa 3 to Sane a book, (£2, fk a, iil] 2, #E 

#; to write into a book, "ER OE RE ay to write 

in a book, ee LF, RE. ZR, 7 
We; to write fair, $5 GAG, BH BE 
write fast, 545 Le, Mees ; to write fluently, - 
vi Ee; to waite badly, #375); to write an 

esi), (EIA, HEL, AL, HAE. 
to write plain, “SIE dz; to write out fairly, 

JE4E SS, # BY; to write "the archives of the 

land, $4; to write from memory, Bk’ ; to 

write with the point of a style, sf) 4; to write 
out, EZ HIAS, Pe Hise, FRI Je; to write new- 

year’s inscriptions, ##{#—; to write an pes 
of, SRY, ALi, GLYE ; to write back, 

{i} |e] # ; to write over again, FRI ; a eee 
fora living, LEA, seep to write on the 
girdle, 3% i ; to write off-hand, (ZF Th B ; 

to write after a copy, #>%4; to write or trace, 
ii #5, Garey ; to write an elegant style, 5% fE 
Se; to engrave, £4, ¥l, Wea, WW; to write an- 
nals, #4; to write for another, <Q , (KH; 

mye 

#, 

to write out an account, Hees: B bs to 

write evenly and uniformly, 2 gH RE; to 
write a petition, ‘Fy et, fr Es. 

| Writer, n By FEE, x Hi, (E#, ii, * Hi, * 

#F,* Pare ;* a clerk in a mercantile house, 

ey - a first clerk in a mercantile house, 753; 

a second clerk in a mereantile house, — 6; a 

writer of Bae (i et 
Writhe, 1.7. To be distorted like a snake, worm, 

ei, Jj, WG, FRE, GWA, WE, WU, BB 
y SNES. 

* Chiefly applied to writers in the Government offices. _ 
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Writhe, v. t. To twist, fit, JE ; to writhe from 

pain, Be 
Writhed, pp. G0 T RET GT. BIST. 
Writhing, ppr. AyAlh, ric, Weg. [es. 
Writing, ppr. or a. 5, #; exercises in writing, 

Writing, n. 3, @, #48, EAE, sR, HE; on 
writing, 253 gig; rules of writing, Bj#, Eye; | 
the six styles of writing, 7\®% ;* writings, #; 
the writings of Confucius, #U-F 2% & ; writings, 
deeds, #44; good writing, 4f4&2%, (E4%, 4- 
2y: 79:, 4g ACHE; bad writing, 4} Fe ; rapid writ- 

ings, —J3£; ancient style of writing, Aa; 
style in writing, WHE, wy; writing, compo- 

sition, W; unskilled in writing, 4728 ; 
traces of writing, 2h; to seek flaws in a 
writing, JE> ml. 

Writing-book, n. 377 Hff- 
Writing-desk, n. ‘65°¢ Hi. 
Writing-master, n. $55 5¢4E, S55. 
Writing-table, n. $5 9¢##, ac Ju. 
Writing-utensils, n. 4 5 PUA. 
Written, pp. ora. # f, #5 ; well-written, 

#4-4g-; elegantly written, (£4 ; roughly writ- 
ten, 46, EME; a written commission, 
if) H 5 written evidence, 4 ; it is written, 3 
HI; written laws, wh, 7} [il]. 

Wrong, a. Not morally right, $f, Hea, AE, 

2, JE, BE, ak, TR, Si Be, WE ; to be wrong, 
Ait, Aik, Fk, AVE, AHA; not just, IEA 
34, AJL; not according to truth, AIK; a 
wrong character, $44; written wrong, $5 $8 ; 

not in the least wrong, —fygjlESu, A= AEs 5 

to confound right and wrong, tiff] AEJE; to 
know to be wrong, 447 fn, FIA e ; not to 

distinguish between right and wrong, AHA 
JE, Ap AGA 5 a wrong letter, #74; to under- 

AE stand wrong, F&F, EFF; the wrong side, $j 

* The fanciful style, 3#, 3242; the plain, square char- 
acters used for writing prefaces, #f# ; the pattern style, fH 
s& ; a stiff form of the running hand, 7y#f; the free run- 
ning hand, #12; the elegant form of characters used in 
printing, RPE. See Character. 

3%; the wrong side of cloth, #4, #§; wrong 
measures, {fH 7, 4/0; to put in the wrong 
place, $kEh, BH; to take a wrong course, #F 
$i ; to be in the wrong box, #7 Fi, fF FH ; unfit, 
Ik A, ME pe, Ava; to be on the wrong side of 
the question, BRAG; all wrong, Sen, Fi me. 

Wrong, n. A tresspass, Jf, jf; to do wrong, #7 
5E; to be in the wrong, Ff Ff} ; private wrongs, 
Fl, ; public wrongs, VE ; right and wrone, 

Lp. [ise 
Wrong, adv. Not rightly, 7, 1 4, AB, FH, 
Wrong, v.t. lo injure, fi 4E, 4, iff; to deprive 

of some right, Bf, Pe Sh, Se, Wk Sa, tithe; to 
impute evil unjustly, # #£, $4 Ss, WE FH; to 

wrong one, fe J, Sh J. 

Wrong-doer, n. One who injures others, 3 J\Mg, 
= J # ; one who does wrong, #73E #4, SEA. 

Wrong-doing, n. #7 5—, #7 BE. 
Wrong-headed, a. $y", via, tei #.- 
Wrong-timed, a. Ar A yeefryy. 
Wronged, pp. To be wronged, pki, Seiko, BE 

Jit, BNE. 
Wroneful, a. Hea, AGA, AdE. 
Wronefully, adv. HE AG, FAL, AZSia.- 

Wrongly, adv. Si, #, Me. 
Wrongness, n. #1, JE. 
Wrote, pret. of write. Ei, #2, “ey Une 

Wroth, Wrothful, a. ZR, ERE. 
Wrought, pret. and pp. or a. from to work, 

Wrought a miracle, 47 f mph; wrought on 
or upon, #5 fi; wrought to or up to, [EPA, 
Wee ; wrought silk, #7; wrought iron, Ze aK 

2, LOR. 
Wrung, pret. and pp. of wring. 
Wry, a. £, & #, #3 a wry mouth, £0, 

Ws, 1 Be, ek, By, a. OB, Bs a wry neck, 

2: GA, BE ZE,-2 SA; to make wry faces, Ht 

ffi; a wry face, Ein, RNB, ERK. 
Wry-neck, n. #234 frj. 
Wryness, n. £4, BE. 

Wrybern, n. JR #E- 

X. 
7 The twenty fourth letter of the English 

= 4X alphabet, 3¢ 58 2 BES — + poy; X, 10, 
+; x, 1,000, ; X, 10,000, —gy; X., Christ, Xanthie acid, n. HEA. 

423k; Xm., Christmas, JIstit A 4E- 

Xanthic, a. Beng. 
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Xanthine, n. Yee? yy. 
Xanthogen, n. Fifty 
Xenodochy, n. #48734; hospitality, 4-74. 
Xeroma, n. HEFL, Ane PRE AE. 

Xeromyrum, n. He FF He. 

Xerophagy, n. HSH. 
Xerophthalmy, n. we 377 WR. 
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Xiphias, n. FEAR. 

Xylographic, a. Pertaining to xylography, Av 

FN HZ)AS- 
Xylography, n. The act or art of cutting figures 

in wood, RZAS 7 Be, AAS Z 2, TAZ Be. 

Xyst, Xystos, n. fq Js. 
Xyster, n. All JJ. 

‘i 

x. phabet, Seah eME OIF: Y, 150, F 
T+; Y, 150,000, 4-7 ae. | 

Yacht, n. Pept, Pesip, ip. 
Yak, n. A grunting ox, #E4F. | 
Yam, n. AS. 
Yang-tsz-kiang, n. EF iL, AM, Mes. 
Yankee, n. 7é HEA. 
Yard, n. ff ; a measure of three feet, #5 ; 2 cubits 

4 puntos make a yard, — JX py #— fi; the 
yard of a mast, WW #L, He 2% fe AL; a yard of 
land, B+ Trek + R= +h; the yard ina | 
house, FE Sf, FE prison-yard, Be He 7 [8; | 
timber-yard, ACHE. 

Yard-stick, Yard-wand, n. 7. 
Yarkand, n. BE SE. 

Yarn, n. #), #1; cotton yarn, fiz. 
Yarrow, n. SEWi(?), ep. 
Yaulp, Yaup, v. 7. lo yelp, DRX, Bp. 
Yaw, v. v. #8. 
Yawl, n. Jr. 
Yawn, v.i. To gape, 47 NR Fe, FT BE RB, FT 8B, | 

470i), HRELIT HT ; to yawn at, 48, H. | 
Yawn. n. Fy MRP, FT Vil H- 
Yawned, pp. Gaped, 47 fh¥e; opened wide, Hf 

OW, KO. 
Yawning, ppr.ora. Gaping, Fy Mhse; opening 

wide, if 1. 

Yelad, pp. Clad, 4, 44. 

Ye, pron. file. (RA, (ROE, ESE, FW, 
Yea, adv. (f, 2, 98, aE, WE, BRIE, IU, 4, 

nf; Yea or nay, PRR PIE R, wh Bk, BRE 
PRIE, BR AA DEH PE; yea, verily, FA, wk 8, 
PRE, WERK s rather, SAY, AM, Aa, RA. 

Yean, v. i. AE 2E(F. 
Yeanling, n. 26%. 

Year, n. aE, IX, ah, i aE, aE a, i, tips ne 3 

ik 

The twenty fifth letter of the English al- | leap year, [¥J4f.; the solar, tropical, or equi- 
noctial year, 365 days, 5 hours, and 48 minutes, 
A 74; a lunar year, 354 days, 3£, ft, BE; a 
whole year, all the year round, JAJ4B; one 
year, —46, — wk; every year, #46; year by 

year, 2f26; next year, HiME, WN4E, ACE, F 
ap; last year, 7645, PF4E, HAE, bE; @ year 
of age, 4248, 4B i; once a year, —4E—|E], — 
4p.— Fe; the close of a year, SEA, RIS, “RFE, 
4p.4% ; drawing to the end of the year, }# 4p; 
hired by the year, (#46; the first of the year, 
4E0H, weq; the new year’s day, 3~ A; every 
other year, fj — 4p; for a year, — 46, — 4; 

of a year, —jig; half a year, 4246; a year and 
ahalf, 4242; a year ago, —4— Aff, al —4E; 
the first year, 3C4E, jciit; the year before 
last, APA; this year, 4 4p, AX%e; the new 
year, {ff 4; the year or years with reference 
to fate, # 42; a prosperous year, *K Ff 4h; a 
year of plenty, MY! 4p, &f 4E, 46 46 A; a year 
of dearth or scarcity, $2 4F, A} 4E, [A] me, IKE ; 
one day appearing like a year, FE A an4p; the 
four seasons, or quarters of a year, PY 4; a 

eyele of 60 years, (EHF; the cycle of 12 
years, )J\JAj; the cycle of 1728 years, 7% J; 
young in years, 4e47; a man of years, #38 

#- stricken in years, #38, 2634; above ten 
years, -- GT _E ; under ten years, -- RIM P ; 
a year’s mourning, Wj; how many years? 

HES, HET; £200 a year, [Hw sp. 
Year-book, n. 469. 
Yearling, n. — je 57 BR. 
Yearly, a.oradv. 4646, ¢46, fp th, 47-4. 

| Yearn, v.z. To long, fry 32, i oe, BE SE, FE 8, 
&£ 88 ; to be pained or distressed, sty ff, WHE 

Yearning, ppr. ora. fay ¥- 
Yeast, n. BE; yeast cakes, 74 Sf, BE BA, (see 
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Barm); Saas of foam, vey 

Yeasty, a. Frothy, (Aya. 

Yelk, n. See Yolk. 

Yell, v. i. KM, FRED, SCABIL, HEAL, KOR, 
Yell, n. Yell of murder, Usk 4r- [telf. 
Yellow, a. B. #8. Hy: yellow color, TE , fa, 

HE, HE BE FBG HRs brass yellow, FL 2; 
amber yellow, 34 f4; honey yellow, 7 iy; 
lemon yellow, im, PE Bak ochre yellow, He 
+a i; almond RS Astg ; sulphur yellow, 
Aw; yolk yellow, 73g; brown-bass yellow, 
F74; canary yellow, ie he 4E FZ; camboge 

Sa oH 5 yellow, jf i ele as gold, 4%; the yel- 
low river, ‘fq jf; yellow clay, Be #8: light 
yellow, 78 Tz, 5 ta, He; dark yellow, BB; a 
yellow foot cock, a langeron, Ty RI¥G; a yel- 
low sash, Be4¥ ; dull yellow, ese; the vellow 
fountain Weis Ta Gt; a yellow face, By Tq; a 
yellow skin, Ik SE, BH ; the yellow fever, 

Yellow-bird, n. HEE. 
Yellow-haired, a. By Sefry. 
Yellowish, a. 2433, jig, (Rag G. 

Yellowishness, n. Bevy 4%. 
Yellowness, n. Hire #, WH- 
Yellows, n. #80 Ee. 
Yelp, v. 7. we, #2, A, Fi. 
Yenite, n. Fi %. 
Yeoman, n. F433}; an inferior officer under a 

boatswain, fi##:% P ef; a yeoman of the guard, 
#5, fF; a gunner’s yeoman, A=. 

Yeomanr Hus n. HSH eH. 
Mens v.t. #2, He, BS. 

Yes, adv. , OG, FRU, A TEA, PR, ME. wes, 
Mf ek ER, Be, oh ; yes, truly, #4, A BE REM, 

PR, UAE, FOR, GMs Tsay yes, Rah (fh, Fe 
aie yes—No, pauey ff, viste| Ae yes! yes ! ff 

WR, Hd HE ; one yes, — pi; yes, sir, Wp dG HA. 
Yester, a. 3¢, BASE, FES. 
Yesterday, n. WEA, WK, FEA. Sy, SA; the 

day before yesterday, fj A; left yesterday, IE 
Yesternight, n. WE. LH. 
Yet, conj. Nevertheless, ij, {aj H.- 
Yet, adv. Besides, FA, j2H, WA. teh wee, 

{HR ; still, fi], HB, HE; not yet, KR, ALKA; 
as yet, ANG ; not come yet, Act He; yet a 
while, #27 —[ii, mi 7f— fii; it is yet time, 
PF, zen) ; yet a few days, SAA, aah 

H; yet a little, 3#@— fy, HA—AY; are yet 

all one, $#452— ; yet, after all, #44%, fA; 
hitherto, Lz. 

Yew, v.7. To rise; as scum on the brine in boil- 

ing at the salt-workes, Pie. 
Yew tree, n. HG, ae , at. 
Yield, v. t. To produce, FE, AE; to allow, to con- 

ce do, REE. to nani = ; to give, as claimed 
of right, f#, 2 to grant, 7€, #F; to 
surrender, IZ, f ue (4, #7, 248; to yield 
fruit, ABBE, ae aa yield to circumstances, 
Jit, GU, Jai; to yield the throne or a seat, 
sf fiz ; to yield one’s right, i HE, 7 BRE, SHE; 
to yield the victory, 92 ff; to yield or yield up 
the ghost, 4g; to yield up a city, EEK 5 to 
yield the hand, ZA¢##, Hr #it; to yield one’s self 
to the mercy of another, A} A; if we yield 
that there is a God, (G#at AE ae to yield to 
force, RHE, IA HE; to yield to the times, Aue; 
to yield to the temptation, CE would not 

yield, HE-#HR, 7 BRIE. 
Yield, n. HEA. BRAEME. DaAE s. 
Yielded, pp. Produced, 463, HE; conceded, FF 

JT. HET ; resigned, $f ; surrendered, [@f. 
Yielder, n. 5# #%. 
Yielding, ppr.or a. Producing, 46, Fe ; conced- 

ing, oF, #&; accommodating, s, ENA, DIE, 

jie a, WARE, Wa, BE, CB, RS, OHS, Re 
flexible, Aili, iif. 

Yojan, n. Five miles, Fre FE. 
Yoke, n. ii, (ji, HR, Hin}; a yoke of oxen, —#§ 

4, WE: to be under the yoke, 774%; the yoke 
of a tyrant, We, EEE; to be under 
the same yoke, fia] #5, [rj (5, [tg # ; to take off 
the yoke, fkiig, “ig; to throw off the yoke, 
KQie; for my yoke is easy and my burden 
light, 263F ti 3) 4 kus ; to put the yoke on 

one, 2 LLG. [(f- 
Yoke, v. t. #2ig, EWE, 4; to yoke together, Ag 
Yoke-fellow, Yoke-mate, n. [ij We #4, [ANS [el #5- 
Yoked, pp. (4H ; joined, R&A 3H ; coupled, FET 

Yoking, ppr. _ tig. L{B3- 
Yolk, n. 7EBa, PRE, OE, RR. 
Yond, Yonder, a. fk, 3%, J}; yonder person, #X 

A Hh A ; yonder shore, # At; yonder place, 
Oz ; he is yonder, {BZ @k, ft Ze KR. 

Yore, n. 4, MPs # 5 of yore, A iE EEL, 
JAE LIZE; in the days of yore, FSi, EAR 

You, pron. Of, sb, {00 A, HBSS, REF, WH, 
ik, te, 3, Hh, H, #3 you, sir, Re, 5EHE, 
AA ZA, #E_f- ; you, the elder brother, * 50 56, pa 

HE, WTP, BIL. CHL LG, ABs you, the 
* Most of these terms are also applied to friends and ac- 

quaintances. 



pent nian HH: you, wate eid ie 
= 25% : ; you, the strict pattern, ZA#® ; you, 
brother’s countenance, Jt #; you, exalted 
countenance, 44; you, the compassionate or 

tender countenance, 2&#f{; you, the worthy 
pattern, {fi ; you, your w orship, venerable 
sir, BHR; you, the magistrate’s private secre- 
tary, fil ; you, the district magistrate, AHR, 
+E 4055; you, the prefect, A HR; you, your ex- 
cellency, AA, BAA; you, the venerable sir 

or teacher, AEA ABE. ER FEM 
you, the spiritual father, address of the Roman 
Catholic priets, sufi 42; you, the philosopher, 3g 
F; you, F; you, the elder sister, 4H; you, the 
younger sister, [if #K ; you, the venerable lady, 

¥ Kk * ek, * WM; you, the venerable 
person of rank, #K A FAK; you, the vener- 
able instructor, #4 fifi; you, the pastor, 4X fil ; 
you and I, (RJ, #48; you may or can, AY LI, 
ARGS ; you say, (Ran, (RBE; you, any one, A; 
as you come near it, you see nothing, HEE Hl 

AZ; you, gentlemen, 4) fi; ; you, brethren, 

Bi fit 5 fs. 
Young, a. Young and tender, Wi, HH, SH. Ke 

Zu, SPE, Fi; juvenile, yy; young in years, 4p 

Wy, AERA, SEA, SHAR AY, BAI DAE HE, 
4, ift, Ul, 4p; old and young, By, sh, 
feo, hh; a young person, 7B4E, 46H Hy 

ZENE, Ute, AED, of A; a young 
gentleman of rank, sR; a young lady of rank, 

aL; a young miss, HAE, AMA, MALE [5 
KE, MK, HA, BNL; the younger 
sister, Aft ; young and Cukor RF, 'Y | 
=, WE; an elegant young woman, sfx; 
young and strong, Ae HALE; young 

pupils, ¥f 4%, SVE, #32; when young, oy 
2p ZH, Pee; when I was young, fp se, RK 
Oa Zi; when still young, #py Ziyi; a 
young wife, > 4, Shag; a young child, abc¢F- ; 
young people stick to their parents, Jy Al) 
40 hf ; my youngest son, Jy ; young sprouts, 
Ta; 2 young bud, 3£; the young and edible shoots, 
of bamboo, 47, 47; young paddy, FH, Ft; 
young timber, Z4f ; a young one, Jp 4EIBE, 4h 

ae; x young fellow, FL 47, #e2E; young in 
life, #ijJz, AE; a young beginner, # SiRF, AE 
=; a young saint, an old devil, »J> fll) 33 34 A) He ; 
a young whore, an old saint, > Al Ake Al Je. + 

Young, n. The oflspring, Re fF. 

* Address of fhe mistress of a house, when of rank. 

T For jek. 

YOU — ( 1209 ) YUN 

Younger, a. Younger brother, ani t¥, ahs, i: 
to act the part of a younger brother, 4%, [i ; a 
younger sister, &, 4, A # ; a younger broth- 
er’s wife, 4% ; my younger brother, Fel sy 

fee, Be biL 
Youngest, a. Youngest child, »}-¥ ; the youngest 

of three, 4. 
Your, pron. (EE, (wee, (RAS. COIS, HT. A 
9E (1), %&, FE; your Majesty, the Emperor, #% 
gp ok, BET, Het, HEE; your Majesty, the 
aa Fes. BET ; your Imperial Highness, 
MEF; your Royal Highness, 3 # ; your excel- 
lene y, the prime minister, {JP ; your excel- 

lency, AA; your honor, KR, Ail. WR, 

ASF; your worship, K#R, BG. BR; your 

father, (PELE, (ERR, OS, BA. 
AA, BH, BH; your mother, (ppEss KE, 

, BS, PR, KARA; your wife, PIE, F 
KN, IER A, fii}, 4) fia] ; your concubine, 

ie, MRA; your son, HE, MB, OF; 
your daughter, 4p 9, -42, 4p, FEA; your 

uncle, 4¢4%; your elder brother, 4p 56; your 

elder sister, 4>4H; your noble age? # pe, & 

Be; your age? FePKAE fig, Bj SZ; your surname? 

TaXE, PRE ; your countenance, Beq, BAA, HK 
#48; your family ? #3; your humble or obe- 
dient servant, m6 + your house of business, 
a fy; your fragrant Benne, 4%; your re- 

spected name, & 4%, # %; your honorable 
country, # BY, I, BIB; your village, HHp, 
peRY 3 your subject, 47 ; your humble friend, 
JET ; your house, (pipe, B¥f, AFI. ; your 
servant, 4>G&, 4>fp; your son-in-law, 4>#¥, 

U5, AIH, JANE; yours, (NE, MEAS. HE Be: 
this 1 is yours, We pL AR (Rp GE, IES He. 

Yourself, pron.; pl. Yourselves. (RAG, HA, tH 

WS. THA, TERE: do it yourself, RA CA 

4B, fi 64% ; open it yourself, 3E HE, FEPK. 

Youth, n. fRAE. FB AEF, Sb SEM, SPARE AS, i, ir 

Se, fe Sh, TBA, WAP; in the prime of youth, 
DAL ZHE. DME; still a youth, AKT, i 
RAE; in youth, 4Ep 7 Ie. 

Youthful, a. 46h fh. S 4.5, BX, BE; vigorous, 
AEE; a youthful face, ARyR. 

Youthfulness, n. JH, Bul se A. 
Youthly, a. H4e Ay, ARE. 

Yttria, n. fi. 
Yttrium, n. 7. 

Yucea rufocineta, n. EAN AE. 

| Yulan flower, n. = ff. 
Yunnan, n. A Chinese Province, Fi 4 jH. 

6 V 



ZIN ( 1210 ) ZYM 

Ni 

vi The last letter of the English alphabet, 3& 
do spre yee 7 2.000, FZ '3.000,000, 

Samy Qk. 
Zambo, n, The child of a negro and a mulatto, or 

the child of an Indian and a negro, SL Aye fii 

Zany, n. fe | +. 

Hea, n. SEK. 
Zeal, n. 8S, BS, 1, Tip, BE ; with 

zeal, LIF, FEI. 

Zealot, n. Hi ty 4%. 

Zealous, a. ad, HOG, Aut, 07, RESH, FEEL, 
a 9 enthusiastic, JE. 

Zealously, adv. SIRENS, LEY. 
Zealousness, n. 2 2%, [Fptd. 

Zebra, n. ESR, BEES. 
Zebu, n. Bh 4e. 
Zechestein, n. #34. 
Zedoary, n. 7 BS (?). 
Zein, n. SERRE. 
Zemindar, n. ERE FB RI HK. 

Zend, n. Pein ed a ah. 

Zendavesta, n. JT; Bd a ¥. 

29h 7 ts 

Zenith, n. FRJA, Katy, -; zenith and nadir, 
T ; zenith sector, FA JX. 

Zeolite, n. 47%. 

Zephyr, n. Palsl, Fala, eels 
hero, n. UK ZB, RU Ze, BR EH. 
Zest, n. A piece of orange, SPR IR, —BEHDE ; 

the woody, thick skin quartering the kernel of 
a walnut, PRE {clk ; relish, Bk, ORi# 

Zest, v. t. To give relish or flavor to, Wie, Hw. 

Tetitic, a. % fig. 
Zigzag, a. or rn. FJE, Stdh. 

Zine, Zink, n. Spelter, et 

ht ; flowers of zine, Fy gh 4E. 
Zincous, a. Fy Rs fry. 
Zinziber officinale, n. #. 

; oxide of zine, 7 | 

| Zion, n. The mount of Zion, fy lj; the Chureh 
of God, 32 @. 

| Zircon, n. {fi fa. 

Zirconium, n. 48. 

| Ziziphus, n. FE; ziziphus jujuba, Maze, GF. 
Zodiac, n. ai, (IE, Ai; the sun and moon 

annually meet twelve times on the zodiac, A 
WW fg 28 @ ees FH A+ ; the zodiac is divid- 
ed into twelve ae WB od a 

(1) Aries, 2; (2) Taurus, 4 at © Gemini, 
EE aR: (4) Cancer, B% ; Leo, #fii- ; 
(6) Virgo, # kk. we zien (th) Cites. KK FFE; (8) 
Scorpio, FH; (9) Sagittarius, JB, F ; (10) 

Capricornus, 2A 4 a (11) Aquarius, #¥ #% ; (12) 
Pisces, fffé ffi. 

Zodiacal, a. Bega fry; zodiacal light, Sgs4 Fé. 

Zone, n. HE, #4; the five zones, Frag; the torrid 

zone, #2; the temperate zone, ja; the 
frigid zone, ant. 

| Zoned, a. Ax 

Zoneless, a. fem, 
| Zoographer, n. ARATE. 
| Zoography, n. 2 I ZAM, ALAR at. 

| Zoolite, n. AR AZALI. 
| Zoological, a. AES ; 
| Zoologist, n. EAA hH-b. 

Toology, n. Ay 2 Sil, An 
| Zoonomy, n. AE BB, AE YE. 
| Zoophagan, n. BARA. 
Zoophyte, n. See Coral and Polyp. 
Zootomy, n. Hil 2 2s 

| Zornia purckellym, n. Hi BESS. 
Zumology, n. we 5. 
Zygodactylic, Ly godactylous, a. BNA. 
Zygomatie, a. See Bone. 
Zymic-acid, Zumic-acid, n. BE REZ ME. 
Zymome, Zimome, n. AEF. 

zoological garden, FEW 

fal. 
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1—TRIMETRICAL CLAS 
Bridgman, D. D. Notes (1), (2), and (3) refer to modern additions 

Notes (1), and (2 

3), from the, = F #8 sie it BE, which contains an extensive Commentary 
These notes have been translated by C. 

Translated into English by I. C. 
to the original Classie obtainable at Foochow. 
Trimetrical Classic, and Note ( 
on the Text. Tt was printed in 1871. 

K Za 4] PE AS ate Men, at their birth, are 
by nature radically good ; 

PE AH re HB aH Ss In this, all approxi- 
mate, but in practice widely diverge, 

Ay AN AX pH J) 38 If not educated, the na- Ie 

tural character is changed ; 

cal a if =I IB OL A course of edueation, 

is made valuable by close attention. 
oth =F py. -pop ke ts \¢ en es) 
I Ta Fy: fue Al at Of old, Ming’s mother 

selected a residence, 

= Ar FB. Be 1. Sr vine AP And when her son did 
not Rican cut out the [half-wove] web. 

ee ate py Ay 3¢ Jy Tow of Yenshan having 
adopted good reeulations, 

cae Th. =— xe, fH. 3, Edueated five sons, who 
all became renowned, 

ee AS PH ay rea ia To bring up and not 
educate, is a father’s error: 

ca AY hive au) Lie Pee To  edueate 
rigor, shows a teacher’s indolence. 

aay ae i SE Ar eg ‘A. That boys should not 
feare i is an improper thing; 

MI AS BR SE fay fz} For if they do not learn 
in youth, what will they do when old? 

a AS TK AS nk 7% Gems unwrought, can 
form nothing useful ; 

KAS BBA 3 So men untaught, can 
never know the proprieties. 

im Hi —f- aa 4D IEE Let the sons of men, 
while yet in early life, 

Hi fil KK aa ie ze With teacher and 
friends learn proper and deeorous conduct. 

A =F Tu an HE i jie Heing in his ninth year, 
could mano his [parents] bed ; 

2 iis ai) Air By oa yA, Duty to parents, ought 
carefully | to ae maintained, 

all Ae Pel oe An we 9 A We in his fourth year, 

without 

TRIMETRICAL CLASSIC 1215 

SIC, = ¥ # 

), are from what is called the New 

F. R. Allen, Esq. 

could give up his pear ; 
ah id fe Ah *] Duty to elders, ought 

early to ae understood. 

Ty 2 Fs Se Vl fH] First, practice filial and 
fraternal duties ; next, see and hear; 

ya as Hi ak BE 3c Understand certain 
numerical classifications,and certain braneh- 

es of science. 

— Ti a als li] EQ Units advanee to tens, 
tens ascend to hundreds; 

Bin +i HS Hundreds to thousands, 
and thousands to myriads. 

arr! ZAP = ae Hh K There are three powers, 
—heayen, earth, and man. 

= 16 Ay a FA jie There are three lights, 
—the sun, moon, and stars. 

em rata ey ay Fa xe There are three bonds, 
—hetween prince and minister, justice; 

aR =F pas) Si hit I Between father and son, 
affection; between man and wife, concord. 

Fl #e SS A Rk AK We speak of spring and 
summer, a autumn and winter; 

TE py ae SH a AN Be gj, These are four seasons, 
which incessantly revolve. 

El fa aE EI py Be) We speak of south and 
north, also of west and east ; 

te Po Hi Vise -- Ht These are four points, 
which tend towards the center. 

Elie IK TK 4> fk We speak of water, fire, 
wood, metal, and earth; 

tk fT AS -f- #0 These five elements, are 
the sources of all classification. 

El 42 se 2 Humanity, justice, pro- 
priety, wisdom ey truth, — 

te tr ae An 2S sfx ‘These five Cardinal vir- 
tues are Be to ‘be confused. 

WS BE AL BE AS BE Rice, millet, pulse 
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Ww ents rye, and ay 

HELA RA ime Are six kinds of grain 
on which men Ree 

Ais He == Ae ak aN The horse, cow, sheep, 

fowl, dog and swine, 

lid AS AK pr fin] Are the six 
animals which men breed. (1) 

EF] = 25 EF] ef HE We speak of joy and 
anger, Of sorrow and of fear, 

pg aR 4 
Be ay 

desire,—these are the seven passions. 

FH kb SK AQ AP The gourd, earth, skin, 
wood, stone and metal, 

fd. # 44) JUAN = Silk, and bamboo, form 
[material for] the eight kinds of music. 

Ind et i AQ 1) 4 Great-grandsire’s _ sire, 
great-grandsire, grandsire, sire, and my- 

self, 
J i % My own son, together 

with my grandson, 

=| f- th ae AC ce Great-grandson, and 

great grandson’s son, 

iW Ju hk XK 7 it Are nine degrees of 
kindred comprising the human relations. 

Ay ae A K hag 1 Mutual affection of fa- 

ther and son, concord of man and wife, 

yy All a yy Hi] ZS The elder — brother's 
kindness, and the younger one’s respect, 

fe 049i Fe Kk Fl. WW Order between seniors 

and juniors, friendship among associates, 

yee Al qe Fa ih Ha On the prince’s part re- 

gard, and on the minister’s fidelity ,— 

tk 2 FE XK Pr | These ten moral duties 

are invariably binding among men. 

alll Se ZH HE GE AM teachers of youth, 
should give lucid explanations, 

SE i ah HA Ary HR Adduce illustrations 
and proofs, and clearly mark the periods, 

domestic 

It is the labour of the ox and dog alone that is pre- 
eminently useful. {£4 Fe Hy ke ¥. 

‘ the one tills the fields, the other guards the doors. 

FD fie oF A. 
Those that disregard the goodness of Heayen kill them and 

HE 

expose e them for sale. Bk E J¥ hi Et. 

Take warning, and avoid the sin of eating them. AY 

IP be. 

eK Ni AL Of love, hatred, and | 

TRIMETRICAL CLASSIC 

Fs Hah AS Yo AR 4#J] Every scholar must 
make a suitable beginning. 

ay ah ag = Py = The Easy Lessons being 
finished, then ne up the Four Books. 

ah oe + The Dialogues are con- 
(nine in Poway Sections, 

yy FF aE 4 a «In which his disciples 
have recorded the sage’s [Confucius] words, 

ale Yt -k i= ile. Manetsze’s sayings are 

ep ee in Hoe Sections ; 

id #2 BRIE SE He discourses on reason, 
virtue, benevolence, and justice. 

(2 HA JAF 74 FL 1 ‘The compiler of the 
Constant Medium was ‘Kung chi, 

ra AS thi |RE Ie hy ‘Medium’ means 
distorted ; ‘constant,’ immutability. 

(EK B74 bh The compiler of the Su- 
perior Lessons was Tsing tsze : 

A {é mie FR 2 ¥4 From personal and do- 

lilt ee 
fi 

{ 0 

os 

not 

mestic, he proceeds to national, government. 

#8 3H PU] FE 4 When Filial Duty, and 
a Four Books are made familiar, 

hi) A #8 kB Of BR Then the six classics 
may be forthwith commenced. 

ab ae DD tt 4a Ak The Odes, Records, 
Changes, Ritual, Spring and Autumn annals, 

We Te SAS ey atk 2K Are called the six clas- 
sies, and Gana be thoroughly studied. 

Ay 3Hi Ly) Ay Bap gl "There is the Lien-Shan, 
[Fuhhe’s system of changes], the Kuei- 
Tsang, {together with that of Yente]. 

AT sri 1 es = yy af And the Chow Yi, [and 
that of the Chow dynasty] these three form 
the Book of Changes [form three treatises 
complete ]. 

Ay HA. ht AZ Zi] FE The royal and ministe- 
rial canons, the instructions and injunctions, 

AR Ue. fir ee Za A. The solemn yows and 
commands are profound portions of the Re- 
cord. 

FK Jal Ge 13 ii nes Our princely lord of 
Chow first framed the Chow Ritual, 

ae rae 

ES TF ie} ae And established six of- 
a for maintaining rule in the Empire. 

XK ay WY ak ie aE The Elder and Younger 
Tae commented on the Ritual, 
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complete. 

A Jat} Jil Fl He asl The national airs, the 

B ites Si Siti Transmitted the sage’s | 
words, and the Ritual and Musie became 

of Wan of the Chow, are ealled the three 

kings. 

| {8 RFP The Hei family con- 
tinued in the government of the empire 

[two books of] eulogies, and the songs of | PU a RY Je 32 jk Four hundred years; 
praises, 

we DU i ms ail, Zk Are Four Sections of 
the Odes, which ought to be rehearsed. 

the Spring and Autumn Annals were com- 
piled. 

a¥ ME 1 4 AK The Odes having ceased, | 

GH Vid Pa a med 5G Discussing the far re- | 
mote sources and practicing decorum and | 

justice.) 

ey Ge FI Pi] Sk BR Which, by awarding 
praise and blame, marked out the good and 
bad. 

are three comments, that of Kung yang, 

AR Te IBG AR mu Wh That of the T'so family | 
and that of Ku Leiing. 

we FO A 7 fi f° The classies being un- 
derstood, read the [works of the] wise men : 

tix am oe at deh aN Select the most import- | 
ant parts, and commit them to memory. 

ht AR Ail Py Of these are the five 
wise men, to wit, Seun, and Yang, 

Bo ra -f- Je ae ae The worthy Wan 

Chung, with the venerable Laou, and 
Chwang. 

ee f- 3H af = Bul When the elassies and 
wise men are understood, commence the 
general history [of the nation], 

ra tik x Fl] HR qe Investigate the sueces- 
sion of ages, and the rise and fall of dynasties. 

S| Bs ke Ey Tr fF Fubhe and Shinnung, 
together with Hwangte, 

ye = Ht JES ne {it Were the three mon- 

archs of remote antiquity. 

jis Ay WE HE FR Tang and Yu[Yaouand 
Shun] were styled the two rulers ; 

AY Fi 3% At PX il: Each meekly resigned 
the throne: theirs was a prosperous age. 

BOA BS 4 A OY “Yu of the Hei, and Tang 
of the Shang dynasty, 

iil 3L rt Ry = =F With Woo [Wang] son 

then its altars were overthrown. 

Wi 1% 3D la ihe I Tang having destroyed 
| the Heii, named the dynasty Shang, 

Ta TE] ii¥ ao at SE Which, after six hund- 
red years, was ruined by the tyrant Chow. 

Ji) 3% E46 HR HT Woowang of the Chow 
dynasty, destroyed the [tyrant] Chow, 

TATE iY tie te IK His family ruled an un- 

equaled period—eight hundred years : 

JR) i BS SE] BE When the court moved 

westward, the royal authority tottered, 

| pen ali Be qn} Sif it The lance and spear were 
= {8 4 AP ZS 2% On these annals there | upraised, and demagogues stalked abroad. 

Ae Rik OR ty | From the period of the 

Spring and Autumn Annals to that of the 

contending states, 

rant iit +E Lie Hy There were five power- 

ful princes, and seven mighty warriors. 

= Be he ot Ff When victory declared 
on the side of I'sin, all began to unite; 

= fk FB Ye SP But after two reigns, 
‘soo and Han again strove [for supremacy]; 

he 

| 

| res mee ae 25 AAt Kaoutsoo was victorious, 

and established the line of Han, 

=o zx a ae AN aes Which continued to He- 

aouping, 
throne, 

NG naw F3 Yi YS_ Kwangwoo then rose, 
and founded the eastern dynasty, 

DU Fy 4F RR FA ER Which, after four hund- 
red years, ended with the emperor Heen. 

Fi, %a} Be. Gt YE HL Wei, Shuh, and Woo, 
then strove for the imperial crown ; 

We — [hd $c ph = These ‘Three 
were succeeded by the two Tsin. 

ae nie Hee Yh [si HK Sung and Tse came next, 

followed by Leiing and Chin; 

Fs Ta WY h [These four southern dy- 

nasties held their court at Kinling [Nanking ]. 

6 JG Hi, Jy Yi ply In the North were the 

when Wangmang usurped the 

States’ 

6 W : 
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vuen ei Wei, who ona eastward and | Bis {i 3B a fe wo The histories of differs 
westward, 

ye Ja) BL Lay 3 
of Chow, and ae of Tse : 

= eee 
joined the land in 

FE EG aE aA 
tion, however, the new line failed, 

ie meh +t HE fi] And Kaoutsoo, founder 
of Tang, raised up forces in defence of right, 

These continued till Suy 
one. 

hr 5 aL Fill [sk] 3 Suppressed the disorders 
of Suy, and founded a new dynasty. 

yas ai (oe BY After twenty reigns, 
during three hundred years, 

Up ial ja jit] My LE Leng destroyed the 
race of Tang, and changed the dynasty, 

Wh lr 3 J 6 Ja] «The [latter] Leiing, 
Tange, Tsin with Han and Chow, 

Ait Sent +4 Ay Hy Called the five dynasties, 
followed in regular succession. 

De RB rye ial mui The illustrious Sung 
next arose and occupied Chow’s vacant 
throne ; 

=e oR {i Pay Ab vid But after eighteen 
reigns, the north and south fell into disorder. 

(2) (8) 

nie Together with Yuwan | 

@) 2 Re Liao, re Chin, ay the youn kingdoms Rae 
with the Sung dynasty. 34350 RR 4. 

The successive decrees of heayen were fulfilled until the 
time of the Emperor Ping. 5K ji 3 3B it p- 

Shih-tsu was the first to be established Emperor of the 
Yuan. eo | iil 44 JE fir. 

In 88 years there were nine Nmperors. A 4- A te Ju FP. 
Then civil war arose, and T‘ai-tsu conquered, #f # {2% 

iil 4E. 
The dynasty was the Ming, and Emperor Shnn of the Yuan 

dynasty made his escape. HE BA yo NE FE. 
Chéng-tsu succeeding made two distinct capitals.  )X fill #8 

YAW OE 
Ts‘ung-chén was the last of 17 Emperors. ++ -b =E Jk 2 jt. 
The rebel Chuang caused a eye and the Ming dynasty 

collapsed. [i] Suk iL WY if H- 
But mighty warriors came forward and the rebels were at | 

once put down. Fe ER IE WK BA UR. 
Shun-chih was settled on the throne, and the style of the 

dynasty was the Ta-ching. ji 4 2 BE HK HE. 
The ministers and people were happy, and peace reigned 

throughout the kingdom. a Bi kK FB 3s, 
The ‘Lie vo and the Chin yee both designated 
their rulers Emperors. 3 Hil 4> 45 FR He. ; 

(3) 

Then Yuan dynasty destroyed the C hin, and put down the | 

Sung. 70 Wh so #4 AE ttt. 
China was governed, together with the lands of Jung and 

Ti fe Hp Ll AR aM 72. 

In the second genera- | 

ent or successive generations [seventeen 
histories of these yarious periods] are extant, 

HY YA BL 4) BL SE Treating of rule and 
misrule, and of the rise and fall of dynas- 
ties. 

at Sp oA ef a Let him who reads his- 
tory, examine these faithful records, 

3H ral ae 5 e 341] Till he understands an- 
cient and modern things as if before his 
eyes; 

Tn aot Wi ME Let his lips rehearse 
them, and his heart ponder upon them: 

ui] i ti 47 Ws iy Be this his morning 
study, aa this his evening task. 

te (if Je pi Ta ae Formerly Chungni had 
the ypune eine t6 for his teacher ; 

Th ey qi By Eh Even the sages of anti- 
ay pee with diligence. 

“4 AN ch hey 

Hi rp 4p af) att AEs am Chaou, a minister of 
state, read the Confucian dialogues, 

He Sip Ma TN 777 fH] One copied lessons on 

Ne auyy 

te nol eeu sought knowledge, 

beam, and another pierced his thigh with 
an awl; 

ak PE TE St Fy And he too, though 
high in office, studied assiduously. 

reeds, a Al on slips of bamboo ; 

4m: = F] I] fi, These though destitute 

BH Mee Yh He il] FE [To vanquish sleep] one 
suspended his a [by the hair] from a 

1X As FL 4 Cail ae Though destitute of in- 

struction, these were laborious in study. 

After 99 years the Empire collapesd. Ju-- 4f Gl iE BR. 
T’ai-tsu came forward, and the Empire was the Ta-ming. 

Am AC is 
His title was ‘Hung-wnu, his royal residence Chin Ling 

[Nanking]. HE we at RN 4 EE. 
Tn the reign of Chéng-tsu, the royal abode was changed to 

Yen-chin [Peking]. 3 WX ill 328 3k Be. 
Seventeen reigns brought the Empire to Ts‘ungchén. -- 

-E He SE 2 ii 
The crafty eunuchs caused a revolt, and rebels became as 

numerous as trees in a wood. Ak #8 Ht ez a HK. 
Li-chung appeared, and all the Imperial property was 

burnt. 3525 (RARE SE ; 
T‘ai-tsu of the Ching dynasty received a glorious destiny. 

WAM 
Peace was established in every direction, so that prosperity 

prevailed. }§ PU Dy 98 7ee- 
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Ay BE HE Uy We 2% One read by light of were ne 4 and well informed; 

glow-worms, ait: by reflection of snow. fit EL Se ose =| 2% You, then, my lads, 
Be HE EB Fah AN ee These, though their should al rouse to diligenee, 

families were poor, did not omit to study. jie Fall Oe ii a6 Be Lew Ngan of Tang, 

fn BF AL HK $4 One carrying tages 
. . > le 

and another with his book tied toa cow’s | #& 
horn, 

JE BF ny SBE i And = while thus en- 
gaged in ee ste with intensity. 

ak a a 0. a = Soo Laoutseuen, when 

he was twenty-seven years of age, 

Ae BE NA aT EE FE Commenced assiduous 
study, and applied his mind to books. 

Wk PG SE 3 ME This man when old, 
erieved that he commenced so late; 

fit nS AE ta abt A You, who are young, | 

ought early to think of these things. 

AG Bk HA 7 — Beholil Leiing Haon, at 
the advanced age of eighty two, 

a) K Vas wel 2 +e In the imperial hall 
among i ee anon eains the first rank; 

WK iE ne Be Att t Jit This he accomplished, 

and was by all peta as a prodigy: 

4g J AE FT set W. aR You, youthful readers, 

should now resolve to be diligent. 

PS ee HE We FE Yung when only eight 
years oe could recite the Odes ; 

Wr a6 ee A He Ast Alt And Pe at the age of | 
seven, understood the game of chess. 

WM El Te KF 4y These displayed ability, 
and were by men deemed extraordinary ; 

fig 3h St meh On Bh OZ. And you, my youthful 
sohelnes:: les {to imitate them, 

DAR pees) a= mw 
BE BL Ae He Pe 2 Tsae Winke could play 

san stringed instruments ; 

ayy ia iff Seay Taouwan likewise 
could sing and chant: 

cant fila ak It 

WX TEL -f- (Bh ity AL These two, though girls, 

when only seven years old, 
= Sy so (RY == aT é 2 . 

muy ae ie JE Showing himself a 
noble lad, was employed to correct writing: 

7 e 53 x 
ak ME $f) 4 GE fk He though very young 

was thus hiehly promoted; 

fit xy 3h $0) [i 2 -You, young learners, 
should strive to follow his example; 

AR ay at Dh 4a te #1 And he who does so, 

will acquire slr honors. 

Te af Sih 1% AL Tl ps Dogs watch by night; 
the cock announces the morning. 

He x: =| ~ » . 

AJ Ar Fa eq Int} K If any refuse to learn, 
low can they be esteemed men? 

AE. | J wee pe ‘ 

ia Itt: ah Wwe PE ee 6The silk ee 

silk: = thie bee gathers honey ; 
be 

Je Ay Eh a AS A Py If men neglect to learn, 
tier are inferior to the brutes. 

worm spins 

| Xj i eh YT Nl) fy He who learns in youth, 
and acts when of mature age, 

ae Eg a5 aN ye lew Extends his influence 
Mg the prince, Lenefits the people, 

PZ ie BH ay E Makes his name re- 

has 

ae renders illustrious his parents, 
y = wre aye 

Ae is Hi TE Hs ea Reflects glory on his 
ee and poices his posterity. 

KE 3H F- ae i yz, Some for their ofspring, 
leave coffers filled with gold ; 

FY XR -f- HE — € While I to teach ehil- 
dren, fea but one little book, 

AR ate . 
yy Ay Tj HE an. 4S. N Diligence merit ; 

play yields no profit ; ; 

WZ. We ‘EH DJ Pe ever on your guard ! 
Rouse all your energies! 
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IL—A SCRIPTURE TO AWAKEN THE WORLD. 
Translated by Rey, Robert Morrison, D. D. 

By Se ae OBR lk a =A True Scripture to reform errors and renovate yourself, 
awaken “ile world, 

Prince Kwan-foo-tze. 

fie HL A a], FS HL ET. Vener 
ate heaven and earth; perform the rites to 

be 

fe the Holy Imperial 

the gods. Worship your ancesters ; 
dutiful to your parents. 

FE i: fil 43, Be 5 fee AC IL. Keep 
the Kings’s laws, revere your teachers and 
superiors. Love your brothers, and be true 
to your frie 2s 

HE TN HPS Gee, HY Fe an ox FOR ars BR TN ID a, Ill. Live 
in harmony with your kindred, agree with 

village neighbours, Let husband and wife 
mind their separate duties and teach their 
cbildren and erandchildren, 

We t3 Hy (ON 10 PE, Tk HE OF SB The TE 
Live: Mgace practice what is expedient for 
others; accumulate many secret deeds of 

charity. Rescue those in trouble; assist those 
who are hard pressed; pity the fatherless 
and CoggaS Nas the poor, 

Ail] (25 Mj 2 FG a EBC, GB AE Hie AS TK Be Th AE 
V. Found and repair r temples: eat and 
make moral and religious books. Supply 
medicine, give tea, avoid killine animals, 

and liberate them to live. 

30 1 18 oh PP Se TAIN, SR A i UE ME SR Bp 
VI. Make bridges, repair roads; pity the 
widow, rescue the oppressed. Value grain; 
use plenty sparingly; remove people’s diffi- 
culties; settle their steies? 

4B Ee ik ¥% Te il N, BE HEE AL EP 
VII. Contribute your property to effect 
gcod designs; give instruction and teach 
inen. Make peace between enemies; have 
just measures and balances. 

BL i fH se MSY OA, BE EG EO a Be SR 
VIII. Approach near to the virtuous; keep 
far off from bad men. Conceal men’s "vices, 

and publish their virtues; do what is ad- 
vantageous to creatures, and save the com- 
mon people, 

|e] 1D | 3a ux ith a] AM, ity We {= 2& Ty , HE oe 76 fF 

a fe the mind to right principles; 

We 

filled with benevolence and kindness ; retain 

no vicious thoughts, 

— WS FF fa oh 8 TF, AE A SL at BE 
X. Let every virtuous deed be heartily be- 
lieved, and reverently practiced. Although 
man sees it not, the gods have already heard 
it. 

WM miss SR SE AS FS HR, ST Hs RW EB Be, 
Ay Wh ae FE FE WR XT. Happiness 
will be ieaenseab lone life added, sons born 
and grandsons obtained. Judgments will be 
dissipated ; sickness diminished ; calamities 
will not assail. Men and animals will all 
enjoy repose ; and felicitous stars shed their 
auspicious influences. 

if OD MH FF EEN EB 
XH. Ifa man cher ih a wicked heart, and 
do not practice virtue; debauch men’s wives 
and daughters, and mar people’s marriages ; 

BEN 4 Gi Wi A EK HE, ok NI rE We AN a FP 
XIII. Ruin men’s reputation; envy people’s 
talents; plot against people’s property, and 
stir up strifes; 

is A I AL #6 WRC 2 HE BB vat Mis 
XIV. Injure others to benefit himself; fat- 
ten his house and enrich his person; hate 
heaven and repine at earth; rail at rain and 
curse the sunshine ; 

if HE OL PE WAR Me wh ERE OR BRE 
XV. Slander sages, aa vilify worthies ; 
destroy idols and insult the gods; slay and 
kill cows and dogs; defile and cast away 
lettered paper ; 

Ty St Be 6 (5 vax ER ER, BIE ep WA fo] Ao Ot 
XVI. Presume on power and insult the 
virtuous ; rely on riches to oppress the poor ; 
separate men’s bones and flesh { kindred] and 
set at variance brothers ; 

Me fi TE ss oe IB AE TE EM 
XVII. Disbelieve right principles ; forni- 
cate, rob, be depraved, and lewd; ambi- 

tious, extravagant and deceitful ; and despise 
economy and diligence ; 

aa cit at A 18H OR Sb 



XVII. Wasteful of erain ; ungrateful for 
favors; deceiving himself ; having large 
measures, and little scales [unequal weighis 
and measures |; 

He We TB He Gl HEN al SEK A 
XIX. Establish false and heterodox sects ; 
draw away and deceive the simple; make 

pretences and talk of ascending to heaven ; 
and collect property to spend it on dissipa- 
tion ; 

BA tits SE STDS. A AE oll 25 Si ok he 
XX. In the light impose on men, ine in 
the dark cheat; use flowery talk and speci- 
ous lips; in the open day utter curses, and 
behind backs, plot assault ; 

mE RB A MWA Aa a] AE RA fia ale HEE 
XXI. Not preserve heavenly principles, not 
obey the human heart; lead men to commit 
wickedness ; and disbelieve a future retribu- 

tion ; 

fae 1H RE EG, i OK OK eH 
XXII. Perpetrate every vice, and cultivate 
no virtue. Such aman will be accused to 
the government; water and fire and robbers 

will assail him ; 

BRB EKERRSEOCRAAEALE 
XXIII. Desperate poison, distemper and 
plague shall be his lot; he shall beget pro- 
fligates and fools ; himself shall be mur- 
dered, his family ruied; his sons robbers, 
his daughters whores. 

EW AF HK ih) Be RH 
XXIV. The nearer retributions shall fall 
on himself; the more distant retribution 
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‘shall fall on his children and grandehil- 

dren. The gods look down ale examine ; 

and err not an hair's breadth. 

Oe see WH FSS wt Hh Ke OP, FT He Th He 77 TE a BB 
XXV. Virtueand vice are two roads which 
separate misery and happiness. ‘The prac- 
tice of virtue brings a happy recompence ; 
on the perpetrators of vice, misery falls. 

a (E 10; an Ji NS 7, fa iE 2S A te Hod 

XXVI. [have made this discourse, wishing 
men to receive and practice it. The lan- 

guage, though shallow and near, will great- 
ly benefit body and mind. 

Ey fie TE WS We He Ob IG. Fa BE Fe ah AL 5 UK 
EWE ene who mock my “als, aa 

a ae to them ie reais her ot 
shall he dispersed, and blessingsaccumulated. 

a F & BRS & Os m i Uy ht A lie A Nk 

XXVIII. He who desires children, shall 
have males; he who desires long life, shall 
aitain to many years. ‘The desires for riches, 
and honors, and fame, shall all be aecom- 
plished. 

FL #5 We it Bi ES HE. Sth eS at OF Ba 
XAIX. W hatever is prayed for, sball be 
obtained according to the heart’s ce Ten 
thousand calamities shall melt like snow; 

and all blessings rush in like a troop. 

TS WE, WE i EARN OWS 5 OF OR OF 
XXX. My words are not selfish, but for 
the aid of the virtues. Let all men respect- 
fully practice them. Be not careless! le 
not darkened ! 

TH—BOOK OF REWARDS AND PUNISHMENTS, 

IN CHINESE AND ENGLISH. 
Translated by T. Watters, Esq. 

Kk ei WE. Tue Kan-yine-pien, or A 
~ Chapter on the Causes which Induce Re- 

tribution: by the Grand Supreme. 

ZAR HM AE Ah aii ME PY ME NA a, 3 
#2 KGB. The Grand-Supreme (i, e. Lao 

tzii) says—misfortune and prosperity have 
no door; they are evoked by men themselves. 
The rewards of virtue and vice are like the 
shadow following the substance. 

OK I a Bib Z oh AN ir fe A 
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He NB, GE Te R Fé, iE B IB, Xr B | Ut A. Make yourself right and you con- 

Se > HH wh 2, BE EE FE ESE, | vert other men, 
40 Ge Gl) BE. Accordingly Heaven acs | FP FM Bs ¥E. Pe kind to orphans and compas- 
Earth have spirits as ministers of transgres- | 
sions, who cut off from men’s lives periods 
commensurate with the slightness or gravity 
of their offences. When their term of life is” 
curtailed men become poor and needy—they 
encounter many sorrows and troubles—all 
men hate them-—punishments and misfor- 
tunes attend them—good luck and happiness 
keep away from them—evil stars bring them | 4 
plagues: when the curtailment of their life 
is polppleted they die. 

RA=BLAMA ADLER A FS | 
4 A. ff. There are also the San-Tai 
(Three Eminent Ones) and the Spirit-ruler 
of the Northern Bushel (star) above men’s 
heads who keep a record of men’s crimes 
and sins, and cut off periods of ‘Twelve years 

or One Hundred years from their lives. 

ge A= Fmt A fy eh he HB) HE A, We 
a OY ee A SF Gf. = ‘There 
Spirits of the San-shé within men’s bodies, | 
and on the arrival of each Kéng-shén day 
they hasten aloft and proceed to the Heaven- 
ly courts to report the crimes and transeres- 
sions of nen. 

Ae Z% 8, fie ut oR YR. On the last day of the 
moon the spirit of the Hearth also does this. 

Au AQ 5 i, AU AE HL Ts PU ie SE 
cases of man’s transgressions, 
are great, twelve years are cut off from his 

life, and when they are small, one hundred 
days. 

i Ah GH Be Ft OK GR fe HE Ti, Je A 
wz. ‘The transgressions, great and small, 
consist of several hundreds of circum- 
stances; and he who would seek for long life 
must first avoid them. 

- 

JE 3H Fl HE, JE $a Fl) GR. df it is the right way, 

advance ; if it is the wrong way, retire. 

A Ke Hh 4. Do not tread devious by-ways. 
A ik fe) BE. Pe not deceitful in your secret 

abode. 
Ri fis S Jy. Amass virtue and heap up merit. 
#6 TS Wy. Be compassionate to the brute 

creation. 
Hy 2% Ae tis. Be loyal, filial, loving to your 

younger and respectful to your elder 
brothers. 

are also the | 

Inall the | 

when these 

sionate to widows. 

fit 22 [32 $y. Respect the aged and be tender 
hearted to the young 

Fd dh WE As HR A BY ff. The insect tribes, the 
oe bs and trees you may not injure. 

7t IB) IN 2 (XJ. It behooves you to have com- 
passion for the misfortunes of others, 

Me N % 3. Delight in the excellence of others. 

Ge A 2% &. Assist men in their extremities, 
4 A fe. Bring relief to men when in dan- 

ger, 

AAZHMEZARAZKME ZK. 
| Regard the gains of men as if they were 
| your own gains, and the losses of men as if 

| they were your own losses. 
AES J. Do not publish men’s short-com- 

ings. 

i G fe. Do not puff up your own points of 
superiority. 

ity BE fy 4. Stop what is bad—encourage what 
is good. 

Ff B Web. Yield much—exact little. 
S ie A ZB. Receiveinsults without resentment. 
ay ie 74 Fé. Receive honor with fear, as it were. 
hi BA ft #z. Dispense bounty and seek not 

| reward. 

NK. A SE dij. Give to others and do not after- 
wards regret. 

Such is called a good man. 
All men respect him— 
Providence protects him— 

fi WE GG ZZ, Blessing and glory follow him— 

sie Ff zz wz, All evil things keep away from 
him— 

| jl 2-447 2%, The mysterious subtle powers en- 
| compass him— 
PR Eat WK, Whatever he attempts is sure to 

succeed— 

qh G2 wy Be. And he may hope to become a 
spirit or genius. 

(SAR AE BH Sh — Te = Hi a OR 
Aik We = Fy ae. He who would seek to 
become a Heavenly Genius must give rise to 
1,300 virtuous actions: he who would become 

an Earthly Genius must give rise to 300 vir- 
tuous actiens: 

JE 56 i BH), 2S BL th ty, If one meditates 
ee and acts against right rea- 

athe 
J 



son— 
Ae RE FH HE, Reeards wickedness as cleyerness— 
7, 7. f ws 4, Can bear to inflict misery and 

death— 
PE SK FE 5G, Secretly harms the good and ex- 

cellent — 
Wis ff FE Hi, Treats with clandestine slight 

ruler and parents— 
fe IE 5E 24E, Is disrespectful to teachers— 
3 AL PE YE, Is contumacious to those whom he 

ser ves— 

HE EK Ae HE, Gulls those whoare without knowl- 
edge— 

ae EK [p] t, Slanders those who are fellow 
Jearners— 

ji, WR H: 4, Acts and speaks falsel y—practices 
trickery and deceit— 

JK il Bt Bl, Attacks and exposes his senior 
relatives— 

fa i A f=, Is stiff, violent and inhuman— 
4% BE A YA, With ruthless perverseness takes 

his oma way— 
#2 JE A HX, Does not assign toright and wrong 

their proper places— 

In) 75 HEF, Reverses what is right in his at- 
tachments and aversions— 

2 PT WD, Oppresses his inferiors to obtain 
merit— 

i 1: # FG, ‘Toadies to superiors seeking their 
favor— 

& BL lek, Receives kindness and does not feel 
erateful— 

%& 92 A ff, Broods over resentments incessant- 
ly— 

We Hc FE EE, Makes little of Heaven’s people— 
£ @L I We, Introduces anarchy into the public 

administration— 
A Je JE 3G, Extends rewards to the unrighte- 

ous— 

JA) 7% fee S£, And punishments to the innocent— 
Re NATH, Murders men to seize on their 

riches— 

{i J. We fiz, Overthrows men to seize on their 
official positions— 

zk ME BH HW, Kills those who surrender, and 

massacres those who return to their al- 
leviance— 

RS IE PE FE, Depresses the upright and thrusts 
away the excellent— 

ve F\ i 4%, Ill-treats orphans and oppresses 
widows— 
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Jasts aside the laws and accepts = iE Ir, 

are 

LI it Fi dh, LE dh 4} Wf, Treats the right as 
wrong and the wrong as right— 

AW 4 W, Enters light offences as serious— 
SL RE i #, Increases his anger while witness- 

ing an exeeution— 

4M jth A. &&, Knows his faults and docs not re- 
form— 

an 3; Ar 4}, Knows what is good and does it 
not— 

A SE S| 4, Implicates others in his own 
crimes— 

Ha FE Fy Gj, Puts obstacles and checks to pro- 
fessions and arts— 

aly @E EE Fe, Reviles and slanders the excellent 
and holy 

te v& 34 FS, Insults and oppresses [those who 

haye attained to the practice of ] truth and 
virtue— 

SG} FS $% GE, Shoots birds and hunts beasts — 

BE $4 Fe HE, Pokes out burrowing insects and 
frightens roosting birds— 

TR FH fi, Blocks up the dens of wild ani- 
mals and knocks down the nests of birds— 

{& Sh we YP, Mortally injures pregnant wombs 
and breaks exes— 

il N47 4e, Wishes people to have misadven- 
tures— 

BY Jk 3, Ruins the merit achieved by 
others — 

fe A #&, Imperils others while keeping 
himself seeure— 

He ON Fl fe, ‘Takes from others to add to him- 
self— 

L) Be 4g, Gives bad things in exchange for 
200d — 

LI) Fy, RE ZS, Ruins the public interests by pri- 
vate feelings— 

ay J fk, Makes a stolen use of the abilities 
of other men— 

ie J x% 3G, Suppresses the excellencies of other 
men— 

Je A x 8%, Makes the failings of men con- 
speek 

af J 2% #2, Publishes people’s privacies— 
#£ A 4% 'f, Undermines the material pros- 

perity of people— 
Bie JB vy, Parts the dearest-relatives (lit. bone 

sau flesh )— 

ts J Fr BB, Appropriates what others like— 
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Assists others in doing evil— 
3: FE TE RY, Sets up his own will to creat awe— 
kz A. sR Wik, Brings shame on others seeking to 

advance himself— 
lie J. tH #%, Spoils the sprouting and mature 

erops of others— 

I A #g JE, 

We J WE AB, Breaks up other’s marriages— 

4 ‘& TB, Becomes rich by ill means and 
then is overbearing— 

ste aj of MW, Escapes [from punishment] by ill 
means and feels no shame— 

i Bs » He 38, Claims merits and rejects faults— 
HE jth FE BH, Marries away his misfortunes and 

sells his crimes— 

th FL Min % se Traffics in vain fame— 
al We farts, ‘Treasures secretly a deceitful 

mind— 

J J. jor £2, Suppresses the distinguishing ex- 

cellencies of people— 
SE OL yy 48, Screens his own imperfections— 
He fee 3H #7, Relies on his dignity to practice 

violent intimidations— 

fit 36 RE, In wanton fierceness kills and 
wounds— 

me fx BY 4%, Clips and cuts (cloth) without any 
reason— 

JE gf S46 BE, Cooks and kills (animals) when no 
rites require— 

4k 3 Tr 7, Wastes and throws away the five 
erains— 

3% Hs fe AE, Afflicts and distresses all living 
thines— 

BE NA x FR. Hy AL WY FE, Ruins other’s families 
and seizes their riches and valuables— 

Ue ak Hk ON, LI SE BE YE, Lets in water and lets 
loose fire in order to damage people’s dwell- 
ing-places— 

Ze BL HA HE, Le Dy, Confounds and con- 
fuses rules and plans in order to destroy 
men’s merit— 

4 te In, SE NA, 
of people in order to put an end to their 
using them— 

FL fy, 4% Et, UA fy Hig WE, On seeing others in 
glory and honour wishes that they may be 
banished and degraded— 

Sh fu va Hy, J fla, WE He, On seeing others in 
wealth and prosperity wishes them ruined 
and scattered — 

Sh fl SE, Hod B, 7, On seeing others with 
beauty and grace stirs up his heart illicitly | 

Spoils the implements | 

ae them — 

i, T¢ WM, BA fi, & AE, Retains the borrowed 
‘gies or money of others and wishes that 
these persons would die— 

Fo A 3K, fH AE HLA, «When his requests 
and prayers ae not answered, begets feel- 
ings of imprecation and resentment— 

Si ft 3z (ai, fi Hb fl, GH, On seeing others have 
misadventures speaks of them as commit- 
ting faults— 

Fi qu #8 4H, A EL Ti 4 2%, Sees the bodily im- 
per Auton of others and makes fun of 
them-— 

Si tle & GE, PY 4 Ti ip Zz, Sees the natural 
- and acquired abilities of others deserving 
commendation and suppresses them— 

Jf 2 JR A, Burns effigies to have evil power 
over men (trouble people’s sleep)— 

FA 4% RE tt, Uses poison to kill trees— 
ae AL fi {4}, Is spiteful and angry to his in- 

structors— 

HE fi 20 52, ‘Thwarts and offends his father and 
elder brother— 

it FQ a sh, Violently seizes and violently re- 
quests— 

-| aE 4 kf #, Is fond of pilfering and robbing— 
y it FZ i> Attains riches through rapine— 
TW kf e348, By artifice and deceit seeks pre- 

ferment— 

Hoa AZ, Is unjust in administering rewards 
and eee 

= she 3) @ij, Indulges to excess in pleasure— 
ay Je a ir, Is captious and tyrannical to in- 

feriors— 

21h i HS ft, Creates fear and dread in others— 
4 EN Repines at Heaven and reyiles 

against man— 

2a Jil BS iH, Reproaches the wind and abuses 

#y GF GA, ~=Provokes people into quarrels and 

5% ¥& Wj Be, Promiscuously joins friendly soci- 
eties for evil— 

the rain— 

lawsuits— 

Ji SE Se GH, Makes account of the talk of wives 
and concubines— 

| 38 40 ff Gil], Disobeys the commands of father 
and mother— 

4% i KA fc, Makes newacquisitions and forgets 
the old— 

1) 2G 3k, Isright with the mouth but wrong 
at heart— 
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of riches and simulates and dissembles to 
his guperiors 

ger {fF BE 5% OE ZEON, Invents wicked speeches 
to calumniate the good— 

OY A. th if, Exposes men and calls himself 
frank— 

wut #} TE, Abuses the spirits and calls him- 
self perfeet— 

ME WB, 
and imitates what revolts against it— 

$i my fk, Turns from new relatives to go to 
the distant— 

th K hh LI HE RS GE, Points to Heaven and 

Earth to testify to his baseness— 

Is recklessly covetous | 

OM ti It &, 

Abandons what accords with right 

| Fe me TR BY Ai, 

5] wh Y) th $2 32 Si, Calls the spirits to behold | 
his bestial acts— 

(K fir 7 iz, 
pay them— 

TIncurs obligations and does not re- 

ME A. Gir, 
We 2 f% ly, Repents of giving alms and gifts— | 

“i BEB. 
Fy Sh BE SR, Plots and seeks for what is Leyond | 

his lot-— 

Ti A. We RK, 
his projects— 

1% #& iB JE, Goes to excess in the indulgence of 
the sexual appetite-— 

1) By Rh, 2 #&: 

nant in face— 

ti BPE A, Gives tainted victuals to men for 
food— 

4 ia LK, 
teachings— 

AR tb, 
Exerts all his powers to accomplish | 

Is malevolent in heart em benig- | 

da TBS Ae, 

. ene 
Deludes the multitude by false | 

Sa OR 9fe RE, GR FPN FF, Has a small foot and | 
contracted yard—light scales and small 
measures— 

S$ H€ HL, Mixes the spurious with the gen- 
uine— 

TRG AF FY, Amasses illicit gain— 
JER F< 4% FE, Reduces respectable children to a 

servile condition— 

id HS BN, 
sons— 

Hf He I, 
cious— 

WY ll 38, Seeks [to establish] his rectitude 
by oaths and impreeations to the gods— 

BS 75 te Bl, Through love of wine becomes a- 
bandoned and dissolute— 

Is insatiably avaricious and rapa- 

= fy 7 Gt, Strives angrily with those who 
are to him as bone is to flesh— 

BAM i, As a man is not sincere and up- 

| By Te ak MH 

Cheats and beguiles stupid per- | 

225 

right— 
eA AMA, As a woman is not gentle and 

obedient — 
Ay Ful Uk 3, Does not live harmoniously with 

his wife— 
Does not respect her husband— 

4g. 4§: F} GS, Is always fond of boasting and 
brageine— 

ne 47 4 &, Is constantly practicing jealousy 
and envy— 

4m Fy JS JE, Does not behave properly to 
wife and children 

Fails in duties to father-in- 
law and mother-in-law— 

ii [es 3 gh, ‘Treats the spirits of ancestors with 
shght and disrespeet— 

Disobeys and resists the orders of 
superiors — 

Does and performs things of no 
service (leads a useless life)— 

1S fe AWG, Hides in his breast a second mind— 
Utters imprecations on himself 

and others— 
{fa Ve {fj Be, Is one-sided in disliking and lik- 

ing— 
ik SE i GEE fe, Strides across a well or hearth— 
Bk FE Bk i Hops over fcod or human beings— 

Kills babes already born and de- 

stroys those still in the womb— 
f2 (tt, Performs many secret and out- 

landish actions— 
Hie G8 BR HE, Sings and dances on the last day 

of the month or year— 
ii) A He # «Cries and gets angry on the first 

day of the moon or in the early morning— 
Yt db we Me A 743, Weeps, spits or urinates fac- 

ing the north— 
ue, Sighs, sings, or cries facing 

the hearth— 

a- 

MQ NE Be, «And uses hearth-fire for 

cots incense— 

| BEYE (EF, Prepares food with filthy fire- 
wood— 

| 7% 8 ZL ge, Rises up at night naked and ex- 
posed— 

A thi 44 Fh, Inflicts punishments at the eight 

festivals— 

| Ife 3 S2, Spits at a shooting star— 
#5 hy ‘@z, Points at the rainbow— 

i 47 = 3, Peints rudely at the Three Lights 

(sun, moon and stars)— 

ex ; 
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ni A, feoks lone at the sun and moon— | JE A RF {, WE OK MR 2%. To amass un- 

4 J] #% HA, In the spring months sets the | righteous riches is like relieving hunger by 
woods on fire and then hunts— putrid food, or quenching thirst by poisonous 

¥} Jb HEE, Utters angry resentments facing wine; though there is always a momentary 
the north— satiety, death also ensues, 4 

4ut fie 8 Hi Fy HE, Kills tortoises and smites | Je 4% jfe FS ox a RE ARS WE wh GB % a 

sk without any reason— wy kt JA RE, BE RE AG OR, = IX! jf EL REZ. 

An 7 ae OP i] oe a TL Ae ae, EOL HE OE If your mind is stirred to good, Wie 

Set AE. 2E Hi RT, RR FH. In| the good be not performed, the lucky spirits 
erimes like these, the Minister of Life ac- follow you; and if your mind is stirred to 
cording as the offence is light or serious evils, though the evil be not performed, yet 

cuts off periods of twelye years or one hund- the nulneky spirits follow pus 

red days, and at the end of the curtailing, | a; 4; a 7K A uk tf 24 EE rs #4 (E Me SE 
death comes—if at death there remain #8 FF, ne K ith JE EE, We eB #5 Wi 
guilt, the punishment extends to descend- wy. If he who has already done what is 
ants. wicked voluntarily repents, and does not do 

LHR AM A, 1 cb dk FRY anything that is evil but respectfully prac- 
me Jy, ith 72 FE SE, OA FE SE, A A Kk tices all virtues, he will in the lone run 

IR ioe IK pi ae hy te Ge af SF, LI certainly have good luck and prosperity and 
3 Wt ZH. In all cases in which one this is what is called changing calamity 

seizes violently another’s property, an ac- into blessing. 
count is taken of the wives and family of | oe yi A a% 3, 78 se ty %,—-HA=H= 
the offender, and these are gradnally brought SK ath eZ 4, iis (XI \X] J\ a BE, ahd BE fF BE, 

to death as an equipoise, and if they do not —HA = B= EK DEK ZIBB. Ac- 
die then, there are troubles from water, fire, cordingly the good man is virtuous in word, 
thieves, loss of property and failure in af- look, and action, and having these virtues 

fairs, sickness, and evil talk in order to daily, at the end of three years, Heaven 
restore the equilibrium disturbed by the will certainiy bless him. The wicked man 
wicked SytORt lation. is evil in word, look, and action, and hay- 

RHEE AG. LBDE WH Rw. Far- ing these three vices daily at the end of 
ther, those who put others to fon wrong- three years, Heaven is sure to send him 

ly are like men who exchange arms and calamity. 
slay each other, i A 1 i tr 2%. How is it, then, that men 

WW SEE WY OH BE A Te Be OR Ae 1 IE 2S, will not exert themselves to practice virtue? 

SS ——S — 

1V.-—COLLECTION OF PEARLS, 24 %. 

Jalled also Precious Characters, 34% #¥ from the fif ae 4X. 

Translated by Rey. J. C. Nevin. 

TWO DESIRES; = fff. Desire heaven con- you can cultivate integrity; HE fe By LI Hf 
stantly to produce good men; ffi K HF ZE a. Only by being reciprocal in your feel- 
4g J. Desire men constantly to perform ings you can perfect virtue; Ifé #8 wy LL ik 

fia good actions; JR JMS Fy AP UE. §is 

TW! 0 es Se! Only by ‘being frugal | TWO PETTERS) = TS: oe profitless affairs) 
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" ae is better than to enlarge ; 

a 9% fie — 2. 
iy — | 

A word too little is better | 

eek a is too much; 3 — | HY 

a: 

TWO ABILITIES; = fe. In moments of ex- | 
hilaration, able to keep your affairs well 
in hand; 3 Ht i ie fit In mo- 

ments of ene be able to restrain 

your words ; 25 % Hk 38 ME AE (E- 
TWO NOES; = 4%. With whole- eeu: 

there is no shame; 3 jf fli] 406 fe. With 
an honorable mind, there is no departure 
(from rectitude); ZB yf) Hi) 4 fj. 

TWO VERYS; = = %. Senseless bustling is 
very subversive; 7p & Uk Xf. Utter 
lack of energy is very ruinous; Ze 4ifi & Re 

J. 
TWO LITTLES ; = 4G. By paying little atten- 

tion to eee eee you will seldom err ; 

fy) Si oD A) Re 4. «By little use of 
empty t (oak an; will avoid transgression ; 

bi) Sob at AB. 
TWO THROUGHS; = ##. Through the mouth 

sickness enters; 4 TE A. Through the 

month calamity is begotten ; 7h 7 FTL. 
TWO SHOULD-NOTS; = #. The mouth 

should not speak of such moines as ought 
not to be done; AW FZ 2 ese Bb. 
The heart should not conceive such things 
as pug ht not to be spoken; A WY Mt 2% BF 

wy SE wi. 
TWO OUG HTS; = ff. In the practice of vir- 

tue, you ought to take a high stand; a & 

fa by — 2G. In your intercourse with men, 
a position ought tobe unassuming ; jy 

Bus ro iE. 

i 

ater CONST ANTLY-SEES f ]. When KD) | Se " 

T constantly see the moral excellence of 
others to be greater than mine, then shame 
and earnestness daily increase ; (M& BE HS Ay 

We Au Fe OW HAL JG. When I con- 
stantly see the prosperity of others to be less 
than mine, 
itself; 7 fa i [A FWK SM BHA 

fe TWO SHOULD-CULTIV ATES ; = ¢ &. Rich 
and honerable men by all means should 

cultivate goodness ; va FE J\ Bi ent Sb 26 J. 
Clever men by all means should cultivate 
honesty; Fag A Bae vey Sb JEL, 

Ewe Ue ANS mer = Do not seek 

then hard-feeling dies out of 

i TWO Sa : 

27 

iz 
Do not act amiss and your 

body will be at ease; ASE HH) & 
TWO WILL-NEVER- HAVES; Sees LE 

you wait until you have a sunplus before you 
exercise charity, you will never have such 
an oceasion; f§ 47 ER Wi He BEN we 3 HF 
Kz. If you wait for leisure before 

you engage in study, you will never ae 
such an n opportunity ; fh HW Wn Rt 

wh ER HZ SF. 

R 

aniiss and your heart ‘will be at peace; 

KR Woh ZK. 

= 8 9. When you 
find men at fault, you must sciely use the 
one word “forbear;’ ALA A HE BES 
— {| 252. When you come to a_ place 
hard to get over, you must simply use the 
one word “endure ;” 2 G #E EB i 

Pa Ee. 
TWO BETTER-THANS; = A Mu. One act of 

self-restraint is better than one hundred 
battles and one bundred yictories ; Ay i 
IE A Au — 7%. One moment of silence is 
better than ten thousand words fitly spoken ; 

MS er BS ie A A — BK. 
TWO .NOTHING-LIKES; =a. If you 

don’t wish people to bear, there is nothing 
like keeping silence; ¢K A ZY fi] S45 
+z. If you don’t wish people to know, there 
is nothing like AS a from action; ¢k 

NY Fi GET IY FB- 
THREE TO-CONSISTS OR TO BE-FOUND-INS; 

= 7. The circumvention of the greatest 
wisdom not by (does not consist in) 
wisdom, but (is found in) stupidity; PY A 

T ZEA EE tt 4 RB. The overcom- 
ine of the shrewdest argument is not hy 
(does not consist in) ready argument, but 
(is found in) stammering ; 47 KP Z HER 
Ze RE TH Ze iy. The subjugation of the 
ereatest courage is not by (does not consist 

in) courage, but (is found in) cowardice ; }fz 

RT 2 AE Hh FE i. 
THREE TO-CONSIDERS; = #. When the 

young consider that they will grow old, 
they “should eive all diligenc e to study 3 DS 
HD fe Fl) FF St. When the aged con- 

sider that death is at hand, they should be 
vealous in giving instruction ; 3% BA AL 2E 
fl) $$ Hx. When in possession of wealth 
you consider that it may pass away, you 

should be untiring in charity; 4 BB AL ze oe SS ADS 

is 
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ee oe 
THREE HEAVENS; = x. If Heaven should 

bestow but little happiness on me, I must 
ee my virtue and respectfully receive 

SKRPROURE EE BUY z. I 
oe should weary my body, I must set | 
it off by putting my heart at ease ; FE AF FR 

VE Sk EGY WZ If Heaven 
should embarrass me in the course of events, 
I must make my way through by obsery- | 
ing the laws of my being; XK pe FR LI jes 

Hs = ig VY i 

THREE 'TO “PROMOTES; = eB: 
happiness by being content ; 

Tika - 
stomach ; ‘ff f§ LI # $4. Promote wealth 
by cutting down expenses; 7 # J #2 Hy. 

THREE DISCIPLINES ; = }#&. When the 
ways of the world are bleak and windy, a 
space for the disciplining of our hearts is 

BO} VB 

indicated ; {It B% fal Fa Fa- Fito 2 HE ab. | 

When the world around us is inconstant, 

an arena for repressing our tempers 1s | 

afforded ; qlE fj 4 ee Fe FAVE Sit ab. 
When affairs are turned upside down, the 
things necessary for chastening our dis- | 

ae ss positions are furnished ; 

iT Ze ob. 
THREE NOT-KNOWS OR NOT-APPRECTI- | 

ATES; = A 4. We cannot appreciate 
our ordinary comforts, until we come in | 

hae with serious resistance ; Ay Fi) fii iit 

mh ZEA ZK. 
me the affability. of honest and generous 
men, until we have had experience with the 
grasping and oppressive; AL jy 2 ww N 
Ay 50 He JE oe BY. «~=We 3cannot appreciate 
the beauty of things chiming in with our 
wishes, until we have passed through great 
diffic ulties 5 A RE ME Ez Be Oh if # 
Z 

THREE M UST-NOTS ; = A WY. 
prime requisite in an officer, but he must 
not wholly regard this and be uncivil to the 

corrupt; fi 3b eS ARE HB OD 
fi i. 
of those in authority, but they must not give 
attention only to great things and Beanie 
those that are small ; ‘fit Ft Ni i #005 
A VY tik He AB. Dilieence't IS a sine qua 

Promote | 

Promote health by keeping an easy | 

We cannot appre- | 

Purity is a | 

Attention is carefulness on the part | 

non for persons in official employ, but they | 

ee not begin with diligence arid aa with 

Ati HE UL HW BH 

THREE IT-1S-SADS; = WJ ff. It is sad to 
have made no acquisitions in learning dur- 
ing life; Jk AE A St — wy IK. It is sad to 
have idled away ‘to-day; JE A i] & — 
te. It is sad for one’s body to become a 
wreck; JE & — he = wy If. 

THREE NO—THAT-CANNOTS 4a J. 
When there is mutual repenitaendl there is 
no resentment that cannot be dispelled ; jij 

‘lie SHE A. EE 2 tel. When there is mutual 
desire there i no union pa cannot be ef- 
fected; fj RAE AA % 2. When there 
is mutual aauivaity there is no peta 
that cannot be broueht about ; fj 4 ae A 

IN Z ith. 
FOUR GOODS ; PU ay. Bea good man; fk a J. 

Do good works ; 47 4E JE. Read good books; 
Bas EE. Speak good words ; - iE Gk. 

FOUR F UNDAMENTAL PRINCIPLES ; py AK. 
Economy is a fundamental principle in the 
ordering of a household ; #h fr 7] eZ AK. 
Edueation is a fundamental principle in the 
elevation of a family; #3 EF #2 3 Z AK. 
Harmony is a fundamental principle in the 
regulation of a household ; fy MA ¥§ RZ 
Ax. Conformity to right principles is a 
fundamental principle in the preservation 
of a family ; 7§& BRR Rw AB. 

FOUR PLANS; py gf. The plans of a family 
depend upon harmony; — 3 % st FOS 
Fu. The plans of a life depend upon dili- 
gence; —4E ot 4E Tis H). The plans of a 
year are made in the spring; — 26 % &f 
#e JS $e. The plans of a day are made in 
the morning ; Z al TE TS BR. 

FOUR PRESERVES; py sf. If you possess 
wisdom and intelligence, preserye them by 
an artless demeanor ; Jf HY 4 28s 2% VI 
i. If you have merit sufficient to over- 
shadow all under heaven, preserve it by yield- 
ing your rights in favor of others ; Dh #3 HK 
Tv ¥ 2 Lg. If you have courage and 
strength sufficient to excite the dread of the 
whole world, preserve them by a timid be- 
haviour; 3% Jy He tlk sp % Le. Af you 
have wealth without bounds, Spaeet: it by 
an unassuming deportment ; ya 4 PY ie 

Z Uk. 

_— 



FOUR THENS; py fl). If (one’s ) words and 

FOUR VIRTUES; py 7%. Charity is a virtue | 

FOUR NOT-TO-F AILS; pps. Not to fail to | 

FOUR ESTEEMS ,; ry tr. Teeth because of 

~ COLLECTION 

actions be compared to those of the ancients, 
virtue will then be caused to increase ; & 

4 48 2% A OA All (4% 4£. If meritorious at- 
tainments be intrusted to the will of heaven, 

the heart will then be at ease; Jy % ff % 
KK oe All ath fyj. If it be considered that 
reward and punishment extend to posterity, 
affairs should then be conducted in an equi- 
table manner ; 4 RE FH Ml Fe ZB. 
When in the enjoyment of present posses- 
sions we fear poverty may come in the future, 
we should then be economical; 3% 3 J& 

RK ik Z ON FN fee. 

in the rich; LI fe ih FH GH. Condes- 
cension is a virtue in the noble; # LJ a 
KB f&. Not to bee is a virtue in the 
poor; WV Me sh 4H fs. No craven recog- 

nition of dignity is a virtue in the ignoble ; 

WBE UL tk Bt 28 £8. 

repress the least departure from rectitude, is 
the basis of virtue ; )J\ JE ah fi 2% AK ab. 
Not to fail to save the minutest form of life, 
is the fountain-head of long life; @& Ws 
# eZ Us a. Not to fail to value a grain 
of rice, is the root of wealth ; if 32 wh FS 
ez # 44. Not to fail to compassionate 
letters, is the foundation of nobility ; Er | 

wh lit Fe Z Ik 

their hardness are destructible; therefore | 
the best men hold ela in high esteem ; 

Ba LE St ke BOA HO. Raenite hee 
cause of its sharpness becomes notched and 
broken ; therefore the best men hold non-an- | 

gularity in high esteem ; JJ LI SE # & 2 
A, ¥ ji. Gods and dragons because they 
are hard to see are spoken of with admira- | 
tion ; therefore the best men hold reserva-_ 

tion in high esteem ; ju) fe LY He AG AR 
HK % ANH. The great sea because it | 
is a vast deep is difficult of measurement ; 
therefore the best men hold the profound in 
high esteem ; jf i LI i ¥E HE He EA 

Ft ER. 
FOUR MAY-TAKE-THE-PLACE-OFS ; py 3. 

Freedom from care ih take the place of hon- 
orable distinction ; 3% Se Pe A. “Early | 
to bed” may take the place of riches ; HO 
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ie DL] SE. Contented steps may take the 
place af ae carriage ; # iG LY Wi. Plen- 
ty to eat may take te: place of meat ; ff] #& 

Dia W. 
FOUR REGULAT IONS; PY j&. Deliberation 

and attention is a No. 1 regulation in dis- 
charging one’s obligations ; & ff 42 ME Ye 
8 — i#. Kind forbearance is a No. | 

regulation in your intercourse with men ; 
iia 4 SE GE AN A — i. «To be humble and 
retiring is a No. | regulation for the pres- 
ervation of the body (from violence); jf 3 
FL (RK & HH — 7. To scatter (worldly cares) 

and relinquish (worldly ambitions) is a No. 

1 regulation for the education of the heart ; 

EW Ae 38 0 SR — Is. 
FOUR SELFS; py fy. The want of self-re- 

spect brings disgrace; A A HI RR. 
The want of personal fear invites trouble ; 
A A £ 4% 4B i. He who is not self-suf- 
ficient receives advantage; A A i #4 AS 
$. He who is not self- confident pebbnties 
very learned; A A A # Ph BB. 

FOUR FEELINGS; py jf. To love one’s par- 
ents with the same feelings with which one 
loves his wife, would be very filial indeed ; 
Lae SE ZW Be BLN A. To defend one’s 
country with the same feelings with which 
one would defend his family, would be the 
very perfection of patriotism; LJ a 2 
> Te bd Gl Se we. He who would reprove 
himself with the same feelings with which 
he would reprove others, would seldom be 
found at fault; DI WN Zo HG AE 
iH. If we would behave towards others 
with the same feelings with which we treat 
ourselves, harmonious relations would be 

maintained inviolate; Ll 42 Goth ABA 

Hl AS 38. 
FOUR ENDURES ; py ff. To endure poverty, 

avoid complaining (sour) words ; ff # AR 
Ay {€ BE si. ‘To endure inconstancy, avoid 

angry (irritating) words ; iif Je a AE # 

a%. ‘lo endure aspersion, don’t attempt con- 
tradiction ; jit 3E JE A. (E Fit aH. ‘Vo en- 
dure vexation and annoyance, avoid bitter 

words ; PLS AE #F ae. 
FOUR DON'TS; py #f. Don’t associate with 

men who are not virtuous and high-minded ; 
A. SEE Ht . Don't take things to which 
you have no Tight Wy JE KR hh. Don’t 
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talk about what you have not seen ; Bf JE | 

Al # Bt. Don’t carry out intentions which 
are bad; @& JE HR 

FOUR DO-NOTS; py 4. Do not be intimate | 
wy useless men (and do not imitate them) ; 

oat Fit oe, IK yy Bh Or FA &4). Do not do 

wR things (and do not see them); 486 4 > aeew 

LHW “Oo 4 Fi). Do not neodl ae 
books (and do not preserve them); 48 43 Z% 

HY HTK FF). Vo not speak nls 
words (and do not hear them); 486 4 2% ak 

ARM I K)- 
FOUR LITTLES; py. He who talks but lit | 

tle is not disliked by men; > & #4 A FF | 

JK. SRS. He who does but little is not 
faulted or “picked up” by men; »} 4 4A 

48 J jit SG. He who has little wisdom is 
not worried and distracted by men; ay # 

HAR NA We 4. We who has little abili- 
ty is not called into service by men ; Dy fit 

OR A Bi iE. 
FOUR WITHOUTS; pq 4%. Poverty is not a 

sufficient cause for disgrace, but poverty 
without resolution (to help one’s self) is a 

disgrace; HL WE A a Mew. 
To be ignoble is nota sufficient cause for dis- 
like, but ignobility without capability is de- 
testable; JIE A SE HE BY BE AE IES Thy Be GE. Old 
age is not a sufficient ee for regret, but | 
to be old and useless s va ey >, mie 
# BY Bk ALE hy 2 Death is not a | 

sufficient cause for ee ation but to die | 

without having been ae is sad indeed; | 

Ae OG ABE ME 
FOUR BE-OF-SERV IC ES; ue > JJ. If you do | 

not relax your energies when at leisure, it | 
will be of service to you when hurried; fy] 
rH Tk ih ME KB A Se FA. Uf you do not 
fall into listlessness when at rest, it will be 

of service to you in times of action; jf +f 

AS ZEB UE A SS FA. If you do not act 
deceitfully in private life, it will be of ser- 
vice to you in public life; PF rs A dk PE AA 
we A. Uf you are not lazy in youth, it 

will be of service fo you in old age; oy fe | 

A ik Wi EK AA Se - 
FOUR CONSTANTLY- KEEPING- 1N-MINDS ; 

py is 4H. By constantly keeping the thought 
of sickness in mind, whilst in health, ape | 
can preserve your body; fff J}: ‘#8 (E jy 48 
WLR &- By constantly keeping the 

_make progress in virtue; 2% Se '¥ 

| FOUR ouenT TO- cs 

thought of poverty in mind, whilst in af- 
fluence, you may uphold your family ; # H¥ 
in NE = 7a py Lo SF 4%. By constantly 
Lapis the thought of old age in mind, 
whilst young, you can incite camel to 
diligence in Stall ae > Ie is (EB we ay 
Jy @4. By constantly veaanl the thought 
of death in mind, whilst in life, you can 

i fE 76 
By LY Ht 3a. 

FOUR DO-NOT-SAYS; [ % #3. Do not say 
that you may deceive even in one of your 
thoughts; for you must know that there is 
the scrutiny of Heaven, Earth and the Gods ; 

jy ih — WY Me aa Aa AF FH a. 
vy, && gz. Do not say that you may treata 
single word with levity ; for you must know 
that before and bebind, on the right and 
left, there are sly ears giving heed; Jy i§ 

-BWYRbAMAMRAARZ SE 
Fe. Do not say that you may indulge in 
dissipation for a single moment; for you 
must know the reward of misery or happi- 
ness extends to your posterity ; 4 a — JE 

B58 bb A 1S FOR WB aR ZAR AE. Vo 
not say that you may treat any one thing 
with indifference; for you must know that it 
involves serious consequences to your body, 
your family, and your very life; 4y #3 — 
a a GS ts HEE » BH fR- 

FOU 8 THINGS- BY-WHICH; py fy fy. Recti- 
tude of thought, word and action are the 
things by which the upright man preserves 
ate integrity ; it A BABA RHO 

me RET Be LF ii. Honesty to- 
w ae cia W ithin, towards men without, 

and towards Heaven above, are the things 
by which the upright man exercises vigilant 
Ginoumspecmon over himself; Ay Aik G 

Bh RIN 1 AIK BF We Dw Ri. 
dud to diserace oneself with parents, breth- 
ren, wife or children, are the things by 
which the upright man moulds his family 
into befitting character; A 1% 4 BE A TB 

RH RWEF HT LR. To he 
grateful to the Emperor or the people for 
favors conferred and mindful of what one 
has learned, are the things by which the 
upright man manages the world; A&R 

FRAN A 4 REF i LB HE. 
; YR A. 
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FOUR DO-NOT-WITHS; py AH Ht 

FIVE LIMITS; 3 @. 
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When you are aus you ought to remember | 

the sufferings and vexations of Ue poor ; 

Ya EU 2 Sh BE ET WEN 5 ef TG. When 
you are young and strong, you ought to 
remember the griefs and afflictions of old 

age; ffi bth Z Ni Be ae SBN fg 0S AR. | 
When you are in the enjoyment of rest and | 
pleasure you ought to remember the cir- 
cumstances of those in trouble and distress ; 

Je Be ie 2 385 WE GEN fy SY. When | 
you are an on-looker, you ought to remember 
the pain and uneasiness of those who are 
engaged; fF Ml 2k Bama A iy 
Wide 

Do not have 
any very intimate dealings with the man of 
trifling words and ivavelaus action; i = 

BH 2A HW Wl 22H. Do not have any 
extensive profnlaons with the man who is 
readily pleased or angered; By #K Ye JV 

AR PY i ie ok. 
transactions with the man who is ever ready 
to assume the lion’s share; df fi ZN 

AB Hi JE We. Do not have any business 
transactions with the distrustful and suspi- 

cious man; % JS Fe %~ NA AW He ak SF 
FOUR SHOULD-NOT- BE- INDISORTMIN ATES; 

py 4me 5S. The ears should not be ae im- 
inate in what they hear; HI 4% 4 Wa. 
The eyes should not be ante in what 
they see; Fi 4 5 ff. The mouth eo 
not be indiscriminate in its words; fy 48€ 

32. The heart should not be indiscrimi- 
nate in its thoughts ; % 4 S J 

FOUR DO-NOT-EXHAUSTS ; pq $f #8. Do not 
exhaust your happiness in the enjoyment of 
it; Wa Bf St Sk. Do not exhaust your power 
in using it; H Fe ff Sf. Do not exhaust 
your words in sperking; ah # Ht se. Do 
not exhaust your business in transacting it; 

WE IE fk a. 
FIVE RECOGNIZES ; 7 41. Recognize kind- 

ness; 41 Bl. Recognize doctrine; A 34. 
Recognize the will of Heaven; 41 4. Re- 
cognize error; IJ. Recognize good for- 
tune ; 41 3. 

If you recognize the 
limits of speech, your faults will be less 

frequent; ak Ati NN 48 Ib by. (If you reeog- 
nize the limits of plays and sports, your sor- 
rows and regrets yal be less frequent ; "7 

FIVE BOUNDARIES; Jr BY. 

Do not have any monetary | 

q 

- fa en} fly ie * SS.) wie you recognize 
the limits of eating and drinking, sickness 

will be less frequent; fe #& 40 Gi Fl) FE Hg 

Gy. If you recognize the limits of want 
and Bey: coyetous desire will be less fre- 
quent ; we wy in Gj A) & sRoY. If you re- 

cognize the limits of joy rand rejoicing, mis- 
ery and ruin will be less frequent ; # #¢ 40 

(65 FN HB OD. 
Humanity, ac- 

cording as it is liberal or oppressive, marks 

the boundary between a lone and short life; 
{= JE x) iat SE Vs SY. «Humility and self- 
complacency indicate the boundary between 
happiness and misery ; aft it ZZ 75 52 18 Wk 

Bg. Diligence with frugality and laziness 
with podigality indicate the boundary be- 
tween poverty and wealth ; #h f@ 3= py 
fi ‘va BA. Tenderly caring for oneself and 
utter abandonment in vice mark the boun- 
dary between the good man and the devil- 
ish; (% 3 HE GEIB A 0 BY. The practice 
of good and the. doing of evil indicate the 
boundary between heaven and hell; # 38 

ff HEL IE fh BR. 
CAUSES OR PRODUCES; 3,4. In- 
partiality causes light and satisfaction; 

ZS HE HY. Selfishness causes obscurity and 
doubt; {fj 2E BR. Sincerity produces the 
godlike (in man); #& AE mit. Pure upright- 

ness causes successful accomplishment ; Hi 
ne AB 3m. Deceit and hypocrisy produce ob- 
struction ; ue {% 4A 3. Boasting causes 
suspicion ; 3 ae it 

Bt. 

SIX CAN-KNOWS OR CAN-TELLS; 7{ 4. 
Sit down quietly, and then you can tell 
how unsteady and heedless your feelings 
and temper have heretofore been; #f AE #& 
fe S122 Aw ac YF. Meditate in silence, 
and you can tell how boisterous and preci- 
pitate your words have heretofore been ; SF 
HR YR se ‘ZB A 2 Sie. Curtail your 
business, and you can tell how useless your 
expenses have hitherto been; 44 Be #& 
‘yn 2 Ae BP. «© Seclude yourself, and 
then you can tell how careless and unguard- 
ed your social intercourse has hitherto 

been; FA Ja Rs MI ZR A Bie. Re- 
strain your lust, and then you can tell why 

your ailments have hitherto been so fre- 

quent; 3g RR AREA ZH Bs. In 
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SIX 

SIX 

SIX 

igs aoe Caatere a. | 
your temper and disposition become like 
other people, and you can then tell how | 
pettish and vexatious your thoughts and 
feelings have heretofore been; tf JE FR | 
2B AZ fe *. 
REGRETS; > ty. The magistrate who 
is euilty of injustice and wrong, will regret 
it when he loses his office ; ~* 4} #, Hh JE. 
N¥ Ty. The rich man who does not exercise 
economy, will regret it when he is im- | 
poverished ; 3 A fy JA HN lg. The man | 
who does not become accomplished in youth, | 
will regret it in old age; #6 J wp Hh WE 
fig. He who learns nothing about what he 
sees, will regret it when he needs to make 
use of the same; Fl Bf A. 27 FA We Tg. He. 
who utters raving words when drunk, will 
regret it when he becomes sober; }f* #© FE 
7 BE A He. He who takes no care of him- 
self when in health, will regret it when | 
sickness comes; ¥ A H¥ 9g WE Te. 
REFRAIN-FROMS; 3yy7¥. If I refrain | 
from defaming others, they will then he 
unsullied and spotless; 4@ 9% SH A A 

% iw. If I refrain from scolding and 
passion, other people will then enjoy peace 
and rest; F¥ JR Mat AE AN ON Fn He. If 
refrain from unjust appropriation, other | 
people will then be able to preserve and | 
retain (their goods); FQ 7G He AL A AN ER 
sp. If I refrain from irritating provocation, 
others may then continue in their usual 

temper; MPM ABR. 1 
refrain from licentious habits, the reputation 
of others will remain undisturbed; 9% 7% 

aS & Hil VG 56%. (If I refrain from 
wrangling, other people will then enjoy 
harmony and contentment ; 4¥ IK 4F He Hl 

A Fs MEWS. 
ALWAYS LET-YOUR-THOUGHTS-BE ; 
HK 6 A. Suppose you were now in posses- | 
sion of fame, and distinction, you should 
always let your thoughts be as if in quiet 

obscurity; BN & a 38 BA ts TE YS Th AB. | 
Suppose your business is prosperous, you | 
should always let your thoughts be as if 
things were against your wishes; E)) Bi 3 
MA As (ESL KE AH. Suppose you have plen- 
ty to eat, you should always let your thoughts 
be as if inextreme poverty; B) FRE R 
‘es (— 4 SE 48. Suppose you were held in 

great respect by everybody, you should 
always let your thoughts be as if you were 
in dread of them; BE) J 40 3 fy #8 (E 2% 
HE 48. Suppose your family for generations 
has enjoyed a great reputation, you should 
always let your thoughts be as if you were 
ignoble and base; Jf) 3¢ (lt a FF (E SA 
44H. Suppose you were exceedingly learned, 
you should always let your thoughts be as 
if your aequirements were very superficial 

indeed ; BN © Pi 46 6S Hs (E28 OH AB. 
SIX BETTER-THANS; 54 A an. It is better 

to do good than to seek happiness by burn- 

ing incense; SU JL BE % AR we HM 4 ¥. 
Tt is better to dismiss hatred from your 
breast than to seek exemption from evil 
by repeating Buddha’s name; dt 4@& 
fit Riih A An FFE. It is better not to 
take than to make an unrighteous appro- 
priation in order to exercise benevolence ; 

Ib IR i OH An Hy HB. It is better 
to retrench expenses than to lavish them 
excessively on others; Hi 3: 72 BIA HA 
hn 4 #. It is better to be faithful in the 
relations of life than to seek to ally to one- 
self those in power and authority; lt dE 
$i Ze HE 2k A An Be fit. It is better to 
refrain from taking life than to buy things 
and let them loose to live (in order to 

acquire merit); Sf 3: By tk 4 A An HK 

SEVEN DO-NOTS; 4 #. Do not induce im- 
potency by improprieties of the bedeham- 
ber; HE LR 8 #6 3st BG. Dot not injure 
your stomach by eating and drinking ; Hf 
LI th & 4 i A. Do not be estranged 
from friends by petty dislikes; HE LJ sJ. AE 
Th te 2 yk. Do not forget former kind- 
ness because of recent injury; HF LI 3 7% 
tT SB. Do not let words diminish 

present happiness; $f LI #8 J8 HAE 
jig. Do not for the sake of fields and lands 
entail retribution on your posterity; HF LI 
Fa Wh HK HR. «Do not injure all 
coming generations by any superstitious or 

| demoniacal learning; Hf L) # ai th SK 

OF Bh. 
SEVEN DO-NOT-KNOWS,; (A fa. If you 

have not passed through the bitter sufer- 
ings of war, water, and fire, you do not 
know the blessings of prevailing peace; Ar 
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RHADEKKEABSRMEEZ 
jz. If you have not passed through the 

bitter sufferings of a mournful famine and | 
death by starvation, you do not know 
the blessings of an abundant year; A @ 

FS DA oe Ee FY is Zh. 
If you have not passed through the suffer- 
ings of parting in life and separation by | 
death, you do not know the blessings of un- 
cee union; A 4 #E 3H AE BE FE TZ 

HR EH. Ue you 
peel through the sufferings of calamitous 
misfortune in the change of affairs, you do 

not know the blessings of constant security; 

AG HE GB Se 2 WA EZ vit A RH FE 
2% wa. If you have not passed through the 
sufferings of distressing straits from cold 
and hunger, you do not know the bless- 
ings of being full and warm; A @ #2 jh 

iL iE sa HH ME a. If you 
have not passed through the sufferings of 
severe sickness and excruciating pai, you 
do not know the blessings of being healthy 

and strong ; fs 8 Hib Re Hh EZ 
A Fat HE tt > 2 jim. If you have not passed 
through the sufferings of hazardous peril 
from wind and waves, you do not know the 
blessings of a quiet calm; A @ #6 3H fe 

ie al DK ZEA AI HP OZ HR. 
EIGHT GROW-OUT-OFS; A 4. The sense 

of the eternal fitness of things (Reason) 
Erie out of contentment and tranquility ; 
4 AE HS & AF. Virtuous action erows out 
7 retiring humility; 7% Ze Jp it 32. Happi- 
ness grows out of rectitude and frugality ; | 

na AE Wd #§ Ke. Length of days grows out 
of peace and happiness; ¢p AE J Fy HB. 

Affliction grows out of inordinate lust; f& 
AE jk B #&. Error grows out of levity and 
Bcealskenest: 38 AE Fj% We he. Trouble grows 

out of excessive eh see Ww ZE HS B 

&. Sin grows out of inhumanity; SF: ik 

Is A. 
BRIGHT CURES; A 7. Setting the heart 

right will cure what is erroneous and cor- 
rupt; EQ 4 1 
rance; #2 74 Be. A slight attention to 
the doctrines of Buddha will 
thoughts (of inordinate irregularities) ; 

me itt AE 
tiousuess) ; 

Sleeping alone will eure licen- 
iy PM G4 7. Conformance to 

6 Y 

Study will cure igno- | 

eure your | 

B — 

have not | 
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one’s duty will eure what is wad and dis- 
orderly ; & 4} 74 A proper estimate of 
one’s ability will cure covetousness ; fr JJ 
4. Taking medicine will cure disease ; 

Ni BE 74 Fy. Denne to excess will cure 
sorrow ; Ij fk 74 AX 

EIGHT THOUGHTL ESSL YS; Ad. The man 
who thoug nee sues has frequent cause 
to repent; #@ 4 # 4 lie. The man who 
thoughtlessly acts is constantly falling into 
error ; A By # =A. The man who thought- 
lessly promises has little trust ; # if; 34 E (8. 
The man who thonghtlessly v ilifiesothers has 
little virtue ; i @ 4 4% 74. The man who 
thoughtless] y enters into agreements easily 
breaks off; # & 3% FB ie. The man who 
is thoughtlessly pleased is easily angered ; 
iS ¥¥ BX. The man who thoughtless- 
ly picks up things will surely get into quar- 
rels; #8 Wg 24 4 Gt. The man who thought- 
lessly listens will surely be involved in doubt; 

A IEE 28 1h FEE. 
NINE NOT-TO-ENTERTAINS OR NOT-AL- 

LOW-TO-ARISES; ju # 4E. Ifany mem- 

ber of the household crosses my purposes, do 
I or do I not allow disturbed and angry 
tvos bis to arise? 3 4% Ph FE Ht AE TAI 
Ax AR. When content with my food and in 

the enjoyment of good health, do I or do I 
not allow licentious thoughts to arise? & 
fe Fy te AE RR GF. If my grounds 
or garden be aie: vacant and unadorned, 
do TI or do IT not allow thoughts of (elaborate) 
building and planting to arise? Fe FA fy PR 
te AE 88 A G Ay. When separated from 
fellow students, do I or do I not entertain 

feelings of dullness and laziness? 5& {i Bie 

we AE STF. When I think of 
jet To 

the great favors bestowed by my sovereign, 
do I or do I not entertain thoughts of (re- 
tiring from office and returning) home? 
PAEMENSA a. When vexed 
by fickleness and inconstancy, do I or do I 
not allow angry feelings to arise? 38 Uf 
2fy oe AE IK & 7. When I hear of news 
from the Court (of some one’s promotion) or 
the Market (of some one’s success in trade), 
do i or do I not allow such thoughts as this 
to arise,—what honor! what splendor! #9 qf 
Bt BA 8 4E 6 2K GA. If Lam oppressed 
by another’s influenc e, do Tor do I not allow 
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TEN ALWAYS; -+ 38. 
from their very rise ees Bs conformed to | 

TEN KEEP-IN-MINDS; -- & 

feelings of animosity to arise? Be Fy Wh je 
Bi AE HE Uh 4 7p. If in taking hold of my 
coat my elbow protrudes—do I or do I not 

entertain thoughts of concealing (the rent) 

from observation? j# 3= Ji It wi AB I 2E 

thoughts 
eG. 

Let your 

what is pure and right; # 2 ‘Ae # Zl TE. 
When you speak, always tere careful Cea 
to the consequences; Hf 
When you are rich, always have chant for 
the poor ; ‘aq Hee BEA #3. When you rejoice, 
always have a fear of calamities; Jt s% 7 724 

¥& jit}. Before things have come to pass, al- 
ways see to it that there is due caution and 
fear; Fe Ae He Ze HK YE. As regards the 
present, always ed contentment before the 

mind; $3 TE ae Fe 4 Je. When clothed 
and fed, always pas where these things 
came from; Ze FE HF FH 3fe p. 
conduct should always be elassed or found 
under the spontancous; wh ARs fF HE oth. 
Adverse circumstances should always be re- 

ceived with acquiescence; iit Je ye BE JIL BE 
If unpleasant complications aes arisen, al- | 
ways seek to have them removed ; 

WS AF MK. 
5 aH 

In your views 
and feelings, keep liber ‘ality i in mind; 
‘@. When offended against, keep patience 

in mind; jG #4 72.. If there is to be toilsome 
, keep “the sooner the better” in mind; 

a 3K. 

ie in mind, Jy BEE. In taking a 
seat, keep condescension in mind ; 4 BB 

In walking, keep in mind the thought of 
yielding the precedence to others ; #7 BR 7. 
If you have aes fame, keep obscurity in 
mind; 44 Bh When in position, keep 
inferiority in fears fur FL. In an 

ing, keep “to the end” in mind; a i. 
In resigning your post, 
mind—{don’t be tempted by avarice, &e., &e. 
to hang on); 3f BB 

, 

TEN OPPORTUNITIES- FOR- DOING-GOOD ; 
+ Fy fi. Seek an opportunity for doing 
good in bestowing charity on the poor. 
Hunger and cold are greatly to be commis- 
erated. In dispensing goods and opening 
out your purse strings, don’t deem the calls 

If you have attained merit, keep 

keep ‘‘early” in | 

af Ty F< AR 

Your entire | 

too frequent; =k 77 (i Ze BR A IL HB 

tH) Ffé §f2 3X AR HA. Seek an opportunity for 
doing good in respecting the aged. ‘Their 
appearance is like the decaying mulberry 
and elm. ‘They should have a comfortable 
home and plenty to eat; = Fy (# #E it B 

36 HR 34 FRE RAB MW. Seek an op- 
portunity for ae good in putting a stop 

to contention. ‘The vulgar herd delight in 
stirring up trouble. To. bring about peace 
and harmony depends on the man of correct 

principles; 3 47 (2, IP 96 ss 26 AAA 
Au WH ft taj WA. Seek an opportunity for 
doing good in redressing wrong. See the 
unfortunate subject of oppression as it were 

covered with an inverted tub.” Go with him 
through all the intricacies of the case and 
a bin escape from the net; =& Jy (i ZF FA 

Sk Mi th 0 We EAE J. Seek an 
ee for doing good in compassiona- 

tine talent. How beautiful is the youth of 
superior taleut, Spare no words in his re- 

commendation; = Fy (i 7. BAER EB 
Ae 4B Oy WE Te SF FE. Seek an opportunity 
for doing good in pitying the mental inbe- 
ciles. Do not despise or make sport of them 
thus weak and shrouded in darkness. You 
must strive to instruct and assist them; 3 

Fy (8 TE AF EAR Ae SO fie BR. 
Seek an opportunity for doing good in sooth- 
ine those who have no kindred. They are 
lonely and lament that they have no one to 
lean upon, Haste to lend mutual help to 
them cast down and in danger; =& Fy fi ZE 

He Th (fo 47 WE AE He ITE BR AN GR. Seek 
an opportunity for doing good in showing 

kindness to those under you, Servants and 
employes all belong to mankind. In all 
things be generous and liberal towards 

thon; RF MERT REBATE 
HF GE Hic FH. Seek an opportunity for do- 
ing good in giving sepuiture to the bones 

of the dead. Althoue h the bones are decayed, 

the wandering spirit is in very truth an 

ohject of pity: 3 7 OR Ze 48 RGB BE 
Coe) ihe oe TE HE ye. Seek an opportunity 
for doing good in making away with the 
wicked, Would you rather bear with such 

men! When the wicked are removed, good 

people rejoice; 3 OE Zk ER BZ 
At A 3 PR ES RR oR. 
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TEN MUSTS; + #%@. 

TEN ABILITIES; ++ fg. 

Ww hee you perceive an 

opportunity for good, you must embrace it; 

WS Sh SM BE FF F- When you fall into | 

manner - comply with your pleasure ; be 
SO id aK HK OW RE FH. “df you are aible to 
teach your children, coming generations will 

error, you must reform; Js jh Fe se B | be prosperous, such will be the result; fe # 
ee 7%. When in poverty, you must bear it; | FH MME & FE IE. If you are able 

A Sa SE BE iat 7]. When in sufecring, 
you must endure it; Jj 36 77 HE BE AS FY. 
When crossed in your anne you must be 
patient ; J ih Se Jee BE |. When an- 
noyed and vexed, you must cast your eares 
to the wind ; 7S J {f We: BE ye FE. When | 

len thoughts arise, you must curb | 

them; J #%, #k Jee BE 3 7. When speak- 
ing, a must let your oats he well-ordered; 

Hs ate WE BE Ag + 4. In times great eat of 

excitement and 1 disp you must be indif- 
ferent; Jf #2 3h i; BE YE 7. Under long 
protraction, you must be constant; Jf A je 

Wr Be Ye fe. 
If you are able to he 

satisfied, you will receive and enjoy the nuin- 
berless blessings of life; f& 4 HE Se Be 2p 
AE Fe if. = If you are able to devote your- 
self to study, your literary reputation will 
be illustriousand you will become a renowned | 

scholar; fig i WAR MM FEB wk A UB. 
If you are able to give due filial respect to 
your parents, your children will in like 

to be diligent and frugal, your household 
will be clothed and fed, and there will be 

no ee ds of lamentation or feelings of ill- 

will; g& 3) Me DS) 3 1 RAR WE Ye. TE you 
are ale to be mild and peaceful, every body 
will be delighted witb you and pleasant cir- 
cumstances will abound ; §E at Fu da i, WV 

ui BE. If you are able to curb Just, 
your days will be prolonged, disease be re- 
strained and your energies unimpaired; #& 

ey PE ME SE I ag AR gi JE. If you are able 
to conform to duty, you will make little ac- 
count of whether you gain or lose, whether 
you have come to the end of your string or 

whether the way be still open; f& 4 Jp FB 
4 Bh eA PR. If you are ane to bear 
with patience, by playing a “emig man no 

harm will come to yous §& 2 wit (& 1B iii 
se Am Sh If you are able to be cireum- 
spect in your speech, you will not be impli- 
cated in matters of slander and litigation ; 

fie oh a ae JEP ak AE 

V—SKCTION ON MERIT, TJ] 3p. 

From the fi 3 2g 

Charles F. Preston. Translated by Rev. 

.—MERIT, WITHOUT EXPEND! TURE OF 
MONEY, FOR OFFICIAL PEOPLE, 1; 

fe A tk BS Wy GR. 
What is profitable must be put into action, 77 Fy 

Sternly repress gambling, qr 7% HK a 
Strictly forbid forced sales, Be * if B. 
Have pity upon prisoners, a th fh 1. 
Aftord protection for the good, 4% 48 36 #4. 
Re indulgent to those who err, #4 Ji Hi a. 

What is injurious must be removed, #7 4 sph Pe. 
On the judicial table, let no case (written docu- 

ments) be del ayed, 3e See BF iB. 

In the eisiewe hall; let no case be detained, fe 

iit FF. ey SBE iif 

Deal Barer va robbers, fic bE i Ik. 

Do not lightly give orders for arrest, Ay ey # 

Fi) GR EE. 
Do not carelessly employ people, A jE # A. 
Those who make false accusation must be pun- 

ished (as they wished to punish others), gi 

48s Dp AB. 



Do not be impelled by anger to injure the lives 

of the people, A 33 2 Atk Gr. 
Do not without good reason punish the old, the 
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ae - ho incite to litigation must be repressed, 

als Wh #28. 
Do ae Hota! women without good cause, Ar Ke 

diy Hi Z- young, 
Do not without good reason use severe punish- 

ments, Ay me JA ae FA. 
Do not rasbly confide in your own opinion, A 

So A. : 
Do not be influenced by personal friendship to 

wrest the law, A Fj tif Jit dz. 

Do not, understanding the case, designedly ais: 
(the law), Ar 4a ti &e FE. 

Do not apply the law with needless severity, A 

Ht te Ie 
Do 

tie, AR A RYE HEF ADL 
Do not separate relatives (lit. bones and flesh), AA 

Vr i 9 - 
not without reason comply with popular 
opinion, Ar He Fy ZV Be. 

Do 

Do not lightly arrest these who harbor criminals, | 
(i.e. alecomnplices} receivers of stolen goods, 

&e.), AR SE ZR. 
Do not lightly listen to those about (lit. right and 

left of) you, Ar We Fe 7: A. 
Report at an early date ealaants by flood and 

drought, ge SL Bl sp §t 
When there is a ae establish regulations for 

relief, L5G a 7 Ae He. 

With reference to anaes exercise compassion and 
urge payment, BR Re Tf: 5c RE BY. 

In doubtful cases, it is impor int to seek for facts, 

SE Se 5 NY FB 
In difficult cases, carefully seek what is right, #e 

He FM oth se BB. 
With an unbiassed heart relieve the oppressed, 

27 ot Hl OE Hp. 
Strongly repress extravagance, Jy Jit AF {%. 
Forbid the slaughter of ploughing cattle, 4 32 

a Ab. ee 
Do not lightly implicate people on the ground of 

being inhabitants of the same neighbourhood 

or village, A We BAG ffi HB TR: 
When any good thing is encountered, complete 

it in various ways and at all times, 383 &F Ff 

BA Ni IK. 
When bad people are encountered, use both pun- 

JA. 
Do not wrest the law to destroy the rank (titles) | 

not give judgment sundering the marriage | 

| Do not be my ed with anger 

ishment and instruction, 38 £e J\ JA) He ie 

or the sick, 2 Sh jy ty A RS BS ie. 
Do not for any slight reason punish people when 

in sorrow, J Fy (8 > Ae we BS Fe. 
Do not for any slight reason gus during ex- 

treme cold or heat, Be JE Ye Se AL ime Bit 
Do not for any slight reason pnaalt those hit 

have followed you a long way—i. e. serv- 
ants, clerks, &c.), h& #7 tz FR Ay WS HE. 

Do not punish again those who ‘have been already 
tortured—{beaten aud squeezed), (1 #8 ae 

BR Te 
Do not punish those again who have already 

been punished before, Se if 3 4 A HE F#. 
Strictly forbid the attendants of the office to 

oppress the people, ik 3° 4 # if GF RE. 
Do not suffer relatives to take occasion to injure 

the good people (the innocent), A Ht (RH 

ok GE Fe SR. 
When robbers are a ie at once try the 

case in person, oe BN) Eh Fe. 

Do not affect ine e. rely upon dignity to 
oppr ess), A {Ek 

>A Hh) jos" 

Do not be partial in protec ting the original com- 
plainant, AR {fi HE Jet ae. 

not be obsequious to superior officials in any 
thing injurious to the plaee—{where you 

are), Ay JN Fi HE hb Hy SF x6 st Eb 7. 
not purchase reputation by doing anything 
that is startling to bear or see, a {E HE BE 

HAHA 
In reference to what ought not to be done, al- 

though strict orders may have been received, 
earnest efforts should be made for reversal, 

Je AN WY 7 HE BE AS Be Hs Hie Ty JHE, fad 
In matters where forbearance may be exercised, 

although they may have been decided, special 
mercy should be the more exercised, ti A 

BY Ge 5 HE GR WN BS oe I TH He. 
By so much as forboamnes is exercised, by so 

much will the people receive happiness, %& 

— 5f Gil Ee Se — 5p Z MR. 
By so much as business (things to be done) is 

diminished, by so ee is the trouble of 
the people diminished, — FF i) Kup — 

WF Z i. 
Strictly prevent the police and prisoners impos- 

of people, A #E jd: HE NT G. ing open tite better class, + ik ik di 7 2E 



He of:  Y- 
In cases of capital crime—(murder in quarrels), 

whether intentional or by mistake, whether 
as principal or accessory, 
guish in giving sentence, [8] Re J\ fr BR We 

A HG CE UL MI OPE SE. 
Strictly repress those ‘who have authority of 

rank—({depending upon rekitives in power), 
those who have personal ability —(talent or 
numbers to do evil), pettifoggers and false 
accusers, so that they may not scatter seeds 

of evil, fig 4% 2 Es Se 

Be able to rebuke unprincipled rascals and crafty 
deceivers and bring them into subjection to 
law, that they aaa not Hayes upon the 

simple people, fe 48 #€ AF ae ml BL a Z| 
TA iE A i a aad 

Be able to teach and guide the obstinate and 
calm their angry passions, so as to cause 

eee to cease, 

Ko TA AY 8 “ at 7 ak. 

In punishing men it is important to declare their 
guilt, that they may know how to reform 
and that they who receive punishment may 
be ashamed and submit—and that they who | 

look on may be warned, 7% A 5 AY ae Ee 

SE A AL An tk BEE A ONS 1 4 HE WM. 
When complaints cite only hes of no im- 

portance about women, dismiss them at once, 

a ee 

Be patient in listening to trials, so that both 
complainant and defendant may make full | 
statemants of the case, jf JE SE ah 4) Jit Be 

4 SEE JE i. 
Suffer each to confess as to ability— 

in part or entire inability (to pay ransom); 
and do not in the matter of ransom be 
obsequious to the superior officials, 7F Jy Fif 

Ai FE HE EB ak A Te RL B- 
Do not rebuke those ain carry suits to the higher | 

courts, but give judgment as usual with 

fairness, 7 Mit i op FY AR AP IR ie BB ef 
Whenever there has been unintentional injustice 

and there is the least thought of changing, 
do not grieve to rectify the mistake, — jt 

Hh ENE BAR RF USB. 
When a matter is presented, give judgment ac- 

cording to justice; and if there is an appeal 
to another tribunal, suffer it to be referred | 
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carefully distin- | 

Sit DS fi 4 ik AS Ar 

fe ip OH wT EG AS 

HK | 

ability | 
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| as (the parties) may y wish, a Hy if A 2E 

BE UL Bi PR BY Hal) Hs PY hic ft OS HE 
In regard to testimony, whether it should con- 

vict or exculpate, care should be taken that 
subordinates do not manipulate (the case) ; 

(kin A 6 8 fi Bim kok ET 
it 

In condueting examinations, be just and clear so 
| as not to oppress pocr students, 2 ig 2S WA 

| AR il Hp HM Fe. 
| In reporting graduates (of sew-tsai degree), dis- 

tincuish clearly between the worthy and 
unworthy, so that people may know whom 
to exhort and whom to rebuke, Bf 4% 4E & 

2 35 TR oh A HE AY NS ip Uh fe. 
rien ee who are without means should 

at once have their case disposed of; those 

who are to be transported (with the option 
of paying ransom) should be permitted to 
call for security and not be confined at 

pleasure, 4 Jy 4a, A. 3 J fy Ue $8 BBR 4 
ce) IP ie 14 (he AN rie] ae 2S 

During the prevalence of contagious disease, 
order the officers of the prisons and the 
prison-keepers to sweep away the filth that 
has accumulated and to burn “ts‘ang shu” 
Pe medicine) and provide plenty 
of cool water, _ Tih fi ee 5) ft Ja Es FR 

He HR BE BS HE BE le SE ook. 

ii._MERIT, WITHOUT EXPENDITURE OF 
MONEY, FOR MILITARY OFFICIALS, 
vl TS A 2 BS Yh FB. 

Have strict omatativng when the army is ealled 

out, fil #7 7 #0. 
Do not destroy cities and towns, A Fé Jy &. 

lo not kidnap children (boys and girls), A te 

i Be 
Do not kill tlie innocent and take merit to your- 

self, A Re EE A OU. 
Do not kill those who have surrendered, 7 Zt 

Do not burn up houses, A Sy BE Fe ae. 
| Do not deduct any none on the soldier’s 

wages, Ar sb iy FE HS. 

Do not take advantage of the fact that there are 
robbers to seek gain, A [A 3 jk Aa. 

Do not injure the graves or the rice fields of the 
people, A fa A ce Se A OH. 

Pity the naffetines of the soldiers from hunger 
and sickness, fff 4+ 2% fi, 32 JR 74 

Do not permit the soliliers to disturb the village 



HAs al 
279i 7N people is HS KK. 

IIL—MERIT, Mere EXPEND! TURE 
OF MONEY, FOR THE COUNTRY 
GENTRY, #5 fl % 2 on Vy fis. 

Take the lead in good works, {fj 43 3@ 32. 
Reform manners by correcting. yourselves, JE 

Mt ih. 
Do not speak of (much less do) anything against 

conscience because of personal friendship, 

A kt He at A lis - 
Do not offer to take the whole management of | 

for private gain or | public business—{i. e 
reputation), A. @l df 2S 9 FE. 

Do not trespass upon tlie “fields and gardens of 

the people, Ay fe {ir JX FA fel. 
Do not make forced purchases of the property of 

the people, Ap th ON ee 32. 
Do not introduce a percentage of base coin in 

monies, Ar #4 4 (1G & Rf. 
Do not make a pretext of any matter to the injury 

o nla lk tite * of the people, A fif wi SE A. 
Do not lay plans to take away the ‘“fung shui” 

(good luck) of others, A st 4 NN Mil aK. 
Do not compel people in regard to prices, AV Ff 

i AR ffi 
Do not, without good reason, listen to the words 

of servants and followers, A He TE EES. 

Lo not continually oppress workmen and farmers, 

A Me 4 ee LH 3. 
Do not sutler skeep and pigs to trample down and | 

eat the standing rice, A B26 Ae FE BAR. | 

Do not suffer servants and followers to make 
disturbance, A # Ge HE ZE BF. 

Do not take goods, compelling the giving of 

ereilit, 7 38h IR Wa 8 Hh. 
When there is anything for the benefit of the 

place, strive to open the way for the officials 
of departments and districts (called respect- 
ively ancestral and buen) 45 Fi Fe Wis 

BE Wh Ay Se te Is ty Ze ll OC RE Bi PY- 
When there is a case of really ereat oppression 

among the people, do not avoid dislike and | 
suspicion ; but strive to do what is just and 

make full representation, ae: i) IIE XK | 

EW) Ar abi WE GE HAI A fr A. 
IV.-MERIT, WITHOUT EXPENDITURE 

CF MONEY, FOR CLERKS AND SEC- 
RETARIES — (OFFICIAL ADVISERS), 
we BA ES Dy U8. 

Do not “pti your master, Ay i aft #. 
Do not depend pom official authority, 
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| Be Se Bt, 

| Do not dais money gained by disregarding con- 

science, Ar #8 We ot) £8. 
Do not do what would demoralize the conscience, 

| Ar fE heh th Be. 
During extreme cold and oat advise to punish 

less, BK SE Ys Se BE A TA 

Carefully attend fo the eee $m (BR ial 45 - 
| Be earnest in advising your master in bringing 

into practice or removing, as the case may 
be, whatever is for the benefit or injury of the 

place, Wu Hy 47 FUME % BE Is Wh He HM ER. 
| Assist your master to give relief in cases where 

the people are oppressed, ¢ ij # 4p 2 Wk 

We Ae iil) Je. 
Prevent your master going into the hall to attend 

to business when he is angry, He He Be A 

BAL EG Et BR Se. 
V.—MERIT, WITHOUT EXPENDITURE 

OF MONEY, FOR (THE PEOPLE) THE 
MULTITUDE, XK 2& Hk HY) fi. 

'Reyerence heaven, earth and the three lights 
| (sun, moon, and stars), 4% # KK i = Fé. 
Reverently serve the gods, & Zs jh Hi. 
Exert utmost strength in filial obedience towards 

father and mother, 9 Jy 24 JIA 2¢ HE. 
Love your brothers, A 3 5b ws. 
| Pity those without wife, without husband, with- 

out parents, and without children, #} [ia 

(Ok $8 IN Mo 
Respect the old and commiserate the young, 

4 Wi Sh. 
Be diligent and be frugal, ¥% 3h ¥e ff. 
Let the small scales, large scales, pints, and 

pecks all be alike just and equal, Bk FF FF 

2 it — AA. 
Even at expense of trouble, complete good under- 

takings, dH WM A fei. 

Hold teachers and friends in honorable estimation. 

SF it fil 2c. 
Live in harmony with neighbours and relatives, 

Ail He ih '2 BL Hk. 
Preserve the chastity of females, 56 Af A Gi PR. 
Relieve the people when in sorrow and anger, 

fit NSE RE TEE HE. 
| Reward and assist younger scholars, #E 4¥ #% SB. 
Restore people’s posterity, f& J\ & fad- 
Point out to others the fords and roads, fF YET. 

| Rejoice to publish the good deeds of others, 3 $j 

Do not publish the evil of others, Z ff A RE. 
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Write copies of all kinds of receipts for healing 
the diseases of the people, & 55 Tpit Ay. 

Have regard for and spare written paper, #% 

ti OF A. eee 
Cause the people to desist from litigation, 4, J, 

Bi. 
Relieve the wrongs of the people, Je J\ % Jip. 
Do not manufacture falsehoods, A (ff AE ae. 
Do not be unfaithful to trusts committed to you, 

ha HH. . 
Take blame to yourself, but give credit to others, 

Bl 38 oh CL Hee HL A. 
Do not make use of authority (i.e. for private 

ends), % (li 3b BE. 
Do not make a display of talents and knowledge, 

RAE FB. 
Do not forget the favours of others, 7A J BA. 

Do not remember the faults of others, AG 

J ifs. 
Do not ruthlessly destroy the bounties of heaven, 

mF FMA. 
Do not suffer lust to take possession of the heart, 

A Rit ED. 
Do not stir up animosities, A #% WE HL JE. 
Do not rely upon force to oppress the weak, Ar [# 

ih Be 5H. 
Do not envy the rich or despise the poor, A. Ah 

Do not publish the private affairs of others, A 

ABH 
Do not destroy the finished work of others, % 

Me A i B- 
Do not defile the reputation or virtue of others, 

REND Gh 
Assist in bringing about the marriage and joy- 

ful affairs of others, 2 i J\ § WA Se SF. 
Be satisfied with what is given you to enjoy, 5 

Hl IE. 
Persuade others not to indulge in lewdness or 

gambling, #) 4g J 3 4@ Mi. 
Rescue at once what you see ought. to be res- 

cued, Fl HP Be 44 BN dk. 
Forbearance must be exercised wherever it may 

be exercised, Su BY & 4 a, Fe. 
Do not harbor an evil heart, A @I 3% ih ww. 
Be happy in every place, fig #2 AE Bk SZ. 
When intercourse is cut off (dismissed as officer 

or servant), do not spread bad reports, #4 

uy el 
Do not speak of the insignificance of other's 

ancestors, A Es A jill 2 GA. 
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Exhort people to preserve harmony in their 
households, ¥#h 3% J. 3e HE Fy HE. 

Persuade near relatives to refrain from separa- 

tion, Wh ak AB 9 ae Bie. 
Do not secretly examine the private papers and 

letters of others, A #4 \ #, BE BF R- 
When you borrow other people’s things, be as 

careful of them as if they were your own, 

eA 2 he Hh. 
Make plans for other’s business as you do for 

your own, oe A 3% St fn ch S. 
Arrange what is difficult, and disentangle what 

is confused, HE SE ff 4p. 
Support and lead the blind, $k 5] #¢ A. 
During the time of wind, thunder, cold and heat, 

refrain from sexual intercourse, }fl FH 3€ 

Wh WR We 3. 
When there is a high wind exhort people not 

to cross rivers, $83 Fe Jal #h J HE ix. 
Do not speak of the domestic affairs of others, 

Ai J ES Mi) SF. 
Refrain from eating heef and dogs, 7G & 4F KX. 
Pity the toils and troubles of male and of female 

servants, #2 tin AY WR YE TF. 

Continually speak of rewards and punishments, 
so as to reform people, Ht Pq Bt Hh tt A. 

Save the life of all worms and ants, #%& — 4 sh 

BE AE fp. 
When a fast horse is passing 

ry 

o, direct people to 

turn aside; and if there are children or blind 
people by your side, quickly lead them out 

of the way, He Fy fe ae dit J. 38 ite er GE 
43 A Ze 1M ce 8 A Be. 

Exhort people not to pack coarse and heavy 
articles in their trunks and bags, lest others 
may by mistake suppose they are valuable, 
and so invite trouble, #y J. 22 1% TH a Hy 

Hh Hi ER i a TB 
Exhort people strictly to forbid children going 

to see lanterns and processions, so as to 
avoid their being trampled upon or kid- 

napped, Hy A ie Wt S2 BUG A DL 
pak BES aN) Ui 2. 

When riding in a cart or sitting in a sedan, it is 

a duty to compassionate the men who per- 
form the labor; and when high and dan- 
gerous places are approached, it is proper to 

walk, 3 Wi 4 WG RE BR ON Dy i es Pat Be 
Tt et 2G ft. 

Boatmen and carmen have families to support, 
so do not urge them to go beyond the ap- 
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pointed distance, lest they be made sick, 

Mi WA WE Se OAT Ae Ze Th Zn BE FE SB 
ab AY TL Be HG. 

In places where there are obstructions which 
would sink vessels, it is a duty to set up 
signals on the surface of the water, so that 
people may know how to avoid them, jit #¥ 

4G JG ee Hit 1% OK ey A ON Fa SRE. 
Warn people to be careful about placing copper 

cencers upon mats and rugs that easily burn, 

Sh) Ut WS 3 OR WE EIR Dh od. 
VI-MERIT, WITHOUT EXPENDITURE 

OF MONEY, FOR PEOPLE BELONG- 
ING TO PUBLIC OFFICES, ZFY A 
A te $2 Dy £8. 

Strive to benefit others, fe Jy ON Hy fii. 
In all things cause people to be’ harmonious, JL 

Je RA A Au. 
Do not neglect trusts committed to you by your 

superiors, A & tS f= Ze 4E. 
Do not create difficulties (i. e. raise side issues) 

in order to deceive, A AE Re Gi HR He. 
Do not lightly destroy the reputation of others, 

Ay WE We i Ti- 
Do not deceive the officials so as to cause people 

to be condemned, % |i} fe A J SE. 
Do not incite criminals to implicate (inform 

against) your enemy, %A We ve aye FB He RK. 
Do not beat the knees of people (so as to maim 

them), 7 Bt A IR i. 
Do not heat repeatedly one place, RI P— IB. 
Do not take advantage of others being in dan- 

ger of punishment to frighten and oppress 
them, A He Ze ZU i we A. 

Do not use the government troops in a private 
Way to injure people, Ay #f§ fe 8 Fy SEN. 

Do not oppress people, A ve FE A 

VIIL—MERIT, WITHOUT EXPENDITURE 
OF MONEY, FOR SOLDIERS, & J 
A tt $8 Dy G8. 

Do not, with disregard of law, kill the common 

people, 7 BE 2A fe. 
Do not defile the wives and daughters of others, 

BYE N SE te. 
Do not take wine and food by force, Fw 
Do not impose upon the good, A He A: EL HK. 
Do not buy goods by force (compel the sale), 

A it) AE 
Do not open markets (for gaming, &e.) to gather 

profit, 7% pi} 485 3 A. | 
VIIIL—MERIT, WITHOUT EXPEND! TURE | 

OF MONEY, FOR WOMEN, 4 A AH 

H 38 Ty 8. 
Be dutiful and respectful to father-in-law and 

mother-in-law, 2% 41% ZS Hf. 
Live in harmony with wives of brothers-in-law, 

A WE Aah HUF. 
Do not cause abortion or drown daughters, A 

BE fin 139 Ze. 
Do not abuse or dislike your husband, 7 we Af 

a - 
Do not oppress slave girls and coneubines, AR FRE 

iE WE Ze. 
Do not rely upon being loved to destroy the 

real wife, Ar } 38 jt TE. 
Do not indulge in gossip about the private affairs 

of others, A Bt A HL, fF. 
Do not curse or scold others, AW A. 

Do not fear that you may be laughed at or scolded, 

R Sti HIE. 
Do not oppress those born of concubines, Ay 3 SE 

th SE aR AE. 
Wives and concubines should not create occasion 

to aceuse each other, Aj FE AR a at Be BE. 
Treat the children of a former wife in the same 

way (as your own), Rij Jf -F & — #8 A fF. 
Do not stir up animosities in the presence of 

father-in-law, mother-in-law or husband, so 
that the members of the family be in- 
harmonious, A Ze ZS AR KB HE 

JER A A Ht. 
Do not rely upon the influence of the wealth of 

your mother’s family to behave proudly to 
the family of your husband; and do not, be- 
cause of special love of parents, despise 
brothers and sisters, A ff BE Fe te Be fi 

KOR A BE WE BE WK EF AG. 
In the marriage of slave girls, select a good fam- 

ily without regard to the price to be paid 
for them, Akt 4h Ar He FE ig K RK Hal & B- 

IX—MERIT, WITHOUT EXPENDITURE 
OF MONEV, FOR SLAVES AND WORK- 
MEN, {i WET te Hie $8 Dh GS. 

Do not turn your back upon your master and 
look elsewhere, AL #4 =F Ah ty. 

-| Do not make mistakes in what your master 

commits to you, A ak — ZB xz. 
| Do not rely upon the authority (of your master) 

to buy by force, 7 ff 3% iit FE. 
Do not waste wood and rice, A RE tb #8 RK. 
Do not publish the private affairs of your mas- 

ter, 7% fif BE AES a. 
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Do not destroy the clothes and goods of your 
master, A #2 $e -E AN KH. 

Do not create a martineace by making your 
master angry, A je #K AE A ZE SF. 

Do not deceive your master because he may be 
young and reckless, A LY =E oy Et Ik we. 

If your master is poor and weak, do not on that 
account despise him, =-E J. # }i3 AE Bethe. 

Do not, because your master is of high rank, take 
occasion to curse others, A A = Wi RR FF 

HL. SL. 
Do not lay plans to indulge in idleness, A fff 

sep et. 
Do not subtract (percentage) from money, A Hy 

V& GR BB. 
Do not be wasteful of 

3E if f&. 
Do not stir up animosities so that the family of 

your master will not be harmonious, A i 

Sf ae JE EAR AH A 
Do not discuss the merit or demerit of your 

master, A et am EN it wy 

_X.-MERIT, WITHOUT EXPENDITURE 
OF MONEY, FOR BUDDHISTS AND 

wine and _ food, A ib 

TAUISTS, {it 38 7% 3 SE By ff. 
Serve the Gods and Buddha with respect and 

sincerity, JE im (HE ZS wip th. 
Diligently Hicenve the ails and ceremonies, 5% 

SF GE fA. 
Forever refrain from strong flavored vegetables 

and wine, 3X iif 2 iS. 
Swear to keep from lewdness, 2% JK 7 9p. 
Do not by false pretences destroy religious con- 

tributions (i. e. by hypocrisy destroy the 
habit, etfect, &e.), Ar Al Wk th ht 

Do not deceive the simple village people (by 

alms), Ar Se Si $f He. 
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Do ae injure those of your own élassy K is 

#8 (i) Hi. 
Do n Gilay with drums and cymbals, Hk Fe A wR. 
Recite the prayers and perform the confessions 

with devout sincerity, JE ak ai #e 1B RK. 

X1L—MERIT OF RICH FAMILIES BY EX- 
PENDITURE OF MONEY, ‘ia 4 2? #8 
Dy 8. 

Build bridges, 3% 4%. 
Keep the roads in order, 2 74 34 ff. 
Make donations for the protection of personal 

friends and companions, &he (% 51 Ze Bh HEE. 
Provide for giving away tea in summer and soup 

in winter, fj 3 2k & BH. 
Devise ways to succour those who suffer from 

calamities, S& SS $e HE We JE) AR. res 

In times of famine, open rie store ehenses and 
make distribution, (3 @L 5&6 BI & He BF. 

When you see refugees, make entiful provision 

for them, Fl it BN BS Hr & ie. 
Contribute funds to establish free schools, #§ 

ive We ae A. 
Print copies of receipts that have been tested 

and give them to others, Tl] 4j #2 Sy 3% Fy 

iN. 
Print and give away good hooks exhorting peo- 

ple to reform, fil 5& $6 Py 46 A. 
Assist those who have no wives, the widows, 

orphans and childless, fie fe WR FE FN 4- 
Receive and nourish children that have been 

abandoned, Ife #e j& 3 Bb GL 
Assist in the marriage and funerals of others, 

Sy A ik 38. 
Make payment of money to officials in behalf of 

those who are straitened, Z jth ({ (A ES BB. 
Remit the debts of the very poor, i te A AN 

it A 

SS 

VI—200 ANTITHETICAL COUPLETS 
Collected and arranged by Rey. J. Doolittle. 

35 48H The artful are loquacious. 
The simple are silent. 

th HW (The artful are miserable. 
The simple are happy. 

qh 4 

Hh 2% BE | Ty AR The artful work and toil. $i 4 
The simple enjoy their ease. 

34 4 HE The artful are roguish. 4h #4 7% 
The simple are virtuous, 

6% 
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x re. JK Repine not at heaven. % tt J Be | jer By 7 BJ Tn making a a eandie one eisdekay for 
not resentful to men. light. a 7 ke BE In reading a book one 

®) 56 5% ‘In the morning, friends. 3 {fp Fi | seeks foris reason. 
In the evening, foes. 

“2 Af -F- 4 = The rich have a thousand pieces of 
gold. # 4 fy $% ‘The poor are without a | 
tael of iron. 

ja 48 HE 48 Blessings never come double. jf} 
Ar itt FF Calamities never come single, 

mh oo Misfortunes proceed from the 
mouth. jy 7 FA By the mouth diseases 
enter. 

Ge wk Bt Vast chasms can easily be filled. 
Jt ME =< The «heart of man is never 
satisfied. 

K's HK Great wealth is from heaven. dy 
va fy © Little wealth is from diligence. 

Ja Hi A = The hinge of a door is not crowded 
by insects. i ake AS Runnine water 
does not become putrid. 

i 1M AB IKI 
me evil. 47 74 4 FY If prosperity is to be 
my fate, announce to me prosperity. 

ae Ay se 3h = Virtue will have a good reward. 
BE 7G B29R Vice will have an evil recom- 
pense. 

ii A A Ik I¥ He who looks at the sun is dazzled. 

He Ty 44 Be =e who hears the thunder is 
made deaf, 

Ai 32 3 S He who heaps iy Virtuous deeds 
shall meet with good. ff B54 #2 He who 
heaps up vicious actions anal meet with evil. 

ae ws 32 25 ~=-Virtue isa sure means of longevity. 

Hoy GL CG Vice meets an early destrue- 
tion, 

NY HE FE SE = Petty distinctions are injurious to 
rectitude. dJy 

violate right reason, 
HOH! tm f& The sun comes forth and we work. 

H A ii & The sun goes downand we rest. 
we Se ify fie We dig a well and can drink. #f 

HOWE GH = Quibbling words im] 

fA ih #8 f£ We plough a field and can eat. 
HE An MF 6 Time flies like an arrow. AW fi] 
B ah and months like a shuttle. 

Ui E An % — Following virtue is like ascending 
‘a hill 4 SE A jyy Following vice is like 
rushing down a mountain. 

A 4 — fk Man lives one ave. 3H ARE 3 
The flowers one spring. 

A 4 — fk «Man lives an age, i AB — xk 
The flowers an autumn. 

If oul is to befall me, announee to | 

|i ig #2 Untarnished poverty is always 
happy. iy FS 3 Impure wealth has 
many sorrows. 

E Eat three meals during the day. 
7% ful — 77 Plan to sleep the whole night. 

Ai & @ fe Those who respect themselves will 
he respected by others. Fj # A WE Those 
who think lightly of themselves will be held 
cheap by others, 

| £4 je Gs In learning, age and youth go for 
Aen, = ti #B 2 The best informed 
man takes the precedence. 

t # As Among principals there are dis- 
tinctions of great and small. # 46 @ HB 
Among subordinates there are no distinctions 
of honorable, and base. 

€& f& fil The cure of hunger is food. Jy & 
fi Es ‘The cure of ignorance is study. 

| A 

© 
oe BE fe Fg The more abundant the elory, the 

greater the disgrace. i] H 42 Ze The 
more successful the scheme, the deeper the 
ruin. 

| 4 32 HE A Do not kill the ox that plows. 4 
#€ 5 JL Do not throw down written paper. 

A. %% Wh 2G =-Men die in the pursuit of wealth. 
& 4% @ OC Birds perish in search of food. 

RE 3 BY HE = The scream of the eagle is heard 
when she has passed over. J, &  % The 
name of a man remains after his death. 

AG Ze fi. To be starved to death is a small 
matter. AE @j SF fi To lose one’s virtue 
is a great matter. 

kj 51 #% G&S To «~convince a wise man is 
easy. HE GS (# WN BH To reason with a 
foolish man is hard. 

A iW 48 JB & ‘To seize the tiger on the moun- 
* taimiseasy. By O & A #€ Toaska man 

for his help is hard. 
KA FG 3 =A man is not conscious of his 

own failings. 44+ A4anz7~ An ox 
jonorant of the greatness of his strength. 

ER ik Ay FB 7y ‘By long journey we learn a 
horse’s strength. A A FL Ao Length 
of days shows a man’s heart. 

# “8 KG mh Ze © Ifone’s wishes be few, his health 
will be flourishing. 2 gf, 4¢ 3€ = If one’s 
thoughts be many, his constitution will de- 
cline. 

Wy 

is 
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PEs EK fe a The wild and gentle must 
finally derive profit to themselves. RH 3 wr 
447 §£ The violent and fierce must surely 
bring misfortune upon themselves. 

# A Oh) + 4 «Honors come by diligence. ‘Ff 
UE t fe #4 ye Riches spring from economy. 

fe HY 4me 355 74 “If in the way of riches do not 
use eines means to possess them. [is #fE 
HE 455 If in the way of misfortune do | 
not use improper means to avoid it. 

IS FA A Hy Esa melon field do not arrange 
hi shoe, 25 P A # eG Under a plum 
tree do not adjust your cap. 

# JE JE Ji, Doubt and wrong abound on 
fail: WH) & GK Every thing is | 
bright and clear in heaven. 

Kf BE AN HE PY = Good deeds do not get abroad. | 
Wy Sf - HE Bad deeds are proclaimed a | 
enpusnd miles. 

Wy Ag. F& FE A Do not live in idleness and hate 
work. Fy 4& th $8 PG Do not be diligent 
at first, and finally become lazy. 

ju & BH Ge = Meeting he difficulties, we 
think of our relations. fi fi sG #e J On| 

the brink of danger, we rely on our friends. 
AAG he J #2 ~=Do not anxiously hope for what | 

is not yet come. j#§ + BE Do not | 
vainly regret what is already past. 

Ht A) wy Ley =e who advances may engage | 
in the battle. & fl) By LY 4% He who 

reireats nay take care of himself. 
‘a JA 4 3 Rich men look forward to com- 

ing years. #4 J\ & He qj Poor men think | 
of what is before their eyes. 
AR eB aR BE CLight to illuminate a dark 

chamber, ah JL HB AS Reason to en- | 
lighten man’s heart. 

KE BE A HE PY = Good deeds are seldom known | 
outside one’s door, 38 BE ff 4- Hl Evil 
deeds are reported a thousand miles. 

Jay Jy BH 7E WH =A meager soil produces late | 
flowers. #4 4a #§ iE A poor man ac- 
quires wealth but slowly. 

Be Gl 2 Jd #s If you love your son, give him 
the cudgel. |# 1 3 Wl B If you hate 
your son, cram him with dainties. 

# AW fe In a time of security, do not 
forget danger. jf AB) A RL In a time 
of tranquillity do not forget anarvhy. 

Ty HE A Gi «To cheapen one’s efforts obtains 
people’s respect. FI JE AY To cheap- 

en one’s mouth procures people’s resent- 
ment. 

wz Wy 3 Xe Ye Mountains have been cut 

fle 

4 

E) 

x 

through to make a passage to the ocean. 
SR Ti iF FE Stones have been melted 
to ms the azure heavens. 

_L Ee JF In the world there is nothing 
difficult. Jom G AE Men’s hearts are 
themselves wanting in firmness. 

FL LIAS IK He threw to me a melon. ot 

ZY I returned him a_ precious 
stone. 

JE EI (fi =Prince being without people, 
he has no service. §¢ SE Jey R93 Fe People 
being without prince, they have no duty to 
perform, 

ti — Ff # Mother remaining, one son is 
cold. Br & = - Hi Mother leaving, three 
sons will be destitute 

RS 14% Sensual indulgence is the great- 
est evil. Fy #7 2% #8 4 Filial obedience 
is the greatest eae 

2% Wi i WY Use it and the brighter it be- 

comes. 4 2% TH @4t Confine it and the 
ereater it will grow. 

LI Be 4% AX «People are the nation’s source. 
‘LL & FH HR Food is the peopie’s heaven. 

Fal ty Wi SE Of you wish to know a man’s 
thoughts {8 $% [7 ys Zs You need only 
10 Nea to his conversation. 

uit 4) Se FE OA virtuous pute as a source of 
honor to her husband. 3& qu 4p Je HE 
A vicious wife is a source of disgrace to her 
husband. 

~ ie WF A He who possesses a liberal mind 
will have great happiness. #€ 72 iif} op ZE 
He whose schemes are deep will have great 
misery. 

F FL we Z fi) Man corresponds to the firm- 

ness of heaven. & f BOL % Wi = Woman 
corresponds to the obedience of earth. 

+ BFW) An $e Past events are as clear asa 
mirror. 3S Aé FE mF An ZS Future events 
are es obscure as varnish. 

ky BE (HR 2% FE Diligence is a treasure of in- 

eccrine price. tit 2 28 & > Re Pru 
dence is the pledge of security. 

BA Se He ©The slow horse is destined 
io receive the whip. 8% A £% && 9% HE 
The worthless man will finally receive 
punishment. 
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ae al] LI tf A JE _ Propagate rood instruction 

to correct men’s vices. 45 AUMAS 

Contribute money to effect men’s happiness. 
{€ Si 28 VA KK FR In action, one should accord 

with the will of heaven. Hi @ SE) Aw 
In word one should consult the feelings of 
men, 

kg a Fa HA ay |] «Of things that are defective 
there is nothing more defective than ill- 
gotten riches. ff St JIN HS A ke Of men 
that are destitute, there is none more desti- 

tute than the self-sufficient man. 
=P lu $8 FE Sh At «=Elder brother provides for 

elder brother’s wife. 5% Aik £8 38 of Air 
Younger brother provides for younger 
brother’s wife. (Mutual Dependence). 

By BH 7% HH BE Cut oO, the brambles that 
obstruct the path. PR eve 2% HA Re- 
move the bricks and stones that lie in the 
road. 

Re te A He WK HE «0A single hair of silk does 
not constitute a thread. #3 AS PS fe hk 
A single tree does not OTA a prove, 

(4 iE AR BF He whose virtue exceeds his 
talents is the good man. > JR f# Bip. A 
He whose talents exceed his virtue is the 
mean man, 

OS A Mn i 3H Artful words are not as good 

as straight forward conduct. AY J A FA 
4a Bt Intelligent men need not he partie- 
ular about their explanations. 

# F $ th AHS The superior man is really 
ereat without being proud. ox J 58 th AH 
3% ‘The mean man is proud without being 
really great. 

8 iff 4 fa wh Be The sincerity of one who as- 
sents to every thing must be small. fy # 
4 4 oh JE The praises of one before your 
face must be altogether false. 

Fi) ot BE A FY Ha =O «the heart is devoted to 
gain, then the voice of reason is opposed. 
Al & WE HN pk Z =f selfishness exists, 
then the public welfare is disregarded, 

Ost A MM & x€ The testimony of others is 
not comparable to personal experience. Ff fi] 
Aho B Fl “I heard,’is not as good as 
“T saw.” 

4 AE SE A JW Ut is impossible in all things 
to suit other men’s fancy. {8 3 ANE fy x 
w% It should be my only care not to violate 
my own conscience, 

=e mA Ee Better to be upright with 
poverty; AW mh & Than to be de- 

praved with abundance. 
EY A AH fie In enacting laws, rigor is 

indispensable. #7 j: A | A 4B In execut- 
ing laws, mercy is essential. 

Yr J #8 SF B= «The capacity of the inferior 
man for knowledge is small and easily 
filled, # Si Ze HE 4 ©The intelligence 
of the superior man is deep and not easily 
satisfied, 

AK. fi au JE dn PE Man contrives. KR KR 

AYR Heaven decrees. 
Jv id Ife I ec Bt ~=—'The open mind reflects. [lf 

4 WE i &e RE ~The hollow dell resounds. 
RA A W 3 4H «4A man is not to be known 

by his looks. jf ake A By =+ ee ©The sea is 
not to be measured by a bushel. 

mK AK YE A gem is not polished with- 
out rubbing. J. A BE AWK 3H Nor is man 
perfected without trials. 

ing De He BY 7 Ye =A river which has burst 
its banks can not be stopped again in its 
career. 4 Jf] A Bf 4 Fish which is 
rotten and broken can not be lifted again 
as a whole, 

{E Fo 7% A ff Practicing virtue, the heart 
is happy and daily more excellent. (f 4% 
> 4° BH Fh Acting the hypocrite, the 
heart is troubled and daily becomes worse. 

H Fone A ys EEA bad man usually errs in 
treating men worse than they deserve. jJy 
Ke Ae js i4i~--A good man commonly errs 
in treating men better than they deserve. 

RE Hi 9S — 4i oe = =©Authority issuing from one 
is strong. #E Hi HS = 4 43° © Authority 
issuing from two is weak. 

ff 36 K & A On the righteous, heaven 
sends down all kinds of blessings. (ff A 
i We On the unrighteous, it sends 
down all kinds of infelicity. 

LUE fit #8 2K As to substance and figure, 
it is called ‘Tien. LI VE WR BZ Be As 
to inward active principle, it is called Kan. 

4 JE SE iF JD af she does ill, she is not a 
woman. 47 3 JE A Ja If she does good, 
she is not a woman, 

A ith OH 7 ~—-Not to know and yet to speak 
is imprudent. 4 ji ABA HR To know 
and not to speak is unfaithful. 

Uy 3 He AE Pe Uf you go first, then will wait 
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for me. #3 He GE fe UCT go first, 1 
will wait for you. 

- 40 LY iS FE BC Look up and observe the ap- 
pearance of the heavens. fff J 4 Fe HY BE 
Look down and examine the properties of 

the earth. 
wy Ar AW 3K BE HE Od one’s heart be not en- 

lightened, what lamp shall he light? 3& 
ran 

not upright what prayers shall he repeat ? 

Sm 7 + #4 BH A Without the talent of the 

eee man, the rustie could not be governed. 

Sie FJ, + Be # F Without the toil of the | 
rustic, the wise man could not be fed. 

IE WL = #4 & Do not ascend the hills | 
to ensnare the birds. 4 §& ake Th se 10 HR 
Do not descend to the water to poison we 
fish. 

34 28 HF fifi. He who tells me of my 
errors fastedets me. 34 Fr dg # AL Fe BK 
He who tells me of my virtues robs me. 

@ = OA 78 A Py It may be well for you to 
injure others. Jj) 4 i 3) dn fig = But 

what if others return the injuries upon you? | 
grass fears | te SiG Fa TA A The tender 

the frost, and the frost fears the sun. 3% J | 
H # B J BE Bad men ever take rubs | 
from other bad men. 

Bf HW fe ZH =Worldly reputation and 

sensual pleasure are destructive to virtue. 
Boje 8K & 2% A Anxious thoughts 
and apprehensions are injurious to the | 
body. 

4 6 fe FS ay de Let every one sweep ae | 
the snow before his own door. 34 4 
HK § #4 Do not trouble youiesell ia 
the frost on your neighbor’s tiles. 

HBABAA SW Friends ee in times 
of wine and good dinners. /8 #€ 3% jt: — 
{fl #8 But not one is to be found in days of 
adversity and want, 

4ne sfe Fi BEN GR RF =O you do not beg a favor, 
men everywhere will appear good-natured. 
A Pe TE fe WHA Uf you do not want 
to drink, it matters not should the wine be 

dear, 
4m: ae HY RE J #q S$ No medicine can procure 

long life even : to the ministers of state. A 
$8 Hf SF G4 EE No money can purchase 
for any man a virtuous posterity. 

A zw A PH (Lf riches can be acquired 

\ 2B i $f #€ «If one’s intentions are | 

with propriety, then: acquire them. Ne SH 
% $8 ime But let not unjust wealth 
be Gt for with violence. 

KE ose Oe Yh EG AR oe «of a lamp has no oil, it 
will not give light. {iE _[ 4 £8 WE A 
In the world if one has no money, it is hard 
to be a man. 

BG fil 2% AL oe 1 Low courage is the resent- 
ment of blood and spirits. 7 # #4 qf 3 
wz #& Noble courage is the resentment of 
aed and justice. 

Wy LY BE) th % 2% =o not consider any vice 
as “trivial and therefore practice it. Ay Jy 

3 J. Ti A 4 Do not consider any virtue 

as unimportant and therefore neglect it. 
il) ak Roe LV We BF =©=Water must be restrained 

by banks and dykes. fi) VE 4 wh LE] pe 
Passion must be controlled by the laws of 
pe 

@ JE lil tit 6 J. RY «Though a poor manshould 
live in the midst of a noisy market, no one 
will ask about him. ‘ 76 2R WA de BR 
Though a rich man should bury himself 
among the deep mountains, his distant re- 

| latives will come to him. 

fl mz AW A The resentment of blood 
and spirits no one should have. ji 3 % 
wk FZ, WY 4% The resentment of propriety 
and justice, one should not be without. 

Ls * fal A BL If confidence between 
brothers be wanting, their affections will 
be loosened. J A A fa WF GR If confi- 
dence between friends be wanting, their in- 
tercourse will be estranged. 

| ic BH ie HE Ai Wf =‘The following waves of a 
swollen river chase the preceding waves. 
fit Hf WEEE A In the world new 
men continually succeed old men. 

wt A ry A at i = Nothing proceeds from 
the machinations of man. — 4E #f 2 fp 

# HE One’s whole life is planned by des- 
vay 

i Hf 74 0 Al We 9 )©~ Though powerful physie 
be nauseous to the taste, it is good for the 
disease. 8 3 3 FH A #8 fF Though can- 
did advice be unpleasant to the ear, it is 
profitable for the conduct. 

7 FAR AA If sincerity between prince 
and minister be wanting, the nation will 
be in disorder. 2 A fs RAK Ie 
sincerity between father and son be want- 
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ing, the family will be in discord, 
KH itl) 2 Ml SZ «The winds and clouds of 

heaven cannot be surely anticipated. J A 
HY jf i = The happiness and calami- 
ties of men are changing every night and 
morning. 

HA HY Lit Se AH 
can endure snow and frost. Wy @ By DL) Zy 
HE Je So intelligent wisdom can pass over 
difficulties and dangers. 

W 4 # F Z Pr we =Wealth is what the superi- 
or man considers of little value. 
KZ Wr f= ~=Death is what the mean man 

considers of great importance. 
ak — fH A Py 7 = =When water 

overflowed, it cannot be restored. 

has once 

PE — itt 
Al) AF fe When the passions have been | 

indulged, they cannot be restrained. 
te KR A & i A At home, if one does net 

receive guests. Hi fe oy SG EA A- | 
broad, he will meet with few hosts. 

BE 3 PE We te We = When the horse has | 
gained the brink of the precipice, it is teo 
late to pull the rein. #% B] io i dg iE 
When the vessel 
river, it is too late to stop the leak. 

GS Zo BER Bs The affairs of ancient and 

eter times are inexhaustible. — JV Z% 

ill vik WS 
learn is saute 

“OS 4 A eee A In the days of sallte ae 

ever think of poverty. 2& (J JME Ide HE 
% Wait not till want makes you baal 
ber the time of plenty. 

5 Wy Hi > OH 
let us get drunk to-day. W] A #8 36 HW] A 
vz The sorrows of to-morrow may be borne 
to-morrow. 

B62 Ww Uf a horse goes slowly, it 
is only because he is weak. J. Ar Jal oe Fh 
4§@{ If a man is not luxurious, it is only 
because he is poor, 

2% WA 8 46 24 AF = Those who have been du- 
tiful, will themselves beget dutiful children, 
Ve alt ae AE As Gi GY = Those who have been 
undutiful will beget undutiful children. 

Be DB Kk -Unfixed and changeabie 
is a mountain stream. #5 RE Bop Nod 
Unstable is the heart of a vicious man. 

B ie Mi 4 we AA Z If your barns be empty, 
your years and months will be unsupplied. 

As the fir and the cypress | 

KE Hoh 

is in the midst of the 

The capacity of one man to 

We have wine to day; | 

F HE Dh se He If your children be 
ionorant, they will be deficient in propriety 
and justice. 

4 OH at & Je Mi =f you have fields and do 
not plough them, your barns will be empty. 
2H FH BE Of you have books 
and will not explain them, your children 
will be ignorant, 

5 W) A) BE ke A Ye If the mirror be highly 
polished, the dust will not stain it. 47 AW 
fl] FS BE A ZE If the heart is enlightened, 
evil desires will not arise in it. 

4> fill 5 pi 4a BL When opinions agree, the 
most distant will unite in friendship. AY 
fll 3 es # ft When opinions disagree, 
the nearest relations will be in enmity. 

ye Ek ME EH «In painting a tiger you 
paint his skin, but not his bones. Ay K Fl 

fi A 4% «In knowing a man, you know 
his face, but not his heart. 

AE AE @& Ja Ye Throughout life, let there 
a be spentormed an anery act. FKP Je 
ane ff A Throughout the Empire, let 
there not exist a revengeful man. 

: HE Fil vil && 7f 4A Virtues and vice when 
they come to a head, will finally be recom- 
pensed. 8 FS dz Ee 4, HE BE ~=Though you 
fly high or wander far, you cannot escape. 

fir i) th 4 Za ff «If it is your fate to have 
ee you will at last possess it. yp #} 

4m: \it a wife If it is your fate not to 

have wealth, do not use violence to get it. 
eZ iW AR Re ae and hills of the 

universe alter not. 4y 2. BR GB RK 
But the ancient and bee names are all 

different. 
1E OH eK Hk The flower-girt path has 

not till now been swept on account of a 
cuest. 44 45 4 EH BY The wicker- 
made gate is now first opened for the recep-, 

tion of a prince. 
= PMI A On the Srd and 4th, 

there is a silk-worm’s eye-brow moon, +f 
PM -- n 4 ) (On the 14th and 15th, 
the moon forms a conglomerated round 
mass. 

4p. AE (l] ae 4p a ©The flowers this year are 
better than last year. & 4B AF) F EE 
mee man of last year is now one year older. 
I ah JE BF He who is sensible of an 

act of kindness and does not recompense 

» 

——— 
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; Pe is not a good man. 8 ft He IRAE A | 
He who feels resentment and does not take | 

revenge, Was in vain made a man. 
TE fil a: Hy GE AE In the world, eid things 

are not strong and lasting. RED TX Hii | 
HH jy The variegated cloud is easily dis- 
persed and glass vessels broken. 

gee Ze se 40 8H He, GE =How should the petty 
swallow, know the mind of the large and 

noble minded Hung-ko bird! } 94 4 8% Fe 

I 
receive an insult from a dog or a sheep! 

AK MEF 2G 
prehend the motives or principles of the 
wise. FFF A Sw A ff— Wise men 
cannot be affected by the scofis or insults of 
a mean wretch. 

He REO HE AK Though an affair may 
be easily accomplished, if not pitended to, 

it will never be accomplished. -— ME EE A 
# A AYO «Though your son be will dis- 
posed, if not instructed, he will always be 

jenorant. 
R OW BE He Dainties when eaten often 

result in disease. ft ot) Sf ith wh Fy Fe 
Pleasure when past, certainly is converted | 

into pain. 
WK OR Be HE Ek RB The injuries of water, 

fire or robbers extend only to the body. EH 
Un ZL HE RM NG The injuries done by 
cee doctrines reach to the heart. 

qs Be A AE WG I eR ee the roads which 
are injured by the lapse of many years. 3% 
FH ATER 2% Build the bridges 
which may be crossed by myriads of men. 

Ny V5 th 

poor. 47 fF HE He Th eS Fh FE Do not trust 
to your power to yex the orphan and the 
widow. 

Ns 4 Te Fe OH FH FE There are 5 human re- 
lations : that of husband and wife constitute | 
the first. jit! = =-- 4 WR He There 
are 3,000 great rites: that of marriage is 
the most important. 

—HZRAR A it 
produce sour and sweet fruit. 

BR GN 
stupid and intelligent children. 

ee AN 2% HW A Ja He «When a worthy man 
has much wealth, it injures his acquisition 

The same tree may 

—W 2 F 

How ean the tiger and leopard ever | 

Petty men cannot com- | 

St iki Bi Do not rely on your | 
wealth to oppress the destitute and the | 

The same mother may have | 

| Se WN HE We AP Ae RFE 
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of ktiowledge. Yr A S WA ZS He GA 
When a worthless man has much wealth, 

it increases his faults. 

| A Z & sk FR) BE TE WF ~© Against open crimes, 
punishments can oppose a barrier. BR AR 

Z Wh a Be HE 7% = But secret offences, it 
is difficult for the laws to reach. 

Though the screen be 

FF i torn, its ee is still preserved. 
fi i 36% ZE Though the good man be 
poor, his Meo um and uprightness always 
remain. 

fi ct A We le 2% tip HR If your plans do not 
ucdeed, what avails to BOSE their failure? 
fg tt fe 4% fy ZS OC's your plans do 
not flourish: what avails to make com- 

plaints ? 

BAZ EES HY Speak of men’s virtues 
as if they were your own, GA ZB 
wc 2% Speak of men’s vices as if their 
punishment were your own. 

Fe HH Pe LI Ae 2% Shi “First observe the cause, 
by which it was lost. #% AF UR ZZ 
ig Then you will know by which it can 
be regained. 

Iu FR FE WE A HK ZEAE =Nine Tare on the east 
and eight 7% on the north. (& 7% 7 Ta A 
ft AE Ti Seven Jung are on the west and 
the eight Man on the south. 

‘3h JE SE Be 3 FE HE «To know an error is 
not difficult, to correct it is difficult. F¥ 
JE Ht 7 SE 7S ME To say what is right is 
not difficult, to do what is right is difficult. 

Wy i: fé Uk «Taking the rule from 
superiors, one but just attains mediocrity. 
MieAR + KH AHP Taking the rule 
from mediocrity one cannot avoid being in- 

ferior, 
| oe ON 2% A) ©=You, mothers, are the 

daughters of men. 7 2% 3 oR A y te Ms, 
You, wiyes, are also the « daughters of men. 

WA fil Al) 4% A hill being high is 
nothing ; it must have demi- gods to make 

it famous. Jt A 4 PEA Fie rt) az Water 
being deep is nothing; it must have a 
dragon to make it efficacious. 

eA Z ye fq 2 a Wk The evidence of a 
single glance should not be regarded as 
true. ae 622A ER The words 
spoken rdariend a man’s back,—are they 

worthy of implicit belief? 
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yz py in # my Nr a6 Strike it lightly om 
it gives a light sound. IJ 2 J) A #¥ A 
F ie, Strike it hard, and it gives a loud 
sound. 

A PE is YF ez NH S~Prize not far-fetched 
commodities, and persons from remote parts 
will come and submit. Jip FE IE EE Hl) a 
# Prize only good men, and the people 
who are near will enjoy tranquility. 

KE — A RE E OCIn heaven, there are 
not two suns; among the people, there 
are not two kings. 4¢ 4m — = @ 4g — OE 
In a family, there are not two masters; 
among the honorables, there are not two 
supremes, 

a Ti Ae He Sane Tf one does not learn in 
his youth, he a be good for ce when 
grown up. 4 ih ”A %h BG ane FA ah, =f one 

does not give instruction in his old age, his | 
posterity will have nothing by which to re- 
member him. 

A EW AMR ZR Without ascending the | 
mountain, one cannot judge of the height | 
of heaven. Ar fe Se Ar FU He 3 Jet Without 
descending into tis valley, one cannot judge 
of the dept of the earth. 

A BE ZB te A Bl) AY Though one be exceed: | 
inoly stupid he is very perspicacious when | 
reproving others. HE A WS AA a ce) 
Though one is very intelligent, he is dull | 
enough if excusing himself. 

KE IE KI The light pure va- | 
pors ¢ ene made the heavens, 2H 
ay Pe 4% ji, The heavy corrupt vapors | 
ioanding made the earth, 
BZ BSA WY What exists in the 
morning, one can not be certain of in the 

evening. 7 $e % Ye Ii IF A Ws What 
exists in the evening, one can not depend 
upon for the next morning. 

NAB RAE BE WN HE When = man is 

born, knowledge is not born with him, and | 
having obtained knowledge, he soon he- | 

comes old. ath #f — bY AE AR BE MES BY 
When his mental knowledge is completely 
matured, death unexpectedly comes upon 
him. 

BOA BE WB 7G ZR PF Though the sun 
and moon be bright, their rays ean not 
reach under the inverted bowl. JJ il) RE Ae | 
A Wh BE SEZ J Though the sword of justice 

be swift, it cannot slay the innocent man. 

KA AL ME NE mH Fy Do not for a pri- 

vate enmity cause discord between father 
and son. Fy FR J. Fi) (i A 8 of A HE Do 
not for a trifling gain cause dissension 
Sau eee and ere brothers. 

— YOR Ae Be we Wy «The light of a 
aay sta tinges the mountains of many 

regions. 22 4a] JEW BE HZE EZ The 
half sentence of an improper speech injures 
the virtue of a whole life. 

poverty of others ;- for 

pee make all equal. 3% 4 @hy 
| A EEK AE Fl Laugh not at the in- 

firmities of age; for we must all become old. 
mR A EE 8 (fi 4 The worth of food 

| does not consist in its daintiness, but in its 

satisfying the appetite. 3&3: A. 4e BH & '& 
pita (Bi KF The worth of a wife does not con- 
sist in her beauty, but in her virtue. 

WH RL RL WEE 05 TH AE When grass is 
cut down, if the root be not removed it will 
bud forth the same as before. Be AR 

| PLU EE AE «When erass is cut down, if 
the root be removed, it will never bud again, 

& pe — ERE SE A 2 Be When one puts on 
his clothes, he should think of the toil of the 

weaver. H R= KRG SBRZEE 
When one eats his daily food he should 
think of the hardships of the farmer. 

Lis % FS TE Ge Hh Ih 4H =—To regard small 
virtues as of no advantage and not per- 
form them. [J .J\ B& # ie i th bie Ew 
To regard small vices as not injurious and 
not Oat them. 

GATE tl Bom AA He f# In ancient times, 
the figure of men resembled that of wild 
snaeies but their hearts contained the most 

perfect virtue. 4 A # [ll] NERS & By i 
Now a days the outward appearance of men 
is human, but their dispositions are utterly 
brutish. 

Hi Gps Et) #5 HE LIBS ~=©Whern errors pro- 
ceed from inadyertency, let gentle remon- 

strances be used to instruct. KK JA A #4 
| fe & LI wh 2% When errors proceed from 

willfulness, make use of severe language 

| to restrain, 

He BE WA $5 A Fe Tay AR HHL =| Without a clear 
| mirror, @ woman cannot know the state of 

Laugh not at the 
the affairs of the 
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her own face. Eo Om 0 TE HMR 
Without a true friend, a man cannot know 
the errors of his own acts. | 

REA E & #4 ie fw The value of a | 
house does not consist in its lofty hall, but 
in its excluding bad weather. #E fiz A ZE | 
de FE Fy We fH #F The value of clothing 
does not consist in its silken material, but 

in its make and warmth. | 

th FR ERR MMH EK If you are 
about to ascend to heaven, I will at once 

follow and ascend to heaven. fp #4 BE FR ite 
AQ BE NG ae PE Ye Tf you are about to leap 
into the sea, I will at once follow and leap | 
into the sea. 

BE LUA SWB There are only 
3 rules to be observed by those who hold 
office, viz. uprightness, carefulness and 

diligence. 40 pk = 29 i) Fa Pi Lite FR 
Those who understand these 3 rules know | 
that by which they will ensure their per- | 
manence in office. | 

i PEK HE AA A fy BE AE FR ee = The heart en- 
lightened and bright is its own heaven. jf} 

7 2 2 ne WF Ay BEE BHR The heart | 
unenlightened and dark is its own hell. 

OA BENE WEA YY Let the teachers | 

of mankind cherish their virtuous feelings 
and vice will of itself vanish. 7@ Ft #4 34 
z tit th AB Let the rulers of the 
people teach them mutual respect and defer- 
ence, and quarrels will of themselves cease. | 

nS WHA BWR By asingle 
day’s practice of virtue, though happiness 
be not attained, yet misery may be kept at 

a distance. — A fF BE 7S ME HR ETE A i 
By a single day’s practice of vice, though 
misery does not come, happiness truly will 
be kept at a distance. 

A Bh Te 2 I GK 45 HE Go Draw near 
to the virtuous that their virtue may be 
imparted to you. Be J\ Gl) jaz shi 2% BE HE Ok 
JA We «Flee far from the vicious that 
their misery may be ay from you. 

BEE IAI TE HE A HL & =©=Though the 
white gem be cast into the dirt, its color 
cannot really be tarnished. 7% - 5 Ws 2 
J A RE Ye AL kot Though the good man 
live in a vile place, his heart cannot. he- 
come depraved. 

2 TE 7h ON Hc sc HE 7% 4 =o show 
compassion towards the people, by remit- 
ting the severity of the taxes is the virtue 

of the prince. LIF RE AA RAE % 
Hi 44, ‘To offer up their possessions by giv- 
ing up their private views in regard for the 
public, is the duty of the people. 

IK 2% He AS A We Be OR i Kk ae A ECT 
the stream be not confined, it will soon 

flow away and become dry. Hh 2% Ht A ff 
Al FA 2% 4ae ET WA ot BE Hf wealth 
be not economized there will be no limit 
to its expenditure, and it will soon be 
exhausted, 

—<—S>+- ———— a 

VII—OVER TWO HUNDRED PROVERBS FROM NINGPO. 
By Rey, Arthur E. Moule. 

Within the 2 re all are brethren. PU }f Z | 

Aa | 
You're old ER ui to die by right; you eat | 

our rice from. morn to night. Ti He 
should die but won’t—and so much more | 

white rice (is gone). 44 FE A HE SWE BK. 
Fear’st thou not God, be still O sonl; and listen | 

to the thunder roll. Zit. You don’t fear 
Shin! but listen now to oo voice of the 

thunder. 4y #7 jah AY (8 fs] PRE. 
There are but two good people—one dead. one 

not yet born Ff WHE N74 BE SF — PARE. 
All’s well when ence the heart is right; what use 

those cabbage stumps to bite. .h4t Rk 

ZB fit FA Wk OE HR. 
ane has a (shining) path ; none walk along 

; hell’s gateless wall to ferce, the nations 

nneoie it. RK a A ie i ane iN £ Hb jak BE 2 

7 A 
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PY see He a. 
Man fed by heaven grows fair and strong; man 

fed by man is skin and hone ere long. 

BEATE HABE A Je 3B. 
Earth bears no rootless plant (on hill or plain); 

no human life but has some (hidden root) 

of gain. FRA AES E 
Moye flood and mountain range; man’s na- 

ture, whocan change? Zit. River and hill 

ean be changed—disposition and character 
are hard to alter. 7 Wy Wl te Bt VE Me. 

Character is born (with you—and can as easily 
be alterd as the brass) nails of a weighing | 
machine. AE 4% i £7 44S FR. 

As a rest-shed it will do; 

nent dwelling-place. 

it ZR: 
No day, no night ; no harvest (bright). 

SE 7 J TOs Tt sk. 
No cold, no heat; no rice to eat. 

Ht Hi. 
Man and wife, in tranquil life, sit like birds upon 

one bough; trouble comes, they shake their 
plumes, “sauve qui peut,” their language 
now ; one flies west, as he thinks best ; one 

flies east, where trouble’s least. 3 SE 7X FE 

[rl HK A HE BY 3s 4 Al AE Ce SY HE AK Ty S- 
The battle axe and knife may be sharpened, but 

not to kill the man who comes alone and of | 

his own accord. fi JJ ME DE ARE AYE A. 
One foot in this boat, one in that (tne y both | 

push of, and you fall flat). Ail 22 ij BE St. 
You doff your shees and hose with nights re- 

turn; but who shall say 
with the morn. 4 7 JR S #E & #E G Sa 

BN) A AS a 
You can’t tell in the morning what will happen 

at night. Hf 4 Fu Wie L Ze. 
it rains when you open your door; ‘twill 
shine when your breakfast is o'er. BA PYRG 

lisa #3 WH. 
Tf it stops (a moment) at noon, 

whole day more. { hk HE YS A YB. 
One day’s earthly life is better than a thousand 

days in hell. {-- A 4 An fk-—- BA. 

Ue SS ME AE Dy Zé 

Fe le 

Se it 2G Be Th. 

Amt: 

If 

The frent boat is eves for those behind. ij AF | 

EE oo a , | 
“\ miss is as good asa mile.” Lit, Less one | 

step, less the ferry. 3&8 — 76 & —¥ 

The clear Heaven is over your head (beware of 

your actions). vil _f 4 Tf K. 

BNW Fy SEHR E| 

yow ll don them | 

it will rain a | 

“ov ER WO HUNDRED PROVERBS iy ROM NING PO 

| If heart and Inek both are bad, you 1 will be poor 
all your life long. 15 6 8B ARIE egies oo 

JK If a man has not committed any shameful deed, 
he will not be startled by a knock at dead 

of night. 4 ART Pe REP ERE. 
If your sons and grandsons are good, what 

(other) wealth do you want? If they are 
bad, what use is wealth to you?  #%  # 

$2 fy NT TR HS ES fy IB. 
The more villainous and erafty you are, the 

poorer will you become; villainy and shrewd- 

ness are words which Heaven uses not.  ip& 

oF hk Ty ik A BRAT TR KARA A 
| One joy disperses a hundred griefs. ~H RA RK. 

but not as a perma- | 

d | 

ae 

| 

| 

| The Heavenly 

If you patiently endure trouble upon trouble, 
you will soon rise over the heads of others. 

Gib i Wm AEN. 
Heaven knows, earth knows, you know, I know 

(can’t be concealed). FAI Ji 4a tA TK Al. 

| What you give openly, you will receive in seeret. 

i} fs ig "Et Ie. 
Husbandry has riches for countless years; the 

money of yamen hangers on (is but a puff 

of smoke). fifi FA WH aE 8S BS 4B i PY 3a 
$2 — UE IA. 

Fill full your stomach (if it be) with rice; exert 

your energies to the utmost (if it be) for 

study. ie BA Jie ve BA fe se ake HE oh GL - 
'The Prime Minister’s heart e so large that) 

you can ply a boat in it. 32 2 Re] SL CAR PEP. 

If villainy and eunning obtain (all the) wealth, 
the simple must live on the west wind. 

Tt 25 UE AF OG FF TE Me] RR Fe TH 
Only those at their wits end will become Ho- 

shangs (priests). 486 £8 4% fit #1 fa. 
The fortunate eat rice; the unfortunate turn to 

dust. #7 Wa WC fe 3G WR 1 be 
In spring time let not the dew be hoar-frost; 

otherwise you must go barefoot (it will rain 
as in England; three white frosts bring 

rain). f§ iy Oy WE es BE 
Gold is hollow—silver, vain; for after death 

where are they in your hand? 454, 2°54, 

ae 9G iy TE FB. 
y Lord will not forget the good 

man. S2&RA & Aid AN 
Plain and clear is the way to heaven; the myr- 

iad people refuse to keep it. WPA AK 

a PR WH ah To AE. 
Brothers are like hands and feet; husband and 

wife as clothing. SLi A FE Fe gH. 
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The small gentleman trusts to his diligence ; 
the great n = trusts in Heaven. 

a) LE fa SER : 

A candle Sabatini € fs wind; hoar-frost on a hay- 
rick! (said of aged as who may sud- 
denly dic.) [al Aj % Gj BE _E % #. 

You study till you are a at heart; and yet 
can merely keep accounts. Fy a a GG IE 

Ae bb tie. 
Instead of asking from others, beg from your- 

self’; instead of hbeooing.a bag, pull your 
own ‘coverlet to pieces. FRA A mY 

fi Sy du dip BK. 
A faithful minister fears not ene he who 

fears death is not faithful. 48 Ba At ZE 

TA 3G A Ge AS. 

ese | | Your “children will surely have 

The man of steadfast heart fears not evil men. | 

vs BE 4y th 38. 
If we are good friends, let us settle our account 

at once. 4f I) Ae Hh 44 BE. 
If you make your money a hard dealing, it won't 

last long. i) jE pe He BEBE A EE. 
The Emperor’s years are lone; the wicked man 

is daily drunk. Se BO moW NAB 

The sheep’s wool is on the sheep’s back (what you 
give me my own money bought). 

te 6S FE. 
Man’s fortune cannot last oh ever; the flowers 

cannot bloom for aye. Ant: Aue -f- Bop 4b Ame 

B Af. 
You are like a wine bottle, a rice-bag, and a tea- 

bibber. G2] BE (4 2S 35 ill A. 
If ] once begin, | won’t stop. 
Dance the dance of the god of literature, with a 

great stone mortar 1 (Kicking up and eatch- 
ing a small box, is part of the dance; and 
how can a stone mortar be kicked.) Met. of 

encumbrances. 4; #& F4| pk fee AE. 
Better strive against the gale, than let the draught 

(from a hole in the wall) blow upon you (do 
your duty—however bard; don’t meddle with 

petty aflairs). “ BY $e LAT Jy BY SE In oR. 
Careless, slovenly action will never succeed. tii 

WE BA) Oy ih RE. 
When a man is poor, his thoughts are mean; 

when a horse is thin, his coat is shagey. 

A jG EE fe. 
Husband—an empty (shadow), wife—a vacant 

=FeG Hi | 

— AE = A fe. | 
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ve JE a UTE ie kh HSE. 
their due pros- 

perity ; no need to toil for them ee horses 

or oxen. Gl fi Fl i SU KR ih RL 
(f BAP. 

At the end of the. world, surely there will be 
something better forme, ik FR Bz Se # #7 

Hi oA Z A. 
You may offer mud loaves to Buddha (if only you 

first settle with the priest). Te Ye fe OF AF 
4 fik fb. | 

To go far off and burn incense, is not so good as 
to doa kindness nearhome. jf H Be & A 

wa GUE Wh AE ti. 
Throw open the Tuy and speak clearly.  #f€ 

bi iM fe ‘ei at oe inl iit 

No fish (to he cauglit) in the river; (and yet you 

keep) peeping into your basket (met. of a 
man who earns nothing, and keeps looking 

in his house for things to pawn). jaf He 4He 
its A ti BE. 

Man must be sharpened by man; the knife must 

be ground on the stone (ef. Prov. XXVII 

17). BEA is ET) a A OB. 
Heaven will sig the contented man. J\ 

FA JL FR FG HB) nt. 
The truly are man gives away coal in snow 

time; the truly mean man sends flowers to 

a paradise. ‘2 33K pe Ja Fe F- F8 LK 

AL BI KA. 
If you wish your children to be well, always let 

them he three parts (out of ten) hungry and 

cold. 2 Bay GL KHER = FOL Ww. 
When our neiglbour ells office, we all rejoice. 

ab OF fk TS Aa AR FE HK. 
You may ats uncivil toa wood nan; but mind you 

don’t offend a common man. 3 qm Ft | 

BH A 
If you enter the vegetarian religion, you separate 

from your ancestors and break away from 

your descendants. [. #% We Be ey fii 4K. 

You go revolving in the hole of your eash (spoken 
of a lover of Mammon). 4} $8 =F 47 Sih 

Man when he is old, the pearl when it is yellow, 
are worthless. J\ 3% FR aE H fifi $e. 

The spirited horse won't eat grass, which you 
have once refused him (and after a while 
ofer him). #f BE AV RE [ol Ge ey. 

(idea) ; when the land of the yellow fountain Leave a little of the tail to whisk off flies (don't 

is reached, they will meet no more Kb be too close and strict, orsyou will suffer for 
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it, BEBE EB BB 5 a. 
When you stir up the canal and make the water | 

ig 7 int KiB | muddy, you will catch fish. 

The drum beats, I listen to the will of the many. 

Wi) Be SEE HE Me. 
Seek shade under the tall tree’s boughs. & 4}. 

eV ke aR 
The tree won't wave if there is no wind. Jl W 

AE BY A Bh. 
Heaven is far above ; the Emperor far off (I may | 

doas I like). 3K  S % is. 
If you have influence, don’t be continually exert- 

ing it; if you have strength, don’t keep 
trying it tothe utmost. 4 3: A BS Be fF 

GUAT 
If the flower is good, the fruit will be good. fy 

W616 EME RR. 7 3 
The rich man is like a green hill, and even dis- 

tant relations will flock to it; the poor man 

but as strangers. BRP WUAwRA 

Roe Se ta) A. 
New-come relations eagerly welcomed; old re- 

lations thrown into the corner. 3 $f HE 

MBER EBR 
Tum, tum, tum, life is fixed! (in ridicule of the 

fortune-teller with his guitar.) pa pa pa Hp 

A. 
A good son will not eat the portion divided for 

him, a good daughter will not wear her 
marriage clothes. 

KI BR BE K. 
The stars cannot face the moon (the people 

cannot compare with the king). 

HB A 
High heaven is not high; man’s heart is ever 

higher. 375 0 BH AWS Gi Gh we. 
The ruler may set a fire burning; the people | 

must not (even) light a lamp. 2 x Ji 

WK I vk A RE EH Met. 
The aged come for new year’s congratulations ; 

(but) year after year is worse than the 

former. 3% J 3 FF tk — 24E WD RR An — 4. 
When your mouth eats, let it consult with your 

stomach. [We it ae. 
The earth lasts a thousand years, but changes 

masters continually. <=f- 4. fie YR BR BS =E. 
Three ounces of gold, (shows) four ounces of luck. 

= BS EY he hi. 
The daughter-in-law came first, the step mother- 

even his own flesh and blood are to him | 

AEB ves Fw HE 

in-law after; so if the mother wants congee 
or rice, she must get it for herself. Je 3 

A Kit HE CUE De oS DER A 3 He. 
When you are sitting quietly, keep thinking of 

your own faults; when you are conversing, 
don’t speak of the faults of others. R AE 

te 1 Cth Uy] we SE aim AA SE. 
| Good bamboo shoots springing up outside the 

fence (met. of good daughters who must be 
married, and leave their home). f 4% Hi} 

FE && 4b. 
Don’t put heavy cargo into a little boat. ofr fy 

Wt 
Let your wisdom be round (all inclusive) and your 

actions square; let your courage be great 
and your heart small (humble and gentle). 

‘6K TL th 7 OK Ay NH GK AH Hd. 
Bright moon, bright moon, but don’t walk alone; 

if you must walk alone, take a red lantern 
in your hand. WW) 4 WAY Hz 

BG 75 FE ACB. 
If the ancestor’s fame and merit be good, the 

descendants will wear the gauze hat (worn 
in the Ming dynasty by magistrates). jf] 

Will the man of might and influence bend his 

knee! at & 8 A IK. 
The yellow varnished coffin buried in the earth 

(met. of a good scholar wasted on small pu- 

pils). 4 8 #8 Mt th BE. 
Even from the kite flying by, you must needs 

pull out a bunch of feathers (met. of a 
grasping character). 3 ( j€ i& HK XE 3. 

ae Bt fe HE GL HR aN DB. 

| The rich add riches (to riches) ; the poor add years 

2 HE (to years). #7 26 38 Ze Jk Be A FB SE HL. 
Praying to Buddha is better than reviling (peo- 

ple). 7 fi tk dn 5 Ha. 
Father and mother both living, the children are 

loved. 4 WE 5E AS GA A fit BB. 
If you have good children, you need not weary 

yourself with building a house for them 
(they will build for themselves). a h) # 

I FN 55 te des. 
You pour wine and meat into the leather bag, 

but the suit is still before the court (the 
yamen runners must be fed). 79 py #E ye 

a i vd 05 Ch Ze. 
Though you be exceedingly enraged do not go to 

law; though you are starving, do not steal, 

HS Dy BY AK GK Oy BY hk WOK. 
Tf I leave off wine for three years, yet I have no 
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surplus; if I drink wine three years I fee 
no balance ! 

a as, SME 58 
This world’s greatest man yet cannot escape from 

the two words “ no continuance ;” the busi- 

ness of a life time is (but) like a spring 

dream. 3 fk 3E AE RE MEH =F, 
AE SE SE FR A Ae Be — 

The tigers in the eastern hills will catch men ; 
the tigers in the western hills will catch 
men (you will get no fairer price in another 

shop). He Wl 2 ye Bi Ae ye ee 

The reverence paid to magistrates is as thin as 

paper. "FS fy Au AG i. 
Man’s heart is hard to sound ; a duck’s gizard is | 

hard to dissect. JQ ot FE 3} HB Wit HE AE. 
The magistrate may go, but the yamen officials 

remain ; the officials may go, but the accus- 
er’s petition remains. ‘fy 3 He 7E He J 

The sky-full of stars depends on the one Moon. 

is A 26 Bi St — iy A. 
One portion of ability; one portion of wealth. | 

OSB i Wl — Bh as — Fp Bet hh — FP HH. 
Better be a bright beggar than a muddy million- 

aire. 3 Of fly Hi Wy VY 3h a - 
Rear children with a view to ola age; lay up 

grain to provide against hunger. 

ZEB 
To aspire toa high connection, is like cultivating 

your (early) rice too luxuriantly (it will 
smother the row of late rice). 

ye 

If husband and wife are on good terms, they will | 
not quarrel if they must beg. 3e BE By we 

at Ee ME i%- 
Is it the canal’s (fault for being) winding, or is | 

it the boat’s (fault for being) hard to scull? | 

ie Ae il fee WN ee Ae A HE EE. 
If the bridge falls it won’t crush the minnows. 

1G fi) y WE fe MA. 
Pouring in water to stop the boiling, is not so 

good as pnabne out the firewood ‘pana under 

the oven. Hy oe Ik oh A An 2 BS Ah 5. 
Thinking of money not yet come, aS as though 

your ric mes were before your eyes. [fF 7] A 

Ae $8 FE ba 7E AR i. 
Tf you do good with your money, you won’t lose | 

it. Ay BS fii bh VS 2S. 
One end (of the load)a sieve; the other end a | 

i = 46 wb MIC = 

Be St BW | 

Te is BL 

) 

| Siem ane — fA %h fi — mt ie. 
The bread is gnawed to the flavoring (don’t leave 

| off study when you are just tasting its sweet 

| flavour). 62 BA IE Bl oe Ub sé. 

If you raise a med wall, let both sides be smooth. 

He UE FT FE ih 5% 5 HE. 
_A wise man hurt by his wisdom (met. of ill used 
| talents, Ge.) Ya AY ie pk Wa Ay ae. 
| I can’t tell what is in your heart ; I merely hear 

what your mouth says. 4» al ot) AS BE (8. 

0 4 S- 
If you mean to help me, you need not tell me to 

wait by your kitchen. 4 st 4 FA UE OA or. 

With a familiar friend, 1,000 cups of wine seem 
few; if you can’t agree, half a sentence is 

too much. 783 A Cott oh Dy Be te 
Fi) B. 

| By moving the position of the bed, it is turned 
ihe Soo-chow furniture. #& 73 HR RE 

fig JN ER. 
You pre your brother with sword or spear, and 

| his blood is teampled upon by strangers, 

Sh fs J) at Be i BE Ab A Be. 
| The swallow fede its young and toils in yain 

(they soon fly off and forget the parent 

birds), #8 F 38 54 4 9 7p. 
If you wish to be a Hoshang for a day, you must 

toll the bell fora day. ff A Au fay Fé AO. 
A title deed of 1,000 years will serve you as 

medicine (don’t loses it). f+ 4p 3% BAF & 

The magistrate may be wrong, and his officials 
mistaken, but their messengers must not be 
blamed (JE Sj ZS =e, sin is imputed to the 
master). ‘f £4 HE Fh ale A Dy Fi. 

If the string is long, the kite will fly high. a= 

Gk HK. 
The court door stands open like the charaéter Pat 

(eight A\); but, though you are in the right, 
don’t venture in without money. 4 Py JK 

“7: bil i mitt TG BE BL AE AK. 
| Don’t be too severe in your thoughts, nor too fast 

with your tongue, or men will find fault. 

he PRA A BC AE. 
Right or wrong, here is the accuser. #7 3 St 

BE gl Ae AE i. 
| The bright sun shining on waste ground (wasted 

abilities). Jie 4 A SE BPG A Sit. 
Reprobate silver, empty-bellied ; why buy such 

to deceive your ancestors (spoken in ridicule 
of sih-bok or tin-foil, &.). (RF fit 

| 
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ode 9 BB EL We lL 
I went to the temple to worship, and the poosah 

was not there—(lit. Earth-e@od), (spoken of 

calling on a person and finding him not at 
home.) _F jaj # JL + id. 

Dogs to catch rats! (They should watch for 

thieves ; cats should catch rats.) BE Je Hi 

are 
Mind your own business; like a Kong-si man 

mending cups. yr Te \ Sy te A RA A. 
I give you white rice (boiled im) pure water to 

eat; and (all you can do is to) stroll along 

the river bank to save life! (met. of wasted | 

abilities). WT if 2k GOK ie 1 BE HB 
AE AK A. 

Incense in one hand, a spear in the other (of 
Psalm LV, 21). — & = i8# @— =| js | 

#f. 
If you ply a large boat, you will owe a large debt. | 

te K Mh HK Ue. 
Let men despise me (as they like), if heaven spurns | 

NERD H | me not, then loss is gain. 

Ne WG BE Ae BL ir. 
To search for a needle in the ereat sea (Angl. a 

needle in a bundle of hay). 

3 3t. 
If you rear a tiger in doors, when it grows larger, 

it will tear you (take care of bad inmates). | 

GA PY #8 be ve AG A. 
An iron pestle may be ground down to a needle 

point (be patient,—in time you will succeed), 

ast AGF OAL 8 Sb. 
If the magistrate when in office performs no 

deeds of charity, it is like going to a treasure- 
mountain, and coming back empty banded, 

Bi eA eH MM A ve SF a. 
The dutiful daughter-in-law, will attend upon 

her dead mother-in-law. 24 WAGUR AMF (fi 34 

a, 
You might save this expense ; (it is) like offering 

salt fish to Buddha. ap #7 ACA & fh GE 

When the canals are full, the wells are full. — jny 

Ac iii FE AN it. 
The first part of the night think of your own 

faults; the latter part of the night think of 

LERMAED the f faults of others, 

eV ERAN RI. 
When you have the right season not to do an 

alms, when you have the lucky opportunity 
to let it slip, is like gold turning to pinch- 

A ie HEE 

beck in your hand, or g@in-seng to mih-tung. 

NY Jy WS $y Sih FAG HE & 8 Go SB 
N Bh BE SE. 

|If you suspect others, you offend against pro- 
| priety ; a man who observes propriety won't 

suspect others. & A 4y 4a jit ai eH PE 

| You send forth and use your (evil) designs, and 
| they return (in vengeance) to your own per- 

son. fio Ho Ka) & &. 
The stupid thief steals a stone rice mortar, 

fk (ip 1 A. 
If you will only apply your mind to study, what 

is to prevent your mastering books. 2 3 

as OW ae 
carrying a coffin round and round the cir- 

cuit of the city walls. YR BF I 4S er i. 
| Good men tarry not long in this world; bad men 

live long and are everywhere seen. 4 J 

Dy CME NG BA HIE. 
If the ruler is free {rom coyetousness, ‘is fears 

| Like 

neither men nor devils. KEW BL N 

HL 4 TA. 
If you really wish for prosperity, let great be- 

come little. ‘a: BE ag He fia. 
If the four Books and five Classies are thorough- 

ly mastered, heaven will send down suste- 
nance for your whole family (Heaven= 
Emperor—will give you office). py # JE 

HE ji FS He RK itt 
A bad man has a bad man to erush him; the 

stinging caterpillar has a toad to eateh 

him. SRA Gy i BEA He ha Ay 
OE, Het. 

Better crack the drum than let the standard fall, 

ees Ue 
Ah AP Boat helps boat; water helps water. 

Ik #2 7k. 
If your words are not straight forward, you 3 will 

never bear fruit, even to old age, = HF 

Me 46 BYE FBS Sie Ne eh 
The good man is happy in being a good man; 

the mean man takes nothing by his mean- 

ness (cf Prov XI 18). #4 -F # O BH 

Fb NA BB A 
If you gain one more, my feet and hands obey 

o 

you. Fi fy — 2% (RK F tR Mi. 
Though the magistrate’s office be small, the 

law is the same.  @iy PY AEs ye HE — Pl. 
| You can’t beat oil out of dry chaff. jie #8 Hie 47 

A tht silt E- 
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When you enter a territory, ask its prohibitions ; 

when your enter a country, inquire about 

its customs. A 3% th FI] * A Ed th Bl R- 
Silver and copper cash, these two words, though 

they are the source of life’s sustenance, yet 
are they things injurious to man. ft €@ 

“FREE OL MOREA S Hy. 
men as you would use wood; because one 
inch is worm-eaten, you would never throw 
away the whole trunk. 

DL} #5 SE i fe. 
bright moon in the water, 
looking glass; for a while 
real, then suddenly, they prove to be false. 

ak Hs $5 fs ZB PF oY EEL SE. 
Riches and ions are but a dream for man; 

office and emoluments are but bubbles on 

the water. TEA BAS 3 Gok ER. 
The mouth is ae wind; the pen is a mark (a 

Use 

The 

proof). J Jinl 4 a (iE 
The aged suet mira the ate fish (is in 

earnest). 3% #1 fy ak AS Aq. 
If you wish Buddhism to flonrish, the hest plan 

is for Hoshane (Buddhist priest) to praise 
Hoshang. 5 BE fi; i: Gl ie JE fe ae FR. 

Half-a-pound equals eight ounces; pepper equals | 

FA A, dn FA AS BE 

a flower ina | 
they seem to he | 

mustard (six of one half a dozen of ce | 

AF ih St Nw A Ae Bh AEE. 
Black (% Ff) comes from blue (the white cloth 

is first dyed blue and then black) and is | 

better than blue; ice comes from water and 

is colder than water (met. of scholar out- 

stripping his master). 7 H! + & WRF 

ac UK AE dC hh Se Fok. 
In dry weather, repair your house; don’t wait 

till you are thirsty to dig your well. 7Ff 

AS WA Wh $i) 2 BE BS 7S Ti Ht IE. : 
Bow your opinion to the aged; and when you 

are in trouble, you may depend on them for 

help. i ai 2 1% Ze BU BY an (4. 
One spark can burn ten thousand ae of hills, 

(ef. St. James 3rd 5.). fe R FE BE BS A UL. 
If you borrow my umbrella, you need not thank 

‘me; only be careful to op it and dry it 
all night. ff 4 4 JA ff BBE ie Be. 

Can you build a house with old materials, with- 
out putting them into the carpenter’s hand? 

i NES BE ARE Az FF Se oy F- 
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The lotus is eae nae the whole flower pot 

(depends for beauty) on the green leaves 

encircling. tip 7E BE 4 AS 25 Re RE TK FR. 
You and IT contending —hard against hard; like 

a brass jar fighting an iron pot. fy #&% he 

Oh WH $6) dat 3H GM BE, 
The cow is thin, but its horn is not thin (spoken 

of a rich man reduced, but not penniless). 

A Hie $8 Jy HE. 
Last night I thought over a thousand plans; 

but in the morning I went my old way. fi 

(2S 8 FR BR A IR PE I CEE BB. 
Plans and devices used up, the heart’s blood 

dried; when the body dies, you sleep in the 
land of the yellow fountain (all is vanity). 

JA SE HE PATS fin HE — BY Se FE BA BE RR. 
Tf you eat the rice of the green dragon boat, you 

must aid Le ereen-dragon boat. We % Fy 

He fan at ne tt Ty fe A. 
The sight of apricots may assuage thirst ; but 

you can’t appease hunger by drawing a 
cake (true and false hopes). 8 #f §E IE 

i on BE A Fe AL. 
I desire not riches and honour, and I cannot 

think of gaining Heaven. ‘3 # JE 7 BA 

‘ie HR A Hy 1. 
You can keep a turtle alive in a round pot; an 

eel roasted in a blow pipe is sure to die 

(each fits into each, but the circumstances 

are different). JR #4 32 98 Hl i# K4E 
i083. 

The hungry eat with a relish; the thirsty can 
drink any thing. iL # H & #®% #& tr fr. 

It isa small matter to bny a horse; but the ex- 
pense of saddle, Ge., is great. ‘RH By > We 

RR B. . 
Eating won't make you poor, and using (your 

money) won’t impoverish; but you will he 
poor all your life, if you are a bad manager 

(reckoner). [e 4 33 A Oy 3 Dy BY 

Think the nine thoughts of the good man ; * 

fear the three fears of the sage., & 

FLABRBAL=ER 
* The nine thoughts of the good man are :—jil HH, qa 

ee 1A » SA AS >) ae oh Ik Be BR I, ae 2, 

T The three” fears of the sage are:—J2_k #, BWR, 
Fe BC 

—_ SS 
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VITI—PROVERBS IN CHINESE AND ENGLISH. 
Translated by Herbert J. Allen, Esq. 

1.—ON HEAVEN. 
NAA SL KR A SFL. Heaven sees what is in- 

visible to man. 

ARI KE 4G. oF SOD wh A An XE. 
Wivsners Sai like thunder in the hear- 
ing of heaven, and one’s secret thoughts 
are as clear as lightning in the eyes of the 
gods. 

TK ME WS WB, 3h HE $E PE. Heaven has eyes more 
penetrating than the light and will speedily 
give to all their deserts. 

We TE K Ee Be, (4 sie ot SE te. Misfortunes come 
from heaven, but search the heart to see 

that you have nothing to be ashamed of. 
KR WE EE A rh A. «The universe 

exists by the fiat of heaven, the smallest 
atom does not depend on man. 

48 Wh OK, EE Ge (BY) AE. A good man is 
honoured by both gods and demons, but the 
evil doer will be rebuked by heaven. 

N SE RK , HE St ftE 1. Man is guided by 
heaven, as the ship by the helmsman. 

A SL BB, GLA iz. Man views the present, 
heaven sees the Bee and ules 

Wealth is a ie to he aed a a 
curse to the wicked. 

AA MEE ASL Eo G7 HA. The small 
est desire to do good is, though unseen by 
man, certainly known to heaven. 

PA AE A OBE A, SET HE HW. «= Neglect to burn 
incense at the proper time and you will 
some day have to clasp Buddha’s feet. 

Je Ft a aa wh &K HA fk. The gods respect and 
the demons adore the maxims of the sages. 

NEN KI KE AE FET. Man's in- 
juries may be born, but the hand of heay- 
en destroys. 

1.-ON STUDY. 

3 ag BY. LA (GEE, HY DA a 3) 
Aut. You make a candle to save the light 
and you study to gain understanding. The 
light illumines a dark room, and under- 
standing the hearts of men. 

HL 9K 7B et Af. ‘The more a man learns the 
more he sees his ignorance. 

=AAwRE. HES MO. Three days without 
study makes a man’s discourse insipid. 

fe SME RZ ERA AB A MZ 
F # UE Jt. By study a boor’s son may 
be a statesman, but indolence will turn a 

statesman’s son into a boor. 
+#AZ 8. BE LB. The savant is 

the Empire’s jewel, the student the gem of 
the hearth. 

% Me A OT in, NE A a GF Wy. Study is the 
highest pursuit a man can follow, 

ote — ANE a AE. The learn- 
er is the inferior-of one man, but when he 

makes use of his learning he is the superior 
of a myriad, 

He AWG. — F(a F &. In study appli- 
eation is needed, for every letter is worth 
1,000 pieces of money. 

le] B — 7% oh, B+ AEH. One night’s talk 
with an intelligent companion is worth more 
than ten years’ study. 

HHL—ON THE BREVITY OF LIFE. 

Se it % iE ME WT i HE A EG AA. On 
the great river one wave follows another, 
and in life new men drive out the old. 

EARASIWA.S ASE A. The 
ancients see not now the moon which in 
times past shed its light on them. 

KY a HH fy 3E WE. There is no permanent 
feast on earth. 

a A ORE HK, Ok NF 3 iB 
are hard to bear, 
easily alone. 

KE FT 1, & A — HJ. Though you escort a 
friend for a thousand li, the parting must 
come at last. 

Zbl 2A, HK BI GB VA Ze. Numbers die 
before they attain old age. 

QA i 0 MC a oe Te Se to a a Hu 
man affection is thin as a sheet of paper; 
men’s actions alternate like moves on a 

chessboard. 

The days of adversity 
prosperous times glide 
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The leopard when he $y HE EL Jk, ABE YX. 
dies leaves his skin, the man his reputation. | 

A AE ih ORE TH FT ESE. Man though 
hardly living to a hundred, is ever anxious 
(that his fame) should endure for a thousand 

years. 

IV.—DISCRETION IN WORDS. 
— 3 A 3,— Ave A. One word ruins an 

affair, one man subdues a state. 

SEA Hat = ik, KW Ah}. When 
you meet a man speak but three tenths of 
your thoughts, do not Jay bare your heart. 

WS ap iS HE 7, BE rod han y hii, =—5 A Hi, | Ey Me GR 

(3E). Good words are hard to get, but had 
are easily said; a word once uttered will 

hardly be overtaken by a chariot with four 
horses. 

WN Be Te Ht, BE 7k HE Uc. 
should not be talked 

cannot be recovered. 

SF FL dn K, Wy An Uh. 
closed like a bottle, 

you would a city. 
He Af $E, BE AG HE. Walls have cracks and par- 

titions ears. 

DA DPS ee Se Ai AS os FE, IE HE DAB a FI 
He that hesitates, and is slow of speech need 

about, water upset 

Let your mouth be 

not be a fool, nor is a glib and fluent speaker | 
necessarily a sage. 

Re HR A BY Ah Hj. Domestic foibles should not | 
be exposed, 

aE AGS 5) BEN UT A ail A dt A. Every | 
one is talked of when absent, and talks of | 

his neighbours in the presence of others. 

Bit 4, 5 (2) Mi WH. Some 
thinkine thrice over a matter, 
second thoughts are best. 

SL fee tin AD, He EOE. 
forward before an official, or too backward 
in business. 

ABA, SBA s. The sage is not a 
talker, nor the talker a sage. 

V.—ON EDUCATION. 

36 FH Hk Mn FE ML EAH Be Au HE HK. Sons 
and daughters brought up without edueation 
are like donkeys and pigs. 

AA tt 2 UR Mit. AH ARF RR. Ut 
your fields he fallow, your granaries will he 
empty, if your books are not studied your 
children will be fools. 

KR HE Ne BF ifs He 1s i aK Be Ri. 

—_ 

but one’s 

High- 

A thing once done) 

guard your thoughts as | 

act after | 

Do not be too | 

‘am intaren are faueit to eS Pais and 
virtuous, but the sons of low bred parents 
learn to be unmannerly and vicious. Like 
father like son. 

TG BS Be Hk OF, HE FE OH HE fil. In educating 
| your sons spare no money, and be not partial 

to their faults. 
| se Gl by Z, Lites mt by IL. Bring up your sons to 
| be a main Ss for your old age, store your 

- corn to euale against famine, 
| all F Hl %, He iF @ BE. Instruct your sons 

from dee and your wife from the time 

she enters your house. 

VIL.—ON EVIL SPEAKING. 
| \ & we. JE S. Many nen many tongues, 
| i. «AA, x We fy Fk fee. Backhiting goes 

on from morn to night, but be deaf and it 
must oe: 

IER BS BAIS a oe HO. Back- 
| biting is merely the result of gossip, all 

troubles come from over-anxiety to excel. 

aE EF it a od TLL A fe. 9 Why 
do those who always slander others not 

| weigh their own actions ? 

AUT) Bl AO Ze, BE a8 1B HH. A cut from 
a aan knife leaves a curable wound, but 
unkind words that wound cause undying 

hate. 
| BA PY Wy, ae A AY AS. You can cut off a man’s 

head, but cami: stop his mouth. 

Ey be fr, th A f§ i ZH. A man may be de- 

prived of life, but his good name cannot be 

tarnished. 

| $0) J) HE BR, Oy He 4ne 52. The steel sword, sharp 
though it is, cannot behead the innocent. 

VIL—ON WOMAN. 
| — BE A, A KR A. One woman is sought by 

hundreds. 

ALBA FS i tS WF os be HA. Beau- 
tiful women have generally an evil fate; 
intelligent men are seldom handsome, 

& (is Sut Bi, Hie 2 (FE) Se £%. A woman’s virtue 
and a wife’s jealousy are illimitable. 

OU 77 RE GU, ae St, KA SO, 
ix Hi hf AG. The bite of the green 
}amboo-snake and the sting of the wasp are 
not so deadly as a wife's hatred. 

OR KH OD, FAG H. With a sensible 
: wife a man’s troubles are few, and with a 

dutiful son he is happy. 

| ie gf Bp fi, He 3c He fa. A wife is sought for 

3 
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her virtue, a concubine for her beauty. 
4 {i Ac A It ff a. Nine women in ten are | 

jealous. 

VIIL—ON FORE THOUGHT. 

Hs SAE ANC OM Tl DG 8, BA SR BFE FE HW. Collect 
water in your ponds to provide against 
thirst, and till your fields well that your 
family my have enough. 

Ws HE WS ez. ft ME GIL We. «Carry an umbrella in 
fine we ee and food after eating your fill. 

—4E YZ al RAR, —- A Zt IA RR. Make 
your plans for the year in spring, and those | 
for the day in the early morning. 

3p 4e Dy BE, 7% 72 WE ve. Guard against famine 

every year, and against thieves every night. 
RAW ff, i AW gL. Forget not dan- 

gers when in security, 

tae the government enjoys peace. 

Fa ae fe, J A pj. The rich man 
thinks but of the future, the poor man of 
the present. 

J th SH ts ee, Ft PR AT BR. Let 
not man pride himself on the bright spring 
of prosperity, for the bleak autumn of ad- 
hee. is at hand. 

Q\ 3 JR, th Af UE EE. To the man who cares 
not for the future, “troubles are nigh at hand. 

We 

ti 

nor troublous times 
| 

fe fe BLS, @ UB fz. He who enjoys favours 
should mh prepared for reverses, and he who 
lives in security should be forewarned 

against danger. 

Sy Bp He BS I.E Ae HE GAB. Youth may, old 
age cannot. 

Wa lt qf, fi 4 dk #. Consider the past and | 
you will know the future. 

ME RS A fiw. The remem- 

brance of the deeds of past ages is our best | 
guide in the future. 

EFT cr de. OA SE AE. 
from small beginnings; poverty is the result 
of unthriftiness. 

AY (A) FS HT Mn Sb HE AL, FA BSH dn ae ah. 
Money comes like earth dug up with a 
needle but goes like sand washed away by 
water. 

{X.-ON GOOD COUNSELS. 

—-EZEMARE-—SZERAA ER. i 

The smallest wrong, men should be urged to 

Riches spring | 

abstain from, and the slightest good helped | 
to perform, 

X & wy a Gie 3 Ay fits A” MS * Man unimpelled 

AE ACE, BO BE. 

AN AE OE fs Be He HF Hh AE. 

BFA Lb 

by the force of example does no good, so a . 
bell unrung does not sound, 

AS @# HE Ay TE, 2% GE Gt Ay Be. If the mark is 
followed, the wood will be well sawn; if the 

prince attends to his counselors, he will be 
a sage. 

Ay BY Hs, 8 JB My ojs. The liberal mind likes 

toask advice, but the small mind depends on 
itself alone. 

X.—ON FRIENDS. 
KF MAR (iy 50 Be, HEU SRE DM. 

One’s father and mother never ‘Ae wrong ; 

brothers are yery hard to find. 
Brothers in their 

fomtli but separated when grown up. 

BEL BE Mk ob AS Rat Asu 
rerior man’s friendship is tasteless as water 
and that of an inferior man sweet as honey. 

KWH SL, AMET AIL A. Te 
you have tea and wine, your dear friends 
will be numerous; but let adversity come, 

and yeu will see no one. 

#A FL SS GE det, A OE HE FH AV. On first acquaint- 
ance e is easy to be on good terms, but 
live together for a time and you will be a 
bore. 

BEE HG, BS ra, 3S A il Fe RR BD (TD). Be 
friends with an official and you will get poor, 
with a merchant and you will get rich, with 
a priest and you will get a subscription book. 

Good men seek each 
other, the bad mutually repel. 

KN BIN) LG &. The 
superior man does good to the man he loves; 
the inferior man is indulgent to his foibles. 

Wie ac tk, Hy @ AM. Drink wine with 
your intimate friends and talk poetry with 
those who appreciate it. 

X1.—ON GRATITUDE. 
S&P ES se, BRR HE. An ungrateful man is 

no better than a wild beast. 

YA RK, KY MK A A. Better be the 
victim of ingratitude than be ungrateful. 

OR BE MOE AR Fe, Fe F Ar A 20 BERS. = You 
must be a steward to know the yalue of 
provisions, and have children to appreciate a 
parent’s love. 

2 A BE PL ZS AG A I MZ a. Even sheep 
kneel to give their milk, and crows feed 
their young by disgorging. 

Xil.-ON GOODS. 
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{it 3 i Ti i fi 7 Gain dishonestly acquir ed 
will do a man harm. | 

$8 i Ao gt +, 3 ffi 4. Money is as dirt, 
benevolence and goodness are 
thousand taels of gold. 

ARAL ERSTE. A aw % 

the rich have many eares. 
Be i LR, & #8 fifi $B. Gold is worth 

nothing, but to be happy and secure is a 

priceless treasure. 

FREMES UME D, Bh 
3 if. 

WS a 
If your children are wise, money will 

“ 3 7 

corrupt them; if foolish, it will magnify their | 

vices. 

BAR. AM © RK. 
meat; the low born eat vegetables. 

Sa J: & pk GE GL 2e. If luck is absent, 
gold turns into iron, but let luck be with you 
and iron becomes gold. 

ALLE WH. MWR AG Ak. With 
money one can raise a spirit; without it he | 
cannot command a man. 

JEL A GLA, TG ae AR UE fit. 
not pass without the needle, nor the boat | 
cross without water. 

ARSEEER UMFK ao 
not seck to amass wealth; let your alee desire 
be that your posterity may all be wise. 

A AH $8 do 86 WE A sie. 
sight of sees are Se flies that see blood, 

$8 JE % F, 26 Money dropping into 
the hands of a ean runner is like a sheep | 

in a tiger’s month 

the Y fan ee Ww aide open, but though you 
may be in the right do uot go in without 

money. 

AR ae, ame FE = = 2E (GK. 

struction with it. 

XliL-ON ADVERSITY. 
Ke ME A FE, wh FOE ik. He who does not suc- 

cumb under great hardships is sure to come 
to great honour. 

Pr 4 iS, eR OR. 
jgemublss lie deep. 

BR th A ae, set ME BE SE BL. 

Money brings de- 

Joy is superficial; 

Without money 
ane $2 

do not enter a crowd, and in adversity do | 
not seek your relations. 

ERR MIM, A BEAM GH. A piece of 
jade unless cut forms no article of utensil 

nor is man perfected without trials. 

worth one | 

The poor are happy; | 

The rich and noble eat | 

The thread can- | 

Do | 

Public men at the | 

The doors of A A ti A ve. Ata A ti Wa if JJ. 

BH mS me 1 He A yi. "If the medicine does 
not create dizziness, you will not recover from 
your sickness. 

+ Sp He EAE NBL, Bek He FEE an. Toil 
for ten years in poverty without any one to 
speak to, but once make a name and you 
are known to the world. 

XIV.-ON CAPITAL VICES. 
KK i ZA Th Ze aft. By the law of Heaven the 

| proud are reduced, and the humble enriched. 

KK hi, A. iit {EL Wk wt Th A. se rit, 5 it 4 Wz iii, 

AG 1G z ih. Heaven, earth, men and 
spirits ke humility and detest pride; 
prosperity is given to the humble, 
fortunes to the proud. 

ti JH GR, at 8 4. The proud bring calamity 

on themselves; the humble are blessed with 

riches. 
BAKE #Es et EL A 28 §. The poor should 

not repine; the rich should not be proud. 
UE tis A AEB, TES A (i Sé. It is easy for the 

| economical to become prodigal, but not for 
| the prodigal to be economical. 
nD 34% 4H Be, [A 46 BH An wk. Those who follow 

the path of virtue love each other, but men 

of the same trade are envious of each other. 

0 EAL PES, GL FEAL Ye. Those who live 
| in luxury have sensual ideas; cold and hunger 

make men thieves. 
Wit FH Rs GF. When the empire 

| flourishes, the talented are held in honour ; 
when the family is rich, the children are 

| proud, 

sO 
| 

and mis- 

Fear 
not the man-killine tiger of the hills; the 
double-faced man is alone to be dreade a 

| Aly $k 26 ye, Ay ee We. A wolf in sheep’s cloth- 
| ing. 

| F £9 FS BILE #8 HE. Don't use a balista 
of thirty thousand catties to kill a mouse, 

XV.—ON PARENTS. 
4 Gl gah A, tt FB A fee If you have sons, 

you will not ils remain poor; but if you 
have none, your riches will not last long. 

RF PA a See ee 
father and son are on good eae the house 

will never fall; if brothers agree, the patri- 

mony will not be divided. 

KF YB IL YA Men 
know not their children’s faults; the hus- 

bandman knows not when his corn is ripe. 
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4 {i FUE = Fiz A RA a. The son pays the | by honest means ; the rich and “noble like 
father’s debts tie father knows nothing of beauty, but they acquire it legally. 
those of his son. EF #8 HB FoOb AF A fob A. The 

QF Bee Hi, KH SE HE HE a 7} ME. «The | superior man is glad in that he has attained 

father and son must separate, however great to knowledge; the small minded man has no 
the favours shown; the husband and wife | ambition to improve himself. 
must part, however deep their love. Fe RE 484 ai, (© HH Wy. The wise man likes 

4 § Se Gh, BG Se He. If you have a son, de- | the ie ; the pious man the hills. 
pend on him; if not, on your son-in-law. hes Wr = %, HE HE yh Et cf. The virtuous are sure 

XVI—ON JUDGING. to live long; the wicked are sure to die early. 
KA AB, ie A OB Sb fe. =A man aia | 36 BEG AE, m8 i A 4a. Men are free to 

be known by his looks, nor can the sea be ane virtuous or wicked, so their good or bad 
fortune is of their own making, 

N05 KE, R Ba HF AH BE. Man grows old 
in years, but his heart does not grow old; 

measured by a bushel. 

Bilis see a i mA : _Don't judee by appearances. 

sina are wayes are made without he may be poor, but still capable of noble 
wind; in embroidery, the flowers, beautiful | actions. 

though they are, have no smell. . 4 6 fix 4, FH} EE HE Yb. The greatest pleasure 

AKG he, Bt Bt A we. All men have a face is to be virtuous ; the woes which result from 
(i. e. reputation); all trees their bark. | wickedness cannot be escaped. 

XVIL—ON PRUDENCE. FS ato PR) ES VS ot 3S il. Evil 
A en Why 77 HE. Be ey RE Wt. “Uf you know there | counsel stings a good man’s heart; good 

are tigers in the hills, don’t go there. advice cannot penetrate the ears of a wicked 
= 7A Et, BH — Kiko. Thinkagain and | man. 

again of the gravity of an affair; the first | Jt A AF AY, Jit APB WH. Gentlemen are not 
requisite is not to deceive one’s self. fond of strife nor are they immoderately 

 & 0 M00 Gob WBE Re) fond of wine. 
flect well as if you stood on the brink of an | Ft = i> Fk SE, Js A YR HS Fy. ‘The superior man 
abyss, and beat all times as careful as when | seeks after goodness ; the small minded man 
wOUNCHOSS plank-bridge. | seeks the acquisition of wealth. 

Hi ab {ik 4, A BE Pe G. When you engage in| JE AG EBA fh A. Charity begins at home. 
tri ile abroad, don’t show your money. a OL A Fi, BSE Se If you don’t want a 

#7, A x =- ff. A sheht deviation | thing to be known, you must not do it. 
aes 's you lose one thousand Ii. BUD = =] LI @ BB. A reward is an induce- 

XVIIL—ON PATIENCE. | ment to the good ; a punishment is a warn- 

2G — Nk za, HE A A ZB. Keep down | ing to the wicked. 
the temper of the moment, and you will save | #& % #4 &, # #8 # se. Accumulated good 
one hundred day’s anxiety. leads to prosperity; accumulated wrong to 

ID Ti] Of 7, #8 | 2B. Give way to your tem- | death. 
per for an instant and you may rue it your | 3 7é A Ik, BEE A (56 ak WA SZ, BG 
whole life. | ws A ff). ‘There is too little good advice 

B4E IK ZH iL, —- AH zw Gf oR. One day | and too much bad in the world. 
will easily destroy what it has taken more XX. —ON UNION AND DILIGENCE. 

than one hundred years to make. (RZ sl I fn, — 44 & ot 4A BH. Har- 
XIX.-ON WISDOM AND VIRTUE. | mony should be the policy of the family ; 

SESE Oe A EIT BATE XK. There diligence that of the individual. 
are countless myriads of men scattered | Ae 4" Ay Fu PE HE Ik, BE HO fy BE AE JE. =I 
through the world, but what man can be | the family is disunited, the neighbours take 
called a hero. advantage of its members ; if the neighbours, 

HBFEWUHR ZA B.S eRe WZ | talebearing prevails. 
Superior men like w ealth but they attain it | fu 7 4) 5! AF, HF dn tie Ae F¥. ‘To he on good 



terms with one’s neighbour is better than 
finding a jewel. 

Bam A BI, SH AH AIK. If you do not 
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travel, you will not arrive at your destina- 
tion; if you do not aet, you will never ac- 
complish anything. 

IX—MISCELLANEOUS PROVERBS 

IN CHINESE AND ENGLISH. 
Translated by Herbert J. Allen, Esq. Chinese characters in parenthesis denote an amendment 

of the original text, andin such cases one or more of the preceding characters should be omitted. 

Bat Sa te Sg To eo after a donkey on the back 
of another. 

RR FR PY OIL HE Every road leads to Peking. 
By OS AW «To buy a pig (Vit. a cat in a bag) 

in a poke. 

PO it 2A OL eG ay © All men are brothers. 
AK Fk HE or HUE GB To cut erain when in 

flower ; or, to sell an empty granary. 
WE (WE) A Mk No. «Uf the eyes are large, the 

ability is small. 

Sh WA AE wh J. BE WA 48 ay He A perpendicular 
city wall is sure to fall (i.e. avoid obstinacy). 

AE A BE FG Ef you cannot catch a fish, 
you will get a shrimp. 

NK ® B 0b, & A FL =~Many men many no- 

tions. 

i As FR fA «To climb a tree to look for fish. 
Gey 4 An By ily Modes of action are as various 

as the hills. 
wim H BE SE Z4E «Of the plant is not 

pulled up by the roots, it will revive. 
S&F A HW Sl Ivory does not grow out of a 

rat’s mouth. 
jm HE 48 A heli FE He who hunts a deer does not 

look at a hare. 
JE HE A fel be The tiger does not consort with 

the deer. 

HOH! ii (E A YS fh @ Pegin work at sunrise | 
and cease at sunset. 

NE BN KIS EM AG 
taken advantage of, and a quiet horse is 
ridden by every one. 

AAR 
tigers. 

take, and a horse stumbles. 

LI li dé fF © Return affection for affection shown. 

HG BE HH FE ly An ant moving the mountain. 
5p) $A js 45 FX Nil ¢@ A brass kettle coming in 

contact with an iron brush. 

| Be Be 2 J — eS Crows are always black. 
4 NE %& NF OAs you make your bed, so you 

must lie on it. 
if BE ZR Ur. AME ig =A sea without a coast anda 

river without a bottom (i. e. a man of great 
ability). 

FE le fy) FL ML EE A YE OA sleepy old age or a 
wakeful youth is the sure precursor of death. 

46 $F Mt $n t€ Ff The rat knows the rat’s 
road (set a thief to catch a thief.) 

eT) 47 BS i BK ZE Cut: bean-cake 
with a sharp sword so that both sides are 
equally bright (i.e. be impartial). 

Note A SE & Re % Hy =A man’s heart is never 
satisfied, possessing the Lung he covets the 
Chow state. 

_E # & A) PF He If the seniors are not strict, 
the juniors are remiss. 

LI 2K pk «To give plums for peaches, 
US 26 4 2E «To pay a cow for a sheep. 
¥} Be Hf SE To play the lute before a donkey 

(to cast pearls before swine). 
Tig. SE wr 73 Hk ='The repentant will be forgiven. 
ALO — 36 SA JE A JE One good deed covers a 

A quiet man is | 

To lead a sheep into a herd of | 

te BT A BA Ie Se IL al 
NF HHH Ge OA man makes a mis- | 

multitude of sins. 

—: jal 25 he es — Jal A de BE He who is once 
bitten by a snake does not twice walk in the 
grass (a burnt child dreads the fire.) 

Trouble neglected be- 
comes still more troublesome, 
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#y $8 sth Ja oi RE fi $8 at an A ik If you are rich, 
you speak the truth; if poor, your words are | 
untrue. 

Se FE Ah WR Hel Leg DEAR aK. The 
good horse does not graze twice over the 
same ground; the good. wife dees not marry | 
again. 

ee i B) He J jh BE aj =e WESC an official is 
honorable, his clerks grow lean ; if a spirit 

is efficacious, the temple-keeper grows fat. 
— HHH & S Where one horse wont 

go, a hundred fear to step. 
A — at 4 HFS = Keep your promise no 

matter at what cost. 
AS AN A te «=New clothes and old 

fr iends are the best. 

ii Za 4 I BG 5 1) Tk Jes. 

ing a Pua 

ii WER fs dik PL 5 If you sow hemp, you 
will reap hemp; if pease, you ee eet pease. 

y 2 (0 Ree MB) et ra | 
The sovereign is the cup, the people the wa- 
ter; whether the cup is round or square, the 
water takes its form from it. 

qa 36 EF es UE eK EF OE Prosperity 

begets correct behaviour; thet Teens oisphte 
of ‘adv ersity. 

Ue ac Fn 40 VE EW oak OS Those who live 

near water know the habits of fish; and those | 
who live in the hills can tell the notes of 

birds. 

We fh A a A EK HH He A The 
eater of rice knows nothing of the labour 
of the ox, nor he who wears clothes of the 

trouble of spinning. 

il HE (wi) eu MS ju HEH io OH 

fit HH HE AE KH The hungry man does 
Comme se on music with a music iin 

not select his food, nor the man who is cold | ri 

his clothing. 

TK BG AH HE A IL ie = The 

first sharpen his tools. 
— J i ii Fr A (8 FF Idle talk circulated by 

a single man seems real w hen bandied about 

by mally 

HE oth HE HE AR oD HE TL 
a thine, saliva will come 

fom) 

es sar will fall. 

Bt 43 A [Al Jag KAR Vii int Am Lit fe 

ae pare feebly, it is because he is half- 

If you ardently desire 
forth; if sad at 

To point at a gourd by revil- | 

workman | 
| 

who seeks to do his work well, will of course 

star ve ne fa aman doe IS ; not follow the fashion, 
it is because he is Smpr. 

AK BE JE PE Sb (EAE 4 One inch on the dial is 
~ of greater worth than a piece of jade a foot 

long. 

it 5 A FT ST AS A te Fe Good iron is not 
used for nails, nor are soldiers made of good 
men. 

te Ze tt — FF we 4 He who basa tongue 
can find his way. 

AA lt Hi HE fe He A small pillar eannot 
support a eyeHb weight. 

AG ME AH fe i J 73 FY «Of the oyster catcher 
and oyster cntch each other, the fisherman 
is in lack, 

RAL SRR ZT BE IR HK 
The son of the good sorcerer is generally 
killed by demons; the son of the good doctor 
often dies of disease. 

25 Bh i i AE AE A BE AI you would put 
a stop to inebriety, look at a drunken man 
(when you are sober). 

48 HE 2S GAH OE HL AK Medicine 
cannot cure an imaginary disease; wine can- 
not alleviate real sorrow. 

HEH 1 IHS Oh ME fy BK BER Ue the 
tree is well-rooted, the wind will not shake 

| it; if it stands upright, it matters not if its 
shadow is crooked. 

Fy Re = 4p WK RE 4G Three years after separa- 
tion, the branches of the family are near 
eee e each ae 

RK de 4g 4 SE HY HE AL HE It [rs] ay Ane ac A” i ue All 

the stars in the sky face the north; all the 
rivers of the world flow eastward. 

= Fu Ye Three cups settle every thing. 
Be qt ARE It is the man who is bad, not 

the law. 

iS oF TE i A ee PY A FG St | The 
Yellow River cOnisineR runs clear; so man 
will have his nelsy day. 

me eft Ae Be (i wh SE ae A Zt is an honest 
man’s house that has no handsome servant. 

QA &; BE GE sl 3 Ee BE = Age deprives a man of 
his strength and a god of his virtue. 

Ii A BE tit AL Hh ~=The trees are not shaken when 
there is no wind, 

| iE AK E16 A FES He TK The 
flower does not grow when planted with care, 
but a willow-slip put in carelessly will soon 
throw its shadow. 

— 
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Ik 4 UR DH} HF HL Water has its source; the 

tree has a root. 

NH tk & RBA If you are weak 
do not carry a great weight; gentle words 
do not make a man angry. 

KP & 3 SJE Hc HE WK ‘The affairs of the world 
cannot be apprehended without instruction. 

40 Blo Tk ZE HF To put one’s conscience 
on one’s back (7. e. to be ungrateful). 

HE Fé fy WS BE ih ie 2S HE Nothing good has 

ever been attained without great efforts. 

IA fry OE OR fry SH =: You cannot falsi- 
fy the truth or verify a falsehood, 

Ft HE EA CU) ab HE HK A Not only 
beauty but talents may infatuate a man. 

te A WR A HE PG fe =Love is blind (lit. she 
who appears lovable is a Venus). 

B) XK TE BL HE RE th | The first time a girl 
marries, she consults her parents’ wishes ; 
the second time, her own. 

INS ¥e G YE When the melon is ripe, it will fall. 
SE ie & 33 Se ER Ha The good swimmer may 

be drowned, and the good rider thrown. 
8 KE ME BRE RHE OCThe older ginger and 

cassia are, the more bitter they are to the 
taste. 

HE FY 4 as 2S A Be TE HE. a TE ik The 
peony is merely beautiful to look at; the 
date, though it has a small flower, bears a 
good fruit. 

Ze Ak A An HE 4E Better be strong within than 
strong without. 

bk OA Ee YG i LE A BG 4H = Wood is not sold 
in the forest nor fish on the lake. 

A EB ie OE ME SE 6 Al ur MG JE A SE The 
loyal minister meets death courageously; the 
virtuous wife encounters danger cheerfully. 

% FH # lB WY By we «At night it is only the 
naked who fear the light. 

WA a's EB RGD ES AEH The full moon 
does not long remain round, and the bright 
cloud soon vanishes. 

TE Wl EO Mal te 
one place differ from those of another. 

oe Fh ll) 2B UT Pe A) BL «= An excess of joy causes 
sorrow; an excess of wine disorders the in- 

tellect. 

He ik 7 ZE GE OFe HE «To feed on chimeras 
(Lit. to stop thirst by looking at a plum, and 
to satisfy hunger by drawing cakes). 

SF ly Ay BE SE ES iy fy He = The keeper of the 

The eustoms of 

forest burns wood ; the keeper of the river 
drinks water. 

hin 2 45 at -f- £y # a To make a cicada’s 
wing heavy, and a weight of thirty thousand 
eatties light. 

= Mh il A 34 — WAR RE Three cups of 
wine is the general rule, but a tipsy bout 
will dissipate a thousand cares. 

SR DE AS fit BR Ge HE — BRN ERE thin Ti AF 
A ix fH Hii df the silversmith is not a 
thief, his household will die of hunger; if 
the tailor does not purloin the cloth, his wife 
will have no drawers to wear. 

He Yih vs SE HK BG DL Be «Heated oil on bitter 
herbs (every one to his taste). 

Fe RR Ae Se wh 2 FE ie «Extreme peril requires 
extreme effort. 

ANS BIR NG RA BR A Those who 
rule are supported by others, and those who 
provide support are ruled, 

Tt. TTR BEN TSS EP BA A 
+> eK HS At 50 you may bear a staff at 
home ; at 60 in your village ; at 70 through- 
out the empire, and at 80 at court. 

A FL OB 2 iz «What is seen is true; 
what is heard is false. 

K Fl HK VAM FB Bl A FEHR Fire roasts the 
pig’s head; matters are adjusted with money. 

BA ff 8 S AH ZH Fine words are not 
believed ; the truth is unadorned. 

SE (GB) EL Ve HE US 42 (GB) FL Pe th 
ear and out at another. 

AG id: 48 (FY) WG Ee HR BG TV (A) Sie Be PY No 
way of doing it, no road to heaven, no gate 

into the earth. 

K BS EE RAR ay 
the tip of one’s nose. 

We Ze 4 #7 SS GR Mh Je Every year and 
in every country there is both plenty and 
dearth, 

3% EW 4 A OA ante = The light flies like an 
arrow ; days and months like a weaver’s 
shuttle. 

tr NWI (el BRO Hf KA Bef ~=The ancients re- 
sembled wild beasts in outward form, but in 

their minds they possessed the virtue of the 
sages, 

KGS A AS RH Writing does not ex- 

press what is said; words do not convey the 
meaning. 

BL) Gy va) eG LL wR Wood-land birds 

ats 

In at one fal 

Not to see further than 
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sing in athe morning ; 

night. 
AE ta MON Ke ES) Th BE ~—- Those who | 

flatter us to our faces, cainmiate us behind 

our backs. 

Aid (BFS 7 An bE Though man’s heart is 
iron, the law is a furnace. 

KSA ATE UE A EE 
Better mend the torn clothes of a pauper | 
than be the wife or concubine of a rich man. 

HS Ay $05 AB AG AP Fa fog Fk AG tH ZEN In vil- 
lages and hamlets men live together; the | 
Buddhist priest alone forsakes his family. 

FB Th EOD A Be Se ae BE fe The | 
moon wanes after the 15th day, so when 
man is poles aged his energies fail him. 

4G A Ze SE Wy HE GG 2S Fe i Resolution 
may be displaced in youth ; without it a long 
life is of - avail, 

BEN A FE Fai HE Hei VE A B® BE NL To pardon 
a man is not the part of a fool, for a fool is 

incapable of such action. 

ma A AS ih os BN ae Se RE 

himself; the bad man suffers in the end from 

the wickedness of others. 

Wi Hi 75 & wi Hh ‘The upsetting of the front 
cart warns the one following. 

& Un de (0 A An EE th Hk HY“ Rather than stand 
on the brink and long for the fish better go | 
back and make your net. 

BFP A % HE AME Wi #4 After five genera- 
tions the fame both of superior and inferior 
men disappears. 

i FH Ye] dn $5 A AS Bi AG An GE Past events 
are lustrous mirrors, coming events dark as 
varnish. 

KA KI 23h Kw BE Do not anticipate 

the future or regret the past. 
56 75 (= 3 SE pt Hk = Reason, virtue, beneyo- 

lence and goodness are not brought to per- 
fection without politeness. 

BEAR IE AM ABO HK The loyal 
subject serves not two masters nor the virtu- 
ous woman two husbands, 

KM wh A ih «=Great hardships are sure to 
be followed by great blessings. 

TF Hh (BOF Al A ehh FR 
are not forgotten in the state ; 

no use to the family. 

WE OY As ith iis FE fit (i) As ath 2 

The able 

In intelli- 

An | 

obstinate man finds one more obstinate than 

; tyrants are of 
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water-birds ery by | gence you cannot surpass ‘the sovereign nor 

in cleverness the minister. 

AK WM IK PE AF (HR =A wise man builds the 
city ; a wise woman demolishes it. 

| AE aT A BA ZB th He who has not as- 
cended a high hill, cannot appreciate level 
ground, 

Es 47 JE f€ FO #. #4) =The officials have the 
regular code; the people private contracts. 

B tts — =} K AH 4A 4p YL «To covet a man’s 
peck of rice, and lose half a year’s rations. 

REELS SH HH AR A Ie 
you are poor there is no clever man who 
will befriend you, but a doctor will give a 

uiinese bs if you are ill, 
ring Be 5. What is new smells sweet; 

what is (aa stinks. 
a ze 

TK Ac iis SU HE A Ac BS a gt Water which 
is too clear will not do for fish; a man who 

is too strict is indiscreet. 

We 7% BE IN AH 4 AO $2 «=When you are 
drunk heaven and earth are large; in the pot 
the days and months are long. (Text probably 
erroneous.) 

(A ZT oh A ee KR BM AE 
You may find a sweet magnolia in a jungle, 

or a Yao in a thatched cottage. 

RR = ak St Be NER dg A de JK You know 
a man from the company he keeps. 

= — (St) % UK FE He AO OA spark will 
create a Ae conflagration, 

ASE Pe BK ALG A BL Look not at what you 
Jove and your mind will be at rest. 

WS RIG oF As in a 
lustrous mirror one sees a roflention® so in 
the deeds of antiquity one may know how 
to act. 

BS JI Git HE Th fe A ZA «All streams flow into 
the sea yet the sea is not filled. 

WE if vb tig $ $4 (FJ) When the eyes quiver, 
it is a bad omen. 

Ash Ae Hk py A tiger will not even eat his 
flesh. 

JL 26 FB 4 To give a sheep for a cow. 
Ve ts Wh -E ff ~©How black you are, said the pot 

to the kettle. 
— Fj — ze One horse one saddle (i. e. marry 

one wife), 
het BE AG Pe SE VT hh AG BR =~ Mu-mu_ has her 

beauties, Hsi-Shi her defects. [spect. 
AS tie A An it or Obedience is better than re- 
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HE A i 17 th PE HE ite Like a/snake in'a’bam- 
HAL ME 2A A ie EMR Zz ‘Men | 

APY fhe BY 28 the WL OE 2 OS 
Don’t scratch | 

wife’s | 

fils ih ac Aa Ant - fs v irtue requires no colouring. 

are sought for their good qualities. 

a i a 
yourself before your own or your 
parents. 

Wl Fc BR il, FY AC RA MeL «Give a Rowland for an | 
Oliver. 

B A As AS 4 GE = EG The bird chooses its | 
tree, not ee tree the bird. 

Ay $8 BOF 7 BE FS EF HE A man with mon- 

ey is a man made; without it he’s but a sor- 
ry jade. 

f i AH ER See Le Hh HE KB The 
rich and érouble do not alone know how to 
spend money; it is not the clothes that make 
the man. 

Hk fl AF a ERE TH a (Rev S Books 
are as full of good advice, as the celebrated 
hills are of Buddhit priests. 

it i His KA WA KS Do not spend ten 
taels on dress, nor a hundred to procure a 

beautiful woman. 

ae rns el Re Bt AE «The youth who has no 

beard is unfit for business. 
Be LE 

\ROA BST BAA 
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boo tube, a crooked nature is hard to change. 
Ask 

not after the fortunes of the family, but look 
simply at their faces. 

| Wee RE ER TM WS Be BE HB AR LL A AP) Ve 
Don’t put your new boots on the pillow, nor 
your old hat under your feet. 

#y FS HE Hi sie Ame ZS PA Ht PY = He who has mon- 
ey may take precedence, but he who has 
no clothes will not venture out. 

Ho AE An IE A fig How can one who is 
bad at heart makes others good. 

Fl CL Fl HWE oth IG am = ='To know oneself is to 
know others, for you compare their feelings 
with your own. 

KDE KE KY Wh HR Better he 
straight-foward and wanting in ability than 
unprincipled and clever, 

The superior man 
subdues himself; the mean man is envious 
and over-bearing. 

RAK MRE WK An A se Better doa 
thing yourself than order it to be done ; bet- 
ter help yourself than be helped by others, 

—.:. SS OO 

X.—400 PROVERBS AND PLAIN OR METAPHORICAL TERMS. 
Translated by Rey. 

ABILITY, GENIUS. Ability to chisel the 
heavens— ereat ability, skill, or.—genius, 

#2 5K AN fl. (2) To snap the fingers and 
metamorphose the person, as genii do—a 
boastful term for one’s great ability, JH 

wh Hy. 
ACCUMULATED MISERY. On the snow add 

frost—multiplied distress, poverty, &., 3 

1 4. 
ADAPTATION. It is this key which opens 

this lock 

At Ba JE Bi. 
ADOPTED. The young of a mulberry-cater- 

piliar—an adopted son, bought or received | 
asa gift in infancy, He Me 2 =F. 

—anything exactly adapted to the | 
purpose, as a kind of medicine, &c., 3 gE 

C. C. Baldwin, D. D. 

AMBITIOUS. To stretch out the hand’ and 
touch the sky—to attempt great things, a 
vaulting ambition, {ih =F fi KR. 

APPORTION. According to the persimmon 
number the seeds—to apportion fines; to 
divide into shares according to number of 

persons, 8 fii && 
APPREHENSIVE. The doubting mind sees 

many ghosts—one easily alarmed at every- 
thing, ¥€ .t%) & Fl hz. (2) Both fear thieves 
and fear ghosts—fearful about this and that, 

HE KL HE HE. 
| ASSOCIATION OF IDEAS. See the saddle 

and think of the horse—to recollect by the 
law of association, Fi $e BA Bj. 

ATTEMPT THE IMPOSSIBLE. A blind man 
7c 
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ascending a hill to see the prospect, IKE Fi | 

EW A BR. 
AVARICIOUS. The money-devouring tiger (as | 

delineated in gambling hells)—a grasping, 
avaricious person, f@ $8 y&. 

AVOID LITTLE SINS. A filthy ditch may 
drown people—it is a risk to indulge in 
trivial faults even, S& 7 AX 7S AE AN. 

AWFUL PUNISHMENT, [Il strip off (your) 
skin and pluck out (your) sinews, #I J& 4th | 

fi. 
BALANCE STILL DUE. 

a live tail—not fully paid as a debt, still 
likely to trouble the debtor, 4 #E 74 'E. 

BAWL. To hoot or bawl (loud enough) to make | 

water become ice! WS ft y& ak. 
BEAUTY. The goddess of the moon, Diana—a 

handsome lady, FU # 4iy WR. 
BEAUTY LOST. A faded flower and ruined 

willow, %8 7é He py. 

BEAUTY’S LUCK. Rosy faces mostly have | 
poor luck—pretty women are apt to get | 

poor husbands, #0 #8 2 HE ar. 
BEGGAR. The great man with the ready palm, 

BAK. 
BEGGARS. The street-patrolling censors or 

imperial street-inspectors—term applied jo- 
cosely to beggars, 3 7 4 HE. 

BEGGAR’S SONG. 
yourself) and help me live, jG [] #% Zé. 

BEGINNING LIFE. The bamboo shoot has 
just sproutod—a young man just commenc- 

ing business (should be honorable, &e.), ae 

A HR. 
BEGINNINGS OF. 

cipient stage of a matter, 
BELONGS WHERE? 

nor to Han, as said of the officers in those 
unsettled times—neither belongs to this nor 
to that, hard to say to which it belongs, Si 

SER ve Sik DE AE. 
BEST THAT CAN BE GOT. It is plain that 

he isan imp, yet regard him asa god—to 
employ a bad man or ae workman in an 
emergency, 4) Wy SE Sk BM fh Fe inh. 

BEST WILL ERR. Eve 7 Pa sometimes drop 
their swords—even the best are liable to 
occasional mistakes, up {il ap #7 PE AE gi. 

BETTER OF TWO. The Hsin crab differs 
widely from the CAGE gti person or 

DA fy hi. 

A dead snake with | 

Dimentat your food (deny | 

The tablets or staves going | 
in advanee, as of a street-procession—the in- | 

Neither belong to Ts’u 

BREAKING BETROTHALS. 

AE ty J.C. 
| CHILD IN OLD 

thing is better than others of the same 
general class, t# Jb WEG B 

BLIND MAN’S a AFF. Dragon leading the 

way, 3] § . 
BONZE-FISH. The sea-Buddhist—a species of 

smooth headed fish, iff Fy fag. 

To break up a 
betrothal (or negotiations for betrothal) is 
a erime hears for seven generations, 

Be A AA BR UE FR. 
BRIBED OFFICER. The character kuan (offi- 

cer, magistrate) has two mouths—officers 
are double-toneued, i. e. decide as they are 
bribed to do, te = ih ff oO. 

BROTHER'S Amy 1 beat a tiger, one must 
have one’s own brothers (to help—in im- 
portant or Lmaens matters, depend on a 

brother's aid, #7 KE wh 7A BOL HG. 
BURIAL. To ride quickly to the office—to 

bury immediately, 32 5 3] fF. 
BUSINESS LIVELY. Swift water is a good 

place to catch fish—when business is a ess- 
ing there isa good chance for gain, 4& 7K 

Burn ineense and knock over 

to do a thing carelessly, #2 

4G dif HA. 
CARELESS ACT. 

the Buddha 

47 ff fh. 
CARRY COALS TO NEWCASTLE. To take 

betel-nut back to Canton to sell—give to 
those who already have (and leave the needy 
in want), fA We Fi 4b 3 OE. 

CAUTIOUS IN SPEECH. A four-horse team 

is hard to pursue(eatch)—be careful of your 
words, for they can’t be unsaid, 5M) By 
3H. (2) On meeting people say only three 
tenths’ speech, i. e., but little, 3 A Fat 

= 4p ah. (3) In talking on your way, (re- 
member) that there may be people in the 

grass (who will hear), §§ + at ai 5 #2 A 

K. 
CHAFFERING UNNECESSARY. The dye- 

shop, no need of excessive ordering (as to 
quality of work)—no need of bantering, the 
article engaged will correspond to the: price 

paid, 3 5 7 JH WB 4. 
CHEATING. Cheats people living, cheats people 

dead—is constantly cheating others, SR J 

AGE. The old pearl-oyster 
produces a pearl, 3% tf AE PR. 

CHILD PRECIOUS. A ee: pearl in the 
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palm, 3% ef HA PR. 
CHILDREN’ GOOD. A bad bamboo putting 

forth good shoots—-bad parents having good | 
children, A 74 Hi df 4%. 

CHILDREN FORWARD. Small caltrops put- 
ting forth shoots—children interrupting 
older people with their talk, 22 fq 5% Hi te. 

CHILDREN PRECIOUS. Children are one’s 
very flesh, life, and heart, 5 Wy GL tr Sf 

> JF. 
CHILDREN TALENTED, The valiant general | 

has under his command no weak soldiers— | 
said complimentary of children like their 
parents in ability, 

CLEVER, STUPID. Clever all his life long, | 
stupid just this once! J WA — fk #F hk — 

Wi. 
CLEVER WORK. 

rold-—very clever, as a workman who makes 
. , 

a good article out of poor materials, Bh 

IX, &. 
CLOSE-FISTED. 

(on it)—said of one who counts every cash, 
close in dealing, — fia] $8 74 fii 

COMPLETE ALMOST. 

or settled, ++ A A JL- 

CONSCIOUS GUILT. The land-crab 

conscious of guilt need not be charged with 

it, San JE WY, WE AR IT 
CONSIDERATION. Feel the head feel the ear 

—to scratch one’s head and ear, as in con- 
sidering a matter, $i DA 4c FL. 

CONSTITUTION GOOD. Brazen body and iron 
bones-—-a rugged frame, an iron constitution, | 

$i SB 
CONSUMERS PAY. When wheat is dear, the 

eaters of cakes bear the expense—it is the 
consumer who suffers from high prices, 2 

Ht ER ff Hi HR 
CONTRARIES. ‘Turn the heavens under and 

the earth aboyve—to do by contraries, 
change places improperly, #4 KK 7H Sib. 

CORRECTION. The bamboo stick makes a good 
child—hence don’t spare the rod, 4 5A Mh 

Lie 
COURAGE. Has courage 

grasp the heavens, JE @] 
COVERT INJURY. Dark ee 

t (enough) to oe 

ke, HE EF 8 

Touches iron and it becomes | 

A eash has six characters | 

In ten has eight or nine, | 

eight or nine out of ten—nearly completed | 

that | 
knows how to die needs no stabbing—one | 

to | 

—a secret in- 

| jury, a a malicious slander, WF gh 
COVET MORE. Having got Shensi he wants 

Sz‘chuen, % if 2 i. 
COVETOUSNESS. The character for covet is 

written like the one for lair caution to 
| avoid coyetousness, #4 "7: Hl 7 — #E A. 
CREDITOR AND SURETY. The ax strikes the 

chisel and the chisel strikes the wood—the 
creditor presses the surety, and the ee 
presses the debtor, ## pe Fy WE BE Fy BE 

CROSS VISAGE. Stinking- faced tiger—an 
ugly, cross-faced fellow, 6 Ti HE. 

| CULPRIT’S SURSTITUTE. ‘The lamb receives 
the beating instead—one who is beaten as a 

| substitute for the real culprit, 26 4 #& 47. 
CUSTOMS. Yearly the flowers, yearly the wil- 

| lows—customs are regularly observed, 42 4 

16 46 4p i. 
DANGERS IN TRAVELING. By boat and on 

horseback, (only) three chances (out of ten) 

for one’s life! # fs FE BA = 4p fr. 
DEADLY HATE. Five devils’ enmity—a deadly 

| quarrel, Tr 52 % IL- 
| DEAF. The ear (so) deaf as to hear a duck erow- 

ing the night-watches—facetiously said of 
one who hears erroneously, F # 8 Fl pe 

BE IB} te. 
DEBT FOR FEAST. Feeling ashamed is soon 

over, (but) a debt is hard to pay——-shame in 
not providing a fine feast is soon over, but 
a debt incurred in making it fine is not so 
easily canceled, 2% Jit F ih Fe (et HE se. 

| DEGREE GAINED. Thecarp leaps the dragon- 
gate—to gain a literary degree, fal! 44 Pk HE 

PY. 
| DEMAGOGISM. 

idle tales, 7 = BY 4. 
| DEPENDENCE VAIN. To use a pith-wick for 

a staff—to depend on another beyond his 
ability to help, i #4 3 #t A 

| DESPER ADO. The tiger G the whole city, jm 

| IRE. 
DESTINED AFFINITY. Given a natural or 

fated affinity, and the parties will meet or 
unite (as in marriage, though separated) a 
thousand miles, #7 #% -- Hi fe Aa ®- 

DESTINY. Death rnd life are destined, riches 
and honors are according to Heaven’ s will, 

we AE AR ORS HE TE FR. (2) Not yet destined 
the life, first aaestins sd the death—death and 
its cirenmistaitees are all fated from the first, 

To deceive the multitude with 
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KEE REEL E. 
DESTROY UTTERLY. Cut off the grass and 

extirpate the roots, to cut up root and branch 
—to extirpate, as thieves, iif Bi PR He. 

DICEMAN’S GAIN. Win here win there 
(whichever side wins), the dice-man (keeper | 

of the gaming table) is all right (gets the 
customary percentage), jim 2 im HK Ae He- 

DIFFICULTIES INCESSANT. A snake ina 
bamboo tube, every joint is difficult (for it 
to pass through)—-to meet a succession of | 

difficulties, RE YS 47 Tei Gi Gi SHE. 
DISADVANTAGEC USLY CIRC UMSTANCED. | 

The tiger on the plain is insulted by the 
dogs—men in distress or away from home 
are (likely to be) imposed upon by others, 3 

VE PFE BE AK TK. 
DISAGREEING. The needle passing, but the 

thread not passing—one consents, but the 
other opposes, €F j& 3 A Gh 

DISAGREEMENT, Clasp the guitar and play | 
another tune—-to disagree and separate, 32 

40 SE te Fil) whl GH. 
DISCRIMINATION, Sesame is sesame and beans 

are beans—to discriminate and perform ac- 

curately, fit Ae Wit 32 fe EA. 
DISHONEST GAIN. Rice gained unjustly will 

hoil into no rice—unfair gains are no profit, | 

OK oe ME Hii. | 
DISPARAGEMENT. Look at a person through 

the crack of a door, and he seems flat or thin 

—to disparage one unjustly, PY fA A A 
kj. (2) In presence of (the parties) add water 
—to talk covertly so as to injure another’s | 
trade or prospects, 2¥ jij 2 JK. 

DISTANT RESOURCES VAIN. Distant water | 
can’t help (extinguish) a near fire, j¢ 7¢ He 

OF UE HK. 
DO FOR OTHERS. No yoice to sing for one’s 

self—to help others rather than one’s self, | 
A "8 3. (2) Doctors can’t cure their | 

own complaints—-one who can do for others | 
but not for himself, 2 AE A jy A AE HE. 

DOCTOR'S BILLS, &C. To waste (use up) money 

to benefit one’s life, as in employing physi- 
cians, consulting the gods, &c., pk Ht Ze 

DOMESTIC DISCORD. The salt-jar itself breed | 
ing worms—a family given to domestic 
broils, Ba BE A AE wR. (2) The ancestral | 
temple’s drum beating itself—a domestic 

quarrel, jij 83 A LAB 

| DOMESTIC HARMONY. They dwelt together 
| for nine generations—refers to an ancient 

family, as a model of domestie harmony, jy 

He [i] Je. 
DOMESTIC RESOURCES. In caring for the 

family, no anxiely—has ample means of 

Support, Ay jl He SE. 
|DONE, THEN TALK! ‘The pig slaughtered 

(all stark and) white, then talk of a (different) 
price—to talk of another price after a thing 
is done, #§ 32 & i fB. 

DOUBLE ENTENTR, To mount horse double, 
to ride double-—a double use or meaning, ti 

| DYING. Breath of (only) three inches, as of one 
nearly dead, = xf 4. 

DYING, DRAWLING. The master of ceremonies 

is reading the sacrificial prayer or funeral 
elegy 
end : also said by a teacher to a scholar who 
reads in an indistinct, drawling tone, jj@# 4E 
= 

i ot XX. 
| EAGER YET DETAINED. The mind urgent 

or eager, but the horse going backward— 
in great “haste, yet something detaining, yf} 

ves FG fi) ide. 
EARTHQUAKE, The earth-ox changes (his 

burden, 7.e., the earth) to the other shoulder 
—henee the earthquake, ij 4+ if R. 

EASE. Need not stir or move, as the rich who 
are waited upon, A jj 

| EASILY. Like drinking vee tis easily done! 

is done quickly and ‘expertly! BAR — HR. 
_EFFECT BY HOOK OR CROOK. If the plow 
| cannot reach it, then the harrow can—will 

effect the object in some way or other, # 

KH MR. 
EFFECTED DULY. When the tide rises the 

boat floats—soon effected by proper ee 
becoming manifest speedily , IK tk RE 

EFFORT NEEDED. To bea man, one duane 
live at ease, IK AAA EE. 

-EMPEROR ALSO MORTAL. The Emperor 
has money, (but) can’t buy myriad myriad 
of years—he is mortal as other people are, 

oF FEE TL A a 
EMPLOYMENT HOPED EOR. The good man 

looks forward to the next time, as one says 
who does his job well, # F & # |e]. 

ENEMIES NOT AVOIDABLE. Though the 
| river is large, boats’ heads still come into 
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collision—at some time or other one comes 
into actual conflict with his enemy, 7r rH 

HE kik BEL ots AF An He. 
EPITOME. A thousand sentences are summed 

2 (as to meaning) in a single sentence, =f- 
==) 

SE — 
ERROR IN MUCH SPEECH. 

of words there will certainly be an error, 
= Sh &. 

ESTATE, FORTUNE. To build upa fortune is 
easy ; to keep a fortune is hard, fl] 36 4 F 

np SE He. 
EVIDENCE OF THE GODS. If you believe 

not in the gods, only observe the thunder’s 
roar, A (3 ah AR {Ha HG Ze. 

EVIDENCE WRITTEN. B ae characters on 
white Cesc has documentary 
evidence, & = _E G #K. 

EVIDENT. In shallow water the fish appears— 
known by plain facts, gfe 78 £638. 

EVIL DISCLOSED. The water shallow, the 
stones appear—the wickedness 
known, “murder will out,” gt 7 4 Hi. 

EXPECT WONDERS. Strangely imagine that 
the heavens will eae expect wonders, 
as strange luck, &c., ZF #8 OK bi- 

FAILING IN BOTH. Missed, both at the 
prefect’s and at the district magistrate’s— | 
fail in both matters, JffF #2 MANS FPL 

FAILURE. ‘To paint a tiger not complete, on 
the contrary turns out a dog—a business 
ending in loss after all one’s efforts, 7 

A I SR BA RK. 
FAIRY’S RIDE. 

the mist, as Buddhas and fairies are said to 

do, ie J 72%. 
FALSE, DECEITFUL. Mouth is, mind is not— 

to say a thing but not mean it, 

JF. 
FAMILIARITY. Near the temple insult the 

god—familiarity breeds contempt, Jf Jaj Hk 

PATHERS'S DEBT. The son pays the father’s 
debts, 2 KR fi F Gz #8. 

FEAR THE GODS. 
feet (above you) are spiritual powers. or 

gods, Ye vel = NN £7 iit HY]. 
FEMALE DUTY. 'Yo obey the father, to obey E A. 

the husband, to obey the son (after husband’ s | GAINS SMALL BUT SURE. 
death) are the three compliances of a female, | 

In a multitude | 

becomes | 

Mount to the clouds and ride | 

Oo Ew | 

Raise your head and three 

te RM EF. 
FIERCE BUT COWARDLY. Tiger’s 

snake’s tail—a ee beginning 
cowardly ending, }%; 5A we i. 

FIERCE FELLOW. His head has put out 
horns—he is fierce and will injure you, 
beware of him! fi Ht 44. 

FIERCE FELLOWS. A fierce person of course 
has (will meet) a fierce person to torment 

him—bad men always find their mateh, 3% 

NA A GE NOE. 
FIERCE FELLOWS AFRAID. Even a fierce 

tiger dreads the local spirits or gods—fieree 
fellows (from abroad) stand in awe of the 
native braves, 3& BE dF th hy SA mu. 

| FILIAL PIETY. A filial spirit moves (influ- 
ences) heaven and earth ! 3% yt eh Bh FE 4h. 

FLATTERY NOT GIVEN. The iron pencil is 
without flattery, as said of censorship or 
fortunetelling, $i 4® 4 . 

FLIGHT OF TIME. The days (fly) like a 
weaver’s shuttle, Hf An eB. 

_FOUND CLOSE BY. Distant a thousand miles, 
(yet) near and before one’s eyes, as said in 
searching far for a thing, found at last very 

near, #46 > HG Ze AR Gf. 
FOWL AND TURTLE. Pound-fowls and horse- 

hoof (sized) turtles (are the finest eating)— 
a phrase of general application according 
to subject, Fr #8 By ti ae. 

| FRIEND INDEED. A relative far off is not 
comparable to a near neighbour! j# #1 

| A i ai}- 
FRIENDS AT COURT, If one has persons at 

court he can easily become an officer, Wf rs 

head and 

and a 

NIG B.- 
FRIGHTENED TERRIBLY. ‘The souls flown 

and spirits scattered—frightened out of his 
wits, 22 JS OR He. (2) The skin of the 
head benumbed with fright! DA je # yu. 

FUTILE EFFORT. To go into the water and 
| grasp the foam, J& g¢ 48 it ya. 
FUTILE HOPE. The rhinoceros looks up to 

the moon and vainly expends his thoughts 
(on it}—to wish for what is not attainable, 

iE Ap OY 2s eM 4. 
GABBLER. A singing bird killed (furnishes) no 

meat—a gabbling person effects nothing, 

BE Fs 3 2 
At the bed’s 

head a thousand myriad strings of cash are 
| sae 

\ 



A eA He HE FE. 
DESTROY UTTERLY. 

extirpate the roots, to cut up root and branch 
—to extirpate, as thieves, ii; 4 PR Me. 

DICEMAN’S GAIN. Win here win there 
(whichever side wins), the dice-man (keeper 

of the gaming table) is all right (gets the 
customary percentage), fim 2S fim Fite Ae H- 

DIFFICULTIES INCESSANT. A snake ina 
bamboo tube, every joint is difficult (for it 
to pass through)—to meet a succession of 

difficulties, KE Yk 7 25 Gi Ch ME. 
DISADVANTAGEOUSLY CIRCUMSTANCED. | 

The tiger on the plain is insulted by the 
dogs—men in distress or away from fun 

are (likely to ce aa upon by others, % 

VE PE OK AK TR 
DISAGREEING. The needle passing, but the 

thread not passing—one consents, but the 
other opposes, €F j& #4 A ih. 

DISAGREEMENT. Clasp the guitar and play 
another tune—to disagree and separate, {¥ | 

fo FE FE aml 
DISCRIMINATION. Sesame is sesame and beans 

are beans—to discriminate and perform ac- 

curately, fit ze bit HE 7 ME. 
DISHONEST GAIN. Rice gained unjustly will | 

boil into no rice—unfair gains are no profit, | 
» 

OK Be I i 
DISPARAGEMENT. Look at a person through 

the crack of a door, and he seems flat or thin | 

—to disparage one unjustly, PY f€ @ A Ai | 
fq. (2) In presence of (the parties) add water | 
—to talk covertly so as to injure another's | 
trade or prospects, 7 Ty 2 JK. 

DISTANT RESOURCES VAIN. Distant water | 
can't help (extinguish) a near fire, 3 Jt HE 

UE XK. 
DO FOR OTHERS. No voice to sing for one’s 

self—to help others rather than one’s self, 
A 98 ie &. (2) Doctors can’t cure their 
own complaints—one who can do for others 

but not for himself, 82 ZE Al jy A HE BE. 
DOCTOR’S BILLS, &C. To waste (use up) money 

to benefit one’ 
cians, consulting the gods, &c., pe HE ae fr 

DOMESTIC DISCORD. The salt-jar itself breed | 
ing worms—a family given to domestic 
broils, Ba BE A 4E wh. (2) The ancestral 
temple’s drum beating itself—a domestic 
quarrel, itn) He ak a Ci in: 
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Cut off the grass and | 

s life, as in employing physi- | 

"DOMESTIC HARMONY. They dwelt together 
for nine generations—refers to an ancient 
family, as a model of domestic harmony, Jy 

HET. 
DOMESTIC RESOURCES. 

family, no anxiety 

Support, Ay jill HE Be. 
DONE, THEN TALK! The pig slaughtered 

(all stark and) white, then talk of a (different) 
price—to talk of another price after a thing 
is done, # 32 & ait (B- 

DOUBLE ENTENTE. To mount horse double, 

to ride double-——a double use or meaning, & 

In caring for the 
has ample means of 

Bat By. 
DYING. Breath of (only) three inches, as of one 

nearly dead, = yf 4m. 

DYING, DRAWLING. ‘The master of ceremonies 
is reading the sacrificial prayer or funeral 
elegy—said when a sick man is near his 
end: also said by a teacher to a scholar who 

ey in an indistinct, drawling tone, jj 4 

= x. 
| “HAGER YEL DETAINED. The mind urgent 
| or eager, but the horse going backward— 
| in great haste, yet something detaining, yf} 

& by fi ik. 

E ARTHOQUAKE. The earth-ox changes (his 

burden, 7.e., the earth) to the other shoulder 
—henee the earthquake, fy 4+ He JR. 

EASE. Need not stir or move, as the rich who 
are waited upon, A. FA Hh. 

| EASILY. Like drinking tea—'tis easily done! 
is done quickly and ‘expertly! | BAR RR. 

EFFECT BY HOOK OR CROOK. If the plow 
cannot reach it, then the harrow can—will 
effect the object in some way or other, # 

KTH. 
EFFECTED DULY. When the tide rises the 

boat floats—soon effected by proper means ; 

becoming manifest speedily, ]¢ jife HR YF. 
EFFORT NEEDED. To be a man, one cannot 

live at ease, JK A AA FE. 
| EMPEROR ALSO MORTAL. The Emperor 

has money, (but) can’t buy myriad myriad 
of years—he is mortal as other people are, 

& ie A Se ht HB me. 
EMPLOYMENT HOPED EOR. The good man 

looks forward to the next time, as one says 
who does his job well, # -F & #% Je]. 

ENEMIES NOT AVOIDABLE. Though the 
river is large, boats’ heads still come into 
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Sie some fae or other one comes 

into actual conflict with his enemy, 7r rh 

He Ke Wh BEL on AF An Hie. 
EPITOME. <A thousand sentences are summed 

up (as to meaning) in a single sentence, -- 

a ee 
ERROR IN MUCH SPEECH. In a muititude 

of words there will certainly be an error, 

a Sih Kk. 
ESTATE, FORTUNE. To build upa fortune is 

easy; to keep a fortune is hard, fl] 3 4 YF 

aE Hie. 
EVIDENCE OF THE GODS. If you believe 

not in the gods, only observe the thunder’s 

roar, Ar fa wh AN (H 4r PF de. 
EVIDENCE WRITTEN. Black characters on 

white paper—recorded, has 
evidence, & Ff LE & #. 

EVIDENT. In shallow water the fish appears— 
known by plain facts, gt 7 (4 Hi. 

EVIL DISCLOSED. The water shallow, the 
stones appear—the w ickedmess becomes 
known, ‘murder will out,” J v& Fy FA 

EXPECT WONDERS. Strangely i imagine that 
the heavens will ee expect ‘wonders, 
as strange luck, &c., 27 #8 KK BH- 

FAILING IN BOTH. Missed, both at -the 
prefect’ sand at the district magistrate’s— 

— in both matters, ff #2 M az Wh ED 

FAILURE, To paint a tiger not complete, on 
the contrary turns out a dog—a Business 
ending in loss after all one’s efforts, i FE 

A Mk SR EK 
FAIRY’S RIDE. 

the mist, as Buddhas and fairies are said to 

do, ig HE #8 F 

FALSE, DECEITE UL. 
to say a thing but not mean it, 

JF. 
FAMILIARITY. Near the temple insult the 

god—familiarity breeds contempt, jE J4j ik 

mit. 
FATHERS’'S DEBT. The son pays the father’s 

debts, 2 Wx fig F 3E 8. 
FEAR THE GODS. Raise your head and three 

feet (above you) are spiritual powers or 

gods, He oA = NN Fy wih HY. 
FEMALE DUTY. ‘lo obey the father, 

the husband, to obey the son (after husband’s 

documentary | 

Mount to the clouds and ride | 

Mouth is, mind is not— | 

Bie is 

| 

| FILIAL PIETY. 

to obey | 

death) are the three compliances of a female, | 

Ai A A EE. 
FIERCE BUT COWARDLY. Tiger’s head and 

snake’s tail—a fierce beginning and a 
cowardly ending, )% of Whe Fé. 

FIERCE FELLOW. His head has put out 
horns—he is fierce and will injure you, 
beware of him! pfi Hi 7g. 

FIERCE FELLOWS. A fierce person of course 
has (will meet) a fierce person to torment 
him—bad | men always find their match, 3% 

tis J\ JES. 
FIERCE FELLOWS AFRAID. Even a fierce 

tiger dreads the local spirits or gods—fierce 

fellows (from abroad) stand in awe of the 

native braves, Jk BE OF th hy 9A ih. 
A filial spirit moves (influ- 

ences) heayen and earth ! 34 yt) ea ah FE ih. 
FLATTERY NOT GIVEN. The iron pencil is 

without flattery, as said of censorship or 
fortunetelling, $% 4® 4b He. 

FLIGHT OF TIME. The days (fly) like a 
weaver’s shuttle, HF An #. 

FOUND CLOSE BY. Distant a thousand miles, 
(yet) near and before one’s eyes, as said in 
searching far for a thing, found at last very 

near, $8 46 HE YE 7 OR at. 
FOWL AND TURTLE. Pound-fowls and horse- 

hoof (sized) turtles (are the finest eating)— 
a phrase of general application according 
to subject, ie Be UG tee gee 

FRIEND INDEED. A valine far off is not 
comparable to a near neighbour! j# ¥ 

HO i aib- 
| FRIENDS AT COURT, If one has persons at 

court he can easily become an officer, #)f Fa 

ANGE. 
FRIGHTENED TERRIBLY. The souls flown 

and spirits scattered—frightened out of his 
wits, 28 3G MR Hz. (2) The skin of the 
head benumbed with fright! QA y& F¥ sit. 

FUTILE EFFORT. To go into the water and 
grasp the foam, yx \¢ 44 at ya. 

FUTILE HOPE. The rhinoceros looks up to 
the moon and vainly expends his thoughts 
(on it)—to wish for what is not attainable, 

Je Ae Bt 2S ah NS HE. 
GABBLER. A singing bird killed (furnishes) no 

meat—a ee ne person effects nothing, 

Bf BS Sie SME ayy A. 

GAINS SMALL BUT SURE. At the bed’s 

head a thousand myriad strings of cash are 
\ 
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not comparable to gaining one cash e each | 

day, Wh MAP My TE A tn — A HE — BL. 
GAMBLING. At the gambling place, no (<is- 

{tinction of) father and son—in gaming no 
favors shown, [fy fii 4 rs 4mG az =. 
a gambler can change (reform), (then too) 

is there medicine for leprosy! fj £8 

AE Hi A 38. 
GAMBLING AVOIDED iS GAIN. 

ning (money) for them, #y Zo 32 Mk 42 im 

ie. 
GENEROSITY. Generous with one’s wealth 

and setting a high value on rectitude, as in | 
aiding others, it Hy We Se. 

GENUINE. Genuine gold dreads not the fire— 
genuine article or a good man does not fear 

the test, BH 4 Aix 

(2) If | 

fe 3 

To exhort | 
(persuade) good folks not to gamble is as | 

| HELP MUTUAL. 
GEOMANCY. ‘To observe the geomancy, as of | 

sites—to regard favorable signs of prosper- 

ity, 4 Mil aK. 
GHOST NOT LAID. 

falsely accused hangs abcut-the person (of 
the accuser), # 5 5 &. 

GOING HOME. ‘The dove only recognizes (its 
own) ridge-pole—said of one longing to 
return home, & fi | az ke FF 58 

GOOD FROM EVIL. By means of a calamity 
obtain Lappiness, [A] jihh 3 ik. 

GOODNESS GETS LUCK. If one has a good, 
benevolent heart, be will obtain a Incky 

(grave) site, 47 ot HA Af mi Hi. 
GOOD MINISTERS, &. Like fish getting 

The ghost of one who was | 

| HOPE OF THE FAMILY. 

water—so is an Eniperor’s getting good | 
ministers, 

44 f% AK. 
GRATITUDE. When eating bamboo-shoots, 

one must remember the person who planted 

the bamboos—must remember a benefactor, 

Bi AA at AN TT N. 
GREEK MEETING GREEK. 

encounters the lion—one stern, strict person 
finding his match in another, $y UsBs As Hi. 
(2) A brass hammer on an iron anyil—two 
fierce fellows pitted against one another, $f] 

Bis Yh 5B ii 
HANG ONE’S SELF. To play with puppets (as 

moved by strings in a mock drama), fl (fan. 

HAPPINESS AND OLD AGE. Happiness like 

husband’s getting wives,&c., An 

the Kast Sea, longevity like the South Mount- | 

ain! Wi Al 3K We i rte iff ; 

The wild horse | 

PROVERBS AND PLAIN OR METAPHORICAL TERMS 

| 

| 

| HIGH AIMS. 

| HONEST, CHASTE. 

| HONEST BUT POOR. 

HARD- HEARTED. Iron, stone, heart and feel- 
ings—a hard, unfecling temper of mind, # 

41 1th W5- 
HEART NOT KNOW ABLE, In painting a tiger, 

one can paint the skin, but it is dificult (im- 
possible) to paint the bones—can know a 
ovens appearance, &e., but not his heart, 

ai Be at ; JK ot i im WT: 

HEAT AND COLD. Heat is common (property) 
but cold is personal (to the poorly elad), nSy 

we Be AR it A AL R- 
HELP, AID. A single bamboo can’t form a row 

—one needing others’ help in order to sue- 

i Ty Ay WM BP. cess, A 

| HELP pee ee Lean on walls and the 
walls crumble; 
partitions fall, (4 #8 4S ji fap Be 

lean on highs and the 

ie BE fl. 
Fish help water, water helps 

fish, 40 4) akc ak 3 fA. 
The good bee sips not a fallen 

flower—said of one whose aims are high, 4. 

We ER YE J HE 
HONEST. To look up to heaven and eat one’s 

rice—again an honest living, @ K B fR- 
Pure as water and clear 

as a mirror—honest, as in dealing; chaste, 

as a widow, jy Ati ak AY An $8. 
Good and well-principled 

or honest, but no rice in the pan, Boob 

BR in He IG AK. 
One son raises the 

high tower—an only son who gains honors 
and place to support the family, = jt #8. 

IDLE BOY. ‘To rear a son who will not study 
is not as good as (raising) a pig, 38 -F ABR 

=H An — SH HK. 
IGNORAMUS. Not (even) know that rice 

is the eumte boiled—a perfect ignoramus, fix 

A fat HK HE 
IMITATE PREDECESSORS. Former people 

did so, and their successors perpetuate it, 

Ke NE BAB 
IMPETUOUS. ‘The thunder strikes and fire 

(lightning) burns—iasty, urgent, 97 Fy We BE. 
IMPROVED CONDITION. — First the bitter then 

the sweet—first poor afterwards rich, a joy- 

ful change of fortune, 477 fet. (2) The 
dry tree meets the spring and again buds 
—i poor man improving in his cireum- 

stances, fk Ax it FR AL FE SE 
INADEQUATE ME ANS. ‘Lo out a rope to 
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bind a ty phoon with, $2 4h eg ia iit. 
INCESSANT TOIL. Stitch follows stitch, 

thread follows thread, €f 4& £f #9: 4& #. 
INCONGRUITY. i 

white goat, B 3% 3} & 26. 
pan matched with a square rice-steamer, 

Al 48 9 7 $9 8. 
INDEPENDENT MEANS.  Papa’s having and 

mamma’s having (money), is not like having 
it one’s self! 4 RG ft A SE An A - 

INDIGNANT. T a blind man angry enough to 
make his eyes bright—said of one who ex> 
periences a very ve mdeetce of virtuous 

indignation, f= $F 2 7 WE IF OE. 
INEXPERIENCED. A hin just out of its cage 

—a young man beginning business, a fit 

victim of imposition, Hf 4% B. 
INFLUENCE. His shoulders are. broad—he has 

many influential friends, ji} Fy. 
INGRATITUDE. Cross a bridge, (then) throw 

away the staff—unerateful toward a bene- 
factor, 7% i FE HR. (2) Raise rats to gnaw 
the cotton-cloth bags—to support those who 
are ungrateful and injurious, FE hl hs tk. 

INJURE SELF. To injure others is to injure 
one’s self, # eC, & & INJURE BY PROXY. (Use) another’s 

kick a dog, 5} J. fil gS Je. 
INJURING OTHERS. To injure persons (as by 

slander) till their bowls are turned down 

(empty) and subsistence eut off, 3 J\ 75 te 

foot to 

# ®. 
INNOCENT SUFFERER. The yellow dog eats 

the pork, and the white dog bears the sin 
(suffers the penalty)—the innocent suffering 
for the guilty, BK EBA GM SE. 

INSATIABLENESS. Man’s mind never satis- 
fied (is like) a snake (wishing) to swallow an 

elephant, J\ ath A 2 Re ZH HR. 
INSIGNIFICANT. Shrimp-sprites and turtle- 

monsters—weak, insignificant people, #2 #8 
an PE. 

INSOLENT PORTER. The threshold high, the 
dog also large—inaccessible, unapproacha- 
ble, asa rich man who has a rude porter, PY 

RU BA LK. 
INSOLENT SERVANT. An officer of the sey- 

enth rank at the prime minister’s door—a 
proud Brey bees servant ina great family, 

SF HA PY TP Eon ie 
INVETERATE ere GGARD. (Like) dragging 

A black pie vis-a-vis with a | 
(2) A round | 

a dog into hot water (to get you to work), 

1 RED. 
INVOLVED IN EVIL. The city gates lost by 

fire, and the calamity extending to the fish 

in the moat, i PY 4e KR WR Te Hh FH 
IRREGULAR ACTION. Not yet learn to walk, 

first learn to run—to do by contraries, to 
run off to do without clearly comprehending 

the order, Ae! FF Se SE i. 
JUGGLERY. ‘To killa boy and plant a melon, 

i. e., change the one into the other, 2 -f 
fi 0. 

KNOWLEDGE BEGETS FEAR. 
is to fear all, AX Gk AY HE. 

LADY’S FOOT. The three-inch golden lily, 
= = y+4 a> ey 

LAST THE | BEST. The last to go to sleep but 
the first to arise; last to bed but first up, % 

Ie 7c ie AS. 
LEAGUED IN EVIL. Cat and rat sleeping to- 

gether—had people agreeing together (with 
the sole object of plotting against others), 

it SX [a] AR. 
LEARN BY PRACTICE. Drink the water and 

know the fountain, ff 7 AM yi. 
LEARN BY SEEING. Slyly eat (acquire) the 

step—to learn an art by seeing others do, 

{it FE 4B. 
LEPROSY. A wife's (leprosy) does not pass over 

to her hushand, # A ih BLK. 
LIFE PRECIOUS. A beggar (even) will not 

cross a rotten wooden bridge—life is too 
precious to be exposed recklessly, BG A 

18 Py AS RR. 
LIKE BEGETS LIKE. The bitter gourd will 

only bear small bitter gourds—bad men have 
bad children; poor men poor children, &c., 
4 A AE 4m. (2) The dilapidated 
fauple corresponds to the topling gods—bad 
treatment of others provokes the same from 

them, #3} (3 i 8 Bh 24 i 
LITTLE ATD NEEDED. Witha favoring wind 

(i.e. when there is air stirring), use only a 
little effort to blow the fire—one in tolerably 
fair circumstances needs but little aid, a 

MRK WAS 
LITTLE HELP BETTER THAN NONE. To 

aid the living not full (i. e. inadequately 
even) is better than burying them alive, #% 

AAR BL We ih Te I. 
LITTLE NOT MISSED. 

To know all 

Fields and garden 
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(have) a large crop, aha ua the little 

birds (eating some of it), FA fe] 7 Bh fay ZE 

& €. 
LIVING. Regard the mouth, not regard the 

body, as the poor whose chief concern is to 
get food enough, Ri A Ra &- 

LIVING CHEAP. To cheat the mouth, as one 

who lives on cheap things instead of delica- 
cies, Sa 1. 

LIVING AND PLAY TOO. To earn (at once) 
living and recreation, as the servant says 
who attends his master to a feast, Hi # fim 

Kt i. 
LIVING SOUGHT.  Boat-rats seek their food in 

the boat’s compartments—each makes his 
living in his own business, Jy rs 3% ft fia 

Ay te #8. 
LIVING SURE. Heaven does not produce peo- 

ple without the means of subsistence, KR A 
AE ne We 2% NV. (2) Each blade of grass a 
drop of dew—every one may be sure of a 
little to live on, — {§& Wi — jay Be. 

LONG VISAGE. A duck’s egg face, 8 2 Ti. 
LOUNGING, FALLING. East reclining west 

awry—to lounge and sleep here and there ; 
dilapidated, as a house, He fe] Pay 4. 

LUGUBRIOUS. The eyebrows clothed in pig’s 
gall—a very doleful look, fj 3 Hh ¥% NE. 

MAGIC. (Makes) the sand fly and the stones 

run away, as said of a wonderful magic art, 

He WS GE TH. 
MALICIOUS. A Buddha’s mouth and a serpent’s 

heart—his professions are fair, but his heart 
is venomous, ff} [J WE ot}. 

MARRIAGE. The phenixes sing in concert— 
the happy union, a marriage, Jal #y HG. 

MARRIAGE-EMBLEM. Two lotus flowers on 
one stem, iif BA if. 

MARRIAGE FATED. Marriages are recorded 
and settled in heaven, Jf #§ Ke FEE. 

MEDDLER. A fierce cat rules nine houses—a 
troublesome meddler in others’ matters, BE 
Sj fe JL Ae. (2) The fierce mastiff con- 

trols (watches) a hundred people’s houses— 
one who meddles in others’ matters, BE Fe 

TA A K.- 
MISERY. Misery’s debt not yet full (fully paid) 

—language of deep distress and sorrow, 77 

fit A i 
MISERY OF ALL SORTS. Salt, sour, bitter, 

pungent, fresh, have tasted them all, mR Ae 

HMR EB 
MOCKING, ENVY. To nie people as poor, to 

envy people as rich, 44 J. 3a TB) \ - 
NARROW-MINDED. re sit in (the ponte of) 

a well and look at the sky—inexperienced, 
unskilled, 4% Jf #9 5. 

NOISED ABOUT. The thunder resounds (and 
all) under the heavens hear, #7 48 RP #1. 

OATH, IMPRECATION. Swear away life, im- 
preeate death by ip aes T die, if what 
I say is false, af Ty Ame 4p. 

OBSERVATION. By aie long road learn the 
horse’s strength, (so) by long (observation 
of ) affairs 8 per ceive a person’s mind (charae- 
ter', PR sae Fl BS Jy SEA SE Wat. 

OBSTINATE. The ass will not pass beyond the 
post-house, Be AR s&h wk. 

ODD ONES. One is papa, the other mamma— 
they are not mates, as said of two shoes, 
stockings, &e., aS 4a — FF HF. 

OFFENDERS MUST APPEAR. A _ homely 
daughter-in-law cannot avoid seeing her 
parents-in-law—the culprit must appear, as 

in presence of the father or master, M% #8 

A 0 Te BSL DS Hi 
OLD AGE. The old man is like a candle before 

the wind, # A J Jb iit ay By. 
OLD MAN’S AID. The old shield wards off the 

malign influence—an aged person helping 
in a quarrel, 3 9% Wt HE Ak. 

OPPORTUNE. The bald-headed becomes (is a 

ready-made) Buddhist priest—opportune, 

just the thing for the purpose, FE 4} #1 
“aq. 

ORIGIN, SOURCE. (Though) a tree is 100,000 
feet high, (still) its leaves fall and return to 
ak root—origin is the important thing, 4} 

fas OS LOE YA Sit HR. 
OVERDOIN G. If you covet too much, you can’t 

masticate it thoroughly, & 3 pe A yg. 
PARTNERS. Eat together and eo (enjoy) 

the relish together—united in seeking 
wealth and its enjoyments, 9 FR He AF If. 

PAY BY BORROWING. ‘Tear away the east 
wall to fill (repair) the west partition, $ ¥ 

Jit ij Va BE. 
PAY BY BORROWING OR PAWNING. Gouge 

out flesh to heal (fill up) an nleer with, #%: 

A) et Fe 
PEACE, The two characters p‘ing and an 

(meaning peace) are worth a thousand of 
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wold, 2B = htt 7 A. 
PEERLESS. In rae the world has no match or 

equal, 24 fit 4 

PERSEVERANCE. ae an) iron cudgel may 
be ground into a needle—“ perseverance con- 
quers all things,” #& AL Be WX £f- 

PET. Last child, last pearl—the last one (of 
the children) is the pet, JE — FE 2 Bk. 

PLAIN. As plain asa road and straight asa 
thread, & ih 2 £8 Th if. 

PLAIN, OUTSPOKEN. Straightforward folks 
talk straightforward talk, fi A at i of. 

PLAN AND EFFECT. Planning matters per- 
tains to men, completing matters pertains 
to Heaven—man proposes, but God disposes, 

wk Se ZEA IM St EK. 
PLAN DISREGARDED. Not observe that 

three sevens make twenty-one, A i = E 
=+—. (2) To measure or estimate 

straight, but chisel rocked bia a work 
properly and then do it wrong, ‘Rr JE # ZB. 

PLEASED WITH EVERYT HING. Meet a 
foretune-teller, then (at once) get one’s for- | 

tune told, $84 #7 3 4E Bl 8 fr. 
PLIANT. The wind sways the willow—assent- 

ing to every thing, echoing what others say, 

inl We HI. 
POLICE-FEE. Straw-sandal fee—a fee paid to 

police going far, Hi FE 7B. 
POLITENESS OVERSTRAINED. In excessive 

politeness people are certainly false, j# % 

J ith of: 
POOR, SOLITARY. 

company through the world, as the poor and 
lonely say of themselves, fF J\ 3& fle. 

POOR BUT USEFUL. With a broken drum 
save the moon (in an eclipse)—the garment, 
though mageed answers a very good purpose, 

ik BEB A. 
POOR REL TIVES. The Emperor also has 

straw-sandaled relatives—a phrase applied to 

(Merely) keeping people» 

| PRYING. 

rich or noble families, as also having poor | 
relations, 2 Ip 4 Bi cE #. 

POOR-RICH MAN. A poor man free from sick- 
ness is equal to a half-rich one—because he 
has no doetor’s bills to pay, 4 J\ 4m€ 4g HE 
Ze e- 

PORTER® S DUTIES. To wateh the cate, drive 
away dogs, and heat beggars, ap py mR x 

17 & S. 
POVERTY INCREASED. The mouth ehivaty, | 
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and (still go and) drink brine ie poor on 
become still poorer, as by borrowing at a 
high rate of interest, 1 #% & 3 ia. 

PRAY OR BEGIN NEED ONLY. In pressing 
times embrace Buddba’s foot, @ Je: 46 fi Al. 

PRECEDENCE. ‘The loquat comes just at the 
right time, i.e. as an early fruit in the 3d 
month—to take the precedence, get a good 
situation, $b AU! Hy df Tle. 

PRECOCIOUS. Nine subtle and eleven wise, 

Iu i + #. 
PREMIER. Above the myriad people, below 

one man only (the Emperor), # WZ _E 

Wezel 
PRESUMPTUOUS. Coarse mind, boldness 

areat, #L it HE 4. 
PRINCE OF DEBTORS. In owing money, a 

great king—one deeply in debt, R#A 
PRODIGAL RECLAIMED. A prodigal return- 

ing is not to be exchanged for gold, jj $ 

lal eh HR. 
PROFESSIONS FALSE. Pretend to be very 

sincere yet steal a Buddha, (Pg 32 ak {it 38 (Hb. 
PROPRIETORSHIP. He who farms long on 

shares, becomes owner of the property—long 

possession gives a proprietary right, ZA fli 

jk 38 E. 
PROUD AND DISTANT. The eyes grown on 

the very top of the head—one too proud to 
notice others, Afi fig 4E DA JA HB. 

PROUD WRETCH. Beggar’s person and em- 
peror’s mouth—a miserable fellow talking 
haughtily, 55 | | HO. 

PROVOKING. The asthmatic can’t bear cough- 
ing—one can’t endure the annoyance, as of 
others’doings, Pe F Ht 8 73 Hk 

From the north hill look at the 
waters of the lake—to pry into other’s mat- 

ters, Je Wl ii ak 
PUNISHMENT CERTAIN. Yin and yang 

(invisible and visible words ) only separated 

by one thickness of paper, as said in praise 
of a god who knows and will punish offend- 

ors, BER EA. 
PURCHASING. In buying needles examine the 

eyes—be careful in making purchases, 

&t i FL. 
-QUARREL ABOUT PRESENTS. The echarae- 

ter Hsi (happiness) has two mouths in it— 
the two families quarreling about the mar- 
riage-presents, = 7° fH fi] A. 

D 
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QUARREL SOON SETTLED. A ee face 
soon grows hair—as said of parties readily 

adjusting their differences, Je fy $t 4E GE. 
READY PAY VERSUSCREDIT. A thousand 

(cash) eredits are not comparable to eight 
hundred ready (money), -- HE A An A A 

Fi. 
REBUFF, RECALCITRATE. Press sharply 

on a tiger and he injures you—to harass one 
till he turns upon his assailant, 34 BE f% J. 

RECKLESS. If he does not see a coffin, he 
will not weep—reckless in transgression, 
till punishment comes, A FL RE ARP | 
ik. 

RECOGNIZE WRONGLY. Give Chane-san’s 
cap to Li-ssii to wear, if = IH Bl 2s py wy. 

RECTITUDE. The mind correct does not fear 
the corrupt or depraved—one of conscious 
rectitude has no fear, »% JE AVA FP. 

REMEDILESS. After the boat reaches the 
middle of the river, it is too late to stop a 

leak, $f 3 ic te Bi He SE | 
RENT, BREACH. Yunnan extends over to Sz‘ 

chuen—lone rents, breaches, fractures, as 

in clothes, houses, &e., 22 (i 3i 3 PY Jif. 
REPETITION OFFENDS. ‘The puppets again 

pulled (played) don’t look well, as said of 
repeated beeeing, Ge., (ft fi He HH A ue 

Ai - 
REPINING. Early die and early raised to life 

(by piperipsye hosis), as repiners and mur- 
murers say, Fl 7 Bl dt AE. 

RESPECT OFFICERS. Deceive an officer, 

don’t abuse or grossly insult an officer, 

fh KE 
~ RESTLESS. The thrush hots on the cage- 

bars—uneasy, as a child, 7 A& BE 28. 
REVIVING. Returning light again shining | 

(as the flame of a candle when nearly ex- 

tinct}—the transient reviving of a dying 
person, Jal 36 ji HA. 

REWARD, RECOMPENSE. Good and. evil 
will finally have their reward, 3¢ 3% Fi off 

but 

titi 

% 7 A. 
REWARD OF PIETY. In the former life 

burnt good incense (to the g@ods)}—henee .is 

now blessed with prosperity, ff {E He 4 

#. 

REWARD OF VICE. In the former life did 

not cultivate virtue, (henec) in this life 

miserable, pif HE A (2s F dle Fee. 

| SEPARA 

PROVERB s AND. PLAIN OR MET APHORIC Al TERMS 

RULE RIGIDLY APPLIED. Graal thrée 
bowls, also riee three bowls—to apply a 
rule rigidly, make no allowance for different 
circumstances, th} = fe Ik = te. 

RULERS. If unable to rule (one’s own) house, 

how can (one) rule the State! 7 RR A fe 
Bie Fb ey a 

RUN F AST. Risk life run—to run at risk of 

life, to run fast or recklessly, $f fp TAL. 
RUSH INTO DANGER. To rush suddenly 

against the horse’s head—to come in the 
way of a fierce man or a god, fff Fiz FE 0A. 

SAFE BUSINESS. To tread on aol eround— 

to avoid all risks, fe @F Jit. 

SAME, ALIKE. One is a half pound; the other 

eight ounces, — {| 7F Fr — {fa A i. 

SAME IN SIZE. The ass-hair stockings (from 

Shantung) are not large and small—a 
phrase applied to things of the same size, 

Wi 3 EAE ay. 
SCOLDING IS EASY. To scold or rail at people, 

it is unnecessary to get cut a first draught 
(of what one would say), 55 J\ A FA te FF. 

SCOUNDREL. he clever man is not equal to 
the scoundrel, (} ffi] Si An Ht BE. 

SECOND BECOME PRINCIPAL. Shun the 
rain and become owner of the house (whieh 

has afforded the shelter)-—invited merely to 
take part, and become the principal in the 
affair, 9% FS #8 % J& =. 

SECRET DIVULGED. The schemes escaped 
and leaked out, 3: 2% BH. 

FRIENDSHIP. SELFISH, SORDID Wine- 
and-pork brothers, wood-and-rice husband 
and wife, 74 Wot % 42 KK FE. 

SELF-RELIANT. Begging others not com- 
parable to beeing one’s self, HRI A An 

KO. 
ATION. ‘To seatter the hair-pins and 

break the mirrors—a husband and wife 
separating, a family broken up, Ap 4% Wk 
$5. 

SERVANTS. The old one not gone, the new 
one will not come—a new servant will not 
come till the old one has left the place, B 
Ay \ ily | . SE A Ss Hi 

_ SHAMELESS, BRAZEN FACED. The skin of 
the face very thick, fig j& Se JE. 

SHARP. Cuts iron as though it was mud, 

SHIRK. Of the thirty-six plans, running away 



is the best plan—phrase applied to a shirk | 
or lazy fellow, = + * Bt BH _E FI- 

SILENCED. 
one whose mouth is pores by another's 
arguments, fit 1 ; 

SIMILARITY. The footless lizard is of the same 
den as a snake—things closely allied or dif- 
fering but slightly, #5 We 486 Al — dd RE. 

SLANDER DEFIED. If the roots are deep, no 
fear that the wind will shake (uproot the 
{ree)—a good man need not fear reproach, #k 

RAR tA Mal da Bh. 
SLANDERER. The yellow cur barks behind 

one’s back, te KR TF HH WM. 
SLAVE E GIRL SOLD. The pig’s head (offered) 

in the temple—a female slave already sold 
or betrothed, ja BFR ve. 

SLIPPERY SPOT. An olive on the top of a 
bonze’s head—a thing put on a smooth or 
dangerous place, #1 ij GA JA Hik He. 

SLUGGARD. Beat him (even) with a hempen 

snake (whip) and he'll not move from his 

place, ile #E 47 7 GB A. 
SMALL GAINS. 

one pound fowl-—small gains at great ex- 

pense, 4 SK 3 fi) $8. 
SMALL-POX AND MEASLES. Before the 

small-pox and after the measles—are the 
critical periods, ta Fy Ps FR. 

SMART BOY. The monkey-persimmon has 
(large) pits—said of a shrewd lad, 4 fi @ 

Hi. 
SMOOTH BUT DECEITFUL. Has an oily 

mouth and a razor heart—i. e. pleasing in 
speech, but false and malevolent, 4% ii) 

JJ. 
SMOOTH DECEIT.  Arsenie soaked in honey— 

the honeyed words of a bad man (deceiver), 

ni PE lt Hi. 
SNARE ONE’S SELF. The carpenter makes 

the cangue and cangues himself, AX fF {£ 

am A tn A 
SONS BESY. ! 

with (not as light as) one candle—ten 
daughters not as good as one son, - fej HE 

He A RU — (FF Kay. 
SORDID, Sees cash then crouches, stoops as soon 

as he sees money, Jf $8 Ep fg. 
SPECIFIED AMOUNT. ‘To go through the 

Tauist chant till the candle burns out—to 
doa nes amount of work and ee stou: 
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Dumb mouths have no speech— | 

| SPONTANEOUS SUCCESS. 

| SPRING CHANGEABLE. 

A basket of paddy to rear a | 

Ten lamps not to be compared | 
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ats By a if Hi. 
SPENDTHRIFT. An urn for burning mock 

paper money—one who spends as fast as he 
earns, 4%, $& hit 

Without design 
stick up a willow (bough) and the willow. 
flourishes, i.e. grows into a tree, 486% dq 

ASN HN BE. 
Spring has a step- 

mother’s face, i.e. is subject to frequent and 
sudden changes, #¢ K (% HE ify 

STICK TO YOUR TRADE. The ox of the 
native hills only eats the grass of its native 

hills, As Wy 42 #8 AS Uy Be. 
STIMULANT. Fire (must) burn his heels—to 

need a stimulant to diligence, 4X Pe Al FE. 
STINGY. Wealth and life closely united— 

thinks as much of money as of life, HE 4 #4 

STRAITS. Advancing or retreating, there is no 
door, #& 38 486 pfY. 

STRAITS, NO ESCAPE. To mount to the 
heavens, no road ; to enter the earth, no door, 

ERE BB A SL BE PY 
STRANGER. Raise the eyes and (find) no re- 

latives, as one ina strange land, 3 Ap Ae Hy. 
STRANGERS. Drop of water, no intercourse— 

not on visiting terms, not intimate in the 
least, Ey ye 4me Zs. 

STRICT CONDITIONS. The four horses’ hoofs 
(four hoofs of a horse) tied together, py FB 

ih ii. 
STRIKING WITH A WILLOW. To strike a 

person with a willow-bough is a sin or im- 
politeness (because such boughs are used by 
Tauists to expel imps), $i) #e 4p J\ 4 SE. 

STRONGHOLD. Heayen-snare and earth-net— 
a prison, a strong place or apartment, Hades, 

FR HE Sh #8. 
STUDY THE ANCIENTS. If you would know 

the whole world’s aflairs, read the books of 

the ancients, ¢ 4 KP BE ait aa A #. 
STUPID. Not (even) know the sun in the sky, 

i. e. the time of day, K A A #.- 
STUPIDITY VERSUS CRAFT. A stupid (but 

honest) man is better than a crafty woman, 

Fist Fy We ith 3 
SUCCESS CONST, ANT. A hundred shots (of the 

arrow) and a hundred hits—uninterrupted 

success, as in business, fy #€ A eh. 
SUCCESS JUSTIFIES. (A rebel) succeeding 
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is Emperor, Fae is a highwayman—a 
proverb which may be variously applied, IS 

fares Me % : 
SUCCESSFUL TRADE DIFFICULT. 

% FF Mes HE. 
SUDDEN QUARREL, 

surface—the sudden bursting 
quarrel, 2 fy 8 Jal PR. 

SUIT TO AN ACE. Garments lacking (only) 

an inch and shoes (only) a tenth (will not 
suit well)—a proverb variously applied, 2 

Ye 22 xf EL Ze Fp. 
SUITS EXACTLY. 

Waves rising on a level 
forth of a 

The handle inserted in the 

ricepestle, exactly right! 3 $8 PS #9 JE TE | 
4g. (2) Fat pork stuffed in biscuits is what 
people like—said of a thing that just suits 
one’s taste or wishes, J! py afe tit pa JV Pir ae 

SUPERFLUOUS. In Seas or painting 
snake, add on feet, i; FE 7 JE. (2) Boil. 
ing water to dress a king-crab, is adding | 

work ae at required amount, #8 2} 7x PA 

Ip Sly I 
SUPERF LUOUS MEANS. A large cannon to 

shoot a sparrow with—great talent expended 
on trifling matters, &e , Ae WE FT Sik ZE. 

SUPPLY AND DEMAND. 'healleys few, the 
beggers many—little work and many to do 

it, “the supply small, the demand great, #§ 

b ERE. 
SURETY FOR STRANGERS. The solitary 

To open | 

shop is easy; to keep shop is difficult, By J 

man has no cue—a stranger must have some | 
one to be his security, mh A ame HFT 2. 

SURETY PAYS. The executioner killed instead 

of (the criminal)—a surety having the debt 
Jaru to pay, #) FF a Ae. 

SYMPATHY. (Your own) toothaches, then you 
know how to ential one haying a 
toothache, jf 7 Fy Hl wf VE A. 

SYMPATHY NOT EXPECTED. When hungry, 
don’t tell a full-fed man, Jt fe Be Ha fy A 

oOo: 

to weep, (8 at 36 3 i DASE 
TACITURN MAN SPEAKING. ‘The mytilus 

opens its carcass (as when nearly dead)— | 

(2) When grieved don’t go to the road | 

the taciturn deigns to speak, he utters some- | 
thing unseemly or improper, Si 2 BF. 

TALENT IS RARE. 
easily got, (but) a single general is hard to 
seek (to be found), f- Fe ¥ 7§ — HK HE sR. 

TALK AND E xEEOTS The hips talking them- 

A thousand soldiers are | 

| TROUBLE WILL COME, 

TIME PRICELESS. 

£ 
| TOIL NECESSARY. 

TROUBLE FOR ONE'S PAINS. 

selves thin, as when long expecting a friend’s 
arrival, ORF Fi. 

TALK, BIG AND FALSE. The thief’s mouth 
(in giving testimony) uttersan imperial edict. 
i. e. can implicate others—said of one who 
talks and lies in grand, (5K FH 32 &. 

TALK EXCELLENT, The mouth utters lilies, 

TT bt idk 4E. 
TALK IRRELEVANT. He says heaven and 

pounds earth, pe KK $3 Ha. (2) One is speak- 
ing of heaven, but the other says earth—to 
answer not to the point, to say what is for- 
eign to the subject, J\ #B IK ft Bt hh. 

TALK MERELY. ‘To make mouth-flowers, i. e. 
utter mere words, as one who offers a low 

price with no intention of buying, $7 4% 7€- 
TALK, NOT DO. Can talk, but can’t do or effect, 

fie it A AE fF. 
TALK ON AWAKING. Eyes open, mouth also 

opens—to begin to talk or scold as soon as 
one is awake, A BA O Ob BA. 

TEMPTATION. It is not beauty that beguiles 
men; it is men that beguile themselves, f, 

as Fl 3K. 
TESTY. Becomes hot but no sweat—said of one 

who is irritable and hasty, but not violent, 

fe 8 Me 
THIEVES ARE CLEVER. A thief is a mean 

fellow, but in wisdom he is the princely 
man, fhe SE Jy A EB OF. 

With an inch of gold ’tis 
hard to buy an inch of time, yp 4 #€ 
» fé. 

TOIL FOR OTHERS. 
people to drink the water, 

Dole 

To dig a well for other 

bi) SE LH A 

If one does not covet (is 
not willing to endure) the bitter taste, he 
cannot obtain worldly wealth, A 3 

we 3 Aue FAL. 
TRICKY. Has monkey-tricks, a full thousand, 

He BK ke FAS 

- 

The fowl pecks 
the clam and breaks her bill, $5 3K st Pp. 

TROUBLE INCREASED. Multiply incense- 
urns, and spirits (objects of worship)are mul- 
tiplied—inerease of business, &e., brings an 
increase of trouble, % fj # Ut = fei fi. 

Shut (y at) doors and 
sit in (your) house, (yet) calamity will come 
down from the skies, fj PY ke #2 4 HE a 
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Kb HK. | 
TRY TWO THINGS AT ONCE. With both 

hands seize hold of two eels, # SE & 35 iH 

UGLY, ILL-FAVORED. An ape’s head and 
rat’s cars, He VA AE fe EL. | 

UNCERTAIN. Neither Yin nor Yang, neither | 
dark nor light, Awe HM fy. 

UNCERTAINTY OF LIFE. To-day does not 
secure to-morrow’s affairs, 4 cy Ae (i: BY 
3. (2) Going to bed cannot insure one’s 

rising again, f FR ME (RTF JK 3K. 
UNDECIDED. Yin, not Yin; Yang, not Yang, 

i.e. neither Yin nor Yang—neither this 
nor that, FE AE Be KH By. 

UNFILIAL. Born into the world from the hol- 
low of a banian, #4 Hit FL HE IE. 

UNSEARCHABLE. ‘To feel for a needle in the 

bottom of the sea, fm KE $2 Ef. 
UNSUITABLE. Neither seven nor eight— 

neither this not that, incomplete, not fit- 
ting, ME AA. (2) Neither south nor 

north—aused as the last, in the sense of in- 
complete, or not fitting, 7 Wy A Jb- 

URGENT. So imminent as to burn the eye- 
brows, PR JG 22 & 

VAGABOND.  Cotton-rags-fairy—a penniless 
vagabond, AE Ai fj. (2) The water carry- 
ing down cotton-rags—a worthless fellow 
without settled abode or employment, J\¢ #€ 

Wh Ai - 
VETERAN. One wants his clothes new, but 

oie sons old—employés lone tried are best, 

KER MN GK EE. 
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VICKS. 

(smoking), pngilism, 

(paying 

1 fK af, he wi UG. 
W! met THE BEST. No money, (yet) sit in the 

middle compartment (of the boat)—to claim 
ie ae while destitute of means to pay for 

HE SR A of SK, 
WARN BY EXAMPLE. Killa chicken in or- 

der to teach an ape, RE $f He HR. 
WASTE ONE’S PROPERTY. Sit and eat till 

the hill crumbles and falls—to waste proper- 
ty in idleness, 4A # {lj jyj. 

WORD GOOD AS BOND. An official document 
is only paper, heart and conduct (character) 
are worth a thousand of gold—your word is 
better than your bond, need not give mea 
promissory note, 3¢ a FL I 4 ath FF fifi 4. 

WRATHY. Wrath (till) the hair impinges a- 
gainst (raises) one’s cap! 4% 52 ap ok. 

WRECKED. (Even to) an inch. afie grass all gone 
—a perfect wreck of saa y, as from “fire, 
flood, &e., x} «i (EL Ane. 

WRECKED! GONE! A Shantung junk wrecked, 
exclaim ah !—done and can’t be helped! fy 

W horedom, gambling, drinking , opium 
musical instruments 

HR AT We aK — AB. 
WRONG PLACE, In a Buddhist monastery 

(try) to borrow a comb, (you) walk the wrong 
road—on the wrong track, as in borrowing 

or begging, Fu fai 3 fix £2 te 7 a BB. 
YIELDING.  Recede one step (merely), and the 

sky is lofty and the earth broad—yield only 
a little in a quarrel and the prospect of 
peace is ample, #& — 35 7K 7S 3 A. 

eS Se 

XI—BOOK PHRASES AND PROVERBS 

USED BY PREACHERS. 
Translated and arranged by C. Schmidt, Esq. 

The following abbreviations are used :—(C. A.) 

Ancient Saying; (Gt. L.) for. Great Learning ; 

Doctrine of the Mean; (Sh kg) for She King; 

1.—CLASSICAL PHRASES. 
1. Wha b wile LOTS with two AUS wey 

for Confucian Analects; (M.) for Mencivs; (A.8.) for 

(Shu Kg.) for Shu King; (P.) for Proverb; (D.M.) for 

(S. tz. K.) for 3. Char, Classic. 

may serve me as my teachers. (C. A.) = A 
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2. One who in the morning hears the right 
way may in the evening die without regret. 

(C. A.) i Bil 3a, Y FE FY FE. 
3. Death and life are decreed, riches and honors 

depend upon heaven, (C. A. ) FEZAE A tr. 

ER. | 
4. To obey heaven is preservation, to disobey 

heaven is ruin. (Shu Ke.) JAK Bi, MK 

4 UO. 
5. Adversity and prosperity in all cases are of 

man’s own seeking. (M.) jf} ia BEA A GS 

RZ A. | 
6. He who looks up to heaven and has no ocea- 

10. 

16. 

iN, 

19. 

. Days and months are gone, 

. When gain is in view, 

. What you do not like, 

2. Being possessed of the 

3. What truly is within will be 

sion to be ashamed, needs not to feel abashed 

before men. (M.) fp A WR IE RK, Hi AE 

Tit K- 
years do not 

HOA Hh Fe, ke A TK 
think of righteous- | 

5 A HK. 

wait for us. (C. A.) 

ness. (C. A.) 
9, When heaven sends calamities one, may es- 

cape; if we bring calamities on ourselves, to 
live is no longer possible. (Shu Kg.) KR (£ #, 

a We, A fe BE. HWY GE. 
What 1 do not like myself, I should not do 
unto others. (C. A.) GPF A RR, WET A. 

when done to your- 

self, do not do to others. (C. A.) it HG iy 

A WA, I Oy We WS. 
good qualities, one 

may require them from other people; not | 

having bad qualities, one may require that 
they are not in otler people. (Gt. L.) i at 

C iii Jer HS ot Ky, BE ati a i Ja JE st ati K. 

manifested | 

without. (D. M.) jak 1d HE, Je We Bb. 

. Observe a man’s actions, look at his motives. 

(C. A.) id EG ap LI, BL LL aR eB 
. Four horses cannot overtake the tongue. (C. | 

A.) I AR. 
A flaw in a white seeptre stone may be | 
ground away; but for a flaw in speech noth- 

ing on be done. (Shu Ke.) Gy ae 4% Fy, fi FY 

W652 His HRY AB a. | 
i there are no two suns in the heavens, so 
the people cannot have two rulers. (M.) 

i A, RX SE. 
5. To go half way and then give it up. (D. M.) 

=F eB if Wis. 
To nourish the heart there is nothing better 
than to make the desires few. (M.) #8. 3 | 
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20: 

21. 

rn) ey 

BS Ws nee tk. 

Taking its length with its breadth. (M.) # 

$2 ii 1. 
The wise are free from perplexities ; the vir- 
tuous from anxiety; and the bold from fear. 
(C.A.) il ai ARM i SE, EH HE. 

2. To know the truth is not ee is difficult, 

but to follow it is difficult. (Shu Kg.) JE #4 

Z BR, 43 Z NE RR. 
. A case of not doing it, is By a case of not 

being able to do it. 

fie 4. 
(M) fb KG. IEA 

. Who knows the right and does it not has 

no courage, (C. A.) Fl He Ar Fy BE Ht th. 
. He who is possessed of benevolence has bold- 
ness. (C. A.) Aon A OB. 

. ‘The progress of the superior man is upwards, 
the progress of the mean man is downwards. 

(C. A.) ge F EB OPA TP #. 
27. The superior man stands in awe of three 

things :—he stands in awe of the decrees of 
heaven, — le stands in awe of great men,— 
he stands in awe of the words of sages. (C. 

MEF HERRRG BANE 
N 2G. 

28. What proceeds from you will return to you 
again. (M.) Hi i, FW. 

. There is a great course for the production of 

wealth. (Gt. L.) 4E Wt # A GB. 
. No utensil can be formed without cutting 

the gem. (S. tz. K.) FE A RK, Ar HE. 
. If (a child) is not nourished and taught, it 

is the father’s fault. (S. tz. K.) #8 A Hk, BW 

LZ it 
. ‘The man who has no learning does not know 
the rules of propriety. (S. tz. K.) Jy Ars, A 

Fill 5% 
33. Birds will leave dark valleys to remove to 

lofty trees. (M.) Hi =F 4 4, 3 FAA. 
. When any one told Tz% lw that he had a 
fault he rejoiced. (M.) 

385 Sl HE. 
FRAG ZUA 

35, When Ya heard good words, he paid his 
respects to (the speaker). 

tl) F¥- 
) (M.) Bid 4S 

3. Ya disliked the pleasant tasting wine and 
loyed good words. (M.) *& BE id, th at 
ue 

. Therefore be who understands heaven’s de- 

cree, will not stand under a ge wall. 

(M.) 3b i RU or HA oe F HIG Zw 



38. 

40, 

41. 

42. 

43. 

45, 

46, 

47. 

48, 

49, 

Oo oo 

. He who is not in office, needs not to plan 

. You look for them and cannot see them: listen 

. Soft melting looks (of women) afford an in- | 

3. Riches adorn the mansion and virtue the per- 

son. (Gt. L.) a i He, fs 

It is better to be without the B Book of Histor y 
than to believe it entirely. (M.) 3% {% a fl 

A An BE 
. Pleasant like the sun in winter and to be 

dreaded like the sun in summer, (Ch’un- 

cin) MSA ZAReMEAAWE. 
If they (the people) have a certain livelihood 
they will have a fixed heart. (M.) 4 [Hi 

A FA le at. | 
If there were no superior men, there would 
be none to rule the country men. If there 
were not country men, there would be none 
to support the superior man. (M.) 48 7 $ 

Ria UF NEN RO AF. 
He who advances hastily will retire with 
speed. (M.) He fe BE 5 Hi: 3 SE. 
The hunery man is easily snail with food 
and the thirsty man is easily satisfied with 
drink; i.e. any food and drink is welcome. 

(M.) OL 45 3 4 Rig HY 4 i. 
. When those who are near are made happy, 
EnGEES who are far off will come. (C. A.) Hime 

BE, ie Hi AE. 
Only ‘value what is good (lit. precious). (Gt. | 

L.) ME 36 SB FE 
Tf the virtuous and wise are not confided in, 

the state will become empty and void. (M.) 

Avia fe c=) All) pa 2S Me. 

Without the rules of propriety and distinc- 
tions of right, high and low will be thrown 
into confusion. (M.) Ait 7 3&, fll  F @l. | 
First consider the difficulty (to be overcome) | 

and subsequently think about success. (C. A.) | 

Se HE WB 1. | 
When a nation or familyare about to flourish, | 

there are sure to be happy omens; when it is 

about to perish there are sure to be unlucky 
omens. (D. M.) pq 3 HF OM, ww TF ait WE, 
FAS A HR EE. | 

for public affairs. (C. A.) A Ze HE: fit, He Ht 

At By. 

and cannot hear them; 7. e. spirits. (D. M.) | 

We Zh OL. SZ itn ah ed. 

ducement to lewdness; the accumulation of a | 
hoard isan inducement to robbery. (Chu-fu-tz) | 

| 

i AS atk GE, TE SR ate - 

5A. 

5). 

). The benevolent man loves others, 

5. Learn without satiety. (C 
). Diligence brings merit, in trifling i Bae ad- 

. Want of patience 

. Seek and you will obtain it; 
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C herish old know feiee and ee new ideas. 

(C. A.) fik dc Tit AU F- 
What is contrary to propriety do not look at, 

listen not to it, do not speak of it, and make 
no movement towards it. (C. A.) JE i Fy if, 

JF i 7) 38, JE 7, JEW Bi: 
ant 

intelligent man understands others. (C. 

{ BN, EG DN. 
All within the four seas are brethren. (C. 

PO ie 2, OD of ab. 

the 

A.) 

A.) 

. The superior man helps the needy but does 
not increase the wealth of 

HF Jal eh UG a. 
the rich. (C. A.) 

. Teach others without being wearied. (C. A.) 

BA 7 AE. 
. The diligent study of strange doctrines is 

injurious indeed. (C. A.) Ye 3 BE pit, 1p Be 

ay E. 
. The superior man does not murmur against 

feels he resentment towards 

)# FERRER, FARIA. 
heaven, nor 

man. (D. M.) 

2. The path of duty is to be traced to its 
origin in heayen. (D. M.) 38 7% A&R JA HY HS 

He 3 
The path of duty may not be left for one 
moment. (D. M.) 34 4 4% A BW) 7A 9 FYE a. 

. To love learning is to approach knowledge, 
(D. M.) af St UE He ew. 

A) & ii A UR. 

vantage. (S. tz. K.) Bh A Dh, ek ae 
in small mation con- 

founds great plans. (C. A.) op AB, A Bl 

K wk. 
neglect seek- 

ing and you will lose it. (M.) sR Ay 4 2, 

4 fh A 
. Do not consider any virtue as unimportant 
and therefore not do it; or any vice as 
trivial and therefore practice it. (Chu-fu-tz.) 

WD EW th HB. LY Bo th FB Z- 
70. The superior man searches after truth, not 

after food. (C. A.) # F st sa mH HER. 
. The superior man is anxious lest he should 
not get truth; he is not anxious lest poverty 

should overeome him. (C. A.) # Ff 3 38 

2. He who offends against heaven has none to 
whom he can pray. (C. A.) #€ 5B if KK, BE 
PH iis ah. 
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When you bave faults do not fear a mend. 

(C. A.) 538 Bl) 4 TE be. 
. When you know cel faults, reform becomes 

a duty. (C. A.) 41 38 a et. 
. To have faults and not to mend them should 

be catten having faults. (C. A.) 34 Th A” 

tk, # FE aH i R. 

Choose what is good and hold it firmly. (D. | 

M) #2 WH He | 
. Choose the good in others and follow it, the 

bad avoid. C A.) HEALS KH z, HB 

A 4 ih Uk Z.- | 
78. Think ae and then act. (C. A.) = B 

ti 18 FF. | 
79, One must be careful of one’s words. (C. A.) | 

BAY FH tik tb. | 
80. A man who speaks little, when he does, | 

83. 

84. 

87. 

88. 

91. 

. To maintain 

3. To confer great benefits and assist all. (C. | 

. When you meet with an opportunity to get 

. To agree with current customs and coine ide | 

speaks to the point. (C.A) KEN AB, 

th Af. | 
. Speak at the proper time and men will not | 
be annoyed with your words. (C. A.) JH 3 | 

KRANAAM ES. 
2. If a man take no thought about what is 

distant, sorrow is surely near at hand. (C. | 

A.) \ $838 Je A ie BB. | 
He who requires much from himself and | 
little from others, will keep himself from | 
being the object of feseubuaiita a A.) -§ | 

fl lik Wa i i We A. WU sad 2% | 
The superior man assists in ae what | 
is good in man, he does not assist to perfect | 
the bad qualities. (C. A.) FFF WK NZ S, | 

AWM NZ BE. | 
friendly intercourse with | 

others. (C. A.) 3 Hl NV 2 

A.) TE ie 8% Ae. 
To live in friendly intercourse and mutually 
assist each other. (M.) Hi A 4a 2, sp 2 

#8 Hf). 
One must not injure the great for the 
small; i.e. injure the soul to benefit the 

body. (M.) 4 Wy eK. 

wealth, do not try to obtain it in an un- 

lawful way. (Chu-fu-tz.) fs Hf ay ay F- 

with the corrupt age. (M.) ln] F tt 4, & 
3% tt. 

The superior man is not a utensil. (C. A.) | 

BF AM fir. | 

92 Je 

93. 

96, 

100. 

One must not expect that man is perfeet in 
everything. (C. A.) AG oR ffi 1 — I: 
A carpenter or a carriage maker may give 
a man the circle and square, but cannot 
make him skillful in the use of them. (M.) 

FE We He OM, GE SL EAB, AN GE GE DN 3- 
A ereat artificer does not, for the sake of a 
stupid workman, alter or do away with the 
marking line. (M.) *% PE A 4 Fh Te Uk Fis 

i 2. 
Anciently the establishment of the frontier 
gates was to guard against violence. Now- 
a-days it is to exercise violence. (M.) & Z 

BG a. WS Le, Se Be 
wR 
Men who are possessed of intelligent virtue 
and prudence in affairs will generally be 
found to have been in sickness and trouble. 

OM) A & 6 fH 38 Gh 8 8, TE FIR RR. Ares om 

. Ifa man himself do not walk in the right 
path, it will not be walked in even by his 
wife and children. (M.) & A 38, HA 

ie Be F. 
. The people are the most important element 
in a nation; the spirits of the land and 
ervain are the next; the sovereign is the 

lightest. (M.) GH itBAL HB 
ae. 

. The commander of the forces of a large 
state may be carried off, but the will of even 
a common man cannot be taken from him. 

(OC. A) = BY 4 fib ay, PE Fe AR WY HE 

Desire to have things done quickly prevents 
their being done thoroughly. (OC. A.) # # 

Sl As Be. 
1.-ANCIENT SAVINGS ANDPROVERBS. 

1. The fragrance of a virtuous man will de- 

Co 29 

scend to hundred generations, and a bad 
man will have an eternal reproach (lit. dis- 

agreeable odour). (A. 8.) ON Ht 37 B TE, 

res AV itt SE BS SR. 
Add oil to the fire. (P.) j7§ jh 48 2X. 

. When there are no correct (principles) above, 

there is disrespect below. (A. 8.)_E A IE, 

Hl) TF 4 Z- 
. As quick as a shadow (follows the form) 
and echo (the sound), do those below imitate 

the actions of those above. (A. 8.) Eb #F 

3, te tu Be BE. he 

. To go along with the current and forget to 
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14. 

15, 

16. 

17, 

29. There are many ways to plan deception. #fé | 

20. Wine, lust, wealth and anger. 
. To seek calamity and provoke misfortune, | 

fecuene (A.S.) fe Ti SS i. 
The resolutions of a poor man are weak 
(lit. short). (A. S.) A & i& #. 
The rich have thousands of gold; 
not an inch of iron. (P.) ja 4 BH A, Fe 

4B. 

the poor 

ast: 
ay 

To reverence the old and honor the wise. | 

(A.S.) iy 6 SP GE. 

a Tk 93. 
. To save the people from fire and water. (A. 

S.) Be RR WS KK Zh. 
. Wine is a poison passing through the heart. 

(A.S.) #8 75 Aa ot Se 2 
. Wine can throw man’s nature into disorder, 

(A. S.) 7 #E fal LE. 
. A physician can cure a man’s disease, but 
cannot guarantee life. (P.) fi} Hs Ee yy, AH 

ie EF a 
At ordinary times not to burn incense, but 

in difficulties to take hold of Buddha’s foot. 

(P.) PANE A BES, AE fe fi A. 

. The strong impose upon the weak. (A. 8.) | 

A good man is (often) imposed upon, and a | 

quiet horse is ridden. (P.) J pk A ith, | 

Take care (of your words), for on the other 
side of a partition wall are ears. (P.) 53 

i Bi A 
When ic on the road, be careful of 
what you say, for inthe grass are listeners. 

(P.) oh He Bt oh, Ht Se A A. 
To blow away the hair to detect a fault; 7 
e. be over particular. (A. 8.) UR E He WE. 

and earth. (A.8.) JQ to XK Sit. 

i ae 

4A Se 25 oi. 
2. To sow dissension with a view to raise a 

quarrel. $E WE S% Bf. 
Not to alter till death. 3 AE A #. 
From beginning to end perfect. Ay 4 4 

K. 
5. There is a beginning and an end (to every- 

thing). 4 46 F ¥#. 
26, Beginning and end alike. 44 4% an —. 
27. Courage goes straightforward. B fe ih 

Wi. 

di Ti Ye #2 

. The heart of man is like a small heaven | 

. To grasp the wind is like grasping a shadow, | 
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45, 

46. j=) 

~ 

. To covet life and he afi 

; Not to distinguish heat from cold. 3 

3. Man is the “Ling” 
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ol % sis 
. One principle and the same custom. — 34 

[v5] fai. 
. To regulate intercourse with others accord- 

ing to circumstances. [iti FE IRE sb. 
Arrange your affairs re to the place 
you are in. fe ta FF -ér 

fraid to die. & 4& tf 

. No trace. 40¢ JpZ Ame fii. 
. Not to distinguish rectitude from depravity. 

Al TE As 5p. 
5. Not to know truth from falsehood. i 7§ A 

a 

Ea 
a. 

. Not to know good from bad. 2 i BE A Fl. 

. Faithful, filial and correct in conduct. #8 

). The three relations and five constant virtues. 

= i T F- 
. Benevolence, righteousness, propriety intel- 
ligence and trustworthiness. (= 3 8 #4 {z- 

2. Not to let the book out of the hand. A 
> 

or spiritual part of 
nature. (A. 8S.) A #4 Bf x #. 

. Without some false charges an accusation 
aa another) cannot be got up. (A. 8.) 

HE 38 A hk al. 
The yamén doors are in the shape of the 
letter Pa (or eight), though you have justice 
on your side, but no money, you cannot gain 

an entrance. (P.) 7 FJ A # BA, A BE SE 

$8 AH ie HE AE. 
A Sar (or family) may be established 

through avarice, but according to the prin- 
ciple of what is right, (such family) will not 
enjoy (their wealth) long. ¥] jut yk Ae, BR BE 

Foc 

7. Happiness and long life as also misery and 
calamities are decreed by heaven. If yousin 
against heaven, how can Spirits save you. 
If you wish to obtain the approval of heaven, 
reform your evil ways and become virtuous. 
There is no adyantage in fasting and pray- 
ing (to the spirits), it is only burdensome, 

(A. S) ik 5 BR WS SE, HAE Fe iE, 8 SE 
Hb ih BER ES ee. 
SR GK EE, & OS OH oh BE, OR ae E SF HH. f 

48. Three feet aboye the head are spirits. (A. 8.) 

fae 
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49, 

50. 

or — 

6 — 

62. 

. As days finish, mouths draw near, (@es) 

BOOK PHR ASES AND PROVERBS | USED BY PREACHERS 

qe = Ry ah. 
To bring calamities on oneself is like open- 

| 

ing one’s clothing and embracing fire. (P.) | 

A) i Uk SB eR BR HOU. 
What final benefit is there in flattering the | 
rich and honorable ? Insult the poor and | 
needy and you give an occasion for enmity. | 

(A.8.) oe HOA, Hk 3 A fi 4 TK 
A Bi Ba NN, Sil de HE fit Ei 
Do good, and good days will be added unto 
you; reform, and eyil days will diminish. 
Don’t ask ean I or can I not, only ask am I 
willing or not. (A. S.) 3 3 B48, bik 

3B A ink, OE BU AE AE, 
2. A blind man riding ona blind horse and at | 

midnight approaching a deep pool. (P.) | 

A Ga TE BS, “FBG BR Ht 

aman in his prime a thousand. (P.) J\ 46 

FT A 4, 7E EG A RL. 

3. A flower is not in bloom a hundred days, nor | 

A mean man whose resolutions are carried | 

out is like conquering heaven. (A. 8.) 

Gt Ts, We it ET. 
: | 

. Heaven having let me be born as a man, | 
requires me to follow its doctrine. Not to 
follow heaven’s principles and thus disobey 

Dee 

the heavenly spirits, how can we obtain | 

their favor? 3é 4B ce ty NN, BEAR A GH 

pp, Sat ay pu ii K inh, Hh fF tt K Uh sz 770 

He who has been 

water. (P.) #@ 2 4 A fk, ig 2k HA OB. 
| 

iE A al. 
As days accumulate, months are heaped up. 
(P.) B ft A RR. 
As days are added, months are completed. 

(P.) ASB A BE. 
. For evil is certainly a reward, the eyes of 
heaven are near and not to be blindforded, 

The time will come sooner or later and it 

will not do to say, by mere luck I may es- 

cape. (P.) ) Fe HE 7 AME AR, FR WE GE Se HE, UE 

XE A 7a JN, 38 Ht PAE Sh 
. In publie one must stand in awe of men, in 

In public matters | private in awe of heaven. 
men cannot be deceived, in matters of the 

heart heayen cannot be deceived. (P.) J iif 

tN, ty 72 ARR, HE AO 
lit AN fi HK. 
Heaven delights in the liberal man, and | 
dislikes the stingy man. ‘he liberal man 

a sailor has tasted sea | 

63. ow 

64. 

66. 

67. 

68. 

69. 

73. 

in his days will increase in virtue: the stingy 
man in vice. (A. S.) FR #2 A a Jed, A 

Kl iif, 8 JB A ft 2, #) HEB BE. 

The covetous man does not eare for his life, 
all he wants is money in abundance ; but his 
name ruined and body not sure of life, what 
use is his money. (P.) & J A. i ap, 

$2 45, i He G Ele, SE 58 ft BIW. 
The man who only covets wealth and good 
living has no sense of honor. Though he 
dresses like a human being, he is only a 

brute, (A. S.) @ & SUG Wh, A RIE 
BE JL A AS ok, BS BK Th CL OE. 

5, One may be acquainted with all under 
heaven, but know the hearts of but few. 

(A. S.) 481 GRU IR TF, Jah SR BE. 
It is better to die with a wise man, than to 
live with a fool. (A. 8S.) 32 9 #2 J [il 36, 

Ay Bi PN Ty Ae. 
It is easier to obtain thousands of gold than 
a good word. (P.) - 4 #4 % &, @ it Bf 

ite 2. 
A clever man decides for himself; an igno- 
rant man determines according to public 
opinion, (A. 8.) #1 J, Ay eh, Ba ON ZS 
The emperor Leang-wwu wished to be genil, 
and the millionaire Shé tswng felt miserable 
because (he thought) he had not money 

enough, Si-shé when looking in a mirror 
thought her appearance vulgar (though she 
was handsome) while the venerable old P’ang 
burnt incense and prayed for long life. When 
will the heart of man be satisfied ?—(when) 
the mountains turn into yellow gold and the 
sea into land. (P.) 2 pt ‘it BE fk (ll, A 

Ke va $8, Pa he A Gy hie Dh BH, 3 
LSE HMMA ots EE we 
i i ih 8 A. 

. Who steals needles when young will steal 

gold when old. (P.) ss SH is Sts He Ai 
. The eyes of the world are not penetrating; 
it is a man’s clothes which are speek nt 

the person. (P.) & F Hr # A vA WS, Bow 

KE AB A. 
. If a man does not dress (as good) as others 
only the ignorant will laugh; but if your 

actions and words are not according to sense 
the intelligent will satirize you. (P.) 4 3# 

Cae IE 4S NE OH HAN, BE 
Jb Ef 4% ai. 
The SuPer man uneuat ees Ses see 
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“not be surety for its own body. 

. Man looks to the spirits for strength, and 

. Todo evil is to transeress the laws of heaven. | 

. Better to be hungry and have a pure (mind) | 

; Ae cov a amin ( toon and not be able to chew 

. If you don’t soar high you will not fall low. 

. Great riches are providential ; small riches 

2. It you wish to become a (useful) man (then) 

34. Without labor and trouble one cannot be- | 

| 108. 

. Neither civil nor military. (P.) #% Aw, we 
nt. | 109 

. He who is a thief cannot conceal it from his | 

. Right reason and words accordingly. (A. 

tains qpenevolenee: the mean man relying on il 

his riches oppresses others. (A. 8.) # RE | 

50 ee ee) ei Le | 
Words spoken in private by men are heard 
by heaven like thunder. (A. 8.) J\ [a] # &%, 

KR ln) 4 | 
5. He who loves and covets riches is a fool. 

(A.S.) A BW Wy, oe ZB. 
An earthen idol when crossing a river can- | 

(P.) “he be 
ith 1, A A Ue TR. 

the herbs wait for the spring to make them | 
spring forth. (P.) A, & jp Jy, 4a ARE. 

(A.S) ff BR OF, TB KR te. 

ee e be filled and have an evil (mind). 

BY fy OL, A BY iy fi. 

it properly. (P.) & 3 te A Ale 

(P.) FE As ah, BE AS GE. 

come by diligence. (A. S.) k ae iH 75s | 

me 1H coe | 

toil ; if slothful you cannot become a (useful) 
man. (P.) MAA AE, A HE RIK A. 

come a (useful) man. Th 55 HF AK KN. 

nei@hbours, and he who steals eatables cannot | 

conceal it from his mouth and teeth. (P.) 

Ik AR tits 5 ES BE, fit RAR i fos Ws TEE. 
. Does not know when (he) has enough. 7 4 | 
ee 

. To use overbearing speech and pervert what | 

is right. (A. 8S.) 9 Gel Z TE BP. 
. Argue abatinatel. whether right or wrong. 

(A. S.) ga Sif ab JE. 
. Poor words and crooked reason. (A. 5.) jad 

WE GS JIA. 
2, From small to great. Fay BK. 

. From near to far. py Je 22 de. 

. From shallow to deep. py 7 Je @. 
5. On account of a trivial (matter) neglect an— 

100. 

101. 

102. 

103, 

104. 

105. 

106. 

107. 

110. 

| 114. 

5, To-day 
affairs; when going to bed it is difficult to 

‘important affair (lit. Tae a NERC Pe) 

(A.S.) Boob % X. 
. Aloneand unacquainted with the world; 7. e. 
A scholar without learned society and 

whose knowledge is confined. (A. 8.) Sh Sis 

5 
7. If above is peace, below is harmony. (A. 8.) 

fm F te. 
. The strong and weak mutually assist each 
other. (A. 8) Wl) 3 An BR. 

. The soft can overcome the hard. (A. 8.) 3 

fie Bl 
‘To injure others is to injure one’s own body. 

(P) AEE BF. 
A name without reality. (P.) A % ie . 
When painting a dragon one only paints 
the external appearance, but not the bones ; 
so to know a man is to Easley his appearance, 
not his heart. (P.) Ff HE HE ye HE HEB, Fn 

A, Fal tat Ay Fel ad. 
A man a energy is like a knife with- 

out steel. aN Sit Fin SEG JJ Ate PIs) Si. 

True at will stand being tried with fire. 

(P.) ) A A 1K AR. 
A distant well will not satisfy your present 

thirst. (P.) su SE kk AT aE i. 
A tiger’s head and a serpent’s tail. (P.) 

BEL AE Ja 
What is depraved cannot overcome what is 
upright. (A. 8.) 9 Ay JR IE. 
The suspicious heart often ws phantoms ; 
lit. spirits. (A. 8.) Keay B FL Hh. 

To induce evil spirits to enter the house. (A. 

S.) Bp HL AE. 
Where there is an incense burner more, 

there is a spirit more. (P.) 4 {fi uk Z (4 HL. 

> 
Wu 

. When the heart is at peace one may venture 
over the sea and scull to the eastern foreign 

states, (P.) ath 25 3B iW, 46 4 HW A 
2. He who in daily life does not anything to 

injure others, is not afraid when at midnight 

some one knocks at his door. (P.) 2B AE A 

fit GS SE, EK PY Te OH FE. 
3. The principles of heaven may not be dis- Th nciples of | y not be d 

closed. (A. 8.) K KE A BS dg Ww. 
Just as the (coming) of wind and clouds can- 

not be predicted, so man has misery and hap- 

piness alternately, early or late. (A. 8S.) 

iL EN LLY iif Tika. 
is not answerable for to-morrow s 



Haze 

118. 

119. 

3. He 

. Strike a stone continually and (ultimately) 

BOOK PHRASES AND PROVERBS USED BY PREACHERS 

tell if one raises again, (P.) > Hy UR AY 

fy Be, LOK ME AR FR | 
j, The morning is no guarantee for the even- | 

ing; this floating life is like a dream. (P.) 

a) RARE He 3s BB. | 
Man’s life is likea spring dream, honors and 
riches like a floating cloud. (A. 8.) A 4E dn 

He 3 He TPR | 
Poor families produce filial sons ; when the | 
empire is in disorder faithful ministers ap- | 

pear. (A. S.) 9 HI Se FB AL Sas BB 
Great affairs turn into small affairs, and 
small affairs into nothing. (P.) 7¢ SF A, Nr | 

offs HE Hee IE. 
. Because a man yields somewhat to others, 
he is not therefore a fool. (P.) i J = 3p 

Ae GE Fai. 
. One who represses anger for a salad es- | 

| 
capes ee days’ calamities. (P.) 2 

HE ZA, 
PF 

A2B AZ K. | 
2. The braneues of the willow tree must be | 

bent when young, when grown to maturity 
they cannot be bent. (P.) +H f (E HE , fe 

ah | 

KG Ah. a SR | 
who comes in contact with virtue be- 

comes good, and he who comes in contact 

with vice becomes bad. (A. 8.) PE ab 3 Ml) 
we OY - ae 
Hie It HB AS 

. That which touehes vermilion is reddened, 

and that which touches ink blackened. (A. 8.) | 

5. A man who wishes to do good, heaven will 
A.S)A GF | certainly accord with him. 

). There is nothing difficult under heaven, only 
there is a fear of a want of application. (P.) 

ART BG Se Se, A a oth A RE. | 

it will be perforated. (P.) Aob4y AA Ae 
A bar of iron may be ground down toa 
needle; with resolution everything may be | 

accomplished, (P.) $i A BE WK EF, rae iw = 
= NK. te 

. (Everything) depends on heaven and fate, 

and not on man. (A. 8.) fy Kh fir Hh A. 
. Wealth, sons and old age cannot be attained 
in any place by pertinacious solicitation. 

(A. 8.) Wh F Fe = fhe BE we on OR. 
. ‘lo have sons is the will of prov idence; to have 
none is decreed by heaven. (P.) # + Jit 3h 

firs MG FR ie Fe 

132. 

133, 

134, 

137. 

138. 

139. 

149. 

. To burn calle to continue the day. 

Birth ea death are amined and fixed, (A. 

S.) AE BE Sb iE- 
Man proposes, heaven disposes. (P.) st He 

fe N, uk St HE KR. 
All the plans of man are not like the one 
(fixed) determination of heaven. (P.) + #& 

OS OE, AR ROKR — SE. 
5, Virtue has a good reward, and vice is pun- 

ished ; if not now, it is because the time for 
it has not yet come. (A. 8.) 3 FF 38 FR, 

Fi ER, HBR A A, Ne Be AK B.- 
j. Virtue and vice are sure to be rewarded in 

the end; only at times sooner, at times ee 

(A. S) 3 FE 5] HK HR LR 
Ag iE. 
The reward for virtue and vice is like 2 

shadow following the form. (A. S.) 3 38 

ah, A 3 fig TE. : 
The evil will oppress the evil. (P.) 3B A 

AG BS JB. 
Heaven does not countenance lewdness and 

robbery. (A. 8.) KA A HE *- 

oo 

). If the heart is upright there need not be any 
apprehension of depravity. (A. 8.) ot IE A 

ta af 
. The habit of gambling may be reformed, and 

for blotches is a remedy. (P.) RK $8 gE #, 

ws We Fa HE. 
2. For ten years to act virtuous is not enough, 

and one day’s vice is superabundant. (P.) +- 

46 47 AE. — BEA BR. 
. A day may have been well spent, there is 
still a little sin (zt. fowr ownces of sin). (P.) 

H 2E 4P 38, fo A PY A SE- 
. To have virtuous principles is to advance ; 
to have none is to retrograde. (A. 8.) 

SU) Sf, SE set WI ade. 
ze 3 

5, How can one beam uphold a mansion ? (A. 

S.) — As Fa HE Xe ke BB. 
3. The husband sings and the wife accompa- 

nies. (P.) 3 18 fet 6 fe. 

(A. 8.) 

SE ite H. 
A virtuous family is sure to have abundance 
of felicity ; but a family without virtue abund- 
ance of misery. (A. S.) {£ 2% 3, A 

BR UE. CE ae eR. AT BTR. 
On those who do good, great felicity will 
be bestowed ; but on those who practice vice, 
great calamity will come down. (A. 8.) ff 

eZ 2M fh 6 EZ H . 
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150. 

151. 

- precipice. ( 
. To do Poa is difficult 

156. 

157. 

158. 

159, 

160. 

161. 

162. 

163. 

164. 

2. Assist the needy and help those who are in 

* eae once Witered the fleetest hone can- 

not overtake it. (P.) — 7 ff Hi, BM ES He 5E. 
To take hold of the good and help on virtue. 

(A. S.) He ih Ee. 

danger. (A. S.) #& & $k JG. 
. Following what is good is like ascending a 
steep; following vice like rushing down a, 

AS.) #538 AU %S, 5 HE MO Hi 
to do ia easy. (A. 

ie Hy Ba S.) fr % SW Me tr 
. To assume the appearance of a superior man 
to assist the mean heart: 7. e. to carry out 

evil designs. (A. 8S.) RF Z Te, LW BE 

Ws A Zt 
To annex happiness to virtue, and misery to | 
lewdness is the way of heaven. (A. 8.) FG34 | 

mi mt | 
The principles of heayen revolve in a circle 
with not a hair’s breadth of deviation. (A. 8.) 

KB Hi WE, HE AN Ah HK. | 
To forget mercy and be ungrateful for be- | 
nevolence. (A. S:) EARL & Se. | 
A man who never has enough is like a ser- | 
pent wishing to swallow an elephant. (P.) | 

Nits A KE we te R- | 
(On account) of a blind attachment not to | 
distinguish (a person’s faults). 9 Be A Wy. 
While grinding a knife to be afraid it will 
not sharpen, but after it has beeome sharp to 
cut one’s own fingers, is like seeking for riches | 
without satiety, and after having obtained 
much wealth, find it is to one’s own injury. | 

(P.) HT) AD. TD AS Aa, AR 
RAS WS AC. 
The poor and needy are without anxiety, but 
the rich and honorable have much sorrow. 

(A. S.) 4 83 A 4E, Et B BE. 
Of all vices lewdness is the chief; 
virtues filial piety stands first. (A. S.) 

Ys HA TT HO IE. 
A man who does not support his parents 

whilst living, has no benefit by sacrificing | 

to them after they are dead. (A. S.) 4E A #8 

3, WER 

of all | 
= an | 
By Tes | 

. Copper produces yerdigris and iron rust, | 
both to their own detriment. 

HIN -E SEE A B- 
Sh) AE DEE AS 

. The family hasa head and the state a ruler, | 

(A.S.) 3 4 =E, Al A EE. | 
. Trees have roots and waters a source, (A. | 

168. 

allG 32 

170. 

alAL 

2. By a long journey 

. The hills 
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S) ACA A 
The state may not be without a ruler for a 
single day. (A. 5S.) dl A A] — A Ame 7. 
A faithful officer does not serve two chiefs, 

and a virtuous woman does not marry twice. 

(AS) BH ARO $Me RBH. 
The outward appearance of man Bey he 
known, but not the heart. (A. 8.) 41 J\ 40 

Ti As Zl a. 
If you do not know (a man’s) motives, hear 
first what he says. (A. 8.) A Alot A SH, 

He PB. 
we know a_horse’s 

streneth; so length of days shows a man’s 
heart. (P.) Be its HO, EA SL at. 

>. Heaven does not produce a man who needs 
no nourishment, and the earth ee no 
herbs without a He Pe DRA AE BE i 

A, 3 AR al SE Hk 
and ene are e easily altered (in 

appearance), but man’s dispoition is difficult 
to be moved. yr WW At F UR PE fie HE B. 

175, An oily mouth and a heart like a razor, 

(P.) alt 85 sbi) TJ ot. 
176. au consider and afterwards speak. (A. 8.) 

. The fruit of 

. Former 

KE hi He B.- 
5 hee word not to the point, (often) makes a 
thousand words of none effect. (P.) = 

HH, te AS HB. 
. It is not wine that makes a man drunk, 

man intoxicates himself. (A.S.) #4 A HE A, 

AB 
gambling is robbery; the fruit 

of lewdness is murder. (A. 8.) I wh eZ 

Wt 
men acted and after generations 

hand down; 7. e. the history of former 
sections (A.8.) wy A +E; fe A f§. men's 

. The rules of propriety are according to what 
d to} 

nature teaches is right; affairs in general 

are ead in accordanee with custom. 

(A.S.) me GE “it. Fe HE 
2. ohlnee are like hea and feet (of one 

body). (A.S.) 56 An =F EE. 

3rothers are blood relations (lit. flesh and 

(A.S.) 50 BAZ B- bone relation). 

. Relatives afar off are not like friends near 
at hand. (P.) ja $A Ao Ue Be. 

5. With water at a far distance, it is not easy 
to stop a fire near at hand. (P.) 3 Je HE Hi 
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186. Friends act on the principle of wealth in | 

187. 

9. Life is a temporary residence ; 

190. 

191. 

194. 

common. (A.S.) By Ag 4 ji WZ Be. 
The fortune teller dies in the prime of life, 
the Fung shuy philosopher has no burying 

place. (P.) @ Gr 26 AE AP iB 96. Hb BB AG AE 
WE pe J. 

8. The virtuous heart has happiness. (A.8.) 4 

wy FEL ots 4 Til Sil 
death is re- 

turning (home). (A. S) Ew A ab, BE 
fii ab. 

Time flies like an arrow, days and moaths | 

are like a weaver’s shuttle. 3 & WW at, A 

A an. 
An inch of time and an inch of gold; but 
an inch of gold cannot buy an inch of time. 

Lose an sali of gold and you may find it 

195. 

196. 

“METAPHORICAL AND PROVERBIAL SENTENCES | 

Ww hen youowe money you wrong your einai 
ors; When you are not filial you wrong your 

parents. (P.) 5e fe 38 Hh A 4 40 HE. 
The Fung shuy philosophers while point- 
ing to the south, north, west and east mumble 

unmeaning words. Ifamong the hills there 
are places (which ensure) nobility (to after 
generations), why do they not seek such a 
place and bury their own ancestors there ? 

(P.) hi BB Je Ae Ti ot 48. 4iv is dit dc det 
He, Ws He a AE fe Hh, ty A AR SH SE lL 
T 

. The burnt paper is blown away by the wind, 
and the reading of prayers feeds the priests. 

Be MT. Sh HB. 
8. sere a v tiger entering a flock of sheep. )¥; 
A. =F 

again; lose an inch of time and there is no 199, W ater atoae towards low places, ‘and man 
place to look for it. (A. 8S.) —y%eE— aims high. J #& 1 BE int, A fe EE. 

x Sd & He rt Bt He, @, 4. 5 sf 4& FF 200. When there are no calamities from with- 
OE, KH WG ES Se KS. out, there is sure to be sorrow within. 

; Man brings nothing at birth, and at death Ah HE wh Ff Py BB. 
takes nothing away. (P.) ZE Awe BK, BE AR 201. A faithful officer is not afraid to die: he 
mE OR. | who is afraid to die is not a faithful officer. 

. ‘To be fond of gambling, fond af licentious-_ 8 FA is 26, tA 2E SE EB. 
ness, and fond of opium; these three will | 202. A good son does not covet the property of 
certainly break up a family. Many wealthy his ancestors, and a good daughter does not 
men, after having been ruined, then repent (always) wear the garments given to her at 
of their own errors. (P.) 4 K ig WE 4G WE her wedding. 4 il A. i | 32, AH 

ede ve WK A, WE LE B wb TA Be oF WR Se K- 
+, FB) A Bi lye CH. 203. When getting thirsty, to think about dig- 
When you a erred, you may not put the ging a well. (i 7 fai SE. 
blame on others; he who after having done 204. When the son is unmarried the family has 
worng will acknowle dge his error is a good no head, when the daughter has no husband 
man. (P.) SF 2 x tf gu, A BS Fe yl IK it is like a house without beams. BF bs 

fi Sh AT aR IH, BE BE AF A. ZRREAFRRERE 

XU—METAPHORICAL AND PROVERBIAL SENTENCES. 
These sentences (English and Chinese) with few exceptions have been taken from the Chinese Moral 

Maxims, } 302, by Davis, and certain other books. The sense given to some of the shorter. Chinese g ; 
phrases is a metaphorical or figurative one—not the most common and obvious one. T'he sentences 
are arranged according to the Number of Characters which form the Chinese Text. 

fe: By =~ Pencil’s foot-prints, 7. e. one’s hand writ- 

i) HF Heart and liver, 7. e, a sweet-heart. 
ing. 

| 47 Jk 
| 
i 

Going and stopping, 7. e. one’s whole he- 
havior or conduct. 

fy In order of teen, i.e. by Senietity, 
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He Be Ringworm and itch, 
ance. 

az 76 Snow flowers, 7. e. flakes of snow. 

az % To snow grievances, i.e. to have satis- 

z. e. of no import- 

faction. 
3) S& Cut and fry, 7. e. viands ; food. 
117% Mouth and tongue, 7. e. altercation. 
*F ff. Bone and blood; 7. ec. one’s children. 
*y J Bone and flesh, 7. ¢. near relations. 

Hh Ry To hang on the teeth, 7. e. to speak of, 
§& 2K ~=Demon fire, 7. e. will o’the wisp. 
#2 —] Empty mouth, 7. e. no ae or ev es 
38 fj) ‘To pass over to the fairies. §j FE To fly 

toheaven. #€ J To return to heaven, ¥ 
ft To reject the world, 7. ¢. to die. 

% =F An old hand, 7. e. one experienced. 
Fl) =A sharp mouth, 7. e. quick at repartee. 
FR 4E Heaven’s laugh, 7. e. the aurora borealis. 

fA Hill 
best hand in any business. 

fe WE = Dragon’s eye, z.e. the imperial glance. 
KK FE Rice pearls, 7.e. kernels of rice. 

sk. ai Sweet talk, 7. e. flattery. 
HH 36) A dull thorn. py J. The inner person, 

i.e. my Wife. 
%2 2 «Boiling and killing, i.e. the work of a | 

cook, 
#& jr Nose weeping, i.e. 

nose, 
To plow with the pen, 7. e. to teach school. 

running from the | 

fie BE The vile place, 7. e. my hosue. 
J& FE The skin bag, 7. e. the carcass; the body. 
Yk #£ Ice shoes, 7. e. skates. 
G #E The hundred surnames, 7. ¢. the people. 

ii Yi ‘The marrow sea, 7. e. the brain. 
ny ft A whistling vessel, 7. e.a revenue cruiser. | 

fi) The tongue sword, 7. e. backbiting. | 
Ai # = Stone’s clothes, 7.e. moss. | 
Ai f& Stone womb, z.¢. barrenness. 
K is} Celestial river. #ft my Silver stream. FR | | 

#& Heaven’s bridge, z.e. milky way, 
= JH) Hands and feet, i.e. assistants, 
ft WE Rat's eyes, i. c. a stealthy look. 
mk - «Water and earth. fi 4 Earth and 

vapor, 7. e. the climate. 
7K hE Water thieves, 7. e. ocean pirates. 
PO # ‘The four branches, 7.e. the limbs. 
PO 2 The four seas, 7. ec. everywhere. 
PY #¢ Four precious things, 7. ec. writing uten- 

sils. 
KE The great limit, 7. e. death, 

The collar and cuffs, 7. e. the manager or | 

HE i 

| A fi Great convenience. Fe 7¥ 

| i.e. 20 to stool, 

To covet ink, 7. e. corruption and bribery. 

To pound the devil, 7. e. to soliloquize. 

Great respect, 

Pk 4: The jumping insect, 7. e. the flea, 
| Kee Heaven’s hinge, z.e. the navel. 
| KE Heaven’s flowers, 7. e. small pox. 

Kt ~=Heaven’s halls, 7.¢. the Christian's heaven, 
| KW Heaven’s lamp, z.c. the moon. 
Hf #% The sweet and bitter, 7.e. one’s lot in 

life. 
| Fz fx To loose face, 7. e. to feel diseraced. 

Kk # Great vessel, i.e. woman’s confinement. 
4% SE I have offended, 7. e. I beg your pardon. 
[nj 7 «The same ink slab. [al] @& 

window, 7. e. a fellow student. 

| f2 4 The long and the short, z.e. pro and 
con; for and against. 

4% The faithful pair of birds. #%§ The 
happy couple, 7. e. terms used with reference 
to happy wedlock. 

A tif Moon cakes, 7.e. fanciful round cakes 
used in the 8th month. 

JX | Fire mountain, 7. e. a voleano, 

The same 

t. 

| 

AX He Wooden ear, 7. e. mushroom or mistletoe, 
34 «The royal way, 7. e. undeviating recti- 

tude. 
WAH ~=Month’s difficulty, 7. e. to die in childbed. 
fa #8 = Thunderer’s whip, 7. e. forked lightning. 

| 23 f& To worship before the goose, i.e. the 
goose is an emblem of conjugal fidelity. 

| -- #k A thousand antumns, 7. e. birth days of 
eminent persons, 

A flower boat, 7. e. a floating brothel. 
| Ha, Ve ‘To drag through the mud, ¢. e. to involve. 
=} fy «The handle of the peck, 7. e. Charles’ 

wain. 
it fH Head and eyes, 7. e. the overseer; chief. 

zz fd State worms, 7. e. rapacious officials. 
KR Pe Fast lees, 7. e. rapid walker. 

| RR FE Lee's belly, 7. e. the calf of the leg. 

| Wi # Frost’s sores, 7. e. chilblains. 
[aj H ‘In the same room. 2 fj Clouds and 

rain, 7. e. sexual intercourse. 
“i Ze «Grass and mustard, 7. e. worthless, 
HLS Coarse salt, 7. e. stupid; vulgar. 
(#2 Bright at night, i.e. carbuncle; a fire 

fly. 
#2 i% Swallow’s twittering, i.e. the chatter of 
& women. 
| & 2 The stupid one, 8% Your stupid 
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younger brother, 
brother, 7. e. I. 

fi, #2 Shaking of the earth, 7. e. an earthquake. 
fi JX Ground melon. fh 4 Ground eggs, 7. e. 

the foreign potatoe. 
+78 Earth duck. 7 4 Water fowl, z.e. the 

frog, 
fi #% Broken strings, 7. ¢. the death of a wife. 

fk Sf The thief star, 7. e. a shooting star; 
meteor. 

# 7% Honorable chariot, 7. e. you, Sir. 

OD Stupid 

# Honored hall, 7. e. your mother. 
#5 Hg 6 ‘The arbutus fruit. i. e. venereal ulcers. 

JX The western melon, 7. e. watermelon. 

‘= Rich in years, 7. e. in one’s prime. 
gt A sour nose, 7¢. e. grieved ; distressed. 

Drunken devil, 7. e. an habitual drunkard. 
The water-damp, 7z.e. rheumatism. 

Wind and water, 7. e. geomancy. 
Painted eyebrows, 7. e. young ladies, 
Breeze and moon, 7. e. a woman’s arts to 

please. 

NS 
wa TN Yeo 

BSaER ee a 

ino 

= 

Ht #E «A bare stick. } #{ Slippery stick, 7. e. 
a sharper; swindler. 

i Ys ‘Slippery lips, 27. e. plausible; specious. 
The yellow springs, 7. e. hades. 
A milk mother, 7. e. wet nurse. 

fz BH Bumping the head (on the ground), 7. e. 
a profound salutation. 

vk 2% «To buy a name, 7. e. to attain notoriety. 
¥ e Cold and insipid, 7. e. indifference, 
#8 wh Naked insects, 7. e. the human species. 
“EK Halfa day, z.c. a long while. 
jul Bk God's footsteps, 7. e. miracles. 
+ #k =A forest of scholars, 7. e. the learned. 
4& €- Opposer of the needle, 7. e. a thimble 
#* Fj «To boil and fly, 7. e. to harrass, to worry. 
fi Ig To expand the eyebrows, 7. e. to look 

cheerful or pleased. 
th The ravenous insect, 7. e. a glutton, 
fi Fowl’s eyes, i. e. warts; corns. 

7 The long night, 7. e. death; the grave. 
Breath and blood, 7.e. the constitution. 
To borrow light, i.e. by your leave; 

please. 
DP A) kn ES Se 

ae 4 The arrowed pig, 7. e. the hedgehog, 
+ 4 A thousand of gold, 7. e. your daughter. 
$2 sh The stinking insect, i.e. the bed bug. 
ty Je Adhesive mud, 7. e. a dull intellect, 
fe] #4 Circles and dots, 7. e. periods and commas. 
BZ WE To eat vinegar, 7. e. envy or jealousy. 

BSF 
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elder | # ban Pillars ad Peas i.e. iain of state. 

| Hf PY The only door, 7. ec. a monopoly. 
Ee he To blow softly, to praise or recom- 

mend. 

i. @. 

Me Fy Blowing and beating, 7. e. music. 
5374 Lips and tongue, 7. e. plausible and elo- 

quent. 

rome = Middle of the hall, 7.e. a minister of 
state. 

2K ii} Assistant nippers, 7. e. ministers of state. 
tL ft «=Nine springs, 7. e. hell; the grave. 
FH A Ears and eyes, 7. e. spies. 
Fj $ The square inch, 7. e. the heart. 

| ie § Flying rat, i.e. a bat. 
7 42 Flying star, 7. ec. a meteor. 

Jel (i =A wind box, 7. e. bellows. 
Be f& A rotten scholar, 7. e. a literary dolt. 
jig: 7 ~The sea dog, 7. e. the seal. 
if ii Sea market, 7. e. a mirage; groundless. 
 {% Black goods. Black tobacco or MA 

smoke, 7. e. opium. 

dé 3 Flowered border, 7. e. a dollar. 
a fF Flowers and fruit, 7. e. show and reality. 
an #§06©6CA talk handle, 7. c. a subject for conyer- 

sation. 

# — ‘To draw one line, ¢.e. to act by one rule. 
‘es Ye  Mandarin’s purse, 7. e. official perquisites. 
gr FE Red dust, 7. e. the world. 

JK BE Fire burial, 7. e. to burn the corpse, 
KH Fire medicine, 7. e. gunpowder, 
J. fi The lesser convenience, 7. e. to urinate. 
jt Hi «The flying chariot, 7. e. a balloon, 
ne 4E The fruit without flowers, 7. e. the 

fig 
ge Nt 

ED fA The bell shaker, 7.e. a pedlar. 
% #& # Mandarian duck pillows, 7. e. typical 

of conjugal fidelity. 
he hE Tz Snake eggs, 7. e. the tomatoe. 
#5) HE FG Willow leaf eye-brows, 7. e. handsome 

eye-brows; a beauty. 
The night cat. Sf = & Cat king 

bird, z. e. the owl. 
42 KR The old heavenly sire, ¢. e. God? 
BE An PE Drunk as mud, 7. e. dead drunk. 

| Al #% fe Let the knowing ones come, i, e. sign 
of an opium shop. 

Ay He fk} Hamlet of almond flowers, 7. e. sign 
f flower shops. 

| _E eS 3 Ascending to heayen’s hall, 7. e. sign 
of incense shops. 

ae Ze i Balcony for adjusting the countenance , 
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7. ¢e. Sign of ee s shop. | ne a Paton 
f& AE Hall of perpetual existence. 43 33% GF BE fk To leave the dusty world. 7. e. to die. 

Hall for benefiting longevity, 7.e. sign of #§ we HR Lord of 10,000 years, 7. e. the emperor. 

apothecary shops. 4m: % 7 ~=Nameless finger, ¢.c. the fourth finger. 
IK fli 7 Water fairy flower, 7. c. the narcissus. | fyt HK Jip Vessel navigating the skies, 7. e. bal- 
#7 40 FF To box (7. e. fist) one’s way through | loon. 

life. | WR TG A Eye-brow moon, 7. e. new moon. 

#¥ KK si Wait heaven’s time, i.e. the proper Fe Sf % The dog is the guardian of the night. 
| 

time. | K ME BY Heaven opening its eyes, 7. e. the 

KK AE b& Celestial flowers falling, 7.c. persuasive aurora borealis. 
elequence. 1 ff Wie One’s own blood and veins, 7. ¢. applied 

ba YX Ja Fallen gate, 7.e. rich family reduced | to father and son, or to brothers. 
to great poverty. FUR Long-headed fingers, 7. e. thievish. 

{f ae To grasp the bamboo pole, 7. e. cant | 4: = Mirror ofa thousand li, 7. e. telescope. 
term for intriguing. BA G4 $ A mirror causing little things to ap- 

34% Hc 4 To meet a pit and fall into it, te. | pear, z. e. a microscope. 
unexpected calamity. 7444 %8 We cure the hankering for opium, 7. 

4 ti HK ©The seven sisters, 7. e. a kind of rose. | e. sign of an opium shop. 
Ff 3 te A limber or flexible ear, 7. e. credulous | #4 HE The pitcher shaped millet, 7. e. the 

of slanders. poppy. 
& AE 7 ~«:10,000 flower tube, i.e. the kaleido- | # JH A. A man with an empty belly, 7. e. the 

scope. mind unfurnished. 
3% Fil] 4 Ease induces vicious excess. Bk A ag ~='To leap over a pit of fire, 7. e. daring 

3 WS = To move around on the palm of the | resolution. 
hand, 7. e. an easy thing to do, 5a 47 B= Matter has limits, 

57 Hh 3: To leave a few steps of ground, 7.e. | #4384 To learn the usages or customs of so- 
not to push to extremities. ciety generally, or of a society in particulars. 

Vegetables and rice, 7. ec. plain food. $8 §& To adhere to customs or to rules. 
Every arrow hits, 7. e. constant suc- Ie {| 74 9, A selfish and avaricious devil, 7.e. a 2B ait +83 23 : 

ae 
tt 

cess. | man without kind feelings. 
> 4 Il Sheep’s horn wind, 7. e. a whirlwind. jj Ae Grain at the side of a rat hole (which 
§£ F fF Bone catchers, 7. e. surgeons. | it is said it will not eat), z.e. man should 

K Hy Fe Fire-wheel ship, 7. ec. a steam vessel. | not injure his neighbors. 
RX SiH Chat about cold and heat, 7. e. general | 3 FS fil] To pass the faries’ bridge. 

topies; to talk about the weather. KK G2 Celestial intellectual cover, 7. e. the 

Ye TE He Dyed in the yellow spring, 7. e. dead. — skull. 

gai CE $R ‘To return to the excellent city, i.e. to = 9 Three most cruel passions, ¢. e. envy, 

be buried. | detraction and rebellion. 
#3 HF To pass over the days, i.e. to get a 4 fh] #% It looks or appears like virtue, ¢. e. 

living. hypocritical. 
#% i Si The old gentleman, 7. e. the sun. Te it fk The strong insult the weak. 

fo J& Skin of face thick, 7. e. without shame. ie pA fy Hard headed rain, 7. e. hail-stones. 

fis 2 = ©The brain bag, 7.e. the skull. |= Rix Three feet (or cubits) of law, 7. e. an 

4-3 Fy -Cow’s hair rain, 7. e. fine rain. | te. of torture compressing the ankles. 

AE ii, fi Buffalo milk cakes, 7. e. cheese. | + # The ten-letter frame, 7. e. the cross. 
A: Wy Yh Oil of buffalo’s milk, 7. e. butter. if a 2 To engrave on the heart, 7. e. to re- 

= 42 f= Three-handed, 7. e. a pilferer. member in honor of. 

je fi] A slight shower’s time, ¢.c.a moment. | 4 #K Jl To raise the autumnal wind, 7. e. to 

bk =H To ascend the cloud ladder, 7. e. promo- try to get some advantage. 

tion. 4, A WE 7H «In seven days there is a reiteration, 

347 [al we ‘To encounter the fire demon, 7. e. to i. e. seven isa kind of astronomical week, 

19) 
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and it applies to days, months, or years. 
4 A AA Seven hands and eight feet, 7. e. 

bustle and confusion. 
4 WS 7. 7 Seven mouths and eight tongues, 

= = 78 py Saying threeand uttering four, 

i. e. inconsistent talk. 

2 RMI 
the plague, 7. ¢. an imprecation. 

He 
plete, 7.e. every thing well done or arranged. 

46 §2 i He To advance or recede is equally 
difficult, 7, e. in a dilemma. 

jee 2 SA FE -To lose one’s sleep and forget one’s | 

food, 7. e. in order to study or from anxiety. 
ee Ty Pe HE To sleep on straw with a sod for a 

pillow, ¢. ec. one in mourning. 
iF ie By of¢ A dragon-fly sipping water, 7. ¢. a 

style full of delicate allusions. 
F- 4 dy if A thousand years are as yesterday. 
We 75 3% te To tipple wine and deal out songs. 
K FL BE Clothed with duties and fed with 

taxes, 7. e. the emperor. 

He Wil) 4 4 ‘To make the inflexible become sup- 
ple. 

$e TE Hf To continue the old raiment of Yu, 
i.e. to imitate his virtues, 

Hi Gi Ta vk «To sneak off to the east and run to 
the west, 7. e. run hither and thither. 

#— # GL FL A useless and absurd adherence to 
one’s own opinion. 

#2 JE i We =«'To select the fat ones and eat them 
i. e. to select rich people for extortion. 

Sincerity can move all nature. 
te fk Fe YE Clear and extensive as the milky- | 

way. 
KE Ff # Heaven decrees happy unions. 

KN zo" Z «What others say I will affirm, 7. e. 

T think as others do. 

AE WA BY To study by the glow-worm’s light. 
a Se Z% Sy Earth without hair, 7.e. barren soil. | 
F- = W5 ae =A thousand words and ten thou-_ 

sand sayings, 7. e. verbiage. 
ts ff = 

AS 75 
there is politeness, 

— + % |i] Once gone no return. 

+ ty (& Ay ‘To graspa hundle to cut down other 
hundles, 7. e. to employ men to rule men, 

Bp 26 J. Without a man in one’s eye, 7. e. to 
view every one with contempt. 

Sq f= if Angry feelings hurt the liver. 

eS 
Fas 

& 
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May my whole family be seized by | 

yX Va mE East accomplished and west com- | 

» BA wi 

With correctness and mei 

When anery to turn to its opposite | 

and laugh, 7. ¢e. a sign of eraft ant ince 

WE fs Aa HR The oyster grasps fast the bill of the 
heron, 7.¢. retainers of yamens gain greatly 
by litigation. 

oh th tH WF Take him bound to the market 
place, and execute before the multitude, 7.e. 

written on a board fixed upon a culprit’s 
back, 

4% ah PA = He who has received a favor must 
| requite it, 7.e, gratitude. 
|= PA fal eR «I hope to make a return for your 
| ae ae 
Hh Tk 5 l'o throw a brick in order to bring 

a wee i.e. to make a poor present, hoping 
to vet a better one in return. 

Gh iG hi) fl Mean and filthy as a dog. 
7 ie YE fF A floating wave, 7.e. a vagabond. 
ae Ty i #£  Hxert yourself to take more food. 

¥ fil] Flowing gait like the immortals, 
i.e. in praise of a woman’s way of walking. 

Ay Hi) ¢ % Vo distinguish that which precedes 
from that which follows. 

a FE a =A family possessing only the bare 
walls of a house, 7. ec. excessive poverty. 

VK Wy IR ig —Ieeelevated tothe height ofa mount- 
ain (an ice-berg), is still dangerous, 7. e. it 
is slippery, and may melt; so is rank. 

| FE PK BS a To run amongst waves and to toil 
on a rocky road, 7.e. the cares and toils of life. 

AE RE Be Ac “Birth and death are great affairs. 
‘lo exert strength and press onward, 

4 HE 385 JJ Beneath asinile to conceal a dagger. 
We F~_ V le ~The dead and the living are thank- 

ful, 7. e. said to friends at funerals, 
Ae BA HE S2 Red face and gray hairs, 7. e. a 

robust old age. 
FR Ft ty ‘4 To accumulate farthings and hoard 

up ine ches, i.e. to care for little ‘things. 
A Ag thick as the hair of the ‘head 

" Ie SE 3h Variety of smells and tastes, 7.e. ac- 
| quaintances of different tempers and habits. 
| EAE 4s In the twinkling of an eye it ceases 

to exist, 7. e. said of sensual pleasure ; or all 
is vanity ! 

A +p fl) § The sun declines as soon as it at- 

tains the meridian. 

| 
| 
| 

| 
| 

VF vc HE «To attack poison with poison. 
Hy) age qn j® Moved the pencil as if it flew, 7. e. 

a ready writer or scholar. 
#% ot) AK HE. «Not having given up boyish man- 

ners, ¢. e. a childish person. 



HE RY To put one’s self in the place of 
others, z. ce. to treat others as self. 

Hi fit AG HE Waving a relation to Buddha. 
Se SE a) The complete roundness of husband | 

and wife, 7. c. their affectionate union. | 
RE Bk be FF The drumming of frogs and the 

thunder of mosquitoes. 
J [a] KF To draw back the (good) will of 

heaven. 
ok ZC fy For ten thousand ages may I sink 

below the relations of humanity, i.e. an im- 
pr eeutlon: on one’s self. 

4 9H 4S fe To have a head but no tail, 7. ec. a 
good beginning but bad ending. | 

BNA EB May I be unlucky, i.e. an impreea- | 
tion. | 

fe, An a iB Wf) Hazardous as a pile of eges, 
WSF HL have hitherto thought with ven- 

eration on your fragrant name, z.c. said toan 
eminent man on meeting him the first time. 

Ff 3 8h HE «A thousand and ten thousand years, 
i.e. a long time. 

Ho anikg Like a stoppage of the heart, 7 
deep sorrow. 

HE FY Wf 4% To shut the door and decline visitors, 
7.e. In order to study. 

S A A Fl] ~The words do not assist each other, 
i.e. a contradictory statement. 

14 WBA A Awineand flesh friend, i.c. friendly | 
as long as invited to one’s feasts. 

SRF ffi August heaven overseesand protects, 
mh #2 WE ff Divine spirits protect and defend, 
it #% WH BY ‘Vo roam between two possibilities 

or probabilities, 7. e. indecision of character. 
— 3 5x 7% After one great effort, perpetual 

repose, z.c. a work once done well lasts a long 
time. 

a vas in 4 Empty as a washed purse. 
4me pei 4m 8S) =No head and brains, 7. e. the 

of an affair unascertainable. 
{# JE #38 Priests and nuns not allowed to 

enter here, 7. ¢. a notice. 

#4 JE A iG = Bigotted and impenetrable to reason 
and argument. 

#8 Ve AE Ak «= Drageled through mud and water, 
z. e. obscure style. 

23 3 Ik When the 
rain stops. 

Causes. 

rainbow appears, the 

OF 32 WB «Variegated dresses (worn by the 
moon's inhabitants ; now by play actors). 

HME Z BL A relation of mutual dependance, 
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i.e. a phrase used in negotiating marriages, 
qt -E «To insult and afflict the gods, i.e. 

Te afflicting the people. 
& FH 4% $4 To repose in poverty and delight in 

wisdom (or reason). 

f& 3G HE VE Conform to the step and observe the 

streaks, 7. e. Incid order in composition. 
#5 ii WA thorough knowledge of all cases 

is possessed here, 7. e. written over court 
offices. 

Hi Se Ak To do business without intrigue. 
Hh Wk SF =A hungry devil playing the flute 
(name of a Chinese torture). 

ii fF 42 One “ yes” (or promise) is worth a 
thousand pieces of gold. 

i jim 3 Virtue is the foundation of happi- 
ness. 

PY ee AR ak 

Be JE 

ait 
ak 

ee 
fi 

Heaven errs not. 
There is no error in the four seasons. 

j@ 4E Fy RE To fish and plunder from the people. 
ae 3 JA fF ‘To deprive of the button on the cap, 

7. e. to degrade from official rank. 

IR AG #6 To be born again and change the 
bones, 7.e. a radical change of conduct. 

2B fe 4B WH: «Half swallowed and half vomited, 
7. e. Suppressed a part and told a part of one’s 
mind, 

k+AF® Water and soil not agreeing, 7. e. 
climate unhealthy. i 

| TE Be ath SET vomit out one’s beart and bowels, 
i.e. to free one’s mind. 

WW AE AV J = Money gives a man courage, 
Wy #8 45 4s May your property produce 10,000 

pieces of gold. 
it ik HS ot The divine part (soul or spirit) is 

seated in the heart. 
Take the bond and get (what has 

been agreed upon), z. ec. to attain with ease, 

Ty iF JF | To draw water and grind grain, 
i.e. the duties of a wife. 

If a person wished to gnaw his 
navel, how could he reach it? 7.e. an im- 
possible or absurd wish. 

# Jil Yk FY ~=Combed by the wind and washed hy 

the rain. 
Yl) GB} fy Greasy head and powdered face, ze. 

a prostitute. 
#e fg 2S Wine bag and rice 

worthless person. 
Ju tL & #& = Nine times nine, 7. e. 

multiplication table. 

sack, z7.€. a 

the Chinese 
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fib) BO We give no credit, tae. Vite do not 
open your honorable mouth. 

bk jf 7k WY Clean as ice, cold as water, 7. e. 

aoe lonely. 

= Be Iu MY 
ings, 7. e. abject prostration. 

-- BT. fy Scholars, farmers, mechanics, and 
merchants, 7. e. four classes of the people. 

=F AA You cannot have all the 3 tz, ve. 
wealth, sons and whiskers. 

+ ST 2k SF To be running with water, 7. e. 
there is a conflagration. 

Three kneelings and nine knock- | 

| He) AK We ok 

i Ki Go Galllarge but heart small, i.e. bold 
yet careful. 

“Ig x HEA Gall very large. JE F Roop. G 
not small, i.e. very courageous. 

WEF AAR Gall not large, i.e. cowardly ; timid. 
4 SES fr I have sinned against you, z.e. | 

beg pardon. 
The dropping water becomes ice, 

z.e. very cold weather. 
A WE $0 BE A priest who has not cast off the 

world. 
— 4 #46 © Always of one mind. 

Gall 

tE aE Se Ht Coming and going of cold and heat, | — ae -+- € One scorch and ten colds, 7. e. doing 
7. ¢. fever and acue. | a thing by fits and starts. 

We AC Pi 4 = To enaw letters and lick characters, | — Fe a (fi ‘To kill two birds with one stone. 
Mies ate | +t fp) Sz (= When the tree falls, the shade dis- 

72 APA Ja At night not to close doors, i. e. appears. 
safe. Fe HE # BS To point at the stag and mean the 

% HH = Theartful hare has three holes, 7.e. | horse, 7.e. to whip one over another’s shoul- 
3} means of escape. ders. 

ff JJ RE A To borrow a knife to kill a person, - ee Eo ¥s 4 To exchange a sheep for an ox. 
z.e. to make a tool of one. | it He AE AE ©The extreme of joy is the beginning 

ii YS iG Greasy lips and slippery tongue, | of sorrow. 
1. e, peaen olib. 408 A ii One’s wisdom and reflection are 

dk YE i RE Pull the sail and drag the towing | daily filling up. 
rope. — Bm One ass, one saddle, 

iit & HE «Point at the mulberry and abuse | fés f  Z Cultivation of virtue results in prof- 
the ash, 7. e. to talk at a person. it to one’s self. 

dp F 4 ZB Naked hand, empty fist, ze. empty | a = pose Three at morning; four at night, 
inconstant and changeable. handed, l. @. 

if #0 % G Blue, red, black, and white, 7c. 47 Hi # He He who shakes the bush rouses the 
good and bad without distinction. serpent. 

Be 8 2% @L Confusion of quails and magpies, J 4m 7 Men’s passions are like water. 

i. e. Incest. LI 2 {& pk To pay plums for peaches, 
if G@ #20 Teeth white, lips red, 7. e. beautiful. | 4 6, # FE The beautiful bird is confined in a 
Ky 73 Fl) ZH Dangerously good, i.e. very good, | cage, 
% WH an — Heart and mouth as one. | fa, ui fk HK, (2) KL wR jh To add fuel to the 
Ux DA $4 fq ‘To alter the head and change the flame. 

face, 7. e. to disguise one’s self. |_E #1 PF We Superiors gentle and inferiors 
FE Ht YE HE «Sour, sweet, bitter, and acrid, 7. ¢. | peaceful. 

the troubles of life. | K 34 wd YZ Providence annexes misery to lewd- 
8 HK GA fy ‘To play the monkey, 7. e. to lark ; nee SS. 

to romp and play. 1% jit He Superstitious sacrifices produce no 
He Mal HR VK =The east wind breaks up the ice, | ee 

Time flies like a fleet horse seen i.¢. spring time has come. 
WE IK Wp fy Invoke heaven and call earth, 7. ¢. 

to bawl out loudly. 
iii BE WEF Sign of the calabash, 7. e. liquor or 

sam-shu shop sien. 
(é #& Fj f% To rvepair bridges and mend roads, 

i. e. philanthropic. 

3 FE iy HE 
through a crevice, 

fi = Mh R Straightena fathom and benda foot. 
A oe -f- Hi = Not to consider a thousand li as dis- 

tant, 7.e. when an object is to be obtained. 
juz MQ Gl F&A ~=May (calamity) extend to my remote 

posterity, 7. e. an imprecation, 
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+ e 5G se Talents and know ledge contracted | 
and shallow. | 

+ HH WR Talents inadequate to one’s duty. 
Wk HR BE FE Toruina family and waste the pat- 

rimony. 
Koo} (5 GG ~The words of an overturned heart, 

i. e. to tell lies. 
4% ty «6d (a ~war horse) will exert my 

strength (sometime used by officials writing 
to the Emperor). 

ih AES Great but not proud, 7. e. applied to 
the emperor. 

{2 WE ER ot «With knees close together pouring 
out the heart, 7.e. said of old friends on 

meeting after a long separation, 
et oe 4 HE «To take up the end of the thread | 

where others left it. 
# #4 a BA To slander the absent and flatter | 

the present. 
41K AW As manifest as the sun in the 

heavens. 
4 KE Au ih ©='To know incipient causes like the 

gods. 
4 BA 2 = That which is clearly perceived will 

be managed well. 
ik 3 BE A discourse with branches, 7. e. 

irrelevant talk. 
+ 4 @ = He took some clay and regarded it 

as incense. 
#7 BH To point to the day of eminent 

promotion, 7. e. favorite saying with officials. 

47 BOW ff «The day may be pointed out when | 
you will attain (complimentary expression). 

#4 2F 2% The smartness of the teeth, 7. e. 
fluency in talking. 

Th Be S TR To eallop on the imperial road, 

A #i A Ashamed of being inferior to others, Ht 
4G 24 7 @ He stuck up straw for incense. | 
$7 A HE To grasp the law and measure with | 

the line, i.e. pertinacious adherence to red | 
tape. 

$k 3 Hn yy ‘To maintain the laws asa mountain. 
# A HE To gratify the eye and please the | 

heart. 
i 4E MH GA «The heart’s flowers all blossomed. 
> Ge Per ap A turn of mind that is dangerous 

aud poisonous, z. ¢. love of slander. | 

eae 
f2 A ik Great faith, great happiness. 

LI ZS th To destroy private feelings by a re- 
gard to the public. 

AF JRF To enlarge one’s liver, 7. e. to take 
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courage. 
te We, (2) BS AM Fe EE «To place one’s 

foot firmly on the ground, 7. e. steady con- 
duct. 
JE a FR Not to live together under the 
same canopy of heayen, ¢.c. the language of 
revenge. 

it Ey EE Wis The whole body is gall. 
tH OR A RE A mind quite even and unsuspi- 

cious. 
JK ae Sih Fk ‘The palace of heaven and the prison 

of earth, 7. e. heaven and hell. 

SK FP HE ik = t is not easy to impose upon proy- 
idence 

KK A 3 wt Heaven is higher than the gods. 
K HE NA fi. ~Heaven accords with human wishes. 

§& & By When old, habits are already 

formed. 
alt pe 2 GC, To slander others and take merit 

to one’s self. 
FF HG — fe One opportunity 

years, 
fe & FF tk To maintain proper conduct in 

treading through the world. 
A. ti Ax 3 «The nature of man is originally 

good, 

in a thousand 

A virtuous face but a wicked heart. 
Ae F 2 \% Females cherish many anxious 

thoughts. 
(jp 2 ie BE Have you lost your soul? (used in 

railing at one for his stupidity.) 
H& Att To eat with the ear, but not digest, 

i.e. to hear instruction without comprehend- 
ing its import. 

xe FF Hi 5K The spirit ascends to heaven. 
me f& 4% FJ Music, lewdness, desire of wealth 

and of gain are the snares of mankind, 
ROW Wig Rat’s head, double design, 7. e. 

aeeecnion or timidity. 
A. iii Bot =A buman face, but the heart of 

a beast, z. e. specious appearance, 
V5 We aE WE To have a tendency to indecency. 
ig: 4. ie i = Pleasure is the cause of pain. 
ii wk 46 42 Infinite happiness and wealth. 
fie 47 E26 Walks like a dragon and paces like 

a tiger, 7. e. stately manner, 

&@ +- 36 Flippant people are fond of scold- 
| ing. 
f€ %€ {3 a Rouse up a spirit of faith. 

| A wt To bring ruin on one’s self, 
i 4, 2 S The crown, palace and emperor, 7, 
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e. noble and dignified behavior 
station, 

ta &% Hj Z When the face is to the wall, the 
merit is great, 7.e. great attainments are 
made when the student retires for study. 

in any, 

4 SE 2% J. Man of letters and ink (literary). 
Hk 4 Hk FJ «Seeking fame and gain. 
A? @% 4me EE After an oath there is no doubt. 
oe 7 An HK Fate as thin as paper. 
B # Ef fq To have scen with one’s own eyes | 

and heard with one’s own ears. 
BA Kk J The eye does not know a nail, 7. ¢ 

ignorant of books. 

Fa “HU #8 ‘To desire virtue as if thirsty. 
8 L KK ff ‘To cut forever asunder the creeper, 

e, to stop litigation. 
Ki i Wj BH Just wait till to-morrow (procras- 

tination the bane of life). 
wm ZH Drum them up; dance them 

forward, 7.¢. use every means to stimulate. 
Ho les = =69To share the sweet and_ bitter 

together, 
#0 B # Unpleasant advice is a _ good 

medicine. 
KJ) @A The dog in the sky eats the sun, 

z.e. cause of an eclipse. 
ify FE #4 5R~—«“To place sable on a dog’s tail, 7. « 

to affect to correct an elegant essay. 

Hh A fe #H To be bung on other people’s teeth 
and jaws, 7.e. to make one’s self the topic 
of remark, 

—bow 3 Mh mh EE The 
every place, 

heht of divinity illumines 

IK KE HE To drag the moon out of the water, 
i.e, vain and useless toil. 

FE Fi A AR When reason comes, man submits. 
5 [al F of Sons and brothers of the pear 

orehard, 7. e. play actors. 
$e 76 Ty Rich in years and 

strength, 7. e. young and hale. 
LI %& 4 = To consider virtue pleasure. 

a 2 4 HJ I cherish ten thousand hopes that 
you will not refuse. 

Be itty #E VA Pare foot and bare headed, 7 

undress of a Chinese servant. 
KE th x «To dwell in benevolence and walk 

in the way of righteousness, 
HH FG BS PY Carriages and horses approach the 

door, 7. e. said of the rich. 
Ja 2b % A One who has nothing to do with 

the game, 7. e. an unconcerned person. 

robust in 

é. the 

ATH UE vk 

TE RA, ER 

| BE LZ FR, 

fe Ji fE {fi One who can stoop or stand erect, 
7.e. one who can adopt himself to cireum- 
stances. 

Ny Jif A (fp =A little submission will produce 
great expansion, will promote one’s 
interests. 

Jf 34 fii & ‘To make principles bend to one’s 
interests (or to cireumstanees). 

The laudable courtship pursued by 
a superior man. 

ie Pr A | May I soon be ruined (an impreca- 
tion). 

1. e. 

May you be happy in 
every respect (used at the close of letters). 

32 82 im we =No shame felt under the shadow 
of the coyerlet 7. ec. conscious innocence. 

Ay el wk ~~ He does not know the salt and the 
bitter i. e. IMexperienced. 

= Jil, + 4% =©Three usages and ten errors. 
Be We FE AR ~=What is seasonable will 

success, 
fi S273 J4 A lucky star directs its influence 

to you (or to me). 

“ay =z 4h Fi 1 reverently wish you joy, ie.a 
common salutation. 

be a 

(eas2 k Al] Great happiness and great pros- 
perity. 

Ti RE ih se © May happiness and felicity fill the 
hall. 

Ay TY Wf ©May happiness and bliss be accord- 
ing to your wishes. 

By) PY ATE «Great felicity attends the opening 
of the door. — fj] 4. FF Whenever opened 
ereat success, 7. e. often written on doors. 

37 WK #4 = The good man—heaven aids him. 

We x fi] He ‘To beat the drum at the gate of 
the yamun. 

32 Se 7 ‘To eat the acid and receive the bit- 
ter, 7. e. to suffer the trials of life. 

i% fl = 46 ‘To weep blood three years. 
dE = $6 i) «To maneuvre the hand and play 

with the feet, 7. ec. to play tricks. 

ae yy WHO aa ie happy if you do not re- 

fuse, 7. ¢. a polite expression, 
(i F ffs A To borrow the hand of another, ¢. 

e. to commit to his care. 
(2) JE BY % HR =A complaint that 

sists in a mere itching spot, 7. e. a matter 
of trivial import. 

Ue jh Ws ae To change one’s time, 7. e. to speak 
diflerently from time to time. 
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AE PY J, it «To ride in a chair of four bearers, 
i.e, as an official (common people are al- 
lowed only two). 

We ZE An WB, (2) V2 A 4 Fe OAs intimate as glue 
and varnish. 

ATG HH A great genius is like a fool. | 
— 8% A ji Not one aperture is permeable, 7. e. | 

excessive dullness, 
BA AE #& = Favors cannot bind him. 
2 fR RX «OC: shave prepared tea and wait for | 

your company to conyerse, 7. e, sometimes 

written on invitation cards. | 

fai wh Ge #8 «Strong constitution and good | 
spirits. 

LF % HE Consider me a mirror, 7.e. take | 
warning from me. 

$E 2s (ij 42 A mind free from prepossessions as 
a mirror and just as a balance. 

3é 6 Th fF «To walk shoulder to shoulder, 7. e. | 
as equals or friends, 

Be FF JR HE Act agreeably to the remonstrance 
and listen to what is said. 

J YE Aa HE The thick and thin rightly adjust- 
ed, i.e. different kinds of civility according 
to rank, &e. 

4E BI HKD Flowers and willows 
habits) stultify men. 

jel BA BE «Turn the head and you will find | 
the shore, 7.e. the way to repent. 

Mi 14 3m 4 «© Bribe thoroughly and get a thor- 
ough passage. | 

NE WEIR «Man’s fixed purpose is superior to | 

heaven, 7. ce. power of determined effort. 
tf: & Hit FH To indulge one’s feelings and act | 

in a daring manner, 

(dissolute 

#3 PH Ou el «The delicate willow meets the | 
breeze. | 

W & # Gh A great flesh eater will be vulgar. 
Be 3 3 6 To reform errors and practice what 

is good, | 
Be ly: WH A «Blessings follow repentance. 
H&w— A The man who fills antiquity (or | 

the man who has no equal), 7. e. Confucius. | 
Aen HE Ht it! ~=He who knows the first springs of | 

action is divine. | 
Ae W 4% HE ~The coming days not many, 

applied to old persons. | 
HE $$ Fa Hi = Stratagems issne from a hundred | 

sources (fertile in plans). 
Ba EE % 3% «©The condition of one riding a tiger. 
Ke A mm =©May celestial rulers confer happi- 

4065 | 
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ness. 

J SE HE TJ =A dagger secreted in the bowels, 
i.e. a plausible man. 

Tr. wis [23 PY May the five blessings enter this 
door. 

— 7 {8 Sf One word ruins affairs. 
Kx % {S 8 A rat’s head spoils affairs, 7. e. ef- 

fects of excessive timidity. 
| it $3 7 iii The dimensions of the sea are vast, 

i.e. liberality of mind, 
| Vig FE) IK Ze = The sea is broad and the firmament 

a void space (applied to the mind), 
2 ak Je jit Hieh degrees of sincerity move 

| (influence) the gods. 
sé ye Se FE The cold goes and the hot weather 

comes, 7. e. constant alternations of nature. 

= Zit A Iwish youanabundanceof thethree 
blessings, 7. ec. may you have happiness, lon- 
gevity, and male children. 

WK #8 JA SE Pork should be eaten with scallions 
in the spring. 

$y AN ae ~=Melancholy is like vapor, 
Fu 3a 4E HW = Harmony begets wealth. 
ih) wm 427 (R Happiness and misery are intimate- 

ly connected with each other. 
Zz € Aconjugal union formed by heaven. 

SE Ze KK The flying dragon is in heaven. 
To seek food in a tiger’s mouth, 7. 

e. to engage in a perilous undertaking. 
Hive A js ‘To come forth from the mire and 

enter the fat, 7.c. to emerge from poverty and 
attain to wealth. 

Striking to the eye and arousing to 
the mind (said of a good style). 

ig 2 2% He © =©Respectful contribution to the coftin- 
fis (sometimes written on envelopes con- 
taining a funeral present). 

#@ To pay deference to the rich and 
insult the poor. 

$€ J] 2% HK «The point of an awl, 7. e. a trifling 
affair. 

Ie IK Fy =Strength to blow away dust, 7. e. 
only a slight effort. 

BR & i FY Clothing and food are the two doors, 
i.e. most important concerns, 

Ta Hi ta #& The west produces the true Serip- 
ture. 

at AAS HE «The principles of friendship will 
not admit of a refusal. 

DU Wt # & To make wealth advance one’s per- 
son, 7.e. to make it subordinate, not an end. 

NT. 
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JE fll & JE it a thing pe not SO, then say it is 

not so, 7.e. speak out; if wrong, say it is wrong. 
4} 2% HE ie To throw into the eastern streams, 

i.e. to reject or neglect. 
fj Hi 4 Gf The jaws depend on each other, 7. 

e. States are mutually dependant. 
HE Se of {2 Wh «Restrain your anger and your 

wealth will remain unimpaired. 
& fF hop de As the twig is bent, the tree is 

inclined. 
SG fe A aL YE Be temperate in drinking and 

your mind will be calm. 
MA iL A tt ff A fair wind raises no storm. 
453 48) 4) 3% He = When the tree falls, the monk- 

eys flee. 

HE HE % [al He The tiger does not walk with 
the hind. 

$2 Sf Th He 35 His desire to become agreeable 
renders He disgusting. 

= A AS fy A man is better than a pledge, 
BEEF: A A If the fence is secure, the dogs 

will not enter. 
4 RG Be 4ue f% ~=Virtue requires no coloring. 
K BG Wi = Many man have many tongues. 
at ee iy Gk SE To play upon the lyre before 

an OX. 
ue 45 RK 2 FF ~~ Potter envies potter. 
ibe. ce 5 4 {§ It is not easy to act the hypocrite 

ith the eye. 
pe oe mh 4 What is done in dark rooms the 

gods know. 
P3 28 th H # The sun shining in a retired 

place, 7. ¢. the mind of a good man. 
5 i) + #2 Gy =A horse that carries his head a 

thousand li without drooping (a compliment 
to young men). 

cH tk & iB Pride induces calamity for 10,000 
ages. 

BE A 4% FJ The harmonious union of the 
male and female principles produces rain, 

FA Hil = fe «The poor cannot contend with | 
the male | 

Ar BE +5 4 Be “Don’t play with a tiger’s beard. 
é & VI (ETE Adorn one’s person ste virtue 

as a preparation for death. 
KW 4 =H Theskies rained gold for 3 days. 

> H Ht 2% Bh 
tenance. 

FT PRR The people are considered as 
heaven by the king. 

iti eT v4 jfg ‘To drag me intoa sea of troubles. 

The heart is the root of the coun- | 

K Ri W oT The affairs of heaven are inscru- 

table. 
A if) 2% GB wh What is incomprehensible is 

ealied shén (God). 

An Zk SEF As easy as pointing out any 
thing on the palm of the hand. 

ako 76 A Sincerity of mind depends on 
man himself. 

fe Hone HE 4€ Nobility is ever difficulty to sell. 

tt 2% He Wk Ze Let it float upon the water, 7.e, 
give up a project as impracticable. 

43 #0 2% F® Deeds are the issues of the heart. 
it 4 HY 27 {4 To resuscitate a fish ina dry rut, 

i.e, to afford aid to the needy. 
ah Sq BE A 3 «The soul’s essence goes every- 

where, 7.c. the soul is not confined to one place. 

AR #4 fut $8 Those who eat meat have no 
black spots on the face. 

=% BE fy 4L > A slave who deserves to die, 7. e. 
a term of abuse. 

VI 3 sek iy 3 To conceive by the influence of 
ec 

#4 jit AE fi 4, Sacrifices cut off, i.e. one who 
has no posterity to offer sacrifices for him. 

{E BE (vy Se fi} «An affair that is murdered, 7e. 
done disorderly. 

{€ BE fj 4¢ Ae You murderous slave, 7. e. one 
who acts disorderly. 

fl ‘4¢ 2% He HZ The pillar of the state, ze. a 
ath ful courtier. 

fia BS A J ff The eminently virtuous do not 
behave with contemptuous levity. 

‘en Fit Ut = «The feeling of shame is near to 
bravery. 

a Fn te Hy «<The perfecting of Samet 
consists in scrutinizing the properties of 

things. 
A 2 4 Th % To do what is not proper to do. 
561 WE Thy at er Ugly face and dangerous heart. 

Be fi pe #8 RE RE The shadow follows the sub- 
stance and the echo corresponds to the sound, 
7. e. rewards and punishments follow virtue 

and vice. 
# FH i H(A good man is easy and lib- 

eral, but not negligent. 
A Ht F 4e FH WY Midnight and noon, morning 

and evening not corresponding, 7. e. irregu- 

lepity or discordance, 
Bie 3 Men and women in giving 

and receiving must not approach each other, 
i.e. the thing must be laid down by one and 
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the other ian it up. 
AG BE ir fy ABS 2 = T want your scull (a threat 

to inferior officials). 

AE RE NN x 44% ~=©Birth and death are the be- 
ginning and end of man. 

H A A 2% H «Wise men are the head of 
mankind. 

BH=4BF I 
every day. 

4“ 06 ZY «The meritorious work of ex- | 
amination and reformation. 

pA _E 4 4% 4 4 «Over head are the azure 
heayens, 7.e. God looks down from above. 

eS EY Bt A. A man who runs to the flame 
and attaches himself to the heat, 7 

asite. 
wa A 4 LE An FJ «The fisherman is gainer by 

obtaining the oyster. 
#8 2% #2 A Excuse others on the same 

principles that yon excuse yourself. 
Ht SS Ze ih 4 tH «Modesty is attended with 

profit; ea brings on destruction, 
KH RM HB) Thespontaneous giftsof heay- 

examine 

enare of high value; butstrength of persever- | 
ance gains the prize. 

A As BE te Sq GH = When the eyes quiver, it is a 
bad sion, 

a ey ate 
rat’s mouth. 

BF A EE 

Ivory does not come from a 

The wise forget past injuries. 
ge FF vil FF The egg fights with the rock. 

Re WE A BY Ab Hy Domestic foibles must not be 
exposed. 

# It A An AE 4 =©Petter strong within than 
strong without. 

ja BL A Ane 4h =A near friend is better than 
a distant relative. 

3 36 SG HK What is easily acquired is 

easily lost; or what comes easy goes easy. 
— 4 A iH — -— A single euest does not re- 

quire two lodgings. 
‘ti A lot A man’s face is known but 

his heart is not known. 

SHAW A FH 
the best method of avoiding them. 

HE 7 A AIG i He who fears the laws will | 
not be likely to violate them. 

B Bi A an — Fh 
hundred hearings. 

KAMA A HE KA wise man will not reprove 
a fool. 

myself thrice | 

e. a pare 

The dread of punishments is | 

One seeing is better than a | 

a 297 

Lok Mit wh 4 X% fit Great humility secures great 
lonor. 

I AS RE AH That which soars not high is 
not hurt by a fall. 

inl A eB} A Bh «= The trees are not shaken when 
there is no wind, 

| AS ie A An GE Ge Obedience is better than re- 

spect. 

a ey jinl BE Af HE Dead walls have ears. 
cP A 7 BL Ae Ht. A little impatience subverts 

erea undertakings. 
| %% WE 44 A fi HE =e who pursues the stag dis- 

dains to notice the hare. 

| KA gk Ae fR py The tiger does not molest a 
pe carcass. 

| % & AF He = When the master is not rigid 
ie servant is renuiss. 

aN 33 fe fy HE BZ Scratch the part of him that 
foe z.e. to assail one on his weak side. 

anv i 4 2% Jy Knowing its truth, practice 
it strenuously. 

fe fF A HE VE FE One hand cannot screen the 
heavens, 7.¢. (one person cannot do much), 

KY HH ASE The nature of man is orig- 
inally virtuous. 

Se HE He fy fi PE All mankind partake of the 
| mrabare of Buddha. 

fa 44 32 0% 44 JE To appear right in the face, 
fae to be wrong in the heart. 

AG AG ii] 4E EE Marriagesare fixed ina form- 
er life. 

HARE AJR Thereisnoknowledgegreater 
than that of one’s self. 

| ms y= 2 Be HET It is impossible for him who 
| rides a tiger to dismount. 
3h SE HE (Eg de A clever wife is always allied 
| toa stupid husband, 
7 2e A Se wy WE Seek medicine (in sickness) 

and not pe ayers. 
4ne 36 €8 Wh iS $e The duration of ill-gotten 

wealth is in of snow on which hot water 

is poured. 
|p SE yt Py) 2 ye St Expel pernicious doctrines, 

that the true code may be duly honored. 
fy SL 3% Zi (IS de 4 «To the contented, even 

poverty and obscurity bring happiness. 

fae Be FA Hb ak few The possession of lands 
improperly obtained endures as long as the 
sands heaped up by the waves. 

16 BH A HE'S HR by ~The opening flower blooms 
alike in all places. 

7G 
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Xu St 7A ie Ke A AIL nes tend to en 
the be Pit nee of heaven towards man. 

fit fa] 2 A AS BE In the world evil exists 
only in the heart of man. 

4F- $m te Ki A HG «Carefully consider it ; 
heaven and earth (providence) do not err. 

OL A Fu 37 A tk If brothers do not live to- 
gether in harmony, other people will take 
advantage of it to injure them. 

_ FR fe 8G fi FA AE =Among mortals, who is 

without fault ? 
FR OA Ai ot SHA HE «OL cannot scratch one for 

the heart itch. 
Uy SRR —— Good 

pearls strung together, 
SG th 2 (2 Ff JA If there be no faith 

one’s words, of what use are they ? 

FUR ia 3 oe 9 
radiance on d aaibmaitaitt and river. 

BE 75 Jig EE 7H fy = Diseases may be healed, 
but fate cannot be remedied, 

sayines are like 

in 

Be 75 & BE A § ot ©The body may be healed, 
but the mind is incurable. 

OK PR Th GE az rf He desires to hide his track 
Les yet walks upon the snow. 

He J Lay fi 4n Ak @% Consider the past and you 

a a ee 
will know the future. 

jealous. 
Nine women in ten are 

_- f2 AE YP #2 If the upper beam is not 
straight, the lower will be crooked. 

6 OY OWE BY 
ended, but not properly begun. 

47 #% iy NE 4 i) Honey in the mouth but 
a sword in the belly. 

+H iy 26 AY The past days are gradu- 
ally increasing, but the coming days are less. | 

On a journey do not con- | BR Hs Se fa TL 4s if 
fide in men as honest (/it. straight). 

ee ae 
to guard against bad man. 

Se we We LG 
find its way through, 7. e. keenness in a par- 
ticular way. 

Wet 48 fA KN Ze i 
cord with the nature of heaven and earth, 

In 8 Ne Fy he W-«-The wind is like a man 
afiing and blowi ing. 

Mu FF Bi oe J) F§ a | Whoever would effect any- 
thing must employ the morning, 

dK & We WOK KX rp Po save from midst of fire 

Jt £8 = Anawl put intoa bag will | 

Politeness and music ac- | 
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The moon sheds an equal | 

A strife may be properly | 

In the dark it is necessary | 

85 0G Hay WK ee 

“an water, fig. to save fi om any cola 
Ane [fi 4): Aut tie jz Mind has no limit; (re- 

specting me there is no far and near. 

ft, 4p ZE SE BE i] He remains on the confines 
of virtue and vice. 

By Wk 4 eS fit 2 Those who have had some 

relation in a former state of being are united 
in marriage in the present life. 

et ZS 4p BE % fii (4% «©The fist of the barbarian 
has killed the boxing master, 7.e. the unin- 
structed has defeated the master of rules. 

tS AHE JE HE Ame [Lt =Mind is incorporeal (or 
| formless) and infinite. 
Se WE $Y BE Is 36 & In order to die well noth- 

ing is more important than to practice 
virtue. 

Ti A fy eG To reprove others severely 
but to be lenient to self. 

He {2 Hh tn 4G Se «Better be without books 
| than believe all that is in books. 
2B AE 4) (E FE ut Be In the daily course of your 

life, do not commit depraved deeds. 
gh J) 4 — Bi] 2% Fy A leaden knife is not sharp 

enouch to cut at a single stroke. 
Bil oY J 22 ik HS fe In having intercourse with 

one’s countrymen, the appropriate duty is 

truth (sincerity). 
ff 4 i fF = 26 Hk He who builds by the 

road side will not finish in three years. 
38) AL YA Wi 3 He 2. HH To corrupt the fountain 

and expect a pure stream, 
KY SG HK He fy ZE WE -The whole world pre- 

sents no continual feast. 
IN 3% 2% ihe i 2 ABE ~The prisoner dreams of 

AS 

freeiorn the itvesty of springs of water. 
Fn BA lt Jk: #5 a4 He who is not grateful 

is unworthy of being called a man. 

Se FH HK 47 — Hi) «Though the escort pro- 
ceeds a thousand miles, a separation must at 
last occur. 

Ay OSL ie BR (hit AR BL Look not at what you 
love, and your mind will be at rest. 

The cocks crow and the 
dogs bark everywhere alike. 

AL FS iy He 42 A HE GE He has no fish bones 
pricking in his breast, 7. e. nothing on one’s 
mind to give uneasiness. 

Fe AR An hh FH He FH MK Let husband and wife 
accord and then the welfare of the family 
will be secured. 

ee veit ts § eintiony and ELELCLES 
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low practices are indeed things of which one 
should be ashamed. 

VK DH 4 She 4: -- SE BA] «= When there is no more 
money at the head of the bed, the ablest | 
man cannot show his face. 

— JQ 47 ii $6 FE iii JG: One man’s fortune is 
the good fortune of his whole family. 

fee HE tk Yh pe WL yk 4 The pompsand vanities 
of the world in the twinkling of an eye are 
annihilated, 

JE AL 9a ti 2 2 G4 4h «= To sacrifice to a spirit 
which does not exist, is superstitious adula- 
tion. 

im A de FA Anenlarged liberality 
is the best way to treat people. 

2 fl WA 3 5 dk 
another first defiles bis own mouth. 

KV VR MC Th A dg «The net of Heaven is 
large and wide, but lets nothing through. 

— 3 » ak B) Bh) Ky One sincere thought | 
can influence heaven and earth. 

OG A A GE EE Books do not exhaust 
words, and words do not exhaust ideas. 

a FAK ak A JB I jal Gold is tried by fire ; 
man is tried by wealth. 

EH A El % Fy HE AE Honor and profit drag 
us farther than the eagle flies. 

fy 4 BE 4 An WE GEAR «To throw one’s self in | 
the way of vice, as the moth rushes into the 
flame. 

Ki HM hy &% +E BE Heaven and earth are | 
the sovereign rulers of all things. 

FE fi AC HIE IE or 
manacles is not a natural death. 

Si) 7) BE De AS We IG SE 
sharp, it will not wound the innocent. 

ASB ii K SL A gz = Man only sees what is 
before him, but heaven beholds all things. 

A Be bill) a CB) BS A 4 (24E) He who is To 

robust can not long endure. 

Si N $A TE te $E The 
fears his wife ; 
husband. 

Se yi HE ih aH ode BG When wealth is not 
rightly obtained, misfortune is sure to follow, 

KF 16 i: Hl FR fj SE It is equally criminal 

in the emperor and the citizen to violate the 

laws. 

Ui HS, HF oh TG 
to his parents will have children who imitate 

him. 

foolish 

E ~— 

He who spurts blood at | 

To die in fetters and | — 

Though the sword be | 

husband | 

the wise woman fears her | 

He who is disobedient | 

| | 47 ih A ite Ba HE at oh, =f one is possessed of 

| wealth, and does not make good use of it, 

| should he become poor, no one will relieve 
him. 

4 Ane a ik we 3 HE SE In the practice of hospi- 
tality no partiality should be shown between 
relatives and others: all who come should be 
received. 

We AE A ET tk BH Doing what is not good 
| is like going downwards, and is therefore 

easy. 
1 fe WX SE i GE We FE Wine can perfect an 

affair, and wine can destroy an affair. 
| all F LE He bik GH Ae ~The must — be 

taught while children; the wife as soon as 
married, 

al ot 44 0F HS A 4 HR Happy is he who fights 
with himself; wretched he who contends 
with others. 

i lle 3H) FRE Sit SE AM Ye =Nieht comes alike to 

the young who wake and to the old who sleep. 
| | a T BJ (if wX {il fh ~=Lay down the buteher’s 
| knife and you will become a genii or a 
| Buddha, 

HEL SW ok He 
tide, 

— Ax £ eH Ye Theerror of a thought, 
the regret one a page life. 

| = Fy AW i& f tt te «=e who neglectsa good 
| eee ret not afterwards complain. 

te ke A a ie Se dt @l Trouble 
ree still more troublesome. 
ec IL HR GH BH -sFor the crime of one, 

oe whole family suffers. 
4 fa (= Se SE i HK Reason, virtue, benevo- 

lence and reauie without politeness, are 

imperfect. 
| ht Ze yy FE SBE id: BY 7 = An unruly wife andan 

| obstinate ae no law ean control. 
$e Fe HH G6 2% fii iif} «Forming resentments 

with ead may be called planting 
misery. 

pig Ht seo BS iy «You may sit opposite 
to one and converse with him, but his heart 

is separated from you by a thousand mount- 
ais. 

of Se RE BLOW AS Zp BY ‘Though brothers are 
very near relations, the difference of money 
and clothing separates them widely. 

| In FN fi a ik iG lg He who knows himself 

and others will conquer in a hundred trials. 

boys 

To sail with wind and 

neglected be- 
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& KE yao oe + Ff iby Putting eae Same 

deeds and not doing them, may he styled 
self robbery. 

Mt VE ie FS ik EH «=e has met with his 
match. 

AE 4's too se To the ambitious, 

wealth andl honors are productive of misery. 
A FP on HS BA GE Want of attention to | 

small ae at last is prejudicial to a man’s 

virtue. 
BS we PS BL WS AH FE = Uf the roots are killed, 

the shoots will not survive. 
Ie it Bi WS # §% Oi PE Do not choke yourself 

in sities ; not let your foot slip in walking. 

We ee — Rh J 7 
one li On 
is yh ZA BE iy Extreme peril requires 
belie eflart. 

Be} EE pr #8 -F- Hf A word spoken in the 

ear is heard a thousand miles off, 
Bi a (iL fF kt DS Hifi J Every thing is ready ; 

there is arity wanting the south east wind. 
FE MA Jal ie OR PE zie 47 MR ‘To fan the flame in 

—ts 

AS TE 

a fair wind, and to impel the boat with the | 
flowing tide. 

He 
but first convict yourself. 

Ya 1 Si AL PE AME Be He A RE Rather thanslay the 
innocent, better lose what is right. 

AZ VE BEAL 2 #8 4 )«6=Man’s_ nature 

wicked; his virtues are counterfeit. 
“ee fie Sh WE FF Fe fie AP Handsome as Sung- 

is 

yii and clever as Tsao-tzi-chien (a beautiful | 
or talented person). 

AH RN FA TS RH 
detect the evil spirit. 

gy TE AT A SL Sb 
beat within, the sound is not heard abroad. 

jij RZ A SE — AS wz FE The temple is not all 
of one tree. 

Ty hit A HE Ay EK Yr  Wowever clever the 
wife may be, she can not boil the pot without | 
rice. 

KZ Ge AN A TE 3 4 «= What heaven has 
edie man can not oppose. 

ie Be 4S Tee AG th JE i We #&—_— The chief rule to 
be ee is, be strenuous at the begining, | 

and increase in exertion to the end, 

mw ah 2 SE AG SE He 4 J ey Prosperity and 
misfortune are common to all times and in 

all places. 

Better be at home than | 

wR ty A 3c te S Ac Speak not of others, | 

Ab BL A ith HF Fe oy 

The domestic must | 

When the drum is | 

Oe IR JE 8 $e AA BY RY SE When you are 
meee than usual, you ought to be prepared 
against some great misfortune. 

WR PU jai Ee we PE ae KE TH The sparrow 
looks around, pecks away, and eats; and the 
swallow goes to sleep without apprehension. 

ah Ft FR RK Sih te BE Ay BE Do not precipi- 
Cinta yourself into lane one’s neighbor- 
hood os be quiet and harmonious. 

i fi) — FER KRY 3 4 FK.OCWihhen a leaf of 
the a fain tree falls, the whole empire 
may know that autumn has come. 

BA # tt o& fe ne 3 BE WS «Forgotten the 
eight; 7 i.e. filial piety, brotherly love, loy- 
alty, truth, propriety, justice, generosity and 

shame (devoid of every proper feeling). 
An il) P f% 2A PB if BE J He who wishes to 
know the road down the mountain, must 
ne those who have trodden it. 

2 34 he me fq nk HE ay ae A. ~Let no man de- 
beak the snake which has no horns ; for who 

can say it will not became a dragon. 
a Jk HG Gy 4 ih 4 Be ~=Inscribe these on 

the walls of your dwellings and regard them 
day and night as wholesome admonitions. 

FE I BW ATR PY Sudden misfor- 
tune and side-long mischance can not enter 
the family of the careful. 

at 7 ~=The unfavorable 
views of others (about us) are like the float- 
ing clouds which abound every day. 

ct py] — 37 SA ih BE (HL SE ROA Sosingle false 

move loses the game. 

eR RAW MGM Better be de- 
prived of a house that has been possessed 
for centuries than be deprived of the head 
of the chih fish. 
= A te BY BF fila fi dy =Eating and drink- 
ne do not consist in superior excellence of 
food ; to have hunger satisfied is enough. 

hei Sie ZE eat @ z {il ii Ez A woman's duty 
is to attend to fusnisane the table and 
nothing else. 

HN Ay eG St A 8 5 A O-Every man sees 
the faults of others, but cannot see his own. 

Wt BA BE WE BH ‘Ki te The sea is not 
worn by ships nor is a road impaired by 
travel. 

WA hi Bt A ok OE a AR A Aig Obsequiousness 
makes friends ; truth excites hatred. 

Hk WR AE i if AT FE LH = Great pleasures 

bh & 
PA E 
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are purchased. only with great pains. 

RAIENEN HIE qu JE If I keep with | 
. my own wife, she will not be debauched by 

others, 
4m: Better not be ayee eORSTARA A ST 

than be nothing. 
— RAH AE ii A fe A woman in one 

house cannot eat the rice of two; 

woman does not marry the second time. 

RR WE TE Mt He AG I OF 
twig must be bent when small; for when 
once grown large it cannot be bent. 

We Be HE AA A Se AS Ae SE le «© When prosperous 

1. @. 

times come to a man, who does not come? | 

But when such do not come, who comes ? 

(There is a time for every thing). 
— Hl BG AIF AR Wc Uf the blind lead 

the blind, they will both fall into the pit. 

HAZ HEIR 2 GES A happy virtuous 
man says little; a fluttering unsteady man 
says much. 

Fe #4 GEOG at + 26 To listen to the 
conversation of a good man for one evening 

is bettar than 10 year’s reading books. 
Bl FS — 0 ok We tt + 4G BF A single conver- 

sation with a wise man during the eating 
of a meal, is better than 10 years mere 
study of books. 

BY $f At a Se ta fir AL HE PF =A spear in the 
light is easily avoided, but it is difficult to 
ouard against an arrow in the dark. 

HFELRA RSV fh 
is there, if the tail of a rat becomes ulcer- 
ous ? 

IL WK sc A Ww 4E SL) | When Peking 
shall produce a Chuang-yuan, two year’s 
drought will follow inevitably. 

oo ik FE AO AE FH OA faithful heart 
tranquilizes the local gods, but a sharp 
mouth overturns the nation. 

3 fy. 6 WANS hos FE FAB) One's patrimony | 
must suffer by idleness, and it must flourish | 
by diligence. 

KE BEA KES Se Be Be 
mild is liable to insults; 
is gentle is ridden more than the vicious 
one. 

#5 AW LL ROAR hn 
friend he should be better than one’s self; 
if only like one’s self, he had better have 
none. 

au wise | 

The mulberry | 

How much pus | 

The man who is” 

the horse which | 

In choosing a) 
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HEWHWACG fs PE ~=Weshould Tal 
it the business of our lives to control our 
temper. 

As AHL PY GE AIK PF BE = The scholar is 
| acquainted with every thing without going 

out of doors. 

bey 328 ZB A EL ZS Ah 4 SE J. Walls have ears, 

“and are not there men under the windows? 

AGé TH i ft $0 385 # So meet with an 
“a8 friend in a distant country, may be com- 

| pared to the delightfulness of rain after a 
| long draught. 
| 5 BE RE J. 2 SE Dp SA | “Virtue and vice 

though small, it is necessary to distinguish 
them as if discriminating black and white. 

(2 Ah a ZA fe A te ~=©Do not believe 
all are honest who appear honest, but beware 
lest the semblance of goodness turns out to 
be the reverse. 

Ty wk EA am 32 47 — BRAG HE FF Great promises 
not followed by corresponding actions 
(great cry and little w B00): 

fr {i ee 7, WD Tr Ee Do you only 

correct yourself on the same principle that 
you correct others. 

HLA AY EN GL HB We «To indulgeva 
servant is not safes and to deceive a child is 
not proper. 

ink GF = +36 KA BA ai After a meal 
walk © thirty paces, and there will be no 
oceasion to open an apothecary’s shop (exer- 
cise will prevent disease). 

HC KE RBA EL Mok wb He who is 

ashamed of bad clothes or bad food is defi- 
cient in right bgt 

ZS 27 TE ft HE {th 4m: f- AE Fy ft ~He who is just 
(equitable) and fey though he have no 

son, after death will be a wod. 

A 36 FO AP A ih lh "The great road 
of truth and honesty is plain and straight, 
but bad men chose crooked and winding 
paths. 

1% 7 HE A BE A FF JEL Jel esd you have 
~~ not the Wu-tung tree, yeu can not call the 

phen to come. 
34% | HE Bat a it 2 A He whe 

“points out my errors is one who loves me 
like myself; he who calls me good (who flat- 
ters me) is some body else, 7.e. one who 

does not loye me as myself. 

Fis tk F He OR ae AC GO HR HE Whenever 

cE: 



we find ¢ our Tetenpen becoming Tanealyp we 

should immediately bring it to order. 

PALF i MBE A % 2b The sons” 
and brothers of to- -day will become the | 
fathers and elder brothers of the future. 

FY Hid GH GAN FIG HB YE HH Botore the 
eaves, the rain drops fall; drop after drop 

comes to the spot where the former ones 

fell. 

fl) WS CBE AR An BE Wk AS 
is better than cure, 

2 BLL AGE % ti WELL 1% Those who 
cause animosities and injure other people are 
fast preparing pit-falls for their own ruin. 

tT H—RRE MH oT Vo you 
do the first and I will do the second, 7. e. 

ay conduct will be regulated by yours. 
ee Za AM Ra ZF & dy 6 Better not 

speak at all, tan say What is useless. 

Io KF HB AWE TG FF Prudence 
will carry a man all over the world, but 
the ae a find every step difficult. 

WA SF BF oy FF When 
travelling do not provoke the 3 tzu, old 
men, boys, and the blind. 

Bt He KT i Sa A 
priest lives near the priestess; the idle are 
never busy. 

PEL We HE IH AG Wd EB GE BE In serv- 
ing his parents one should exert his utmost 
ability; in serving one’s sovereign one should 
sacrifice his person, 

KY ih ee 7 Ao A WY PF The 
heayens may be measured and the earth 
may be surveyed, but the heart of man 
alone is beyond « comprehension, 

AEE ZH te] ZAK Unless 
one listen to the maxims leit by the ancient 
kings, he cannot know the 
their learning. 

KLE i HT HL BE) Ae Te A EM Bee 
tween husband and wife, the truth must 

not be spoken (there must be all affection) ; 
between friends, 

spoken (there must be all fidelity). 

# Nia & ie Zz i EM ta A wh Z we A 
virtuous man’s ace rich is a blessing ; a 

ngentions Spee 's peitte rich is a curse, 

KT BE i A $k Ut Thi A AME No 
distance is Aebih what heaven unites, 

or unite what bare ees 

Prevention | 

The 

greatness of | 

what is false must not be | 
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(8 OO Hii ok 08 SF GR A eM The 
| eave’s drop descends from a higher to a 

| lower place ; a contumacious son will beget 
contumacious children, 

ROY ZERATUL BARZMB By 
observing one’s early or late hours morning 
and evening, his prosperous or declining 
gondavon can be known. 

2G tk th fs EH AL A iis A A i |= When 
a man becomes rich without having earned 
it, if it does not make him very happy, it 
will certainly make him yery miserable. 

mE — Ae SOR EE ge TEE Ad- 
versity is necessary A the development of 
man’s virtues, 

ob Se mH FO HE Oe ie EME He 
| who neglects diligently to study in his 

youth will, when old, repent that he put it 
off till too late, 

AGWMREM ARB FEB Ue 
you disbelieve, look at the rain from the 
eaves; drop follows drop without the least 
variation. 

WI wi AE RE HAM AT HE BH Tt is 
better to avert the malady by care than to 
use the physic after it has appeared. 

+46 OT RA BE) — BIG RT Mw He 
who studies ten years in obscurity, will 
when onee preferred be known under the 
whole heavens. 

a HF 1 oh A AE Bt 1S 11 OG ee YK HE I 
you make craft and deceit the rule of your 
life, you will be like the flower which blows 
in the morning and drops in the evening. 

rt Kk A TK KR AA 
Poyerty and ruin must be proportioned to 

one’s wickedness and craft; for these are 

quailities which heaven will not suffer to 
prevail. 

BH DR he WY Le RE Let 
your words be few and your friends seleet, 
thus you will avoid sorrow and shame, 

ca i BEB ak @ AL fy Ath sik 8 p= Him 
whose words are consistent with reason, 

and whose actions are squared by the rule 
of rectitude, who shall dare to oppose? 

iE 2 AI EAS ZO RL 
The profit of good laws to the people is only 
to be obtained by their inflexible observance. 

Hb Se We Coo Sp WE SE aE oe HE FF 
The greatest misfortunes in life are;—in 

= & 

AP 

2 

tof i 
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ote to bury one’s father ;—in midale age 

to lose one’s wife;—and being old to have 
no son. 

Sh i fi 8b ih Ls cad 4 MER 
Of those whose talent is small, while their 
station is eminent, and of those whose | 

knowledge is meagre, while their schemes 
are great, there are few who do not become | 
miserable. 

Ny AE REE Fe A RE HO Re 
have not the feeling of Sung-yii, the hand- 
some face of Pau-an, or the cleverness of 
Tstichien. 

ZAM AR A HM Fh * oy TANS 

He who receives a favor and is a ungrateful, 

will be dutiful as a son and faithful as a | 

courtier. 

2 A ih AE Hh ty OE FEO PR OH Rk 
The original tendency of man’s heart is to 

do right and not wrong; if a due caution be 
observed it will not of itself eo astray. 

BARK ARERM Gh GK RM 
Burden-earriers simply by honesty and dili- 
gence can obtain a sufficiency of food and 
clothing. 

A > a Hz LAM GR 2 awe fa 
If what we see is doubtful, how can we be- | 

lieve what is spoken behind the back. 

9) LY SE EO Ht A SE ty — LL 
Do not think lightly of crimes, and faney 

they may be trifled with ; for to every crime 
there is a law adapted for its punish- 
ment. 

HE 1B 58 SEE NG GH ES PE GH te FE 
Ifa man wish to attain to the excellence of 

let him first cultivate the 
if the human virtues are | 

how can he reach immortal | 

the immortals, 
human virtues ; 

not cultivated, 
perfection. 

fe BOY Sh ta VG te Hn AG Sl HS I fing 
When the day that is passing over us is 
gone, our lives are in proportion shorter; 

why should the fish be merry when the 
water in which they swim ebbing 
away ? 

He WE ww) GR A VT) FE 

is 

3 AE VE wh ok oh Ae SL 
#% Those who instigate to bickerings and | 
lawsuits convert the pen into a sword as a) 

means of livelihood, and look upon prisons 
and lawsuits as mere child’s plays. 

RKARZAWAKW 2ZRBERBDUEK 

| fi BORE ES A 
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44, All men unite in ne spising a glutton, 
because he gives up every thing “that is 
valuable, for the sake of pampering what 
is so contemptible. 

RHA ATY AS — we mY 
HE One should by all means be well ac- 
quainted with the years of his parents, first 
as a cause of joy and secondly as a source of 
sorrow. 

AK HE AQ KS Es WY SR FY SME A A 
AF FE Fish though deep in the water 
may be hooked; birds though high in the 
air may be shot, but man’s heart only is 
beyond reach. 

KZ PY EE A oe Ay HB fi) eT AE TF 
#% % J Of those who have at home no 
virtuous parents and elders, and have no 
strict teachers and friends while abroad, 

and yet perfect themselves (in wisdom), 
there are few, 

AZMOBREA ENA ZO HB 
te A BY WE As the behavior of the world 
towards men of learning is respectful, learn- 
ed men should have a due respect for them- 
selves. 

HRA ib TN RB MG TE RM He ZEN 
Wr Kw %In engaging a daughter in 
marriage, one should select a husband who 
is her superior ; she will then serve her hus- 
band with respect and awe. 

tt : RAR = Mee LF MEH OER 
$2 = 3 In the world do et seek for the 
three difficulties; first a good son, second 
longevity, and third a long beard, 

int at TBE A hE — Se 
Be Ff TE UR 7 ZE Neat compositions and 
elegant penmanship, skill in drawing, and 
playing at chess, are nothing more than a 
kind of mechanic al skill; what great value 
is there in them ? 

We hie ws 2 AS A Te REA A ES Fe HF 
Br 5b ah wh # taf GH In selecting a wife 
for one’s self, let a man take care that she 

be his inferior ; she will then serve her new 

parents as a wife should. 

of wt — MR BE TT — BRE YS Be OK FE OM 
By fe SE Re OK th The proverb says: 
“every blade of grass has its proportion of 
dew to nourish it,” and “though the wild 
birds have no garners, the wide world is 
before them.” 
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XIIT—BUDDHIST WORDS AND PHRASES 
By Rey. J. Edkins, B. A. Lond. 

—BUDDHIST TRINITY. 
First of the Buddhist Trinity. Buddha. 
He who has perceived. The state of having 
arrived at the highest knowledge. 

7% Second of the Trinity. Dharma. 
The embodied teaching of Buddha. 

*# Third of the Trinity. Sanga. The assem- 
bly of the followers of Buddha. 

1.—TITLES OF BUDDHA. 

fit 

The law. 

fn 36 «Highest title of Buddha. He who thus 
comes. ‘Tathigata. He who comes from 
nowhere and goes nowhere. He who comes 
as he comes, i.e. as he is manifested in his 

teaching. Or, he who really comes. 
Sve fm bE Tat‘agata. Julai, Tat‘aiwa thus; 

Tat‘ya true; Gata having gone or having 

come. 

= ft 4n 3 The Buddhas of the three ages. 
The past, present and future Buddha. 

pi} ¥2 zy ~='The venerable. The worthy of wor- 

ship. Applied to Buddha and to his disciples. | 
= Fi = fe PE Samyak Sambuddha, correct and 

universal knowledge. Sam means all, also | 
like, vight. Samyak means correct and 

universal, or correct and equal. Bodhi, 

knowledge. 
fy #8 SM = Fi= Hh bE Annttara Samyak | 

Sambuddha. He who has unequalled perfect | 
and universal knowledge. 
Uttara, better. 

Mah % se FE 7% = fie J Bita-chalana-sampurna. 
He whose distinguishing power and action 

Also the six marvellous 

An, without ; 7 

are complete. 

powers, jf 5m. 
{5 fin BE Svagata. 

Su well, gata come or gone. 

one, or he who has died-well. 

BR fim f#& = Lokavita, he who is (vita) loosed from 

the (loka) world, We fil He. 

py #%§ S AE = Anuttara, without superior. 
W ay (i fifi. ‘The vigorous man who 

Welcome or well-gone from 
The weleome 

| Bal TR) is 

EG 

JES ie 

can renovate and who acts as guide, 
KA Fc fii Instructor of gods and men, 
fi Buddha, He that perceives. 
fit @& Loka nata. Honoured one of the world. 
UE fh % Bhagavat. The adorable. The for- 

tunate. 

ik (im #4 Bhagavam. The same. He who pos- 

sesses all the virtues. 

Krp K Devatideva. God among gods, 

%#% FE King of the law. 

liL—-NAMES OF BUDDHAS. 

fay FE PE fe Amitabha Buddha. The Buddha 

of the western heaven. 
wred. 

FE iio AL JE fi or FEF fi, = Shakyamuni Buddha. 
The real founder of Buddhism. 

9 NE fis Dipankara. The Buddha of the 
burning lamp. Properly, Buddha of the 
lamp’s light. Dip, lamp; kara, light. 

i i) = Maitreya. The coming Buddha. The 
merciful one. He of the merciful name. 

Ac‘hu Buddha. The unmoving Buddha 
of the kingdom of rare happiness. 

iV._BUDDHA’S PERSONAL 
CHARACTERISTICS. 

Dharmakaya. The embodiment of the 
law, Buddha’s spiritual nature. 

3% The body of perfect joy or of perfect com- 
pensation. Sambhoka kaya from Bhoga, joy, 

hire. : 

Wé & The body capable of transformations. 
#F © =Vairochana. Pure from worldly 

affections. 
Jk IH Rochana. Splendid. 

V.-NAMES OF FAMILIES AND 
CASTES. 

A, not; mita, meas- 

EAE PY The Brahman caste. 

| iz Fi) The Kshatrya or royal caste. 
we 4 The Vaishya or merchant caste. 
y% BE AE The Shudra or agricultural caste. 

Gaudama. The tribe to which Shakya- 



muni belonged. 

VI.—GRADES IN BUDDHIST 
ATTAINMENTS. 

22 fe Bodhisattwa. From Bodhi, intelligence ; 
sattwa, reality, essence, mental vigour, 

goodness. He who adopts Buddhist doctrine 
with great vigour. 

aE, HE HE YE ZB CBoyishly true. From kumara, 
_boy; bhuta, true. Also called kumarata and 

kumaraga, a title of kings’ sons. Buddhas 
and Bodhisattwas, having the simple good- 
ness of children are so called or simply 

F, son of aking. 
RE & fi} Pratyeka Buddha. The same as # #&, 

he who understands the twelve causes. He 
who has been awakened by meditation on 
the twelve causes. From Pratyya, cause ; 
and Buddha, perceiver. These personages 
appear when there is no Buddha in the 
world. 

44 BE YH Srotapanna. Class of those Buddhists 
who have entered (apatti) the stream (srota) 

of Buddhist conduct. 
I Be 4 Sakridagimin. The class of those who 

on once (sakrita) coming (gimin)among men | 
are freed from all the miseries. 

Py Hh} 4; Anagami. The class of those who 
being freed from faults do not (ana) come 
(gami) again into the world of death and 
deception. 

Pay #2 YE Arhan or Lohan. The class of those 
who having conquered enemies and evil pas- 
sions are deserving of veneration (Arha, wor- 
shipped). 

+ A ¥t 2 = =‘The eighteen Lohans. 
them are Hindoo and two Chinese. 
images are placed in most Buddhist temples. 

BE 2] Hh fm Maha naga. Great dragon. A 
title given to very superior Lohans. 

$ # = Aryya. The honourable. The Buddhist 
commentators also translate Aryya by 3 
#4, the holy or the wise, and place in this 
class the Chinese sages. 

VilL—THE CHIEF BODHISATTWAS. 
A HK fifi FJ = Manjusari. The Bodhisattwa of 

the north, honoured at Wu‘tai in Shansi. 

Wen shu P‘u sa, the companion of P‘u hien 
Piusa. He is called 4 #9 #, he who has 
great kniwledge. 

Jet BE =Samantabhadra. P‘u hien P‘u sa. 

Sixteen of | 

Their | 

He | 
who is completely good (samanta) and hap- | 
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py (bhadra). 

#8 730©6 Avalokiteshvara. Kwan yin or Kwan 
‘shi (ff) yin Ptu sa. He who looks on 
(avalokita, having seen) the self existent 
(ishwara) or according to a forced etymology, 
he who looks on (avalokas) the world’s (loka) 

sounds (shvara). With the two preceding 
personages he forms a triad, the attributes 

of the three divinities being wisdom, hap- 
piness, and mercy. He is honoured at Puto 
Island. He has some female metamorphoses 
and is known as the goddess of mercy, and 
the giver of children, 

~ 2H A = Mahanapa or Mahisthama. 
has great strength. 

4% =Vimalakirtti. He who has a spotless 
(vimala) name (kirtti). 

hi 3% Chunda. He of rare uprightness. 
4% =F, #% |. Two Bodhisattwas who rose to 

their rank, through offering medicines as 
gifts to certain Buddhist personages and to 

the sick. 
HU 3G 2 BE A Bodhisattwa who expressed a 

wish that he might save multitudes from 
hell. 

ViIll.-CLASSES OF BUDDHA’S 
DISCIPLES. 

tb FE CBhikshaf. A mendicant disciple. Gen- 
eral name of the Buddhist monks in India. 

He who 

kt & Je. ~Bhikshuni. Ni is the sign of the fe- 
minine. Female believers. 

#8 7K JE Female disciples who learn () the 
six prohibitions (1. not to defile the mind; 2. 
not to steal the four pieces of money ; 3. not 
to kill animals; 4. not to utter small lies; 
5, not to eat out of hours; 6. not to drink 

wine). 
yy Fe A man diligent in planning Shramanera. 

Those who hear Buddha check the desires 
and show merey. Both these explanations 

are given. 
vy Wg JE Female devotees of Buddha, who have 

not made the attainments of the preceding 

A near attendant.  {j 
classes. 

fz 38 38 Upasaka. Eo 
. A believing servant. 

fe UE Upasika, A believing woman. f% 
3 # A believing woman who serves. Upa, 
near ; asakta, attached to. 

fi +E Donor. Rich believers who give property 
for Buddhist purposes, Dinapati. The same 

7H 
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as #8 Fh; which is the first part of the San- | 
serit word spelt phonetically. 

IX.-GENERALNAMES OF FOL- 
LOWERS OF BUDDHA. 

FE JG Belonging to the Shakya family. 
ciples of Shakyamuni B nddha. The Buddhist 

abandoned the distinctions of caste and tribe 
on taking the vows, He belonged henceforth 
only to the tribe of Shakyamuni, his master. 

Hi @ 4% = ©He who has left his tribal connection, 
severed his family ties, and @iven himself to 

Buddha. 
f$ Sanga. A member of the assembly. 

: 5 x a || 
“> PY  Shramana. An ascetic. The Greeks | 

called them semnoi., ‘The Indian etymology 
connects the word with shramin, laborious ; 
shrama, /abouv. The ascetic life requires 
much suffering, The explanation in the 7 
is By ith, those who check the thoughts, as 

if from Shrathti, to bind ; manas, mind. 

wk 2, Bikshu. Mendicant monk. A later 
spelling for Jb Fe, which see. 

Ful fay «= ‘Ho shane. 
Buddhist monks in China. 
from Khoten,and must therefore be an old 

Turkish word, 

inate the embodiment of the law in his dis- 

ciples, or he who recites the Sutras. Or it 
is Upadaha, relying on for instruction; or 

it is Upadhyaya, self taught teacher. 
fA # = Achiryya, preceptor, one of correct con= | 

duet. 

X.—SUPERNATURAL BEINGS. 
The Sanscrit Deva and Latin Deus. They 
are pure, bright, superexcellent, and honour- 
able beings; possessed of all Fic virtues, and 

inhabiting various paradisaical abodes on 
mount Sumeru. A son of a Deva is called 
K $F. Devaputra, = + PK, 
four of the Devas, (including Brahma and 

K 

Indra) selected to be represented by images | 
in Buddhist temples. 

MAKE The four great kings of Devas. 
They inhabit the lower parts of Mount 
Sumeru. 

3 fi] K HE Vaishramana, one of the four kings. 

He rules in the north. 
Rakshasas are subject to him. 
written (At p> PY. 

Fy & Ri + Vi boda, one oe the four - kings. 

His name is 

Dis- | 

The common appellation of | 
Tt was brought | 

It represents a Sanscrit | 
word, meaning he who has strength to oriq- | 

twenty | 

The Yakshas and | 

BF ie 
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He rules in the south and leads the Kumb- 

handas and Pretas. His name in Chinese 

is He BE 
| F¥ BY KE ODhritarashtra, one of the four kings. 

He rules in the east and leads the Gand- 

harvas and Pishachas. His name in Chinese 

is fe %& HE We. 
i FAKE Virupaksha, one of the four kings. 

He rules in the west and leads the dragons. 

His name in chinese is Mk #4e JR 2. 
ii? F Indra shakra. The Hindoo god of the 

air. He is also called #% $£ fa fq. Indra 
is the # of the first of these names, and 
the [J of the second. Shakra is FR; and 
Deva, god, is #% fa. 

AR FE Brahma. This deity with Indra Yama, 
and Shiva are, to Chinese Buddhists the best 

known of the Indian gods. 
FR Thik’ina. Fire. A Brahma who used 

fire to conquer the desires. 
KA 24H Maheshvara. Shiva. He has-8 

arms and three eyes. His name is written 

| WE AE ET HE. 
| AA oi! «Spirit of the sun. 
| A iit § Spirit of the moon. 
fe Dragons. The Nagas. 

rain, rivers, and the sea. 
% XM Yakshas. The celestial Yakshas ae 

through the air with chariots and horses. 
They guard the walls and moats of some of 
the paradises. The terrestrial Yakshas ean? 
not move through the air. 

Surva. 
Soma. 
They a 

EA) ~Rikshasas. A class of swift moving de- 
mons, 

#; EA) Y= Gandharvas. The celestial musicians. 
Pay {§ #E Asuras. Demons of monstrous size, 

nearly but not quite, equal in yds to the 
Devas. 

98 fl Rahu. The demon whose locality is the 
moon’s ascending node, and who causes e- 
clipses. His body is 84,000 yojanas in length, 
and with the palm of his hand he can hide 
the sun and moon, Rihu belongs to the 
class of Asuras. 

EX 3} #2 Kinnaras. Men having horns and 
therefore not men, excellent singers and 
players on stringed and bamboo instruments, 

They perform before the Devas. 

HE [Ite 2R fm Mahoragas. Kings of the serpents. 
The genius of the poaconstrictor: in Chinese, 



Mara, ademon. A killer. It is connected 

with the root Mara, death; maraka, a de- 

stroyer. He resides in one of the celestial 
paradises. 

eK Hy A sinner. A fiend, Papacharya, sinner 
from pipa, sin, vile ; a name of Mara. 

we #£ Chundi. <A form of the Hindoo goddess 
Durea; called also =}ieé, and located by the 
Chinese i in the great Bear. She is also sty led 
fap BE, femal Buddha, and a FJ 3¢ marichi, 

the dawning light. 
BH ee At Yama. ‘The Hindoo god of 

Also ruler of the 6th Paradise. 

XI.—CLASSES OF MEN. HERETICS. 
JE JE Aged men who do not die, genii. They | 

are also called terrestrial Rishi. 
Fi. WK «©The five prohibitions, viz. 1. Not to kill. 

2. Not to steal. 3. Not to commit fornication. | 

4. Not to lie. 5. Not to drink wine. 
zk # The man of integrity and virtue, Purusha. 

He knows what Buddha's true nature is, {if 
We 

R&A fool. Bala. 
ag Emperor. Indra, the god of the air. 
i a FE Chakra vartti rajah. 

From Chakra, wheel ; 
appearance of a bright wheel in the air 

death. | 
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| Pal 224 ae =E 

Sie a 

those of the Devas. Their food and costume 
are like those of the Devas. 

King of the Asuras. He is of vast 
size. When he advances to fight against 
the sun and moon, the king's of those Jumin- 
aries are very much afraid, and they cease 
to give light. 

The Buddhist demons and spirits are 
much addicted to sorcery and perform wicked 

acts in secret spots. ‘They are therefore fond 
of living under the shadow of cliffs and be- 
side retired mountain streams and in rocky 
olens. 

fk fe Hunery ghosts. This word means ghost, 

An emperor, | 
vartti, turning, the | 

is | 

for them a happy omen, and they turn the | 
wheel of reformation. ‘These 

after death become Devas. 
fe #% Elder. In India, a rich man. 

fi ‘To give liberally. Sudatta, well given. 
Also i if. 

Aly $4 Heretics. 

“wheel Kings” 

Men of other religions. 
ye Ae PY Brahmans. These of pure life. Vorn 

from the mouth of Brahma. 

AS Brahmachiri. Religious student. De- 

scendant of Brahma, the pure. 
— |i) HE  Opposers of Buddhism were so ealled,. 

Teh‘chanishti, restrainers of desires. 

PY #: Pe The four Vedas, 
+ 7% ‘The ten miseries by which man is con- 
tty beset ; 1. e. birth, sickness, old age, 
death, sorrow, hatred, &e. 

+ ffi A 3 HF «©The ten poisonous arrows con- 
stantly shot at man; i.e. love, covetousness, 

faults, stupidity, pride, &e. 

Xil.-THE DEMON WORLD. 
4 Hi Gj Cave of the Asuras. A place in cen- 

tral India where the Asuras have been seen | 

living in splendid palaces, as beautiful as 

deceased, etc. Their eyes are like lightning, 
their throats like a needle, and they are 
without food. 

| HE HL BE Region of the Pretas, 500 yojanas be- 
low the world of men. They are ruled by 
Yama, i.e. Yen lo wang. 

X1li.— ANIMALS. 
%§ 4 Animals. The fifth class of the me- 

tempsychosis. ‘They are ranked lower than 
demons and higher than hell. Stupidi- 
ty is the cause of men being born in this 
class. They act tortuously, and will there- 

fore after death move tortuously. The San- 
serit for animal is toryach, which also means 
moving ecrookedly, and has thus given rise 
to this explanation. 

AG 5 YA 4% ‘The four births. Thatofmammalia, 
from eges, from spawning, and by trans- 

formation, 
Ar 34 6 The golden winged bird. 

bird that feeds on dragons. 
ij. jE ‘The seadragon. A monster with horns, 

large teeth and a thick scaly covering. He 
is fond of sleep. 

re E «King of the sea dragons. He lives 
in a palace at the bottom of the sea on the 

north side of the Sumeru mountain. 

XiV.—HEAVEN AND HELL. 
Palace of the Devas. Common word for 

heaven asa place of reward for the good. 

Buddhism supposes heayen to be happier 
than earth, but its inhabitants still suffer 

from bodily weakness. ‘The passions exist, 
and death comes at last to change the soul’s 
abode, according to the unerring and uni- 
versal law of retributive fate. The only true 
and lasting reward for the good is the 

A monstrous 
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Nirvana. 
= HL The three worlds. The world of the pas- 

sions, that of sight, and that of invisibility. 
#k Ft The world of the passions. It includes 

earth, hell, the palace of Tushita, Yama, 
Shakra, and all the paradises of heaven he- 
low that of Brahma. 

{, § The world of vision. It includes the 
regions occupied by the Brahmas, and others | 
styled the paradises of light, purity, &e. 

ae fa FL The world of invisibility, It is de- 
seribed as the complete absence of thought 
and matter, 

+~ 34 ©The six paths of the metempsychosis, J, 

Ay te EH AE, HH, Hh HR. Devas, man, 
Asuras, beasts, hungry ghosts, and hell. A 
place in these classes is assigned by retrib- 
utive fate to all living beings. Buddhism 
does not allow the essential difference be- 
tween man and beast as arising from the 
possession by man of an intellectual and 
moral nature. It looks on all beings as suf- 
fering on account of former sins, and does not | 
attempt to explain how they became created. 

#f 2a} «<The revolving reunion, Samsira. The 
world. In Sanserit samsriti is the world, 

and samsrishri, rewnited. Srishriis created, | 

joined ; and Sriti, to move, run, roll. Sam is 

with. 

a combination of revolving and ve-wnion. 
=-+ AK The 28 paradises, Six are in the 

world of passion, eighteen in the world of 
division, and four in the world of invisibility. 

MAKER The palace of the four kings of 
Devas. It is situated half way up mount 
Sumeru. 

=+ = The heaven of the thirty three. | 
Traiyastrimsas. Indra shakva occupies the 
central peak of Sumeru. The other four 
peaks are occupied each by eight Devas, who 
with Indra their chief make up 33 in all. 

XV.—VIRTUES. VIRTUOUS ACTS. 
#2 joi Uttering a form of words to restrain the | 

mind is 4%. The completed wish is fi, as 

in 7 Ji, utter a wish and promise. 

%€ 32% ='To take an oath. 
tion, e. g. that I desire the salvation of all 
living beings 4 4E, or that I desire the de- 

struction of all the passions and mental dis- 
tresses JH EX, or that I desire to learn the | 

Buddhist doctrine jz. 

Hence the Chinese lun hwei means | 

Utter a solemn declara- | 

| 7\ HE The six means of salvation. (1) “i #f, 
alms-giving ; (2) # 7%, keeping vows; (3) 
22 Fe, bearing reproach with patience; (4) 
fa 308, progress in clear knowledge; (5) jig 
JE, contemplative reverie ; (6) 47 #€, wisdom. 

XVI.—DOCTRINAL VIEW OF 
BUDDHA’S LIFE. 

py #i «Four views. Shakyamuni, at 19 years 
of age went out of the four city gates and 
saw exemplified age, sickness, death, the 
end. 

Af Buddha's great mental awakening. 
ke GH, or pk IE 4% 8. Buddha’s perfect attain- 

ment of spiritual knowledge, or perfect per- 
ception. 

| fi 2: HG} To cause the wheel of Buddhist doctrine 
to revolve; i. e. to preach Buddhism. 

| ‘Be Zi] VE To leave the secular nature with its 
divisions, or to abandon that imperfect mo- 
ral nature which concerns itself with divided 
occupation, 

AE fate (Ef) ='To get a mind without prejudice or 
| hindrance. 

Ay fe & EO OG A YE 4E = Not to remain in 
the mind which is produced by the six objects 
of sense, namely :—sight, sound, smell, taste, 

touch, and doctrine. 
A F3 GK Not to give rein to the licentious 

desires. 

Tk HH HL HE To let go the six acts 7X Ht, and the 
six objects 7\ BE, of sense. That is, to be- 
come free from the influence of the world of 
matter and give one’s self to contemplation. 

I< th HH 44 To enter into stillness and extine- 
tion is joy. 

A 38 tf To enter the Nirvana. 

XVIL—COMPENDIOUS PHRASES EM- 
BODYING THE TEACHING OF 

CHINESE BUDDHISTS. 
WK Koy FH Small fruits of men and Devas. To 

build monasteries and multiply copies of the 
Buddhist books is so called, as being a small 

| 
| 

attainment. 

if Et Pure knowledge, profound and com- 
plete. 

A BiG To stop the twelve causes (age, 
death, &e.,) and place the mind at rest. 

iio SL PE By appealing to the mind itself you 
will arrive at the perception of the true 
Buddhist nature. 

| SF fit; 406 Hi] There is no difference between my- 
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self and Buddha. That is, Buddha is within 
you. Seek him not beyond yourself. 

Se £6 {ny f% While you are not bound, why seek | 
to be set free ? 

A & = HH The reverie of high attainment is 
in peo (Samadhi). 

| 

Pe we Se YE = My nature being vacancy, is in fact | 
no nature at all. That is, my nature is so 
empty and intangible that it may be de- 
scribed as nothing, and when I see this I 
ay be said to understand what it is. 

4226 5 By thinking persistently you will 
come to know yourself. 

BB Sb A 4E—B = «CYou should expel and 
put a stop to the outer causes (++ — fq #) 
of error and failure, and not allow a thought 
to arise in your mind, 

wD #7 PE AE =When the mind moves (in exploring 
the world of doctrine 7 ¥R), the Buddha- 

nature is revealed, 
i HVE SE «In the region of the mind, 

Buddha-nature is king, 
®VE dn ze The Buddha who teaches us to 

perceive what our real nature is. 
4ne AE Ane yf ‘To be without birth or destruction 

(is happiness). 
An FE iz 4A = Ju-lai sits engaged in contempla- 

tion. 
Boo 2 (4 «= Your own mind is Buddha. 

XVIIL-CHARACTERISTIC SAVINGS 
OF THESCHOOL CALLED jff ff 5. 

Gee of the Chinese Buddhist schools. 
i 2 A548 ‘To be without thought is wisdom. 
Bae yi ‘To bend back the ‘thoughts is to 
return to the great origin. 

XIX.—CHARACTERISTIC SAVINGS OF 
THE SCHOOL CALLED §8& #§ 5. 

ne fit J J. There is within you an unthroned 
true teacher, 

489) 64 Exert your strength in traversing 
the path of vacancy. 

S 32 3 HE ~=Why burn incense so diligently ? 
You yourself are the worshipping hall. 

XX.-SAYINGS OF THE EXOTERIC 
SCHOOL. 

iy AE YH - Seek to be born in the land of rest. 
BA ige re TE «The long abiding of the Nirvana. 
— 5 @ fh «With undivided mind to recite the 

Buddhist prayers. 
ffs GES With the whole mind to cultivate 

the 

Att: 
oy 

the habits which secure the inheritance of 

ace 
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the pure land. 
| 08 fii 2K a «As hechantsabout Buddha, Buddha 

comes to receive him. 

XXI.—THE THREE DEVELOPMENTS. 
je A ws ZE BE He In contemplation there are 

shallow and deep stages. 

Nx FE iG Contemplation in the stage of small 
development. 

BS BA ojy Fe ‘The small development attained by 
the ordinary disciple. 

4% rs Ze The middle development attained 
by those who have come to the perception of 
the twelve causes. 

x2 ie K FE The greater development at- 
tained by the Budhisattwas. 

XXIL-THE THREE COLLECTIONS. 
4 ='The Sutras or discourses of Buddha, {if % 3. 
f# The Vinaya YJ or discipline. The collec- 

tion of the teaching of the Bodhisattwas. 
The object of discipline is HY (K JH 1, to 
reduce to subjection annoying feelings and 
things. Vinatiis bowing. Vinaya is obei- 
sance, decorum. It promotes good conduct, 
ose A 4E fe; all virtues are born from it. 
It is also yA 2 % PY, the first gate to 
the Nirvana, and fj j BH Fs, the crowning 

wreath of Buddha’s law. 
ag Discourses, [if ff! &. Abidharma. The 

first division Matrika ; the second, 4F jE JB, 
mg, Shastras; the third, & pk fir 4, Upani- 
shads; the fourth, pif 8! 3 #, Abhidharma, 
that which is over against the law, i. e. 
additional to the Sutras, or that which can 

answer what opposes. 
= 3% ‘Tripitaka. ‘lhe three collections. 
A Fe Mahanaya. Great vehicle or great de- 

velopment. 
x Fe Hinayana. Little vehicle or little de- 

velopment. 
School of the image of the law. System 

of the Yoga and other Shastras. 
4m #4] 52 School that denies the existence of 

form. System of the Pradjna Paramita, 
& # Schooloftheend. System of the Nirvana 

Sutra and Lotus of the good law or 7EHERE, 
the Fahwaking, pronounced at the end of 
Buddha’s life. 

i # «School of sudden expansion. System of 
the Langa Sutra brought to China by Bod- 
hidharma. 

#x School of completeness. System of the 
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Hwa yen king. 
Fie In bs Seeret school of Yoga, taught by | 

A wz, a celebrated Buddhist of the Tange 

dynasty. 
rhe a PE Be School of the Madhyamika philoso- | 

phy. System taught by Nagardjuna ff 4if, 
in the Shastra cailed chung lun. 

iE VE HBL Hk School of the contemplation of the 

true nature of Dharma. A system founded 

on the Hwa yen king. 

XXIIL—-EXOTERIC AND ESOTERIC 
SCHOOLS. 

4 fifi Teachers of the Exoteric 
doctrine. 

4? fifi ‘Teachers of the monastic and ascetic dis- 
cipline or vinaya 7}. 

jie fii Teacher of Esoteric or meditative Bud- 
dhism. Dhyana contemplation, 

$i ‘The first patriarch Vodhidharma, 
Founder of the meditative school in China, 

15 be xt E- 

Buddhist 

XIV, 

| A 3 ay 4 2 =©Not to make use of written com- 
position, The boast of Bodhidharma, the 
20th Indian and 1st Chinese Patriareh, 

Wdk At He pointed straight to man’s heart 
(as the source of knowledge and reforma- 

tion). 

Sh PE WX i In perceiving what man’s nature 
is, the state of Buddha i is arrived at. 

> Fp The heart’s seal. Symbol of Esoteric 
Buddhism. Also called JH FJ, the true 
evidence (borne by the heart to Buddhist 

| doctrine), 

BY School of the patriarchs. 
Esoteric¢ school in China. 

| # PY School of ordinary instructions. 
of the Exoteric school. 

fi, HE Secret treasure. The Esoteric doctrine 

is so called. 
Bs we The most popular of the divisions of the 
| Esoterie school. A school founded by a 
| Chinese Buddhist named 3§ ¥. 

Name of the 

Name 

—TAUIST WORDS AND PHRASES. 
By Rey. John Chalmers, M. A 

Pela USED TO DEFINE ji. 
The Absolute, 3% fi. 
Emptiness, ic 408. 
Grand Emptiness, Je fii. 
Existence arising from Non-existence, 7 ZE J 

The Beginning of Heaven and Earth, Rk Z 4h. 

Real emptiness, embracing mysterious existence, 

22 hh er Ab Fi. 
The nameless simplicity, 2 ame 4 Fh. 
It is always nameless; i. e. no words are adequate 

to express it, 34 #5 2G %. 

Il.—-EXPRESSIONS ALMOST 
IDENTICAL WITH TAU. 

The spirit in the vally (that) dies not, ¢F ji A 

AE. 
Hidden Mother, % 4. 
The mother of all things, W Wy z 
The Grand Primordial, Je fi. 
One Breath (Being), — 9. 

That which has no body or shape, 2 JZ. 
The ‘former heaven,” 3G K. 
All visible things had a previous invisible exist- 

ence which technically denoted by 
“former heaven,” opposed to the “latter 
heayen,’ i.e, the present visible state Br 
existence, HB RR. 

Iti.-EXPRESSIONS USED TO DE- 
NOTE THE SEAT OF TAU IN 

THE HUMAN BODY. 
The Yellow Hall, Bg HE. 

| The Yellow Way, ty 38. 

The Middle Palace, rf se. 
The Middle Moor, rs HF. 

The Earth Caldron, -— 4. 
|The Earth Centre, -: #B. 

|The Gemmy Room, =e F- 
The Square Inch, Fy fF. 
The Spirit House, ih 3. 

|The Breath Cave, 9% 7. 

is 
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The Root of Intellizenc e, at HL. 
The Crescent moon-furnace, {£ J{ ‘hi. 
The Passage of the hidden mother (or of the male 

and female), % I % }Y. 

IV.—THE RULING AND RE-UNITING 
PRINCIPLE IN MAN [IS CALLED: 

The Spirit in the Spleen, [ft 4 Z jill. 
The Yellow go-between, we ZE. 
The Real Idea, J& 7%. 
Real Faith, S& {z. 
Real Karth, I& --. 
The word “Real” 

any thing which has been restored from a 
gross material nature to its original state 
of invisibility. The original state 
trasted with the state of unsatisfactory 

| Lead is black outside (yin ) 

W ithin the yang “there 1 is ‘something of yin, PE 

Hy Be. 
Within the yin there is something of yang, & 

The diagram K‘an is male and yet it represents 
the moon, tk 3 & JA. 

The diagram Li is female and yet it represents 

the sun, We A Fy A. 
and white inside 

it Sh AY (yang), 

| Mereury is white outside (yang) and dark inside 
is applied by the Tanists to | 

“Lead and Mercury are the ingredients,” 

is con- | 

development in the following expressions:— 
Former Heaven,—Latter heaven, 36 K, f# K. 
Original Spirit,—Knowing Spirit, 3G wip, Gk Hp. 
Heart of Tau,—Heart of Man, #4 of, ot}. 
There is an ambiguity in the use of these words | 

“Heaven, ’ “Spirit,” ‘Heart,’ which must 

be borne in mind by the reader of Tauist 
books. The HEART of Tau, as shown above, 

is to be sought rather in the region of the 
Spleen, than in the viscus, usually called | 

| There isa golden crow in the sun, h F 4 &. 
; | There is a gemmy hare in the moon, 9 Ff Ee 

IS | oa 

| “First make a pot and chafing-dish of Kien and 

the heart, in the human body. The “orig- 
inal spirit” and the “knowing spirit’? both 
belong to the heart, but the latter 
opposed to Tau and needs to be controled 

from the spleen. 
used in two senses. 
attain immortal life by mystie conception,” 
45 He AG OG Se AE, is the supreme aim of the 
devotee. But in another sense he secks to 
“oet rid of life and death,” it AE AE. 

V.—DUALITY. 
“All forms of DUALITY must be blended in 

_ Unity.” EB RB &.€. g) 
Heaven, Earth, FE Ht. 
Motion, Rest, i #P. 

ze =o a \ diagrams of the Yih king. 

Hard, Soft, hij] Zz. 
Sun, Moon, 9 FA. 
Male, Female, UN rie 
Wood, Metal, Ax 4e. 
Fire, Water, XX Jk. 

Spirit, Body, jh JZ. 
Law, Substance, HH 4x. 
Nature; Destiny, ’E ay. 

“To 

The word “life” is also | 

(yin), We Sh Bl A HF. 

Sh WR 
4 Hi Wy; from which there is most hope of 

“refining the pill,” pk JP. 
In order to success it is necessary in imitation 

of nature, “to bring forward the yang fire,” 

HE PORK; and then, “to restore the yin 
complement (of cold ),” ii FE FF. 
must therefore “know how to temper the 

fire,’ 4 RK E; “for this purpose all the 
remaining 60 diagrams of the Yih-king 
must be brought into use,” LJ 75 + Ep 

BR GE. 
ee medicine may be found in the sun and 

moon, H Ai Hf. 

On oO 

K‘wan (Heaven and Earth), 3¢ 4t #2 ii 
Wi an 

Then compound medicine of the crow and hare, 
and go on boiling, Ar Hi B ie Be ae =. 

Till the two are driven together to the yellow 
way (the Ecliptic!), f% Si — My Si: BE 5A. 

And you are sure to get the Golden pill of im- 
mortality, 4t 7 42 J} A Re ZE. 

“The flower of the moon,”  #€; and “the es- 

sence of the sun,” Fl #, are the same as 
“real knowledge,” Ja 4; and “intelligent 

knowledge,” #2 1. 
These two when united constitute “real intel- 

ligence,” JR. 
Figuratively they are “a male child” and “a 

female child,” Ht ay ¥E 4, united by “ the 
yellow go-between,” =f YE. 

| The result is always the same whether it be 
ealled “ real intelligence, << golden flower,’ 
4B 4E ; “yellow bud,” 8 3. “White Snow,” 
4 3. “A grain of pearl, ZK HK; or “ A 
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Be pate ieee eer mine ’ &e., — 

Ey de i 
VI—TRINITY. 

TAU gives rise to Unity, #4 2E —. 
Unity gives rise to Duality, — 4A =. 
Duality gives rise to Trinity, — 4E =. 
Trinity gives rise to All Things, = 4E w . 
The Invisible, the Inaudible, and the Intangible, 

#3 7s fol; these three are blended in Unity, 

= #ik th B®. 
The Shade, the Light and the harmonious Breath, 

PS Fu 3K. 
Heaven, Earth, and Man, KK fit J. 

The three Original principles, = 3p. 
Essence, Breath, Spirit, #§ 3% if. 
The three kinds of Worth, = #¥. 
Heavenly Worth, Intelligent Worth, 

Worth, Fe ¥E St VE muh i. 
The three hizhest Regions, = $§. 
The Land of the Holy, 

Land of the fenmnoutle Ze je In JS {ly 1B. 
The three Pure Ones, = jj. 
Gemmy Pure One, Supreme Pure, Grand Pure 

One, =. #8 ER ok i. 
The three departments of a human being, = %R. 
Body, Heart, Mind (idea), , ty fe. 

The Three mystic pills, = 
The restorative Pill, the golden Pill, the spiritual 

Pill, 38 J} 4 J ih J. 
The three Fires, = J. 
Metal, and Walter , 4 7k ; Wood, and Fire, Ax xR ; 

Earth in the middle, -- FB. 
The three yang Spirits, = BS uh. 
The original Spirit, 5g jh; The knowing Spirit, 

a mt; The real Spirit, JX mip. 
The three familiar Spirits, or the three Pang, 

FP ah BS Be, 2 ih 1 HB. 
(These are yin spirits who) Sas men’s faults, 

and on every kéng shén (metal) day, when 
men sleep, inform Shangti, #8 A i& A ye 

HA eA Mie 4 Ze f- 

Spiritual 

—_ 

The three Fairy Islands, = ji |Lf, 28 3 Fr ae Hit 
pH. 

VIL—FOURS. 
The FOUR FORMS, py &. 

ie Sift Ble TK. 
Heaven, Earth, Sun, Moon, KK ft A A. 
The Four Directions, py Ff. 
Kast, West, South, North, 3 Py py JE. 
Four (corresponding) Elements, [ #7. 
Wood, Metal, Fire, Water, Ax <2 KR JK. 

—i—— ==> 

the Land of the Real, the | 

The four eens. py Ae. 
Spring, Summer, Autumn, Winter, # Fk &. 

| (The influences of the seasons) Generation, De- 

struction, Nourishing, Storing up, 46 # 9 

(Positions relative to man) Left, Right, Before, 
Behind, 7 #7 Wy ZB. 

The four symbolic Animals, JG BR. 
Green Dragon, White Tiger, Red Snake, Black 

Tortoise, # HE Aa JE ak ae & 
These names are frequently used for the elements 

to which they correspond, 
VIIL—FIVES. 

Each of the FIVE ELEMENTS has two numbers 
corresponding to it as well as two of each 
of the sets of cyclical characters. Odd 
numbers are yang and even numbers yin. 

The numbers, arranged according to the position 
of groups of spots on the back ef Fubhi’s 
“dragon-horse,” which came out of the 
River Mang, stand as follows :— 

fu 
2 

Fire 
5 

8,3 Wood 10, 4,9, Metal. 
| Earti 

1 
6 

Water. 

rN a As v0 

is 
This which is called the “River Plan,” jay Fal, 

| represents the natural movement of the five 
| elements and corresponds to the Tauist 

principle of spontaneity and nonaction, Fr 

#5 WA 43 (f 9R ME 2 Ha. Thus:— 
Earru generates Metal, -- 4E &. 

| Metal generates Water, 4 4E 2K. 
| Water generates Wood, y¢ 4E AX. 
| Wood generates Fire, Ax 4E UR. 

_ Fire generates Earrn, &e , 4X 4E +. 
| A Spiritual tortoise,” however, came out of the 

River Lok in the time of the Great Yu with 



"groups of marks on its back, indicating an 
entirely different arrangement :— 

4 Metal 9 2 we rs ea 
Fire *K. 

3 5 ae hae Tye 
Wood Harri ACh. 

S 1 Water 6 A — Ak ON: 
This which is the “Lok Book,” j4 #, represents 

the backward movement of the five elements, 

Wt. $F 
“Tauist principle of taking action and trans- 
forming,” # 4Q 2% 34 44; for “the superior | 
virtue does not act, - f# 4 4; but the 
inferior does act,” (i. e. it is under the 

necessity of refining the golden pill.) FT fs 
Earru destroys Water, EA Hil) Ik. (4 i. 
Water destroys Fire, 7J¢ Hil) Yk. 

Fire destroys Metal, 4e ¥i} 4e. 
Metal destroys Wood, 4> ¥ij Ax. 
Wood destroys Hanrn, Ax yi) -. 
Fuh-hi made the 8 diagrams of the “former | 

heaven”:—{ft ¢ FE 5 Fe 
The Heavens ae Oe Tee 

Fire — 
The Sun Earrne The Moon HE O tk 
Wood Metal = = 

The Earru ie ii} IEE 
Water 

So that the diagrams pores Tonite to Heaven | 
and Earth were straight above and below. 

King Wan, however made “the e ae ams of the 
“latter heaven,” W =F de a A ¥:— 

The Sun The Tae Eta Pi Sips 

ae eae ee ate 
— The Moon The Heavens EB Te WF 

The confusion is great, #7 Sih GA fA. 
The Breath of the a mer heaven” 

jured, K FS GL. ~< iw AG 1. 

has been in- 

The yung has been subdued by the yin, BF [E 

le 
Man who “is also a microcosm, ” 

a similar state of disorder, J\ 9s FL — FE Jyh. 
The five Elements and the eyelical characters are 

connected as follows :— 

Water 
Water 
Eanru 

\ YY 
North, Winter, $ > IE 

at 
"7 52u Puy 
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sie i AF FB; and corresponds to the | 

is naturally in | 

) ) 

= Wood BAX 

= Wood > East, Spring, JA - ti & 

s: Harta ke + j 

See ee 
= Fire South, Summer, 4-4 ‘ We 
= Harta se \ eee Act. 

| & Metal V ne ) 
S Metal ~- West, Autumn, jy 4> - PYFK 
3 Harry f wt 
—~ 

| Wood 3,8 FI ZG As, =, 
IRD Ty) St Up US ae ee 
Barra e 10'S apie ai 
Metal 9, 4 ft 32 4, J, PY. 

| Water 1, 6 =$-%8 9K, —, 7X. 
Earru prevails in all the four seasons, +: fF 

py. 
Earre stays in the middle, -—- J vfs. 
At the commencement of human existence the 

five elements are all yang, 36 KK At. fr }# 
BH. (The Ist word, 2d word, and 2d word, 

in each of the following phrases of five words, 
| are closely connected with the correspond- 

ing words in the others). 

B91). = Je k. 
Wood, Metal, Fire, Water Bantu, ERS: - 

eek 

K 
56 

| The fhe colours, Jf fa. 
| Green, White, Red, Black, Yeutow, tT Aap Ss 
The five Tastes, Jr We. | . 

| Sour, Acid, Bitter, Salt, Swenr, 37 #2 #4 me Tf. 
| The five Senses, Jr. ’F. 

Sight, Smell, Taste, Hearing, Frevina, Ii BL 
a, 

mee iE 

| The five Viscera, Ji, fit. 
Liver, Lungs, Heart, Kidneys, Spieen, fF Iii 

2 jet. 

The five Original (principles), Jr 3. 

Nature, Emotions, Spirit, Essence, 

CHA SR 
| The five Virtues, Yr 7H. 
Love, Righteousness, Propriety, Wisdom, Farrn, 

{= 36 1 fa. 
In the developed state of man the yin elements 

get the ascendent, ## Kr fF ih . 
er 4o 2 10), VAC 1) es Be ae 

5 : 7 we, 
Wood, Metal, Fire, Water Bann, Loe y | Wood, Metal, Fire, Water, FAIR E- 

Then instead of the Five Virtues there appear— 

Breatu, PE 
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“The Five Creatures,’ Fr Jf. 
A Wondering Soul, ji 2; A Ghastly shade, 

fi; A Knowing Spirit, <i jf; A Gross Es- 
sence, 4 #7; An Unruly Mind, 9 %&. 

And the “ five Robbers,” Fz, (h¥; namely, 
Joy, Anger, Pleasure, Grief, Lust, 3¢ A #& Fe £K. 
He who has once come under the power of these 

must “Collect and blend the five elements, 

#2 Fh FH. FF; or “eet back the simple Breath 
of real Unity of the former state,” 3 46 KR 

He 2 HK. 
How this is to be done, ‘it would be hard to 

write, #€ LY a ff; though it might be com- 

municated by the living voice,” BY LJ WH. 
The superior virtue of Lau-tsz (might be easier), 

FL &. 
To do the not-doing, #§ 4m 4. 
To be busy with no business, ES i Se. 
To relish what has no relish, Be S€ i. 
Desire the absence of desire, me A i. 

Learn unlearnedness, & A, 

Be compastionate, St a Humble, and Re- 
tiring, 2% 4 aft i 

Not stay where one has achieved merit, Ty hi% 

A i 
Wear coarse garments and hide the jewel in the 
. bosom, Ak #4 |S! FE. 
Know Eternity, 4-H. 
Be identified with Tau, [aj 74 32. 
Die and not perish, 36 th A CG. 
But go home to the Absolute, Si JS SHE fix. 
Chwang and Lieh first began to speak of, HE Ay 

Kt 
Gem-food, Ef. 

Spiritual Medicine, juih 2%. 
Spiritual fountains, jh yar. 
Ascending to Heaven, % K. 
Going up to the genii, - f%. 
Wei Peh-yang following the Gold and Jade 

Classic, #& (A BR iL 4 34 #E (by some 
previous authors) composed the Union of 
Three Together, (€ 2 {rl 3. 

From this began the talk about the dragon and 
tiger, the lead and mercury, the pot and 
chafing dish, refining of medicine, &., 44 

Ai Fe TE G0 AR I it ek He 2 Ze. (This was 
in the late Han dynasty. Wei peh-yang 
made much use of the Yih-king.) 

IX.— PRACTICES CONDEMNED 
AS HERETICAL, f% FJ % ii. 

Rolling the eye- suiisbich jail GE NF. 

| Rubbing the belly, HE WP ‘a 
Holding in the breath, PA A 
Extending and contracting ae cee Ji {ep 3 

5]. 
Eating strange herbs, @f 2 Az gic. 
Looking inward and maintaining thought, py 

idk 7F 48. 
Giving up ordinary food, Ls WL BE Se. 
Using secret incantations, 3 "St Bf 9. 
Sitting in a silent trance, i 7 A #. 
Keeping the face against a Ca to bring down 

the dragon and subdue the tiger, jy SE 

HE f& Ve: 
Catching in the mouth the essence of the sun 

and moon at dawn of day, #¢ #§ Wee 2 (and 
many other things, some of which are not 
fit to be mentioned). 

X.—SUCCESS. 
Within historic time more than 100,000 persons 

have attained to the state of immortal genii, 

Wi ES kil B+ BRA. 
Many have attained to the highest degree of 

perfection rendering the body and spirit 
both alike miraculous, and perfectly uhited 

with Tau, JE ih (Lb HS @ WA. 
Hwane-ti rode up to heaven on a dragon, Ta 

HE fie Ht. 
Others haye ridden up on storks, on clouds, or 

on the wind, some going straight up in the 

air, DR IF HS PRE Fe Bk Go Tal oh at Bs. 
Fight hundred have taken their households with 

them, and three thousand have gone up fly- 

ine, RAH RH =F. 
(Those who faye come short of the highest at- 

tainment,) sat still until transformed, 4B 

Got rid of their bodies by suicide or otherwise, 
F fz, or voluntarily transmigrated in order 
to perfect themselves, Jf #46, either 

“taking possession of a foetus,” 4 Aa, or “of 
another person’s body,” when he is dying, 

a i 
X!.—-TITLES OF DEITIES. 

Celestial Excellency,  @. This title is given 
to all the three Pure Ones. 

The Celestial Excellency, the Beginning Gemmy 
Pure One (Pwanku or Chaos), FE ji 3G 48 KR 

eR te KK. 
The Grand Supreme Prince Lau, —&_k z FH; 18 

the usual title of Lautsz; but he is also 

called :— 
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His Celestial Excellene y of - Reason and Virtue, ie 
Grand Pure One, Je jf 4 f& K &. 

It is difficult tosay with what person the Supreme | 
Pure One is to be identified. He is said to 
have succeeded the Beginning King of 
Emptiness, #2 7; 44 Mik St 2% Hi FR; and is 
usually called His Celestial Excellency, 
Gemmy Dawn, Intelligent Worth Supreme 

Pure One, & fi 3. 2 SE YE KB. 
These three are called “ Gods of emptiness,” ff. 

4me [- 4; or of mysterious non-existence, | 

=e ed Ea & ; was raised to his present 
position in the Sung dynasty. He gets all 
the titles of the Three Pure Ones, 
is a God of mysterious existence, 47 _ F- 

The Real Tortoise, Dark Heaven God of the North 

Pole, Jt Fi ML 
is more honoured than any of the preceding 

in Canton, 
from the Ming dynasty. 
and are many more :— 

Celestial gods, Fe A. 
The thirty six Celestial gods, = -+4- 7X KK Af; or 

The thirty six Yuk Hwang, = + 7 2 #. 
The thirty two Celestial gods, = +4- = KK #. 
All the Celestial gods, 24 eas ‘ie. 
Real Princes, Jd #. 

Great gods, Fe HF. 
God-princes, i #. 
Men of Tau, 34 J\. 

Real Men, it J\. 

i pt ZR LW. His deity | 

But he | 

This present high position dates | 
=) | 

There have been | 

1315 

“times flying), Wi REE 
Yellow caps, g 7; because they wear the style 

of caps instituted by Hwangti. 

XIIl.-FABULOUS OR MYTHICAL 
PERSONS. 

The Grand One, KG. 
Chaos, 7 Wf. 

Spirit of the air, # 5. 
| (The teacher of Hwang-ti), Ja WM F. 
Royal father of the Hast, Ht FE 2 
toyal mother of the West (wood and metal per- 

sonified), Py =E Bf. 
These persons, /f Fr, and ¥ ji], and many others 

are said to have teed for hundreds or thou- 
sands of years, but they have no real history. 

The following names probably all refer to real 
persons, though some of them are very cloudy, 

THE CHAU DYNASTY (J). 
Imperial eer pees 

Dates. Patrons of Pastinened nae 

Tauism. ames. 
S_ —/\ Ss oe a, —— 

| 6™ cen” B.c. (BEF) EFS 

EF ee 
FS 

| 3'¢ een ly B.C. All F- a ERE 

ae 
RAF 

THE TSIN (48). 

| 218 B. Cc. he te ili 

BNW HE 

These are titles freely applied to all sorts of real | 
or imaginary beings in heaven, earth or air 
in the Dark Capital, % #f ; or in the Gemmy 
Metropolis, 3 Hi. 

. There are Gemmy boys, 
maids, FE A. 

XIl.-PRIESTLY ORDERS. 
The highest earthly dignity among the Tauists 

is ‘Master of Heaven,” 5K fifi. 
This has been hereditary in the family of Chang 

for more than a thousand years. They trace 
their descent from “Chang Tau-ling,”’ fe 
34 [#, a charlatan who flourished in the 

first century of our era. 

A superior of a temple, 34 &. 
Temple or Monastery, 54 #i. 
Priests, #4 -E. 
Spoken of in history as Magicians, Jy -/. 
Feathered gentlemen (probably from their some- 

TE fe; and Gemmy 

THE HAN (7). 

164 B. c. A ie MLA Bit 
139-85 Bc. pt aP BeAr wp BL RE 

: EER tei F 
165 A. D. a ii i568 PARAM) 

DLA; Bs sz 

THE THREE STATES (= fi). 

926 A.D. at $5 4L 4) 

7c FETC IK 

THE 'TSIN (#%). 

nh HIE By 
3h Se 

370 A. D. AN ie ibe Us fi ie, 

ya f ARF 
bls ate 

THE NORTHERN WEI (JU%*). 

423 4. D. Wau ie FEZ Hi) (?) ay he EK 
Pig ay ih TAREE Woot 
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THE TANG (8). | 
BM 

1) 7K 
102-745 a. vp. ABS ARE EF RE 

ie Hh 
2 

ol Xn 

Maes | Cem 
TAA 
3 iit 

837-850 A. D. 7s 52 Uifiige 46 
Pie aos 

THE LATER TSIN (42). 
935 Had BSP 5G Ki) 

THE SUNG (8). 
989-1014 ia= Wea TILE 
1100-1125 fh = S 

PARE IL 
THE YUEN (3p). 

He IY Sit 
SEITE 
eR I 

THE MING (1). 
1401-1423 LL ihe — =F EB; 
‘The above wor thies, and others, are said to have 

and myths of the most extravagant and in- 
credible nature, but it seems obvious that 

they neither believed them themselves nor 
intended their readers to believe them. 
Chinese alchemy may be much older than 
Tauism ; but it was not till the Han dynasty 
that the Tauism of Lan-tsz and alehemy 
became confounded together. ‘The Emperor 
Wu of Han believed in both. In the year 
153 B.C. history tells us, Li Shaukiun (45 oy 
#*),a magician, said to him, ‘ If you sacrifice 
to the Furnace, the necessary ingredients 
will be obtained, cinnabar may be turned 
into yellow gold, you may get a sight of 
fairy-land, and then after performing the 
rites on hill and plain, you will not die.” 
All this the Emperor implicitly believed and 
acted on; but after 50 years of faith and 
labour he made the sad confession that it 
was all vanity. Successive failures like this 
drove the Tauists, not toa wise abandonment 

of the subject, but to allegorizing, mysti- 
fication, and falsehood without end. 

Much of their phraseology has become current in 
Chinese literature ; and they have borrowed 
largely from the Buddhists, and from the 

TWO LIGHTS, 

TWO 

handed down from one to another the seeret 

of immortality, or some other secrets which | 
they would only tell to an elect few. Lau- 
ts, Chwang-tsz, and Lieh-tsz can hardly 

be held responsible for any of the systematic 

nonsense represented in the foregoing pages. 

Chwang and Lieh indeed abound in fables 

XV.—MISCELLANEOUS 

Yih-king, a book which the Confucianists 
could better spare than the Tauists, if the 
ereat Sage had not had a hand in it. 

For a full view of Tauist speculation, the student 
is referred to a modern publication entitled 
34 2 CE fil, and for mythology and history 

to sit fil) $8 SE 

NUMERAL PHRASES 
Selected and arranged by Rey. J. Doolittle. 

or the sun and moon, py l¥2, HJJ. 

—_— - Ye se of nature, = 3a, [E by 

TWO PRINCIPL ES, or he ven and earth, fy f%, 

THR 

THREE PURE ONES, = = =n (1) ae (2) E Ge; | 

EE 
bil Bf Be 

i. 
Bee BUDDHAS, = #8 fh: () 

fis 3 (2) Be Sb fils 5 (3) ai ABN Hh 

) VAPORS, or the male and female principles | THREE is 
(3) Ke i? 

= #: happiness, 7 ; income, 

WE 3 longevity, # i 
THREE PRINCIPLES, = {#§: heaven, earth and 

man, KK Ji A 

THREE CL ASSES OF YOUNG WOMEN, = 48: 
Buddhist nun, Je Af; 
witch or sorceress, HSL 4f- 

Tauist nun, 34 45; 
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THREE TALENTS (in physiognomy), =; the | 
forehead above the nose, the bridge of the | 

nose, and the lower lip. 
THREE REST-HOUSES (in physiognomy), = 

f=: the parts below the ‘3 talents.” 
THREE FATHERS, = @: step-father with 

whom one lives, fii] JZ # 3C; step-father with 
whom one does not live, % fii} JZ fe Be; step- | 

father married to one’s step-mother, #& Hf 
HS Hi R. Les 

THREE ISLANDS, = &: island of Fu-sang; #& 
&& &; island of ‘Peng-lai, 33% 4 Hs; island of 

wy ‘ ‘Kunlun, fe 
THREE MANIES, = & 

much happiness, 
:many riches, 3 OF 

& ik); many honors, Z 
+#r (or great longevity, 4 32); many sons, | 

3 ¥. | 
THREE EDIBLES (which spring up from slips or | 

sugar cane, HY RE; | sprouts), = A fa BE: 
bamboo sprouts, ff 4%; ginger 

> Eee 

THREE COMMENTARIES, = ff : that hair | 
yang, ZS ae that of the Tso family, 7 5; 
that of Ku liang, #% Ye. 

THREE PMEEBOBS, =: celestial emperor, 
KK &; terrestrial emperor, fy $ ; human 
emperor, J\ &. 

THREE SECTS, = #: Confucianism, f€ ; Tauism, 
34 ; Buddhism, #. 

THREE POWERS, = >}: heaven, KK; earth, fib; 
man, J\. [ He. 

THREE LIGHTS, = 3¢: sun, 9; moon, fy ; stars, 
THREE BONDS, =a: (1) )sovereion is the bond of 

the courtier, 7+ #§ Bz #9; (2) father is the 
bond of the son, 4 #§ =F #iJ ; (5) husband is 
the bond of the wife, Fe #9 JE Hi. (1) Justice | 
between sovereign and courtier, # Fa 3€; (2) 
love between father and son, 2 #1; 
harmony between husband and wife, + 4). 

THREE TUTORS, = fifi. 
THREE DUKES, = Z%. 
THREE INSPECTORS, = 34. 
THREE HIGHEST IN LITERARY R 

tae 

RANKS, = 

(3) | 

| THREE CLASSES(in a ayamen), = Syl niusicians, 
| 

WEPE ; lictors, PE; chair bearers, #* He. 
THREE PERIODS OF GREAT HEAT, = : 

after midsummer the third term eng is the 
Ist period, 3 FH G8 = He HH (RK; fourth 
term ‘/éng is the central period, pu jje # fs 
(RK; fifth term kéng is the last period, 7 

Hee AR R- 
THREE DECADES IN A MONTH, = 7%: 1st 

decade is from the first to the 10th d: day, #— 
+S EV; 2nd decade is from the 11th to 
the 20th day, + — # = + BH + #3 3rd 
decade is from the 2lst to the 30th, 47 — 

= tie oh Ge 
THREE REASONS when a wife may not be di- 

vorced, = A: if she has no home to which 
she can return, 4y Ji BE ABE po Ga AL GE; if the 

parents (of her husband) have been dead 
three years, El #@ = 46 38 A; if the 
family from a poor and mean state has be- 
come wealthy and honorable, wif 4 HE # zs 
my it mh H.- 

THREE HOLY KINGS (Buddhist Divinities), = 
o 

THREE FAIRIES (Taiust Divinities), = fy Hf: 
e. 1. BAL, BL, 

“THREE OBEDIENCES OF WOMEN, = #: (1) 

THREE KINDREDS (viz. one’s father, mother | 

and wife), = #&. 
THREE BEASTS (bullocks, sheep and swine), 

= He. 
THREE DIRECTOR S, =n]: provincial Treasurer, 

Mi BC] ; provincial Criminal Judge, #4 #2 By ; 

before marriage, they obey their father, 4 
RK TE WZ; (2) after marriage they obey their 
husbands, H} @¢ 7 Je; (5) after husband’s 

death,they obey their oldest son, AETEF. 
THREE ANIMALS, = 4: dog, swine, and 

fowl, 7, A, #6. 
FOUR SUPERNATURAL BEINGS, py a: 

unicorn, phenix, tortoise and dragon, # 

Sit fie. 
FOUR ASSOCIATES OR ASSESSORS, as ar- 

ranged in the prefectural Confucian temple 
at Foochow. (Their Tablets are in niches 

on the east and west, or left and right below 
that of Confucius). PY ®t: (1) favorite pupil 

of Confucius, #38, &# Fé El, FH; @) 
author of many works, among them the 
Classic of Filial Piety, = #2, @ F, @ &, 
zs BM ; (8) grandson of Confucius, yt 3B, $F 

i, I fh, acs ne > (4) Mencius, i #, ra 

Fake ba FS. 
_ FOUR PRIVY COUNCILORS or Chancellors (2 

Chinese and 2 Manchu), py 4. 
commissioner of the Salt department, gi ji ~FFOUR FORMS OR LUMINARIES, py &: sun, 
a moon, }f ; stars, # ; constellations, R. A; 
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FOUR VAPORS OR se 1 3e: fone stomach, WG: lungs, Iii kidneys, @ ee, 

F; earth, Wh; sun, A; moon, fy. GIVE DISOBEDIENCES, 3 3 : first, caeneds 
FOUR EXTREMITIES OF THE ANIMAL | ient to heave, — MR; second, disobedient 

BODY, py He, py Fg. | to earth, = We fi ; third, disobediané to the 
FOUR ‘TI (i. e. Judges), py ##, 7. ¢. the diseases | sovereion, = jif J+; fourth, disobedient to 

of old age: an assemblage of relations, and | relatives, PY ji #1; fifth, disobedient to one’s 
an accumulation of wealth, ruin and anni- | teacher, Fr i fill. 
hilation, and the practice of virtue. FIVE RESPECTABLE QUALITIES IN 

FOUR CLASSES OF PEOPLE, [Qj &: scholar, WOMEN, & A Tt i % f@: without sil- 
+; farmer, &; workman, 7; merchant, fg. liness, 4n€ i Jai; Without being given to 

FOUR CARDINAL VIRTUES, py #fé : decorum, fashion, 4m¢ fil # ; without haughtiness, 4 

We ; equity, 3€; moderation, Ae; shame, Ff. | {it ; without fickleness or without being 
FOUR METHODS OF INSTRUCTION, py #k: | given to criticisn, dre 2 JE; without las- 

letters, 4%; actions, #7; fidelity, #4; faith, | civiousness, ‘mt 

fz. | EIVE ORDERS OF NOBILITY, At #f : duke, 
FOUR GOOD THINGS, py %: studying good | ZX; marquis, fe ; count, ff ; ear, F ; baron, 

books, #4 4 #; nearness of good men, jf | 

ke NK; speaking g good words, SA ah; doing | FIVE DIRECTIONS, THE GODS OF THE, Jr. 
good werks, #7 4f 3. Fy ZZ qh: god of the east, 4c AE; god of the 

FOUR THINGS, which require especial careful- | west, jit ait; god of the south, sx; god of 
ness, PU # : carefulness about one’s words, | the north, % ‘st; god of the centre, By FH. 
& ; carefulness about one’s actions, #7; FIVE COLORS, Fr.  : red, #1 ; black, 7; white, 
carefulness about one’s features, @ Jf; care- 4; green, #; yellow, § (or thus: green, 
fulness about what one loves, i &f. | yellow, red, white and black, if ag = & 

FOUR DIRECTIONS, py Fy, Py fay: east, He; 1B), 
_ west, Py; south, fy; north, JE. FIVE ELEMENTS OF NATURE, Fr 4}: metal, 
FOUR BOOKS, py #: (1) great learning, & &; 4; woed, AX; water, 7K; fire, 4X; earth, +. 

(2) doctrine of the mean, Fe Jif; (3) Confu- | ETVE EMPERORS, Jr #: (first) Fuh-hsi, (h 
cian analects or digested conversations, 3 | #@; Shennung, ma #; Huane-ti, * 4 
ak (in two parts, _- ff or &4 fy, and PF #® Yao, #£; Shun, 3; (second) ecilT6d by 
or 3& 46); (4) works of Mencius, 7 (in various names as below, Rulers of the pesti- 
three See first, - of, or BE + ; MN | lence and epidemics, &e., ES fi Ba RR, Tt fit 

, or PE BE; third oh, or 4& -f). 2] a 1 th K F- 

FOUR fom LENOIES (of fe males) s), PY #&: | FIVE KINDS OF FRUITS, oR SEEDS, or other 
their virtuous conduct, 4 (4; their conver- thines (auspicious terms), Jp: dried 
sation, 4#f GF; their needle work, 4 T; | water-melon seeds, 4% -¥; dried lung gan, 

their countenance, Af 723. | He F ; a dried fruit some like the filbert or 
FOUR SEASONS, py Jij:, and pl 2: spring, ¥; | hazel nut, ##-F; dried lotus nuts, > ; 

summer, 3 ; autumn, #K; winter, &. dried lichi, 7g $. Or thus; sons, 9 +; 

FOUR CLASSSES OF FOREIGN BARBARI- | gold, 4-F ; silver, HF; carts, HF; 
ANS, pu 3g: in eastern directions called 2, houses, ey. 
% A AR; in southern directions called | FIVE MUSICAL SCN, Th: Pi 9 A H.- 
man, Wi Ay Ff; in western directions GIVE GRAINS, Jr # S qcenniine to the Fe fF 
called chang, Ty Jy HSE, or AF, or FQ; in | 4 JIL) rice, fj; Pe HE; setarica itariea, 

northern directions called ti, Jb 77 Hl Bk. af; panicum miliaceum, ZS; soja bean, ZZ. 
FOUR FINE ARTS, py 4: poetry, 7%; general (As understood at Peking) a panicled mil- 

reading, # ; rules of decorum, 7i# ; music, #4. | let, A; rice, fj; a kind of millet, #€; small 

FOUR SEAS, py jg: eastern sea, Hr Hf ; western | millet, #; certain millet, ##. (According to 
sea, Py fp; southern sea, py fff; northern | the Pen “T'sao) sorgho, or panicum milia- 

sea, 4b itp. | ceum, A 3 a species of panicum, allied to P. 
FIVE VISCERA, Jr ig: heart, yf; liver, Line miliaceum, #5; soja hispida (bean), #Z; 
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wheat, ea rice, 1e, #8. 
FIVE RULING POW ERS, Fr #8: the year, 5%; 

the sun, A}; the moon, FJ ; the stars, Ht ke; 
astronomical numbers, JF BR. 

FIVE CONSTANT OR C CARDINAL V IRTUES, 
4. Hj: philanthropy, or humanity, {=; jus- 
tice, #§; decorum, jf; wisdom, #4; faith, 
fs. 

FIVE HUMAN RELATIONS, Je. fz : sovereign 
and courtier, # fa; father and son, @ F ; 
husband and wife, 4 47; elder and younger 
brothers, ¥f 5; friends, JJ Zz. 

FIVE HAPPINESSES, Jf i: first called lon- 
gevity, —Fi# ; second called wealth, = Al 
“2; third called tranquility, = El He &; 
fourth called cultivation of the good virtues, 
po El tic 4g F%; fifth called natural death, | 

thus nA €& fy. Or (according — to 

others), long life, riches, honor, posterity 
and natural death. 

FIVE DIRECTIONS, Fz FF: east, HE; west, Py; 
south, fy; north, JE; centre, ry te. 

FIVE TASTES, Fr, ff : salt, jae; sour, FE 
34; acrid, #; sweet, It 

FIVE PUNISHMENTS, 3 FJ; bastinading 
lightly, 2 ; bastinading heavily, fit; be- 
heading, iif; banishment for 3 years, @¢ ; 
banishment 1000 li or to a neighboring 
province, #6. 

; bitter, 

FIVE (BUDDHISTIC) PRECEPTS, Jf 7K: not | 
to kill living creatures, A PE 4E; not to steal 
or rob, Ay fy ¥; not to practice lewdness, 
A HS IB; not to say what is untrue, WR 
#8; not to drink wine, A ff (4. 

FIVE OLASSIC OR CANONICAL WORKS, Zr 
#@ : (1) book of Changes, ¥ #£; (2) book of 
Historical documents, #¢ #& ; (3) book of Odes, | 
ae #€, arranged under four heads, 7. e. Na- | 
tional airs, [aj fil); Lesser Eulogies, sy Af ; 
Greater Eulogies, # Jf£; Praises, AR; (4) 

Record of rites and and ceremonies, ji at ; 
(5) Spring and autumn, 3 #X. 

FIVE ESCAPINGS or disappearances, referring 
to the 5 elements of nature, Fi Ji: 4 3, AC | 

3H. Ik SH OX SR, be S. 
FIVE PREFECTURES, used with reference to 

the 5 

HF. 6, FO. Sh 
FIVE SONS, who become literary graduates, Tr 

| 
Sy FE Fi. 

FIVE DIRECTIONS. The guardian divinities 

FIVE CLA 

orders of nobility, Fi AF: ZF, RR 
| SIX DUSTS OR ATOMS, *< E: 
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of the year for the Th H x Hh. 
FIVE SUPERINTENDENTS, #7. &. 
FIVE KINDS OF WEATHER Fe: 

rainy, hot, cold, and windy. 
FIVE MOUNT AINS, ae tk: HE KRU OK 

SE UL, ra tte FL, AL ane WW, A tir 
FIVE LAKES, 3 jit: J+ GS i in PAIN, He + 

in JM, le iH in aM, 46 Bl fie 
IM, i co i) in fe IH. 

FIVE PERMEATING CAUSES, Fr #4: as (1) 
material things or pleasure ; (2) what is re- 
ceived ; (8) what is thought upon; (4) what 

is acted on; (5) what is remembered, f&, 32 
AA fy Gil. 

FIVE REASONS FOR NOT MARRYING A 
WOMAN, & 4 Tt A ME: not marry one 
who belongs to an unfilial family, i 9 
A. HE; not marry one who belongs toa dis- 
orderly household, fl 4 FF A. HZ; not marry 
one in whose family there have been crimin- 
als for successive generations, ft A Fh) A 
A HE; not marry in one whose family for 
successive generations there has been some 
virulent disease, fi 7 BE HE A BE; not 
marry one whose father’s eldest son has been 
buried or murdered, 38 2 fe F A ¥. 

ASSES OF ANIMALS, which do not 
have sexual-intercourse, 7. A 4: the man- 
darin drake and duck (anas galericyulata), 

which produce by crossing their necks, 4% 
#& 2 8A thy 4E; fish which produce by look- 
ing into each other’s eyes, 4 }i B fi 4E; 
the hare which produces by looking at the 
moon,  @ AL th 4E; magpies which produce 
by hopping over branches of trees, #4 jf #& 
Ti Z4E; peacocks which produce on hearing 
thunder, JU 4 El Fi ih 4E. 

| FIVE VIRTUES OF THE FOWL, 4 & Ft f&: 
letters, —the head wearing the cockscomb 
like a hat, BH && S& C 44; martial prowess, 
—striking with the spurs on his feet, je 
fH ft pE 4; boldness, —advancing to the 
front in quarrels and in battles, #4 Bj St A 
7e Wi 5 4; philanthrophy, — on seeing 
food to call out for others, Fl & #4 BF E wb; 
fidelity, —during the night not losing the 
watches, Sf 7% Ae HE fa ab. 

HE ? 

color, 

odor, taste. &e , f BE A Oe Hye. 
SIX ROOTS, 7X HE: eyes, ears, nose, tongue, 

body, and thoughts, A H #4 & BH. 

sound, 
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SIX UNIONS, 7\ & Wane up, ; nadir, 
or down, f ; east, 3 ; west, Py ; south, 7H; 
north, Jf. 

SIX RELATIONS, 7\ $1: father, 2; mother, 
PE ; elder brother, 5% ; younger brother, + ; 
wife, J& ; child, +. 

SIX PASSIONS OR EMOTIONS, 7 tf : JOY, SZ 
anger, 4 _ ; grief, 5 ; pleasure, #% ; love ey 
hate, BE. | 

SIX OBEDIENCES OR THE SIX THINGS | 
THAT ARE FITTING, 7< J: a just so- 
vereion, # 3§; faithful courtiers, Fi 14; a 
tender father, 4¢ 2%; dutiful son, F 24; a | 
complaisant elder brother, 5g 2g; respectful | 
younger brother, # 34¥. | 

SIX SHARP MUSICAL NOTES, me) ft : Ist also 
representing the 11th moon, ry $a (4+— FA); 

2nd, also the Ist moon, # #2 (IE A); 3rd, 

also the 8rd moon, 44 #E (= JJ); 4th, also 
the 5th moon, #E (Tp JA); Sth, also the 
7th moon, # Hi) (4A); 6th, also the 9th | 

moon, 4€ 4} (JL FA). 
SIX FLAT MUSICAL NOTES, 4 /: Ist also 

representing the 2nd moon, 2 #fi (= A); 
2nd, also the 4th moon, fa BL, aJy (py 4); 
8rd, also the 6th moon, #K $i, pA) 3 (GNA); 
4th, also the 8th moon, 7 & (/\ JA); 5th, 
also the 10th moon, ffE $f (-++)4); 6th, also | 
the 12th moon, K B (+ = fA). 

SIX VIRTUES, > #& : wisdom, # ; benevolence, 
{=; intuitive knowledge, 38; justice, 3§ ; 

due medium, Fs ; harmony, ff. 

SIX DOMESTIC ANIMALS, 74 &: horse, 5; ; 
hoe 

> 7’ BS 

Db? ox, 4; sheep, 22; fowl, #8. dow, Se; 

ie 
SIX FORMS OF CALAMITY, 34 fi: Ist called 

murder (¢. e. lit. cruelty cutting short 

human life), — Fl [Al Sf Pp; 2nd called 
disease, — Hi ¥€; 3rd ealled sorrow, = A 

% ; 4th called poverty, [4 Al #; 5th called 
vice, , Al BE; 6th called weakness, 7\ Fl 44. 

SIX KINDS OF VIRTUOUS CONDUCT, 5 # 5 AaN: 7; ’ | 

filial piety, #2; fraternal affection, 2; 
peacefulness, f ; harmony, jji| ; friendship, 
fEG compassion, ‘hf. | 

SIX AFFAIRS, 54 Sf: parental affection, # 
frugality, it; philanthropy, {= ; 
in ; sincerity, wh ; perspicuity, A. 

SIX CLASSES OF WOMEN, >< Ue oo-het ween, 
Ay: 24; seller of flowers, ¥ “IE HE ; midwife, 
We AE 2; singing girl or prostitute, #& YE ; 

7S > | 

see 

SIX 
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sorceres or spititual media, fifi ZE ; doctress, 

a Bf UE. 
SIX GRAINS, 74 #§: rice, #5; Barbadoes millet, 

2; pulse or beans, #% ; wheat, HE ; a panicled 
millet (or rye), Z ; a small millet (or barley), 

di) 

SIX PREFECTURES (in physiognomy): viz. 
the part of the forehead over the eye, the 
cheek bone and the jaw bone, on each side, 

7 Hf. 
SIX VIRTUES, 34 4F: viz, filial piety, fraternal 

affection, peacefulness, harmony, friendship 
and compassion, ek, RE, Wil, Ae, ‘Pit. 

| SIX INFLUENCES: as the male and female 
principles of nature with wind and rain, 
light and darkness, 74 3R. 

SIX FUNDAMENTALS, 7X x: in establishing 
the character, filial piety is fundamental, 
ww VS B Ax; at funerals (for parents), 
weeping is fundamental, [& a LP) ye FS AK; 
ina battle, bravery is fundamental, RK fit 
DL HK: in gaining a living, agriculture 
is fundamental, iG iE DL) EAS; as a 
citizen of a country, the inheritance of pro- 
perty is fundamental, J% PM LI fia) # AK; in 
amassing wealth, industry is fundamental, 

AE TF SL ah AB As. 
SIX CLASSICS, 34 #€: the Odes, Records, 

Changes, Ritual, Spring and Summer 
Annals, ae 2 FF, Fe ORK. 

CLASSES OF MAN AGERS OR ASSIST- 
ANTS, terms used in connection with idol- 
atrous processisns at Foochow, >) # Fl: 
(1) with the head of an ox, 44 5A; (2) with 
the face of a horse, F5 ff; (3) the long 
handled (or tall) devil, & #9 Fa; (4) the 
short-eight (or corpulent black) devil, 4 A 
Si; (5 and 6) two assistants carrying a 
cangne and a lock, Hy #4 — Hf. 

SUPREME COURTS OR BOARDS, 5{ #, 
W\ Je: (1) board of Appointments, yf # ; (2) 
board of Revenue, J+ #; (8) board of Rites 
or Usages, ji #5; (4) board of War, Fe 4; 
(5) board of Punishments, JA} 4; (6) board of 
Works, 1 #f. 

SIX FORMS of calamity incident to mankind, 

Ae. 
SIX WAYS OR KINDS OF BEINGS, ¥ 3 

as celestial, terrestrial, and human, Tauist 
and Buddhist divinities and demons, RK 3H, 

J sh, A ai, i SEL, fs SE, aE. 

SIX 



SIX REL: \TIONS : father and preter elder 

and younger brother, wife and son, 75 7 BL: 

SIX TITLES OF HIGH MANDARINS, 34 7 SD: 
president of the board of Appointments, 3% 

Be 4K Jp; president of the board of Re- 
venue, 7) GE 4 Jt JH; president of the 
board of Rites, 5 (A ba 2 AD president of 
the board of War, 7] Fy 4 HE JM; uel 
of the board of panieunientss wy) WE HS FK 
Jp); president of the board of a Works, 

wl 2 4G A Hp. 
SEVEN REGULATORS, -& Fr: sun, Hf ; moon, 

FAA; Venus, 4 32; Jupiter, As At; Mercury, 
ak HE; Mars, IK FH; Saturn, + #H. 

SEVEN PRECIOUS CHARACTERISTICS OF 
A (noble or good) MAN, 3 A 4 EF: 
fearing heaven and earth, $2 JK ff; dread- 
ing the national laws, #2 fi] jz; reverencine 
the three precious ones, #%¢ = 7%; honoring 
one’s parents, # & $} ; livine in peace with 
one’s neighbors, #y 4 Hi; agreeine with 
one’s kindred, [HE 4 #% ; loving 
children, #} 42 ¥. 

SEVEN REASONS FOR DIVORCING A. 
WIFE, 4 #7 4G #&: for disobedience to the 
par ents of husband, A }G 2 
ness, 4mE F- F; lewdness, J@ #; jealousy, 
Ai +: virulent malady, tf ER YR a ver- 
bosity, & ZH; thieving, ve r #:. 

SEVEN VIRTUES OF THE PHOENIX, Jal 
4 -& ff: head, emblem of merit, pA wi #4 ; 
neck, emblem of justice, 8A 4% 3€; 
emblem of benevolence, 7#§ (©; 

emblem of fildelity, 4 4 (% ; body, emblem 
of faithfulness, & Hy #4; feet, emblem of 
uprightness, J fi TE; tail, emblem of 
martial prowess, Jé # xt. 

SEVEN DAYS FOR 

VOLUIION, -& BL 7 4, 6 38 #8 Ze. 
SEVEN PASSIONS, -& fff : joy, anger, sorrow, 

fear, love, hatred and edi BE, AR, BE, PP, 
Be, BE, Bk 

SEVEN ‘SUBJECTS OF INSTRUCTION: 1st 
father and son; 2nd brothers ; 3rd husband 
and wife; 4th prince and statesman; 5th old 
and young; 6th host and guest, and 7th 

friends, / #x. 

SEVEN SAGES WHO WENT TO HEAV EN, | 
rial i 

MISCELLANEOUS NUMERAL PHRASES 

father and | 

ee +; barren-— 

WK dh 
| EIGHT 

back, | 

wines, | 

ONE CIRCUIT OR RE- | 

E BE Sit FR. 
SEVEN MEN of the Sung dynasty who rescued | 

an emperor in great peril, & Be BB. 
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SEVEN INFERIOR SPIRITS OF MAN, & fift. 
SEVEN PASSAGES OF SAGE’S HEART, 

5 BR. 
SEVEN STAR-MOTHER, -— # =}. 
SEVEN STORIED PAGODA, - J ¥¢ 3%. 
SEVEN PHILOSOPHERS, -& =. 
SEVEN REASONS FOR DIVORCE, /& H! % 

ff. 
SEVEN STRINGED LYRE,  ¥#. 
SEVEN JOYS, 4 ##. 
SEVEN PUZZLES, & 3. 
SEVEN DAYS OF PUTTING ON MOURNING, 

a CC. 
SEVEN WORTHIES OF THE BAMBOO 

GROVE, 7 # & FE. 
SEVEN PLANET CYCLE, & i #2. 
KIGHT ANNUAL FESTIVALS, A @f : begin- 

pes of spring ye 4 ; beginning of summer, 
ve BE; beginning of MENLO, ap #K ; com- 
mencement of winter, ave &; middle of 
spring or vernal equinox, $e Zp: middle of 
autumn or autumnal equinox, #f 4p ; mid- 

summer or summer solstice, Ff 3; mid- 
winter or winter solstice, & 3%. 

EIGHT PRECIOUS THINGS, A #f: cornelian 
stone, $5 #&; coral, J] Hy; amber, HE Fy; a 
kind of tortoise shell, Ht FF; the pearl, # 

Jk; a bright red stone or jasper, He HE; a 
milky stone like argentine, fiji #%; crystal, 

5 

MATERIALS, /\ 4f: pearls, ivory, 
Sue ae earth, metal, skin and feathers, 

EA, +, B, #, 4. 
nant GENIT, A fill : (1) 238 Si WARE, (2) WY Bd BH, 

(3) LE, AE SAH. O) BAMA, (6) fap 
fill a. (7) BE FS Fin, (8) HE PF. 

EIGHT KINDS OF MUSIC, A #: the geurd, 

earth, skin, wood, stone, metal, silk and 
bamboo, 8, 4, #, A, #1, 4, th, f- 

EIGHT MANIFESTATIONS OR DIRECTIONS, 
A 3: east, Ft; west, PR; south, 74 ; north, 

4E; north east, He qb; south east, 3h iy; 
north west, Py JE; south west, py FF. 

EIGHT MOTHERS, ,\ #f: the first or principal 
wife (of one’s father), who is not his mother, 
4g Bf ; mother-in-law or step-mother, #2 HE ; 
one’s own mother, #2 ff ; one’s mother who 
marries again, #2 ff; a divorced mother, 14 

fk; a servant who becomes the wife of her 
master, HE Bf; a foster-mother or one’s own 
mother who does not nurse him, 2& Hf; 

i 

a 



nursing mother, PL BE. 

NINE APERTURES OF ANIMAL BODIES, 
as eyes, cars, nostrils, &e., JU 2%. 

EIGHT PRIVILEGED CLASSES, /\ ig: certain 
branches of imperial family, 73 #}; those 
who have been long about the emperor’s | 
person, #3 ff¢; men of high military merit, | 

a#% J; men of high moral virtue, a#¥ f{E; Men | 
of extraordinary talent, i fi; officers of ex- | 
traordinary industry, pg #); persons of Ist. 
and 2nd rank, 7 Pt; descendants of the - 
preceding dynasty (whoare called ‘Nation- 
al guests,” fy Fi), az 4. | 

EIGHT GODS, A ji: lord of es ten KK +; lord 
of earth, fi =f ; lord of war, fe =E; lord of 
darkness, P 4: ; lord of light, B& =; lord | 
of the moon, Jf +; lord of the sun, WH =; | 
lord of the 4 seasons, pU spe =F. 

NINE PRINCIPALS, jy 3. 
NINE PUNISHMENTS, Jt JH. 
NINE RELATIONS, Ju #%: great great grand-_ 

father, 7 jill; great grandfather, @ ji; 

grandfather, jl; father, 42@; one’s self, G& 
§ ; son, F; grandson, #%; great grandson, 
4 f%; great great grandson, 7G fH. 

_NINE HEAVENS, }L KR: RK, eK, HE KR, 

EK, BER, DIR Sih KR TEAR, WR: 
NINE V EereS OR CLOUDS, Mu er int as, 8 

ar, Fy 4 a, A, RG, ih GR 

iE. 
NINE LIKES, Jy An: (1) like the mountains, 4p | 

1; (2) like a hillock, An 4; (5) like the sum- | 
mit of a hill, 4n fii: (4) like a lofty mound, 
An BE; (5) take the streams which come from 
all directions, 4n JI[ 2% Jy 42; (6) like the 
constancy of the moon, 41 % 14; (7) like 
the ascending sun, 41 A 2% FF; (8) like the 
longevity of the southern mountain, 4 74 
Wh 2 #; (9) like the luxuriance of the fir 
and cypress, An PS AT TE. 

NINE CLASSES, Jr zig: officials, (4:3 ; scholars, 

FE OR ; farmers, f 3¢; magicians, 7: ¥; 

artists, iy fil; geomancers, HJ fii; diviners 
or fortune tellers, fa: ; physiognomists, 44 | 
-E ; physicians, 5 4p. | 

NINE CLASSES OF P RESENTS OR CONCES- 
SIONS, made by the emperor, Jy 4%: carts 
and horses, Mil H ; clothing, #€ }jfz ; musical 

to paint the yamen red, instruments, #% ¥8 ; 
4; to ascend the main or central steps 
to his levee, #4 BE; to use soldiers, p& #E; | 

MISCELLANEOUS NUMERAL PHRASES — 

NINE 

NINE RIVERS, Ju i: 

bows and arrows, 4; a kind of hatchet 
or battle-ax, $ $k ; odoriferous spirits, #2 KS. 

GENERATIONS WHICH LIVED TO- 
GETHER IN HARMONY, J lt fa) E- 

i 2, PAUL, ir a, BR 
ic, 48 ir, HF IC, HL, Be, i iL. 

NINE STREAMS, Jt iat : 4 BY ial, Je $B iat, BS 
WEL oT PR Ei, AY RT, HT, nT, Sg 
ial, i. 

TEN CLASSES OF GOOD MEN, - 3; (L) sover- 
eign benevolent, #* {&; (2) courtier as ae 
fa #4; (5) father tender-hearted, 4¢ 2& ; (4) 
son dutiful, $ 24; (5) elder Bailes com- 

plaisant, 52 2¢; (6) younger brother respect- 
ful, of 4; (7) husband singing, 3 #8; (8) 
ee following, AF [XG ; (9) seniors affable, = 

(10) juniors obedient, $f )IA- 
| TEN oe TOISES, ++ $f : divine, jift $f ; spiritual, 

aif $f; used in divination, EE Sf ; precious, 
VF Hf; variegated, WZ Hf; prognosticating, 
4% ff; land, [ly §&; marsh, # §f&; water, 

TEN KINGS OF THE BUDDHISTIC HELL, + 
We Fe] FE: (1) Wing of Ist section of hell, #4 
—- Jt AS RE FE; (2) King of 2nd section of 

hell, $4 — je #6 ir. FE; (8) King of 35rd see- 
tion of hell, # = Me R WE; () King of 
Ath section of hell, $# pO WE th Be ZE; (4) 
King of 5th seetion of hell, ANGE ; 
(6) King of 6th section of HELE 8 oN ER 

JR FE; (7) King of 7th section of hell, # & 
jhe # (WW FE; (8) Kine of Sth section of hell, 
SA 7\ AD TH FE; (9) King of 9th section of 
hell, $% Ju AE 2B SE +E; (10) King of the 10th 
section of hell, 4% -{- J@g Wok iy FE. 

TEN PHILOSOPHERS OR EMINENT WRIT- 
ERS OF ANTIQUITY, ++ : (1) # @ or 
3 Ff, B.C. 604, originator of the Tauist 
sect, contemporary with Confucius ; (2) HE 
F, about B.C. 368, a Tanist ; (3) oF about 
B.C. 230, of the Confucian school ; (4) A F, 
B.C. 585, contemporary with Lao tsi; (5) 
ae -f-, third century B.C., of the military 
school ; (6) & JE $F, about B.C. 200, of the 
law school ; (7) 4€ 74] $F, 2nd century B. C., 
writer on miscellaneous subjects ; (5) #38 +, 
B.C. 1, of the Confucian school ; (9) We, 
Confucianist ; (10) 98 5& $F, Tauist Philoso- 
pher. 

| TEN MORAL DUTIES, +- 3€: ls 2) mutual af- 
fection of father and son, RFE Bw 5 G-4) 
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harmony of husband and wife, Fe HE GE | 
(5) kindness of elder brother towards younger, 
SL A) Ac ; (6) respect of younger brother to- 

wards elder, + Hl) A; (7) order between 
seniors and juniors, §% %f J= ; (8) friendship 
among associates, AQ BL Mf ; (9) regard of the 
sovereign towards courtiers, # Hl a; (10) 

fidelity of the courtier to the sovereign, fa 

Ty Ak. 
ELEVEN BRIGHT LIGHTS, ++ — Ié: sun, or 

a star near it, A Je PA; moon, or a star 

near it, AU '& Se P2; Jupiter, He Fy As Fes 

Venus, Py Hi fe ; Mars, iff H Kf Mer- 
cury, 4b Ls 7K fig; Saturn, Hs Be + fi (?), 

KO (2,452 A; the imaginary 
star Rahu ? ji Fy HE FE the imaginary star 

Ketu(?) mit JE at ap. 
TWELVE GUARDIANS, -+ = 7. 
TWELVE WISE ONES, as arranged in the pre- 

fectural temple of Coufucius at Foochow, -- 

=: (|) SF, BG. FOE, 2) UF, 
= ue (3) YF, 4 He, ft Fy, (4) BEF, 

> FR, O) ha ASF tit AS, TG 
One Wok F 4, (1) hE. fhe th, 
i, (S) ae as F i, (9%) bF, bw, 
FB, (10) Bi HF. WR fil, F Gk (11) 

GE, F 6,02) KF, AK, Te lip. 
amd DISCIPL ES OR PU PILS, apa Wi 
THIRTEEN CLASSICS, -- = #: (1) Book of 

Changes, JE) 34, 3 #€; (2) Historical Records, 

4] #, Ut KE; (3) Book of Odes, & wh, iF HE; | 
(4) Record of Rites, 7 3, #¥ 72; 6) Spring 
and Summer, #§ #K, 7 ff ; (6) Filial Classic, 

# 5 (7) Rites of Chow, Jal #@; (S) On Eti- 

quette, [x Ts 5 (9) Commentary by Kung 
yang, ZS 2 ff; (10) Commentary by Ku 

liang, 4% We fie ; 11) Ancient Dictionary, His | 
If ; (12) Confucian Analects, #& am, ih ak 3 
(13) Works of Mencius, 3 A different 
list of the Thirteen Classics is given below. 
(See Manual of Foochow Dialect, page 155.) | 

(1) F #; 12) TF KE; (GB) at Me (4, 5, 6.) 
three editions of Spring and Autumn, % fi, 

Ds > 1H, BLE (8; (7) Hi pl, Hy mg: (5) Jad 

mi; (9) BE we; (LO) es UD Ht FE; (12) 
Ae (13) he F- 

SEVENTEEN LIGHT'S, being names of 17 de- 
mons (written on a large suspended lantern 
in times of certain superstitious services), ++ 

+t 

BIGHTBEN DISCIPLES (of Buddha), or the 
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Bugiite en Buddhas, +- 7, #E YE. 

TEEN SECTIONS OR DEPARTMENTS 
OF THE BUDDHISTIC HELL, ++ A & fi 
jak: (1) mirror of guilt, # $% (the first sec- 
tion has a large mirror into which every one 
on entering must look when all the sins of 
his life time are seen at once); (2) flaying 
the skin, ¥iJ J%; tearing out the tendons, 
th ffi ; (4) nailing to boards, €f #K ; (5) tiger 
gate-way or barrier, J& fii]; (6) mountain of 
knives, JJ [lf]; (7) sword-trees; i] Hf; (8) 
ripping open the belly, 7] %; (9) scraping 
the intestines, JC Jf; (10) smashing the 
brains, fk AS}; (11) sawing the body, $ & ; 
(12) grinding to small pieces, /& RE; (13) 
bloody pond, ff #4; (14) iron pills, #& AL; 
(15) red hot pillar or post, 3 #£; (16) hot 
or burning brass roller, J@ 4% ; (17) ealdron 
of boiling oil, 7 #4; (18) hell without bot- 
tom and without interruptions (the last of 
of the 8 hot hells, where all the eulprits die 
and afterwards enter the metempsychosis), 

EIGH 

lif. 
TWENTY FOUR HEAVENLY 

AGES, = -F PY fit HK. 
TWENTY EIGHT CONSTELLATIONS, = 4- 

PERSON- 

nis 
\ {f- 

THIRTY SIX SHOPS OF THE STREETS OF 

Y ANG-CHOW, #3 JM aii = ++ ok WR. 
THIRTY SIX CLASSES OF SPIRITS (Bud- 

dhistic term), = -+- 7\ ap. 
Mane ste et on u EE IDDESS (refer 

Bia saan S4phem 

THIRTY SIX ASSISTANTS (referring toa god- 
dess of midwives and children), = ++ 74 # 

we. 
FORTY NINE DAYS OF MOURNING, & 4. 
SIXTY DAYS (used in regard to mourning), TX 

4a] - 

SEVENTY TWO ASSISTANTS (referring to a 
goddess of midwives and children), &-- = 

AU. 
SEVENTY TWO DESTRUCTIVE OR BALE- 

FUL SPIRITS (referring to 72 unpropitious 
stars), 4 -- = Fx jp. 

SEVENTY TWO WORTHIES, & + = &: 

arranged in the largest Confucian Temple 
at Foochow. All but the last few were the 

personal disciples of Confucius: (1) 38 $8, {A 

E, (2) HK TK, F MS, (8) i Se ii WY, F AA. 
(4) 2h AR BE, oe HE.) HE, cas i, (6) Bik 

as 
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Bia, FA a ti %, 
AC, (9) FH, Flt, 10) ok, Foe (11) & | 
WBA, Fai, (12) SOAK, FUE. 13) BLE BE 
4, (14) Fy EE, FA, 15) BE Ge, A AH, 16) | 
Ak By We, FM. ai if, FG, (18) § | 
3, F i, (19) (AE, F pr. (20) Y Ob, F 
$A, (21) HE BE, $F HE, 22) WH HE, FH, 
(23) YS We FE 2, FH, CDA, FA, 
(25) BS ME, fs Re, (26) BAT, F ae, (27) | 
NW dp, F ale, (25) HE MM Dp, F HK, (29) 
fe Ay He, F RE, 80) Ai (E By, Wh (1) 
aS fk fE, FE, 82) AK A, F BE, G8 
Ly We, F fh, G4 Ia we, F BH, BD) Hh 
i, F KR, (36) S ZB ik, F PF, BD ZB | 

“8, FF H, GS) Bi gl, F ge, G9) BW, F 
wl, (40) “ay JE, FBR, LY) ZN EL : i 
fT. (2) A ill, F i, (43) Bh BL, -F HE, 44) 

[ Mel Ft, F FH, (46) ZS Gill 
7) He 2, WY, (48) He MK, 

fir =f Ay, (50) she Hh, a 

F (2), 62) aK 2, 

tt. 
ONE HUNDRED FAMILY SURNAMES, 

ONE HUNDRED LONGEVITIKS, 7. e. 

| a ae OR. 
THOUSAND FAMILY ODES, 
THOUSAND-CHARACTER CLASSIC, 

ap 63) if 2 oh. (54 FU iB, F BE, (55) 

fai ot, F &. (56) BS We ik, oF fo, (57) aS 

ibe, + bil» (58) eS Zz fE, bas A, (59) 2B AR 

He, F Wi, (60) hb Z te, F ta, Gl) A FE, 
F 2, 02) wh Bes F Bh, (0) A MF 
(64) Ze Uh BY, Ee A, (69) 
RW, F Bi, OA Bh 
(G9) @ TE,  ¥e, (70) 

(72) A Has = 
a 

styles 
of writing the character “longevity,” fy # 

Fe WE. 

5) 
a} 

FIVE HUNDRED DISCIPLES (of Buddha), 7 

FF ne. 
+ 

4 

THREE THOUSAND DISCIPLES (of Confu- 
cius), = FF féE  F. 

Se 

XVI.—AN ETHNOGRAPHICAL TABLE OF 

CENTRAL ASIA. 
Up to A. D 

historiques dev 

1000 according to Chinese 

Asie, Map 12 with the Chinese 

I.—TUNGUSIC NATIONS. 
most ancient demomination given by thie 
Chinese to the Tungusic race is that of jf | 
tid, which term corresponds with that of 
TCHOURTCHOUK among the UIGURS, 
DJOURDJOUT among the Mohammedan — 
writers, and DZARTCHIT among the 
Mongols of our day. 

This country situated to the N. E. of Je 
f® and to the North of the mountain ARK, 
was known to the Chinese at the time of 
PLE in the 17th century before our era, 

Its people resembled in appearance those of 

 #, but their language was difirent. 
The name given to jf iz since the Ist 

century of our era. 

They were the most Depart of the | 
\ 

Tlistorians. 

Characters added. 

dt 
RM 

1.—3E FR 

Translated from Klaproth’s Tableaux 

By Geo. Phillips, Esq. 

eastern barbarians; their language differed 
slightly from that of the others. In their 
country was the great river Jé 4¢ three li 

wide, which is the gp Soung-gari-oula 
of our day. The 4 7% are the same people 
who were later called Bk gy. About the 
year 470 A.D. there were in their neigh- 
bourhood the following hordes: o & ff, 

iE i, eS wl MRL eH OR 
#2, Hi K fil, OWA BE. Whi RIL, AB ME, 

The name given to the 4 FF since the 
7th century. ‘They were divided into the 
seven following hordes:— 

This people took their name from 
the above mentioned river, They inhabited 
the Northern portion of the Corea, and 
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their army Bonita of aren ihoneanall 

troops. 

2.—{A my To the North of the 3g 
thousand fighting men, 

3.—# Woy Lay to the N. W. of the (fj Mf. 

4.—fit #2 Lay to the E. of (§ Mt. 
5.— He 'B Lay to the E. of ff ¥. 
6.—S4 7f¢ Or black river (Amoor). 

N. W. of the @ Hi "#. : 
7.—4 WW The white mountain horde lay to the 

Lay to the 

Fe had seven | 

| He A ly ak 

S. E. of the $f 4€ and to the North of the | 
Corea. ‘ 

'¢ 3 «6The name given by the Chinese in the 
middle of the fifth century to the Tungusic 
tribes, which were found to the North of | 

The 3 % were the same race the Bk RY. 
as the 3% JJ and spoke the same language | 
as the #fi¥); they were divided into five | 
tribes, 

fi a  6OLay a thousand li to the W. of the 
5s Bt (265 A. D.). 

BW Lay to the North of 3 x at the 
commencement of the seventh century. 

#5 4 This was the name given to the #E i, 
settled on the river §£ 4€ and tributary to 
the 7 H or Coreans. 
numbered a million of families. They 

conquered and brought under their rule the | 
KH, VR UA, SF BE, HI HF: that is to say the 
greater part of the Corea, and founded at 
the commencement of the 8th century a | 
powerful kingdom, which in 925 was de- 
stroyed by the 32 Ff. 

42 J} ‘The same people as the ‘3 HF, but they 
were settled further sonthward to the N. 
of 3% af. Their manners resembled those 
of the dk Wg. At the time of the Han, they 
were defeated by the f&J 4, and compelled 
to retreat into the mountains of # Up. 
the fifth century they were tributary to 

the Ff and with time they = 
stronger and formed in “07 A. D. a power- 
ful Empire, which, under the name of 

KARAKITAI lasted till 1125 A. D. 
Aca, Ai These are theancient jy fiz. They 

inhabited the country to the E. of the river | 
# {p) 7. or SOUNGGARL at the foot of the 
mountain fz G pf im the N. of the Corea 
at the sources of the WG # yr. They had 
the 9 # on the N. and they were bounded 
by ihe #} Ye on the W. (eighth century). 

They originally | 

In | 

became | 

18% 

The family name of their Princes was =e 

WES WG. They belonged originally to the 
black river 4 gfe Hh Wg tribe. In 1170 the 

following ee were living in their neigh- 
bourhood: ¢k Hj, WE ih, He, th ZA. BK % Lil 

{%. 

ll.—SIAN Pi NATIONS. 
The Hastern branch, fe 84. 

This is the name by which the 
Chinese denoted about 1000 years B. C. the 
people of the western fi¢ 5A race. These 
barbarians ef the mountains are the an- 

cestors of the # 51 and the B ## are their 
descendants. They lived at the time of the 
J3] @Y. Dynasty to the North of the king- 
dom of 3fé or the province of JE i te of 
our day, in the mountains of eastern Mon- 
golia, 

Bf In 209 B.C. fy) AUB MG scattered the 
He A wy sk, who divided themselves into 
two bands, one of which took refuge in the 
mountains called 6 fa, which is the country 
now occupied by the Mongol tribe of AROV- 
KORTSIN. 

fi¢ 51 This is the other band of the 3% Af, 

scattered by ff iii who settled in the mount- 
ain of fi 81, whence it derives its names. 
This mountain of # 5. whence it derives 

its names. This mountain is situated one 
hundred li to the southward of the right 
banner of the KARATSIN tribe, to the 

North of the LOKHAN river. The S 
commingled with the B fa and their lan- 
guage, manners, and customs were identical. 

ii} JL BE A petty tribe of the m HB. It took 
its name from its chief who was killed 235 
A. D. 

fe A branch of the fi 81, settled in the 
country of fiz Py im [ee Py about 360 A. D. 
It was composed of three tribes, 4n df, Hf, 

ti 3H and BE ye. 
Fe Sz or B Fh. Hordes of the & GHz, settled to the 

West of the yellow river or in TANGOUT 
at the commencement of the second century. 
They were of the same race as the ancestors 

of the Zi. 

% The fi 51, who settled on the North of 
xt He and + gf. They shaved their heads 
and left only a small tuft of hair on the top 
which, they looked upon as an ornament. 

It appears that they were mixed with the 

a 
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fay 4 they spoke also a different dialect | 
from the others f# 61 (second half of the | 

third century). 
a 4 JE Descendants of the 9 fj. allied also | 

In 280 A. D. they founded | to the f 5}. 
the kingdom of #@ in 346 Uff. 

FE HAIER Descendants of the 3 A, 

origin is lost in the dim recesses of anti- 
quity. They formerly lived in the coun- 
try of the KALK AS of our day, from whence 
they migrated towards the middle of the 
third century to the Northern frontier of 
China. 
Dynasty is descended, 
China in the fifth and sixth centuries. 

WH @ i =A branch of the fe Ht of 3h Ht 
takes its name from its chief, who towards 
300 A. D. withdrew with seven thousand 
families of his compatriots and migrated to | 
the mountain P& {lj From thence this 
tribe migrated into the country of 3% {, | 
where they became very powerful. Other | 
tribes belonging to the ME ¢ jf were G 
Hf HM which tribe in the second half of the 
fifth century lay to the North of the HH. @ 

_ 78. In their country was a lake of one 
thousand li in circumference, this is prob- 
ably Lake Lop. 

428% ©Was situated to the West of the above | 
named tribe. 

By fi Lay to the North West of the mountain 
7 fii. They were the ugliest of all the 
barbarians known to the Chinese. 

qi #3 Descendants from the Eastern branch 
of the f 61 of 42 4¢. They inhabited the 
ancient country ao the ff: G1. Towards the 
end of the fifth century they were called [ii 
# &, but at the commencement of the 
seventh century they retook their ancient 
name of &. ‘Their five tribes were Bg ¥z 

HE, GR Hs, AS fit, AS ML, BE fe BB. 
we we =Descendants of the FER, who originally 

dwelt with them in the country of KALKA 
on the frontier of Siberia. 

Re Ik and became yery powerful. 

Iil.—THE COREAN BRANCH OF 
THE SIAN Pi. 

wy) @ The ancient name of the Corea at the 
time of J§) 7 = (1123 B. C.). 

we 54 This pegles lived upon the Kastern 

whose | 

It is from this people that the #2. 
which reigned in| 

It 

At the end of | 
the fourth century they subdued the 7 ¥i | 

‘bor ders. of ‘the Corea to the North of the fe 
#¢ and Kast of the i #. They spoke the 
same language as the 73 # and were of the 
same origin, and same manners and laws 
(200 B. C.). 

tf This people formerly occupied a great 
part of the western Corea, and were divided 
into fifty-five tribes, whose names are given 
below.. The large tribes were composed of 
ten thousand families, and the small ones 
of a thousand. ‘The whole nation consisted 
of ten million families (200 B. C.): 3%, & 

dh, FE, #2 IK WB, KAR, BE th He 
ik, Fa EL ih, (A PS, HE a I, OSE, ti 
Lae deb aes AX, iff Ble 

BE 
1 ed ? 

= i 

his 

FE a ot 
SEY 

aa tt 
ez 

Se ful a ey 

Sy sp Bs Se Ore 

8 ya tS BR a 
NSS or eS ae 
L 7 i YS ~ 

Fm oe a |e 

FA 
= 

Hit Sys 

= 
fie JE lh ae Bie, Me “fit KEK 
Hy EY a, Fe Hh, He BG, He BE. 

Ke Hi ~=They were divided into twelve tribes. 
They occupied the S. E. of the Corea. Ac- 
cording to an ancient tradition, they were 
descended from a part of the inhabitants of 
the kingdom of 4 who were driven out of 
‘the country after the fall of the dynasty of 
4s hf, Se. On their arrival in the Corea, 

they got mixed with the By af, and they 
received there the name of 48%, which 
later was changed into that of he mt. It 
is in their country that the kingdom of 
4 2k or If Je was founded 57 B. C. Their 
language differs a little from that of the 
other Han tribes. ‘They had very flat heads 
and resembled the Japanese (200 B, C.). 

Hie They were divided into twelve tribes. 
They occupied the south western part of the 
Corea, where they lived together with the 

| ke fie and had the same manners, customs 
and dialect as they. They were all tall 
men and had beautiful beads of hair. It 
is in their country that was formed the 

kinedom of Fy #¥ (200 B. C.). 
 # A Corean people, who dwelt upon both 

| banks of the upper #8 #& 7r in the eastern 
part of Liau-tung upon the upper SOUNG- 
GARIA-OULA which is called GHIRIN, 

| and at the sources of the TOUMENOULA. 
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The kings of 3 ny E and of A is were 
descended from the kings of this country 

(200 B. C.). 
i 4) HE They were five tribes, who occupied 

the N. W. of the Corea and the southern 
part was bounded by the yellow sea (200 B. | 

Their names are jf 4{ the western | C.). 
tribe, which was the royal tribe, #4 4y 
northern principality or further tribe, }fq 
AY, the eastern tribe, #F AE the rain tribe, 
and #£ BL the yellow tribe. 

 #& Bf. This people are of the same race as 
the # fF. They dwelt in the country now 
oceupied by the Manchow 1,000 li to the | 
North of 4 FF and to the Hast of % 
as far as the sea. They spread oyer seat | 
2,000 li of country full of waste marshes | 
and mountains (200 B. C.). 

7R YH This people were composed of five 
red thousand families. 

hund- 
They dwelt in the 

North East part of the Corea to the N. of 
i 54. ‘They were governed by small chief- 
tains; their language was that of the 
Coreans (200 B. C.). 

jE & They are the part of the & # conquered 
by the 32 J} and removed by them to their 
western frontier, in the present Mongolia, 
where the 7 #& were to be found in 970 
A.D. 

1V.—TURKISH NATIONS. 
The ancient general denomination by which the 

Chinese Historians designated the nomadic 
tribes of the Turkish race, who occupied 
the southern.part of the present Mongolia, 
situated to the North of China, was thet of 

jk. The character which expresses this 
word is composed of dog and fire, to shew, 

says an ancient lexicographer that these 
barbarians are descended from dogs. But 
this word #k means also a big stag. I 

should be inclined to believe that in ancient 
times that this people made use of rein- 
deer like their oriental neighbours, and it is 

for this reason that they have received the 
name of $k. Later there was added to their 
name the word 4%, which signifies North, 
and thay call them 4Lfk, or the Northern ¢7; 
but under this denomination are also in- 
eluded the people of the #1, and those of | 

which | 
The name of | 

Tungusic origin, a circumstance, 
renders it extremely vague. 
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the people, truly Turks, ‘mentioned by the 

Chinese, are the following. 
ily #% or Barbarians of the mountains, This 

name was applied in the early days of the 
Chinese monarchy or more than two thou- 
sand two hundred years before our era, to 
the tribes which inhabited the mountainous 
country situated to the N. of the Chinese 
provinces of Jf iff #t and yy Te. 

ii 28 or fifi #8. The name of the same people 
under the Yr dynasty 2090 B.C. 

| He He. Under the Js dynasty 1100 B.C. 
“IK AK. 1100 B. 
| PK 8) 9% or HEM 3%. To the North of the king- 

dom of 4 1000 B.C. 
| fa) Ay. The name generally given to the Turkish 

tribes since 600 B. C. 
¥ Hi or High Chariots. A Turkish nation to 

the N. of the desert of GOBI, around the 

upper part of the ORKHON, SELENGGA 

and TOULA rivers. Their dialect differed 
a little from that of the fa) 4g, although 
they were descended from this people. They 
began to become powerful about the third 

century. 

a 4H or 3 Yt . A horde of the fa) AY, situated 
to the N. W. of the province of ff #f, in the 
fourth century. They were the descendants 
of the #44 who formed the part of the {lJ 

FK. 
Jt 424. Tribes of the fa) 4 race whose name is 

written with other characters than those of 

the dE jk or Northern barbarians, mentioned 
above. They dwelt in the East of the 
UIGURS HOUO and to the North of the 
UIGURS properly so ealled. 

Ht fifi or UIGURS. They were divided into an- 
terior and ulterior UIGURS and occupied 

the country around KHAMILand TOUFUN. 
Fifteen hundred families (200 B. C.). 

Name of the country of the ANTERIOR 
UIGURS, situated, in the sixth century of 
our era, to the North of 7 JM. 

Ye ji or Turks properly so called. Bands of the 
fa) 4Z, who retreated into the ALTAI mount- 
ains. The family name of their princes was 
ASSENA. They became powerful towards 
the middle of the sixth century. 

it ¥ =A very numerons people of the faJ 4 
race, who dwelt to the east of the western 

sea, or lake BALKISH, 600 A.D. They are 
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the same people who are later called the [al | 
ge or fo] 4. In their external appearance | 
and in their manners and customs they re- 
sembled the 3¢ JiR. Their hordes were dis- 
tributed as follows: to the N. of the river 
TOULA #5 ¥& jaf with twenty thousand men 
under arms were the ff, [nj 2, Be Fe. | 
tk wt Hh, 7 Rt. ltse five tribes bore the 

name of 83 Fr ies Ox Be A IH: An #2. if, ff PY, 
and i ##. To the Kast of KHAMIL or 
HAMI (jt 3, and to the North of KARA- | 
SHAR #2, at the foot of the & [Jy 
mountains with twenty thousand a under 

arms were the 2% Ml, J} #3, vi, & RE, JAR, | 

fc, GUE, I We, ie Be. Je te. To 
the South-west of the ALTAT 4 jJy meunt- 
ains with ten thousand ious: were the [hl} 

RE Be, Ge BE, Ey, GE 2. To the North 
of the Kingdom of SOGDIANA fe, and the | 
KIRGHIZ steppes, upon the river ATEL cr | 
WOLGA fig 7 ak, with thirty thousand | 
combatants were the jay T#, Ib 3, RR. | 

Pry GE tip, i 2, Ra A, fe > A, ity 3, 

fy $3. ‘To the East and the West of the 
Lake £% #, with eight thousand combatants 

were the #@ 8 98. HEAR. = 3, 2, I. 
To the East of fii $k, with two hundred | 
thousand combatants were the Jf Jim, Jr 

Fe CR, Boy A, WH ER, cb He. To the South 
of Lake BAIKAL Jb fg, were the #h HR. 

fel #2 or fay] $4, and [ay FB, called also UIGURS | 
at the time of the Mongols in the thirteenth | 
and fourteenth centuries. They are the 
descendants of the fj 4%, and the same | 

people as the # #j or i Hi. They led a! 
nomadic life to the North of the desert of 
GOBIT, in the country of the KALI AS of our | 

day. 
the banks of the SELENGGA. 
ing are some of their tribes. 

f% 2E BE. They were the two hordes of the fe, 
and the JE Be, united, The family name of 
their Prince was = Fl I:. They lived to 
the South of the SELENGGA, | 

The follow- 

iif 
of the Country of ORDOS. jay 4, G2 Br, or 

Their royal camp was situated upon | Py 342 

A Southern horde of the #& Wj, to the North | 

G CE 'B, to the Hast of & fH $5, : id con- | 
sisted of thirty thousand faroiilie 

fn] 4. = Five hundred Ji to the North of GY ZEB, | 
five thousand families. 

#f Pk. ‘Thirteen days journey to the North of 

th Hi. 

ria 

ae ee 
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the Ja] #£. Three of their hordes lay to the 
south of BATK AL. 

ER WF wh or the Eastern frontier of $% %3 
ik: #3. To the East of p% 3E BE, upon the 

river [pj 2. 
fe. To the North of & je 3. 

tJ. Tothe N. W. of #4, KHARACHAR 
to the South of the rivers ff J Ji], and % 

ii #3. 
fH #%. Lived in the ancient country of the a} 

1, upon the river 14 =¥ 7K, and at the foot 
of the mountain ¥ f lf, in the neighbour- 
hood of the fa} Rf, and # . Other tribes 

belonging to the UIGURS are the #4, five 
hundred li to the N. E. of the ARPA. 
77, on the Eastern frontier of the % j&. 
fix Hp, fifteen days journey to the East of 
the #y. They have the same manners as 
the HK BH. 7 wi, to the North of the 
#9. Sf fj, on the Northern frontier of the 

Ki. 
i Pe. A tribe of the Ye yf, living in the 

neighbourhood of Lake LOP, in the desert 
of 7 PE (seventh century). 

wy ihe WR. A race of the Je jfk, to the N. W. of 
the ALTAT mountain upon the river @& * 
7 (Southern Siberia), to the N. of Lake 
DZAISAN (seventh century). They were 
divided into three tribes. 

A branch of the 4 ff, whose Princes 
were the family of ASSEN A (seventh cen- 
tury). 

Be er Hy. «The ancestors of the KIRGHIZ, who 
in the seventh century were already so 
mixed up with the Turkish tribes that they 
had adopted their language. 

V.—THIBETAN NATIONS, %. 
Or Eastern Thibetans. They are descend- 

ed from the = fy, who were aboriginal in- 
habitants of China and whose kingdom was 
situated near the mountain ff |], in the 
province of 74 fe. to the South of the ji RE 
iJ Lake. Having been driven to the west 
of China they were ealled Py SE or Western 

Kiang. At the time of the Emperor #¢ 2250 
B. C., they were called = fa, and they 
dwelt in the neighbourhood of 4% st to the 
North West of China. 

4me = A50 B.C. They dwelt in the North 
W est of China in the country situated be- 

tween the RS river and the rivers 

aye 

Ae: 



Pr =X ja and 3 oh jt. Later they spread 
themselves out towards the South East the 
present province of 4f iff. 

Wk JG Upon the river € ji} in Tf fff. 
A.A Their ancient country was to the North 

West of China to the North of the mountain 
Wi Wy, 300 B.C. They were driven from 
this country by the fa) 4v, and migrated into 
TRANSOXANIA or MAVER ALNAHAR. 
They are the same race as the 5¢. They 
were divided into five tribes. 

i}. A KE On the destruction of their nation by | 
the fa) &L, they withdrew into the valleys on 
the Eastern slope of the 7fj |. 

ia fs OW 
part of the 7 JY FE. They dwelt in the 

country of jf 7%, #8 Ht. When the Ff 5x 
were destroyed by the fa) 4g, a part of them 
migrated to the West and crossed the Zi iy 
mountains. Another and a weaker band 
turned towards the South and took refuge in 
the mountains. They have the same customs 
and language as the 3é. 

OR BE 
the same manners and customs as the 4 Jif. 
Their capital was $e Fe WE, 200 hi to the 

South of the & j# ke or OXUS. The lan- 

guage of the mt RE differed from that of the 
KE hE ey Hi, and oriental Barbarians, 450 

A. D. 

the Chinese province of pq )j[. They were 
divided into three tribes 7 Es, & J&, and 
het Fo. Later they received the name of J% 
H& ft. Their manners, customs and lan- 

guage differ from those of the Chinese, but 
they were the same as those of the 3é. 

Ai tE 5E A people to the West of #4 t, in the 
mountains of 7§ {]f. 

Several thousand li to the West as far as the 7 
iq mountains were to be found people of the 
JA & race living with the tribes of the # | 
i& (600 A. D.). 

i Se A people occupying the Southern slope of 
the 7g lj and the O NEOU TA SHAN. 

#3 3 This people became powerful under 
the # dynasty in the middle of the fifth 
century. 
the = #y. 

Eastern Thibets. They numbered more 
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They were descended from a | 

A people of the 7 Jf EG race who had | 

Race of the Py 7K, who lived to the West of | 

They are also the descendants of 
They lived to the West of & 

Je {i im the very mountainous country of 
TI IN IN is the fH ME of the HAN. 
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than twenty thousand dwellings and small 

| scattered villages. 
| 3 A tribe of the 3@ in Kastern Thibet and 
| in the neighbourhood of the 44 &, whom 

they resembled in their manners and cus- 
toms (560 A, D,). 

ye UH Nation of the py 5é descended from the 
5 Zz. They were likewise descended from 
the = fy. The 4% Ji became powerful 
after the jg) had destroyed the 4+ —4 in A. 
D. £64. heir chief tribes were FA $f, BF 

(#, HE, BF ik, TEA, KB, Me, Hi A. 
Their country extended Eastward as far as 

4 ffi A country conterminous to the North 
East with the ME 4 ji. They had the 
same manners and customs as the 4 &, 
561 A.D. This race with other Thibetan 
nations held the common belief that they 
were descended from a great race of monkeys. 

ME 3 They are the Thibetans properly so called 
or the western part of the 3é. Their 
capital was HLASSA, 800 A. D. 

/ op 26 [a] «They inhabited the country to the 
west of the ff #€ in the western Thibet. 
They were conterminous on the North with 
the country of KHOTEN -F [fj fd. They 
had ninety to a hundred thousand men 
under arms. 

xz To the South West of the MH ##, who 
dwelt in towns and villages, 700 A. D. 

# Je Gz A race of the Py 3é, who dwelt in the 
mountains to the South West of the # 3%, 

on the borders of Hindustan. They had 
neither towns nor villages. Their army 
consisted of two thousand men, 700 A. D. 

Ad # FP (Bolor). The greater # ff are also 

called 77 9 Ki WE HE or the Thibetans of 
BOULOUTCH. ‘The lesser are situated to 
the West of the greater to the North of 

Cashmer, 696 A. D. 

“op ME or $e My AE. This kingdom was famous for 

its fine horses, red leopards and four great 

salt mountains, 729 A. D. 

ae Wt or H PR A race of the Py ZE reunited to 
the fH: 3é. This was the most considerable 

of all the hordes. It had %& iff in the Kast 
and $f #& 32 on the West. It was com- 

prised of thirty thousand families, 740 A.D. 

Re 
OS 

7K 



ViThese 3% are » the branch of the =, who 

seized this country after the middle of the | 
eight century. 

WH 3 The founders of this kingdom whieh 
comprised TANGOU'T and the North West- 
ern part of China since, 900 A.D. to 1227 
A.D. were descended from the family of the 
dq; Be mentioned above as one of the tribes | 

of the 4% JE. 

VI—ALANI AND GOTHIC TRIBES WITH | 
FAIR HAIR IN CENTRAL ASIA. 

B&R Their A Fs FW or king, lived in the city 
of Ff 4 Hk, situated to the North of the 
Celestial mountains and to the Hast of the 
Lake 3 jfj which is the TEMOURTOU of | 

This people had blue eyes and | our day. 
fair or red hair. In the third century B. 
C., they lived together with the J¥ J&, to | 
the North West of China. They 
bered twenty thousand families consisting 
of six hundred and thirty thousand people. 

Br: 
dwelt further to the Northward in Siberia 
upon the IRTYCHE, OB, and upper [ENE- 
SIE, 200 B.C. 

fie 
and fifty families, 200 B.C. 

4 2 or pif HT JH, 200 B.C. They were also called 
ane pif (4, and in the sixth century #& 4% 
and fH 3} #. At the time of the Han they | 
dwelt to the North Hast of SOGDIANA 
upon the borders of a great Lake which is 
the Caspian sea. 

we a: Of 
day. They are probably a people of the 
SAMOY ADE race blended with the J 4}, 
who belonged to the same fair race as the | 

®& #. Under the Han, 200 B. C., 

_ till the time of the #& dynasty, 700 A. D. 
that they received the name of '& o£ df. 
Their se ee begun to the West of the 
UIGURS and to the North of # & or KHA- 
maa and extended Northward as far as 
the IRTYCHE and the OB in Southern 
Siberia. ‘The men were of tall stature with 

light hair, fair complexion and blue eyes. 
These people were formerly éommineled 
with the Turkish and Mongol tribes which 
made them lose their ancient language in | 
the place of which they had adopted the 

num- 

They belonged to the same race, but they | 

The country of KASHGAR, one hundred | 

The ancestors of the KIRGHIZ of our | 

the | 
HAKAS were called HX Fé, and it was not | 
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Turkish dialect. This commingling with 
these tribes has not, however, quite destroyed 

| the characteristic markes of their extern- 
al appearance; for one often still sees 
among the KIRGHIZ, people with red hair 
and blue or green eyes. 

me 7% = =GOTHS to the North West of & i, and 
to North Fast of the fe j%, in the country 
of the KIRGHIZ, 200 A.D. 

Vil.-UNKNOWN RACES INHABITING 
CENTRAL ASIA BEYOND THE 

Ziti MOUNTAINS. 
| FE PA or 28 3 = To tho North of the RF 3€ near 

the Lake 3; £4 #. The country is sandy 
and the earth salt, so that there are few 

fields able to be brought under tillage. Five 
thousand families (200 B. C.). 

—L3%  Two hundred and thirty families, to the 
South Hast of a seat of the Chinese govern- 
ment (200 B.C). 

| FF iff To the South West of a seat of the Chinese 
government. ‘Three thousand three hund- 
red families (200 B. C.). 

| MG 3%, Fe 3%, and Ji 3% This is the country of 
| jai Hi HR of our day. Its capital was WE HR, 
| formerly called ff # Jaf, 200 li to the South 

of the Celestial mountains 3K |lf, seven 

thousand families (200 B. C.). 
Va Hi Their king resided in a large valley 

to the East of the Celestial mountains and 
to the North of the UI[GURS to whom they 
were originally tributary. Three hundred 
and thirty-two families, consisting of nine- 
teen hundred and twenty-six persons (200 
B. C,). 

i A if They dwelt in another valley of the 
Celestial mountains. They numbered one 
hundred and ninety-one families, consisting 
of nineteen hundred and eighty-four persons 
(200 B. C.). 

4-4 The present KHARASHAR. Its capital 
was -j #2 JR situated seventy li, to the 
South of the Celestial mountains. Four 
thousand families (200 B. C.). 

¥ [ih] KHOTAN or KOUSTANA, 
sand families (200 B. C.), 

$6 yf An ancient name of YARKAND witha 
population of sixteen thousand three hund- 
red and seventy three persons. Their army 
consisted of three thousand and forty nine 

man (200 B. C,). 

thirty thou- 
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(ay A country to the South East of YY AR- 
KAND (200 B. C)). 

Afi A country between KASHGAR 
KOUTCHE, three thousand five hundred | 

families (200 B. C.). | 
3 44 ‘A country six hundred li to the South | 

of the Capital of & #%. Two thousand two 
hundred families (200 B. C.). 

i% #2 We or 75 Bt. A country to the East of the 
Tsuneling mountains and to the West of 
KHOTAN (500 A. D.). 

AE {A PR The 3 4 of the Han, a country 
situated in the snowy mountains of the 
Tsung-ling range. <A river flows through 
it to the North East (500 A. D.). 

$k Fy A country to the West of j#% # fe, 
around the Lakes of KHARAKOUL and 

RIANGKOUL and the sources of the 

YAPOUYAR (500 A. D.). 
wk 41 «=A country to the South West of gf Fp 

(500 A. D.). 
fe fm A country to the South of 7% 41 and to 

the West of Bolor, 
3y «0 A country in the midst of the Tsuneling 

mountains to the South West of Hs gf (700 
A. D.). 

Pe BE Bt HE =A country to the North of the & 

28 at the foot of a high snowy mountain 
(700 A. D.). 

VIIl.—KINGDOMS OF THE INDUS 
AND THE WESTERN PROVINCES 

OF PERSIA. 
jy © ©Cabul. The residence of the King was 

at 7 && Hk (200 B. C.). 
He PF AE =The TOKHART in TOKHARESTAN 

to the South of the upper OXUS and to the 
North of the HINDOUKOUCH. — Its capital 
was 7 He Yk, upon the Northern shore of 

the river # #£, which flows to the West. 
At the commencement of the Seventh 

century, they lived mixed with the YETA 
Wik WE. 

#e FB (No situation given), 
ye 4h fre ‘To the South West of the I MF 2, 

and to the North West of Cabul. About 

and | 

Gite year 655 it was called a 3 Ee at 
the end of the seventh century it received 
the name of #f #@. Its capital was HOSY, 
8 FE YG IR. In this country were to be 
found, Turkish, AFGHAN and TOKHARI 
tribes. There are in this country four 
rivers which run northwards and flowing 
into the OXUS. 

ak [&, 3 FE 300 li to the West of the Tsune- 

ling mountains. Its capital was #4; ¢F I 
(724 A. D.). 

& CW Be A great country to the West of 
Cabul and to the East of Parthia and Persia 
(200 B. C.). 

[The accounts given of the situation of this 
country are very contradictory. In the ae- 
count of Kipin (Cashmere), it is said to be 
S. W. of that country. In the Books of the 
Han, it is again spoken of as lying to the 
South West of Kipin and stil! further South 
West of it was to be found T*iao chih, the 
port of embarkation for Tatsin. | 

EM! =A country 300 li te the North East of 
jij #2. It was bounded on the South by the 
ii SE, or western Thibetans. ‘They num- 
bered five thousand families (200 B. C.). 

A country to the North of the river 

INDUS, {2% jE jaf. On its South was the 
kingdom of the BRAHMANS; on its South 
Hast was Ht5g. Its king wasa BRAHMAN 
(700 A. D.). 

& JE A country to the South of the MH Fy, 
“and the ' Tsungline mountains contermin- 
ous with India (500 A. D.). 

#¢ Be or 32 PR To the West of HA iif 5th century. 
ia Pf = ‘To the South West of the 7 AR FG (00 

JN. 10))) 
Be ee or BEG or Ie Fiy 2% =A country in the 

Tsungling mountains (500 A. D.). 
Ae ee =A country upon the upper SYRDARTA 

in the country of FERGANA and CHACH. 
Its capital was #¢ FE {Ll $#¥, 10,000 families 

(200 B. C.). 
Ai ( =‘'To the North of A#e, at the commence- 

inent of the seventh century. 
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XVII—A LIST OF THE PRINCIPAL BUDDHIST COUNTRIES 

AND PLACES MENTIONED IN THE TRAVELS OF 

FA HIEN 3; #8 AND HEUEN CHWANG & 28. 
By Geo. Phillips, Esq. 

hij @ JE (Agni or Akni), Name of a kingdom | 
in central Asia.situated to the North of lake | 

Lop. 
Pry AXE 9 ae AE (Ahikehetra or Ahikhatra). An 

ancient city and kingdom in central India 
on the northern bank of the Kalinadi, north | 
of Pantchala (the present Duab). 

bij FY JE (Alni or Avni). 
which formed part of ancient Fukhara, situ- 
ated near to the sources of the Oxus, to the 

North of Munkan,. 
fi HE PE BE i ## (Anandapura), A kingdom and 

ue in Western India north-east of the pen- 
insula of Gujerat, the present Barnagar near 
Kurree. It was one of the sirongholds of 
the a sect. 

pif AEE (Avanda). 
Ely the district of Shekarpoor, Lat. 2 
36 N. Long. 69° 18 E. 

Pry Fs #28 Ye (Ayamukha or Hayamnukha). 

ancient kingdom probably the neighbour- 
hood of Surajepoor, Lat. 26° 26 N. Long. 86° 
16 E. 

Pry Se BE (Ayodhya). 

An ancient kingdom pro- | 
a7 

Name of a kingdom | 

An 

The capital of Kos’ala the | 
Henan oe of ancient Buddhism, the pre- | 
sent Oude, Lat. 25° N. Long. 82° 4K. 

Pry [rE FY (Atali). A province of the ancient king- 
dom of Malva. 

ny BY WE AM AR (Atyanvakela). An ancient king- 
dom, the country near Corachie, Lat. 24 51 
N. Long. 67° 16 E. 

#¢ &, (Ansi). A country in Eastern Persia (Beal). 

A name for the Parthians, probably a cor- 
ruption of Asvakas or Assakas (Remusat). 

Chinese accounts make this country to have 
been situated on the HW. of Persia probably 
on the borders of Rajpootana. Matwanlin 
speaks of it as follows:—Muh, the ancient 
Ansi, was 4,000 li to the Kast of Persia, #i 

Al & A eee eee 

4 3 HE (Andhra). A kingdom in Southern 

India situated between the Krishna and 
Godavari with the capital Vingila. 

4e At ff (Antarava). An ancient kingdom, 
in Tukhara the modern Indera. 

WE 3% (Tchampa). An ancient kingdom and city 
in Central India, said to have been founded 

by one of 4 brothers, the sons of the god of - 
the Ganges by an Apsaras. Probably the 
modern Champanagur, 3 miles W. of Bogli- 
poor, Lat. 25° 14 N. Long. 56° 55 EH. 

=E BY (Yodhapatipura or Yuddharadjapura). 
Literally the kingdom of the combatant 
lord, an ancient kingdom and city near the 
Ganges, 150 1i S. W. of Vais’ali. Exact 
position uncertain. 

a ZF we (Ischkeschm). An ancient kingdom 
near the principal source of the Oxus in Lat. 
36° 42 N. Long. 71° 22 H. 

#47 (Kipin,i.e.,Cophene). The district through 
which runs the Cophes or Cabul river. The 

classical name of Cophes, given to this river, 
is a corruption of the old Vedie name of 
Khoubha, from which also we derive our 
own Cabul. In its widest extent Kipin in- 
eludes the whole of Ariana of the classical 
writers (Cunningham). ‘The Chinese traded 
with this country B. C. 60. (Beal) See 
Kasmira. 

a7 tre (atcha or Katch). An ancient kingdom, 
tributary to Malaya, now the peninsula of 
Cutch in Lat. 23° 13 N. Lone. 69° 50 BK, 

ik iit AE (Nasmira). The modern Cashmere, 

the ancient name for which, according to 
Chinese sources, was Wiphin, jgy #4 (Hite). 

iin GE WE PK (Kamarupa). An ancient kingdom 
formed by the western portion of Assam, N. 
W. and W. of the Br ahmaputra. Its eap- 
ital was the modern Gobati Lat. 26° 9 N, 
Long. 91° 48 E. 

a ul 

Bay 
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An ancient kingdom mith sho Sf Gk (Kapisi’ a). 
a capital of the same name, South of the | 
Hindookoosh, probably N. E. of Hupian in 
the valley of Ghurbend. A Chinese prince 
of the Han dynasty was detained there as a 

hostage. } 
dm fh FE e 2e (Kapilavastu; Pali. Kapila- 

vatthu: Singh. Kimpulvat; Siam. Kabilla- | 
phat ; Tib. Serskya ghrong ; Mong. Kab lik). 
Name of an ancient city, the birthplace of 
S’akyamuni, but destroyed during the life- | 
time of the latter. Its ruins were visited by 
Hiuen-tsang, according to whom it was sit- 
uated a short distance N. W. of the present 

Gorucpoor, Lat. 36° 46 N. Long. 83° 19 KE. 

13 BE FE (Kosala or Ko‘ala), (Singh. Kosol). 1. 
An ancient kingdom of Central India, prop- | 
erly called 7 #% j= At Nan-chiao-sa-lo, lit- | 
erally Southern Kosala or Daeehitalosnls 
the present Gundwana and Berar. An 
ancient kingdom N. of the ene 
ly styled Jl; #% HE FE pei chiao sa lo, literal- | 
ly Northern Kosala or Uttaraksoala, the 
present Oude. 

#8 RR (Gatchi). An ancient kingdom situated 
between Balkh and Bamian, the region a- | 
round Rooee, Lat. 30° 39 N. Long. 67° 48 E. 

48 di # HE (Kadjimgara or Kadjingha or Ka- 
dinghira; Pali. Kadjanghele). Anancient | 
kingdom the royal family of which was ex- | 

The ruins of the capital | 
are situated at the village Kadjeri near | 
tinet A. D. 400. 

Farakhabad (Lat 27° 24 N. Long. 79° 27 E) 
in the province of Agra. 

$e EK HL (Gandhara). An ancient kingdom in 
the northern extremity of the Pundj ib the 
region about Dheri and Baiour, Lat. 35°5 N, 
Long. 71° 16 E. It was one of the head- 
quarters of Buddhism and famous for the 
number of scholars it produced. The myth 
of S'akyamuni having been there in a form- | 
er birth and having torn out his eyes for the | 
benefit of others is probably a distortion of 
the story of Dharma vivardhana who as goy- 
ernor of Gandhara was blinded by order of 
a concubine of his father As’oka. 

38 3 (Khas’a). An ancient tribe on the Paro- 
pamisus, the Kasioi of Ptolemy. This ex- 
planation is more in conformity with the 
sound of the Chinese characters, and with 
the details given by” Babies tien the usual 
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explanations, accor’ ding to which Khas‘a de- 
signates Cashmere (Remusat), or Iskardu 

E (Klaproth), or Kartchou (Beal). 
#4) #4 HH (Kas‘anna). An ancient kingdom 300 
ig li 8S. W. of Kharismiga on the Oxus, the 

present Koorshee, Lat. 38°59 N. Long. 65° 
50 HE. 

343 2 FH EB) (Kanyakubdja). An ancient king- 
| dom of Central India with a capital of the 

same name, the modern Canouge, Lat. 27° 3 
N. Long. 79° 50 E. 

344 (2 {fy (Kalinga). An ancient kingdom §. E. 
of Kos’ala, a nursery of heretical sects, the 

| present Calingapatam, a town in the North- 
ern Cirears, Lat. 18° 15 N. Long. 85° 11 E. 

ay Pe AS He FE Rl) J  (Karnasuvarna; Pali. 
Tela An ancient kingdom in Gundwana, 
the region about Gangpoor, Lat. 21°54 N. 
Long. 84°30 E. 

AJ te fg (apitha). An ancient kinedom in 
Central India also ealled Sumkasva, 

J Ai WEL FH (Kapotana). An ancient kingdom 
N. of Samarkand, the modern Kebud or 
Keshbud. 

#2 JH f we (Tchinapati). A small kingdom in 
the N. W. of India (near Lahore) the in- 
habitants of which asserted (A. D. 640) that 

their first kings had come from China. 

fh. 5 (in. 3 A. 18 Ahn. 1H Hef, explained by 
jie Kk, KR Be ae FR (Ganga). The Ganges, 

said to drop from the centre of S’iva’s ear 
into the Anavatapta lake and thence pass- 
ing through an outlet resembling the mouth 
of a (silver) cow (gomukhi), to flow once 

round the lake, whereupon it permeates 
eastern India and mingles with the southern 
ocean, The belief in the sin-cleansing power 
of its waters is. mentioned as “heretical 
superstition.” 

Es) I} (Tehulya, or Tehaula, or Tehola), “An 
ancient kingdom in N., E. corner of the 
present Madras presidency, described 640 A. 
D. as a scarcely cultivated country with 
semi-savage and anti-buddhistie inhabit- 
ants. 

fy FP UB4S Aor Fy HO YH 4H (Kus inagara, 

| wet. 
| Wt 

or } 
| “ s: . Sede : mee, 
| Kus'inagari or Kus’igramaka; Pali. Kusi- 
| nara; Singh Cusinana or Cusinara; Tib. 

Tsamtchogh grong). An ancient kingdom 
and city so ealled after the sacred Kus’a 

| grass and famous especially as the scene of 
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Ss’ akyamuni’ s death, Its ruins are still eXx- 

tant near Kustal 180 miles N. W. of Patna. 
Ya ppt HE (Gurdjdjara). An ancient kingdom in 

Southern Rajpootana the region around Bar- 
mir in Lat. 25°38 N. Long. 71°18 E. This 
tribe afterwards moved South and gave its 
name to the peninsula of Gujerat. 

Jai Se or ji Hi or Jit 3 or HM ¥% (Kutche). An 
ancient kingdom and city in Hastern Turke- 
stan N. of the Bosteng lake at the foot of 
the Thien shang. 

Ji #a (% Gn (Kachania). An ancient kingdom, 
300 li W. of Samarkand, the region near 
Kermina, Lat. 39°50 N. Long, 65°25 H. 

Ki 7 JH (Surana). An ancient kingdom, on 
the Hindookoosh, originally a district of | 
Tukhara, the modern Garana with mines of 

Lapis lazuli, to the South of Robat, Lat. 36° 
28 N. Long. 71°2 EH. 

Wt % 2% (Kaluta). An ancient kingdom in 
Northern India famous for its rock temples. 
The country now called Cooloo N. of Kangra 

(Lat, 32°15-N. Lone. E.) watered by 

the Bevah but extending to the Sutuleje. 
4% He WE (Vallabhi). An ancient kingdom and 

city on the Kastern coast of Gujerat. 
HE ty IR or Pf FI (a HE (Ucharitra). The char- 

acters #§ 47 Hk Fa hsing ‘cheng mean liter- 
ally the city of departure. A port on the 
S. E. frontier of Uda Orissa whence a consid- 
erable trade was carried on with Ceylon. 

4% Hy (Vadi or Vati), An ancient little king- 
dom and city on the Oxus, the modern Betik, 
Lat. 39°7 N. Lone. 63° 10 E. 

4g fi J (Bayana). An ancient kingdom and 
city in Bokhara famous for a colossal statue 
of Buddha (entering Nirvana) believed to be 

1,000 feet long. 
34°50 N. Long. 67°40 KE. 

BK ae fac ov PL AYE, Jb Bie or WY BT nak HZ (Vai- 
sali, Pali. Ves-ali or Ves-aliya puri; Singh. 

76S 

The present Bamyan, Lat. | 

Wis-ala; Tib. Yangs patchan: Mong, Ootn). | 
An ancient kingdom and city with oligarch- 
ical constitution, the leader of which, 
known as the Litchhavis, embraced Bud- 

dhism early. ‘The second Synod assembled 
there (443 B. C.). Hiuen-tsang found the 
city almost in ruins. ‘he latter still exist 
close to Bassahar, N. of Patna. 

Hy BE PE (Vridji; Pali, Vaddji). An ancient 
kingdom N. of the Ganges, 8, E. of Nepaul, 
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the inhabitants of which—called Samyadji 
were noted for their heretical proclivities, 

Hs BEE PE te BH (Vridjisthana, or Vardasthana), 
An ancient kingdom, the country of the 
Vardaks, the Ortospana of Ptolemy, the 
region about Cabool, Lat. 34°32 N. Long. 
68°55 E. 

dif W4 (Bukhara). The present Bokhara, Lat. 39 
47 N. Lone. 64°25 EH. 

EN My Or Hh WS HE (Baktra). A city of ancient 
Bactriana, once a nursery of Buddhism, A. 
D. 600 still famous for its sacred relies and 
“a numents. ‘The present Balkh, Lat. 36°48 

. Long. 67°4 E. 
| & a pa Fi RE ( (Radjapura). A mountainous proy- 

ince and city near the S. W. frontier of 
Cashmere, the present Rajoar 20 miles N. of 
Naushehra, Lat. 33°11 N. Long. 74°20 HE. 

9 de Ve (Chaduman). A district of ancient 
Tukhara, North of the Wokhan (upper 
course of the Oxus). 

HE Uy ov HE iif or Ve FF VW if (Och or Usch). 
Yingeshar, an ancient kingdom N. of the 
Sita ee y the present Inggachar, 

fF) 2 iv sin (Us harismiga). An ancient king- 
dom on the upper Oxus, which formed part 
of Tukhara, the Kharizm of Arabie geogra- 
pliers. 

Al i), 4! be BD, SF A, I, 
(Kustana). The present Khoten in Lat. 39° 
40 N. Long. 7730 EK. It was the principal 
metropolis of Tatar Buddhism up to the in- 
vasion of the Mohammedans, Buddhism havy- 

ing been introduced there about 300 A. D. 
or earlier, 

(DY ae YU HE or 2 yl] TF (Himatala), Literally 
below the snow-mountains, an ancient king- 
dom ruled in 43 A.D. by a descendant of 
the Sakya family. Probably the region 

South of Kundoot and Issar, North of the 

Hindookoosh, near the principal souree of 
the Oxus. 

{a JE or 36 vA or (2 jay (Sindhu; ib. Sindhou; 
Mong. Sidda or Childa), explained by S jaf 
literally the river of verification, 1. The 
Indus, now called Sanpu, said to rise from 
the Anavatapta lake (acoording to Hinen- 
tsang from the Sirikol in Lat. 38°20 .N. 
Long. 74 E.) through an outlet in the West, 

called “the mouth of the golden elephant, 
and after ee flowed once all round the 
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lake to flow into the 8. W. ocean. An 
ancient kingdom Saal or ean with 
the capital Vitchavapura, said to have often 
been visited by S‘akyamuni, 

Gt fi SF tk (KZ or ft ff] BE (Hyranya Parvata). 
An ancient neeone near the 
which a voleano existed. ‘The present 
Monghir in Lat. 25° 16 N. Long. 86° 28 HE. 

$8 AC BE (Djoumadha?). A kingdom situated 
to the N. W. of Hondjikan, which country 
was situated to the 8. E. of Talkan, 

& A (Cabul?) See also Kipin. An Embassy 
from this country came to China in the after 
Han Dynasty (25 A. D. to 220 A. D.). 

situated to the 8S. W. of KA Eg. Its customs 

resemble those of India. Its people are 
pusillanimous. They are great merchants 
and the country is wealthy. India, Cash- 
mere and Ansi each in their turn held this 
country tributary to them according to their 
ability to keep it (Wen hien t‘ung kao). 
Klaproth speaking of Kaofu says: 

Cabul. (Tableaux de l’Asie, p. 133.) 
42) AUS af (Xausambi), One of the most ancient 

cities of India, identified by some with | 
Kusia near Kurrah (Lat. 25° 41 N. Lone. 

81° 27 K.); by others with the village of 
Kosam on the Jumna 30 miles above 

Allahabad. 

4% [oq (Ghur, or Ghori). 
and city on the eastern frontier of Tukhara, 
the neighbourhood of the present Khinjan | 

68° 59 KE. between (Lat. 35° 41 N. Long. 
Koondooz and Cahool.), 

AS 4 WD Ai AE (Konkanapura). An 

prising the present district of Concan with 
Goa and North Canira, between Lat. 14° 
37 N. and Lat. 18° N. 

¥§ i) Be (Konyodha). An ancient kingdom 
and city on the Hast Coast of India, proba- 
bly the modern Ganjam, Lat. 19° 
Long. 85° 10 E. 

Be hy AE (Lambura, or Lambhara). A mountain 
with a famous Nagahrada, N. of Cabool, 
the present Laspissor in Kohistan. 

jf JR (Lampaka). 
mountains of Lughman N, of 
river, between Chiarbagh, (Lat. : 
Long. 70° 6 E.) and Deh Hindoo, 

uhie) Cabool 

Leesa INE 

capital of 

It is | 

| $K WS Fi HE (Matipura). 

This | 

country appears to have been a part of 

iis (Langala). ‘An ancie nt kingdom in 
the Western Pundjab, noted for the preva- 
lence of S‘ivaism. Descendants of this tribe 
now called Langhaou are found near Kateh 
Gandava in the N. E. corner of Beluchistan. 

@ @@ (Munkan, or Mungan). <A province of 
ancient Tukhara, W. of Badakehan, at the 

upper course of the Oxus. 

HA Fj PE or BA we YE (Magadha), A kingdom 
in Central India, the headquarters of 
ancient Buddhism up to 400 A. D., the holy 

land of all Buddhists, coyered with Viharas 
and therefore called Bahar, the southern 
portion of which corresponds to ancient 
Magadha, 

eB Hig BE (Malava, or Lara). An ancient king- 
dom in Central India (N. of the Narmada 
E. of the Mathi) once the headquarters 
of heretical sects, the present Malva. 

An ancient kingdom 
(and city), kings of which in A. D. 600 

belonged to the S’udra caste, the home of 
many famons priests. The present Rohil- 
cund between the Ganges and the Rama- 

An ancient kingdom | 

ancient | 

kinedom on the West coast of India com- | 

ZOUN | 

An ancient kingdom on the | 

ganga. 
| #K yy i (Malasa). 

upper Pundjab. 
we FE AE oor ME Ue AE (Mathura or Madhura). 

An ancient kingdom and city of Central 
India, famous for the number of its Stupas, 

the birthplace of Krishna (whose emblem is 
the peacock), The modern Muttra in Lat. 
27 33 N. Long. 77 40 E. 

JRE DE 7S 1% BE Zi AE (Mahe’s varapura, or Mat- 
chivara). An ancient city and kingdom in 
Central India the present Machery, (Lat. 
27 19 N. long. 76° 50 HK.) in Rajpootana. 

HS ay Hl] fE (Maharachtra). The Mahratta coun- 
try, an ancient kingdom in the N. W. 

| corner of the Deccan, near the upper course 
of the Godavery. 

FE FE = 36 BR (Mulasamburu, or Mulasthani- 
pura). An ancient kingdom of Western 

| India, tributary to Tcheka, the modern 
Moultan, Lat. 30° 18 N. Long. 71° 42 E. 

Hb 9S FE WS HE (Nagarahara, or Nagara). An 
ancient kingdom and city on the Southern 
bank of the Cabool river about 30 miles W. 

of Jellallabad, Lat. 34° 28 N. Long. 70° 30 

| E. The Nagara of Ptolemy. 
| Ff # (Nutchikan, or Nuchidjan). An an- 

A mountain valley in the 
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cient Kingdom 250 1i 8. 8S. W. of Esfydjab, | 
the present Nudjketh in Turkestan between 
Taras and Khodjend. 

#F fy or BE fy (Langka, or Lanka). 1. 
ain in the S. E. corner of Ceylon with a 
city inhabited by demons (Lankapuri). 2. 

A general name for Ceylon. 
AE TS we (Punatcha, or Pantchas-attra, or Pant- 

charachtra), An ancient city and province 

of Cashmere. The present Poonch in Lat. 
33° 42 N. Long. 74° 25 EH. 

HE HS (E GH YH (Pundravarddhana). An ancient 
kingdom and city in Bengal, the present 
Bardvan in Lat. 23° 30 N. Long. 87° 82 E. 

An ancient kingdom BE 2 fii] 24 (Virasana). 

A mount- | 

and city in the Doab between the Ganges | 

and the Yamuna. The modern Karsanah. 
Wt #2 xm (Vais’aka). An ancient kingdom 

the Oude territories, probably the region 
about Diswan, Lat. 27° 28 N. Long. 80°6 E. 

RE 3 3h FR (Pitas’ila), An ancient 
and city in the province of Sindu, 
N. of Adhyavakila, 300 li 8. W. of Avanda. 
Exact position unknown. 

BK wk 48 0 YE (Barukatcheva). An ancient 
kingdom in Gujerat, South of the Nerbudda 
near Baroche, Lat. 21°44 N. Long. 7 
E. 

DK MK AE (Pamira). The plateau of Pamir the 
centre of the ‘’sung-ling mountains with 
the Sirikol lake in Lat. 
74 Ki. 

$A SE Al] Hl] (Badakchan). 
district of T’ukhara, 

beer about Lat. 34°45 N. Long. 
$k (EB or Gk AE fk B (Parvata). 

city and province of Teheka, 700 li N. E. of 
Mulasthanipura, perhaps the modern 
Fattihpoor between Multan and Lahore in 
Lat. 30° 48 N. Long. 73° 15 EH. 

YE FE Be a) HE (Brahma pura). Explained 
by A [, the kingdom of women, an ancient 
kingdom of northern India, the dynastic 
title of which was entailed upon the female 
line exclusively. Its capital was situated 
near Sireennggur, Lat. 30° 10 N. Lone. 78° 
46 K. 

$k HE WS im (Prayaga, 

A mountainous 

70 E. 

or Pratichthana.) 

Allahabad, Lat. 28 N. Long. 18° 41 E. 
situated at the junction of the Yamuna with | 

in | 

2° 56 | 

38° 20 N. Long. | 

An ancient | 

kingdom | 

700 11 | 

| Pee fly VE G2 HE AE (Sthar se’vara). 
the region near Gum- | 

An | 
ancient kingdom and city, the present | 8 HI) PE (Surachtra). 

the Ganges, 
WE HK Ahn (Baluka) ). An ancient kingdom of Eastern 

Turkestan, the present Aksu, Lat. 40° 7 N. 
Long. 39° 29 E. 

HK Ri) JP Wo; or ye HE ZS iy (Varanasi; Burm. 
Baranathee; Tib. W ened An ancient 
kingdom and city near the Ganges, noted 
(A. D. 640) as the head quarters of “8'i ivaism. 
The japan Pehares, Lat. 25° 23 N. Long. 

3° 5 EK. 
HK Hl) Hy, or PR I; (Parsa). The ancient kingdom 

of Persia, said to be situated “near the west- 

ern ocean” and described as the principal 
mart for precious stones, pearls and silks. 
The patra of S’akyamuni was A. D. 600 
believed to be in the capital (Surasthana), 
Dinabila is mentioned as the favourite deity 
of the Persians. The N. W. of this country 
is conterminous with the kingdom of Fuhlin, 
which, in the nature of its soil and the 

manners and customs of its inhabitants, 

resembles Persia, but the appearance of the 
people and their language is slightly dif- 
ferent. (Juhen Lescontrees occidentales, Vol. 
2, page 180). 

DK FE Ae SB PE (Paryatra). An ancient kingdom 
800 li S. W. of S’atadru, a centre of heret- 

ical sects. The present city of Birat, W. of 
Muthura. 

TH BK We or Tit BG GL ZF 
city and mounts 

Samarkand, in Lat. é 

ze (Samakan). An ancient 
of Bokhara, the present 
39°56 N. Long. 66°50 E, 

A kingdom 
and city in Central India. The scene of the 
battles between the Pandus and Kurus. The 
modern Thunesur in Lat. 29° 57 N. Long. 
76° 48 KB. 

= BE IH rE (Samata, or Samatata or Somotata). 
An ancient kingdom close to the sea at the 
mouth of the Brahmaputra. 

#b FJ 2% 3 (Sutrichna, or Satruchna, or 
Osruchna, or Uratippa). An ancient city in 
Turkestan between Kojend and Samareand. 

ik BH} (Srughna). An ancient kingdom 
and city near the upper course of the Yam- 
una, probably the region between Saharun- 
poor, Lat. 29°59 N. Long. 77° 33 E. and 
Sirinugeur, Lat. 22°55 N. Long. 79° 40 Ee 

An ancient kingdom, the 
Syrastrene of the Greeks, the medern dis- 
trict of Surat, on the peninsula of Gujerat. 
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fie Rl) BE fee TB (Surasthanay 
tal of Eastern Persia. Exact position un- 
known. Matwanlin makes mention of a 
All HR as the capital of Persia, which he 
states to be in the territory anciently known | 
as {% %&. The probability is that this Su- 
rasthana was situated in Eastern Persia. 

1S ii (S’ambi). 
southern slope of the Hindookoosh founded | 
by refugees of the S’akya family. The region | 
near Chitral in Lat. 35° 35 N. Long. 72° 
27 Hh. 

% lal & (S’atadru). 1, 
of Northern India, noted for 

wealth. Exact position unknown, 2. 
river Sutlej, a tributary of the Indus. 

FP 3 Je iChaghnan). 
the Chaduman district. 

Ai A (Techadj or Tehasch). 

=u 

Ay . . 

its mineral 

The 

Literally 

the Sir; the modern Tashkend (lit. 

eastle) in Lat. 42° 40 N. Lone. 64° 48 E. 
ae FE FE AE re ( Stravasti or S’aravati; Pali, | 

Savatthi; Singh. Sewet; Burm. Thaw- | 
attihi). An ancient kingdom 500 li N. W. 
of Kapilavastu, therefore near the upper 
course of the Rapty (ie. Saravati?.) The 
city of the same name, once a favourite 
resort of S’akyamuni, was in 600 A. D. a 
deserted ruin, and (according to Hinen-tsang) | 
situated near Sirkhee, Lat. 28°35 N. Long. 
81°52 E. Fahien places it near Fuzabad, 
Lat. 26° 47 N. Long. 82°3 E 

3 FE AS An ancient £ (Dravida or Dravira). 
kingdom in Southern India bounded in the 
South by the Cauveri and reaching north- | 
wards as far as Arcot or Madras. 

#& s& (Tadjiks). An ancient tribe once settled 
near the Sirikol lake (Eitel). This is also the 
name of a country reached by Kan ying on 
his way to Tatsin. This country is described 
in the after Han history as lying to the S. 
W. of Kipin (Cashmere). 

dence seem to make it to have been situated 

somewhere in the neighbourhood of the 
ancient Pattala. 

WH 44 2 or & Fi) Fw (Takehas’ila). An 
ancient kinedom and city, the Taxila of the | 
Greeks, the region near Hoosun Abdaul in 

Lat. 35° ASN. Long. 72° 44 Ki. 

% UE AL no iH i i or i WE yg (Pali. 

The ancient capi- | 

An ancient kingdom on the | 

An ancient kingdom | 

A district to the East of | 

stone | 
kingdom, an ancient city in Turkestan on | 

stone | 

All lines of evi- | 

7 L 

Tamalitti). An ancient inedea and fie 
The latter was the principal emporium for 
the trade with Cey jlon and China. The 
modern Tamlook, Lat. 22°17 N, Long, &8° 
2 EK. near the mouth of the Hoogly. 

ER DS 343 WE Ym (Dhana Katcheka), An ancient 
bnedon in Southern India, now the North- 
eastern extremity of the Madras presid- 
ency. 

HE YX HE (Tukhara). Literally the kingdom of 
the Yuetchi (perhaps the Djats of North 
Western India). 1. A topographical term 
designating a country of ice and frost 
(tuchara), and corresponding to the present 

Badakehan which Arab geographers still 
call Tokharestan. 2. An ethnographieal 
term used by the Greeks to designate the 
Tocharoi or Indo-Seythians, and likewise by 
Chinese writers applied to the Tochari, 
Tartars, who, driven on by the Huns (180 
B. C.), conquered Trans-oxania, destroyed 
the Bactrian kinedom ~ #, B. C. 126 and 
finally conquered the Pundjab, Cashmere, 
and the greater part of India. Their greatest 
king was Kanichka, 

FS] Wi) 32 HE (Dialandhara). An ancient king- 
dom and city in the Pundjab, the present 
Jalendher, Lat. 31°21 N. Long. 75°38 E. 

y#i fq (‘T'sao kwo). The name by which Kipin 
(Cashmere) was known, during the Suy 

dynasty (A. D. 589 to 618). It is described 
as being situated to the S. W. of the Tsung- 
ling mountain and had for its eapital Shen 
Chien. 

ye XB ME (Tsaukuta). An ancient kingdom in 
the N. W. of India, probably the Arokhotes 
of the Greeks. The region around Ghuznee, 
Lat. 33° 35 N. Lone. 68°12 E. This coun- 
try was once called wif BB and is described 
by Matwanlin as being 400 li to the W. of 
Kipin (Cashmere), 

Hit ym (Teheka). An ancient kingdom in the 

Pundjab, rich in minerals, the region around 

Umritsir, Lat. 31°38 N. Long. 74°49 E. 
De i (Uehakuika), Common misprint for BF 

4a) fn, an ancient kingdom and city in Little 
Bukharia, probably the modern 3€ fff 3& 

_(Yerkiang), in Lat. 38°13 N. Long. 78°49 KE. 
Ai 4a The Tsangling mountains form the West- 

| ern portion of the Great Kuen-Lun range, 
| and blend with the Bolor range. They eom- 
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prise the Karakorum and Pamir ridges, and N. Long. 72 47 B. 
separate Little Thibet and the country of |B 4& (Uda, or Utkala, or Udradesa). An acnient 
the Dardus from Badakshan. The name 
signifies Onion mountains. In Hiouen 
Thsang, Vol. 11, 194, it is said they are so 
called because the region produces many 
onions. But in the Fahkai lih to, the reason 

assigned for the name is that the mountains — 
are covered with rocky boulders of a round- 
ed shape. 

ER RS fz Fh (Udjdjayana or Udjdjayini). An 
ancient kingdom and city in Western India, 
the Ozene of Ptolemy, the modern Oujein, 

Lat. 23° 1L N. Long. 75° 52 K. 
8& # PF (Uras‘i or Uras’a). An ancient proy- 

ince of Cashmere, the Ouastene of Ptolemy, 

the region 8. W. of Serinagur, Lat. 33° 23 wa 

kingdom in Eastern India, the present prov- 
ince of Orissa. 

& «OH (Udyana, or Udjyana, or Udjiyana), An 
ancient kingdom in the N. W. of India, the 
country along the S’'ubhavastu ; the Suastene 
of the Greeks, noted for its forests, flowers 

and fruit (whence its name “park’’), 
4 i tf (Invakan, or Khavakan, or Avakan, or 

Vakhan), Anancient kingdom on the Hindoo- 
koosh, described by Hiuentsang as situated 
200 118. E. of Badakchan which would place 
it in the region near Pushut, Lat. 34 54 N. 
Long. 71° 10 E. Martin places it 200 li N. KE, 
of Badakchan to the North of Saugra, Lat. 
3D 3) N. Long, 70° 18 E. 

$< 

XVIIL.—GEOGRAPHICAL NAMES IN TARTARY AND 

NEIGHBOURING COUNTRIES. 
By Geo. Phillips, Esq. 

Ba] ¥z mR A district of the province to the south 
of the KK jl. Latitude of chief place, 41° 
(9. Longitude E. of Paris, 76°55. 

#& vj The Empire of Annan comprising 
Tonquin, Cochin China, and the kingdom of 
‘T'siampa on the 8. E. of China. The capital 
is called 2 Jl (see this name). 

Ws, #G Ancient Parthia. [M. Biot is in 
error when he states An hsi (4 7) to be the 
same as An hsi (4 8). 4 PY means the 
country in which were situated the 4 military 
governments of Yutien -F [fil, Soula Bat iff, 
Kutsze §@ 3%, and Yenki # , at the time 
of the ‘Tang Ht dynasty. (Memoires concer- 
nant les Chinois vol. xvr, page 389)]. 

E# #@wW A district in the Tsungling mount- 
ains. Latitude ofchief place 36°23, Longitude, | 
Te 20. 

EL 8 jit) © Barkoul, called also git Py RF, a dis- 
trict in Tartary, between the first spurs of | 
the JK jy. Latitude of chief place, 43° 40, 
Longitude, 91° 40. 

YF VE Borneo. [The -~f — # makes ‘Po ni the 
same as Lambiri N. E. Sumatra.] 

IH =A district 80 leagues to the west of #7 
I] fF and generally included in Kan-soo, 
Latitude of chief place, 39° 40, Longitude, 
92° 30. 

v YE Sea of sand, a great desert to the N. W. 
of China, called also GOBI. 

HE WF = Chayar. A town and district of Tartary. 
Latitude, 41° 05, Longitude, 80° 40. 

#8 =©Ancient capital of the Mongols, at the 
end of the sixteenth century. 

Em A district of Tartary to the North of 
Pe-chih-li, under the Khitan. 

§ % An ancient name of India. 
| #4 {8 4 ©=Hleuths. A people of western Tartary. 

Their country was to the S. of the FX ly, 
and comprised Ack-soo, Kachgar and Yark- 
and. 

3. Be The name of a department and of a town 
of the third order, to the North of Li-hua- 
chou, in Tartary. 
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4B BE A great desert to the North West of China, 
also called Sha-mo. 

mm i Khamil; a district of the province lying 
to the S. of the Tien-shan. Latitude 42° 43, 
Longitude 92° 15. 

 f— {7 The Amoor or Saghalien River and | 
that part of eastern Tartary traversed by | 
that river. 

HR #3 «© Natives of the Island of Yesso to the N. 
of Japan. 

fa} HL An ancient people of Mongolia. 
the Tsin and Han, they were for merly called 

hig Th. 
ing # The country of Ortoz situated in the great 

Northern Bend of the Yellow river. 
K P| A district of Turfan, in the province to 

the south of the Tien-shan. 
chief place 42°40, Longitude 88° 28. 

XK pe Presumed to be Karakorin; a district of 
Tartary. Latitude, 46°40, Longitude, 100 

30. 
Au [i] Called also Yii tien, which see. 
fl fal A general name given to the Mussulmans. 
jel & «Uigurs, the name of the ancient Turks. 
fe] = Uigurs. | 
#7 #2 A savage people living to the N. of the 

country of Annan. (The Dutch are also so 

called.) 
Ajt FEA district of the province to the N. of 

Tien-shan F€ jj. This name is derived from 
a river which flows into lake Balkhach. | 

This district is also ealled Gouldja. Lati- 
ude of chief place 43°46, Longitude, 80° 10. 

FA) #2 India. 
H wf An ancient name of Tonquin, Cochin | 

China. 
BH AK Japan. 
Mn A Oriental Tartars, called also & jf. 
4 {Fb K ff =Cashmere. 
BB {- 8) WY vashigar, a district of the province 

to the south of the Tien-shan. 
chief place 39° 25, Longitude, 71° 40. 

EB, Name of the country of the Anterior 
Uigurs, settled at the sixth century of our 
era to the N. of J Ji. 

PA pil YG fz =Kharachar. A district of the proy- 
ince to the south of the FX jl]. Latitude of 
chief 42° 15, Longitude, 84 45. 

ia 

Bi 22 Latitude of chief place 42° 25, Longitude, | 
14. 

ME be Se 
(See Shang-tu.) 

Khasachs, or Kirghiz-kbasacks. A 

Under | 

Latitude of | 

| Ma Ze 

Latitude of | 
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| great horde to the north of lake Balkach. 
OE iE Ancient name of Sodiana. 
Fe 3% The ancient name of foreign tribes on the 

North of China. 
Ee 37 JJ Name of the ancient Oriental artars. 
5, vy se An ancient people of the Thibetan 

race to the N. W. of China. 
fe 72 District of Tartary to the W. of the Sung- 

ling mountains. Formerly, the country of 
A wt. Latitude of chief place, 41’ 40, 
Longitude, 67° 30. 

a fk A district of Oriental 'Tartary (Manteh- 
uria), situated on the upper part of the river 
Soungari. 

% il: (toes united). An ancient name of the Co- 

chinchinese of Cochin China and Tonquin. 
%e Ji AF, the capital of Tonquin. Latitude, 
21° 20, Longitute, 103° 30. 

| 7 B Name of a new district to the W. of & 
i) AF, and of Se gE Af. 

An ancient kingdom at the time of the 
Han dynasty ~, to the W. of that of Ee. 

ji Wi A district of the province to the S. of 
Tien-shan. Latitude of chief place, 41° 37, 

Longitude 80° 35 

IK J =A district of the province to the S. of the 
Tien-shan. Latitude of chief place 40° 15, 
Longitude, 92° 50. 

IX WE The Island of Java. 
‘7 Northern Tartary. 

ri 7S or Fe iff Chinese name of the Island of 
Pulo-conder in the China sea. 

+ #5 Kingdom of Lao-chua or Laos to the 8. 
| of Yunnan and to the N. of the Annan 

empire ; formerly i 2. 
4g = This country is placed to the S. W. of 

| Yunnan in Chinese maps ; it seems to be the 
country of the Laos Burmans. In Chinese 
History, there is also found frequent mention 
of a foreign people, to the south west of China 

called 7. 

He See the former. 
| $k & Anancient name of southern Cochin China. 
fa ee The Island of Luzon. 
i JM] =~ Mantchow. 

or #9 (a) The kingdom of Ava. 
jets Alene ealis Be Mongols and Mongolia, 

a8 An ancient name of Tonquin. 
ij Wy A chain of mountains parallel with 

KKouen-lun running from W. to EB. toward 

China. 
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4 tH HF =A district of western Tartary to the | 
N. of #ff JM WF. Latitude of chief place, 40° 

30, Longitude 93° 30. 

AH See ho ff. 
& §& Black demons. 
& {fF Country of Tartary to the W. of Aksoo, 

Latitude of chief place, 41°35, Longitude | 
TD? 37. 

BH A people of central Asia, living to the 
North of the Tien-shan toward the second 
century of our era, 
Formerly {£ 4, the usual name given to (& 
the Japanese in China. 

ay % A town in Tartary. 
A gi The eight pastures, name of a part of 

Tartary, the chief place of which is‘Kai‘ping. 
Jb i North sea; the name by which lake 

Baikhal is known in the accounts of travels 
in Tartary. 

It = Bichbalick, to the N. of the Tien-shan | 
in the country of lake Balkach. 

J & ‘Town in Tartary. Latitude, 42° 45, 
Longitude, $9° 20. 

ke iy Persia. 
Zz § Name ofa new district in the department 

of mm fa fF, to the N. of JE i wk. 
Hi FS GL 22 Samarkand. — Latitude, 

Longitude, 65°. 
= WE (the three families). Name of north eastern 

Manchows ; tribes of the N. E. 

HE Wy Ac Town in Tartary (Sairim). 
41°41, Longitude, 79° 38 

$3, fj Ceylon. 
3 #E «Siam and Kingdom of Siam. 

Se Op 

39° 30, 

Latitude, 

TW AS, PH HR =Names of Thibet. [400 A. D. | 

Tg Ji] Name of the country of Turfan, under the 
Tang dynasty. 

‘Pa wk A general name given to the western 
nejehbouring countries of China. 

HY, A EE Great western ocean; this name 
-is used generally for Europe and western 

Te 32,36 See Kiang. |countries. | 

Ty A name of Cochin China (Western court) | 

in contradistinction to Tonquin (Hastern | 

a 6H court), also a part of Mongolia under the 
Chin dynasty. 

S# fj iff A lake in 'Tartary, the source of the 
Yellow River. 

Wi) $e Name of an ancient Tartar ee living 

Name of a great race of eastern Tartary | 
Al or Kalgan. from tbe fourth century before our era to | 

7K AB HE 

ake 

in Manchuria previous to our era. ‘These 
people are the ancestors of the Joo-chin or 
Joo-chi. 

KK i) The name of an ancient kingdom at the 
time of the Han dynasty, in the country of 
Kachgar. [Ceylon. 

fi [xq Kingdom of Lions, the ancient name of 
| J8{- -F A town of western Tartary or Turkest- 

an. Latitude, 43°03, Longitude, 66° 25. 
A # Name of a western country presumed to 

be the Roman Empire; by some said to be 
Persia. 

AH An ancient name of Bactriana. 
Ancient name of the kingdom of Annan, 

|A & The general name given to the Arabs. 
Amone the Persians the Arabs are called 
Tazi; and among the Armenians all Mo- 
hammedan nations are known under the 
name of Dadjik or Tadjik, a name which ap- 
pears first to have been given by the Ar- 
menians to the country of HEDJAZ where 
Mahomet was born. It appears probable 
that the words Tazi, Dadjih, and Tadjih 
have the same origin as the Syriae word 
Tayoye, which primarily meant Arabs, and 
then by extension, it was made to apply to 
barbarians, foreigners, &¢., according to 

circumstances. It is undoubtedly from Tazi 
or Tadjih that the Chinese have their Ta- 
shih. | Memoires concernant les Chinois Vol. 
XVI, p. oe 

Jeff 4G A district to the north of Ili. 
Latitude 46-—47’. 

\£4 IW (long white mountain). A great mount- 
ain chain to the north of the Cored. 

A town situated at the en- 
trance of the province of Pechih-li near the 
Great Wall. Latitude 40°52, Longitude 
112° 33. 

fy 3k Southern Cochin China, the kingdom of 
Set fi’ = Cambodia. |'T'siampa. 
gic PA Jf See Barkoul. 

A district of Eastern Tartary, also 
called Je-ho, to the north of Peehih-li. 
Latitude of chief place 41° 06, Longitude 
115° 26. 

A district to the north of 'Tien-shan 
range to the west of Barkoul. This district 
corresponds to that of Ouroumtsi. Latitude 
of chief place 43° 45, Longitude 86° 40. 

es: 4, SE SE WH ISIS i = Western Tartary. 
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He 
under the Khitan. 

K iw A great mountain chain of central Asia, 
parallel with Kouen-lun between 41° and 45 
N. Latitude, and 70° and 100 E. Longitude. 

K Wid % A great province of Western Tar- 
tary, to the North of the Tienshan chain 
comprehending Dzoungarie, Ili 
country of the Khirgiz. 

KK iit # A great province of Western Tar- 
tary, to the south of the Tien-shan extend 
ing as far as the Nan-chan and Kouen-lun 
ranges. 
Koutche, Kharachar, Pidjan, Aksou, Ka- 

chgar, peaniend, Khathan, and Lesser Bok- 
RA and Ke © Arabia (Mecca), | hara. 
Kf =An a icenb town, under the Yuan dynas- | 

ty to the North of the great bend of the | 
Yellow river. 

RK *% Anancient name of India. 

ye jk Turks. 
WE 4S or WE HE «An ancient name of Thibet t at | 

the time of the Tang dynasty. 

Ie A af 

Part of Tartary to the north of Chan si | 

and the | 

It comprises the districts of Hami, | 

Turfan, a district to the south of the | 

Tien-shan range, otherwise called Ho-chow, 
See this name. 

| Fe Bt Tonquin. 
He ih Sé A country of the 

presumed to be Cambodia. 
Ty if The lake Ko-ko-nor, to the West of China. 
1 44 An ancient district at the time of the Han 

dynasty, near Sha-chou. 

Eastern India, 

| key [2 An ancient district under the Han near 
| Sha-chou. 

(#5 APSE A district to the South of the Tien- 
shan. Latitude 38° 19, Longitude 73° 50. 

#3 -& An ancient district of Tartary, under the 
| lang dynasty, close to lake 

lesser Bokhara. 

| qr %& Alains in the first century before our era. 
f& ly Great chain to the North of China. It 

extends East and West. 

BEE See BB. 
| J& An ancient people of Western Tartary. 

They were divided into the greater and lesser, 
F [fi] Khotan. A district to ihe South of the 
| Tien-shan range. Latitude of chief place 

Latitude 37°, Longitude 78° 15. 

Yen or lake Lop, 

SS 

XIX.—COUNTRIES AND PLACES ADJACENT TO CHINA 

ON THE SOUTH AND IN THE INDIAN OCEAN. 
By Goe. Phillips, Esq. 

1—KINGDOMS IN SUMATRA MER- 
TIONED IN CHINESE BOOKS. 

Acheen ii ie. 
Samara Re PY 4% ii] Bl. 

tioned by Marco Polo and Ibn Batutah. 
Lambri 74 ff HE FY (pronounced Zan poli in 

Fookien). A kingdom on the N. E. of the | 
island of Sumatra, which the 

identifies with the kingdom of yy} JE. 
sea stretching jarms from Acheen Head to 
Ceylon is called by the Chinese the sea of 
Lambri. 

An island ealled if 
before reaching 

I], is the island last seen 

the Nicobars, 2 88 |L. 
This Mao-shan is probably the Gavenispola | 
of Marco Polo, called Pullo Gomus_ by 

This kingdom is men- | 

tt — sh, | 
The 

Hamilton and other writers. 

| Aru Ot & fe 
|Nakoourh Hf Fn il a. 

Samara. 
Letai #2 f\ @. 

Lambri. 
Palembang and Jambi # 74 J. In this neigh- 

bour hood was situated the famous port he 
fi, #E, once the great emporium of the trade 
between Arabia, India and China. 

ll.—_SiAMESE AND NATIVE MALAY 
STATES ON THE EAST AND 

WEST SIDES OF THE 
MALAY PENINSULA. 

fF. 

A kingdom adjoining 

A kingdom to the East of 

Siam 

| Chiya 
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Ligor, call Ted by the Siamese Lakon, 7\ hip. This 
is probably the Lachae of Marco Polo. 

Sungora 242 +. 
Patani > mf. 
Kalantan 7F 3 J}. 
Tunggano TJ ihe AK. 
Pahang ¥% =. 
Johore 4 th. 

Singapore Jy, Hf He ih. 
Salaitearee a ipl] FR. 
Kedah 7% fi. 
Malacca — fii; i) AB. ~The southern part of the 

Malay Peninsula traded with China in the 
first century of our era and was known 
under the name of Bf #8 a w&- 

Iil_ISLANDS AND COUNTRIES | 
BEYOND ACHEEN IN SUMATRA 

FORMERLY RESORTED TO 
BY CHINESE SHIPS. 

| Magadoxo 

' Combaet 

AS ep BD. 
Socotra ZA Z A (foreign name) ja fy BF Hi. 
Kismacoran 4% 4% AN ¥ ih. 

Te AN SE ti. 
| Tana (?) =J 5U- 

| Coilun 

32 ge it Nicobars, the largest of these islands | 
was known under the name of #& FS @, 
Sambelone. 

$8 i Ed, @ IE GI] Ceylon, seven days sail west- | 
ward from the Nicobars. The first point 
sighted was ‘f BK 4 \lj; two or three 

days from this a se called the fii as [Ly 
was reached, and then the port of ij 7 Hi, 
Pooliantivoe (?), the island on which Bate- | 

calo is situated. 
7 The Maldives. These islands are de- 

scribed as being 10 days sail 8. W. from 
Sumatra and 7 days and nights sail S$. of 

Ceylon. 
Jy 8 AA Quilon, a port adjacent to Cochin, 

described as a great emporium of western 
commerce. Pauthier states {EH pif to be the 
Chinese name for Quilon. 

Fy Re Cochin. 
pay Ff} =©Aden. 

4 Calicut. 

i By Hl] VPengala. 
23, ae Hy = =Ormus. 

ay fi 4s Chitugong. 

IV.—A FEW NAMES MENTIONED 
IN MARCO POLO’S TRAVELS. 

Hormus 4 4% j5t 2p. 

Naskat lift 4 7- 
Culatu Kalhat 7 HEF. 
Dufar {4 7% Sl. 

Esher — 3fil di. 
Aden fal J}. 

| M, 

Gozurat 

Comari 
AE 25 TF. 
HE of. 
Ny 85 

Cail 7p BE $f. 
The above list of names is taken from the rude 

maps to be found in the jf (ff #% Bf many 
of which appear to have been drawn in 
the Sung dynasty. Descriptions of most 
of these countries are to be found in the | 
SE EWR WF > and had this book been in ex- 
istence in Marco Polo’s day, I should almost 
venture to say that the great traveller had 
translated from it. I incline to the opinion 
that the descriptions of all the countries 
from Lochac Ligor (in Malay Lakon), 7< dif 
to Hormus, are translated from some Chinese 

geographical work in existence in his day. 
not think that Madagascar was known to 
the Chinese. The maps in the work from 
which I have taken these names do not 
extend further south than Melinda, jfi#t Hk, 
and Magadoxo. 

I think what Colonel Yule says about Marco Polo’s 
account of Madagascar being confused with 
that of Magadoxo is quite correct. 
Pauthier uses the characters, {f fj, to re- 
present Coilum. | think he must be in error, 
as the characters I use stand for a kingdom 
between Cail and Cochin, and all geogra- 
phies I have read, state Sino-ko-lan to be in 
the neighbourhood of Cochin. The 7 FQ fal 
jar gives {IL fj as the characters used to 
represent Abyssinia. 

V.-COUNTRIES MENTIONED IN THE 
SIN TANG SHOO. 

To be met with in a chapter describing the 

route from Kwang-chow-foo (Canton) to Hor- 

mus, and countries situated on the Persian 

Gulph and the Euphrates. 

HE IH KR w% tk i | This kingdom ap- 
pears to be Caucam melli mentioned in the 
books of Arab writers as a great emporium 
of foreign commerce in southern India, In 
the Chinese book above mentioned, vessels 

took their departure from this port for the 
opposite African coast and pieces in India 

I do 
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| 6 ef 
(ABA ZS Hb A ob it 
i SE dh 

and the Peisian Gulph. 
ig MA iat — Eh 9A jf «The river Mehran, 

an Arabic name for the Indus or river of 

Sind. - 
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Bussorah. 
Euphrates. 

Bagdad. 

XX.—WEIGHTS 

In arranging these 

AND MEASURES. 
By Rev. J. 

Tubles, William’s Commercial Guide, 

Doolittle. 

Baldwin’s Manual of the Toochow 

Dialect and Dv. Hobson's Medical Vocabulary have been used. 

1.—TROV WEIGHT. 
Used in weighing gold and silver. ‘he higher denom- 
inations are also used in weighing thread and medi- 
cines. The liang or tael equal to 583 3 grains Troy. 

Chinese weights. rh pe it] HE Pe. 

atoms make one ssii. 4+ 7A #3 — R. 
filaments make one es + % Be 
hairs make one li. ++ 3 #9 — iin. 
mills or cash make one candareen. -+ fir #y 

candareens make one mace. -+- 7p 7 — $8. 

mace make one ounce or tael. 4+ £& 4 — iW. 

Il.-AVOIRDUPOIS WEIGHT. 
The Chinese chin varies in various parts of China 
from 12 to 21 oz. The value in some parts of South- 
ern China is 12 taels or 16 English ounces. The catty 
of 16 taels is 3 Ibs. avoirdupois. A picul is 100 catties 

or 132 3 English pounds. 

10 mace make one tael or ounce. +> #84 — WH. 
16 ounces make one catty. 4+ 7X i 4 — Jr. 

100 catties make one picul. — | Jr # — #6. 

Il.—CIRCULAR AND ANGULAR 
MEASURE. 

60 seconds make 1 minute. 7{ -F #2 4y — FP. 
60 minutes make 1 degree. 74 -+ Zp #3 — JE. 

860 degrees make | circumference. Plt 

JE 5 — [Bl Ee. 
IV.—WINE MEASURE. 

Half a ‘ti, 42 4¢ (about 1 gill) is a small wine 

measure. 
One“ti, — $2 is about 2 gills or half a pint. 
One and a half ‘ti, $f 42 is about 3 gills. 
Two ‘ti, = $@ equals 4 gills or 1 pint. 
Four ‘ti, py $2 equals 2 pints or 1 quart. 

V.—DRY MEASURE, #i it &. 
The Chinese pint (shéng) varies in capacity. The 
government shéng is larger than the shéng of the shops. 
The common shéng contains nearly an English quart. 

FIRST TABLE. 

10 
10 
10 
10 

10 
10 

— 

3 tubes or cups make 1 pint. = 
10 gills or ko make 1 pint. -- @ # 
10 pints make 1 peck. -} Ff ha Se 
10 pecks make 1 load or tan. -F =} #% — 

SECOND TABLE. 

A ec of millet isa YE. 
su 7y 3E make one kuei, — =. 
kuei -- =E make one pinch, — #f. 
pinches -}- # make one handful, — pp. 
handfuls ++ # make one ladle, — 4J. 

ladles 4) make one cup, —-{7- 
2 cups — @ inake one gill, — F. 

gills 4+ & make one pint, = Fir 
pints -- Th make one peck, — =}. 
pecks ++ >} =} make one you, — Ji. 
pecks 7 =+ make one hu, — ff. 
Shu) — make one tan or load, — #4. 

» ‘hu +k 7X ft make one ping, — Zé. 
fu — # is equal to 6 necks: and 4 pints, 75 WN 

>} po Fh. 
VI.—LINEAR MEASURE. 

The Chinese li is 360 paces and is computed by 
some to be 18973 English feet. 

10 tenths make one inch. -+ 4p 4 — ¥-. 
1 inches make one foot. se t+ 8 — Rh. 
5 feet make one pace or stride. 7,  # — 46. 

10 feet make one rod or pole. +  # — xX. 
3 feet make one yard. = i # — 18. 

10 Chinese miles (li) make one league. 4+ 4 
— 44 (f% 2). 

The space, — 4), between the ends of the thumb 
and middle finger when extended, makes 

a span of about seven inches. 
The space, — 4j, between the extremities of the 

extended arms make a fathom of 5 or 6 feet. 

4B Hii, called also — $e or — FF F, is half a 
fathom. 

— Ff. 

Hie 

Ai 

ta 
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vil. SQUARE MEASURE. 
The mu (or mou) or Chinese acre is estimated 6 

and 61 hundredths mu to an English acre. 

100 square’ inches make | square foot. — Gq 
ie (JB. 

25 square feet make a pace. = + IL RB 
4 paces make | rod or pole. PY 4 #— xk. 
6 poles make 1 rood. Fy at 7 — Fp. 

10 roods make one Chinese acre. ++ Zp 4 — ih. 
100 Chinese acres make one ‘king. — Fy ih 4 

— tf. | 
Vill.—-MEASURE OF LENGTH OR 

LAND MEASURE. 
De ht, Bt Sih, fe i. 

FIRST TABLE. 

grains +- ff make one fen, — Fp. 
tenths ++ Zp make one inch, — yp. 
inches -+- x} make one foot, — i; 
inches and 1 tenth inch Eng. 
feet 4- make one pole, — X ; 11 ft. 9 ins. 
poles ++ a make one yin, — 5]. |Eng. 

SECOND TABLE. 

feet Tz, A make one pu — 3, or one bow — 

F, 30,3234 sq. ft. 

14 

24 pu — + PU 46 make one fen, — Fp. [ yds. 
60 pu % + 2E make one chiao, — fy, 202,156 

4 chiao py ff make one mou, — ji, 26,73 sq. 
poles, [acres. 
mou — Fy tii make one ‘king, — tH, 16.7 

THIRD TABLE. 

Half an inch 42 x is called one li, — Jif. 
inches 7 xf make one fen, — 4p. 
feet Fi. FL make one pace, — 36. 
paces long by one pace broad = Fy PY + 76 
f= — 16 % make one acre (Chinese), — a. 
paces = Fy 7X + 26 make one [i or Chinese 
mile, — Ff. 
li ++ Hl make one Chinese league, — HF V1, 

or — $B Ff. 
250 li = A it + # make one degree, — JE. 

X.—MEASURE OF TIME. 
The Chinese hour (shih ‘ch€n) is equal to two hours 
of clock time. 

60 seconds make 1 miunte. 74 ++ #2 4 — Jp. 

WN FD 8G — Bh HH. 
+ 

60 minutes make 1 hour. 7X 
15 minutes make 1 quarter. -- Fr 4) 7 — HI. 

a BS — Eh Sib. 4 quarters make 1 hour. PY ¥, 
a hours make 1 day. = -+ PY Bh Hi #— A. | 

7 days make 1 week. £ H a — 7 FR. 

The intercalary year has 13 months. [¥j 46 -- = 

100 

b) 
240 

360 

10 

= 12 months make 1 year. ++ = {fl A 43 — 

fl 

| A ime Pea has 30 days. ick = sh ee 
A short month has 29 days. Jf J. = +- Jt B- 
A year has 360 days (as commonly reckoned), — 

aes (2) a ap 8 

0. AEE BF. 69 years make a cycle 

_X.—CHINESE AND ENGLISH WEIGHTS 
COMBINED. 3. Se HEE 

One kernel of millet isa Z. 

10 shu Z, one #. 
10 lei 8, one #k (pearl). 
24 pearls #f, one fj liang (tael)= 13 oz. av. 
16 taels fy, one Fr fi chin (catty) = 13 Ibs. av. 
2 catties = one 5] yin= 23 Ibs. av. 

30 catties=one £9 chiin = 49 Ibs, av. 
100 catties = one ## tan (pieul) = 1333 Ibs, ay. 
120 catties = one ¥ tan (stone) = 160 Ibs. av. 

1 ton= 16 piculs and 80 eatties. 
1 ewt. = 84 catties. 
1 pound av. = = of a catty or 12 taels. 

X!.-WEIGHT FOR MEDICINES. 
HE 

(First): Chinese weights. Fa iq faa] HE HE. 
16 taels make one catty. + we 

taels make a half catty. x i #5 EF 

mace make one tael. ++ $¥ 4 — WH. 
candareens make one mace. ++ 4p # — $8. 

Vir: 

Ir. 
(oe) 

10 
10 
5 candareens make a half mace. 3 Fp #y 7F B. 

10 mills make one candareen. -- fe 4 — JP- 

(Second): English and Chinese weights. 3¢ 3 

HE id 
One pound equals to 12 taels. 4+ = iH 4% — FF. 
Half pound equals 6 taels. 4 ii 4 7E RH F- 
Ten drachms equal 1 tael. $& ++ 8 4 — i SS Be. 
One ounce equals 8 mace, #—5y-F 44 A GSS Hr. 
Half ounce equals 4 mace, Se 425) -F rs py $8 SF ee. 
One drachm equals 1 mace. 3% — Fer —- Fe yr. 
Half drachm equals 5 candareens. 3 42 $8 Fp ZF 

AEB. 
Ten grains equal 1 candareen and a half. 3 ++ 

i rhs — 3p BOS HE. 
Five grains equal 7 mills and a half. 3 i fae 4 

Ch A R- 

ay 
KE 

WF 

Three grains equal 4 mills and less than a half 

$e = fa Te it & UE. [fa SF HE. 
Two grains equal about 3 mills. Se = fe P= 

' Imperial pint equals 16 taels. Je = + K 5 
ef — FP. 

Ten fluid ounces equal 8 taels. Ee + ake 5h Fk 

AH. 
| Five fluid ounces equal 4 taels. $e Fz. 7 A F 

PY i ae. 
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XXI.—MISCELLANEOUS TABLES IN ENGLISH AND CHINESE. 
By Rey. J. Doolittle. 

These Tables have chiefly been taken from William's Commercial Guide, Notes and Queries on 
China and Japan, and Mayer's Anglo-Chinese Calendar Manual. 
slightly abridged or changed, and a few terms have been added to some; 

I.—Cyclical Table of Sixty Years, 1% "Bb ¥. 
Taleulated for the past and present 

Cycles of Sixty Years each, 

FA 1804,1864, Zt 1895, 1865.79 # 1806, 1866. 
T 59) 1807, 1867, p& fe 1808,1868,e, B 18¢9,1869. 
eee 1810,1870, 3256 181 1, 1871 qs 18121872, 
$8 18131873, FA pe 1814,1874, 7, ¥ 1815,1875. 
PAF 1816,1876, J $e 1817,1877,7% # 1818, 1878. 
= Jl) 1819,1879, pe ke 1820,1880,9 B 1821, 1881, 
A= 1822,1882, ¥8 
ZH 1825,1885, pa He 1826,1886, | ¥ 1827, 1887. 
HEF 1828,1888, BFE 1829,1889, 2H 1830,1890. 
3EH]] 1831,1891,-E ke 1832,1892, %s B 1833,1893. 
FA Ae 18341894, Zk 1885,1895,p5 | 1836,1896, | The 
J 1 1837,1897, rk pe 1838,1898, B, % 1839,1899. 
HEF 1840.1900, 341 18411901 az 1842.1902, 
3§ HM 1843,1903, HP Fe 1844,1904,Z, 1845, 1905. 
PIF 1846,1906, J A 18471907, Ht 18481908. | 

18511911. | C,H 1849,1909, Here 1850,1910, 3X 
Ff--F 1852,1912, A854}. 18531913, WA ge 1854, 1914. 
ZH 18551915, py ke 18561916, 7 EL 1857,1917. 
yee 1858,1918, BA 18591919, 7 rh 1860,1920, 
FH 18611921 Pp 1862, 1922, 33% 1863, 1923. 

WI.—Horary Characters Employed by the 
Chinese. 

3 1823,1883, FAH 1824, 1884. | 

The Chinese divide the 24 hours into periods or 
watches of 12 hours each, and these watches, | 
being subdivided, further correspond with 
the Solar hour. Instead of TF +, IE is 
sometimes used fcr midnight. 
TE 5b, Ft YE is also used for 2 A.M. &e. 

Instead of 3 Ff, F # is also used for 11 P. 
M. Instead of Z SL, JE 7% is also used for 

Wig Was ual 
terins employed. 

Instead of 

The following is the list of 

| Midnight, 3E 

2 ae 

Aa. 

Ora 

Suae 

10 a. 

2: 
2 p. 

§ p. 

| 10 p. 

Tr several cases they have been 
in others, omitted. 

Ff; l1a.m. 3 5h. 
Mm. jESE; 32. m. 4 a. 
m. JER; 5a.m. 2. 
m. JES; Tam. Bk. 
m. IER; 9a.m. ee. 

m. JEG; llam. %-*. 
m. jE; 1p.m. HR. 
mM. jE; 3 p.m. 3 WH. 
m. jE; Sp.m. 2. 
m. JE; Tp.m. 3 rk. 
mM. JERR; 9p.m. wz ¥F. 
m. jE; lip. m. VF. 

Ill.—The Twenty Four Solar Terms, 

= + Gf &- 
Chinese year, besides being divided into 
12 Calendar months, rectified periodically 

by an intercalary month called BY A, ts 

further divided into 24 terms which ve- 

spectively correspond to the period during 

which the sun passes through one of the 

zodiacal signs. These periods, with the 
date of their incidence, are as follows :— 

Feb. 5. a 9, Spring begins; Sun in Aquarius. 

Feb. 19. fy ak, Rain and Water; U +) pisces 
aE isces. 

Mh. 5. #© 4%, Excited insects; § WISHES 

Mh. 20. # 4p, Vernal Equinox; U jy Aries 

Ap. 9. it HJ, Clear bright; js = : 

Ap. 20. #% Fj, Grain rain; Ve = manens 

May 5. if 2, Summer begins; f oe ; 

My. 21. Js a, Grain filling \ sn Gatti 

June 6. (© #@, Grain in ear; : 

Ju. .21. 8 %, Summer Solstice ; 1 in Cancer 

July 7. Jy 58, Little heat ; § “; 

Jy. 23. 7% 3, Great heat; Vis uies 
Aue, 7. ap #X, Autumn begins ; ) i 

Au. 23. g& 3#, Limit of heat; LU an: 
7a? oO. 

Sep. 8 G we» White dew; i Goes vas 

7 M 
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ae : i Coli dows caan \ in Lib
ra. 

Y 23 y 2endinea - | 

Nov. “t, a 4 A ote Y \ in Scorpio. | 
Iq 92 ee . 

a “7. i = ae sae ; \ in Sagittarius. | 

, 292 7 SF LAN ea eos = 

an “6. aoe Same Fine 
} in Capricorn, 

Ja. 21. 7 ¥, Great cold; sun enters Aquarius. 
The three months of each quarter 

& mene, ff chune, 4 chi, denoting their order 
of precedence. Thus ff $f chung hsia is the 
second month of Summer quarter, or 
month of the year. 

IV..—The Ten Heavenly Stems, 4- KF 

as allied to the 5 Elements. 

the fifth | 

TEN STEMS. ALLIED ‘TO /REPRESENTED BY 

YI wood, a growing tree, 
Gh * hewn timber. 
WW fire lightning. 
Tt os burning incense. 
TK earth, hills. 
ey, HY earthen ware, 
We metal. ore. 
BE 4 kettles. 
—- water. salt water. 
aS “ | Spring water. 

V.—The Twelve Terrestrial branches, + = Hit 

X& as related to the animals in the Zodiucal 

signs, Chinese and English. 

REPRESENTED By | CORRESPENDS 
BRANCHES. ‘ TO THE CON- 

Ne ee STRUT AUTON 
F- ix, a rat. Aries. 
Ff AE an ox. Taurus. 
Rm ye a tiger, Gemini. 
iN} mm a hare, yaneer, 
Ke fe a dragon. Leo, 
B he a snake. Virgo. 
ae | §& whorse | Labra. 

e | Zé a ram. Scorpio. 

Hi). 

RK K 
i 

Sagittarius. 
Capricorn. 
Aquarius, 
Pisces, 

a monkey. 
a cock. 
a dog. 
a boar. 

-MISCEL L ANEOUS TABLES | IN ENGLISH AND CHINESE 

VI.—Names of Roman Catholic Preists 

at Peking. 

EUROPEAN NAME. CHINESE 
NAME. 

DATE OF 
ARRIVAL, 

ete. 

DATE 
Or 

DEATH. 

Matteo Ricci, * 

| Jacobus Pantoja, 
of the | 

year are further distinguished by the characters | 
Nicolaus Longo- 

hardi 

Jules Aloni. 
Sabbatin de Ursis. 
Emmanuel Diaz. 

| Jean Terence. 
James Rho, 

| John Adam Scheal. 
| 7 . > . 

| Ferdinand Verbiest. 
Killiani Stump. 
Tgnatius Keeler, 
Andre Pereyra. 
Tachard. 

| Fontaney. 
Gerbilion. 

Bouvet. 
Le Comte. 
Visdelou. 

Premare. 
Regis. 

| Parennin. 

1582 
1599 ? 
1597 

16114 
1615 

ef [16805 

oe 
iff HEL] |1662 
$i Ail ¥ 
WHER [1730-408 
ff Ek fl [1739-408 

1686 
1686 

Chane- {1686-88 
chine 

Pe-tsin, |1686 
1686 
1686 
1699 
1699 

Pa-to- |1699 

min. 

* Translated Euclid, #¢fmzeAs. 

+ Appointed to correct the calendar in this year. 

1610 

16290r1622)1665 
1688 

1741 

{ Appointed to translate scientific works in this year. 

Z One authority says 1730; another says 1740. 

VII—WMilitary Officials. 

RANK. TITLE. 
| 

3ADGE, Aik. 

Tartar General. iy 

Commander in chief, ie i 
Lieutenant general. 
Major general. 
Colonel. 
Lieutenant colonel. 
Major. 
Captain. 
Lieutenant. 
Ensign. 

iit Unicorn, | 
elie Unicorn. 

Fe {ffi Lion. 
Hil +f: L ion . 

54 Leopard. 
¢ 1594 Leopard, 

SOO Nese He Tiger, 
f& Bear. 

at | Panther. 
fk Panther, 

*Sometimes thus officially styled in pas 

* AD- 

DRESS. 

ee FY 
sf i 
Th 3% 
BE IK, 
DE IK 
AD [is] 
af 7K 
F 5K 
iG 7% 

c 

i 
co 

= 

ro 

- 
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VIIL.—Concordance of Astronomical Terms employed in designating years with reference 

to the Cyclical Periods. 

The following terms are employed by the Chinese for designating years, in conformity 

with a system first introduced on the reform of Calendar in the year p.c. 140. The origin of these 

terms as also their actual meaning is involved in obscurity ; but as they are, nevertheless, frequently 

employed in indicating dates, the following table will probably be found useful. 

THE TWELVE THE TEN STEMS. 

BRANCHES. CORRESPONDING ‘TERMS. + 7 

OP nase N.B.—Those in the second column are ; Hod CORRESPONDING ‘TERMS 

also called |the forms given in Sze-ma tsten’s Iistor y. eeOed eee 

sul yang, sui yin, 

i BS iB 
= —~ aH 

t 
3a ra eS 

oy “a 
=\ 
= a x 

RHESUS GANS BS hteh > Beldet SEA SY EPS Ss HERS SSNS 

Re eS 

SSK A 

St 

L At the 
“) is} ey {fi ole 

fi 3 Ke fal HE 
» fo % A iil ak 

af on 
Ft Tp 78 A 

Exampie.—The cyclical year Chia tsi Wh $ is also called Yen feng ‘Kun tun fy xt BY Be The 

year Yi chou G Ft ts termed Tan méng Chih fen jo tif 52 ap #8 ZF, and so on. The year 1869 

being Chi ssi EL G4, according to the cycle, is denominated ‘Tu wei Ta ‘huang lo lg i K we Ve. 

1X.—Chinese Appellations for the Months. 

The following terms are frequently met with as alternate designations for the Months of 

the Chinese Calendar. 

Be ee eR ead eee Att ANCLENT NLAMIES| 7 aor cape eee 
MOON. NAMES SED IN ELEGANT COMI OSITION, | 5 pe MONTHS. © AD NODS SIGNS FOR 

EPISTOLARY STYLE, &e. AZ THE MONTHS. Jf By 

First = Te JE Hix FA = Hh 
Second Al HF #1 | G = vie 
Third wk leash 8 | Py = {rs 
Fourth in Ai AE FK Ke 7 R J = ff 
Fifth iy it A wa A ee yk = lay 
Sixth ay A ih c, — hij 
Seventh i | ia Al ail | He = ee 
Kighth FE A rf BK AL | = — ze 
Ninth ay A 4) 7K ¥ Bees He 
Tenth yy BE A oe = aie 
Eleventh RH pa a | E 

Twelfth $e ZR Hk JA i | 
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yo~ 

lical combination. 
fy Live Hing or 

eu 

Corresponding Cy Primordial essences. Qualities of the jive Hing as enumerated duced by the 5 Hing. I Live Tastes pro- 

n 

the fire Hing. 

TA Vhe Five Point 
of the Compass. 

Pywe Lhe Lown Sea- sons corresponding to 

> 

OS 6 
Biss 
<2 

= SS 
es Ss 
we 
SN 

2 3s 
Sh 

La 
oP 
Sia 
Sn 
is a) SS 
aes 

~ 

as 
oS 
) 
= 

1 

= 3> | 7K 
jen kueijwater|T 

PIy | OK 
pingting| fire 

chia yi | wood 

& 
metal 

Hie 
Keng 

hsing 

KG 

na E) a 2= 
scend. 

To blaze|bitter 
and as- 

cend. 

Ai | Be 
To be | sour 

bent or 
straight. 

aE 
acrid 

HEN 
To obey 
and to 
change. 

FehiFin| 

% | Ab 
winter |north 

| ii 
summer]south 

4 
spring | east 

#K 
autumn | west 

Ka 
fortify- 
ing 

iE 
penetra- 

ting 

e 
vivifying 

according 
hilosophy. 

c ols (2 | here eee 
S|) S18 +x 28s) See 
X Sililsailil's 25 |S §sl@ ses 
> Ss 2 les] 28 5 esses 
s Brg) coer mae er tates tes rls Ses 
Shoe |Pesu bis SiieSSs | = = pees 
RS 1 ls S| S| «8 la ese 
3° | 8 |= 8)32) = 3 Ss Sic Sees 
SS SS SS CNS i cag lsst so os) Ses || See= 
| Ny NS Sat al pa eee | Ps ns 

fees Ras Se] eS] s. 
mH we) ES jim | ves HES STE GIES 

mel S la 2 |Ssts 
AH | RA I A IBS Ss 

> 5 4 7, line =e WE | BS | A | wl | SK | 
Mercury|black| kid-} yii | chuan | The sa-| yin | ‘kan 

ney hsii_ |ble war 
b. ce. 2513) ior 

= % | fe | Ie ate “| pH KE | ip | | A) Rae | ARE | BG | BE 
Mars | red jheart | chih| yen ti |The ver-|yang| li 

b.c. 2737] milion 
bird 

= Sy = =e A 5 
A |) Fy | A | AR ry fie GTG| Be 
Jupiter |green| liver |chiao|‘tai ‘hao he | shao |‘chén 

b. c. 2852] green | yang 
dragon 

a z Es > 

2 | A | Sih | | PAR | GE py) 4b 
Venus |white |lungs jshangjshao‘hao| The |shao} tui 

b,c. 2595) white | yin 
tiger 

aE re | Seo TE | BE) WE | Be | Bea 
Saturn | yel- |stom-| kung} hauneti 

low | ach b. ec. 2697 

XI—Ancient Capitals of China. 

Hsien-yang, Jak Pf, Hsi-an-fu. 
‘Chang-an, f@ &, Hsi-an-fu. 
Lo-yang, 7 }}, Ho-nan-fu. 
‘Cheng-tu, jk fh, Cheng-tu-fu. 
Wu-‘chang, gt 8, Wu-‘chang-fu. 
Chien-yeh, #4 38, Chiang-ning-fu or Nan-king. 
Pu-chou, jE Hi], Chang-te-fu. 
Lo-yang, same as No. 3. 
Chien-yeh, same as No. 6. 

Hsi-an-fu, same as No. 1. 
‘Chang-an, same as No. 2. 
‘Chang-an, same as above. 
Lo-yang. 
Pien-lang, 7 YR, Nai-fung-fu. 
Lin-an, f& 4, Hang-chou-fu. 
Yen-ching, jig Ri, Shun-‘tien-fu or Peking. 

wu chi jearth [To pro- |sweet cen- |harmoni- 
duce tre | zing 
seed. 

DYNASTY. DATE. NO. 

‘Chin. B.c. 349 1 
Han. 200 2 
Eastern Han, AVDe Zo 3 
Three States. After-Han. 221 4 
Wu. 221 5 
Do. 229 6 
Wei. cirea 225 q 

Western Chin. 280 8 
Eastern Chin. 317 9 
Sui. 582 10 

589 thal 
‘Tang. 618 2 

13 
Sung. 96) 14 

1129 15 
Yuan. 1262 16 
Ming. 1368 
Ta ‘Ching. 1421 = a~ 

Chiang-ning-tu, or Nanking. 
Peking, 
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XII.— Titles wis Honor for Officials and their Wives. 

HEREDITARY NOBILITY ISG 

TE #F 
3 | 

im DEGREES. Title conferred on an officer or 
ae i. 

Title conferrable on 

RANKS. his progenitors. de often Wee 

= es bo | RA 

is ame sec, fo | SRA 

fe { TT See. f ie A 

: re AEA 
3 fy aa Hit A 

A OK 0 es BN 

Bi J VIE see” Adin BA 

= Poe ee | Aw TGA 
ri BBS ee ey, JUTE A 

Of each of the first 5 ranks there are three classes = &. 

XI.—Civil Officials. 

the 7th rank badge ; 

XIV.—Badges of Rank on Dresses of Wives 
of Chinese Officials. 

Civil officers of the 8th rank usually wear 
and those of the 10th rank 

RANK. [rrrie| BUTTON. | BADGE iz. |peocs | that of the 9th. 
2 Sos ea) Se in FIRST, MILITARY AND NAVAL RANK. 

Viceroy. 44$2/ Red coral. led hienan fi] | 1. Unicorn of Chinese fable. yilk ee. 

ae. 2. Lion (Felis le amc) 
Governor. |fft-4/Red coral. 7428 ,, ., eg ce ( TM ae at ate 

; ai rs ae Se 3. Tiger (Melis tegris : variety). bé- 
Treasurer. | 4Red coral. |F#¥5 ,, . AA | aie 
Criminal |§2-4\Transpa- FUE Poacacle a eopard (Leopard us Japonic us). i]. 

Judge. rent blue. | 5, Black Bear (Zlelanctos tivetanws). fig. 

if Bl Le Rpik | O. and 7. (Leopardus Mocroceloides). J. 

Intendant |j@G Opaque = Ziff Wild fizz | 8. Seal (Phoca equestris, Pattas). iff BB. 

of circuit, blue. ee | 9, Rhinoceros (Rhinoceros sondicus). JB 4. 
Prefect. SUT] 5 on [SEHR on | [ARO SECOND, CIVIL RANK. 
Subprefect. 4}|/\Crystal. Ais S. pheas-/7J FR 1. Manchurian Crane (Grus montignesia). {ily e. 

ant. __. | 2. Golden Pheasant (Thanmalea picta). $8 #8. 
ln) 0 all aT las | 1 Bs 3. Malay Peacock (Pavo muticus). JU €- 

ith F) as Oo mor- jl | 4. Wild goose (Anser ferus). 3E |ift- 
= eH - 5. Silver Pheasant (Huplocamus nycthemerus). 

District wae ldor gilt be i i Et is istric WZ) Gold or gilt 26 wa y 4 sa z ss: 
magistrate, z - Ms PS | 6. Lesser Eeret (Hgretta garzetta). hs: | Rage. 

Assistant -\N#ak/Goldor gilt 448 Quail. [AFF 7. Leat-walker (Hydrophasianus chur pease! 
magistrate, | 8. Quail (Coturnix dactylisonans). #& #4 

9, Blue Magpie (Cyanopica cyana). ah #. 
+ Sometimes thus officially styled in writings. | 10. Oriole (Oriolus cheney) Be 
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Sc a ive W rebehe s and 12 P. oints of Com- | 

11 to Jam. (= Bf 3d watch) is + or N 

(Hh, ), at, NNEGE. 
| pass. 

ne Ciuaiaies ye pibet degree, 7 FF; (2 — 
+E &, (a) Frst on the list, 38. (2) 2s 
3c. (b) (Various classes,) If} ZB. (c) #3 AE. 

One Oe ee HAE. (©) m& 
H(A RA. @*Q BA. (RB 
AE. (i) HR ZE. 

ILA. Graduates who buy lowest degree, BEE. 
Ill. Graduates of 2d degvec, # J. (a) First on 

1 ” 3 ” 

Be Bey (Gi EL Bt 5 gs This Ja oE aN 

Dips 7 ” a ” J) ” K. 

spines a » ke 5, HS.E.3E. 
9,,11,, (Ce 4 forenoon),, & ;, 5.S.H.2H. 

11,, lem. (E4F -noon ),, + ,,S. 
appre jeer ae] pe éeafternoon) ,, Fk ,, S.S.W.W. 

3. Bis. — >» Hi, W.S.W.3S. 

5 ” ie an ” g ” W. 

7., 9., (# Hist watch),, s& ,, W.N.W.IN. | 
9 1, (CH , ), ¥, NNW2W. 

XVI.—Titles of Literary Graduates. 

I. Undergraduates, %% 4E; First on the list , 

RH. 

the list, ff 3p. (b) Second to Sth or Cth, # 

IV. Graduates of 3rd degree, #8. (a) & IG 

(b) Second 5th or to Sth. (according to 
some), @ fg}. 

V. Graduates of 4th degree, We gk. (a) Opti- 

mus, 7k 3c. (b) Secundus, # AE. (c) Tertius, 
Pe 7. (d) Quartus, f#& jf. 

XXIT—MISCELLANEA. 
By Rev. J. Doolittle. 

l—PA AN TO CONFUCIUS. 
Confucius! Confucius! How great is Confucius ! 

FIT ARI F. 
Before Confucius, 

FL FZ wi HE ME FL F. 
Since Confucius there never has been a Confucius ! 

LF ZK BAL F- 
Confucius! Confucius! How ereat is 

AL FIL FAW F- 
IL—THE LAST RECORDED 
WORDS GF CONFUCIUS. 

The great mountain is broken, us aise ¥. 
The strong beam is thrown down, ¥% AS HE FB. 
The wise man is a dying plant, PF AAs oB. 

Ill.-CHINESE ADAGE ABOUT DRAM- 
DRINKING. 

First the man takes a dram, #y fl) J\ 4% i. 

Jonfueius ! 

Then the dram takes another dram, 4 fi) 75 Fei. 
At last the drams take the man, #% Hl) 74 4 A. 

IV.-_TWO TRIPLETS CONCERNING 
WIEN 

The men of the highest class are virtuous inde- | 

i LIN AN Tt pendent of instruction, [-(j 

The men of the middling class are virtuous 

after instruction, HE J, HM (2 3 The 
men of the ees! GES are vicious notwith- | 

there never was a Confucius! | 

standing instruction, P fn Z% ZN, Bi AE. 
| If you wish to know the character of a prince, 

first look at his courtiers, ¢x 441 He F SE id 

Jk fi. If you wish to know the character 
of a man, first look at his friends, @K 2# 2: 
A, eth HE A. If you wish to know the 
character of a father, first look at his son, 

fi fan JL AR, 9, WA IL 
V.-TWS DOUBLE COUPLETS 

CONCERNING WOMEN. 
_ As for her accomplishments, a woman need not 

linve talents of a famous and uncommon 

kind, sf 4S 4, A wh A 7% He RE. As for 
her countenance, a woman need not have 
ereat beauty, aif 4 7, Aus eh & SEB. 
As for her conversation, a woman need not 
be very pointed and eloquent, AF FH 4, A 
wh A GE Gal. As for her work, a woman 

need not be very skillful and surpassing 

others, 4if 1, hws Th GB A. 
| Wife's virtue should be chastity and obedience, 

Aug fa 5 Mal. Wife’s speech should be sooth- 
ing, 47 GF HE 4) a4. Wife's look should be 

mild and winning, #F ZE wi We 44. Wife's 

work should consist in dressing silk and flax, 

Kt BR Vik aL. 

a a a ee ee 

ee 
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VI._SON AND DAUGHTER 
CONTRASTED. | 

When a son is Born 75 4 BF; He sleeps on | 
a bed, ah Te 2% Hk; He is clothed in robes, 
WG A 2% Yt; He plays with gems, Hk FF Z 
Ziv; His = is princely loud, Ak yp MA MA 
This emperor is clad with pur ple, fe ah ips: 
He is the domestic prince and king, 3 3 

A =. 
When a daughter is born, Me -E de -F ; She sleeps 

on the ‘ground, #& 2 2% Hy; She is clothed | 
witha wrapper, GZ 7% #4 ; She plays witha | 
tile, #% $4 2% HL; She can not be either evil 
or good An 3 

raw 7 

Without giving any cause of grief to her 

parents, ie 4 OTE in net qe. 

ViIl._PREDIC TIONS CONCERNING 
THE TA TSING DYNASTY. 

(1) Av ae =} HET AR. 
The 1st represents 10 + 8, the 18 years of Shun- 

chih’s reign. 
The 2nd represents 6 above J, the GL years of 

Kane-hi’s reign. 
The 3rd represents 3 + 10, the 13 years of | 

Yungchine’s reion. 
The 4th represents 30 x 2, the 60 years of Kien- 

lung’s reien. 
The 5th represents the 25 years of Kea-king’s 

reien. 
The 6th represents the 30 years of Tao-kuang’s 

rejon, 
The 7th represents the reien of Hien-féne. (See 

8rd vol. Chinese Recorder and Missionary 
Journal.) 

(2) 28 PK oe Mh AEE. FS A A BN, 
# fie WE ae BG, Ie EA TA BE. 

FIRST TRANSLATION. Over this land of 
peace and rest, trouble rises like the tide ; 

and the year sixteen demands that we 
prepare on every side Now await the | 
coming years of Luneshay and stalking 
Ma, when five nations will conyulse our 

| 

| 

4. Zé; She has only to think | 

of preparing wine and food, WE {3 Fe Ab ak ; 

To prohibit the killing of agricultural cows, 

LANEA 1351 

nations will disturb ‘the Central 
Flowery land. 

Vilil.-CHINESE RULES FOR 
SERVANTS. 

When servants a visitor come (to their 
master’s house), they should speak to him in 
a low voice, and answer him mildly,—being 
careful to have a good natured countenance, 

RN FE FE AG HE, OE AS th Wa Ze. 
When they see a gentleman passing the door of 

the house, they should all rise and stand 

upright, PY at SL 7 35, 2 ee & We ae. 
When they meet a gentleman in the street, they 

should stand on one side and yield the 

pathway to him, $8 3% 34 4 (ll ot BE fF 
When sent toa gentleman’s house to make en- 

quiries, they should always speak slowly, 
and in a low and mild tone of voice, 4 3 

Hi 3 BL Gn, RES. 
Thoueh these are trifling matters, yet the 

sincerity and generosity or otherwise of the 
master, as well as the disposition of the 

servants to make disturbance, or the con- 

trary, are to be known thereby, JE RE Jy BF 

EA ZB R BE RN ZEA 
46 Se, {TL TE th PY 5a 
IX.—MERITORIOUS DEEDS OF 

MANDARINS. 

greatly 

see 

| To persecute locusts with zeal, ff #4 ¥ 77. 
When a bad harvest occurs, to adopt measures 

to boil congee and give it to the poor, 5B Jy 

AK ae TE, 2S Why Ae BH. 
When epidemics prevail, to open dispensaries to 

cure the sick, Fie Je Te 5 , BH Jay be JRE. 
In homicidal cases to ascer tain with care the 

wounds and scars, thereby to know whether 
the killing was intentional or not, J\ ay $f 

To interdict the wicked custom of drowing infant 

cirls, #8 $3 # HEF. 
To interdict sinking in dirty water printed or 

written papers, #4 fe 45 3 HK. 
AAS 
a 

flowery land Chung ‘hua. 
SECOND TRANSLATION. On the peaceful | 

surface of the deep, a flower is about im- | 
mediatly to spring forth. While yet in | 
the enjoyment of peace, prepare against the | T 
period of the Two Hights added together, 
Next wait until the Dragon and the Serpent 
drive out the Horse; for then all foreign 

eH op 
To pray for rain or to pray for fair weather with 

so much sincerity as to move heaven to 

erant the prayer, wi Ry wr NG 2 ak Bh OK. 
‘o promote education so as to refor ia the manners 

of the people, ft 4 #e 4%, lal % eH. 

X.—THE SACRED EDICT; ITS 
SIXTEEN MAXIMS. 
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5 fh? ce BIL | aan i Ps 
He ik J ll. | AT TIENTSIN. 

Duties of Children and Brothers, #¢ 2 5 LI te | Translated by the same. 
N A - | The antelopes are leaping, 7¥ 2£ #2 BE 

Respect for Kindred, f 5: 74 LI te HE WE. The clouds are moving and the rain is coming, 

Concord among Neighbors, Fy #5 a SG. At RH. | He 47 WW hi. 
Tmportance of Husbandry, ge Ea SL XK &. | The wood rains know their season, 4 Fj 4l HE. 

The Value of Keonomy, fij @j in io ME We yy. | The rains are falling copiously, ii BR CT i 
Academical Learning, [ (WE MEL He ZU ait an 7}. | Great rain comes in its season, 38 i WG 

False Religions Exposed, Si 38 4 ne ms 7p @t. | Heaven sends down great rain, KK BEA a. 

On the Knowledge of the Laws, #8 # ip I Ait Great rain is drenching, A Wi ii i. 
i, of. | Pray for the sweet rain, wr 7 Hh HR. 

Illustrations of the Principles of Good Breeding, | The great basin of rain has been overturned, {i 

BF i af LD VS I %& * TB 
Importance of Attending to the Essential Occupa- | | tt has become very cloudy, PRD. SRE HE. 

tions, # AR 3 VE GR. Certainly it will rain, FL 4 aa Ty. 
The Instruction of Youth, jl} a if, Ds a JE 4%. | Happily it is a great rain, Wy te KH H- 
The Evils of False Accusing, @, @& 4 J! 4 2 | Everywhere the sweet showers are falling, ¥ 

i | 1k | 
The Consequences of Hiding Deserters, jf [E Zé | The sweet showers are everywhere falling, 

LY oR PK se. | ae He ME. 
The Payment of the Taxes, 5¢ $¥ ## LI ff PY. | Truly it is a good rain, Ht St # TH. 
The Necessity eee tobbery and Theft, | The great rain knows its time, Fc fj ZA Ag. 

Bae (iE HB SOL ant oe IME. “A very heavy rain, #8 7 4 HH. 
The Importance of Settling Animosities, ff #£ Pray for the moistening rain, wf 3 BY &- 

7 De ir XIl.—TERMS RELATNG TO 
XI.—-PRAYERS FOR SNOW: USED | LACKERED WARE. 

AT TIENTSIN. Lacker ware. #8 #8: 
Translated by Rey. W. Muirhead. Work box. T. Je #f. 

The opportune snow makes an abundant year, | Paper box. jt #f. 
Fiz Ae eH Ae. Lacker plates. 7 Ale. 

Pray for the great snow, WF 92 *K Ze. Chess board. #it #2 #x. 
The great snow is blinding, - & #3 #p. | Chess box. Ht # @& 
The blinding great snow, #} #p 7” Be. | Chessmen box. Be i Fi. 
Heaven sends down the great snow, K [* 7% Be. | Chess table. fit # He. 
Happily it is a great fall of snow, PA 4g: Se. | Card box. #q yi FA. 
The down of the geese (i. e. snow) is in large | Card case. #\ hE (27. 

flakes, #8 35 7% Fe. Letter case. f§ 1 f lc 
The snowy flowers are as large as a (man’s) | Glove box. 4 #j. 

hand, 22 46 an =. Towel stand. Se ft 2e. 
Everywhere the great snow is falling, #2 (az. | Net needle case. 4h €f fF. 

The flowers of snow are in great flakes, 22 76 7. | Joss stick boat. % #fR. 
ir. | Fork basket. JJ 4¥ #. 

The great snow is everywhere falling, 7 a ¥@ | Bread basket. #8 DA AK. 
3 Tea tray, 28 #2. 

The flowers of snow are composed of six different | ‘Tea saucer. 38 Jf. 
parts, 32 76 7\ Hi. Cigar box. Jf #& AA Hi. 

The snowy heaps are high as mountains, HE Bz | Dice ease. f& 72. 
An sy. Octagon board. 7\ 4 fi. 

The great snow comes in its time, ~ 32 J fF. | Wafer box. vk 7S BR. 

The rain and snow are confusing, fj az 4} #p. | Wafer stamp. 4X j is E 

ih H. 
2 f}. 

XIl.—PRAYVERS FOR RAIN: USED Enamel box. #& Hf 
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Embroidered handkerchief case. ef ne 
Card case. hy &. 
Covered box. ff & 

XIV.—TERMS RELATING TO 
IVORY WARE. 

Ivory-ware. # Ff #. 
Snuff box. fl fy @.- 
Ivory toys. # ZB \ Af. 
Deep carved ivor y fan. Ze ti, He Fy. 
Shallow carved ivory fan. 7 Hh H FF hi. 
Carved flower basket. fi 76 %. 
Carved box. 2E fh #i. 
Carved images. }Hf J\ 4. 
Carved flowery pagoda. Ff 3i 7& 3%. 
Carved ivory boat. Fé 4E Ot fi. 
Ivory ball. 4 A. 
Swinging toys. #K 88 
Play ball. $y FR. 
Ladder puzzle. {lj #. 
Playing bracelet. Jy a 5H 
Ivory chessmen. fF Ht F. 
Ivory paper knife. ap Ak JJ. 
Fancy arbor in ivory. Ii@ 7 55 =F. 

XV.—THE FORBIDDING TABLET. 
TK Wi 

D ff. 

He ii. 

Do not on any account begin to act out a de- 
praved heart, as coveting, Share 

harm, ete. H) A BY He et An AE ak de 

SH 
Do not on any account perform corrupt deeds, as 

whoring, gambling, doing wrong of any 

_ kind, ete. A Hee we EB 
oe Hi 

Do not on any account talk of destructive matters, 
as falsely accusing, litigating, etc. 4% 

BY it IH SE An wk we He aA SE HH 
Do not on any account associate with bad men, 

as the lascivious, vile, low, etc. Y) AB 2 

MAMET RE 
Do not on any account look at corrupting books, 

as those having vulgar phrases, depraved 

songs, ete. H) A Bl 38 HF An wb ood 7H 
of AF 
+5 

to | 

Do not oppose your parents. 

| Do not deceive the gods. 

BLA TY sth 
Do not disrespect your teacher. fii A BY Te 

i 
Do not rebel against the magistrate. ‘FF AAAS 
Do not ridicule your elder brother. 52 A WY fhe 
Do not trifle with your younger brother. 5 A 
Do not cudgel your wife. 38 APE [TY he 
Do not have many concubines. 3 A WY 

Do not indulge your sons. -—F A W ft 
Do not indulge your daughters. A A VY fet 
Do not make friends indiscriminately. AAA JL 

Do not injure your neighbors. fi A ny (& 
Do not be distant towards your clan. fA TY BK 

| Do not he indolent. & A Wy fF 
Do not be dull of understanding. fh) A By 
Do not speak falsely. FAR 
Do not be deficient in virtuous conduct. #7 A By HF 

| Do not throw down books. # A By Hh 
| Do not cast aside decorum. ji# A Ws 
Do not forget a favor. BAA ADS 
Do not oppose what is just. Ea a 
Do not fail of your promise. {% AW xX 
Do not presume upon your influence. 4A BY fii 
Do not boast of your wealth. RA BW FF 
Do not presume on account of your official posi- 

tion. RW 
Do not murmur on account of your poverty. #% 

KA | 
Do not abuse or insult the ignoble. [IE A Wy w& 
Do not treat disrespectfully the literati. ff A. Ay RE 
Do not slander Buddhist priests. {# A. By Bt 
Do not defame Tauist priests. 34 A By a 
Do not be positive about matters. Je A By wh 
Do not scheme after another’s possessions (‘Thou 

shalt not covet’). re AV BY xt 

Do not repudiate your debts. f& AF 
Do not plan to commit adultery. 4 A VY fel 
Do not steal. ee A BY FR 
Do not use deceit. 7 AP A 

| Do not play the hypocrite. BAW F 

Do not on any account tread on corrupting | 
places, as brothels, gambling dens, etc. +4) 
Ay BY fee He ey An AE BN BE 

XVI._FIFTY TWO CHINESE MORAL 
PRECEPTS FROM THE it 2%. 

Do not insult heaven. KK A HY ik 
Do not Llaspheme the earth. fi AV BY 3! 
Do not impose upon the sovereign. 

— _ 

7 N 

# A PH Vo not injure men, 

Do not get drunk. 7 A Py We 
Do not indulge your passions to excess. @& Ay FY if 
Do not put a foreed construction on the laws. fi) 

Ar PY ii 
Do not indulge in fits of anger. 3a AB) 3%: 
Do not dress extravagantly. #e A B 4 
Do not waste your food. € A B 4 
Do not spread a sumptuous table. je AV By 

Do not begin a lawsuit. gS A WY Fe 

Do not gamble. NAY NB 
NAW E 



Do not goa whoring. JA A By 

XVIl.-MULBERRY CULTURE AND 
SILK MANUFACTURE. 

(1) Terms used in the Rearing of Silk-worms 

and in the Manufacture of Silk in 
the Vicinity of iif MM. 

Ingrafting the mulberry. 4% 3& 
Transplanting. #% 4% 
Clipping the mulberry. #8 3% 
Fist-like mulberry. 28 4& 
Cutting off the twigs. #} fF 
Water-dropping branches, or such as droop down. | 

UE sik (ff 
Self-stabbing branches, or such as grow inwards. 

Wy fs 

towether. DF Re 
Thick set branches. ‘7 jes (2% 

Fresh shoots. #5 (# 
Nature of silk-worms, #2 VE 
Silk-worms should be equal in 3 oe 
Five things that are proper for the worms 
Seven things the worms abhor. ie 
Washing the eggs. ¥ fifi 
Hatching the grubs. 4 fee 
Card of silk-worms, 342 
Bathing the silk-worms. j@ #4 
Galloping (or useless) grubs. 7 FR HE 
Removing the grubs from the cards. “PF ig 
Feeding the worms. fiij #7 
Diminishing their food.  & fig 
Torpor of the worms. — [fié 
Removing their excrements. jf J 
Mount horse leaves. _[- Bj 3 
Putting the worms on the bush. _f 7 

Original silk-worms, Jt #4 
Summer silk-worms, 37 #7 
2nd crop of silk-worms, = #4 
Gathering proper seed. It if 
Winding off the silk. $i 2% 
Wild silk-worms. #44 

(2) Names of Instruments wsed. 
The winding machine. ¥ft 4 
The reel.  #ff ify 

The spool frame. ii! Hy ‘ 
The ramping ae oh AR 
The box nave and band. FEF #7 
The whisk. fk # F 
The foot board. BF Hl AK 
The fire pans. Ye 2 

1354 ee eanie-< “MISCELLANEA | 
Do not measure or judge men. on x ay Bf 

| “Reddish leopard.” fs % 

The furnace and chimney. #% fic Uy] & 
The silk-bow. i 3¢ 
Silk regulator and the bobbin. J #4 BS fH 

| Block on which to chop the leaves. ) 3& ig 
The leaf sifter. HE fj 
The silk-worm basket. 
The silk-worm net. JR #3 

The larger frame for silk- worms. KB fii 
The smaller frame for worms. dh et Af 
Feathers for removing worms. fH #4 3% 
Silk-worm nippers. #1 4 
Bench on which to feed silk-worms. 
Low bench for feeding the worms. fi #4 Fk 

| Frames, mats, and arbors (?). 1 Ay! = Bay 

Single headed arbors (?). 38% BAL ay 
| Double headed arbors (?). Uy DE ay 

Double-growing branches, or those which grow | Basket for cocoons. fj # 

| Mulberry shears. 3% BY 
| Mulberry ladders. ZX ph 
Mulberry hook. R £4 
Leaf basket. 3% 9 

3 | Mulberry saw. HE GE 
Knife for erafting ‘the twigs. £6 3 JJ 

|The mulberry seraper. il) 4% #0 
The syringe. [lef {gy 

XVHL—TERMS CONCERNING TO- 
BACCO AND SNUFF. 

Raw tobacco. ZE I 

| Prepared tobacco. #4 If] 

| Strong tobacco, Jet yy 

Yellow tobacco. a Hq 

Water tobacco. ]t (8 

“Black tiger.” 5B je 
Snuff. Ft ty 
Foreign cigar. 2h fl 14 
Manilla cigar. AR RY 
Paper cigar. Ff. 4F HY 

| Plug tobacco. fH fif 
| “Wonderful-class” tobacco. 27 fh YY 

Strong prepared tobacco, JEL #k Hq 

Weak prepared tobacco. Ff 3 1 
| Roasted tobacco or tobacco fired in a kettle. PH 

Mixed tobacco. yf FE 
Tobacco leaf. {fy # 
Tobacco stalks. fy] Hs 
To clasp in a machine the tobacco leaves in order 

to cut or plane off. 3 tq FE 
Planing the tobacco. ff fq 
Snuff box. J YY ae 
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Tobacco pouch. ff] @J 
Pipe for smoking the water tobiacen: WK MY ey 
Pocket for the tobacco pipe. 4p] 725 £8 
Pipe for smoking the prepared zataee 0. Bony ey 
Pipe for smoking the raw tobacco. 4E WW ij 
Tobaceo-pipe oil. fy 25 YS 
Pedlar of tobacco by the smoke. 4 7¢4y 
Tobacco hong. Jit 4 
Tobacco warehouse. Jf] KE 

Tobacco shop where retailed. [i] j§ 
To pull or strip tobacco leaves from the stalks. #% 

q 

To dry tobacco. We If] 
To manufacture tobacco.  { Hf] 
Manufacturer of tobacco, — fk UM] fil {45 
The press or clasp in which tobacco is planed. Jf] 

me 
Tobacco plane. Hf] 4fé 
Tobacco plane worked by one person. Hi fe 10 
Tobacco plane worked by two men. —_{& 4f£ If] 
To put up tobacco in small packages. (J Ip] 

XIX.-TERMS CONCERNING OPIUM. 
48 Ir, 78 li sh LE Hifi. 

The leaves wrapped around opium.  -f J& 
Patna opium, 

(at Swatow) B — 
Malwa opium. 

3 Nia 
Renares opium. es Rij Je, i de 
Turkey opium. Hi, 45 76, 4 76 #L 
Yunnan opium. if G 
Opium at Hankow from Shan-si and Shen-st, 

fi +; from Kwei-chou and Yun-nan, Py 
+; from Sz-chuan, Jl] + 

Old opium treacle. {5 Ye Ij] 
Prepared opium. #4 Iq, He 
Residuum or ashes left after smoking. [9 We 

Opium blisters, or the swelling up of it while 
ing smoked. Hf] 7 

“Gold enclosing silver,” 7.c. opium ashes enclosed 
in opium treacle ready for smoking. 4 @J Fe 

be- 

| Opium treacle prepared for smoking. 9& }: ¥ 
Opium eustom’s boat. JB lig ng Mit 
Opium devil (through using opium). J& H 9% 
| Opium thief (an epithet of abuse). AE, A aK 
Consumption induced by opium. J& ie HR 

| Squeak of the bats. fg 

BM, A As B Ye. Mi Te, EG Te, | 

6 4E, & J, -, (at Swatow) | 

Diarrhea induced by want of opium. 98 Jt ¥y 
Residuum after smoking opium. JB y= fe 

Opium pipe. #8 k= {y fa 
Opium platter. 8, y= RE 
Opium. pin or needle. #6 y= $e 

To be addicted to opium. 4& A: 38, eS 7& Fe 

XX.-VOICES OF ANIMALS. HE: a. 
Braying of the ass. J& 0g 

ey}. 
Growling of bears. 78 WL 
Humming of bees. ie [J 
Warbling of birds. B 1g 
Mewing of cats. ¥ff Oni 
3ellowing of eter 2e WL 
Peeping of chickens. $i 26 Ie 
Chirrup of the cicadas. thi [hit 
Crowing of the cock, 4 ne 
Cry of the crane. # Ng 
Chirp of crickets. i ie 
Cawing of crows. Fé Ili 
Barking of the dog. FR WK 
Cooing of pigeons. fy #28 UG 

He) 

| Howl of the dragon. jE WS 

| Buzzing of flies. 

Implements for preparing and using opium. Af] A 
Hook for cleaning the bowl of pipe. $§ 48 

Opium prepared from the ashes. 4f] We 
Opium store house. #2 4% KE 
Shop for retailing opium. 3&8 }> ae, A ae 
To smuggle opium. jf 38 fe 
To sieze opium. 4 48 
To boil opium. #¢ 98 
To put the prepared opium in the pipe. #8 98 

To smoke opium. WZ 4% fe 

| Clnek of hens. 

Quack of ducks, fe we 
Croaking of frogs, Je: HE, 

ss Ze AM ne, 

Cooing ei loves. i, Ifa. 

Gibber of the monkey. 

Bleating of sheep. 2 fee 
Twittering of sparrows. Jfit #€ AB 

Chattering of the swallow. até 3% 
Grunting of the swine. 7% a 
Roar of the tiger. }% {trig 

Quack ef the goose. #8 fg 

Ory of the wild goose. }fff 88 
Screaming of hawks. #8 Ag 
Cackle of hens. #6 Ig 

5G OF 
Neighing of horses, 5 tity 
Chirping of the jay. #8 [i 

fle Pac 

| Roaring of the Jion. fff iff 
Crying of monkeys. 4% Ih 
Braying of mules. £8 1G 
Hooting of owls. 5j 94 BG 

Singing of the parrot. 2 
Singing of phenixes. Jel HG 
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Cry of pigeons. #6 BF 
Squeal of rats. fet DEY 
Cry of the rice-bird. G # 0G 
Hissing of serpents. #E 48 

XXI.-_NAMES OF CHINESE PAPER. 
(I) Probably all or nearly all printing or 

writiny paper: found at Canton or Foochow. 

The character for paper may be suffixed to each 

name where it is not printed :-—Ki%, WiE, 

a ae 48 AK, ae IE §, oe 

JIL sa, oe & tH ut. 
(1) Coarse paper at Foochow :—HX Fi #, 

ie PB, AE, AAS, Se A i ite 
XXII.—FISHES. ff $i. 

Anchovy. By #4, Ja Jé 
Bream. fi] 44, Ja 44 
Carp. Species of carp, fH 44, Sle GE, 5 GE, He GE, 

& ffl 
Dace. HE FE 
Kel. General name, g#@; White, 4 @m; Yellow, 

BE GH; Red, fu GH; Conger, (05 HE 
Flying fish, or pegasus. #f€ 44 
Gilt head. $8 i@y 
Gold fish. 4 £4 
Herring. FF 68 
Labrus. 4 7A 
Mackerel. @ 44 
Mango fish. F5 ff 
Parrot fish. #2 ZS 74 
Perch. & @& 
Pomfret. #2 44 
Roaches. gi £4, 68 44 

Seiwna. 76 ith, 4 4 £0, 98 
Scorpena. # 44 
Shark. Common shark, #% 44; Plow headed, # 

DEL 
Silure. SE wl 
Silver fish. A variety, 3k GE 4 4G 

Sole fish. 76 HEU, 4 BEHRE HH EL MG 
Sparus. HE Gi, 2e fell 
Sturgeon. fi 
‘Teenioides. $0 (fs 
Trichiurus. fy 4 £4 

XXIll.-NAMES OF COLORS, 

| Various shades’ or nee of colors. 

Bister or Pig’s liver color. #% FF 
Black. 3£; Somber, %; Dark, % ; Raven, E 
Blue. &; Azure KK FF; Deep, 3c FF; Prussian, 

i ait 
Brown. Coir brown, BE f@ ; Rust, #§ #%; Reddish, 

aL BE; Chestnut, BE 
Carmine. 4 4 #2 
Carnation. ap 
Cinnabar. @ Ab 

Cochineal color. HF 1p 
Crimson (or rouge red). jf J§ 
Gray. Yellowish, Jit f4; Reddish 38 (@; Bluish, 

RIK & 
Green. #% f@, ; Plant, 7f & ; Sap, 2 # ; Emerald, 

-: #K; Pea, W Ff; Leek, Ax eK ; Olive, 
an Verdigris, Fo) 

Indigo. #F # 

a Tf Orange. # 
| Purple. 3& #}; Ivis, 78) Ff 

Red. AL f& 3 Lake, at AL; Copper
, 4G Fil f4 ; Rose, 

$f HL; Orange, 3 J}; Peach, Hk #L; Brick, 

if ik; Light, & $f; Lightish, #} #x; Ver- 
milion, $f #F 

| Scarlet. 7E #1 

Sepia. Ffé JK 
| Snuff color. Bt i] 
White. & f%; Grayish, #8); Snow, A; 

Ivory, 4 tg; Pearl, HK 

Yellow. ¥ f&; Honey, HE eg; Lemon, $f By; 
Almond, Ay Tat 2% ole a Tg 

4 te &; 
light, ¥; dark, 2; rich, #; dull, ¥; 
mellow, =% ; soft, Aly; delicate, 4 ; changeable, 

Pi; glistening, 7; cloudy, mm; plain, 3; 
mixed Af 

XXIV.—TERMS RELATING TO 
CHINESE LITERATURE. 

Classical writings. #% 
Historical books. ¥ 
Moral, religious, philosophical and scientific books. 

Collections of works of the Imagination and 
Poems, but not Novels. 4 

Ancient literature. 2 
The ancient Classics and Books in a similar style. 

Et 
Ancient poetry and poetry after a similar style. 

vy ig 
Modern literature. J} 2 
Elegant essays. 3 #% 
Odes and epics. 7 Aik 

Bf % 
Ash color. JK 4 
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Edicts and official papers. FR 2 
Epistles and letters. 2 #L 
Stories and Romances (not novels). ff 75 
Miscellanies, plays, &e. Ae FR 
Individual collections. Hi) 4 
General collections. #4 #£ 
Critiques on poetry and literature. FF WX FF 
Rhymes and songs. jal fy 
Official documents. #4 4} 4 i 
Biographies. (&% 5e 
Historical excerpta. 8 $b 
Contemporary records. if{ #2 
Chronography. jf} 4P 
Geography and Topography. i #8 
Dynastic histories. YE 
Writers on military affairs. Fe x 
Writers on legislation. 5: 3 
Writers on agriculture. E 3 

Miscellaneous writers. Ae ¥e 
Essayists. J Bt ¥ 
Medical writers. B& 3 
Index expurgatorius, # # BFR wa 

357 

| Historical critiques. #8 2 
| Miscellaneous histories. 4 H8 
| Separate histories. iJ $4 
| Ancient histories. 7 
| Complete records. $i) He Ax Fe 
Annals. 4% 46 

| Cyclopedias. 3 # 

Treatises on the Constitution. 2 # 
Memoirs. 7& 
Rites and ceremonies. jit 

| Music. £§ 
| Political economy. € & 
State sacrifices. 3 7g 
Astronomy. K % 

Elemental influences. Jy, #7 
Literature of the arts. # W 
Narratives. Ai] (& 

| Imperial records, 4 #2 
Mathematical chronology. Af 
Official Repertories. Jit fF 

| Arts. 3 @§ 
| Repertories of Science. 5 #R 

THE END 
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HE ee ee Eee HEHE NO NDEF NN NNN RFP YEN BR NN EPR NNN NEP NHN BP REN PREP RP RPE NYDN RPE DNDN NRP eR ee ewe ee 

ERRATA. 

Line Sor read. 

15 Shey saan 
18 precedenee precedence 
49 deyond beyond 
28) begoted bigoted 
15 Borunonite Bournonite 

27 ouo one 
11 couch coach 
16 heve have 
42 day-libet day-light 
35 Brute 3rute 
35 pratice practice 
42 you your 

9 VRAD Z—- YR TAZ 
10 anteroir anterior |= 
37 cartainly certainly 
38 clectrical electrical 
13 canduor candour 
23 loook look 
47 (dele #234.) 
11 harpsicord harpsichord 
2 (note) pofession profession 
44 Climed Climbed 
7 mambrane membrane 

39 combinatin combination 
8 marrirge marriage 

39 integal integral 
29 Cneeive Conceive 
22 (dele ffé WS tp3y.) 
1 bovin bovine 

24 cultivationo f cultivation of 

41 IE, GR. EEG. 
19 Daguerrotype Daguerreotype 
42 viants viands 
45 apostacy apostasy 

8 difiance defiance 
28 difinite definite 
AT degree decree 

2 MSH |W SERN 
If armes arms 
44 to To 
27 Iixcting Exacting 
35 exessively excessively 
1 Exhorbitantly [xorbitantly 

41 Dextrity Dexterity 
21 exposition expositor 
16 loyality loyalty 
24 disloyality disloyalty 
6 ppr. pp. 

32 comformity conformity 
26 Gsopel Gospel 
45 Kettele-drum Kettle-drum 
10 occasiond occasioned 
42 a 
29 paultice poultice 
18 lo to 
20 discurse discourse 
43 lengh length 
6 cicade cicada 

43 (dele AHSE. ) 
40,42,44,45 noice noise 

41 Mtnute-men Minute-men 
in! musicans musicians 
8) Imperal Imperial 

Page 

796 

800 

809 

824 

826 

830 

834 

849 

858 

863 

£68 

877 

878 

888 

907 

909 

916 

926 
926 

936 

948 

951 

962 

969 

969 

* 984 

993, 

996 

1004 
1058 

1062 

1064 

1068 

1068 

1102 

1109 

1110 

1119 

1120 

1144 

1208 

1231 

1236 

1265 

1266 

1269 

1273 

1282 

1286 

1293 

1301 

1301 

1314 

1318 

1318 

1320 

1321 

1321 
1325 

1330 

1343 

1344 

13850 

C a 

NWNRFNHNMWREF RP NN RF RENN EPP aA HE PSB PEP NB HP PEP PND HPN HENNY HED NYNNNYDHEP HE NYY pNNE NPN NNNE ENE EPNNYKEDKe 

Line for 
29 enticular 

4 inerdients 

14,18,33,36 [if 
39 chemisty 

12 prefactoty 
49 controtlling 
9 appart 

40 provest 
25 nnder 
20 quietlly 

45 varacious 

16 (dele Beal) 
20 
49 (dele NE) 

51 tevivication 

17 ppr. 

31 Road 

47 surrenderd 

48 sffered 

1 villify 

12 wR 
44 form 
17 fine 
il throud 
11 coffening 
12 Smuty 
9 connot 

45 specifices 
30 homboo 
43 Syneurosis 
42 varities 
16 distored 
2 Tenentite 

33 Terodo 
9 fiom 

27 famale 

34 tun 

35 culpaple 
afl sucession 

6 a. 

i! bass 

aly/ podigality 
36 unbiassed 

7 fa A Bia JL 
82 sproutod 

4 sentences 

23 foretune 

39 blindforded 
34 worng 

47 aud 
44 yeu 

46 whe 
8 elements 

40 CLASSSES 
2 GIVE 
1 sorceres 

3) PHOGNIX 
3 fildelity 

bi i. 
3 eight 

29 you 

44 miunte 

4 (b) 

read. 
cuticular 
ingredients 

ig 
chemistry 
prefatory 
controlling 
apart 

provost 

under 
quietly 

voracious 

# 

Revivification 

pp. 

tood 

surrendered 

suffered 
vilify 

We 
from 

fins 
shroud 

coffining 
Smutty 
cannot 

specifies 
bamboo | 
Synneurosis 
varieties 
distorted 
Tennantite 
Teredo 

from 

female 

tune 

culpable 
succession 
n. 
brass 

prodigality 
unbiased 

fi Bi 
sprouted 
sentences 

fortune 

blindfolded 

wrong 

and 

you 
who 

elements”’ 

CLASSES 

FIVE 
sorceress 
PHCNIX 
fidelity 

Jal 
eighth 
“yu 
minute 

(d) 
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